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Public Law 91-513 
91st Congress, H. R. 18583 

October 27, 1970 

)lnSlet 
'ro amend the Public Health Service Act and oUler laws to provlt!e increased 

research Into, and prevention of, drug abuse and drug dependence; to provide 
for treatment and rehabilitation of ilrug abusers and drug dependent per
sonG; am! to strengthen existing law enforcement authcrlty in the field of 
drug abuse. 
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October 27, 1970 ~ 3 ~ Pub, Law 91-513 

'l'lTLl<} I-RBHABILITATION PROGRAMS R1<~LATlNG TO 
DRUG ABUSE 

}'ROGRAJlfS {'NDER (,OJlfJlIllNITY MENTA/.. HEALTH ClmT}:RS AC'l' RI,I,ATINIl 
'1'0 DRUG ABUSE 

SECTION 1. (It) J>nrt D of the Community Mentnl Health (',enters 
.Act is amended as follows: 

84 STAT, 1238 

(1) Sections 251, 252, and 253 of .such 'part (42 U.S.C. 2688k, 26881, 
lIud 2688m) are each ltmended by IIlsertll1g "and other plll'SOnS with 82 Stat, 1009. 
drug abuse and drug dependence problems" immediately after "nar-
cotic addicts" each place those words appear in those sections. 

(2) Clauses (A) and (C) of sectIOn 252 of such part u.re each 
nmended by insertmg It, drug abuse, and drug dependence" immedi
ntely after "narcotic addi<:tion". 

(3) The heading for such pRrt is Rmended to read as follows: 

"PART D--NARCOTIC ADDIC'rION, DRUG ABUSE, AND DRllG DEPENDENCE 
PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION". 

(b) Part E of such Act is amllnded as follows: 
(1) Section ~61(a) of such pa,rt (42 U.S.C. 26880) is amended by 82 Stat, 1010; 

~triking out "$30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971,~, P. 57. 
$35,OOQ,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, Rnd $40,000.000 
for the fiscal year ending June :30, 1973" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$40,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, $60,000,000 for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and $80,000,000 for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1973". . 

(2) Section 261('a) of such part is further amended by inserting 
", drug abuse, and drug dependence" immediately after "narcotic 
addiction". 

(IS) Sections 261(c) and 264 are each amended by insertill~ "and Ante, pp, 58, 
other persons with drug abuse and drug dependence problems" Imme- '61";' 
diately after "narcotic addicts". 

(4) The section headings for sections 261 and 263 are each amended 
by striking out "AND NARCOTIC ADDICTS" and inserting in lien thel'~of 
", NARCOTlO ADDICTS, AND OTHER PERSONt! WITH DRUG ABUBE AND DRlJG 
DEPENDENCE PROBLEMS". 

(c) Part D of such Act is further amended by redesi~ating sections 
253 and 254 as sections 254 and 255, respectively, and by addlllg after 42 USC 26sBn. 
section 252 the following new section: 

"DRUG AIlUSE EDUlJATION 

"SEC. 25:~, (a) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to States Grants. 
and political subdivisions thereof and to public or nonprofit priv.ate Contraot au~ 
agencies and organizations, and to enter into contracts with other prJ- thori ty. 
ntte a~ncies and organizations, for-

'( 1) the collect;;oll, pl'Craratjon, and dissemination of educa
tional materials dealing WIth the use and abuse of drugs and the 
prevention of drug abuse, and . 

"(2) tpe development and evaluation of programs of drug abuse 
educatio\l directed at the general public, school-age childr.en, and 
s{>ecial hiO'h-risk groups .. 

"(b) The §ecl;etary, acting through the Natiollftl Institute of 
Mental Health, shall (1) serve as a focal point for the collection and 
dissemination of information relRted to drug abuse; (2) collect, pre
pare, and disseminate materials (including films and other educational 
devices) dealing with the abuse of drugs Md the· prevention of drug 
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84 STAT. 1239 
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~ 

PersoMel 
training. 

Appropriation. 

82 Stat. 1009; 
Ante, p.1238. 
42"iisc 2688k. 

Grants, treat~ 
ment and re
habili tation. 

Conditions. 

Limi tatioll. 

77 stat. 291; 
81 Stat. 79. 
42 USC 2684. 

" 
abuse; (3) provide for the preparation, production, and conduct of 
programs of public educntion (including those using films and other 
educational devices); (4) train professional and other :persons to 
organize and participate in programs of public education m relation 
to drug abuse; (5) coordinate activities carried on by such depart
ments, agencies, and instrumentalities of the Federal Government as 
he shall designate with respect to health education aspects of drug 
abuse; (6) provide technical assistance to Stace Imd local health and 
educationnl agencies with respect to the establishment and. imple
mentation of programs and procedures for public education on drug 
abuse; and (7) undertake other activities essential to a national pro-
gram for dru~ abuse education. . 

" ( c) The Secretary, acting through the National Institute of Mental 
Health, is authorized to develo.!? and conduct workshops, institutes, 
and other activities for the trailllng of professional and other person
nel to work in the area of drug abuse education. 

"( d) To carry out the purposes of this section, there are authorized 
to be appropriated $3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,1971, 
$12,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, and $14,000,000 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973." 

( d) Such part D is further amended by adding at the end tlle1'eof 
the' following new section: 

"SPEcrAL PROJECTS FOR NARCOTIC ADDICTS AND DRUG DEPENDENT l'ERSONS 

"SEC. 256. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to public or 
llonprofit private agencies and organizations to cover a portion of the 
costs of programs for treatment and rehabilitation of narcotic addicts 
or drug deJ;>endent persons which include one or more of the following: 
(1) DetOXIfication services or (2) institutional services (includin~ 
medical, psychological, educational, or counseling services) or (3) 
community-based aftercare services. 

"(b) Grants under iliis section for the costs of any treatment and 
rehabilitation program-

"(1) may be made only for the period beginning with the 
first day of the first month for which such a grant is made and 
ending with the close of eigIft yell;rs after such first day; a. nd 

"(2J(A) except as prOVIded In subparagraph (E), may not 
exceed SO per centum of such costs for each of the first two years 
after such first day, 75 per centum of such costs for the third 
year after such first day, 60 per centum of such costs for the 
fourth year after such first day, 45 per centum of such costs for 
the fifth year after such first day, and 30 per centum of such costs 
for each of the next three years after such first day; and 

"(E) in the case of any such program providmg services for 
persons in an area designated by the Secretary as an urban or 
rural poverty area, such grants may not exceed 90 per centum of 
such costs for each of the first two years after such first day, SO 
per centum of such costs for the third year after such first day, 75 
per centum of such costs for the fourth and fifth years after such 
first day, and 70 per centum of such costs for each of the next three 
years aiter such first day. 

"(c) No application for a grant authorized bJ' this section shall be 
appro\'ed by the Secretary unless such apJ;>hcation is forwarded 
through the Stlite agency responsible for admmistering tho plan sub
mitted pursuant to section 204 of this Act or, if there be a separate 
State agency, designated by the Governor as responsible for planning, 

.coordinating, and executing the State's efforts in the treatment and 

~--~---------------------------------
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rehabilitation of narcotic addicts and drug dependent persons, through 
such latter agency, which shall submit to the Secretary such comments 
as(4li;deems appropriate. No application for a (,rant under this section 
fo?ZYi program to provide servIces for persons in an area in which is 
located a facility constructed as a new facility after the date of enact
ment of this section with funds provided under a grant under part A 
or this part shall be approved unless such application contains satis
factory aSSurance that, to the extent feasible, such program will be 
included as part of the programs conducted in or through such facility. 

"( d) The Secretary shall make grants under this sectIOn for projects Criteria. 
within the States in accordance with criteria determined by him 
designed to provide priority '",r grant applications in States, and in 
aJ;eas within the States, havirt~ tlie higher percentages of population 
who ,are narcotic addicts or drug' dependent persons. . 

"{e) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this Appropriation. 
sectIOn not to exceed $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending .Tune 30./ 
1971; $30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending .Tune 30, 1972; anet 
$35,000,000 for the fiscal y.ear ending .rune 30, 1973,'1 . 

BROADER TREATMENT AUTHORITY IN PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE HOSPITALS 
FOR PERSONS WITH DRUG ABUSE AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCE PROBLEMS 

SEC. 2. (a) Part E of title III of the Public Health Service Act is 
amended as follows: 

(1) Section 341 (a) of such part is amended by adding immediately 80 Stat. 1449. 
after "addicts" <the second time it appears the followin/?: "and other 42 usc 257. 
persons with drug abuse and drug dependence problems . 

(2) (A) Sections 342, 343, 344, and '346 of such part are each 58 Stat. 699J 
amended by inserting "or other persons with drug aouse and dru~ 68 Stat. 79. 
dependence problems" immediately after "addicts" each place It 42 USC 258-260, 
appears in those sections. 261. 

(B) The section heading of section 342 0:1; such part is amended 
by inserting "OR OTHER PERSONS WITH DRUG ABUSE AND DRUG DEPENDENCE 
PROBLEMS" after "ADDICTS". 

(3) Sections 343 and 344 of such part are each amended by insertinf, 
"or other person with a drug abuse or other dr.ug dependence problem' 
immediatel;f after "addict" each place it ~.pjJe!\ rs in those sectIOns. 

(4) SectIOns 343, 344, and 347 of,)3uch pa~·t are each amended bY42 usc 261a. 
inserting", drug abuse, or drug dependence" immediately a,fter "addic-
tion" each place it appears in those sections, 

(5) Section ·346 of such part is amenqllt! by inserting "or substance 
controlled under the Controlled Substances Act" immediatelv after Post, p. 1242. 
"habit-forming narcotic drug". • 

(S) The heading for such part is amended to read lis follows: 

"PART E-NARCOTIC ADDICTS AND OTHER DRUG ABUSERS". 

(b) Section 2 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 201) is 58 Stat. 682; 
amended by adding after paragraph (,p) the following new paragraph.: 74 Stat. 34. 

"(q) The term 'drug dependent person' means a person who is 
using a controlled substance (as defined in section 102 of the Con-
trolled Substances Act) and who is in a state of psychic or physical Post, p. 1243. 
dependence, or both, arising from the use of that substance on a con- --
tinuous basis. Drug dependence is chara\lterized by behavioral and 
other response,'l' WlilCh lIll·lude a strong compUlsion to take the sub-
stance on !t continuous basis in order to experience its psychic effects 
or to avoid the discomfort caused by its abse~ce." 
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m:S~;AnCH UNlllm THE J?UBLIC HEALTH SERVIC~: AG'I' IN DnLl; rSB, 
ABUSE, AND ADDICTION 

SEC. ~. (a) Section 303(a) of the PubJic Health Servke Act (42 
U.S.C. 242a(a» is amended by adding aft.er and below paragmph 
(2) the following: . 
"The Secretary may authorize persons engaged in research on the use 
and effect of drugs to protect. the privacy of individuals who are the 
subject of such research oy withholding from all persolls not con
nected with the conduct of such research the names or other identifying 
clul.ractel'istics of such individuals. Persons so authorized to protect 
the privacy of such individuals may llOt be compelled iu any Federal, 
State, or local civil, criminal, ailininistrative, legislative, or other 
proceediugs to identify such individuals." 

(b) Section 314(d) (2) of the Public Health Service Act is 
amended-

(1) by striking out "and" at the end of subparagraph (1) j 
(2) by strikin~ out the period at the end of subparagraph (J) 

and inserting in heu thereof"; and" j Ilnd 
(3) by adding after subparagraph (J) the following new 

subparagraph: 
"(Ie) provide for services for the prevention and treatment of 

drug abuse and drug dependence, commensurate with the extent 
of the problem." 

(c) Section 507 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 225R) 
is nmended-

(1) by striking out "available for research, training, or demon
strlltion }?roject grants pursuant to this Act" and inserting in lieu 
thereof' available under this Act for research, training, or demon
stration project grants or for grants to expand existing treatment 
and research programs Rnd facilities for alcoholism, narcotic 
a.ddiction, drug abuse, and drug dependence, Ilnd appropriatioi!s 
availa:ble under the Community Mental Health Centers Act fOl: 
construction and staffing of community mental health centers and; 
alcoholism !lnd narcotic addiction, drug abuse, and drug depend
ence facilities", and 

(2) by insevting immediately before the period nt the end 
thereof the following: ", except 'thnt grants to such Federal insti
tutions may be flluded at 100 per centum of the costs". 

MEVICAJ, ~'REA1'?'[ENT OF NARCOTIC ADDICTION 

SEC. 4. The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, after 
consu1t!l!tion with the Attorney Gen'eral and with national organiza
tions repl'esenta.tive of persons with knowledge and experience in the 
treatment of narcotic addicts, shit]] determine the appropriate methods 
of professional practice in the medical treatment of the narcotic addic
tion of various rlasses of narcotic addicts, !llld shall report thereon from 
time to time to the Congress. 

I 
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TITLE II-CONTROL A...'ID ENFORCEMENT 

P.IRT A-SnoRT TITLE; FINDINGS AND DECLARATION; DEFINITIONS 

snORT TITLE 

SEc.l00. This title may be cited as the "Control1ed Substances Act". Citation of 
title. 

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIOI,S 

SEC. 101. The Congress makes the following findings and 
declarations: 

(1) Many of the drugs included within this title have a useful and 
legItImate medical purpose and are necessary to maintain the health 
and general welfare of the American people. , 

(2) 'rhe illegal importation, manufacture, distributiori, and posses
sion and improper use of controlled substances have a substantIal and 
detrimental effect on the health and general welfare of the American 
people. 

(3) A major portion of the traffic in control1ed substances flows 
through illt(lrstate and foreign commerce. Incidents of the traffic 
which are not an integral part of the interstate or foreign flow, such!la· 
manufacture, local dIstribution, and possession, nonetheless Ilave a 
substantial and direct effect upon interstate commerce because--

(.A) after manufacture, many controlled substances are trans
ported in interstate commerce, 

(B) controlled substances distributed locally usually have been 
transported in interstate commerce immediately before their dis
tribution, and 

(0). controlled substances possessed commonly flow through 
interstate com'llerC,e immediately prior to such possession. 

(4, Local distribution and possession of controlled substances con
tribute to swelling the interstate traffic in such substances. 

( 5) Controlled substances manufactured and distributed intrastate 
cannot be differentiated from controlled substances manufactured and 
distributed interstate. Thus, it is not feasible ,to distingnish, in terms 
of controls, between controlled substances manufactur,ed and dis
tributed interstate and contI'oUed substances manufactured and dis
tributed intrastate. 

(6) Federal control of the intrastate incidents of the traffic in con
trolled substances is essential to the effective control of the interstate 
incidents of such traffic. 

(7) The United States is a party toihe Single COllvention on Nar-
cotic Drugs, 1961, and other international conventions designed to 18 UST 1407. 
establish effective control oyer international and domestic traffic in 
controlled subst,ances, 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 102. As used in this title: 
(1) The term "addict" means any individual who habitually uses 

any narcotic drug so as to endu.nger the public morals, health, safety, 
or welfare, or who is so far addicted to the use of narcotic drugs as to 
have lost the power of self-control with· reference to his addiction. 

(2) The term "administer" refers to the direct'application of a con
trolled substance to the body of a patient or researcli subject by-

(A) a practitioner (or, in his presence, by Ius authorized 
agent), or 

(B) the patient ()~ ~esearch s~d)ject at the direction and in the 
presence of the practItIOner, 
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whether such appliC!ltion be by injection, inhalation, ingestion, or any 
other means. 

(3) The term "agent" means an authorized person who acts on 
beho]f of or at the direction of a manufacturer, distributor, or dis
penser; e.'wept that such term does not include a common or contract 
carrier, public warehouseman, or employee of the carrier or ware
houseman, when acting in the usual and lawful course of the carrier.'s 
or warehouseman's business. 

(4) The term "Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs" means 
the :Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Dru!,l'S III the Department of 
Justice. 

(5) The term "control" means to add a drug or other substanC(! or 
immediate precursor, to a schedule under part B of this title, whether 
by transfer from another schedule or otherwise. 

(6) The term "controlled substanC(!" means a drug or other sub
stance, or immediate precursor, included in schedule I, II, III, IV, 
or V of part B of this title. The term does not include distilled spirits, 
wine, malt beverages, or tobacco, as those terms are defined or used in 
subtitle E of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. ' 

(7) The term "counterfeit substance" means a controlled substance 
which, or the container or labeling of which, without authorization, 
bears the trademark, trade name, or other identifying mark, imprint, 
number, or device, or any likeness thereof, of a manufacturer, dis
tributor, or dis}Jenser other than the person or persons who ill fact 
manufactured, aistributed, or dispensed such substance and which 

. thereby falsely p,urports or is represented to be the product of, or to 
have been distrlbuted by, such othermanufactu"Sr, distributor, or 
dis,Eenser. 

(8) The terms "deliver" or "delivery" mean·the actual, constructive, 
or attempted transfer of a controlled substance, whether or not there 
exists an agency relationship. -

(9) The term "depressant or stimulant substance" means-
(A) a drug which contains any quantity of (i) barbituric acid 

or any of the sal,ts of barbituric add; or (ii) any derivative of 
tbarbituric acid which has been designated by the Secretary as 
habit forming under section 502 ( d) ofthe Federal Food, Drug, 
8;nd Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 352 (d) ) ; or 

(B) a drug which contains any quantity of (i) amphetamine 
or any of its optical isomers; (ii)any salt of aIDv.hetamine or 
any salt of an optical isomer of amphetamine; or .(iii) any sub
stance which the Attorney General, after investigation, has found 
to bel and by regulation designated as, habit forming because of 
its stImulant effect on the centml nervous system ; or 

(C) lyserrric acid diethylamide; or ' 
(D) allY drug which contains any quantity.of a. substance which 

the Attorney General, after investlgation, lIas .found to have, and 
by regulation designated as having, a potential ·for abuse because 
oNts depressant or stimulant effect on the central nervous syst,em 
or its hallucinogenic effect. 

(10) Tohe term "dispense" means to deliver a controlled substance 
to an ultimate user or research subject by, or J?ursuant to the lawn11 
order of, a pmctitioner,'including the prescribmg and administering 
of a controlled substance and the packaging, laooling, or compound
ing neCessary to prepare the substance for such delIvery. The term 
"dispenser" means a practitioner who so delivers a controlled subs~ance 
to an ultimate user or research subject. . 

(11) The term "distribute" means to deliver fother than by admin
istering or dispensing) a controlled substance. The term "distributor" 
means a-person who so delivers a controlled substance. _ 
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(12) The t(!rm "drug" has the meaning given tllllt term by section 
201 (gi (1) of the Federal Food, Drug,RndCosmetic Act. 52 sta.t. 1041J 

(13 The term "felony" means any Federal or Stat.e offense clas- 79 Sta.t. 234. 
sifted y applicable Federal 01' State law {IS a felony. 21 usc 321. 

(14) Tlv.l term "manufacture" means the production, preparation, 
propagation, compounding, or processing of a drug or other substance; 
either directly or indirectly or by extr!Wtion from slibstances ot 
natural originl or independently by means of chemical synthesis or 
by a combinatIOn of extraction -and chemical syntb,esis, and includes 
any packaging or repackaging of such SUbstance or labeling or 
relabeling of its container; except that such term does not include the 
preparatIon, compounding; packaging, or labeling 6f a drug or other 
substance in conformity WIth applicable Sta1e or local law by a prac
titioner as an incident to his administration or dispensing of such 
drug or substance in the course of his professional practi::e. The term 
"manufacturer" means 11 perilon who manufactures a drug or other 
substance. 

~15) The term "marihuana" means all parts of the plant Cannabis 
satIva L., whether growing 01' not; the seeds thereof; the resu.· 
extracted from any part of such plant; and I3very cOlIlpound, manufac
ture, salt, derivatlve, mixture, or preparation of stich plant, its seeds 
or resin. Such term does not include the mature stalks of such plant1 fiber prodUCed from such stalks oil 01' cake made from the seeds of 
such plnnt,.any other compound, manufacture, sait, derivative"mix
ture, or preparation of such mature stalks (except the resin extracted 
therefrom), fiber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of such plant which 
is incapable of germinatiop. 

(16) The term "narcotic drug" means any of the following, whether 
produced directly or indirectly by extraction from substances. of vege
table origin, or independently by means of chemical synthesis, or by a 
combination of extraction and chemical synthesis: 

(A) Opium, coca leaves, and opiates. 
(B) A compound, manu. facture, salt, derivative, or preparation 

of oplum, coca leaves, 01' oplates. 
(C) A substance (and any compound, manufacture, snIt, deriv

ative, or preparation thereof) wflich is chemic!J-lly identical witll 
any ofthe substances referred to III clause (A) or (B). 

Such term does not include decocain1zed coca leaves or extracts of coca 
leaves, which extracts do not contain cocaine or ecgonine .. 

(17). J1le term':opiate" m~a~s any d~u~ or ?th~r; su~stl!-llce having 
I\n llddIctIon-formIng or addlctlon-sustaInIng habIhty slmllar to mor
phine or being call,,·ble of converSion into a drug having such addic-
tion-forming-or addiction-sustaining liability. ... . 

(18) The term "oIJ.iumpoppy" means the plant of the species 
Papaver somniferum L., except the seed thereof. 

(191) The term "poppy Straw" means 'all parts, except the seeds, of 
the opium poppy, after mowing. 

(20) The terni "practitioner" means' a pliysician,dentist, veteri
l!arian, seiel!tific. investigator" phO:rm~cy, .hosl?ital, or. other person 
ltcensed, regIstered, 01' otherwIse permItted, ·by tlieUmted States or 
t~ejurisaicti6ninwhich he. practi~ 01' does:e~arch,to d~stribute, 
chspense, conduct research wIth respect to, admmlstel';or·use III teach
ing 01' cllemical analysis; it controlled substailce in the 'course of· pro-
fessiollal pl'actice :or research. . . ': 

. (~1) .. The terID;' "production" .inciudes the nl~ufacture, planting, 
cllltlvatlon,·growmg, Or harvestmg of a controU"dsubstance... ' 
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(22) The term "immediate precursor" means a substance-
(A) which the Attorney General has found to be and by regu

lation designated as being the principal compound used, or pro
duced primarily for use, in the manufacture of a controlled 
substance; 

(B) which is an immediate chemical intermediary used or 
likely to be used in the manufacture of such controlled substance; 
and 

(0) the control of which is necessary to prevent, curtail, or 
limit the manufacture of such controlled substancp,. 

(23) The term "Secretary", unleso the context otherwise indicates, 
means the Secreta"'dc of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

(24) The term' State" means any State, territory, or possession of 
the United States the District of Oolumbia, the Oommonwealt.h of 
Puerto Rico, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and the Oanal 
Zone. 

(25) The term "ultimate user" means a person who has lawfully 
obtained, and who possesses, a controlled substance for his own use or 
for the use of a member of his household or for an animal owned by 
him or by a member of his hou&'2hold. 
(~)The term "United States", when used in a geographic sense, 

means all places .and waters, continental or insular, subject' to the 
jurisdict~on of the United States. 

INOREASED NUMBERS OF ENFOROEMENT PERSONNEL 

SEO. 103. (a) Durin~ the fiscal year 1971, the Bureau of Narcotics 
and Dangerous Drugs IS authorized to add at least 300 agents; together 
with necessary supporting personnel, to the number of entorcement 
personnel currently available to it. 

Appropriation. (b) There are authorized to be appropriated not to exceed 
$6,000,000 for the fiscal year 1971 and for each fiscal year thereafter 
to carry out the provisions of subsection (a). 

Hearing op
portunity. 
Rules. 
8Q Stat. 381. 
5 usa 551. 

PART B-AUTHORITY To OONTROL; 

STANDArum AND SOHEDULES 

AUTHORITY AND ORITERIA FOR OLASSIFICATION OF SUBSTANOES 

SEO. 201. (a) The Attorney General shall apply the provisions of 
this title to the controlled substances listed.in the schedules established 
by section 202 of this title and to any' other drug or other substance 
added to such schedules under this title. Except as provided in sub
sections (d) and (e) ,the Attorney GBneralmaybyrule-

(1) add to such a schedule or transfer between such schedules 
any drug or other substance i:l' he-

(A) finds that such drullr or other substance has a potential 
for abuse, and 

(B) makes with respect to such drug or other substance the 
findings prescribed by subsection (b). of section 202 for the 
schedule in which such drug is to be placed j or 

(2) remove any drug or oth(lr substance from the schedules 
if he finds that the drug or other substance does not meet the 
requirements for inclusion in any schedule. 

Rules of the Attorney General under this subsection shall be made on 
the record after ol!.PortunitJ for a hearing pursuant to the rulemaking 
procedures prescnbed by SUbchapter II of chapter 5 of title 5 of the 
United States Oode. 'Proceedings for the issuance, amendment, or 
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l'epeal or such rules may be initiated by the Attorney General (1) on 
his own motion, (2) at the request of the Secret-ary, or (3) on the 
petition of any interested party. 

(b) TheA-ttorney General shall, before initiating proceedings under Evaluation. 
subsection (a) to control a drug or other substance 01' to rllmove a 
drug or other substance entirely from the schedules, and after gather-
ing the necessary data, request from the Secretary a scientific and med-
ical evaluation, and his recommendations, as to whether such drug or 
other substance should be so controlled or removed as a controlled 
substance. In making such evaluation and recommendations, the Secre-
tary shall consider the factors listed in paragraphs (2), (3), (6), (7), 
and (8) of subsection (c) and any scientific or medical considerations 
involved in para~raphs (1), (4), and (5) of such subsection. The rec
ommendations ot the Secretary shall include recommendations with 
respect to the appropriate schedule, if any, under which such drug or 
other substance should be listed. The evaluation and the recommenda-
tions of the Secretary shall be made in writing and submitted to the 
Atturney General within a reasonable time. The recommendations of 
the Secretary to the Attorney General shall be binding on the At-
torney General as to such scientific and medieal matters, and if the 
Secretary recommends that fJ, drug or other substance not be con-
trolled, the Attorney General shall not control the drug or other sub-
stance. If the Attorney General determines that these facts and aU 
other relevant data constitute substantial evidence of potential for 
abuse such as to warrllnt control or substantial evidence tllRt the drug 
or other substance should be removed entirely from the schedules, 
he shall initiate ,Proceedings for control or removal; as the case may 
be, under subsectIon (a). 

(c) In making any finding under subsection (a) of this section or 
under subsection (b) of section 202, the Attorney General shall con
sider the following factors with respect to each drug or other sub
stance ~roposed to be controlled or removed from the schedules; 

1) Its actual or relative potential for abuse. 
2) Scientific evidence of its pharmacological effect, if known. 
3) The state of current scientific knowledge regarding the 

drug or other substance. 

~
4~ Its hilltory and current pattern of abuse. 
5 The scope, duration, and significance of abuse. 
6 What, if any,risk tllere is to the public .health. 

(7) Its psychic or physiological dependence liability. 
(8) Whether the substance is an immediate precursor of a sub

stance already controlled under this title. 
(d) If control is required by United States obliO'ations under inter

national treaties, conventions, or protocols in elect on the effective 
date of this part, the Attorney General shall issue an order controlling Oroel'. 
such drug under the schedule he deems most appropriate to carry out 
such obligations, without regard to the findings required by subsec-
tion (a) of this section or sect,ion 202(b) and without regard to the 
procedures prescribed by subsections (a). and (b) of this section. 

(e) The Attol'ney General may, without regard to the findings 
required by subsection (a) of this section or section 202 (b) and with
out regard to the procedures prescribed by subsections (a) and (b) of 
this section, place an immediate'. precursor in the same sc11edule in 
which the controlled substance of which it is an immediate precursor 
is placed or in any other schedule with a higher numerical designation. 
If the Attorney General designates a substance as an immediate pre
cursor and places it in It schedule, other substances shall not be placed 
in R schedule solely because they are its precursor~. 
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(f) If, at the time a new-drug application is submitted to. the 
Secretary for any drug having a stimulant,. depressant, or hallucmo
"enic effect on the central nervous system, It appears that such drug 
has an abuse potential, such information shall be 100'warded by the 
Secretary to the Attorney General. 

(g) (1) The Attorney General shall by regulation exclude any non
narcotic substance from a schedule if such substanr.e rna)" under the 
Federal Food, Drug, and ~osmetic Act, be lawfully sold over the 
countel' without a prescription. 

(2) Dextromethorphan shall not be deemed to be included in any 
schedule by reason of enactment of this title unless controlled after 
the date of such ,enactment pursuant to the foregoing provisions of this 
sectiM. 

SCHEDULES OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

SEC 202. (a) There are established five schedules of controlled sub
stances, to be lalown as schedules I, II, III, IV, Ilnd V. Such sched
ules shall initially consist of the substances listed in this section. 
The sC\Jedules establ.ished by this section shall be updated and repub
lished on a semiannual basis during the two-year period beginning 
one year after t,he date of enactment of this title und shall be updated 
and republished on an annual basis thereafter. 

(b) Except where control is required by United States obligations 
under an international treaty, convention, or protocol, in effect on the 
effective dMe of this part, and except in the case of an immediate 
precursor, a dru~ or other substance may not be placed in any sched
ule unless the findings required for such schedule are made with 
respect to such drug or other substance. The findings required lor 
each of the schedules are as follows: 

(1) SCHEDULE 1.-
(A) The drug or other substance ,has a high potential for 

abuse. 
(B) The drug or other substance has no currently accepted 

medical use in treatment ill the United States. 
(0) There is a lack of accepted safety for US8 of the drug or 

other substance under medical supervision. 
(2) SCHEDULE II.-

(A) The drug or other substance l1as a high potential for 
abuse. 

(B) The drug or other substance has a currently accepted med
ical use in treatment in the United States or a currently accepted 
medical use with severe restrictions. 

(0) Abuse of the drug or other substances may lead to severe 
J;>sychological or physical dependence. 

(3) SOHEDULE III.- . 
(A) The drug or other substance has a potential for abuse less 

than the drugs or other substances in schedules I and II. 
(B)" The drug or other substance has a currently accepted med

ical use in treatment in the United States. 
(0) Abuse of the drug or other substance mal lead to moderate 

or low physical dependence or high psychologIcal dependence. 
(4) SOHEDULE IV.-

(A) The drug or other substance has a low potential for abuse 
relative to the drugs or other substances in schedule III. 

(B) The drug or oHler substance has a currently accepted med
. ical use in treatment in the United States. 
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(0) Abuse of the drug or other substance rmty-Iead to limited 
physical dependence or psychological dependenc~ relative to the 
drugs or other substances in schedule III. .. 

(5) SCHEDULE V.- .. 
(A) The drug or other substance has a low pptential for abuse 

relative to the drugs or otheJ: substances in schedule IV. 
(D) The drug or other substance has a currently-accepted medi

cal use in treatment in the United States. 
(0) Abuse of the drug or other substance clay lead to limited 

physical dependence or psychological dependence relative to the 
drugs or other substances in schedule IV. 

(c) Schedules I, II, III, IV, and V shall, unless1tnd until amended 
pursuant to section 201, consist of the following drugs or other sub
stances, by whatever official name, common or usual name, chemical 
name, or brand name designated: 

SCHEDULE I 

(a ) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in another 
schedule, any of the following opiates, including th. eir iso
mers, esters, ethers, salts, and sa1ts of isomers, esters, and 
ethers, whenever the existence of such isomers, esters, ethers, 
and salts is possible within,the specific chemical designation: 

(1) Acetylmethadol. 
(2) Allylprodine. 
(3) Alphacetylmathadol. 
(4) Alphameprodine. 
(5.) A1phamethadol. 
(6) Benzethidine. 
(7) Betacetylmethadol. 

{

S) Detameprodine. 
I) Betamethadol. 
10) Betaprodine. 

(11) Olol1Itazene. 
(12). Dextromoramide. 
(131' Dextrorphan. 
(14) Dinllnpromide. 
(15) Diethylthiambutene. 
16~ Dimenoxadol. 
17 Dimepheptano1. 
18 Dimethylthiambutene. 
19) Dioxaphetyl butyrate. 
20) Dipipanone. 
21) Ethylmethylthiambutene. 
22) Etonitazene. 

(23) Etoxeridine. 
(24) Furethidine. 
(25) Hydroxypethidine. 
(26) Ketobemidone. 
(27) Levomoramide. 
(2S) Levophenacylmorphan. 

{

29) Morpheridine. 
30) Noracymethadol. 
31) NorlevorphanoI. 

(32) Normetha. done. 
(33) Norpipanone. 
(34) Phenadoxone. 
(35) Phenampromide. 

Opiates. 
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(36) Phenomorphan. 

~
37) Phenoperidine. 
38) Piritramide. 
39) Proheptazine. 
(40~ Properidille. 
(41 Racemoramide. 
(42 Trimereridine. 

(b) Unless speCIfically excepted or unless listed in another 
schedule, any of the following opium derivatives, their salts, 
isomers, and salts of isomers whenever the existence of such 
salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is possible within the 
specific chemical desi~nation : 

1

1) Acetorphme. 
2 Acetyldihydrocodeine. 
3 Benzylmorphine. 
4 Codeme. methylbromide. 

(5 Codeine-N-Oxide. 
(6 Cyprenorphine. 
(7) Desomorphine. 
8) Dihydromorphine. 
9) Etorphine. 
10 Heroin. 
11 Hydromorphinol. 
12 Methyldesorphine. 
13 Methylhydromorphine. 
14 Morphine methylbromide. 
15 Morphine methylsulfonate .. 
16 Morphine-N-Oxide. 
17 Myrophine. 
18 Nlcocodeine. 
19 Nicomorphine. 
20 NormorJ?hine. 
21 Pholcodme. 
22 Thebacon. 

(c) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in another 
schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or preparation, 
which contams any quantity -of the following hallucinogenic 
substances, or which contains any of their salts, isomers, and 
salts of isomers whenever the existence of such salts, isomersJ and salts of isomers is possible within the specific chemical 
designation: 

~
1) 3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine. 
2) 5-met.hoxy-3,4-methylenedioxy amphetamine. 
3) 3,4,5-trimethoxyamphetamine. . 
4) Bufotenine. 
5) Diethyltryptamine. 
6) Dimethyltryptamine. 
7) 4-methyl-2,5-dimethoxyamp,hetamine. 
8) Ibogaine. 
9) Lysergic acid diethylamide. 
10) Marihuana. 
11) Mescaline. 
12) Peyote. 
13) N-ethyl-3-pip?ridyl benzil~te. 
14) N-methyl-3-plperrdyl benzllate. 
15~ Psilocybin. 
16 Psilocyn. 
17 Tetrahydrocannabinols. 
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SCHEDULE :rr 
(a) Unless specifically excepred or unless listed in anotMi 

schedule, any of the following substances w.hether produced 
directly or indirectly by extraction from substances of vege
table origin, or independently by means of cherrdcal S,Yll
thesis, or by a combination of extraction and chemIcal 
synthesis: 

(1) Opium and opiate, and any saIt, compound, 
derivative, or preparation of op.ium or opiate. 

(2) Any salt, compound, derivative, or prepara
tion thereof which is chemically equivalent or identi
cal with any of the substances referred to in clause 
(1), except that these substances shall not include 
the isoquinoline alkaloids of opium. 

(3) Opium poppy and poppy straw.' . 
(4) Coca leaves and any salt, compound, deriva

tive, or pre:paration of coca leaves, and any salt, com
pound, derIvative, or preparation thereof which is 
chemically equivalent or identical with any of 
these substances, except that the substances shall not 
include decocainized coca leaves or extraction of coca 
leaves, 'which extractions do not contain cocaine or 

. ecgonine. . 
(b) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in anothel' 

schedule, any of the following opiates, including their iso
mers, esters, ethers, salts, and salts of isomers, esters and 
ethers, whenever the existence of such isomers, esters, ethers, 
and salts is possible within the specific chemical designation: 

1 Alpha'prodine. 
2 Anilendine. 
3 Bezitramide. 
4 Dihydrocodeine. 
5 Diphenoxylate. 
6 Fentanyl. 
7 Isomethadone. 
8 Levomethorr.han. 
9 Levorphano. 
IO} Metazocine. 
11 Methadone. 
12 Methadone-Intermediate, 4-cyano- 2 - dimethyl

amino-4,4-diphenyl butane. 
(13) Moramide-Intermediate,2 - methyl- 3 - morpho

lino-I~ 1-dip~e~ylpropane-carboxylic noid. 
(14 Pethldme;' 
(15 Pethidine-Intermediate-.A,4 - cyano-I-methyH-

phenylpiperidine. . 
(16) Pethidine-Intermediate-B, ethyl- 4-phenylpiper

idine-4-carboxylate. 
(17) Pethidine-Intermediate-C, I-methyl- 4 - phenyl-

piperidine-4-oarboxylic acid. 

1

18) Phenazocine. 
19) Piminodine. 
20) Racemethorphan. 
21) Racemorphan. 

(c) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in anotller 
SdlNlule, any injectable liquid which contains any quantity 
of methaT(lphetamine, including its snlts, isomers, and salts 
of isomers. . 

61-eo1 Q - 77 - 3 
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SOHEDULE III 

(a) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in another 
schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or preparation which 
contains any quantity of the following substances having a stimu-
lant effect on the central nervous system: " 

(1). Amphetamine, its salts, optical isomers, and salts of 
its 0rtical isomers. 

(2 Phenmetrazine and its salts. 
(3 Any substance (except an injectable liquid) which 

contains any quantity of methamphetamine, including its 
saIts, isomers, and salts of isomers. 

(4) Methylphenidate. 
(b) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in another 

schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or preparation which 
contains any quantity of the following substances having a depres
sant effect on the central nervous system: 

(1) Any substance which contains any quantity of 3, deriv
ative of barbituric acid, or any salt of a derivative of bar
bituric acid. 

(2) Chorhexadol. 
(3) Glutethimide. 
(4 Lysergic acid. 

"(5 Lysergic acid amide. 
(6 Methyprylon. 
(7 Phencyclidine. 
(8 Sulfondiethylmethane. 
(9 Sulfonethylmethalle. 
(10) Sulfonmethane. 

( c) Nalorphine. 
(d) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in another 

schedule, any material, compound, mixture, or preparation con- . 
tnining limited quantities of any of the following narcotic drugs, 
or any snIts thereof: 

(1) Not more than 1.8 grams of codeine per 100 
milliliters or not more than 90 milligrams per dos
age unit, with an equal or greater quantity of an 
isoquinoline alkaloid of opium. 

(2) Not more than 1.8 grams of codeine per 100 
milliliters or not more than 90 milligrams per dos
age unit, with one or more active, nonnarcotic 
ingredients in recognized therapeutic amounts. 

(3) Not more than 300 milligrams of dihydroco
deinone per 100 milliliters or not more than 15 milli
grams per dosa~e unit, with a f('urfold or greater 
quantity of an Isoquinoline alkaloid of opium. 

(4) Not more than 300 milligrams of dihydro
codeinone per 100 milliliters or not more than 15 
milligrams per dosage unit, with one or more active, 
nonnarcotic ingredients in recognized therapeutic 
amounts. 

(5) Not more than 1.8 grams of dihydrocodeine 
per 100 milliliters or not more than 90 milligrams 
per dosage unit, with one or more active, non
narcotic ingredients in recognized therapeutic 
amounts. 
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(ft) Not more than 300 milligrams of ethylmor
phine per 100 milliliters or not more than 15 milli
grams ,per dosage unit, with one or more active, 
nonnarcotic ingredients in recognized therapeutic 
amounts. 

(7) Not more than 500 milligrams of opium per 
100 milliliters or per 100 STams, or not more than 25 
milligrams per dosage umt, with one or more active, 
nonnarcotic ingredients in recognized therapeutic 
amounts. 

(8 ) Not more than 50 milligrams of morphine per 
100 milliliters or per 100 grams with one or more 
active, nonnarcotic ingredie!Tts in recognized thera
peutic amounts. 

SCHEDULE IV 
(1) Barbital. 
'(2) Chloral betaine. 
(3) Chloral hydrate. 
( 4) Ethchlorvynol. 
(5) Ethinamate. 
(6) Methohexital. 

~
7) Meprobamate. 
8) Methylphenobarbital. 
9) Paraldehyde. 

(10) Petrichloral. 
(11,) Phenobarbital. 

SCHEDULE V 

Any compound, mixture, or preparation containing any of 
the following limited quantities of narcotic drugs, which shall 
include one or more nonnarcotic active medicinal ingredients 
in sufficient proportion to confer upon the compound, mix
ture, or preparation valuable medicinal qualities other than 
those possessed by the narcctic'<1~ alone: 

(1) Not more than 200 millIgrams of codeine per 
100 milliliters or per 100 grams. 

(2) Not more than 100 milligrams of dihydrocQ
. deine perIOD milliliters or per 100 grams. 

(3) Not more than 100 milligrams of ethylmor
phine per 100 milliliters or per 100 grams. 

(4) Not more than 2.5 milligrams of diphenoxylate 
and not less than 25 micrograms of atropine sulfate 
per dosage unit. 

Nal'Ootio drugs 
oontaining non
nal'Ootio aotive 
medi~inal ingre
dients. 

(5) Not more than 100 milligrams of opium per 
100 milliliters or per 100 grams. 

(d) The Attorney General may by re~ation except any compound, Stimulants or 
mixture, or preparation containIng any depressant or stImlilant sub- depl'ess;"'.ts 
stance in parah'Taph (a) or (b) of schedule III or in schedule IVor V oontaining 
from the application of all or any part of this title if (1) the com- aotive medioi
pound, mixture, or preparation contains one or more active medicinal na~ ingredi
mgredients not havlllg a depressant or stimulant effect on the central ;: s,. exoop
nervous system, and (2) stIch ingredients are incl uded tllerein 'in snch on. 
combinatIOns, quantity, proportIOn, or concentration as to vitiate the 
potential for abuse of the substances which do llave a depressant or 
stimulant effect on the central nervous system. 
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PAR'I' C--REGISTRA'IT()N OF MANUFACTUIlERS, DISTIlIBrnlllS, AND 
DrSPENSEPS OF CONTROlLED SUBSTANCES 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

SEC, 301. The Attorney Geneml is authorized to promulgate rules 
and regulations and to charge reasonable fees relating to the registra
tion and control of the manufacture, distribution, and dispensmg of 
controlled substances. 

PERSONS REQUlIlED TO IlEGISTER 

SEC. 302. (a) Every person who manufactures, distributes, or dis
penses any controlled substance or who proposes to engage in the 
manufacture, distribution, or dispensing of any controlled substn,nce, 
shall obtaill annually a registration issued b1' the Attorney" General in 
accordance with the rules and regulations promulgated by him. 

(b) Persons registered by the Attorney General under this title to 
manufacture, distribute, or dispense mntrolled substances are author
ized to possess, manufacture, distribute, or dispense such substances 
(including any such activity in the conduct of research) to the extent 
anthorized by their registration and in couformity with the other 
provisions of this title. 

( c) The following persons shall not be required to I1lgiGter and may 
hnvfully possess any controlled substance under this title: 

(1) An agent or employee of ally registered manufacturer, dis
tributor, or dispenser of any controlled substance if such agent or 
employee is acting in the usual course of his business or 
employment. 

(2) A common or contract carrier or warehouseman, or a,l 
employee thereof, whose possession of the controlled substance is 
dn the usual course of his business or employment. 

(3) An ultimate user who possesses such sllbstance for a purpose 
speci fled in ser:tioll 102 (25) . 

(d) The Attorney General mn,y, by regula,tion, waive the require
ment for registration of certain manufacturers, distributors, or dis
pl'nsel's if he finds it consistent with the public heal,th and sn,fety. 

(e) A separate registration shall be required at each principal place 
of business or profession III practice where t.he applicant manufactures, 
distributes, or dispenses controlled substances. 

(f) The Attorney General is authorized to inspect the establishment 
of a registrant or Ilpplicant for registration in accordance with the 
rules and regulations promulgated by him. 

REGISTRA'rION ItEQUlIlEMENTS 

SEC. 303. (a) The Attorney General shall register an applicant to 
manufacture controlled substances in schedule I or II if he determines 
that such'registration is consistent with the public interest and with 
United Slates obligations under international treaties, conventions, or 
protocols in effect on, the effective date of this part. In determining the 
public interestl the following factors shall be considered: 

(1) mmntenance of effective controls against diversion of par
ticular controlled tlubstances and any controlled substance in 
schedule I or II compounded therefrom into other than lewtimate 
medical, scientific, research, or industrial channels, by limIting the 
importation and bulk manufacture of such controlled substn,nces 
to a number of establishments which can produce an adequate and 
uninterrupted supply of these su'bstances under adequately com-
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petitiv~ conditions for legitimate medical, scientific, research, and 
industrial purposes; 

(2) compliance with aPl?licable State andlocallaw; 
(3) promotion of techmcal advances in the art of manufactur

ing these substances and the development of new substances ; 
(4) prior conviction record of applicant under Federal and 

State laws relating to the manufacture, distribution, or dispensing 
of such substancp.,8; 

(5) past experience in the manufacture of controlled substances, 
and. the existence in the establishment of effective control again$t 
diversion; and ' . 

(6) such other factors as may be relevant to and consistent with 
the public health and safety. 

(b) The Attorney Gel1eral shaH register an applicant to distribute 
a controlled substance in schedule I or II unless J1e determines that 
the issuance of such registration is inconsistent with the public inter
est. In . determining the public interest, the following factors shall 
be considered : 

(1) maintenance of effective control against diversion of par
ticular controlled substances into other than legitimate medlCal, 
scientific, and industrial' channels; . 

(2) compliance with applicable State and lo(.!\llaw; 
(3) prior conviction record of applicant under Federal or 

State laws relating to the manufacture, distribution, or dispensing 
of such substances ; 

(4) past experience in the distribution of controlled substances; . 
and '. 

(5) such other :factors as maYbe relevant to and consistent with 
the public health and safety. '. 

(c) Registration ~anted ~mder s\lbsections (a) and (b) of this 
section shaH not entitle a registrant 1)0 (1) manufacture or di.stribute 
controlled substances in schedule I 01: II other than those specified in 
the registration, or (2) manufacture'.~ny quantity of those controlled 
substances in excess of the quota assigi\ed pursuant to section 306. 

(d) The Attorney General shall re~'ister an applicant to manufac
ture controlled substances in schedule '.III, IV, or V, unless he deter
mines that the i~suance of snch registration is inconsistent with the 
public interest. In determining the public interest, the following fac
tors shall be considered: 

(1) maintenance of effective controls against diversion of par
ticular controlled substances and any controlled substance in 
schedule III, IV, or V compounded therefrom into other than 
legitimate medical, scientific, or industrial channels; 

(2) compliance with applicable State and local law ; 
(3) promotion of tech:n.ical advances in the art ofmanufactur

ing these .substan~~ and the develop~ent of new substances ~ 
(4) prlOr conViction record of apphcant under Federal or State 

laws relating to the manufacture, ilistribution, or dispensing of 
flU ch substances; 

(5) past experience inthe manufacture, distribution; and dis
pensmg of controlled substances, and the existence in the estab
lishment of effective controls against iliversion ; and 

(6) such other factors as may be relevanHo and consistent wi& 
the public health and safety. 

(e) The Attorney General shall register an applicant to distribute 
controlled substances in schedule III, IVt or VI unless he determines 
that the issuance of such registration is mconslStent with the public 
interest. In determining the public interest, the following factors shall 
be considered: . 
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. (1) maintenance of effecth·~ controls against ~i,:ersion of t)ar
hcular controlled snbshUlces mto other than legItImate medIcal, 
scientific, and industrial channels; 

(2) compliance with applicable State and local law; 
(:1) prior conyiction record of applicant under Federal or State 

hlWS relating to the manufacture, distribution, or dispensing of 
such substances; 

( 4:) past experiencc in the distribution of controlled substances; 
and 

(5) such other factors as may be relevant to and consistent with 
the public health and safety. ' : 

(f) Practitioners shall be registered to dispense or condnct research 
with controlled substances in schedule II, III, IV, or Vii they are 
authorized to dispense or conduct research under the law of the State 
ill which they practice. Separate registration under this part for prac
titioners engaging in research with nonnarcotic controlled substances 
in schedule II, III, IV, or V, who are already registered under this 
part in another capacity, shall not be required. Pharmacies (as distin
guished from pharmacists) when eno-aged in commercial activities, 
shall be registered to disl?ense contrclled substances in schedule II, 
III, IV, or V if they are authorized to dispense under the law of the 
State in which they regularly conduct businp.ss. Registration applica
tions by practitioners wishing to conduct research WIth controlled sub
stances in schedule I shall be referred to the Secretary, who shall 
determine qualifications and competency of each practitioner request
ing registration, as well as the merits of the research protocol. The 
Secretary, in determining the merits of each research protocol, shall 
consult with the Attorney General as to effective procedures to ade
quately safeguard against diverskn of such controlled substances from 
legitimate medical or scientific use. Registration for the purpose of 
bona fide research with controlled substances in schedule I by a prac
titioner deemed qualified by the Secretary.may be denied by the Attor
ney General only on a ground specified in section 304(1l.). 

DE~IAL, REVOCATION, OR SUSPENSION OF UEGISTRATION 

SEC. 304. (a) A registration pursuant to section 303 to manufacture, 
distribute, or dispense a controlled substance may be suspended or 
revoked by the Attorney General upon a finding that the registrant

(1) has materially falsified any application filed pursuant to 
or required by this title or title III; 

(2) has been convicted of a felony lmder this title or. title III 
or any other law of the United States, or of any Stato, relating to 
any substance defined in this title as a controlled substance; or 

(3) has had his State license or registration suspended, revoked, 
or denied by competent State authority and is no longer author· 
ized by State law to engage in the manufacturing, distribution, or 
rlispensing of controlled substances. 

(b) The Attorney General may limit revocation or suspnnsioll of 
a l'egistration to the particular controlled substance with respect to 
),"hieh grounds for revocation or suspension exist. 

(c) Before taking action pursuant to this section, or pursuant to a 
denial of registration under section 303, the Attorney. General shall 
sel've upon the applicant or registrant an order to show cause why 
r('gh;trl],tioll. should )lot. 00 denied, revoked, or SUSPended. The order 
to show cl\U~e shall contain a statement of the basis thereof and shall 
call upon the applicUlit or registrant to appear before the Attorney 
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General at a time and place stated in the order, but ill no event less 
than thirty days after the date of receipt of the order. Proceedings 
to deny, revoke, or suspend shall be conducted pursuant to this section 
in accordance with subchapter II of c1mpter 5 of title 5 of the United 
States Code. Such proceedmgs shall be independent of, and not in lieu 60 Stat. 381. 
of, criminal prosecutions or other proceedings under this title or any 5 usa 551. 
other law of the United States. 

( d) The Attorney General may, in his discretion, suspend any re~is- Regisi;r::.Gion, 
tration simultaneously with Lhe institution of proceedlIl~ unCier this ~uspension. 
section, in cases where he finds that there is an imminent danger to 
the public health or safety. Such suspension shall continue in effect 
until the conclusion of such proceedings, including judicial review 
thereof, unless sooner withdrawn by the Attorney General or dissolved 
by a court of comJ?etent jurisdiction. 

(e) The suspensIOn or revocation of a registration under this section 
shall operate to suspend or revoke any quota applicable under section 
306. 

(f) In the event the Attorney General suspends or revokes a r(!gis
tration granted under section 303, all controlled substances ownl:d or 
possessed by the registrant pursuant to such registration at the time of 
suspension or the effective date of the revocation order, as the case may 
be, may, in the discretion of the Attorney General, be plaeed under 
seal. No disposition may be made of any controlled substances under 
seal until the time for taking an appeal has elapsed or until all appeals 
hav\', been concluded except that a court, upon application therefor, 
may at any time order the sale of 1?erishable controlled substances. Any 
such order shall require the depOSIt of the proceeds of the sale with the 
court. Upon a revocation order becoming final, all sm:h controlled sub
stances (or proceeds of sale deposited III court) shall be forfeited to 
the United States i and the Attorney General shall dispose of such con-
trolled substances III accordance with section,511 (e). Post, p. 1277. 

i.ABELING AND PACKAGING REQUIREMENTS 

SEC. 305. (a) It shall be unlawi'u1 to distribute a controlled sub- Symbol. 
stance in tt commercial COlltttiner unless such container, when and as 
required by regUlations Of the Attorney Geneml, bears a label (as 
defined in section 201 (k) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act) contltinillg an identifying symbol for such substance in accord- 52 Stat. 1041. 
ance with such regulations. A different symbol shall be required for 21 usa 321. 
each schedule of controlled substances. 

(b) It sliall be unlawful for the manufacturer of any controlled 
substance-to distribute such substnnce unless the labeling (!1,3 defined 
ill section 201(m) of tIle Federal Food, Drug, 'I1.nd Cosmetic Act) 
of such substance contains, when and as reqmred by regulations of 
the Attorney General, the identifying symbol required under sub
section (a). 

(c) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations und,~r section 503 (b) 
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act which shall prOVIde 65 Sta.t. 648. 
that the label of a drug listed in schedule II, III, Ol~ IV shall, when 21 usc 353. 
dispensed to or for a patient, contnin 'll clear, concise warning that 
it is a crime to transfer the drug to any person other :\han the patient. 

(d) It shall be unlawful to distribute controlled substances in Unlawful 
schedule lor II, find narcotic drugs in schedule III or IV, unless the distrl.butign. 
bottle or other container, stopper, covering,. or 'lVii.pper thereo;t is 
securely sealed as required by regulations of ,the Attorney. General. 
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Qt'OTAS Al'l'l,l(,ADLE 'nl l'ERTAIN HL'IIS'l'ANt'ES 

I:lEo.306. (-u.) The Attol'lley General shall determine the total quau
tity 1tnd establish production quotas for each basic class of controlled 
substance in schedules I and II to be manufactured each calendar 
year to pro\'ide for the estimated medical, scientific, research, I\1ld 
mdustrial needs of the United States, for Inwful export requirements, 
and for the establishment and maintenance of reserve stocks. Pro
duction quotas shall be established in terms of quantities of each basic 
dass of controlled substance and not in terms of individual phar
maceutical dosage forms prepared from or containing such a con
trolled substance. 

(b) The Attorney General shall limit or reduce indi vidmtl produc
tion quotas to th'l extent necessary to preyent the aggregate of indi
ddnal quotas from exceeding the amount determined necessary each 
year by the Attorney General under subsection (a). The quotlt of each 
registered nUUlufacturer for each basic class of controlled substance 
in schedule, I or II shall be revised in the same proportion as tlw 
limitation or reduction of the aggregate of the quotas. However, if any 
registrant, before the issuance of a limitation or redliction in quota, 
has manufactured in excess of his revised quota, the amount of the 
excess shall be subtracted from his quota for the following )'ear. 

(c) On or before .r uly 1 of each year, upon application tlierefor by 
It registered manufacturer, the Attorney General shall fix It manu
facturing quota for the basic classes of controlled substances in 
schedules I and II that the manufacturer seeks to produce. The quota 
shall be subject to the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this 
section. In fixiIfg such quotas, the Attorney General shall determine the 
manufacturer"s estimated disposal, in ventol'Y, and other requirements 
for the calendar year j and, in making his determination, the Attorney 
Genernl shall consider the manufacturer's current rate of disposal, tlJ(' 
trend of the national disposal rate durin~ the preceding calendar year, 
the manufacturer's production cycle and inventory position, fhe eco
nomic Ilmilability of raw materials, yield and stability problems, 
emergencies such as strikes and fires, and other factors. 

(d) The Attorney General sha.]}, upon application and subject to 
the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this section, fix a quota 
for It basic clnss of controlled substance in schedule I or II for an)' 
registrant who has not mlulUfnctured that basic class of controlled 
substnnce during one or more preceding c~t.]endllr years. In fixing such 
quota, the Attorney General shall take into Itccount the registrnnt's 
rensolUtbly Itnticipnted requirements for the current year; and, in mak
ing his determination of ~uch requirements, he shall consider such 
fnctors specified in subsection (c) of this section as may be relevant. 

(e) At any time during the year any registrant who luts applied 
for or receil'ed It manufacturing quotlt for a. basic class of controlled 
substance in schedule I or II may npply for IUt increase in that quota. 
to meet his estimnted disposal, inventory, and other requirements dur
ing the remainder of that year. In passing upon the application the 
Attorney General shall take into consideration nny occurrences since 
the filing of tlw, registrant"s initilbl quota 11pplication thnA: may require 
IlIl increased mallufacturing rnte by the registrnnt during the bnlance 
of the year. In passing upon the npplicat.ion the Attorney General may 
IIlso tnke. into Ilccount the amount, if any, by which the determination 
of the Attorney Genernl under subsection (n) of this sect,ion exceeds 
the, nggregate of the quotas of all registrnnts under this section . 

. (f) Notwithstanding nny other provisions of this title, no registra
tion or quotn ml1y he required for t.he mnnufacture of such quantities 
of rontrolled substances in schedules. I and II as inridentally nnd 

\ 
" 
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necessarily result from the manufacturing procl''ss used for the manu
facture of a controlled sUbstance with respect to which its manu-
facturer is duly registered under this title. The Attorney General llestrl.ot1ons. 
may, by regulation, prescribe restrictions on the retention and dis-
posal of such incidentally produced substances. 

RECORDS AND REPOR~S OF nEGISTRAN~S 

SEC. 307'. (a) Except as provided in subsection (c)-
(1) every registrant under this title shall, on the effective date 

of this section, or as soon thereafter as such registrant first engages 
in the manufacture, distribution, or dispensing of controlled sub
stances, and every second year thereafter, make a complete and 
accurate record of all stocks thereof on hand, except that the regu
lations prescribed under this section shall permit each such 
biennial inventory (following the initial inventory required by 
this paragraph) to be prepared on such registrant's regular gen
eral physlCal inventory date (if any) which is nearest to and does 
:tlot vary by more than six months from the biennial date that 
would otherwise aP1?IYj 
_ (2) on the effect}.ve date of eacl). regulation of the Attol'lley 

General controlling a substance that immediately prior to such 
date was not a controlled substance, each ret;ristrant under this 
title manufacturing, distributing, or dispensmg such sub~t:tnce 
shall make a complete and accurate record of all stocks thereof 
on hand; and 

(3) on and after the effective date of tWs section, every regis
trant under this title manufacturing, distributing, or dispensing!t 
controlled substance or substances shall maintain, on a current 
basis, a complete and accurate record of each such substance 
manuiactured, received, sold, delivered, or otherwise disposed of 
by him, except that tlus paragraph shall not require the main-
tenance of a perpetual inventory. . 

(b) Every inventory or other record reCJ.uired under this section 
(1) shall be in accordance with, and contain such relevant informa
tion as may be required by, regulations of the Attnrney General, (2) 
shall (A) be maintained separately from all other records of the regis
trant, or (D) alternatively, in the case of nonnarcotic controned sub
stances be in such form that information required by the Attorney 
General is readH)' retrievable from the ordinary business records of 
the l,tlgistrant, and (3) shall be kept and be available, fo~' at least two 
years, for inspection and copying by officers ot employees of t11e t;nited 
States authorized by the Attorne), Genera1. 

(Il) The foregoing provisions of this section'shall not apply-
(1) (A) with resp~t to narcotic controlled substances in sched

ule II, III, IV, or V, to the prescribing or administering of such 
s.ubstances by a practitioner in the lawful course of his profes-
sional practice j or • 

(D) with respect to nonnarcotic controlled substances in sched
ule II, nI, IV, or V, to !tny practitioner who dispenses such sub
stances to his ,Patients, unless the practitioner is regularl)' engaged 
in chal'ging hlS patients, either separately or togetller with charges 
for other profeSSional services, for substances so dispensed; 

(2).(A) to the Use of controlled substances, at.estabiishments 
registered under this title which keep records with respect to such 
substances, in research conducted in conformity with an exemp
tion granted under section 500 (i) or 512(j) of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Actj· 

Inventory. 

Ava.1le.b1l1 ty. 

NonappllQab111 ty. 

S2 Stat. 1052; 
76 Stat. 783. 
82 Stat. 343. 
21 USC 355. 
360b. 
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(B) to the use of controlled substances, at estnblislunents regis
tered under this title which keep records with respect to such sub
stances, in preclinical research or in teaching; or 

(3) to the extent of lLny exemption granted to any persoll, with 
respect to all or part of stich provisions, by the Attorney General 
by or pursuant to regUlation on the basis of (t finding that the 
application of such provisions (or part thereof) to such persoll is 
not necessary for carrying out the purposes of this title. 

(ell Every l11anufncturer registered under sectionJ~03 shall, at such 
time ur times and in such form as the Attorney General may require, 
mltke periodic reports to the Attorney General of every sale, delivery, 
or other disposal by him of any controlled substance, and each dis
tributor shall make such reports with respect to narcotic controlled 
substances, identifying by the registration number assigned under 
this title t.he persoll or establishment (unless exempt from registration 
under section 302(d» to whom such sale, delivery, or other disposnl 
",as made. 

(e) Reguiations under sections 505(i) and 512(1) of the Federal 
Food, DruO', and Cosmet.ic Act, relating to investigRhOlllt1 use of drugs, 
shal1 incluae such procedures as the Secretary, after consultation WIth 
the Attorney General, determines are necesmry to insure the security 
and accountability of controlled substances used in research to ""hich 
such regullltiollS apply. 

ORDER FOHMS 

SEC. 308. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to distribute a 
controlled substance in schedule I or II to Illlother except in ,Pursuance 
of a written order of the person to whom such substance is dIstributed, 
made on a form to be issued by the Attomey General in blank in 
accordance with subsection (d) and regulations prescribed by him 
pursui, .. t to this section. 

Nonapplioability. (b) Nothing;n sllbsection (a) shall apply to-
(1) the exportation of such substances from the United States in 

conformity with title III; Post, p.1285. 
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. DUplioate, 
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and availa~ 
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(2) the deli\'ery of such a substance to or by a common or con
tract cnrrier for carriage in the lawful and usual course of its 
business, or to or by a warehousemnn for storllge ill the lnwful 
and usual course of its business; but where such clll'l'inge or storage 
is in connection with the distribution by the owner of the substance 
to a third person, this parltg~aph shall not relieve the distributor 
from compliance with subsection (a). 

(c) (1) Every person who in pursuance of lin order required under 
subsection (a) distribJltes a controlled substance shall preserve such 
order for a period of two YCllrs, and shall make such order avaihlble 
for inspection amI copying by officers and employees of the Fnited 
States duly authorized for -tlll1.t purpose by the Attorney General, and 
by officers or employees of States or their political subdivisions who 
nro charged with the enforcem('nt oT State or locallnws regulntinl!' the 
production, or regulating the distribution or dispensing, of controlled 
s\lbstances and \dlO are a.uthorized under such Jttws to inspect sllch 
orders. . . 

(2) Every person who gives an order requirecl under subsection 
(a) shall, at 01' before the time of giving snch order, make or cause 
fo be made a duplicate thereof on a form to be issued by the Attorney 
General in blank in accordance with subsection (d) and regulations 
prescribed by him pursuant to this section, and shall, if such order 
IS accepted, preserve such duplicltte for a period of two years and 
make it available for inspection and copying by the officers and em
ployees mentioned in paragraph (1) of this subsection. 
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(d) (1) The Attorney General shaH issue forms pursuant to sub- Fanns, 
sections (a) ,and (e) (2) only -to 11crsons validly tegist(!~'ed under issuan.e. 
section 303 (or exempted from registration under section 302 (d) } . 
1Vhenever any such form is issued to a IJerson, the Attorney General 
slmll, before delivery tllereof, insert therein the name of such per-
son, and it shall 00 unlawful lor any other person CA) to usc such 
form for the PurlJose of obtaining controlled substances or (B) to 
furnish such form tonuy per:son with intent thereby to procure the 
distribution of such substances. 

(2) The Attorney General may charge reasonable fees for the Fees. 
issuance of suell forms in such amounts as l1e may prescribe for the 
purpose of covering the cost to the United States of issuing such forms, 
and other necessary activities in connection therewith. 

(e) It shall be unlawful for any person to obtain by memlS of order Unlawful a.t. 
forms issued under this section controlled substances for any purpose 
other than their use, distribution, dispensing, or administration in the 
conduct of a hndul business in such substances or in the course of his 
IJ1'ofessional practice or research. 

l'RESCRn'TIONS 

SEC, 309. (a.). Except when dispensed directly by a practitioner, 
other than a pharmaCIst, to an ultlmllte user, no controlled substance 
in schedule II, which is a prescription drug as deternlilled under the 
Federa~ Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, may be dispensed without the 52 Stat, 1040, 
written prescriEtion of a practitioner, except that in emergency situa- 21 USC 301, 
,tions, as prescrlbed by the Secretary by regulation after consultation 
with the Attorney General, such drug may be dispensed upon oral 
prescription in accordance with section o03'(b) of that Act. Preserip- 65 Stat, 648. 
tions shall be retained in conformity with the requirements of section 21 usc 353. 
307 of this title. No prescription for a controlled substance in schedule 
II may be refiIIed. . 

(b) Except when dispensed directly by a. practitioner, other than 
n pharmacist) to an ultimate user, no controlled substance in schedllle 
III or IV, Which is a prescril?tion drug as determined under the Fed
erRI Food, Drug, alld Cosmehc Act, may be dispensed without a writ
ten or oral prescription in conformity with section: 503 (b) of that 
Act. Such prescriptions may not 00 filled 'or refilled more than six 
months n,fter the date thereof or be refilled more than five times after 
the date of the prescription unless re11llwed by the practitioner. 

(c) No controIIed substance in schedule V which is a drug may be 
distl'ibutedor disllensed other than for a medical purpose. 

(d) Whenever It appears to the Attorney General that a drug not 
considered to be a prescription druS- under the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act should be so conSIdered because of its abuse poten
tial, he shaI1 so advise the Secretary and furnish to him all available 
duta relevant thereto. 

PART D-OFFENSES AND PENALTIES 

PROmBITED ACTS A-PENALTIES 

SEC. 401. (a) Except as authorized by this title, it shall be unlawful 
for any person knowingly or intentionaIIy-

(1) to manufacture, distribute, or dispense, or possess with 
intent to manufacture, distribute, or dispense, a controIIed sub
stance; or 

(2) to create, distribute, or dispense, or possess with intent to 
distribute or dispense, a counterfeit substance. 
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(b) Except as otherwise provided in section 405, any persoii who 
violates subsection (II.) of tlus section shall be sentenced as follows: 

(1) (A) In the case of It controlled substance ill schedule. I 01' II 
which is It narcotic drug, such person shall be sentenced to It term of 
imprisonment of not more than 15 :years, II. fi.n~ of .not more than 
$25,000, or both. If any person commlts such a Vlolation after one or 
more prior convictions of hi:n for I1.n offense punishable under this 
pl1.rngrl1.ph, 01' for 11. felony under nny other provision of this title 
C1' title III or other lnw of tile United Stl1.tes relnting to nnrcotic 
druj,!S, marilllll1.na, or depressl1.nt 01' stimulant SUbstances., hl1. '"!3 lJecome 
finl1., such person sl1l1.ll be sentenced to II. term of lmpl'lSOnment 
of not more t.han 30 years, II. fine of not more than $50,000, or. both. 
Any sentence imposing a term or imprisonment under this pal'l1.
graph shl1.11, in the absence of snch 11. prior conviction, impose. a special 
parole term of at least 3 years in nddition to such term of imprison
ment and shall, if there wns such n prior conviction, impose n special 
pnrole. term of nt least 6 years ill addition to such term of 
imprisonment. 

(B) In the case. of a controlled substance in schedule I 01' II which 
is not a narcotic drug or in the. caSe of any controlled substance in 
schedule III, such person shall be se.ntenced to a term of imprison
ment of not more thnn 5 yel1.rs, n fine of not more. 't,han $15,000, or 
both. If any pzrson commits such n violation nfter one or more prior 
convictions of him for an offense punishnble under this parngrl1.ph, 
or for a felony under I1.ny otlier provision of this title or title. III or 
other Ill.\\, of the Fnited States relating to narcotic drugs, marihuana, 
or depressant or stimulant substl1.nces, have become final, such person 
shall be sel1tenced to a term of imprisonment of not more than 10 
years, 11. fine of not more than $30,000, or both. Any sentence impos
ing a term of imprisonment under this pl1.ragraph shall, in the absence 
of such a prior conviction, impose a special parole term of at least 
2 years in addition to euch term of imprisonment and shall, if there 
was such a prior conviction, impoRe a special parole. term of at least 
4- years in addition to such term of imprisonment. 

(2) In the cl1.se of a controlled substance in schedule IV, such per
son shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not more than 
3 years, a fine of not more than $10,000, or both. If any person com
mIts such a violation after one or more prior convictions of him for 
an offense punishable under this paragraph, or for a felony under any 
other provision of this title or title III or other law of the United 
States relating to narcotic drugs, marihuana, or derressl1.nt or stimu
lant substances, haye become final, such person shal be sentenced to a 
term of imprisonment of not more than 6 years, a fine of not more 
than $20,000, or both, Any sentence imposing a term of imprisonment 
under this paragraph shall, in the I1.bsence of such a prior conviction, 
impose a special parole term of at least one year in addition to such 
term of imprisonment. and shall1 if there WI1.S such a prior conviction, 
impose a specil1.1 parole term or at least 2 years in addition to such 
term of imprisonment. . 

(3) In the case of a controlled substance in schedule V, such per
son shl1.11 be sentenced to It term of imprisonment of not more than 
one year, a fine of not more than $5,000, or both. If any persoll 
commits such a violation after one or more convictions of him for an 
0/fe1l3e pU1lishable under this paragrl1.ph, or for a crime under any 
other provision of this title or title III or other lnw of the United 
States rehtting to narcotic drugs. ml1.rihuana, or depressant or stimu-
1l1.nt substances, have become final, such person shall be sentenced to a 
term of imprisonment of not more than 2 years, a fine of not more 
than $10,000, or both. . 
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(4) Notwithstunding paragraph (1) (B) of this subsection, any Ma.l'ilroana, 
person who violates subsection (a) of tlus section by distributing 31mple pos~ 
a small amount of marihuana for no remuneration shall be treated session. 
as provided in subsections (a) and (b) ofsection404. 

(c) A special parole term imposed under this section or section 405 Speoial pal'ole 
may be revoked if its terms and conditions are viola~ed. In .such cir- tem. 
cumstances the original term of imprisonment shall be increased by 
the period of the special parole term and the resulting new term of 
imprisonment shall not be din1illished by tIle time which was spent on 
special parole. A person whose special parole term 1ms been revoked 
may be required to serve all or part of the remainder of the new 
term of imprisonment. A special parole term provided for in this sec-
tion or section 405 shall be in addition to, and not in lieu of, any 
other perole provided for by law. 

l'ROHIBITED .\CTS B-l'ENALTIES 

SEC. 402. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person-
(1) who is subject to the requirements of part C to distribute 

or dispense a controlled substance in violation of section 309; 
(2) who is a registrant to distribute or .dispense a controlled 

substance not authorized by his registration to another registrant 
or other authorized person or to manufacture a controlled sub
stance not authorized by his registration; 

(3) who is a registrant to distribute a controlIEld substance in 
violation of section 305 of this title; 

(4) to remove, nIter, ()r obliterate a symbol or label required by 
section 305 of this title; 

(5) to refuse or fail to make, keep, or furnish any record, 
report, notification, declaration, order Or order form, statement, 
invoice, or information required under tHis title or title III; 

(6) to refuse any entry mto any premises or inspection author
ized by this title or title III ; 

(7) to remove, break, injure, or defnce Ii seal placed upon con
trolled substances pursuant to section 304(f) or 511 or to remove 
or dispose of substances so placed under seal; or 

(8) to use, to his own advantage, or to reveal, other than to 
duly authorized officers or employees of the United States. or to 
the courts when relevant in any judicial proceeding under this 
title or title TIl, nny informatIOn acquired in the course of an 
inspection authorized by this title concerning any method or 
process whicn as a trade secret is entitled to protection. 

(b) It snall be unlawful for any person who is a registrant to manu
facture a controlIed substance in schedule I or II which is- . 

(1) not expressly 8,uthorized by his registration and by a quotn 
assigned to hIm pursuant to section 306; or 

(2) in excess of a lJ.uota assigned to him J?ursuant to section 306. 
(c) (1) Except as prOVIded in paragraph (2), any person who vio

lates this section shall, with respect to any such violation, be subject 
to a civil penalty of not more than $25,000. The district courts of the 
llnited ~tates (O!i where there. is no such court in the case. of any ter
ritory (';r possesslOn of the Umted States, then the court m 'such ter

. ritor:v{or possession havinS- the jurisdiction of a district court ot the 
Uniti,d States in cases arismg under the Constitution and laws of the 
Unr.1m States) shall have jurIsdiction in accorda,noo with section'1355 
of title 28 of the United States Code to enforce this paragraph. 

~, p.1285. 

Ante, p. 12515. 
Post, p. 1276. 
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(2) (A) If a violation of this section is prosecuted by an informa
tion or indictment which alleges that the violation was committed 
knowingly and the trier of fact specifically finds that the violation was 
so committed, such perSOll shall, except as otherwise 'provided in sub
Iiaragmph (ll) of this pal:agraph, be sentenced to Imprisonment of 
Hot more. than one year ora fine of not more than $25,0~0, or both. 

(B) If a violation referred to in subparagraph (A) was committed 
after one or more prior cOllvictions of the offender for an offense 
punishable under thIS pamgraph (2), or for a crime under any other 
provision of this title or title III or other law of the United States 
relating to narcotic druQ'S, marihuana, or depressant or stimulant 
substances, have become ifnaI, such person shaH be sentenced to a term 
of imprisonment of not more than 2 yea.rs, a fine of $50,000, or both. 

(3) Except under the conditions specified in paragraph (2) of 
this subsectIon, a violation of this section does not constitute a crime, 
and a judgment for the United States and imposition of a civil penalty 
pursuant to paragraph (1) shall not give rise to any disability or legal 
disad\'antage based on conviction for a criminal offense. 

PRoHmlTED ACTS C-PENALTIES 

SEC. 403. (11) It shall be unlawful for allY person knowingly or 
intentionnllv-

(1) -I"ho is a registrant to distribute a controlled substance 
classified in schedule I or II. in the course of his legitimate busi
ness, except pursuant to an order or an order form as required by 
section 308 of this title; 

(2) to use in the course of the manufacture or distribution of a 
controlled substance a registration number which is fictitious, 
revoked, suspended, or issued to another person; 

(3) to acquire or obtain possession of a controlled substance 
by m:.,representation, fraud, forgery, deception, or subterfuge; 

(4) to furnish false or fraudulent materIal information in, or 
omit any material information from, any application, report, 
record, or other document required to be made, kept, or filed under 
this title or title III ; or 

(5) to make, distribute, or possess any punch, die, plate, stone, 
or other thing designed to print, imprint, or re.(>roduce the trade
mark, trade name, or other identifying mark, Imprint, or device 
of another or any likeness of any of the foregoing upon any drug 
or container or labeling thereof so as to render such drug a coun-
terfeit substance. . 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly or intentionally 
to use any communication facility in committing or in causing or 
facilitating the commission of any act or acts constituting a felony 
under any provision of this title or title III. Each separate use of a 
communication facility shall be a separate offense under this sub: 
section. For purposes of this subsectIon, the term "communication 
facility" means any and all public and private instrumentalities used or 
useful in the transmission of writing, sIgns, signals, pictures, or sounds 
of aU kinds and includes mail, telephone, wire, radio, and all other 
menns of communication. . 

(c) Any person who violates this section shall be sentenced to a 
term of imprisonment of not more than 4 years, a fine of not more 
than $30,000, or both; except that if any person commits such a viola
tion aftet· one or more prior convictions of him for violation of this 
section, or for a felony under any other provision of this title or title 
III or other law of the United States relating to narcotic drugs, 
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marihuana, or depressant or stimulant substances, have become final, 
such person shall be sen:enced to a term of imprisonment of not more Penalty. 
than 8 years, a fine of not more than $60,000, or both. 

PEN.\LTY FOR SIlIIPI.E POSSESSION; CONDITIONAL DISCHARGE .\ND EXPUNG
ING OF RECORDS FOR }'IRST O}'F})NSE . 

SEC. 404:. (a) It shall be unlawful 101' any person knowingly or 
intentionally to possess a cQntrolled substance unless such substance 
was obtained directly, or pursuant to a valid prescription or order, 
from aprnctitioner, while acting in the course of his professional. 
practice, or except as otherwise IlUthorized by this title or title III. E2:!!, p, 1285. 
Any persoll who violates this subsection shall be sentenced to a term 
of imprisonment of not more than one year, a fine of not more than 
$5,000, or both, except t,hat if he commits such offense after It prior 
conviction or convictions under this subsection have become final, he 
shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not more than 2 years, 
a fine of not more than $10,000, or both. 

(b) (1) If any person who has not previously been convicted of 
violating subsection (ll) of this section, any other provision of this 
title or title III, or any other law of the tTnited States relating to 
narcotic drugs, marihuana, or depressant or stimulant substances, is 
found guilty of a violation of subsection (a) of this section after trial 
or upon a plea of guilty, the court may, without entering a judgment 
of guilty and with the consent of such person, defer further proceed
ings and place him on probatiori upon such reasonable condItions as 
it .may require and for such period, not to exceed one year, as the 
cOUlt may prescribe. Upon violation of a. condition of tbe probation, 
the court may enter an adjudication of guilt [md proceed as otherwise 
provided. The court may, in its discretion, dismiss the proceedmgs 
against such person and discharge him from probation before the 
expiration of the maximum period prescdbed for such person's proba
tion. If during the period of his probntion such person does not yiolate 
any of the conditions of the probation, then upon expiration of such 
period the court shall discharge such ),Jerson und dismiss the proceed
mgs against him. Discharge and disl111ssal under this subsectIon shall 
be without court adjudication of guilt, but a llonpublic record thereof Nonpublio 
slmU be retained by the Department of .rustice solely for the purpose reoord, 
of use by the courts in determining whether or not, in subsequent retention, 
proceedings, such person qualities under this subsection. Such dis-
charge 01' dismissal shall not be deemed It conviction for purposes of 
disqualifications 01' disabilities imposed by law upon convictIon of !1 
crime (including the penalties prescribed under this part for second 
or subsequent cOllvictlOns) or for any other pm·I,ose. Discharge and 
dismissal under this section may occur only once with respect to any 
person. 

(2) Upon the dismissal of such person and discharge of the pro- First offense, 
ceedings against. him uncleI' paragraph (1) of this subsection, such expung:l.tlf,( of 
person, if he was not over twenty-one years of age at the time of the reoords, order. 
offense, may apply to the court for an order to exp'upge from all 
official records (other than the nonpllblic records to be retained hy 
the Department of Justice under pamgraph (1)) aU recordation re1at-
illg to his anest, indictment or information, h:lal, finding of guilty, 
and dismissal and dis('l1arge pursuant to this section. If the court 
determines, after hearing, that SUCll person was dismissed and the 
proceedings against him discharged and that he WIlS not over twenty-
one years of IIge at the time of the offense, it shall entel~ such order. 
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Pena.lty. 

Forfeiture. 

The effect of such order shall be to restore such person, in the con
templation of the law, to the status he occupied before such arrest or 
indictment or information. No person as to whom such order has been 
entered shall be held thereafter under any provision of any law to be 
guilty of perjury or otherwise giving a false statement by reason of 
his failures to recite or acknowledge such arrest, or indictment or 
information, or trial in response to any inquiry made of him for any 
purpose. 

DISTRIBUTION TO PERSONS UNDER AGE TWENTY-ONE 

SEC. 405. (a) Any person at least eighteen years of age who violates 
section 401(a) (1) by distributing a controlled substance to a person 
under twenty-one years of age is (except as provided in subsection 
(b» punishable by (1) a term of imprisonment, or a fine, or both, up 
to tWIce that. authorized by section 401 (b), and (2) at least twice any 
special parole term authorized by sectIOn 401(b), for a first offense 
ill volving the same controlled substance and schedule. . 

(b) Aiiy person at least eighteen years of age who violates section 
401 (a) (1) by distributing a controlled subBtance to a J?erson under 
twenty-one years of age after a prior conviction or conVICtions under 
subsection (a) of this section (or tmder section 303 (b) (2) of the Fed
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmeti0 Act as in effect prior to the effective 
date of section 701(b) of this Act) have become final, is punishable. 
by (1) a term of imprisonment, or a fine, or both, up to three times that 
authorized by section 401 (b), and (2) at least three times any special 
parole term authorized by section 401 (b), for a second or subsequent 
offense involving the same controlled substance and schedule. 

ATTElIIPr .AND CONSPIRACY 

SEC. 406. Any person who attempts or conspires to commit any 
offensc defined m this title is punishable by imprisonment. or fine or 
both which may not exceed the maximum punishment prescribed for 
the offense, the commission of which was tlie object of the attempt or 
conspiracy. 

ADDITIONAL PENAl,TIES 

SEC. 401. Any penalty imposed for viola:ion of this title shall be in 
addition to, and not in lieu of, any civil or administrative penalty or 
sanction authorized by law. 

CONTINIDNG CIUJI£INAL ENTERPIUSE 

SEC. 408. (a) (1) Any person who engages in a continuing criminal 
enterprise shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment w,hich may 
not be less than 10 years and. which may be up to life imprisonment, 
to a fine of not more than $100,000, and to the forfeiture prescribed 
in paragraph (2); except that if any person engages in such activity 
after one or more prior convictions of him under this section have 
become final, he shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment which 
may not be less than 20 years and whidh may be up to life imprison
ment, to a fine of not more than $200,000, and to the forfeiture pre
scribed in paragraph (2). . 

(2) Any person who is convicted under paragraph (1) of engag
ing m a continuing criminal enterprise shall forfeit to the United 
States-

(A) the profits obtained by'him in such enterprise, and 

.- ',~ 
') 
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(B) any of his interest in, claim against, or property or con
tractual rIghts of any kind affording a source of influence over, 
such enterprise. 

(b) For purposes of subsection (a), a person is engaged in a con
tinuing criminal enterprise if-

(1) ,he violates any provision of this title or title III the pun- E2!!!, P,1285. 
ishment for which is a felony, and 

(2) snch violation is a part of a continuing series of violations 
of this title or title III-

(A.) which. are undertaken by such person in concert with 
five or more other persons 'with respect to whom such person 
occupies a position of organizer, a supervisory positlOn, or 
any other position of management, and . 

(B) from which such person obtains substantial income 
or resources. 

(c) In the case of any sentence imposed under this section, imposi
tion or execution' of such sentence shall not be suspended, probation 
shall not be granted, and section 4202 of title 18 of the United States 
Code and the A.ct of July 15, 193~ (D.C. Code, sees. 24-203-24-207), 
shall not. apply. 

(d) The district courts of vhe United States (includin~ courts in 
the territories or possessions of the United States having Jurisdiction 
under subsection (a» shall have jurisdiction to enter such restrain
ingorders or prohibitions, or to take such other actions, including 
the acceptance of satisfactory performance bonds, in connection with 
al~y property or other interest; subject to forfeiture under this sec-
tion, as they shall deem proper. 

DANGEROUS SPECIAL DRUG OFFENDER SENTENCING 

SEC. 409. (a) Whenever a United States attorney charged with the 
prosecution of a defendant in a court of the United States for an 
nlleged felonious violation of any provision of this title or title III 
committ~d when the defendant was over the age of twenty-one years 
has reasons to believe that the defendant is a dangerous special drug 
offender such United States attorney, a reasonable time before trial or 
acc~ptance by the court of a plea of guilty or nolo. contendere, may 
sign and file with th~ court, and may U!~end, a notice' (1) specifying 
that the defendant IS a dangerous specml drug offender ·who upon 
eonviction for such felonious violation is subject to the imposition of 
a sent~,n.ce under subsection (b) of this section, and (2) setting out 
with particularity the rea.s<?ns why such attorney believes the defend
ant to be a dangerous specml drug offender. In no case shall the fact 
that the defendant is alleged to be 11. dangerous special dru~ offender 
be an issue upon the trial of such felonious violation, be dIsclosed to 
the jury, or be disclosed before any plea of guilty or nolo contendere or 
verdict or f?1ding of guilty to the presiding judge with~!lt tIle conse~t 
of the partIes. If the court finds that the filmg of the notIce as a publIc 
record may prejudice fair consideration of a pending criminal matter, 
it may order the notice sealed and the notice shall not be subject to 
subpena or public inspection during the pendency of such crIminal 
matter, except on order of the court, but shall be subject to inspection 
by the defendant alleged to be a dangerous 8pecial drog offender and 
his counsel. .. 

(b) Upon a,\y plea of guilty or nolo contendere or verdict or finding 
of guilty of the defendant of such felonious violation, a hearing shall 
be held, before sentence is imposed, ~y the court sitl;ing without a jury. 

61-801 0 - 77 - 4 

65 Stat. 150; 
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Conditions. 

The court shall fix a time for the hearing, and notice thereof shall be 
given to the defendant and the United States at least ten days prior 
thereto. The court shall pennit r,he United States and counsel for the 
defendant, or the defendant if he is not represented by counsel, to in
spect the presentence report sufficiently prior to the hearing as to 
afford a reasonable opportunity for verIfication. In extraordinary 
cases, the court may withhold material not relevant to a proper sen
wnce, diagnostic opinion which might seriously disrupt a program 
of rehabilItation, any source of information obtained on a promise of 
confidentiality, and material previously disclosed in open court. A 
court withholding all or part of a presentence report shall inform the 
parties of its action and place in the record the reasons therefor. The 
court may require parties inspecting all or part of a presentence report 
to give notice of any part thereof intended to be controverted. In con
nection with the hearmg, the defendant and the United States shall be 
entitled to assistance of cO).lllsel, compulsory process,ftnd cross-exami
nation of such witnesses as appear at the hearing. A duly authenti
cated I)OPY of a former judgment or commitment shall be prima facie 
evidence of such former judgment or commitment. If it \1ppears by a 
pre~onderance 'of the information, including information submitted 
durmg the trial of such felonious violation and the sentencing hear
ing and so much of the presenwnce report as the court relies upon, that 
the defendant is a dangerous special drug offender, the court shall 
sentence the defendant to imprisonment for an appropriate term not 
to exceed twenty-five years and not disproportionate in severity to 
the maximum tel1ll otherwise authorized by law for such' felonious 
violation. Otherwise it shall sentence the defendant in accordance with 
the law prescribing penalties for such felonious violation. The court 
shall place in the record its findings, including an identification of 
the information relied upon in makmg such findings, and its reasons 
for the sentence imposed. 

(c) This section shall not prevent the imposition and execution of 
a sentence of imprisonment for life or for a term exceeding twenty
five years up,on any ).Jerson convicted of. a.n offense. so pup.ishable. 

(d) Notwlthstandmg any other prOVISIOn of thIs sectIOn, the court 
shall not sentence a dangerous special drug offender to less than any 
mandatory minimum penalty prescribed by law for such felonious 
violation. This 'section shall not be construed as creating any man
datory minimum penalty. 

(e) A defendant is a special drug offender for purposes of this 
section i£-

(1) the defendant has previously been convicted in COUl·ts of 
the United States or a State or any political subdivision thereof 
for two or more offenses involving dealing in controlled sub
stances, committed on occasions different from one another and 
different i'rOlll such felonious violation, and punishable in such 
courts by death or imprisonment in excess of one year, for one or 
more of such convictions the defendant has been imprisoned prior 
to the commission of such felonious violation, and less than five 
years have elu,!?sed between the commission of such felonious 
violation and eIther the defendant's release, or parole or other
wh'l, from imprisonment for one such conviction or his com
mission of the lUst such previous offense or another offense involv
ing dealing in controlled substances and punishable by death or 
imprisonment in excess of one year under applicable laws of the 
United Stafes or t. State or any political subdivision thereof; or 

(2) the defendant committed such felonious violntion as I?art 
of a pattern of dealing in controlled substances which was .mmi-
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nal under applicable laws of any jurisdiction, which constituted 
a substantial source of his income, and in ,,",hic11 he manifested 
special skill or expertise; or 

(3) such felonious violation was, or the defendant committed 
such felonious violation in furtherance of, a conspiracy with three 
or more other persons to engage in a pattern of dealing in con
trolled substances which was criminal under applicable laws of 
any jurisdiction, aud the defendant did, or agreea that he would, 
initiate, organize, plan, finance, direct, manage, or supervise, all 
or part of such conspiracy or dealing, or give or receLVe a bribe 
or use force ill connection wit,h such dealing. 

--\. conviction shown on direct or collateral review or at the hearing to 
be ilwalid or for which the defendant has been lmrdoned on the ground 
of innocence shall be di~regl\rded for purposes of paragraph (1) of 
this subsection. In support of findings under paragrilph (2) of this 
subsection, it may be shown that the defendant has had in his own 
name or under his control income or property not explained as derived 
from a source other than such dealing. For purposes of paragraph (2) 
of tllis subsection, a substantial source of income means a source of Substantial 
income which for any period of one year or more exceeds the mini- aouroe ot: 
mum wage, determined on the basis of a forty-hour week and fifty- inoome. 
'veek year, without reference to exceptions, under section 6(a) (1) of 
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 for an employee engaged in 80 Stat. 838, 
commerce or in the production of goods for commerce, and which for 29 USC 206. 
the same period exceeds fifty percent of the defendant's declared 
adjusted gross income under section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954. For purposes of paragraph (2) of thia subsection, special skill 
or expertise in such dealing includes unusual knowledge, judgment or 
tlbility, including manual dexterity, facilitating the initiation, orga
nizing, pllllmin~, financing, direction, management, supel'l'ision, exe
cution or concell.lment of such dealing, the enlistment of accomplices in 
such denling, the escape from detection. or apprehension for such dettl-
ing, or the disposition of the fruits or proceeds of such dealing. For 
purposes of paragr9.phs (2) and (3) of this subsection, sl1ch dealing 
forms a pattern if it embraces crimiualacts that have the same or 
similar purposes, results, participants, viCtims, or methods of commis-
sion, or otherwise tll'e intel'l'elatecl by distinguishing characteristics 
and are not isolated events. 

6SA Sta.t. 17; 
83 Stat. 655. 
26 USC 62. 
Dealing. 

(f) A defendant is dangerous for purposes of tllis section if a period Dei'ende.rrb, 
of confinement longer than that provided fat· such felonious violation dangerous. 
is required for the protection of the public from further criminal con-
duct by the defendant. 

(g) The time for taking an appeal from n conviction for which Appeal. 
sentence is imposed after proceedings under this saction shall be meaS-
ured from imposition of the original sentence. 

(h) With respect to the imposition, correction, or reduction of a Sentenoe, 
sentence after proceedings under this section, a review of the sentence review. 
on the record of the sentencing court may be taken by the defendant 
or the United States to a court of appeals. Any review of the sentence 
taken by the United States shall be taken at least five days before 
expiration of the time for taking a review of tlle sentence or appeal 
of the conviction by the defendant and shall be diligently prosecuted. 
The sentencing court ma:y, with or without motioll und notice, extend 
the time for taking a revIew of the sentence for a period not to exceed 
thirty days from the expiration of the time otherwise prescribed by 
law. The court shall not extend the time for taking a review of the 
sentence by tIle United States after the time has expired. A court 

'\! ,':'l 
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extending the time forbtking a review of the sentence by the UJlitecl 
States shall extend the time for taking a review of the sentence 01' 
Ilppeal of the conviction by the defendant for the same period. The 
taking of a review of the sentence by the United States shall )Je deemed 
the biking of a . review of the sentence and an appeal of the convic
tion by the defendant. Review of the sentence shull include review. of 
whether the procedure employed was lawful, the findings made were 
clearly erroneous, or the sentencing' court's discretion was llbused. The 
I~()urt of appeals on review of the sentence may, after considering the 
"ct'ord, including the entire presentence report, ·information. sub
mitted during the trial of such felonious violation und the sentencing' 
hearing, and the findings and reasons of the sentencing court, affirm 
the sentence, impose or direct the imposition of any sentence which 
the sentencing court could originltlly have imposed, or remand fo), 
further sentencing proceedings and imposi1:ion of sentence, except that 
a sentence muy be made more severe only on review of the sent,,)ll'e 
tuken by the 'United States and after hearing. Failure of the Ullite<l 
StateI:' to take It review of the imposition of the sentence shall, uprm re
view taken bv the United States of the correction or reduction oI the 
sentence, foreclose imposition of l1' sentence more severe than t'nat. 
previously imposed. Any withdrawal or dismissal of review of the 
~entence taken by the United States shrJI foreclose imposition of a 
~entence more severe than that reviewed but shall not otherwise fore
close the review of the sentence or the appeal of the conviction. The 
court; of appeals sllRll state in writing the reasons for its disposition 
of the review of the sentence. Any revIew of the sentence taken by the 
Fnited States may be dismissed on a showing of the abuse of the right. 
nf the lTnited Rtafes to take surh review. " 

IN~·()nl\I.\'l·roN Fon S~:NTENcnw 

SEC • .,1,10. gxcept as otherwise provided in this title 01' section aOa(l1.) 
70 Stat. 929. of the Public Henlth Service Act, no limitation shall be placed on the 
42 USC 242a. information concerning the bnckground, chnracter, and conduct of. a 

person convicted of lln offense which n court of the United Stlttes 
IIlny receive nnd consider for the purpose of imposing an approprinte 

Post, p. 1285. ~enten('e under this title or title III. . 

ProhibHlotl. 

1'1I0Ct:EDINClS TO t:R1'.\IIUHH I'llmll CONVI()1'IONtl 

SEC • .,1,11. (a) (1) No person who stands convicted of an offense 
under t.his part shall be sentenced to increased punishment by reason 
of one or more prior convictions unless before trial, or before entry 
of a plea of guilty, the United States attorney files an information 
with the court (and serves a copy of such information on the person 
or counsel for the person) stating in writing the previous convictions 
to be relied upon. Upon a showing by the United States attorney that 
facts regardilll!' prior convictions could not with due diligence be ob
hlined prior to trial 01' before entry of a plea of guilty, the court may 
postpone the trial 01' the taking of the plea of guilty for a l'easonable 
period for the purpose of obtaining such facts. Clerical mistakes in 
the informntion may he amended at any time prior to the pronounce
ment of sentence. 

(2) An information may not be filed under this section if the 
incrensed punishment which may be imposed is imprisonment for a 
term in excess of three years unless the person either waived or was 
Itfforded prosecution by indictment for the offense for which such 
incl'ensed punishment. may he imposed. 
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(b) If the United States attorney files an information under tIlls Previous 
section, the court shall after conviction but before pronouncement of oonviotion, 
sentence inquire of the person with respect to whom the information .u'1':\.llnation 
was filed whether he affirms or denies that he has been previously or denial. 
convicted as alleged in the information, and shall inform him tllat any 
challenge to a prior conviction which is not made before sentence is 
imposed may not thereafter be mised to attack the sentence. 

(c) (1) If the person denies any allegation of the information of Denial, 
prior conviction, or claims that any conviction alleged is invalid, he written 
shall file a written response to the information. A copy of the response l'esponse. 
shall be served upon tlie United States attorney. The court shall hold a Hearing. 
hearing to determine any issues raised by the response which would 
except the person from increased punishment. The failure of the 
United States attorney to include m the information the complete 
criminal record of the person or any facts ill addition to the convic-
tions to be relied upon shall not constitute grounds for invalidating 
the notice given in the information required by subsection (a) (1). The Court Without 
hearing shall be before the court without a jury and either party may jUry. 
introduce evidence. Except as otherwise provided in paragmph (2) of Evidenoe, 
this subsection, the United States attorney shall have the burden of introduotion. 
proof beyond a reasonable doubt on any issue of fact. At the request 
of either party, the court shall enter findings of fact and conclusions 
of law. 

(2) A person claiming that a con"iction alleged in the information Constitution of 
was obtamed in violation of the Constitution of the United States U.S., violation. 
shall set forth his claim, and the factual basis therefor, with partic-
ularity in his response to the information. The person shall have the 
burden of :Rl'oof by a preponderance of the evidence on any issue of 
fact raised by the response. Any chaUenge to a prior conviction, not 
raised by response to the information before an increased sentence 
is imposed in reliance thereon, shall he waived unless good cause be 
shown for failure to make a timely challenge. 

(d) (1) If the person files no response to tIle information, or if Sentenoe, 
the court determines, after hearing, that the person is subject to in- imposition. 
creased punishment by reason of prior conVICtions, the Court shall 
proceed to impose sentence upon 111m as provided by this part. 

(2) If the court determines that the person has not been convicted 
as alles-ed in Hie information, that a conviction alleged in the in
formatlOn "is invalid, or that the ferson is otherwise not subject to an 
mcreased sentence as a matter 0 law, the court shall, at the request 
of the United States attorney, postpone sentence to allow an appeal 
from that determination. If no such request is made, the ,court shall 
impose sentence as provided by this part. The person may appeal from 
an order postponing sentence as if sentence had been pronounced and 
a final judgment of conviction enter!!d. 

(e) No person who stnnds conVIcted of an offense under this part Statute of 
may challenf."(e the validity of any prior conviction alleged under this limitations. 
section which occurred more than five years before tIle date of the 
i.nformation alleging such prior conviction. 

PAnT E-An:.IINISTRATIVE AND ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS 

PROCEDuRES 

SEC. 501. (a) The Attorney General may delegate any of llis func
tions uncleI' this title to any officer or employee of the Department of. 
Justice. . 

" Attorney 
General, 
funetions, 
. delegati on. 
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(b) T.he Attorney General may promulg~te and enforce any rules, 
re~u1ations, and procedures which he may deem necessary and appro
prmte for the efficient execution of his functions under this title. 

(c) The Attorney General may accept in the name of the Depart
ment of Justic::e any form of devise, bequest, gift, or donation where 
t,he donor intends to donate property for the purpose of preventing 
or controlling the abuse of controlled substances. He may take all 
appropriate steps to secure possession of such property and may sell, 
flssign, transfer, 01' convey any such property other than moneys. 

EDLCATION AND RESEARCH l'ROGRAlIIS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

SEC. 502. (a) The Attorney General is fluthorized to carry out edu
cational flnd research programs directly related to enforcement of 
the laws under his jurisdiction concerning drugs or ot,her substances 
which are or may be subject to control under this title. Such programs 
may include-

(1) educatioll!ll and training programs on drug abuse and con
trolled substances law enforcement for local, State, and Federal 
personnel; 

(2) studies or special projects designed to compare the deter
rent effects of various enforcement strategies on drug use and 
abuse; 

(3) studies or special projects designed to nssess nnd detect 
nccurately the presence in the hu.:uill body of drugs or other sub
stances which are 01' may be subject to control under this title, 
including the development of rapid field identification methods 
which would enable ngents to detect microqunntities of such drugs 
or other substances; . . 

(4) studies or special projects designed to evalunte the nature 
and sources of the su{>ply of illegnl drugs throughout the country; 

(5) studies or speCIal projects to develop more effective methods 
to prevent diversion of controlled substances into illegal channels; 
and 

(6) studies or special projects to develop information necessnry 
to carry out his functions under section 201 of this title. 

(b) The Attorney General may enter into contracts for such educa
tional and research activities without performance bonds and without 
rcgard to section 370fl of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 5). 

(c) The Attorney General may authorize persons engag~d in re
search to withhold the names and other identifying characteristics of 
persons who are the subjects of such research. Persons who obtain 
this authorization may not be compelled in any Federal, State, 01' 

loc!ll ch:il, crimina~, administrative, legisl!ltive, or other .pr~eeding 
to ldentIfy the subJects of research for whICh such authorIzation was 
obtained. 

(d) The Attorney General, on his own motion or at the request of 
the Secretary, may authorize the possession, distribution, and dispens
ing of controlled substances by persons engaged in research. Persons 
who obtain this authorization shall be exempt from State or Federal 
prosecution for possession, distribution', and dispensing of controlled 
substances to the extent authorized by the Attorney General. 

COOPERATIVE ARRA:!!GEME:!!TS' 

SEC. 503. (a) Th!! Attorney .General s~all cooperate with local, State, 
and Federal agenCIes concernIng traffic III controlled substances and in 
suppressing the abuse of controlled substances. To this end, he is 
authorized to-

• 
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(1) arrange for the exchange oiinformation between govern
mental officials concerning the use and abuss of controlled 
substances; 

(2) cooJlerate in the institution and prosecution of cases in the 
courts of the United States and before the licensing boards and 
courts of the several States; 

(3) conduct training programs on controlled substance law 
enforcement for local, State, and :Federal personnel; . 

(4) maintain in the Department of Justice a unit ",\l1ich ",i1l ac
cept, catalog, file, and otherwise utilize all information and statis
tics, includmg records of controlled substance. abusers and other 
controlled substance law offenders, which may be received from 
Federal, State, and local agencies, and make such information 
available for Federal, State, and locallaw enforcement purposes; 
and 

(5) conduct programs of eradication aimed at destroying wilcl 
or illicit. growth of plant species from which controlled sub
stances may be extracted. 

(b) When requested by the Attorney General it shan be the duty of Assistanoe. 
any agency or instrumentality of the Federal Government to furnish 
assistance, including technical advice, to him for carrying out his func-
tions under this title; except that no such agency or instrumentality Prohibition. 
shall be required to furnish the name of, or other ldentii:ying informa-
tion about, a patient or research subject whose identity it has under-
taken to keep cunfidential. . 

ADVISORY COllfl;UTrEES 

SEC. 504. The Attorney General may from time to time appoint com
mittees to advis" him with respect to preventing and controlling the 
abuse of controlled substances. Members of the committees may be 
entitled to receive compensation at the rate of $100 for each day 
(including traveltime) during which they are engaged in the actunl 
performance of duties. While traveling on official business in the per
formance of duties for the committees, members of the committees 
s~all be apowed expenses 9£ travel

i 
includingrer diem instead ~f su~

slstence, m accordance .nth subc lupter I 0 chltpter 57 of tltle 0, 
United States Code. . . 

AD:r.nNISTRATIVE UEARINGS 

SEC. 505. (a) III carrying oul; his functiolls under this title, the 
~~ttorney General may hold hearings, "ign and issue subpenas, admin
ister oatha, examine witnesses, and receive evidence at any place 'in 
the United States. 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this title, notice shall be given 
and hearings shall be conduct.e d under appropriate procedures of sub
chapte.r II of chapter 5, title 5, United States Oode. 

SUBPENAS 

SEC. 506. (a) III any investigation relating to his functjons llnder this 
title with respect to controlled substances, the Attorney General may 
s'lb'pena witnesses, compel the attendance and testimony of witnesses, 
and lequire the production of any records (includine. books, papers, 
documents, and other tangible things which constitute or contain 
evidence) which the Attorney General finds relevant or material to 
the investigation. The attendance of witnesses and the production of 
records may be required from any place in any State or in any territory 

Appointment. 

Compensa.tion. 

Travel exponses, 
eto. 

60 Stat. 496; 
83 Stat. 190, 
5 USC 5701. 

80 Sta.t. 381. 
5 USC 553.. 
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or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States at allY 
designated place of hearing; except that a witness shall not be required 
to appear at any heari~lg inore than 500. miles distant from the pla~e 
where he was served with a subpena. WItnesses summoned under tIns 
~ection shall be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses 
in the courts of the United States. 

(b) A subpena issued under this section may be served by any pel'
Hon designated in the SUbpenl1 to servlI it. Service upon a natuml 
person may be made by personal delivery of the subpena, to 'him. Sel'v
I('e mlly be made upon a domestic or foreign cor~mtion or upon a 
[llLrtnersh i p or other unincorpomted associatIOn w l11ch is subject to suit 
nnder lL common name, by delivering the subpelUL to an officer, to a 
II1nllnging or genel'lLI agent, or to any other agent authorized uy 
appointment or by IItW to receive service of process. The affidavit of 
the person serving the subpena entered on It true copy thereof by the 
person serving it shall be proof of service. 

(c) In the case of contumacy by or refusal to obey a subpena issued 
to any person, the Attorney Geneml ma~ invoke the aid of any court 
of the Fnited States within the jurisdictIOn of which the investigation 
is carried on or of which the subpena('.d person is an inhabitant, or in 
which he carries on business or may be found, to compel compliance 
with the subpena. The court may issue an order requiring the sub
penned ~erson to appear before the Attorney Genel'lLI to produce 
records, If so ordered, or to give testimony touching the mntter under 
investigation. Any failure to obey the order of the court may be 
punished by the court 118 a contempt thereof. All process in any such 
case filly be served in any judicial district in which such person may 
he found. 

.TUDWIAT, 1mVIEW 

8~:e. n01. All final determinations, findings, and conclusions of the 
Attorney General under this title shall be final and conclusive de
cisions of the l1Iatters involved, except that any person ngg-rieved by 
IL final decision of the Attorney Gene. ml may obtain revIew of the 
decision in the lTnited Stntes Court of Ap~eals for the District of 
('olumbia 01' for the circuit in which his prmcipal place of business 
is )ocltted upon petition filed with the court und delivered to the Attor
ney Genent) within thirty days after notice of the decision. Findings 
of £nct. by the .. ~ttorney ((enera), if supported by snbstantilll evidence, 
shall he conclUSIVe. . 

1'()WEHH ()~' ENFORn:lIfENT I'ERSONNEL 

. SEO. 50H. Any officer or employee of tlle Bureau of Nnl'cotics and 
Dangerous Dl'ug designnted by the Attorney General may-

(1) cn rry firearms; 
(l2) execute and serve search wltl'nmts, arrest Wllrl'ants, ltdmill

istrative inspection wltrrants, subpenlts, and summonses issued 
undel·the authority of the United States; • 

(ll) make arrests without warrant (A) for any offense against 
the United States committed in his presence, or (B) for any 
felony, cognizable under the Inws of the United States, if he has 
probable cause to believe thnt. the person to be arrested has com
mitted or is committing a felony; 

(4) make seizures of property pursuant to the provisions of 
this title; and . 

(5) perform such other h\w enforcement. duties as the Attor
ney Genernl mny deRignate. 
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SEC. 509. (a) A search warrant relating to offenses -iiivolvlng con
trolled substances may be served at any time of the day or night if the 
judge or United States magistrate issuing the warrant is satisfied that 
there is probable cause to believe that grounds exist for t,he warrant 
and for its service at such time. 

(b) Any ufficer authorized to execute a search warrant relating to Atrthori'tv" to 
ofl'enses involving controlled substances the penalty for which is break and 
imprisonment for more than one year may, without notice of l1is author- enter under 
ity and purpose, break open lln outer or inner door or window of a oertain 
building, or any part of the building, or anything therein, if the judge oonditions. 
or United States magistrate issuing the warrant (1) is satisfied that 
there is probable cause to believe that (A) the property sought may 
and, if such notice is given, will be easily and quickly destroyed 01' 
disposed of, or (B) the giving of such notice will immediately endan-
ger the life or safety of the executing officer or another person, and 
(2) ,has included 'in the warrant a direction that the officer executing 
it shall not be required to give such notice. Any officer acting under 
such warrant, shall, as soon as practicable after entering the premises, 
identify himself and give the reasons and authority for his entrance. 
upon the premises. 

ADlIUNISTRATIVE INSPECTIONS AND WARlIANTS 

SEC. 510. (a) As used in this section, the term "controlled premises" "Controlled 
means- premises." 

(1) places where original or other l'eeords or documents 
reqUIred under this title are kept or required to be kept, and 

(2) places, including fnctories, warehouses, or other estnblish
ments, and conveyances, where persons registered under section 
303 (or exempted from registration under section 302 (d) ) 
may lawfully hold, manufacture, or distribute, dispense, admin
ister, or otherwise dispose of controlled substances .. 

(b) (1) For the purpose of inspecting, copying, nnd verifying the 
correctness of records, reports, or other documents required to. be kept 
or mnde under this title nnd otherwise fncilitating the carryin~ out of 
his functions under this title, the Attorney General is authorIzed, in 
accordanc9 with this section, to enter controlled premises and to con
duct administrntive inspections thereof, and of th~. things specified in 
this section, relevant to those functions. 

(2) Such entries and inspections shall be c'arried out through officers 
or employees (hereinafter referred to as "inspectors") designated by 
the Attorney General. Any such inspector, upon stating his purpose 
and presenting to the owner, operator, 0:: agent in charge of such 
premIses (A) appropriate credentials and (B) a written notice of his 
inspection authority (which notice in the case of an inspection requir
ing, or in fact supported by, an administrative inspection warrant shall 
consist of such w!trrant)., shall have the right to enter such premise:l. 
and conduct such lI1spechon at reasonable times. 

(3) Except as may otherwise be indicated in an applicable inspec
tion warrant, the inspector shall have the right-

(~) to inspect and copy records, l'ep,o!'t~,' and other documents 
reqUIred to be kept or made under tIllS title; 

(B) to' inspect, within reasonable limits and in a reasonable 
manner, controlled premises and all perti!lent equipment j finished 
and unfinished drugs and other substances or materials, contain
ers, and labeling found therein, and, except as provided in para-
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~raph (5) of this subsection, all other things therein (includ
mg records, files, lmpers, processes, controls, and facilities) 
appropriate for verIfication of the records, reports, alld docu
ments referred to in clause (A) or otherwise bearing on the provi
sions of this title; and 

(C) to inventory any stock of any controlled substance theI'e
in and obtv.in samples of any such substance. 

(4) Except when the owner, operntor, or agent in charge of the 
controlled premises so consents in writing, no lllspection authorized 
by this section shall extend to-

(A) financial data; 
(D) sales data other than shipment data; or 
(e) pricing data. 

(c) A warrant under this section shall not be required for the 
inspection of books and records pursuant to an administrative sub
pena issued in accordance with section 506, nor for entries and ad
ministrative inspections (including seizures of property)-

(1) with the consent of the owner, operator, or agent in charge 
of the eon trolled premises; 

(2) in situations presenting imminent danger to health or 
safety; 

(3) in situations involving inspection of conveyances where 
there is reasol1llble cause to believe that the mobility of the con
veyance makes it impracticable to obtain a warrant; 

(4) in any other exceptional 01' emergency circumstance where 
time or opportunity to apply for a warrant is lacking; or 

(5) in any othe)' situations where a warrant is not constitu
tionally required. 

(d) Issuance and execution of administrative inspection warrants 
shall be as follows: 

(1) AllY judge of the United States or of u State cour~ of record, 
or any United States mugistrute, may, within his territorittl jurisdic
tion, and upon proper outh or affirmation showing probable cause, 
issue walTunts for the purpose of conducting administrative inspec
tions authorized by this title or regulations thereunder, and seizures 
of property uppropriate to such inspections. For the purposes of this 
section, the term "probnble cause" means a valid publIc interest ill the 
effective enforcement of this title or regulations thereunder sufficient 
to justify administrative inspections of the area, premises, buildin~, 
or conveyance, or contents thereof, in the circumstances spooified m 
the afPhcation for the warrant. 

(2 A warmnt shall issue only upon all affidavit of an officer or 
employee having knowledge of the facts alleged, sworn to before the 
judge or ma~istrate and establishing the grounds for issuing the wo.r
rant. If the Judge or magistmte is satisfied that grounds for the appli
cation exist, or that there is probable cause to believe they exist, he shall 
issue a wurmnt identifying the area, premises, building, or conveyance 
to be inspected, the purpose of such inspection, and, where .app).'opr-iate, 
the type of property to be inspected, if any. The warrant shall identify 
the items or types of property to be seized, if any. The warmnt shall 
be directed to a person authorized under subsection (b) (2) to execute 
it. The warrnnt shall state the grounds for its issuance !lnd the name 
of the person or persons whose affidavit has been taken in support 
tllereof. It shall command the person to whom it is directed to inspect 
the area, premises, building, or conveyance identified for the purpose 
specified, and, where appropriate, shall direct the seizure of the prop
erty specified. The warrant shall direct that it be served during normal 
business hours. It shall designate the judge or magistrate to whom it 
shall be returned. 
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(3) A warrant issued pursuant to this section must be executed and 
returned within ten days of its date unless, upon a showing by the 
United States of a need therefor, the judge or magistrate allows addi
tional time in the warrant. If property is seized pursuant to a war
rant, the person executing the warrant shall give to the person from 
whom or from whose premises the property was taken a copy of the 
warrant and a receipt for the property taken or shall lenve the copy 

. and receipt at the place from which the property was taken. The 
return of the warrant shall be made promptly and shall be accom
panied by a written inventory of any property taken. The inventory 
shall be made in the pt'esence of the person executing the warrant and 
of the person from whose possession or premises the propercy was 
taken, if they are present, or in the presence of at least one credible 
person other than the person making such inventory, and shall be 
yerified by the person executing the warrant. The judge or magistrate, 
upon request, shall deliver a copy of the inventory to the person from 
whom or from w110se premises the property was taken and to the appli
cnnt for the warrant. 

(~) The judge or magistrate who has issued a warrant under this 
sectIOn shall attach to the warrant a copy of the return and all papers 
filed in connection therewith and shall file them with the clerk of the 
district court of the United States for the judicial district in which 
the inspection was made. 

FORFEITURES 

SEC. 511. (a) The following shall be subject to forfeiture to the 
United States and no property right shall exist in them: 

• (1) All controlled substances which have been manufactured, 
distributed, dispensed, or acquired in violation of this title. 

(2) All raw materials, products, and equipment of any kind 
which are used, or intended for use, in manufacturing, compound
ing, processin~, delivering, im,IlOrting, or exporting any controlled 
substance ill VIOlation of this hUe. 

(3) All property which is used, or intended for use, as a con
tainer for property described in paragraph (1) or (2). 

(4) All conveyances, includmg aircraft, vehicles, or vessels, 
which are used or are intended for use, to trans1?ort, or in any 
manner to facilitate the tral1sportation, sale, recetpt, possession, 
or conCilalment of property described in paragraph (1) or (2), 
except that-

84 STAT. 1276 

Warrants, 
filing. 

(A) no conveyance used by any person as 'a common carrier 
in the transaction of business as a common carrier shall be 
forfeited under the provisions of this section unless it shall 
appear that the owner or other person in charge of such con
veyance was a consenting party or privy to a violation of 
tlus title or title III; and Post, p. 1285. 

(B) 110 conveyance shall be forfeited under the provisions 
of this section by reason of any act or omission established by 
tho owner tllereof to have been committed or omitted by any 
person other than such owner while such conveyance was 
unlnwfully in the possession of a person otller than the owner 
in violation of the criminal laws of the United States, or of 
any State. 

(D) All books, records, and research, including formulas, micro
film, tapes, and data which are used, or intended for use, in 
violation of this title. 
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(b) Any property subject io forfeiture to the United States under 
this title may be seized by the Attorney General upon process issued 
pursuant to the Supplemenbtl Rules for Certain Admiralty and Mari
time Claims by any district court of the United States having juris
diction over the property, except that seizure without such process 
may be made when-

• (1) the seizure is incident to all arrest or Ii search under a search 
warrant 01' an inspection under an administrative inspection 
warrant; 

(2) the property subject to seizure has been the subject of a 
l)rior judgment in favor of the United States in a criminal in
Junction or forfeiture proceeding under this title; 

(3) the Attorney General has probable cause to believe that 
the property is dIrectly or indirectly dangerous to health or 
safety; or 

(4) the Attorney General has probable cause to believe that 
the prol?erty has been used or is intended to be used in violation 
of this htle. 

In the event of seizure pursuant to paragraph (3) or (4) of this sub
section, proceedings under subsection (d) of this section shalI be 
instituted promptly. 

(c) Property taken or detained under this sention shall not be 
repleviable, but shall be deemed to be in the custody of the Attorney 
(1enera1 subject only to t:he orders und decrees of the court or the 
official having jurisdiction thereof. Whenever woperty is seized 
under the provisions of this title, the Attorney General may-

(1) place the propelty IDlder seal; . 
(2) remove the property to a place designated by him ;.01' 
(3) require that the General Services Administration take cus

tody of the property and remove it to an appropriate location for 
disposition m accordance witJh law. 

(d) All provisions of law relating to the seizure, summary and 
judicial forfeiture, tllld condemnation of property for violation of the 
cnstoms In.ws; the disposition of such property or the proceeds from 
the sale thereof; the remission or mitigation of such forfeitures; and 
the compromise of claims and the award of compensation to informers 
in respect of such forfeitures shal~ apply to seizures and forfeitures 
incnrred, or alleged to haye been incurred, under tlhe provisions of 
this title, insofar as applicable and not inconsistent with the provi
sions hereof; except that such duties as are imposed upon the customs 
officer or any other person with respect to the seizure and forfeiture 
of property under the customs laws shall be performed with respect 
to seizures and forfeitures of property under this title by sueh 
officers, agE'nts, or other persons as Illay be authorized or designated 
for tlhat purpose by the Attorney General, except to the extent that 
snch duties n,rise from seizures and forfeitures effected by any customs 
·officer. 

(e) Whenever property is forfeited under this title the Attorney 
General may-

(1) retain the property for official use; 
(2) sell any forfeIted l?ropert.y wl.:ch is not required to be 

destroyed by law and WhICh is not harmful to the public, but 
the proceeds from any such sale shall be used to pay all proper 
expenses of the proceedings for forfeiture and SIde includmg 
expenses of seizure, maintenance of custody, advertising and 
court costs; 

(3) require that the General Services Administration take cus
to?y of the property and remove it for disposition in accordance 
"\V1th law; or 

1 
I 
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(4). for~v~rd it .to the :Sureau.ofN arcotics a!ld Dange~ous Drugs 
for dISpOSItIOn (mcluding dehvery for medICal 01' sCIentific ust> 
to any Federal or State agency under regulations of the Attorney 

84 STAT. 1278 

General). .. 
(f) All controlled substances in schedule I that are possessed, trans- Controlled 

ferred, sold, or offered for sale in violation of bhe provisions of this substanoes, 
title shall be deemed contraband and seized and summarily forfeited forfeiture. 
to the United States. Similarly, all substances in schedule I, which 
ure seized or come into the possession of the United States, the owners 
of which are unlmown, shall be deemed contrubimd and sunnnarily 

. forfeited to the United States. 
(g) (1) All species of plnnts from which controlled substances in 

schedules I and II may be derived ,,;hich have been planted or culti
yated in violation of this titlezor of which the owners or cultivators 
al'e unknown, or which are wilu growths; may be seized and summarily 
forfeited to the United States. 

(2) The failure, upon demand by the Attorney General or his duly 
authorized agent, of the person in occupancy or in control of land or 
premises upon which such species of J?lants are growing or being stored, 
to produce an appropriate registratlon, or proof that he is the holder 
thereof, shall constitute authority for the seizure and forfeiture. 

(3) The Attorney General, or his duly authorized a~ent, shall have 
authority to enter upon any lands, or into any dwellmg pursuant to 
a search warrant, to cut, harvest, carry off, or destroy such plants. 

INJUNCTIONS 

SEO. 512. (a) The district courts of the United States and all courts 
exercising general jurisdiction in the territories and possessions of 
the United States shall have jurisdiction in proceedin~ in accordance 
with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to enjoin VIolations of this 
tille. 

(b) In case of an alleged violation of an injlmction or restraining 
order issued under this section, trial shall, upon demand of the 
accused, be by a jury in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 

ENFORCEMENT PROOEEDINGS 

SEC. 513. Before any violation of this title is reported by the Director 
of the Bureau of N ~rcotics and Dangerous Dru~ to any United States 
attorney for institution of a crimUlal proceedmg, the Director may 
require'that the person against whom such proceeding is contemplllted 
be given appropriate notICe and an opportunity to present his views~ 
eitlier orally or in writing, with regard to such contemplatel\ 
proceeding. 

IMMUNITY AND PRIVILEGE 

JuriSdiction 
of oourts. 

28 USc "pp, 

Notioe. 

SEO. 514. (n) Whenever a witness refuses, on the basis of his priv- Refusal to 
ilege against self-incrimination, to testify or provide other informa- testify, 
tion in a proceeding before a court or grand jury of the United Stat.es, prohibition, 
involving a violation of Cais title, and the person presiding 017er the 
proceeding communicates to the witness an order issued under lhis 
section, the witness may not refuse to comply with the order on the 
basis of his privilege against self-incrimination. But no testimony Ol' 
other information compelled under the order isslIed under bllbsectioll 
(b) of this section or any information obtained by the eXI)loitation of 
such testimony or other mformation, may be used against the witness 
in any criminal case, including. any criminal case brought in a court 
of a State. except a prosecution for perjury, giving a .false statement, 
or otherwise failing to comply with too order. . 
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(b) In the case of any individual who has been or may be called to 
testify or provide other information at any proceeding before a court 
or grand jury of the United States, the Umted States district court for 
the jndicml district in which the proceeding is or may be held shall 
issue, upon the request of the United States attorney for such district, 
an order requiring such individual to give any testimony or provide 
any other information which he refuses to give or provide on the basi!:l 
of his privilege against self-incrimination. 

(c) A Umted States attorney may, with the approval of the Attor
ney General or the Deputy Attorney General, or any Assistant Attor
ney General designated by the Attorney General, request an order. 
under subsection (b) when in his judgment-

(1) the testimony or other information from such individual 
may be necessary to the public interest; and 

(2) such individuaL has refused or is likely to refuse to testify 
01' provide other information on the basis of his privilege against 
self·incrimination. 

BUIIDEN OF PROOF; I,IABILITIES 

SEC. 515. (a) (1) It shall not be necessary for the United States to 
negative any exemption or exception set forth in this title in any 
complaint, information, indictment, or other pleading or in any trial, 
hearing, or other proceeding under this title, and the burden of going 
forward with the evidence with respect to any such exemption or 
exception shall be upon the person claiming its benefit. 

(2) In the case of a person charged under section 404(a) with the 
possession of a controlled substance, any label identifying such sub
stance for purposes of section 503(b) (2) of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act shall be admissible in evidence and shall be prima 
facie evidence that such substance was obtained pursuant to a valid 
prescri)?tion from a practitioner while acting in the course of his 
profeSSIOnal practice. 

(b) In the absence of proof that a person is the duly authorized 
holder of an appropriate registration or order form issued under this 
title, he shall be presumed not to be the holder of snch registration or 
form, and the burden of going forward with the evidence with respect 
to such registration or form shall be upon him. 

(c) The burden of going forward with the evidence to establish 
t11at a vehicle, vessel, or aircraft used in connection with controlled 
substances in schedule I was used in accordance with the provisions 
of this title shall be on the persons engaged in such use. 

(d) Except as provided in sections 2234. and 2235 of title 18, 
United States Code, no civil or criminal liability shall be imposed by 
vhine of this title upon any duly authorized Federal officer lawfully 
engaged ill the enforcement of this title, or upon any duly authorize<I 
officer of any State, territory, political subdivIsion thereof, the District 
of Columbia, or any possession of the United States, who shall be law
fully engaged in the enforcement of any-law or municipal ordinnnce 
l'elating to controlled s~bstances. 

PAYlIIENTS AND ADVANCES 

SEC. 516, (a) The Attorney General is authorized to pay any per
son, from funds ap)?ropriated for the Bureau of NarcotICS and Dan
gerous Drugs, for mformation concerning a violation of this title, 
such sum or sums of money as he may deem appropriate, without refer
ence to any moietics or rewards to which such person may otherwise 
be entitled by law. . 
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(b) :i\foneys expended from appropriations of the Bureau of Nar
cotics mId ]Jllngerous Drugs for purchase of controlled substances and 
>lUbseqllently reco,'ered shall be reimbursed to the current appropria
tion for the Bureau, 

(c) The Attorney General is authorized to direct the advance of FUnds, advance~ 
flUids by the Treasury Department hI connection with the enforcement ment, authority 
of this title, of Attorney 

P AR'l' F -ADVISORY C01l!MISSION General. 

ES'l'ABLISU:lIEN'l' OJ' COllIMISSION ON lIIARIHUANA AND DRUG _~BUSE 

SEC, 601. (a) There is established a commission to be known as the 
Commission 011 Marihuana and Drug Abuse (hereafter in this section 
refen-ed to as the "Commission"), The Commission shall be compos~d Mombership. 
of-

(1) two Members of the Senate appointed by the President of 
the Senate; 

(2) two Members of the House of Representath'es appointed by 
the Speaker of the House of Repl-esentati ves; and 

(3) nine members appointed by tlhe President of the United 
States, 

At no time shall more than one of the members appointed under para
graph (1), or more than one of the members appointed under para
gmph (2), or more than five of the members appointed 11lldel' 
paragraph (3) be members of the same politicRlf"rty. 

(b) (1) The President shojI designate one 0 the members of the 
Commlssionlls Chairman, and one as Vice Chairman. Seven members Quorum. 
of the Commission shall constitute a quorum, but a lesser number mRy 
conduct hearings. 

(2) Members of the CO;~lmission who are Members of Congress or Travel ex
lull-time officers or employees of the United States shall serve without penses, etc. 
additional compensation hut shall be reimbursed for tr!Wel, suusistence, 
lind other necessary expel'lses incurred in the performance of the duties 
vested in the Commission. Members of the Commission from pri- Compensation. 
mte life shall receire $100 per diem while engaged in the act.ual pe\'-
fOJ'mallce of the duties vested in the OommissIOn, plus reimbursement 
for travel, subsistence, and other necesslLry expenses incurred in the 
performance of such duties. 

(3) The Commission shall meet Itt the call of the ClmirmRn or atMeetings. 
tIle call of a majority of the members thereof. 

(c.) (1) The Comm1ssion shall have the power to IlJlPoint and fix Personnel. 
the compensation of such personnel liS it deems adVIsable, without 
regard to the provisions of title 5, lTuited StRteS Code, governing 
ILppointments in the competitin service, and the provisions of chlLpter 
51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title, relating to rlllssiti-
cMion llnd General Schedule pay rlttes. 80 stat. 443, 

(2) The Commission may procure, in aceordance with the proyi- :6~5c ~101 
sions of section ;n09 of title 5, lTnited States ('ode, the temporary or 5331 ~ , 
intermitt~nt services of,experts or consultlll~tS. Persons so eml?loyed 35 r: R. 6247. 
shall receIVe compenSlttlOll at a rate to be fixed by the CommISSion, Experts and 
but not ill excess of $75 per diem, including traveltime. "\V)lile awny oonsultants. 
from his home or regular place of business ill the performance of 80 Stat. 416~ 
services for the Commission, any suoh person may be allowed tl'!wel Travel I/xpenses, 
expenses, including per diem ill lieu of subsistence, as authorized by eto.. ~; 
section 5703(b) of title 5, Fuiten States Code, for persons in the 80 Stac!. 499; 
Governn)ent service employed intermittently. 83 sta I. 190." 

(3) The Commission may secure directly from any depltrtment 0l"liirorm~1ion, 
agency of the United States .i.nformatioll necessary to mabIe it. to B.Vailabl\~ty. 

'~~ 
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carry out its duties under this sectioll. UpOll request of the Chairman 
of the Commission, such department or agency shall furnish such 
ilrformation to the Commission. 

(d) (1) The Commission shall conduct a study of marihuana in
cluding, but not limited to, the fQllowing areas: 

(A) the extent of use of marihuana in the United States to 
include its various sources, the number of usel'S, number of 
Itrt'ests, number of convictions, amount of mltrihuana seized, type 
of user, nlttureof use; 

(B) Itll evahmtioll of the efficacy of existing marihuana laws; 
(C) a study of the pharmacology of marihuana and its im

mediate and long-term effects, both physiological and psycho-
100'ical' . 

CD) 'the relationship of marihuana use to aggressive behavior 
and crime; 

(E) the rel1ttionship between marihuana 'ltlld the use of other 
drugs' and 

(F)' the international l'Ontl'Ol of mnrihuana. 
(2) 'WIthin one year after the date on which funds first become 

available to carry out this section, the Commission shall submit to 
the President and the Congress a comprehensive report on its study 
auel investigation under tJhis subsection which ShaH include it.s reeom-
melldations Rnd such proposals for legislation 1md Rdministmtive 
action as mRy be necessRry to cRrry out its recommendations. 

Drug abuse, (e) The Commission shall c'opduct a comprehensive study and illves-
stud,y and tigation of the CRUseS of drug abuse and their relative significance. 
investigation, The Commission shall submit to the President Rnd the Congress such 
Interim reports. interim reports as it deems ttdvisRble and shall within two years after 
Final report the date on which flmds first become available to carry out this sec-
to President Hon submit to the President ttnd the Congress a final report which ;nd ~o~ss, shall contain a detailed statement of its findings and conclusions and 
E;n;:n:t~~ also such recommendations for legis1Rtion und Rdministmtive Rctions 
limitation' as it de()ffis appl'Oprinte. The Commission shRll cease to exist sixty 

, rlnys after the final reJ?Ort is submit.ted under this subsection. 
(f) Totul expendltur(>,s of the Commission shnll not exceed 

$1,000,000. 

Repeals, 
79 Stat, 227, 
232, 228; 
82 Stat, 1361. 
Penalties, 
82 Stat, 1361. 

79 Stat, 233, 

PART G-CONFORlIHNG, TRANsn~ION AL AND EFFECTIViJ DATE, AND 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 

REPEALS AND CONFORlIUNG."nt'ENDlIIENl'S 

SEO. 701. (a) Sections 201 (v), 301 (q), and 511 of ,the Federal Food, 
Drug, Rnd (',osmatic Act (21 U.S.C. 321(v), 331(q)', 360(a) are 
repealed. 

(b) Subsections (a) and (b) of section 303 of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C, 333) Rre amended to read as 
follows: 

"SEC. '303. (a) Any persoll who violates a provision of section 301 
:;lu\1\ be imprisoned for not more than one yeRr or fined not more 
t.han $1,000, or both. 

"(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) ot this sec
tion, if any person commits such a violation after R convlCtion of. him 
under this section has become final, or commits such a violation .with 
the intent to defraud or mislead, such person sllRll be imprisoned 
tor not more than t hree ~ears 01' fined not more than $10,000 0.1' both." 

'tc) Section 304(a) (2 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 334(R) 2)) is amended (1) by striking out clauses 
(A) Rnd (D), (2) by st.l'lking out "of such depressant or stimulant 

I 

I 
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drug or" ill clause (0), (3) by adding "and" after the comma at tIle 
end of clause (0), and (4) by redeslgnwting clau&es (B), (C), and 
(E) as clauses (A), (B),and (C), respectively. 

84 STAT. 1282 

(d) Section 304.(d) (3) (iii) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cos-
metic Act (21 U.S.O. 334( el) (3) (iii» is amended by striking out 79 Stat. 233~ 
"depressant or stimulant drugs or". 

(e) Section 510 of the Federal Food, Drug, lllld Cos' 'i,C Act (21 
r.s.C. 1160) is llmended (1) in subsectioil (a) by strH ..• ,,:'out para- 76 Stat. 794; 
graph (2), by inserting "and" at the end of paragraph (1 \, and by 79 Stat, 231. 
redesignating paragraph (3) as pltl'llgraph (2); (2) by st~iking out 
"or in the whoJesalIIlg, jobhmg, or distributing of any depressant or 
~timu1ant drug" in the first sentence of subsectIon (b) ; (3) by striking 
out. the last sentence of subsection (b) ; (4) by strlkmg out. "or in the 
wholesilling, jobbing, or distributing of any depreSS!\Jlt or stimullmt 
drug" in the first sentence of subsectio)1 (c); (5) by striking out the 
hlst sentence of subsection (c) ; (6) by strikIng out" (1)" in subsection 
(d) and by inserting a period after "drug or cll'ugs" III that subsection 
tlnd deleting the remainder of that subsection; and (7) by striking out 
".\::'1> CERTAIN WHOLESAI,ERS" in the section heading. . 

(f) Section 702 of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C. :372) is amended by striking out "to depres.c;ant or stimulant 79 stat. 234. 
clrugsor" in subsection (e). 

(g) Section 201(a) (2) of the Federal Food, Drug, ttnd Cosmetic 
.Act (21 'U.s.C. 821 (a) (2) is amended by inserting a period after 76 Stat. 796; 
"Callal Zone" the first time these words appear and deleting all there- 82 Stat. 1362. 
:tfter in such section 201(a) (2). 

(h) The last ,;enteuce of set'tioll HOI (a) of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act (21 n.RC. :{Sl(n» is nmended (1) by striking out 52 Stat 1058. 
"This pu,ragmph" and inserting in lieu thereof "Clause (2) of the • 
third sentenee of this paragraph,", and (2) by striking out "seet.ion 2 
of the Act of May 26, 1922, as nll10nded (U.S.C. 1934, edition, title 21, 
sec. 173)" and insertin!\ in lieu t.hereof "the Controlled ,substances 
Import and Export Act'. 

(i) (1) Section 1114: of title 18, United Stntes Oode, is amended by 65 stat. 721. 
strlking out "the Bureau of N areoties" and inserting ~Il lien thereoi 
"the Bureau of Nn.rcotics and Dangerous Drugs". 

(2) Section 1952 of su('h title is nmended- . 75 Stat 498 
. (A) by inserting-in subsection (b) (1) "orcontrolledsubstnnl'es 18 USC i952 • 

(as defined in sertlOu102(6) of the Controlled Substunces Act)" • 
inunedhttely following "nltrrotics"; and 

(B) by striking out "or lIarcotics" in subsection (c). 
(j) Subsection (a) of section :302 of the Public Health Serdre.Act Drugs, study. 

(42 U.S.O. 242(1l») 1S amended to read as follows: 58 S'!:at. 692. 
"SEC. 302. (a) In ('arrying out the purposes of section llOl with 

l'CSP!}ct to drugs the ,lse or misuse of wlurh might result' in drug abuse 
or dependmicy, the st·udies and ill\"estigntions Iluthorized therelll shall 
include the use and misuse of narrotie drugs a)ld other drugs. Su~h 
~t\ldies 11Ild illrestiglltioJls shall further include the quantities of ('rude 
opium, ('OCR Jeans, and their sltlts, deriyatives, 11Ild preparations, and 
other drugs subject tv control nnder tlle Controlled SllbshlIlres Act Ante P. 1242. 
and Controlled fiubstances Import and Export Act, together with re-~ p. 1285. 
:;~ryes thereofl lle~eSS!1ry ~o supply the norrt,!ul and emerq;ency me·, --
c1H:mnl and sCIenbfic reqmrements of the Umted States. 'I he results Report to , 
of studies and investigations of the qunntities of nnrcotic drugs or Attorney General. 
other drugs subject t.o contNl under such A(·ts, together with reserves 
of surh drugs, thnt are necessary to supply the normal and emerp:el1~.'y 
ml'.dici.llal and f;ricntifir requirements of the Fnited fifates, shull be 

61-801 0 - 77 - 5 n 
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reported not later than the first. dtty of April of earh year to the Attor
ney General, to be used at his discretion in determining ma.nufactur
mg quotas or importation requirements uncleI' such Arts." 

PENDiNG PROCEEDINGS 

SEC. 702. (a) Prol;ecutions for any violation of law occurring prior 
to the effective clate of section 701 shall not be affected by the repeals 
or amendments made by such section, or abated by rpason thereof. 

(b) Civil seizures or forfeit\lres and injunctive proceedings com
menced prior to the effective date of section 701 shall not be affected by 
the repeals or amendment's made by such section, or abated by reason 
thereof. 

(e,) All administrative proceedings pending before the Bureau of 
Narcotics nild Dangerous Drugs on the date of enactment of this Act' 
shall be continued and brought to final determination in accord with 
laws and regulations in effect prior to such date of enactment. Where a 
drug is finally determined under such proceedings to be a depressant 
or stimulant drug, itS defined in section 201 (v) of the Fedcml Food 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, such drug shall automlttically be controll;! 
under this title by the Attorney General without further proceedings 
and listed in the appropri!lte schedule after he has obtained the recom
mend!ltion of the Secretary. Any drug- with respect to which such a 
final determination has been made prlOr to the date of enactment of 
this Act which is not listed in section 202 within schedules I through V 
shall uutomaticll1ly be controlled under this title by the Attorney 
General without further proceedings, and be listed in the appropriate 
schedule, after he has obtained the recommendations of the Secretary. 

PROVISIONAL REGISTRATION 

SEC. 703. (a) (1) Any person who-
(A) is engaged in manufu.cturing, distributing, or dispensing 

any controlled substance on the day before the effective date of 
seetion 302, and 

(B) is registered on such day under section 510 of tlhe Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmet.ic Act or under section 472'2 of the Inter
ntLI Revenue 'Code of 1954, 

shall, with respect to each establishment for which such registration 
is in effeot under any such section, be deemed to luLVe. a J?rovisiomtl 
registration under section 303 for the manufacturfl, distrIbution, or 
dispensing (as the case may be) of controlled substances. 

(2) During the period l11S provisionall'egistratioo is in effect under 
this s~~ion, the registration number assigned such person under suoh 
scctiOlL 510 or under such sootion 4722 (as the case may be) shall be 
his ref,ristrntilJu number for l?urposes of section 3Da of this title. 

(b) The provis;ons of sectIOn 304, relating- to suspension and revo
cntior..I}I registration, shall apply to a proVlsional registration under 
this section. 

(c) Unless sooner suspended or revoked under subsection (b) a 
Pl'ovlsional registration of a person under subsection (a) (1) of this 
section shall be in effect until-

(1) the date on which such person has registered with the 
Attorney General under section 303 or has had his registration 
de.nied under such section, or . 

~1 
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(2) such date as may be ,prescribed by the Attorney General 
for registration of manufacturers, distributors, or dispensers, as 
the case may be, 

whichever occurs first. 

EFFECTIVE DATF,S AND OTIIP.lt TllANSITION"\L l'ROYISIONS 

84 STAT. 1284 

SEC. 704. (a) Except as otherwise provided in tltis section, this title 
shall become effective on the first day of the seventh calendar month 
that begins after the day immediately preceding the date of enactment. 

(b) Patts A, B, E, and F of this title, section 702, this section, and 
s~tions 705 through 709, shall become effective uPQn enactment. 

(c) Sections 305 (relating to labels and labeling), and 306 (relating Ante, p. 1256. 
to manufacturing quota,;) ahllJl become effective on the date specified in 
subsection (a) of this section, except that the Attorney General may Publioation in 
by order published ill the Federal Register postpone the effective date Federal Register. 
of either 01' both of these sections for such period as he may determine 
to be necessary for the efficient administratior. of this title. 

CONTINUATION OF llEGULATIONS 

SEC. 705. Any orde-f'S, rules, and re!!11lations which hu.Ye been pro
mulgated under uny law affected by this title lutd whirh are in elfed 
on the day' preceding enactment of this title shull continue in effect 
until modIfied, superseded, or repeuled. 

SElVERABILITY 

SEC. 706. If a provision of this Act is held invalid, all valid pro
visions that are s~veruble shall remain in effect. If a provision of this 
Act is held invalid in one or more of its applications, the provision 
shall remain in effect ill all its valid 'applicatlOns that are severable. 

SAVING l'ROVISION 

SEC. 707. Nothing in this Act, except this part and, to the extent of 
any inconsistency, sections 307 \ e) and 309 of this title, shall be con
sh'Ued as in ltny WilY affectillA", modifying, repealing, or superseding 
the provisions of the Fedl\ral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 52 stat. 1040. 

21 USC 301. 
APl'LIOATION OF STATE LAW 

SEC. 708. No pi'ovision of this title shall be construed as indicating 
an intent on the part of the Congress to occupy the field in whic;h that 
pr01rision operates, including criminal penalties, to the exclusion of 
any State law 011 the same subject 111utter which would otherwise be 
within the authority of the State, unless there is n positive conflict 
betwecn that provision of this title and that Stute law so that the 
two cannot consistently stand together. 

Al'PUOI'RIATIONIl .\'{;'J'IlOUIZATIONS 

SEC. 70il: There are authorize(l to be appropriated. for expenses of 
the Department of .Justice in carrying out its functions under this title 

. (except section 103) not to exceed $60,000,000 for the fiscal year en<1- Ante, p.1245. 
ing June 30, P72, $70,000,000 for the fi~calyear ending .Jtme 30, 197<1, 
and $90,OOO,OLJD for t,he fiscal yeur endIng .June 30, 1974. 
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TITLE ITI-DIPORTATION AND EXPORTATIOXj .AMEND
)IENTS AXn REPEALS OF REYENUE LAWS 

SHORT TI'I'LE 

SEC. lOOO. This title nmy be cited as the "Controlled Substances 
Import und Export _",-ct". 

PAR'!' .A-I~IPORT.\'I'ION AND Expou'rATlON 

DEF1NITIONS 

SEc.lOOl. (a) For purposes ofthis part-
(1) The term "import" means, with resJ.lect to nny article, any 

bringing in or introduction of snch article mto any area (whether 
or not such bringing in or introduction constitutes 1m importation 
within the meanll1g of the tariff In,ws of the United States). 

(2) The term "customs territory of the United States" has the 
m~aning assigned to such term by general headnote 2 to the Tariff 
Schedules of the United Stu.tes (19 U.S,C. l20!6). 

(b) Each term defined in section 102 of title II shall have the same 
meaning for purposes of this title as such term has for purposes of 
title IT. 

DIPORTATION OF CONTROLLICD SU"IIST.\NC!ES 

SEC. 1002. (a) It shall be unlawful to import into the customs terri
tory of the United States from any place outside thereof (but within 
the rnited Stutes), or to import into the United Stat:es from any place 
outside thereof, any controlled substance in schedule I or IT of title 
1I, or any narcotic drug in schedule ITI, IV, or V of title II, except 
that-

(1) such amounts of crude opium and coca leaves as the Att<>r
ney General finds to be necessary to provide for medical, scien
tific, or other legitimate purposes, and 

(2) such amounts of any controlled substance in schedule I 
or II or any narcotic drug hi' schedule III, IV, lor V that the Attor
ney General finds to be necessary to provide for the medicnl, 
scientific, or other legitimate needs of the Ul'iited States-

(A) during an emergency in which domestic supplies of 
such substance or drug are found by the Attorney Geneml 
to be inadequate, or 

(B) in any case in which the Attorn€IY Genernl finds that 
competition among domestic.lTIanufactmrers of the controlled 
substance is inadequate and will not be rendered adequate 
by the registration of additional manufactm'ers under sec
tion 303, 

may be so imported under such regulations as "the Attorney General 
shall prescribe. No crude opium may be so imported for the purpose 
of manufacturing heroin or smoking opium. ' 

(b) It shall be unlawful to import into the C,llstoms territory of the 
United States from any place outside thereof (but witllin the United 
States), or to import mto the United States 1,11'0111 any place outside 
thereof, any nonnarcotic controlled subst:mce in schedule lIT, IV, or 
V, unless such nonnarcotic controlled snbstance,--

(1) is imported for medical, scientific, or other legitimate uses, 
and 
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(2) is imported pursuant to such notification or declaration 
reqUIrements us the Attorney General mny hy regulation 
prescribe. 

(e) In addition to the amount of coca leaves authorized to be 
imported into the United States under suhsection (11.), the Attorney 
Geneml mlty permit the impol'tlttion of additionltl umounts of COClt 
leaves. All cocaine and ecgonine (and all salts, derivatives, aud prepa
rations from which co\!uille or ecgonine may be syntnesized or made) 
contained in such additional amounts of coca leaves imported under 
this subsection shall be desfroyed under the supervision of an author
ized representative of the Attorney General. 

EXPORTATiON OF CONTROLLED SOlSTANCES 

84 STAT. 1286 

SEC. 1003. (a) It shall be unlawful to export from the United States Unlawful a<:rts. 
any narcotic drug in schedule I, II, III, Or IV unless-

(1) it is exported to a country ",llich is a party to--
(A) the International Opium Convention of 1912 for the 

Suppression of the Abuses of Opium, Morphine, Cocaine, 
!1.nd Derivative Drugs, '01' to Ihe International Opium Con- 38 Stat. 1912. 
vention signed at Geneva on February 19, 1925; or 61 Stat. 2230. 

(B) the Convention for Limiting the M!1.nuIacture and 
Regulating the Distrihution of Narcotic Drugs concluded at 
Geneva, July 13, 1931, as amended by the protocol signed 48 Stat. 1543. 
at Lake Success on Decemher 11, 1946, and the l?rotocol 62 Sta.t. 1796. 
bringing under international control drugs outsIde the 
scope of the convention of July 13, 1931, for limiting the 
manufacture and regulating the distrihution of narcotic 
drugs (as amended by the protocol signed at Lake Success 
on December 11, 1946) ,signed at Paris, November 19, 1948; or 2 UST 1629. 

(C) the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, signed 
at New York, March 30, 1961; 18 UST 1407. 

(2) such country 11as instituted and maintains, in conformity 
with the conventions to which it is a party, a system for the 
control of imports of narcotic drugs which the Attorney General 
deems adequate; 

(3) the narcotic drug is consigned to a holdilr of such permits 
or licenses !1.S may he required under the laws of the country of 
import, and a permit or license to import such drug has been 
issued hy the country of import; 

(4) substantial evidence is furnished to the Attorney Gen
eral by the exporter that (A) the narcotic drug is to be applied 
exclusively to medical or scientific Uses within the country of 
import, and (B) there is an actual need for the narcotic drug for 
medical or scientific uses within such country; and 

(5) a permit to export the narcotic drug in eac.h inl'!tance has 
been issued hy the Attorney General. 

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), the Attorney General may 
nuthol'ize !1.lIY narcotic drug (including crude opium and coca leaves) 
ill schedule I, II, III, or IV to he eXJlorted from the United States Ante, p. 1248. 
to a country which is a party to any of the international instruments 
mentioned ill subsection (ll.) if the particular drug is to be llPplied 
to a special scientific purpose in the country of destination and the 
tluthorities of SUCll country will permit the importation of the partic-
ular drug for such purpose. . 

(e) It shall be unlawful to export'from the United States any non
narcotic controlled substance illsdledule I or II unless-
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(1) it is exported to a country which has instituted and maiu-
tuins It system which the Attorney General deems adequate for 
the control of imports of such substances; 

(2) the controlled substance is cOll'dgned to a holder of such 
permits or licenses as may be required under the laws of the 
country of import; 

(il) substantial evidence is furnished to the Attorney Geneml 
that, (A) the controlled substance is to be applied exclusively to 
medical, scientific, or other legitimate uses within the country to 
which exported, (B) it will not be exported from such country, 
and (C) there is an actual need for the controlled substance for 
medical, scientific, or other legitimate uses within the country; and 

(4) a permit to export, the controlled substance in each instance 
has been issued by the Attorney General. 

(d) Notwithstanding subsection (c), the Attorney General may au
thorize any nonnarcotic controlled substance in schedule I or II to be 
exported from the United States if the particular substance is to be 
applied to a special scientific purpose in the country of destination and 
the authorities of such country will permit the importation of the par
ticular drug for such purpose. 

(e) It slutll be unlawful to export from the United States to any 
other countrv any nonnarcotic controlled substance in schedule III 
or IV ClI' any controlled substance in schedule V unless-

(1) tilere is furnished (before export) to the Attorney General 
documentary proof that importation is not contrary to the laws 
or regulations of the country of destination; 

(2) It special controlled substance invoice,in triplicate, accom
panies the shipment. setting forth such information as the Attor
ney General mlty prescribe to identify the parties to the ship
ment.and the means of shipping, and 

Ul) two additional copies of the invoice are forwarded to the 
Attorney General before the controlled substance is exported 
frol11 the Fnited Stahs. 

'l'R.\NSSHIP)[F.NT, AND IN-'l'HANSI'l' SHIl')H;N'l' OF CONTROLT,ED 

SUBSTANCES 

SEC. 100,!' Notwithstanding'sections i002, l(){)a, and 1007~ 
(1) A controlled substance in schedul~ I may-

(A) be imported into the United StateS for transshipment, 
to another country, or 

, (B) be trnnsferred or tmnsshipped fl'om one vessel, ve-
hicle, or' !lircmft to another vessel, vehicle, or aircraft, within 
the United States fo1' immediate exportation, 

if Ilnd only if it is so iml)Orted, ti~llnsferred, or transshipped 
(i) for scientific, Inedical,or other legitimate purp6ses in. the 
country of destinntion, Ilnd (ii) with the prior writt\ln approval 
of the ."ttorney General (,,-,ll1ch slwll hegr!lnted or ,denied within 
21 days of the request). " , 

(2) A rontl'ollecls~lbstallce ill scli!lduleTI, III,' or IV fiay be 
So imported, tl'llns£erred, or trnnsshipped 'if ,mel only if advance 
Iloti~e is given to the Attorney GenernliIl'Itceordance 'with reg-
ullltlonS,of the Attorney' General. . , ',' . • 

POSSESSION ON J\(),\Rn VESS};r.S. ETC., ,\RruVINd IN 'OIl 'l>~)P.\IiTING FRO)!' 
lNl'l'ED ST.\TES 

SEC. 1005. It shall be unlawful for :llly person to bring 01' possess on 
honrd any yessel 01' aircl'llft, or on hoard any vehicle of a carrier, 

'\ 
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arriving in or departing from the United States or the customs ter
ritory of the Umted States, a controlled substance in schedule I or 
II or a narcotic drug in schedule III or IV, unless such substance or Ante, p. 1248. 
dru~ is a part of the cargo entered in the manifest or part of the 
offiCIal supplies of the vessel, aircraft, or vehicle. 

EXEMl'TION AUTHOmTY 

SEC. 1006. (a) The Attorney General may by regulation exempt 
from sections 1002 (a) and (b), 1003, 1004, and 1005 any individual 
who has a controlled substance (except a substance in schedule I) in 
his possession for his personal medical use, or for administration to 
nn nnimal accompanying him, if he lawfully obtained such substance 
and he makes such declaration (or gives such other notification) as 
the Attorney General may by regulation require. 

". (b) The Attorney General may by regulatlOll except any compound, 
41ri:Xture, or preparation cont~inmg allY depressant or stImulant sub
~~nce listed in paragraph (a) or (b) of schedule III or ill schedule 
IV or'V from the applicaton of all or any part of this title if (1) the 
compound, mixture, or preparation contains one or more active medi
cinal ingredients not having a depressant or stimulant effect on the 
contralllervous system, and (2) such ingredients are included therein 
in such combinatlOns, quantity, proportion, or concentration as to viti
Ilte.the potential for abuse of the suostances which do have a depressant 
or stimulant effect on the central nervous system. 

PERSONS REQUIRED TO REGISTER 

SEC. 1007. (a) No person may-
(1) import into the customs territory of the United States 

from any place outside thereof (but within the United States), 
or import mto the United States from any place outside thereof, 
any controlled substance, or 

(2) export fr(lm the United States any controlled substance in 
schedule I, II, III, or IV, 

unless there,is in effect with respect to such person a registration issued 
by the Attorney General under section 1008, or 'unless such person is 
exempt from registration under subsectio!1 (b). . 

(b) (1) The following persons shall not be required to register under 
tlle provisions of this section and may lawfully possess ,a controlled 
substance: 

(A) Allllgent or an employee of any importer or exporter re~
istered under section 1008 if such agent or employee is acting III 
the usual course' of his business or employment. 
, (B) A common or contract <:arrier or warehouseman, or an 

employee thereof, whose possessIOn of any controlled substance 
is in the usual.course of his business or. employment. 

(e) 'An ultimate user who poSsesses such substance for.a pur-
.]>ose specified in section 102 (25) and in conformity with an exemp- Ante, p. ,1245. 
tion grnnted under section 1006 (a) • 

. (2) The ~<\.ttorney General may, by regulation, w.aive the require
ment for re/!istration of certain importers and exporters if he ·finds it 
copsistent with the public health and safety; and may authorize any 
such importer or exporter to possess controlled substances for purposes 
'of importation and exportat-ion. 
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REGIRTJL\TION m;QuIRKlmNTS 

SEC. 1008. (a) The Attorney General shall register an npplicant 
to import 01' export a controlled substance in schedule I or II if he 
determines that lluch registration is consistent with the public interest 
and with rnited States obligations under intetnntionlll trenties, con
ventions, or protocols in effect on the effective date of this section. In 
determining the public interest, the factors enumerated in paragraph 

Ante, p. 1253. (1) through «() of section 30a (a) shall be considered. 
(b) Registration gl'llnted under subsection (a) of this section shall 

not entitle a registrant to import or expol't controlled substances in 
schedule I or II other thall those specified in the registration . 

. (c) The Attol'l1ey General shall register an applIcant to import a 
controlled substance in schedule III, IV, or V or to export It controlled 
substunce in schedule III or IV, unless he determines that the issuance 
of such registl'lltion is inccmsistent with the public interest. In deter
mining tlie public interest, the factors enumerated in paragmphs (1) 
through «() of section 303 (d) shall be considered. 

(d) No registration shall be issued under this part for a period in 
excess of one year. rnless the regulations of the Attorney General 

Ante, PP. 1253- otherwise provide, section 302(f), 3()':!·, 305, and 307 shall apply to 
1258. persons registered under this section to the same extent such sections 

apply to persons registered under section 303. 
Rules and (e) The Atto'rl1ey General is authorized to promulgate rules and 
regulations. re/-,Tulations and to charge reasonable fees relating to the reg:istration 

of importers and exporters of controlled substances under tIllS set'tion., 
(f) Persons registered by the Attorney General under this section to 

import or export controlled substances may import or export (and, ';01' 
the purpose of so importing or exporting, may possess) such sub
stances to the extent authoi'ized by their registration and in con
formity with the other provisions of this title and title II. 

(~) A separate registration shall be required at each principal place 
of llusiness where the applicant imports or exports controlled 
snbstances. 

(h) r~xcept in emergency situations as described in section 1002(a) 
(2) (A), prior to issuing a registration under this section to a bulk 
manufacturer of a control1ed substance in schedule I or II, and prior 
to issuing a regulation under section1002(a) authorizing the importa
tion of such a substance, the Attorney General slml1 r;ive manufactur
ers holding registrations for the bulk lllanufacture of the substance an 
opportunity ,for a hearing. 

:lfANUF,\CTURE OR DISTRIDUTION FOR PURPOSES OF UNr,AWFUL 
IJlfl'ORTATION 

St;C. 1009. It shall be unlawful for any person to manufacture or 
distribute a contl'Olled substance in schedule I or H-

(1) intending that such substance be unlawfully imported into 
the United States j or 

(2) knowing that such substance "'ill be unlawfully imported 
into the tTnited States. 

This section is intended to reach acts of manufacture or distribution 
committed outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United States. 
Any person who violates this section shall be tried in the United States 
district court at the point of entry where such person enters the United 
States, or in the United States District Court for the District of 
Columbia. 
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l'ROHIBIT:ED ACTS A-l'ENALTIES 

SEt'. 1010. (a) Any person who-
(1) contrary to sectioll 1002, 1003, or 1007, knowingly or in

tionally imports or exports a controlled substance, 
(2) contrary to section 1005, knowin~ly or intentionally brings 

or possesses on board a vessel, aircraft, or vehicle a controlled 
substance, or 

(3) contrary to section 1009, manufactures or distributes a 
controlled substance, 

shall be punished as provided in subsection (b). 

84 STAT. 1290 

(b) (1) In the case of a violation under subsection (It) with respect 
to It narcotic drug ill schedule I or II, the person committing such Ante, p. 1248. 
violation shall be imprisoned not more than fifteen years, or fined 
not more than $25,000, or both. If a sentence under this paragraph 
provides for imprisonment, the sentence shall include a special parole 
term of not less than three years in addition to such term of imprison-
ment. , 

(2) In t'he case of a violation under subsection (Ii) with respect to 
It controlled subst.an.ce other tllp.n a. narcotic dru~ in ~chedule I or II, 
the person commIttmg such vlOlatll'm shall be llllprlsoned not more 
than five years, or be fined not more than $15,000, or both; If a sentence 
under this paragraph provides for imprisonment, the'sentence shall, in 
in nddition to such term of imprisonment, include (A) a: special pa
role term of not less than two years if such controlled substance 
is in schedule I, II, III, Or (B) a special parole term of not less than 
one year if such controlled substance is III schedule IV. 

(c) A specinl parole term imposed under this section or section 
1012 may be revoked if its terms and conditions are violated. In such 
circumstances the original term of imprisonment shaH be increased 
by the period of the special parole term and the resulting new term of 
imprisonment shall not be diminished by the time whICh was spent 
on special Earole. A person whose speClal parole term has been re
yoked may be required to serve all or po~c of the remainder of the 
new term of imprisonment. The special t\\rm provided for in this 
section and in section 1012 is in addition to, and not in lieu of, any 
other parole provided for by law. 

l'ROHlBl'I'El) ACTS :B--l'JjNALTIES 

SEC. 1011. Any person who violates section 1004 shall be subject 
to the following penalties: 

(1) Except as provided in pamgraph (2), any such person 
shnll, with respect to any such violation, be subject to a civil pen-
alty of not more th.a~ $25,000. Sections 402 (c),(l) and (c) (3) Ante, p. 1262. 
shall apply to any cIvll penalty assessed under tIllS paragraph. 

(2) 1£ such a violation is prosecuted by all informatIOn Or 
indicfment Wllich alleges that the violation was committed know
hIgly or intentionally,and the trier of £act specifically finds th!1t 
the violation was so committed, such person shall be ,sentenced to 
imprisonment for not more than one year or a fine of not more 
t,han $25,000 or both: 

SECOND on SUBSEQUENT OF'FENSES 

SEC. 1012. (a) Any person convicte<l of ,any offense under this part 
is, if tIle offense is a second or subseguent offense, punishabJe by a 
term of imprisonment twice that otherwise authorized, by twice the 
fiue otherwise authorized, 01' by both. If t,he conviction is for an offens.e 



84 STAT. 1291 

Ante, p. 1242. 

Ante, p. 1269. 

Ante, p. 1270. 

Ante, p. 1274. 
:;:;;:t;, p. 1285. 
Ante, P. l.253. 

24 Stat. 409. 

38 Stat. 275. 
53 Stat. 1262. 

46 Stat. 585; 
70 Stat. 575. 
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punishable under section 1010 (b), and if it is the offender's second 
or subsequent offense, the court shall impose, in addition to any term 
of imprisonment and fine, twice the special parole term otherwise 
authorized. 

(b) For purposes of this section, a person shall be considered con
victed of a second or subsequent. offense if, prior to the commission of 
such oJfense, one or more prior convictions of him for a felony under 
any provision of this title or title II or other law of the United States 
relating to narcotic drugs, marihuana, or depressant or stimulant 
drugs, haye become final. 

(c) Section±l1 shall apply with respect to any proceeding to sen
tence a person under this section. 

Nl"rElIlPT A:!o.!J COXSPIRACY 

SEC. 1013. Any person who attempts or conspires to commit any 
offense defined in this title is punishable by imprisonment or fine or 
both which may not exceed the maximum punishment prescribed for 
the offense, the commission of which was the object of the attempt or 
conspiracy. 

SEC. 1014. Any penalty imposed for violation of this title shall be 
in addition to, and not in lieu of, any civil or administrative penalty 
or sanction authorized by law. 

_-I.PPI,IOABILITY OF PART E OF TITLE II 

SEC. 1015. Part E of title II shall apply with respect to functions 
of the Attorney General (and of officers and employees of the Bureau 
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs) under this title, to administrative 
and judicial proceedings under this title, and to violations of this title, 
to the same extent that such part applies to functions of the Attorney 
General (and such officers and employees) under title II, to such pro
ceedings under title II, and to violations of title II. For purposes of 
the application of this section to section 510, any reference in such 
section 510 to "this title" shall be deemed to be a reference to title III, 
any reference to section 303 shall be deemed to be a reference to section 
1008, and any reference to section302(d) shall be deemed to be a refer
ence to section 1007 (b) (2). 

AUTHORITY OF SECRETARY OF TREASURY 

SEC. 1016. Nothing in this Act shall derogate from the authority 
of the Secretary of the Treasury under the customs and related laws. 

PART B-A~.rEND)[ENTS AND REPEALS, TRAN"SrrIONAL AND EFFECTIVE 
DATE PROVISIONS " 

REPEALS 

SEC. 1101. (a) The following provisions of law are repealed: 
(1) The Act of February 23, 1887 (21 U.S.C. 19;1.-193). 
(2) The Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Aet (21 U.S.C. 171, 

,173, 174-184, 185). " 

~
3) The Act of March 28, 1928 (31 U.S.C. 52911). 
4) Sections 2(b), 6, 7, and 8 of the Act of June 14, 1930 (21 u .. C.162(b), 17311, 19'7, 198). . 
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~
5) The A.ct of July 3, 1930 (21 U.S.d~ 199). 
6) Section 6 of the Act of March 28,1928 (31 U.S.C. 529g). 
7) 'l'he Opium Poppy Control Act of 1942 (21 U.S.C. 18S-188n). 

~
8) Section 15 of the Act of August 1, 1956 (48 U.S.C. 1421m). 
9) The Act of July 11, 1941 (21 U.S.C. 184a). 
10) The Narcotics Manufacturing Act of 1960 (21 U.S.C. 501-

!l1'T). . 
(b) (1) (A) Chapter 68 of title 18 of the United States Code (relat

ing to narcotics) is repealed. 
(B) The item relatmg to such chl\pter 68 in the analysis of part I 

of such title 18 is repealed. 
(2) (A) Section 3616 of title 18 of the United States Code (relating 

t.o use of confiscated mot-or vehicles) is repealed. 
(B) The item relating to such section 3616 in the analysis of chap

ter 229 of such title 18 is repealed. 
(3) (A) Subchapter A of chapter 39 of the Internal Revenue Code 

of 1954 (relating to narcotic drugs and marihuana) is repealed. 
(B) The table of subchapters of such chapter 39 is amended by 

strIking out 
"SUBOHAPTER .-I.. Narcotic drugs and marihuana." 

• (4)(A) Sections 7237 (relating to violation of llLws relating to 
llnrcotic drugs and to mnrihuana) and '7238 (re]atin~ to violation of 
laws relating to opium for smoking) of the Internalltevenue Code of 
1954 are repealed. 

(B)· The table of sections of pnrt II of subclutpter A of chapter 75 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954: is amended by striking out the 
items relating to such sections 7237 and 7238. 

(5) (A) Section 7491 ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating 
to burden of proof of exemptions in cnse of marihuana offenses) io 
repealed. 

(B) The table of sectiOl)S for subchapter E of chapter 76 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by striking out the item 
relating to such section 7491. 

CONFORlIrrNG AMENDMENTS 

84 STAT. 1292 

46 Stat. 850. 
53 Stat. 1263. 
55 Stat. 1045. 
70 Stat. 910. 
55 Stat. 584. 

74 Stat. 55. 
70. Stat. 572. 
18 USC 1401-1405. 

62 Stat. 840, 

68A Stat. 549. 
26 USC 4701-4776. 

70 Stat. 568; 
80 Stat. 1449, 
26 USC 7237, 
7238. 

26 USC 7491. 

SEO. 1102. (a) Section 4901(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1954 is nmended by striking out the comma immedintely before "4461" 79 Stat. 149. 
Itnd inserting jnlieu thereo:1': "or", and by striking out ", 4721 (narcotic 
drugs) ,01'4751 (marihunna)". 

(b) Section 4905 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (re
htting to registration) is amended by striking out 'I, l1arcotics, mnri
IlUl\Jln," and ",4722,4753,". 

(c) Section 6808 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating 
to special provisions relating to stamps) is nmended by striking out. 
pl\mgmph (8). 

C d) Section 7012 of the Interllltl Revenue Code of 1954 (relating 
to cross references) is amended by strikinj!out subsections (a) and 
(b). 

(e) Section 7103 (d) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (re
lating to bonds required with respect. to cerhlin products) is amended 
by striking out subparllgmph CD). . 

(f) Section 7326 of tIle Intel'l1lLl Revenue Code of 1954 (relating 72 Sta.t. 1429. 
to disposRl of .f<?rfeited or Rb~ndoned property in special cas~) is 
nmended bystrlklllg out subsectIOn (b). 

(g) (1) Section 7607 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relat- 70 Stat. 570. 
ing to additional authorit.y for Bureau of.Narcotics nndBureau of 
Customs) is nmended-

"1 



84 STAT. 1293 

70 Stat. 570. 

72 Stat. 143CJ. 

6BA Stat. 905. 
26 USC 7641. 

BO Stat. 1438. 

58 Stat. 722; 
60 Stat. 39. 

Repeal. 
53 Stat. 1262. 

49 Stat. 880. 

eo Stat. 1444. 

68 Stat. 484. 
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(A) by striking out "The Commissioner, Deputy Commis
sioner, Assistant to the Commissioner, and agents of the Bureau 
of Xarcotics of the Department of the Treasury, and officers" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "Officers"; 

(B) by striking out in paragraph (2) "narcotic drugs (as 
defined III section 4731) 01' marihuana (as defined in section 
4761)" and inserting in lieu thereof "narcotic drugs (as defined 
in section 102(16) of the Controlled Substances Act) or mari
huana (as defined in section 102(15) of the Controlled Substances 
Act)"; and 

(C) by striking out "BUREAU OF NARCOTICS AND" in the section 
heading. 

(2) The item relnting to section 7607 in the table of contents or 
subchapter A of chnpter 78 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is 
amended by striking out" Bureau of ~,"rcotics and". 

(h) Section 7609(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relat
ing to cross references) is amended by striking out paragraphs (3) 
[lnd (4l. 

(i) Section 7641 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to 
supervision of operations of certain manufacturers) is Ilmended by 
striking out "opium suitable for smoking purposes,". 

(j) Section 7651 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating
to administration and collection of taxes in possessions) is amended 
by striking out "and in sections 4705 (b), 4735, and 4762 (relating to 
taxes on narcotic drugs and marihuana) ". 

(k} Section 7655(a) of the Internul Revenue Code of 1954 (relat
ing to cross references) is umended by striking out. parngrnphs (3) 
and (4). . 

(1) ,Section 2901 (a) of title 28 of the United States Code is 
nmended by striking out "as defined by section 4731 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954, ns nmended," and inserting in lieu thereo:C 
"as defined by section 102(16) of the Controlled Substances Act". 

(m) The last sentence of the second paragraph of section 584 of 
the Act of June 17, 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1584), is nmended to rend ns fol
lows: "As used in this paragraph, the terms 'opiate' and 'mnrihuaIllL' 
shall have the same menning given those terms by sections 102(17) 
and 102(15), respectively, of the Controlled Substances Act." 

(n) (1) The first section of the Act of August 7, 1939 (31 U.S.C. 
;)29a) , is repealed. 

(2) Section 3 of such Ad (31 u.s.n 529d) is amended by striking 
out "or the Commissioner of Narcotics, ns the case may be,": 

(3) Section 4 of such Act. (31 U.S.C. 52ge) is amended by striking 
(Jut "or nnrcotics" each place it appears. 

(4) Section 5 of such Act (31 U.S.C. 529f) is nmended by striking 
nut "or nnrcntics" in the first. sentence. 

(0) Section 308(c) (2) of the Act of August 27, 1935 (40 U.S.C. 
3Mm) is nmended by striking out "Narcotic Drug Import and Ex
port Act" nnd inserting in lieu thereof "Controlled Substnnces Act". 

(p) Pnrngrnph (a) of section 301 of the Narcotic Addict Rehabili
tation Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 3411) is amended by striking out "n~ 
defined in section 4731 of the Internnl Revenue Code of 191)4, as . 
Ilmended,"nnd inserting in lieu thereof "ns defined in section 102(16) 
of t.he Controlled Substances Act". 

(q) Pnrngrnph (a) of the first section of the Act of .Tuly 15, 1~5± 
(4-6 u.s.n 239a) is amended to read as follows: .' 

"(a) The term 'narcotic drug' shall haye the menning given/'that 
term by section 102 (16) of the Controlled Substnnces Act nnd l shn11 
also include l11arihuann ns defined by section 102(15) of such Act." . . 
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(1') Paragraph (d) of section'! of the Act of A\lgust 9, 1939 (49 
U.S.C. 7S'!) is amended to read as follows: 

"( d) The term 'narcotic drug' ~han have the meaning given that 
term by section 102(16) of the Controlled Substnnces Act and shall 
l\lso include marihuana as defined by section 102(15) of su~h Act;" 

(s) Paragraph (a) of section 4251 of title 18, United States Code, 
is amended by striking out "as defined in section 4731 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954, as amended," and inserting in lieu thereof "as 
defined in section 102(16) of the Controlled Substances Act". 

(t) The first section of the Act of August 11, 1955 (21 U.S.C.198a), 
is amended to read as follows: "That: for the purpose of !lily in vestiga
tion which, in the opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury, is neces
sllry and proper to the enforcement of section 545 of title 18 of the 
l;nited States Code (relating to smuggling goods into the United 
States) with respect to any controlled substance (as defined in sec
tion 102 of the Controlled Substunces Act), the Secretary of the 
Treasury may administer oaths and affirmations, subpena witnesses, 
rompel their attendance, take evidence, and require Hle production of 
records (including books, papers, documents, and tangible things 
which constitute or contain el'idence) relevant or material to the in
,·estigation. TIle attendance of witnesses and the prodU::ltion of records 
may be required from any place within the customs territory of tlie 
United States, except that a witness sh:\11 not be required to apper.r at 
any hearing distant more than 100 miles Jrom the place where he was 
served with subpena. 'Witnesses summoned by the Secretary shall be 
paid the snme fees and mileage that are paid witnesses in tlle courts of 
the United States. Oaths and affirmations mal,' be made at !tJly place 
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. ' 

l'l-:NDING PROCEEDINGS 

SEC. 1103. (a) Prosecutions for a'lly violation of law occurring prior 
to the effective date of section 1101 shall not be affected by the repeals 
or amendments mnde by such section or section 1102, or abated by 
reason thereof. 

(b) Civil seizures or forfeitures and injunctive proceedings com
menced prior to the effective date of section 1101 shall not be affected 
by the repeals or amendments ,made by such section or section 1102, or 
abated by reason thereof. 

I PROVL'lIONAL REGISTRATION 

SEC; 1104. (a) (1) Any person-
(A) who is enl!aged in importing or exporting any controlled 

substance 011 fhe day before the effective date of section 100'!, 
(B) who notifies the Attorney General that he is so engaged, 

and 
(C) who is registered on such day under section 510 of the Fed

eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act or under section 4'!22 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, 

shnll, with respect to each establishment for which such registration 
is in effect under any such section, be deemed to have n provisionnl 
l'el!istratioll under section 1008 for the import or export (as the case 
mny be) of controlleq substances . 

. (2) D?ring the p~riod ~lis provisionnl,registrat,ion is in effect under 
this sectIOn, the regIstration Jlumber asSIgned such persoll under such 
section 510 or under such section 4722 (as the case may be) shall be 
his registration number for purposes of part A of this title. 

84 STAT. 1294 

53 Stat, 12.92.. 
"Narootio drug," 

80 Sta.t. 1442.. 

Investigations , 
subpoena. power. 
69 Stat. 684. 

62 Stat. 716. 

Witnesses, 
travel expenses. 

76 Stat. 794; 
79 Stat. 231. 
21 usa 360. 
68A Stat. 555. 
26 USC 4722. 

Ante, p. 1285. 
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(b) The provisions of section 304, relating to suspension and revoca
tion of registmtion, shall apply to a provisionalregistl'lltion under this 
section. 

(c) Unless sooner suspended or revoked llnder subsection (b), a 
provisional registmtion of a person under subsection (a) (1) of this 
section shall be in effect until-

(1) the date on which such person has registered with the At
torney Genem] under section 1008 0)' has had his registmtion 
denied under such section, or 

(2) such date as mtty be prescribed by the Attorney Geneml for 
registmtion of importers or exporters, as the case may be, 

'" h ichever occurs first. 

EFFECTIVE DATES .\~D OTHER TIIANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 

eEC. 1105. (a) Except ttS otherwise provided in this section, this title 
shttll become effective on the first dlty of the seventh cttlendar month 
tlmt begins after the day immediately preceding the date of enactment. 

(b) Sections 1000, 1001, 1006, 1015, 1016, 1103, 1104, and this sec
tion 81mB become eJfective upon enactment. 

(c) (1) If the Attorney Geneml, pursuant to the authority of sec
tion 704(c) of title II, postpones the effective date of section 306 
(relating to manufacturing quotas) fot·any period beyond the date 
specified in section 704(a) and such postponement apphes to narcotic 
drugs, the repeal of the Narcotics Mallufacturing Act of 1960 by 
paragraph (10) of section 1101 (II.) of this title is hereby postponed 
for the same period, except that the postponement made by this pal'll
graph shall not apply to t,he repeal of sections 4, 5, Ill, 15, and 16 of 
that Act. 

(2) Effective for any period of postponement, by paragraph (1) of 
this subsection, of the repeal of provisions of the Narcotics Manu
facturing: Act of 1960, that Act shall be applied subject to the follow
i'lg modIfications: 

(A) The term "narcotic drug" slutll mean a Jlarcotic drug as 
defined in section 102(16) of title II, and all references, in the 
Narcotics Mallufacturing Act of 1960, to a narcotic drug as de
fined by section 4731 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954: are 
amended to refer to a narcotic drug as defined by such section 
102(16). 

(B) On and after the date prescribed by the Attorney Gen
eral pursuant to clause (2) of section 708(c) of title II, the 
requirements of a manufacturer's license with respect to a basic 
class of narcotic drug Ull~er the N arco~ics M anuiacturing Act 
of 1960, -and of a regtstrahon under seehon 4722 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 as a prerequisite to issuance of such a 
license, shall be superseded by a requirement. of actual registra
tion (as distin~ruished from prol'isionalregistration) as a mnn
ufacturer of that class of drug nnder section 303 (a) of title II. 

(C) On and after the effective date of the- repeal of such sec
tion 4122 by section 1101 (b) (3) of this title, but prior to the 
date specified in subpamgraph(R) of this paragraph, the l;e
quirement of registJ:lttion l1llder such section 4722 as It prerequi
site of a m-anufacturer's_ license U11der the Narcotics 
.Ma~ufactu.ring Act of ~96.0 sflall be supl.1l-sedtid by a requil'emeilt 
of either (t) actual reglstrahon as a manuflidll~'er uncler_ .section 
303 of title II or (ii) provisiollal registration (by virtue of a 
preexist~llg registmtion Ultclersllr.h sed'ion 4722), tmder section 
703 of tttle II, _ .; - _ -, - • 

1 
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(d) Any orders, rules, and regulations which have been promul
gated under any law affected by this ,title and which are ill eJ:ect on 
the day preceding enactment of this title shall continue in effect \ll1til 
modified, superseded, or repealed. 

TITLE IV-REPORT ON .ADVISORY COUNCILS 

REPORT ON .IDVISORY COUNCILS 

SEC. 1200. (a) Not later than March 31 of each calendar yelU' after 
1970, the Secretary of the Depaltment of Health, Education, and 
'Welfare shall submit a report on the activities of advisory councils 
(established or organized pursuant to nny applicable statute of the 
Public Health Service Act, Public Law 410, Seventy-eighth Congress, 
liS amended, or the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community 
Mental Health Centers Constructioll Act of 1963, Publlc Law 88-164, 
liS amended) to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of tlle 
~el1ate and the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of 
the House of Representatives. Such report shall contain, at least, a 
list of all such advisory councHs, the names and occ·.'i}:ations of their 
members, a description of the function of each advisory council, and 
a statement of the dates of the meetings of lIach advisory council. 

(b) If the Secretary determines that a statutory advisory council 
is not needed or that th~ functions of two or more statutory advisory 
councils Should be combined, he shall include in the report a recom
mendation that such advisory council be abolished or tliat such func
tions be combined. 

(c) As used in this section the term "statutory advisory coun
cil" me~l1S any committee, board, commission, cOlU1ciJ, or other similar 
group established "0r organized :pursuant to llnyapplicable statute 
to u.dvise und make recommendatlons with respect to the administm
tion or improvement of an applicable program or other relnted mlttter. 

Approved, October 27. 1970. 

L~O!SLA'l'.IVE. HISTOllVt 

HOUSE: RSPORTSt No. 91-1444 (pts. 1 and z) (Comrn. ~n Interstate and 
F,orelgn Commerce) and I/o, 91-1603 (Comrn. o'! Conferenoe). 

SENATE REPORT No. 91-613 aoocmp!U'\Y..lng S. 3246.(Comm •. on the Judioiary). 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Vol. :US (l.970). 

, Jan. 23, ·24, 26-28, S. 3246 oons1dered and passed Senate. 
S:Jpt. 23, 24, ,oonsidered and passed House, 
Dot. 6, 7, oonsidered and passed Sena'te, amended. 
Dot. a,' 14, HO'lse a~"d to. conference report. 
Dot. 14, Sene.t.ee.~eed to oonferenoe report. 

Reports to 
Congress. 

56 Stat. 682. 
42 USC 201 nota. 
77 Stat. 282. 
42 USC 2661 
note,. 

"s'batutor,y 
advisor,y 
OOUIlQil,,1I 
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PROPOSED CHANGES IN MARIHUANA CONTROLS,I 94TH CONG.-COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Subject Existing law 

Possession for private 1st offense is a misdemeanor, 
use. punishable by up to 1 yr in 

prison and/or up to $5,000. 
(However, see provision on 
discharge and record ex
pungement, below.) 

2d offense is a felony, punish
able by up to 2 yr and/or up 
to $10,000. j21 U.S.C. 
844(a)]. 

Definition of "private" ___ No distinction is made be· 
tween private and public 
possession, no~ between 
possession for private use 
as opposed to possession for 
use in public. 

Nonprofit distribution ____ Treats distribution of "a small 

Specialist offender 
treatment. 

amount" for no remunera
tion the same as a simple 
possession offen~e (see 
above). [?1 U.S.C. 841(b)(4)] 

Provides that a coUrt may, 
upon finding any person 
gu illy of simple possession 
of any controlled dangerous 
sUbstance-who has not 
previously been convicted 
of violating a Federal law 
relating to the sUbstances 
covered under the Con-' 
trolled Substances Act
defer further proceedings 
and place the person on 
probation for up to 1 yr. 
Upon fulfillment of the 
terms of probation, the 
court Is required to dismiss 
the proceedings. The dis
charge may not be deemed 
a conviction for the p'ur
poses of the disabilities 
Imposed by law upon per
sons conVicted of crimes. 
However the discharge and 
dismissal is avaIJablo only 
once, unless the person 
were under 21 atthetlme of 
the offense. The under-21 
offender who Is discharged 
Is entitled to on order ex
punging all records of his 
arrest and trial oxcept for a 
nonpublic record retained 
by the J u~tlce Department. 
[21 U.S.C. 844(b)]. 

S. 746/93d Cong., Hughes/ 
Ja'lits 

Makes such possession legal, 
whether for use by the 
possessor or by others if no 
profit is' involved hi the 
transfer. No limits are set 
on the amount that can be 
possessed privately (:.~e 
below), but public pos
session is legal only in an 
amount not exceeding 3 oz. 

"Private" means: "within a 
private dwelling or other 
residence for [one's] own 
use or for the use of others, 
within any such residence 
or dwelling," if it is not 
intended to distribute the 
marihuana for profit. 

Makes it legal to distribute 
"lawfully possessed" mari
huana (i.e., possessed for 
private personal use or 
for the private personal use 
of others if no profit is in' 
Involved in the transfer
and,"where the pos,~cssion 
is in a public area, In an 
amount not exceeding 3 oz.) 
when such distribution is 
not made for profit. Does 
not define "profit". . 

S. U50/94th Cong., Javits/ 
Cranston et al. 

Makes such possession subject 
only to a civil fine of up to 
$100, if the amount pos
sessed does not exceed 1 
oz. Makes no distinction 
between 1st and subsequent 
offenses. 

Same as S. 746. 

Makes nonprofit distribution 
of "lawfully possessed" 
marihuana subject only to a 
civil fine of up to $100. 
However, since no posses
sion would be'lawful under 
the bill, the language would 
JPpear to frustrate the 
obvious intent of the pro
vision. Apparently, thera 
would be no limit on the 
amount that could be dis
tributed und .. r the specified 
circumstances without in-
curring greater liability than 
the civil fine. 

No comparable provision ______ No comparable prOVision, but 
contains this language: 
"Nothing in this section shall 
be construed as requiring the 
Attorney '.",leral to Initiate 
proceedinrs Involving viola
tions of th:s section when
ever he· believes that the 
public h,terest will be ade
quately served by a suitable 
written notice or warning." 

1 
I 

~ 

I 

~ 
I 

I , 
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PROPOSED CHANGES IN MARIHUANA CONTROLS,! 94TH CONG.-COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS-Continued 

Subject Existing law 

Marihuana intoxication No provision comparable to 
as defense to a charge those ofS.146 or S.1450. 
of violation of a 
federal law. 

Defin ilion of "mari
huana." 

Means "all parts of the plant 
Cannabis sativa L., 
whether growing or not; the 
seeds thereof; the resin 
extracted from any part of 
such plant; and every com
pound, manufacture, sail, 
derivativB, mixture, or 
preparation of such plant, 
Its seeds or resin ••. ". 

I neludes hashish. [21 U.S.C • 
. 802(t5)[. 

S. 146/93d Cong., Hughesl 
Javils 

Provides that in the prosecu
tion of any person charged 
with a Federal offense, the 
tact that the pmon was 
sUffering from marihuana 
intoxication at the time he 
committed the offense may 
not be a defense to the 
charge. 

S, 1450/941h Cong., JavilSI 
l:ranston et al. 

Same as S. 746, but exempts 
from the restriction cases 
where the intoxication was 
not self-induced •. 

Same ______________________ Same. 

t U.S. Senate, Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, Committee on the Judiciary, Honorabl~ Birch Bayh, 
Chairman. .' I 

II 
II 
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IJ±m CONGRESS 
151' SEBSIO:N" s. 1450 

IN THE SENA'l'E OF THE UNJTEDSTATES 

ArmL 11,1915 

)11' .• LWl'fS (for himself,lIfl'. BnoOKE, lIfr. CllANSTON, ltnd Mr. NELSOX) intro
duced the followiJlg bill; which was rencT twice ulld refel'red. 'to the COill
lIlittee on the Judicillry 

A BILL 
" '\ , . 

• I 

To amend certain provisiOlis of the Conh'olled Substauees Af~ 
relating to marihuana. 

• ',' . t • -- r 1 

1 Be i( miacied by,tltil Senate and HOllse of Representa-

2.., tiv'es pf the· United Stfttes of Amel,ica in a~n{jl'ess assembled, 

3 That this Act may be cited as the "}rarihuall'~ Control Act Qf 
• j. ~ • 

4 1975"., 
. . ....., I' 

5 SEG. 2. That the Oonh'olled Substances Act is amended 
; 1,. 

6 by inserting immediately after section 404 thereof the fo]-

7 lowing new section·: 

's' "SEG. 404A. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of 
.'.' • ...,', ,I ,-t. ;': ' .• I ,;., 

• 9 section 308, 401 (-a) (1), 404, or lany .otl1(;r provision of 
,,:' • : . . ~ . :' i ,. ! .... ~'. 

:/.0 this title or any other Federal lew, any' person who-

" 1\ 
1, 
J; 

(LXXXIII) 
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1 "(1) possesses not more than one ounce of 

2 marihuana within a private dwelling 01' other residence 

3 for his own use, or for the usc of others, within,any such 
"..., ".~. J"!!' t.' • :.~.. I' : t I 

4 residence or \W~lling'ri£ sp.chmfil'lhuana is not J>ossess~d .... ' " " ".:,' .. ,'. 

5 with the intent ·to distribut{!, h'unsfer, or sell sneh mari-

6 huana ill violation of this title or any othcr Federal 

7 ,law; or, ~ :' < 

8 " (2) possesses in a public area, not more than one 
- ,;. ...", " -I ".' :t 

9 ounce of mll:rihuana if the possession of such lllli.r.il).ualla 
. . ;. '. ~ 

10 is incident to a private nse within the purview of suh-

11 paragraph (1) of this paragraph, !lnd is not with the 

12 intent to distribute, tn1.l1§fer, OJ;' sell such marihuana for 
. t~, 

< " 

13 profit in viQllitionof this title or any other Federal 

15 

16 

17 

• • i. I 'I .' 'j I' .; f: , ~ 

" ," (3)4istribnte~ or t.rallsfCl:S, iJ? pub~c OJ.' privat~J 
~ l' \ . I " ~.,. ' •• ", : 

any marihuana la-wIulJy posse~sed, to any, penlon for a . '. \. . .. ' '. 

, I. 
, private use within th.e purview qf subparagraph (.1) 9.£ 

'," :. ~ '. ,; "., • .: ',I!' '( 

the first paragl'aph of this subsection, if such a,istI:~bJltio,n 
• ., 04. 

18 

19, or, h'al}.sfer, is not made for wofi,t- '" 
, • • • .•• r O••• .; -",' I r. 

29. shflll bc guilty of an offense, for which such persoll ,shall be 
. .., . i '.,' ~ I ", • . t ' .' .' " ~ • 1 ( , 

21 subject to a civil fine' of not more th!',!l $100: Such acts' ~!l)l 
. : .; . '. .. . :. ' ~.... ~ 

22 not ,constitutecrinles against the Unitpd States ,llnd suc~ 
.;'" '. r:"~'·I~. '. . I ~ .•.• ~ .. '~"'. ~ 

~3 p(ll'~on shall, not btl subj~ct to ,arrest or, suffal: any' disaq-
!.o (".t : ~ .r " If ',. :.~f , '! t • . J '. • i.-' !" :.,.:~.;:' ~~ 

24 ~~~tu.~e }~/1!ta~W.7 . ~~ce~t ~~a~ sp~~!~e,d}~l~i~ i~r.ctf3N· (, r 
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1 " (b) Nothing in this section shall he construed as re~ 
.. 
2 'quiring the Attorney General to il.litiate proceedings invDlv~ 

3 ing viDlations .of this sectiDn whenever he believes that the 

4 public intere'.!t will he adequately served by a suitable writ--, 

5 ten notice .or warning. 

6 "(c) In the prosecuti.on of any pers.on charged with an 

7 .offense in violatiDn .of any Federal law, the fact that such 

8 pers.o,n was ~ufIering !l'om marihuana intDxicati.on at the time 

9 .of the :C.ommission .01 that .offense shall not be a defense to 

10 that charge or, any e1ement thereof, unless su.ch intoxicatiDn 

11 «VhsnDt self~induced.". 
~: .•. : <.~ 
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MARIJUANA DECRIMINALIZATION 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 14,1975 

U. S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMlIU'.I;TEE To INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY, 

COJIIlIUTI'EE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
WCU3hington,D.O. 

The subcommittee (composed of Senators Bayh, Hart, Burdick, 
Kennedy, Mathias, Hruska, and Fong) met, pursuant to notice, at 
10 :10 a.m., in room 6202, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator 
Birch Bay h (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Presf!nt: Senators Bayh and Hart of Michigan. 
Also present: 3" ohn M. Rector, stajr director and chief counsel; Mary 

Kaaren Jolly, editorial director and chief clerk; and Alice Van Land
ingham, staff assistant. 

Senator BAYn. We win convene our hearing' this morning. 
The subcommittee's enabling resolution, S. Res. 72, section 12, 94th 

Congress, is hereby noted for the record. I will also include the 
complete text of Public Law 91-513, ,the Comprehensive Drug Abuse 
Prevention and -Control Act of 1910, October 27, 1910; a comparative 
analysis of proposed changes in marihuana controls compiled by the 
subcommittee; and the text of S. 1450, a bill to amend certain pro
visions of the Controlled Substances Act relating to marihuana in the 
hearing record.1 

I will state my thoughts that compelled me, as the chairman of the 
sub~ommittee, to: ask the committee to begin to hold hearings on the 
subJect. 

I will then yield to my colleague from Michigan, and we will get 
on to addressing ourselves to the problem of receiving the thoughts of 
our ver;7 distinguished panel of witnesses. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BIRCH BAYH,' CHAIRMAN 

Senator BAYH. We meet today to consider legislation relat:ing to the 
appropriate legal sanctions for the private possession of small amounts 
of marihuana. 

Throughout the Subcommittee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquen
cy's 4-year investigation of drug traffic and abuse I have noted with 
concern the growing' number of arrests for marihuana possession. Ar
rests have increo,sed from 188,682 in 1970 to 420,700 in 1913. It may go 
as high as 500,000 for 1974. This is not nearly as drumntic as the 1,000· 
percent increase between 1965-70 :from 18,815 to 188,682; but it is rather 
astonishing that this 3-year increase of 232,'018 is more than 12 times 
the total marihuana arrests just 10 years ago. 

1 See p. LXXXIII. 

(1) 
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Additionally, the number of marihuana arrests as a percentage of all 
drug arrests has increased substantially. In 1970 these arrests 
amounted to 45.4 percent of total drug arrests. During the 1970-73 
period 1,127,389 of the total 2,063,900 drug arrests were for marihuana. 
And in 1973, the most recent year for which records are available, 
67 percent of all drug arrests were for marihuana. 

Available studies and research to date have found that the majority 
of those arrested are otherwise law-abiding young people in possession 
of small amounts of marihuana. In fact, a Presidential commission 
found that the vast majority of users are essentially indistinguishable 
from t.heir nonuser peers by any criteria other than its use. 

During these last 4 years, I have likewise been e.'3pecially concerned 
about the ever-escalating level of serious crime. The recently released 
FBI report on the trends. in crime for 1974 presents u, frightening pic
!ure of the rising tide of criminal activity in Ameri~a. Serious cri~e 
III the United Stat,egrose 17 percent last year, the hIghest annual m
crease since the FBI began collecting data 45 years ago. In fact, the in
crease for the final quarter of 1974 had reached 19 percent. The subur
ban increase for last year was 20 percent while crime in rural areas 
increased by 21 percent. In smaller communities-under 10,000-
crime increased by 24 percent last year while robbery alone went. up 
30 percent. 

ALLOCATING CRIME FIGHTING RESOURCES 

The rising tide of serious crimes inevitably raises the question of 
whether we are properly allocating our crime fighting resources and 
aggressively J?ursuing the arrest and criminal prosecution of the 19 
million AmerIcan users of marihuana. It is estimated that the prosecu
tion of these cases costs $600 million annually. 

In 1969 and 1970 the subcommittee considered the adequacv of 
penalties for marihuana with the result that the new Controlled "Sub
stances Act provided that simple possession or distribution of a small 
amount of marihuana for no remuneration were both designated mis
demeanors, not felonie&; punishable by up to 1 year in jail and/or up 
to a $5,000 fine. It was the view of many members that the sanctions 
should be furthcr rechtced. Some suggested that the sanction be elimi
JUtted for such conduct. 

In order to permit a thorough assessment of these issues the subcom
mittee recommended the creation of a Presidential commission. The 
Congress agreed and provided for the establishment of the Commis
sion on M..~rihuana and Drug Abuse in part F of the C1ontrolled Sub
stances Act. 

This body known as the Shafer Commission, aftcr its distingnished 
chaiTInaI~, conducted an in-depth study of the issues and concluded 
that marIhuana was not dangerous enough to the user or to the general 
public for its private possession and use to remain a criminal offense. 

In the last several years a growing list of organizations and incli
viduals have endorsed the Shafer Commission recommendations, 
including the following: :. . , 

American Bar Ass00iation. 
Consumer Union, publishers of Consnmer Re.I?orts. 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. 
American Public Health Association. 
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National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals. . 

N atiollal Council of Churches. 
The Governing Board of the American Medical Association. 
N atiollal Education Association. 
B'nai B'rith. 
Canadian Oommission of Inquiry into the Non~Medical use of 

Drugs [Le Dain Commission]. 
San Frttnciso Committee on Crime. 
Mayor's Advisory Committee on Narcotics Addiction 

[Washington, D.C.]. 
John Finlator, retired Deputy Director, Bureau of Narcotics 

and Dangerous Drugs, U.S. Department of Justice. 
William F. Buckley, .Tr., syndicated columnist, author, TV host 

and editor of National Review. 
James J. Kilpatrick, syndicated . columnist, Washington 

Evening Star. 
In the Senate, several subcommittees have developed informative 

records regarding the impact of marihuana abuse. The Subcommittee 
on Alcoholism and Narcotics, of the Committee on Labor and Public 
Welfal'e, has very effectively identified the qnalities of marihuana as 
they impact on the public health and welfare. 1'he Subcommittee, on 
Internal Security, of the Committee ou the Judiciary, has assessed the 
impact of marihuana use on U.S. security and I would agree, as Dr. 
Robert DuPont, diret:tor of the Special Action Office of Drug Abuse 
Prevention recently said of its work. "I think Senator Eastland is to 
be commended for 'his efforts to consolidate manv of these new studies 
and to bring them to the. attention of the American people." 

S. 1450 POLICY OF MARIHUANA DISCOURAGEMENT 

The subject of our hearing S. 1450, the "Marihuana Contro1 Act of 
1975" introduced bv Senators Javits, Oranston, Brooke, and Nelson, 
reflects the general "recommendation of the Shafer Presidential Com
mission. It adopts an approach similar to that llnd.el'taken by the State 

, of Oregon which abolished criminal penalties for simp1e possession of 
marihuana and substituted a civil fine of up to $100 for possession and 
nonprofit transfers of up to 1 ounce of marihuana. Criminal penalties 
for sale of the drug for profit would remain intact. Thus, this approach 
maintains a policy of discouragement tOlvard marihuana use while 
recognizing the current inappropriate use of la'y enforcement re
sources and the destructive impact of criminal records for such com
mon conduct. 

. Thi~.,measure and others such as S. 746, introduced by Senators 
Hughes and J avits in the 93d Congress, are often referred to as 
decriminalization bills. It is important t.o notf'~)however, that ther.e are 
significant difference even between these measures. For example. lmder 
the old Hughes-Ja"rits bin private pos8ession of any amount ofmari~ 
huana, so lon~,' as it was not ])ossessed with the intent to sell for profit. 
would have ·been lawful. Similarly, tM earlier hill removed all 
sanctions for the public possession of 3 ounces or less if incident to 
private use and hot held with intent to seH for profitrand if lawfully 
possessed, this amount wu.s not subject, as contraband, to seizure or 

I 
I 

JI 
111 

;~ 
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forfeiture. The focus of our hearing today-So 1450-however, while 
it eliminates criminal sanctions for possession of only 1 ounce for 
private use, it retains a civil sanction against such possession. 'Ve will 
explore additional differences during the hearing this morning. 

Although more can be learned about the Oregon experience, one 
recent study found that after the first year there was no increase in the 
number of users and a majority of Oregonians approve the new law. 
In an interview last week with writer Thomas Love of the Washington 
Star, Oregon Attorney General, Lee Johnson, said that rather than de
crease the respect for law amon?i y01Ulg people the new approach .has 
probably increased it. He said, 'It has given them [young people] a 
feeling that government is more receptive to changes which have taken 
place. I think it's probably created more res-pect for government as a 
whole.:' 

Similar measures are being considered by more than 20 State 
legislatures. 

REASSESS NATIONAL POLICY RELATED TO SERIOUS CRIME 

In view of the failure, nationally, to curb violent and serious crime, 
I believe it is time to seriously reassess our priorities relative to the 
limited resources available to the Nation's severely overburdened crim-
inal justice agencies. ' 

Are taxpayers, who are primarily and understandably interested in 
the protection of properly and safety of person, most effectively served 
by the investment of $600 million in marihuana possession cases ~ 

Is the public interest served by arresting annually 1':00,000, mostly 
young people, for simple possession of small amounts of marihuana 
and thereby assuring that they are inhibited for life-in their educa
tion and careers-by the unrelenting stigma of a criminal record ~ 

Is the public getting the highest return on their tax dollars in the 
national effort to curb drug traffic and drug-related crime when two
thirds of all drug arrests· are for predommately simple marihuana 
possession ~ 

I am inclined to think not. 
As D.C. Superior Court Chief Judge Harold H. Greene emphasized 

-last week, we must concentrate 'our limited resources on the vigorous 
. pursuit and prosecution. of mOl'e serious offenders such as murderers, 

rapists, robbers, burglars, and those committing. aggrnvated assaults.' 
I, for one, feel that we ha-ve ,had too many efforts on the part of pub

lic officials to shy away from controversy.by ignoring reality and to 
try to look at facts and· come to what might be a popular conclusion, 
instead of the accurate conclusion. I am hopeful that these'hearings 
will, by their very existence: .show that the Congress of the United 
States is wiling to pursue the right answer to the question--'-that is not 
without significant controversy. 

'The whole country is deeply alarmed about the fact that we have 
'recently been advised by the Federal Bureau of Investigation that 
during last year we had ala:r:ger increase in crime. in this country than 
at any other previous time in our history. . 

'rhe Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency 'has, in 
,many instance'l, 'been made painfully aware of the direct correlation 
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between drug abuse and a certain type of criminal activities. We have 
been recently advised that there has been another wave of opiate
heroin abuse in the country. We used to have the "French connection" 
with opium coming in from Turkey. Now, we are advised that a big 
percentage of heroin comes into the country from Mexico. It has been 
dramatically increased. 

Let there be no question of what this does to society. Yet, when you 
look at the hard facts, 67 percent of all drug arrests last year were not 
from opium, barbiturates or amphetamines, but, were from m!).rilmana. 
A large percentage of these, a half a million Americans, were arrested 
for the possession of small amounts of marihuana. It is reasonably 
estimated that we spend allliost $600 million each year in the prosecu- . 
tion of offenders whose offense against society is possession or use of 
small amounts of marihuana. 

It seems that we must direct our attention whether we are really 
serving society well by utilizing that amount of resource toward those 
who possess small amounts of marihuana. Thus, that money is taken 
away from the pursuit of criminals who are creating much more seri
ous offense against society. 

HYl'OCRISY OF LAW ENFORCIlMENT I'OLIOIES 

In addition, I think we, as public officials, have a responsibility to 
understand that there is a tremendous amount of hypocrisy in the 
country today. Large numbers of Americans are deeply concerned 
about the manner that some of our laws are enforced and some of them 
are not; the way in which they are not enforced equally against all of
fenders; and, the way in whichourprioriti.es-as far as law enforce
ment concern-are really not relevant to the critical problems that 
confront us today. 

I want us to pay particular attention, during .these hearings to the 
extent to which some of our laws are not enforced. Some of them are 
enforced more strenuously against .certain segments of our population, 
than they are against others. In particular, I say to my distinguished 
colleague from Michigan, I find the ultimate hyp0crisy in our society 
expressed very eloquetltly in the way which we impose very strenuous 
sentenc.E;ls on some youngpeopl~who for reasons that appear to be 
good to.them, although,frankly, they would not appear to be good to 
me-'-'--that use marihuana, They end up. spendinglong periods of their' 
life. ~ jail .. Yet,. in: tl!e.same States t~at support, this 'type o£pen~\~ty 
for, the use and mdlvldl,lal use ofmanhuana, you can find someone Ol~t 
on :th,e.highway. illtOJ!:icfLted,.eudangering :everybody they meet, and 
their sentence wm b'e, perhaps, to lose their license.: " . 

There is; '.also, a gp?at deal of hypocrisy . about, the differing ways , 
society r~a:Gts to the use of. differing kil~ds of drugs or substances that, .. 
have a detrimental iniract on human ~eil1gs.;' ... ' .' :.' • 

. ; lam Aop~ful we, w).11 pUI:sue.th,~~~\!'Jwet5· to :some ;ofthese:questions. 
But; ;frilonk1.y; I thinlq th~evic1:eheefi,~~&tUl"Qvt;:] ll0pe, we can Istill ·the .;. 
hyst(lri.a,mJ.dtp.,ll>t·wecGtl): putsuethe.trutl1; .1vhatever' it Iealls us;. And \ 
iJ we make some people angry, that is the ,price we payand,the,respon-
siJ~ml;.y;wehf),v:e;.'i:; ~.l ':., ,:;,',.': .• '.,: , , ,:'.;., ;;:': 

:I,y:iehit9 my dis:tinguished colle,ague from Michigan. ..,:' . . 
Senator fuRT. Thank you, Mr./Chairman. ,. 

, / 
.' 

'I !. 

/,1 
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PHILIP :HART 

Senator HART. I welcome a chance to be brought up to date on where 
we are and where we should be en mal'ihnana. Since the record does 
not contain pictures, I will have to describe myself as from that 
generation. 

I understood that if you used marihuana 011 Tuesday, that of courl:. 
you would be on heroin on Friday. I have been updated. It takes at 
ieast a full week. There are those who still believe that. 

In the last campaign I was running and in 19'10 I explained, though 
from that generation, I had doubts about our wisdom and said that I 
would like· in this term to ilee the Congress act on the best evidence 
available. Does it hurt Huser? And to "'hat extent? And in what sense 
is society disadvantaged by possession and distribution of small 
amounts. 

I am satisfied that the answers are in and appear to be correct. I 
propose to offer an amendment to codification of the criminal code S. 1 
to remove any sanction for possession and noncommercial distribution 
for up to 100 g-rams. I am told that is about 31h ounces. 

My educatIOn, like a lot of people of my generation, included the 
fa·ct that one of my children is one of the statistics that you have here. 
He is a minor and spent 20 days in jail for a stub that big [indicating]. 
That is all the education I llE!eded'to convince me that it-marihuanv, 
prosecution policy-was n, topsy-turvoy operation and made no sense. 

I hope before I leave here, we will have corrected that. 
Senator BAYII. Thank you, Senator Ha:tt. 
I would like to say it has been my fortune to serve in the U .. S. Senate 

for over 12 years. Of the inspirations I have had with my colleagues, 
one whom I would like to be able to emulate fullv and completely, is 
my dist.inguished friend and colleague from MichIgan. I know no one 
who pursues the truth more doggedly-without regard to where it may 
lead-to the perspective of his conscience. 

I am alarmed at the rumors-which I hope are unfounded-that 
perhaps the times have weighed heavily enough on my friend from 
Michigan that he might seek to be removed of this burden. Although, 
let me say, it would be easy: to understand why those burdens would 
become onerous. However, If you were to leave, it would significantly 
increase the burden of many of us. We would find it vel'Y difficult to 
follow his example, and pick up the load that he now carries. 

This morning we are privileged to hear testimony from a knowl
edgeable panel of .legal experts who ~re intimately familiar with the 
issues we intend to discuss. I look forward to an informative and pro
ductive session. 

Mr. Donald Miller, who is the General Counsel of the Drug En
forcement Administration, here on the behaH of the Attorney General; 
Mr. Keith Stroup, director of the National Organization for the Re
form of Marihua:o.a Laws; Richar<;l Bonnie, assistant professor of 
law, University of Virginia; Hon, J. Pat Horton, disr.rict attorneY1 
Lane County, Eugene, Oreg.; and Richard Wood, assistant district 
attorney, Denver, Colo. 
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RELATION TO LA W;LESSNESS AND CRIME 

Gentlemen, we appreciate your presence. There is so much fiction 
involved regarding marihuana-what is its potential for harm to 
human beings and to society; what are the ramifications of curJ'ent 
control policies on the total drug picture, and its relationship to law
lessness and crime ~ 

Mr. Horton, in your constituency where a different appl'oach to 
marihuana is pursued, what has been the impact~ And rather than 
have the traditional, unfortunately rather cold, stereotyped approach 
of a hearing where we would have a series of witnesses-although ~ach 
one of you, in your own right, is very well qualified to testify indi
vidually-I would like for tis to develop a dialog where we can be 
very frank and open with one another. 

I think the panel approach is more desirable than a series OI more 
formalized statements. I understand that all of you may have some 
thoughts that you would like to share, formally or informally, and 
I do not mean to put any restrictions on your approach to this subject 
matter. 

I think, perhaps, Mr. Miller, the protocol suggests that you ought to 
initiate our testimony. So, if we could begin with you, and then pro
ceed to the other witnesses. That is what I would like to do, if it is all 
right with you other gentlemen. 
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STATEMENT OF DONALD MILLER, CHIEF COUNSEL, DRUG ENFORCE· 
\ MENT ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPT. OF JUSTICE, ON THE 

BEHALF OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES 

Mr. MILLER. Thank yQU, Mr. Chairman. 
I am appearing here today Qn behalf Qf the Department Qf Justice, 

specifically the Drug EnfQrcement AdministratiQn. AlSo., I will qual
ify 0.1' add to. my prepared statement 1 which has been transmitted 
to. the subcQmmittee. 

At the Qutset, I want to. state that marihuana in the United States 
is big business. It is not the same casual transfer and use of small 
amounts Qf an innQxious weed that we saw back in the 1930's, when we 
first decided to. take actiQn against marihuana. TQday; tons of mari
huana are being smuggled into the United States by large well
financed, well-organized criminal o.rganizations. 

TQtal domestic and fo.reign cOQperative removals Df ma.rihuana have 
increased from about 184,000 pDunds in 1970 to over 2 million pounds 
in 1974. CQnsidering that we probably do. not remo.ve a high per
centage Qf the marihuana frQm the tDtal market, the amount getting 
thrDugh is astronQmical. 

Necessarily, and in accQrdfmce with QUI' congressiQnal mandate, the 
Drug EnfDrcement Administration has concentrated its investigative 
resources Dn the supply of marihuana. DEA has made very few arrests 
fQr possession without intent to distribute. 

LABORATORY ANALYZES OVER 1,000 I-DUNCE MARIHUANA "CASES" 

Parenthetically, Mr. Chairman, I would like to. add that Dur lab
Qratory repDrts reveal that over 1,000 exhibits o.f marihuana under 
1 otlllce were submitted for analysis by DEA agents during the last 
12 months. ThDse simple PQSsessiDn cases made by the Bureau o.f 
Customs and the Immigration and Naturalization Service as a result 
Qf routine border searches are usually turned over to' the States fQr 
disposition. 

Accordingly, insDfar as the Department Df Justice is concerned, the 
criminal sanctions fo.r simple possessiQn in sectiQn 404 Df the COIl
trolled Substances Act have nDt been applied as an enfDrcement meas
ure against marihuana usern and minDr distributDrs. 

I mean, by that, that our agents do nQt set out deliberately to make 
seizures" Df small amDunts Qf marihuana as an enforcement strategy. 
It may be wo.rthwhile then to cQnsider what we have sought to. do. by 
means of aj)plying criminal sanction against simple possessio.n and 
distributiDn of small amounts Df marihuana. 

Ask the man {)n the street the purpose of the marihuana penalties 
and he will probably reply in effect, to prevent social harm. Ask him 
hDW the law Dperates to prevent social harm and he almQst certa.inly 
will say, by punishing peQple who commit marjhuana Qffenses, which 
results in deterring others from committing such offenses. Other peQple 
will mentiQn that the law is a symbDl; a majority of the society ex
pressing its disapproval Qf drug use through the criminal law. 

1 See p. 17. 
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That seems to sum it up. We have concluded since enactment of the 
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, that ma.rihua.na use should be dis
couraged by subjecting related activity to criminal punishment. Al
though substantially reduced from the previous harsh penalties, when 
the Controlled Substances Act of 19'70 was drafted, we again .designed 
a stimulus in the form of penalties in attempt to convince our people 
to avoid courses of action potentially dangerous. 

Has it worked ~ Are people ever deterred from what they want to 
do by threat of physical sufferin¥ ~ And, if the threat of punishment 
does deter marihuana offenders, 1S it the fear of going to jail rather 
than the inconvenience 'and perha.ps disgrace of paying a $100 fine that 
people would fear ~ 

REAL PREVENTION • • • PUBLIC PSYCHOLOO:Y 

Real prevention of the spreading abuse of marihuana is a compli~ 
cated subject of cause and correction, and of public psychology as well. 
Not even a short presentation, so far as I .l.Lm concerned, would be pos
sible in time that I have here today Mr. Ohairman. 

But, these are important factors that should be studied fully before 
cha;nges are m!l;de-cha;nges that may result in an even les~ effective 
s9cml force agamst marihuana use. . 

S. 1450 would invoke a new concept into our attempt to control drug 
abuse. The proposed legislation would amend the Oontrolled Sub
stances Act of 19'70 by eliminating as a crime any offense; (1) of 
possessing up to 1 ounce of marihuana without intent to distribute it, 
and, (2) distributing up to 1 ounce of marihuana if not made for profit. 
Such offenses would be punishable by a civil fine of not more than $100, 
and violators would not be subject. to arrest or any other disadvantage 
or disability not specified in the new section. Para¥raph (b) of the 
bill would establish additional latitude by authorizmg the Attorney 
Genera] to disregard enforcement.·of the civil remedy "whenever he 
believes that the public interest, will be adequately served by a suitable 
written notice or warning." 

Senator BAYR. Mr. Miller, excuse me for interrupting, I have to ask 
if you have any recommendations for perhaps improving this legisla
tion ~ I would hope that-particularly from the Department of Justice 
standpoint-we could take a broad approach to this and not just be 
confined to the one particular bill in question. 

Perhaps we will do that. I iust want to suggest I think that it is 
approprIate tha~ you look at 'the one bill that has been introduced. 
There have been a number of suggestions and I would like for us to 
get a general feeling. 

Mr. MILLER. In a negative way I can set forth certain recommenda-
tions. I have no positive recommendations. . 

Senator BAYB:. You have complete liberty to be either negative or 
positive",as you care to describe those terms. . . . . 

Mr. MILLER. The sponsors o:f:the proposedJeglslatmnhtl,v(3 made an 
effort to walk the thin line between so-called "legalization" of mari" 
huana and so-called "decrimi14f1lization." It is clear to me. that the 
sponsors intend for .tl1e le!!;islatioll to operate as a de facto blockade 
against enforcement of certain provisions of the Oontrolled Substances 

61-801 0 _ 77 - 7 
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Act. I say that because of the way the bill is drafted. But also, since 
such a change in the Federalla w would ultimately result in widespread 
adoption at the State level, the consequences of' the proposed legisla
tion could be the elimination of police agencies from enforcing laws 
against personal possession and distribution of small amounts of 
marihuana. 

Although possession of not more than 1 ounce of marihuana for 
personal use is still an offense under S. 1450, the ability to enforce the 
provision is nearly insurmountable. The bill states at the end o,f sub
section (a) that "such person shall not be subject to arrest or suffer 
any disadvantage of disability except as specified in this new section." 

Frankly: I do not know what that means. Does it mean that the 
offender may not ever be summoned before a U.S. magistrate under 
Rule 4 of the Rules o.f Criminal Procedure ~ 

I have no doubt that Rule 41 relating to search warrants would not 
be applicable, since the essential ground for the issuance of a search 
warrant is that the property is intended for use as a means of com
mitting a criminal offense. Without the power to search or arrest, the 
only possibility of a person being charged with simple possession 
would be pursuant to a lawful search incident to "another offense, and 
I am not even sure tha" that is really possible. 

The difficult feature in paragraph (a) (1) is in determining whether 
the marihuana is intended for distribution. Considering that para
graph (a) (3) creat~s a civil fine of up to $100 for distril5ution of not 
more than 1 ounce o.f marihuana before a search warrant could be 
issued, I believe proof would be required showing that the person 
possessing the marihuana intended to make a distribution for profit. 

Paragraph (a) (2) poses similar difficulties. If the person who pos
sesses the marihuana in public cannot be arrested, how else can the 
provisio.n be enforced? If a Pl?lice officer has positive reason to believe 
that a person is in possession of 1 ounce of hashish, unless the person 
has the hashish in plain sight what power does the officer have ~ With
out authority to search, I question whether he can do anything. 

In the normal street situation, an officer does not always have the 
facts necessal'y to make a decision precisely in line with the proposed 
legislation. He will not be able to readily determine whether the 
amount possessed is more than 1 ounce; it is not specified in the bill 
what procedures are to be followed in lieu of arrest; the officQr cannot 
discern whether the person is transient or likely to honor a summons
presuming that we have the authority to issue a flummons-and it is 
not clear what is the recourse when a person does not hono.r the 
summons. 

The other feature of the bill, namely the provision relating to casual 
distribution of small amounts of marihuana lor no profit, is also. ob
jectionable. This feature goes against all reasons for having drug con
trolla.ws. It is a pronouncement that the Government no longer takes 
a harsh view regarding proselytizers-those persons who convert naive 
persons to drug abusers. 

This provisions means that if a person desires to introduce mari
huana use to juveniles, he may do so and face only a fine of up to $100 
so long as the transfer is totany donative 01' only to reimburse himself 
£01' out-of-pocket expenses. 

I 
I 
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DISCREPANCY IN JANGUAGE' OF JAVITS' BILL 

I want to add something here, Mr. Chairman, that is not in my pre~ 
pared text. But it is'an important discrepancy. That is between para~ 
graps (a) (1) and (a) (3) of S. 1450, on page 2.1 Paragraph (1) s'eems 
to except from its coverage any marihuana possessed without intent 
to distribute. It could be concluded that such a person could be charged 
with a felony under section 401 of the Controlled Substances Act. But, 
paragraph (a) (3) does something different. If the substantive effect 
of selling carries a penalty of only a $100 fine, how can the offense of 
possession for sale carry a higher penalty? 

Apparently, what the sponsors of the bill had in mind, was to also 
add the words "not for profit" to paragraph (1) and also to para
graph (2). 

Senator BAYH. Is that question one of your own conviction, or do 
you view it as a legal--

Mr. MILLER. As a legal difficulty, sir. 
Senator BAYH. Do you think we, in the Congress, are prohibited 

from legislating, "if yon sell it we can fine you; if you o\vn it we can
not fine 'you-or do not choose to"? 

Mr. MILLER. The courts would have a field day presuming you would 
ever get a case to the courts. ,. 

Senator BAYH. vVell, the courts are having a field day now with 
several hundred thousand kids and older people who use marihuana; 
and I think we have to make the best judgment. But looking at this 
from a constitutional standpoint, if you feel that you are in a posi~ 
tion to advise us in that regard we will pursue that question, because 
that is a legitimate one. It is one that I struggled with in the Schafer 
Commission report, in trying to balance the differing opinions that 
exist in the country. 

If you think it is wrong to have language saying you cannot sell it, 
-and then treating it differently when in possession.1 that is one thing. 
But looking at it from a constitutional question, d.o you, the Justice 
Department, or anybody in the administration have a :position about 
the constitutionality of the ability of the Congress to distinguish be
tween possession and sale? , 

Mr. MILLER. No, sir. I do not make that statement at all. 
Senator BAYH. What other question is there except legality, as far 

as the "courts having a field day" is concerned? 
Mr. MILLER. The courts in sentencing people are going to be much 

concerned about a law that authorizes a felony conviction for posses
sion with intent to sell marihuana, whereas, a person'who actually 
sells under 1, ounce is subject only to a $100 fine. That is the way the 
bill is presently drafted. . 

Senator BAYH. There is nothing unique. abQut that. 
You could be walking down the street with a coat; you could be 

driving somebody else's car and have a Rembrandt pa~nting in it; any 
number of different examples' where just ownership is not illegal. Be·i? 
cause, in the process, you are not doing anything like selling the object. 
It is a matter of proof is it not ~ That is not a new question as fttr as 
our courts are concerned. """ 

1 See p. LXXXIV. 
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Mr. MILLER. That is a new issue, so far as I know, in drug control; 
that is, where a person can be charged with a higher offense for possess
inO' a substance that he can be charged for sellmg the same substance. 

§enator BAYlI. I believe we are trying to see whether w~ should take 
a new look at this. This is new as far as drug enforcement IS concerne~. 
"Ve are trying to find out just where this course leads; and I appreCI
ate your analysis of it. 

PROOF OF INTENT iN ORIMINAL LAWS 

The reason I keep interrupting here is that I want us to be absolutely 
certain that we know what we a're saying, and what we a1'e not saying. 
The burden of proving intention, as part of a criminal sanction, is not 
unique as far as criminal laws of this country are concerned. 

Mr. MILLER. No, sir, it is not unique. Another troublesome feature, 
Mr. Chairman, is that the proposed legislation does not authorize the 
seizure of the marihuana illegally possessed. Although section 511 (f) 
of the Controlled Substances Act considers marihuana as a contraband 
which may be seized and summarily forfeited, the bill provides that 
such person shall not suffer any disadvantage or disability except that 
specified in this section. 

Mr. Chairman, I have discussed some of the problems that immedi
ately come to mind in analyzing S. 1450. Perhaps an examJ?le of how 
the bill would operate in practice would be enlightening. PIcture this 
situation at Dulles Airport. 

Customs inspectors have found a package ccntaining three-quarters 
of an ounce of hashish in the luggage of a person entering the United 
States. Faced with the need to do something, they read this new section 
404A and find that the person cannot be arrested; that any search of 
the person would have to be based on general customs law authority; 
that they have no power to seize the hashish; and that they have a 
dubious responsibility to subject the violator to a civil fine. The in
spectors debate whether the person can be detained, and whether he 
can be taken against his will to a U.S. magistrate. They will find no 
answers in the new la w. 

How do we get a person charged ~ This bill is simply devoid of pro
cedure of getting a person charged before the U.S. magistrate. Re
member, that our agents are not authorized by anything I have ever 
read that gives them the power to issue a Citation demanding' a person 
to show up before a U.S. magistrate for a civil offense. You might say, 
well, take them immediately before the U.S. magistrate. We do nQt 
have the authority to do that. If a person decides he does not want to 
go, we could not arrest him: W8 could not issue a citation, we conld 
not comm,md him to go before the magistrate. I am simply at a loss 
to say how the bill can be administered. , 

.Ari.other example is the situation where DEA agents executing a 
search warrant,for heroinviolati?n find only a. package containing 
three-quarters of an ounce of hashIsh. Rememhermg that the new law 
wou~d n?t. allow the person to be subjected to any other disadvantage 
or dIsabIlIty, how can they gather evidence sufficient to prove the 
charge. Can they seize the marihuana as evidence of the offense? Or 
does the bill intend to n~gate that authority ~ I do not know. 

, 
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COMITY OF NATIONS • • • AGRl!1EMENTS ON DRUG TRAFFIOKING 

Turning to another consideration, ~£r. Cha:irmaJ:?" a very important 
one, a threshold. question in any discussion of making marihuana 
possession viul1N~ion virtually unenforceable, is one of comity of 
nations. 

The United States, through bilateral agreements with various for
eign states, is involved in a multifaceted attack on drug tIlafficking 
worldwide. One important goal is to prevent drugs like heroin and 
cocaine from reachirig our shores. Many of the nations which we have 
asked to devote a maximum effort to control heroin and cocaine traf-
ficking do not have a severe problem with these drug-so " . 

In many cases, they view cannabis, in its vanous forms, as their 
most serious problem. Yet, those cOlmtries cooperate with the United 
States and others either' because they believe their adherence to the 
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961 and other ag~eements, 
requires them to do so, or ,because they feel a moral commItment to 
help eradicate marihuana use. 

• If, in the' face of this international cooperation, the United States 
or a sigIiificant number of its component States were to adopt a I'er
missive attitude toward marihuana, there is a serious possibility that 
i).Cime other nations might perceive this country to be unmindful of 

/its obligations and unconcerned with the domestic problems of other 
/ countries . 

.I This position has been confirmed again and again at many meetings 
<//" of the United Nations Commmission on Narcotic Drugs, the policy

initiating organ of the United Nations Economic and Social Council. 
At the Commission meeting in Febr"uary of this year, the Commission 
adopted a resolution reaffirming that in view of numerous findings, of 
scientific research, there can be no doubt as to the harmful effects of 
marihuana; and it recommended to all countries and competent inter
national organs and organizations not to lose momentum in'taking' ap
propriate meaSUre against cannabis abuse, supply of cannabis and can
nabis resin, and, in particular, illegal trade and traffic in cannabis and 
drugs derived 'from cannabis, in order not to endanger the s,uccess of 
global and regional efforts in this field. 

The CommIssion specifically noted how a relaxing of controls by one 
country c~mld affect others by stating tha,t a reduced control regarding 
cannabis and drugs derived from cannabis in one area might create 
an important source of supply and illicit traffic in the same substance 
in other areas. 

Mr. Chairman, overybody in that room of the Commission meeting 
in Geneva knew full well that this' resolution was taken against the 
Netherlands, which had taken a very permissive attitude insofar as 
the enforcement of its mal'ihuana·laws is concerned. 
If we do not continue to have and enforce laws against marihuana 

use, or if other countril'ls would reg~Lrd our weakening of control as 
a sign of bad faith or insensitivity to their drug problems, the co
operation we can" expect from foreign governments in helping us con
trol our heroin and cocaine problem will be significantly reduced. 
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STATE AOTION OONOERNING MARIHUANA LAWS 

I want to conclude my statement by saying tliat there has already 
been much action by the Federal and State governments in the past 
4: years. According to a survey I recently conducted through DEA 
regional directors, nearly all of the States now have provisions 
for the handling of minor possession cases. In 4:4: States, possession 
of small quantities of marihuana is considered as no more than a 
misdemeanor, and in 4: other States the charge can be reduced to a 
misdemeanor by the judge. 

Only two States handle possession of any amount of marihuana as 
a felony. Forty-eight States permit conditional discharging of 
offenders without conviction, and 4:4: States authorize complete ex
pungement of the record of persons charged with minor possession 
of marihuana. 

Additionally, virtually all States have juvenile delinquency laws 
whereby the offender is not charged with the substantive violation. 

We have an opportunity to observe whether lessening of penalties 
in those States will have an effece on drug abuse and the ability of law 
enforcement to cope with the change. 

As we have learned from the acceptance of other drugs in our cul
ture, the knowlede;e gained after acceptance is almost useless in re-" 
versing our course Irrespective of the proven hazards. ' 

Mr. Ohairman, in regard to the last sentence of this prepared state
ment, I want to point out that the Department of Sustice has not yet 
taken a position on the concept of the proposed legislation. My state
ment points out many deficiencies in S. 1450, which are, of course, 
fully supported by the Department. And it does represent my views 
and so far as I can presume to do so, the views of the law enforce
ment community. 

Thank yo.u, Mr. Ohairman. 

JUSTIOE DEPARTMENT SHIFTS POSITION 01if DEORE\HNALIZATION BILL 

Senator BAYH. The final sentence: "Therefore the Department of 
Justice recommends against the enactment of this legislation." 

Mr. MILLER. It"should be deleted from the printed text. 
Senator BAYH. So ordered. 
[Testimony continues on p. 4:1.] 

, 
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Mr. Chairman: 

I am appearing before you today on behalf of the 

Department of Justice, and specifically the Drug 

Enforcement Administration, to furnish the Department's 

views on the impact of 5.1450 on the criminal justice 

system. 

At the outset, I want to state that the marihuana 

traffic' is "big business." It is not the same casual 

transfer and use of small amounts of an innoxious weed 

we saw back in the 30's when we first decided to take 

action to control marihuana. Today, tons of marihuana 

are being smuggled into the United States by large, well-

fin.anced, and well-organized criminal organizations. Total 

domestic and foreign cooperative removals of marihuana 

have increased from about 184,000 pounds in 1970 to o.er 

2,000,000 pounds in 1974. Considering that we probably 

do not remove a high percentage of the marihuana from the 

total market, the amount getting through is astronomical. 

Necessarily and in accordance with our Congressional 

mandate, the Drug Enforcement Administration has concentrated 

its investigative resources on the supply of marihuana. 

DEA has made very few arrests for possession without 

intent to distribute. Those simple possession cases 

made by the Bureau of Customs and the Immigration 

.J 
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and Naturalization Service as'a result of routine border 

searches are usually turned over to the States for 

dispod tion. 

Accordingly, insofar as the Department of Justice 

is concerned, the criminal sanctions for simple possession 

in section 404 of the Controlled Substances Act have not 

been applied as an enforcement measure against marihuana 

users and minor distributors. It may be worthwhile then 

to consider what ¥e have sought to do by means of applying 

criminal sanctions agi;lii . .:lt simple possession and distribution 

of small amounts of marihuana. 

Ask the man on the street the purpose of the marihuana 

penalties and he will probably reply in effect, "To prevent 

social harm." Ask him how the law operates to prevent 

social harm. and he almost certainly will say, "By punishin'!f 

people who commit marihuana offenses, which results in 

deterring others from committing such offenses." Other 

people will mention that the law is'a "symbol"; a majority 

of the society expressing its disapproval of drug use 
\ 

through the criminal law • 

That seems to' sum it up. We have concluded since 

enactment of the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, that marihuana 

llse should be discouraged by subjecting related activity 

to criminal punishment. Although substantially reduced 

from the previous harsh penalties, when the Controlled 

---' 
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Substances Act of 1970 was drafted, we again designed 

a stimulus in the form of penalties in attempt to convince 

our people to avoid courses of action potentially dangerous. 

Has it worked? Are people ever deterred from what 

they want to do by threat of physical suffering? And, if 

the threat of punishment does deter marihuana offenders, 

is it the fear of going to jail rather than the inconvenience 

and perhaps disgrace of paying a $100 fine that people 

fear?' 

Real prevention of the spreading abuse of marihuana 

is a complicated subject of cause and correction, and of 

public psychology as well. Not even a short presentation 

is possible in my brief time here. But, Mr. Chairman, 

thase are important factors that_should be studied fully 

before changes are made _ .. changes that may result in an 

even less effective social force against marihuana use. 

S.1450 would invoke a new con~ept into our attempt 

to control drug abuse. The proposed legislation would 

amend the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 by eliminating 

as a crime any offense (1) of possessing up to one ounce 

of marihuana without intent to distribute it, and 

(2) distributing up to one Ounce of marihuana if not made 

for profit. Such offenses would be punishable by a civil 

fine of not more than $100, and violators would not be 
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subject to arrest or any other disadvantage or disability 

not specified in the new section. Paragraph (b) of the 

bill would establish additional latitude by authorizing 

the Attorney General to disregard enforcement of the civil 

remedy "whenever he believes that the public interest will 

be adequately served by a suitable written notice or warning." 

The sponsors of the proposed legislation have made 

an effort to walk"the thin line between "legalization" 

of marihuana and "decriminaljzation." It is clear to me 

that the sponsors intend for the legislation to operate 

as a· de facto blockade against enforc:emel~t of certain 

·provisions of the Controlled Substances Act. Also, since 

such a change in the Federal law would ultimately result in 

widespread adoption' at the State level, the consequence;s 

of the proposed legislation could be the elimination of 

police agencies from enforcing raws against personal 

possession and distribution of small amounts of marihuana. 

Although possession of not more than one ounce of 

marihuana for personal use is still an offense, the ability 

to enforce the provision is nearly insurmountable. The 

bill states at the end of sUbsection (a) that "such 

person shall not be subject to arrest or suffer any 

disadvantage or disability except as specified in this 

se~tion." 

\ 
)) 

\\ 
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Frankly, I do not know what that means. Does it 

mean that the offender may not ever be summoned before 

a U.S. magistrate under Rule 4 of the Rules of Criminal 

Procedure? I have no doubt that Rule 41 relating to search 

warrants would not be applicable, since an essential ground 

for issuance of a search warrant is that the property is 

intended for use as a means of committing a criminal 

offense. Without the power to search or arrest, the only 

real possibility of a persc;m being charged with simple 

possession of marihuana would be pursuant to a lawful 

search incide~t to another offense. 

The difficult feature in paragraph (a) (1) is in 

determining whether the marihuana is intended for distribution. 

Considering that paragraph (a) (3) creates a civil fine of 

up to $100 for distribution of not more than one ounce of 

marihuana, before a search warrant could be issued, I' 

believe proof would be required showing that the person 

possessing the marihuana intended to make a distribution 

for profit. 

Paragraph (a) (2) poses similar difficulties. If the 

person who possesses the marihuana in public cannot be 

arrested, how else can the provision be enforced? If a 

police officer has positive reason to believe that a person 

is in possession of one ounce of hashish, unless the person 
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has the hashish in plain sight what power does the officer 

have? without authority to search, I question whether 

he can do anything. 

In the normal street situation, an officer does not 

always have the facts necessary to make a decision precisely 

in line with the proposed legislation. He will not be able 

to readily determine whether the amount possessed is more 

than one ounce; it is not specified in the bill what 

procedures are to be followed in lieu of arrest; he cannot 

discern whether the person is trans~ent and likely to 

honor a summons; and it is not clear what is the resource 

when a person does not honor a summons. 

The other feature of the bill, namely the provision 

relating to casual distribution of small amounts of marihuan<;l 

for no profit, is also objectionable. This feature goes 

against all reasons for having drug control laws.· It is a •. 

pronouncement that the Government no longer takes a harsh view 

regarding proselytioz:ers -- those persons who convert naive 

persons to drug abusers. This provision means that if a 

person desires to introduce marihuana use to juveniles, 

he may do so and face only a fine of up to $100 so long 

as the transfer is totally donativ~ or only to reimburse 

himself for out-af-pocket expenses. 
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Another troublesome feature is that the proposed 

legislation does not authorize the seizure of the 

marihuana illegally possessed. Although section 5ll(f) 

of the Controlled Substances Act considers marihuana as 

a contraband which may be seized and summarily forfeited" 

the. bill provides that "such person shall not . . . suffer 

any disadvantage or dis~~ility except that specified in 

this section." 

Mr. Chairman, I have discussed some of the problems 

that immediately come to m;i,nd in analyzing S.1450. Perhaps, 

an example of how the bill would operate in practice would 

be enlightening. Picture this situation at Dulles Airport. 

Customs inspectors have found a package containing three

quarters of an ounce .}f hashish in the luggage of a person 

entering the United States. Faced with the need to do 

something, they read the new section 404A and find that 

the person cannot be arrested; that any search of the 

person would need to be based on general customs law 

authority; that they have no power to seize the hashish; 

and that they have a dubious responsibility to subject 

the violator to a civil fine. The inspectors debate 

whether the person can be detained, and wh~ther he can 

be taken against his will to aU. S. magist.rate. They will 

find no answers in the new law. 
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Another example is the situation where DEA agents 

executing a search warrant for a'heroin violation find 

only a pack~ge containing three-quarters of an ounce of 

hashish. Remembering that the new law would not allow 

the person to be subjected to any other dis~dvantage or 

disability, how can they gather evidence sufficient to 

prove a charge? Can they seize the marihuana as evidence 

of the offense, or does the bill intend to n~qate that 

authority?' 

Turning to another consideration, Mr. Chairman, a 

threshold question in any discussion. of making marihuana 

possession violations virtually unenforceable is one of 

comity of nations. The United States, through bilateral 

agreements with various foreign states, is involved in a 

multifaceted attack on drug trafficking world-wide. One 

important goal is to prevent drugs like heroin and cocaine 

from reaching our shores. Many of the nations which we 

have asked to devote a maximum 'effort to control heroin 

and cocaine trafficking do not have a seve~e problem 

with these drugs. In many cases, they view cannabis, in 

its various forms, as their most serious problem. Yet, 

these cQuntries cooperate with the United St.ates and 

others either because they believe their adherence to the 

Single Convention and other agreements requires them to 
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do so, or because they feel a moral commitment to help 

eradicate marihuana use in other areas of the world. If, 

in the face of this international cooperation, the United 

states, or a significant number of its component states, 

were to adopt a permissive attitude toward marihuana, there 

is a serious possibility that some other nations might 

perceive this country to be unmindful of its obligations 

and unconcerned with the domestic drug problems of others. 

This position has been confirmed again and again at 

many meetings of the United Nations Commission on Narcotic 

Drugs, the policy initiating organ of the United Nations 

Economic and Social Council. At the Commission meeting in 

February of this year, the Commission adopted a resolution 

reaffirming that in view of numerous findings of scientific 

research, there can be no doubt as to the harmful effects 

of marihuana; and it recommended to all countries and 

competent international organs and organizations not to 

lose momentum in taking appropriate measures against 

cannabis abuse, supply of cannabis and cannabis resin, 

and, in particular, illegal trade and traffic in cannabis 

and drugs derived from cannabis, in order not to endanger 

the success of global and regional efforts in this field. 

~he Commission specifically noted how a relaxing of controls 

by one country could affect others by stating, "[It realized] 
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that a reduced control regarding cannabis and drugs 

derived from cannabis in one area might create an im!?ortant 

source of supply of, and illicit traffic in the same 

substance in other areas." If we do not continue to have 

and enforce laws against marihuana use, or if other countries 

would regard our weakening of control as .a sign of bad 

faith or insensativity to their drug problems, the 

cooperation we can expect from foreign governments in 

helping us control our heroin and cocaine problem will 

be significantly reduced. 

I want to conclude my statement ~y saying that there 

has already been much action by the Federal and state 

Governments in the past four years. According' to a·survey 

! recently conducted th~ough DEA Regional Directors, nearly 

all of the States now have provisions for the handling of 

minor possession cases. In 44 States, possession of 

small quantities of marihuana is considered as no more than 

a misdemeanor, and in four other States the charge can be 

reduced to a misdemeanor by the judge. Only two States 

handle possession of any amount of marihuana as a felony. 

Forty-eight States permit conditional discharging of 

offenders without conviction, and forty-four States 

authorize complete expungement of the record of persons 

charged with minor pos3ession of marihuana. Additionally, 

61·801 0 • 77 • 8 

!I 
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virtually all States have juvenile delinquency ,laws whereby 

the offender is not charged with the substantive violation. 

We have an opportunity to observe whether lessening 

of penalties in those States will have an effect on drug 

abuse and the ability of law enforcement to cORe with the 

change. As we have learned from the acclep~'nce of other 
/ 

drugs in our culture, the knowledge gain'ed after acceptance 

is almost useless in reversing our course irrespective 

of the proven hazards. 
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Mr. TARTAGLINO. The first chart illustrates the illicit marihuana 
and the second chart the illicit hashish by year from 1969 to 1973, 
removed by Federal agents alone. You can see that when we speak 
of hashish, seizures ,have increased from roughly a little more than 
2,000 pounds in 1969 to 53,000 pounds in 1973, or some 27 tons. We 
have gone from 1 to 27 tons in a very short space of time. 

In marihuana you can see a very similar increase. We have gone 
to some 375 tons that were removed in 1973. 

Mr. MARTIN'. 780,000 pounds~ . 
Mr. TARTAGLINo. Yes, I am reducing that figure to tons; and that 

is just an illustration of how we have grown from 35 tons in 1969. 
I might add that as recently as 10 years ago, the only hashish 

that was found in the United States was probably a quarter pound 
in the sole of some seamfm's shoe that he brought over for his own 
use. I recall when our s~iz'l1re was under 10 pounds a year. But, in 
1969 we exCeeded 1 ton, and of course last year we have gone to 27 
tons. 

Mr. :fvfARTIN. I think it might be useful to let people know what 1 
pound of hashish can do. A quart of whiskey can only get a, :few 
people drunk, but how many people can get drunk on a pound of 
hashish~ , 

Mr. TARTAGLINO. Well, I would have to go into a discussion of the 
potency of it, but what you say is roughly correct. 

This third chart shows the arrests for cannabis State, local and 
Federal; the yellow is Federal, we have gone from 333 arrests in 
1969 to over 1,500 last year. 

You can see local enforcement agencies in 1972 arrested almost u. 
quarter of a million people in the United States for cannabis viola
tions, hashish and marihuana. 

Tn the map that you see before you we have tried to give you an 
illustration of generally the areas that are affected in the United 
States today; the purple arrows illustrate hashish; the orange illus" 
trates marihuana. We also have represented there on this chart the 
largest marihuana seizure on record, 42 tons in Jamaica; a single 
seizure of marihuana which was destined for the United States. The 
largest domestic seizure last December, 20 tons in Florida. In hashish 
the largest domestic Seizure, 3,700 pounds, almost 2 tons, in' Miami, 
in March of this year. The largest foreign seizure, 12 tons in Karachi, 
Pakistan. 
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"SEA TRADER" 

During February 1974, information was developed which indicated that a 
group of individuals had been smuggling tons of marihuana from the Carib· 
bean into the United States, including New York, Louisiana, and Florida. 
Information was also developed that this gro·J.p had been planning to bring 
a large load of. hashish from Morocco. Intelligence indicated that the load 
would be 7,000 pounds and would be transported on a vessel later identified 
as the "Sea Trader.". The "Sea Trader" is a 153 foot, 45 ton gr{)ss freighter, 
registered out of Panama. The "Sea Trader" was believed to be in Morocco, 
departure date unknown, and attempts to locate were initiated, and alerts 
were posted in the continental United St:£tes. 

On April 9, 1974, information was receiyed that the "Sea Trader" was 
dead in the water- with engine trouble at a pOint approximately 150 miles 
south·east ~of Bermuda. ' 

D11lA req·l.1ested the assistance ()f th.." U.S. Coast Guard who dispatched a 
long -'range search plane to locate "Sea ':Prader" and conduct a search for 
any. vesselenroute to contact "Sea Trader.':. llnd attempt to offloacl the hashish. 

The U.S. Coast Guard Cutter "Gallatin" was dispatched and proceeded at 
the fastest possible speed to attempt to take the vessel in tow to the nearest 
U.S. Port. . 

On .April 10, 1974, Coast Guard Cutter "GaUatin" arrived on scene and 
relieved sea going Tug Robin VIII of the tow. "Sea Trader" would not agree 
to be towed to the neurest U.S. port but agreed to have "Gallatin" tow "Sea 
Trader" to protected Bahamian waters. 

On April 12, 1974, "Sea Trader" was anchored within the 3·mile limi.t of 
Bahamian waters and two other boats approached to assist the "Sea Trader." 

"Sea Trader" was boarded by Drug Enforcement Administration and Ba
hamian authorities and subsequent search revealed 70 bags containing: ap· 
proximately 3,700 pounds' of hashish. Nine subjects were arrested and two 
vessels were lileized by the Bahamian authorities. ' 

The contraband and subjects were returned to Nassau for criminal pro· 
ceedings. DEA. will initiate conspiracy indictments in the United States. 

Mr. SOURWINE. You.,r charts and tu.bles, sir,appear to indicate trhat 
the rate of increase of hashish is substantialJy greater than the bte 
of increase of marihuana. For instance, over a 5~year period the 
marihuana increase is roughly 10 times; the hashish increase is 22 
times. Do you ta;kethat as an indication that hashish is in some de
gree replacing marihuana, that the user is starting out with pot 
and graduating to hash ~ 

MARlHUANA AND HASHlSH REMOVED FROM ILLICIT MARKET BY fEDERAL AGENTS (IN POUNDS) 

Calendar year-

1969 1970 1.971 1972 1973 

Marihuana: 
73, lOS 185,096 SOS, 048 514,81Z 782,'()33 TotaL ••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 

Domestic (DEA) ••••••••••••••••••• 9,924 9,092 21 380 51,897 51 379 
Ports and borders (Customs, INS) •.• 59,840 148,77?- 201:558 3£5,421 489: 961 
DEA/foreign ~ooperativ"'_ ......... 3,344 26,422. 85,110 97,494 240,693 

Hashish: 
Tolal •••••••••• ~ ••..••••••.• _ .•• 2,247 7,256 22,188 30,094 53,333 

Domestic (OEA) ................... 239 234 882 1,151 641 
Ports and borders (Customs, ·INS) ••• 1,602 3,811 6,900 8,754 7235 
OEA/forelgn cooperative •••••••••••• 406 3,211 14,406 20,189 45: 451 
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OPIUM, HEROIN, AND COCAINE REMOVAL FROM ILLICIT MARKET BY FEDERAL AGENTS AND ARRESTS 

Total domestic removal (in pounds): Opium __________________________ _ 
H eroi n __________________________ _ 
Cocaine ________ .. ___ • _________ • _ 

Total DEAjforeign cooperative seizures 
(in pounds): Opium __________ •• ______________ _ 

Morphine base ___________________ _ Heroin __________________________ _ 
Cocaine _________________________ _ 

DEA Federal arrests: 

1969 

25 
427 
208 

1,590 
706 
395 
35 

1970 

30 
691 
730 

1,360 
811 
301 
75 

Calendar year-

1971 

58 
1,541 

602 

1,440 
2,271 

937 
346 

Heroin. __________________________________________________ • __ • _____________ _ 
Cocaine _______________________ .__ 1950 11,104 • 11,923 
Other narcotics •• __________________________________ . _______________________ _ 

State and local arrests: 2 

1972 1973 

66 120 
1,036 483 

916 1,347 

17,379 50,746 
2,104 2,262 
2,416 821 

801 1,015 

2,159 
1,231 

63 

2,169 
1,5i~ 

Heroin and cocaine _______________ _ 67,945 108,427 114,573 92,364 ______________ 

1 Reported as narcotics arrests. 
2 Source: Uniform crime report. 

QUANTITIES OF DRUGS SEIZED 1 

[In kilograms) 1 

Cannabis: Herb _______________________________________________________ _ 
Resi n _______ • _______________________________ • _______________ _ 

Opium ___________________________________________ ._ "'_"' __ .• __ • 
Morphine •• ___ • _ ••••• _ ••• _. _ •.• __________________ • ______________ _ 
Heroin __________ • _____________________ • _________ • _______________ _ 
Cocaine ______ • __ •• _ •••• ___ • ____ •• ________________ • __ • ___________ _ 

'Source: 25th Session, Commission on Narcotic Drugs (Sept. 22, 1972). 

1968 

1,471,408 
37,253 
40,153 

813 
546 
158 

Calendar year-

1969 

1,825,769 
32,237 
40,729 

846 
463 
152 

Mr. TARTAr-LINO. I defi.litely think so, I agree with that. 
Mr. MARTIN, Thank you very much, Mr. Tartaglino. 
Mr. TARTAGLINO. Thank you, sir. 

1970 

3,073,638 
41,574 
29, ~~~ 

567 
460 
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(Exhi.bit No.2) 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION SUBMITTED BY MR. JERRY JENSON, DEPUTY 
ADMINISTRATOR, DEA 

03-73-0127 : 
On August 25, 1972, four U.S. citizens smuggled 860 pounds of hashish into 

the U.S. at New York Oity. The hashish had been concealed by the group in a 
1971 Ohevrolet nick-up truck in Casablanca, Morocco and shipped to New York. 
All of the hashish was seized by U.S. Customs and DEA and DEA Agents sub-
sequently arrested the defendants. • 
Gl-74-0087: 

On March 4, 1974, 2,439 pounds of hashish from Morocco was smuggled into 
the U.S. at Ft. Lauderdale, Florida via a private yacht. Two Oanadian citizens, 
one British citizens, and one U.S. citizens were arrested by DEA and the hashish 
~~ . 
M9-74.-005S: 

On October 22, 1974, DEA working jointly with the Mexican Federal Judicial 
Police (MFJP) located 20,000 pounds of marihuana stored on a ranch near La 
Pesca, Mexico. The MFJP assisted by DEA and the Mexican Army seized the 
entire amount of marihuana, arrested 15 Mexican ci tizens on the ranch and seized 
two aircraft. A few hours before the arrests jn Mexico, a third aircraft left the 
La Pesca ranch and was followed by DEA aircraft to a ranch near Fredericksburg, 
Texas, where the occupants were arrested by DEA Agents and 1,600 pounda of 
marihuana was seized from the aircraft. 
M3-74-0060: 

On January 22, 1975, four Greek citizens, one naturalized citizen born in 
Greece, and one U.S. born citizen were arrested upon the delivery to an under
cover DEA Agent of 16}4 pounds of hashish and IS pounds of hashish oil. 3,994. 
grams of hashish had been purchased by DEA Agents from this group previous 
to their arrest. 
N8-74-'0197-Elias Velasquez-Velasquez . 

On December 26, 1974, the head of a drug smuggling organization responsible 
for smuggling tons of marihuana from Mexico into the U.S. was arrested by 
Mexican Federal Judicial Police (MFJP) based on DEA investigative efforts. 
Eleven vehicles from the Velasquez organization had been previously seized by 
U.S. Customs in smuggling attempts into the United States involving quantities 
in excess of 3,000 pounds of marihuana. At the time of his arrest, VELASQUEZ 
was in possession of 200 pounds of marihuana, marihuana procellsing equipment 
and three «load" vehicles contl1ining marihuana residue. ' 
R2-74-1085: 

On November 28, 1974 Mexican Federal Judicial Police (MFJP) arrested six 
Mexican citizens and seized 10,866 kilogram packages of marihuana in Tiajuana/ 
Mexico as a result of extensive investigative effort by DEA. At least three of the 
defendants were armed and apprehended after an exchange of .gunfire by MJFP 
. officers and the defendants. These defendants were a part of the notorious Beltran 
smuggling organization operating between the interior of Mexico and the Tiajuana 
border area. 

AN ANh:LYSIS OF DEA MARIHUANA All:RESTEES 

(July-December 1973) 

r. BACKGRI.lUNP 
A. Purpose of Survey 

The purpose of the survey was to determine the significalllle of DEA marihuana 
arrests in terms of the trafficking potential of the marihuana law violator. The 
principal factors utilized in making this ev<tluation were the quantity of marihuana 
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trafficked the extent to which violators were involved in other drugs, and criminal 
records of the arrestees. In terms of descriptive information, judicial dispositions 
were also reviewed. 

In brief, the quality of the DEA marihuana !trrests were measured to ascertain 
whether or not these cases were commensurnte with the level of traffic normnlly 
associated with Federal drug eases. . 
B. Scopo 

The elise i1lospertrtinlng to u11 DEA dofendnnts clnsslf1ed (\H mnrihumllL violators 
were reviewed. '!'ho following Informution wne oxtrnctod from these IUos, rooorded 
nnd tubulo.ted: 

Nmne nnd cllse number; 
Re~on; . 
Prior crimlnnll'oeord; 
Armed vlollltions; 
Total drugs Involved In eaeh eane; and 
Judlciul d!spoBlilon Inoludlng sentence, 

To InHure that those oases nccuratoly reflooted DEA aotlvltlcs, arrosts made in 
eooperntlon with othcr agenoies were oxoluded, Of approxlmatel:\:, 720 violators 
examinod, 350 or 40% were found to be exolusively DEA ftrrests. CnseB involving 
drugs other than marihu!mn were excluded from oonsideration, unless the in
vestigntion was primarily initiated for marihuana, 

II, AN ALYSIB 
A. Arrests by Region 

An examination of the distribution of marihuana arrests by DEA region 
(Fig. I) indicates that the greatest proportion of these cases are made along the 
Mexican border. Over seventy percent of the arrests made during the period 
analyzed occurred inDEA regions Eleven, Twelv~ and Fourteen. Underscoring 
the importance of the Mexican border traffic in JJEA marihuana operations is 
the fact that over sixty-five percent (65%) of DEA marihuana arrestees were 
Spanish-surnamedj virtually all were Mexicans or of Mexican descent. 

FIG. I.-MARIHUANA ARRESTS BY DEA REGIONS 

Region Total arrests Percent Rank 

1. _____________________________________________ •• ________ ________ 6 3 8 
2_. ____________________________ • ___________________ • ____________ • 16 4 5 
3 ________________ • _____ ._________________________________________ 4 1 9 
4 ____________________ .______ ____ __ __ ________ ________ ___ ______ ____ 2 1 10 
5 ___ • ____________________________________________________ ._____ __ 15 4 6 
6 _________________ • __________________ ._ _ _______ ____ _____ _ ________ 13 4 7 
7._. ________ .. _____________________________________ •• ____________ 13 4 7 
8________ ______________ _________ _______________________ __________ 18 6 4 
10_________________ _____ _____________ __________________ _________ _ 6 2 8 
11__________________________ ____________________________________ _ 68 19 2 
12_. ____ ._________ _______________ __ _______ ___ _ ___________________ 47 13 3 
13 ___________________________________ • __________________________ • 6 2 8 
14 ____________ .__________________________________________________ 142 40 1 

----------------------TotaL _______________________________ .____ __ __ __ _ _ _ _____ __ _ 356 100 _____________ _ 

B. Significance oj Arrests by Distribution of Removals 
In order to separate cases which might reasonably constitute possession for 

personal use, defendants involved with less than one ounce (28 grams) of mari
huana were separated from the total d(;fendants. The remaining cases were sep
arated into four categories based upon the quantity of drug involvement. These 
were, quantities in excess of one hundred kilograms, fifty-one to one hundred 
kilograms, and one kilogram to fifty kilograms. Each of these groups represent 
varying levels of the wholesale traffic. The fotlrth category comprised cases in
'volving one ounce to one ·kilogram of marihuana; this volume is normally associ
iated with-the retail level of the marihuana tmffic. 

In addition to a tabulation of drug quantities involved with each DEA arrest, 
data which would reflect upon the total criminal involvement of each defendant 
was collected. This information included whether or not the defendant was armed, 
the prior criminal record, involvement with other drugs, and the pertinent DEA 
criminal rating assigned to each arrestee. 

j 
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FIG 2.-DISrRIBUTION OF DEA MARjHUANA ARRESTS BY QU,ANTITY OF DRUG, JULY-DECEMBER 1973 

Under 28 g 28 g/999 g 1 kg/50 kg 51 kg/l00 kg 100 kg·plUs 

Tot~1 arrested (356} ••.•••••••••••••••• 5.0 20.0 155.0 33 143 
Average criminal rating poinL ......... 3.4 3.8 3.8 3.12 3.33 
Number armed ....................... 1.0 0 ~7) 11.0 (4~rl~ ~15} 22 Number with prior criminal record •••••• (40) 2.0 (506 10.0 ~ 9) 60.0 43 61 
Number involved with other drugs ...... (80) 4.0 (1 ) 2.0 IS} 23.0 ()~ (16 23 

Narcotics ......................... • 4.0 1.0 2.0 6 
Other ............................ {l l.n Zl.n 2 17 

Note: Figures in pafentheses indicate percent. 

An inspection of the data in Fig. I indicates that the bulk of DEA marihuana 
CMes involve some level of the wholesale traffic, with the majority (50%) in
volving amounts in excess of fifty (50) kilograms. In m03t of the cases reViewed, 
quantities of this size were commonly transported in bulk, by truck or by auto
mobile across the border to a rendezvous point where the shipment was broken 
up and placed in different vehicles. The marihuana in most of these situations 
was pac)mged in brick form. 

In numerous cases especially involving smaller quantities of marihuana, the 
drug was enclosed in paper bags and placed casually in automobile trunks .or 
adjacent to the driver. In most of these situations, the arrestees would attempt 
to cross routinely into the U.S. during daylight hours at heavily travelled border 
crossing points. The apparent lack of concern exhibited by many of these persons 
would suggest that many Mexican nationals who commute to the U.S. daily may 
supplement their incomes by transporting and selling small lots of marihuana on 
a routine basis: • . 

A substantial portion of all arrestees had prior criminal records most frequently 
reflecting previous drug arrests. Sixty-one (43%) of the persons involved in 
quantities of over one hundred kilograms had previous arrest records. The pro
portion of persons with prior records in all other categories ranged from forty to 
fifty percent. 

In only one group, those involved in over one hundred kilograms, was the 
proportion of persons armed si@ificant. In the one hundred kilogram-plus group, 
twenty-three defendants or 16'70, were armed. This fact may be explained by the / 
desire of these persons to protect their shipments from theft by other m:ug dealers. 

Involvement with drugs other than 'marihuana was significant for only one 
group, those trafficking in less than one ounce of marihuana. Four of the five 
defendants (80%) were involved with heroin and, in fnctt were originally the 
subjects of narcotic3 investigations. These pers(Jns were classified !l.3 marihuana 
defendants due to the fact that they possessed only cannabis at the time of their 
arrest and no purchases of evidence were made by PEA personnel. 
C. Judicial Disposition of DEA Marihuana Arrestees . 

Dismissals and declinations are very high for all groups of arrestees. This fact 
is probably explained by the unwillingness of presecuting attorneys and judges to 
uphold indictments in these cases unless there was "prima facie" evidence pre-
sented against the defendant. ' 

There appears to be little consi~tency in the sentencing related to these cases. 
Although prison sentences were less frequent for the lower range of arrestees, 
length of sentence had little relationship to the quantity of drug involvement 
(Fig. 3). " . 

FIG. 3.~JUDICIAl DISPOSITION OF DEA MARIHUANA CASES, JULY-DECEMBER 1973 

Under 28 g28/999 Ikgf50 Ilg 51 kg/IOO kg loo kg plus 

,155 ! . 33 .143 
"6() 9 47 

15 0 10 
14 2 6 

(50) ~~ (76) 7 (66) ~~ 
29 

Tot.1 arrests......................... 5 2n 
Total court·disposition................. 0 2 
Dismissed or decllned ............................... _ ••••• __ ..... . 
Probation, YCA or NARA .............. ~.............. 1 
Prison............................................. 1 
Average sentence in months~ ......................... , 96 

Nole: Figures in'parentheses indicate percent. 
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Conclusion 
In general, marihuanfl, arrests which are exclusively made by DEA involve 

violators capable of trafficking in sUbstantial quantities of the drug. Only a small 
proportion of these arrestees were involved in less than one kilogram of mari
huana. The proportion of persons involved in less than one ounce of marihuana 
was insignificant. 

There is a strong possibility that marihuana arrests made by DEA Task Forces 
were less significant. These arrests were not reviewed since they do not exclusively 
involve DEA resource inputs, nor is a DEA laboratory analysis performed upon 
the evidence in most cases. Consequently, information regarding the actual drugs 
of involvement for most of theae cases would prove difficult to develop. 

An evaluation of the case histories of DEA marihuana violators'indicatea that 
a significant proportion were previously engaged in illicit activities prior to coming 
to the attention of DEA. As a group, these persons do not appear particularly 
dangerous; in fact, a large number appear relatively casual in their trafficking 
activities. Only in those caaes where very large quantities of marihuana were 
involved did the defendants exhibit a tendency to be armed. , 

Most DEA marihuana cases are closely associated with the Mexican border, 
and involve smuggling operations. 

TOTAL FEDERAL DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN COOPERATIVE REMOVALS FOR MARIHUANA, HASHiSH, AND 
HASHISH OIL 

[Calendar years 1970-741 

1970 1971 

Total removals: • 
Marihuana: 

Domestic ••••.••••..•••..•.••• 157,864 222,938 
Foreign ••••.•.••.••••..••..•• 26,422 85, 110 

Total •••••.••.•.••.••..•••. 184,286 308,048 

Hashish: 
Domestic •••.••••.•••.•••..•.. 4,045 7,782 
Foreign •••.•••••• _ •.•••• _. ___ 3,211 14,406 

Total __ • ______ ._. __ • ___ • ___ 7,256 22,188 

Hashish oil: 1 

1972 

417,318 
97,494 

514,812 

9,905 
20,189 

30,094 

1973 

542,857 
2~0, 693 

783,550 

7,680 
45,457 

53,137 

1974 

891,065 
I, 118, 578 

2, OO!'!, 643 

7,002 
43,919 

50,921 

Domestic._. __ ._. _________ • _. _____________ ., ______ • ___________ • __________ •• ____ __ _ _____ ___ 13 
Foreign _________ • ___ • ________ • __ • ____________ •••• __ "_ • __ • ___ • _________ , __ , ______ • ____ • __ 356 

Total ______________ • __ •• ___ • ___ • _______ ., _______________ • _______________________ .__ _ ___ 369 

t NeVI category as of July I, 1974. 

DAWN DEAHl AND INJURY REPORTS 1 FOR CANNABIS BY QUARTER, JULY 1973-DECF.MBER 1974 

[Fiscal year quartersl 

1st, 1974 2d, 1974 3d, 1974 4th, 1974 

Death reports' ____ • ___ _ 
Injury reports _______ • __ 

4 
358 

o 
619 

2 
560 

t Total of reports submitted from 23 major standard metropolitan statistical areas. 
, There is a 3-month reporting lag on death reports. 

o 
565 

1st, 1975 2d,1975 

I . ________ .. --. 
630 582 
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[E'KHIBIT No.3] 

U.S. DELEGATE STATEMENT ON THE PROBLEM OF OANNAllIS 

26TH SESSION, COllIJIHSSIQN ON NARCOTIC DRUGS, GENEVA, FEBRUARY 17-28, 1975 

'VhiIe cannabis has been used from the dawn of folk medicine, almost all of 
this use was based on prescientific observation. In the U.S. cannabis has been 
useel for decades but it is only in the last decade 'or so that its use has assumed 
worrisome proportions. The cannabis question became intertwined with other 
social and pOlitical problems, many of them closely related to the dramatic 
increases in. the youth pppulation during the decade ·of the sixties. While the 
total U.S. population grew seventeen percent between 1960 and 1973, the number 
of youth in the 14 to 25 year old age category grew by an astonishing 61 percent, 
an increase of 16.3 million people. To this change in our population must be added 
the heavy burden of the ignorance of centuries. The debate on the cannabis issue 
could not be enlightened by a body of factual knowledge about the drug and its 
effects because no such body of knowledge existed. 

Little more than a decade ago use in the U.S. was still largely confineu to 
small numbers of individuals in a relatively few large cities. By 1971, however, 
it was estimated that approximately ten million Americans had tried the drug 
and by 1974, this number had swelled to in excess of 26 million. One in seven 
persons in the U.S. age twelve or oyer is currently estimated to have made some 
use of marihuana; in some parts of the country one in three perSons have tried it. 

At least two million persons are daily users. Although use is most COmmon 
among adolescents and young adults, there is increasing evidence that such use 
is coming to include both younger and older segments of the population. More
over, of the fifty percent of those who have ever tried the drug who continue 
its use, balf do so once a week .or more often and about one in five users do so 
on 'a daily basis. 

As use came to assume increafling proportions, the United States Government 
decided to launch II. high priority research effort to increase our then :rather 

• incomplete knowledge of marihuana's properties and effects .. Seven years ago 
when the program began, even the necessary drug materials to conduct research 
were difficult to obtain, frequently of unknown origin and of unspecified potency. 
Because much of the earlier research is difficult to interpret as 'II. result of the 
poorly characterized cannabis used, early emphasis was placed on developing 
reliable supplies of natural and synthetic materials considered necess!lry for basic 
pharmacological research. Such materials have now been supplied to over a 
thousand researchers both in the U.S. and abroad. We are grateful to the United 
Nations Laboratory for its role in facilitating distribution of cannabis materials 
to overseas investigators. Our research program has evolved from an initial invest
ment of a little over a million dollars a year for twenty projects to its current 
level of over 60 projects supported at an annual cost of 5 million doUars. 

The U.S. has placed heavy emphasiS on research. to clarify serious questions 
about the consequences of cnnt)abis use. Summarizing the results of this research, 
the annual Marihuana and Health Reports of the Secretary of the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare and the report of the National Commission 
on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, issued in March 19'73, have placed the issue in 
much clearer perspective. They can best be unclerstood as constl'uctive reactions 
to the prevailing confusion about cannabis. After examining the available evi
dence, these early reports concluded that there was no clear evidence of serious 
health hazard from moderate use of camiabis by healthy people. These documents 
were carefully phl'ased. They presented scientific evidence in the policy context 
of discollra/tillg'drug nse and they explicitly left the door open to new evidence 
of health-related problems. 

Within the last two years, new :findings have appeared giving us· cause for 
greater concern than before. • 

These new areas of concern include the effects of cannabis on mule' sex 
hormone levels, interference with the body's inunune response, effects on funda
mental cell metal)olism 1111(1 the acute effects of mlll'ilmamt intoxication including 
the effects on driving and work ]lerforlllance. Work on the metabolism of tetra
hydrocannabinol (THO), the ma.ior bi010gically active component of cannabis, 
showed thnt the substance wns highly soluble in fat lmt that it had low SOlllbilit~' 
in water. Thus, like DDT, THO may accumulate in. fatty tis:sues such as the 
brain and gonads. These questions obviously bear fur,ther study. 
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As mentioned earlier, the last two years have produced new evidence of 
widespread and frequent use of cannabis to add to the growing evidence of 
serious potential health hazards. The law enforcement and treatment com!p.uni
ties also reported the increasingly common appearance during the last year of 
hashish oil, a more concentrated cannabis product with THC content of 60 to 90 
percent compared to the less than 3 percent potency often found in marihuana 
cigarettes in the United States. 

These recent developments undercut the relatively comfortable image of 
mature, healthy young persons infrequently using marihnana of low potency. 
Surely this relatively benign pattern remains the most common in the United 
States, but there appears to be a large and growing minority who use tlle drug 
more frequently at a high potency and at a younger age. These trends disturb 
even the most optimistic observers of the contemporary marihuana scene in 
the United States. 

Running parallel to these epidemiological and scientific developments, there 
have been major changes in legal and social policy related to cannabis. Just as 
the scientific community has struggled to put cannabis into .more realistic 
perspective, so have legal and political communities struggled with the problem 
during the last decade. Tp.ese years have seen a clear cut movement away from 
use of severe criminal penalties for the possession of cannabis. At the Federal 
level, law enforcement has been "retargeted" during the last few years at. the 
drug distribution system and not at the drug user to maximize the impact on 
illicit traffic ill cannabis. Use of cannabis has been increasingly seen as an 
important responsibility of the rapidly developing drug abuse treatment system. 

These two parallel developments-the increasing evidence· of serious health 
hazard from cannabis use and the strong trend toward reduced criminal penal
ties for possession-are seen as contradictory only by those who. persist in 
polarizing the issue, reading every statement as either for or against cannabis. 
Programs aimed at discouragement of the use of marihuana and the movement 
away from the use of serve criminal sanctions for possession are aimed at a 
common goal-rerlucing the overall social costs of marihuana use in our country. 

To avoid any misunderstanding of our policy, one distinction should be made" 
absolutely clear. In reducing our possession penalties, we have not legalized use 
of cannabis and we do not intend to legalize cannabis. In 19;'0, the Federal 
Controlled Substances Act reduced the criminal penalties for possession of any 
illegal drug, including marihuana, from a felony to a misdemeanor, punish
able on first offense by imprisonment for not more than a year. Some jurisdic
tions below the Federal level have reduced penalties even further. Very few 
of those arrested under· Federal law for possession of marihuana went to jail 
for even one day. Our policy is clearly to discourage use by a variety of means 
with a flexible series of sanctions depending upon the seriousness of the offense. 
Penalties for illicit distribution have not been reduced and our policy is to con
tinue the vigorous prosecution of persons engaged in the illicit distribution of 
cannabis. Major developments in illicit traffic will be described in our statement 
on Agenda Item 9. 'Ye do not see trends described here as weakening our law 
enforcemellt efforts; indeed, these developments mean that limited law enforce~ 
ment resources can be targeted where they will have the greatest impact on 
availability of unauthorized drugs. 

Mr. Chairman, we are well aware that a society cannot change its position 
on drugs with every new finding from the laboratory, the field or the street. 
Rapid changes or perceived reversals of social policy contribute to uncertainty 
and undermine the confidence that people must have in their government and 
other institutions. That is why, Mr. Chairman, the United States has moved 
slowly and cautiously away from severe penalties on possession and the exagge,r
ated rheooric on the dangers of cannabis heard several decades ago. At the same 
time, we reject the o'ther extreme-tile opinions of the misguided ref<>rmers of 
the sixties who wanted to legalize cannabis. A't the present time diffe.rences of 
opinion about policy on cannabis in the United States have been resolved. Discus
sion continues about the variOlls means of discouraging cannabis use withoy.t 
producing excessive social co Sits. Concerning our basic goal, however, there is 
unanimity among informed people in the Uniteel states 'that for the benefit of 
the individual and society, cannabis use should continue to be discouraged. Use 
will not be authorized. The scientific evidence and our international obligations 
under h'ea'ty are clear Oil Ithese l)oints. We intend to follow both. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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[Testimony continued from page 16.] 
Senator BAYH. I hope that as we proceed with the hearings, we might 

ask some of your colleagues or yourself, Mr. Miller, at Justice, to ex~ 
plore more fully the concept so that we can have an enlightened presen~ 
tation-relative to this concept. If we decide that the weight of evi~ 
dence suggests that we should proceed in this area, we would, of course, 
like to have your critique oiany legislative vehicles, just as you have 
critiqued this particular legislative vehicle. 

S. 1450-VlOLATION OF TREATY CO»flIUTM:ENTS? 

Let me ask a question. Then I will come back to other areas you 
mentioned. I do not remember the exact words; but something to the 
effect that actions such as· this might be interpreted by other nations 
as violation of treaty commitments. . 

Would this bill or similar legislation be a violation of treaty 
commitments ~ 

Mr. MILLER. This bill, as drafted; which I perceive to be unenforce~ 
able, would be very close to becoming a violation of treaty obligations 
because it is completely unenforceable. . 

Senator BAyn:. I ask the question again. Is it yes or no ~ Will this 
be a violation of our treaty commitments ~ . 

Mr. :J\ULLER. Sir, I cannot answer it yes or no. I can only say that 
as presently drafted, being unenforceable, it certainly would border 
on being violations of our treaty obligations. 

Senator BAnI. If it could be enforced, would it be a violation ~ 
Mr. MILLER. If it could be enforced, no, sir, it would not be a viola

tion of our treaty obligations. 
Senator BAYlI. I had asked my staff to give me their judgment on 

that; and they concluded, as have U.N. legal experts, that this would 
not violate the treaties. 

Mr. Wood, why do not you proceed. Then we will just go from your 
left to right. 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD WOOD, ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY, 
DENVER, COLO. 

Mr. WOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Initially, I would like to agree with Mr. Miller that there are, it 

seems to me, some defects in the bill as drafted. From a purely practi~ 
cal POL'lt, of view the committee, I think, would like to look at or . 
work out. 

Senator BAYH. Let me just say, once again, we are not wedded to 
any particular legislation. We have not arrived at any foregone 
conclusions. 

So, I hope you will all be very frank in assessing this piece of legis
lation, make alternative suggestions, or/and note a good idea. or a 
poor one. We are trying to determine the precise language necessary. 

Mr. V,T OOD. I understand that. And for that reason I do not think 
you probably want me to go through this nitpicking every line ana· 
dot on the page. And I could perhaps make that available to the eM:lI 
at a later time. 

Senator BAYH. Please. 
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:WIr. ,VOOD. But insofar as the concept is concerned, I want to ex
press support for the concept of the bill and hope that the committee 
will be able to work out language which will make the concepts en
forceable, and will do the things that I think the committee realizes 
needs to be done. 

In Colorado, our legislature is 'at this very time working with a 
bill that is very similar in concept to Senator Javits' bill, that has now 
passed the Colorado house and the senate in different forms. And there 
is a conference committee that is attempting to work out those differ
elices. But in concept it is quite similar. 

In Denver, the city of Denver, which is the jurisdiction that I am 
representing, on March 18 of last year we enacted a city -ordinance 
violation to handle small-amount marihuana cases. We did that with 
the support of the Denver Police Department and the Denver district 
attorney's office, and since that time our experience with that has been 
excellent. 

l\fONETARY SAVINGS THROUGH CITY'S MARIHUANA ORDINANCE 

,Ve have found that we have a money savings to the police depart
ment, to the courts, to the prosecutor's office. Our dockets have been 
relieved. \iVe actually have more arrests for the ticket type of a viola
tion than we did beforSl when it was a State charge. Officers recogniz
ing that the system requires less of their time, less money, are more 
inclined, I think to issue citations under this system than they were 
before. 

I think before there was to some extent an attitude of maybe feeling 
it was not worth it if just a couple of cigarettes were found on some
body. It was not worth all the trouble of having to go to court and all 
the :"vaste of time to everybody concerned. 

Now. the officers, if they see an offense, are not dissuaded from writ
ing out a ticket. And in most cases, the person is released and summoned 
back into court. 

There have been virtually no motions to suppress virtually no trials 
under this new procedure. We saved a great deal of time. The police 
department narcotics bureau in Denver likes this procedure. We like 
this procedure. The net result has been in Denver that possession of a 
small amount of marihuana-our law defines it as one-half ounce 
because we are tied into a State statute which uses a half ounce as a 
limiting amount-but the net result has been a fine, generally in the 
area of $25 to $50, And this applies to first offenders. So far there 
have not been any second offenders come through this system, I 
understand. 

So, I think the system is working. And what is important is that we 
only have about 1,300 police officers in Denver. We have a crime prob
l~m like any other big city does. And I think that big city or small 
CIty, a~ some point you have got to make a determination where you 
~re gOll1g to ~u~ a limit~d amount .of dollars. Are you going to put it 
mt<? half a mIllIon marlh.uana ar!ests a year? Such 'Us is being done 
natlonally. Or are you gOll1g to dIvert the amount of money that that 
represents, I do not know how much that is. but it must be a consider~ 
able amount of money. . . 

Senator BAYH. The estimated figure is $600 million annually. 
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UTILIZE lWNEY TO ENFORCE MAJOR CRUIINAL LAWS 

Mr. 1VOOD. I think that if as a country we 'are able to divert $600 
million into crimes like robbery and rape and burglary and homicides, 
things that are extrep1ely serious that have people, afraid to live in 
certain sections of certain cities and have certain cities dying we 
could put $600 million into the enforcement of that kind of thing 
and divert it away from marihuana and hancUe marihuann, on the 
basis of the crimes that you have in this bill, I think we would be way 
ahead. I think then we would be making a positive step toward the 
kind of enforcement of laws that people want and that the cities need. 

I think Denver is better off than many cities. Like all big cities, we 
do have a crime problem. And we do have a limited amount of money. 
We are very close to the red line on Our budget every year . We simply 
cannot afford to waste money on areas of enforcement that a,re not of 
primary concern to the citizens of Denver. 

As I said, I did have some suggestions about the law ,about the par
tiCUlar bill that Senator J avits introduced. But I will save those and 
just submit those to the committee. . 

I concede that marihuana may be harmful. I think any drug prob
ably is harmfuL And it isa matter of extent and deo-ree. But just 
again, .aealing with the concept I wonder-if a user i~ harming him
self, how are we helping him by adding to that ~ Possibly ruining his 
career, throwing him in jail and diverting money from, as I said, the 
more important kinds of violent crimes against persons that we really 
should be having our limited resources dIrected against. I think that 
it is just a matter of priorities. And I hope that the Federal law may 
provide something of a guideline for other States to indicate to them 
that their priorities should be .air-ected toward the violent crimes, the 
crimes against persons, the crimes that the FBI statistics show we are 
having much less success against than we certainly wish we were. 

ThosE'> are all the remarks I have on the concept of it. If you have 
any qUesti01~S, later on, I would be happy to answer them. 

61-801 0 - 77 - 9 
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TilE DENVlm NARIJUIINII ORDINAllCE 

Since March 8, 1974, Denver, Colorado, has been 

utilizing a city ordinance to handle small amount (less than 

one-half ounce) possession of marijuana violations. The 

ordinance carries a maximum possible penalty ~f $300 and 

90 days in county jail (compared to the current Colorado 

s~ate statute, C.R.S. 12-22-322(7) 1973 which, f~r the same 

offense, carries a penalty of $500 and one year in county jail). 

The ordinance applies only to first offenders. 

Since its effective date, 1,830 marijuana ordinance 

violations have been filed as of April, 1975. In most cases 

defendants have pled guilty and received a $25 or $50 fine, 

and in some cases a 5-day suspended county jail sentence. 

The Denver Police Department approves of the new 

procedure, which reduces paperwork and allows concentration on 

more serious crimes. The Police Department estimates that 

approximately 20% of those arrested are "ordered in" (a su~ons 

procedure) and approximately 80% are taken to jail--with the 

majority of this 80% being released without bond fol1C1.ing 

booking and processing procedures «hich typically take from one 

to four hours. The smal1 percent· held!!!!. bond are detained 

either because they are transient or because the amount of 

marijuana they possessed is believed to be appreciably above 

one-half ounce,' or because they are known to have prior records 

of possess.ion, sale, or use or drugs. 

To facilitate "order in" procedures, th, . Police 

Department is beginning to utilize "identiseal" index finger 

identifiers on summons forms--to try to avoid problems of false 

ar,est, forged or stolen i.clentification cards, drivers licenses, 

etc. 

Attached are copies of the ordinance, and the Police 

Department f~rms currently in .use in Denver. 
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TO 

THIS IS THE "TICKET" FORM USED BY THE DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT 
FOR MARIJUANA VIOLATIONS. IN OFFICER'S DISCRETION SUSPECT ~~Y 
BE ORDERED IN (SlJlolMONS), JAILED AND 1l0ND SET, OR JAILED ONLY 
FOR BOOKING AND PROCESSING (ONE TO FOUR HOURS) AND THEN 
RELEASED. 

DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT 

INTER·DEPARTMENT 
CORRESPONDENCE 

DATE 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

rOR~ 200 IOrv. I?I021 P 10 

TIllS IS /I "'ORN USED FOR INTELLIGENGE, TO BE FILLED bUT BY 
Tim /ll\1mS'fI~G OFFICER ANIl FOl\\MRDlm TO NARCOTICS llUREAU • 

• /1. 

~~ I 
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R~QUEST FOR LAOORATORY EXAMINATION 
cnll:1E LAOOnATORY 
OENVER POLICE OEPARTMeNT 

Cust.II _________ _ 

Dolo 

Tlmo _________ _ 

Chqck Exominallon 0 0 
• Roquoslcd: F,IREARMS NARCOTICS 0 PRINTS 0 OTHER 

·Llst further Instructions: 

Lab. 11 ________ _ 

Complaintant or Victim 
Seal 11 ________ _ 

Address 
Case # ________ _ 

Offenso ___________ (List detall·~. inctude ALL suspects.) 

Describa fully all arlicles submlUed for examination: 

ITEM" AMT. OESCRIFTtON 

--
-----

Submitting Ollleer Serial No. Submitting Officer Serinl No. 

Page ___ of ___ _ 

CPO 341 lon', - PLEASE PRINT -

--.------ ------.. _._ .. __ .... _. __ ... 
HHEN A SUSPECT IS PICKED UP FOR A MARIJUANA ORDINANCE VIOLATION 
THIS ANALYSIS FORM IS FILLED OUT, ANALYSIS IS NOT DONE UNLESS 
SUSPECT ENtERS NOT GUILTY PLEA AND CASE IS SET-vDR TRIAL. ROUTINE 
ANALYSIS IS COSTLY, TIlIS PROCEDURE RESERVES ANALYSIS FOR ONLY 

.THOSE FEI. CASES HHICH ARE NOT RESOLVED BY A PLEA. 
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813 RllVlSED MUNICIPAL CODE 01' ~'J)Il,CI1'Y AND COUNTY OF Dll1wc:n 

hols (lIldhyl, ethyl, i~IJJlrcl"yl, propyl, iJulyl), aliphatk an'lalcs (ethyl, mcthyl, 
propyl, '"l'lhyl cellosoll'(! acelale), Ht:l'lonc, !.>c 11 "-elll', carboll U!tnlcllOloride, 
cyclo\ll'x;IIH', fr~ons (freon 11 aud freon 12), hex,l1H', methyl elhyl ketolle, 
methyl ;~llllltlyl ketonc, naphlha, perchlol'elhylellc, toluene, trit:hlul'oclhane, 
or xylene, . 

• 1-2, Use or Possession. It shall he unlawful for any p~rsol1 int/m'tion
ally to smell or inhale the ful1tcs of lo"ic vHpors for thc pmpose of callsing a 
co'tdiliotlll( cuphoria, cxcitctncnt, CXllii:tt'Uliol1, sllllll'faction, or dullcd Sl'nses 
or IIcrV()IJS systeJll, or to possess, buy 01' usc ally sud I slIhstancc for the pur
pose of violating or :licling another to vio:ate this Scdioll S13.1. 

.1-3. Under the Influence. It shall be tllllawhll for any jh'l'sOn to be 
under the inflnellce o[ any toxic vapors as defined ill Subdivision tH3.1·1, 

.1-4. Sale. ' 
. .1-4(1). It shall he unlawful fot' any person to scll, gh'c, dclh'er or 

furnish ally suhstance releasing tm:ic vaV(Jrs to any minor without the per
sonal or \niHen consent oi a parent, gnar.Han, Or other person hll\'lllg legal 
care or custody of such minor, except when the sale of onc Lube of lilue is lIlade 
sill1ultnncol1sly with the sale, purchase, alHI delivery of a hobby or lIIodel kit. 

.1-4(2). It shall be unlaw[tll for any pl'rson, c."c~pt a pcrson who is at the 
time of such s:lle actunlly employed by or engaged in operating a bona fide 
cOJlll11crcinl establishment at a fixed location, to s~1I to anv other per:;on any 
substance rcleasing toxic vapors, and all ~ale's of such substance not made 
in Or from such an establishment shall he unlawful. 
. .1-4(3), It shall he unlawful for any person knowingly to sell or offer 
for sale, deliver, c I' give away to any other person any suhstance rcleasing 
toxic vapors, where the selicI', offerer, deliverer, Or donor knows or has reason 
.to believe that stich substance wilt be used for the purpose of inducing a con
dition of euphoria, excitement, exhilaration, stupefaction, or dulled senses or 
nervous s 'stem. . 

anesthesia for medical or del I purposes .. (Ord. 120, Series 197.4) . 
• - •... E-xC'ep 1 • :b5's Section 813.1 shall not apply to the inhalation of 

• 2. Cannabis 
, .2-1. Definitions. As us in this Sect:on the term "Cannabis" shall 
n.ean all parts of the pL~)J,t..cO!'nnabis whether growing or not; the secds there-

. .. in •. ex·t~cd (rollt any part of such plant; and every compound, 
manufacture, salt, derh·a(j\,c, mixture, or preparation of such plant, its seeds, 
or resin; but shall not include the mature stalks of such plant, fiber produced 
{rom such stalks, oil or cake made from the. seeds of sl,lell plant, any other 
compound, manufacture, salt, derh·ati\,e, mixture or preparation of such ma
ture stalks, except the resin extracted therefrom, Hbc.r, oil, or cake, or the 
sterilized seed of such plant which is incapable <;If germination . 

. 2-2. Unlawful to Possess. It shan be unlawfnl for any person know
ingly to possess cannabis; provided, however, that this Subdivision 813.2-2 
shall. not apply to any person who shall have been previously convicted under 
this Suhdh'ision 813,2-2 or nnder any statute of the State of Colorado of the 
offence of possession o( cannabis, nor to any persol1 knowingly in possession 
of (!ne-half ounce or 1I1ore of cannabis. (Ord. 120, Series 197+) 

820-0FFENSES RELATING TO MORALS . 
821 821-NARCOTICS AND INTOXICATING LIQUORS 

.1. Unlawful POGscssion of Injection Devices • 
• 1-1. It shall be unlawful for ~~ty. person' to,. pOSSCS)l any hypodermic 

S3Q '1974 nev •. 

/ 
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Senator BAYII. Thank you. lYe will have questions later. We will 
hear the other panelists. 

Mr. Stroup, will you proceed ~ 
I understand you have a prepared statement to submit and it will 

be included in the record 1 after your oral testimony. 

STATEMENT OF R. KEITH STROUP, DIRECTOR" NATIONAL ORGANI
ZATION FOR THE REFORM OF MARIHUANA LAWS 

Mr. STROUP. Mr. Ohairman, I represent a slightly different perspec
tive than the ot.her panelists, and I appr.eciate the opportunity to 
participate. 

I am-the director of an organization called NORML, the National 
Organization for the Reform of ~Ial'ihuana Ln:ws. 

We are a nonprofit public interest lobby, whose only purpose, since 
we began some 5 years ago, has been to attempt to remove the mari
huana user £01' the criminal justice system. 

I want quickly to disavow the tendency of people to consider 
NORML a pro-pot lobby. We are not attempting to encourage use, 
and, in fact, we support discouragement toward all recreational drug 
use; and that includes tobacco and alcohol, as well as marilumna. 

But we also recognize that we live in a culture where literally mil
lions of people do usedl'ugs recreation ally. A hundred million people 
drink alcohol, 60 mi11ion smoke cigarettes, and there are now 13 mil-
lion people who regularly smoke marihuana. . 

Our position is essentially that while marihuana certainly has some 
potential for harm, at least among the heavy, chronic, long-term users, 
We are not properly addressing that risk by handing a criminal arrest 
record and/or the possibility of jail to the person who smokes. 

Our organization sUP1?orts the Marihuana Oommission recommen
dation of complete decrIminalization. It is our strong belief that as 
individuals in a free society, we have a constitutional right to make the 
final choice, Ollce well-informed, as to whether we choose to take the 
risk of smoking marihuana. 

Now, most of us would hope that people. would not. We would hope 
that 1!]arihuana use would, in fact, decline or disappear. But if our 
past 'experience with drug use in this country is any example, tl1at is 
not likely to occur. We now have 8 percent of the adult population who 
smoke marihuana. , 

These people are not generally criminal types. Nor are th('}y any 
'longer the stereotyped long-haired radical of the sixties. 

In fact, the Marihnana Oommission TDtmd that by allY criteria other 
than their use of marihuana, marihuana smokers are indistinguishable 
from their nonmal'ihnana smoking peers. 

I resent the idea that although I am an adult citizen with a value 
system much like yours and the rest of the people in this room, I am 
subject to arrest simply because I choose to smoke marihuana .. 

MARIHUANA CONTROl. LAWS UNCONSTITUTIONAL 

I believe that is unconstitut.ional~ and we are cllallenging these laws 
in the courts. We are asking the courts to dechl.re the private possession 

1 Sec p. 52. 
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and use of marihuana to be protected within the constitutional right 
to privacy. But as you know, the courts are slow to act in this area. 
They would prefer to see legislatures act on this. 

As a result, we have on~l' the past M/2 years presented our side of 
the marihuana issue to more than half of the States in legislative 
hearings. 

Currently, 25 States and the District of Columbia are considering 
measures essentially similar to S. 1450. 1Ve expect that perhaps as 
many as a half a dozen of these will adopt some forlll of decriminal
ization this session. 

As I was listening to Mr. Miller's testimony, I was thinking how 
similar om approaches are. The major difference is that we at NORl\IL 
are simply not willing to say that because we have a heroin problem 
in this country, which we an know we have, and because the use of 
cocaine seems to be on the jncrease, that 13 million of us who smoke 
marihuana should be subjected to arrest. The Bureau of Narcotics 
fails to explain how this adds to a more effective enforcement policy 
toward heroin and cocaine. 

I do not understand what 1\11'. Miller had in mind. I do not see how 
my possession of an ounce of marihuana has anything to do with his 
catching a heroin trl1flickel'. But even if it did, in fl, free society the 
individual is not supposed to be forced into a position of being a police 
agent. It becomes a matter of civil rights. And the 13 million of us who 
occasionally smoke marihuana should not be subject to arrest simply 
so theDl'ug Enforcement Administration can have a more impressive 
enforcement record. 

The real opposition to decriminalization in any form, whether a 
civil-fine version or the complete decriminalization as recommended 
by the Marihuana Commission, is a legitimate concern that without 
criminal penalties there will be a giant increase in usage. 

OREGON LAW RESULTS: NO INOREASE IN USAGE 

ViThile that is a legitimate concern, it is one that is not borne out 
in fact. ":\.5 you may know, in the State of Oregon about 28 months 
ago, criminal peJlalties were removed for small amounts of marihuana . 
..:\. year after that new laws was put into effect, a survey was taken by 
the Drug Abuse Council, an independent foundation here in 1iVashil1g
ton, D.O., in an attempt to measure any increase in usage which had 
oecul'l'ecl. The surprising results: there had been 110 increase in usage 
whatsoever following decriminalization in Oregon. 

In addition, the people w'ho do not smoke marihuana-91 percent of 
the adults do not use marihuana in Oregon despite the lack of the 
criminal c1eterrent-.-were asked why they do not smoke it. 

Over half of the nonsmokers said they simply. were not interested. 
The second biggest category,. approximately 23 percent of the non
smokers, said they .. ver!' concerned about the health consequences. They 
were concerned that if they smokedmarihualUt it would endanger their 
health, tl, valid consideratIOn. Only 6 percent of the nonsmokers gave 
law enforcement reasons for their lack of use. 

r thiEk what We are showing is something that many people have 
sw:;pected for a, long time; drug use patterns in this country operate 
almost tetally independent of the cl'iminallaw. Certainly this is true 
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as to drugs like marihuana, which are culturally acceptecl by at least 
it growing minority of our population. 

So, what our organization is suggesting and wl1at the sponsors of 
S. 1450 are. trying to accomplish is this. There is still great disagree
ment in this country as to what ou).' ultimate policy concerning mari
huana should be. Some people favor a legally controlled market. III 
other words, eliminate the black market. This would permit age con
trols, and quality controls and consumer protection measures which 
are simply not possible with a.. black market. But there is not yet suffi
cient political support for that step in the country. And, in fact, this 
step would be in conflict with our obligations under the Single Con
vention Treaty of 1961, an intel'l1ational drug control treaty. 

Decriminalization in any of its forms is a middle position. It allows 
us to call a moratorium on minor marihuana arrests. ",Ve call a "cease
fire" on arrests for small amounts. That gives us 2 or 3 years during 
which we can deliberately work out a long-term marihuana policy with 
better data, with better knowledge of how the various systems have 
worked, but without the necessity o,f sacrificing a half million young 
peoples' careers every year. That is why we support S. 1450. 

The civil-fine approach is not our concept. As a marihuana smoker 
myself, I resent tIle idea that someone could fine me. But I resent even 
more adamantly the concept that under current law they cun arrest 
me and throw me in jail. So we see S. 1450 as a compromise, cease-fire 
measure, which we certainly support. But it is an interim measure and. 
eventually we should go the full step and eliminate penalties altogether. 

[Testimony continued on page 96,] 
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STATEr-lENT TO THE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY OF THE 

JUDICIARY COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED STATE.S SENATE 

BY R. KEITH STROUP 

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE 

REFORM OF l-lARIJUANA LAWS (NORY~) 

WEDNESDAY, l-lAY 14, 1975. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I 

appreciate the opportunit~ to appear here today and to 

present our views on S1450, the Marijuana Control Act 

of 1975. NORML is a non-profit, public interest group 

seeking a non-crim~nal response to the private use of 

marijuana. NORML is supported by approximately twenty 

thousand active members, and works through public educa

tion, with the legislatures, and in the courts. 

NORML does not advocate or encourage the use 'of 

marijuana, and fully supports a policy of dispourage-

ment of all recreational drug use including alcohol 

and tobacco, as well as marijuana aimed especially 

at adolescent use. But we oppose the use of the crim

inal law aga.inst persons who, despite a policy of dis

couragement, choose to smoke marijuana. 
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NORML supports the recommendation of the National 

Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse (the Shafer Commis

sion), that the personal use of marijuana be decriminalized. 

That is, persons found in the possession of a small amount 

of marijuana for personal use should not be subjected to 

the criminal process. Thus we have supported, and we have 

asked others to support, the proposals ove~- the past three 

years of Senator Jacob Javits and Congressman Edward Koch 

-Co amend the federal (:riminal code to incorporate this 

recommendation. Additionally, in the three years since the 

Shafer Commission issued its report on marijuana, Marijuana: 

A Signal of Misunderstanding, NORML has worked toward the 

passage of similar marijuana decriminalization proposals 

in more than half the states. 

I regret to report that during that time, the only 

state to enact the Co~nission's recommendation and then 

in a modified form ••• was Oregon. ·As you know, in October 

of 1973 the state of Oregon adopted a civil fine system, 

enforced with a citation rather than a criminal arrest, 

for minor marijuana violations. I shquldadd, however, 

that 21 states and the District of columbia are presentJ:y 

considering similar proposals. 

During the same three year period, the numbers of persons 

arrested on marijuana charges in this country- continued to 

rise dramatically: from approximately 226,000 arrests 
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annually to 420,000 annually, and that latter figure 

represents only the yea~ 1973. The arre~t figures for 

marijuana offenses for 1974 are expected to exceed half 

a million, and should be released by the FBI ",i thin the 

next few weeks. 

The social costs of these arrests are staggering. 

A study by the California state legislature'determined 

that each arrest costs at least $1,500 to process. Pro

j'ected nationally, the states may be spending nearly half 

a billion dollars a year to make marijuana arrests, 93% 

of which the Shafer Commission found were for simply 

possessing small quantities of marijuana. The cost to 

the individual in terms of future opportunities lost 

through the permanent scar of a criminal arrest record 

is impossible to calculate. 

Since the Javits-I<och proposals were first introduced 

in the Congress, the debate about a .workable and sensible 

marijuana policy in this country has 'been steady and growing. 

We are seeing an emergence of a new national consenses form

ing around the cc·ncept that indeed marijuana use should be 

discou~aged, but that the criminal justice system is an 

inappropriate, costly and unduly harsh system by which our 

society indicates its disapproval. 

Will a change in the law signal increased usage, a 

fear often expressed by opponents to decriminalization? 

No, according to surveys conducted in Oregon one year after 
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their law was changed. The survey, conducted by the Drug 

Abuse Council; an independent Washington, D.C. foundation, 

showed no apparent increase in marijuana usage. 

Moreover, other surveys taken by the Drug Abuse Council 

measured the attitudes of citizens tn the'state of Oregon 

and in neighboring California. The surveys. indicated that 

those who do not use marijuana, 'which comprises 91% of the 

. adult population, do not themselves consider the presence 

of criminal penalties an important deterrent. Most cited 

a general lack of interest, or an honest concern that its 

use might be detrimental to their health, as reasons why 

they did not smoke marijuana. 

The Oregon experience has provided valuable benchmarks 

to measure the impact of decriminalization. But we must 

also consider the other side .of the marijuana issue: the 

health questions. This side unfortunately has been subjected 

on occasion to exploitatiops and distortions i~ the popular 

media. The result is public confusion. Unverified claims 

by researchers Whr.l thems,elves admit to a strong moral bias 

against marijuana were accepted as fact and, repea.ted w·ide.ly 

and often throughout the media. Meanwhile, follow-up studies 

conducted with more stringent controls and more objective 

interpreters have. often contradicted or significantly negated 

the importance of the earlier claims. Instead of clarification 
. ""-

in the media, the newer findings have been largely ignored • 
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Let me stress that NORML does not consider marijuana to be 

a harmless drug. But we do believe tha~ the potential for 

marijuana's harm, especially if used at moderate levels, 

as is the case with the vast majority. of marijuana smokers 

in this country, has been grossly exaggerated. 

For a current and objective evaluation of the present 

state of marijuana research in this country, I would direct 

the Co~ittee's attention to the 1974 Annual Report submitted 

to the ConSiress by the N.ational Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA), 

Marijuana a.nd Health, and to special reports appearing in the 

March and April issues of Consumer Reports magazine. Their 

conclusion, and I think a reasonable and responsible one, is 

that adolescent use in particular should be avoided, and that 

marijuana may have a potential for hann to the user, especially 

with chronic, long-term heavy use. HOI'lever, NIDA Director 

Dr. Robt:;~t L. DuPont has this to say concerning the more recent 

claims: 

The implications of these preliminary studies are, 
at this point, speculative .•.. Thus far there is 
no clinical evidence indicative of such consequences 
although continuing research is obviously required. 

To effectively discourage the use of marijuana, the govern-

ment must continue to direct a.comprehensive research effort 

into all potential dangers from the use of marijuana. This 

information, presented in an'honest and straightforward manner, 

should then be made available to all persons who use or may 
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consider the use of marijuana in an effort to demonstrate 

what possible.harm may be present. In particular, these 

efforts should be directed towards youth. This is precisely 

th~ program envisio~ed ?y the Javits-Koch bills over the 

past three years. Marijuana usage would ~ontinue to be 

discouraged by focusing law enforcement efforts against 

the conunercial trafficker and by \~arnings of potential 

health hazards. 

11any legislators are not yet willing to remove all penal

ties for the use of marijuana. They tell us privately that 

they are concerned that this would be erroneously viewed by 

their constituents as a "permissive" step. This is why I 

think we are finding considerable political support for a 

system based on the Oregon experience, in which the user is 

subject to a maximum·$lOO civil ciation, and is removed from 

the process of the criminal law. The maintenance of the civil 

citation system is intended to dramatize more strongly that 

marijuana use is not approved conduct, but· in a manner in

curring less social and individual costs, and more responsive 

to current at~itudes toward marijuana. 

NO~ffi would prefer a policy of complete decriminalization 

as reconunended by the Shafer Conunission. There is, however, 

good.cause to actively and aggressively support a civil fine 

system. Persons using. marijuana may be endangering their 

own health, at least if they fall into the pattern of he~vy, 
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long-term usage, but they are in no sense criminal. The 

Shafer Commission found that the vast majority are responsible 

and productive citizens. 

In a free soci~ty the individual is permitted, though 

discouraged, to take certain risks as long as they do not 

endanger others. Skydiving, drinking alcohol, smoking cigar

ettes and over-eating are but s~me of the high risk activities 

people engage in every day. Yet they remain free from arrest. 

From the best available evidence, smoking marijuana is far 

less harmful. But the 13 million persons who regularly smoke 

marijuana are still classified as criminals by the law of 49 

states and the federal government. 

We cannot in good conscience sit by and continue the 

frustratingly slow' but necessary process of gathering public 

and legislative support for complete decriminalization, '''hile 

watching the arrest figures for minor marijuana infractions 

skyrocket. 

The Marijuana Control Act of 1975 (S1450), while a~lowing 

a moderate civil fine to be imposed against people found in 

possession of small amounts of marijuana, eliminates the entire 

process of arrest and jailing, and the attendant criminal 

record. The concept of an informed free choice is preserved. 

Equally ilnportant, under the bill the police officer will no 

longer be asked to att~mpt to control morals with a nightstick. 

For most jurisdictions this will represent a considerable time 
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savings which can be expended in dealing with the mounting 

toll of serious crime. 

NORML supports these efforts as a "cease-fire" approach 

to this continuing and troublesome issue on the domestic 

front. We support these bills because we honestly believe 

it is important now to immediately stop the tragic pattern 

of criminal arrests. This will allow all sides more tim'e to 

make a deliberate determination of whether 30ciety should go 

further and remove all penalties. 

I have attached to my statement a comprehensive legis-

lative memorandum which describes in greater detail NORML's 

position on this issue: 

61-BOl o· 77 - 10 
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I. Brief Legal History of Marijuana 

Marijuana has been used as an intoxicant in various 

parts of the world for centuries, and in this country since 

before the turn of the century. However, its use in the u.s. 

was generally limited to minority groups, including the chi

cano migrant workers in the Southwest and blacks in and around 

New Orleans. As a result, there was little opposition when 

states first began to ban its sale, Utah passing the first 

anti-marijuana law in 1915. Sixteen Western states had adopted 

anti-marijuana laws by 1930. 

In the East, New York state ~ed the way in 1927 with 

what proved to be the model for the Uniform Narcotics Act. 

The Federal Bureau of Narcotics was created in 1930. 

The marijuana scare had already begun, as evidenced by the 

many state laws already in existence. But with the start 

of the Bureau carne the first coordinated effo~t to convince 

the u.S. public that marijuana was a "killer weed." 

Harry Anslinger, the ex-prohibition agent who was named 

the Bureau's first director, began a campaign that included 

lobbying for passage of the Uniform Narcotics Act, with an 

optional provision making marijuana illegal, on the state 

level and the !>Iarijuana Tax Act federally. By 1937, when the 

first federal law was passed, marijuana was already illegal 

in every state and was thought to cause crime and "sexual 

excess." 
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In 1951 the Boggs Act raised penalties for drug offenses 

and for the first time in federal law introduced the concept 

of minimum mandatory sentences. Additional amendments in 

1956 raised federal penalties for drug offenses to their 

zenith. 

During the next decade, marijuana usage skyrocketed. 

Although never satisfactorily explained, marijuana use became 

identified with the youth culture of the sixties that was 

opposing the Viet Nam war. Marijuana became a symbol of dis

satisfaction and rebellion, feared by the establishment more 

for the perceived threat to their value system than for any 

medical threat. 

The rebellious youth of the 60's were generally middle 

~lass and white. So marijuana began to enter the mainstream 

'of political America. As the arrests rose arrests not of 

blacks or Chicanos -- but suburban, white, middle class kids 

pressure began to mount to moderate criminal laws against the 

user. 

In 1970, as part of the Controlled Substances Act, federal 

penalties for possession of all drugs were lowered from a 

felony to a misdemeanor, with a special provision for first 

offenders that permitted the defendant who pleads guilty or 

is found guilty to be placed on a conditional probation which, 

if the terms are fulfilled, result in the charges being dis

missed. Since no adjudication of guilt is ever entered by the 
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,;ourt, the defendant can subsequently report that he has 

never been convicted of a crime. 

Further, if the per SOL when arrested was not over 

21 years old, he qualifies to have his arrest records 

"expunged." 

Following the lead of the federal government, states 

began to similarly moderate their marijuana penalties over 

the ensuing four years. Where once all states treated pos

session of small amounts of marijuana as a felony, by 1974 

all had reverted to the misdemeanor level, although a few 

still give the prosecutor and/or the judge the choice of 

proceeding as a felony or a misdemeanor. 

And one state, Oregon, has classified possession of 

small amounts of marijuana as a civil violation, removing 

the user from the criminal law altogether. 

II. Marijuana Usage Today 

According to surveys taken in October 1972 by the 

National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer 

Commission), 26 miilion Americans had tried marijuana and 

13 million were regular users. This breaks down to 16% 

of the adult population over 18, and 14% of youth between 

12 and 17. Two-thirds of all college students have tried 

marijuana, as have 55% of persons 18-21 years old and 40% 
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of ' the age group 22-25. Recently released survey results 

taken in October 1974 by the independent, Washington, D.C. 

based Drug Abuse Council indicate that 18% of the adults 

have now tried marijuana (approximately 30 million Americans), 

with '8% continuing to use it (13 m~llion). It is noteworthy 

that despite recent alarmist claims by senator Eastland and 

others, in fact there is no "epidemic" of marijuana use in 

this country. The number of current users has remained 

constant since 1972. 

The individual who smokes marijuana today hardly fits 

the stereotypGd image concocted in the 1930's -- the depraved 

criminal \'Iho got "high" on his reefer and committed vicious 

crime. In fact, the Shafer Commission found -- "the most 

notable statement that can be made about the vast majority 

of marijuana users --'experimenters and intermittent users 

is that they are essentially indistinguishable from their 

non-marijuana using peers by any fundamental criterion other 

than their marijuana use." 

The use of marijuana today is socially the equivalent 

of the use of alcohol by most of our citizens. It is the 

recreational drug of choice of a' growing minority. 
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III. Is Marijuana Dangerous to the User? 

No drug is totally harmless, including marijuana. But ~ 

the evidence strongly suggests no significant harm is caused 

by the occasional use of marijuana and whatever risk is in-. ~. 
volved with marijuana is far less than the demonstrated harm 

from a number of other drugs permitted in our society. 

We should continue to look for potential ill effects 

. from the use of marijuana -- especially the chronic, heavy 

use. But any findings of potential harm should be used to 

discourage use, not to justify treating the user as a crim-

inal. As Dr. Tom Bryant, president of the Drug Abuse Council 

recently stated: 

" ••• we should not'permit a medical debate to 
frustrate the decriminalization policy recom
mended by the Marijuana Commission. Even if 
marijuana were eventually shown to be as dan
gerous as alcohol or tobacco, giving a crim
inal record to the user only exacerbates the 
potential harm." 

This past year we have heard several new claims of po

tential harm from marijuana use. These claims have received 

widespread media exposure, often far greater than the sub

stance of the study warranted. Because of inadequate con-

trols, excessive dosage levels, the known bias of the re-

searchers, or for other reasons, the claims often fall flat 

under close objective examination. Unfortunately the public 

is left only with the original, unfounded impression. 
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A glaring recent example is the Report of the u.s. 

Senate Subcommittee on Internal Security entitled "Mari

juana-Hashish Epidmeic and its Impact on United States 

Security." Subcommittee Chairman James O. Eastland talked 

of a "marijuana-hashish epidemic," a pending "national 

disaster," and "a large population of semi-zombies." 

The Senator's answer to this perceived threat: wage 

an all-out propaganda campaign, .beginning with the distri

bution of his admittedly unbalanced one-sided Report. 

Senator Eastland refused to permit anyone to-testify unless 

their testimony would support his premise that marijuana 

was highly dangerous, medically and morally. The result 

is a biased, frightening document offering little scientific 

value and no solutions. 

Yet, because the Eastland hearings were reported by a 

generally uncritical pr~ss, there now appears to be a rather 

widespread belief that recent studies have shown marijuana 

to be terribly dangerous. 

Each year the Department of H.E.W. attempts to summarize 

the research on marijua- and to reach some conclusions about 

the potential dangers. In their recently released Report 

for 1974, National Institute for Drug Abuse (NIDA) Director 

Dr. Robe~t L. DuPont discusses the recent claims: 

"These more recent studies deal with three areas 
of concern. They are: effects on male sex hor
mone levels, interference with the body's immune 
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response and effects on fundamental cell metabo
lism. The implications of these preliminary 
studies are, at this point, speculative. There 
is concern that alteration in hormone levels as 
a result of chronic use may interfere with nor
mal adolescent development or with sexual differ
entiation of male fetuses if cannabis is used by 
pregnant women at critical periods of fetal de
velopmen~. Effects on the immune response and 
on cell metabolism might seriously affect resis
tance to disease or result in a variety of de
generative or genetic changes. Thus far there 
is no clinical evidence indicative of such con

althou h continuin research is obviousl 

Dr. DuPont also cautioned, 

"We must also recognize that no drug with major 
pharmacological action -- including marihuana -
can ever be truly safe. It is inevitable that 
further research will disclose additional hazards. 
In developing rational social policy, scientific 
evidence of a health hazard must be balanced 
against social and economic costs incurred by 
possible alternative strategies for discouraging 
drug abuse." 

Dr. DuPont, who also serves as chief Presidential arug 

advisor in his capacity as director of the White House Special' 

Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, recently endorsed 

publicly the Oregon approach. He believes marijuana presents 

health risks to the user, and should be actively discouraged, 

but opposes the use of the criminal law for possession of 

small amounts. 

It should be stressed that the National Commission on 

1Iiarijuana and Drug Abuse, when they recommended decriminali

zing the user, did not presuppose marijuana ~ould be harmless. 
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And several members of the Commission have reiterated their 

conclusions since the Eastland Hearings. 

"No drug is totally safe or harmless. In a sense, 
there is no human-activity which is totally harm
less. However, it is my opinion that marijuana 
involves only a minimal risk of harm to the user. 
Clearly the potential harmfulness of marijuana 
to the user is on a much lO\'ler order of magnitude 
than the potential harmfulness of such other drugs 
as alcohol, tobacco, amphetamines, barbiturates, 
and hallucinogens." J. Thomas Ungerleider, M. D. , 
Presidential Appointee to the National Commission." 

Since publication of the Commission's Report in Harch 
1972, numerous studies have been reported, some sug
gesting that the dangers from marijuana are far greater 
than the Report indicated, others demonstrating that 
its use produces relatively little harm. In short, 
work in the last two years has not fundamentally 
changed the data ba.se on which the recommendations 
were made." Dr. Dana Farnsworth, Presidential Ap
pointee to the National Commission." 

In response to the flurry of contradictory medical 

claims, the Drug Abuse Council, a Washington, D.C. based 

pr,ivate foundation funded primarily by the Ford Foundation, 

recently sponsored a seminar to discuss the recent research. 

The major researchers were invited, including some of the 

most vocal opponents of marijuana. At the conclusion of 

the conference, following closed-door meetings involving 

critiques of the major work by peers, Dr. Daniel X. Freed-

man, the respected Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry, 

University of Chicago, had this to say: 

"I don't think that scientists can tell the pubJ,ic 
there is going to be any major damage to their 
health on the basis of the current knowledge." 

• I 
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This is also the conclusion of a detailed critique of 

the recent medical reports by award winning science writer 

Ed Brecher and the editors of Consumer Reports, in an update 

of their excellent work Licit and Illicit Drugs. The March 

and April issues of Consumer Reports conclude that "recent 

reports, like past reports, fail to prove that marijuana is 

either harmful or harmless." C.U. reiterated their belief 

that "no drug is harmless to all persons at all dosage levels. 

or under all conditions of use." 

As part of the 1974 NORML Conference, a medical panel 

headed by Dr. Norman Zinberg, including Drs. Lester Grinspoon, 

J.'Thomas Ungerleider, Andrew T. Weil and David Smith, dis

cussed these recent claims and reached similar conclusions; 

,the risk to the user demonstrated by these studies has been 

grossly exaggerated bY the authors and/or the media. 

The potential harm from marijuana has been greatly 

exaggerated by those who wish to maintain criminal penalties 

against the user. The thrust of this campaign has been to 

allege that new research, unavailable when the Marijuana 

Commission Report was released in 1972, renders their re

commendations invalid. This is an attempt to use the 

medical/health questions as a "red herring." 

Marijuana should be decriminalized, even if it were 

eventually shown to be dangerous. Giving an arrest record 

to the user only exacerbates the potential for harm. 
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And while marijuana may not be harmless, neither is 

it a terribly dangerous drug. Certainly it presents far 

less of a health hazard than alcohol, tobacco, birth control 

pills, and a host of other drugs available in our society. 

Any risk to the user falls within the ambit of choice the 

informed individual should be allowed in a free society. 

So long as the research results warrant it, we should warn 

against the use of marijuana, but we should not criminalize 

those who ignore our advice. 

IV. The Legal Options 

There are three general approaches to marijuana available 

to society. 

A. Continued Criminal Prohibition 

Even those who oppose d~criminalization (E.G. Senator 

Eastland) no longer want the smoker sent to jail. They 

claim the criminal law should be maintained as discourage

ment, though only enforced with fines and suspended sen-
~ ;. 

tences, with jail saved for repeat offenders or exception-

al circumstances. 
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Costs of Continued Criminal Prohibition 

But the costs of continued criminal prohibition are 

great. 

1. ARRESTS 

Year 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
TOTAL 

According to the F.B.I., more than one million 

persons have been arrested for marijuana offenses in 

this country in the last four years. 

TOTAL MARIJUANA ARRESTS NATIONALLY 

Total Mari
juana Arrests 

189,682 
225,828 
292,179 
420,700 

1,127,389 

% of Total 
Drug Arrests 

45.4% 

Increase Over Total Drug 
Prior Year Arrests 

415,600 
45.9% 
55.4% 
66.9% 

19% 492,000 
29% 527,400 
43% 628,900 

2,063,900 
Source: Uniform Crime Reports 

Federal Bureau. of Inves
tigation 

And note that 62% of those arrested were under'the 

age of 21 and 88% of those arrested were under the 

age of 26. 

A statistical analysis of state marijuana arrests 

by the Shafer commission, uncovered the unsettling 

fact that 93% were for possession -- not sale -- and 

two-thirds of these involved the quantity of one ounce 

or less. Only 7% of the arrests were against the com

mercial trafficker. 
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In sum, what we're doing in this country is arrest

ing more than 400,000 young people each year, the vast 

majority possessing small quantities of marijuana for 

their personal use. 

2. LAW ENFORCEMENT RESOURCES 

'rhe use of the criminal law is a costly and ineffi

cient instrument of enforcing moral standards or combat

ting different life styles. The marijuana laws stifle 

the al~eady overburdened and overcrowded criminal justice 

system ~lith the processing of hundreds of thousands 

of minor arrests. Over 10% of all defendants charged 

in federal courts in 1973 were charged with marijuana 

violations. In 1970, this figure was less than 1%. 

A vast amount of valuable police and prosecutorial 

time and resources are used to prosecute marijuana 

cases, diverting law enforcement resources away from 

the control of serious crime. Nationally, it is esti

mated that approximately 600 million dollars is spent 

annually enforcing the marijuana laws. 

3. RESPECT FOR THE LEGAL SYSTEH 

To the millions of young people who are defined as 

criminals, the marijuana laws engender disrespect and 

bitterness fer the entire legal system. They resent 

being defined as criminal for their use of marijuana in 

a system which permits, and it often seem~ encourages, 

the use of such proven dangerous drugs as tobacco and 

alcohol. 
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The enforcement of the marijuana laws is often 

selective, ~pplied only to those whose life style or 

political views are not popular. Thus the marijuana 

laws are viewed as mostly political, a threat to apply 

when the offender gets "out of line." 

Alleged Benefit from Criminal Prohibition 

The primary benefit of criminal prohibition is the 

alleged deterrent effect of the threat of criminal pro

secution. This assumes that if we removed the criminal 

penalties, marijuana usage would increase greatly. Thus, 

it is reasoned, the costs of criminal prohibition are 

justified in ,our fight against drug abuse in this society. 

First, one cannot help but conclude that 35 years of 

criminal prohibition have failed miserably, as a deterrent 

to use. In 1937, when the fe~~ral law was passed, it is 

estimated that there were, at most, 50,000 smokers in the 

country. Today there are 13 million regular smokers. Con

sumers Union recently concluded, in Licit and Illicit Drugs: 

"It is now much too late to debate the issue: 
Marijuana versus no marijuana. Marijuana is 
here to stay. No conceivable law enforcement 
effort can curb ~ts availability." 

Also, the change to a decriminalization approach in 

Oregon was effected without any apparent increase in usage. 

The Drug Abuse Council surveys taken after one year uncov-

ered the following:, 

1) there has been no significant increase in persons 

smoking marijuana in Oregon; and 
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2) those who do smoke marijuana actually reported a 

decrease in usage (40% reported'a' decrease; only 

5% an increase). 

Therefore, decriminalization should not be seen as leading 

inevi tably to increased usage. In fact, -- in Oregon where 

we have accumulated some expe:r:ience, that has not been 

the result. 

B. Legalize the Sale an.d Use of Marijuana 

There are those who favor the adoption of a legal 

market in order to exercise control over the currently 

uncontrolled, black market. 

With a black market, there is no way to impose age, 

strength or quality controls. With prope~ controls, the 

potential harm from marijuana might be minimized.' The 

country made this decision with alcohol in 1931, and will 

likely eventually reach the same conclusion as to marijuana~ 

However, this is not currently a political option. 

First, the concept of legal marijuana is still opposed 

strongly by the public. Misunderstood, legalization is 

seen as a permissive step, opposed by around 80% of the 

population. Second, our internation.a,l treaty obligations, 

under the Single Convention Treaty of 1961, would be in 

conflict with such. a system •. These obligations could be 

redefined, and probably will be eventually, but this argu

ment would be immediately raised should a legalization bill 

be introduced federally. 
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The Marijuana Commission rejected this option on the 

basis that such a system would institutionalize marijuana 

use. They said they preferred to co~tinue to discourage 

marijuana use and to see if its popularity diminished. 

That was their rationalization for decriminalizip/~ ,.ise 

without providing a legal market. 

C. Decriminalize the User 

Decriminalization was the brainchild of the Shafer 

Commission. It was intended to balance the potential 

harm to society from marijuana, or the perceived. threat 

to society's value system from its use, with the need to 

eliminate the social costs in wrecked lives and careers 

from bringing criminal charges against·so many of our 

citizens. 

Decriminalization, by eliminating criminal penalties 

from the user, allo~s the police resources to be concen

trated against the commercial seller. This is consistent 

with a discouragement effort, and morally more defensible. 

Since the Marijuana Commission made its recommendation 

in March of 1972, the concept of decriminalization has be.en 

endorsed by a growing list of organizations, including: 

American· Bar Association 
Consumers Union, publishers of Consumer Re~orts 
National Conference of Commissioners on Un1form 

State Laws 
American Public Health Associ?-\'Iion 
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 

Standards and Goals 

61-B01 0 - 77 - 11 
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National Council of Churches 
The Governing Bo~rd of the American Medical Association 
National Education Association 
B'nai B'rith 
Canadian Commission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical 

Use of Drugs (De Dain Commission) 
San Francisco Committee on Crime 
Mayor's Advisory Committee on Narcotics Addiction 

(Washington, D.C.) 
American Academy of Pediatrics 
Illinois -Bar Association 
Minnesota Bar Association 
Vermont Bar Association 
New York Bar Association 
Washington Bar Associa.t.ion 
Massachusetts Bar Association 

In addition, three st~te legislatures have made their 

own studies (Califo~nia, New Jersey and Massachusetts) and 

have all recommended decriminalization. 

The concept has recently been endorsed editorially by 

William F. Buckley, Jr., James J. Kilpatrick, Ann Landers, 

.The Washington Post, The New York 'rimes, The Boston Globe., 

The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Sun-Times, and a host 

of others. 

OREGON 

In October, 1973, the state of Oregon adopted a modified 

form of decriminalization which defined possession of up to 

one ounce of marijuana as a violation, subjecting the viola-

tor to a maximum $100 civil fine. Criminal penalties we~e 

retained for all other categories. 

Opponents of the bill argued that marijuana use would 

greatly increase if criminal laws were removed. 
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But nurveys taken by the Drug Abuse Council after 

the law had been in effect one Year showed no increase 

had, in faot, occurred. And the law has been accepted 

warmly by the voters.. According to this recent survey 1 

56% of the Oregonians approve of the new law, only 39% 

favor reverting to stronger penalties., 

Other attempts to analyze the Oregon experiment 

have reached similarly favorable conclusions. 

A recently released report by' the Legislative Re

search Office of the Oregon Legislature concluded after 

one year thai: 

"it appears that -bhe laws have not caused the 
major problems for the state which some had 
predicted, and that the laws have for the most 
part, been accepted or approved of by those 
officials who are responsible for enforcing 
and adIninistering them." 

Mr. Pat Horton, District Attorney for Lane County, 

Oregon, agrees •. After one year, Mr. Horton says, 

"Decriminalization has, in fact, prioritized 
police work into areas of violent crime and 
crime against property •••• Currently law enforce-· 
ment\ officers spend more time in the area of 
violent crimes and, thus, better serve their 
community •••• ~he relationship between the 
youth in the community and the police has im
proved substantially •••• lt has removed from 
the docket approximately one-third of the total 
number of cases awaiting trial." 

"Acceptance of the new legislation in Oregon has been 

been overwhelmingly positive," Horton observes. By all 

measurable standards, ,decriminalization was a comfortable 

transition, signifying fairplay to the individual and 

widespread acceptance by our electorate." 
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And Consumer Reports, in the April 1975 issuel' offers 

the following ~pinion of .the Oregon experience: 

"CU's research for "Licit 'and Illicit Drugs" impelled 
us to be among the first national organizations to 
recommend marijuana decriminalization -- that is, the 
removal of all crimina! penalties for marijuana pos
session and personal use." 

"Oregon's experience with the practical results of 
decrimina1izatlon buttresses our decision to remain 
on that list." 

Based upon that favorable experience, Oregon type de

criminalization bills are now being considered in many 

states and on the federal level. 

This concept, classifying marijuana as a civil-fine 

offense, was a minority recommendation of the Marijuana 

Commission, favored by the Commission's only two House mem

bers, Congressmen Tim Lee Carter (D-Ky) and Paul Rogers (D-Fl), 

and by former director of the Illinois Bureau of Investiga-

tion, Mr. Mitchell Ware. 

V. Conclusion 

Public attitudes towards marijuana smoking have changed 

dramatically over the past few years. Where once stiff jail 

penalties were required for someone caught with a small amount 

of marijuana, small fines and suspended jail sentences are 

routine in almost all jurisdictions today. 

But the laws remain, and so do the a~rests. In fact, 

the number of young people arrested grows each year, and 
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that means costly attorney's fees, life-long criminal arrest 

records with their debilitating impact on one's educational 

and career opportunities, as well as the costly drain on 

law-enforcement resources, badly needed to combat serious 

crime. 

Decriminalization represents a compromis~ with signifi-

cant and growing public support. In fact, recent surveys 

demonstrate that no elected official need fear reprisal, as 

the public attitudes have shifted dramatically. Bills to 

eliminate criminal penalties for minor marijuana violations 

are now being considered in more than 20 states and by the 

Congress. Several are expected to pass this session. 

Decriminalizing the marijuana smoker represents a 

common-sense approach which deserves support. 

,r~ 
jJ 



STATEMENT ON CONCENTRATED FORMS 
OFCANNAIIIS 
NOR:ML :;h:lrcs the recommendations of the National 
Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse that statu
tory distinctions based on potency are neither desirable 
nor feasible at the present time. Because or current 
usage patterns and t6e practical problems inherent in 
controlling potency in an unregulated market, distinc
tions between less poteul and more potent varieties arc 
unwarranted, impractical and unfair. 

STATEMENT ON MARIJUANA AND DRIVING 
NORML strongly discourages the driving or automo
biles or other vehicles while under the influence of 
marijuana or any other drug, and recognizes the legiti
mate public interest in prohibiting such conduct. 

for more iniormation, contact 

2317~N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 

National Organization for the Reform 
of Marijuana Laws 

A Non-profi~, Public Interest Group 
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(Exhibit No.4) 

NOBLV\L 
SlATEMENTS 
OFPOSmON 
ANDPOUCY 

The follow 'g Statements of Position 
and Policy were formally adopted at the 

1975 annual meeting of the NORML 
Board of Directors, Executive 

Committee and Advisory Board. 
The Statements represent the official 
positions of NORML, and are subject 

to annual ,review. 

Washington, D.C. 
December 5, 1975 



STATEMENT ON DECRIMINALIZATION 
NORML supports the removal of all criminal and civil 
penalties for the private pQ.Ssession of marijuana for 
personal use. The right of possession should include 
other acts incidental to such possession. including cul~ 
tivation and transportation for personal use, and the 
casual, non-profit transfers of small amounts of mari-
Juana. ' 

STATEMENT ON PERSONAL USE 
AND POSSESSION 
Removal of criminal penalties for the individual who 
uses or possesses marijuana in private is consistent with 
traditional AIDe rican values of personal choice, individ
ual freedom and the right of privacy. Decriminalization 
is not based on the premise that marijuana use is harm
Ic!..S or that it should be encouragedt but rather that 
such use should fall within the ambitof individual choice 
permitted in a free society. It is a social policy aimed at 
reducing the harm caused by defining marijuana users 
as criminals. 

By removing penalties for the user~ without establish
ing a legal market. a clear public policy of" discourage .. 
ment is continued. Such a policy reduces the immense
human, fiscal and social costs of marijuana prohibition 
by allowing law enforcement cHarts to be concentrated 
on commercial traffickers, particularly those who sell 
truly dangerous drugs or who sell any drugs to minors. 

NORML is opposed to arbitrary quantily limitations as 
the standard ror defining what constitutes possession 
for per~onal use, Marijuana users, like wine drinkers 
and tQl'~~co smokers, ohen have mere mari.juana in 
their posession thnn cart be immediately consumed. 
Similarly. individual usage and consumption patterns 
vary greatly. While quantity limitations appear 10 be a 
necessary interim statutory approach to decriminaliza .. 
tjon. the law should reflect the reality of differences.in 
usage paucnls and behavior and should recognize the 
inherent shortcomings of arbitrary ounce limitations. 

STATEMENT ON CULTIVATION FOR 
PERSONAL USE 
The rightlo possess marijUana' for personal U~e includes 
the right to grow small amounlS for personal consum~ 
tion. Removal of criminal penalties for the private cui .. 
tivation of marijuana tor persol1al use provides a legal 
source of supply for marijuana without resort to the cs
t.blishment of a legal distribution system. 

An individual who grows small amounts of marijuan'a 
for personal USe is apt to be less i~volved in the illicit 
drug culture and will have Jess contacl with drug deniers 

. who hnvc an economIc incentive ior selling other more 
dangerous-and nI,)re expensive-drugs. 
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STATEMENT ON NON·PROFIT TRANSFERS 
The right to possess marijuana Cor personal use should 
include the right to transfer small amounts of mari
juana between adults for insignificant consideratUm. 

The National Commission on Marijuana and Drug 
Abuse, in attempting to differel1linte between users 
and sellers~ round thal the distinction is mare meaning· 
ful j[ the "seller" desigrration is limited to commercial 
traffickers. 

Most smokers sh~re their marijuana with friends, and 
often the courtesy is returned. Thus they may purchase 
more marijuana than they personalty will uset selling 
some t.o friends at cost. Such transfers j involving little 
or no profit, should be treated as incidental to personal 
use, rat"her than commercial sale or furnishing. 

STATEMENT ON UNLAWFUL SALE 
It must be recognized that where personal use and pos~ 
session of marduana are no longer serious crimcs+ it 
is both inconsistent and irrational to provide lengthy 
prison terms for those who distribute marijuana for 
proHI. 

STATEMENT ON DISCOURAGING USE 
NORMLfullysupports a discouragement policy towards 
Ihe recreational use, of nil dwgs, including alcohol, 
tobacco and marijuana. This policy should be imple
menleq by a public education campaign aimed at warn
ing users and potential users of the risks involved with 
the use of all recreational dn~gs. Such warnings should 
refleCl an honest scientific and medical COncern. Simi· 
larly. advcrtising which encourages the recreational use 
of drugs should not be permitted. 

Most importantly. criminal penalties should not be ap
plied against those who use.such drugs, despite warn~ 
ings to the contrary~ The limits of the ~dminnl sanction 
must be recogilited and nOI diluled through application 
to private social conduct which constitutes no direct 
threat o[ harm to others. SiJcietyshould have confidence 
hi the ahility of informed individuals to make d~cisions 
as to whether thcy choose to assume whatever persoru~1 
risks accompany recreationa.l drug use., 

STATEMENT ON LEGALIZATION 
Legalization of marijuana gcneraHy refers to a system 
(or the sale I.}r distribudon o( marijuana which is author
ized by :aw. As recommended by such organizations 
as Consumers Union, studies should be undertaken to 
consider alternative regulatory models which would 
both minimize the potential for abuse and nOl eocour .. 
age use. Specilically. NORML lavo!s appoillllnenl 01 a 
Commission to conduct such a review. 
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NATIONAl a?GANIZATION FORTHE REFORM OF fVtARUUANA LAWS 

~.;..;,t, :.ol.:4i:!<.'A;.. •• _~~ 
2317 M STREET. NW WASHINGTON, DC 20037 202·223·3170 

DATE: MAY 1976 

LEGISLATIVE MEMO' 

RE: THf, MARIJUANA ISSUE -- SHOULD WE CONTINUE TO TREAT 
MARIJUANA SMOKERS AS CRIMINALS? 

FROM: KEITH STROUP 
NATIONAL DIRECTOR, NORML 
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I. Brief Legal History of Marijuana 

Marijuana has been used an an intoxicant in variaUj parts of the world for centuries, and 
in this country since before the turn of the century. However, 'its use in the U.S. was 
generally limited to minority groUps, including the Chicano migrant workers in the 
Southwest and blacks in and around New Orleans. As a result, there was little opposition 
when states first began to ban its sale, Utah and California passing the first anti
marijuana laws in 1915. Sixteen Western states had adopted anti-marijuana laws by 1930. 

In the East, New York state led the way in 1927 with what proved to be the model for the 
Uniform Narcotics Act. 

When the Federal Bureau of Narcotics was created in 1930, the marijuana scare had 
already begun, as evidenced by the many state laws already in existence. But with the 
start of the Bureau carne the first coordinated effort to convince the U.S. pUblic that 
marijuana was a "killer weed." 

Harry Anslinger, the ex-prohibition agent who was named the Bureau's first director, 
began a campaign that included lobbying for passage of the Uniform Narcotics Act, with 
an optional provision making marijuana illegal, on the state level and the Marijuana Tax 
Act federally. By 1937, when the Erst federal law Wd;, pdsoed, marijuana was already 
illegal in every state and was thought to cause crime and lead to insanity. 

[n 1951 the Boggs Act raised penalties for drug offenses and for the first time in federal 
Jaw introduced the concept of minimum mandatory sentences. Additional amendments in 
1956 raised federal penalties for drug offenses to their zenith. 

During the next decade, marijuana usage skyrocketed. Although never satisfactorily 
explained, marijuana use became identified with the youth culture of the sixties that was 
opposing the Viet Nam war. Marijuana became a symbol of dissatisfaction and rebellion, 
feared by the establishment more for the perceived threat to their value system than for 
any health threat. 

The rebellious youth of the 60's were often middle class and white. So matijuana began 
to enter the mainstream of political America. As the arrests rose -- arrests not of 
blacks or Chicanos -- but suburban, white, middle class kids - pressure began to ",aunt 
to moderate criminal laws against tbe user. 

In 1970, as part of the Controlled Substances Act, federal penujtie. for possession of all 
drugs were lowered from a felony to a misdemeanor, with a special proviSion for nrst 
offenders that permitted the defendant who pleads guilty or is found guilty to be placed 
on a conditional probation which, if the terms are fulfilled, results ]n the charges being 
dismissed. Since no adjudication of guilt is ever e/ltered by the court, the defendant can 
subsequently report that he has never been convic~ed of a crime. 

Further; if the person when arrested was not over 21 years old, he qualifies to have his 
arrest records "expunged." 

Following the lead of the federal government,"5tates began to similarly moderate their 
marijuana penalties over the ensuing four yearsi\Where,once all states treated possession 
of small amounts of marijuana as a felony, by 1974 all but Nevada had reverted to the 
misdemeanor level, and Arizona still gives the prosecutor the choice of proceeding as a 
felony or a misdemeanor. 

And eight states, beginning with Oregon in 1973, have adopted a modified form of 
decriminalization; minor marijuana violations are treated with a fine only, enforced with 
a citation rather than an arreSt, and the offender is not saddled with a permanent 
criminal record. 
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1I. Marijuana Usage Today 

A continuing series of U.S. government sponsored surveys beginning in 1971, 
complimented by Drug Abuse Council I surveys beginning in 1974, show that around 13 
million Americans (8% of the adults and 12% ot youth aged 12-17) are current2marijuana 
smokers and that a total of 34 million Americans (19% of the adults and 23% of the 
youth) have smoked marijuana at least once. 

Interestingly, the marijuana usage rates demonstrate a number of indentifiable patterns, 
but there is no indication that they are in any manner related to the particular law in 
effect in the jurisdiction. 

For example, after Oregon had removed their criminal laws on minor marijuana 
violations for one full year, 19% of their adults had tried marijuana, and 9% were currEnt 
users} This compares favorably to neighboring California,4 which then still relained a 
possible 10 year felony sentence for minor possession cases, where 28% of the adults had 
tried marijuana and 9% were current smokers; and nationwide5 figures showing 18% of all 
adults had experimented with marijuana and 8% were current slookers. 

The results of follow-up surveys by the Drug' Abuse Council on the second anniversary of 
decriminalization in Oregon showed equally favorable results: 20% of the adults had 
tried marijuana, 'while 8% are current users.6 There has been absolutely no increase in 
marijuana smoking since criminal penalties were removed more than two years ago. 

Of the Oregonians who did not currently smoke (91% first year/92% second year) only 6% 
the first year and 4% the second said that the threat of prosecution was a deterrent; the 
majority (53% and 65%) said they were simply not interested in marijuana, with concern 
about possible ill-effects to the smoker's health apparently the only accountable 
deterrent (23% and 28%). [n neighboring California, even with the supposed threat of a 
ten year felony, only 12% of the non-smokers said the fear of criminal prosecution was a 
deterrent to them. Much as in Oregon, 50% of the non-smokers were simply not 
interested in marijuana, and 38% were deterred by fears of adverse health consequences. 

[t becomes apparent that a majority of our citizens don't smoke marijuana because they 
are not interested in it and because they are not yet certain of the health implications 
involved. This is true whether the state decriminalizes marijuana or whether it treats 
even minor violations as a felony. As of December, 1975, the marijuana usage patterns 
in Oregon wel'e not unlike the rest of the country; but Oregonians who did smoke were 
not being arrested. 
-1---------------------------
The Qrug Abuse Council, iocated in Washington, D.C., was established in 1972 by a 
consu.-tium of private foundations to serve as an independent source of information, 
policy evaluatk'n and research funding in the field of drug use and misuse. 

2 
Defined as "having smoked marijuana within the past month and indicates some possi
bility of using again." 

3 
Survey of Marijuana Use - State of California, Released by the Drug Abuse Council, 
March 8, 1975. 

4 • 
Survey of Marijuana Use - State of Oregon, Released by the Drug Abuse Council, 
Dec"mber 15, 1974. 

5 
Survey of Marijuana Use and Attitudes, Released by the Drug Abuse Council, 
January, 1975. 

6 
Survey of Marijuana Use - State of Oregon, Released by the Drug Abuse Council, 
December I, 1975. ' 
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Perhaps that accounts for the widespread acceptance of the new approach. The Drug 
Abuse Council found that two years after decriminalization had become effective, 58% 
of the Oregonians approved of the new law, or a more liberal version of decriminaliza
tion, while only 40% favored a return to criminal penalties. A second survey 7 showed an 
even higher (61 %) approval rating, with only 32% disapproving. 

The major factors which appear to be determinative of the likelihood of smoking 
marijuana are regional (East and West Coasts are highest), age (18-25 is highest), 
educational level (highest rates associated with higher educationallevet), and population 
density (urban rates highest). 

The following is a reprint of some highlights of a nationwide usage and attitudinal survey 
sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, H.E.W., released in October, 1975, 
with the 1974 data taken between November, 1974 and March, 1975.8 

MARIJUANA AND HASHISH EXPERIENCE 

Adults Juveniles (12-17) 

.!.2Zl. 1972 1974 .!.2Zl. 1972 1974 

Ever Used Marijuana 15% 16% 19% 14% 14% 23% 

Current User** 5% 8% 7% 6% 7% 12% 

Began Smoking Marij. w/in Last Year* .. 2% * * 9% 

Ever Used Hashish * * 9% .. .. 10% 

Current- User .. .. 2% * 3% 

Began Smoking Hash w/in Last Year * .. 1% .. .. 5% 

*Not included in 1971 and 1972 Surveys 
**Currerit User defined as "having used within past month" 

MARIJUANA EXPERIENC~ AMONG PARTICULAR SUBGROUPS 

Age J~~l!.I!~2. _________________ '!':~:_~:~_l!::~ ____ ~~.:.!::'2~_!}~~'- _________________ _ 
18-25 53% 25% 
26-34 -----.-------------------- --29%--- ---- -- - -- - - -s'x,- --- ------- -- -- ------ ----

35-49-======================i\\s===== = == = = = = =:: (~:: = :============= :==== =:= ~------------------------ ----~~------- -- -- ---- ----- -------------- -_. --- ---
Age (Y...<!.l!.0L ____________________ u ______________________________ u ___________ _ 

12-13 6% 2% Tll-TJ'--------------------------- -22%-- - --- ---- --- -f2~~- -. --- -- ------ ----- ------

16- !Z_===================== == =~~== ==: = = =: = =:: =~@: =:::::::::: : =::: =::= = = =: 
Sex (Ad.!&!.sL _____________________________________ • _______________ • __________ _ 
Mak. __________________________ ?It.~ ______________ )1.'~ __ • __ • __________________ _ 
FemaJ~ __________________________ L'!.~ _______________ -1.I? _____________________ _ 

Sex (Y.£l!!!bl __________________________________________________ • _________ _ 
Male 24% 12% 

Femal~===========:===:===:=?:~:=::::==::::::E'~:::::::::::::::::::=== 

7 

8 
Oregon Research Institute State-Wide Survey, Nove'Tlber, 1975. 

Public Experience with Psychoactive Substances, A Nationwide Study Among Adults 
and Youth, Prepared by Response Analysis Corporation, for the National Institute 
on Drug Abuse, August, 1975. 

:e 
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Ever U~s~e~d~~C::u~r.!r~e!!n.!.t~U~se:::!r..:cs . _____ _ 
9% 3% 

20% 7% 
61%~ ________ ~3~3~%~ ____________ __ 
27% 10% 

~latiQ!LDen~J!!.<.!'!!!L _____________________________________ _ 
Large l\-letrQILolit'!!l _____________ ~~_ 9% 
Other _\-Iett:.~-'~!l!.'!!L_________ 19% 8~ ________________ _ 
Non-Metr.QJ?Q!!!ilD-___________ II % 3% 

Thi3 same federal surve found that 86% of the American 'adults now 0 ose the im o
sition of any jail penalty for minor marijuana offenses, and 52% favor only a fine and or 
probation. 

PREFERRED HANDLING OF MARIJUANA OFFENSES 

The individual who smokes marijuana today hardly fits the stereotyped image concocted 
In the 1930's -- the depraved criminal who got "high" on his reefer and committed Vicious 
criene. In fact, the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer 
Commission) found, in their .\-Iarch 1972 Report9 recommending marijuana decriminali
zation -- "the most notable statement that can be made about the vast majority of 
marijuana users -- is that they are essentially indistinguishable from their non-marijuana 
using peers by any fundamental criterion other than their marijuana use." 

The use of marijuana today by 13 million Americans is socially the equivalent of the use 
of alcohol by some 100 million Americans. It is the recreational drug of choice of a 
substantial minority. 
-9 ---------------------------------------

Marijuana, A Signal of Misunderstanding, First Report of the National Commission 
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, March, 1972. 

, I 
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III. Is Marijuana Dangp:ous to the User? 

No drug is totally harmless, including marijuana. But the evidence strongly suggests no 
significant harm is caused by the occasional use of marijuana and whatever risk is 
involved with marijuana is within the range normally permitted in our society. The U.S. 
Government's chief drug expert, Dr. Robert L. DuPont, Director of the National Institute 
on Drug Abuse, "ecently announced that following massive federal research efforts, he 
now concludes that marijuana presents far less of a health hazard than either alcohol or 
tobacco. 

We should continue to look for potential ill effects from the use of marijuana -- espe
cially the chronic, heavy use. But any findings of potential harm should be used to 
discourage use, not to justify treating the user as a criminal. As Dr. Tom Bryant, 
president of the Drug Abuse Council recently stated,lO 

" ••• we should not permit a medical debate to frustrate the decrim
inalization policy recommended by the Marijuana Commission. Even 
if marijuana were eventually shown 'to be as dangerous as alcohol or 
tobacco, giving a criminal record to the user only exacerbates the 
potential harm." 

This past couple of years we have heard several new claims of potential harm from 
marijuana use. These claims have received widespread media exposure, often far greater 
than the substance of the study warranted. Because of inadequate controls, excessive 
dosage levels, the known bias of the researchers, or for other reasons, the claims often 
fall flat under close objective examination. Unfortunately the public is left only with the 
original, unfounded impression. 

A glaring recent example is the Report of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Internal 
Security entitled "Marijuana-Hashish Epidemic and its Impact on United States Security." 
Subcommittee Chairman James O. Eastland talked of a "marijuana-hashish epidemic," a 
pending "national disaster," and "a large popUlation of semi-zombies." 

The senator's answer to this percieved threat: wage an all-out propaganda campaign, 
beginning with the distribution of his admittedly unbalanced one-sided Report. Senator 
Eastland refused to permit anyone to testify unless their testimony would support his 
premise -- that marijuana was highly dangerous, medically and morally. The result is a 
biased, frightening document offering little scientific value and no solutions. 

Each year the Department of H.E.W. attempts to summarize the research on marijuana 
.and to reach some conclusions about the potential dangers. In their Report for 1975, 
N.I.D.A. Director Dr. DuPont discusses the recent claims: 

"This report does not give marihuana a 'clean bill of health,' as some 
would hope. Nor does it support the fear and irrationality that still 
characterize some of the public debate about marihuana. Instead, it 
is a progress report on our effort to understand a challenging health 
problem with immense social, political, a']d economic implications." 

Dr. Dupont also endorsed the Oregon approach to marijuana decriminalization, suggesting 
a $25.00 civil fine for minor offenses. Dr. DuPont said he believes we should continue to 
discourage marijuana smoking, but opposes the use of the criminal law for posseSSion of 
small amOUn ts. 

10 
"Furor Created By Recent Marijuana Studies Questioned," Release of the Drug Abuse 
Council, July 17, 1974. . 
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It should be stressed that the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, when 
they recommended decriminalizing the user, did not presuppose marijuana would be 
harm~es~. And several members of the Commission have reitera ted their conclusions 
since the Eastland Hearings. 

"No drug is totally safe or harmless. In a sense, there is no human 
activity which is totally harmless. However, it is my opinion that 
marijuana involves only a minimal risk of harm to the user. Clearly 
the potential harmfulness of marijuana to the user is on a much lower 
order of magnitude that the potential harmfulness of such other drugs 
as alcohol, tobacco, amphetamines, barbiturates, ilnd hallucinogens." 
J. Thomas Ungerleider, M.D., Presidential Appointee to the National 
Commission. 

"Since publication "f the Commission's Report in March I 972, numer
ous studies ha'/e been reported, some suggesting that the dangers from 
marijuana are far greater than the Report indicated, others demon
strating that its use produces rel'atively little harm. In short, work in 
the last two years has nN fundamentally changed the data base on 
which the recommendatIOns were made." Dr. Dana Farnsworth, Pres
idential Appointee to the National Commission. 

In response to the flurry of contradictory medical claims, the Drug Abuse Council spon
sored a January 1975 seminar to discuss methodological issues of recent research. Parti
cipating in the Conference were 19 scientists, representing the disciplines of genetics, 
immunology, endocrinology, pharmacology, internal medicine, psychiatry, neurology, and 
psychology, including some of the mo~t vocal opponents of marijuana. At the conclusion 
of the conference, following closed-door meetings involving critiques of the major work 
by peers, and Executive Summary Report Jl was released, having this to say: 

"Our present state of knowledge indicates that although there are 
always ample reasons to be concerned about the use of any dt'ug, there 
are no new reasons to be especially disturbed by the use of marihuana." 

The Drug Abuse Council Seminar also concluded that certain of the widely circulated. 
claims should not have been releasej without IYlure careful review by other researchers. 

"Also of importance in the emotionally charged area of drug use is 
utilizing the final c:,eck process of presenting research results to the 
scrutiny of scientific colleagues, before demonstrating them to a non
scientific audience who do not have always the background to make: 
critical assessments. 1I 

This is also the conc1\1sion of a detailed criti:jue of the recent medical reports by award 
winning science writer Ed Brecher and the editors of Consumer Reports, in an update of 
their excellent work Licit and !Ilicit Drugs. The March and April 1975 issues of Con
sumer Reportsl2conc1ude that "recent reports, like past reports, fail to prove that mari
juana is either harmful or harmless." . C.U. reiterated their belief that "no drug is harm
less to all persons at all dosage levels or under all conditions of use." 

Il 
Drug Abuse Council Conference on Methodological Issues In Recent Cannabis 
Research, An Executive Summary Report, January 5-6, 1975. 

12 
Marijuana, The Health Questions, Consumer Reports, March 1975 and Marijuana, 
The Legal Questions, Consumer Reports, April, 1975. 
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Of the recent alarmist reports, C.U. had this to say: 

"Out of all of these many studies (and others not reviewed here), 
a general pattern is beginning to emerge. When a research find
ing can be readily checked -- either by repeating the experiment 
or by devising a better one -- an allegation of adverse marijuana 
effects is relatively short-lived. No damage is found -- and after 
a 'lime the allegation is dropped (often to be replaced by allega
tions of some other kind of damage due to marijuana)." 

"If the test pt'cedure is difficult -- like the air encephalograms 
thta Dr. CamrbeU employed, or like Dr. Heath's work with elec
trodes implaf'!ted_deep in the brain -- independent repeat studies 
are not run in other laiJoratories. So these allegations of damage 
continue to be cited in the scientific literature and in tl]e lay press. 
Then they, too, are eventually replaced by fresh allegations of mar
ijuana damage." 

The results of a federaHy funded study of long term (17.5 years average use) users of 
very strong marijuana in Jamaica indicate no serious physiological or neurological harm. 
The Jamaican Studyl3, the first intensive, multidisciplinary study of actual marijuana 
smokers, found no Significant differences in health or motivation between smokers and 
non-smokers, concluding that even heavy marijuana use 

"does not diminish work drive or work ethic" 
"There Is no evidence of any causal relationship between 
cannabis use and mental deterioration, insanIty, violence 
or poverty." 

The Jamaican results Were recently checked against similar studies of long-germ 
marijuana smokers in Costa Rica and Greece)4 Despite extremely heavy usage for up to 
20 years, these U.S. federally funded researches were unt.ble to distinguish between the 
health or work performance of smokers and non-smokers. These longitudinal studies of 
actual marijuana smokers are convincing evidence that marijuana is relatively harmless. 

The potential harm from marijuana has been greatly exaggerated by those who wish to 
maintain criminal penalties against the user. The thrust of this campaign lias been to 
allege that new research, . unavailable· when t\1e Marijuana Commission Report was 
released in 1972, renders their recommendations invalid. This is an attempt to use the 
medical/health questions as a. "red herring." 

Marijuana should be decriminalized, ever! if it were eventually shown to be dangerous. 
Giving an arrest record to the user only exacerbates the potential for harm. 

And While marijuana may not be harmless, neither is it a terribly dangerous drug. Cer
tainly it presents far less of a health hazard than alcohol or tobacco, and a host of other 
drugs available in our society. Any risk to the user falls within the ambit of choice the 
informed individual should be allowed ·in a free society. So long as the research results 
warrant tt, we should warn against the use of marijuana, but we should not exaggerate 
the dangers nor should we criminalizethose who ignore our advice. 

13 
Gania in Jamaica, Vera Rubin and Lambros Comitas, Mouton and Co., 
The Hague, Paris, 1975. 

14 
Marijuana and Health, Fifth Annual Report to the U.S. Congress, 
from the Secretary of H. E. W., 1975. . 

() 
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IV. The Legal Options 

There are three general approaches to marijuana available to society. 

A. Continued Criminal Prohibition 

EVen those who oppose decriminalization (e.g. Senator James Eastland) no 
longer want the marijuana smoker sent to jail. They claim the criminal law 
should be maintained as discQuragement, though only enfr.r .. ·'d with fines and 
suspended sentences, with jail saved for repeat aff('nrJero or exceptioml/ cir
cumstances. 

Costs of Continued Criminal Prohibition 

But the costs of continued criminal prohibition are great. 

I. ARRESTS 

According to the F.B.I., more than one and a half million persons have been 
arrested for marijuana offenses in this country in the last five years. 

TOTAL MARIJUANA ARRESTS NATIONALLY 

Total Mari- Increase Over % of Total Total Drug 
2:,~~na Arrests Prior Year Drug Arrests Arrests 
1970 188,682 45.4% 415,600 
1971 225,828 19% 115.9% 492,000 
~~,JZL 29% 55.496 527,400 
1973 420,700 43% 66.9% 628,900 
1974 445,600 6% 69.4% 642,100 __ 
TOTAL 1,572,989 2,706,000 

50urce: Uniform Crime Reports, F.B.I. 

A statistical analysis of state marijuana arrests by the Shafer Commission 
uncovered the unsettling fact that 93% were for possession -- not sale -
and two-thirds of these involved the quantity of one ounce or less. Only 7% 
of the arrests were against the commercial trafficker. 

And note that 52% of those arrested were under the age of 21 and 88% of 
those arrested were under t.'1e age of 26. 

In sum, what we're doing in this country is arresting more than 400,000 
mostly young people each year, the vast majority possessing small 
quantities of marijuana for their personal use. 

2. LAW ENFORCEMENT RESOURCES 

The use of the cdminal law is a costly and ineifecient instrument of en
forcing moral standards or combatting different life styles. The marijuana 
laws stifle the already overburdened and overcrowded criminal !,justice 
system with the prClcessing of hundreds of thousands of minor ai',ests. A 
vast amount of valuable police and prosecutorial time and resources are 
used ,to prosecute marijuana cases, diverting Jaw enforcement resources 
away from the control of serious crime. Nationally, it is estirnat~d that 
60,) million doJars is spent annually enforcing the marij\lana laws. 

J. RESPECT FOR THE LEGAL SYSTEM 

To the millions of young people who are defined as crimin,a\s, the marijuana 
laws engender disrespect and bitterness for the entire legal system. They 
resent being defined as criminal for their use of marijuana in a system 
which permits, and it often seems encoul'ages, the use of such proven 
dangerous drugs as tobacco and alcohol. 

I 

" 
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The enforcement of the marijuana Jaws is often selective, applied only to 
those whose life style or political views are not popular. Thus the 
marijuana laws are viewed as mostly pOlitical, a threat to apply when the 
offender gets "out of line." 

Alleged Benefit frorn Criminal Prohibitibn 

The primary benefit of criminal prohibition is the alleged deterrent effect 
of the threat of crimina! prosecution. This assumes that if we removed the 
criminal penalties, marijuana usage would increase greatly. Thus, it is 
reasoned, the costs of criminal prohibition are justified in our fight against 
drug anuse in this society. 

First, one cannot help but conclude that 35 years of criminal prohibition 
have failed miserably as a deterrent to use. In 1937, when the federal Jaw 
was passed, it is estimated that there were, at most, 50,000 smokers in the 
country. Toda~' ~here are 13 million regular smokers. Consumers Union 
recently condu,-"d, in Licit and lIlicit Drugs: 

"It is noW much too late to debate the issue: Marijuana 
versus no marijuana. Marijuana is here to stay. Non con
ceivable law enforcement effort can curb its availability." 

. .," 
Also, the change to a deciminalization approach in Oregon was effeded 
without any apparent increase in usage. The Drug Abuse Council surveys 
taken after one Year, and again after two years, uncovered the following: 

J) there has been nO increase in persons smoking murijuana in Oregon; 
less than one-half of one percent of the adults began smoking 
marijuana during the first year after criminal laws were removed; and 
there" was an apparent 1 % decrease in smoking during the second year. 

2) those who do smoke marijuana actually reported a decrease in usage 
(40% the firsr year and 3.5% the second reported a decrease; only .596 
an increase). 

Therefore, decriminalization should not be seen as leading inevitably to 
increased usage. In fact, in Oregon, where we have accumulated some 
experience, that has not been the result. 

B. Legalize the Sale arid Usc of Marijuana 

There are those who favor the adoption of a legal market in order to exerci;e 
control over the currently uncontrolled, black market. 

With d black market, there is no way to impose age, strength or quality 
controls, With proper controls, the potential harm from marljuan:l might be 
minimized. The country made this decision with alcohol in 1931, and will likely 
event~aHy reach the sume t:ondusian as to marijuana. 

However, this is not curr~"ntly a political option. First, til" concept of legal 
marijuana is still opposed strongly by the public. Misunderstood, legalization is 
seen as a permissive step, opposed by around 80% of the por..Jlation. Second, 
our internadonal treaty obligations, under the Single Conv~ntion Treaty of 
1961, would app"ear to conflict with such a system. There obligations could be 
r,edefined, and probably will be evenually, but this argument would be 
immediately raised should a legalization b1ll be introduced either federally or by 
a state. 

I, 

61-BOl 0·77 - 1~ 

j 

b 
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The Marijuana Commission rejected this option on the basis that such a system 
would institutionalize marijuana use. They said they preferred to continue to 
discourage marijuana use and to see if its popularity diminished. That was their 
rationalization for decriminalizing use without providing a legal market. 

C. Decriminalize the User 

Decrimindlization wa~ the brainchild of the Marijuana Commission (Shafer 
Commission). It waS intended to balance the potential harm to society from 
marijuana, or the perceived threat to society's value system from its use, with 
the need to eliminate the social costs in wrecked lives and careers from 
bringing criminal .charges against so many of our citizens. 

Decriminalization, by eliminating criminal penalties from the user, allows the 
police resources to be concentrated against the commercial seller. This is 
consistent with a discouragement effort, and morally more defensible. 

Since the Marijuana Commission made its recommendation in March of 1972, 
the concept of decriminalization has been endorsed by a growing list of 
organizations, including: 

American Bar Associatiofl 
Consumers Union, pUblishers of Consumer Reports 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 

State Laws 
American Public Health Association 
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 

Standards & Goals 
National Council of Churches 
The Governing Board of the· American Medical Association 
National Education Association 
B'nai B'rith 
Canadian Commission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical 

Use of Drugs (Le Dain Commission) 
San Francisco Committee on Crime 
Mayor's Advisory Committee on Narcotics AddIction 

(District of Columbia) 
American Academy of Pediatril:s 
State Bar Associations in Illinois, New York, Washington, 

Massachusetts, California, Arizona and Minnesota. 

In addition, nine states have made their own studies (California, Illinois, Maine, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, ~!ew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Wisconsin) and 
all have recommended decriminalization. 

The concept has been endorsed editorially I>y William F. Buckley, Jr., Jame~ J. 
Kilpatrick, Ann Landers, The Washington Post, The New York Times, The 
Boston Globe, .The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Sun-Times, and a host of 
others. 
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In October, 1973, the state of Oregon adopted a modified form of decriminali
zation which defined possession of up to one ounce of marijuana as a violation, 
subjecting the violator to .1 maximum $lOO civil fine. Criminal penalties Were 
retained for all other categories. 

A report by the Legislative Research Office of the Oregon Legislature 
concluded after one year that: 

"it appears that the laws have not causeci tne major problems 
for the state which some had predicted, and that the laws have 
for the most part, been accepted or, approved of by thb~e offi
cials who are responsible for enforcing and administering them" 

Mr. Pat Horton, District Attorney fOI Lane County Oregon, agrees. After one 
year, Mr. Horton said, 

"Decriminalization has, in fact, prioritized police work into 
area~ of violent crime and cLme against property .••. Cur
rently law enforcement officers spend more time in the area 
of violent crimes and, thus, better serve their community •.•• 
The r~lationship between the youth in the comm'unity and the 
police has improved'substantially •••• It has removed from 
the docket approximately one-third of the total number of 
cases awaiting trlal~1I 

"Acceptance of the new legislation in Oregon ha~ bet:n overwhelmingly posi
tive," Horton observes. "By all rlleasurable standards, decriminalization was a 
comfcrtahle transition, signifying fair play to the individual and widespread 
acceptance by our electorate." 

And Consumer Reports, in the April 1975 issue, offers the foUowing opinion of 
the Oregon experience: 

"CU's research for "Licit and Illicit Drugs" impeUed us to be 
among the first national organizations to recommend marijuana 
decriminalization -- that is, the removal of all criminal penal
ties for marijuana possession and personal use." 

"Oregon's experience with the practical resul ts of decriminal
ization buttresses our decision to remain on that list." 

And perhaps most importantly, the Drug Abuse Council Surveys indicated that 
there had been absolutely no increase in marijuana smoking following two years 

,of decriminalization. The use of small civil fines instead of arrest and jail has 
not led to a greater number of users, as some had f~ared. 

Based upon the favorable Oregon experience, similar citation biUs have now 
been introduced in more than ha!f the state legislatures, and in Congress. And 
seven states have recently joined Oregon in this approach -- Alaska, Maine, 
Colorado, California, Ohio, South Dakota and Minnesota. 
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SUMMARY CHART - MARIJUANA CITATION LAWS 

State 

Oregon 

Alaska 

Maine 

Max. Fine 
Imposed 

$ 100.00 

$100.00 

$200.00 

Max. Amount 
Possessed 

I oz. 

Any amount in pri
vate for personal use 

-:>r 1 oz. in public 

Any amounta 

for personal use 

Criminal or 
Civil Violation 

Civil 

Civil 

Civil 

Effective Date 

Oct. 5, 1973 

Mar. 1, 1976 

Mar. 1, 1976 

~----------- ---------------------
Coloradob $ 100.00 

$100.00 

South Dakota $ 20. 00 

a 

1 oz. 

I oz. 

100 grams (ap
prox. 3V, oz,) 

1 oz. 

Class 2 petty 
offense - no 

crim inal record 

July 1, 1975 

Misdemeanor - no Jan. 1, 1976 
permanent crim-

inal record 

Minor misder.reanor Nov. 22, 1975 
- '1)0 .crim. record 

Civil April 1, 1977 

There is a rebuttable presumption that possession of less than lY, oz. is for 
personal use, and possession of more than IV, oz. is with an intent to distribute. 

b 
Distribution of marijuana by gift, or for no remuneration, is treated the same 

as possession in four states: California (for up to 1 oz.), Colorado (up to 1 oz.), Ohio 
(up to 20 gr.), and Minnesota (up to 1)1, oz.). 

c 
Only Minnesota provides for increased penalties for second offense: 0-90 days in jail 
and/,or a,$300 fine for second offense within a two year period. 

This concept, classifying marijuana as a civil-fine offense, was a minority recommenda
tion of the Marijuana Commission, favored by the Commission's only two House members, 
Congr'essmen Tim Lee Carter (D-Ky) and Paul Rogers (D-FIl, and by former director of 
the Illinois Bureau of Investigation, Mr. Mitchell Ware. 

V. Conclusion 

Public atti tudes towards marijuana smoking have changed dramatically over the past few 
years. Where once stHf jail penalties were demanded for someone caught with a small 
amount of marijuana, small fines are now favored by a majority of our citizens, and are 
routine in almost all jurisdictions today. 

But the laws remain, and so do the arrests. In fact, the number of young people arrested 
grows each year, and that means costly attorney's fees, life-long crirninal arrest records 
with their debilitating impact on one's educational and career opportunities, as well as the 
costly drain on law-enforcement resources, badly needed to combat serious crime. 

Decriminalization represents a "cease-fire," a compromise measure to st:JP the senseless 
and tragic arrest of hundreds of thousands of marijuana smokers each year, while we 
develop a rational, well thought out, long-term marijuana policy in this country. 
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[Testimony continued from page 51. ] 
Mr. STROUP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BAYH. Thank you, Mr. Stroup. 
Mr. Horton, will you proceed with your test.imony ~ 

STATEMENT OF J. PAT HORTON, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, 
LANE COUNTY, EUGENE, OREG. 

Mr. HORTON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you for the opportunity of appearing this morning. 
As you know, Oregon decriminalizec1marihuana-tbBj)0s-session of 

small amounts under an ounce, and the use th.!}:;:e:of-about October 
1973. 

If I may, I would like to shq,r~ "'fY'lth you some of the events leftdilrg 
up to that legislation, as ow':!:!;} as the effects that this has had on Oregon
ians for the lastyp~:; and a half,unCt get my biases out of the way and 
put into PeJ'-~fitictive, 1?p!':i-raps, my comments. 

I JJ~ocate th£ J:eduction of the penalties of marihuana. And I tell 
-:1011 that} sir, that you can put in perspective what I am about to say. 
I aS3nre you that I will endeavor to be as frank und precise and candid, 
on both the strengths and weaknesses of the Oregon l~gislation, as I . 
can be. .. . 

First, we wen,t through a process of trying to identify what the 
issue was before our legislature-starting- ab9ut J anu(1r;Y of 1973, as I 
remember. We utilized information from both the Shafer Commission 
study and the :Le Dain Commission study-done in Canada, which was 
corroborative of the earlier study, 

PURPOSE OF MARIHUANA ORIMINAL SANOTIONS 

"From these we attempted to focus upon the true issue, which led us 
to this question. If marihuana did not cause crime, if marihuana did 
not casually relate to hardcore drug addiction such as heroin, if mari
huana was not on,e of the most socially damaging drugs to the individ
ual-;-that is not to say that it, is harmless; no doubt it is probably ha;rm
ful m some degree, but certainly not as harmful as alcohol and pOSSIbly 
not as harmful as tobacco-what was the real purpose to maintain 
cl'iminallaws for the possession or use of small amounts of marihuana ~ 

In analyzing that ultimate question, we started to look, first, at the 
social impact on the commmlity. It did not cause crime, it did not cause 
addiction, it was relatively harmless to the individual. 

'Vhat about as a law enforcement tool, could we use possession of 
marihuana to interdict the flow of hard-core narcotics in the com
munity~ We started analyzing police practices and we came up with 
some very stal'tling information, some of which you have already 
imparted ill your statement. Also, the olel concept of arresting the 
marihuana user and in turn grunting him or her immunity to deter
mine the source of supply of marihuana, did not complete the drug 
triangle to the heroin importer or trafficker. Most of the time we 
founeL a lot of lateral movement.. 'Ve found that the possessor of 
small amounts of marihuana probably got it from his friend or room
mate or associa.te and proba.bly most often in a nonprofit type of t1'ans- _ 
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fer. We found that we could not vertically get to the trafficker of heroin 
by arresting the marihuana user. ' , 

We then asked: Why, then, are there so many thousands of arrests _ 
for possession of small amounts of marihuan,a ~ .A.. l)ragmlttic answe~--
was found by ~h~ fact that it is an (3asy arrest to. make; it ~~- <-=' 

present drug; .It IS ea~y to find and prosecute. Pol~ce ~"rc umtsc:m 
make a statIstIcal baSIs of success by a lot of nl!l:l.·J~:;:-iana cases. 

:;>~~ 

MARIHUANA LAWS AS F'~;-:ii'dfu;~MENT TOOL 
~----,. . 

'Those answers are, I be!i~";o;-feinforced by Mr. Miller as he pointed 
out in his statementfb:"aft;;as :far as th.e Department of Justice was con- ", 
cerned, ,the c!im.ii'fal san,ction for simple, possession under the Jlo~~ 
trolled Substances Act have not been app1iecLa~s-an eI1.fQ];c~ment"'meas-;="· 

.. ure against marihuana users. I think tb.rtciS'±acitlyan admission that 
:~~~ do not really intE}rdict the flow of hardcore narcotics by concentmt
ing"-Ou the marihuana user-that myth has been dispelled in more 
progressive law enfOJ;,cement depart{n6"llts. But, it is being retained 
and used by many law enforcement agencies that are not as progressive 
as the U.S. Department of Justice. 

So, as a law enforcement tool, there is not much good that can be 
accomplished-by strict enforcement of marihuana laws. . 

What about the deterrent aspect? Can we truly deter others from 
engaging in the use of and possession of marihuana by harsh enforce·' 
ment penalties? Probably not. In 1965 there were about 18,800 arrests 
for possession of marihuana or marihuana-related cases. Of course, in 
1973 there were 420,000 arrests. . 

I can assure you that law enforcement has given its best to enforcing 
the marihuana laws. And with the idea, of course, that it is going to 
deter. But it does not deter. 

Senator BAYH. In the Oregon experience, have you had more arrests 
under the new law than under the old? Can you bring your Oregon 
experiences into the picture ~ 

lVIr. HORTON. Our State police have statistics which indicate more 
citations are issued today than before the law was changed. The Drug 
Abuse Council 1 indicates there is not, statistically, any significant 
measurable increase in marihuana use since. the passage of the new law. 

Senator BAYIf. How many more citations ~ 
Mr. HORTON. Approximately 30 percent more citations are issued 

now. Our citation program is an important ve~icle. for the decriminal
ization effort. It answers a lot of the. objections that the Department 
of Jilstice has to face in its enfol'cemcmt problems. In Oregon a viola
tion is still an offense uncleI' our criminal code. Our police have dis- < 
cretion to issue a citation, a summons, or take. into custody for further 
identification a pe.rson accused of possessing marihuana. 

This citation system is applicable'not only to the violation but it is 
applicable to any other type. of crime, excluding the various, serious 
felonies. So, if a police. officer comes into contact with a person who 
,has some amount of marihuana, regardless of whether it :is under an 
ounce or over an ounce, he has the opportunity of giving th~t person 

1 See p. 100. 
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a ticket after he has been technically arrested. For a citation is in lieu 
of custody, it is not in lieu of arrest. An arrest, technically, must take 
place first. The citation, then, is a vehicle to dispense with the bail, 
with the lockup and with thc pretrial incarceration that take place 
in so many States. So, regardless of thc amount, if it appears likely 
the J?erson will show up in court the officer gives him a citation and the 
marIhuana is then sent to the laboratory. It is confiscated, sent to the 
laboratory for analysis to determine the content and the amount. 
The prosecutor then decides what to do with the cape. 

Is he going to issue a cl'iminal type of a charge against him or is 
he going to issue a civil-type violation offense? Our excIusional'y rule 
applies, for example, if an officer illegally searches a car and finds 
maJ;ihu®a., and then sear<;!hes the trunk and· finds heroin. Motions 
to suppress, and other exclusionary type remedies are ava:ilable to that 
defendant to suppress the heroin charge. 

You cannot use subterfuge under the marihuana statute to spinoff 
to have an illegal type of advantagc over a suspect. So, those provi
sions remltin intact in Oregon. 

Senator BATH. What is the benefit of that kind of suppres . .,ion? 

NEED TO ASSURE BASI() PRINOIPLES OF LAW ENFOROEMENT 

Mr. HORTON. 'Well, it reaffirms the basic principle that police are 
to use a certain amount of dignity and fair play in the enforcement 
of the criminal law. Just because we decriminalized marilmana does 
not mean that thc police may use that as a vehicle to either surrepti
tiously or in other illegal. mamlcrs gain an lIDconstitutional advantag~ 
over the suspect ·in a related or nonrelated offense. 

Senator BAYH. It would be an illegal search and seizure. 
Mr. HonToN. That is correct. And subject to suppression. 
But, of course, what keeps the officer honest is the fact that when 

he starts to conduct an illegal search and seizure, he has no idea, prob
ably, what he is going to find. It could be less than an ounce of mari
luuLna, it could be a machi ;un, it (., uld be heroin. 

Thus, in practice, it reenforces the concept that you arc going to need 
probable cause or a warrant to search. Decriminalizing marihuana 
does not weaken that constitutional protection. I think by any mcas
urable standard, it has had good success in Oregon. It has reaffirmed a 
lot of the hopes about what it would do to our docket. 

I remem:h3r a few years ago, nearly onc-third of our docket in the 
courtroom was c mposed of marihuana cases. What a drain on a 
valuable resource of judicial time, prosecutor time, for such an 
innocuous type of offense. 

It has reaffirmed, re!Llly, a pre.ctice that has taken place not only in 
law enforcement circles, but certainly on the bench, by most members 
of our judiciary today. And that is to treat marihuana offenses with 
either a fine or a susnended sentence. 

What a waste of 'time it is to spend 2 days i.n court before a jury, 
:prosecuting someone for possession of marihuana, to have the court 
Impose a $50 fine. 

Our priorities are messed up when we continue to do that. Recog
nizing that practice, police have started to layoff. The Department of 
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Justice affirms that laying off. The decriminalization of marihuana is 
an official legislative recognition of a practice that is going on in the 
country today. 

There is still the tremendous disadvantage that marihuana arrest 
has on the individual. For nearly a full generation it has disen
franchised young A.mericans from engaging in certain practices or 
professions. . 

In Oregon, I ·believe, we have about 23 professions that are regulated 
by statutes. Thus, if you are convicted of a erime, admission to certain 
professions may be barred. Therefor6, the mark of a criminal convic
tion can have serious consequences. 'When we talk about the 420,000 
to 500,000 marihuana arrests in a year, the effect on our coming gen
eration is a significant ,one. Even though young people do noli get sent 
to jail as frequently as previously, this is not a realistic appraisal of 
the true punishment for their "crime." 

I believe the laws must be changed to affirm what is a social prac
tice. Certainly, legislation should conform to judicial and law enforce
ment practice. 

[Testimony continues on page 109.] 
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MARIJUANA SURVEY - STATE OF OREGON 
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Attached are the results of the Drug Abuse Council's 

survey of marijuana use in the State of Oregon taken 

one year after the abolition of criminal penalties 

for simple possession of marijuana. Oregon is the 

first of the fifty states to abolish such criminal 

penalties. 

For further information contact: 
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SURVEY OF MARIJUANA USE - STATE OF OREGON 

IB1IlSTRtET.I'l.W. 
WASHINGTON. O. C 10035 
f20U7as.S200 

A majority (58 percent) of the State of Oregon residents favor 
the elimination of criminal penalties for the possession of 
small amounts of marijuana. Three out of every lQ Oregon 
adults approve of their state law that makes simple possession 
of marijuana a civil "offense"--akin to a parking ticket-
carrying a fine but no jail term or criminal record. An 
additional 26 percent favor changes making sale and/or possession 
of small amounts of marijuana legal. . 

Oregon is the first state to abolish criminal penalties for 
possession of one ounce of marijuana or less and to replace 
them with a maximum civil fine of $100. The independent Drug 
Abuse Council commissioned a survey in October 1974--the first 
anniversary of the new legislation--to assess what changes have 
occurred in marijuana usage during that year and to find'out 
what impressions Oregonians have of their new law. 

The Oregon survey consisted of 802 personal interviews with 
adults 18 years or over, representing a balanced sample of the 
.state's population. As might be expected, young adults-Mages 
18 through 29--took a more liberal view on the four legal 
choices regarding sale and/or possession of small amounts of 
marijuana. The division is sharp hetween those who either have 
or currently use marijuana and those who have never used 
marijuana. 
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ATTITUDE TO'NARD MARIJUANA LAW 

Civil penal- Possession of Sale and Stiffer 
ti.es, as is small amounts possession penalties 

legal of small 
amounts 

% % 
legal 

% % 
Total adults 32 15 11 39 

B~ Age 
1 -29 36 26 17 19 
30-44 38 13 8 40 
45-59 25 13 7 51 
60 & over 27 5 9 53 

Bl Usage 
Have used 26 37 29 7 
Currently use 14 53 33 0 
Never used 33 11 6 46 

T~o out of every ten Oregon adults have at least tried man.Juana, 
w1t~.one out of. every ten reporting that they currently use 
mar1Juana. Aga1n, a sharp difference in marijuana usage is 
observed between younger adults and older adults. 

Total adults 
B~ Age 
1 -29 
30-44 
45-59 
60 & over 

MARl3UANA USAGE 

. Have ever used 
% 

19 

46 
15 

4 
2 

Never used 
% 

81 

54 
85 
96 
98 

It appears that the number of individuals using mar1Juana has 
not significantly increased in Oregon during the year since it 
has removed criminal penalties for simple possession of one 
ounce or less. Nineteen percent of O.egon adults report that 
they, have use~marijuana at least once; 9 'percent of total ' 
adui'ts)say that they currently use marijmina. Of those currently 
using marijuana, only 6 percent report that they have used it 
for less than ohe year, 91 percent for more than one year. All 
of the less-than-one-year users are between 19 and 29 years of 
age. 
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Of those individuals currently using mar~Juana, a large number 
report a decrease in usage during the last year, while only a 
smaJ.l number report an increase. 

CHANGE IN MARIJUANA USAGE 

Decreased usage 
Increased usage 
No change 

Current users 
%' 

40 
5 

52 

Lack of interest and possible health dangers are the most 
important reasons chosen for not using marijuana by those who 
have either never used it or those who have stopped using it. 
The possibili~y of legal prosecution and the lack of marijuana 
availability rank low as· reasons for not currently using 
marijuana. 

REASON FOR NOT CURRENTLY USING MARIJUANA 

No interest 
Health danger 
Possibility of legal prosecution 
Not ava;ilable 
Other reasons 
Undecided 

Current non-users 
% 

53 
23 

4 
2 
9 
9 

The federal National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, 
after an exhaustive two-year study, estimated in 1972 that 26 
million Americans had tried marijuana, with 8 million of these 

• using it regularly. The Commission recommended that possession 
of marijuana for personal use no longer be a criminal offense 
and that casual distribution of small amounts of marijuana not 
involving profit no longer be an offense. Oregon is the only 
state to adopt, in part, this recommendation, although many 
other states are presently considering it. 

"It is disturbing to nt"te the dramatic increase in arrests for 
simple possession of marijuana," according to Thomas E. Bryant, 
M.D., President of the Drug Abuse Council. "In 1973 alone, state 

. arrests are rep6'rted by the FBI to be in exce.ss of 400,000. 
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"It seems clear that marijuana has been established as the 
recreational drug of choice by many Americans, youth as well 

'as adults, and that its prohibition has had little effect 
upon its availabili,ty and use. Other states should take a 
careful look at what has happened in Oregon since it has 
removed its criminal penalties for small amounts of marijuana 
and consider moving in the same direction." 

The Oregon survey ,,'as conducted by Bardsley and Haslacher, Inc., 
of Portland, Oregon, a marketing research firm, and consisted 
of several questions asked as part of a longer, regularly 
scheduled survey of public opinion on a variety of issues. 

The Drug Abuse Council, located in Washington, D.C., 'tas 
established in 1972 by a consortium of private foundations to 
serve as an independent source of information, policy evaluation 
and research funding in the field of drug use and misuse. 

# 1111 II illtll II II II 

For further information contact: 

Robert Carr 
Carl Akins 

Drug Abuse Council 
(202) 785-5200 



December 1, 1975 
For Release: InDnediate 
Contact: Robert R. carr 

Martha M. Mitchell 
(202) 785-5200 
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SURVEY OF MARIJUANA USE lIND A'l"~ITUDES, 
STATE OF OREGON 

1l\2B.L6l'REET.t-t.W. 
W,t.SHINGrON, P.C. 2OOl5 -- . 

New survey results in Oregon show continuing public support for the 
eliminat.ion of criminal penalties for the possession of small amounts 
of marijuana and an apparent stabilization of >.:arijuana usage among 
adults. 

The Oregon survey, a follow-up of one taken in 1974, reports the latest 
public attitudes and patterns of marijuana usage since criminal !?"IIal
ties were removed in that state two years ago. Both surveys were 
commissioned by the independent Drug Abuse ccuncil, a Washi~1gton, D.C. 
based policy evaluation and research group, established in 1972 by a 
consortium of private foundations. 

The latest survey found that a majority of Oregonians (58 percent) 
continue to favor the approach of the new law that makes s:/mple 
possession of marijuana a civil "offense"--akin to a parking ticket 
--car>:ying a maximum fine of $100 but no jail ts:rm or criminal record. 
Younger adults--ages 18 through 44--share a more lenient view of the 
four legal choices rega.<ding sale and/or possession of. small amounts 
of marijuana. The division remains sharp between those who either 
have used or currently use marijuana and those who have never used 
marijuana. 
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Total Adults -------By Ag" 
18-29 
30-44 . 
45-49 

60 & over 

By Usage 
Have used 
currently use 
Never used 

lOG 

ATTITUDE TOWARD MARIJUANA IAW 
1975 

civil penal
ties, as is 

% 

31 

27 
35 
42 
23 

23 
9 

34 

Possession of 
small amounts 

legal 

% 

18 

30 
21 

9 
6 

44 
54 
11 

Sale and stiffer 
possession penalties 
of small 
amounts 
l~al 

% % 

~ 40 

17 26 
8 34 
5 41 
5 63 

24 9 
35 2 

5 48 

In the year since the first survey, there are no significant differences 
among adults who say they have ever used marijuana or that they currently 
use it. It would appear that marijuana usage has stabilized among adults 
in the two years since criminal penalties were removed for simple posses
sion of one ounce or less. 

MARIJUANA USAGE 

Adults who have Adults who 
ever used currently use 

% % 
October 1974 19 9 

October 1975 20 8 

Of those currently using marijuana, only 3 percent report that they have 
used it for less than one year, with an additional 8 percent reporting 
using it for less than two years. All of the less-than-one-year users 
are between 19 and 29 years of age. 
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HOW IDNG USED 

Less than one year 
1 year to one year.ll months 
2 years or more 
Undecided 

Cu=ent Users 
% 

3 
8 

87 
2 

Of those individuals cu=ent1y using marijuana, a large number report a 
. '. .~' 'de_c~~ase in consumption during the past two years, while only' a small 

.. nuDIDer report an increase. 

CHANGE IN MARIJUANA USAGE 

Decreased usage 
Increased usage 
No change 

Current Users 
% 
35 

9 
54 

The survey again found that the non-users gave lack of interest and fear 
of possible health hazards rather than punishment as the dominant reasons 
for not currently using marijuana. 

REASON FOR N:lT CURRENTLY USING MARIJUANA 

~ 1975 
% % 

Not interested 53 65' 
Health danger 23 28 
~aga1 pr.osecution 4 3 
Not available 2 1 
other reasons 9 3 
Undecided 9 0 

Oregon is the first state to abolish criminal penalties for possession 
of one ourice of marijuana or less and to replace them with a maximum 
civil fine of $100. In five other states the possession of small amounts 
of marijuana is now subject to small fines, with little· or no prospect of 
jail sentences or criminal records. Oregon first changed its law in 1973 
and was followed in 1975 by Alaska, Maine, Colorado, California and Ohio. 

61.601 0 - 77 - 13 
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The 1975 Oregon survey consisted of 800 personal interviews with adults 
18 years or over, representing a balanced sample of the state's population. 
It was conducted by Bardsley and Haslacher, Inc., of Portland, Oregon, a 
marketing research fim, and consisted of several questions askec;l as part 
of a longer, regularly scheduled survey of public opinion on a variety of 
issues. 

The survey is part of an on-going series of activities sponsored by the 
Drug Abuse Council to provide public information on current drug issues. 
Similar surveys hav~ recently been completed on ~~e national level and 
in the State of California. The Council is supported by the Ford Foundation, 
COII1!lunwealth Fund, Carnegie corporation, Henry J. l!".aiser Family Foundation 
and the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States. 
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[Testimony continued from page 99.] 
Senator BAYH. Thank you, Mr. Horton. 
Mr. HORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator BAYH. Mr. Bonnie. 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD BONNIE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW, 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, CHARLOTTESVILLE, V.A. 

Mr. BONNm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to submit my 
prepared statement for the record 1 and keep my opening comments 
brief. I know you will have some questions for all the witnesses. 

I would like to begin by pointing out what I think is a basic and 
important inconsistency in Mr. Miller's testimony. 

I think this bears directly on the issue before tIllS subcommittee. He 
indicated at various points'that adoption of a bill like this-and by 
"like this," I mEan anything that is not a misdemeanor, because that 
seems to be what he said-would tie the hands of law enforcement in 
enforcing the marihuana law; that it would impair the deterrent value 
of the prohibition which has so successfully deterred so many 
people from using marihuana; and also that it might impair the 
"comity of nD,tiolls"-other nations, seeing that we did not arrest and 
jail people who use marihuana or possess a couple of cigarettes for 
their own use, are somehow going to be let down in their effort to root 
out drug abuse and fulfill their international obligations. Mr. Miller 
suggested that all of these things would happen if we adopted a bill 
like this. 

But on the other hand, Mr. Miller also said, with equal conviction, 
that the Federal Government does not enforce Federal laws against 
possession and personal use anyway. 

So, the net result is that we have to keep it on the books and yet we 
do not try to enforce it. I think that here is the germ of tIllS matter. 
The marihuana issue is confolmded by this notion that disapproved be-
haviors must be crimes in order to preserve public morality. . 

Thurmond Arnold said, at one point, with regard to the adultery 
laws and laws against all other consensual sexual misconduct that we 
so heartily disapprove of in this society that these laws "are unenforced 
because we want to continue our conduct, and unrepealed because we 
want to preserve our morals." And I think that that is really the 
essence of it. 

We have here the clear statement of the symbolic value of the crim
inallaw. And under some circumstances, it seems to me that the Nation 
pays a heavy price Tor symbolism. Of course, we have a little bit more 
than symbolism in the case of the marihuana laws, because we also 
make 500,000 arrests per year for the possession of marihuana for per
sonal use. I suppose you could count the number of arrests for adultery 
on the fingers of one hand. Allover the cOlmtry, the incidence of that 
disapproved behavior may parallel the incidence of marihuana use 
according to various studies that have been rlm. 

Senator BAYIT. Do you have any statistics ~ 
Mr. BONNIE. No; t suppose I should have -prepared myself for that. 

That is a harder one to get people to admit than the possession of 
marihuana. 

1 See p. 113. 
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MARIHUANA CRIMINAL SANCTION FOR SYMBOLISM A:rm DETERRENCE 
OR REPRESSION? 

liVhich, of course, leads me to my next point. Mr. Miller on behalf of 
th~ ~epartmel?-t of Justice, had admitted that the purposes of the 
crllmnal sanctIon here really do come down to symbolism and deter
~·ence. And I think that is an important admission because it brings 
mto clearer focus the role of cl'iminalla w in a society. 

The omissions are significant. He did not mention that perhaps the 
reason that we want to have a law against the possession of marihuana 
for personal use is because it is an immoral and unacceptable behavior 
that we want to punish; this is important because according to most of 
the philosophers and theoreticians about the criminal law, moral out
rage really ought to be the germ of the criminal law. The criminal 
law should cover the behavior that tears at the very fabric of the soci
ety. And for that reason, the perpetrators 6f such behavior ought to be 
pumshed. 

I do not mean to include in this only the notion of retribution. There 
is something more than that, really, 'because this is why deterrence is 
important to begin with; and this sentiment is the source of the deter
rent value of the criminal sanction itself. 

Clearly, there is not a body of opinion anywhere in this society that 
we want to punish people who use marihuana. Their behavior is disap
proved, but we do not wish to punish them. That was not true, of 
course, when the laws first appeared on the books. Marihuana users 
were the "outsiders" of society-those whom society wanted to punish 
for almost any reason because of who they were, and their marihuana 
use was a convenient excuse. 

Senator BAYH. Mr. Bonnie, let me suggest to you that this may be 
your assessment and most of the ·witnesses; it may be the conclusion I 
reach; it may be that most of the people in this room reach the same 
conclusion. Ho,vever, I am not too snre you can't say that there are also 
Americans that still believe it is immoral; that it is a sin against 
society. Maybe the lack of informed knowledge is what we need to 
deal with, rather than a full assault on those who possess the drug. 

Mr. BONNIE. You make a very good point. I ought to separate two 
points. I think that public attitude is still infected with the notion that 
the use of marihuana brings you several steps closer to the devil. Al
though perhaps not as close as heroin does. And I think that there is a 
great deal of public education that has to go on. 

I had hoped that the establishment of the National Commission by 
this committee,. by the Senate, and by the Congress, and the i~suance 
of the commissIon's report had gone a long way toward educatmg the 
public and exposing some of the myths. And I think that some of that 
has occurred. 

I think another point though, and the point I guess I would want to 
emphasize here, is that those persons like Mr. Miller, who are in a posi
tion of .defending the current law before legislative committees and in 
the public forum, particularly from a legal side, no longer contend thfi,t 
the reason for doing this is because the users of marihuana are immoral 
and we must punish them. . . 

Nor, do they contend. by the way-although we heard some of thIS 
dminO' the Commission hearings-that the reason that we need to make n , 
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possession of marihuana a criminal offense is because we need a "detec
tion device" to identify people, particularly young people, who are in 
emotional and psychological trouble with regard to their use of 
drugs. And that we need to exert some leverage over them for purposes 
of treating them. So, it is not that we want to punish them. We want to 
treat them. And there is an awful lot of this kind of defense for the 
cpiminalization, particularly for young offenders. But, as applied to 
marihuana use, you do not hear that anymore either. 

"DETERRENCE AT WHAT COST?" 

Nor, do you hear, of course, another reason for criminalization-we 
need to use the criminal law as a device for defuling, detecting and iso
lating those people who are dangerous to society. And I think that we 
ought to recognize that there is a component of the preventive confine
ment in the criminal law, but it surely does not apply to marihuana 
users. 

So, we are left with the deterrence and symbolism. 
The question then becomes "deterrence at what cost" ~ And it seems 

to me that the other witnesses have elaborated a great deal on the sig
nificant price that this society now pays for whatever deterrent effect 
we now Can get ont of a law which is enfnr'"rl, t·o hr Rnr(', bnt wlwre 
the probabilIty of apprehension, the probability of conViction, and 
surely the probability of incarceration IS nowhere near what is threat
ened in the law books. And I think that this is an important point to 
make with regard to respect for law-we endanger the law as an insti
tution by having laws like this on the books, that are enforced in the 
sporadic and selective way in which these laws are. 

EMERGENT CONSENSUS FOR SHAFER APPROACH 

This leads to my own suspicion that despite all the apparent dis-' 
agreement, there is really an emerging consensus about the marihuana 
issue. The debate is about whether or not these laws ought to remain 
on the books, whether we ought to continue to keep the symbol of dis
approval on the books. But beneath this dispute, I do believe that 
there is an emergent consensus in favor of the national policy toward 
marihuana. use recommended by the National Oommission in 1972. 

This policy is esselltially discouragement of use, but without crimi
nalization of the user and all of the attendant costs. ,And I do believe 
that Mr. Miller's comments indicate how widely shared this opinion 
is, particularly when we look at the basic inconsistency that I pointed 
out earlier. 

POLICY OF DISCOURAGEl\J;ENT WITHOUT CRrl\:tINALIZATION 

Now, I would like to turn to the bill that the subcommittee now has 
before it. I view the issue raised by the bill as how to implement the 
basic policy of discouragement without criminalization. How are we 
to go about removing the costs of criminalization and still retain what
ever deterrent value we think the law carries ~ 

Essentially there are two ,~.'eneral alternatives. The approach rec
ommended by the Oommission, on the one hand, is to utilize the 
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symbolic value of the law in its statement that the cultivation and dis
tribution of marihuana are crimiI;J.a1 offense. And indeed, they are 
among our most serious criminal offenses-felonies punished by 5, 10, 
20,25 years in jail. 

That is a statement, surely, that the use of marihuana is disapproved. 
vVe do not want you to have the drug. We are going to do whatever 
we can to keep it out of your hands. Noone here is contending that the 
laws fLgainst distribution are not meant to' be enforced. And surely 
this is a very potent statement of social disapproval when we enforce 
those laws. That was exactly the approach, of course, during alcohol 
prohibition when society said we disapprove nf the use of alcohol and 
we will make it a crime to manufacture and distribute alcohol. 

That is one way of stating social disapproval and implementing a 
policy of discouragement. The Conunission said, however, that we 
should not follow forward with using the law as a symbol when we 
get to the user, and that the costs of applying the criminal sanction to 
the user are simply not worth it. So, remove the criminal sanction and 
do not make it an offense. 

That is one possibility, The other approach is to extend the symbolic 
value of the law just one step further, and make it a civil offence to 
possess marihuana for one's own use. Use that particular statement 
of disapproval and whatever deterrent value you get by making it a 
$100 fine to possess marihuana. 

In terms of the "deterrence at what cost" nntion, I i31limld emphasize 
that if we adl)pt the civil fine approach, we would try as best we can to 
remove all of the cost of crimiIlalization. "When this subcommittee gets 
down to the drafting the details of the civil fine approach, this kind of 
issue that the subcommittee might want to' look at, assuming that the 
civil fine alternative is the one adopted. 

I have some comments about questions of detail that perhaps the 
~ubcommittee would want to consider. I will be glad to submit them 
in writing. 

Senator BAYH. I wish you would proceed with your assessment for 
the record. 

lVIr. BONNIE. I will close by indicating my own preference with 
regard to those two alternatives. 

I favor the one recommended by the Commission. SiInilarly, I be
lieve that the proposal enunciated by Senator Hart earlier-his pro
posed amendment to S. 1-is an appropriate implementation of the 
committee's recommendations. And I will support that as well. 

On the other hand, I also recognize, as lVIr. Stroup has indicated that 
sometimes reform has to be an incremental process. It perhaps may not 
be politically feasible to secure majority support for total withdrawal 
of legal sanctions. Under certain circumstances, jt ,eems to me that a 
ci vil fine is an acceptable approach. 

Thank you. . 
[Testimony continued on pll,ge 155.] 
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It is my understanding that the ·subcommittee is stipulating for 

purposes of today's hearings that the appropriate national policy 

toward the use of marihuana is that recommended in March 1972 by 

The National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse--discouragement 

of use ~ criminalization of the user. The subcommittee is not 

inviting deoate or testimony on the merits or demerits of this 

approach but rather wishes to probe technical legal questions re-

garding its implementation.* 

In particular, the Subcommittee \Iishes to focus on S." 1450, 

which provides that consumption-related activity would be punishable 

by a "civil fine" of $100 rather than by a criminal penalty. 

I am pleased to have this opportunity to address the many 

interesting and difficult questions involved in drafting a civil 

fine statute; before doing so, however, I wish to express, "for the 

record, my own skepticism i1hout the "civil fine" device as a means of 

implementing the decriminalization approach •. 

The National Commission considered the civil fine alternative 

in 1972, concluding: 

Another means of symbolizing the discouragement 
policy which has been suggested i~ the imposition of 
a civil fine on those possessing marihuana outside 
the home for personal use. Under such an approach, 
a fine would be levied and processed outside the 
criminal justice system. Essentially, possession of 
marih~ana would be the equivalent of a traffic offense 
in those jurisdictions where such an offense is not 
criminal. 

* A summary of my vie~ls on the merits of decriminalization 
was presented to the Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Narcotics of the 
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the United States Senate on 
November 20, 1974. This statement appears on pages 134-174 of the 
S\wcommittee's Hearings, Marihuana Research and Legal Controls, 1974. 
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Such a scheme would accomplish little more 
than that achieved under a partial prohibition 
scheme. Warrants would presumably not be issued 
for searches of private residences, and possession 
offenses would be detected only by accident or if 
the offender uses the drug in public. The more 
direct way to confront such behavior is a penalty 
against public use. 

The Commission's position is a sound one. The civil fine 

is not an essential ingredient of the discouragement policy, its 

enforcement would consume administrative resources unjustified 

by its deterrent value and it would be a convenient tool for 

harassment of the unconventional. The Comrnission.concluded 

that all legitimate state interests can be served by appropriate 

prohibitions of public~. AccordJ.ngly, sjnce 1972 I ha';.~ 

been urging state legislatures to withdraw legal sanctions of 

any description f~om private consumption-related activity. 

It has become clear, however, that reform is an incremental 

process. The state legislatures are attracted to the presumed 

deterent value of the civil sanction, and its potency as a symbol 

of social disapproval. For this reason, I do not oppose civil 

fine proposals under state law. HO~lever, I would respectfully 

suggest to the Subcommittee that none of the 1easons offered 

in favor of the civil fine concept under state law are applicable 

under federal law. 

Su~ely no one really expects DEA agents to begin issuing 

citations to persons in possession of marihuana cigarettes and 

ordering them to appear before federal magistrates. The very image 

is almost comical, .and illustraj:.es the absurdity of continuing 

to make possession of marihuana a federal offense. Indeed sub-
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section 404 (A) (b) of S. 1450 indicates that the draftersanticipat-

ing that through a~~inistrative edict, possession of marihuana 

might become an offense in name only. If this is so, S. 1450 and this 

body's deliberatioils are aimed not at marihuana users but at state 

legislatures. And th,; task of this subcommittee is to draft model 

legislation for adoption by the states.* It is from this perspective 

that I view the subcommittee's inquiry this morning. 

·Pror~ulgating "model" state legislatiol). is a unique role for federal 
lawmakers, and Con9ress should not do so lightly. To assist the sub
cOII:IIlittee's effort:s to fix the appropriate role for federal law, I 
have attached a separate statement on this matter. 

I 
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Stateme'rlt of Richard J. Bonnie: Attachment 

FEDERAL LAW AND MARIHUANA POSSESSION 

The purpose of this statement is to establish the context 

of Congressional action by identifying the federal interests affected 

by marihuana use and by the current penalties against this behavior. 

National Policy Toward Marihuana Use 

For purposes of this statement four introductory assumptions 

will be made regarding national policy tQward marihuana use and imple

mentation of that policy at the national level. 

First, the overall objective of national policy is to minimize 

the CCl!'sumption of marihuaml for non-medical, non-scie~tific purposes, 

and to curtail the availability of the substance outside authorized 

scientific or medical channels" 

Second, federal law will continue to prohibit importation, 
1 

cultivation and distribution of the substar.<:e with narrowly defined 

exceptions for research and scientific purposes; if medical uses arG 

established, it is assumed tha~ regulatory provisions of the law will 

be strictly applied to limit the conditions of legitimate medical 
2 

availability. 

Third, the prohibitions against importation, cultivation and 

distribution outside the authorized channels will continue to be 

enforced by federal officials, with priority being place on substan

tial commercial activity. In short, it is assumed that enforcement 

1. "Distribution" is intended to encompass "possession with in-
tent to distribute" as well and should be so construed throughout the 
statement. 

2. The important point is that even if marihuana were to become legiti
mately available for medical purposes (in addition to research and 
scientific purposes), the issues concerning implementation of the 
discouragement policy toward non-medical use would be the same. 

--._-----
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efforts will remain allocated as they are now, with primary federal 

competence in the contexts of smuggling and wholesale distribution, 

while state and local personnel concentrate on retail distribution. 

Fourth, the formulation and application of legal sanctions for 

consumption-related activity will remain a matter primarily for state 

and local determination. While the national government has the con

stitutional power to reach the personal possession of marihuana 
3 

obtained outside the authorized channels, and exercised this power in 

the 1970 Controlled Substances Act, the actual responsibility for 

applying legal sanctions to consuroptiQn-relat~d behavior lies with 

~ police enforcing ~ laws and ~ ordinances. This;'s in 

keeping with the operational meaning of federalism -- that behavior 

with primarily local effects should be ragulated by local government. 

The public consequences of consumption-related behavior (possession, 

use, casual non-profit distribution, being under the in:fluence) in

evitably come to the attention of local police; for this reason it is 

not surprising that the federal government has consistently left 

enforcement of the "simple" possession laws to the states and locali

ties despite the fact that this same behavior violates federal law as 

well. 

The National Interest in state Law and Local Enforcement 

This is not to say, however, that the federal government is 

without interest in the manner in which state and local governments 

3. This has not always been so clear, of course. The Harrison Act and 
the Marihuana Tax Act were framed as regulatory measures, using 
complex presumptions in lieu of outright possession offenses, 
precisely because of the 'doubts about the constitutionality of 
direct regulation and prohibition of purely local conduct. See U.S. 
v. Doremus, 249 U.S. 86 (1919). 
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choose to respond to consumption-related behavior. Indeed, authorita-
4 

tive National Commissions have thrice recommended non-criminal approaches 

to possession and use of marihuana, thereby attesting to the depth and 

breadth of national concern. ~he locus of this national concern, as a 

Inatter of political and historical reality, has been the disastrous 

impact of this criminal prohibition on the criminal justice system and 

the perceived injusti~e of its application to individual violations. 

These concerns also have a constitutional dimension. ~he 

14th Amendment establishes national standards of fairness in the 

administration of criminal justice and also imposes substantive 

limi ts on the type of conduct ,~hich may be proscribed and on the 

severity of sanctions which may be imposed. If the courts or Con

gress determine that these standards are being offended by state and 

local law and practice, corrective national action is indicated. 

We begin with the clearest cases. of national limits on state 

efforts to implement a policy of discouraging marihuana use. In the 

effort to cUl:b the "spread" of marihuana use, the state surely may not 

make it a crime to associate with a person known to be a marihuana 

user, even though this is probably a most effective means for curbing 

the initiation proce~s. Such a law would undoubtedly violate the 

free association aspects of the due process clause. 5 

4. ~he National Commission on Reform of the Federal Criminal Code 
(1971); The National ,Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse (1972); 
The National Advisory Commission on .Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals (1973). 

5. The state and lower federal courts are now gt'appling with the broader 
argument that the private possession prohibition is itself unconsti
tutional, 9ffending the right of privacy and depriving the user of 
liberty without "good reason" (i.e., without "due process of law.") 
See Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); Stanley ,v. Georgia, 
394 U.S. 557 (1969); Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). 
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Similarly, the state probahly may not seek to maximize the 

deterrent value of the legal threat by prescribing a long mandatory 9rison 

term for simple possession. Such a penalty would be unconstitutionally 

eXgessiva under emerging doctrine. 6 Nor maY the stat~ search every 

person in a particular public place, or in a certain kind of vehicle, 

or wearing a particular type of clothes, on the ground of the enhanced 

likelihood of marihuana possession among such persons. Such enforce-

ment behavior would offend several constitutional principles. So too 

would the systematically selective application of 'the poss~ssion laws . . 
'to offenders of a particular racial or ethnic backgro~nd or a particu

lar social class; this would violate the equal protection clause. 

It.is clear, then, that the judicial branch of the federal 

government will enforce national standards of criminal justice, pro

cedural fairness and personal privacy, invalidating state and local 

marihuana enforcemen~ pOlicies which violate section 1 of the 14th 

Amendment. And it is also clear that the Congress, under § 5 of the 

14th Amendment has the authority to impose further limits on the 

range of state and loca~ enforcement choices in ~=?~r to protect these 

-important national values of fairness, priv.acy and justice. 

bach v. Morgan';' 384 TJ •. s. 641 (1966), 

Within this context, neither the executive nor the legisla

tive branches of the'nationa1 government can be oblivious to the wide 

diversity of enforcement policies in the 50 states and their political 

.6. Constitutional challenges are being,.levi~d not only against mandatory 
jail terms, People v. Sinclair, 194 N·.W.'2d 878 (Mich. 1972), but , 
aiRO against any jail term at all: Conceivably a disproportiona1ity 
argument ma¥ be !TIade against the criminal stigma itself" 
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subdivisions. Nor can they ignore the impact of 400,000 annual 

marihuana arrests on the administration of criminal justice or on 

the respect for law. Nor can the national policymakers ignore the 

subjectivity of the process by which these offenders are ahosen from 

among the millions of marihuana uS,ers for application of criminal 

sanctions, and by which some of these are convicted and some are 

not, and by which some of these are jailed and others not. Indeed, 

Congress might even conclude that the uneven application of local 

possession laws actually subverts rather than aids the national dis

couragement policy by increasing the visibilfty of marihuana use, 

inflating consumer demand and 'eroding respect for law. 

These national concerns justify and invite national efforts 

to influence the formulation of state and local law regarding con sump-

'tion-related activities. Congress might easily conclude that satis

factory pursuit of the discouragement policy, effective protection of 

fundamental standards of criminal justice and a sensitivity to the 

right of priyacy all requ~re a non-criminal sanctioning structure for 

consumption-related behavior, (including possession for one's own ,use 

as well a~ casual, non-profit distribution). Although Congress might 

determine that the national objectives ,do not require drastic measures 
7 

undercutting state responsibility, 'it ,might, wish to influence state 

and lopal decision-makers to adopt a civil sanction for these offenses. 

One mechanism for doing so would be by symbolic legislative action 

7,' The factor~described'in the text may be of SUfficient weight to 
support unpr.ecedented federal legislation under S 5 6f the 14th 
Amendment pre-empting the field or'establishing maximum penalties 
for state law. See generally Marihuana: A ,Signal of Misunderstanding, 
Appendi" Volume .!!., pages 1135-1144 (1972). 
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which would simultaneously serve the national interest and preserve 

local prerogatives. 

Alternative Congressional Actions 

The primary value of congressional action would be symbolic. 

Because the fede~al authorities do not enforce against consumers the 

extant misdemeanor provision, substitution of a non-criminal sanction 

would not actually reduce "the social costs of criminalization. 

Moreover, the issue of federal competence is highlighted by the 

recog~ition that any offense so petty as to demand only a civil 

sanction should not be in the federal criminal code anyway. The 

more direct federal action would be outright repeal of the possession 

offense, even if the national policy-makers preferred that the state 

and local governments substitute a civil sanction. 

Be that as it may, the federal government could symbolize 

its preference for the non-criminal sanction by amending the"Controlled 

Substances Act to substitute a civil fine for the present misdemeanor 

penalty. (See, e.g., S.1450) The historical experience with the 

penalty provisions of federal drug laws (in 1951, 1956 and 1970) 

suggests that the state legislatures are heavily influe~ced by con
S 

g~essional action. 

Another legislative context for modifying the federal mari

huana penalty is the current effort to enact a comprehensive federal 

criminal code. The national Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal. 

Laws (Brown Commission) recommended in its 1971 Report that'possession 

S. See generally, Bonnie and v(hitebread, Tho M.U"Ulu.,n., Conviction 
!un~versit)l Press <;>f Virginia 1974) pp. 204 et ';O'j. 

I 

',:"\ 
~".. ;: " 

I ~; 
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of marihuana be an "infraction" (S 1824) which was defined as a non-

criminal offense (5 109(e» for which imprisonment is not authorized 

(5 109 (s» • 

The federal code reform effort (S.l) is currently proceeding 

before the senate Judiciary committee's subcommittee on Criminal Laws 

and Procedures. In its current form S.l classifies possession of 

marihuana as a Class C Misdem~anor (See 5 1813) permitting up to 30 

days imprisonment (see 5 2301). Howevp.r, consideration of this bill 

provides rul0ther vehicle for marihuana law reform by reviving the 

Brown Commission's infracti?n recommendation. 

Two points should be noted in connection with these options 

regarding modifications of federal law. First of all, there are 

many other provisions of federal law under which prohibited conduct 

is punishable by non-criminal "civil" fines. In connection with its 

proposal (§ 1006) that "regulatory offenses" ordinarily be regarded as 

"infrC'.ctions," the Brown Commission surveyed the provisions of exist

ing federal law. Some e~amp1es of conduct punishable by civil fine 

are violation of regulations concerning railroad passengers and em-

ployees (46 U.S.C. § 155 and S 156) failure by railroad, pipeline 

carriers an9 motor carriers to keep and submit records (49 U.S.C. 

520(7) (a), 5 322(h» false advertising of seeds (7 U.S.C. § 1596) 

and failure to file motor carrier rates (49 U:S.C. S 322(h». 

The Brown Commission's working papers elaborate on the ratioI#~" 

for distinguishing betwe~n regulatory .. offense~. and n tradi tional n offense~ 

Criminal law has always differentiated between two 
kinds of punishable behavior. On the one hand, homicide, 
rape, robbery and the other common law crimes are univer
sally recognized outrages and threats to common security. 
Common morality forbids such behavior, and there is little 

. possibi.li.ty. of. innocent ~:t:<insgression.. Commission of 

61-801 0 - 77 - 14 
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offenses of this sort evidences a serious disregard for 
the rights of other individuals, and identifies the offender 
as dangerous because of his lack of inhibitions and 
distorted system of values. Traditionally, offenses of 
this first type have been designated "mala in se", that 1.1;, 
"evil in themselves", in contrast with the other cateqoxy 
of offenses, "malum prohibitum", that is,. '~bad becal;<:e 
forbidden" • 

The regulatory statutes, which are ~he concern of 
section 1006, belong in the "malum prohibitum" class. 
The behavior is not immediately recognizable as evil or 
dangerous, and does not necessarily identify the actor 
as immoral. In a complex modern society, there are 
hundreds of thousands of legal commands and prohibitions, 
violation of which may incur criminal liability. The motor 
v~hicle laws offer the best examples: drj7ing over the 
speed limit or without a license, failure to carry a regis
tration card or a safety inspection certificate, parking in 
a prol:ibited zone, passing a stopped school bus, and a host 
of others. The conduct of businesses is often ~~nutely 
controlled by statute and by rules and orders issued by 
administrative agencies. • • • 

There are other touchstones by which to distinguish 
regulatory offenses, in addition to the distinctions 
between malum in se and malum prohibitum. It is character
istic of regulatory controls that they are prophylactic in 
purpose. 

The prophylactic purpose means that the rules are 
designed to prevent harms from occurring, rather than to 
punish perpetrators of actual harms. If the forest rules 
forbid or restrict campfires, it is to cut down even. remote 
possibiliti~s of conflagration. The rule may prevent .ten 
perfectly safe fires in order to avert the possibility of 
one unsafe fire. It makeS no difference what precautions a 
particular .camper takes with his fire ••• '. So, also, 
rules against conflicts of interest by public servants 
inhibit many·innocent.relationships in order to forestall 

.. corruption by a few. The fact that prophylactic controls 
inevitably affect many more law-abiding' people than evil
doers dictates a policy of relatively low maximum penalties 
fpr.reg~latory offenses. 9 . 

These observations are equally applicable to prophylactic 

p.rohibitions ·of all marihuana possession. The recreational use in 

which the great majority of marihuana possessors engage is private, 

9'. Schwartz, "Regulatory ·Offenses,· .Working Papers of the National 
. ,.c;ommission on Reform of the Feder:,!l Criminal Code, pp. 403-417 (197'1). 
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inoffensive, morally neutral and without direct social consequence. 

But possession offenses prosqribe all consumption-related behavior in 

the interest of preventing the injurious behavior which might occur 

while a person is "under the influence" of the substance, and of 

preventing the potential social harms associated with widespread 

heavy use. It is clear, then, why the Brown Commission also rp.commended 

that marihuana possession be classified as an "infraction" together 

with non-"willful" regulatory violations. 
10 

The current version 6f S.l includes the infraction concept 

which is not a "crime" (§ 111) but is punishable by up to 5 days 

in jail. Under 55 1861-62, disorderly conduct and failing to obey a 

public safety order are classified as infractions. A minor change 

to § 1813 would convert possession of marihuana to an infraction as 

well. 

one type of congressional action which would symbolize the 

decriminalization policy and yet serve a meaningful statutory purpose 

would be to inclUde the civil fine provision in the federal'criminal 

code, but limit its applicability to violations committed on federal 

enclaves. This device would adapt the law to the realistic reaches of 

federal competence; while removing the- superfluous federal possession 

offense, it would also indicate congressional preference for the, 

civil sanctioning concept by applying it to violations prosecuted by 

federal officials. (Compare the many provisicins of,the proposed 

federal criminal codes--Brown Commission draft and S.l ~lh:i.ch pertain 

to offenses of a purely local nature and are therefore applicable only 

to violations committed on'federal enclaves.) 

10. S.l does not include the regulatory offense notion in the form 
recommended by the, Brown Commission~, However,. the policy is easily 
achieved, through appropr,iate ameridment of other law to cla!jsify these 
offenses as infractions. . . 
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DECRIMINALIZATION OF POSSESSION OF MARIHUANA FOR PERSONAL USE: SOME 

CONCEPTUAL AND DRAFTING ISSUES 

By Richard J. Bonnie 

Associate Professor of Law 

University of Virginia School of Law 

This memorandum is in four parts. Part I presenmseven alter

native approaches for implementing the same basic policy choice •. -

withdrawing the criminal sanction from possession of marihuana for 

personal use. The focus is on defining the scope of ~o~duct prohibi

ted and thet¥pe of sanctions applicable. Part II presents some 

specific comments on this aspect of S. 1450. Part III presents various 

ancillary issues raised by the "civil fine" concept. And Part IV 

presents three alternative drafts of decriminalization legislation, 

two of which incorporate "civil· fine" approaches and one of which 

incorporates the central recommendation of The National Commission on 

Marihuana and Drug Abuse. 
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I 

Prohibitions and Sanctions Relating to Possesso.ry Conduct 

A. General Concepts 

1. Under any of these approaches "possession-with-intent-to-

distribute" is a seri01.'.f; crime -- a felony intent-to-distribute 

applies only to connnercial intent; donative transfers and accommoda

tion, not-for-profit sales are not included. (SeeS 40(b) (4) of the 

Controlled Substances Act.) 

2. The residual notion under the Controlled Substances Act 

in S 404(a) is "simple, possession," which includes, as a conceptual 

matter, all other possessory activity; thus it includes, but, as a 

,mattLr of social reality may not be limited to, possession for per

sonal use. In the decriminalization legislation, the criminal sanc-

tion can be withdrawn from all residual possessory behavior. In 

every case, the legal issue WQul,:! be whether the prosecution can 

prove intent-to-distribute; as ·"f.i:· .. ways, appropriate inferences rega:cd

ing the presence of such an intent may be drawn from possession of 

large amounts. 

Another approach ~s to withdraw the criminal sanction from 

only part of the residual "simple" POSSf'ssory activity. In theory, 

this can be done in either of two ways. First, the sanction can be 
I 

withdrawnmly from possessory conduct if the ~efendant can prove that 

the drug was held for personal ~ (or use by immediate others) • 

This would shift the burden of proof to the defendant in all cases 

(in the nature' of an affirmative defense). In so doing, however, it 

would constitute a substantial deviation from the basic principles 

of criminal law because the notion is inherently unprovable. 
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Ordinarily affirmative defenses involve evidence peculiarly 

within the control of the defendant, such as a prescription; 

imposing on the defendant the b~den of proving intent-to-consume 

would undermine the reform altogether. 

The st;!cond appr.oach to subdividing "simple possession" is to 

draw a statutory amount line. Possession of less than a specified 

amount is conclusively presumed, as it were, to be for personal use; 

whereas possession of more than the specified amount "Co!tstitut.es 

prohibited "simple" possession, even though the pr( 5ecutior, m<!¥ not 

be ~le to prpve that it was held with intent to se::!,. and even 
, 

though the defendant may be able to prove that his intent was to 

consume. A less rigid approach would permit an affirmative defense 

of intent-to-consume in all possession cases even if they involve 

more than the specified amount. 

3. Whenever the basic grading distinction is "amount" possessed, 

the legislation must speci.fy the statutory amount. In terms of the 

basic conceptual issues, the amount chosen is of secondary interest, 

and I have not addressed this choice in this statement· (referring 

instead to "the specified amount"). However, as a substantive matter, 

the choice is obviously a crucial one; there is clearly a big differ-

ence between one ounce and eight ounces. 

For present purposes, let me note only that I have perceived 

two fundamentally different motivations in legislative efforts to 

define the statu·tory amount: one approach seeks to approximate the 

amount Which would ordinarily be held for distribution (the higher 

amounts); whereas the more niggardly approach seeks to approximate 

the smallest amount which a reasonable marihuana user would regard 
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as an acceptable effort to remove the criminal stigma from his con

sumption related conduct. The choice between these two approaches 

is clearly rooted in political and philosophical considerat~ons. 

I per~onally believe the former is the more meaningful approach to the 

issues at stake in the reform effort. 

4. Under any approach, public ~ of marihuana is a misdemeanor; 

o,.e might debate whether or not this offense should be punishable by 

a jail term or only by a fine. 

5. To the extent that a statutory distinction is drawn between 

possession-in-private and possession-in-public, these terms must be 

defined. A private dwelling is undoubtedly "private, n and a public 

place (street, public building) is undoubtedly "public." The central 

issu~ ~e=e is whether a vehicle, which bears similarities to both, 

ought to be defined as "pUblic" or "private." Arguments can be made 

for both results, and distinctions can be drawn according to whether 

the vehicle is in transit or at rest, etc. I will not attempt to 

resolve this issue here and will assume, instead, that "in private" 

is limited to private dwellings. 

6. Under all approaches "casual" distribution (donative trans

fers or not-for-profit accommodations) of less than a specified amount 

would be regarded as the functional equivalent of non-criminal pos

sessory activity. 

B. Alternative Approaches 

Approach U. 

(a) Non-criminal Conduct: 

~ sanction for simple possession, whether public or private. 
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(b) Criminal Conduct: 

(1) possession-with~intent-to-distribute 

(2) use in public 

(c) Comment. 

The net effect is to place the burden of proof on the prosecu

tion in any "possession" case to prove intent to distribute, relying 

on any infere~ces that may appropriatelY be drawn from the amount 

possessed. This is the purest reform in a conceptual sense; commer

cial intent would become the operative element in the criminal offense, 

a notion in keeping with the basic purposes and reach o~ the criminal 

law. 

Approach #2. 

(a) Non-criminal Conduct: 

. ~ sanction for possession of less than a specified amount 

(1 ounce, 2 ounces, 4 ounces, S' ounces, 100 grams, 30 grams, etc.), 

whether in public or private. 

(b) Criminal Conduct: 

(1) possession-with-intent to distribute 

(2) public use 

(3) possession of more than the specified amount 

(c) Comment. 

Possession of more than the specified amount should be a. felony 

if a larger amount is chosen to approximate a presumption regarding 

intent to distribute.. If a smaller amount is chosen, the offense 

should be a misdemeanor, and the defendant should be permitted to 

prove, as an affirmative defense, that his was an intent-to-consume. 

The net effect under this approach is to remov~ the subjectivity 
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and inequality of enforcement which might inhere in an "intent" 

formulation and adopt in its stead a conclusive statutory line based 

purely on amount. 

Approach #3. 

(a) Non-criminal Conduct: 

(1) No sanctiort for simple possession in private. 

(2) No sanction for possession of less than a specified amount 

in public. 

(b) Criminal Conduct: 

(1) possession of more than the specified amount in public 

(2) posoession-with-intent to distribute 

(3) public 'use 

(c) COl)llllent. 

This approach recognizes a need for a ~ ~ rule in public 

(where most marihuana arrests actually are made) but retains the 

commercial intent-personal use line for private possession (as in 

Stanley v. Georgia for pornographic materials). 

Approach #4. 

(a) Non-cL1minal Conduct: 

(1) 'Civil 'sanction for possession of less than a specified 

amount in public 

(2) !:!2 sanction for "simple possession" in private 

(b) Criminal Conduct: 

(1) Possession of more than a speoified amount in public 

(2) Possession with intent to distribute 

(3) Public use 
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(c) Conunent. 

Thi.s approach would make all public marihuana-related activity 

a violation of law, but would decriminalize the sanction applicable 

to possession of less than the specified amount) however, no sanction 

would be applicable in private in recognition of the fundamental 

distinction between public and private conduct, the improbability of 

enforcement of a civil sanction in private, and the many difficulties 

arising under search and seizure law if enforcement were actuallY 

attempted. hssuroi.ng that the "civil fine" concept is attractive as 

a deterrent or for purely symbolic reasons, I ~ould strongly urge 

that private possession be exempted on both constitutional and 

practical grounds. 

Approach it5. 

(a) Non-criminal CondUct: 

(1) ~ sanction for possession of less than a specified 

amount in public 

(2) ~ sanction for possession of less than a specified amount 

in private 

(b) Criminal Conduct: 

private 

(1) possession of more than the specified amount in public or 

(2) possession-with-intent-to-distribute 

(3) public use 

(c) Conunent,. 

The orily difference between this· approach and H is the use 

of an amount device for drawin~ the line between non-crimina1 private 

possessory activity and residual criminal simple possession. The 
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statutory amounts could well differ for public (1 ounce) and pri

vate (4 ounces) possessory activity. 

Approach H. 

(a) Non-criminal Conduct: 

(1) Civil sanction for possession of less than a specified 

amount in public 

(2) Civil sanction for simple possession in private 

(b) Criminal Conduct: 

(1) Possession of more than specified amount in public 

(2) Possession-with-intent-to-sell 

(3) Public use 

(c) Comment. 

All marihuana-related behavior remains prohibited. The line 

between conduct subject co civil and criminal behavior is an amount 

line if the behavior is in public; but the operative line in private 

is an intent lina. Again the sanctity of the home is the key to 

this approach; an important device for buttressing this choice W011ld 

be to provide that a magistrate should not issue a warrant for 

searching a private r~sidence for marihuana possessed in violation 

of t:le "simple possession" provision. Only probable cause to believe 

that a criminal offense was being ~ommitted would be sufficient 

grounds for issuance of the warrant. 

Approach #7. 

(a) Non-criminal Conduct: 

Civil sanction for possession of less than a specified amount, 

whether public or private (amounts could differ). 

(b) Criminal Conduct. 
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(1) Possession of more than the specified amount in public 

or private 

(2) Possession-with-intent-to-distribute 

(3) Public use 

Cc) Comment. 

This is the approach taken in S. 1450. See Comment to Approach 

§6 regarding the grounds for issuance of a search warrant. 

C. Choosing Among the Alternative Approaches 

I personally prefer Approaches iI, #2 and #3. As I 

indicated in my testimony before the Subcommittee on May 14, 

I believe that the symbolic and deterrent value of a civil 

sanction is outweighed by the costs of enforcement and the 

probable use of the violation as a device for harassment. 

Assuming that a civil sanction is regarded as desirable, 

I would limit it to public activity as provided in Approaches 

14 and is. 
Assuming that symbolism prevails and the decision is made 

to prohibit all possessory activity, I would strongly urge 

Approach #6 in lieu of #7. 
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II. 

Comments on the Scoee of Criminal Conduct 
and Sanct~ons Appl~cable Under S. 1450 

The sponsors of S. 1450 have adopted an approach like 

either #6 or #7 (all possessory behavior remains prohibited). 

As between the two, I would strongly urge #6. Because S. 1450 

adopts #7, I will assume that this is the final choice and will 

comment briefly on the details of the presently drafted provi-

sions: 

1. I see no reason to distinguish between public and 

private behavior in subsections (a) (1) and (2). The net result 

is th.e same. 

2. The language "if such marihuana is not possessed with 

intent to distribute ••• " is unnecessary unless the drafters 

intend to place the burden of proof of lack of such an intention 

on the defendant. If this is the drafter's intent, it would 

undercut the purpose of the reform. I assume that this is not 

the intent, and would therefore delete this language. 

3. The language "if the possession.. • . is incident to 

private use ••• " suggests that the burden of proof is on the 

defendant to demonstrate not only that he intends to use the 

marihuana himself and perhaps share it with friends, but also 

that he intends to do so in his own private dwelling. This is 

incapable of being proved. If a one ounce line is being drawn, 

it should be left at that. 

4. Subsection (a) (1) apparently leaves it open to the 

prosecl·tion to prove (assuming the burden of proof is on the 
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state) in any case that less-than-one ounce is held for sale. 

I think that once the drafters have chosen the amount line 

(and such a low one at that), possession of less than specified 

amount ought to be regarded as conclusive on the intent issue. 

5. I applaud the purpose of subsection (a) (3). Not-for

profit accommodation transfers should be regarded as the func

tional equivalent of possession for personal use, and should 

therefore be decriminalized. However, contrary to line 16, 

marihuana cannot be "lawfully possessed" under S. 1450. I 

think there is an easier way to draft this provision,.as I have 

indicated in the attached draft bill. 
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iII 

Ancillary Issues Relating to the Legal Consequenc·es of a civil Fine 

If the decriminalization concept is implemented by substitut

ing a civil fine for the present criminal sanct~on, a number of 

complicated issues are raised under the law of arrest, search and 

seizure. Most of these issues can be clarified and resolved by 

explicit statutory drafting. 

1. Arrest and Custody 

This is one of the most crucial aspects of this reform. Much 

of the legal benefit of the "civil fine" concept derives from the 

removal of this class of law-violators from the criminal process. 

S. 1450 declares that the offender "shall not be subject to arrest"; 

but much more is needed. 

The objectives of this reform, as I understand them, are: 

(a) to limit the circumstances under Which the violator can 

be taken ir.to physical custody; 

(b) to limit the legal consequence flowing from the "apprehen

sion" for the violation; and 

(c) to minimize the possible friction in citizen-police 

encounters inVOlving marihuana violations. 

"Arrest" is a term of art. The general ~nderstanding is that 

a person lawfully arrested may be taken into cU9tody, searched inci

dent to the "arrest," subjected to identification and investigative 

procedures, "charged" with a criminal offense, and detained and 

taken before the appropriate judicial officer. The concept of 

"arrest" includes some or all of these aspect'; depending on what 

source is consulted. The key point for present purposes is that 
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apprehension for a civil violation ·of the marihuana .laws should 

not result in any of these consequences. 

The statute should specifically provide that a person "appre

hended" or cited for a violation is ~ subject to being taken into 

custody under ~ circumstances* ru.d that the police, upon detection, 

should issue a citation or a notice of violation, including a summons 

to appear in court. The commentary should make clear that the cita-

tion procedure is not merely a substitute for arrest (as are the 

usual misdemeanor citation provisions) but rather that the citation 

is the only authorized procedure upon detection of a violation. 

Under United States v. Robinson, 414 U.S. 218 (1973), a person 

mayre fully searched incident to a "full-custody arrest." One of the 

most important reasons for careful drafting on this point is to assure 

that the mere fact that a policeman has discovered one ounce or less 

of marihuana does ~ authorize a full search of the person as if he 

had been "arrested for a criminal offense." No violation of the per-

son's privacy rights should be permitted that does not come within 

the rule set out in Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968), which permits 

a frisk for weapons in a non-arrest context. 

2. Posting Collateral 

The statute should expressly provide that collateral may be 

*Alternatively, the statute could permit temporary custody for pur
poses of establishing identification (e.g., by fingerprinting) only, 
and not for purposes of "arrest." This is probably permissible under 
dictum in Davis v. Mississippi, 394 U.S. 721 (1969). The statute must 
be explicit that th~s ~s-nnotfor purposes of arrest," therefore limit
ing the authority of the police to detain and to search incident to 
the "apprehension." 

61-601 0 - 77 - 15 
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posted in lieu of appearance (as for traffic violations in most 

states).* In connection with the effort to minimize the expenditure 

of criminal justice resources, I would applaud § A(b) of S. 1450 

which authorizes discretionary enforcement through warnings or 

notices rather than citations/summonses/appearances. 

3. Status of Juveniles 

There are good arguments on both sides of the issue whether 

civil marihuana violations by juveniles over a certain age, e.g., 

14 or 16, should be processed in the "adult" court or whether they 

should come within the jurisdic~ion of the juvenile court. 

(A similar issue is currently being debated regarding traffic viola-

tions.l 

On bala~ce, I believe the juvenile court should retain juris

diction over these offenses essentially for two reasons. First 

indiscrete marihuana-using behavior may, in some cases, be symptomatic 

of difficulties in social or psychological adjustment; in these cases 

the juvenile system serves as a detection device and exerts leverage 

for providing the necessary social and therapeutic services. Second, 

to the extent t,hat th~ social aim is to discourage marihuana use, the 

price of involvement in the juvenile system is not too high in light 

of the "specific deterrent" value of a stern judicial lecture and per

haps an education program. 

*If juvenile court retains jurisdiction over marihuana violations, 
then this provision need cover only adults since juvenile law does 
not permit juveniles to post collateral. 

'" 
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However, to prevent unfairness to juvenile "violators," a 

determination of delinquency or that the youngster is a "person in 

need of supervision" which is based only on violation of the mari

huana possession provision should be punishable only ~ fine not by 

a deprivation of liberty either by total confinement or through 

probationary supervision. 

4. Police Records 

The statute should specifically provide that the records 

maintained by the police regarding violations of this section, 

including detentions or citations thereunder, are not records of 

arrest, shall be separately compiled and maintained apart from 

records of arrest (compare juvenile records and traffic records) , 

shall not be disseminated in an identifiable way to any person or 

agency for any purpose other than research and shall be destroyed or 

sealed after a certain time (e.g., one year). 

5. Contraband 

The intent of the drafters of S. 1450 is not clear. Because 

any possessory activity remains an offense, I would ordinarily assume 

that the marihuana possessed is contraband and remains subject to 

seizure under § 511 of the Controlled Substances Act. However sub

section A(a) (3) at line 16 refers to marihuana "lawfully possessed" 

under subsection 404A(a). This leaves me a bit perplexed. 

If possession is always a violation, then the marihuana is 

always contraband. Even if the possession were ~ an offense (as 

recowmended by the National Commission), the marihuana would still be 

contraband because it was illegally cultivated and distributed. A 

person cannot, in theory, have a lawful property interest in an 

illicit article. ConceptUally, the contraband concept hinges up wh,~ 
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the substance is, not where it is or whether or not possession is 

a crime. 

If the statute said nothing at all (and private possession 

were not an offense), the marihuana would still be contraband and 

subject to seizure wherever found. Indeed, a warrant could probably 

be obtained to authorize a search of a private dwelling if the police 

demonstrated probable cause to believe the illegal substance was 

possessec. Compare Camara v. Municipal Court, 387 U.S. 523 (1967) 

and Lee v. City of Seattle, 387 U.S. 541 (1967). 

Thus, if, as a matter of policy, the legislature wanted to 

limit the a'lth():dty of the polic~ t., search private r<'!sidences I th(~ 

appropriate method ,qould be to declare that a warrant to search a 

private residence could not be issued solely on the basis of allega

tions that marihuana was possessed unless there was probable cause to 

believe that possessory activity was occurring whiCh itself would be 

a criminal offense. 
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IV. 

Alternative Drafts of Decriminalization Legislation 
Amending the controlled Substances Act 

Introduction and General Comments 

This Part is composed of three alternative drafts of de-

criminalization legislation. "Alternative Draft ill" incorporates 

Approach #7, one version of the policy choice reflected in S. 

1450. Alternative Draft ~2 incorporates Approach #6, a prefer

able version of this same policy choice. Alternative Draft i3 

incorporates Approach #2, which reflects the policy recommended 

by the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse and pro

posed by Senator Hart at the Hearings on May 14. 

Under Alternative Draft #1 "simple" possession of one ounce 

or less, whether in public or private, would be a civil viola

tion. Residual "simple" possession of more than one ounce would 

be a crirr.e, punishable by a fine only, not by incarceration. 

Under Alternative Draft #2 (Approach #6), simple poss6ssion 

in private and possession of one ounce or less in public would 

be a civil violation. Residual simple possession of more than 

one ounce in public would be a crime punishable only by a fin6" 

~ by incarceration. 

Finally, under Alternative Draft i/3, possession of one 

ounce or less would not be an offense, and residual· simple pos-

session would be a crime punishable only by a fine, not by incar-

ceration. 

As a matter of drafting, it is substantially easier to 

amend the penalty language of the simple possession J;l;t:oecription 
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of section 404(a) than to add an entirely new section as is 

done in S. 1450. All of the language which purports to establish 

that this new provision doesn't supercede the intent-to-seJl pro

vision (section 40l(a) would not be necessary under roy proposed 

approach. 
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Alternative Draft #1 

Proposed Amendment to The 
Controlled Substances Act 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that the 

Controlled Substances Act be amended as follows: 

SEC. 1. Section 40l(b) (4) of the Controlled Substances 

Act is amended by dedeting the words "a small amount of marihuana 

for no remuneration shall be treated as provided in subsections 

(a) and (b) of Section," and substituting in lieu thereof: 

"not more than one ounce of marihuana for no 
remuneration or insignificant remuneration not involving 
a profit shall be treated as provided in subsection 
(a) (2) of Section 404." . 

SEC. 2. Section 404(a) of the Controlled Substances 

Act is amended by deleting the second sentence and substituting 

in lieu thereof: 

"Any person who violates this subsection shall be 

penalized as follOWS: 

(1) If the person possessed more than one ounce of 
marihuana, he is guilty of a criminal offense and shall 
be sentenced to a fine of not more than [$500]. 

(2) If the person possessed one ounce or less of 
marihuana, he is guilty of a civil violation and shall 
be subject to a civil penalty of not more than $100. 
Whenever [an officer of the united States] 'has deter
mined that a person has committed a civil viQlation 
under this paragraph, he may 5.ssue a citation or a notice 
of violation summoning the person t.o appear before a 
magistrate, on a date certain, for proceedings in accordance 
with the [Rules of Procedure for the Trial of Minor 
Offenses befn,e united States Magistrates]. A person 
to whom a ch:ation or notice of violation is issued 
under this paragraph may not be taken into custody and 
may post collateral in lieu of appearance before the 
magistrate. Issuance of a citation or notice of violation 
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under this paragraph is not an arrest and imposition 
of a civil penalty under this paragraph is not a 
conviction for a criminal offense and shall not give 
rise to any disability or legal disadvantage hased on 
conviction for a criminal offense. Records maintained 
by [officers of the United States] regarding citations 
or notices of violations issued and perralties assessed 
under this paragraph are not records of arrest or con
viction, and such records shaJ:l be' maintained in a 
separate place from records of arrest and conviction, 
shall not be disseminated or disclosed to any person or 
agency except for purposes of research and shall be 
sealed after one year. 

(3) If the person possessed a controlled substance 
other than marihuana, he is guilty of a criminal offense 
and shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not 
more than one year, a fine of not more than ~5,OOO, or 
both, except that if he commits such offense after a prior 
conviction or convictions under this subsection have become 
final, he shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of 
not more than 2 years, a fine of not more than ~lO,OOO 
or both." ' 
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Alternative Draft #2 

Proposed Amendment to The 
Controlled Substances Act 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that the 

Controlled Substances Act be amended as follows: 

SEC., 1. Section 40l(b) (4) of the Controlled Substances 

Act is amended by deleting the words "a small amount of marihuana 

for no remuneration shall be treated as provided in subsections 

(a) and (b) of Section," and s~stituting in lieu thereof: 

"not more than one ounce of marihuana for no 
remuneration or insignificant remuneration not involving 
a profit shall be treated as provided in subsection 
(a) (1) of Section 404." 

SEC. 2. Section 404(a) of the Controlled Substances 

Act is amended by deleting the second sentence and substituting 

in lieu thereof: 

"Any person who violates this subsection shall be 

penalized as follows: 

(1) If the person possessed marihuana, he is guilty 
of a civil violation and shall be subject to a civil 
penalty of not more than $100, provided that if he 
possessed more than' one ounce of marihuana in a public 
place he is guilty of a criminal offense and shall be 
sentenced to a fine of not more than [$500]. Whenever 
[an officer of the United States] has determined that a 
person has committed a civil violation under this 
paragraph he may issue a citation or a notice of violation 
summoning the person to appear before a magistrate on a 
date certain for proceedings in accordance with the 
[Rules of Procedure for the Trial of Minor Offenses before 
United States Magistrates]. A person to whom a citation 
or notice of violation i~ issued under this paragraph 
may not be taken into custody and may post collateral 
in lieu of appearance before the magistrate. Issuance of a 
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citation or notice of violation under ·this paragraph 
is not an arrest and imposition of a civil penalty 
under this paragraph is not a conviction for a criminal 
of.fense and shall not give rise to any disability or 
legal disadvantage based on conviction for a criminal 
offense. Records maintained by [officers of the,united 
States] regarding citations or notices of violations 
issued and penalties assessed under this paragraph are 
not records of arrest or conviction, and such records 
shall be maintained in a separate place from records of 
arrest and conviction, shall not be disseminated or dis
closed to any person or agency except for purposes of research 
and shall be sealed after one year. 

(2) If the person possessed a controlled substance 
other than marihuana, he is guilty of a criminal offense 
and shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not 
more than one year, a fine of not more than $5,000, or 
both, except that if he commits such offense after a prior 
conviction or convictions under this subsection have become 
final, he shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of 
not more than 2 years, a fine of not more than $10,000 
or both." 
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Alternative Draft # 3 

Proposed Amendment to The 
Controlled Substances Act 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that the 

Controlled Substances Act be amended as follows: 

SEC. 1. section 401 of the Controlled Substances Act is 

amended by deleting subsection (b) (4) and substituting in lieu 

thereof the following: 

"(b) (4) Notwithstanding paragraph (1) (B) of 
this subsection, it is not a violation of this 
section to distribute or possess with intent to 
distribute not more than one ounce of marihuana 
for no remuneration or insignificant remuneration 
not involving a profit." 

SEC. 2. Section 404 of the Controlled Substances Act is 

amended by modifying the first sentence of subsection (a) as 

follows: 

"It shall be unlawfu.l for any person knowingly 
or intentionally to possess a controlled substance 
other than marihuana unless such substance was ob
tained directly, or pursuant to a valid prescription 
or order, from a practitioner, while acting in the 
course of his professional practice or except as 
otherwise authorized by this title or title III. 

SEC. 3 The Controlled Substances Aot is amended by inserting 

immediately after Section 404 thereof the following new section: 

"Sec. 404A. It shall be unlawful for a person 
knowingly or intentionally to possess more than one 
ounce of marihuana unless the marihuana was obtained 
directly, or pursuant to a valid presumption or order, 
from a practitioner, in the cOllese of his professional 
practice or except as otherwise authorized by this title 
or title III. A person who violates this section is 
guilty of a criminal offense and shall be sentenced to 
a fine or [$500]. 
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(Excerpt from page lO) 

TITLE VIII-COMMITTEE ON MARIHUANA 

This title authorizes the Attorney General and bhe Secretary of 
Health, Education, and Welfare to appoint a committee of experts to 
carry out a study covering all aspects of marihuana use. 

The ,study shall include, but need not be limited to, the following 
matters:· 

1. Identification of existing gaps in our knowledge of marihuana. 
2. An intensive examination of the important medical and social 

aspects of marihuana use. 
3. Surveys of the extent and nature of marihuana use. 
4. Studies of the pharmacology and effects of marihuana. 
5. Studies of the relation of marihuana use to crime and juvenile 

delinquency. 
6. Studies of the relation between marihuana and the use of other 

drugs. ' . 
The study is to be completed within 2 years at which time the com

mittee will submit a report of its findings and recommendations to the 
President and the Congress. 

TITLE IX-MISCELLANEOUS 

This title repeals essentially all of· the existing narcotic and danger
ous drug laws and sets forth changes in the United States Code 
required to conform its terminology t.o that contained in this legis
lation. 

The title also provides that it does not affect proceedings pending 
under previous laws. It also establishes severability of the provisions 
of the act, provides appropriations, and sets forth the effective date 
of t.he act. 
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(Excerpt from page 34) 

TITLE VIII-OO~IMIT'rEE ON 1,fAUIHUANA 
Section 801 

This section provides for the appointment of a committee of ex
perts by the Attorney General Itnd the Secretary of Health, Educa
tion, and Welfare to advise them with respect to all aspects of mari
Imana use. 

Subsedion (a) of this section authorizes and directs the committe~ 
to review all existing illformation on marihuana arid to execute a 
study covering all aspects of marihuana use. . 

Section gOl (a) (1) sets forth the scope of the study to include but 
not limit it tC' (a) an identification of existing gaps in our knowledge 
Qf marihuanai:b) an in ten-live examination of the important medical 
and social aspects of marihuana use; (c) surveys of the extent and 
nature of marihuana use; (d) studies of the pha,rmacology and effects 
of marihuana; (e) studies of the relation of mp,rihuana use to crime 
and juvenile delinquency; and (j) studies of the relation between 
marihuana [tud the use of other drugs. 

Subsection (b) of this section provides for the completion of the 
study within 24 months of the effective date of the act and for the 
submission of a report to the Congress and to the President with 
recommendations as to the cO.ltro1 of marihuann.. 

Snbseet.iol1 (c) of this section provides for the composition of the 
committee selected by the Attorney Generf\l and the Seeretary of 
Hel1lth, Edueation, ancl Welfare and sets a minimum of five members 
therefor. 

Subsection (d) of this section provides for the compensation of 
·committee members, for the furnishing of clerical and other assistance 
to the committee by the Attorney General and the Secreta,l'Y and for 
the procedures to be followed by the committ.ee. . 

Subsection (e) provides for the retention of consultants on a tem
por~1'y 01' int.ermittent basis, and for their compensation while so 
1'e tn,lll ed. 

• i 
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October 27,1970 - 45 - Pub. Law 91-513 

1'.IU'I' F--;-.\UrJIiOBl" CmDIl~IiIOX 

Et''['.llH.IIiIDII'~'j' (W l'()JDII~S[()X OX MAHllll'.I.,.1 .11\1> llHl"(] .IIIl'SI'; 

SEC. (i01. (a) Thl'l'e is e~tablishe<l a ('\J111111b~ioll to bl' knowJl :tR the 
('ol1lllli~Hion on :'Ial'ihllana lind Drng .\11I18l' (h~rpaft('1' in this f;l'<'tioJl 

f4 STAT. 1280 

rl'ft'I'I'ed to as thl' "('OllllltiHSio1["). TIll' COllllllissioll shall be ('olllpos('cl !-1qnbersr';p. 
of-

(1) hro :'I{,.Jllh{'l's of the fil'lJatt' npl'oint('d hy the Pn',;ident. of 
thl' i:'lell!ltl'; 

(:Z) two :'Il'llll]('l's of the HOI1~e of Hepl'l'sl'ntati I'es appointed by 
tltl' Speuker of tllt' I louse of Hepl'esentati I'PH; and • 

(a) niJll' llll'lllb{'l's appointed bv the Presidl'llt of tIll' 1-nilp<1 
Statl':-l. " 

.H 110 tillle shalllllOl'P than olle of tlw lIl(,lllberH appointp(] lInd!'I' pm'p,
graph (1), OJ' 1ll01'l' th~lIt Olll' of the lllt'lllbl'I'S Hp]>ointl'd lIn(h'l' pam
gl'aph (:.l), Ol' 1Il0l'e fhan /1rp of the 1Il1'lllhers appointed 1II1(lpl' 
paragraph (:3) Ill' members of the sallll' politi{'al party. 

(b) (1) '1'1](' PI'l'sidt'nt sllllll designah' 0lH' of the mpmIJe!'s of thl' 
COlllmission as Chairman, Illld one lIS Vi('p Chai!'lllnn, ~e\"l'n lllPmbers Quorum. 
of the Comlllission shalll'Ollstitute II (1IlOl'IlIll, b1lt a ]n.sser llUnJ!Jpl' lllay 
('0Iul11('t hearin/!s. " 

(2) :'I('IllhL'l's of lhl' ('omlliission who arC' l\fl'mhHR of CongTP55 01' Travel ex
full-time oili('l'l's o!' I'lllplo,l'l'l's of' thl' l'llitetl ~Hatl's shull SPl'1'(' witho1lt penses, etc. 
atldit-iona ll'ollllwilsation hnt shall be l'C'imhuJ'sPcl fO!' tl'a \'pl, snhsiHll'n,'l', 
nnd other IJP('pssal'\, pX]ll'nsrs im'lllT('(l in the Pl'l'fOl'Jl\a l:t'l', oj' t1l(' {lutks 
Yl'stl'tl in tIte COliunission, )'fl'lllhl'I's of till' Comlllission frolll pd- Compensation. 
rate liEn shalll'l'('eire $I(](] I)('!' tlil'lll while eng'u/!ptl in the ndual PPI'-
fOJ'nlHll('(' of' the dutil'S rl'st('d in thl' COlllmission, plus l'l'itnhlll'Sl'lllPllt 
fo]' tl'lll'l'l, subsistl'lll'p, IUlll nth{'I' np('l'HSal'.I' pxpl'nsps im'lll'l'l'cl in tIl(' 
[ll'dOI'lllIlIH'P oi' su('h dutil'S. 

(:l) TIll' COlllluission shall 1111'1'1 ut thl' (,II]] of I hI', Cllllil'man OJ' atMe.tings. 
till' ('all of n llllljOl'it,l' of tIlt' 11)('lll1)(,I'H tlH'I'l'of', 

(C') (I) TIll' Comillissioll shall hnrl' the pO\l'l'!' to appoinl nnd fix PerSOhnel. 
1 he ('Olll]ll'llsal iOIl {if f;1\('h ]lI'I'soll1ll'1 as it d('('IlIH atlyisnbh', \\'ith~Jllf 
!'c'/!Ill'il to tlll' 111'O\'isiolls oj' ('itle ii, 1'l1it~(l Stal-es ('ode, g'OY~I'JlJl1)! 
ap]loint111l'\l1s in tllt' ('()lll)JPfit'il'l' Hl'J'yi('!', and tlH' ]I!'orisiolJs of ('IJIlplpl' 
;il alld !Hllwhnptl'I' lIT or ('lin]>I'!'!' ,,;\ oj' silcli titl(', I'plutillg ('0 dHFsili-
l'atioll alld (;(,l1el'n1 ::;{'lll'tl111C' pay l'utp~:, 80_Stat. 443, 

(2) The ('ollnllissioll lila\, PI'O{'Ul'l', in H('('ol'llanl'e with the pl'od- 46/" • 
, j' ' "I () j' '1'· 1" ] L' (' 1 tl 1- 5 !lSC 5101, slons 0 ' ~l'('tJ(}1I " 0, 0 - ttl t';), llltl'( .,,('ntl's o( (', 1(' l'1I1]lOI'IIl',Y PI' ~331 

intl'I'mitt(',nt Rl'l'l'i('I'R oi',l'Xpt'l'ts OJ' ('onSll1t~lI!ts. Pl'l'SOIlS S~) l'llll~lo~·l'.(1:35 F: R. 6247. 
slwll 1'('('('1\'(', ('Olnpl'n:intloll nt n rate>, to bl', hXl'd by tIll' ( OI1JllllSSIO:" Fxperts and 
!tnt 110t ill l'X('I'HR of 870 Pt'!' <lil'lll, itH'lnding' tt'I\Yeltillll', ,Yhile aWIl)' consultants. 
fro II I liis hOi!1{' or l'l'g'llln!' pla!'!' of IJ1Isi111'SS ill I'he ]lpdOl'llIHIH'l' of 80 Stat. 416. 
R!'rl'i('psfOI' Ill!' Commission, al1Y slH'h pel'soll may be allowl'(l 1 l'Il\'el Travel expenses, 
l'XpenSI'H, illl'll1ding' ]1('1' di(>lll in li(,l1 oj' subsistl'll('e, as allih()\'b~l'd by etc. 
sl'c1-jol1 ii70:\(lJ) of 1'itl(> ii, l'nil'l'(l Stat0s ('o{le, fo!' persons in tlil' 80 Stat. 499; 
(iol'l.'l'nlllPtlt RP\'\'il'l' l'lllpl0Wc1 intt'l'mitt('nlly. 83 Stat. 190. 

(a) Tlw Commission 111:1")' SP(,ll!'!' (]i!'edly f\'om allY c1epal'tnll'Jlt 01' Jnro,.ma~ion, 
ageIH'Y of thl' Fnilpcl S(atlls info!'mation tle(,l'ssnl'Y to pnnhl!' it to aVailalnlity. 
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carry out. its duties ullller this section. t;poll request of the ('hairnu\Il 
of the Commission, such d('partment or ag('ucy slmll fiu'nish such 
information to the Commission, 

(d) (1) TIlt' Commission shall eouduct a studv of marihuana in
['luding, but not limited to, the following areas: . 

CA) the extent of use of marihuana in the United States to 
inclIHle its y:trious SOUl'{'es, the numbl'!' of users, number of 
arrests, numbl'l' qf convirtions, amount of marihuana seized, type 
of W'er, nature of use; 

(B) all pyalunJion 'lf the eflicary of I'xisting marihllana laws; 
(e) a study of the pharmaeology of marihuana and its im-

1l11'diate and ]ollp;.term ('tl('Pts, both llhysiologicltl and psycho
lop;ical; 

(D) the 1'1'Iatiol1ship of marihualUt use to IlggressiYe heh:wior 
:md crime; 

(I~) tIl(' !,phttionship het\\'et'll marihmuUl and the nse of otlll'r 
drugs; and 

(1<') the intp)'nat.iollal ('ontrol of llIariliultna, 
(:~) ·Within olle year a.fier t.he date on which fund$ first he('ollle 

llntilahle to carry out this sedion, the' Commission shall submit to 
the President and the Congress It ('omprehpIlSiyc l'l'P0l't on its study 
and ill\'estigation uncleI' t'his subseC't"ion which sh:ll] im-]ude its rpA\om-
Jlll'1Hlations and sneh proposals for legislation and aclministrativp. 
ill'tion as lllay be llecessllry to carry out its rerommt'udat.ions, 

Drug abuse, (e) The Commission shall conduct a comprehensive study and im'es-
study and tigation of the causes of drug abuse and their l'ebtive significance, 
investigation. The C()]!lmissiou shall submit to the Presidl'nt and the Congress such 
Interim repoMs, intP)'im reports as it deems addsable and Sllllll within two years after 
Final repoM the date on which funds first become ll\'ailahle to cany out this sec-
to President tion suhmit to the President nnd the Congress a {hUtI report which 
and Congress. ,;halleontaiu a detailed stlltpment of its Hndin!!:s and conclusions and 
Termination. ' I ~-, 
Expenditures, also sneh l'C('Ol1lmelHhtions for legiS (ttion :md ,l(lmil1lstratiYe actions 
limita.l;ion. as it decms appl'Opriate, The Commission shall cease to exist sixty 

clays nfter the liml] 1'l'por( is submitted undl'r this suhsec.tion. 
(f) Total pxpenc1itUl'Ps of t.he Commission shall not exceed 

~l,OOO,OOO. 

I 
I 

~ 
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[Testimony continued from page 112.] 
Senator BAY}!. Mr. Bonnie, what was your role ~ 
Mr. BONNIE. I was associate director of the National Commission. 
Senator RUll. I understand the Shafer Commission came to the 

conclusion that as far as harm to the individual or to society, by the 
use of marihuana, this was not sufficiently significant to continue to 
criminaliz'EI the users. Since that time there have been some medical 
studies that caused some concern. Did these issues enter into your 
assessm"mt of the degree of deterrence that should be utilized ~ po 
we need absolute scientific certainty ~ I do not think we are there 
yet, arewe~ 

COMPARE ALCOHOL AND MAlUHUANA CONTROL POLICIES 

Mr. BONNIE. No, I think the best way to deal with that question is 
to consider the comparison with alcohol. I think I speak on behalf of 
a substantial majority if not all of the members of the National 
Commission. Let us assume that the use of marihuana is as harmful 
as the use of alcohol, which it demonstrably is not. Even if all of the 
scientific studies that suggested possible harms were accepted and 
were confirmed by subsequent research, marihuana would not turn out 
to be as harmful as alcohol if used heavily over a long term. The 
Commission so stated. Nonetheless, even if we were to assume that 
marihuana were to be proven as harmful as alcohol, that would not 
affect the basic issue before this subcommittee and the more specific 
issues raised by S. 1450. The issue before the subcommittee is not 
a health issue. It is an issue regarding the proper use of the criminal 
law-whether or not the criminal sanction ought to be extended to 
the user of a substance which maybe is as harmful as alcohol, which as 
I say, it is not. 

Senator BAYH. No, but it raises the qLlestion of whether a felony 
penalty for the distribution is sufficent deterrence or whether you 
should also include a civil fine for possession. 

Mr. BONNIE. I think that the issue, the scientific evidence with 
regard to the possible impact of a long-term use on the individual 
WOUld. ~e probativ~ on the question whether or not the drug ought to 
be legItImately avaIlable .. 

TIllS indeed, was essentially the Commission's operating premise in 
rejecting the legalization approach, in rejecting the regulatory 
scheme.".., 

The. Commission essentially adopted a very cautious, a very con
servatIve view-that We do not lmow enough about the use of mari
huana, and that it is possible that studies will indicate that heavy use 
of marihalma over a long term does involve serious deleterious con
sequences to the individual, perhaps even as serious as those associ
ated with alcohol use. Under those circumstances, the Commission 
concluded that society simply ought not to institutionalize the avail
ability of the drug. 

But even assuming this posture toward availability, the Commis
sion concluded that lmder no conceivable formulation of the scientifio 
findings about the effects of marihuana use, should the criminal sanc
tion be applied to the user. And I think that would apply to the civil 
sanction notion as well. 

61-801 0 - 77 - 16 
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I think on this latter point the issue is drawn between the deterrent 
effects of the civil sanction versus no sanction, on the one hand, and 
the possible costs involved in applying such a ~anction on the other. 

I suppose, and I see one of the Senator's pomts now, that uncer
tainty alJout the effects of use might enter into the determination about 
the importance of deterrence. It is my own view that it would not-:
that the possible dangers are simply not great enough to warrant any 
law enforcement resources in that area. 

Senator BAYJI. I read the Commission report and have been COll

cerned about its policy recommendations. 

OONOERN .\130UT INCONSIS'l'ENOY IN SHAFER CmnnSSION REPOR'l' 

As a lawyer, are you at all concerned about the apparent incon
sistency of the C01l1mission report that rC'ached that conclusion that 
individual possession of the substance would be permissible; but, that 
it serious criminal sanction should be retained for those who sell the 
substance? 

Mr. BONNIE. As a lawyer, I was not disturbed by the inconsistency. 
I think it is only an apparent inconsistency. With regard to the posi
tion that the Commission adopted, the Commission did not say that 
it was okay to use it. The Commission did not say that we approve, 
01' that the society ought to approve people using it. 

The Commission said we want to discourage the public from using 
the drug. But the Commission also said we should not be myopic. The 
law does not stand alone. Consider the arsenal of social control that 
we have at our disposal, which aTe in fact "working" for 8011)'e: I do 
not know what the number would be, 150 million teenage amI adult 
Americans who are "deterred." Consider those who have not experi
mented and have been discouraged from using the drug, not by the 
law, but by other factors-perhaps their notions of individual 
morality; perhaps, their fen.r of the harmful effects. This society has 
a tremendous arsenal of institutions and social control devices to dis
courage people from using marihuana-the churches and the families' 
and the schools and so on . 
. The Commission simply said the criminal law is too big a bat to 
use for this particular fly in the social ointment. And when viewed in 
that way, I do not believe that that is an inconsistency at all. 

Senator BAYn. I would not want to put words into Mr. Stroup's 
mouth, as I am snre that he could express it better than 1. But, it 
would seem to me, the reason we have laws is to affect the relationship 
between individuals; and that the net effect of the given laws, is how it 
affects a citizen. 

Thus, if the Commission came to the conclusion that a certain sub
stance does not detrimentally affect an individun,l citizen, to the extent 
that we should have penalties, then, I sUPl?ose Mr. Stroup would 
argue, why do we say that someone who sells It should have that kind 
of penalty imposed ~ 

Mr. BONNIE. I guess I had better put on my other hat at this point. 
My previous answer was essentially the position, I think, the Commis-
sion espoused and the reasons it gave for rejecting the regulatory I 

approach. . ~ 
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SUPPORTS ::'TEUTRALITY POLICY 

My own view on. that iss.ne is'that if, as the Commission fOl~nd-a~d 
I think that there IS no eVIdence to the contrary and n!3ver wlll be-If 
the use of marihuana in moderate amounts for one's own USP, for 
recreational purposes-exactly the way the overwhelming majority 
of marihuana users use the drug-if this kind of use carnes no pos
sibility of harm to the individual and certainly not to society, then the 
official social policy toward the recreational use of marihuana ought 
to be one of neutrality. • 

,Ve ouO'ht to say, that is your business and we ought not to intervene. 
And if y~u do begin at that point and say essentially, that the policy 
ought to be the same as for alcohol, then, naturally, the purpose of 
legal intervention is not to inhibit a person from obtaining the drug, 
but to insure that tht' product that he gets is one that will be the most 
healthy one. 

Thus I think that if you begin from that premise-neutrality to
ward recreational use-then you are inevitably led to a regulatory 
model. I think the Commission began at a different point. And I guess, 
my personal view at the moment is that for any number of reasons, 
the regulatory approach is not feasible. It does conflict with interna
tional obligations. It is not politically acceptable. And for any number 
of reasons I do not think that the' State legislatures or the Congress 
are about to go that route. 

It is crucial, at this stage to get the Commission's recommendations 
implemented. To do this, it is important to emphasize that this was an 
extremely cautiollS, conservative body that began at exactly the oppo
site position from the one which I just articu·latec1. The Commission's 
position is that we want to discourage the use of this drug. 

COMJlIISSION'S MEMBERS DECRIED BY LffiERALS 

The Senator will perhaps remember that at the time that the Com
mission was appointed there was an outcry from the liberals. Mr. 
Stroup was one of those who was making the point that this body was 
preordained to reacI) the most conservative possible conclusions on this 
issue. Most of the commissioners had already made their positions 
known on the public record. I think it was said by Bill Hines in the 
Chicago Sun Times in 1971 that their average age was 54, and the 
color of their hair was white. And lmder no circumstances would this 
group, have anything in common with or any solicitude for the long-
haired users of· marihuana that would appear before them. . 

Well, the Commission recommended decriminalization despite that, 
and despite President Nixon's statements at the time that it did not 
make any difference what the Commission said, anyway, and that he 
opposed the legalization of marihuana and that weant legalization of 
use, that is decriminalization. This conservative body, taking an ex
tremely cautious approach, as I have indicated, said that this society 
pays a dev1l.stating nrice for criminalizing the possession of marihuana 
for personal use. The marihuana laws cause more harm to the social 
fabric, particularly the legal system than the use of marihuana. And 
I think that is the essential conservatism of the Conunission position 
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as the commentary of William Buckley or James J. Kilpatrick and 
other conservative commentators have indicated. The position of de
criminalization is a conservative position. And that is why I recited 
the Commission's position rather than my own. 

Senator BAyn. Sitting here now, I confess I am not prepared to go 
as far as you would go ; that is my own personal opinion. 

I must say I am persuaded that there is some ineonsistency between 
the policy, as it affects the individual as far as use is concerned and 
how you affect others up the chain. ,Ve will have to deal with that, 
considering the practieal aspects as lJ'est we ran, and to be honest with 
ourselves. 

DOES FORD NOW RE.TEC'l' THE NIXON POSITION? 

Let me address some questions. 
Mr. Miller, President Nixon did appoint this very prestigious 

Commission. It did make recommendations which he summarily 
rejected, indieating that he had already made up his mind about what 
he thought was the correct policy. 

Then in your statement, you had a rather equivocal statement that 
says that the Department opposes, and then you asked us to strike 
that. 

I believe you are trying to say that your fixed position on that is 
rather ambivalent. Is there any reason behind that, as far as the 
.T ustice Del! .t.rtment policy right now ~ 

I do not want to put you in any position that is personally em· 
barrassing; but, is there anything happening in the Justice Depart
ment right now that might lead us to believe that they are studying 
the policy,~ ... 

Mr. MILLER. Only to the extent that the Department of Justicb 
is always considering policy of this type as to which direction to go in 
regard to all criminal offences. 

There is not a task force, a working party or whatever you might 
want to can it presently considering making a determination as to 
what should be the policy of the Department of Justice. There are 
many of us within the Department who have views that will be made 
known to the Attorney General. But, I have seen no pronouncemenb:; 
from the Attorney General as to what position he personally takes on 
the matter. 

Attorney General Saxbe made a statement a time or two in public. 
I have heard none by the new Attorney General. 

DEA POSI'1~ION ON lVtARn-IUANA QUESTION 

Senator BAYH. As you know, our committee has had a number of 
opportunities to discuss the overall drug problem with DEA. In fact 
Mr. Bartels earlier stated that DEA was in the process of studying 
the lI1al'Hmana question. 

Have you reacher 1 a conelnsion ~ If not, who now is in charge of 
that study~ 

Mr. MILLER. I am. 
Senator BAYH. You are. 
Mr. IVU:LLER. Yes, sir. 

1 
I 
I 
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Senator BAyn:. Then I think you have more than a passing interest 
in this problem; and are more than just a conveyor of the opinion of 
the Justice Department. IVhere is the DEA, now, in their marihuana 
study~ . 

Mr. MILLER. I have assigned an attorney to study all the various 
State laws to find out where we are in regard to what the States have 
done and are doing. 

Something along the line of saying "about 44 of the States do this, 
and about 48 of the States do that." 

Senator BAYlI. Is this only an inventory study, to compile statistics ~ 
Mr. MILLER. No, this would be a proposal to send forward to the 

Department for its consideration, a model statute that could be 
adopted, perhaps by the Commission on Uniform State Laws by the 
States. 

So far as the position of DEA is concerned, we have alreac1y pointed 
out that the .states are now taking adequate action. The States are 
not sitting still on this matter. They have made many, many changes. 

I feel personally, that there is no need for tIle Federal Government 
to step in, preempt, lead the way for the States. The States are already 
examining ways to cope with the matter. 

It is the position of DEA there should be·a status quo at the Fed
eral level. There should be sufficient experiment at the State level to 
make a determination as to the best way of controlling this matter 
before the Federal Government steps in. 

People look to the Oregon experience and say: "Well, it is very good; 
the results are tremendous. It is working." 

I do not know whether or not the sociologists have said that yet, I 
have heard Mr. Stroup say it. But, I do not lmow what ·an anthro
pologist would say or other people who know how to conduct studies 
of this type, a.sto whether 18 months is sufficient experience to deter
mine what the consequences of that law will be. 

RESPONSIBILITY TO REASSESS FEDElhlL PRIORITmS 

Senator BAYH. Are we going to wait for the 300 million-year-old 
man to determine the impact of marihuana ~ 

We have here, Mr. Horton, who is in charge of law enforcement in 
one of the counties in Oregon; is that not relative evidence, as far as 
what we should consider here ~ 

I might suggest, your idea of allowing the States to pursue this 
matter is consistent with division of responsibilities as far as law 
enforcement is concernecl; but we are in the process of considering the 
reclassification of all the laws codified by the U.S. Government. This 
is the committee that has the responsibility to assess penalties at the 
Federal level. 

Under the present stat.utes there is a penalty clause we must assess 
as far as the use of mn.rihuana is concerned. Thus, as lye prepare to 
codify and assess criminal laws at the national level, I think we have 
to ask these questions. And I might suggest you, as a representative of 
the Justice Department, have a rcspollsib:i1ity of addressing yourself 
to these questions as well-not just say we are going to pass the buck. 
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Senator Hart and I are faced, within the next few weeks, of having 
to deal with this question in full committee. That is why these hear
ings are timely. 

I do not want to put you over fl, barrel here, and say that you must 
answer right now. However, I must say, I cannot accept that we do 
not have responsibility at the FederaIlevel to look at these laws, just 
because our predecessors have already looked at them and already 
assessed the penalty. Thus, they are being reviewed now. I believe we 
have a responsibility to look at it, in the light of today's facts. 

DEA AGAINST BILL AS UNENFORCEABLE 

Mr. MILLER. I suppose what I am saying is that we are not sitting 
on our hands over in the Department of Justice. The Department is 
fully aware of this hearing. After all, you did send notice to the 
Attorney General inviting somebody to testify, and I am here. 
The only thing I am saying right now is that the' Department 
has not yet worked up a final decision as to the concept of so-called 
decriminalization. 

I am here today, testifying against the bill because mainly, it is a 
poorly drafted bill. And if It stays the way it is and is enacted by 
the Congress of the United States, in my opinion, it cannot be enforced. 

I am not ready to say that since we have a law that is not now en
forced, what is the matter with substituting a law that cannot be 
enforced? 

That seems like a very stupid logic to me. Unless a law can be passed 
that is usable, that can be enforced, then I do not think the Congress 
of the United States should enact it. 

Senator BAYH. I think that. is a very responsible position. There is 
no need in replacing a law that appears in question with another one 
that is equally at question. ' 

I am not being critical with your assessment of this particular pro
posed bill. In fact, that is one of the reasons we wanted you to be 
here. But, I would hope that you and DEA-with the marihuana 
study that is presently being conducted should go beyond looking at 
what the States are doing-would address yourselves as to what you 
feel is the right Federal policy in regn,rd to the use of small amounts 
of marihuana. 

Let me ask you, what is the latest figure, as far as Justice is con
cel'ned, about how many users we have of marihuana? 

Mr. MILLER. The Justice Department is getting out of the guessing 
game, sir. Even so far as heroin users a.re concerned, we do not have 
the slightest idea how many heroin users there are. \iV e only have 
reported active addicts. 

Scientists make attempts to--
Senator BAYII. Did I ask heroin? I believe I asked about marihuanu. 

users. 
NO ES'l'UIATE ON ~IARIIJU.ANA USERS 

Mr. MILLER. I know. I was just going into the whole subject of how 
difficult it is to compile figures of tIllS type. Getting right down to 
your answer, we do not know how m!1ny marihuana users there are in 
the country. 
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Senator BAYH. Do you have an estimate ~ 
Mr. MILLER. Regrettably, WE, sometimes must rely on imprecise data 

such as Mr. Stroup who comes up with 13 million. If we have no reason 
to disbelieve it and it is said more than two times and finally winds up 
in the Congressional Record, it is accepted as fact. 

Senator BAYH. You have no assessment then, tl1at you care to make. 
Mr. MILLBR. No, sir. The only thing that we can estimate it runs 

into the millions, obviously, as a result of what we see coming across 
the border. Tons and tons are coming across the border. Ooviously 
somebody is using it. 

Senator BAYR. How many arrests ~ 
Mr. J\fuLER. I will have to get the figures on that, sir. 
I must apologize. I Jeft my statistics back in the office when I left 

for this meeting. 
Senator BAya. Our estimate is about 500.000. I do not know whether 

that is close to yours. 
Mr. MILLER. As to the number of arrests, I have heard this figure 

of 420,000 last year. I think that came from the FBI's 1973 crime 
reports. 

The Uniform Crime Reports for 1974 have not been released yet by 
the FBI. I am puzzled as to where this half a million figure came 
from. 

Senator BAyn. You're positive where the 420,000 figure came from~ 
Mr. MILLER. I know where that came from. It came from an estimate 

of the FBI Uniform Crime Reports for 1973. 
Senator BA"l'"1-I. It is reasonably accurate. 
Mr. MILt.ER. I would assume it is reasonably accurate. However, I 

have not taken a position on how many of those 420,000 were for 
simple possession only. 

The chief of police of Los Angeles Police Department, Edward 
Davis, indicates from a study of the arrests in Los Angeles in 1972 
approximately 85 percent of all marihuana possession cases were inci
dellt to some other investigation the officer was conducting at the time, 
rather than simply waiting behind a bush for a marihuana possessor 
to come along, grabbing him, searching him, and taking him off to 
jail. Most arrests were as a result of loitering chargE'S, as a result of 
speeding charges, where the marihuana was in plain sight, and as a 
result of disorderly conduct charges. " 

Many, many violations were involved that officers were looking at, 
rather than just possession of marihuana per se. 

I am n~t sure thnt by c1ec:riminalizing marihu~na the police officers 
are not gomg to make arrests. for dIsorderly conduct as they intend to, 
do when they begin investigating the individual's activities. They will 
still bring people in for loitering, They will still subject those people 
to mallY other aspects of the 1a w, They just simply will not charge them 
with possession of marihuana. 

DENVER'S 1>IARII-IUANA CITATION ORDINANOE 

Senator BAYII. Mr. Wood, I believe you have pointed out that there 
has been 110 reluctance to cite people in Colorado, for the specific use 
of marihuana. 
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Now, would your Colorado experience lead you to believe that the 
citatiolis for the use of marihuana were confined to those who were 
loitering or doing other kinds of illegal activity ~ I am sure that there 
is a combination of those instances. However, does that mean that 
everybody that is assessed a penalty for marihuana use is also doing 
something' ~lse that is illegal ~ 'What has been the Colorado experience 1 

1\11'. WOOD. I think I mentioned it. And I think also Mr. Horton 
mentioned that the incidence of ticketing has gone up in Oregon too, 
the number of arrests. At least that was my understanding of his testi
mony. And that is consistent. He said something like 30 percent. 

Senator BAYII. I think I asked him the question. 
Mr. "VOOD. Thirty percent increase. I think that is probably con

sistent with what we have seen in Denyer. I am not in the position, I 
do not have the statistics to say for sure, but I think the majority of 
the marihuana arrests, the ticket arrests under our ordinance in Den
ver, are either for that charge, itself, primarily, or for a traffic charge, 
and then for the smaller charge. 

Senator BAYH. For example, after the individual suspect is ap
prehended for a traffic violation then the possession of marihuana is 
discovered. 

Mr. IYOOD. I think that happens fairly frequently. I would guess that 
the majority would still be where marihuana would be the prime 
charge. But I do not have the figures on that. 

ENFORCE:i\IENT AND l\IARInUANA TRAFFICKING 

Senator BAYII. Mr. Miller, despite the fact-since ,ve have had these 
laws on the books, and have made a major enforcement, public relation 
effort caned, I believe, "Operation Intercept" with legitimate tourist 
and commercial traffic tied up along the border, and national attention 
called to the dramatic efforts being made to stop the trafficking over 
the porc~er-you still point out that tons and tons ejf marihuana are 
commg lll. 

We really have not bee' "eessf" despite the fact that it is illegal, 
as far as marihuana entel'll<,,;" the cOlwtry. . 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, philosophers and legal scholars certamly 
will not agree on the use of punishment as a deterrent of crime. Mr. 
Bonnie has pointed that out very skillfully. 

As for me, I find it. difficult to proye a negative. I simply cannot 
answer the question of how many people are detel'1'ed- from using 
marihuana as a result of the fact that there is a law against it. There 
are many people who fear suffering the consequences of the: law and 
that deters countless hundreds of thousands of people. AVOIdance of 
punishment and disgmce are very decisive reactions in the lives of nor
mal people. 

I do not believe the law that we now have is an artificial danger. It is 
true, in comparision wit.h millions of people who are possessing mari
huana, at one time or another, actual enforcement of the law seems to 
be insignificant. 

But, Mr. Chairman, there the law is. There it. stands. Many people 
use it as a guide to their behavior, in making a decision as to whether 
they will 01' will not use marihuana. 

S. 1450 most certainly would do away with whatever preventative 
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value thcre is in the law. It would be nothing but a bluff. The bat would 
be full of escapes and uncertainty and imprecision. It would be rec
ognized as such. 

Senator BAYH. Let me ask you another question. Then I am sure 
my colleague, Senator Hart, has some he would like to ask the mem
bers of the panel 

I would hope those of us who arc trying to make a judgment about a 
question as important as this ,villnot respond the same just because 
of someone's response. ·With all respect to our witnesses, here, I think 
we all have to make our own judgments on the subject. 

"We have t[Jlked about the Shafer Commission study. Does it create 
some interest in your mind about examining the position of the Fed
erallaw, now, since organizations such as the American Bar Associa
tion, the Consumer Union, the National Congress of Commissioners 
for Uniform State Laws, the American Public Health. Association, 
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals, the National Council of Churches, the Governing Board 
of the American Medical Association, the National Educational Asso
ciation, the San Francisco Commission on Crime, and M;ayors' Advi
sory Committee on Narcotics Addiction-even James J. Kilpatrick,. 
who is a rather conservative syndicated columnist, William Buckley, 
John Finlator, our D<.>puty Director of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs have endOl'sed the Shafer Commission Report? Does that have 
'any mfiuence to cause you to have reason to think, perhaps, we ought 
to take a good look at where we are now, and what is the total impact 
of continuing that direction? 

. Mr. MII,LER. Yes, sir. Those are very prestigious groups. I do not 
doubt for a minute that we should take a look at where we are. In fact, 
that is what we are doing. 

Senator BAyn. "Ve are interested to find out what you would recom-
mend, as quickly as we can. 

Senator Hart, I will yield to you. 
Senator HART. I think I have no questions. 
I apologize for my absence during a period of time, compelled by 

a meeting of another committee. 
I appreciate, professor, your endorsement of the amendment. I am 

encouraging anybody to say so. 
Mr. STROUP. You may be sure that our organization will be endors

ing it, Senator. I think it is un excellent proposal and I prefer it to 
the cjvil fine approach. I think it is a much preferable position. As 
I explained in my brief presentation, being realistic, and recognizing 
th~~ somewhere in excess of 400,000 people who occasionally use mari
huana are arrested every year, we are willing, if necessary, to accept 
a "cease-fire" proposal as a compromise. But the eventual marihuana 
policy we are aiming at is more in line wit~ what you suggested .. 

Senator HAR'.r. And I think that I would Just generally agre~ wIth 
MI'. Miller's statement that as long as the law says that this IS un
acceptable conduct, in terms of sanction, it does cleter some people. 
But it sure does not cleter, where there is 13 million regular users, 
an awful lot of other users and the damage, in my mind, the clama~1? 
it cloes to the general public's concept of the justice of the system IS 
so overwhelming that I am game to eliminate the deterrence to the 
extent that it applies. 
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:ilfARYHUAXA LAWS CREATE DISRESPEC'r :FOR LAWS OF THE LAND 

Senator BAYII. I concur that there is some deterrent. But, that deter
rence is offset if there is minimal deterrence by a major recognition 
of the fact that the law either is not being enforced or is incapable of 
being enforced. That also increases disrespect for the law. 

And this feeling of disrespect for our laws and that our law en
forcement oIIicers are filled with hypocrisy contributes to continuing 
the frllstration of disbelief in our institutions. I think the disbelief 
that exists today for our institutional structure is reaching dangerous 
proportions. If we can strike a blow, even a step at a time, to root 
out those laws that lend to this belief-that the laws are not honest 
in their application or their effect-in the final analysis we are going 
to help clean up our institutional belief which is in grave disrepute 
at this time. 

]\[1'. 1\IILLER. 1\£1'. Chairman, if the present law is in disrespect, and 
indeed, it may be, I cannot see how the law would gain any respect 
by substituting a law that could not be enforced, or is intended by the 
Congress of the United States not to be enforced. That law would 
be in more disrepute than the one we have. 

Senator I-TART. If I cou]d interrupt it, then you would be for my 
amendment in preference to the one you are in here representing. 

Senator BAY1:r. You had better give him some legal advice, 
Mr. Bonnie. 

Mr. MILLER. Senator, I do not have the ability that Mr. Bonnie 
does, when it comes to a tough question; I cannot put on my other hat. 

Mr. HORTOX. Mr. Chairman, I might indicate that the Drug Abuse 
Council in their year-long SUl'vey in Oregon, was very concerned with 
this precise question; namely, is there measurable deterrent effect 
that laws which made possession illegal have any comity~ 

They round that only 4: percent of the people, who were interviewed, 
indicated that the fact that it was illegal to use marihuana, deterred 
them. 

The vast. majority of people, as Mr. Stroup indicated, cited reasons 
they were not intel:estecl for fear of personal health as to deterrence 
for not smoking marihuana. Insofar as, in Oregon at least, whether 
or not there is more disrespect for the law; I can assure you that there 
is probably more respect, at least no less, between the law enforce
ment community and the vouth of our cities and our State than ever 
beIol'(" And clenlonstrably'it is because, at least in part, of the realistic 
approach that we took about marihuana. And t.hat has been personally 
conveyed to me by numbers of young people. They have affirmatively 
made that. point. 

CUEDIBILt'lT OF TNSTITDTIOXS (,!UESTIONED 

Senator BAYII. I think that factor is an important subject for us 
to ('0]]8i(101'. It is liard to define, I am sure. It wi1lnot be :f'Ollllc1 llny-
when' in the FBI statistics oj' any congressional rep?rt.. . 

But, most of us here who have been involved 1ll tlus busmess of 
Govc1'llment, as long as my colleague from Michigan and I have, 
deyelop almost a visceral feeling for these thing:::. One is the sense 
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of justice that the people, of all ages, wonder whether there is any 
honesty, responsiveness, and credibility about OUl' institutional system. 
'Ve have to reverse this trend because it certa.inly ought to be a gov
ernment for the people. 

Mr. Wood, you mentioned that this position was supported by your 
police department in Denver, and then you pointed out why. 

Do we huye evidence that the nse of manhnana in your individual 
jurisdiction does, indeed, lead to the use of barbiturates, ampheta
mines, cocaine, 01' heroin ~ Do we have evidence that the use of 
marihuana leads to an assortment of other crimes that are associated, 
say, with the cost of heroin? 

Mr. 'VOOD. Let me say, first, that the Denver Police Department sup
ported the Denver City ordinance. I don't know how they feel about 
Senator J avits' bilL I did not mean to imply they were supporting it. 

Senator BAYII. I understand. 
Mr. 'VOOD. I do not think the causal connection has ever been estab

lished, at least to my satisfaction, On the relationship between mari
huana use, 01' alcoho-l use, or use of any substance and subsequent use 
of heroin or ~ocaine. 

I think that a number of heroin and cocaine users have used mari
huana. But likewise, they have used alcohol, typically. A.nd, I do not 
know, I do not believe that the causal connection has been made, as 
far as effect 011 crime. The only drug that I have been able to ascertain 
which has any appreciable effect on crime, is'heroin. And that is be
cause of the tl'emendons cost of heroin. 

Senator BAYII. I will ask you to contemplate-was there an estab
lished relationship between certain amounts of use of alcohol and the 
barbiturate-amphetamine syndrome to some people, as far as criminal 
activity? 

Mr. 'VOOD. Yes; I think there is. 
Senator BAYH. They are able to get themselves hyped up-this kind 

of thing. Do we have any statistics on that ~ 

DENVER S'l'UDY RELATED ALCOHOL TO cm:nUNAL ACTIVlTY-ESPECIALLY 
ASSAULT AND HOMICIDE 

Mr. ·WOOD. We attempted to do a study by interviewing city jail 
population .. And this was done several years ago. I do not know if the 
figures are still reasonably valid today. 

The result of the study was that about two-thirds of all the people 
who are arrested for various types of violent crimes, assaults, homi
cides, ancl things of that sort, were under the influence of alcohol at the 
time the incident took place. The alcohol seemed to be something that 
precipitated a good many assaults and homicides . 

. Senator BAYH. Your study showed no relationship with marihuana ~ 
Mr. V{ OOD. That is correct. Marihuana, we ha.ve no study that wOlild 

show how it fits into there. And I do not say that I know personally of 
any cClUlection that has been made to that. Heroin, apparently, causes 
people to commit burglary. It costs $100 or $200 today. The lifestyle 
does not fit in too wen with the workingman's life. So, they generally 
turn to theft or burglary to support it. There is a link there that is very 
clearly established. 
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Mr. HORTON. ~£r. Chairman, I think it is tempting to infer that 
marihuana leads to hard-core drug addiction, because of the fact that 
so many addicts, or so many people who regularly use barbiturates or 
amphetamines also use marihuana. 

But, of course, I defer, here, to Mr. Bonnie for elaboration on this 
point. But, I think the Shafer Commission study as well as the Le 
Dain Commission study showed clearly that there was no causal 
connection. 

By using that type of logical inference, we are truly being very 
illogical. It would be just as illogical to say that Crest toothpaste or 
tobacco or alcohol had the causal connecting point between whatever 
you start with heroin. 

But, I think, all these studies that have been done clearly show there 
is no casual connection. 

Senator BAYH. Mr. Stroup and Mr. Bonnie both referred to, this 
aspect as far as studies are concerned. 

I was wondering whether, in your roles as law enforcement officials, 
you had any instances where, for example, you have busted someone 
for the use of marihuana; then that lead to finding a cache of heroin. 

FEW ARRESTEES HAVE PRIOR RECORDS 

Mr. HORTON. Absolutely not. We found most marihuana users who 
are brought into the criminal justice system are not the traditional 
stereotyped criminal, namely, they have no prior record, they are not 
involved with crimes of violence. 

Most of the young people are either working or going to school. 
But that is not to say when we arrest a person who has a cache of 
heroin, we do not find some marihuana. I would not infer that. But 
the vast majority, you cannot say that 13 million people are going to 
get turned on to heroin because they occasionally smoke marihuana. 

Mr. VVOOD. I think it is safe to say that there is no significant correla-
tion. It may occur, as ,Mr. Horton said, but not to a significant degree. 

Senator BAYI'[. Mr. Miller, do you have any thoughts on that ~ 
Mr. MILLER. Yes, sir. I do. . 
You know, it is amazing how we can begin to discuss nonsequiturs 

and then because we cannot disprove it, it winds up to be a virtue for 
marihuana. 

Senator BAYI'[. That is not the way I asked the question. 

ILLEGAL Jl.fARIHUANA CAUSES ILLEGAL ASSOCIATIONS 

Mr. M:rLLER. We are talking about the escalation phenomenon that 
people have discussed since the old Indian cannabis report in the 
1800's, which put this down saying that there itt no such thing. No"::', 
the only phenomenon that I have ever seen is that a person who uses 
marihuana is alining himself with the subculture, wherein all drugs 
are used. The more he uses marihuana, the more he will become a 
target of people who will introduce him into the culture that uses 
stronger drugs. 

Ilhat does not say there is anv so1'1; of a chemical within marihuana 
itself th'- ompe]s a perSOIl co :nse a more potent substance. It is only 
his as~., ~jon with the drug culture that may cause him to experi
ment " :,1 other G!l·ugs. 
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Senator BAYB:. Let me ask you-since you are quick to suggest that 
we stick directly to facts as far as the FBI statistics are conce1'lled
what do the facts show ~ Is there any causal relationship as far as 
enforcement is concerned ~ . 

Mr. MILLEri. The only thing it sho,,,s is that by far the largest 
majority of heroin users first started using marihualla. But of course, 
Mr. Keit~l Stroup is going to say t.hat the majority of them started 
also on mIlk and--

Mr. STROUP. I was going to say alcohol, that is the first drug most 
of them used. It was not marihuana. 

I think it is time you quit saying that. That is "the big lie" put out 
by the Bureau of Narcotics. 

Senator BAYH. This whole DEA responsibility is a very thankless 
job. 

FOCUS SHOULD BE ON DANGEROUS DRUGS, NOT ~rARIHUANA 

We say: Why, in the wor1d, can we not plug up the loophole in our 
law enforcement system that lets in this heroin ~ There is no question 
about what it is doing to us. It is still going up-it is going up at an 
alarming rate. Yet, he and other law enforcement people in this 
cOHn try, right now, are-either by choice or by luck o.f choice-spend
ing a siglllficant amount of the enforcement resources chasing mari
llUana users and enfordng marihualla laws. 

Is it not reasonable to assume-if one weighs off the deteriment to 
society of marihuana via-a-vis the detrimen't to society of heroin
that we might be a lot better off if we took the law enforcement moneys 
and personnel to intensify our effort to stop the increase of this heroin 
poison, about which we are making no appreciable headway~ 

Does that sound reasonab1e ~ 
Mr. MILLER. I simply challenge ~TOur basic assumption. Your basic 

assumption is that we. are spending an inordinate amount of time 
chasing marihuana 118ers. . 

We are not. I do not think I know of a single case where a srecial 
agent of the Drug 'Enforcement AdministratIon set out on a course 
specifically, deliberately intC'nding to make a small possession 0.1 
marihuana investigation, or to prosecute him for simple possession 
under section 4·04 of the Contro11ed Substances Act. The attempt oHhe 
DEA is to hit at the supply of marihuana. 

So far as our congressional ma.ndate, is concerned, we think this is 
what we a.re supposed to do. The Oversight Committee of the Senate 
and the Oversight Committee of the HOllse have agreed with us again 
and again that tIns is what we should be doing. 

IS FEDERAL lIfARIHUANA POLICY BENEFICIAL POR THE NATION? 

Senator BAYH.That is w11at the 1aw says. I am not quibbling with 
the fact that you ought to be out there trying to enforce the law. 

What I hope we are trying to do is to l'ook and see whether t.his law 
is rea.lly effecting somet,hing that is in the Nation.'s.good. And, wh.etlH~r 
the resources we n.re spending to try to enforce tIns law are makmg- ~t. 
more difficult to enforce Jaws directed a:t another problem-which 18 
causing a significant greater damage. . 
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You have to recognize that when your people stop users, coincidental 
to other searches and the other problems, you turn those individuals 
over to localla w enforccment officials. Thus the cost and the amount of 
time is spent by these local law enforcement officials. That is where the 
tremendous cost of all this effort-that these prosecutors and tlwir!u,w 
enforcement officials spend time trying to prosecute people busted 
for small amounts of marihuana. Also, this detracts-not only from 
the effort they can make to try to get hard-drug pushers-but rapists, 
burglars and other major felons. That is what really concel'llS me. 
1Ve are proliferating our law enforcement effect. 

Mr. MILLER. The whole system, I think, Senator, has to be examined 
at one time. I do not think we should examine it piecemeal; I do not 
think we should single out marihuana and independently work on that 
only. 

1Ye also have many other laws that are so-called vi~timless crimes, 
that are in fact, minor offense.,. The Congl'c~s of the United States 
and the various legislatures around the country should examine the 
whole judicial system, the whole spectrum of crimes, and perhaps, 
make a decision as to how many of these minor offenses thl'Y ,vant to 
continue to carry within the crIminal justiee system. But I ,yould ob
ject to just singling od marihuana without also looking at all of the 
other various minor offenses as wen. 

WIlY PtTJljISH SUCH VICTIl\rLESS COJljDUCT? 

Senator BAnI. 1Vith the exception of, perhaps, gambling-most of 
the other victimless cl'bnes that have been referred to herc, adultery, 
prostitution, and other things that offend our moral sensitivities-I 
know of no effort the Federal Government has made to punish those 
participants. "Whereas they do punish marihuana users. 

That is why we are addressing our attention to this subject right 
now. 

Mr. HORTOJlj. Mr. Chairman, I think it is important to point out that 
decriminalizing small amounts of marihuana in no way inhibits or 
disturbs the priorities as establi~hed by the Department of Justice. 
Namely, to go after the importer or smuggler of marihuana. All it 
does is to prioritize officially the Dolice work at the State level. Police 
work which, perhaps, is not as -enlightened as the policies as enu
n~erated by the Department of Justice today. Namely, it is a bigtempta
tIon for local police to go after the user and the possessor of small 
amounts of marihuana. 

REDIRECT DECRIl\n~ALIZATION PRIORITIES OF DRUG LAW EJljFORCEl\rENT 

By decriminalizing, we are statutorily taking away a big temptation 
to waste resources, to concentrate on the meaningless area of the law. 
AmI we are encoumging local law enforcement especially, in a very 
positive way, to redirect th0il' }1l'ioritil's to the most serious forms of 
drug abuse. . 

So, I do not think what we are proposing here today in any way dis
turbs the philosophy or the policy that has been enumerated here by 
the Justice Department. 
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Senator BAYH. Another question I would like to direct to you and 
Mr. "Wood, because it is a law enforcement kind of question. 

During the last year, the FBI crime report shows we have had the 
biggest increase in crime since they have been keeping records. Durin2; 
that same period of time, both of your jurisdictions have had a differ .. 
ent policy in the ,yay marihuana llsers are treated, r.ompared to most 
of the rest of the country. 

Have yon noticed any increase in crime in your jurisdictions that 
have a relationship to your new policy ~ Have you had significant 
criminal activity in Denver or in Oregon-in view of the alarming 
national statistics-which show is there any causal relationship there ~ 

Mr. HORTON. No.1, reported crime has been increased and I think we 
can differentiate that from crime in the raw sense. We do not know 
what that is: the latter. But we can statistically make some compari
sons about recorded crime. 

We have had some various plans in Oregon. For example, revising 
our rape laws encouraging women to report the crime of rape. We 
have had an intensive impact on burglary through either burglary 
prevention or reporting crimes of burglary. We have done a lot of vic
timization studies which show that a lot of people in the past have not 
reported crimes, so we have made an honest, concerted e:IIort to get 
the community to have them report crimes to the police, so that we can 
respond in some way. 

So, to that extent, it is working. More people are reporting crimes 
than ever before. But we say, OK, there are a lot of incidents of re
porting major crimes in Oregon. Can that be attributed to decrim
inalizing marihuana 1 No, I do not think so. 

We have an increase in crime throughout the United States. I read 
in Time, the magazine, a few months ago that heroin is on the increase. 
Reported abuse of heroin in Oregon. There is also an increase in 
Louisville and Des Moines, Iowa. Both those jurisdictions have harsh 
criminal laws about marihuana. ,Ve do not. "What is the di:fference~ 
Crime increases. No causal connection between what they do with 
possession of small quantities of marihuana and how many burglaries 
or rapes or robberies were committed by other offenders. 

Mr. "VOOD. Mr. Chairman, in Denver we ,yere the beneficiaries sev
eral years ago of an impact grant :n:om LEAA in the amolmt of $20 
million, which has had some impact, I am sure, on the crime figures in 
Denver. And it is liard to understand exactly which element produced 
the reduction in crime that has occurred in most categories. 

DECRIMINALIZATION MEANS lIfORE PERSONNEL AVAILABLE FOR MAJOR 
FELONY CRIMES 

I agree with Mr. Horton, in that it is hard to say, if a reduction in 
crime occurs, what to pin it to. On6 thing I can 'say for sure is that 
with respect to our offiee, which prosecutes all felonies andmisdemean
ors for the city and county of Denver, as a result of the change in 
the marihuana law, we have established a program to specialize and 
put additional personnel on the crimes of homicide, robbery, mpe, 
assault, and burglary. And we have been able to do that, in part be
cause we no longer have to deal with the large volume of small amount 
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of marihuana cases that were just flood!ng us. And those are now no 
longer a significant problem with us. So, we have additional lawyers, 
additional prosecutors, ready to take cases to trial, quickly. . 

We have a speedy tria] rule we are trying to meet. We have a speedy 
filing rule we are trying to meet. And one of the reasons we are. able 
to do that I think is because we are no longer bogged down with, 
as I mentioned, some 1,800 since this law was in effect, just a little over 
a year ago, some 1,800 cases that otherwise would have came through 
our office, clogging up our office, which have been handled as a city 
ordinance violation in the municipal court. And that is a significant 
number of cases. vVe only filed 2,000 felony cases. 

Senator BAYH. Some 1,800 cases cleared? 
Mr. 1VOOD. That is right, 1,800 marihuana ordinance violations that 

would have otherwise gone to our office, and would have had to have 
been processed by our office and handled as Immicipal ordinance viola
tions. And we have not had to deal with those. We have been able to 
concentrate our efforts on those other crimes that I mentioned. 

Senator BAYH. Now, the total amount is about 2,000 felony cases? 
Mr. "'!l-lOOD. li\T e file less than 3,000 felony cases a year and ~bout ~5,-

000 mIsdemeanor cases a year. So, maybe make the total Includmg 
juvenile cases, 20,000 cases. liVe have gotten rid of maybe 10 percent, 
thanks to this ordinance. 

Drug cases are often more productive of litigation than other types 
of cases, because, as a former defense lawyer, I know my part was al
ways, in a drug case, pro forma, to file a motion to suppress. And 
that does not occur in many other types of cases. And that may be 
followed by other types of motions, for disclosure of the informants, 
and so on. Drug cases are productive of seemingly endless litigation. 
vVe have been able to avoid that. 

Senator BAYH. I certainly believe that one of the things we can do, 
to help clear this litigation aspect of the crime problem, is to have an 
early trial. This conduct is generally recognized as a type of a con
spiracy to perpetuate a blocked court system. To the extent it would 
free the dockets and move trials more quickly through the system, this 
could have a salutary impact on decreasing crime. 

Mr. liV OOD. I think that is a very worthy goal. And we are doing the 
best we can. \i\T e generally now can set a felony trial within 90 days 
in our jurisdiction. 

Senator BAYII. I want to thank you gentlemen. 
I hope we can feel free to call on you as we go ahead with our study. 

you have been very helpful. \i\Te will recess our hearings, subject to ~ 
the call of the Chair. 

[Whereupon the subcommittee was recessed, subject to the call of 
the Chair.] 
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Part I-Statements, Comments, and Correspondence Regarding 
Marijuana Control 

[From the 'Congresslonal Record, A.ug. 3, 1916] 

BAYH CALLS FOR SENSIBLE lJ'EDERAL DRUG CONTROL PRIORITIES 

LEGISLATIVE STRATEGY TARGETING DRUG TRAFFIC KINGPINS 

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, last weel, the Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile 
Delinquency began its assessment of President Ford's April 27, 1976, drug abuse 
message to the Congress and the accompanying proposal for fighting drug abuse. 
The Narcotic Sentencing and Seizure Act of 1976, S. 3411, which was introduced 
on May 11, 1976, by Senators Hruska, Eastland, Hugh Scott, Thurmond, and 
Buckley. 

Since this Presidential proposal was introduced in mid-nJay, other committee 
business, and my illness coupled with recent recesses made immediate hearings 
impossible. We are especially appreciative that :Majority Leader Mansfield and 
Minority Leader Scottpermittecl us to proceed with these vital hearings late in 
the session. 

We intend to give specific attention to the stark reality that many who sustain 
the flow of heroin <!Jld equally dangerous drugs such as barbiturates do so while 
on bail and that when convicted only a few spen(l substantial time in custody. 
To add insult to inju~'Y these same high-level trafficke~'s manage to avoid the tax 
collector while law-abiding citizens carry their share of the tax burclen. It is in
tended that these lumrings will help refocus national concern and stimUlate fair, 
but firm Federal response to those who profit from the havoc wrought by drug 
traffic. 

Last week we heard impressive and alarming teptimony about our Nation's 
inability to even focus our drug law enforcement apparatus and our criminal 
justice rebources on these "kingpin" profiteers. 'While I am especiaUy concerned 
that the constitutional rights of criminal defendants are fully secured, I am like
wise concerned that within such a framework our citizens are fully protected. 
We must reallocate our resonrces ~nd sharpen our prosecutorial tools and 
strengthen our criminal justice system so that it dete.rs, disruIlts, and cletains 
these criminals. 

Since the pasage of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act-Public Law 91-513-in 1970, our subcommittee to illvestigate juvenile de
linquency, which developed this measure, has monitol'ecl its implementation and 
sought to assure that fue Fed>')ral agencies responsible for its enforcement acted 
appropriately to curb the illegal importation, manufacture, and distribution of 
controlled drugs. 

The 1970 act also established a comprehensive scheme for the regulation and 
control of dangerous drugs manufacturecl for legitimate purposes. It was to 
more speCifically adclress fuis facet of the 1970 act-the Controllecl Substances 
Act and the Controlled Substances Transport and Export Act-that the consti· 
tutional cornerstone became the commerce clause rather than the taxing author
ity. In any case, regarding illegal traffic in natural opiates-he~'oin, morphine
whether nnder the tax authority appronch or the commerce clause it is difficult 
to hypothesize a case with no intel'state aspect. 

Regarding the climension and abuse 01' domestic legally manufactureel con
trolled substa.nces w~ have made ('onsiderable progress in the last several years. 
We have obtained a drastic, but necrssary, no-percent reduction in domestic am
phetamine proc1uctiOll. lVe haye secnred more appropriate control over our pro
duction and distribution of other drugs with high abuse potentia.l, in clue ling 
the barbiturates and methaqualone. And to prevent illegal traffic and abuse of 
methadone we have obtained stricter controls over its stOl'age ancl distribution. 

(173) 
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In short, these and similar important stevs have e~ectively helped to reduce 
illicit trallic and clandestine manufacture of controlled drugs. 

Our efforts aimed at curbing illegal traffic in illegal drugs have not experienced 
the same degree of success. 

The subject of extensive hearings by the subcommittee last year on the effec
tiveness of the Nation's drug controlluws-the opium lJOPlly-is not of domestic 
origin, but its bYlJrotlucts, 01' at leUl:;t, one of' thelll-heroin-is (~ertainl;r familiar 
to every A.merican. 

Intleed, we are all too familiar with the devastating effects of heroin on the 
inuivitlual atldict, their families, and society at large. We know that heroin 
abuse has destructive physiological conspquences, debilitating the health of the 
(lbuser and impairing an addict's ability to lead a normal productive life. The 
social conHequences are equally devastating. In order to support a habit, the 
addict is driven to engage in criminal activitie::; which threaten th£: safety {lnd 
well-being of all our citizpns. 1.'he costs in human and economic terms are 
enormous: 

Billions of dollars are expended each year to protpct our citizens from drug
relatetl crime; 

Billions of dollars of merchandise are stolen each year to support heroin 
habits; 

Billions of dollars are invested annually in drug prevention, treatment, and 
rehabilitation programs; 

:Many innocent people are physically assaulted and even ldiled in the course 
of drug-related crime; and 

Hundreds of thousands of otherwise productive lives are lost to the destructive 
and often endless cycle of heroin addiction. 

We have learned-and through the course of our recent hearings arp, still 
learning-from bitter experience that there are no simple solutions to the epi
demic of narcotic addict'ion 1101' to the ever-escalating levels of illegal narcotic 
traffic. There are no panaceas-no magic w11Hls. 

In fact, opium control presents especially difficult and complex consider,a
tions. The plant which spawns heroin to which our citizens succumb likewise 
issnes drugs to ease the misery of the terminal cancel' patient and, ironically, 
vrovides us with the antagonist me(lication lleeessary to treat those suffering 
acute narcotic overdose. There is little doubt that the opium poppy is a double
I'dged sword, life threatening andHfe saving. "r e ha ye made some progress in curbing narcotic traffic and addiction, bilt 
we must he forever vigilant that rhetoric about "the light at the end of the tun
nel" 01' "tu1'l1ing the cornel''' on any problem not delude us into believing that 
we have actually accomplisheu our objectiYes. 

One thing that we establishetl through our hearings last year was that the 
White House was less than (~andid with Congress and the A.merican peopJe re
gartling their assessment of the importance of the Turkish ball on the cultivation 
of opium poppies in the effort to curb heroin traffic and acldictioll. 

Former Presidential a::;sistants with special responsibilities ill the area of 
drug control and abuse told the subcolllmittee that in October 1971 shortly after 
the Turkish Goverllm(>nt announced the ban, that the plall was ill-conceived. 

Dr .. TN'ollle Jaffe, former Director of the White House Special Action Oili('e 
testified that he never believed that a bun on the growth of opium IJOppies woulcl 
1](' effective in stopping the spread of heroin in the Fnited States. 

Mr. 'V alter Minllick, former White House Staff Assistant to the President 
for Domestic Affairs and Staff Coordinator for the Cabinet COlllmittee on Inter
national Narcotics Control, told the subcommittee, quite candidly, that: 

"The CongrC'ss anel tlle American people were led to believe that the ban was 
nn i'ndispensable lJart of getting' 011 top of heroin addiction." 

Throughout 1072 the Whit(~ House IJroduced release after release, heralc1ing 
tIl(> Turkish ball as a major breakthrongh in the fight against heroin addiction 
IInel .IlS ('lear eviclenee that: tll(' battle was WE'll on its wa~' to being won. Thi,; 
"hoopla" about the ban ,;tE'llped U]1 markedly during the fall ~f that ~·E'ar. 

Apparently tlle Nixon aclministration was more concel'nNl in 1072 wUh the 1'('

I~lection campaign thtln they were about: controlling 1l0PIJ~' production amI solving 
lhe heroin problem. . 

'fhe recorcl dew·lope(l to date b;v th(> sub('ollllnittee l(>tlves little doubt that tIJl' 
Nixon administration no!: onl.v rr('ated it misillllJreSRioll about th(' ban and tlll' 
poliry of (>l'adiratlon, but that it had litt-le time, if an v, to heed th(> ('autiol1 
and aclvic<' of meclicnl experts and otherR who warnecl thnt such pol1ries conW 
have long-term damaging ramifications inclucling possiblE' shortages and th(' 
"mergence of a strong, viable Mexican connection along onr southwestern border. 
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~ven prior to former Pr~sid~nt Xixol1's message to the Congress in .June 1971, 
whleh set out the unel ObJectIves of a ban on poppies and the davelovment of 
synthetic alternatives to opiates, agencies eXllerts in a confidential memorandum 
hud alerted HIe White liouse to these Ul,ely ramifications. 

Testimony .presenteu to the subcommittee, however, revealed that White 
House advisers including Mr . .Tohn Ehrlichman, reportedl~· had decided tllat the 
Poppy.ban was "goocl polit~cs" in that it would provide a high-profile, simple, 
ostensIble answer to the cnme problem with 1vhich heroin addiction and traffic 
are so intimately associated. 

Even in late 1972 and 1973 when the prospect of an opiate shortage was 
rapidly becoming a reality, the White House ignored vrarnings by the medical 
community and others that White House "poppy politics" was responsible for t.be 
shortage as well as the failure to effectively focus on heroin traffic. 

In. a very ShOl:t period of time ::'IIexico had become the primary supplier of 
herom to the Umted States, and althougll the Turkey ban did cause a sllortage 
of heroin it was, as General Accounting Office investigators told the subcom
mittee, limited to major cities in the East and "a temporary thing at best." 

The heroin problem now is worse than it was before the ban. 
The American people are sic], and tirecl of being sold a bill of goods. 
As a Member of Congress who has, likewise, relied on lesS than candid repre

sentations at the highest levels of the executive branch in recent years, I know 
we were sold 'a oill of goods in this instance. 

We are interested in developing a full and complete understanding of these 
issues so that sound national pOlicies in the area can be suostituted for past 
mistakes. 

As late as February 21, 1074, President Nixon concluded his drug abuse in 
America message to the Congress by saying in part: 

"Drug abuse is a prolllem that we are solving in America. We have already 
turned the cornel' 0': lJeroin." 

Now, even White House officials, as they announce that all indicators of 
heroin abuse are up again, are cautioning others about claiming victory in the 
war against the poppy and heroin. In fact, on l'Iiarch 5, 1975, Dr. Robert Dupont 
then Director of the White HOl!.se Special Action Office on Drug Abuse Preven
tion, told the subcommittee that "we can no longer talk about having turned 
tIle corner on heroin anywhere." 

bimilar discouraging obseryations were containecl in the recently released Na
tional Institute on Drug Abuse publication "Heroin Indicators Trend Report." 
Director Dupont reiterated the mistake that was made in interpreting what 
proyed to be a regional, temporary downtrend in usage in 1973 as a turning point 
in the national antidrug fight and revealed that the eyitience is now clear that 
since 1973 the herOin use problem in the Unitec1 States had deteriorated. 

lIfaps provided for the subcommittee use in December 1974 by GAO graphically 
i11ll.strate the source of what Dr. Dupont termed the. deteriorating heroin prob
lem: Mexico. 

Mexico has become a significant supplier of the heroin reaching United States 
markets for illicit distribution. DEli.. statistics show tl1at in the year ending 
.Tune 30, 1972, 8 percent of the heroin seized in the United States waS Mexicun. 
By .Tune 30, 1973, the amount of seized heroin from 1IIe.'>:ico ha:d more than quad
rupled and accounted for 37.2 percent of all heroin seized in the United States. 
In March of 1975 DEli. informed the subcommittee that 65 percent of the heroin 
reaching the United States comes from :Mexican peoples. 

By last fall Uexico had taken over as the dominant or nearly exclusive source 
for illegal heroin throughout the Nation, overshadowing Europe, the Near East, 
and Southeast Asia. According to a special October 10, 1075, DEA report to the 
subcommittee during tIle first months of 1975, 90 percent of 3'05 lleroin samples 
confiscated in 13 major cities oythe DEA \Ye1'e Mexican p:ocessed. 

The special DEA report confirms the view that the route that brough~ Frellch
processed Tur]psh heroin has beencffectively blocked. Less than_2 percent of 
the confist!atec1 heroin analyzed betwe/iln ,January and .Tune 1070, came from 
Europe or the Near East. III 1.972, 4<1 percent of the sample came from trlOse 
.areas. During the period, Turkey halted tIle growing of the opium poppy from 
which heroin is made. Earlier last year Turkey resumed cultivation. Let us hope 
that the use of the poppy-sh'aw process of harvesting the (,pium will effectivt!ly 
prevent resm'rection of the infamous "French Connection". ' . 

Thus I am extremely concerned that all l1ecessnry steps be ta1ten t~ prevent 
the diversion and traffic in 'rurltish opium that has formerly cont;lb?ted so 
heavily to the destruction of so many thousands of lives ilnd was so mtImately 
linked to the ever-escalating levels of violent crime\("", 

)/ 
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The 'rurkish Governml:'nt claims that it will prevent the new opium crop 
from getting into criminal channl:'ls. The resort to the poppy straw method of 
processing will help to assure the desired objective, but much more is necessary. 
To date slightly more than 300 agents are repol·tedly availalile to monitor 50,000 
acres of poppies being cultivated in small plots. The jeeps necessary to reach 
remote areas as I understand it haye not; yet arrived. To get the, job done will 
require a dedicatl:'d and COlUmitted effort hy the Turkish Government. 

I urge the Prl:'sident to monitor the harvesting and processing of the new crop 
yery carefully, so that if necesary he can take apllropriate action under the For
eign Assistance Act to suspend economic and military aid. 

WIlen drastic action was taken to rescne American seaman seized by Cam
bodia, the President stressetl the importance of showing that the United States 
intends to remain strong. If and when the lives of thousands are threatened b~· 
diverted 'Turkish opium, I hope that the President is at least equally committed 
and willing to show the strength of the United States. 

Already the Turkish decision to again cultivate the poppy has made some 
impact on the illicit market. In Seattle, for instance, the resumption reportecUy 
prompted many clistrilJUtors to release "stockpiled" :Mexican heroin which had 
been withheld from the m::tl'ket in an attempt to force the price up. This surge 
in supply has lead to more narcotic seizures in January of this year than in all 
of 1074 in that area. Similar reports are being received from a,'ound the Nation. 

Whether the Turkish Goyernment fails to hold to their cOlr.mitments or not, 
we are .again confronted with a horrendous heroin trafficking problem. 

The increasing flow of ::."IIexiran heroin toward the major cities of the North
east and the drJ'illg up of the European supply are the most ."tartling aspects of 
the first half of 1975 DEA figures. A survey com!)letecl early in 1972, showed that 
the furthest penetration of l\iE'xi~an-processed heroin eastward was an irregular 
line running from Detroit to the J!'lorida Panhandle. '1'he GAO maps supplied to 
the subcommittee also illustrate the significant Mexican heroin marl{et during 
the same period. 

For instance, in Boston 100 percent of all confiscateu samples came from Mexico 
in 1975 and none from Europe. In 1974, 50 percent of the Boston samples had 
come from ::."IIexico and 17 percent from EnropE'. 

In New York City, 83 l1ercent of the samples were l\fexican..;processed in 
the first half of 1.975 compared with 10 percent from Europe in Hl74. 21. l1ercent 
of the samples were Mexican and 67 percent were Eurol1ean. 

For Philadelphia, 83 percent of the samples were l\Iexican in 1975 and none 
were from Europe in 1975. In 1974, 50 percent of the samples were ::."IIe~· can and 
17 percent were from Europe. 

The new figures show that Mexican-processet, heroin has even established 
itself for the first time in the Pacific Northwest, replacing heroin from Southeast 
Asia. 

The already entrE'nched 110sition of l\Iexican-processed heroin in the Middle 
'Vest and the Southwest was further confirmed by the new figures. For instance 
Detroit samples were 93 l1ercent ::."IIE'xican in 1974 and 94 percent in 1975, while 
Chicago remained at 100 percent l\Iexican for both years. 

HowE'ver, in 1072, Detroit samples showed 58 l1ercent of the heroin was proc
esSed in Em'ope and 30 percent ill Mexico. For Chicago, 4.'1 percent in 1072 was 
European aud33 percent was Mexican. 

The Midwest, and the Chicago area in particular, has become the main line of 
clis!rilmtioll for the l\Iexican brown heroin. The PEA deputy regional director ill 
Glllcngo relates that "we are up to our ears in ::."Ilexican heroin." It is estimated 
that between 3.8 and 7.5 tOllS of heroin arrive in this principal U.S. marketplace 
for l\Ipxican broW11. 

Renewed diplomatic steps are required. ::."IIr. Bensinger, the DEA Administrator 
and Executive Director of the New Cabinet Com1l1ittee for Drug Law Enforce
lllent and U.S. Ambassador Shelelon Vance, Senior Adyiser and Coordinator for 
Il~ternatiOnal Narcotics i.\Illtters to the Secretary of State hnve kept the sub com-
1l11!~ee app~·aisec1 of important diplomatic efforts, inCluding the recent June 8. 
19 (u, 1l1e~tl11g between AttornE'Y General r,evi anel l\Iexican Attorney General 
Pedno 0Jecla-Paullada on the apparelltlJ' successful opium poppy eradication 
l1rogram, but much more must be clone. 

I fisk unanimous consent that four charts illnstrating the extensive impact of 
Mexican heroin be printed at this point in the Record. 

There being no objectioll, the charts were ordered to he printed ill the Record 
as follows: ' 
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HEROIN SOURCE IDENTIFICATION FOR THE U.S. HEROIN MARKET 

D EA region headquarters 

Origin 

Number Europe/Near East Southeast Asia Mexico Unknown 

of sam· Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
pies 

January toJune 1975; I 
1. Boston._................... 10 ••..•••.•• _ ..••• __ . ___ .• _ .•• ____ 10 100 _______ • ___ • ___ _ 
2. New York. ___ .•.• ______ .• _. 30 3 10 2 7 25 83 ._ .•• __ • __ ••• _._ 
3. Philadelphia _____ ._ ..•• __ .__ 18 ••• ____ ._._ .• ___ 3 17 15 83 ____ • __________ _ 
4. Baltimore._ •• __ ._.__________ 29 1 3 9 31 19 66 ____ ._. _______ ._ 
5. MiamL ___ • ____ ._ ••• _ •• _... 10 ._ •••• _ ..•••••• _ 2 20 8 80 ________ . ___ ._._ 
6. Detroit •. ___ • __ • ___ •• ___ .•• _ 34 ___ ._ •• _. ______ . 2 6 S2 94 ._ •. _. __ • ____ •• _ 
7. Chicago ___ • __ ._ .•• __ .... ___ 25 _._. _____ ••• ______ ..• ____________ 25 100 __ ... __ ._. ___ •• _ 
8. New Orleans. ___ .___________ 16 ___ • ____ ._._ ••• _ 3 19 13 81 •• _ •. ____ ••••••• 

10. Kansas City ••• _ ••• _ •••.••• __ 17 _ •• _ •••.••• ____ • 2 12 15 88 ••• _. ___ ._. ____ _ 
11. Dallas •• ___ • ___ ._.__________ 36 ____ • ___ •• _______ ... _______ ••• __ 35 97 '1 3.0 
12. Denver ____ • ___ ._._ .. __ .____ 28 1 4 1 4 26 93 _________ • _____ _ 
13. Seattle. ___ • _____ ._._. ___ .__ 15 • ___ ._. _____ .___ 2 13 13 87 __ • ___________ ._ 
14. los Angeles ___ ... __ .. ___ .. __ 37 _____ .. _____________________ .... 37 100 ____________ • __ _ 

U.S. total. ________________ --3-05-----2--2-6---9--27-3--9-0---1---. 3 

In 1974:' I. Boston ____ • _______ .. __________ _ 6 1 17 2 33 2. New York _____________________ _ 24 16 67 2 8 3. Philadelphla ___________________ _ 
4. Baltimore _______ • ____________ •. 18 3 17 3 17 

V 10 n 9 U 5. MlamL. __________ .• __________ _ 12 • __ • _______ .____ 1 8 
6. Delroi!. _________ • _____________ _ 30 .. _ ... ____ ... ___ 2 7 
7. Chicago. ____________________ ._ 
8. Ne'10rleans ___________________ _ 

24 .. __ .. ______ • ____ • __ • ___ .. __ .. __ 
21 _.______________ 6 29 

10. Kansas City _____________ ••••••• _ 
11. Dallas •• _._. _____ •• ____ • ____ ._._ 

18 _____ • __ • ____ .__ 3 17 
39 ____________________ .. __ .• __ • __ _ 

12. Denver •••• _______ • ____________ _ 28 ____ • _____ ._____ 1 4 
13. Seattle __________ • _____________ _ 18 1 6 7 39 
14. Los Angeles ____ • ___ • ___ • __ .• ___ 36 • ___________ .... 1 3 

U.S. totaL._._. ___ • ____ .... __ _ 301 31 10 37 12 

1973;' 
1. Boston __ .... __ ••• __ •• _._ •• _ 
2. New York ••• _ •••. __ • ______ _ 
3. Philadu(phia ______________ __ 
4. Baltimore _______ • __________ _ 
5. MiamL ____ • ______________ _ 
6. I)et:oll. ____ .. __ ... _____ • ___ 
7. Chicago ............. __ .. __ _ 
8. New Orleans __ • ___ • ____ •• _ •• 

12 9 75 2 17 
36 20 56 11 30 18 12 67 ____ • ______ • __ __ 
24 9. 38 5 20 
12 2 17 4 33 
34 1 3 1 3 
21 1 5 10 48 10 • _______ ._______ 2 20 

10. Kansas City. ___ ... _____ • __ __ 
11. Dallas .. __ .. _____ • ________ __ 

18 1 6 __ .. _________ • __ 
33 1 3 2 6 

12. Denver. ________ .. ____ •• __ __ 
13. Seattle ______ ... _ ... __ • ____ _ 
14. Los Angeles __ •.• __ • __ • __ • __ • 

27 _ .... _____ • _________ .. ___ ._ • __ • __ 
15 ________ • _____ ._ 6 40 
39 __ . _____ ... _____ 6 15 

3 
5 
9 
8 

11 
28 
24 
15 
15 
39 
27 
10 
35 
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50 ______ .... _ ..... 
21 1 ... 
50 3 17 30 •• _. ___ ...... ___ 
92 __ ... ____ . ___ ... 
93 ____ .. ____ • __ • __ 

100 ..... _____ • __ • __ 
71 ____ • ____ •• ____ _ 
83 •• ___ • __ • ___ ... _ 

100 __ • _______ • __ • __ 
96 _______ • _____ . __ 
56 _______________ _ 
97 __________ ... __ _ 

76 ... 

1 8 ___ • _________ ._. 
3 8 2 6 
4 22 2 11 10 42 ______ • ____ • __ __ 
5 42 1 8 32 94 ____ • _________ __ 

10 48 __ • ________ .. __ • 
8 60 ___ ._ .. _____ ... _ 

17 94 __________ • ___ __ 
30 91 ______ ._ ... ____ • 
27 100 ______ • ___ .... _. 
9 60 • __ ... __ • __ • __ __ 

33 85 ._ •• __________ __ 

U.S. total ____________ • ___ • ;!=99===S=6 ==1=9==4:9===16==1=89===6=3 ====== 

19n:' 1. Boston ___ •• _____ • _________ • 15 ID 67 _______________ • 7 4 21 
2. New York __ • ______ • __ . ____ • .51 26 51 15 29 8 6 12 
3. Phlladelphia _____ • ____ • ___ •. 9 6 67 .. ___________ • __________ • ___ .___ 3 33 
4. Baltimore __ ... ___________ •.• ;18 W 83 6 2 11 ____________ .... 
5. MiamL __ ... __ ._. ____ • ____ • 27 17 63 10 3 11 4 15 
6. DetroiL ____ .. ____ ...... _._ 31 18 58 3 12 39 • ______ .. ___ •• __ 

~: ~~i~aS~iiians:::::::::::::::: U 1~ ~: ______ ~ _______ ~_ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
10. Kansas City ... _________ •.• __ ':'.1-67 3 11 __ • __ • ___ ... ____ 24 89 ---.---- _____ ... 
ll. Dallas .. _____ .. __ ... ___ .. ___ 3 19 1 6 12 75' __ • __ • ________ _ 
12. Denver .. ____ • ____ • __ .______ 20 2. 10 . ____ .. __ • ____ .. IS 90 -------~.-.-- .•• 
13. Seattle , _________ • __ " __ .... __ ' __ ... ______ • -__ ._ -____ .. --- -.. - __ .. -- •• -- ...... --.. -----------........ 
14. Los Angeles __ .. __________ .. _ :10 5 17 • __________ .____ 25 83 .--.----•• ---.--

TotaL ________ .___________ 280 123 44 22 111 40 24 

I Estimate based on 30S i.n depth anal¥ses, which constitute a 10.5 percent stratified sample of 2,893 DEA heroin records 
for the first half of 1975. 

'Sample contained both Mexican type and Southeast Asia #3type heroin • 
• Estimate based on 301 i"depth analyses, which constitu.te a 7 percent stratified, sample of 4,216 DEA heroin records 

for 1974 . 
• Estimate based on 299indepth analyses, which constitute a 6·percent stratified, sample of 1,973 DEA heroin records. 
'Estimates based on a random sampling of 280 indepth analyses Which represent a 6-percent stratified, sample of 1,9n 

DEA heroi!! records. . . , 
'No exhibits available for Seattle region. 
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:M:r. BAYH. Since the subcommittee'» extensive hearings on "poppy politics" in 
March 1975, I 1H11'e been encouraged by the work of the Domestic Council Drug 
Abuse Task J!'orce. In the fall of 1\:)74 and earl~' 1075 the subcommittee staff had 
detected signs of enlightenment regarding Federal drug enforrement policy in 
the approach of several individuals, including the chainnan of the White House 
Opium Policy Task Force, Mr. Johnson, who in turn became the Director of tLe 
Working Group that developed the "White P.aper on Drug Abuse." At our l\farcll 
1975 hearings we were pleased to learn that this important project was well 
underway and that they intended to give special attention to the lack of Federal 
drug law enforcement coordination. 

The wiuely publicized "tug of war" between DEA or its predecessor BNDD and 
the Bureau of Customs regarding jurisdiction 011 narcotics investigation has been 
at best a grave disappointment. I am cOllfidrnt that my colleague. Senator Nunn, 
and others on the Senate Goyernment Operations Committee are dedicated to 
assuring that the proper governmental strncture is devised to assure integrity 
and streamlined narcotics law enforcement. 

The Government Opel'ations Committee Interini report, "Federal Karcotics En
forcement," raises important issues regarding the respective DEA-Customs roles. 
It concludes that reorganization plan No.2 of 1973, "hicl1 created DEA "caused 
a break in the jurisdictional authority of this Goyernment to combat drug smug
gling." Tllis less than satisfactory result followed after the approval of plan 
No.2. The interim report leaves the impression that Congress had little or 
nothing to 'do with the approval of the reorganization plan No.2, and that its 
role was "sharply limited," becausf> if after 60 days from the date of submission 
of the plan, Congress had done nothing, the pvan would be implemented. 

My recollection was that another lengthy discussion and debate accomlJUnied 
the consideration of reorganization plan No.2-the vehicle that created DEA and 
a review of tIle record supported this v1ew. 

A Senate Government Operations Committee Report entitled "Reorganization 
Plan No. 2 of 1(l73, EstalJlishing a Dru.~ Enforcement Administration in tile 
Department of Justice" documents the extensive review given the proposed plan 
No.2. It reveals that "nearly 3 months before the Pl'f'sident Rui1mitted reorga
nization plan No.2, this committee's Subcommittee on Reorganization, Research, 
!l:nd International Organizations began an investigation of Federal drug law en
forcement" and that they conducted "more than 100 8taff interviews .of current 
and former law enforcement officials and prosecutors at the Federal, State, and 
local levels, of other present ancl past Government officials, including former 
Cabinet Officers and White House aides, and of drug abuse prevention and treat-
ment specialists." . 

A. central aspect of this inquiry was the "uncontrolled bitter feuding and the 
actual sabotaging of each other's investigations" by BNDD and Customs. The 
report notes that "by mid-March representatives of the Nixon administration in
formed * * * the * * * members of the subcommittee that the President woulcl 
soon submit 'a reorganization plan to bring the primary drug enforcement efforts 
together in a single agency in the Justice Department." 

According to the report, testimony was taken regarding plan No. 2 in Wash
ington from Mr. Kleindienst, Attorney General; Roy Ash, Director of the Office 
of Management and Budget; John Ingersoll, Director ·of BNDD; Vernon Acree. 
COlllmissioner of Customs; l\Iiles J. A.mbrose, Director of ODALE and Special 
Consultant to the PresWent for Drug Abuse Law Enforcement. 'Vhen coupled 
with1ield hearings he1cl around the country on plan No.2 !I'a total of 158 witnesses 
we~'e heard in 11 hearings." 

The report on plan No.2 reveals that the Government Operations Committee 
found that there was a strong need for the new superagency and it endorsed the 
reorganization plan and cited, alllong several, tlle following advantage expected 
to be :derived from the reorganization: 

"(1) It will put an end to the interagency rivalries that have undermined J!'ed
eral drug law enforcement, especially the rivalry between BNDD and the Cus
toms Bureau." 

It is interesting to 111)te that the actual plan No.2 submitted by tIle President 
to the Congress (H. Doc. No. D3-GD, :;Uarch 28, 1(73) stressed the need to 
strengthen our narcotics law enforcement effort at our borders. It proposed in 
fact, in order to reduce the possibility that narcotics will escape detection at ports 
of entry becau!;e of divicled responsibility, and to enhance the effectiyenessof the 
DEJA that 1111 fUllctions vested in the Justice Department l'especting the inspec
tion of pel'solls or the documents of persolls be transferred to Treasury to aug
ment the effort of the Bureau of Customs at our borderS. 
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According to the 1973 conunittee report, the hearings on plan No.2 "did not 
dwell on the B~DD-Customs dispute because the chairman and members felt 
that no legislative purpose would have been served in as much as the plan 
acknowledged ancI remedjrd the vroblem fly 1111it:n~ the rival agencies." AIJ
parently because President Nixon proposed the transfer of Immigration and 
Naturalization Service inspectors to Customs to accomplisl ! the renewed focus 
'at the bonIer-thus possibly jeopardizing the rights and benefits of the inspec
tors-Customs lost out. 

The ne.w agency-DEJA-would absorb virtually all of the Customs Service's 
drug enforcement fuuctions except at the border and ports of entry. It would 
a:ppear that no attention was given to beefing up Customs in a manner consistent 
with the rights of the ImmigrQ.tion and Naturalization inspectors, for example 
providing Customs with 1,000 additi·onal positions. Consistent with such an ap
proach former Assistant of tlw Treasury :\lr. Eugene Rossides in a memorandum 
he submitted for my review, April 2, 1!J74, recommended the return of antidrug
smuggling responsibilities, including related inteUigence collection, to Customs. 
'.rile Government Operatious Committee should give serious consideration to this 
recommendation. 

Thus the reorganization plan No.2 apparently did not resolve the "tug-a-war" 
between DEA ancl Customs. The Dome.~tic Council in tIle white paper, however, 
has called for a settlement of the jurisclictional dispute between DEA and Cus
toms. At the subcommittee hearing last week, bOtll Administrator BensingeJ: and 
Commissioner Acree expressed strong support for the December 11, 1975, mem
orandum of understanding between their two agencies. I ask unanimous consent 
that the memorandum and attachecl guidelines be printecl at this point in the 
Record. 

~'here being no objection, the report and guidelines were ordered to be printed 
in the Record, as follows: 

MEMORANDUM 

To Principal Field Office (U.S. Customs Service/Drug Enforcement Administra
tion). 

From Commissioner of Oustoms/ Acting Administrator, Drug Enforcement Admin
istration. 

Subject Memorandum of Understanding Between U.S. Customs Service/Drug 
Enforcemen t Adminis tra tion. 

As the Commissioner -of Customs and the Acting Administrator, Drug Enforce
ment Administration, we wish to assure all personnel of both agencies. that this 
Memorandum of Understanding was signed in good faith by both parcie:'- and it is 
our intention to insure that the relationships between our agencies are conducted 
according to these operational guidelines in both a coordinated and pJ:ofessional 
manner. 

It is of the utmost importance that the U.S. Customs Service and the UiH> Drug 
Enforcement Administration work together in an atmosphere of harmony· and 
efficlency in combatting the illegal importation and tmfiicldng ill illicit drugs_ 
It 'is essential that each agency complement and support the other in fulfilling 
their respective obligations. 

The attached policy guidelines have been established between the Drug En
forcement Administration and tlle U.S. Customs Service for the purpose of clarify
ing. the respective operations of each agE'llcy in respect to drug related enforce
ment activities. It is anticipated that the guidance established in this agreement 
'will promote and insure that the inter-agency relationShips are in the best in
terests of the United States and will r(>sult in effective ancI efficient law 
enforcemen t. . 

A copy of this memorandum and the attached Memorandum .of Understnnding 
is being sent directly ·to all field offices of both agencies so that all personnel will 
be immediate1y aware of the agreed UP011 operational guidelines. We expect all 
principal field .offices to insure that meetings are arranged at the earliest date 
between U.S. Customs Service and Drug Enforcement Administration counter
parts at the various managerial and working levels to develop the closest possible 
worldng levels to {levelop the closest IJOssible working relationship within these 
operating guideline8. 

VERNON D. ACREE, 
Oommissione1·. of Ott8tom8. 

HENRY S. DOGIN, 
Acting Aamini8tratOI', Drug lilnforoement· Aami'l1listration. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNnERSTANDING BETWEEN TEE CUSTOMS SERVICE AND THE DRUG 
ENFORCEJlfENT ADlI£INISTRATION ON OPERATING GUIDELINES 

The purpose of this memorandum is to emphasize and clarify the roles and the 
need for cooperation between the 'respective agencies. Under the broad guidelines 
of Reorganization Plan No.2, the Drug Enforcement Administrl).tion has been as
signed the primary responsibilty for " ... intelligence, investigative and law en
forcement functions ... which relate to the suppresSion of illicit traffic in nar
cotics, dangel'ous drugs or marihuana ... " Under the plan and delegations, Cus
tomsretains and continues to perform those functions " .. " to the extellt that they 
relate to searches and seizures of illicit narcotics, dangerous drugs, marihuana or 
to the apprehension or detention 'ot persons in connection therewith at regular 
inspection locations at ports-of-enry or anywhere along the land or water borders 
of the United States" .. " 

Both agencies have vital roles to perform within the JPederal drug enforce
ment program. Customs, as part of its overall responsibility for interdicting the 
smuggling of contraband, retains the full responsibmty for searching, detecting, 
seizing smuggled narcotics, and arresting suspected smugglers of any contraband. 
DEA has the full responsibility for any narcotic-related follow-up investigation, 
as well as for providing Customs with information related to narcotics interdic
tion. Clearly, for the Federal effort to accomplish it~ enforcement goals related 
to reducing narcotics trafficking, both agencies must cooperate and provide ap
prol}riate mutual assistance in performing their respective funetions. It is mu
tually agreed that an employee who willfully violates the intent and conditions 
of this agreement will be subject to firm disciplinary action. 

To implement the above, the Commissioner of Customs and the Administrator of 
the Drug Enforcement Administration jointly approve the following guidelines 
for dealing with specific operational problems. 

(1) OPERATIONAL ROLES OF CUSTOMS AND DEA 

Customs is the agency with primary responsibility for interdiction of all con
traband, including all drugs at the land, sea, and air borders of the United States. 

DEA is the agency with primary responSibility for investigation and intelligence 
gathering related to (hug smuggling and trafficking. 

~'he Drug Enforcement Administxation will notify the U.S. Customs Service 
of information fl"Om its narcotic investigations which indicates that a smug
gling attempt is anticipated at 01' between an established port-of-entry as soon 
as possible after the information is received. Such information may result in a 
cooperative joint interdiction effort but shall in 110 case result ill uncoordinated 
unilateral action. , 

Within the limitations (,f its resources, Customs will cooperate when requested 
to support DEA operations and ongoing investigations, including interception of 
aircraft suspected of drug smuggling and convoys. 

For purposes of this agreement an ongoing investigation includes only those 
cases in which information indicates a seizure and/or arrest should not occur at 
the initial point of contact in tlle United States, but should continue as a convoy 
to the final delivery point. The mere fact that a suspect or vehicle is known to 
DEA does not constitute an ongoing investigation. 

(2) LAW ENFORCEMENT COVRDINA'rION 

Whenever Customs has information on any person, aircraft, vessel, etc., that 
is involved in or suspected of being inVOlved in drug smuggling or trafficking, 
DEA will be the first agency contacted by Customs. DEA will then haye primary 
responsibility for the coorclinatioll of all inyestigatiye efforts. 

Whenever DEA has information 011 any llerson, aircraft, vessel, etc., that is 
involved in or suspected of being involved in the smuggling of cO)1trahand, Cus
toms will be the first agency contacted by DEA. Customs will then have primary 
responsibility for interdiction if a seizure or arrest is to occur at the initial poin t 
of contact in th~ United States except in those cases under the control of DEA. 

(!l) PLACING OF 'l'RANsPONDlms ON AmCHAFT AND TRANSPONDER ALEUTS 

'!'ranspollders will not be utilized by Customs in drug related actiYity without 
prior ac1\'ice to DEA of tIle aircraft's ic1elltity ml(l sllRllects involved. If DEA 
hus all ongoing im"estigation, DE.\. willlllal;:e the tactical decision as to the course 
of action to be taken. 
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Both agencies will expeditiously advise each other of all transponders placed 
on aircraft, and immediately upon receiving signals therefrom. 

Customs will normally respond to all specially coded transponder alerts cross
ing the border. DEA will be gh'en immediate notification whenever Customs re
sponds to a drug-related transponder alert. 

(4) COllIBINED SEIZUI!ES OF NARCOTICS AND OTHER GENERAL CONTRABAND 

------~ Where both narcotics Ilnd geueral contraband are seized in the same case, the 
Customs Office of Investigations is to be notified and they will coordinate with 
DEA on a joint investigation. 

Investigative efforts will be dependent upOn the magnitude of the violations 
and/or the value of the general merchandise seized. 

(5) VIOLATIONS TO BE REPORTED TO THE U.s. ATTORNEY 

DEA case reports will include any customs reports related to the drug viola
tion. Customs will furnish their reports to DEA in an expediti JUS manner. DEA 
will present the vi:olations to the concerned prosecutor for determination of 
charges. 

(6) INTERNATIONAL AND D01IESTIC DRUG INTELliGENCE GATHERING, COORDINATION 

DEA is the agency wi tIl primary responsibility for gathering intelligence on 
drug smuggling and trafficking, including air trafficking. 

Customs has primary responSibi1it)' for intelligence gathering of smuggling 
activities and also a supportive role to DEA in drug smuggling and trafficldng. 
Nothing in this agreement p1;ecludes Customs from gathering information from 
the air and marine community related to the smuggling of contraband. Customs 
will continUe to maintain liaison and gather information from foreign Customs 
services on all smultgling activities. _ 

Customs will expeditiously furnish all drug-related information to DEA. DEA 
will expeditiously furnish drug smuggling intelligence to Customs. Unless imme
diate action is reG/uired, such drug smuggling intelligence collected will not be 
subjected to ~llforeement nction prior to coordination between Customs and DEA. 

DEA and Customs will refrain from offering or lending support to any deroga
tory remarks l'egv.rcling the other agency. When dealing with other la w enforce
ment agencies, Federal, state and local officials should not be misled as to DEA 
and Customs re:,pective responsibilities, 

Neither Customs nor D])A will. discourage potential I:lources of information 
trom working for the other agency. The promising of rewards to informants for 
intelligence s11an not be competitively used to increase the price of information 
and. knowingly 'C!ncourage the source of information to "Agency Shop." 

Under no circumstances will Customs officers employ a participating informant 
for drug-relat0d matters unless prior agreement and concurrence is obtained from 
DEA. Both agencies recognize that the identity of an informant may have to be 
revealed in court and that the informant may have to testify. 

In those drug smuggling cases involving a D])A confidential source, Oustoms 
will be promptly notified of the role -of the informants so tl1at the safety of the 
cooperating individual is not jeopardized. Customs officers will not attempt to 
debrief DEA informants. _ 

None of the foregoing is intended to limit total resourc~ utilization of DEA 
and Customs law enforcement capabilities, but rather to insure _ coordination, 
elimination of duplication of effort, and prevention of counter-productive or 
potentially dangerous enforcement activities. 

At the field level, Customs and DEA officers will identify specific personO! or 
organizational units for the purpose of information referral and to coordinate 
enforcement mwtters. 

(7) PROOEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED WHEN DBA HAS INFORMATION THAT AN AIRCRAFT, 
VEHIOLI:, VESSEL, PERSON, ETC., WILL TRANSIT THE BORDER CARRYING NARCOTICS 

For criminal case development purposes, DEA may request that such persons 
or conveyances be pr,rmitted to enter the United States without enforcement 
intervention at that time. These requests will be made by DEA supervisory agents 
at the ARD level or abOve to District Directors ot -their deSignated representa
tive. Such requests will be rare and made only when DEA intends to exploit 
investigations of major traffickers. 
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Customs officers will participate in the enforcement actions untH the initial 
seizure and arrest. The number of Customs personnel and equipment needed will 
be decided by the Customs supervi;:or with input from the DEA Case Agent, sub
ject to the limitations of available Customs resources, not to exceed the number 
recommended by the DEA Case Agent. 

On drug-related joint enforcement actions, no press releases will be made 
by Customs Oi: DEA without the concurrence of each other. 

(8) DRUG SEIZUUE PROCEDURES 

Customs responsibility for interdiction of contraband, including illegal drugs, 
remains unchanged. Using every enforcement aid and technique available to 
them, Customs officers will continue to search for illicit drugs. Each time any 
drugs are discovered, they will be seized and the nearest DEA office will be 
immediately notified unless otherwise locally agreed upon. Questioning of ar
rested violators will be limited to obtaining personal history and seizure informa
tion for Customs forms. Further questioning is the responsibility of DEA. Chain 
of custody forms or receipts are required for transfers of all seized items. 

Customs will take every step possibl(~ to preserye all evidentiary material 
and not remove suspected drugs from original containers when such action 
compromises evidentiary and investigatiYe potential. 

In these instances where DEA will not accept custody of detained persons or 
seizure of drugs due to U.S. Attorney p:rosecutiye policy, DEA will notify local 
enforcement authorities for prosecutive consideration. Otherwise DEA will re
quest Customs to notify these authorities. When local enforcement authority 
declines, Customs will procee(l to assess admi.nistrative and civil penalties, as ap
propriate. Otherwise, administrative and civil penalties should be held in abey
ance until local prosecution is completed. 

(0) CONVOY OPERATIONS AFTER OUSTOMS SEIZURES 

In those instances w1lere DEA decides to convoy the contraband seized by Cus
toms to the ultimate consignee, Customs personnel will fully cooperate, and 
will withhold publicity. All seized vehicles or conveyances will be included in 
a chain of custody receipt. 

The weighing of the contraband may be waived when the method of con
cealment makes it impractical. At the ·termination of the convoy, an accurate 
weight will be supplied by DEA to the ol'iginating district director, and the 
chain of custody will be annotated with the correct weight. Customs officers 
will not normally participate in this type of convoy operation. 

At the termination of this type convoy operation, involved vehicle or con
veyance shall be released to the custody of the nearest district director of 
Customs. 

(10) DISPOSITION OF VEHICLES, VESSELS, .AIUCRAFT AND SEIZURES IN JOINT 
ENFORCEMENT 

AU vehicles, vessels, and aircraft iny·olved in joint smuggling cases will be 
seized and forfeited by Customs. Final disposition of the conveyance will be 
determined by a joint Headquarters review board comprised of Customs and DEA 
personnel. Guidelines governing disposition. will be developed. 

Upon prior DEJA request in writing, Customs will not administratively dispose 
of seized aircraHs or other conveyance until it is no longer required for eyi
dence by the courts or termination of DEA investigation. 

(11) REFERRAL TO OTHER AGENCIES (OHAIN OF CUSTODY AND LABORATORY SAMPLING) 

Customs will continue, in the case of seized heroin and cocaine, weighing two 
ounces or more, to make samples not to exceed 7 grams. However, the Customs 
laboratory will not perfrmn the quantitative and qualitative analysis until com
pletion of the prosecutive action, except for special contingencies. 

( 1 2) DEA ACCESS TO CUSTOMS PERSONNEL AND CONTHOLLED AUEAS 

Designated Customs areas are no~ normally accessible to others. Access to 
Customs controlled arens and Oustoms persunllel on !1)l as J1.~~iled basis will be 
obtained from the officer-in-charge of the Customs facility in each instance. Cus
toms will honor such requests, provided that DEJA personnel in no way interfere 
in examination and inspection processes. 
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(13) PROCEDURES WREN DISCOVERY OF DRUGS IS MADE DEFORE ACTtrAL VIOLATORS RAVE 
DEEN IDEN'rI.F'IED AND GOODS OR CONVEYANCES .\RE STILL IN CUSTOMS CUSTODY 

When Customs officers discover the presence of concealed drugs in imported 
goods, and the goods 01' conveyances are still under Customs custody or control, 
and they have been claimed by a consignee or reachec1 their ultimate destination, 
Customs' shall maintain control of the c1rugs, but DEA will be notified immedi
ately. Customs officers will cooperate with DEA and be guided by DEA's tactical
decisions regarding investigative development, arrest and seizure. 

Any representation made to Federal, I::ltate or local prosecutors for mitigation 
of sentence or otheL' consideration· on behalf of a defendant who has cooperated 
in narcotic cases or investigations will be made by DEA. DEA will bring to the 
attention of the appropriate prosecutor cooperation by a narcotic defendant who 
Ims as"isted Customs. 

There are existing DEA/Customs agreements not covered in. this document 
that pertain to cross-designation of DEA agents, mail parcel drug interdiction 
and other matters. DEA and Customs mutually agree to review each of these 
and amend ,,,here appropriate for consistency with the cooperative intent of 
this agreement. 

No guidelines are aU encompassing and definitive for aU occasions. Therefore, 
the appropriate field management of both agencies are directed to establish 
comlllunication with their respective counterparts to vetter COordinate their 
respective operations. Similar cooperation and harmonious working relation
ships should be implemented at all subordinate leyels. It must be recognized that 
gooel faith as well as mutual respect for the statutory responsibilities of our 
agencies and for the employees are the cornerstones upon Wllich full cooperation 
llluSt be established. To this end, Customs and DEA personnel must take the 
appropriate affirmative actions to minimize conflict and develop a combined pro
gram which adequately serves the interests of the United S,tates of America and 
its citizenry. 

HENRY S, DOGIN, 
Aotinu Administrator, D1'1tO Enforoement Administration. 

VERNON D. ACREE, 
OormniS8ioner, U.S, 01tstoms Sei'Vioe. 

:'Ifr. BAYH. I was impressed by the sincerity of these two men at our hearing 
last weel;:, but in light of the failure of a similar prior agreement to resolve 
jurisdictional problems, I urge the President to clearly delineate a White House 
level monitoring s;ystem to assure that OUr drug law enforcement agencies get 
on with their mandates namely to curlJ the fiow of heroin and other dangerous 
({rugs into this country. 

Whatever agenc:l QL' agencies are eventually assigned the drug law enforce
ment responsibilities it is my subcommittee's mandate to assure that the. Con
trolled Substances Act and'tlle Controlled Substances Import and E:l>.'"Port Act, 
that were drafted by the subcommittee after, extensive hearings in 1969 and 
enacted in 1970, provide the Nation's drug law enforcement officers and our 
criminal justice system with the most effective constitutionally sound tools to 
help' take the profit out of heroin and other illegal dangerous drug traffic. 

Through our 1975 hearings on opium policy and presently on legislation 
introduced by the President the subcommittee intends to develop a better un
derstanding of the ramifications 'of the public policy developed' by the Nixon 
administration to curb heroin traffic anel abuse and whether or not the current 
administration has learned from their mistal,es . 

I agreed with the President when he stressed in llis April 27, 1976, message 
that "drug abuse constitutes a clear and present threat to the health and futUre 
of our Nation" that we must "refocus and revitalize the Federal effort," especially 
with regard to those who accumulate substantial wealth through SUch tainted 
trade. 

1'11is is not the lirst time, since 1968 that the administration has expressed 
Fmpport for congressional effort to curb c1rug traffic, Earlier proposals lacked 
focus and did not reflect the judicious use of limited public resources. Thus, 
although I am encouraged by soml;! recent :remarks, I WQuid be, less than candid 
if I did not admit that the earlier rheto;ric and indifference abo,ut these impor
tant issues only reaffirms former Attorney General il'litcheU's enjoindel' that it 
was more important to watch what is done than what is said. You donot llelp 
tal{e the easy profits out of dl'ug traffic with tought talk and hollo',\>" promises. 
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1IANDATORY PENALTIES 

I believe that firm and certain punishment must be the response to drug 
traffickers. Because of the understandable concerll ancl debate regarding Senate 
bill 1, a re\VJ'it~ of the entire Federal Criminal Code, I ugree with the President 
and the clistinguished Senator from Nebraska (:\11'. Hruska) that we not delay 
the enat·tInent of approlu'iate measures to cnrlJ nal'cotics traffickers. Thus I 
intend to report a ~eparate drug bill this year. 

Although there seems to lJe a iJandwagon syndrome regardilig the application 
of mandatory minimulll llenalties to all crimes I agree with Prof. James Voren
bel'g "that the rush to mandatory minimum sentences distracts attention from 
a general restructuring of senencing laws as well as from the futility of efforts 
to run our criminal justice system 'on the cheap'." But I concur with the dis
tinguished executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union, 1\11'. Aryeh 
Neier, that: 

"Some people who have committerl very serious crimes of violence should be 
given incallacittiting sentences to protect everyone else." 

'rhe 1970 act eliminated most mandatory sentences. As the former President 
said in his .Tulle 17, 1971, drug abuse message to Congress: 

"The act contains credible and proper penalties against violators of the drug 
law. Several punishments are invoked agai:1st the drllg pushers and peddlers 
while mOre lenient and tlexilJle sanctions are provided for the users." 

The President continued: 
"These new pellaltim; allow j1ldges more discretion, which we feel will restore 

credibility to the drug control laws and eliminate some of the difficulties 
prosecutors and judges lmve had in the past arising out of minimum mandatory 
penalties for all Tiola1"ors." 

The only provision of the 1970 act providing minimum mandatory sentences is 
the continuing criminal enterprise provision, section 408, which was intended to 
serve as a strong {leterrent ::mc1 to keep those found guilty of such yiolations out 
of circulation. 

It provides that persons engaged in continuing criminal enterprises involving 
violations of the bill, frol11 which sUb:,;tantial profits are c1erived, shall, upon 
conviction, be sentenced to not less than 10 years in prison, and may be imprisoned 
up to life, with a fine of up to $100,000, plus forfeiture of all profits obtained in 
that enterprise. A second conviction under this section will leac1 to a mamlatory 
flentence of not less than 20 years and up to life imprisonment, a fine up to 
$200,000, !lnd forfeiture of all such profits. 

Except when continuing criminal enterprises serve as the basis for an indict
ment, manufacture, sale, 01' oUler distribution of controlled drugs will carry pen
alties which vary, depending upon the -danger of the drugs involved. If the drugs 
are narcotic drugs listed in schedules I 01' II, which have the highest-probability 
of crea ting severe physical as well as psychological uependence, the penalties 
whicll may be imposed are up to 15 years imprisOl;unent and a fine of up to 

. $25,000 for a first offense. If tIle drug involves nonnarcotic substances listed in 
schedules I or II, or any substance-whether or not a narcotic-included in 
schedule III, the pena Hies for a first offense are up to 5 years imprisonment, 
plus a fine of not more than $15,000. If the drug is a schedule IV substance. the 
DenaIty is up to 3 years imprisonment and a fine of $10,000, and if a schedule V 
substance is involved, the penalty is up to 1 ~'ear imprisonment, plus a fine of 
not more than $5,000. 

Where a violation of 1he bill involves distribntion to a pprson below the age 
of 21 by a persall who is 18 or more years of age, the venaIty authorized is twice 
the penalty otherwise authorized for a first offense, with substantially increased 
penalties for second and subsequent violations. 

The President's proposed legislation would require mandatory minimum sen
tences for all persons convicted of trafficking in heroin and similar narcotic 
rlrugs. It calls for a 3-year mandatory sentence for the first offense, and at least 
6 years for any subsequent offenses or selling illegal drugs to a minor, subject 
in each instance to exceptions. 

This Ullproach does llOt focus on the financier, importer, or organized criminal 
leaders who control drug trllffic-it does lIOt focus all these kingpin~. What we 
need is meaningful sentencing for lllajor trafficl,ers. The problem wJ.th current 
Federal polic~' and focus was clearly presented to the subcommittee last we~k by 
Hon. Sheldon B. Vance, Senior Advisor to Secretary Kissinger for Internc..tional 
Narcotics Matters, when he told the subcommittee tllat-
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"While we can pOint with some satis:Oction to Our efforts toward improving the 
effectiveness of intel'national narcotics control over the past several ~'ears, our 
own efforts ~o deal with traffickers has acquired a reputation of leniency. Minimal 
sentences, liberal parole policies antl prosec'utorill bargaining with cooperating 
d~fendants have caused some foreign officials bo criticize the United States judi
CIal system, often referJ'iJlt\' to it as a "reYolving door." ~pecific complaints haye 
been registered, primarily from Latin American countries, about low bail, release 
on personal cognizance, plea bilrgaining, lenient sentences, and early parolling 
of traffickers allllrellended follf)\Ying close collaboration with foreign law en
forcemeut officb.ls." 

Ambassador Vance cited an especially illustrath'e calle. He explained that
"It concerned two individuals arrested in November 1972 in New York subse

quent to their deliyer~' from ~ingapore of 2,5 llilos of #4 heroin to SpeCial 
Agents of the Dl'ug Enforcement Administration. The exhibit was delivered as 
a free sample town'd a 23 llilo 'delivery scheduled for the future. ~'hey were tried 
without a jUl'Y in the Southel'l1 District of Ne'v York and in March 11)73 were 
given sentences of 15 years fOl' each of two counts, to run consecutively. Ou 
June 26, 1974, the judge reduced their sentences pursuant to their motions, mak
ing them eligible for parole, 

"On August 30, 1974, one of them' filed an application for parole. His applica
tion was heard on October IG, 1974. All Institutioml Heview Hearing was held 
in Murch 1976 and llaroie was granted, He was delivered to the U,S. Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service Authorities Oil July 15, l!J07G for deportation, 

"On July 17, 1976, upon his arrival in Singapore, he was arrested by officers of 
the Singapore Central Narcotics Bureau. On July 20, 1976, the Assistant Director. 
Central Nal'cotics Bureau requesLNl the High Court :\Iagistrute to order his 
detention for the remainder of bis U.S. prison sentence!' 

AlllbRssador Vance commented that-
"~'hese developments have caused the Singapore aUtilOriLies seriously to ques

tion the commitment and sincerity of the United States in its efforts against the 
international trafficking of narcotics." 

And that-
"Such cases and other indicators clearly show ~ soft and impredse handling 

of narcotics offender:>. This inhibits our ability to obtain cooperation froll;. 
foreign governments," 

We lleed to restore crecUbility to the sentencing process to assure that the 
"kingpins" are disrupted, I endorse the D(;mestic Council 'White Paper recom
mendation regarding sentencing of drug traffickers to require "minimum manda
tory sentences for persons convicted of high.level trafficking in narcotics and 
tiangerous drugs." I took particular note of the task force recommendation that 
the President's proposal be expanded to include high-level traffickers of barbi
turates and amphetamines, 

The most effective way to curb the flow of illicit drugs is to immobilize sub
stantial trafficking networks through the prosecution and conviction of their 
leaders. I COncur in the "White Paper recommendation that: 

"Federal law enforcement efforts should fOl!uS on the development of major 
conspiracy cases against the leaders of high-level trafficking networks, and 
should move away from "street·level" activities." 

In calendar year 1974, DEA special agents in the United States spent 28 per
cent of their time in pursuit of class I violators, or those at the high level of 
traffic; 19 percent investigating class II's; 45 percent of their time on class 
III's; and 8 percent of tileir time Oll IV's, Even fewer of the arrests made 
were class I 01' II violators. , 

According to DEA. A.dministrator Bensinger, however, the trend has im
proved, He told the subcommittee last week that class I, major, heroin violator 
arrests have increased by 106 percent in the I)-month period ending March 31, 
1976 and Class IV street-level arrests have decreased significantly. 

These are encouraging signs but only time will determine whether DEA 
has finally focused its limited resources on the class I violators. The New 
York Drug legislation was recently amended to reflect !:his p;;i0rity. The so
called Rockefeller shotgun approach clogged the CoulltS(mt faIled to sharpen 
the system's focus on major traffickers. To help assure this lo~g-term objective 
tho subcolllmittee is considering provisions that would restnct Federal dru~ 
control jurisdiction Ilnd authority to major interstate und iDt~l:..'1(l tiona! easeS. 

In 1973, tlle subcommittee deshed to significantly strengthen )pe hand ,'of 
'\ . 
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our law enforcement officials in dealing with one of the most dangerJus types 
of criminals in our society-major dealers who are the purveyors of heroin 
to our young people. This concern was reflected in the public menace amend
ment to S. 800, introduced by Senators Bayh and i":llmadge. This amendment 
was aimed at the backbone of hcroin trade and discribution in this country, 
not addicts who are supporting a habit, for whom cm:rent laws are adequate, 
but the high-Ieyel traffickers who hook others. '1'he Senate passed the amend
ment' on April 3, 1973. It was not favorably reported from the House Judiciary 
Committee before the close of the 93d Congress. Similar provisions are included 
in S. 1880 the Violent Crime and Repeat Offender Control Act of 1975, which 
I introduced last June. 

There is no criminal element in this country which is more dangerous and 
despicable than those who are the purveyors of heroin to our young people. 
My approach is not aimed at addicts who are already hooked and who are 
trying to support their habits. For such people laws already on the books 
anel adequate treatment-together with the capture al1(l imprisonment of big 
time dealers-offer the best hope. ;'IIy target is those who have hooked others 
and not themselves. 

Under my bill persons convicted of manufacturing, distributing, or dispensing 
heroin or morphine in amounts equal to 0': in excess ·of one-tenth of an ounce 
of pure narcotic would receive, on the first offense, a mandatory minimum 
sentence of 10 to 30 years. For second convictions, these pushers would get a 
mandatory life sentence. In neither case would the offender be eligible for 
probation, suspendecl sentence or parole--except after serving 30 years of a 
life sentence. In both cases the mandatory minimum sentence would have to 
be imposed in addition to the sentence provided under existing law, and in 
both cases the additional sentence would have to be consecutive to, not con
current with, the existing punishment. 

One-tenth of an ounce of heroin or morphine may seem to be a tiny amount, 
Mr. Presid('nt, but it is as deadly as it is small. It can and is turned into a large 
number of bags of heroin on the street, and is worth a handsome sum. As a 
measure of the seriousness of the criminal conduct it is preferable to the 
President's bill which applies to any detectable amount of opiate. It best as
sures that we reach the high-level dealers who hflllCUe very pure and very 
yaluable heroin. '1'his test also assures that we do not bring under these very 
sevnre penalties a person with a mixture which contains only traces of a nar
coti~. Under this approach the yolume of the material sold or mp.nufactured 
would not matt('r; the only question would be whether it contained the equiva
lent of one-t.enth of au ounce or pure heroin 01' morphine. 

The following table, prepared by subcommittee staff, illustrates graphically 
the amount of heroin involved in the application of my bill : 

ESTIMATES OF HEROIN DOSAGE UNITS DERIVED FROM J.10 OUNCE OF PURE HEROIN OR MORPHINE 

Totol units: 

~: ~'.~n ~C~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ = = = = = = = = = =:: =::: =: = =:::: =:: = =:::: =:: = == = =:::: = = _:: = =: c. 945 ________________________________________________________________ _ 
d. 7G8.7 _________ • ____________________________________________________ _ 
e. 567 __________ • ________________________ . __________________________ _ 
f. 472.5 ___ " ________________________________ " __________________________ _ 

~: m::e:::::::::::::::: =:: =::: =:::=:::::::::::: =:::::::::::::::: :::: I. 315 ____________ • ___ • _____ . ________ •• _______________________________ _ 
J. 283.5 __________________________________________________________ . ____ _ 

Unit size (mil- Percent of heroin 
ligram bags) or morphine 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

-------------------------------------------
Note: 0.1. ounce equals 28.35 grm. or 28,350 mgms. 0.2 ounce equals 2.835 grm. or 2,835 mgs. 

Any Ilonaddict who manufactures, distributes, or dispenses one-tenth of an 
onnce of heroin or morphine is, we can be confident, a high-level trafficker who 
is rationally am1 fol' profit pushing drugs. Such a person deserves no quarter. 

The President's bill neither (listingui'lhcS as to amount or purity of the drug 
involved, it would eyen mandate a 3-y~al' jail term for one who illegally transfers 
a portion of a methadone maintenance patient's ayerage 100 n:iHigram dosage. 
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Although we have not received an assessment from the Bureau of Prisons as 
to the impact of the President's proposal, we can rest assurE'd that multimillions 
of nonexistent dollars would be required for new prisons. rrhis shotgun-nonspe-
cific approach should be rejected. . 

'While I believe> present statutes are adequate f6r addicts, the subcommittee 
is considering an amendment to the 1970 act to incluue an "attempt" sectiun pun
ishable by up to 5 years ill1J.)riSOlllllent, that would apply to llonaddict traffickers; 
such provision may provide the necessary impetus for such nonaddicts to co
operate in the prosecution of major trafficking cases. 

A sound drug enforcement policy must reflect the reality that all drugs are not 
equally dangerous, and all drug use is not equally destructive. The Domestic 
COllncil White Paper on Drug Abuse stresses this theme when it concludes that 
enforcement efforts should therefore concentrate 011 drugs which have a high 
addiction potential, and treatment programs should be given priority to those 
individuals using high-risk drugs, and to compulsive users of any drugs. 

I ask unanimous consent that chart 12 from the Domestic Council's White 
Paper, A Sllll1mary of Drug Priorities and accompanying text-pages 32-34--be 
printed at this point in the Record. 

There being no objection, the chart and text were orderE'd to be printed in 
the Record, 'as follows: 

SUMMARY: DRUG PRIOiUTIES 

Chart 12 ranks the various drugs according to the follo,ving criteria: (1) 
likelihood that a user will become physically or ,psychologically dependent; 
severity of adverse consequences, both (2) to the individual and (3) to society:.' 
and (4) size of the core problem. 

SUMMARY OF DRUG PRIORITIES 

Severity of conseq uences 

Dependence liability Personal Social Size of care problem 

Heroin _________________ Hlgh ____________ .. _ High_______________ High ____________ .. _ High/400,OOO. 
Amphetamines: Needle _____________ High _______________ High _______________ Hlgh _______________ High/500,OOO. 

OraL __________ .. _ Low _______________ Medlum ____________ Medium. 
Barbiturates: Mixed _______ • _____ High _______________ High _______________ High.. _____________ Medium/300,OOO. 

Alone ___ : __________ Medlum ____________ High _______________ Medium. 

~oacr~~~~-ria:~=========== t~~:::::=====:==:: ~~~===::::::::"=:: ro~~~~:=:=:=:====: l~~: Hallucinogens ___________ Medium ____________ Medium ____________ Medlum ____________ Low. 
Inhalants ______________ Medlum ____________ Hlgh _______________ Medlum .. __________ Low. 

'.rhougll the data are flawed and the rankings therefore imprecise, (l clear 
pattern emerges. 

Heroin ranks high in all four categories; 
Amphetllmin,es, particularly those injected intravenously, also rank high in all 

four categories; 
Mixed barbiturates rank high three out of four categories; 
Cocaine, * hallUCinogens, (md inhalants rank somewhat lower j and 
l\:Iarihtuma is tlle least serious. 
On the basis of this analysiS, the task force recommends that priority in Fed

eral efforts in both ;:;UPllly and demand reduction be directed toward those drugs 
which inherently pose a greater risk to the individual and to society-heroin, 
amphetamines (particularly when used intr&Vellously), and mixed barbiturQ,tes
Imd toward compulsive users of drugs of any Idnd. 

This ranking does not mean that an efforts should be devoted to the high· 
llriorty drugs, und none to the others. Drug use is much too ~omplicated and our 
kll.owledge too imIH'ecise for that. Some attention must continue to be given to 
all drugs both to I,eep them from exploding into major problems and because 
there are individuals suffering severe medical problems f:rom even a low priority 
drug, such as marihuana. 

*This ranking is on the basis of current patterns. AA mentioned earlier, if intensive 
use patterns develop, cocaine could beeo1l1e a. considerably more serIous proble]l1. 

61-601 0 - 77 - 18 
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However, when resource constraints force a choice, the choice should be made 
in favor of the higher priority drugs. For example: 

In choosing whom to tl'eat, we should encourage judges and other cOlllml1nity 
officials ,not to overlJUrden existing health facilities with casual users of mari
llUana who do not exhibit serious health consequences, (But, a person who is 
suffering adverse {!onsequences because of intensive marihuana use should have 
treatment available.) 

In assigning an addition a! law enforcement agent, preference might be given 
tu Mexico, which is an important source of both heroin and "dangerous drugs"r 
rather thall to Miami, where an agent is more likely to "make" a cocaine 01' 
marihuana case. 

This drug priority strategy is essential to better targeting of limited resources 
and it will be fnrtiler addressed in relation to supply and demand reduction 
activities in chapters 3 and 4. Further, the process of assessing the current social 
costs of drug abuse should be a continuing one, to ensure that resources are allo
(ated on the basis of priorities which reflect current Gonditions and c,urrent 
Imowledge. 

Mr. BAYII. Our priorities in drug law enforcement must reflect reasoned judg
ments based on the facts, The fact is that nationally, arrests for marihuana 
violations have escalated from 188,682 in 1970 to 450,000 in 1974. Thh\ is not 
nearly as dramatic as the 1,000-percent increase between 1965-70 from 18,815 to 
188,682, but it is rather astoni:::hing that this 4-year increase is more than 12 
times the total marihuana arrests just 10 years ago. 

The fact is that the number of marihuana arrests as a IJercentage of al1 drug 
arrests has increased substantially. In 1970 these arrests amounted to 45.4 per
cent of total drug arrests. During the 1970-73 period 1,127,389 of the total 2.-
063,900 drug arrests were fo;: marihuana. And in 1974, the most recent year for 
which records are available, 70 percent of all drug nrrests were for marihuana. 

Available studies and research to date have found that the majority of those 
arrested are otherwise law-abiding young people in possession of small amounts 
of marihuana. In fact, a Presidential commission fouud that the vast majority 
of users are essentially indistinguishable from their nonuser peers by any criteria 
other than its use. 

In 1969 and 1970 the subcommittee considered the adequacy of p;;llalties for 
marihuana with the result that the new Controlled Substances Act provided that 
Himple possession or distribution of a small amount of marihuana for no re
llluneration were both designated misdemeanors, not felonies, punishable by up 
to 1 year in jail and/or up to a $5,000 fine. It was the view of many Members 
that the sanctions shoulel be further reduced, Some suggested that the sanction 
be eliminated for such conduct. 

In order to permit a thorough assessment of these issues the subcommittee 
I'ecommellfled the creation of a Presidential commission. The Congress a~reed 
and provided for the establishment of the Commission on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse in part F of the Controlled Substances Act, 

'.rhis body, known as the Shafer Commissiqn, after its distinguished chairnlan, 
eonducted an indepth study of the issues and concluded that marihuana was not 
dangerous enough to the user or to the general public for its private possession 
and use to remain a criminal offense. 

In the last several years a growing list of States, organizations, and individuals 
have endorsed and adopted approac]ws comparable to the Shafer Commission 
recommendations. 

Rather than ignore the law on marihuana or prosecute pOflsession cases selec
tivelyas some would suggest, I believe that: We 111l1St recognize that the $600 
million inve5ted annually to prosecute marihuana cases can be used in a mallner 
more consistent with the protection of property and safety of the taxnayer" 
who must sustain our severely overburdened criminal jnstice agenciefl : we mUflt 
recognize that public interest is not sf'rved by al'l"E'sting annunlly 500.000, mostly 
young people, for Simple possession of small amounts of marihuana and therebv 
IIssuring that they are inhibited for life-in their education and C'areE'rs-lw 
the unrelenting stigma of a criminal record; and we must recognize that thp 
public is not going to get the highest return on their tox elollarfl in the nationnl 
effort to curb drug traffic and dru!!;-related crime when 7 in 10 drug arrests nrE' 
for predombJantly simple marihuana possession. We must reject such counter-
productive drug law enforcemeut policy. . 

Thus an integral title of the bill we plan to report fr,om the subcommittee will 
provide for the decriminalization of marihuana. I will recommend an approach 

.J 
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similar to that undertaken by the state of Oregon w11ich abolished criminal peu
altiei' for simple possession and substituted a ci1'11 fine up to $100 for possession 
and nonprofit transfers of up to 1 olU).ce"Of marihuana. Criminal penalties for the 
sale of the drug for profit would remain intact. This apPl'{)ach maintains a Dolicy 
·of discouragement towar(l marilrUana use while recognizoing (t]:l.e current inap
propriate use of law enforcement resources and the destructive impact of poten
tially 30 millioll criminal records for such -common conduct. 

The fact of the matter is that if the American public knew that more dollars 
nre spent each year to rrrosecute marihuana cases than "the Federal Government 
expends on irs combined drug law enforcement and drug treatment program with 
the results I have outlined, I would speculate that rather than the near deadlock 
of opinion reflected in the most recent Harris poll-.January 26, 1976-on de
·criminalization showing 43 percent in fav·or and 45 percent opposed a clear ma
jority would snpport my apprOll.Cll. Concentrating our Federal drug enforcement 
resoure?s OD high-level heroin and dangerous drug trafficker!; is sound policy, but 
will call for a shift iu the standards for measuring success. We in Congress should 
deemphasize the number of arrests as a criterion of succelils. And as the Assistant 
Attorney General for the Criminal Division concluded in his July 22, 1076, speech 
before the fifth Gontroiled Substances Conference in Minneapolis, Minn.: "No 
statistical striving or" seizure syndromes can ,01' will substitute for the quality, 
prosecution of those cases which place behiIHl bars for extended jail sentences 
individuals responsible for the plan of illegal drujl:s lllto American communities. 
Such a strategy applies limited public resources more judiciously and simultane
ously reflects r,;ensible priorities. 

REFORM OF BAIL LAWS FOR DRUG· TRAFFIOKERS 

Another serious problem with -current Federal law and practice is that even the 
most notori ')us drug traffickers are of tell released on bail. I agree with the Presi
dent's conce):.u ::bout bail jumpers. He emphasized in the April 22, 1976, message 
one aspect of the problem when he stated: 

"These offenders simply flee to their homela11ds upon posting bail. Then, they 
serve as walking advertisements for international trafficl;:ers attempting to recruit 
other couriers." 

Yet, title II of the President's legislation, S. 3411, would enable judges to deny 
bail to almost any·one arrested for a drug offense if otherwise suspected, such as 
nonresident alients. Thus, the nearly 7 million aliens admitted last year under 
nonimmigrant status whether foreign government officers, temporary visitors for 
lJUsiness, or pleasure, and a myriad of Other bases for admission become suspect 
under S. 3411. 

Rather than resort to preventive detention which would reverse the 'basic tenet 
Of our criminal justice system-the presumption of inllocence-what we lack 
today is ::t realistic application of bail within the confines of the constitutional 
protection of the eighth amendment. We need full and expeditious implementa
tion ·of the Speedy Trial Act to assure that justice is not only fair but swift and 
certain. .' 

Incidentally, I recently reviewed the status of the 540 Americans in Me:Kican 
jails, mostly on drug offenses, with an eye to nUmerous allegations of t"Orture and 
police brutality and general outrage at the fact that these Americans were "lan
guishing" in foreign jail/>. The impact and significance of our cherished presump
tion of innocence was nnmistalmbly clear when jt1xtaposed to the pligl,lt·of these 
persons. The reliance in Mexico "On the Napoleonic Code's "guilty until proven 
innocent" had assUl'ed that some innocent'persons could be helcl.as long as a year 
llnd that many Would not be able 'bo prepare an adeq'uatedefense, It is ironic that 
the White House is rec:ommending a similar denial of basic rights for suspeCted 
citizens and nonresident alieus. . 

Aside from constitutional and humanitarian "Objections •. preventive detention 
has failed to accomplish its goals in the District of Columbia. The 1972 Vera In
stitute-GeorgetoWll University Law Center Study as well as testimony before the 
subcommittee last week supported this conclusion. Earl Rauh, the Chief Assist.1nt 
U.S. Attorney, testified that of the more than 30,000 felony cases handled by the 
District of Columbia criminal justice system the preventive detention prOCedure 
has been usedouly 70 times in. the last 5 years. Even on practical grounds such a" 
track record hardly bespeaks adoption of thi/> approarh on a national basis. 

The subcommittee will carefully consider t"Or incorporation in the druglegisla-
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Hon, however, provisions that mandate the denial of bail when necessary to pre
vent the flight of 'najor drug traffickers. These provisions will inclucle specific 
judicial guidelines. DEA Administrator Bensinger: discussed what appeared to be 
an appropriate case for the mandatory denial of bail with the subcommittee last 
week. He set {Jut the case as follows: 

"In :Miami ill 1!J75, two defendants were arrested at the :ilIiami Intel'llational 
Airport for smuggling 13% pounds of pure Asian heroin. Initial bond was ~et at 
$500,000 surety bond for each defendant, but was later reduced to $100,000 surety 
bood each despite the following facts; (1) At the time of their arrest, each 
defendant possessed false identification; (2) they' were operating a smuggling 
conspiraey bringing in 35-40 kilos of Asian heroin pel' month; (3) they haet 
access tv Swiss bank accounts of several million dollars; (4) one defendant was 
under a murder indictment in Southern. California, 'and both were under other' 
]'ederal narcotic indictments in Califo::nia; (5) they were extensive intel'l1a
tional travelers. Both defendants posted the surety bonds by 1mying a $10.000 • 
premiulll. Both are now fugitiveo, and have since withdrawn $400,000 from their 
Swiss bank 'accounts." 

An additional reform under conSideration by the subcommittee concerns major 
narcotics traffickers who jump bail. 

To hel)) remeJy this growing problem we may amend the Federal law to make 
the penalty for bail jumping equal to that of the u.aderlying subsrantiYe offense. 

'1.'hese are the type of realistic changes we need to more effectively combat those 
who accumulate irtcredible profits from the misery of hundreds of thousands. 

NARCOTICS AXD PROFITS 

A primary premise of the legislation that the subcowmittee intends to report 
is that the Federal Government must act more decisivHly to attempt to t~ke the 
easy profits out of major drug trafficldng. I support provisions that would require 
the forfeiture of the proceeds useel or intended to be used in illegal narcotic or 
dangerous drug transactions. 

1'hese forfeiture provisions should .apply to subsequent profits 01' value gener
ated by the invE'stl11ent of the tainted procE'eds. "iVe must disrupt major narcotic 
distribution lines and attemvt to provide a greater degree of deterrence and risk 
for those kingpins. 

As policymakers we must place the nature and extent lof heroin traffic in 
perspective. As Assistant Secretary of the Treasury David :i\facdonald told the 
subcommittee last week, it is important to recognize that what we are talking 
about "is big business. In terllls of dollai's, it is one of the larger industries in 
the United ~;tates and exceeds the gross sales of many multinational 
corporations." 

'.rhe Treasury Department estimatE's that the retail value ,of heroin sold in the 
United States each year is in the neighborhood ·of $7 billion. In my view this is 
a con:;er\'ati'"e estinmtp. Others speculate that the domestic heroin marl;:et sales 
are in excE'SS of $10 billioll anllually. In 1072, the entire domestic ))feScription 
drug industry accolUlted for $504 billion in sales, or significantly less than the 
domestic hE'roill industry, which incidentally pllies by comparison with our legi
timo te domestic narcotic market. The drug industry employed 143,985 persons 
in the United States 'and in the latest year for which data are available paid a 
total of nearly a billion dollars in taxes. The outlaw drug industry paid llegli
gilJle taxes, if any. 

What does it mean when one says that high level drug ,dealing is very prof
itable? According to analysis of the' distribution hierarchy gross profits are 
cOllsiderable at cyery level. At the highpr levels of the distribution systems. how
cyer, the ollerating costS-basically wages and stocl, finance costs~are claimed to 
be n largm' llel'Cen1:age of the value added than at lower levels. So-calleduyernge 
prOfits in this mllrket would be considered astronomical in most markets with 
which I a111 familiar. '1.'he rate of returll 011 illvestment is f.pproximately as fol
lows: :300 percent for the importcr; 100 percent for the kilo connection; 145 
pei'cent for the connection-or oUuce man j 114 percent for the weight dealer j 
124 percent for the street dealer j and 50 percent for the ,iu:gler or the seller fr0111 
wholll the u veruge Rtl'eet addict buys heroin. 

According to Sterling Johnson, .Jl'., SIlecial XarcotiCl; Prosecutor for New York 
City, an uctiy£, seller at a level comparable to the street dealer-one-eighth ounce 
of diluted heroin selling for an average price of $55-call clear $500 to $1,000 
profit!l dar. A l,ey dealer in the Baltimore, :'lId., area wa:;. recently sent to prison 
for a 15-year term. As the Xo. 2 person in Baltimore heroin trade he was clearing 
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$140,000 a week in 1973, Kilo importers in Harlem are reportedly clearing $150,-
000 a y:eek and their distributors a paltry $50,000 a weel;:. It is estimated that 
these dealers take home more than $4 million eyery weel;: in this one community, 
'I'hese figures are all "before taxes" for little revenue is collected from this multi
biUion-dollar-a-year business. 

Obviously these illicit actiYities generate large flows of money, both domes
tically and internationally. Secretary .:Ilaeclonult! reported to the subcommittee 
that "hundreds of millions of dollars, usually in the form of currency, are moved 
out of the United States annually to pay foreign producers and processors 'for 
their services." He went on to say that "within the United States, drugs are ulso 
a cash-and-carry business." In a recent case a major trafficker was arrested with 
$1 million in cash in his possession. 

I believe that as a basic theme of our drug law enforcement stl'ategy we should 
attack drug smugglers and trafficl;:ers through the currency and profits genemted 
by their illegal actiYity. 

High-level traffickel's, who may be insulated from the illegal merchandise and 
consequently cannot readily be convicted for drug violations are often vulnerable 
to financially orientecl investigatious. As Secretary Macdonald pointecl out last 
week such an approach "could have greater impact than by concentrating solely 
on the drug transactions themselves." In this cOlmection the UnIted States-SWIsS 
l\iutu,al Assistance Treaty in Criminal .:Ilatters, recently ratified by the ~enate 
should help to expedite the exchange of information relative to the international 
aspects of this 'dirty, tainted trade. By carefully monitoring tlle vast fiow of 
currency and monetary instrument important information is developed with 
respect to narcotics trafficking. , 

To help facilitate the prmlecution of major traillcker conriers, I intend to 
amend current law to clarify the time frame for violations relating to traffick
ers' proceeds and lJy granting aclditionul authority to search pel'.;;ons suspected of 
smugg;ling tainted drng proceeds in excess of $5,000 out of the country. These 
provisions will include fines that are fHl' more thall those under present law which 
any major t:raffirkers could assume as a cost of dOing business. 

The suhcol'uuittee is concerned that DEA reliallce On techniques in which 
their agencies !ll1d informants use FederalmoneyF. to purchase iIlegalnarcotics or 
information may lJe far to costly and eyeu counterproductive. There is some 
evidence that these practices, known as PE-purchase of evidence-and PI
purchase of information-may actually expand the narcotic trade. 

We intend to address this problem, to the extent necessary, in the subcommittee 
legislation. 

To even the casual student of the activities of those who control the flow of 
heroin and other dangerous drugs in the United States one thin I_ is strilungly 
clear: they take in exhorbitant profits and pay no income tax, 

I was ellpecially pleased that the President stressed, in his April drug message, 
,the need to reestablish tlle Internal Reyenue Service tax enforcement program 
aimed at high-leyel drug trafficl(ers, In reaffirming his support for this vital 
program the Presidell t said: 

"We know that lllany of the biggest drug dealers do not pay income taxes on 
the enormous profits they mal,e on this criminal actiYity. I am confident that a 
responsible program can be designed which will promote effective enforcement 
of the tux laws agaillHt these indiYicluals who are currently violating these laws 
with impunity." 

1'he IRS program aimed specifically at 11lJl;;or drug traffickers was announced 
by the former President in, June 1971, and the Congress then 'Voted emergency 
funds for this vital and worthwhUe initiative. 'I'hough a recent review of the 
impact' of this program b)' the Domestic ('oullcil Drug Abuse 'I'usk Force charac
tel'izecl it as "extremely successful," all is not well with this special attempt to 
tax narcotics merchantll. In fact, since 1973, after an impressive IS-month track 
record, the current IRS Conunlssioner downgraded and eventually deempha
sized-some would assert dismantled-the program. 

An w';llecially articulate sUPporter of this innovative program, who played a 
major role in its eHtal!1islullent is former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, 
l\Ir. Eugene Rossides. In tlle past we have worked together to help curb the unre
stricted ayailllbility of nOllsporting llUlldguJ1H as wpll as On efforts to curb drug' 
tramc. I recall tllat m~' good fdelHI Congresman Paul Rogers, chairman of the 
House Interstate I1m1 Foreign eomlll(m?e SulJcommittee on Pulllic Health and 
Environment, bron~llt to Illy utt(mtiofl the illlpressive and pel'sul!tiive October 2'7, 
1971, testimony of 'i'lIr. Rossic1es r(>garding the narcotics trafficker tax program, 
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He set ou the program for tax investigators of major narcotics traffickers as 
follows: 

"Included in the June 17, 1971, Presidential message, which announced the 
administration's expanded effort to combat the menace of drug abuse, is a high 
priority program to conduct systematic tax inYestigations of middle- and upper
echelon narcotics traffiekers, smugglers anll financiers. These are the people who 
are generally insulated from the daily operations of the drug traffic .through a 
chain of intermrodiaries. This program will mount a nationally coordinated effort 
to disrupt the narcotics distribution system by illtensiYe tax investigations of 
these key figures. By utilizing the civil ancl criminal tax laws, our objective is 
to pro£ecnte violators and to drastically reduce the profits of this criminal 
activity by attacking the illegal revenues of the narcotics trade. 

"Reflecting the high priority given this program by' the President, Congress 
has provided financial support for the program amounting to $7,5 million in 
fiscal 1972 and authorization for 541 additional positions-200 special agents, 
200 revenue agents, and 141 support personnel. 

"Certain major features of this program should be noted: 
"(1) Treasury will not only coordinate its efforts with all other interested Fed

eral agencies, but will actively <'eek the maximum cooperation of State and local 
enforcement agenCies as well. This is a vitul feature of this program: 

"(2) With the manpower provided, our goal is to have at least 400 full-scale 
ongoing IRS investigations; 

"(3) In line with the high priority given this program by the President, the 
Internal Revenue SeI'yice has already assigned more ~han 100 experienced 
special agents and more than 100 experienced revenue agents, full time to this 
program. Additional experienced agents are presently being phased into the 
program." 

Mr. Rossides has recently expounded upon the need to revitalize this effort to 
remove the caiptal anll the profit from the drug trafficking business by ntilizing 
the Federal tax laws, and I ask unanimom; t'onsent that these pertinent and 
timely remarks regarding the IRS NTTP be printed at this point in the Record. 

There being no objection, the remarks were ordered to be printed in the Record, 
as follows: 

RE:l.fARKS OF EUGENE ROSSIDES 

It seemed clear to me in 1969 that from an enforcement point of yiew the 
Achilles heel of the illicit drug trafficking business was 'its financing and its 
illegal but taxable income or prOfits. 

Obtaining evidence against major drug dealers on drug charges is one of the 
most difficult lnw enforcement jObS. They can easily insulate themselves from 
the street-Ieyel pusher llnd minor dealers. It is a rarity to catch them in posses
SiOll of drugs. q'he crime is victimless in the enforceme:q.t sense in that the addicts 
and nsers are not interested or willing to give eyic1ence. They don't consider it 
a crime. They want the drngs. They want to protect their source of supply, not 
turn him in. 

This is the lrey reason,JV'hy I felt it WIlS U necessity to develop a tax enforce
ment program against the illicit drug traffickers. 

I tried unsuccessfully in mid-1960 to get the Organized Crime Strike Forces to 
acc!!pt illicit drug traffiicking as a priority item, if not the priority item. I then 
recommended that Treasury initiate its uwn special Narcotics Trafficker Tax 
Program for two reasons: (1) jurisdiction over the tax laws was in Treasury, 
and (2) from the time of Al Capone, the tax laws h:;tve proven to be an effective 
tool to put major crime figures out of business. 

In the short period the Tremmry/1RS Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program,* was 
actiYc-fl'om July 1, 1971 to early 1974, it proved to be one of the most successful 
enforcement efforts in Federal history. (I happen to believe it is the finest from 
the point of view or results, profes~ionalism, and costs.) 

The NTTP was designed to talce the illegal profit out of drug trafficking and 
to disrupt the distribution systel)l. In til short period of its actiye existence, the 
IRR initiated fnll tax aucut investigations of over 1800 upper and midc1le level 
dl1ug traffickers an.d clealer~; foun~d tax .deficiencies totaling. $200 million; it l)~id 

-for itself or practically paId for Itself 111 tuxes and penaltIes coUerted; and Its 
impact put drug clealers out of the illicit drug business. 
, '1']1(' eSSl'nce of the NTTP was (1) the cal'l'ful selertioJl of targets utilizing the 
talents und inforlllation of Fel1eral, state and local enforcement agencies, and (2) 
the use of both the criminal and Civil sections of the IRS Code against major 

"The nbbt'cylntlon most often uscd is NTP. I prefer NTTP becnuse it emphnsizcs thnt it 
is n tnx program. 
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drug distributors and financiers who are often insulated from the traffic and, 
therefore in effect, immune from prosecution under the drug laws, 

The Tr~asul'Y Departme,nt developed through the target selection system of th~ 
NTTP a comprehensive nationwide list of over 1800 major drug traffickers ana 
financiers who were put under full tax audit investigations; gathering informa
tion frpm the then BNDD, Customs, IRS, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Fire-
arms, and of substantial importance from state and local police. • 

The importance of this substantial list of major drug dealers cannot be over
emphasized. While DEA and its predecessors tried, with little, success, to bring 
drug cases against major drug dealers (there were not more than a handful of 
successful cases), the NTTP, within its first twelve months, identified and put 
under tough tax investigation 793 major targets in 53 metropolitanarens in 40 
states! 

State and local police agencies and personnel welcomed the NT'TP because it 
helped them get immediate, short-term, and long-term results, they could see 
and feel the almost immediate effect of their activities, and of great significance, 
the NTTP did not encroach on theil' jurisdictions. 

The NTTP was·downg..-aded by IRS Commissioner Donald Alexander shortly 
after he assumed his duties in mid-1973 and by 1974 it was gutted, despite the 
clear Congressional and Executive policy, and speCific earmarked appropriations . 

. Although Commissioner .\.lexander has unjustifiably criticized the NTTP, the fact 
remains it was a most s'Uccessful tax program which had an extraordinary 
impact on the illicit drug traffic. F(}rtunately, the NTTP lIaS l~OW been revived by 
PreSidential directive. 

The importance of NTTP to our nation's efforts to reduce the illicit drug 
traffic and bring it within manageable proportions is (}verriding and requires a 
detailed analysis of the program. 

I state to this Subcommittee and to the Oongress that without an effective 
Treasury/IRS Narcotics Trafficke~' Tax Program we will fall in our efforts to 
reduce the illicit drug traffic. In view of the overriding importance Of this pro
gram, I would like to describe in some detail its theory and practice. 

The NTTP was initiated as part (}f the overall effort to crack down on the 
illegal traffic in narcotics. Recognizing that the huge prOfits of the drug traffick
ing business are largely unreported and therefore untaxed, in late 1969 I recom
mended to tIle Secretary of the Treasury, David l\L Kennedy, and to Under 
Sec~tary Charles Jil. Wallter, who had the responsibility for direct supervision 
of IRS, that the Treasury develop a tax program aimed at the drug trafficking 
business. . 

Preliminary surveys in 1970 showed that am(}ng a group of suspected narcotics 
traffickers several patterns could be observed. First, there was a high incidence 
of nonfiling of income tax retul'D.s. Second, a large number appeared to have life 
styles which would require income far in excess {)f that on which taxes were 
being paid. 

As a result of these findings and our general studies and review, in the late 
spring of 1971, Secretary John B. Connally (}btained White House and Congres
sional approval for the program and $71h million in appropriations for tbe first 
year of operation, 

Thus, this program had the full backing of the Congress and the Executive 
Monies were appmpriated speCifically for the NTTP-monies and manpower 
which would not have been aut.horized or appropriated but for this program fLnd 
were not authorized and appropriated for any other IRS activity. 

The Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program is an income tax program. The goal 
of the NTTP is to tax the illegal profits of the drug trafficldne; business, a major 
area of tax noncompliance. The program was carefully developed over a two-year 
period and the results during the short time it was active--from July 1, i971, to 
some time in 1974, including substantial start-up ana training time-demon
strate that it was extremely successful. 

It is important and central to the NTTP program to understand that the in
come fr(}m the illegal narcotiC's traffic bllSitJell1l is taxable. And it is the 
responsihility of the Treasury Department to gO after this taxable income. 
Drug trafficking is a business. It is not some isolated activity. 

It is damaging to the "voluntary compliance" concept of tax administration 
to Ruggest that inc/,me from illegal activity Sho111(1 he given a lower priority than 
income from lawfUl activitv. The 111ll'cotics trllfficldng' JmsineRs is a highly orga
nized criminal activity which requires 11 sophisticated and comprehensive pro
gram to inentify the indiYi(ln~lR involved and to determinE' the income whit!h is 
tllxable. Are we to enC'ourag(' unlawfUl activity of the mORt seriOllR ldnd by our 
failure to enforce the tax laws against the narcotics traffickers? 
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• The enormous profits of the narcotics tro.fficldng business constitute taxable 
income to traffickers. To develop a program to identify major narcotics traffickers 
and tax them is part of administering the tax laws. 'l'here is no meaningful dis
tinction between thi,~ type of activity and the ordinary IRS methods of identify
ing what is referred to as "pockets of noncomplianee." 

There is no difference in concept in deciding to select suspected major drug 
traffickers for tax audit tllld in deciding to select waitresses and taxicab drivers 
regarding gratuities income, corporate executives, individuals regarding interest 
and dividends payments or tax resister groups, a.nd other classifications of tax
payers. Indeed, the incidence of tax noncompliance by drug trafficl,ers is, I sub
mit, higher than other noncompliance groups. 

The significant point with respect to the NT1'P was that under such a tax pro
gram we Were able for the first time on an organized and comprehensive basis 
to get at major urug traffickers, persons who use intermediaries to insulate 
themselves from the day-to-day operations of the' drug traffic. In this way, they 
aChieve virtual immunity from prosecution under the Hubstantive narcotics laws. 
The Narcotics Trafficker Tax Program was able to get at many of the "Kingpins" 
of the traffic. 

In developing the original program and thereafter while I served at the 
1'reasury, tht) program had the full bipartisan support of the Congress; the full 
support of three Secretaries of the Treasury, David lVI. Kennedy, John B. Con
nally, and George P. Shultz; the excellent cooperation and leadership of two 
COlllmissioners of IRS, Handol11h Thrower llnd Johnnie 1\1. Walters; and the full 
support of the Tax and Criminal Divisions of the Department of Justice and 
the various U,S. Attorneys. . 

Important and central to the NTTP was the policy decision to stress civil as 
well as criminal enforcement. This policy decision was a significant improvement 
on previous uses of tax aclministration to go after profits from criminal activity. 
It was our position that the illegal profits must be taxed anu should be attacked 
either by civil enforcement or criminal enforcement. If a criminal case could be 
made, fine. If not, then the decision should be made as SfJon as possible and 
appropriate civil action pursued vigorously. It can be argued that in many cases 
the greater punishment and deterrent is taking the illegal prOfits from the 
illicit drug trafficker. 

A critical innovation in federal law enforcement, and essential to the success of 
NTTP, was the development of the major drug tl'afficl,ers target selection proce
dure-a coordinated and cooperative selection of persons to be audited. 

As of July 1, 1l:J71, the paucity of information identifying known major drug 
trafficlters was appalling, 

We developed a program for selection of targets, which once selected would 
be turned over to the IRS for audit. We organized field target selectton com
mittees throughout the country and developed guidelines for target selection. 
The persons selected had to be considered major traffickers and there had to be 
an indication of assets to warrant a full audit. 

The field target selection committees were composed of professional career 
personnel from federal, state and local agencies. On the federal level, the com
mittees included personnel from IRS, the then BNDD, and Customs. On the 
state and local levels, it includecl representatives from the local and state police. 
'rhe committees would meet pel'iodically and pool their knowledge. 

Targets selected would then be sent to Washington, D.C. for review and final 
selection by an inter-agency tai'get. selection committee composed of personnel' 
from IRS, BNDD uncI Customs an.d '-lmired by the Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Enfort-emE'nt. This 'rreasury committee would meet periodically to review 
the field recommendations anu decide to accept, reject, or hold for further con
sideration each field recOlllmendation. 

Once a person was accepted the file would be sent to IRS anu from that point 
on in the investigative process, it was an IRS tax case and handled in accord
ance with IRS operating procedures. After investigation if the decision was ~hat 
the evidence justified a criminal prosecution it was referred to the appropnate 
U,S. attorney's office, Otherwise it was pursued civilly by IRS. 

Important bypro·ducts of multi-ugency analYses and review of potential targets, 
supervised by the Office of the Secrehtry and not at IRS or other agency leve~, 
are that it insures selection of high-level targets, increases cooperation and effi
ciency, and reduces the possibilities of corruption in the selection process to a 
minimum. I want to stress my belip.f that this interdepartmental and interagency 
activity must be supervised by the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury and 
not at an agency level. 
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We also develope~ a minor drug trafficker tax program designed to go after 
the profits of the mmor de~ler and pusher. The individuals involved were pri
manly lower-l_evel drug tr::ffickers-dealers and pushers-who were 9.rrested by 
state, 10<!al anr.t feder~l officIals on sUbstantive drug charges and where there was 
cash found. We deCIded against a full audit of these individuals but instead 
we took tax action; we stressed a tax check type of investigation-cUd they file 
a return-and the use of tax year termination and jeopardy as~essment proce
du~es on these individuals to reach their large, conspicuous assets. Such tax 
actlOl,l was talten on over 3,300 minor dealers anci pushers. 

ThIS part of the program achieved outstanding success in taxing and reduc
ing the working capital and street-level profits and, thereby, in disrupting the 
distribution system. 

A monthly report system was developed to monitor the progress of this tax 
program. That report system enabled the Secretary and me to follow the progress 
of each element of the program. The monthly report listed the number of cases 
by states and metropOlitan areas and the ,status of the cases. 

Within the first twelve months of the NTTP, 793 major targets in 53 metro
politan areas in 40 states were selected for intensive tax investigation and 565 
minor traffickers were put under tax action. Within seventeen months 1.,175 
major targets were selected for intensive tax investigation and 1,239 minor 
trafficlmrs were put under tax action * >I< *. 

The extraordinary success of the program stems from three groups of dedi
cated personnel: (1) the target selection efforts of Federal, state and local 
officials; (2) the several hundreil men and women in IRS-tax specialists per
forming a tax function-who took this program to heart and dedicated them
selves to it; and (3) the attorneys in the Department of Justice and the U.S. 
attorneys' offices throughout the country. 

I strongly recommend that the NTTP be reactivated quickly and given the 
highest priority possible under the overall supervision of the Assistant Secre
tary of the Treasury fOr Enforcement, Operations and Tariff Affairs. 

This highly successful program was unique in the spirit of cooperation it 
engendered among state, local and Federal officials and among Federal agencies. 
No jealousies and no in;fringement of jurisdiction existed among the vt:<rious 
agencies cooperating in the NTTP. I submit that it ranks as one of the. finest, 
if not the finest, cooperative law enforcement programs in our history from the 
point of ·view of results, professional performance, and costs. It can be put back 
in operation and effective within months with strong supervision from the Office 
of the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Mr. BAYli. It appears that the Internal Revenu~ Service is in the processes 
of reconsidering the viability of the NTTP. Whether this apparent reassessment 
was voluntary 01' not should be left to the speculators; but, coincidentally, the 
day before our first hearing on the President's drug message, July 27, 1976, the 
Administrator of DEA and the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue signed a 
memorandum of understanding regarding the Presidential directive to reestab
lish a tax enforcement program aimed at high level drug trafficking. Though the 
inlt had actually dried when the memorandum was presented in testimony to 
the subcommittee by DEA Administrator Bensinger, the Executive Director of 
the newly appointed Presidential Cabinet Committee for Drug Law Enforc\:'
ment-members are the Secretary of the Treasury, the Attorney General, and the 
Secretary of Transportation-we did not have the opportunity to inquire as to. 
the details of tbis July 27, 1976. agre~'ment. 

The ostensible obJ'ectives of tlle 11ew agreement as well as the development 
and track record of the NTTP will be diligently assessed at the subcommittee 
hearing Oll August 5, when IRS Commissioner Donald Alexander and others will 
appeal' before th~ subcommittee. 

NARCOTICS SMUGGLING 

In addition to provisions which will assist the detection of couriers smuggling 
tainted proceeds out of the country, the subcommittee legislation will incorporate 
sections to facilitate the detection and prosecution of narcotics smugglers who 
mle seagoing vessels, inclmling private yachts and pleasure 'boats. The so-called 
deep-six connection has developed into an integral conduIt for major narcotics 
smugglers and distributors. 

The Commissioner of Customs, Mr. Vernon Acree, explained this grd,\'ving 
problem to the subcommittee, in part as follows: " 

The high speed and fuel carrying capabilities of today's small boats permits 
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them to travel distances which were not envisioned when the vessel reporting 
requirements were enacted in 1930. Thus, a small boat can journey from our 
eastern coast to larger vessels hovering off-shore outside the 12 mile Customs 
waters, or to the Bahamas or other nearby foreign islands for the purpose of 
picking up narcotics. They may then return to the U.S., pull into a small cove 
or marina and unload the drugs. Some of these boats will then call Customs 
to report their arrival, while others will ignore this requirement. In eithE'.r case, 
the present reporting requirements are virtually useless since any contraband 
will have been removed before Customs officers arrive to inspect the vessel. 

This problem has become particularly acute in Florida where private yachts 
and pleasure vessels, with easy access to nearby foreign islands, the high seas 
and the United St&.tes' inland waterways, complicate detection. lJ'urther mag
nifying the problem is the fact that hard evidence has been developed establish
ing that foreign :flag vessels are moving multi-ton loads of marijuana and smaller 
portions of hashish to positions on the high seas adjacent to the United States 
eastern and gulf coasts. At a position usually between 40 and 60 miles offshore, 
the mother ship-or hovering vessel-is met, under coyer of darkness, by small 
vessels that take on a portion of the load for introduction into the United 
States. The mother ship Ulen moves to the next rendezvous point where similar 
discharges are made. When the mother ship is empty it returns to its countr~' 
of origin without ever haYing entered U.S. waters. 

To respond more effectively to these special distribution channels and to 
address the fact that many vessels consistently ignore current law the subcom
mittee intends to amend the relevant reporting requirements. 

As I mentioned earlier we are concerned that the reorganization plan No. 2 
proceessl?d by the Government Operations Committee in 1973, though not with
out merit, has resulted in the under utilization or misdirection of intelligence 
gathering and dissemination, especially at our borders and most importantly 
our Southwestern border. '.rhe full utilization of Customs intelligence and 
investigative resources is a necessary step in bringing Federal narcotics en
forcement effectiveness to its highest possible level. It should be recalled that 
narcotics traffic is a giant, incredibly profitable industry. Even if it were taxed 
comparable to the level of our clomestic prescription drug industry-it would 
owo the American taxpayers at least $1 billion or every American citizen $5 
each year. Thus these merchants of death-by the most conservative and cau
tions assessment-;:-would owe more in taxes than the combined Federal drug 
abuse law enforcement and Federal drug abuse prevention budgets. I asI, 
unanimous consent that two tables prepared by Peter Goldberg of the Drug 
Abnse Council be printed in the Record a t this point. 

There being no objection, the tables were ordered to be printed in the Record 
as follows: ' 

TOTAL FEDERAL DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION FUNDING 

1971 
actual 

1972 
actual 

[In millions of dollars! 

1973 
actual 

Fiscal year-

1974 1975 1976 TQ 1977 Total 
actual actual estimated estimated estimated 1971-77 

SAODAP_____________________ 1.5 39.9 27.3 13.0 _.____________________________ 81.' 
OHEW_____________ 69.7 193.1 255.1 349.4 320.1 338.4 46.;, 359.0 1,931. 2 

NIDA ___ .______ 56.2 116.7 181.4 2271.9 220.1 232.2 21.:! 247.8 1,348.5 NIMH ______ • ________ • ______ , ______ 0>_________ 4.5 5.2 4.2 _______ .__ 4.3 18.2 
NIH _________________________ . _______________ 3.3 3.0 3.2 _____ ._. _ 3.5 13.0 
SRS _____ • __ .__ 3.6 ';8.0 53.0 54.0 79.0 88.0 23.0 94.0 452.6 
OE.___________ 5.4 13.0 11.9 5.7 4.0 2.0 __ ._ ,_______________ 42.0 
OHD___________ 4.5 5.4 8.8 9.0 8. 8 ~. 8 2.2 9.4 56.9 OEO _________ "_____ 12.8 18.0 (2) _____________ "____________________________________ I~~: ~ 

VA __________ ._____ 1.1 15.2 27.7 30.3 33.2 36.7 9.4 38.0 
000 ____ .__________ 1.1 58.7 73.0 68.6 64.0 61.3 14.3 57.8 398.8 
Justice _____ "______ 40.3 36.5 33.5 34.5 26.6 46.4 6.7 24.3 248.8 
State ____________ " ___ • ___ ._._ 1. 0 1. 0 .9 .7 .8 ________ ._ .8 5.2 
HUD_______________ 8.7 13.0 6.3 1. 6 2.9 4.0 .9 4.8 42.2 
USDA. _____ • _______ " ________ • 2.5 1. 9 1.8 1. 6 1.6 __________ 1. 0 10.4 
Other Federal 3 _____ .2 1.4 2.9 2.8 9.0 3.5 1.3 4.025.1 

TotaL_______ 133.9 341.9 441.3 517.2 471.1 492.7 70.0 489.7 2,968.8 

I High because of supplemental received In fiscal year 1973, and not obligated until fiscal year 1974. 
'Total of $23,000.000 Included In NIDA funds. 
3 Includes amounts of less than $1,000,000 each year In DOL, 00'\ esc, DOT, )I,CTlON, other. 
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CONSOLIDATED DRUG ABUSE LAW ENFORCEMENT BUDGET, IN OBliGATIONS 

(In millions of dollars) 

Fiscal year-

1975 1976 

SUPPLY REDUCTION 

1977 

Drug Enforcement Administration_______________________________ 160.8 
lEAA and other Justice________________________________________ 40.9 

139.4 1156.4 
6?,2 43.6 

Treasury: Customs_ _ ______ ____ _ ____ _ _ _ _ ___ ________ _ _____ _______ _______ _ 43.4 39.1 143.2 I RS_ _ _ _ _ ________ ________________ _______ ______ _ ____ ______ ____ 15. 0 20.0 20.0 Slate ________________________________ ._________________________ __ 34. 0 32.0 43.4 • other____ ________ _ _____ _____ _ __ __ __ _ _______ __ _ ___ __ __ _ _ __ __ ______ 2. 1 1.9 2.1 
Tolal ______________________________________________________ -----------2=9-:-::6.2 

294.6 308.7 

1 Both DEA and Cusloms have applied lor a supplemenlal appropriatini in local year 1976. DEA asked for $2,200,000, 
primarily for salary and Insurance increases. Customs asked for $4,000,000, $2,000,000 of which would be carried over into 
fiscal year 1977. These funds are for the Customs drug interdiction program. 

Source: OMB, Federal Drug Management Division. 

Mr. BAYH. There is little doubt that the drug law enforcement tasle at hand 
is substantial. Thus, it is even more es"!ential than ever to focus resources at our 
Lorders where high purity narcotics are traded in volume. It is with this focus 
th,lt we can most effectively disrupt key distribution networks. 

Another unfortunate aspect of reorganization plan No.2 is that though the 
Government Operations Committee cited the benefit of a single focal pOint for 
coordinating Fedel'al drul; enforcement with that of State and local authorities, 
the plan as approved did not contain stipulations to prevent F~de!'al interference 
with State and local drug law enforcement activities. 

As I indicated, in the discussion of Federal drug control jurisdiction, the sub
committee will consider restricting Federal enforcement agencies statutorily to 
interstate and international trafficking cases. While we art! concerned that Fed
eral efforts do not erode local initiative and accountability, we believe that the 
Federal Goyernment should expand its programs of assistance to State and 
local druE; ~nforcement officials. The controlled substance units and diversion 
investigation units should be expanded to assist State and local investigation 
and prosecution of major diversion and trafficking cases. , 

The subcommittee is exploring the iPossible use of forfeited assets of drug 
traffickers and moneys collected by IRS under a revitalized NTTP to support the 
expansion of these successful efforts to assist State and local governments. 

I intend to incorporate other salutory provisions in the legislation which I 
will soon ask the subcommittee to consider, including crucial enubling legislation 
to permit ~I:mate ratification of the psychotropic treaty and sections addressing 
the problem of pharmacy related crime and more adequate controls fOl' some 
barbiturat 'so I especially appreciate the ~nthusiastic support of the Senate 
leadership for our efforts and invite my colleagues to assist 11S in the enactment 
of a sensible statutory response to high risk drugs and to major drug trnfficlmrs. 
It is about time and it is clear that the taxpayers of this country demand and 
deserve no less. 

[From the Congressional Record, Apr. 17, ;1.975] 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JA. VITS INTRODUCING 8.1450 

MARIIIUANA CONTROL AOT OF 1975 

Mr. JAYIT". Mr. President, I send to the desk for myself, Mr. Ct'anston, Mr. 
Brooke anL Mr. Nelson for appropriate reference, a bill respecting the decrimi. 
nalization of personal, private use of marillUana. 

Two million or more Americans it is estimated are using marii:'lana today. As 
many as 400,000 of them may be arrested this year. For many of theru their 
lives will be irrevocably changed. 



I 
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According to the FBI. more than 1 million I'?rsons hay~ been arrested for 
marihuana offenses in this country in the last 4 years. SIxty-two percent of 
those arrested were under the :::e of 21. and 83 percent of those arreste'.l were 
under the age of 26. Ten years ago there were less than 18.000 marihuana arrests 
~ationwide. . . 

A statistical analysis of State marihuana arrests by the Shafer CommlsSlOn 
uncovered the unsettling fact that 93 percent wert: for possession-not sale
and two-thirds of these involved the quantity of one ounce or less. Only 7 per
cent of the arrests were against the commercial trafficker. 

Yet it has now been almost 3 years since the first report of the National Com
lllissi~n on :\Iarihuana and Drug Abuse was made to the American 'people. Fol
lowing an exhaustive study of the subJe.ct. ,the Commission produced an extra
nrdinary body of information. documentation and original research probi~g 
every aspect of marihuana use in our society. The principal conclusion of ItS. 
extensive report is that marihuana is not sufficiently dangerom; to the. user or to 
our society for its private possession and use to be a criminal offense. That con
clusion has been endorsed by the Washington based drug abuse council and by 
many other urganizations. 

Established by Congress in 1970. the Commission was charged with the re
sponsibility for analyzing and illuminating an area of our public policy which 
for 40 years had been charged with emotion and predicated upon misinforD;lation. 
The Commission consisted of a broadly representative group of persons from aU 
se~tors of American life with diverse experiences. professional background::;. 
aurl pOints of view. and as the Senate knows. with form('r ~enator HarolrllIughes 
and I. and Congressman Paul Rogers and Tim Lee Carter as m,embers. 

Based upon the impressive record made lJy tlle UUllllllillsiun, Senator lIughes 
and I on April 20, 1972. introdu(!ed the first bill (S. 3517) to decrimiLalize ilie 
personal possession and use of small amounts of marihuana. We reintroduced 
that bill in the 03d Congress as S. 746. Congressmall Ed Koch introduced the bill 
in the lIouse. I am today reintroducing that bill, but with an additional feature. 
The bill would decriminalize small amounts of marihuana for personal use, but 
would substitute for any criminal penalty a system of civil fines of up to $100. 
This is the basic approach adopted ry the State of Oregon which in 1973 became 
the firRt State in the Nation to abolish criminal penalties for simple possession 
of maribuana. Similar meaFmres are currently b!)ing considered by more llian 
20 State legislatures, with perhaps as many as 6 of them expected to !Jass this 
year. I am hopeful that the bill can be the subject of early hearings. 

I was pleased to learn that California is expected to adopt the civil fine 
approach in the near future and. that New York's Governor llugh Carey recently' 
stated that he is seriously considering recommending removal of criminal pen
alties for TlOssession of s111011 amounb; of marihuana in New Yor!{ and replacing 
them with "a system of fines or mandatory attendance nt health clinics." A 
partial list of the man~T organizations and individuals supporting decriminaliza
tion are: 

American Bar Association. 
New York State Bar Association. 
Consumer Union. publishers'of Consumer Reports. 
National Conference of CommiSSioners on Uniform State Laws. 
American Public Health Association. 
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. 
National Council of Churches. 
The Governing Board of the American l'IIedical Association. 
National Education Association. 
B'nai B'rith. 
Canadian Commission of Inquiry into the Non-l\Iedical use of Drugs (Le Dain 

Commission) . 
San l!'rancisco Committee on Crime. 
Mayor's Advisor~' Committee on Narcotics Aclcliction CWashiugton. D.C.). 
John Finlator. retired Deputy Director. Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 

IJrugs, U.S. Departmer.t of Justice. ' 
William F. Btwkley, Jr., sYlHlicatecl colmnnist. author. 'rv host and editor of 

~ational Reyiew . 
• Ir-mes J. Kilpatrick. syndicated columnist, Washington Evening star. 

I 
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lVIr. President, this bill would not change the .ltederallaw reglHding criminal 
penalties wh1<:h apvly to the sale of the drug for profit. Its main ()bjective, 
decriminalization of personal possession of smell amounts oj marihuana, makes 
~ense for the following four reasons: . 

I!'irst. It recognizes tha t criminal penalties for its use and possession in 
private are so disproportionate to the dggree of mental and physical risk in
volved that there can no longer be any justification for their imposition in view 
oj' the Commissicn's line'lgs. 

To equate the ri~k of USing marihuana-which tlle Commission found to be 
a relatively benign drug-with the ris1;: inherent in the use of hard narcotics is 
in my vie:w totally indefensible. Y~t in many jurisdictions throughout the coun-
try, this equation is written into the criminal law. -

l:3econd. it recognizes that casual marihuana usage is so common-the Com
mission found that 24 million Americans h!),ve tried marihuana at least once, and 
that 8.3 million are current ltsers-that fair and impartial enforcement and 
prosecntion are impossible. Updated national surveys indicate that these totals 
have increased to 30 million and 13 million re:::pectiyely. 

In some States, a first offender can be jailed for- 10 to 20 years. In others, he 
may be placed on probation. Yet, in most, he will not enter the criminal justice 
system at 0.11 .. 

Third. It recognizes that use of the drug has reached such proportions that 
the present law is clearly ineffective as a deterrent. 

J!'ourth. It recognizes that the "rhetoric and emotion" g'~nerated by the Use of 
the criminal sanction in cases of personal marihuana use is severely impairing 
the fight against more dangerous drug abuse. 

Mr. President, S. 1450, "the :\Iarihurma Control .Act of 1975, would change 
eXisting Federal la\v in that it would no longer be a criminal offense for a person 
to possess ,,,itllin a private dwelling up to 1 ounce of marihuana for his own 
use, or for the use of others, so long as it is not possessed with the intent to 
sell it for pl·ofit. 

It wouW also no longer be a criminal offense to possess in public an amount 
not to exceed 1 ounce of marihuana, if such possession is incident to a private 
use and is not with the intent to sell it for profit. In the prosecntion of any 
person charged with a violation of Federal law, the fact that such person was 
under the influence of marihuana would not be a defense to that charge. 

Most importantly, our bill would implement the civil fine approach which has 
met with demonstrated success in the State of Oregon. In that jurisdiction 
marihuana offenders are given citations that are processed like traffic tickets. 
If the approach follolvell in Oregon and in the bill we introdUce today were 
adopted throughont the Nation, 90 percent of all marihuana arrests would be 
eliminated t1.1l(1 nearly half a billion dollars now being spent on those arrests 
would be saved. 1'Ilore importantly, the indiscriminate wl'ecldng of people's lives 
and careers brought about by these unjust laws would end. 

Following 1 :vear's experience with the Oregon law, a statewide survey by 
the Drug Abuse Conncil, a resea~'ch organization funded. by the Ford Founda
tion, revealed several interesting findings: 

Forty percE-nt of the respondents who said they had used pot said they had 
decreased their consumption. 

Fifty-two percent reported no change and only 5 percent increased use. 
Fifty-eight percent favol'ed the new law or a more lenient one; only 89 percent 

thought the law was too lenient. 
Mr. President, I asI, unanimous consent that the summary of the Drug Abuse 

Council survey, entitled ",Survey of Marihuana Use---State of Oregon," be printed 
in the Record. 

lVIr. President, I ",'.ish to reiterate that I do not support and this bill does uot 
provide for the legalization of mariJl'Uana, and I wish to clarify the distinction 
between legalization and decrimmalization. 

Legallzation, as the term is used in the drug field, means that marihuana could 
be legally sold, uuder aplmopriate governmental controls. This could, though not 
necessarily wouW, be similar to alcohol licenSing. The important concept here is 
that both use and sale would be legal. 

Decriminalization only pertains to the uSCI'. The 11ser is taken Qut of the ~rimi
Ilal justice system, although selling remains illegal. This concept is intended to 
continue a discouragement POlicy against marihuana; thUs no legal market is 
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permitted. By focusing the law enforcement attention against the commercial 
traffickers, rather than the user, over 90 percent of the marihuana arrests can be 
~liminated. 

I oppose legalization because such action may be inconsistent with our current 
treaty obligations under the Single Convention of 1961. 

Second, legalization might institutionalize marihuana and give it the status of 
official approval, thus lllaking its use more inviting and widespread. 

Third, there are still unanswered questions about the effects of long-term 
chronic use, and there is still considerable moral opposition to making marihuana 
a vailable legally. 

It has been suggested that decriminalization is illogical since it only :lpplies to 
the user,leaving penalties against the seller. This is not the case. Criminal penal
ties are retained against the seller as a means of discouragement. This is con
sistent with the way we treat such other "victimless crimes" as pornography, 
gambling, and prostitution. 

It balances the right of the individual in a free sOciety to remain free from 
governmental interference in his private life, with society's right to protect itself 
against those who would purvey something society deems potentially detrimental. 

Mr. President, although the entire report of the National Commission deserves 
the careful reexamination of every Member of the Senate, there 'are several im
portant statements which I wish to call to the Senate's attention: 

A. Medical and Health Data: "the most notable statement that can be made 
about the vast majority of marihuana users-experiIr.enters and intermittent 
users is that they are essentially indistinguishut!" f· om their non-marihuana 
using peers by any fundamental criterion other tb n their marihuana use." 
(p.41) 

"From what is known about the effects of marihuana, its use at the present 
level does not constitute a major threat to public health." (p. 90) 

"No conclusive evidence exists of any physical damage, disturbances of bodily 
processes or proven human fatalities attributable solely to even very high doses of 
marihuana." (pp. 56-57) 

"Although a number 'of studies have been per:flormed, at present no reliable evi
dence exisVs indicating that marihuana causes genetic defects in man." (p. 84) 

"No objective evidence of specifiC pathology of brain tissue has been docu
mented. This fact contrasts sharply with the well-established brain damage of 
rhronic alcoholism." (p. 85) 

"In a word, cannabis does not lead to physical dependence." (p. 87) 
"RelSearch has not ~'et proven that marihuar.t use significantly impairs driving 

ability or performance." (p. 79) 
B. Public Safety: "neither the marihuana user nor the drug itself can be said 

to constitute a (langer to public safety." (p. 78) 
"In sum, the weight of the evidence is that marihuana does not cause violent or 

aggressive behavior." (p.73) 
C. ll!arihuana and Hard Drugs: "marihuana use per se does not dictate whether 

other drugs will be used; nor does it determine the rate of progression, if and 
when it occurs, or which drug might be used." (p. 88-89) 

"The fact should be emphasized that the overwhelming majority of users do 
not lJrogress to other drugs." (p. 87) 

D. Extent of :'Ifarihuana Use: 26 million Americans, or 16% of the adult popu
lation, have tried marihuana at least once. This represents an increase of 2 
million people over 1971. (Marihuana Commission, News Release, February 13, 
1973) 

18 million Amerirans smolre marihua.na on 'a regular basis. This figure' was 8.34 
million in 1971. (Ibid.) 

E. Arrest Statistics. more than 706,000 persons were arrested for marihuana
related offenses during the period 1970-72. Arrests have increased steadily from a. 
low of 18,815 in 1965. (p. 106) 

In 1972 there were 292,006 marihuana arrests, an increase of 29% over 1971. 
(Uniforlll Crime Reports, 1972, Federal BureKuof InYestigations, p. 119) 

93% of aU arrests are for possession, with only 7% for sale. 67% of those ar
rested possessed less than one ounce of marihuana. (p. 10) 

'88% o.f those arrested are nnder the age of 26. (p.111) 
62% of those arrested are under the age of 21. CUni:florm Crime Reports 1[)72, 

l<'ed('ral Bureau of Investiga.tion, p. 34) , 
,53% of all young p('ople 16 and 17 years old lmow someone who has been ar

rested for possession of marihuana. (p.121) 

I 
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;.\11'. President, it should not be necessary to emphasize once again that neither 
I, nor any other member of the Commission would encourage the use of mari
huana. We all believe that the Government should not encourage the use of any 
drug or hallucinogen, no matter how mild, £.or recreation purposes. 

The Commission conducted an exhaustive stuoy of marihuana from the medi
cal, legal, social, and pOlitical standpoints. As a result of this study, even the 
m(>Qt conservative members of the Commission reached the conclusion that our 
(;, l1linal penalties against marihuana were based largely on sheer myth. 

It is not a physically addictive substance and of those who do use it, only 
a very small number develop any psychic dependency. 'l'hat small number for 
whom marihuana becomes a device for avoiding reality would, in all probability, 
find some other substance, perhaps a very harmful one, to obtain the same ob
jectiye if they were not using marihuana. 

At the same time, :Mr. President, we recognize that although it has not been 
possible to identify physically ha~'mfU1 effects of marihuana, more research is 
needed in order to be certain that there are not incipient effects which might 
not appear until after long usage. 

Mr. President, we all have heard recent claims that marihuana may be more 
dangerous than we originally thought. 

No drug is totally harmless, including marihuana. But the evidence strongly 
suggests no significant harm is caused by the occasional use of marihuana and 
whatever risk is involved with marihuana i.s far less than the demonstrated 
harm from a number of other drugs permitted in our society. 

We should continue to look for potential ill effects from the use of marihuana 
especially .the chronic, heavy use. But any findings of potential harm should 
be used to discourage use, not to justify treating the user as a criminal. As Dr. 
Tom Bryant, president of the Drug Abuse Council recently stated: 

"We should not permit a medical debate to frustrate the decriminalization 
policy recommended by the :\iarihuana Commission. Even if marihuana were 
eventually shown to be as dangerous as ulc01101 or tobacco, giving a criminal 
record to the user only exacerbates the potential harm." 

This past year we have heard several new claims of potential harm from 
marihuana use. These elaims haYereceiyed widespread media exposure, often 
fur greater than the substance of the study warranted. 

Each year the Department of HEW attempts to summarize the research on 
marihuana and to reach some conclusions about the potential dangers. In their 
recently released report for 1974, National Institute for Drug Abuse-NIDA
Director Dr. Robert L. DuPont discusses the recent' claims: 

These more recent stUdies deal with three areas of concern. They are: effects 
on male sex hormone levels, interference with the body's immune response and 
effects on fundamental cell metabolism. The implications at these preliminary 
studies are, at this point, specttlative. There is concern that alteration in hormone 
levels as a result of chronic use may interfere with normal adolescent deyelop
ment or with sexual differentiation of male fetuses if cannabis is used by preg
nant women at critical periods of fetal deveJ:lpment. Effects on the immune 
response and on cell metabolism might seriously affect resistance to disease or 
result in a variety of degenerative or geup,tic changes. Thtts tar there is no cUnical 
evidence indicative at sucl~ consequences although continuing ?'esearch is ob
Viously reQn-ired. (emphasis added) 

Dr. DuPont also cautioned: 
We must also recognize that no drug with major pharmacological action-in

cluding marihuana-can ever be truly safe. It it inevitable that further research 
will disclose additional hazards. In developing rational social policy, scientific 
evidence of a health hazard must be balanced against social and economic costs 
incurred by possible alternative stra.tegies for discouraging drug abUse. 

Dr. DuPont, who also serves as chief Presidential drug adviser in his capaCity 
as Director of the White House Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Preven
tion, recently endorsed publicly the Oregon approach. He believes marihuana 
presents health risks to the user, and should be actively discouraged, but opposes 
the use of the criminal law for possession of small amounts. 

It should be stressed -that when the National Oommission on Marihuana and 
.Drug Abuse reconunendecl decriminalizing the user it did not presuppose mari
llUana would be harmless. l\nd several members of the Commission have re
iterated their conclusions: 

No drug is totally safe 01' harmless. In a sense, there is no human activity 
which is totally harmless. However, it-is my opinion that marihuana involves 
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only a minimal risk of harm to the user. Clearly the potential harmfulness of 
marihuana to the user is on a much lower order of magnitude than the potential 
harmfulness of such other drugs as alcohol, tobacco, amphetamines, barbiturates, 
and hallucinogens. J. Thomas Ungerleider; :;.\ID, Presidential ApPOintee to the 
National Commission. 

Since publication of the Commission's Report in :;.\Iarch 1972, numerous studies 
have been reported, some suggesting that the dangers from marihuana are far 
greater .than the Report indicated, others demonstrating that its use produces 
relatively little harm. In short, work in the last two years has not fundamentally 
changed the data base on which the recommendations were made. Dr. Dana 
Farnsworth, Presidential Appointee to the National Commission. 

HClwever, treating the user of marihuana as a criminal, can and has had a 
shattering effect upon the lives of thousands of individuals who are otherwise 
law-abiding citizens. The consequences of such a policy for the individual and 
society are more serious than any personal or societal harm resulting from the 
use of the drug itself. 

The penalties do not fit the crime. The time has come for us to decide honestly 
what the crime is. If we decided that certain private conduct is not a crime, 
then we should eliminate the penalties for it, and to the extent that we believe 
that criminal sanctions should be retained for conduct then we should measure 
the penalties in relation to the seriousness of the conduct. 

As I nave in the past, I wish to acknowledge once again the extraordinary 
work of the National Organization for the Reform of l\Iarihuana Laws
NORML-and its able executive director, Mr. Keith Stroup. His efforts com
bined with the dedicated work of hundreds of interested citizens in States 
throughout the country haye had a significant impact in changing attitudes as 
well ·as 1ft ws on this subject. 

Mr. President, the laws we seek to change are indefensible. Logic, common
sense, and honesty have had very little to do with the evolution of national drug 
policy in the last 40 years, and these failings are rooted in the current law. I 
think we have ignored for far too long the consequences of that failure for our 
SOciety. I urgently request the Senate ,Judiciary Committee to act on this bill 
at the earliest possible time. There are several articles and editorials which have 
appeared in the media in recent months on the subject of decriminalization and I 
ask unanimous consent that the following be printed in the Record at the con
clusion of my remarl{s : 

"Harsh Penalties for 'Pot'," an editorial in the New York Times, December 28, 
1974. 

"Legal Hostility to Pot Fades," an article by Al Parachini in the New Yorl, 
~l.'imes ; December 8, 1974. 

"The limits of the Criminal Sanction," un editorial in the Washington Post; 
November 18, 1974. 

"Shifting Emphasis on 'Pot,'" an editorial in the Buffalo Evening News; No-
vember 30, 1974. 

"End the Pot Penalties," an article by William F. Bucldey ; Novembber 10, 1974. 
"Reefer," a column by Ann Landers; November 14, 1974. 
"Thoughts on Marihuana," a column by James J. Kilpatricl" WashiLgton Star 

News; December 4, 1974. 
"Pot: Long Smouldering Issue May End in Decriminalization," llll article by 

William I-lines, Chicago Sun-Times; December 1, 1974. 
A column by Richard C. Cowan, "About lVIarihuana" ; November 6, 1974. 
An article by Susan Fogg, Newhouse News Service concerning the therapeutic 

uses of marihuana. 
"A Change in Policy on Pot?" an article by William J. Lanouette, The National 

Observer; November 30, 197<1. • 
"Carey Considers Dropping Harsh l\Iarihuana Penalty," an article in the 

New York Times, January 29, 1975. 
There being no objection, the articles and editorials were ordered to be printed 

in the Record, as f:Jllows : 

HARSH PENt\LTIES FOR "POT" 

Two years ago the National COlllmission 011 Marijuana and Drug Abuse re
ported that marijuana was a "low priority" risk compared with other drugs, 
including alcohol, and recommended the elimination of legal penalties for private 
possession ancl use while retaining -stiff ·criminal penalties far marijuana 
traffickers. 
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This carefully considered proposal got short shrift from then President Nixon 
who promptly denoupced it. Efforts to liberalize drug laws along lines recom: 
mended by the comnllssiOll so far have been stymied in Congress and in the Legis
lature of New York which retains some of the toughest anti marijuana legisla
tion in the country. 

Private possesHion of small amounts of marijuana, which would be subject to 
no criminal charges under the commission's proposals, still can invoke penalties 
of up to fifteen years in jail in this state. Only last :\Iarch a man in Buffalo was 
sentenced to five years in prison for possessing 1.9 ounces' of "pot." Last year in 
New York City alone there were nearly 0,800 arrests on marijuana charO"es 
mostly of young people Wl10 Yl'ere stigmatized for life because they were caught 
with less than one-quarter of an ounce of this drug. , 

}j'ean; that liberalizing the law would encourage the use of "pot" and compound 
police problems do not appear to be bOl'lle out hy the experience of at least one 
state that has pioneered in this area. In October, 1973, Oregon abolished crimi
nal penalties for marijuana use, substituting civil fines of up to $100 . .After the 
law's first year, a statewide evaluation found that 40 pel' cent of respondents who 
aclmowledged they had used "pot" said they hael elecreased their consumption; 
52 per cent reported no change and only (5 per cent had increased use. 

No one should underestimate the potential risks in marijuana use Which are 
still incompletely understood. 

The question is whether the harsh legal sanctions against marijuana prevailing 
in this and most other states really serve as a deterrent. The evidence is that they 
do not. Public attempts to control private vices through excessive and heavily 
punitive laws only unc1el'mine respect for law and divert law enforcement agen
cies from :more urgent tasks. . 

LEGAL HOSTILITY ~'O "EOT" F AVES 

(By .Allan Parachini) 

Despite recent medical studies purporting to show evidence of physiological, 
risks to smokers of marijuana, there is a clear and growing trend toward de
criminaliZing the drug. OppOSition to "pot," once centered in the law-enforcement 
community, seems to be crumbling. 

Either by statute' or de facio means, police and prosecutors seem prepared to 
accept the fact that marijuana use now is widely acceptec1 and that continued 
stringent enforcement of antimarijnana laws is unrealistic. 

Decriminalization would mean the eaSing or elimination of penalties for pri
vate use or possession of marijuana. Penalties vary widely at present, ranging 
from a $100 fine in Oregon to a possible 15-year prison term in New York. 

Captain Jerry Kennedy, commander of the Denver., Colo., vice squad, recalls 
that his officers at first opposed a Denver marijuana ordinance easing penalties, 
but have changed their minds. "Before," he says, "we were bogged down in mari
juana arrests. 'Ve conlc1 never get on to the quality cases." 

The New Jersey Narcotics Officers .Association has backed decriminalization in 
that state. In many cities, pOlice arrest users only, as one New York City pOlice
man has said, "If they blow smoke in your face." When Los Angeles Police Chief 
Edward lH. Davis issued a statement opposing, 'On moral grounds, any statute 
change, the local police commission forcec1l1im to distribute a cover letter saying 
he had spolren as an individual and not on hehalf of the department. . . 

"The simple fact is that there is a tremendous number of people llsmg marl
juana these days" says Wesley Pomeroy, poli.ce chief in Berlmley, Calif., and a 
former Justice Department offiCial, "l1nd from 11 pragmatic pOint of view, the 
police ought not to be put in the uncomfortable position of having to enforce an 
unenforceable law." 

In Washington, D.C., United States Attorney Earl J. S~lbert ~nnounced last 
month thut his office would no longer prosecute, and .capltal pollce s.hould not 
arrest, users in llOssession of five or fewer marijuana clgarettes. Mr. Sllbert can
celed the orc1er before it was to go into effect last Monday, however, because of 
the controversy that developed over the issue. 

Prospects for widespread easing of marijuana laws appear grea~er now th~n 
ever before. Federal decriminalization legislation is expectec1 to be llltrod~ced III 
the next session of Congress in the Senate by Jacoh K. Jll.vits, Republican of 
New York; and in the House b;y Representative Edward ~. ~~och, Demo~~at of 
New York. Mr. Javits has saic1 that "it's time to do somethlll? about !llal'lJuana 
laws to mulre them conform to what has become accepted sOClal behavlOr. 
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'CHANGING STANCES 

At the Federal level, the change in administration seems to have had a pro
nounced effect. Former President Richard Nixon repeatedy told aides there was 
"no way" 1m would ever support less stringent marijuana penalties, even after the 
National Commission on :lIarijuana and Drug Abuse called for such a change 
in 1972. 

Betty Ford, the new President's wife, has publicly said she is certain her three 
ehildren have tried "pot." One of the Fords' two sons has reportedly lllet several 
times with officials of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws (NOR:lIL). Offspring of public officials, including Oregon's Gov. Tom 
McCall and former Presidential counsel J. Fred Buzhardt, have been arrested 
onlllarijuana chargeI'). 

Mr. Ford's chief policy adviser, Dr. Robert L. DuPont, said publicly in recent 
Senate subcommittee hearings and at a NORML-sponsored conference what he 
has long told intimatrs priYately-that there is little point in continuing to jail 
marijuana users. 

Keith Stroup, who as NORML's director keeps close watch 'on the legal aspects 
of marijuana, believes that several states 'are almost certain to decriminalize it 
next year. They are Coloradr:, California, Hawaii, l'.finnesota, New Jersey, Ver
mont and :lIassachusetts. 

Various cities and sbates have already chosen to remove marijuanll from 
criminal law enforcement: 

In October, 1973, Oregon abolished criminal penalties for marijuana use. sub
stituting civil fines of up to $100. Marijuana offenders are given citations that are 
processed like traffic tickets. 

After the law's first year, a statewide evaluation was conducted by the Drug 
Abuse Council, a privately funded Y{ashington, D.C., research organization. Jj'orty 
per cent of the respondents who said they l1ad used "pot" said they had decreased 
their consumption; 52 per cent reported no change and only 5 per cent had 
increased use. And 58 per cent of all respondents f9,vored the present law or a 
mQre liberal statute; only 39 per cent thought the law was too lenient. 

In Denver, the City Council last spring passed its ordinance overriding the 
state marijuana law, which had held possession to be a misdemeanor. The new 
ordinance treats posE'cssion of up to a half-ounce as a noncriminal violation. In 
October, the State District Attorneys Association approved, by 'a 31 margin, a 
resolution to support 'a change in the state law to conform with the Denver ex
periment. The measUre will be introduced next year. 

The so-called "parking tic.ket model" was first introduced in Ann Arbor and 
Ypsilanti in Miclligan. A year ago, voters in the two neighboring cities approved 
a referendum providing for a maximum $5 fine in marijuana cases. The referen
dum reimplemented a system initially approved in Ann Arbor three years ago but 
briefly eliminated by the City CounciL 

In :New York City, District Attorney Richard Kuh last summer instituted a 
circumvention of the potential 15-year prison term for possession of more than 
a quarter-ounce of marijuana. Dnder the Kuh plan, which 'also has the backing 
of three of the other four district attorneys in the city (Staten Island declined 
to participate), persons accused of "simple possession" of up to two pounds of 
marijuana are permitted to plead guilty to a single misdemeanor count. 

Decriminalization ferment might seem to be contradicted by arrest statistics, 
which continue to show illl upward trend. In 1973, for instance, 420,700 persons 
were arrested nationally on marijuana charges, up from 188,682 in 1970 and as 
few as 18,815 in 1965. 1\iany"bservers believe tlle increase is the result Qf more 
uninhibited and widespread use. Though few of the offenders ever go to jail 
and many cases are dismissed, suspects retain their arrest records for life in 
most states. 

Significantly, none of the proposed state 'and federal statute changes goes 
beyond the elimination of penalties for private use and possession of marijuana. 
'l'he saIl' and uistribution of marijuana would still be illegal. 

THE LI1Irrl.'s OF CRUUNAL SANC'NON 

O\'er the laRt several years, most states hu.Ye reduced the felony statutes for 
pOt;session of small quantities of marijuana to misdemeanors. One state, Oregon, 
has made simple possession of the drug the legal equivalent of a traffic offense. 

"'j 
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It was only a matter of time before the federal government would begin to move 
in the same direction. A presidentially appointed commission argued in 1972 
for "decriminalization" and although President Xixon simply rejected the _recom· 
mendation, a number of federal officials have since ta. en the position that mak
ing marijuana 1l0SSPl;Sioll a federal felony offense sel'\~S no useful purpose. 

The latest federal official to take that position is Dr. Robert L. DuPont, Presi
dent Ford's chief aclviser on drug abuse control. Significantly, Dr. DuPont chose 
a meeting here of the Xational Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws 
to endorse the Oregon solution. In doing so, Dr. DuPont took the same stance that 
many responsible officials in federal and state gm-ernment have taken: Marijuana 
is potentially dangerous to the individual smoker, but smoking by individuals 
pOlles no threat to the society that justifies locking up those lll1lucky enough to 
be caught. 

The marijuana laws, because they proscribe a "crime" that has no victim, are 
ordinarily enforced against those whose "criminality" comes to the attention 
of the authorities by accident. 'rIms, the other day, a fecleral official whose home 
here had been burglarized was an'estE'd the same day for possession of an ounce 
of marijuana found by the police officers investigating the burglary. But for that 
accident, ,,;e can assume his prh-ate use of marijuana would have remained his 
private affair. 

That is how it is with n:ost of the 20 million Americans estimated to have 
smoked marijuana. There is hardly a legal restraint that compares witl1 the law 
on marijuana for inconsistency of enforcement. l\Iost people who smoke never 
are caught. About 'a half million people will probably be arrested this year. Many 
of those will be released as first offenders without any action having been taken 
against them, particularly if they are juv~niles. The application of the law is 
selective in many parts of the cOlmtry. Young people the police may wis11 to 
detain for other reasons often go to jail because they happen to have a small 
quantity of marijuana on their persons during encolmters with police. 

Under those circmustances, the logic -of Dr. DuPont and those other federal 
officials who have culled for "decriminalization" makes sensE'. It is unwise for a 
SOciety to permit the creation of so large 'a class of presumptive criminals when 
their crime can be of no demonstrable harm to anyone other than themselv~s_ 
This is especially so when other recreational drugs are readily available and legal. 
The danger to the individual who drinks alcohOL is al" least as great as the danger 
of smoking marijuana, and may be far more so. Yet, it is perfectly legal for 
persons who are not minors to buy all the alcohol they wish. If the theory behind 
pro~cribing marijuana was that its use would diminish, the policy has been a 
railure. When the substance was made illegal in J934, it was estimate.d that 
50,000 .Americans used it. 'I'he figure could be 'as high as 25 million today. "Mari
juana," said a study by Consumel'S Union several years ago, "is here to stay." 

Since there is little evidence to contradict tl,at conclusion, and since many 
prosecutors-most recently the U.S . .Attorney for the District of Columbia
have argued that they would like to get marijuana out of the way so they 
and the police can concentrate all real crime, it makes sellse to support Dr. 
DuPont and those who argue for "decriminalization." But "decriminalization" 
should be recognizecl for what it is. It is a pOlitically delicate way of saying 
that you are taking a first step towarcl the day marijuana will be legal. That 
is apparent on its face. Dr. DuPont says that "decriminalization" should be 
accompanied by programs that educate the public to the dangers of marijuana 
use. Despite such programs, it is doubtful that the use of marijuana is going 
to decline. If there is merit in relaxing the rules on possession, Simple logic 
dictates that it makes sense eventually to legalize its sale and use and control 
its quality. That is the way to keep some of the more harmful and dangerously 
potent forms of the drug off the market. It is also a way of separating mari
juana from some of the much more dangerous substances, 'luch as cocaine, 
LSD and heroin, that now circulate through the same channels as marijuana. 

For many young people, the illegality of marijuana makes a mockery of the 
law. Despite what those who seek to justify the criminal sanction might argue, 
the logic of the matter causes m,any youngsteri'l to see duplicity in the current 
state of affairs. It is perfectly legal for their parents to drink alcohol Jut an 
indictable offense for them to possess marijuana. That kind of double standard 
is corrosive of the principle of the rule of law. '1'116 value bf the criminal 
sanction in a society rests on thE' foundation of fairness. For that l'E'ason, the 
criminal sanction is most effective when it is limited to proscribing those 
offenses of genuine danger to the society. PosseSsion of marijuana does not 
meet that test. 
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SHIFTING EMPHASIS ON "POT" 

It is evident from the renewed debate on marijuana penalties, and from the 
reduction of them in some states and localities, that public attitudes are be
coming increasingly recepth'e to a shift in policy emphasis toward eliminating 
criminal penalties for casual use even while continuing public discouragement 
of the traffic in a medically risky substance. 

Significantly, much of the current tall;: about "decriminalizing" the personal 
USll of marijw:ma comes, not from the social apologists for "pot," but from 
some of the very reputable medical researchers who are voicing new concern 
about the health impairment potentially associated with marijuana overuse. 

'Phe latest to advocate a balanced new approach to the medical and legal 
aspects of marijuana is none other than the Ford administration's drug-policy 
spokesman. While raising new questions about the health risks incurred by 
marijuana smokers, Dr. Robert L. DuPont makes clear his own doubt that 
prevailing criminal penalties constitute a fail' or effective way to deter the 
spread of marijuana smoking. 

From the health standpoint, Dr. DuPont findS enough basis from the impli
cations of animal researcil-bearing upon the llotential marijuana link with 
clll'omosome damage and lowering of disease resistance-to advocate social poli
cies of discouragement and restraint. 

But such deterrence, in his view, can be achieved "at a lower cost than the 
current criminal sanction" which constitutes a case of overkill, when those 
convicted for possession of minor quantities of pot "may bear forever the 
stigma of an arrest record which can affect their employment opportunities 
and their entire future." 

What this distinction between ed~lcation programs find criminal penalties 
reflects is a growing body of opinion-shared by lllany philosophical conserva
tives and liberals alike-that prevailing reliance O!l Prohibition-style criminal 
prosecution is a poor way to cope with what is essentially a health problem 
involving risks much like those of oyerdependencc or overuse of alcohol or 
tobacco. 

For one thing, there is simplr no wa~' to enforce criminal penalties against 
the estimated 25 million or so who are said to have been tempted by the forbid
den fruit. And the effort to do so is inevitably selective, capriciously discrimina
tory against the young, and II costly diversion of limited police manpower and 
resources better reserved for apprehending the peddlers of hard drugs as well 
as bUrglars, rapists, and other serious threats to public safety. 

In this regard, the approach taken by such states as Oregon in treating 
minor marijuana possession as a "violation" roughly equIvalent to a traffic 
offense, is seen by decriminalization adyocatefl as per:l;ectly consistent with 
"law and order" concern for stern policing against the hard-drug traffic. 

The difference between "legalization" and "decriminalization" is in our view 
an entirely tenable one, and not mere semantics. For leg3lization would' imply 
a social tolerance equivalent to that for liquor, and this is not warranted by 
the present ambiguous medical evidence, nor llaYe any practical means been 
suggested for regulating marijuana traffic in the thorough way the liquor in
dustry is regulated. Decriminalization for possession and use of minor quanti
ties, however. Jleed not let down the bars at all to criminal prosecutions for 
large-scale pOBseSsion or selling to minors. ~'his would tend to shift the focus 
from controversy over unfair effects of present criminal laws to rational social 
measures of deterrence, including educational programs and credible controls 
against marijuana nse among minors. 

:'\Iuch as a persuasive case bas bpen made for a sensible "decriminalizing" 
0:1; first drunk-driving offenses as an :('rective remedy for laws that now remain 
notoriously ill-enforced, flO is there a gathering consensm; that excessive and 
unenforceable penalties for pot-smoking are no effective way to deal with any 
of the possibly serious adverse effects t1lllt medical science is !Jeginning to worry 
about in the case of marijuana. 

END THE POT PENALTIES 

(By William F. Buckley, Jr.) 

A couple of years ago Johnny Garson turned suddenly to me, in a general 
discussion of the drug laws, and asked me pointblanl;:. "Haye you ever tried 
pot?" I said, yes, I had. And added primly that I was on my boat, outside the 
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3-mile limit, so that I wasn't breaking any law. (He went on to ask: "Did it do 
anything for you?" And I replied, "No.") 

Now as a matter of fact, Carson should not haye asl,ed that question. It is in 
the category of questions you do not ask, lil{e: "Haye sou ever cheated on your 
wife'!" The rule is that you should neyer ask somebody a question if there is a 
high probability that the answer will reveal the questionee to be either a law
breaker or a liar. And of courSe for some questions there is no escape clause. 
There is no such thing as cheating on your income tax outside the a-mile limit. 

But Carson did ask me, and my reply was truthful, and I haye bcen plagued 
by i~ eyer since. I seldom address a college audience without somebody bringing 
it up in some way or other during the question period. Example: ".;.\11'. Buckley, 
how did pot get into your boat in the first place?" (My answer: Partlleno
genesis.) Or: "Do you think it's fair that only people who haye yachts can 
smoke pot legally?" (l\Iy answer: "Anybody can rent a boat. TheJ- come as low 
as ten, 15 bucks a day.") The audience is gOOd-humored, mostly because if you 
are addressing a college audience, you are talking to a group 95 percent of 
which has experimented with pot.' College students recognize that to experi
ment with pot is extremely safe, and you don't have to go out into the ocean 
to do it with impunity. 

I say' extremely safe with sharp resen-ations, haYing read the figures for the 
arrests during 1973, and the projected arrests for this sear. These come to 
400,000 and a half-million respectively. The figures are appalling, and I pass 
them along only because there is no reason to distrust the author of them. But 
what they seem to suggest is that although the typical campus is nowad-ays never, 
ever raided, still Were are busts, Inmdreds of thousands of them, and a continua
tion of tllOse preposterous penalties which are indefensible. 

It is widely noticed that the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee has 
been transcribing a lot of anti-pot material offereel by various doctors and sci
entists. It has not been widely noticed that the head of that committee, ilie 
draconian Senator James Eastland, has himself come out against any penalties 
for the users of marijuana (as distinguished from pUrYeyors of it). 

But somewhere along the line, the American pJblic decided not to legalize 
pot. This conclusion it reached, in my opinion, on the grounds that any differ
ent conclusion would appear to b(' a capitulation to the counterculture. 

But at the same time, ,American parents reached the conclusion, or such is 
my reading of it, that they did not desire their lS-year-old boys and girls to be 
sent to jail for smoking pot which said parents had every reason to suppose 
they were experimenting with at school. 

If the awful figures are correct-a half-million arrests-there has been a 
brer\kdown in communication between the public 'amI the police. 

The old adage is that the best way to get a bad law repealed is to enforce it. 
Perhaps this is what the police are trying to effect: the repeal of the law by the 
enforcement of it. In which event it is paradoxical that the police do not in
terfere with the colleges. Or is the problem that there aren't enough pOlice to 
arrest the guilty students? 

Little by little, the distinctions emerge, Richard Cowan, a young journalist 
from 'l'exas, makes them most neatly, in lilY judgment. They are: Pot is harm
ful; but people shouldn't go to jail for smoking it. The difficulty is in trying 
to take ilie two positions simultaneously. The art of communication seems to 
break down. It is instantly supposed thoat if you desire decriminalization, you 
are saying there is nothing wrong in smoking pot. Or that if you disapprove of 
pot, you must be in favor of illegalizing it. . 

. But there is a book in prospect on the subject, being written by the afors
said Mr. Cowall, and it will be a bleslling. In his case, frustration has been 
the mother of inyention: he cannot cOlpmunicate these' simple disjunctions, so 
he is writing a book. 

Meanwhile, the apparent indifference of parents to other parents' children 
being sent to jail for smoking pot, speaks poorly of our sense of community. 

ANN LANDERS: REEFER 

DEAR ANN LANDERS: I figured thnt all thosl:! loony letters would get to you 
sooner or later, but I didn't expect it to happen so soon. I honestly believe you've 
gone off your rocker. 
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I just read where you Hnd some other odd-balls have signed sort of endorse
ment for marijuana. Now you say it is "normal" for kids to use it and all the 
scare stories about marijuana are nonsense and actually turning kids to harder 
stuff because they don't believe any of the propaganda about drugs. 

I 'always thought you had good common sense, and I was pleased you were 
against pot because it helped me make a case with my own children. They 
have faith in what you say and will talce it from you, but not from me. 

Now, what am I to tell them when they catch up with your latest? Please ex
plain, I am-Dumbfounded. 

Dear Founded-or perhaps I should say Dear Dumb: 
Talk about getting facts twisted, you win the cutglass fly swatter. My 

position on marijuana is unchanged. I haven't budged an inch. I still believe 
that marijuana is not harmless. I continue to be opposed to any mind-altering 
drug-including alcohe'l, especially for teen-agel's. 

I did sign a statement declaring that I am in favor of the decriminalization 
of marijuana. This does not mean that I want to see it legalized. I do not. But 
I do want to see the laws in regard to possession changed. 

The name of the organization whose statement I endorsed is "NORML." It is 
The National Organization for the Reform of :i.\Iarijuana Laws. 'l'he state voltlll
teer coordinator is PaUl H. Kuhn Jr., a highly respected gentleman. 

The other "oddballs" (your term, not mine) who have ?n-dorsed the decrimi
nalization statement are John Finlator, 'Villiam F. Buckley Jr., James J. Kil
patrick, Sens. Barry Goldwater, .Jacob .Tavits, Hal'old Hughes, Charles Percy 
and Adlai Stevenson II, and .Toel Fort, l\I.D. 

You write better than you read-and your apologies are accepted. 

'I'HOUGHTS ON :i.\IARIJUANA 

(By James J. Kilpatrick) 

Proposals for the "decriminalization" of marijuana once again are 'being heard. 
The proposals make sense--much sense that they ought to be seen as a first step 
toward reconsideration of public policy on the wllOle field of victimless crime. 

Granted, "criminalize" and "decriminalize" are verbs that make a man wince, 
and "decriminalization" is a noun that woult1h!lve driven H. L. Mencken up the 
wall. Yet the words are useful, all the same, in defining an area of the law in 
which an act is illegal but not criminal. Overparking is a familiar example. If 
I recall my dog Latin correctly, such an offense once was known as "malum 
prohibitum" as clistinguished from "malum in se." 

Over the past 40 years, most states have treate'd even the mere possession and 
use of marijuana as crimes-as felonies or grave misdemeanors,' punishable by 
both fine and imprisonment. Here and there, as reason has repluced emotions, 
attitudes have moderated. Oregon now treats simple possession as a "violation," 
usually punished by a $25 fine. 

Dr. Robert L. DuPont, chief White House spokesman on drug abuse, last 
month recommended that possession of marijuana (as distinguished from sale) 
be decriminalized at the federal level. His predecessor, Dr. Jerome H.' Jaffe, 
concurred. Here in Washington, U.S. Atty. Earl .T. Silbert annoullcec1 that his 
office no longer would prosecute cases in which the evidence indicated possession 
of five or fewer cigarettes,. Chief Judge Harold H. Greene backed him up. (Silbert 
later bacl,ed down.) On Capitol Hill, Rep. Edward Koch, D-N.Y., s3id he woul(l 
reintroduced a discriminalization bill next month. In Miami, Atty. Gen. William, 
Saxbe said he would welcome a changE'in the law. 

For the most part, the recommendations draw sUPD'ort fron tberals. SUdl 
conservatives as James Eastland, chairman of Senate .Tndiciar;r main stoutly 
opposed. Yet carefully examined, the Wea of decriminalizing . lrijuana pre-
C'isely accords with conservativE' thinking. , 

Conservative doctrine holds that to the greatest dE'gree possible, consistent~vith 
n denlonsh;ably oyeri.·idingllublic interE's[, the imlividual citizen should be both 
free aiid responsible-fl:ee tq do what he pI easel:{; res])onsible for the 1131'111 he 
himself may suffer. Uliless'it can he delllonstra ted convincingly that marijuana 
constitutes a health hazarcl to SOCiety, conservatives cannot consistently support 
the criminal sanctions t1l3t now apply.' , 

No such evidence has been brought forward. Even as to individual harm, med
ical testimony is in conflict. The notion that most or all pot smokers proceed 
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~rom mar!;il1ana to heroin has been exploded. As a hazard to public health, mari
Juana plamly does not qualify. 

'l'l:~re is a second .. pragln~tic reason for abolishing criminal prosecution of 
ll1:\rl~uana users. It IS a foolIsh and wasteful use of the time of both policemen 
tmd Judges to continue the spasmodic ancl capricious enforcement of the mari
jnam< law. 

Half a million such arrests will be macle this year. The cases divert police from 
such truly serious cl'illles as hurglary ancl rolfbel'Y, and they clog the courts with 
clefentbnts-mostly young defend.ants-not guilty of any true offense against 
SOciety. 

To be sure, olll~' 2 or 3 percent actually wind up in jail, but all .of them suffer 
the strain of a criminal arrest on their records. 

'l'he same considerations ought to be applied to many other "crimes." Distaste .. 
ful as the process may be, conser va ties should reexamine their hostility to 
repeal of l:lws that make it criminal for adults to engage in homosexual ' 
relationships. 

'Why is sill111le 'drunkenness a "crime"? 'Why are those who gamble still la w
fully subject to arrest and imprisollment? 

We need to think on these things. '.rhe decriminalization of marijuana offers 
11 fine place to start .. 

POT: LO~i[G S:l.IOLDERING ISSUE ::.\IAY END IN DECRIMINALIZATION 

(By William Hines) 

,,\VASHINGToN.-:-For the first time since ex-Commissioner of Narcotics Harry j. 
- Allslinger trumped up a marijuana crIsis in 1935, a real possibility exists that 

jail terms for pot users will be eliminated from Federal law. It could happen 
before another year has passed. 

In tu.rn, it is widely believed that if Congress acts to decriminalize marijUana, 
the 49 states that still hold the threat of jail over users (as opposed to peddlers) 
of the drug 'will SOon fall in line. 

Oregon has pointed the way in a law that went into effect last fall. Under its 
statute, possession 'of less than an ounce of pot-a misdemeanor in the Federal 
code and in aU other states-is redefined as a "violation" to be dealt with 
through ticl~ets and fines. 

Already preliminary skirmishes al'e taking place on Capitol Hill, foreshadow
ing a serious legi:>lative hattIe in the next Congress, whose coloration will bl'\ 
substantially more liberal. 

Last week, a Senate alcoholism and narcotics subcommittee headed by Sen. 
Harold E. Hughes (D-Iowa) held two days of hearing aimed at showing that 
present punitive pOlicies directed at minor pot offenders were doing the nation 
more harm than good and developing a generation not {If "semi-zombies" but of 
cynics and scolfiaws. 

Hughes, who ·has heard and heeded a religious evangelical call, will not be in 
the Senate next year, but Jacob K.Javits (R-N.Y.), re-elected this month, will. 
And Ja vits has sworn an all-out effort to decriminalize pot. 

As Javits and others of lilre mind see it, decriminalization is the way off the 
horns of a dilemma tllUt bothers those ill this country (probably a majority) who 
do not want to sanction the smolting of grass, but who, at the same time, dislike 
the idea of young lives being ruined by a criminal record imposed for an impul
sive, and ultimately .trivial offense. 

Decriminalization in tIle Oregon manner recognizes that public acecptance of 
marijuana as a major ·recreational drug has passed the point of no return. 

When Anslinger created his pot scare in 1935, he estimated (probably over
estimated) that 50,000 'Persons in the United States were smoking the devil Wiled. 
The best estimate now is than 13 million Americans-260 times as many-smoke 
it occasionally, and that about 2,500,000 smoke "regulary" (say twice a week or 
more). And 26 million are estimated to have "tried" marijuana at least once. 

These numbers probably represent a greater :propoJ.·tiol1 of the population than 
was guzzling illicit hootch while the writ of Andrew J. Volstead was running 
(1919<-1933) dur'ing the "noble experiment" of Prohibition. SOCiologists and law 
enforcement officers are 'Virtually unanimous in agreeing thll.t when an illegal 
activity achieves this wide an acceptance, there is no stamping it out. 

So what to do? 
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The alternative, in the case of the Voistead Act and the 18th Amendment, was 
repeal with Dub sequent legalization of beverage aclohol uncleI' state!lnd local 
controls. 

As long a:; the two sides had to fight about the hazards of marijuana, they 
never could reach a definitive conclusion. 

That has changecl recently, but such results as have been reported are either 
inconclusive, controversial or both. The latest Health, Education, and Vi'e!fare 
Department report on "marijuana and health" (the government persists in spell
ing marijuana with an "h") was delayed fo,r seyeral months to obtain and inculcle 
some new experimental data, but much of these results left a lot to be desired 
scientifically. -

As far as the relative hazarl1s of the three most widely used re~reational 
drugs-alcohol (95 million users), tobacco (55 million) and marijuana-are 
concernefl, Federal mortality statistics on the first two are revealing. 

The National Clearinghouse on Smoking and Health identifies 92,000 deaths 
a year attributable to cigarettes .The Clearinghouse on Alcoholism has statistics 
that suggest something in the order of 20,000 deaths a year from alcohol abuse 
(not including vehicular and other forms of homicicle perpetrated by clrunl;:s.) 

By contrast, Sen. Hughes in sharp questiuning I)f Dr. Robert L. DuPont, head 
of the special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, drew from the psychi
atrist-bureaucrat the admission that he knows of not one death directly attribu
table to mUirijuana abuse. It is on these statistics that the pro-reform element 
will test its case about relative health hazards. 

But this is not the real ace-in-the-hole of Javits. Rep. Edward Koch (D-N.H.) 
and ohers who will be sponsoring decriminalization legislation in the next Con
gress. They offer two intriguing arguments-one philosophic, the other pragmatic. 
The philosophic argument is directed at cD-nservatiYes, the pragmatic at every 
person preoccupied with crime, taxes and inflation. 

To the true conservative (and such conservatives as William F. Buckley and 
.Tames J. Kilpatrick are on written record to this effect), there is no justification 
for the law stepping in to save the fool from his own folly. It is bad public policy 
to punish crimes without victims. 

This goes hand-in-hand with the pragmatic argument that great deal of law 
enforcement effurt is being frittered away in combatting the ubiquitous, victim
less crime of marijuana use. 

aNOTHER COLUMN NOT ABOUT MARIJUANA 

FORT WORTH.-When a writer fails to get his IJ'oint across he would naturally 
ltke to blame the olJtuseness cf his readers, but that ·doesn't do anyone any good. 
From time to time, perhaps too often, I attempt to convey my views on the 
subject of marijuana, and I can't say that I feel exactly triumphant. 

Actually, I do not write so much abont the weed itself, as about the controversy 
surrouncling it. There are several reasons for this approach. First, it is difficult 
ancl really pOintless to try to critique a research report in a seven hundred worel 
column for general readers. Secondly, I hope that younger readers who know 
what a mess the government has marIe of the "drug problem" win be consequently 
less anxious for the government to "solve" [·ther problems, if this question is 
handled in a general way. (Of course, I run the risk of turning off consen'atives 
who will simply put m~ clown as a 110t-heacl.) Finally, I don't go into specifics, 
because the arguments for deCriminalization of possession (or legalization of 
sale) do not rest at all on the "allegecl harmlessness" of pot. Not at all, but simply 
on the hal'm done by the laws. 

Recentl~, h?wever, we have been inunclated by a new wave of anti-pot IJl'opa
gaIlCl:~ which IS the grand finale of two years of hearings by the Senate Internal 
Secul'lty Subcommittee, headecl by Sen. James O. Eastland, D-Miss. 

There arc several points about the~e heal'ings that are interesting. First, 
Senator Eastland serms to have endorserl tht' elecriminalizution of possession of 
small ~uantities. Thus, supposec1ly his objective is not to support the jailing of 
~our In?s, bu~ to warn Al?erica about file dangers of mal'ijuanu. There is an 
mterrstmg tWist here. Wlule many conflervatiyes and eyen olle tired oold liberal 
(on ~Yhom I will pounce ~n a moment) have seen fit to rcpOl·t the "findings" of the 
~em:!Ilg~, few have menhonrd the seemingly neWsworthy endorsement of decri.m-
mahzatlOn b~' the senator. . 

What makE'S this eyen stranger is that invariably the columns aSRert that thE' 
"hal'IlllessnC'ss of pot" has been argued by those favoring decriminalization, and 
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even that the burden of the argument for decriminalization somehow rests on 
the "alleged harmlessness." 'Well, the National Organization for the Heform of 
Marijuana Laws (the only pot lobby in Washington), the Shafer Oorumission, 
'William Buckley, and James .Jackson Kilpatricl;:, and yours truly, have never 
said that pot is harmless. Maybe someolle's favorite hippy says so, but that 
would hardly be representative of the "national debate" if there is such a debate. 
It is just the old "stra wman" technique, of misrepresenting We opposition, sub
versi"e of the truth, i.e., a lie. 

Secondly, following thE; press releases of the SubC'lmmittee, writers frequently 
start with some statement to the effect that "pot isn't harmless, after all, lilw 
everyone thought." Not just pot-heads like Kilpatriclr, but the general population 
of America has thought for forty years that pot is barmless. Sure. This is a 
"news" lead in for a column. "Contrary to popular misconception" keeps propll
gamIa from looking like propaganda. 

Wen, if you can find me a person who, one, thinl;:s that pot is harmless and, 
two, thinks Wat Senator Eastland is an authority on the subject, I'll roll him in 
your llewspnper and smoke him. 'I.'he point is that the only people who will be in
fluenced by til is ,propaganda will be those seeldng to justify the la \vs. 

Senator Eastland bas been attacked for his efforts. but he has in fact been 
more hOl1est than those who bought his story. The old senator never made any 
bones about it. He carefully admits that these hearings l1aYe',eell open only to 
lmown antimarijuana crusaders most of whom hacl testified beforo the Shafer 
Commission. Generally, however, the results of the hearing- 11a ve Jieen presented 
as "new research" when in faet mucll was old and no actual'l'csf!arch was done 
by the Sub-Committee. 

I have been disappointed, of course, that a number' of conservative columnists 
haye fallen for the "ne\" evidence" bit, but the really incredible all-time sucker 
has to be John P. ROChe, former head of the super-liberal Americans for Demo
cratic ACtiOll. Professor Roche was turned off by tIle New Left, which turned on, 
so in the Oct. 5 issue of TV Guide he saluates NBC news for overcoming liberal in
hibitions about believing Eastland, just this once, of course. FOr sOllle reason 
Roche finds all this "authoritative" (such interesting epistemology), but that's 
okay. ,Yhat really got me, though, was that he says that, "Except in rare cases, 
the police simply ignored pot parties." After one million an-ests, tlw former head 
of the ADA can say that? 

Another half million Americans will be arrested this year, and if you think 
that this column is pro-pot, or even about pot, I have struck out again. 

A CHANGE IN POLICY ON POT? 

(By William J. Lanouette) 

l\Iore than two million Americans will smoke some marijuana today. l\Iaybe 
2,000 of them will be arrestee 1. 

For some very different reasons, those statistics are beginning to disturb a 
growing llumber of people ancI their elected representatiYeS here. And if this 
concern spreads, as now appears lilwly, it could produce a fundamental shift in 
the nation's policy toward pot. 

Attitudes are quite dissimilar. Some people are annoyed beca11se they think 
that all pot smokers shoulel be arrested. Some think no pot smokers shoulcl be 
arrested. Some think that pot smoking is wrong-for medical or moral reasons
but also that laws applied so selectively are unfair. And some think that regard
less of the arguments for or against pot sl11ol{l.cg, the police shOuld be battling 
more serious crimes. 

SEPARATE CONCERNS 

These varied concerns were focuseclhere recently by u series of loosely related 
events that tog<:'ther reuewed debate abOJlt the public amI political response to 
pot. From this debate emerges one fundanlental shift in attitudes; a tendency to 
separate concern about the possible medical 11ar111 of ,pot from the leg-al harm 
cn used by enforcing tIle present 1a ws. 

Marijuana is still a long way frompeing "legalizell," that is, sold commer
Cially as a legitimate product. Yet the' chances that the possession Ilnd use of 
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small amounts will be discriminalized-publicly discouraged but not punished 
by jail terms-may be onl~' months away. And oddly enough, the move to de
('riminalize pot could be boostecl by a widespread concern for "law and ordPl'." 

The shift in public attitudes began at the top. Although former President 
Nixon wouldn't even read the 1971 commission repOl't recommending decriminali
zation, President Ford and the First Family have taken a different approach. 
"I'm sure the children have tried it," Betty Ford said in September. "I thinl;: 
children try everything, don't they?" 

"THE KEY QUESTION" 

ColUJl1nists, induding William F. Buckley, Jr., Ann Landers. and James J. 
Kilpatrick have supported decriminalizing pot. Attorney General 'Yilliam Sax be 
I-mid he would not lobby for a change in marijuana laws on Ca,pitol Hill, but 
"neither will I block any efforts to make the changes." 

Last week the Ford Administration's chief drug-policy ~pokesman edged close 
to advocating decriminalization without explicity saying so. Dr. Robert L. Du
Pont, director of both the White House Special Action Office for Drug Abuse 
Prevention and of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, said: "The key ques
tion today is whether the benefits of deterrence are available at a lower cost 
than the current criminal sanction. I think that they are." 

THE COST OF JAIL 

With this shift in attitudes, New York Democratic Rep. Edward Koch is trying 
to muster support for his pot-decriminalization bill. "'''hile many thousands are 
being arrested for possessing marijuana, many millions are not," Koch said in 
all interview la:;,t week. "I think that both Constitutional liberals und Con
stitutional conservatives will want to rally aroun il thIS issue--because of the 
unfairn~ss of it. By an estimate I've seen it would cost $79 bilJi'on a year to put 
every pot smoker in jail. And even assuming pot's as vile as iLs worst critics say, 
so do you correct that by putting everybody in jail?" 

Sen. Harold Hughes, Iowa Deniocrat, is now posing two questions to witnesses 
before his subcommittee on alcoholism and narcotics, which is examining current 
pot policies. "Is the health hazard so great as to endanger society or is it so mini
mal that government SllOUld refrain from interfering with the indiviilual user? 
Do the criminal laws impose on the individulll and on society a burden which is 
su great amI so unfair that they are far more damaging than the use of mari
juana itself could be. 

"Even if we fincl, that marijuana does present serious health hazards," HugIHi!S 
!'ays, "are we justified ill U,~jllg the c.'riminal law to solve a health problem when 
we do not use it in any ::<i!'1ilar way to solve the very well-lmown problems created 
b~' the use 01' sUc.'h substJ.nr'etl us alcohol and nicotine?" 

'rIlE OREGON APPROACH 

Committee witnesses, including' narcotics agents from New Jersey, urged a re
assessment of national :marijuana laws. lIIost favored an approach begun last 
Oct-ober in Oregon, whose possessicll of 10 ounces or less is a "violation," lil;:e a 
traffic ticket, punishable by a maximulll fine of ~100. 

Also last week, Dr. DuPont presented to Congress his agency's fourth annual 
"l\1arijuallfl and Health" report. It was due in March hut delayed, he said, "to 
inclutle new findings from several important studies in order that the report 
wou1daccllrately reflect the present state of our full scientific knowledge." He 
('ollcedec1, however, that "there m'e 1110re unanswered than answered questions. 
But these recent findings give reason for concern in several areas." 

SEX ANn DRIVING 

Among those 11e highlighted were: c1epressed levels of the male sex hormone 
tpstosteront' in heavy users of marijuana, 1l0sRible interference with the hotly's 
imll1unity r('sponses, and adverse efferts on driving skills whil(' high on Il1nri
Juana. Yei'. he warned, "we do not know today that c(t,.wuliis [mnrijuanal Uf;(' 

rl('finitel;1' is more dangerous in all r('spectf: than we previom;ly thought. l\furh 
(If tll(' resenrC'h reported is very I1reliminary, involving testing in -animals, not 
man. SOI1l(' of it is contradictory." 
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NEW FEDERAT. HEPaR'!' OUTLINING l\IEDICAL ApPLICATIONS OF POT 

(By Susan Fogg) 

Almost lost amid reports on the ill effects of marijuana on human health were 
findings that the drug shows some promise as a medical application to a Variety 
of physical and emotional ailments, 

l'Jle bulk of the official federal report on "Marijuana and Health" (the govern
ment continues to fuvor the "h" spelling) releaseel last week was devoted to 
detailing the latest research on the dangers of pot smoking, 

But the report also outlined some of the therapeutic applieations of marijuana 
that researchers have been testing. 'l'hcse findings are tentative, and have little 
or no application to recreatkual use of the drug. 

PerhapR the must striJiing study was conducted with 3-1 cancer patients at the 
:\Iedical College of Virginia, wllere patients receiving marijuana showed a num
ber of benefits. 

l\Iarijuana apparently served as an appetite stimulant which helped check 
weight loss. The drug also helped suppress nausea, and worked as a pain killer. 

Marijnana also served as a mood elevator and tranquilizer, but without giving 
the cancer patients the "high" experienee by street users. 

'l'lJe rese{lrchers attri\1uted this lack of a high both to the hospital setting' 
and to the fact that the patients did not knOW what' drug they were talring. 

Other tests on lab animals indicated that marijuana may have some potential 
as an adjunct to anestlH!sia during surgical procedures. Initial stuilies show, ac
eOl'ding to the federal report, that use of marijuana as a sedative may reduce 
the amount of anesthesia neede(1. 

Other research into the usefulness of marijuana as a sedative in treating dis
oruers like insomnia ancl emotional depression has shown mixed results, but thr. 
federal report l-:aid furthe~' investigation was warranted. 

In one study five retarded children with grand mal epilepsy were treated with 
a synthetic drug based on the active ingredient in marijuana, with results as 
good or better than conventional medications. 

However, animal studies indicate that the anti-convulsive properties of mari
juana may be limited by an apparent increase in tolerance for the drug, so that 
doses must be increased for it to continue to work. 

Traditionally, marijuana was used in Western medicine as a treatment for 
convulsions, chronic pain, opiate and alcohol addi.ction, and asthma. 

Ov'r the past two years, researchers have again been looking at marijuana in 
the /. catment of asthma, on the basis that in normal users, smoking marijuana 
dilates the major airways into the lungs, 

However, SCientists are concerned with other findings that smolting can CliU!{e 
respiratory damage. Nonetheless, the report concluded that "further investigation 
is desirable." 

Other studies reported in "Marihuana and Health" indicate that the drug can 
imnair drlvin!; ability, temporarily lower maJ,e ~ex hormone level and possibly 
bring about changes in cell structure t11at coti~d lend to lowered body resistance 
to infection or genetic damage. 

These hormonal and cellular effects of marihuana-still unconfirmed-could 
have especially serious effects On either the young adolescent or on the old, the 
federal report said. , ' , 

'. 
SURVEY' OF MAR}1!UANA USE-STATE OF OREGQj:'. 

A majority (58 percent) of the State of Oregon residents favor the elimination 
of criminal penalties for the possession of small amounts of marihuana. Three 
out of every 10 Oregon adults approve of their state law thnt makes simple pos-
1'esRion of IUnl'ihuana a evil "offense"-akin to a parking ticket-carrving a 
fin~ but no jail tehn or criminal record. An ac1clitionnl 26 nel'cellt favor changes 
making sale and/or posRession of small amounts of marihuana legal. 

Oregon is the first state to abolish criminal penalties for possession of one 
Olluce of marihuana or less and to replace them with a maximum civil fine of 
:f100. The independent Drug Abuse Council commissioned a survey in Octoher 
1!)74-J-hp. firRt anniverf'arv of t1Jp nrw le!!i::;lation in JTIarihuann nsa!':e dnring t1Ult. 
year and to find out what impres~ions Oregonians have of their new law. i 

The Oregon survey consisted of 802 ller!'onal interviews with adults ~8 years or 
over, representing a balanced sample of the state's population. As mIght be ex-
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pectec1, young adults-ages 18 through 29-took a more liberal view on the four 
legal choices regarding s,lle and/or possession of small amour,ts of marihuana. 
The division is sharp between those who either have or currently use marihuana 
and those who have never used marihuana. 

ATTITUDE TOWARD MARIHUANA LAW 

[In percent[[ 

Total adults _________________________________ _ 

Civil 
penalties, 

as is 

32 

Posses-
sion of 

small 
amounts 

legal 

15 

Sale and 
posses-
sian of 
small 

amounts 
legal 

11 

Stiffer 
penalties 

39 -----------------------------By age: 18 to 29 _______________________________________ _ 
30 to 44 _______________________________________ _ 
45 to 59 _______________________________________ _ 
60 and over ____________________________________ _ 

By usage: Have used _____________________________________ _ 

~~~:~~re~~::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~: :::: 

36 
38 
25 
27 

26 
14 
33 

26 
13 
13 
5 

37 
53 
11 

17 
8 
7 
9 

29 
33 
6 

19 
40 
51 
53 

7 
o 

46 

Two out of every ten Oregon adults have at least tried marihuana, with one 
out of every ten reporting that they currently use mal·ihuana. Again, a sharp 
difference in marihuana usage is obseryed between younger adults and older 
adults. 

MARIHUANA USAGE 

Total adults: Have ever used, 19 percent; never used, 81 percent. 
By age: 18-29 have ever used, 46 percent; never used, 54 percent; 00--44 have 

eyer useu, 15 percent; never used, 85 percent; 45-59 have ever used, 4 l-ercent; 
never used, 96 percent; 60 and over have ever used, 2 percent; never u" 'd, 98 
percent. 

It appears that the number of individuals using marihua.na has not significantly 
increased in Oregon during the year since it has removed criminal penalties for 
simple possession of one ounce or less. Xineteen percpnt of Oregon adults report 
that they have used marihuana at least once; !) percent of total adults say that 
they currently used marihuana. Of those '.!urrently using marihuana, only 6 per
cent reoprt that they have used it for less than one yar, 91 percent for lUore 
than one year. All of the less-than-one-year users are between 19 and 29 years 
of age. 

Of those inclividuals currently using marihuana, a large numher report a de
crease in usage during the last year, while only a small number report an 
increase. 

Ohange in mar'ih~tana ~t8age 
Current users: Pm'cent 

Decreased usage_________________________________________________ 40 
Increased usage__________________________________________________ 5 
~o change_______________________________________________________ 52 

Lack of interest and possible health dangers are the most important reasons 
chosen for not using marihuana by those who have either never used it or those 
who have stopped using it. The possibility of legal prosecution and the lack of 
marihuana availability rank low as reasons for not currently using marihuana. 

Rea80n for not cnrrently ~~8ing marihuana 
Current non-users: Pel'cent 

~o interest______________________________________________________ 53 
fIealth danger___________________________________________________ 23 
Possibility of legal prosecution____________________________________ 4 
Not avnilable____________________________________________________ 2 
Other reasons____________________________________________________ 9 Undecided ______________________________________________________ 9 

The federal ~ational Commission on ;,Iarihuana and Drug Abuse, after an ex· 
haustive two-year study, estimated in 1972 that 26 million Americans had tried 
marihuana, with 8 million of these using it regularly. The Commission recom-
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m.~nded that possession of marihuana for personal use no longer be a criminal 
oiIense and that Casual tli~tril.JUtion of small amounts of marihuana not involving 
profit no lon~er JJe an offense. Oregon is the only state to adopt, in part, this 
recommendatlOn, although many other srates are presently considering it. 

"It is. disturJJing to n?te the dramatic increase in arrests for simple pos,session 
of marIhuana," accortlmg to Thomas E. Bryant, :M.D., President of the Drug 
Abuse Coullcil. "111 1973 alolle, state arrests are reported JJy the ]'BI to be in 
excess of 400.000. 

"It seem!'; clear that marihuana has been estaJJIished as the recreational drug 
of choice by many Americans, youth as well as adults, and that its prohibition 
has had little effect upon its availability and use. Other states should take a 
careful look at what has happened in Oregon since it has removed its criminal 
penalties for slllaIl amounts of marihuana and consider moving in the same 
direction." . 

The Oregon survey was conducted by Bardsley and Haslacher, Inc., of Port
land, Oregon, a marl;:eting research firm. and consisted of several questions asked 
as part of a longer, regularly scheduled survey of pnblic opinion on a variety 
of issues. 

The Drug Abuse Councils, located in Washington, D.C., was established in 
1972 by a consortium of private foundations to serve as an independent source 
of information, pOlicy evaluation and research funding in the field of drug use 
and misuse. 

For further information contact: Robert Carr, Carl Akins. Drug Abuse Coun
cil, (202) 785-5200. 

[From the New York Times, Jan. 29, 1975] 

CAREY CO;)lSIDERS DROPPING HARSII l\IARlIIU,,\NA PENALTY 

(By Alfonso A. Narvaez) 

ALBANY, Jan. 28.-Governor Carey said today that he was considering the re
moval of criminal penalties for possession of small amounts of marihuana and 
replacing them "with a system of fines or mandatory attendance at health 
clinics" for treatment. 

He said that two panels he had appointed-one on health and the other on law 
enforcement-were studying the entire question of drug abuse with an eye to
ward a major revamping of the state's stringent narcotic laws, which went into 
effect in 1978. 

~'he Governor's propo.sal for an eaSing of the marihuana statutes, which he first 
broached during the gubernatorial campaign, came as two Democratic legislators 
proposed complete legalization of its use by people over 18 years of age. They also 
called for state control of the raising and .sale of marihuana similar to state 
controls over alcohol. 

The two, Senator Franz S. Leichter, of Manhattan. and Assemblyman Alan G. 
Hevesi of Queens, said at it news conference that they would reintroduce a bill 
to create a state marihuana control authority to license and regulate growers, 
producers, manufactUrers and distributors of marihuana. 

The PI'oposed authOrity would enforce regulations setting the strength of mari
llUana, which could be sold at licensed liquor stores, and the state would impose 
a trlX on the product. 

The Governor made 111s -comments during a walk to the Camelot Restaurant, for 
a luncheon speech to members of the Maritime Port Council·of Greater New York 
and Vicinity. 

He said that present indications were that judges were dismi1'sing casp~~ involv
ing the use of marihuana because of the severity of the penalties and that the 
poHce were not 'arresting people who had minor amounts of marihuana in their 
possession. 

The Governor quicl,ly added that ~lis proposal for the decriminalization 'of the 
possessi,on'of small amounts of the dmg "does not mean legalization." 

Mr. 'Carey reiterated the theme of ,",,'hat he had said durin" the campaign, that 
the ·state's drug laws 'had to be revamped "because the law doesn't seem ,to be 
worl,;ng" and JJeca use "i t is not being enforced." . 

He said that "any law on the bool;:s that is n,o'tbeing enforred beromes a 
mockery" and that he favored the imposition of "appropriate" penalties for drug 
abusers, but that be was more inclined toward treatment ·programs I'a,ther than 
long-term incarceration. 
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STUDY BEING PREPARED 

Governor Carey forecast that the health panel would come up with a program 
tJlUt "would lead youngsters und depressed uduHs uway from the use of drugs." 
He added that \.lle panel was preparing a comprehensive study of the effects 'of 
the use ·of marihuana, hard drugs and alcohol so as to 11roville a basis for dr'awing 
up the new drug proposals. . 

The Governor's 11l'oposa18, when they are offered, are expected to receive a 
WIU':ll1 receptioll in the Democratic-eon·trolled Assembly but eontinued resist-ance 
in the Republican-controlled Senate. 

Warren ':'11. Anderson, Revublican of Binghamton, the majority leader of the 
H{'nate, has eXllressed reservation about changing the present drug laws, saying 
th'at such action woulc1 be prema:ture. He also said that easing penal tit's for 
Illiirihuaua might lead people on to experiment with harder drugs, adding that 
he woulll have to see exactly ",llat Governor Carey's 11r01)osa1s were before COIll
menting further. 

[From Tuesday, :ran. 28, 1975] 

CAREY MOVES To EASE DRUG LAW 

(By Josh Friedman) 

ALBAilTY.-The Cal'ey Administration is seeking a major overhaul of the tough 
drug laws put into effect in 1973 at the inSistence of Gov. Rockefeller, The Post 
has learned. 

The Carey plans woulc1 include reducing the penalty for possession 'Of mari
huana fl'om imprisonment to a fine. 

"The judges aren't .sentencing people for marihu·ana pc 'session anymOre be
·cau.,e of the severity of the law. We want some from of penalties that. w'oulc1 
work, such as fines," Carey explained in a recent interview. 

Since his election, Careyl1as been working closely with his personal physician 
[uul 'adviser, Dr. Kevin Callill, to devise a replacement for the {!u1'l'ent law
which he promised to do during his campaign. 

The Administration ,intends toO have the state Dept. of :'IIental Hygiene prepare 
a comprehensive study on the effects of marihuana, hard drugs and alcohol as 'a 
basis for dra wing up its new dl'Ug law proposals. 

Such l}l·,oposals, leaning awa~' from punishment ·and toward medical treatment, 
are expected to get Democratic snpport in the Legislature. Their fate among 
Republicans is uncertain. 

In an interview last night, Senate majority leader W·arren Anderson, whose 
support would be crucial, said'a change in ·the current law wou'lel be premature. 

Anderson also expressecl doubt about creating milder penalties for marihuana 
possession. 

"I still think marihuana might open the door to hard drug use, but would haye 
to .seemore medical evidence. I \V'ould want to see what the Governor is :proposing 
before I say anthing," Anderson said. 

Assembly minority leader Perry Duryea, denying he was maldng a pun, said 
lIe coulcl not COll1menton changing the law "until the medical people gh'e us 
some more elope on the problem." 

If New York changes its treatment of marihuana possession, it would be j,oining 
[l, trend in several other states. 

'l:he California Legislature is expectec1 to vote within weeks on a law to' set 
'n $100 fiJle fOl' possessioll of up to two .ounces. TIle bill lIas the support of Gov. 
Brown. 

Oregon already has such a law. The Vermont, :'IIinnesota and ~Iassachusetts 
legislatures are considering them. In Xebraska, the penalty for possession of up 
to oue pound of marihuana is seven days in jaiL 

'l:l1erc is wJdespread agreement the cuncnt drug law eloes not work. 
Because the law does llOt allow prosecutors to offer redllcecl sentences for 

possession of very. small amounts .of hard drugs, virtually every person arrested 
lIas <lemancled a tnal, and the courts are sIVamIled with their cases. . 

According to SpeCial Narcotics Prosecutor Ii'rank Roger who enforces the law 
in New Y·ork CitJ', 1297 accused narcotics users or sel1~rs are ·ou:t Oll bail ill 
:'IIanhattall alone, [1 !lumber growing by ·as much as 200 each month. 

:'~'heY're out on the strBets, so this does not attack the drug problem," Rogers 
siud. 
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He 'Said the legislature would either have to reduce Ithe har·shness of the law 
or add 30 more judges -in the city-at 'an estimated annual cost of $18 million. 

}Iore than 7000 persons were arrested for lllari11Uana use or sale in t'he city 
last year. Almost all 'of those accused were released without jail sentences. Up
state, penalties for marihuana possession are more strictly applied, with some 
users now serving jaii sentences of up to 15 years. 

}Ieanwhile, State Sen. Franz Leichter (D-:'IIan.) is -intr.oducing a bill today 
thai!; would completely decriminalize marihuana possession and set up 'a regula
tion system for legalized marihuana 'Sales similar to that governing the sale of 
alcohol. 

Leichter first proposed the law four years ago, when he was hissed on the 
.Assembly fioor as he explained it. 

"I can't believe my bill will pass this year. I can't believe the legislature is 
so enlightened," Leichter said, even though, he comments, those who hissed 
him now favor some lesser form of penalty. 

The only other proposal for a change in marijuana penalties is being drawn 
up by the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML). 
The measure is expected to be sponsored by .Assemblyman Richard Gottfried 
(D-Man.). 

The NORML prGposal would eliminate penalties for possession of up to fc..ur 
ounces of marihuana, but would not allow use of thl' drug in public. 

Sale of marihuana would be a misdemeanor, carrying a sentence of up to one 
year in jail. Sale to a minor under 16 would be an E felony, with a sentence of 
up to four years. . 

Mr. J,AVI'J.'S. I aslr unanimous consent that a statement by Senator Brooke 
in respect of the matter may be part of my remarlrs. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered. 

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BROOKE 
Today I have joined Senator Javits as a co-sponsor of the legislation to remove 

the cruel and unrealistic penalties existing law sets for private possession of 
marihuana. Irreparable damage is done to the half million people who are 
arrested on marihuana charges annually. The vast majority of these are very 
young, and they will have to bear serious criminal records and perhaps even 
the pain of serving time. Their lives and their futures will ,thus be devastated. 
Simple private use of marihuana, which long study has shown is not addictive 
and does not cause hard drug use, cannot justifiably be punished so severely. 

l'his legislation does not legalize marihuana use .. There is still a $100 fine 
imposed on persons carrying the drug. Furthermore, the sale and distribution 
of marihuana remain serious felonies punisbalJle by the full weight of the law. 

'.A comparable law has been in effect in the state of Oregon for a year and a 
half. Careful stl1dy .by the Drug .Abuse Council has shown that 'the law has the 
intended effect, Law enforcement agencies are free to pursue more serious drug 
offenses. There has been no increase in the number of users of marihuana,. nor 
any increase in the amol1nt of the drug used by the peOl)le who are already nsing 
it. Other state legislatures are currently considering such sane and humane 
reforms in their drug laws, U11d I 110pe many will adopt similar statutes. 'fhe 
time has come for the Federal laws to change. 

This is not an easy position for me to take. Many persons will misinterpret the 
legislation .and believe it legitimizes the use of marihuana, -althoughi-t does not. 
I am personall~r deeply repellecl by the idea of using any drug. I wish Americans 
would give all these up together with smoking of any kind. I firmly believe the 
medical evidence shows madhuana may have harmful long term effects and 
that it therefore must be controlled like other hazardous substances. :My posi
tion is that it just does not belong in a legal category with heroine, opium or 
cocaine, the "hard" or addictive drugs. I do. however, feel tllat this bill will not 
lead to any increase in marihuana use and that it provides the first realistic move 
to control that drng. 

The PRESIDING . OFFICER. The bill will be received and appropriately referred . 
. Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I also. ask unanimous consent that the bill be printed 

in t11e Record. 
Tllere being no objection, the lJill was ordered to be printed in the Record, 

as follows: 
S. 1450 

Be it enacted. 'by the Senate and. H01{.8e of Represeniatives of the United States 
of Amm'ica in Congres8 assemblea, That this Act may be cited as the Marihuana 
Control A.ct of 1975. 
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That the Controlled Substan~es Act is amended by inserting immediately after 
s('ction 404 thereof the following new section: 

"SEC. 404A. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 308, 401(a) (1), 
<104, or any other provision of this title or any other Federal law, any person who 

"(1) possess not more than one ounce of marihuana within a private dwelling 
or other residence for his own use, or for the use of others, within any such 
residence or dwelling, if such marihuana is not possessed with the intent to dis
tribute, transfer, or sell such marihuana in violation of this title or any other 
Federallaw; or 

"( 2) possess in a public area, not more than one ounce of marihuana if the 
possession of such marihuana is incident to a private use within the purview of 
HulJparagranh (11 of this paragraph, and is not with the intent to distl'ilJu[(', 
transfer, or sell such marihuana for profit in violation of this title or any other 
Federallaw; or 

"(3) distributes or transfers, in public or private, any marihuana lawfully 
possessed, to any person for a private use within the purview of subparagraph 
(1) of the first paragraph of this subsection, if such distribution or transfer is 
not made for l'rofit-
Shall be guilty of an offense, for which such person shall be subject to a civil 
fine of not more than $100. Such acts shall not constitute crImes against the 
United States and such person shall not be subject to arrest or suffer any dis
advantage or disability except that specified in this section. 

II (b) nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring the Attorney Gen
eral to initiate proceedings involving violations of this' section whenever he 
believes that the public interest will be adequately served by a suitable written 
notice or warning. 

"( c) In the prosecution of any person charged with an offense in violation of 
any Federal law, the fact that such person was suffering from marihuana in
toxication at the time of the commission of that offense shall not be a defense 
to that charge or any element thereof, unless such intoxication was not self
induced. 

STATEMENT OF HON. ALAN CRANSTON, U.S. SENATOR FROi.\:I THE 
STATE OF CALIJJ ORNIA 

Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to have an I)pportunity to testify before your 
committee on the decriminalization of marihuana use. As a principal sponsor, 
along with Senator JavHs, of S. 1450, the Decriminalization of Marihuana Act 
of 1975, I am very pleased that this issue is being giyell a full airing by the 
Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Juvenile Deliquency-alld so soon after 
we introduced the bill on April 17, 1975. 

As you know, S. 1450 would remove the criminal sanctions in Federal law 
applying to the posseSSion of small amounts of marihuana, and make ,the offender 
subject to a civU fine of not more than $100. Arrest for violations of the offense 
would be prohibited. l.'he bill would not change the Federal law regarding crimi
nal penalties for the sale of marihuana for profit, or for posseSSion of more than 
1 ounce. 

Under present Federal law, marihuana offenses can be treated either as a 
felony or misdemeanor, depending on whether or not the clefendant intended to 
sell the drug. Thus, even though a conviction for simple possession without intent 
to sell is a Federal misdemeanor, a defendant often enels up with a felony 
arrest record. 

The legislation Senator Javits and I have introduced proposes a moderate re
form of our outmoded laws on the possession of small amounts of marihuana. 
The state of Oregon took this approach in 1973. Similar legislation has passed 
the State Sen ute in California and is pending in oyer twenty other state legisla
tures. Public opinion polls show growing support for decriminalization. 

The time has come to legislate like it is. 'When we brand as "criminal," private 
behavior which has become socially acceptable, we undermine the credibility 
of law and justice in our Nation. To brand as a criminal act private conduct 29 
million Americans at one time or another have engaged in, perpetuates an ivory 
towel' approach to criminal justice. 

According to the FBI, more than one million persons ha ye been arrestecl for 
marihuana offenses in this country in the last four years. Eighty-eight percent 
were young adults u!lder the age of 26; 62 percent were uncler the age of 21. 
Furthermore, % of all marihuana arrests were for possession of one ounce or 
less. 
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I can think of no area of criminal law where so-called crime and punishment 
are in such imbalance. Hundreds of thousands of young lives have been marked 
indelibly with criminal arrest 01' conviction records .for the simple lJoss.:s::;ion of 
marihuana. The injustice is compounded every time one of these young people 
siLs down to apply for a job, membership in a professional organization, or even a 
driver's license. 

lJ'Ol' those punished with prison terms and denied civil liberties, the tragedy 
is deeper and the scars even greater. 

In California alone, each marihuana arrest costs enforcement authorities 
approximately $1,400. At this rate, California spends more than $100 million 
annually trying to enforce unenforceablp. marihuana laws. The costs nationally 
are probably in excess or iji600 million. In addition, marihuana prosecutions jam 
our courts, thereby effectively prohibiting due process of law for thousands of 
other cases aud undermining by delay the deterrent eJ:rect sought by our criminal 
justice system. 

'l'his legislation proposes an important step toward restoring a reasonable 
balance between an individual's right to be free from government interference 
in pl"ivate matters and sodety's right to protect itself from activities clearlY 
detrimental to the common good. 

In sponsoring this legislation, I am cognizant that the health hazard of mari
huana use remains controversial. Beveral research findings reported in the past 
year have pointed to possibly damaging COnSe(luences for heav.\' users. However, 
much of tile research conducted to date, aceoruing to Dr. Robert Dul'ont, Director 
of the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the Special Action Office 
on Drug .Abuse (SAODAP), "is of a preliminary nature .. _ (and) some of the 
findings are frankly contradictory." 'J.:hel'e is accumulated evidence in one area
the effect that marihuana use has on driving-which does demonstrate that 
marihuana has a detrimental effect. But findings dealing with reduction in 
marihuana smokers' imlllunity system to disease, or lowered production of the 
male hormone testosterone, are not conclusive. ln fact, according to Dl'. DUl'ont's 
November 19T4 testimony, other studies attempting to duplicate these findings 
have produced different results. 

It should be stressed that the National Commission on l\:Iarihuana and Drug 
Abuse,. when they recolllmended decriminalizing the user in 1972, did not pre
suppose marihuana would be harmless. And several membel's of the Commission 
have reiterated their conclusions since the Eastland hearings last fall. 

"No drug is totally sare or harmless. In a sense, there is no human activity 
which is totally harmless. However, it is my opinion that marihuana involves 
only a minimal risk of harm to <the user_ Clearly the potential harmfulness of 
marihuana tv the user is on a much lower order of magnitude than the potential 
harmfulness of Rllch other drugs as alcohol, tobacco, ampl1etamines, barbiturates, 
and hallucinogens." J_ Thomas Ungerleidel', M.D., Presidential Appointee to 
the National Commission. 

"Since publicatIon of the Commission's Report in March 1972, nume~ous studies 
have been reported, some suggesting that the dangers from ma.l'ilni~~'lla are far 
greater than the Report indicated, uthers demonstrating that its use produces 
relatively little harm. In sho;rt, work in the last two years has not fundamentally 
changed the data base all which the recommendations were ninde." Dr. Dana 
Farnsworth, Presidential Appointee to the National Commisdon. 

While marihuana may not be harmless, it certainly pl'E'sel1/:s far less of a health 
hazard when used to excess than cloes alcohol, tobacco, and a host of other drugs 
available in our society. Any risk to the user falls within the Ilmbit of choice 
the informed individual should be allolVE'd III a free socie1:y. So long as the 
research results warrant it, we should warll against the use of marihuana, but 
Wi') should not criminalize those who choose to ignore our advice. 
It has been over 3 years since the National Commission 011 Marihuana and 

Drug Abuse urged decriminalization. So I don't in any way underestimate the 
difficulty of om task. 

Simple justice is never simply achiE'vecl. But we owe it to onr young people 
and we owe it to society as a whole to make this fight. I can think of no other 
single action which would more enhance the credibility of Dur criminal justice 
system and our overall law enforcement efforts . .And I call think of no other 
single act which wonld more symbolically reach out to our youth, to tell them 
that our eyes and ears are open; that we are trying to conform our laws to whitt 
we see and heal', and to remove one unnecessary and heavy-handed governmental 
incursion into individual freeclom. 

Enactment of this legislation is cur;, important way to rebuild faith in OUI' 
government of laws so recently shattered by the harsh hypocrisies of Watergate. 

Bl-801 0 - 77 - 20 
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CO"'JoIrnu-1 

AGRICUL.TURE 
VETERAN~' ~P'P'AIRS 

WASHI~OI1"ICEI 

litGt LoHawotmt Houu: OP1"ICE BulL.DIHQ 
WMKJHaT'OH, D,C. :WIns 

(202)p5-633S 

QJ:ongrt~~ of tbt 1tnitdJ ~tatt~ 
~ou~e ot Reprt~tntatibt~ 

YlalIfllnlJbm, :19.«:. 20515 

Hen. Birch Bayh 
United states Senate 
363 Russell Senate Office Bu.ild:ing 
washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Senator Bayh: 

"" 

J'uly 9 r 1975 

a1NClW1MTOHOJrJOJCItI 
.sCI2F'ltnDAI..f)ulI . .DtNOl 

BlNOH.UtT'OHt NPI YOftlC 13902 
(507) 72..$o4U5 

CTHAeAO!'PICKI 
THE oroWlTT BulL.DIHca 

2tSNORTltCAYUClASntlXT 
Itw.CA,N~YolU( 148'0 

(607) 27"..'38,," 

MQHT1CXU.O omaa 
,go Bno,uJWAY 

MotIT1CJ:U.D, N~ YOM 1rtoS 
(914)71J.C..3O.1O 

Mr. Ronald Gaetano, Director of the Broc:IIe County Drug 
Awareness Center :in Johnsen City, New YOJ:k, has recently "Written 
you :requesting -an opportunity to have an input in your hearings 
on the marijuana bill, s. 1450. I personally "know Mr. Gaetano 
and believe he is very- kncMledgeable about the drug abuse problem. 

'. , 
\, 

I \roUld appreciate it if you would give h~s request 
every consideration. 

With regaros. 

MIiM:dran 

'. , 
\. 

'\ 
IJ 
, I 

'I 
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Broome County Drug Awareness Center 
22 Park Place 

~o,!~,::n (~~~' 7~:'~I~ork 13790 

..EdwIn L. Crawford, County Executive 

~onald J, Gaetano, Director 

Counseling Center 
151 Corliss Avenue 
Johnson City, New York 13790 
Phone: (607) 729-6279 

Senator Birch Bayh, Chairman 
United States Senate, Committee on the Judiciary 
Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Bayh: 

July 21, 1975 

Thank you for your response to my letter of June 23, 1975. 
Although I appreciate you having our report added to the files 
on Drug Thoughts for research, you£ response did not address 
my inquiry regarding how I might offer input regarding the 
Senate hearings on the Marijuana Bill 51450. Congressman Mat
thew F. McHugh, 27th District, New York, informed me that the 
Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency of the Judiciary Committee, 
which you chair, is conducting the hearings. I believe you have 
rec'eived a letter from the Congressman substantiating my cred·
ibility. As I stated in my previous letter, if there is some 
reason I could not offer oral testimony to.these hearings, I 
would at least like to submit a written statement for the record,. 
Please advise me as to what steps I might take to arrange this. . 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Respectfully, 

~4~ 
Ronald J.. Gaetano 
Dixactor 
Broome County Drug Awareness center 

CC: Congressman Matthew McHugh 

RJG:smp 
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Senater Birch Bayh, Chairman 

Edwin L. Crawford. County Executive 

Ronald J. GaotAo,. Director 

August 18, 191.5 

United States Senate, Cemmittee en the Judiciary 
Subcemmittee te Investigate Juvenile Delinquency 
Washingtc,n, D.C. 20.510 

Dear Senater Bayh, 

Thank yeu fer yeur invitatien te submit this letter regarding 
the cencerns we have with the decriminalizatien 'Of marijuana 
bill, s-14.50. 

A quick review 'Of that bill will shew that the chief impetus 
behind it is te prevent "the indiscriminate wrecking 'Of peeple's 
lives and careers'~ as a result 'Of the hundreds 'Of theusands 'Of 
arrests relating te marijuana. 

The evidence presented te suppert decrim.inal.1.zatien all seunds 
very geedr 'Of course a new means 'Of dealh . .; wi·th marijuana use 
must be SUbstituted and Senater Javits sta,as t;'!3.t the civil 
fine appreach, which he believes has met with "de:,· )l1stra ted suc
cess" in Oregon, sheuld be implemented. Senater JJ.vits dees net 
go inte detail in discussing the "demonstrated buccess" in 
Oregon. He dees say that, 

Ferty percent 'Of the respendents who said they had used 
pet said they decreased their consumption while 'Only five per
cent reported increased use. There is ne mentien 'Of how many 
peeple are new using mari.juana whe diu net use it befere its 

,decriminalizatien. This figure weuld be interesting since there 
was a 63.1% increase in arre>lts for marijuana after it was de
criminalized in Oregen alth~ugh the pelice were deveting ne 
additienal effert toward enforcing the marijuana laws. (Repert 

., Enclosed - I) Since those whe were using marijuana prior te its 
decriminalization repert an 'Overall reductien in their use, the 
legical deduction is that there are manl new marijuana users 
since the drug's decriminalization. Th~s fact sheuld make a 
reasenable persen qU~Qtien Senator Javit~' statement that the 
present law is clearly ineffective as a deterrent. 

We would think that if the 'Objective of s-14.50 is to decrease 
the number 'Of arrests fer marijuana, then the Oregon experience 
which demenstrated a sUbstantial increase in these arrests 
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would show that the bill is, in fact, counter-productive. 
How Senator Javits can sUbstantiate his statement that this 
type of bill would eliminate 90% of the marijuana arrests is, 
in light of the Oregon report, beyond our statistical reasoning. 
Although we would hope that this very plain fact would be 
enough to warrant the scrapping of that bill, we would like 
to address other concerns we have regarding it. First, so that 
you understand our philosophy, we would like to make several 
statements that we are sure you can agree with. 

- We are both opposed to harsh laws that put non-threat
ening users of marijuana behind bars. 

- Vie are both opposed to the use of marijuana by the 
young (under the age of 18). 

- We are both opposed to those people who deal with and 
sell marijuana in large quantities. 

1. One of the problems ws have with S-1450 is Hs failure 
to provide any measures for keeping marijuana out of the hands 
of the young. In introducing the bill, Senator Javits quoted 
statistics showing that 53% of all 16 and 17 year olds know 
someone ~ho has been arrested for possession of marijuana and 
that 62% of all those persons arrested for marijuana posse,sion 
in the past four years are younger than 21. The questions that 
these statistics should prompt are: "How manY of those arrested 
were under the age of eighteen?"; "How prevalent is marijuana 
use by those under the age oJ: 18?", "What percentage of the new 
users of marijuana in Oregon are under the. age of 18?" Nation
wide research shows that drug usage is continuing to spread in-
to younger age brackets. For the nearly 250 persons referred 
to our criminal justice program this past year, over 42% were 
seventeen or youn~erl Although over 90% of the referrals from 
the criminal just~ce system to our program were charged with 
possession of marijuana. 63% of these referrals admitted they 
had used more drugs than just alcohol and marijuana and 44% 
were currently using other drugs in addition to marijuana and 
alcohol. Polydrug use is widespread among persons using mari
juana. Indeed, the Oregon report notes that since the decriminal
ization of marijuana there has bepn a corresponding increase rn-
the use of other dl'Ugs as w.,11 as:;lIith marijuana. The enclosed 
report (II) shows the high percen·£age of referrals to our program 
involved in polydrug abuse. All these facts should be taken into 
consideration when evaluating Senator Javit's statement that 
"the overwhelminl?; majority of' users do not progress to other 
drugs. " Additionally, although we make no pretense that use 

of marijuana or any other drugs causes one to advance to use of 
narcotics, our figures (III) show that individuals we have worked 
with who are using narcotics have a long history of non-narcotic 
po1ydrug use before their involvement with narcotics. 

2. \'Ie assume you realize that there are some people who 
cannot handle marijuana just as there are some people who cannot 
handle alcohol. For every quote Senator Javits offers espousing 
the harmlessness of· marijuana, we can provide a statement to the 
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contrary and can document cases in which people have encountered 
problems. Although we are sure you have read many reports re
garding marijuana, we are enclosing two more which should be of 
interest to you (IV - the first is particularly relevant). The 
Oregon report di.d not report on any change in health-related prob
lems, either emotional or physical, as a result of the decriminal
ization, and subsequent increase in the use, of marijuana. Per
haps such statistics would take several years to compile; however, 
it is our belief that such a study would show an increase in 
these problems. The fact that, as Senator Javits points out, 
"casual marijuana usage is so common" does not mean that since' 
its usage is popular that there are no problems with marijuana. 
Our history of" problems with the two most widely accepted drugs 
in our society, alcohol and tobacco, should have taught us that. 
\'Ie challenge Senator Javits' statement tha"t marijuana is a device 
for avoiding reality for "only a small number." \'Ie think re
search would show that a large percentage of users, particularly 
among the young, use marijuana and other drugs specifically for 
that purpose. 

3. Although Senator Javits is opposed to legalization be
cause it would "institutionalize marijuana and give it the status 
of official approv,,-l, thus making its use more inviting and wide
spread," it isobv~ous that the decriminalization of marijuana in 
Oregon has had the same effect. The deterrent ef!",,'"!; of any law 
is difficult to measure; however, the fact that ;"'e use of mari
juana has increased substal,tially in Oregon since i tJ :ecriminal
ization demonstrates the lavrdid have a substantial deterrent 
effect. Additionally, the very fact that posses,'i.cm cf lo1arijuana 
is illegal provides the YOlmgsi:er with another rea~,l1l to resist 
peer pressure to experiment with it. 

4. Senator Javits is evidently very concerned with the 
disrespect for the criminal justice system which has been fostered 
by harsh laws against marijuana. ':Ie concur but question whether 
the appropriate corrective measurp. shouldn't be a reduction of 
the penalties rather than the outright decriminalization of mari
juana. ':Ihile he attempts to mitigate the illogical factor in 
applying decriminalization only to the user, leaving penalties 
against the seller, (he reminds the reac1er that this "Catch 22" 
is consis"i;ent Vii th our handling of other "vj,ctimless orimes" 
such as pornography, gambling and prostitution), that factor is 
inherent. Certainly he could not deny the disrespect that is 
generated for those other "victimless crimes" despite their de
criminalization for the "user" of the service. The disrespect 
for the law would no doubt be just as great, if not greater, due 
to increased arrests as a result of the decriminalization of 
marijuana (as has happened in Oregon). 

5. It seems to us thatiSenator Javits' bill was to be con
sidered despite its obvious shortcomings, that something more 
appropriate than a civil fine could be used. Everyone agrees 
the public should be educated regarding the possible dangers of 
the drug so why not at least institute a policy of mandatory 
attendance at a "health clinic" for violators, as suggested by 
Governor Carey of New York. As you know,_ our agency has been, 
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in e:ttfeot, providing this servioe for Broome County and the results 
have been impressive. 

6. S-11>50 refers to certain quantities of marijuana (e.g. -
one ounce) without mentioning the T.R.C. (the psyohoaotive drug in 
marijuana) oontent. We are ver¥ aware of the ability of those who 
deal. in drllgs to adapt to loopholes in the law and there are already 
prooedures for extraoting a potent percentage of T.H.C. from can
nabis sativa in order to oarrY'it in small amounts. There is a' 
drug around currently called "Number One" which is made in -this way 
and which averages 65% T.H.C. (a normal marijuana plant may have 
around 1% T.R.C.; See V). Individuals using this drug have had 
trouble all too often with LSD-type reactions. 

Without controlling the potency of the drug you are not effectively 
oontrolling th.e true amount an individual possesses. 

7. Bill S-1450 has no provisions for the problem of dealing 
wi th drivers under the in,fluence of marijuana. Oregon officials 
admit they have a problem in this area since there is no known 
standard for marijuana intoxication and no test to indioate when 
the defendant is under the influence of mari~uana. Yet studies 
have shovm that use of marijuana alters depth perception and' .Ides 
affeot one's driving abilities. Oregon is side-stepping the issue 
by oharging those possessing less than one ounoe or for using mari
~uana when the intoxioated individual is encountered on the highways. 
(They do not say hoVl they know he is intoxicated). But is suoh a 
chargesuffioient if a driver,intoxioated by the use of marijuana, 
is responsible for an aocident and subsequent loss of another's life? 
Clearly a solution needs to be found before marijuana is decriminal
ized and usage inoreases. 

'lTe feel that we should offer an alternative to S-1ll·50, as we feel 
it is a very inept solution to a very ,real problem. 

In our reoent experienoe we have found that the jailing of persons 
for possession of small amounts of marijuana is the exoeption rather 
than the rule. We realize our al/8.reneSs of practices is neoessarily 
limi ted sinoe suoh practiaes, a'; least as they stand in law, vary 
widely. However, in Broome Couni;y, and in NeW York state in general 
(whioh is known to have one of ~he toughest drug laws ill the nation) 
we have a yrooedure by whioh persons arrested for possession of small 
amounts of marijuana almost always reoeive s.n Adjournment in Con
templation of ,Dismissal, at least on the first oharge. This "ACD" 
allows for a probationary-type period of up to a year in whioh the 
individual must stay out of trouble and abide by the stated oonditicns. 
If the individual abides by the oonditions of the ACD all reoords of 
his arrest are destroyed, and therefore, he is not labelled as a 
criminal for the rest of his life. In this oounty, one of the oon
ditions has often been attendance at our program at tile Drug Aware
ness Center. Our program, on an out-patient, drug-free basis, cOn
sists of a drug and law eduoative process and of individual "oounsel
ing" whioh is essentially a joint venture in problem solving. The 
Center offers sucll servioes as emergenoy food, olothing and shelter, 
job placement, tutoring, etc. in an attempt to meet all of our olients' 
needs. Ws have had documented sUoo~ss in SUbstantially reduoing 
drug use Vlith two-thirds of -yhese 'client~. The Center is a com-

, 
,\ 
(, 
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munity agency which depends in large part on volunteers and is 
therefore fiscally responsible. A system of this type avoids 
arrest records yet at the same time maintains the illegality of 
marijuana and addresses the needs of those abusing drugs. 

The answer to the dilemma over marijuana is not decriminalization. 
An editorial in the \'lashington Post on 11/18/74 entitled "The 
Limits of the Criminal Sanction" (included in 5-1450) states that. 
" ••••• decriminalization should be recognized f~r what it is. It 
is a politically delicate way of saying you are taking a first 
step toward the day marijuana will be legal ••• If there is merit 
in relaxing the rules on possession, simple logic dictates that 
it makes sense eventually to legalize its sale and use and control 
its quali ty. ~ 

This statement seems quite reasonable. The problem with decrim
inalization then is crystallized when one reads on to the next 
article in S-1lj.50, "Shifting Emphasis on Pot", an editorial from 
the Buffalo Evening News, which states that. 

" •••• legalization would imply a social tolerance equivalent 
to that of li~uor, and this is not warranted by the present 
ambiguous me'i~cal evidence." 

Why are we going 00 decriminalize marijuana when it is a step 
toward legal:zation which we are not willing to support and when, 
in fact, decriminalization itself will imply a social tolerance 
of marijuana, as shown by the Oregon experience? 

We suggest that the federal government take the initiative by 
reducing penalties for possession of less than one ounce and 
implementing a policy of referral to a health/education program 
under the criminal law. '/e cannot be swayed by those mis-informed 
or selfish people who would handle marijuana as alcohol is currently 
being handled. Everyday we read about the immense alcohol problem 
which is prevalent in this ccuntry; do we v~nt to repeat our past 
mistakes? 

The marijuana issue should be approached slowly and cautiously and 
we 'should, in Senator Javits!' ovm words, "continue to look for 
potential ill effects from the use of marijuana, especially with 
"hronic, heavy use". 

If,after all the evidence is in, it is decided that marijuana is 
not sufficiently harmful to be illegal, it should be legalized, 
not decriminalized. For, af' pointed out in this paper, decriminal
ization in Oregon has not or,ly involved more people in the criminal 
.justice system but has also introduced more people· to another 
psychoactive drug and one we are not yet fully knowledgeable of. 

Senator Bayh, we realize decriminalization is quite popular politic
ally, or at-least seems to be. But we think you will act on the 
evidence and, in our opinion, (and as the polls demonstrate) there 
is a silent majority who are not in favor of completely discarding 
the criminal law regarding marijuana. 
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If you truly believe that marijuana is harmless enough to warrant 
the dro:pping of the criminal law against it, we would urge you 
then to pursue its legalization. Decriminalization in our opinion 
is a "cop-out" and, rather than solving anything. will merely ag
.gravate the :problem. If the time ever does arise for legalization 
of marijuana we would like to offer you a means for regulating 
marijuana traffic and sale in a way which we hope would be more 
efficient and responsible than the way we have handled alcohcl. 
However, from the problems we have seen as a result of marijuana 
u~e and in light of the growing body of medical evidence against 
the drug, we do nct,believe the criminal law should be dropped. 

Thank you for your consideration. If you desire any more input 
from us. or would like clarification on any of the points we have 
made, please contact us. We would also be willing to offer 
verbal input for your suboommi ttee' s hearings on this matter. 

Sincerely. 

~~ 
Ronald J. Gaetano 
Director 

Cd~~s;;;,~ 
David J. Dooling 
Administrative Supervisor 

cc. Governor Hugh Carey 
Senator Jacob Javits 
Congressman ¥l8.tthew McHugh 
Assemblyman James McCabe 
Assemblyman James Tallon 
Richard Parsons. Associate Director, I/hite House Domestic Council 
Carl Atkins. Senior Program Officer. Drug Abuse Council, Inc. 
Michael Lenjamin. National Association of Counties 
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!t is a pleasure to be in Atlanta again and 

especially to visit with our partners in the Crime Resistance 

Program in De Kalb County. Each time I am in the Atlanta area, 

the hospitality of the people makes me feel more at home. 

What makes this occasion particularly pleasant is 

that I have the opportunity to address others in the law 

enforcement profession as well as the dis~inguished community 

leaders who are present today. 
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It is hardly necessary to mention to this 

audience that cooperation is essential to the fight against 

crime. 

The successes achieved in the Atlanta area through 

Metropol are a splendid example of the fact that we in law 

enforcement have learned to work together and have been 

rewarded with significant results. 

But law enforcement alone, despite the professional 

level it has achieved and the sophisticated equipment and 

techniques it employs, can do little more than keep crime 

from rising at an even greater rate. 

We will experience ~ reduction in crime only when 

every American pitches in to work shoulder to shoulder with 

their police to accomplish this end. A united front is the 

key to crime reduction. 

It is this message that we are hoping to spread 

through the Crime Resistance Program--tre joint endeavor of 

the FBI, the Police Foundation, and" police departments in 

four communities, including your own De Kalb County. 

The FBI is involved in this program because we 

are concerned about the effect that crime is having on the 

quality of life in this Nation. 
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Uniform Crime Reports figures released just a 

week ago reflected that serious crimes increased 13% during 

the first half of 1975 over the corresponding period a 

year ago. 

Recent public opinion polls reflected that crime 

heads the list of those problems of concern to the American 

public. 

And particularly distressing is the fact that 

too often it is our young people who are victimized. 

Violent crimes--robberies, assaults, extortions, homicides-

strike our children even in their schools. 

~rhese are indications that we are losing the fight 

against crime and we have no alternative but to try in new 

ways to reverse this trend. 

We in the FBI chose not to sit back idly and adopt 

the attitude that the type of crime which is of most concern-

street crime--is for the most part a matter outside our 

jurisdiction and therefore not our responsibility. 

We elected instead to contribute what ~nfluence 

and expertise we could to an effort to mobilize Americ?ns 

against crime. 
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The FBI does not in any way seek to extend 

its jurisdiction into that reserved for our states and 

municipalities. I am dead set against any program which 

would constitute a step toward nationalizing police. 

Our objective is to provide assistance in 

creating the impetus for a sustained ef·fort to convince 

citizens they must work with their police to fight crime 

at the community level. 

On both the national level and the community 

level, we must promote the idea that there are things 

each citizen car, and must do to reduce crime. 

First, it is necessary for each of us to practice 

crime safety to avoid becoming the victims of crime. 

Crime safety begins with an analysis of our 

individual vulnerabilities to crime. These must be determined 

according to the types of crime peculiar to our community 

and the segment of the population to which we belong--

women, children, elderly persons, for example. It is 

particularly helpful to seek information from local crime 

prevention programs as t:o the types of crimes .to which we 

must be most alert. 

Once we have determined our vulnerabilities, 

we must be wary and adopt preventive measures so that 
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we do not fall victim to these crimes. Many of these 

preventive measures are the products of common sense but 

many others can be learned through local crime prevention 

projects which disseminate such information. 

I think that it is particularly desirable that 

we practice crime safety as a family by holding family 

councils •. In this way the vulnerabilities of the family 

as a whole and those of the individual members can be 

discussed along with preventive measures to be employed. 

The crime resistance programs to which I have 

been referring should be conducted under the auspices of 

the local police departments because of the expertise they 

can provide. 

A number of these programs already exist and 

have been very successful, but many more people must 

participate in these programs. Moreover, where such. a 

program does not exist, citizens should insist that one 

be initiated. 

These community programs can help not only in 

promoti.ng crime safety but also in helping citizens to 

learn another way in which they can act to reduce crime. 

That is to participate in a responsible fashion with 

their police in the law enforcement process. 
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All of us should understand that we must assist 

in investigations, report suspicious activities, and 

testify as witnesses ,,,hen the need arises. These are 

civic duties--duties which must be performed if we are 

to keep our communities safe. 

Thro~gh community programs, citizens can learn 

the types of suspicious activity they should report, to 

whom they should report this activity, and the way to 

obtain useful descriptions of suspects. 

A third thing that we all must do in order to 

reduce crime is to familiarize ourselves with the functions 

of each element of the criminal justice system. Only 

through such an understanding can we as citizens effect 

useful changes if we believe that anyone of these elements 

is failing to deal effecti'l<::ly with crime and criminals. 

For example, we should begin to concern ourselves 

more with recidivists or career criminals. These individuals 

commit a sUbstantial portion of our crime despite repeated 

efforts to rehabilitate them. 

I believe that we will all begin to realize that 

the criminal justice system must discover more effective 

ways of dealing with such criminals. 

The need for desired changes in the crimjnal 

justice system must always be brought to the attention of 

those in Government who can effect such changes. 
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As an ess,en~ial aspect of the Crime Resistance 
\ 

Program, two police bfficers and two FBI Agents are 

working under the direction of the chiefs of police in 

each of four communities. 

They are attempting to elicit citizen participation 

in a community effort to reduce a specific type of crime-

trafficking in stolen property in Birmingham, Alabama; 

crimes against women in Norfolk, Virginia; crimes aginst 

the elderly in Wilmington, Delaware; and, of course, 

crimes aga'inst youths in De Kalb County. 

In the De Kalb County project, under the direction 

of Chief Hand, we have a fine e~{iilnple of what can be done 

when we all work together as members of a community and 

as Americans. The county government, the school system, 

civic organizations, and individual citizens are all pitching 

in to meet the challenge. 

I a.m particularly gratified that in De Kalb 

County young people are being viewed as victims. NOrmally, 

because of the proportion of crime committed by youths, 

We have a tendency to emphasize their role as offenders. 

When I was a youth growing up in a small town 

near Kansas City,' we didn't worry about crime because 

it was something almost foreign to us. Now even in the 

61-801 0 - 77 - 21 
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small towns our young people have reason to fear crime. 

Maybe we can't reduce crime to the level of yesteryear, 

but for the sake of our children we should certainly 

make every effort in that direction. 

The effect of crime on youthful victims is 

particularly great. Fear and a loss of self-esteem--

the latter often a consequence of crimes such as sex 

offenses--are the obvious results. 

But over and above these, I think that in many 

cases crime has an even more insidious effect on young 

;' 

victims. There is a real danger that as they are victimized 

they will begin to view crime, or at least certain crimes, 

as an acceptable form of behavior. 

A friend who is an educational psychologist told 

me of a study done in a school located in a disadvantaged 

area. The study concerned the extortion of money by older 

or larger children from others. 

Through the study, it was discovered not only 

that a great percentage of the offenders Vlere unaware that 

they were doing anything wrong, but that many had previously 

been victims of such extortions. They had come to believe 

that these extortions were permissible activity in vlhich 

they could engage when they vlere old or large enough to do 

so. 
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We must come to understand these attitudes and 

to see that our young people are exposed to influences 

which will enable them to form a sense of right and 

wrong along with a respect for life under law. 

The causes of crime are many but I believe that 

chief among them is an unfortunate lack of the stabilizing 

influences to which the previous generations were exposed. 

Whereas the family, the church, and the school 

once provided this stabilizing influence,to a great degree, 

there are no", many other eleme.nts--particularly in the 

area of entertainment--which have a profound influence on 

our children. Unfortunately, much of this influence is 

not good. 

Many of our crime problems will disappear when 

we see a return to a closer family unit wherein the principles 

of ethics and the law are fostered, to be bolstered thereafter 

by training received in our churches and sch?ols. 

Our young people are impressionable and carry 

the values they learn with them throughout their lives. 

We must do more than talk to them, we must set an example. 
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Through our examples, young people can first 

learn the value of crime safety. 

They can lea~n, too, how they might act as 

responsible citizens and act together with their police 

in the law enforcement process. 

Young people should, for exa.mple, be shown that 

they must report crimes. They must understand that in 

doing so they increase the chances that the perpetrators 

will be caught and prevented from victimizing others. 

Finally, our youth can be taught to take an 

interest in the criminal justice system so that they are 

in a position to understand its operation and later to 

assess its performance. 

Our young people must learn to resist crime. 

Our future, and more importantly, their future, depend 

on this. 

We must i~sure ~hat our children learn to avoid 

becoming victims while they are growing up as responsible 

Americans. 

The project in De Kalb County holds great promise 

as an example for others to follow in furthering this ideal. 
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Hon. BIRCH BAYH, 
WILLOUGHBY, OHIO, Feorl.tary 28, 1~"I5. 

Ohairman, Subcommittee To Investigate Jttvenil.e Delinquenoy, U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.O. 

To Whom It May OO'lwern: 
I write my feelings as a father of a 20-year-old son who has fallen victim to an 

imperfect system of justice. The time is a few hours after my son, Jimmy, was 
sentenced to prison. Perhaps I am still in shock! 

The incredible punishment visited upon my son is wholly irrational and dis
proportionate to the imprudent, foOlish, and victimless act of a 20-year-old boy. 
(An informer for the Lake Geauga narcotics unit asked Jimmy, as a friend, to 
obtain an ounce of marijuana for him. Unfortunately, Jimmy did so and when his 
so-called friend showed up to receive it, an underCover agent was with him. By 
exchanging the ounce for what he paid for it, Jimmy technically committed a 
crime). 

While the court has called my son a criminal and bas sentenced him to from 
one-to-five years in prison, he has the consolation of knowing tliat his parents, 
seven brothers and sisters, relatives, friends, and understanding neighbors in no 
way conSider him to be a criminal. Immature and foolish? Yes! Criminal? No! 

Should I, as a father, feel a sense of shame or responsibility for a son caught in 
an activity engaged in by a vast number in his peer group? I thi,nk not! Many 
parents reading this will silently say, with a sigh of relief, "there but for the 
grilce of God go I." 

As long as none of our children commits a malicious act, causing harm or in
jury to others, then my wife and I take satisfaction in knowing that our children 
have been responsive to our example and teaching. 

My most intense feeling is one of righteous anger with a systt~m which allows a 
punishment \yhich inflicts real harm and injury on JImmy who has harmed no 
one and who lacks the capacity to do so. I worry about how this tranmatir. ex
perience will affect Jimmy. I believe he has the strength to endure it for a wl~ile, 
but I am not sure for how long. 

I now also worry about Jimmy's brothers and sisters and their attitude toward 
the law! As they see their brother sentenced to jail they also see a motor cpm
pany official and a judge, charged with drunken driving, given their fl;edo~l to 
drink and drive again ... perhaps killing someone the next time. If the judge,!j;he 
corporate executive, and my boy were made to spend thirty (30) days in jail tl\ey 
undoubtedly would be more cautious and prudent in the future, society in genellal 
would be better off, and my children would be impressed with a system of justic.~s 
designed to correct or discourage reckless anti-social behavior. 

As a father who, in his every act, has tried to exemplify the virtues of liberty 
and justice for his children,I fear my children's view of justice as applied to 
theIr brother will undermine my example and cast me as a harmless Don Quixote! 

Victims of this imperfect legal system are a small minority and, like all minori
ties, lacIr a spokesman. Correcting the system is a prime responsibility of bar 
associations, but most lawyers are either too busy handling cases on an ability
to-pay basis or striving for a judgeship to leave them much time to devote to this 
work ·of civilization. Perhaps hope lies in those few law schools which still teach 
the philosophy of law along with its principles and practic<;)s. 

Tragic as we consider .Timmy's plight to be, I know there a~e mallJ' more vic
tims suffering far greater injustices. My heart goes out to them and to their 
parents. 

I am completely helpless! I hu.ve neither wealth nor means to protect or silve 
my son from the heavy hand of society's police po wei·. There is, however,;, no 
power on earth which can strip my son of the love that his family and f!'iej~ds 
·have for him. It is this love which I pray will help Jimmy tough it out! 

These are my feelings Which I had to get out of me by expressing them in w:rit
ing. Perhaps the reading of them by a few with time and money will prompt tb.em 
to help correct this system which harshly punishes YOlmg people who hltve 
harmed no one! ' 

ROBERT P. WOODlIIAN. 





Part 2-The Iii story, Development and Current Status of 
Marijuana Control Policy 

VIRGINIA LAW REVIEW 
YOIX.\U 56 OCTOBER 1970 NUl\fDER 6 
~.-- -.-.--. , .. -- ==== 

DIE fORBIDDEN FRUIT AlSD THE TREE OF KI>\OWLEDGE: 
:\~ INQUIRY INTO THE LEGAL HISTORY Of AMERICAN 
\IARIJUANA PROHIBITION 

Hid.',7rd J. BOll11ie" & Cbal'Jes H. Whitehread, lIn 

.\Jr. Snell. What is the hill? 

Mr. Rayburn. It bas something to do with somethi-Jlg that is caJled 
marihuana. I believe it is a narcotic of some kind. 

Colloquy on the House Roor prior to 

passage of the :vfarihl1ana Tax Act. 

~-:~~t Professor of Law, University of vkif~i~:'" iL~.~ -1960, Johns Hopkins 
Cniversit)'; LL.B., 1969, University of Virginia . 

•• Assistant Professor of Law, Uni"ersity of Virginia. A.B., 1965, Princeton Uni-
\'CTsicy; LL.B., 1968, Yale Uni"ersit)'. . 

Vic wish to express Ollr sincere appreciation to the students who assisted us in the 
preparation of the tables at Appendix A. Because the drug statutes of the several 
,-r0[<;5. are particubrly confusing :md difficult to find, and because so IIl3ny jurisdictions 
have recently changed their drug laws, the preparation of the chart required long, 
tedious work whicb so many were kind enough to perform. T II them, our most 
sjnccre thank~. 

lVe should like to thank especially Michael A. Cohen, John F. Kuether, W. Tracey 
Sh~w. Alan K. Smith, and Allan J. Tanenbaum, all students at the University of Vir
ginia School of Law, whose research :lSsistance and tireless effort were invaluable. 

'Vo Qre particularly indebted to Professor Jerrf Mandel who supplied us with 
much of the raw data usd 'in the. historical C2se studies in this Article, In his excel
lent arucle on drug statistics in the Stanford LIl'UJ Review, Problmtr with Offici.l D<-ug 
Statistics, 21 STAN. L. REv. 991 (1969), Professor Mandel suggested in a footnote thar 
someone should attempt a history of the passage of anti-marijuana legislation. We bave 
followed his suggestion and earnestly hope that our product wii!: fiJI this g.p. 

--\. modified and expanded \'ersion of this Article will be publishe~ in book form in the 
spring uf 1971. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

L A'V may be rooted in fiction as well as fact. Indeed, a public 
policy conceived in ignorance may be continuously lcaffirmed, 

ever more vehemently, so long as its origins remain obscure or its fal
lacy unexposed. Yet once a spark of truth ignites the public opinion 
pr.ocess, the authority of time will not stay the flames of contrO\'ersy. 
In stable times the policy may soon be reversed or modified to comport 
with reality. In volatile times, however, a single controversy may lose 
its urgency. Fueled by flames generated by related public issues, the 
fire may spread; truth may again be consumed in the explosive collision 
of competing cultural ideologies. 

So it has been with marijuana.1 Suppressed for forty years without sig
nificant public attention, the "killer weed" has suddenly surfaced ~s 
the preferred euphoriant of millions of Americans. Hardly a day passes 
without public exposure to propaganda from one side or the other. 
Hardly a day passes without arrests of newsworthy figures for vio
lations of marijuana laws. Before legislatures and courts, the law is 
attacked and defended with equal fervor. Sociological, medical and 

1 Throughout its tumultuous history, the common n.m. of the cannabis drug has 
been spelled in numerous w2ys-marihu:ma, merigua.na, mariguana, marijuana. ,\Vc will 
use the l2St spelling became it .ppear~ most often in modern publications and conforms 
more ne.rly to the Spanish. 
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pulice testimony regarding the drug's effects is delivered feverishly to 
;1Il attentive public. 

Yet, apart from some expedient. peripheral actions, little has been 
done. Detailed studies have been commissioned, hut there has been 
t]ll significant reconsideration of basic assumptions. Because the mari
juana issue has become ensnared in broader social polemics, it has 
becn stalemated. Stability and change, defiance ~llld repression, hippieislTl 
:lnd middle-Americanism, "law and order" and protest politics define 
rhc cultural milieu of which the marijuana issue is viewed as but ;1 

symptom. . 
This Article is motivated by twin concerns: that the flagrant dis

regard of marijuana laws bespeaks a growing disenchantment with 
rhe capacity of our legal system rationally to order society, and that 
rhe assimilation of the marijuana issue into larger social conflicts has 
consigncd the debate to the public viscera instead of the public mind. 
fhrough a historical analysis of the marijuana la\vs we hope to rc
focus the dr-bate. An understanding of the origins of the laws might 
modulate the challengers' hostile accusations and at the same time pro
mote- in legislators an. awareness of their own responsibility. 

For the purposes both of. description and evaluation, law is in-
. separable from the process by which it is adopted and the values it 

manifests. Accordingly, our history focuses both on the public policy 
formation process and on evolving patterns of our culture. With re
spect to policy formation, marijuana's legal history is a significant il
lustration of the interaction of the public opinion, legislative and judi-

. cial processes, and, in a broader sense, the relation between folkways 
and stateways. With respect to its value-content, the evolution of 
marijuana policy reflects quite precisely emerging cultural attitudes 
roward pluralism, privacy and individual pursuit of pleasure in an in
creasingly mechanized and depersonalized technological society. 

II. THE ANTECEDENTS: CRIMIXALIZATION OF 

NARCO'l'lCS AND ALCOHOl. 

The restrictive public policy with respect to marijuana, initiated in 
the late twenties and thirties and perpetuated to the present day, has 
never been ail isolated phenomenon. At each stage of its developmeilt 
marijuana policy has been heavily influenced by other social issues 
because the drug has generally been linked with broader cultural pat
terns. Particularly at itS inception, nationwide anti-marijuana legis-

, 
/ 
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lation and its fate in the courts were inseparably linked with the earlil ~ 
:mti-narcoticsand prohibition experiences. In fact, the facility wit!. 
which marijuana policy was initiated 'is directly related to the astoul1,i. 
ingly sudden and extreme alteration of public narcotics and alcoh • .' 
policy between 1900 and 1920. 

In 1906 there were only three dry states, and judicial precedcl!' 
abounded for the proposition that the right to possess alcohol for pril:l:c 
consumption was an inalienable right. Yet, by 1917, twenty states ha,: 
enacted prohibitionary legislation and most others were contemplat;nc 
it. Two years later the eighteenth amendment and the Volstead :\l: 
had been enacted, and it was a federal crime to possess alcohol even f,,· 
the purpose of drinking it within the home. Similarly, in 1900 only" 
handful of states in any way regulated traffic in narcotic drugs-opiun:. 
cocaine, morphine aud heroin-even though .all but heroin had been 
available for a decade or more. Yet, by 1914, all states had enacrcd 
some type of prohibitionary legislation, and the national government 
had enacted the Harrison N'arcotic Act. 

There were many major differences between the temperance am! 
anti-narcotics movements. The temperance movement was a matrer 
of vigorous public debate; the anti-narcotics movement was not. Tem
perance legislation was the product of a highly organized nationwidL 
lobby; nar.cotics legislation was largely ad hoc. Temperance legislatioll 
was designed to eradicate known evils resulting from alcohol abuse; 
narcotics legislation was largely anticipatory. 

On the other hand, th~re were striking similarities between the two 
movements. Both were first directed against the evils of large scale 
use and only later against all use. Most of the rhetoric was the same: 
These euphoriants produced crime, pauperism and insanity. Both began 
on the state level and later secured significant congressional action. Both 
ultimately found favor with the courts, provoking interchangeable dis
senting opinions. 

\Vc do not propose to unearth new truths about the events of this 
period. However, we do believe that a familiarity with the political 
and judicial response to the alcohol and narcotics problems is essential 
to an understanding of the eventual suppression of marijuana. \Ve be
lieve further that an understanding of the relation between public 
opinion and any sumptuary law is germane to a discussion of the pre
dicament of current marijuana legislation. Finally, since much of the 
current debate about marijuana is focused on its harmful effectS as 
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compared with those of narcotics and alcohol, the evolution IIf public 
policy iii those areas is particular! y material. 

A. A Review. of the Tempertmce Movement 

Although 199ressive prohibition campaigns had been mounted ill 
C\'cry state in 1851-69,1 and again in 1880-90,2 in 1903- only Maine 
(1884), Kansas (1880) and North Dakota (1889) were completely 
dry states.3 Ernest Cherrington, the chronicler par excellence of the 
Prohibition movement, blamed the failure of the first thrust in part Oil 

rhe intervention of the slavery question, which siphoned the moral fervor 
"i the people from the temperance movement} The failure of the second 
campaign he attributed to the inability of the prohibition activists to 
compete politically with growing liquor interests that dominated state 
and local governments.6 

By 1906, however, the progress of the anti-saloon arm of the tem
perance movement in local option contests6 and the adoption of alcohol 
prohibition by the people of Oklahoma in a provision of their constitu
tion ratified upon admission to statehood7 signalled a new crusade for 
state prohibitionary legislation. The Oklahoma vote so "electrified the 
moral forces of other states" 8 that by 1913 six additional states had 
cnacted statewide prohibition, and half of the rcmaining States were 
contemplating action.1I 

Perhaps the most significant development during this period occurred 
on the national level. The Supreme Court had earlier declared the 
police powers of the states, under which state prohibition laws were cn
acted, impotent to prevent importation of liquor from a wet state, of 
which there were still many, into a dry state and to stay the sale and 
delivery of such liquor to the buyer while in the original package.tO 

1 E. Cm:IwNGTON, THE EVOLUTION OF PaOHIStnoN IN THE UNITED STATES OF AM';'UGA 

135-45 (1920) [hereinafter cited :IS CH£RJIJNGTON1. 

21d. at 176·81. 
ald. at 18()'81; Safely, Growth of State PO'W~ Under Federal Constitution to Regulate 

Traffic in Intoxicating Liquors, 3 IOWA L. Buu .. 221, 11]' (1917). 
4 CHElWNGTON 139. 
~ Id. at 181-82. 

old. at 280. 

TId. at 280-81. 

8/d .... t 281. 

G.ld.at 284. 

10 Leisy v. Hardin, 135 u.s. Ilia (1890). 
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After a congressional attempt to deal with this decision in 1890 ahort", 
in the courtS,1I the buyer of liquor shipped in interstate commerce Mil' 
had the right to rcccil'e and therefore to usc su.;h liquor. But in 1\11' 
Congress, by the Webb-Kenyon Act,12 filled the gap by prohibiting If.. 
shipment of liquor from one state to another to be used in violation of rl:. 
laws of the latter; dry states could thus enforce their prohibition la\\, 
against imported ]iquor,u The mere p3~sage of this law, accordin~ II 

Cherrington, committed Congress t ~ a policy that recognized the liflll(J! 
tnlffic 'dS an outlaw trade and indiched congressional desire to assisr rh, 
dry states. H ' ~ 

By November 1913, the tide had decidedly turned. ?llore than hall 
the population and 71 percent of thctarea of the United States werc 
under prohibitionary laws.n Accordingly, the Fifteenth National Con
vention of the Anti-Saloon League of America unanimously endorsed 
immediate passage of ::-':-ational Constittltional Prohibition, whereupoll 
the National Temperance Council was formed to combine the force> 
of the variou£ temperance organizations toward this end. U 

Br April 4, 1917, when a joint resolution was introduced in the 
Senate proposing an amendment to the Constitution prohibiting the 
manufactur.e, sale or transportation of intoxicating liquors within the 
United States for beverage purposes,17 eighty percent of the territor) 
of the United States wa5 dry. IS Adopted by the constitutional majoritiL'!. 
of both houses on December 18, 1917, the eighteenth amendment was 
ratified by the thirty-sixth state on January 16, 1919, and became 
effective on January 16, 1920.'9 The Volstead Act,2fJ passed on October 
28, 1919, pursuant to section 2 of the eighteenth amendment, outlawed 

11 Four months' after Leisy Congress enacted the "'Wilson Law," designed to maue 
all intoxicating liquors subject "upon arrival" to the laws of the state into which ther 
'Were sent. Act of Aug. 8, 1890, ch. 728, 26 Stat. 313. In Rhodes v. Iowa, 170 U.s. 412 
(1898), however, the Supreme Court held that "upon arrival" meant .fter de/wery to 
dle consignee. Thus the ri{fllt to recch'c the liquor and the attendant enforcement 
problems remained. 

12 AcJ: of Mar. I, 1913, ch. 90, 37 Stat. 699. 
13 The Act was upheld in Clark Distilling Co. v. Western Md. Ry. 242 U.s. 311 

(1917). 
u CI!EIlIUNC,TO'< 285.86. 
15Id. at 320. 
18 Id. at 321-22. 
11 Set H.R. Doc. ;';0. 722. 71st ConI(. 3d Scss. S (1931) [hereinafter cited as 

WICltEIlSII\M ('..oMMI~losl. 
IBId. 
laId. at 8. 
20 Act of Oct. 28, 1919, ch. 85, 41 Scat. 305. 
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p()~session of intoxicating liquor and therefore went significantly beyond 
til, amendment itself. 

The National Commission on Law Observanc;e and Enforcement (the 
\ rickersham Commission) attributed the pasSage of the eighteenth 
.1Inendment not to public opposition to use of intoxicating ,beverages,21 
although this was indeed the view of many of the leaders of the move
Illcnt, but rather to antipathy to three major related evils: excessive 
consumption, political corruption and licensed saloons.22 Excessi\'e use 
increased with the commercialization of production and distribution, 
:lnd the expansion of saloons. Public resentment against the corrupring 
influence of the large liquor dealers in local politics, especially in the 
larger cities, tended to focus public attention on removing a cancer 
Irom the body politic. Finally, the institution that most strongly aroused 
public sentiment against liquor traffic was the licensed saloon, itself the 
symbol of intemperance and corruption. Owned or controlled by the 
large brewers or wholesalers, centers of political activity, homes of 
commercialized vice, the saloons were the hetes noires of middle-Amer
ican public opinion. 

Because public opinion was largely opposed only to the socio-political 
consequences of massive liquor traffic, the enforcement of wtal ab
stinence under the eighteenth amendment became increasingly difficult. 
By 1931 it was an accepted fact that the upper and middle classes 
were "drinking in large numbers in quite frank. disregard of the de
clared policy" of the Volstead Act.23 

21 In 1904 Ernst 'rreund had noted. quoting from an article on "personal liberry" in 
the Cyclopedia of'Tempmmce lI11d Prohibition: 

Even the ac:!vocates of prohibition concede that the state has no concern with the 
private use ,',of liquor. "The oppellencs of prohiuition misstate the case hy saying 
that the sri;te has no ria-hr to declare what a man shall eat or drink. The state 

" does not ·vcnture to make any such declaratIon •..• It is not the private appetite or 
, home cu~iims of the citizen that the state undertakes to manage, bu~ the liquor 

uaffic. . •. If by abolishing the saloon the state makes it difficult for men to 
gutif}' tliMr private appetites, there is no just reason for complaint." 

1.:. FltElIND, PaLik", POWER 484 (l904). 
'2 WICK£RSH/IM CoMMISSION 6-7. 

'l3 /d. at 21.f' Ip 1929 President Hoover had devoted an12jor part of his inaugural 
address to t~f'. "disregard anddisohedicoce" of the eighteenth amendment. He ~t
tributed to tl!e ordinary citizen "a large respo~5ibilityU for a "dangerous expansion in 
the odminali/elements." Attempting to gel1erat<~·''lloral suppOrt for .the law, he cnllS
tised the citiiienry: 

No gieater national service ClIn he gil'ell by men and women· of go<!dwill-who. 
I kn~Av, are not unmindful of the responsibilities of citizenship-than· that ther 
shoul,l!, by their example, assist ill stamping out etime and outlawry by refusing 
parti,Cipation in and condemning all uansactions WIth illegal liquor. Our whole 

f! 

II, 
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The difficulties of securing compliance in such circumstances \IWl 

~ggravated by an inadequately designed enforcement strateg}',z~ pl!illic 
fesentm!!nt of the lawless tactics of prohibition agents," and the bel. 
of any sustained attempt at public education,zo For twelve years, ho\\,
ever, millions of dollars were spent by federal and state governl11cm, 
in a fruitless effort to secure compliance with the law. Contemporan' 
legal observers were particularly incensed by the dilution of constiru
tional protections, especially those provided by the fourth amendt;Jenr. 
which was sanctioned by the courts in response to the "felt needs" Ili 
securing compliance through enforcement alone.27 

Although many plans were advanced for changing the prohibition 
laws to mitigate the lawlessness rampant during this period, as late :1, 

system of self government will crumble either if offici.l. elect wlut low. th<\' 
will enforce or citizens elecr whar laws they will support. The worst evil of 
disregord ftr some low is th.t it destroys respect for all law. For our citizen, 
to patl'onize the violation of • p.rticulor law on the ground thor they arc 
opposed to it is destructive of the very basis of all th.t protectidn of lifr. 
homes and property which they rightly cl.im under l.ws. 

mAllCUML ADDRESS"" OF nlE P1I£SlUENTS OF THE UNm:o STATES 227 (Gov't Printing OfT. 
1969). The President's sermon fell on deaf eArS. 

U President Hoovor .lso noted in his inaugur~l address: 
Of tho undoubted .buses which have grown up under the eighteenth ameoJ· 
menr • , • pArt arc due to the failure of some States to accept their share of the 
responsibility for concurrenr enforcement and the failure of many State .nd loc.l 
official$ to accept the obligation under their oath of office zealously to eMoret 
the 1:1.\\'s, 

INAl'CUltAL AOO1l£SSES OF THE PItESIOENTS OF THE UNITED STATES 277 (Gov't Printing OIL 
1969). Sec gC1lcraJly \V.CKERSIiAM COMMISSION 10-20, 22-43. 

25 \VICK£IlSIlAM COMMISSION 44-46. 
20 /d •• t 48. 
21 The V,rickersham Commission noted: 

Some advocates of rhe low have constantly urged and are still urging disregard 
or abrogation of the gua,...nte .. af liberty and of sonctity of the home which had 
been deemed fundamental in our· policy. , " High-handed methods ., • even 
where justified, alienated thoughtful citizens, believers in law and order. Un
fonunate public expressiclns by advocates of the law , •• deprecating the consti
tutional guarantees invol.ed, aggravated this effect. Pressure for lawless enforce
ment, ellcouragement. of Ind methods and ~gencies of obtaining evidence, and 
crude methodS of investigadon and seizure on the port of incompetent or badly 
chosen agents stArted a CUI'rent of adverse public opinion in many p:lrts of the 
hind. 

U. lIt 46. 
Many legal commentators thought that the courts, manned by "fanatically dry" 

judges, succumbed to these pressures, especblly in the fourth amendIlient orea. See, 
e.g., F. BI.AcK. lr.L STARREO P'RolUomoN CASES Cl9Jl). where the author criticizes, omong 
odler cases, Olm!tead v. United States, 277 U,S.438 (1928). (upholding wiretapping), 
and Carroll v. United St .. :.s, 267 U.S. H2 (1925) (upholding warrantless seorch of 
automobile). ' 
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1931 even its most vigorous opponents felt that repeal of the eighteenth 
amendment was politically unfeasible.28 By 1932, however, public opin
ion had become so inflamed that the Democratic National Convention 
included repeal in the party platform.21l Proposed by Congress on Feb
ruary 20, 1933, the twenty-first amendment was ratified by the thirtv-
~i)(th state on Dec(.mber 5, 1933. .• 

B. Anti-Narcotics L(;gisiation to 1914 

For our purposes, the major feature of temperance history is the 
responsiveness of the political process to public opinion. 'Vhether or 
not a majority of Americans ever favored prohibition and ;'vhether or 
not the thrust of public opinion was ever accurately assessed, the pub
lic opinion process was attuned to the question for half a cemury. The 
alleged evils of alcohol abuse were matters of public knowledge; the 
proper governmental response was a subject of endless public debate; 
enactment and repeal of Prohibition were attended by widespread pub
lic participation. 

In contrast, the early narcotics legislation was promulgated largely 
in a vacuum. Public and even professional ignorance of the effects 
of narcotic drugs contributed both to the dimensions of the problem 
and the nature of the. legislated cure. The initial legislation was at
tended by no operation of the public opinion process, and instead gen
erated a new public image of narcotics use. Only after this creation 
of a public perception occurred did the legislative approach comport 
with what we shall call latent public opinion. 

1. Narcotics Use lIt tbe Turn of the Century: A Growing Problem 

Although estimates have varied widely regarding the number of 
persons regularly using cocaine, opium, morphine and heroin during the 
pre-criminalization period, a sufficiently accurate figure can be drawn 
from a composite of contemporary surveys30 conducted between 1878 
and 1924.81 Estirnates range from 182,215 (1884) to 782,118 (1913). We 

28 F. BLACK, supra note 27, at 149-50. 
"It Qnw$, MAKING REPEAL WaR(( 12 (1947), 
ao The earliest surveys employ a methodology much less sophisticated than those 

conducted after 1914. The later studies, however, suffer from a time lag which in
evitably detracrs froni accuracy. In any event, taken together, these sun'c)'s adequately 
describe the contours of the phenomenon under consideration. 

a1 The earlicsr attempt at.'~ compilation of addiction figures was undertaken b)' 
O. Manhill in 1878. M.~\lall, The Opium Habit in Micbi"an, 1878 MICH. STAlE BD. OF 

61-601 0 - 77 - 22 
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CJn safely estimate that there were between one-quarter and one-lul' 
million Americans addicted to narcotics around the turn of the Cc:' 

tury, comprising at least one percent of the population.32 

This rather larg!: addict population included more females than mab, 

HEALTH ANN. REP. 61-73. From questionnaires sent to doctors, Marshall found ·i.:,' 
users of opium or morphine and concluded therefrom that there were 7.763 addlcr- ; 
the state. Dr. Charles Terry later concluded th3t, if Marshall's figures were rcpre,,·,.," 
tivc, total incidence of addiction in the United States in 1878 was 251,936. C. T'R", :, 

M. PELLEN •• THE OPIUM PROBLEM IS (1928) [herein.fter cited as TERRY &: PELlI.~' 
Marshall was unable fully to take into account the fact that tne incid"nce uf d,,·,' 
.buse in the cities was much higher than that in the rur.l areas he studied; accorJil\~:·', 
his figures probably underestimate the extem of addiction in the state. ' , 

In a similar study of low. in 1884, J. M. Hull found 5,732 addicts which, if repr': 
semative, would reflect a national addict population of 182,21S. Hull, The Opi:t'J, 
Habit, 1885 IOWA STAn BD. OF HEALTH BlENNIJ.L REP, 535-'15, qlloted in TElUly " 
PELLEN> 16-18. 

In 1900 the author of a Vermont Study sent 130 questionnaires to various uruggj,:, 
in all attempt to determine the monthly sales of various drugs. His 116 replies indklt< 
that 3,300,000 doses of opium were sold every momh, or enough for every person j" 

Vermont over the age of 21 to receive I~ doses per d.y. Grinnel, A R""iew of DTII~ 
Constmtption And Alcobo) ItS Found in Proprietary Medicine, 23 MEDICo-l.EG.\!. J. 4=" 
(1905), qUoted in TERlIY 8< Pu.u:NS 21-23. 

Perhaps the best pre-1914 estimate Was made by Dr. Ch.rles Perry who, as Health 
Officer of Jacksonville, Florid., compiled data for that city in 1913. He found tllJ: 
541 persons, or .81% of the city's population, used opium or some preparation thereof 
in 1913. Nationwide, this incidence would be 782,118. 1913 JACKSONVILLE, FL.', Bo. Of 

HEALTH ANN. REP, quoted in TERRY &: PELU:NS 2), 

A researcher in 1915 found 2,370 registered addicts in Tennessee and put the n.tion,1 
addict popul.tiao at between 269,000 .nd 291,670. Brown, E7!forCClle1lt of tbe T "fi
nessee Anti-Narcotic Law, SAM. J. PUB, HEALTH 323-33 (1915). qUoted in TERRY & 
P£r.LEN. 27-29. 

The· fim post-Harrison Act study, \lJld porh.pi the most reliable of all research 
during this period, was done by Lawrence Kolb and A. G. DuMez of the United 

,States. Public Health Service. Utilizing previously computed "utistics together with 
information regarding the supply of narcotic. imponed intO the United States, these 
authors concluded the addict population never exceeded 246,000. KOLB &: DUMEZ, THE 
PaEVALENCE AND TaEND OF DRUG AOOICTION IN THE UNITED STATES AND FACToas 1:.:
lI'LtJENClNG IT 1-20 (l9 Public Health Reports No. 21) (May 23, 1924). 

At the s.me time the Narcotic Division of the Prohibition Unit of the IRS estimated 
that tnere were ·more than 500,000 drug addicts in America. Narcotic Division of the 
Prohibition Unit, Bure.u of Intern:d Revenue, Release (May 4, 1924), quoled in TEJ,RY 
&: P£u.ENs 42 n.2S. 

For more recent estimates of drug addiction in America, see W. ELDRIDGE, N'KCOTlCS 
ANtI THE LAW 49-103 (2d rev, ed, 1967); A; LINDESMtnt, THE At>DlCT AND THE LAW 
99-134 (1965); AnTHulI D. LtTTl.£, INC, DauG ABUSE AND LAw ENFOIlCEMENT .'1.1-21 
(1967). 

12 But see M. NVSWANIlF.a, THE DauG ADDICT AS A PATIENT 1-13' (1956) (the luthor 
suggern that perhaps 1 to 4% of American adult population Was .ddicted in 1890). 

II Of the 1,313 addicu in Manhall's Michigan 5tUdy, 803 were females and only 
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llIore whites than blacks,"· and was confined neither to particular geo
~r~phical regionD nor. to areas of high population concentration.a" It~ 
llIoSt significant characteristic was its predominantly middle-class com
position.3G Such attributes contrast starkly with the overwhelmingly 
hbdc, lower-class male addict popUlation that today inhabits our major 
1I roan centers. 

;\'ineteenth century narcoti..:s addiction was generally accidental. It 
is widely believed that medical addicts far outnumbered "kicks" or 
"pleasure" addicts.87 Medical addiction stemmed from many sources. 
The first was overmedication. Civil War hospitals used opium and 
morphine freely and many veterans returned addicted to the drugs_:« 
Overmedication continued long after peace had been restored, due to 

the ready availability of these drugs with and sometimes without pre
,cription. Since physicians were free to dispense these drugs as pain
killers, persons given morphine first for legitimate therapeutic purposes 
often found themselves acidicted."o This problem was exacerbated by 
rhe absence of restrictions upon druggists in refilling prescriptions cun
taining extensive amOUnts of m'Jrphine and other ·opiates40 and by the 
introduction of the hypodermic syringe!1 The danger of overmedica
rion increased in 1884 when cocaine was first introduced into the prac-

SID males_ TERRY & PELLENS 11. In the Florida study, there were 228 men and 313 
women. ld. at 25_ Of the 2,}70 registered addicts in the Tennessee study, 784 were 
men and 1,586 women. ld_ at 27. A modem observer has concluded that there were 
at leost as many and probably twice as many 'women addicts as men. O'Donnell, 
Patterns of Drug Abuse and Their Social Consequences, in Daues & YOt..'TH 62, 64 
O. Whittenborn ed. 1969)_ For the last thirty years, mal. addictS have probably out
numbered female addicts by four or five to one. id. 

8' Of the 228 men included in the Florida study, 188 were white and 40 black; of the 
women 219 were white and 94 black. TEaRY & PELLENS 25. At that time the white and 
black populations in Jacksonville were equal_ Of those covered in .the Tennessee .tudy, 
90% were white. 1d. at 28. 

35 The Michigan, Iowa 'and Vennont mlCiies covered primarily rural areas. 
85 See, e_g., Eberle, Report of Comnullee on Acquirement of Drug Habits, A~{. J. 

PHAIlMACY, Oct. 1903, at 474-88. "\\%Ie the increase is most evident with the lower 
closses, the statistics of institules devoted -to the cure of habiroes show th.t'their patient>; 
are principally drawn from those in the higher walks of life." 1d., quoted iTt TultY 3: 
P£1.L£NS 23. . 

aT See, e.g., O'Donnell, rupra note 33, at 64_ 
aa TEIIlIY 3: P£u.i:NS 69. 
19 Stanley, Morphinism, 6 J. 0.1101. L. & CRJMlNOLOGY 586, S88 (1915). 
(0 See the resolution of the Narcotics Control Association of California, 13 J. nOM, 

L. & o.lMINIlLOGY 126-27 (1922), calling for Stricter laws regulating prescriptions and 
prescription order forms. .' 

U TullY" Pl:u.ENs 66. 

" 
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tice c;i medicine, and again in 1898 when an advance in Celn . 
chemistry produced heroin, a partially synthetic morphine deril";lU\, 
For :t time recommended as a treatment for morphine addicli,,·:. 
heroin was also widely used fer medicinal purposes. 

A second source of accidental addiction was the use and pOpUI.I::. 
of patent medicines. Exotically labeled elixirs were advertised "~ l<" 

eral cures for ills ranging from snake bite to melancholia. By Clill~.I.:, 
ing up to thirty or forty percent morphine or opiates by volume. ::; .. 
patent medicines fulfilled thcir cure·all promises. However, a ilL;' 

price was exacted for such cures. In the absence of a requirement i1;:' 
contents be printed on the label, many an unsuspecting person Deca:: .. 
addictcd without ever knowing the medicine that worked so \\'ell c. : 
tained dangerous narcotics. H 

Thus, careless prescription, incessallt dispensation and hidden distr; 
butien of harmful drugs, the addictive effects of which were unkn()l\ ': 
until too late, fostered a large addict population which continued {. 
increase in the early twentieth century. The increase in narcoril" 
consumption, and therefore addiction, is well illustrated by the i:lI:: 
that 628,177 pounds of 6piates were brought into this country in 19l1l', 
three times the ~'11ount imported thirty years earlier.'s Government:: 
and medical default explains the innocent nature of nineteenth cenrur: 
narcotics addiction and therefore its predominantly middle-class, nation· 
wide character. 

Not all addiction was accidental and private. It has been suggcstcJ 
that both medical knowledge and governmental regulation occurred 
only when each narcotic drug achieved a significant degree of "street" 
use. OUf research supports this thesis, especially when "street" usc i, 
identified with the poor and with racial minorities. For example. 
opium, the drug first determined addictive and first identified with 
"pleasure" use, was the earliest prohibited. Legislation was first passed 
in the west coast states with newly immigrated Chinese popUlations 
among whom its use' was prevalent. Heroin early achieved a wide· . 
spread nonmedical or "street" use, especially in large urban centers 
among lower-class males.4G -

.a Drill, Recurrent P.ttCTnJ in tbe History of Drug Dependence and Some !nterpret.t-
fitms, in DRees AND YOI .. 'TH 18 O. Whittcnborn ed. 1969). . 

48 TEaay & PELLEN& 76-82. 

~S .. S. ADAMS, THE GaEAT AM£!lICAN FIAlID (\913). 
4S TEaRY .I< PnLDIS +4. 
'0 !d. at 8+87. 
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:-';l!\'erthcless, addiction, even to opium,n was predominantly invol
IlIlrary until 1900. Professional attention was not focused directly on 
'street" use until after two developments had significantly reduced the 
'"lssibility of medical addiction. First, the passage of the Pure Food 
1.1hi D1Ug Act48 in 1906 led to the demise of the patent medicine indus
rr~', one of the primary causes of medical addiction. The labelling 
:'cquirements of the Act, coupled with the .later regulation of the pro
,Iucrion and distribution of the opiates, protected the public from the 
.I.lIlgers of ignorance and virtually put the patent medicine industry 
uti[ of Imsiness.'o Second, the disc.overy of new nonaddictive pain killers 
.\lll! anesthetics reduced the likelihood of post-operative addiction since. 
physicians no longer needed to rely so heavily on morphine and opium 
preparations to reduce and control pain. • 

2. State Legislatwe Response Before 1914 

Although many states regulated narcotics indirectly through their 
general "poison laws" before 1870,lIC the first anti-narcotics legislation 
did not appear until the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Most of 
rhe early legislation focused primarily on crime prevention~l and public 
education regarding the dangers of drug use.52 The spread of opium
smoking, especially in the western statts with high oriental populations,~' 
provoked legislation in eighteen states between 1877 and 1911 designed 

i7 See H. KAN>:, OPIUM-SMOKING IN AMEN':" AND' CHINA (1882), in which the author 
supportS the contention that hI' approxim1 tell' 1890 n.rcotic addiction had becume 
widespread :unonll" the respectahle and pre (essiona! c1""es. He sr.tes: 

The practice {opium smoking] spread "pidly and quietly among this class of 
gamblers and prostitutes until the laner part of 1875, at which time the authorities 
became cognizant of the face, and finding, upon investig.tion, that many women 
a~~ young girls, as also young men of respectable family, werr.})~ing induced to 
VISit the dens. . • • . 

Quoted in TElUty &. PELLENS 73. 
48 Ch. 3915, 34 Scat. 768 (1906). 
;0 "The peak of the patent medicine industry was reached just prior to the passage 

of the fedeul Pure Food and Drug Act in 1906." TEJUty &. P£ULNS 75. 
50 U.S. TP£.'.sIJRY DEl"T, STATE LAws RELATING TO THE CoNTROL OF NARCOTIC DRUCJS 

...... D mE TREATMENT OF DaUG AooicnoN 1 (1931) [hereinafter cited a5 STATE LAwsl. 
51 The first drug legislation enaceed in eight states outlawed the administeri':8 of •. 

narcotic drug to any person with the intent to facilitate the commission of • ;Mony. 
These states were California (1872), Id.ho (1881), New York (1897), Nonh O~kot1 
(1881), Pennsylvania (1901), South Dakota (1883), Utah (1876) and Wisconsin (1901). 
ld. at 1-2. 

62 TwentY-two states made such legislation their first laws concerning the drug. 
ptohlem. Id. at 2. 

:laid. at 3-4. 
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to eradicate the practice either by preventing the operation.of upin; 
dens or by punishing the smoking of opium altogether.5' As the lllhk 
rive qualities of opium, cocaine, morphine and later heroin hee.III., 
known, primarily through observation of "street" use, concerned ph~. 
sicians finally began to agitate for stricter regulation than that pr,,
vided by the "poison laws," even though such laws included opium ;1I11! 

cocaine. Nevada enacted the first law prohibiting the retail salc IIi 
opiatcs for nonmedical purposes in 1B77.55 In 1BB7, Oregon pro:)ibir~.! 
salc of cocaine without a prescription,oo and seven ~tates followcd ~1I:! 
by the turn of the century,07 as did thirty-nine more by 1914."8 Hem
ever, only twenty-nine states had included opiates in their prohibitiOl1;lf~ 
legislation by 1914.58 

With the" exceptio!l of the Oregon scheme,ClU nineteenth century n;\r· 
coric laws did not attempt to restrict or prohibit possession of narcotics. 
and were directed solely at distribution and sale. By 1913, only si\ 
states had prohibited the mere possession of restricted drugs by UI1:lU· 

thorized persons.61 Three additi,;mal states prohibited possession wirh 
intent illegally to dispense such drugs. e2 

3. Watersheii: The Passage of the Harrison Act 

The first national legislation designed to regulate narcotics distribution. 
the 1909 "Act to Prohibit Importation and Use of Opium," G3 barred 
the importation of opium at other than specified ports and for other 
than medicinal use. The law further required the keeping of import 

Il4States with such legislation were Arizona (1883), California (l88!) , GeorgiJ 
(1895), Idaho (1887), Maryland (l88~), Missouri (J911), Mont.n. (1880. Ne,'cdJ 
(1677), New Mexico (1887), North llikot. (1879), Ohio (1885), Pennsylvania (1883). 
South Dakota (1879), Utah (1880), Wisconsin (1891) and Wyoming (lB82). SeC' ;,i., 
pt.lll • 

• old. ~t S. 
oSld. at J, 251, 
.7 Arizona (1899), Arklnsas (1899), Colorado (1897). Illinois (1897), Mississippi 

\1900), Montana (ls89) and New York (1893). Id., pt. III. 
'BSee id. 
,old. 
00 Id •• t 251. 
61 Calitcrnia (1909). Maine (1887), South Carolina (1911), Tennessee (1913), West 

Virginia (1911) and Wyoming (1903). Id., pt. IlL 
&2 "'Iuyl.nd (1912), Ohio (1913) and Virginia (1908). Id. 
ea Act of Feb. 9, 1909, ch. 100, 35 Stat. 614, /U "7IIended, 21 U.s.C. 5 173 (1964). 

This .ct was revised by Act of Jan. 17, 1914, ch. 9, 38 SUt. :75, in" the same wave of 
relonn that produced the Harrison Act. 
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m:ords. The main force behind the passage of this statute was a desire 
[I' bring the United States into line with other nations that had signed 
1!l[~rna[ional conventions against the use of the drug.o~ However, as 
,[;1[e . anti-narcotics legislation began to take on crusade proportions, 
pressure was generated for federal regulation. of the importation of 
,'pium for medicinal purposes and of the interstate trade in cocaine, 
morphine and heroin. Consequently, the Harrison Act, until this year 
the foundation of federal law controlling narcotic drugs, was passed in 
191+.65 

The Harrison Act, a taxing measure, required registration and pay
lIlent of an occupational tax by all persons who imported, produced, 
Jcalt in, sold or gave away opium, cocaine or their derivatives. The Act 
required all legitimate handlers of these narcotics to file returns setting 
lurch in detail their use of the drugs. Each legitimate handler was re
'juired to use a special order form in making any transfer of narcotics. 
Since the Act also provided that only legitimate users could register 
,1lld no one but a registered user could obtain the specified form, any 
transfer by an illegitimate user was a violation of the _\ct. For those 
jailing to comply with its registration requirements, the original Harri
son Act provided penalties of not more than $2,000 in fines or more 
than five years imprisonment, or both. 

The passage of the Harrison _-\ct was the culmination of increasing 
concern in the medical professionoo about the freedom with which 
physicians prescribed and druggists dispensed addictive drugs, primarily 
morphine and heroin. During the period of little or no regulation, the 
innocent addiCts were regarded as victims of an unfortunate sickness 
in need of treatment; usually they could find a friendly physician or 
druggist willing to sustain their habits. The passage of the Harrison 
.\ct. however, by imposing a stamp of illegitimacy on most narcotics 
use, fostered an image previously associated primarily with opium
that of the degenerate dope fiend with immoral proclivities. As the 
regulation of physicians and dmggists became more stringent, especially 
after the Supreme Court held that prevention of withdrawal was not 
a legitimate medical use that justified ~. prescription to an unregistered 

tlf Hearings on tbe Importation anti Use of Opium Before tbe House COlmll. on W.)·J 
omd Means, 61st Cong. 2d Sess. parsn" (1910). 
~'38 Stat. 785. (1914), as a71/wded. 26 U.S.C.I! 4701-36 119M). 

It See, e.g., Stmley. mpra note 3'), at 587; Fixes Blame for Dope Fi""J Ev;I, Roston 
Her:tld. Jon. S, 1917; .' 
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person,G7 this image fulfilled itself. AI! addicts, whether accidcllt.1i 
pleasure-seeking, were shut off from their supply and had to turn lIll'!,' 
ground to purchase the drugs. Inflated underground prices Ortell p~ 
yoked criminal activity and this activity in turn evoked in the puiJi:,' 
moral responsc, cementing the link between iniquity nnd drug add" 
tion.es . 

The early clinical experiments dealing with narcotics addiction \\t. 

inevitable victims of enforcement of the Act.es The concept that up,k: 
lay the clinical effort-that addiction was a medical problem to be II. ::. 
with by sustaining the addict cheaply while trying to induce !!"l:" 
withdrawal-was antithetical to the attitude provoking the criminal t':.;, 

Mcation of unlawful possessors of narcotic drugs.70 Clinics wcre n 
in such cities as New York, Shreveport and Jacksonville,?' but by J"~' 
all were closed, thus removing stil!- another legitimate source of SUP!"; 
for the addict. Again, the crimes committed to enable these people t, 

tap the illicit sources increased public hysteria and misunderstalldill~ 
about the link be~een the oputes and crime.72 

e7Webb v. United States, 249 U.S. 96 (1919). 
6B See Weber, Drugs a7ld Crime, +4 AliA. REP. 527 (1919). Kolb, Factors Tbat HJ". 

I"jllumced tb. Mll7IIlgemmt lIud Treatment of Drug Addicts, in NA;tCOTIC DRl:G ,\1-

DlCTlON PMOLEMS 23, 26 (R. Livingston cd. 1958) states: 
Another result of the physicians' resignation to pressure was that addicts to Ih, 

opiates began to commit petry crimes ill order ro secure the drugs which caul.: 
prevent their suffering. These inevit.ble law,induced crime. gre:nly accontuore.! 
the general public belief, that opiates had some inherent sinister property \\ hid' • 
could change nonnal people into moral perverts and criminals. 

See gen ... ally T. DuSTER, THE LEGISLAnON OF MORALITY 3-28 (1970). 
C1lSee generally A. Ln'D£SMITH, supra note 31, at 135-61; King, Narcotic Drug La,;:, 

and E7Iforcenrent Policies, 22 LAW & Co~P. :':--"00. 113, 124-26 (1957); King, TI:,' 
Narcotics Bureau a7ld tb~ Harrison Act, 62 YALE L.J. 736 (1953); Note, Nnrcolh .. 
ReguJaliU71, 62 YAtL L.J. 7SI, 784-87 (1953). 

70 Fo •• savage attack on the clinic system by • wdl-known supporter of the loll' 
enforcement model of the P'rrison Act, sec Stanley, NIlf'CDtic Drugs and Cri",e, 12 J. 
CalM. L. I< CalM1NOLOOY (192I). 

71 Lindesmith reports thlt for; brief period of time from 1919 to 1923 some fort)' 
clinic. of ,his type existed in the Unite.d States. A. LIND£SMtTH, supra note 31, at 136. 

12 The closing of the New York Oinic in 1919 was an especially potent factor 
in promoting hysteria about heroin. More than 7,400 addicts, .bou~ 90 percent of 
whom were users of heroin, were thrown on the streers of the ciry. Driven to 
commit crimes, including those of narcotic violations, many of these addicts wcre 
arrested. The increased number of arrests was widely interpreted 2S an indicltion 
of moral dot.rioration due to narcotics instead of evidence of maladministnltion of 
what could have been a useful low. There were, of course, physicians who dis· 
scored both .s to the wisdom of closing the clinics and a. to me hannful effect 
of the drugs. Many of those who persisted in helping their patients were arrested. 

Kolb, srlpra note 68, a' 27. 
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In addition to rc~efining the public conc,eption of narcotic addiction 
::1 J way that would not be seriously challenged for half a century, the 
I Ltrrison Act also provided a strange model for the administration of 
~:.ln;urics laws which would significantly affect future developments. 
Dr;lired as a tax: law rather than an outright criminal statute, the Act 
',< ;IS intended to do indirectly what Congress believed it could not do 
.hrccrly-regulate possession, and sale of the opiates. Indeed, congres
,illnal caution was justified. A five-to-four decision by the Supreme 
Court in the 1903 Lottery Case73 suggested what later became fact-the 
Cuurr, as self-appointed arbiter of the federal system, would plant the 
:cnth amenc!'l!ent in the path of congressional regulatioll of "local" 
.1([:1irs. That direer regulation of medical practice was indeed considered 
;lcyond congressional power under the ·commerce clause is clearly in
.lic:lrcd in contemporary opinions. First, in irs 1918 decision in Hammer 
~', Dagenbart,H the COUrt held the Child Labor Act unconstitutional. 
:-iccond, the Court ultimately upheld the Harrison Act as a valid exer
cise of tbe taxing power7~ only by a five-to-four margin. Finally, there 
I, some fairly explicit language about congressional regulation of medi
c31 practice in subsequent Harrison Act opinions.T8 

This indirect regulaJion of narcotics traffic under the pretext of rais
ing revenue had a number of significant consequences. First, since the 
Act could not penalize users or addiction directly, there was an imme
.fiate need for complementary residual state legislation in order to deal 
effectively with the drug problem. Second, the enforcement of the 

.. " 188 U.S. 321 (1903). 
:i.247 U.s. lSi (1918). 

1. United States v. Doremus, 249 U.s. 86 (1919). The four dissenters asserted that 
"[he statute was a mere attempt by Congress to exert: a power not delegated, that ill, 
·h. reserved police power of the Stotl$." Id. at 95. Ie is interesting to note, however, 
[hat a subsequent congressional attempt to regulate child labor through the taxing 
power was alsi> involidated. Bailey v. Drexel Furnimte Co., 259 U.s. 20 (922). 

16 Justice McReynolds stated for the Court in Linder .v. United Statts, 268 U.s. S, 19 
(1925): 

Obviously, direct control of medical practice in the St2tcs is beyond the power 
of the Federal Government. lncidentol regulation of such practice by Congress 
through a paing act cannot extend to matters plainly inappropriate and 00-. 

necessary to reasQllable enforcement of a revenue measure. 
The Court also held that the Harrison Act did not apply to lIlere pO!iS<:ssion of 

opium. In reaching this conclusion the Court pointed OUt that any congressional 
attempt to punis~' as a crime possession of any article produced in a st.te would raise 
the gravest qllestioos of power. United States v. Jin Fuey May, 241 U.s. 394, 101 
(1916). 
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Act was necessarily assigned to the Internal Revenue Sen' icc in lh, 
Treasury Department. 

The first enforcement agenc,- for the Harrison Act was the :"\" 
co tics Division of the Prohibition Unit of the Internal Revenue Sen'", 
created in 1920.7; This division was incorporated in the Prohibit;,· 
Bureau which was created in 1927.78 In 1930, the enforcement of lit, 

narcotics laws was severed from the Bureau of Prohibition and N;I:, 

lished as the separate Bureau of Narcotics in the Treasury Departlll~nl. 
The existence of this separate agency anxious to fulfill its role as CrU5:1"c~ 
against the evils of narcotics has done as much as any single factor t. 

influence the course of drug regulation from 1930 to 1970.80 Althott~:: 
, the impact of the Bureau on the passage of the Uniform Narcotic Drtt;: 
Act and the Marihuana Tax Act 'will be explained in detail in suL~~· 
quent sections, it is important here to note that the existence of a sep 
arate bureau having responsibility only for narcotics enforcement and 
for educating the public on drug problems inevitably led to a particu
larly prosecutorial view of the narcotics addict. Moreover, this creatiun 
of the Bureau separate from the newly created FBI in the Justice Dc
partment unnecessarily bifurcated federal law enforcement operations 
in this area. 

C. The Judicial Role and the Constitutional Framework: 
The Police Power and Intoxicant Prohibiti011 to 1920 

It is not novel to suggest that the fate of contemporary constitu
tional challenges to marijuana prohibition depends in part on a judicial 
reading of public opinion as well as on the availability of a constitutional 
peg on which to hang an "activist" judicial inquiry. Since conrextual 
pressure and analytical conflict were also central elements of the judicial 
response to alcohol and narcotics prohibition between 1850 and 1920,it 
is worthwhile to trace that response. 

As' in today's court battles over marijuana laws, the clash then was 
between two polar constitutional concepts-the police powers of the 
state and allegedly "fundamental" personal constitutional rights. The 

'11 Schmeckebier, The Bureau of Prohibition, in BaoolUNcs INST. FOR GOV'T R.tsEAllaI. 
SDoVIc& MONOGlIAPH No. 57, at 143 (1929). 

18 An Act to Create a Bureoa of Customs and = Bureau of Prohibition in the De
pamnent of the Treasury, ch. 348, 44 Stat. 1381 (1927). 

79 Act of June 14, 1930, eh. 488,46 Stat. 585. 
8Q Su generally King, The Narcotics Bureau md the H"';1071 Act, 62 YAI.E L.J. 736 

(1953). 
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l'Ollfiir:t opened on state constitutional grounds and was continued in the 
IT;llm of the fourteenth amendment. On the issues of alcohol and "hard" 
Ilarcotics, the police power was triumphant. In the light of the compari
,0115 drawn in current constitutional arguments among marijuana. al
cllhlll and narcotics, an inquiry into the long struggle is informath·e. 

1. I'b.7JC 01le: Prohibition of Sak and Manufacture of Alcohol 

During the first wave of prohibitionist legislation in the 185 D's, thirtccn 
Hatcs outlawed manufactureS1 and sale of intoxicating beverages.1e! The 
tonstitutionalitr of such laws under the commerce clause of rhe fed
eml Constitution had been presaged in the License Cases"" in 1847, where 
ill si:-..: separate opinions the Supreme Court upheld l\IassachusetrS, Kew 
llalllpshire and Rhode Island laws regulating wholesale and retail sales 
of liquor. Cluef Justice Taney's famous dictum stared: 

And if any State deems the retail and internal traffic in ardent spirits 
injurious to its citizens, and calculated to produce idleness, vice, or 
d~bauchery, I see nothing in the constitution of the United States to 
prevent it from reguhlting and restraining the traffic,. or from pro
hibiting it altogether, if it thinks proper. a. 

Armed with trus pronouncement, the'courts of eight states rebuffed 
challenges under their own constitutions.80 Some of these decisions gave 
scant attention to the constitutional argument but simply defined the 
police power in broad terms flO and perhaps cited the Taney dicrum.87 

81 The primary objective of prohibitionary legislation was to suppress all traffic in 
intoxicating beverages. Accordingly, most states prohibited both manufacture and 
sal •. However, New Hampshire's low, in effect from 18H through 1903, forbade only 
s..1e. 

62 Sixteen stateS passed prohibitionary legislation (or the whole territory of the stare. 
However, twelve of them had repealed thu legislation by 1903, and a thin.coth, Maine, 
had repealed its stamte before 1884 when prohibition was embodied in a constitutional 
amendment. E. FIlEt/NO, POL/CE Pawn i02, 203 (1904). 

~~.f6 U.s. (S How.) 504 (1847). 
54 Id. at 577. 
BG State v. Paul,S R.I. 185 (1858); State v. Wheeler, 1S Conn. 290 (1856); State v. 

Allmond, 7 Del. 612 (1856); People v. Gallagher, 4· Mich. 244 (1856); Sanw v. State, 
2 Iowa 1M (18SS); Lincoln v. Smith, 27 Vr. 328 (1855); People II. Hawley, 3 Mich. 
3)0 (l8H); CommonwC2lth v. Kendall, 66 Mass, (12 Cush.) 414 (185); Jones v. People,' 
14 Ill. 196 (1852). 

81 State v. Paul, 5 R.I. 185 (1858); Conunonwealth \'. Kendall, 66 Mass. (12 Cush.) 414 
(11153); Jones v. People, 14 Ill. 196 (l8S2). 

BY State v. Wheel.r, 25 Conn. 290 (1856); State v. Allmond, 7 Del. 612 (1856); Santo 
'V. State, 2 Iowa 165 (l8SS); Lincoln v. Smith, 21 Vt. 328 (l8SS). 
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Howlevei, the rationale and rhetoric of those decisions squarely rejcctill~ 
the constitutional objections merit a detailed comparison with [holt ,;:' 
two decisions, in New YorkSJI and Indiana,s. declaring the statutes void. 

Even the opponents of the laws acknowledged the potential pUt.lil' 
evils of intemperancel)(J-crime, pauperism and vice-the eradication "I 
which was the objective of prohibitionary legislation. Yet they arglild 
that the means employed to accomplish this end-prevention of sak
was beyond the police power. Alcohol had admittedly beneficial USc~'" 
2nd was harmful only when abused.!2 In order to eliminate it frolll 

channels of commerce, thereby depriving its owners of a fundamenr:t1 
incident of ownership-the right to sell·3-a more pernicious character 
had to be shown.·' Accordingly, the public benefit did not justify the 

88 WY,nehamer v. People, 13 N.Y. 378 (1856). 

U Beebe v. State, 6 Ind. 501 (18SS). 

110 Di5SCnting in People v. GaU.gher, ~ Mich. 244 (1856), Justice Pratt noted: "Th .. 
inttmpcr:lllCe is 2 great evil, no sme man can doubt." Jd. ~t 284. The Iowa cn\1rt 

asserted: 
There is no statistiCal or economical proposition better established, nor one tU 

which a more general assent is given by reading .nd intelligent minds, than this. 
that the use of intoxicating liquors as I drink, is the cause of more w."" 
pauperism, suffering, crime and public expense, than any other cause-and perhaps 
it should be nid, than D/I other causes combined. 

Santo v. State, 2 Iowa 165, 190 (1855). ' 

91 Dissenting in People v. GaU.gher, ~ Mich. 244 (1856), Justice Pratt stated: 
"Spiritous liquors arc necessary in the prosecution of many of the most valuable am. 
as well as for mechonicd, manufacturing and medicinal purposes." Id. at 260. 

e2 The Indiana COUrt noted "as a matter of general knowledge ••. that the use of 
beer &c. as a bevenge, is not necessarily hurtful, any more than the use of lemonau. 
or icc cream, • • • It is the abuse, and not the use, of all these beverages that is hurtful:' 
Beebe v. State, 6 Ind. SOl, 519-20 (18SS). 

ill Justice Pnrt reasoned: 
Uquors, then, whether produced by ferment.tion or distillation, do legally consti
rute property of use and volue; and the owner of this species of personal 
property, when lawfully acquired, is, upon every principle, ••• entided to the 
possession and use of it. This legally includes the right of keeping, selling or 
giving it aW,ay, as the owner may deem proper. This is a n.rural primary right 
incident to ownership • • •• 

People v. Gallagher, .. Mich. 244, 263 (1856); Dccord, Wynehamer v.People, 13 KY. 
178, 396-98 (1856) (Comstock, ].). 

H Said the Indiana Court: 
ITJhe legislature enacted the law in question upon the OS>\lIJlption that the 
manufacrure and ... Ie of beer .•• were necessarily destructive to the CQftUIIunitY, 
and in acting upon that o.ssumption, in our judgment, has unwarrantably invaded 
the right to private property. and its use IS • beverage and article of traffic • 

• • . \V c repeat, the manufacture and ""Ie and use' of liquors are not necesnrily 
hurtful, and Ibis lb. Courl bar II rigbt 10 judiciIJl/y inquire inlO and act upon in 
deciding upon the validity of the law in question-in deciding •.• whether it is 
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restriction of private rights. The criminalization of sale of alcohol bev
erages constituted a deprivation of "property" without due processjo. 
"r. f:liling that, it constituted an infringement of the inalienable right of 
life. liuerty and the pursuit of happiness rooted in the precepts of natural 
justice that the people reserved to themselves when they entered ir.«;o 
the social compact.06 New York, in Wynehamer v. People,OT accepteCl 
the due process argument, at least with respect to alcohol lawfully ac
<]l1ired, and Indiana endorsed the inalienable rights argument in Bel!be v. 
State.D8 

The virtues of judicial restraint were vehemently defended in the 
decisions rejecting these arguments: The courts uniformly refused to 
iJitcrfere with the discretionary exercise of the pGlic;:e power in the ab
sence of a specific constitutional prohibition. The Vermont Supreme 
Coure view was typical: 

The legislature in passing the Jaw in question doubtless supposed that 
the traffic and drinking of intoxicatipg liquors went hand in hand •.. 
and that by cutting off the one, the other would also fall with it. 
Whether the drinking of intoxicating liquors tends to produce intem
perance and whether [,he intemperance is a gangrene, tending to corrupt 

an indirecr invasion of a right ~ecured to the citizen by the Con,titution. 
Beebe v. State, 6 Jnd. SOl, 520-21 (laSS) (emphasis 2dded). 

0$ In .Il opinion often cited as the lim to invoke the substanth'c construction of 
"due process of law," Judge Comstock in Wyneh:uner v, People, 13 N,Y. 378, 39i-93. 
398 (856), stated: , 

To say ••• thar "the law of the land" or "due process of law". may mean the 
very act of legislation which deprive~ the citizen of his rights, privileges or 
property, leads to a ~imple absurdity. The ConstituTion would then mean, that 
no person shall he deprived of his property or rights unless the legisl2ture 
shall pass a law to effectuate the w[ong, and this would be throwing the 
restr:lint emirdy away. The true interpretation of these constirutional phrases is. 
that where rights lire acquired by the ci,izen under ~isting law, there is no 
power in llDY btlln~h of the government to ~ke them away. 

When a Jaw annihilates the value of property, and· strips it of its attributes, 
by which alone it is distinguished :IS property, tne owner is deprived of it 
according to ,he plainest interpretation, and certainly within the spirit of a 
constitutional provision il1teoded e"pressly to shield priv#te rights from the 
exercUe of arbitrary power. 

06 The Indi.n. court held the proltibi,ionat}' legislation in contravention of " 
provision in the st.te constitution decl2ring that "all men are endowed by their 
Cr.ator with cerraln illalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness." Beebe v. State, 6 Ind. SOl, 510 (18SS). Dissenting in People v, Gallagher, 
'4 Mich. 2-44, 2S8 (1856), Justice Pntt conducted an identical nat;ural ri!!hts inquiry 
without the benefit of Thomas Jefferson'S penmanship. 

DT 13 N.Y. 378 (1856). " 
08 6 Ind. SOl (1855). 
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the moral health of the body politic, and to produce misery and tune:1 
ration; and whether the law in question is \Veil calculated to Cut It!: 

or mitigate the evils supposed to flow directly from intempcralH:-, 
and indirectly from the traffic in intoxicating liquors, were quc~ti"n. 
to be settled by the lawmalcing power; and their decision in ;hi. 
respect is final and not to be reviewed by U5.~0 

Under this view, societal self-protecrion, the f.55enCe of the pulic. 
power, is broadly defined.loo So long as the legislature determines tllJt 
the use of alcoholic beverages exerts an adverse effect on public hc.1Ith. 
safety or morals, the courtS may question neither the factual dt:termill~ 
tion nor the means employed to restricr that use. In answer to thL 
argument that the courts have a special obligation to review the rehltiUI\ 
between means and ends where personal liberties are curtailed, rhc~" 
courts disavowed any power "to annul a legislative Act upon higher 
grounds than those of express constitutional restriction," 161 or, after 
assuming for sake of argument the existence of such power, thcy 
declined to exercise it.11l: In tesponse to the argument accepted hy 
Judge Comstock in Wynehamer 'll. New York-that prohibition of 
sale of legally acquired alcohol was a deprivation of property wirh
OUt due process of law-most courts distinguished Wynehamcr .111 

its facts,l°3 held that Ino essential "property" right had been \'iu
lated,lOI or construed "due process" to refer only to due procedur~ 
and not to the "power .•. to create and define an offense." 105 

Two polar conceptions 'of the scope of judicial review clashed (j\'cr 

a subject of intense public interest. The immediate question was settled 
in favor of the constitutionality of prohibiting manufacture and sale ()f 
alcoholic beverages; in fact, the Indiana court itself disavowed its COI\

trary decision in Beebe three years after rendering it. lOB However, the 
jurisprudential dialogue107 had merely begun. Today, Wynehamer is 

, ' ._--'-
!IV Lincoln v. Smith, 27 Vt. 328, 137-38 (l8SS). 
100 See State v. Guerney, 37 Me. 156, 161 (l8H) .. 
I~I St2te v. Allmond. 7 Dd. 612. 639 (1856); see Lincoln v. Smith. !7 Vt. 32B. 338-39 

(18SS). 
102 People v. Gallagher, 4 Mich. 244, 255 (1856); State v. Wheeler, 25 Conn. :90. 

297-98 (1856). 
loa State v. Wheeler. 25 Conn. 290, 297 (1856); State v. Allmond. 7 Del. 612, 642 

(1856). 
lot Sl2te v. Allmond, 7 Del. 612, 692 (1856). 
I~St2te v. Paul, 5 Rl. 195, 197 (1858); Lincoln v. Smith, 27 VI. 328, 360 (18SS). 
lOG Meshmcicr v. State. 11 Ind. 482 Cl85S). 
107 In People v. Gallagher, 4 Mich. 2+<1 (1856), the majority stated: 

The legislature ha, said that . • • no man shall 5.11 liquors to be used aJ • 
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rcgnrded a5 the initial step on the road to the \'cstcd rights conception 
of Jue process. Similarly, Beebe is the philosophical ancestor of all chal
kligC~i to prohibition of intoxicants-alcohol/u~ narcotics and marijuana. 

\ rirh the passage of the fourteenth amendment, rhe Supreme Con,t 
wns called upon to determine wherher prohibitionary exercises of the 
,r:ltC police powers were now limited by federal law. The battle fC)ught 
in the 1850's on state constitutional grounds was refought in the 1870'5 
:1I1d 80's on federal territory-with the same outcome. In a series of 
cases culminating in MugJer v. Kil1lSas,'09 it slowly became settled that 
thc manufacturer or seller of intoxicating liquors had no constitutional 
rights under eirher the privileges and immunities or due process clauses 
rhat could prevent the operation of the police power of the state, re
gardless whether the liquor was bought or manufactured before passage 
of the law or even whether it was manufactured solely foi"personal 
usc.nn 

beverage, because· by $0 doing, he inflicts injury on the public; but, says the 
defendant, irrespective of the evil, this right to sell liquors is a nIl/Wa] rigbt. and 
you Mve no power to pass a law infringing th:lt right. How docs he prove it? 
Not by any adjudged cases; there are none, nor by anytltinB in the c9ltStiruooo ' 
preserving to him this riKht; but it is to be determined by the nature and 
character of tl>e right. . . • [The manner in which the determin2tioo is to be 
made isl a quel'tioo: very suitable and proper for the discussion and deliberation 
of a legislative body, but one which cannot be ememined by this court. 

Id . • t 257. Judge Pratt replied: 
Ii the docuine is true th:lt the legisl#ture can, by the exercise of In implied 

discretiona..'Y power, poss any law nOt expressly inhibited by the constitution, 
then it is cerrmn that a hundred laws may be enacted by tlut body, inndins 
directly legitim.te business putsuics, impairing and tendering wotthless trades 
and occupotions, and destroying the subst.ntial value of private, property to the 
amount of millions of dollars. • • • But who, I ask, believes w.t the legislature 
poss=es the power, or that the people, in their sov=ignty. ever iotended to 
confer on that body such unlimited omnipotence? As appc:u> to me, no Illan 
of reason and reflection can believe it. 

Id. at277-79 (dissenting opinion). 
lQ& Mere possession or consumption of alcohol was not prohibited during (his phase 

of tempetance legislation. Many of the courtS were careful to allude to this feature and 
to 'note that forfeiture could result only from illegal posscssion-poosession with inteot 
to sell in violation of the law. Set, t.g., S2nto v. State, 2 Iowa 165 (18H); Conunonwealth 
v. Kendall, 66 Mass. (1~ Cush.) 414 (1853). 

108 123 U.s. 623 (1887). 

110 In Bmemeyer v. I" ...... 85 ,U.s. (I8 Wall.) 129 (I873). the Supreme COljn; held 
th:lt the prohibition of tr.fflc in intoxicating drinks viOlates no privilege and jmmuility 
of United States citizenship; the Court avoided the question whether alllw prohibiting 
S>.1c of liquor owned before tht law was passed was a dcprivlltion of property without 
due process. Four years later, in Beer Co. v. Massachusetts, 97 U.s. 25 (1817), the, 
Court sust~ined a prohibition law, #gainst a challenge under the obligation of con
tt'acrs clauses but mIl deferred conSideration of the W yneb,,"," question. 'In upholding 
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Thus, as a mattcr uf both statc and federal constitutional I~\\', the 
courtS required no more, and probably less, than that legislation III 
designed to retard a public evil-here paupedsm and crime-anJ I'l 
rationally related to that end. HI Absent a specific constitutional limit t 
tion, it did not concern the courtS that such regulations affronted per 
sonal liberty and pruperry rights. The theoretical justification of itll:1 
dental curtailment of private liberties in the public interest was that 
the legislature must cunduct the balancing; if the balance is unsound. 
rhe law will be repealed.' Indeed, the courts were probably willing- r .. 
indulge that presumption as a practical matter since the passage of thl 
prohibition laws was preceded by vigorous public debate. In fact, thl 
public opinion process did work in reaction to theSe curtailments UJ 

private liberty, and most such laws were subsequendy repealedll2 in 
the ensuing decade . 

.2. Phase Two: Probibition of Sale of Opium 

As noted above, the first prohibitionary narcotics legislation was en-' 
:Icte.d on the west coast in the 1880's in order to prohibit sale and dis
tribution of opium for nonmedical purposes. The racial overtone., 

the $Cizure and forfeiture of liquors belonging to the petitioner, Justice Bradley stated: 
If the public wety or the public morols require the discoll.inu.nce of any monu
facture or traffic, the hand of the legislature cannOt be st:lyed from providin~ 
for its discontinuance, by any incidental inconvenience which individuals or 
corpontions mar suffer. All rights .re held subject to the police power of the 
Sute. 

97 U.s. at 32. 
Finally, in Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S, 623 (1887), WyneblZtlltr was slain. The Coon 

sustained a conviction for selling beer manufactured before the passage of the law, 
The Court even held that, in order to make effective its regulations al!2insr sale, the 
State might forbid manufacture for personal use. Id. at 662. The only constitutional 
inhibitions rem.ming after M.lgl",. emanated fr:!m the commerce power. For a dlsc .... -
sion of the gradual elimination of these restrictions by congressional action, see Safely, 
Growth of.. Stllte Pewer Undtr Federal ConstituJion /0 Regulate Trl1ffic in 17lIoricllling 
l.iquors, 3'1:owA L. BL'l.L. 221, 229-34 (1917).' • 

111 In Mugler, Justice Harlan stated: 
There is no justification for holding that the State, under the guise merely of 
police regulations, is here aiming to deprive the citizen of his constitutional rights. 
, .. If, therefore, a state deems the .bsolute prohibition of the manufacture and 
sale, within her limits, of intoxicating liquors for other than medical, scientiJic. 
and manufacturing purposes, to be m:cessary to the peace ond security of 
society, the courtS cannot, without usurping legislative functions, override tho 
will of the people as thus expressed by their chosen representati\'6. They ha\'e 
nothing to do with the mere policy of legislation. 

J B U.S. at 662. 
11. Sec note 82 supra. 
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"f this legislati::'n were self-consciously llcknowledged by the initial 
()rcgon and Nevada decisioas. Sustaining the conviction of an alien 
ior selling opium in Ex parte Yung Jon,lI' the Oregon district cOlln 
/lored: 

Smoking opium is not our vice, and therefore it may be that thi, 
fegislation proceeds more from a desire to vex and annoy the "Hea- , 
then Clunee" in this respect, than to protect the people from the evil 
habit. But the motives of legislators cannot be the subject of Iudi
cia! investigation for the purpose of affecting the validity of their 
acts.n • 

The opium laws were attacked on precisely the same grounds, as had 
hcen the alcohol prohibition legislation. The Xevada court had n(l 
[rouble in State v. Ah Chew;ll5 it simply cited the License Cases, the 
Delaware decision sustaining prohibition of alcohol sale, and' dis~in
!!uished WYllehamer as holding only that the sale of lawfulJ.y acquired 
propeny could not be prohibited. Within this framewQrP:, the result 
was obvious: 

It is not denied that the indiscriminate use of opium ... tends in a 
much greater degree to demoralize the persons using it, to dull the 
moral senses, to foster vice and produce crime, than the sale of intoxi
cating drinks. If such is its tendency, it should not have unrestrained 
license to-produce such disastrous results .... Under the police power 
. . . in the interest of good morals, the good order and peace of so
ciety, for the prevention of crime, misery and want, the legislature has 
authority to place such restrictions upon sale or disposal of opium as 
will mitigate. if not suppress, its evils to society.ue 

The Oregon court, in the Yung Jon decision five years later, did nor 
take the easy way .out. The court was apparently not disposed to imply 
rfu"t sale of previously owned alcohol and cigarettes could be prohibited. 
and thus reject outright the W ynebamer conception of due proces5;m 
instead it chose to ho1<1 that sale of opium for'nomnedical purposes W;lS 

IQ 28 F. 308 (0. Ore. 1886). The prisoner IUd been con\"icted in ari Oregon ,nun 
and was being heard on petition fOl: habeas corpus. 

u·ld. at 312. 
m 16 Nev. SO (1881). 
Uti id. at 55-56. 
lITThe Supreme COUrt rejected it one year larer in Mugler ,'. Kansa., 123 U.s. 6:3 

(1887). .. 

61-801 0 - 77 • 23 
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not an incident of ownership and, since the law did not prohibit ~'Ilc 
for medical purposes, no property right was deprived. Not as cautio\!, 
as his brethren, Judge Deady irlquired more actively into the nature ", 
opium before upholding the legislation. Whether a legislative :IC[ j, 

"prohibitory" (and by implication whether it violates the due procc" 
clause) "must depend on circumstances, and particularly the chamctcr 
of the article, and the uses and purposes to which it has generally heel! 
applied in the community." 118 He then noted that opium was pri
marily a medicinal drug; that although used in the East for centuries ;I' 

an intoxicant, that use was new in the United States and confined pn
marily to the Chinese; that it was classed as a poison and was less casih 
deteCted than alcoholic intoxication, "which it is said to replace whc;c 
law and custom have made the laner disreputable;" and that its "evil 
effects" were manifest: upon the nervous and digestive systems, re
sembling delirium tremens. Thus, there was no longstanding regard of 
opium as a legitimate article of property except for medical use. Ac
cordingly, 

the act d~s not in effeet pruhibit the disposition of the drug, but 
allows it under such circumstanees, and on such conditions, as will. 
according to the general practice and opinions of the country, prcI'em 
its improper and harmful ~.l1V 

Thus, whatever the judicial propensity to linut the police power in 
the interest of property rights, prohibition of traffic in opium-worse 
than alcohol and confined to aliens-violated no implied or express con
stitutional limitations. 

,. Pbllse Three: Prohibition of Possession of Alcobol to 19]) 

At this stage of constitutional jurisprudence, criminalization of pos-

118 Ex pirrte 'lung Jon, 28 F.lOB,)11 (D.Ol'C. 1886). 
11t Id. In dcfini~ property esrcntially in terms of habim of the communitY, Judie 

Deady wss 1eavioa room for tM ~lIIItucl· rights argument with regard to alcohol and 
IOhocco: 

True, we permit the indiS<.riminatc U'iC of alcohol and tobacco, both of which 
are classed by science IS pois,,"s, and doub:1css destror many lives ,nnu,U),. 
But the people of this country have been accustome,', to the manufacture and 
use of these for man)' generations, Il1Id they lire produced md posusscd under 
Ib" ctnm/um mid loug-standing ;",pres';MI tbllt tbey lITe legitimate arcicles of 
property, which the owner is entitled to dispooe of without any unusual restraint . 
. • . On the other hand, the U$e of opium, otherwise than as this act 3UOWS, as a 
medicine, has but little, if any, place in the experie1lcc DC habits of the people 
of this country, .ave amon@' few aliens. 

14, at 311-12 (."'ph.sis .dded). 

'1 

J 

"1 
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session ur consumption of ;lJcoho.! or narcotics was arguably ;I depriva
tion of property without due process of law. The first wave of prohi
bitiull cases had held only that the right to sell even previously acquired 
liquor was not an essential element of ownership .. They had not held 
that the state could forbid the esse~rial attribute of ownership-the right 
to use. In fact; many courts had expressly noted that alcohol was still 
a legitimate article of property.l2O 

Until 1915 the weight of authority was chat it was beyond the police 
power to prohibit mere possession of alcoholic beverages unless the quan
tiry justifir.d an inference that they were held for ~Ie. A few cases so 
heldi1Z1 many courts so stated in dictum, while holding the laws either 
in conflict with particular constitutional provisions regarding the "sale" 
of liquor122 or in excess of the power of municipal corporations;'23 and 
many contemporary commentators so srated.12< _ 

Although the due process rationale was sometimes employed,l' .• the 
preferred approach WaS "inherent" limitatioil. In his 1904 treatise, Po/ice 
Power, Ernst Freund premised the "inherent" limitlltion of"11oninrer
ference With. purely private conduct not on any inalienable natural 
right but on the requirement that interference be justified on gfounds 
of the p~blic welfare.~26 This and the "practical difficulties of enforce-

lW State "1'. ,'\Theeler, 2S Conn. 290 (1856); Lincoln v. Smith, 27 Vt. 328 (1855); 
Commonwealth v. Kend.U, 66 Mass. (12 Cush.) 414 (J8n). cr. State v. Clarle, 28 N.H. 
176, 181 (854) (ordinance that prohibited using or keeping intoxicating liquors in 
~ny refreshment !:I21oon or rc! .. t2.~~~~----t':.n~-!!n::::cm=hlcl!· sim:t3" it-t,J,t-llliii""-ptuicS:;-TU 
prohibit either rhe use or sale of liquor altogcther~). 

121 E.T pme Wilson, 6 01.1 •• Crim. 4S!, 1111 P. 596 (1911); TitSWorth v. State, 2 
Okla.. Crlm. 268, 101 P. 288 (1909); State ,'. Williams, 146 ~.C. 6J8, 61 S.£. 61 (J9OBl'; 
E.~ parle Brawn, 38 Tex. Crim. 295, 42 S.\V. 554 (1897) (alternative holding). C01TlTa, 
Cohen ,'. State, 7 Ga. App .. ;, 65 S.E. 1096. (1909). h<ley Town Council v. Pegg, 63 
S.C. 98, 41 S.E. 18 (1901). 

12" COIlIOlanwe.lth ,'. Campbell, 133 Ky. 50, 117 S.'V. 383 (1909); Ex parle Brown. 
38 Tex. Crim. 295, 42 S.W. 554 (1897). State v. Gilman, 33 W. Va. 146, 10 S.E. t83 
(1889). 

123 Eidge ,'. Cit)' af lkSS<;l1Ier, 164 Ala. 599, 51 So. 2-16 (1909); SuUi.an ,'. City of 
Oneida. 61 111. 242 (1870. BII' ue T()wn of Selma ,·.Brewer, " Cal. App. 70, 98 P. 61 
(Dist. Ct. App. 1908). 

12, H. BLACK, ·INTOX'c\TISll LIQuoas 50 (1892); ~:. 1'ltECSI>, POJ.lC:£ Pow.:JI ~8~ (1904); 
H. jo>:o:, TIlE LAw REL.~·m;c TO ll'ro>.'lc;.nlSG .LlQUORS § 85 (1910); Rogers, "T.Jf~, 
T.Jb~jy and Liquor": A No,e.on ,IJe Police PO'Wcr, 6 VA. I.. RF.v, 1S6, 174 (J9191. 

l!!r..E.g~ State v. W'Wi.m •• 146 ~.C. 618, 61 S.F..61 (1908). . 
1:101':. FIl£UNO, POl.ICEPowf;it·486 (1904): 

Under these circumstances it seems impossible to speale of ~ constitutional right • 
af private coruumption. There seen .. to be no direct judicial authori!), for <le
cluing private acts exempt from the police power, and .. the urih'ersal tolerance 
with regard to them sh'ould be .scribed to polk)'. Like 3n}' other exercise nf the 

; j 
;'1 
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ment, coupled with the ~onstitutional prohibition of unreason,,"I. 
searches," 121 would sufficiently deter legislative abuse. 

Absent the addition of a natural rights notion, however, this dccl 
sional frame becomes ambivalent on the dispositive question in an adju 
dication questioning such legislative "abuse": Can the me,re "polin" 
of nonintervention with private conduct justify a more rigorous judil:j;!1 
i,nquiry into the relation between the prohibited private acts and til, 
alleged public evil? If it cannot, the constitutional attack on prohibirilll' 
of possession is no stronger than that on prohibition of sale. If it l~lI1. 
is not the judicial role subject to the same charge of usurpation as ir 
would be if the courts employed a pure natural rights approach? 

In any event, when the courts first confronted possession prohibition. 
the rhetoric was varied-due process,us natural rightslU and priliat~ 
libertylOjLbut the approach was the same-a refusal to accept the legis
lative findings as to the relation between private act and public harnt 
and a refusal to defer to the legislative balance of private liberty and 
public need. For example, in one of the leading cases, Commo1l'Weaitb 
v. Campbell,131 the CoUrt of Appeals of Kentucky cited Cooley, J\lill 
and Blackstone for the proposition that 

(ilt is not within the competency of government to invade the privacy 
of the citizen's life and to regulate his conduct in matters in which 
he alone is concerned, or to prohibit him any liberty tile exercise of 
which will not directly injure society.I.' 

.Noting next that defendant was "not charged with having the liquor 
in his possession for the purpose of selling it, or even giving it to another" 
and that "ownership and possession cannot be denied when that owner
ship and possession is not in itself injuri,/us to the public," llIS the court 
concluded that 

r t 1 he right to use liquor for one's own comfort. if the use is without 

police power, control of private conduct would have to justify itself on grounds 
of the public welfare. 

mid. 
I" E.g. Scale v. Williams, 146 N.C. 618,61 S.E.61 (19Ol1). 
IHE.g, Stlte v. Gilman, B W. Va. 146, 10 S.E. 283 (11189). 
110 E.g., Eidge v. City of Beslemer, 164 Ala. S99, 51 So. 246 (1909); Commonwealth 

v. Campbell, m Ky. SO, 117 S.W. 383 (1909). 
III m Ky. SO, 117 S.W. 383 (1909). 
IUld. ar 58,117 S.W. at 38S, (emplwis added). 
181 [d. or 63, 117 S.W. It 387. 
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direct injury to the public, is one of the citizen's natural :tnd inalienable 
rights .... We hold that the police power-vague and wide and unde
fined as it is-has limits . . . .134 

The key to this reasoning, of course, is the court's insistence that the 
miury be direct as measured according to a judicial yardstick. Although 
rhe court devoted little attention to the question, it implicitly rejected 
.Ir!!uments that the only war to exorcize the public evils attending exccs
sil~e use and adequately to enforce prohibitions against sale was to pre
vent any private use at all. The court impliedly held that the posited 
connection, albeit rational, was "remote" or "indirect" or "unreason
able" and therefore entitled to no deference. Uti 

4. Phase Four: Prohibitioll of Possession of NtlTcotics 

This active judicial role in alcohol cases should be compared with 
rhe courts' simultaneous refusals to second-guess legislative "findings" 

IS'ld. 63-64, 117 S.~'. at 387. 

'''~ Similarly. in State v, Gilman, 33 \V. Va. 146. 10 S.E. 283 (1889), the COUrt stated: 
It can hardly be questioned ~hat the risht to poosess property is Ian inalienablel 
right, avd that tha, righc .,mbroces the privilege of a citizen to keep in his pas. 
sessioq property for another. It is not denied that the keeping of property 
which. is injurious to the lives. health. Or comfort of all persons may be pro
hibited under the police power ...• [Ilt mUSt, of course, be within the ran!!e 
of legislative action to deline the mode and manner in which every one lruIy 
so use his own as nOt to injure athen. Bw it does 1/ot fol101D tb41 ~y stlltUte 
erurt:ted ostensibly for tbe pr01Hotilm of these ends is to be accepted I1S a legit;. 
f1Ulte e:JIerciu of tbe poJir:e pO'W~ of the St4le •••• 

The keeping aT liquors in his possession by a person, whether for himself or 
for 2nother, unless he doc. so for the iIIe~1 .ale of it, or for some other improper 
purpose. cao by no possibility injure or :LIfect the health, moM, or safety of the 
public; and. therefore, the statute prohibiting SllCh keeping in possession is not a 
legitimate exe7;tioo of the police power. 

(d. at 148-49, 10 S.E. at 284 lemphasis added); accord, Ex parte Brown. 38 Tex. Cdm, 
!9S.42 S.W. 554(891). 

In Ex parte Wllion, 6 Okl •. Crim. +S1, 119 P. 596 (1911). the court. after quoci,,!! 
extensively' . from Commonwealth 'iJ. Campbell, noted, "The ooly conclusion chat we 
ean legitimately arrive at is that the act in question is not within a reiHo1IIIble exerpse 
of the police powers of the st.",-is uneOll.nturional and ,·oid." 6 Okla. Crim. at 41S. 
119 P. at 606 (emphasis added). Finally, the AI:Ibama Supreme Court stated, in striking 
down a local ordinance prohibiting possession by beverage dealers of alcoholic beverages:' 

[The ordinancel can be justified only. if at 1111. on the ground that it sustains 
some reasonabk rebtion to the prohibition law in the way of preventing evasion. 
of that law by triclr, anilice, or subterfuge under goise of which that law is 
violated. But it has no such relation. It undertaltes to prohibit the keeping in 
any quantity and for any purpose, however innocent. of intosicating liquors an6 
beverages in places which are innocent io themselves. 

Eidge v. City of Bessemer, 164 .~Ia. 599, 606. 51 So. 2<16. 249 (1909). 
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with regard to the crimin:Jlil'.ation of possession of opium. In a series IIi 
cues decided in \Vashington, Oregon and CaIifomia'3• in 1890, I ~'H. 
:lnd 1911 respectively, courts held that the relation between nart'lllle, 
use and public harm was to be drawn by the legislature. 

In answer to the argument, accepted in the alcohol cases, that dc;pir<: 
the absence of explicit constitutional limitations the police power "i 
prohibition was inherently limited to acts which "involve direct and 
immediate injury to another," 131 the courts replied in predictable fash. 
ion: The state may prevent a weak man from doing injury to hill.;df 
if it detemlines that such injury may cause the individual to beco11le :I 

"burden on society;" 138 the state could find that excessive use of opium. 
an active poison, would debase the moral and economic welfare of the 
society by causing ill health, pauperism and insanity;'"" the state could 
find that the potential for and evils attending excessive use demand a 
prohibition also of nondcleterious moderate use."o Accordingly, in the 
words .of the Supreme Court of \Vashington, 

[i] t is for the legislature to place on foot the inquiry as to just in what 
degree the usc is injurious; to collate all the information and to make 
all the needful and necessary alculations. These:u-e questions of fact 
with which the court cannot deal. The constitutionality of laws is 
not thus to be .determined'>" 

116 Ex f>/lru Yun Quong, 159 Cal. 508, 114 P. 835 (J91lJ; Lucie v. Sears, 29 Ore. 
421, 44 P. 693 (l896); Ah Lim v. Territory, I Wash. 156. 24 P. 588 (1890). 

lIT Ah Lim v. Territory, I Wash. 1)6, 163, lot P. 588, 589 (1890). 

I~R If the state concludes that a given hlbit is detrimental to either the moral, 
mental or physical well being of ooe of its citizens to such an extent that it is 
liable to become a bunhen upon society. it has an undoubted right to restt.in 
the citizen from the commisdon oi that .ct; and fait and equitable consideration 
of the rights oi other citizens malee it not only its right, but its duo)', to restrain 
him. 

Id. II: 164, 24 P. It 590; "cord, Ex p.ne Yon Quong, 159 Cal. 508, SIS, IH P. 835, 837 
(1911); Luck v. Sean, 29 Or;:. 421, 426, 44 P. 693, 694 (l896). 
lit Ex pm, Yun Quong, IS9 Cal. 508, SIS, 114 P. 8lS, 837 '(1911); Lucie v. Seus, 

29 Ono. 421,425. +4 P.693, 694 (1196). 
1«1 But it is urged • • • that I moderate use of opium • • . is not deleterious and 

consequently Clnnot be prohibited. "'0 answer that this is a question of fact 
which can ooly be inquired into by the leaislature. • 

Ah Lim v. Tcrtitory, ~ Wash. IS6, 164, 24 P. 588, 590 (1890). TM dissent argued 
that moderate we by some could not be punished to pnovent exc~ve nse b)' tKhers. 
/d. at 172·74, H P. at 592-93. 
, Wid. at 165, 24 P. It 590. 

rWlhcther [opium's] natUn and character is such th.t fot me protection « 
the public its poo;essjon by unauthorized penom should be prolu'bin:d is • qaeJ-
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The California court had more difficulty with the argument that 
punishment of possession of alcohol had been held beyond the police 
p"wcr. Despite its rhetoric regarding the wide bounds of legislative 
i:1cr-finding, the court actually made its own determination that public 
injury from private abuse was more likely with narcotics than alcohol. 
The lower court had said so overtly: 

Bur liquor is used daiiy in this and other countries 3S a beverage, mod. 
~ratc\y and without harm, by countless thousands ... j whereas it ap
pears there is no such thing as moderation in the use of Qpium. Once 
the habit is formed the desire for it is insatiable, and its u.;e is invariabh' 
disastrous. 142 • 

The California Supreme Court shied away: 

\Ve do not understand this to have been intended to declare an es
tablished or conceded fact. So interpreted, the expression would be, 
perhaps unduly sweeping. But the validity of legislation which would 
be necessary or proper under a given statl! of facts does not depend 
upon the actual existence of the supposed facts. It is enough if the 
law-making body may rationally believe such facts to be established. 
If the belief that the use of opium, once begun, almost inevitably leads 
to excess may be entertained by reasonable men-and we do not doubt 
that it may-such beli~f affords a sufficient justification for applying 
to opium restrictions which might be unduly burdensome in the case 
of other substances, as, for example, ·intoxicating liquors, the lISe of 
whicb may jzirly be Tegarded as less dll71gerrJus to their ruers or to 
the -public,HS 

What the cOurt said is unobjectionable. What it did not say, how
ever, is significant. This reasoning implies that if the legislature should 
determine that the potencial for excessive use of alcohol-and conse
quently for the public evils of pauperism, crime and insanity-is great 
enough to prohibit all use, that judgment would have to stand. Prob
ably not intending so to suggest, the court really held that it thought 
thac opium use was more likely adversely to affect the public welfar~ 

tion of fact and of public Policy, which belongs to the legislative dcparunent 
to dctennine. 

Luck \'. Sears, 29 Ore. 421, 426, 44 P. 693, b~ (tH96). 
142Ex parte Yun Quong, 159 c..t. 508, 514, 114 P. 835, 838 (1911) (quoting lower 

CQUrt opinion) (citations omitted). 
1f31d. at 515, 114 P. at 838 (emphasis added). 
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dun alcohol use; accordingly, paternal criminal legislation was "rea~"n
able" in the former case and not in the latter. even though they Werl 

identically "indirect." It helped, perhaps, that the legislature was 11'" 
telling the judge and his white, middle-class colleagues th:lt 11.>< .. 

shouldn't smoke opium, and that the objective was merely to prc\'cll\ 
a few "Heathen Chinee" from hurting themselves through their stupid 
ity and from spreading their nasty habit to the whites,u' 

The only astounding thing about the upium possession cases is thaI 
there was at least one dissenting opinion. In the Washington <::lSC. 

Ab Lim v. Territory,!" Judge Scott, for himself and another judge. 
insisted on either a more conclusive demonsttation that the pri\'atc ac; 
of smoking opium "directly and clearly affected the public in some man
ner" or a more narrowly drawn statute. He catalogued the alleged 
public justifications: 

That smoking or inhaling opium injures the health of the individual. 
and in this way weakens the state; that it tends to the increase of pau
perism. That it destroys the moral sentiment and leads to the commi>
sion of crime. In other words, that it has an injurious effect upon the 
individual, and, consequcndy, results indirectly in an injury to th" 
community.!" 

After noting the insufficiency of all of the justifications including the 
argument that the moderate desires of some must be sacrificed to prevent 
abuse by others, U1 the judge concluded: 

[The Act] is altogether tOO sweeping in its tcnns. I make no ques
tion but that the habit of smoking opium may be repulsive and de
grading. That its effect would be to shatter the nerves and destroy 
the intellect; and that it may tend to the increase of pauperism and 
crime. But there is a vast difference between the commission of a 
single let, and a confirmed habit. There is :l distinction to be recog
nized between the use and abuse of any article or substance .... If this 

144 "It must be conceded that its indiscriminate use would ru,,'e • very del.terious 
and debasing effect upon our nee .... " Id. at 514, 114 P. at 838. 

H51 W:uh. 156,24 P. 588 (1890). 
1461d, at 168. 24 P. at 591. 
141 tndividU21 desires are too sacred to be ruthleosly ,iol.ted where only Qets are 

im'oh'ed .. , which do not c1earl~' r'-'SUlt in .11 injury to society. 'unless, possibly. 
thus rend.red DCcaury in order to prevent othen from like actions which to 
them are injurious. 

'd. at 173, 24 P. at 592. He concluded. hawevcr. that the sutute ..... too broad and 
thar this question need not be .n:acbed. 

, 
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act must be held valid it is hard to conceive of any legislative action 
affecting the pcn;oo21 conduct, or privileges of the)ndividual citizen. 
that must not be· upheld. . . . The p.rohibited lICt cannot affect the 
public in any way except through the primary pcn;onal injury to the 
individual, if it occasions him any injury. It looks like a new and 
extreme step under our government in the field of legislation, if it 
really was passed for any of the purposes upon which that character 
of legislation can be sustained, if at all.ItS 

The sanctity of "the personal conduct or privileges of the individual 
citizen" had suffered its first blow. The knockout was onl" a few 
rounds away. . 

i. Pbase Five: Prohihitum Of Possession of Alcohol After 1111) 

The year 1915 was the watershed year for prohibitionists inth~ courts. 
By 1913, the tide had finally turned in the state legislatures, many of 
which prohibited possession of more than :I certain quantity of alcoholic 
beverages. The first of these statutes to reach the couns was that of 
Alabama in Southern Express CQ. 'II. Wbittle.uo 

Overruling its earlier decision in Eidge 'V. City of Besse111er,11lO one of 
the leading cases during the earlier phase, the Alabama coun swept away 
ali restraints on the police power, So long as the legislation was directed 
at Some legitimate purpose and was not arbitraty, the courr should not 
in'Cerfere.l5l Whether ur not the Supreme Court had so intended, the 
Alabama coun, like other state courts, relied heavily on Justice Harlan's 
opinion in Mugler '1>. Kansas,m and gave its legislature a blank check 
when exercising police powers: 

If the right of common law to manufacture an intoxicating liquor for 
one's own personal usc, Qut of one's own materials by the application 
of one's OWfl pe~nal effort, may be forbidden by appropriate legisla
tion under the police power, as was expressly ruled in Mugler 'II. KI11l-

1481d. at 174-75, 24 P. at 593. 
lU 194 Ala. <f06, 69 So. 652 (1915,. 
l~ 164 Ala. 599, 51 So. 246 (1909). 
111 It is the peculW: function of the lawma~ to :asc:eruin and to determine when 

the welfare -of tbe people requires the exercise of tbe sate's police powcn;,' and 
whu are appropriate measures to that end, ml>ject only to the power and 
authority of the courtS to sec, when ISIU!cd to the requisite ceminry, that th~ 
meaures of polic:c 10 2doptcd do "ot ubitruily violate rights protected by the 
ocpnic laWs. 

194 Ala. at 421, 69 So. at 656. 
1!I2123U.5. 623 (1887), flI!DteJ ill 194 Ala. It 421-33. 69 So. at 659-60. 
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SM , •• , it cannot,:oe logically or soundly asserted that the receipt fir 
possession of more than a specified quantity at one time may nll[ I,e 
forbidden by a statute .•. ,153 

The alleged sanctity of private conduct gave the court little p:ll"~; 
this was just one of a number of instances 

where ancillary prohibitions of acts and condllct, innocent in them
selves, havc been sustained and confirmed as an exercise of the police 
power of the state; and so upon the theory that some valid legislati\'e 
purpose might be more certainly made effective, or that evasions 01 
the laws might be prevented or hindered of accomplishment,I". 

Though the Alal>@ma court did not do so, it could have cited the opium 
possession cases as authority. Most courtS did. 

The Alabama decision was quickly followed in Idaho'~G and in nine 
other states. ISS When the Idaho case, Crll1Ze'll. Campbell,lB7 came before 
the Supreme Court, Justice McReynolds dealt the knockout blow: 

As the state has the power ... to prohibit [sale and manufacture 1. it 
may adopt stich measures as are reasonably appropriate or needful to 
render exercise of that power effective. And, considering the notorious 
difficulties always attendant upon efforts to suppress traffic in liquors. 
we arc unable to say that the challenged inbibition of their possession 
was arbitrary and unrC250Ilable or without proper relation to the 
legitimate legislative pUrpose.lM 

The principle noted by Frcund,'M that the police power did not easily 
extend to matters of private conduct, was ignored: 

18a 194 Ala. at 433, 69 So. at 660. 

'''''!d. at "34. 69 So. It 660. 
lU Ex pmt erane, 27 Idano 671. 151 P. 1006 (1915). nff'd Sf/b 1/0111. Crane Y. Com,,

bell, 245 U.s. 304 (1917). 

lHE:r pilrtt Zwissig, 42 Nev. 360. 178 P. 20 (1919); Fitch v. State. 102 Neb. 361. 
167 N.W. 417 (1918); Sme v. Brown, 40 S.D. 372. 167 N.W. 100 (1918); Liquor 

. Tran.pottltion Cul:s, 140 Tenn. 582, 20S S.\V. 423 (1918); State v. Certain Intoxicating 
Liquors, 51 Uun 569, 172 P. 1050 (1918); D.!laney v. Plunkett, 146 GL 547. 91 S.E. 
561 (1917); State ". Carpenter. 173 N.C. 767, 92 S.E. 373 (1917); City of Seanle v. 
Brookins. 98 "'ash. 290. 167 P. 940 (1917); Brennan ,'. Suuthern t::Xpres., C"., 106 
S.C. 102, .90 S.E. 0102 (1916) (dictum). 

1G1 H5 U.S. 304 (1917). 

'" lri. ar 307-08 (citlltions omitted). 
110 See relit at nooe 126 supr •• 
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[I] t clearly follows from our numerous decisions upholding prohibition 
legislation that the right to hold intoxicating Jiquors for personal use 
is not onc of those fundamental privileges of a citizen of the United 
States which no State may abridge. A contrary \'iew would be in
compatible with the undoubted power to pre\'cnt manufacture, gift, 
sale, purchase or transportation of such articles-the only feasible ways 
of getting them. An assured right of possession would necessarily 
impiy some adeqll2te method to obtain not subject to destruction at 
the will of the State.lOO 

Given the restrictive interpretation of the privileges and immunitin 
c1auselGl and the refusal to extend substantive due process outside the 
economic area, 102 there was no existing federal constitutional pigeonhole 
for "private conduct" as a principle of constitutional limitation. And 
on the state level the courtS ignored the "intrinsic limitation" argument 
"tnd discarded the direct-indirect yardstick in the wake of the temper
ance movement. 

The commentators were outl'2ged. Again and again the cOUrts were 
indicted for interpreting 'Constitutional pr~epts to correspond with 
public opinion,lea The judicial retre:::t on the temperance question coin
cided perfectly with the final success of the Prohibition movement. And 
the commentators were quite justified in so noting. 

It was merely icing on the cake when the Supreme Court upheld· the 
provision of the Volstead ActlCH outlawing possession of intoxicating 
liquor. The Court predictably rebuffed 1" an argument that it was be
yond congressional power under section 2 of the eighteenth amendment 
to prohibit possession for personal consumption of 'liquor owned before 
the passage of the Act.lM 

110 245 u.s. at .308. 
IGIE.g~ Slaughter House Cases, 83 U.s. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873). 
142 Substantin due process w;s slowly being watered down even in the ecollomjr. 

area durirlg this time. See, e.g., MuUer v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 41Z (1908). 

lGa E.g., Bronaush, Limiting or Prohibiting the Possession of blto:ric«ting Liquors for 
Pp-S01lll/ Use, 23 LAw NarES 67 (1919); Rogers, "Life, LiberlY &: Liquor", A NOle on 
tI~ Police PuwCt', 6 VA, L. REv. lSI; (1919); S.fely, GrO"oJ:rb of SIIIIe PO'!J;er U7Td,.,. 
F edeTIII ;,:onstitution to Regz,/ale Trllffic in /7Tto:ncatnlg l.iquprr, 1 lowA L, Bl'I,I .. n'l 
(I~!7) i Vance, The Rod to Confjse.rirm, 25 \" ALE l..J. 285 (19M). 

1114 Ch. 8S, 41 Stat. 305 (1919). 
1" Corncli v. Moore, 257 U.S. 491 (I922). 

1 .. This UlI\UIlent was accepted in United Srn,es \', Dowling, 278 F. 61c) (S.n.FI •. 
1922). 
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6. A Postscript 011 the Police Power: The Cigarette Cases 

Interestingly, the legislative solicitude for the health of the citiZcnn 
during the period under discussion also extended to the prohibitiun ,;1 
cigarette smoking in se\'eml jurisdictions. In 1897, the General Asscn. 
bly of Tennessee made it a misdemeanor to sell, give away or other\\'i:;, 
dispose of c:igarettes or cigarette paper.l

.' The Supreme Court of Ten
nessee upheld the statute under the police power on the grounds thai 
cigarettes were not legitimate articles of commerce, being "inherendv 
bad and bad only." IG8 The United States Sup!reme Court affirmed j;l 

.4.ustin v. Tennessee,!"J primarily on the authority of the alcohol and 
opium cases, noting that there need be only a rational basis for the leg
islative determination that the commodity is harmful to justify its pro
hibition.no The Court did not even mention any objection based Oil 

deprivation of property rights or personal liberty. 
The issue was posed more directly in Kentucky and Illinois casesl7l 

regarding the validity of local ordinances prohibiting smoking of cig
arettes "within the corporate limits" in one case and "in any sneer.. 
alley, avenue ... park ... or [other] public place" in the other. BO;lh 
courts held the ordinances unreasonable interferences with personal 

lOT Law of ~·cL. II, 189i. ch. 30, [1897] Tenn. Acts 156. 
las Austin \'. State, 101 Tenn. 563,48 S.W. 30S (1898), aII'd, 179 U.S. 343 (1900). 
1<111179 U.s. 343 (900). 
170 The priOlory i"".e bdore the Court was whether the statute bfringed the ex

clusive power of Congress to regulate int.'sute commerce. Jd. at 344. However. before 
turning to the "original package" questions, the COUrt tim had to conclude rhat the 
statute wos a legitimate exercise of the police power, for only then could an indirecl 
interference , .. vith IDtct>t2te conun.ree be .... stained. Id. at 3.9. The Court noted 011 

rhi. poim: 
Cigarettes do hot sten! until recently to have atttacted the attention of the public 
as more injurious than ocher forms of tobacco; nor arc we now prepared to take 
judicial noticc of an)' .pecial injury resulting from rheir use or to indo".~ the 
opinion of rhe Supreme Court of Tennessee that "they ar. inherently bad ",d 
bad only." At thc some time we should be shutting our eyes to what is 
constantly passing before them were we ro affect an ignorance of rhe fact wt 0 

belief in their dolotedous effects, particularly upon young people, has become 
very general and thar communications arc coostantiy finding their way intO 
the public IJrCSS denouncing rheir usc as fraught with great danger to the youth 
of both sexes. \"ithout undertaking to affirm or deny their evil effects, W~ think 
it within the province of the Icgisbture to say how far they may be .oId, or-co 
prohibit their .. Ie emirel)' . • . provided ••• there be no reason to doubt thar 
the act in question is designed for the protection of the public health. 

/J. at 348-49; ct. Gundlinp: \'. City of Chicago, 177 u.s. 183 (1900) (affirming \'aliditr 
of licensing sale of cisarecres). 

l7l City of Zion v. Behrens, 262 111. 510, HH ~.E. 8,36 (1914); Honhbcrg v. City of 
BubourviJIe, 142 Ky. 60. \3l S.W. 985 (1911). 
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lihcrty.1T~ The argument that the ordinances were calculated to insure 
the public safety by preventing fire hazards was held [0 be too remme 
,uHl the argument accepted in Austm regarding potential injury to the 
'U1oker's health apparently was not made or at least went unacknowl
~dged by both courtS. 

These decisions, rendered in 1911 and .1914, were probably con
sistent, under a direct-indirect injury to society theory. with Austill 
;lOd with the alcohol and narcotics cases up to that time. The post-1915 
.dcuhol possession cases, however, undermined any such distinction. 
!!1sofar as it authorized a more active judicial inquiry into the relation
ship betWeen the private conduct and the public need. .-i.t least at this 
stage of i1:5 development it may he fruitless to seek out a "neutral prin
ciple" beyond common sense regarding the undefi!led constitutional lim
irations on the police power. Professor Brooks Adallls noted in 1913 
that the scope of the police power 

could not be determined in advance by abstract reao.unillg. Hence. ;l~ 

each litigation arose, the judges could follow 110 rule but the rule oi 
common sense, and the Police Power, translated into plaitl English. 
presently came to signify whatever, at the moment, the judges hap. 
pened to think reasonable. Consequently, they began guessing at the 
drift of public opinion, as it percolated to them through the medium 
of their education and prejudices. Sometimes they guessed right and 
sometimes wrong, and when they guessed wrong they were cast aside. 
as appeared dramatically enough in· the temperance agiratinn,l7" 

And Justice Holmes noted: 

It may be said in a general way that the police powcrextend~ to all 
the great public needs. It may be PUt forth in aid of what is sanctioned 

1'12 In the broad language in which the ordinance is enacted it is apparcntlr .n 
~tt=Pt 011 the part: of the municipality to regulate and comrDI the habits alld , 
practices of the dtiun without ~ny reasOfl;lble ba.,L, (or so doing. The ordin.n,e 
is an unreasonable interference with the pr;'·.re ri!!hts of the citi?en . • . . 

262 Ill. at 513, 104 N.E. at 837-38. , 
The ordin.nce is so brOCId 2S to prohibit One from smolring 3 cigar~'t" »1 his ()\\ n 
horm or on any private premises in the dty. To prohibit tJ:!e smoking ,)£ 
cigareqcs in [such circumstances] is ,n invasion of his ri~ht to .:omrol hi, 0\\ n 
personal indulgences. 

142 Ky. at 61, 133 S.W. at 986 (1911). By holding that the ordi"atl~e. applied ill the 
home, the Kentucky court: avoided .the question raised in the IlIinoi. ~<c. The reasoni",,· 
would appeu to compel the same ttSUlt, however. " 

173 B. ADAMS, THE THEORY' OF SoctAL REVOf.l'T/ONS 94 (1913). 
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by usage, or held oy the prevailing morality or strong and prepondcran: 
opinion to be gready and immediately necessary to the public \\'el
fare. lT4 

Whether the development of the judicial response to exercises of tho 

police power at the time was the result of the changing public opinion 
or a changing analytical fnmework, trends in that response were c\'i
dent. It remains to be seen whether any trends are evident today til 

indicate how marijuana users will fare in the future. 

III. THE GENESIS OF MARIJUANA PROHIBITION 

Until the inclusion of marijuana in the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act 
in 1932 and the passage of the Marihuana Tax Act in 1937, there wa.~ 
no "national" public policy regarding the drug. However, as early ~s 
1914 the New York City Sanitary Laws included cannabis in a pro
hibited drug list and in 1915 Utah passed the first state statute pro
hibiting sale or possession of the drug. By 1931 twenty-two statcs 
had enacted such legislation. In the succeeding section, we sh:.ll deh'c 
into the circumstances surrounding the passage of several of t~ese early 
laws and the ensuing judicial acquiescence in the legislative value judg
ments concerning marijuana. 'Ve conclude that th~ legislative action 
and judicial approval were essentially kneejerk responses uninformed 
by scientific study or public debate and colored instead by racial bias 
and sensationalistic myths. 

A. Initial State Legislation: zgl4-1~31 

As indicated above, the Harrison Act, a regulatmy measure in the 
garb of a taxing statute, left many gaps unfilled in the effort to prohibit 
illegal or nonmedical use of opiates and cocaine. Although Commis
sioner Anslinger of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics stated in 1932 
that few ~tates had. responded to the Harrison Act,l most states had in 
fact enacted or reenacted narcotics laws in the period from 1914 to 

193!'~ In so doing, twenty-one states had also restricted the sale of 
marijuana as part of their general narcotics :micles, one state had 
prohibited its use for any purpose, and four states had outlawed its 

n .. Noble State Bank v. Haskell, 219 U.s. 10+, III (1911). 

1 Anslinger, The RO,TSun for Unifomf State Nllt'cotic Legisu.tion, 21 GEO. L.J. 52, 53 
Ml2). 
~STAn L..V;5 35-327. 
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t:ulri\'ation.· Our objective in this section is to detennine why these 
st:ltes chose to include cannabis in their lists of prohibited drugs. 

The first consideration was the increasing public awareness of the 
narcotics problem. As noted above, the Harrison Act engendered a 
~hift in public perception of the narcotic;s addict. \\,ith ever-increasing 
ircquency and \'enom, he v.'as portray(!d in the public media as the 
criminal "dope nend." This hysteria, coupled with the actual increases 
in drug-related criminal conduct due to the dosing of the c!inies,4 was 
the basis for a good many of the post-l:-Iarrisoll Act narcotic statutes." 
Other forces such as lurid accounts in the media,e publications of pri
\':lCI: narcotics associations,7 and the effective separation of the addict 
;HIlI his problems from the medical professionS all pressed legislatures 
into action to deal more effectively with what was perceived as a grow
ing narcotics problem. 

Despite the increasing public intere~t in the narcotics problem dur
ing this period, we can find no evidence of public concern for, or un
derstandingof, marijuana, even in tho:;e states that banned it along with 
the opiates and cocaine. Observers in:the middle and late 1930's agreed 
rhat marijuana was at that time a very new phenomenon ort the na
tional scene! The perplexing question remains-why did some states 
ir • .:lude marijuana in their prohibitive legislation a decade before it 
;\chieved any notice whatsoever from the general public and the over
whelming majority of legislators? 

From a survey of contemporarty newspaper and periodical com
mentary we have concluded that there Were three major influences. 
The most promineO't was racial prejudice. During. thi~ period, mari
Juana legislation was generally 3,,'i:egional phenomenon' present in the 
southern and western states. Use of the drug was primarily limited to 
Mexican-Americans who were ,immigrating in increased numbers to 
those states. These molrements were well noted in the press accounts 

31d. at14 • 
• For 3 discussion of the change in. th~ p",blic: imoge of addicts and the cIosill![:.of' 

clinical experiments, sec p. 988 SUprll. . 

a Sec TUllY & P=NS 877-919. 
aSee; e.g., tellt at nG,!CS 24-25 infra. For somewhat more cliniC(!)! discussions, see TERR" 

0\( P£I.UN. 877-919. . 
1,See Weber, Drugs lind C,j",!!. 10 J. Uw. L. & CaJMlNO!.OOY 370 (1919). 
GA. LINIl£SMITH, Tw: AoolCT AND nn: LAW 3-3; 0965); King, Narcotic Dmg L.IWS 

.nd Enforcement Policies, 22 L.\w 0\( CoNttMP. Paon. 113, 120-26 (1957). 
~H."'ing on HR. 6J8S Before the HOlUe Cot""" 0:1 Ways and MeallS, 75th Cong.: 

1st Sess. 20 (1937) [he(ein.f~!'1' cited as TQ.~ Act He.".i"gs]. 
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of passage of marijuana legislation. A second factor was the a~~Ul\il' 
rion that marijuana, which was presumed to be an addictive drll:.. 
would be ufilized as a substitute for narcotics and alcohol then pr;, 
hibited by national policy. This factor was particularly significant 1" 

the New York law, the forerunner of nationwide anti-marijuana Icgi' 
larion. Finally, there is some evidence that cover:;\ge of the drug !.~ 
the Geneva Conventions in 1925 was publicized in this country and 
may have had some influence. 

1. &tirm.ale m tbe West: Class Legislat1r.m 

Geomemc increases in M;exican immigration after the turn of tilt 
century naturally resulted in the formation -of sizeable Mexican-Amcri
~n minorities in each western state!O It was thought thcnll and j, 

generally assumed now12 that use of marijuana west of the Mississippi 
was limited primarily to the Mexican segment of the populatio"!. '\ \' c 
do not find it surprising, therefore, that sixteen of these states prohibited 
sale or possession of marijuana before 1930.11 Whether motivated by 
outright prejudice or simple discriminatory disinterest, the result was 
the same in each legislature-little if any public attention, no debate. 
pointed references to the drug's Mexican origins, and sometimes vo
ciferous allusion t') the criminal conduct inevitably generated when 
Mexicans ate "the killer weed." 

In Utah. for example, the nation's first statewide prohibition of 
marijuanaU-in 1915-was attended by little publiciry. The combina-

10 The Bureau of Immigration recorded the entry of 590.765 Mexicans into the 
United St:lte, becwccn 1915 IIlld 1930. Of these. upwards of 90% in each year were 
to be residen. in the 22 states wost of the Missis.ippi, .nd more than cwo-thirds were 
to reside in T·.xas alone. Infonnatioo compiled from Tables. Immigrant Aliens, By 
Sutes of Intended Future Residence and Race or Peoples. published yearly for each 
fiscal year frO!1l 1915 to 1930 in CoMM'S GEN. OF IMMlcRAnoN ANN. REP. 

11 Tu: Act Hemngs 2O,l.l. 
II THE M.uJHVANA PhPf:1lS at ,.;,. CD. Solomon ed. 1966\. 

1I1d. It xv. 
1, At ill! 1915 session. tbe Utah leeislaturc passed an omnibus narcotics ,",1 

p,harma"'Y bill which included under it the cannabis drugs. Ch. 66, §S 7. 8. [1915) 
Utah Laws 77. The law fo1'l1~de sale and pmsession of the named drugs, and provided 
lor medical use under a system of prescriptions and order blanks. Interestingly. 
c~nical tteattnent of addictS WiS ~J1ow.d. ld. at 77-fJO. The law also prohibited 
pOi;ession of opium and marijuana pipes. Id. ot 80 •. Violations were· misdemean= 
punishable by lines and/or imprisonment for terlll$ up to six. months, but third 
offenders faced prison terms frem one to five years. Tbe statute made no distinction 
hctwe"" sale and p"""5Sion, nor among Ih~ various drull". The law was revised in 
1927. Ch.65. 119271 Uroh LaW$ 107. 

\ 
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fliln of increasing Mexican immigraoonlG lI/ld the traditional aversion 
,.i rhc Mormons to euphoriants of any kind'· led inevitably to the 
1I1dusion of marijuana in the state's omnibus narcotics and pharmacy 
hill. Similarly, when the New Mexico and Texas legislatures passed 
lI,lriju3ua legislation in 19:?3, the former by separate statute17 and the 
; nrer by inclusion,18 newspaper reference was minimal despite coverage 
111 both states of legislati\"e actjon.'~ The longest of the Stmto Fe New 
l1e,l'ictm references noted: 

The Santa Fe representative, however, had better luck with his 
bill to prevent sale of marihuana, cannabis indica, Indian hemp or 
hashish as it is variously known, This bill was' passed 'without any 
opposition. Marihuana was brought into local prominence at' the 
penitentiary board's imocstigation last summer when a \.:ulivict testi
fied he could get marihuana cigarets anytime he had a dollar. The 
drug produces intoxication when chewed or smoked. Marihuana is 
the name commonly used in the Southwest and Mexico."" 

-----._---- --_. --,-'-
I G See note 10 nlpr~. 
IISet THE: DocnINE AND CIl\'£NA~T5 OF.WE C;lt~.CII OF )t:st:s UJRI."" OF L.'TrF.a·D~\' 

SAINTS, CoNTAINING THE lU,''ELATIONS GIVEN TO JO$EPlI S" .... rn, TIi£ pRO!IH£T \ 89, at 154 
t 1921) (ff S, 7, wine or Sttoog drink) (~8, tobacco) (1i 9, hot drinks) (revelations given 
rhrough Joseph Smith the Prophet, at Kirt\snd, Ohio, February 27, ISB. known as the 
Word of Wisdom). 

17 The statute made impoltation of cannabis illegal and established a presumption of 
imponation whenever a person Was found to posse£$ the drug. Cn, "2, 5 § 1-2, [1923 J 
'<.M. Laws 58·59. Violations were punishable by fine lIlIdlor'imprisonment from one to 
rhree years. Culclvation, sale or giving away cannabis except for use by physicians 
.nd p,,"macists was 1lIso probibited, and violations were punishable On fim oHe_ 
by one to three years in prison and on subsequent ofi'en5<'s by three to live yeus 
Imprisonment. ld. H 3, 4. 

18 The Tens general narcotics statute, ch. ISO, [1919] Tex. Gen. Laws 2n-79, /JS 

'rmmdrd, eh. 61, [1919J Tex. Special Sess, Laws 156·S7, similar in folf!}'t to the Utah 
St:\(Ur;, and th~ Harrison Aer, iDcluded "any drug 01' preparation known or sold under 
the Spanish name of 'Marihuana' ..•. " la. at "278. Unlike the Utah and 'New 
.\iexico statutes, Teas prohibited only selling, furnishing or giving away marijualU. 
Except for the exempted medical llurp05<is, such divemncnt of ltJly of the listed 
narcades could 'have result<!d in • line and/or imprisonment frOll1 one month to one 
year. la. at 279. 

19 The Santa Fe Ne'IJJ Mt.\;ClIll, hOllletown paper of the bill's sponsor, made only ooe. 
mention of marijuana at the rime of ~ge, and that was to note that the drug w., 
being smuggled into t.he stlte Prisons. Santa Fe N~w Mexican, Feb. I, 1923, 

The Austin Te.~lIs SlPtennlfl/ Bl\'e heavy cove~ag. to leaislati\>e news at this tim" 
because the legislature Was in special session called by tlie Governor to deal wid, ;I •. 
budgetary problem, 

:IOSanta Fe New MexL::II't'].n. 31, 1923. lDe statule was pasoed (In Feb~.ry 27. 
192J; dlll"iq the. period 'f~orJJ }dnuary ro to Fe.~ 28, there were onlr~htce "tlwr 

61.801 (j - 7'1 - 24 

/ 
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In its only direct reference to marijuana, the Austin Texas St(/((·SIll.lII 
snted: 

The McMillan Senate Bill amended the anti-narcotic law 50 ,1> II. 

make unlawful the possession for the purpose of sale of any l1t.m
huana or other drugs. Marihuana is 3 Mexican herb and is said to b~ 
sold on the Texas-Mexican border."! 

The discriminatory aspects of this early marijuana legislation, SU!!

gested only obliquely by origin and apparent disinterest in Utah, };c;\' 
Mexico and Texas, are directly confirmed in Montana and Colorad ... 
Montana newspapers gave relatively "full" coverage to a proposal [[t 

exclude marijuana from the general narcotics law and to create a sep
arate marijuana statute.22 On seven different days from January 2-t til 

February 10, 1929 (the date of the bill's passage), the Montana Sti1ndi1rd 
succinctly noted the progress of the bill through the legislature. The 
giveaway appeared on January 27 when the paper recorded the fol
lowing: 

There was fun in the House Health Committee during the week 
when the Marihuana bill came up for consideration. Marihuana is 
Mexican opium, a plant used by Mexicans and cultivated for sale 
by Indians. "When some beet field peon takes a few rares of this stuff," 
explained Dr. Fred Fulsher of Mineral County, "He thinks he has 
just been elected president of Mexico so he starts out to execute all 
his political enemies. I understand that over in Butte where the 
Mexicans often go for the winter they stage imaginary bullfights in 
the 'Bower of Roses' or put on tournaments for the favor of 'Spanish 
Rose' after l'. couple of whiffs of Marijuana. The Silver Bow and 

references to marijuana. The newspaper first I!.oted the bill in a one sentence report 
that a ban on sale of marijuana w.s to be discussed. Id., Jan.. 20, 1923. Finally, in 
articles entitl~d "A Day In The Legislature," the progress of the hill (H.B. 56) w:a.s 
noted on Februuy 21 and 27 in simple lists. of bills enacrcd. ld? Feb. 21, 27, 1923. So 
inconsequential was the bill that it was not ev..n mentioned in two Stories describing 
the activities of the legislature for that session. Id., Feb. 27, 1923, at I, col. 1. 

21 Austin Texas Statesman, June 19, 1923. Despite heavy covcr.ge of legislative 
news and of narcotics generally, the EI Paso T~s m~de no reference to marijuana 
between June 10 and June 25. The Te",as Slnemum mentioned the "McMillan Bill" 
only two otlle: times, each time without direct referellce to marijuana. 

22 Unlike most states that ~d laws early in the 1920's against marijuana use, 
Mootana in 1927 passed a statute which merely amended the first section of its 
IfCDCral narcotic law, Rel'. Code of Mont. ch. 227, I 3186 (1921), to include mo ;ij\WII. 
Ch. 91, ! 1, [1927] Mont. Laws 324. The new law, ch. 6, 11929] Mont. i,aws 5. made 
\..... I2Ie or po.sscssion without a pw..cription a JTlisclemunor. 
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Yellowstone delegations both deplore these international complica
tions." Everybody laughed and the hill was recommended for pas
sage."' 

The same year, a change in Colorado's marijuana law was precipitated 
II}" less comic apprehensions of the drug's evil effects. On April 7, 1929, a 
!!irl was murdered by her Mexican step-father. The story was lead news 
'in the De7lver POil every day until April 16, probably because the girl's 
mother was white. On the 16th it was first mentioned that this man 
might have been a marijuana uscr. Headlined "Fiend Slayer Caught in 
.'\ebraska[;] Mexican Confesses Tonure of American Baby," and sub
headed "Prisoner Admits to Officer He is Marihuana Addict," the ston' 
relates in full the underlying events: . 

"You smoke marihuan:;?" 
"Yes" 
The Mexican s~~d he had been w:thout the weed for (We) days 

before the killing of his step-daughter.24 

On April 17, the story on the Mexican m.cluded the following: 

He repeated the Story he had told the Sidney Chief of Police regard
ing his addiction to marihuana saying that his supply of the weed 
had become exhausted several days hefore the killing and his nerve.~ 
were unsrrung.2' 

With regard to the legislative news there is no mention at any time 
of a bill to regulate marijuana; however, on April 21, the Denver Post 
noted the Governor had signed a bill increasing penalties for sale, pos
session or production of marijuana.26 

The reader should note that public perception. of marijuana's ethnic 
origins and crime-producing tendencies often went hand in hand, 
especially in the more volatile areas of the western states. Stories such as 
the one appearing in the Denver Post, where defendants charged with 

~ The Montana Standard, Jan. 27, 1929, at 3, col. 2. 
2' Denver POSt; April 16, 1929, at 2, col. I. 
211d? April 17, 1929, at 2, col. I: 
Uld? April 21,·1929. Ch.95; [I927J Colo. Laws 309, pen..tized. possession, sale, gift, 

or cultivation of my of the cannabis drugs as a m;';demelnor. Offenses carried • finc 
and/or imprisonment in the county jail for not less than one or more than six months. 
The new law, ch. 93, [1929J Colo. Laws HI, inCJ'l:3Sed the penalties for SCj:ond offenders 
to one to five year terms in the·Penitentiary. 

" 
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violent crimes attempted to blame their actions on the effects .)f Ill:lrt 

juana, were primarily responsible for the drug's characrerization :l~ ., 

"killer weed." In any event, from this brief survey of marijuana pl'IJlli 
bition in the western states, we have concluded that its Mexican m, 
pattern was ordinarily enough to warrant its prohibition, and til.' 

whatever attention such legislative action received was attended 1,:. 
sensationalist descriptions of crimes allegedly committed by Mexic.!· 
marijuana users. . 

2. Rationille in the East: Substitution 

The first significant!" instance of marijuana regulation appeared il~ 
the 1914 amendments to the New York City Sanitary Laws. The in· 
clusion by the New Yor~ legislarure of marijuana in its general n:Jr· 
coties statute in 1917 was the precursor of nationwide legisiation." 
For these reasons, we ha\'e chosen New York llS the most likely 80um 

of information regarding the rationale for marijuana prohibition in 
Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio, Rhode Island' and Vermont, all 
of which had acted before 1931.!!O 

In January 1914 the ~ew York legislature passed its first compre
hensive statute-The Boylan Bill-regulating the sale and use of habit
forming dl1.1gs"'l :md did not include marijuana among its list of pro· 

g7 Although Commission.r Ar.slinger stated in the 1937 Tax Act Hearings that thl' 
District of Columbia had no law regUlating mariju.na, Dr. Woodward of the A~I.\ 
refuted the Comlt1is$ioner's statement by citing a 1906 provision which limilcd 
the sa1e of cannabis to pharmacins and reg'llated sale of the drug by such pharnlacisl' 
to the public. Tn: Act Hearings 92-93. The D.C. provision, Act of May 1, 1906, th, 
2084, 113, 34 Star. 175, is typical of early artcmpts to de.1 with the drug under the 
general poison laws, lmt it is noteworthy in its treatment .of marijuana separately from 
opiates. 

u Sec pp. 1030-33 ;'ll'r". 
:t In 1913. Maine prohibited the sale of CIl1/Tl~b;s illdicA without a prescription. 

STAn. LAws 137. MassachUsetts passed a similar law in 1917, id. at 150, and Michigall 
forbade possession in 1929, ill. at 161. A 1923 Ohio law prohibited sale or possession with 
intent to seD, id. at 2+2; Rhode Isbnd prohibited sale in 1918, id. at 263; and Vermont 
barred sale without a presrription in 1915, id. at 296. 

30 Ch. 363, [1914J N.Y. Laws 1120. The first narcotics' legis1ation in New York 
was enacted in 1893. Ch. 661, an. XII, § 2<Ml, [l993J N.Y. Laws 1561. The 1893 
law provided that no prescription containing opium, morphine, coelline or chloral 
could be filled more than once. Two years later, the legislature enacted a provision 
requiring that the effect of narcotics on the human· system be taught in the public 
schools. Ch. 1/)41, II, [I895J N.Y. Laws 972. In 1897. a law was passed making 
it a fclon)' to possess anr narCOtic ~'with intent to administer the SID1C or cawe the 
same to be admi71imxcd to another" without his consent. Ch. 42, I I, (1891) N.Y. 
Laws 21. The lim: ,,~ovision limed at the sale of narcotics WIIS passed in 1907 cnd 
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.1Il,iced narcotics. It appears that the Board of Health of New York 
(:iry then amended its Sanitary Code adding "C.annabis indica, which 
I' rhe Indian hemp from which the East Indian drug called hashish is 
:1I:Ulufactured," 31 to the City's list of prohibited drugs. Violation of 
r hi, pr(wision of the City Sanitary Code was a misdemeanor punishable 
It\· a small fine and/or a jail term of up to six months. On July 29, 1914, 
.1;1 article reporting the amendment appeared in the New York Times.. 
wherein the drug was described: . 

This narcotic has pnctically the same effect as morphine lind cocaine, 
hut it was not used in this country to any extent while it was easy 
tv get the more refined n2rcotics.&2 

!'he next day the editors of the Timer commented: 

[TJhe inclusion of cannabis indica among the drugs to be sold 
only on prescription is only common sen~. Devotees of hashish are 
now hardly numerous enough here to count, but they are likely to 
increase as other lI2l'Cotics become harder to ohtain. &3 

From these observations, it would appear (1) that there were few 
marijuana users at the time; and (2) that use of the dru~ was expected 
to increase as a direct result of the restriction of opiates and ::ocaine. . 

Despite New York City's early classification of cannabis with known 
narcotics, New York State did not pro~ibit sale and possession of the 
drug for other than medicinal purposes until 1927.S. And this was true 
despite a great deal of activity on the narcotics front from 1914 to 
1927, when the legislature acted four different cimes.16 Throughout 

proYided that the ",Ie or distribution of C<lCame withOUt a p=iption/~a.s unlawful. 
Ch.424, S I, fl907] N.Y. Laws 879. This pro"is;on was su~ucntly amended to provide 
for the lceeping of records of wes <md of uansactions betweell dealcn;. Ch. 470, ~ 2, 
r 1913] N.Y. Laws 984; ch. 131, S I, [1910J :-'.Y. Laws Z31; ch. 277. S I, {II1OS] N.Y. 
Laws 764. 

II N.Y. Times, July 29, 191.4, at 6, col. 2. 
32fd. 
31/d~ July 3D, 1914, at 8, col. 4. 
~ Ch. 672, [l927l N.Y.I_Aws 1695-1703. 
~~ The 1914 a~ was amended bY' the Whitney Act in 1915 which also prodded for 

the repeal of the 1914 aCt. Ch. 639, [1918] XV. 1..W5 2026, In 1921 all act was 
p:ISsCd that in effect repealed .11 the legislation rclatin1f to the narcotics problem. 
CII. 7n9. [1921] N.Y. Laws 2496. The measure made no pro,';'';on for other Ilws 011 

the subject. This surprising mOVe w.s made in the interests of economy. N.Y. Times, 
Jan. 6, 1921, at J" col. 8, and With the belief that the drug problem could be better 
hlndled by local authorities wOrking in concert with federal .gencies. See jd~ Jan. 9. 

" 

11 
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all this tumult and in the variety of narcotics proposals suggcsttd " 
en:lcted, 3~ marijuana or cannabis was not classified among the fl 

stricted drugs until the drafting of the 1927 Act. This act"; t1ctin,,: 
cannabis as a "habit-forming drug," 88 and accordingly punished ,I' 

misdemeanors"· the control, sale, distribution, administration and ,Ii, 
pensin~ of cannabis except for medical purposes. The penalty pn, 
visi()n of the statute did not discriminate among types of offenses, fir" 
or subsequent violations, or the prohibited narcotic drugs.n 

There is no apparent indication in the contemporary comlll'mlar\ 
of the reasons for inclusion of marijuana in the New York laws. \Ylll'" 
the 1927 law was passed, public concern was focused on the gener.11 
need to reduce narcotic addiction; none of the commentators were CIIIl· 

ct-rned about marijuana.<2 \Vhile there were numerous articles in rh,' 
media deMing with the problems of the opiates, morphine, cocaine ;111.1 

heroin, only four articles about marijual'4 appeared in the major ~C\\' 
York newspaper during the entire period from 1914 until 1927. In 19~; 
the N t'W York Times noted that the "latest habit forming 'drug ... m:lri· 
huana, which is smoked in a cigarene" was exhibited at a women's dull 
meeting." In 1925 the same paper reported that the drug had been 
banned in Mexico." One year later, the paper reported the results 

1921, S 2, at I, coL 7; Id~ May 22, 1921, S 2, at 11, col, 3. An act making illegal th~ 
sale of cocaine without a prescription waa eDlcted in 1923. Cb. no, (1923) "'.Y. 
Laws 160. The possession of opium or cocaine without a prescription was outlawed ill 
1926. A.. 650,12. [1926) N.Y. Laws 1198. 

M As ~a: as 1918, a .legishtive c:ommittee that had .exhaustivel)· studied the narcotics 
prol>ler41 in New York did not mention the use of mmjuana and concluded: "'The 
drugs 'which are the sources of the difficulty are cocaine and eucaine with their 
lila lind derivltives and opium and itS derivatives, codeine, morphine and heroin." 
JOINT l.srmSLAn\'E CnMM. TO ISVESllGAlE THE LAws IN RELATION TO nt& DlsnJKt'''O:< 

A .... SAUt OF NAl.conc DRUGS, FINAL Ruou, NEW YORl' SENAT£ Doc. No. 35 (1918). 
qwted m Tuay It PEu.uis 833. 

11'7 The Act of April 5, 1927, upea.led both the 1923 and 1926 l.ws and replaced them 
with a comprebensive I1IlI'cotic control scheme. Ch. 672, /1927] N.Y. Laws i695. This 
act contained provisions relating to the control aDd use of narcoric drugs and treatment 
of addicts; it also exemptel cemiD preparatiOlll from its coverage. The oct furnished 
the model fQr the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act. See pp. 1030-31 infra. 

Subsequently, in 1929, unlawful sale of narcotica was mlde a felony and all a<her 
\';olations of the 1927 Ict wcre made misdemeanon. A.. 371, /1929) N.Y. Law. 881. 

"'Ch. 672, S421(14), /19271 XY. Laws UHf. 
• 8~d. S +43, at 1702. 

4f 1d. S 423, at 1697. 
41 See id. S +43, at 1702. 
"See N.Y. Tim<$, Mar. 25,1927, It 4,,,01. 6-
"ld~ Jan. II, 1923, at 24, col 1. 
"ld., Dec. 29, 1925, It 10, col. 7. 
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"i resting in Panama on the effects of mariju~a. The article nottG that 
.\' ;\ result of these tests the study group concluded marijuana smoking 
\\ ,\S relatively safe; thus, it was "recommended th<lt no steps be taken 
It\' rhe authorities of the Canal Zone to prevent the sale or usc of 
lIi;\rijuana and that no special legislation on that subject wa.~ needed," 4$ 

Fin;l!ry, in July 1927, the Times reponed that a Mexican family was 
.-.iid ro have gone insane from eating marijuana .. • Perhaps the clearest 
indication of the absence of notice given the. marijuana section of the 
I y 27 Act is that none of the articles discussing the Act after its pas
';Ige refer to marijuana." 

Ie is likeJy, then, that the ir:clusion of cannabis in the state law was 
IIlClrivated primarily by the same fear that'h:td promked the Sanimry 
Law Amendment in 1914. User though still slight, was expected to in
crease. Throughout the entire New York experience the main argu
IlIcnr was prevemive: Marijuana ~se must he prohibited to keep addicts 
from switching to it as a substitute for the drugs which had become 
much more difficult to obtain after the enactment of the Harrison 
.\ct, and for alcohol after Prohibition,,8 Accordingly, the passage of 
the Harrison and Volstead Acts were direct causes of the preventive 
inclusion of marijuana among prohibited drugs. In fact. it ha.~ heen 
observed that marijuana use did increase during this period"~ 

Another factor that may have influenced the passage of chI.' J 927 
:\ct was the Second Opium Conference at Geneva in 1925,GO which 
included Indian hemp within the Convention against Opium and other 
Dangerous Drugs, even· though the United States had withdrawn in 

461d., Nov. 21, 1926,) 2, at 3, col. I. 
4ord? July 6, 1927, at 10, col. 6. 
47 See Ui, Mar. 25, 1927, at 4, col. 6; id, April 6, 1927, at n, col. 2. 
{8 See Simon, F.mn Opium to H .. b E.Jb, So. AM, Nov, 1921, at \4 ... 15. See, .Iso 

N.Y. Times, Jan. 11, 19~, at 24, col. I. A similar :u-gument Was made with re$llect 
to cocaine~ "., (; 

Cocaine in PlIrticullll' is greatly in demand. When prahibition is in force, 
..;;, pct$0J1S, especially drinkers from compUlsion of habit who line been robbed of 

their daily drinle, will naturally resort to co~ .. ine ' •••. 
Weber, supra no«. 7, at 372. 

4i B. REIf8OaG, IHTUNATlOHAt. DnUG CONTJIOl. 216 (1947): 
As the carnPllign against the illicit traffic in opium, motphine, and cocaiIie 

drugs made progress IIlId FJduaUy,resulted in diminution of the supplies on the 
illicit marleet, .. muked increase in the illicit traffic and the usc of Indian hemp 
drugs WlIS noticed, more particularly on the North AmericlIlI Continent Ithe 
problem of mulliuana) and in Egypt· (tne hashisn problem). 

5O!ke Second Geneva Opium Conference, Convention, Protocol and Final Act, q/lotcd 
in W. \VIJ.LOUQHDV, OPIUM "'iAN lNTDNAnol'AI> PIIOIIl.£M,.S34-70 (192S). 

" .' 
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1925 from the League of Nations deliberations on controlling :lill: 

regulating the international traffic in dangerous drugs.51 

3. The }nteT1Jt1twnal Scene 

The first mention of marijuana on the international front came wit!: 
the preliminary negotiations for the Hague Conference of 1912. " 
preparing for this Conference, which represented an attempt to du; 
with the international opium traffic, the government of Italy pr,. 
pose~ that the production and traffic in Indian hemp drugs be inclUlk,; 
as pan of the agenda of the Conference.52 During the Conference itsd( 
there was no mention of the drug, and the Convention did not include 
cannabis in its provisions. In addition to the Convention, however, thl 

delegates signed a closiug protocol: 

2. The Conference considers it desirable to study the question of 
Indian hemp from the statisrical' and sc.ientific poillt of view, wirh 
the object of regulating its abuses, should the necessity thereof he 
felt, by internal legis1ation or by an international agreement.ft • 

It was not until just before the Geneva Conference of 1925 that th~ 
proposal was mentioned again. In 1923 the following resolution was 
passed by the Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and Other Dan
gerous Drugs of the League of Nations: 

IV. With reference to the pro~ of the Government of the Union 
of South Africa that Indian hemp should be n'eated as one of the 
habit-forming drugs, the Advisory Committee recommends the Coun
cil that, in the first instance, the Governments should be invited to 
furnish to the League infonnation as to the production and use of, 
and traffic in, this substance in their territories, together with their 
observations on the proposal of the Government of the Union of 
South Africa.14 

At the 1925 meeting in Geneva, the Egyptians led the way in proposing 
that hashish be included within the Convention." An Egyptian dele-

ft1/d • • t 3+4-46, 
"Wright, The lmernlltkmai OpilDn Ccmfertnce, 6 AM. J. INT'L L, B6S, 871 (1912). 
"Addendum and Final Prmocol of The lotemarional Opium Coni, The Hague, 

1912, quote" ill W. \\-·ILI.oUGH8V, SUP'4 note So, It 492. 

"ADVI50HY CoMM, oS' TllAn1c IS' ()PlUM AND OrnER DANG£ROUS DRU(:S, REPORT TO 

CovI<CIL ON THE '''U'': 01' 'rnE Sixrn SESmON (192 .. >, quoted in W. Wn,LOUGHII\', sup'" 
note SO, at 374. 

ftDSeL W. WILLOuliHn, supt. note 50, at 251, 
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:I.lIe presented a paper on the effects and use of hashish in Egypt .. \11'. 
i:I Guindy's mJdy is so typical of the so-called scientific or empirical 
,·ridencc that has been presented to justify the drug's prohibition that the 
following excerpt must be included. In stating that the real danger of 
h:lshish is that it will produce insanity, the Egyptian delegate presented 
the following: 

. rhe illicit use of hashish is the principal cause of most of the cases 
of jTlSjlnity occurring in Egypt. In support of this contention, it may 
be observed that there are three rimes lIS many r.ascs of men~l aliena
tion among men as among women, and it is ancstahlished fact that men 
are much more addicted to hashish than womcn.G8 

The Egyptian proposal was referred to a subcommittee for study 
;lnd later in the Conference this group reported th~t the use of Indian 
hemp drugs should be linlited to medical and scientific purposes. The 
proceedings contain no record of what medical or scientific evidence 
mi;,ht have been brought forward to support the inclusion of the Indian 
hemp drugs in the Convention,OT Nevertheless, they were the subject 
IIf Chapters IV and V of the Convention.58 

oJ. C01lclusion 

The eady laws against: the cannabis drugs were passed with little 
public attention. Concern aUout marijuana was related primarily to 
the fear that marijuana use 'WOUld spread, even among whites, as a 
substitute for the opiates and alcohol made more difficult to obtain by, 
federal legislation. Especially in the western states, this ,:oncern was 
identifiable with the growth of the Mexican-American minority. It 
is clear that no state undenook any empirical or scientific study of the 
effects of the drug. Instead they relied on lurid and often unfounded 

Ill> QlUJwl in id. at 178. Mr. El Gui!ldy concludes by saying: "Generally speaking, 
'he proponion of CIRS of insanity caused by the USe of hashish varies from 3 to 60 
percent of the tOtal nllmber Of'ca5eS occurring ill Egypt." Id. at 379. 

47 There are no rccord. of these subcommittee hearings, so we an only suonise 
that the qU2lity of the evide""" might have been about as bad a5 that prosc,nted in the 
600r report of the Egyptian dcll!8ldon. 

1I8 Geneva, Convention of 1925, qu«ed in W. WII.LOVCHlIY, fiiprll note 50, at 539. 
Moreover, the COnvention defines iiidian heinl' as follows: 

"Indian hemp" means tbe dried ftowering or fruitil'IJ tops of the pistillate plant' 
C_bis wwa T •. from which tbe resin has not been extracted, under whatever 
name lhey ltIIy be clail!Jlated in commerce. 

I~. at ns 

o 
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accounts of marijuana's dangers as presented in what little ne\\,sjl;ljll' 
coverage the drug received. It was simply assumed that cllnnahis 11.,

addictive and would have engendered the same evil effects as OpiUlll a:: .. 
cocaine. Apparently, legislators in these states found it t:asy :lnd U:l 

controversial to prohibit use of a drug they had never seen or u,< : 
and which was associated with ethnic minorities and the IO'.ver C:.I" 

B. Judicial Corroboration 

Two significant conclusions appear from a study of the few casc,' 
invoJ.ving convictions for marijuana offenses under the initial WllVC "I 

state laws. First, the argument regarding a private conduct limitation 
on the police power had been so discredited it was not even malic. 
Second, the courts, like the legislatures, relied on nonscientific matcri:lI, 
to support the proposition that marijuana was an addictive, mind-de
stroying cin,lg productive of crime and insanity_ 

In only one case was there a serious constitutional challenge to the 
validity of the legislation. Appealing a Louisiana conviction for posses
sion of five hundred plants of marijuana, the defendant in State .~'. 
B07lotf" argued not that the ~tate could not punish mere possession bur 
rather that the statute was overbroad, since aside from its use as all 
intoxicant the marijuana plant was employed in the manufacture of 
hemp line, in the preparation of useful drugs and for the production 
of bird seed for canaries. Defendant's contention was that only posscs
sion, sale or· use for deleterious purpOSl:S could be prohibited. 

The court's reply was that the drug's deleterious properties out
weighed its uses, especially since "[tJhe Marijuana plant is not one of 
the crops of this state." 01 Defendant also offered the reductio ad ab
STu-dum argument that if possession of the marijuana plant may be pro
hibited simply because intoxicating resin may be extracted from thc 
flowering tops, then the possession of com Of grapes may be prohibited 

G"ln an extensive .ur,·cy of COStS .ppearing in the Fourth Decennial Digest for the 
years 1926 to 1936, we could find only eight ""st. dealing with marijuana under laws 
enacted prior to the Unifonn Narcotic Drug Act. In chronological order: Gonzales '". 
Srate. \08 Te". Crim. 2$>. 299 S.W. 901 (1927); State v. Franco, 76 Utah 202. 28') P. ]00 
(930); Srate v. Bonco. 172 1. •. 955. 136 So. IS (19)\); Sanro. '., Sr.te, 122 Tex. Crin!. 
lB,53 S.W.2d 609 (1932); B.ker I·. State. 123 Tex. Crim. 209. 511 S.'V.2d 534 119J3); 
Horton "v, Stote, 123 Tex. Crim. 237. 58 S.W.2d 833 (1933); Sate v. ~av.ro. 81 Uuh 
6,26 P.2d 955 (19m; People v. Torres. 5 Cal. App. 2d 580, ·43· P.2d 374 (Disr. Ct. 
App.1935). _ 

GO 172 La. 955. 136 So. IS (1931). 

81Id. at 964, 136 So. at 18. 
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hl·C.l~t! whiskey and wine may be made from them, or possession of 
illlppics because opium may be extracted from them. To this the court 
replied that alcohol was less injurious than marijuana and that both 
11<:01101 and opium were difficult to prepare from these ~urces while 
(he marijuana plant was easily converted intO tobacco and cigarettes. 

The court's reasoning is admirable if we accept the basic premise that 
the marijuana drug is deleterious. To support this conclusion the c()urt 
qUilted from Solis Cohen Githens' Pharmacotheraupeutics:' . 

The first symptom is usually an exaltation of the mind .. , . The 
ideas are joyous , ... Sleep follows . . . . When aroused from sleep 
. . . the mind . . , passes· imo the same somnolent condition, which 
lasts for several hours and is followed by a sense of weakness and ex
treme mental depression. In certain emem people ... perhaps be
caUse of continued use,· the somnolent action is replaced by com
plete loss of judgment and restraint such a:; is seen more often 
from alcohol. An Arab leader, fighting against the crusaders, had a 
bodyguard who partook of haschisch, and used to rush madly On 
their enemies, slaying everyone they met. The name of "haschischin" 
applied to them has survived liS "assassin." 

The habitual use of cannabis does not lead to much tolerance, nor 
do abstinence symptoms follow its withdrawal. It causes, howevc;r, :1 

loss of mentality, resembling dementia, which clln be recognized even 
in dogs.1Z 

The court also quotes Rushy, Bliss & Ballard, The Properties (l1Id Uses 
Of Drugs: 

The particular narcosis of cannabis consists in the liberation of the 
inugination from all restraint .•.. Not rarely, in [the depression) 
state, an irresistible impulse to the commission of criminal acts will 
be experienced. Occasionally an entire group of men under the in
fluence of this drug will rush out to engage in violent or bloody 
deeds.OI 

On these two so~ces, the entire opinion stands. The allegedly dele
terious consequences-criminal activity and insanity-are supported onl}' 
by the mythical erymology of the word "assassin." The marijuana 
user's purported propensity toward crime, based on similar and often 

ald. 3t 961-62, 136 So. at 17-18. 
a Id. It 962-63. 1)6 So. at 18. :' 
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weaker authority, W,1S the primary rationale underlying passage oi r:L 

Marihuana Tax Act.''' So preposterous is this assertion tlut cI'cn rhl 
proponents of criminalization-including the Comr.lissioner of the gil 
reau of Narcotics-Iatel' implicitly rejected it.as 

In any event, the courts were as wi:Iing to accept such evidence .i 

the legislaturc.~. In a Utah case, State 'IJ. Navaro,'6 where the COUrt cite.: 
the acknowledged evils of marijuana to repel a vagueness attack,'- i' 

relied un' another set of dubious authorities. First, the court rcferrc,i 
to the case of State 'IJ. Diaz08 wherein a defendant in a first degree mur 
der prosecution tried to disprove the requisite mens rea by sho\\'i,,:
that he WllS under the influence of marijuana at the time of thl 

offense. Hill. had claimed that "his mind was an entire blank as to ali 
that happened to him and stated that after smoking the marijuana he 
became 'very crazy.' If 69 To corroborate his assertion, defendant sum" 
moned a physician whose testimony was summarized in Diaz in a pa,· 
sage quoted in full in Navaro: 

He stated that [marijuana] is a narcotic and acts upon the central 
nervous system affecting the brain, producing exhilarating effects and 
causing one to do things which he otherwise would not do and 
especially induces acts of violence; that violence is one of th~ 
symptoms of an excessive use of marijuana .... That the marijuan;l 
produces an "I don't care" effect. A man having used liquor and 
marijuana might deliberately plan a robbery :lnd killing and carl)' 
it out and escape, and then later fail to remember anything that had 
occurred .... ,0 

Thus an attempt in an adversary setting by an accused to escape crim
inal responsibility by blaming his offense on marijuana intoxication 

6f Sec pp. i055-57 M,a. 
lIS See pp. 1072-73 infra. 
M 83 Ut.h 6, 26 P.2d 955 (1933). 
il1 Appellant, convicted on an information charging uposscssion of marijuarua." coo" 

tended that the statute prohibited only possession of the flowering tops and lea\'es 
of the m.rijlUna pl.nr. The COUrt held that muijuana W:iS the popular n.me for the 
drug, not ju.t the plant, and that the information accordingly charged an offense. For rhi, 
proposition, it cited dictionaries, other state 5tlItutes, aniel.., cases and texts. It is 
the court's familiarity with the articles describing the .1Iegedly evil effects of the dnll! 
with which we are concerned. 

till 76 Ut3h 463, 290 P. 727 (1930). 
II!Ild. at 469, 290 P. at 729. 
70 83 Utah .t 12, 26 P.1d Jr ~S7, quotmg 76 Utah at 469-70, 2\10 P. at 729. 
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jllC:llllC medical author:ty for the scientific hypothesis that marijuana 
li'l: causes crime. 

The second source of support in Navaro for the allegedly deleterious 
c(tcctS of marijuana was a 1932 article by Hayes and Bowery (the 
Llmr a member of the 'Wichita, Kansas, Police Department) entitled 
If.71·i/)uana,u Calling for stricter penalties for marijuana use, the authors 

,wed that during the exhilaration phase, the user is likely to have in
,-reased sexual desires13 and to commit "actions of uncontrollablc vio
knce. or even murder." 73 For these propositions, they cited newspaper 
Iccounts of crimes the causes of which the reporter attributed to mari
jU:1l1aH and police testimony to the same effect.16 For example, the 
Chief Detective of the Los Angeles Police Department was quoted as 
,:lying: 

In the past we have had officers of this department shot and killed 
by Marihuana addicts and have traced the act of nmrder directly to 
the influence of MaribUll11Q, 'With no other motive. Numerous assaults 
have been made upon officers and citizens with intent to kill by 
Marihuana addicts which were directly traceable to the influence 
of Marihuana.1U 

It should be noted that Hayes and Bowery attributed the violent im
pulse to the absence of restraint engendert'-i during the so-called ex
hilaration phase, while each of the authorities cited by the Louisiana 
cOUrt in BO'lloa attributed the same impulse to the sufferings e:<peri
enced during the "depression" phase.1T 

The authors also asserted that habitual use leads to a "loss of mental 
activity, accompanied by a general dullness and indolence, like that 
of chronic alcoholics or opium eaters," to "destruction of brain tissues" 
and inevitably to insanity. For this proposition, the authors merely said 
thac "seventeen to twenty per cent of all males admitted to mental 
hospitals and asylums in India have become insane through the use 
(If this drug." T8 

71 HaYej; &. Bowery, MtJribwma. 23 J. CalM. L. lie CRlMfNOLOOY 1086 (1932), 
12ld. at 1037, 1069. 
1& Id. at lOSS. 
14 !d. at l1J93. 
fa Id. at 1088, 1090-91. 
18/d. at lOSS (emphasis added). 
11 Compare text at note 72 supra with ttXt af notes 62-63 supra. 
T8 Hayes a: &wer}" supra "Dtf 71, at 1090. 

, 
! 
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Finally the court cited an article by Eugene Stanley, the District At
torney of New Orleans, entitled Jlarilmana as a Developer of Cri1l1-
intzls.1U The title conveys the message. \Ve will return to Mr. Stanley 
in the ~ucceeding section." 

The nonchalance with which Utah and Louisiana courtS cited sen
sationalistic, nonscientific sources to suppOrt the proposition that mari
juana produced crime and insanity suggl.-Sr.s how widely accepted this 
hypothesis was among decision-makers, both judicial and legislative, 
prior to 1931. Given the prevalence of this attitude, the noninvolvc
meN vf the middle class, and the precedent established in the earlier 
alcohol :tnd narcotics cases, it is not surprising that constitutional 
challenges were either not made or easily rebuffed. Nor is it surprising 
that challenges regarding the ambiguity of the word "marijuana" were 
unsuccessful.81 The courtS, like the legislatures. assumed marijuana 
caused crime and insanity, and assumed that had public opinion crys
tallized on the question. it would have favored the suppression of a 
drug with such evil effects. 

IV. PASSAGE OF THE UNIFORM NARCOTIC DRUG Acr: 1927-1937 

Our conclusions to this point bear summarization. During the first 
two decades of the twentieth century, state as well as na.tional policy 
was steadfastly opposed to mal1ufacture, sale and consumption of nar
cotics and alcohol except for medical purposes. Constitutional objections 
were uniformly ignored. in the narcotics cases primarily because the 
nexus between the private conduct and public harm was in fact a close 
one. and in the alcohol cases primarily because the legislation was ill 
response to full operation of the public opinion process, to which the 
courts were willing to defer. 

\Ve have also found that public opinion had not crystallized against 

78 Stanley. MllTiblll",a u of DCfJO/oper of Crmumds, 2 AM. }. POUCE Sa. 252 (1931). 
cited in S~te v. Novara, 83 U~h 6, I<\-l.~, 26 P.2d 955, 958 (1933). 

10 See p. 1044 infra. 
81 E.g., S~te v. Navaro, 83 Utah 6, IS, 26 P.2d 955, 959 (933); St.te v. Bonoa, 112 La. 

955,959,136 So. 15. 17 (1931). The Texas court was somewhO[ stricter in ~ series of cases 
charging simply sale or possession of "II4rcotic drugs" without specifying marijuall2. 
On the same d.", the court reversed convictions in Baker v. SllIte, )23 Tex. Crim. 2C9, 
58 S.W.2d 534 (19B) (possession); BIker v. St.te, 123 Tex. Crim. 212, 58 S.W.2d 535 
(1933) (sale or possession); and Horton v. Sm., 123 Tex. Crim. 237, 58 S.W.2d 8H 
(1933) (possession). On the other hand the court beld .that an indictment charging 
"possession of marijuana" is sufficient even though it docs not aUege that marijuana;' • 
narcotic drug. SGntos v. State, 122 Tex. Crim. 69, 53 S.\V.2d 6IJ9 (1932). 
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Illwxicants generally, although public policy was moving rapidly ill 
(hat direction. Ultimately, the mere existence of that pul>lic policy
eren in the form of criminal law-was not sufficient to convert .1 public 
,lI1tipathy toward the evils of commercial alcohol tmffic into opposition 
ro moderate use of alcohol. On the question of private use, the public 
policy was unenforceable and eventually abandoned. However, \\,;rh 
respect to narcotics, the public policy, also expressed through the crim
inal law, effectively converted narcotics usc, in the public view, from 
,I medical problem to a legal-moral problem. Sympathy for unfortunate 
rictims turned into moral indictment. Because other laws and medical 
;Id\',mces had reduced the number of accidental addicts, the number of 
;lddicts decreased; in this sense the public policy was ~uccessful. How
CI'er, to the extent that this policy effectively ostracized a group of 
users from the rc:st of society, drove them to criminal activity to sustain 
their habit, and engendered a moralistic public image .. the stage was 
set for many ensuing problems the consequences of which hal'e only 
recently become matters of public debate. 

Ancillary to these developments during this period was the claS!-ifica
rion of marijuana in some half the states as an addictive drug that pro
duced the same evils as the opiate and cocaine-crime, pauperism and 
insanity. The users, few in number, were primarily :\Ilexicans. But as 
'\lexican immigration increased and the legitimate supply of narcotics 
lmd alcohol disappeared, a fear developed, particularly in the westem 
states, that marijuana use would increase, particularly among rhe 'Nhite 
youth. As a result, some twenty-two states restricted marijuana USe to 

medical channds. The private conduct objection having c\'aporated, 
the courts uncritically affinned the legislath'e classification. accepting 
on faith. nonscientific opinion that marijuana was a "killer weed." 

Ew;n though the public opinion process did not operate on the issue 
during this period. the decision-makers in all probahiIity thought that 
their actions comported with latent public attitudes. If indeed mari
juana caused crime and insanity, of course the public would oppose 
its use, as it presumably did use of opium and cocaine. Because the 
users were few in number and confined primarily to a suppressed social 
and economic minoritY. there was no voice wlijcb cotlld be heard 
to challenge these assu~ptions. To put it another way. the middle class' 
had successfully frustrated alcohol prohibition because the public opin
ion process came to reflect its view that the Jaw should not condemn 
intoxication. Yet because marijuana use was primarily a lower class phe
nomenon, the middle class ,:was generally unaware of the proposed leg, 
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islation. The public opinion process did not operate, and dcci.~i,,!\ 
makers rcmaincd uninformed about the drug. Quickly and with n~1 
ther consideration nor dissent, the laws were enacted, thus establi~~hil\~ 
a deliberative format followed often in the succeeding decadcs. . 

Although the groundwork had been laid, dcnigration of thc "loc" 
weed" was primarily a regional phenomenon until 1932. Nacionalizatilll: 
ensued in tWO fell swoops in the 1930's. First, cannabis was included in 
:In optional provision of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act propu!>ed 
in 1932. Second, Congress enacted thc Marihuana Tax Act in 193-, 
In thc following sections we shall scrutinize these two watershed dc 
\·e!opments. 

A. Origins Of the Uniform Law 

As we have suggested, the Harrison Act's masquerade as a revenue 
measure required residu\al state legislation in order to effectuate full 
prohibition of the narcotics trade in America.1 After its passage lll()~i 
states oLediendy marched to the rune played in Washington. By 1931 
every state had restricted the sale of cocaine and, with the exceptiun 
of twO, the opiates." Thir,ty-si." states had enacted legislation prohibiting 
unauthorized possession of cocaine3 and thirty-five prohibitcd unau
thorized possession of the opiates and other restricted drugs.' Eight 
states also prohibited possession of hypodermic syringes.G Perhaps the 
most significant feature of the state response to the Harrison Act was 
the sharp increase in pemilties between 1914 and 1931." Even these 
penalties, however, seem light in comparison with current penalties.1 

On the other homd, some i,nfIuentiallegislators thought that thc Fed
eral Act was ~'Ufficienr to deal with the problem.s And there was a con-

ISce p. 989 su".. •. 
'STATE LAWS 13. 
~ ld. at 8. 
'Id. 
Sid. at 21. 
GFor enmpk. compaTe eh. 337, (1929J ).I.Y. Laws 881 v.:irb eh. 363, [1914J ~.\'. 

Laws 1120. 
7 See Appendix A, Tables 11, Ill. 
S For example. in 1921 !'lew York had repealed irs gen .. al narcotics provision, eh. 

;OS, (1921) N.Y. Laws 1496. See 1I0te 3S :tt pp. 1017-18 tIIpra. Governor Miller of New 
Yorle at that time stated: 

Being U/lable tel ,"so Iv. tbnt COl/flier of opinioll, I have deemed it the safest 
c~lIrs. to I.ave the subject to he governed by the Federal stotute until stlcb time 
a: I.m 4S it ,btUl more cltllf'ly appellr in 1J,w.t 'II1IIJ tbat st.rUl. rna,. be wisely 
supplmmlted ~ tbe St.tt. 

46 RJ:P<lIIT ''"7 mp. NEW You: STATe '!!'Aa Ass's 1),1 (1925) (cmplwis original). Com-

,; 

1 
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'IJcrable lack of uniformity regarding the offenses prohibited and the 
penalties imposed by the several states. Finally, there was little at
lC:ntion devoted to development of ~nforcement patterns within :In<l 
.lIl1ong the states.a 

With such a variety of state legislation, it is not surprising that little 
data is available on the enforcement of these laws. Since the U1/ifoTm 
Crime Statistics, currently the most reliable source for enforcemenr 
,bta, were first compiled in 1932, there are no figures on the number 
of drug arrests by state authorities in the 1920's. One commentator 
.Isserts: 

As of June 30, 1928, of the 7738 prisoners in federal penitentiaries. 
2529 were sentenced for narcotics offenses, 1156 fOl: prohibition law 
violations, and 1148 for stolen-vehicle tr:m.'lactions. Data are not avail
able for approximately the same number in state institutions at this 
time.10 

Despite the significant degree of federal enforcement activity evidenced 
by the above data, state law enforcement agencies seldom involved. 
themselves with narcotics.ll Perhaps the best evidence of the lax en
forcement of state narcotic laws from 1914 to 1927 is the 1921 call 
for more effective enforcement of the 1917 Massachusetts anti-narcotic 
law by the Medical Director of the Boston Municipal Court: 

missioner Anslingcr fek that the statrs had failed to do rheir part during this period: 
Notwithstanding the limited power of die Federal Government, s~te office" 

immediately bec2me imbued with the erroneOUs imprcssion that the problem 
of preventing abuse of narcotic drugs was one now rafter the Harrison Act] •• -
clusively cognizable by the National Government, and dut the Fede1'll1 Law 
alooe, "nforced, of course. by Federal agencies only, should represent all the 
,'Ontro! necessary over the illicit narcotic drug traffic. 

Anslingcr, The R'QS071 for UnifoT11l SIat~ Narcotic Legislation, 21 Gm. L.J. 52, ,;:; 
(1932). 

9 Tnav &< P£LU:NS 96\1-91. See also 1928 HAI"PIIOOIt OF THE NAT!:. CoNl'tl<ENCI: Of 

CoMMlSSlom:as ON UNI!1O&M $rAtt LAws ANI> PNx:E'.PINGS 77-7ft [handbooks bercin.ft., 
cited as 19- HA""·~]. 

10 King, Tbe NJlf'COllcs Bureau ."d tbe Harrisoll Act, 61 YAU: L.J. 736, 738 n.1: 
([9$1). See ,,/so Schmeckbier, The Sureau of Probibi,ioll in B,oo/Cll'lcs II<ST. FOR Gm"T 
R£SP.AlCH, SQVJCE MQNOCItAPII No. S'l, .at 143 (1929). 

11 Sec 101"" LIWI~).ATlVE CoMM. TO 1"'''''E.~TIG ... n: THE LAWS II< RELATION TO TIlE D,S'IlII

StmoN AND SAL'" OF NARCOTIC DRUGS, FIN'AL REPOJIT, Nf:'V YORK &NAtt Doc. Nn. 3f 
(1918)" ' 

'No fixed policy ..xists for the enforcement of the State statutes .xcept in ttlt' 
larger citics of the SI:;\l:e but their enforcement hos been left to tbe desultory or 
sp:I$I1lodic effom of local police officials • • • , , 

Quoted ill TUllY & PULESS ~U. Se~ also H. 8£CJcu, Ot'TSIOF. .... • 131-38 (19631. 

Gl-BOl 0 • n . 25 
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Our laws aiming at the suppression of morphinism could perhap' }" 
better, but, no matter whether they be improved or not, they wi I! Ill,' 

have their maximal etHcicncy without adequate appropri'ltioi/J J" 

their enforcement. Even with the insufficient funds now nnti!.t!':, 
more could be reached. I understand, for instance, that there i; i. 

special police force t white squads) entrusted with the detection .111,: 
arrest of cases of V.D.L. [Violation of the Drug Law) and th,tt "i. 
fleers are very much hampered by not being allowed to follow ,ll

peeted persons outside their particular districts.12 

The gencrallack of unifonnity in anti-narcotic legislation,''' the weak· 
ness (If state enforcement procedures,t~ and the growing hysteria abour 
dope fiends and criminalitylG converged in several requests beginning 
as early as 1927 for a uniform state narcotic law.1i 

The drafting process of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act must also 
be viewed ag2inst the backdrop of two larger movemenrs: (1) rhe 
trend toward the creation and dissemination of uniform state laws b\" 
the National Colllllli$ioncrs on Uniform State Laws, a group to which 
each state sent two representatives appointed by the governor; and 
(2) the general concern in the late 20's :md early 30's about controlling 
interstate crime, manifested, for ex:unple, in the creation of the nearly 
autonomous Federal Burean of Investigation in 1930. 

Because the conceprs of states rights and narrowly construed fed
eral power held such sway in this period, appt".Il to the National Com
missioners was the inevit2ble recourse for those pressing for uniform 
anti-narcotic regulations. 

B. Drafting the Law 

A committee of Commissioners in conjunction with Dr. WiliiamC. 
'YoQdward, F..xecutive Secretary of the Bureau of Legal Medicine and 
Legislation of the American Medical Association, prepared and sub
mitted ~t the 1925 meeting of the Commissioners the First Tentative 
Drnft.1T The Committee report stated: "It occurs to your committee 

11 Sandoz., R~orl 011 Morpbinhm 10. Ib~ Municipal Coun of Bosttm, 13 J. CalM. L. 5; 

CalMINOLOGY 10. 5411922) (emphasis original). 
13 Set: STAlE L~ws JI-l4. 
HU~. , 
IG See SPECLU. CoMMITTE£ YO INVESTIGATE 111£ TaAVFlC IS ~A.amc Dkl'GS, U.s. 

Tll£ASuay DEP'T, RrPOaT (1919). 
I·H. AmuIlCil!& A W. ToMPlONs, Tm: Tuntc lJof NA;ocoTICS 159 (1953). 
11 1925 H.um.ooot 977-85. 
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rime rhe ~ew York Act should be taken as 01 basis for framing a Uni
{orm _-\.Cf, and the draft submitted herewith is largely a copy of the 
~c\l·York Act." 1" It appears that the First Draft was drawn up by 
rhe Chairman of the Committee alone.'·' It W2S never presented on the 
/loor of the full meeting but was recommitted for further study."'U 
The First Draft included the following definitions: 

(12) "Cannabis indica" or "cannabis sativa" shall include any com
pound, manufacture, salt, derivative or preparation thereof and any 
synthetic substitute for any of them identical in chemical composi
tion. 

(13) "Habit forming drugs" shall mean coca leaves, opium, can
nabis indica or cannabis sativa.21 

~owhere in the Committee report Of in the PrO'.;eedings does there 
appear an explanation of the inclusion of cannabis under the prohibited 
or regulated drugs. 

The Second Tentative Draft was presented in 1928,2:1 and again the 
draft was not discussed at the Conference but recommitted for further 
srudy.:IS The Second Draft was an exact copy of the 1927 New York 
statute.:'! It retained cannabis in the class of "habit forming drugs." 26 

The lack of concern on the part of the Commissioners themselves fOf 
the whole narcotics matter is reflected in the remarks of the President 
of the Conference in introducing a brief statement to the Conference 
by Dr. 'Woodward: 

President Miller: In view of the importance of the act I t!-Jnk it 
would not be amiss to listen to the Doctor for :I few minutes, that 
he may point out to us why it is iIDportant. In some of the states we 
do not recognize the importance because it bas not been called to 
(Jur attention. ~G 

Moreover, rhe statements of Dr. V\,'oodward point OUt that one of the 
major forces supporting the drafting of the Uniform Act was the 

IBid. at 975. 
1» Id. at 30S. 
3OId. 
211d. at 978. 
221928 HANIlllOOK 323-33. 
2a Jd. ~t 15-78. 
H Ch. 672, fl927J N.Y. Laws 1695-1703. 
2a 1928 HANllIIOOa 325. 
'" Id. at 76-77. 

I 

Ii 
/ I 

! I 
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AMA. The doctors not only wanted to protect the public frolll Jru~ 
addiction but also sought uniformity among state laws "in order lil,;' 
the profession may have a better understanding of its obligation, .:;.,. 
duties and of its rights in the use of narcotic drugs." 2'1 

Two Third Drafts were suumitted. The initial one closely rcselllbk, 
the first two Tentative Drafts and was presented in 1929.2s Again. \: 
was recommitted for funher study.:l!I The second Third Tentaiil, 
Dnlfr'" was the first to remove cannabis from the definition of "hal>l; 
forming drugs" :md to include only a supplemental provision for dC;li 
ing with the drug.a1 The explanation for this change from the tir~' 
two drafts is contained itiJ this note following the supplemental secti(,n 

Note: Because of the many objections raised to the inclusion oi 
cannabis indica, cannabis amerIcana and cannabis sativa in tr.? !tea· 
erallist of habit-forming drugs, no mention is made of them In o~hc, 
sections of this act. The foreg.;:.ing section is presented in order rll 
meet an apparent demand for some method of preventing the usc of 
such drugs for the production 31ld maintenance of undesirable dru~ 
addiction. It may be adopted {lr rejected. ns each state sees fit. with
Ollt affecdng the rest of the act.32 

Judge Deering, the Chairman of the Committee on the Unifoml !";II"

cotic Drug Act, recommended recommission for further study becaus,' 
the committee had not yet had a chance to consult with the newly 
created Bureau of Narcotics. At the time of this conference (August 14. 
1930) no one had yet been appointed to fill the office of Commissioner I)f 
the Bureau." 

After receiving suggestions from the newly appointed Commission.:r 

n!d. at 77. 
28 1929 HAlmIIOOIt 332-40. 
n Id. at 81. 
so 1910 HANDllOOg 485-97. 
31 The provision. which made iUl ~cmpdoll for medicinal or scientific use. read in 

put as follows: 
Section 12. (C.",..bis Indica, Cmmabis A7JleTi~.n/ll tmd Ctnmabis Sativa.) ~o 

person shall plant, cultiva'<C, produce, manuf.crure, possess, have under his 
control, sell, prescribe, administer', dispense or "ompound C2nnabis indica, can· 
nabis americana. or cannabilo sativa, 01' an}' prepat3tion or derivative thereof. or 
offer the _ fIX sole, administering di.pensillg or compounding •••• 

/d • • toWl. 
:r.lld. There is DO evidence of what. objection.. had been nised. Th~ .uthors icel 

cert2in that ~he dissenters were birdseed and hemp IU0u-crs whQ also objected to thr 
pusagc of the Marihuana To Act. See pp. IOH. 1059 infra. 

111930 HA"'PIIOOKI26-27. 

-! 

'I 
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\n~lingl~r; the Committee presented a Fourth Tentative Draft to the 
lI.uj()llal conference in Sep~ember 193 I.'" The section de:tling with 
liI'lrijuana was identical to thoat included in the 1930 revised version 
"f the Third Tentative Draft."" The national conference directed the 
CUlIlmittee to retnm the next year with a Fifth Tenrative ~r Final 
J)r;!ft.~3 . 

The Fifth-and final-Tenmi\'e Draft was adopted by the National 
Conference of Commissioners on October 8, 1932.31 There were some 
Jllajor changes in the Uniform Act between the Fourth and the Fifth 
Tcr.,ative Drafts with regard to the regulation of marijuana. Although 
the marijuana provisions remained supplemtntal to the main body of 
the Acr, any state wi.shing to regulate sale and possession of marijuana 
was instructed to simply add cannabis to the definition of "narcotic 
drugs," in which case all the other provisions of the Act would apply 
ro ffiuijuana as well as the opiates and cocaine.u It appears that the 
change from a supplemental section to a series of amendments to the 
relevant sections of the Act was preferred by the Narcotics Bureau.
The only. opposition to adoption of tbe Final Draft came from some 
Commissioners who objected to tying the uniform state law to the 
terms of me Federal Harrison Act . .o This last obstacle to ac.oprion of 
the Act was overcome by the argument that a number of states had 
~lready passed such legislation so that the federalism problem should not 
stand in the way; the Act was adopted 26-3. 41 These floor arguments at 
the national conference are a most imponant htdication that no one 
challenged· or even brought up the issue of the designations of the 
drugs to be prohibited. Moreover, this brief debate confirms the notio.n 
that the Act received very little attention of any of the Commissioners 
other than those sitting on the committee that drafted it!2 

34 1931 HANOIOOIt 390-402. 
3II1d. at 398-l19. 
IGId. at 127-28. 
~1 1932 HANDBOOIt 95-107. 
&Sid. at 326. 
3D See Tennysot!, Unifort/( Sute NiUcotic Law, 1 Ft:!). B. Ass's 1~ Oct. 1932, 

~r 55; Illicit Drug Trflf/i., 2 FE!>. B. AM's: J. 208-l)9 (19)5) (indic~tin8' that 'he 5impl~ 
amendments for marijuana w~rc designed by the Bureau so that <lthcr drugs could be 
added il) the same W2y}. 

<01932 HANDBOOK 95.101. 
uld. at 107. 
n From our own cornpuutioos, the tOOl! rime spent by all the Commissioners dis-' 

cussing this A~ from 1927 t9 19)2 could not han: exceeded one bour. Moreover, the 
.mall number ~ stites preSent It the time <If the roll ~II, as compared with the 
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Examination of the annual proceedings of the Commissioncr~ 1111 

mediately suggests several conclusions about the drafting and prop",.ll 
of the Unifotm Narcotic Drug Act. (1) It was drafted in conjunctioll 
with the American Medical Association and, after 1930, Comllli~~illncr 
AnSlingcr ()f the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. (2) It was not onc of tht 
more controversi21 unifol)n laws and it was given litde considerarion 
during the full meetings of the Commissioners. (3) Impetus f(lr rht 
legislation, especially the optional marijuana provisions, came i:ulll 
the Bureau of Narcotics itself. (4) No scientific ~tudy of any kind 
was undertaken before the optional marijuana section was proposed. 
(5) The first three tentative drafts included marijuana within the 
general pare, of the Act while the last two (including the one finall~' 
adopted by the Commissioners) made marijuana the subject of a sepa
rate, optional provision. (6) The model for all thc drafts of the t" ni
form Act was the 1927 New York State statute. 

C. Passage of the State Laws 

By 1937 every state had enacted some form of legislation relating tL' 

marijuana, and thirty-five had enacted the Uniform Act." The process 
by which a previously regional phenomenon became nationwide closely 
parallels that which characttrized the earlier srare-by-state de\'elop
ments. The major difference is that the Bureau of :Narcotics sought to 
insure passage of the Act in each state through lobbying and testifying 
before the legislatures and by propagandizing in channels of public opin
ion. The Bureau's role has been overstated, however. The same factors 
that combined to produce the earlier legislation were exacerbated dur
ing the nationalization period, 1932-1937, and the legislation probably 
would have passed JUSt as easily without the efforts of the Burt;au. 

Use of the drug was still slight and confined to underprivileged or 
fringe groups who had no access either to public opinion (,r to the 
legislatol'S'. The middle class had litde knowledge and even less in
terest in the drug and the legislation. Passage of the Act in each state 
was attended by little publicity, no scientific study and even more 
blatant ethnic aspersior,s than the earlier laws. In short, the laws went 
tmnoticed by legal commentators, the press and the public at large, 
despite the propagandizing efforts of the Bureau of Narcotic's. 

4B that voted on the Uniform Machine Gun Act the day ber"Te, indiC:lfC$ rhar concern 
foe this Act was less ttWt overwhelming • 

•• T",~ Act Hurmg.25-26. 

1 

1 
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/. Use Pattemf aud Public Knowledge: 1931-1937 

:\s we noted earlier, marijuana use began in this country in states 
Ilcar the Mexican border," "marijuana" in fact being a Mexican label 
ior the cannabis drug. Throughout the 1920's marijuana usc was con
lined primarily to the Mexican-American community; however, by 
the huc 20's use of this drug had spread to many of the larger cities 
,11lll had become quite popular among some elements in the Black 
f!hC:ttllcs.(ft Jazz musicians, dancers and others found the drug a cheap 
and readily available euphoriant!6 

;\'evcrthcless, usc still remained slight even in 1934. Commissioner 
:\nslinger himself asserted in 1937: "Ten years ago we only heard about 
it [marijuana] throughout the Southwest .. , • [llt has only become a 
n:',tionai menace in the last 3 years."·7 Still another commentator has 
written; 

Only in the 1920's wa~ there any significant usage even by the 
,\lexican-Amcrican communities in border cities, and onlr in the 
mid and late 1920's did Negro, jazz musicians and "degenerate" bo
hemian sub-cultures start smoking marijuana. Even the most lurid 
joumnlists did not claim marijuana "seeped" into society at large un
til the 1930's and usually the mid-30's.·" 

As late as 1928, the arrest of one Harlem youth ~or possession of a 
small amount of marijuana was news,(g Thus, we conclude that the 
number of users was still small, although it may have begun to grow 
around 1935, and that these users were still concentrated regionally 
in the West and Southwest and socio-economically within the lower
class '1exican-American and Black t:ommunities. 

H Ste H. Il£cKu, OUTSID£&S ))5 (1963). 
(Ii NEW YOlll< CITY l\l.woa's CoMMiTtEE ON MAaUiUANA, RuollT, 1'eprinlcd in THE 

.\fARlHt:,'''A PAJ>ERS 277-307 (D. Soloman ed. 1966) [hereinafter cited :as LAGU.uDL\ 
REl'Ol<f i. 

'6/d. at 292-94. The following exchange fron' the Hearings on the Mllrihu.tl~ T.1< 
Act indicares the low Cost of the drug in 1937: 

Mr. Thompson: What is th. price of marlj~ana? 
Mr. Anslingcr: The .ddict pays anywhere from 10 to 25 cenfS pcr cigarette. 

rn illicit traffic the bulk price would be around $20 per pound. Legitim?teIY, 
the bulk is around $1 per pcund. 

Ta.t A~t Hearing! 27 . 
.. Ta.t Act H~aring! 20. 
~";\Iandel, Hoshi1h. AssllJ!ins and the LO'IJ~ of God, 2 I$SL'ES IN CRlhIlSOWG" 149 

(1966) • 
• &~.Y.limC$, Ocr. 7, 1928, ~ ,1; at 4, co!. 6. 
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At the s:.me time, the overwhelming majority of middle-class :\IIICI'J 

cans in the 1930's knew nothing of marijuana use-they had !lCI l~ 
seen lllllI'ijuana and knew no one who used the drug. Prior ro I 'J)' 

there was little, if any, attention given marijuana in major natil\~I", 
magazin~' and the leading national newspapers.:;' That few mid,\i, 
class Americans in this period knew anything of marijuana or its del'l' 
is best illustrated by the fact that thl! Bureau of ~:lJ:cotics COndl\(:rcli 
a campaign to alert people to the dangers of marijuana. The Burcau ;j, 

early as 1932 began arousing public opinion against marijuana by "'iii 

cdut:.ational campaign d(!SCribing the drug, its identification and its l'l II 

effects." 02 In July 1936, the New York City police were shown 11\;lri 
juana so that they would recognize it growing or in dried, smokcahlt 
form.lIS Thus, even policemen had to be shown the plant as late ;\' 
1936 to pennit effective enforcement of the New York st~te Ia\\, 
We may accordingly infer that the level of public familiarity wirh 
the drug was quite low indeed.1I4 

What little information filtered to the middle class was generated III 
sporadic ClUI1paigns' by local newspapers detailing the potential el ib 
of marijuana; the accounts, as before, were sensationalistic and rende,l 
to exacerbate latent ethnic prejudices. For example, a 1934 newspaper 
:lccount linked crime in the Southwest with marijuana smoking Mcxi
can-Americans in the region." In a 1935 letter to the editor of the Ne~;' 
YOi'k Times, a Sacramento, California, reader asserted: 

Marijuana, perhaps now the most iruidious of our narcotics, h ,1 

direct by-product of unrestricted :V1exic:m immigmtion ... , Mexican 
peddlers have been caught distributing sample marijuana cigarette~ 
to school children." 

50 There is only one article even vaguely related to Ol.rijuana listed prior to 1935-
OuT Ht:1IIfc fIubec.b Crus>, I.ITDAllY J)I"'~T, Apr. 3, 192(', at 64. Se. H. BF.c~E', 
Otmmus 141 (1963). 

61 From 1923 to 1935 there were only thin.e.n short articles relate<! in any w.), to 

mariju.na in the New York Times, even though Xc\\' York City h.d Mllned 
lI1lIliju.na as early as 1914 and the state legislature had lctcd in 1927. 

IS2 BUllEAu OF NAICO'nCI, U.s. Tausulv DEP'T, T"'FFIc '" OPIUM ... ",,0 OrJlF.R D.'''
GPOus DRUGS 59 (1937). Sec also H, ll>:C:I<F.R, OcnmrRs 140 (1963), 

i5.1 N.Y. Times, July 24, 1936, at 6, col. l, 

ItYn 1923 the New York Times, in. short article, reported: "The latest habit forming 
drug • , . marijuana, which is smoked in a cigu-ette-w •• exhibited" at • women's cluh 
meeting. N.Y .. Timc:s, Jan. 11, 1923, It 24, col. 1. 

GD N.Y. Tmes, Sept. 16, 1934, S 4, at 6, col. 3. 
M III, Sept, 15, 1935, , 4, It 9, col. 4. 

I 

1 
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The writer went on to demand a quota aU Mexicans permitted w enter 
(he country. In ~cifying in favor of the Marihuana Tax Act, Com
missioner Anslinger submitted a Jetter he had received from the editor 
"i a Colorado newspaper aslcing the Bureau to help stamp out the mari
luana menace. After describing an attack by a Mexican-American, 
.1Ilcgedly under the influence (If marijuana, on a girl of his region the 
w ri rer stated: 

I wish I could show you what a small marijuana cigaret can do 
to one of our degenerate Spanish-speaking residents. That· ... why our 
problem is so great; the greatest percentage of our population is com
pasce of Spanish-speaking persons, most of whom are low mentally. 
because of social and racinl conditions .. " 

AgaiI'~ in the testimony at the hearings on the Marihuana Tax Act the 
following is excerpted from an article includ!:d in the record: 

We find then that Colorado reportS that the Mexican papulation 
rhere cultivates on an average .of 2 to 3 tons of the weed annually. 
This the Mexicans make into cigarettes, which they sell a1 two for 
25 cents, mostly to white school smdents.~S 

Thus, not only did few middle-class Americans know about marijlllloa 
and its use, but also what little "information" was available provoked 
an automatic adverse association of the drug with Mexican immigration, 
crime and the deviant life style in the Black ghettos. Naturally, the 
impending drug legislation, as had the ·earlier state legislation, became 
entangled with society'S views of these minority groups. 

2. RoJe of the Federal BurellU Of Narcotic! 

It has become quite fashionable ,among critics of existing marijuan31 
legislation to assert that the sole cause of the illegal statuS of marijuana 
has been the crusading z.e-.. l of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and 
especially of its long~time head. Harry ]. Anslinger. Some observers 
have suggested that the Bureau's activity was produced by bureallcr~.cic 
exigencies and the need til e.xpand;a, others have said the Bureau was 

67 TIUl AI" H6Dhrgs. 32. 
GB Gomib, Muijuatl4-A. Mm-e Al4rming Me1Ulce to Soci~ty Tb<rn All OtberHablt 

Farming Drugs, quol,d in T.u: Act H«l1ings 32-33. Set: 41so Gusficld, OJJ·t.egislnlin.~ 
MQTab, The S~fnb(Jlic Process of Designating DevIa7lce, S6 GAur. L. R&v. H, 69 (1968). 

III Dickson, BUT~gJJcrjJCy II1td Morality: An Organi:tational Porspect;";c 011 a .MQ1DI • 
Crns.td~, 16 SocIAL ~ H3 (1968 • 
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on a moral c11lsadcj tIU still otherti have asserted ellat the Bureau !J~hc\ e,i 
its own propaganda abOUt the link benvecil criminality and dope 'i"'lht~:' 
\Vhile much of this may be true, it is clear that the Bureau Jid nl)l 
single-handedly conjure up the idea of banning marijuana use. :-.inl· ... 
many st:ltes had already undertaken the regulation of marijuana uei,)!"" 
the creation of the Bureau in 1930, we cannot credit the Bureau :lioll'" 

with the pressure to outlaw the drug. 
At the same time, it is certain that the Federal Bureau of ~:lr(:'liic, 

actions quickened the pace of the passage by Statc legislators of thc t: ni
fOfm Narcotic Drug Act. The Bureau saw the passage of state n,lr·· 
coties laws as one of its primary objectives. To this cnd we have dcmilcd 
how directly the Bureau wa.~ involved in the creation of the Final Drafr 
of the Uniform Act. After approval of the Final Draft, the Bureau 
began a significant campaign in the newspapers and legal journal~ to 

boost public support for the Uniform Act.tIlI By detailing the inability of 
federal enforcement agen.cies to d.eal with thc burgeoning narcotics 
traffic, the Bureau continued to press for passage of the Uniform .\ct 
by creating :1 felt n~d in the public for such legislation.elI Despite the 
efforts of the Bureau, the Unifoml Act went virtually unnoticed hy 
legal commentators and pf'..riodicals, and by the public media. 

3. Legislative Semtnl), a11d Media Coverage 

The Uniform Act was passed by the legislatures of most states with
out scicntific study or debate and without attracting public attcntion. 
In examining in detail the passage of the Uniform Act in Virginia and 
some other selected states, it will be clejU" that public concern m·cr 
marijuana succeeded the out;.awing of the drug and did not precede it. 
Our methodology to determine the extent of public attention in a given 
state at the time of the passage of the act was to review the newspapers 
of largcr citiC"~ for the two weeks before and after passage." 

tIO H. BECIWI, OtlTSUlUlS U7-4S (1963); see 1'. DcSfu, 1'11£ l.ECIsunoN 0 ... \loR.\I.",· 
17-19 (1970). 

61 KiJ)B, Tbe Narcotics Bureal/ .md Ibe H~rrisqjl API, 62 Y ~u: L.j. 731i, 7>7·39 
(19m. 

G:lE.g? Amlinger, Th~ RelU071 for UI/ifonll 5141. finGolic Legislalion, 21 GEO. L.]. 
52 (i9U>; Tcnny$Oo, U,ufonll St"'e Na'cotic CAw, 1 Fm. B. A .. 'N J., Oct. 1932, ~t 5i 
(Air. Tennysoo was Legal Advisor, Buteau of Narcotics). 

t135u, e.g., !';.Y. Time., Sept. 16, 1931, at 37, col. 2. 
~ lr seml$ milt if thet<: were .ny publie coocern at .11 about the Uniform Act and 

irs adoption, it sbould apptar lit thooe times in mention of tbe bin, IIlarijuana or 
na!"(otic dMltrn in gelleral. "'e uscU the paPCrJ of the larger cities under tbe I$SIIIIlption 

I 

1 
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111 Yirginia the Cniform Narcotic Drug Act passed the Hf,losc SS-IJ 
"n February 16, 193+,·;; and was approved 34-0 by the Senatl= all Feu
rllan' :!2 .... Although the 'Act as passed in Virginia contained no mari
jlJ;1Jl~1 prcl\'isions, the same legislature the next month jlassed a bill (flB. 
2 -,Ii), prohibiting "use 9£ opium, marijuana [and] loco weccl- ... in the 
i1wlUfacrure of cigarettes, cigars" and other tobacco products.61 Thi~ 
!;II\', which amended a 1910 Virginia statute prohibiting the use of 
opium in the manufacture of cigarettes,"" was the first mention of mari
iU;lna or any or its derivatives in the Virginia Code. 

An examination of the Riclntlond Times-Dispatch, the newspaper of. 
rhe state capital and perhaps the most influential newspaper in the state 
.It that time, for the period surrounding the enactment of chese two 
pro\'isions (February I to March 15, 1934) shows cl:ariy that little, if 
;lIlY, public r.l.ttention attended their passage. There is no mention .1t 
.mv time of H.B. 236.·" As for H.B. 94 (the Uniform Ace), the Timcis
Dispatch rep<"!rted on February 7 that the bill hadbcen introduced. This 
announcement was buried among the list of all bills introduced and 
referred on February 6.70 In a February 12 article dealing with "con
rroversial" bills before the House and Senate chat week no mention was 
made of H.B. 94. On l\hrch 6, the newspaper recorded: "Among the 
important bills passed were: .•• [far down the listhl>e Scott bill, mak-

thor they w<>'<Jld \l$ll1llly- cOntain the fullest and most accul'llCc'ilcCQunt of the hu.<incss 
of state Uogislatur~ 

II!) VA. HoUs&]oUlt. 321 (1934). 

" W .. Slti,;WlE jima. -;"I-;)!.- ~ 19*). 
81 ADy. manuf;c!;Ut~ ,~r ~~;!f.cturers of cigarettes who sbal1 emjlloy opiwn, 

=ihuana, ,1oco·~, or, any other sedatille, n.arcoclc or hypnotic drug, like 
chemical 0<: ~ilist.mce, ~t.ner in the tob.cco used or ~per wrappers of cigarettes, 
cigars, tobacco or anyt'l11erwise undiluted foodstUff or beveIaie, other than that 
adllenised, sold and used 2$ a drug or m<:dicine, shall h;: guilty of • misdememor, 
and upon conviction shall be tined not less than one hunc!red dollars pOl' more 
than ~ tho\lS2l1d dollars, at con:tined in jail not less than six months nor more 
than twelve months, or both, for coch otfensc. . 

Ch.268, [1934) Va. Acts of As.scmbly 411 (H.B.236). 

88Ch. 246. (1910) Va. Acts of Assembly 358 (codified as .mentltd ill \:,. Goo.: .h",. 
U 18.1-345. -346 (Supp. 1910». 

III On March 11, 19)4, the <fuy after the prohibition of use of opium in cigarettes 
was amended to include marijum~, the Riclm:ond Tnne$-Dirpattb did not mer.tion the 
action, and an article cntitled uBiUs Pmed by A •• embly" did nor mention any marijuin~ 
or narcotic laws. Richmond Times-Displtch. Mar. 11, 1934, at 4, col 2. A March 12, 
six-column article, .ntitled "Vital M~ures Passed in Bus)' 1934 Assembly" also did 
not mention eith1>r the nncotics ler,iShtien or the marijuana amendment. ld,," for, 12. 
1934. at I, col. 2. ' 

'.'d~ F~b. 7,19:J'4.at4. col. I,. 
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ing the State narcotic law conform to the Fedeml statute." 71 TIl:\! 
the sum of the publicity received by the Unifonn Act and the St:ltlilt 
that first regulated marijuana in any way in Virginia. 

In 1936. the legislarurt: passed a separate statute prohibiting the ~;\lt 
and use of marijuana. This bill~S.B. 289-passed the House and Scn,II-. 
unanimously.f' The Act prohibited, except for a narrow medical c'. 

ception, sale, possession, usc and cultivation of marijuana.n The penal 
ties for violation, interestingly, were more severe than those for vj"l.t 
rion of the 1934 Uniform Act. Looking again at the Times-Disp.JIC;
for the period from February l5 to March 19, 1936, we find only (JIll 

brief article Oll the new marijuana legislation. After the Senate p:L~,c.1 
the measure em Febru:lry :!9, the following appeared: 

Among the bills passed by the Senate was the Apperson mcaSlIr,
prohibiting the cultivation, sale Of distribution of derivatives of the 
plant cannabis sativa, introduced as an outgrowth of alleged tmffk 
in marihuana cigarettcs in Roano!:~. It fixes punishment for violation 
of its provisions at from one to 10 years in the penitentiary, or h~ 
confinement in jail for 12 months al.d a fine of not more than 51,O{)(l 
or bath. 

Charges that schoo! children were being induced to hecome addict, 
of marihuana cigarettes and that tbe weed was being cultivated in 
and ncar the cin' on a wide scale were laid before the Roanoke Citl 
Council hst yw. A youth who said he was 11 former addict of the 
drug testified before the Council that inhalation of one of the cigarette, 
would produce :l 'cheap drunk' of sevenl days' duration.1< 

~o further mention of this statute was made after the House passed it 
Of after the GoveDlor signed it into law. 

In order to determine whether the lack of public attention in Virginia 
was common to other statcs when the first prohibition of marijuana took 
place, we have surveyed rhe leading newspapers of several other states 
at the timcs encompassing passage of the law. \Ve tried to eelect states 
that had not pre\'iouslr regulated use of the drug under the assumption 
that more publicity would attend initial legislation than an amendment 
of e~"ting law. 

In ·New Jersey. Rhode Island, Oregon and West Virginia, for ex-

71/d., Mor.6. 1934, 1l2. col. S. 
a VA. H'on& JOCK. 827 (19)6); VA. SL .. ATE Jou •• .f98 Q9361. 
la Ch. 212, (1936) Va. Ac:u of Assembly >61. 
it Richmoad Tirncs-Diopatch, Mar. 1, 1936, at 12. c:oI. r. 
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.lIl1plc, the major newspapers of Newark,'G Providence,TO Salem7T and 
(:h:trlcston,18 respectively, referred' to the Unifonn Act only once ano 
t', marijuana not at all. In Kentucky, the Lr;r,isvillc Herald Post prinr<:d 
"nl)' rwo shorr references to the Unifoml Act,79 one of which referred 
in marijuana: 

[Congressman] Kramer added that beys and girls of school age an' 
being Jed into the use of habit forming drugs by underw()rld 
leaders .... "[Mlugglcs" or <:igarettes m.1de from marijuana, com
monly called .loco weed or hemp. are also tabooed under the new 
state law, it was learned.eo 

rypical of both legislative and newspaper concern about the new la\\' 
I' the following Chllr/est01l Daily Mail comment: 

A Narcotic Bill 

Inconspicuously upon the special calendar of the h()use of delcgatc~
rather far down upon it-is Engrossed S.B. No. 230, lodging specific 
powers in the hands of state authorities for the control of the traffic 
in narcotics. It has passed the Senate unanimously. It should pass tht' 

7. The Newark Star L.dS" was surveyed from May 20 to June 10, 1933, a period 
surrounding the p=ge of the statute, ch. 186, [19J31 N.}. Acts 397, on June 5, 1933. 
On the day of the signing of the bill, there ~ppeared " shon: article noting that the 
Unifonn Na;,>otic Drug Act had become Jaw. Newark Star Ledger, June 5, 1933, at 1. 

75 The statUte, ch. 2096, [19341 R.I. Acts 101, was approved April 26, 1934. The PrD11i
dt1l&e Journal was surveyed from April 10 to April 28, 1934. and on April 12 thetl· 
appeared five senten""" on the Unifonn Act. ProvidcoCtl Journal, Apr. 12, 1934, at B. 
On April 21, the law was described in a short article summarizing the business nf 
the legisJuive seuion. ld •• Apr. 21, 1934, at 7. Neither article mentioned marijuana. 

TT The Salem Oregon Statesman in the period from February 8 to F ebruary 2~. 
1935, had only oo.c wcle dealiug witb dNtIS. Salem Orellon St2tesman, Feb. ~). 
1935, 2t 2, col. 2. 

18 The Uniform Act was passed in West Vu-ginia on March 8, 1935. Ch. 46. 
• [I935J W. Va. Acts 179. 11Ie Clutrlmon Dail, "'m', which c#rricd detailed legislative 

news, was surveyed from March 1 to March 20, 193;. On March I. the le!.';slarure 
reconvened under a speci21 calendar including the Uniform Act. During this period. 
the Act attracted little attention except for an cditori2l on ~arch 7. Charleston Dail;
Mal!, Mar. 7, 1935, .r 10, col. 1. The bill was mentioned in passing in two other storie) 
on upcoming legislation, and in a repon: that a fedent! judge criticlzed Wer.t Virginia', 
failure to enact the Act. Id~ Mar. 6. 1935, at 6, col. ~. 

T'The Louistlille Hmud Post was surveyed from April 15 to June IS, 1934. The 
marijuana section of the Uniform Act became effective on June 14. 1934. Ch. 14". 
[1934J Ky. Acts 562. The onl1' reference to the Act wos J.ouis,·jlJe HCl"lIld P""t. 
June 6, 1934, at 10. 

IIIld. 
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House., mel its only danger of defeat there is the very renl one tim 
it will become lost in the shuffle of adjournment now but n fe\1 
hoW'S:lway. 

The bill goes under th~ name of the unifonn narcotic drug act ali,! 
it is just that. Identical measures for the control by the states of illicir 
Ullffic on drugs hnve been passed by other states, notably the Sourhcrn 
group. Its passage here would result in a broad territory in which 
there are corccsponding laws .... 11 

The editorial nowhere mentions marijuana. The bill itself passed in the 
waning hours of the speci21 session with no subsequent attention g;nll 
."" It. 

From our survey of these and other States, we have concluded thar 
with but one exception"" the Virginia experience was the norm. (I) 
The laws prohibiting use, sale, possession, and diStribution of marijuan:l 
passed unnoticed by the media. There was no public outcry for such 
legislation. (2) Quite often the bill was buried beneath more contro
versial bills in 3 busy legislative session. (3) In many states the Act W:1S 

passed late in the session along with myriad other "uncontroversial" 
laws. (4-) Finally, no state undertook jndependent Study to determine 
the mediC'" facts about marijuana-they relied on information" supplied 
by the Federal Bureau of Narcoticsll4 or a few lurid newspaper Stories."" 

4. Awilable Medical Opinion 

In conjunction with the fourth conclusion from our state case his
tories of the passage of this Act, we should examine the extent of medical 
knowledge that might have been available to legislators had they wanted 
to conduct an independent evaluation of the dangers of the hemp drugs. 

11 OJarIatDG Daily Mail, Mat. 7, 19J5, at 10, col. 1. 

n /d., Mar. 11, 19J5, at 1, c:cl I, reports: "In the confusion of the dOlling holU¥ 
Sawrday night !be \c:gisIamre pwed many bills, many of them unread and unprinted and 
not understood. " , 

uln Missouri, die P-&c 'Of the Unifllrl1l Act was attended by pressure on the 
legislature stcntmirIg from a byorerla campajen in the St. LOfIis Stn- Tin/.s which 
contained S maior articles wFn8 the outlawing of nwijuam and presenting lurid 
L"Ue 5tUdies of the evils of the drug. Th= orricies ""ere quoted in the T..., Act Hemngs. 
Sa Sc. Loui:I Star TII1ICS, Ja:J. 17-Fcb. 19; 19H. 

"Se" e.g., N.Y. Tunes, Sept. 15, 1931, at 17, col. 2 (recording Commissioner 
Ansiingu'. Sl2temcnts on the need for unifonn sute Jaws to regulate marijuana). 

//lI1n the Missouri cue. the lcaisJarure, in respome to the scare stories in the 
St. LOllis SUr Times, took only 10 days to present the Jaw, hold quick hearings. 
and unanimously p;IlIII the anti-marijuana legislation. 

1 
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There were five influential sources for. information about the effcct~ 
IIf J1\ariju:ma and hemp on humans. None of these were conducted with 
[he scientific precision characterizing modem studies of urug effects. 
However, they each deserve mention here either hecause they deserved 
,\Ccention then Of because they heavily influenced later commentators. 

The first exhaustive study of the effects of cannabis and the other 
hemp drugs was done by the British in India. Their Indian Hemp Drugs 
Commission studied cannabis use among the native population in India 
in 1893 and 1894,1WI and submitte.:l its conclusions in a 500-page report. 
The Commission received evidence from 1,193 witn¢SSeS, including 335 
doctors, and studied the relevant drug-related judicial proceedings and 
the intake records of every mental hospital in British India. As a result 
they concluded: 

In regard to the moral effects of the dru/;,"s, the Commission are of 
opinion that their moderate use produces no moral injury wh2tever. 
There is no adequate ground for believing that it injuriously affects 
the character of the consumer. Excessive consumption, on the other 
hand, both indicates and intensifies moral weakness (Ir depravity. 
Manifest excess leads directly to loss of self-respect. ~nd thus to moral 
degradation. In respect to hiS'relations with ~ociety, however, eYen 
the excessive consumer of hemp drugs is ordinarily inoffensive. His 
excesses may indeed bring him to degraded poverty which may lead 
hini to dishonest practices; and occasionally. hut apparently very 
rarely indeed, excessive indulgence in hemp drugs may lead to. vio
lent crime. But for aU practical purposes it may be laid down that 
there is little or no connection betWeen the use of hemp drugs and 
crime.&7 

It is quite clear, however, that the Indian Hemp Drug Commission 
Report was not disseminated in the United States until 1969.88 

On the other hand, periodic reports of the Panama Canal Zone Gov
ernor's Corrimittee to study the physical and moral effects of the .use of 
marijuana were available to legislators before the passage of the Uni
form Act. After an investigation extending from April to December 
1925, the Committee reached the following conclusions: 

There is no evidence that marijuana as grown here is a "habit
forming" drug in the sense in which the tenn is applied to alcohol, 

8Sbm~N HEMP Da008 COM~{ISSION 1893-94, REron, MMlJ'(!ANA (J. Koplan ed. 1969). 
811d. at 264. 
asld.1t vi. 
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opium, cocaine etc. or dut it has any appreciable delete[iou~ in 
flume\'! on the individual using it." 

10 1933, a similar Panama Canal Zone committee reported: 

Delinquencies due to mariajuana smoking which result in trial Ill' 
milillllY coun are negligible in number when compared with d~. 
linquencies resulting from the use of alcoholic drinks which ai,,, 
may be classed as stimulants lind intoxicants.1O .' 

About the rime thllt the final Governor's Committee Report from 
the Canal Zone was completed, a New Orleans physician, Dr. Fossicr. 
comple~ a study from whic~. he concluded that marijuana was ;1 

highly dangerous drug with habit-forming properties.a1 This piece 
would have remained relatively unnoticed due to the obscurity of the 
journal in which it was published had it not been picked up by the 
New Orleans District Attorney, Eugen1e Stanley, and made the basi~ 
for his own article-Maribwm4 tiS IZ Developer nf Criminalsill-which 
app=red in a law enforcement journal. Mr. Stanley stated: 

It is an ideal drug to cut off inhibitions quickly. . . . 
At the present time the underworld has been quick to realize the 

value of this drug in subjugating the will of human derelicts to that 
of a master mind. Its use sweeps away all restraint, and to its influence 
Ulay be attributed many of our present day crimes. It has been the 
experience of the Police and Prosecuting Officials in the South that 
immediately before the commission of m:my crimes the use of mari
huana cigarettes has Decn indulged in by criminals ,'0 a~ to relieve them
selves from dIe natural restrililt which might deter them from the 
commission of criminal acts, and to give them the false courage ncc
=ry to commit the contemplated crime.'" 

Mr. Stanley's article, based Oll no empirical data whatsoever, was widely 
used by courts to corroborate early legislation and by lobbyists to jus
tify the later prohibitive legislation against the hemp drugs.~ 

In 1933 the following colloquy appeared in the Journal of the Amer
i.;:an Medical Association: 

8' Quoted in Mari4i"'!114 Smoltinll in Po1fUI111Q,73 TfI£ MILITARY SCRCEON 274 ~1933). 
to 14. It 279. , 
81 Fossier. The MllrijulI1U' MtlMCe,1!4 NEW OaU:ANS ;\IEDICAL II: St."&QCAL J. 247 (1931 1 , 

12 Sumlcy. Marib",ma OS" Dn .. elop~ of Crimi1l.I" 2 AM. J. PoucE SCI. 252 (1931), 
IOld. at 2S6. 
H See Ta Act He"';"gs 23-24, l7. 

., 
~I 
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Effects of Cannabis 

To the EditoT:-l have been hearing about the smoking of cigarets 
dipped into or medicated with fluidextract of Cannabis americana. 
I can find nothing about the use of the drug by addicts. What is 
its immediate effect? ,":hat an:: irs late cffects? What is the minimum 
.lethal dosc? In what way does it differ from or resemble "muggles" 
in its action? While in Louisiana I was told that the use of marihuana 
causes dementia. Is this true? Please omit name. 

M.D.. Illinois. 

ANSWER.-The effect of Cannabis americana is the same as that of 
Cannabis indica; and, of the effect of the latter, the books are so full 
that it is hardly necessary to detail them here. It must suffice here 
to say that cannabis, at the height of its action, usually produces hal
lucinations, with or without euphoria, and that these are followed by 
a deep sleep. Its most marked after-dfect is the liability to the estab
lishment of a craving for the drug, the habitual use of which under
mines the intellectual qualities and the social value of the victim and 
leads to general physical deterioration. It is stated that smokers nearly 
always become imbecile in time. The minimum lethal dose is )In
known, no fatalities having been reported in man. In view of the 
fact that one dose may kill one dog that has no marked effect on 
another, one must admit the possibility of a lethal effc-ct on man. In 
view of what has been said, it must be admitted that "marihuana," 
which is merely another name for Cannabis indica. may cause de
mentia.9 r. 

The reply contains no indication how or where the persons who an
swered the question got their data. It seems clear from the narure of the . 
response that the medic;!l community was quite uncertain as to the 
effects of the drug in 1933. 

In 1934, Dr. Walter Bromberg, senior psychiatrist: at Bellevue Hos
pital, reponed that marijuana was not a habit-fonning drug and Wtl~· 
far less responsible for crime than other drugs 3uch as alcohol. In this 
srudy, Bromberg drew his data from examination of 2,216 inmates con~ 
victed of felonies.OIl Dr. Bromberg pointed out that marijuana users tend 
to be passive in comparison to users of alcohol and that the hemp drugs 

116 100 lAMA. 601 (19m . 

. D& Bromberg. MlITijlllma Intoncoltio1l: ."1 CliniC4i Study of Camubir Sat;V4 iutoncnlioll, 
91 .-UL J. P~YCH1ATIlY ~03 (19J4)/ 

6l-BOl 0 - 77 - 26 
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should lead [0 crime only in cases of use by already Ps},cholmilil" 
typts.n 

This then was the extent of medical e"idence available to laymen 'In.1 
legislators alike at the time the Unifonn Narcotic Drug Act and the Ii,,; 
prohibitions of marijuana were enacted ill most states. We can concillJl 
the following from our brief review of the medical literature:· (I 

t'l1J. at 309: see f'acts tend f"a,/Cies AbDUl Mllrijuana, LITEMIIY DIGEST, Oct. 2+. 19;6. 
at 7-8. This preoent2tion begins by dic;csting Dr. Bromberg's article for loymen; 

It .is clear from this study [of 2,216 criminals coO\·icced of felonies] that in lhi, 
region the drug is a breeder of crime only when used by psychopathic t) )lo, 
in whom the drug allows the emergence of aggressive, sexual· or antisocial 
tendencies .. " It i. quite probable thot lIIcoool is more responsible as .11 aRem 
for crime than is marihuana. 

Tbe Article continues: 
The following factS stand out in soci.1 and medical reports: 
1. Marihuana is ncta babit-forming drug, as is heroin or opillm. 
2. It prolongs sensations: it is in high favor·as an apbrodislac. 
3. It is the most inexpensive of drugs; rrutrihuan. cigarettes usuall>' selling ar 

from three to tweaty·live cents each. 
The micle tben describes the effects of marijuana: 

After smoking from one to three "reefen." if one has not been told wh.t 
to expecr, the first effects of the drug p= almost unnoticed-nothing, perhaps, 
but a slight twitching of muscles of tbe fleCk, back or legs. The mind remains calm 
and c1=. Suddenly, without apparent cause, a chonee remark . . . sends the 
subject into a spasm of violent laughter. 

Becoming calm again, wbile the drug continues to exert its weird effects, the 
smoker finds ideas crowding through his brain with bewildering npidiry: those 
around him become slow-dull. Nor is the language of bis own tongue swift 
enough to keep pace with his lighming thoughts. 

Soon the self-esteem of the smoker begins to grow in like proportion ...• 
P=doxically, trifling discomforts become unbeanble evils: the flare of a 

match near-by brings. resentment thot is immediately transformed into an 
overwhelming desire for revenge. But before the "reefer m.n" could possiblr 
climb to his feet, or even reach a htnd for a gun or knife, new thoughts have 
CI)flle crowding in .••. 

Above .11 othet distinguishing effects of marihuana iQtoxiClltion is tbe fact thor 
all normal conceptions of time and space arc lost. 

As in the split-second dream that seems to last the night through. time seems 
of interminable length; the clock .stands ~till for days. 

Vision, too, takes on new coneepes. Inconsiderable distances bccGmC tre
mendous .... 

'lor, throullhouc the intoxicatioll, there is constant awaren ... th.t the strange 
fancies rushing through the mind are not natural, but purely tho. effects of the 
drug: unlike the opium-eatcr. he is acutely conscious of th«IC",bdut rum. H. 
has many of the sensations of the gay "drunk" at the ball 

~dbing a pot-parry: 
There is little noise: windows arc shut, keeping the smell of smoking weeds 

away from what might be curious n05ttils. 
Nor is there any of tbe yeiling, dashing aboot, playing of crude jokes or 

physic.1 violtnce that often accompany alcoholic pArties: under the effeCtS of 
marihuana, ooe has a dread of all these things. 
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l.u ric W<l5 rcally known abour the effects of marijuana use-there were 
,·cW studies and what studies there were had serious methodological 
:i.l\I"S. (2) Even if the studies we record had been adequate methodo
... ~it"alJy, they appeared generally in obscure. medical journals not widely 
: .:71J by laymen. (3) Of these stUdies, mOSt found marijuana relatively 
1i;lrmlcss especially ~111 contrast to use of alcohol. ('n None of these 
-(udies were considered in either the formulation or the passage of the 
l'nifllnn Act ill the states examined. And what is more astounding is 
chat instead of consulting medical opinion, I/:gislators relied on );rid 
lIc\\"spllper accounts of marijuana, often provided by defendants in crim-
1\1'.11 prosecutions whose. motivation was to use marijuana to escape 
criminal responsibility. • 

I. Provisions of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act tmd Supple1l1('1Itai 
," irginia .Harijzul1la StatUte 

I raving stUdied the circulnstances surrounding passage of the Uniform 
Act and similar legislation in several states between 1932 and 1937, 
we shall briefly summarize the provisions of those laws. 

(11) Classification and Offens~s.-The Virginia legislature made no 
dlanges in the Uniform Act as drafted by the Commissioners and did 
not include the supplementary marijuana provisions in passing that 
.-1.ct.S8 In 1936, Virgini~ passed special marijuana legisIation~9 which de
tined cannabis exactly as did the definitional provision of the Uniform 
Act. Both the special marijuana statute· in Virginia and the Uniform 
. \ct prohibited possession, transfer and cultivation of the drug"·' but 
did not refer to the more specific acts that later came to be separated 
and punished mote heavily, such as sale to a minor and possession of 
more than a certain amount. 

(b) Penilities.-The Uniform Act contained 110 specific penalties for 
irs violations; the matter of supplying the appropriate penalties was left 
to each state. Virginia punished li.rst violations of its Uniform Act by 
a fine not exceeding $100 and/or imprisonment in jail not excc<:ding 
one ]l;ar, and second and subsequent offenses by a fine not exceeding 
$l,OOG and/or imprisonment for not more than five years in the pen~
rentiary',lOl The penalties for violation of Virginia's 1936 marijuana. 

98 Cit. 86, (1934) Va. Acts of Assembly 81. 
811 Cit. lIZ, [1936J V2. Acts of Assembly 361. 
100 Id. 
lQl en. 86, S 20, [I914J Va. AJ:rs of Assembly 90. 
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statute were stiffer rhan for violation of its Uniform Act. Each l)tTl'i~'" 
W:<iS punishable by imprisonment in the penitentiary for froll) onl' ~ 
ten years or by confinement in jail for not more than twelvc 11I1J1H 
and/or by a fine up to $1,000, in the discretion of the coun or jury,'''c 

An analy~1s of penalties for violation of the marijuana statutes cnaetc.: 
in other states at about the same .time indicates Virginia's penalties \ref< 

atypic.:ally harsh. In New Jersey, for instance, the penalty for unhl\\'il!. 
possession and sale of marijuana was that attaching to a high 1IIlS.!, 

meanor.l03 In Rhode Island the pt;nalty for unlawful possession was, 
fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more than tlml 
years or boch.]04 For unlawful selling, Rhode Island provided a fin, 
of not more than $2,000 or imprisonment for not more than five ),c;1r' 

or both.10ll In Kentucky the penalty for a first offense violation wa~ .1 

fine of not less than $100 and not more than $500 or jail for not Ie" 
than thirty days nor mOr(1 than one year or both. For second and suh· 
sequent offenses the statute required imprisonment in the penitentiary 
for not less than one nor more than nve years.10a Finally, West Virgini;1 
penalized a first offender by a fine not exceeding $100 or jail for not 
exceeding one year or both, and subsequent offenders by fine not ex· 
ceeding $1,000 or imprisonment in the penitentiary not exceeding ti,·, 
years or both.107 

This comparison indicates that Virginia penalties could be more sc,'en 
than the average. Moreover, Virginia did not distinguish in penalty 
between possession and sale of the drug, and violation of Virginia's sep· 
arate marijuana law 'could be more heavily penalized than violation of 
the Uniform Act. 

V. PASSAGEOFTHEMAlUHuAN'A TA.XAcrOF 1937 

The first ~enion of federal authority· over marijuana use was the 
Marihuana Tax Act, passed in 1937. The obvious question, from a 
historical point of view, is why such legislation was thought to be nee-

l02Ch. 212, S I(c), [1936] Va. Acts of A:ISefIlbly 362. The penalty for violation of eh. 
268, 119341 Va. ACts of Assembly 411, which prohibited the usc of Il12rijuall~ in the 
manufacture of cigars and cigarettes, w:as confinement in jail for from 6 to 12 months 
and/or a fine of from $100 to $1000. 

103 Ch. 186, 112, (1933J N.J. Laws 411. 
llh1 Ch. 2096, S 14, [1934] RJ. Acts Ill. 
10ll1d. S 15. 
100 Ch. 142, U934} Ky. Acts S61. 
107 Ch. 46,123, [1935] W. Va. Acts 192. 
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l,"lr)" especially after the brushfire passage of the Uniform Act and 
-c/;lfed legislation in every state in the ,previous few years. Enforce
:lIcnt difficulty and public hysteria are two reasons which have been 
propounded for the federal action. We subscribe to a third, one which 
;\'c rejected with respect to the uniform acts-Congress was hood
winked by the Federal Bureall of Narcotics. 

A. Stete Enforcement Of the Uniform Law 

One of the primary arguments in support of the Marihuana Tax Act 
was th:!t the legislation W:lS required to permit and facilitate adequate 
cnfarcement of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act.1 Initi:ll examina
rion of enforcement statistics after passage of the Uniform Actsug
g"I!Sts that muijuana seizures and arrests in most states rose dramatically. 

1 The best fl"ample of this argument is contained in Commissiooer Anslinll"r's state
ment- to the I:onsressional conunittee hearings on the Marihu2l1a Tax Act: 

STATE LAWS 
All of the St4!eS now !lave Game type of legislation direc~ ai!Wnst the traffic 

in marijuana for improper purposes. There is no legislation in effect with respect 
to the District of Columbia cealing with mariju'n' traffic. There is unfortunately 
a loophole in mum of this State legislation because of a too narrow definition 
of this term. Few of the States have a special narcotic law enforcement agency 
and, speaking g.:nenlly, considerable training of the regulll1' peace officers will 
be required together with increased eoforcement facilities before a reasonable 
measure of effectiveness under the State laws C2l1 be achieved. 

NEED FOR FEDERAL LEGISLA nON 
Even in States which have legislation contiolling in some degree the marijuana 

traffic, public officials, pri'1lte citizens, aM the press have urged or suggested 
the need for national legislation dealing with this important problem. A putial 
li$t of States wherein oIliclals or the press have urged the need for Federal 
lesisIation 00 the subject are Colorado, Kamas, New Mexico, LoulsilUlll, and 
Oklabcma. 

The uniform State nucodc law has now been adopted by 101m H States. 
msny of these including cannabis or IlI2lijuana within the scope or control by 
that llw. However, it has rc<:erttly been lurned tha,t the legislative definition 
of cannabis in mOSt of these Jaws is too mrrow, and it will be neces.ary to have 
the definition amplilied in amendatOt)' legislation in tI\Q6t o( the St.res, to 
accord with the definition in th= pending Federal bill. As is'the case at present 
with lCSpect to opium, cOC>\ leaves. and their respective alkaloids, the uniform 
Sure law does not completely solve the enforcement problem with respect to 
marijuana but it will provide the necessary supplement to the Federal act· and, 
pennie cooperation of State and Federal fOrces, each acting within its respective 
sphere, toward suppression of ttaBic fot abusive use, nO matter in what form the 
traffic is conducted. The Bureau of Narcotics, under the Marijuana Taxing Act, 
would continue to act ;as an informal coordinating agency in the c\lforcemellt of 
the Uniform State law, exchanging information as between the l"CSpecrive StOIC 
autbocities in the metbO<ls of procedure and attempting to secure ttu~ unifonniry 
in the enforcement of the act in the various StateS which bave adopted it, 

Tu Act Hrllrings )1. .: 
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However, we should l.1l: careful to note at the outset the inade'lu.,l·'l 
of most drug statistics, which, especially during this period. do III,' 

permit conclusive analysis regarding the extent of enforcement. 

Reporting officials frequently do not differentiate among the dr\l~'. 
Different jurisdictions employ different measures of enforcement-llllI .. 
her of arrests, convictions, kilograms of the drug seized, or I1UIIII,,: 

of seizures; even whcre the same measures are used, statistics arc "ile:: 
compiled for different time frames. In addition, changes in the dcfini 
tions in the laws-such 3S a change from considering cannabis ;IS t1nil 
the flow!:ring top of the plant to considering it the whole planr-c',;l 
wildly distort the stal±.1:ics from year to year. To add to the confusiull. 
enforcement agencies can manipulate the data for their own uses; ii 
they must appear to be attacking the drug problem or to need more 
resources, they can change radically the statistical appearance of thl' 
enforcement problem by using, for example, arrests as their enforce
ment measure. Finally, the mere passage of prohibitive legislation will 
in itself be reflected in the enforcement data. This is especially impor
tant for our Study of enforcement patterns in the states before passage 
of the Marihuana Tax Act. As one commentator has explained: 

A point that should be obvious but that is sometimes overlooked 
is that there are no official statistics relating to violations of a drug 
law until the drug law is enacted. To compare official preenactmcnr 
and postenactment data is to compare nothing ·to something. and 
naturally drug use will appear to rise.= 

For all these reasons, the drug statistics from the period of the 1930's 
must be used somewhat hesitantly to support any contention about the 
extent of state enforcement before the enactment of Marihuana Ta.'C Act. 
With this caveat in mind, we shall proceed, nevertheless, to do so. 

Although Commissioner Anslinger testified at the hearings on the 
Tax Act that state officials frequently asked for federal assistance,s it 
appears from the Federal Bureau's own statistics that state and municipaJ 
agencies were proceeding with vigor to stamp out marijuana use.' We 

a Mandel, Problmu with Official Drug Slatinics, 21 STAN. L. RE\,. 991. 1002 (1969). 
Tbis article is tlu: most complete discussion of rhe present inadequacies of all offici~1 
drug smimes. 
• ~ TJJJ: Act HeMingt 26-27. 

'The FBN sratistics for 19)5 through 1937 on quantiries (in pounds) of hArvcned 
muijuana seized by stare and municipal aUthorities in the major srates are as follows: 

j 

1 
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.1" nor have fully accurate data, but there are indications that both 1'ew 
,'(Irk and Louisiana were moving again~\. marijuana use, In 1934. the 
'\C\I' York police discovered a large field of marijua~la growing near the 
Hrllllklyn Bridge. In making a related raid, the police also seized 1,000 
;Il,lrijunna cigarettes.6 In 1935. the police burned a marijuana crop 
fllllnd growing on the grounds of the Welfare Island penitentiary.~ 

J'hrollghour !93t, the narcotics division of the New York pelice found 
.11lt1 destroyed several marijuana crops growing in and around the cit)'.7 
Fragmentary figures are available on law enforcement in Louisiana which 
inJicate there were 219 arrescs o' marijuana charges in New Orleans 
ai<:nc from 1930 until April of 193,),& In Louisiana as a whole for 1936 
lI\'er 1,195 pounds of bulk marijuana,\I~ete seized.u ' 

This evidence suggescs that state a\:!chorities in areas where marijuana 
use had become common at all were dealing f,Uri! effectively with the 
trade in the drug. Although some states may na\'\! hoped that passage 
of a federal law dealing with marijuana would f\':duce the enforcement 
hurden on state and local police and bring additional federal services 
and money.l{) the law cannot really be justified as filling an enforcement 
\·oid. Nevertheless, this was one of the most effective arguments ad
vanced by Commissioner Anslinger in the halls of Congress, 

1935 1936 
Loui:oiarul 20 1,196 
.\1ississippi 5 1,309 
New York 372,000 1 

1937 
3() . 

Ohio 17,314 431 86 
Tens 216 463 20 
AU other 5tlItes 2,232 1,972 120 

TOTALS 391,787 >,372 'm 
BUUAt/ OF NA1ICaTlCS, U.S. TUASUIlY DEP'T, TJlI;FFI<;: IN OPIUM ASP On'IER DANGEROtlS 
Oal1CS 63 (1935) lhereinafter cited as TRAl'FIC IN ()pruM); id. at 90 (1936); id. ~t 81 (l937); 
Pm of the err.tic qu~lity of these figures may stem ftolll fallure to weigh Dilly rhe 
urled Jloweriog tops of the plllnrs seiud. For example, 256 pounds seized in 1937 1l\a}' 
"present a luger quanriry of total plonts than 391,781 pounds seized in 1935. See Mandel, 
mprll note 2, at 999. 

~ N.Y. Times, Oce. 18, 19*, at 4, coL 4. The article goes 011 to refer to "matiajuan. 
(sic], or loco weed, which produces • pleasant, relalled sensation when smoked, and 
eventually drives the habitual user insane • • • ." 

e/d, July 17, 1935, at 8, coL 8. 

1 See id, Aug. 19, 1936, at 16, col. 3; id, July 18, 1936, at 11, col. 6. 

R See Tu Act Hellrings 35. 
'TL\fflCIN OPIUM 90 (1936). 

lOSee Till: Act H."'i1I.~s 26;' 

" , 
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Second, since cannabis had 'l>ecn removed from the United Stlltes IJb .. 
11tIlcopoeill and had 110 r~ognized medicinal uses, the variety of Illcili(·.ll 
exceptions in the Harrison Act were inapplicable."' Third, even tholl~h 
the Supreme Court had upheld the Harrison Act's prohibition again,! 
purchase by unregistered persons of the designated drugs, there \\';l' 

wme uncertainty whether the earlier 5-4 decwion22 would be followeu, 
Accordingly, the Marihuana Tax Act imposed a prohibitive tax of Sl!JlJ 

an ounce on the designated transactions, rather than prohibit the pur. 
chases directly.2:I 

The brief three days of hearings on the Act'l· present a case study in 
legislative carelessness. At no time was any prinlary empirical evicencc 
presented about the effects of the drug, and t..'le parricipating congress
men seem never to have questioned the :lSSUmed evils. Furthermore. 
the only real concerns seem to have been that farmers would be incun
venienced by hzving to kill a plant which grew wild in many parts of 
the country, and that the birdseed, paint and varnish, and. domesric 
hemp industries would be damaged by passage of the law.2fi Finally, the 
one witness appearing in opposition to the bill, Dr. \Villiam C. Wood
ward, legislative counsel of the American Medical ASSOCiatl.Gll and an 
early and respected participant in the drafting of the Uniform Narcotic 
Drug Acc,1t was roundly insulted for his audacity in daring to ques
tion the wisdom of the Act. 

We reprodllce in the following few pages some of the dialogue from 
the hearin~ to give the reader the flavor of these ramshackle proceed
ings, and to allow him to understand more fully the pyramiding of 
absurdity represented by the amendments of the 1950's. From the hear
ings we extract contemporary perception of use patterns and harmful 
effectS of marijuana, the quality of medical an(i other evidence presented, 
and a short glimpse at how the witnesses were treated by the committee. 

1. Who WeTe Users? 
The record of the hearings indicates quite clearly that the Federal 

21 TtIS Act HClITnlgJ 13-14. EArlier sate statutes, particulal'ly Virginia's, had taun 
pat p2ins to outline medic:al exemptions froni the marijuana proIu1lition. See p. 1040 
mjlr •• 

21 United Statcs v. Doremus, 249 U.s. 16 (1919). 
21 Tu Act He...mgsll.t4. 
14 The he.rinas. indudinll" all l1\Qurid not ..:rivel)· discussed but morel}' r.a.l intO 

the neorel, cover only 124 pallCS. 
" TID: A&t Hearings "-ill; ffl!!kate v. Bonoa, 172 J.a. 9H, 1J6 So. IS (1931). 
It See pp. IOJO-12 III,,", ' 

j 
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~a(cotic:; BIJreau W:lS anxious for the conunittec:mcn to believe mari
juana usc was a relativdynew phenomenon dut W:lS on the increase in 
Amcrica.:t1 Once agaisl, marijuana use and ebe Mexican minority were, 
closely linked: "The Mexican laborers have brought seeds of this plant 
into Montana and it .is fast becoming a terrible menace, particularly in 
the counties where sugarbeets are grown." 28 Again, also, marijuana 
was presented as the agent by 'which the underworld class hoped to 
ens!a\'e American youth." The youth of the marijuana users was con
trasted with the increasing age of the usual opiate addict. Perhaps most 
interestingly for later developments, Commissioner Anslinger succinctly 
noted that heroin addicts and marijuana users carne from totally differ
ent classes and that the use of one drug was unrelated tl) use of the 
lither: 

Mr. Anslinger. This drug is not being used by those who ha .. e been 
using heroin and morphine. It is being used by a different class, by a 
much younger group of people. The age of the morphine and heroin 
addict is increasing all the time, whereas the marihuana smoker is quite 
young. 

Mr. Dingell. I am just wondering whether the marihuall:l addict 
graduates into a heroin, an opium or cocaine user. 

Mr. Anslinger. No sir. I have not heard of a elise of that kind. I 
think it: is lin entirely dUferent class. The nwi~UIIlli w(lJct does not 
go in that dirc:ction.~ 

The hearings shed no more light on who was using the dnlg and in 
what numbers. 

2. Wb.:n's Wrong with Jl.arijutm4? 

If the proceedings did nol: shed light on the patterns of usage, this in 
no way was an obstacle to llnanimity on the evils of the drug-insanity, 
criminality and death. Three major sources were relied on [0 support 

2'1 See Tu Act Ht"';"1l1 3()"H. 
uld.at4$. 
II Quodng Dr. Walter BrOlnbc.rg, Mr. Ans!inF .tat~d: 

YIlIImI mal bc::r.wecn the aaa III 16 Ind ~S are frcqu.:nt lIIllO)u,~J of n~huw; 
even boyw of 10 to 14 ere initiKe4 (~oend}" in IChQol scoups); til them as to 
omen, marihuana holds' ogt'Jhe tb:iU. Since the ec:oou:nk deprea.ion the number 
of marihuana IIIIOkin war incm!sed liy ~rant rout!'!. conUlIjf intO int~ 
~ wirh older psychopai'lla. 

T_ Act He.,mIl,24. Set .J.o,id. It n-H, 39, .. S. 
10111. at 24. 
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this consensus: (1) a variety of horror stories from newspapers cj!~,! 
by Mr. Anslinger and others about atrocious criminal acts cOlllmit,c.' 
by individUals under the inffuence of the drug;31 (2) srudies by EU!!~lk 
Semley,· the District Attorney of New Orleans, linking the drug and 
the population of the Louisiana jails;8~ and (3) some inconclusive cxpcri. 
mentation on dogs.33 As we noted earlier. the newspaper stories ahllul 
crimes committed under the influence of marijuana have two thinlr.> ill 
common: The reportS are unsubst;mriated, and many of the acimcd 
in~oked their use of marijuana as a defense to the charge.u 

The New Orleans report concluded: "After an exhaustive research 
on marijuana from its earliest history to the present time, this drug j, 
in our judgment the one that must be eliminated entirely." 3G What W:b 

this exhaustive research? It appears to have been nothing but quotation, 
from the most hysterical series of newspaper atticles to appear at thai 
timelt and reports of t~e number of marijuana addictS to be found in 
the prison population.31 The rclatior, of th~ figures to the conclusion 
that the drug must be regulated was never establi,hed. 

The Stanley srudYS8 was even less well documented and even morc 
outrageous in its description of the effects of marijuana usc. "It is an 
ideal drug to quickly cut off inhibitions." aD For thi~ proposition Stanley 
relied on the story of the Persian "Assassins" who allegedly committed 

3l1d. at 22-23. 
u ld. lit 32-37. 
as Id. at SO-52. 
M See iii. at 22-23. It is entirely likely dUll: some of these particularly lurid stores 

were the product of despe.r:lte defendants, who, upon being ClIught red-handed in the 
commission of crime. sought mitigation of their penalties by claiming to b<: under 
the influence of the drug. See Bromberg. Marijuana: A Pl1cbilltric Study. 113 JA.MA. 
4 (1939). Bromberg caudons, "The =vAgant claims of defense attorneys and the 
pre:a that crime is call;ed by addiction to marihlWla demand!; [ric J careful scrutiny. at 
lC2St in this jurisdiction [New Yock Countyl." rd. it 10. 

U T"" Act Hearings 35. 
• 3G A good example is the suies run by the St. Lends StIJT-Times in early 1935 which 

featured such articles as the one entided "Young Slaves to Dope Cig2ret Pay Tragic 
Price fen Their Folly" on Jan. 18. 1935. 

lIT See Gamil. 11< Gomila, Mari~-A More Il.l4nning MetI6cl! to Society Tbtm All 
Otm Habit-Fomting Drugs. quoted in Tax Act Hurinp 32. 34. Mr. F. R. Gomil. 
was public safety director of New Orleam. 

"Stanley. Maribtuma as a Dt1Jeloper of CrirnIn4Jr,2 AM. J. POLIa: Sa. 252 (1931). 
qfItIted in Tv: Act Hearings 37 .... 2. is ba.'Ied on. and indeed is nearly a word-.lor-word 
paraphrase of. F~r's article in the Nt'W Or/~(Jnr M.dical Journal. supr .. note 91 at 
p. 10«. As we have seen, Fossier, In reachinlt hi. condusions. overlooked the PaJllltl2-
Clnal Zone RUdy. • 

a. T ..... Act HIf.!T;njfs ;9. 

j 
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.1I:rs of terror- while under the influence of hashii;h. Although Stanley 
included in his list of references the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission 
Report, it is clear he made little effort to catalogue the then available 
,!am bur contented himself wjrh a number of bold and undocumented 
.I~scrtions. In reading the hearings, one continues to expect ~me [epoaT 
.,f :t medical or scientific survey, and instead one finds these two reports 
by New Orle-.ms law enforcers. The contrary conclusions of the Canal 
Zone studies were not even mentioned. 

Finally, a scientific study of the effects of marijuana was presented, 
but, in keeping with. the overall tone of the hearings, this was the most 
preposterous evidence of all. The Treasury Department presented a 
pharmacologist who had tested the effects of the cannabis drugs on 
Jogs.4Q He concluded that U[clontinuous use will tend to cause the 
degeneration of one part of the brain." 41 One paragraph later, how
ever, this scientist stated: "Only about 1 dog in 300 is very sensitive 
ro the test. "42 Later in the doctor's testimony, after he had stated over 
and over the potential evils found from the testing on dogs, he was 
unable to make the crucial link between a dog's response to the drug 
and the human response. More incredibly, as the following exchange 
points out, the doctor really had no knowledge of what effect the drug 
had on the dogs. since he was not familiar with the psychology of dogs: 

Mr. McCormack. Have you experimerited upon any anim:lls whose 
reaction to this drug would be similar to that of human beings. 

Dr. Munch. The reason we use dogs is because the reaction of dog!t 
to.this drug closely resembles the reaction of human beings. 

Mr. MccOrmack. And the continued use of it. as you have ob
served the rC2ction on dogs, ha.~ resulted ill the disintegration of 
the pmonality? . 

Dr. Munch. Yes. So far as r can tell, not being a dog psycholo
gist •... 41 

Dr. Woodward, the sole witness representing the American Medical 
Association, noted the inadequacy of these medical statistic;. We in
clude his statement on that point in full: 

40 One assumes the drug was rboulj'bt to be tol) dangerous 10 risk uperimentatioo 00 

people. 
41 To: Ave H~Q,ingr 48. 
~21d; 

uld.ltSl. 
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That there is a certain amount of narcotic addiction of an ohJec. 
tionable character no one will deny. The newspapers have calk.: 
attention to it so prominently that there must be some grounds i"l 
their statements. It Ius surprised me, however, that the facts (Ill whie:. 
these statements have been based have not been brought before thh 
committee by competent primary evidence; \Ve are referred to new,
paper p.ublications concerning the prevalence of marihuana addiction. 
We are told that the use of marihuana causes crime. 
_ But yet no onc has been produced from the Bureau of Prison, 
[0 show the number of prisoners who have been found addicted [" 
t~e marihuana habit. An infonllal inquiry shows that the Burcau oi 
Prisons has 110 evidence on that point. 

You have been told that school children are great users of marihu,m3 
cigarettes. No one has been summoned from the Children's Bureau 
to show the nature and extent of the habit, among children. 

Inquiry of the Children's Bureau shows that they have had no I'll:

casion to investigate it and know nothing particularly of it. 
Inquiry of the Office ()f. Education-and they certainly should 

know something of the prevalence of the hahit among the school 
children of the country, if there is a prevalent habit-indicates that 
they have had no occasion to investigate and know nothing of it. 

,'\-1ore()ver, there is in rhe Treasury Depalmlenc itself, the Puhlic 
Health Service, with its Division of Mental Hygiene. The Division of 
Menenl Hygiene was, in the first place, the Division of ~arcotics. It 
was converted into the Division of Mental Hvgiene, I think, about 
1930. That particular Bureau has control at rhe~ present time of the 
narcotics fanns that were created about 1929 or 1930 and came into 
operati()n a few years later. No one has heen summoned from that 
Bureau to give evidence on that point. 

Infonnal inquiry hy me indicates that they have had no record of 
any marihuana or Cannahis addicts who have even heen committed 
i';)' those fanns. 

The Bureau of the Public Health Service has also a division of 
phannacology. If you desire evidence as to the pharmacology of 
Cannabis, that obviously is the place where you can get direct and 
primary evidence, rather than the indirect hearsay evidence.f ' 

Dr. Woodward's testimony clearly manifests the deficiencies of the 
hearings, for at no time did the congressional committee hear primary 
sources of competent medical evidence before labeling cannabis the 
producer of crime and insanity. 

"ld. at 92. 
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;. fio'':''- Dine You Dissent! 

Following the testimony of the Treasury Department and its wir
IlC'SCS, the only witnesses who came forward were representatives of 
:~gitimnte industries that feared the Tax Act would damage their'busi
!IL'SSCS, because manufacture of their prodt,cts required some part or 
lures (If the cannabis plant.·G These witnesses were assured that the 
Tax _-\Ct would have little if any impact on their operations,fa 

The one witness who opposed the adoption of the Act was roundly 
.Iccllsed of obstructionism and bad faith. Dr. \Voodward, one of the 
,-bief drafters of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act. appeared on behalf 
Ilf the -AMA to suggest that, if there was to be any regulation of the 
t:Jllnabis drugs at all, it should be added to the Harrison Act and not 
he the subject of this separate, and he felt inadequately considered. 
legislative proposaJ,,7 We have already examined Dr. Woodward's 
skepticism on the dangers of the drug. He added to this a thinly veiled 
;mack on the lack of cooperation the AMA had received from the 
Federal Bureau of Narcocics"s Finally, he advocated either assisting 
,tate enforcement of their existing laws dealing with the drug or at most 
including marijuana as a regulated and taxed drug under the Harrison 
Act. . 

Either because of antipathy to the AMA or because of the aUdacity 
of these suggestions, the Committee members savagely attacked both 
Dr. \Voodward and the AMA. Witn~ the following exchange, start
ing with the doctor's answer to questions why he had not proposed 
marijuana legislation: . 

Dr. Woodward. In the first place, it is not 2 medical addiction that 
is involved and the data do not come before the medical society. 
You may absolutely forbid the use of Cannabis by any physician, or 
the disposition of Cannabis by any pharmacist in the country, and you 
would not have touched your Cannabis addiction as it .stands today. 

i'Thus, the following wimesses appeared: Hon. Ralph E. Lozier, General Counsel 
<>f the National Institute of Oilseed ProduClS; Raymond G. Scarlett of the ·birdseed 
inuumy; and Joseph B. Hem.feld. Mtnager, Feed Deportment. The Philadelphia Seed 
Co. 

4C See id • • r 74 • 

• 11d. at 87·121. 

"ld. at 87-88 (kDurlng the past 2 years 1 have visited the Bureau of Narcotic; • 
probably 10 or more times. UnfortunatelY. I had no Imowledge that such a bill as 
this was proposed until dter if had been introduced"). ' -
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bee.lUse there is nu relation between it and the pra..:tice of medicI" 
or pharmacy. It is entirely outside of the those two branches. 

The Chairman. If the l'!:atcment that you have just made ha, .10'. 

relation to the qucstion that I asked, I just do not ha .. e the mind : 
understand it; I '1m sorr\,. 

Dr. Woodward. I Say that we'do not ordinariiV' come dirccrh- I, 
Congress if ::l deparnn;nt can take care of the m;tter. I have r,{lke. 
with the C<>rllmissioncl', with Cornmisdoner Anslinger. 

Tl:e Chairman. If you want to advise us on legislation, you Illlgh. 
to come here with some. constructive proposals, mther than critici'l\,. 
rather than trying toth~ow obstacles in the way of something tlw 
the Federal Government is trying to do. It has not only an unsclfi,1' 
motiv/! in this, but they have a serious responsibility. 

Dr. Woodward. We cannot understand yet, Mr. Chairman, wll\ 
this biII should have been prepared in secret for 2 years without ao~ 
intimation. even, to the profession, that it was being prepared.·· 

After accusing Dr. Woodward of obstruction, evasion and bad faith. 
the Committee did not even thank him for his testimony.1IO 

D. Congressional "Deliberation" tmd Action 

\Ve neted earlier that the marijl,1ana "problem" and the proposed 
federal cure were virtually unnoticed by the general public. Unable to 
;!Couse public opinion through its educational campaign, the Bureau of 
~arcotics nevertheless pushed the proposed legislation through congres
sional committees. The Committee members were convinced by mean
ingless evidence that federal action was urgently needed to suppress 
a problem that was no greater and probably less severe than it had been 
in the preceding six years .when every state had pass::d legislation co 
suppress it. The Committee was also convinced, incorrectly, thac the 
public was aware of the evil and demanded federal action. 

The debate on the floor of Congress shows both the low public visi
bility of the legislation and the nonchalance of the legislators. The bill 
passed the House of Representatives in the very late afternoon of a long 

-----------------------------------
·"ld. at 116. 

~ See id. at 121. Thexc is some indication in Fred Vinson's quc;;tiuning of Dr. 
Woodward that one cause <If the hOStility directed at the wimess was the growing 
disfavor with which the New Deal Congress "iewed the fairl)' conservative AlIlA. 
Vinsort was particularly pointed when he said thor the AMA was trying to obstruet 
here as it had with the Health Carl: provisions of the Social Security Act. [d. at 
\02-04. 
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,,,,,ion; many of the members were acquainted ncither with mariju·an.1 
'\!Ir lI'ith the purpose of the Act. \Vhen the bill first came to the Hou~(; 
dour late on June 10, 1>'37, one congressman objected to considerint: 
:hc hill at such a late hour, whereupon the following colloquy occurred; 

Mr. DOUGHTON. I ask unanimous consent to!: the present COIl

~iderution of the bill (H.R. 6906) to impose an occupat;onal e!(ci~c 
tax upon certain dealers in marihuana. to impose a transfer tax upon 
certain dealings in marihuana. and to safeguard the revenue therefrom 
by registry and recording. 

The Clerk read the title of the hill. 
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker. reserving the right to object, and l1or-

, withstanding the fact that my friend. Reed. is in favor of it, is thi, 
a matter we should bring up at this late hour of ·the afternoon? I do 
not know anything about the hill. It may be all right and it may 
he that everyone is for it. but as a general principle. r am against 
bringing up any important legislation. and I suppose this is importanr. 
since it comes from the Ways and Means Cnmmittee, at this lart 
hour of the day. . 

Mr. RAYBURN. Mr. Speaker. if the gentleman will yicld, I may 
say that the gentleman from North Carolina has stated to me that 
this bill has a unanimous report from the committee and that thert· 
is no controversy about it. 

Mr. SNELL. What is the bill:-
Mr. RAYBURN. It has something to do with something that i~ 

called marihuana. I believe it is a narcQtic of some kind. 
Mr. FRED M. VINSON. Marihuana is the same as hashish. 
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I am not going to object but I think 

it is wrong to consider legislation of this character at this time of 
night.til 

On June l'~ when the bill finally emergeclon,t.he House floor, four rep
resentatives in one way or another asked that the. proponents explain 
the provisions of the Act. InStead of a detailed analysi5;,~hey received 
a statement of one of the members of the Ways and Mean?{3onJp1itte(
repeating uncritically the lurid criminal acts Anslinger had attri6Im;~ 
to marijuana users at the hearings. After less than two pages of debar.t. 
the Act passed without a roll call.52 When the bill returned as amended 
from the Senate, the House considered it once again. and adopted as 

niSI CoNG. R>:c. 5575 (1937). 
&2/4. ar 5689-92. 
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quickly as possible the Senate suggestions, which were all minor." The 
only question was whether the AMA agreed with the bill. Mr. FrcJ 
Vinson not only said they did not object when in fact their committee 
wimess had dissented strenuously, but· he also claimed that the bill had 
Al\~A support. After turning Dr. Woodward's testin,ony on its head, 
he also called him by another name, Wharton.M 

In summary, the Act passed the Congress with little debate·and even 
less public attention. Provoked almost entirely by the Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics and by a few hysterical state law enforcement agents hop
ing to get federal support for their activities, the law was tied neither 
to scientific study nor to enforcement need. The Marihuana Tax Act 
was hastily drawn, heard, debated and passed; it was the paradigm of 
the uncontroversial faw. 

E. Provisions of tbe Act 

Except for the three differences noted above, the Marihauna Tax Act 
is modelled directly after the earlier federal tax act regulating the opiates 
-the Harrison Act. As with that Act, the enforcement of the new 
marijuana tax was left to the Bureau of Narcotics in the Treasury De
pamnent. Thus, as a result of the 1937 statute, the jurisdiction of the 
Bureau was increased substantially.u 

The Marihuana Tax Act deals specifically with the seeds, resin and 
most other parts and derivatives of the plant Ca7l7labis Sativa L. The 
Act requires persons importing, producing,~6 selling or in ?,ny other way 
dealing with the drug to pay an occupational tax and to register with 
the Internal Revenue Service. In addition, all transferees of marijuana 
are required to file a written order form and to pay a transfer tax, $1 per 
ounce if registered and a prohibitive $100 per ounce if not registered."7 
Possession of the drug without a written order form constitutes pre
SUlllptive evidence of noncompliance with the Act. It is also unlawful 
for a transferor to transfer the drug to a person who has not sccured the 

MId. at 7624-2~, 
a~ J.d. at 7625. 
"See Qickson, BurtllU&1~, and Morality: An Org:UJiZ4tiOTllZI PerspeC/i'lJe on • 

Moral Crusade, 16 SocIAL PIIOII. 143 (1968) (relating this expansion of the Bureau's area 
of enforcement to their solid support for the need of such federal legislation). 
~cSection 4(b) of the Act (now INT. REV. CoDF. of 1954, 147SS(a)(2» gives rise to a 

presumption that one is • producer of marijuana within the terms of the Act if mari
juana is found growing Oil his pl'tlpeny. 

or Th~ Act does Ilot prohibit possession or purch...,., of nwijuana per se. 

j 
, 
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order form and paid the tax. As originally enacted, section 12 of the 
Act assessed a fine of not more than $2,000 and/or imprisonment for not 
more than five years for violation of each provision of the Act. 

VI. THE 1950's: HARSHER PENALTIES AND A NEW 
RATIONALE-THE "STEPPING STONE" THEORY 

The 1950's witnessed the advent of an extremist legislative policy 
with rc,;pect to drugs generally and marijuana in particular. For the first 
time in our national history, there was public interest in narcotic drugs. 
Apparently there had been an increase in narcotic drug abuse in the 
late 40's, and the public mind was ripe for the FBN propaganda. In the 
paranoid atmosphere of the times, the call for harsher penalties was 
soothing. Unfortunately, marijuana was caught in the turbulence of 
this era. Although the pharmacological facts about the drug were 
beginning to emerge, congressional furor was aroused by the novel 
assertion, rejected by Commissioner Anslinger in 1937, that use of 
marijuana led to use of harder drugs. This new plateau of misinforma
tion ,was to provide the base for continual escalation of penalties and 
proliferation of offenses throughout the decade. 

A. The Boggs Act trIld Its Progeny: Tbe First Escalatioll 

In 1951 Congress passed the next major piece of federal narcotics 
legislation1-the Boggs Act.!r The importance of this legislation is that 
it prov:ded much harsher penalties for all drug violators. Also, for the 
first time on the federal level, marijuana and other narcotics were lumped 
together as a result of the Act's provision for uniform penalties for 
violators of either the ~arcotic Drugs Import and Export Act3 or the 
Marihuana Tax Act.' This indiscriminate treatment of marijuana as just 
another narcotic drug flew in .the face of contemporary testimony 
challenging the assumption that the hemp drugs were addictive, crime
producing, and likely to lead to insanity and death. New testimony that 
marijuana was unlikely to be addictive was buried under the new rationale 
for harsh penalties against offenders of the marijuana laws-that the drug 

lBerween 1937 and 1951, the Unifoml Narcotic Drug Act was amended to change 
the delinitioo of cannabis from the Bowering or fruiting tops of just the female plant 
to include the corresponding pans of the male plant, S .. 19012 HANDBOOK 172-7.;, 

2 Act of Nov. 2, 1951, ch. 666, 65 Stat. 767. 
321 U.s.C. S 174 (1964). 
'l6 U.s.C. SS 4741-76 (1964). 

61-BOI 0 - 77 - 27 
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inevitably is the stepping stone to heroin addiction. Eventually, rhl 
states followed the federal lead in striking out against drug violatur~ 
with the same mindless fervor that characterized' their anti-communi~1 
campaigns. 

1. The Problem: Increased Narcotics Use 

The hearings before the Subcommittee of the House Ways and Mean~ 
Committee and the floor debate show that the primary reason for pas
sage of the Boggs Act was the increase in narcotic use in the period 
1948-1951. Testimony and evidence from a wide variety of sources 
indicated an abrupt and substantial increase in addiction, especially 
among teenagers, between 19+7 and 195 I." Young people under 21 who 
had rarely been addicts suddenly became a predominant group involved 
in addiction and narcotics crimes.' Representative Boggs, speaking dur
ing the congressional debates on his bill, enunciated a concern which 
was reflected in many other quarters. After noting that there had been 
a 24 percent increase in arrests for narcotics violations between 1949 
and 1950 and a 77 percent increase between 1948 and 1950, Represen-
tative Boggs st:lted: " 

The most shocking part about these figures is the fact that there has 
been an a1anning increase in drug addiction among younger persons. 
In the first 6 months of 1946, the average age of addicted persons 
committed ... at Lexington, Ky. was 37 Yz ):cars. Only 3 patient~ 
were under the age of 21. During the first 6 months of 1950, only 
4 years later, the average had dropped to 26.7 years, and 766 patients 
were under the age of 21. • . . 

.; Hearings Before tb. Special Senate C01mll. to IWoJ.stigate Organized Crime in imer
tute Cqmmerce, 82d Cong, 1st Ses •• , pt. 14, exhibit I. at 131, HO-4I, 266 (19SI) [berein
after cited as Kefawer C01mlliltee H earillgs J. Senator Kefou\'er stated at the June 26. 
19H. session of the hearings: 

Illegal drug use has re.ched epidemic proportions, according to information 
secured by this committee from different parts of the country. One of the most 
alarming aspects is the reponed incrtil.,e in addiction among the younger 
generation, some of school age. 

Id, pt. 14, at 235. See also N.Y. Times, June 19, 1951, at 25, col. 1 (",he present wave 
of juvenile addiction .uuck us with hurricane force in 19-18 and 1949, 2nd in 2 short 
time had the two Federal hospitals bursting at the scams") (statement of Commissioner 
Anslinger). ' 

6 A 57 year-old addict witness, who had started smoking opium around 1912, stated 
that he had never seen significant use of drugs by young people until recently and 
theorized that marijuana was the cause. Ke{ar/1Jer COl1nl/;llee Hearings, pt. 14, at 382. 
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[I)n New York City alone it has been estimated th~t lout of 
every 200 teen-agcrs is no\\' addicted to some type of narcotics5 

Later he said, "We need only to recall what we have read in the paper:. 
in the past week to realize that more and more younger people are 
falling into the clutches of unscrupulous dope peddlers .... " 8 

Representative Boggs then proceeded to insert in the record elevcrt 
newspaper and magazine articles dated between May 2 and July 16. 
1951.9 The Washington Eve71ingStar of July 16 (the day of the debate) 
carried a story on the results <?f a mayor's committee report on drug 
addiction in New York City. According to the newspapi~r, "between 
45,.0.0.0 and ~.o,QQQ persons in ~ew York City are using illicit dope .... 
Based on the city's population of 7,835,099, thar would be lout of 
every 87 or 1 out of 174 persons." The paper indicated that the report 
showed an increase in addiction among teenagers, and it called for "morc 
severe penalties for dope sellers, and for wholesa\e revisions of Federal 
and State penal statutes relating to sale." 

An article in Time magazine of June 25, 1951, inserted by Mr. Boggs. 
related New York City School Superintendent William Jansen's star.e
ment that one out of every 200 high school students in the city was a 
user of habit forming drugs.' The article went on to describe the 
"alarming increases in dope consumption" in other major cities and the 
ease with which school children obtained narcotics. Another article, in 
the Washington Evelling Stat of June 12, 1951, contained statements by 
a member of the staff of the Attorney General of New York to the 
effect that between 5,000 and 15,000 of New York City'S 3.00,0.0.0 
high school students were drug addicts. To supplement the stock 
figures, these articles included the testimony of witnesses who described 
their own acts of prostitution and thievery, the loss of educational 
opportunities, the death of addicts from "hot shots," the horrors ()f with
drawal, an!1 a wide variety of other aspects of drug abuse. 

This evidence of increasing use of narcotics, especially among the 
young, and the fear that narcotics use would continue to spread, pre
sented a problem that Congress felt needed a quick and effective solu-
cion. . 

797 CoNG. REc. ~197 (1951). 

SId. ~t 8198. 

" Id. at 8198-8204. 

---_._-_._---
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2. The Solution: Harsbe1" Penalties 
In the same way that the congressional hearings, investigations anJ 

debates reflect the impetus for enactment of the Boggs Act, they ~lsll 
reveal the official and public consensus as to the solution-harsher penal
ties. Perh~ps Commissioner Anslinger best described the prevail in!! 
climate when he stated:' -

Short sentences do not deter. In districts where we get good sentence, 
the traffic does not flourish .... 

There should be a minimum sentence for the second offense. The 
commercialized transaction, the peddler, the smuggler, those who tmf
fic in narcotics, on the second offense if there were a minimum sentence 
of 5 years without probation or parole, I think it would just about 
dty up the traffic.10 

This statement before the Committee was quoted by Representative 
Boggs during the congressional debate 00, his bill, along with the 
Kefauver Committee's recommendation that "mandatory penalties of 
imprisonment of at least 5 years should be provided for second offend
ers." 11 Representative Boggs indicated that his bill was intended to 
incorporate the Kefauver Committee r!!commendations of mandatory 
minimum sentences for drug peddlers and had as its 

principal purpose ... to remove the power of suspension of sentence 
and probation in the cases of second and subsequent offenders against 
the narcotics and marijuana laws, and to provide minimum sen
tences .... n 

Moreover, Representative Boggs and others supported the mandatory 
minimum sentences because they felt some federal judges had been lax 
in enforcing the narcotic laws13 and because they believed harsher 
penalties had reduced crimes, particularly kidnapping and the white 
slave trade, in other areas.U Rep~esentative Edwin Arthur Hall of New 
--10 ld. at 819& (IS quoted by Represe:>lative Boggs). See ,,/so K.{iIfIWr Committ •• 
Hearings, pt. 14, It 43B-31 (testimony of Commissioner Anslinger). 

1197 CoHG. Rz.c. 8198 (l9Sl). 
121d • • t 8196. 
laSe. iii. at 8197, 8207. One of the most critical natoments on this point came from 

Representative Harri10n of Virginia who. aftor noting that nar,coties laws ,·jol.tions 
hid been increasing "only" in those jurisdictions where federal judges had failed to 
impose adequate sentences on recidivists, st.ted: "Where the judici2.ry is abusing its 
discretion, it is the duty of the law-making body to limit the discretion in order that 
the public may be protected." /d. at 8211. 

uld. at 8207. 
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York urged substitution of his bill, which provided for minimum 
senrenccS of 100 years for dope peddlers. lG Although there was some 
opposition to the Boggs Act, notably by Representative Celler, who 
rhought that the mandatory minimum sentence provision would be 
unjusr for addiccs,16 the majority opinion was clearly that mandatory 
11Iin:mum sentences were necessary to insure punishment of peddlersP 
In response to Mr. Celler's cdntention that young addicts could be sub
jecrcd to long prison terms because of the loss of judicial discretion in 
sentencing, Representative Jenkins stated: 

The enforcing officers will always have sympathy for the unfortunate 
consumer, especially if he is harmless. These enforcing officers are 
going to protect the . little boys and little girls. They are not going to 
drag the high school boys and girls before the criminal courts until 
they know that they are collaborating with the peddlers.La 

Mr. Boggs presented a more reasonable justification f?r mandatory 
minimums: 

[I]t is not the intention of this legislation to affect a teen-ager o~ any 
such. person who has possession of narcotics. But the gentleman also 
knows that if we try to make a distinction between possession and 
peddling that we immediately opell the law to all types of abuses.1g 

The Act as passed provided uniform p~nalties for violations of the Nar
cotic Drugs Import and Expon Act apd the Marihuana Tax Act. The 
penalties prescribed were: 

First offense 
Second offense 
Third and subsequent offenses 
Fine for all 'offenses 

2 - 5 yearS 

5 - 10 years 
10 - 20 years 
$2,000.00 

The relatively low fines reflected a congressional belief that monerary 
penalties were an insignificant deterrent.2o An essential provision of the 

U Jd. at 8209. 
18 Id. at 8210. 
17 R.ep=ntative Geller suggested thac harsh mandatory $CDtences would hal'e "cwo 

results: grand juries will refuse to indict and petit juries will refuse to convict." IJ. at 
8206. 

18 Jd. at 8201. 
1. Jd. at 8206. 
1<> ld. at 8197. 
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Act removed judicial discretion in sentencing by providing that upon 
conviction for a second or subsequent offense the imposition or execu
tion of the sentence could nor be suspended nor probation granted. As 
in the nontax predecessors of the Boggs Act since 1909 and the Mari
huana Tax Act, possession of a narcotic drug was sufficient for con
viction unless the defendant could explain the possession to the satisfac
tion of the jury.21 

3. Marijua1la alld tbe Boggs Act 

Congressional and public attention was clearly focused on hard nar
cotics use, primarily the opiates. Judging from the recorded proceedings, 
especially the floor debate in the House, marijuana seems to have been 
along for the ride, much as it had been during enactment of the Uni
fonn Narcotic Drug Act. However, here there was a conscious de
cision to include marijuana violations in the new penalty provisions. 
Underlying this decision were determinations that marijuana use had also 
increased during the later 1940's, that it too was spreading to white teen
agers, and that the drug's dangers warranted the harsh treatment con
templated by the Act. 

(a) Increased Use.-To test the allegation of an increase in marijuana 
use during this period, we have used the seizure and enforcement figures 
used by the proponents of the legislation. These figures tend to sustain 
the hypothesis that marijuana traffic increased from 1948 to 1951, fol
ll'wing a decline throughout the early 40's. However, the figures are 
;w;o consistent with other hypotheses, for example that improved en
forcement techniques and increased state-federal cooperation had in
creased arrests. 

Federal agents of the Narcotics Bureau began vigorously enforcing 
the Marihuana Tax Act almost as soon as President Roosevelt signed it 
into law. From October 1 to December 31, 1937, alone, the FBN 
made 369 seizures totaling 229 kilograms of the drug.22 Moreover, state 

21 Representative Ke.ting questioned the constitutionality of the provision. ld. at 8206 • 
.-I.pporently Ke.ting .ccepted Representative Harrison's .-ratement that the Iango.ge 
had b..-en in the statutory predecessors (or yeus and had been possed on by the 
Supreme r;ourt. ld. at 8211. 

22 TRAJlnc IN OPIUM 80 (1937). For a £ull '~Id effeCtive discussion of the flaws in 
thtsc drug statistics from 1937 until the mid 1940'$ due to a confusion over what par-rs 
of the marijuana plant were to be. weighed in determining how much of the drug 
had been seized, see Mandel, Problemt with Official DruJ( SI.titties, 21 STAN. L. REV. 
991,998-99 (1969). 
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officials made extensive seizures either in conjunction with FBN agcntl> 
or in pursuance of their newly-pzsed state controls over marijuana.2:! 

Marijuana seizures by federal authorities hit their low point in 1945 
when only 257 kilograms were taken, 128 of which were seized by the 
FBN and the fest by United States CU5[()II1S agents.24 At this time rlu .. 
FBN had approximately 180 agents." This low seizure figure suggests 
a decrease in marijuana usc throughout the early 194O's.26 

Beginning in ab!?ut 1948, however, the arrest and seizure27 figures rose 

23 The following figures arc a\".i12ble florn 1936 to 1941. After 1941 the FB~ ceased 
publication of the number of seizures b~' state and· municipal authorities: 

YellT Number of le;"'I"; Amount leized 
1935 unreporteu 195 + tons 
1936 377 386 tons 
1937 335 116 Kg. 
1939 289 22,8U7 Kg. 
1940 433 71,129 Kg. 
1941 193 19 Kg. 

TRAFFlc IN OPIUM 63 (1935); iii. at 5i (1936); id. at 81 (1937); id. at 80 (1939); 
id. at 73 (I94O); id. at 38 (1941). The great discrepancy in these numbers may be one 
reason the FEN ceased their publication in 1941. 

24ld. at SO (1945). 

25 Hearmgr on Dep'tr of Tre.nury and Port Office Appropriations (or 1951 Before 
a Subcoil'Z11t. of the Houre Comrll. 011 AppropritJlions, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. pt. I, .t 128 
(1950). 

:16 The figures on the .mounr sei7.<:d by federal agents from 1939"1945 arc as foil,',,",: 

Y~ar No. of Kgr. Se;:(./ 

1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 

FBN 
419 
495 
396 
289 
150 
H7 
128 

TRAFFIC IN OPIUM 78 (1939); id. at 11 (940); id. 
iii. at 0\2 (943); id. at 34 (1944); id. at 23 (1945). 

21 The figures for the period 1946-1951 are as follows: 

Year No. of Kg •. Seiud 

C'lllonif 
~3 

WlJ 
~1 ~ 

+I 
·168 

78 
129 

at 37 (1941); id. at 49 (J942); 

~·a. of i/."<;'I1 for 
Violafious of .HarijtlallU LO'".:.·~ 

F8N CUI/Olllr 

1946 293 
1947 30; 
1948 422 
1949 384 
1950 323 
1951 44i 

331 
466 

J023 
1165 
933 
H8 

953 
9.11 

1278 
1643 
1490 
1177 

TlAVFIC IN OPIUM 23,27 (\9'l61; id. '.It 2>, 29 (947); id. at 23, 2H (1~48); id. Ot 22. ~6 
(949); id. at 29. 13 (950); id. at 25, 29 (951). • 
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dramatically, the arrest figures rising 33 percent from 1947 to 1948. 
These figures tend to corrohorate the Commissioner's assertion that there 
was a drastic increase in narcotics use between 1948 and 1951 zs and to 
justify the simultaneous calls for amendment of the narcotics and mari
juana laws.to On the orher hand, these figures could reflect increased 
or improved enforcemenr. For example, in 1949 the FBN had begun 
to encourage the largest ciries to form special narcotics squads to deal 
especially with the drug problem.3o By 1951, however, only New York 
and Los Angeles had formed the separate police detail the FB]\" had 
requested.S! Thus even if one were tempted to try to correct for im
provements in the law enforcement machinery, the seizure figures for 
the late 40's and SO's do sustain the notion that the traffic in marijuana 
increased from 1948 to 1951-

(b) Youthful Urerr.-As with the hard narcoties, Congress was 
especially alarmed by the alleged spread of marijuana to white teen
agers and school children. Militating against this proposition is evidence 
that marijuana use was not widespread among the young as late as 1944. 
In that year, the famous La Guardia Report reached the following con
clusions among others: Marijuana use was widespread in the Borough 
of Manhattan but tended to be limited to certain areas, nQtably Harlem; 
the majority of marijuana smokers were Negroes and Latin-Americans; 
and marijuana smoking was not widespread among school children.32 

21 See Teen-Age Dope Addicts New Problem?, U.s. NEWS & WO&U> RF.POaT, June 29, 
1951, .t 18 (interview with Commissioner Anslinger). 

to See text .t note 10 supra. 
30 See Tem-Age Dope Addicts N.,..J) Probh'1n?, supra note 28, .t 19. 
81 Anslinger, The Facts About au:- Tlen-Age Addicts, RuoEJlS DIGESI', Oct. 1951, .t 

U9. 
az The conclusions of the L. Guardi. Report are discussed in THE MA .. HUANA PAPEaS 

277-410 (D. Solomon ed. 1966). The thirteen conc1usiOO$ on the sociology of marijuana 
n" nre so signific.nt we include them in full: 

Fr .. -m the foregoing study the following conclusions arc drawn: 
1. M mhuon. is used eJ.-rcnsively in the Borough of M.nha!t2n ba.t the problem is 
not a.; .CUle as it i. reported to be in other sections of the United States. 
2. The introduction of marihu.na into this area is recent IS compared to oth..
loc.lities. 
3. The cost of marihuana is low and therefore within the purchasing power '.>f 
most persons . 
... The distribution and use of m.rihuan. is centered in H.rlem. 
5. The majority of marihu.na smokers are Negroes and Lltin-Americarls. 
6. The consensus among marihuana smol<us is that the use of the drug createS 
• definite feeling of .dequacy. 
7. The practice of smoking marihuana does Dot lead to addiction in the medic21 
sense of the word. • 
8. The sale and distribution of marihuana is not under the concrol of any single 
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The La Guardia study portrays marijuana use in this period as a rathcr 
clIsunl ,ldjunct to ghetto life. Since it was not costly, this curhoriant was 
wcll within the reach of ghcttl) residents. It appears that throughout 
the early 40's marijuana use in the \Vest as well as in the East continued 
ro be associated with the ethnic minoritieS, especially in the inner city .~~ 

The fear thar marijuana use would spread to white teenagers is one 
that has recurred since the earliest legislative cognizance. In fact, it was 
probably a factor in the early opium laws.34 \Ve have been unable 
to confirm whether the fear was justified at this time, but in light of the 
documentation of increased narcotics use among the young, we shall 
presume the same use patterns to be true of marijuana. 

(c) The Danger: A New Rationale.-The FBN had begun its edu
cational campaign for harsher marijuana penalties immediately after 
passage of the Tax Act.36 In the early years, the campaign was particu
larly effective with judges. For example, in one of the first cases under 
the Tax Aer, a Colorado judge stated: 

1 consider madhuaila the worst of ~ narcotics-f~! worse than the 
use of morphine or cocaine. Under its influence men become bC2StS, 
just as was the case with [the defendant], Marihuana destroys life 
itself. I have no sympathy with those who sell this weed. 

In the future I will impose the heaviest penalties. The Governmenr 
is going to enforce this new law to the letter.u 

ol~nized gr.!lup. 
9. The use of marihuana does not I ... d to morphine or heroin or cocaine addic
tion and no effort is made to create a market for these narcotics by stimulating 
rhe pr2ccice of marihuaI12 smoking. 
10. Marihuana is not the detennining factor in the commission of major crimes. 
11. Marihuana smoking is not widespread among school children. 
12. Ju,-.nile delinquenc)' is not associated with the practice nf smo!dng l11ori
huana. 
B. The publicity concerning the catastrophic effectS of marihuana smokinlr in 
New Yorle City is unfounded. 

Id. at 307. 
M The New York trend was also typical of Los Angeles. California Division of 

Norcotic Enforcement, Marijuana-Our Newest Narcotic Menace, April 1, 1940, at l~. 

See .Iso Nore, YOllth alUl Narcoties, 1 U.C.L.AL. REv. 445, -In (1954) (reponing a 
br ... kdown by race of narcotics arrests by the Oakland police dell:lrtment). 

U For .xarople, in 1895 New York had passed a statute, eh. IOU, S I, [l89SJ N.Y. Laws 
'/72, requiring i~:'''1lctit)n in public schools on the effect of IW'cotics. 

as For' full accounts cf the FBN "educational ca,npaigns" up through the present day, 
see TaAFFlC IN OPIUM from 1937 to the present. For the full e:rposition of the FBN's 
position on, the drug user os a criminal before he becomes an ~ddicr, see Rtcidivimt 
1m Narcotic LtI'W ViolAtors, in Tumc IN OPtt:M for .ach year. 

aGJudge J. Fostu Symes of Denver, Colorado, quoud in TlIAl'FIC IN OPIUM 57 (1937). 
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The crime, pauperism and insanity nItiunaie was accepted unquesrilln 
ingly as late as 1951.'; Vnder this rationale, harsher penalties were eel" 
tainly as impcrath'c for marijuana offenders as they were ·for opiatl 
offenders. Howe\·cr. in a paper filed as an exhibit to the hearings'lB Ill: 

the Boggs Act, Dr. l-hmis Isbell, Director of Research at .the P~lhlic 
Health Service h()~pital ill Lexington, Kentucky, exploded the tnuli
tional rationale. !-Ie stared that marijuana was not physically addicri\'cP 
Although he pustuhlted a definition of addiction which amounts to noth
ing more than chronic inroxication'O and noted the possibility of "tem· 
porary psychoses" in "predisposed individuals," Isbell's description III 

marijuana was extraordinarily favorable. Before the Kefatn"er Com
mittee he tr:~tified; 

lMlarljuana ~mokers generally are mildly intoxicated, giggle, laugh. 
bother no one, and have a good time. They do not stagger or fall. 
and ordinarily will not attempt to ham} anyone. 

It has not been pro\'ed that smoking marijuana leads to crimes of 
violence or to crimes of a sexual nature. Smoking marijuana has nu 
unpleasant after-effects, no' dependence is developed on th!! drug, lmd 
the practice can easily be stopped at any time. In fact, it is probably 
easier to stop smoking marijuana cigarettes than tobacco cigarettes. 

In predisposed individuals, marijuana may predpitate temporary psy
choses and is, therefore, not an innocuous practice with thcm.n 

Dr. Isbell's statements that marijuana does not cause a physical de
pendence were supported by othcr doctors,42 ,prison officials,4a and per-

-n'See, e.g, G. CaElGHTON, NARCOTICS: TH£J1l LEG'TIMATE AND IwCIT USE (1951). 
:SHeArings on H.R. J~90 brIar. the Subcomm. on Natcoties of the HOtJJe Comm. 0>1 

Ways Dud Means. 82d Cung .• bt SeS5. H7 (951) [hercinaftet cited .. , Boggs Act 
Hearing!). 

:ot Dr. Isbell's paper stated: 
Any definition f of addictiOl.J which m~kes dependence .n csscnrial feature 

will also not include intoxications with ."lIeh substances :as cocaine, marijuana. 
and .mphetamine. because dependence 011 these substances is no mare marked 
than is dependence on tobacco and coffee and yet, in some ways, intoxiClltion 
with cocaine or marijuana is more harmful than is "ddierion to morphine. Further
more, definitions which exclude cocaine and marijuana trom tho JiSt of addicrin!1 
drugs would cause endless-confusion because, in cOlllmou parlance .nd legally. 
borh dmif' are r.(lOrded .s addictinl'. 

ltl. at 147-'11l . 
• 0 Id. at Ii!!. 
u KtfiJU1ler C(J,mn;tt<c H •• Tring!, pt. 14, .t 119. 
i~ Id. at 136. Stt also Boggl ACI Hearingr 101. 
"Boggr Act He.TT;'/1{1 9/i •• 
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iI;IPS most significantly by the statement of a number of narcotics .ld
,!icrs." 

Despite this testimony the legislators approved greatly increased pen
.l\rics for marijuana users. The crucial reason for this severe treatmenr 
,'.10 be seen in the following colloquy during the House subcommittet: 
hLurings: 

Mr. Boggs. From just what little I saw in that demonstration, I have 
forgotten the figure Dr. Isbell gave, but my recollection is that onl~' 
:t small percentage of those marijuana cases was anything more than 
a temporary degree of exhiliratioll .... 

Mr. Anslinger. The danger is this: Over 50 percent of those young' 
addicts started on marijuana smoking. They started there and grad
uated to heroin; they took the needle when the thrill of marijuana W:t~ 
gone.4S 

\Iany others-doctors,46 crime prevention experts,n police and narcotic~ 
hureau officials"-testified to the link between marijuana use and ul
timate heroin addiction. Representative Boggs himself summed up this 
novel danger of marijuana in one of the few statements even to mention 
marijuana in House floor debate: 

Our younger people usually starr on the road which leads to drug ad
diction by smoking marijuana. They then graduate into narcotic 
drugs-cocaine, morphine, and heroip. When these younger pers()n~ 
become addicted to the drugs, heroin, for example, which costs from 
$8 to $15 per day, they very often must embark on careers of crime 
... and prostitution . . . in order to buy the supply which the,' 
n~~ " 

ti Kef=er Committee Hearings, pt. 14, at 73, 101, 109 (statcments of three addk[~:, 
Sec also id. at 190, 204 for sutements by addicts to the effect that upon moving frun: 
marijuana to hard drugs they did no< know that the latter were addictive. The implica
tion is clear that marijuana is not .ddictive. See ;d, at 91. 

.~ Boggs Act Hearings 206. 
4sKefarwer C01lnll;ttee Hearings, pt. 14, at 133 . 
• 1 Boggs Act Hearings 105. 
48 Kefauver COllnn;tt.e Hearings, pt. 14, at 449; Boggs Act He.n-i!'gJ 62. 
41 97 CONGo REc. 8197-98 (1951). The linkage of IIl2rijuana we to heroin was .I,{, 

supplied by some of the testimony by addicts themselves. Of 27 addicts interviewed il" 
pan 14 of the Kefauver Committce Hearings, 15 testified that they had started thd .. 
drug usc with marijuana. This figure is misleading because a substantial majority of th~ 
12 who h.d noe used marijuana were addicts because of illness or were older addic,' 
Who h.d bcgun using drugs;beiore marijuana was readily ",.ilable, Sec Kcfmt:'11 
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The passage of this new Federal Act' marked a significant shift in f,t, 

tionale for the illegal status of marijuana; that statuS became more en
trenched by the indiscriminate lumping of marijuana with the othe: 
narcotic drugs. 

4. The State Respolll'e: Miudless Escalation 

While the Boggs Act was still pending in Congress, the Bureau "j 
Narcotics encouraged the states to modify their existing narcotic and 
marijuana legislation to enact "penalties similar to those provided for 
in the Boggs bill [which] would be of material assistance in ~he fighr 
against the narcotic traffic." 50 Seventeen states (including Virginia) 
and the Territory of Alaska responded by passing "little Boggs Acts" 
by 1953, and eleven other states increased their penalties by 1956. 

In 1951, seven states and the Territory of Alaska p:.ssed penalty pro
visions similar to those contained in the Boggs Act.n In addition, nine 
other states amended their drug lawS to provide for more severe penal
ties, but the provisions were neither uniform nor identical to those 
provided for under the federal measure.52 In 1952, four more stat~, 
including Vjrginia, amended the penalty provisions of their drug laws 

Cummittee Hearings, pt. 14, at 11, 29, 54, 62,71, 84, 93, 99, 104, 108, IB, 157, 160, 162. 
167, 171, 182, 189, 194, 203, 211, 216, 220, 367, 380, 432, 436. 'Approximately 5 of tht 
oddict witllC$$es indicated thot marijuana did in flct lead to the use of the harder drugs 
but only one g2Ve definite reasons why he thought thi. transition inevitably took 
puce. One male addict, after stadllll that the averalle age of marijuana smokers Wa> 

13 or 14, stated: 
You would very seldom find a person smoking marijuana who does just that, 
he keeps on, and he gets to the point where he does not have the same drh'e 
or feeling that he first had, and it is hKe a stepping stone, he graduates to 'heroin. 

Kefar.,.-cr Committe. Hearings, pt. 14, at 199-200. 
Note that among many of these addicts curiositY and pcer group pressure was the 

primary factor in sl2rting them into the use of hard drugs. ld. at 12, 32, 94, 109, 254. 
Moreover, Representative Boggs introduced some mystery into hi5 statements durin!! 
the House debates by mti,ni: 

A study ill February of 1950 of 602 case reports indicates that 53 percent ••• 
'"tarred their addiction to drugs by reason of association with other addicts, and 7 
percent of them started on marijuana. 

97 CoNG. R.tc. 8197 (1951). This study i5 cited on the same page with Represcnl2tive 
Boggs' statement that our young people usually start on the road to drug addiction 
by smoking marijuana. 

I>OTRAYFIC IN OPIUM 6 (1950). 

61 Alabama, Indiana, Maryland, New Jersey, Okhhoma, Tennessee and \\'est Virginia. 
ld. at 8 (1951). 

62 Connecticut, IIIinois, Louisiana, Michigan, New York. Pennsylvania, Utah, \Vash
ington and Wisconsin. ld. at 8-9. 
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((l bring them in line with the Boggs Acr.~ ~ix more states fullowed 
,uir in 1953.6

' Finally, in 1955 and 1956 two states, Ohio and Louisiana 
rt~pcctil'ely, enacted penalty provisions which were substantially more 
,C'\'cre than those passed previously in any jurisdiction.55 

The Virginia "little Boggs Act" was signed into law on April 1, 
11)52,56 :Jfter having passed both houses Ul)animously.67 The meaS?re 
\\ ;IS regarded as rourine, and as one of the "less controversial" proposals 
(I) come before the legislature during the 1952 session.58 It cleared the 
lllluse on a day when bills were being passed "at the rate of about one 
a minute during some periods" 59 and won Senate approval during the 
linal rush to complete business in the waning hours of the 1951 General 
Assembly. 

The Act produced three basic changes in Virginia's scheme of nar
cotics control. It added marijuana to those drugs whose sale was for
bidden under the state's version of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act; 
it created the new substantive crime of sale to a minor; and it provided 
for harsher penalties for violations of the drug laws. 

Prior to 1952, the Virginia anti-marijuana provision60 was separate 
from those provisions governing the sale of "hard" drugs. But the 1952 
Act repealed this provision and included marijuana under the state's 
general narcotic control law. As a result, a person illegally selling mari
juana became subject to the same penalties imposed upon a person il
legaIly vending such drugs as heroin, morphine and cocaine.61 

The heart of the 1952 Act was the provision for stiffer penalties for 
the violation of Virginia's general narcotic laws prohibiting the sale of 
drugs without a prescription. For the first offense, the penalty was im-

.. Colondo, Georgia, Kentucky and Virginia. Id. at 6 (1952). 
6. Delaware, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, Pennsylvania and WyomJng. Id. at 9 (1953). 6. The Ohio law, approved June 16, 1955, provided for imprisonment of any onc 

found guilty of illegally selling narcotic drugs for a period of not less than twenty nor 
more than forty years. Id. at 7 (1955). The Louisiana measure, adopted the following 
year, provided severe prison sentences without parole, probation or suspension for the 
illegal sale, possession or administrotion of a narcotic drug. Sentences ranged, from u 
five year minimum to a ninety-nine year maximum. Id. at 28 (1956). 
~ Ch. 451, [19S2) Va. Acts of Assembly 736. 
GT The bill, H.B. 132, passed the House 65..{J on February 23, 1952, and the seriate 

J.4-O on March 7, 1952. 
58 Richmond Tunes.Dispatch, Mar. 2, 1952, S 2, at 1, col. 6. 
G'ld., Feb. 24, 1952, S 2, at 5, col. 3. The House r.2SSCd fifty bills and advanced 

thirty.five more during its sc>'Sion of February 23, 1952. Id. 
eGCh, 212, [1936J Va. Acts of Assembly 361. 
61 Ch. 451. [1952J Va. Acts.of Assembly 736. 
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prisonment in rhe penitentiary for not less than three nor more than 
five years plus a fine of not more than $1,000. For the second offense. 
the penalty was imprisonment for not less than five nor more than ten 
years and a fine of not more than $2,000. For the third and succeedin~ 
offenses, the penalties were fines of not more than $3,000 and imprisun. 
ment for not less than ten nor more than twenty years. 

The 1952 Act also made it a felony to sell, baner, peddle, exchangl 
or otherwise dispense marijuana or any other narcotic drug to a minor. 
'Any person found guilty of such offense was subject to imprisonment for 
i\ term of not less than ten years nor. more than thirty years, no part of 
vlhich could be suspended, and a fine of not more than $1,000 for the 
fit:t offense, $2,000 for the second offense and $3,000 for the third and 
sub$equent offenses. Su';!h a provision exemplifies the increased sop his
tic:ltion of anti-narcotic legislation during the 1950's. Thus, the con
tinued escalation of penalties for drug law violators. was followed ill 
Virginia. Moreover, despite the· public concern and attention in the 
national media, in Virginia it is plain that the 1952 amendments to the 
narcotic laws passed virtually unnoticed in the press.62 

B. Tbe Late 1!)50's: Another Escalation Of the Penalties 

Whether because use had decreased or because the propagandists had 
accomplished their main mission, the narcotics problem dropped almost 
entirely from public view after the Boggs Act was passed. Neverthe
less, state and federal police authorities, armed with data suggesting 
that the strengthening of (he drug laws had at least halted the increase 
in drug use, pressed 'for further increases in penalties in order entirely 
to root out the drug menace.sa Without significant debate or public 

62See also Proffit, An Amlys/s of the Missouri Narcotic Drug LlI'Ws, 17 Mo. L. 
REv. 252 (1952), in which the author shows that narcode hysteria Was closely linked to· 
the general hysteria and "Red Scare" of the early fifties: "The opinion has been 
advanced that the recent upsurge in consumption [of drugsl. is fostered by Com· 
munists in an effort to undermine the morals of our youth." Id. at 2S2-53. He cites 
a Missouri official who so testified befote a state legislative committee. For OI<')£e of 
the some, see W. OV&SLEII at L. SMITH, N,ualDCS: AME&lCA's PUlL 266 (1952). The 
Missouri case paraUels the Virginia data in that great public concern is expressed about 
the p<lS'ible spread of narcotics addiction but little if any separate notice was given 
lIW'ijuana. Everywhere the narcotics evil wu linked by veiled references to interna· 
tional communism, especially that of China. the traditional home of the opium habit. 

'l8 H cQrmgs on IIIkit Narcotics Trtzf!ic Befort lb. Subc01llfn. on Impr()'l)ements in tbe 
federal Criminal Code of the S.t1IIIIt! Comm. on tht Judiciary. 84th Cong •• 1st Scss. S7 
(19SS) [hereinafter cited as DlI1Iiel C01Imlittee n.",;"gs); see H. ANSLINCEa & 
W. Ovastnt, THE MvlDUIW (1961). 
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it\(erest, Congress responded by passing the Narcotic Control Act of 
11,/56.·' 

Although the legislators paid even less attention to marijuana than 
they had in 1951, the precedent there established of classifying marijuana 
\\·jth hard narcotics resulted in a proliferation of marijuana offenses and 
.\ further increase in penalties. In some "''iYs, this legislation represent...; 
rhe high-water mark of uninformed public policy regarding marijuana. 
In almost every respect, the provisions of the Act and the legislative 
Jllorivatkm bear absolutely no rational relation to marijuana's pharma
cology and to the drug's actUal use and traffic patterns. 

I. Provisions Of the Narcotic Comrol Act Of 1956 

Public Law 728, an act intended to make more effective control of th~ 
Jlarcotic drugs and marijuana, :was approved on July 18, J.956. It 
amended the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and the Narcotic Drugs 
Import and Expon Act66 primarily in the direction of increasing still 
further the penalties for violation of those acts and proliferating the 
~cope of federal control over the usc, possession and sale of narcotic 
dn.:gs and marijuana. 

The new law raised the potential .fine for all narcotics and marijuana 
uffenses to $20,00066 and increased the: mandatory mininlUm sentences for 
offenses in the prescription, registration and possession categories to two, 
fi\"c and ten years for successive offenses.67 No distinction was made 
between addicts and traffickers with regard to these types of violations. 
Violations of the sale, transfer and smuggling provisions of the Act carry 
a minimum sentence of five years for .first offenses and ten yellrs for all 
subsequent offenses.68 In this connection the Act created a new offense 
by prohibiting illegal importation of marijuana and forbidding knowing 
receipt, concealment, purchase, sale, and facilitation of transportation 
or concealment of such illegally imported marijuana.611 Simple posses
sion was by statute sufficient evidence of guilt to convict.10 This pro
\'ision, now 21 U.S.C. § 176a, paralleled a similar importation provisiol\ 
for narcotics originally passed in 1909. -------------_._---_. 

<a Ch. 629, 70 Stat. 567. 
OJ Ch. 202,42 Stat. S96 (1922). 
64Cb. 629, IS 103, 105-06, 108,70 Stat. J68, 570,571 (codified It 26 US.C. ~ 7237 0%4); 

.21 US.C. H 11~, 176a, 184. 0%4». 
S1 Id. S 103, 70 Stat. 568 (codified ~t 26 US,C. \ 7231 (1964». 
fIlld. 
6111d. § 106, 70 Stat. 570 (,-odified at 21 U.s.C. § 176_ (1964». 
701d. (decl:red unconstilU,~ortal in Leary v. United States, )95 US. 6 (1969; I 
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In addition, any sale or transfcr of any drug by an adult to a juvenile 
was made punishable by a minimum ten-ycar sentence.U Finally, rht 
Act made suspension, probation and parole unavailable to all offender, 
except those convicted of a first offense for possession, prescription fir 

registration.72 

In addition to the increases in offenses and penalties, the law contained 
a wide variety of provisions relating to enforcement. Customs and 
Narcotics )Jureau agents were authorized to carry weapons and to make 
arrests without a warrant on belief that a drug violation had been com
mitted.?I The Government was allowed to appeal unfavorable decisions 
suppressing evidence74 and to compel testimony from wimesses by J 

grant of immunity.76 In a concession to those legislators who favored 
a wiretapping provision, the new law created a category of offense 
based on the use of communications instrumentalities in violation of the 
drug laws.7f This provision carried penalties of a minimum two-year 
sentence and up to a $5,000 fine. The Act required that citizens who 
rae drug users and drug law violators must register with the immigra
tion authorities upon entering or leaving the United States.77 The Act 
also amended the Immigration and Nationality Act to provide for de
portion of alien drug users and drug law violators.78 

2. Marijuana-Along for the Ride 

The Narcotic Control Act of 1956 was premised on the same beliefs 
as was the Boggs Act. ,Few if any of the legislators recognized that mad
juana was in any way different from the physically addictive narcotics.?' 
The stepping stone concept was now so widely accepted that only once 

711d. 1103, 70 Stlt. 568 (codified at 26 U.s.C. ~7237(b)(1) (1964». The statute 
also provided that a seller peddling heroin to a minor may be wbjeer to a oc:ntmce of 
life imprisonment imposed by • court, or to a death sentence impooed by a jury. 'd. 
~ 107, 70 Stat. 571 (codified at 21 U.s.C. 1176b (1964». 

'It!d. 1103, 70 Stat. 569 (codified at 26 U.s.c. 17237(d) (Supp. lII, 1966». 
1Ild. 1104,70 Stlt. 570 (codified at 26 U.s,C. 17607 (1964». 
Hid. 1201, 70 Star. 573 (codified at 18 U.s!:. S 10104 (1964». 
71 Id., 70 Stat. 574 (coclified at 18 U.s.C. 1 1406 (1964». 
1eld~ 70 Stat. 573 (coclifiedat 18 US.C. 1 1403 (1964». 
771d., 70 StQt. 574 (codified at 18 U.s.C. 11407 (1964». 
711d. S 301,70 Stat. S7S (codified at 8 U.s.C. n 1182 (a)(5)., (m (1%4». 
,. The House Subcommittee OIl Narcotics, which produced wh2t became the cs· 

senti:Us of the Narcotic Conuol Act of 1956, revealed its knowledge of tile distinction 
between marijuana and n:orcotics solely by a footnote to the major heading "Narcotics" 
which stated in fine print that the term narcotics included marijuana. See U.s. CooK 
CoNG. !t AD. NltWS 3294 (1956). 

" 
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.juring the extensive co.'o/essional debates on the House and Senate vcr
,/lIIIS of the bill was the su:'iect of marijuana as a separate substance C\'en 
raised. In a statement refle,·ting both ignorance of the basic charac
teristics of marijuana and naive acceptance of the stepping stone concept, 
S,naror Daniel, Chairman of the Senate subcommittee that investigated 
the drug problem, described mariju;ma: 

That is a drug which starts most addicts in the use of drugs. Mari
huana, in itself a dangerous drug, can lead to some of the worst crimes 
committed by those who are addicted to the habit. Evidently, its usc 
leads to the heroin habit and then to the final. destruction of the persons 
addicted.80 

Because Congress bought. the FBN's propaganda lock, stock and barrel, 
it is not surprising that there was no dissent from the proposition that 
harsher penalties were the m~lns to eliminate illicit use and sale of all 
drugs.81 

3. Trafficking Plltterns 

The 1956 Act reflected an unsupported conception of the nature of 
the marijuana traffic. Under the assumption that "peddlers" of all drugs, 
marijuana included, are controlled by organized crime, ~he Act assessed 

w 102 CoNG. REc. 9015 (1956). 
81 Representative Boggs, father of the Boggs Act and OIainnan of the Subcommittee 

on Narcotics of the House Ways and Means Committee, stated that "[elffective steps 
to eliminate the unla\loi"ul-drug traffic requires ••• the imposition of ~vere punishment 
by the COIU'tS." Id. at 1!l689. The subcommittee, which had set out to dciennine the 
effect of the Boggs Act on narGotics traffic, U.S. ConE CoNG. 5t AD. NEw0291 (1956), 
began its recommendations with calls for funher increases in the penalties for. nar
cotics law violations. [d. at 3309. In ract, the subcommittee felt that this was the only 
way to eliminate the drug menace, I1tId recommended that educational programs on the 
evils of narcotics flot be instituted in the schools for fear of exciting the curiosity of 
roung people: /d. at 3305. Both the House Ways and Means Committee report and 
the subcommittee report are filled with sutements to the effcct that harsher penalties 
are the most effective weapons in the war against illicit narcotics. rd. at 3281-3303 
passim. The Ways aNI Means Committee conclusion was succinct: "Experience with 
the Boggs law ••• has clearly demtlClSttatcd the efficacy of severe tnmishrnent j ... re
ducing the illicit comn)erce in drugs." [d. at 3286. 

FinaUy, Senator Daniel, speaking for. the Senate subcommittee inv..cigating the drulf 
situation in the United States, found "it absolutely Itccwaty lor the Congress of tile 
United States to sttCtlilhen the hands of our law enforcement officers and provide 
higher penalties if we are to stop the narcotics traffic in this country." 102 CoNG •• 

REc. 9014 (1956). His subcommittee also recommended the kind of across-tho-board 
increases in penalties that the .. Act eventuaUy contained. 

61-BOl 0 - 77 - 2B 
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extremely hlllvy penalties for sale, especially to minors. For exampk 
the House Ways and Means Committee report noted that "narcotic 
traffickers ... are in mo.~t cases well organized professional racketeers:' . 
Similarly, in recommending prohibition of probation or suspension "~I 
sentence for first-offender peddlers, the House subcommittee had ;u,. 

serted that if the first offender peddler problem was not solved, there 
would eventUally be "large scale recruiting of our youth by the upper 
echelon of traffickers." 18 

While the reference to urganized crime was undoubtedly valid with 
respect to hard drugs, the assumption that marijuana traffic was con· 
trolIed by large-scale racketeers was completely unsupported. The mario 
juana distribution pattern today is far different than the distribution 
pattern far "hard" drugs. On college campuses today, the marijuan:1 
seller is likely to be a smoker who has a small amount he wants to sell. 
Unless one is to believe that organized crime has abdicated a distribution 
role to "amateurs," it is difficult to imagine that it controlled the dis· 
tribution of marijuana in 1956. Accordingly, the 1956 Act's widely 
divergent treattnent of sale and use of marijuana may not have been 
jnstified at. the time of enactment, and it certainly makes little sense 
today., 

4. Origin and Use 

A related misconception about the marijuana trade concerns the new 
importation offenses, Underlying the presumption of knowing conceal· 
ment of smuggled marijuana arising from possession are two findings
that the mainstay of marijuana traffic is imported from Mexico and that 
possessors are likely to be aware of that fact. Even in 1956, such find
ings were dubious. 8' As to the presumption of importation, Commis
sioner Anslinger's estimate that 90 percent of all marijuana seized by 
federal authoritk.s had been smuggled from Mexic085 was grossly mis
leading. The Federal Bureau of Narcotics had practically abandoned 
the responsibility for marijuana control to increasingly effecti"le state 

12 U.s. Cooot CoNe. & An. Nltw. 328~ (1956); s~e id. at 3302. 

83/d. at 33<M-. 

.. In holding unconstitutional the presumption of knowiedge that marijuana was 
smuggled, the Supreme Court in Leary v. United Sm.., 395 U.s. 6 (1969), relied 011 

the .change in use patterns from 1959 to 1967. We thinle the presumption was uncOOlti
tunonal when passed in 1956, both 3,. to importation and leno)'Vledge. 

SD DI111if1 COtImtittet Hemings 18. 
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JI.IITotics squads and to the Customs agents.N Of course, federal figures 
ukCiI alone would suggest a high percentage of importation. Furthcr
'IIOre, the Commissioner's conclusion was inconsistent with an essential 
:';'cmise of the Tax Act87 and with other materials before the Congress,S~ 
';!I of which emphasized the large degree of domestic cultivation. 

:\s to the possessor's knowledge, the underlying assumption again was 
rhat there was an organized trade pattern so that each llser knew where 
his drug came from. As we know, marijuana was then a casual adjunct 
ro ghetto life. It was a social, rather than an economic, phenomenon 
limited almost exclusively to unemployed or menially employed mem
ilers of racial minorities in the center cities.n As applied to such a clUss 
(If people, the presumption is farcical. iO 

). Enforcement Patterns 

Although the proliferation of federal offenses suggests on its face' that 
state enforcement was inadequ~te to cope with marijuana trade or that 
increased use of the drug presaged increased narcotics addiction, nothing 
cuuld be farther from the truth. Considering marijuana alone, the 1956 
legislation was passed in response to no need at all. The enforcement 
statistics confirm our hypothesis that marijuana was simply "along for 
the ride." 

~ The decline in the number of FBN orres" and seizures is directly rdated [0 

the inr.rease in local and state enforcement personnel. This thesis is supported by 
darn from California where statewide arrests soared while federal arrests remained 
stable. Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Californ.ia Dep't of Justice, Crime in California 
(1956). Set! also A. LI"'DESMlllI, THE AODler AND THE LAW 238 (1963). One comment.tor 
has suggested that except for the years immediately after the pass.ge of the Marihuana 
Tax Act, when the Bureau wanted [0 concentrate on its newly acquired enforcement 
field, the FBN arrest data show clearly it> emphasis on the hard narcotics. Mandel, 
Problems with Official Drug Statistier, 21 ST.\~. L. REv. 991, 1019-20 (1969). 

87 See note 20 at p. 1053 supra. 
88 Written materials insened into the record of th~ Sen.t. hearings Jncluded tho 

tesrlmony of an experienced federal Cmroms official that high quality marijuana was 
being grown near the Texai cities of L.redo and Brownsville. Daniel C0710Jliltee 
H "rings 3488-89. In addition, the Attorney General of Ohio noted that marijuana 
"mal' grow unnoticed along roadsides and vacant lots in many parts of the countr}· ... 
Id. at 481 •• Also, a bulletin issued by the Philadelphia Police Academy recited that 
"rp)lenty of marijuana is found growing in this city." ld. at 599. 

81! Blum, Mind-Altering Drugs and Dangerous Behavior: Dallgerous Drugs, in TIlE 
l'IEslD£NT's CoMMISSION ON LAw ENFOacEMENT AND AO~IINI~TRATIO" OF JUSTICE, TASK •. 
FOlIa REPotn-: NA~C9 AND nlUG ABUSE 21, 24 (1967); Bouquet, CifTl1UJbis, J U.~ ... 
BULL. ON NAilCOTlCS, Jan. 195J. at 22, li-H. 

110 This is especially true' with .rto~ect to the young and black minorities. The 
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First, as we noted above, federal arrestS declined continually after 
1952.'1 Alchough attributable in part to increased state enforcement" 
and to a conscious FBN decision to concentrate on narcotics, the figure; 
do suggest a decline in or at least a stabilization of marijuana USe by the 
middle fifties, even in areas in which narcotics use continued unabated. 
Second, the class of users does not seem to have changed at all during 
this period. Arrest statistics still indicate that use was centered in the 
ghetto areas of major cities" in California, Texas, Louisiana, Michigan. 
New York and Illinois." However, because Statistics were not refined 
a~ording to race, age, sex and often even the drug used, ttl we cannOl 
stare categorically that there was no change in use patter.ns.~ 

6. The Epitome of lrration.llity: Virginia's 1958 Amendment 

In 1958, Virginia's Uniform Drug Act was further amended to make 
the "possession of illegally acquired narcotic drugs [which included 
marijuana] in any quantity greate! than twenty-five grains, if in solid 
form, or eight ounces, if in liquid form," a crime punishable by a fine of 
not more than $5,000 and imprisonment for not less than twenty nor 
more than forty years. WI The effect of this enactment was to provide 
a penalty for illegal possession that was more than twice as severe as the 
penalty for unlawful sale and one and one-half times more stringent 
than that for sale to a minor. It is incredible that despite the extreme 

presumption has v~lidity only as applied 10 recently irnrnignted McxiClll1S. Cf. Chein, 
Tbe StlltUS of Sociologic.,) It1Id SociJJl PI]cboiogic41 Knowledge Concerning Narcotics, 
in N.uamc DaoG AnoK:nON PmBuMs 146, US (R. Livingston ed. 1963). Mr. Ooein 
reportS s shift in drug usc from 1930-1960 from old to young and a continued incressc 
in tho percentage of drug users who arc Black or Spanish-spealdng. 

91 The number of icden.l arrests· for morijlWlA violations fell from 1288 in 1952 
to 169 in 1960. TuniC IN OPiUM 26 (1952); iii. at 69 (1960). 

12 By 195., OWly major stateo and cities hsd .pedal narcotics squads. See Dmiel 
C_ittee H'/lringr 13-14, 110. 

n ct. T&AnlC IN OPIUM 66 (1956); iii. at 41 (1959). The FBN chsrts show dearl)' 
the cnraordinary incidence 01 drug abuse amOi1!J Blad,., M.xican-Americans ond 
ocher minority. conununities. 

H lhtri61 Commitw, H.",ingl, exhibit 7, It 267-71. LocsI arustS in those six sutes 
accounted for 2,822 of the 3,205 morijuana arrests made by locol law enforcers in 1954. . 

16 For example, the statistics in TlAnlC IN OPIUM seldom even distinguish among 
the drugs involved, and the FBI Uniform Crime Sutistics frequently report all 
drug related arrem toaether, with no dcJineotion of the type of drug used or the 
IWturc of the offender • 

.. Chcin, supr. note 90, at 152, suggests that whatever patterns of drug use existed in 
the fifties were merely continuations of patterns observed in' the thirties. 

0100. ns, [1958] Va. Am 01 Assembly 67S. 
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h.lfshncss of this penalty, the measure passed both houses of the General 
\sscmhly with but one dissenting vote, and noroention was made of it 

1Il thc RiciJmolld Ti1lles-Dirpatch during the period of February 14 to 

\pril 7, 1958. 
In conclusion, the FederaINarcotic Control Act of 1956 and subse

<j\',~I\t state legi::htion reflect the same basic congressional 2nd public 
misconcl;'!ptions. about the nature and dangers of marijuana that charac
terized the earlY' fimG';, Even more unchanged, and in fact strengthened 
hy reSults under the Boggs Act, was the assumption that the key to the 
$Illution of the narcotic drug problem was r.he imposition of harsher 
penalties on both users and traffickers in illicit drugs. Qassification of 
marijuana with narcotic drugs was now a foregone conclusion. In fact, 
Icgislators seemed less aware that marijuana was a distinct substance than 
rhey had been in 1951. 

VII. MARIJUANA USERS IN THE CouRTS: 1930-1965 

H~ving studied the evolution of legislative hostility to marijuana 
from a regional phenomenon with racial overtones to a nationwide 
paranoia, it is worthwhile to consider the fate of marijuana users in the 
courts during this evolutionary period. After the courts had summarily 
reject(:d the substantive constitutional arguments, appeals in marijuana 
cases t.ended to focus on three contentions particularly gennane to drug 
violai.ons: procedural objections arising from interrelated statutory 
scheraes on the state and federal levels punishing essentially the same 
con(;uct; objections to police conduct intrinsic to victimless crimes; 
and objections to sufficiency of evidence at trial. Like their legislative 
colleagues, state ;lnd federal judges ,translated what they knew of the 
drug's mythical effectSi,Q,to overt hostility. Coupled with the tradi
tionally conservative trea~ment afforded the rights of criminal defend
ants, especially in state prosecutions, this judicial hostility produced 
ever-lengthening sentences and few reversals. 

A. Statutory FfI11tasies: The COfnplicatiims of Federal Legislation 

1. Quadruple "Jeopardy" 4nd the "Killer Weed" 

When Congress passed the Malihuana Tax Act in 1937, marijuana 
had already been included in the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act and every • 
state bad enacted some ~orm of mariju.ana prohibition.1 In addition to 

1 Sec p. 10* 1Wfi1 •• 
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its o&'tensible revenue-raising function, the Act W3S obviously designtci 
both to deter further use of the drug! and to facilitate enforcemem I,! 
the stare laws.s The statute assured the availability to state prosecutor, 
of the order forms filed with the IRS at the time of payment of th.: 
ralC.~ Congress had thought that the order forms and registration rl~ 
quirements would devdop an "adequate m'!:lns of publicizing dealing, 
in marihuana in order to taX: and control the traffic effectively." 6 

Thus, after 1937, possession of marijuana without filing the transfer 
form and paying the federal ta."( constituted a violation of both' stall 
and federal law;' yet filing the form and paying the tax would probabl~ 
not have diminated the buyer's exposure to prosecution under sral~ 
law. Indeed, compliance would probably have readily identified the 
buyer to state officials. To this unfairness the courts paid no heed. 
noting that exposure to state and federal prosecution for the same act 

. did not constitute double jeopardy? and that the fifth amendment did 
not protect defendants from prosecution for violation of state law.s 

:Ste, e.g., Hellrings an H.R. 6$06 refort d Subcumm. of the Senate Cumm. (nI 

Fi7lllT'.&e, 75th Cong, 1st SCU. 5-7 (19)7); H.R. REP. No. 792. 75th Cong •• 1st Sess. 1_\ 
(1937). 

3 See LeAry v. United StItes. 395 US. 6, 26-27 (1969), 
~ 26 USc. ~ i771 (19M). 
a H.R. REP. No. 792, 7$th Cong., 1st Scss. 2 (.1937); S. REP. No. 900, 75th Cong., 

1st Sess. 3 (1937). 
6 With minor exceptions, the MarihulUla Tax Act requires all transactions in 

marijuan. to be carried OIIt by written order fonn. 26 U.S.C. H 4741-44 (19M). It 
is unlawful for a transferor to transfer except by such form obtained by the trlUlsferre. 
26 U.S.C. S 4742 (196+), and for the transferee to acquire, tronspon: or conceol 
marijuana without filing the t""nsfer [onn, registering with the IRS and paying the 
applicable transfer taX. 26 US.C. ! 47#(a) (19M). For heretofore unregistered persons. 
that tax is $100 an ounce. 26 U.s.c. S 47i1(1964). Since marijuana was excised from 
the Unit,cd States Phonl1acopoeia, there have been few legitimate transactions by regis
tered persons. THE PlF.5IDf.NT'S CoMMISSIO~ o~ LAW ENFoacEMENT AND AUMINlsnATiON 

OF jama, lb.Poar. THe CH.u.tiNGE OF CluNE IN A FaD: 5ocu:tY 21i (1967). Since 
the tax is otherwise prohibitive, the Act is in effect almOst entirely • criminal law; 
the crime is hlvinA' anYthing to do with marijuana-possession, sale, acquisition or 
imporution-oince proof of possc..son coupled with failure, after reasonable notice 
IUld demand by the Secretary of the T re""ury o.r his delegate, to produce the tranSfer 
fonn is "presumptive evidence" of l"Jilt. 2(, U.S.C. § 47+4(a) (19M). 

? Cf. Abbate v. United States, ~59 U.S. i1l7 (1959); Banlrus v. Illinois, 359 US. 121 
(1959); United States ". Lanza, 260 l'S. 377 (1922). One state court held, " an interpre
tation of statc legislative poli(.·y rather than under constitutional compulsion, tbat 
acquittal of a fedeul m.riiwlna p06SCSSion charge would constitute a defense to ti", 

'same state charge. State ' .. \Vortham, 113 Ariz. 148, 160 P.2d 3H 09iS). 
• 8S." Leary v. United States, 383 Fold an, 870 (5th CIl'. 1967), uv'd. 39S US. 6 
(1969); Haynes v. United StItes, 339 Fold 3Q. 31-32 (Sth Cir.), cm. denied, 380 US. 
924 096.0. 
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,\fref passage of the 1956 federal narcotic drug legislation,- posscssinn 
<Ii lJ\arijuana constituted at least one, and often two, additional crimc.'S. 
First, the Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act was amended10 in 
11)56 to pun~h directly illegal importationll of ~ijuana or other deal
IIi~S in the drug with knowledge that it had been illegally impo:ted •. 
Since mere possession was sufficient evidence to convict under [he 
·\cr,12 possession without reg~ration and order form'llow constituted 
rhrcc crimes, and compliance with the filing and tax proyisions would 
h.wc exposed the defendant to liability under state law and tinder the 
unportation prov~ion if the original imporration was illegal. Again 
rhe courts saw no fifth amendment violation.a Second, another pro
I'isiull of the 1956 package required every persoll addictcd to or using· 
narcotics or convicted of a violation of the narcotics or marijuana laws . 
punishable by over one year's imprisonment to register upon leaving 
the country}' Designed to aid ~he Government in identifying poten
tial smugglers, the statute was upheld, as a strict liability offense,16 
against a multitude of constitutional challenges}' SinCe p'enalties for 
marijuana possession almost uniformly exceeded one year's imprison
lllent during this period, a first offense possession conviction by eithe!; 
sovereign triggered the registration prov~ion. . 

2. Statutory Presumptions 

Because the fede.ral statutes pun~hedsale and possession of marijuana 
only indirectly, each had to bridge the gap between those acts and the 

9 See pp. 1077-78 supra. 
10 21 U.s.C. S 176a (1964). 
l1ltnporution "contrary to law" was that in violation of the Me.-mUlDa Tax Act. 

26 US.C. S 475$ (1964), or the C\ISt\'Ims Act, 19 USc. H 149ch7 (l964). 
12 See note 19 mfr. ond accompanying text. 
us«, e.g? Rule v. 'United ~tts, 362 F.2d liS (Stn Cit. 1966), &crt. denied, )8S 

US. 1018 (961). 
it 18 U.s.C. S 1407 (1964). 
16 Application of the statute WI! puticularly hann. Even tbough defendant. fouod 

guilty of • drug offense and SCnt to the California Youth Authority for !lCvetal months. 
hid been told upen 1"'1.- that his recOI'd was cleln, the court held that he had 
viobted the scatute by falling to rqistcr. Adams v. United Sutc$, 299 F.2d 321 (9th 
Cit. IS·62). . 

11&, Palma v. United Sl:1teS, 261 F,2d 9) (Sth Cir. 1958); Reyes v.'United Stites. 
2SS F,2d 174 (9th Cit. 19S8); United SateS v. Eramdjion, ISS F. Sopp. 914 (S.D. Cal. 
19S7). n.e ccum suuggled mi8htily with arbitrariness, VlIJUCIJe$I. .right to travel. self- • 
ioc:t.iminatioo, lAd equal pr«ection utrUmel\n. but upheld the statute. Sut cf. Russell 
v. United Suus, 306 F.2d 402 ~,9th Cit. 1962) (SUn .registtation requirement unconstitu· 
lions! since it zeq1lirecl admisAon of pmumprively unlawful pclI$aIion). 

, 
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technial crimes-t:ax violations and importation-related actS. As ,\ 
bootstrap from the federal taXing power to a federal police power, 
Congress chose presumptions. Thus, under the Marihuana Tax Act .• 
possession plus failure to produce the required forms was presumptil'c 
evidence of the criminal act-failure to pay the truc'7-and the courtS 
h2d no trouble upholding this provision.18 In addition, under the 1m· 
port and Export· Act possession of marijuana constituted presumpti\'c 
evidence of illegal importation and of defendant's knowledge of such 
importation. II • 

Against a rash of attacks on the rationality of this presumption, the 
lower federal courtsZO noted that the Supreme Court had upheld the 
same statutory language in the original Federal Import and Export 
Act with respect to opium, II and that there was sufficient general knowl. 
edge that most marijuana was imported from Mexico to make thc 
presumption rational. Although the Ninth Circuit at one time indicated 
that a defendant could rebut the presumption by showing that the 
marijuana in his possession was manicured and therefore more likely 
to have been domestically grown," ·that court later held that such proof 
was insufficient and that the defendant must also show actual domestic 
production." . 

17 26 U.s.c. S 4744(.) (1964). 
1~ E.g., Manning v. United StattS, 274 Fold 926 (Srn Cir.), rw'd e11l other groullds 

011 rcb~mng, 280 F.2d 422 (5th Cir. 1960). 
This provision wu early interpreted not to require government agents to request 

tm transfer form at the time of arrat, the courts holding that possession of tho form 
was an a1Iinnarlve defense. E.g, Hill v. United States, 261 Fold 483 (9th Cir. 1958); 
Hensley v. United States, 160 Fold 257 (D.C. Cit.), cm. denied, 331 U.s. 817 (1947). 

18 21 U.s.C.S176a (1964). 
:OLeary v. United States, 383 Fold 8S!, 869 (5th Or. 1967), ret/d, 395 U.S. 6 (1969); 

Borne v. United Stlt .. , 332 F.2d 565 (5th Or. 1964); United States v. Gibson, 310 F.2d 
19 12d Cir. 1962); Claypole v. United States, 2&0 F.2d 768 (9th Or. 1960); Butlu v. 
United States, 273 F.2d 436 (9th Cir. 1959); Caudillo \'. United States, 253 Fold 513 
(9th Cit.), cm. denied, 3S7 U.s. 931 (1958). 

:1 Yeo Hem v. United States, 268 U.s. 178 (1925). 
22 Caudillo v. United States, 253 Fold 513 (9th Cit.), cm. denied, 357 U.s. 931 (1958). 

Implying that the presumption of importation WU a rule of evidence, not of substantive 
law, the COQrt noted that imponed marijuln. was ordinarily composed of mixed [Wigs 
and stems since the growers waited until maturity before harvesting. In the United 
States, on the other hand, growr.rs avoided police detection by picking individual 
\eaves before the plant matured. Since appel1am: possessed mixed twigs and stems, the 
court upheld application 01 the presumpdon; the clear suggestion, however, WIIS that 
the presumption would noc be applied to manicured marijuanQ. 

23 Costello Y. United Statts,J24 Fold 260 (9th Or. 1963). cm. dmkd, >76 U.s. 9JO 
(1964). 
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B. Attacks (J1l Sta~e Legislati(J11 

Most attacks on the state statutes focused on the vagueness of statu
tory terms-marijuana, however spelled, or cannabis or Indian HempU 
-both as a scientific matter and in terms of common experience.IS Pre
Jictably, however, few state courts were of a mind to inhibit legisla
tive proscription of the "killer weed." Due in part to greatly exag
gerated conceptions about the effects of the drugl' lancl :in part to the 
case with which the mature plant is processed for the outlawed pur
poses?1 the courts construed these statutory definitions as broadly as 
possible,u despite the traditional rule of strict construction of criminal 
statutes. 

With the progressive increase in the severity of penalties which ac
companied adoption of the Uniform Act in the 1930's and 1940's and 
the surge of amendments in the 1950's in the wake of the Boggs Ace,=-

:u Usc of the Latip. \Tocd "cannabis" wu challenacd IS lUI WlCOOStitutionally VlIiU" 
ddinition of the prohibited subow= in People v. Olivet, 66 Cal. App. zd 431, 152 
P.24l 329 (Din. Ct. App. 1944), on the bW of an early hwdinir that the use of Luin 
to define a sex crime w. IlDCOIIStitutionally vque, Ex pmf Lockett, 179 Cal. 581, 178 
P. 1* (1919) (fcll2tio and cunnilingus). In rejecting the v.gueneos argument, the court 
held that "CIlIl12bis~ WIS lalU c"Pbincd in the $taNtIl by the use of the word "JlIl!ri.. 
j_~ and that the twa wocds were synooymfXIS; See' ~oplc v. Martinez, 1l7Cal. App. 
2d 701, 256 P.2d 1011 (Dill:. Ct. App. 1953) ("Indian Hemp" not IlIIC<InstitutiOllally 
Vigue); cf. People v. Johnson, 147 Cal. App. 2d 417, 30S Pold 82 (Dist. Ct. App. 19m 
("Jophophora" Dot unCOII$tinltionally \"ague reference to peyote). 

U A related issue was whet,," the cbarae of posscssiaa of "muijuana" was specific 
cnoullh where there were IUtut«Y iOXccpUonr to protect the bird seed and hemp 
indUStries. The general role was that the .we need not -allege tb:.t the pam pos$C$SCd 
..-ere noc within tbe statutorY exceptions. E.g., Simp5Gf1 v. Sute, 129 Fla. 127, 176 So. 
515 (19m. Comra, People v. Sowrd, 370 Ill. 140, 18 N.E.2d 176 (1938). 

-Su, e.i., Simpson v. State, 129 Fla. 127, 131, 176 So. SIS, 517 (1931) (marijuana 
causes erotic haIJ\lcinations, loss of sense. false convictioo, loa of values, a genua! 
weakenina of powen, maIdna it danacrous to mind and body). In Commonwealth v. 
LaRau, 042 Pa. D. ~ C. ~4, 36-37 (Fayette County Dist. Ct. 19iJ), the 'CO= .uted: 

The deleterious. even vicious, qualities of the plant whicb n:nder it highly danger
OIlS to the mind and body; upon which it operates to destroy the will, to produce 
imoainuY delectable situ.tiona, and andually to weaken the physical powen, 
raide in • sticky resin of pat ~ power that pcrn!iel the entire plant •••• 

2'I'Sate v. Bonae, 112 La. 95S, H6 So. 15 (1931). ' 

u!He Sute v. Hall, 41 Wasrh 2d +46, 2049 P.2d 169 (1952); Commonwealth v. LaRoca, 
42 Pa. D. It C. 34 (Fayetbe County Dist. Ct. 19i1). L.Rm. held that the 5tatute, pas$ed 
two yean earlier, crew:d' a duty to CUf down marijuana plants belore they could seed 
and that defendant had no riIIht to plant marijuana even if he mCllnt to cut the plants 
before maturity. Delcna.nt'l COIlviction for pouessioo of two thousand mature plants • 
IDe! OIIe hunclrcd 6fty thOUS#lld immature plants was accordingly affinncd. 

II See pp. 1074-75 1fIiW.. / 
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some problems of application arose. Interestingly enough, some Cuun, 

applied thc lesser penalty where one of two penalties could be illl 
poscd.30 Similarly many courts tended to impose minimum sentcnc~, 
until the late 1950's when they, too, lost all sense of proportion.!l 

C. Procedurtzl Defenses a11d E7ltrllpment 

Statutory attacks during this period tended to reflect the Ciomplicatcd 
interrelation of state and federal law and the scientific imprecision oi 
legislative drafting. These attacks were usually rebuffed, and defend· 
ants, caught in a squeeze of judicial and legislative hostility, had fcw. 
if any, viable defenses based on whether or not they had violated th~ 
regulatory scheme. Both state and federal statutes merely required 
the prosecution to prove that the particular defendant was found in 
posscssioJ1. of a substance which when chemically tested was found to 

be marijuana. There were few triclry problems of proof, and the prose-

"E.g., SlUe v. Economy, 61 Nev. 3\14, no PJd 264 (11)>2). 
a1 nu. "'11 particularly true in Ihe Southwest, where Il5e cases were more numerous 

and appeals maRl freqqenr. Indicative of this trend atc the following T ex:zs cases in 
chronological order: Gonzales \". Sule, 108 Tex. Crim. 253, 299 S.W. 901 (1928) 
($25 tine); Baker v. State, 123 Tex. Crim. 209. 5R S.W.2d 534 (1913) (§-year sentence 
reversed); Horton ,'. Sule, 123 Tex. Crim. 237, 58 S.W.:!d 833 (1933) (2-year senlence 
rcvcraed); Spangler v. State, ns Tex. Cri.';I. 36, 117 S.W.2d 63 (1938) (l-ycar 
senr.ence affirmed); Ramirez v. Stale, 135 Tex. Crim. 442, 125 S.W.2d 597 (1938) (3-year 
sentence affirmed) (possession of a crop of 300 plants); Fawcett v. Slate, 137 Tex. 
Crim. 14, 127 S.W.Zd 90S (1939) (Z-year sentence reversed); Anderson v. State, 137 
Tex. Crim. 461, 131 S.W.2d 961 (1939). (5-year sentence affirmed) (defendant med 
10 dispose of marijuana in station house); Martinez v. State, 138 Tex. Crim. 51, 134 
S. \V.2d 276 (1939) (6-year sentence revened); Carrizil v. Sute, 138 Tex. Crim. 103, 134 
S.W.2d 287 (1939) (Z-year sentence affirmed); Lufkin v. Slate, 144 Tex. Crim. SOl. 164 
S.W.2d 709 (1942) (Z-year aftinncd); Cornelius \'. S ... tc, 158 Tex. Crim. 356, 2S6 S.W.2d 
102 (195) (2-year IClllence llffinned); Sparks v. Stalc. 159 Tex. Crim. 111,261 S.W.2d 
571 (I9SJ) (2-year sentence revened); Rao v. State, 160 Tex. Crim. 416, 271 S.W.2d 
426 (1954) (20·10 year senlence); Brewer v. State, 161 Tex. Crim. 28, 274 S.W.2d 411 
(19S4) (8-year sentence 'affirmed); Tones v. Stale, 161 Tex. Crim. 480, 278 S.W.Zd 
853 (1955) ()-year sentence affirmed); Gomez v. State, 162 Tex. Crim. 30, 280 S.W.2d 
278 (1955) (5-25 year sentenee atIinned); McWhorter v. State, 163 Tex. Crim. 318, 291 
S.W.2d 329 (1956) (2-3 year sentence atIinned); Orosco v. Sute, 164 Tex. Crim. 257, 
298 S. W.2d 134 (\957) (2-year senrenee affirmed); Garcia v. Stile, 166 Tex. Crim. 
482, 316 S.W.2d 734 (1958) (life sentence iIfirmed); Sherrad v. State, 16i Tex. c.-im. 
119, 318 ~.W.2d 900 (1958) (13-year sentence reversed); Leal v. St.~, 169 Tex. Crim. 
222, 33Z !).W2d 729 (959) (7S-year sentence affirmed) (one prior conviction); Kin, 
v. Sute, 169 Tex. Crim. 34, HS S.W.2d 378 (1959) (7-year sentence affirmed); Locke v. 
Slllte, 169 Tex. Crim. 361, 334 S.W.2d 292 (1960) (IS-year sentence a/firmed); MassWe 
v. State, 365 S.W.2d 802 (Tex. Crim. App. 1963) (life senrenceafiinned) (two prjill' 
barillary coovicrions). 
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<.'urion usually had a clear case. If these offenders were caught dead tel 

rights on dIe merits, the energetic attorney had to look elsewhere for 
his defense. 

Fortunately, the exigencies of police practice in the field of narcotics 
bw enforcement provided a defendant's attorney with a new area of 
.lmck-procedural irregularities in the arrest and apprehension of his 
diene. The possession and sale of marijuana epitomize the crimc with~ 
"lit a victim; neither seller nor buyer is apt to complain of the transac
dun. In order to promote vigorous law enforcement in this area, the 
police have had to use a series of undercover agents, surprise raids and 
often questionable search and arrest techniques. Because of the nature 
of the conduct they are trying to stifle, the police must intrude into a 
private social relationship where none of the parties wants it; thus, the 
police have found it essential co employ highly secretive :lnd often 
patently deceitful practices. It is no coincidence that the vast develop
ments in the law of criminal procedure-especially in the fourth amend
ment area-have been outgrowths primarily of narcotics and marijuana 
cases. 

1. Search tmd Seizure 

Today the major remedy for an illegal search is exclusion of the 
seized items as evidence. Some states and the federal courtS have used 
this cxclusionary rule since early it) the twentieth century. However, 
before the 1961 decision in Mapp 11. Obioa2 required all states to adopt 
this remedy, many state courts did riot exclude illegally seized evidence. 
In jurisdictions without the rule, it scarcely helped the victim of an 
illegal search to raiSe the point. So, for example, in 11 1945 Louisiana 
case, the court permitted introduction of marijuana seized without .\ 
warrant from defendant's room while he was OUt of town.SS 

Because of the scope permitted the searching officer, things were not 
much better in jurisdictions adhering to the exClusionary rule. In 
states using the rule before Alttpp, the cruci;li issue when the lawfulness 
of a search was questioned was whether or not the search was rcasOJ;l
able under the circumstances.3( One might expect, in view of the 

:1: 367 US.643 (l9ill}. 
8SScate v. Shoos, 207 La. 898, 22 So. 2d 209, Ct:rt. dmitd, 326 U,s. 730 (l9~S). 
s. See. e.g~ Unired States v. R:abinowitz, 339 U.s. 56 (19S0). The Court here upheld 

me ""arch of • one-room olice on the grounds that the iCUCh was incident to a lawfllf 
urest, and uid that the scope of such $Car\;/!es must ruti"lc on tla. reasonableness of the 
Sffi'ch colisidcrilll' all the ,lindcrl)ing c:irCUIl)SWlCU. . , 
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judicial hostility toward marijuana ddendants, that the reasOnableness 
standard provided sufficient leeway for circumvention of the exclusion
ary rule in more than a few cases.1i Other end runs around the rule 
were developed in the federal system and in the states purporting tu 

apply the rule to evidence seized in an illegal search. First, courts up
held searches jf there was arguably an untainted source for seizure ('.f 
the evidence. For example, a court might admit marijuana seized in 
a concededly illegal search where a police officer saw the marijuana be
fore beginning the illegal search." Second, in order to have standing to 
assert the inadmissibility of seized items, one had to admit the narcotics 
in question belonged to him." Third, courtS often permitted searches 
pursuant to a warrant to extend far lY~yond the items named in the 
warrant'l under what came to be known as the contraband theory. 
This theory rt2soned that certain items could never lawfully be p~-

to Cf. Andenon v. State, 137 Tcx. Grim. 461, 131 S. W.2d 961 (1939). See .1.ro Leal •• 
State, 169 Tex. Crim. 222, 332 S.W.2d 729 (1959), halding it l'ClISonable for. policeman 
to IieUCb defendant's shorts where be suspected from an informer's tip that the "out 01 
!he ... dinary bulge" in defendant's penIS concealed marijuana • 
.. R.amircz v. State, 13S Tez. Cfim. 442, 12S S.W.2d S97 (1938). EventuaUy, courts 

bqan to allow the admission Gf illeplly seized. nidence if there WI' any untainted 
aource wharsover. Thus, where defendant testified that the police had found marijuaoa 
ill a dresser draweJ: in his hoog, the coon permitted the state to introduce the marr,
based on the untainted IOW'CC of defendant's own statements in court. Rao v. Sate, 
Ij\() Tex. Grim. 416, 271 S.W.2d 426 (1954). 

11 Se, Connolly v. Medalie, S8 F.ld 629 (2d CU. 1.932). In that case Judge Learned 
Hand wrote: 

:\fen =y wince at admitting that they ~ue !he owners, or in posseosion, 01 
contraband propeny; may wish It once to lCCUfe the remedies of a ~, 
and avoid the perils of the put; but equivocation will not sene. If they 
come as victims, they must take on that role, with enough detail to cast. them 
without qUCldon. The petitioners at bar shrank from that predicament; but they 
were obliged to choose one hom of the dilCIIUN. 

ld. u630. 
"Sell Kina' Y. &ate, 169 Tex. Grim. 34, 335 S.W.2d 378 (19S9). Here the Tens coon 

bdd, with one di.ant, that IL search warrant for .the premises of the husband authorized 
a KUch of the WIfe', bq in the howel her conviction EO!' the maceriaIs found in· m. 
bq was affirmed. 

In the field of ICUch incidcm: tG.an arrest, COW1I went even fmber. Thus, • T_ 
court IfIinned a conYiction based upon the ....- and IUl'Ch of a defendant, eftA 
though the police officer admitted he had arrated the defend_solely f ... the ~ 
of searcbins him. The odic:er -ably ancstcd the defendant for • lmife fight, bill: 
later admilttd that he had IrRSted him because he IUlpeered· him 01 posseosion 01 
marijuana. The court DOted that the defendant was unable to give any au!hority for his 
contenrioa that the lIMe should be bound by the oI6cer's staremcnt as to the pUrpc.e of . 
the.mae. GoozaIa v. Sale, Ij\() Tez. Crim. 548, 272 S. W.2d 524 (1954). 
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scsscd and belonged only to the government; thus any seizure of these 
items was pernWisible." 

2. Entrapment 

In order for federal and state agents to d'etect narcotics traffic and 
use, it is essential that they infiltrate the drug culture. Obtaining this 
inside information may often involve police use of special employees
informers-or may require that the police become directly involved in 
rhe commission of the criminal act." Many defendants in narcotics 
caSes have claimed that they were forced into sales or purchases of 
n~£cotics by the police or their agents. These charges led to the af
firmative defense 1.)f entrapmen~, first recognized in federal courtS by 
the Supreme Court in Sorrels v. United Stlltes}1 Since that time, the 
principles of the defense, as stated in 'that decision, were reaffirmed by 
the Supreme. Court in Sbemum v. United Stiltes.a In Sherm4n, a gov
ernment informer induced the defendant, who was; trying to quit his 
use of narcotics and was undergoing treatment at a narcotics rehabili
tation center, to resume his use and supply the informer. The Court 
held that the conduct of the police informer cor.stituted entrapment. 

The entrapment defense would seem the ideal defense tactic in mari
juana cases, because so often the defendant has been apprehended due 
to some police informer or police trick.u However, the theoretical 
and practical outlines of the defense narrowly restrict its scope and 
make it rarely successful. Moreover, because it may entail an admission 
that defendant committed the act chatged,44 it is usually the last resort. 

From the beginning there have been two con1licting views of the 
entrapment defense. The majority view has considered entrapment an 
cl'ception to the given criminal statute on the ground that the legislature 
could not have intended entrapment to fall within the statutory den-

III It had teen held that conmband may be seized in a, seareh incident to arrest 
although the items taken h.d no relationship to the crime (or which the orj~t was 
made. Harris v. United Stares, 331 U.s. 145 (1947), owrnded, Chimel v. California. 
395 U.S. 752 (1969). 

40 THE Pu:sIDENT'S COMMISSIOS ON LAw ESfO!.'C£l\fEloo'T AND ADMINISTRATION OF 

JI:51=. TASK FoRCE REPORT: SARCOTles AND Daue ABUSE 8. See also MASS Pao,,"':n.O"l 
JumCE "XU THE CoNSTITUnONAL IIl£AL 52·5) (C. Whilcbrcad ed. 1970). 

~1 287 US. 4H (1932). 
12 356 U.s. 369 (1958). 
laSee A. LITIJ.E, DauG AlivIE Aloo"D LAw ENFoaCEMENT (1967): .' 
4< Su Henderson v. United States, 237 F.2d 169, 172 (1956); State v. Taylor, 375 

S.Wold 58. 62 (Mo. 1964). Bllt see People Y. Perez, 62 Cal. 2d 769, 401 Pold 934,44 
C.al. Rptr.326 (t96S) (Trayn';;', C.].). ' 
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nition of the crime. With this as the theoretical justification of the de.' 
fense, the inquiry focuses on the innocence of the defendant but fur 
the-police conduct. The practical question is whether the police merely 
supplied an opportunity for a person with a pre-existing predilictiol1 
to the criminal act. In the majority view this question of fact is to he 
resolved by the jury." 

Throughout the years a substantial minority position has contended 
that the. entrapment defense should be considered a police control 
mechanism. Under this view, the focus is on the police and their con
duct rather than on the character of the defendant. This rationale i~ 
premised on the coun's supervisory powers over the administration of 
justice, and the question of entrapment is one of law to be decided hy 
the judge, not by the jury." 

The focus of the defense on the character of the defendant and the 
use of usually unsympathetic juries to decide the issue have greatly hin
dered the successfulness of the entrapment defense. Since- the defen~;e 
must be raised affirmatively, the defendant bears a heavy burden in 
proving that he would not have committed the crime but for the police 
inducement. Thus, in Gilmore 'I). United States47 the defendant was 
unable to carry the burden of proving that he would not have other
wise committed the marijuana offense. A government agent approached 
the .defendant and requested marijuana, but the jury found no entrap
ment and the court could not declare that there was entrapment as a 
matter of law. 

vVith the entrapment defense, as with illegal searches, the coun has 
a known lawbreaker before it and for this reason is reluctant to free 
him unless there is an overwhelming reason to dismiss the charges. As a 
California court stated, "Ii is not the entrapment of a criminal upon 
which the law frowns .•.. " tI . The focus upon the defendant and his ~' . 

• 5 Shennan v. United Stat~ 356 U.s. 369, 377 8c n.8 (1958) (Warren, CJ.) • 
• '!.d. at 378 (Frankfurter, J., COIICIIlrinJr); Sorrells v. United States, 287 U.s. 435, 

4SJ-S9 (1932) (Robem, 1~ diosenting). . 
47 228 rJd 121 (5th CU. 1955). Se~ .110 United Statts , .• Davis. 272 F.2d 149 (7th 

CU. 1959). Dilflis was not suictly an entrapment case; the government agent. had ar
ranged for the ttanspomrion of a bag of marijuana from Texas to OIicago. The de· 
fendant ugued that the agents' IICriyities were illegal. and for that ~, th" government 
was estopped from p1'O!lCCUring him and that the evidence w.~ inadmissible. TIle trial 
court found that the defendant bad arranaed for the cIu! :oru.t ir.structed the jury to acquit 
if the aacnts hod iIIepIly. aUlCd the importation. A~ in Gjlmfw~, the jury was DO( 

wiIlinl to condemn the police • 
• PeopIc Y. Branch, 119 Cal. App. 2d 490, 494, 260 PJd 27. 30 (Dist. Ct. App. 

1953), ~hue the poli.:e had their wit/ICSI call the defendant and osIc to buy some 
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mcntal state, rather than a focus on the government enforcement prac
ticcs and their possible effect of creating a particular crime,places an 
incredible burden on the defendant to try to convince the jury that he 
is othel"'.vise blameless. The use of informers and special agents who 
become friendly with those suspected of dealing in marijuana, and the 
lise of this friendship to try to purchase marijuana, often by supplying 
the cash,'~ are bound to have a detrimental effect on the lay enforcement 
uffi(;ers as well as to assure a slight increase in the supply of marijuana 
which would otherwise not have entered the trade. Nevertheless, the 
defense as presently structured remains virtually impossible for the de
fendant to raise with any real hope of success. 

D. Tb .. Pro Fomuz Tritll 

When the marijuana defendant had exhausted his motions for dis
missal or suppression of the evidence and wa~ brought to trial, he was 
usually in deep trouble, faced with judicial. hostility, lax methods of 
identification, and loose standards of proof. Gonvictions were rarely re
versed for any reason and especially not for ii.1SUfficient evidence. And 
,penalties, no matter how harsh, were .never set aside. 

The first line of defense in the marijuana trial often involved the 
defendant's claim that the substance seized from him was not really 
marijuana. In general, the state had no difficulty proving the substance 
to be marijuana. In the important case, expert evidence of chemical 
tests may have been introduced,iO but more commonly cour~ per
mitted the t~mony of police officers,51 I}ndercover agents :md other 
! .. y witnesses" to be stUficient to .create a question of fact for the jury 
to decide.51 Thus. when chemical evidence was not introduced, juries 

marijuana Ind then accompanied the witness co the defend2nt's home. 
,0 Sec People v. Willilmf, 146 Cal. App. 2d 656, 304 P.2d 100 (1956); 'Commonwealth 

y. Jones, 46 Dauph. 300 (Dauphin Co\UItY, Pa., Dist. Cc. 19J8). 
&Q Set, Col •• People Y. Apjanian, 97 OIL App. 2d 399, 211l P.zd U4 (Disl:. CI:. App. 

1950); People v. Oliver, 66 CaL App. jd 4lt. lS2 P.2d 329 (Dist. Q. App. 19#); Valdet 
v. Sute, US Tcx; Ctim. 201, 117 S.W.2d 159 (1938). 

11 McWhorter v. State, 163 Ta. CriID. 318, 291 S.W.2d 329 (1956). . 
UPeople v. Sanchez, 197 Cal. App. 2d '617, 11 Cal. llptl'. 210 (Dist. Ct. ApI>. 1961); 

People v. Hanard, III Cal. App. 1d 38, • Cal. Rpu. 898 (Dist. Ct. App. \96Q): People 
y. JanisIe, 16, CaL App. 2d 111,328 P.2d 11 (Dist. Ct. App, 1958). Even minors who 
receive the marij_ from the defendant lIle competent to identify the substance. : 

-opie v. Sanchez, $II" •. 
laSH Hemaodez v. Scue, ~}1 Tcx; Crirn. J4~, 129 S.W.Zd·l01 (1938). 
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were strongly inclined to believe the policeman or a disinterested pr(l~l" 
cution witness as against the defendant." 

This ease of identification combined with the uncritical acceptant, 
of uncorroborated testimonySi produced what amounted in fact to a \ lTl 

low standard of proof. Thus, in a California case, People 'I). ]aui)")" •. ' 
the conviction was upheld on the testimony of teenage· boys, thoug" 
the defendant's .co-workers testified for an alibi. The evidence ,f 
rookie police offieers who later failed their civil service exams67 has be.:. 
accepted over the word of the defendant. Finally, even the testim()n~ 
of witnesses who :ttand to benefit only from the conviction of the dc" 
fendant has been accepted without corroboration, whether the benefit 
was indirect6R or dircct.19 The wisdom of allowing such testimony h~ 
itself to be legally sufficient for a conviction is doubtful. 

Although in theory the state must prove the defendant's possessiun 
was knowing,1O through the use of circumstantial evidence the state 
usually encountered few problems in meeting its burden of proof. The 
state was permitted to use circumstantial evidence to link the defendam 
to a quantity of marijuana, but where only circumstantial evidence 
existed there must havr. been an instruction to the jury that all ntht'r 

lit See, e.g., cases cited at note si lIIpn. 
GG See, e.g~ People v. lbllcjos, 216 Cal. App. ld 286, 30 Cal. Rpu. 725 (Dist. Ct. 

App. 196»; People v. Johnson, 99 Cal. App. 2d 559, 222 P.2d 58 (0&. Ct. App. 1950), 
qwrruJed, People v. Pun, 62 Cal. 2d 769, 401 F.ld 934. 44 Cal. Rptr. 326 (l96Sl 
(Traynor. C.}.). See R/sO People v. 5:lncha, 197 Cal. App. 2d 617, 17 Cal. Rptr. 23G 
(Ditt. Ct, App. 1961); People v. Mimms, 110 Cal. App. 2d 310, 242 P.2d 331 (Dist. Ct. 
App.), c,.,.t. denied, 3 .... U.S. 846 (1952). 

66162 Cal. App. 2d 117, 328 Pold 11 (Di.'t. Ct. App. 1958) (it was not too improbable 
that defendant would have given wrijuana away to a ncar stranger). But see People v. 
MacCagrulo, 129 Cal. App. 2d 100,276 P.2d 679 (Dist. Ct. App. 1954) (cvidence of iatf-' 
pricc .dmitted to shOlV the u.w'1.:elihood that defendant, was given the marijuall2). 

ft' People v. Gebron, 124 Cal. App. 2d 675, 268 Pold 1068 (Oist. Ct. App. 1954). 
sa People v. Mimms, 110 Cil. App. 2d 310, 242 P.2d 331 {Dist. Ct. App.), C"t. dmied. 

H4 U.s. 846 (1952). 
Gt People v. Winston, 46 Cal. 2d 151. 293 P.2d 40 (1956) (wimesses against defendant 

for sal. to minor were due to go on uiol themseh'cs>; People ,'. BallejDS, 216 Cal. App. 
zd 286, 30 Cal. Rpu. 725 (Dist. Ct. App. 1963) (llgent aUeged to be paid by [lOvemrnenr 
if successful was only wimess against defendant). 

f){) Su People v. Carrasco, 159 Cal. App, 2d 63, 323 P.2d 129 (Di\'t. Ct. App. 1958); 
People v. Anrist., 129 Cal. App. 2d 47, 276 P.2d 177 (Dist. Cr. App. 1954) (defendanr 
never reponed having previously used marijuana and aparnoenr used by many other 
persons); People v. CandiOtro, 128 Cal. App. 2d 347, 275 P.2d 500 (0&. Ct. ApI!. 
1954); People v. 5:I"age, 128 Col. App. 2d 123, 274 f.2d 90S (Dist. Ct. App. 1954) 
(lIIlIid found marijuana wrapped in n~pkins two days .flel' • party held to he insufficient 
evidence) (trial judge held to be prejudiced); Fawcett v. Stare,137 Tex. Grim. 14, 127' 
S.W.2d 905 (1939) (reversed for f~i1ure to (Ii,." insuuction on ilDlorance as I defeme). 

r 

--"" .. 
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rC;lsonllole inferences of innocence had been overcome." For example, 
J,dl:l\'ior such as running away from police, if marijuana was found 
.1:Ollg the path run, was suf';icient to link the defendant to possession,G2 
though mere ?rr;:.;1nuty without other guilty behavior Was not enough 
to pro\'e possession.63 , jj<,~. " 

Finally, judicial hostility to the "moral)}, depraved"mari1 .,j user 
"'IS so strong that often judges condoned inflammatory stat~mep':S by 
Iht: prosecution to the jury about the nature of the dnlg and its users. 
Indeed, some judges themselves often participated in these highly cmo
ti(l1IU! statements. For example, one judge in instrUcting a jury an
tluunced: 

Marijuana is a vicious, demoralizing substance that robs a person of 
morality. honor. integrity. decency. and all the virtUes that are the 
foundation of good character and good citizcrtship. Thi: Government 
is comtantly engaged in an effort to stamp out traffic in this and in 
narcotic drugs. Officers of the Government are employed in this effort 
usually and are entitled to credit for their loyalty and integrity.f' 

In the same way. direct aspersions toward a defendant's character were 
tolerated." For instance, courts overlooked prosecution comments 

61 Gonzales v. People, 128 Colo. 522, 264 Pold 508 (I9Hi; State v. Walker, 54 N~\f. 
301,223 P.ld 943 (1950). 

62 P.rez v. State, 34 Ala. App. 406 .• -ro So. 2d 344 (Ct. App. 1949) (paperin apartment 
matched paper on marijuana). &e IIlso People v. Rodrigue~ lSI Cal. App. 2d 598, 
312 Pold 272 (Dist. Ct. App. 1957) (defemanr knowingly helping owner move mari
jlWl2. is sufficient for possession). 

13 People v. Miller, 162 CaL App. 2d 96,328 P.2d 506 (Di.'t. Ct. App. 1958) (reve.rs.iblc . 
error to introduce marijuana found down the street from the defendant's apartment 
Without funhcr proof of defendant's ownmhip). In Sherrad v. State, 167 Tex. Crim. 
119, 318 S~Wold 900 (1958), defendant's conviction was reversed for the failure of the 
prasecutor to connect the payment to the defendant with Ihe bter payment to ',nother 
defendant who rn:Ide dclh'ery of the marijuana to ,;the agent. The COUrt natlld thot 
defendant had been charged IS the principal, and that no proof of any conspira"'y had. 
been matie. See also People v. Vasquez, J35 0.1. App. 2d 446, 287 Pold 385 (Disi. Ct. 
App. 1955) (defendant chargeable with tNnsporting, not possession, where he told 
co.defendant to throw marijuana away' and co-defendant did not do so). ' 

6f.Lalce v. United StateS, 302 Fold 452 (8th Cir. 1962). 
liSee, e.g, People v. Sykes, .... Cal. 2d 166, 280 Pold 7fH, urt. dmied, H9 US. 1)}4 

(l9SS) (evidence of defendant's activities as a pimp .dmissible in a trial ollch~rge of 
marijuana sale to minor in order to prove that there was a plot to subjugate b~h' II;;: 
body, and mind of the minor) (Traynor, C.], dissented, st:lting that the .-;idem;e w:zs ' 
prejudicial and of no probative value); Esamilla v. Store, 162 Te:t. Crim. 346,285 S,W.2"d 
216 (1955) (permissible for ~seculor to call defendant a peddlor and then to .wit.hdra,,· 
~'fa(rm~r); PellJlle , .• Salo; 73 Cal. App. 2d 685, 167 P.2d 21\9 mist. Ct. App.i9-tt\h 

61-801 0 - 77 - 29 

, , 
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that the defendant sold his drugs near a junior high school's or that drug 
use among teenagers must be stopped.'" 

In sum, then. defendants in marijuana cases had great difficulties ;It 

trial during this period. Easy identification methods, jury acceptancl' 
of uncorroborated testimony, use of circumstantial evidence to pro\'c 
defendant's possession was knowing, and toe judicial participation in 
inflammatory statements to the jury made defense success ar trial a vir
tual impossibility. 

VIII. THE PUBLIC DI5COV:Eas THE TRUTH ABOUT MARIJUANA 

We need not belabor the point, but sometime after 1965 the wisdom 
of the marijuana laws suddenly became dinner-table conversation in 
most American middle-class homes along with the Indochina war and 
campus dissent. Many sons and daughters, and even mothers and fathers. 
of the middle class had tried the drug, and those who had not were 
cer~inJy· familiar with "pot" and the law. The medical profession 
finally commenced a research effort to determine who was right-the 
user who said the drug was a hmnless pleasant euphoriant or the law
makers, who by their actions 112d condemned it as a noxious cause of 
crime, addiction and insanity. 

A. M.lf1'ijuana and the Masses 

Although marijuana arrests and seizures hit their all-time low POillt 
in 1960,1 the middle and late sixties witnessed a revolution in marijuana 
use. Vast numbers of people have recently adopted the drug as their 
principal euphoriant; however, by all estimates, the new users are the 
sons and daughters of the middle class, not the ethnic minorities and 
ghetto residents formerly associated with marijuana.2 Student marijuana 

Medina v. State, 149 Tex. Crim. 249, 193 S.Wold 196 (1946) (no error to call defend10t 
a deal~r in marijuana in pomssion trial). 

00 Torres v. State, 161 Tex. Grim. 480, 2i8 S.W.2d 853 (1955). 
erPeopie v. Head, 108 Cal. App. 2d 734, 239 P.2d S06 (Disc. Ct. App. 1952). 

, 
1 TRAFFIC IN OPIUM 69 (1960). 
a In reponing th~ marijuana arrests of Robrrt Kennedy, Jr., and R. Sargent Shriver, 

Jr, Walter Cronkite noted that "[elhis case is Dot unusual; more and more parents 
Across the nation find themselves going to coun: with their children on drug charges. 
l'.' becoming 10 incident of modern living." CBS Evening News, Aug. 6, 1970. Ste .llso 
J ·';m£VE ..... POT: A HANDBOOK ov MAalHUANA 117-Jl (1967); TaAnIC IN OPIUM ~, 40 

'"\;.16). • 

I , 

~ , 
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usc is noW so common that it has been associated in the public eye with 
the {)\'eraU campus life style.a Accompanying the growth of widespread 
lIurijuana use on campus bas been an incn:asing experimentation with 
thc drug by intellectUals, professors, yo~ng prof~ionals and members 
"f scveral other social groups who would never have considered using 
rhe drug ten years ago.' 

Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, former Director of the National Institute of 
\Iental Health, testifying before a Senate subcommittee, said, "A con
sm'ath'e estim2te of persons in the United States, both juvenile and 
;luulr, who have used marihuana, at least once, is about 8 million and 
may be as high as 12 million people." IS Other estimates ha,'e run as 
high as twenty to twenty~1ive million users.' This vast increase in the 
number of people using marijuana seems to have begun in the early and 
middle ~ties. It is likely .that this new use pattern was ini~ially pre
cipitated by the publicity surrounding the ISO experimentation of Doc
rors Alpert and Leary at Harvard in 1963.' As a gro'wing segment of 
[he academic fringe begw to pr~ch consciousness-expansion, students 
began to find marijuana available on campus. From that point the phe
nomenon . snowballed. As mQre novice marijuana users reported no ill 
effects from its use, more students tried it, and in turn these who used 
:lnd enjoyed the drug began to "turn on" those who had not. By 
1970, some campuses reported that over seventy percent of the student 
body were users.S More recently, marijuana use spread beyond the 
student subculture; reportedly its use lias become common even$,IDong 
young professionals on Wall Street! Moreover, since it is readily avail
able and widely used in. Vietnam, marijuana has become popular \vith 
many solc1iers.lO 

8See, e.Jh lL DEBw> & R.l.:tAP, LSD, MAN ANII Socn:rv (1967); R. Gou>m:IN, 0)1£ 
IN' Srmi': DJI,\JC$oN CtJDus (1966); K. KENNlmlN. THIt VNCOMMmED: AU£NATfD 

YOtl'tK IN AMwcAN SoctEtY (l96'1h D. LovatA. TH£ Da\JQ SeEm: (1968); I •• SIMMO:o.'S 
&. B. WINEGIW), h's Ho\l'PENlNo (1967). 

4 See Malabre, Drug! 011 tbe lob, \\'aJI St. ]~ May 4, 1970, at I, col. 6. This article 
deals not only with drug use by Professiooals bur also details the increasing trend of 
drug usc on the jol1. 

s H~.rt'!lJIl! Before tbiJ Suh~_ to Inwstigllte ]urJndle V,lmqumey of tbe SemIte 
C_. ()1J tbl ]udiciar1, 91st COClB .. In Sess. 267 (/969) (hereinairet cited as Nareotiu 
L,gisl.titm Hearings). 

'14. ar16ll. 
15.1r R. D:tl!ou> II< R. l..EAF, LSD, MAN 10m. SocIEn' no·n (t9lS7). • . 
• TIME, Sept. 26, 1969. at 69; YtIe Daily NC1II'S, Jan. 14. 1970 • 
• Malabre, mpr. note oIl. ; 
10 D. tov./A, "I:tm Dave Sctm 10 (11lIS8). 
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The general public is clearly-aware that there has been both .1 \"a~l 
increase in the number of users and a shift from lower- to middle-cla~, 
usc of the drug. These great changes in the nature of marijuana use hU\'t 

had important social consquences. First, with the sharp rise in the nUlll

ber of users and the tendency of marijuana users to share common life 
styles and often political opinions, the drug has become associated ill 
the past few years with a major counter-cu1rure. Many proponents oj 

that counter-culture have contended that the illegal status of marijuan:l 
-which puts large numbers of people on the wrong side of the criminal 
law-is the most significant unifying and recruiting agent for the New 
Left and the other political and rocia! causes of the late sixties.ll Some 
New Left leaders have gonl! so far as to oppose reduction in the penal
ties for mariJuana possession because they feel severe penalties aid ,their 
recruiting ends by making marijuana users outraged against a society 
that overacts so strongly to a nonexistent danger.lZ \Ve feel the general 
disrespect for marijllana laws may be causing a dangerous disrespect 
for all laws in a sizeable segment of the population. The credibility of 
government suffers on all issues when its handling of the use of this 
drug seems to so many so far removed from reality. This opinion is 
supported by the increasing medical evidence that the dangers of the 
drug are de minimus. 

Secondly, the new middle-class use of marijuana ha.; induced the first 
significant medical inquiry into the nature of the drug, has spawned in
creasing numbers of challenges to the constitutionality of marijuana laws 
and penalties, and has spurred the passage of more lenient legislation. 
One commentator has stated: 

:N'obody cared when it was a ghetto problem. Marijuana-wel~ it 
was. used by jazz musicians or the lower class, so you didn't care if they 
got 2-ro-20 years. But when a nice, middle-class girl or boy in college 
gets busted for. the Same thing, then the whole community sits up and 
takes notice. And that's the name of the game today. The problem 
has begun to come home to roost-in all strata of society, in suhurbia, 
in middle·class homes, in the colleges. Suddenly, the punitive, ,·in
dictive approach was touching all classes of illlciety. And now the 

11 Perhaps the beSt statement the authors havc. yet encountered .to this effect was 
made by Jerry Rubin. une of the Chicago Seven,. in CharklttesviUc, Virginia, on 
Msy 6, 1970. when he said: "Smoking pot makes you a criminal and a IrCvolutionary-1S 
soon 15 you take your fj"" puff. yOIl are an enemy of. society." See also J. RL1Ils, 
Do IT! (1970)_ 

11 Wash. Post. Feb. 2+.1970. Qt Bl. col. 3. 

J 
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most exciting dUng that's really happening is the change in attitude: 
bY'the people. Now, we have a willing!less to examine the prohlem, as 
to whether it's an experimentation, or an illness rather than "an evil" 
With this change I think we can come to ~ more rational approach ~u 
methods of drug control.n 

Without doubt, the new class o(users has successfully d~anded morc' 
f'lnlrable attention from the legiSlatures and the courts than the lower 
d:1SS could have attracted. In fact, even the slightest circumscription 
of the r~ch of a state marijuana law i:> now national news.H 

A third result of the widespread use of marijuana has been a sub
stantial challenge to the traditional picture of the national marijuana 
trade. Over the past three decades, law enforcement officials continued 
to convince legislators that the traffic in marijuana was controlled by 
professional criminals.1G Confronted with this portrait of the mari
juana trade, legislators naturally stereotyped the "seller" as the vicious 
criminal pushing his wares for high profit and felt that extraordinarily 
harsh pt;naIties were justified for sellers.lo From several recent smdies jr 
appears that the structure of marijuana traffic bears little or no relation 
to the traditional stereotype. In a recent survey of 204 users it was 
found that 44 percent had s~ld to friends at least O!lce, Many cmal 
users sell to leave themselves enough profit to cover the amount of their 
own US~.17 The study further finds that even at the very top, profits 
are too small and the product tOO bulky to interest the criminal class 
that probably underwrites sales of heroin and other "hard drugs." IS 

Thus even at the top. amateurs--cornposed generally of the students. 
young professionals and soldiers who constitute the users-are the main 
source- of the drug. IV It is also important to note that marijuana is typi-

13 !\l.Y. Times, Feb. 15, 1970, S 6 (Magazine), at 14 (sl2tement of Dr. Stanley Yolles). 

14 &e, e.g .• VlTash. Post, May 16, 1910, at A3, col. 8 <teporting a Minne500l Supreme 
Court decision holding that posseulon of iIlJaIJ amount of mariju.na does not neces
sa.rily justify conviction). This case is discussed ~t p. 1122 infr"., 

11 N.Y. Tirw'..s, Oct. 19, 1969, 54, ar 8, coL 2. 
11 Narcofics Legislitrion Htlll7ings 4 (mtement of Senator Dodd). 
l1Goock, The Mllf'ijruu Mllf'itet. 12 Co!.VlI<. F~ "·inter 1969, at 7. 

I11d •• ril. 
11 H~crinal BqOt'e the SUbt_ to luwttigllte /UlJe1lik Dc/inqueflc:t of tk. Senate 

c_. Q7I the Judie;", 90th Coog, 2d Sess. 4S10 (1968) (hereinafter cited .s 
Twnrik Delinqiunc)' Hccrinas 1. At these ht:adnl!S, former Commissioner ot the • ' 
Bureau of Narcotics, Henry Giordmo, stated: "We have !lOt seen any evidence of 
crimin.1 ~ndiatos such as ~ Mafia beiDa involved [in the marijuana tradel," Ill. 

,II 
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cally sold by the ouncezo rather than by the cigarette as was traditiollalh 
assumed. Thus, even the relatively casual expqimenter is likely to ha,'c 
at least an ounce of the drug in his possession. 

B. EllfOl'ce1l1ent of the iHlZrij-JilfU Laws: 1960-1970 

As a result of the rapid spread of II12rijuana use, full enforcement Ili 
the marijuana laws has become impossible.21 By 1967 the Federal Bu
reau of Narcotics had 299 agents, roughly SO more than in 1956;~' in 
the same period the use of marijuana probably increased 1,000 fold. It 
seems obvious from both FBN statistics and the best available state and 
local statistics that two enforcement patterns emerged in the sixties: 
concentration on "sellers" and selective enforcement. 

Since 1960 the FBN :md II12jor mte and municipal narcotic squads 
have concentr.lted on the larger sellers. In the early sixties this trend 
was less pronounced,2S but by 1968 the Commissioner of the FJ3N said 
that 75 percent of federal marijuana arrests were of dealers and that 
even the reII12ining 25 percent were sellers but were .charged with pos
session as a result of plea baigains.24 Statistics from California show the 
same concentration on sellers;" nevettheless the California bureau found 
that most of these sellers were young and first offenders.!' Thus, at least 
by 1968 it became clear that sellers were quite often neophytes. 

At the same time that the police have abandoned full enforcement 
for concentration on dealers, enforcement of the laws has remained 
necessarily haphazard and somewhat selective. Since marijuana use has 
become so common, there are certain stUdent and hippie communities 

20 Goode, supra note 17, at 4, S. S~t .110 l.elu:y, Tb .. Politics, Ethics DId M~, 
of M.rijumII, in Toe M"'!-WA"~A P.uus III (D. Solomon cd. 1966). 

2, See Los AnaeJes Times, Dec. 4, 1967, I 2, at 6, col. I (ma:ment by Los An~es 
police chief). . 

22 See Mandel, Pro;/"," 'UIilb og;a.l Drug StMistIes, 21 STAN. L. Rrt. 991, 1021 
11.114 (1969). 

USee Ta.unc IN OPIUM 72 (l960li id. at 65 (1961); iii. at 78 (1963). 
~. H"rrin/ll Oft Dept's of Tre,nsry tmd Port Office md Ibe Executive Offic~ .-lppro

fWialirmr for 1969 Blffore a Subcotmtf. of 1M HOIUI C-. orr Jfppr0pri4tWtU, rom 
Congo, 2d Sc:a1 pt. I, at 624 (19611). 

l~ The state fIi California hu kept esa:llenl sutima UnCI! 1959. In 1968, as a 
typical year of tile late sixties, the police ICizcd over 30,000,000 srunrol marijuana 
of oil kinds in only 10,000 arrem. The hip amoull'l: ICiud relati7e to me number 01 
arrW _ to indicate the concentration on deslers. Bt/aEAU 01' CiuMJ)I.U, STAnsna, 
DU'T or ]urnqt, STAnt or CAUI'ON<IA, DRUG Auun AND D1S1'OSIT10lQ IIf c..w .. NIA 
41,41 (1961). 

Mid. at )7·39. 
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in which the police could arrest nearly everyone. Here the problem of 
loClcctive enforcement necessarily 3liscs-the poli~ llfrest those they 
di~like for other reasons, either political disagreement or suspicion of 
usc of other drugs. This inevitable practice, although perhaps not con
,ciously planned, has brought outcry from some victimized communi
rics.2' This policy-if not a policy by the police atleast a perception by 
rhe hippies-of selective enforcement has provided them increased im
petus toward the anti-establishment life style they have adopted. Their 
anitude is aggravated when the police engage in particularly aggressive 
rot,-tics, such as use of informers, .to trap the offenders.28 

By 1970, the unenforceability of the marijuana laws Was most clearly 
c\·jden1ced by the failure of President Nixon's Operation Intercept which 
\\'3S designed to seal off the Mexican border and the supply of marijuana 
coming into the United States from Mexico.20 Both national and inter
nanonal tensions led to the failure of the "Noble Experiment." By now, 
the mlU'ijllana trade is so scattered and at the same time so fragmented 
(with no real hierarchy in the trade) that the unenforceability of these 
13WS laas reached Prohibition proportions. 

C. Emergence of Medical OPini071 

One of the ~ost significant causes of widespread middle-class use of 
marijuana was the lack of any medical proof of the allegedly evil effects 
of its use.so In fact; what authoritative studies had been conducted up 
to this time were inconsistent with the assumptions underlying anti
marijuana legislation. In this. situation, users viewed themselves as ex
perimenters with a mild euphoriant, not criminals endangering them
selves or society at large. The inevitable consequence was increased 
medical inquiry into the effectS of the drug, beginning in about 1967.3

' 

11 See Fort, SOcial hobltmlS ~f Drog U50 iJ!Id Drug Policies, 56 CALnr. L. Ri;v. 17, 13 
(1968). See lIlso H. &C!!:£II, <ltrnIt>.us 159 (1963); T. DvstD, Tm: WlSLAnON OF 

MoaALITY: LAw, D&uGS AND MORAL JUOOMl!llfT (1970). 

285 ... LlTTl.E, Dauo ABUiE AND LAw ~m 1313·lS (1967); Project, Mari;um., 
Lrws: An Emp;,;cal Slud, of Enforcement tnld Administmion in L{)s Anf{elef C01P1I:y, 
15 U.CL.A.L. REv. 1S!17. 1522-31 (1968). 

:It TIME, Sept. 26, 1969, at 70. , 
ao One commentator bas charg:ed thtt th= most knowledl(CablcQbout muijual1l\ 

have Ndodged~ the topic. Kaplan, TM Special e.rse of MIIri"'- (Or, It's tbe poctor's 
FlrUlt), 9 J. CuNICAL 'PHAaw.COLOOY 349, 351 (1969). ,. 

11 At the end c! 1968 then: existed only fOilr known studies on human tubjects 
C<Jndllc:t¢d by ~Ilf. Se. WeiJ, ZinberIr 4: Nelson, Clinic.1 tmd Ps,cbological 
Effml of M~ ill M4J1I/J62 5cuNcs 1234, 1235 (1968) fhudna1acer cited as Weil 

, 
I 
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Concurrently, the National Institute of Mental Health signific:.mtly in
creased its funding fqr granl:S and contnCts for marijuana research."" 

Despite this intensified inquiry, uncertainty about the effects of the 
drug persists. There are several major research obstacles responsible for 
continued absence of reliable research. Mter outlining the impediments 
to conclusive findings, we shall extraCt from the existing studies the 
present state of medical knowledge. 

1. Research Obstllcles 

The major obstacle is the nature of the marijuana plant itself. Mari
juana is a derivative of the plant Cmmabis Sati'IJa, commonly denoted 
the hemp plant. It is classified as a dioecious plant, that is, the male 
reproducnveparts are on one iudividual plant and the female parts are on 
another. The differentiation of the male and female plants is exceedingly 
significant because the chemical compounds responsible for the euphoric 
effect of marijuana are found primarily in the sticky resin that covers 
the unfertilized female flower.; and edjacent leaves. The male plant may 
contain a small amount of this activ.: resin, but it is grown mainly for 
hemp fiber." 

The hemp plant yields three rough grades of intoxicating substances, 
the least potent of which is "marijuana."" Yet, because the classifica-

Study). The previous lack 01 concern with ti!:.-ij;=a can also be ob5uved by 211 
examination of the number 01 artic:1es IPpeuins in medical 'periodic:als. During the 
decade betwet:n 1942 and 19fI, only silt mic:lcs deIIina with the IIIbject are listed in 
the indeJt for medical journals. Eleven repel'll were DOled IS being published in 
the IICJtt tal yean. From 1962 to 1966, In Ivenae of thRe materi2b per year were 
avmilable. It w .. not until 1967 thlt the subject became of sufficient interest to occupy 
the time 01 a re30nable Dumber of medical authan. In that yeu, eleven uticles 
appeared in medical periodicals. By 1948, this Dumber had increased to )0, and in 
1969 more t:WI dO utic:Ies dealing with the topic of b_ marijuana CODSIIItIption 
haft appeared. In «her words, more than three times die number of articles appeared 
in the t. three yean than in the 25 preCeding yean. 

III urn Fiscal yeu 1967, NIMH obIitrated rTll6,OOO for marihuana march grants and 
amtraCtl. Compuablc fipea for 1968 and 1969 respectively were II,lJ9,1lOQ and 
11,)30,000. rn F'1ICIl yell' 1970, if funds are available, the lmtitute PlOpOICS to 
ob1igat~ 12,550,000 to support grant and c:onrnc:t stUdies of marihuana, whic:b means 
tim: there wiu have been I men: than thRe-fold inc:rax for .I',1ppon: of these 5tUdies 
in the Wt four yean.» Statement. by Dr. Roser O. EsUerJ~Assisunt Secretary for 
He2Ith and Scientific Allain, M.s. Dep't of HEW, before the Select Committee on 
cnme. ~.s. House of Ilepr_nrativea <milnqraphed pna me-) • 

.. Well SNcIy m •. 
"The three substllnc:ea In: c:hans-PIIfC unadulterated min that has been scraped 

from the leaves Ind flowerillll tops of the female plaut; hashim or .... j~-an Inlomen
Don of female ftowerina" toJl'l and staN with whatever rain is ~ttac:hed to their surf-. 
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dlllls are imprecisf:, confasion is enjendered by anrwuting to "mari
juana" the effects produced by the .cxcessive use of the mo~ potent 
forms of CllIlnabis.'· In addition, the psychic potency of the plant 
dilfers depending upon where the marijuana is grown,;,) and upon cul
ci\'ution variables such as occurrence of fertilization and time of har
resting: 

If the male plants are not removed and fettilization occurs, the female 
plants which carry the main intoxicating properties arc considerably 
wcakened in that respect. In addition, unless harvesting is carried out 
immediately before the blossoming of the flowers· then: .is further weak
ening and variation in the potency of the produce.Sf 

It is interesting to note in tllis connection that the mariiuana used in the 
United States is :ll'hOng'theweakest in the"world.'i TheSe facto~ fros--

thousht to contain about 40% resin; and l1l21'ijuana-a Jow lX'tcncy preparation COIl· 
silting of dried miMe leavd wd /lowering tOPS of both male and fenWc piantS, thought 
to contain between Sand 8% resin. Schw:ln, TO'fJI.rrd /I Medieid Unanmmding of 
.Ifaribwna, 14 Cur. PsVCitlAlIlC As.'N 1. 591, 592 (1969). . 

al As long lIS the wm nwribwm" 'is used indiscriminately to refer to cannabis of 
all kinds and ~ confusion win continue •••• In this country' some of the 
vigorous opponents of marihuana seem to fom.- this .coolusion by ·attributin8 to 
any we of marlh1.i2na the effeas prodllccd primarily by the !'XC'eSSivc we of the 
mOR potent forms of cannabis in lIfl attempt .to p~rvc a- strongly negath'c 
public image of marihuana. 

H. Nowus, DI.\,u 0)( TIlK ~ CAM~VS 93 (1969). 
U "The major botanical feature of tbe plant is the extreme variability in its Ap-

pear:lnce. characteristics and propenia when grown in different gcograpl!icaI ana 
climatic condition.b Schwarz, SUprA note 34, at S\I1. In tit" Uni~ States and Mexico, 
fOt example, the prod~on of the more po(Ft fllnilll is relatively uncommon, 
and tlietc appeus to ~ no den>and for them. "J. Rorf:VVoa, PM: A HAI<J)lIOOK 01' 
M.uuroANA- 31-3J (1961). . ~J 

1'1 Schwan:, llipr. nO!C U, at $92. 
U7.wilit, M~: The Drug «ntl the PrQbkMr, 114 MunAaY Mao.. 104. lQ6.07 

(1969). According to the author, several facton contribJilille to this phcnomeAoo: 
(1) The amOlIn! of zesin found in the ·lIowering tops imi-bdJy dec:re:ases all the 

plants are grawn in 1J}(ft ~e _ .. It is Cltimatcd mat the rain CUIltent of 
IndUn cannabis is 20%;. Mexican U% or less; that grown in Kentucky 8%; and thid: 
ro-t in WixOlllin 6% or .. .;.) 

(1) The activity of the rain in the female is IltUtly ~ if fenilized h~: the 
male. In dUs c:ounuy,.·becauIe of an inability to distinsWsh ~!JIlIC:n ,the twO' plinm, 
~ntiOll to c:u1tlntion and Jack: 01 Imowltclic. the femak 'planll an: fertilized. 

(l) The rainOlJ5 c:ontem is. hiahest prior to "goins to sec.r'·ol the femalt. plant. 
The niari;\IaIII in this COIlRI1'Y Iw gODe to ICed prior to_ fwyesting. . • 

(of) The male plutt concalns little at 110 min contenf. III mis country, the p'l}e· 
plant is indiIcriminatcly n1iud with the female ~. in the /inal preparation. . 

(S) The _ active JIOrdon 01 the plant is rhC lIowerilllr top. In Ihis couiUT}·. 

" . 
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~te the creation of a st:andardized dosage in any givcn'tlrperimcnt :lIld 
preclude the comparison of the results of independent studies.:W 

In addition to the problems engendered by the grC2t variance in 
potency and dosage, meaningful marijuana research is also inhibited by 
1:Iiffercnces in means of consumption. Since standardized doses are gener
ally considered impossible if the drug is smoked, 40 most studies, includin~ 
the La Guardia Report, are based upon oral administration of mariju31l:\ 
to the subjects. Yet smoking is the method of consumption among nead:. 
all American users. Furthermore, standardized dosage is not even as
sured by the oral m~thod since "little is known about the gastroin
testinal absorption of the highly water-soluble cannabinals in man." (I 
Finally, "[tlhere is considerable indirect evidence from users that 
the quality of the intoxication is different when m?rijuana or its 
preparations are ingested rather than smoked. In particular, ingestion 
seems to cause more powerful effects .•.• " U 

2. Current Medic61 KlIO'Wledge 

It is perhaps best to begin with the medical data concerning the tradi
tional allegations about marijuana. 

(4) The Mj'ths.-First, it is universally accepted among medical 

prepuatioos M marijuana are compc¥ed prinwily of leaves, twi$l and -.is which are 
crushed. 

(6) The p<~ency of marijuana d~s with time. It is reduced at the end of 
one yeu, mOl:kedly reduced at the end of two years, and nonexistent at the end of 
three yem. In addition, it keeps better in cold, dry climates. Most of the marijuana 
in the United Statel is several moaths to several years old by the time it has been 
:h&.-vared andl has passed through the 1IIlUplina operation.. 

.t Given the ,bare variatioat in the pJ.nt and in its prooUdl and extrAcIs, 
rosetlu!.f with the coatinum, iporance of its chemistry, it is nOC surprising that it 
is virUialIy impoGiblc to make diuct c:unparisOlll between the various studies on 
the efFr.ctJ 01 UIIrlUh 011 human bcltljlS who are even more individually 
variable. . 

Schw.l7" mpr. notc 34. It 59). 
Recendy, 'whn • believed to be the active itIjISedient in mlltijuanz has been 

iaoI&ted and' synthesized. Howcycr. this SI&bmnct:. denaminsw! tetnhydrocsllnahinsl 
(THC). is Only .,-ail.hle for. racan:b in vay limited quantities. Wei! Study 1235. 
Furthennorct. it has not: been proven dm; THC is the sole inpedient coouibutinB to 
the cffectS CIIIIed by marijuana. 

.. ~[MlarlY phormacolosim dlsmisJ die paiSI'bilif)' of iivin, marihuana by smokinr 
beaux, th~ say, the dole ~ be mDlkrdiud." Weil Study m5. 

fIlii. 
41ld. 

J 
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authoritieS that marijuana ii: not physically habit-forming. U Although 
some researchers have asserted that a psychological dependence may 
result from continued use of the drug, this hypothesis has not been 
established and ir,s relevanc:e has been questioned. One authority has 
noted that "habituation romanhuana is not :IS strong as to tobacco or 
to :llcohol."·' Another has commented that "[a] psychological de
pcndence and desire for the drug may occur, but this is inconsistent 
:lIld is not uncontrolable. • " Perhaps the dependence is even less than 
the dependence on ciguettes." CI 

Second, there is no evidence wh~tsoever that the usc of marijuana 
has a direct relationsh~p to the commission of crime. One commentator 
has noted that U[d]uring the high the marihuana user may say things he 
would not ordinarily say, but he generally will not do things that are 
foreign to his nature. If he is not normally a criminal, he will not commit 
a crime under the influence of the drug."" In fact, it is entirely likely 
that the characteristic passive reaction, to the use of marijuana tends to 
inhibit criminality. A recent study has shown that juvenile I'potheads" 
tend to be nonaggressive and to stay away from trouble!" Similarly, 
there is no scientific evidence for the proposition that marijuana is an 
aphrodisiac. It has been suggested to the contrary that ~he most potent 
form of cannabis, pure ganja, has the reverse effect, being taken by 
Indian priests to quell the libido." 

Finally, the evidence is at ~t inconclusive regarding the contention 
that use of marijuana leads to the use C?f "hard" narcotics. Some of the 
early studies claiming to have established a valid connection were scien
ritically unreliable. One authority has observed in this regard: 

""There .is now an abuncbnce of evidence that muihQa~ is not lin acldictive drug. 
c-tion of its are produces no withdn.wal symptoms, nOl' does /I user feel any need 
to increase the dilliaie ashe becomes accustomed to die drag," Gtlnspoon. M6ib1lif11a. 
l2lSa.AM.17,21 (1969). 

"Id. 
it! Zunino mprllllOlc 38. at 108. 
-GritIspoon, mImi note 43, at 22. 
47 McGlothlin A: West,. Tbe Mlfribtwu l'fobJnn: A. ChIm!i=, 125 AM. J. PsYCH. 

J70, m-73 (1968). This l11Ippom the liDding of tile La Guardia Report ihtr marijuana 
is not a direct causal factor in c:rinIinal mitcoaduct, ~ that the "bipK )cads to lIOCiable 
.a~d~ . 

"1' .. AWwwANA p_ 44 (D. Solomon cd. 11166). Sinc:e 1IlIrij_ hu a tendency 
to produce clrowJlnas. it is diIIX:uIr tll see how it could lead to IJJ let: of violent sex. • 
1. RORVEtIa, 1U(tr/l note -36, at 61. Sec IJ/so r... Guardia Repctr. in T_ M.wm;ANA PAP&aS 
~ (D. SQlCJI1IOt1 ed. !9.S6) ',' . 

.> 

\~ 
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Supposedly scientific studies of this problem have been conducted ill 
the past, such as the one done in a deprived area of a large city where 
the use of heroin was widespread, and indicating that many users oj 

marijuana went on to the use of more hazardous drugs. I am sur~ 
that without previous marijuana, the usc of such drugs in ,that enviroll
ment would be just as high, and that if suth a study were done on :I 

coUeg<: population, it would be found that the subsequent use of "hard" 
drugs would be negligible." 

Referring to a presidential task force invCl>Ligation, another authority 
has commented: 

. It is true that the Federal study showed that among heroin uscn 
aboll.t 50% had had experience with marijuana; the study also found, 
however,,'that most of the heroin addicts had been users of alcohol and 
tobacco. There is no evidence that marijuana is more likely than al
cohol or tobacco to lead to the use 'of narcotics.GO 

On the basis of the available information, most authorities have con
cluded that there is no scientific basis for the theory that the use of 
marijuana is a causal factor in the use of "hard" narcotics.51 In any evertt, 
as a matter of common sense, it would appear that the phenomenon in 
dispute is very complex, including both individual personality features 
and environmental factors. As one commentator put it, "Several of the 
rr.udies indicate that the previous statistics have been misleading and ex
aggerated." Whether or not the proposition can be scientifically estab
lished, "there is probably a slightly greater chance that an individual 
who has used marijuana could go on to opiates, but statistically this is not 
_ .. an important social consideration." '1 

Thus it appears mat noile of the traditional allegations about mari
juana has been scientifically established, that its allegedly addictive qual
ities have been disprov~d, and that the overwhelming weight of authority 
disputes its allegedly crime-producing and stepping st~lle tendencies. 
We will now briefly survey the medically recognized effects of the 
drug, physical, psychomotor and psychological • 

.. Radoosky. M",ibtuma Foolis!"'~JlJ 280 Nltw ENCl. 1. MEII. 712 (1969). 
110 Grinspooo. SlIpt'a nOll: 43, ot 21.23. 
II THE l'um>£M-r'. CoMMISSION ON LAw E~MENT AND AnMINISTaAnON OF 

]urna, TAU; Foaa Ruon: NAiIcunca AND Dlue; .bua 13·14 (1967); Council 1111 

Mental Health and Committee 'on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, Dcpendl1lc~ tm 
C."".1tis (Mmjwmll), 201 I.A.M.A. 368-71 (1967). . 

P Zunin, SlIpt'1I nOle 38, at 108. 
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(b) Physical Effects.-The acute physical effcctS of marijuana are the 
~\lhicct of much delnte. Various studies have reached different con
clusions. Nearly an authorities, however, are in agreement that the 
boJilr symptoms accompanying the "high" are very slight. The most 
,ommonly noted effects are a slight rise in blood pressure, conjunctival 
rascular congestion, slight elevation in blood sugar, urinary frequenc), 
.tntl an increase in pulse rate.oa In general, these acute symptoms arc 
relatively short-lived, and there are no known lasting physical effects." 
On the other hand, there is evidence that prolonged smoking could"lead 
[II "marijuana bronchitis," and that communal smoking has the tendency 
til encourage the spread of communicable diseases. 

(c) Psychomotor Effects.-Varying results have also been reported in 
sl:udies of the acute effectS of marijuana upon psychomotor functions. 
Although the researchers have sometimes found some slight impairment 
in performance tests,G5 there is apparently no genetal depressing or 
stimulating effect on the nervous system and no infiuence on speech and 
coordination.Gd In the most recent study, DOctors WeiJ, Zinburg and 
Nelson of the Boston University School of Medicine found that mari
juana users are able to compensate nearly 100 percent for whatever 
adverse effectS may result on ordinary psychomotor performance.5; 

~ L. GOOIlMAN lit A. GILMAN, TIfE PHARMACOLOGICAL BASIS lIP THEllAPEtlTICS ch. 16. 

Oded. 1965). Nausea, vomiting ~d diarrhea have also been leported, hut it is felt 
that these symptoms are mainly the result of oral administration. "GriDspoon, supra nott 
43, at 20. Increased appetite and' dryness of the mouth are also said to be common. 

04 Usually the repons of chronic ill effect'S are to be found in Eastern studies 4f 
in,dividuals using the Stronger hasbisb or pure resinous substances over VI"~".\lllcd 
periods of time and' are complicated by the imme~le dfects of many other 
socisI, ccca(;mic, penonality jU\d cultural factors. 

Schwarz, SUprlf note 34, at 595. 
oa Tests by Robert S. Mc.rrow in the 1930's revealed th.t even large doses of mari

juana did not affect performances on tests of the speed of tapping or the Quickness cif 
re5p<l1lSe to simple stimuli. Grinspoon, supra note 43, lit 2G. "The drug did affee.t 
steadine5s Of the hand and body and the reaction time for complex stimuli." ld. The mM 
recent nudy in this area was done by Andrew Weil, Norman Zinburg and Judith Nelson 
of the Boston University School of Medicine. Their conclusions were that regular 
users of mariju2rul may show some slight degree of impairment in performance tcst5, 
but that the .ptitude of the subjtcts may even improve slightly after smoking mari
juana. Well Study 1242. Marijuana-naive subie~ tended to show some impairment in 
pedonmnce. Id. . 

"N.Y. TinleS, May 11, 1969, S 6 (Magazine), at 92, cot 2. ' 
If Wedbsuuck by the difficult'/ of recognizing- when a' subject is high unless 

be ii:lls you that he is • • •. It seems, possible to ignore the elfect3 of marihuana 
on cOIIJCiOU$lless, to adapt to them, and to contto~, them to I signilicanr des:ree. ~. 

14. 
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Such findings suggest that marijuana is not likely to be a causal fact,,: 
in dri.,ing accidents, a hypothesis that is supported by a recent Silllll 

hued driving test comparing the performance of subjects under rhe 
influence of marijuana and alcoho!." There seems to be no contentiun 
in the medical field that there are any lasting effects from marijuana ill 
the psychomotor area. The Weil study reported that noticeable effect, 
"were diminished between 30 minutes and 1 hour, and they were largcl~ 
dissipated J hours after the end of smolcing. No delayed or persistent 
eff~ beyond 3 hours were observed or reported." n. 

(d) Psychological Effects.-The acute psychological effects of the usc 
or marijuana are more complex. At the outset, it can be stated with 
ceitainty that "marijl1ana is definitely distinguishable from other hallu
cinogenic drugs such as LSD, DMT, IUC5C3line, peyote, and psilocybin. 
Although it prodrn:es some of the same effects, it is far less potent than 
these other drugs. It does not alter consciousness to nearly so great an 
extent as they do nor does it lead to increasint;: tolerance to the drug 
dosage." eo Furthermore, the subjective effects of cannabis are depend
ent upon the personality of the user, his expectations, and the circum
~ces under which the drug is men, as well as learning to smoke 
marijuana properly.Sl 

There is general agreement about the pleasurable psychological effects. 
Users uniformly experience greatly enhanced perception-whether real 
or delusory-of visual, auditory, taste and touch effects, increased sense 
of humor or hilarity, feelings of well-being or wonderment, and distorted 
time and space perceptions.~ In this connection, it is interCSting to note 
that even the pl("asurable phenomena are dependent on individual cir
cumstances, particularly when the drug is taken for the first time. Many, 
if not most, people do not become "high" on their first exposure to mari
juana even if it is smoked correctly.1II The probable explanation for 

58 Com/14l'U(Jn of the Effeets of Mnijuma II7Id Al~ohol on SimWQleG( Drifling Per
f_nee, 164 Sro:Na: en (1969) (concluding !hat sUbjectS under a "social mariju.n. 
high" showed no significant differences from centrOl ",bjectS in accelerator. brake, 
5ign.~ sreerina, and total erran). In addition, "unlike IIlcohol drinkers. most pOI 

smokers studiously avoid driving while high." J. ROSEVEAa, SWprll note J6, at 135. 
U'8 Wei! Study 1238. 
/10 Grinspoon, supra noce 43, at 19. 
11 H. Nowus, OauGi ON mE CotUQ Cuuua 96-101 (1969). 
61 L. GOOOM.\N /I( A. GILMAN, supr« IlOCe n, at ch. 16; DepmdlfJel 0111 c-bh 

(Mllrijun«) , supr« note 51, at 368-71. 
13 Wei! Study 1241; Wuh. Post, MIY 2,., 1970, It A26, col. I. 
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1 his curious phenomenon is th:at repe:ated exposure to tmrijuana reduces 
psychological inhibition, as part of, or as a result of, a learning process.1>< 

.'1edical knowledge is most tentative with reference ro adverse psy
chological effects. Recent studies, however, have vehemently disputed 
;/0 earlier tendency to attribute psychoses and severe panic reactions to 
Illariju:ma use.C6 As Dr. \-Veil has noted: 

BecallSC reliable infonnation about the acute effteCts of marijuana has 
been as sc.1tCe within the medical profession as without, many of these 
reactions have been misinterpreted and incorrectly treated. For ex
ample, simple panic states, which doubtless would be properly diag
nosed in other circumstances, arc often called "toxic psychoses" when 
doctors elicit immediate histories of marijuana use." 

Medical experts now generally agree tbat the possibility of depression, 
panic and psychoses depends entirely on the circu~tances of use and 
the personality of the user.67 1n his most recent study, Dr: Weil con
cluded that "serious adverse reactions are uncommon ill the 'normal' 
population," ell but noted three exception,s. First, simple depressive 
reactions which rarely occur in regular users may occur in novices who 
approach their initial use ambivalently.ea Second, the most frequent 
adverse reaction is apprehension, more often desr .. ri~d as anxiety, and 
sometimes reaching a degree of panic. Again, such reactions are closely 
related to the attitude of the user and to the social setting.70 The social 
setting. also. influences the frequency of panic reactions, suggesting again 
that this phenomenon correlates with the degree of reluctance with 
which people approach luitial use of the drug: 

IJ4 "The subjective responses of our subjects indicate that they had imagined a 
matihuana effect to be much more profoundly disorganizing than what they experi
enced." Wen Study 1241. This subjective control over the effects extended as fu as 
the reporting of no dfcc13 when in .ctu3liry the subject had recelved a ·J:arge dose. ld. 

M Grinspoon, supra note 43., ·at 23--24. 
64 Well, Ad'lJCrse R."ctions to MllTijllJm4, 282 NEW ENe. J. M~, 997 (1970). 
67 S •• , e.g., Schwan, supra notc 34, at S9S; Well, supr. nOli: 66. 
Q Weil, sup,,, note 66, #t 991. 
.. Marihuana depres.:<lns I have seen have occ:urred IlIJinly in obscssive-compulsive 

persons who \U'C =bivalent about trYing· the drug or who invested the decision 
to experience 'marihuana with grear emotional JIle2nini. In interviewing these 
patients, I have thought that they used marihu2Jla as l\Il excuse for letting them
selves be depressed, not that their depressions were psycho-phamll!colQgicaJ. 

ld. at 998. 
!O Dr. wen· has $(aced that "panic tearoom occurred most often alnong novice users 

01 marijuana-frequently old,,~ persons who are. ambivalent about trYilllr the drug 
in the first pDcc." N,Y. 'timeS, ~y 1, 1970, at liC, col. 2 • 

. ' 
/ 
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In a community where marijuana has been accepted as a recrc-~tillll.!· 
intoxicant, they may be extremely rare (for example, one per ceO[ IIj 

2ll responses to the drug). On the other hand, at a rural Southern 
col!ege. where experimentation with the drug may represent a much 
greater degree of social deviance, 25 per cent of persons ,trying it {"I' 

the first time may become panicked.'l1 

The panicked person normally believes that he is either dying or l()~illg 
his mind, :md simple reassurance will end most such reactions.72 The re
action normally is short-lived, but it may be prolonged by an attitude 
encouraging the underlying fcars.13 In short, "panic reactions ... seem 
more nonpharmacologic than pharmacologic." l' 

Third, psychotic reactions occur rarely, if at all, in normal users,'" 
and occur mainly in persons with a low p~ychosis threshold or a history 
of psychosisn or hallucinogenic drug experimentation." Even in such 
cases, marijuana is a precipitant rather than a primary cause of this type 
of reactionT8 which 1asts at most a day or two.7tI 

IX. MARIJUANA LEGISLATION CLASHES WITH JUDICIAL 

SKEPTICISM AND EMF.''lGllNG VALUES-PIECEMEAL JUDICIAJ, 

FlEsPONSE: 1965-1970 

The dramatic increase in marijuana use during the latter 1960's and 
the consequent increase in prosecution1 were matters of high public 
visibility. Judici:ll response at both the trial and appellate levels was in-

TlId. These panic reactions nuy emulate q.,cute psychoses ill hospital emergency 
wards "where the patient may feel overwhelmed, helpless and unable to communicate 
his di5tress." WeiJ, supra note 66, at 998. 

"Iii, , 
TI N.Y. Times, May I, 1970, at 18C, col. l •. 
14 Well, III.pr. note 66, at 1000. 
15 Dr. Wen is of the opinion that ",11 ad''eRe reactions to mariilwma should be 

considt.red panic reactions Dntil proven otl>erwise," iii. at 998, and that he has never 
IICt:n ~ toxic ~cho5i:. followini the smoking of mariiUllna by a normal user. Id. at 
999. 

7e Iii. It 1000. 
" Id. It 999-1000. 
11 H. NClWUS, DlltlGS ON 11f£ CoI.u<z CAMJ.ua 96-101 (1969); Schwan, Jf;'prll note 

J4,.t 59.!. 
n McGlothlin 8< West, T/U MIIri;r-l1 Prablmr: "'" OtJenMw, 125 AM. 1. PSYOI. 

)70, m (1968). 

1 See pp. 1096-111.11 III.pr,. See eIso People v. Patton,·264 Cal. App. ld 637, 70 Cal. 
Rpt. 484 (Dist. Ct. App. 19(8), where the urestinJ officer a..'itified that he had made 
about 1;000 muijuana .nom. 
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!;ucnced by a combination of powerful forces, noneoi which had been 
f'rL'scnr in the preceding years. The 1960's saw a revolution in the Jaw 
"j criminal procedure, and in. few areas were police practices more 
,uspect than in ~he enforcement of the drug laws. The laner parr: of the 
,lcc:ldc witnessed widespread dissent against the political and legal 
>\,srcllls; this protest milieu gave an added dimension to marijuana use as 
,;,orc and more people smoked, oftentimes overtly. in order to defy 
:l sccmingly ignorant law. Faced with this unusual conjunction of wide
~prcad political and social eccentricity, the couns-institutional protcc
[()rs of political deviants-were inevitably pressed into institution:il 
,ympathy for social deviants. A third force was the revitalized judicial 
interest in the value of privacy in a highly automated. technological 
society; more and I;1ore people went to the courts to question long
st~nding governmental prohibitions against essentially private decisions 
:lIld acts-homosexuality, abortion, contraception and ilrugs. Together 
with the well-publicized medical skepticism about the soundness of the 
nation's drug laws, particularly those regulating marijuanal"rhese forces 
moved the courts to scrutinize enforcement practices and consider a 
neW wave of constitutional objections to state and federal marijuana 
legislation. 

A. Multiple Offenses: Untytng the StatUtory Knots 

1. Federal Developments 

In the major decision during this period, the United States Supreme 
Court voided the federal provisions most often employed to prosecute 
the possessor (buyer) of marijuana. In the fust arm of UlfrY v. United 
States,2 the Court held that the fifrh amendment relieves unregistered 
buyers of any duty ~o pay the transfer tax and [0 file the written order 
form as required byihe Marihuana Tax Act.' The Court r.easoned thac. 
si. .. ce filing such a form would expose 3 buyer to liability under St2te 
law. under the occupational tax provisions of the Tax Act, and perhaps 
under the marih;W3 provision of the Import and Export Act,4 the filing 

2395 U.s. 6 (1~9). 
, Although [.'61 involved only the concealment and transpomtion provision, 26 

U.s.C. ~ 4744(a) (2) (196+), the Elghth Circuit has held, comedy, that. Lmy also 
coven the: lCquiring provision, ~ 47+4(a) (I), ~since ~ person obvioudy would have to 
ICt)Wre the marijuana to Imowinaly transport or conceal it." United States v. 
YOUdlf, 4?2 Fold 302, 304 (8th Cir.), em. dmiecl, 398 U.s. 914 (1970) • 

• Because the ~danger of incrimination under Stllte law" .... as "so pl.in." the Court • 
did not punue the additionJl question._ of a buyer's eXpIl5Ure to liabilitY und.tr the 
Impon II!d Expon Aer. 395' p.s. at 1~,1-J4. 

61-601 0 - 77 - 30 I, 
.' 

o 
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provisions violated the fifth amendment guarantees against self-incrimin.l
cion. On the olaer hand, the Court held in a later case that the fifth 
amendment does not relieve the marijuana seller of the duty to confine 
his sales to transferees who are willing to comply with the order form 
requirements.1 Similarly, the Eighth Circuit recently held' that Lm.1 
does not compel invalidation of Tax Act section 47S5(b), which pro
hibits the interst2te transportation of marijuana, because a convictioll 
under that section is not really a conviction for failing to register and pay 
the occupational tax and, even if it were, registration under section 4753 
is not necessarily incriminating as was the written order form require
ment struck down in Leary.7 

The second arm of Leary reversed the long line of decisions8 uphol4-
ing the presumption of knowing concealment of illegal importation 
arising from possession under section 176a of the Import and Export 
Act.' The Court held that, in light of the ease with which marijuana 
was domestically cultivated and the number of users, the presumption 
of knowledge could not rationally be drawn from possessionjlO it could 
no!: be said "with substantial assurance that the presumed fact [knowing 
concealment of illegally imported marijuana] is more likely than not 
to flow from the proved fact [pcssession] on which it is made to de
pend." 11 Although there is authorit""t to the contrary,l2 the Ninth 
Circuit has held this part of Leary retroactive, thereby invalidating all 
prior section 176a convictions in which the defendant did not admit 

I Minor v. United States, 396 U.S. 87 (1967). 

-United Stares v. Young, 422 Fold 302 (8th CU.), em. droled, 398 U.s. 914 (1970). 
1 "Althoush we need not reach the question, we feel that the Fifth AlIlC;ndment b 

not violated by the insubst:mtial hazards of incrimination posed by S 4753." Iii. at 306. 
8 See p. 1086 supra. 
9 Anticipating the Lcttry decision on the S 176a presumption was United States v. 

Adams,293 F. Supp. 176 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). 

10 395 U.s. at 52-53. Having found the "knowledge" prc::.'UII1ption uDl:onstirutionJ, 
the COUrt avoided consideration of the uilleial importation" presumpdon. Id. at 38. 
The lmowledge PJ;esumption has .lso been held inv.:tlld as ~ppIir,d to hashish, Unit.ed 
States v. Maestri, 424 Fold 1066 (9th CU. 1970); cf. f.lnitcd St::tcs v. Cepelis, 426 F,2d 
134 (9th Cir. 1970) (remanded for factUal dcterminauoo on whether Leary applies CO 

hashish). 
In Turner v. United States, 396 U.s. 398 (1970), the CoUrt upheld the presumption in 

21 U.s.C. 1174 (1964) (direct ancestOr of S 176a as applied to heroin but declared 
it irr~tional as applied to cocaine. It has been held that Turner is rett03ctive. United 
States v. V,.uejo, 312 F. Supp. 244 (SD.N.Y. 1970). 

11 395 U.S. at 36. 

11 Rivera-Vargo v. United States, 301 F. Supp. 1075 (D.P.R. 1969). 
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klluwlcdge and the jury was instructed as to the applicability of the 
,wrurory presumptioo.13 

;\ serious dispute remains as to what the Government will have to 
prul'C in subsequent prosecutions under section 176a. Assuming that 
,he entire provision does not violate the privilege against seif-incrL'l1ina
tilln,l4 it is likely that the prosecution will have to prove actual knowledge 
\Ii illegal importation in the furure.16 Since it is highly improbable that 
such proof will be forthcoming, section 176a has probably been 
rendcred useless as applied to possessors. It should be clear that the 
entire series of deci.sions under the Tax Act and section 176a has an 
:.ir of unreality about them because Congress probably has Article I 
power directly to prohibit possession and sale of marijuana and has now 
exercised that power in the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and 
Control Act of 1970.U This new legislation, although stopping shorr 
in some respectS, discards ~\lanyof the fictions perpetuated by earlier 
Icgislation. The Leary decision was at least partially responsible for 
forcing Congress to rationalize the federal role in the drug field, particu
larly with respect to marijuana. 

Another mar.ifesrati(Jn of judicial dissatisfaction with the extreme na
rure of existing drug legislation is the apparent reversal of the trend of 
decisions upholding the strict liability of one-time drug offenders, users 

13 Unit~d States v. ScOtt, 425 F.2d 55 (9th Cir. 1970). We thinlc the Ninth Circuit 
is right, at: le:lSt with respect to convictiw,s secured #fttt - mariju.na achieved high 
public visibility in the 1960's. Since tlle number of people still ;n=cerated for earlier 
con?iccions is minimal, complete retroactive e/fect is in ord~r. Essential to the Leary 
decision was a detemUn.tion that the presumption was {actually unsupportable; It 
therefore constituted a material IUw in the fact-finding process and seriously impaired 
the right to jury trial. .c", 

It Absent the written order form requirement of the Morihuana Tax Act, we do not 
sec how pr=ution under \ 176,. involves the fifth amendment at aU. Neither did 
the Ninth Circuit. ld. at 61. 

nSee United States v. Martinez, 425 Fold 1300 (9th Cir. 1970); McClain v. United 
States, 417 F.2d 489 (9th Or. 1969). A mere inference of importation Is clearly nOl: 
enough to sustain a conviction since it would m,llify Leary. Cf. United States v. 
Ramos, 282 F. Supp. 354 (SD.N.Y. 1968) (wilere Government failed to prove possession 
beyond reasonable doubt, court could nor infer knowledge of importation). It is difficult 
to see how the Government could raise an inference o! kncl'I>dedge without proving 
actual knowledge. If, however, such C2II be done, it is clear that th~ defendant has a 
right to prove that the marijuana was not imported. United States v. Espinoza, 406 F.2d 
733 (2d Cir.), ~trt. denied, 395 U.s. 908(1969) (retrial !lrdcred (or failure of trial 
judge to allow defendant to prove that marijuana came from Califotnia). 

II Pub; L. No. 91-513 (Oct. 27, 1910). See gUO Leuy v. United States, 395 U.S. 6, H 
(1969) ("We arc cODStnined.to add that nothinS in 'what we hold today implies anj' 
constitutiCII.1 disability in Co.tigrus rodeo! with the marijuan .. mffic by other means") •. 
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and addicts for failure to register when leaving the country.17 The i'>:imh 
Circuit held the phrase "uses narcotic drugs" unconstitutionally vague.:' 
Taking a more direct approach, the Second Circuit found knowlcdgt 
of the registration requirement to be an elemellt of the crime. Ii Thl!> 
cOllstrued, the statute precludes any due process challenge to the suf
ficiency of the norice.zo Although a self-incrimination issue remains.~· 
the Second Ctrcuir-:s decision removed the most serious defect in the 
statute, one that had bt>t:ome intolerable as the number of marijuan.l 
convictions escalated in the late 1960's. . 

2. State Developments 

The erosion of the archaic federal criminal statutes for marijuana-re
lated offenses has been accompanied by a similar, albeit limited, develop
ment on the state level. The major issue in state litigation concerns 
so-called "drug-proximity" offenses which are generally employed as 
plea-bargaining tools or to prevent the release of a suspect when evidence 
was illegally seized or, when the evi,,,1.::nce is insufficient to secure a COIl

viction under the substantive drug offense. T ypica1 ancillary offenses 
are loiteripg in the common areas of a building for the purpose of un
lawfully using or possessing any narcotic drugjl2 loitering in public by 
a user, addict or convicted drug offender without lawful employment;%!: 
presence in an establishment where narcotic drugs are dispensed;" and 
presence of a user or drug offender in a private place where drugs are 
kept." 

The decisional trend seems to point to the unconstitutional vagueness 
of simple loitering and vagrancy statutes.!t Because of the nexus between 

17 See p. 1085 wprQ. 
18 Wcissmm v. United States, 373 F.2d 799 (9th Cir. 1967). Struggling to confine its 

holding, the court distinsuiihed an app2l'<:ntly contradictory case, United States 'Y. 

Eramdjian, ISS F. Supp. 914 (SD. Ca1. 1957), ()Q the ground that it involved uaddiction" 
rather than use of narcotic drugs. 

1. United States v. Mancuso, 420 F.2d SS6 (2d Cir. 1970)_ 
"See Lamhut v. California, lSS U.s. 21JS (l9S7) (~pplicatioo of city ordinance 

requiring convicted feloiu to resister within fi\'e days oiter urival in city where there 
is no ICtuaI notice or bowled". of ordinance is unconltitutiolUlJ). 

21 The Mltl&Uso coon: did not discuss the U.suc. 
"N.Y. hNAL LAw S Im(S) (McKinney 11167). 
211 D.C. c::c- ANN. S 22-33'02 (1967). 
:If Itl. S 22-UlS(.). 
J4ld.! 3HI6(a). 
HE.g., Wheeler v. Goodman, 306 F. Supp. S8 (WD.N.C. 1969), -PPN' dockntd, 

3. U.5.L.W. 3409 (U.s. Apr. 21, 1970) (No. 1273, 1969 Tenn; renumbeNCI No. 10l, 
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nJrcotiCS and crime, however, the couns are struggling to redefine nar
cotics-proximity statutes to avoid the vagueness objecrion.17 It might 
.1ppcar tlut where "good account" provisions give the arresting police 
,,/licer roo much discretion the statute will fail.2I On the other hand, 
courts generally avoid vagueness objections based on hlck of norice 
hy reading an knowledge elements wherever necessary.n Because of 
I he tenuous relation between, marijuana and crime, the couns should 
construe "narcotics" in such statutes not to include marijuana. 

Simil?x restriction of marijuana-related o~enses has been accomplished 
by holding that charges of possession and sale will not both lie where the 
llnly possession is incident to sale,ao and by tightening the requirements 
IIi specificity in th~ indictment regarding the prfw::ribed pans of the 
planr.!1 

1970 Term); Lazarus v. Faircloth, 301 F. Supp. 266 (SD. Fla.) _ppeD/ doclte/ed, 38 
t:.5L.W. 3225 (US. Dec. 16, 1969) (No. 630, 1969 Term; renumbered No.4;, 1970 
Term; Broughton v. Brewer, 299 F. Supp • . 260 (SD. AlA. 1969) • 

• 7ln People v. Pagnotta, 2f N.Y.2d 333, 253 N.E.2d 202, 305 N.YS.2d 1/ii (1969), the 
:-:~w York Cow:t of Appeals upheld a "amte maJdn.~ i: illepl to loiter about Inr 
"stairway, staircase, hall, roof, elevator, cellar, courtyard, or any passageway of • 
building for the purp<lSC of unlawfully using or posscssihg ally narcotic drug." The 
COUrt diainlJUished the ordinary vaarsncy and loitering co... on tbe ground that the 
conduct punished in the narcotics vagrancy stamte is dirc:ctly :elated to the commb,ion 
Ilf crime against. otbtrs: 

[P]rotcction "f innocent citizcn~ from drug users is • ver), crucial problem. As h •• 
recently been pointed OUt by several newspapc.r articles, in $ome of out poorer 
urban al'C2S where dttlll usc is high, innocent citizens cre often beaten, robbed 
and even murdered by drug addicts • • •• It is completely reasonable and proper 
for the Legislarure to protect these citizeils from accidentally munbling into the 
midst oi ouch miscreants in the common areas of buildings. 

ld. at 338, 253 N.E.2d at 206, 30S N.\' .s.2d at 489. 
28 Ricks v. District of Columbi2, 414 F.2d 1097, IH14-0S (D.C. Cir. 19611). Bur ~. 

United States v. McClwgh, 263 A.2d 48 (D.C. Ct. App. 1970) (upholding stamte 
pt'Jhibidng presence in an establishmenr where defendanr knows narcotics are being 
dispensed) • 

211 E.g., United StateS v. McC1wgh, 263 A.2d 48 (D.C. Cr • .\pp. 1970) (reading 
scienter provision into St2tute prohibiting prior drug users or offenders from being 
"found in any place .•• building, structure ••• in which any illicit n.rcotic drugs 
are· kept"); ~. People v. Brim, 257 Cal. App. 2d 839, 65 Cal. Rptr. 265 (Dist; Cr. App. 
1%8) (interpreting statute outlawing knowingly being il\ \l pl,c" where narcotics are 
being used as charging defend.n,; with intentional involvement with the unlawful use 
ofmarii=)· 

I0State v. Duplain, 102 Ariz. 100,425 P.2d 570 (1967); People .v. Theob.ld. 231 C~I. 
App. ld 3S1, 41 ClIl. l\ptr. 7S8 (Din. Ct ... \pP. 1964). 

11 Set, e.g~ Stlte v. Haddoclc, 101 Ariz. 240, 418 P.2d 577 (l966) (seeds can lain no 
canllSbin. thercfo<e no crjmechargcd); State v. Curry, 97 Ariz. 191, 398 P.2d 899 
(1965) (marijuaril refers to the parts of the plant containing cannabin). C01llra, State v. 
llingo, S Conn. Gir. 134, 246 l.2d 108 (Gir. Ct. 1958) (pcr..session of seed, residue jn 

II 

f 
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B. Procedural Objections to Enforcement Practices 

The law of criminal procedure underwent a major revolution in the 
1960's. The Bill of Rights was applied piece by piece to the St\ltc, 

through the founeenth amendment. The Supreme Court focused it, 
concern on protecting the rights of the criminal defendant. The earlier 
philosophy had been that. so long as the defendant's rights 2lt trial wel'e 
guaranteed, the Court should not, and did not need to, intrude into the 
pretrial stages of the criminal process. For a variety of reasons it became 
clear in the 1960's that in a system where between 75 and 90 percent (If 

;;11 defendants bargain and enter guilty pleas, rights must be assured 
well before trial if they are to have any real meaning to the average 
person caught in the net of the criminal process. Thus, step by step 
the Court began to regulate police practices-search, arrest and inter
l'Ogation techniques-and the conduct of the early stages of the criminal 
process. This substantial change in attitude meant that more marijuanA 
defendants could successfully raise procedural objections. 

1. St!trrcb /l1ld Seizure 

The most important development for the marijuana offender has been 
the close judicial scrutiny of police searches as a result of Supreme COUrt 
rulings under the fourth amendment. More stringent standards have 
bt.-en established for the police to obtain search warrants,1I and the 
proper scope cf searches incident to a lawful arrest has been narrowed 
substantially.83 

Although C~'arts have refused to exclude any evidenc.e that was in 
plain sight wht';~ seized, such as a bag of marijuana in a school satchel vol
untarily Qpened by a studenc,u or marijuana thrown out of a window 
by a defendant trying (0 dispose of it,I5 they have narrowed the per-

pipe$ and a sman package of marijuana); Commcnwealth v. Cunninaham. 35 Pa. 
D. & C.ld 527 (0. & T. Allegheny 1964) (possession of marijuana seeds); ct. State v. 
Everidge, n N.M. 505, 424 P.2d 787 (1967) (defendant required to raise: defense dw: 
marijuana possessed was within statutory exception); Sute v. Mudge, 69 Wash. 2d 861, 
429 P.2d 863 (1966) (samef: 

sa Spinelli v. United Stat ... 393 U.s. 410 (1969); Aguilar v. Texas. 378 U.s. 108 (1~). 
II Chime! v. California, 395 U.s. 7S2 (1969) (search incident. to a lawful UR$t 

limited to an area within immediate control 01. the suspect). Stt' .lID Terry v. Ohio, 
392 U.s. 1 (1968). . 

UPeople v. Bloom, 270 Cal App. 2d 'lH, 76 Cal. Rptt. 137 (Dist. Ct. App. 1969). 
II Sute v. Garcia, 76 N.M. 111,413 P.2d 210 (1966). . 
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l1;issible time and area iii which a car may be searched." Moreover. the 
,lilliculc standing problem posed by the requirement that one had to 
;IJmir possession or ownership of the seized property in order successfully 
[.) ~hallenge the search was alleviated in cases involving group arrests 
hy permitting all those on the premises to challenge'a givcn search.87 

The new requirements for procuring search warrants led to a number 
"f technical defense victories. For example, searches of defendants' resi
dences were successfully challenged in two Montana marijuana casesU 
bci:ause the warrants were issued by a justice of the peace, rather than 
hy a district judge, as required by the state law. These holdings were 
premised on the sanctity of private residences, and they suggest a 
growing reluctance to countenance "reasonable" warrantless searches, 
especially of the home. Similarly, Maryland struck down the fruits of 
a search of defendant's guests and ,their automobiles on the ground that 
rhe permissible search was limited to the oU'e--..s described in the; warrant.1t 

:\n Illinois court has held that property not included iii the warrant 
must be returned ~Q. the defendant,4° 'This return to a more stringent 
\'iew of particum.cil;"/requirements of warrants stands in stark contrast 
to the willingness of courts to overlook these requirements in the late 
iifties.41 

Likewise, courtS now scrutiniZe more closely police claims of probable 
cause for expanding the area of the search. A California court held 
that even though defendant was lawfully arrested, search of his luggage 
in a friend's apartment was justified ne~ther by the friend's consent nor 
by the officer's having seen the defendant swallow something." The 
search was especially unjustifiable since the defendant had been arrested 
in his automobile. In another California case, the presence of peculiar 
odors did not constitute probable cause for the search of a footlocker.43 

3S Preston v. Unitc'd States, 376 U.s. 364 (1964). See .Iso Cqopcr v. California, 386 
U.s. 58 (1967). The holdings in both thcs" cues arc probably limitcd by Chimel. 

07 Jones v. United States, 362 U.s. 257 (liMO). 
~8 Stote v. Kurland, lSI Mpnt. 569, 445 P.2d 570 (1968); Scatc v. Langan, lSI MOllt. 

SSS,445 P.2d 565 (1968). 
311 Haley v. Suce, 7 Md. App. 18, 253 A.2d 424 (1969). 
'0 Pcople v. Hanlield, 94 m. ApI'. 2d 421, 237 N.E.2d 193 (1968). 
41 See pp. 1089-91 SU/Jt'll. 

42 People' v. Cruz, 6i Cal. 2d 861, 395 P.ld 889, 40 Cal. Rptr. 841 (\964); IIccord, 
Peoplc v. Patton, 264 Cal. App. 2d 637, 70 Cal. Rptr. 484 (Din. Ct. App. 1968). In 
Cruz thc court stated thlt it wos rcosonable for the oJliccn to try to dislodge thc • 
suspeCted marijuana (rom the defendant'5 mouth. 

U People v. McGr.ew, 103 ~. 3d 404, 462 P.2d I, 82 Cal. Rpt!:. 471 (1969), relyillg em 
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An airline had detained the footlocker since it corresponded to 1I ]lilli" 
description. The officers had smelled the marijuana and then search"" 
the footlocker before sending it on its way and tracing it. The Cll:
fornia Supreme Court held that the smell alone was not sufficient C:!lI,'. 

to search without a warrant. 
Despite jUdicial narrowing of the scope ./!.f. searches with or witil!Jl:: 

a warrant, the easing of the standing: requirements, and the c]os,,:' 
scrutiny on the probable cause issue, CC·lrts continue to permit pllli,';: 
to cnter dwellings without knocking or by force where circumsran.: •• 
indicate such action is reasonable and ne<:cssary. For example, a C:lli
fomia court upheld a marijuana search, even though the police emere,! 
without knocking, because the police heard people running around inside 
yelling, "It's the police," and thought they heard a shot tired.~4 Tb" 
court held that '(he statutory kn()cking requirement was subject to ex
ception when th<>re was danger of destruction of evidence and danger 
to the police. Closely related to no-knock entry is forcible entry, upheld 
in an Illinois case4• where the police broke into the defendant's residence 
when he did not immediately respond to their knocks. The necessity 
for forced entry is essentially the same as for unannounced entry, but 
forced entry adds the danger of causing fright and damage. 

Another search area that has not been substantially liberalized is thar 
of the border search. Customs officials have a much more extensive 
right to search than their police colleagues. Mere suspicion is sufficient 
to justify a border search.4i Even though the jurisdiction of customs 
agents ends once entry into the country is completed, the courtS ha\-c 
allowed border guards great discretion in determining what constitutes 
completed entry. In Thomas '1/. U1zited States,~7 the Fifth Circuit held 
admissible evidence seized an hour and a half after the appellant had 
reentered the United States because he was only six blocks from the 
border. Although there is an inevitable problem of how far the jurisdic
tion of the customs agent extends, Thomas suggests clearly th2t it i:; 
not limited to border crossings. 
People v. MarmaU, 69 Cal. 2d 51, 442 P.2d 665, 69 Cal. Rptr. S8S (1968) (" 'In plain 
smell,' therefore, is plainly not the equivalent of'in plainview'"). 

"Peor,J., v. Clay,273 Cal. App. 2d 279, 78 Col. Rptr. S6 (Dist. Ct. App. 1969). 
41 People v. Hanneld, 94 III App. 2d 421, 137 :-1.E.2d 193 (\968). 
41 United States v. Glaziou. 402 F.2d 8 <Z4(:ir; 1968), em. denied, 393 U.s. 1121 (1969); 

Henderson v. United States, 390 F.2d 80S (9th Cir. 1967). 
''1372 F.2d 252 (Sth Cir. 1967). The cWtoms agents hod searched the defend.nts 

belongings at the time he had entered the country and had not discovered the marijuana 
and heroin he possessed. They came into town ond searched the defend.nt when the)' 
were notified by an infonn.r that he was carrying the c~ntrab.nd_ 
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/-:lIffllpment 

.\irhough the majority opmlOns in Sorrells v. United States4S and 
\i.·,'J"IIIt11l v. United States,49 remain the leading statements on entrap
n:l'nr. some courts have recently permitted expansion of the defense. In 
C:i1ifornia a defendant may plead not guilty and still raise the entrap
:lIcnr defense in some cases. The court in People v. Perez stated: 

To compel a defendant to admit his guilt as a condition of invoking 
the defeno;c .of entrapment would compel him to relieve the prosecution 
of its burden of proving his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt at the risk 
of not being able to meet his burden of proving entrapment.so 

rile defendant must, however, still raise the defense at trial to be de-
. [Cfmined as a matter of fact by the jury.51 There is no right to raise the 

til f cnsc in a pretrial motion to suppress the evidence. &2 Most courts 
conrinue to fucus on the moral culpability of the accusedS3 in determin
ing whether or not entrapment has been successfully shown. Recent 
Arkansas6' and Nevada66 cases, however, suggest tMt the courts are in-. 

<8287 US. ·U5 (1932). 
,p 356 U.s. 369 (1958). 
1<162 Cal. 2d 769; 7i6, 401 P.2d 934,938, 44 Cal. Rptr. 326, 330 (1965). The decision 

o\'crrurned a long series of precedents. That all justices concurred is indicative of th .. 
sentiment for change. The court required the prosecuticn to disclose the identity 
of the informant because he was essential to the defenses of entrapment and lack of 
knowledge. The decision was immediately implemented in People v. Marsden, 234 0.1. 
App. 2d 796, +4 Cal. Rptr. 728 (Dist. Ct. App. 1965). There, defendant was repeatedly 
requesred to furnish marijuan. to a governm~nt agent and finally purchased and gave 
the Agent ,me mari;uan:l' cigaretre. The court noted that the case .... as dose to entr.p
mellt IS a matter of law. 

51 People v. Oatis, 2114 Cal. App. 2d 324, 70 Cal. Rptr. 524 (Disr. Ct. App. 1968), em. 
denied,393 U.s. 1108 (1969). 

l12St.te v. Folsom, 463 P.2d 381 (Ore. 1970). 
sa Commonwealth v. Harvard, 253 N.E.2d 346 (Mm. 1969); Glosen ~'. Sheriff, 4SJ 

• P.2d 841 (Nev. 1969). . 
6. Peters v. Sute, 450 S.W.2d .276 (Ark. 1970). Here the defendant gave some 

marijuana free of charHe to the agent after repeated requests. Th= marijUana had been 
lefr in the defendant's shop by others. In remanding the elISe for consideration by the 
jury w\lether entrapment existed the court stared: 

PuhaPs. neither the persistent solicitation, the use of an alias, the mistepresentation 
of the purposes for which [the agentl wanted to acquire the mariiuana nor the 
use of friends of appellant lor an enrree, standing alone, woulo.l have been 
sufficient to raise a fact question as to entrapment, but when taken together along 
with the total Jack of evidence that [the defendant] had possessed or sold .' 
muijinn. before, there WIS such an issue. 

Id.1t 278. 
1& Fmggatt v. Srare, 467 P.2d(101l (Nev.1970) (reversed for failure to give entrapment 
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creasingly concerned about t.he conduct of law t:nforcement agem~. 
especially in marijuana cases. 

3. Other Prosecution Prllr.tices 

Several major abUses, althongh judicially recognized, remain largel\" 
uncorrected. Long delay between offense and arrest is common in n'I~
coties offenses because the police desire to expose the full extent of dis
tribution and to maintain a cover for the undercover agent as long as 
possible. Yet any substantial delay will prejudice the defendant since 
the prosecution continues to gather evidence while the defendant may 
forget exact circumstances and possibly exculpating facts. Judicial rc
sponse has been inconsistent, focusing primarily on the purposefulnes~ 
of the delay." In light of the .recent rejuvenation of the speedy trbl 
requirement by the Supreme COurt,G7 there is some hope that this abuse 
may be corrected. 

A more serious abuse with which state and federal prosecutors hare 
been charged is politically-motivated discretionary enforcement.a! Al
though the courts can do little to remedy this state of affairs, it forms the 
basis for one of our basic contentions: The political-social overtones of 
the marijuana problem may inhibit a rational political and prosecutorial 
response and at the same time may provoke a protective judicial response. 
One judge, particularly expert with regard to contemporary drug prob
lems, has acknowledged the partial truth of the charges of political 
prosecution against hippies, long-hairs and draft-card burning college 
srudents.69 To the extent that other trial and appellate judges rt.~ognize 

instruction where policeman placed marjju.an~ in defendant's car and then defendant 
sold it to another officer ). 

6fl CrmrpaTc Jordan v. United St.t.s, 416 F.2d 338 (9th Cit. 1969), curt. denied, 397 
US. 920 (1970) (since three-month delay was not purposeful, defendant must show 
actual prejudice), with Ross v. United S~te" 349 l'.2d 210 (D.C. Cit. 1965) (charges 
dismissed since leven-month delay found purposeful). 

61 Smith v. Hooey, 393 U.S. 374 (1969). 

DB E.g.,]. KARLAN, MAnUUANA-TlI£ NEW PROHIBITION 40-42 (1970). 

60 Oliver, AsseStl1lfflt of Current Legal Practices tram tbe Viewpomt O'f the Courts, 
in DauGs AND YOVTH 229 (]. Wittenborn ed. 1969). Judge Oliver tried to minimi7.e 
the seriousness of the problem, however: 

I think that as judge I must be interested in what might appear to be a pattern 
of discri~inatory law cnforC1.'menr, but I ••• consider much of this rslk must be 
viewed with the same critical eye which most other ~lk about drug ~buse must 
be viewed. 

Id. at 233. 

1 

01 
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! llL':iC prosecutorial tendencies, WI:\ can expect some judicial compensation 
either in fact-finding, in sentencing. or in response to sub!.1:antivc chal
\·ngcs to the Jaw. It is our contention, of course, that such judicial re
.il:tjon has already begun. 

C. Sufficiellcy of the Evidence 

The ease of identifying marijuana in conjunction with the use of un
c·"rrohol'litcd testimony and circumstantial evidence continues to require 
of the prosecution only a very low burden of proof. Nevertheless, 
;lppc]Jare decisions are gradually beginning to tighten these requirements, 
;md active judicial hostility at trial has all but disappeared. 

:\lthough the use of uncorroborated testimony to convict continues 
[t, he upheld by the COUrts,60 an Illinois appellate court has reversed a con
I iction because of the behavior of the testifying officer.e1 Noting that 
the officer nad repeatedly pressured the defendant to become an in
former, the court held that the uncorroborated testimony of this officer 
\\';15 not sufficient to support a conviction. The court did not mal{c 
clear whether it exercised a weight of the evidence review of the trial 
judge's face-finding, or whether it applied an exclusionary evidence rule 
pursuant to its inherent powers over the administration of criminal jus
tice. Whatever the case, judicial perspective in the clash between 
marijuana defendant and police officer has clearly shifted. -

The amount of marijuana required to uphold a conviction is under
going substantial change. The Califomi.a Supreme Court held in People 
'i!. LeaZU that to be sufficient for conviction, the amount of narcotics 
must be enough for sale or consumption, the rule generally applied 
where the statute does not specify a minimum quantity." In Eckroth 

co See, ... g., Winfield v. State. 248 Ind. 95. 223 N.E.2d 576 (1967) • 
• 1PeopJe v. Quintana, 91 lIl. App. 2d 95, 234 N:E.2d 406 (1968). The court' was 

gready displ~sed with the cantinuin!; misbehavior of the officer: ~[The 5·8 previous 
arrests and shaktdawns] were I high-handed display at police power which completely 
disregarded the defendant's constirutional rights." rd • • t 98, 214 N.E.2d at 408. 

"64 Cal. 2d 504,413 P.2d 665, SO Cal. Rpa. 777 (1966) (heroin) • 
.. People v. Vilblobos, 245 Cal. App. 2d 561, S4 Cal. Rprr. 60 (Dist. Ct. App. 1966) 

(SO milligrams insufficient); Iee Tuttle v. St:lll:. 410 S.W.2d 780 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967) 
(63 milligrams sufficie.nt, enoug!r·to _lte a very mull cigarette); People v. Hokuf. 
245 Cal. App. 2d 394, 53 Cal. Rptr. 828 (Dist. Ct. App. 1966) (reycrsible error for the 
coon not to instruct th<: jury that fragments of mari\usna cannot support conviction)' 
BIIt lee Franklin v. Sme, 8 Md. App. 134, 256 A.2d 767 (1969) (h~rf'in). in which 
the court upheld • conviction for possession where the defendant Went to the hospital 
with an overdose, AlthOllgk l'CCosnhing that once rhe <lro8' is insHe the body there 
i:s DO p<¥SalIioa because th.~-, i~ no control, the com, felt lhat priM posses>ion ~nd 

(I 

.' , 
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tI. States. a Florida court ruled that the taking of a drug from a passin!: 
pipe is not sufficient to constitute possession where the defendant di:1 
not own the pipe, the drug or the premises. Similarly, in a case that 
received national publicity." the Minnesota Supreme Court held thar if 
the state defines marijuana as a narcotic, it cannot punish possession 0:" 
what could be native cannabis in amounts too scanty to produce ,I 

"narcotic" eifCl.:t. Accordingly, exiguous traces of the drug found ill 
the crevices of defendant's brief case left in his mistress' car did nllt 
constitute an amount sufficient for conviction." 

Other problems remain unsolved. Circumstantial evidence continuc, 
to link defendants to seized marijuana. Constructive possession was 
found where the defendant's daughter was the actual possessor,'" and 
the fact that marijuana was found where an informer said she had 
seen defendant smoking it the previous day was sufficient to support the 
defendant's conviction. j)8 There is a split as to whether a conviction c:m 
be upheld where the defendant gr-.ttuitously brings the buyer and sellcr 
together. Massachusetts upheld the conviction for possession where 
the defendant's only contact with the marijuana was passing it to the 
state's agent," ruling that the facilitation of the sale added enough to 
the act of passing to allow the court to find possession. In a similar case. 
however, a New York court held that there was not present the re
quired involvement or concert of action to uphold a conviction for sale.'o 

Nevertheless, courts have refused conviction on numerous occasions 
in which the defendant was not linked exclusively with the marijuana 
that was found,71 and have generally required an outside linking factor 
before upholding the pssession.1Z However, the element that can dp the 

scif-ldministration could be inferred. The decision should do much to discouuge 
addicts from receiving any medical treatment tr • might e1<pose them to criminal 
penalties • 

.w 227 So. %d 313 (Fla. Disr. Ct. App. 1969). 
5t See p. 1099 & note 14 supra. 
eG Slate v. Resnick, In N.W.2d 418 (Minn. 1970). 
07 People v. Thomas, 76 III. App. 2d 42, 221 N.E.2d 800 (1966). 
GffSlale v. M.ntell, 71 ·Wash. 2d 768, 430 P.2d 980 (1967). 
"Cnmmonwellllh v. Harvard. 253 N.E.2d 346 (Mass. 1969). 
10People v. Hingerton, 27 App. Div. 2d 754. 277 N.y.s.2d 754 (1967). 
11 See, e.g .. State v. Oare, 249 Ore. 597, 439 P.2d 885 (1968) (one Qlariju.na cigarette 

found in bathroom with two people, home owner convicted); People v. Van Syoc:, 2(0 
Cal. App. ld 370, 75 C.I. Rptr. 490 (Dist. Ct. App. 19(9) (marijuana found on righr
hand side of the dashb02rd in defend.nt's car while porked in public lot); People v. 
Evans, 72 Ill. App. 2d 140, 218 N.E.2d 7BI (1966) (manjuan. found under bar where 
defendant had been guing). 

'l2St'lte v. Faircloth, IBI Neb. lJ~. 148 N.W.2d 187 (1967) (defenclant had duffielng 
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>c;!lcs in fa\'or of conviction is ofti!n unrelated to the possible possession 
of rhe marijuana. For example, a OIlifornia .court73 upheld the finding 
I)f possession of marijuana discovered along with a purse the defendants 
h:lll stolen. The defendants contended that the marijuana was not thein; 
:lI1d must have been in the purse when stolen. That the defendants were 
rhieves prob~bly played more heavily in the conviction than any evidence 
"i their cor.nection with marijuana. 

"'here mariju~na is found on the premi5l~ of the individual, POSSC5-

~j()n is presumed, although the courts have read in a defense of ignorance 
of the presence of the marijuana.1' Nevertheless, in a New Hampshire 
C3se7~ the court upheld a possession conviction premi<;ed on the de
fendant's knowledge of presence of the drug on the premises e\'en 
though the court apparently believed the defendant's story that it be
longed to a third party. Ordinarily there is direct corroborating evidence 
to indicate the defendant's knowledge." 

Along with the gradual thaw on these points in state courts, the late 
sixties witnessed a total absence of the outrageous judicial participation 
in inflammatory statements about the dangers of the dl":,g and its users 
which we Saw was typical of the late fifties. To the contrary, the ap
pellate opinions, at lease, are replete with skeptical references to the 
inclusion of marijuana in the narcotics c1assification.17 

D. Sanction 

Nowhere has judicial disenchantment with the drug laws, especially 
marijuana, been greater than in the area of punishment. Preference for 
civil treatment of drug abuse,78 disgust with severe mandatory sen
tencing that deprives the judiciary of its traditional function of weigh-

full of marijuana between his legs in .utomobilel; People Y. Blunt. 241 Cal. App. 2d 200, 
50 Cal. Rptt. 410 (Dist. Ct. App. 1966) (defendant only one who hod sat in back of 
pollee car where marijuana found). 

TI People v. Irvin, 264 Cal. App. 2d 74~, 70 Cal. Rptr. 892 <Dist. Ct. App. 1968). 
74SH Commonwealth v. Buckley, 354 M .... 508. 238 N.E.2d HS (1968); People ". 

Mirehell.51 Mise. 2d 82, 272 N.YS.2d 523 (Sup. Ct. 11l67). Contf'lI, State \'. Gh'crlS, 
14 Wash. 2d 48,442 Pold 628 (1968). 

7~ Stare v. Colcord, 109 NH. 231, US A.2d 80 (1968). . 
11 The evidence of f"'jlDlents of marijtl\Ul1 01, the defendant often prodde.< this 

evidence. Self, e.g., People v. Slide, 264 Cal. App. 2d 188, 70 C.1. Rptr. 321 (Dist. Ct. 
App. 1968); People v. Haynes, 253 Cal. App. 2d IOC,(J, 61 Cal. Rprr. 859 (Dist. Ct. App. 
1967), em. denktl, 392 U.s. 914 (1968); People v. Hum, 238 Cal. App. zd 162, 47.' 
Cal. Rprr. 580 (Dist. Ct. App. IIl6S). 

'It See 1131-32 infr'" . 
18 E.g. Oli\w, nIP!''' nOle '59. 
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ing the culpability of the individual otfender,79 and skepticism uhom ; 
statutory scheme which catches the user or small scale distributor :1Il.! 

missel rhe major traffickcrM have all found their way into judicial opin, 
ions. 

This dissatisfaction with legislative inaction in the area of d~
escalating punishment has already begun to provoke rernedials1 jllf:lici:li 
action. In a landmark decisionll2 receiving national attention,S;: the 
Supreme Court of New Jersey recea'itly held that any prison semenc" 
imposed for tirsr-offense possession of marijuana for personal use "shuuld 
be suspended." M While the coun based its holding on the judiciary\ 
st'.ltlltor~· authority to suspend sentences in "the best interests of til(' 
public as well as of the defendant," 8li and on the appellate coun's power 
to rel'iew for abuse of discretion trial coun sentencing decisions, it 
appears that t~e true locus of the opinion is the eighth amendment. Thar 
is, the coun really determined that any prison sentence for first-of
fense possession of marijuana for personal use is unreasonably excessive. 
Accordin~h·. the decision will be discussed jn more detail in the fol
lowing s~on.u 

'!8 Se~, e.g~ United Stare; v: Kicinuhler, '306 F. Supp. 311 (E.DoN.Y. 1969) (We]n""in. 
J.); Oliver, SUprA note 59, at 2JO: 

In IllOtt orner areas of the Ia\\'. however, legislatures have freely granted judge, 
the power and discretion within quite lIexible Jimil1ltioos, to determine appropriate 
sentences for all particular ddendal1ts before them that ma), or may nat; de
pendent upOn the particular case, include committment to a penal institution. _ •• 
In the field of drug abuse, quite C.:lnttuy to that experience, mandatory prison 
sentences apparently reflect a legislative conviction that all drug offenders are so 
alike thor sending all to prison is, in fact, " real solution to What must ha\'e been 
viewed lIS a relath'ely simple problem. They also seem to reflect a ceruinty and 
righteousness that can hardl)" be said to be justified by our present scientilic 
lmowled3C. 

I<l For "",,",pIe, in Ag,lilar v. United States, 363 F.2d 379 (9th Cir. 1966), the conn • 
• tfinJlillg the smugglin!; convi~'tiOll of a Mexican mechanic driving a car containin!, 
marijuana back to the United Stat.., nored: 

Here WlIS a young m:m wilh • pre\'ioas clean record, ami there was 110 indication 
he was a user of narcotics or inside a narcotics ring. Apparently he WIiS • victim 
of his personal economics. When the law gets DO closer than this to the real 
ruc.J, 000 must wonder about the polio:y of it, although it be beyond our function. 

/d. at 381. See "/10 Oliver, supra nme S9, at 2n. 
11 What Justice Jacksoo said about adjudicative mood when the death penalty hlllljp in 

the balance is equally appropriate with regard to harsh morijuana JlCD21tics: 
When the perialty is death, we,like state judges, are tempted to strain the evidence 

and even, in c1l1'e ClISCS, die law in ocder to give • doubtfully condemned ml!1 
another chance. 

Seein v. New York, 346 US. 156, 196 (1953). 
SlState v. Ward, No. A·9 (N.J. Oct. 26, 1970). 
13 N.Y. Times, Oct. 27, 1970, at I, col. 4. 
"Store v. Ward, No. A-9, at 9. 
iii N.}. ST,AT. ANN. UA:I68-1 (1969). 
Ii ~ pp. 1138-39 infra. 
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X. Tn!; HEART OF l'BE MATIER-SUBSTANTIV.; CoNSnTUT/O:-;M, 

CHALLENGES TOTHE :\fAIUJUANA LAWS: 1965-1970 

Perhaps the most significant legal development engendered by the 
lie\\, cI:tss of marijuana users and shift in medical opinion is the vigor
,IUS wave of substantive constitutional attacks nn the marijuana laws 
launched in 1965. Although rhe challengers have empl'1yed many labels, 
dlC essence of their attacks is an insistence on rationality in the legislative 
process. Contending that marijuana is a harmless euphoriant, the chal
lengers have questiontd governmental authority to prohibit its use at all . 
. \rguing that it is no more, and perhaps Jess, harmful than ;tlcohol and 
tobacco, the challengers have indicted as irrational the total prohibition 
.of one coupted with permissive regulation of the others. Conn:rsely. 
rhe challengers have vigorously attacked the arbitrary inclusion of 
IlIacijuana in the legislative classification "narcotics" with admittedly 
harmful opiates and cocaine. Finally, the severity of the punishments 
imposed for marijuana violations has been attacked as yiolative of the 
eighth amellijment cruel and unusual punishment clause. A potenr 
weapon in advancing these attacks has been the fact thu.t the state and 
fedcxal l!;gislatures never conducted meaningful investigation into the 
effe(;rs of the drug, but relied instead on hearsay and emotional pleas. 

A~though the judiciary has become increasingly sympathetic to these 
challenges, to date it has left the legislation intact, As we inquire into 
the reasons for this recalcitrance, the reader should recall the nature of 
rhe judicial debate about intoxicants a half century ago. As the scope of 
the due process and equal protection clauses was substantiaUf broad
ened over the years, the free-form "pursuit of happiness" and "inherent 
limitations" approaches were laid on the ash heap of ,constituticmal hj~
tory. As a result of the incorporation of Bill of Rights guarantees intu 
the fourteenth amendment, there now exist a plethora of more or less 
"explicie' constitutional limitations upon which the challengers have 
relied. Analytically, however, the marijuana challengers have asked the 
couns to fit square pegs intO round constitutional holes. The dynamism 
of recent constitutional interpretation has not yet eroded the obstacles in 
rhe challengers' path. But this is not to say that this erosion shOUld not, 
:md will not. eventually OCCllr. In the succeeding pages, we shall evaluate. ' 
me merits of the various arguments and the adequacy (,f the judicial 
responses. :' 
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A. The Burden of ]uni!icati01l: The hllport.rllc,e of 
Hll'Ilmg a Presumption O1l Your Side 

The mortar in the wall separating judicial from legislative power j, 

the presumption of constitutionality of legislative action. Although 
this presumption evaporates where "legislation appears on its face to be 
within a specific prohibition of the Constitution," 1 or where it affects au
\'ersely other fundamental rights, Z the courts ordinarily will defer til 
the rationality of legislative proscriptions, classifications and sanctiol1~. 
When legislation is attacked as irrational, tttbitrary or factually ground
less, the pertinent questions are whether the judiciary should conduct its 
own factual inquiry, and how groundless the legislation must be to earn 
the "arbitrary" or "irrational" designation (or its contextual equivalent). 

Because of the placement of the burden of (dis) proof, legislation is 
not "arbitrary" simply because the legislature did not conduct a fact
finding invt3tigation.a When the legislation is attacked, the courts will 
assume th2t it was based on the collective knowledge and experience of 
the legislators. In short, the legislature, as a matter of eonsritutionallaw, 
has no afllrmath'e duty to utilize the trappings of rationality. 

Furthennore, legislation is not irrational simply because a factual 
hypothesis upon which it is premised cannot be proven. The legisla
ture is entitled to guess and act upon the contemporary state of knowl
edge or ignorance. The generally accepted "f)lets" about marijuana in 
the 1920's and 30's, when the drug's possession a~d uSe were crimi
I1lIlized, wete that it was physically addictive, caused insanity, and gen-

1 United Stms v. Cuoleoe Prods. Co~ 304 U.S. 1#, 152 n.4 (1938). 
: Gomillion v. Lightfoot. ~ U.s. 339 (1960) (v!>liuir rig!iIS); United States v. 

O'Brien, J91 U.s. 367 (1%8) (dktum) (free sP'=-h). 
a Although a reqWancnt 01 f_-tindinll investigations foe all legislation is dc:sirable, 

. judicial cnf~t would reward persuasive lqisIative h.iitory :and shake the 
oeparation 01 powers doctrine to ja 'very lOOtS. The lpecuc eli judici:d surveillal1ce of 
cve:yday Irais1atina. albeit by method aod not substance, is one not Iilccl)' to enrhwc 
either Jqislators or judsa. 

Cowue1 fot defendanlS. in COO\IIIOIIwemh v. Leis, 355 M.A. 189. 243 N.E.2d S98 
(1969). cODtended that the aoab1e Jack eli lesislative investigation into medical and 
scu,ntilic evidence concerning marijuana "violates cemin miuimum muulards of ratiooali
ty which 010,1: be part of the Jegidative process." OIeri" Silvuglate. The Prnsuil of 
PIe.SllYe: C~l Dmmuiont of tbe M.nlnMm4 Problnu, 3 SVFF. L. REV. 55, 60 
(1968). However. the uial COWl: and the lIupn:mc Judicial Court both Nsponded 
conectly that tbe narun: 01 the leaislative records was not the iRIue bcfoce the cOWl:. 
The: qucstion was {,.hetbu the facts today arc lnconsimnr with assumptions neceuary 
to the rationality of the JqislariOll. Commonwealth v. Leis, Nor. 28S41-2, 28844-5, 
28864-5 (SulfoikSuper. Ct. 1968), ncerp:etJ ;.. 3 Svn. L •. bv. 2l, 'S (1968) (Tauro, 
C.].), Qff'd. 3H /\faa. 189, 24,J (~.F..2d l19li (1969). 
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c:wed crimes of violence. Later, in the 1950's, legislation was premised 
lin rhe hypothois that marijuana was the stepping stone to heroil)·and 
rhe ocher opiates. Since the assumptions could not be conclush'cly dis
pro\'ed, the legislation was rationally related to the legitimate objec
til'CS of preventing crime, paupercirn and disease. As the California court 
in Ex ptrrte Yun QrI01lg had noted in 1911 in response to an attack on 
the carly anti-opium laws: 

[BJuc the validity of legislation which would be necessary or proper 
under a given state of facts does not depmd upon the actU4l existence of 
tbe supposed faqs. It is enough if the Iaw-rnakjng body may rationally 
believe such f~cts to be established.· 

Between 1950 and 1965 amcks or! 'the marijuana laws were repelled 
in this manner since medical inquiry had not y~ produced affirmative 
evidence of irtatioruility. Challenges to the c1assi1ication of. marijuana 
as a narcotic were rebuffed either by citing N4fJuo ~d the, other cases 
first upholding the marijuana laws,' or by quoting Ez pmt Yun Qrtong.c 

By 1965\ however, the r.evolution in marijuana use was underway, and 
Independent medical researchers had begun to challenge the \'enerable 
assumptions. Anilled 'Nlth an increasing volume of scientific literature 
in their favor,? challengers' have assaulted the legislation in court in an 
effort to prove that "facts judicially known or proved preclude" the 
legislation's rationality.' Several trial j!ldges have taken evidence on the 
physiological, psychological and sociological effeets of marijuana,' and 
Some appellate courts have suggested that such steps be taken in their 
respective inferior courts. 111. In Colorado, trial judges have twice declared 

.159 Ca1. 5~, SIS. 114 P.IIU, 11)11 (1911) (empbuis added), 
IE,g~ GonWcz ~. Slate, 168 Ta. Crim. .f9, m S.W.2d 5S (1959), ~tinl Gonzalez 

v. State, 196) Tez. Crim. 432, 293 S.W.2d 786 (1956); l\.fiI.Iet v. State, SO Del. 579, m 
A.2,d 3118 (HISS), eiiin, SUre v. N."uo. 8) Ulah 6, 26 P.2d 9SS (1933). . 

• People v. Glaru, 2)8 Cal. App. 2d 819, 48 Cal. Rptr • .;27 (Dist. Cr. App. 1965), 
~m. dmkd, 385 U.s. 810 (1966); People v. Mistriel, 110 Cal. App. 2d 110, 241 P.2d 10$0 
(Dist. Ct. App. 1952). 

fs.cpp.I104-10srtpr.. . 
• Sourh Carolina Hwy. Dep't v. Barnwell: llros., Inc, 303 U.s. 177. 191 (1938) (em-

pbais added). . 
'Su United Sares v. Drom, 416 Fold 914 {Srh Cir.l969);~ Y. Stare, 22S So, zd 

no (Fl!. 1969); Ptople v, Sark, 157 Colo. 59, 400· Pold 923 (1965); Commonwalth 
Y. LeM. Not. 28141-2, 28&f:f-S. 2886f..S (Su/follc Super. Cr. 1968), lID'd, lSS J\I .... 'S. 189,'" 
243 N.E.2d 8911 (1969); &t. Ptople Y. McKenzie, 4S8 P.2d m (Colo. 1969). 

leE.,., Scon Y. United Suus, 395 Fold 619, 620 (D.C.Cir. 1968); People v. Walron. 
1I61JL App. 2d 293, 296. m N.E.2d SJ7, 539 (1969). 

61-a01 0 - 77 - 3t 
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that state's marijuana laws unconstitutional on the basis of such evidence. 
only to be reversed both times.ll Ag2in and again, the verdict has beet: 
the same: Despite the substantial weight of authority regarding tlll' 

mildness of the drug. enough doubt remains and enough rational men 
still consider the drug harmful that the courts cannot say the legislation 
is itranonal.'l Some judges have expressed their own doubts about the 
accuracy of the factual premises and the wisdom of the leEf.~;}ative jud(!
mentS pertaining to marijuana,13 but even they have been constrain~d 
to uphold the legislation. At the other extreme, some courtS continue 
to rely on the old myths, considering the question well settled" and 
rebuffing the challengers' attacks with a swish of the robed forearm: 

Qearly, the use of marijuana and other drugs ... presents a dangc; 
to the public safety and welfare of the community since they 2ft 

clearly related to each other and to the commission of crime.16 

Many legislators hesitate to revise the marijuana laws drastically, be
cause they feel the data is not yet complete. For the same rC2S0n, the 
courts have been even more reluctant to find that present legislation has 
no rational basis in fact, a finding made only in the rarest circumstances .. 
Assuming for present purposes that the legislation is entitled to the tra
ditional presumption, we ~ve that attacks grounded in the due 
process and equal protection clauses should fail. On the other hand, we 
are not convinced that challenges grounded in a rationality arm of the 
eighth amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment are 
without merit. This argument has the advantage of acknowledging the 
rationality of criminalization while indicting the severity of the sanction. 

1. Due Process alld Eqrul Protection: Rati01U11ity of the ClIzssification 

The concurrent c1assifi~tion of marijuana as a "narcotic" with t~e 

11 People Y. McKenzie, 4S1 Pold lJ2 (Colo. 1969); People v. StuJc, 151 Colo. 59, 
..00 Pold 923 (196S). 

• II Sec cases cited DOleS 28,.Jl Mfr •• 
la £4., United Star.cs v. Klcinzahler, 306 F. Supp. JII, 317 (ED.N.Y. 1969) (Weinstein, 

J.); People v. Mc:Kem:ie, 451 Pold 232, 2:16 (Colo. 1969). 
H Robinoon Y. U&ited StateS, m Fold 618, 624 (Ikh CU. 1964) (Blackmun, J.) ("the 

boundary line, if any, between oucodcs and marijuana is indistill(:t and ••• salUlII 

sad inwpl'Ctinr coons do not live much emphasis to it"); Speuce v. Sacks, 17J Ohio 
Sf. 419, 420, 183 N.E.2d 36J, 364 (1962) ("There is no quatlon that the $tate had, 
under its police po_, the ria/tt to c1afy c:annabil u a aan:«ic drua."); People y. 
GIa&er, 238 Cal. App. 2d 119, 41 Cal. Rpu. 427 (DiR. Ct. App. 1961), ent. dmhd. 38S 
U.s. 880 (1966). 

11 People v. Swlr, 157 Colo. 59.66, ..00 P.ld 923,927 (l96S). 
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"'",rd drugs" and the penuWiive treatment of alcohol form the basis of 
dlt' "irrationality" argument. Whether grounded in the minimum 
,uhsc:lntive content of the due process clause, in the overinclusivc and 
undcrinclusive aspects of the equal prot~on clause, or in an independ·
cnt limitation on the police power, the Ct>lltention is the s~mc: The 
legislative classifiC2tion is not reasonably related to a valid legislative 
purpose. 

The initial inquiry ought to focus on the nature of the state's objective . 
. rhe first possible objective we will call trn: "rationality" rationale. The 
,tate's aim may be to promote productivity, ratiottaIity and patticipanon 

. in social processes, and conversely to prevent the citizen from "turning 
olf" or frastrating his ability to function in socially desirable ways. 
Under this rationale,prohibition <if (1/1 drug use would be"ationally re
lated to the state's objective. Similar treatment of "hard" narcotjcs and 
marijuana would be justified, since no distinCtions need be drawn be
lween moderate and chronic use or l>etween divergent ancillary social 
and physical effects. The real issues are whether this is a legitimateob
jective and whether. the permissive treatQlCnt of alcohol invalidat(;Sth~ 
scheme. 

As to the ~ issue, we .. do not believe that :American governml!ntal 
instirotions are empowered to impose the Protestant Ethic UpOlta free 
people. Although we will explore this question in some de~l;i!>e!ow 
from another perspective, 11 w~ note for now that opposicion'w mere 
use of euphoriants has never bO.'~ t.~~. focus of legis!ative inquiry or the 
publi~ opinion process in the. entUe history of dnig regull\ti~ll in this 
country. As we noted earlier,l1 although total absten~i<m,,wl!S a periph
eral concern of some proponents of Prohibition, that movement Was 

directed primarily at the evils ~ated with excessive use and com
mercial distribution. SOme judges recently have upheld marijuana legisla
tion simply because marijuana is a "mind-altering drug," 18 but it is un-
likely that they perceived .the impli~ons of their statement$. . . 

As t'o the second issue, if we assume that ration. is II legitimate 
objective of drug legislation, it is a long-standing constitutional principle 

. chat the legislature need.llot "cover the waterfront," If the law-makers 
., determine, as a result of the f~lure of Prohibition for example,' tbat 

"regulation" is the only feasible approach to a1c0l1<!l. that judgmcllt docs 

10 See text at noccs 132-35 ;'1{I·4. 

11 See p. "'9 mpr •. 
". E .. ~ Raines Y. State, 22~So. 2d no (Fla. 1969). 

--. -.-
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not vitiate a prohibitionary approach to other intoxicants. That the 
legislature acts piecemeal docs not make its actions any less "rational.""· 

The state's objective in drug legislation may be to prevent exccssirc 
oc chronic use on the ground that such use totally destroys the user's 
social utility and is likely to render him dependent on the state for 
subsistence. Although this "dependency" rationale is designed im
mediately to protect each citizen from himself, its mediate aim is the 
public good. In this respect marijuana prohibition resembles legisla
tion requiring motorcycle users to wear crash helmets.20 Again, there 
is some dispute regarding the legitimacy of this objective, a question to 
which we will retum below, 

Assuming the validity of the "dependency" rationale, however, the 
relevant factual inquiry focuses on the respective use patterns and effects 
of "hard" narcotics, marijuana and 1I1cohoi. The challengers contend 
that it is scientifically established that marijuana is not physically addic
tive, causes no pcnnanent harm, and that irs users do not develop a toler·· 
ance to the drug. The irrationality of classifying marijuana with the 
opiates and cocaine is aggravated, they contend, by the fact that there 
are six million chronic alcoholics in this country. In response to these 
arguments, some courts bave noted that there is some evidence for the 
proposition that marijuana produces a "seriou.~ degree of psychological 
dependence, th~lt it encourages experimentation with other drugs ana 
that it may lead to addiction of narcotics." 11 Accordingly, sinc(:" "rea
sonable men may f.!ntenain the belief that the use of [marijuana). once 
begun. almost inevitably leads to excess, such belief afford:>· a suffici'tilt 
justification for applying restrictions to these drugs." Z2 In addition some 
coutts have noted that there is some evidence that .the smoking of 
marijuana may induce acute (albeit temporary) "psychotic breaks" in 
predisposed individuals.1I 

Although the logic of the stepping stone and psychotic break argu
ments is suspect in determining valid State interest,. we believe that con
trary medical findings are still too tentative with' res.'leCt to the psycho-
10gic:lI effects of marijuana use to sustain an irrationalky challenge under 
the "dependency" raticlOale. In addition, the piecemcJl principle ono: 

It Sell, e.g, Commollwealth Y. LcCi, 243 NE..2d 898, 90S (Mas.. 196.~). 
20SU Borras Y. Sure, 229 So. 2d 244, 246 (Fla. 1969). : 
:n People y, Asuiar. 257 Cal. App. 2d 5'17,602-03.65 Cal. Rptt. 171,i74-75 (()m. Ct. 

App.), cen. dnrkd, JIl3 US. '170 (1968). 
22U. at 600, 65 Cal. Rptr. at 173. 
2" CflllllllOOWCaltb v. [...,i<, 2·U N.E.2d 8911. 902 (Mao. 1~9). 

j 
, 
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.1l.!:lin counters the challengers' underinclusive leqUal protection argumenr 
wirh respect to alcohol or LSD," allegedly more h:lrmfuJ drugs not 
cbssified as "narcotics." To the extent tb:lt $Om;: courts have searched 
for differences between alcohol and marijuana to defend directly the 
legislative scheme, they have usually been on shaky ground. For ex
:ullple, Massachusetts Superior COUIt Judge Taw-o stated in Com1l101l-
· .... ::t!oltb v. Leis, after a full facrual inquiry 011 the effectS of marijuana: 

The ordinary user of marijuana is quite likely to be a marginally ad
justed person who tums to the drug to avoid confrontation with anJ 
rhe resolution of his problems. The majority of alcohol users are 
weI! adjusted, productively employed individuals who use alcohol 
for rel~arion and as an incident of other social activities.25 

Such statements misconstrue prevalent use patterns of both alcohol 
and marijuana. Moreover, such differentiation is grounded not in the 
"dependency" rationale but in the dubious "rationality" rationale. Judge 
T auro would have. been better advised to sticl~ to the piecemeal prin
ciple, as have the California intermediate appellate courrs.1I 

The third possible objective of marijuana legislation is to prevent 
harm to others. For four decades, prohibition of marijuana has been 
based primarily on the "other-regarding" rationale. The relevant factual 
hypotheses are that marijuana use causes violent crime directly, that it 
leads to use of hard drugs and thereby causes violent crime indirectly, 
and that it c:ouses "psychomotor disC,oordination" and thereby causes 
accidents by those under its influence. 

Contemporary challengers have charged that these assumptions are 
completely without merit in light of contemporary medical knowledge. 
Although some courts continue. to intone the old myths, relying on 
police testimony correlating marijuana use and violent crime,u others 

:u Pefendam in People v. McKenzie, 458 P.2d 232 (Colo. 1969), varied tlte traditional 
IUIderinclusivcncss argument. He. contended that the continued cllSSilication of 
marijuana lIS a "narcotic" drug aftct a legislative zevisWn in 1968 coulCl nu. 'be 
defended, since LSD, clc:uly a mon: hanniul drug, W:15 classified lIS a "danguous:' drug. 
~n 01 LSD was • nilidemcano.r while poJSCSsion nf marijuana was a Mony. 
Qrins irs decision in People v. Stark, IS7 Colo. 59, 400 P.2d 923 (1965), fhe ColQl'odo 
Supreme Court deferred. to the unusual classification. 
~ 3 SvD. L.lb:v. 23, 31 (1968). 
2G S"", e.i., People v. Oatis, 264 Cal. ApI'. 2d 324, 3~, 10Ca!. Rpu. 524, 529 (Dist. 

er. ApI'. 1968), em. denied, 393 U.S. 1108 (969); People v. Aguiar, 251 Cal. ApI'. ;!d..' 
597, 602, 65 Cal. Rptt •. 171, 176 (Dist. Ct. App.), em. denied, 393 U.S. 970 (1968). 

1'1 People v. Starl:, 157 9'10. S9, 61, 400 P.2d 923, 917·28 (1965); ef. People ,'. 

[j 

)' 
1/ 
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have openly recognized the unsubstantiated chal':lcter of tach of thc~c 
hypotheses.1t 

Nevertheless, these coUrtS have sustained the legislation because oj 

the continuing uncertainty about the drug's effectS'." Rather than 
supporting thr. hypothesis that marijuana intlJxication independently 
causes violence, the courts have focused on the unpredictable effects oi 
the drug depending on the psychological predisposition of the user. 
Since there is some evidence that marijuana can be especially volatile 
when used by despondent, hostile or unstable persons, a prophylactic 
approach is ratioIl2l.1t . 

Similarly, while recognizing that there is 110 support for a direct causal 
link between marijuana use and hard narcotics usc, the courtS have held 
that some marijuana users' graduation to more dangerous drugs due 
to cnvironmental conditions is enough to uphold the legislation.:ll 

Finally. recognizing that the possibility of reckless use of dangerous 
instruments while under the influence of marijuana might not ordinarily 
justify its total prohibition, the courtS have relied ipst.ead on evidence 
that there is no scientific means of detecting whether or not a person is 
under the drug's influence, as there is with alcohol.3! 

Taken individually, each of these justifications leaves something to be 
desired. First, individuals psychologically predisposed to vi9~ent con~ 
duct will, in all likelihood, snap under the influence of some other 
catalyst even if deprived of marijuana. Second, the stepping stone theory 
is a self-fulfilling prophecy even to the extent that there is a correlation 
between marijuana use and hard narcotics use. Were it not for pro
hibitionary marijlll!Da legislation, users of that drug would not come 
into contact with illegal activity and perhaps consequently with nar
cotics pushers. Finally, there is persuasive evidence for the proposition 
that marijuana users are ordinarily rendered imffiQbile and are unlikely 
to endanger others by driving automobiles. IS 

Oatis, 264 Cal. ApI'. 2d n4. 70 Cal. Rpu. 524 (Dist. Ct. App. 1968)" cerr. dmhd, 393 
U.s. 11011 (1969). 

It E-8. People v. Aguiar, 257 Cal. App. 2d 591, 602~}. 6S Cal. Rpu. 171, 17 .... 75 (1968); 
People v. Stark, 157 Colo. 59,66,400 P.2d 923, 927 (1965) . 
. Ii ~e v. Aguiar, 2S7 Cal. App. 2d 591, 603, 6, Cal. Rptr. 171, 175 (1968). 

ao Commonwealth v, Leis, Nos. 28841-2, 28844-5, ~88M-S (SulIoIJc Super. Ct. 1968), 
e%cerl"ed in 3 5uFF. L. REv. 23, 27.28 (196&), .ff'd, JSS Mass. 189, 243 N.E.2d 89fI 
(1969). 

uS,., Commonwealth v. uis, 24} N.E.2d 8911, 903 (Mus. 1969), 
ald. 
n See p. 1105 JUtWll. 
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Taken collectively, however, these hypothoes provwe a ration:a1 basis 
lor prohibitionary legislation, the objective of which is to prevent hann 
(() ochers. We conclude that there is not yet sufficient uniformity of 
mcdical opinion to overcome any presumption of rationality anaching 
m marijuan~ legislation. Those courts direedy confronting the issue 
havc responded correctly. regardless of the precise constitutional frame
work within which they ha've worked. 

J. Cruel II7ld Unusual Punishment: Ratitmlllity Of the Smctio'11 

Since marijuana penalties were drastically increased jn the 1950's, the: 
marijuana laws have been attacked repeatedly on the grourid that high 
mandatory minimum sentences without .parole or probation are cruel 
:lnd unusual punishment. The starting point for resolution of this ques
tiun is the Supreme Court's highly ~biguous decision in 1910 in Weems 
.... United States.a4 The Court strUck down a fifteen-rear sentence at 
"hard and painful labor" imposedund~r Philippine law for falsifying a 
public document because the sentence was "cruel in its excess of im
prisonment" as well as "unusual. in its character." II The punishment 
was condemned "both on account of , .. [its] degree and kind." 36 Be
cause the incidentS of the challenged imprisonment were particularly 
abhonent-"a chain at the ankle and wrist: of tqe offender. hard and 
painful Jabor, no assistance from friend or relative, no marital authority 
or parental rights. or rights of property" 17-50me courts and commen
tators believe that Weems does not depart fr:om the traditional view that 
the eighth amendment speaks only' to mode of punishment, not to 
lengrh,88 Yet some members of the Court have stated that the ~end
ment was directed "against all punishments which by their excessjvc 
lengrh,.or severity are greatly disproportioned to the offenses charged." ~. 
And the Court in Wee?ns stated that the punishments there in question 
came ~Iunder the condemnation of the bill of rights, both on account of 
their degree and kind." 40 Accordingly. although the jurisprudence of 

:u. 217 U.s. 349 (1910). 

"la.1tt 377.-
MlJ. 
&1 ld. at 366. 
38 E.g., Packer. Makill!; thl! Punishment Fit the CrimI:', 77 HAAV. L. REv. 1071, !07S-i6 

(196+). 
38 211 U.s. at 371. q/lQting O'Neil v. Vemwnr, 144 U.s. 32'. 339-40 (1892) (Field, J ... / 

di:sscntini). . • 
40 211 U.s. at 377. 
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the eigh~h amendment is virtu:llly nonexistent, courts and commematllr. 
have assumed that the amendment has a proportionality dimension.·1 

The difficult question is the proper standard for testing the constitu
tionality of allegedly excessive sentences. Although detailed inquiry 
into the subtleties of this issue is beyond the scope of this Article, the 
battle is between those who would apply a fringe "decency" test" 
and those who would apply a "rationality" test that essentially extends 
the minimum substantive content of the due process clause to the rela
tion between crime and punishment." As applied to marijuana legisla
tion, a "decency" inquiry would have been fruitless. in the 1950's and 
1960's but may yet succted in the 1970·s. Under that test, a punishment 
is unconstitutional only if "so aberrational as to violate 'standards of 
decency more or less universally accepted.' .... Since the history of mari
juana legislation has again and again been characterized by varying de
grees of hysterh in differing jurisdictions, there is no available measure 
of human decency against which to test the action. Moreover, if the 
legisla~res are unifonnly harsh, the judicial conscience is not likely 
to be shocked. However. as incr~ing numbers of state legislatures and 
the Congress finally begin to de-escalate the penalties for marijuana 
offenses, th~: nates that maintain the 1950 punishment levels are likely 
to find themselves lagging behind "the evolving standards of decency 
that mark the progress of a mat:!ing society." " 

One ."on~ention that can, and' Jas, been raised in the drug context has 
been t1,at .the penalty must bear a reasonable r,:elation to the seriousness of 
the offe~ when compared with the punishments for more serious 
crimes. in· the same jurisdiction 'Ai1d for the same crime in other juris
dietions. The evolution of judicial response to this argument in mari
juana ~ has followtd a pathcons.istent with the change in use pat-
terns an9 in public response. . 

In the first case raising this cruel and unusual punishment issue, Sutc 
v. Thomas," the Louisiana Supreme Court upheld in 1953 that state's 

U See, e.g. Gallcio v. United Stata, 216 F.zd 914 (9th Cit. 1960); Turkingtoo, 
UII.DrUti,rmI11lIlU, E:.:celnw Punishmmts, 1 Caw. I. Buu.. 145 (1961); Next, TM 
Cruel md U_I rums_mt ClIIuu md die W"..;w CriIrIiul UtD. 79 HAa ... I.. 
REv.6JS (191\6). 

u!We Paclcer, mprll note ,8. 
41 Cf. RUdolph v. Alabama, m U.s. 189, 1iII9-91 (GoIdbcra. J~ dJaenting fr,Kn denial 

« certiorari) . 
.. P..,ker, ntprll DOte 38, at 1076. 
"Trop v. DWIa, JSG U.s. 86, 100.01 (19SI) • 
... 224 La. 4J1, 69 So. 2d 138 (19m. / 

j 
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;1i;lI1J;\cory minimum sentence of ten years without parole for unlawful 
i',,~~cssion. The court said that the .eighth amendment did not apply 
'0 [he states and that similar state provisions spoke only to "form or 
lIature of the punish~ept rather than its severity in respect of duratwn 
;1llti amount." 47 Finaiiy, the court noted that, even if W'cems applied. 
'" i I n view of the moral degeneration inherent in all aspects of the crime 
denounced by the Narcotics Act, it cannot be said tha~ the length or 
~c\"erity of the punishment here prescribed is disproportioned to the 
offense." 48 Five years later, the Texas Supreme Court upheld a life 
~cntence for lirst offense possession, and stated that the legislature was 
solely responsible for assessing the permissible limits of punishment and 
[hat the jury was solely responsible for affixing sentence in a particular, 
ease.~' 

In 1960, the Ninth Circuit in Gallego v. United Statero upheld the; 
provision of the 1956 Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act im
posing a live-year mandatory minimum sentence without suspension. 
probation or parole for unlawful importation of marijuana. Assuming 
an excessiveness holding to be implicit in Weems, the court noted never
theless that'the penalty was not "so out of proportion to the crime cqJIl
mitted that it shocks a balanced sense of justice. At worst," the co,U't 
continued, "it merely forbids in this kind of case and for good reason 
the discretionary granting of special benefits which Congress did not 
have to permit in the first place." n The summary treatment of the 
issue is easily c>.,'plained by the court's apparent lack of sympathy with 
marijuana users; it quoted approvingly the moral denouncement de
livered in Thomas." 

Slowly the tide began rC!, turn. A California court recently blanched 
at upholding the five-year minimum sentence imposed for giving awa}" 

n Id. at 415. 69 So. 2d at 140 . 
• 'Id. In. Slate \'. lIeJlam, 225 La. #5, 73 So. 2d Jil (19S4i, the "oun lrebuffcd .. 

&imibr cballeup to a __ year sentence without parole for a secood',o1fense ;" 
~Oil of marijuaruL by simply citing Tbonuu • 

.. Garcia v. State, 166 Tes. Crim. 482. 316 S.W.2d 734 (1958). The s'.tute provided 
that • fint otfense was punishable by 1)01: less th~n tWO yeus nor D10fC than life. The: 
<:oQI.'t applied the hands-oH prlneiple cQllUJlon to state courtS, according to whic:h anr 
sentence within me 5UtulOfy limits is vwd. Sec, e.a. Perldns v. NOJ.th Carolina, 234' F. 
Supp; 3H (WD.N.C. 1\1114); Saunde~ v. State, 208 Tenn. 3", HI S.W.2d R99 Cl96lh 
State v. Jilcs,230 S.c. 148, 94 s.E.2d 891 (1956). 

150 276 Fold 914 (9th Cir. 1960). 
&1ld. lI:t 918. 5. l~. The Ninth Circuit nallimll.'C! G41kgo in Halprin v. United S«tcs. i9IF.2d 'l5/; 

(9th Cit. 1961) • • nd DettiII :~. United States. 408 F.ld 563 (9111 Cir. l!1tl9). 
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one marijuana cigarette. C!;pttially when the case had entrapment O\·cr. 
tones.s" But in 1961 the defendant in Ullit~d States v. ~VnrdM asked tIll: 
Sc~'enth Circuit to declare uncnn~1:itutional, as applied to marijuana, th, 
sentencing provisions of the 1956 Act previously upheld by Gallego 
and subsequent c;tS($. The no parole provision was indicted as incon
sistent with current medical knowledge. After quoting at length from 
the then recently released Repon of ,he President's Commission on 
Law Enforcement :llld Administration of Justice and from the TlIS\, 
Furce Report on Drug Abuse, the court concluded: 

[T \he prugress uf scientitic research in the whole area of mlrcoties anli 
drug abuse, during the eleven years since [passage of the 1956 Act: 
has not resulted in the establishment of scientific knowledge to th': 
extent that would enable us [0 nullify [section 7237] on constitutional 
grounds, even if we deemed it appropriate to do SO.56 

Thus apIXared' the perpetual fate of rationality arguments, whether 
applied to saricrion or to classification. Two years later the Fifth Cir
cuit still found the medical data inconclusive56 and Massachusetcso7 and 
Clllifomias!- courtS both summarily dismissed eighth amendment argu
ments. 

Then, in 1968 the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia took 
a significant step. In its decision in WI1t$01l Y. United Stater9 (Watsonl), 
a three-judge panel in an opinion by Judge Bazelon held that a manda
[Orr ten-year sentence for appellant's third conviction for possession of 
heroin constit~ted excessive punishment in violation of rhe eighth amend
ment. ~" The significance of W arson I was shortlived, however, because 

63 People y. ;\Iandcn, 234 C21 .. -\pp. 2d 796, 798 ..... Cal. Rptr. 728, 729 IDist. ('.t. 

App. 1965) • 
.. 387 F,2d 843 (7th Cir. 1\167 i· 
5tlld •• tll4\!. 
06 United Staus ,'. Drotar, 0116 F.2d 9!4 ISth eir. 1969) • 
• , Commonwealth Y. Leis, 355 M2s.s. 189,243 -S.E.ld 898 (1969). 
68People \'. Sheridan, 211 Cal. App. 201 429, 76 Cal. Rptr. 6$$ (Dist. Ct, App. 1969); 

cf. Unic.d StUL'S ex rd •• inl< \', Heyd, t87 F. Supp. 716 (E.D. l2. 1968) (deprivation 
of b:ail ""nding ap""al {oc 1"'1'500 convicted of ale of marijuana to ""non over twtnty
one .nd sentenced to fi\'c ye:or j~rion docs not violAte eighth .mendment}. 

18 No. 21,186 (f).C. Cir~ Doc. 13, 1968) (pmeI), Jllodifitd, No. 21,186 (D.C. Cir, Jul)' 
15, 197() (cn !Jane). lJ'a"oll I is exce.rptcd in 37 US.L.W. nn (Dec. 2-+, 1958) md 
reprinted in 4 CuM. L. Ru. 3OS1 (Dec. 21, 1968}. 

60 Since [he 'coun id.nrifk-d numuoU$ fKtDrs sennltle to ilS dec:isioo, deline,cion 
of ~ prcc;';' holding is difficult and the coutt probably so intended. We would suggest, 
howo,·cr. rhO[ the L'OIltt held that the imposition of ri!{id severe ",mcnees, identified by 
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upon :1 rehearing en bane, the court avoided the cighth amenument issue 
.:l\ll set aside the sentence (')n other grounds.it In the en bane opinion 
I Jr,rrson ll), the coun does make a Strong eighth':~mendment argument 
hased on Robitls011 v. California.&! Since thi~ important constitutional 
point Wal. not fully ]jtigat~d below, the court d:d not belie\'e it could 
;ldcquately rule on the question. Although most (If judge McGowan's 
IIpinilln in Watson II is thus dicta, it:.does lay the foundation for future 
Ilycrtumings on eighth amendment grounds of possession !ientences when 
.lppJied to addicts. a 

An additional indication of both the sympathetic attitude of the fe~
eral courts and the e~pandjng dimensions of the eighth amendment "ex
cessiveness" argument. appears in a recent opinion by Judge Weinstein 
<If the Eastern Disn~\ct of New York. In U1lited Stater v. Kleinzilhlcr," 
t he issue was the applicability of theamcuorative provisions of the Youth 
Corrections Act" to violations of the federal narcotic drug and marijuana 
laws. Defendant, a college graduate and highly salaried white collar 
worker, pleaded guilty to acquisition of Inarijuana without payment of 
rhetransfer tax (by any other name, possession for personal use). He 
waS sentenced to a l'W!~£i:!.tory term of tWQ years' imprisonment, which 
was suspende<I; two years' probation and a nne ofSI,QOO. If the Youtll 

cOmp1rison with odter 05en,;cs and by the absence of sentencing discretion to tAilor 
the penalry to· the culpability of the olfender, i$ unreasonable dlper in the contest 
of offenses closely .related to if not compelled by".discase 01' in th;e conrext of \'ictimles< 
crimes. 

Gl The cO~\lpheld Watson's coovic:tion but remanded for resentencing in ligbt 
ui the Narcotic Rehahilituioo Act of 1966. In ~o doing, the court declared unconstiru
riQrull a provision of that Act which ci.emptS addicts with tWO pnrr narcotits COn

victions, holding such a provi$ion to be a denial of equal protection •. No. 21,186, or 29 
(D.C. Cit~ July If, 1970) (en bane). 

BJ 310 U.s. @ (1962). Judge McGowan noted that 
if Rcbbittm's dcploymatt of t~ Eighth Amendment as a barrier to California's 
making OIddiction a crime ~ anything, ir must :ilia mean in all logic dw: 
(I) CaoiJress either did not inh:nd to expose the non·trafficking addict p<lSSCssor 
to criminal punishment, or (2) ilS effort. to do so is as wlaV>ilin,.. con$ti~ti"'I~II}' 
as tha~ of the California leaislature. 

No. 21,186, at 19 (D.C. Cir~ July 15; 1970) (en bane). 
a For the future, the addict, whcxc acquisitioo and possession of narcotics is' 

sdely for his own lISt: and who wishes to defend l1li these I/fOUIIds, is surely DOC 
"" 1_ wlmow how to do 50 •••• To the extent thlt he wishes ro assert UuT 
the statuies are noc to bo: read as appliC>1ble to hinl • • • [he shouldl malee :an 
:ahematiVt "I.im of the constitutional ddCi:lh"cnC>1i, under Rolriill()ll, of the 
statutes IS' applied ttl him. 

Ill. at 2'-22. 
It J06 F. &pP. J\l (E.D:N.Y. 1969). 
"18 U.s.C. II 4209,5010(.) (1964). ;' 
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Correctioos Act Iud applied, he would have been entided to have th~ 
conviction set aside upon successful completion of his period of proba
tion. 

The problem was that the Youth Corrections Act was expressl), inap
plicable to statutes with mandatory penalties. In light of the legislatil'c 
history of the Narcotics Control Act of 1956, Judge Weinstein fclt 
constrained to hold Wt the narcotics and marijuana laws imposed man
datory penalties within the meaning of the Youth Corrections Act. G<: 

He noted, however, that he thought the result absurd.6'I In a passage 
particularly germane to the constitutional issue and the meaning of 
W.lltson 1, he stated: 

While the result is harsh, it does not appear to rise to the kind of cruel 
and unusual punishment proscribed by the Constitution, in light of the 
IWs,;;iJ;.lities of i"Dbiaion .md suspension of snlttnce here present. The 
wisdon I or justice of treating those young adults convicted of posses
sion of: !marijuana in the sam: WIly as those convicted of anned bank 
or mail;robbery or those convicted of selling narcotic drugs is doubt
ful. B! It revision of the law in this field must be left to Congress.-

Unlike Judge Weinstein, however, the Supreme Court of New Jersey 
was not satisfied with the mere P9ssibility of mspmsion of prison temlS ' 
meted out to fust-offensc posswors of marijuana for personal usc. In 
its bndmark decision in Sute tI. Wl1I'd,'1I the supreme court held 
as a matter of law that prison "sentences for first offenders should be 
suspended." '0 The court strove manfully to base the decision on its 
statutory authority to review sent'encingsuspension decisions for abuse 
of discretion. However, both the breadth of the holding and its reason
ing suggest constitutional undcrpinningL 

H Judge WciDaciu DOCed: 
In Jiaht nI the: uaiquc suuau.re and harslmas of the penalty provisiOll5 of the 
nucotics and muiiuaoa Ia_..um- byzantine in their complexity-and previous 
interprewiom of rdaIecI _. it i& cIeu that the pcnaIties Ott "manduory" 
within the meaniu& of [the youth Corrcc:tiOlll 'Act). 

306 ),". Supp.lt m. .' 
I'I/d. at 117. 
-11. (emphasis added). 
• Sute v. Ward, No. _'\.-11 (N.J~ Oct. 26, 1970). The COUrt affirmed the con

viction but modi6cd the 1CI1rence. Two justices di>oentcd from the affi~ on the 
JrOWIds thlt. the: defendant did DOt RCeive I fair trial. They concurred in the Im

a:aclng modification on the: grouad5 that the sentence WIS "grosslyexcC5Sive." 
"ld. at 9. Altboup the court oo'Ol'Cd some attention to me defendant's particular 

m:wd and probation report. iJ. at 7. it did "DOt pretend to· limit the decision to the 

1 

j 
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In the first place, taken on its face, the court's opinion appears to hold 
that trial court denials of motions to suspend pri50n sentences for tit5t 
.. ffenders will always be reversed for abuse of discretion. However, 5uch 
a "guidance" .fiics in the face of two basic procedural concepts: the 
~~ntcllcing authority is generally free to impose any penalty within tbe 
r,lIlge permitted by rhe legislature; and to the extent that an appellare 
court reviews such judgments, it customarily defers to the proximity 
of the trial judge and reverses, on a case by case basis, only for gross 
Jisregard of the trial record and presentence reports. In effect, the New 
Jersey Supreme Court determined that where youthful marijuana users 
:Ire concerned, imprisonment is an excessive SlUlction even though within 
rhe statutory range of pltematives. This is no ordinary decision, 

Although the court sloughed over the .analytical problem, it; did not 
disguise its rationale. The disturbing number of users, the ambiguous 
nature of the wrong, and the counterproductive effect of imprisonment 
each played a part: 

We cannot CSClipe the unhappy fact that our youth have been ililvolved 
with marihuana in dhturbing numbers. That this is so does not palliate 
the wrong. Nor should we be thought to encourage or condone such 
conduct. The statute should and will be enforced. But it remains the 
policy of the law to reform the youthful offender. Sentencing judges 
should dircc:t the punishments they impose to the goal ()f reformation. 
Too severe a punislunentwill do little towards advancing this goal. 
Incarceration is a traumatic experience iDC anyone. The effect mUst 
be particularly devastating upon young persons(~ch as the defendant 
he~. !'- sentence of two to tJ:rcc years in State Prison in a case ~~r'c 
this will probably be more dctnmental to both the offender and sOCIety 
than some other discipline.u 

In esscitcc, the court held· that incarceration was not a rational sanction 
for ~ particular crime. 

The sixteen years ~tweell Thomas on the one hand and Watson I, 
K1einzAhler and Ward on the other have wimcssed a significant expansion 
of the contours of the eighth amendmen~ and a noti~ble change inju
dicia1 attitude toward defendants charged with marijuana violations .. .As 
constitutional lawyers, we must acknowledge the difficulty of halting a 

case at bu •. At one point the court stlled that it was cstabIisbiJra "SUidelincs for the . 
__ clog of fiat offenders who wae ·found guilty of ~·matij\l.na for their' 
own usc." Itl.· . 

11ltl. ata. 
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rationality-cxccssi\"~ness inquiry, once begun. For this reason, the \:c\\ 
Jersey court's end run around the constitutional issue is a deiensiulc :Ip 

proach. In any event, we think that the courts will continue to ent~; 
this thicket unless the legislatures reduce marijuana pen~ties to compoTl 
with reality. 

B. Should the Burden Be Shifted?-MllrijtlfJ11a and 
Funumental Rights 

The Supreme Court's 1938 decision.in United States 'V. Caroleu. 
Products CO.72 is the most frequently cited authority for the presump
tion of constitutionality, the implications of .which were explored j., 

the preceding section. However, Justice Stone's famous footnote four. 
tentatively cataloging exceptions to the rule of judicial deference. 
is the philosophical forebear of contemporary contentions that mari
juana legislation cannot be presumed constitutional. Recent constitu
tional history has been characterized by a new judicial activism in 
defense of "fundamental" human rights.'I1 Foomote four was a tentative 
attempt to anticipate and rationalize that activism while retreating frolll 
the old economic activism and its major vehicle-5Ubstantive due process. 

Still allergic to the substantive due process label and to any fonn of 
judicial review not tied to more or less specific constitutional provisions. 
the modem Coun has utilized the doctrine of incorporation and the 
once dormant equal protection clause to fill in the contours of footuote 
four. For some of the Justices, substantive due process is limited, theo
retically at least, to the specific guarantees of the first eight amendments. 
and perhaps their collective penumbra. To others, that phrase has an 
independent potency, sometimes more, sometimes less, than the Bill of 
Rights, including rights essential to a concept of ordered liberty. In 
either event, the "rights" protected must have the trappings of perm:)
nenee. Frequently, however, pressures of ne.w social developmen.ts have 
led the Court to expand the coverage of the specific provisions through 
unadulterated, but unlabeled, substantive due process. A similar develop
ment is the active judicial enforcement' of the mandate of the equal pro
tection clause to legislation involving "suspect classifications" or sen
Sitive ~ubjects. In either case, the Coon is called upon to define and 
separate that "fundamental" area of human conduct, the regulation of 

n J04 us. 144 (19J8) •. 

n&~ &mctMII, A. M.uo:<. TIfE SUPKlW: Couu noM T.U'l' To W_ (19t19); 
MMon. Judicial Amnnfl: 014 Ifll/I NN, SS VA. I •. REV. 38S (1969). 

1 
I 
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.;, hidl must be justified by the government, and that are~ where legisla" 
!)\'o: action carries the protection of the deferentiaI p~;umption. 

As advor.ates, the challengers of m:arijuana legislation must fit their 
.·.,mo:ntions within the current patterns of constitutional pigeon-holing. 
1'0 C:lSt off the shackles of the Stultifying presumption, they must per

,u:lue the courts that marijuana use somehow constitutes a fundament21 
right. Utilized, thus far unsuccessfully, for tbis purpose have been the 
tighth amendment, the first amendment free exercise of religion claus.: 
.lI1d. the penumbral right of privacy .. Failing with these approaches. the 
"h;llIengers have found in the ninth amendment a "right to get high." 

:. The Robinson-Po7,;.y:ll Argmnent 

In Robinson 'Il. Clllifomia,74 clearly a substantive due process decision 
do:iked in the protective garb of the eighth amcndmenr,'5 the Supreme 
Court held that the statu.~ of being a narcotics addict could not be made 
.\ crime. The Court was careful to note in dictum that the state legisla
rures were still free to punish addictS for possessing drugs.1' Subsequent 
L",Urts found thi~ distinction untenable" and the Supreme Court ad
,Iressed it again in its 1968 decision in Powell v. Tezlls.18 

Powell. a chronic alcoholic, had been convicted for public drunkcn
ness. His copvicrion was affirmed in three separate opinions. However, 
nre members of the Court. as then constituted, disavowed the Rohfns011 
,licrum. The four dissenting Justices found it "cruel and unusual" to 
punish an alcoholic "for a condition~being 'in a state of imoxication' 
in public-which'is a character~'tic part of the pattern of his disease and 
which, the trial court found, was not the consequence of appellant's 
,'alicion but of 'a compulsion symptomatic .of the disease of chronic 
alcoholism.' "79 Justice "'hite, casting the deciding vote for affirmance, 
asserted nevertheless that, "[ u ]nless Robinson is to be abandoned, tht' 
use of narcotics br an 'addict must be beyond the reach of the crimi~al 
law."80 

1 .. ~7G U.S. 660 (1962). 
~" Id. at 685 (White, J~ dissenting). 
~G Id. It 66!. ~, 667-68. . 
"(Sec, e.g~ Watson ". t,;'nhcd Satcs, No. 21,1&6 (D.C. Or, July U, 197IJ) (en bane); 

Came v. United Srares, 3+7 F.2d 492. 49J (D.c. Or. 1964), em. denied, )SI U.s. m 
il~). . 

11392 U.s. 514 (1968). 
" 18ld. or 558 (Fonu, J.). " 

110 Id. at 548-49. AlthOUj!l~.Ju:.ticc WIWe dislented in Robitlllm, he saw no distinction 
between thi: status of addiCtion and acts compelled by that satus. He vored (0 ~tIi"" • 
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.~smming for present purposes that a niajority of the newiy-conslj. 
tute:d Supreme Court adheres to the principle that the state may nor 
punish conduct perfonned under direct compulsion of a disease, appli. 
cation of the principle to marijuana use is extremely unlikely.81 The 
challengers themselves assert that marijuana has been scientifically 
proven not to be addictive, either physically or psychologically. They 
can nevertheless argue that the state may not have its cake and eat it 
too: The rationality of the legislation rests upon the allegation that mario 
juana is at least psychologieally "addictive," and the state may not now 
deft:nd the punishment by ~guing that it is not addictive. Superficially 
appt=aling, this argument must falter for two reasons. First, the state's 
interest in prohibiting w.arijuana use nuy rest on deleterious effects un· 
related to psychological dependency. Second, defendants invo~ing 
the RobmsOfJ-PO'Wtll argument, even if. it is applicable, are unlikely 
ever to prove by clear and convincing evidence, as they mUSt, that they 
were without "free will" to desist from using marijuana.a 

2. Free Ezercise Of Religion 

Several major challenges to marijuana legislation. premised on the 
first amendment, have rdied heavily on the California Supreme Court'S 
1964 decision in People ". Woody.sa Finding that sacramental use of 
peyote; a hallucinogenic drug, constituted the cornerstone of Peyotism 
both as symbol and object of worship, the California Supreme Court 
held that prohibition of possession constituted a direct burden npon the 
f~e exercise of the defendant's religion, as practiced by the Native 
American Church. Since freedom of religions practices is not absolute, 
however, the court inquired whether the state had shown a "compelling 
inte~est" sufficient to justify the infringement. 

First, the state could not support its allegations that use of peyote 
would lead to use of more dangerous drugs or would cause permanent 
injuty to the user." Assuming such a srate interest to be legitimate, it 
was never proven, and·could scarcely be labeled compelling. Second, 

the conviction in Powll beause he found nothiq in die rec«d to support a findlnl 
that Powell had • compu\liQa to "frequent public: places when intoxicated'" 14. 

II The c:onteIItiOl1 hIS lllrady been .rejected out of hand in CamntcluwWth v. Leis, 
243 N.E.ld 8911, \106 (Mus. 1969), and United: Sara Y. Draw, 416 F.2d 914, 916 (Srh 
Or. 1969). 

u:Ue Powell v. TtDll, J92 US. 514, Sl4-Z6 (11168). 
"61 Cal. 2d 716, 394 P.2d 8U, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964), C-, Statev. BiB Sheep, 

75 Mont; 219, 243 P. 1067 (1926);· . 
"61 Cal. 2d·~ 722, 394 p.u at Ill, 40 Cal. Rpu. at 74. 

J 
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11u: st:l[e insisted that fraudulent claims of religious inunllniiy wIJuld 
iru~tr:lte enforcement of the state's narcotics laws. Again, the court 
itlund that the state had produced no evidence to ~hat effect.1II Accord
ingly; since California had not shown that these presumably "com
pelling" state interests would be irust11lted by the immunity, the nar
mtics statute was unconstitutional as applied (0 possession of peyote for 
rdigious purposes. . 

The court distinguished Reynolds v. United Stlltesi" where the Su
prcmc Coun had ruled that Congress could constitutionally apply to 
.'formons a prohibition against polygamy. First, said the California 
t'ourr, polygamy was not essential to the. practice ~ of Mormonism. 
tiS was use of peyote to the practice of Peyocism, Second, the Supreme 
Coun in Reynolds viewed polygamy as destructive of basic tenets of 
:1' democratic society, as dangerous and repulsive as human sacrifices. The 
state interest was therefore compelling and unavoidable. 

Several defendants in recent marijuana cases, Dr. Timothy Le:uy 
among them,3T have strcnuously contended that the first aD\endment 
similarly requires immunity for users who seek in good faith thc "re
IigioU$ experience" indu\!cd by marijuana and other psychedelic suh
~nces. Some users incorporated in, 1965 the Neo-American Church, 
claiming a nationwide membership of twenty thousand." According 
to the tenets of the faith, psychedelic: substances, parti~arly marijuana 
3nd LSD, are the "True Host," and it is the religious duty of all mem
bers to partake of the sacraments 011 regular occasions." 

I,· '. 

Judicial response to the free exerc~~ argument has been uniform only 
in result. Some courts, including th~ Fifth Circuit in the Letrry case, 
have simply held that passage of a cr1minallaw pel-' se constitutes a com
pelling state interest overriding any j:rec exercise claims.to These courts 
think Reynold! indistinguishable, an~\ cite the following language: 

Laws ~¢ made for the govemmellc of actions, and whilc they cannot 
interfe~1i with mere religious belief and opinions, they may with prac-
tices • . . . '~ 

"Ia. a~ 7ZJ, 394 P.2d at 819, 40 Cal •. Rptr., .t 75 • 
.. 91 U.s. 141 (1118). ' 
.., Lwy v.,United StateS, 383 F.2dllSl; 851-S8 (5th Gr. 196?),rl'll'd, :,9.7 U.s. 6 (jW\\lJ • 

.. ~~ United SalC$v. Kuch, 28& F. SupP •• 1~;44J·(D.D.c.196ll).· , 
"~e ill,. Sate v. BelIu'd, Uf1 N.C; S'». 6OJ', 148 5.E.2d.S6S, 168 (1966), C"". dellied. ' 

386 US. 911 nl¥1).. ,,' , • 
.. 383 F.2d at 1160-61. SH.no Sare v. B::lbi1'd, 267 N.c. 599, 602, 148 5.E.2d SM, ;~ 

(19lS6),ccrt.4ft1ie4, JIiS US,~7 (1967). 

(\ 
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. ; . To permit ... [a man tv execute his practices becaUSl: of III_ 
religious beliefs) ." . would be tv make the professed doctrines t.: 
rcJigiOUll belief superior tv the law of the land, and in effect permit 
every citizen to become·a law unto him~elf. Government could c.~i,· 
ooJy in name in such circulllSta!1ccs.'1. 

The net resuk of such an approacb is that criminalization of condut .. 
which for some is a required religious practice is presumed constitution;l!' 
·'Congress." said the Fifth Circuit. "has demonstrated beyond dou"i 
that it believes marijuana is an evil in American society and a seriou, 
threat to its people." ~ Accordingly, "it [is] not incumbent upon th. 
Government to produce evidence to controvert the testimony of. wit· 
nesses on the controversial question whether use of the drug is rclativel~ 
harinless." IZ 

Other courtS have assumed that the Woody interpretation of Reynold.1 
is correct, but have found tba~ the Nco-American Church is not a bona 
fide religion" and that personal use of psychedelic drugs, untied to ;\ 
bona fide organized church, cannot constitute the religious exercise 
protected by the first amendment.1Ii Alternatively, these courtS have 
detennined that marijuana use is not essential to religious practice a~ 
was peyote in Woody and that the compelling interests in prevention 
of violence and self-destruction are rationally supported by current 
medical Imowlcdge.~ 

\Ve think the couns have correctly rebuffed the free exercise argu
ment but not for the right reasons. First, we do not agree that Reynolds 
holds all criminal legislation to be outside the balancing tl:St ordinarily 
employed in free exercise cases." Second, w~ believe that if marijuana 
use were essential to the. practice of a bona tide religion, it 'Would be 

1198 u.s. 145, 166, 167. 
'~383 F.2d at 861 (emphuis added). 
N ld. :t 86CkS1. 
"E.g, Uoit~d Stalt:> \'. Kuc:h, 288 F. Supp. 439, 452 (OD.C. 1968). 
OJ P""pJc v. Mitchell. 2# Cal. App. 2d 176, 52 Cal. Rptr. 884 (Dist. Ct. App. 1966). 
00 United St~t.,. v. Kuch, 288 F. Supp, 439, 452 (D.D.C.I968). 
01 Jud,c G...,h in the Kucb case lal'pa,rcndy asoumed that the customuy babncin;t 

tost would be applicable if die Nco,.t.,/r,'Uic:an Church '.v:re a bona nde religion. 
BefO<'C applying the "prevailing doctri",-,~; ,however, he criticized the Supreme Court: 

No UDi~d Scates District JudiC ',;vila must llCt within the conlines of •. record 
md available judki21 time has the wisdom ~ me2llS of doing adequately wbar 
the. cases appear to require. It' is to be hoped that there will develop a cormiuJ-' 
tional doetrWe in rhis field that m«e closely approximms that c9l1templated 
by the framers of the Constitution and that leavcs the balancing function in all 
but obviOUJ cases of clear abuse in the hands Of Constcss, ·where it bdonp. 

~"- . 

I 
~ 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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iI' .... lIl11bent on the state to ~emonstrate that use of the drug ",ou\d 
Irtlstmte its interests in preventing violence and individual harm to rIte 
lI~cf. More than a rational basis would be required. However, we 

.1!!fCC with Professor Donald Giannella that the free exercise clause 
\;'ould become dysfunctional were psychedelic philosophy to qualify 
.IS :1 religion.'" As we will suggest below, there should be some degrc,", 
of constitutional protection for this aJlegedly "religious" pets(mal be
h:l\'ior,i~ but severe perversion of the principle embodird in the free 
l'xcrcise clause would occur were it to become a sanctUary for all 
l'<liorably spiritualistic conduct that otherwise stands conoe~ned. 

;, Right of Pmcy 

Any litigant attempting to secure recognition of any right as "fuuda
mental," no matter how remote, will likely cite Griswold 'I), C01l7lecti
o'ut}1J(J Marijuana advocates are no exception. Like RobinuJ1l, Griswold 
was essentially a substantive due process dc:cision.m In a deci.sion ra
tionalized by Justice Douglas under the rubric of penumbral rights tied 
to specific guarantees of the Bill· of Rights, the Court held tQ~t the 
states were substantively barred from prohibiting tbe use of b~l con
trol devices. Together with Stllflley v. 'Georgia.IOt where theCourr 
h,f.ld that private possession of obscene material may not be punished, 
C'rTiswold serves as the basi.'i for an argument that private posse~ion 
alld use of marijuana, at least in the home, may not be punished. 

Because of the "chilling effect" Oil privacy necessitated by enforce
ment techniques where crimes are ordinarily committed in private, the 
Griswold-Sttmley argument is appealing. The problem. however, is onc 
of limitation. Surely it cannot be contended that private acts cannot 
ever constitute crimes. The CoUrt specifically refuted thi.<: notion in 
Stanley: 

What we have said in no way infringes upon the powe!' of the State 
or Federal Government to make possession of other items, sl1ch as 
narcotics, firearms, or stolen goods, II crime, Our holding in the prescnt 
case rums upon the Georgia statute's infringement of funda~ental 

MGiandb, Religious LiMrty, NMlemblislmienr, ",d Doct'fm.1 VCtJi:iOp1l!el'l. ['.in J: 
Tb. ReligiMu Uberty Gll#lI1IIee, 80 H"av. L. 1lEv. URI, 1426-27 (1967). 

91 See note Sat p. 1175 infrll. 
100 311 U.s. 479 (1965). 

101 See id. at $07 (Whlte, J. C:OIIcutru.,) • 

. ;a.:t:394 u.s. m (1969). :' 
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liberties protected by the Fim: and Fourteenth Amendments. ~o Fir,! 
Amendment rights are involved in most statutes making mere posse,. 
sion criminal.ln 

As precedents and on their own terms, Griswold and Stanley are nllt 
l.'Jlough to support the proposition that private marijuana pos5t:SSioll 
cannot be punished. "Fundamental" rights other than simple privacy 
were involved-marital freedom and the "right to receive" 1M written 
materials. In each t;aSe the Court was dealing with isolated problems. 
In Griswold, the Court finally grappled with an issue it had avoided for 
II decade;!H the multiplicity of opinions and labels manifest the reason 
for its reluctance.'oC In Stanley, the Court probably took a tentatiyc 
step toward a revision of the obscenity doctrine. The Court may event· 
ually abandon the norion that obscenity is not constitutionally pro
tected, and may establish instead that it may be prohibited only when 
it is distributed, displayed, or employed in such a way as to create a 
nuisance to orhers.101 Holding that private possession may not be pro
hibited may represent the first step along that pluh. 

In any event, so long as the fundamental rights framework is utilized, 
GriJ.wold and Stllnley do not alone make the challengers' case. State and 
federal courts confronted with the privacy argument have found it 
lacking.'" Within the current matrix of constitutional doctrine, the 
privacy fllctor fu~ctiolis as a catalytic rather than an active force. 
Substantive freedoms that may be qualliied in public arc absolute in 
private in the 5a1Ilt: way. ~Lq~cisc of ~ligiOilS peliefs is II relative 
freedom while freedom· onielief is :i~l~te ... M:t..rit,aI and perhaps con
sensual sexual freedom and intellectuaf lllierty wCi,re the substantive 

101/d. at 568 n.ll. 
-ld •• S64. 
101 Sn • • "., Poe v. Vllmm, 167 U.s. 497 (tlllSl); Tileston v. Ullman, 318 U.s. 44 

(1943). 

1. The six q~lI! opiuions are puW:ularly Doable for the !isht they shed 011 e2ch 
author's cailccption of bis role in the c:oosdtutiooal S)IItaJl. The philosophical parameterS 
of the IIIIlij_ p:ob~ and the birth coouol problem are identica1. For this resson 
dope, Grilwold is essential reading foe all advocatc$ seekintr to break Dew constitll· 
tiond.-m<L 

101 See The S;4prenre Coun, 1'68 Tmn, 83 HAaY. L. R&v. 147·54 (11169); Comment, 
K.,.mm (I. BYrfN II1/d tbe lUgulMion of Obl&-,: ~l .tim Curioru (Stmle,)," 56 
VA. L.lU:v. 1lOS (1910). 

108 United States v. Drotar, 416 F.2d 914. 917 (Sth Or. 11169); BonIS v. Sal<l. 229 
So. 2d 2 .... 246 (FIlL 1969); l'mple v. Aqni&r. 257 CaL App. 2d 591. 65 CaL ltpu. 171 
(Dis!-. Ct. App.). em. dml.d. 393 U.s. 970 (1968). . 

i 

j 
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i"rcc~ in Gris~.zf)ld and StGiiley. In order for privacy to affect the IlL\ri
;ulIna equation, a right to pursue sensual individuality must pre-exi.~r. 

-I. Tbe Nintb Amendment-The Forgotten K~chen SiRk 

enable to tie marijuana use to an established "fundamental right," 
rhe challengers have resorted to the ninth amendment as a vehicle for 
ddin.ing the necessary protected right. Their advocacy for a "right til 
get high" 109 or a right "to us-.: one's body as one wishes" ltV is essentially 
:Ut attempt to equate sensual with intellectual and spiritual freedom. 
;\lrhough there may be some merit in such a contention, its advocates 
have not yet established a sound constitutional basis. The typical ap
proach is to catalog alldvil liberties cases, ignoring the precise con-
sritutional principles involved, and to suggest that rights reserved to the 
people by the ninth amendment amount to ,the constitutional equivalent 
of "personal liberty." Itt Accordingly, any legislation which restricts 
individual pursuit of happiness must be necessitated by sound state 
interests. 

Obviously the ninth amendment is,in such a context, merely a launch. 
iog pad for the free-form pursuit of happiness inquiry· utilized in the 
early alcohol Prohibition cases. It surely does not function as an "ex
plicit" constitutional limitation, nor does it suggest a judicial limitation. 
The challengers scarcely,s~J'Ve their cause well by asking the CO'q$ to 
discard a century and a half ofcoristitutional doctrine as a price for the 
desired decree. 

Even former Justice Goldberg, whbsc requiem for the ninth amend
ment in Griswold induced the argument, noted that the fundamental 
rights existing apiln from the Bill of Rights must be found in the "tradi
tions and [collective) conscience of our people."l1s In othel words, 
the ninth amendment is simply another way of avoiding thc~ due process 
label while .applying the incorporation doctrine and an expanded \'ersi'm . 
of the traditional historically rooted due process test. "Fundamentality" 
must have the appearance of permanence. History and perhaps con
temporary' positivr: morality provide an acceptable index of permanence. 

1 .. &" C.Il. PeopIcv. Gl¥er, 2)8 Cal. App. 2d 8111, 48 Cal. llptt. 421 (Oist. C~. App. 
1965), em. ~J, 185 US. 8&0 (1966); 0tW lit Silvergla~ Jflpra note); NOte, Subit ..... 
,we Due Proem (l/1d F~l(Jff,. Tmltmem of Pot Sruoittrl, 2 G.. L.llEv. 247,252-59 (1%8). 

110 See n* U. mtra. 
lU E.Il .. N-. tII;,a 0* 109, at 257. . 
111 ~81 U.s. at 493. qtlolif/l6 Snyder v. MUsIclI~ 291 US. '11, IDS (19)4) (brackets· 

by GaIdberg. J.). 
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Historical inquiry might well reveal ~ traditional acceptance ()frh~ 
right to become. intoxicated so long as others are left alone, and th. 
rash of contrary de!.:isions lifter 1915 might have constituted temporar, 
constitutional madness. The research reported. earlier in this Anici. 
provides tentative suppOrt for this hypothesis.1lI Further wgging illl'. 
historical sources waald appear 'warrar.ted. At least a palatable CUil

stitutional framework would be employed. 
Similarly, developing notions of p<>f>itive morality might provide 31' 

acceptable basis for the "right to usc one's own body." Laws I:egardin~ 
abortion. m nudism,lI6 homosexuaiitylU and motorcycle cr2Sh helmetsH : 

are already receiving ad,-erse judicial treatment, usually on other ground\. 
The American Civil Liberties Union plans a continued C';il1paign again~T 
these laws and against drug legislation under the "body use" uIl'~bre1l3.1I· 

- Although an extended critique of this approach is beyond,the scope oi 
this Anicle, we do not be'lievc, as a general matter, that th~ courts arc 
properly advised to keep the legislatures in touch with evolving positive 
morality, at least while soCial mores are in a state of transition. Another 
question would be presented if that evolution had rendered current 
legislation aberrational, but that is not yet the case with respect to the 
issues noted above. Abortivn. homosexuality and drug abuse are cur
rently being addressed by the ·public opinion process. In such circum
stances, wh~ an articulation of positive morality would be the grava
man of judicial interference, we believe judici~.l restraint to be in order. 

In any event, neither the historical nor the positive morality approach 
has been utilized and supported by those attacking the mariju;1n,a laws. 
Instead they have been content to cry "fundamental right," "~ 
anlendment" and "right of privacy," and have expected the COufts to 
go along. Much as we doubt the wisdom of current marijuana legisla-

111 See pp. lOllS-Ill supr •• 
11. E.,~ Babbitt v. McCann, 310 F. Supp. 293 (ED. Wis.), appelll .dUmisml, 39 

U.5.L.W. 3144 (U.s. Oct. 12,.1970) • 
• l1aE.g., Roberts v. Clauenr, 152 F. SuPp. 835 (ED. Tenn.,I966). 
l1G E.g., People v. Rcbens, 2J6 Cal. App. 2d 488, 64 011. Rptt. 70 (I1Jo67) (sodomy 

pxohlbition vilid .. to colRllting mamed· couples, questionable u to coote!lting male 
adullS). 

111 American MotOrcycle Ass'n v. Dads, 11 Mich. Ct. App. m, us N.W.2d 72 
(1968). Contrll, Commoowealn't v. Howie, 3S4 Mus. 769, 218 N.E.2d n3, em. dmild, 
393 U.s. 999 (1968). 

118 The Bo.rd of Djrccrnl'l 01 the ACLU iI now COIItemplating • poljcy recOlJllllal' 
dation mat tile cqanization prClS (or judicial recognition of the risM to do ,,;th one'. 
bod~- wltarevu he wishes, includiag usins drugs. WuhinJCOll Poot, June tl, 1970, S A, at l, 
col. 5. . 

J 
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"lin, we think such a facile perversion of constitutional doctrine too 
I.lr!!C a price to pay for its invslidation. 

C. Al10tber Const;ti/.tim1l1J Perspective: The Police Power 

\1I this is not to say, however, that we do not think marijuana legis
!;ttiun to be susceptible to an acceptable constitutional attack. Tome 
,'<lntrary, our objections to the usual arguments emanate from a ooncern 
{IIr institutional responsibility. So long as the "fundamental;iijghts" 
pmp"ctive is invoked-despite the extant dh'ergent notior", ({:.f funda
UlclltaH. '~-we believe that only extensive historical and philo!mphical 
int]uiry I!ouldand should now persuade a diligent judiciary, coIt>j:ious of 
irs limited role, that freedom of marijuana use is "essential for the orderly 
pursuit of happiness by free men."l1I To PUt it quite simply, the drug 
revolution is generally perceived as a contemporary phenolnenon. 1'. 

\ Vhcn roaming in the vague expanse of substantive due process, however 
labelled, the courtS should continue seeking to root theif response in 
rhe mandate of history or in some other indicium of the "collective 
conscience of the people." Fundamentality suggests pem)anence, and, 
llrug use too much resembles a transient social problem to qualify. 

At the same time, however, we believe chat oar centtal objection to 
the marijuana laws is of constitutional dimensions. We believe that those 
laws are irrational. We noted above that if they are i:flltitled to the 
presumption of rationality, they sho~ld stand, at least lit the present 
time. We do not think they are entided to that presumption. We would 
impose the burden of justification on the state not becaUIJC any funda
menta] "right" is affected but because the conduct prohibited is on its 
face private or self-regarding. Because the police power is designed to 
promote the public health, safety, welfare and moralS, it can reach 
private conduct only if a pablic de~ent is thereby avoided. On the 
one hand, if the conduct proscribed on its face involv.es other people or 
property, the courts must presume that the legislature rationally found 
an injurious effect. On the other hand, if the conduct proscribed does 
not prima facie affect others, the state must demonstrate a rational basis 
in fact. 

It should be apparent' that this is a modified version of the "inh'erent 
limitations" approach popular in" tlte·,nin«:teenth century. Unlike the 
culier conception, it doeS not preclude the state from reaching private. 
conduct. Unlike the "r,~hts" framework, it does not impose a heavy 

10 Meyer Y. Nebnslca, ~6£ us JIlO, J99 (1923). 
, 
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burden on the state to justify legislation affecting the protected right. 
nor does it burden the courts with the onerous balancing responsibilitl. 
It simply shifts to the SW:e the origins! burde., of demonstrating" r:l' 
tional factU2l nexus between the p~ private activity and the 
public wt:al. If the state can sustain that burden, the inquiry is tenlli 
nated. This requirement would not represent a significant change ill 
current doctrine, Fi,rst, it affects ouly a limited class or situations Wheft 
the physical and social sciences have not yet established the: relevant fac· 
tual propositions but where the hypotheses regarding public effect th:tl 

underlie the legislation have no rationll.l basis in current data. In shorr. 
gi\'cn . the "nQ-eviclence" situation with respect to prima facie privat~ 
conduct,' the . state is not entitled to guess. Moreover, the principle i, 
limited .to lcp,lation prohibiting allcg:d.ly inj~ious private conduct. 
and does not extend to a public policy that seekit to deter such condUCT 
thruugh nonprobihitive regulation or watiOD. . 

It should also be noted that this "inherent limitation" appl~h, which 
h2s lain dormant for half a cenru.ry, has already begun to fozge its way 
into modem constinJ;cional reasoning. especially cn the State level. Par" 
ticularly relevant lin: the motorcycle helmet C35CS,110 to which we will 
return later.w In a recent caselli holding unconstitutionally vague a 
Tennessee statute prohibiting nudist colonies, lU a concurring1l4 member 
oi the three-judge ..:;istrict court located the true parameters of the 
decision: 

1:111 Sec n~ 111 supra. 
121 Sec tc.'tt at J;l(!tC 13 1 iIIf, •. 
U', Robcra v. Clement, 252 F. Supp. au (E.D. Tenn. 1966), 
l~Tbe_ wed an incrcasinsly popuIu =pc valve:, holding the:tcnns "nudist 

colony" wi '!nudist practices" IIIICOOSdtutiomlly vague Anc:e, ill light oi the- dictionuy 
4cfinilion. of "JNCIe"-wI "t!udity," they lHen1ly mi¥ht be CO<lIUU,d to "prevent nudiw 
ill health dub., YMCA', 1CiIoolB)'IIUWiuma or other ncRllioaal systanl, and poaib( 
ill the home." 14. It MJ. 

1:.. c-riDr in • tepentC opinioa, Jnda'e Dur conectJy nor~d that "nudiF!lI" and 
"MI\Iig" l!ie cWtillpiahabJe, grammaricaUy and in comnion parlance, from "nude" 
md "nodity," and that it is incooceivablc that the ."Itute covers people who are 
ranpqnrily nude. la. iii 846-47. Instead he opined that the statUte c<lllSlituted 
lIIIwarrana:d invasion of the ,ights 01 priv8cy md of UIIlCiatioa of t!tOlle who wish to 
CRIIIlI" in the cult uf nudism. He empJoyed the ninth amendment and theeqllll 
~. c:Ja_ • well, ~ all the RCCIIt, Supmac Court cases speakina to 
priva~)' lItId . ..ac:ildon to 5Uppon his hoJdinJs, But u we noted euJiu, conteIIt is 
extremely important in constitutional dcc:iIIion-makintf.: cspcciaUy in an .rea as open
ended H. upriwcy." The sanctity of the muiul relation-..undet my view of iund:uma
ality-and the l;UUCtUuJ sill"ifiC2"" oi political usociation and free uprasiOli of 
idtas !lie the cUapoeiti,'e ovcrroncs in the privacy CIlICS.The -,ight to privacy" is I 
dcpende.at CODClCpt, and thiI put 0( the judp'l opinion, ~ding alane,·is uncOllVincina. 

i 
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There is notbing in the record to indicate directly or by inference 
that any nudist colony or member thereof is the source of any injury 
whatever to the public welfare, health, or morals. To the contrary, the 
proof in. the record ~rts that the prime purpose of the nudist move
ment is to promote health of the body and mind. 

There is nothing in the proof whatever to indicate that nudism is 
ocher than an idiosyncratic, though innocuous, pl'Jctice which engend
ers no hami or danger either to its Jritmbers or society in general.l25 

it is in this "power" rather than the traditional. "rights" frameworkl
%;; 

t h~lt statutes involving private consensual sexual conduct, abortion and 
drug abuse should be tested at both state and fecJeraI levels of govern
ment. Such an approach was theor~ically unnecessary at the federal 
!r.:"c1 until quite recendy. Unlike the sta~, the federal government 
did not possess plenary police powers; since Congress had only dele
gated powers, it could not conceivably reach private conduct without 
exceeding permissible Article I bounds. Both the Harrison Act and the 
.\larihuana Tax Act made the prohibited acts revenue-related to avoid 
chis difficulty. However, it would be foolish to suggest in 1970 that 
rhere is no federal police power. The Article I grants of power have 
now become analytical equivalents of "promotion of public health. 
safcty and morals," and the necessary and proper clause imposes no morc 
[han the traditional rational basis in fact requirement. The new Compre
hcnsive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 illustrates the 

Wid. at 850. 

126 We 40 not prewnd that the _abt-liter principle could not be. expnssed in tenUs 

at • riahr. Indeed the tempeanoo is ~ to limit the aovernmcru: 10 the ~other
recucliq" ntioaak aad ~o mundate " com:l.nve riiht to pursue happiness.. ooe 
p/eases an Ioq .. othen are not harmed: See Norc, swpr. norc 109, at 2'4-55. 

The ditference in .trill-l.k is t!)Ol'£ sia'nifiant than the semantic difference. Tbe 
Mpowcr" .p~~ in effect demanda 01. the government, "''''hy on eorrh do you WalK 

to.~' ~ caadl1Ctl wby do YC\1 are?" Tbe "rillbt" approach suggests, "Y"" 
~cdo this unlcu , ••• " " 
~ • bi,nly _plcx society wbete little tbat we do :/Ild considu penon.l docs 11(1(· 

potciItiaUy a«ect O!hu persons and the CIIWOlUMIlt, • f=wbedins suwnent of ~r-, 
~ I_d_ is daaauous. Fot 1M arne reasolll that it was unWM 10 shackle the 
,ovmlllXDt l.e<w_ UI\lO and I~n SO that it wu un:ablc 10 deal wilb corilpleX eco~omjc . 
problems, it would be fooilwdy now to Idopt • constitotiootl fruncwork whio:b."' 
IIIiPt .inhibit III _pc to cIcaI,wirhc:omplex en.ironmental .ad soci.1 prubleti.s. We . 
lUblcribc to !be '*XCIIItioo m.t !be polic:c power is inberenti)' linurcd but we .rc 
'Pn", r.o Oftrempbasizc the ~ <II dUs Umitllion. 

I'; 
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disappearance of the early limitations by abandoning the revenue Ill .• ' 

qucrade.and reaching drug use directly,lIT 
If, under the intrinsic limitation tMory or some other rationale. III, 

state and federal governments were called upon to establish a rariull.: 
scientific lY.lSis for marijuana legislation, we believe they would fail.: 
If the governmental objective wt:re to prevent harm to others, the'. 
would be able to find no reli2ble scientific support for the propositi!; .. 
that marijuana use itself leads to violent crime or to use of hard 1l:lr, 

cotics which in tum leads to crime. Although they could prove thar rhe 
drug has some adverse effect on psychomotor functions, the relarion· 
ship between this fact and harm to others through automobile accidenr, 
is tenuous at Ixst, especially when compared witll alcohol. 

If the state's objective were to prevent the user from injuring himscl£ 
on the ground that he would otherwise become a drain on the SC:ltc', 

resources rather than a contributor, the essential scientific hypothesi, 
is that marijuana use "inevitably leads to excess" or to permanent phy
sical or psychological incapacitation and therefore to dependency. Again. 
however, the government would be unable to establish a rational fac
tual basis for this hypothesis. First, marijuana is not physically addicti\,c 
and creates no serious psychological dependence, at least not as much 
as alcohol or tobacco. We do not believe the "addictive" qualities of 
alcohol arc "inevitable" enough to justify ~rohibition and that the harn~ 
engendered by tobacco dependence is too remote to justify prohibition 
under the "dependency" ntionale. Moreover, even if the addictive 
qnaJities of hard narcotics justify their prohibition, there is insufficient 
support for the "stepping stone" hypothesis to sustain marijuana pro
Iu'birion on that ground. 

Second, marijuana users do not run a significant risk of physical or 
psychological harm. Use of the drug produces no significant acute ad
verse psychological effects and probably contributes to no chronic iii 
effects as great as those produced by :alcohol or tobacco. Nor would the 
government be able to establish a significant risk of psychological in
capacitation. As to the hypothesis that the drug prec:1pitates "psychotic 
bl'C8ks," the evidence is slight and at best establishes the proposition thar 
the drug is not itself a creative force, perhaps accentuating psychological 
tendencies already present in predisposed individuals. There to no re-

1J'/ Pab. L. No. 91-SU (Oct. rr, 1970). 

liL111lc inedic:al .and IOCioICIIIicU coadus,iom used in the following discussion ue 
cumined in dcpcb .. documented in pro VHf, ,., •• 

j 
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".lIII\! c\·jdence that marijuana smoking productS any chronic p~)'chu
,,!.!i~':ll ill effectS. 
''ionlc commentators have urged that the state has no power to protect 

. hl' individual from his own stupidity and that the dependency rationale 
!, lI1erelya cover for unwarranted paternalism.lI• \-Ve are not prepared 
'II go so far as II matter of consrirurionallaw;llQ there may be circUIJl
-f:1lICCS where the risk of incapacitation is so substantial that criminal 
ci!ishttion is warranted. In fa.ct, the line between sclf-n:garding harm 
.l,~d ~ocietal harm, drawn in the breach by the dependency rationale, 
:, increasingly difficult to draw as society becom~ more complex and 
.[S members more interdependent. Moreover, whenever the subject' 
,'CJnduct is colored by moral considerations, as are drug practices, where 
:hat Hne is drawn is determined not so much by logic or precedent :as 
by the degree to which the society at a given time is willing to tolerate 
,!e\·iance. The difference between social tolerance in 1915 and 197(J 
i., the best possible proof of this proposition. In short, this is not fertile 
wound for a neutral principle. 

At the same time that we reject the general role, we contend that in 
lI1:1ny individual cases the state cannot bear its burden of affinnl.ltivc 
proof of the risk of incapacitation or other adverse social effect, albeit 
indirect. Setting aside fo~ a moment the possible moral considerations. 
we do not think that either marijuana prohibition or the compulsory 
motorcycle helmet lawslll can be jusciiied on this basis. However, even 
ii marijuana use is an appropriate matter for criminal legislation, .the 

130 See. articles cited at notes 109, 118 supra. 
1:10 See note 126 suPT'" 
131 Sutes that have upheld helmet laws htve anempted to do 50 on '" Uothet-re

suding" rationale:. \Ve believe that such .. justification is absurd. Unlike goggle 
,equirements, helmet bw. do not ilic~ the mO(orcyc:list's abilitY to maintain lookout' 
and contrOl. To the conuuy; behncl3 tend to auail heuiJIa", ptripheral vision 2nd 
~omfOR. Feeling that ~ sIwuJd be protectedwbetber they care to be or not, 
~"uns have iabriated very tenuous argwnenl3 to jll5tify these IIws. 

It d_ noc !U the intellect to comprehend that loose stono on the bigbwa)" 
kicked up by passlnJr vehicles, oc fallen objects such as windblown. ttee branches, 
against which the e>pelatOl' of a closed vehicle hts some !,rorection, could so affect 
the operator of a maroc cycle u to callie him momeuWily to lose control.:and 
thus become .• menace to other .,dlicles on the hiihWllY. 

State e", ycl. Colvin v. LOOIblrdi, 2 .. 1 A.2d 62S, 627 (R.t (968). Other cOUrtS have nO( 
.~aemptc:d to raise hypotlaetic:als· but have merely Haled that the law "bew .' rw 
.utdsuo.antW relation to the public: health :and general welfare and is thus. \'lIW 
oxerm of the police power.» ComulOnweakh v. Howie, 354 MISS. 769, 770, 2J8 N,{Ud 
3n, 374, em. denied, 39) US 9IW 119llll). So too would 1I1l .. .requiring citizens to., 
trusb their teeth tbr~ dines dail)'. 
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rationality arm of the eighth amendment should prohibit imprisonmclll 
for violation of that legislation, even for five minUtes.lIZ 

Now we come to the heart of the matter. It is the so--called "moral" 
considerations which we believe truly mOtivated the preceding genera
tions of legislators responsible for marijuana prohibition. Once the 
Harrison Act converted narcotics abuse from a medical to a moral 
problem, marijuana was easily superimposed on the existing framework 
because of mistaken factUal .assumptions. At the same rime, the under
current of American culture opposed to intoxicant use in any form 
reached the level of positive morality when combined by criminl11 lo'U: 
with theeatly twentieth century preference for cultural homogeneity. 
iilat is, because of the etIuu<: identity and ~maJI number of users, the 
stamp of illegitimacy successfully made the use of marijuana immoral; 
at the same time the stamp of illegitimacy had to be withdrawn from 
alcohol use because the Iarge number of middle-class users were un
willing to comply. 

It is because the law created for. a half century a positive morality 
opposed to drug use that the sute, defending its laws in court, might 
now rely on its duty to protect the spiritual and moral well-being of 
the community. The core of the police power being self protection, the 
state would adopt Lord Devlin's argume\1t that where societal opposi
tion to certain conduct on moral. grounds is so pervasive that its wide
spread commission would weaken the social fabric and facilitate the 
breakdown of societal ~tutions, the society is justified in suppressing 
that conduct.111 As applied to marijuana, the law's defense is that mari
juana use frustrates productive participation in social, economic and 
political processes and that its widespread use would bring society 
grinding te a halt. 

Even if we accep~ed Lord Devlin's justification for the legal en{orce
ment of positive morality, which we do not,l84 it still would nu;i;jUstify 
marijuana prohibition. In the first place, lIS we shall note in the conclud
ing section, the moral. judgments supporting the early marijuana laws are 
no longer predominant. ESpecially at • time when a size:tble segment of . 
society attributes many social ills to a mindless pursuit; of material values 

10 See tQt It and followiog Dote. 59-71 supr •• 
IUSia P. Di:wN, TIlE ~ ow Mouu 9-U (l96S). 

114 In H. L. A. Hart's ~ wiIh Lord Devlin· OIl this p1CnI quarion, Ihc IpCd& 
iIIuc beina'the defCDSibillty of homoeexuaIicy laws, we thiDk Han was viaoriOULSH, 
H.L.A. IiAaT, T .. M9IUUrY fII 1HZ .CauwtAI. I..,\w (l96Sh Han, Socid Salid.m, .
tb, Err(twMHftIt at Mtwmn" is U. 011. L. hv. 1 (1967). 

I 

j 
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:md when that society becomes increasingly depcrsoll2lized, there i5 
a growing preference for individual search for identity and spiriruat 
renaissance. Second, in light of current usc patterns, the effect of mari~ 
juanll use 011 productivity and therefore on the soci2l fabric is tOO 

speculative to justify criminal Sal ctions. In fact, the social fabric may 
!;uffer greater damage through continued prohibition than fmm leg:di~ 
r.ation; th2t is, as the number of deviants continues to incfease, the law 
cannot' be;,successfully enforced and the authority of all law is endan
gered. As a I:ll'ger and larger segment of the society ceases [0 "ie,,
Ill:lrijuana use as a moral quet.'tion (except insofar as it is against the law). 
marijuana prohibition, like alcohol prohibition before it, canDor ~ 
~'Usrained. 

In conclusion, we do not believe that a state cm rustain its burden of 
establishing a rational nexus between a person's private use of marijuan:l 
and either hami to others or incapacitating h2rm tID himself. Moreover. 
the state may not legitimately rely all alleged haml to public morals. 
Public opinion, properly informed, would oppose marijuana no more 
than it opposes alcohol. And to the extent- th2t marijuana use is incon~ 
sistent with prevailing positive morality, compliance with that morality 
is nOt a legitimate aim of the criminal law as a matter of political phi
losophy or constitutional law. As Justice Brandeis eloquently noted in 
his f:unous dissent in Ol1nstead "oJ. United Stlltes: 

The makers of ou~ Constitution undenook to secure conditions favor~ 
able to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized thcsignitieance of 
man's spiritual nature, of his feeli~gs and his intellect. They knew that 
only. pan of the pain, pleasure and satisfaction of life are to be found 
in material things. They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, 
their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, 
as against the Government, the right to be let alone-the most compre
hensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized mcn.m 

XI. LEGISLATIVE Rt:coYS.lDEilATION: 1965~1970 

With'the public opinion process in full operation for the first time in 
the fifty-year bisrory of Ameri~ marijuana prohibition. great -pres
sure for legislative reform developcdat both state and·fedcrallev:eis. 

1M m US. 4}S, 47. (1921). 

/3 
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lnnwnerable publici and pri\':ateZ organizations have ad,'ocatcd reduc
tion ",f marijual12 penalties; some have urged that the drug be legalized.~ 
Sevenl .'<tate; and the Qistrict of Columbia have responded by de-e5cll
latmg penalties, especially for first offense possession.' UnfortUl12tely, 
however. most of these "reforms" smack of tokenism. On the federal 
kvel, the Dodd biJl~ now pending before Congress incorporates many 
major reforms, but it too rerruliP5 grounded in many of the old mi.cocon
ctptions and outworn phrases tl\at characterize the earlier lL-gislarion. 

On the state level, the issue has become st'.llemated bec-.luse of growulg 
legislative distaste for student unl'Q't .. 'Consequently, the legislatures have 
simply reformed the most obnoxious parts of the old laws-the out
rageous penalties. :\pparently the law-making bodies feel that e"en au 
open inquiry into 1(.$5 restrictive legislation would resemble capitula
rion to another "nonnegotiable demand." The new rationale for this 
resistance is the possibility that some of the questions unanswered today 
will be answered tomorrow. As of this writing. the legislatures have 
stiffened against public opinion in preservation of the status quo. 

There are two conspicuous examples of this political retrenchment. 
In 1968 the Governor of California appointed a blue-ribbon commis. 
sian to stUdy the state's drug laws. When the news leaked thac the 
,-'Onunission intended to recommend legalization of marijuana, the com
mission was forthwith disbanded.' Similarly, the National Commission 
on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws performed the monumental tasks 
of identifying the governmental illter~ in drug prohibition and inte
grating existing drugs into the scheme according to their effects. The 
Commission classified drugs as dangerous, abusable and restricted on the 
basis of their potential for harm, requiring an affirtl12tive demonstration 
of such potential as a precondition for clmification. Y ct after obj<:etive
Iy reviewing the scientific data on marijuana arid concluding, "candidly, 
WI! do WJt ktw'W how bltrmful m.rrijull11a is," 7 the Commission recom-

1 &Ill, e.g~ 1"11& PutmE.'n'. CoMMatIOlf ox J..~w ENroita:M£h'T AN/) An~IINI$l'L\'nO" 
ow Jema, TAlE FOMZ ~: N.QCIDt!cs ANi) 0.1..'0 Aa"S& 27 (1967); Wtihingron 
"-. Juno: :to, 1970, S A, at 17, "cis. Sol (Qawliu drug commission). 

=Stt, ~~., J. AAPLA.'i, .\fAaIjCANA-THE Sit\\' Paou.IITlOloI (1970); W",binlltoll Post. 
May 23, 1970, , B, at 9. c:oIJ. 1-11 (United .Prcsbyteriu Church General A~s(:D1b1rl. 

a J. KA'LAN, Illpr" BOle 2, at 2; \\' :l:lhingtOll ..... ruprlJ nme I. 
~ Soc: Appcndi& A. 
:" S. 3246, 91st Cq~ 2d Seu. (1970). 
• San Fnacisco <lIconic1e, Aug. 17, 1970, at", cob. 1-3 • 

• 7J1 WourNII P.uus 01' nit: U.s. NATIONAL Co.\lMlSSlON os Ruoa~1 cw FIIIIUA 
CaL .... INAL LAWS. Snm,' 0....... Of' A FDn.u. CIUflS.4.L CClII£ JOIlO (1970) (anphMis 
oripal). 
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mended irs inclusion as an abusable tint!:\" Political acceptability is' the 
only possible explanation for this ruse. 

In the succeeding pages, we sl1ll.!l brietl}' analyze rhe pending federal 
legislation and the provisions of the recently enacted Virginia law :iI5 

illustrations of current legislative response, reserving our suggestions for 
a desirable legislative approach fUf (JUT concluding section. 

A. Virgil/ill Legis/'ltY-ole ';Reform": Publicity Beg''tl' Tokeuism 

It is fitting that the mose objectionable provision contained in Vir
ginia's drug laws, that pertaining to the iUeg-.t1 posscssion of marijuana. 
sparked a controversy which evcntually culminated in a general refoml 
of the state's entire scheme of d~g control in the spring of 1970. 

The controversy centered around a twenty-year-old c:x-Vnivt:rsity of 
Virginia student. Frank P. LaVarre,'who, on February 24, 1969, was 
arrested in a Danville, Virginia, bus station while enrouee to Ad.ant:! . 
from Charlottesville, Virginia.s In his possession were four plllStiC COll

rainers of marijuana valued at $2,500 plus smaller amounts in a tobaCQfJ 
pouch and a shoe. Refusing w "cooperate" by disclosing the names of 
all university stl~dcnts whom he kne,,- were ming dntgs, LaVarrc's 
bond was set at $50,000. 

Following a Flea of guilty to pos:;essioh of marijuana,. LaVarrc 
was sentenced on July 31" 1969, in the D-.uwille Corporation Court to 

twenty-five years in the state pcnitcntillry, fi",e years suspended, and 
fined $500. The scntencing judge admonished him,' "~ow [ want to 
say to you, young man, that you still, have tinle to mend your \\,;lYS and 
make a useful citizen out of vourself." 0 Presumably this meant char, 
under Virginia la\v LaVarre, "who had never so nmc'h as stolen a hub
cap," 10 would be eligible for parole in five years. 

Although the trial was reported on the front page of the Ric1111uJ7ul 
Times-Dispatch, the conscience of the citizens of Virginia was not 
awakened until severa! months later following the publication of an 
article in Life mag-.tzinc, 11 which used the La Vacre case as an illustration 
of the nation'$ antiquated and inhumane dntg laws. One suspcctsthar 

8 The foUou'iag account is taken from Lin, Ocr. 31. 1969, &t 30-31; !Ii.Y. Times, Jon. J, 
1970, at 14, coli. 1-2; RiChmond Times-Dispatch, July 31, 1969. -at I, col. 6; id, Dec. 19. 
1969, i B. at I, cOl •• 1-2; ;,t., Jon. 3, 1970. 'r I, ~ ... r •• -+-6: id., Jan. 5. 1970. at I~. cor., 1-: 
! <:dirorial) • . 

U Un; swprtl note' 8. at 30. 
10 1.1. It 31. 
11 'd. 

c.l-
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all this publicity cmbarrllSSCd the people of Virginia,ll thus f05tering 
general agreement that mariju;,ma pell2ltieS were far roo harsb.u 

Such was clearly the belief of the Governor, who pardoned LaVanc 
on January 2, 1970, placing him on five years probation. This -act was 
noted nationallyU and applauded locallyY; The existing L'lw was criti
cized and refunn was urged.l G 

The General Assembly responded, and a subcommittee of the House 
General L~ws Committee held hearings.I ' At these hearings, both legis
lators and expens generally agreed that drug Jaws should be aimed 
primarily at dealers :md should allow more leeway "for youngsters 
\.":lught following a current fad." 18 Testimony also indicated that many 
persons arrelited were ncver prosecuted bee-,lUse some Commonwealth's 
Attorneys felt that even the minimum penalty for unlawful possession 
was too 'grear.19 Many of the legi.slators be/ie\Oed that lighter penalties 
would encourage moreuni{onn eqforcement of the law. 

Responding to these and similar pressures, the General~mbly 
enacted the Drug Control Act,1O wruch was signed into law an April S, 
1970. The Act repbces the old Uniform Narcotic Drug A:tt21 and is 
itself a comprehensive'narcotic control measure. W·e shall deal here 
only with those provisions of the Act, pertaining to cannabis sativa. The 
Act defines as separate substances marijuana and hashish. The former 
includes all parts of the plant. excluding the resin extracted from any 
part thereof; the latter is defined to include only sucll resin.u Such 
drugs may be manufactured and sold only subject to certain restric
rions.:n 

The Act further providcsfor penalties for the unlawful manufacture. 

l!l\Icntion WIS made of it in the Richmond Times-Dispatch. Dec. ,19, 1969. iB, 
at l,col. I; id~ Jan. 3, 1970, at 1, col.l. 

IS In December 1969 the VirlPnia Cocnnlis\jon for Children and Y ooth recommended 
that penalties for the p05iC1ilon, lise and sale of marijuana be shupl)' reduced and' th~t. 
the subsuncc nIX be claaified with "hud" drugl such •• heroin. Id~ Jan. H, 1970. 
S C. at I, col. 7. 

14 N.Y. Tima, suprll Il<He 8. 
1$ Richmond Tnnc:s-Dispatch, Jan. 5, 1970. at 12, col. 1 (editorial entitled "The 

p.rdon"). 
II Ttl. 
IT Id~ Feb. 26, 1CJ7~ i B; at' .. , col. 1. 
IIId. col. 1. 
JW ld., Mar. 3, 1970, I B, It 1, col. 5. 
:10 VA. COCIIl ANX. S 54-52+ (Supp. 1970). 
91 01.86, [193 .. 1 Va. Acu III, forrfUrl, ,.". Coot: ANN.!i 5.......a7 tv-519. 
aVA. CooE Al\'N. B4-H4.2(h)(l6) CSupp. 1970). 
::I'd. ! S+-H4.SR' I. 

J 
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sale and Jiosscssion of marijuana and hashiolh. Section5",;Z".!Ol pro
hibits the knowing or intentional manufacture, sale or possession \\~ 
intent to sell of a controlled drug, except as authorized under the Act. 
A conviction for a violation of thiol pr.ovision "may be based solclf 
upon evidence as to the quantity of any controlled drug or drugs un
lawfully possessed." ZI The. penalty for first vioi .. t,ion of this prtl\'ision 
is imprisonment in the penitentiary for !lot less than one nOf more than 
fonyyears, or a nne of not more than $H,OOO, or both . .-\ second oc· 
subsequent offender is subject to imprisonment for not 1C!i.~ than ten 
years to life, or a nne 'Of up to $50,000 or both.u . 

The Act also prohibits the unlawful possession of marijuana and 
hashish; possession of hashish ~arrics a more severe penalty than pas
se."5ion of marijuana. The initial com'ictioll of any person illegally p0s
sessing marijuana ioI a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more 
than $1,000, or confinement in jail ll!~ to exceed twelve months, or 
both. "Cnlawful possession of hashish ioI Ciesignarcd as a felony carrying 
a pt'nalty of not less than onc nor greater than ten years in the peniten
tiary or, at the discretion of the jury or the court sitting without a jury. 
con~ncmentin jail not to exceed twelve months and a fine of up tc) 
$5,000. A conviction for a second or subsequent offense inyoh'ing the 
unlawful possession of either marijuana or hashish is punishable by im
prisonment in the penitentiary for between two and twenty years or. 
3t; the discretion of the jury Of the court sitting without a jury, con
finement in jail up to twelve months and a fine of not more than 
$10,000.:16 The sale of marijuana or hashish by any pcrson over eighteen 
to Oile below that age is punishable by imprisonment in the penitcntiary 
for not less than five nor morc than fonv yC:!rs, or a fine of not morc 
th'!lJl .~·r{).ooo, or both.t'I . . 

Ali:hr.lUgh the Act has remedied the worst provision under the Vir
ginia drug laws-that gO~'erning first offense penalties for the unlawful 
possession of marijuana-it did little else. The most disturbing aspect of 
the legislation is its continuation of one classification that includes both 
cannr.,biol and the "hard" drugs. With the exception noted above, the 
illegal manufacture, sale (including sale to those under eighteen) and 
p~.ion of marijuana and hashish are treated with cq\lal severity liS 

violations involving heroin, opium, morphine or cocaine. Only '(:on-

.~ Id.l S4-S24J01(a) (Z). 
<G Id. ! 501-524.101 (b)(I). 
~ Ill. S S+-S24.101(c). 
~'T 14. ! 54-524.103. 

61-801 0 - 77 .• 33 
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tinubg ignorance about the phannacologK:al effects of marijuana could 
c:xpt~in the failure (0 declassify. Embarrassed by the LaVarre case and 
its ;:'l~endant publicity, Virginia 1egi51ators took the smallest possible 
step. They clearly continue to view the drug as vicious and consider 
those using it highly colpable.1I 

The l:gislacion has two additional weakm:sses even on its own tenns. 
One of the main criticisms uf the old law was that it was infl~ble; in an 
obvious anempt to relieve. the prosecution of proving intent to sell. 
the law provided that a person who unlawfully possessed more than 25 
grains of the forbidden drug was subject to the most severe penalties.~ 
Although the new Act requires an intent to distribute for possession 
offenses with severe penalties and does not stipulate a presumptive quan
tity, it too is bound to produce "embarrassing" results, since a convic
tion may be "based solely upon evidence as to the quantity of any 
controlled drug or drugs unlawfully possessed;" 30 To avoid unjust 
punishment, such modifying language should be deleted, thus rightly 
placing upon'the sute the burden of proving intent to sell beyond ;\ 
reasonable doubt. 

Finally, the sentencing discretion left to the tinder of facts h~ n(1 
meaningful bounds. The legislation reflects one of the most abominable 
conjunctions of mandatory minimum sentences and excessive, discre
tionarv maximums that couId have been devised. What can be said of 
legislative rationality when sale of marijuana is punishable by one to 
forty years at the whim of the trier of fact? 

Similarly, by escalating the penalty drastically between first and 
second offense possession and retaining a distinction between possession 
and sale. the legislation reflects a continuing misconception about mari
juana use and traffic patterns. Finally, the perpetuated severity of 
penalties is totally unsupportable under any interpretation of modern 
medical data. Only if marijuana use caused the user to murder instan-

~~ Ihlcg2te 'ValIer B. Fidler sununed up the argument for "lath'el>: light sentences 
for first ",ffense possession and extremely tough ones for KCOnd and suhsequent 
violation. ; 

This Illisdt:!moncr ~lty on the first olf'ewe will stniptcn out mOSt or the 
kids fooling with it ••• make them Slop and think • • • 5CUe memo • • • 

The OOCI who are really booked on it will be bKk ••• we'll get tblom on 
repeat business [and imprison mem upon • 5CCUI1d offense]. 

Riclvnond TilllC$oDispatch, Mar. 3. 197(1, ! B, 2t 4. col. 6. Se • .JIO iJ. Mar. IS. 1070, 
I F, at 6, col. 1 (editorial). 

HOt. 535, (1958] Va. Acts 67"'75, forlllm, VA. Cone ANN'. I H-S16 0%6). 
~o VA. C.ooo:· ;\NS. \ 54-524.101(0) (1) (So"". 197(1). 
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tlmeously would a second possession offense justify :I t\\"enty-y~ 
sentence and a first sale offense justify a forty . .y~r jail tenn. 

B. The Dodd Bill: Half (J LOII( 

The House \'ersion~l of the Dodd bilJ,zZ which had been shepherded 
through the Senate by Senators Dodd and Hruska in February, fioaDr 
passed the House of Representatives on September 2+, 1970.83 If:.a 
conference ver:.'ion of the Dodd bill is enacted, it wjIJ take sevCnll ~ma11 
steps toward sanity in the area of narcotic.'S abuse. Begillning with the 
~arcotics Rehabilitation Act of 1966,a. Congress began reversing the 
progressively absurd extensions lof the Harrison Art's original conver
sion of drug abuse from a medical problem to a law-enforcement prob
lem. The 1966 Act included e:\1:ensive prm'isions regarding the care and 
rehabilitation of the narcotics addict,S' To a lesser degree the Dodd bill 
continues this trend of viewing drug abuse as a medical problem.36 

The bill abandons the traditional method of control-taxation-m 
favor of direct regulation under the interstate conunerce cJausc.a7 Dan
gerous substances are classified in different schedules according to 
criteria such as potential for abuse, acceptability for medical use, and 
degree of safety in use.SS 

The Attorney General, acting on the medical and scientific advice 
of the Secretary of Health, Education and 'Velfare, and a special Scien
tific Advisory Committee created by the law has complete power to 
remove or reclassify drugs within t/le four different schedules.U9 &ch 
schedule has its own set of criteria for determining which drugs it should 
include. The schedules not only classify drugs but also detennine, by 
reference to Title V of the bill, what penalties will be incurred by vio
lators of the laws dealing with drugs of a particular schedule. Marijuana 
is included within Schedule I and is subject to the most stringent con
trols, largely on the grounds that it and the other drugs of Schedule I. 

'1 H.R. 18583, 91s[ Cons. 2d ~. (1970). 
:rJ S. 3246, 91st Cong .. 2d Scss. (1970). 
:sa 116 CoNG. lU.c. 9162 (daily .:d. Sept. 24, 1970). 
M Nucotic Addict RehabilitlJtion Act of l'i66. Pub. t. :-';u. 119.7111, Ii{) St ... 141l1! 

(codified in scattered sections 01 18, 26, 18. ~! U.s.C.}. 
u42 U.s.C. H 3401-42 (SuPP. V, 1970) • 
.. Sec _ 47 infra IIld :accompanying text. 
111 S. 3246, 91st Cong. 2d Sm. S 101 (1970). 
'8Id, S 202. 
314. S 201. The Atlonte)· Gcr.er,u's power is wnired in the House \·eqjoo. HA 

IISSJ. 9tst CClOff. 2d Sm •. ~ 2OJ(a) (1970). . 
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mee heroin and LSD, have little medical valu; and a high abU2 poten
rial.40 The Jaw does p.royide lower maximum penalties for trafficking 
in nonnarcotic Schedule I and II drugs, such as marijuana, than narcotic 
drugS-five years and $1 ),000 instead of twelve years and $2S,OO(>,~1 

- In addition, there is 11 special prO\'ision stating that distribution of a 
··small amount of marihuana for no remuneration" is plmish;lbJe by im
prisonment for a maximum of one ye-ar, a fine d S5,OOO, or borb.4! 
Possession offenses are divided into two types: simple possession, which 
Is treated as a misdemeanor regardless of the drug involved,~~ and pas-
RSSion with intent to distribute, which is a felony and tre-dted as a traf
ficking offense.u The bill also provides for controls on import and 
cxport4G and for industry r.:gulation. tG 

\Vith respect to marijuana, the bill finally acknowledges the need for 
medical research and establishes a. Committee on Marihuana to study 
the drug's pnannacological CffCctS.47 Second, with respect to drugs 
generally, and marijuana in particufar, the bill reduces the outrageous 
penalties enacted in the 1950's. It would appear that Congress has 
finally recognized that severe punishments have litde or no deterrent 
value.~ The lawmakers may also have abandoned the "stepping stOlle" 
notion. The testimony of Dr. Stanley Yolles, fomter Director of the 
National Institute of Mental Health, that less than five percent of 
marijuana smokers go on to hard drugs. was snessed during debate on 
the bill. 49 The fact that this testimony was not seriously Challenged 
indicates that Congress has finally focused Oil the possible hann of 
mIlTijUa1Ul to the user as the primary rationale for its prohibition. 

It is precisely on this point, however, that we find the first major 
defect in the Dodd b~l. Marijua!la continues to be classified with hard 
narcotics as a Schedule I-drug, contrary to repeated testimony that mari·
joana is not a narcotic drug and has little or no harmful effectS on the 
user." Dr. Y oiles, although oppw:d to legalization on the ground that 

.c, 116 Coxc. Ru:. ;97 (.way ed. Jan. 28, 1970). 
<.~. 32016, 9lstCOllJ~ 211 5$. H SOl (c) II). (2) (1910) • 
• : ld. ~ SOUcH4). 
uld. t JOI(.). 
·11 'd. '" .flll(a) (0. (S). (,,)(1), (2). 
':'ld. \ S -IOI~. 
4d /d. IS )01-09. 
'1Id.I80I. 
is 116 CoSG. R.:c. 799 (d.i1)· cd. Jan. 211, 1970). &e dUO W2Shinjllon Pou, July !~_ 

1970, I B, at: 4, cots. 2oG. 
'·116 CoS<:. Rt:<:. 1~1 (.bilr ed. Jan. n. 1970). 
':d 14. or 1\10091. 

I 
t 

J 
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medical knowledge was too tentative, particularly with regard to the 
arug's effects on a chronic adolescent user, stated: 

To equate its risk-either to the individual or to society-with the risks 
inherent in the use of hard narcotics is-on the face of it-merely an 
effort to defend an indefensible, Citabl.ishcd position that ha.~ I\tl scien
tific basis"l 

Our second IJlajor objection to the bill is its perpetuation of gr~y 
dissimilar penalties for possession and sale.1! AI; we noted above, users 
and traffickers tend to be the ~mte people, and the professional ?usher 
has little if any place in the disoibution of nlarijuana, as the pattern of 
hand-to-hand exchange among friends is repeated on college campuses 
throughout the country. The relative fortuity that law enforcement 
officers may be able to obtain evidence of intent to sell in some instances 
of possession does not justify the disparity of penalties. Third, we agree 
with Senator Hughes that in matters of scheduling and in certain other 
areas, the Attorney General should not have the power to classify 
drugs without the permission of the Department of Health, EduClltion 
and WeIfare.g The classification of drugs as dangerous substances is a 
medicaI.~ientific question, not a law enforcement problem. Although 
the Dodl~ bill calls for the Attorney Gr.,neral to act with the adYice of 
HEW a~ld the Scientific Advisory Committee, it does not require him to 
heed thai: advice." Under the Dodd scheme the law enforcement men
tality col\tinues. An amendment, such as the one that was proposed by 
Senator ~jughes during the Senate debate on the bill, allowing th:: 
Artorney' General to reschedule only on a recommendation. by HEW 
and the Sdentific Advisory Committee. would insure that medical and 
scientific considerations would .be definitive. The defeat of that pro
posal was a serious sedlack in making this bill a meaningful reform. The 
Bouse version, . however. includes most of the Hughes amendment, 
ll12king HEW'srei:Ommendations binding on medical findings and ex
pressly forbidding the Attorney General from overriding an HEW 

.'\ Id. at 791. 

32 CIl1l1/J4r~ S. 32<16, 91$1 Cong., 2'; Sess. S S01(e) (1970) (possession) (one yen. 
S5.000, or bod,) (probation without enuy of judgment available under S 507 for mo.e 
~uilt}' of a 6nt oft'ense), VIitb ill. S SOl{.)U). (c)(Z) ( ... leor possession wid! inmlt 
'It sell) (five yean, $15,000, Of' both). 

lI:II16 CoHC.lU.c. 170 (daily cd. Jan. 28. 1970). 

:'1 S •. ~246. IIlot CoIlg. 2d Sm. i 201 (1970). 
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recommendarionthat a dlllg not be controlled." We can only hope 
that the House version prevails in conference. 

In conjunction with a requirement that HEW have the ultimate con
tcol over essentially scientific and medical questions, the Committee on 
Marihuana which the bill would establish should be composed of indi
viduals chasm by HEW with the advice of the Attorney General, 
instead of joi.ntly." The function of the Committee would be almost 
exclusively medical, social and scientific, and as such it should be con
stituted under the direction of HEW. The subjects of the Committee's 
research as outlined by the Dodd bill57 should include a more definite 
set of matters on which the Committee must report including a SJr..cific 
determination about the real nature of marijuana and the degree of 
control, if my, required .. It is absolutely necessary, given the tremen
dous public and official concern about mariju~ .that we have a defi
nitive statement on the drug as quickly as possiblt:.so that an intelligent 
public policy might finaliy be designed. Simple ignorance about the 
drug persists in the Ullir.t:d States Congress, despite the overwhelming 
evidence of the relatively harmless nature of marijuana. Even the bill's 
sponsor went overboard: "Certain types of mariQuana do dreadful things 
to people • • • • Marihuana is a personality changer. It is a mind de

, stroyer."" Senator Dodd supporud his statement by the latest sensa-
tionalist accounts of marijuana's crime-provoking and incapacitating 
tendencies-casc studies an toxic psychoses suffered by soldiers in Viet
nam." 

In conclusion, the Dodd bill, when compared with earlier statutes, 
reflects some of the major changes in the official view of marijuana 
which took place during the sixties. By 1970 it has been almost univer
sally recognized that the number of usets of marijuana has increased 
tremendously and that harsh penalties, including minimum mandatory 
sentences, do not deter. Also abandoned is the notion that marijuana 
is the "stepping stone" to hard drugs. Unfortunately the Dodd bill fails 
to reflect many other findings. There still persists a strong feeling that 
marijuana is seriously harmful, evidenced by the bill's classi.6C'Jtion of 
marijuana with heroin. Furthermor<~, the bill's punishment of "traffick-

"H.R. IIS8J, \/lst Coo,., 2d Sea. , 201 (b) (1910). 
H S'c S. 3246, \llJt Conll~ 2d Scss. , 801 (1970). 
IT 1~.180t(.)(I), 
18 116 CoHG. Rae. 782 (daily eel. Jan. 28, 191(1). 
11'4. It 7.3. These madics may be "lC1UlilliJ.~. At one point Senator Huahca CQlDo 

_ted that under combat cOllditions he had ~ ainu Mppy without the oW of 
rnuijuana. 1~. at 712. J 

j 
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us" in marijuana more hanhly than possessors reflectS a continued nUs
appuhcnsion about the nature of the marijuana trade.co However. 
d;espite its shortcomings, the Dodd bill, cspeciallythrough jts Com
mittee on Marihuana, leaves open the possibility of substantial changes in 
the legal status of marijuana in the future. 

C. Postscript: The Dodd Bill Becomes the Comprehensive Drug 
Abu:e Pr~mtitm II7Jd Comrol Act of Ino 

As this Article was going to press, the House version of the Dodd 
bill was enacted by Congress and signed into law by the President as 
the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970~"l 

XII. CoNCLUSION: BEFORE THE FALL 

Many pages ago we promised that the legal history of marijuana pro
hibition was iIi itself an interesting story; we hope we have kept that 
promise. We also suggested that marijuana prohibition wouldbc an 
appropriate vehicle for study of two broader. phenomena-the. public 
policy formatiol1, process and the evolution of American cultural'l'aIues 
in the twentieth century. Having indulged, insofar as law review style 
would permit, in die sheer joy of telling a good story, we now tum 

to the more pretentious purposes of our Article. 

A. Public Policy Formation Process 

The legal history of marijuana prohibition may reasonably be· di
vided into four phases. The first p.hase, roughly from 1915 to 1930. 
witnessed sporadic localized legislati<:-:t in a substantial number of states 
criminalizing sale and/or possession of marijuana, This phase followed 
hard on the heels of nationwide anti~narcotics legislation and coincided 
almost perfectly with the asccndency of alcohol prohibition. During 
the second phase, from 1932 to 1937, the drug was suppressed nationally, 
by every state and by the federal government. The third phase, the 
decade of the 1950's, was characterized primarily by escalation of the 

to Stt JOINT LEG!$.ATIVE CoMMJTIE£ FOIl THE REVISION OF TIlE PENAL ConE, CALIFOIU'RA 

LEmSLA11JItE, DauCS-PAIlT 1: MAIUHUANA (Propcr.td Tent. Draft Ie Commentary 1%8). 
Our data indictt: that over 20% of the user!; of marihuana have IOld the drug em 
occasion .in small quantity to friends who taddy asrce they will retVCIl the fa~oc 
if the drug becomes available to tht!n in the future. 

14. at IH. 
11 Pub. L.No. 91-SIJ (Oct.27,1970). 
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penalties. The final phase, beginning around 1965 and still continuing, 
is characterized by vigorous public debate and deescalation of the penal
ties, and may eventually result in legalization. 

During the first phase. the initial emergence of the anti-marijuaI12 
public policy, the public opinion process was inoperative. Since the 
group of people directly affected was small and inaccessible, the matter 
attained the lowest possible visibility in the decision-making process.! 
Yet the eady marijuana b,aislation probably comported with latent 
public opinion, or perhaps even general community consensus, in several 
respects. 

In the first place. the lawmakers assumed that the drug was addictive 
and that its consumption precipitated crime, pauperism and insanity. 
Accordingly, public interest in, and desire for, its suppression might 
well have been considered settled by the earlier anti-narcotics legisla
tion. At the same time., however, there does not appear to have been 
any interest in substantiating' these assumptions. Although primary 
source materials on the question are scarce and difficult to locate, we 
have found no indication that the legislators consulted scientific data; 
instead they relied on se.llS'ationalistic police and newspaper identification 
of marijuana with crime. Naturally these assumptions went unchal
lenged; the only segment of the public likely to· challenge them was 
small and outside the public opinion process. . 

From another perspective, however, the true pharmacological effects 
of the drug may have been immaterial to a decision to suppress it. Since 
marijuana was an intoxicant consumed only by immigrant Mexicans· in 
the South and West and by ghetto Blacks in the East, the legislators 
might have accurately reflected a public hostility to the drug wholly 
without regard to its pharmacological effects. It should be noted in this 
respect that this first phase of marijuana prohibition occurred simultane
ously with the successful thrust of alcohol prohibition. During this 
period, the legislators might well have assumed that public policy con
demned the use of intoxicants in any fonn. 

Moreover, to the extent that alcohol prohibition was motivated, or 
at least quickened, by ethnic prejudice agawt the Irish. marijuana pro
hibition, once proposed, was an inevitable by-product of anti-Mexican 

I Either a larve number 01 dfcc:ted penons or hiah public visibility. Ind usuailf 
both, is • ncccssuy condition for public intcrat. And, of cOUPe, public:· inlerat is 
~ occ:essuy coodilion for the operation of the public opinion process by which ell< 
intmested segment of the public commuruc:- its opiniGns or mimes directI)· or 
iildirectl)' to lhe dedIiCJn·muer. 
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feeling. In fact, the ethnic fACtor might 'WeU have been the primlzry. 
force. Since marijuana was so sttongly tied to the newly immigrant 
Mexican minority, and to a lesser degree to lllbm Blacks, the melting
pot syndrome, so prevalent at this stage of American history. predUposcd 
the issue without regard to the drug's eft'em. Designed to foster cuI-· 
turaI homogeneity, and in particular the Protestant Et,*, marijU2Da. 
legislation may well have reSected an automatic public anti~'2thy to my 
deviant tendency of newly nn.'lligrant, sometimes despised, minorities. 

At the tUnc of'its passage. therefore, early marijuana legislation may 
have fit well in a society 25Signing moral condemnation to· use of nar
cotics, appar~tly opposing any consumption of intoxicants, and striv
ing either to suppress or to :assimilate deviant minorities. With the 
repeal of Prohibition, however, the bubble of the anti-intoxicant ra
tionale burst. Too many people who acquiesced in alcohol prohibition 
to eliminate the abuses of excessive consumption were unwilling to com~ 
ply with. a public policy prohibiting any use at all. Perpetuation or 
extension of marijuana prohibition in light Df this new alignment of 
public attitudes now depended either on the drug's allegedly insidioUs 
effects or on the melting-pot syndrome. Yet, there was 5till no visible 
public interest in marijuana, and the courts were moved neither to scru
tinize the legislaturcs' factUal suppOsitions nor to question their motives. 

And so it was that by 1931, twenty-two states had enacted prohibi
tionary marijuana legislation. It was during the ensuing decade-what 
we have labdled the second ph~:te 'of this history-that this primarily 
regional phenomenon twice achieved national proportions. That.is not 
to say. however, that the question even once received llational mentiotl; 
in fact, anti-marijuana public. policy was established on a natioWll scale 
even more effortlessly than ifhad been on the .local scale. 

The nn.t of these two events was the inclusion of marijuana in the 
Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, submitted for state adoption by the Na
tional Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in 1932. The war againa 
the evils of narcotics had by now become old hat and was waged in this 
forum by a few dOCl:ors interested in establishing uniform obligations 
and by the newly created Federal Burei'ri of Narcotics. A low-keyed, 
uncomplicat-:d drafting process uantl"i~¢d in committu., the basic pro
visHm.~ having been appropriaredfrom. the 1927 New "y\prk narcoric:s 
Statute. The final committee draft, including an oprionalmarijuana 
provision, Was rubber-stamped by the Commissioners and subsequcndy 
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~ as a unifonn afterthought by thirty-five states in the succeeding 
live years. 

The same factual suppositions and ethnic aspersions characteriziDg 
t&e earlier state laws now colored the limited references to marijuana 
accompanying passage of the Unifonn Act. There were two significant 
differences, however. First, legislative unawareness of marijuam. as a 
separate substance Wl'S exacerbated by its inclusion as just another 
"narcotic" in everyone'. new anti-narcotics law. Second, although the 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics played a supertluous role in the passage of 
thl~ Vullonn Act, it initiated an educational campajgn against narcotic 
dtU~, and included marijuana. 

Once the Unifonn Act had bem successfully inscribed on the statute 
books, the Bureau turned its plopaganda arsenal on marijuana alone. 
Although largely unsuccessful in arousing public interest in the mari
juana "problem." the Bureau created in the Congress a "felt need" for 
federallegislation.2 Again the public opinion process remained dormant 
while Congress passed still another law, the Marihuana Tax Act-this 
time to fill a nonexistent enforcement void against the abuse of a drug 
known only to a small, isolated segment of the population. Once "gain •. 
tne republic's duly authorized decision-makers nonchalantly criminalized 
possession of a drug without a factual inquiry even though this short
coming was brought to their attention. The Act was hastily drawn, 
heard, "debated" and passed. , 

Thus. by 1937, marijuana had joined heroin, cocaine, morphine and 
opium in state and federal codes as a prohibited substance. As in 1914. 
new "stntcways" were created and "folkways" gradually followed; users 
of the "killer weed" joined the despicable "dope fiend" as purveyors 
of evil in the public mind as well as in the public law. 

The 1950's witnessed an explosion of the psychology of fear-re
pression of political and cultural deviation was the order of the day. 
It is not .surprising, then, that the criminal law orientation toward drug 

: DiJIcrenc<'S in intensity of. commitment can explain how stateways can create' new 
folfl.ways. For ex.mple, the many may have no view at all and be inftueneed by 
ino:nsc le.ders. Such was the case with Cona:ress. and in turn the public in 1937, when 
the intensely committed Bureau of Narcotics singlehandedly created the Marihuana 
T,,~ Act. One scholar of the public opinion process has lUted that even where tmIlY 
people h"'e convktillllS opposed to the law, 

the law may be c.rried through by a comparatively 5IIlall body of very eamest 
men, who produce a disproportionate effect by the heat 01 their conviction; 
while the bulk of the people arc ap:athetic ~ .unwilling to support the elfort 
required to overcome. "cady pauive raisunce to the enfOl'c:etpCllt 01 the law • 

• -\. (.OWEI.I, PuIUC OPINION AND Pwt:LAII GovuN1IUlfT IS (1926). 
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use, initiated with regard to narcotics at the turn of the century and to 

marijuana two decades later, reached full crcsendo at the same time: 
For the first time in our national history, there was public interest in 

narcotic drugs. There apparently was an increase in drug abuse in the 
late fort~, and the public mind was ripe for the onslaught of propa
ganda disseminated by the Bureau of Narcotics. In the paranoid at
mosphere of the period, the Bureau's call for harsher penalties was a 
soothing one. Congress responded with the Boggs Act and many states 
followed suit. 

At the same time, however, the primary rationale for the illegal status 
of marijuana-the assumption that it was an addictive, debilitating drug 
-was disproved. In its stead, a new factual premise appeared-that the 
use of marijuana was a stepping stone to the use of heroin and other 
"hard" drugs-a rationale that the Bureau had expressly rejected in 1937.' 
Despite medical testimony unequivocally differentiating marijuana from 
hard narcotics, the legislatures were in no mood to quibble; marijuana's 
pernicious effects, although once removed, equally warranted escalated 
penalties. The peale was reached with the passage of the Narcotic Con
trol Act of 1956. This time public interest had disappeared, earlier 
doubts about the nature of marijuana had subsided, and Congress mind
lessly escalated the penalties indiscriminately for narcotics tmd marijuana 
laws. Several states followed suit, and the courts, both state and federal, 
unquestioningly administered these harsh laws and sanctioned the dubious 
techniques by which they were enforc~d. 

Thus, by 1956, possession of marijuana was a felony practically every
where, and judges were generally precluded from mitigating.the long 
prison terms prescribed by statute. Such legislation had never been 
supported by authoritative scientific inquiry regarding the ph~aco
logical effects of the drug. 

Then it was 1965. As more and more middle-class campus youths 
experimented with the drug with no apparent ill effects, so did their 
friends ... and theirs ... and so on. By 1970 between ten .and fifteen 
percent of the American middle class had violated the marijuana laws, 
sometimes overtly.3 For the first time since the anti-marijuana policy 
initially appeued, a substantial segment of the public was directly af-

. fecced. Public interest naturally increased even beyond those jmme
diately affected as the marijuana issue achieved higher visibility. The 
public opinion praces had finally lurched into motion. 

•. j 
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. in calmer times, the authors believe that legislators would not be 
"resisting reconsideration of the marijuana issue to the degree that they 
have thus far. A significant crosscurrent of public opinion, colored 
by preference for individuality and privacy, has swept aside many of 
the public policics which took root in the same soil as twentieth century 
drug policy. Today while we' have expanded government's role in 
(he economy of the nation, we have seen a consistent retreat from the 
glib paternalism that underlay laws restricting sexual practices among 
busband and wife, harsh definitions of pornography and the. develop
ment of specialized courts':or juveniles in which the state would, with
out benefit of ~blished legal procedures, guard and protect the best 
interest of the child. To a large degree, the federal courts have been 
the vehicle by which this crosscurrent has affected public policy. Yet. 
in deference to the political process, the courts have thus far refused 
to intervene on the marijuana issue. 

As the number of deviants continues to increase, fundamental alteration 
of drug policy, parucularly with regard to marijuana, is inevitable. 
Because of the volatility of the issue and the current overextension of 
the courts, we believe that such alteration should be achieved in the 
legislatures. Yet despite an overwhelming volume of scientific criticism 
of existing law, legislatures have taken only token action. The source 
of the 'law is now its defense-ignorance. Even though independent 
researchers have disproved ali of the old assumptions, the status quo is 
maintained on the ground tbllt the evidence is not yet in on long-range 
effects of repeated use, A poor basis for a criminal law in any case, 
trus argument is defectively open-ended. Because concerted scientific 
research is occurring only for the first time, waiting for these conclu
sicms. could preserve the Sr-oltus quo for.3 decade or more, even though 
no positive evidence supports prohibition. 

If the legislative process continues to stall, however, we predict that 
the judiciary will no longer restrain itself. As some comments and 
peripheral rulings from the bench have already demonstrated, the courts 
tOO have been affected by the changing use patterns, media commentary, 
and commission and academic recommendations. Although we would 
prefer that ~hc cour~s not be forced to enter still another political thickc~, 
we do believc, as iIlustratcd above, that a declaration of unconstitu
tionality is analytically justifiable. 

To summarize, during the two crimina1ization stages, 1915 to 1937. 
the public opinion process was not invoked because of the number :Inti 

i 

I 
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identity of marijuana users. Accordingly, the politiC2l decision-makers 
made incorrect facmal assumptions which went unquestioned by the 
judiciary and the general public. Nevenhelt:5S, criminalization probably 
componed with general community values if those assumptions were 
made, and even perhaps if they were not. 

Apan from its general consistency with community instincts for 
paternalism and preference for cultural homogeneity, the new law had 
a significant independent effect. As had been the case with the earlier 
anti-narcotics laws, the very existence of a criminal law generated a 
positive morality where none had existed before. In Sumner's tenns, 
the new stateway did create a new folkway with respect to marijuana. 
This could occur with regard to marijuana and not to alcohol precisely 
because of the wholly different number and character of the users. 
We conclude that where a deviant group is outside the public opinion 
process and the dominant group is unfamiliar with their de\'iant con
duct, stateways, in the form of prohibition of such conduct, em crellte 
folkways because of the presumption of immorality attaching to viola-
tion of the criminal law. . 

So long as the class of users remained constant, the public opinion 
process remained inoperative, the factual assumptions remained unques
tioned (or new ones were advanced to suppon the law), and the moral 
judgment fed upon itself. rhus, the 1950's witnessed an incredible 
escalation of penalties and withdrawal of judicial discretion unmatched 
at any other rime in American jurisprudence. 

In the late 1960's, howo/er, the number and sccial identity of the 
deviants changed radically. The public opinion process became opera
tive on the marijuana issue for the first time in its history. generating 
massive scientific inquiry into the drug's effects. As a product of this 
process, it is at least clear that there is no longer a community consensus 

, in favor of marijuana prohibition. First, the continuing consensus re
garding narcotics use has been demonstrated conclusively to be fac
tually inapposite to marijuana. Second, there is a strong crosscurrent 
of cultural values preferring pri\'acy, individuality and c\lltural pluralism 
inconsistent with the value preferences underlying the marijuana laws. 
Although we will. explore the effect of this phenomenon below, it is 
important to note <lOW the growing legal recognition of these values 
in relatc:d substantive 21'cas like sexual practices and in the rules of 
criminal procedure. 

It is tOO soon to state with .any assurance that the crosscurrent will 
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~me the consensus. The law itself still exerts a continuing influence; 
many a middle..class parent intones haplessly that marijuana use is against 
the law and must therefore be bad; indeed, ~ doc.5 the Attorney General 
of the United States.' The current polarization of SOCiety has tended 
to defer final resolution of this value clash and therefore of the marijuana 
problem. 

Nevertheless, we do not believe that the broader social polemics 
should obscUre rational consideration of the marijuana problem. This 
Article was designed to provide thl! historical perspective which we 
believe so matet:al to this consideration; hopefully, an understanding 
of the origins of the law will set aside some irrelevant issues and permit 
incisive consideration of the core issues, one of which is the nature of 
the contemporary value crosscurrent, to which we now turn. 

B. Twentieth CentUTY Values and the Marijuamt Laws 

As we sug-gested at the outset and again in the preceding discussion 
of the policy formation process., the history of marijuana regullitlUl'i 
presents :10 ideal case study of the evolution of American cultural values 
in the twentieth century. Basically it describes an alteration in the indi
.idual's sphere of independence in the society. 

In a time when the individual's economic and political independence 
had not yet been suffocated by the weight of massive impersonal insti
tutions, society insisted on conformity to the dominant personal moral 
code. Because of the blessings of a free economy, economic eccentricity 
was encouraged in the ideological trappings of the self-made man. 
Similarly, the political reforms of this period-the initiative, referendum 
and recall-manifested faith in individual political judgments of every 
mm. 

At the same time, however, each individual's fulfillment of his po
litical and economic promise demanded his adherence to the tenets of 
the Protestant Ethic-hard work a..:l productivity. To insure a con
tinuing inarch toward political and economic progress, society tightened 
the reins on personal behavior. Every new immigrant. class had to be 
integrated into the system, to leam the American way. There was no 
room for "misfits." Society had the duty to keep the individual from 

• "One thing young people should ruIly rccocnize is ihe fact thlt marijulna is 
inqpJ, even posswion .is iIIcl"l, and they should realize dllr their future in socict}' 
c:m be damaged severely." Attorney Genua!. John N. Mitchell, quoted in N&W5WE>:K. 

Sept. 7, 1970, It 22. 
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falling by the wayside. Thus. the juvenile coun movement began in 
1899 to tHch out early and refolm the errant youth; society Wa5 his 
true parent. Similarly, the temper;mce and anti-narcotics movementS, 
and the lateranri-marijuana "movement," were designed to protect the 
individual, parricular~} the new immigrant classes, from inhibiting their , 
own capacity to reap the benefits of the American economic and poli
tical system. 

Naturally, r~aints on individuality were not always rationalized in 
this way. There was a certain self-rightc:ousness about the moral su
periority of the American way. Thus, the insistence on assimilation of 
immigrant ethnic groups was designed not only to stimulate their own 
Sllccess but also to protect the Sllperior, divinely inspired, American way 
from contamirultion. For example, as we noted above, many Americans 
who supported alcohol prohibition were opposed flOt so much to the 
drinking of alcohol but rather to the licensed saloon and the pt:>litical 
power of the Italian and Irish minorities who used the saloons as the 
center of their social orders in the new country. In the same way 
strong ethniC bias against the Chinese on the West Coast was the prinK; 
motivation for those states' early anri-opium laws. Likewise in the 
Southwest the primary impetus for the criminalization of marijuana use 
was prejudice against the growing Mexican communities in those start'S, 
Laws were passed against the Mexicans and "their weed." 

The point cannot be understated that much of the "rcform" legisla
tion at the turn of the century, including the sumptuary laws, was de
signed to protect and extend the domirlant way of life-tmu: of Protes
tant, rural, white. Scotch-Irish and English America. That way of life 
was making the country great, and the succeeditig waves of immigrants 
had to be assimilated as quickly as possible, for they posed :I threat to 
the dominant order. Much of :he prohibitionary movement was de
signed to meet that threat-to root out cultural differences and imp<lSt 
the dominant values. Open prejudice and public ethnic slurs COnl

monly accompanied passage of the drug and liquor Jaws and other 
paternal legislation. Similarly, in 1912, Theodore Roosevelt could run 
for .president with "Onward Christian Soldiers" as his c:ampaign song. 

Utilizing a pollee power defined broadly in terms of seJf-~rotcction, 
the dominant segment of society sought to protC(.'t. inelf from con
tamination and to promote homogeneity. Legislatures and reviewing 
courtS focused only on society's interests, not: on the "right" of the 
individual to deviate from the majority's cultural norms; the couns were 
() .-....::-- ---::. ~~-~~, 
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es5entilllly closed to assertions of minority rights. Similarly, the crim
im1 process was administered not from the perspective of protecting the 
"rights" of the criminal defendant but rather of protecting the society 
:zgainst deviance. Thus, during the period of Prohibition enforcement, 
fourth and fifth amendment rights were consistently ignored. 

This, then, was the cultural milieu in which early twentieth century 
drug legislation took root and (he continuing effect of which also fos
tered the later suppression of marijuana. The society imposed severe 
n:.straillts on individual personal and social conduct in order both to 
nap the societal benefits from the individual's supposed economic and 
political independence and to perpetuate the dominant cultural outlook. 

In contemporary society, however. the perspective is quite the re
verse. Economic and political institutions have become increasingly 
omnipotent; the individual is increasingly dependent on the system 
rather than the system dependent on him. More and more the individual 
views himself as a cog in the massive, impersonal, technological ma
chine, the gears for wruch arc beyond his grasp. Conscquently,.a higher 
wIne has been placed on personal fulfillment in the noneConomic, non
political sphere; a new emphasis has been placed on pemmal identity, 
and the individualized, deinstitutionafized pursuit of happiness. Concur
rently, as economic productivity demands less of each individual's time 
and energy, and the work-week contmues to shorten, a leisure value 
.has emerged. The society has less and less economic interest in what 
tru: individual does with his leisure time. 

P:uticularly in the last decade, this new value preference has been 
recognized in laws ~d judicial decisions recognizing the individual's 
right to differ--intellectually, spiritually, socially and sensually. A new, 
sometimes extreme, emphasis is placed on individual privacy; as an in
credibly sophisticated technology continually expands society's control 
over the individual, he is insisting that the wall around his private life 
be fortified. Simibrly, the search for identity has extended to groups 
of individuals; in stark contrast to the fervent implementation of the 
melting-pot syndrome fifty years ago is the increasing group awareness 
in an admittedly pluralistic society. The proliferation of Blac~ and 
''Chicano'' awareness groups and the resurgence of the American Indian 
testify to the renaissance of group identity and the bankruptcy of the 
assimilation ideology. 

We believe that mariiuana prohibition is as inconsistent with this new 
aJr~ral climate ss it. was predictable under the old. As illustrated in 
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related areas, the foCus has shifted decidedly from society's interest in 
protecting itself from deviance to the individual's right to deviate. Laws 
proscribing deviant fomlS of private sexual conduct-nudism, homo
sexuality-are being repealed or invalidated. Laws interfering with 
familial decision-making-abortion, contrat.'eption, miscegenation-are 
mr.eting the same fate. Laws rigidly defining the woman's place in the 
society and restricting her individual pursuit of happiness are under 
attack. Society's highly paternalistic treatment of adolescents-reftected 
in th!= pre-1967 juvenile court system and in the hands-off policy re
garding school administration-is being reversed. Society's highly moral. 
istic treatment of narcotics addiction, generated by the Harri.~n Act 
in 1914, is being replaced by a more humane medical outlook. Finally. 
official and unofficial suppression of ethnic and racial differences-and 
the related prejudice-has been replaced by official encOuragement of 
such differences and suppression of discrimination, both public and 
private. 

In SUI' ;hen, we believe that values which fostered and sustained the 
eriminai ,.Ition of marijuana have chmged radically in the. ~ d~de. 
In fact, the widespread violation of the marijuana laws is itself proof of 
that proposition; dw users and many nonusers see no possible societal 
objection to an individual's use of an apparently harmless euphoriant. 
In the. words of Leroy MitchelL whose combat with the law provides 
an interesting comment on the modem dangers of the "killer :weed," J 

'People v. MitlChe1l, 2+4 Cal. App. 2d 176. S2 Cal. Rpu. IiB+ (Disc. Ct. App. 1966). 
Advised by Leroy', disaalllht wife that be smoked muijuana every cvenini, the 
police, with bet consent, encercd the home and arrested Leroy. He _ very 
cOOperative with the oaice:s, showioi them his hidden supply and his arowm. pWits. 
FolJiving his wife, Luoy Radily admitted u:ing mel Ifl'owing muijlWlL At trial. his 
sole defe-. wu that muij_ WII an integn\ part of hit cblly life, fcnninlf the c:nrx 
oj his rdigioua pncticc. 

"In the _ that I believe that reliJion is related to law or constieudontJity, I 
WII aercising freedom in my OWD home to smoke ICIltIethina ICt1INIy I:;mu dwJ 
tobacco." His rdigious ritud _. "Get up in the morning and haft brakfIK, 
lanch M 12:)0 ~ meal. MY between 6:00 and 7:00 and a pipe of muii
about ':00 « 9:00." 

Id. at 18G-il, 52 CaLJlpcr. M .5. 
To Luoy'l free ClIlI:rCit!e claim, the court nspondcd dlat be had "oft'ered DO evi

dence cba\: his .. oE marijuana is a rdigious pnctiC:e in I(ly _ of char CUI!!." 1~. 

at 182, SZ Cal. Rptt. at 886; The first amendmeac procee!S oaIy iNdaolloill!lilcd 
rclision. Poor Leroy. ''In cIef~e'l cliscounc co ehe jlU)'." the CQUt ~ 
"he dkl rchr co the Bible arid roche pneticu of same HiaduI, !MIt in CjIIeIICe IN "* 
~preslili. l11li, ,., _ ,.,.-Z pbilOIOfIb1 "'" W4I;Y of life." 14. (1mfIIwiI ..w..t). 

1ft Leroy's del-., we miIIK then ask. why 1I!lC~ Is there no caMilUCiaeMl JIftCqIt 
that die _ CIIftIIOt make his "way 01 HEc" a crinw, IIRKh _. ''''y IJIIII. hit,pm-

61-801 0 - 77 - 34 
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1 have heard the problems of marijuana discussed many times and it 
has come to my attention that actually the only problem that we are 
having with marijuana is that young people are being faced with the 
attitude of criminality • . . .' 

As we noted above, there is not yet a community consensus on this 
new value crosscurrent, and there probably will be ,none until the so
ciety becomes depolarized. At the same time, we do predict that the 
marijuana laws will not long exist in the current climate of changing 
values and increased use among a sizeable segment of the "respectable" 
public. We should emphasize this latter point. As lawyers by profes
sion, we may tend to focus on and occasionally overestimate the force 
of the evolution of statutory and case law in changing the. ~egaI and 
social order. For that reason, we note without hesitation that the most 
potent force for change in the drug laws is the incredible increase in drag 
use, especially among the middle-class young. No society can long afford 
to define so hlrge a segment of its population as criminal. It is highly 
unl~ely that this one will continue to do·so. This current increase in 
marijuana use stands in stark contrast to the public attitudes and opinions 
about drug use which were prevalent as late as 1956. And it is this 
phenomenon which in tum will' haste.l a wider community recognition. 
c·)f the emerging values. 

Perhaps the single best illustration of the mutual influence of these 
two factors on public attitudes toward drug use in the last ten years 
is a recent broadcast commentary on the apprehension of Robert Ken
nedy, Jr. and R. Sargent Shriver, III, for possession of marijuana. After 
showing pictures of the boys and their prominent families emerging 
from a Massachusetts juvenile court, the commentator noted' that this 
case was unusual only in that famous families were involved. He con
tinued that roday it is commonplace indeed for parents to accompany 
their children to court on drug ch~ges. Today a drug charge is "com-

pu.rsuit of happiness "'.oars some reasonable relationship in f:ct to some public evil. Sure, 
Leroy might have oc.c:o bugginghis wile. But sh= had recourse to civil remedies. Is the 
chance thlt l.croy'~ social and penC)"...aI use of marijuana would hun him or .nrooc 
else Oll't:at .naugh to warrlllt a felony conviction? \V. think not; It 1_ we think the 
';ouns should •• k. 

61d. at 180, S2 Cal. Rl'tr.~t l1li8. 
'f "This case ;,. ROC unusual; more and more puCDIS __ the nation find tIu:moeI_ 
~ to COUrt with their children oct dNlI c:h1llJcs, Ic', bccomine an incident 01 
I~ Iivinll." Walter Cronkite, CBS Evminll News, AupK " 1970. 
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monplacc;" in 1958, it was unthinkably criminal A later commentator 
wondered whether we could afford "a whole generation of criminaIs." 8 

As must be clear by now, we do not think this society will or ought 
to perpetuate this disasttou.~ situation. Either by nonenforcement. re
peal or judicial invalidation, the law will be changed. Throughout the 
earlier discussion of possible constitutional objections to the marijuana 
laws we expressed our policy preference for judicial restraint in this 
area; although existing constitutional doctrines would suppon a judicial 
invalidation, we prefer legislative reevaluation. We believe that rational 
legislative reconsideration would result in panial or total repeal and 
that this task should be commenced immediately. For that reason we 
will suggest what we consider the minimal acceptable legislative response 
and the optimum response. 

1. TM Premise 

Whatever the constitutional mandate, we believe legislators ought 
to begin as a matter of policy with the assumption that conduct harmful 
only to the actor is not a legitimate subject for the criminal law. In the 
first place, notions of blameworthiness, if not immorality, should under
lie any criminal statute. Yet contempol2fY western man increasingly reo 
gards as blamewor-..hy only that which directly or indirectly harms 
others; the presu.mption ought therefore to be that conduct harmful 
only to the actor should be deterred through means other than the 
criminal law. 

Second, to the degree that the society continues to render moral judg
ments regarding purely personal conduct. we do not agree with Lord 
Devlin that the criminal bw is ever the appropriate vehicle for the 
imposition of the dominant personal moral rode. In this day of rampant 
relativism, imposition on the minority of the dominant personal mDral
ity is presumptuous and suspicious. 

We subscribe the emergent value preference for individuality and 
freedom of choice described above and share Juaice Brandeis' warning 
that government is most dangerous when it purports to "help" the indi
vidual citizen.' In fact, we believe that contemporary society is ill 
advised to insist on homogeneity of conduct, even where the majority 
continues to attach moral blame. The danp of rcgUmntarion and stul· 

I CBS Evening News, August 19, 1970. See". K. FMc:IlJOJl, 1!'/AYWAII> PvanAJIII 
(t~). 

801rmtad v. Uililed Slates, 277 US. of}" 479 (1m) (Innddt, J~ .us.atiat). 
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tiEying conformity is one of the paramount disutilities of modern tech
nological society. We feel it encumbent on the legislators as designers 
of. the social order to promote the widest: possible latitude for private 
conduct so as to encourage the diversity that fosters the creative ele
ment in any productive society. 

A third related reason for this policy premise is that the benevolent 
societal goal of protecting the actor from his own folly, if it should be 
effectuated at all, can be achieved by means other than the criminal law. 
Indeed, use of the criminal law for this purpose is generally Jess effec
tive than other means because of the difficulty of enforcement, which 
itself is our final rationale for the initial premise. Laws prohibiting 
purely personal or consensual conduct have an ~ncillary effect which 
cau~es more harm to the social fabric than the mere offensiveness of 
deviant personal conduct-the inevitable collision of law enforcement 
techniques with constitutional limitations. Sacred protection of the 
individual's right to privacy is, to us, a far more noble end than the 
protection of the individual from his own folly, as defined by the dom
inant segment of society. 

We do not pretend to have settled or even enriched the continuing 
philosophic debate regarding "crimes without victi. .. ns." However, since 
the only rationale remaining for marijuana prohibition is that it is harm
ful to the user, legislative adoption of our position o~ this issue would 
dictate partial or total repeal of existing law. It should be noted that 
an increasing number of lawyers, philosophers and social scientists have 
taken this position. \Ve recommend it to the state and federal legislatures. 

Z. Statutory Reco7mnendati01ls 

\Ve offer first a statutory scheme which might be palatable to legis
ra.tors who still fcar that further study will reveal that marijuana use 
n:lS long-range ill effects. \Vhile we do not think this fear justifies per
petuation of the existing statutes, it will justify a scheme which permits 
those who choose to smoke marijuana to do so but which inhibits spread 
of the conduct; that is, it simply takes the user of ma~ijuana out of the 
criminal process. 

For this minimal solution, we propose: 

a) prohibiting possession of more than four ounces of marijuana unless 
rhe defendant can show that it was possessed solely for personal use; 

b) prohibiting public usc of the drug; 
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c) pr05Cribing driving or operating any other dangerous machine 
while under the influence of the drug; 

d) proscribing tranSfer to my one party of more than fout ounces of 
marijuana; 

e) prohibiting transfer of any amount to persons below the age of 
sixteen; 

f) punishing all violatorS as misdemeanant!. 

The prolubition of ~wion or sale of more than four ounces of the 
drug fulfills the possibly )\~t.ified legislative goal of limiting mass distribu
tion and proselytizing the use of marijuana. We feel that none of the 
important values of right to privacy or individual freedom are involved 
when one individual goes beyond his own private use of the drug to 
proselytize. However, as we have seen above, the reilities of the market
place are such that the average user might sell to friends to support his 
own use. Our arbitnry choice of four ounces as the cut-otf point for 
the criminal process reflects an assumption, based on current trade 
practices, that it will keep the small 5I:lIer out of the criminal process 
while CDSIWing the miSS distributor. Of course, this figure should be 
raised or lowered if prevalent market conditions change. 

Two explanatory notes are in order. First, we choose a presumptive 
amount approach in order to avoid the complexities of affirmative proof 
of intent to sell and yet to allow some flexibility for the COUrt to release 
a defendant unjllSdy trapped by our arbitrary figure. Second; we ac
knowledge the inconsistency of legalizing possession for personai 'sc 
and yet criminalizing conduct which must necessarily precede such 
possession at some point. However, we believe that this inconsistency 
is justified as :10 interim measure both hy the need to keep U5CI'S out of 

. \£he courts and by the salutary effect of keeping most users oot of con
tact with organized dealers through legitimization of some channels of 
distribution. 

Similarly, the provision outlawing public use, driving nnder the 
inBuence and transfer to minors each serve legitimate public interestS. 
These provisions and the penalty provision are each designed to reBect 
the'treatment accorded the alcohol offender. 

It should be reiterated that we view the above statutory scheme as 
a minimal response that protectS ,what might be perceived as legitimate 
public goals while not infringing the right to privacy. However, some 
form of legal dissemination of the drug accords philosophically and 
p~cticany with the logic of the authors' views. To this end we both 
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Fcdict and urge that each state adopt a regulatory scheme:....either the 
licensing or state monopoly models-to control cultivation, distribution 
and consumption of marijuana in the same way those states now regulate 
the use of alcohol. The benefits of such a system, especially if a state 
monopoly controls cultivation and distribution, are manifold. First, the 
st:l~~ can regulate the quantity and the potency of the drug produced. 
Second, the state can restrict the age and other eligibility of the pur
cb:tser. Third, and most imponant, the state can tax the purchaser 
providing a valuable source of revenue to the states in a time when lack 
of revenues is becoming a more and more serious problem. As a corol
lary, to the limited extent that organized crime is involved in the mari
juana trade, any such regulatory scheme would both diven the revenue 
from the coffers of the Mafioso and eliminate possible contact between 
the marijuana user and its henchmen. 



APPENDIXAO 
TAllU!l 1., STATtTrOr! Bemus POll MAlIUUANA PROmlImoN 

Tmlincliolt belwe." First oJ!tMe ."I1J.pe1l4k4 ~, 
mariiU<IMand l'"",ultion elm.Vi,1I parol.., and 

hriadiction othernn.rcoticll ""ftlony pra!>alion 

Al.bama Yes Yt,8 Only for 1st otteDse poueuion 
AllUlka Yes Na Only for 18t otTeDIte ~iOll 
ArizOlln. Yea No Only far let affense pollO".ioa 
Arkana .... Na Yes Only for lit atT ense 
California Yes No Only for lat atTeDIIe poMr./IIIion 
Colorado No Yes Noplifole 
Connecticut Yos No Only for let tbree ollt-Daes 
Dela"are No No Only for 1st otTen"" 
Flotitk No Yes OnIJl for po8lMlssion and lot otreruoe 

.&1e 
Georgia No Yel Only fOf bt offense 
HAwaii No No Only for let otTense poaeallion 
Idaho No Yeo No probibitloil 
Illinois No No Only (or Ill. otTense ~ .. ion 
Indiana No Yeo Only for lit oft'ell" 
Iowa No No Only for ht. offen&e ~Ion 
Kan.,.. No Yeti No problbitloo 
K~ntucky No Yes Onl~or h~ otrensel, exeept W. to. 

m or-oo probatiOll 
Loui.i&D& No Yes Only for lsl oft'eII"" ~ion 
Maine Yes No No prohibition 
Maryland No Yes OnIJl for po&IOSIIioo &lid lit olfellse 

sate 
~I ... achusett. No No OnIJl (or poueMion and Itt 011'_ 

.liIe 
Michipn No Yel Only {or let o!!_ ~1lB 
Millnesota No Yes No prohibition 

• The datil appearin!f in these tables ;" current ... of June 1970. Sin~ tbat time, 80me .tatel, IUch .. New hraey, Oeol'l\a ud C.II • 
fornia, have amended their marijuanll la ... l. It should be nc1~d tbllt, in eondeuinlt compllcated.liatutory leMmee to tabuh., (orm, 
many of tbe ~tUll1ces of thple ~cbelnetl lire not reported. 
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'l'AlIU I. STA'I'l'WII\' &'m::.u:s roll MAJUJUANA l'noIllUiTlUN-CoNT1NUED 

.... 
CO 

'" 
Vislincll'on betw .... Pir" oilen •• SU"lCmled .elllenc.,., 

marijualla alld po ••••• iall cla •• ijied parol., and 
J uri.dietioll olher narootic. 48ft/on!l . probation 

Mi •• i •• ippi No Yo. (lilly lor 1st offense po8SCB8iOll 
Miswufl No y"" Only ror 1st offense posaessioe 
Mootana y"" Yes No prohibition ' 
Nebraska Yes No No prohibitioo 
Nevada No Yes Only ror poa8euioo and lBt offenae sale 

(exDe/:f by lUI adult to a minor) 
New Hampshire Yet No No pro 'bition ~ 
New Jersey No Yes No prohibition ~' 

t NoW' Mexico No No Only for 1st off 0028 poe!IeDllioo of lellll ~, than one ounce 
New York No No No prohibition 1:;' 
North Carolina No No Only for poIlles.ioe and lBt offense •• Ie i fl:>. 

(exce~t by an adult to .. minor) c.n 
North Dakota Yea No Nopro ibition 0 
Ohio No Yo. Sale olTenoes not probational ~ OklAhoma Yes Yen No prohibition :a Oregon No Yeo No prohibition ~' Peon.yl .... ni .. No Yeo Only for 1.t offense 

~ Rhode hlimd No Yea No probation ror .a1e to 1\ minor 
South Carolina No Yes Only for lot and 2d offense. ". South Dakota Ye. No Only for let offense 
Teoneaoee No Yeo Only ror 1.t offenae 
Texas No Yes Only for lot offenBC 
Utah No No Only for Cit'i:s.ion offelll!e8 
Vermont. Yes No No probi itlon 
Vircinla Yes No No prohibition 

~ Wasbinjtton Yeo No No prohibition 
Weftt V.r«lnia No Yeo Only for lit ofI'enIe 
Wlacoo.in Yel No Only for lot ofI'enoe 
W,Yominlt No No No prohibition '" District of Columbia No No No prohibition ?> 

'C 
:-> .... 



PIIHALTr PaOVmlOH8 roa MAlOR MAIUIIlAHA OrnHUS -TAIlLIC II. '" .... 
A. POSSE8SION oS 

lit Oilerue Ii.Oil_' 8 I1bu'ltunIOil .... , 

Alabama 2-10 yn./I2lJ,fX1J maximum 5-3> yn.t12O,fX1J maximum 1().4() yra./I2O,fX1J maximum 
Aluka 0-1 yr./$I,fX1J or rehabilitstioo 

treatment by state for 1 year 
5-Ufe ArmIna 0-1 yr. in county jail/ll,fX1J max. or 2-20 yr., 

1-10 yn. 
11).:10 y.,...~,(D) maximum Ark_ U yn.~ fX1J maximum 5-10 yn.~,fX1J maximum 

California CoUnty jaii for up to 1 year or 1-10 2-20 yn. 5-life ' 

I yean 
10.30 yn./l10,OOO mubnillll Colorado 2-15 yra./l10.ooo maximum 5-3> yre./SIO,fX1J maximum 

CoMecticut 1).1 yr./,I,OOO max. or up to 3 yre. to 
CUlt. of commis,;ioner 

Delaware 1).2 yn./SOOO m&llimum 1).5 y.s./I3,OOO maximum 
~ Florida 1).6 yn./1&,OOO mAX. or hoapital 0-10 yn./lIO,OOO max. Of hospital 0-1IO yrs.t12O,fX1J muimum or IwI-

.~ CJ1 until cured until QUl\'ld pltal until cured .... 
Georala 2-5 yn./ftJ,OOO maximum 5-10 yn./I3,OOO maximum 10-00 yn./16,OOO maximum Cli 
Hawaii ().5~. 0-10 yn. sr. 
Idaho 1).1 yn. f Dileo;" LelIII thaD 2.6 l1'aIM 0-1 yr./.l,600 Lew thaD 2.5 FtUJlI 2-10 yn./15,fX1J 

m."., oyer 2.5 Irama, 2-10 yn./ max., oYer 2.5 l1'aIDI, 5-lir. 
15,fX1J maximum 

Jadi .... 2.1~'l,fX1J maximum' 5-3) yn./I2,OOO maximum 
Iowa P. 1We, Q.G mootba/ll,lXXI 5-10 yn./S2,OOO maximum 10-00 yn./S2,fX1J maximum 

=m~",iIe, U y ... /12 ,000 

X- 0-7 yn. 
Kentucky 2-10 yn./Plim maximuDl 5-20 yn./I2O.ooo mulmum 
Louisiana Under 21,0-10 )'n.; over 21,5-15 yn. - .... 
Malee 0-11 mOl./'l,OOO maximum M yn.~ooo m."lmum 
Mai'ylaad U yn./lI~·muimum 5-10 yn./ ,000 maximum 10-20 yn./I3,OOO maximum 
M_achueeUI 1).3~ ~fI. ~), or 0-2~ Y/ll. 

Mlchipa 
~ai )/11, maximum 

:ao-4O yn./I5,OOO maximum ... 0-1 yn./15
b
OOO maximum 1).:10 yta./I5.ooo maximum ... 

Mi~a 5-:10 yn./Il ,000 mu.imum 5-3) yn./1l0.ooo muimum 00 
\of 
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TABLt U. l'ENAI.'1'Y PIIOVISIONS 1'011 MAJOR MAIUIUANA O.·FENSF.8-CoNTINt1"n ~ 

A. POSSESSION 

t.t OjJ."". tdOjJcn •• Subsequent OjJem. 

Mi.alaoillpi 2-5 yrs.t$2,000 maximum 5-10 yro~~,OC1J mnxlh1uh1 10-20 yr.~~.(VX) ml\ndllt.ory fine 
MINIOIIn II moo. 0 I yr. in cOllnty jail or 20 S yr •• -Jj A IOym •• Jj fl 

vr •• max. in BtILt. I'enitentillg 
Mont",,,, I(peroon i8 under 2! ILhd 1st 0 eu •• ()./j ym. maximum 

th611 get. deferred impoeitirdl or 
'0::: sentence, ()./j yrs. 

t Nebraakn 25 or mere cigarette., l-li y .... !-lly .... i: Leos than 25, 7 daya 
Nevada 1-6 yrs./~,ooo maximuhl 1·10 yrS#I2,000 maximum 1·20 yrs.f$5,ooo maximum 
New Hampshire 0-1 yr./$500 maximum ().3 yrs. $1,000 mh .. ::'lUm .... 

f!:>.. New Jeracy 2·\5 yrs./$2,ooo mllximum 5-25 yr •• /$5,ooo maximum 100Iife/$5 000 maximum i Ne ... Mexino Pess6osion of 10 •. or les81 0-1 yr. in 1-5 yrs./$5,OOO maximum 2·10 yr8.7$5,ooo maximum c.n 
county ~i1/$I,ooo m""mum t-.:l 

2·10 yrs./ ,000 maximum 5-20 yrn./~,ooo maximum 10-40 yro./$2,ooo minimum fine r New York LeM than 25 cigarettes ul to \ yr., 

North Cafoli.itl 
25-99, 1·7 yrs., 100, 1·1 Yl'8. 

Less than I gm., misdemeanor with 
fine or im&Kl80nment left to court 

North Dakota 
0-5 yrs./SI, maximum 5-10 yrs./~,ooo maximum i5-life/53,ooo maximum 
6 mos. min. In county jail/$2,ooo 0-5 yrs./$2,ooo maximum 

max. or 0-2 yrs. in penitentiary/ 
$2,000 maximum 

Ohio 2-15 yrs""800ooo maximum 6-20 yrs./$IO,ooo maximum 10-30 yrs./'IO,ooo maximum 
Oklahoma 0-7 yrs~$5 maximum 
Oregon 0-1 yr. $5,000 maximum or 0·\0 yr •• / 

~ Pennsylvl\1lia 
l5,ooo~max. 

6-10 yrs. separl\te ot solitAry eon-2-5 yrs. ftcparate or so\itarrr con- 10-30 yrs. separate or .o\it&ry con-
finemont ami $'2,000 ml\x mum finement lind $5,000 maximum finemetlt snd $7,600 maxill)um 

Rhode leland 0-15 yrs. Rnd SlO,ooo maximum 0-20 yr8. "'~ooo maximum 0-30 yrs. and '10,000 maximum ... 
South CMolina 0-2 yr6./$2,ooo maximum 2-5 yrs./fl, ,000 10-20 yrs. R-

-0 .... -



TeIlDC"""" 
Texa~ 
Utllh 

Vermont. 
Virp;ini:. 

Wubln~OIl 
Wetlt Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyominp; 
D,strict of Columbia 

Lc .. til"" I oz.-{)-l yr. in county 
j4i1/SSOO ma •• More thall 1 OZ.-
2-6 yrs.{S5,OOO maximum 

2-6 yr8.1.$500 maximum 
2 yr8.-hfe 
6 mos, min. ill county jail 

0-6 mos./$500 maximum 
0-12 mos./$l,OOO ma.Jdmum 

0-6 mOfl.,.,15OO maximum 
2-6 YI'8.f$l,OOO maximum 
0-1 yr. ID county jnil/15OO maximum 
0-6 mos./$I,OOO maximum 
0-1 yr.J$I00-$l,OOO 

10-15 YI'8./'IO,OOO maximum 

6-10 yrs./$500 maximum 
10 yr •. -lire 

0-2 yrs./12,r:xxJ maximum 
0-12 mos./$lO,OOO me.x. or 2-20 yr •• / 

'10,000 mnx. 
0-1 yr./$1 000 mLUimum 
6-10 yr •• /;5.000 maximum 
0-2 yrs./$I,OOO maximum 
0-6 yrs./12,OOO maximum 
(}OlO yrs./S500-$5,OOO 

llHQ yr •. /$20,OOO maximum 

10-20 yl'll./15OO lI\aximum 

6 mos. min. in county lall Of 1-6 
yr •• In penitentiary 

0-10 yrs./.IO,OOO maximum 
10-20 yrs./$IO,OOO maximum 

P-IO yr8./$2,OOO maximum 
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II. J>OSSESSION WITH LNTEN7' 'ro sln~ ... 

00 
0-

lot Offen •• Jld OffCM' Subsequtnl Offenee 

Alabama No Buch offense 
AllI.9ka 0·25 yrs./I2O,OOO maximum O-JiCe/$25,OOO maximum 0-liCe/S2S,OOO maximum 
Arizona 2·10 yrs. 5-15 yr •. 10-Iire 
Arkansas No lIIeh offense 
C"lifornia 2~8. 5-15 yrs. 100IiCe 
Colorado 1 yrs. IIhlO yrs. :10-40 yrs. 
Connecticut 5-10 yrs./S3,OOO 10-16 yrs./$5,OOO 2J\ yrs. 
~!~"lI,'" No lIIeh offense 

~ t Florida No aucb offense 
Oeorlia No aueb off enae q. 
Hawaii 0-10 yrs./SI,OOO maximum 0-20 yrs./$2,OOO maximum 1: Idaho 0·15 yrs. 
IIIinoa No Buch offense H'>-Indiana 5-20 yrs./S2,OOO maximum 6 yrs.·Ufe/S5,OOO maximum . 

~ c.n Iowa i.~ ~~'6~~~:,"ximum 5-10 y ••. /$2.000 10-20 yrs./$2.000 maximum H'>-Kane .. 
Ken~ucky No euch offense ~ 
Louisiana No auQh offonlJll 

'1· Maine No Buch offense 
Maryland No Buch off eOBe 
M_aehusetto 5·10 yrs. 10-25 yr •• 
Michlpn No Bueh offense 
MinneBota No such offense 
Mia.iBllppi No such offense 
MllIIIoura No such offeo8e 
Montana No auch offenso 
Nebraska Hi yra. 
Nevada 1~ yrs./S2,OOO maximum 1·10 yrB./S2,OOO mBx1mum 1·20 yra./S5.000 maximum 

~ New HampBilire 0-10 yrs./i2.000 maximum 0-15 yra./S5.000 maximum 
New Jersey No sneh offense 
New Modeo 10-20 yro./SS,OOO maximum 2040 yrs./1IO.000 maximum life/$20.000 maximum 
New York 1-4 yr •• '" North Carolinl\ 0-5 yrs./1I,OOO maximum li-IO yr •• /12.000 maximum J5-lifc/S3,OOO maximum 0-

Nor!.h Oak"!.» No Rlleh offonoe ~ .... 



UJdu 
Okl"bulu" 
Oregon 
Peoll8ylvDUi .. 
Rbode Islalld 
South Carolilla 
South Dakota 
Tenne&'lee 
Tex&s 
Utah 
Vennoot 

Viremia 
Washinj!:ton 
West Vlrgini" 
Wisconsin 
W,Yomiili 
District Of Columbia 

JU-l!O Y'" 

~~ ~~~·tS:ff':'sew"x1ulUm 
No such off eose 
G-:a:J yrs. 
No such olIenBe 
No such offen"" 
No such off enBe 
No Ruch offense 
2-10 yrs. . 
100 cigarettes or more 0.5 yrs./ 

ts.!OOO max'J_~ cigarettes or more 
0-;,: yrs./I2,wu maximum 

1-40 yrs./I25,OOO maximum 
3-10 yrB./$5,OOO maximum 
No auch offense 
0-6 YI'5./$5 ,000 maximum 
().ij mos./t!JOOO maximum 
No such olleuse 

11).;JO yr •• 

~10 yrs. 

6-15 yrs. 

lU-life/$50,OOO maximum 

0.10 yrs./$5./-!J!!O mnximum 
o-s yn./S2,wu maximum 0-10 yrs./i2,OOo maximum 



... 
C. SALE 

... co co 

I.! Offen •• 1d0ffenle Substquent Off,",6 

AlabAma 5-20 yr8./I2O,ooo maximum 10-40 t.rs./S20,OOO mllximun, 
AlASka 0-25 yrs./S20,ooo maximum O-liCo 125,000 m!\ximl1m 
Arilooa 2-10 yrs. 6-16 yrs. 100Iiro 
Arkaaut! 2-6 ~rs.~1XYJ maximum 11-10 y .... /I2.000 10-20 ynI.J12,OOO muimum 
Californl. 5-1le IO-lire 
Colorado 1G-OO yl'll. 15-00 yr •• 20-40 yrs. 
CoonecticlIt. 5-10 yrs./83.ooo maxImum 10-15 yr •• /S5,ooo maximulII :15 yr •• 
.D!~~~~ ~L!O ~./!-.5OO--!-3;OOO 7-!\! y!·!!,.~!,()!)(4:3;!!OO !0-1O y!!!,!fJ~,OOI) 

~ t Florid. 0-10 yrs./IlO 000 0-20 yrs./S20,ooo mQximulII 2O-1iCe/S20 000 maximum 
Oeorlia 2-li yrs./12,OOO mlL~imum 5-10 yr8./83,OOO maximum 10-20 yr •• 7i5,OOO maximum 
Hawaii 0-10 yr •• /.l,OOO maximum 0-20 y .... /$2,OOO mllXimllm 1: Idt.ho 0-10 res' IIIlnola 10-1i e liCe 
Indian" 6-20 yr •• /12,OOO maximum 2O-life/l5~ maximum . i fl:>. 
10 ... 2-5 yr •• /52,OOO maximum 5-10 yrs. ,000 meximunl 10-20 yr •. /S'l,OOO maxlntum c.n 
Kanca. ~rs. 

Cj;) 

Kentucky yrs./S20,OOO maximum 10-40 Yl'll./$20,<nI maximum ::tJ 
Lou11l8l11l Seller under 21, 5-10 yrs., !. 'Maine 

Seller over 21,10-50 yrs. 
To people over 21, 1-6./"., 4-10y ... 
By people under 21 t 1 yrs. 

Maryland 2-5 yrs.I'I,OOO maXimum 5-10 yr •• /82,OOO maximum 10-20 yr8./t3,OOO maximum 
Ma ... achuseU. 6-10 yrs. 10-25 yr •. " 
Micbilan 2O:J;r •• -life 
Minnesota 6- yrs./.IO,OOO maximum 
Mi .. i •• ~pi 5-10 yrs!e12,ooo maximum 10-20 yrs./I2,OOO mandatory fine life 
Miaaou7 Il Yl1l.-Jj e 10 yrs.-Iire 
Mootana I yr.-life ....... 
Nebraska 2-5 yrs. ~ Nevada By minor then 1-20 yro. w /poe8ible No difference for minor No difference for minor 

~ob"tion . 
1- yrs./I6,OOO maximum life/SIl,OOO maximum '" New lIamJl~hir(> 0-10 yr •• /12,OOO maximum 0-15 yrs./.5,OOO maximum "9.-

SeW Jo ... y 2-15 yr •• /I2,OOO maximum 5-25 yr •. /I6,OOO maximum 100liCe/SIl,OOO maximum ~ ,.., ... 



--------~ .................. , ... -----

~·clr ,,'JI'.:I.h'tJ IO-:!\) yr •• /S5,OOO lIIuximullI :lO--4O yn./*10,ooo maximum IIfe/I2O,OOO muimum ~ Xc.:\\' ,'urk 1-15 yr •. .:> 
North Cnrulin .. 0-5 \'l"ij./$I,OOO m"ximum - 5-10 yra./$2,OOG ::;.ximum 15-life./I3,000 mllXimuRl ..,... 
Nurth Dakotn 6 mos. min. ill cow,ty jail/12,OOO ()'5 yr8./12,000 maximum 

maximum or 0-2 yr •. in peniten-
tiary /12,000 

~') 
Ohio ~Oyra. 
Oklahoma 0-7 yrs./.s,OOO maximum 
OreIOO ()'l yr./.s,OOO maximum or \1-10 yre./ 

Pennsylvo.llill 
.s,OOOmax. 

lile/I3O,OOO marlmum -'-.'\0 5-~ yrs. separate or Bolitary con- 1().3() yre. separate or lolitary COll-
finement and .s,OOO maximum finement and *16,000 maximum 

Uhode Island 40 yr8. maximum 
3-10 yr8./12~,ooo South Carolina ()'2 yrs./I2,OOO maximum 1()'20yn. 

~ &uth U .. kutlL 3-10 yrs./.s,OOO maximum ~A5J:~:~0~=:: lli-4O yn./t:IQ,OOO JllUimum 
!elln~ __ 2~ yrs. and f500 maximum lq.2!l yn. ADd ~ InjIxlmum 
,<ex,u iI yrs.-life 10 yr8.-1,[0· - 1: Utah &.r;.-Iife ' 10 yn.-Ilfe 
Vermout yn./~OOO mllXimum !().2!i yn./I2Jj/¥J) maximum 
VirainllL 1-40 yrs. 000 mll.imum !()'Ule/l5O,ooo maximum ~ WuhmrotUll a.;10 yn./tIi,OOO maximum 

3-10 yrs.I$5.oOO maximum 1().:ll) )'n./,10.ooo mmmum l 01 
Welt VlTcinlli U y<&./$I,OOO maximum ....:t 
WiecoO.in 0-5 yrs.M.OOO ()'10 ),n.l$5,ooo t W,Yomini ()'10yn. ().IlIi Yhl. 
Diltrict Of Columbia ()'l yr./$I00.ll,OOO 0-10 yn.;aeoo..I5,ooo 

\ 
V,Jf 

", 



D. SALE TO A~Al1N(J1/ ~ 
lit Offen •• Sd. OJJen •• Bub.equent 06_0 

AI"harn. J0-4~fI./I2O,OOO maximum 
AI ... ka o-life W,OOO maximum 
ArilOCl& 10-1 • l5-Iife Arll_ No IlUch oft'enee 
Califomia Io-Ilf. 15-Hfe 
('.oIol'&do life life Of de.th 
C-cticut No lUeh oII'enae 
Delaware No woh 011'_ 

~ ~ 
Florid. Io-lifer-IO,OOO lIlPim.im l().1ifo/$20~ maximum 2U-llfo/t:ll,ooo maximum 

~ lif'" or 10-20 ~. death or I 20 fn. 
0-20 JlD./lI, maximum 11fe/I2,OOO m&lllluum life/I2,1lll 1: Idaho o-lli~. 

illinois lo-Ii . Hle 
Indian .. No lueh oll'euse i fl::.. 
Iowa li-;1O yr •• Ot 
Kanaaa No lUoh o/l'en.ee 00 

. Kentucky 2o-1ife/I2O,OOO maximum ~ Loul.iana Beller over 21. death or ao.oo )'l'lI. j. M.ine To people 18-:10, 2-G fa' 4-10 ym. 

Maryland 
T~le under 18, YI'I!. 
5-! yn./ll,ooo maximum 

MUllaebuae'ta 10-25 yn. :iD-6O yn. 
MichlPI' ~.-1ire ' .. 
MinDeiIot. 1 yn~,ooo maximum 
Mlatlacoippl 20 yn.·11 0/120,000 maximum 

10 yn.·llfe or death Miuocm II yn • .Jlfe or death 
M~lllll" l.r··life 
NebrMka 2 yo. -- -- ...... 
Nevllda II 80ld by mln;jr 1·20 yrs. with M!nor receives Do) pHvlleg611 lifter 

~ ~ible prob,.tioo lItoft'enIIJ 
II /111,000 life -=~ . New Hamp.hlM 0-10 YI'I!./I2,OOO muimum 0-15 y",./III,Ooo maximum .... 

New Jeraey 2-11fe/I2,000410,OOO muimllm ~ 
Nnw M~,irn 2O-1ife/l1O,OOO maximum :s 

~. 



'" ~ , 
'" e 
o 

N.I\· York 
North Carolinn 
North JJ"kota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
PeoneylvlIlIi" 
Rhode Iolnlld 
South Carolina 

South Dakotn 
'fonnllll8e6 
'fexM 
Utah 
Vemloot 
Virginillo 
WashinlltOil 
West Vlrcinia 
WiBConBin 
Wyomin, 
matriet or CQlumhia 

1-25 yrs. 
100Iife/S3,OOO maximum 
5-10 yrs. 
30 yrs.-Iife 
0-20 yr •• 
No such offense 
No such offl\nse 
O-life 
(To Il minor U11,der 18 only) ().5 yn.1 
~ 000 maxinlum 

10-20 yr •. 1$1O ,000 
No such ofTenl", 
I) yrs.-life 
10 yrs.·lifc 
().5 Yl'll./$!~!~OO maximunl 
5-40 yrs./~iOOO maximum 
0-20 yr •• /~,OOO maximum 
No Buch offense 
0-15 yra. 
0-20 yrs. 
No BUeh offense 

(To a minor under 18 only) 10 .I'm. 

20-30 yrs./$20,OOO 

10 yr •. ·me or death 

10-25 yrs.I$25,OOO maximum 

3O.life 
Il-5O yr •• 

30-&1 yrB./$4{),OOO 

15-liCe 

liCe 

i~ 



100\ ... 
·l·.\lll.~: 111. l<JMI'AIU"ON lIF l'Kl~;\LTY l'nO"I~IOI'i~ FUR IIIhJOK M.IRlJl'ANA OITEN~ER ;g 
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POSSESSION ,sALE 

.I"rj,~d;c'i"n 1.t OjJe, .. e lid OjJellse 1.IOjJen •• tdOjJen&e 

Aln,lw!nn 2-10 yro./S20,OOO mIL';- 5-20 yrs./$20,OOO maxi- 5-20 yr •• /m,OOO maxi- UHO yrs./S20,OOO maxi-
mum mwn mum mum 

AIMkn 0-1 yr./$I,OOO max. or 0-25 yra./S20,OOO mb.i- O-life/$25,OOO 
reh~bihtntion trentmerlt mum 
by state for I yenr 

~ 
Arizona 0-1 :'r. in county jall/SI,OOO 2-:.!O )·r •• 2-10 y .... 5-15 Y1'8. ~ m,,-,<.; Or 1-10 yrs. 

5-10 y\'!l./S2,OOO InAxi-
~-

Ark,,,,.,,. 2-5 yr../12,OOO maxi- 2-5 yrs./52,OOO m~xi- 5-10 yrs./$2,OOO maxi- ,-mum mum mum l!lum 
C .. lifomill County jail for I yr. max. !!-2O yr •. 5-life ~. 

or 1-10 

i 
J.I>. 

Colorado 2-15 y .... /.IO,OOO 5-20 yr •. ISIO,OOO 10-20 yra. 15-30 yr •• ~ 

C ~nerticllt O-I/SI,OOO ma'. or no 5-10 yrs./$3,OOO mMi- 10-15 yr5./SS,OOO maxi- 0 
more than 3 yr •• to mum mum 

~ cu.tody of commissioner 
of correction 

7-12 yrs./Sl,OOO-43,oOo 
~ 

DeI"wl\re 0-2 yrs. /S500 mM. 0-5 yr •• /$3,OOO maximum 3-10 yro./I5OO-$3,OOO ~. 
Florid" 0-5 yr •. /SS,OOO or con- 0-10 y ... /510,OOO max. 0-10 yr'.lalO,ooo maxi- 0-20 yr •• /sm,OOO maxi-

fincment in hospital or confinem""t in hoe- mum mum 
until cured pital until cured 

Ueorgi .. 2-5 y ... /S2,OOO maxi- 5-10 yre./$3,OOO mMi- 2-5 yrs./il!,OOO maxi- 5-10 yro./$3,OOO maxi-
mum mum mum mum 

Hilwa;; 0-5 yr •• 0-10 yrg. 0-10 yr •• /SI,OOO maxi- 0-20 yrs./S2,OOO maxi-
mum mum 

J\luhu l'"lO 0-10 .-. Illinoi. Less than :l;6 I!rruu. U-l Lt. •• than :l.a grllUl. :l-11l IO-life life < yt3./5I,500 mllx.; over Y1'8./SS,OOO max. i. over o· 
2.5 grlll11s 2-10 YN./ :U; lI1'am.5 yrn.- Ife :-
SS,OOO max. 

5-:.!O y ... /S2,OOO nll",i- liillfe/Sll,OOO wllxi-
..... 

InJi",uI :l-10 yr •• /SI,OOO maxi- 5-20 yrd./S2,OOO lII1lxi- QO. 
mum mum mum mum :0 ..... ... 

f 



foW'tI. Personal us., 6 mos./ 
Sl,OOOj max.: otherwise, 
2-5 yrs./$2,OOO mllxi-
mum 

Kanol18 0-7 Y'" 
Kentucky 2-10 yr •• /$20,OOO nl~xi-

mum 
LouisisM Under 21, 0-10 yn.; OVBr 

21,5-15 .... ra. 
Maine 0-11 mo~./$I,OOO mnxi-

mum 

~I8ry)a!1d 2-5 yrs./31,OOO maxi-
mum 

M&S8nrhu.ettfl 0-3% yr8. (prison), 0-2% 
yr •• (jail)/ $1,000 maxi-
mum 

lIIiohigan 0-10 yr8./$5,000 maxi-
mum 

JltilUleAota 5-20 yr8./$10,000 msximum 
Mi •• issippi 2-5 yr~./$2,OOO mnxi-

mum 
~1i.souri 6 mo •. -! yr. in county jail 

or 20 yr •. mlL~. in .tate 

MontlUla 
penitentiary 

5 yr8. max. grison WIder 
21 gets a cCerred Im-

NebrMka 
position of sentence 

25 or more cigarette.-
1-5 yr •• 

Nevada 
Les. than 25, 7 dill'S 
1-6 yrs./$2,000 maxi-

mum 

New Hamp.hira 1 yr. max./$500 mnxi-
mum 

New JerNey 2-15 yrs./$'~,OOO Inaxi-
mum 

5-l11 y ... /$2,OOO maxi
mllm 

5-20 yrs./S20,OOO mnxi
mum 

0-2 yrs./$2,OOO mnxi
mum 

5-10 yra./$2,OOO mnxi
mum 

0-20 yrs./$5,OOO ma:"i
mum 

5-10 yr8./$2,OOO maxi
mum 

5 yr •. -tiC. 

0-5 yr •. maximum 

1-10 yr8./$2,000 maxi
mum 

3 yrs. max./S1,OOO maxi· 
mum 

5-25 yr •• /$5,OOO maxi. 
mum 

2-5 yr8./$2,000 ml\xi
mllm 

0-7yro. 
5-20 yrs./S20,OOO maxi-

mum 
Seller undtl' 21, 5-10 yrs. 
Seller over 21, 10-50 yr •• 
'1'0 people over 21, 1-5 yr •. 
'1'0 people 18-20, 2-6 yrs. 
To) people under 18, 3-8 yrs. 
By people under 21,1-5 yrH. 
2-5 yrs./$I,OOO mllXi· 

mum 
5-10 yr •• 

20 yr..-Hfe 

5-20 yrs./S10,OOO maximum 
5-10 yr8./$2,OOO maxi-

mum 
5 yr •• -Iife 

1 yr.-liCe 

2-5 yra. 

By minor 1-20 yr •• w/ 
possibility oC probation 

1-20 yrs./$5,OOO maximum 
10 yrs. max./S2,000 mllxi

mum 
2-15 yr8./$2.000 m~xl

mllm 

5-10 yr~./$2,OOO 

10-40 yro./rn,OOO maxi
m~m 

10-50 yrn. 

4-10 yra. 

5-10 yra./S2,OOO mlL~i. 
mum 

10-25 yr •• 

10-20 yrs./S2,OOO maxi
mum 

10 yrs.-!i(e 

No difference tor thin 
011'61188 

LiCe and $5,000 maximum 
15 yr •• mllox./$5,OOO maxi

mum 
5-25 yr •• /~,(J4)O maxi

mum ... .... 
. ~ 

,) 
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POSSESSION SALE 

Juris.r/icfil.iIt 1.t Uffc".e 2d OffellBc 1.t Offense Id 0ff.nBe 

New Me.ico Po ... ""ion or loz. or less, 1-11 yrs./$5,OOO mll.i. 10·20 yr.'/S5,OOO maxi· 20-40 yra./SlO,OOO mBxi· 
up to 1 yr. in county' mUm mum mum 

.sow York 
jnil IIntl $1,000 max • 

I.eaa thun 25 cignrette. Ul' 
to 1 yr.; 25-U'J, 1-7 yl'll.; 1-15 yrll. 

North Unrolilla 
100, 1-15 yr •. 

~ Less thnn one. ~fin mis- 5·10yrs./$2,OOO mllximum 0-5 yr •• /$I,OOO mn.ximum 5-10 yrs./$2,OOO maximum 

~ 
demennor WIt e or 

~. imprisoomcnt left to 
court. More than I Ii>' gm., 0-lI yrs./$I,OOO 
maximum t-< fI:>. 

North Uakotn 6 moa. min. county jail or U .. 5 yrK./$'l,IXXl 1Illlxi· 6 mos,' min. county jail or 0-5 yr •. /$:.l,OOO maxi· ~ 0':> 
0-2 yra. pc'!itentiury / mum· 0 .. 2 yr •• penitentiary/ mum l\:) 

$2,000 max. mum $2,000 maximum ::tI 
Ohio 2-15 yrK./SIO,OOO maximum 5-20 yra./SlO,OOO 20-40 yra. ~. Oklahonlll 0 .. 7 yrll./$5,OOO maximum 0-7 yra./$5,OOO ,maximum 
Oregon Il-l yr./$5,OOO rna". or Il-IO 0-1 yr./$5,OOO max. or 0-10 ~. yrs./$5,OOO yrs./S5,OOO ma.imum 
l'enllsy)vlIllit, 2-5 yrs. Bep"ruto or Boli· 5-10 yr •• BCK.urBte or soli- 5-20 yr •• ""tl::'rllte or soli· 10-30 yl'll. separate or soli· 

tar&Oonfinement nnd ("r&Oon nement lind tllr&ooo ement and tllry confinement and 

Rhode I~lllllli 
$2, maximum $5, maximum $5, maximum $15,000 mBximum 

0-15 yr •• and $10,000 IIIl1xi .. 0·20 yrs. and SIO,OOO maxi· ·10 yr •. maximum 
mum mum 

!:louth Cnrll1illl1 0-2 yrs./$2,M IIII1~itIlUII' 2-11 yr8./$2,()()().$5,000 0-2 yrs./$2,OOO maximum .5-10 Yl"lj./I2,OOO-$5,OOO 
South Uftkot" !.e.G tillln loz .• 0 .. 1 yr. to-15 yrs./SIO,OOO mw- 5-10 yre./$5,OOO maxi· 10-15 yr8./SIO,000 maxi .. 

~ cOllnty jllil/$OOO max. mum mum mum 
More than 1 oz,) 2-5 
yrs./$5,OOO mnXlDlUlll I""" 

11'ClttiCtltH!C 2-5 yrs. and $500 IIIBxi .. 5-10 y ... lind $500 llIaxi· 2-5 yrB. and $500 maxi· 5-10 yrs. and $500 maxi. v, 
mum mum mum mum ~ 

'r~"\!l :! yr .... 1iC. l.lyrs.-Iife 5 yrs •• lire 10 yrs •• liCe '00 

" ... 



I Illh 
V'CrUl()I,t. 

Virginia 

W""llillgtOIl 

W eot Virlliuil1 

Wisconsin 
W,Yoming 
DIstrict of Columbia 

(j lIllI!'. miu. t'ulwt.y jail 
Ooll mOR./$J()O maxi

mum 
0-12 mos./$l,OOO maxi

mum 

O.{l rnos./$500 m4~i
mum 

2-5 yrs./$I,OOO mo.xi-
mum 

0-1 yr./$liOO maximum 
O.{l mos./$I,OOO 
0-1 yr./$I00-S1,OOO 

0-2 yrB./$'t,OOO mllXi
mum 

0-12 m09./SlO,OOO mill<. 
: .. ~i~J;;s.l$lO,OOO 

0-1 yr./$i,OOO maxi-
mum 

5-10 yrs.!$0-S5,OOO 

0-2 yr •• /$O-$l,OOO 
0-5 yrs./$O..$2,OOO 
0-10 yrs./t500-$5,OOO 

5 ym.-Iife 
0-5 YT9./SlO,OOO maxi· 

mum 
1-40 yrs./$"...5,OOO maxi

mum 

3-10 yrs,/W,OOO maxi
mum 

2-5-yr •. /$1,000 mnxi-
mum 

0-5 yrs./S5,OOO maximum 
0-10 yrs. 
0-1 yr.j$iOO-$l,OOO 

10-25 yr •• /$25,OOO muxi
mum 

10 yrs.-Ii!o/$50,OOO 
mllximum 

5-10 yra./$5,OOO mllxi· 
mUm 

0-10 yr •• /35,OOO 
0-25 yr •• 
0-10 yrs./$500-$5,OOO 



'I'.,UI,t:!V. MA1UJ,I..'.\l'(A l.l.HIJHlUl'J'ION <.!al'Nl'lUNI'I -'0 
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Juri.dietioll Allti-Mu";jll"nn SllIluk Gilnlinll (J.neral Drull Stalule Uillltiull At Ufit llccent JIIII/malllen! 
(if diJfe,.n!frum nnli-mnrijllllna stulute) 

------.-~ ~ .. -.~-.. -------------- --- .- _ .. _---_. .. -.. ~ ..... -~.--.---. 
Aillunmn ALA. CoilE tit. 22, i§232-258 (1958), aa Sllme 1969 

amended, (SUf~' 19(9). 
AIASkn ALASKA STAT. 17.10.010-.240 (1953), aa SlL1Ile 1968 

amended, (Supp. 1070) 
Arizon .. ARIz. Rzv. STAT. ANN. 'J:-1001 to Same 1961 

-1002. 10,-1017. (S~. 1 9). 
Arknlls"" ARI:. SlAT. ANN. I -1001 to -1020 Sume 1955 

(11137), 01 alll.nd~ (SUf~' 1969). -.::: 
~ 

CaliConlin CAl .. HEATLR &: S. DE 11530-11533 Same 1968 ~. 
(Weat 1964), aa amended, (Burp, 1970). 

Bame 
Oq 

Colorndo CoLO. REv. STAT. ANN. tf48-5- to -21 1063 S· 
(19636- ",. 

Connecticut CoNN. EN. BrAT. ANN. t~I9-443 to -4SS Same 1960 
b' fI:>. (1958). Conll. l'ub. Act ~o. 753, U O'l 1-42 (1969k G fI:>. Dell\ware DEL. CoDa;; NN. tit. 16 114701-4722 Same 1969 

(1953), aB o71Ulnded, (Supp.I968). ~ 
Florid" .'LA. STAT. ANN. t§3Y8.01-.24 (1959), aa Same 1965 I· Ueorsia 

amended, (SUP}' l00~ 
Same GA. CoDle ANN. §70A to -822, -9910, 1007 

Hawaii 
-9911 ~PP. 1969). 

SlL1Ile HAWAII 'I. LAWS U329-1 to..32 Ig69 

(196860 " 

Idaho IMRO DE ANN. 1137-2701 to..3321 Same 1967 

,Illinois 
(S~P. 1969). 

Bamt, ILL. NN. BrAT. ch. 38, U22-1 to-53 1970 
(Smith·Hurd 1964), aa amende~, (Bupp. 

Indilllla 
1970). '< IND. ANN. STAT. W!hl519 t·0-3552 SlL1Ile 1969 
(1956), aa amelidod, (BUP13 1970). 

Same 
~ 

low" IOWA CODE ANN. U204.1- (1969), <II 1969 
amended, (Bupp. 1970). '" Same '" KIUISDJI lUN. STAT. ANN. i§66-2501 to -2522 1959 :0 (1964). ... -



..... 
J(al/tuck ... Ky. lW\'. STAT. ANN. §§21B.01O-.245 &ma 1006 ''0 .... (1009). • 0 Louisiana J,A. REV. STAT. ANN. §~40.961-.984 Sllrne 1963 ....... 

(1965). 
Maine M!:. REV. STAr. AIm. tit. 22, 152381-2386 ME.lWv. STAr, ANN. tit. 22, U 2361-2380 1009 

(Su,ep. 1910). (1964), '/8 amended, (Supp. IU70). 
MaryltUld Mo. NN. CoDE Mt. 27, §t276-302 (1957) SAme 11lM 
M8~s8chusett," MAllS. GJ!:N. LAWS ANN. c .94, U191- Same 

Miehigal. 
217E (1958)1. /1,9 alllended, (SUPE' 1970). 

M,CH. CoMP. .ms ANN. §335. 1-.77 and Same 1052 
335.lI.il-.154 (1007), a8 amended, (Supp. 
1970). 

Mione~ot'" MINN. STAT. ANN. H618.01-.25 (1004), as Snme 1051 
Misaissippi 

amended, (Supp. 1970). 
~ MISS. CoD!: ANN. §§6844-6869 (1942), a~ &oMS 1900 

Missouri 
amernkd, (BUP~' 19(9). j: Mo. REV. STAT. §t95.0l(l-.210 (1970). &me 1%7 Montanu MONT.lWv. Coi>¥'~ Ann. §§S4-129 to -138 Slime 1069 

Nebrlllim 
(Su~p. 1969). 

Ch. 1 7, [H169] Ncb. Act. Seine 1009 fi:>. Nevo.da NilV. REV. BrAT. §§453.010-.240 (1007). Same 1969 "'t1 Q} New lillmpshit'e Clt.421, [19G~1 N. H. r.l'W~ Same 1009 ... 
1:1 <;Jl Nllw Jcrsc.I' N. J. REv. STAT. §§24.IS-l to -47 (1937), Burne lOOU !:r. 

New Mexico 
08 ametu1ed, (SU1ll!169). 

Same i: N.!It. 8TA'!'. ANN. i54-,7-1 f,() -III (1002" 196& 
New York 

a. amended, (SuPf!' 1969). 
SlIme l\lt)\) ~ N. Y. ~NAI. LAW §220.00-.1l5 (1007), G~ 

North GllroJiuu 
amCtIt/ed, (Bupp. 1970). 

N. C. GEN. 8TAT. §too-&l to ·11<1 (1065), 811me 1009 
North Dtlkotn 

a. amended, &UPP. 1969). 
N. D. CENT. DE J~19-03-01 to.;r.! &010 1969 

Ohio 
(1900),08 amende, (Supp.l069). 

Same OHIO REV. CoDE Wl7lU.01-3719.99 (Page 1969 
Oklahoma 

1953). aa amendedl (Supp. 1009). 
OItLA. 81'A1'. ANN. tit. 63, I§ 401-425 and 1970 OKLA. SrAT. ANN. tIt. 63, U451-451 

(1961). 461-470.12 (l96t), a$ ame"tkd, (Supp. 

ORE. Ib;\,. SI'Nr. U474.010-.990 (l00il). 
1970-71). 

Slime Ol'llgou 19611 
r1flnnRytW\lliA J'A.8TAT. tit. 35, 1780 (111<14). (10 omended. 8~mo 11163 ... (Rup)'>. H170). ..... 

'0 ., 
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J"rJ'Il,/kt;,." A ,,/i·AI ar(iualla SllIlul. Cilalion GeMr"l Drug SlaI,,/. Ci/lI/wI> Mo.t Recent Amendmen/ 
(if different/rom anti·nwrijuoll4 atolu/e) 

Ithode Islnml n, I. GEN. LAWS ANN. 1121·zg..1 to 21·zg.. Sarno 11162 

South Carotin" 
68 (1956), .,. amenrkd, (Supp. 10(9). 

S. C. CoDIl Ann. U32-1461 to -1490 (IOO'J), &mc 1908 
'" amellded, (SUIlP. 1009). 

1910 &uth Dakota S. D. CoMP. LAws ANN. il39-l7-« to Sarno 

rr"JU1e~ 
.155 (Supp. 19iO). 

fiNN. CoOl: ANN. 1552-1301 to ·1323 Same 1955 

~ 'reXH.R 
(1000), till alMtlded, (Bupp. 1009). ~ 'l'Ex. l'EN. CoDE art. 72511 (1000), .,. t,;unm 1009 

, <lmended, (Supp. 1009-70). OQ 

Utah UTAII CoDE ANN. ~§58-13a-l to -« (1963), Snme JOOIl ~: 
118 amended, (suff.' 10(9). H>-

Vermont VT. STAT. ANN. tit. ,U4201·25 (11168), BRmc 1969 i 0:> 
aa amenrkd, (Bul!!" IIJ70). 0:> 

Virginin VA. CoDE ANN. § "4-524.1 to .109 (Bupp. Bllme 1970 

WashinRton 
1970). 

WASH. IlEv. CoDE ANN. 1§69.33.010-69.33.000 ~ WASil. Jblv. CoDE ANN. §§69.40.HI9.40.100 1969 !. WeNt Vir!!:ini .. W. VA. CoDE ml\.8A-l to -24 (1966). 
(1002), .,. amenrkd, (Bupp. l00~). 

1963 S"mc 
WiSe!)lI"i" WIS. STAT. ANN. §t161.01 to .275 (1907), Same 1969 

Wyoming 
.,. amended (SUPII' 1009). , 

Same WYo. STAT. i~-348 to.;J71 (1907), 118 1969 

District of Columbia 
amended, ( upp.l000). 

D. C. CoDE ANN. §§33-401 to -425 (1968). Same 1006 



'l'ADLE V. SrAT\l'I'ES AmlNDED BINCE 1967 
~ .... 

1ST OFFENSE POSSESSION 1ST OFFENSE SALE 0 
'-' 

Juriotii<:lioll Yeor OldStatule NewStatut. OldSIGlut. New Slatule 

Alabama 1009 5-20 yrs./f20,OCXJ maxi- 2-10 yrs.!$20,OCXJ maxi- 5-20 yrs./$20,OCXJ maxi- 5·20 yrs./$20,OOO maxi-
mum mum mum mum 

Alaska 11168 2-10 yr •. /$5,OOO mlLxi- 0-1 yr./Sl,OCXJ maximum 2-10 yrs./$5,ooo maxi .. 0-25 yr~./$20,ooo maxi-
mum or treatment in hOB- mum mum 

pital for ll:' 
California 1968 1-10 yra. COunty Jail or Iltear S-Iife 5-life 

maximum or 1- 0 yr8. 
Connectirut 1909 0-10 yrs./$3,ooo 0-1 yr./$I,ooo max. Dr no 5-10 yrs./$3,OCXJ 5-10 yr8./$3,OCXJ maxi-

f more than 3 yrs. cu .. mum 
tody of comm'r. 

Delaware 1909 3-10 YI' •• /$500-$3,ooo 0-2 yrs./S500 maximum 3-10 Yri j$5O(j-$3,OCXJ 3-10 yrs.!i500-S3,OCXJ 
Georgi .. 1967 Same 2-5 yr8./52,ooo maximum Same 2-5 yrs,/$'3,ooo mn.<imum 
Hawnii 1009 0-5 yrs. 0-5 yr •• '1'0 a minor 0-20 ~rs./ 0-20 yr8./$2,ooo maxi- .. f!::.. SI,OCXJ max. at erwise, mum 

~ ~ 0-10 yr8./$I,ooo maxi-
\;) ....:t 

mum ;:".. ldnho HJ67 1-14 yr •• /$I,OCXJ maxi- 0-10 yrs. 1-14 yr8./ll,ooo maxi- O-IQ yr8. ~ mum mum j;' 
IIlinoi. 1970 2-10 yrs./$5,ooo maxi. Les. thllil 2.5 grams 0-1 10-Iifo 10 yrs.-Iir. ~. mum ir./$!,500 max. over 

.5 grams, 2-10 yrs./ 
$5,000 maximum 

5·20 yrs./$2,ooo maxi- 5-20 yrs,/$2,ooo maxi. Indianll 1969 2-10 yrs./$I,ooo maxi- 2-10 yrs./$I,OCXJ mAXi-
mum mam mum mum 

Iowa 1969 2-5 yr8./$2,000 mnxi- 1'0' looal use, 0-6 mo •• !~ .2-5 yr •• /52,OOO mllxi- 10-20 yrs./$2,ooo maxi-
mum $1,000 max., otherWIse, mllm mum 

2-8 yro./$I,OOO mRXj-
2-5 yra./$2,OCXJ max. 

2·.g yr •• /$I,OOO maxi- To people over 21, 1-5 Maine Illf»l 0-11 moa./$I,OOO mR~j-
mum mum mum t .. ; to people 18-20, 

-6 yr •• ' T~oPle i under 18, 3 ylO. 
Montanll 1969 1.-5 yl'll. 5 yrs; ma~. Peraon under 1-5 yr8., 5-lifc tor Hale I~" 1 yr.-lite. Peraon under ... 

21 pts de1erred impD- minor 21 get. deterred iml'D- ..... 
sitton of sentence sltion of sentence for ::g 

lot oltenne 
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IS2' OFFENSE POSSESSION 182' OFFENSE SALE' g 
Jllrisdtrtiu/I Year OldSlatute 11' olV Statute OldSt"lule NOlo Statule 

.--" -._ ... _._.-'---
N.brllBk .. 1969 2-6 yno./I3,OOO maximum 25 of more cigarettea- 2-6 yra./S2,OOO maximum 2-5 yr •• 

1-5 yrs.; 1eM than 25-

Ne", Bllmpebirc 1969 2-6 yn./$2,OOO maximum 
7 daY" 

5·10 yrs./S2,OOO ma~i· 10 yrs. maximum( 1 yr. maximum/ t500 
maximum. mum $2,000 maximum 

Nevada, 1007 2-5 yr'./I2,OOO maxi· 1-6 yn./I2,OOO maxi· T~lrr' old or over, To 21 is.' or alter, 1·20 
mum mum • yr8.· to under yr •• / ,000 malcimum; 

21 YrB., li{e/'10,OOO to under 21 y1'8., 
~ Iife/15 000 

North Carolina 19611 0-6 yu./lI,OOO mamnunl Misdemeanor at di.cre. 0-5 yrs./$I,OOO maximum 0-5 yra.7S1,ooo maximum 1:1' 

N ortb Daltotll 
tiro of court ~. 1969 0-5 yno./S2,ooo maximum 6 mOli. min. county jail/ 0-5 yra./$2,OOO maximum 6 mo •• min. cowlti jail/ 
12,000 max. or 04 yr •• / $2,000 max. or ()' yrs./ E' 
$2,000 maximum $2,000 maximum i .... 

Ohio 1969 2·16 yrs./,lO,OOO m""i· :.l·15 yrs.III0,000 maxi· :l·IS yr~.I'IO,OOO maxi. 2().4() yrs. 0) 

mum mum mum 00 
OreglJll 1009 0-10 yrs./I5,OOO maxi· ().l yr./I5,OOO max. or 0-10 yr •• /15.000 maxi· 0-1 yr./15.000 mux. Or ~ mum ()'IO yr8./15,ooo mum 0-10 yrs./I5,OOCilllaxi' 

~. mum 
South Dakota 1970 0-90 daY"/a500 maximum Le •• than 1 ol."()'l yr. 0-20 yrs. 6·10 yr8.I15,OOO nl"xi. G county jail/l5OO max. mum 

More tlian 1 oz.·2-6 

rex,," 1969 Uno •• lire 
yrs.,!1S,OOO me.ximum 

5 yrs •• life 2 yra..!ife . 2 yrs.·lire 
Utah 1969 yrs./Sl,OOO minimum 6 mOB. min. in county 0-5 yra./ll,OOO minimum 5 yrs •• !i(e 

Vermont 
Jail 

1969 N/A 0-6 0008./a500 maximUJII N/A 0-5 Yf8./l10,ooo Dlaxi. 
mum ,..., 

Virgini .. 1970 a-5 yrs./II,OOO maxi· . 0-120008./'1,000 maxi· a-5 yrs./lI,OOO maxi· 1-40 yra./S25,OOO 'maxi. 
~ mum mum mum mum 

Washington' 1969 5·20 yr8./$10,OOO maxi- 0-6 m08./a500 maximum 5-20 yrs:/l10,OOO 3-10 yr8./~,ooo luaxi. 
mum mum '"" Wisconsin 1969 2-10 yr •. 0-1 yr./ISOO mll.ximum 2·10 yrs. M lfS./15,ooo maximum 0-

Wyomiug IIKl9 2-5 yra./S2,OOO mRxilllllm 0-6 0008./11,000 maxi· 2-6 yrs./$2,ooo mllxi. 0-1 yr8. ;0 ..... mum mum ... 
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[From :Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstanding-Appendix, Volume I, National Com 
mission on Mal'ihuana and Drug Abuse1 

CONTROL OF :\IARIHUANA, ALCOHOL, AND TOBACCO 

This chapter traces the legislative histories of marihuana, alcohol, and tobacco. 
In the first section, "History of 'Marihuana Legislation," the origins of the in

toxicant use of cannabis in this country during the early 20th century are noted 
along with the subsequent state and federal statutes enacted prohibiting use, 
distribution, aJroduction and sale. . 

Proscriptions began appearing on the books after about 1914 and contlllued 
through 1971, which brings the reader to the point subsequently covered by the 
rest of this Appendix. 

Early colonial laws regarding alcohol are described in the beginning of the 
next section, "History of Alcohol Prohibition." From that point in history, the 
national movements which spread over the next two centuries, culminating in the 
enactment of National Prohibition from 1920 to 1933, are described. 

The various state modes of control which appeared after Repeal are then 
bdefly enumerated along with it discussion of the present state controls over 
production, dirtribution, and sale of intoxicating beverages. 

The introduction of tobacco cultivation in 1613 in the colony of Virginia opens 
the third section, "History of Tobacco Regulation." The widespread use of to
bacco in the latter 1800's into th\; first half of the 20th century is traced along 
with the increaSing pressure from groups fearful of tobacco's deleterious effects 
on health. 

Federal sumptuary regulations are outlined along with a discussion of the im
pact further federal controls might have on the tobacco economy. 

HISTORY OF ilrIARIHUANA LEGISLATION* 

"Marihuana" or Indian hemp, labeled Oannabis Sativa L. by Linneas in 1753, 
has been used for centuries in Asia and A.frica for its intoxicant properties. I:t 
was cultivated as a source o~ fiber in North America in the early 17th ce.ntury. 
Yet, cannabis was not used as an intoxicant in North America until the late 19th 
century, and in the United States until the early 20th. • 

Cm.l.nabis use was prevalent in l\1exico by 1898. Widely cultivated and growing 
wild, the drug was readily available for eating, drinldng, or smoking, the latter 
'being by far the most COlllmon method of ingestion. Soldiers in Pancho Villa's 
army are reputed to have used the drug freely. The path of the introduction of 
marihuana smoking for pleasure into the United States was not viit Europe, 
which transmitted the fiber, oil, and medicinal uses of hemp, but via Mexica and 
the West Indies. 

The pfant and its in.toxicant use in the United States in the first decades of the 
20th century encountered a political and social climate which was not particu
lnrly conducive to hearty growth. Gradually criminal prohibitions appeared on 
the statute books of nearly every state where the drug was used. 

Well into the thirties, however, marihuana smoking attracted little attention 
from the national policy and opinion apparatus Which ,vas deeply ensnared in 
drug matters of much wider social impact than the limited, regional use of this 
new drug. 
,The "villian" theory of American marihuana prohibition-attributing the 

drug's illegal status to the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and its longtime head, 
Harry J. Anslinger-has been particularly popular in recent years. 

Although the federal narcotic bureaucracy, with Commissioner Anslinger at 
the Ilelm, was to become marihuana's leading antagonist in the midthirties, a 
restrictive public policy toward the drug was well-rootec1locally before that time. 
During the "local" phase of marihuana prohibitioll, lasting roughly from 1914 to 
1931, practically every state west of the Mississippi, except for two bad pro-
hibited use of the drug for non-medical purposes. ' 

TIle real story of marihuana policy in the United States begins as a series of 
distinctly local tales. 

-This .sectlon l~ .(Irawn from. ~he manuscript of The .ilfarill1lana Oonscnlls: A. History 
01 Amcrlcan .ilfanhttana Prohib.tlOn, In press 1972. by Professors Charles H. Whitebread 
II, and Richard J. Bonnie of the University of Virginia Lnw School. 
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Marihuana use was a familiar phenomenon ill the border towns of Texas and 
New Mexico after 1910. Ji'irst to note the use of the ch'ug were 1m Paso lawen
forcement officials who qnickly secured a local orUil1allCe in lUI·! IH~nnillg sale 
and J)ossession of the drug. EI Paso officials and local representutives of the 
Customs and Agriculture Departments of the Federal Government agitated for 
state and federal legislation to comoat the "killer weed." 

After an ofiicial request by the t'lecretary of Agriculture, the Secr{'tar~: of the 
Treasury issul'd a decision under the Food and Drug Act prohibiting importa
tion of canna his after 1915 for other than medical purposes. 

On the state level in Texas, legislation was slow in coming. :lIarihnana use "ias 
8tH! a local prohlem in the 'border towns and it uttractetllHtle statewlde·illtereRt. 
The Texas I~gislature included marihuana when it pal>Hed a general narcotics 
statute in 1919, prohihiting transfer of listed nurcotics except for D1edieal pur
poses (Texas, 1919: 27R). In 1923, the statute wus tightened to prohibit IH)SSPS
sion with intent to sell (Texas, 1923: 15G-15T). The legislntlll'e',; fo.ilul'e to pro
hibit simple possession or use reflected an objection to interfering with pl'imte 
C'onduct. . , 

The degree of public interest in narcotics and mariliuana is well-illustratccl uy 
the limited llewspa,per coverage. In its only direct reff>l'C'llCe to the 1D23 mal'i
huana legislation, the Ll~t.ytin 1'exas 8tatelllllan, which had giyen the legislature 
extensive coverage, stated: 

"~'he l\Ic)fillan Senate Bill amended the anti-narcotic law so as to make unlaw
ful the possession for the purpose of sale of marihuana or othel' drugs. Marihuana 
is a :lIexican hprb and is said to be sold on the 'l'exas-;.\fexican uoruel' (.<i1tstin 
Texas Statesman, 1923.)" 

EYen more surprising is the fact that the El Paso Times diel not mention the 
:\fcMillan bill before or after its passage. 

New Mexico in the sallle year prohihited sale, cultivntion and importation of 
cannaois. l\I~re possession was not expressly Ilrohillitpd but anyone found in 110S
session was presumed to have imported the marihuana illegally (New Mexico, 
1923: 58-51}). The Saata, Fe New illexican, hometown newspaller of the hill's 
.:;ponsor, paid scant attention, noting only that: 

"The Santa Fe repl'esentative, llow~ver, had better luck with 11is hill to preyent 
sale of marihuana, eannabis indica, Indian hemp or hashish as it waS Yarl,ously 
known. This hill was p:;::ssed without any oIlPositiol1. Marihuana was hrought into 
local prominence at the 11enitential'Y hoard's investigation last summer when a 
c0il-vict testified he could get marihuana cigarpttes anytime he had a dollnl'. The 
drug produces intoxication when chewed 01' smoked. Marihuana is the name com
monly used in the Southwest and Mexico (Santa. Fe New ilI6':r.ioan, 1923) ."e 

In addition to coming in Yia Mexico, marihuana was being smuggled in by 
sailors from Cuba and other points ill the Indies via New Orleans. Dr. Pranl;: 
Gomila, Commissioner of Puhlic Safety of New Orleans, lJpgun his campaign for 
federal legislation which would later heal' fruit. He ohseryed that the trafiic was 
quite organized amounting to thousands of kilogl'ams a ypar: 

tt. , • [TJhe custom was to l{eep [marihuana] in warehOUSeR or storerooms for 
further distrihution. It was sold by the wholesaler to the retailer who in turll 
put the 'weed' through a process known as 'sweating.' The dried leaves find stems 
were soaked in sugar water and dried on butcher's brown papers (Gomila an<l 
J.Jamhow, 1938: 2D)." 

According to Dr. Gomila and the llPwsf),lpers, the demand in New Orleans in 
the mid-twenties WilS so grpat that the "peddlers" were able to become excep~ 
tionally ,prosperous hy dividing the market. One Iwd {'xclusi VI' jurisdictiou over 
the blacks unloading the fruit boats, another over the lohby in a certain hotel, 
!\nd so forth. It shoul,fj. 'be noted that marihuana was also available at the local 
pllarmacy without a prescription before 1023 in Texas and 1924 in Louisiana. 
After that mRdl111ana had to be bought on the street unless the user could success-
fully forge a prescription. ' " 

Different pictures emerge of the marihuana user in El( '?aso and San Antonio 
on one hand and New Orleans und Galvestton on the othe'l,( In the b01'dp1' to\VUS, 
he was a Mexican labor~r, ~Jldolent to some, volatile to others. I,Oeill authorities 
were, by ulldIa:r.ge, unable to gE'Il{,l'!lte any significantpnhlic 01' politicllI illtel'(>st, 
althongh the:e w,erenb pOlitical ohjections to malting the :lIexican weed il1~gaI. 

,. 
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In the port cities, however, the marihuana user was a "dope fiend," the basest 
element of American society. He was a narcotics addict, a pimp, or a gambler; 
she was a prostitute. In New Orleans, marihuana was simply another narcotic 
in a city with a major-narcotic problem. It was always ODen to sensationali.'m. 

Even before public attention was excited, howeyer, the prevalence of marihuana 
use came to the attention of the P)'esident of the Louisiana State Board of Health, 
Dr. Oscar Dowling. On August 21, 1920, he advised the Government of the in
creasing availability of marihuana, a "}Jowerful narcotic, causing exhilaration, 
intoxication, delerious hallucinations, aI!rl its subsequent action, drowsiness and 
Htupor .... " (Jones, 1920). 

At the same time, Dr. Dowling wrote to the Surgeon General of the United 
States, Dr. Hugh CUlllmings, to advise him of the increasing traffic in morphine, 
opium, andmarihuaua, and to Heek federul cooperation. 

An interesting sidelight of this request for assistance from Washington is that 
foul' months lat8r Dr. Dowling was to become embroiled in a bitter battle with 
the Federal Goyermnent oyer an order to close his pet project, the New Orleans 
morphine clinics (Dowling, 1920). Ultimately he would lose, and one of the 
earliest attempts to deal wHh narcoticH addietion would be suppressed for a half!. 
century (Lindesmith, 19()7: 135-1(1). 

Very little, howeyer, was done about the marihuana issue until the press seized 
upon it. In the fall of 1926, the New Orlean8 Item dispatched an army of reporters 
among the smoldng and selling population. 

A series of articles published by the more widely circulated Morning Tt'ibllna 
(both the Item and the Tribune were owned by the Rame publishing company) 
exposed the immense profits being llla~le and commented upon the yolatHe effects 
of the drug upon its "addicts." It was reported tbut marihuana: 

"Numbs the sense, creates wild fancie.<.; '1.nd has a hypnotic effect upon the user, 
making his will easily subordinated .to that of others." 

What emerged from these articles, however, was 1I0t a Yision of addicts on the 
streets and pushers on the clocks but mther peddlers who lurked on playgroundfl 
seeking to entrap young minds. "OYer two hundred children under fourteen are 
believed to be addicted to the marihuana habit," the paper reported, and "at lem,t 
44 schools were definitely being infected" (Gomila and Lambow, 1938 :29'-31). 

I"ocal policy-makers wasted no time. The Xew Orleuns Police Department im
mediately launched a round-uv. They al'l'ested more than 150 persons for viola
tion of a law which had lain dormant for two years (Gomila and Lambow, 1938: 
20--31:' WCTU, 1928). 

Dr. Dowling soon circulated "a warning to parents, guardiaus, and teachers 
of children against this menace" (WOTU, 1028: 1). TIle Women's Chl'istian '1'em
perance Union jumped on the bandwagon, focusing its attacks on the "soft drink" 
!Jfll'S which had sprnng up all oyej: Xew Orleans during Prohibition: 

"'rhe soft drink stand and the cornel' drug stm:e lla ye taken the place of the 
saloon as a social meeting place. Here is where marihuana and liquors can some
times be bought (,\VC'I'U, 1928: 3)." 

Beyond these immediate effects, a more f:oubstantial impact of the local policy 
reaction in New Orleans was ill,' formation of n. tightly knit coterie of New 
Orleans law enforcement, public health, and socinl welfare officials who would 
carry their campaign to Wm;hington, with ultimate success. 

~'he drug and the lll'uctice of smo!,.lIlg it spread during the mid-twenties from 
the Gulf Coast and border town points-of-E'ntry in two directions-north and west 
from the border together with itf:l ethnie idputity and north and east frol11 Xew 
:"'let'ns with its identity as a nurcotic and enslaver of youth. 

lil·,.~ttcally cVE'ry state we~t of the ::\Iississippi River prohibited the posseSSion 
or sal,~ 01 ii!m.-ihQann during the period 1915 to 1930. ::\108t of them acted by 1930: 
Calif<'luia (lnG), Iowa (1921), Nevada (1923), Washington (1023), Arkansas 
(1923), Nebraslm (1027), and ,Yyollling (1029). 

The Bureb.u of Immigration records the eub:.)" of 590,765 ::\Iexicans during this 
period, two-thir4s of them remaining in ~'€xas, the others settling in states in the' 
Rocky .Moulltain area, most of tllem as farm \'.borers (U,S. Bureau of IUlluigra
tion, 1915 to 1930). 

Whether 1110tivatell by outright ethnic 11l"djuulce or by simple discrilJ1inatory 
disinterest, the procev11 ngs before state legislators l'e,:;eml1led those in ~'exas in 
1,923. There wa" little, if any, public attention and 110 debate. Pointed references 
were made to the drug's :Mexican origins and sometirner:; to the criminal conduct 
wllleh inevitably followed when Mexicans ingested tlle "ldller weed." 

1 
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The Colorado Legislature first prohibited possession, cultivation and sale of 
the drug in 1927, the year after the use of marihuana noticeably increased 
Colorado, 1927: 300). At that time, according to a subsequent newspaper report, 
the drug was "used almost exclusively ... by the Mexican population employed 
in the beet fields" (Rocky Mountain News, 1931). : 

Similarly, in 1929, the Montana Legislature amended its general narcotic 
Ia w to include marihuana, prohibiting use, sale or possession' without a prescrip
tion (Montana, 1929': 5). On seven different days from June 24 to February 
10, the date of the bill's passage, the Montana Stand(trcZ succinctly noted the 
progress of the bill through the legislature. The legislatUre's attitude was char
acterized in the January 27 issue: 

"There was fun in the Hou<le Health Committee during the week when the 
marihuana bill came up for consider'ation. ::Uarihuana is l\fexican opium, a plant 
used by :Mexicans and cultivated for sale by Indi:ms. "When some beet field peon 
takes a few rares of this stuff," explained Dr. Fred Fulsher of Mineral County, 
"he thinks he has just been elected President of :Mexico so he starts out to 
execute all his political enemies. I understand that over in Butte where the 
:1\,h·;dcans often go for thE' winter they stage imaginary bullfights in the '13ower 
of Roses' or put on tournaments for the favor of 'Spanish rose' after a couple 
of whiffs of marijuana The Silver Bow and Yellowstone delegations both de
plore these intf'rnatlonal complications." Ev-erybodJ' laughed and the bill was 
recommended for passage (Montana Standard, 1929 :3)." 

About the same time,::Hexican laborers had begun to appear in Idaho and the 
mayor of Boise remarked: • \ 

"The Mexican beet field workers ba ve introduced a new rirPblem-the smoking 
in cigarette 0' pipes of marihuana or grlfo. Its use is ruS -demoralizing as the 
use of narcotics, Smolting g)'ifo is quite prevalent along,the Oregon Short Line 
Railroad: ancI Idaho has no -law to cope with the use and spread of this dan
gerous drug (WCTU, 1928: 3) ," 

Idaho passed a law in 1927 (Idaho, 1927: 98). By 19$1, tllE' Texas !,egi.,lature 
finally got a-round to prohibiting possession of marihuana, By now alcohol pro
hibition had withdrawn any' philosophical barrier to malting possession illegal. 
The San A.ntonio Light reported that: 

"At last the state legislature has taken a definite step toward supr.ession of 
traffic in a dangerous and insanity-producing narcotic easily compounded of a 
weed (marihuana) indigenous in this section. 'l'his newspaper has urged the 
passage of prohibitory legislation and is gratified that the solons at Austin 
ha veacted, even if tardily. in the suppression of traffic in a drug which makes 
the addict [read Mexican 1 frequently a dangerous or homicidal maniac (San 
A.ntonio Light, 1931)." . 

In the East, aPl?earance of the practice was not a necessary prerequisite for 
prohibition. That .\faine (1913), :Massachusetts (1914), Vermont (1915), and 
Rhode Island (1918) bfr'rred the sale of -cannabis without a prescription before 
1920 does not indicate that marihuana smoking had appeared there on any 
significant scale. Rather, in the courlle of anticipating and implementing the 
national anti-narcotics policy declared by the Harrison Act in 1014, medical 
representatives on the drafting committees recommended the inclusion of "an
other narcotic" to whicll addicts could resort once the other opiates became 
difficult to obtain. 

The New Yo!'7" T·imes in 1914 described cannabis as Il "narcotic [having] 
practically the same effect ·as morphine and cocaine," (New Ym'7. Times, 1914 ~U) 
and it noted in an editorial that: 

"[T]he inclusion of cannabis indicn among the drugs to be sold only on prescrip
tion is only cOmmon ,sense. Devotees of hashish are now hardly numerous enough 
here to count, but they are likely to increase as other narcotics become harder 
to obtain (New Yor7c Ti1nt",~, 191'1 :8)" . 

By 1923, the New Y01'k Titnes referred to marihuana as the city'S "latest lilIhit
forming drug" wIlen reporting its exlJibition ata 'Women's: Club meeting (ilr('w 
York T-imes, 1923: 24). Finally, in 1927, whether rr:'",'poucUng to an increase in 
use or to the StlbstitUtiOIl admonition, th6',lE'gislature incluclecl me.rihuana in its 
definition of "Labit-forming drugs" in a co'mpl'ehensive-narcotics bill (New York, 
1927: 1£65). • 

The s\tuatioll in Chicago paralleled that in New Yorlr until 1927. Large 
:\:Iexican\',communities c1eveloped in Chicago and Gary, Indiana, during the twen
ties amI _ma.rihuana. smoking ;Jecame eommon in these a.rens a.nd among journey-
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men mUSICianS as well. As in New York, there was little public concern. The 
New Orleans patern took over around 1927, however, when the attention of 
local law enforcement officials was suddenly drawn to the ~Iexicans and their 
"muggles." One law enforcement official reportecl that: . 

"There 'are about 7,000 ::\Iexicans in Gary, 10,000 in Indian Harbor and 8,000 
in South Chicago ... , The :'Ilexicans depend on the stee11l1illH, railroads, and con
struction gangs for employment. Many are drifters when slack labor conditions 
prevail .... [T]wenty-five percent of these Mexicans smoke marihuana. In fact, 
many of them make their liying by raiSing and peddling the drug (Paul: 1929: 
4}." 

A situation perceived to be so widespread was naturally considered lil{ely to in
fect the rest of the community. As ill Xew Orleans, rellorts started to appPar that 
high school students were smoking the weed (Paul, 1929: 1; Ohioago Tribune, 
June 3, 1929). 

Rincl' there wus then neither state nOl' federal legislation prohibiting sale of 
marihuana, the local enitecl States attomey deelared war armed with un In
ternal Reyenue statute prohibiting proclucti(}Il anll transfer of "a cigarette sub
stitute" on which tax had not heen paid. In June 1020, he raided wholesale houses 
"believed to have disposed of large quantities of marihuana cigarettes, sold to 
school'lJ11pils and other youthful thrill-sppkers," He arrested nine men "most of 
them ~Iexicans" (Ohicago Rca min CI', JUlle 22, 1929). At the same time, local offi
cials began to use a statute which pl'.(Jhibited tran~fer of "any cigarette contain
ing any suhstance deleteriollS to heaHh" (Chicago f!},ramincr, June 19, 1029). 

The Ohicago Tribu11e, lobbying heavily for anti-marihuana legislation then pend
ing before the Illinois Legis1!ltw:e, reported tha· day-to-day progress of the en
forcement actiyity (C'Tlicago Tribune, .July and October, 1929). Every stall in 
the legislature earned a banner heading such 'as: 

Ban on Hashish Blocked Despite Ravages of Drng 

In an article appearing in June, 1020, the paper noted: 
"The number of addicts is growing alarmingly according to authorities, be

cun"e of the ease with which [marihuana] can he obtained. The habit was intro
duced a dozen ~'ears ago by ~lexican laborors ... but it has become wic1cspread 
among American J"ouths and girls eyen among I'c11001 children." 

'.rIle legislation, however, was killed. 
'i\Imihuana prohibition had become widC'spreacl. In states where either :'Ifexi

cans or tbe drug had apllcared, Hi:! nse Ivas quickly Snplll'eSsccl. . 
SO'1ll after being apllrised of its presence, local lawmakers inyoked the criminal 

law. In New Orleans, Denver, and Chicago the spectrl' of a doped school popula
tion was the COrllC'l'stonC' of the prohibitory effort. 

.And, Juring alcohol VrollihiUon, purnllelec1 b~' the local phase of marihuana llro
Itibirion, it was naturally imlleratin~ to ~ullpreHs a drug which frustrated alcohol 
user" might substitute for their customary intoxicant. 

TIm UNIFOR:!Ir NAHCOTICS DRUG ACT 

Following the (HZ hoc 10cal11hase of marihuana legislation in the United States 
was the nationalization phase. During thi:=; period marihuana became integrated 
at both the stut(· ulld federallcyels with the nution'S narcotics policy which had 
been manifest ed forc(~fnll~' ill Congre!ls' adol,ltion of thE' Harrir.on Narcotics Act 
in 1914. ' 

The Harrison Act, a {'axing lIleasllre, required registration and payment of an 
occupational tax br aU llPrsolls who illlllOl'ted, procluced, dealt in, sold or gave 
away ,opium, cocaine or theil' deriYatiYl's. The Act required aU legitimate llandlprs 
of these narcotics to file l'Nurns setting forth in detail their use of the drugs. 

Hinee the .Act ulso llrOYiaed thut only legitimate u~ers coulc1 register ancl 110 
Olle but It registeretl nser could obtuill the sppcified form, any transfer by I1n ille
gitimate user was II violatioIl of the Act, l!~()l' those failing to comply with its 
registration requirelllr:,llt::;, the original Harrison Act Vl'ovW.ed lienalties of not' 
mOre thull $2,000 in !int's or lllOr{~ than iiYl' years imprisonment, or both. 

Dr,tHed as II tax law I'll tltl'r than all ou trigllt' (,l'illlillnl statute, the A.ct was 
intende(l to do indirectly what Congre~,; b{'lievE'd it ('ould not do <1il'ectly: regu
lnte possession and sale of the opiatcs. HoweYer, !le('nU,;e the Act E'"sPlltinll~' was 
r. reyenue-raising IHE'nsure imposing It tax on transfcrs of narcotics, it could 
not effectively prohibit the possession of clrugs. 
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This indirect regulation of llarcotics traffic had a numher of significant COll'le
quences. First, since the Act could not penalize nsers of acldiction directly, th'i!re 
was an immediate need for complementary residual state legislation in order 
to deal effectively with the drug problem. 

Second, the enforcement of the Act was assigned to the Internal Revenue 
Sen-ice in the 'rreasury Department. ~'he first enforcement agency for thc 
Harrison Act was the Xarcotics Division of the Prohibition L'nit of the Internal 
Reyenue Sen ice created in 1920 (Schrr.~ckehier, 1920: 43). This division was 
incorporated ill the Prohibition Bureau which was created in 1927 (Act, 1927: 
1381). 

In 1930, the enforcement of the narcoties laws was severed from the Bureau 
of Prohibition and estahlished as the separate Bureau of Xarcotics in the 
Treasury Department (Act, 1930: 583). 'I'he existence of this separate agency 
has done as much as any Single factor to influence the course of drug regulation 
from 1930 to 1970 (King, 1933 : 736). 

Although the impact of the Bureau on the patisage of the Uniform Narcotic 
Drug Actanci the :\Iarihuana Tax Act will he explained in detail in subsequent 
sections, it is important here to note that the existence of a separate bureau 
having responsiLility only for narcotics enforcement and for eclucating the 
pubUr, on drug problems inevitahly led to a particularly pro-cclltorial view of 
narcotics addiction and the use and ahuse of all drugs. 

After the passage of the Harrison Act in 1914, there remained a considerable 
lack of uniformity regarding the offenses prohibited and the penalties imposed 
by the several states. 

In 1919, the American ::'\Iedical Association asked the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue to call a conference to conSider hetter control of traffic in narcotic 
drugs. The profession was uncertain of its obligations in the matter because 
they were faced with an amalgam of conflicting laws. The A.M.A. asked that 
the wholesale, retail, and manufactClring drug interests be among those attend
ing, along with delegates from the medical profession in each state. ~'he pro
posal received no official or unofficial response either from the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue or the Bureau of Prohibition. 

Nevertheless, the American,1Iedical Association, through its o"n Council on 
Health anci Public Instruction, did hold a conference in early 1922 during which 
a uniform state narcotic control law was presented. At the' Noye~·'ber meeting 
of that conference, there were present 15 representatives of 10 pharmaceutical 
C'rganizations and two representatives of the medical profession. 

The draft of a uniform law was approved unanimously hy all present. The 
American ::'\Iedical Association set out to cndify the draft and to send it for 
approval to each of the constituent organizations (White, August 3, 1932; 
Woodward, August 6, 1932). After securing approval, all the associations agreed 
to pursue enactment first in New York. 

The general lack of uniformity in anti-narcotics legislation, the weakness of 
state enforcement procedures, and the growing hysteria about llope fiends and 
criminality cOll\-erged in several requests outside the medical community for a 
uniforn" state narcotic law (Anslinger ancl Tompkins, 1953: 159). 

The drafting of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act must also be viewed against 
the background Of cwo larger moyements: (1) the trend toward the creation 
and dissemination of uniform state laws by the National Commissioners on 
Uniform State laws, a group to which each state sent two representatives ap
,pointed by the goyernor; and (2) the gpneral rOllcern in the late 1920's and 
early 1930's with interstate crime, manifpr:;ted, for examl,[e, hy the creation in 
1930 of the ,nearly autonomous Federal BUreal] of'Inyestigation. Because the 
concept of States' rights anci narrowly cIIIlRtruecl federal power wa;;; then so 
powerful, an appeal to the National Commissioners was the inevitable recourse 
for those pressing for uniform anti-narcotic regulation. 

DRA~''ING THE UNIFORM ACT 

By 1924, the Commissioners had appointed a Committee to draft a uniform, 
narcotic drug act. At the 1925 meeting of Commissioners, the chairman of the 
Committee reported that he himself had prepared a first tentative draft based on 
the New York Act, the Washington state legislation, the Harrison Act, und a 
bill then before the New York T.Jegislature. Presumably this was the one drafted 
by the A.M.A. Conference after its 1922 meeting. 
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The chairman noted, however, that Dr. 'William Woodwilrd, head of the 
A.:aI.A.'s Bureau of Legal ~Iec1icine and Legi1'lation, with whom he h.ad only 
recently conferred, had malle "Home very yaluallle HuggeHtions:' Becahse the 
tentative draft had alrC'adr hl?l?n printed before these suggestions, he requested 
that it "not be read but re-committed to the Committee" (1925 Handbook; 
977-985). This first draft included cannabis in the list of "habit-forming drugs," 
although all such drugf'l could be distributed amI ul'ed for medical purposes 
(1925 HandbooTc: 978). 

A second tentative dl'Uft was presl?nted in 192H and again the draft was not 
discussecl at the conference but recommitted for further study. The second draft 
'was essentially an exact copy of the 1927 New York Statute. It also included 
cannabis in the class of habit-forming drugs (1928 llallrlbook: 75-78, 323-333). 

~'here was a lack of concern on the part of the Commissioners themo:el vel' with 
the whole narcotics problem hetween 1!J24 and 1928. The President of the Con
ference, introducing Dr. Woodward, sl"lid: 

"In view of the importance of th~ act I think it would not be amiss to listen 
to the Doctor for a few minutes, that he may pOint out to us why it is imporunt. 
In so:ne of the states we do no recognize the importance because it has' not been 
called to our attention (1928 Handbook: 76-77)." 

Nor was the Bureau of Prohibition particularly concerned at this time with 
the cannabis provision. LacIe of official concern and interest continued to be 
the Bureau's attitude toward the second tentative draft (Nutt, June 13, 1929). 

Since neither the Commissioners nor federal narcotics officials were particu
larly cOl1cernl'~l about state and local control of narcotics generally, and mari
huana in particular, it ~eem" cleal' that neither was responsihle for the inclu
sion of marihuana in the category of "habit-forming drugs." Rathel', it would 
nppear that :t was included in the first draft bp.cause tllU~ had been drawn from 
tIle 1923 Washington statute which had listed cannabis. 

Insofar as the second draft was a copy of the 1927 New York A('t, inclusion of 
canna his in this draft il'; not unUl'mal. Few, if any, of the persolls involYI'C1 in the 
drafting were ('oncernec1 alJout marihuana smolring or l"yeu aware of its 118e. 

Two third drafts were submitted, the first i',l 1929 :mc1 thl? se('ond in 1930. The 
initiril one closely resemhled the ~e(,01lC1 tentative draft, and once again it in
('lndN1 cUlmaiJis in the catt'gory of "haiJit-forming drugs." Again, the growth, 
distribution, and possession of cannabis was prohibited except for medical 
purpost'R. 

The nascent Congressional interest in marihuana in 1929 .mel the Bureau of 
Prohibition's subsequent l'esistaure to amending, anel thereby endangering, the 
Harrison I1nd Export and Import Acts, causeel the Bureau to take full noti('e of 
this 1929 third drl1ft. Like its predecessors, howe:l'er. the initial third draft was 
I'e('ommitted for further study (1929 HanclbooT.': 43, 332-346). 

The ~ecollCl third tentatiyl" draft. s11hmitted in 1930. was the first to remove 
cannabis from the definition of "habit-forming drugs" and, to include only a 
RU]1plemental provision fOr c1('aling with the dl'u.e: (1f1f10 Ha 1lcl1)(}o]r: 4R5, 97). 

When the Conference of Commissioners met to ('on sieler the se(,011(l third tenta
tive draft, Judge D('ering. tIl(' Chairman of the Committl?l? on the Uniform Nar
cotic Drug Act, rerommendec1 its recoJlll11iHl'iol1 for fllrther ~tncly j'(,(,flllRe the 
Committee had not Yl?f: had an opportunit~' to ('ollsnlt the newly created Burpan 
of Narroti('s. 

At the time of this conference, August 14. 1930. no one had yet been appointed 
CommiRRioner of the Bureau. nltho11,!!"h Hal'n' ,1. An~liJlg('l' waR Actine: Commifl
Rionpr (19BO Hrl1l(1/}()o7.: 12<'>-127), 'l'he R('note ('onfil'med Anslinge!"s appointment 
aR Commissioner on De('('mher lR, 1930. 

The B1Il'pau of Narcotics tllen beeame aeti relv inyolypc1 in th(' rlraftine: proc('ss. 
CommissionN' Ansling('r was preSSing for inclusion of the cnnnahi>! proYision. 
He staiNl that he f('lt the limitpc1 merli.('al USe for ('annabis was far outweil!llPd 
b~' the 1\e('(l to rontrol potpnOal cannabis adrlirtioll (AllSlinl!el'. Jnly 28, 1930). 

Dr. Woodward and the phormacputi('al imluRtry advorated ontionn1 inclusion 
of mnrilnmlla ou the one han<1, ancI fecIpra1 narcotic's repl'('sentatives urged not 
nnh- illC'luRion but plimination of Il1rcIical m;e. Oil the other. 

Th(' fourth tental"iv(' <1raft retaillPcI thp 011rional cannabiR ])rovision. At 11 
session before the convening of the fn11 Confer('nce of CommiSSioners from Sep
tember 9-12, 1931, Commissioner Anslillger and A. L. Tennyson of the Bll1'eall met 
with ,Tmlge Dl?el'ing' to discuss the Bureau's fel?lings about the fonrth tentative 
draft. 

---- ._-----------
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At this time Commissioner Anslinger stated that the Bureau felt strongly 
that inclusion of cannabis in the state law ought to be mandatory. :\Ioreover, the 
Bureau urged that the only successful way to deal with the marihuana drug 
traffic, because of its domestic nature and the easy availability of the weed, was 
to prohibit the cultimtion of the plant altogether and to find some substitute for 
its limited medical use (Tennyson, September 16, 1931). Howe,'er, the fourth 
tentative draft presented to the Conference of Commissioners included the 
optional marihuana provision. And, the Conference tentatively approved the 
fourth tentative draft and directed the COlllmittee to prepare a final draft (1981 
II(mrZboolc: 127-128,390-402). 

'l'he American :\Iedical Association played a I{ey role in the drafting process 
prior to 1931. Theil' effort" had been large1r responsible for consicleration of the 
eniform Drug Act in the first place. From the beginning in 1925, Dr. William 
Wooclward, the Director of the A.:\I.A.'s Bureau of Legal :.\Iedicine and Legisla
tion, actively assisted in the drafting of the Act and widely circulated the drafts 
to interested persons for their comments. 

It appears, however, that ;nr. "\Vooclward's personal style and the preeminent 
position of the American .'iedical Association in the drafting process were 
resented by the two remaining interest groups-the Federal Bureau of Nll.rcotics 
and the retail ancl wholesale pharnu(ceutieal a~sociationl:'. The Bureau had been 
commenting on clrafts only after they had been drawn by the A.:ar.A. and did not 
feel it was playing an active role in the clrafting process. The pharmaceutical 
industry felt that their interests were considered only peripherally and that 
they h'ld ,been excluded from the heart of the drafting j)ro('ess. 

As a result of the clissent, a conference of interested parties was scheduled 
before the final draft was to be presented to the Conference of Commissioners. 

Present at this preliminary conference on Septl'mber 15, 1932, were representa
tives of the Drug Committee, the ]federal BmellU of Xal'cotics, the Department 
of State, the Public Health Service, the American :'\fedical Association, and dele
gates from the drug indu~try and other medically-related industries and 
orgallizations. 'J.'he final 1iersion of the Uniform Narootio Drug A.ot 1O(M ham
merecl alit at this session. The Bureau was central to the drafting process and 
Commissioner Ansline;l'r made a major effort to im'olve ihe drng manufacturers 
and the wholesale and retail drug trade in it to protect the Act from possible sub
sequent political disagreement (Anslinger, August 1, 1932). Finally, the confer
ence agreed on a draft to be presented to the National Conference. 

The manufacturers of drug products were stronglr opposed to the inclul:lion, 
of cannabis under any criminal regulatory scheme. Representatives of the 
industry opposed a mandatory cannabis proviSion. The final eoncluSion reachl:'d 
by all the parties present was: 

"After considerable comment, it was derided to eliminate Section 12 (Can
nabis) and leave it to the Conference of Commissioners as to whether it should 
be included under the gelH'ral provisions of the Act (Report of Preliminary Con
ference. 1932: 23)." 

The Bureau was no longer insisting on the mandatory inclusion of an absolute 
marihuana prohibition; it did not want to risk the opposition of tile drug in
dustry to the' entire Act. 

'l'he fifth tentative draft did, however, include a significant change in form 
which would have important consequences in the decades to come. Although the 
marihuana provision remained supplemental to the main body of the Act, any 
state wishing to regulate the sale and possession of marillUanu was instructed," 
Simply, to add cannabis to the clefinition of "narcotic drugs." All the other pro
visions of the Act would then armly to marihuana as well ail to the opiatl!s and 
cocaine. The Commissioners aclopted this form as it had been prepared at the 
September 15, 1932, preliminary Conference. 

'r.he only recorded opposition to the adoption of the final draft came from some 
Commissioners who objected to tying the Uniform State Law to the terms of 
the federal Harrison Act. 'rhis last obstacle was overcome by the argument that 
a number of states already had passed such legislation so tbat the states' rights 
problem need not stand in the way. The Act was adopted 26 to 3 (1.982 Handbool,,: 
107) . 

ENACTMENT OF THE UNIFORM ACT BY THE STATES 

After final acceptance of the Uniform Act, the Bureau set to work at once to 
secure state enactment-,including an adequate marihuana provision. A com-
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!lrehell~ive CallJIlllign was undertaken ill the press, in legislative chambers, llnd in 
any other forum to gainvublic support foj' the Uniform Act. 

In addition, verceh'ing' the absence of public a IVurelless of marihuana and 
needing to encourage V(IRiUye action to overcome tlIe drug's oVtional status, the 
Bureau al!<o sought to arouse vublic interest ill lllurilmana through "1111 educa
tional C'atllvuign <lllscrihing the drug, its identifications and its evil effects" 
(Jfederul Bureau of Narcoti('s, 1037: 50). . 

'1'hat th!;l'e wus little geneml knowledge ahout C'unnahis is illustrated by the 
fact that aR late aH 1934, it was necessary to liholV marihuana to the Xe\\' York 
J)olice so that [-hey could recognize it growing' or in driell, smolmhle form (.\' CIV 

York Times, 1031 :6). 
The BUreau's district sUIlervisors und local agents were campaigning actively 

in the legislatures before which the Act was }lending. A llress cumpaign was 
conducted across the countrr to "tin the ;:upport of civic groupR Ilnd other in
terested parties. ]\I!'. Allslinger sought editorial support in newspapers (An
slinger, Uctoller 22. 1986) and a::;sisted in the drufting of articles for pOllular 
magazines (Anslinger, Decemher 23, 1930). '1'0 lllollOlize tIll' Bar, Bureau officials 
wrote an article for law journalR exvlaining the ll"ed for tIl(' "Cniforlll Narcotic 
Drug Act (Anslinger, 1932: 52 i Tennyson, 1932: 55). 

Despite thpse efforts, it appears that tIre Uniform Act had a rough time ill 
state legislaturps during its (lady lifp. B~' Avril 26, lOa3, onlr bvo states hl1(l 
pnaded it in full. As late as :\Iarcll 1033, only 10 Rtates had enacted the Uniform 
Law.' • 

A numlwr of significant olljectiolls h~ld empl'gpd ill the state legislatures con
sidering the }lassuge of the rniforlll Nal'(~otic Drng Act. FirHt mnong these was 
the potential cost to the state of enforcing the Act. Second, there 'vas concel'll 
m'er the uumber of l'PgistrHnts wl~o would lltlye to ll(l licens('(l clue to the belief 
that tIl(' Uniforlll Act would requirp sl1eeial licensing of doctors, dentists •. ancl 
veterinarians. Th il'd , the limit on tile Ilmount of exelllpt preparations which 
could be sold cuusecl a gr('at dell I of te('lmi('al diftieulty with tlle Act. Fourth, 
many criticized the right of the court to revoke or suspend the license to practice 
lllpdieine or vharlllacy. And finally, tlH're sPP!lled to be wideHIll'pad misUllller
stunclillg of the recorrl-keplling requirementA of th(1 Act. 

AltllOUgh these oh.ieetions were> largely allmilliHtrative, they nevel'theleHH posed 
what appeared to hI' l'eriOUH ;:tumbling bloekA to the successful passage of the 
Uniform Law in all the states. 

The ,~onlhination of Imblic apathy and adminiAtrative reRistance necessitated a 
new ar,proaeh ill gellernting public interest. Beginning ill lr.to 1034, Commissioner 
Anslinl~er graduullYflllifted the focus of the FRX's educational" campaign away 
from the illabilit~· of f(>deral law enforcement lIgenrieR to deal effectively with 
the local drug problelllfl to the need to COIle with lile new drug- menace--
marilnllllla. , . 

'1'he cleareRt reflection of thp change in Bureau policy is found ill two official 
RtatementR of COl1lmiHsioller AnsIinger, one made in 193~~ and the other ill 1936. 

The 1933 statement pxplains the tleed for a Uniform Narcotic Drug Law and 
(lmphnsizes "United Statps international obligations, the need for lllore pffective 
coordination in law (lnforeemcnt, and the impact the ~law will -have on the 
clangers of morphine, cocaillP, allll opium addiction (FRX Paper, .Tulr 1933). In 
tllP later Htntement, howl'ypr, lllore than half of the time ifl devoted to a c1iscUSRioll 
of the "\Vorflt evil of all," the 1l1l1rihuana Ilroblem. 

To aid the new approach'R objeetiYe. Commissioner AllSlinger made SI)P('('hl?s 
anrI contributed al'ti!'lPH to .1ournalf':. The m(mt inihlPntial of hi;; eiTort wus ":\Iari
hllana-Ass!lssin of Youth" which appeared in the widely circulated Amc"ican 
iliafla::il1(, ill Jul)' lfl37 (Anslinget aud Cooper, 1937). 

The FB~ files ('ontain more Own ;;0 Iptters [ld{lres~p!1 to the Commissioner 
whi('11 ~n;i': "Your -arti!'lp waH the firHt time I eypI' heard of marihuana." 

Among th(' mORt effertiyp proponents of the Uniform Act was the IJ('arst 
newspaper chain. '1'11('se )l!lllerH begHll ellitorilllizing in fayor of enactment witllin 
days after the A(·t lla<llJel'll ll11111'0y('(1 i111932. 

The Hearst ('hain wm not alone. A Birmingham, Alabama, paper 011 August 22, 
W3tl. emphasizpll the ueell to ('ontl'ol marihuana as a l'paSOll for aclopting tlll' 
AC't (Bi/'minolw11l il oc-l!r/'(tld, A,ngn~t 22, 1!l3i». A TVaNliin.qton PORt columnist in 
September, 1934. devot<'d three-quarters of his artiele to marihuana with quot(~S 
from Allslingel' and Stanley urging adoption of the 1]nifol'm A.ct (Woshington 
Post, September 20, 1934). 

I 
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Other large-city newspapers such as the Olevelana Plain Dealel' 'and the Bt. 
Lonis Star Times kept a steady, if intermittent, stream of a'nti-marihuana artl.cles 
flowing in the perioel just before the passage 'of the Uniform Act in those areas. 
In Missouri, especially, local concern generated by the extensive coverage in the 
Stm' Times speedily pushed the legislature to adopt the Uniform Act. 

Often it has been supposed on the basis of this increasecl coverage that the use 
of marihuana increased around 1935. Since there was some larger design ill
volved, however, a firm conclusioll is ullwarranted. At the slj.me time, it is pos
sible that use did spread after the publicity campaigns, espeCially among the 
young. 

Judging from the tremendous e).-pansioll in covel'age by the New YOl'lo Timc8 
beginning in 1935, the evidence supplied \}y the LaGuardia COlllmission in its 
1944 Report and the leap in enforcement activity, marihuana finally C~llne to 
New York City in the 1930's, though then probably on a smaller scale than 
in Den vel' 'and the border towns of Texas . 

. Apart from the press, 'another influential participant in the marihuana cam
paign, especially after the Repeal of Prohibition, was the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union. Although the WCTU had distributed 11 pampblet on mari
huana as early as 1927, their publication, the Union Signal, does not reflect 
any significant interest either in the Uniform Act or marihuana until 1934. Befol'e 
that year the "narcotic" receiving the most attention was nicotine. Beginning 1n 
1936, however, the Union Signallmd a direct line to the FBN national office, and 
from then on every issue contained material on marihuana (WCTU bounO vol
umes, yearly) . 

The World Narcotic Defense Association and its head, Richmond P. Hopson, 
were also involved in the drive for state enactment. They were continu~lly in 
postal contact with almost every state legislator in the country (WNDA, 1937). 
The most well-financed group in the campaign, the Association underwrote na
tional broRdcasts and distributed a lengthly pamphlet on marihuana in 1936. 

The GE"nel'al Federation of Women's Clubs 'also contributed energetically. The 
Federation educated its membership about the need for the Uniform Act and 
about the evils of marihuana in particular. The Chairman of the Federation's 
department of legislation noted: 

"The situation concerning cluo women particularly is the accessibility of the 
frightening degenerating marihuawa weed, which is rolled in cigarettes ... and 
has been playing such havoc with young high school boys and girls (WCTU, 
1936: 285.)" 

The state and local clubs immediately began to unite Iocal legislators and to 
conduct educational campaigns for parents, teachers and children <'VCTU, 1937 : 
36; Wood, January 13,1936). An FBN agent appeared at a New York meeting of 
the local Fedel'atioH, with two marihuana p1ants, They were exhibited at a local 
flower show: 

Marihuana Plant exhibit at Flower Show of Katrina Trask 
Garden Club, Tomorrow, 3 P.aL on at the Casino. 

This plant is the cause of a dread menace which is being fought 
by the State Department of Health. Public Inyited to Show-25¢ 
(Saratogian, 1936: 5) 

Other groups such as the YWCA, the National PTA and the National Councils 
of Catholic Men and Women were all in touch with the Bureau and were made 
aware of the Bureau's dual aims of "influencing and creating public opinion in 
favor of the passage of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act and awakening the 
parents of the country to the increaSing danger of the use o~ marilmana. . ." 
(Anslinger, March 28,1935).' . 

HQwever, arousing public opinion alone was not the ultimate goal of the 
campaign. The FBN WI1,S interested iIi the enactment of the Uniform Act along 
with prohibitory marihuana legislation in all the states. . 

By early 1935, only 10 states had adopted the Uniform Act. And, three of these 
states hacl not included marihuana (Anslinger, MarcIl 1, 1935). 1.'he Bureau 
embarked upon its marihuana ·strategy in 1935, the turning point in state enact
inent. Whethl'r or not public interest actually existed,public opinion-makers 
influenced legislative opinion and created a "felt need" for legislation. 

'Within the next year, 18 more states aclopted t.he Act and everyone of them 
whi(lh did not llave previous legislation included marihuana (Anslinger, Jan
uary 13,1936; WCTU, 1937: 75). 
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ENA'OTlIIENT OF '.rHE lIfARIIIUANA TAX ACT 

Despite the public opinion campaign conducted in the early 1930's the gen~ral 
public was largely unaware of the drug, its use, or its allegec1 effects; only 
regional interest was aroused. . 

A change seems to have occurred after 1935. The increased natlOnal awarenes~ 
played a Significant role in the decision of the 'I.'reaHury Department to seek 
federal legislation. On April 14, 1937, the "Secretary of the Treasury, on behalf 
of the Commissioner of Narcotics," submitted the "auministration proposal to 
Congress to impose an excise and transfer tax on uealings in marihuana" 
( SchaUer, 1970: 70). 

T,he scheme of the :31arihuana Tax Act was threl:'fold: a requirement that aU 
manufacturers, importer;;, dealers, and practitioners rl:'giHter and pay :i special 
occupational tax; a requi!'ement that all transactions be accomplished through 
use of written order forms; and tlle impoRition of a tax 011 aU transl'l:'rs ill the 
amount of $1 per ounce for transfer to regi~tered persons and a prohibitive $100 
per ounce for transfers to llllregistered persons. 

The key departure of the marihuana tax scheme from that of the Harrison 
Act is the notion of the prohilJitive tax. Under the Harrison Act, a person not 
required to· register, tllat is, a non-medical user, coulel not legitimately buy or 
vossess narcotics. To the dissenters in thl:' Supreme Court decisions upholding 
the Act, this clearly demonstrated that Congress motive was to prohibit conduct 
rather than to raise revenue. 

The seemingly bizarre legal formulation of this tax measure was precipitated 
by the recognizeel need for the Federal Government to take action forbidden 
to it under pre'l"ailing constitutional doctrine. 

Hearings on thf> proposed marihuana taxation were held bf.'forf' the House 
·Ways and :Means Committee. During five morning'S of testimony by FBN officials, 
goYel'llment witnesses, and inaustr~' representatives, the Bureau presented the 
following four-foW argument: (1) marihuana was' a disastrous drug; (2) its 
use was increasing was alarmingly anel had generated public hysteria; (3) 
state legislation was incapable of meeting the threat posed by the drug, thus, 
federal action was required j and (4) the gO'l"ernment might best act through 
separate legislation rather than through an amendmf>nt to the Harrison Act. 

No definite sC'ientific study of the effects of ll1arilmana were presented to 
Congress to substantiate the po·sition that marihuana was a dangerous drug. No 
synthesis of aYailable srientific information was submitted nor was there any 
statement by the Public Health Sen'ice. Neither of the goyernment's own public 
health experts, .A~sistant Surgeon General, Dl'. Walter Treadway, and Dr. 
Lawrence KoHl, testified, nor cUel Drs. \'iTalter Bromberg or J. F. Siler who had 
recently published ~c.:ielltific articles on the effects of cannabis in humans (Siler, 
et a1., 1933 : 269-280 ; Bromber"'. 1934). 

Instead, the scientific aspects were presented by a law enforcement agency, 
the FBN: 

"Despite the fact that medical men and scientists have disagreed upon the 
properties of marihuana, and some are inclined to minimize the harmfulness of 
this drug, the records offer .ample evidence that it has a disastrous effert upon 
many of its users. Recently we have received many reports showing crimes of 
violence committed by persons while under the influence of marihuana. 

"The deleterious, eyen Yicious, qualities of the drug render it highl~' clanger
ous to the mind and body upon which it operates to destroy the will, rause one 
to lose 'the power of connected thought, produdng imaginary delectable situa
tions and gradually weakening the physical powers. Its use frequently luads to 
insanity. 

"I have a statement here, giving an outline of cases reported to the Bureau 
01' ill the press, wllerein the use of marihuana is cOllnected with revolting crimes 
(U. S. Congress, 1937: 30)." 

Instead of having one of the few l'esearchers who had done any significant 
research into the effects of cannabis on humans, the Bureau chose a Temple 
University pharmacolOgist, Dr. ,James Munch, whose experience was confined to 
experimentation of the effects of e'annabis on dogs. 

The second component of the Bureau's caf'ie was the contention that marihuuna 
use hud spread ulaJ'mingly in recent ~'ears, provoking a publ.ic outcry. To· clem
onstrate this, the Bureau submitted, for the record, the Gomila article cited 
earlier, and a 1036 letter from the city editor of the A.lamoo8u Daily Oourim' 
(U.S. Congre8s, 1937: 32-37.) 'The letter described an attack by a i\Iexican
American, allegedly under the influence of marihuana, on a gIrl of his region: 
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"I wish I coul~ show you what a small marihuana cigaret can do to one of our 
degenerate Spamsh speaking residents. That's why our problem is so great· the 
gre~te~t percentage of our population is composed of Spanish-spealdng pe~sons 
Smost of whom are low mentally, because of social and racial conditions (Baslmtte 

eptember 4,1936)." , 
The third c.omponent ?f tl~e Bmeau's case was that even though every state 

now had mal'lhuana leglslatI?n, local ~L1!thorities could not cope with the m!1,ri
!luana menace. To SUpport thls propositlon editorial pleas from the Washington 
newspapers were offered along with Bureau testimony that officials of several 
states had requested federal help. 

Senator Brown asked Commissioner Ans1inger "to mal{e clear the need for 
Federal legislation." He continued' 

"You say the states have askecl'you to do that. I presume it is because of the 
freedo~ of interstate traffic that the states require the legislation." 

Anslmger agreed: 
"[W]e have. ha:~ requests from the states to step in because they claimed it 

was not growmg m that state, but th(i;t it was coming in from another state 
(U.S. Congress, 1937: 16)." 

Nothing was presented to support tha.t statement i no letters from local aU
thorities and no investigative reports by FBN agents describing the trafficking 
apparatus. 

~.1:le congressmen and senators participating in the hearings accepted the 
Bureau's argument. In fact, Senator Brown, Chairman of the subcommittee 
which considered the legislation in the Senate, and Chairman Doughton of the 
Ways and Means Committee, had been thoroughly briefed by the Bureau in 
advance of the hearings. There was Ul) probing of the Government witnesses. In 
fact, the Government made its case in the House in one seSSion, and the next 
three sessions were devoted to countering the technical objections of the oilseed, 
birdseed, and hemp industries (U.S. Congress, 1937: 59-65, 67-86). . 

On the last morning of scheduled hearings, Dr. William C. Woodward ap
peared on behalf of the Ai.\IA to oppose the bill. DI·. Wooclward objected to 
H.R. 6385 because he believed that its ultimate effect would be to so relltrict 
medical use by redtape that any medical use would be impOSSible. He admitted 
that tllere were currently few therapeutic appUcations but he observed that the 
bill inhibited further research which might bear fruit. He went even further to 
imply that the bill was designed with this objective in mind. He noted that if 
federal legislation was considerecl necessary, it could be achieved without sacri
fiCing medical 11sage by Simply amending 'the Harrison Act. 

Dr. 'Voodw!ir{!'s llloSt pointed attack was directed against the uflsnmption that 
federal legislation was needed to control the marihuana habit. He argned that 
existing state legislation was mOre than suffiCient if properly enforced and that 
if lack of coordination was the problem, that was the FBN's fanlt. 
~oting that the FBN already had the Iluthority to "arrange for the exchange 

of information concerning the use and abuse of narcotic drugs in [the] states 
and for cooperation in the institution and prosecution of snits ... ," he asserted 
tllUt the Burean had not done its job: 

"If there is at the pref:;ent time any wealmess in our state laws relating to 
cannabis Or to marihuana, a fail' share of the 'blame, if not aU of it, l'e~ts on the 
Secretary of the Treasury and his assistants who have had this duty imposed 
upon them for 6 and more years (U.S. Congress, 1937: 93)." 

Dr. Wocdward also contended that the law would be a useless eXPense to 
the medical profcsssion n,nd unenforcible, He noted: "Since marihuana grows 
so freely, and every landowner was a potential producer, whether wittingly 01' 
unwittingly, full enforcement would require inspection of the entire land area 
of the country, a task which would be unseemly for the Federal Government to 
undertake" (U.S. Congress, 1937: 94-95). ,. 

Finally, Dr. "Toodward wondered why, if federal legislation was considered 
necessary, the Congress did not simply amend the Harrison Act. To the Bureau's 
argnment that sucll a COurse WOUld be unconstitutional, he inquired how 'l'l'eaH
ury'S counsel could argue that the pl'el:!ent bill was constitutional since the 
technique was identiC'al. Dr. yVoOdward's own "iew was that the amendment of 
the Harrison Act would be constitutional and that such a cOurse would dispel 
the professional objections which he raised (U.S. Congress, 1.937: 97). 

After accusing Dr. 'Voodwarcl of obstructionism, evasiveness, and bad faith, 
the Committee did not cven thank him for his testimony (U.S. Congress, 1937: 
121). When the Senate Finance Committee conducted hearings on the bill, now 
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styled H.R. O!JOO, two months later, Dr. Woodward sublilitted imtead a sllOrt 
letter which stated the AJIA's reasons for opposing the bill (r.s, Congress, 
1937: 33-34). 

Both Committees reportpc1 the bill favorably despite Woodward'H objections. 
The 'Vays and Jlpuns Report "tated : 

"rnder thn illfiuel1('p of this drug th ... yl'i11 i:-; <lestro~'e<l and ull power of direct
ing and c!lntrollillg" thought is lost. Inhi1Jitions ar!.' ,r!.'l!.'uo:pd. AR a result of the~e 
E'ffeet!', it .ailpeure<l from t!.'stimollY llrorhw!.'d lit the lll'arings that many yiolpl1t 
erimps lun'e l)eell and are being eommitted hr llerl'OIlH Ilncil'r the iniiuence of the 
drug. Not only is marihuana used b~t hardell€'d criminals to steel them to eomIllit 
violent c'rim€'s, but it is also being lllaeed in tlll' hands of higll seho01 children 
in the form of marihuana cigarettes by unscrupulous peddlers. Cases were cited 
at the hearings of school children who have been driven to crime and insanity 
through the use of the drug. Its continued u"p results manJ' times in impotplH'Y 
and insanity (ll.S. Congress, 1!l37: 1-2)." 

The JIarihuana Tax Aet lla">'pu the House of Rpllre;:pntatiYes ypry latp in the 
afternoon of a long session on ,Tunp H. 1!J37; the only olJllOsition came from 
congreSHIl1C'n who had no idea what marihuana \Va,: and dC'sired further informa
tion before voting ((iollgrcs8irmal Rccm't1, 1937: 5575,5089). Instead of a detailed 
Ilnalysis tney rpt'eiYed a stat'ment of one (,f the' mpmher;: of the \\Ta~'s and 
JIpUl)$ Committee which rppeated ullcritieally the lurid cril1linal a('t~ attributed 
to marihuana w"er-; at the hparings. Aftpr le!':R than two pages of debat!.', the 
Act lJassed without 11 roii call (Cong1'c8.,ional Rec'ol'll, 1937: 5;:;75). 

TIGHTEXIXG THE LAW 

After the vas;;age of the :'IIurilmllnu Tux Act, the FBX IJcgan with a foul'
prol1gl'd enforcement 110lic'Y: 

1. Control of cUltiYlltion of the 11lant for legitimate VUl"llOSeS and eradication 
of wild growth; 

2. Paeifieatioll of marihuan!l-senHationalism in the llress; 
a. Education of the fpc1eral judiciary toward ;;trict application of the law; and 
4. Al1oC'atioll of fed(~ral enforcement reHour~es toward major truffieking rather 

than llC'tty 1l0sseH14ion offenses. 
The seOIle of the lllant'l-; growth. the tl'ltnsj)ortability of the seeds, the dormancy 

of the seeds, and tIlE' laek of a highl,.v efficient herbicide militated against a com
llreht'nl4ivl' pradi('atioll program. Tlw ('ost of slleh r. program would havp been 
t;ubstantial e\-en if snccess were aSHUret1. No actiYe effort wa::; undertaken to 
conduct an acre-b~'-acre "urvpy of t11p enited Statps. 

The eradication "llrogram" hecame simpl~- a matter of reaction to routine 
information-letters from farmers who had identified the ,plant and discovel"ip;; of 
acreage hy law enforcement agents. 

AH the Bureau's interest ill marihuana subsided during the 1940's, so did 
the effort to eradicate the \vild growth. In fact, the Federal GoYernment encour
aged the cultivatiou of hpJl111 durillg the war, pyen though an inacth-e strain had 
not been developed, because sources of sisal rope had been sevE'red by Japan's 
oceullUtion of t11e l'hilippill(>s .• \JI over the enitpd States, the weeel remained ' 
I,lentiful and largely undetectecl. 

After passage of the Act, COll1missioner Auslingpr directed hh; agents to dis
conrage local officials from playing up any alleged illyolvement of marihuana 
with crime to the press. On April 11, 1!l38, the C'ommisioner toW his New York 
District Supervi:;or that: 

"Our lll'espnt lloliey iH to (}i;;courage llu(lue emphasis On marihuana for the 
reason that iu somp sPc'1"ion:;: of tlJe coulltry recently press reports have lJeen so 
e~aggerated that intprest in the :;uhject has llecome alll1Of:t hysterical and 'we 
nre therefore tr~'ing to mold public opinion along mOre conservative and saner 
lines (~\.nslinger, Al)l'illl, 1938)." 

IIIlJJlec1intely following IJassage of thp Act, the FBN also directed nn "educa
tional" effort towllrc1 the federal judiciary to ellJ.phuRize the need 'for severe 
sent,encps for marilll,nma offenderR. The, BureaJ u:so concentrated on the stifling 
of suppliers, large interstate trafficl,ers, 1111(1 Slr:1,lf,glers. Small lJossesion cases 
were to be left to local authOrities. 

Sevoi .. al factors, however, SE'l'vcd to frustrate this policy. ]!'irst, marihuana 
traffic was highly d~sorganized and there was no national or regional networl, 
as such (Xew Yorl>: City, 1915). Second, use was still concentrated geographically 
aud soc\o-economically and was not a major enterprise. Finally, during the war 
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years, the Bureau abandoned responsibility for most marihuana law enforce
ment to the states, where the disorganized traffic and regional USe could be most 
effectively controlled. The :FBN chose instelHI to concentrate on the opiates. 

After the relath'e quiet of the war years there was apparently a Significant 
increase in narcotic drug abuse in the late 1940's ancl the public began to be con
cernecl with lhe spread of narcotic addiction, particularly among young persons. 
Congressional furor was aroused by the assertion that the use of marihuana 
i11evi tably led to the use of thelie harder drng~, Varticularly heroin. 

The new legislation came in two waves. In1U51, Congress passed the Boggs Act 
(Boggs Act, XoveIJlber 2, 1U51: 7(7) Which increased penalties for all drug 
violators. ]'01' the first time in federal drug legislation marihuana and the nar
cotic drugs were lumped togetller, :,:ince the Act provided uniform llenalties for 
the Xarcotic Drugs Import Bnd Export Act (Boggs Act, Xovelllber 2, 1951: 7(7) 
ancl the l\Iarihnana 'fax Act (21 U.S.C. 19(4). The states followed the federal 
lead. Then, in 1956, Congress passed the Narcotic Control Act, escalating the pen
alties still further. Once again the states responcled in kind. 

The hearings before the Subcommittee of the Houf'e Ways and Means Com
mittee and the f\.oor debate indicate that the Boggs Act was motivated lJy a per
ceived increase in narcotic use in the perioa 19':18 to 1951 (Kefauver Committee 
Hearings;1931: 240-241 : New YrwT.; Times, 1951). 

Representative Boggs, speal~ing during the Congressional debate on his bill, 
enullciated it concern wbich was reflected jn many other quarters. After noting 
that there had been a 24% increase in arrests for narcotic violations between 
1949 and 1950 and a 70% increase between 1948 and 1950, RepresentatiYe Boggs 
stated: 

"The most shocking part about these fig11res is the fact that there has been an 
alarming increase in drug addiction among younger persons. In the first six 
months of 1946, the average age of addicted persons committed ... at Lexing
ton, Kentucky, was 37.5 years. Only three patients were under the age of 21. 
DUring the first six months of 1950, only four years later, the average had 
droppecl to 26.7 years and 766 patients were under the age of 21 . . . (Oongl'es
sional RecQ1'el, 1951: 8197)." 

Representative Boggs and others supported the mandatory minimum sentences 
for drug peddlers because they felt that some federal judges had been lax in en
forcing the narcotic laws (Oonyrc8,~ional RecQ1·a, 1951: 8197, 8207, 8211). PuhUc 
opinion was overwhelming that harSh sentences, including the death penalty for 
peddling narcotics to minors, would strangle the drug monster then stalking the 
American youth (Kefauver Committee Hearings, 1951 : 430-431). 

The Boggs Act was directed in large part at the federal judiciary since a key 
provision removed judicial discretion in sentencing by providing that upon con
viction for a second or subsequent offense the im);losition or execution of the 
sentence could not be suspended nor probation granted. 

There hud been no concerted lobtying effort by the judicial community during 
th~ lrgislativc process; however, James V. Bennett, Director of the U.S. Bureau 
of Prisons, aroused the judges in the Fifth U.S. Circuit District into eventnally 
recommending the amendment of the law to remove provisions for mandatory 
minimum sentences (New Orleans Statesman, May 28,1954; New Orleans Times
Pioayune, filay 28, 1954). 

Even while the Boggs Act wus still pending in Congress, the Bureau of 'Nar
cotics encouraged the states to modify their existing narcotic and marihuuna 
legislation to enact "penalties similar to those provided in the Boggs Bill [which] 
would be of material assistance in the fight against the narcotic traffic" (Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics, Hl50 :6)., 

Seventeen states and the territory of Alaska responded by passing "little Boggs 
Acts" by 1953 and 11 other states increased their penaltie8 by 1956. Two of the 
latter group, Ohio and Louisiana, enacted penalty provisions which were Substan
tially more seve~e than those passed previously in any jurisdiction (Federal 
Bureau of Narcotlcs, 1956 :28). 

The Ohio law, approved June 1o, 1955, IProviclecl a 20 to 40 year sentence for 
the sale of narcotic drugs. The LOl1isialla measure, adopted the following year, 
provided severe prison sentences without parole, probatioll. or suspension for 
the illegal sale, posseSSion, or administration of a narcotic drug. The sentences 
ranged from a five.year minimum to a 99-year maximulll (:Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics, 1951 :8) . 

Underlying the inclusion of marihuana in the scheme of increased penalties 
was the progression theory. In the Boggs hearings many witnesses testified to the 
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linl( between marihuana use and ultimate heroin addiction. CommissiOlll'r An-
slinger, for example, testified: . ' 

"The danger is tllis: OVN' 50 percent of theRe yonng a<lchets started 011 marl
buana smoking. 'I'hey ::;tarted tlwre and graduntpd to heroin; they took the lH'(>c11e 
when the thrill of marihuana was gone (Boggs Act II('urinp;>; 1051 :200)." 

RepresentatiYe Boggs himself summed up th(' stpppinp;-stOlw tht'sis ill Honse 
floor debate: . . 

"Our younger !leoplp usually start on the road which leads to drll~ addH'tlO~ hr 
smoldng marihuana. They then graduat(' into narcotic drn.((H-t'oCal1lP, mor,llllll~P, 
and heroin. -When these younger persons he{'ome addieted to the drup;>;, herom, 
for example, whiell costs from $1'1 to $15 ll(~r dll;r, they "ery often Jllll>;t emJmrk.oll 
careers of crime .. , and prostitutioJl ... in order to huy tlIP S\1Plll~' WhlCh 
they need (Oonurc8.~ional Rcconl, 1051: R107-R108)." 

The stepping-stone theory thus supplantecl the older hYIlothes('s whieh hod 
linl(ed marihuana to addiction, insanity and yjolent t'rime. 

In a paper filed as an exhihit to the hearings on tl)(~ Boggs Act, Dr. Harris 
Is11p11, Director of Research at the Public Health Sel'Yice Hosl1ital in Lexington, 
Kentucky, stated that marihuana was not physically adc1ictiYe, altllOugh he paid 
lip service to the psychological dependence hypothC'sis (Boggs Act Hearings, 
1051: 147, lJ8l . 

Acknowlerlging the possibility of "temporary pSj'chosis" in "prec1h;llosed ill
dividuals," Ishell otherwise disputed the crime and insanity thesig. Before the 
Kefauver Committee in the Senate he testified that: 

.. [1\1] arihuana smokers generally are mildly intoxicatpd, giggle, laugh, bother 
no one. and have a good time. 'l'hey do not lltoggel' or fall, and ordinarily will not 
attempt· to harm anyone, 

"It has not hePll llrovPll that smoking marihuana lenels to crimes of yiolence 
or to ('rimes of a sexual nature. Hmoking marihnona hu:;: no nllpleasant after
effects, no dppendence' is deyeloped on lhe drug, ancl the llractice can easily he 
stopppcl at any time. In fact, it is prC'bably easier 1'0 Rtoll smoking mal'ihuana 
c'igarettes than totacco cigc.l'ettes {Refauver Committee Hearings, 1051: nO)." 

Some observers felt that the narcotics llroblem had disappeared almost PD
tirel~' from the national scene after the Boggs Act was pnflHed. Noverthelpss, state 
and federal law enforcement authorities, armecl with dotf.!. suggesting that the 
strengthening of tllp drug laws lwd at least halted the increase in drug use, 
Jlressed for further increases in penaltit'fl ill order to root gut the drug menace 
entirely (Federal Bureau of Xarcotics, 1056: 28). Without extended debate or 
witlened public interest, Congress passeel the Xarcotic Control Drug Act in 195fl 
(Daniel Committee Hearings, 1955 : 57). 

There was less ll.ttention paid to marihuana during Congressional delJatu in 
1956 ,than had been the case in 1951. But, the establishecl precedent of classifying 
marihuana with hard narcotiC's continued and resulted in a proliferation of mari
huana -offenses and a further increase in penalties based on the theory that the 
enel of the American narcotics f'xperience could thereby be assnrec1. 

Howeyer, efficDcy of still higher penalties was not uniilormly accepted -among 
law enforcement officials; the Depnty Commissioner of the FEN suggested that 
more spyerepenalties might press grand jnries not to indict and the petty juries 
not to convict in dl'Ug -cases. Others rejec ted this view and felt strongly that more 
Seyel'p 11enalties were -imperative if society was t,o be rid of it'l Ilresent peddlers 
and if new entrants into the narcotics business were to be deterrell (Good, ,July 
31,1954), 

Among ('Ollgl'Pssmen considering ~he Bill, ther~ ",'S no dissent from the proposi
tion that harsher penalties were 1'h(' means to eliminate the illicit use and sale of 
0:11 drugs (OOi1fJl'C'ss!onal Rcc(ml, 1056: 106S0). 

In addition to facilitating enforcement of narcotics lam; through a number of 
ane-ilIlAry provisions, the Narcotics Control Act of 1956 estahlislled the following 
penalties: 

JlIillimulII 
PossessIon: scntencc 

First offenso ___________________________ .. ______________________ 2 years 
Second offenso_______ __________________________________________ -5 years 
Third ancl subsequent offense ___________________________ . _________ 10 years 
]~ne _. ________________________ ~ _______________________________ $20,000 

Sale: 
First offense___________________________________________________ 5 years 
Seconcloffense _________________________________________________ 10 years 
Sale to minor by adulL _________________________________________ 10 years 
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Parole 01' probation were made unavailable to all except first offenders in the 
possess10n category (26 USC, 1964). 

1'l1e Act also created a llelY O.iense by pl'oIubiting iHegal importation of mari
huana. Simple possession was by statute ·sufficient to convict the posseSSOr of 
knowingly receiyiug illegally imported marihuana (21 USC, 19(4). 

l!'ew legislator~ recognized that marihuana was in any way different from the 
physically addicti\'e lU1.rcotics. The House Subcolllmittee on Narcotics, whicl1 
Vt'oduced what became the essentials of the 1956 Act, had inserted a footnote in 
the major lleaeling "Xarco-tics" which stated in fine print that the term narcotics 
included marihuana (U.S. Coele COllg. and Ael. News, 1956: 3294). Only once dur
ing the Congressional debates on the House and Senate versions of the Bill was 
the subject of marihuan'!l as a separate substance eve!). raised. 

;\Ioreovcr, in a statelllent reflecting the genera'! acceptan~e of the stepping-stone 
concept, Senator Daniel,Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee that investigated 
the drug prolJlelll, descrilJetlmarihl1ana : 

"That is a drug "'hi ell starts most addicts in the use ·of drugs. 1'Iarihualla, in 
itself a dangerous drug, ·can lead to some ·of the worst crimes committed by those 
who are addicted to the habit. Evidently, its use leads to the heroin hahit and 
then to the final destruction 'of the persons addictell (U.S. Gode Gong. dl ad News, 
ID56: 3294)." 

By the fifties, marihuana had been fully integrated into the narcotics legis}a
Hon ·of every state in the Union and of the national gOYel'muent. Possession of 
the llrug, even for 'one'sown use, was a felony everwhe;:e, D.nd the user was sub
ject to long periods of incarceration as punishment for his indulgence. 

1000-lD70: NEW LEGISLATIVE .APPROAOiI 

From the mid-fifties to the mid-sixties, federal activity in marihuana \lld nar
cotic law enfol'eement was relatively stable. The number ,of offender(. appre
hendell and convicted in bot.h areas remained constant (U.S. COlll'ts, 1956-1964). 

H·owever, in the early and mid-sixties a nelY l}henomenon was occurring. Drug 
abuse began to spread. It no longer confined itself to the ghettos and certain 
soci,oeconomic aml ethnic groups; the new users were the sons and daughters of 
the middle class. It begall striIdng home 'at the average American and became a 
national, major isslle of concern (Rosevear, 1967: 117-131; U.S. Bureau of Nar
cotics, 1966 : 40). 

The new middle cluss use of marihuana imluced significant medical inquiry 
into the nature of the drug and spurred ·a new legislative approach. One com
mentator stated: 

"Nobody cared when it was a ghetto problem. Marihuana-well, it was used 
by jazz musicians Or the lower class, so you didn't care if they got 2 to 20 years. 
But when a nice middel-class girl or boy in college gets busted for the same 
thing, then the whole community sits up and takes notice. Ana that's th"! name 
of the game today. 1'he problem has begun to come home to roost-in all strata 
of society, ill suburbia, in middle-class homes, ill tile colleges. Suddenly, the 
punitive, vindictive approach was touching all classes of society. And, now 
the most exciting thing that's really happening is thp. cllnnge in attitude by 
the people. Now Wi;) have a willingness to examine the problem as. to whether 
it's an experimentation, or ·an illness rather than 'an evil' (New Yot'lG T'imes, 
Feb. 5, 1970: 11)." 

Congress initially acted bS passage of the Drug Abuse Control Amendments 
of 1965 (PUblic IAaw 89-74, 1(65). This legislation established 11 Bureau of 
Drug Abuse Control within the Food and Di'ug Administration and created 
Criminal, misdemeanor penalties for the illegal manufacture and sale of de
pressant and stimulant drugs and hallucinogens. 

The dramatic increase in the use of mari1~uana and other drugs during' the 
latter 1960's was a matter of high public Visibility. In resllollse, President John
son offered Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1968 (H. Doc. No. 249, 1968). This 
reorganization was effective on April 8, 1968 and placed the Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics (of Treasllry) and the Bureau of Drug Abuse Cantrol (of FDA) in 
the Department of .TUstice and designated it the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs. 

What had been obviOUS with the passage of the 1965 Drug Amendments be
came glaring' with this reorganization, that is, the tremendous disparity ill 
peualties for violations illVolYing' dangerous drugs as opposed to narcotics· and 
marihuana. As a result of ilwreased medical and scientific inquiry, LSD and 
sever·alother drugs were aclmowledged as being more powerful hallucinogens 
than marihuana. . 
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To compound the disparity, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)' the major active 
ingredient in marihuana, was placed under controls whereby someone in UIl
authorized possession of THC was subject to no penalty, but someone in pos
session of marihuana was subject to a minimum mandatory penalty of two 
years imprisonment (Fcdcral Regi8ter, 1968: 14880). Congre"s then charged 
the possession penalty, under the Drug Abuse Control Amendments, to a mis
demeanor and increased the penalties for sale or manufacture of LSD and the 
other controlled drugs to up to fiye years (Public Law 90-G39. 1968). 

Nevertheless, a great cUsparity regarding penalties for these substances still 
existed. The atmosphere for change was ripe. Adding llres,;ure to the situa tion 
was the criminalization of increasing numbers of young llersons whose sole 
crime was llossession of marihuana for their own use. 

In late 1968, the newly formed Bureau of Xarco,w4 and Dangerous Drugs 
drafted legislation which would nationalize control of the drugs under the 
Bureau's jurisdiction. The prollosal law vestecl on the commerce clause rather 
than on the taxing powers. 

The change in authority was prophetic because the Leary decision, which 
was handed clown by the Supreme Court on :.\Iay lD. 196D, held that the order 
form procedure necessary to meet the requirements of the :.\Iarihuuna Tax Laws, 
forced all individual to incriminate himself in violation of the Fifth ~\..inendment 
(LctLl'Y Y. U.S., lDG9). Ostel1sibly, this derision left BXDD with no marihuana 
possession law and was another factor in evidence of the need for a revision 
of the law. 

This new bill, H.R. 13742, covered the regulation of narcotic drugs, "dangerous 
drugs" and marihuana. It was transmitted by Presi(1ent Xixon on July 14, 1969. 

Emerging from this legislation was an oyerall balanced scheme of criminal 
penalties. :'\IinimuUl mandatory offenses were essentially abolished and the of
fense of possession of a controlled substance for one's own use was made a 
miRdemeanor. Further, in first-offense, simple 110s,,;ps8ion cases, the court was 
given the discretion to place a defendant on probation, for up to one year. If, 
at the end of the probation period, the defendant had not violated any of the 
conditions of the llrobation, his conviction could be expunged. 

The same misdpllleunor penalt~· and opportunity for first offender treatment 
was provided for the distribution of a small allluunt of marihuana for either: 
(1) no remuneration; or (3) the cost of the drug. 

Tl'.s provision was incl uc1ed in recognition of the large number of >;uell trans
actiuns which tak!' lliacp. among youth and in recognition of a phenomenon 
which surfaced as a substantial challenge to the traditional picture of the na
tional marihuana trade. Legislators had formerly stereotyped the "seller" as 
the vicious criminal pushing his wares for high profit and Jelt that extraordi
narily harsh penalties were justifiecl for sellers (Narcoties Legislation Hearings, 
1969: 4). 

But several studies showed that the structure of marihuana traffic bore littlp 
or llO relation to the traditional stereotype. One suney of 204 users found that 
·14% had Rold to friends at least once. :\Iany casnal users sold to leave them
selves enough llrofit to co~'er the amount C>f their own llf;e (Gooele, 1969: 7). 
Uncler the IlelY Act, thp;I" would not be punishecl as distributors. 

The new legislation nlHo made It distinction hetwepn mayihuana and narcotic 
drugs. :\Inrihnnna was placed in a category with hallucinogeniC drugs and thpil' 
difference from narcotics was emphasized by the (liffel!puce in penalties as 
follows: 

Simple possession:! Yea rs _________________________________________ _ 
Oollars ______ • _. _______________________________ _ 

Unlawful distribution, posm~lon with intent to distri
bute, manUfacture, Importation or exportation: Years _______________ • _______________________ • __ 

Oollars _____ • ___ • ___ • __________________________ _ 

Maximum sentences 

Marihuana and other non
narcotic controlled SUbstances 

1st offense 

1 
5,000 

5 
15,000 

2d offense 

2 
10,000 

10 
30,000 

Narcotics 

1st offense 

1 
5,000 

15 
25,000 

! Distribution of small amounts of marihuana for no r~m~neration is treated the same as simple possess!on, 

2d offense 

2 
. 10, 000 

30 
50,000 

• I 
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The bill was l)assed by Congress (and signed into law by President Nixon) 
on October 27, 1970, as the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act of 197\). . 

In conjunction with this new federal law,a uniform state act was drafted 
by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and 
approved by them as the Uniform Controlled Substances Act at their annual 
conference August 1-7, 1970. 

The following statement in the preface of the Act explains its purpose '; 
"This Uniform Act was drafted to achieve uniformity betweeu the laws of the 

several States and those of the Federal Government. It has been designed to 
complement the new federal narcotic and dangerous drug legislation and provide 
and interlocking trellis of Fedel'al and state law to enable government at all 
levels to control mOl'e effectively the drug abuse problem." 

The Uniform Act does not recommend penalties except with respect to posses
sion for one's own use. For such offense:S, the Conference recommended that it 
be treated as a misdemeanor. 

To date, 26 states and three territories have adopted the Act in its entirety 
or in varied form. Currently, 10 to 15 states are considering it. 

The most recent chapter in the legal history of marihuana appears in other 
pages of this Appendix. The appointment of the National Commission on Mari
huana and Drug Abuse and the issuance of its Report are themselves significant 
events from an historical point of view. 
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REFERENCES TO THE GROWING OF HEMP IN THE UNITED STATES 

FROM THE· DURms OF GEORGE WASHINGTON, EDITED BY JOHN C. FITZPATRICK, 
VOL. 1-174.8-1700, HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN CO., P. 213 

PULLING HEMP (APGUST 1765) 

... * .... ... • ... 
7. began to separate the Male from the Female hemp 1 at Do-rather too late 
9. Abt. 6 oclock put sorne Hemp in the Rivr. to Rat-
IO. Separated my Ewes and Rams-but I .believ-e it was full late-many of the 
Ewes having taken Ram.-
13. finishi(l, Sowing Wheat at the Riv'r. P1antn, i.e. in ye corn ground 123 Bushels 
it took to do it 
15. the English Hemp i.e. the Hemp from ye English Seed was pickd at Muddy 
hole this day and was ripe 
15. Began to separate Hemp in the Neck-
17. finishd Sowing Wheat in 'the Corn field which lyes over ye Run at ye Mill 
27 Bushl. . 
22. put some Hemp into the Water about 6 oclock in the Afternoon-note this 
Hemp had been pulled the 8th. Inst. and was well dryed and toolc it out ttgain 
ye26th. ;, 

SEPTEMBE& ;,' 

4. Began to pull the Seed Hemp-but was not sufficiently ripe.- .' 
FROM DEBATES AND PROCEEDINGS IN THE CO!\'GRESS OF 'rHE UNITED STATES, 

VOL. II, P. 1500 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1799 

The engrossed bill making appropriations for the support of ' Government for 
the year 1790, was read the third time and passed. 

" 

lTo pull? 

61-BOl 0 - 77 - 37 -,-----~--~'-~-"~' -~ 
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A message was received from the President, with a letter and representation 
from the Supreme Executive Council of Pennsylvania, on the subject of Indian 
hostilities, committed in the county of Washington, in that i::ltate.-Ordered to 
lie on the table. 

A petition from the importers of hemp and the manufacturers of cordage of 
New York, was read, praying ,that the duty on hemp imported prior to Decem
ber, 1790, may be taken off, and a prohibition laid on the importation of foreign 
cordage.-Referred. 

'" '" >I< >I< .;. >I< >I< 

FROM DEBATES AND PROOEEDINGS IN THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 
11TH CONGRESS, 1ST AND 2D SESSIONS 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7,1809 

'" >I< >I< >I< .;. .;. .. 
Mr. HOWARD presented'a petition of sundry manufacturers of hemp into linen, 

residing in the State of Kentucky, praying that such addHional duties may be 
imposed by law upon the importation of hemp and coarse Iinens from foreign 
countries, as will effectually encourage the manufacture of those articles within 
the United States, and prevent their introduction into the United States from 
abroad.-Refer1~ed to the Committee of Commerce and Manufactures. 

.;. .;. .;. .;. .;. '" 
A!l1ERICAN MANUFACTURES 

~he House proceeded to con.sider the resolution proposed by Mr. BACON, 
on the thirty-first ultimo, to wit: , 

Re8olved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be directed to prepare and report 
to this House, at their next seSSion, a plan for the application of such means 
as are within the power of Congress, for the purpose of protecting and fostering 
the manufactures of the United States; together with a statement of the several 
manufacturing establishments which have been commenced, the progress which 
has been made in them, and the success with which they have been attended; and 
such other information as in the opinion of the Secretary .shall be material in 
exhibiting a general view of the manufactures of ,the United States. 

Mr. BAOON remarl{ed that if the House had any disposition to do -anything 
towards the advancement 9f manufactures of the country, the proper course 
would be to call for information on which they could act, as proposed by the 
resolution. For himself, however desirous to aid manufactures without infor
mation on which he could rely, he did not feel himself prepared to act. 

Mr. LYON remarked that twenty years ago a similar reference of the subject 
had been made to the Secretary of the Treasury, and a long report had been 
received, on which no proceedings were had. And this would be the case with 
the proposed report. It was intended but to allay by procrastination the little 
zeal which was now displayed by some members in favor of manufactures. If 
nothing was done now, he said he should despair of anything ever being done to 
encourage manufactures; and this motion was evidently intended to give the 
subject the go-by. 

Mr. LYON movecl to amend the resolution by striking out the words "at their 
next session," the time at which the Secretary of the Treasury is directed to 
report to the House a plan for the encouragement of manufactures; with a view 
to make the resolution obligatory on the Secretary to report during the present 
sellsion. 

The motion was negatived without a division. 
Mr. VAN HOIm moved to amend the resolution by striking out all that part 

requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to report a plan. He stated his reasons 
to be that he wished not to vote upon a plan reported by any Head of Department, 
however great confidence he might have in them; for he thought the House were 
competent themselves to orIginate a plan. He feared too that some plan might 
be proposed which would injure the agric.ultural interest; and the weight of a 
recommendation from so respectable an authority he well knew. He thought that 
Congress could themselves, by amending and regulating duties and drawbacks, 
SUfficiently encourage manufacturers, without any specific plan being laid down. 
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Mr. BACON said it had long ago been decided in this Government that when a 
call ,was made for information on :the H~ads of Departments, it was also within 
the rules of correct proceeding to require the officel~ so called upon to prepare and 
digest a plan on the subject on which information was called for. A.nd he feared 
no injury which would result from such a course, though much good might. 

After some observations from iVIessrs. QUINCY and DANA, against the amend
ment, and LVII'. BmIl ill snpport of it, :i\:[r. VAN HOR~'S motion was negatiYed, 
ayes 19. 

Mr. KENNEDY having called for the yeas and nays, on the passage of the 
resol UtiOll:- . 

Messrs. GARDENIER and RANDOLPH opposed it at length, on the general ground of 
the inexpediency of legislative interfeJ;ence for the encouragement of manufac
tures; eitch gentleman appearing to consider it as a pledge, or commencement 
of a system, for fostering manufactures by legislative acts. 

Mr. QUINCY supported it, as calling for information on which the House might 
legislate; as they could not properly legislate on any subject without information. 

The question was then taken to agree to the said resolution, as originally pr{)
posed, and resolved in the affirm~tive--yeas 93, nays 38, as follows: 

* * * * * * 

FROM DEBATES AND PROOEEDINGS IN THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 
11TH CONGRESS, 3D SESSION 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, DECEMBER 1810 

* * * * * * il 

CULTURE OF HEMP 

Mr. SHEFFEY remarked that; the interruption of commerce to the 'Pamc had 
given a spring to the culture of hemp in this country, "which 'voulu'be much re
laxed if the commerce should be opened. He was, he said,' one of those who had 
always considered the encou'ragemimt of agriculture as one of the first objects 
of a good Government. He, therefore, proposed, with a view to ascertain how far 
it was proper to encourage the culture of hemp, to oifer a resolution to inquire 
into the subject. He did not know how far it would be proper to adopt the measure 
which he contemplated; he was not advised whether the culture in the United 
States was sufficient for the consumptiQI). If so, he should feel disposed to restrict 
the importation from ,abroad. The Committee of Commerce and Manufacturers 
would be best able to ascertain how fal' it was proper to protect the culture of our 
own raw material. He, therefore, submitted the following resolution: ' 

ResoZvea, That the Committee of Commerce and Manufactures be instructed to 
inquire into the expediency of encouraging the culture of hemp, by protecting 
impost; duties, or prohibiting the. importation of that article into the United 
States; and that the Committee have leave to report by 9ill or otherwise. 

Mr. lIfITOHILL said he had no inclination to oppose the passage of thf) ,resolution, 
its object being merely to inquire; and resolutions for inquiry, generally speaking, 
were those which, of alloiliers, the House ougbt to pass. He woUld/jJlst mention, 
however, his perfect conviction that the resources for the supply" o~ this article 
were ample, and that enough could be ruised on the Genessee fla:t~ijand '\ValIkill 
River in the State of New York, to supply the Nortn! and in thejState of I(en
tucky, to supply the South: The .interruption of commerce /'')~th the Baltic, 
created an extraordinary pl'lce, whlCh was bounty enough for ttle present. How 
far it might be necessary to extend the prinCiple during fre~ 9!6mmerce, he did 
n~~~ .' 

The resolution was agreed to without a division. 

* * * * * 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, FEBRUARY 

* * * * * 
, CUL~URE OF HEMP '/ 

iF 
frio< 

Ii' ?11 
1/ * j 
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* 

* 
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Mr. NEWTON laid before the House a letter from the !,:;ecretar:v of the NaVy to 
the,Committee of Commerce and Manufactures, on the propriety of encouraging 

'.'"-- -
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the culture of hemp, by protecting impost duties, or by prohibiting its importa
tion from foreign countries; which was l,'eferred to a Committee of the Whole. 

The letter is as follows: 
NA.vy DEPARTMENT, Jan. 21, 1811, 

SIR: I have had the honor of receiving your letter of the 17th instant. 
As to the expediency of encouraging the culture of hemp, by protecting imtJost 

duties, or by prohibiting the importation of that article into thf'. United States 
and its Territories, it is not, I presume, expected of me, to make any observa
tions-as these are subjects appertaining peculiarly to the Treasury Department; 
and no doubt the Secretary of the Treasury can afford aU the information neces
sary to enable you to form a satisfactory opinion upon them. 

Without venturing an opinion upon the expediency of either of these provisions, 
I will submit for your consideration the follo,ving observations relative to the 
culture and dressing of hemp, &c. . 

In the essays first made by our countrymen in the culture of hemp, and in 
dressing it for market, the disadvantages of inexperience were sensibly felt.
Many errors, added to the dissuasives of previous habit, discouraged its culture. 
Doubts, too, whether the climate or soil of our country was adapted to the raising 
of hemp, were entertained. But very few, indeed, indulged tl}e expectation that we 
should ever be able to make hemp equal to that of RU>lsia. Hence, for many years, 
the culture of this important article progressed slowly; our countrymen, how
ever, stimulated by their characteristic enterprise, and by hopes of ultimate 
success, persevered in repeated experiments, and have at length acquired that 
practical information which has corrected many of their first errors, and now 
enables them to raise hemp in such quantity, and of such qUf.llity, as to compen
sate them amply for their trouble. Still, however, theY have not yet acquired that 
extensive information upon the subject which would assur1c! to them all the ad
vantages arising from the culture of this valuable article. 

As to the certainty and profit of a crop of hemp, it is' believed that no crop 
is more certain when sown in ground adapted to it, and to the grower it yields a 
profit superior to most articles, and exceeded. ·but by few; an acre of ground 
well plougned, harrowed, and manured, will yield a thousand pounds of clean 
hemp, worth, when properly cured and dressed, from $100 to· $150-;-sometimes 
$200. The labor and necessary bui.ldings required, in the sowing, preserving and 
preparing for market a crop of hemp, are inconsiderable when compared with 
some other nrticles, and especially tobacco, while the profit is greater !lnd the 
injury done to the soil much less. 

From a dispOSition to encourage the culture of hemp, cordage made of Ameri
can hemp llas been brought into use ill our Navy. For standing and running rig
ging, and illdeed for most other purposes, excepting cables, it is found to answer 
very well, even when made of "dew-rotted" hemp. Of the "water-rotted" hemp, 
we have not yet been able to procure a sufficient quantity to' justify our excluding 
the use of Russia hemp, espeCially for cables. American "water-rotted" hemp.is 
no doubt equal in all respects to the best Russia hemp; indeed, I rather incline to 

. think it superior. Upon this point, however, the samples herewith sent will enable 
you to for111 an opinion. 

No.1 is a Ijample of American "water-rotted" hemp grown on Blannerhassett's 
island. 

No.2 is a sample of Russia hemp, delivered to me by a ropemaker as the best 
kind of Russia. In this, however, I incline to thinl, there must be some mistal,e, 
though it is certainly gooel hemp. 

No.3 is 'U sample of Amei:ican "dew-rotted" hemp, grown in Botetourt county, 
Virginia. 

Upon examining these samples, you will, I believe, find the opinion which I 
have ventured to express with respect to the mode of dressing hemp confirmed in 
a great measure. The great difference between "wll-ter-rotted" and "dew-rotted" 
hemp, will be obvious to you from SUCll examina tion. 

American "dew-rotted" hemp, being of a darl, color, freqently neither broke nor 
scutched as it ought to be, and brought to market without being properly em~ 
baled, does not, in such cases, commanel a good price in our marlwts. These are 
the cause 1>. and this is the effect. The growers of hemp ought not, however, to be 
discouraged by this circulllstance. They should remember that,. in re~l1oving t~e 
cause, the effect will cease; ancl they may be assured that, If theIr hemp .IS 
properly prepareel, it will always commanel a price equal to the hemp of RUSSIa, 
l1robably superior. For my own part. as Secretary of the Navy. I can only say, 
that in such case I should feel it to be my duty to give a decided 'preference to 
hemp of our own growth. 
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The quantity of hemp raised in our country increases eVE'ry year and no doubt 
exis~s, that in. a very short period of time, enough will be raised t~ supply every 
pubhc and pnvate demand for all the purposes- to which it is applicable. 

The desiderata to be obtained appear to me to be, to persuade our countrymen 
to relinquish the prevailing pernicious practice of "dew rotting," and to adopt 
that practice which the experience of other nations has approved, namely, the 
steeping in water: this done, they will soon find their advantage in the change, 
and thus a new and powerful impulse will be given to the culture of this valuable 
article. . 

In preparing the hemp for brealdng, the pernicious praetice of what is com
'monly called "dew rotting," still prevails to a great extent-a practice tedious in 
its process, partial and unequal in its effects upon the fibre, and destructive of 
considerable quantities of hemp by the unavoidable exposure of it to the winds, 
which blow it about and entangle it. Hemp thus prepared is, in some places, 
st.rong, in others, weak, and has moreover a dark color-all which materially 
affect its value. 

In hemp there is a viscous, gummy substance, by which the fibres of the bark 
are bound together ar,d to the body of the plant, anel all that is necessary to 
prepare it for brealdng lS to dissolve this substance. The experience of other 
nations has long since decided that this dissolution can best be effected by im
mersing or steeping the plant in pure, clear, running water, 'ivhich, in a much 
shorter period of time thAn any other system heretofore practised, prorluces this 
dissolution O1}er all parts of the plant equally; mal{es it equally strong in all 
places, renders'it more flexible, gives it a lively bright color, and, what is an 
object of vasf importance, especially as respects durability under water, it will 
receive and retain a greater portion of tar than when prepared by "dew rotting." 
It may be here further remarked, that the more clear and pure the stream of 
water, the brighter will be the color of the hemp. 

"Dew rotting" requires many weeks of constant attention; but pl:actical men 
affirm, that, in 'a, pure warm stream of water, the process of dissolution will fre
quently be completed in five or six days. 

In Russia three weeks are allowed for steeping where the water is not very 
cold; but if cold, as in rivers and springs, five, and sometimes six weelrs are 
found to be necessary. To ascertain whether the hemp be sufficiently steeped, 
a head is taken out of the pound, dried, and beat, and if the husl;: comes off. 
the hemp is considered as having been sufficiently steeped. It is, then, taken out 
of the pound and suspended upon sticks placed horizontally for the purpose of 

" drying; after remaining in the open air in this situation about a fortnight, it is 
removed and put into a kiln, where it.is suffer"d to re-:nain twenty-four- hours. 
It is then ready for breaking, which operation is performed by means of a hancl 
mill; after this is done, the husk is beaten off by striking the heads obliquely 
with iron and wooden instruments of the shape of a large two-edge knife,; finally, 
it is drawn through a wooden comb, with one row of wide wooden teeth, for the 
purpose of unravelling and cleaning it. 

As to the climate and soil best adapted to the culture of hemp, it maybe ob
served that it is raised both in the frigid and torrid zone, and that any soil, if 
not wet, may be made to yield hemp, although the richer the soil the better, and 
a :flat country is, for tllis purpose, to be preferred. On the waters of the Ol;lio, .Mis
sissipl~J) Susquehanna, Po!toma.c, James river, and other parts of the United States, 
there is an abundance of llmd peculiarly adapted to the culture of hemp. 

Should you think' it expedient to offer- any inducements to produce this chango 
in the manner of dressing our hemp, whence would flow such happy ej):ects, per
mit me to observe, that the only one which, at thi;:; time, occurs to me as coming
within the range of my official duties to execute, would be an a.nnual appropria
tion by Congress of a sum of money enabling me to contract for a supply of 
American hemp and canvass for the use of our Navy. Should this plan be ap
proved, the appropriations should be made in time to admit of contracts being 
formed prior to the commencement of the, season for cropping; and the first. 
appropriation Should be made distinct from other appropriations; or it might bn 
added to the estimates for the current year in the iirst instance.' This would in
volve an appropriation in the first year exceeding the amount required in thai
year for the expenses of the Navy, but it would be a provision for the ensuing 
year, and'\'the amount might be deducted from the estimates. of the ensuing year. 
The propriety of this provision will readily occur to yOU, when I state the fact, 
that it would not be possible, at this time, to contract for thesearticles,delivel'
able:in time to be used within the year-; they could not be deliverM till after th,~ 
crops of this year shall have been gathered and prepared for marlcet.ln the COIl
tracts which might :thus boa; made, it would become my duty, in execution of tho 

';' 
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object of Congress, to stipulate that the hemp should be steeped in water instead 
of being exposed to dews; and, upon good security being given, a portion, not 
exceeding one-fourth or one-third of the amount of each contract, might be 
advanced. These contracts being judiciously distributed in different parts of the 
country, and, what would be just, a higher price being given than "dew-rotted" 
hemp would command, it would not be unreasonable to expect that a spirit of 
emulation-always useful to public improvements-would be excited, and pow
erfully assist in exploding ,Present errors and in producing the change in the 
dressing of hemp; which, in my opinion, would essentially promote individual 
and national prosperity. 

Some few of our countrymen do, at this time, I am told, entertain apprehen
sions that our markets will be overstocked with American hemp, and that the 
price will be greatly diminished. This admitted, they have it in their power to 
prevent the importation of all foreign hemp, by making theirs, in all respects, 
equal to foreign hemp. This, indeed, in a national view, would be an important 
point gained. But when it is considered to what a variety of purposes hemp is 
applicable; that we are at this time greatly dependent upen foreign countries for 
hemp, for canvass, and linens of various kinds made of hemp; that there exists a 
spirit of patriotism and of preserving industry ready to be exerted, when fit 
opportunities shall present, to shake off this dependence; that if more hemp 
should be raised than will be required for cordage, factories of canvass and linenSi 
will necessarily be established. Such apprehensions lose their force, and yield 
to reflections and anticipations of the most agreeable nature. 

A comprehensive view of this subject leads us to cherish the expectation that 
the United States will, at no very distant period, become exporters of hemp, as 
they now are of every other description of naval stores and of cotton; and that 
Ule individuals who raise it will, like those who raise other naval stores and 
cotton, experience all thc beneficial effects resulting therefrom. 

These observations are submitted to you, sir, with all the diffidence which the 
novelty of the subject naturally excitcs, and wIth the hope that they may be use
ful in aiding your deliberations upon the highly interesting question now under 
your consideration . 

. 1 have the honor to be, &c. 
PAUL HAMILTON. 

Bon. THOJlfAS NEWTON, &c. 
Mr. LYON, after some preliminary remarks submitted the following resolution: 
Q,esoZVed, That additional or original duties ought to be laid on the importa

tion of card wire, hemp, lead, and cotton, and upon all manufacturers of which 
those articles constitute the chief materials. 

Mr. EpPES suggested a reference of the resolution to the Committee of the 
Whole, to whom was referred a bill on the subject of additional duties. 

Mr. NEWTON stated that a resolution on the subject of hemp having been ).'e
ferred to the Committee of Commerce and Manufactures, they had applied to tile 
Secretary of the Navy on the subject, from whom a report had been received of 
considerable interest, which ought to be referred to the same committee. 

Mr. LYON'S resolution was referred as moved. 

[From the Washington J?ost, Mar. 23, 1972] 

~IARIJUAIS'A PENALTy END SUPPORTED 

(By Carl Bernstein) 

Al Linden, one of fOUl mdidates seeking the Democratic nomination to Con
gress from Virginia's E! !, .u District, has called for an end to criminal penalities 
for the possession of mil ".".~ Jana. 

"Let's let the pOlice,the courts and the prisons deal with the real criminals, 
peOPle who are truly dangerous," Linden said at .a press conference at Falls 
Church Democratic headquarters Monday. "Let's stop breaking down doors to 
see what people are doing in the privacy of their homes, and let's get . . . the 
muggers, the rapists, the murderers, the heroin pushers off ;the streets." 

Describing marijuana use as a petty Vice, Linden asserted at his press con
ference that George Washington, whose i\1:ount Vernon home is in the Eighth 
District, ocassionally smoked home-grown marijuana. 

"It is ironic that the Father of our Country ... would be a criminal under 
today's unrealistic legislation, for he grew hemp at Mount Vernon," Linden said. 
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"And our first President's diary, dealing specifically with separating the female 
plants from the male before pOllination, shows that he wasn't harvesting the 
stuff for rope." . 

Linden, a personnel consultant, described crhllinal penalties for marijuana 
possession as "an out-and-out failure that is coslitr:g society far more than the 
minimal benefits they are ::;aid to return." 

It is "a national tragedy and a travesty of justice," he said,that "unless cur
rent laws are changed nearly 100,000 young people ... will acquire criminal 
records this year for sim~le possession of marijuana." 

The candidate added ·that he does not personally advocate the use of mari
juana, "just as I do not advocate the use of alcohol, cigarettes, tranquilizers, 
caffeine, sleeping pills or any otiler of the myriad of drugs-many of which cause 
... much greater harm than marijuana." 

Linden is one of four Democrats seeking the Democratic nomination for the 
eongressional seat now lleld by Rep. William L. Scott, a Republican. Scott, whose 
district encompasses 463,000 residents in Alexandria, Prince William and Fair
fax County, is seeking his party's nomination far the U.S. Senate seat now held 
by Democrat William B. Spong Jr. 

Also seeking the Democratic eighth district nomination in a June 13 primary 
are Fairfax Commonwealth's Attorney Robert F. Horan Jr., Fairfax Supervisor 
Herbert E. Harris II, and Jim Burch, a management consultant. 

[From the Washington Post, "'far. 28. 1972J 

GEORGE 'WASHINGTON As A HE1U' FAR1fER 

Your 1\1arch 23 story by Carl Bernstein on Virginia Democratic candidate 
Al Linden's calling for legalization of marijuana performed a public service 
by giving us a chance to refllte Linden's horrendous libel on George Washington. 

Seeking historic precedent for his pot position, Linden digs ilItO the personal 
diary of the Father of Our Country. and cites a passage wherein ·Washington
the-farmer refers to his handling of the hemp crop. Linden says the diary entries 
"show that he wasn't harvesting the stuff for rope." And he then asserts that 
George Washington occasionally smoked marijuana. \'. 

Here are the verbatim quotations from Volume r of "The Diaries. of Ge<rrge 
Washington, 1748-1799" (Houghton IvIiffiin) : 

August 7, 1765-"Began to seperate the Male from the ll'emale hemp at DQ
rather too late." 

August 9-"Abt. 6 oclock put some Hemp iil the Rivr. to Rot." 
August 15-"The English Hemp i.e. the Hemp from ye English seed was pickecl 

at Muddy Hole this day and was ripe." 
Angust 15~'~egan to seperate Hemp in the Neck." 
~ugust 22-"Put some Hemp into the Water about 6 oclock in the Afternoon

note this Hemp had been pulld the 8th: lnst. and was well dryed and took it 
out again ye 26th." 

September 4-"Began to pull the Seed Hemp-but was not sufficiently ripe." 
Hemp is grown both for its seeds and its fiber which maIms into rope, twines, 

carpet thread, sailcloth and coarse sheeting. But it is an annual plant, so onl;\ 
must save seeds tram each year's crop for subsequent plantings, Hence Wash
ington's reference to "seed bemp." The seed is also used for bird feed. It makes 
them sing happily; 

Ifused for Its fiber, the hemp is soaked and then beaten with a club to separatn 
the fibers. 1£ used as marijuana, it is dried. Washington's .references ,to putting 
it in the river to rot clearly indicate he was soaking, not smoking, his pot. 

True, there is one reference to the hemp being "well dryed," but this was only 
in reference to how dry it was before its iIl),mersion.. ' 

Mount Vernon is located in the Eighth Congressional District, which is tho 
district that Lindenwnnts to reprpsent. Yet his ambition impels him to blacken 
the name of the Eighth's Illost illustrious constituent. George Washington is It 
potl)ead? utterly ridiculous. Ask anyone who knew him. .. 

Now, if Linden cares to make a case for herOin, I can steer him to a paragraph 
from the diary of the father of the Democl'll.tic Party, Thomas Jefferson, which 
refers to "thl~ vel'Y Rerious shortage of good nepdIes." Thisc!early proves Tom 
wafl a mainliner who had probably been tllrnedon by George at the Philadelphia 
rock festival. , . 

JACK :0. DAUM. . 

Ale. ... andria. 

,.,-----,~-----

;; 
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MARIJUANA-THE RIGHT TO TRUTH* 

DR. NICHOLAS 1'J. KITTRIE** 

THE INTENSIFIED WAR ON MARIJUANA 

I remember a few years back, when for the first time I taught the 
basic course in criminal law at the Law School, raising in class the 
question of criminality and the causes of crime. Some students 
suggested it was the social environment that breeds criminals, "the 
underprivileged deprivations and the social compulsion to imitate 
criminality in the peer group." A few students suggested heredity as a 

cause: envy, greed, uncontrolled drives and innate aggressiveness. We 
had Marxists in the group. They pointed to capitalism's insistence 
upon competition and material gains as accentuating the selfish streak 
in man, making him even more callous to his fellow man. 

It was at that time that one of the women students, a young lady 
who had been holding her own in the predominantly male class, offered 
yet a different approach. "We often have crin~:' she said, "because 
there are laws. If we had fewer laws, if we were IJSS regulative and more 
tolerant--we would have less crime." 

At first blush the observation seemed almost irreverent and· 
produced little response. But as the course in criminal law progressed 
through the semester, the participants were increasingly coming to 
realize that crime is not only a function of heredity and environment, 
but also a product of law-making. The more you regulate human 
conduct, the more fertile becomes the field for law breakers. 

All this came to mind recently as I was reading about the nine 
cadets of the Coast Guard Academy, including four varsity athletes, 
who resigned after being charged. with smoking marijuana in their 
rooms. 1 The cadets were given t1he choice of resigning or being 
dismissed. One academy officer noted that seven of the cadets were 
seniors and that the group included "some of our best students and 

* Based on Paper Delivered at the Fourth Law-Psychiatry Institute of the William 
S. Hall Psychiatric Institute of the South Carolina Department of Mental Health and 'the 
School of Law of the University of South Carolina, March 13, 1970. 

** Professor of Law and Director of Research, The American University Law 
• Schoo!' 

1. The New York Times, March 25, 1970, aLSO, col. 4. 
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athletes."Rear Admiral Arthur B. Engel, the superintendent, agreed: 
''They weren't bad kids," he stated. "This is just a sign of the times." 

The story of nine cadets, whose whole life was disrupted for one 
deviant act in the privacy of their quarte~~, was difficult to digest. The 
charge suddenly seemed so remote and irrelevant; almost like an 
accusation of witchcraft. Slowly, as i was still staring at the paper, all 
these words were beginning to falI into.some new order. If the kids are 
not bad, I thought, is it only the law that makes them criminals? 

My concern about the marijuana laws kept growing as press 
coverage of marijuana use and abuse increased. One recent public drive 
against marijuan< was disclosed in a news story dated ~1arch 10, 1970,2 

reporting a United States grant to the Mexican government in the 
amount of $1 million for planes, helicopters, communications systems 
and equipment for the "remote sensing" of marijuana-all designed to 
assist the Mexican efforts at curbing the flow of marijuana across the 
United States border. 

In the face of this escalated war on. marijuana, with the typical 
American emphasis upon "hardware," I felt an urgent need to look at 
the historical, social and medi~al data underpinning this effort. 

THE RIGHT TO MARIJUANA? 

A few days later I participated in.a symposium on marijuana 
sponsored by the School of Law of the University of South Carolina. 
My assigned to~ic was "Marijua.1a-The. Right to Its Use." Billing 
my paper in this titillating manner was apparently designed to appeal 
to the audience's prurient interest in pot. It was intended also to suggest 
marijuana's affinity to a broader class of newly asserted legal rights to 
privacy: the. right to use contraceptives, to have an abortion, to view 
pornography and to engage in consensual homosexuality. 

It was only five years ago, that the United States Supreme Court i 

ga V~\ recognition to the constitutional "right to priva~y" in the 
Gris~lold case3Lstriking down the Connecticut statute punishing the 
prescription and use of contraceptives. (Similarly, a federal.court 
recently struck down Wisconsin's prohibition of abortions as 
unc0nstitutional, on the ground that "a woman's right to refuse to 

2. The Washington Post, March 10, 1970, § A, at 4, ~oI. 6. 
3. Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 u.s. 479 (1965). 
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.-carry an embryo during the early months of pregnancy may not be . 
iJiv".ded by the state.")4 Yet the original credit for the privacy right 
must go to Justice Brandeis who described it at the turn of this century 
as the individ\!-al's right to be let alone as long as he was posing no 
direct danger to the life, iJmbs or property of another human being.s 

. How far/an individual may go in asserting his right to live and act 
diffhently fro~ -accepted social norms-is a most fascinating question 
in a democratic society. At a recent Washington, D.C. symposium on 
narcotics I heard one of my colleagues, Joseph S. Oteri of Boston, 
assert that constitutionally it was none of the state's business 'what one 
does with his own body or health-as long as others don't get hurt. I 
am certainly not willing to go that far. I have serious doubts about t~e 
claim that society has no right to intervene when one choses to 

:, 

immolate himself, starve himself or amputate his own limbs. 

But I do not believe that a discussion of marijuana need to be that 
inextricably tied up with the more complex question of man's 
entitlement to t-otal liberty over the disposition of his body and 
p~sonality. Instead, I beiieve that the social and legal status of 
marijuana can be resolved on a different level of discussion, where not 
constitutional theories, but plain facts are allowed to formulate 
conclusions. What I am suggesting is that a more rat.ional resolution of 
the marijuana issue could take place if we merely stopped long enough 
for an honest appraisal o~ known facts, which have long gone unnoticed 
in the national political game surrounding marijuana. 

I therefore prefer to discuss not man's absolute right to seek 
artificial euphorias or to withdraw from 'society, but the more limited 
question of the citizens' right to sensible, responsible, reasonable and 
tru,thfullegislation. 

THE INTRANSIGENT LAW 

The state marijuana laws came into being in the early nineteen 
thirties. It was only in 1937 that the federal narcotics law was extended 
to include marijuana (which is known scientifically as cannabis sativa 
and colloquially as "weed," "reefer," "hay," "Mary Jane" and 

4. The Washington Post, March 7,1970, § A, at5, col. l. 
5. Warren and Brandeis, The Right to Privacy. 4 HARVARD L. REv. 193 (\890); 

Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (19:28)~ 
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"pot"). Marijuana is now prohibited by both state and federal laws. A 
survey of current s'tate law.§,. placed in the Congressional Record~;:pn 
January 20, 1970, J>y -tTnhed States Senator Charles McC. M~thfias, 
Republican of- Maryland, testifies to the fundamental unreasonableness 
of our laws. 

The analysis reports that 39 states draw no distinction in their laws 0 

beitween marijuana and the other "harder" addictive, and more 
dangerous narcotics. Consequently, such diverse states as Colorado, 
Florida"Georgia, Maryland, Ohio, Ha\yaii and South Carolina group 
marijuana and heroin in the same class and subject them to identical' 
sanctions. Similarly, twenty states, as different as Arkansas, 
Minnesota, New Jersey and West Virginia, apply the same penalites to 
the 'experimental, one-(jme user and possessor of marijuana and any 
other drug, as to offenders charged withthei,r sale and exploitation. 

In Alabama, for example, a juvenile first charged with possession 
of marijuana is supject to imprisonment for SIo 20 years and a 19 to 40 
year sentence for subsequent offenses. t\ first marijuana offen~e in 
Maryland brings 2 to 5 years imprisonmei1t. and fine ofnoLntbie-than " 
$1,000; the second offense is punishable by 5 to to years and a $2,000 
fine, and subsequent cOQvictions' bring 10 to 20 years imprisonment 
and a $3,000 fine. ~. 

Yet the commercialpushqr and exploiter of harder narcotics, 
including heroin and cocaine, is, subject to no stricter penalties in these 
states. 

Although the penalties prescribed for the possession and sale of 
marijuana are unusually severe, most states leave it within the 
discretion of the courts to impose lesser sentences, especially for first 
offenses involving possession only. Forty-eight states thus allow 
suspended sentences and probation for first offenses of possessing 
marijuana. 

The federal laws a~e similar to the states'. statutes in t~at they 
make no distinction between marijuana and haClier narcotics, 
providing punishments ranging from 2 to 10 years imprisonment for", 
the first offel1se to 10 to 40 years in prison for third offenders. 
Moreover, federal laws provide mandatory minfmum sentences for 

6. 116 CONGo REC. §§ 240-245 (dail~ed. Jan. 20, 197Q( .. 

i,-· 
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violations and prohibit the mitigation of punishment through 
suspended sentences, probation or parole. 7 

THE RECENT NEWS OF MARIJUANA 

It is implicit in this harsh federal and state regulation of marijuana 
that its use poses a serious danger to the public health and safety. Yet it 
has been repeatedly pointed out, and b¥ authoritative sources, that th7 
regulation of pot as a narcotic is sheer historical accident or error. 

Dr. Stanley Yalles, former director of the National Institute of 
Mental Health, (N. I. M. H.), testified recently before the House 
subcommittee on Public Health and Welfare that to equate the risks of 
marijuana-to either the individual or to society--with the risks of 
hard narcotics "is ne'ithe r medically nor legally defensible. "8 It has 
long been known that ma 'ijuana is not an addictive narcotic: it neither 
causes physical depend~ nee nor does it develop a dosage tolerance 
requiring increased consumption in order to maintain its pleasurable 
effects. It is no more difficult to give up marijuana than to stop 
smoking. Yet marijuana's listing as a narcotic under the law persists. 

To the Congressional committee having a new look at the law, the 
chief of the N.I.M.H. presented a table 'listing fables and facts 
regarding marijuana. I n response to the a3sertion that marijuana leads 
to increase in sexual activity the official answer is that this substance 
"has no aphrodisiac property." Speaking to the fear that marijuana 
causes violence a.nd crime, the answer is that "persons under the 
influence of marijuana tend to be passive.'~9 (Indeed, marijuana has 
been found to calm mice that have been made aggressive by isolation, 
and it has been suggested that it might protect some IXiople from 
psychosis and melancholia.)10 More emphatic yet has been the Medical 
Society of the County of New York which stated flatly that there is no 
evidence of the causal connection between marijuana use and crimes of 
violence in this country. 11 

7. 26 U:S.c. § 7237. 
8. Statement of S.F. Yolles, Hearings on H.R. 11701 and H.R . .3743 before the 

Subcommittee 011 Public Health and Welfare of the House Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Commillee [hereinafter cited as Yolles]. 

9. Id. at 19. 
10. Grinspoon, Marijualla. 221 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 19, 24 (No.6, Dec. 1969) 

[hereinafter cited as Grinspoon]. 
11. NEW YORK ME~nlNl(, May 5, 1966, at 3. 
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Others assert that !Jometimes a dime may be committed by a 
person while under the influence of marQuana. Any drug which relaxes 
one's day-to-day inhibitions may provid\~ an outlet for the user's pent
up personality. 12 Yet with regard to mariJ:uana this release of inhibition 
is reported to result in verbal rather than behavioral expressions. 13 

To the, allegation that marijuana use is medicaIly harmful, the 
answer is that the effects of long-term use are unknown; and to the 
warning that marijuana use may lead to heroin, the clear N.I. M. H. 
reply is that "we know of nothing in the nature of marijuana that 
predisposed ,to heroin abuse." 14 Recent research by the Bureau of 
Motor, Vehicles of the State of Washington, has demonstrated further 
that self control and coordination of drivers are much less affected by 
marijuana than by alcohol. 15 

Most dramatic have been the findings last year of a British 
government advisory committee on drugs which concluded that 
smoking marijuana appeared to be no more harmful-and in some 
ways, l~ss harmful-than drinking liquor .16 

After nearly two years of study, the 12-member group said flatly 
that "the long-term consumption of marijuana in moderate doses has 
no harmful effects.'-;;;-;61 No evidence was found by the coflimittee.that 
marijuana makes the body crave even stronger drugs or that it causes 
violent crime or aggressive behavior, The evidellce of a link with violent 
crime, the group concluded, "is far stronger with alcohol than with the 
smoking of cannabis."162 

THE IONORED HISTORY 

This recent news of marijuana is indeed not new, The fact is that' 
we have been ignoring very similar informatjon which has long been 
available, (For example, an intensive study conducted in the 1930's by 
a committee appointed by New York Mayor Fiorello La Guardia 
found no mental or physical decline in a group of chronic users who 

12. 'foiles, supra note 8, at 19. 
13. G\rinspoon, supra nole 10, at 22. 
14. 'lolles, supra note 8, at !9. 
15. Grinspoon;)upi'a note 10, at 25. 
16 .. The Washington Post, Jan. 8, 1969, § A, at 6, col. 5. 
16.1. ld. 
16.2. [d. 



had averaged about seven marijuana cigarettes a day over a period of 
eight years.)17 The resultant American lapse into the dark ages of 
marijuana is one more proof of the proverb that those who ignore 
history are condemned to repeat it. 

The recent re-issue in the United States of the 1893-94 Report of 
the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission provides a full documentation of 
our historical neglect.'~ It demonstrates how thorough was the 
information available in 1894 regarding marijuana-the product of 
cannabis sativa, the Indian Hemp plant-and how carelessly the 
United States Congress acted some forty years later in making 
marijuana illegal. 

One day in 1893 a mernber of the British Parliament rose to 
inquire whether the Secretary of State for India would instruct the 
Government of I ndia to create a commission of experts to inquire into, 
and report on, the cultivation of, and trade in, all preparations of hemp 
drugs, "the effect of their consumption upon the social and moral 
condition of the people, and the desirability of prohibiting its growth 
and sale .... "19 The Secretary of State promptly complied. The 
resultant study and report were instrumental in the decision not to 
outlaw the drug. 

To this day, the Indian Hemp Commission Report remains the 
most thorough collection of information on marijuana. The resolution 
setting up the Commission contained a broad mandate for fact finding 
not only regardi'ng the effects of the drug, its cultivation and. 
preparation but also several especially relevant issues for today's 
setting: (I) the possibilities of controlling· drug abuse by licensing, 
taxation or other non-criminal methods; (2) "the danger lest 
prohibition or restrictive measures ... may give rise to serious 
discontent and be resented by the people ... " and (3) "the probability 
or possibility that if the use of hemp drugs is prohibited, those who 
would' otherwise continue to use them may be driven to have recourse to 
alcohol or to other stimulants or narcotics which may be more 
deleterious. "20 

17. Grinspoon, supra note I'Q,\ at 23. 
18. MARIJUANA, REPORT, dF THE INDIAN HEMP 'DRUGS COMMISSION, (fhe 

Jefferson Law Book Co., (969). . 
19. 9 PARL. DEB., H.C. (4th Ser.) 822 (1893). 
20. MARIJUANA, REpORT OF INDIAN HEMP DRUGS COMMISSION 3 (fhe jefferson 

law Book Co., 1969). . 
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After receiving evidence from 1,193 witnesses, including 335 
medical practitioners, and scrutinizing numerous courts and mental 
hospital records in British India, the Commission published its report 
with six accompanying volumes of appendices totalling 3,000 pages. 
These deal carefully and intelligently not only with the history and 
effects of marijuana but also with the social cos'ts and Iikt:ly side effects 
of its criminaiization. 

In the traditionalfashion of British Royal Commissions, the hemp 
group set out to find detailed answers to many questions which remain 
relevant to this day. In a craftsman-like manner it sought to determine 
not only the immediate effects of marijuana use on the consumer (a. is 
it refreshing? b. does it produce intoxication? c. does it cteate- an 
appetite? d. how long does the effect last?) but also the medical and 

.soeial after-effects (a: does it impair the constitution in any way? b. 
does it cau,se dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma'? c. does it imp.air'the 
moral sense or induce laziness or habits of immorality or debauchery?). 

# Seeking knowledge, the Commission overlooked little that might be of 
current interest. It inquired whether these drugs are useful. as 
aphrodisiacs, wheth~r they tend to produce impt>tence and whether they 
are used by criminals to fortify themselves to c.ommit premeditated 
crimes. .... .. 

The Hemp Commission not only solicited information about the 
alleged connection between marijuana use, crime and mental illness, 
but also attempted to determine whether there was any causal 
connection between the three. There was no denying that people who 
smoke marijuana might commit violent and aggressive acts or become 
insane-just as' peoplrwho smoke cigarettes or drink alcohol may, and 
for that matter, even,those who indulge in neither. Possibly, marijuana 
users may even be more prominently obvious in the ranks of cdnfe or 
mental illness-but is this attributable to the consumption of "pot" or 
to some other innate personal or social chllfacteristics of which drug 
consumption itself is a manifestation? . 

THE COST-BENEfiT ANALYSIS OF CRIMINALIZATION 

,Reaching the conclusion that the allegations of a connection 
. betw~en marijuana and crim~ were unsupported, the Commission 
. noted that "preconceived notiol]sbased on rumor and tradition tend to 

/~'---
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rn:~rvc the impression" of causaJity.21 The Commission coricIud~d 
furLhcr--and no research to date had cast any doubt upon thIs 
conclusi.pn-that the moderate use of marijuana usually relieves 
anxieties and produces no adverse effects upon the character of the 

consumer. . 

Excessive consumption, on the other hand, is likely both to 
indicate and to intensify moral weakness or depravity. But with respect 
to his conduct in society, however, even the excessive con~6mer of hemp 
drugs is ordinarily inoffensive. "His excesses may indeed bring him to 
degraded poverty which may lead him to dishonest pr:1ttices ... [b)ut 
for all practical purposes it may be laid down that there is little or no 
connection between the use of hemp drugs and crime."22 

Similarly negative was the Commission's conclusion regarding the 
relation between marijuana and mental illness. The acute toxic reaction 
of pot smoking is equivalent to the state of alcoholic intoxication, but it 
rarely leads to a lasting psychosis. 

John Kaplan, professor of law at Stanford University, in a recent 
introduction to a new reprint of the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission 
report notes that the most important conclusions of the document 
relate to the adverse social effects that were likely to be produced by the 
outlawing of marijuana. The Commission was much concerned with 
the problems of enforcing marijuana prohibitions--"the fact that since 
there is no victim to complain about this type of offense, the police will 
necessarily have to proceed by using informers and invading the 
citizens' privacy. "23 

The Commission worried also about the public resentment that 
inevitably was to result from an attempt to use criminal sanctions in 
order to enforce consensual moral offenses and also the adverse attitude 
towards law likely to be "caused by any law which turns a sizable 
percentage of the population into criminals-whether or not they are 
apprehended. "24 

The Commission found no evidence or hypothesis to support the 
suspicion that marijuana was a stepping stone to opiate use. On the 

21. ld. at 263 . 
. 22. ld. at 264,; 
23. ld. at xiii (introduction). 
24. [d. 
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other hand, it gave serious,credence to another fear that if marijuana' 
were to be made illegal, a substantial number of its users might turn to 
more harmful drugs. One of these drugs ~as considered to be alcohol. 

THE 1937 NOBLE EXPERIMENT 

The United States Congress in 1937 demonstrated most 
dramatically the difference in governmental processes between Britain 
and its new world descendant. In a total reversal of the impartiality of 
the Indian fact-finding process, 1he American Congress relied most 
heavily upon the self-serving testimony of the Bureau of Narcotics in 
order to extend the Bureau's then existing narcotic jurisdiction to 
include marijuana. The Hemp Commission Report was not once 
mentioned as a worthy resource for determining the effects of 
marijuana on a large population of users. The only reference to this 
most exhaustive document on the topic wa.s its inclusion without 
comment in a long bibliography submitted to Congress by the Bureau 
of Narcotics. ' 

. Contrasted with the Hemp Drug Commission's 1,193 witnesses, 
the United States Congressional inquiry into the need to outlaw 
marijuana was much more limited. The committee hearings i., .the 
House of Representatives consumed parts of five days. Of the twelve. 
witnesses heard, three represented lhe hemp seed industry. Four others 
represented the United States Treasury Department which was 
proposing the law. The United States Senate Committee required less 

. than two hours for its decision, Of seven witnesses heard, rive 
represented the .hemp seed industry. 

Henry Anslinger, Director of the Bureau of Narcoti~s, was the 
chief spok~sman urging the passage ofthe new bill and even though 
only five years had passed since the repeal of prohibition, there was 
little concern for this tlew venturing into moral legislation. 

Professor John Kaplan has ironically pointed out that the major 
concern of Congress was not to determine the justification for the 
proposed outlawing of marijuana, but rather how to do so while at the 
same time protecting the paint manufacturer who used the oil of the 
hemp plant, the producers of birdseed to use hemp seeds as prime, 

,ingredients and diverse other legitimate businessment who requin;d 
these products. 25 

25. St~tement of Ralpl). Lozier, General Counsel, National Institute' ofOilSeed)1 
Product*, Hearings on H.R. 638'i, before rfteHouse Comm. ofl Ways and Means, 15th 
Con!! .. 1st Sess .. at S9 (1937). 

61-801 0 - 77 - 38 ~, 
l\ 



Congress did have the benefit of testi,mony by Dr. William C. 
Woodward, Legislative Counsel of the American Medical Association, 
who asserted that there was no evidence to support the need for the 
porposed federal legislation and furthermore that the new law would 
likely prove even more unenforceable than the existing Harrison 
Narcotics Act. 26 But even this limited suggestion of dissent on the issue 
of marijuana criminalization was denounced as typical of the 
conservative American Medical Association's opposition to all new 

deal laws. 

The major plea of the Bureau of Narcotics was that marijuana 
should be outlawed because of its two adverse effects: first, it induced 
its users to commit violent crimes, and second, it produced insanity. 
The Commissioner of Narcotics did however disavow the most 
common reason currently given for the prohibition of ruarijuana- -that 
it provides a stepping stone for heroin or cocaine use and that its users 
graduate to harder narcotics. 

Congressman Dingell: I am just wondering whether marijuana 
addict graduates into heroin, or opium, or a cocaine user. 

Mr. Anslinger: No Sir, I have not heard of a case of that kind. I 
think it is an entirely different class. The Marijuana addict does 
not go in that direction. 27 

To support the claim of marijuana's propensity to cause crime and 
insanity, Mr. Anslinger had no independent research findings or 
reports equivalent to the unbiased Indian Hemp Commission. Instead, 
he relied on history, diverse supporting newspaper editorials and several 
letters from l.-w enforcement officials and o~~!~rs. The scientific 
reliability of the Anslinger testimony is typified h;"his assertion that 
"in Persia, a thousand years before Christ, there '\ias a religious and 
military order ... called the Assassins, and they derived their name 
from the drug called hashish which is now known ... as marijuana 
... they were known for their acts of cruelty ... "2R The 
Government's chief witness was thus at least two thousand years off
hase in his dating of the assassins-who came into being in 1090 A. D. 

The overall tone of the Congressional inquiry is illustrated by 
several exchanges between witness Anslinger and his senatorial 
questioners. 

26. [d. at 87.-121. 
27. [d. ilt 24. 
28. Grinspoon, supra note 10, at 18. 
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Senator Davis: How 'many cigaretles would youhavc to smoke 
before you got this vicious mental attitude toward your neighbor? 
Mr. Anslinger: I believe in some cases one cigarettc might develop 
a homicidal mania, probably kill his brother .... Probably 

. some people could smoke five before it takes effect, but the expe~rtS 
agree that the continllcd use leads to insanity. There are many 
cases of insanity. 

**** . 
Senator Davis (viewing a photograph of an alleged murder victim 
presented by Mr. Anslinger): Was there in this case a blood or skin 
disease caused by marijuana? 
Mr. Anslinger: No. This is a photograph of the murdered man. 
Senator: It shows the fury of the murderer. 
Senator Brown: That is tcrrible. Zg 

Moreover, it was the position of the assistant gt;neral counsel of 
the Treasury Department, C. M. Hester, that tl£Jong as the marijuana 
law proclaimed to be a tax measure, its validity\~i,uld be upheld by the 
courts without any other evidence: "if on the W~e of the bill it appears 
to be a revenue bill, the courts will not inquire {~HO any other motive!! 
that the Congress may have .... "30 

It was on this meager evidence that the 1937 marijuana act was 
ushered in. "[TJhe Congressional Hearings, is valuable reading even 
for those relatively few in our society who are uninterested in tt~-drug 
problem sinc:e the stark contrast between the way the American and 
British governments went about deciding whether to criminalize 
marijuana is an object lesson in the right way and the wrong way to 
approach just about any-legislative problem, "31 

WHENCE To? 

The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937, by and large little modified, has 
had a life-span considerably longer than (harof prohibition. Yet its 

popularity has not much improved. with time. Dr' j Yolle~' reccn! 
testimony before the House Subcommittee on Public Health and 
Welfare claims that from colleg'iate studies and other sources it can be' 
estimated that the number of people who have smoked marijuana at 
least once is somewhere between 8 and 12 million, and it may be closer 
to 20 million.32 

29. HearingS on H.R. 6906, before the Subcommittee oj the Senate Comm. on 
Finance, 75th Cong., 1st Ses5., at II, 14 (1937). 

30. [d. 
3 \. Supra note 18, at vi (i.ntroduction). 
32. Yolles; supra note 8, at 21. . 
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Reportedly, about sixty fivepe~rcent or'those who have smoked 
marijuana are experimenting users who subsequently discontinue its 
use. Some twenty five percent become social users who smoke 
marijuana on occasion, usually in group settings. Only ten percent are 
classified as chronic users who devote significant time to obtaining and 
using the drug.33 

The use of marijuana. is most common in depressed urban areas, 
on one hand, and in academic and artistic communities, on the other. 
Recent reports of widespread use on campuses claim that twenty 
percent or more of the college population has been exposed to it. 
Relatively inexpensive, compared with heroin, marijuana is easily 
accessible to large numbers of grownups and youths. The Chicago 
police reported in.1966 that the local price for a single cigarette ranged 
between 50 and 75 cents. Lower prices were reported nearer to the 
Mexican border. With inflation and stricter enforcelJl~'nt-prices have 
gone up. 

Several recent research studies have failed to cover new and more 
ominous data regarding possible long range effects of marijuana. While 
direct evidence of a causal relation between marijuana and crime 
remains lacking--and it is doubtful that a rational connection will ever 
be supplied -it is being pointed out that as an intoxicant the drug 
produces changes in hUman consciousness and therefore requires 
similar supervision to that accorded to alcohol. Driving under the 
influence of marijuana is thus hazardous and instances of panic, 
depression and psychotic states have been reported, though 
infrequently, by consumers. 

Only the new widespread use of marijuana in the United States is 
finally producing the intensive clinical and community inquiries which 
should have been undertaken prior to the 1937 law. The National 
Institute of Mental Health reports that marijuana-not surprisingly 
for an intoxicant"~-has been found to interfere with the thinking process 
and with recent memory, I t weakens the concentration power and 
slightly retards speech. Instead of stimulating conviviality it can 
stimulate anxieties and gUilty feelings and develop introversion. 

But while it appears that the pleasurable effects of marijuana may 

33. NARCOTICS, LSD, MARIJUANA AND OTHER DANGEROUS DRUGS, RECENT 

RESEARCH 7 (N.I.M.H., Pub. 1961, Oct. 1969). 
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at times be countered by feelings of discomfort, dizziness and 
sluggishness, the long-term effects still remain uncertain. The most 
adverse recent report is that "Then: is a growing body of evidence that 
the continuing user, or 'pothead', becomes so involved in the process of 
secudng and using the drug that his drive and motivation toward any 
other activities are impaired. Additionally, since the drug appears to 
attract youngsters who already have emotional problems, it may 
aggravate those conditions ... "34 Yet in the final analysis all that this 
suggests is that excessive involvement with the drug -much as any 
other excess including sex, alcohol or overweight--is likely to interfere 
with a healthy and balanced life and personal growth. 

It is in the face of this still u~certain and bland record or 
marijuana as a personal and social threat that the justification for its 
criminalization and its subsequent channelling into underworld 
markets and profits must be tested. Indeed. it is this· very 
criminalization which may contribute to one of,marijuana's manifested 
ills: the fact that the difficult process of securing and using the drug 
may impair one's drive and motivation toward other activities. 
Certainly no one has ever seriously charged that the process of securing 
and using tobacco in an open society.has a significant effect upon the 
smokei's role in the community. Yet in a prisoner of war camp or 
among reform.atory inmates, access to prohibited or· stri~ently 
supplied cigarettes may become a major pre-occupation. 

In 1937, before the Senate subcommittee considering tbe 
~I,utlawing o( marijuana, the representative of the American Medical 
/>Issociation questioned the validity of criminal sanct,ions in curing 
vfces. Once a given substance is prohibited, substitutes always spring 

'. forth. A narcotic officer in Egypt thus reportedly recounted how people 
were using tea for the purpose of getting a jab, by "boiling that tea, day 

after day, and day after day, until they got a h~perconcentrated extract, 
and then sitting up all. night to drink it, and spending their money for . 
tea, rendering themselves unfit and unable to wor.k. "35 

Inherent in a democratic society is a commitment to as much 
social diversity and pluralism as can be tolerated without direct harm 
to others. Implicit in this commitment is the requirement that 
governmental regulations be reasonably imposed and be supported by 

34. Yolles, supra note 8, at 22. 
35. Woodward, Statement, in Senate Hearings, supra note 29 at 96. 
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a compellingly demonstrated need. The test shoula' not be: why not 
governmental restrictions upon the individual? The democratic 
requirement instead, must be no criminalization without responsible 
pro.of. 

The case for the totaloutlawingmarijuana falls much too short of 
this standard. I have no doubt that with present knowledge as 
compelling a case could be made for outlawing the consumption of 
alcohol or the sale and smoking of cigarettes as could be made against 
marijuana. 

A reporter for the South Carolina press asked me: "We know that 
liquor and tobacco are vices. We have nevertheless tolerated them in 
this country. But why should we expand the list of tolerated vices when 
we know that none of these is particularly beneficial?" The answer 
must be based on diverse considerations. Honesty requires that we 
admit to our youth that marijuana is no more dangerous than adult , 
vices. Realism requires that we t),dmit that the total abolition of vices is 
unlikely unless we order a society of intolerable conformity. 
Pragmatism requires ratio:lai priorities in our search for law and 
order-certainly the control of such dangerous crimes as murder; 
robbery and rape justifie.s a greater police effort than the suppression of 
vices, which now requires an inordinate amount of money and 
manpower. ' 

As the history of prohibition has hopefully demonstrated the best 
route to greater public health and welfare does not necessarily travel 
through the territories of criminal justice. There are other avenues for 
social and behavioral influence, control and engineering-with a lesser 
price tag in terms of costs to individual liberty and social diversity. 

Viewing'the evidence in its totality, the conclusions that one must 
inescapably draw today with regard to marijuana are not much 
different from the conclusions reached in the Report of the Indian 
Hemp Drugs Commis!,ion of 1893-94. 

Total legal prohibition of the cultivation, manufat:ture, sale or use 
of marijuana is neither justified nor expedient on the hasis of existing 
knowledge. This conclusion must rest not only on the lack of 
ascertained ill effects, but also upon the prevalence of the habit, the 

. social feelings on the subject and the possibility of driving the 
consumers to more deleterious stimulants or narcotics. 

Since marijuana is an intoxicant and its excessive use is likely to 
pioduce adverse effects somewhat similar to those of alcohol and 

I 
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tobacco, a public policy must be developed to restrain and restrict its 
use-aimed at the suppression of excessive use and at keeping the 
moderate use within confined limits, such as limiting it to adults. 

The most proper' and effective means for attaining such a social 
program would be mainly non-criminal measures. Needed insteao is a 
system which utilizes appropriate taxation, requires that cultivation be 
under government licensing, and imposes careful licensing, for both 
wholesale and retail sales. To further curtail the underworld trade, the 
unlicensed grower a:hel'seller should be subject ,to even stricter penalties. 

:" t' 

Once the profit bO(tom has beron knocked out from under the illicit 
marijuana market,"public health and welfare measures designed to 
educate consumers against excesses would be commenced. Parental 

influence could be as readH¥ exercised withregard to marijuana as it is 
used.in connection with tli'e io~her vice's otadulthood. And for the adult 
who d~spite all knowledge and;education prefers to seek out his 
artificial Gpphoria. there ought to be the liberty to smoke pot an.d pay 
for the consequences-if any are discovere~ -much~asthe cigarette 

'1,\' 

smoker is given the opportunity to test out his chances against lung 
cancer. 

This is neither a recommendation nor a plea for indulgence in 
marijuana. I certainly would not urge any person to smoke tobacco. 
drink alcohol or use other drugs-whether tranquilizers. pep-up or 
sleeping pills. For my minor children I shall continue to exercise my 
parental responsibility: in telling them what is right and tolerable 
within the family circle and what is not. Equally, I believe it is the duty 
of the mass media to continue reporting the updated facts regarding 
alcohol, tobacco and drugs. as But laws which turn into criminals some 
twenty million Americans, for the use of a substance the chemi.cal 
qualities of which are comparatively mild -are a national mistake. 

Some will persist: you are merely gi~ng in to the pressures Of 
youth for the legitimization of one more vice. I must respond that if 
pressure for change is to be resisted it must be so only in those areas 
whe.re change is not justified. As adults we must not allow marijuana to 
become a test case for adult ignorance, inconsistency and arbitrariness. 

36. In his 1937 opposition to the: federal marijuana law, the representative of the 
A.M.A. noted: "Newspaper expolitation of.tne habit has done more to increase it than 
anything else." Woodward, [d. at 118. 

.. 
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[From Stash Capsules, Vol. 8, No.3, Mar. 1976] 

MARIHUANA AS MEDICINE: AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Within the last few years, scientIsts have generated a number of experimental 
studies investigating the potential therapeutic uses of marijuana. T.his research 
is not so much innovative research, ·as an at.tempt to systematiQal1y study 
some of the early claims about the medicinal properties of cannabis .. We tend 
to forget thU!t cannabis has been used for centuries a$ a medicine in the non
Western world and that it was ll~ed extensively by physicians in Europe and 
the United States during the late 1800's. 'rl1e focus of this Oapsules is the early 
'Vestern uses of marijuana. 

Some examples suggest the diverse uses cannabis found in early nOh-Western 
medicine. In 200 A.D. the use of cannabis as an analgesic was described by a 
Chinese physician Hoa-tho (l\Iikuriya 1969). Another early reference to the 
analgesic properties of cannabis comes from the Hcrba~ 0]' Di08cordics, written 
around the first century A.D. 

"Cannabis (some call it Cannabium, some Schoenostrophon, some Asterion, Ye 
Romans Cannabis) is a plant of much use in .this life for ye twisting of very 
strong ropes, it bears leaves like to the Ash, of a bad scen't, long stalks, empty, 
a round seed, which being eaten of much doth quench geniturll, but being juiced 
when it is green is good for pains of the ears." .!. 

Other accounts of medical utilization of cannabis may be; found in Indian 
medical literature. According to {lne source, cannabis was used as an anesthetic 
in ancient Indian surgery (Kabelik, Drejei, Santavy 1960). It was ulso used 
extensively in religious ceremonies. The following reference is made to cannabis 
in the Hindu scriptures (Snyder 1970) : 

"To the Hindu, the hemp plant is holy. A guardian lives in Ullang ... Bhang 
is the joy giver, the slry flier, the heavenly guide, the poor man's heaven, the 
soother of grief; .. No god or man is as good as the religious drinker of bhang. 
The students of the scriptures of Benares are given bhang before: they sit to study. 
At Benares, Ujjain, and other holy places, yogis take deep draughts of bhang 
that they may center their thoughts on the Eternal ... By Ule help of bhang, 
ascetics pass days without food or drink. The supporting power of bhang has 
brought many a Hindu family safe through the miseries of famine." 

Knowledge about the properties of cannabis did. not become widespread in 
the Near and Middle East until after the fifth century A.D., when travelers, 
traders and adventurers began to ·carry Imowledge of the drug westward to 
Persia and Arabia. In 1J[c7eh8anu~ AZclawiya, whiC'll is an Arabic book on materia 
medica, one finds the following entry under cannabis indica: 

"The leaves of the plant make a good snuff for deterging the brain, the 
juice of the leaves applied to the head as. a wash remove dandruff and vermin; 
drops of juice thrown into the ear anay pain and destroy worms and insects. 
It checks diarrhea, is useful in gonorrhea, restrains seminal secretions and is 
diuretic. The bark has a similar effect. The powder is recommended as an 
external application 'to fresh wounds and sores ... " 

In Africa, cannabis has also beAn used for centuries in medicine. For example, 
in Southern Rhodesia, the plant has been recommended as a remedy for malaria, 
blaele . water fever, dysentery, blood poisoning and wart medicine. In addition 
cannabis has been frequently used to help relieve . labor pains. The National 
Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse (1972) also reports that marijuana 
was used in African countries to restore appetite, relieve pain of hemorrhoids, 
treat tetanus, hydrophobia, delirium tremens, infantile convulsions, neuralgia, 
rheumatism, hay fever, asthma and skin diseases. 

According to Kabelik, Krejei, and Santavy (1000) cannabis has alsO been used 
.extensively in Latin American folk medicine. For example, in Argentina, can
nabi~1 has been considered a panacea for tetanus, swelling of the liver, gon~r
rlloea, sterility, impotence, abortion, tuberculosis of the lungs and asthma. 
Kabelik ct a~, wrote "Even the root bark has been collected in spring and em
ployed as tonic for the treatment of dysentery and gastralgia, either pulverized or 
in forms of decoctions. The l'oot when ground and applied to burns is said to 
reUeye pain. Oil from the seeds has been frequently used in the treatment of 
cancer." 

.. 
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. Until the midd~~ of the 19th century, medical uses {)f marijuana were prac
tIcally unknown in 'Vestern medicine. However between 1850 and 1937, a large 
~umber of Europea~s and Americans prescribed cannabis indica for different 
llls. For example, Grlllspoon (1972) reports that in the period f'rom 1840 to 1900 . 
Over 100 articles were published, all recommending cannabis for various ,aU: 
ments and discomforts. . , 

In the 19th century, cannabis was introduced into the Western medical aware
ness by two pathways. First the British colonization of India brought a number 
of I!l!lglish physicia~s in~o conta.c~ not only with the uses of hemp as cordage and 
textlle, but also WIth Its medlcmal properties. One of these was Dr. W. B. 
O'Shaugnessy, who studied tbe botanical nature of the plant, described its vari
ous popular preparations and reviewed the historical literatUre. In addition he 
experimented with the drug in numerous animals and then used it on a select 
group of patients suffering from rabies, rlJ.eumatism,epilepss and tetanus. In 
an 1842 paper he describes the ameliorative effects of marijuana extract on 
infantile convulsions, hydrophobia and lockjaw. He also notes that moderate 
doses of the drug stimulate the appetite. . 

Cannabis was also introduced into Western medicine through France. During 
th~ N!lpoleonic campaigns, particularly ,in Egypt, the drug reappeared on the 
s~lentIfic scene. In 1810 Rouyer, an apothecary to the Napoleonic trooll~s .. :::-':i1i
hShed a paper that started a small trend of French literflture on ~lie drug. 
J.Jater French interest was fostered by Dr. Jacques Moreau de Tom.'S, a physician 
at Bicetre. This French doctor learned of cannabis during a visit to Egypt in 
1837 and beIieved that the drug could be used therapeutically to manage the 
emotionally disturbed Moreau de Tours' 1845 boOk, Du Haohish et de l'AUenation 
!J[entale: Etudes PSjJohologiques, along with O'Shaugnessy's writings introduced 
the therapeutic ilse of cannabis to Western medicine. 

TllEATMENT OJ;' THE MENTALLY ILL 

Carlson (1974) comments that the introduction of reserpine and chlorproma~
ine into clinical psychiatry early in the 1950's led many '''Titers to herald the age 
of tranquilizers, if not tranquility.' However, he also notes that "it is an error 
to think drugs have only recently played a role in the treatment of emotional 
problems." For example, George Beard (1880), an eminent American neuro
psychiatrist praised one psychotropic drug: 

An{)ther remedy that perhaps will become, if it is not already, one of the 
major divinities of neurology is cannabis indica. This re,medy has the reputation 
of untrustworthiness and unreliability, 'both of preparation and action. This 
reputation is very fortunately losing. I find that for some conditions cannabis 
indica is one of the most reliable and valuable of remedies. 

One psychiatric complaint that marijuana was' recommended for was in
somnia. Gray (1860) wrote that cannabis quieted more and was less stupifying 
than opium. Cannabis gave a "more natural and refreshing .sleep", that was 
allegedly close to the sleep Jnduced by hyoscyamine. In the same year, Dr. R. R. 
McMeens, reporting about the Committee on Cannabis Indica of the Ohio State 
Medical Society, reviewed the symptoms and conditions for which hemp was 
found useful; among these was insomnia. 

Similarly, Reynolds (1890) reports on his 39 years of clinical ~xpe.l'ienc~ w~th 
cannabis. He Claimed to have found it useful as Jl nocturnal sedahve III semle m
somna writing "in this Class of caRes, I have found nothing comparable in utility 
to a m'oderute -dose of hemp." He also notes that it is effective ~or months, even 
years without requiring higher dosages. As late as 1924, there JS another refer
~nce to marijuana's sleep-inducing properties. In Charles Sajous' Analytio Oyolo
pedia at Praotical Medioine (1.924) In(lian hemp is said to be usef~l for ins9mnia 
due to nervous exhaustion, although it is somewhat of an uncert!llll remedy. The 
cyclopedia also notes tl}at the drug hils been found to be useful iJ.ll tlle treatment 
of senile insomnia. . t f . d 

Numerous psychiatrists recommlo'nded cannabis for th{' >treatmen 0 mama an 
melancholia. Moreau de Tours (1845) for example, wrote: , .. 

One of the effects of hashislI that struck me most f()rcibly and WhlC~ gener
ally gets the most attention is that manic excitement always accompamed by a 
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feeling of gaiety and joy inconceivable to those who have not experienced it. I 
s~w it ,as a means of effectively combatting the fixed ideas of depressives, of 
du;!ruptmg the chains of their ideas and of unfocusing their attention on such 
~d such a subject. It was perhaps of ~o less appropriate to arouse th'e drowsy 
mtelligence of mute psychotics or even to return a little energy and resiliency 
to the demented. 

Moreau de Tours reports that he administered hashish in gradually ·larger 
doses to demented, depressive, mute pSYCllOtics and manic patients. The'only 
success he had was in the cases of manie patients, which are persons, accord
ing to Moreau de Tours, who exhibit a form of "delirium which is strildngly 
similar to the effects of hashish." He concluded: 

II Unfortunately, I have only a few cases to present and I am not ready to 
assert that the cases can justify an opinion concerning the effectiveness of ex
tract of Indian hemp upon a specific mental illness. I believe, I know as well as 
anyone the cogent reasons for not drawing precise conclusions. I report them 
here only to call attention to the prophylactic action of a substance that could 
offer val\Iable therapeutic resources." 

Other writers also reported their impressions aiJout the effects of 'cannabis on 
the treatment of mania. For example, Gray (1860) reported using marijuana 
successfully in religious mania. On the other hand Reynolds (1890) called it 
"worse than useless" in such treatments. C. W. Suckling (1891), a professor of 
medicine at Birmingham, England thought. that cannabis deserved a "better 
report than it had obtained." He found it useful in certain cases of mental con
fusion brought on by a moral shock such as illness of a close relative. He re
ported that this particular condition occurred more often in women and that he 
cured several cases within a fortnight. 

With widespread reports of the pleasfmt and cheerful effects of cannabis, it 
was inevitable that cannabis be used in the treatment of melancholia. Brigham 
(1846) found that cannabis "caused an exhiliratioll of spirits for a short time in 
melancholics but that it had not lasting effect." Most writers seemed to agree 
that it was useful only sometimes (Carlson 1974). 

The neurological profef;sioll also found a use for marijuana in its practice dur
ing the last half of the 19th century. Neurologists saw many patients who did not 
require hospitalization but who had a myriad of complaints often with an emo
tional or psychophYSiolOgical ori~in. Cannabis was used in the treatment of this 
newly diagnosed condition of neurasthenia which was accompanied by marked 
fatigue and various physical complaints. 

TREATMENT OF L('·ss OF APPETITE} 

One of the many drug effects which has achieved a certain amount of notriety 
among marihuana users is appetite stimulation. As early as 300 A.D., cannabis 
was recommended in India for persons suffering from loss of appetite. One study 
by Siler et aZ. (1933) of soldiers in Panama, indicated that all the persons inter
viewed felt lmngry after smoking marijuana. There was, however, no data in 
the paper. After reviewing the early literature on the effects of cannabis on 
hunger, Abel (1975) concludes: 

"In summary the general impression from the early clinical and anecdotalUter
uture is that cannabis and its hOmologs stimulate the desire for food in humans. 
However, it should also be noted that in nearly all of the instances in which can
nabis was studied clinically in this manuel', the observations were conducted 
under conditions which would not be acceptable by present. day scientific 
observlj.tions." 

TREATMENT OF MIGRAINE HEADACHES 

Dr. Reynold!:l (1890) wrote about the benefits of cannabis in the treatment of 
headaches: "Very many victims of this malady (migraines) have for years kept 
their sufferings in abeyance by talring hemp at the moment of threatening or 
onset of attack." . 

In 1887, an article in the Jou1'nal of the American Medical Association by 
Mackenzie suggests that if continned for some time cannabis is tlle most valu
able remedy there is for the treatment of persistent headache. Also Osler and 
McCrae's Pritwiples ana Pmct-ice of Medicine (1916) states that cannabis is prob
ably the most satisfactory remedy in ithe .tre3itment of migraine headaches. 
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TREAT1'{ENT OF PAIN 

The early literature also makes numerous references to the general 'analgesic 
and anesthetic pl:operties of cannabis. l\Icl\Ieens, in a report on the Committee 
on Cannabis Indica (1860), cites a Dr. Fronmueller of ]'urth, Ohio who sum
marized his experience with hemp before the committee: 

"I have used llemp many hundred times to relieve local pain of an inflammatory 
as well as neuralgic nature and judging from these experiments I have to assign 
to the Indian hemp a place among the so called hypnotic medicines next to 
opium; its effects are less intense and' tlle secretions are not so much suppressed 
by it. Digestion is not disturbed, the appetite rather increased; sickness of the 
stomach is seldom induced, congestion never. Hemp may consequently be em
ployed for inflammatory conditions. It disturbs the expectoration far less than 
opium; the nervous system is also not so lUuch affected. The whole effect of hemp 
being less violent and producing a more natural sleep without interfering with 
the actions of the internal organs, it is certainly often preferable to opium, 
although it is not equal to that drug in strength and reliability. An alternating 
COurse of opium and Indian hemp f:eems particularly adapted to those cases 
where opium alone fails in producing·the desired effect." 

Hare (1887) also noted the drug's usefulness in topical analgesia, particularly 
with respect to the mucous membrane of the tongue. Dentists until about 1937 
took advantage of this property of cannabis. According to Sajous' Analytio 
Oyclopedia of Prat:tical Medicine (1924) to relieve dental pain, the physician 
chould dilute the tincture of marihuana with three to five parts alcohol and 
then introduce it into the tooth cavity with a bit of cotton. 

Another llledical writer, jyIattison (1891), gave his endorsement of cannabis 
indica as an anodyne and hypnotic: 

"With a wish for speedy effect, it is !;o easy to use that modern mischief-maker 
hypodermic morphia, that they (young phySicians) are prone to forget remote 
results of incautious opiate giving. 'Vould that the wisdom Which has come to 
their professional fathers though, it may be a hapless experience, might serve 
them to steer clear of narcotic shoals on which many a patient has gone awrecl{. 

"Indian hemp is not here lauded as a specific. It will, at times, fail. So do 
other drugs. But the many cases in which it acts well entitle it to a large and 
lasting confidence, My experience warrants this statement; cannabis: indica is 
often a safe and successful anodyne and hypnotic." 

Throughout the 1900's references were made to the pain-relieving properties 
of cannabis. Mercer and Tiffin (1901) recommended that cannabis be used in 
cases where opium would prove objectionable. They describe the effects in the 
following manner: 

"The breathing becomes regular, the pulse ·and skin remain normal; there is 
no arrest of secretions nor 10l's of appetite under .its influence and while it does 
not arrest pain it has a special power over spasmodic pain." 

Sajous' Analytic Oyolopedia of Practical :il:(edicine (1924) also recommended 
cannabis as an analgesic. It was recommended for a variety of pains including 
headaches, eyestrain, menopause, brain tUlllors and uremia. "It is especially 
useful in pain due to direct involvement of the nerves rather than in the pain 
associated with inflammatory conditions in general." . 

As late as 1935 there was an article in the prestigious Journal Of the Amerioan 
Medical A880oi"ation describing the effects of cannabis during labor. The unsigned 
article suggested: . 

"The sensation of pain is distinctly lessened or entirely absent and the sense 
of touchis less acute than,normally. Hence a woman in labor may haVE) a more 
or less pailliess labor. If it sufficient amount of the drug is taken, the patient 
may fall info a tranquil sleep from which she will awaken refreshed .•.. AS 
far as is lmown, a baby bor:n of a mother intoxicated with cannabis will not be 
abnormal in any way." 

The article goes on to suggest, however, that a l'cjuisite for the successful 
use of marihuana in labor is previous experience with the drug~ 

"The Africans (who frequeritly use marihuana in laoor) no doubt use the drug 
at other times and accordingly are not as likely to be distresscd by the occassiOn
ally terrifying phase~ of' the episode. Also some experience is needed in order 
to regulate the dose when used in this way." 
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Walton (1938) suggests some reasons for the popularity of the hemp drugs 
as pain killers. Chloral hydrate was not introduced until 1869 and was followed 
i'n the next 30 years by paraldehyde, and the barbitals. Antipyrine and acetanil
ide the first of their groUp of analgesics, were introduced about 1884. In other 
wO~d~, in the late 1800's the major drugs used for general sedative and analgesic 
purposes were morphine derivatives. Because their disadvantages were well 
known and beca.use the other drugs were not widely available, cannabis was 
frequently used. For example, Walton writes: 

"In fact, the most attractive feature of the hemp narcotics was probably the 
faet that they did not exhibit certain of the notorious disadvantages of the 
opiates. The hemp narcotics do not constipate at all, they more often increase 
than decrease the appetite, they do not particularly depress the respiratory 
center even in large doses, they rarely or never cause puritus or cutaneous 
eruptions and more important the liability of developing addiction is much less 
than with the opiates." 
The Demi8e of Oannabi8 as a Medi.cine 

By 1938, cannabis had fallen into disfavor with the medical profession. The 
passage of the 1937 Marihuana Tax Act meant that eventually most physicians 
completely abandoned marihuana as a medicinal drug. The disadvantages of the 
drug were such that when aspirin, barbiturates and the synthetic analgesics 
and sedatives became available the medical use of cannabis indica faded. 

One disadvantage of marijuana was that it could not be injected into the blood 
stream because of JiOor water solubility. Further, when marijuana is ingested by 
mouth its effect is very slow, so that the J]eal, takes two to four hours to attain. 
In addition, the effects are hard to predict for a given dose. This was due in par.t 
to lack of control over the potency of preparations sold to and by pharmacists. 
There is evidence that the concentration of 300 odd cannabinoids in cannabis 
varies as a function of temperature, water, soil conditions and the genetic strain 
of the plant. Also there is considerable individual variation in reactions to mari
juana. Finally, Hollister (1971) points out that doses high enough to produce a 
marl,ed: hypnotic effect are almost always accompanied by some degree of psycho
tomimetic-like percep.tual disorders which many patieuts might find disagreeal:Jle. 
This disadvantage was noted by the physician recommending the use of mari
juana in labor. 

The physicians practicing in the 1800's and early 1900's were aware of these 
disadvantages. For example, Reynolds (1890) suggested the following cautions 
should be observed when administering marijuana: 

The dose should be given in minimum quantity, repeated in not less than four 
or six hours and gradually increased by one drop every third or fourth day, until 
either relief is obtained or the drug is provecl, in such case to be useless. With 
these precautions, I have never met with any toxic effects and have rarely failed 
to find a comparatively short time either the value or the uselessness of the drug. 

Currently, there has been a renewed interest in the potential therapeutic bene
fits of cannabis. There, are certain advantages that this drug has over substances 
such as analgesics, sedatives and hypnotics. First, the prolonged use of cannabis 
does not lead to the development of phYSical dependence. III addition, there is a 
minimal development of tolerance to canna.bis products. Finally, cannabis ;prod
ucts have exceedingly low to:.\.icity levels. ~fikuriya (1969) reports that the oral 
dose. required to kill a mouse has been found to be about 40,000 times the dose 
reqmred to produce typical symptoms of intoxication in man. Finally cannabis 
produces no disturbance of vegetative functioning, while the opiates inhibit the 
gastrointestinal tract, the flow of bile and the coughing reflex. In addition a 
recent article (1978) in the JOitrnal of Anesthesiology pOiIits out: ' 
. With ~urr.ent aV~ilabi1ity.of pure synthetic cannabinoids, water soluble crystal

hl,le derlvatl:-es, .~lghly actIve h0J?-ologs and distinctly related benzopyrans and 
WIth the aV,Ullablhty of more preCIse methods of pharmacologic study in animals 
!Ind man, the earlier problems of identifying or discovering new therapeutic ap
plicntfons are being overcome. 

In the last few years, scientific methods have been systematically applied to 
the st~lC1Y of the ~ossible us~s of cannabis in medicine. Although the findings are 
tentatIve, thf're IS some eVIdence that the early clinical recommendations are 
being partly validated in the laboratory. 
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i\ian and Marijuana 

RICHARD E. SCHULTES 

Strange things ofte~ happen to plants after a long and 
intimate association with man: they travel around the world; 
they grow in unusual and sometimes: inhospitable soils and 
em'ironments; and they often hybridize. They may escape 
cultivation and become w~cds, or they may be altered by 
selection for characteristics associated with specific uscs. These 
interacting forces frcqucnlly result in an (Jrganism greatly 
changed from its wild progenitur. T u unravel and undcr!ltand 
such changesJ the biology and economic hblory uf lht!sc plants 
must be considered together. Consl'qucntly, the investigation 
uf the biological l.'\'olution of a cultivaled' pl,Int and the 
evolution of its Uses callnol be: divurced from a ~(udy of th~ 
natural forces tholt may have "shaped its new and perhaps 
unnatural role~ 

A primp,: ,example of this interplay between man and his 
useful plants i.s the relationship bctween mdn and CO(1nabis, 
known in the United States, according to it!. use, as hemp or 
marijuana. Marijuana has been around for thousands of yeJrs 
and has earned deep rcspec"t in mJny different socictic!I. 
Botanists ha\fe usually considered Cannabis a single species, C. 
sativa, but recent research indicates that ther~ may well be 
several species. The present biological y.lriability of the genus 
may be tral;ed in part to the complicated history of its various 
uses. 

Cannabis has long been CUltivated for five principal 
purposes: for" hempen fibers; for its oHj for its achenes, or 
IIsceds," which man has consumed as a food; for its narcotic 
properties; ant!" as a therapeutic agent in folk medicine and 
modern pharm,~copoei~s. 

De~plte itl long history as Ohe of the major crop plants 

and its utilization by millions of people in many parts of the 
world, Canllabis is still characterized more by what" is not 
known about it' biology than by what is known. This lack of 
knOWledge creates serious obstacles to an understanding of the 
moral, social, and legal aspects of its contemporary use or 
abuse and is the basis of many contradictions in the bot<lnical, 
chemical, OI~dici1I, and pharmaceutical literature. 

There is no way of knOWing which u,e of Canna~/s 
represents the- earliest. Plant uses normally proceed from the 
;impler to the more complex. Early m'n could hardly haye 
missed'seeing fibers exposed in" naturally ret ted stems, and the 
production or hemp goes far back in the archeological record. 
Cannabis is prob,lbly man's oldest cultivated source of fiber 
and the first, tu have spread so widely. RemaIns of hempen 
nbers have been found in sever,l) of the earliest cLntcrs. of 
civilization. 

Curious stone beaters and crude tools for pounding hemp, 
as well as pottery in which impressions of cords Were baked, 
have been di~r.ovcred at an ancient riverside fishing site in 
Taiwan. Then.' i!l evidence from several localities in China and 
Chine,e Turkestan that nearly 5,000 years ago Neolithic man 
made thread and rope from hemp. In fact, the oldest known 
name of Cannabis is the Chinese to·mo, which originally meant 
hemp. The character for the word represents plants grOWing 
ncar a hou!oc .and would seem to indicate that the earliest and 
most important usc of hemp in China Was as a source of fiber. 
The Chino,. baliove that tho legendary emperor Shen Nuns, 
patron of medicinu and inventor of agriculture, first taught 
cultivation of hemp in the twenty·eighth century B.C. Hempen 
fab~ics have been excavated from sites in Turkey dated to the. 



late eighth century B.C., older than the Taiwan flnds, and Iln 
Egyplian lomb of between 3,000 and 4,000 years of age has 
yielded specimens of 1dbrh.: thoughlto be hC'l1lp. 

Ancient ~ites in the Altai Mountains of central Asia have 
provided remains of dothing made of hempen fibers. In 500 
B.C. the Greek historian Herodotus' stIlted thelt thc;;cylhf.ms, 
who originated In this mountainous .ue.l, grew hl'nlp for its 
fiber and that the Throlci<1n~ made gJrmC'nls of hemp th.1l 
clo.lcly r!;scmblcd linen. 

Cantlab/s arrived as .1 fiber plolnt in E.urope from the 
north, not from the south. The Grce"~ and I~oman:;, uf classical 
times did /lOt cultivate it, .llthough it had arrived in Europe 
from Asiolltc regions to the cJst before the Christian era. Fiber 
for ropes dmJ sails W.1S apparently imported into Sicily from 
Golul a!! eddy as the third ccntury B.C., Jnd the Rom,," writer 
Ludlius nwntioned the rl;lOt in 120 B.C. There is little 
evidence that Cannabis ..... as cultivdted .I!! .1 majur crop in 
\\'Cslern EUfope before the Chrbti,]O Cf.l. In the first century 
A.D., thC' Roman historian Pliny lht: Eldl'r detailed .he 
preparation and grades of hCJT1pcn fibers, ~lnd hempen rope has 
been rccovered in England from the site 01 ol Roman rort dall'd 
A.D. 140·180, suggesting its introduclioll by the RUi1l<JIl!o from 
G,IUJ. Pollcn studies have- ~h!)wn lhat therl' W.l!l i1 continuol'!!I}' 
incre.lsing c;ultivation of hemp in Engl.lIld Irjlm Ihe ('.]fly 
Anglu-Saxon period into IJtc Saxon and Norman timc!>, Irom 
• Ibout 400 to 1100, \Vhe~ber Viking ':>ailufs u')ed hemp is not 
ccrt.Jin, but hempen fabJics and fi!!hing line ... have bl'cn 
rctril'vcd from Viking glol\-es in NorWdY. dnd the plJnt WolS 
grown in Iccl,md in the eolriy Mil!dle Age!!. 

In medicval England lIenry VIII required Engli'h f",mer> 
to pl'lllt hemp, and in Eli',lbeth;m times England's n1J,itimC' 
suprl'lnaq' created such dl!mJnd for till' fiber that it \\'.15 

alw,lys in !lhort supply, thus encour.,gillg the cultivation of 
uJ/U1obis in the New Wurh.l. 11 W.15 fir~t introduced to North 
Anwlici1 apparently at Port Royal, Colllad.1, in 1606. In 
Virglni\t the first crop of hemp was plJntcd in 1611, Jnd the 
Pilgrim, brought It to Plymouth in 1632, Hemp wa, exported 
to [ngl,lnd by the colonic!!, .lnd in pre-Revolutionary Americ.l 
the fiber was used in m.l king clothing. 

There were undoubledly a number of independent intro
ductions or hemp into tht:' Spanish and Portuguese coloni\!s of 
the New World. COl1nobl.~ wa~ known in Chile .15 eMly as 1545, 
and !!ccds were sent: from Spain to Peru in 1554, but it n['ver 
became .01 major c-rop. 

The fiber became increasingly important in the United 
States. Extensive hemp pl.mulLions, centered around Ken~ 
lUcky, enjoyed prosperity until the middle of the last century, 
When disruption during the Civil War ana rising labor costs 
killed the industry, By the 1870s, Iitlle hemp Was being 
commcrcially produced in this country, but COl117abis seeds 
hJd !lpread from the abandoned plantations. The pl.UH is now 
found as a weed mainly in the north-central area and the 
Miliale Allantie and New [ngland Slale" Today hempen fiber 
Is produced mainly in Russia and Poland, although the finest 
quality c.omes from Spain ilnd Italy. 

While the production of hemp represents one of the 
earliest uses of CannabiS, it b possible tl1.1t consumption or the 
roasted achenes for Food occurred even earlier. The ripened 
achene~ Jrc. extrelnc:ly nutritious and have undOUbtedly been 
Ingested as a fat-rich food by m<lny peoples, especially in times 
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of famine. 
Archcologisb have found hemp ilchcncs in a receptacle 

excav.1ted neM Berlin~ Germany, dated r with some reservation, 
at abollt 500 B.C. Since the mature achenes Me devoid of the 
intoxicating principlc~, this find would seem to suggest their 
u!le .15 ,1 food or their burial as a source of nourishment for the 
dc'ad. 

Sometimes c.llen in eastern Europe, hemp is tod.l~' 
cultiv.lted for it ... seed:., c5peci.llly in the lJil.rainc and M.lnchu~ 
ri;:- In the Unitl'd St.l1es hemp seeds arc valued as a feed 
ingredient for birds and poultry. 

It is as ,I sub!!tilute for linseed oil in the paint and varnish 
indusuy, in soap m,l~inl-::, and as" I.'Joricant Ih.1t hemp seed oil 
h.,'.! been chieOy med. fhe achencs contain from 19 to 35 
percent uf a drying oil, a greenbh yellow fluid, which is abc) 
u'.Ied for cmulsif·n'i in ph.lflnJcy. In many .Ireas of Russia 
PC.t!!,lllts burn hrr,lp oil inlJ.mps to light their homes, but there 
is Iiltlc eVldel1le th,11 oil production represents an early Of 
widesprc.ld folk usc 01 the plant. 

Tad.ty 1\ i; seidom realli.ed that, from the earliest period .. 
of primitive culture., 10 modern times, hemp has been one of 
the world's m.*ir mediLinal plant~,. runhermor~, many 
t.ol1t<"l11purJrY investig.,lors believe that in the future wholly 
new thl'fJpl'Ulic .Igellts will come from Ctmnobis or from some 
of its t.:hcmical wmlilUl'!\ls • 

rhe mcdicin,d V.llUL' of hemp··often, of course, closely 
relJt~d 10 ib j)sycho.ldive proper'ies-is perhaps Its most 
signific.mtJ and WJS pnsloibly even its '.::rHest, role in cultural 
historv. The ohJcst known record of Cunflubls JS a medicine 
goes l;"ck 5.000 yCoifS. 10 Shen NUllg, who prescribed hemp for 
m'll,lriol, beriberi, cOrlslipJlioll, rheum.llic pains, absent
mindt.'dncss, olnd fem.lI!! disorders; an .1I1cient Chinese phy
sidun, J IU.l-Gho, recommcnded .1 miXlure of hemp resin and 
wine to deaden p.lin during surgery_ 

III l"diJn mytholog\', hemp WJS a gift of the gods; its 
medicinoll virtues lowered fevers, fostered 4ilecp, relieved 
dysentety, .1Od cured,~!JmJry other ills; it also stimul.lled the 
appetite, prolonged life, quickened the mind, and improved 
the judgment. In ancicnt India especially, the true meoicinal 
u~e or Cannabis WJ., closely associatrd with its magico-rcligious 
functions. A!! in m,my cultures, narcotics or hallucinogcns 
repr\!\('l11ed the nll'dicincs polr excellence, assuming, because of 
their psychoactive power, a far more important role than Ihe 
merely physicall)' active medicines. The several systems of 
I ndiilll medicine yaiued hemp. The IJlCdical work Sushrulu, for 
eXJmple, recommended hemp as an antiphlegmatic, as a 
treatment for calJfrh accompanied by diarrhea, and evcn as a 
cure ror leprosy. The BhavlJprokas/1a, written about A.D. 
1600, termed the drug Jntiphlegmatic, digestive, bile affecting, 
pungelit, and .tstringl'llt and recommended it to arouse the 
appetite, improvl' the dlge!.tion, and heighten the power ot the 
voice. Alone time or other, Indian medicine ascribed curative 

" properties for ahllost all ills to hemp; it was reputed 10 control 
dandruff Jnd relieve heoldJches, mania, insomnia, gonorrhea, 
whooping cough, cJraches, and consumption. Cann(}bis is 'itill 
widely used in rndi.," medicine. 

As hemp ~pr~ad, its fame as a panacea spread with it. 
When it penetrated Arrica, it became in some areas the 
prcferred drug for tre.lting malaria, dysentery, anthrax, and 
tropical fcvers. Across Africa today, the most varied medicinal 



properties arc ascribed to hemp. The Mfengu and Hotte'ntots, 
for example, value the plant for snakebite; before childbirth 
Sotho women partially stupefy themselv.s hy smoklnf tho 
plant. 

EveI'!. though CannabIs was used for a greater variety of 
medical purposes in Jndia, it was in medieval Europe that it 
assumed most importance in both folk and "professional" 
medicine. Many .of t~ese European usc!. \ary greatly from the 
Indian Uses and can be traced directly to such eJriy cla!lsical 
physician· writers as Dioscoridcs and Galen. Medieval herbals 
usually classif1ed hemp as "hot and dry in the third degree." 
They distinguished the cultivated (I'manured hempc") from 
the weedy ("bastard hempe") plant. 

Little use was apparently m.lde of haslard hcmpe, except 
as a remedy "against nodes and wcnnes Jnd other hard 
tumours." Manured hampe, on the other hand, had J host of 
therapeutic applications. BoilEd in milk, the achene was 
thought to alleviate a hot, dry cough. Crushed in white wine, it 
was held to relieve symptoms of Jaundice. fed to hens, the 
dchenes were credited with incredsing egg laying. 

The medieval herbalists cautioned, however, that excessive 
'Jse of hemp might bring on sterility. Parkinson, for example, 
stated in 1640 that "the seed • ~ . consullleth wind, and by 
much usc thereof, doth disperse it so mut.h that it drycth up 
the natural! seed of procreation," whilC' in '1619, Dodoens 
asserted that "it drieth up _. _ (hI! saede of generation" in men 
"and the milke of women's breasts." 

Although not precisely a therapeutic usc, it is worth 
noting the sixteenth-century report that a decoction of hemp 
upoured into the halos of cdrthwormcs. win draw them forth, 
and that fishermen and anglers hJve used this feate to get 
wormcs to bahe their hooks,"This curious usc acquires added 
interest in view of the suggcstrO'l lhat in :!Iom(: ASiatic localities 
early man may h.lVc vJlued hemp it!. tJ rhh'SlUpcfying plant, a 
usC' that may have led to its domestication. 

In spite of the plant's long role in medieval medicine, 
modern Europc.m and American medicim' did' not become 
serIously interested in the medicinal potentialities of Cannabis 
until the nineteenth century. During tho I.st half of the 
century, more than a hundred articles On hemp appeared in 
medical journals. The principal crrects of C0111111b15, except for 
minor local Irritant activit)" concern the higher nerve centers. 
Consequently, in modern medicine ,1he drug ha!l been ern· 
ployed mainly as an analgeSic, ,Is J relief for insomnia anti to 
calm nervous re~tlessness. It usually take:; th~ form of a 
tincture. It has dis!) had limited usc in inducing J euphoric 
condition helpful in redUcing the pain of migraine, headaches. 
Recently, hemp preparations have been shown to have 
antibacterial activity. 

Connabls is a difficult drug to usc, since individual doses 
can be determined only by continued administration in 
increasing amounts until a desired effect Is ·cxpcrienced. The 
most serious handicap in using hcmp is difficulty in standard
izing it, that is, the rack of certainty about the potency of the 
preparations. 

At the present time, preparations of Cannabis are not 
available. It was included in the United States Pharmacopoeia 
and the National Formulary until 1937, but has been dropped 
from these American, as well as from most EUropean, lists of 
official drugs. 
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Hemp's v.due in folk medicine was obviously' associated 
closely with discovery of its euphoric and halhJcinogenic 
properties, dnd knowlcdge of .hi;' narcotic erfects of CannabIs 
may datt.' almost as far back as its discovery as a fiber. Beset by 
hunger, early man experimented with all plant materiars that 
he could chew. He could not have avoided diSCOVering the 
intoxicating properties of Cann(Jbis, for in his quest for the 
nutritious s~eds and oil, he certainCy ,Ite the sticky tops of the 
plant,. Ihe must n .. rcolic part. Th~ euphoric, ecstatic, and 
halluclOa~ory ;I~pects of the intoxication may have introduced 
him til an otherworldly plane from which emerged religious 
beliefs, perhaps even the concept of deity. The plant became 
accepted as a special gjrt of the gods~ a 5(tcred medium for 
communion with Ihe spiritual world. And such it has remained 
in soml' cullUrl!~ to the present. 

While tod,\y CannabIS represents onc of the most widely 
dlsseminJted hJIIUcinogcns, its use as a oarcotlc, except in 
focalilcd partt; of Asia, seems to be relatively recent. As early 
as 5,000 years .igo, Shen Nung, recommending hemp as a 
medicine, rccognilcd its narcotic properties. One of its Chinese 
namf'S meant IllibcrcHor of sin," indicating early condemnation 
of its usc as an intoxicant. Eventuallr, however, its euphoric 
effects wt:re .lccepted in China, as evidenced by a laier name 
meaning "delight giver." A fourth-century report asserts that 
cJling hemp C.1U,\cs the User to sec svirits, and several hundred 
yL'c\rS I.ltcr the Chinesc were taking Cann(Jbis for Uthe 
enjoyment of life." 

The bijrbJrian hordes of central Asia who lived west of 
China J...new of the intoxicating properties of hemp. It was 
undoubtedly these nomadic tribes that spread the narcotic usc 
of the pldnt. Among these people were the Scythians, who 
wandered widely in central Asia and southeast Europe, from 
Ihe AHai MOllntains to the BlackSea. There is evjdence that 
they hdd a proround cultural influence on early Greece and 
castern Europe. 

Fivll hundred years before Christ, Herodotus described the 
Scythian usc of Cannabis: "They make a booth by fixing in 
the ground three sticks inclined towards one another, and 
stretching around them woollen felts which they arrange so as 
to fit JS (;Ios~ as possible: inside the booth a: dish is placed 
upon th" ground into which they put a numbct of red hot 
stones and then add some hemp seed •• .immediately it 
smokes, and gives out such a vapour as no Grecian vapour·bath 
can exceed; the Scyths, delighted, shout for ioy. ~ •• "" 

Recent archeological finds in the Altai Mountains have 
validated this rurious report. Frozen Scythian tombs d~ted 
500 to 300 B.C. have yielded a miniature, tripod like tent over 
a copper c:enser··a corHrivance for the inhalation of CannabIs 
Vdpors. Hempen clothing and the remains of CannabIs achencs 
were also found at the site. 

All clJsses of Hindus now consllme Connabls in such 
preparations as bhang, a decoction made from powdered hemp 
fermented in milk or water, and ganja, the form in whict) it is 
usually smoked. But the plant may not have been widely used 
as a narcotic unlil a relatively late dal~ in India. Indian soclety, 
as can be adduced from oral folklore, often condemned the 
secular Usc of hemp, There arc references- stating that one's 
learning is diminished with the use of Ulnnabls and that he 
who smokes ganja forgets even his own father's name. 

Hemp was one of the most sacred plants in India. 



Knowledge of Its p5ycho,lClivc effectS seem to go rOir back in 
history} as suggested by [he deep lJlythologic,ll dnd ~piritui11 
belicfs abotJllhc plant. In Jncient Indill, bhang was So sacred 
that it was reputed to detl'r evil, bring luck, and ch.!J05c the 
user of sin. Harm and disJ)tcr visited those who trod upon the 
holy leaves of the hemp plJnt, and the most sacred oaths were 
taken on the hemp leaf. ,. 

The favorite drink of Indra, god of the nrm,lment, was 
prepared from Cannabis. The Hindu god SiI'a t.1ught that the 
word bhIJngl must be chanlt'd prclyerfully over .1I1d OVer at the 
time of sowing, weeding, wa.tering, Jnd harvesting the holy 
plant. 

Thlrty·flve hundred ycars ago, the Rig Veda extolled the 
spiritu.'ll usc or the narcotic god·plant somd, the identity of 
which has rem.lincd a deep mystery unlil recently. There was 
some suspicion that som.1 could be CumwMsj bUI recent 
studic!t by R. Gordon W.lsson have iU(,l1lined il .1S the 
hallucinogenic mushroom Ilmanita muscuricJ. 

Folklore holds that during tho r.i~n uf Khusru (A.D. 
531 ~79) Ihe narcotic usc of hL'mp was introduced 10 Pt'r .. i.l by 
a pilgrim from IndiaJhe A~syrians, howcYl.:r, did emplo) hemp 
as an incL'nsc in the fir;st millennium B.C., Iln indicJtinn 111<\1 
they rndY havc used the drug for intoxicdlion. 

Knowledge and usc of the inebriating properties evcn
tUdlly spre.ld across Asia Minor. Onz of the cnigmJs of 
historic.d botany in this put of lhe world lies in the Jpl'Jrent 
abScnt~ of any direct mention of Cannabis or its products in 
the Bible. There arc, however, several obscure p.lssagcs in the 
Old Test.tmcnl lhat hayc been interpreted .1\ pos'iible rder
ences to lilt! intoxicating drects of h.l~hish, the pre\st'd, pure 
resin from the flowering toP!! of femdle pl,mu,. 

Although at first prohibited among blJmic peoples, 
hashish spr.ad widely. In 1378, the Emir Soudaun Shdkhouni 
tried to extirpate lhu plant from Arauidn territory and 
imposed hdrsh pUnishment, for the eating of hemp, but his 
efforts were in vain. As clIrly as 1271, the usc of hashish was 
so well known that Marco Polo described its consumption 
among the 'iccrel order of H.t!lhashins, who used the narcotic 
to experience the rewards ill store fur them in thl' ,lnCI"Jile. 
Under thc leadership or H,tsan·lbn·Sabbah, a P(·rsi.tn noble
man, this group of fanatic" \\1.1'> dcdlcdlcc.J··cvell to the puinl of 
commitling murder-to the spreJd of an agnostic religious 
philosophy. Some philologhls believe that the word r:ls5ussin 
came into r:uropean langudges from the Ardbic hoshashin, 
Heater!\ of hashish." 

Although Cunnabls w.tS recommended as a medicine in 
classical Gr:~ecc and Rome, ils purposeful usc as an intoxicant 
was ap~arcnLly rare. By the first century A.D., howuver, the 
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Romans customarily ale cakes containing hemp, which, 
according 10 Galt'n, were lolken to promote hilarity but which, 
in excess, produced torpor. 

Cannabis extended widely into Africa, partly under the 
pressures of Isldmic influence. But the usc of hemp far 
transcends Mohdmmeddn areas and is found in jl'{mitive native 
cultures in such ingrained social and religious cUlltexts that its 
arrival clearly predated that of Islam."'n the Zambezi Valley, 
for example, there WJS .111 anciem trib,tl (.eremany in which 
the partit.:ip.lIlts inh'lled the vapors from a pile of smoldering 
hemp; later, reed tube!! Jnd a variety of pipcs were used, and 
the prant material was burned on an altar. The Kasai tribes of 
the Congo have revived the Riamba cull, cl !oCct in which hemp, 
replacing ancient felishes and s~'mbols, became a god, a 
protector against physical and spiritual harm. Trcdties and 
business transactions arc scaled with puffs of smoke from a 
yard·long c.tI.lba'ih pipe. In nWlly parts of East Africa, 
cspeciJlly· ncar LaJ...e Victoria, hemp--smoking and hash· 
ish·snuffing cull'i exht, .md the pldnt is cultivated on a grand 
scale fur its narcotic u~t.!. In ~outhem Africd, the Hottentots, 
Bushmen, dl1d K.tllirs customarily inhalc the smoke of 
Cunnobis, eithe( burned free on the ground or in special pipes 
of hurn ollld calitb,J~h. 

Hemp has !lpread to many areas of the New World 
inhabited by large aboriginal groups, but the plant seems not 
to have penetrated significantly into native American religious 
life and beliefs. This n1.1Y be because of the great number of 
native hdllucinogens ;:tirC'Jdy firmly established in their magi. 
co·religious praclh.f:S. Shay years ago, when Mexican 1.1borer~ 
introduced the smoking of marijuana, it sprl'ad across thl' 
so~ah, .md by the 192(Js it was firmly estdblbhed in neW 
Orleans. In (hose ~arly years, its usc was confined mainly to 
the poor, especially to minority groups. The spread of the 
custom has resulted in a still Unresolved controversy, despite 
the en.lctment, in 1937, of the Marijuana Tax Act, which 
made it illegal to grow or possess C. saliva. 

Whal lies ahcad for the man·hemp association? Certainly, 
the rel.llionship will continue. There can be no doubt that a· 
plant thai has been in partnership with man since the 
beginning~ of agricultur.11 efforts, thal has served man in so 
rn.lny ways, and th.tt. under the sc.lrchlight of modern 
chemical study, has yi~lded many new and interesting com· 
pounds will continue to be a part of man's economy_ I t would 
be a luxury tltd 1 we could ill afford if we allowed prejudices, 
resulting rrom the abuse of Cunnabls, to deter ~cientist!i from 
learning as much as possible about this ancient and my~terious 
plant. 
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huana Reconsidered. We are fortunate to have an attorney who is one 
of Philadelphia's foremost defense lawyers in drug abuse cases and is 
counsel to the Governor of Pennsylvania's Council on Drug and Alcohol 
Abuse to presrde over this panel. It is my pleasure to introduce 1\1r. 
Richard Atkins. 

MR. RICHARD ATKINS: We are going to examine the legis
lative process and the changes in medical, legal, and political thought 
that led to the development of the marihuana and other associated laws. 

I think it is appropriate, before I introduce Ol1r first speaker, to 
give you an example to show that the movie we just saw ,.".as typical of 
the mid and late 1930's. An article entitled, M arilzllana, Assassin of 
Youth, by Harry]. Anslinger, til(' U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics, ap
peared in the February 1938 edition of Reader's Digest. In the article, 
Mr. Anslinger described all the people who had killed their mothers, 
fathers and others while under the influence of marihuana; the mother 
who complained about her daughter's death as a result of marihuana ad
diction; and how people will crawl on the floor and bark like a dog, etc., 
all as a result of marihuana use. 

Even more unbelievable was a book ~rom the late 1930's called 011 
the Trail of ]lJarilwana, the Weed of Madness hy Earle and Robert 
Rowe1i, two opponents of liquor and cigarettes, who had, at that time, 
turned their attention to marihuana. They published what was then 
cQIlsiclered by many to be the latest authority 'on marihuana. In the 
book, they said: 

We now know that marihuana (1) destroys the wil1:power, 
making a jellyfish of the user - he cannot say no;· (2) eliminates 
the line between right and wrong and substitutes one's own worst 
desires or the base suggestions of others as the standard of right. 
Above all, it leads to crime and fills the victim with an irrepres
sible urge to violence. It incites him to revolting immorality, in
cluding rape and murder, ~nd finally it causes insanity as a 
speciality. " 

\Ve saw that the subject in the earlier stages of marihuana 
use could be compared to a coiled rattlesnake, something that may 
turn dangerous in a split second. In the latter stages, he is com
pletely a madman on the loose. Actually, he is temporarily ins,:mc. 
Although there are no real brain lesions as in insanity, there is an 
artificial insanity which in alI other characteristics resembles the 
manifestations of genuine insanity. The marihuana addict may run 
amuck and wreak havoc. There is absolutely no predicting the re
sults but of one thing you can be sure: He is not a safe person to 
be near under such a condition. 

In another section they said: 
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'Kill, kill,' cries the native of Malay as he dashes down the 
street with a dagger in his hands, maddened by hashish. Under its 
influence, the crazed user develops the urge to kill just for the sake 
of ki IIi 1}g. Destruction is the keynote and homicide the polestar 
guiding him in his maniacal acts. There is born a sadistic lust to 
kill for murder's own sake. Marihuana is rightly called the killer 
drug. 

That was the attitude in the mid 1930's. We will try to trace all 
of the types of influences that went into the laws - the influences of the 
physicians, the medical societies, the lawyers, the legal societies, and 
politics. 

I think it is very appropriate for us to start with Dr. Lester Grin
spoon. Dr. Grinspoon is considered by many to be the foremost medical 
authority on marihuana in the united States. He is the author of 
~Marihuana Reconsidered and is an Associate Professor of Psychiatry 
at Harvard Medical School. I think that he certainly needs no further 
introduction. 

DR. LESTER GRINSPOON: Thank you, Dick. I think the 
program committee has clone liomewhat of an injustice putting us on 
after Reefer Jf'ldl1(,s,~. That makes it more difficult to present a clull, 
tedious, serious paper on the subject, but J beg your indulgence. 

There now appears to be, little doubt that unlOng the commonly 
used psychoactiye drugs, the an~pheta111ines have a formidaGle potential 
for harm, psydlological, physical and social. It is clear that while they 
may be used. pardcularly in small doses over lill1ited periods of time, 
without creating dependency, their use imposes the risk of severe 
dependency on many, and outright addiClinn on some. Animal data 
indicates that their chronie 11igh-dose use may lead to cell damage in 
several organs, including the brain. In human", ehronic high-dose use 
Of~~11 leads to short- and sometimes long-term psychoses. Even brief 
epili'\.~dic exposure /0 moderate to high doses invokes a significant de
gree of risk with respect to some physical di~orclers (c.g. cerebral 
hemorrhage) and psychoses. Furthermore, while it has not been con
clusiyely established, there is a high degree of suspicion that pro
!onged·high-dose use may lead, in soine, to a global deterioration of 
mental functioning. There is, however, no douht that the amphetamine 
abuser is more likely to become involved in destructive, often violent 
and impulsh-e, antisocial behavior. 

There is a curious, albeit not perfect, mirror image relationship 
between some aspects of cannabis and the amphetamines. Marihuana 
is not an addicting drug, and there are no serious sequelae upon ces
sation of chronic use; speed is addicting, and there is a withdrawal 
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syndrome which often includes severe depression. \Vllile there is 110 
convincing evidence that cannabis damages tissue, amphetamines ap
pear to have that capacity; while there arc lIO well documented cases 
of death from ma'rihuanu, it is becoming increasingly clear that speed 
can indeed kill. iJot is not criminogenic anci, in fart. being high on 
this drug probably diminishes· the likelihood that a person may be
come engaged in violence and crime; just the opposite is the case with 
amphetamines. Cannabis in very large (usually ingested Y doses is 
capable of producing toxic psychoses and in smaller ~l1Joked doses lllay 
rarely precipitate functional psychoses in individuals who arc already 
yulnerablc to psychn,;es, that is, people whose psyrhosis might be pre
cipitated by such e,'ents as an alcoholic debauch. an automobile ac
cident, a surgical procedure, or a severe loss. It has been demonstrated 
that a p!,ychosis which is all hut indistinguishable from a schizophrenic 
reaction can he induced with amphetamines in "l1Ormal" subjects in 
the laboratory and paranoid reactions are 110t uncommon among speed 
freaks on the street. Speed quite clearly leads to the use of other psy
choactive drugs; cannabis docs not. 

This is 110t to say that cannahis is a harmless drug; quite obvi
ously it is not. Some people experiellce adverse reactions and some of 
the factors which S('C111 to playa part in that arc indh'idual suscepti
hili ty, close (particularly high dose~ of ingested cannabis), and un
favorable set and settings. However, the risk involved in using mari
l1Uana, excluding tho!'e which derive from its legal status, are of a 
different magnitude from those which arise from the psychopharma
cologic properties of amphetamines. In fact, the wielely helieved, largely 
mythological dangers of cannabis comprise a shoe which more nearly 
fit.: the amphetamines. Yet, the astonishing fact is that there has heen 
an enormous concern and near hysterical ontcry m'er the use of l11ari- . 
I1Uam, while attitudes - public, governmental and medical - toward 
the use of amphetamines have generally ranged from actual enthusiasm 
to complacency and, only recently, sorile degree of concern. 

To attempt to understand how attitudes toward these two classes of 
psychoactive agents became so divergent and so divorced fr0111 their 
actual relatiye potentials for harm, it may be instructive to review some 
aspccts of \\'hat may be referred to as the social histories of these two 
drugs. Cannabis has an ancient history as a medicinal agent; its first 
recorded use is to be found in the Herbal, an ancient equivalent of the 
United States Pharmacopoeia, written about 400 to 500 B.C. (It is 
often, and probably erroneously, dated at 2737 B.C.). But its entry 
into Western medicine occurred in 1839 when.\\'. B. O'Shaughncssy, 
a 30-year-old assistant surgeon and professor of chemistry in the 
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~\lC!dical College of Calcutta, reported on his experiments in treating 
paticnts with ralJics, rheumatism, epilepsy, and tetanus with tincture 
of hemp. He found it to he an effective analgesic and to h<1\'c impres
sive anticollvuGiant and muscle relaxing properties. Stimulated by 
O'Shaughnessy's report. a number of vVestern physicians proceeded to 
explore the clinical possibilities of cannabis, and. within tbe next few 
decades, scores of papers OJ1' the medical usefulness of cannabis were 
to be found in the medical literature. Before long, it was fairly widely 
used in the United States in the treatment of a "ariety of ailments, 
many of "which were symptomatically benefited, p'articularly by its 
analg-esic and soporific effects. S<:\'eral major limitations on its use
fulness "were imposed by the facts that it was not sc)ll1ble in water and, 
therefore, coult] not be gi\'en parenterally, ;lI1cl that cannabis indica 
(the alcoholic tincture of cannabis, the form in \\·hil'h it was dispensed 
as a medicine) \Vas notorioll;;ly unstable ancI, physicians therefore, 
t'CJt1ld Ile\'er he certain" of dosage. Its uses as an analgesic began to be 
superseded hy the opiates which were being used increasingly in the 
T)!~:~ed States in the second half of the 19th century. \Vhen the hypo
<lenni..: syringe was introduced from Engl::tnd in 1856 that u~c was 
accelerated, [or the water-soluble opiates could he conveniently ad
ministered parenterally with pre(lictalJlc and rapid relief of pain. In 
fact, their l1se for the relief of pain hecame so widespread during the 
Ch'il \Var that opiate addiction lJec:1111e knoW11 as the "soldier's 
disease." \Vith thl' cl('veloplllent ni synthetic analgesics stIch as aspirin, 
and synthetic hYJlOlic:; sl1ch as chloral hydrate and harbiturates, physi
cians 1l)Sl inter('~t in cannabis indica for its :l1lalg:e:1k and hypnotic prop
erties, for it was far Jess stahle amI, primarily for that reason, Jess re
liable than the synthetics. Thus, in thc early decade.; oi the 20th century 
its use a~ a medicine declined rapidly and its death knell was sounded 
"with the passage of the 1937 l\Iarihuuna Tax _\ct.~:) 

Curiotlsly, during the heyday 'of its t1se, in "America, as a medi
cine, therc was only a ycry narrow appl eciatinn of the fact that 
cannabis cOl1ld bc used as an intoxicant. Those who were aware of 
this property were I::trgely intellectual and literary-minded readers of 
thos-e writers of the French Romantic movemcllt who together com
prised the mid-ninetet'nth century LC<:::Iub des IIaschisehins. The two 

c ~~:;~l1ost important. where cannahisis concerned, wcre Theophile Gautier 
;'nd Clmrle!') 'Baudelaire, Their effl.lsi,"e aCC011llts \\'cre very inJ1ucntiul, 
even though Gautier was descrihing the toxic Jlsychosis induced by 
the very large doses of hashish he ingested, and even though there 
IS considerable question as to whether what Baudelaire ":wrot~ about 
---------------------"""-~"-..,'".-'-"-=------

29. Act of Aug. 2, 1937, ch. 553, 50 Stat. 551. 
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as hashish experiences were not, in fact, more truly Thomas De 
Quincey influenced accounts of the effects of chronic use of lauuamun 
(a mixture of opium and alcohol) on his very fertile and highly 
imaginative mind. 'rhe American counterpart to these author:; was 
Fitz Hugh' Ludlow, whose book The IItlsheesh Faler: BeiJlg Pas
sages from the Life of a Pythagorean was published in 1857. While, 
as with Baudelaire, there is some qut'stion as 10 how ullcontamillateu 
with De Quincey the descriptions provided by Ludlow are, there can 
be no doubt, that his book was a success and excited the interest of 
intellectuals although apparently not to the point where large num
bers of them were turning on with cannabis. One way in which Lud
low differed [rom his E11ropean colJr;>agues was that while they generally 
used hashish as the sotlJ'ce of the drug, his was generally obtained 
from his "friendly apothecary" in the form of "Tilden's Extract" or 
some other brand of cannabis indica. 
.. The writings of Fitz Hugh Ludlow were distinctive in that they 
provided one of the few connections in the American public mind (and 
a narrow segment of it at that) between cannabis the medicine and 
cannabis the intoxicant'. Furthermore, to the extent that general 
knowledge of the relationship between the medicine and the euphoriant 
existed at all, it hat! all but vanished during the half century that 
passed before cannabis in a different form (what we now know as 
marihuana, grass, dope, pot - the dried leaves and flowering tops of 
the Cannabis sativa plant) began to come into this country from be
low the southern border. 

A good deal of mystery surrounds the story of the "reefer's" 
(lcbLtl in the 'Cnited States. It is generally assumed th;tt in the early 
decades of this century the custom of s1110king the weed in cigarette 
form traveled with groups of itinerant :Mexican workers across the 
Texas border into the southwestern and southern' states. In 1910 the 
reefer began attracting some slight atte11tion in New Orleans. By 
1926. according to R. P. Walton, who ~tt1clies the prohlem "on loca
tion," the city was wet with the habit. Supplies of nJ;trihuana came 
occasionally from Texas and more often by boat from HavaJ.1a, Tampico, 
and Vera Cruz. Usillg New Orleans as a distributing center for the 
intoxicant. enterprising sailot:s became traffickers. The dried plant 
leaves were shipped from New Orleans up the Mississippi to various 
river ports and thence cross-country to large cities. It is said that 
by 1930 there was not one major American city which did not have 
a few marihuana smokers among its ranks. 

In its early American years the reefer did not cause a great deal 
of co'nsternation. However, as it became more popular among Mexican-
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Americans and (I fan)rite I)f Blacks, particularly jazz IlIUSIClanS in 
urhan centers, amI, uwan'fless of this use among these minority groups 
became more widespread, marihuana lise began to arouse concern. 
In Louisiana. the .\'C7U Orlealls Itel1l pointed a. critical finger at the 
"moota" and hostilely claimed that the habit seemecI to he lIlost wide
spread among groups of foreign extraetiol1. C1e,~rly, the e,trly tury 
aroused by marihuana can largely be attributed to the fact that it was 
introduced by Spanish speaking people and Blacks an~l that it was, 
therefore, considered an alien and un-American drug which Was a 
particularly dangerous and degenerate intoxicant. Reflections of this 
increasingly \\'idesrrca~l attitude were occm;ionally to be found even in 
the medical literature. Tn 1931, the NC'C.fJ Orlem!s .1fcdical alld Surgi
cal] ollrnal stated that: 

.. The debasing and baneful influence of hashi~ - al'Jd -opium is not 
restricted to individuals but has manifested itself in natioiis and 
races as well. Tht' dominant race and most enlightened countries 
are alcoholic, whilst 'the races and nations addicted to hemp and 
opiulll, some of which once attained to heights of culture and 
civilization have deteriorated both mentally and physically. 

In 1930, less tll'1l1 2 years before the Benzedrine inhaler first 
became .available to the public, the Fe1eral Bureau of Narcotics was 
founded. The bureau under the leadership of its first director, H. J. 
Anslinger, undertook all "educational program" which must be some 
sort of landmark for its success in converting the general lack of con- , 
cern with and igllorallr:e about marihuana to widespread alarm and 
mis.information. Tn the year of the Intreau's founding, only 16 states 
had l.1wS prohibiting tht.' use of marihuana. By 1939, till'. year it suc
ceeded in getting the congress to' adopt the 1farihuana Tax Act,HO 
nearly every state haa adopted legislation outla.wing 1I1adhuana. The 
lay press, with the help of the bureau, .(~olltributed to the campaign 
with its frequent Jlublication of alarl11i:;t stories of violent behavior, 
usually of it sexual nature. which they a;:;serted all hut invariably re
sulted from t1~e of the weed. By 1950 the bureau, whieh had thereto
fore denied that the use of marihuapa led tl) the use of opiate,::, em
braced the so-called "stepping-stone hypothe~;is" which wa~ to become 
the major argument against liberalization of the marihuana la\vs. A 
numher of articles appeared in. the early 1950's in support of that con
tention. The authors of the articles offered no supporting Jata; ap
parently they realized that the mass media. audience h,.d been suf
ficiently propagandized to accept the. "stepping stolle" theory as self-

30. /d. 
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evident. Had thcy presented what little data was available - [or ex
ample, the rise in cannabis use was simultaneous with a leveling off 
or eYen a declining rate oE"opiate addiction oyer the preceding twenty 
yeai's - they would have done little to support their claim:;. 

At about the same time the American ?lIedical Association was 
undergoing a remarkable shift in altitucle toward cannabis. Prior to 
the passage of the 1937 ::\[arihuana Tax Act, the American medical 
establishment had been quite int('rested in, ~nd knowlcdgeablc about, 
cannabis as a medicine, and had been scnsible about its capacity for 
abl1se. The change in attitude was symholized by the fact that the 
only seriously dissident vnil'e heard during thc hearings bl'iore the 
Hottse \Vay:; and ':\Teans Committee ,vhich preceded Jlassa~e of the 
act was that of Dr. \Y. C. \Voodward, Legislative COUIlSel for the 
American Medical Association. \Vhile hc acknowled~'('d a limitcd 
medic!tl use for cannahis, he attempted to persuade the con.~'r('ssIl1C1J to 
initiate less restricth'c Icgi~lalion because of the possibility "[hat future 
invcstigators may show that there are suhstnlltial uses for. cannabis." 
Dr. \Voodward then v .. ent on to attack the evidence proffered hy the 
Treasury Department on the "marihuana problem," particularly the 
claim that it was addicting, that it led to crime, and that its use was 
widespread among- children. With the completion of his initbl state
ment, the committee began questioning Dr. \V ooc1warcl in a most 
hostile fashion concerning his educational hackground, his relation
ship to the American Medical Association, and his views on the medi
cal legiBlation of the previous 15 years. 1Ir. DingelI chided Dr. 
\Vooc1ward: "The 1J1C'clical profession should he doing its 11tmost to 
aid in the suppression of this curse that is eating- the Vl'ry vitals of the 
Nation .... Arc you not simply.piqued hecause you were not con
sulted in the drafting of the bill?" Dr. \Voodwarc1 was told that he 
was trying to throw ()h~tacles in the federal government's way and, 
of course, none of his teSl'iI1lOny was harkened to. 

The House hearings were concluded without any substantial 
. changes in the proposed hill, and the Senate hearings were conducted 

in a similar way. The bill became law on October 1, 1037, and, in its 
wake, many state la \\'s, jt1~t as punitive and hastily c()ncein:d, were 
legislated. \Vhile its clinical use was already declining. somewhat in 
the earlier part of this century, primarily because of the introduction 
of synthetic hyp.notics and analg-esics, the difficulties imp(,scd· on its 
use by the Tax Act completed the medical clemise of cannahis, and it 
was removed from" the UlIited States Pharmacopoeia amI National 
ForlJlulary in 1941. \Vhile, as previously mentioned, there had never 
bee11 much of a pnhlic consciousness of the relationship between can~ 
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nabis the medicine and marihuana the weed-like intoxicant that Blacks 
and Spanish-speaking people used, the dropping of cannabis from 
the listings of legitima~ medicine~ ~et till: stage for the ignorance of 
doctors and for the change in their attiltICks loward (,:lnnahis O\·er 
the next 30 years. 111 protesting the impending 1937 ~f arihuana 
Tax Act legislation, memhers of t:1C Committee of Legislatiye Ac
tivities of the American MI~djcal Association, wrote "Cannabis at the 
present time is slightly used for medicinal purposes, but it would seem 
worthwhile to maintain its status as a medicinal agent for i-uch pur
poses as it now has. There is a possihility that a restudy of the drug 
by modern means may sho,,· other advantaf!:es to be derived fro111 its 
medicinal usc." Thirty years later a J f)t/ma! of the American l11cdical 
Association position paper, written by men who have apparently had 
little, if any, experience with the use of cannabis drugs und apparently 
as ~little hmiliarity with the medical literature asserted: ClCannabis 
(marihuana) has 110 ImoUJIl use ht medica! practice hI most countries 
of the world, including the United States." 

This remarkable transformation of attitude toward cannabis is 
illustrated ill the changing e:ditorial policy of the :\lllerican Medical 
f\ ssociation. In September 1942, the American J oUYJlal of Ps}'CIzialry 
published a paper by Drs. S. Allentuck and K. M. Bowman en
titled The PS'j'chintric Aspects of 1'vlarihualta Intoxicatioll in which 
they asserted, among oth!.:r things, that habituation to cannabis is not 
as strong as to tobacco or alcohol. Theil' report grew out of the studies 
they had carried out under the auspices of the La Guardia committee. 
The JouY/wl aJ the AlIIcricniz l1fcdical ..,/ssocialiOlz subsequently pub
lished (in Decemlier 1942) a reasoned, iniot"1natiy(' editorial on their 
work which was described as "a careful study." Tn reviewing- the 
major findings of the study, the editorial proceeded to mention some 
possiLle therapeutic uses that mig-ht be made of the drug's properties. 
Those mentioned were the trc3tment of deJlrcs~ion, the treatmcnt of 
Joss of appetite. and the possible treatmenl lir addicts to ppiate de
rivatives. Ho\\"c\ cr. !ollu\\"int; the .r o 11 rn a!'.\" publication ~f letters from 
H. ]. Allsling-er (j allll:!!":· I () 13) and H. J. nou<]uct, Expert on the 
~arcotics Commissiol1 of the Lcague of Nations (:\pri1 1\)44), hOlh 
of which denounced the La Guardia Report, the AmericaIl l'.fedical 
Association made an extraordinary abnut-face and joined the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics in the denunciation oj the report. The switch 
was heralded by an editorial 'which appeared in the Jounwl of the 
Amcrican Jf cdic(ll Association in April 1945.: 

For many years medical scientists have considered cannabis a 
dangerous drug. Nevertheless, a book called 'IMarihuana Prob-
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lems" by the New York City Mayor's Committee on Marihuana 
submits an analysis by seventeen doctors of tests on 77 
prisoners and, on this narrow and thoroughly unscientific foun
dation, draws sw~eping and inadequate conclusions which mini
mize the harmfulness of marihuana. Already the book has doOne 
harm. . . . The book states unqualifiedly to the public that the 
use of this narcotic does not lead to physical, mental or moral de
generation and that permanent deleterious effects from its con
tinued use were not observed on 77 prisoners. This statement 
has already done great damage to the cause of law enforcement. 
Public officials will do well to disregard this unscientific, uncriti
cal study, and continue to regard marihuana as a menace wherever 
it is purveyed. 

With this editorial the J oltrllal of the American Medical Association) in 
the words of A. S. deRopp, 

.. abandoned its customary restraint and voiced its editorial wrath 
in scolding tones. So fierce was the editorial that one might 
suppose that the learned members of the mayor's committee ... 
had formed some unhallowed league with the "tea-pad" prctprietors 
to undermine the city's health by deliberately misrepresenting the 
facts about marihuana. 

Over the past 25 years the American Medical Association has 
been steadfast in maintaining a position on marihuana closely allied 
to that of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. A great deal of misinfor
mation and fear-generating mythology has come to surround this drug, 
and, judging by the published statements of the Council on Mental 
Health of the American Medical Association, the medical community 
has been both a victim and an agent of this unfortu~ate process. This 
position is reflectea in the editorial policy of the J ottmal of the Ameri
can Medical Association which apparently !'disregards" as "unscien
tific" and "uncritical" any study that does f,lot demonstrate marihuana 
to be "a menace wherever it is purveyed." "Thus the J ounzal has over 
recent years, with respect to cannabis, cleparted from the policy of 
accepting papers solely on the basis of criteria of medical importance 
and scientific soundness; clearly it has consistently accepted papers, 
one which fr0111 a scientific point of view have been of questionable 
worth but which tend to cOllfirm the American Medical Association's 
"iew of marihuana as a great menace, and rejected those, regardless 
of scientific merit, which presented data and results which contra
dicted this view. 

Thus the medical establishment's view of cannabis has over the 
course of little more than a century come full turn. The same drug 
that had ,excited physicians' interest in 1839 and become a respected 
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and much used therapeutic tool during the remaining tkcaues of the 
19th century had increasingly, from the 1940's on, come to bc reganlcd 
by American medicine,. with the same bias, fear and ignorance as by 
the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. By the 1960's the Amcrican Medical 
Association had completely denicd thc medical heritage and potential of 
cannabis and its only intcrcst in it appeared to be in providing quasi
scientific undcrpinnings to some of the now widely hcld myths. 

Amphetamine, on the other hand, came into being as a medicine 
and has for most of its short history enjoyed the unequivocal enthu
:;iasm of the pharmaceul ical industry and thc medical profession. Only 
in the past scveral years has the medical establishment begun to be 
concerned about thc consequences or" its romance with thc amphcta
mincs. Let us brietly rc':·jew the history of this class of psychoactive 
agents in the United States. 

... In 1887, the Germap pharmacologist. L. Ede1eano, first synthe
sized the drug which wOllld eventually become famous as "Benzedrine," 
but hc was uninterested in exploring its pharmacological properties 
and put this extraordinary stimulant back on the shelf. Not unti1191O, 
did G. Barger and Sir H. H. Dale investigate the effects on experi
mental animals of this and a series of' closely related chcmical com
pounds, which thcy called "sympathomimetic amines." However, no 

. nne in America or England grasped the implications of their findings 
for another 17 years, when Gordon Alles who was looking for a 
synthetic amine substitute for epherdrinc concluded that the most 
effective such substitute was the original amphetamine synthesized 

. by Edeleano. Bccause of his willingness to use himself as a human 
~uinea pig, Alles not nnly discovered, very quickly, that amphetaminc 
was active whether inhaled or taken orally, but ab;o found that 
"Benzedrine" was surpasscd by its dextro isomer' (latcr known as 
Dcxedrine) in its ability to alleviate fatigue, increase or intensify his 
alertness, and make him feel euphorically confident 'even when it kcpt 
him awake long into the night. 

\\Then F. P. Nabcnhaucr, the chief chemist at the drug'house of 
Smith, Klill(, & French, found out about Alles' work he began to ex~ 
periment with various commercial applications of amphetamine in 
conjunction with his firm's patented inhaling device. Realizing what 
a potential honanza this "ncw" class of sYnthctic "ephedrine substitute" 
represented, the executives at Smith, Kline & French persuaded Alles 
to sell them all his paterit rights, a~d in 1932 their "Benzedrine" in
haler was first made available to the public by non-prescriptioh, over
the-counter sale in drug stores across the country. The American 
Medical Association issued a mild parenthetical warnin.lr note in which 

...• ,.-~ 
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it cautioned that "continued over-dosage" might cause "restlessness 
and sleeplessness," but, at the same time, assured physicians that "no 
serious reactions have 'been observed." In late 1937, the American 
Medical Association apprcm:d the new drug in tablet form, recognizing 
it as an acceptahle therapeutic metlication for the treatment of nar· 
colepsy and postencephalitic parkinsonism. The American Medical 
:\~sociation further stated that "Benzellrine" was "useful" in the treat
ment of "certain depres.;ivc psychopathic conditions," and even that 
persons "u11llcr the strict sllpcn'ision of a physician" could take am
phetamine in Dreier to Ca!ltlll'C' Ita sense of increased energy or capacity 
for work, or a feeling of exhii:lration." 

Complementing the cntlll1.:;iastic on.:r-prescribing of amphetamines 
'~)y physician:; is the fact that since the 1 Q30'5 there have heen ways in 
wl~ch the pnhlic COll\[ proenre these euphoriants with little or no 
assistance or interferellce irom organi7.ed medicine, the Food and 
Drug Administration, or allY state or federal· drug abuse control au
thorities. First. of course, there were the inhalers. Although Smith, 
Kline & French held the patent on the "Benzedrine" inhaler until 
1950, other drug companies quickly realized that they could . sell their 
own imitations without fear of ·patent-infringement suit, hecause "Ben
zedrine" was only one of an almost unlimited variety of eCju<llly stin1l1-
lating, euphorigeni., and toxic amphetamine congeners. By the end 
of \Vorld \iVar IT, there were at least seven (lifferent inhalers on the 
market containing large :lI11n\111t~ of these drugs, amI all of them could 
be purchased at drug (;r grocery stores without a prescription. All of 
these product~ were yery easy to hreak open, and the number of dif
ferent techniq11es of ingestipn was limited 011 Iy by the ingenuity of the 
abuser~. Although Ji~501\'ing the fillers in alcohol (,r coffee produced 
the desired effects. a much stronger kick could be obtained by chewing 
these bits of cOltPIl, or simply swallowing them whole. 

\Vhile the inhalers introduced million:; of young people to the 
amphetamine;;. l1lnst users lllund that it \\'a:; just a:; easy to procure 
the pills . .In the first three years after "Benzedrine" \va:; introduced in 
tablet f01'm, ~ak::; rose to Owr 50 million units. The outbreak of World 
\Var IT gaye perhaps the greatei:t· impetus to elate to hoth the legal. 
medically authorized use and the illegal, black market ubu:;c of these 
drugs. \Vhen German Panzc'r troops invaded Poland. obliterated 

. \Varsaw, and tarnell we::t tq rush through Belgium and France, they 
were taking large doses of methamphetamine to eliri1inate fatigue 
and maintain physical endurance. But the German Army ·was by no 
means the only large-scale conSl1mer of amphetamines during World 
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\ Var II; Japanese warriors and factory workers used as much or more. 
N or was use of these stimulants limited to the Axis powers. According 
to British war statistics,),2 million standard dose amphetamine tablets 
were distributed to the British Armed Forces alone. Although the 
1..~nited States Armed Forces did not authorize the issue of ampheta
mines on a regular basis until the Korean "conflict," "Benzedrine" was 
llsed extensively by Army Air Corps personnel stationed in England, 
anel it was an open secret that many pilots were engaged in a mam
moth bootlegging operation. Amphetamines were also easily obtain
able from military medical officers and aides. If only 10 per cent of 
the American fighting men e\'er used amphetamines during this war, 
oyer 1.5 million men returned to the country in 1945 with some first
hand knowledge of the effects of these drugs. Indeed, in recent years, 
the Armed Forces have constituted a veritable breeding ground for 
the--abuse of all kinds of drugs, ami especially the amphetamines. 

In recent years amphetal1line prescriptions have accounted for 
),etwee.n 6 to 10 per cent uf all prescriptions fo~ any drugs, including 
non-pharmaceuticals like penicillin, and a group of researchers in Cali
fornia have recently reported that at least one out of every five adults 
admits to long-term or habitual llse of amphetamines. By 1946, Smith, 
Kline & French had been so successful in its amphetamine promotion 
campaign that a paper by \V. R. Bett liste(l 39 generally accepted 
"clinical uses" for the drug, including, treatments uf schi7:ophrenia, 
morphine and codeine addictions, "nicotinism" (tobacco smoking), 
heart block, head injuries, infantile cerebral palsy, irradiation sickness, 
and hypotension. Bett, who further recommended the drug for ailments 
like sea sickness. persisted hiccup, and eyen "caffeine mania." was only 
nne of a huge number of phy::;icians who regardecl amphetamines as 
"\'ersatile remedies" which \\"ere second only to a few other extra
ordinary drugs like aspirin in terms of the sC,ope, efficacy, and safety of 
t heir effects. ',' 

Today, even though the Food and Drug Administration officially 
recognizes only "short-term appetite reduction," narcolepsy, some types 
of parkinsonism, and certain "beha"ioral" disorders in hyperkinetic 
young children as valid'''therapeutic indications" for the amphetamines, 
the federal agency has no real power to limit the drug industry's adver'
tising claims, and amphetamines continue to he prescrihed by many 
physicians for nearly as lJlany different reasons as Bett mentioned. 

By 1958 the annual legal United States production of ampheta
mines had risen to 75,000 pounds, or 3.5 billi.on tablets - enough to 
supply every l1lan, woman, and child with about 20 ~tandard (5 mg) 
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doses. Less than 10 years later, the drug industry admitted it wa:; 
pouring out 160,000 pounds - about 8 billion amphetamine tablets -
per year, or enough fO'r 35 to 50 pills for every living American. By 
1970 reported kgal amphetamine prouucriOll had riscn to over 10 
billion tablets and in 1971 it rose again to over 12 billion. 

\Vhile the national meJia, particularly in the late 1930's anti 
early 1940's, were giving amphetamine' a tremendous amount of 
publicity, even referring to the new drug as "poisonous," this did noth
.ing to discourage use. Qliite to the contrary, the numerOUS references 
to these "brain," "pep," and "superman" pills in popular press "news" 
stories and feature articles, even when ostensibly phrased as warnings, 
acted mainly to arouse the curiosity and interest of the American 
people. But the most important factor was the quick and amazingly 
enthusiastic reception acconkd these inhalers and ,pills by the medical 
pr9fession. The American )'ledical Association was especially influ
ential in reinforcing the general impression that this was incIeed a new 
wonder drug. 

Public attitudes toward the amphetamines were initially, and for 
many years, either, positive, neutral, or merely humorous, and the 
people who used them did not, in the tremenuous majority of cascs, fit 
into any traditional stereotypes of "dope fiends." As long as the l11eui
cal community was willing to accept the manufacturers' claims, no one 
was going to question why in 1932 practically any new psychoactive 
timedicineh could be marketed without any proof of either safety or 
efficacy. Nor did the American Medical Association, the Food and 
Drug Administration. or the Federal Bureau of Narcotics have all)' 
legal or sub-legal authority to deny a drug company the right to sell 
practically any chemical not specifically forbidden by the Harrison 
Act of 1914.:l.l All the Food and Drug Administration could do was 
r.ccommend appropriate therapeutic indic?tions; it had absolutely no 
power to limit or warn against consumer purchasing of drugs for 
which prescriptions were not required. Furthermore, the amphetamines 
clearly demonstrated the ease with which drug manufacturers could 
expand claims for their products and advertise their useiulness in an 
unlimited range of areas. Some drug firms obtained patents for their 
amphetamine congeners and combinations on the hasis of these drugs' 
alleged "antiuepressant" actions, and then expanded their auvertising 
claims to include the "treatment" of conditions as disparate as obesity, 
alcoholism, enuresis, and so on; others took different tacks, starting 
from the claim that their product was "uniquely effective" in the treat
ment of obesity, but employing the same basic tactics. 

31. Act of Dec. 17, 1914, ch. 1, 38 Stat. 785. '~ 

l 
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Thus in the mid 1930's, while marihuana was beg:inlling to be 
brought to tlVe public's attention through vilification, as a menace 
capable of wreaking great havoc, amphelamine was introduced and 
then promotel' as' perhaps the earliest technology-derived exemplar of 
better living through chemistry. Marihuana, having long since lost 
what little public awareness it once had as a medicine, was now identi
fied with Spanish-speaking and black people. In view o( the wide
spread bigotry and the attitudes towards and beliefs abotttthese 
minority peoplc's which then existed, the mythology which grew up 
around marihuana is not surprising. Perhaps through the unconscious 
process of displacement it became particularly easy for people to believe 
that the drug of the Blacks and the Spanish-speaking must have some
thing to do ,:;ith crime, ;violence, sexual excess, addiction, personality 
deterioratiun, amotivation, etc. By the same token, to'the extent that 
this kind of higotry is still a vital force in the United States today we 
would expect that it would be difficult, despite the increasingly wide
spread dissemination of eviden to the contrary, for people to give 
up these false beliefs; this certainly appears to be the case. On the 
other hand, there are some facets of amphetamines and their history 
which may have made it more difficult for people to perceive them as 
more harmful than they are generally thought to be. They are, after 
all, products of modern technology and like many other s11ch products 
this fact, at least t1l1til very recently among a growing number of 
consut11er skeptics, lent them a certain degree of legitimacy. Further
more, 'whenever one :picks up a trade journal in a doctor's office he sees 
impressive, l1lulticolor advertisements for the many amphetamine con
gener". PC'rhaps 11!ost important, the crucial link in the selling of this 
drug (with respect to "legitimate" distribution) is the physician. The 
drug companies do ll?t direct their enormous advertising campaigns 
to the consumer, hut, because the various amphetamines are prescrip
tion drugs, the doctors are the rec:ipients of countI('ss pieces of promo:
tional mail, medical journals are peppered with advertisements, and 
there are even outright gifts. When the doctor recommends a drug, 
he confers on it a great deal of legitimacy - so rnud~ so that, the 
psychoactive agents that doctors recommend are medicines, not "Jrugs." 
What is more, beyond the fact that he is a physician and, thdefore, 
an expert on drngs, the doctor is a figure in whom people hav~ great 
trust. .A recellt public survey conducted hy psychologists at the 
University of Connecticut listed 20 major occupations and a)'iked par
ticipants to rate each from the, standpoint of truthfulness,coinpctcnce, 
and altruisnl; physicians came ottt 011 top with clergymen second. 

61-B01 d. - 77 - 40 
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(Car salesmen were rated last, just one place behind politicians who 
were 19th.) To the extent that the doctor has been an unwitting 
pusher of this drug, he has also been a most trusted one. 

Finally, cultural factol'!; also appear to play an important role in 
the perpetuation of the mirror-image relationship that exists with re
gard to general views, attitudes, and beliefs about cannabis and am
phetamine. Societies and cultures have certain norms for acceptable 
behavior and performance and tend to sanction, for social use, those 
drugs whose psychopharmacological properties are in accord with these 
norms. Cannabis has been accepted for centuries among the Brahmins 
in India whose cultural background and religious teaching support 
introspection, meditation, and bodiljr passivity while eschewing the life 
of action and individual achievement. Clearly this more introspective, 
meditative, nonaggressive stereotype associated ,vith marihuana goes 
against the vVestern cultural mainstream, perhaps particularly in the 
United States. The \¥ est, with its emphasis on achie\'ement, activity, 
efficiency, speed, and aggressiveness finds amphetamine much more 
culturally compatible than cannabis. Beyond this very general way in 
which t!,~ psychopharmacologic properties of amphetamines make 'it 
fit so neatly to the fast-moving American c!.lltnrc template, tliere are 
some specific societal values and goals whose achievement is commonly 
thought to be abetted through the usc of this drug. Thus, the many 
Americans who have heen propagandized into phcillg great value on 
being energetic, confident, vitally dynamic, and very thin are particu
larly susceptible to the lure of a drug with a grossly unappreciated 
potential for harm. 

MR. ATKINS: Thank you, Dr. Grinspoon. \Ve will now hear 
from Mr. John Finlator. iVIr. Finlator is presently a private consultant 
Oil drug abuse problems and the author of a book, Nar/~) which will 
be published in the fall. That is an appropriate title. )1r. Finlator 
worked for. a number of year.:; with various federal law enforcement 
agencies, and most recently was the Deputy Director of the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. I think it would be 1110st 
appropriate for him to comment on the changing attitude of the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics, and pussibly on his own changing attitude as an 
indiyidual cOIKerncd with law enforcement. 

MR. JOHN FINLATOR: Thank you very much. I was going 
to tell you about the evils of marihuana but I was preempted by the 
film. I was going to tell you a little about the Bureau, but I was 
preempted by Dr. Grinspooll on that. So, I think I will take about sex 
if it is all right with you. 
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11r. Haymond Shafer, who was head of the Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse Commission, tells a story that he says is true. I do not know 
if it is, but 1-'would like to pass it along to you. He tells abol1t one 
nice spring morning at Camp Le] cune when this lady Marine got up
I guess Ishoul<l now call her a Ms. Marine. It was a beautiful day. 
She walked out through the woods, through the trees and shrubbery, 
ami saw a little lake. She decided that she woulrl take a bath in the 
altogether, which she promptly decided to do. She took her c1oth!!s off, 
dropped them on the edge of the water and was playing around like 
a little mermaid whell all of a sudden she heard a stroilg male voice 
give a C<1J1lmal1Cl and all the trees and hushes wal)(ecl away, leaving just 
011e }larine standing 1 here hy her clothes. She started to stand up btlt 
quickly got hack into the water. She saicl, "Sir." 

"Yes, ma'am." 
"Will you get the hell out of here?" 
lIe said, "Nc), ma'am." 
Bv this time, she knew she was in trouble and so she fished around 

in the 'water and finally found a 'dishpan. She pulled it up, stood up 
with it in front of her and said, "I'm so mad. ·Do you know what I 
am thinking?" 

He said, "Yes, ma'am, YOt! think there is a bottom in that dishpan, 
don't you?" 

Seriollsly, I recommend Dr. Grinspoon's book, lVfa·rihuana Recon
sidered to yon. For those of YOll who have not looked at it, it is the 
most scholarly work I have read which discusses the medica!' side of 
marihuana, and my reading in the area has been considerable. There is 
a "companion piec;:e" by John Kaplan, Professor of Law at Stanford 
University, called Jfarihllmw, fht' New Prohibition. From both the 
legal and the medical points of view, these are two of the most out
standing wnrks I have seen. 

Professor Kaplan studied the members of the football team at 
Stanford University and their drug use. He found that 73 per cent of 
the football team that beat Ohio State in tlte I~ose Bowl 3 or 4 
years ago had used marihuana at one time or another. As a matter '.of 
fact, he found there was more marihuana use by members of the first 
team than hy those who sat on the bench, but he did not know what 
the correlatiqn was between the two. 

I talked to Professor Kaplan about that one day and asked, "How 
in hell did that team ever beat Ohio State University?" He replied, 
"I do not know, but I suspect that somebody ought to study the drug 
usage of that particular football team." 
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Most of you know the problems that the Burean I at one time 
represented has had, and the stance that it took. I am not going to 
discuss that except to ~ay t,bat 1110St of it was born in ignorance. The 
Bureau did what it did because you let it happen; because the medical. 
profession and the scientific cOllllmmity let it happen. It was a wide 
open field - they grabbed the hall and ran with it. 

,life all know the story and history of marihuana, so I will not 
go into that, but even at the hearings on the Marihuana Tax Act/2 

Congressman Snell asked wh;,lt the bill was about and Sam Rayburn 
said that it had something to do with something called marihuana, 
which he believed was a narcotic of some kind. 

At that time, Harry Anslinger had become COl1lmissioner of 
Narcotics and had alreadymacle his stamp on the world. He bulled 
through the stories about llIarihuana. You have heard some of them 
today 'and I could quote them hy the milliom. They were not all his 
fault. As Dr. Musto tells you ill his book, the administration itself 
actually pushed the horrors of marihuana. I larry Anslinger was the 
man with the charisma, the personality, the ringmaster, the clown. He 
was the one who could speak, and speak he did; he just overwhelmed 
the House and the Senate on every hill that considered marihuana and 
in nice, sweet, docile compliance they did \V hat he said. The scientific 
world never spoke up, 110r did the medical or legal professions with 
the exception of that poor little guy, Dr. \Voodward; of whom Dr. 
Grinspoon reminded us, who )vent to \Vashington and was berated 
because Harry Anslinger passed the word, "Kill him." That was the 
kind of man we had running the Bureau" at that time. 

Marihuana, however, is Ilot really our worst problem. Our worst 
problem is something that the President's COll1mission has jl1st told 
us about - alcohol. Dr. Joel Fort, who is on the program, has a 
new book called Alcohol, America's Biggest Dmg Problem .. But alcohol 
does 110t bother us anymore, although it should. \Ye have settled that 
olle. We have gone through alcohol prohibition and no orie really 
gives a damn about that problem anymore. 

The first national legislation to regdate narcotic di~tribution was 
the Act of 1909,33 which was an act that prohibited the importation 
and use of opium. It was Ycry ineffective. There was no way to en
force it. It just floundered around and nothing' hal)penecl. 

In 1914, we became even more concerned about the narcotic 
problem and passed the Harrison Act.34 It provided [or fines up to 

32. Act of Aug. 2, 1937, ch. 553, 50 Stat. 551. 
33. Act of Feb. 9, 1909, eh. 100,35 Stat 614. 
34. Act of Dec. 17, 1914, ch. I, 38 Stat. 785. 

II 
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$2,000 and 5 years in jail, but was unenforceable, although they tried 
to enforce it with the Narcotic Division, which was in thL: Prohihition 
Unit of what .• was then the IRS. 

By 1930; though, 'we had severed that little unit and created 
something called the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. That was when the 
hard push against marihuana began. Actually, the effort was not all 
at the federal level. At one time 31 states had laws agaim.t 
marihuana before there was any federal law concerning it. S0111e of 
the reasons for the drive agah<;t marihuana ha \'e been explained by;, 
Dr. Grinspoon - racial prejuUice and the fear that it was addictive.' '.' 
The stories that came out of th~j Geneva Conyentiol1 of 1925 had'" 
their effects on the states, bnt it was the Bureau that took up the 

. cudgel and really made marihuana the kiner weed. vVhen those words 
were corning from our federal goycrnment they became important; it 
was ont of the 1111;'"uth of the Great "\ \/l1ite Father - when he said S0111e
thil1g, people believed it. 

As a matter of fact, close to 80 per cent of the p~ople believe that 
crap right now. Mr. Nixon knows that and that is why he acts as he 
does .. 

The Narcotics Control Act of 195635 imposed stronger penalty 
siTuctnres on narcotics and included marihuana within its coverage. 
,\gain, there was no opposition from the meclical professioll, the scien
tific world, nor the legal professioll. It just rolled through. 

Then in the 1960's, marihuana hecame the thing. The Bureau 
stilI fought hardi,<l~ainst it, but something else happened - .the law 
enforcement bureau of the Food· and Drug Administration, HEW, 
called the Bureau of Drug Abuse COl1trol (BDAC), of which I ,vas 
named director was established. vVe took a rather soft line on mari
huana. \\Te did not think that it was that bad, and we realized that there 
were many other things that were much worse. That position got 
me into a lot of tremble. H o\\'e\'er, in 1968, we amalgamated the old 
FHN and 13D:\C and put them into tile President's Bureau of Nar
cotics and Dangerous Drugs. The "merger" resulted in a change of 
attitude. In one of the bureaus we had a chief medical officer, \ve had a 
staff of pharmacologists and scientists. They had an effect upon the 
new Bureau, so by the time we got past the Controlled Substances Act 
of 1970,3a the Dureau itself hac! proposed lessening the penalties on 
first-time marihuana offenses. That was not enough for many people 
hut the proposal did come from a law enforcement bureau - something 
they wottlcl have considered strange had they considered it. 

35. Narcotics Control Act of 1956, ch. 629, 70 Stat. 567. 
36. 21 U.S.c. § 801 (1970). 
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So, today we sec that the Bureau has changed to the extent that 
it spends very little time or manpower all the marihuana problem. The 
Bureau i:; still (lficially against it anri the jaws ar,e still against it, but 
a real metamorpho:;is has taken pbce. That is where we are tocIay, sir. 

MR. A TKIl'\S : Thank you. Since we are running behind in 
time, T will quickly introduce our next speaker, Mr. Keith Stroup, :m 
attorney. Some of you may have read' a feature article on him several 
weeks ago in The Xew Yor/~ Times Jlaga:::il1 17. He is the founder 
and now the Executiye Di rector of the :-; ational Organization for the 
Rciorlll of l\Iarihuana Laws (J\"OTOIL). Keith will give u:; a few 
com11lents on some oj the legal ch:mges in, and SOJ11e of the political 
influence on, the marihuana Ja'ws. 

MR. R. KEJTll STROUP: Thank you. 
T t is i l11portant to understand that the marihuana issue is not, in 

fact, a smol{er's issl1e. "\t NORML we spend a lot of time tryin'g to 
impress that on people. The fact is that peof\l~ in this country now 
smoke marihuana in great numIJers as a matter of personal choice. 
\Ve, in the pa11'el today, have pretty well estahlished that the laws are 
wrong. They roriginatt:d in prejudice and ignorance, hut we still have 
tltem, and they exi~t on the federal leycl. There are 26 million Ameri
cans who have smoked marihuana at least:' once and there are 13 
million who consider themselves regular R1l10kc-rs. That means that 16 
per cent (If the adult population in this country break the,law. Sixty.
sewn per rent of all college students have slpoked marihuana - that is 
two out of three. There arc 280.000 retail "dealers" in this country, 
all of whol11 are outla,ys. They import approximately 4 tons of 
marihuana everyday. An estimated 13 per cent of it is confiscated and 
87 per cellt gets through to the consumer. 

It is t'stimated that there were 2:20.000 marihuana-related' arrests 
in this country !:lst year, o\'era quarter of a million, and yet, we hear 
the police tell us conficl('l1tiy (and as was just indicated, at least, at 
the federal level) that the ~1l1phasis is no longer on marihuana. The 
police often tell u:; that they are only after the pusher, not the user, 
yet the st:tti~tics ell) Ilot hack that up. Of those 226,000 arrests, 1110st 
of which wC're Oil a state le\'cl, 93 per ccnt were for possession and use, 
while only i per' cent were for sale. Of those arrests that were for 
possession and usc, tW() thirds were for possession of less than 1 
ounce - hardly what I would consider a big dealer. 

The State of Texas still has a law that permits from 2 ye~rs 
to life in prison for simple possession of even the smallest amount of 
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marihuana. In Texas right now there are (lyer 700 people locked up 
for po%ession ancl use of mariht1~ma with the average length of sentence 
9Yz years. If you will think about that, you will agree that it is 
incredibly shocitIng. Those people have done nothing that most of 
you ha\'e not done, that I ha\'e not done, and .that 15 per ccnt of our 
adult population docs not do now; but they were caught and, 1110re 
than that, they were caught in the wrong place. 

\Ve are trying to get the govcrnment to understand that once 
there is a significant, although minority, portion of your population 
that is determined to' use a drug like marihuana as a recreational drug, 
and once it has been established thlt l1Iarihuana does not prescnt any 
significant threat to the society as a whole, or to the individual user, 
the government's role "hould he the !-2.me as it is with other "legal" 
drngs - to minimize the potential fnr abuse. That is really what we 
shoultl he talking about. The: go\'ermnent's role is not to lock up 
people who differ in their choice of drugs, whether they choose alcohol 
or marihu:ma. 

/\s T said, the government's role should be to minimize the poten
tial for abu:le and I think that there arc two areas in which it can 
contribute to that. One is the age area. There is no doubt that a lot 
of people 13, 14, 15 years old, get ll1arihuana arId sm0ke it. Even Dr. 
Grinspoon and others who have come out strongly in favor of legaliz
ing marihuana agree that that if, a potential for hazard that we should 
not permit, Thl.! Canadian Commission, which was the equivalent of' 
our ~ational Commission on Mariluw.na and Drug Abuse recommended, 
in its report, the decriminalization of marihuana in Canada and indi
cated that the only area of concern they had was adolescent use and 
abuse. It is not that marihuana is particularly harmful to the adoles
cent who occasionally gets it; it is rather that the.adolescent does not 
necessarily have the maturity to know.when or to what extent to use 
it, and may end UJl basing his life on':marihuana or other drugs and 
may not develop, as I have heard Dr, Grinspoon say, his coping mech
anisms. The ohly way you can control that sort of problem is through 
a regulatory system, some form of governmental regulation over the 
distribution which would require that a person be a certain age, 
probably 18, before he could get it. 

V,re know the "alcohol age" doesn't work perfectly - most of 
. us managed to get alcohol before we were 18 or 21. However, StIch 
regulation does have the effect of creating a policy of social discourage
ment. Most older Americans do not understand that it is more difficult 
today for adolescents til get alcohol than it is for them to get marihuana. 
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The secoml area in which the government can validly act to curb 
the potential for abuse is with adultl'rntiol1. \Vhile it may not yet be a 
major prohlem -".and I hope it d(·e:-; !lot develup into one - there 
an: indical inns that ,;()Il1C l11arihuflna groWIl, :;ay in Kansas, may not 
be very ~trollg aIHI sflmetimes is adulterated with much more poten
tially harmful drugs Stich as the hallucinogens, acid I\DA, and strych
nint'. The person who has decided to smoke marihuana should not 
have to take the added ri~'k of 110t knowing what has been added to it. 
Clearly, the govcrnment should realiz(' that it is not in its interest to 
have a marihuana consumer playing a grab bag game. \Vhen you buy 
marih11ana, testing it 11e1'l)re you buy 11y smoking a joint, your (Iecision 
to h11Y i~. assllmedl),. lJa:;ed 011 whether ur not you think it is good, 
whether or 111lt you g-et high from smoking the joint. The consumer 
h:ls 110 way oi knowing whether he is getting high f r0111 good mari
huana, or whether it is weak marihuana that has had LSD added to it. 
The govC'!'I1ment n1\1:'t understand that we arc only going to be able 
to control acll1lteratiol1 an(1 will only ha\'c any impact on adolescent drug 
usc hy having some system of distribution other than the black market. 

HO\\'cver, that would mean some form of legalization, and legali
zation, in the public mind, has numerou~ bad connotations .. It means 
no control ancI often means commercialization, although it does not 
necessarily have to result in either. Lep;alization does not mean that 
the cigarelte companies will automatically ellter the market ancl make 
millions of dollars. 

The point is that, at this time, we need to minimize the areas in 
which _the potential ior abuse is g-reatest. 

I would like, now, to read the end of a statement that I had 
prepared beC:ltlse I think that it is appropriate. 

It would be impossible to reae! the proposals which President 
Nixol\ recently t11ad'e concerning drng$, including mandatory life sen
tences, selective use of the death penalty. and a general overall reliance 
on the deterrent effect of criminal penalties to com hat all unwanted 
urllp; llSC without th:nking hack to the c!t'ug legisbti(lIi passed in the 
1930·~. III particular. the President's wiIlingness to ignore the many 
excellent ~tudies which have beell made available to him, including the 
results of the ::-.,rational COl11mission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, 
and to cling to hi" long-standing reliance on the criminal approach for 
use and even possession of marihuana, is reminiscent of the 1930's. 

If the Congress and the state legislatures were to consider mari
huana prohibition today, with no prior history of emotionalism and 
prejudice, I belieye that not a single one would prohibit its use with 
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criminal sumtions. :Most would probably discourage its usc, regulate 
its cli<;tribution and sale. control purity to avoid problems of adultera
tion, and .,:tdcl a tax as a meam of raising" needed revenues. Those 
were precisely the recol1lmendations of the new comprehensive report 
hy th" COl1sumers "Cnion in Licit alld Illicit Drugs. 

. Today, we seem to be at a social il1lpasse. Everyone is willing to 
:;ay we were wrong in the 1930's, that we overestimated marihuana's 
potential for harm, and that we probably legislated out of ignorance. 
Y ct, marihuana prohibition continues out of a general fear that public 
misinfor111ation and morality arc rooted so deeply as to spell political 
defeat for anyone' who would challenge it. 

At NORML we perceiYe our job as principally twofold. On one 
hand, we spend as much time as p0ssiblc with legislators and their 
staffs in an attempt to be sure that they arc well informed about mari
huana ancI its potential effects on the llser. \Ve want to be sure that 
whatever stand they take, albeit shaped hy the politics of reality, is an 
informed stand. 

On the other hand, a major portion of our work has to do with 
public re-education. \Ve must demonstrate to the elected officials that 
significant segments of the population have changed their mind about 
marihuana prohibition and are now willing to experiment with a non
criminal approach. 1n a country as big as this, that necessarily requires 
the inyolvement of opinion-makers, both individually and institution
ally. Jt is obviously impossible to personally di:;cuss the issues with 
O\'er 200 millioll people. Vole are all bt,ts}, and all have a illyriad of 
i:-;sues fighting [or our attention. 

For most people, the marihuana laws simply do 110t merit high 
enough priority to permit firsthand investigation, so they look for 
signposts, for indications that they can use to form their personal posi
tion. That is where you can be of great help. 

As Dr. Grinspoon has e~ceJlently documented in his paper and 
his book, Mari/zlf(lIIa Reconsidered, the American Medical Association 
has been particularly at fault in the continuMion of an ill-advised drug 
policy 'in this country. After its lonely opposit ion to the earlier legis
lative efforts, the AMA quickly fell in line, ami up to the present time 
has supported the status quo. It would appear that their interest in 
the marihuana issue has been limited to the periodic publication of ' 

I articles purporting to show the harniful effects of its use. Last year, 
after the governing board of the AMA recommended a policy which 
would have el1dorsed the Marihuana Commission's recommendations, 
-the AMA H~use of Delegates refused to adopt it. They backed off, 
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opting instead for a statement in vague terms which seemed to approve 
the use of misdemeanor penalties. 

A misdemeanor it"). this country permits one year in jail and/or a 
$1,000 fine. If you have any idea of the conditions of our jails and of 
the natural consequences of spending a year locked up, you will under
stand that that is no light penalty. Certainly, it is progress, better than 
life imprisonment, which is still the maximum permissible sentence for 
possession of marihuana in Texas, hut the person who goes to jail in 
this country, even for a year, may fine! the truly dangerous drugs more 
available there than on the street. He will likely be subjected to 
homosexual attack, and will surely leave his prison experience with 
considerable alienation and bitterness for the system which unfairly 
defined him as a criminal. For what reason? \Vhat has he done that 
is so harmful that we cag-ehim like an animal? \Vho are we helping 
h.\" making him a criminal? Obviously. we are only exacerbating the 
situation. So this year at th<.' A~1A convention, let us support a reso
lution endorsing decriminalization. It can he done if you want to 
make it a big enough issue. The medical evidence is so conclusive and 
the evils of unnecessarily criminalizing people so obvious that the AMA 
can no longer refuse to act. 

The same applies to the ABA. It appears that 1972 was the first 
year that the ABA has ever taken a stand of any kind concerning 
mirahuana prohihition. Since most legislators are lawyers, it is in
credible that the har association has chosen to ignore the issue so Inng. 
Despite the rl'coIDm('ndations of two s<.'parate cOl11miHees that the 
ABA endorse decrimin:tliz~'lti()l1. the House of Delegates like the AMA, 
hacked off at their convention. Apparently not wanting to appear to 
be acting in haste, they offered a resolution that condemned excessive 
penalties but clearly left open the possihility of misdemeanor sanc
tions. I challenge the law· students here til make sure that that does 
llot happen this summer at the next annual ABA meeting. 

Let IlS get decriminalizatil)n endorsements this year from both 
groups. ,Ve at i\OR),JL are available to work wilh YO!1, we can help 
you, we can eq11ip yon wil'h the fact:; tr) make a cOlwincing argu1l1ent 
for the neeel to decriminalize Ihe personal l1se of marihuana. 

Our go\'crnment has a policy (If discouraging all recreational 
drtlg use. That includes alcohol, tobacco. and marihuana. V\T e C0ncur 
in this policy and we are willing to \vork hand in hand with the 
government toward that goal. But the campaign should be honest, it 
should be .factual, and it should avoid the mythology of the 1930's. 
Most importantly, it should altogether avoid the use of criminal pen-
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alties for those who, despite our advice to the contrary, continue to 
!lmoke marihuana. 

\\r e must continue research into the potential ill effects of long
term marihuafia usc. If there is anything harmful about marihuana, 
cerlainly we smokers want to know. \Ve should warn the consumer 
of the potential harm, as wc now do with cigarettes, but, while we are 
~yarning we should stop making criminals out of those who simply 
ignore om advice. 

Therc is stilI much debate ahout how we should handle legal mari
lmana, whether it should he av'aibblc through liquor storcs, whether 
private companies shol1Id 'oe allowed to sell it, wl;at type of goyern
ment controls should he imposed, etc. Of course, there is a necd for 
more study in many of these arcas, hut, in the mcantime, let us stop 
focl1<ing our law enforccment cffllr!S on the users. Twenty-six million 
Amcricans ha vc nnw tried marihuana, including two-thirds of the 
nation's l'Ollege students; 13 million use it regl1tarIy - it is time wc 
ciJtlllgC'cI th(' laws. 

:;\1R. ATKINS: Dt1ring the past year or so, I had the oppor
tunity to work with the l'cnnsyk:mia Legislature. At first, I was 
invoh'cd with te~~tim()ny taken before the Housc committces. The com
mittees started working towards a fnIl revision of the laws about thrce 
and a half years ago. I remember some people who, at that time, 
recommcndcd that marihuana should be legalized. but I also remember 
getting telcphone calls from peoplc. such as one particular woman, who 
caljed mc amI thellcalied the attorney gencral and said tl1at she 
thcl11gilt that the death penalty should be iI11po~('d on people who were 
arn.:::tecl on 111arilll1ana charges. \Vhat was most remarkable and fright
ening' was that the woman did not even care if thc person had a trial, 
merr arrcst wascl1ollgh. 

Facecl with st1ch presst1I'es from all sides, the House first came up 
with one bill. thcl1 the Scnate. and then the Conference Committee. 
There were many proposals that were considered, with the final result 
that the possession of a "small" amnlmt of marihuana was unanimously 
declared a misdemeanor with a maximum of 30 days' imprisonment, 
whether it invnh'cd first or second or multiplc arrests. That was a 
significant change from the prior 5 year maximum. The legislators 
realized that in collegc and high school settings, Illost users of mari
huana occasionally distribt1te it to fricnds or that· one person may 
purchase it one timc and another the next. Since that casual delivery, 
without remuneration, was the equivalent of possession, the 30 day 
penalty was also applied to possession with intent to deliver a small 
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amount, and for delivery of a small amount without remuneration. 
That contrasts with the previous penalty which was 20 years for 
the first offense and mandatory life for a third offense. 

The legislature then cOl1sictered the quantity that should be con
sidered a "small" amount. It had to be an amount which would be 
appropriate for the entire state, and while it was felt that ill Phila
delphia 3 to 6 ounces, or even half a pound might be considered 
'Ismail," some of the representatives felt that, in other areas of the 
state, one or two joints would be a small amount. It was finally 
determined that aRProximately an ounce would be a proper amount tc) 
consider "small" 'throughout the CommOllwealth. Some questioned 
what would happen if sOll1eone ttnwillingly purchased an ounce and 
got a gram or. so more. The legislature, therefore, declared that in
stead of 28.375 grams as the limit of a "small" amount, the limit 
should he set at 30 grams to protect the purchaser. Similarly, v,rhen 
it was dete~~11il1ecl, after listening to all the evidence, that hashish was 
approximately three to five times as potent and approximately four 
times as expensive, a quarter of an ounce was set as the "small" 
amount limit for it. Insteacl of setting that limit at 7.205 grams, it 
was set at 8 grams - again to protect someone who might purchase 
slightly more than the true "small" amount .. 

Another area of concern was the position marihuana should 
occupy on the schedule of controlled drugs. The original bills gave 
the Drug, Device and Cosmetics Board and the Secretary of Health 
the power, once a drug was scheduled, to reschedule it from the hig:her, 
more tightly controlled schedules or to remove the penalties entirely -
remove it from control, hased on the scientific and other evidence. 
The members of the T{ouse decided that was inappropriate and the 
power of removal frolll complete control was retained by the leg-isJa
ture. The compromise finally reached 011 all substances was that they 
can be 'changed from schedule to schedule by the Secretary and the 
Board, hut that all penalties and all control can be removed only by 
the Legislature. 

Finally, I want to say that if I am asked whether marihuana will 
ever be legalized in thif; state or elsewhere, I would say that it 'will 
not ckpenc1, that much, on' chemical and scientific studies as to its 
harmfulne%. It was clear to me that, in 1972, in Pennsylvania, it was 
public opillion that demandecl that marihuana possession be reduced 
to a misdemeanor. The legislators received a great cleal of pressure 
from their constituents because sons, daughters, and friends were 
getting invqlved. 
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A few years from now, if the Legislature reconsiders, I believe 
that, even if alI the tests show that marihuana is relatively benign and 
very safe, even in its long-term effect, if the majority of the people, at 
that time, th;nk that it should not be legalized, it will not be Jegalized. 
If, in a few years, there are studies which' show that marihuana is 
very dangerous, but the majority of people are smoking it or are 
sympathetic to its use, then it will become legal. The legislative process 
is partly political, partly social, and certainly not all scientific. 

B. General DisCllssion 

MR. ATKINS: \Ve now have time for afew questions. 

P ARTICIP ANT: I would like to ask Mr. Stroup what NORML 
is doing in terms of influencing public opinion, especially with regara 
!o the media. 

1fR. STROUP: There is a prejudice in the media against legali
zation because of the control of older people who went through thirty
five years of illdoctrination and who are frightened by it We find that 
numerous times people are afraid to allow us to present our views 
because they assume that we are screaming radicals who will wreak 
havoc on their program. \Vhat we try to cIo to offset that impression 
is to explain that the is,;ue has very little, if . any thing, to cIo with 
smoking marihuana; it has to cIa with people's freedom. We are 
generally finding that there is a second reaction .. The media is hsci-. 
nated by the subject of marihuana ancI theri ate' times when we have' 
been allowed to explain the process in which w~ are involved. I think 
that there are times that the issue may be given more media play 
than it descn'cs because of that fascina(ion. : 

I know it Jllay surprise yon, but the truth is that state legislators 
are not generally ignorant about marihuana. 'fhey have staffs, they 
read books, and they know now that marihuana does not present a 
significant threat. But is it not ari issue like Vietnam ancI they are not 
going to make or break their c:treers over the nmrihuana law. So, 
while privately, both in 'Washington and on the state level, they will 
assure you that they understand and would 'be delighted if they could 
remove criminal penalties alt'ogether, the' fact 'is that until we can 
demonstrate to them that such a stand ,vill <not throw them out of 
office, most will not have the courage to act. J avits and Hughes, on 
the fecIeral level, are obvious exceptio'ns. . . 

I suspect that the manner' in which public opinion will, be best 
affected is by working through groups like the Jaycees. We have a . . 
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group in Dallas, Texas, called Concerned Parents for Marihuana 
Reform. They represent parents of kids who have been arrested and 
some still have kids in jail. These are people who are not generally 
involved in the politftal system. But, when the suburban housewife 
goes down and talks to the Governor of Texas about her son who is 
locked up for 23 years in a Dallas jail, he listens, and much more so 
than he docs to us. 

Specifically, the answer to your media question is that we have 
not been able to bring suit against the FCC because we honestly do 
not feel that we have a case to make at this point. We did file a 
protest with the FCC when they covered something Nixon said about 
marihuana and we wanted equal time. They documented, convincingly 
to me, that marihuana had been given quite a bit of time on the even
ing news. 

.. PARTICIPANT: r have a question for Mr. Finlator. Y cster
day you spoke to Mr. Sonnenreich about methaqualone, which is becom
ing the new marihuana in terms of abuse. He said that last Thur~day 
a rer:ommendation to control that substance was submitted tn the 
BNDD. r asked how long he thought that process would take and 
when the drug would be controlled. He replied that it would take 3 
to 6 months. It seems dear that the bureaucracy in Washington is 
extremely prone to pressures from the pharmaceutical industry. r 
wonder what the procedure of study is and why it is that when the 
dangers have been known for at least a year, there is still no pressure 
being applied to control the use, etc., of the drug. 

MR. FINLA TOR: The reasons are many, First, the govern
ment has to determine that the drug is abused. On~ cannot say so 
just because that is read in the news. T4e point mu~t 1)e proved. 
Once that is done, then a hearing must be held. The manufacturers .., 
can come in and object to any proposal. If they do, then the BNDD 
has to get the permission or advice of the Secretary of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare (HEW), and sometimes it takes time for those two 
organizations to come to an agreement. When they do, the drug is· 
placed on the schedule. Sometimes they can move pretty fast, and r 
think that they are going to move pretty fast on this one. 

r hate to give you an eva3ive answer like that but it is a long 
process. Each step has to be taken before the next one, and very often 
there are arguments between the scientific side of the government, 
HEW, and the enforcement side - the Justice Department. 
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MR. ATKINS: I think there is full agreement on the federal 
level on methaqualone. The BNDD has just recommended, very 
strongly, that it be,..scheduled as a controlled substance. 

In- Pennsylvania, in January the Drug, Device and Cosmetic 
Board met and recommended that methaqualone be scheduled as a con
trolled substance and it,looks as though, in Pennsylvania, it may, and 
probably will be, controlled in the next few weeks. There has been 
an all-out effort to have the serious potential for abuse of methaqualone 
recognized. ' 

PARTICIPANT: I have a question for Dr. Grinspoon and 
Mr. Finlator. In view of what Dr. Grinspoon said about the wisdom 
of the AMA and what Mr. Finlator said about the rate of motion of 
most of the federal government, I would like to know what step::; they 

;a would recommend for the regulation of drugs - how they would 
evaluate and regulate drugs in a wiser way. 

DR. GRINSPOON: That is an enormous question and one, 
of course, with which we are all struggling. As far as the AMA part 
of the problem is concerned, I tried to point out how the AMA has 
been remiss in its approach. It strikes me that the AMA has allowed 
itself to be used as an instrument to provide a kind of quasi-scientific 
rationale for various attempts at moral hegemony. The literature on 
masturbation at tire turn of this century, when there was a great moral 
concern about that "evil" practice, indicated that a 'person who mas
turbated would shrink his brain, would become demotivated, arid 
would have sexual difficulties. Clearly physicians allowed themselves 
to be used in a moral issue. Similarly, I think that has happened with 
regard to marihuana. As I say, there are other motivations for the 
AMA's approach to such other drugs as amphetamines. I . 

Generally, I would recommend a total ban on the advertisIng of 'I .0 

all drbgs as one step towards a more rational approach to the use of 
drugs.' I am concerned that we are providing a kind of drug "educa
tio.n" to everybody in this country which, unfortunately, is a kind of 
education in which we tell youngsters who watch the television (some 
surveys indicate that chlidren watch television more hours than they 
go to school) and _ see pills go into a little plastic man, that their 
problems, w~atever 'they may be, get solved through drugs. 

I am interested in control and decriminalization of marihuana, 
1egal availability with control, but .r would certainly not allow the 
tobacco or alcohol industries to become involved. I would rather 
fnarihuana simply be 110t advertised and 119t promoted. 

,;'{ 
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:r.1R. F il';L;\.TOR: I v;o111d like to LlnWyer ytlur quciitiol1, if r 
can, 1:.y 1'(':1111' avoiding' it. I cit) not want te 1!lake it too eusy for the 
goverlllm:nt to pm things under its controL I lhink we have too tnttch 
control all·eady. L7:t me give you a ~o()d example, if I may. Most of 
you will re!11:.'lllbcr the banana peel hit itl 19(j(j or J ~j()7 when we got 
stories frolll the \ I,T e5[- Coast that yuu clluld take :.t hanana peel, scrape 
it, do certain thiJ1:~-:-; '.vith it, and smoke it alHi, man, you hacl a n'al 
hi~'>h. Tltl' .. \P and UPl picked the ;;lory l1P, and it went all nver the 
!luI iOIl. 1 was head of the Bme:ltl o[ Drug Abuse at the timc. "\V c 
bought 30 p01lnd..; (J[ ball;) na~, hrought them into the laboratory. rooked 
thelll, stl'a:nerilhel11, and smoked (Item. \Vc did cv('rythin~ we conkl 
to those tbil,gS for alK'lIt GO clays, trying to arrive at a n:al conclusion. 
\V!tcn we fllmlly C:tnlC 10 the l'eil[ conclusion, the put")Jl was n11 over. 
Vl e put [l111 a ni(e press rC'leilsc whirh n,)hody pickeci up. 

I lhink it sho~dcl r('n1ain difficult to put drugs ulltler control and 
T hope it will l'c:llJain Ihal way. 

11R. ATKl NS: Vife arc lW}'CJlld our Hme and 1 think this is a 
g-nnr1 plnrc for us to eClnclude. Thal\k you, Vf'ry much. 
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The fc(\:ml government ('ntcrcd rhl! field of drug control in r,:·~pon~t.: to the 
growing incidence of addiction in the United States at the turn of the 20th. 
century. The rensolls for the increased number 'of addicts are 110t hard to 
find. First, llhW[lhine wa!> fr.::cly dispensed to tbe wounded Juring the Civil 
War. It was estimated at the time that thousands of veterans were becom
ing addicted to the drug,l and after the war began io pass all the "pknsurcs" 
of morphine h) rrknd~ and relatives. Sccond, opil-m smoking WUd quite 'pop
ular among Chinese immigrants imported 10 bdp build the Amorican rail
roads.2 As they settled in the Westcrn states, the practice began to spread 
beyond their ranks.3 Third, in 1898 hcroin was introtluced to the medical. 
world as the cure for morphine addiction:1 Far from being a cure, however, 
heroin was soon found to cause even greater problems of .... ddiction. Fourth 
allL! most imponar.l, opiclll and cocaille were common ingiedicms in various 
patented medicines and sodas which were marketed widely throughout the 
country prior to the carly 1900's.0 

The actual number of addicts at the turn of the century is a su.bject of de
bate. The first reported attempt to (klermi~c the extent of drug addiction in 
tile United States was undertaken in 1878 by q. Marshall. In a report entitled 
"The Opium Hahit in Michigan," Marshall estimated that there \\erc 7,763 
drug addicts in the state.'] Six years lnter, J. M. Hull estimated that there were 
5,732 addicts in Iowu.7 If the,~ figures reflected a national pattern, theft! 
were approximately 180,000 to 250,000 addicts in the eountry\, at that time. 
A Vermont study in 1900 indicated that approximately 3.300,000 do~e:.; d' 
opium were sold monthly, enough to supply each Vermont adult, with 1 % 
di)ses per day.s 

Early ~iuJi\!:, in thc twentielh century ~howeu no upl:If.:ciuble d~(.ae"':ic ili 

addIction. in 1913, Dr. Charies Perry conducted an exhu!1stive study of 

1. T. DUSTER, TilE LEGISLATION OF 1I1oRALln' 6 (1970), citin!J TERlty & PHL·E!'IS, 
THE OPIUM PROlllEM 66 (1928).' . 

2. R. KING, THE DRUG HANG-UP 10 t 1972) [hclein'lfter cit~d as 1~INGl See also 
Cabinet Committee on InternatIonal Narcotics Control, World Opiulll Survey J972 p. 1. 
F(,\, a hrief discllssion of the opium l'robkm nll1!)ng Chinese implIrted to build railroad~ 
in PUllama, ue N. T,IYLOR, NAllC'OTlCS" Nt.l'l'RE'S DM;r.EROU~ GJlT5 )2 (1%6), 

3. The lise of opium by. the Chinese led to specific &tatutory contl'OI~. For in-
~lance, the iI1lportation o( opium into the United States by "any subject of Ih~ Em- \' 
pe]or of Chioa" was forbidden by ell. 210, 24 Swt. 409 (1887). 

4. T. DUSTI;R, THE LEGl~IA110N 0[' Jl.1QR.\U [Y S (1970). 
5. TU'RY & Pr:l.l . ..,,"". THf OI'IllH PROIII EM 66 (InS). 
6. MARSJlAI.r., TilE OPIUM HAlll!' 1:-1 MIClIIGAN, 1878 MICII. 8'rA'I'E BD. 01' HEALTH 

ANN. Rcr. 6 t-7J; ~ft,"d L'l Bonnie and ,!VI1!tcbrl!ud, The Forbidd..:-.': FlU!: !i:u! 'he Tr<.'''' (Jf 
KIl')ll'/cdg~:AI! [Ilquir)' il!l<l riIe uga/ I1is/ory 0/ AlIll'l'i(,!1Il Marijulilla P"vhillititlll, 
56 VA. L RbV. 971, at'.J;$1-82, 11.31 (1 1)':0) [11~rcin:lft~J C;ICU ali Bonnie)." 

7. HUll, The OpiulIl Hubil; 18R5 Tnw.\ STHc BD. OF HE.\LTH BIPNNIAI. Rr.r. 
535-45, ci:cd in Bonnie, .(/P/'(/, note 6. at Yt(!·!l2. n.31. 

8. Grinne!. A Rcview 0/ D,uE: CI}/Iwlt'.,'iiJtI 1/1/1/ AI",;",! <1\ P.-,und ill j'/,cJprl<""'V 
Mc:licilll', 23 MI'.:111.:0 1.l:(i.~L 1 416 ':"05). 
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drug addiction in Jacksonville, Florida. His report indicatf'.d. thatS4t 'per
sons, or .81 percent, of the city's population used opiam in one form or an-

. other.o If Perry's sample in Jacksonville was representative of the rest of the 
country, there would have been approximately 782,113 addicts ill the coun
try in 19J3-a staggering figure to say the least. Perhaps the most compre
hensive early study, however-that done in 1924 for the United States Public 
Health Service by Laurence Kolb Hnd A.G. Du Metz-estimatcd that the 
aJdict population or the United S(;,tcs "never exeecued 2·16.000."111 

Although these varioU') reporls disagreed on the actual number of addicts, 
they all seemed to [igree on one point-drug addiction was (J widespread 
phenomeIlon in the United States. This fact soon became apparent to the 
Congress and led to the passage of Federal laws aimed at controlling the drug 
problem. . 

In order to trace the development of Federal drug control legislation t11is 
p'aper will divide the topic into five parts: 

Part I will treat pre-I970 Federal legislation dealing with narcotic 
drugs; 
Part II will focus on prc-1970 legislation dealing with nOll-narcotic 
dangerous drugs, such as barbiturates and amphetamines; 
Part III, will discuss the Controlled Dangerous Substances Aet of 
1970; 
Part IV wiH outline the structure of the Special Action Office for 
Drug Abuse Prevention and the' Office of Drug Abuse Ln.w En
forcement; 
Part V wjil present separately an historical t,eatment of Federal 
penalties for drug offenses. 

PART I-Federal [<ega/a/iul! oJ Nart:olic Drugs Prior to 1970 

A. Federa! .'.farcotic Legislation to 1922 

1. Opium Tariff Statutes 

The earliest mention of opium (or lor that matter, allY narcotic drug) in Ft.!rl
eral legislation appears in the fariff Act of 1832.11 111e Act-exemptillg 
opiuDl from. all import duties-attempted n~it.he.r to interdict the flow of 
drugs nor produce substnutial revenue. Ten years later in 1842, however, 
the narcotic was placed on the tariff lists for the first time and a duty of 

9. 1913 JACKSONVILLE, FLA., Ell. OF HEAL'm ANN. REP., cited in Bonnie. supra, 
note 6, at 981, n.31. . 
,10. KOLU jc l)UMc7. The Prcl'a/CII(C (1/1,/ Trelld of Dllig Addictioll ill lile Vnited 

.\(a/e~ !llld Fac/oJ's Influencing II. 1·20 (39 Puhlic Health Reports No. 21) (Uay 23, 
1924), cited in Bonnie. supra note 6, at 1)81-32, n. 31. 

11. Ch. 227, § 3, .\ StRt. )<)0 (1 R32). 
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seventy-five cents per pound was levied on all imported opium.12 In 1862, 
morphine was added to th<: tariff list and taxed at the rate of two dollars per 
pound,13 The tariff rates on medicinal or raw opium and mQrphine fluctu
ated throughout the nineteenth century. Raw opium even reappeared on the 
duty free list in 1890.14 This use of imported opium as a source of govern
mental revenue was consistent with the flourishing international opium traf
fic of the nineteenth century. British traffic in opium ha~ ]eu to the Opium 
Wars wi:.h China and generated a series of diplomatic concessiollS extorted 
from the Chinese, concessions which assured continuance of the lucrative 
opium trade.15 For example, in an 1858 treaty between China and the 
United States, China agreed to remove opium from its list of contraband 
items, permitting American merchants to sell the drug at various Chinese 
ports.lu • With opium traffic so open and obvious, it was not surprising that 
the United States government should view opium as nothing more than an
other imported item to be taxed. . 

Smoking opium, however, was singled out for special treatment during this 
earliest period of federal concern. As previously mentioned, smoking opium 
was first associated with the Chinese immigrant but gradually, as the practice 
spread, it became a national concern. The response was an eighty per cent 
ad valorem tax on all imported smoking opium.17 In succeeding years, it 
continued to be taxed at ever increasing rates, reflecting the growing fear 
with which the practice was regarded. 1B The magnitude of the problem 
is suggested by one commentator who observed that between 186,0 and 1913 
approXimately $27 million in revenue was collected from import duties on 
smoking opium (l.lone.1U 

2. Pl/re Food and Drug Act 

A sel!ond and quite differellt theme in federal narcotk drug control apjJeared 

12. Ch. 270, § 8,5 Stot. 548 at 558 (1842). 
13. Ch. 163, § 5, 12 Stat. 543 at )48 (1862). 
14. Ch. 1244,26 Stat. 567 at 608 (1890). 
15. J. FAIRD.\NK, TR.\DE AND DIPLOMACY ON THE CllINA COAST: THE OPENING OF THE 

'fREATY PORTS 1842-1854 IS! (1953)., 
16. Convention with China, November 8, 1858. 12 Stat. 1069 (1858). Opium had 

been considered contraband under nn earlier treaty between the United States and 
China. Treaty witb China, July 3, 1844,8 Stat. 592, 599, 605 (1844). 

17. Ch. 163, § 5,12 Stat. 543 a,t 548 (1862). 
18. From 1864 to 1890 tbe tax on smoking opiUm rose from two dollars and fifty 

cents per pound to twelve dollars per pound. Ch. 171, § 1.1, 13 Stat. 202 at 212 
(1864); ch. 255, Sec. 21, 16 Stat. at 265 (1870); ch. 121, § 2502. 22 Stat. 48B at 495 
(1883); eh. 1244. 26 Stat. 567 at 569 (1890). In 1897. however. tbe tax on smoking 
opium was reduced to $6 a pound. Ch. 11, 30 Stat. 153 (1897). Note also that, at the 
time tbe tax on smoking opium was twelve donar~ per pound. raw opium (now called 
medicinal opium) appeared on the duty free list. .ld. at 608. 

19. W. ELDRIDGE, NARCOTICS AND THE L.nv: ACRn'IQUE OF THE AMERICAN EXPEltI
MENT IN NARCOTIC DRUG CONTROL 8 (1961). 

() 
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on th~ secm: in j YlJ6.'!H It, y,nc in le~PdJl~e to J groy,ing llational concern 
with the. use of patent medicincs. Thesc commodities-heavily laced with 
opinm, morphine and cDcaiJ1\}-iVCle wid.::ly sold throughout the country and 
~.!r\·ed as f:Jmi!iar prepa .. :,.\ions for slIch ailmclIts as headaches, menstrual 
IXlins, cold symptoms, Jlcoholism, and gem:ral fatigue. What resulted from 
the hcavy dependence on such pa(en(~d medicines was a widespread pattern 
or n •• ti,)D<ll addiclion. TIle [l·tkral re~p011sc c(JlI(.·ch ed oi the patent medicine 
problcm as one of COlbumer de~l:ption. Thus, to control tbe trade in these 
medicines, Congress enacted labelling re~ulatioll$ in 1906, the idea being 
that an informed consumer COLlld protect ltim~df if he chose fo do so. 

The Pure Food ,illd Df'!;,l Act of 19% pw'!il>it, J th" illterstate shipment 
of misbranded or atIulterHtea food and drugsP An article of food or drugs 
was considered to he fllisbrllnued if it contained any alcohol, morphine, co
caine, heroin, or any derivatives or plcparations of these substances where 
such ingredients were not dearly marked on the labe1. Similarly, confec
tionuries were eonsitIerell to be adulterated if they contained any narcotic 
drug as an ingredient. The Act also provided that food would be considered 
adulterated if it contained any added poisonous or deleterious ingredients 
which might be injuriolls to health. By requiring labelling of rnedic!nes 
which contained Opium and cocaine, ~'nd by prohibiting outright the inter
stale shipm~nt of food containing deleterious substances, the. Act exposed to 
public view the dangerous antI addictive capacitles of non-prescription medi
Gines and SOlills being wnrketed in the country. It should be noted, how
ever, that this kgislation was entirely con '-:tent with. a legitimate domestic 
traffic in opiulll, mO"phine, heroin, and cocaine. Indeed, heroin wcrs sold 
hy on<: phannact'utt':ul compully nnder the heroin trade name and widely 
touled; morphine enuld be purchased (wer the counter along with opium or 
cocaine.~2 While th" Pur.: Fc;,j [Iud Drug Act alerted consumers to the 
presence of Ilarcotic drugs ill various products, the sales of these drugs con
tinned to flourish. F0r example, a 1910 pharmaceutical journal reported 
that one drug slore carned a profit of $60 a day from sales of cocaine alone.23 

-.--------.-.~.+--.- ._-- - ..... --... -.~. - ----~---- ---_._---
. 20. At one parlier point, the narcotics menace seemed to be viewed as an educa

lional problem by the federal government. In 1886, a law was cnacted to include the 
study of narcotics in the cllrrkuhllll of federal schools. Ch. 362, 24 Stat. 69 (1886). 

~l. Ch. 3915, 34 Slat. 768 (1906). Mitny 5tates had adopted narcotic control laws 
pnor to the felleral gO\'enHn~.lt. This article does not atlempt to study these vario)lS 
slate regulations. For a gnod sYl!op5is of early ~Iatc drug legislation, see U.S. Treasury 
Department. State laws Relatin!! to the Control of t·:arcotic Drugs and the Treatment 
of Drug Addiction (1931). : . 

22. See CabiIw Comlt~ht~<: III IlItcl;!ati0<1.l1 Narr;;:irs Control. World Opium Sur
vey 1972, at 2. For nil early ICPQrt of how easily coe,line coultl be purchased, see 
75 AM. J. PILII!. 474, 4H6 (1903). 

23. 81 AJ,!. J PilAR. 35 (1')10). 
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3. ll1lport alld Export Regulatio/ls 

III 1909 the fcde~al goycrnment shifted from ils earlier pattern of taxing 
opium to outright suppre~sion of the traffic in the drug. In response to the 
Shanghai Opium Conference in 1909, the United St"te·s banned the'importa
lion of all snloking opium and restricted tile importation of aIr other opium 
except for limited amounts uuthorized by the Secrct:1ry oE the Treasury lor 
mericnl pmp05es.2~ Tl-Jis had the effect.of closin~ the United Statr;s ports of 
entry to the l~gal flow 1)[ opium except in contwlled quantities for regulated 
purposes. Since the Act also forbade any person from receiving or selling 
illegally imported opium knowing it to be illegally imported, th0 Act repre-. 
sented the fir!lt serious federal attempt to t~SC the crimlnal law to curtr,li 
domestic trafficking in opium. 

Five yC-Jrs {[iter, the United States took a second major step ill Lhe border 
control of opium traffic when it set controls on the export of opium. With 
these controls, Congress effectively tor:lc the United States out of the inter
national drug traffic by prohibiting the use of its ports for either the import 
or export of opium and other harmful drugs. Controls on export, like the 
earlier controls on import, came in response to international pressures. At 
the Hague International Opium O;mference in J912, the signatory powers, 
induding the United States, had agreed to place various restrictions on pre
pared opium, cocaine, and morphine--one of these restrictions was to align 
export controls with the import controls of other nations. 25 Consequently, 
Congress enacted the Narcotic Drug Export Act,2G abso!utelyprohibiting 
any smoking opium from being admitted into the United States for transship
me1\t to another country and, more importantly, banning the export of co
caine and o~lum-othcr than smoking opium, the export of which W8S rlh~o

Itlrcly fnrhiddrn--to any country whieh did not regulule tIll! importation of 
thes\! drugs. On the very same day that it p~sscd the Narcotic Drug Export 
Act, Congress also adopted a statutewhiclt levied a prohibitive tax of $300 
per pound on all opium manufactured in the United Stutes for smoking pur
poses.~' Thus, Congress had now forb~dden the import or export of smoking 

24. ·Ch. lOQ, 35 Stat. 614 (1909). Early attcnlPts at combatting drug addiction in 
the Uniled States were doubtlessly influenced by the Aml'rican experiences handling the 
drug situation in the Philippines. Aftel the Spanish· American War of 1898, Ihe 
Unil~cl Stales teeK conlrol of the Islands and fnccd a growing drug cpidcn,ic. 1:ot a 
brief discussioll of the Amelic<tJl e.,peri.~nces Wiih Ine dmg situation in tl'e PhiIippipp.<, 
S<'t: KING, supra note 2, at 10-14. 

::'i. Inlcm;'l.ional Opium Cnnven!ion. The Hq;!Ic, Jan. 23, 19 \2. JS Stat. 1912 
(1915): On the early international opium conferences, .me W. WII.I ;'l.lGHDY, OPIUM 
As AN INTERSATlON,\L PROBLEM, TilE GENEVA CONFI!REl';t;£ (1925).· • 

26. Ch. 9,38 Stat. 275 (1914). 
27, Ch. 10,38 Stat. 277 (1914). 

I 
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opium, heavily taxed its domestic manufacture, and severely restricted the 
import of other forms of opium. 

4. liarrison Act 

With the Harrison Act tho federal government interjected itself decisively 
into the domestic traffic in narcotic drugs.2R This statute was by far the most 
significant of aU the early federal drug control laws, setting the main lines for 
domestic narcotic control and regulation wh~ch persisted until 1970. The 
thrust of the Harrison Act \Va:; twofold. First the Act sought to expose to 
federal survei.Uance the legal traffic in narcotics from its point of entry or 
manufacture to its point of consumption. Second, the Act provided criminal 
penalties for any trafficking in narcotics outside the legally established pat
terns. The stage was thus set for the regulation of the legal narcotic flow 
and the suppression of the illegal flow. 

To achieve such broad purposes, the actual legislative scheme of the Har
rison Act might be considered cumbersome to say the least. Congress chose 
to assert jurisdiction through its revenue powers rather than through its power 
ID regulate interstate commerce. This rather curious approach was justi
fied, however, since in 1914 the interstate commcrce clause was still read 
rather restrictively by the courts.. In all probability, that clause would. :lot 
have supported any congressional controls over local drug manufacturers or 
llistributors.2o Of course, Congress' decision to use its revenue pO\vers placed 
the domestic control of narcotics in ,the hands of the Internal Revenue Ser
vice, then deeply involved i~ the enforcement of the newly created federal 
income lax, and later the Prohibition laws. Contrary to certain state pat
terns of narcotic control, this placed enforce.mcnt of the Harrison Act in the 
hrmds of a special enforcement unit rarher than in the hands oE general law 
enforcement officers. 

By its terms, the Harrison Act required registration with thc local Internal 
Revenue Collector and payment of a special occupational tax by every per
son, with certain exceptions, who produced, imported, manufactured, com
pounded, dealt in, disp;msed, sold, distribut'ed, or gave away opium or coca 
leaves or any c~mpound or prep,aration of tllese drugs.30 The Act also stipu-

28. Ch. 1,38 Stat. 785 (i914) .. 
29. Manufacturing was considered a subject for local rather th,l!l national reglllation. 

Ser., c.g., Kidd v. Pearson, 128 U.S. 1 (1888); Parker v. Brown, 317 U.S. 3-11 (l9~3). 
Th~ constitutionality of the Harri~'Jn Ad was upheld ir, Unikj St<ltcs v. Doremus, 
249 U.S. 86 (1919). 

~? The Harrison Acl did not apply to the. sale, distribution or po~.session of prep
arations containing minim~1 amounts of narcotic dru;;s. i.c. less two grains of opium, 
% of a grain of heroin. Cb. I, § 6, 38 Stat. 785 (1914). . 
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lated tbat any sale, exchange, or tta~~fer of t.hese drug:: must l'c pur<;llullt t'J 
the written order of the person to whom the c1;:ugs were to b~ tIan~fcrred. 
Written orders could only be executed on fOWlS specially provided by tbe 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue and tbe forms t}Jemselves could oniy be 
purchased by a registered p.:rson. Everyone in the drug ciislribllt~on system 
was subject to stringent recorcl-kC'eping. Finally, it ViaS unlaw(ul for any uu
registered or unpaid person to possess or control any restrlctcu drug; mch 
possession or control was preslll1wtivl' ~"idenc_e of failure to r~gister ant! 
pay the occupational tax. . 

The Harrison Act was amended in 1919 by increasing the rate of the an
nual occupational tm\: and by imposing a llew commodity tax of one cent per 
ounce on all opium or C:(Jca leaves produced in or irr..ported iJJto the Unit"d 
States.a1 This commodity tax was in ::lddition to any existing import duties. 
The 1919 amendments made it unlawful for any person to purchase, sell, 
dispense or distribute any of the aforementioned drugs or their compounds 
except in the original stamped packages or from the original stamped pack
ages. The absence of apl>ropriale tax-paid stamps cecamc prima facie eyi
dence of a violation of -the Harrison Act. 

From the viewpoint of federal law enforcement officers, there was one 
glaring gap in the coverage of the Harrison Act--the medical profession. 
Section 2 of the Act specifically exempted .from it~ coverage the aispensing 
or distribution of drugs "to a patient by a physici:m. . . in the course of his 
professional practice only."32 With narcotics tightly regulated, the physician 
represented the sole legitimate sOI;tree of snpply open to the addict. For the 
unscrupulous doctor, this present~d a lucrative opportunity to push c!rngs 
legitimately under the guise of practicing medicine. Hlige profits -::ould ee 
maue.TIle "script doctor," as he came to h~,ca11ed, l~~~o.me n prime concern 
of the early Internal Revenue Service personnel charged with enforcement 
of the Harrison Act. For the responsible physician, the Harrison exemplimi. 
was not a source of new income; if anything, it was a source of uuexpecced 
problems. As long as an addict was not confined to a hospil:,11 for treatment, 
a doctor could minister to him in 011e of two w:'ys--cither l,y personally ad~ 
ministering the drug to tJ)C addict in llis office or by pres';rib!ng thi~ drug fOl: 
the addict to administer to himself at home. If he treated the llc!dict in his 

office, the .:physician eoulrl minirni?:e p~'f'si~l~ c1~g diversion ~!l:o t~e illicit 
market bu~ at the expense of turmng J11& mfice mto a drug dlnl'~ with Ions 
lines of addicts awaitin~ treatment.33 If he prescribed drugs for. self admin--

------_._----------------------.--
31. Ch. l8, § 1006,40 Stat. 1057, at 1130 (t919). 
32. Ch. 1, § 2(a), 38 Slat. 785 fit 786 (!914). 
33. See LINDESMITH, THE An;nCT ,1'10 T'tt:. LAW V1-1 (lQ~5) 1"'!If.'h,"~:!! ci-.. \l ar 
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istratitlll, tIle doctor crcutcd ~crious [lwblems of illegal diversion. The di
lemma was real and with no apparent solution. Because of the possibility 
of diversion, law enforcement officials soon began to move to curtail the 
medical profession's freedom to prescribe narcotics in the treatment of ad
dicts. '111e unfortunate consequence of this poiky was to drive from the 
fidd of drug treatment not oIlly thc unethIcal. "script doctor" but the legiti
matt: doctor fiS well. 

At the outset, th" Harrison Act was not i.llterpr~ted as interfering with the 
physician's mcdicul treatment of the addict, whe.ther by prescription or other
wi,e. Thus, for example, providing an addict with morphine in the treatment 
of his addiction was c0::isiucred valid medical treatment to the extent that it 
suppressed and alleviated withdrawal symptoms. In 1919, however, with 
the Supreme Court's decisiull in Webb v. United States,34 a series of cases 
maintained otherwise. Although Webb was a "script doctor," the Court 
wus asked to decide whether a practicing physic~an's order for morphine was 
cxcmpt as a physician's prescription within the meaning of section 2 where 
the order was 110t in tiE: course of professional treatment in an attempt to 
curc the addict but solely to keep the addict comfortable by maintaining his 
cllstomary use? The Court said no: 

[T]o call such an order for the use of morphine a physician's pre
scription would be so plaiua perversion of meaning that no dis
cussion of the subject is required. 2 ; 

One year later, in lin FlIey May v. United States,3G the Supreme Court 
was faced 'With another case illvolving a "script doc"tor." In elaborating on its 
hl1ld!ng in Webb, the Court stated that the Harrison Act's imml;lnity for 
physicians di$pensing Of ciistributing drugs in the course of their professional 
practice did ])ot 

include a sale to a lleaier OJ' a discrioution ilit..::nded tv cater to the 
appetite OJ: satisfy the cniving of one addicted to the use of the drug, 
A "prescription" issued for either of the latter purposes protects 
neither the physician who issues it, nor the de<>Jer who knowingly 
accepts alid fills it.:l , 

The II1m.t C(liltro"(;l'si~)l d~dsion ill this ?rt~:l, however, was neither Webb 

LlNUESMlm]. For a brief Lii'ClIssioll. of th~ drug clinics which were operated in various 
ralt~ of th€; country, see Kl~I(; 33·39; LINO!;SMlTl! 135-16l. 
,34. 249 U.S. 96 (1919). For a furtner discussion of thts series of cases, .see 

KING 40-58; R. King, The Narcotics B!!rcau alld th-: Harrison Act: Jailillg t/i.e 
III'alers {llld the Sick, 62 YALR L. REV. 736-749 (1953); LmOESMlTII 5-17. 

15. 249 U.S, ~t. 99. . 
~6. 254 U.S. 189 (1920). 
"7. Id. at 194. 
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nor Jill Fllf}, Moy, btlt United Stntes,V. BehrnulIl,38 d'~cided In 1922. Behr
man, a physician like Webb nnd Jin Fuey Moy, dispensed drugs indiscrimi
nately. At O/le tillie, for instance, he had given an addict prescriptions for 
150 grains of heroin, 360 grains of morphine and 210 grains of CQeaille,:lD 
The Government, however, grounded its indictment on a holding that "pre
scribing drugs for nn addict was a crime regardless of the physician's intent 
in the mattcr."lO AlthougJl th~ Supreme Court strcS5f!d the Iprge amount of 
the drugs dispensed by Dehrman, the decision could be fcad ·by nervous 
physicians as prohibiting all doctors frolll prescribing, in good faith, even 
small quantilies of narcotics fO( self-administmtion in un attcmpt to treat an 
addict. After Behrman, it seemed th:\t :J. physician could only prescriut.l 
IIarcotics for conditions Stich as ulcers or cancer, but not for relief of addic
tion itself . .\! 

The Behrman holding ,yas soon tcsted in Linder v. Ullited States.4.2 Dr. 
Linder had personally dispi:llSed to one of his patients one tablet of mor
phine and three tabkts of cocaine. Limiting the Behrman rationale, the 
Court stated: 

[The Harrison Act] says nothing of 'addicts' aud does not undcr
take to prescribe methods for their medical treatment. They are 
diseased and proper subjects for slIeh treatment, and we cannot 
possibly conc1t1d,~ that a physician acted improperly or unwisely or 
for other than medical purposes solely because he has dispensed to 
one of them, in the ordinary course and in good faith, (our small 
tablets of morphine or cocaine for re1ief of conditions incident to 
addiction;::! . 

The Court further asserted that Behrman could not be interpreted as pre
cluding a physician, acting in good faith and accordhlg to fair medical stand
ards, b:.>m cv\:r giving an addid moderate aUlOunls of drugs for self-admin
istration in order to relieve the conditions incident to addiction. 

Although thl~ language in Linder could be read to repudiate Behrma/l, 
doctors were genuinely afraid to treat addicts. This fear increased as lower 
federal courts seemingly disregarded the. clear inrent of the Linder ration
aho. H Now the addict could no long0f turn to the medical profession for 
help: he was forced to turn to a new source of supply-the growing illicit 

---_._---
38. ::!5S U.S. 280 (1922). 
39. Jd. at 2R8·89; KINu 42. 
40. KIXG 42. 
41. Id. at 43, . 
42. 26~ u.s. 5 (1925), 
43. ld. at 18. 
44. 'f~ter v. U.S. 12 F.2d 224 (7th Cir. 1926) i B\l~h v. U.S., 16 F.:Zrl 709 (Srh 

Cit'. 1927); DuVall v. U.S., 82 F.2d 382 (9th Cir. 1936): HaWkins v. U.S., 90F.2d 
551 (5U! Cir. 1937). 
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drug market. As Rufus King r('marks: "The addict-patient vanished; the 
addict-criminal emerged in hi, plaCI':;."15 

On the whole the Harrison Act has been criticized as an uneniightened ap
proach to a diHicult social problem. One European comme"ntator summa
rized the situation in this way: 

The Harrison Narcotic Law was passed in 1914 by the Federal 
Government of the Unit;;:d States with general popular approval. 
It pla,:ed severe restrictions upon the sale of narcotics and upon the 
medical profession, and necessitateJ" the appointment of a whole 
army of officials. In consequence of this stringent law a vast 
clandestine commerce in narcotics has grown up in that country. 
The small bulk of thcsr. drugs renders the evasidn of the law COG1-
paral:ively easy, and the country is overrun by an army of peddlers 
who extort·exorbitant priees from their hapless victims. It appears 
that" not only has the Harrison Law failed to diminish the number 
of drug takers-some contcnd, indeed, that it has increased their 
numbers--but, far from bettering the lot of the opiate addict, it has 
actually worscned it; for without curtailing the supply of the drug it 
has sent up the price tenfold, and this has had the effect of impov
erishing thc poorer class of addicts and reducing them to a condi
tion of such abject misery as to render them incapable of gaining 
an honest Iivelihood.4u 

5. The Narcotic Drug IlIIport Clnd Export Act 

In 1922, Congress passed the Narcotic Drug Import aml Export ActH 

which continued the existing ban on opium importation while adding cocaine 
to the list of drugs which were forbidden entry into the country. Limited 
,unoun[s of crude opium and coca leaves, howevcr, wer0 permitted to be 
Illlported for meciicfll and other legitimate needs. It is interesting" to note 
that, for the first time, all restricted .. drugs were classified und..:r the generic 
category of "nareutic urllg~.'· A Federal Narcotics Control Board (com
posed of three Cabinet members) was created to administer various provisions 
of the Aet. For instancc, the Board was empowered to determine exactly 
what amounts of crude opium and coCa leaves wen: needed to be importcd 
for legitimate and medic:al purposes.48 • 

1924 saw one important amendment to the Act. Although a certain 
alliount of crude opium could be -legally imported for medical or other legiti-

45. KING 43. 
46. H. Camphell, The Pathology alld Treatment of Morpliia Addietioll .. BRITISH 

JounN.~L OF IN I'llItir:.TY, 147·4R (1923), cited ill Lilldcsmith, Dope Fielld Mythology, 
31 J. CRIM. LAW & Clmm.ol.Oc,y 199,204 (1940-41). 

47. Ch. 202, 42 Stat. 596 (1922). 
4g. This' function was later tran~ferrcd to the S.urgeoll General of the United 

Stales. Ch. 488, § 4(b) ~6 Stal. 585 alSR7 (1930). 
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mate uses, Congress now prohibited the importation of any crude opitlm for 
the purposes of man~tfacturing heroin:1n 

There is one provision of the Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act, how
ever, which merits close scrutiny. Under the Act, PO$s~ssion of llf,rcotics 
gave rise to a two-fold ~tat'.ltory prcsnmplion-.;lamdy, that the narcotics 
were illegally imported and that the defendant had knowledge of tldr illegal 
importation. fiO This presumption l1ils been the subject of a yust amount of 
litigation, culminating in the recent case's of Leary v. Ullitl!d Stares"l dealing 
with its applicability to marihuana, and TUJiier v. United States/,2 dealing 
with its applicability to heroin and cocaine. 

In Leary, the Supreme Court refused to reach the question of the vul:dity 
of the inference but held unconstitutional that part 'Jr. the: presumptii);: '.vhicn 
related to defendant's knowledge of illegal importation. Ibe Court reasoned 
that inasmuch as some of the marinu3.na consumed in the United States is 
domestically grown, it would be no more than speculation to say that e,'en a 
majority of possessors knew the source of tl1eir marihuana. 53 Consequc:ltly, 
absent proof that the particular possessor had actual knowledge of illegaJ 
importation, tlle statutory presumption was Hot sufficient to uphold a c(l'1vic
tion. In effect, the Court found no rational cormcction between: ;:- fa,:, 
proved-possession-and the fact to be presumcd-·-btc)wlectg\: oJ: ili.:-:: .. :,~. 
portation. 

In Turner, the Court upheld the entire presumption as :tj)pJied l(I ht:--"-):n 
but declared it unconstitutional as applied to cQcaine. i\:. for ",croin. ,,,
overwhelming evidence showed that heroin c0nsllmed in the lJ"Iitcd Sb,·· j< 

illcgally imported and that anyone in possessi'H of such heroiJl is :;ware (';' -;:C 

"high probability" that it had originated in [I foreign coun~T)'_'-"~ 1~1 the ·.~'se 
of cocaine, on the other hmd; it '.v~.g d~t.:!·~ll!!ed tJlat ir.O:~ c(~:!~~ir!~ is t~~\v ... 

fully produced il'). this country than is 3ii~U.gg1cd 1nto the c~~:;:t;y.iia I-I.;ace, 
the Court could not be sure whether 1h;,; w-:aine t~mt tlit: (;«-;:,·Jant po.;<.s·,ed 
came from abroad or that the defend3.nt "-f!ew ofib iii,,!:,.: ·"forl.ati,.,.,,, In 
such a situation, the presumption of illt.gal import:lli!Jrt Ctb:ll !lut h: nth·Hed. 

---------------- --~------ .. --.-----
49. Ch. 352,- 43 Stat. 657 (1924). 
50. Ch. 202, § 2(f), 42 Slat. 5% (1922). 
51. 395 U.S. 6 (1969). For II further di~cussion of this c~:,e :\lIrI statutory cr\Olinal 

presumptions see Note, Thc UncollstimliO/:tllity 0/ SlaWtor,)' GtilIJiual l'1t'SW)lp!ioiiS, 
22 STAN. L. REV. 341 (19-70); Comment, StlltUI<'I'.\' Crimi'wl P:'<'SIliI!('l;"'IIS: :-:"I"<lndli"g 
the Practical wilh the Sacrosallct, 18 UCLA L. REV. 157 \ 1~170); and 83 iLl\w. L. 
REV. 103 (19119). 

52. 396 U.S. 398 (1970). For a flllther discussion of this case as well as Leary, see 
Comment, StatN/ory Ci';millal Pre:;utnptfo;r:;: RC'cotlcili:: .... '- f:e Prc':tfcc:l !"i:h the ·'facro. 
sallct, 18 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 157 (1970). 

53. 395 U.S. G, 46 (1969). 
54. 396 U.S. 398,416-418 (1970). 
55. Id. nt 423-24. 
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B. Fedrral iVarcotfc Legislmio1! From 1922 to 1970 

1. Porter Act of 1929 

By the late twenties, the federal government W3S faced with a new p~obleni
large numbers of addicts in its prison system. As the pattcU15 bf addiction 
grew and became associated with domestic crime, it was perhaps inevitable 
that the addict popUlation in prisons would increase. COllgress responded to 
the problem by enacting the Porter Act in J 929:"; The Acr e$lablished two 
United States Narcl)lic Farms designed to provide care and treatment of con
victed addicts. The first was opened in Lexington, Kentucky i.n 1935; the 
second at Fort Worth, TeX~IS in 1938. 

2. The Federal Bureau of Narcotics 

The growing narcotic problem al50 led to the emergence of a new federal 
agency within the Treasury Department. EnforcemeJ1t of the Harrison Act 
of 1914 was entrusted to the narcotics division of the prohibition ullit of the 
Internal Revenue Service. 57 In 1927 this division was incorporated into the 
newly created Prohibition Bureau of the Treasury, Department.58 In 1930 
law enforcement in the federal' narcotics field W;JS furth'~r developed and con
soIldated into its own separate agency, the Federal Bureau of Narcotics.~Q 
Of .equal importance with the establishment of the agency was the appoint
ment of Harry J. Anslingcr as the new agency's first commissioner. Au
slinger had risen through the' diplomatic service and established himself later 
at the Depar:.ment of the Treasury as Assistant Commissioner of Prohibiti
tion.GO With the establishment' of the Bureau of Narcotics, A!1s1~ger 
shifted his main concern from prohibition to narcotic law enforcement. Un
der his vigorous leadership the Bureau of l:'.farcotics WBS sht11:'~d aEd devel
oped info a powerful law enforcement agency. 

3. Informers Act of 1930 

While the Harrison Act wasc~st in. terms of-.a regulatory statute designed to 
publicly expose the legitimate mn:otic drug flow on 'L1e domo3tie scene, its 
collateral and less obvious goal was to intercli~t the domestic [Jow of illegal 
narcotics. This latter purpose obviously Jed to heavy criminal law enforce-

56. Ch. 82, 45 Stat. 1035 (1929). 
57. See King, The Narcotics Bureau alld the Harrisoll Act: Jaili:zg rhe Healers 

alld Ihe Sick, 61 YALh L.J. 736, 737. n.9 (1953); 
58. Ch. 348, 44 Stut. 138L (1927). King, The Narcotics BUteau and rhe 'fIarri:;oIJ 

Act: Jailing tlte Healers and the Sick, 61 Y,\LE L. 1. 736, 737 n.~l.( l!i53). 
SQ. Ch. 488,46 Stat. 585 (i9JO). 
60. See KING 70. 

.~ 
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ment work. To facilitate this effort the Commissioner of Narcotics was em
powered by Congress in 1930 to pay informers for inl(J[Ination concerning 
violations of the drug laws.01 

4. ll1 ari!l/lallCl Tax Act 

Although early iederal legislation was mainly concerned with controliing 
opium and cocaine, a new '"drug menace" had appeared by the 1930's
that "rnenJce·' WrlS marihuana.6~ In 1937, under the prOdding of the 
newly created Federal Bureau of Narcotics, Congress passed the Marihuana 
'fa.'{ Act-which was similar, in many respects, to the Harrison AcLu3 The 
Marihuana T~x Act required those in the chain of marihuana distribution to 
re.gister und pay an occupational tax. A commodity tax of S1.00 per ounce 
was levieu on transfers of marihuana to !Jersons registered under the Act. 
Unlik.:: the Harr~on Act where transfeL's coul4 only be made to registered 
persons, the Marihuana Tax Act allowed transfers to non-registered persons 
but provided ample deterrents to such transfers by a prohibitive tax of $100 
an ounce. To effect a legal transfer both registered and non-registered per
sons were required to file special order forms. Increasing federal control 
over marihuana distribution even further, various reports and record-keeping 
requirements were mandated. In shott, Congress placed virtually identical 
controls over marihuana as over the narcotic drugs. 

5. Vehicle Seizure Act 0/1939 

Like the Informers Act of 1930, the Vehicle Seizure Act of 1939(1· attested 
to the continuing efforts of the Bureau of Narcotics to extend its control over 
tbe growing black market in ilJeg;J.l. drugs. By its terms, the Act made it un
lawful to tran~pllrt, carry. or convey ailY contraband article in, upon, or by 
means ,:.f any c·':ssei. vehicle, or aircraft. A contr,aband article was ~efined· 
as any nrrrc0tic drug which has been or is possessed with intent to sdl or offer 
for sale in violation of the law, or which is sold in violation of the law, or 
Which does not bear appropriate tax paid Internal Revenue Stamps. AllY 
vessel, whiclc, or aircraft (with certuin exception!;) which has b<!en or is 
being used in violation of the Act was subject to seizure anu forfeiture'. 

6. OJ,\ium Poppy Control Act 
I! / 

The outbreak of World War IT disrupted the flow of opiu(n to the United 
~------.---... - -_ .. _---

61. Ch. 829. ~6 Stat. ll50 (I!l30). 
62. It seems that Mexican immi,"rants and \Vest Indian sailors introduced the prac

tice of marihuana smoking into the -border and Gulf states during the decade following 
the Harrison Act. See MARlHU .... W.: A SrnN~I. OP Mmr!'lDERSTANDJNG. FIRST RF.PORT OF 
THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON i.1ARIHUANA ANn DRUG ABUSE 13 (l972). 

63. Ch. 553, 50 Stat. 551 (1937). 
64. Ch. 61S, 53 Stat. 1291 (193~). 
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States. There wer\!. those who decided that profit CQuld bl:! mau<! by growing 
the opium poppy domestically--ostensibly to provide necessary opium for 
medical needs. A 1942 Act, however, prohibited any person who was not 
the holder of a license authorizing him to produce the opium poppy, duly is
sued by the Secretary of the Treasury, to produce or attempt to produce 
such poppies. 66 The Secretary, it should be noted, ha:; never issu~d such a 
license.M 

7. Drug Legislation 0/ 1946 

The increa~ed availability of synthetic opiat~-such as mcthadone~led 

Congress to bring these drugs within the ambit of federal controls in 1.946.07 

Specifically, any drug which was found to have an addiction forming or ad
diction sustaining potential similar to morphine or cocaine carne within the 
purview of the federal statutes govCClung natural opium. 

8. Increased Penalties-1951 and 1956 

The unintended effect of the Harrison Act and its subsequent enforcement 
was the closing of legitimate sources of supply to the adJict, resulting in the 
rise to a flourishing black market in illegal drugs. With the repeal of Pro
hibition, organized crime in turn b..:came more involved with the illegal dis
tribution of drugs. 'fhe inevitable resLlltwas an expanding drug problem. 
The years between 1946 and 1960were times of a rising drug trade in the 
United States and, equally inlportant, times of f,'fowing fears regarding the 
drug problem. os 

Not the least of these fears was that drug use was reaching epidemic pro
portions among minors. In 1951, for examJlle, a Speci2.I Semte Com!TI1tc,!e 
on .organized Crime beearn7 concerned with the increasing number of drug 
addicts among' young peopie. The Committee found that, .in 1946, unly 
three percent of the, patienHlddicts at the United Scates Public Health Ser
vice Hospital at Lexington, Kentucky, were below Ll]e age of 21, while just 
five years later the percentage had increa~ed to c' \ '.teen percent.U9 Con
gress responded with the esc:tlation of penalties for narcotic violations, first 
in 19517° under the vigorous leadership of Congressman Hale Boggs, and 
again in 1956.71 

--,------_._-
65. Ch. 720, 56 Stat. 1045 (1942). - . 
66. H. A:;SLl:-;ciE;t & W. T,"HPK'''S, THE TRAfFiC IN NA~:concs 137 (1953). 
67. C4. 81. 60 Slat. :H! (J9~(\). 
68. See Note, Narcotics R.I'IIIl/lllion, 62 YALE 1.. REV. 751 ar.d 11.1(1953). 
69. SEN. REp. No. 725, S2d C..ofl,~., l>t &:ss. 27 (1951). 
70. Ch. 66, 65 Stat. 767 (I9:H). 
71. Ca. 629, 70 Stal. 56'/ (1956), 
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The Hurriso!) Act and subseql1,·.:J.t statutes '::6tabli~hed the, basic approach 
to drug control by the federal gov'::Jl1ment. The legislation of the 1950's did 
not alter' that approach. What prompted this legislation was the belief that 
tougher penalties would deter involvement in the traffic by sevel'f-Iy punishing 
those \",ho did not 'heed the warning. To this end, penalties were sharply 
increased. Mandatory minimum sentences were instituted to prevent "soft" 
judges from amelioratin;; the harshness c[ thcse strictures. In addition, a 
drug oHender's rigbt to a suspended sentence or probation was curtailed. 
These statutes will be discussed in greater detail in Part V of this article. 

9. Narcotics Manufactllring Act 

In 1960 [he [ec1?r:u government once, again hrok-.: new ground in the field 
of nar~utics control. For approximately forty years, the United States had 
closed its ports of emry to the import and export of narcotic drugs and th':ln 
regulated and controlled the internal distribution processes with the Harrison 

,Act. . However, the Act exercised no direet control over the quantities of 
narcotic drugs legally manufactured within tlJe country 'itself. The Narcotic 
Manufacturing Act of 1960 sought to remedy this.72 Undcr this Act the 

.Secretary of the Treasury was empowered to license manufacturers of nur
colic drugs and to set an individual quota for each drug classification. The 
GOvcrnmcnt c0uld not be assured that only those qnantities of narcotic drugs 
actually required for legitimate needs would be domestically manufactured. 

This Act was si::;nificant in another respect. Before 1960, licensing was al
v.'uys yiewed as, p~culi:trly local concern Idt to ,he several statcs. i3 Now 
Congr(~ss asser", d jurisdiction over licensing and, interestingly enough, based 
its power-at least jn pan-on the mterst.ltc commerce clause, an approach 
which h"d be::';} Tejected in. 1914 whl:n the H:mison Act was enacted. The 
cumbersL'nw fiction of a tax statute to justify local conirol over, drug dis-
triomion was no longcr needed. 

10. Nflrcatic Addict Rt'frlbili!atfcm Act of .1966 (NARA) 

Still nkll'C J1C\,! .ilJ'Owhi >vas broken with the N::.rcotic Addict R<.'hahilitation. 
A(;L of : 9t-6.'04 This Act, patkmed on st:\te kgi'iiatinn foulld in Caliiornia7G 

and New York,711 was based on two existing approach.::ito dnll~ rehabilitative 

72. PilI). L. 1:\0. 86.429, i4 Stat. 55 (1 ~t\). 
73. For example, SCI! L'1e Uniform Narcotic Dnlg Act, §§ 3, .~ which provided for 

slatl! licensing. The Unif":m Act. was cwntllu1lv <\dl'r-h~d by ::'!f!!'J"t '~':'~r;' -::~te. 
74. Pub. L"", No. 89-7Y" '1') Stat. 1438 (1%6) 
75. Co,r..li-~oRt-aA \V .... ' ~ i.;t:T'!'7~ CODE ~~~ :;: '0 .. 3305 \\"le:~l:1 ~~'J6) tj) t.tI":/i,/t·d. 

(West. Supp. 1968). 
76. L. 1962, c.204, § 1. As c':'d:fied in :\r.:,.'.; 9, r\'IcKI:';NH"~; Co:,;;.:l.' L.~WS 0);' 

Nmv YORK, ,MENTAL HYGIJ:NE LAW, {1S (/1/11:1!'1.'.1 1.. 19tJ6. ~1.192. J~' 

61-S01 0 - 77 - 42 
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treatment. The first, embodied in the Porter Act of 1929, had led to the 
creationbf federal hospitals at Lexington and Fort \',Torth as places for con
finement and treatment of the addi,~t-criminal. The second was the long
standing concept tilat the mentally lll, the alcoholic. and the addict could be 
legally confined and treated even in ~'e absence of overt criminal" behavior. 
NARA was designed to funnel accused and convicted crin).inals out of the 
court and pri50a systems and into, rehabilitative corifinement. Even where 
no overt criminal condpct was involved, the Act provided rehabilitntive con
finement for addicts who voluntarily committed themselves or who were in
voluntarily committed by relatives. 

PART II-Federal Regulation of DangeroliS Dmgs Prio), to 1970 

Dangerous drugs are not to be confused with narcotic drugs which have been 
previously discussed in Part I. Dangerous drugs include basically three 
categories of drugs-depressants [including barbituates and tranquillizers], 
stimulants, and hallucinogens. 

When compared to narcotics, dangerous drugs became subject to federal 
regulation rather late in time. It was not until 1965-with the amendments 
to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act-that Congres> imposed con
trols on the distribution of these drugs comparable to th6se in the Harrison 
Act,77 Before this time, individuals who unlawfully dispensed dangerous 
drugs could only be prosecuted through certain misbranding provisions of 
the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. is 

The 1965 amendments cover all dangerous dfugs-\\!lether in interstate or 
intrastate commerce. Unlike the Harrison Act which was based- on LetIeral 
taxing powers, Congress justified intrasrate regulation oC dangerous drugs Oll 

interstate commerce theories. In the findings and dec1arati~n precedillg 
the amendments, one finds the following language: 

The Congress here:';y finds and declares that there is a widespread 
illicit traffic in depressant and stimulant drugs moving in or Qther
wise affecting interstafe commerce; that the use of such drugs, when 
not under the supervision ofa licensed practitioner, often elldangers 
safety on the highway (without distinction of interstate and intra
state traffic thereon) and otherwise has become a threat to the 

77. Drug Abu,,' Control Amendments of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-74, 79 Slat. 226 
(1965). For an excellent general discussion of these amendments, $ce Rosenthal, 
Dan!l.<Tol/s Drug Legislation i,1l tIl!! United States, 45 TE.'c L.. REV. 1037 (1967) 
{hercmaffer cited as Ro~cnlhr.ll. 

78. 21 U.S.C. §§ 331, 3S2. 355 (1970). Rosenthal, supra nole 77, at 1051 n.86. The 
government was required 10 prove "that the dmg was introduced or received into intcr
~tate commerce, ddiwTcd for introduction bto inlusto.te commerce or misbranded in 
I~terstate commerce." lei. This i~ no longer I'1~c'~ssary \Inder the 1965 amendments 
Since they apply to drngs i" jntrr:;t~tc COll'meree. 
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public health and safety, making additional regulation of such 
drugs necessary regardless of the intrastate or interstate origins of 
such drugs; ... 79 

For purposes of discussion, the 1965 amendment can be conveniently out
lined in the following fashion: 

A. Deiilzilion of Dangerous Drugs 

The umendml!nts categorize dangerous drugs as either depressants or stim
ulants. Depressant drugs include aU drugs containing "any quantity of barbi
turic acid Or any of the salts of barbituric acid" (a definition which does not 
encompass many common trariquilizers); stimulant drugs ure those 'containing 
"any qU::lntity of amphetamine, :my of its optical 'isomers, or any s(llt of 
::!..'!lphetamine."sll The definition of a depressant or stimulant drug, however, 
includes the foHuwing signific~1I1t language: 

any drug which contains any quantity. which the Secretary, after in
vestigation, has found to have, and by regulation designates as hav
ing, a potential for abuse because of its depressant or'stimulantef
fect on the central nervous system or its hallucinogenic effect. ,"'.81 

TillS language is the authority for controlling hallucinogens <md nonbar
bituric tranquilizers under the amendments. The Secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare is granted discretion to exempt certain drugs from 
the coverage of the amendments. 

B. Acts Forbidden 

With certain exceptions {he 1965,amendments forbade the manufac~re of 
depressant Of stimulant dmgs.82 Permitted to manufacture, however, were 
manufactur<:rs who were properly registered nnd who produced drugs for use 
in (esearch, teaching. medicine or for chemical analysis.53 Sales were pro
hibited except by those legitimately in the chain of qistributiuu and only in 
the ordinar-y and authorized course of their ~usiness. Finally, possession (a) 
other than for personal use of the possessor or a member of his household or 
(b) for administration to an animal owned by him or by a member of his 
household, was forbidden. B~ 

79. PUb. L. No. 89-74, § 2, 79 Stat. 226 (1965). 
SO. Pub. L. .1'.'0. 89-74, § 3a; Rosenthal 1052, 
81. pUb. L. No. 89·74, § 3a. 
82. Id .. § 3(b). 
83. td., § 3b; Rosentbal 1056-57. 
84. See generally Pub. L. ,No. 89-74, § 3bj Rosentt-.~ 1057-5'1. in 1%8 possession 

of dangerous drugs for personal use was made a crime. Pub. L. No. 90·639, 82 Stat. 
1361 (1968). This change ill the law was largely occasioned by the growing use of 
U'D. . 
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C. Regis{J'(!tioll, R:!cords and T:njorcei-nelll 

The federal law was changed in 1962 to prescribe annual regi,tration with 
the Food and Drug Administration for those manufacturing lillY drug, 
no matter what its type or character~8;; The 1965 amendml.'nt$. however. 
further requirt!d manufacturers to include in their registrations .whether they 
were manufacturing or processing any dangerous drugs.sc. Tn addition, the 
amendments demanded registration for wholes,;\e distributors or dangerous 
drugs.87 With certain exceptions, however, pharmacies, hospirab, clinics, und 
physicians did 110t have to register. 

Registration was not the. only requirement of the 1965 amcndl11ents. In
dividuals who manufactured or disposed of dangerous drugs :lad to prcpare 
a record of each drug on hand when the am.:ndmcnb \'.I!nt into effect and 
continue to keep future ·records of the manufacture and handling of such 
drugs. These files were subject to inspection and copying by the appropriate 
officials of the Food and Drug Administration.88 Again. with cl.'rtain ex
ceptions, licensed phy~icians were exempted from all record-keeping pro
visions contained in the amendments. 

It is interesting that enforcement of the pangerous drug laws was first 
placed in the hands of the Food and Drug Administration in the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare-an agency responsible for the general 
health and not particularly involved with law enforcement. ;n 1968, how
ever, jurisdiction over dangerous diUgs was transfeued from the FDA to the 
Justice Department.so 

These amendments were the final piece of legislation which prect!ded the 
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control6,.t;t of 1970, with Title 
1I of that Act otherwise known a~ the Conu'011ed Sub~tances .'\ct. 

PART Ill-The Cantroiled Substcalces Act of 1970 

The Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970no re
pealed almost all prior federal drug legislation anel. created :t new and com
prehensive scheme for federal drug control. For the first time, one statute 
governed both narcotics and dangerous drugs. Enforcement of all drug laws 
was placed in the hands of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs , 
(BNDD)-an agency created in the Justice Department in 1968 to combine.' 

85. Drug Amendments of 1961, Pub. L. No. 87-73 I, Title Hi, § 302, 7'6 Stat. 780 
at ?~5 (1962),21 U.S.C. § 360(b) (1970); Rosenthal 1055. 

lifi. Pub. L. No. 89-74. * 4. Rosenthal 1056. 
87. Rosenthal J 056. 
88. Sec general/v Rosenthal 1058-5:1. 
89. Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1968, § 2(a). 28 USC § 509 (1970). 
90. Pub.'L. No. 91·513, 84 Stat. 1236 (1970),:1 USC §§ 801 et. seq. (1970). 
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the t;afvrc.:I~l(:rlt power, OL ,i,e B'.:.f;:UU vi Narcotics ill thl! ;)I!panment of 
Treasury and the Drug Abuse Control Bureau of tile FDA in the Department 
of Hecltb, Education, and Wdfare.Ol Although the 1970 Act totally re
vamped the C'xisting pattern of drug control, a great deal '<:.'$ borrowed from 
prior legisiation-a· fact that will become apparent as the provisions of tIle 
Act ~nd the i.:ueral regulations irn[AefllCi1ting it arc analyzed. 

A. J urisdictioll to Legis/ate 

As had b.::en f():'eeast by the i'Tarcotics :ManuEacturing Act of J 960 aild the 
1965 cJmellumems to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic A~t, aUthoriza
tion for the new legislation '.'las found in the intersta .. commerce da11,e and 
not iii Cv,if,reSS' PUWCl tv wHeel: tc,lellllc. The cumbersome system of £axes 
cstablisl1cd by tbe Harrison Act and the i'iarihuauil Tax Act was thus abro
gated. 

B. CO;1trolled Sllb.\t(liU:~~S 

Tht Act establishes five schedules of controlled SUbstances which inc1uJe aU 
of the substances pr;viously defined as eithL:r narcotic or dangerous drugs.o2 

Because the schedule I substances have a high potential for abuse, have no 
currently accepted medical usc for treatment in tlle United States, and can110t 
be used safely even under medical supervision, they are subject to rif,<id con
trols. Drugs in scheduk I include c0rtain opium derivatives-sucb as 
heroin and huliucinogens-such as LSD, marihuullc1, and mescaline. Sched
ule II sub5t,u:,;e~ are also ri.£id!y controlled since they too have a high 
potential for abuse and may lead to severe ps)'chologiccl and physical de~ 
peildcuce. Unlike ~cht::dult! I ~ub~tall;::L:s, however, they do hav<: a currently 
accepted medical use in thiti country. In tbis schedUle are includ'!.d, among 

straw, COC;! leaves, and theiL' derivath'es, tind <toy injectable liquid containing 
methamphetamine. 

Substances in schedule HI have a potenti~11 for abuse less wan the sub
stances in the first two schedules and a c(,rrt:ntly accepted use in medic-a! 
treatment. Abuse may lead only to moderate or low physical dependence 

. or high psychological dep0ndence. Thissebedule includes stimulants,de
pressauts, nalorphine, and substanc:cs l'ontaining ccrl..tiu limited quantities of 

specific narcotic drugs~ 
Scht:dul", jY substancts aisn ,t<wc a currently J.l:ct:pted medica! use for 

._-_ .. _------_._------,..--
91. Reorg:miZntion Plan No.1 of 1%8, 28 U.S.C. § 509 (1970). 
92. 21 U.S.C. § 812 (!970j. 
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treatment, but they have a low potential for abuse in comparison to those 
substances in schedule III. That is not to say that the use of schedule IV 
substances cannot lead to limited physical or psychological. dependence. 
Schedule IV contains such drugs as phcnobarbH()1 and chloral hydrate. 

Schedule V substances, like substances in the prior three schedules, have 
a currently accepted medical use for treatment in the United States; but when 
compared to any of these olher substances, those in schedule V have an even 
lower potential for abuse. This schedule consists of substances which, even 
though they may .contain small quantities of specific narcotics, also contain 
enough non-narcotic medicinal ingredients to confer upon the compound or 
mixture valuable medicinal qualities other than those possessed by the nar
cotic content alone. Thus, paregoric or cough medicines cOTItaining small 
amounts of codeine would presumably be considered a schedule V controlled 
substance. 

The 1970 Act also includes detailed criteria foJ' the classification of con
trolled substances into schedules. It gives the Attorney General rule-making 
power to add a substance to a schedule or transfer substances between 
schedules if, after making. the appropriate findings prescribed for each sched
ule, he determines that any substance has the requisite: potential for abuse.o3 

Conversely, the Attorney General may remove a drug from all schedules if 
his findings do not warrant inclusio'l of the drug in any of the five 5chedules. 
Proceedings to make such determinations may be initiateu by the Attorney 
General on his own motion, at the request of the Secretary o[ HEW or on the 
petition of any interested party. 

Before initiating such proceedings, however, the ;\ttorncy General· must 
request scientific and medical eVJluations and. recommenJations from the 
Secretary of HEW. The Secretary will recommend ~Yhether or not the sub
stance should be COP-trolled, and, if so, in what schedule it should be in
cluded.' In making his decision, the Secretary will consider, among other 
things, the state of current scientific knowledge regarding the drug, scientific 
evidence of its pharmacological effects, the' risks to the public health, and its 
psychic or physiological dependence. potential. Although the ultimate de
cision on control lies with the Attorney General, he is bound by the findings 
of the Secretary of HEW. For instance, IT the Secretary recommends that a 
substance not be controlled, the Attorn~y General may not control it. 

The above described procedure is. slightly modified when United States 
international obligations existing on the effccti\'e day <)[ the Act require that 
a substance be controIled. In that case, the Attorney General may' control a 

93. 21 U.S.C. § 811 (1970). 
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~ubst:lOce under anyschcdulc he dcems appropriate \vithout fhst consulting 
the Secretary of HEW. 

Before concluding tbis discussioIl, two final points should be mentiDned. 
First, the Secretary ?f HE"Ymust inform the Attorney Gencrnl whc11'!vcr 
a new drug applic::.tion for a stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic drug 
is pn~sented and the drug appe.:rs to have an abuse potential. Second, al
though Ill:: distinctions be-tween nl!!{;otic \I.nd da:Jgerous drugs have been 
somewhat bldrred by thr 1979 Act, CerLaln of its provj~ions continue to dis
tinguish between them', resulting in the need to define a "narcotic drug." 
Unfortumuciy, the definition provided by the Act is not sound from a phar
macoto.;krJ ·:;~·,,,point. It enCOmpJ$5~S not o!ily true narcotics such as opium 
and its derivJtives, but .llso cocair~e, a' drug which c~,nDot h~ classed a~ a 
narcotic under any medical definition of that term.04 

C, Requirelnems for Individual Registranis , 

Although rcgititration requirements may sometimes be waived, those who 
mauufacture, 'distribute or dispense substnncescontrolled by the Act must 
register annually with the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs in ac- , 
cordance with the regulations of that agency,95 

A sepurate registration must' be filed for each principal place of business 
or profr::ssional practice where the applicant manufuctures, distributes, or 
dispemcs controlled suhstances. To assure proJX:r registration, theBNDD 
is empowered to conduct administrative fnsp~ctions of the ~'control1ed prem
jse~"--thc phy~ic.d plant of a registrant or applicant--to see tbat the statu
tory stunu:mJs arc being met: The Bureau may also conduct il1vestigatiollS 
to verify or copy various record!> r~quircd to be kept by the Act. In most 
case~: ~\n .1dmlni5tr~;tive \varrant 1& required. 9fT 

In certain respects, however, the provisions of the Act differ slightly with 
regard to manufacturers, distr)butors and dispensers. Accordingly, each 
category of registrant must be separately analyzed, 

1. MWlI/jactllrers 

The 1970 Act rep.:.<ued the Narcotics Manufacturing Act of 1960, which l:rc-

94. A narcotic drug is defined, at least pharmacoiogically, U~ oM that deprf;ses Jbe 
central nervous s}'stem producing stupor. ins"nsibili:y or sleep. Upton, NO/co/ics {//,d 
Oliter Dm!J~ SC/<c~I'/i"'l' 10 AbC/w, (JIld 7'1I<'lr R"Y't!{l/jl)'l, 10 N.H.B.J. 264, Iii'; (191)8). 
Cocaine is a stimulant, not a depressant. 

95. 21 U.S.C. '§§ S:!I-:!4 (1970). The Mtorney O"neml dllleg"t.::d hi, :.tlthority 
untler the Act to the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous DlUgs. BNDD ;1~1~ uncle I the 
general slIpcrvbion of the Attorney Gl!ileral, bowe\~I. ,ee 21': C.F,R. Sec. 0.100. Pro
cedure governing the registration of nlltnllfacturcrs, distributors and di~pcmers of con-
trolled substances are set forth in 21 C.P.R, Pari 301, •. 

96. 21 U.S.C. ~ llRO (1970). 
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viously govcrned the licensing of inanufacturers and the setting of manufac
turing quotas. According to the 1970 Act, the term "manufacture" means: 

. . . the production, preparation, propagation, compounding, or 
processing of a drug or other substance, either directly or indirectly 
or by extraction from substances of natural origin, or indepenaclltly 
by means of chemical synthesis . .' . 2.nd includes the packagipg or 
repackaging of such substance or labeling or re-labeling of its COll-. 

tainer; cx::ept that such term does not include the preparation, 
compounding, packaging or labeling of a drug or othcr substance in, 
conformity with applicable state or local law by a practitioner as an 
incident to his administration or dispensing of such drug or sub
stance in the course of his professional practice.01 

With respect to controlled substances in schedules I and n, BNDD will 
register a manufacturer-applicant only if it finds that registration is COI1Sistelll 
with both the public interest and any international obligations of the United 
States. In determining the public interest, certain factors must be con~idered, 
among wh~ch are. 

a) the maintenance of effective controls against diversion of con
trolled substances by limiting the importation and bulk manufac
ture of these substances to the number of establishments which can 
produce an adequate supp1.y for legitimate medical, scientific, re
search, and industrial purposes; 
b) an appiicant's prior cOllviction record under federal and state 
drug laws; and .. 
c) an applicant's past experience in the manufacture of controlled 
substances. 

Registration requirements for the manufacture of substances in schedules 
III. IV and V arc somewbt less stringent. These manufacturers will be 
registered unless it i~ dct;;:rmined that it would be incunsistent with the pub
lic interest. This places the burden of proof with respect t.o lhe puhlic in
terest on the applicant who wishes to. manufacture controlled substances in 
schedules I or II, but shifts the burden to BNDD with respect to applicants 
who wish to manufacture substances in tlie last three schedules. 

In addition to mceting 61ringent n:gistration requirements, manufacturers 
of substance~ in schedules I and II must ob'tain an individual producti~n 
quota before they can manufacture.Ds Each year BNDl) determines the 
total quantity of each basic class of schedules I and 1I substances required 
to be manufactuft'd in order to provide for e.~timat,;d. domestic, export, and 
reserve needs. Based 011 this ,overall production quota, individual produc
tion quotas are set so that the aggregate of individual quotas will not e.:v:cccd 

---~.--...;.---, --------------
97. 21 U.S.C. § 802(14) (1970). 
98. 21 U.s.C. § ll:!;j (197lJ.. l'uf d':ll!;kd I'equuemmts, see 21 C FJt. Part 303. 
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the to121 amount of the substances needed annually. The Act specifies the 
requisite factors which BNDD should consider in setting. individual quotas. 
Quotas are not required for substances in schedules ur, IV and V. 

O;1ce he is registered and,' if necessary, has received his manufacturing 
quota, the Act requires that a manufac~urer make a biennial inventory of, 
his stock of controlled substances on hand. Additionally, every registrant 
must currently maint?in a complete and accurate record of each controlled 
substance manufactured, received, sold, delivered, or otherwise disposed of 
by him. All such inventories or other records must be kept available for two 
years for copying and inspection by BNDD officials. In the case' of con
trolled substances which are also narcotics, the records must be kept separate 
from ali orner records; in the case of non-narcotic controlled substances, the 
records need not be separate but must b~ in such form thatinf<;>rmation is 
readily retrievable from the ordinary business records of the registrant. Fi
nally, manufacturers are requi.red to make periodic reports to BNDD of ev
ery sale, delivery, or ot.her disposal of any controlled substance.9o 

2. Distributors 

According to the Act, ·the term "distribute" means the delivery of a con
trolled substance, other than by dispensing or administering. lOo Distributors 
are thus to be con'sidered as wholesalers of controlled substances. 

The. requirements for, registration are essentially those for manufacturers 
of schedules .III, IV and V controlled substances. With respect to a dis
tributor of any controlled substance, BNDD will register him unless the 
agency determines that the registration is illcollSistent wit.1. the public interest. 

Ont:e registered, a distributor may not distribute :l controlled substance ill 
a commercial container unless such containcr bears a label with the proper 
identifying symbo1.101 A different symbol is required for each sclll;!dule of 
controlled substances. In addition, if a substance is included in schedules 
II, III or IV, the label mun contain a clear concise warning that it is a 
crime to transfer the drug to any other person. With exceptions, distribu
tions of controlled substances in schedules I and II may only be lawfully 
made pursuant to the written order of the person to whom the substance is 
distributed.102 The written order must be on a form provided by BNDD 
and c,an only be issued to persons validly registered (or exempt .from' regis·· 

99. 21 U.S.C. § 827 (1970). 21 C.F.R. Part 304 sets the detailed requirements for 
records.. reports and inventories. ' 

100. 21 U.S.C. § 802(11) (1970). 
101. 21 U,S.C. § ·825 (1970). 
102. 21 U.S.C. § 828 (1970). 
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tration) under the Act. Like the Harrison Act before it, the 1970 Act en
visions a distribution system which is regulated by BNDD at: ",--cry' 5t<!p. 

By and large, a distributor must take biennial inventories and keep ade
quate records just as the manufacturer. His reporting requirements are 
sJightlylcss burdensome, however. He is required to make periodic reports 
ooly with respect to narcotic controlled substances and not with respect to 
all controlled substances. 

3. Dispensers 

The 1970 Act also applies to those who dispense controlled substances. The 
term ,"dispense" means: 

. . . to deliver a controlled substance to an ultimate user or re
search subject by or pursuant to the lawful order of a practitioner, 
including the prescribing and administering of a controlled sub
stance and the packaging, labeling or compounding necessary to 
prepare tIle substance for such delivery.103 

In effect, dispensers are the retailers of controlled substances. 

As with distributors and manufacturers, each dispenser of controlled sub
~tances must annually register with BNDD. The four largest groups of dis
pensers or practitioners, as they are called, 'are physicians, pharmacists, re
searchers, and hospitals. 

In oroer to dispense or conduct research with controlkl substances in 
schedules II, III, IV and V, practitioners will be registered if, they are au
tholized to dispense or conduct res«arch under the laws of the state in which 
they pradice.10* As for research with schedule I controlled substances, ,an 
application must be referred to the Secretary of HEW who determines (a) 
the quu1i.fjcations and competency of each resea'rch applicant and (b), the 
merits of each research proposal, Even if ilie Secretary of HEV" approves, 
13NDD may deny the request for specified reasons,105 Pharmacies-as dis
tinguished from pharmacists--engaged in commercial activities, must be reg
istered to dispense controlled substances in schedules II to V if they are au
thorized to dispense under state law. Each lccati(ln lliust be registered 
separately, except that a practitioner need not obtain a registration for an 

.1 03. 21 U.S.C. § 802(10) (1970), 
104. 21 U.S,C. § 823(f) (1970). ' 

. 105. ?ven though drug abuse is a centuries old problem, there is a serious Jack of 
I~[onnatlon about how drugs work and their long term'effccts on tbe body. In the past 
IOcre have been strong federal policies against certain types or re~earch. Sl!e DEALING 
WI11! DRUG AlIUSE, A REPORT TO "HE FOlm FOUNDATION 14-15 (1972). In the past 
Ihere has been little federal money spent on drug research, see id, at 13. There are re
ceot inuications, however, thqt the federal government is encouraging increased drug 
Ic~carch. ' 
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office at which he does not dispense or administer controlled substances, but 
where he only prescribes them and where no supplies of these substances are 
kept.loo 

Like manufacturers and distributors, dispensers have the obligation to 
make biennial inventories and keep contiouing records of all controlled sub
stances received,. sold, delivered, or othcrwise disposed 'of. There are various 
excepfions tll this rule, how~v~r, one of which will bc discussed here. lor UI1-

der the Harrison Act, a physician was requircd to kecp records of narcotic 
drugs dispensed showing the amount dispensed, the date, and the person to 
whom the drugs were dispensed. The physician did not have to keep these 
records with respect to drugs dispensed 10 a patient whom he "pcrsonally 
attc:udcd."lOR The new law substantially changl~$ these rulc,,_ With respect 
to Ilarcctlc drugs in schedules II, HI, TV and V, a practitioner nced not 
keep records if he pr~scribes or admillisters such drugs in the lawful course 
of his professional practice.loo What is significant about the section is the 
use of thl\ words "in the lawful course of his professional-practice,." This is 
tllC same type of ambiguous language used in the Harrison Act as a qualifi
cation of physicia08' exemptions from using the special order forms and 
which led to the Webb-Linder line of casc;s.110 Whether the 1970 Act ex
emption will cause an 'equal amount of litigation remains to be seen. It 
should be noted that the section does not grant an exemption for dispensing 
schedule I substances or for anything other than prescribing or administering 
narcotic substances in schedules Jr, III, IV or V. Thus, a pharmacist who 
fills u prescription for such drugs must kcep adequate records. 

Finally, dispensers, unlike manufacturers and distributors, are not re
liuired to nlJ1~e priodic .:cports to BNDD. Except in an emergency or When 
dispensed by a doctor, tbe Act also requires that no schedule II controiled 
:;\lb~t:m-::e '.'!!1~r.:h is a pre<cliptinn (lrng may be disP<'nscd without the doctor's 

106. 21 C.F.R. 301.23 (h) (3). 
107. 21 U.S.C. § S27(c) (1970). See also 2J C.F,R. Pan 304. 
lOB. Ch. 1, § '2(a), 38 Stat. 785 (1914), 
109. Under the new law, it would seem that there is no I'!quirement for metlwdone 

nmintennncc programs to maintain records of the amount of th.c drug di~pensed amI the 
recipients of the drug, since the methadone would be administered in the lawful COli rse 
of medical practice. An argument could be made. however, that records might have to 
be kept jf the methadone is given to the patient for self-administtation-such treatment 
might not bo:. considered '!prescribing or administering" methadone under the Hll'unin!l 
of the Act. S~I! Whitford. The Physiciall, 11ze Law;- and The Drug Abu.lCT, 119 U. 
PA. L. l{F.v. 'l33. '156 and n,96 (l971). In any eVent, the Food and Drug Administra· 
tion separately requires methadone maintenance programs to maintain records on pa
tients treated in onl~r te- be alle,,"ed to tl<'~ methadl)ne, a drug which has not yef b~en 
approved as fully saie and effccth·e. [d. at 954-57. 
. 110. See discussion supra, and accompanying (ext. 
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written or~er.l11 Schedules III and IV substance~ roay be dispensed pur
suant to either oral or written prescripti9ns. 

D. Import and E:>.port 

Title III of the 1970 Act-known as the Controlled Substances Import and 
Export Act-deals with the export and import of controlled substances.Hz 

Prior federal law, including the Narcotic Drug lmport and Export Act of 
1922, prohibited the importation of narcotics such as opium and coca lec.ves 
exccpt for limite~ amounts needed for medical or scientific use~. The new 
Act forbids the importation of all substances in schedules I and II and nar
cotic drugs in scheduies nI, IV and V. The Attorney General, however, 
may allow the importation of such amounts of crude opium and coca leaves 
as he finds necessary to provide for the medical, scientific and other legiti
mate needs of the country. In an emergency when domestic supplies are 
found inadequate or when there is i.."1atlequate competition among domestic 
manufacturers, the Attorney General may also permit the importation of 
other prohibited dru'gs if he finds it ne(;essary to provide for the country's 
kgitimate needs. Crude opium, may not, however, be imported for the 
manufacture of heroin. 

To import a non-narcotic contro1led substance in schedules Ill, IV and V, 
it must be shown that the drug is imported for a legitimate purpose and pur
suant to various requirements prescribed by BNDD. 

The export of a narcotic drug in schedules T, II, III and IV is forbidden 
unless the destination country is a party to certain internarional conventions on 
narcotics, maintains a system to control narcotics importation \vhich is 
deemed adequate by BNDD, the person to whom the narcotic is delivered 
is licensed by the country of importation, and a proper ex!'ort permit has, 
been issued.l1a Similarly, BNDD must he satisfied that the narcotic drug 
15 to be applied to medical or scientific uses within the country of import or 
that there is an actual medical or scientific, need for the drug in that country. 
The statutOlY provisions governing tl;e cxport of non-n~rcotic substances and 
the transshipment of all controlled suh5lances are less rigid. than the export 
restrictions placed on the export of narcotics. _ 

As in Title II, there are annual registration requirements for importers and 
exporters.it.! Wi:l, respect to controlled substances in schedules lor IT, an 

111. 21 U.S.C. § 829 (1970). See a/so 21 C.P.R. Part 306. 
112. 21 U.S.C. § 951 (1970). The authority and function~ of the Attomey Gen

eral untier Title III wc:re delegatt:d to the Director- of BNDD under the Attorney Gen
cpral's supervi:;uu. 21 C.P.I:.. Gee. 0.100. Reguiations are to be foutlJ in 21 C.P.R. 

art 312. 
113. 21 U.S.C. § 953 (1970). 
114. 21 U.S.C. §§ 957-58 (1970). 
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importer or exporter will b.:: regi~lered if sut:h registration is consistem with 
the public interest and with the international obligations of the United States. 
Such registration, however,. only authorizes import or export of the sub
stances specified in the registration. Alternatively, an importer of a con
trolled substance in schedules III, IV, or V or an exporter of a controlled 
substance in schedules III or IV will be registered nnless it is inconsistent 
with the public int<::rest. As with manufacturers, distributors, and disp.ensers 
under Title II, separate registration is required for each principal place of 
business where the applicant imports or exports controlled substances. 

Title III makes it unlawful for a person to manufacture or distribute a 
schedule I or II substance with the intent or. knowledge that it will be ilIe
gaUy importeCl mto the United States.ll;; This provision is intended to 
reach those who manufacture or distribute these substances outside the 
United States intending that they ultimately reach the United States. The 
United States District Court at the point of the offender's entry into the 
United States has jurisdiction to hear the case. . 

PART IV-Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention alld Office 
~or Drug Abuse Law Enforcement 

On June 17, 197] ,by Executive Order,llG President Nixon established, in 
the Executive Office of ·the President, the Special Action Office for Drug 
Abuse Prevention, the Director of which was to be hi~ official representative 
in matters concerning drug abuse prevention. In March of 1972, Congress 
gave the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention a statutory exist
ence and expanded the responsibilities of its Director, Dr. Jer~me i-I. Jllffc:m 

A. Special A ction Office for Drug A buse Prevention (SAODAP) 

The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention118 is given jurisdic
tion over all federal programs in the area of drug abuse-as distinct from 
drug trajjic-prevention. Drug abuse prevention includes programs relating 
to education, training, treatment, rehabilitation; and rese.arch in the field of 
drug abuse, while drug traffic prevention covers law enforc~mcnt activities 
and diplomatic or international efforts relating to drug traffic: Thus, since 
the Bureau· of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs primarily enforces federal 
drug laws, these law enforcement functions are not under the jurisdiction of 

115. 21 U.S.C. § 959 (1970). 
116. Exec. Order No. 11,599, June 17, 1971. 
117. Drug i\buse Office and Treatment Act of 1972. Pub. L. No. 92-255, 86 St'll. 

65. 
118. See id., Title II, §§ :'.01-255. 
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thc Special Action Office. BNDD's educational materials, oowf:ver, are 

subject to the control of thc Special Action Office. 

Within the field of drug abuse prevention, the Special Ac£iQn Office is 
churged with (a) focusing the cllmprehcll~iw re~ources of the federal gov
ernment OIl drug abuse with thc immcdiate objective of significantly reducing 
the incidence of drug abuse: within the shortest period of timc; and (b) dc
veloping a ccmprehensive, ("ounlinateJ strategy to combat drug abuse. One 
of its main tasks viii be (0 eiiminaLc duplication, overlap, or conflict among 
federal drug abuse programs and en·sure that all federal· drug abuse law.s, 
guidclines, regulations, and blalldards arc consistent with each other and with 
overall national pOlicy. Congress has given the Special Action ·Office three 
years in which to accolllpli~h its mission. As of June 30, 1975, the Office is 

abolished 'Jnless, of course, its life is extended by Congress. By that time, it 
is hoped, thc separate federal agencies will be able to proceed in concert 
in tlle field of drug abuse prevention. 

B. FUllctions of tht;; Director of the Special Action Office for 
Drug Abuse Prel'elltion 

The Director of the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention is ap
pointed by the President with the advice and consent .0f the Senate. The 
main responsibilities of the Director are briefly summarized below: llH 

1. The Director establishes the overall planning and policy objectives for 
federal drug abuse prevention efforts. He reviews all existing guidelines, 
regulations, procedures and criteria of federal agencies to insure that they 
are consistent with his policies, priorities and objectives. If necessary, the 
Director may recommefJd that an agency effect changes in its organization, 
management and personnel. 

2. The Director reviews all federal laws relating to health, education, and 
welfare and assures that the agencies who administet these laws view drug 
abuse as a health problem. 

3. The Director may review implementation plans and budget requests of 
any federal ag(!ncy for all federal drug abuse programs. He also has the 
power to place someone from his ofiice or from some other federal agency 
in any federal drug abus(f prog~am for <;i short period of time to evaluate the 
performance of that program. 

4. The Director is to encourage certain research and to create, develop 
and test: . 

i. non-addictive sYIllhetic analgesics to replace opium and its de-· 
rivatives in medical usc; 

119. See generally, icl. §§ 221-223. 
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ii. long-lasting non-addictive ~locking or antagonistic drui;S or 
other pharmacological substances for thc treatment of heroin 
addiction; and 

iii. detoxification agents which, when administered, will ease the 
physical effects of withdrawal from hcroin addiction. 

5. The Dit:ector may make recommendations to the President in connec
tion with any federal drug traffic prqgram. One of the Assistailt Directors 
of the Special Action Office is to maintain liaison with respect to all federal 
drug traffic programs. 

6. Before any controlled substance is transferred, added, or remo~ed 
froin any of the schedules under the Controlled Substances Act of 1970, the 
Attorney General must notify the Director. Similarly, the Secretary of HEW 
must n:oLify [he Director, as weil as the Attorncy General, of any new drug ap
plication~ which ma.y pose a potential for abuse.120 

7. The Dircctor is to give technical assistance to state and local agencies 
in the field of. drug abuse, to maintain a clearinghouse fo;; ·all information on 
drug' abuse, and to draft model legislation for state and local purposes. 

8. The Director must report to the President annually, spccifying the ob
jectives, activities, and accomplishments of the Special Action Office and ac
counting for all funds expended. 

In carrying out his various responsibilities and functions, the Director has 
the authority to .make grants and contracts with federal departmcnts and 
agencies and with non-profit private agencies.121 Similarly, the 1972 Act es
tablishes a National Advisory Council for Drug Abuse to make recommenda
tions to the Director with rcspect to overall planning and policy and the ob
jectives and priorities of federal drug abuse prevention runctions. 122 The 
Council is composed of the Secretaries of HEW and Defense, the Adminis
traf:or of Veterans' Affairs and twelve individuals appointed by the Presi
dent. 

C. Relation to HEW 

In addit~on to creating t~e Special Action Office, the 1972 Act has impor1~nt 
consequence. for v:>:;ous programs administered by the Secretary of HEW.123 
For instance, the Secretary; 

.1. may not approve an application for a community mental health center 
. grant unless the application provjdes for a treatment and rehabilitation pro
gram for drug addicts where such a program is. feasible and needed; 

-------------------
120. ld. § 209. 
121. ld. § 210. 
122. [d. §§ 251-255. 
123. ld, Title IV §§ 401-413. 
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2. must require that drug treatment and rehabilitation programs he e~

tablished in appropriate PublicH~~th Service facilities unless he determines 
that tnere is not a sufficient need for such a program in a particular institu
tion; 

3. is authorized to suspend Federal support to any private or public hos
pital which refuses to treat a drug abuser in need of emergency medical help; 

4. is authorized to make grants to states which submit plans for establish
ing and coordinating projects for the development of more effective drug 
abuse prevention methods in the state; and' 

5. is authorized to make similar grants to public and private non-profit 
organizations to carryon training, education, research or rehabilitation pro
grams in the field of drug abuse. In addition to his existing responsibilities, 
the 1972 Act confers additional drug abuse prevention responsibilities on 
the Secretary of HEW, such as <?perating an information center for drug 
abuse matters, publishing statistical data on drug abuse, etc. T9 assist the 
Secretary in carrying out his duties, the NationalAdvisory Council oli. Drug 
Abuse makes' recommendations to the Secretary on matters pertaining to 
drug abuse. Finally, effective December 31, 1974, the Act establishes, in 
the National Institute of Mental Health, a National Institute on Drug Abuse 
to administer the various HEW programs concerned with drug abuse pre
Yention.12·! 

Two final aspects of the 1972 Act are worth mentioning. First, in order 
to coordinate long term federal strategy in the areas of both drug abuse and 
drug traffic prevention, the Act establishes _ a high level Strategy Council 
comprised of the Director of the Special Action Office, the Attorney Gen
eral, the Secretaries of State, HEW, and Defense, the Administrator of Vet
erans' Affairs, and other officials as the President may deem appropriate. 
Second, the 1972 Act recognizes the importance of the confidentiality of 
patients' records. Thus, records of the identity, qiagnois, prognosis, or treat
ment of a patient kept in connection with any drug abuse prevention fu:nc
tio~ authorizeu or assisted under the provisions of the 1972 Act or any act 
amfnded by it must be kept confidential)25 

D. Office for Drug Abu~e LalV Enforcement (ODALE) 

On February 1, 1972 by Executive Order President Nixon created a new of
fice within the Department of Justice to coordinate the drug law enforcement 
dforts of the federal goverrunent,l~6 In a sense, the new office was the 

124. ld. Title ill §§ 301-305. 
125. ld. Title IV § 408. 
126. Exec. Order No. 11,641, February 1, 1972. 

I 
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counterpart on the law enforcement side of the Special Action Office for 
Drug Abuse Prevention. Myles J. Ambrose, former Commi,sioncr of Cus
toms, was appointed Director with a title of Special Assistant Attorney Gen
enll. 

By !.he term~ of the Executive Order, !.he DirecLOl' of the Office wiIi advis(;l 
the President on all matters relating to the more effective federal enforce
ment of laws relating to illegal drug traffic and on methods by which the 
federal gO\'ernment can assist state and local governments in "tr~'J1gth':!ning 

the enforcement of their laws relating to illegal drug traffic. The Director 
is also mandated to recommend plans, programs, legislation, techniques, and 
other measures to maximize the country's war on drugs. Specifically, the 
Director is empowered to develop a concentrated law enforcement program 
in the federal government and cooperat.;; with state and'local governments in 
enforcing their drug laws .. 

In operation, the Office of Drug Abuse Law Enforcement bas concen
trated its ·effor~ at the street level drug trade.12i . Before ODALE, there 
was little federal participation in enforcing drug laws against the ordinary 
street pusher. Under Mr. Ambrose's leadership, however, a nationwide net
work of prosecutors, investigators, and special grand juries has been ereated 
to assist state and local. authorities in detecting, arresting, and convicting 
"hard drug" pushers. Presently the ,Office is operating in at least 33 cities 
throughout the country. 

PART V-Historical Development alld Present Status of Federal Drug 
Penalty Provisions 

Over the past sixty years, Congress has constantly reacted to statistics show
ing increased drug abuse in .. \meriea by increasing penalties for drug of
fenders. A review of the federal penalty provisions will show that the es
calation has been consistent and, at times, even dram~tic.128 

A. Pre-1970 NC(J'cvtic Pellalties 

1. Early Pattern 

Prior to 1951, there were basically two patterns of penalties depending on 
the act violated. For conv~nience, 'the two patterns can be called import
export penalties and Harrison Act penalties. 

a) Import-Export Penalties: When the importation of opium was pro-

~-.,-------------- .. --- ------,-
127. N.Y. Times, January 29, 1972, p.1. 
128. See DEALING AND DRUG ABUSE, A REPORT TO 'IllE FORD FOUNDATION, 300.,,3'i!8 

for a discussion of federal expenditures on drug abuse control. ,. 

61-BOI 0 • 77 - 43 
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hibited in 1909, lh~ offc'll'ler was subject to fines "not exceeding five 
thousand dollars nor less than fifty dollars, or by imprisonme~t for any 
time not exceeding two y.ears or both."120 An identical provision was 
contained in the J 914 Nurcoi.ic Drug Export Act. 130 By 1922, there had 
been a dramatic increase in import penalties. For violations of the import 
provisions of the Narcotic Drug Import and Export Act, the penalty was a' 
fine of not more than five thousand dollar;, and imprisonment for not 
more than ten yearsy,l Where prio!' drug laws had cast penalties in 
the alternative, either a fine or imprisonment or both, this Act mandated 
both a fine Gnd a prison term. Tile penalties for illegal export, however, 
were not increased. 

b) Harrison Act Penalties: When it was enacted in 1914, violators of 
the Harrison Act were subject to a 'fine of not more than two thousand' 
dollars or imprisollment for not more than five years or both.13~ Identical 
penalties were provided for violations of the Marihuana Tax Act of 
1937.133 

2. Unified Penalties oj 1951 

In 1951, how~ver, Congress totally revamped the then-existing penalty struc
lure under prodding from the Bureau of Narcotics.134 First of all, penalties 
for ,111 drug offenses were made uniform, no matter how trivial or serious the 
offense. Thus, the penalties for failing to register as a drug distributor or 
for illegally importing drugs were made identical. Second, the severity of 
the penalties themselves was increased by requiring mandatory minimum 
prison terms and by length~ning the possible maximum sentence. A first of
f~:1se entailed a fine of not more than two thousand dollars and a prison term 
of not less th;:;n two nor more thua five years. For i! sec·:>nd offc!1Si';, the fine 
remained the same but Iii..: Pri'Ull knll jumped to not less than :~vc nor 
more than ten year~·. For H third or subsequent offense, the prison term 
was increased to not less than ten nor more than twenty years. Of equal 
significance was a provision which denied both a suspended sentence and 
any (arm or probation to a second or suhseq'jent offend':r. 

3. AlI1l1lendl1lell/s of 1956 

By 1956, Congress had grown dissatisfied with its handiwork of five years 

129. Ch. 100, § 2,35 St:l.t. 614 (1909). 
130. Ch. 9. § 7,38' Stat. 275 (1914). 
131. Ch, 202, § 2(ci, 42 SlUt. 596 (192,2). 
132. Ch. 1, § 9,38 Stat. 785 (191<1). 
133. Ch. 553, § 12, 50 Stat. 551 (1937). 
134. Ch. 666, §§ I, 2, 3, 4, b.:i Stat. 767 (1~5 j). 
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before and decided to increase penal! ies yet again.13G At least this tim~ 
Congress did differentiate between serious drug offenses and those less seri
ous in nature. For illegally importing narcotics or for transferring them 
without the required order form, the prison term wiis now set at not less than 
five nor more than twenty years for a first offense; and at not less than, ten 
nor more than forty years for a second or subsequent offense. TIle possible 
fine for first or second offenses was raised to twenty thousand dollars. 
Penalilies for sales of drugs to minors were set even higher; indeed, lor a sale 
of illegally imported heroin to a minor, there was a possibility of the death 
penalty: Consistent with the increased severity of these penalties, Congress 
denh:d the right w i.I ~uspended sentence, probation, or parole to even the 
first offender convicted of a serious drug offense. 

E':en. for less serious drug offenses, such as failing to register and pay the 
occupational tax, Congress increased existing penalties, although, in doing so, 
it did not set them as high as for illegal importation or similar offenses. 
Thus, for a first offense, the penalty was set at a prison term of not less than 
two nor more than ten years and a fine of not more than twenly thousand 
dollars. For a second offense, the prison sentence jumped to not less than 
five nor more than twenty years; and for a third or subsequent offense, to 
not less than tcn nor more than forty years. A suspended sentence, proba
tion and parole, however, were still avaiJable to the first offender convicted 
of these less serious offense~. 

B. Pre-1970 Dangerolls Drug Penalties 

As mentioned above, depressant, stimulant, and hallucinogenic drugs were 
i'egulalcd by ine 1965 <Imenc1menb to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic 
Act and not by tile narcotic laws.130 First offenders were punishable by 
!m;:l!'iso!1merrt for tiot more than one year, or a iine of not more than one 
thousand dollars or both. For a second offense, the penalty was increased to 
not more than three years or a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars or 
both. 1:17 Stiffer penalties, however, were 'provided for selling dangerous 
drugs to persons under twenty-one years of age. In such cases, the penalty 
was a prison term of not more than two years or a fine of not more than five 
thousand dollars or both. 

Just as in the case of narcotic drugs, however, Congress became dissatis
fird. with these penalties and enacted tougher ones three years later in 

lis. Ch. 629, § 103,70 Stat. 567 (1956). J 
136, Pub. L. No. 89·74, § 7,79 Stat. 226 (1965), 

--_._----

137. Ch. 675, § 303(a), 52 Stat. 1043 (1938). For a full discussion of the pen
alty provisions of these 1965amcndmenls. see Ro;enthnI, SUr"" note 77 at J058. 
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1968.1as The unlawful manufacture, sale or possc~5ion with intent to scll of 
a dangerous drug was made punishable by up to five years in jail, a fine of 
up to ten thousand dollars, or both. For selling to someone under twenty
onc, the penalty was set highcr-imprisonment for not more than ten years, 
a fipe of not more than fifteen thousand dollars, or both. It must be said, 
however, that Congress did not set mandatory minimum sentences as it did 
for narcotic violations, nor did Congress deny an offender eligibility for a 
suspended sentence or probation. 

C. Present Pe;zalty Provisions for Narcotics and 
DangerOllS Drug Offenses 

The penalty provisions of the Controlled Substances Act of 1970 are com
plex amI variegated, not lending themselves to easy analysis. Five different 
categories of penalties need be considered. 

J. Unlawful MaIlLl/actll~e, Tra//icking and Similar O/fenses1an 

The 1970 Act imposes identical punishment for illegally manufacturing, dis
t~ibuting, dispensing, possessing with intent to manufacture, distribute or dis
pense, or attempting or conspiring to do any of these acts. The severity of 
the penalties, however, depends on the type of controlled substance involved. 

a) In the case of a controlled substance in schedules I or II which is also 
a narcotic drug, the person is subject to a jail sentence of up to fifteen 
years, a fi~e 'of not more than twenty-five thousand dollars, or' both. 
Any prison term imposed must be accompanied by a special parole term 
of at least three years in addition to a prison term. If, for any reason, pa
role is revoked, the original term of imprisonment is increased by the pe
riod of the special parole term. 

b) In the case of a controlled substance in schedules I or II which is not 
a narcotic drug, or a controlled substance in sch~dule III, the person is 
subject to a prison term of not more than five years, a fine of not more 
than fifteen thousand dollars, or both. A special parole term of at least 
two years is also imposed. 

c) In the case of a controllcd substance in schedule IV; the prison term 
is lowered furt~('r still to not more than three years; the fine, to not more 

------------_._------------
\3'S. Aet of Oct. 24, 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-639, § 3, '82 Stat. 1361. 
139. 21 U.S.C. § 841 (1970). It ,hould be noted that tilc 1970 Controlled Substances 

":c~ permits search warrants to br served at any time uf the day or night if the jud~e' or 
~Jn~tcd Stales magistrate is~uing the warmnt is satisfied that there is probable cause to 
Ul~eve that grounds exist for the warrant and for its service at sllch time. A judge 01" 
, Illied Slates malshal may include a,uno-knock" provision in the Warrant. 21 U.S.C . 
• 879(a) and (b) (1970). 
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ihan ten thousand dollar,. Tnt special p:,role term is decreased to at 
least one year. 

d) In the case of a controlled bubstance in schedule V, the prison t(!rm is 
lowered to not more than one year; the fine, to not more than five thou
sand dollars. No special parole term is imposed. 

In each of these categories, the prison sentence, fine, and special parole 
term' are doubled for (t second offender. Penalties are ;II so doubled for . 
anyone eighteen ye~s or older Who distributes a controlied substance to 
someone under twenty-one. 

These general penalty provisions applicable to manufacturing and traffick
ing offenses admit of many exceptions. These exceptions, however, fall into 
two basic categories. OiJ.C scales Gown the criminal penalties; the other sub
Rtitutes civil for criminal penalties. 

The first category includes such offense'l as: 1) a registrant's knowing and 
intentional distribution of a controlled substance in schedules I or II in the 
course of his legitimat~ business without a proper order form; 2) the use of a 
fictitious or revoked' registration number; 3) the acquisition of a controlled 
substance by fraud, forgery, or· misrepresentation; and 4) the use of the 
mails, telephone, radio, and all other means of communication to commit or 
to facilitate the commission of a felony under tl~e Act. HO For such offenses, 
the penalty is impdsonment_ for not more than four years, a fine of not more 
than thirty thousand dollars, or both. There is no special parole term im
posed. For a second offense, the fine and jail term arc doubled. 

Only civil penalties are provided for the s~coml group of offenses-of. 
fenses which are considered only minor infractions of the 1970 Act.iu 

Thus, for a registrant who m:mufacturt.s a 'control1ed 5ub5tance in schcduk:s . 
I or II which is either not expressly authorized by h!~ registration or is in ex
cess of his assigned manufacturing y'uow. th,1 pp.nulty i; '1 fine ('t not more 
than twenty-five thousand dollars. The same penalty is provided for some
one who removes or obliterates required symbols or labels on packages or 
who fails to keep, make, or furnish any record or report required by the Act. 
However, if any of these oIfenses (for which t' civP penalty is provided) is 
committed knowingly or after a prior offense against the drug laws, the per
son convicted becomes liable for imprisonment as well as for a fine. 

2. Unlmvful Posse~sionH2 

For unlawful possession of a controlled suos.unt:e in liny one of the ·five 

140. 21 U.S.C. § 843 (1970). 
141. 21 U.S.C. § 842 (1970) . 
. 142. 21 U.s.C. § 844 (1970). It sholi!,1 lk' noted that I"'~ peeS()11 who u;stribulcs a 
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schedules the punishment is a priso'1 term nf n0~ !lillC~ than 9ne. year, a fine 
of not more than five ti,ousanJ dollars,. or both. Penalties double for a sec

ond offense. 

A special procedure is available to the first offender. Where the offense 
is his first, the court is empowered to defer further legal proceedings and 
place the offender on probation. If he does not viol2.te the conditions of 
his. probation; the court will discharge the offender 3,1d dismiss ti1e proceed
ings against him. 

3. Continuing Criminal Enterprise l .la 

For a person who engages in a continuing t:riminal enterprise, the 197ci 
Act changes its pattern somewhat, requiring (a) that a mandatory il1inimum 
~cntence of ten years be imposed (life imprisonment is ~he maximum); (b) 
that a fine of not more than one hundred thousand dollars be assessed; (c) 
that a suspended sentence or probation not be granted; and, finally (d) that 
any pl"Ofits garnered in the enterprise be forfeited to the United States. A 
person is considered to be eng2.ged in a continuing criminal enterprise if he 
(a) commits a felony which is part of a continuing series of urug offel)ses; 
(b) acts in concert with at least five other persons to commit these offenses; 
(c) commands some organizational or supervisory positiun with respect to 
the group; and (d) obtains subst2.lltial income from the enterprise. TIle pro
vision is clearly aimed at the importer and the high level dealer who com
mands a drug distribution network. 

4. Dangerous Special Drug Offender 

Special penalties arc aiso singled out for the so-called "d~ngerous special 
drug offender."14.! A defendant who is over twenty-one years of age and has 
been· convicted but not yet sentenced for a drug felony C:In be cleclared a 
dangerous special drug offender in a separate judicial hearing prior to sen
tencing. If he is determined to be such a dangerous spccial drug offender by 
a preponderance of the evidence, the court shall se~tence the ddcndant to 
il1lpri~onment for an appropriate term not to exceed twenty-five years and 
not disproportionate in severity to the maximum term o.therwise authorized 
by Jaw for the felony which he committed. In other words, for the sake of 
protecting the public from further criminal conduct, the period of ..:onfine
ment imp9sed on a dangerous drug offender Gan exceed the period of COll-

small amount of marihuana for no remuneration shall be punished under § 844 all.d not 
under § 841, 21 U.S.C. § 841(b)4 (1970). .. 

143. 21 U.S.C. § 848 (19iO). • 
144. 21 U.S.C. § 849 (1970). 
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finement otherwise provided fnr the particular offense committed. In order 
to be classified _ as a claf,1geruus special drug offender, the defendant must 
meet certain statutory requirements: (a) the defendant must have been 
previously convicted in a stqte or federal court of two or more offenses 
involving dealIng in contru:l:.:d substances-offenses which were committed 
at different times but each punishable by more than one year in jail; (b) the 
defendant must have been imprisoned for one of thes·e prior offenses and less 
tharl five years mmt have elapsed between the present felony and his releas<: 
from prison or the commission of a prior drug offense; (c) the defendant 
must have committed the present felony as part of a criminal pattern of 
dealing in controlled substances which constitutes a substantial source of 
his income; (d) the defendant must have committed his present offense as 
pan of a conspiracy with at least three other persons to engage in a pattern 
~lf tkaling in controiled substances, and the defendant must have agreed to 
initiate, organize, plan, finance, direct, manage, gove or receive a bribe, or 
use force in connection with such dealing . 

. 5.. Import alld Export Penalties145 

As in the case of unlawful manufacture, the penalties for unlaWful import 
or e!!port of controlled substances depends on the nature of the substance 
involved. Thus, if a narcotic drug in schedules I or II is illegally imported 
or exported, the penalty is severe-a prison term of not more than f.ift!:en 
years, a fine of not more than twenty-five thousand dollars, or both. A spe
cial parole term of at least three years is also imposed. The penalties for il
legal import of a controlled substance other than a narcotic drug in schedules 
I or IT is imprisonment for not more than five years, a fine of not more than 
fifteeil elOUsun~ uollars, or buth. A special paroie term is also imposed but 
the length of the term is determined by the type of controlled substance in
volved. 

For a second offense, the statute generally provides double the penalty. 
Attempts and conspiracies are' treated as if tbe offense attempted or planned 

. had been committed. Finally, the 1970 Act provides civil penalties for tran
shipment of controlled substances to another country unless such offense was 
knowingly and intentionally coillmitted, in which event criminal penalties 

- are provided. 

D. inrerrelatioflsizip Between Penalty r:rovisiolls 

For pm'poses of analysis, ·this article has separated penalties into varying 
categories, such as penalties for ilIegal importlltion, for ilIegal manufacture, 

._--,--------------_.----
145. 21 U.S.C. §§ 960·963 (1970). 
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for possession, etc. From this it should not be inferred that these categories 
are separate and distinct. Quite. the contrary. Any single offense against 
the drug laws as often as not involves multiple violations. Take, for exam
ple, someone arrested for illegally selling heroin. 

1. Urider the Harrison Act, there would have been an automatic three
count indictment, charging the defendant with the following violations: (1) 
selling narcotic drugs nol in the original stamped package or from the original 
stamped package;146 (2) selling narcotic drugs without the proper written 
order form;147 and (3) selling illegally imported heroin, knowing it to have 
been illegally imported.148 Possession of a narcotic drug at any time created 
a presumption that the drug had been illegally imported and the defendant 
had knowledge of the illegal importation. 

2. Under the Controlled Substances f.ct of 1970, there is a two-count in
dictment, charging possession with intent. to distribute a controlled substance 
and illegal distribution of a controlled substance. 

Although beyond the scope of this paper, interesting comparisons can be 
drawn between the penalty provisions under' the Harrison Act as amended 
in 1951 and 1956 and the new Controlled Substances Act of ~970. Under 
the old law a ~inin urn mandatory prison sentence was imposed, while un
der present law th~l ; is generaliy no minimum required sentence. It would 
seem that the prosecutor was in a stronger bargaining position under the old 
law than he is now. Since the 1956 amendments to the Harrison Act im
posed harsher mandatory sentences for'some offenses than for others, the 
prosecutor could threaten an offender with the more serious charge unless he 
cooperated. Under the present law, the prosecutor can never be sure what 
p.::nruty will be meted out by a judge. i\s a result, the federal drug offender 
today may be less disposed to plea bargain and more. prone to take the risks 

. incident to a full trial. . 

Conclusion 

Until the turn of the cent1,lry the b,asic federal attitude toward the distribution 
and use of narcotics by the general public. was permissive. Narcotic sub
stances and their use were regarded as a matter of personal choice not re
quiring the intervention of the federal government. This attitude was not· in- -
consistent with a recogniti,on that narcotics were far more dangerous than 
routine hou,s~hol~ items and that those who used, them might. be subject, per-

146. Act of Aug. 31, 1954, ch. 1147, §§ 6-7, 68 Stat. 1003. 
147. Act of Aug. 31,1954, ch. 1147, § 8,68 Stat. 1004. 
148. Act of Nov. 2, 1951, ch. 666, § (c), 65 ~tat. 767. 
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haps, to moral censure. This g'~nernl approach was dominant until well 
into the 1900's. 

After the turn of the century there was a shift from a posture of permis
siveness to one of repression which was characterized by a federal effort to 
proscribe the ,3:"tributioll and use of narcotks except within narrow and 
tightly controlled channels for recogJ.lized medical purposes, This approach 
dev~Joped slowly, First, there were the eVl;r increasing tariffs on imported 
smoking opium, then the outright ban on ali imported opium not needed for 
medical uses, and, finally, there were the regulatory provisions of tile Har
rison Act, effectively forcing the addict to turn not to the medical profession 
but to the illidt drug market for his daily supply, This black market became 
the mechanism by which drugs were distributed in the world of the drug user. 
Attempts by law enforcement agents to control this market have led to even 
mOte repressive federal regulation. Penalties were escalated, informers paid, 
vehicles seized. When these tactics showed little apparent success, suspicion 
grew that perhaps it was the local law enforcement systems which were 
partly to blame. There was talk of "soft judges" who misguidedly coddled 
criminals. This led to mandatory minimum sentences, thus preventing 
judges from ameliorating the harshness of the penalties, Most recently, fed
eral agents, in such programs as ODALE, have begun to work directly with 

_ local police to combat distribution of drugs at the street level. 'fhe end re
sult of this process is a comprehensive federal criminal statute limiting the 
use of controlled substances and significant federal intervention through the 
BNDD and ODALE at every level of international, national and local drug 
distribution,140 

149. Still;! third federal approach can b" tenneu "medical," for want of a better 
word_ It has not been developed in this article which is d;:signed to focus on federal 
control \){ the distribution and use llf dI11gs rat.'ler than on the rehabilitation of the 
addict. This third fedenil approach categorizes the drug addict not as a criminal but 
as a pati'~nt and looks not to his imprisonment but to his treatment. One of the earliest 
efforts along these lines was the use of narcotics by the medical profession to treat the 
adqicL This led, in the wake of the Harrison Act, to the creation of the clinics of the . 
1920'i:- and the dispensation by private physicians of morphine, heroin and cocaine to 
the dnlg addict. These earJy efforts were sholt-lived due to the vigorous use of the 
Harrison Act by federal drug enforcement personnel. Tile same theme emerged ngain, 
however, ('orne forty years later, in 1963, with the work of Doctors Dole and Ny
swander. In this instance the narcotic substnnce was methadone but the medical con
cern wns the same, i.e ... the use, of a narcotic substance to treat the addict. lIJethadone 
treatment did not meet the fatl) of the clinics of the 1920's. Perhaps SObered by years 
of enforcement of the Ham;on Act in the face of anever-gwwing drug problem, 
methadone was accepted on an experiniental basis. It rapidly became an important 
federal concern and fOll,rtli support in I-:deral monies ailocated under the NARA program 
of 1966 and later legislation. Its u~e is still technically "experimental" but it remains 
a strong national theme and is conceived by many as viable feJera! alternative to the 
Use of the crirninallaw. 

Another form of this medical appro(l.;h hns been to ca!egOrl7e lim!! addicti/ ... · r'i " 
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Assessing tbe ~UCCl~SS of the repressi\c or drug suppression approach to 
the drug problem is not the object of this article which seeks only to de
scribe. One observation, however, may be made by way of clarifi;:ation. 
The usc of criminal law sanctions in the suppression of narcotics operates in 
at least three diffcrent ways. For some, the presence of the law is enough 
to inhibit use of the interdicted item. The use of drugs is a crhhe. and for 
many, indeed fer most,. that is enough. 

A second effecl of the law is to make drugs hard to obtain. The practical 
consequence of this is that drugs are not readily available-thereby reduc
ing the possibilities of their use wholly apart fro·m any moral or civic atti
tudes regarding either the law or the use of drugs. Here again the law suc
ceeds. 

The troublesome area or the law's operation is in its application to those in 
the drug subculture itself. In this area federal drug contro~ leg;slation pre
sents itself as an effort to prevent individuals who are strongly motivated 
:lnd determined from buying and selling narcotics. Here the federal drug 
control legislation operates in much the same way as did prohibition legis
lation. The test of the. effectiveness of the effort is only in part the law it
self. Far more important are the national attitudes and infrastructures 
which apply 1\le law to the problem-the police, the courts, the prisons. It 
is here that problems multiply, results discourage, and the urge to reassess 
takes its stand. 

lYre of chnracterdisordcr. So conceived the drug addict found a place with the mental 
case and the alcoholic, all incapable of. caring for themselves. This concept led to 
Ihe authorization of Lexington and Fort Worth in 1929 and later came to fulJ flower 
in the commitment provision, of the NARA of 1966. TIlis same character disorder 
Ih('me finds expression in the varj.:,us tP~raDeutk communities such as Synanon' or 
Phoenix Honse, designed to get the addict to work through his "problem" in ,I supportive 
~Ul ~rug free environment. This at)proach has also found federal support through the 
undmg provisions of the NARA net of 1%6 and b~er legisi(ttion. 
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The :-.rarch 1975 issue of The Police Chief 
cOnlailll a "Position Paper on )'larijuana." in 
which its author, Chief E.:"\' Davis of Ihe Los 
Angeles Polke Department sugge>!ed thai: 

Decriminalization of marijuana 'is tanta
mount to abandonment of our citizens. par
ticularly our youth, to psychological, physjo
logical and sociological destruction. I 

The author's position was to retain e.xisting 
marijuana ~tatute~ based upon his experience as 
a big-city police ~hicf and after a review of re
search all marijuana. 

\l is the intention of the p~per to present a 
different perspecti\'e by identifying the issues in 
a rational, reasonable context. rejecting the 
emotionali~l11 and misinformation that have 
guided hal\' some people have come to regard 
this drug as the "killer,weed." If our focus is on 
)'outh and ollr prime beneficiary is society, how 

.. can we expect the millions of marijuana users 
or 110tentialuscrs in our sodety to put any faith 
in our criminal justice system or in the sdentific 
communi!\' \I hen the enforcement point of \'iel\' 
is largely ~lade up of emotion and much of the 
scientific evidence is used prim~ril)' as a support 
of Ollr existing, h)'Pocritic.alla\\'s~ 

TilE E:'\FOltCEME:'>T 9L'ESTIO~ 

0\ er t he last 60 wars, drug abuse has been pri
tllarilv a -Ia\\ cnfor'centent problem in the United 
Stat¢~. \\'hcther it ever should have been, or 
whcthcl' it ~hl1uld no\l' be, has bccn a subject of 
hot dch~te In this country for 1110S1 of this CCI1· 

tury. The reality i\ that as' long as the ",e of 
dnl\!<'~ and more sp~d(kally marijuana, i!\ either 
co\'~rcd liy ~riJl)il1alla\\', civil statute~, or no law 

lN1)',,\h l "\larjJuilna: A. Pmilif..IO Paper." 7'/1(' 
PO/I,'" ClJ/£i. ~Iarch 1975, PI' .• 14·35. 

at all, policemen, physicians and others need to 
be invol\·ed. This belief suggests there is no 
simple SOlution-legal, medical or sodal-.to 
drug abuse in our society. To pretend there is 
ignores facts, denies history, and further mis
leads a frightened and confused society. 

Unfortunately, la\\ enforcement has all too 
often independently opted for the simple solution 
-retaining Ihe marijuana la\\5 as they stand to
da)'. The juslification for this consists largely 
of billOwing statistics an numbersof drug arrests, 
questionable calculations of the street \'alue of 
such seizures and dramali?,ed stories of crack
downs on dislributors and [ramakers. This is in
deed unfortunate when in the last 10 years society 
hal shown in nunterous polls a steadily increasing 
tendenc), to favor elimination or redUction of 
pcnaltie~ for possession of marijuana. ~e\'erthc
lell, more persons are being arrested for mario 
juana possession than ever before. In 1965 the 
nllmber of persons arrested on marijuana' charges 
was 18.185; ill 1970 it was 188.682: and in 1973, 
when il nwclc lip 67 percent of all drug arrests, 
it \\as 420,700, an increase of 31 percent over the 
predous year's figure and more than double the 
number fj\,~ ycar$ ugo. : .. 

But what do these data really Inean? If the en
forcement aSpects ure so successful, why do drugs 
remain SO plentiful, and why docs supply hardly 
e\er scem to run marc than a slep or [\\0 behind 
demand? What this data should reOect is how 
application$ of \lllC\'Cn, unju~t laws contribute 
[0 Ihe erosion of respect for alll~1I s. The lifelong 
stigma of criminal sentences is a punishment out 
of all proportion in relpeci to per,onal usc of 
marijuann and thi~ stigma c,\.:rts nltlre sodal 
d3mn\!C than the "cd me" \{ \\ a~ meant to deter. 
Each day in t/te United States, socict)' indulges 

~~. :and Notcs,'~ Cri",e' u/u/ DrfituIUt!n(l'. 21. 
(April IY7SI.{l. 187. ' 
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itself in imt this kind of abuse. Last year about 
420,000 pC(lrle in the United States were arrested 
for marijuan? violations. How Illany of these 
were forced into contact with the criminal law 
for simple possession? This writer's subjective 
feeling is. "too many." 

In additi\1n, the rationale for ad"ocating legal 
deterrents to drug use suggests that the more 
easily accessible a drug becomes, the more freely 
people will me it, and the more often they will 
run into problems. For example, in testifying 
late last year before a Senate subcommittee on 
narc{)tics, Dr. Robert S. Dupont, director of the 
White House's Special Action Ornce for Drug 
Abuse Prevention, said that there is evidence that 
marijuana is harmful and that the removal of 
penalties would lead Illany person~ incorrectly to 
conclude that the drug is safe. Though a prison 
sentence for marijuana is wrong, he said, the 
exis.jng law making marijuana possession illegal 
"is c carll' a deterrent to large numbers of poten
tial u;ers." 

Tile writer concurs with the point made by The 
COli ulllers Ullioll Report-Licit alld Illicit Drugs 
in I 172. As Consumers Union pointed' out, no 
drul:. is safe or harmless to all people at all dosage 
levels or under all conditions of use. But we may 
be missing the point. Consumers Union and 
others arc not recommending ·deeriminalization 
or I~galization solely on the belief that marijuana 
is "saf<" or "harmless." Their philosophy arises 
out of the conviction that an orderly system of 
legal distribution and licit use will have many 
advantages for both users and nonusers over the 
present marijuana black market. In particular 
it will sepamte the channels of marijuana distri· 
bution from heroin channels and from the chan
nels of distribution of other illicit drugs, thereby 
limiting the exposure of marijuana users to other 
illicit drugs, a factor not recognized by many of 
today's "hold thc Iinc'" advocates. Even more 
important, if ·our focus is truly on youth, it will 
end the criminalimtioil and alienation of young 
people and the damage done to them by arrest, 
conl'iction, and imprisonment for marijuana 
offenses. 

Dr. Jerome H. Jaffee, a predr.cessor of Dr. 
Duront, also testifying before the Senate sub· 
comll1itl~c on narcotics, said there was no IOllllcr 
nn)' jUllification for imprisonmellt for marijuana 
use. He "CIlI on to suggest the law serves to clut
ter the courts, dllert the police from more impor' 
tant respon;ibilities, and enrich the legal profes· 
sion. \Jut, agreeing with Dr. Dupont, he added 

that the liberalization of marijuana 1.1I\'s would 
be interpreted by many as a sign that marijuana 
was safe, with a consequent increase in usc. 

FinallY, in following this line of reasoning, a 
Reader's Digest article last October ,on "The 
Great Debate over 'Victimless' Crimes," inler
preted the casc abainst a change in our existing. 
marijuana laws as follows: 

If the weed has such overwhelniing popular 
apPc3!·--and the National Commission on 
Marijuana Drug Abuse reported two years 
ago that 24 million Americans had used it 
at least once despite the legal hazards
what can We expect· when the bars are lifted? 
Certainly millions more arc likely to exper
iment ... J 

If a legal deterrent could suppress this use, then 
the above·stated rationale would remain intact 
and supportable. But in the case of marijuana, 
this deterrent effect has never materialized. And 
the notion that liberalizing the law would vastly 
increase marijuana usage has recently been 
rebutted by the Oregon decriminalization exper
ience. '" 

Concerning the derc·rrent strategy, there is 
considerable evidence that "get tough" criminal 
laws and policies do not curb drug abuse, includ
ing marijUana use. The most recent example 
of which is the New York Drug Law. On Septem
ber I, 1973, a law went into effect in New York 
State which became the harshest drug law in any 
state of the nation. The law was based on former 
Governor Nelson Rockefeller'S contention that 
iilegal drug use and related crime in New York 
State (and particularly New York City) had 
reached such epidemic proportions that nothing 
less than stricter controls could reduce the pro
blem. Recent research findings on the New York 
experiencc suggests the law is not dcterring New 
Yorkers from using and selling drugs, including 
marijuana. ~ This view is strongly supported by 
the present New York governor in the February 5, 
197~, issue of Narcotics COl/trol Digest. Gover
nor Hugh Carey reiterated the theme of what he 

.\ lrwin Ross, "The Grcal Debate Over 'Victimless' 
Crim.:s." RC'or/,"'s Dij!L'SI, October 1974. p. 58. 

.t California Slale Department uf Hcallh, "Orcl!on 
Dct!riminalizalion Urings No ·Incn.'asc in Ma.rijuana 
U~C.H Joint "·"l,:,1eltt·'. Jicbruary, 1975. p. 2. 

~ La\\rcn..:c ()'Amorc, ItAn £.:.mpirical Study or New 
York Slalc', t913 Drug Law Through Potice Altitudes 
and Impn":l Annl)'~is." unpubli~hed master's thc~iSt 
Sam Houston State Unh'crsity, 1975. 
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had said during his 1974 gubernalCIJ'ial campaign, 
that the ,tntc', drug laws had to be re\'amped be
cau<e "the law doesn't seem 10 be working and 
because it is not being enforced," 6 

Indeed, vigorous enforcement of marijuana 
possession laws'may evcn,t,ually make marijuana 
more generally available and encourage usc, as 
Edward Brecher and the editors of Consumer 
R~ports dcmons\. ated in their report, Licit and 
Illicit Drugs, 1 and as has been confirmed by 
more recent evidence. R A related development is 
thc po«ible negative ,ide effects that occur from 
o\'er-rcliance on the criminal justice wstem to 
handle what is a broadly-based social phenomen
on, Vigoroui enforcement can raise the price 
because the publicity increases availability when 
rising pricc> attract additional entrepreneurs, 
The result may be an 'Increase in the consumption 
of other, more d~ngero\lS drugs ~r the potential 
development of clandestine synthesis of THC 
(t:trahydrocannabinal, the active chemical ingre
dient in marijuana). A passage in a Drug Abuse 
Council pamphlet, entitled "A Perspective on 
'Get TouSh' Drug Control Laws," expresses a 
similar view: 

By enacting sweeping laws we often hope to 
reduce the supply of specific drugs. How
ever, one unintentional effect of such a 
policy may be to lead drug users to use other, 
potenlially more harmful drugs. 
The experience in this country has repeatedly 
taught us this prinCiple. 
When we prohibited alcohol from being 
legally manUfactured, massive increa,~s 
took place in the use of illegally manufac
tured-more dangerous-fi,lcohol. In Viet
nam, when the Army efftctively clamped 
down on marijulina usc among soldiers, 
the nature of the demand for drugs was not 
affected, the reasons for using drug didn't 
change. The Drug Abu,se Council supported 
eminent Harvard psychiatrist Dr. Norman, 
Zinberg., ill his travels in Vietnam; where he 

~(i('sCoJllrol DiRes,. i:cb~\1ary Sf 1975 1 p. 3. 
, Edward Brecher O1J1d the editors or CO/Isullle'r Re· 

ports. "The Con5umcrs Union Report (Ill Narcotics. 
Stimul.mtc;, Deprcsc;.\I\IS, tnhahmts, HaUudnog~n5 and 
M~rij"an,,-Induding C"ffeine. Nicolinc aI1d A leo' 
hol,H I.it'il (11111 1I1~dl Drll,!!.s, (Moll lit Vernon. New 
York: Con'lllllcr< Unio", (972), pp.43~'4S0, 

}iScc Caniltlinn COllllllil;s;on or Inquiry inlo Ihe Non .. 
IIlediO<l1 tI,e or Drugs, 011"\\", Canada. 1974 (Lc Pain 
Cuuuuissiol1). 

observed that the soldiers turned (0 :ulother 
easily purchased, easily concealed substance 
-heroin. 
This does not imply that usc of alcohol or 
marijuana was "good" or to be encouraged. 
It i.\ rather to scrve caution. We sOllght to 
control supply without effectively addressing 
demand-and what we gOI was much worse 
than what we had-and it wasn't what we 
expected. • 

!n regard to the notion that there would be a 
vast increase in the usc of "pot" in the absence 
of arrests and criminal penalties, Oregon's 
decriminalizatIon experience slIggests the con
trary. Oregon was the first state to act on the 
National Commission on Marijuana and Drug 
Abuse's recommendation to decriminalize th~ 

• possession of marijuana for personal usc. In 
, October 1973, Oregon abolished criminal penal. 

tics for the possession of small amounts (onc 
ounce or less) of marijuana, substlluting civil 
penalties carrying a maximum fine of S/OO but 
no jail term or criminal record. Violators are 
ticketed by police r3ther than formally arrested, 
and the courts have generally settled on a $25 
fine. There is no recidivism provision; that is, 
like a parking ticket, the fine doesn't increase 
with multiple offenses. 

To assess what changes have occurred in milri
juana usage in Otegon during the first year of the 
new la\\', the Drbg Abuse Council of Washing
ton, D.C., was commissioned to do a survey con
sisting of personal intervjew~ with 802 respon
dents-a crOss-section of Oregon reside~ts aged 
18 and over and representing a balanced sample 
of the state's population. 
, Allhough the new la'w had been in operation 
for over a year, it appeared that there was no 
significant increase in marijuana usc. Only 72 
respondcnts"(9 percent) reported currently using 
marijuana, and almost all of thcm reported 
that they hnd begun using marijuana before de
criminalization. In fact, only four respondents 
(0.5 percent) reported thaI they had startcd smok
ing following decriminalization. Indeed, a large 
number (40 percent) of current users reported a 
dccrease in usc during the last year. Only 5 per
cent said they werc smoking more. As Consumers 
Union recently noted: "This is certainlY not the 

~U!! AbUliC Council. Inc., itA Perspective 011 
"GC( Tough; Drug laws," p. 2. 
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'marijuana explo,ion' predicted by oppone11ls of 
dccrimin:llilillioll. H 10 \ , 

The aforementioned survey indicated lack of 
interest (53 percent) and possible health dangers 
(23 percent) as the reasons most frequently cited 
for not using marijuana. The possibility of legal 
proseculion (4 percent) and the lack of marijuana 
availability (2 percent) rank low as reasons for 
not curre11lly using marijuana. In shari, most 
respondents who were not smoking marijuana a 
year afler decriminalization had enough persua
sive reasons for refraining without the need to 
bullress their decisions with fear of criminal 
penalties. 

J. Patl'lorton, district allorney for the Eugene. 
Oregon, area. in a recent address to the third 
annual National Organization for the Reform of 
Marijuana Laws (NOR~JL) convention, stated· 
that decriminalization in Oregon has produced 
a comfortable transition with a widespread 
acceptance by the electorate. In a word, it is a 
success. 

The prosecutor also made these significant 
points! (I) before decriminalization, police were 
spending a disproportionate amount of time 
chasing pot smokers \\-'ho arc an "casy arrest, U 

and the change in laws has given them more time 
to pursue 'violent crimes and thus beller serve the 
eommunit)'; (2) one-third of lhe total number 
of cases awaiting trial have been removed from 
the docket, and Ihe jail population is noll' made 
up of felons rather than young people whose 
marijuana~smo'kitlg "crime" was victimless; 
(3) the change in pot laws has removed the threat 
of a criminal arrest record that would affect a 
young person's ·futnre. preventing him from en
tering several of the professions. such as law or 
teaching. District AllofOGY Horton concludes 
by saying that "acccptante of the nell' legislation 
in Oregon has been ovefl"helmingly iiosith'e, not 
only with the young peopie. but especially among 
middle-aged people who ha\'e children in grade. 
junior. or the high schoollcwl.·' 

It seems clear that marijuana has been esta
blished as the recreational drug or choice by a 
siunificantllumbcr uf Americans, and that its 
p;ohibitioll has had lillie effect upon its availa
bility and usc. Other states should make a cnre
ful aplwai,nl or II'hnt has happened in Oregon 
srnee decriminalization and eon,ider mo"in~ in 

It! BdwnnJ Brecher nnd the cditor~ of COII.mlller R(·· 
l'Ofl.,\ lI~lurijui1l1a: Thl!' L..:g.nl Quc5tion. It CotIJtum', 
R,·/lOrIS, Aprit1975. p. 266. 

the same direction. as has been done in Alaska. 
California. Colorado. Maine and Ohio and as 
may soon be doric in Minnesota. Hawaii, New 
York and the District ofColull1bia. 

The Oregon experiment is also crucial to the 
federal position. since Dr. Dupont. chicI' White 
House spokesman on drugs. when addre>sing the 
NORML convention, told them the g(wernment 
wanted hard facts and results before following 
the Oregon lead with rederal marijuana laws. 
Oregon's experience with the practical results of 
decriminalization suggests a federal considera
'tion as well. 

Marijuana decriminalization (th~ removal of 
all criminal penalties for marijuana possession 
and personal usc) has been recon'mended by a 
number of national organizations besides Con
sumers Union. These olher organi7.ations includc: 
American Bar Association, American Public 
Health Association, Governing Board or the 
American l\lcdical Association, National Ad
visory Commission on Criminal Justice Stan
dard and Goals, National Commission on i\Jari
juana and Drug Abuse (The Sharer Commission), 
National Conrerence of Commissioners on Uni
form State Law. National Council of Churches. 
and NatiolHil Education Association. 

Actually, Consumers Union recommends 
legalization. whereby the cultivation, processing, 
and orderly marketing of marijuana, subject to 
appropriate regulations, would be legalized .. 
This would prevent the legal dilemma where 
purchase of a certain substance is noncriminal 
but sale of the same substance is a criminal of
fense. HoII' can it be permissible to recei\'e what 
is not permissible to give? As was recently noted 
in CrimI? tIIJ(1 Delinqllency: 

Last year a prostitute arrested and convicted 
in Albuquerque was defended by an Amcri
can Civil Liberties Union la\\,ver who filcd 
a motion for dismissal or the charges on the 
ground, that local police applied the law 
unequally: they arrested her but not her 
customers. On December 6, the jur)" com
posed of six women and six men. rcturned 
to the ~ourt. after several hours of dolibera- . 
liou, with a six-to-six decision, and told the 
judge they were unable to reach agreement 
on whether men should be arrested for 
patroni/ing pro~titutes. The judge declarcd 
H mistrinl, and the district allorney's office 
indieatcd that the charges against the de
fendant would not be filed again. II 

11 "News and NOles," CrimI! amI Delinquency. 21, 
(Apritt975) p. 189. 
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TilE JlEALTH QUESTlU.\' 

Ovcr Ihe rasl fell' years. a .number of govcrn
me"l Icpon,. mcdical sludies and newspaper 
stories have appeared concerning marijuana. 
They have bcen contradiclory. argumenlali,"e, in
decisiv~ and, on Ihe whole, prol'ide Iiule assis
tance :n formulating ralional decisions. This i5 
parliall)' Ihe faull of scienlisls and a society Ihal 
expecls so much of science. It is simply not 
reasonable to expecI one definilive answer 10 all 
inquiries Ihal would categorically label marijuana 

. "go,)U" or "bao." As Richard Christie notcd in 
a To::ent issue of New Times: 

All drugs arc damaging and IClhal in 
sufficient amounls; aspirin, for example, 
causes massive bleeding from the intestines, 
irrel'ersible kidney damage and toxic 
psychosis .• , 

Christie suggesls that, used in moderation, 
marijuana will IIOt ,make one impotenl, damage 
one's memory, or kill. In fact, he explains, 
marijuana has many positive medical properties 
and, if further research is (hcooraged, might 
prove to be a wonder drug of the future. 

The literature has COn$;slcntly dcmonstrated 
that drugs arc neither "good" nor "bad" but 
derive their values from individual and socielal 
usc and misuse. Whe!) II comes to marijuana, 
science is being compromised and sdemists are 
seen as a suspect quasipolitical group. Man), 
scientists have precipitated the conlro';ersy O\'cr 

marijuana by joining camps, by becoming 
missionaries for a cause, by seeking to con the 
public by outshouting the opposition, (And 
misconceptions about marijuana seem to be the 
loudest school of though on the subject today.) 
NaturallY, research which implies that i"arijuana 
is ",good" Qr' u,~ad" deserves fut(hcr sUldy, but it 
should be noted that virtuaUv nil research [0 date 
has been based on finding h~rm. Dr. Thomas E. 
Bryant, prcsidclit of the Washington·based Drug 
Abuse Council, nOled the fallacy in this ap
proach: 

We have sought to avoid our responsibility 
to suggest reasonable and rational ap· 
proaches to the usc of marijuana, wtiiling for 
positivc proof of health hazard to bolster 

t! I{ichaf(.\ Chri~\ic. It Ah~nlion~ Smokinl!. Gra"''i Ma\' 
Be Good IUr Your Health:' "'(,1\' Tillu's. D~~cmbcr 13·, 
t97~. p. 26. ' 

society's preconceived J1otiOllS. 1 believe this 
is UIl\visc. 
We' possess biomcdical proof that 
akohol-the misuse and abuse of it-can in
jure the human li\"er, the brain, the kidney, 
the bod)"s resiMancc 10 discase. Bul \I'll do 
not jailthos\! who simply u,c alcohol. We do 
not confuse potential health hazard with 
criminality. We atlcmpl to educate people as 
10 pOlcntial risks. JJ 

An example Ihat might slrike closer 10 home 
for 1110st people concerns the hot dog. Informa
tion Teveals that deaths have been reported Irom 
sodium nitrite residue in food. Sodium nitrite, il 
should noted, is a color fixative found in nearly 
all hOl dogs_ The U.S. Food and Drug Ad
ministration has given tOP priorit)" to the testing 
of sodium nitrite for cancer-causing effects and 
for mutagenic, teratogenic, subacute and 
reproductive effects. What jf the re~earch reports 
h,mn? Will our prison populations be increased 
with numerous life-long hot dog caters? 

Nevertheless, Ihe mounting evidence that 
marijuana is not a benign wced has become a 
compelling argument for many against any 
change in the existing marijuana laws.'~ 

However, milch of' this evidence has been 
manipulated 10 supporl the current legal slatus 
al'd classification of marijuana, Let's review 
those scientific findings discussed in the March 
·issue or Tire Police Cllie/ that disclosed "the dire 
consequences of even in[rcquelll marijuana 
usc." The aUlhor of the article suggested that 
I;lnt iJuana "has been sholYn to disintegrate mcn
lal and physiological functions, making the 
marijuana user's behavior and health undeniable 
social concerns, .6 even though commissions in 
IS9~ (The Indian He.mp Drugs Commission 
Reports), 1931 (The Panama Canal ZOHe 
lIHlilllry Inl'estigations), 1944 (The La Guardia 
Commitlee Report), 1968 (The Daroness 
WooltoJl Repons), and the comemporary Le 

t~ Addi«ion Research FOUhdation, Tlte JOllmal. 
Toronto, Canad., Aprilt, 197$, p. 3. 

1-' foor n good summary of the ~as~ agninst marijual'la 
prc,ented 10 .he public, sec Etlward ilredlcr ami the 
Editors of Consul11t:r Rcporls, ~;j\lnrn1l311i1: The Health 
Question." Couslmler Urf1orls, Marl!h 1975, pp. 143· 
t45. . 

1~ 1:('Ir n comph;lc rc\'i~w of the connlet in (·vidence. 
~cc "I\larjju;lno: The Health Quc~tiQI1," COnwlIl(11' 
R,'/llms. March 1975, PI'. 147-149. Also, sc~'Chrj,lie, 
Pl'. 24·32. 

11'1 Dowis, p. 35. 
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DOlin COlllmission in Canada' anti thc United 
Slates Nati<1llal Commission on Marijuana and 
Drug Abusc substantially agrec that the "cx
perimental," "intermittent," or "moderate" use 
of marijuana has nol proven to be injurious 
physically or psychologically to the human body. 

The firsl ~cscarch notcd by Chief Davis was the 
1971 rcpOrl by Dr. Harold Kolansky and William 
T. Moore in which they concluded: 

It is our impression that our study demon
strates lhe possibilily thatmodcratc to hca\'y 
usc of marijuana in adolcsccnts and young 
people without predisposition to psychotic 
illness may lead to cgo decompensation 
ranging from mild ego disturbance to 
pSydlOSis. 17 

Kolansky and Moore arc convinced the chronic 
smoking of marijuana produces that pattern of 
behavior known as the "amotivational syn
drome" and suggest the implications of organic. 
brain damage. 

The allegations of an "amotivational syn
drome" and of brain damage arc challenged by 
University of Pennsylvania scientists and 
U.C.L.A. scientists. IS A team of researchers 
headed by Dr. Igor Grant at the University of 
Pennsylvania administered a battery of the most 
sensitive neuropsychological tests now available 
and numerous measures specifically designed to 
reveal brain damage to 2~ marijuana smokers 
and 29 non-smokers. They found essentially no 
difference between the two test groups. 

Dr. Norman Q. Brill and his associates at the 
. UCLA School of Medicine conducted a 
longitudinal study (1970-1972) on six groups of 
students: those who had ne"er smoked 
marijuana; those who began smoking during the 
study; those who increased use during the study; 
those whose usage remait;ted stable throughout 
the study; those who decreased usc; and those 
who had'quit marijuana altogether. This team of 
researchers checked college grades and other fac
tors for evidence of the "amotivational syn
drome" or brain damage. They concluded that 
"the dire conscqucnces that were predicted have 
not materialized." 

17 Hnrold' Kolnllsky, M.D .• and Willitao, T. Moore, 
M.D., "[i[fc<ts of Marijllan. on AtlolN'cnts and 
YOllng Adults,lt J(Jurtwl 0/ Ihe Americ:IlIJ /\il!dicill 
Associatinl/.216(1971). 

IS Por a uiSCIIS!iiul1 or thc~c studies, refer to COllsumer 
Report .•• MarCh. 1975, pp. 143-149. 

Also quoted in the Davis article is the 1973 
book, Marijuana: Deceptive Weed by Dr. 
Gabriel Nahas: 

The most serious vascular complications 
allegedly associated with the smoking of can
nibis extracts has been described as 
progressive obliterative arterial innnmnt;on 
of the lower extremities of young males who 
were heavy smokers. " 

Unfortunately, many feel Dr. Nahas is not the 
best source to cite in proof of anything, For yea.r5 
he has crusaded against marijuana, and has tend
ed to accept uncritically almost any anti
marijuana claims that support the position that 
persons who usc it should go to jail. His 1973 
book has been denounced in the scientific com
munity as distorted, inaccurate propaganJa. In a 
review of the book by Barry LiskolV, M.D., in the 
Journal oJ IIJe American Medical Association, it 
was noted that: 

To support his essentially moralistic 
viewpoint that marijuana is evil, examples 01 
biased selection and interpretation of studies 
and omissions of facts abound in every chap
ter •.. so mlich of the volume is distorted 
that one must know the marijuana literature 
in order to judge th, accuracy of each 
statement. 20 

More recently, Dr. Nahas has been criticized 
for his finding lhat smoking marijuana lowers the 
body's immunity to disease. Dr. Nahas' 
methodology and his dramatic manner of 
releasing the findings· to the public prior to its 
review by the scientific community have been 
severely criticized and suggest the possibility that 
an unacceptable degree of bias was present during 
the research. Similar research replicated by others 
docs nOI concur with the Nahas findings. 21 

Another work cited by Chief Davis was that 
conducted by Dr. Morton Stcnchever of the 
University of Utah College of Medicine in which 
it was concluded that smoking marijuana in
creases the likelihood of birth defects and of 

19 Gabricf O. Nohas, OIlE:, M.D., Ph.D., "Mari
juana: Toxicity, Tolerance. and Therapeutic Bfnden· 
cY," ha!icd on ~fnrijllilllu-J)(!"l'{Jtiv(! Wred, (New 
York: Raven I'res>. 1973) p. 112. 

211 Barry Li~kow. M.D .• Journul of the AIlIt.'tiCOII Me· 
diml A.mll'iuriClI/, April 3U. 1973. p. 631. 

211 Brecher. ct ai, Con.fUtll(" RL'porls, March 1975~ 
p.148. ' 
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hereditary diseases. It should be noted that the. 
Stcnchc\'l'r report is being he:lvily challenged by 
contradictory evidence. In' fact, the "box score'" 
on studks of chromosome damage from 
marijuana is now 1:5:1; that is, there is one study 
(Dr. Sten,hever's) "for" marijuana usc being 
relatcd to chromosome breakage, five studies 
"neulral" in finding no relationship in humans, 
and One study (the Jamaica Study) using the 
qui valent of 27 joints of American-grade 
marijuana a day for an averagc of 17 years find
ing a lower rate of chromosome damage in usef5 
than in a matchcd group of nonusers. 22 

Edward Ilrecher and thc edilors of Consumer 
Reports suggest an interesting thought: 

Out of all of those many studies (and others 
not reviewed here), a gcneral pattern is 
beginning to emerge. When ii research fin
ding can be readily checked-either by 
repeating the experiment or by devising a 
beller one-an allegalion of adverse 
marijuana effects is relatively short-lived.' 
No daniage is found-and after a lime the 
allegation is dropped (often to be replaced by 
allegations of some other kind of damage 
due to marijuana.) 23 

After reviewing the medical research cited by 
Chief Davis, a comment is in order. The research 
studies should not be rejected out of ha~d; they 
simply should be grceted with Nlutious skepticism 
until the researel) can be replicated by researchers 
whose personal commitments and methodolo
gical soundness arc less likely to influence the 
outcome of their experiments. Marijuana should 
not DC considered "harmless," but those who usc 
it should not be subjected to criminal penalties. 
Prison is a proven health hazard. 

CONCLUDING REMA,RKS 

It has become readily apparent that along with 
the passnge of time come~' an increase in drug 
abuse. As a deeply concerned society we have at
tempted to stop the epidemic in order to prevent 
future Ameri~ans from becoming hopelessly lost 
to drugs. Laws and the c"iminal justice system 
have been our primary vehicle to accomplish this 
end. llo\vever, it is becoming more apparent that 

, 2> Chrisli., pp. 26·28. 
21 Brecher. ct all Consumer Reports, March 1975, 

p. t49. 
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the debilitating effect of laws is, at times, more 
detrimental to thc;individualthan the drugs thew.
selves. 2• This has been especially noted in the 
case of marijuana, in light of the constant debate 
over its inherent harm. Yet marijuana is included 
on most lists of restricted subslances. New York, 
for example, Ib~ (he possession of more than 
one·quarter ounch of marijuana as a felony. 
punishable by up to seven years incarc,eration. 

Since "clear and present danger" has not for
med the basis for making marijuana illegal, then 
what has? Deterrence, morality, and health havc 
all been given as arguments, but these arguments 
have of late received little support. Much of the 
research on marijuana is an excellent example of 
a frantic allempt to attach some harm to the plant 
in order to shore up some gaping holes in our in
tent to protect the victim. Have we not, in fact, 
dealt the victim a double blow, by subjecting him 
to twice as much misery, all in the name of 
humanitarianism? In the case of marijUana, how 
do we justify the thousands upon thousands who 
are being run through the criminal justice system 
yearly, subjected to its negative ramifications? 

While Americans sit back and pretend to be 
oblivious to time, the assembly line continues. 
However, it is becoming alarmingly clear that we 
can no longer wait for future proof and support 
for our prese!)t policy. We have to act now, 
before the system and society suffer irreversible 
damage. We have to take another hard look and 
change our direction. 

The Oregon and New York experiences afford 
just that opportunity. They provide excellent 
models that may be able to support one point of 
view or the other on the effect of laws on sub
sequent behavior, for the law cannot be either far 
ahead nor lag far behind the moral dictates of its 
society.2s This is not only important now, but 
necessary to guide out future policy-that is, if 
our intention is to develop a viable solution to the 
drug problem' and not to maintain the status quo 
as a monument to tenacity. 

~'ell S"s",an, DruR Us. and Social PolicY. 
(New York: AMS Pre", Inc .. 1972), p. 395. 
.~!' Roscoe Pound, Law and !dorals (1924; rpl. New 

York: Augnst M. Kelley: (969), p. 22. 

!i 
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DUImAUf:RACY AND J\IOUAUTYI AN ORGANIZATIONAL 
l)EmWI~CTIVE ON A MOitAL CRUSAln~* 

DONALD 1'. DICKSON 
UlJiv~rJilj oj Michigall 

Utilizing an (~rgJnjzutjonill PClSpcclive, the imp.u:t of the Narcotics Bureau upon 
the: COlJl:tUltllt 1I1h.1 expiliision uf o:m.:utit"!!. kSisJ:tlion is exumiued as part of a larger 
discmsiull of llu: illlpuitann: of burcJlu:ratk and tnvironUlt:otul iuctoN in c..Ielermin .. 
ing the roUt)!! uf Jl\(J(lli I.Ulsutles Hnd ~udJl movcHu:HIS. WhHe there is nO attempt to 
rcfute· UC:l..ktc's "lIIl)Jul cntlcprcnt:or" exph.llHlliou t)f the:. !wfarihuann Tllll: Act, ceclair .. 
in(()fI:'l;)tclh.ics i.lnd ,l]lpnlcllt IHlsill(tCPJcl.uiulIs ,m: puiJHeJ out, and illl alu:rnalive 
cxr~hitl;.!dun j~ explurc .. 1. It j:; Ur!;lll:u Il"lt silnila,F to the tarlier l:xp.Ulsion of lIarcotics 
Jcgbl.llitJn. the .J\t.llihu.JWI Tax An WJ.:. the lc!»ult of a bureauc:catic response. to tn ... 
\'irUllll,cnlJl prcssur<.h-thJt the: NalLOlks UUCI..'JU, foil.ed with a non~supporljvc 
t:llvituUlIlcllt Dud u Jt:L.IC.I~iIlS bUllgctlllY avprupri.llion th..at alictalcoc:d its survival. 
gtllcr,lh:d a crusaJe ilsaitlst 1It..I.CilHl;Jllli ust which rc;sultcd ill the pas5ugr:: of the ac.t 
untl du.: ulwc.ttiuu uf it -suLictal valuc. 

The occurrence of a moral commit
mont within a burraucratic ~elting is 
not In UnCUmll1lJ1l phenoUlenon, e'l'e· 
dally in our f"dcml hureulILratic .ys
telll. Examples ubliUtUl, indudiug the 
l'eJerJI I.\ureau ,uf 'lllvt,tigatilOlI, the 
Ilureau of ,Narcutils, the Sdectivc 
Service System, the Central Intelligellce 
Agency, the llllcrnal Revenue Service, 
and--on a different 3c.le- the Depart-

• The author gmtcfully ucknnwl<dge. the 
,,:,sISIJltcc:: of Pwfes~ur:i John l.ollatld iJnd 
hon MJyln:w for buth their encuUlugcment 
.HIlI Iheir critkal (Ulllllu:lIl$ On (>1c:vil)uS 
llrJlts, IIml uf Pwft!.'isor Albert J. Reiss, Jr" 
who::.c sc:vc:rnl stI!::llt::ititJU.$ tifCClltllitt"HCd 'he 
(KU' uf ti,. 1"1'"'. 

ments of State and Justice. In fact, one: 
could argue that Slime sort of moral 
cOInmillnent is ncc~ssary for the effec
tive fUllctioning of any bureaucratic 
hody. Usually this morn I cOn'lmitmellt is 
termed an "ideology" and is tr.lIlslated 
illto goals for tht bureaucraty. Anthony 
Duwns suggc.ts [uur lIses, for an ide· 
olugy: 1) to inlluence uutsiders to sup
purt the bureau or at least nut attack it; 
2) to develop a goal COllsensus ainong 
th" bureau members; ~) to facilitate a 
.del tive recruitment of staff, that is, to 
attract tlll)Se who will support and fur
ther the goals of the bureau and repel 
those who would detract from those 
goals; and 4) to provide an alternative 
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in decision making where other choice 
criteria are impractical or ambiguous.1 

While most if not all bureaucracies 
attelllpt to maintain this moral commit. 
ment or jdeulogy for the abuve men. 
tioned rea.ons, some go further and 
initiate moral crusades, whereby they 
attempt to instil! this commitlllent into 

'groups and individuals llutside their 
bureaus. The Narcutics BureolU in its 
elTurts to ml)ld public and congressional 
opinion again.t drug usc is one bureau
niltic example, the F.B.I. in its anti
subversive and anti·cumlllunist crus,ldes 
un';ther.2 '111c question then becomes, 
IInder whn~ conditions dues. this trans
ference nf ideolugy from fhe bureau
cra",' to its environment or spedlic 
groups within its environment take 
phce? Howard S. Becker supplies One 
iUlSwcr to this, suggesting that this is 
the wilrk of a "moral entrcpreneur," 
tither in the role of a crus,lding re
f"rmer or a rule' enforcer.s In either 
role, the lIloral entrepreneur as an in
dividual takes the initiative.and gcn~r
ales a "h)urJ-l enterprise!' 

This explanation has appeal. It is 
reminiscent of Weber's charismatic 
leader, and can be used to accllllllt for 
the genesis of most moral crusades and 
entire SOci,11 movements. Further, it is 
very diOicult to rerute. A complete 
refutation would not only have to in
dicate un alteCllative, !.lut also demon
stCilte that lhe bureaucratic leader is 
not a "moral entrepteneur"-·is not a 
major factor in this transference of 
ideology. The purpose of this paper i~ 
to (lCcomplish the former Dilly-to pro-

1 Anthuny Downs, blIiti. BUrlaurrary. 
Boston: I.iltle, Drown, 1967. 

2 Fttd J. Cook, The FBI Nobotly KnowI, 
New YOlk: Macmillan, 1964. 

8 How.rd S. necker. 'the Olilliders: Slnd
let iJlI})' Sorio/au 0/ D .. ,i.lI(6, New YOlk; 
Ftl!l! l'J'j!S'; 1963, esp. PI" H?-~6j, 

" 

vide an equally if not mo~e persuasive 
alternative based upon organizational 
r!:Search and theory. The dilliculty in 
separating the two approaches is similar 
to the hj~torian's dilemma of whether 
the histo.rical incident makes the lUan 
great or the great man makes the his
torical incidenr. Here the '1ueS(iun be
comes: does the motal crusader create 
the morally committed bure:lllcracy or 
is lie a pwduct of that bureaucr~cy? 

The differente between the moral 
entrepreneur situatioll 'and a situation 
wherein the moral crusade results pri
marily from a bureaucratic response to. 
environmental factors, is that in the 
latter jn~[ance moral considerations are 
secondary to bureaucratic survival amI 
groWUI, while in the former jnltance 
moral consideratiuns are primary. Fur
ther, the end results of either of these 
cruSU(;~'S may vary considerably since 
each is in response to different stimuli. 
Otl,ler C "'lliitions being e'lual, Ule 
bureau~ :tic crusade will COntinue only 
as long ,bureaucratic considerations 
dictate, wIlile the moral crusade will
continue as long as the inclivijuul 
moml crusader's zealotry requires. 

In this paper, the work of the Bu. 
reau of Narcotics ~nd its foriner com
missioner, Harry J. Anslinger, are 
examined in light of Becker's conclu
sion Ulat AnsIinger was a moral entre· 
preneur who led his Bureau on " olliral 
crusade against the use of marihuanil, 
culminating in an Anslinger-instigateJ 
publicity campaign that persuaded lirs! 
the general public and then Congress 
tbat marihuana use was a vicious habit 
thatsholiltl be outlawed and severely 
penalized.- Given the short time span 
Decker chose and his individualize,1 
focus, this seems to be a hlgical ex
planation of the Bureau's efforts. Given 
a broader organizational perspective, 

, Becker, o/'. (il., pp. 133-146. 
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however, the passage of the Marihuana 
'fax Act and the Bureau's pMt ill IIIJt 
pa~sag" appear to be oilly one i'ha~c uf 
a IJrgcr orgJnil,ltiullul PCOlCSS, that of 
cmirunmcntul dlJllgC. Using this f'lcus 
it is nerc.solCY (ilsl to eXJlIlinc bridly 
tilC rdationships belween org,llIizJti.,"s 
un.! their ellvir."mllcnts with ~ptciill 
emphasis on ad.'ptation and tll ,Ibcu~s 
a spedal case of lhese organilatiu"s, 
the public burc,lllcrilCY. The resullS uf 
this ,mulysis are then applied Lo the 
Narcutks Bureau and narcotiLs legis 1.
t;')U in cunjufll'Lhlll with all cx ... nina
Liun of Betker's findings. Finally, the 
implications of. Lhis "Ilolly.is are ex
amined, 

OnGANlui'IONS AND ENVlllONMENTS 

One on-going probltm un orgJuila
liun 1U,!st cupe with is iLs relaLiunship 
with iL5 eflvin,nment.6 For the incipient 
organilatiou this means an iniLiol1 deri
siull as to the Lype IJf rdationship it 
<It'Sires to establbh with its environ
mellt, all assessmcnt of the type of 
rd.ltionship it is "ble to establish, and 
the working-uut of som~ aCl'tptablc 
cUUlprllrllbt beLween the two. HlC lhe 
c"t.lhlbhc,1 'Ifganilatillll, this means 
1II.IiIll,lining Lhis reiation;hil' eiLher 
lhwugh normal blJlIudary defenses or 
lhruugh Illher m(:ans, or cstablbhing n 
llIur" favumble one. The consc'lucnccs 
uf Lhese-decisiun, u>sessillent, nml 
cumpromise--for the organization arc 
f.lf reJl'hiug: for .if th~ org'lOizutillu 

G Ste especially Peler M. Ill." allli W. 
Ridl,lrJ Scutt, P()TlJI,d OrgulJh.lliuJlJ: A 
C(JI1lIJI'''~Jipd Approllch, S.m L1cilllcisco: 
ClIiUhlh:r, 1962, pp. 222.2~4t William H. 
SI:UllUlk. "Ocgul1il.o1liollJI Growth ano De .. 
\'t1ophlcnr." in ]ntlles U. March, CLlituJ", 
J/Judbuok of O'8.lIIh.lliollc. ChicaHo: nan,1 
MIN.lty, 196'1, PC>. 4:'0-)33; "ml Pt.iltip 
SI:h!lIkk, "Vil ,mIl Ihe (;I'.Hf «oafr: A Ctlltf 
Slu~h ;'J the Svrio/O&Y of JlulIlltJl Org.wiz.l
Ii."", Ilclkcl~y: U. of Califumia, 1949. 

wishes to grow anJ· expand or even 
conrinue to exist, it must come to terms 
with its environmcnt, and where neces
sary illsure u.cccl'tance by it. No doubt 
a few orgal1izaLiuns with substanLial re
sOllrces may exist for somc time in a 
husLile environment, but the mure nur-
111011 case seems Lo be that an organila
dun llIust at least eSLablish an environ
IUtnbllly neutral relationship if not an . 
ellviwflmentally snpportive one. 

Of wlIrse when the organization is 
in its illtipient stages, IIle prublems are 
magnifie,L Ellvironmental support is 
mure nccessary, -environmental hostility 
nlure uf 'a Lhreat to survival. Usually 
the org.lnizaLi,JO will adapt to the de
mands ,Jf Ule euvirurullcflt, but occa
sionally Starbuck's observation, "Adap
tatillll is an ol,yiuus l'rcconllitiun of 
surviYill,"6 is ignored and the organila
tiun either chooses to attempt to alter 
these demands, or dlooses to ignore 
thCIIl. Nllt ullcomnlUnly sllch a decision 
rt:~ults in drastic consequcnces fur the 
OrllJllilatiun. The Wumen's Christian 
Temperance Union failed in its elforts 
tu gJin wi<le acceptance for its pro
grams iIIld has only beell able to con
tinuc with its operations severely cur
tailed. The cllunseling organization at 
Western llIectrk that grew out uf Lhe 
HawLhurne Studies felt it ·could '.not 
fUnLtion pwperly if it adapted to the 
I'e'luirelllt.nts of the lJeger organiza
lilln and was eventulllly discontinued, 
though adaptation was part of a more 
cumplex \,l'Ilblem.1 

All organiztltion may attempt to alter 
the uemands of its environment when 
sllch IU\ attempt w(llIld not draw too 

o W. Sialnuck. 01'. <if., p. 468.-
1 Willium J. Dickson and F. J. Roclh

lisbergt:r, Coumelillg ill an Orgllllizalion: If. 
SeljUtlllO the 1l.lflllhoflle ndJe~rche/, Boston: 
Harvard Bu~in.n School, 19.66, Chap. 14 
ulld 16. 
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heavily upon th~ organization's re
SOllrces, or when the alternative, adap
willn to the ellvirunment, would mean 
a .ubstanllal 1,,$$ tll the organization or 
perhaps dis.ulutillll. Stlzuick's study of 
lhe TV A an,1 Clark's study of adult 
eJucutioll in Califurni;l are eAJllll'les 
of org,lI1izations which chuse 10 try to 
alter thdr environments rather than 
ael"pt to thttn.ij In Selznick's case, the 
"'giUlizJtiull it>elf was altered through 
t!te,t: dfurts. Clark argues that a num
ber uf organizations underguing a 
similllr value transform.tion may alter 
the vdlues ()f the sucidy in which they 
exist. He focuses on wh"t he calls "pre
carious values" and di'cllSses ul!uer 
what cunditillllS thcse may be changed. 

It is dear then thM sum!! attempts to 
alter the environJllent succeed and 
uthers fail. Why is this so? An organi
".\timl's environment may be very 
simple or highly complex, but in gen
eral ev~ry cnviwulllcnt when viewed 
as a system will (Ontain the folluwing 
dell1ents: 1) pragmatic day-tcJ-,h~y 
detisiuns cdtcgoriztll as pulicies or 
praclices; 2) lung-range goals; 3) a 
deatly defined normative system; and 
4) a generalized value system.9 

If plated in a hierarchy in this order, 
ea,!. succeeding category woull\ in
i1uene!: its predecessors. That is, values 
in the Ctl'liwnment are in part trye basis 
of the other three, nUC1ns influence 
both goals and policies and PCilCtkes, 
and so forth, Further, any member of 

8 Set~llid:, oIL, ,U.~ BU[tOll ctJck, flOC. 
gJlli2iltiull.t' Ac.iJpliUion and l'recacit.h15 
V .. lucs." A/IIe~ir.1f/ Soeiu/tJgiral lldPit:w, 21 
(1~)6), PI'. 327-336. 

U Atluptc!d from Talcott Parsons. "An 
Ourlille uf tht! Social System," in Talcott 
PJr!)UIIS, Hdwl.ICU ShUs, Kasper D. Nag;eie, 
UII~\ Jcs!ie N~ l'ius, editors. '1'b~ur;tu of So
Chill: PIJJlIJdasilJl1I of Afoddfll SuriO/ogirlll 
'theury. New YOlk: Ll,cc PlbS, VuL I, 1111, 
30·79. 

any category' may be s!rongly or weakly 
held. Some of the feasons for we-Jkness 
ace outlined by Clark-lhat is, nut 
legithnateu, uuddilled, or not widely 
:u;cepteJ.1U' 

Any organization that chooses to 
alter its environment will have to milke 
a decision as to where akmg the hitr
archy to focus its efforts. Attenlpts to 
alter some policy uf un environmental 
dement may be more successful alHl 
less costly than attempts to aller sUlIle 
value uf an environment, but th~ lallor 
might w~ult in it lung-tern} cli.l,nge 
while the fOfIller might be the mure 
ullslable--.ince the goals, norms, and 
values underlying it were not changed. 
A chauge in the value system, where 
possible, wnuld eventually resull in 
changes thwugllllut the sy,tem. 

Organizatiunal atlempt:; al environ
mental change will depell,l upon a 
number of factors: 

(a) The necc>sity for change-is 
enviwrllncntal (hange a prert<]uilite 
for organizutiullal survival. or is it not 
necessary but merely desirable? 

(b) The amount of resources avail
able--ciln the organj,ation alford to 
attempt the dlange effort? 

(c) The size and complexity of the 
environment-would ch.lnge be neces· 
sary in only a ~lIldll elelll~nt in the 
envimnment, or would a whole cum
plex of elements n~ed to be alttred? 

(d) The extent to whkh dmJlge 
must take plac<l--is it necessary to 
ch"uge only sum.: el1viC(Jnr"cnt.~1 I''''''Y 
or practice, or is it necessary to tnl.llly 
revamp the en"iwnmtntul strudulf 
from values 011 down? 

(,,) Is the policy, goal, norm, or 
vnlue to be changed. stmngly or weakly 
htld,--is it firmly ent/'enche<l and k· 
gilimaleJ, or is it "prcC'JrilJus?" 

10 Clad" op. til., I'P. 328-32)1. 
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It is dCOIr, theil, that when olle is 
t'llldng about ol'gJllilatiulls changing 
their environmenl, 1Il1~ ~htlul.i Inuke 
lxplicit Wh.ll cklllcllt~ ill th~ ellvinlil' 
nent art! I,ciog fucu:)t'd UpIJIl} lluw ex:
tensively tlwy ale t,eing d,.lllge.l, and 
hllw s{l·oll}.:l}' hd,1 Ihey wele to "'egin 
with. Clad.', a.lult e.iIK,llion ,tll<~}' waS 
CUlllcrue.1 wilh we.lkly·ltcld vailles. 
The W.Cl'.U. a, dbws,c,l by Gus. 
hel.1 waS clIllcerued wilh sirullgly-hdd 
VJlues 'lIhl thi~ Illay III Sullie degree 
.lllUUllt f., .. its f.tilurc. ll In hb dis
lIt"j,," of the M"ri\lu.lllu 'fax Alt as 
a uUllll'.ll entl!rprhc," Hc:da:r W.IS CuH

terned with a weakly·held v.llue, as 
will be ,hOWll, thllllgh he: di,l IIl1t dis· 
lU~~ it in llic!:lc tcuns. . 

A CASH STUD\,: 'I'uu U.S. llURIlAU 

OF NAIICU'I'ICS 

'J'bv nll),",1I1 ,II (/ Public JIII'",II/'Nry 

This ca,e ,Iudy willi''!! 'imited to an 
Jlldly,is "l' thr. pulicie> "f the Narcutics 
IlUte.11l an.1 the dTell, p' lh~,,: plilicies 
Ull sali~lJt c!c..Illt.:JllS or its cllvirlJll1Utut. 
'I'his apI,ru.ICh b pl'e( crable t., ,t 1Il0re 
general (.rg.llliz,.thHl.t! an.tlysis llf lhe 
BUJC.UI--CX.UlliIlillg its slt'mlurc::, re· 
(1'IIitlllcut, llllull,!.lry dd tll,C'S, and 
lilY' iJd C:UVil'IHunclllld tnlll!i.lclitms ..•. 
bClJlISt! iu these. ret/peds the BUI't.'iltl is 
Illit unlike tnll~t otller gOV(;lhlJlenl,l[ 

bUlc.luU'Jdc!J. hll'thef, in its dful't:. tu 

11101,) I'l.hlie "l'iuillll in >lIPi'"J( of ils 
i'ulidt:~J it is nulllulikc JUJuy ul8aJli~J~ 
ti')IIS, c,pcdally those with a Illural 
<'''"UuitmclIl. 'fhl: W,C:I'.U, '<!flied lin 
the same ,oct of c.l!lIl'aigll-indullillg 
proPJgam.1.t, ilU.ld~s Oil its critic!!) &0(1 

Itgbl.llive luhhyillg. What 1ll.lke; the 
1I111't<lll unill"e /'Wlll 'HallY lither urgan-

It JCI~tph R. Gusfidd, SYlllbulil' CruIIJ,ld: 
l/.dur Pa/me'l .md IJ.UJ nllltuiCl1fl 'J'empl!r
.,III'\! !ilv"/..'IIJi.'III. tJlhJIIJ.: U. of illinuis, 
1%), 

izations which have tried to influence 
their envil'()nments is that the cam· 
paign was allli is carried out by a gov
emmcutal organ, 

Several ramifications of this differ· 
ence are immediately apparent. There is 
the element uf legitimation. 'n'e public 
is far mure liI,ely to accept the pro. 
nullllcements of a federal department 
than a vulllntary private organization. 
There is the dement of propaganda 
develupment. Due to its public nature, 
a felleral deparlmenl is more skilled in 
dealing with the public and in prepar
ille propaganda for public consump
tion. Th~re is the elem,,"t of COm~"'\I,n· 
icatiull. A federal organitatiun hil.1 ~l1r 
mOI.~ meUhS available fur the dissem
inatiun of the infurmatiun than a pri. 
vate olle·-by press rdeas~s, publica. 
tillllS, uc lectures and speeches-and it 
is likely tll have representatives based 
in Illajur popuiatiull centers tu dissem
inate the information. 'n,ere is the 
dement of coercion. A federal depart
ment C,1I1 bring a wille range of pr~s
sures til bear un its critics. 

Finally, at a different level, a federal 
bureau differs in the arca of survival. 
Private organizations have consi,lerable 
cllnlrul "ver their future. They may 
decide: til expand, (ulltillue as befme, 
llisband, merge, alter their aims, or re
duce their activities. The attitual! of 
their cnvimilmellis will have great 
bearing un this dc\'ision, to be sure, but 
the Jinal deci,ion rests with the organ
ilUti,'n. A {.deml department may' go 
Ihcllugh ,lOy of U,e abuve stages, but 
f cc'l'lClltly the final decision dues nut 
rest wilhin the deparlment but with the 
cllllgressillllal, executive, or judicial 
body that created it. A hureau created 
by wngressional enattlnent will CUn· 
tinue III be unaltered except by inlernal 
decision only as l.lOg as Congress can 
be cunvillttll U,at there is no need to 
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alttr it. Although there may be some 
<luestiol1 of degree, thcre is no 'luestion 
Illat public opiniun will be a m~jor fac
lur ill the cunwcssiuoal decision. 

Tiltrd(,r. the federal department 
musl clinvinee the public and Congress: 
1) that it serVe' u usdul, or if j'"ssiblc, 
a nec~s';lry fUlIctiun; .mJ 2) that it is 
ulli<lllcly 'IOJliJic,1 to ,10 so. The less 
lhe del'ar(Jlleut is SUf(! of its future 
,hltlls, the more it will try to convjnce 
C(lll!:!''::,S and Ille public of these. 

B,'t'kS/'tJ/JIltllo Rllvira,lIn"1II1I1 Challge: 
'j'be ETlletgeJ1fe (/lid ])~/le/op1lJe/l1 of 
Ibe lJ"rt1(/1l 

In the jate nineteenth and eady 
twcoti~lh centuries, narcotics were 
wi,lcly available: through dodoeS who 
indis.:rimin:ltdy prtscribetl murphine 
alld later hewin as pain killers, through 
druggists who sold them openly, or 
thruugh a wiJe variety of patent me"i
dut,. 

The public . . . (in the eaclt twen
tieth Celltllry) ha,l an .hogelher different 
concc:ption tiE drug aJdictiotl flom that 
which pr~v:tils toditY. The h~bit was not 
appruvt',I, but neither 'Was it rtganlt!d as 
cIiwill,tI or nwn!ltfUus~ It Wil.:i usually 
'uuked UplIft JS a vic:t! ur pe.r~uJl..l1 mis~ 
furtulle, ur mud1 as akuhulislU is vic:wtd 
fod~y. NJ.fl"OtiC$ U~f.t($ wect: pitie-..l cathtc 
than JOiJthed us criminals or Jegt!nerarcs 
•• • ,),2 

In 19 t4 Congress through the pas
sage of the Harrison Act attempted to 
excrt sume cuntwl over the narcotics 
trallie. This act rtmains tUdo1Y the cor
Ilci>tone of narcotics legislation. Rather 
than eliminate the use of narcutic 
drugs, the act was passed in order to 
hOllllr a prt·vious internatiunal obliga
tion sttmming ffUm O,e Hague Con-

I~ AlfreJ R. Lindeslnilh, Opidld Ad
ditJiull , Uloolllingtun, tnu,i Principia, 19·J7, 
p. la~. 

~entjon of 1912, and to· control the 
crill\in~1 ellcro~\chmeills illt() the drug 
tmde. Nowher~ in thl! \lct is thcce direct 
r~ftrel1ce tu adJicts ur ,addictiQll. 

It:i uSft:nsjbl~ purpm':l J'Ppt'utcd (·a be 
~iUlply to make the enririi,pro(css uf drug 
dhtributillJl within the cuuntty a maitcr 
of record. ~fhc nOI(,1111al e~dse ti:liC (um: 
C'tut lJt:t OUIlL·C)) the requh't{Htnt ahJt 
pt:rsoll$ und nrills hillulling drugs tc:gh.t(:r 
and pay ret's, illl .seemed "dl..")ignt:d to uc
cnmpJish litj!i pq.rl'OSC:. 'l'Ju:rc: is nu in
dll~Jthm l)f it h:gis1at1ve .imcmivJl tu ucny 
addicts uCtc:)s to leglll drugs, or ttJ inter .. 
f(;((! ilt ~ny way with lheJiral pracli'~5 
ill. this an:a.13 ' 

Medical practices were specifically 
exempted: 

NOlhing contained in Ihi. seclid~. 
• , • shat! , , , apply, .' , [tlo Ule. diS' 
prnsing O( dis(dbu~joi1 of iJllY drugs 
mentiuuC!tJ ..• to it patient by ~ physiciullJ 

J.:ntist, or vetc!cinury surgt:ott tc:gt~tC![e .. l 
under section 4722 ~l~ the. cour~c of Ids , 
profe:ssional Jlc;:lclke .'{mly.H 

Thus, the act ,ti,luot make addiction 
illegal. All it requirtu WilS that 3,ldicts 
shoultl obtain drugs from IcgistcreJ 
phy~icians who wade a recurd of the 
tmosactiul1. 

A Jl3CC(Jtics division was created in 
the Internal Revenue Bureau of the 
Trea~ury l)tparlment to collect revenlle 
and enforce the Harrison Act. In J 910 
it merged int" tl.e PflJltibiti()n Unit ,l 
that uepatlllleot anil upon its rrcMillu 
in 1927 into till! Prultibiti()n Bureau. 
1n 193() the Dureall of Nan:lltics was 

18 AlFred R. I.incloslllilh, 2'M A""irl u"J 
Ihd L.IIII, nruoUlinston. Iud: Imli'lI1a U., 
1965J p. 4. See :llst) Rufus- King, '''flit: N"r· 
ClltiCS Durtdu uJld tllt: JJarri~lln .Act! Jailing 
the HCdters nod the Sick," i'1I1. Uu' /"JI(' 
""I, 62 (19)3) I p" 7,6: allll 'WiIIi.IU' Il. 
l:JJddge, NoJl'(oJiff "lid I;Je l..aw, N~w \'luk: 
AnlcrjCilIl D.tt Foundatiun, 196J. ';)'he An is 
plu(;ed in a statutury pt'cspcclivt: in HNotc!" 
Nnccotks Hegulation:· Y.;Il, Lt,U' JIJIIIIMI, 
62 (lll~3). pp. 751·7H7. 

11 26 US.r;. 470'«) (19}4 CoJe). 
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forflled as a sepamtc Dureau ill the 
TrcasUl'Y Deparlment. 

Le.gililll,/lillIJ: Tlu PrOfeJi 0/ Cb'lIIgilig 
dlJ liiJI·jrtJllllleII' 

Afler 1914 the puwers uf Ihe Nar
colic; Divi';"'l were: dear alld limiled: 
to enforce rCllislrali"" and reCllJ.!-kccp
ing, viul,llion of which muld result in 
imprisolllllcnt {or Ill' 10 lell years, and 
lu .upervise revenuc culk.:tion. The 
large IIlu"ber of U.],licls, wh" sew red 
thdr ,hugs {film physiciJns Wert: ex
d,hlcd frulll Ik1Uivl>ioll's juris,lictioll, 
'l'he public's allilude hlWilr.] drug lI,e 
ha,1 11ul rhullged much wilh the pltS

'Jge "f tht: Act- -- "Ie,,: WItS SOIllC 01'

positioll 10 .!lUg usc, ,ollie support of 
ii, allll a gre.11 flIany who dill n"t eJee 
olle way ur Ihc (Jlher. In fact, u,,' [-lilr· 
rbun Alt WitS [lol,>c,l wilh very little 
publicity nr nc\\s cuvcnlgt .. '6 

'1'hlls ai this time the Narcotics Di
vhiun W.IS facc, I Wilh u severely re
'Iri, led swpe (,f oper.tions. ACtel'lallce 
uf Iht: I,·gisl.ttillll as ellvbilllled by 
C"")l'CS' Woul,l nICil11 Ihat the J )ivisi,lll 
w,,"I,1 at bt,t lOlItinue ,IS a IIlarginal 
upt·r.lliull wilh limiled ellf"fcement 
dllties. Given tht nllnl1~tlJ well·duel!· 
'"ellto.l buro,llIcf,lti.. Itn<lon<y low,\I'l1 
gruwth and t.:xp.UJSi'JfI, illh.1 givcJI lhe 
fJll Ihat the Divbion w,t> a p"hlk bu
re,lUlI.try all,1 nec"~d to jll>lify iI, "I'
cr.uillllS ,,,hI IIscflllness uefore Colli
grc" , il wUllld SCLln Ihat incre.l>tJ 
puwer Mid jllrh .. ditlitJll ira Iltt: ,lrea of 
dru); c,,"lr,,1 wllul<l 'be ;L <lesir"hle 'Illd, 
ill [.111, IItccs>.lry gila!. Adapt.llion 10 
the Ilaniso" Act Iimit.llillll. wlluld 

16 Tltt Net" Yvrk 'fillldf I,li/fx for 1914 
Ihls unly twu brief tlcuclts 011 tll<: fedC:11l1 
Iq,~bl.tti'ln, une in film: uml otle in Allgust 
\\·llcn Ihe SCH,ttl: .hlllptcd the Act. It shl,ulJ 
!It' liule,l 11t,lt Iht.:rc wa:; ~Isu dl:.CIIS.:ajuH ut a 
IlhJJ,Ic:nc,1 New YUJk Slllte narwtics all Ulld 
allkles I,uhlid~illg the: driest of viulillurs ,,If 
lUI tiltlitr New York statute: at that tinu:, 

preclude attainmtn~ of this goal. Op
erJtiug under a legislative Imlldate, the 
logical allernative to ada!)tation would 
be 10 persuade the .o;::"ngre~s and public 
that tlCl'ansilln was n':cessary amI to 
eXlend Iht: provbious of the- Harrison 
Alt 

Also at this point, .he public'S at
liru,)e toward narcotics lIse could be 
characterized as only slightly opposed. 
l'i1ced wilh n situation where ndapta
Ii un to the existing legislation was bu
reaucratically un[easible, where expan
siun was desirable, and where environ
mental support--from buth Congress 
anulhe public-was neces,ary for con
linued exislellcc, the Division launched 
a tW')-l'fIlngcd campaign: 1) a bilfrage 
of reports and newspaper articles which 
genera led a substanlial puulic outcry 
ag"insl narcotics use, and 2) a series 
uf Division-spunsored lest cases in the 
courls which re,ulted in a reinterpreta
tion of the Harrison Act a'ld substan
ti,tlly I)",adened powers fur the Nar. 
c(,lics Divi>i,,". 1U Thlls the Division 
att,lined ils goals by allering a weakly
hdd public value regarding nafC<)tics 
lise [rom neutrality or slight opposition 
to ,I rung opposition, all.] by persuading 
the wllrls Ihat it shunld have increased 
J1uwcrs.11 

Though tbe resuurces of the Divi. 
,illn were Hndte", it was able to accom
plish its goals because it v • a public 
hll<caller.ICY and as such Ii ,the afore-
1II0"lil,ne,1 advantages wh.dl arise from 
that ,latus. Since the ability to develop 

14 King, up. tiJ., pr. 737-748; Linde
smith, The Addirl . , ., pp_ '·11. 

11 In fucusillg un jUllicinl expansion of 
~xisling Icni~l.ttion rntht:r than on further 
Congressjllilitl llrtioll, tlit: Divisiun was able 
10 avoid the luhbies of tludurs and pharma~ 
cis(s whu strongly oppusc:d the lfarrbim Act 
in (he: first pliH:C amI whu successfully lob~ 
hied (,Jr [he lIIedical c!xct.'plinn. See thl! N~UJ 
l'ark Tim"" Ju"o 28, 1914, Sec. II, p. ~, 
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propaganda and the means to commun· 
icate it were inherent in this status, 
as was U,e propensity by the public to 
uccept this propaganda, envirolllnentJI 
suppurt could be gencrated with less 
resource eX[Jenditure. Further, the Di· 
visilln liS a public bureaucracy would be 
a.sumed tll have a familiarity with gov· 
emmental processes /wt only in its llwn 
executive branch, but also in the con
gressionaJ. :lnd judicial branches as well. 
This built-in expertise necessary for the 
Divisiun's expansiun might be quite 
.:ostly in time and resources for the 
priV;ltc bureaucracy but again was in
herent ill the Division's status. 

One typical example of the public 
carnl'.lign was a report cited and relied 
upun by the Narcotics Divisiull fur 

,SUllle years. It is an interesting com· 
bination of tmth, speculation, and fic· 
tion, a mix which the Division and the 
Bureau which succeeded it found to be 
an dfective public persua.lec for many 
years. In a repurt dated June, 19 t9, a 
committee appointed by the Treasury 
Department to stll,ly narcutics reported 
illl., ulia that there were 237,665 ad
.lilts in the United States treated by 
pl.lysicians (bilSed upon a 30 percent 
respunse l>y physicians qneried), that 
there were over one million addicts in. 
the country in 1919 (a figure based 
upon a compromise between projectiuns 
bilsed on the percentage of addicts in 
JlI,ksunville, Florida in J 913 and New 
York City in 1918), that there was ex
tensive add iction among children, that 
narcotics were harm fill to health and 
morals, and that they were directly con
nected with crime and abject poverty. 
Among the physical effects noted were 
insanity; diseaseJ lungs, hearts, and 
kidneys; rotting of the skin; and ster
ility.IS 

is U.S. 'f'tasury Dtparl,,,enl. R.por' ,,' 
Sp~ri .• 1 Co",,,,illfl /0 IllVmigalp Ib, T,,,giG 
ill Narr.lir D'Jlgl (April U, 1919). 

This "scholarly report" is an inter
esting exumple of the propaganJa ef
fort, for,;t appears to the casual reader 
to be ..:retlible (especially given its 
source), and contains (harges whkh 
seem to be designed to generate wj,lt
spread public disgu.t toward narcotics 
IIsees and support fur the Division anu 
its elforts. lyfany uf the same dlarges 
were applied to marihuana whtn the 
Bureau campaigned against its use. 

While t!lC Divisiun was C"Jecying out 
its public call1p" ign. it was also busy in 
lhe cuurts. Belween t9l8 and 1921 tlte 
Narcotics Division won three'imjlortant 
cases in the Supreme Cuurt and per, 
suaded the COUl't, L'Ssentially, to delete 
the medical exceptiun fnlm the Harri
son Act thereby I1roa.lening its pusitiun 
as an enforcelllent a}leney. In the fir,t 
case, Webb v. Ulliled StaleI!U the cuurt 
held that a physician could not supply 
narcotics to an addict unless he was at· 
tempting to cure him and in so doing 
ma.le iJlegal the work of a large uum· 
ber nf physidilns who were supplying 
addicts with drugs under the regislra. 
tiun procedures nf the Harrison l\et. 
This decision was supp,)rted ill the two 
follnwing cases: Jil/ PI/tty Moy II. 
Ullited SltIIej~O and United Stille! ~. 
Behrrnun.2l In Bu);rrnlm, it was hel,l 
that physicians c(Juld not even sllpply 
dRlgS to addicts in an attempt to curt 
them. The Illedic~l exception was nlli. 
lified. The cases were skillfully dwstn 
and presented to the COllrt. Earll was a 
flagrant abuse of the slatut~in 117 .bb, 
the physician·s. professional practice 
seemed to be limiteu to supply in!; lI.r, 
cotics to whoever wanted thellI. 111 the 
other two cases, the physicians supplied 
huge amounts of dfllgs over ,hort 
periods of time to a small numher uf 
patients-patently for resale at n later 

19 2.19 U.S. 96 (1918). 
20 254 US. 189 (1920) 
21 2'8 U.s. 280 (1921). 
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time. Yet the Division did not argue 
fur and Ihe cuurt did not rule on Ihe 
ca,cs u, vlolaliolls of the slalule as it 
w.s inlon.led, Lut instead regarded all 
of Ih"," as normal pruf"ssi<lIIal pellc
Ikes by physicians uud held that. as 
sudl. Ihey wei" iIIeg.1. 

Three YCMS after B~hl'mulJ, the 
COUlt somewhat teversed ilself in 
Li/J{/~r "11. Ullit." S/,/ldJ'" Here the 
.I(,((.)r supplic.1 a small dos.ge to a 
patieut whu was a gUWflIlllent in· 
[.'rIIlel·. The c,,"rt rejected the gllvern
ment's ('i.Ui~ in a unanimous opinion, 
holding: 

rtlJe tlhlctl1''1ellt under c.onsidcration 
.•. s"y~ nuthing of "addicts" and docs 
nut 1.I11lh:rtakc to pn:scriiJl.! JUclhnds for 
their lIlt:dic'al UClllllltut, all~1 We! cannot 
possibly t.um lude ,Ia ... l a phj'sid.lfl actc{J 
jlllprupC'rly or ullwbcly or for (II II,:! than 
IIIcdil:.d ptllpll:iCS ~uldy berause he IlilS 
tlbl,c:nseJ tu une (If tlwlU, ill tltt! ludimccy 
CuurSe i1.n~) ill guod tJith, (,lUI small (.Ib· 
lets {If Ulucl'hillf: lU' ~olaillt: Jur rt:licf of 
(ululitiuu illlil.lcnt to IldJicliun.2U 

The court went on tu warn the Di
vision: 

lieU!!c.!1 puwt:r b delc:galeJ, aHa its 
p,c~cribed Jhuits must Hot b~ tnlUsct:udc:d 
eYell thuugh Iht euds st:cm ,tc:;in,blt:. The 
unrurlun"te tutu.lition of tI,~ recipicl)t 
lCJI"jlJly c.:rcJh:J no l·t4tsun.!111~ pruh"bility 
that she: wuuld sell ur (Itlu:, wbt! \lbpuse 
of Ihe few t.,Lle's entrusted to het !Cud 
we utnllul !lUY thllt by so ,1bpt:H:ilflg thcm 
the du(h)r 1I\,.·(t.s~..t1ily tidusLcmleu the: 
lilllil:l' of 111111 Phlfc.:s~iOliitl [tJlIl.lurt whh 
which CuugH,S:. m:'Icr intcmlcd' tu inlct
itrt;':'u. 

Though Limier might h,lve reintro
Juced docturs into the area. the Nar
cutics Division SIlC(('"ssfully prevented 
this by refusing tu recugnize Lilld.! in 
its rC!lLllatilJn~, thus crea'tinll a situa
tlOU where few wtluld acC'ept the risks 
iuvlIlved in le~tillg the doctrine. amI by 

"~ 268 U.S. l (t924). 
:Ill 2~8 U.s. , ot Il (1924). 
~. 26U U.S. l at 20 (In4). 

launching an all-out campaign against 
doctors-dosing the remaining nar· 
cotics dinics, imprisoning rebellious 
doctors. ·and pllblici~ing records and 
cllnvictions of physician addicts."~ 

Rufus King comments on this period 
of growth: 

]n sum, the Narcotics Division sue. 
, .. de.1 in cI •• ting a very liltS" criminal 
cia" for IIself to police ••• in.tead of 
the very .m.11 onc Congress lui. In
t.ude,J.~a 

The success of this campaign was 
reflected not only in the increased num
ber of potential criminals. but in finan
cial growth as well. Between 1918 lind 
1925, the Bnreau's budgetary appro
priations incre-.tSed from $325.000 to 
$ t.329.440, a rise of over 400 per
(ent,2T 

The Marihuana Tax Art of 1937: A 
iJure'/lIrralir R~spol/UI 

There are many other examples of 
efforts by the Bureau to create and 
maintain a flielldly and supportive 
environlnent--thruugh other publicity 
campaigns. through lobbying in Con
gress. and Ihrough continued and dili
gent attacks UP,lIl and harassments of 
its critics-which have been amply 
chconicled by others. although not 
as part of Ill) organizational process.2S 

aa Killg, 01'. cil., pp. 744·74l; "Note: 
N.rcotk. Regul.tion ...... pp. 784·787. The 
Bureau', ye.rly ltport T,uj]i< i. Opi"", and 
OJher DoIIIKcruUJ Drug! !:aeries numerotlS 
rtports of nudictioLl lllllOog physidaus dur ... 
ing this period. See atso Lindesmilh, Thl 
.iJdkl ••. , pp. 13H61. 

20 Killg, "I' ril .• p. 738. " 
~1 Ste Table 1. During this period, two 

piece. of legislalion were enacted that .f. 
fected Ihe Bure.u's srope of operation: The 
Revenue 'lei "of ~1!IlB, and the Narcotic 
Drug l/llp"rt and Export Act of 1922. " 

~8 Alung wilh the works of Lindesmith 
lIud Kill8 ubuvc1 !jet 'he Bureau's publica
tion. CIlWlIIttJII OIJ NaTrOlit DrugI (un. 
dated), the Jlureau's repty 10 the A.B.A. -
A.M.A. committcc inl .. im report "NarooU, 
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The Bureau's efforts to indnce pas
sage uf the Marihuana T:IX Act de
serve special mention, however, in light 
of Bccktr's li!illing IhAt the legislatiun 
was H,e r.esult of what he terms a 
"mural cllterprbe."~11 lle~k<:r concludes 
!lut Narcutics CUlllmis>ioncc Anslmger 
and his Burcau were the mutive forces 
behind the original L937 legblation 
an,\ (he increasingly severe penalties 
wllkh have since be':lI imposed. This is 
redJily cunceded.a" But he argues that 
the lIlutivalion behind this desire fur 
lhe llladhllan,l legislation was a morul 
one. He presents a pictul'e of a society 
totally indifferent to the use of mari
huana until AnsJingcc, in the role of 
II lIloral enlrepreneur, "blows the 
whistle" on marihuana smokitlg. Again, 
it is "'needed lhat Commissiuner 
Anslinger throughuut his long Career 
with the N'lrcotks Bureau has 01'
puse.] d rug and narcotks use on 
moral grounds. This theme runs con
sistently through his writings.81 What 

j)~s7 This puhHc"liol\ was describ.d by 
])tMo" as "perh.lps ,he crudest public.tiun 
yet JllullucC;!tl py ;t govc:rOlneut agency .•• " 
amI W<J:i luttt' '.tkt:n out of jlrint. llcnjumin 
Delllutt, "'lho Gr •• ! Nurculi", Muddle," 
11."1'<1' M •• g,,~iM, March, 1962, p. ~3. For 
a vivhl lIt:wunt of tftc Hur~au·.s lIIt!l/lnds 
willi its erhics, see Jjlldc~OIjth, The Adtlkl 
. . . , pr. 242·268. 

.u IlC(~.c, up. cil., p. 135. 
UO It SC(!IIlS dell! frunt examining periotH .. 

eLlIs, newspupers, unu the COIIgltJlJitm.l1 
llt:"{ml rh.lt [he Durt,lu was primarily Ie· 
:ipUIl:iiblc! f,)r the PJ.S:i3,gt! of the ~ct, th(Jug,h 
lh:d,el'~ uhn\)~t cnlu~iYt [CHllm:e Ull tht 
dl.lill)s of lhl! Uurc:au ill its 1I1T1ciai publit'a
lion ,',"gie ;11 OpiulII lltJd Olher D~lIgdrOIlJ 
Drug! docs nut !it:t:1I1. wilcr.ullc:d givcn tht: 
lJrcvimisly disctlsse~' tc:lHlcl)l"Y of n l'.lUbHc 
hllreJUCl''(cy to t:mphasite it:i tH:c.:C!aSity and 
su((:c~sful fuuc.:tiol\ing. ' 

g, See esped.lly Harry An,lingee alld 
\Vill (),hocne, 1'1,. Murde .. ,,!: The Siory 
.>1 J}J~ NartuJic G.mg. Nt:w York: l.:arrar, 
SU\lUS. 19(1) Chap. 1; uud also tllC~ olher 
wrililiSS of the CotllJili!o:donc:r. ,unong tJit'II\; 

Becker ignores is that Anslinger was 
also a bureaucrat and thos respollsive 
to bUl't!~uc,atic pressurcs and demands 
liS well. The dbtinction betweell thL."C 

(uks is ,Iillieult to make but it is fUI>' 

,hunClllal in analyzing th~ legi.lation, 
Tu understand whether th~ mari, 

IlUana legislatiOil was to a large degree 
the result of bureaucr.ltic 1'[(l(LI>tS 

similae to the Bureau's expansiun ,,(let 
the !I~rrjsoa Act or whether it was 
instead the result of an indiviLlllill's 
moral crusade, it is necessary to fucus 
not only on the inuiyidual, as 13"c1wr 
has done, but UpOll the Burt:'Jo and 
Jts environment during this periuJ. 
'l'hrough this mtth"", c~rt~in par,llie\; 
with the post-lJarrisun Ad period bo· 
cunle evident. 

The Marihuana Tax Act which int· 
posed a pwhibitive1y costly tax on the 
sale IIf marihuana was passed by b,ll!' 
houses of Congress with ptactically no 
debate"2 amI sisned into Law on Au-

Harry Anslinger ami WilHam F. Tompkius, 
The 'f",l!fir ill Narfulkr, Nc:w Ymk: Funk 
,tllIl WlIgnalls, 1953; ami Harry AU!i1inser 
nnd J. Gregory, Tb. Pru/<rlom The II"",, 
l"tJ(] (If Ihe Nar(oJir AgeIJIJ1 CiliulIJ ~",l 
OjJui,1I1 i,l 'f/Jei, Uuending, UlJllmg B.JUle 
A.~.,ilJtl O,.g~lIit.~d Cri(ll€ in Atlu:ri(fJ, New 
YOLk: Fllrrnr-1 Straus, 196.1. 

lJ~ 'j'lais is not UllU5tMl in the area of nlotal 

legislation. as Dt(kct (Ioillts out. l:urther .. 
lnlHe, unlike nUt\.~rimilml ltgish\liou 'whtIt 

the losing party still hus: a varidy of rtun:· 
dio. uvail.bte III "'JllenS. the Iii"', f<w 
rCll1cdies arc avuiJJ.ble to those wlw ucc: 
h:gislollt;'(l agolinst iu ccimitlfll areas. teghi· 
malt! lubbi<::o caHnot be formed aUlI to;:\t 
casots ~rt: dJl\At'IOU$, 

lIowcvt:r. llc(.kt:t Sives the itnprcssitlll 
th"t tht! uuly uppusition to the mJr;hu,lIla 
It!,gistalivll: (lune from hemp grtlWCf:l. nn\{ 
that uu one ",rsued for tht:. I\l.nrihunnu U~c(S 
(OJJIrUe", PI'. 144.145). This i, tctll"e· 
tHIS. 'fhe legisludve (OlHlsc:l for till:. 
.h.M.A., Dr. WiIli~1fl C. WoodwJfll, <lIJI· 
It!ngell the Dul't~uu's conclusions Ih"l nl,lH' 
hUUlUl Wit: was hilflnfut to hea.lth am) wi.le· 
#,prcild amons (hildrctl_ and dCUl<Ilu.leJ l:vj. 
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gust 2, 1937. While Becker S~ell\s to 
arAue thut the 1JUfCJU gencfJte,1 a great 
pul,lie outtry ag,lill,t llIarihllJlIa lI.C 
prillr III Ih~ P,lssJAe uf Ihe A(t, his 
dJIJ slIpl''',ling Ihis J'W"llellt are 
misleJding if nllt erroneullsly inter· 
preted."" Whole Illarihuilna liM': Seelll~ 

to h,lve illw:"se,l.illlC Ihe early 1!)31l'" 
thefe al'l'"'or. III hJve ken lottie pub. 
I,,; Clllll'Crll cKprc,scll in the neWS 
Jllcdjll, tVcll jll 1!J3 7. Few IIhl£ll.£illt: 

a,til'ics wcr~ WrJllel\ about Ihe >UhjClt, 
und if Ihe NUl" l'urk 1'jllleJ is .IIlY in· 
diutiun, new.paper cuverage W,I; abo 
slight. u·, The lini!1 presidential .igroing 

dellt:(: (0 SUPIH)ct th~c asscCliults. While: he: 
WJS nut cc:pn.')t:llting tile uhlrihu4Ina users, 
I.e "-'.IS ctft .. illly .UgllillB thdr C"!lt! ,uid 'IUCS~ 
li(lllill1,; tile lIeed for the; h:gislation. See 
'l'.Ix,lIiIJII uj AI.ui/;II.II/J, lleJcins~ Hefurl! 
llit! Committe&! on 'X'JYs HUll Me,ln) uf th~ 
I hllbC uf ltepLcsclltacivc:i, 75th CUlIgrc:.s, 
1st Sc)sinn, (}II 11 It (';K5, Apdl 17~3U unJ 
M.IY 4, 1!H7, tSIJ. p. 92. It :,huul~1 be 
IItJh:~1 Ih.lt llab upplbiliun wus igllun:(! by 
,III.: c.:lllluniHtt: IHeuliltl!i. 

11.11. Uc,~cr's d.ltll Wilsist of a :mrvcy of Ihe 
N.~,,,ltfli Cllide 10 Pt!Jilldic.11 LilenlJUru, in 
wlikh he fuulld th.lt no IlIJ8.1;t:illc urticlcs 
1IfJ»t!.ul·~1 bdmc July, 193~; four npl't:.1t"c~1 
I":IW(;(:II July. lY35 tUid JUlie, 1937; ullll 17 
hHwcoII July. 19'17 "".1 JUlie, 19:19 (Uul. 
Ji.I~(f, p. 141). While this is (Urr,,:cl, it is 
,uisll'Jding Ilut tu thc linle ilUCl v.tls U~~ll. 
TIle ruur IlIIide:! ill the sel'uud petiod aU 
UPI'L'.lrl'~1 hd'lHC JYJ/, nu arlkh:s Ilppe.lreJ 
ill th~ (he IIIUlllhs pn:ledillg Ihe } hmsc 
LUlIlIlIitlct 11I:Jl'illg~ 011 the: lIrt in IUlc Aptll 
,11111 carl}, ]l.1.1}', (Jlle UPPliU'td in July, J9,n, 
ilUJ the: rC!i1 .11)l'cJre.1 Iltlt:(' tlte: bill was 
)igHc~1 ililn I.tw on .AuHml 2, 19Y/. Iu 
~hllrl, or lin: ilHides whidk Bee-kee u~scUS 
I'w\,idcll lilc illlpd\ls 1u <,onglc~)iulI .. 1 uc~ 
liuu, tJllly tlllt.' ,tppe:Jrc:J in tht: :it!veh munths 
uf l~:n hefon: the lIuuihu..tlld bill was 
SigllCll intu law. 

IH A Slll'VCY I)f the New York TilJl8S In .. 
Jtx shuws: Clllt! iutidc:: dis(\lsscd JlHlrillU;t113 

in 1936 ulhi tight tli.scwi:,etl the:: suujt:u b~. 
lWttfl j..ttlu.ny l.IIul AU8ust 1937. 'l'hcfe 
W(at: IIIl Mlidc:s Ilb"ut tH' wvcruge of lilly uf 
,lit: COI\~lessiulI.ll ht:Mitl1fL COlltlitry tl) 
l1clkcc's .. sscctil1l\~ pClh.IP:I the 1Ut)~l signifi .. 

of lhe act received minimal coverage 
fWIII Ihe 'J'i/IJ~J."G In short, rather than 
Ihe 1Jureau.ge,u:rated public turmoil 
Ihilt Belker indicates, it ~eems that pub. 
lic aw"renc,; uf Ihe problem, lIS well 
It; puhlic upposiliun to it, WaS slight, 

WI,ile it cannot be shuWII conclu
sivciy thilt the Marihuana Tax Act was 
thc rc.ull of a bure.lUeratic rcsj',JIIse to 
environmental condilii)fts, similarities 
hetween this period and tht: post·Har
rbon Alt period are evident, Mari
huana oppllsition, like narcotics up
position before, appears tu have re
"oIlc,1 from a weakly held value. In 
b"th situations, publicily campaigns 
w~re J.unrhed, In bOlh cases, one 
through the courts and one. through 
Congress, effurts were exerted to ex
panLlthe [lower uf the Bureau, III both 
CJ.cs, there were substantial numbers 
of !,,,tcnthll criminals who could be 
incorp"rated into the Bureau's juris-
di(lioll, . 

Perhaps more convincing than sim
ilarities are lhe budgetary appropria
tions for Ihe Bureau from 1915 to 
194<1 prestnted in Tilble 1. In 1932, 
when Ihe Bureau's appropl'iations were 
appruaching an all time high, lhe Bu-
rtau ':I.lled: . 

'fhe present constitutional limitations 
wuultl st!tm to l'c<luire control measurc::s 
tlin:Clcd ugalnst the intrJst&lte trallic of 
ludiilll hemp (Illarihuilna) 10 be adopted 
hy the several State: Hovcrnlllcnls rather 
dlJIl h~' the Feder.lf GovemmelH, um) Ihe 
}luliq· h.l:' hct:'11 to uege lhe Stilte uUlhoIi. 
I ics ~cm:rully to pruvide the m:cessary 

caul 'hiug about thi, period was the lack 
of ""b!ici,y involved. 

8G The total eovolase by the N.w York 
Times cOllsisted of a fuul' line AP dispatch 
nl:Ut' the buttull1 of pOlge fouf, titled ;'Sigll!:£ 
Bill to CUlb J..liuihuJlla" nnd reading in 
its enlicc::ly; "Pccsilic:nt Rousevelt signcli 
today 11 bill to curb traffic hl the: narcotic, 
lI1acilHWlll1, through l)(:avy t.1XCS on tCilt\:j:

a"iulI'." (Augu~t 3, 1~37.) 
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TADLE 1 
BUDGETARY AI'PROI'KLl.TIONS l'OR 

TUB U.S. NAIICOTlC:S BUREAU 

(L9L5-1944)* ------... ---- .. _.------
Year·· Tot.1 Appropriation 

1915 $ 292,0(1) 
1916 ~OO,OUO 

1917 ~2~,OOO 

1918 7~O,OOO 

1919 750,000 
1920 750,000 
1921 no,Ooo 
1922 750,000 
1!)2; 7)0,000 
1924 1,2)0,000 
192~ 1,329,440 
1926 1,~29,440 
1927 l,~29.440 
1928 J,~29,440 
1929 l,~)O,'140 

1930 1,411,260 
1931 1,611,260 
1932 1,70H,528 
1~33 1,525,(01) 
'934 1,400,000 
1935 . 1,24·1,899 
1936 1,249,470 
1937 1,27),000 
1938 1,267,000 
1939 1,267,600 
19·10 l,306,10U 
1941 1,30~,280 

1941 1,283,975 
194; 1,289,1160 
1944 1,1 'O,UUO ----------_._--

• Soun:C!! .Appropriations COJllmitlee, U.S. 
Senutt!, AppropriulilJllS~ NdW 0#;(111) 8Jr., 
SIJltlIJJeJ/1r S})f.JU';ng Appropri.llitms Madd, 

New Offirel 'Cre,ud, dlr .• 191 '-1923; U.S. 
I\u,,,.u of Ibo llu,lgel, Th. BUi/sd of Ih. 
{l1/jleJ Shlldf C;()J'tlrtJlIJdfll, Wilshingtun: 
Guvernment t'tin<ing OUiet. 192~-1945. 

•• Fisl"ai year the apprvpriution was 
made, E.ch su"' wa. al'proprialtJ for the 
f()liuwing liscal year. 

iesisiationr with supporting enforcemcnt 
u(tivity. to !,rohibit Ihe tr.fiic except for 
bOlla fido mc"lie.1 !,urpo.e •• The prupu,,,d 
unifuJilI Scate nRn:util; law .• ; with op_ 
!iu".1 te" applying (0 reS(rielioll of t<af
lie in luJhtft hemp. hus been ttconunc:nded 
uS UJI UdC(lUd.tc law to uc(omplish the 
"",ire,1 purpu,e.U~ 

86 U.S. Burcau of Narcotla, Traffir 111 

At this time. according to the Bu
r~au. sixteen slutes hihl tuaeted legis· 
latiun ill' which "the sale or possession 
(of m~rihllana) is pmhibitt.l except 
for medical !'Ul'POSes."U1 One yeilr 
latcr. 1 B mllre stiltes had enactet! Ih~ 
desire,! legislation, and by t936. it JP' 
pears thilt the Bureau's pulicy had SU(

,ceded completely for all 411 states Ildd 
enacted legislatioll which g"vcrnod lite 
sale or possessil1n of marihuana,8u 

Despite this apparent ~uccess and de
spite former questions conccming the 
constitutiunality of the measure, the lJu' 
reall in 1937 pressed for tile cn,\\:tmc,;i. 
of the fe<ierJI marihuana act. 110r AIl- ' 
slinger, the moral entrepreneur, 1936 
should have been a y~ar of vict()ry. III 
every state the marihuilila menace was 
subjected to slatutor), (onlru!.HU But fur 
All~Jingt:r. the hureaucrat, 1936 stellls 
to have been un other year of defeat. lIis 
budgetMY appropriarion remailled Ilear 
a ("w puint thut had not b~etl s~en in 
over a d~cade. which to sullle extent 
renected the general economic condi
tillns of the lime. His re'lue,t for fiscal' 
1933 had beell cut $IOO,UOO beluw thl: 
general Treasury Department reJlIctiulI 
for all bureaus"o In succee. ling years, 

OIJium ami olh" [),llJg~rous DrJ/gJ fll.!f 

Ihe Year EliJill8 De(dlllbdf 31, 19;2, W .. ,,· 
in,gton: GO"t:(JUI1~nt Peinting O/lit:c, p. 43. 

81 Ibid., p. 43. 
88 U.S. Uureau of Narcotic., Traffir i. 

OpiulJI JIIJd O/hllr Dtlllg~TUUI DO/XI . • " 

W .. ~hlngton: Government llrintinu O{fi..-:t, 
1 932-J 936. 
. 8U It can b. argued Ih~t a fedtcal Ill"'" 
ure was still nCCt:!isary bce.lust:: 1) s!IIIt 
legislation waS poorly drawn, Of 2) sl,llt 
cnfol'l:ement was inadequnr~. Tlie fueuter is 
duuhtful ,ince by 19~7. 39 .tat,,; (u, CUIII' 

par«1 to four in 1 ~33) hud """Cltd tI" 
UnifDrm Narcotic nr"s Act, the wry leg;'· 
fUlton the Bur~au ft!'t wuuld bl:St (0111h11 

m:Jl'illUnnu use. The JtiUtr situafioll, even if 
true, could have bl:en rectifieu by nteJll1 
other than ft:tlt:rill lee:islutiun. 

~u J1 'drillgI ».'0," Ih, SNbcu1IIlfliJm uf 
Ih. }Ju,ue C:u/lllllilJ'l ul, A/'/,ru/,riul"III, 
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reductions ill aClual upcratiug expenses 
;"cre grc,ller Ih'lIl Ihuse n:ll"clc,1 in 
'fable I, fur varying sums were de, 
dueleJ from the appwpri"thms and 
hold in II general trust fUlid .IS !)a~l of 
the gOl'cr<ullcnt's 311Il·ucpres,iun P"" 
gram. 'fllC Hlll'''dll'S aClual operating 
fllllds rewainhl at "bout one milliun 
d"lI,lf5 fWIlI lisedl 1934 til bedl 
19.16.~1 III his appeafiUlrcs bcfure the 
!Iu,I,,, Sllbwllllllillco; of Ihe CllUullillce 
"" Approprialiuns lhat ~"",idcre,1 Ihe 
Trc,lsury Deparlment bUllgct, Anslillger 
rCI'C"Jlc<lly w"Ulcd Ihdt Ihe lill1ileJ bud· 
gtt WllS (;urtilil~'lg hh CJJfUI'Cc1l1tnl ac

tivities.·~ Dy 1936, his budget hdll, 
deLCl':aseJ uVer $450,000 [lum its high' 
fuue years before, a fall of 'alo\l»t 26 
perteut. 

Again in 1937 Anslinger, the mor· 
alist, wou 1.1 be expected Jj"t tll CI\II· 

7:.!Iul COIl~(t::!IS. ht Ses.siulI, in d\olfSt: of the 
1'(cu!lury Depurtillent APPWlJli .. tiulls BiU 
fur lYll, Jallu.,y 14, 19J2, PI', 3n·393. 

"'1 JJt1;lringl lJt1jurfl Ihtl SIIU(()flJlJJilltlll uJ 
Jh~ lIUUft! C(JllllllilJ~d ,UI ApJ'l'ujJ';,lIilJlJf, 

, pi'. (II., fur Ji!aClll 19j·Ji 72nJ C:{mgress, 
211d St:!aSiutl, NuvtlllLcc 23, lY;2, PI'. 17l~ 
JUUi fllc tiseJI J~.n5. 73HI Cun,Hu:.)s, 2uJ 
SC!I.)iun, DcrclullC::r lU, 193.!1, Pl'. 178·19H; 
fur fi!lt:al J9~6: 7·1111 CUIiHltss, ):,l SI:.)sion, 
J)occlI,bCl' 17, 19.\01. PI'. 201·l25 . 

• ~ 'nms in Iho hc"d,'g for Ih. 1935 "p' 
pruJlli.tliull: 

Mr, Aw(,ld: II(JW are you geUing by with 
that $J,OOO,OUO IIfc~r th05t ~bl\1ctit>lIs1 

CUIHIII. AnslinJ;cr: 1 uln gcttillg by~ but I 
haVe! 1t,1J hi (ot bJt.k tUfUft.I,;U)l:lIt ue· 
livitit:s su :.hJrply til", it has lc,lLheJ a 
ptliut w}u:rt: 1 think it Ihls bt.:t:u hJClIl
ful .•• (t9:\5 IIcJriugs, "/1. <iI" p. 
IHY). 

In hi::! llpcnillg .shtlCnlt:llt Itt the hearing fur 
th~ 1!J36 iIPPl'upd.lli\JI1, AllSIiIl}-:Cl' .slated 
"Mr. ChairJn.III, uml dhlingllbhc:J JIIt'"

bers uf lhe: cUlIlmiltte!, duriug the pJ:.t Ji:;ci11 
yr.:JC WI! h,IVC becil upcr.uing Ulldu[ 11 VClY 
,cluktcd lIpprupl'iulilln. Ou.c enfurct:1I1tllt 
.Jill lIut Colli ulf tun .Htll'1i altllollgh it did 
.)uUcr :sumt.:whill." (193.6 lIt:ulings, vp~ til., 
I', 2U l ). A t.!ct:re!il:iC ill ::.d.Lurt:;; UJu.l finc:li 
It:vi~J w"s attrihutc(l to thc limitcJ bllJ· 
get, ibM .• Pt>. 213 ll~. 

vince the general public that marihuana 
use was evil and 'immoral, while An· 
slinger, the bur.eaucrat, wuuld be mllre 
conCerne,! with attaining passage of 
legishltiou which would increase the 
BureJu's powers and Ulen proceed to 
generute envi,,:mmcntul support foe 
the,e pllwers. In fact, the latter occcur
red. The great bulk or Bureau.inspired 
publicity came after the p~sage of the 
ad, nllt beflJre}a . . 

Fumi witl) a steadily decreasing I 
budget, the Bureau responded as any 
llrgduizatilln so threatened might reo 
act: it tried tll appear more necessary, 
and it ,tried to increase its scope of op. 
"rations. As a result of this response, 
the: :Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 was 
pussed .. ' Whether the Bureau's efforts· 
were entirely successful is questionable, 
One beneficial result for the Bureau was 
lhat violations and seizures under the 
Marihuana Tax Act contributed sub· 
sUlltiaUy 10 the Bureau's lutals, which 
hat! been dedit,;ng for sume time. 
(Wheu arrests, convictiuns, and sd

'zuro;s were un the increase, these were 
failhfully reported to the House Sub. 
CIIulmitlee as evidence of the Bureau's 
dfeclive \I,e nf funds.) In 1938, the 
lirst full year III Iller the Marihuan~ 'fax 
Ad, !Ill" uut of every four federal drug 
and lIarcotic cOllvictiulls was fur a mario 
111",lIa violation.la , • 

Financially, tho; enterprise was less 

48 Ste fuoluute 32. 
H While:: Commissioner Anslinger as 

1e!~~lC!r uf this bUlcaucmtic response might 
Ix: chuactr:rilcd ,itS a· "bureuucratic entre:
prtlltllr." such characrc:tization would be:: 
lHisk.tdinS I fur~ similar to Btl.:kec's chJr
IK(crizillion it litHL simplifit:5 the pl'oblem 
by t:Jl11'husizing tlac illuiviuulll's importance 
fdlher thJIl Ihat of the Bu[tau und its en
VinJlllncllt. 

.,,6 U.S. Bureau of Nan::olics, 7'rajfi&, in
OpiJl/ll IJlJd OI},Jer D.mgeraUJ Drug! Fur Ihl 

Ye.-",. l1"dillg Ddft1wbt!r 31/ 1938, Wash· 
iugh)!l: Govc:ruruent ])cinting Office, pp. 
77·79. 
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successful. 'l11Ough the budgetary de· 
cline was halted, expected increases for 
enforcing the new legislation did Jlot 
immediately materialize. Anslinger 
pointed Ollt this problem in a 1937 
~ubculllmittee hearing in connection 
with the liscal 1939 appropriation; 

Conllll. 1.nslin~"r: We iook on the ad· 
ministration of the! nlarihuana law and 
did not gc:t any incrc:ase fOr that pu.r. 
pUSt. Thl! way we ace fuul1ing we may 
I,.V. to ''''Iu .. t. d.ficiellcy uf .SIOO,OOO 
at the end uf the yeur; but I sincerely 
JIOPC: you will ll()~ sec: ule hert! for a 
ddidt. llcginning the lirst of the year. 
Mr. Chilirmull, r s",,1i LUlltrol all travel 
uUt (If Wu:shinglun. That is a hard job. 
.1 ',ave to du that to Iflake up £ome uf 
tllis money. We went ahead at higl'l 
::ipctJ and broke up ttn big distributing 
rings, and nuw we find ourselves in the 
hole Jilluncililly. 

Mr. Ludlow: You have to find sorne way 
to recoup? 

CoWIJl. AnsJingcr: Yes~ snd keep the en
forcement of the MarihuuQa Act going. 
Not a doJlar has been approj)fiacC:Li in 
cUJluecdon with the enforcement of the 
Morll"',,n. law. W. hove taken on the 
wurk in conut!ction with the A!ariliuaua 
1.'1 in addition to oU!' other duti .... u 

While the Bureau's budgetary ap· 
propriatiulls since that time have in 
general increased, the period of the 
late: 1930's and early 1940's, wIlere 

.6 ll'Jrif/g' B.lore Jhe S"brolllmiJle6 of 
Ibe lIt1llld COlllJllill~e on ApproprialiOtlJ, 
751b C()lIgre/I, 3rd Session, iu charge. of 
lhe Tn:Llsury Department .Appropriations 
!Jill {ur 1939, December 14, 1937, p. 380. 

increases might be . expected to be the 
largest, was a period of small advances 
and then a gradual decline. Of cuurse 
the mitjor factor in that period was the 
massive: redirection of funds from non· 
military areas, and thus these figures uo 
not accurately reflect the Bureau's enter· 
prise. 

In conclusion, it should be reitemttt/ 
that, this paper does not presume to 
refute the moral entrepreneur approach 
-foe in many instances it is II valid 
and useful means of analysis-but 
rather it attempts to derJlllnstrate un 
alternative explanation thut may fre· 
qllently be appropriat.:. It would !Je 
either, naive ur presumptuous to deny 
that SOllie combination of both moml 
and bureaucratic factors exist in any 
given crusade. TIle pmbleUl for analysis 
is to determine the rd~tive import.nce 
of each, and the conse'luences stem· 
ming from Ii particular con·lbinatiun. 
The utility of the organizational ap· 
prbach Jies in that it can be extent/eJ 
to other similar moral crusades or to 
entire social movements, where the 
em phasis so far hus been on tile work 
of individual crusaders rather than 011 

the organizations and theie enviwn. 
ments. 11urther, tn the extent these 
movements follow tile gene1'll1 societal 
pattern and be~ome increasingly com· 
plex, urganized, and bureaucratic, the 
organizational approach will become 
even mure important in analysis and 
prediction. 
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h THE sprawled body of a young girl The results were weird. Some of the· 
V lay crushed on the sidewalk the party went into paroxysms of laughter; 

other day after a plunge from the fifth I?very remark, no matter how silly,. 
story of a Chicago apartment house. ~:eemed excruciatingly funny. Others of 
Everyol1t! called it suidde, but actually mediocre musi.cal ability became almost~ 
it was murder. The killer was a narcotic expert; the piano dinned constantly.: 
known to America as marijuana, and to Still others found themselves discussing 
history as hashish. I t is a narcotic used weighty problems of youth with re
in the form of cigarettes, comparatively markable clarity.· As one youngster ex" 
new to the United States and as dan- pressed it, he "could see through stone. 
gerous as a coilea rattlesnake. walls." The girl danced without fatigue, ' 

How many murders, suicides, rob- and the night of unexplainable exhilara
beries, criminal assaults, holdups, bur- tron seemo.?d to stretch out as though it' 
glaries, and deeds of maniacal insanity Were a year long. Time, conscience, or 
it causes each year, especially among the consequences became too trivial for con
young, can be only conjectured. The sideration. 
sweeping march of its addiction has been Other parties followed, in which in
so insidious that, in nUmerous commu- h:bitions vanished, conventional bar
nities, it thrives almost unmolested, riers departed, all at the command of 
largely because of official ignorance of t1nis strange cigarette with its ropy, 
its .effects. resinous odor. Finally there came a 

Here indeed is the unknown quantity' 'gathering at a time when the girl was 
among narcotics. No one can predict behind in her studies and greatly wor
its effect. No one knows, when he places ried. With every puff of the smoke the 
a marijuana cigarette to his lips, whether feeling of desponclCncy lessened. Every
he will become. a philosopher, a joyoU';; thing was going to be all right-at last. 
reveler in a musical heaven, a mad in- The girl was "floating" now, a term 
sensate, a calm philosopher, or a mur- given to marijuana intoxication. Sud
derer. denly, in the midst of laughter and danc-

That youth has been selected by t;he in1, she thought of her school problems. 
peddlers of this poison as an especir.llIy ·In~tantly they were solved. Without 
fertile field makes it a problem of ser'lous hesitancy she walked to a window and 
concern to every man and woman in leaped. to her death. Thus can mari-
America. juana "solve" one's difficulties. . 

The cigarettes may have been sold by 
a hot tamale vendor or by a street 

THERE was the young girl, ('or in- peddler, or in a dance hall or over a 
stance, who leaped to her deat'n. Her lunch counter, or even from sources 

story is typical. Some time before, this much nearer to the customer. The 
girl, like' others of her age who attend police of a Midwestern city recently ac
our high schools, had heard the whisper- ClIscd a school janitor of h~ving con
ing of a secret which has gone the rounds spired with four other men, not only 
of American youth. It promi~.ed a new to peddle ,cigarettes to children, but 
thrill, the smoking of a type of cigarette even to furnish apartments where smok
which contained a "real kicK." Accord- ing parties might be held. 
ing to the whisp!,!rs, tnis cigarette could A Chicago mother, watching her 
accomplish wonderful reactions and with daughter die as an indirect result of 
no harmful aftereifects. So the adven- marijuana addiction, told. officers that 
turous girl and a. I~roup of 'her fr,iends at least fifty of the girl's young .friends 
gathered if! an apartm~nt, thrilled with were slaves to the narcotic. This means 
the idea of doing "something different" fifty l.mpredictables. They may cease 
in which there was "no harrn." Then a Its use; that is not so difficult as with 
friend produced a few cigarettes of the some narcotics. They may continue 
loosely rolled "homemade" type. They' addiction'until they deteriorate-mentally 
were passed from one to another of and become insane. Or they may turn to 
the young people. each talking a few violent forms of crime, to suicide or to 
puffs. murder. Marijuana gives few warnings 
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of what it intends to do to the human forcernent and equally cOllstnnt education 
brain agninst this enemy, which has n record of 

. murder and terror running through the 

T~E menac~ of marijuana ad~iction centuries, 
IS comparatIvely new to America. In THE weed was known to the nncient 

1931, the marijuana file of the United Greeks and it is mel1lioned in Homer's 
States Narcotic Bureau was less than Odvsscv. Homer wrote tl1M it made 111en 
two inches thick, while today the reports forget -their hOnlc~ and llIrnedtheln in'to 
crowd many large cabinets. Marijuana bwine. Ancient Egyprillns used it; III the 
is a weed of the Indian hemp family, ye~r,1090, there ~:IS foimd('d in Persia the 

, known in Asia as Cannabis Indica and rehll.lous and nll,htary ~rder of the As
. A' Ca b' St' AI t sassms!, whose Ius tory IS on~ of cruelty, 
m mertca as nna IS a IVa. • 1]10~ barbanty, and murder. and for good 

, everyone who has spent much tllne m reason. The members wert! confirmed users 
rural communities has seen it, for it is of hashish, or marijuana, and it is from 
cultivated in practically every state. the Arabic "/zas/zs/Jashin;' that we have the 
Crowing plants by the thousands were English word "assassin." Even the term 
destroyed by law-enforcement otJi~ers "running n~llok" relnres to the drug, ror 
last year in' Texas, New York, New the. expressron h<ls been .used to descnbe 

J M·'·· M' h' Mid' natives of the Malay Penll1sula who, under ersey, ISSISSlppl, IC Igan, aryan, tl 'fJ f h h' h ., I 
L .. ' III" d h k' le III uence 0 as IS , engage III VIO ent 
oUlslana~ mOls" ?Il . t e attac on and bloody deeds. 

the weed IS only begmnmg. ' Marijuana was introduced into the 
It was an unprovoked crime some United States from Mexil'o, and swept 

years ago which brought the first realiza- across Anll·rica with in('rt'dil1Ie speed. 
tion that the age-old drug had gained a It began with the whispering of vendors 
foothold in America. An entire family in the Sol.lthwest that maFijllana wou!d 
Was murdered by a youthful addict in ~rrorm mrracles f?r thost; wh~. smoked It, 
Florida. When officers arrived at the glVlllg them a (ecllllg.of ph~srcal stren?th 

and mental power, stmlUlatlon of the Im
home they found . '. agination, the ability to be "the life of the 
the youth staggert~g about 111 a hu~an party." The peddlers'preached also of the 
sl~ughterho~se. WIth ,Ill ax he had kIlled weed's capabilities as a "love potion," 
h.ls father, hiS mother, tW.Cl brorher~, and a Youth, always adventurous, began to look 
SIster. He seemed t? be III a daze. " . into these claims and found some of them 

"I've had a temblc ?retlm," .he saId. true riot knowing that this was only half 
"\~ople tried to IH~~~ .of! Ill?', mms t" the ~tory. They were not told that addicts 

Who ,were they. .In otlleer .asked. may often develop a delirious wge during 
"I d~!~'t know. M<lYbc, one ~vas my which they are temporarilv and violently 

uncle. I hey 5~asl~ed me WIth kr~!ves and insane; that tJlis insanity- may take the 
I saw blood dnpPlIlg f~om an ax.. form of a desire for self-destruction or a 

,He had no rec~lIectl~n of havlIlg com- persecution complex to be satisfied only by 
mIt ted ~he lllu,ltlpl~ crulle. The officers the commission of some heinous crime. 
knew 111m ordmanly as a sane, rather ' 
quiet young man; now he W<lS pitifully IT WOULD be well for law-cnforc~lllent 
crazed. They sought the reason. The boy otlicers ('vciywhere to !Warl'll for mari
said he had beel1 in the habit of smoking juana behind cases of criminal mId sex as
something which youthful friends called sault. During', the last year a young male 
"muggles," a childish name for marijuan<l. addict was I'anged in Baltimore forcrimihal 

Since that tntgedy there has. been a race assault on a tell-year-old girl. His defense 
between the spread of marijuana .md its W<lS that he was temporarily insane from 
suppression. llnhappily, so lilr, marijuana smoking marijbana. In Alamosa, Colo., it 

has won by many lengths. TIll' years 1935 degenerate bnitnlly ,!ttacked a yOuilg girl 
and 1936 saw its 1110st rapid growth in while undcr the influcnce of the drug. 

, traffic. But at least we now knOlv what we In Chicago, t,,·o lllai'ijuana-slllokitig boys 
are facing. We kno'w,!ts history, its effects, murdered a ·po!jceninn. 
and its potential victims. Perhaps with J n at least ~wo dozen other com para
the spread of. this knowledge the public tively recent cdses of murder or degenerate 
may be aroused sufficiently to CO!lquer sex attacks; ml\nyof them committed by 
the menace. Every p;lrent 6wes it to his youths, marijuilna proved to be a con
children to tell them of the h~rrible effects tributing caus~,.",Perhaps you remember 
of marijuaria to offset the enticing "private the young des~l{;tado in Michigan who, a 
informatidn" which tLese youths may have few months agp, caused a reign of terror 
received. There must be cqnstant en- by his carc('r M burglaries and holdups, 
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MarijwlIlII, n stalk oj wMel! is 
slwwn "'lOVe', is cOlIll'iblitilll: to 
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finally to be sent to prison for life after started smok ing it. The stuff was cheaper 
kidnapping a Michigan state policcman, then; you could buy a whole tobacco tin 
killing him, then handculling him to the of it for fifty ccnts., Now these peddlers 
post ofa rural mailbox. This young bandit will charge you all they can get, depending 
Was a mnrijuana fiend. on how s~aky you are. Usually though,' 

A sixteen-year-old boy was arrested in it's t'YP cigarettes for a quarter." 
California for burglary. 'Under the in- This boy's casual story of procurement 
flucnce of mariju.ina he had stolen a of,the drug was typical of conditions in .. 
revolver and was on the way to stage a many cities ill Amcrica. He told of buying 
holdup when apprehended. Then there the cigarettes in dance halls, from the 
was the nineteen-year-old addict in Colum- owners of small hamburger )oints, from 
bus, Ohio, who, when police responded to peddlers who appeared near hi/lh schools at 
a disturbance complaint, opened fire upon dismissal time. Then there were the "booth 
an officer, wounding him three times, and joints" or Bar-B-Q stands, where one 
was himself killed by the returning fire of might obtain a cigarette and a sandwich 
the police. In Ohio a gang of seven young :-or a qtwrter, and there were the shabby 
men, all less than twenty yenrs old, had apartments of women who provided not 
been caught after a series oJ 38 holdUps. only the cigarettes but rooms in which 
An officer asked them wherc they got their girls ano boys might smoke thcm. 
incentive. "BuCafter you get the habit," the boy. 

"We only work when we're high on added'; "you don't bother .much about i 
'tea,'" one explained. findillg a' place to smoke. I've seen as 

"On what?" ma~~y as three or four high-school kids 
"On tea, Olt, there are lots of names for jam into a telephone, booth and take a 

it. Somc pl'opl,e call it 'mu' or 'muggles' or few drags." 
'Mary Weaver' or 'moOl:ah' or 'weed' or The officer questioneJ him about the 
'reefers'--therc's a million names for it." gang's cdmes: "Remember that filling,. 

"All of which mean marijuana?" ,station attendant you rob~d-- how you, 
"Sure. LIs kids got on to it in high threatened to beat his brains out?" . 

school three or four years ago; there'n~l1st The youth thought hard. "I've got 
have been twenty-five or thirty of us who a sort of hHzy recollection," he Hnswcred, 
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A weed that grows wild throllghout the country is 

making dope addicts of thousands of young people 
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"I'm not trying to say f wasn't there, noticed a change in him. Spells of shakl' 
you understand. The tlOublc is, with all ness nnd nervousness would be succeeded. 
my gang, we can't remembcr Clwel Iy what by periods when tbe boy would assume a. 
we've done or, said. When YOll gel to grandiose manner and engage in excessive,!. 
'floating: it's hard to keep track oftl1ings."· senseless laughter, extravagant conve~;· 

From the other youthful members of: tion, and wildly impulsive actions. W/wt{ 
the gang the officer could get little in.; these actions finally resulted in robbery·,' 
formation. They confessed the robberies the f.'1ther went at his son's problem in' 
as one would vllgucly relilembcr bad· earnest-and found the cause of it a maw~ 
dremns. ju~na peddler who catered to school chi~r. 

"If r had killed somebody on one of dren. The peddler was arrested. . ~'JI 
those jobs, I'd never h,IVe known ii," ex-: • I t is this useless destruction of youih.~ 
plained one youth. "Sometimcs it WM; whkh'is so heartbrenking to all of us who,! 
over before I realized that I'd even been· labor in the' field of narcotic!r suppression./ 
out of m~ roo~." No one can predict whatmaY'-happen afttr~ 

the smoking of the weed. I am reminded~ 

T HEREIN: lies much of the cruelty of: of a Los Angeles cnse iI) whi,.th a boyot~ 
marijuana, especially in its attack upon'; seventeen killed a policcman:\, They hadi, 

youth. The young, immature ilJrain is af been gre,lt friends .. Patrolling his beat,!be~ 
thing of impulses, upon which the "un-,r olTicer often stoppe-1 to talk to .the you",~ 
known quantity" of the drug acts.;ls an aJ.·< fellow, to ~Idvise him. But one day !bel 
most overpowering stimul'lIlt. There Rrcf' boy surged toward the patrolman witb't 
numerolls cases on record like that of an/ gun in his hand; there was a blazeof~( 
Atlanta. bov who robbed his f.'1ther's safe., lowish flame, and the officer fell dead. ~ 
of thousands of dollars in jewelry and cash.1i , "Why did you kill him?" the youth ~1 
Of high-sdlOol lIge, this bo\, apparently. asked. . "$1 
h;ld bce~ headed for an I~oncst, slll:cessfull~ '.' I don't know ..... he sobbed. "He_. 
emeeT. ',~~;~i~ .. llv. however, his f.1ther· gO(ld to me. I was hig.h on reefers. Sullo." .,. .. 

,~ 
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denly I decided to shoot him." 
In a small Ohio town, a few months ago.·'· 

a fifteen-yenr-old boy was found wander-.; 
ing the streets, mentnlly deranged by 
marijuana. ORicers learned that he hid,. 
obtained the dope at a garage. -r::t. 

HAre any other school kids getting 
dgarcttes there'!" he was asked. 

"Sure. I know fifteen or twenty, maybe 
more. I'm only counting my friends." 

'The J!arage was raided. Three men were 
.fTI:sted and 18 pounds of marijuana 
.. ired. 

"We'd been figuring on quitting the 
rKkct," one of the .dopesters told the ar
mting officer. "These kids had us scared. 
After we'd gotten 'em on the weed, it 
looked like easy money for a while. Then 
they kept wanting more and more of it, 
And if we didn't have it for 'em, they'd get 
10001Ih. Along toward the last, we were 
teared that one of 'em would get high and 
kill us all. There wasn't any fun in it." 

Not long ago a fifteen-year-old girl ran 
away from her home in Muskegon, Mich., 
10 be arrested later in company with five 
)'OIInll men in a Detroit marijuana den. 
A man and his wife ran the plnce. How 
many children had smoked there will 
lICVer be known. There were 60 ciga
rettes on hand, enough fodder for 60 rnur
dm. 

A newspaper in St. Louis reported after 
an Investigation this year that it had dis
covered marijuana "dens," all frequented 
by children of high-school age. The same 
IOrt of story came from Missouri, Ohio, 
louisiana, Colorado-in fuct, from coast 
10 coast. 

In Birmingham, Ala., a hot-tamale 
I13ICllman had pushed his cart about town 
for live years, and for a large part of that 
timc he had been peddling marijuana ciga
rcttes to students of a downtown high 
khool. His stock of the weed, he said, 
came from Texas and consisted, wilen he 
"'II!> captured, of enough marijuana to 
manufacture hundreds of cigarettes. 

In New Orleans, of 437 persons of vary
bIll nges arrested for a wide range of c.rimes, 
125 were addicts. Of 37 murderers, 17 
uSt'll marijuana, and of 193 convicted 
thieves, 34 were "on the weed." 

ONE of the first places in which mari
juana found a ready welcome was in a 

closely congested section of New York. 
Among those who first intl'oduced it there 
"'ere I1,msicians, who had brought tlw 
h;ibit northward with the surge of "hot" 
music demanding players of exceptional 
.biJity, especially in improvisation. Along 
the Mexican border and in seaport cities 
k had been knowil for some time that the 

l'Ilu~ician who desired to get the "hottest" 
effects from his playing often turned to 
marijuana for aid. 

One reason was that marijuana has a 
llrangely exhilarating effect upon the 
musical sensibilities (Indian hemp has 
long been used as a component of "singing 
teed" for canary birds). Another reason 
ps tbat strange quality of marijuana 
e·hich makes a rubber band out of time, 
Ilretching it to unbelievable lengths. The 
musician who uses "reefers" finds that 
the musical beat seemingly comes to him 
quite slowly, thus allowing him to inter~ 
relate any number of improvised. notes 
with comparative ease. While under the 
.,nucnce of marijuana, he does not realize 
that he is tapping the keys with a furious 
treed impossible for one in a normal state 
0( mind; marijuana has stretched out the 
lime of the music until a dozen notes may 
be crowded into the space normally occu
y',,'Il by one. Or, to quote a young musician 
arrested by Kansas .City officers as 

a "muggles smoker": 
. "Of course I use it-·J've got to. I can't 

play any more without it, and I knoVl a 
hundred other musicians who are in the 
same fix. You see, when I'm 'Houting,' I 
own my saxophone. I mean I can do any
thing with it. The notes seem to dance 
out of it- - no eHart at all. I don't have to ~ 
worry about reading the music·-I'm .. , 
music-crazy. Where do I get the s~utr( .. 
In almost any low-class dance hall or night 
spot in the United States." :: 

Soon a song was written about the drug •. ; 
Perhaps you remetnber: "~ 

Have YOIl seen 
That funny reefer man? 
He says he swam to China; . 
Any time he takes a not ion, .';/ 
He can.walk acrrn;s the ()(.'ean." ! 

It sounded funny. Dancing girl~ :tmI 
bo)'s pondered abmit "reefer~" :Ind Il'amed 
through the whispers of other bovs and 
girls that these cif.(arettes could make one';
accomplish the impossible. Sadly enou~h, ' 
they can·-in the imagination. The boy 
who plans ,;1 holdup, the youth who seizes 
a gun and prepares for a murder, the girl 
who decides suddenly to elope with a OOY[1 
she did not even know a few hours ago," 
does so with the confident hclief that this: 
is a thoroughly logical action ..... ithout the 
slightest possibility of disastrous COl,., 

sequences. Command a person "high'" 
on Un1U" or t.lmugg)es" or "Mary J_ltle",i. 
to crawl on the floor and bark like a dog, I 
and he will do it without a thought of the', 
idiocy of the action. E:\,erythinll, nil mat .. ' 
ter how insane, hccomes plausible. The.' 
underworkl calls. mariiu:Ina "that stuff·; 
. that n1<lkes you uble tojul11P olf the topsor.\ 
skyscrapers." j,t 
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DE.I'ORTS from vnriollS sl'l'ti()n~ nf the 
.L'- 'countrv indicate that the control and 
sale of mn;ijuanu has not yet I'assl'd il1lo' 
the hands of' the bi)! !!nng~tt.'T syndicutes. 
The supply' is so vast and grows in so many 
places that gangsters perlmps have found. 
it difficult to dominate the source. A hig. ~ 
hardy weed, with serrnted, swordlike; 
leaves topped by bunchy s!1lllll bloom!'
~lIpported UPOII a thick, stringy stnlk,.~ 
marijuana hilS been discovered in atnullt ' 
every state, New York police uprooted 
hundreds of plants growing in a vacant 
lot in Brooklyn. In New York State alone" 
last yenr 200 tons of the growing weed 
were destroyed. Acres of it have Ix'l'll; 
found in variolls communities. Patche!' 
have heen rewnled in back yards. behind. 
signboards, in gardens. In many pl:ll't3' 
in the West it grows wild. Wandering:; 
dnpt.'strrs gather thl' tups fwm along ttJi!.' 
right of way of' railroads. ';" 

All evidence of how Inrge the traffic; 
may be came to light last year near La' 
Fitte, L'l. Neighbors ofal1'l tuljan.ramily~ 
had ~\ecome umazed by wild stories tald. 
by tHe children of the f:lIllily. They, it' 
seemel1, had suddenlY-Dc('(Jl11e l1lil1i(Jt1aires.'~ 
l11ey :1 talked of OWniil!! incol1ceivable, 
mnoullit~ ofl11ol1ey, of automobiles theydid 
not pi\1i~t's$, of living in a palnti:!1 home.:~ 
At last\ their nbsurd lies werc reported to: 
the pd\ice, who discovered that thcir~ 
pllTcntsc\ were allowing them to smol:t: 
~()l11ethil\!! that came from the tops of taU 
plants which their 'a ther grew on his fann.~ 
There was a raid, in which mnre ll\all, 
SOO,OOO marijuana plants were destroycl.f, 
This disco\'cry Ic\lncltt day to al\otherlUi.1~ 
on a farm at Bourg, La. Here a crop of 
some 2,000 plants was found to be growing 
I1etwcen rows of vegetables. The eight 
pcrrollS arrested confessed that their main 
source of income from this crop was in 
sates to boys and girls of high-school age. 

With possibilities for such tremendolls 
crops, grown secretly, gangdom has been 
Immpered in its efforts to Corner the profits 
of what has now become an enormous busi
IICSS. It is to be hoped that the menace 
of marijuana can be wiped out before it 
faUs into the vidiJus protectorate of power
f'u1 members of 'the unde.r'world. 

BUT to cTIIsh tlds traffic we must first 
squarely face the facts. Unfortunately, 

whUe every state except one has laws to 
rope with the traffic, the powerful right 
Ann which could support these states hns 
Ill-en all but impotent. I refer to the 
United States government. There has 

been no nntional law against the growing, 
laIc, or possession of marijnnna. 

As this is written n bill to give the 
f~cral !'ollernment control over marijuana 
has been introduced in Congress by 
Representative Robert L. Doughton of 
North Carolina, Chairman of the HOllse 
Ways and Means Committee. I t has the 
b.1cking of Secretary of the Treasury 
Morgcnthau, who has under his super
vision the various agencies of the United 
States Treasury Department, including 
the Bureau of Narcotics, through which 
Unde Sam fights the dope evil. It Is a 
revenue bill, modeled after other narcotic 
Inws which make lise (If the taxing power 
10 bring about regulation and control. 

The passage of such a law, however, 
.hould not be the signal for the public to 

lean back, fold its hands, and decide that 
all danger is over. Americi now faces a 
condi,tion in which a new, aithough ancient, 
narcotic has come to live next door to \IS, 

a narcotic that does not have to be 
smuggled into the country. This means a 
job of unceasing watchfulness by every 
police department at'd by every public
spirited civic organization. It calls for 
campaigns of education in every school; 
so that children will not be deceived by the 
wiles of peddlers, but will know of the in
sanity, the disgrace, the horror which mari
juana can bring to its victim. And' 'above 
all, every citizcn should keep constantly 
before him the real picture of the "reefer 
man "-not some funny fellow who, should 
he take the notion, could walk across .the 
ocean, but-

In Los Angeles, Calif., a youth was 
walkin~ along a downtown street after 
inhaling a marijuana ci~arcllc. f.'or m;lI1v 
addkt$, merely a portiot\ of a "reefer" is 
enough to induce intoxication. Suddenly, 
for no feason, he decided that somcone had 
threatened to kill him and that his life 
at that very moment was in 'danger. 
Wildly he looked about him. The only 
person in sight was an aged bootblack. 
Drug-cra~ed nerve centers conjured the 
innocent old shoe-shiner into a destroying 
[nonster. Mad with fright, the addict 
hurried to his room and got a gun. He 
killed the Qld man, and then, later, babbled 
his grief over what. had been wanton, un
controlled murder. 

"I thought someone was after me," he, 
said. "That's the only reason I did it. I 
had never seen the old fellow before. Some
thing just told me to kill him!" 

That's marijuanal 
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MARIHUANA AS A DEV,ELOPER OF CRlMINALS 

II\' Elj(OI;NI~ STANl,hY 
lIist ril't A lIuruey, I'ati:;h ui (JrleiIlIS, Nnv (Irh'aus, La, 

~""Iy i'\"lISt','utiug altoru,'Ys ill Ihe Soulh 111111 Southwesl hav,' 
IlI"1I l lIlIrlllllh'd with th,' dd,'usc tllJil, OIl the tilll" (,i Ihe Cllllllllbsioll 
IIi Ihe ('rilliinal al't , tin' dcf"ln!(1II1 ;vas irrl'sI'ulIsihll', hwause of hein); 
"lId"1 the i"III1"IIl'c IIi 1\'larihujllla 10 Slil'/t a "ewee he WilS ullablc 10 
'iJ'l'redah' the dilten'lIlt' I,,'twecil right HlIII wnulg', alld WilS thcrdllr" 
I, ~ally ill".;lIlt', A gn'ili tI,'al Ili tliili"lIhy has hel'n cXl'criclI~I'd ill 
1,IIIIIIilig this dd"1I0" witll the leotill\llUy IIi i's)Thialrisls, fur, whiJ.! ' 
,1;1111' .. i tlll'Sl' 1'~l'elb ille l'ollver:;:l1I1 wilh the lIalllre. awl "'feet "I' 
II,i, drll!;, il lms Ill'l'lI til,' chl"Tielll'e oi the alilhor Ihat IliallY uj tlt"11I 
,In' will,oul all)' illilll'lll;ltillil (Iii the sul'jerl, Thi:; is prllhal,ly dIll! 
I" till' Iin't lilat lilio tlrug I,as CUlllc iulo widl!, lise ill ,crtaill parIs 
oi Ihl' SlIuth IIl1ly I\'itl,ill thl' last t"11 years, 

II i. til" I,Urtlll"" oi Ihis ilrtkle til give a hrief (Jutlilll! oi the 
lIillllle alld urigilJ III' ~Iarihualla alii I thl' l.egislalju,lI ti') far cnacll'd 
"lIll1"'llIillg ii, sak alld lise j III I e,'IIUIIII"II'( that Ihis drug he pla<:I'" 
\1 ilhill tlll~ I'r"ybillll~ IIi Ihl' IllIrrislIlI Allti-lIl1n'otic Al'l, alit! til g'iv~ 
a li'l "I' Sllllle IIi lite II'mk:; II'hidl 11111)' he ~,)I\sultetl I,), itll)' I'l'rbull 
illl"Il',le" ill 11I • .!dllg a litllrllugh oilidy or Ih~ siluatiulI, 

~Iarihllillill i:; Ihe ~k),killl Il'lIlI fill' Call1illhis Iildka, The 1'111111 
"" d'"g l"UIII',l ii, CIIIIIIIIMs IlIdi.-(I, Ill' Marihllalla has as its parellt the 
"Iallt IWI/\\'II as Cllllllllbi.' S"I;,'u, It is 1'lIl'lIlarl)' klHllV1I ill IlIdi., as 
I tllIl/ubi..- Illdi/'u; ill Aillcrka, as CUlillubi ... "II/II'ri<'lIlIl/; ill lVIl'),;"II , as 
( IiIlIlU";.\' M ,'.l'il'lIIlII, IIr M arihlllllla, I t is all Ihe Sl(1I11! drill:, al/ll i:; 
kIIO\\'1I ill .Ii 11\'\'1'111 l'OUlllril'" by dilf,'rellt llililles, II is s,'i"lItili~aliy 
1,111111'11 as CIIIII/ubis SU/i'IIII, :I\ill b 1'0plIiariy rallt'" ellIlIlIlM.\' ,Im,',;
/'111111, CUllllllbis 111'/;1'/1, fir CIIII 1111 ";.' AI ,'.ril'lIIlIf, ill aerllnlallee with 
Ih' geograi'l.ical IIrir:ill of the parlirllla\' plallt, 11\ the l\aSI , il is 
kllllll'lI liS l'hanas, :IS (;lIllga, as Ilasliee.ll , ilS IIhallg, III' Siddi, alld 
giles Ily II variety IIi ,lall!Cs ill the COlllllde. IIf Clllllincl\lal I(urupc, 

CIIII/l II ,,;,\' S"/;'I'II is :\11 allllllal her" frolll till' "h"\III'" I'lallt j it 
IIiIS allgu!;,,', rough st,'II'S alld deeply lol,,'d leaves, It is derived 11'11111 

II", 1Il1\1"'I'illg' 1111'S oj the ieillaic "i:llit pj 'hC1II11 gruwlI ill Sl'llIi
tnlpk:.! .1I1t! Il'lIll'era!c coulltric~, II was III1Ce IIl1Jughl thaI IIl1ly 
Ihe I'lillll groWII ill India was active, hul it has he"I.!- s";l!lIlilkaily 
dctl'rlllillell Ihal lite AIIICl'ical\ spct'il1lcll tCl'llIed "Jllal'ilillil!ta" IIr "1I11Ig'-
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, I:!l'''''' i~ "'lllal in 1",I .. ,Wj' III II", 111::,( \I"Td tI( ludia, The \llalll i~ 'd 

IIl1llan'''", h," h, III 1111' StllIll" ,II 11111 'g,,1 IIIl' lIl'grpcs, il is IcrnlC,1 
"111111,11-1'," III Il,diil, 11'1""." 1ll'II'illllall', j" ,rjclllili,',dly clIliivilkd 1111 

I, wid" ,nil,' ("I' II ... "'IIg' "ltlailli'') (r"'11 ii, Ih,' plHlIls, wlll'lI ~lJIall, 
'"'" "'pill'a I l'o!, 1111' i"II'ill" plalll I",illg II."" l,,.,'I,,,ivdy (",. Ilw pul" 
1"';(' ,,1 "I,\I'JJlillg II,,' ,hllg, III I\le.d .... Hlltl ill /\IIIl'Iil'a, IIII' "lm,l. 
;('1' II\'llllilh''' I" gnJl\, 1II/;l'II",,. iJldb",illlillaldy, lI'illllml ."pa,alillg 
lhe lila I,,· 1111\1 I\·~u:dl· ~)H. ,'luli'H!'J, ilnd il:' It ,c:,uh the- pull'Ut)' "J tJll: 

(',llide j" "',>,"11"" hy IIII' ;\,hui"lulc 1)1' II", 111 iol l' dellll'lI!. III "'llIi, 
''''I'i''al dllll,lI"", 1"'"lH",' lIi Ih,' (",Iilily III Ihe ""iI alld I he, "i'"'' wilh 
II/Jidl 11<'111(' ,,'nllll") h,' 1"tH IIlcd. Ih,' "I.tlll ('au "lthily he taillivalcd, 
Htld "I'"!,il,ili .. ,, til liS !'Iriliv",ill" i5 ""Il,krct! "r'Il'lkaH), ill'l"",,,jblc. 
II I'l !)l'lId.It,,:, iI \\ l'l'd~ Hlld iail!'J IICl'JI iUlilld ,I.p·uwiJlt-; ill :lUJlIC of lilt' 

1,,,,,1. .I'""i:. 1IlId 1,,1, tlf ,iii"" '/',at'li,' i" iI. ;",,! ill lire ""I~ I",rived 
J ""Ill it, hit. I .. "II 1'111111.1 III I", 1'"II,id"la""', parlicularly ill Ih" SCllllh 
illld SUIIIlI\\ l',.,II'," Stall"s. 

,t',',;II\'.YI'II.N '1I' IIJ.:hll' 

I kllll' b l'IllIh al,'el all oWl' 1111' I\~,rld i iI.. (,lIhlll c pmlHlII!y urig-· 
illal ... 1 ill nlilla. i",,,, \\,11<'11,',' il .pll'illi. II is 1:1'111\'11 1',,,. Jhree pili" 

Jill!>" i lor II ... 11"1 ", 11111 III I, "idl I II [ll', I wi Ill'. dllih Ollie I hnls arc 
"10111,,; ru" Ih,' M',d. illlill 1II,kh a 1;I[".lly III)illl;' ui!'is ,,"lUilll'" Ihill 

'" "l>"" ill lit" iI'h illid ii' iI '''''"I1,'rd,,1 ."":;lilll/1! (Ill' hll.I'~" lJil; 
'"hl illr lie,' ">Ill .. Iil' <"",I"ill",1 ill \1\1: 1l'~1II III' Il,c III kd, IIUWl'l'ili1l 

1111'" "i Ilw "bldl'II I' ,,1iI1I1. TIll' M'l'li i, abo sulci a~ a """Slilll,1'1I1 1.1 
i't111l11tl'1,'j,1I I,ild !)l.tO,1. 

110-1111' \I'i1" ,,1'111\ II ill III\' NI'I\, 1':lIgl"od I:CJlllllil'S (Ill' libr" III I", 

IIMd'l1I III" J1I,d.iJlJ~ "f r",III1"IIIIII. II IlilS j,b" gruWII ill Ihe Vir
gilJla alld 1'41111;,'\ h'lIl1ia I f,lollks ~lIId I nil iVaLc.'d ill U Vl"I")' Cjlt'ly dille 
'" II", ""ILI.",,,,"I., "I 1,;,'III11<'I,y. 11111"11 L' till' llldu~Lr)' '[In',111 III Mis, 
.... ntlll 11 h,I" lin ,I gl 0\\ II .11 \',tJ'ilJlI~ lIllI"!) ill I lJiullis, fJl..!:II' C)IiII1J· 

IM\t~lI, hi tlh' h.ull.al\, ,. f1\-"'I' vfllh~)', ill IJI(I~ml'l; ill SIIU11il':lslcn, 
I\HII:\\t\,\IIL\ IHh( \11 N,·I.r'I~I~a, 1\1\\'.4\ ,llId ('al1(urniH. It is nuw 

,.I'"lId,lUI ,h ,I lIilo! 1'1,11'1 ill II I,ll I.\' III<'alilin, ill \V"~\"1'I1 Mi.,tHlI'l, Illwa, 
: ",,,tll\'I I' I\lil"" ', .. 1.1 ;1,"1 III Ihe S""III\\,l'~I"rp and "V"Mel'll ~lalc~, 
\\IIt'It,.· II I~ uJhn Itlillul ~IS ,I l(Jild~idl' "'l'l·d. I( is Hut ~\ 11)WIJ when 
II", /,1,,", II." 11l11 .. dwIII illl" M"hirll illid lhe SOlllll\veSl, IJlIl pmh· 
.d,ll "/""); I\ill, II", ":lIly :-'1,;lIli,,;I1 ",'III,'ulellls, II Wi'~ kllo\\'n ill 
I "ii<- ill III,' I!JII, 1\11111')" 

'1'1", 1,\'1111' 111"1 I'1I111v;,tt,.] ill LJ,,' l.1uil(:d Slales WU~ of llle SllIall 

1'.111'''.1''''''' v." 11'1), /1111 )I,i, Iii" IhTIl H'plill'CII &incc HI57 l,y the IlIr~c,. 
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Chiltl':;'! h~lltJl, I'nll'licall), all the ~ec" fill' I'l'c~ell( day Anlakan 
hl'lIIl' I'UILlIl'~ is gl'''.I:'u ill Ihe 1,,'lItue!;)' river Vidley, 

l'.INNAIII~ INJ)Il'~ 1111 SA'J'Ivt\ 

('.,I/I/IIM.' Sal;?!., is dl"igllalL'd ilS a "lIal'~olic" ill ,I 1Il1111hcl' uf 
St.oIe i;ms, It is SIJIII~tiIlICS 1IICIIliollClI ill the law as ':loCCl weed" 
Ill'Ulll~l' IIf its illl'hriatl!.. ~Irel'l "1"'" Illell lIlid callIe; ill (,thel's as 
"lIwrillililila/' "hl'Hlp/' Ul' "hashh,h" i in (Hl'l Ihe. cirllg is knowli by " 
II id" YiII",l), IIf Italltl's, It is fllle uf seYl'ral dlllgS illl'lIllI ... 1 lill.kl' lIlt' 
illlli-1tarl'tlti\' liI\\,~ uf 17 htalcb, lIallldy: Texasa ArI\iulsas, LuuisiauiI, 
!\In\' I\lc"iL'o, Nevad", l'alifol'ltia, ()I'C!:"", Idahu, W,t,hillgtllll, Utah, 
~Iilille, VCl'lIlIJlil, Iviassill"llll,ells, New York, Illdiana, Wb"(JIIsill .11,,1 
Iowa, II is abll pl'lIhihit~" ulld,'l' lhe lalYs of ~kxko mHI ElIglawl 
III a gr~ilt Illall), I/f the Stales whel'!! tltis legislatiflu was ellal'l,'d, So 

lri,le-sprl'ad wah th" liSe uf IwtrihlH.lla, allcl ~o lerrific th" I'c~ult, 
Ihat ~I'a\'e ell,l<'l'g"lIl'k's W':I'C d"l'lared to exist which jllstiticd lhe 
l'l,;isialiull taking l'li'e.'t inllJlccliiltdy, mul I'Cstl'iClilllts I'espe('tillg tlte 
,;'I1I1I.illg !If "he. up" al'e Illenli.IIIl,d ailing with Iluise resll'iclillg llpiulll 
~ljhll, iIJ".!,. 

i\lthuu~h ilte clillL'l'elit fllrtllS of lhe platll have been descrihed 
IIl1dl'r Yllriolls l"llallil'al lIalllCS, Ihere arc 110 ,!sselltial diJl'en'lIl'eS ill 
Illty IOf llwit, sl'ecllic elilllal'leri,tk,;, alld all cultivaled III' wild 1t"IlIl' 
j, III/IV n'l'IIgnin'd ilS IICIIIlIging- til Olll' sJl,'dcs~-C"II/lU"j.( S,,/j.z!((, 

TIIF (ItlililN Ill<' Till( UkIJ'; 

Th,' IIrigill oi Ihe dnlg" is vcry :mcielll. 
III I he yeal' IlJVO, A, fl" t he I c1il::iolls alld military I/rder ()I' 

... ('1 III' Ilw i\ssas,ills Was fOllnded ill Persia, ancl the IIl11l1erllUS acts 
IIr n ""'1)" IIi III" .eel wa:. ImllwlI lIul IlIIly ill Asia, IlIIt ill Europe 
"" II dl. This urillll'h IIi Ih,' Sltiitl' sect, IWllwn as blllaliles, was 
,'ali,," Ila.lllshall, lit-rived (null Ilashish, or Ihe cllllfecliun of hl'lIlP 
1\'''''5 I CUIIIWbjS /I/(Ii .. ,,) , III fact, frolll 1111: Arabi,' "llaslti,;hall" WI' 
l.iI\,\' till' I':ugli.h 1I,"nl "J\:.:.absin," It is IIlclltiolled, ill the Arabian 
Nighh, alld \\'as klllllYlI al tile lillie of Ihe clusades, It was ImoWII 
til tlie (;rceks liS "NcllI:llthc," alld lVas lauded in th" illlllllll'tulll.l),sse>, 
IIf 11'"l1er liS a t1ru[( 10 11111 all l'aill :nil I allgel', alld, 10 luit.g flll'gel
ttlltll"" Ill' all s(Jrl'''W, 

It was hllIJWII ill allriell! Ii lites til the EgJl'lialls, alld its usc ill 
1':gYI'I, al tile (In'sent lillIe, is wide-spread, .In facl, it is preselltly 
iI" widl'l), IIS\'" a II II lII[(sl lite EgYl'ti'IIlS, illtd in the East, a~ "pillllt Is 
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l/~L'd II)' Iii.: (,hille~l'. allli alcuhul hy the Americans und EnrOJleans, 
II. "'11'1'1 UPO/l Ihe 1\'lull,,Ys has been lerritic. and the native, u{ the 
[II ala) 'III I 'cl/;lIs"la have bccli knuwn. whili: IIl1der ilsinllucnce., 
III lll~h 11111 an.! I~lIg11);L' i'l vit!lclJl u\' "'uudy ,kc,ls, wilh cUUI!'lclc llio

n'gard (ur II",il' 1"'1>'111<11 ,,,fdy. 1)\' IIle \)1101. lIrra)'~I\ again,1 tllelll. 
'/' .. rim "01\111'"'' ill Ihe l\llliay l'cnillsula is syllllUyUjU\lS wllh sayilllr 
"lie is lUld" .. 11,1' inlllll'ul'I' 1,1' Ihis dru!l', 

hi J'Ulil'lllil, 1"'rlknlal'ly ill Ihe SCJulh an" Soulhwcstct'u, POf
IHIIl. ,II' Ilw tlllile" SI""", il is called Jllarihllanu, Jt is pOJlularly 
1.111111 II "IIII1"!;,1 Ihe ,'I illI;1I111 "1,,nll'tII II. "lllug~lcs," 111- "muulcr" alld 
a""irls OIl c n'IIJIII"III.1' lel'lll"" "ltI11ggle heads," \ 

'I'll" 1':I""I-:t"L' uF TIll; U:;g Ill-' 'l'llll I)l(un 

TIll' iI,'wCI'illg 101" ,of (III.: female Jll4nt al'~ Ihe source from 
whi,'h I Ill' drllg b "l'lilillc.!. awl ii, Alllcdca these lIolVerillg' tOJls arl' 
g:IIII""'oI alit! 1'01"'01 illiu "Igilrelll'~ and slIwlwol, the SIl1OIH: being ill-
11.,1<-01 ,\ f:IV'" ill! Jllet)w,1 Ill' enjoyiJlg th('s" cigarettes is for the 
IIs"r II) ,IraI\' lit" oJIIIlI.,' illiu Ihe 1I11Jmh mill Ihen hlow it ont ttg:,illst 
I h,' tlll'lll'd h,1I)d~, Wil"'lt" he illlmks il. 

III lI11ha, 1I",rillllillli! "I' "lIl1lgl:lc~" is llIo~lly \Js~l! in Iogauja" 
lI/llll, whi, h is Ihe Illdian lHUll" illr i\ mixture or Ihe stelllS, le:tve$ 
alld 1I1/11"fill!: "'I'S "I Ihe "lIliivateri feUJllle 1'101111, It is .nJUhd, .IS 
ill f\ II ll'IlI'a. ill 'iI." 10 I'tI I ,./ ~igarl'lI~s. OJ' ill a llipc; its sl11dl is typi
"ilily 1I1"'"~ivc. :11111 b cilsily rCl:oglliled by the initialed, 

HIt.1II1! ,/1' .iololi, art: the Indian naCHes fill' the mixlun! of 1Ilcs~ 
dry Icaves and 1·"",III,'s without steUis. whelher male or f~Jllalc, 
,'Ilitiva"'''. Ill' ill ils wit.1 ,Iilk, 1t is the dltal'est iWt! the lVeakest 
"I' • .1, 1111' pn'"ill'<IltlJ/IS of lta.hioh. awl b taken ;IS "tea," III thilt 
""\lulr)" III" 1l'~i1l1l1lS ,11 I "lUll ... : whkh cXlIIh:s irolll IhO! !Iowcl'illg 
hl'.I<I III Iho: i'~II\.tI~ I'lillll is ~.I\le,l "dmrris:: autl is eithcr smol,~d 
ur (akcll ill pilb (tI' ii, {'lIld~dioll" (JI' lI)iicd Willl Slilltll' (1\' hOlley • 
.,1I,,'i; l'IJlI III II 1I ll). !llllt; allllltlgst Ihe h"za;trs .. Ji Egypt alld Ihe rar East. 

III 1II.IIlY 1I"pO:O:I;;. Ih,' 'It'liull lit' COllllaVis ·SIl/h'll is similar til 
,hal IIf ,dr/,iI,.l '11101 lllorl'hill\', lis I"xit: cll',ccts arc ecslasy, JIIo:rri-
1IIl',If, 11111'11111 .. "1/:01,1,, lallglll"l', sl'il-snlis.ial'lillu, bi~~ill:C ideas laddll!:, 
ill r"luillUil,h alld ils fl',whs arc e"trclUe hYllcmddity, with occasion;tI 
,.I1II1:b .. I' tHIlI""" illtt! Vlllliltillg, It has ,,1St! been dcscrillcc.l as pro' 
ducing. ill 11I'/lk'flJie 1I,!".'s, allylhing fronI " tllild intllxkatilJlI 1') 11 ,I cit II 
,lrUIII,. a dmll'''Y at to I !>I'1I1i'I'UlIllltIlSC C\llJl\illrlll;' lapsing into a llrcamy 
,Ialt:, l'vilil 11 rapid Huw ui hbls hf a sCMqll.tlwrc, cn,ling ill a dl!CII 
,lel'l', illll'rnl!,I,'d t,y ·drellllls, ! )11 aWtlkci!ril!(," lhere is ;1 feeling of 

,1:-"\ 
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gll'al d"jectioll allli jH'USlri\tioll, l.ai'gc 'tlII~JS prod lice c~dlclllelll, 
ddll.illll~, h:t1ll1cillaliIlJls, rapid 1I0w of idea's, a high ~I~tc ,,'I' cc.la'Y, 
1")"'111111\1111)1' iWliyil), wilh II 1,'ml"IIl'Y I" wililll dallHlg\! alld VjOlclICl', 
II'IIh II (~IIII,,"al')' illlllll:~ia III' all thaI has "o;lIlsl,ile,1. 111 ,'ascs IIi 
I" .. IIIlIgl'o! addiclioll, c~(lt'ci"lI)' ill Ihe Malay •• (he sOIIlIl"I"1I1 aCljoli 
1,( ('lillI/ubi ... Jlllliell is r"l"larcd wilh CIIIIII'II'll' III~s of jlldglileill ",,,I 
III (l',lrailll' Ihe drcl'l Sll fre'lllclllly lI],sl'rvcd ill akoholie illlo;.;il'a 
I lilli" 

II is l'IIllllllollly IIs,'d as all HphrlJllisiac, alii I its l'01i1i1ll1C11 II'>\! 

kal]" III illll'IIlellcy, This has hl~ell "hscl'Yed alllllllg.t Ihe lIalives oi 
Illdia, 

II is all ideal drllg 10 nil utI illhihiliolls '1l1idd)', 
AI Iht.: lillie oi Ihl' !mllitliliB of Ihe rcligious sel'l or order of 

",\o,;ossills," ill 1'\'.."ill, hy I ]"SSlIIl lieu Sallhal, yWlllg 11Il'1I wholll Ihe 
~ihicl; I!<-sired 10 suhjtlgale weI C g'ivclI this drUIl, ill III whell tllllier its 
illlh"'IIl'l', W,'I": lal,e;:, hlilldfuldcd, illl" Ihe garden Ilf lhe Shick, where 
I'VI'lj pka:H1rc whidl ill'l'e:ded 10 Ih" .eIlS~S awailell Ih~Ill, 

\V I II: II 1'''IlII'I''le illdulgt'iIl'c ill Ih,'sc plea>lI"':S ,had "cell had, 
~h,y WlTe lal,"11 ,,11111 Ihis gal'del), alld ~IJ eager were Ih,'), for a ful'
tlll'1' "1'1'''llullil), III usc Ihe Ilrug tllld illl' a n'l'l'lilillll Ill' Ihe alll'lIdal1l ' 
1,lea,III'"S, Ihal they wert' lIlIder Ihe clllllpleic d"lIIillalillll (,f lloe Shick, 
'1IIIl alllile I",,,IV ils senel, and gl;(/II)' fllllllwed his will, 'CVl'II 
III Ille ,,);Ielll lit' .at'l'ilidllg Illl'il' Iiws if .11 (.'11IllIlIalllkll, ill IInl,'r 
IlIllh<'I' III experi"llce Ihe ]!1"a~lIrcs 10 which III<'Y had ·1J~"11 illilialcd, 

1\1 11ll! I'reS"1I1 lillie, Ihe lIlIdel'wllrhl has heclI qlliek III realize 
Ihe v.tluc lIf Ihis drllg ill slIlJjllllillillll Ihe will of hllnlan dercii<:ts III 
Ihal III' a 1IH1,ler \IIilld, lis use .weeps away all reslrainl, ami Iu its 
illtlll\'IICC lila), he alll'ilJlllt'd IWIII)' IIf our l1Ieselll day crilll"s, II has 
I""~II Ihe e~JI':rielll'e III' Ih" l'lllire and ['rllscclllillg' Ollil'ials ill Ihe 
Soulh !hal iUllllediately bdlJr~ Ihe cilnunis.ilJlI of IllallY nillles the 
,0>" "i Ilarilll""la cigaretles has bet'll hululgcd ill hy "rilllin,,,s, so as 
III Il'lieye Ihl'llIselvei' frOIll Ihe lIalllra1 re'lrailll which IlIi,'hl lidcr 
Ihelll 1'111111 Ihe l'Illlllllissiwl Ilr crilllillal al'!s, :",,1 til givl! ;101'1;1 thl! 
lidse Will age lleel's.ary !il COlllllllt Ih,! COIIII'llIpialet! crillle, 

TIll, (;ilVI';i(NM"N'I"S A'I"I'l'l'LlJm ']'illl',\i(IJS M<\l<llIlIM'IA 

Indiall hellll' (n""'ihlllIHl) a"dirls were IIlade digihle for Ireat
IlIllI! ill re('clII 1,'gblalil"l ella~lell loy tht: 70th COllgre~s, appl'llv'!II 
Jalluar), 1!Jlh, 1\129, cslablbhillg lIarculic fanlls ful' the c01l1iliC1l1C1I1 
;lIId Ircalllll:lIl oj ,,"rsulls uddklet! tu lhl! usc of haiJil-fuJ'luillll narcolic 
drug~" This 1"gi~laliulI is ;;1l1l1~wIHlI unique in CII"grcssiollill Icgisla-

I 
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li'"I, ~ill<'c liIIli.1I1 11l'1I1/, i$ 11'" da,;~ilic" 1I$ 11 Iwllit.fol'lllillg drug 0" 

1I,IIl'IIIi<' ill ",it... JI~"CI ial IIlIl ('oli~ la\Y~, 
I 11,1>1 IIl1d, as Ihl! llill'lll(ul dr('ll~ (If the us~ uf Illarihuam'l arc 

oIillly "(',"II'lIilll; 111111" \llIidy 1,III1WII, ;!lId Silire it has hcell dass,'d :\s 
a lIill( IIlk ".I' 1111' ~lillUIIJI') /;11\'" IIi .CVl'IIICCII Alllcrkall ~I:tl"s, EIIIl' 
1'"1" alld ~k~i"" 111111 ~jll"': pc 1:>1 II I> addicll'" III its Ii.e have l)Cell lllillll' 
,'igi"I,' i,"1' IIl'"llIll'lIL III Ih" I 'llill'd Sl:'l~s Narcillic 1Ii/I')IIS, lhe 
I 'lIil('d SI"I," 1 ;IIV' n 1111"11 1 , "ill 11I"11I"Sjillllal,ly be CCIIIII'C/lcd III adopl 
.. ,",,11"""'111 allil"dl' lilllilnb ii, a 1111 illtlt"IL' it ill Ihe I [arrisI/1I AlIli .. 
1I,,,n,IIL' ',,'\1', "" iI. III giv,' Fed,'nll aid III lilc SUtI,'S ill lhuil' ell'"n 
I" ""I'IlJ" Ss ,I Ii am,' ". "cililly :lIId :as c/""lrucliw I" sll~iUlf as lh:1l 
ill 11,1' 1111 ... 1' (111111" "I' " ... ~olk:i ""IV tll,.,hiIJitcd hy Ihis ACI,1 

.'we ,\II 'L" h all /llllslraIL'" ~"'dir:t1 l)kliotHlI'Y tfjurJ;lIld, 1!J~7) 
"nlanhllilllil." 
:\I<I'>Y, Ilud," V" l'rilH'l"ks 01 I 'h,"'11mo'Y. ,~II ,:11, Philadel"fli:. :11111 

',1111011111, \\" II, ,'ialllld,'"" ClIlIll'alty, IIJ:U" 107t{ i'ag~~. "CUIIU'I' 
lib": i'I', 7tJ7,71oH, J{t'I\'rcIICC:i: JI, 771), 

(Ill 'III ,I I ~',llcJ'ia ML'"k .. illill l'r\'~I:riJ!lilJll Wrilill/:fl 1!J26, i'P, 
111,111, 

HIIV.,', SHINEI' S,. 1Il'II11! ((till/111M.' Sllli'!''') a I'liI~licill h'catitic QII 
II,," 1'111111"" IIi hl'llifl illl' "~C,, ill II I fi"rl', wilh a ~/;ctch pf the 
l,i:;III"\, ilil" I iii II"" "I Ihe ''';1111' I'lalll, New Y\lI'/(, (Jl'allg~ Jud" 
l'IIII1,,:III) , I'~III. 112 PI', ", 

1l1"'''I, 1 ;1111 ,\ r, N I, 1IIIIIIllil i"'iI UJlilllllllia ~allal'a (Cjlll1l4his Sati~a) 
~ljl'IIIII, "i", Jkl "'JI 0111 II i iii C. 1~,'lll'~l'hilli c \! .. Jo(H'~fJ. I! v' 
"I',il,li"I;I.IIIi'''; ~,) I'fl. 22lij v, 2, 1'1', "",lll, 

1'1'111111) 1111'1111"'11'.1' Ii; F'lIyl'llll'l'db lVIII, 12.1,,771, i!J(N) , 
11,\1",,11, l'II,I"IE~ II" '/'1I"III'j IIf 1'/lantHlcqllil'al ('ll('lIlisll'y, I'hila· 

""'"I'li' ,,"d NO'll' YII' h. I,ci! & 11c/,jgcl!, 1~)/(). S,\!.! I'uges, I'C:I/I' 
1I,Ii,i;'l Itulit"a'.'; 1' . .. I Kif, 

I'I'~'"''I''' l', \V,,'III,I J, 1\, f;IINN, A il'~l,htill/; (of "h:II',"i/eulugy :lIul 
Ihl'l.lplIlli.~, !)Ih cd, l'hil:ul';lphiil, Lea & 1''chigcl', ]!J2H. 743 
I'i'g"" .. ( ',llllI,oI,i,,": I'/" ;!H/), ~tU, 

1';lIl.l'l'I"I"',jiall,illiJlII"iI (qll, Ed,& 1~12'J)VIlI,ll-[l,-I20""CIllP, 
1,:\ I"'I~, NIII< M.H, ,wei (i. II, I ':1.,111 'N , Tire illialytib of t1l'1lgs allli "hCIll' 

i'.lb, /'11",11111, t'. lilillill itlld ('ollll'all), (1!J2lJ.l, .\72 (IiI!fCS, 

"CiOllllill,i" l"oIk,,": 1', 1')0, 
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INIlIA. Dept. of Finance and Comm~rc\!. Iudian hemp, drugs Com
missiun. No. 1369 ex. Government of Indi:l. (.Calculla, 1925), 
'2~ !'P. 

Memoran~ulTl Oil excisc administratioll ill In~ 
dia, Sl) far as it is concerned with helllp drugs (3d 
(i. e., 2d) ed) Simla, Printed at the Government central printing 
uffice, 1902. 22 PP. 

Hemp drugs commission. Report. Simla, 
Printed at Ihe Governmcnt central printing ollicc, 1894. 7 v, 

-"-.- Supplementary volume. 
tions fur the nali ve army. 
186 pp. 

Answers received til selected ques· 
Calcutta 1895. 

--- Supplcmentary volume. Evidence 0.£ witnesses from native 
states. Calcutta, Ollie\! uf the ~uperinte11!lcnt of govel'lullt:llt 
priuting, Iudia, 1895. 218 pp. . 

MAII~~rAI.L, C. K, The <lctive principle uf Indian hemp: a preliminary 
communication. Lancet (L.)l1(loll), Jail. 23, l!l97, pt. 1: 235-238. 

MAKItIUANA (Mex.). In Mexico, anyone of sllveral plants having 
Jlurcotic properties j ill Illany lucalities. Cm/llll/Jis [mlim, and in 
the: State of Sonora, Nicutiana !llauca. 

MI'lllcAf.·_-Jurisprudcnce & Tuxicul()gy (Prof. Jnn. Glaiste:r and' Hon. 
Jno. Glaistcr, Jr., 5th ed., J9.B-WIll. Wood & Cumpany, New 
Yurk, Eo & S. Livingst()lle-Edinburgh). P. 8'19. . 

M EliCK's I NIlEX j all encyclopedia fIJI' the chemist, pharJllacist and 
physician. 4th cd., Rahway, N. J., Merck III Co., Inc., 1930, 
5MS pa!{cs. "CanuaLis": p. 147. _ 

MC)HgAU, JACQUt>S J., 1)u hachich et de l'alienation JlIentalc. Etudt$ 
psychulogillUCS. Paris, FUrlin, Massun et cie, 1845. 431 pages. 

MUNc'II, JAMES CLVIll~, "Bioassaysj a hand hook of lluantitalivc pl",\,
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Orlcans Parish Medical Suciety, The Marihuana Mcnace, by Dr. A. 
E. Fossier. 

l't:llI!::l, GI!:NAI<O: La Marihuana. Breve 'lstulliu sobre esta p)anta. 
Mexico, 1886. 

Noted in. Nicolas, Lcon, "Bibliutcca Lolanieu-lIIcxicana." 
Mexico, Officina tip. de la secrelaria de fOlllcnto, IM95, p. 207. 

Pharmacopoeia of U. S. A., 1925, pp. 95-96. 
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1'11I1I.S~ON, It, A tcxt-1Jlluk of I'hurnU\~olugy alld therapeutics. Eng. 
ctl. LUlld{JIl, W. IlcillclI1<1no, 1923. 519 pages. "Cannabis In
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slll'el'inlcnd~J11 of g"VCI'II!II~nt pl'inting, lndia, 1904, 32 pages. 
(~cicntilic Incllluirs Iii IJl'ticl,!l's IIi the mcdical and sanitary de
p'll'tmcnls of the gllVcl'Iltllelit Ilf India, new SCI'., No. 12,) 

]{UlIlNbUN, Vwrou, An essuy OJl hasilc\!sh, hbturical aud cxperill1t:n
tal. 211 cd, New York, E. fl. Rillgel', Ins. 91 pages, (. 

I{IfSIIY, BI.I~s & 11,1I.1.I\HIl, "The l'rul'~l'tie$ and Uses Of Drugs" 
(IY,lO Ed.) r.415. 

SOtl:; COIlJ':N (j 1'1'11 ~:N~, "l'harmaceulheraupel1luS"-( 192!l Ed.). 
PI', 1702-3. 

SOI.I.~'\NN, TUIIAW, A manual of pharmacology, ami its aPJllicatioll~ 
tqthel'ill'cutks and toxicology, 3d Ed. Phil<\dclphi<\ allil LOIl

dOli, W, II. Saunders ClJlllpally, 1926, lJM pages. "MlIl'ihulllla" 
(Callnabis): I'p .. 123-;~~4, 

U, S. IIlwr, 1'11/11.1(; lIMI:I'U. Sec Report of Snrgeon-General, Hugh 
S. CunlJlIillg's, to the 70th Congl'ess (See Index Catalogue of the 
SUl'g"(>II·t.iclll'l'al's OJlke) , a~ followsl 
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Scrb 2 (Cllunailis Ilitlica) 3 ;143-45, HI9!l. 
S"ric • .2 (1Iasdlisdl) 6:7!l4, 1901. 
Series I t C;lIl1m!Ji~ lodica) 2 :690-91, Hl!ll. 

lI, S. Illtil'''N~ATlJl(Y, I!JIIl, p, 276. 
WUIII), (l""UliI( 11., The dbpellslltul'Y of the Uuited States of America, 

21sl. Ell, I'hil.ldelphia and Lumlol1, J. 11, Lippincott COIIII'UI,IY, 
11120, llW2 ("l'anllilbi~ Indk;au (Marihuallu in Mexic'lu)." 
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JOUHNALS 

::-in! (IIrul\uHlu)- ·:l'lIhk etfeels-weed IIf insanity, M. j, ~ Roc. 
122:~ It, Hi, 1!J2S. 

(!leI FUVI'\II)" Nklllul'clTccts of hashish un Ceutral African Negroes. 
I'I:u,i.,I'U IIICd, 17 :27[)-77, 1 !Wl, 

(1)11111". ilnd Zb) ··,Narcolic aclillli uf potassiulllchloratc added to 
slnllkiug' 't"hill'C,I; l'I)J\lI';ari~IJJI with hashecsh. Wien. Klill. 
WellIl.,,"r, 41 :1(,1·(1.1, IY2K 
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(lJawllcr)-Canniluis jndic" ill sll1okiu~ touacco. Brit. M. J. 2:521, 
1923, 

( FanldlCnlw) -Case history of iuloxicaliun psychosis from poison
int;" with linct. cannabis indicac. Klin. MCI\. ·6 :770-73, 1927. 

«(;ay~r)- -l'hannllColol:ic stan"anl.i~aliun of oriental Imshish allll can
Hahis indica. 

lIashccsh iusanity (uy Ill'. Warnock, Supt. Cairo T,\Ulalic Asylun~), 
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(Iltlhcr)-llisltu'y oi hashish allli opium., !lcul. Me". Wchnschr., 
5.\ ;1145, 1927. 

(Juel )-. ClIllivatil)ll of c.ulllubis indica; reply to Sal>alilschka, Klin. 
Wchuscllr, 5 :12150, 1926. 

\,loci ) .. -·Is it n~cc,sary 10 plaut canuabis' illlliea ill licnnany? Klitl. 
WclllIl;chr, 5 :364-65, 1926, Abst. ). A. M. A., 156:1490. 

(I ljulljilJlwy)·-Hulc uf hulian hcmp in cilusation uf inSiluity in hl
dia. Far I':asl Assn. Trop. Med. 'ffil 11 S. 7th. Cong., 1927, v. 
I :<100, 1928. 

(Jucl & Fr:lnkcl)-Hashish inloxiciltiun; cuulriillliiou to experimcn
lal psychopalll<Jlul;y, Klin. Wdlllschr, 5:17U7-09, 1926. 

(I(allt ami Krilpf)-Psychic Phcnollluna !Jy ingcstiull uf hashish 
Archiv f. cxpcr. Path. u. Phannakul. 129:319-3!l, 1928. 

(I~allt illlt! Krapf)-Qucstioll of illiact function in ha~ltisll intuxita
lioll, Ztschr. f. U. gcs. Ncurol. u. I·~ychiat. 112:302-U5, 1928. 

l Kill!llllan)--Cirecn CiUlleless; sludy of dreallls, drugs all\l dClUcnti:!. 
M, J. & Hec. 126:470-75, 1927. _ 

(Saililliischka).-Cuitivatioll of cannabis in<lica; ~'Ollllllcnt 011 Joel's 
articlc, Klill. WclllIschr. 5 ;1279-80, 1926. 

(Stt:allb)-BavarhH1 hashish; I!xl'crimcnts. Munch. incd. Wchnschr . 
. 75 :49-51. 

(I<alll)- -Fllnlls of reaction of psychutic illllividuilis \fl hashish in
loxicalioJl; stutiy of pru!Jlclll of hallucinatiun, /\rch. f. Psychhll 
91 :694-721, 1930. 

~l>hl.IJljibll<JY)·-·"]lldian hcin)l insanity" pcculi:lr lultuliu, J. MCllt. Sc. 
76:254-64, 1930. 

\ (Kcrion)-Mcntal troubles fmlll usc uf hashish; C4ses lIyg. Menl. 
:.:!5 :93~106, 1~30. 

, 
STATUTO!{y H!':GULATIONS 

Ep!:li1lld-Gcorgc V (1925), SlaIutcs IS 'Inti 16, :UllClllliilg the Dan
gerous Drug' Act. 
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CjdifllrlliaC'tidu II( l'alifllrllia. statutes alld all1l~JI(lmcllts (1929), 
Jlilgc 3~I, dlUl'!'!:r 2111. 

Ilidialla--A. 11111'11" Alluotat~d Illdianu Statutes, Vol. I, Section 
2·I~J.I, page 1228, Act !911, Jl:lgc 45. 

Iowa -1~2·1 A,'IS of Iowa, ChaJltcl' 156, page 427. 
I.Illli,iall:i 0, Art ·11 (Jf 1~2". 

~hll.C' I<"vis"d Slalllt"s Ilf Maill!! (19.l{J), Sectiol\ ;:!5, Chapter 23, 
page '177. 

Nl'Villla' l',llIljJil"1! 
SOH-t 

New l\k,.iclI-,·'J'he 
51:\.' I 

Laws uf Nevada (1~29) Jlillyer, Vul, 2, Sec. 
, I 

l.aws uf New Mexicu (1923), Chapter ~l page 

Or",;oll"t"'lIcntl Laws of Oregoll (1923), ellal)t!!r 7.7. . 
Tcxa,,,;Vc!'wJIl's Allllvialcd Crilililial Slallltes uf th~ ~tat!! of Texas 

(i'cilal Clld'!) Vol. 2, 1Y20, Chapter 3, Art. 720, 
Utah··('IJlllpilcd Laws of UI:dl, Seclion 4432 (1917 editiQn), P;I~C 

!J02. . 
Vel"l1I1,"I'" l;el1,:ral Laws oj VerJllullt (1919), Sec. 6285, Page 1081. 
Wa.hillglllu--I<"llIiuglllll's CUillpiled Stilllllcs pi Washingtoll (1923) 

slIl'l'lclllclllillg dlillJ[cr 7, SectiollS 25()<)-1, 2S()<)·2. 
Wi.cIIIIsill··WisnJll.iu SIal utes (11)29) 10th edition! Section 146.02, 

jill nlcr/y Sl'l~tioll J4J!J of thl! Old WiswlIsitl'Stiltllles. Para-
graph 10. . 

WYllming -,Wyullling's ~ 'wul'ilcd Statules (I ~2()) Scctioll 3S70. Page 
(,1),1. 

Sec I )"scril'tiv~ Word ludcK alld lable of cases Affirmed, Re
vised or M"diJicti, 'wverillg- "Currclll lJig-cst"-:-Vuls.' 1 to 5 (1926· 
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STATE v. DIAZo 
No. 49815, 

Supreme' Oourt of Utoh. 
Alii. 16, 1~. 

I. Criminal law e=>549. 
It Is jury's duty to consider whole evi

dence In cnsa, not merely defendl\nt'~ tesU
mony. 

2. Criminal law ~ 
In homicide caM, jury had right to disbe

lieve defendant's testimony of intoxication 
and narcotic Intluence depriving him of knowl-
edga of ncto.1 .• 

Defendant teatified that he WaS" under 
the Influence of whisky and especiony of 
mariiuana to such an extent that he could 
not recollect anything that occurred a t the 
time of the homicide. A. physician testi
fied for defendant that marijuana Is a 
narcotic aod acts upon the central nervoua 
system, alfectlng tho brain, p.oduclng ex
hUarating efrects, and causing one to ·do 
things which he otherwise would not do, 
and eRp~ciBUy induces acts of violence; ~ I 

further, that such condition would be . 
greatly of,'graTated where defendant had i 
been using intoxicating liquors. and ther,e'" " 
after took the narcotic. 

3. Criminal lawe:=654. 
Jury heltZ not required to nccept bllndly 

defendant's testimony, elipeclally where other 
evidence of clrcumBtonces attending crime 
and defendant's conduct Immediately th_ 
after rendered BtOry w?,lrobnble.2 

5. Criminal law 08=>741(1), 742(1). 
Oredlbillty ot witnesSes and weight and 

value of testimony are quootlons exclusively 
for jury. 

&. Homicide 01):;;>237_ 
Evidence he14 to snpport jury's conclu

sion that defendant was capable of forming 
premeditated Intent to ldll. 

7. CrIminal law cS=>1170V.(2). 
State's hypotheticsl question to stnte's 

narcotic expert, unfamillar with marijuana, 
whether defendant's conduct was possible If 
under Intluence of narcotlcs,helft not plejudi
clal, In view of afilrmatlve n!'8wer. 

The stnte'. medical expert had previou ... 
.Iy stoted that, although he was familiar 
with the efrecto of narcotics upon tlIe hu
man system, he had no experience with 
the use of marijuana. He was asked b7 
the di!ltrict attorne7, In the form of • 
hlPotheticaJ question, whether defend
ant'a conduct at the time of, .. nd shortly 
after, the comroissloll of the erboe, c .. uld 
possibly be tbat of • person under the 
ipfiuence of narcotie druga. Bis tlnRwer 
was "Yean; thUB favorable to defendant'. 
contention. Even If the question wa. bo
proper, It ...... therefore not prejudicial. 

Appeal from DIstrict Collrt, Davis 'County; 
600. S. Barkfll', Judge. 

Nicholas Dlaz was convicted of murder In 
the first degree, iUld he appeals. 

A1lIrI\1ed and remanded, with • instructions, 

James S. Gregerson, of Salt Lake OIty, for 
appellant. 

. L. A. Miner, Asat. Atty. Gen., and Goo. P. 
Parker, Atty. Gen., tor the ·State. 

FOLLAND, J. 
Defendant was convicted of murder In the 

first degree and sentenced to death. He ap
peals. Only two questions are presented on 
this appeal: First, It is contended that the 
defendanVs motion for new tr18l should have 
been gr6.nted upon the alleged ground that the 
verdict Is contrary to the ('vldence and the 
court's instructions with ~espect to the ques
tion of premeditation and Intent. Second, 
that the court erred In overruling defendant'. 

4. Homlolde e=>270. objection to the testimony In rebuttal of the 
As . regards tlrst degree murder, It wag state's medical expert, and particularly In

jury's'duty, under Instruc.<lons, to determine permitting him to answer the hypothetical 
whether defendant was b? 'intoxlcated or question propounded by the stato. 
faculties benumbed by marijuana that he was Juan F. Martinez, a Mexican sec~~n hand ' 
Incapable of forming or had no premeditated In the employ of the Oregon Short jiine Rail
design to kill. road Company, was found dead, IY!/lIg upon a 
.,.-_________________ . c~t la his room In a bunkhouse near Kaysville, 
, 1 State T. HltelmaD, 68 Ulab, 262, 198 P. 769. Davis county, Utah, about 5 ot~M!Ck p. in .• 

• State T. Allen. 66 Utoh. ~. 189 P. M. May 10, 1929. The body was dl,li'~overed by 

~For oth.r C.lel leB I&UlI top1c ~D4 ~Y .. N UMBER In aU Ke7 .. NumbeHd Dl.ella &D4 IDdt •• 
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other seetlon workel'llupon'thelr'retnrn from ThIs man,wus.sweatlng; Dweat rolled /ioWli 
work.· The deceased met hlB death ~8 the re- hls tace, and he had a strong odcl'.'about him; 
Dult ot a bullet wound in the top ot his head. he seemed agitated lind excited. The "n
Thephyslclan who examined thP. body gavej~ dence shows that ~hls d~tendant,waS',n Qg: 
as his opinion that death, which had been In· den· between 12 and 1 'o'clock 'on' thot date; 
stantaneouB, had occurred at about 10 o'clocliJ that lie went to a ciothing store operated 11:
In the morIllng, . th~t the body had 1I0t been Max O1las" I wbere be bought ,a cap w.hlcl! 
moved,after life bad PIIssell, lind thllt .the ,was olrered and recelv~ In Ilvldence as 'lil~ 
wound could not h~vtlboon ~f.lnllicted., hlblt G, and In payment he tendered the Ore
The deeeased had been working nIght shltt; gon Short Line pay cheek No. 3782 wblch wae 
and was last seeJ;!. nllv~ ~bout & o'clOjljl; I,n·th'l madi> payable to John MnrtlnE!'~. The check 
t1\Qrnlng of May ~Oj:h 8~ he \ef~ \lis worlo and had already been'lndorsed,,·so the proprIetor 
was trnv'lllng tQWIll:d; the bunl;ho\ls,e. H1~ ot the store required the defendant to sib'll 
companions wbo sleptln the~unl;lIo11se wltl\ hlJ; name on a card. The defendant told him 
him were working day'shlft. ' Th~se lJ)en, up: his name was, if94\! 14art/n"!' •• and.he signed 
on returning from work abqut ~ o'clock, tound tbat name on the car~ given to blm. At about 
the outside door padlo(,ked. They' enoored ilia the same time the detendlUit went Into the 
house and tonnd the body ot Hartlnee lying clothing stoj1ll oP'l~ated by Gllsh ¥edoway In 
upon a cot. ' There was' nothing to IndIcate Ogden, where he l'urchased. a pair ot pants, 
that the deceased hail been engaged In any a slVeater, which: was: recelve"- In. evidence 
struggle ImmedIately Jll'lor to beln,.. shot. He as ExhIbit H, and a shirt. In .!,layment tor 
waalying upon his back, with his head turned these he tendered Oregon Shortl'L!ne' P111 
to one side and the· right hand elevated a lit· Check No;-f;t554. '.Thls proprietor also had him 
tie and bent over· his body. He hall on his algn a card tor the purpose ot identifying the 

. pants and shIrt, ·but shoes·aud BOCks had heen signature on the cheek, which was already In. 
removed. His tace wall l'artlally cov.ered by dorsed, aud again he signed tbe name John 
PIIrt ot an old sweater. One pocket ot his Martinez. In each ease he; received., mone, 
tronsers had been turned inside, out. There for the balance ot tile cheel!. Jj:ach Q~ these 
.,. j II .122, caliber ~We' leaning ngsjnat 'tile clothing ll1erabllnta Jiicntllled the del'en<!ul't 

,Ie In the. kitchen .. Q'he rltle had an empty as thEl per8~ who'llr\lSented the ch~8 !lll~ 
•. .(rtrld~ In the barrel. and several·loadell 'bought the articles, and aald that at the timq 
shells In the magllzlne, ot the transaction defendant was not nervous, 

Three otheroMexlcans lived In the oeetlon' or gl'oggy, or sIck, that·be acted In a n~rmal 
bunkhouse In which were tWQ Qr more small manner. The manager ot the 'Panama Hotel 
jJedrooms Ilnd a kitchen.' Cer~ln articles ot ' testltled that a Mexican boy reJ,oIstereil at her 
clotlllng, shoes, tnllckinllw coat, ani!.' Ii' sult- hotel between 11 anll12 o'cloclc on May 10th, 
case belonging to one ot these men, ZnvnJ~; and tha~ he lett the hotel about ~ :80 p.' m. 
were tonnd to be missing. Zavala's trunk bad and did not come back; that !hIs man guve 
been broken .open, apparently by means ot.an no Indication of being drunk or under' the 
ax wblch was lying by the 9!de Qt tbe trunl\, Influence of ~Il~cotlcs. At tile" tIme be left, 
~e tray was by the side of the trunk,. and he was. wearmg the cap and.aweater which 
iome articles ot clothing had been 'scattered ,were Ident.l1!ed as Exhlblta G anll H, respec-' 
around.' A. pair ot panta aft~rwards tQund ttve!y. •.. , ., " 
upon the detendallt had been taken trom the "rhedefendant was apprehended in South 
trunk. The deceased had received'. two 'pay San Francisco. A ueputy sherllr cit Davis 
cheeks, Nos. M54 and :1782, which we're lDade county 'went to California tor' the purpose Qt 
out In the name of John Martinez, At'about bringing defendant back to Utah. The deputy 
10:4110. m.ot Ma~ 10th, the day ot the hQml, sherllr testlt1ed that he saw the cap, Exhibit 
clde, the lawn tender of the Oregon, Short G, on the defendant In 'the county jail at 
line Railroad Company obaerved a Mexican South San FranciSCO, Dnd also'the sweater, 
'wearlng a ,blue serge ,coat and ptUlta an4 'Exhibit H, and that the trOlaers worn b, 
light cap, and carrying a suitcase In one him In thE! jail In California were the trouse,.. 
hand and a large b\llldle in the other, ,walkIng tdentltletl as Exhibit B which were takl\ll' trom 
northerly on the Oregon Sbort LIne Railroad the trunk in the bunkhouse, Qnd,that, when 
Company platform at Kaysville; that Is, he tlle detendant left with the sherl1l', the de
was wDlklng away.· from tho' direction In tendant brought 1V1tl\ him the maeldoa w coat 

. which the bunkhou.e was located~ At about whlcb w!ls Identified as El"hlbl~ A, and whlc\> 
11 :38 ·a. m.a Mexican wearing a' blue coat; belonged to the witness' Zavalo,' Sevllral con· 
carrying asriltcase, went to the ticket. wIndow versatlons were had with the defenl'ant "y 

f ot tile Bam\lerger Electric ,&allway Company tbe of!l~rs and were· teQtlOed' 'to' by tbelll. 
at. JCaYJiv1lle and asked tor a tleket.ro Salt '1'1!ese cOnversations; whIch were recel\.ed In 

, LIIke. .. UPOn ,~Ing told by the agent; "Tbere the nature ot admISSions, were shown to huve 
18 IIIl traIn until .twelve o'c1Qclj:, It I. a bus,':· been voluntarily made. There JS no error 
he said,. "Give mil a ticket to Ogden." Tbe assigned by th~ deten4ant wIth respect to 
agent IIOldlljm Illl,Odgen ticket lind the Ogdl'll tbe a~mlsslon .ot this evldenc.e. In one ot 
tr&hi wae just then ~omlng Into- the IItatioD. • these conv!lrsatlooa the <ietendant stated that . I...·.... l' .. ,,',: .' . . . • ... ~. .: _... ,,;' .' 
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bi!.' had cashed the cheeks at the places anci: 
in substautlally the manner testified' to b1 
the merchants, and, when asked by the- otll. 
eer wllere he got the checks, heanawered I' 
"He said .he got them otr Jnan-that ts the 
way he snlel It, and that Is a8 far as' I went 
Into details with him there." 

The defendant turt:!Jer stated to the otllCCi'S 
that he had taken the sult~ase belonging to 
Zavalo. When asked how he came to kill the 
deceased, he said, aecordlng to one of the wit·. 
nesses: "That the deceased, had been sitting 
on the bed Bnd that they ,.)lad. got into a 
quarrel and the ,deceased jumped 1!~ .snd 
grabbed the knfll!; that the detenc'!:mt had 
taken the knlte awa:r tram him and thrown 
It awas; tbat the deceased then took the gnu, 
or 22 call1,lre rWe nnd he grabbed It from him, 
and Ihen they wrestled, and. the. defendant 
1:9t his hand onto the trigger of the gun and 
as they wrestled the gun w~nt oft and kUled. 
Martinez." and In· answer to lnqlliry as to: 
why he had· done It, he !lllid,·11l had bl!en 
drinking conslderably,'~ ., !.' , 

. The defendant went· upon· thd stand and 
~stifled substantially' as ··follows: 'that he 
was past 20 years of age, had heen in the 
United states since 102'1; that he had heen 
working on the section nnd HYing In the same 
bUllk house with Martlnez; that On the 6th 
at 11ay he, through Martinez,' asked the tor ... 
man for his time and quit' work, going to 
Salt Lake i thnt On the night ot the Oth he 
r~turned to Kaysville and Saw the' deeeas~d 
and the otlier MlP'lcans who lived at "the 
buok house and there villited with them; . thut 
he l\ad a bottle. ot whisky which hl\ passed 
around. and .tl/nt all dmnk together .. TIIua 
tar 111ft story Is corroborate!! by other wit, 
nel;ses. ~he d~tendaut .~wf be then jett i'aya: 
vllle and came ilac]j: tof?alt Lnl;e and thllt 
he drank cops\derable with some ¥exlcall 
\lays there. He Willi un~l>le tp, give tllelr 
n!l.lues or where be met thelD .or ",here h~ 
ul'ank wIth them. He ~.tated they. drank al\ 
n1ght and that towarcl morning he bought 
some cigarettes and that sOll1e Qne gave hlni 
tnarljuaun which he smoked. Btl did J,l0~ 
remember returning to Keysville the next 
day nOr nnythlng else Wh1c\j h~ppened I1ntll 
he was on the train 00 his WilY from J.,oa 
Angeles to San Frnllel~eo, having first' gone 
trol1l Salt Lake to Los Anb-eles. Ue clallDed 
\jls mind was an enUre blnnk as to all that 
ilappened to him lIl1d stated tbat after smol •• 
lng the ma~ljuanli he !lecame "very CrtlZ;?," 

Two paints are raised on thls IIppeal.· The 
first one urged by the appcllant.ls thet the 
court erred in denying def.endant's motion for 
a. new trial for the rCQson that "the verdict 
of the jury is' all!\lnst the welght.ot the evl. 
dence and against the .lnstructlons . at the 
court." The only defense interposed. at the 
trIal was that at the time at tile homiCide 
the defendant was under the Inlluence ot In· 
WXlcatlng liquor. and· marljuanll, so' ib..t hiB 

mind "was in such a state as, to preclllde the. 
existence ,of any. purpose, moUve or Intent 
to commit the crime of which he was convlct~ 
ed." The detendaDt's testimony, a8 already! 
Indicated, was that he had been drlnkl11&' 
whiskey on' the night of the 9th and morn·. 
Ing of the 10th; that he bOllght cigarettes 
and wos given marljuanll and' that attar he 
s.mokea the Cigarettes and .the marljuanll that 
he waB "very crazy." He did not know who' 
the boys were with whom he drank except 
sucll drinking as he did at Kaysvllle when he 
alld tau. or five others had Ii small fitlBk at 
whiskey between them .. There 111 nothing 
definite ln, hie t~sUmony as to th\l amount 
of liquor he drank nor the amount at marl· 
juana he smoked, He s~lc\ he did not remem· 
ber returning to Kaysvil1'1 on tbe 10th nor of 
seeing Jl.lllninez on that morning; elId nqt: 
remember sbootlng Martillez; did not remem· 
ber cnaM"g of cheeks. or gOing to Ogden or 
anything \lise tbat happened on the day- ot 
the 10th. It ts contended that this evidence 
shows conclusively that thedefeoclaut's mind 
was l,n sucb a state or condition as to ·pre
elude the existence of any Particular motive 
or In,tllllt ~(l commit murder In the first MOo 
.Kreej \lIat It would preclude the element of 
preqteditllt.lon and thqs require a verdict,· if 
a verdict at guilty at nil, In· some degree leBa' 
tbnn IDllr~~r In the first degree. . A physi~lan, 
call\!d. 1I;y tJle defendant testified as to· 'the 
'1J!eet at tJle 11Be of marijuana'. He stated· 
that 'It Is a narcotic and IICta u.p0n· tjle ceu· 
tral n~rvous system aJ!ecting tlTe brain, pro·· 
duclng exhilarating eWeets and causing one 
to d<j things which he otherwise would not 
dQ and especially Induces 'acts of violence; 
that violence ts one at the symptoms of 'an 
excessive use of mr .. 1juana; that one who 
had used considerable liquor nnd also mart; 
junna \Vould 'have an aggravated condition 
as II' result of. tbe marijuana and that the 
etrects of such use might last severnl days' 

·that the ment?!1 condition wOl)ld be very mueh 
aggravated It the Indlvldnal bad been uslnt 
Intoxicating liquor and thereafter had sploked 
a considerable amount of marijuana nnd 
would not be ,,!together accountable for' what 
he did.· That the mllrljuann produces an "I 
don't care" etrect. A man having uSed IIqnor 
!ind marijuana mIght deliberately plan a rob· 
bery nnd killing and cnrry it out and escape, 
and then later fall to remember nnythlng that 
had occurred. He might remember that he 
hnd conunlttAld a crime but probnbly would 
not know wllat crime. ae might remember 
some l5t the Incidents, but ~ot all o~ them. 

The court gave Instrnctlons which fairly 
presented to the jury ,the Issues raised by 
the defense, among others, the fol1owlng: 

"No.8. You are Instructed that under th~ 
law no act committed by a person while In 
a stnte of voluntary Intoxlcntion Is les9 
criminal by reason at his ba vlng b~en In sucb 
eond\tlop;, but. wl.lenev~r ,tile jj.ctual existence 
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ot any particular purpose, motIve or Intent Is 
a necessary element to commIt any partlcu
lIir species or degree ot crIme, the jurY may 
take Into conSideration the fact that the ac
cused wns IntoxIcated at the time In deter
minIng the purpose,· n:,otive or Intent with 
whIch he com'l'ltted the act. 

"That Is to lIay, If yoU believe from the 
evldonce that the detendant was Intoxicated, 
either as a result ot drinking IntoxIcating 
llquor or smokIng marijuana, at the time of 
the commIssion of the alleged crIme, It you 
find from the evIdence that he did commit It, 
to such an extent that he was mentally In
capable ot deliberatIng or premeditating or 
entertaIning malice aforethought, or to form 
a specific iutent to take the lJre at the de
ceased, In snch event the jury should Dnd 
him not guilty of murder In the Ilrst degree. 

"And you are further Instructed that wher· 
ever as explained In these Instructions any 
particular purpose, motive or Intent Is a nec
essary element to commit any particular 
specIes or degree at crime, YOll may take Into 
consideration the fact that the accused was 
Intoxicated at the time, It you believe he was 
IntoxIcated, In determInIng the purpose, mo
tive or Intent wIth whIch he committed the 
crime, It yOU believe from the evidence that 
he did commlt It. • 

"However, It you believe trom the evidence 
that the defendant's IntoxIcation, or abnor
mal condition, It any, did not alfect the mInd 
of the accused to the extent herein stated, or 
at all, then It Is your duty to dIsregard the 
matter ot Intoxication and not consIder It." 

"No. 10. After you have consIdered the 
case submitted to you, If you fin'a' from the 
evIdence and according to the law gIven to 
you by the court that you are not convinced 
heyond a reasonable doubt that the defend
ant has commItted the crime charged In the 
Information, or any crIme Included wIthin 
It, then you should acquit hIm; but It yoa 
tlnd tram the evidence beyond a reasonable 
do·ubt . that any such crime has been com· 
mltted by the defendant, without any justlfi, 
catIon therefor, you should next InquIre as to 
tho degree at the olrense and determIne such 
degree, and If you are convInced by the evI
dence beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
defendant has commItted one of the crImes 
Included withIn the Information In thIs case, 
without, any justlllcatlon theretor, and there 
Is In YOllr mind a reasonable doubt as to 
whleh ot saId crimes or degr~es M Is guilty, 
you can only find hIm guilty ot the lowest 
of such crimes or degrees; and If there Js any 
reasonable doubt In your mind on the whole 
case as to whether the defendant Is gullty ot 
any crIme charged In the Information, you 
must lind him not gullty. . . 

"It there Is any reasonable dOllbt as to 
premedItation, there can be no conviction ot 
murder III the Ilrst degree. It there Is a rea
',onable doubt as to whether the killing was 

with malice, there can he no verdIct ot mur, 
der In the second degree. If there Is a rea. 
sonable doubt as to whether the elements 
which' compose the crime of manslaughter 
have been l'rov~d, the defendant cannot be 
convleted of that oft'ense. If there Is any 
reasonable doubt on the whole case, the de· 
fendant must be found not gullty." 

No objection was made or exception taken 
to these Instructions. On the other hand, the 
defendant relies upon them as beIng an ac· 
cura~e statement of the law appIlcable to the 
case. The '1rgument made by eounsel for the 
defendant Is, however, that the jllry dIsre
garded these Instructions of ,the court and the 
evIdence ot the defendant and at the medI
cal men. He says: "In the case at bar It 
Is apparent that the appellant In thIs case 
was not only under the ln1luence ot IntoxI
cating Ilquor, but that he was al&o under th.e 
Inlluence of marljuan.a, and the jury In Ilnd· 
ing the appellant guilty of Ilrst degree mur
der, under the facts ao shown by the records 
In thIs case, clearl.\': show that such 'verdIct 
Is against the weight of the eVldeuce and 
agaInst the· Instructions of the court, The 
law beIng that the appellant Is only requIred 
to sbow his lack of capacIty to form un In
tent and to know rIght from wrong. and to 
prove aucb facts, not beyond a reasonable 
'doubt nor either by llreponderanee at the 
evIdence, but only so tar as to create a rea· 
sonable doubt In the minds of the jurors, 
whether the homicIde In questloI\ was excusa
ble or not." . . 

£1-8] ThIs argument, bowever, entirely 
tails to take Into consIderation the fact that 
It Is the duty of the jnry to consIder all ot 
the evIdence In the case and not rest Its ver
dIct merely upon the t6stimony at the de· 
fendant. The jury had the right to dIs
believe the testimony at the defendant as to 
the extent of Intoxication or IncapacIty pro
duced by drInkIng and smoking. There Is 
nothing definIte In hIs t~stlmony as to the 
amount of liquor consllru~d by him or the 
amount ot marIjuana amoked by 'hIm. The 
only. corroboration at his testimony with re
spect to drInking Is that of the wItnesses 
who drank with him at Kaysville, when a 
small Ilask of whisky was consumed by Ilve 
o~ sIx persons'prlor to 10 O'Clock on the nIght 
ot the 9th. It 1.s entIrely uncertain how 
much marijuana was smoked. The detend
ant In one piace stated that a cIgarette oC 
marijuana was glv.en him by the dealer who 
sold hIm tbe package ot cIgarettes, and that 
he smoked thIs. In another place In hIs tes
tImony ho stated that marijuana -was given 
hIm by the boys with whom he was drInk
Ing. He IndIcates In hIs testimony a tal!
ure to Temember anything 1Il0l'e dellnlte than 
this. The testimony of the medl~al eXIlerts 
is likewise IndefinIte, because they could not 
be Informed as to the amount of liquor con
sumed· ou the amount of marIjuana smoked. 
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In the}r testImony It Is clear that they based person kUJed, and the person committing the 
theIr conclusIons upon the hypothesIs that a murder or the crime packed up the clothing 
"consIderable alllount" had thus been used. and put part ot It In a.sultcase and part In 
The jury Is not bound to believe all that the a bundle and carried a coat away and went 
defendnnt testified. to. It Is not required to to the station, the Bamberger station, In 
bIlndly ~ccept hIs testimony. as the truth, K/iysvlUe, and asked the ticket agent tor a 
especla~ where, as here, the other evIdence ticket to Salt Lake, or he asked when a traIn 
In the CIIse as to the circumstances attend- went to Salt Lake and he was told In IIbout 
Ing the commIssIon of the crime and the COI!- hal! an hour, and then he wanted a ticket to 
duct of !he defendant immediately thereafter Ogden and said 'Give me a ticket to Ogden' 
render ~Is story Improbable~ or doubtful. and purchased a ticket to Ogden and he went 
Stat~ v. Allen, 56 Utah, 37, 189 P. 84. T!l~ on tll~ train to O!."<Icn and there ·went to a 
jnry had the right to disbelieve thd testlma-. roomIng honse and lett the suitcase there and 
ny ot the detendant that hp l1ad been drlnk- went to II. place of business and cashed one 
Ing whisky and smokln:;; marijuana to such ot the checks, representing himselt to be the 
an exten~ that he ma not know what he was indIvidual deSignated aJ payee In the check, 
doing on Msy 10th. State v. Hltesman, 58 that is, the deeeased person: upon request 
Utab, 2Q2, 198 P. 760. It was the duty ot the signing his name on a catd and tendering 
jury udder the Instructions given by the tbe check In payment for II Cl!-P which he had 
court to. determine trom the evidence wheth- ~elected, taking the change for the amount 
er the <lefendant was In fact 80 Intoxicated of the check above the amou'!t ot the P!1r
by liquor or his tacultles benumhed by the chase, And gOing ta another ,store and asking 
lise of lDarijuana that he was Incapable of for and buying a certaIn amount ot elothln&, 
tormlng or In fact had no premeditated mo- and buying two shirts, a paIr of pants and a 
Uve or design to k!11 tbe deceased. Thomas ~weater, and tendering the other cbeck In 
V. State, 18 Oklo Cr. 648, 197 P. 853: Whar- . payment nud receiving the change on the 
ton on Homicide (Sd Ed.) BOO. The credlblJ- check:. gOing to a rooming house and pnttlng 
1ty of th'e witnesses and the weight and value on other clothes and Bome of the clothes pur
to be given to their testimony Bre questions chased: bought a ticket and came to Salt 
exclusively for the jury. The jUlT had be- Lake, and there bought a bus ticket to Los 
fore It ample evidence trom which It could Angeles, and from Los Angeles to San Fran
find as It did that the detendant was capable cisco: In your opinion; doctor, could a per
ot torll11ng a premeditated Intent to klIl as son under the 'influence ot narcotic drugs,. 
defined In the Instructions. There was the carry out a COUrse of conduct such as I have 
mute evidence ot the homicide and· the eon- ontllned 1" 
dltlons attendant upon Its commission, the The answer to this question was "Yes." 
testImony of the witnesses who saw hIm and • • . 
transacted business with him a short time Defendant's expert had beeu asked a hy
after the homicide, finding him then In an ap- pothetlcal question ot substantially the same 
parently normal condition, and also the ex- chara~ter and the an~wer given by him was 
planations and admissions made by him as "Yes." Even It It were conceded, whlcb we 
to the taking of the checks at the deceased do not concede, that It was Improper to ask 
and the manner In which the kllIlng ocourred tho state's witness this question hecause of 
as described io the officer. aiter his ~rl"est. his unfamiliarity with the use of marijuana, 

there clearly was no prejudice to the detend- ' 
[7] The second and third assignments are ant, since the answer was favorable to his 

based upon the overruling of detendant's ob- contention and entirely In harmony with the 
j2ction to the testimony of the medical ex- answer given by the e,!,pert produced by him. 
pert called by the state and his answer to a This testimony was relied on to support the 
hypothetical question propounded by the dls- argument at detendant's coulJsel on ·the oth
trlct attorney, and are based upon the ground er branch ot the case. . 
that this expert had previously stated that, No other,questlolls are presented to us for 
although he was famlIIar with the elfect ot review on this appeal. We have carefully 
narcotics upon the human system', he had had scrntinlzed the record to. determine whether 
no experience with the use of marijuana, or not any error appears therein which has 
The question asked by the district attorney, not been clIlIed to our attention by' defend
to whlch'objection was made, Is as tollows: alit's counsel. We have found none. A read-

"Assuming that an Individual about twen- Ing ot the record convinces us that' the de
,ty-one years ot age was In KaysvllIe about fendant had a talr' trl .. 1 and that the iso' 
ten o'clock p. m. on the Oth day ot ?lay, 1020, sues presented by him In his detense were 
and about between nine and ten a. m. on the. fairly and adequately presented to the jury: 
10th day of May un IndIvidual was shot while that there Is ample evidence to support the 
lying on a bed In a bunkhouse In Kaysville, jury's verdict, and theretore there Is nothing 
with no indications ot a struggle: the place we can do but afflrm the judgment. 
was ransacked and the clothing stolen and The judgment Is afflrlIled, and the caucie-Is 
two checks were stolen trom the body ot the remanded to the district conrt of Davis coun-
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ty, wIth instructIons to 1Ix the date of execu
tion. 

OHERRY, O. ;r., and ELIAS HANSEN, 
STRAUP, and EPluiAIM HANSON, ;r;r .. 
concnr. . 
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STATE v. NAVARO. 
No. 5430. 

f'illllr!'lIle Court of Ut'lh. 
:\'ov. 17, 1!l~3. 

t. Statutes ('):::0188. 
111 nh~cl1!'e o( stntlltol'Y or eRtabll~lIcd 

techllirnl IIlPIIlllng, \\'ord In stntnte IIlllst bc 
gll'f;>n Its ol',linnry IIlPlllllng, IInl(>~s dlffercnt 
meaning \\,II~ intelldl'd. 

2. statutes ('):::0188. 
~II'III1II1I! of word IIlny depend on way It Is 

lI"r(\ In Hllllut<"l 

3. PoIsons G=:>2. 
".7IfllrigIJHlln," as uHcd In StlltlltC pp.llllllz

lug Hnl(>, gift, 01' POHHl'sslon of certalll lIul'colic 
fil'ngs, IIll'lIns a ,lrllg IH'Cjllll'cd from "clIunllhis 
saliva," tlcslgnated In tcchnlcal dictionaries 
ns "cnnnahls" aIHI cOlnm'IlII~' known as mnri
jUlina, IIlRrlnllllDlla, lIlarajnona, rnurngnunn, 
or murlhullull, In Sllllthcl'n lind \Vestt'l'JI 
"tllt(l~ (Comp, r.II\\'8 1!)J;, ~ ~J:]2, ns am('nde(1 
b)-TM'I\\'s 1Il27, c, o;n,-

"Cannohi." is the dried flowering tops of 
the {)islillate plnnts of "cannabis salim" 
Linne (l~am, ~!ornce,~), Indian h~mp 

con.ists of the dried n"l\'erin~ or fr~lting 
tops of the IliHUlinte plllnt of cannabis sa
UVIl, IJiulI" gn'Wll in llIIlin i from Which 
till' l'l\~in has. not U(lCll l'omoved!' '.rhe 
hl'nllllllbi~ f'nth'n," 01' h(,lllP 1'lnnt, is n tull, 
rnll~h nnnHnt, fl'om four to ~ixtecn feet 
Or mnl'(' in hright, with crct'!t. brmwhing, 
ulIi.mlnr, el{'m, etc. ·j .. \m~rican clIl,lIInbh;" 
is ~'i,'ld,'tI by cnnnnbis sath'a {llnnls clllti
",,!,'rt In \'1l1'iotls seclions of the {'"ilt'd 
~Iutcs, nnd O<"l'UfS OIl the mnrkpt in the 
t'III'!il of ht'okl'lI srgmcnts of th(1 infiore-s-

1 $lnllJ v. H. ndrlcl{son, 07 t"tnh, 1:;. :!·I:i P. :li::i. 
:' ~·I.;tll \'. 1"I:tZ, 'il1 Utuh. 463, 2flO P. il7. Smte T. 

{'j"lIhll. iii l'1,lh. ~.tl~. ZS!) P. 101), 

cpncrs and more or less crumpled and bro
ken leaves, vnrying in color from brown
isb-green to Ii:;ht brown, 

4. Indictment and Information G=:>IIO(3). 
In[ol'l1Iotion ('harging felonious POH~cRslon 

of ll1al'l:;llnna In Inu;::un;::c of statnte held suffi
clcnt (Comp, Laws 1017, § 4432, as amenoed 
by Laws l02?:, e, G5), 

5. statutes e=> 196. 
Relatl\'e or qunllfylng words of statute 

mnst he appll~(1 to words i1nmedlatcly preced
Ing or followilll!, lInless contrary legislative 
Intent Is Indlcatcd, 

6. Statutes 0$=>184. 
In r()n~lrIlCliol1 of stntute, court'mnst be 

contl'ol1~tl hy c\'ic1cnt purposc of Legislature 
to nttaln celtaln end, 

7. Poisons e=>2. 
WhC're ~tat\lte pt'nalizing snle, gift. or 

po~~ .. ~~lon of named ual'cotlc dl'ugs, "flower
Ing tops I1nd Ip'l\'c~, extl'ncls, tInctures nnd 
othpr IUII'cotie pr~nal'allons of hemp or loco 
\\'(>('d, or clllul'Ill h~'c1rnte." wns nllll'n,lec1 hy 
In~~I'tin;:: "11I:lI'lguonl1" h('fol'c "or clllornl lIy
<1l'11tt',;' Lc;.:iHll1turc Int"ntled to prohibit nn
authnl'izNI lIS~ of narcotic nrng known as 
"mllrignnna" and not tile flOW(ll'in;.: tOJlR and 
leaVl$ of mnl'lgllllna (COlllp. Lnws 1017. I 
4432, I1S alllt,'n(letl by Lnws 1027. c. 65). 

8. Poisons G=:>9, 
WllI'l'c st:ltute prohlbite(l salc. gift. or 

possession of nI:II'iglli!na except on [lI'cSCl'ip
tion of l!(o('ns(>([ "h,\'~lcian. dcntist, or \'cterl
nary HlIrgcon, hur,len was on accuscd to hl'ill:; 
hlll1Helf within eX('('ption (Comp, Lnws 1917, 
S 44:12, liS aillended by Laws 1027. c, 05). 

Appenl from llI~tr!rt Court, SnIt IJilke 
County; Allen G. 'l'hur111an, Judgc, 

Palllo NllVIU'O wns convicted at unlawful 
passel'Slqn of marlt;unnn, and hc appeals, 

Affirmctl, 

W111, Reger and Dnvld H. Oliver, both ot 
Snit Lalm City, for appellant, 

Jo~t?pll Chez, Atly, Gcn" and John D, Rice, 
DeI1uty Atty, Gen" for the State, 

FOLlu\:\D, Ju,tlt-e, 
'PhI! c1ef('IIdnnt wns convicted of the crime 

of unlllll'ful llO,st'ssion of mnrlguulI3. lie 
Hlll)rnl~ nnt1 nwk(\~ fourleen sl'pnl'ule n~~lgn
llll'ni s of error wlll('h ha \'e ,hccl! gl'OU1)('d tlnd 
fll': . .nt('(} by :tllllt.'1Iant undt'r two g('l1(H'nl 
!teads: (1) III.~l1t11!'i(·"~y of thc Inflll'lIIatlon til 
('hlll';.:e n ('I'lm(> anti uf Ih~ c\'ldenl'e to "l1J1J1')I't. 
Ih,' \'('r,lIet: '111(1 (!!) failure of tlw slnlc to 
III'O\'l~ thc lH'g:tI\\'c tllIl'l;nlloll~ of thc In(ormfl-
tI011. ' 
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'rhe Information cllar<1;ro: "That the said 
)'abll) X:\\,uru, nil the Glll d,,;,' "Of F~bruilry, 

A, p, l!l:::l, at till' ('mlllty of ;'lIle LUi(\!, ::;wto 
of Gtah, did wIlfully, unlawfully anti felo-
1Iioll,I,\' , ha I'f! posscsslon of JIIarijnlllla, the 
said Pablo Navuro not then and there ha\'ing 
JlO~~c~;;lon of the sala marijuana npon Illc 
written order or prescription of a rcputable 
Ilce'lSC!\ practicing pbysician; licensed dcn
tlst, or licensed vetefinnry surgeon, anu the 
said Pablo :>1avaro not then and there hein~ 
n jobher, wholcsnler, or manufacturer of 
mnrljuanll to rewU unrgglsts, nor n retnil 
drtrggl~t, nor n regulnr rcpuwble licensed 
practicing pbyslclan, nor a dentist, nor a yet. 
erlnary surgeon, nOr n mnnllfnctlll'cr of pro
prictary or plHlrmaceutical prepnrations 
which require marijuana in the mtlnufactur& 
of said preparations, nor the agent 01' olticer 
of any 'hospital, college, scientific, or public 
instlt.ution, nnd the ~a Id mnrljuana not being 
a preparation recognized by tlte United 
Stntes Pharmncop(}(!ia or as a swnuard pro
prletnry remedy.' • • .. " -

It Is IJPpellnnt'~ I:ontl'ntlon that 111(' slat· 
ute lltll's no); prohibit (IO~S!'$~ltllT of ilia ri):uIIlHl 
itself, hut thut It prohilihs JI,,,sl'<si,,n l'f thl! 
flowcring tops nnd leaves of maril,'Ulllln, the 
tincture, extrnct, or other prel'al'lltio1l5 of 
mari;,'Uann, and that t.he information, In or
der to chnrge an otTen~e 11uul'r tll~ st:ttut ... 
should h.ll'e ehargl'd unlawful "PO~S(';<~lllll of 
the flowering tops and Icuves of 1lI,lrih'llailR" 
instead of directly chnrging Unlnwful "pos· 
session of mnrijuana." This '<'iew Is pl·elll· 
cated on: Cu) 'rite h'fnnunatlcal construl'tion 
of the first sentence of tlte stntutc ubo\'e Cluot. 
ed, anll (b) the definition of the word "marl. 
gunna" which appellant claims menns or slg· 
nillcs a plant and not a drug. ' 

Coullscl fOl' appellant filed helpful briefll 
whicH Inulcate an exhaustive study of and 
reference to substantially nil the available 
literature on the subject of the plnnt scicutlll. 
cally I,nown by tire nnme of cannabis satlvll, 
and otherwise l't!ferred to ns hemp or loco 
weed, lind the drng cannnbis under the vari· . 
ous names by whIch it fs known. Whether 
"mnrlguann." Is another nnme for the plant 
cannnbis sntiva or fpr the drug cl\nnll:.ls is 
the object of this Investigation. 

'.rhe statute under which this cnarge was 
mnde Is Comp. Laws Utah 1917, § 4432, as 
amended by Laws of Uwh 1927, c. 65, and 
rends in part as follows: "It shl1.l1 be unlaw· 
ful for nny person, firm, or corporation to [1-3) The word "mnriguana" Is not found 
sell, furnish, or gh'e nway, or offer to sell, In most of the ordlnnry dictionaries of the 
furnish, or give nwny, or to have in posses- Engllsh iangungc, nor Is It directly defined In 
sion, any cocaine; opium, morphine, codeine, any of tlte medlcnl or sclentiOc dictionaries 
heroin, peyote (mescal button), alpha eucaine, avnllable to us, It is, however, detlned in 
betn cucalne, 110\'a caine, flowel'lng tops and the New Standard DlctlolUlry (1!l!!S) p, 15H, 
lea yes, extracts, tinctures, and other unrcot· as follows: h:;lIarihuana, n. (~lex,) A nnr· 
ie prepnrntions of hemp or loco weed,(cnnna· cotlc plant reputed to cause ltlSll1llty In per· 
bls satlvn" Indinn hemp), marlgunna, or sons drinking an infusion of Its leavcs Or 
elilorni hydrnte, or any of the salts, derlvn· amotting t11em. l\[:ll:iguana," 
Uyes, or coDlpo1llrds of the foregOing sub- It Is a word of lIIexlcnn origin nn(\ hn.'! 
stunccs, or uny, pre[Jaration or compound con· ' come into common use In the south nnll west 
taining any of the foregoing substnnces, or porllons of the United Stutcs. It is fOllnd in 
their salts, derlvnth'es, or compounds, except· the 'statutes of Bcyerlll of the stutes of till! 
ing upon the written order ,or prescription of Union, inclUlllng Llris state, and is ynrlou~ly 
a ,physician, delltiHt or vetel'!nary surgcon spelled either mnrlguaon, mnrIjunnn, 111l\1'ln
llcensed to practice in this Stnte, • ",. 9" huana, marnjl1anll, nwragunnll, or 1llIlrlllu .• 

The evidence sbow9' that defendant was ann, The word, hOWC\'er spelled, is till: ~.lllI~' 
stopped on n. public strect In Snit Lake City word and refers to the snme thillg. No poinl 
by two police omcers; that one of them push. is mitde b~' appdJlnnt that It Is slwlled !liIYI'r· 
cd defendllnt's sweater open and drew from entiy In the Information than In the slatntl'. 
his &hh't lX)(;I,l't uflIIeimgt! contnlnlng ten cig· ' Under the orllinul'Y cnnons ot constr,j('tion (It 
arcttcs done up In bl'own paperS. '.rhe ,om· stututcs we arc re'lult'l>d to give !ll(, woru II,~ 
cers testified that the detendunt snld In nn~ plnln, natural, ordinary, nnu cOllllllonly, un· 
$\\'er to their quesllons that tite pncl,age be- <ierstood mClllllng, in the aIJsence (It IIny SI,l,t· 
longe!l to him lurd thnt It contnincu m!lri. utory or well·(!stnbllshNl techni<~al nl~HlIlt.g, 
~1l!lUn. 'I'hut he Illude snch staMnents was uni('sS It Is plulnfrom .1I1tl statute tltllt a dlr. 
dL'uled by defendant tcstlfying In his oIVn be· rerent meaning Is Intcll!ll~l. 'l'he <ll'l1nltlllll 
half. 'I'lle city chemi~t mnde an exumlnatlon may depend on tho CbUl'ucter of IIs,u~c in lilt! 
ur tho contents of til(! pnclrnge find tcstltied statute. 59 C, J. 974; State' v, Ulli.!lrlcksoll, 
'lie fOl11rd tlte c1gnrettcs containC!l American 07.1:w'h, r5, 2·1;; P, 375, '57 A. L. It. ·7'~i;, 
cnrllrubls or mlll'iguanll; that "cllunnlHs Is There Is a growing body of JIt,lH'nture'II'H(r 
cotrll\loll'ly known ns"n dl'Ug, but It Is not. n respce,t to murlgUIIIlIl nllcllts'useS,l)ut Ihis H 
<Irnl; from n s('ientlflc standpoint. 'Canllnbis found mniflly in mllguzlnc~ and nCWH(la(ll'r~ 
1;; a sc[cntlOe IInme or a genus ot herbs. It mtllcl' Ihun In tho stuudilru sclentlth- w'lI'I,~. 
Is a Lntln worll menning hemp." It waS stlp. 'i'ht! 1'1'1I~on for this Is tltnt "lllllri/:lIlllUI" .I~ 
ulated lhat the state chemist, If present, not n selenllllc nume elthel' of a plllllt or ./L 

would testlty thnt cannabis Is a drug, drug, but is a word in IOCR I use and of coIn· 

I 
'I h 
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pnrallvcly r()(X!nt orIgin in the United StaLl'S. 
From our rendIng on the subject we havc 
l"clH"h~!1 Ihe cOllcluslon that n~ U8C<! In our 
Rtututt' It means or refers to the preparation 
(lr )ll'odurt from the plant selentillcuUy 
!mown aR i!nnnnhis satim, and is the .same 
product 01' prL'1111rution described iu t.he tech-
11il'a! dlctionllrics and hooltR as cannabis; 
lhl1t II iR n won! of common use In thIs local
ity IIl1d ItR mrnning Is well undl'rsto{)(], 

1111hl' Unif('(1 Statrs J)j~pensatory (21st l~l., 
10!!(\), cnnllnhls iR 11<,fhll'fl as "0a,.na1>iR Is the 
dl'i('ll fluw!'rillg tops of the pistillllip plants 
(If Callunhls Ruth'lt Llllnl' (Fam. Mornceae). 

Indlnn Heml) cOlll;lsl$ of the dried 
flowering or frllillllg tops of the plstlilnte 
pl/lllt of Cnnnllbis "atiYa, Linn., grown in In
<lin; from which tho resLn has not been re
moved." Dr. 

"Cnnnnbis IndlCf!', ill'. ; Hemp, Indlnn 
Hemp; Guaza, Gnnjnh, IJerba Cannabis In
dlcm; Chanvre, Chanvre do l'lnde, li'r.; In

. <1lscher Ilanf, G.; Cnnmno, Sp.; Marlhunna, 
1Ilcx. 

"'I'he Cnnnnbls sativn, or lH!mp plnnt, Is a 
tnll, rough annunl, from.four to slxtccn feet 
Qr mor!' In hpight, with erect, branching, an
gulnr Rtcm," et~. 

"AnH'rlcnn cnnnablF. Is yielded by Canna
bis satirn plnllts cultlnlted In vnrlolls S(!C

tlons of the l;nifed Stfitps. It oc<!urs on the 
mnrltet In the form of hroken scglllPnts of 
tho lnfiorel'Cences nnd more 0)' less crumpled 
nnd brolwn len\'Cs, varying in color from 
brownliOh·grecn 10 J1!:ht brown," 

Similar definitions Of ennnnbis nrc found 
in "Pronerllcs l1nd l:S<'s of Drugs" by Rusby, 
IIllss nnd Bnllnrd (1030), 'l'he Tenth Dcc<!n
II1n1 nevlslon l'hnrmncop(l'ia of the United 
Stlltes, ofiiclnl from Jnnunry 1, 1920, page 95, 
n11(1 Steadman's Medlenl Dictionary (1926 
Ed.) p. 155, 

!llarl~unna Is referred to in 2 Encyelo
pf!'dln Brltannlcn (14th Ed.) p. 420, in the ar
ticle entitled "H~mp,". which it dellnes as "an 
annuni herb (CnllIlabls sntlva) having angu
lar rough stems nnd dl'eply loblXl lenves. 
Thc bcst fibres of Cannabis nre the hemp of 
comml!rcc, but the products froln mnny tot.nl
ly (1llTcl'cnt plnnts nre often 11IcludlXl under 
the generul nUlIle of hemp; • • • 

"Hcmp is now cultivnted for fibre produc
tion In nussla, It.nly, Jugos!tn'ln, Rumnnla, 
HungarY, l'olund, ~l)nln, Belgium, France, 
~'l1l'l(cy, Ohlnn, Japan, the United states and 
(~hile. Other forms are cullh'nte<1 for the 
1lnrcotic drug cnnnnbln, known In dIfferent 
f{)rms alHI In dllTercnt countries as Ilashcesh, 
hhnng, gungn, churrns, Idf, and mnrijunnn, In 
Indltl, Arabln, Afrlclt und :lIcxlco." 

Sce, nlso, '".rhe Oplulll Problem," by Ter
ry Ilnd Pcllens (1028) page 809, where it 
1s sulll: "~fol'e Tecentlr, unother groufl of 
Ul'Ut;S hus foullu Its WilY Into the untl·lIar. 

cotlc laws of a numbCT of the stutes. 'I'hls 
group is Include!l under the genus or canna
bis sativa whll'h includes the two species clln
nabls IIl!1Icn an!l eannllbLs americana, 
• • • 'l'his llrllg Is also lmown under the 
:;;pnnish name of Marlalmnna." 

The use of lIle word "mnrlguann" by ph~ 51· 
clans, chcmlst.-, pollec oll!(ocrs, persons who 
!tJllol:e H, alld hy thls court Is In(lIcnted In our 
deciHion.-. In :;;Iale v. Dla~, 70 t:tllh, 4r>3, 200 
1'. 7~7, 720. the (l!'fendant, Who was charged 
wiLli 11I111'llpl', took the stnlll! lind testIfied, 
lImong other bhillgs, thllt prior to till' lloml
dd!, he hall been cJrlnking IIqllql'. and sl1Iok· 
jng- marig;unlla. and that after t'he smol,lng 
of mariguan.'l he beeame very cruzy. We 
quote from t.he (\ecl~ion: "A physIcian, enll
eel by the rIefcndnnt lesl.\ficrI us to the cO'!'{!t 
of the use of mariJuanu. lIe stated that it is 
a narcoUc and acts upon the c~ntral ncryou~ 
system affecting the brain, producing exhil· 
arating effects I1nrI causing one to rIo things 
which he otherwise would not do anrl espe
cially induc}'s nets of ylolence; rim t vioh'ncl~ 
is one of the ~Ylllptoms of un cxc~s~iye lise 
of mnrl.lunnn; t.hat Oile who had used consld
ern,hle 111\1101' nnd 111so mllr!jullna would 11a ve 
lin nggrnyuled condition liS a result. of t.be 
llIarljunn:l and that· I.he elTeet s of ~Ilch tiS!! 
might last se\'ernl dnys; thnt thu mental 
copdltion wo.uld be ver.v milch uggrnv:lte<l If 
the individual harl bcl)n IIsing intoxicating 
liquor and Lhereaftcr hnd Rmoked (l consid· 
crable amount of murljuana :lnd would 110~ 
be altogellHlI' accolllltllble for what he djd. 
~'hnt the marijuanll produces an 'I don't ('arc' 
effect. A' mun having used liquor .1111<1 nlllrl
juana might deliberately plan n rohher.,' IlOrl 
killing, nnd cnrry it out und escape, und then 
qater fall to remember anylhin~ thnt had oc· 
curred." See, nlso, State v. Franco, 70 Utab, 
202, 289 P. 100. 

n would .-seem from the above that' the 
word, when uslXl without quaUfylng or modI
fying words, Indicntes the product or prep· 
aratIon consisting of the J!owerlng tops, 
leaves, and seeds of vhe plant,. rather tlmn 
either the wb.ole plant,or the tlbro.us stnlks 
thE'reof. That such is the meaning of the 
word elsewhere Is clenrly lndicnted by cases 
and st.ntutcs from other stutes. In Stnte v. 
Bonoa, 172 Ln. mm, 136 So. 11i, 10, the defend
ant was chnrgl'<l wi[,l! haYing IIORscsslon of 
500 of "the plants known as nUlrnjuana" UD
der a statute mnldng It unin wflll to posseS8, 
sell. ete., "cho plant Imown.·as IIIlIrnjuann, ()). 
nny of Its derivatlycs, eilher drll'<i, or In WIt 
form of cigarettes, tobacco or any olher way 
whatsoever!' The defendant there objcetL'd 
thnt tllere wns no slIch pilln.t iwo\\,1l n~ lIIarl, 
guana, and hence the tN'IIIlnplogy u':"<1 con· 
y~yed to the people of the ~Intl' 110 Nlllt'('Plj"1I . 

of what was'prohlhited. 'J'hl' rUIII'!: in 11I>111l1I:: 
ngnln~t defelldnlll's contention ~lIid: "WI' d" 
1I0t lind anr llllnl'lIl1y III hl,ldillg Ihat til!' I\~" 
of the wurd, 'lI1:1rnju,IO:1,' In ('Vlllle(~tioll willi 
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til!' '\'01"(1, 'plant.' ron\'''y~ to toe mind "li':lC'lIy 

wh1lt th~ L"';.:i!<lntul'\' hlt('II,II~l til l'OIll'"y, 

ll'luwly til!' plant ,'t'h'lItilh'''II~' known a~ {'"n, 
nuhis lrHlka or Call1l:!!,i>! AlIH'l'i(:u, th(lm:1t 
thl'I'e pOlls;hlr may he slime slight arlll nl1im· 
11orln'nt bOlnlllllcnl ditfprpnce hNwC('1l rltt' 
!wo, hilt Ullp.al'\'ntly nOlle in Its en:cct~ !IPOIl 
the human ~ystem, It Is true that the wor.1 
is not lound In dlction/II'les ordl11111'1Iy uscd, 
hut It III found In tile American !\Iustrated 
:lrcnlca! DIctionary, where It Is ~pelt '~!ar
lahoano.' and In the l~ncyclopcdill Rlit
tanlen (Hl29, 14 Ed,), In the nrtlele on 'Hemp,' 
where It Is spelt '~[lIrljunnn,' and in the stnt
~ttes of at least two other stateg, nlllllely, 
New !\texico, where It is spell, 'l\IlIl'lgunn:1' 
(Chnpter 42 of La \VB of ,New 1III.'xko, lU!!.1, p, 
mil. and 'l'exlls, where It Is spelt ':\[,nijll!llla' 
(Vernon's Annotated Criminal Stututcs, 10:!;], 
vol. 2, Pen, OOde, chapter 3, art. 720), In 
these statutes the word Sl.'CIDS to be used In 
reference to some drug or prepnra Uon from 
the plant Cannabis Indica or C!tnnlbis Sativa, 
However, the application 01 Ihe nllme of tlte 
drug or pr~~.aration to the plnnt, as, for In
stance. the 'plant known as ~hlrtlj.unlln,' 
could hardly be Ullslclldlll~, el'en a~snllling 
thnt the word more prop£'rly ref!)!'!! to t.he 
dl'ng or 11r£'parlltlon thnn to Ule plant itself," 

It iR d!)nr front the o/,llIlon, ant! pllrtlculnr
ly ~ltc l"ll't we have IInotl'tl, that III T.{)ulslun/l 
the ",1>1'11 "~r.l1'a~l1arlil" pl'opel'ly refers to the 
drug 01' 1ll'(llhl<'t of tit<' plllllt rnlh£'r tblln 10 

the plant it~£'lf, The ~nmc Is tl'llC In Texas, 
Gonzllles v, !Otate, 108 '1 'ex, CI', n, 25:1, 2f)!} S, 
w. out; ~Hlltos \', ::lIllIe ('l'cx, Cr, API),) 5:; 
::I,W,(:!d) (JUO, 

!I[IIIIY of the statcR, by sttltlltc, prohibit 
POSHcs~loll 01' use of this dl'lI~ undcr thc Il:IltlC 
of cnllnnbis, ctmnnbis in(lkll, or c,lJlllllbls 
UIIIC1'icIlIIU, III tJw Ht,ltl'S \\'IlcI'C tit!! word 
Hwn.l'iguana" is uSlld ill tila stHtut~f it L~ gH'l'll 
the m£'lIl1illg we 'llllv{) I\ttl'i\ll\tl~1 to it, I,:lw~ 
Colol'lldo H>:!7, chnl), 0::;, p, :lOO, § 1; 

"~'hnt Cannabis IIIr!il"l, or CnnHnlJill Sati
va, commonly known liS [11(11un IlI'IIIP. Hash
ee~h, 01' !Iludj.uuna, is ,llt'r~by fouml nnd, (le
clared to be a hllhlt.forlllin~ ri1'llg, Ihl! unrc
st1'lNed use of which Is !njUl'lous to the Willi· 
being of the user~," • 

'rile 'l'e~ns statute (Complete. Texas stat
utes 1!)2S, art, 7:!O, p, 11UT (YI'moll's Ann, 
1', C, IIrt, 720]), "Xo pN'Son, 11I'lIt or C01'1l1l1'll
tlOII shull sell, fUI'lrish, 01' /:1",) llway c!lcalne, 
derlvllI,lllllli of tONlltl~, ill'~I.al'aliun,; contain, 
in;; cocaine or dcrll'ull\'l's of COI'I\\rw, UI()I'· 
phlne, deri\'atlon~ of 1I10I'I.IIllle, 1'1'1'lltlrnrlol1s 
clll1lalnlllg morphine \11' r1cl'i\'ulh'(,K or mor
phine. ollium, prcpnl'ntions contllilling opiullt, 
l'Illul':\l hYIll'l\te 1>\' !>I'I'V'U'lltloUll clllltnllllng 
cloml. (ehlnl'lIl) hydrntc, cunabls (c'ntltallllli 
indicR, c,l1lllbls (CIiIlIIUhls) sativa or P\'I'llill'll
tions thereof or uny drug \It Pl'Clll\I'ut.!lm fl'OlU 
nny cnnahls (clmntlhis) \'Ill'icty, or !\lIt' prepu
ratiOn known 118 marIJuana," 

'fh,' XI'1Y )[~xi<'o ~tllrnr(' Ir.llll < XI'W ~[,'~i. 

('O Ut.!::, e. 4~. ~ 1. ". ~~,,\~ ·,It ... tnlH ll\\ \\utaw~ 

fui In lmpur-t iutl' IIII' :':1,111' "I' ;0.;1'1\' ,\J<oXh,' 
cllllnihlls iml!cll. ulRo kU(lwll iI~ h'bil\"h il'lill 
ullIrlguuna, in any fl'l"m tn' :\1\)' I'rl'I"ll':lliol~ 
or dcr'i\'lltl\'e thereof: 1'1'0\'111,'11, 'I'llat 1'1111' 

l1111ns illlllcn, also kno\\'n 1I~ hn~lri~lI :11111 
mUrl~II(IllIl, mny be Importt,<1 for 1ll1~1I£'illal 
IllIrposI's only, and th('n oul>' hS 11""11"1,1 
pharmacists nnd lk't'IL'lCd 1l1lY,.idan~ of tltt' 
Stnte ot New Mexico," 

'l'he Montana uct, Hl"-, CO<1I~ ~rout, W:!l, ~ 
31SO, as nml'll\l~l hy .\()t M ~{lll'di ~, l!1:!'l, I', 
01, § 1, rends liS follow,,; "It sh:\1\ he 111111111'

fill for nny person to sell, !l1rlllsh, or llisPliSl' 
Of nny opium, morlliline, alkaloid-coc:tlne, l.r 
,fllpha or beta eucaine, or eodeilll" or lwrvin, 
or mllrin,hllnna (Cannubis ludicII), 01' ully (\," 
l'ivlIUve, mixtnre, or prcp'Il'11tlon' of nuy or 
them except upon the SigUL'<l II1'Cscl'lp[!on or Il 
phy~icial1 or \'~terlnarill1\ duly licensed un· 

. dcr the IUWS of the State, • • ." 
In volume 23 of the JOllrtlol of Cl'll1Iiual 

T..aw :11111 Cdmlnology (10:!:!), lit pngl' 111"11, is 
an article clltlt1ed "marillnouu" Wl'ltll'u II\' 
:II. H, IIIIYPS, of I"rlemls' Hllh'cl'slty, Wi('hit,;, 
[(nil" and I" K !lowery, of tlte Wlchltll, KIlII" 
pOlice dl'llarlmcnt, froll! whIch WI' '1IIIiI,': 
u~lnrllnUlltU Is rt~fl1ril'd to lly nl'UlHl:H~P's 
'11oxicolof!'Y as a tlrug the tHW or wIJiloh I'l'stlll.~ 
In ':I S('nse of exllillll':lliou; pll':I:iIU"t1,oI,' Ill· 
toxlenlhm: I>cculh\\~l)l:ult)Il\rlllill!l Ilf !lUll': 

Sl'UHI' nf (\0111111' 1'()II"dol1'''II'H~ foilllWl~1 h,l' 

drowsiness; l\nUeMIll'~la: loss of 1"'11'1'1', i';\I'· 
til'ull\riy ur (I,ll \11\\"'1' l'~ll'l'lnilh's; IHlllli,; .11-
1:tll~l; Ilul"". raJlid; 1'l"~lIlrlltl"ll ~Io\\': lIIlI,\' 
cause lncl'eaH!'ll ,~ .. xnal dl',;h'l'~; (:aruh'II',": 
solllctiml's c()Il"ulslon~.' It I~ 1(tt1l1l'1I 11I"'t 
gl'lIcI'ally In thl' l'nl[,'r! Rtllrt'li h)' III(' ~Ir',l, 
I'an nnmC'", ':-..tul'ihltHlln.' \)"11 lHt-.;:\ it Wil~ innl .... 
due!'!1 into tills country hy ~[ .. ~I(~an~:' 

In "olum(' ~, AIIIN'I,'nn ,IUUI'IlIlI IIf 1',,11,'" 
Hei('I1(,(,,' nt 1';1~('f 2;-)~t 1s flU ul'th·lt' (llil!ll,') 
"~[nl'iltl1l1na IlH n Ilr' \'I'IOPQr (If f'I'i!nllllll," 10.1 
Etl~l'ne St.:tnjQ~·, ,1L'Irril't llttlJl'iWy, IIlII'hl, 'IIi' 
Ol'l£'nn:>, NI'w {)I'II\llll~, 1,11" whl'rl'ln H ""II, 
tu/lll'll a Iri~tory of Cilllllllhi~ ~lIrh'lI. :11,1, 

while he has noc riil'ely lliHlill/;"ulslu'li il~ III 
till! 111Ctlllillg of the wltl'd "Mil rij;\li\ 1\"," It" 
stute~: 

"It Is tlte puqwlse of tJIls Ul'tlcIt! to ;.:iI,' Ol 
brl!'f outline o( thll ultlm'c 1I1111 ul'l~iu ll( ,\1;\1" 
ihuanll UI\(I thc r.l'glsilltion Wi f:Il' I'I/:ld,'" 
(,lortCl'l'1I11lg" Its ~alu aut! m,t!: I(J l't'('III1Il1II'lIlr 

Ihut thl" dtll~ 1m IIla"!'ll II'Ithl1l It\\' 1;1''''' 
siolls of thl! UUI'I'I""II Autl·X:tI"'otk ,\,'1 I~': 
\'l'\l!.\ ~~ :!ll, 11\H-jl)7j nutl II> !tll'c II Ii-I "I' 
~()lJH" o( tilt! WOl·I~~ whil'1I way h<' ,~~IIII:{hh·1 
hy UIlY 1":r~()11 itlll'r,''''II'rl ill tI1:lldtl;{ U lil"l' 
ou!;h stuIIY of the llilulltlmt, 

"~Ial'lhlllllUl Is Ule ~!t'SII':1I1 «'1'111 1'''1' I ';1Ii 

nlliJi" Illllil',l, 'rhe pillul 01' (iI'lI),( 1'11111\'11 ", 
ClIlIlla\jis Indica, lIl' ~[lIdh'llllll\, hll" \I~ II, 
llllrt'llt the 1IIIIIlt ImoWIl us t:allJlllhh :-l:d jl!l. 
It iu VOllUlll1'ly kuowll io Illllin Ull t.'i1I1I1:lj,i~ 

I 
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IIIIlII'n: In AnlC'l'icn, os C:qlll:lllis .\mrl'knn!l; 
In ~I .. xlro, liS C'lIl11ll1bls ~[ .. xicnnll, or :lfllrl-
11111111:1, It 1~:l11 Ih" ,'II Ill!) !lrll~, :11111 Is lmoll'n 
ill Iliffl'!'1'1I1 l'III1IlIJ"iI'~ lIy dlJTI'!'I'lIt IIl1nWH, 1t 
I~ SI'il'IlIlJlI'!II1~' lowlI'n ns C'nllllllhis l>uU\'n, 
:111(1 I, pOll\lln!':~' ('nl\l~1 Cnllll:lhis ,\IlWrlrIllHl, 
(':lIIllnIlIH In<1I":I, or Cllnnllhl~ :lII'xlmno, In 
O('j'lIl'<lnlll'(' with liw g'png'J'H)1hlt'al ori;,:in of 
tlli' lonrl!c'III:lr plnlll, 111 Ihl' EII~I. It I~ l;nowlI 
:1:; ('11:11'1':1::, ns {inll~lI. :lR IIn~h(lN;.h. n~ 

)nl:tI1~, or ~id{li, Hlltl 1!f)(,.IS h~' n vurh"ly or 
Dmlll'!' In the enHlltrit's or ronliJlI'ntlil EllrOIll!, 

"Iii AlIlI>l'i(';I, 111l1'lIeulnrly In !lIC Routh 
IInll f;(llllhwCl;II'l'n pnr!l(ln~ llf thc Pulled 
Rtnl<'!', it Is rolll'll J1llll'i!lll:lnO, Jt Is popular
ly 1\))0\\'11 omOIl;! tht' erlmhml (I)~HH-'nt. ns 
'mt1;:g1t'~,t o"r 'mootpr' :nul ad,lipts arc com· 
lllVIlI~' U'rnwu 'JJII1g'~le 111'uds.' " 

[41 Wblle in >:lIIllC of tIll' artlclcs to which 
W(l htl\,,() rcfpt'I'C'll I'he \\'urtl "mnrlgllHnn" is 
11!'I"1 hullS('riJlllllall'ly with rl'fl'r<~IH'1' tl) the 
llhillt, tilt' dru;r, ClI' Ihc flowcrlnJ;" I()p~ nnd 
1!'IlH'S of ~:lIInllhi" ~nll\'o, the "r~I)(]lHll'I':lIlt 
,,>Ie of t.11~ W01'I1, we Ihlnk, Is ell'!lrl~' wllh r"f
Nl'nCC to t h!) Jll'odlll't whil'il iH tl~<'!l1'or ~mol;
Inl!, RllCh IIRI' Is HO frc'lltll>nt ani! cOml1lon 
that no Oil" ('fin 1Ilil'lImh'r"tnnd whl'n Ul!~ 
Rtnltltl~ prohlhlts II~ lInn,lllhol'izl'I1 1lllSsI'Rsion 
01' ~l1h' ns n tlrn;r, 'I'hl' III£Ol"l1Inllon In this 
('n~(' t"1inrg(':-; thfl llnlnwful pn5St'sRion of n)al'l· 
I(nlln.1 In thl' lnnl,'lHlS"" of Illl' stntllte, lind 
thllt IH slIlIIclcnl, 

15-7) The grmnmnllenl conRtrurtion of lh" 
s!'lItpncc In the stalut~ dOCR not re<}nire a !lif
f~rl'nt tll'tillltlon of tile lerm. Allp!'lJallt's 
l)(}slllou Is stMrd In 11iH Ilrlcf: 

"l''rnm n gl'mnmntlc'nl stnnclpoint, the 
nm<'lull'd stntule wunl<1 seem to be corrl'et, 
nlld helll' out the conslrucllon placed llll'rcon 
hy nppcllllllt. It will Il" noted that t he word~, 
to-wit, 'Opium, 11l01'phlu~, collclnc, beroln, 
peyote, nlpha (',ucnlne, hetl! eucalnc,. novll 
l'all1l', flowcrlng lops nnd Icm'l's, ('x tracts, 
tinctures, nutI other narcotic pr~!lnratlons,' 
nr!) Oiljl'cts of thc "~l'bs, to-wit: 'Sell, giyc 
uwoy, 01' oITer to sell;Tnl'uisb, 01' glye away', 
or .to huYe In po~~c"slon.' 'Vhlle the worda, 
to-wit, 'hemp 01' loco weed, (Cnunahls satlYII, 
Indlnn Hemp), mnri!(1l11nn, 01' ('hlorll1 hy
{ll'llte,' nrc the ohj~cts of til(' IJl'I'po~ltloll 'of.' 
No ol'llcr conclusion cun be rcaclted when It 
is once \mlll'l'",tlll~l thnt llll\rlhuann Is a plant 
nnll 1I0t u nnrl'otic <l1'\1~," 

Counsel lIn\'o wtJl'kl'cl out 11 dia!;I'um of tbls 
SI.'nll'Ill·C al'clJl'Ilill~ 10 Iho I'nl~s of I!"r:llnmarl
IlllS by whidl It Is ~lnim<'!1 thl: w .. rlls "Howcr
In;; tllp~ and Il':ln'~, ('xlrtll'l~, tltl<:IUl'l!~, und 
1)I'{'pa ruli OilS" lin' mOllilil'11 by the \\"()r!1~ 
"1H'll1p, I!)('O Wct'11, (callllnhis ~ath'a, 111111:111 

hl'IIlIlI, mnl'l!;n:l1m and (lhllll"lli h~'llrat~," Jf 
Ull.'lr Clllltcnllon Is ('Ol'l"l'ct, the sl.1I1ule mus, 
hI' conSlrUl'i.l 10 pl'ohiblt p""s .. ~slon of the 
(JOWl'rlU;': tops 1\11<1 len,'cs of ehloral hrdrnte 
II~ "'I'll liS (,f IIltlrlgllatlll, ThIs, h"'\'''''I'I', Is 
UII itllllll::;;;lltlc, cOIl~trllctlun 1lt.'CllUSC chlural 

hYIlrate is ullIj.ul.'st!onnbly not n lIla nt, hut Is 
a clrll~. It Is Ih'Sl'rlill.'cl In rlllll'd Rtah'H })is
peltslltory (!ll~t Ed.) p. 323, as rollllw": 
"'Chloml lIydmll.' conl':llns not it'Ss thall Hn.~, 
JIl'I' t'I.'lIt,of C'Cf<,CllO.T120.' U, S, 'Chlol'lll 
Ilyc.!rntc, C'2Cla1l302, mny he ohtalned Ily the 
IlIhlitloll of ,,"atel' !I) Ihe Ihllllcl Chloral, 
C2ClaIl0, produced Ily til\) nclion ol dry 
chlorin" gn,; 011 cthylic nlcohol.' Dr_" 

ll('forl' Ihe ~tntutc was lItl1clldcd In 1n~i by 
the ill"ertion of the wO\'d "tl1arl~uaJla" IIftcr 
UII' ""01'119 "(cannuilis snth'a, Imllan 11('1111)1." 
anel Il<'fom the words "or clllol"lli h~'dmll'," 

the phrnRP "lIowl.'r1ng tops nnd Iran's" etc" 
wnH cll'urll' iutcn(kcl to modify "I' IIJlllly to 
"lll'mp or loco weNl," IIml not to "chloral hy
drllte." lInd It hl'l'n thl! Iclgislnllvc iull'ut by 
till' nmcnclmc1lt of 1!l2i whcn the word "mari
gnana" was imwl'h'cl to n~~ sUe'll word Ufo': the
nnme of a plnnt hlstl!ud of n drug, nllt\CJllht
"Illy the r,{'gislulnl'l' would haye n'Nl Rom" 
r-:lll'h lnn!:ll!lg'(' as t.1l1~t "Thfl mnri~l1nnll lllUllt 
or wecd," Instead of mcrely Insertill!; the 
wOJ'u "mal'ign:ln:1," whieh, as We lIn\'l~ st'l'n, 
is COllllll01lly uspd to refl'r to the- narcolie 
product of Ibe pili lit ennnilbis satl\"l\, By thll 
rnle's of cnn~1 nlC'lion Ih!) r .. lntlvc Dr (lnnlir~'
in:,: WOI'lls IIl'c tn I,,> IIpplil'd .to thc wonls illl
nll~1!nl .. I,,· 11l'\'cl'Iliug or followillg, unll'S8 UIll 
Il'giHlntive inll'lIt Is InlUcull'll that u dllrcrent 
allpl\cntil)n hc m:IIII', tin G. ,T. os;;, 'rh(,I'c iH 
not. anything In thl"! o 111 ('11I1IU('1I I. of 10~7 to 
indicate thot til(' IJnlllif)"ill~ words ",Ilre In
tcnel!'!l to be I'xtenlll'd forlhpr thnn In th~ 
orlginlll stntnte. Siure thc Oowerlng tOII~ 
HIIlI Il'llVI'S of cIl1IlIahis Ralh'lI, whlt'h I>; !tnt 
the sdcntiOc name of Ihe hemp plnnt or 10('0 
weed, constitnl~ u 11r1lg lnlown 119 cnnl1l1ill" 
!IIld cOlUmonly known In this locality as mnrl
guunn, tllL'!'e was 110 nC('t'~slty for the nnll'llll
ment.l'xcl.'pt to clarify thc statute by InRcrt
ing the ilnme by whlr.h the drug wns com
monly !mown h~' tho!'!! who trnmcl;~d In, nnd 
used, mal'lguaulI. The chnrnctcr of Its u~e In 
It section Ilcnliug ",lUI nurcotlc (lI'l1f(S Inlll
l'utes clearly thnt the WOl'd wns InteucJed to 
hate Its cOlllmllnl;- ul1dl'l'stood mcnnlng, 'Ve 
nl\lst he controlll.'tl by the e"ld~lIt purposc of 

, the Legl!'lature In "lew of th() object Hought 
to be attained, Rtntc y, JIendrlcl;son, Slll'm: 
Richnrdson y. Trt'n"l1r~ JIiIl :II. Co., 2:~ T?tnil, 
:JOU, 6:; p, 74, .It Is oll\'io\ls thll TA'gh;lntnr{, 
inlt'nde'(l to 11I'ohlhit the 111l111lIhorl~c<l usc or 
the nnrcollc !lI'lI~ 1)1' PI'O<1\lI't !mo\Yn at< milrl
p;n 111 III , 'I"his b(,i IIg tme, thc ("onrt pl"Op,'rly 
0\·t'1'1'ul<'ll the 'dl'lIIurrl'r 10 thn IlIfUl'lnaUolI 
111111 I hI' oh.l0etlr)ll~ mlll1e' !)y till' 1Ij11ll'lInllt on 
1111' gl'(Jlw!1 of inHutl!!'ienc;- of the Infnrlllllt Ion 
allli of the cy\(lence to sllslaln the Yl'l"llll't. 

18] On thc set'oml (Joint lIl:ldc by the 1I11pel
lant he mu"t nbo fall. II!) ('outell(18 It Willi 

illcumbclIlolI Ihe "tatc 10 1lI'''lhll'e t,,,ilh'ne'!' 10 
provc thc lIegatiYc IIl\cglltle)llS of the In[urUlIl
tllm to tllC eITect that Ihe !Il'fendllllt !lId lint 
!lm'e Jl:'~"I'ss;"n of Ihl' mnri;;lJIln;1 on a \\'1"11-
tt!u ortler U\' llrcscrlIIUon or. a Iicewa,u lll.ly.i-

I 
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d.;.n. dpnfl!'t. or \'NP1'iutll'Y snrgeon, ::t.n<l that 
l'e W:l~ lH'l a .i.)lillCr. \\·IIOIl'salcr. O1unufuclur
nr, Or "lhL'r pp,rson lawfully entltle!1 under 
the st:ltlllc to llll"'" pll~"c,sloll or mnrigllllnu. 
'l'llll rille is wt-ll stated in 4() U. J. at pa~e 
JOfi:): "Whe!'c tbc statute relating to poisons 
or narcotic drugs contains excC'ptlonS, n de
fendant deslring to 'lYail himself of any of 
them \)y way of tiercnse must show that lie 
comes within Its Intlmt. Thus tho buruen is 
upon one accused ot 11Icgal possession to 
show that his possession was lilwtul under a 
-provIsa or eXC(!<ptian of the statute under 
which he Is being prosecuted, ar, where the 
animus possidendi is an element ot the of
.fense, to show hOIlt-st Ignornnce of the fact ot 
'{lOSSesslon." See, also, State v. Ohin aim, 47 
Nev. 431, 224 P. 708; People v. Moronati, 70 
Cal. App. 17, 232 P. 001; and People v. Mont
gomery,' 271 Ill. 580, '111 N. E. 578. 'This 
case falls within the rule stated. In Corpus 
.Juris nnd the above cases. 

We find no error In the rec()rd. The judg
ment at the district coUrt ()f Suit Lake coun
ty is affirmed. 

ETJIAS HANSEN, EPHRAIM HANSON, 
and lIfOl!'FA1." .TJ., C()ncur. 

S'l'nA UP, Chief Justice. 
I con~'llr. '1'he IIct In qucstl()n denls with 

the I){mS~ssi(m and USe af "nnrcotle drugs." 
It provides thut "It shull be unlawful for rmy 
person • • • to ·hu \'e in lloSSessl()n 
• • marlguana," except those specltlcd 
In the nct. 'The information chnrged that the 
dl'fen!lnnt unlawfully 111\(1 in his Poss(!ssi()n 
Umarigunnn" au<l n~gl\ti\"('d the ex~pti()u.s 

enumerated III the staluta. 'l'he ev!ucncc 
shows that the dt'fcndant on a public strcct 
wns poss!!SSL'd of u pllcl,:l!;a ()f cignrctt~'S done 
up in hr()wu paper. I~\'i<l(mcc wns gl,en to 
sllaw that the defcfl(lllllt ~tutcd that tile pacl,
age "c()ntaillcd mnrlgliulIlI." 'l'he stnte chcm-
1st stnted thut tlla "cigArettes contained 
Amel"iean OannahLq or marlguuna," C!>mmon. 
1y knawn IlS a drug. 

The point made Is thut under the statute 

It was not Ilnlaw!lll for nny one to 1 .. 1"\""1l "m:\t'. 
1:.'uana" In his l)()~~e:.;si<)JI. 'I'llI' st:ltnrt' ""Y' 
it L~ unlawful, In such particular It J,: CIlIl· 

wnMd tllnt under the !lct it is unl:twful on1r 
to passel'S the "1l()wCiring tops lint! \(,Il.\'cs or 
mnriguana." Should thnc be cOllc'edl'fl. that. 
wos what the cigarettcs contn.llled, rhut wa~ 
whnt the defendant possessed. W!lat I~ 
"mal'lgl1\lna"? notll.nleal\y Of sclenti1IC>lI!~' 
It is Im()wn as cnnlltlbls sari va. It Is a plant. 
Cannabis often Is spoken of as the dril.d tiow. 
erlng t()pS nnd the leaves of the plant. 'l'bl'~' 
contain the narcotic property or element or 
tbe plant. In different countries where !.he 
plont Is eulth'nU'<l it is known by different 
1lames. In Mexico It Is known IlS "marl
huann.'} The word "marihuana" otten Is 
spelled differently. I care n()t about thnt, 
they nll mean the same tblng. ~'he prolX'l' 
spelling ot the lIIexlcan term probably hI 
"marilmnnn," and is 00 spelled In tho 
Stll.ndnr(l Dictionary. It is there defiul'<.l 
,ns "a nnrco'tic plant reputed to cause Insnn
Ity in pers()ns drinking an infusion af It,; 
leaves or smoking them." It thus Is th\) 
leaves nnd top blossoms ()( the plant whii'h 
contain the nal'rotic properties of the plant, 
and it Is the drinking or an infuslou ()f tll(,ln 
or sm()klng them which proo.uc~s the injltyl. 
()LlS effects upon a person. T() unlawfullr 
posses;; them Is unlawfully 'to po~sess murl· 
gnann. So, when the nct dcnls with tile gl'lI
ernl subject of tile possl'S>;i()n and tl~e ('I' 
"nnreol'ie drugs" nnd declnrt's It llnlawful til 
posseS!; "lIlnrigunna," It of ncccs.~ity hnpllt''' 
n paSo-CRslon af the nnrcotk prO[lerti('s Hlld 

eh'menls of the plant ami n()t the I>O~"\'S~I"" 
of thel mere stem or fiber of till.' pillut {('''Ill 

which coarse cloth nnd conlnge ure madt', 

ThUSt when the t~l'm "mnrJguIlJt:l,H tJu' 
nnme at which hlls itl; ()rigln or d(;rll'utJoll lit 
Ml.'xlro, Is us('(l in lIll! ~tntute, it is tllt'n' 11''',1 
in the POl)ulllr sense of Its lln.re()ttc 1>I'Ol"'I'LIo', 
or drug, i'llldllg suell YIc.\V ()f tho m,llt"I', I 
thinl, the dofendnllt WllS proIlCrIy Cil:ll'g •. 1 
with hlll'illg I)OSS(lSSion of JUnrIb'lmna, lIntl Ii)l' 

on the evidence propl.'rly c()uvlcled Of htL\"tl1J.: 
it In hLa possessi()n. 
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legislative and judicial 
trends in marijuana controls 

Iy DOHa'" E. Miller. 
Chfef Counsol, Federal Bureau of Narcolics 

U.S. Tr •• sury D~partrnent, I 

W •• hlngloo. D.C; 

MARIJUANA abuse is literally 
first and loremost a le!!"l 
problem. However you may 

choose to describe it-as a. sodo1oni .. 
cal t as a psycholo~ical or as a human 
problem-the rael remains that our 
society has decided to subject mari
juana to conlrols through the ll<e 01 
criminal sanctions. 

The prevailing philosophy in the 
United States, and I might add 
throughout the world, is based on tho 
premise that it is beller ror persons 
to function without resorting to. the 
abu~~ of a drug SO dangeroll!; as 
marIjuann. Abuse or the drug has 
been considered to be a major social 
threat by our legislntors, who have 
!nacted and retained the anti.mari
Juana laws. 

My topic will lead me to consider 
some or the patterns DC Jeg:al controls 
the application of those controls, and 
the need to retain rather string,ent 
federal and slate regulatory statutes. 

Prior to the enactment of the Mari
juana Tax Act of 1937. (the primary 
lederal control), ConRrc", was pos
sessed 01 quite a lot of inlormation 
concerning the social and J1hysiolo~i. 
cal eflects 01 marijuana. By today's 
standards. perhaps the evidence 
ag-,tinst it was not a.e; stron~ as it miRh~ 
have been. Joseph Oteri !las nill-de " 
special potnt of this in his discussion, 
"A Look at the ['a,,;age 01 the Mari
juana Tax Act."( I) But, in develop· 
ing programs, our lawmakers are not 
required to rely on of!ly uncontro
verted fae,tual propositions. Never .. , 
theless, the hearings, including the 
secondary reference material pro .. 
vided ample ~upporl (or the p:oposi
tion that ma'rijunna hac! harmful 
effects and that it <ontribul .. i to 
anti .... ;odnl·pruhlems. 

Interestingly enough, medical sci .. 
cnee 011 over the world has lon,:t reco,:t
niuri the damages of marijuana. 
There is not n sin~le modern, re."ponsi
hIe mcdiral body (to my knowll'lge) 
that supports the leJ!aliz.1tion of 
nl;rrijuana. The American Medic.,1 As· 
soci:ltion opposes it-and the \\'or:c1 
Health Or~anization opposes it. ·\ddi-
1I0nally. the nations 01 the world 
have lonl! opposrd the ahuse of m:ui· 
juana. In ract, the Single Convention 
onJ,arcotics llru~s (1961) obligates 
the 6S pm ties to maintain slK.'Cinl 
mea.c;urcs of control on marijuana, anti 
to prohibit the use of marijuana for 
olher than medical and scientilic pur· 
poses within 2S yean;. 

It is ridiculous to conclude lhalthe . 
public health officials who helped 
lormul.te the health policies all over 
the world did so without adequate 
knowled~e of marijuana's dangi!rs. To 
conclude, as'i\lr. Oteri seems ready to 
do, that former Commissioner Harry 
J. AnslinAer duped all the world's 
scientists, legislators, and puulic om· 
dais and that he alone "turned off 
the world," is equally contrary to 
common sense. 

The impression 15 being crealed 
tha,t virtually nothing is known about 
marijuana. This is false. Also, the im· 
pr~ssion is being: created that there 
is nothinA' harmrul abolJl marijuana. 
This is equally false. Too many l>eo
pie ,eem to think that we should not 
pay any at~ention to the old ~tudH!s. 
Too many pcrmissivists argue that the 
studies 01 Benahud (2), Bouquet (31, 
Chopra (4), G.rdikas (5), Joachim
o~lu (6), and Wolfl (7) are not valid 
because they WLTe not done in 
America, under Amcrfcai.1 standarus, 
u~ng: American subjc'Ctst and using 
uAmerican.type" marijuana. I cannot 
dismiss those studies su lightly, and 
neither should you. 

.The real dam"Ae being done In this' 
ensis of confidence is that SQ01C schol· 
arly me}'! are more wiUinl!: to attack 
the martJuana controls than to ju:;tifv 
them: that these persons are more 
con~erned \\lith deriding the public 
offiCials who are char~cd with enfore .. 
in~ the laws Ihan in helpin~ them 
prevent dru~ abuse; and that they are 
more interested in rationalizing: the 
use of marijuana ·th:m in (lrcsentin~ 
reasons lor controlling it. 

It is true that we do not possess 
absolute knowledAe 01 the effects 01 
marijuana. However, lel us remember· 
that marijuana contains a very pow
erful ingredient, letrahydrocanml
binol, which is capable of proclucin~ 
many ill errects. Variolls stuc1ies ([Om 
the "fiddle }o;'1!;t, the Ncar East nnet 
in the Foiled States inelicate that the 
mental efrects are very siJtnilicant. 
Emotional halance. is disturhcc1-
waves of euphoria are ortcn inter· 
spersed with ph:L<:es of amcil,,'l\,: para
noid elliwdrs arc frequent:""v;i\,inp; 
rise to dis.turh;mces of cCJllfluct: vuti· 
tion .1011 initiative are impaired: 
!-ien;;ation i5 chmlJ.,!J'<1 and di!\(orl(!(I: 
and ('vcn the so-call cd II (\Il1('ricall. 
type" marijuana can prorluce full .. 
Oe<iRctl hal1ucinations and delusions. 

Raported Effects 

The formal list of reported Ilh\'sioo 
logical and Jlsychologic:!1 cJ(('ci~ of 
the intake of marijuana is quite varied 
and len~thy. The 196.1 report on J)rtl~ 
Dependence 01 the World Health 
Organi7.ation lisle; the fnllowinJ.t: 
• "Among the Olore prominent 5ub .. 
Jective effects of cannahis ••. are: 
hilarity .. ~ carele:-.snc5s; luquacious 
euphoria ••• distortion of ~l'"sation 
~nd perception •.• impair.ml!nl of 
JudJ.tment and memorYi clil-oturtion of 
emotional responsivcnc!tc;: irritnhiHty 
and confusion. Other c(fccle;, whkh 
appear after repealed admin:struth.m 
••• include: lowering of the sensorv 
threshold. csi>ecially for optical nncl 
uccoustical stimuli , •• illusions and 
delusions that predispose to unti~ncial 
behavior: anxiety anel a~rcssh·t·nr.$,,\ 
as a possible result of the varioll!> in. 
tellectual and scn.'iccy derangements' 
and sleep disturbances.'" t 

A problem in the United Stntc~ in 
the field or research is the lack ~f 'l 
potent standard product. Signifi
cantly, abuut $0 p,:r ceot of novkcs 
report that they obtained no effects 
,}'h3.lcver the first time lhl!v lI!il'rI 

m:lfijuana. They havl' nnt 1u~{'n the 
victims or a drug, hut merely hnw 
been deceived Wilh n hoax. Thefl' is 



so much !<Yflin~ going on that it helps 
support. Hie notion that marijuana 
js innocuuus. Chemically spenkinJ..t, 
many persons who confrs.!' on ques
tionnaires to have heen "triers" of 
marijuana really have done nothin.~ 
more than to become partially 
asphyxiated f"'", polluted air. 

There is a wirie vuriancc in the 
potency of hlack market marijuana. 
Although hashish is readily availahle 
in many parts of the United ~Ial('~, 
the majority of the marijuana is or 
the less potent variety. Ahm, we know 
that marijuana varies accordint:: to 
where it is growp, when ancl how it 
is harvested, anel its age, Xevcrlhc
less, there is )HUe doubt that mari
juana contains a \'l'ry IXJwcrful hal· 
14cinogcn, and when potent substances 
are consumrd, or the clo.!'i1~e of a 
weaker suhstance is increased, menlal . 
and physical reactioO!i are jnt~nsified. 
The resillts of usinJ! the natural oc· 
curring tctrahydrncannllhinnl nf Inari· 
juana seem to be cflnclu:;h·c. Dr. 
Harris )stwll COhcluch.'s that in !'urfi
dent dosage: lh~ propcrtirs of mari
juana "ean caUse I)sychotic reaction 
in almost any intlividtlal: ' (8) 

The i~latiCln u( the tt.'tr;lhyc1ro~ 
c.'lIlnabinols and the prumi!'(, of jn
crea.o:;in~ availahility uf synthetic suh
stances nlakes it,possible for tiS fi.nlilly 
to pcdorm the \'itlilly neetlecl ,,1111rn1 ... -
cologie, biochemical, Acnrtic amI he-

. havioral re.(I'arch nl'ct.'$$ary to answer 
the queStions alJU!..!t the l(ln~-ranJ.!e 

: effects of mnrijuana. ~lnre likely than 
not, the earJier (nillires in lindin].! 
such effects in this country resulted 
from the unavailahility of chronic 
u~rs of hiRh (Iuutity marijuana. EVen 
the cliniCAIl studi('s in the hi~hly re
garded "LaGuardia Repnrt,"(9) nttlst 
be reviewed with the knowlccll!c that 
marijUAna of unknown potency was 
smoked, and that much of the re
search im'olved oral ndrninistration 
of R. marijuana concentratc, 

Hence, we find, very .uleCluatr rea· 
Sl)ns Cor proscriptions again~t l1mri
juana. Even if 'Wr were to accept the 
snobbish prop()sition that the children 
of our coJle~cs today pnssess A. su
perior sens~ of moral imellig:ence and 
arc better able to deal 'sensibly with 
drugs, and cwn if we were to con
,elude that marijuana affect:;: unly the 
weak and the vulneral>le, since when 
has our society stOJlped bein~ con
cerned about a minority? The \'ery 
purpose. of many of our h(':dth laws 
is the prolt.'Ction or l11in{)riti{'~~. ( am 
not i01Jlre~sed that a law studct'll with 
a hiAh J ,Q. does ntlt ohtain:l reactilm 
(rom takinJ,t two or three puffs \1" a 
marijuana dJ!arrt(e. r alH concerr,.t.~1 
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over the const:e:lH.'l1ces of makinA' the 
dru~ rendily available in a ~ociety 
containln~ millinns of persons pre
disposccl to hllplIJslve anel til!/-trrs!'ive 
beha\·jor. 

9uestion of Control 

r believe that ,most of 115 involved 
in this symposium WOUlfl 0llpo~e ctlm
I)Iete Ir;.!:a1i7.<ttirm of marijuana. The 
real issuC" scen1.S to be the exlent 10 
which we ~o;hol1)rI control it. The :\Inri· 
juanaTa., Act of 19.17 (10) Is a sys
tem of reJdstrnti{lh, f}cClIpHtional lUX. 
transfer la'!o:, and transfer (orms. Tile' 
law is designed to permit m:lrijuana 
to he procluced ami used for indus
trinl, scientilic and mrdical JlllrJ>05CS 
only. In deterrllirlin~ which perl'ons 
may hecome rel{istcrecl, and therrhy 
sell or aC(llIire marijuana! the re~ula
tory schel11l! requires. as a conriition 
precedC'nt thal the applicant be qu:l1i
lied to en~UI!C in the activity accord
ing to the 3pfllicnblc :-;Iatc Jlrovi~i(lns. 
A typical "street peclfllt!r" c('IIIt! not 
become registctC'fl, ht.'CRu5e ,Snch a 
per~n is disqu~linl.'(l by slate law. 
Lawyer.s will continue tl) nr~lIc thM 
lhe (, .. demt glwernllh'nt hm; nn ris:ht 
to rf'ly on such cQntrol~, Jnfit'cd, ~rrat 
stre!'!i !1iI!l h~cn pill on crrt:lin :t~Jl('cls 
of sitch laws in recent SUpn'me. ('ntlrt 
decisi~ns. (11) Hu\\,cvcr, T tuke it 
lhat the major cnncC'rn or this SYI11~ 
posiulll is in the Brea of penulties. So, 
r \dli hy to ventilate the fOJ( of 
Olisunrlerstuncling in that area. 

Penalties Severe 

It is true thnt the (edt'rat law does 
have rather substantial sC'ntl'ncing: 
provisions. The pcnullies provide nut 
less than two yenrs .)r mo:-e lh:in 10 
years (or a tlOs!'es!'ion h«cnS!!" and not 
less than live "liars ()r more than 20 
years for a Stile ,?ffl'nse. Pl'rhups, if 
the law hall been dcsi~neil for and 
appJird against minor traflicker!i anel 
,c;n-called (fusers," there lIli~ht be ~ 
need for adjtJstment of the penaltie~ 
to fit the gravity of tho orrc"o. How', 
ever: this is nOllhe case. The mandate 
fro:u Conf,tress end the EX{'CUlive 
policy makers is to concentrate our 
efforts on. the larger international and 
interstate traffickers. EVl'1I if we were. 
to oiJtain e\'idencc a~ain5t a mere 
pos~essor of nmrijuann for his own 
usc, 'there arc certain latitudes,. such 
:ts C'har~ing: the person 8!; a IIjuvenile 
dclinr:uent" or handlir.~ him under 
th~ l"ct!eral ~"O\uh Currections Act 
rmher than sf:nltm;:in~ him unr:cr the 

rel!ular penalty pro~iSirm.lI. I cnn re· 
call no c,,~e where n student was 
prosccuted in tcdcrnl court l.mst.'(l on 
mere e\'idl!nce o( I)()~t'$.,-;i()n of I11ltri· 
juana for his 0\\,1) usc. It is interesting 
to note that Congress hOls looked at 
these IlCnlllty prO\;sicms un st!'\'er~\l 
occasions, and has not (uund a m·l ... 1 
to reduce them. 

Why make 1)(J!'~es.."i()n a violation 
of taw? Law prufessors will clnim that 
it) order (or n' Inw to he an effective 
nre\'en!iun, its opcr;ttilln lI1ust Uc 
prompl, c('rrain, emdent, anel its. 
threats must 110t be bluff-its cluh 
must nut he sturrcd with h.i~hly selec., 
tive en(orcem('nt anel (requent ('va
siolls. On the ~tlrfac(', lhi!.; would not 
be true with lhe .i\Iarljl1i1na Tax Act 
or J9.H in dew of the nmnner in 
which the laws nrc nclminh:tcrcd. 
Xe\·crlhcl('S.."1 It is .r(1l~unRblc tn 
assume thnt the (t'nr (If su((erinJ,t the 
cnn!'cqlll'nCCS o( the Jaw Ilur$ deter 
countle!>S reasonable ancl rcsJl(ln"ihll! 
pcrsonll. AvnicJance o( punhdlluent 
and disgr.:tce is n very tk'Cisive rene· 
tioll of nurmal prupll', Jt ctln he 
a.'lSumeci that the v:l."t majnrity or the 
l)('Ople who have Iiv~l with the sl>ci;:tl 
clmtrivancl' of punishment, in the 
home, in the school:;, ut pllly nnd nt 
work, will nvoid cerlnin course:> of 
actinn which are pfJtcntially injurious .. 
The hi~ red tipple, on lhe tree in the 
field where the hull ~rru::C5 omy he 
cnticil1~, but ninst of u.s :tre tf)O :limitl 
to I!o OVer the fence after it. 

This, consl.'qllently, fiCtn up a but
rier, not only to unnulhorhwd lise, bllt 
more icnllQrl:mtly aJ{llinst .proselytiz
ing. We C;IO make one ~('neralijo'.ation: 
marijuana abUliC spre,ulS (mOl person 
to person-the tl.o.:cr.s who possess il 
are thc ones who hreed new users. 
To ccindone PO!\"'ics~ion is to cundone 
a ready Sf)urCe or marijuann fflr 
Ilff)Selytiling. Th~ rc..o;ull of "IcJ.{uliz
ing-" IlO~~c.'i.."iun ".'an (lnly be II moru 
pcrOlis,c;ivc attitude. 

r believe n ca."c hilS been made 
against nmrijua.na, It Is a harmful 
anel dan~erolls substance which must 
he controlled. Further. scit:ntific 
studies are needed, and the National 
Infititute o( ':\lenlal Health is pres w 

arliTy-carrying on a e01l1pft;ic plnn of 
research, covering ail asfx..'Cts o( mari
juana lL~. The Bureau o( X'lrcotics 
has been working with XJ.~LH. to 
develop procedurc:; to (ncilitate rl!~ 
search, and to ohtnin sufticient qlmn
tHies of mariiuana ami tClrnhydro
cnnnahimJI (ur the res('urch. We .nrc 
hopinA' thut continual funds will IJc 
availahle (or the next ::.evcrnl years 
in ortler that we wi1l lie ahlc to linll' 
the nnswcrs td the lmsic rc"Scnrch 
questiuns which are hcin~ :L"kCfI. 
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In the meantime, pending tltt: rt!
sults of the n('w studies, we should 
DOt-m~ke any orr:the·cuf( decisions. 
We should not take any action which 
will be seized upon as approval to use 
a debilitatin~ drug. "'e now have 
more than 62,000 reported active ad
dicts, we have untold thousands of 
amphetamine and barbiturate abus
ers, and we have millions of persons 
who drink too much alcohol. That 
seems to be quite enough. 
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The Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 

The an11·marihuana law of 1931 was largely tho federal govern· 
ment's response to political pressure from enforcement agencies 
and other alarmed groups who feared the use and spread of mario 
huana b!f "MexIcans." Recent evidence alio' suggests that the Fed· 
eral Bureau of Narcotics resisted the enforcement burden of the anti· 
marihuana Jaw until mounting pressure on the Treasury Department 
Ie-:! to a departmental decision. probably In 1935. to appease this 
fear, mOGUy In the Southwest and West, by federal legislation. Pre
viously unpUblished documents clarify the role of medical rese3rth 
In the campaign for a federal antl·marlhuana law and In the Treasury 
Department's preparation for congressional hearings. 

C1QCIAL refonners successfully initiated federal re
a strictions on cannabis, alung with alcohol, opiates, co. 
caine, and chloral hydrate in the first decade of this cen
tury. The Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 required that 
any quantity of cannabis. as well as several other dan
gerous substances, be clearlY" marked on the label of any 
drug or food sold to the publio.' Early drafts of fed"ral 
antinarcotic legislation which finally emerged as the Har
rison Act in 1914 also repeatedly listed the drug along 
with opiates and cocaine (for example, H.R. 25,241 61st 
Cong., 2nd Sess. [1910) which was prepared and en darned 
by the State Department and introduced April 30. 1910). 
Cannabis,. however, never sUT\'ived the legislative gaunt
let. probably because of the pharmaceutical industry's op
position. At that time, and for at least a deC!!ri(! longer, 
the drug trades did not see any reason why a substan"::b 
used chiefly in corn plasters, veterinary medicine, and 
other non-intoxicating forms of medieaments should be so 
severely restncted in its use al~d sale,. Not even the refor
mers claimed, in the pre-World War I hearings .r.d de
bates over a federal antinarcoUe act, that canrlabis was a 
problem of an)' major significance in the United States. 

Dr. Hamilton Wright, a State Department official who 
from 1908 to 1914 coordinated the domestic and inter
national aspects of the federal antinarcotie campaign! 
wanted cannabis to be included in drug abuse legislation 
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chiefly because of his holief in a hydraulic model of drug 
appetites. He reasoned, "along with numerous other ex .. 
perts, that if one dangerous drug was effectively prohib
ited, the addict's depraved desires would switch to another 
substance more easily available. He felt, therefore, that 
cannabis should be prohibited in anticipation of the habit
ual user's shift from opiate.! ~nd cocaine to hashish. The 
narcotic reformer's task, theri,\\'as to prohibit and control 
as many dangerous and seductive 'substances as poc;sible 
at one time. 

Although congressional hearings rarely heard any wit
nesses defend opiates Qr cocainel those against including 
cannabis in federal legislation spoke more openly. In Jan
·uary 1911 heari,1gs were held on a federal anlinarcoticlaw 
before the House Ways and Means Committee. The Na
tional WhQlesale Druggists' Association (NWDA) repre
sentative protested, in addition to other aspectti of the 
proposed legislation, the inclusion of cannabis alongside 
opiates and ~caine. Charles A. 'Vclit, chairman of the 
NWDA Legislative Committee, complained that ucann!1-
bis is not what may be caned a habit-forming drug/"iP5111 

Albert Plaut, representing the New York City pharma
ceutir~l firm of Lehn & Fink. objected to including Ujnsig .. 
nificant articles, the habit-forming quality of which ia 
more than doubtrul/'J·pr~, In particular he objected to the 
inclu~ion of cannabis; he ,attributed its reputation more to 
li~erary fIction, such as the description of hashish- in the 
Count iff ..,1\fonte Cristo, than to informed opinion. "Can" 
!'labis brought Into this country," Plaut e>"1>lained, t'is used 
almost altogether for the manufacture 9£ corn cures and 
in veterinary practice. As a habit-forming drug Its use is 
almost nil."~IP"Jr·T.1 'Vhen questioned as to whether can· 
nabis might be take". by those whoae regular eupply of 
opiates or cocaine is rCbtricted, Plaut responded that the 
effects of cannabis were. so different from those of opiates 
and cocaine that he would not expect an addiet to find can-

~ nabis attractive.~II'PIl .. n, 
Th.e drug industry's complaints received stern rebuttals 

but no one denied that. cannabis constituted at that time a 
very small part of drug abu.so. Arguments for inclusion 
rested on the belief of such authorities as Dr. Alexander 
Lambert, of Bellevue Hospital and later President of the. 

Marihu,nna Tax·Act/Musto 101 
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American Medical Association, that some o£ his patients 
were habitual users of cannabis and that, therefore, the 
dl'Ug was habit~forming.;llllm One of the most stirring at .. 
tacks on cannabis came from a comrade of Dr. Lambert, 
the lay proprietor of a profitable hospital for addiction 
treatment, Charles B. Towns. Towns' chief fame arose 
froln his populadzation of a supposed cure for the crav .. 
ings of drug"uscrs, but he made an active sideline out of 
appearing before committees of inquiry and drafting 
model legislation to combat the evils of drug abuse. He 
was an i~prcssive witness in 1911, nearing the peak of his 
fame as une of mankind's benefactOr5.~ He took a very Un .. 
compromil\ing attitude toward drug use: 

To my'mind it Is inexcusable for a man to say that there is no 
habit from the Use oC that drug. There is no drug in the Phnrma
cbpoeia todaytbat would produce the pleasurable sensations you 
would get Crom cannllbis, no not one-absolutely not a drug in the 
Pharmacopoeia today, and of all the drugs on earth I would cer
taInly put that on the liSt.'lP'O. 

The t1Fathcr of the Pure Food Law," Dr. Harvey Wash .. 
ington Wiley of the Department of Agriculture, was no 
less a<lamant th.n Towns. Dr. Wiley favored prohibition 
of the drugs Iistell in the proposed legislation but if regu
lation was aU he could get, he would settle for that. To his 
mind the list of drugs was too short and it should have in
cluded not only acatanilid, antipyrcne. and phenacetin, 
but also alcohol and: caffeine. Dr. Wiley declared alcohol to 
have no medicinal value and caffeine to be a habit·form
ing drug, sold indiscriminately even to children in cola and 
other drinks. The only value he saw to habit-forming pain
killers was to permit an easy death; a patient who had a 
chance for recovery would be better off without them since 
he might establish a habit which could never be 
hroken.'IPlltII.11I 

While most spokesmen for the drug trades opposed fed
eral ~gulation of cannabis, one distinguished member fa
vored its control and most of the other pJ;'ovisions of the 

, new legislation: Dr. William Jay Schielfelin of New York, 
like Dr. Lambert, was prominent in the nation's social and 
political liCe as well as in his profession as the president of 
a wholesale drug house~ He moved with the progressive 
and reform spirit of the era and was, therefore, somewhat 
separated from the rank and file as regards the acceptable 
burden. antinareotic legislation would place on the drug 
trade. Schieffelin bgHeved cannabis was "used only to a 
alight extGnt in thi. country," but he had heard that there 
wa.."'l a demand for it in the "Syrian colony in New York" 
where he thought it was smoked like prepared opium. He 
concluded, "The evil is minute but it ought to be included 
in the bill."f 

Canaabis was not included. though, and except for the 
Pure Food and Drug Act'!} provision as to labeling, no fed
eral regulatory law was enacted until 1937. (By 1931 regu· 
lations ur.der the Food and Drug Act had limited the im
portation of cannabis except for medical purposes.) 
Meanwhile the two contrasting attitudes toward cannabis 
remained pretty much the same: the reformers feared its 
use: the. drug industry, which useG It in rather minor prep .. 
arations, felt le~ concern about- possible misuse and op .. 
posed its regulation. Both sides seemed tr..:._p.~ree that can
nabis was not DS threatening as other di-t~gs and that its 

inclusion in regulatory laws would be for the purpose of 
anticipating Its popularity once opiates and cocaine were 
brought under control. • 

Complaints about cannabis continued to conle to the at
tention oi the federal government, although witho~t the 
frequency or insistence which was to occur in the 19305. In 
preparation for the F'fi"st Hague Conference, which led to 
the Hague Convention (19Jl() for the control of the world's 
narcotic traffic, one.of the Arrieri-;:l:.!l 4elegates, He-nry J. 
Finger of the California Board of Pharmacy, wished to 
draw particular attention to the dangers oC canQabis. 
Many Californians, particularly in San Francisco, were 
frightened by the "large influx of Hindoos ••. demand
ing cannabis indica" who were initiating "the whites into 
their habit.u~ Finger wanted the woi-ld traffic in cannabis 
to be controlled.' The United St.tes delegation, of which 
Dr. Wright was a member, gladly adopted Finger's goal, 
but did not ·find the Hague Conference favorably disposed 
to include cannabis in the Hague Convention, The best ~he 
United States could accomplish at this time was the adop
tion of n recommendation that nations look into the char
ter of the drug and see whether it merited regulation.1I 

Agreement that international-traffie-in cannabis should be 
regulated did not come until the Second Geneva Con
vention in 1925.t 

Domestic concern over cannabis seemed to originate in 
the Southwest and to begin increasing after the First 
World War. In 1919 the crucial Supreme Court decision 
!)utlawing addiction .. maintenance for pleasure or comfort 
led to national restrictions on physicians, druggists, and 
other outlets for drugs believed to be responsible ior 
America's many addicts. Such n time was also appropriate 
for control of other dangerous substancl'S. Of course, alco
hol was outlawed ior convivial consumption when the 18th 
Amendment became effective in January 1920. Cannabis 
also ought to be controlled, argued the Governor of Loui
siana and the president of Louisiana's Board of Health. 
Their contact with IImarig\lana" had elements which 
would become familiar in the le3Cs. A white, 21-year-old 
musician in New Orleans had been arrested' for forging a 
physician's signature in order to get some .umariguana" 

. imported from Mexico. The musician said the substance 
was taken to nmake you fee! good," but the dangers of 
this SUbstance were clear to Dr. Oscar Dowling and Gover .. 
nor Johu M. Parker. Dr. Dowling,·who was also a member 
of and later chairman of the American Medical Associe, .. 
tion's Board of Trustecs, warned the Governor that mari
huana was "a powerful narcotic, causing exhilaration. in
toxication, delirious hallucinations, and its subsequent 
actions, drowsiness and stupor."" He also urgently re
quested of the Surgeon-General of the Public Health Ser
vice that the federal government take "S0ml! action" to 
control the traffic in marihuanD< II The Surgeon-General re.
plied that he was in complete agreement with Dr. Dow
ling's concern,lU Shortly thereafter Governor Parker 
claimed in a letter to Prohibition Commissioner- John 1<". 
Kremer that "two people were killed a few d,lys ago by 
the smoking of this drug, which scems to make them go 
crazy and wildll and he expressed his surprise ithat there 
were no restrictions against marihuana. 11 But the trCrubl(>.<J 
the government was already having with enfoi'Cement of 
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the Harrison Act may nJt hare encouraged addition of 
more drugs for control. 

International Control of Cannabis: 
1911·1925 

Yet, the United States continued to press for interw 
national control of cannabis, as well as of other drugs. In
ternational drug contr61, if obtained, would havp. sn1ved 
much of the American problem since opiates, COl "'~$1ves, 
and some ('annabis were imported. The coo? 'llUon 
other nations gave the American proposals to c.. __ £"vJ can
nabis did not discourage the American delegatioii, but 
rather added one more proof of international perfidy. 
Since the earliest stirrings of an international campaign 
by the United States, American diplomats believed that 
other nations, some of whom received considerable reve
nue from the narcotic traffic, uscd various stratagems to 
discourage or nullify American efforts. That foreign gov
ernments should also oppose the inclusion C'f cannabis in a 
schzdule of controlled drugs was almost a confirmation of 
the wisdom of contro11ing the cannabis market. 

The United States, having started the antinarcotie cam
paign which resulted in the Hague Opium Convention of 
1912, lost its premier role during the 1920s. The League of 
Nations assumed responsibility for the Hague Convention 
ftom the government of the Netherlands, a transfer which 
the United States would not recognize, Although the in· 
tricate formalities by which the State Department 
avoided any nppp.arance of "recognizing" the League were 
certainly effective in achieving their goal, such actions 
also lost tho united States its leadership in the world anti· 
narcotic movement. 

Rupeatedly the League tried to involve the United 
Stutes in planning for the international control of narcot
ics. While the United States maintained meticulously dis
tant relations with the League's Advisory Committee on 
the Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs, Ameri· 
can cooperation did emerge. These hopeful signs were ra
ve:sed, however, by the walkout of the A,.merican delega
tion, led by the chairman of the House Committee 011 

Foreign Affairs! from the Second Geneva Opium Confer~ 
ence in February 1925.12 

The delegates' exit was based on righteous indignation 
at the weak will of other notions: they left behind an op· 
portunity to sign the first Convention which sought to 
bring the cannabis traffic between nations under inter~ 
national supervision. 

Five years would pass before the United States would 
again sit in sllch an international meeting. 

Rising Domestic Fear of Cannabis: 
192()'1934 

Fear Clf cannabis, or as it was beginning to be known, 
marihuana, was minor throughout most of the. nation in 
the 1920s. Nevertheless, it still concerned the federal gov
ernment. For example, in January 1929 Congress author
ized two narcotic farms to be operated by the Public 
Health Service largely for the treatment of addicted fed· 
crill prisoners. The Isw spel!ifically defined Ilhabit~forming 
narcotic drug!! to include "Indian Hemp" and made 
habitual cannabis users, along with opium addil!ts, eligible 
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,for treatmcnt." Although there sedms to have bCt!n al
most no transfer of cannabis users to the two "farms," 
later known as the Lexington and Fort Worth Hospitals, 
it is significant that congressional worry about cannabis 
continued after passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act 
and clearly was present before the Federal Bureau of Nar. 
cotics (F!lN) was established in 1930. 

In certain arcas of the United States, however, the fear 
of marihuana was more intense. Jfhcse Breas mostly coin~ 
cided with concentrations of Mexican immigrants who 
tended t(lllse marihuana as a drug of entertainment or re
laxation. During the decade Mexican immigration, legal 
and megal, rapidly increaEed into the region from Loui~ 
siana to California and up to Colorado and Utah. Mexicans 
were useful in the United States as farm Inbolers, and as 
the economic boom continued they received inducements 
to trdvel to the Midwest and the North where jobs in lac· 
tories and sugar beet fields were available.u 

Although employers welcomed them in the 19205, Mexi
cans were also f2ared as a locus of crime and deviant SQ-t 
cial beha\·ior. By the mid-1920s horrible crimes were at
tributed to marihuana and its Mexican purveyors, Legal 
and medical officers in New Or1eans began studies on_the 
evil, and within a few years published articles claiming 
that many of the regionJs crimes could be traced to mari .. 
huana. They implicated it particularly in the mos't severe 
crimes, for thes believed it to be a sexual sthnulant which 
removed civilized inhibitions,l~ As a result, requests were 
made to include .marihuana in the federal law which con
trolled similar slibstances, the Harrison Narcotic Act.I1 

When the great Depression settled' over America, the 
Mexicans, who had: been welcomed by at least a fraction of 
the communities in which they lived, became an unwel~ 
corne surplus in regions devastated by unemployment. 
Considered a dangerous minority which should be induced 
to J;eturn to Mexico by whatever means seemed appro
priate, they dwelt in isolated living groups. A contempo
rary writer described their mead in 1930, the fit;ft', ¥~~r-~f 
the Depression: (:' 

A .... factor in der.reasing Mexican immigration}~ wh'_':': .. ~1i
cials cnlll'the fear of God." It may be indefinite, but ~":tJU P,' t'~al: 
and the quality is standard all the way from California ;~ ~:teXas. 

And that/ear hovers O\'cr CYery Mexican Colony in the South
west is a fact that all who come in contact with them can readily 
attest. They tear examination by the border pz.lro1 when Lbey 
travelj they tcar arrcstj they tcar jail; they fear deportation; and 
whereas they us.ed to write jnviting their friends, they now urge 
them n:;lt to come.U 

Naturally, the cotton, fruit, and vegetable growers in 
the Southwest and sugar beet farmers in Colorado, Mich· 
igan, Montana, and the Northwest fayored further immi
gration. On the other hand, the American Federation of 
Labor understandably favored strict bars against foreign 
labor. But anotller group which worked for an end to Mex
ican immigration as energetically as those with economic 
interests did so for social reasons, afraid that mixtare 
with an "inferior race" was causing "race suicide." Citi~ 
itenS anxious to preserve what they believed valuable in 
American life banded togotherinto "Allied Patriotic So
cieties,"IIKey Men or America/' or the group which united 
many of these associations, the l'American Coalition" 
whose goal was to 'tKeep America American.Jllt Or.e of 
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the prominent mem~rs of the American Coalition, C. M. 
Goethe of Sacramento, saw marihuana and the problem of 
Mexican migrants as closely connected (New York Times, 
Sept 15, 1935, section IV, p D): 

Marihuana, perhaps now the most insidious of our narcotics, is a 
direct by·pl'Oduct. of unrestrictcd Mexican immigration. Easily 
grov."Il, it has been assc.rted that it has recently becn planted be
t.ween rows in a Californiu. penitentiary garden. ~texican pedd:erR 
have been caught distributing ::;ample marihuana clgnrcts to 
school children. Bills for our quota against Me:<ico have bCt!n 
blocked mysteriously in every Congress since Lhe 1924 Quota Acl. 
Our nation has more than enough laborers. 

Southwest police and prosecuting attorneys likewise 
raised a continual protest to the federal government 
about the Mexicans use of the weed (H. J. Anslinger, oral 
communicp.tion, June 80, 1970). 

In 1934 a US Marshall in Tulsa, Okla, wrote to the FBN, 
describing marihuana as a most dangerous and crime. 
causing drug which gave its users the feeling that they 
had usuperman and superv:oman" powers.'~ Newspapers 
occasionally headlined the weed as a cause oC horrible 
crimes. For example, in 1933 the New York Mirror pre~ 
sen ted an article in its Sunday supplement on ;'Loco 
We'?d, Breeder of Madness and Crime." That same year 
Dr. 'Valter Bromberg, a respected l'esearcher, informed a 
meeting of the American Psychiatric Association that 
some authors had cdtimaled the number of marihuana 
smokers in the southern states to be one out of four.:o Dr. 
Bromberg, who did not sub5crihe to the alarm o\'t~r mari~ 
huana displayed by some writers, nevertheless told oC its 
spread from tho South to the large cities and to New York, 
uwhere itg usc iJ wiclespread.tI~,,,pMl He noted that mari~ 
huana's inclusion in the Harrison Narcotic Act had been 
requested. Although denyillg that crimes were directly 
and simply caused by marihuana and asserting that it was 
something like alcohol in its effect, nevertheless, on the 
basis of good physlolobic.1 and psychological studies' of 
cannabis, he was pers;Jaded that 1t was "n primary stimu· 
Ius to the impulsive life with diNct expression in the mo
tor field.":o'pm, Marihuana "rel(:aJies inhibitions and re
straints imposed b!-' f10cicty and allows individuals to act 
out their drives open!y;" and "acts as :.l sexual stimulant," 
particularly to "overt homosexual!l.n:~'ilM~' 

Dr. Bromberg's dl)scription of marihuana in 1933 diC~ 
fered in quality (rom the writings, Cor (J:<ample, of New 
Orleans' Prosecuting Attorney who, in 1931 fearfully por~ 
trnyed IIMarihuana as a Developer of Criminals."J' Yet, 
Dr. Bromberg'S statements would not have calmed the ap.
prehensive. Furthermore, neither the New Orleans 
studies, which began at least in the lat.e 1920s nor Dr. 
Bromberg's.research can be ascribed to any "campnignll 
by the FBN for a federal marihuana law. It is reasollable 
to assume tha.t in the first few years or the 1930s, mari~ 
hunna W,tS known among police departnwnts and civic 
leaders, particularly those conneded with Mexican immi
grants amI even among scientitlc investigators as n drug 
with dnng~rou:i propensities. This situation led naturally 
to pressure on the federal government to take "some ac~ 
tion" against marihuana. What was lhe attitude.oC the 
new Federal Bureau of Narcotics to the growing concern 
Q\'er marihuana? 

The Decision To Seek 
a. ~:"",,jeral Anti-marihuana law! 

1935·1937 

During its first few years, the FBN, as judged from its 
annual reports, minimized the marihuana pr9blem and 
felt that control should be vested in the state govern· 
ments, The report published in 1932 commented that: 

This abuse of the drug is noted among the Latin-American or 
Spanish-speaking population. The sale of cannabis cigarettes oc· 
curs. to a considerable r!egrec in Slates along the Mexican border 
and in cities or the Sduthwest and West. as well as ill New York 
City and, in fact, whf'.!re\"cr there are settlements,of Latin Aml;!ri
cans. 

A great deal of public :r.tercst has been aroused by newspaper 
articles appearing from time to time on the c\'ils of the abuse or 
marihuana, or Indian hemp, and more attention has been focul>ed 
upon specific cases reported of the abuse of the drug than would 
olbern'is€! ha ... e been the case. This publicity tends to magnify the 
extent of the evil and bnds color to an inference that there is an 
alarming spread of the improper use of the drug, wheren.., the ac
tual increase in such use may not have been inordinately large . .:" 

That year the FBN strongly endorsed the new Un;form 
Stute Narcotic Act and repeatedly stressed that the prob. 
lem could be brought under control if all the states 
adopted the Act.:" As late as January 1937, Commissioner 
Anslinger was quoted as advising that the distribution of 
marihuana was an lIintra3tate problem" and that "hope 
for its ultimate control lies •• _ in adoption by states of 
the Un:form Narcotj.;: Act" (New York Times t Jan 3, 1937. 
section 3, p 6), Study oC the annual reports reveal an inw 
creasing amount of space taken up by marihuana~associ~ 
ated crime after 1935, but the FBN continued to recom
mend the Uniform Act. There seem to be several reasons 
why the FBN delayed advocac)" of a fedeml marihuana 
law. 

The Commissioner recalls that marihuana caused few 
problems except in the Southwest and the Western slates. 
There the growing alarm was dh ectcd at the tlMexicans" 
whom the "sheriffs and local police departments claimed 
got loaded on the stuff and caused a lot of trouble, stab-
bing, assaults, and so on." These states were "the o~ly 
ones then affected ••• we didn't see it here in the East. at 
all nt tbat time." To Anstinger, the danger of marihuana 
did not compare with that of heroin and, after t}}e Act's 
passage ~n October 1937, he s~ates that he warned his 
agents to keep their eyes on herain. If an ngent started to 
make a series of arrC!sts for marihuana possession, he was 
told to get back to "the hard stuff" (H. J. Anslinger, oral 
communication, June 30, 1970). 

In addition to questioning whether a federal law would 
signilicantly ameliorate the "marihuana problcr:l", the 
Commissioner also doubted the possibility of a jaw which 
would be..constitutional. When the idea of n transfer Lax 
was first broached to him by the Treasury's General COllnw 
sel. Herman Oliphant, he thought the notion was tlridicu~ 
lOllS." Even after the decision was made to recommend the 
transfer tax to Congress, Anst'inget "COUldn't believe it 
would go through." It was not that he did not abstractly 
Cavor a marihuana l:1w, but he had doubts about its conw 
stitutionality and about whpther it would have any sulr 
stantial effeet on the problem of marihuana use (H. J. An· 
slinger, oral communication, June 30, 1970). 
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Lastly, the FBN bad "put sa~dbag. against the door" 
whenever anrone suggested it take over control of bar
biturate.s and amphetamines. Such cont.rols would mean 
very difficult problems in adjudicating "proper uses" and 
legitimate exceptions. The FBN preferred heroin as a tar
gelj it .had no legal uscs whatever. The whole question of 
enforcement was enormously simplifed by tracking down 
a totally prohibited drug. Sucb an attitude wol!ld be con
si.~b.mt with hesitating to take on marihuana 'vhich, un .. 
Uke heroin, was not . imported but rather grew, aE the 
Commissioner ruefully pointed out in 19313, <lUke dan· 
delions," and which had a few legitimate uses."~ Ii is sig
nificant that when marihuana was finally controlled \:, 
the federal government, almost all uses were outlawed 
with the exception of it. use in bird seed (and then only if 
sterilb.ed), The regulations for its use by physicians werf. 
so complic,ted that possibly no general physician haa le
gally prescribed it since 1937. _ 

The pressure for a federa! anti .. maribuana law was~ An .. 
slinger states, upolitical/' traveling from local police 
forces in affected states to the governors, then to the Sec .. 
retary ot the Treasury, Henry Morgenthau, Jr., and frem 
him Lo the General Counsel, and the Commissioner of NaT" 
catles (H. J. Anslinger, oral communication, June 30, 
1970). Apparently the decision to seek a federal l.w wall 
made in 1935, since by Janl1l1ry 1936 Anslinger was hold
iug conferences on what course to take to accomplish that 
end. The FBN's search fot· grounds on which to base a fed
erallaw was almost unsuccessful. It first claimed that only 
the treaty-making power of the federal government could 
sustain an antj~rnarihuana statute. Such a treaty ,vas then 
attempted, but with an appeal to other nations which had 
almost no chance of .u,ees!!. If the FBN did not actually 
want. federal m.rihuana law, it had performed faithfully 
the I.ask It had been given and the effort was about to f.1I 
short, when, claims Anstinger. the Treasury's General 
Copnsel ingeniously contrived the "transfer tax." 

The pressure 6n the Treasury could woll have been suf
ficient to induce such cleverness, as the following If!Uer of 
1936 (Anslingel' papers, Box 6) from the .ditor of the Ala
mosa, Colo, Daily Cotl,n'er suggests: 

]a there nny assistanc<l your :Bureau can give 1I!" in handling thIs 
dmg? Can you suggest campnignl:l? Can you cniarge your Depart-

, mcnt t!l deal with marihuana? Can you do anything to help us? 
, I \'.ish 1 could ahow you what a small marihuana, ~ignrl,!tte can 
do to 00(> of our degenerate Spanish speaking res,Jent.'J. That's 
why our problem is so grent; the ¥reatest percentnge or our popu
IRotion is compolled of Spanish speakingp('rsons, most of whom arc 
low ment:llly, because of social and racial conditions. 

While: marihuana has figured in the greatest number of crimes 
in the past few yenrs, oIHclals fear it. nol for what it had done, but 
jar what it iR capable of doing. They want to thee': it before an 
outbreak does occur. t 

Through representatives of civic leaders and law officers of the 
San Luis Valley, I have been esked to write to you for help. 

It was this kind of attitude which the T.x Act was de
signed "to placnte," according to Anslinger, although he 
felt that little besides a law on the books could be offered 
the fearful citizens of the Southwest and Il,eir importun
ing officials (H. J. Anslinger, oral communication, june 30, 
1970). 

The Marihuana Ta. Act 
With the goal of trying to figure out bow the tweral 

government could pasS such a taw, the Narcotics Commis
sioner traveied in January 1936 to New York. ThOle he 
mct with a group of distinguished experts-a represent-
ati\'c of the Foreign Policy Asscciationj Joseph Chamber
lain, Professor of Law at Columbiaj HCi"berL L. May, a 
member of the permanent Central Board of the League of 
Nations; and Stuart Fuller, Assistant Chief of the Divi
sion vf Far Eastern Affairs of the State Department. 
-they concluded, Anslinger reported to Assistant Secre
tary of the Treasury Stephen B. Gibbons in a confidential 
rnemo: .. nndum, "tl1at under the taxing power and regU
lation on interstate commerce it. woul~ be almost hopeless 
to expect any kind of adequate contrOt~"JS 

The Commissioner's recommendation was to fonow the 
example of the Migratory Bird Act whieh had been de
clared constitutional, although jt entered into the pollee 
powers of the states, because it was enacted as a requir~ 
rnent of international treaties with Canada and ¥exieo'vs 
Holland, 252 US 416). He suggested a treaty requiring the 
control of marihuana. Once the treaty was ratified by the 
Senate, a federal law could be enacted which would not 
meet th~ constitutional blocks which he ie\t sure an anti~ 
marihuana law would face jf based on federal tax or com
merce powers. Otherwise, the various details which imper .. 
i1ed simple prohibitition of marihuana were coming near 
solution: 

The State Depnrtmcnt has tentatively agreed to this propa-o 
sition, but before action is taken we shall have tq dispose of cer
tain phases of l~gi.t~mat.~ tramej for instance, thi.!. drug trade st.ill 
has a small medical need for marihuana, but has agreed j.Q elimi~ 
nate it entirely. The only place it is n.sed cxtensh'ely is by the vet
erinarian. and we can satisfy them by importing their medical 
needs, 

We must. also nattsfy the c:J.nal'}' bird seed trade~and the Sher
win WiIlia.ms Paint. Company which uses hemp seed oil for drying 
purposes. We arc now working Y,ilh the Dej..tartment of Commerce 
in finding substitutes (or the legitimate trttdc, and after that is 
accomplished, the path will be deared for the treaties and lor fed~ 
ero.llaw"~ 

The C\)lnmissioner was permitted to try:'is idea in June 
of the same year when he and Fuller represented the 
United States at the-Conference for the Suppression of Il
licit Traffic in Dangerous Drugs, held in Geneva. The 
United States soUgllt to incorporJtte a requireinent for do
mestic cannabis control in a treaty with 26 other ml.tions. 
Perha.ps to have additionnl1evcragc, or perhaps to drama .. 
tize the opposition o( other governments, the US delega
tion asked just before the conference opened for per .. 
mission to walk put if the Americo.n proposals were turned 
down. Still recalling the regrettable isolation which fol
lowed American departure from a similar conference in 
1925, the State Department refused permission, So, al
though their views were ~utvoted, the delegation sta.yed, 
but did not sign tho Conv~ntion. It was the only nation 
represented which did not do SO,12 

In the summer of 1936, therefore, it became obvious 
that there would be no law to placate the police ot the 
Southwest IInleso some federal legislation unaer the tradi
tion.l legal powers was en.cted. General Counsel PIi
phant then suggested the marihuana tran.fer tax about 
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which the Commissioner had strong doubts. (H. J. An
slinger, oral communication, Jun. 30, 1970). The FBN loy
ally went along with the plan, though, and did its best to 
present a very strong case to Congress so as to ensure the 
greatest chance of passage. To Anslinger, Congress did 
not seem very concerned and "the only information they 
had was what we could give them in our hearings" before 
the Appropriations Committee or when the Tax Act was 
pending (H. J. AnslingcrJ oral communication. June 30. 
1970). 
. The Treasury Department colleetcd and considered sci
entific and medical opinion prior to the Tax Act hearings. 
But the desire to present a solid front when the Depart
ment appeared before the committees of Congress caused 
the officials to ignore anything qualifying or minimizing 
the evils of marihuana. As suggested above, the political 
pressure to put "some~hing on the books" and the doubt 
that it could be done combined to make the marihuana 
hearings a classic example of bureaucratic overkill. 

For a balanced interpretation of the hearings it is necw 

essary to keep in mind that marihuana had been extravw 
agantly condemned in the halls of Congress at least as 
early as 1910 and that in some areas of the nation it was 
at that time an object of horror to respectable and vocal 
citizens. The Bromberg study would have offered ample 
reason for concern, although it can be read as reassuring 
about the dangers of marihuana. After the Tax Act was 
passed, even Dr. Lawrence Kolb, Sr., certainly no booster 
of the FBN, warned that "Continued use of the drug 
causes insanity in many cases, but very unstable persons 
may have a short psychotic episode from only a few doses. 
.. . No matter by what means taken marihuana is a danw 
gerous drug ... much marc harmful in certain respects 
than opium .••• Enough is known about the drug to brand 
it as a dangerous one tllat needs to be strictly controlled" 
(Federal Probation 2:22-25, 1938). 

The Treasury presentation to Congress may, therefore, 
have been exaggerated, but it was not without foundation 
in the current thinking of medical research. The govern .. 
ment's witnesses could also be fairilr confident that the 
congressmen had no preconceived favorable, or even in
formed opinions. 

In the tradition of federal depart mer. :s, everyone from 
the Treasury Department who appeared for the Tax Act 
gave it full support, while those who might have had more 
moder.1te views remained in the background. In particuw 
lar, the Public Health Service was not represented, alw 
though the opinion of its Division of Mental Hygiene (now 
the National Instituto of !lental Health) was available to 
the Treasury Department months prior to the hearings in 
April. Like other author!ties, Dr. Walter L. Treadway was 
asked a series of ques'.fons about. marihuana, probably in 
late 1986, when th~ 'i'reBsury \\'[15 gathering expert opin
ion. on the botanical, chemk",\l, pharmacological, and bew 
havior-modifying characteristics of cannabis. To the ques
tiorl "What are the proofs that the use of marihuana in 
any of its forms is babit forming or addictive, and what 
are the indications and positive proofs that such addiction 
develops socially undesirable characteristics in the users?" 
Dr. Treadway replied in full: 
• Canna.bis Indica doc~ not produce dependence as In opium ad-

diction. In opium addiction there is a complete dependence and 
when it is withdra" ... n thl;re is actual physical pain which is not the 
case with cannabis. Alcohol more nearly produces the same effect 
as cannabis in that there is an excitement or a general feeling of 
lifting of personality, followed by a delirious stage, and sub
sequent narcosis. There is no depe'1dencc or increased tolerance 
such as in opium addiction..As to the social or moral de!,'Tadation 
associated with cannabis it proiJat'iy belongs in the same category 
as alcohol. As with alcohol, it may be taken a relatively long time 
without socia.l or emotional breakdown. Marihuana i3 habit form
ing' although not addicting in the same sense. as alcohol might be 
with some people, or sugar, or coffee. Marihuana produces a delir
ium with a frenzy which might result in violence: but this is also 
true of alcoho!." 

Having received Dr. Treadway's opinion and that of 
other authorities, the Department hi!ld a conference in the 
Treasury Building on Jan 14, 1937. Attending were 14 
govnrnment officials and consultants, many of whom 
would testify a few months later before the Congressional 
committees deliberating on the Tax ACt.%1 The purpose of 
the conference was to prepare a satisiactory legal defini
tion of marihuana for the proposed 'legislation and to 
make some final arrangements for the presentation to 
Congresl'. Dr. Treadway was not present, although Dr. 
Carl Voegtlin, Chief of the Division of Pharmacology of 
the National Institute of Health, was there to assist, 
along with some chemists, pbarmacologists, and Commisw 
sioner Anslinge:. Two members o( the Department's Gen
eral Council'/) Office of the FBN's General Counsel were 
also present. ;".t 

. Fortunate1y, the ~onferenl~e was stenographically tran
scribed so that we can gain some appreciation of the atti
tudes surrounding the proposed legislation by the individ
uals who would present it to the House and Senate. Most 
of the conference was devoted to which part of the mariw 
huana plant was pharmacologically active and what 
should be the name of the soonwto-be-taxed substance. 
Conversation was chiefly between the scientists and th~ 
Treasury lawyers and reveals that the Department did 
take into consideration scientific and medical opinion in 
the preparation of the marihuana legislation. 

The upcoming hearing was on the minds of the partici
pants. They knew that they would have to be prepared to 
reb,ut any suggested valid use or to include it through' 
some exemption. The goal, however, was to have a pro
hibitive law to the funest ~xtent possible. Exceptions, par
ticularly trade or medical exceptions, would make enforce
ment considerably more expensive and the Act's future 
cost concerned the conference. Such a desire prior to the 
Act and the lack of any increased appropriations for sevw 
eral years after the Act are consistent with Anslinger's 
claim that the Ta."t Act was no boon to his bureaucratic 
structure.IT 

Tennyson, the FBN's COunsel, emphasized to the group 
that every detail of the legislation would have to be 
worked out well abead of the hearings, because Ifwc ha,'e 
to support it and everything in it when ·we go before the 
Committee."" Perbaps a litUe defensively, the Commisw 
sioner wanted the group to know that the enterprise was 
not ua fishing expedition"; 296 seizures had been made Clf 
cannabis ir.. 1936 alone. "The illicit traffic", be complained, 
"shows up in atmost every state.un 
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.After about an hour the scientific evidence on the plant 
and its active principle had been "exll:lusted and the group 
reverted to the hearings. With reg'ard to the effects of 
marihuana on the personality, S. G. Tipton of the Depart.
ment's General Counsel's Office asked the ClJmmissioner: 
~'Have you lots of cases on this-horror stories-that'~ 
what we want.,,:r The Commissioner did indeed have a col
lection. Then, in one of the most significant moments in 
the meeting, Ansiingcr asked the opinion of Dr. VOegtlin 
on whether marihuana aetuallly produces insanity. The 
NIH pharmacology expert replied: "I think it is an estab
lished fact that prolonged use leads ~rl insanity in cerr.ain 
cases, depending on the amount taken, of course. Many 
people take it and do not go insan~, but many do."Jr To 
which the Secretary of the Treasury's Consulting Chemist, 
H.H. WoUner. responded with a characteristiceomparison 
of American frankness to foreign vacillation: nAt the 
League ot Nations they white-washed tbe whole thing.Jlll 

The hearings before the House were held in late April 
and early :\Iay,~· They were curious events. The Treasury's 
presentation to Congress has been adequately described 
many times, although no retelling has equalled reading 
the original transcript. As anticipated, the Represent
at.ives accepted whatever the Treasury Department as
serted. The only witness to appear in op~osition to the ad~ 
ministration's proposal, AMA spokesman William C. 
Woodward, was barraged with hostile questions. One 
member of the Committee even questioned whether the 
veteran of many legislative battles dating back to before 
the Harrison Act actually represented the AMA. Never
theless, he was able to get his message across: there was 
no need to burden the health profession with the bill'. re
strictions, the states could handle the problem without 
any additional assistance from the federal bureaucracy 
than was already available, and, finally, the evidence 
against marihuana was incomplete. He pointedly asked 
where the Public Health Service and Children's Bureau 
experts were, if it were true that the weed did have hor~ 
ribl~. physiologic effects and was wreaking havoc among 
America's school children. Dr. 'Voodward's arguments 
were ignored. One reason for his poor showing waS that 
the AMA had aroused a lot of hostility by its successful 
defeat of President Roosevelt's plan to include h.,alth in
surance in the Social Security Act. In a way reminiscent 
o£ the battle lines o\'er the Harrison Act, the most ulib
eraI" spokesmen were among the most eager to effect the 
protection of the public through the prohibition of can
nabis." 

After the Hou.e nnd Senate hearings the biJI was 
passed by Congress with no difficulty and came into effect 
on Oct 1, 1937. One of the regrettable aspecls of the Mari
buana Tax Act was that its role as a symbolic legislative 
gesture toward fearful groups made nny qualification or 

~ moderation of the drug's intrinsic dangers a threat to the 
FBN. Anything less !han prohibition would greatly di-

minish its value as a symbol as weH as making enormously 
more difficult legal control with no additional appropria
tions. As regards enforcement, this task continued to be 
primarily th. responsibility of local police aided by the 0c

casional efforts of FBN agent •. The nrrest of those who 
violated the marihuana taw was not difficult when com· 
pared to the task of stopping heroin smuggling, nnd, with 
no more agents, the FBN was able to put an impressive 
number of arrests before the public. After the Act's pas
sage the educational campaign of the FBN stepped up, 
but other publicity campaigns, by lay organizations who 
claimed that the menace was still out oC hand, were muted 
by FBN opposition. For example, the creators of the often 
reprinted marihuana poster warning children of the 
"Killer Drug Marihuana" were in Iact put out of business 
by the FBN because their tacti", were beginning to alarm 
the citizens of Chicago.~n It may surprise some to learn 
that the FBN attacked such apostles of fear and had only 
contempt for. their profit maYJng. One reason for the 
FEN's action may have been its policy of dt'signing eduea~ 
tional literature in such a way that no youth would be 
tempted to try the substance.31 Another reason may h!1ve 
been a reflection of the Commissioner's belief that the 
problem was under control in the vast majority of the nn .. 
tion's communities and any impr.o:-ssion that it was out of 
control would only embarrass the Treasury Department. 

On the other hand, the FBN resented later medical re
buttal of claims that marihuana was not an extreme dan
ger, as, for example, the LaGuardia Report (1944)." Two 
responses frem the FBN-closing down the Inter-State 
Narcotic Association for spreading disturhing scare sto
ries and a gtrong and pubJicaJJy effective atlack on the 
medical criticism of the FBN's position on marihuana
demunstrate both the effectiveness and the philosophy of 
the FBN. Two goals seem to have guided the FBN's ac
tions: to sho;v (1) that the FBN fought a great menace anll 
(2) that the menace was under cont.rill. 

Why the marihuana law was so eagerly desired by some 
and, when enacted, so effectively placating are fllndamen
tal questions. From the evidence examined, the FBN does 
not appear to have created the marihuana scare 'of the 
early 1930s nor can the law be simply ascribed to the Com· 
missioner's determined will. Such scapegoating offers no 
more than it did in the era when marihuana was bJamed 
for almost any vicious crime, When viewed from the nar
row goal of placating fears about an Italien minority," the 
Act was serviceable for more than a quarter of a century. 
For the broader significance of the marihuana. law and an 
understanding of the dynamics involved in prohibitive 
legislation. the Tax Act must be placed in its cultural and 
institutional context, 

This paper Is abbreviated from a forthcoming study: Narcotiu and 
Amenoen: A Social Hulory (New Haven, Conn, Yale UnlveNilty Press. 
1912). 
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[PUBLIC-No. 238-75TH CONGRESS} 

[CHAPTER 553-15'1' SESSION} 

[H. R. 6906J 

AN ACT 
To impose an occupational excise tax upon certain dealers iu marihuana, to im

pose a transfer tax upon certain dealings in marihuana, and to safeguard the 
revenue. therefrom by registry and recording. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representative8 of the 
.United States of America in Oongress assembled, That when used 
in this Act-

(a) The term "person" means an individual, a partnership, trust1 
association, company, or corporation and includes an officer OJ.' 

employee of a trust, association, company, or corporation, or a mem
ber or employee of a partnership, who, as such officer, employee, or 
member, is under a duty to perform any act in respect of which any 
violation of this Act occurs. 

(b) The term "marihuana" means all parts of the plant Cannabis 
satlva L., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin 
extracted from any part of such plant; and every compound, manu
facture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of such plant, its 
seeds, or resin; but shall not include the ma,ture stalks of such plant, 
fibet" produced from such stalks, oil or cake made from the seeds of 
such plant, an.y other compound, manufacture, salt. derivative, 
mixture, or preparation of such mature stalks (except the resin 
extracted therefrom), fiber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of such 
plant which is incapable of germina,tion: 

(c) The term "producer" means any person w!l.o (1) plants, cultj, 
vates, or in any W!1.y facilil:ates' the natural growtli of marihuana.' 
or (2) harvests and transfers or makes use of marihuana. • . 

(d) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Treasury and .. 
the term "collector" means collector of internal revenue. 

(e) The term "transfer1
' or "tl'ansferred" means any type of dispo

sition resulting in a change of possession bnt shall not include a 
transfer to a common carner for the purpose of tl'anspol'ting 
marihuana. . . il 

SEa. 2. (a) Every person 'lfho imports, manufactl.ues, produces, 
compounds, sells, deals in, dispenses, proscribes, administers, or gives 
away marihuana shall (1) within fifteen days after the effective date 
of this Act, or (2) before en ga;:;in g after the expiration of such 
fifteen-day period in any of the above-mentioned activities, and (3)' 
thereafter, on or before July 1 of each year, pay the following special. 
taxes respectively: . 
. U) Importers, manufacturers, and compounders of mal'ihuima, $24-

per'iyear• ..' . 
. (2) Producers of marihuana (oxcept those included within'subdi

visicn, (4)' of this subsection), $1 per year, or fraction thereof, during 
whicll. they engage in such activity. . ' 
~. (3) ',·Physic~ans). denti~ts, veteri?ary surgeons! ~nd other pra~ti .. 

boners who dlstrlbute,dlspense, gIve away, admill1s~er, \)r prescnbs 
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.m~rihuana to patients upon whom they in the course of their profes
sional practice are in attendance, $1 per year or fraction thereof 
during which they engage in any of snch activities. 

(4) Any person not I'egistered a,s an impor~er,.:rr1anufacturer, pro
ducer, or compounder who obtajns and uses marihuana in a labora
tory for the purpQse"or 'resear(!hj instruction,' or analysis, or who 
produces marihuana for any::such pu:rpose, $1 per year, or fraction 
thereof, during which he engages, in· such activities . 

. (5) AllY person ~ho is not a phYf?ician, d~ntist"veterinary surge~n, 
-o:i-' other practitiOlrer and who, 'deals in, ruspelises, or gi~es away 
marihuana, $3 per year: Pro1}ided, That any person who has regis
tered and paid the special tax as an 'importer, manufacturer, com
pounder, or producer, as required by subdivisions' (1) and (2)'of 
this' subsection, lllay deal in, dispense, 'or' give !tway marihuana. 
imported, manufactured, compounded, or produce4 by . him without 
further payment of the ta,x imposed by this section." . ,'. 

(b) 'Where a tax under subdivisiml (1) .or (5) is payable on July 
1 of any year it shall be computed for one year; where any such tax 
is payable on any other day it shall be computed J?roportionaielv 
from the first day of the l1Ionth in which the liabilIty for the tax 
accrued to the following J uly:1. --; , 
, (c) In the event that allY person subject to a tax imposed by this 
section engages in allY of the activities enumerated in subsection (a) 

. of this section at more than one place. mch person shall pay the tax 
with respect to each such place., .'. -

(d) Except as otherwise provided, whenever more than one of 
the acti>:itics enumerated ill subsection (a) of this section is calTied 
on by the same person at the same time, such persoll shall pay the 
tax for each such activity, according to ,the respective rates prescribed. 

(e) Ally person subject to the t.ax imposed by this section shall, 
upon payment of sl:ch tax, register his name or style and his place 
or places of business with the collector of the distrIct in which such 
place or places of business are .located. ' 

(f) Collectors are authorized to furnish, upon written request, to 
any person a certified copy of the names of any or all persons who 
may be listed in their- respecti vc col Jection districts as special tax
payers under this section, upon payment of a fee of $1 for each one 
hundred of such names or fraction thereof upon such copy so 
request.ed. ", c 

SEO. 3. (a) No emp]oype of any person who has paid the special 
tax and rep:istered, as requited by secti'oll 2 of this Act, acting within 
the scope of his employment, shall be required to register and pay 
:such special tax. . , 

(b) An 0i?c~~ or e.mp]oyeo C?f the Vnited States,8;ny State, 'J;e~ri
tory, the DIstrICt of Columbia, ormsll1ar 'possessIOn, or' polItICal 
subdivision, who, in the e~ercise of his official duties, engages in any 
of the activities enumerated in section 2 of this Act shall not be 

. required to register or pay the special tax, but his right to this 
exempti~n.:~hnl1 ~ey~denced in su~h manner as, the Secretary may 
by reguhtbons prescrlbe. ' .. : ;, . '_ . 
'.SEC. ~. (a), It shall be- unlawful 'for any person required to regis_ 

ter B'nd pn.y the special t.ax under- the I>l'ovisions of section- 2 to 
imp;\rl.manufac~ure, ,11roduce, cpmpound.,_ sell, d~al in, dispense, 
t. ;.')~; .... .: .-.:::,; ::.; :4:' ".j , •.••• ,: 'Y/ 'i~ .. ~ " .... ' ~.J !~ ...... ~ ~... . 
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distribute, prescribe. administer, or give away marihuana without 
having 'so registered'and paid such tax. 

(b) In any suit or proceeding to enforce the liability imposed by 
this section or section 2, if proof is made that marihuana was at any 
time growing upon land under the control of the defendant, such 
proof shall be presumptive evidence that at such time the defendant 
was a producer and liable under this section as well as under section 2. 

SEo.5. It shall he unlawful for any person who shall not have paid 
the special tax and registered, as reqUIred by section 2, to send, ship, 
carry; transport, or deliver any marihuana within any Territory, the 
DistrIct of Columbia, or any insular possession, or from any State Ter
ritory, the District of Columbia, any insular possession of the D'nited 

. States, or the Canal Zone, into any other State, Territory, the District 
of Columbia, or insular possession of the United States: P1'ovided, 
That nothing contained in this section shall apply to any common 
carrier engaged in transporting marihuana; or to any employee of 
any person who shall have registered and paid the special tax as 
required by section 2 while acting within the scope of his employ
ment; or to any person who shall deliver marihuana which has been I' 

prescribed or dispensed by a physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon, 
or other practitioner registered under section 2, who 'has been 
employed to prescribe for the particular patient receiving such 
m:lrihuan3;; o~ to any United States, Sta~ei cou.nty,~uJ}icipal, Dis
trICt, TerrItorIal, or msular officer or officIa actmg wIthm the scope 
of his official duties. " , . 
, SE~. 6. (a) It shall. be unlawful ~or any personzwhether .01' not 
reqUIred to pay a speClal tax and regIster under sectIOn 2, to transfer 
niarih~ana, except in pursuance of a written order of thelerson to 
whom such marihuana is transferred, on a form to be issue in blank 
ipr that purpose by th~ Secretary. ' 
'~. (b)Subjec~fl) ~uch !egnla.tions as the Secretary may prescribe, 
noilimg' contamed;:m tIns sectIOn shall apply- . . 
.. (1) To a transfer of maI'ihuana to a patIent by a physician, dentist, 
,veterinary surgeon, or other practitioner registered under section 2, 
in the course of his professional practice only: Provided, That such 
physician, dentist, veterinary surgeon, or other practitioner shall keep 
a record of all such marihuana transferred, showing the amount 
transferred and the name and address of the patient to whom such 
marihuana is transferred, and such record shall be kept £01' a period 
of two ye3,rs from the date of the transfer of such marihuana, and 
subject to inspection as provided in section 11., 

(2) To a transfer of marihuana, made in good faith by a dealer 
to a consumer under and in pursuance of a written prescription issued 
by a. physician, de,:tist, veterin!l'ry s~rgeon, or other p!ac~itioner reg
istered under sectIOn .2: Provzded,ll'hat such prescrIptIon shall be 
dated as of the day on which signel{and shall be signed by the physi
cian, dentist, veterinary surgeon, r/r other practitioner who issues the .. 
same: Provided further, That such dealer shall preserve such pre
scription for a period of two years from the day on which such 
prescription is filled so as to be readily a.ccessible for inspection by 
the officeJ;s, agents, employees, and o1llcialsmentioned in section 11 . 
.. (3) 'To the .'3ale~ ~xportation, shipment; or delivery of marihuana 
by any :pel'son wit.trin the United States, a.liy Territory, theDistric~ 
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of Columbia, or any Of tho insular possessions of the United States, 
t.o any person in any foreign country regulating the entry of mari
huana, if such sale, shipment, or delivery of marihuana is made in 
accordance with such regulations for importation into such foreign 
country as are prescribed by such foreign ('ountry, such regulations 
to be promulgated from time to time by the Secretary of State of 
the United States. 

(4) To a transfer of marihuana to any officer or employee of the 
United States GO'vernment or of any State, Territorial, District, 
county, or municipal or insular government lawfully engaged in 
mr.Lking purchases thereof for the various departments of the Army 
r..nd Navy, the Public Health Service, and for Government, State, . 
'Territorial, District, cOlllty, or municipal or insular hospitals o~ 
prisons. . . 

(5) To a transfer of any seeds of the plant Cannabis sativa. L. to 
any person registered under section 2. ) 

( c) The Secretary shall cause suitable forms to be prepared for 
the purposes before mentioned and shall cause them to be distributed 
to collectors for sale. The price at which such forms shall be sold 
by said collectors shall be fixed by the Secretary, but shall not exceed 
2 cents each. Whenever any collector shall sell any of such forms he 
shall cause the date of sale, the name and address of the proposed 
vendor, the name and address of the purchaser, and the amount of 
marihuana ordered to be plainly written or stamped thereon before 
delivering the same.' . 

(d) Each such order form sold by a collector shall be prepared 
by him and shall include an original and two copies, anyone of 
which shall be admissible in evidence as an original. The origirial 
'and one copy shall be given by the collector to tlie purchaser thereof. 
The original shall in· turn be given by the purchaser thereof to 
.any person who shall, in pursuance thereof, transfer marihuana to 
him and shall be preserved by such person for a period of two years 
80 as to be readily accessible for inspection by any officer, agent, or 
employee mentioned in section.H. The copy given t.o the purchaser 
by. the collector shall be retamed by the purchaser and preserved 
for.a pedod of two years so as to be readily accessible to inspection 
by any officer, aO'ent, or employee mentioned in section 11. The 
second copy shall be preserved in the ::ecords of the collector. 

·Sro. 7. (a) There shall be levied, collected, and paid upon ltU 
transfers of marihuana which are required by section 6 to be carried 
out in pursuance of written order forms taxes at the following rates l 

(1) Upon each transfer to any perSOll who has paid the specia.l tax 
and. registered under section 2 of this Act, $1 per ounce of marihuaul1.. 
or fraction thereof. . . 

(2) Upon.each ~ranf:lfer to aJ?y person w!to has not paid the special 
tax ,and regIstered. und~r sectlOn 2 of this Act, $100 per ollnce of 
marIhuana or fractIOn thereof. .: 

(b) Such tax shall be paid by the transferee at the time {If securing 
each order form and shall be m addition to the price of such form. 
Such t'\'ansferee shall be liable for the tax imposed by this section 
but. in tne event that the transfer is made in violation of section 6 
without an order form and without payment of the transfer tax 
imposed by. this section, the transferor shall alse be liable for such 
tax. 
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(c) Payment of the ta.x herein provided shall be represented by 
appropriate stamps to be provided by the Secretary and said stamps 
shall be affixed by the collector or his representative to the original 
order form. 

(d) All provisions of law relating to the engraving, issuance, sale, 
accoun~ability, cancelation, and destruction of tax-paid stamps pro- . 
vided for in the internal-revenue laws shall, insofar as applicable and 
not inconsistent with this Act, be extended and made to apply to 
stamps provided for in this section. 

(e) All provisions of law (including penalties) applicable in 
respect of the taxes imposed by the Act of December 17, 1914 (38 
Stat. 785; U. S. C., 1934 ed., title 26, secs. 1040-1061, 1383-1391), as 
amended, shall, insofar as not inconsistent ,vith this Act, be applica
ble in respect of the taxes imposed by this Act: 
. SEO. 8. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person who is a trans
feree required to pay the transfer tax imposed by section 7 to acquire 
or otherwise obtain any marihuana without having paid such tax; 
and proof that any person shall have had in his possession any mari
huana and shall have failed, after reasonable notice and demand by 
the collector, to produce the order form required by section 6 to be 
retained by him, shall be presumptive evidence of guilt under this 
section and of liability for the tax imposed by section 7. 

(b) No liability shall be imposed by virtue of this section upon 
any duly authorized officer of the Treasury Department engaged in 
the enforcement of this Act or upon any duly authorized officer of 
any State, or Territory, or of any political subdivision thereof, or the 
District of Columbia, or of any insular possession of the United 
Stat.e.s, who shall be engaged in the enforcement of any law or muni
cipal ordinance dealing with the produetion, sale, prescribing, dis-
pensing, dealino- in, or distributjng of marihuana. . 
, SlXl. 9. (a) Any marihup.na which has boon imported, manu
factured, compounded, transferred, or produced in violat,ion of any 
of the provisions of this Act shall be subject to seizure and for
feiture and, except as inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, 
all the provisions of internal-revenue laws relating to searches, seiz
ures, and forfeitures are extended to include marihuana. 

(b) Any marihuana which may be seized by the United States 
Government from any persoh or persons charged with any violation 
of this Act shall upon conviction of the person or persons from whom 
seized be confiscated bv and forfeited to the United States. 

(e) Any marihuana seized or coming into the possession of the 
United States. in the enforcement of this Act, the owner or owners 
of which are unknown, shall be confiscated by and forfeited to the 
United States. 

Cd} The Secretary is hereby directed to destroy any marihu:'.na 
confi'3Cared by and forfeited to the Unite,d States ulJder this section 
or to deliver such, marihuana to any departmen1i(:~bureau, 0t: ot~lel' 
agency of the Umted States ~overhment,npo:q/prope! applIcation 
therefor under such regulatIOns as may h~,l prescrIbed by the 
Secretary.' .. ' 
. SEC. 10. (a) Every person liable to any tax'~~mposed by this Act " 

shall keep such books and records, render under oath such state
ments, make.such returns, and· comply withsuck,rules and regu
lations as the Secretary may from time to time preScl',ibe. 
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(b) Any person who shall be registered under the provisions of 
section 2 in any internal-revenue di.strict shall, whenever required so 
to do by the collector of the district, render to the collector It true 
and correct statement or return, verified by affidavits, setting forth 
the quantity of marihuana received or harvested by him during such 
period immediately preceding the demand of the collectpr, not 
excaeding three months, as the said collector may fix and determine. 
If such person is not solely a. producer, he shall set forth in such 
statement or return the names of the persons from whom said mari~ 
huana was received, the quantity in each instance received from such 
persons, and the date when received. 

SE~. 11. The order forms and copies thereof and the prescriptions 
and rp.cords required to be preserved under the provisions of section 
6, and the statem.ents or returns filed in the office of the collector 
of the district under the provisions of section 10 (b) shall be open 
to inspection by offieers, agents, and employees of the Treasury De
partment duly authorized for that purpose, and such officers of 
any State, or Territory, or of any political subdivision thereof, or 
the District of Columbia, or of any msular possession of the Umted 
States as shall be charged with the enforcement of any law or munic
ipal ordinance regulatmg the production, sale, P!escribing, dispens
ing, dealing in, or distributing of marihuana. Each collector shall 
be authorized to furnish, upon written request, copies of any of the 
said statements or returns filed in his office to anv of such officials 
of any State or Territory, or political subdivision thereof, or the 
District of Columbia, or any insular possession of the United States 
as shall be entitled to inspect the s&'id statements or returns filed in 
the office of the said copector, upon the payment of a fee of $1 for 
each 100 words or fractIOn thereof in the copy or copies so requested. 

SE~. 12. Any persoll who is convicted of a violation of. any provi..; 
sion of this Act shall be fined l)ot more than $2,000 or imprlsoned 
not more than five years, or both, in the discretion of the court .. 
. SEO. 13. It shall not be necessary to negative any exemptions set 

forth in this Act in any complaint, information, indlctment, or otlier 
writ or proceeding laid or brought under this Act and the burden 
of proof of any such exemption shall be upon the defendant .. In the 
absence of the production of evidence by the defendant that he has 
complied with the provisions of section 2 relating to registration or 
that he has complied with the provisions of section 6 relatmg to 
orde~' forms, he shall !:>e presumed not to have complied with such 
provlslons of such sectIOns, as the case may be. 

SEC. 14. The Secretary is authorized to make, prescdbe, and pub
lish all necessary rules and regulations for carrying out the provi
sions of this Act and to confer or impose allY of the rights, privi
leges: powers, and duties conferred or imposed upon hIm by this 
Act upon such officers or employees of the Treasury Department as 
he shall designate or appoint. 

SEO. 15. The prOViSIOnS of this Act shall apply to the several 
States, the DistrIct of Columbia, the Territory of Alaska, the Terri~ 
tory of Hawaii, lind the insular possessions of the United States, 
except the Philippine Islands. In Puerto Rico the administration 
of this Act, the collection of the special taxes and transfer taxes, and· 
the issuance of the order forms prorided for in section 6 shall be. 

. . 
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performed by the appropriate internal-revenue officers of that gov
ernment, and all revenues collected under this Act in Puel'to Rico 
shall accrue intact to the gener.al government thereof. The Presi
dent is hereby authorized and directed to issue such Executive orders 

. as wil~ carry into effec~ i!l the Vir~in IsLa;nds t!le int~nt and purr:ose 
of this Act by provIdmg for the regIstratIOn WIth approprIate 
officers and the imposition of the special and transfer taxes upon 
all persons in the Virgin Islands who import, manufacture, produce, 
compound, sell, deal in, dispense, prescribe, administer, or give away 
marihuana. 

SEO. 16. If any provision of this .Act or the application thereof. 
to anYjerson or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the 
Act an the application of such provision to other persons or circ.um
stances shall not be affected thereby. 

SEC. 17. This .Act shall take effect on the first day of the second 
month after the month during which it is enacted. 

SEC. 18. This Act may be cited as the "Marihuana Tax Act of 
1937." 

Approved, August 2, 1937. 
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MARl 
The legitimate sources and uses 
of Cannabis have been controlled 
by law, but the drug will continue 
to jeopardize American children 
until the many illegal soucces of 
production and the rampant illegal 
p:,ddling of "reefers" are curbed 

By GEORGE C. SCHICKS 
Assistant Dun 

Rutg"r1 UnlvtrsHy Collt:gc of Phumtlcy 

"Do you. u:unt to be happy? 
Hey, kid! Do you u.'ant to be happy?" 

AND so our r} Jldren. homeward bound from 

. 
school. are lelng Introduced to the greatest 
curse today In the torm 01 a drug-lhe dellrlant 

narcotic-Cannabls.· Cannabis is so labelled~ not 
because as il drug it 1s more danger/)us tha.n opium, 
cocalne. heroin or morphit"f?', for it is not hn.b1t~rorming 
In the 8rlmr ~ense ::IS are the nforertampd drugs. but 
by rca -;..; n of the tact tha.t iimokers (If CannabIs return 
to its use br.:ause at Jl1~:1::'lrablp tf'l1s~\tions. The curse 
lies In tl,e fact that thl.delirlanL narcoUc drug Is prac
tk.J.lJy uncontrolled in so far as Its grow~h, cultivation, 
harvestlnc and peddling are concerned. Cannabis grovts 
In practically every State in this country. It require!' no 
special enre, grOwing abundantly alc'.tUg roadSides, 
vaca.nt lots, lh fields, nnd rubbish heaj.,s. The fact 
that it grows so readily with llttJe or no attention 
make. Its control very dUHcult. _ 

Delusion, remorse, and insanIty stalk tn the wake of 
this drug. In the course ot Its action, Cannabis has 
been the excuse otIered tor atrocious attaclts, for rob
beries, thefts, and murders. A drug which can cause 
persons to commIt thcGC acts without realizing they 
arc wrong Is -as dnngerous a weapon to humanity as 
has ever been used by mau. 

The effects at 'Cannabis may be obtained from smolt
ing, chewing, or swaljowlng the drug. The quickest 
effect I. probably obtalned by smoking. The volatUe 
princiule.s enter the lungs and nre then taken Into 
the circulation. The drug ncts by affecting th .. hIgher 
nerve centers In the brain. The aetion 15 d.11!erent.1n 
dliTerent individuals: The first effect is usually one of 
exhllarntlon. The smoker becomes happy-a feeling 
of self-sufficiency engulf. him, and aU I. well with the 
world. The mind Is free !rom restraint, Imu.g!nary 

-:y; Q large cMtt'm melropoUtan district peddlers o[ Me.'t1-
can Reefers soUclt theIr trade by accostlnl: prospective cua-.
tomers with "00 you want. to be ha.ppy?" 

experiences become us renl as ~tunf expt:l:'1cI1I:I':J, 
These may be of a. pleasing or of a sensurJ natul'FI, ot' 
may be gruesome. Self .. control is lost. r"jle S~II'i:(" or 
time and distance is greatly exnggera.t..ed. Minllle'J 
seem as hours at' yea.rs. while objects n£'ar -at hl1.hd 

may appear far away, It enough of the ilrue hn~ been 
smoked the exhUarating action soon wears olt t\nd 
depression sets In. There may be a teo.r of 1ll'tJemUng 
death- The temperament or idiosyn~rns~rJ (if the per .. 
son may assert themselves at thls pol'1'lt, [wd the ~t:'. 
roundlngs and environment may play an l.mportn. •• t 
part In thn action at the addIct. The permn may be 
very Susceptible' to suggestton~ There may b'} u. st\'Cme; 
urge toward tIle ccmmlssion of erlmlnal new. The 
addict at this stage'is dangerous. He may cllIllmlt the 
m08t shocking or violent at crimes nnd not know wbnt 
he l.s doing. Finally he ralls Into a stupo~ or dcel> 
sleep, wakens the next morning , ... ltho\.lt n lu\ngovC!t', 
and perhaps realizes :tor the first time ~1)jJiC tUlforru· 
nate act he bn., commUted. Fortllnat.t:"ly. o.lt exeesslve 
users of Cannabis' do not commit cr1moJ hut nlor~ 
cases of' crlme as a result ot the drug ar.ttou nre belng 
reponed. ProJonged use of the drue: causes defectlve 
mentality. A Jetter whlch cama to the author's ollie. n 
few days ago ~elBte.:s the case .ot a. young- nla.tl 'Who 
lolled his best friend while under the lnfiuence 01 the 
drug.. When he regained his normal consciousness be 
,e3llzed what he .,1lad done, .and gave hlm.e!! up to 
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Ult: The peddJer TD~ Q "Tceltr't or- marihuana cfg4rette 
which he urill $t:U to a higls, ,ehoal youth lor tu:ent~~J''lve 
cent... 

AboDe": Pollee Dfficials destroying five acres 01 grulclng 
marUtuana near New York CUy. 

R(ght: A member of tILe New York City PaUee Depa.rt .. 
men! t.:rQmine.t a marihuana plcnt. 

thf poUce. He h;'Js since been committed to R. home 
{or the Irtsanc, htlvlng been an addlct lor ""mc tlro", 

The man on t\ul:street h"" eoroe to know thl, braln
twtstlng drug through the medlum Ilf the Mexican 
Reet .. , the cIgarette whleh changes paUpers Inl<> 
kings, weaklings Into giants, mInutc$ Inoo years, im
posslbIllty Inl<> posslbUIty and wrong Inl<> rI~ht. The 
name given the Same cigarette varies in different sec
tions of lhe country, but whether It be Mary Warners, 
Goot Butw~ MuggIes, T:ea, Gage, Ol" MexIcan ReefersJ 

the llttle, whIte fag, closed at eIther end, contains the 
.. roe gloom-dispelling deliriant nareotlc-Cannabls. 

Cannabis In many sections of the Muntry Is incor
rectly termed Loco Weed, BotanIcally, Loco Weed Is .. 
legUme, the chlot Loco plants beIng Astragalius Lom
bertl and .Astrasallus Molllsslmus. 
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SclentJ.flcally, Cannabis is known b) ~a.,y m,mes; 
1. .e., Cannabis Indica, because of its imp'G:tatlan'lrom 
Intii~i Indian liemp, American Hemp, Gauza, Ganjah, 
Churras, Ha.hlBh ~nd Bhang. It Is re,ognized In the 
Mexican Phr.rma.copaein, as Marlhuan'il and in, the 
United states Pharmacopoeia. as Cannabis Sativa 
LInne. 

Cannabis was first mentioned In the United states 
Pharm,ac9Poela. of 1870'; where twa varletles Were de
scribed-Cannabis Amel'icana and Cannabis Indica. 
The 1880 edltlons of thp United states Pharm&copoela 
retained these varieties, but later editions dropped the 
American variety Bad gave recognItion only to the 
Alilatlc plant. In the 1910 edition no dlBtlnctlon Is 
made between Cannabis Sativa Rnd Cannabis Indica. 
The pre$ent' Pharmacopoeia, 1930 (otllclal 1936), rec
ognized C"nnablB as the dried !lowering tops of tho 
plBtlllate plants of CannablB Sativa Linne belonging to 
the Mdl'BCeBe Famlly. 

Years ago it was thought that there were a great 
number of different spenles ot Cannabis. The same 
plant grown In several di(t\!rent gecgraphtcallocations 
proved that the plu,nt changes'! its characterlsMc~, 
which causes some contusiol'!; but now it is agreed that 
all Cannabis belongs to the species Cannabis ·Sativa. 

llerbst shrubs ahd tl'ees belonging to the Moraceae 
FamUy, of which Cannabis Is a member, are charac
ter~d by a milky juice. 'I'hlB julce exists tn laUcller
ous tubes and ma.y be present In the entire plan~ or 
~onfll1ed to ftbrovascu1ar regions, as In the fig. Can-' 
nabls, because of its dangerous prop~rties, Is quite 
generally considered as having no good use tn medi
Cine. It is seldom prescrIbed in the treatment of 
disease. In the United States Pharmacopoeia and 
National Formulary Prescription Survey the drug 
appeared tn seven out ot every 1.000 prescriptions, 
Other drugs with less harmful properties and with 
mor(" sat!sf~,ctory results are available to the medical 
)JrofeSslol:!. 

Cannalils dateL' back to prehL,torlc tim..... Its use as 
an Intoxicant IB lost In antiquity. The name Cannab~:, 
l!ashlsh' pr Bh.rmg, 16 eommonly found In the litera
ture ot Arabia. and IndJa. Constant reference Is made 
to this drug In arabian Nights. Here, It 'ap<aks of 
HGolng up to Gharib. he blew the po.wder~d bhang into: 
hls nostrl13 tlll he lost his senses;~' ',aalen makes men':' 
tton of the Intm:fcatlon ca.UGed by hemp. The "Bush
man and other WIld tribe. of south Africa threw their 
Dakha (Cnnnabls IndIca) ori the fire and snt around 
It InhaUng the intoxicating tUlDes." In the "Story at 
the Three Sharpers" the word reterred to as IIbust" is 
bhang or Can.'Jabls. Flying bhang rders to the best 
quality; tn other·,wc"ds, that which flows fastoot to the 
brain. Quotln~'. "Lastly she brought them coffee, which 
they drank; but hardly had It settled In their n,aws 
when the forty thieves feU to tbe ground. for she had 
mixed up with It F1ylng Bhang, and those Who had 
drunk thereat became like dead men." In the,History 
of tbe Lovers 01 Syria, the Bhang mixture was prob
al:ly concentrated Bhang with opium. A drachm or 
teaspoonful at It would overthrow an elephant. It 
states, "Hardly had It settled well In his s~mach when 
bls h~ad fatw.ent bls feet and he w.. as though he 
had been a. year asleep." 

In Hindustani Persia; and 'other Easte~ parts, hemp, 
representlng both .aBle and temale plahts, Is used for 
Its narcotlc and Intmdcatlng ef[ect. Bhang Is made 
tram the best larger leave. and tops of both plants. 
These are drIed, but w1U lose theIr effect unless care
fully preserved. In' some places where the drug is 
cultivated, care is taken to destroy all the mille plant-B. 
It Is thought that by so dotng the restnous content of 
the temale plant is Increased. At least a great produc
tIon of seeds is ellminated. 130th male and temale 
plants may be pbyslolov'caUy actlve, but the female 
plant is preterred because ot Its grenter resin content. 

aanjah or Gunjah represents the carefully dried 
female tops .tuck together with resin from the plants. 
The product Is marketed in round c.r flat bundles' two 
to four feet long and three incbes in diameter. That' 
cOIJ'Jng {rom Bengal is UsuaUy round, and considered a 
better grade than that tram Bombay, which Is mar
keted In fiat bundles. These bundles are made to 
assume their shape by the feet of natives, who tread 
the plant, working ~ne resin into the leaves and tops, 
and thus shaping them. 

In .Indiat Cannabis. lmown as Ganjnh, deteriorates 
rapld~~ on keepJng. Atter baving been stored a year 
It is but one-tourth as active as the fresh drug. In 
two years time it is considered practIcally inactive. 
After two years the Indian Government requires that 
the drug be destroyed tn the presence ot gov(mment 
officers. Much or this olt!:lr nroooet probably finds Iv 
way into th~ world ~l1.arket. 

The crude metfDd In Baluchistan for collecting 
Charas or ChUlTlL-" the resin or oleoresin. trom Can-: i 
nabls, Is lnterestln~ 1f not altogether appeaUng to the 
senses. Munch ana other authorities st.n.~ that the 
fresh cut flowering tops are dried and beaten, on 
woolen carpets. The, -~ust whIch is shaken off contains 
the active principle called I'rup.'" An Inferior gra~e, 
Iltahgallm," is "obtainl'd from shakIng the rug a fll)cond 

, time. The ·third shak..!lg r-roduces "Oanjo.," thli!poor
est grade: The resin Is saId also to b~ collected 'by men 
clothed In lEather suits who thrilsh around'.':!n the 
standing Plants, the restn attaching Itse!!"'to the 
leather, whIch resin is subsequently scraped off. Horses 
are also driven through the fields of llving pl?,nts. rub
bing;'.~nd brush'ng over the leaves llDd stalks, with the 
result that the resin Is deposited on their bodies and 
Is then,scraped 011. After the resIn has been (:ollectcd 
In the atoresald manner it Is rolled InOO b"Us tor con~ 
venlence in use. ThJ3 resin ls also known us tbe 
H.'shlsh :(or Hasheeshl of the Arabs. Hashish Is the 
name ot -the Intoxicating confection made ot hemp. 
aromatic roow and sugar and chewed by,the Hashsha
sht,~ in their escapades of darIng, Violence and mur .. 
der. Througn the atrocities of the Hashsh .. hlns they 
became known as Assassins. 
C~nabls Satt.va was first known In AmerIca ah""l~ 

1630. It is ust!d commercially as a !ource~ fit hemp. (If\") 

and hemp' cloth. The long, fibrous outer iay""" or th-, 
stqm, easUy separated, are tough and ttrong. 'fft1rr.p 
may be eUher the male or'female plo.ut, 1: .... whe:t1 
used Ln cml!iat medicine as recognized by t"E 'UnJted 
Stat .. Pharmacopoeia, only the il,owerlng tt ~: or the 
female plant are used. . 

A great many attempts have been matifl to f.clclate 
the active principle ot Cannabis. This prl~~!ple no' 
dc,ubt Is contained in the res1n. Many nr ·nes ha:,,'c 
been gtven to princIplp.s extracted Irom ',he plant, ~l't 
CannabInol at present Is qu1te generally acc:epted .;..s 
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the actlveprlnclple. It Is a red all separated by ex
tractlon tram the plant. • 

A special color reaction test used to detect Cannabis 
and Its preparations has been developed by WUHam 
Beam of the Welcome Tropical Research Laboratories 
in KhRrtoum.. A'" petroleum ether e~tract of the sus
pect<d material Is prepared and evaporated to a dry
ness in a test tube. A tew .. cubIc centimeters of a 
reagent made by saturating absolute alcohol with dry 
hydrogen chloride gas Is added to the residue In the 
tube. I! Cannabis Is present the liquid acquires a 
bright cherry red color, which Is destroyed by adding 
eJtheJ: water or alcohol. . 

Vlehoever states a specIal chemIcal field test for 
Cannabis In the presence of other substances In 
Cigarettes : 

A, ])Ortlon, oneMthlrd or more, of a suspected 
clglll'el\e (without the wrapper), Qr as little as 
onc-tenth ot a gram of the ·suspected weed. drIed 
and somewhat commInuted, Is placed in small, 
wide-mouthed containers. To Jt is added. 101-
lowed~by·lnunedlat,e..shak1ng for five secondS. a 
small but excessive amount In volume of a test 
solUtion, consistIng ot benzene (nIn~ parts) and 
sodlum hydroxide (2 percentJ dls.s1ived In, ethyl 
alcohol (one part). The Uquld Is then Immediately 
decanted into an evaporating cup. Very satlsfac .. 
tory results have been obtained when Cannabis 
?'1a.q extracted with benzene for fifteen to ninety 
seconds,· the Slightly yelJowl.c;ho benzene solution 

61.801 0 • 77 • 48 

then Unmedlately decanted and mixed with equal 
amounts of alcoholic sodium hydroxide (2 per
cen~). 

Rapid removal 01 ·the solvent tJrevents the ex
cessIve extraction at green and yellow,: plant pig" 
menta (chlorophyll, etc.), whIch, mora 'or less, 
Interfere with the .peedy and unmistakable color 
development at the test. 

A posItive test, recognized by the ,appearance o! 
a color change !rom sUghtly yellowish to plnklsh 
wIthIn 'one to two minutes, becoming deeper red 
after sllmdlng a short time, indicated the presence 
a! cannabinol. For its further characterization. 
spontaneous evaporation of the t'edcUsh lIquId. 
leaves a dry, partially pinkish I<J Violet, rather per
sistent residue. This dissolves to an orange-red, 
solution In strong ammonia and with a violet to 
almost bl.ulsh-vl6Iet color lit acetone. 
It Is a dJJl!cult problem· to standardize Cannabis or 

MarIhuana for Internal use in medicine, There 1s no 
chemical process by whlch the action or the drug can 
be determined. II;(,\v,," thought that the resin content 
could be depended upon to represent the degre .. ol 
activity or the drug, but thls has proven unsuccessluL 
The UnitefI states Pharmu~opoeia X standardizes the 
drug by th~",hyslolog!cal assay on dog.. This test Is 
based on the degree of incoordination produced in 
dogs In comparison with that produced by a ~tandard 
preparation. Fox' terriers react well to this tE:st". and 
can pe used 'a.bout once a week for perhaps a pertod 
of a year. After the <log t. used {or a period of time 
the detrlm~ntal e!rect of the drug on the brain demon
states ItseU. 
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The dog Is used In this assay because It Is an Intelll
gent antma.l and possesses a central :lcrvaus system 
more _like that of man than any ether laboratory 
animal. Tl,e response Of the dog to the action of 
~arlhuD.nn in many respects tli similar to that pro
duced In man. Despite the elIect the drug has on the 
dog, the physiological tea' Is not a saUs!actpry one, 

• because the real potency of the drug caDnot be accu
rately determined. For this reason the United states 
Pl~rmacopocla XI dropped the test. The drug should 
be dropped from the pharmacopoeia altog~ther. A pre
scription calling for Cannabis or any of its prepara
tions cannot be filled In most drug sto.res, for phar
macists are refusing to stock it under the new law. 
)t Is • drug which can wisely be discarded. 

The United states Pharmacopoeia XI and National 
Formulary VI recognize. the following preparations ot 

the drug or preparatIons In which Cannabis is an 
.(r,gredient: Extract of Cannabls, dose y." grain; Fluid ... 
extract of ·canna~1s. dose lY.z minims; Collodium 
SaUcyUcwn composituJIl for external use t-o remove 
warts. or corns; TIncture of Cannabls, 10 minims, and 
Elixir Chloralis et Potassil Bromidi Campaslta, dose 1 
drachm. 

The potency of the omcial preparations of the drug 
may last Indellnltely II properly protected and pre
scrved. 'Und~r proper eonditlons these preparations 
may retain activity "UP to fifteen years or more. The 
crude drug. ar~r havIng been stored trom one to ;t'o 
years, has been'found to have lost much of its potenb~ 

Ten years ago the use of the drug in this countii; 
was conflned almost entirely to its use 1n medIcine. 
wWch use wns never extensive. but the underworld 
has seen an opportunity to make money through its 
sale as a deliriant na.rcotic. Today it can be purchased 
with little dlMculty throughout the width and breadth 
.of our land. 
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Au analysis of Mexican Reefers purchased in a large 
t:llstcl'n "city showed the cigarettes to be 100 percent 
Cannabis. There was an average ot about 9 grains 
ot C'~n~.abis to each cigarette. In other words, each 
clgar~ttc contalned approxtmately 6% tImes tb~laver .. 
age d"". 01 the crude drug-ill. grains beIng the a ver
age In~ernal dose. It Is reported that the drug !s con
sidered more etrective when smoked than when swal
Jowf!d. It four or five ;r.'arlhuana cIgarettes are smoked 
daUy, a small Bverag(l:for a cigarette sJ]loker, the ,user 
would soon become an addict and a danger to society. 
It is a smoker's desire to keep tn "high," which eventu
ally makes him a slave to the Mexican Reeter. 

Since Cannabis can be grown wIth· practically no 
culUvatioll', there is no cost of producUoit. A current 
drug price list quotes Cannabis at 28 cents a pound. 
The average prIce of Mexican Reefers has been found 
to be 25 cents apIece, making the profit on the 28 
cents n pound drug Cannabis, when put Into cigarette 
papers, $194. 

Therp. have been campaJ,~ns, especially In larger~' 
cIUes, to eradicate the drug from va'!ant lots and door 
gardens, but the movement has not become general 
enough to be as effective as it should be. 

The Federal government, in an attempt to safeguard 
the publIc from the spreadIng use of CannabIs, passed 
an act which was sIgned by president Roosevelt on 
August 2, 193T. This a~t-Publlc No. 233 under the 
Treasury Department, Bureau of Narcotics-relates to 
the importation, manufacture, production, compound
ing, sale, dealing in, dispensing, prescribIng, admlnl~
wrIng and giving "ltway of Marihuana. This law at
tempts to can trol the drug by taxing .lllosewho handle 
It. All perso),s dealing with the dcu'g In any way are 
required to register with the ,g'Jvernment and pay a 
special tax. The list of persons who are requIred t.o 
pay the tax inclUdes importers, mnnufacturers, com
pounders and producers of Marihuana, physIcians, 
dentists. veterinary surgeons, pharmacists, laboratories 
and institutions doing research on the plant .. 

. ,Thls law obviously controls the legitimate sources of 
the drug. but Marihuana will continue to be the great
est curse today In the form of a drug, unless the 11Ie-
gftlma.te sources of production and the illegal dlstrl- j~ ,\ 
butlon 01 the drug In the fonn -01 Cigarettes can b. 
curbed. . ~'" 

Every State but one In this country has regulations 
pertaining 1,0 Marihuana. but the major pOrtion or the 
leglsl.tlo" controls the legitimate sources 01 the drug. 
These ,r.Ame StateB will ca'retullY search incomlng 
motors"1n an attenlpt to .stamp out the com borer or 
th. "apanese beetle In order that their citizen's foods 
SUpply might be pre,.rved. Why will not tho .. same 
States pollce Ii. thousand tlnies more efleetlvely the 
llleg.1 cultivation, dlstrlbution and consumption of a 
weed which W· Jeopardizing Alnerlcan youth-a weed 
whJch makes Irresponsible, degenerate or criminal 
those young people who are attempted hythe fag wltit 
the knockout punch? 

1t shOUld be. a chaUenge to the parents 01 every 
ehUd In thia Jan'd to demand that the voice be lotever 
stilled that calls so temptingly, 

"Do you want to be happy? 
Rev, kId! Do you W~1~~ to be happy?" 

___ ,_. __ t~ ___ _ 
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THE MARIAHUANA 'IfENACE* 

A. E. FOSSIER, ~f. D., 

NEW ORLEANS. 

History tells us that about the year 1090 
A. D., the military and religious order or 
sect of the Assasins was founded in Persia 
by Hassan ben Sabbat. 

This diabolical, fanatical, cruel and mur
derous tribe, although isolated in the moun
tains of Lebanon, .and in the valleys and 
glens of Persia and Syria became remark
able for its secret murdc~s committed in 
blind obediance to the will of their chiJlf, 
and the heniousness of its crimes was 
bruited the world over. Their numerous 
acts of cruelty cast dire panic and con
sternation in the stoutest hearts not only 
in Asia but in Europe as well. This branch 
of the shiite sect, known as Ismalites, was' 
called Hashishan, derived from Hasish, 
a confection of hemp leaves, cannabis in
dica. From the Arabic "hashishan" we 
have the English word "Assasin". 

It was their custom that whenever the 
Sheik required the services of an assasin, 
a distinctive class, the "fedais" we:.e in
toxicated with the hasish. When ill this 
sUtte they were introduced into the splen
did gardens of the Sheik, and. surrounded 
with every sensual pleasure. Such· a fore
taste of paradise only to be granted by the 
supreme ruler, made them eager to o'bey 
his command. With blind obediance to his 
slightest wish they willingly sacrificed their 
lives because of the belief, intensified by 
the influence of the weed, tllat the Holy 
Spirit resided in their chief, and that his 
wish was the will of God. 

During the time of the Crusades, they 
resorted to every kind of violence. Their 
utter disregard for death and the ruthless
ness of their atrocities presented a formid
able obstacle to the arms of the Christians, 
because under the influence of hashish those 

·Read before the Louisiana State Medieal 
Scciety, New Orleans, April 14-16, 1931. 

fanatics would madly rush at their ene
mies, and ruthlessly massacre everyone 
within their grasp. It was onlf about the 
year 1272 that they were conquered by the 
Sultan Bibars. 

Although camiabis indica has been ac
cused of exciting the basest and most crim
inal tendencies in the minds of its addicts, 
at the same time some of the most bril
liant creations of the human intellect, espe
cially erotic in character, have been con
ceived in brains under the influence of that 
nefarious weed. This mar also be said of 
nearly every intoxicant or narcotic. 

It is claimed that the various tenets of 
the school of the philosopher Pythagoras 
were inspired by the influence of hashish. 
This weed known to the Greeks as "nep
enthe" was lauded in the immortal Odyssey 
as a drug to lull alr pains and anger, and 
to bring forgetfulness to all sorrow. And 
but comparatively recently it was praised 

,by, and was a source of inspiration to 
'many of its illustrious devotees, among 
whom must be noted the great Theophile 
Gautier and the renown poet Charles Bau
delaire. 

The manifold action of Indian hemp has 
been attested to in history and romance. 
Under its addiction the most brutal and 
beastial cri!l)es have been perpetrated, 
armies were trllI)sformed into fanatical 
,~lOrdes, dervishes ,l!ave performed appar
ently impossible feats of human endur
ance, and intellectuals have soared to the 
heights of imagination; ;"lUhal, nations and 
races in the grasp of its \~efarious influ
ence have degraded to the low,est plane of 
civilization. " 

Mariahuana, vulgarly called "muggles", 
is Cannabis sativa, derived from the "flow
ering tops of the female plant of hemp 
grown in semi-tropical and temperate 
America. It was once thought that only 
cannabis indica grown in the far east was 
active, although the German hemo'is inert 
the A.merican specimen, mariahuana, i~ 
equal In potency to the best weed of India. 

\\ 
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Whilst the intoxicating and narcotic 
properties of Indian hemp hav" ben known 
and hashish has been in common use for 
time immemorial in the 'Orient, it was not 
until rezently that this menace has assumed 
a formidable aspect in our southland. The 
facility with which it can be cultivated, be
cause of the fertility of the soil, our semi
tropical climate and the ense with which 
seeds may be procured, make its prohibi
tion practicalIy' impossible. The muggles 
habit once firmly established in this com
lfiunity will never be eradicated, and will 
quickly spread over the lengl;~.,.an.d breath 
of this country. This weed has already 
been found in some of the back yards of 
this city, and we can only imagine ~he ex
tent of its cultivation. Despite alI the 
police regulations and the state laws con
cerning its cultivation, use and possession, 
the traffic in mugg!es seems to be thriving 
here. It is impossible to make even an 
approximate appraisement of the extent 
of its use in this community, but we can 
readily surmise the magnitude of this dan
ger when we consider that it is estimated 
that over tWo hundred million people con
stantly indulge'in it in some form or other. 
In fact it has been said that what alcohol 
is to the Europeans, hashish and ganja is 
to ~he Indians and Egyptians. 

This intoxicating weed can be taken in 
many ways, its preparation most common
ly used.is "ganja," an indian 'name for a 
mixture of the stems, leaves and flowering 
tops of the cultivated female plant. Ganja 
is smoked in the form of cigarettes or with 
the pipe i its smelI is typicalIy offensive, 
and easily recognized by the initiated. It 
corresponds to what is locally known as 
muggles. Bhang or Siddhi, are also Indian 
names for the mixture of these dry leaves 
and capsules without stems, whether fe
male or male, cultivated or in its wild 
state. It is the cheapest. and the weakest 
of all the preparations of hashish, and it 
is taken as tea. The resinous substance 
which exudes from the floweriu'g head of 
the female plant is calIed "choras." It is 

either smoked or is taken in pills or in 
confections, or mixed with sugaI' or honey; 

Locally its addiction is in the form of 
smolting. When it is snuffed it is readily 
absorbed by the nasal mucosa and has a 
more profound effect than when it is 
smoked. 

In many respects the action of cannabis 
sativa is similar to that of alcohol and 
morphine. Its toxic effects are, ecstacy, 
meriiment, uncontrollable laughter, self
satisfaction, bizare ideas lacking in con
tinuity, and its results are extreme hyper
acidity with occasionalIy attacks of nausea 
and vpmiting. It has also been descrilied 
as producing, in moderate doses, fr()ID mild 
intoxication to a dead drunk, drowsy and 
semi-comotose condition, lapsing in a 
dreamy state with a rapid flow of ideas of 
a sexual nature, and ending in a deep 
sleep interrupted by dreams. On awaken
ing there is a feeling of great dejection 
and prostration. Large doses produce ex
citement, delusions, halucinations, rapid 
flow of ideas, a high state of ecstasy, psy
chomotor activity with a tendency to will
ful damage and violence, and a temporary 
dmnesia of alI that has transpired. In cases 
of prolonged addiction especially in the 
Malays, the somnolent action of "cannabis 
indica is replaced with complete loss of 
judgment and of restraint, the same effect 
so frequently observed in alcoholic intox
ication. 

Captain Dhunjibhoy, Superintendent of 
the Indian Mental Hospital in Ranchi, says: 
"I shall not hesitate to believe anyone who 
commits acts of vio!ence under the influ
ence of the drug and pleads complete am
nesia of the crime on recovery." 

From the same authoritative source the 
following.is quoted: "I put this drug above 
alcohol, opium and cocaine, with regards 
to injurious tendencies in th~' causation of 
insanity in India." He states that hemp is 
a 'direct cerebral poison which causes the 
following types of insanity: 1, acute deli
rious mania i ~, chronic mania i 3, dem.entia. 

(/ 
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He claims that the prognosis in these bery, were addicts of muggles, and that 
forms of insanity is as .a rule hopeful, for 68 arrests were made for the sale and 
in the acute state 90 per cent and in the possession of mariahuana. 
chronic cases 40 per cent recover. This .survey shows that approximately 

The underworid was quick to realize that one out of every four persons a,rrested in 
mariahuana was an ideal drug to quickly this city is addicted to mariahuana .. The 
cut off the inhibition, especially in the type sixty-eight arrests made last year for the 
of inadequate personality. Under the in- violation of ActA1, 1924, relative to pos
fiuence of cannabis indfca, these human session and sale of mariahuana, which is 
derelicts are quickly sl)bjugated by the doubtless only a smaH percentage of those 
will of the master mind. The moral prin- engagled iI! the traffic, attest quite a large' 
ciples or training inculcated in the mind consumption,of the drug. 
from infancy deter from committing will- As far as it can be a~certained this ad
ful theft, mur(1er or rape, but 'this inhibi- diction haa assumed formidable p?opor
tion for crime may be d~~troyed by the tions since the advent of that "noble ex
addiction to mariahuana. Kingman says periment" that fiasco, prol>ibition. In fact 
that in the suggestibility' resulting from it is the offsJ,>ring which bids fair to sur
hashish intoxic:'ltion, the lasb vestige of pass its dissembling parent in destroying 
man's artificiaUy acquired restraint is moral inhibition. The lesser of the two 
swept away. Thus it can be readily seen evil is alcohol. Whilst both induce a feel
how many of these uilfortunates with in- ing of pleasure and contentment, moral 
adequate personalities, laggards in the degradation is the most salient feature of 
struggle for existence, the majority of mariahuana, for the concomitant loss, of 
whom are the victim of pyschesthenia, be- social position because of a loose, .irregu
r;:ome engulfed in the abyss of drug addic- L'lr and frequently criminal existence, make 
tion, and end their miserable existence these uilfortunates a curse to their fam
either on the gallows, or in penal institu- iliea and to their communities. 
tions and insane asylums. The moral and The debasing and baneful influence of 
physical resistence to narcotics and alcohol hashish and opium is not restricted to in
is not only weakened but often destroyed dividua!s but hss manifested itself in 
in persons of stabilized personality, who nations and races as well. The dominant 
are ad?icted, even to amo~~t:. degree, . race and most enlightened countries are 
to mar13huana. .. --'>', <" alcoholic, whilst the races and nations ad-

I am indebted to Dr. George Roeling, dieted to hemp and opium, some of which 
coroner of the Parish of Orleans, for the once attained to heights of culture and 
following survey recently made in the par- civilization have deteriorated both mentally 
ish prison of this city. The histories of and J,>hysically. 
four hundred and fifty prisoners show one Whilst it is most unfortunate for human
hundred lind twenty-five confirmed maria- ity to be subjugated by intoxicants and nar
huana addicts, from 18 to 31 years of age. cotics of any kind, which at this stage of 
Addiction was not found in' anyone be- our civilization seems to be a necessary 
yond that agE!. It is 1;wice more frequent evil, the possible substitution of alcohol for 
in the whites than in. the negroes. a greater evil should be Considered the 

greatest possible calamity that can befall 
The records of the district attorney dur- a nation. It is not confined to the criminal 

iIl:l" the past year reveal that 17 out of 37 class. 
murderers, 13 out of 145 forgers, 36 oqt of 
195 imprisoned for grand larceny, and 21 Mariahuana is a real ,menace to this 
out of 115 detained for assault and rob- community. Despite every precaution school 
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,.' children of tender age, have been detected 
smoking muggles.' Dhunjibhoy states that 
indulgence, in hashish is uaally confined to 
males between the age of twel1ty and forty. 
And here in our city Jails," it was not 
found in any prisoner over thirty-one years 
of age. 

Our city authorities are thoroughly 
aroused to the seriousness of the situation 
and are doing everything within their 
power to cope with this growing menace. 
It is rapidly reaching beyond the city and 
stat!.! and now demAnds national control. 
It behoves this society to give this matter 
its careful attention, and use every means 
in its power to induce the national gov
ernment to include mariahuana in the 
Harrison Narcotic Act. 

England has recognized the seriousness 
of the problem and in the year 1925 has 
included cannabis indica in its dangerous 
drug aet. 

The commissioner of public safety, Dr. 
Frank Gomila, has taken a deep interest 
in this subject and directed a great deal 
of time to its study. I feel much indebted 
to him and to Miss M. Gomila, assistant 
city chemist, for their valuable assistance. 

DISCUSSION. 

Dr. G. F. Ronling (New Orleans): I deem it a 
pleasure and privilege to be called upon to open 
discussion on so i,tpportant a paper, and so timely 
and so ably presented as Dr. Fossier has pre .. 
sented here tod;;y. 

Dr. Fossier has outlined to yau the amount of 
menace rnariahuana constitutes.;' It may be well 
that I relate to you briefly my' experience, and I 
think it will forcibly impress upon you the im
'portance of the mariahuana situation in this 
section here which I deem lar¢ely due to -the :fact 
qt our seaport facilities for getting the drug. 

Wben I was erected Corni>r of ttbe' Parisb of 
Orleans"and during the period of awaiting my in
duction into office, 1 surrounded myself with 
medico.legal problems and studied them from var
ious angles and various standpoiJ;lt.. I went into 
tbe study of every :form imaginable that we would 
have to combat in safegtiarding our people from 
crime producing individuals. I went into the study 
of 'drug addiction, and into the study at mental 

diseases from the cri~l'flal aspect, but at no time 
did the subject of mari~"~ana come into my con
sideration. 

• Hardly had a few hours passed after my in
duction into offlce when specfmen was sent to me 
for ide~tification of the drug. Individuals werS 
sent to me for f,kamination to determine whether 
they were mariahuana addicts or not. Attorneys 
begin, to use this type of drug addiction as a means 
of defense for their clients in criminal court 
procedures. This act was only originated in 1924 
which made it a penalty to possess or sell maria
huana in the state of Louisiana. My induction into 
office was in -May, 1925, so you can -readily see. 
what a short period of time existed between the 
origi'l,ution 6'f the law arie! my induction into 
office ....... 

i imm"diately made a survey of the literature 
on the s'Jbjeet and found it to be nil. The near
est r ',odld get to a subject ~f any satisfactory 
poi,nt was that of' the United-"';tates Dispensary, 
and that was obsolete in its formation. I immedi
ately called upon myoId professor, Dr. A. L. 
Meb, who was about as limited in literature as 
I was but who had quite a. 'bit of knowledge and 
experience because of his position in chemistry 
and otherwise in making a study of the drug. But 
neither of us knew very much of the physiological 
action of tbe drug until we combined our efforts 
in studying the actual physiologicat effect of the 
drug. 

Dr. Passier, in his paper, brought out a few 
interesting points in regard' to the physiological 
action of the drug'. We can consider tbe action 
ot this drug upon the hUman mechanism as we 
would consider the acceleration of an automobile 
with the clutch out. We feel that this mariahuana 
drug stimulates the earlical cerebral centers and 
inhibits the controlling' sub·cortical centers of our 
mechanism which is responsible for tbis rapid 
flow of ideas, the immense visualization of these 
individuals, the bolstering up of their -courage, and 
th .. various phenomena which will eventuallY give 
them courage and lead them into the most crime 
producing individuals that we have. 

Dr: .Fossier gives you a memorandum of 200,-
000,000 people in the world using mariahuana. 
Dr. Fossie. has brought out the striking statement 
that between the two evils, alcohol or mariahunna, 
the mariahnana is by far the greater menace. I "" 
agree· heartily with Dr. Fossier. 

I readily realizC:-I ~elieve we all do-that we 
have certain types of individuals who live in our 
communities who are of such mechanism that they 
need some form 'of stimulation in ?rder that they 
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may properly cope with their situation. Whether 
that be alcohol or whether that be mariahuana, 
tbey arc going to consume the one that is the 
easies to be had and the cheapest and most acces
sible to their command. 

Between the two, I would certainly much preier 
baving an alcoholic individual to contend with 
than I would a mariahuana individual. Yet in 
handling the mariahuana addict you can,. confine 
him to the Parish prison and take him off the use 
of the drug without any ill effects except a certain 
amount of crJlving, but.there is no physiological 
disturbance in his mechanism after he has been 
taken off the drug. 

I certainly want to compliment Dr. Fossier for 
the thoroughness with which he has presented 
his paper, and the interest he has given to this 
subject because I feel that "We as medical men, and 
particularly myself in·the position I hold, are con
fronted with this very important factor in our 
daily lives. 1 want to thank Dr. Fossier for pre
senting tlie subject. 

Dr. F. R. Gomila (New Orleans); Mariahuana 
in our section is certllinly beginning to give- us .Q 

great deal of trouhle. I have instructed the Police 
Department to pick up all of the vendors of the 
drug and to go further into details in attempting 
tt:! find the location of the existence o! mariahuana 
in our city. As you. know, the Police Department 
is on edge attempting to destroy the sellers of 
the drug in the city. 

Mariahuana, to my mind, shOUld be put in the 
same dass as heroin. It serves very little medical 
purpose and should be removed from the. market. 
Be!ore the conclusion of this session of tbe State 
Society I would like to have some definite action 
taken whereby the Society would go on record 
asking the Government to take cognizance of the 
situation as it is today. 

Just outside of New Orleans on both the lower 
section and. the upper aection are vast fields of 
this weed that is growing, and unJess l50mething 
is done along the lines of gigantic enforcenlent 
(and I believe that could only bc accomplished 
by the Governm·ent) mariahuana is going to con
tinue to be a se\'ere menace to our community and 
to these United StateD. 

I want to say in conclusion that I will appreciate 
it if the Society will recognize the fact that 
mariahuana ,is in the same class with heroin and 
that an attempt sh"fld be made to remove it frop! 
the market.· . 

Dr. F. F. Young (Covington): As the Presi
dent has said, we are already over our time, t 
shall be brief. I would not have made any re-

marks had I not been requ~sted to do so, by my 
friend, Dr. Fossicr. It is not known apparently 
where the word mRriJ~.U!t?-a. or marihuana (both 
terms are correct) originated or its definition-a 
letter from the. botanical division of the Depart
ment of Agriculture of the U. S. Government 
state,. that they have b<!en unable to find anything 
on the subject, in the literature, in their possession. 
We must recognize that marijuana as grown in 
Mexico or Louisiana is in reality Cannabis sativa 
-Cannabis indica and the others are also Canna
bis sativa. This plant grows from Africa to Rus
sia and from the Alps to Kentucky, from Ken
tucky to Louisiana; from Louisiana to Mexico
if there is a plant indigenous to every part of 
the world, I suppose thill,one comes aa near filling 
it aa any. The lay term is hemp. In Russia tbe 
plant grows verY vigorous and ordinary hemp rope 
is made from it.-the products from Cannabis 
sativa grown in India, are those used entirely, 
almost, in medicine. The~e, ~s we know, it is 
called Cannabis-Indica. Fifty one years ago Dr. 
H. C. Wood, the author on a work on Materia 
Medica and Therapeutics, was invited from Pbila
delphia to Columbia University, New York, to 
describe his experiences upon himself, in the study 
of Cannabis Indica-I refer you to this work, if 
you wish.to read something intereoting and charm
.ingly descriptive. Major S. A. Billings, who WM 

in the Medical Corps, with Pershing's Army, on 
the border of Mexico, when an attempt was made 
to arrest Villa, has stated to me, that certain in
dividual types of soldiers took to smoking Mari
juana like ducks take to water. Aft .. smoking it, 
they would become hilarious and dangerous and 
had to be locked in cells until sobered up. In the 
last thirty eight years, w. have treated approxi
mately seven thousand dt:Ug addicts and my classi
fications of this disease today would be quite dif
ferent from then. Thirty five years ago classifying 
addicts numerically, morphine would have gone 
down first, cocaine second, chIor~l third, bromide 
fourth, witb a small number from other drugs. 
Today, I would be disjlosed to place at the head 
of the list, the barbatal grouP. marijuana second, 
etc. Regarding marijuana addicts, from what we 
have seen and from what we bave gathered trom 
authorotive sources, it is exclusively used by 
smoking. All that such addicts we have seen were 
in young persons, under _twenty five, who were 
defective in tbe brain an;! nervous structure be
fore they began smoking this weed-they belong 
a type commonly • .a1l~ ''moral imbaciles"-they 
give a history of being incorrigable at home and 
at scbool and aa they groW into manhood become 
criminally inclined-<the marijuana addiction 
aggravates this very much. From what we have 

. seen, these smokers 2lre criminals before they 
become addicted to the weed. There is a peculiar I 

I 
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laugh, of those addicts, that when once heard, can 
never be forgotten, I mean when they are on a 
drull~ from it. elfects. In conclusion I want· .to 
state that the flowers of the female plant olice 
pollenized by the male pollen has no longer any 
medicinal virtue. I enjoyed Dr. Fossler's. paper 
very milch-it i. food for serious thoughfi. I 
thank you. 

Dr. Fossler (closing): I want to thank very 
much those who have discussed my paper. 

If over night, after the advent of prpohibition, 
this nation became so adept in the brewing of beer) 
the making of wine and the distilling of alcohol, 
so mnch so that even c!:i1.dren are adept in their 
manufacture, what will l,appen in the near :fnture, 1 

with such a dangerous plant that may grow in . 
our very back yard". 

Dr. Roeling is. correct when he said that marla
huana is the accelerator to a criminal nature, 
especially when the inhibition of that individual 
is low. 

I feel, gentlemen, that the Society should tal;. 
an active part to erapicate this growing evil alid 
it is for this reason that I am presenting a 'l'eso
lution to the House of Delegates, and r hope they 
will give this matter their kind attention. 

C) 
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FEDERAL LEGISLATION 

THE REASON FOR UNIFORM STATE NARCOTIC 
LEGISLATION 

HARRY J. ANSLINGER· 

THE states which first legislated against the use of 
narcotic drugs prior to the enactment of any Fed

eral Statute, were impelled to do so in order to secure 
their citizens against injury to their health, morals and 
general welfare. The eal'lier lll-ws were designed to eradi
cate tt ~ evils of opium smoking and the maintenance of 
opium dens. Later, some of the states ~nacted laws cover-' 
ing other narcotic drugs and providing various penalties 
for their violation; but 50 little knowledge of the traffic 
was possessed by the drafters af the various acts, that a 
comparison reveals such a varied expression of ideas on a 
single subject as to create a situation which may only be 
classed as absurd. 

Nevertheless, up to 1914, when the Harrison Act 1 be
came effective, there was a real effort, on the part of 
states which had enacted such legislation, however ,.i11-
advised, to enforce the provisions of their laws, to the 
fullest extent. 

The primary purpose of the Harrison Act, of course, 
was to create and protect revenues for the United States, 
and that Act has br In so construed by the Supreme Court 
of the United States, with the added statement, how!!ver, 
that the law has a moral purpose also.' It was contem
plated that the authorities of the various states and of the 
political subdivisions thereof would accept and discharge 
the responsibility of investigating, detecting and prevent
ing or punishing the local retail illicit traffic conducted by 
the ordinary peddler, and the institutional care and treat
ment of drug addicts within their respective jurisdictions. 

·Comml.sloner, Bureau of Narcotic!, U. S. Tre .... ury Dept. 
138 STAT. 785 (1914), ... amended 26 U. S. C. § 211·691·707 (1926). 
• United. States II. Jln Fue,. Moy, 241 U. S. 394, 402, 60 L. Ed: 1061 

(1918). 
United State. II. DoremUl!, 249 U. S. 86, 63 L. Ed. 493 (1919). 
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This, however, did not prove to 00 the case. Notwith
standing the limited power of the Federal Government, 
state officers immediately became imbued with tile er
roneous impression that the problem of preventing the 
abuse of narcotic drugs was one now exclusively cog
nizable by the National Government, and that the Federal 
law alone, enforced, of course, by Federal agencies only, 
should represent all the control necesSfu"y over the ilIicit~' 
narcotic drug traffic. In vel;y few states was any attempt 
made to accept a just part of the burdlen of enacting and 
enforcing'laws to control the traffic. 

This attitude on the part of the s~tes has resulted in 
an anomalous situation. The public prints from day to 
day bring news of a number of ba:(lks that have been 
robbed by an organized gang; details ,of kidnappings 'and 
of gambling rackets; and articles CQncerning the opera
tions of a lone bandit who has held u:p a number of stores 
and citizens. What is the result? Editorials criticise the 
police and clamorous demands are made calling upon them 
to apprehend these menaces to the community well-being. 
The police, ever active, are stirred. to greater activity. 
The man-hunt is on. The offenders who ha,Ye unlawfully 
taken the property of fellow citizens must be caught, 
prosecuted and punished. Noone suggests that this is 
anything but a state problem. The person who would sug
gest that the Federal authorities be called upon to come into 
the state and catch this hold-up man would be ridiculed. 
But in this same community, the insidious, despicable drug 
peddler, carrying on his nefarious work of unlawfully 
taking away not only the proper~y, but the peace of mind, 
the morals, the health of the citizens and undermining the 
general welfare of the community-what of him? Ah, 
that is different. In spite of the fact that the sole right 
to punish such criminals, under certain circumstances, lies 
only within the police power of the state, despite the fact 
that the founders oFour country never eont,emplated that 
such activities should be dealt with by the National Gov
ernment, enforcement officers as well as legislators"in A 

number of states have decided that "Uncle Sam" Is the 
proper person to cope with this particular menace to the 
community. Tri~ illogical attitude has not only prevented 
the passage of adequate laws which would be of inesti-

c 
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mabie benefit to the state's own citizens, but has resulted, 
in a number of the states, in an almort complete failure 
to enforce the laws already on their statute books, even in 
those aspects of the crime with which only the state itself 
may deal. 

The dockets of the Federal courts have necessarily be
come flooded with cases of a nrlnor character which should 
have been handled in the state courts, but which were not 
thus hanaled, either from lack of adequate laws, or for 
reasons put forth solely because the duties and responsi
bilities appear burdensome, expensive, or distasteful, re
sulting in a slowing-up of the p'rompt and orderly process 
of justice in major cases. And what is the result of this 
delaying of trials in the Federal courts? In many in
stancell, if a plea of not guilty is entered, the case is con
tinued from term to term because of the congestion, and 
is finally dismissed on ~ccount of the unavailability of 
witnesses or the unknown whereabouts of the defendant. 
If the defendant does plead guilty, he is often accorded so 
much consideration- that a fine or a short sentence is im
posed, and he immediately resumes his illegal activities. 
Yet in the states where the lawli are adequate and where 
enforcement is reasonably rigid, the defendants in such 
cases would have been tried within a few days of the 
commission of the offense and, where guilt was estab
lished, immediately sentenced to the state's prison. Some 
of the reasons advanced by many state and municipal 
prosecutors, for their reluctance or open refusal to prose
cute such cases, may be catalogued as follows: 

First. That sentences imposed in Federal courts are 
more severe than those imposed in state courts. 

The sentences referred to are those ~vel\ major violators. 
It is obvious that it does not lie within the power of state 
and municipal courts, where the state law has made the 
offense a misdemeanor, to impose sentences equal to those 
which are imposed in Federal courts in cases of greater 
magnitude, and where the offense is a felony. . 

Second. That it is difficult to find a jury which will 
convict, because in the smaller communities the men
ace of narcotic drug5 is not understood. 
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This argument is plainly fallacious. The ~eneral public is 
fully aware of the menace of such drugs, and in the 
smaller communities it is usually found that the violation 
of such a law is regarded as a graver criminal offense 
than in the urban districts. 

Third. That the accused is a woman aud the state 
has no suitable institution in which to care for such 
prisoners. 

This is but an added argument for the enactment of state 
legislation for ine treatment and care of all addicts, men 
and women, and the excuse flows only from the desire to 
place the burden of the necessary financial outlay upon 
the shcnlders of the Federal Government. 

Fourth. That voluntary applicants for treatment 
strenuously object to incarceration in a state prison. 

This is but an added reason for the enactment of legisla
tion by the states for the purposes set forth above. 

Fifth. In the' state of Texas, because of an attack S 

on the validity of the state law, upon which no de
cision has been handed down, the Police Department 
throughout the state has disbanded their narcotic 
squads, leaving to the Federal Government the bur
den of taking all cases into the Federal Courts. 

Examples of what became necessary in two rrexas cases 
are cited. Carrie B., an addict was arrested and found 
to be in possession of one grain of heroin. Because of the 
necessity of placing a Federal charge, this woman was 
arraigned for the purchase and possession of this one 
grain of heroin. Thus it has become necessary, because 
of t)1e failure of state enforcement, to invoke the majesty 
of the law of the Nation to decide what disposition shall 
be made of the case of thi8 poor unfortunate.4 

In the case of "Black ___ ,rr two narcotic agents and 
two city detectives arrested this man for the sale of two 
grains of morp,hine.' Here again the ponderous ma
chinery of the Federal Courts must be resorted to, taking 

3 T~as CIlSe ,No. 7313--4). J, D. Mooneyham. 
'T~xa. case No. 7339-<:arrle Brown. 
r. Texas elise No. 73iG-James Blackwell. 
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up the time of two Federal officers, less than 250 of whom 
are assigned to guard the welfare of 122,000,000 people. 

The proposition cannot be too forcefully expressed that 
the states, having supreme police power within their own 
boundaries to enact and enforce all laws necessary to the 
p<>...s.ce, health, morals 'and general welfare of their citizens, 
are not hampered by the narrow limitstions that restrict 
the Federal 90vernment in its fight to control the illicit 
narcotic traffic. 

A few instances will be sufficient to plainly indicate the 
position occupied by the National Government as com
pared with that of the stat·",: 

The agents of the Federal Government call upon Dr. X, 
to check his records. The duplicate copies of his order 
forms show that in a comparatively short time he has 
ordered 50,000 one-half grain tablets of morphine. His 
dispensing record shows 4,000 tablets dispensed. He is 
asked to account for the balance. He replies that he has 
dispen;;ed it to his patients in th<: course of his prOfe!l
siona) practice. The agent asks the doctor how many 
patients he has. The community is small and the list of 
patients limited. The Federal officer then calls the doc
tor's attention to the fact that with such a limited number 
of patients he surely could not have dispensed the amount 
unaccounted for and that the average p:,ysician ill the 
same amount of time would dispense a very much smaller 
amount. The doctor finally admits that he is addicted to 
the use of morphine and has used the amount unaccounted 
for for the satisfaction of his own addiction. The Federal 
law, being only a revenue measure, does not prohibit self
administration. The state law either does not prohibit it 
or the Federal officer is met with an indifferent attitude 
on the part of the Medical Board of the state, the mem
bers of which are, of course, brother physicians. The 
need for uniform legislation and mandatory enforcement 
thereof is apparent. In such cases suspension and, for 
more serious cases, revocation, of the physician's license, 
should be a. part of every state law. So long as the use 
of narcotics is considered essential to the exercise of a 
profession, and so long as a physician or other practi
tioner retain~ his state license to follow that profession, no 
matter how illegal his activities may be or how long he 
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.may be imprisoned for violating the law, the Federal 
Government may not deprive him of his right to purchase 
narcotic drugs until 'the state has deprived him of his 
license to practice his profe1!sion. 

In' New York a known peddler, but one who is so cun
ning that he evades arrest on 3 charge of selling, is ap
prehended in possession of tax-paid codeine. Upon con
viction for his unlawful possession in the state court a 
sentence of three years is imposed,' yet it would have been 
impossible to prosecute this man in the Federal court, 
such possession being no offense under the Federal law. 
Had this man been prosecuted i:lthe State of North 
Carolina, the sale of the narcotic would have been only a 
misdemeanor and a jail sentence the maximum that could 
have been imposed.' 

In Alabama "D" had robbed a drug store of tax-paid 
narcotic drugs. "B" and "C" were apprehended by Fed
eral officers while in possession of such narcotics. From 
the foregoing it will be seen that this did not constitute 
a Federal offense.. The state law of Alamaba,however, 
provides that it shall be unlawful ior any person in the 
state to have in his possession or under his control any 
such drUgs, except such as are procured upon a pre
scription or by virtue of a lawful occupation.' The state 
police were requested to and did adopt this case. Band C 
were convicted in the state court. Had this case occurred 
in the neighboring states of Florida or Georgia,no con
viction could have been had in the sUite court, there being 
no provision in the laws of these states covering the illegal 
possession of narcotics. 

In Arizona police officers arrested three addicts. A 
narcotic agent was notified. The agent intervillwed the 
addicts, and they stated they had been purchasing sl;llok
ing opium from the defendant for two or three weeks. 
One of them volunteered to introduce the agent to the 
defendant. His offer was accepted and he and the agent, 
under the surveillance of a police officer, went to the de
fendant, to whom the agent was introduced by the in
tormer as an old friend who could be "trusted to the 

'New Y{)rk (So.) c..,.. No. 2021-Frank Van Bramer. 
'N. C. COIll'; ANN. (Michie,1927) § 66831<:. 
• At.A. COD" (Michie, 1928) § ~800 (16), (d). 

;' 
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limit." The agent ordered $3.00 worthaf smoking cpium, 
and'the defendant delivered 35 grain,s direct to him fifteen 
minutes later. The informer was present during the 
entire transaction. An attempt was made the following 
day to make another purchase from the defendant, but 
when he was finally located by the informer he told the 
informer that the narcotic agent was a stool pigeon and 
he would have no more dealings with him. When ar
rested the defendant denied making the sale of smoking 
opium to the agent. 

It will be noted from the amount sold that this case was 
not one of a grave character and prosecution in the Fed
eral court would only have added to the overcrowded 
docket. Prosecution was, therefore, instituted under the 
state law. When the case came to trial the defendant 
changed his plea to guilty and was sentenced to 18 months 
to two years in the state prison.' 

In certain jurisdictions the National Government is 
faced with the predicamellt of having a Judge of the 
Federal court who will sentence persistent violators to six 
months, 'one year on probation, or a year and a day. In 
such instances, where the state has an adequate law, it 
has been deemed necessary, in order to curb the traffic, to 
8ecure the trial of such cases in the state court. In New 
.Jersey, for instance, sentences in many cases have been 
imposed rUnning from three to ad high as 14 years in 
state prison. ' 

Another difficulty experienced in the prosecution of 
cases in the Federal courts is that it is necessary in order 
to prosecute persons found in possession of narcotic drugs, 
to charge illegal purchase and possession. There immedi
ately arises the defense of venue-place of purchase. The 
material element of the offense is the venue, and the Gov-

. 'er,nment in many cases finds it impossible to prove that 
the purchase was made within the jurisdiction of the 
court, resulting in a failure to convict. In some of the 
states mere possession of narcotic drugs is made a felony 
and it is only necessary for the state to show that the 
defendant himself was within the jurisdiction of the court 
when apprehended, not where the purchase of the drugs 

• Arizona case No. 287-Lee Roy Tarpley, 
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was made. This, of course, is a feature that should be 
covered in every state law. 

A situation that has made necessary the prosecution of 
cases in state courts is the requirement of the Federal 
Constitution concerning· sea~ch warrants. Local police 
officers in many states may, on suspicion of any offense, 
enter a house and search and seize narcotic drugs and 
arrest offenders without a search warrant. This pro
cedure would violate the provisions of the Constitution 
if done either by Federal officers alone or jointly with 
state officers and such a deferule would be sustained upon 
trial in a Federal court. This is a further argument for 
more adequate laws and more rigid enforcement by the 
states. 

In the draft of proposed uniform state laws, prepared 
.by the United States Commissioner of Narcotics, there 
was incorporated a section covering the care and treat
ment of addicts, which was proposed by the United States 
Public Health Service, after a thorough study of the 

.. situatiol). covering a number of years. This section pro
vides for the compulsory care and treatment of addicts.'o 

It should be apparent to the least uninformed that a 

10 THE FOLLOWING ~1';CTION, WHlen HAIi THE APPROVAL or TnE U. S. 
BL'REAU OF NARCOTICS AND THE U. S. PUBLIO HEALTH SERVICE, BUT 

WUIcn WAS NOT INCLUDED IN' TIlE FINAL DILU'T Al'paOVED ny TnE COJ:<FER

ESCE OF CO,M,MISSIONEllB 0", UNIFORM STATE LAWS, IS RECOMMENDED FIlII 

PASSAGE nY TIlE STATES:-

S.~ction 17. (Commitment of Addicts for Treatment). 
(a) Whenever an affldavlt duly verified by a person claiming to havs 

knowledge of tbe facts and setting forth that any person named or 
described therein habitually uses any narcoUc' drug Ill! defined In this 
Act, so as to endanger the public morals, health, safety, or weltare, or 
who 18 or has been so far addlctod to the use of such drugs ao to have 
lost the power <>t self·control with reterence to his addletlon, shall be 
ftled with the county attorney of lUly county or the city attorney of 
nny city, In which such alleged habitual user 10 or may be founJ, such 
attorney shall ISBue a notice requiring the peraon &0 named or de
Scribed to appear before a judse ot the court In chambers at 
n time and place 8peclfled In such notice and .hall cause a copy thereot 
to be served, by the sheriff or other court om"'r duly qualllled .to serve 
prIOress In civil or criminal cases, upon the person 80 named or de· 
'rrlhed. Copy ·ot such notice shllll be transmitted by mall to the 
(State Commissioner of Public Health). The amdavlt, and the original 
notice shall be nJed' wtth the clerk ot the court at or betore the tlme 
""""illed tor such appearance, but the same and all other records and 

61-801 0 - 77 - ~9 
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business, legal or illegal, is bound to fail if deprived of 
customers. So it is with the peddling of narcotic drugs. 
Depti ve the peddler of a market for his illegal wares, cut 
to a minimum his ilIgotten gains and the peddler wiM 
cease to exist. As long as an' addict is at liberty to come 
and go, the peddler has a steady and trustful customer. 
Experience has shown, except in some few instances, that 
treatment looking toward a . cure of addiction, without 
confinement, is uniformly unsuccessful The mails of the 
United States Public Health Service and of the Bureau of 
Narcotics are burdened with pleas from frantic relatives 
of addicts requesting information as to where the latter 
may enter a public institution for treatment. The cure 
of such persons is as much the duty of the state as is the 
care of its insane, yet only one state (California) has 
made an honest effort to provide a remedy. 

The Commissioner of Narcotics. while inspecting the 

Illes of the proceedings shall be open for Inspection only to the person 
named or described therein' or his counselor by public officer •. 

(b) At the time and place specified In the notice. the person named 
or described in such' notice, or h'ls counsel being present, the judge 
shall hear the evidence presented, and may appoint a commission of 
two physicians who shall examine such persoll and certify to the 
court as to whether such person Is an habitual u""r ot hablt·forming 
drugs as contemplated in sub-section (a). Upon being 3atlslled that 
the alIegations contained in the affidavit are true, the judge shall 
make and file an order reQ.uiring tho person named forthwith to take 
and continue treatment for the cure of such drug addiction at a. private 
institution under medical jurisdiction to be selected by the person com· 
mltted and approved by the (State Commissioner of Public Health) 
It such person Is able to pay therefor, atherwlse at 80me public hos
pital or Institution under medical jurisdiction, other than a penal In
stitution, selected by the (State Commissioner of Public Health). a.nd 
at the expense of the (State. county, or city). In the event the judge 
I. not snti.ned from the evidence adduced that the person Is an 
habitual user of hablt·formlng drugs as contemplated In Bub-section 
(a), he may order the commitment o! such person for observation for 
a period not exceeding ( ) days and upon explratJon of that time 
shall' consider the testimony of the superintandent or physician in 
charge together with the evidence theretofare prcsented In rendering 
decision on the commitnlent of such person. The order of commitment 
shall require reports to be made to the court and to the (State Corn· 
mlsBloner of Public Health) at stated Intervals therein specified by 
the physician or superintendent in charge, as to the eil:ect and progress 
o! the treatment. A copy of the order forthwith shall be served upon 
Raid perBan. The care and treatment of persons committed under this 
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New Orleans District, was approached by the sorrowing 
mother of two sons, 18 and 20 years of age, addicted to 
the use of heroin. When informed that the state had 
made no provision for the treatment of such cases, unable 
to be:'l the expense of private treatment, but believin.g 
that drastic measures were necessary for their future 
well being, she requested that they be incarcerated in a 
Federal penitentiary lor' treatment. This proposition the 
Judge and the District Attorney flatly refused to enter
tain. The only thing the state had to offer, her was a 30-
day sentence in jail, a proposal worse than useless. 

section shall be designed to (ehabllitate them and restore them to 
mental and physlcall;ealth; under regulation. prescrIbed by the (State 
CommIssIoner at public Health) .the physician or superintendent In 
charge of .the InstltuUon m,,:;r parole Inmates but such persona shan 
be tlnally discharged trom turther treatment and supervision only by 
the committing magistrate or his Buccessor and only upon the recom
mendation of the superintendent or phYSician In charge of the Institu
tion to wldch committed. 

(c) Any tflal court having jurisdiction ot a delendanl In a "rim
Inal action or proceeding, It It appears that the detendant habltdally 
uses narcotic drugs as contemplated In sub-section (a), may In It! die
cretlon likewise commit such person tor tr~atment and rehabllltation 
to a public hospital or Institution under medical .uperviBlon desig
nated by the (State CommlaBloner at publ!c Health). In any c .... e til" 
rourt may In Its dlecretion Btay further crimInal proceedings or doter 
the Imposition of sentence Pending the discharge at the patient from 
tr~tment in accordance with the procedure outlined In Bub-sectlon (bl 
of this section. 

(d) Upon the recommendation of 'a duly Ilcensed practiCing physiCian 
or puhllc llealth Official that a person habitually uses narcotic drugs 
as contemplate:a ,j,i sub-section (a), a judge or magistrate ot a ( ) 
court may commit to a pubUc Institution under medical superviSion 
and duly approved by til ... , (State CommiSSioner of Publlc Health) .. 
person making voluntary Bppllcation tor treatment for drug addlctlolt. 
A person so committed shall no~ be detained under ~uch voluiltary 
agreement more thar; ten days trorit and Inclusive at the date of notice 
In wrlUng of his Intent:on or desire to leaTe such hospital or Institu
tion, 

(e) Any person .... ho shall tall, retuse, or neglett to comply 'WIth the 
terms and conditions ot any order at a conrt duly Is.ned Ilnd served 
in acc()rdance with this section shall be d""med In contempt of court 
and .hall be proceeded against accordingly. 

(t) The ( ) court In eaeh (county or clly) may In nny case 
or commitment under thIs .ecdolt appoint guardian. to such com· 
l1Iitt~d l'eYSQns, following the procedure ,Inaer which gullrdlans of other 
persons nnder legal disability are appointed under the laws at this 
State. 
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SHOULD THE GOVERNMEN'l' ESTABLISH A 
- BANKRUPTCY BUREAU? 

The bill pending in Congress known as the Hastil!gs 
Bill, backed by the administration, for the complete re
vision of the bankruptcy law, seeks to establish a new 
government bureau. This bureau, if established, wilI be 
under the direction of the Attorney General, who will be 
assisted by ten administrators, ten assistant administra
tors and approximately three hundred examine!'3, together 
with a corps of salaried men and women who will do little 
more than gather a lot of worthless bankruptcy statistics, 
hold up a lot of discharges of -bankrupts (which merely 
deny them the privilege of reengaging in business and 
leave them virtual charges on the communities) and here 
and there uncover some assets which a crooked bankrupt 
may have hidden out. The receivers or trustees them
selves would probably have made the same recoveries. 
This constantly increasing army of government examiners 
will soon equal the prohibition- forces of the government 
and wiII doubtless be about as popular. 

There is -no lack of machinery to meet the needs of the 
times with respect to the enforcement of the rights of 
creditors. Creditors, seeing around them all kinds of 
government subsidies, paternalism and the like, have con
cluded to let Uncle Sam collect their debts for them. They 
recklessly extend credit in the mad rush to seII more goods 
at high prices and then, when the poor debtor has to avail 
himself of the last straw which the constitution of the 
United States established for his benefit, they want to 
make it impossible for him to use that last straw. 

What does this new bill do to help the poor debtor? 
What will it do to clear the already muddy stream of 
Business progress? Certainly we cannot _hope for business 
recovery until the deadwood caused by the present crisis 
has" been removed and the channel cleared. Throwing 
more logs in the stream will not relieve the present un
fortunate condition. This is no time to tinker with the 
machinery. of so serious and important a law as the coun
try's commercial code, that is, the blmkruptcy law of the 
United states. At least the country should be given an 
opportuDity to thoroughly analyze and study this far-
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reaching measure, introduced during the spring of the 
present year and now likely to be acted upon by Congress 
at an early date. LawYers are criticized for their hand
ling of bankruptcy cases. But upon the shoulders of the 
lawYer falls the responsibility of seeing that no unjust 
or unfair law is placed upon the statute books. Business, 
too, will soon realize that it cannot bear the strain and 
responsibility of unwise, unjust and expensive bankruptcy 
legislation at this critical time. And the new bill seeks 
very materially to increase the cost of bankruptcy ad
ministration. 

MAX' ISAAC. '" 

THE PROPOSED TWENTIETH CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT 

T HE acceptance by the United States Senate on March 
2, 1932, of the conference report of the proposed 

Twentieth Amendment to the United States Constitutlon1 

marks the culmination of repeated efforts to have Con
gress act favorably on proposals changing the date for 
the convening of Congress and the inauguration of 'the 
President. At least 90 constItutional amendments With 
either or both of these objects in view have been proposed 
since 1795. In 1808 an Amendment was proposed which 
provided that the term of Congress shoulq be limited to 
(me year and that it should expire on the first Tuesday in 
April. No less than 18 amendments dealing with the 
length of the Congressional term were' proposed in the 
period from 1876 to 1889. From 1889 to 1928, 93 at
tempts were made to alter the beginning and ending dates 
of Congress. That this subject has been one which has 
occupied the minds of our present legislators is evidenced 
by the fact that "during the last. four Congresses (67th, 
68th, 69th, and'1'oth) four resolutions. affecting II change 
on the beginning date of Congress passed the Senate with 

'SecretarY-TreasUr~r, National Asnoclation ot Federal PractItioners; 
Editor, AMERICA!\' BAl'IKKUl'TCY REVIEW, New York. 

1 S" J. Rea. 14, 72 Cong, 1st Sen •. 

. / 
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large majorities. Only one' of them came to a vote in 
the House and it failed of passage.'" 

This proposed Amendment, popularly called the "Lame 
Duck" Amendment, has for its primary object the abol
ishment of "lame ducks" and "lame duck" sessions of 
Congress. As is well known, this expression, "lame duck," 
is applied to any member of Congress who continues to 
serve in that body after he has been defeated at the polls 
or has retired. The "lame duck" session, in which these 
members serve, begins on the first Monday in December 
following the Congressional election and continues until 
the following March, at which time their term of office 
expires. Thus, the newly elected. members of Congress 
do not assume office until the fourth day of March follow
ing their election, and cannot be seated in Congress until 
that body meets the following December. 

The joint resolution proposing this amendment, having 
passed both Houses, was sent to the Department of state 
March 2, 1932, for submission to the states for ratifica
tion according to Article V of the Vnited States Constitu
tion. Three-fourths of the several states must ratify 
within the seven-year period provided for in the proposed 
Amendment. Resolutions proposing amendments to the 
Constitution are not submitted to the President of the 
United 'States,' and accordingly the resolution does not 
bear his signature. 

Since the Constitution itself does not designate specifi
cally the. date when new members of Congress or when 
the President and Vice President shall take their oaths 
of office, the question naturally arises why it is necessary 
to amend the Constitution in order to bring about the 
desired change. Such an amendment is absolutely neces
sary, however, because the silence of the Constitution on 
the date for officials to take their oatha of office does not 
mean that the duration of the term has not been clearly 
defined. Members of the Senate are to serve for six years,s 
members of the House for two years," and the President 

• S. J. Res .• 7, 6~h Congo 1st BeM. 
3 H. R. Doc. No. 551, 70th ConI'. 3m Be/JII. 
, Hollingsworth II. Virginia, 3 Dallas ;)18, 1 L. ed. 644 (1798). 
, Art. I, Sec. 3. 
o Art. I, Sec. Z; 
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and Vice President for four years,' and, since the resolu
tion of the Continental ConHTess provided that the pro
.ceedingg under the Constitution should take effect the first 
Wednesday in March in 1789, it is quite apparent that 
March 4th must be the date of inauguration not only for 
the President and Vice President but also for the recep
tion of the new members of Congress. The desired change, 
therefore, could not be effected by legislative en,\\ctmellt 
but only through a Constitutional Amendment, since its 
effect will be the shortening of the terms of the members 
of Congress and of the President and Vice President by 
exactly two months. 

The proposed Amendment will have the following sev
eral important results: 

1. The "lame duck" session of Congress will be abolished. 
2; The new Congress may assemble two months after 

election. 
3. The President and Vice President will be inaugurated 

approximately two months after election, namely on the 
20th day of January. 

4. The newly elected members of Congress will assume 
office two months after their election. 

5. The newly elected. members of Congress will assist 
in the counting of the electoral votes, and the House of 
Representatives and. the Senate will choose a President 
and a Vice President, respectively, in the event of a tie or 
a majority not having been received. 

6. In the eVent of the death of the President-elect before 
the time fixed for the beginning of his term, the Vice 
President-elect would become President. 

7. The proposed Amendment gives CQngress the power 
to provide. by law what officer should act as President in 
situation which would arise where the election of a Presi
dent had been cast upon the Houat~ of Representatives and 
the House had failed to elect a President and. the Senate 
hp,d faiied to elect a Vice President before the time for 
the commencement of the new terms. Since the Twelfth 
Amendment, wbich specifies the procedure to be followed 
in electing a President and Vice President, makes no pro
vision for such a situation, that Amendment would, in 
effect, be amended. 

7 Art. II. ~. 1. 
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That the proposed Amendment will soon be a part of 
the Constitution of the United States seems most likely, in 
view of the fact that although only eight months have 
elapsed since it was submitted to the several states for 
ratification, the state legislatures of seventeen of them 
have acted favorably upon it.B 

G. A. C., Jr. 

8 Ratified by thefollow4ng State Leglale.tures on the dates Indicated: 
1932 

Virginia _ .... ____ ... __ _ 
New York . __ ._ •. _ .. ___ ._. ____ . ___ . __ _ 
Mississippi ._._. __ .. _ .. _ .•. __ •. _____ •.. _. __ _ 
New Jers.;y _. _______ . ___ . ______ .•. __ . 
Arkansas ._ .. _._. ____ . ___________ _ 
South Carolina _____ _ 
Kentucky ... _ .. __ ...... ______ . ___ _ 
Michigan _._ .. _____ .. ______ . __ 
Maine . __ ._. __ . __ . __ ... _______ _ 
Rhode Island . __ .. _. ______ ._ .. _________ • 
Illinois _ .. ____ . _____ ._. _____ . ___ ._ 
Louisiana . __ "._." ...... _._. __ ... ______ . __ 
Wp.st Vlrglnda _._ ... ___ ... _ .. _. __ ._._. ___ .. __ 
Pennsylvania . __ .. _ .. __ ... ____ ... _____ . __ 
Indiana •..... _ ... _ .... _. ___ . ____ . ____ _ 
Texas ___ ......... _ .... _ .. __ ..... _________ _ 
Alabama ... _ ........ _ .... _ ..... _. _______ . __ .. 

\1 

Mar. 4 
11 
16 
21 
22 
25 
30 
31 

Apr. 1 
14 
21 

July 4 
30 

Aug. 11 
11i 

Sept. 7 
17 
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[From the Washington Post, Sept. 29, 1934] 

~HE POST LVIPRESSIONIST 

BACKYARD DRUG 

Are you smoking much hashish these days? Lots of people are. 
You thought it was a "dangerous drug," ranldng with mOl'phia and cocaine, 

and consequently forbidden? Well, it is indeed a dangerous drug that "maddens 
the senses and emaciates the body;" but as far as Federal legislation goes-and 
much State le,;lslation-it isn't forbidden. Somehow or other, it was omitted 
from the Harrison Act, while the States--

But we'll talk about tlrem in a minute. 
The abuse of if:he weed-it has few uses save in corn-plasters, certain dyeing 

processes and as a substitute for linseed oil-is raging up and down these United 
States. Nor is the District of Columbia exempt. 

Very infrequently can even this capable column beat The Post's vigiant news 
services. Yet here's a hashish beat: 

The othel' day the Narcotics Burenu of the United States Treasury-probably 
the ablest agency of its kind conducted ,liy any government-got a tip from 
Denver that a drug peddler had just left there for St. Louis "with a trunl,ful of 
dope.' The Bureau's St. Louis "operatives" were told to "get" the fellow-and 
got him, and his trunk, when the two came off the train..: 

"But you guys can't do nothing," the peddler protested; "this here's just 
muggles." 

He was nearly right, too. Hashish was all he had. Against its possession there 
was neither National nor State law. Tlie utmost those "guys" could do was 
to secure his arrest under an ancient city ordinance 'which bamied the carrying 
of poison without a license. The punishment? A mere $20 fine. 

Hashish is made from Indian hemp, which is far from being confined toJ:ndia. 
It has more aliases. than. ahy other drug. Botanically, it is Cannabis Indica, 
Cannabis Sativa, Cannabis Mexicans. Cannabis .Americana. In India it is bhang, 
chang and ganja; in Iraq, South Africa, Sierra Leone, Somaliland, Australia 
and the Neal' East it is, respectively, charas, dagga, djamba, kittta edulis, esur 
and datra, and in tho U.S.A, it is marihuana, loco weed, reefer, mooter'and 
muggles. It grows wild in almost every State." A while ago a luxuriant patch 
was discovered in tile grounds of the Colorado Boys Reformatory, where nobody 
had dreamed of its perniCious character-except the boys. . 

The flowering top is the damagemaker, chewed or smoked in cigarette form, 
and "the female of the species is more deadly than the ma~e." What she will do 
to you depends on your idiosy~crasies. Some she will stimulate, some depress. 
To many she brings homicidal-imania: not long ago a boy smoked his first 
marihuana cigarette in a Floriaa school grounds-these cigarettes are fre
quently peddled in school neighborhoods-and wenr· home and killed the only. six 
members of his famiiy of whom he could get hold. To nearly all users the drug 
extends time and distance; there are frequent cases of muggles-smoking auto
mobile drivers who think they are !l mile from a cliff or a red light-until the 
accident happeJts, 

Eugene Starll<i:Y, district attorney of New Orleans, made a study of the habit 
as a developer of criminals. He writes: 

"The underworld has been quick to realize the value of this drug in subjugating 
the will .... Its uses sweeps away all restraint." 

Philadelphia and .Pittsburgh authorities have said the same thing lately. It has 
been said in Maryland. Complaints come from New Mexico and the West, New 
York and the North. 

\\ 

" 
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According\o on:e dryly condemnatory Federal report, "the drug is used ... 
by the younger elem~nt in some of the larger cities, especially by high school 
youths.'. . . (It) is most commonly used in the form of cigarettes, selling gen
erally from 15 to 25 <;!ents each, or from three for 25 cents to three for 50 cents, 
but it is also mixed with beer or other alcoholic beverages for its stimulating 
purposes." 

Yet only 13 States have legislation controlling the growth of marihuana. Only 
31 control production: 
Alabama . Louisiana Oklahoma 
Arizona Maine Oregon 
Arkansas Michigan Pennsylvania 
flalifornia Mississippi Rhode Island 
(Jolorado Montana Texas 
Florida Nebraska utah 
Idaho Nevada Washington 
Illinois New Jersey Wisconsin 
Indiana New York Wyoming 
Iowa North Dakota 
Kansas Ohio 

Al~ these also have State laws to control the sale, and Massachusetts, New 
Mexico and Vermont also have sales-control laws, but no production-control. 

"Moreover," Commissioner Anslinger told us the other day, "these States' laws 
aren't uniform, and now and again there will be a city ordinance-sometimes a 
'Very effective ordinance-in the chief city of a State which, in this respect, is 
lawless. The confusion is unbeUevable-until you try to rationalize it." 

"And what," we ventured, "is the cure?" . 
The Commissioner's answer wasn't delayed; "The confusion among the States' 

narcotic laws is today one of the greatest aids of the illicit traffic in every danger
ous drug. It clOgs all the machinery of detection, impedes all the processes of 
prevention and punishment. Put a uniform State Narcotic Act through every 
Legislature. That will not only cure the worst of the hashish evil; it will help 
to re.duce the whole drug evil to a minimum." 
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Chairman DODD. I take it from that statement there must be some 
law enforcement people, and I guess you think so too, who feel 'thnt 
you can'Jt really dry up the sources of a drug like LSD or heroin 
unless you punish both the peddler and the user because if the peddler, 
who is only a peddler, has a diminishing market, certainly thM; is to 
some extent dry~g it up. W ouldn'Jt you agree ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Well--
Chairman DODD. Don':t you also think a youngster who also Imew 

he was going to be hfi.uled· into COUl't would be somewhat more reluc
tant to buy such a ch'Ug than one who felt he wouldn't be plUli~hed ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Maybe somewhat, but, Senator, I only have to pomt to 
the marihuana experience ill H;.f:< country, to say that this does Lot 
seem to be the case. 

Chairman DODD. Well, I think--
Dr. GODDARD. Very heavy penalties, as you pointed out yourself, 

for possession are not effective deteri·ents. 
Chairman DODD. My own judgment is that, the marihuana situation 

is not comparable to the LSD or heroin situation. 
Dr. GODDARD. Well, leaving the heroin aside because of its addictive 

properties and because it involves a, different class of our society, a 
different group of people, I would say of the marihuana and LSD, 
that we quite commonly find these two drugs together in our activities. 

Chairman DODD. Do you? . 
Dr. GODDARD. In about 94 percent of the instances we find that mario 

1m ana and LSD are being pushecl together by the peddler. 
Chairman DODD. Do you find that the marihuana user develops with 

the LSD user ~ 
Dr. GODDARD. 'We fmd it is not unconimon that these drugs are 

abused by the same people. . . 
Chairman DODD. 'What I meant was do you find they break in on 

marihuana and then move on to LSD ~ 
Dr. GODDARD. No necessary correhtion there has been demonstrated 

by our figures or anyone else's, that I know of, so far. It could exist, 
but I have no knowledge of data to substantiate that. 

Chairman DODD. I don't know that you covered it, you may have in 
your statement, I don't recall, what is your view about the penalties 
with respect to marihuana ~ 

Dr. G<?DDARD. Well, Senator, that is under the jurisdiction at the 
present tIme, as you Imow, of the Departmpnt of the Treasury, Bureau 
of Narcotics. 

Chairman DODD. I know that. 
Dr. GODDARD. I know you are awore of it. I think I have made my 

. position elear on that. . 
. Chairman DODD. 'Well, yon leTt me hanging a little bit. You brought 
It up and I thought perhaps that I should ask you ,,-hat your vie,,," 
was. 

Dr. GODDARD. My view there isn't any different than on LSD. 
Chairman. DODD. From what you haV"e said about the use oimari· 

huuna, is it more t.ypical to f1l1cfmarihuana in connection with one of 
the !1fi,lll1cil~o:9:ellic '01' sti.mulant and depressant dnlgs than it is to find 
It wlth herom or other narcotic drugs ~ 
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Dr. GODDARD. This has been our experience, Senator. In 90 percent 
of the cases we investigate-LSD, marihuana, Speed-we find several 
drugs. Since they apparently are used by the same clientele) the pusher 
or peddler h.s both or several available. ' 

Chairman DODD. You spoke about Speed. Are there any other such 
drugs~ . 

Dr. GODDARD. Well, of course, Speed is one of the amphetamine 
drugs. The more common amphetamines, which are often prescribed for 
weight control or for mood elevation are better knowJ;l, dextro amphet~ 
amine sulfate being the most common. There are many other nmpMt .. 
amine or stimulant kind of drugs now being seen. DMA. or methylene
dioxy-amphetamine; TMA, tri-methyloxy-amphetamine, STP 
(DOM) 2.5 diemethyloxy-4-methyl amphetamine. Now then, there are 
many hallucino~enic drugs too-DMT, dimethyl-tryptamine, DET 
diethyl-tryptamme, ibogaine, bufotenine, mescaline, psilocybin, psi
locyn, peyote. These and many, many others, Senator, are found from 
time to time. The list is almost endless. 

Chairmo,ll DODD. And being added to all the time ~ , 
Dr. GODDARD. And being added to monthly. The ingenuity of those 

who abuse drugs is a constant source of amazement. They use things 
such as asthmador, nutmeg, Hawaiian Rosewood seeds. 

Chairman DODD. Y 86, I have heard of that. 
Dr. GODDARD. Even Jimson weed, I am told. 
Chairn\an DODD. Is the source of theSe drugs generally the same, is 

that the right way to put it., it is not scientific, but do you know what I 
mean~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes; I believe r do, Senator. 
Chairman DODD. All right. 
Dr. GOIW>ARD. Drugs such as LSD, DMT, DET which are not 

legally ma;nufactured at the present time must be illicitly manufac
tured, thus there are clandestine laboratories involved in this activity. 

Now, we have to datel as I recall, since the beginning of the program, 
knocked off 41 clandestme laboratories in our enforcement program. 

vVe find, sir, that there is an increasing sophistication in these opera
tions, that they are more knowledgeable of what they are up to. Ap
parently as they get involved in this illegal activity they learn more 
subtle ways of getting around the law, and they are also being forced to 
work with some of the earlier precursories of these drugs, because we, 
for example, brought lysergic acid under control through drug abuse. 
control amendment !]'uthority, too, and this means they must work with , 
some of the precursors. . 

Now, in connection with this we have been able to wOl'k out a pro
gram with the major chemical suppliers. There are certain chemicals 
that more commonly ,than not would be involved in the synthesis of say, 
for example, LSD. These companies voluntarily notiry us when they 
have an unusually or suspicious purchase of one of t5.ese precursors, 
and this helps us in our surveillance acti vities.i 

But the other drugs" that are legally manufactured, such 'as the 
arnphetitmine sulfate, barbiturates, we find are still being diverted 
from lega~ ~ources of s~pply, and so we have a higher priority on th~ 
accountabIlIty surveys m wholesalers, manufacturers, and on our work 
with the States for accountability through the local pharmacies. This 
has paid off. As I indicated, s9mewhere around 600 million dosago 

61-B01 0 - 77 - 50 
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So what I am saying, Senator, is that we are often usilig imperfect 
tools in evaluation of~extent of usage. One must keep in mind also 
that there is great variability in usage patterns in different parts of 
the country. 

On the west coast, for example, there was one high school surveyed 
where drugs had been tried by about 12 percent, as I recall. 

Senator K.ENNEDY. Well, you are prepared to maIm an estimate on 
that, betwoon1 and 12 percent yourself~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes, 1 to 8 percent. 
Senator KENNEDY. Yes, that is what I asked.. 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
Senator KENNEDY. To try to estimate the extent of this6.t>:perimenta

tion or usage, there has to be some kind of judgment made. It shows an 
extraordinary difference, I would think, trying to evaluate, which all 
of us are interested in doing, the extensiveness of the use or experimen
,tation wlth these drugs. You have 1 to 8: the subcommit.tee hM a third 
to 50 peroont, and it makes it, it certa:inly does for me, somewhat con
fusing as to what the real situation is. I suppose if one technique is 
somewhat flimsier t.han another in trying to 8Yaluate this prdblem, we 

.. would be compelled to feel that the better technique ought to be used 
if we are goilng to use one. 

I woula like to ask you why you think there is such a flagrant. dis
regard by t.he yOlmg people of this cOlmtry on the marihuana laws, by 
the possession IOf marihuana? They can receive, under the law, 1'0 
years imprisonment. Why do you 'belieye the young people of this 
country have shown such a flagrant disdain for that legislation ?: 

Dr. GODDARD. It would be my opinion, Senator, that they do not 
view this drug as being d3,~lgerous; that in using it, perhaps, they are 
expressing their rebellion'igainst our society and against the est.ablish
ment, as they put it. 

Now, I am not so certain that this is different. from the youth of the 
twenties who expressed their rebellion, using 'alcohol whICh was for
bidden under the Volstead Act at that tjme. 

It is a different medium of expression, perhaps more significant. than 
the fact that it OCC1J,rs. 
, Senator ,KENNEt>~\. Well, now, what we are suggesting by the ad
ministrat!on's leg:i5)(lr?On ~s that we are going to make possession of 
LSD a mIsdemeanor, IS t.hat correct ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes,/ sir. 
, Senator KENNEDY. So what you are really equivocating is the POS" 
session of marihur.ma and the possession of LSD would be misde
meanors and, by your own testimony, by the testimony of others, we 
find out that the use certainly of LSD, I 'believe, has boon estimated as 
being anywhere from 100 to 1,000 times more dangerous than the use 
of marihuana. 

Dr. GODDARD. I would say so. . ' 
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think t.hat the..c;e kinds of laws are going 

to inspire confidence of young people; are they going to pay anymore 
attention to this legislation than the one that is already on t.he books ~ 

Dr. GoDDARD. I do not believe they will. ' 
I believe the educational approach will have the greater impact. I 

do not believe this will gain the respect of y'~mng people. , 
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It may limit the usage of some people ror-Jet me pnt it. this way: 
There is always a group of people in our f'ociety who, if'ther-!:' is not 
a law, , .. ill carry out a certain aC't. But when a law does exist they 
will liot enga~e in that act. So !t is with ,that portion of society ·that 
the law may nave the greatest ImpaC't. 

Seua'tor KENNEDY. Of course, what you have, as I understand the 
legislation itself, LSD will be a misdemeanor; marihuana is 10 years' 
which, of course, is a felony. 

Dr. GODDARD. Two to 10, as I mc1erstand j,t, with diRcretion 
provided. 

Senator KENNEDY. It is a felony. 
Dr. GODDARD. It is a felony. . 
Senator KENNEDY. So you would hayc marihuana, from your O'''ll 

testimony, marihuana, which is certainly less dangerons, would haye 
·the larger penalty tha~l would LSD, which is more dangerous? 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes, SIr. 
Senator KENNEDY. And what we are asking is for the young people 

to 'try to comply wirth this kind of legislative jumble and expect them 
to show some respect for the law. 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
Senator KENNEDY. men, as far as ~Tour comments and the· com

ments of other trained researchers, clinIcal analysts, show that really 
there is quite a contrast and difference cel1tainly between ·these two 
elements, and that they should be treated differently. 

Chairman DODD. I think it ought to be noted that the marihuana 
sta!tute was passed in 193'7. 

Dr. GODDARD. 193'7. 
Chairman DODD. A long time ago, 30 years ago. 
It ought to appear on the record. ""Ve have learned a lot about it 

since. 
Dr. GODDARD. Senator, I am a little uneasy about testifyillO' on 

marihuana. I trust you will also be :talking to the Bureau of :&ar
rotics. They have to live w1th the problem to a grealt8r extent than 
we do. 

Senator DODD. I just wanted ,to-I did not want to interrupt Senutor 
Kennedy, but I wanted it on the record thrut, it has been the law for 
30 years. . 

I want 'to point out I have always had fi, question about the severity 
of 'the punishment. I do not know whrut they were thinking of ill 
,those days, but there must nave been a 100t of people who thought 
the other way. . . , 

Senaltor KJi;NNEDY. You stat.~d, I believe, in 1966 as well, Dr. Goel,
clard, "We 'think the drug abuse cantrollaw is a good one, and W'B 
believe we can control LSD under :iJt." . 

Do you still feel that way ~ . . 
Dr. GODDARD. Well, I feel the law needs to be st.rengthened now 

by: th~ provision ?f the felony pena~ties for ma~ufac;t.ure, .sal~, dis
tnbutIOn, posseSSIOn for Rale b~cause ourworkmg experIence has 
inc1ieated that. the lesser penal'ty of misdemeanor associ::uted with 
those activities does not give us the tool ithat ·we, us an enforcement 
agency, need. That is a judgraent we hai'e reached from ·the opera
tional experience of nearly 21 months. 
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I ,think the bill is still a good one, Senator; the basic intent of 
Congress, the basic proyisions of the act are still sound, but simply 
tha'tportion relaJted to penalties needs improvement. 

Senator KENNEDY ... Yes. 
Finally, as I understand from the ,thrust of your comments and 

testimony) you place a heavy reliance on the educrution of the young 
people of thi.s country and the parents and church leaders and others 
in this whole field of drugs. 

. Dr. GODDARD. Let me make clear what I am talking about is a 
program which is comparable to a stool of ,three legs or, better still, 
a tl~ipod. There needs to be a vigorous enforcement program aimed at 
those who manufacture, sell, and distribute, and I strongly support 
that effort. 

Then, secondly, there needs to be a yigorous program aimed rut those 
who use or abuse drugs, ,to get rut their intellecls, Ito get them to 
undei'stand that drug abuse IS inherently dangerous. This is much 
broader than just the drugs under control. Third, in order to prop
erly support the...c;e a(,tivitles, one needs Ito conduot a well-balanced 
program of research to feed into the enforcement and the educational 
activiti.e.:c. 

Senator KEXNEDY. Even with 1his three-leg~ed stool, where do you 
ren,lly come out on the field, for example, in tile use of these dJ;'ugs? 
Are you trying to elimina'te them from anv kind of use in the Un~ted 
S'trutes? It1.1H,t are your goals and aims in this field ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. I am 'trymQ.' to aim at a siturution in which these drugs 
which have proper medicaI uses are restricted to those appropriate 
uses, and ,that drugs which are investigational drugs are limrted to 
that field, and that we do not have misuse, self-medication, and abuse, 
whk.h leads to hospitaliza;tion, which leads ,to psychiatric illnesses. 

That, simply stated, is mv objective. To do this ·we have to have a , 
het.ter pro§!rani of drng informlLtion to voung people stalting as early 
as the third grade and not limit it. to LSD and these killds of drugs, 
Rather a proper respect. for medicine as being something one only 
uses to eorrect an illness must be taught. 

SeulLtor KENNEDY. That lLpplies to marihuana as well. 
De. GODDARD. Yes, sir. It is not n, medicine. however, so, perhaps. it 

is less appl'oprilLte there" . 
Senat<>l' KENNEDY, I think that is all. 
Ch!LilOman.,. DODD. Well. thank you very much, Doctor, and your 

assO,clates .. ~ ou h~ve all been "ery helpful, and we apprecin,te your 
commg tlll~ 11l0rl1lng. 

Senator l\.ENNEDY. Thank vou "eI'Y much. 
Chairman DODD. Dr. Nowlis. • 
Dr. Helen H. NoVlUs has sen'ed as Director of the National As

s?ci!'-tion of Student Personnel Administrators' drug education project 
Slllce 1966. 

This project was a result of a contract with the Food and Drug 
Administration in which Dr. NOVllis worked with the officials from 
the National Institutes of Health and the Federal Bureau of Narcotics. 

I think you are,Dr; Nowlis. one of the Qest qualified pe()ple in the 
Nat.ion to outline Ior the' subcommittee 110t only t.he extent and nat.ure 
of drug use or abuse on the campus, but to present to the Congress 
tho lLt.titudes and CUlTent t.hinking' of our educational, professional, 
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If we can remember this as a background, for instaIlce, some of the 
figures that "'ere mentioned this morning, oile of which was based on 
a Gallup poll, which was reported to be a sampling of 426 colleges in 
tl?-is country, if you look at that Gallup poll, it consists of 520 inter
VIews. 

Chairman DODD. I do not remember a question about the Gallup 
pill _ 

Dr. NOWJ"IS. Well, some of the statistirs that were mentioned this 
morning--

Chairman DODD. I see. Came from--
Dr. NOWLIS. Come from that kind of thing. 
Another so-called national poll represents a sampling of 100 stu

dents,a probability sampling, from 12 institutions, and 12 institu
tions are a very small sample of the 2,567 or whatever the current fig
ure is-it changes a;lmost month to month-of institutions 'of higher 
education. 

I think the oue othel' thing that I would like to point out is that 
because some of us-and I think there are an increasing number of 
us-as we learn about and become more sophisticated about the whole 
problem of drugs, feel very strongly that the whole problem has 
underlying it a number of social issues, and because of controversy 
over these social issues it is extremely difficult to deal with drng as 
drug. 

For instance, there are many young people in our colleges who do 
not use drugs, who do not intend to use drugs, who do not approve of 
drug use, who still d.efend the right of other younD' people to use 
drugs. In other words, they are bI~lllging in many otter social prob
lems, and it is very difficult to get them to talk about drugs, what drugs 
are, how they act, and the dangers in every drug, and I would remind 
you that even aspirin is a dangerous drug, .:. 

Every ch'ug, and I am talking now a,bout alcohol, about lllcotme, 
caffeill, about medical drugs, all kinds of drugs, are potentially danger
ous drugs, and I think this is the message that "we must get to our young 
pe~ple. 

Ohairman DODD. You are such an intereseting witness. I hesitate to 
tell you that we are told that we cannot sit after approximately 11 :30. 
I am anxious to hearoall you want to say, to pack a little more in hl the 
remaining minutes. ' 

Dr. Nowr,IS. From my statement, perhaps, I can in a very short time 
get in a little b'it more. 

Chairman DODD. If you want to come back later, that is all right. 
But I would like to hear everything you can get in at this time. 

Dr. NOWLIS. All right. " 
I feel that the Drug Abuse Control Amendments of 1965 represented 

a real step forward in their emphasis on the control of manufacture 
and distrIbution and their provision for a combined enforcement: edu
cation, and research bureau because, as Dr. Goddard has already 
stated, we do need the three-pronged effort. 

On the basis of those amendments and its thriving infancy, the 
Bureau of Drug Abuse Control should continue to grow in strength 
and effectiveness. I feel very strollgly the basic drug problem at the 
URer level is a health and education problem (llld not primarily one 
of law enforeement. To put criminal sanctions on the 11ser in oreler to 
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obviate the necessity for proving intent to sell and to force coopera
tion with the police is a serious infringement on the rights of the 
individual. It is police power which can be used to persecute, to gain 
vengeance, to gain political advantage, to silence opposition. The claim 
that criminal sanctions are a deterrent enconnters much contrary evi
dence, as in the current increase in marihuana use. Marihuana arrests 
in California alone were :tu,OOO in the first 6 months of 1961, compared 
to 1,500 in the Same period in 1966. The large majority of these a.rrests 
"\Yere for possession. 

It must be obvious that I recommend drastic changes in the laws 
pertaining to marihuana. I feel strongly that all criminal sanctions 
for possession should be removed. The assumptions on which the la,ws 
were based have one by one been proved incorrect. They are not enforce
able in the sense that [tIly large portion of users can be ar.'Jsted. There 
is little worse than a, bad law which is widely ignored. I would think 
that our enforcement agencies and our courts have far more important 
concerns than marihuana possession. I am, however, against legalizing 
mal'ilnuma at this time, and endorse heartily the recommendation of 
the President's Commission of Crime and the Administration of 
Justice that the Government support, stimulate, and if necessary, do 
the research that is long overdue. 
If you have time for questions I will be glad to answer them, and 

if you would like me to come back, I would be glad to come back. 
Chairman DODD. I ha.ve a couple of questions I wa.nt to ask. I do not 

know how many Senator Kennedy will have. We will ask what we can. 
First, is it possible for you to give us an estimate on the number of 

marihuana users; and, secondly, on the number of LSD users among 
the Nation's six andn. half million college students ~ 

Dr. NOWLIS. I have in my statement D, very qualified estimate. 
Chairman DODD. I noticed that. 
Dr. NOWLIS. And this is based on n, very inadequate national sam

pling. If we take the data that we have available, and recognize that 
it is not good dn,ta, I think we can state, taking the lowest figures, 
that there are at least 600,000 college students--

C'lw.irman DODD. How many ~ 
Dl'. N OWLIS. 600,000 colle~e students in this cOlllltry using marihuana. 
~ow, some people woulct place that much high~r and, as I say, I 

do 110t think the national polls that we have f.re adequate, but this 
would certainly be a minimmll. 

Chairman DODD. ,Vhat would be the maximum, what would be the 
upper limit ~ 

Dr. N OWLIS. I could not in all conscience answer that. 
Chairman DODD. 1\Thy do you take the minimum ~ 
Dr. NOWLIS. Because that is based on the only figures I have 

nYni!able, which I judge to be minimal figures. I have no figures for 
mn~nmllm. 

Chairman DODD. I see. 
Dr. NOWLIS. But I would like also to point out that if you think 

thnt the nse or marihuana is purely a phenomenon of the college stu-
dellts, I think you are making a very great mistake. . 

Chairman DODD. I do not think that; and I do not think the mem
bers of the cOlllmittee do. 
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Dr. NOWLis. Pardon? 
Chairman DODD. I do not think you should descl'ibe yourself that 

way, with bhe older generation. . 
Dr. NOWLIS. Oh, sir, I am a grandmother. r think that labels me, 

. and I cannot get out of it no matter what. . 
Then, I·thi:nk we, turn to a second group of drug users, and those ar"3 

the occasiollal use:rs, who I think n,re using drugs primarily as a:," 
escape from boredom. I would like to come back to this a little later 
because I think when we talk about reasons, that we may have a little 
better understanding of what is going on. 

Chairman DODD. vVell, for example, we are told that some students 
use amphetamines so they clm stay awake to prepare for an examina
tion. 

Dr. NOWLIS. We ITlad student panels at some of our meetings and I 
have had them say, "You do not seem to realize if I walk into a group 
and say, 'Boy, I have got an exam tomorrow and I am going to he up 
all night,' I'can almost predict 100 percent that somebody will reach 
in his pocket and say, 'Want a ,bennie ?'." And strictly- this, under the 
contemplated new legislation, if someone gives it to hl:m, will be a mis
demeanor. 

But to get back to the casual or Vhe occasional user, I think particu
larly in this group the 8ooi'al fadors are very important and we make 
a mistake if we read more into'it .thQ.n the usual reasons for which 
people use alcohol, go to cocktail parl;~~.;;. .' 

Now, alcohol i<3 legal; marihuana iHnot. And I think a lot of these 
young people feel in their own mind/I-whether they are right or 
wrong-that the casual use of small amounts of marihuana is probably 
less dangerous than the use of alcohol. 

Now, whether this is right or wrong I R!!l not judging, but I think 
we have to accept what they fool as ,a begiruung point, not as the 
answer. 

Ohairman DODD. Well, what do you feel? 
Dr. NOWLIS. I am. very uneasy a.bout marihuana, even though with 

the possible exception of alcohol it is the most widely used drug 
throughout the ages ,and throughout the world. I think we probably 
know less about the effects of long-term very low dosage use t,han we do 
of any other drug. And, I really am. more interested III the total un
pact on the student, w1th the relationship of the student to the law, 
tha.n I am with what I see predominantly as minor drug use. I t:Q.lllk 
this is one of the inost serious problems we face. 

Chairman DODD. Would you favor a reduction in the penalty~ 
Dr. NOWLIS. Definitely. This involves both my own personal soci>11 

philosophy and my gI-'eat concern for what seems to me the building 
up of a disrespect· for law. To put criminal penalties on a law which 
~ven the Presidel).t's Crime Comnlission has suggested may needlook-. 
ing at and to hava the minority report of the President's Crime Com
mission suggest very stronf:ly tl1!l>t we need to relook at the whole 
problem in this area. It is alinost impossible in a confrontation with 
students to justify the fact that in many States, the penalties for the 
possession of five marihuana cigarettes are greater than those for 
second degree mur1er and that in ~anl other States. there are mau:
da.tory sentences WIth: no opportumty for parole. ThIS does not hold 
for what most of uscollsider c!'imes against society. It is. this kind of 
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g person's respect for law that I thing and its impact on the 
.think are far more important. 

Chairman DODD. As you may know, there are bills pending before 
Congress now which propose to make unauthorized possession of LSD 
and other controlled drugs a misdemeanor. . 

Dr. NOWLIS. Oh, I think if this were passed it would be absolutely 
tra~ic. 
. Chairm,an DODD. You do ~ 

Dr. NOWL1s. For one thing, I think that we have not quite been fair 
in the mass media and in most of the discourses thlLt I have heard on 
,the subject of penalties ae;ainst LSD and other dangerous drugs. 

The real drug problem m t.his c01mtry is not a very small minority 
of students who are misusing drugs. The real problem is a total 
society which is misusing drugs. I do not think many people realize 
that i:f this legislation goes through, it will have the effect of labeling 
as criminals a huge proportion of our society. 

Now, let me give you an example. I was in Los Angeles last week€.~d. 
My plans changed and I had to fly overnight in order to make a 9 
o'clock commitment in New York City. Now, when I am on a trip like 
that and know I am going to have to fly overnight I usually take one 
Seconal, prescribed by my physician. I had no intention of flying 
overnight. I do not carry t.h.ese regularly. But I would have preferred 
to have one Seconal flying across the country between 11 p.m. and 
6 a.m. If I had asked someone if he had a Seconal for me and he had 
given it to me, he would have been guilty of a felony and I would have 
. been guilty of a misdemeanor. . 

Now, I think we make a great mistake WhCi! the only thing we think 
'about is the number who are put in jail. I think we need to think care
fully about merely labeling, whether they ever get caught 01' not, large 
portions of our population as guilty of misdp .eanors or felonies. If 
,you do this enough, you produce a disresptlc' lor all laws because in 
a case like this, they do not really think it 1S that important a law, 
they do not really think it applies to them. But you rtm the risk of 
;alienatin~ large portions of the population. This is particularly true 
·of the COllege student, and heavens lmows, there is enough alienation 
now. 

Chairman DODD. Well, do you think that as an expert-you cer
tainly are an expert on this suoject, certainly on the subject of the drug 
:abuse problem-you would say that the consensus of scientific opinion 
in this country would support the proposals to increase drug penalties ~ 

Dr. N OWLIS. The consensus of scientific opinion-do you know of 
;any large group where you can get consensus~' 

One of the things we must realize is that just because one has doctor 
'after his name, in this day of great specialization, he does not neces
'sarily have any extra wisdom about all areas. I think that those people 
who lmow and understand drugs and know and understand young 
people would tend to agree with me. A large body of psychiatrists, a 
large body of psychopharmacologists--

Ohairman DODD. Maybe I made the question too broad. That is really 
what I meant. Those researchers and scientists in your field. 

Dr. NOWLIS. Yes, but I think it is important because there are many 
scientists not in the field who are expressing opinions and really if it 
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is not in your areas of expertifle, it is more an expression of your per
sonal opinion, your lay opinion, than it is of expertise. 

Chairman DODD. This is not limited, I mIght say, to the field of 
drug abuse, is it ~ 

Dr. NOWLIS. That is right. That is right. I think one of the great 
defaults of the scientific community is not to make it clear when they 
are spea,king as scientists and as experts in a f;P.ven area and when 
they are merely reflecting their Jay personnl opmion. 

Chairman DODD. Well, what do you think about the academic com
munity? Do YOll think it would support further penalties or not ~ 

Dr. NOWLIS. I think we nee(i to define support. I think the academic 
community is committed to supporting the law of the land, although 
it gets very, very, very difficult. 

Chairman DODD. Well, I know. I am using words as I think most 
people use th-em. Would they approve of it? 

Dr. NOWLIS. I inink-again, you Clll1not speak for the whole aca
demic community because we have an kinds of colleges. 

Chairman DODD. 'WeIl, I do not expect you to, but you are in the 
field and you know a great many educators. 'What is their judgment ~ 

Dr. NOWLIS. I think the majority of them who have studIecl the 
l)roblem or have faced the problem would regret very much further 
penalties. I think that they have felt unanimously that the approach 
of the Drug Abuse Control Amendments of 1965 were a great step 
forward and O'ave us the framework within which we could work at 
an cc1ncationa' level, at a cOIUlseling level, even at :1n academic level, 
that we cannot do under these other penalties. 

Chairm:1n DODD. Now, you have worked with :1 great many law en
forcement authorities across the country. Do you think they would 
agree with your position ~ 

Dr. NOWLIS. No. I can state "\"ith great firmness that they do not 
agree. I have. spent many hundreds of hours in dialogue WIth these 
people. They are honest -people. They are sblcere people. They be
lieve in what they are dOlllg and the place at which we differ is at 
a basic philosophy of social control. 

Chairman DODD. Do you think the law enforcement position has any 
validitya,t all for increasing the p-enalties or preserving strong punish
ment in the case of marihuana ~ 

Dr~ NOWLIS. "VeIl, Olle of the points on ,,;111C11 we basically differ 
is the effect of strong penalties as a deterrent. I think if we look back 
on our social.history, we can see th:1t more often than not, it has not 
served, 'at least to the extent that they believe, as a; deterrent. Again I 
have to mention marihuana which at a Federal level has stiff penaLties 
a.nd in many more States, as I have already mentioned, has even stiffer 
penalties. In the face of this, we see a rapid increase in 'use. 

Chairman DODD. I get the impression that you :1gree that campus 
drug users are not what I would call cdmhlal types. . 

Dr. N OWLIS. I think on 'a few hrge cn,mpuses in urball. areas you 
may fuld people who become student.s or take advant!tg~ of being 
students for what I would consider criminal purposes. . 

Chairman DODD~ I :1Il1 spe::tking' of the general group. 
Dr. NOWLIS. I feel very strongly that unless one defuies criminal in 

terms of the way in which you set up the Jaw, in terms of the concept 
of criminal, that the overwhelming majority of them are not. If there 
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Mr. GIORDANO. A somewhat; new and significant feature of the traffic 
is the appearance of increasing amonnts of hashish. This i~ a ve~'Y 
potent; form of marihuana, and in the }las~ was seldom !~yallable !n 
this country .. Today, however, we are m~kJllg nuu:y haslllsl!- cases JIl 
SOllle parts of the country. The extent of the haslllsh trade IS not yet 
d0termined, but it. is unquestionably growing . .As more people use 
marihuana, the demand for the stronger substances will increase . 

.As I previously mentioned, most of the increases ill 11larilmann. almse 
ha"e been am()lig young people, principally dropouts from ,York or 
5(-hoo1. By and 'lai·ge, these people come from middle- and upper
income families Jidng; in the suburbfl, and I think we must realisticall y 
look at the problem ill terms of se\"enll hundred thollsand young mad
lmana usel·S. But, in spite of these increases, I think it necessary to 
keep the problem hI propel' prospective. The best reports we have show 
that only a small percentage of our young people are currently abusing 
marihuana. A Gallup poll conducted in the fall of 196,7 on some 426 
college campuses found 'that ~lllly 6 percent of the students had ever 
used marilnunut and 1 percent had used LSD. Many of these cases 
apparently involved mere experimentation and the number of chronic 
u~ers is mlleh smaller. The other study we consider anthoritati,-e was 
clone by the New York County MRc1ical Society in early 1966. It found 
a similar incidence of drug abuse in the colleges, gradually tapering 
off down through the high school levels. 

In searching- for the causes of this problem, I think it is elear that 
adv:oeates who encourage others to experiment with the drugs are a 
lllaJor factor. -

c"hairman DODD. ,Vho are these IJeopJe? Can you define these peopJe 
1110re accurateJy? 
. Mr. GIOlIDAXO. Yes. I think I call, :Mr. Chairman. I thin1\.' this in

vo1Yes indi"idnaJs snch as Dr. Timothy Leary, 1\11'. Ginsburg, the poet, 
Dr. Fiedler from Buffalo, who luts experimented, ancl, unfortunately, 
other pEmple, professionals and educators, who should know better. 
They are encouraging young people by indicatinG" there is nothing 
really wrong with finding out for yourself what this is :tn about. It 
reminds me a little bit of someb<?dy pushing you into a fight with 
someone else and when you are lymg on the ground and tUrn arouncl 
to find your friend is long gone. I think that this is what "e are find
ing today with a lot of people who are saying there is nothing wrong 
"ith marihuana, or that marihuana is not as bad as aleohol, 01' this 
drug is no more than that drug, and if you do not belieye it, try it for 
yourself. A lot of these people who do not use it themselves are; busy 
equating marihuana. with alcohol or with something else. I am posith;e 
this has caused a.n upsurge in the use of mal"ihuana. I thklk you can 
trace this upsnrge in the use of marihuana to t.he·time that Dr. Leary 
began speaking out on LSD a.nd marihuana. Very soon there was an
other group; theJi. thencxt, thing we had the LeMar organization, which 
is a,group dec1i?n.ted to legalizing marihualUt, and we had other organi
zn.hons spl'cadmg around the country. As these people became morc 
articulate, and as the newspapers, magazines, telcyision picked this 11P, 
we had it concidental rise in the use of mal'ilmaun. traffic. 

Chairman DODD. Very well. Go right ahead. 
Mr. GIORDANO. These persons have sought to 'ilssociate marihuana 

abuse with all manner of personal and SOCIal virtues. Moreover, their 
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efforts have !Jeen aimed primarily at youth, and particularly at college 
students, who are, by ancllarge, drawn from the middle-class suburbs. 
Tilerefore, they are not only responsible for increasing the problem, 
but also for helping to create it among socioeconomic groups where it 
did not formerly exist. 

IVe are, in a sense, facing a new type of opposition. The pf'ople who 
are doing the "advertising" for marihuana and LSD peddlers usually 
are not criminals. They are often well educated and intelligent. They 
are talented in debate and in deception. AU too often, their only vocal 
opposition is from police officers who do not possess their expertise in 
debate, or appeal to youth. However, we are un~lertakillg to combat 
this propagimda with a suitable educational approach. lYe have par
ticipated in the production of an excellent film designed fOl' young 
people. We haye produced new educational booklets 'and speeches for 
distribution, and we are beginning a program to enlist the alii of major 
national organizations. Additionally, four of our most capable agents 
have been assigned to public educational 'work on a full-time basis. 

The Bureau of Narcotics is seriously concerned over the increases hl 
mu,rihuana abuse on the Nation's campnses. Our principa,:l,mission is 
to concentrate our enforcement efforts on the major nationaffrJld inter
national traffickers and sources of supply. In this way, we are1!;ple to 
operate most effectively in reducing supplies and curtailing distribution 
to users. Since few major traffickers are actually operating 011 college 
campuses or in high schools, w'e are seldom involyed at that level. 
However, we always try to assist local police agencies and school ad
ministrators in dealing with their problems. WhIle we have read edito
rials in university papers opposing "snoopers" who come OIl the ('[un
puses to itlvestigate law VIOlators, we haye fonnd that most school 
authorities '~il1not knowingly tolerate a drug problem and offer their 
full cooperat,+on to onr agents. 

The current Federal marihuana laws provide penalties for the un
lawful sale and possession of marihuana. A person found guilty of the 
illegal sale or transfer of marihuana may be sentenced to not less than 
5 nor more than 20 years' imprisonment for the first offense. A person 
found ~uilty of illegal possession of marihuana may be sentenced to a 

, term of notles,;; than 2 nor more than 10 years for the first offense, or 
he may receive l~ suspended sentence and probation. 

There has bOl;ln some criticism of this penalty structure, particularly 
with regard to the penalty for pos8cssioll. Some persons feel that this 
sentence is unduly harsh as applied to mere users of marihuana Or 
youthful experimenters. However, this is not the mamler in which the 
iaw is applied. Our thrust is aimed at the trafficking element and our 
conviction statistics bear this out. In 1967 about 60 percent of all our 
marihuana defendants had previous criminal records, usually for 
serious crimes. Their average age was 28 years. Nearly 70 percent of 
all of the,~ases :were for s~es violations. The remaiJ?ing yiolati~ns 
were for ]JOssessIOn, but thIS does not mean that the mdlvlduals lll
volved were not traffickers. We frequently apprehend violators in 
possession of large quantities of marIhuana, clearly destined ;for the 
market. If there were no possession penalties, these persons would 
escape justice~ . . 

4-s you know, the :functions of d.rug law enforcement are presently 
splIt bet',veenthe Bureau of 1:'1 arcotlCs'm the Treasury Department and 

. i 
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the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control in the Department of Health, Edu
cation, and WeHare. At this point, I would like to deal briefly with the 
President's plan for the reorganization of these two agencies. Presently, 
the Bureau of N arcoties has jurisdiction over the narcotic drugs and 
marihuana, while the Bureau of Drug Abuse COIl!trol has jurisdiction 
over the barbiturates, amphetamines, tranquilizers, and hallucinogenic 
drugs. Under the President's plan, both agencies will be combined in 
a single agency under the Justice Department, to be known as tIle 
Bureau of N arcoties and Dan~erous Drugs. This plan will have a great 
impact on the enforcement of the Nation's drug laws, It will combine 
the talents and efforts of both agencies in a unified atto-ck on the 
traffic. 

There are many important benefits to the Nation in this plan. In 
the first place, we must recognize the practical need for it. Patterns 
of drug abuse frequently involve the use of several drugs. We find 
that marihuana and LSD are often used by the same persons. The 
link bp.tween marihuana and heroin has been firmly established, but 
many authorities also agree that using' marihuana frequently leads 
to LSD abuse. Even heroin addicts, m the early stages] use other 
dru~s, such as barbiturates, tranquilizers, or amphetammes. Many 
traffickers, therefore, deal in a range of drugs. Some, of course, are 
exclusive dealers, such as the high-level heroin trafficker. Neverthe
less, it is clear that patterns in the drug traffic often do not respect 
the division which we have made in our drug laws and enforcement 
agencies. 

Another important arE\a is the benefit we will gain by unifying our 
educational efforts. We will be able to undertake larger, more effective 
programs. It is necessary to present the whole spectrum of drug abuse 
to young people in the way that they find it in the streets. In short, 
our educational programs must reflect the broad perspective which 
only a unified approach can develop. 

'l'here are two final points with which I would like to deal. 
Chairman DODD. Before you go to tho,se final points, I want to inter

rupt you. Let me make an observation, first. I think t.his subcommit
tee is faced with a confusing situation. We are going to have more wit
nesses, and you are certainly one of the outstanding experts. Yester
day, Dr. Goddard was here, and he is an outstanding expert in his field. 
I asked him yesterday if he was against punishment ror the 
possession of heroin and he said he was. He did not think the posse.ssor 
of heroin should be punished. 

Mr. GIORDANO. Should not be ~ 
Chairman DODD. Should not be. I think his attitude is that he is a 

sick person who needs help rather than punishment. Dr. Nowlis, who 
was here this morning, feels generally of the same opinion. Now, you 
have a contrary view. > 

Mr. GIORDANO. Yes, I do. 
Chairman DODD. Will you tell us a little more clearly why ~ 
~:l.l'. GIORDANO. Yes, I will, Mr. Chairman, and I think there has to 

be a littlE? bit of explanation. For the user of heroin or the user -of 
marihuana, there is no State violation, there is no Federal violation. 
But there are penalties for possession. As I indicated earlier, I am in 
favor of a possession penalty for heroin. I am in favor of a possession 
penalty for marihuana. We have many, many cases involving an indi-
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vidual in possession of quantities of marihuana. If we had no posses
sion penalty, this individual who is a trafficker would go free. 

I believe, Mr. Chairman, the last time I ap'peareLl before you was in 
connectioll with the Narcotic Addict RehabilItatioll Act of 1966, which 
as I recall, you sponsored on the Senate side. 

Chairman DODD. Yes. 
Mr. GIORDANO. I supported tha.t. I support treatment for addicts but, 

at the same time, we have to have a J?ossession penalty for heroin and 
narcotic.s. We have to have a posseSSIOn penalty for marihuana or we 
are not going to be a,ble to control the traffickers and the sources. 

Chairro.an DODD. I assume you include LSD -and other similar dan
gerous drugs ~ 

Mr. GIORDANO. I include LSD and I include dangerous drugs. 
I think the congressional studies alone that have been made, starting 

with Congressman Boggs' committee and your study over the years in 
this area, have indicated that this dangerous drug problem is not going 
away. At the time of the c1rllg amenc1inents-I believe this was 1965-':" 
there was a lot of discussion that maybe there should be just a misde
meanor for the seller and no penalty for possession. 

Wen, the:>e amendments have not improved the situation. At least 
California figures so indicate. The public does not want drugs used and 
abused. They want to keep them away from people, but you cannot 
reduce the availa.bility without a penulty for someone who is in 
possession of large quantities. 

Now to get back to the administration's bill-and just recen'!;ly on 
this-it is my understanc1ing that the bill that is before Oongress is 
aimed at the trafficker and the large distributors. 

Ohairman DODD. Yes. I think tha,t is accurate. 1-Ve will be intro-
ducing QUI' own subcommittee hill. 

Mr. GroIIDANo. That will be on LSD and dangerous dmgs ~ 
'Chairman DODD. Yes. 
Mr. GIORDANO. Mr. Chairman, there are two final points with which 

I would like to deal. They both involve legislation which wi]] be pro
posed ,to the Congress in the near future. First is the ma'tter 'Of syn
thetic tetrahydrocannabinol, which is llot covered by any 'Of the eXIst
ing la.ws. This is a. new C0l111)'Ound which has 'Only recently been 
synthesized. It has not ,been found in the illicit 'traffic and, in fact, only 
a few scientists can ma,ke it, utilizing very sophisticated equipment. 
N evel;theless, it is a powerful 'and dangerous hallucinogenic drug 
which should be contl.'Olled now, in advance 'Of potential abuse pr'Ob
lems. The administration will soon 'Offer an amendment to the Ma.ri
huana. Tax Act for the purpose 'Of including ,the substance within 
presen't contr'Ols. . 

The Presic1ent has alreac1y offerec1new legislation to rectify the pres
ently inadequate controls 'Over LSD and 'Other dangerous chugs. Under 
his proposal, unlawful sale or manufactuteofthese drugs will be made 
a felony' and possessi'On will be I,nade a misdemeanor. At present, 
unlawf~l] sale is usually a misdemeanor, (mel poSSessioll may carry no 
penalt;ii' v~ all. As a consequence, the sentences which have been meted 
out to .traffickers and manufacturers are of no deterrent value. They 
have b.!renllone 'Of the incentives 'Out of the business and do not evell 
take the violators 'Out of the business for long. Mnch 'Of the effort of a 
~e team0~ in~es~i¥a't?rs, there~'O~e, has servec1 l.ittle purpose. This 
Plece of leglslwGJ.6n IS, III my opmwn, of utmost Importance. 
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In conclusion, I think that the existing 'laws, with the measures 
which are now being proposed, deserve the support of those who are 
concerned with effective law enforcement. It is a plan of positive ac
tion. Other changes may be needed later as· we gain experience and 
knowledge from the consolidation of ,the whole drug problem in the 
new agency. But, at this ,time, I do not feel tha<t any nmther changes 
in present laws are required. 

Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. . 
Ohairman DODD. Thank you very much, Oommissioner. We heard 

testimony yest.erday and :today from witnesses who seem to be very in
terested in comparing ,'the use of alcohol 'wrth the use of marihuana. 
How do you equate 'the use of marihuana wrth the use of alcohol ~ 

Mr. GIORDANO. \Vell, I think this is a most unfortunate comparison 
because, as far as I am concerned, they are totally different substances, 
pharnlacologically. I t·hink that one of the things ,t.hrut even the people 
who 'try:to make a comparison will acknowledge is that a person driIik
ing alcohol does not necessarily drink it to get intoxicated, but, for the 
majority of !the individuals using marihuana, ,this is precisely the pur
pose: to become intoxicated. I would like to submit for the record here 
a repol1t which I am sure the committee ,vould be interested in revie.w
ing. Lt is "Drug Dependence: Us Significance and OharaCiteristics," 
prepared by Dr. Eddy, Dr. Halbach, Dr. Isbell, and Dr. Seevers. They 
were conneoted wi,th .the 'W orId HeaHh Organization Expert Oommit
tee. Dr. Eddy and Dr. Isbell were on the Expert Oommit-tee at the time 
of the dra,fiting of the Single Oonvention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, 
when it was determined thwt marihuana was dangerous enough Ito be 
completely controlled by international controls and, in fact, even placed 
in a special category and, I think they explain here the effects of 
marihuana better than I could: ' 

The harm to society derived from abuse of cannabis rests ill the economic con
sequences of the impairment of the individual's social functions and his enhanced 
proneness to social and antisocial behavior. 

The repol1t !talks about the psychotic episodes that can be developed 
by cannabis. It talks about the distortion of space and time, and im
pairment of judgment and memory, distortion of emotional respon-
sibmty, irritability, and confu~io? .. '.. 
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Mr. GIORDANO. Also, Mr. Chairman, it describes drug dependence of 
the amphetamine type and barbiltura1tetype. . 

Chairman DODD. Let me ask you a question. Do you think the pell-
alties £01' possession. of maril1l1ana are reasonahle? 

Mr. GIORDANO. Yes, I do. 
Chairman DODD. They are quite severe, are they not? 
Mr. GIORDANO. They aro severe, but marihuana has no medical use at 

this time. H has 110 conunercial use. It has absolutely no use whatso
ever. It is a dangerous. drug; aml in my opinion-and I am talking now 
of I/;he Federal pena1tIes-I do nat think they are overly harsh. I may 
point out that some of the witnesses forget that, lU1der the Federal 
statute, up to 18 years old., an individual is treated llS a. juvenile del ill
quent and there is no criminal record tha,t ,vould interfere with his 
future, so I think this mrlst be taken into consideration. 

Chairman DODD. 'Vhat:. bothers me, and I expect other members of 
the subcommit.tee and staff, is that it is a matter of penalty. If you feel, 
as you say you do, that :the penalty for possession of marihuana is not 
1/;00 severe, hQW would you feel abouUhe penal,ty for possession of LSD, 
which is a much more d!tngerous drug? 

Mr. GIORDANO. 1£ we are -talking about the marihuana 'that is a,yail
able in the Uni-ted StuJtes, most of it comes from Mexico. I think we 
have to consider -thale this is a very dilu-ted substance as compared to 
hashish. Lt can be harvested ill such a. way 'tha'G just Ithe flowering tops 
are used and it is a much stronger substance. Or the aCitive ingredient 
teJtrahydrocalUlabinol call be produced, which is just as dangerous 
as LSD. 

Chairman DODD. ,Vell, I use the term LSD as it is commonly used. 
Mr. GIORDANO. The question is \"hy not stronger penalties forI..lSD. 

First of all, we have no possessioh penalties. I think the administra
tion's bill is a step forward at least .. 

Chairman DODD. I do nat think you get my point. Accepting your 
reasoning thaI/; marihuana. is a. dangerous drug and that penalties are 
not. too severe for possession and sale, do you grade the danger of drugs 
with respect tO'the pel1aHies imposed? If LSD is a mllch more dang-er
ons drug, shouldl1ot. there be a. much more seyere penalty attached to 
p:eactioing in it or possession of it ? , 

Mr. GIORDANO'. Well, I will have to' ans,,,er it this way: I think my
self that the penalties for LSD should be equivalent to marihua11a, 
because Ithe Mtive ingredient in marihuana is somew]uit less potenlt . 
,than LSD. As I indica-ted, the proposed penalrties are it move up, a sort 
of a cO'lll.promise from llothing to' midway in 'the sentencing struoture. 

Chaiml1an DODD. I wanted to get your view on the record. Can yon 
ten us, in your judgment, what are the main reasons for the apparently 
increasing rate of marihuana use throughout the country? 

Mr. GroRDANo. ,Vell, I think again the main reason, as'I indicated, 
is the growing permissiye attitude. '. 

ChaIrman DODD. YO'U gave l:S some reason but I thought you might 
want to add to that. . 

Mr. GroRDANO'. NO'. I think I .pretty wellcovel'ed it, I feel that tr~ 
main reason for the increase is because of the views expressed by cel:
tain influential illdividlUtls as to the :fact that marihuana is not n. very 
dangerous drug and that eyel'Y person should detet'niine fO'r himself 
whether he should use it. . 

't\. ( 
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Chairman DODD. You c!tn see what a .problem we have. Here is a 
man like Dr. Goddard who just takes a completely o.ppo~ite view, and 
Dr. Nowlis1 and I am sure there are others. Do you consIdcr these i;wo 
critics qualrficd to make jUdgmcnts on this subject? 

1fr. GIORDANO. 1)Tel1) I certainly feel that they are qualified but, 
j~lsl; like anything else, I do not necessarily agree with their conclu
SIOns. 

Chairman DODD. 1Vell, I did not mean to· ask a question which would 
lead you to rive the ap.pearance of criticism. That was not my inten
tion. But Y01~ are an expert, t.hey arc experts, and you come to entirely 
conflicting opinions. It is awfully hard for us to know what view to 
take. 

:\Ir. GIORDANO. 1VeH, all I can do, Mr. Chairman, is give you my 
views anclmy experience and what I believe is needed,. and try to an
swer the questions to the bcst of my ability. 

Chairman DODD. Do not misunderstand me. I highly value your 
opinion. As you know, "'e have worked with you and consider you an 
outstanding expert. . 

Is there any credible evidence that the Federal marihuana laws 
should be rcvised, that yon know of; either be made more severe or 
less severe? 

Mr. GIORDANO. No. I will say this, which is in the ·whole mnge of 
drug laws. The President in his message mentioned the reorganization 
and increasing the ,penalties on LSD and other drugs. He has also 
referred this whole problem to the National Commission on Reform 
of the Federn,l Criminal Laws which I believe is chaired by Governor 
Brown, and so this whole !trelL is going to be evaluated again. In fact, 
as I think the chairman knows, these laws are constantly being re
viewed,penalties and everything, and committees have been taklllg a 
second look every few years. Our last look at the marihuana l:1w was 
in connection with your bill, Mr. Chairman, at which time the parole 
provision was restored for violation of the Marihuana Ta·x Act. 
Prior to 1966, for It seller or a second or It third offender, parole was not 
availablc. So, there was a modification at that time. 

Chairman DODD. I have observed, and I am sure you have, too, 
that the Stnte laws with respect to marihuana are being challcnged 
in tt numbcr of instances in a way which I do not recall in the past. 
I am told that this is true in some 30 Statcs. 

IVIr. GroHnsNo. I think the main reason they are being challenged, 
although the defense attorncys are making other points in connection 
with it, I think the maillreason for the challenge is because marihuana 
under the State laws is usually in the Uniform Narcotics Act and 
l11ltrihualla is c1cHlled as a "narcotic." It is not so undcr the :Federal 
law. 

Now, under the State laws, it is being challenged on the basis that 
i~ should not be c~assifiec1 as a narcotic. This is actually a legal defini
hon, not llecessal'lly tt medical one, but they are still challenO"inO" it. 
I.think the c.ommittee s~lOnld ~lave ava~la~le. a ruling in cOl~~ection 
WIth ·a case 'lll Boston lllvolvll1g two mdlvlduals named LeIS and 
1Yeiss. The law w~s chal1engec1 as being unconstitutiona~. It was 
challenged on the fact that mUl'lhuana was called a narcotIc. Judae 
Tn.nro .ga,:e his l'nl~ng, in. "'hich he ,,:ellt through all the challeng~s, 
and. chsllllssed theIr motIOlls .. In tlus case, experts on both sides 
testIfied. 

1 
j 
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'Ohairman DODD. Getting Iback to the questioii of how severe the . 
pena1ty should ~be for use and sale of marihuana, we lmve ,heard testi
mony here that, despite the severe penalties attached by law, there is 
an ever-increasmg amount of abuse of this drug. 'I'hat would suggest 
that the penalty IS not very much of a deterrent. 1iVhat about that~ 

Mr. GIOlIDANO. Well, I attempted to explain why I felt there was 
an increase and I suppose I should have added that this is in spite of 
the penalties. I think that if ,ye did not have the penalties the problem 
would be 10 times worse tllan it is today. . 

Ohairman DODD. And, do you think that if we made the penalty 
stronger it would be 10 times less? . 

Mr. ?IORDANO. No. I am not saying that. .. 
Ohmrman DODD. No, I am not saymg you are saymg It. 
Mr. GIORDANO. No. 1iVhnt I said is this: that we have had this change. 

I think that tJhe proper story will finally real'ih the young people and ........... 
I am saying we shouldllOld the line vdth wlUlt ,ye now have. 

Ohairman DODD. You talked about~ and others have talked a,bout the 
traffic over the Mexican border. I think a great amount of this mari
huana comes from there, does it not? 

Mr. GIORDANO. Yes, sir. 
Ohairman DODD. I think you said that the border seizures grew from 

6,000 pounds to something like 25,000 pounds in the course of 2 or 3 
years. Does that indicate that there is a greater inerease ~n the traffic 
or better enforcement of the laws? . 

Mr. GIORDANO. I think it is a combl~Ultion, Mr. Ohairman. There has 
been good enforcement and marihultna is available in Mexico. It is 
not yery ~ifficult to grow. 'rhe Mmrican .officia1s are atte!Upting to 
eradIcate It, but I thmk they are ba::;et WIth problems of msuffiClent 
manpower. . ..... 

We have increased our effort in working across the border. We have 
made large seizures there. The Bur~h.u of Oustoms has increased its 
efforts. So, I think it is a combination bf,both. 

Oh3Jirman DODD. I notice that you said that you are principally 
concerned with the bigtime operator, not the occasional user or the 
casual user. I am right about my understanding, am I not ~ 

Mr. GIORDANO. Yes, sir. 
Ohairman DODD. Yet., the penalties are the same for the casual pos

sessor or trafficker as they are for the bigtime operator. Do you think 
there is any sense or any validity in the idea that there might be a 
difference of penalty? , . 

Mr. GIORDANO. I think, .as I explained earlier, that our direction 
here was aimed at the trafficker and the sources of supply and not 
aimed at tile user. None of tJhe case~ we ~a~e were c~ses made ~gainst 
the user. But I must say <here agam, ·thIS IS somethmg that WIll cer- . 
tainly be under study. c 

Ohairm.ah DODD. Do you think the possession' laws are a deterrent 
to marihuarra traffic and abuse ~ 

Mr. GIORDANO. I think they are. 
Ohairman DODD. Your rea~on is that1 (iii you did not have it, the 

traffic and abuse and ;possessIon would Jje much greater. 
Mr. GIORDANO. I think the traffic, '~he ipossession, and abuse would 

be 'greater. Oertain individuals recogni:t!s'ltpatthere is It penalty, and 
I think this is a deterrent to them. I. < 

61-801 0 - 77 - 51 
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Chairman DODD. Well, this is an old problem of deterrents, of 
course. I wish you could tell us specifically how this provision of the 
law has acted as n, deterrent when the abuse is on the increase. That 
is, something more than just yOUl' reasoning that it would be greater 
if there was no penalty. Do you have any more concrete information 
about that? 

Mr. GIORDANO. I said I felt it ,yould be greater if there were no 
penalty. I think one example of the fact that the penalties are a 
deterrent is the figures in relation to second and third offenders. At 
one time in the narcotic traffic, prior to the stronger penalties on 
narcotics, two-thirds of the violators were second and third and fourth 
offenders. That has been altered to where today the figure is 85 per
cent first offenders. So, ,,'e have discouraged these people from con
tinuing to engage in the traffic. In the case of marihuana, in 1067, of 
the marihuana cases that ',e had, almost 96 percent were first offend
ers. Some of them ha\'e to be caught before they learn [1, lesson, but 
they sJ?read the word, and I think this acts as a deterrent. 

Chmrman DODD. You do considerable work in the educational. field 
in your Bureau, do you not~ . 

Mr. GIORDANO. Ye8, we do. 
Chairman DODD. Do you think you ought to be doi11g more of it ~ 
Mr. GIORDANO. We hope to do more. We have been increasing our 

activity in this, Mr. Chairman. In the past year, I think, as I men
tioned, in cooperation ,,·ith the International Chiefs of Police Asso
ciation, we developed a film. We have a marihuana booklet that we 
just recently cleveloped that X think the committee would like to have. 
And so we have been moving ahead in that area of education. 

(The booklet referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 10" and is as 
follows :) .. 

1 
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EXHIBIT No. 10 

The Dangers of Marihuana ... 
Facts You Should Know 

An Educational Message on 
Marihuana Abuse and Control 

from Henry L. Giordano 
U.S. Commissioner of Narcotics 
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~ntly, within the Unit'" Stat", w, have witn,,",,,, 
an increasing abuse of marihuana as. well as other hallu
cinogenic or "mind-changing" drugs. Regrettably this trend 
has been encouraged by a small number of misguided but 
highly articulate spokesmen, who have attempted either to 
justify or to excuse the use of such drugs. As a consequence of 
promotional activities by these spokesmen, many impression
able young persons have been led to experiment with mari
huami. It is therefore wise for every citizen to acquaint himself 
with the basic medical and sociological facts concerning 
marihuana. 

45.65 
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what is 

Marihuana? The technical name 
of the plant from which all marihuana preparations are derived 
is cannabis sativa (L.), sometimes called cannabis indica, 
Indian hemp, or simply hemp. The cannabis plant is native 
to large areas of the w9rld and its fibers have been uS,ed for 
the manufacture of twine, rope, bags, clothing, and paper. The 

, sterilized seeds are occasionally used in various feed mixtures 
and particularly ·for bird seed. Marihuana has also been used 
in the treatment of a variety of clinical disorders as an anal
gesic, a poultice for corns and in other ways. All of these 
medical uses were found to be either unsound, inefficient, or 
without predictable effect. Hence, the drug has been removed 
from the U. S. Pharmacopeia as well as the official drug lists 
of nearly all other countries. However, legitimate medical 
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research into marihuana's possible utilization in a range of 
useful therapeutic functions continues. Such research has 
never been prohibited by Federal laws. 

Under the Federal law, "marihuana" is defined to mean all 
parts of the cannabis plant except for the stalks and sterilized 
seeds. All other preparations of the plant, whether of leav~s, 
flowers, resins, or chemical extracts, are various forms of 
marihuana. The best known of these is hashish, a concentrated 
preparation of marihuana. In this count'ry, the term "mari
huana" usually refers to a preparation of pulverized leaves, 
resins, flowers, or combination of these, also called "pot," or 
"grass," for smoking in pipes or homemade cigarettes -(called 
"reefers," "sticks," or "joints"). We nowknow that marihuana 
contains a number of potent compounds called· tetrahydro
cannabinols which affect the mind and body in various ways. 

The strength of any given preparation of marihuana depends 
upon the amount of tetrahy~rocartnabinol which is contained 
in it. The strongest preparations, such as hashish, are made in 
certain areas of the world, particularly India and the Near 
East. A substantial quantity of hashish finds its way into this 
country's illicit traffic; however, most marihuana users cus
tomarily must settle for more adulterated forms. This is 
primarily due to state and 'Fegeral policing activity plus the 
general air of social condemnation, all of which results in 
making it difficult, expensive, and dangerous to acquire and 
possess marihuana. Thus, American users accept whatever 
grade of marihuana they can get at whatever price it is 
offered and whenever it is available. 

456'1 
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effects on the 

The con-Mind & Body 
sumption of marihuana produces a variety of immediate 
mental and physical effects which become more pronounced 
with chronic use. The 1965 report on Drug Dependence for 
the World Health Organization describes the nature of 
the intoxication as follows: 

"Among the more prominent subjective effects of cannabis 
... are: hilarity .. : carelessness; loquacious euphoria ... 
distortion of sensation and perception . . . impairment of 
judgement and memory; distortion of emotional responsive
ness; irritability; and confusi.on:Other effects, which appear 
after repeated administration ... include: lowering of the 
sensory threshold, especially for optical and acoustical 
stimuli .•. illusions, and delusions that predispose to anti
social behavior; anxiety and aggressiveness as a possible 
result of various intellectual and sensory derangements; 
and sleep disturbances."! 

The effects of the drug on the nervous system and brain are 
undoubtedly the most profound and constitute the greatest 
problem for the user and the ':lersons around him. Thes~ 
include the precipitation of psychotic episodes during which 
the user beco~es mentally unbalanced for varying periods of 
time. A recent study which described the effect of the most 
active of the tetrahydrocannabinols (abbreviated as THC) 
reports the following: 

"It has long been known that marihuana and hashish can 
cause psychotic reactions, but usually such reactions are 
as<:ribed to individual idiosyncrasies rather than being 
usual or common reactions to the drug. The data in these 
experiments, however, definitely indicate that the psychot
omime~ic effects of /:1-THC are dependent on dosage and 

1. Eddy, N. ,B.: Halbach, H.; lobell, H., and Seevers, M. H.' Drug Dependence: II> 
Significance and Characteristics, Bull. Wodd Health Organ. 32:721, 1965. 
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that sufficiently high doses can cause psychotic reactions in 
almost any individual. Psychotic reactions after smoking 
marihuana under the usual conditions in the United 
States appear to be rare but the low incidence of such 
psychotic breaks may reflect nothing more than the low 
tetrahydrocannabinol content of most of tht. marihuana 
available in the United States."2 

Those who have studied users of marihuana have found that: 

"Excessive indulgence in cannabis is apt to produce in 
healthy individuals and more so in susceptible individuals, 
mental confusion which may lead to delusions with rest
lessness and disordered movements. Intellectual impairment 
as well a:s disorientation may show itself in various ways."3 

Prior to the studies showing that tetrahydrocannabinols in 
appropriate concentration cause psychotic reactions, there had 
been considerable controversy over the connections between 
marihuana use and criminality. 

A recent report of the New York County Medical Society 
noted that habitual use of hashish is definitely associated with 
criminality, violence, and insanity.4 

A sufficient dose of marihuana is capable of producing all of 
the effects of hashish and even of LSD,6 which is conceded to 
be one of the most powerful drugs known to man. To resolve 
the dispute, it is enough to say that for certain individuals, a 
small dose, and for all individuals, a brge dose of marihuana's 
active ingredients causes temporary insanity. What each 
individual does while in a psychotic state will vary with the 
individual and his circumstances at the time of the psychosis. 
The importa.nt q~estion for society is no longer in what 
manner marihuana use causes crime, but rather how many 
crimes would not be committed but for the addition of this 
drug to the social environment. 

2. Isbell, .H.; Jasinskit D.; G')rodetzky, C. W.; Kor.tc, F.; ClaussCD, V.; Hoage, M.j Sieper, 
H., and von Spulak, F.: Mr:thod of Assay in Human Subjects and Results with Crude 
Extracts, Purified Tctrahydro(.~nnabinols and Synthetic Compounds, National Academy 
of Science-National Research Council, Committee on Problems of Drug Dependence, 
Minutes, p. 4844, 1967. 
3. Chopra, I. C., and Chopra, R.N.: The Use of the Cannabis Drug in India, Bull. 
Narcotics, p. 23, Jan.-Mar., 1957. 
4. Report of the Subcommittee on N.'\rcotic Addiction, 'The Dangerous Drug Problem, 
New York Mod., Vol. 22, No. 9, p. 3, 1%6. 
5. Lauria, D.: Nightmare Drugs, p. 32, 196';. 
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Marihuana 
vs. AlcoholSomo m"ihuana users 
have tried to excuse their indulgence by claiming that it is 
no worse than consuming alcohol. While alc~holism con
stitutes a major social problem, surely it is not valid tff'jrrstify 
the adoption of a new abuse by trying to show that it is no 

worse than a pl'eSl"ntly existing one., The result could only 
be added social damage from a new source. Moreover, mari
huana, unlike alcohol, is nearly always consumed by its users 
for the express purpose of attaining a "high," a disorientating 
intoxication. Evidence of studies of chronic marihuana users 
also indicates that a more dangerous psychosis may result. 

Another significant difference between alcohol and marihuana 
which has been given considerable attention is that alcohol 
more rapidly impairs motor coordination, thus disabling the 
inebriate. Marthu~ma intoxication, on the other hand, does 
not result in such r;lpid motor incoordination. This difference 
becomes very important when the marih,;:':na user operates a 
car, for cannabinol distorts time and Jpace concepts very 
radically.6 

,. 
6. Maurer, D. W •• and Vogel, V. R.o /'Iartl"ics and /'Iarcotic Addi, '"on, p. 243, 1962. 
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Marihuana 

& Addiction Theq_ionreg.,dingthe 
addiction liability of marihuana has been the subject of con
siderable debate among scientists, and research in the area 
still continues. Chopra found that, "Repetition of the dose 
developed into craving for the drug, and gradually there 
developed in such individuals habitual use and increasing 
tolerance which led to increase of dosage.'" However, he 
pointed out that this was in no way as significant as in the 
case of morphine-type drugs. Recent studies in England also 
uncovered a suggestion of tolerance and progressive dosage. 
Nevertheless, all agree that marihuana does not produce a 
dependence of the morphine type, and abstention does not 
~~sult in the classic withdrawal symptoms which invariably 
accompany abstention from ~arcotic drugs. The World Health 
Organization has recently chosen to discontinue the use of 
the terms "addiction" and "habituation" and substitute the 
single term "dependence." Thus, one may speak of "mari
huana dependence" or "morphine-type dependence" without 
confusion. 
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From a medical standpoint, this distinction cannot be over~ 
looked, but it assumes less importance when considering the 
practical social dangers of the drug. Dr. David P. Ausube1, in 
his book, Drug Addiction, noted that chronic users of marihuana 
will go to great lengths to insure that they will not be without 
the drug. Deprivation, he says, may result in "anxiety, rest
lessness, irritability, or even a state of depression with suicidal 
fantasies, sometimes self-mutilating a~tions, or aCtual suicidal 
attempts.» Other researchers have also observed that, from a 
pSYChiatric point of view, marihuana dependence is but little 
different from narcotic addiction.; 

Another dangerous aspect of habitual'marihuana use is the 
pattern uf graduation to narcotic addiction. Of course, not 
all persons who use marihuana go on to use heroin, but act'..lal 
experience leaves little doubt that a large majority of narcotic 
addicts began their drug-taking with marihuana. Intensive 
research conducted at the Public Health Service Hospit;;tl in 
Lexington, reported in 1967 by Dr. John C. Ball, disclosed that 
of 2,213 addicts examined, 70.4 percent had used marihuana 
prior to their addiction. This sample included addicts from all 
classes and profeS5ions, representing 46 states. Moreover, in 
those states classified as areas in which marihuana is often 
available, it was found that of 1,759 addicts, 80 percent had 
first used marihuana. 

As a result of intensive psychiatric evaluation of 80 subjects, 
Dr. P. A. L. Chapple concluded that the connection between 
marihuana abuse and heroin addiction could not be accounted 
for simply on the basis that both drugs are often available 
from the same midt source. The evidence is strong that the 
use of marihuana develops a taste for drug intoxication which, 
in turn, leads many people to the use of more potent drugs 
-even heroin. 

7. Chapple, P. A. L.: Cannabis, a Toxic and DanJ!O<ous Substance-A Study of 80 Takers, 
Brit. J. of Addiction 61 :269, 1966. 
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Control 

& Abuse in the 
Uni~ed States Today 

Marihuana is the subject of worldwide prohibition as expressed 
in the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs. On the 
advice of the Expert Committee on Dependence-Producing 
Drugs of the World Health Organization, it was placed in a 
special category with heroin as being a drug "particularly 
liable to abuse and to produce ill effects." The United States, 
which acceded to the Single Convention in the spring of 1967, 
has coctrolled inarihuana since the passage of the Marihuana 
Tax Act of 1937. Under this Act, the use of marihuana 
preparations is confined to bona fide medical research and 
industrial needs and all other uses are prohibited. A·person 
found guilty of the illegal sale or transfer of marihuana may 
be sentenced to not less than 5 nor more than 20 years imprison
ment for the first offense. A person found guilty of illegal 
possession of marihuana may be sentenced to a probationary 
term or not less than 2 nor more than 10 years imprisonment 
for the first offense. 

The efficiency of Federal, state and local law enforcement 
agencies in coping with -the illicit marihuana traffic has 
succeeded in preventing this abuse from becoming the major 
problem it is in some other countries. 
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This success has also, unfortunately, resulted in concealing 
from many observers the full dangers involved. The low 
potency of the marihuana which is available and the arrest 
of those who traffic in it have resulted in partially disguising its 
consumption as a causative factor in crime and psychosis; I). 

connection which is more apparent in those countries where 
use has been widespread and has been effectively deterred. 

In contrast to the social and scientific realities, the prophets 
of the drug experience make fantastic claims for the virtues 
of marihu!:ma. They would have it regarded as a "benevolent 
herb" which may lead its users to profound philosophic 
truths, greater social intimacy and keener artistic expression. 
These claims are often accompanied by otherwise valid 
criticisms of society's ills and hypocrisies. Such observations 
are designed to enlist the individual's sympathies and thus to 
convince him that the claims are as justified as the criticisms. 
However, it takes little philosophic sophistication to recognize 
that such virtues do not reside in drugs but in men. They are 
the prod1.!.~ts of conscious labor, and cannot be attained on 
the peddler's prescription. At best, drugs provide only mecha
nisms to escape from problems and hence to escape from the 
character development which would ultimately permit their 
solution. The spread of marihuana abuse can only add to the 
difficulties which already plague our society, not sol'l(them. 

The Committee on Alcoholism and Drug Depenaence of the 
Council on Mental Health of the American Medical Associa
tion in a recent article on dependence on cannabis stated: 
"Only an aroused and concerned public can create, mobilize 
and implement resources to deal adequately with as serious 
a problem as drug dependence in all its forms. , .. Frank and 
forceful public discussions, .t:ocusing on the futility and inherent 
dangers in experimentation with drugs such as marihuana and 
the consequences of any &ubsequent psychological dependence, 
can act as deterrents," and finally": "Marihuana is centuries 
old, but it represents a constant danger. The responsibilities 
of the citizen, including the physician, are clearly defined. 
The time to begin is now."8 

8. l.A.M.A. 201: 368, August 7, 19~7. 
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. (The following documents, marked "Exhibits Nos. 11 through 20," 
were ofl'-ered by Mr. Giordano as appendixes to his statement:) 

EXHIr.lT No. 11 

Marthuana violator8 reportea to the V:S. attorneY8 by the U.S. Btweau ot 
Narcotics auring calenaaryear 1966 

POSSESSIONS OFFENDERS 

~otal violators reported________________________________________ 114 
Age: Under 18 ________________________________ .. __________________ ----- ____ _ 

18 years old ________ -------------------------------------------__ 4 19 years old_____________________________________________________ 3 
20 years old __________________________________ .___________________ 7 
21 to 25 years old________________________________________________ 35 
26 to 30 years old________________________________________________ 28 
Over 30 years old________________________________________________ 37 
Average age (years) ____________________________________________ 28.9 

Claimed oceupation or avocation: 
Skilled vvorkers__________________________________________________ 38 
Clerical-administrative _______________ -----_______________________ 18 
Unskilled laborers________________________________________________ 10· 
Salesmen________________________________________________________ 11 Job Corps ______________________________________________________ ~ 6 
Entertainer __________________________________________ ~___________ 7 
,Student _________________________________________________________ 8 
Military _________________________________________________________ . 3 
,Other (includes unknovvn) ________________________________________ 8 

Quantity of marihuana involved per case: Average (pounds) _________________________ ._______________________ 20 
Median (ounces)_________________________________________________ 12 

Prior criminal record: Yes (54.4 percent) _____________________ ~_________________________ 62 
No ______________________________________________________________ 52 

Prosecution action: Pending _ .... _______________________________________________________ 42 

Dispositions: Dismissed ___________________________________________________ 28 
Acquitted ___________________________________________________ 4 
Convicted ________ .__________________________________________ 40 

Sentenced under FYCA '__________________________________ 9 
Received suspended sentence and/or probation_____________ 17 
Reduced from offense calling for mandatory penalty________ 14 

Sentence to be served in prison___________________________ 14 

90 days______________________________________________ 1 
2 years_______________________________________________ 4 

3 years _____ ~---------------------------------------- 2 5 years _____________ ,_________________________________ 6 
10 years_____________________________________________ 1 

Average sentence of impl"lsonment (months) ______________ 46.5 
1 Federal youth Corrections Act prescribes an indeterminate term, 

PROFILE OF POSSESSOR 

28.9 years of 'age; resides in a large urban'R'rea ; claims to be a skilled or admin
istl'ative vvorker; is not a student (only 2 students vvere sentenced to imprison
ment) ; possesses an average of 20 pounds, and a median of 12 ounces of mari
huana; receivlls a prison sentence of 47 monthl:l; has a 64% chance of offense 
being reduced to one not calling for mandatory ;penalty; has 430/0 chance of 
receiving 'a suspended sentence and/or probation; has 'fi 65% chance of 'receiving 
sentence not requiring imprisonment; has only a 15% chance of receiving a 5 
year or more minimum mandatory sentence; and is eligible for ·release on parole. 
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EXHIBIT No. 31 

~OMM~~SION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS 

Twenty-second session 
24 January 1968 

THE ABUSE OF CANNABIS AND THE 
CONTINUING NEED FOR STRICT CONTROL 

Canadn, France, Ghana, Jamaica! Jnpan
i 

Mexico, 
United Arnb Republic, United Sates 0 Americn. 

The Commission on Narcotic Drugs recommends the following 
draft resolution fo~ ndoption by the Economic and Social Council: 

The Economic nnd Social Council, 

Recnlling that the Singlc Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, 
obliges I'arhes to place cannabis under strict controls to prevent 
its abuse; 

ConSidering that the problem of 'the traffic and abuse of 
cannnOIs remains serious in many areas where it has long been en
countered: 

Observing that the traffic and abuse of cannabis appears to 
be spreadl.ng to areas where it has not heretofore been encountered; 

Noting that considerable publicity has been given to unauthor
itative statements minimizing the hnrmful effects of cannabis and 
ad':ocating that its use be permitted for non-medical purposes; 

Recognizing that cannabis is, known inter alin to distort per
ception of time and space, modi:fy mood and impair judgment, which 
may result in unpredictable behaviour, violence and adverse effects 
on henltll, .and that it may be associated with the abuse of other 
drugs such as LSD, stimulants and heroin: 

Convinced ,that inefficient controls over, apathy towards and 
lnek 01 ptlblic awareness of the dangers of cannabis and ito; con
tinued abuse contribute to drug dependence, create law, enforcement 
problems, and injure nationnl health, safety and welfare: 

1. Recommends that all countries concerned increase their 
efforts to eradicate the abuse and illicit traffic in cannabis; 

2. <'Further recommends that governnlents should promote research 
and advance adaitl.onal lJIedl.cal and sociological information regard
ing cannabis, and effectively deal with publicity which advocates 
legalization or tolerance of the non~medical use of cannabis as a 
harmless drug. 
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Chairman DODD. This has been a very interesting testimony, Mr. 
Giordano, and I am sure all members of the committee will find it in
formative -and helpful. We are grateful to you for coming out so early 
this morning. 

Mr. GIORDANO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is always a 
pleasure to appear before you. 

Chairman DODD. Mr. Jolm Steinbeck ~ 

STATEMKNT OF JOHN STEINBECK IV, AUTHOR OF ARTICLE 
ALLEGING MARIHUANA USE AMONG U.S. SERVICE PERSONNEL 
IN VIETNAM 

Chairman 'DODD. We're glad to have you here this morning. I look 
forward to hearing your testimony. 

You returned in June of 196''7, was it not, from Vietnam ~ 
Mr. S'TEINBEOK. Correct. 
Chairman DODD. You were in the Army. 
Mr. STEJJlTBECK. Yes. 
Chairman DODD. You worked then as a newspaperman and brol1d

cast millouncer for the Armed Forces radio and TV network And, 
after your return in June, you worked as a writer in the Office of the 
Army's Chief of Information in Washington. 

Mr. STEINBECK. Yes. 
Chairman DODD. I think I should point out that we asked you to 

come because your views attracted considerable attention and they 
are respected oy many people, I am sure, by those who are seriously 
questioning the laws on marihuana and their application. You have 
written a widely' quoted article in the Washingtonian magazine about 
the use of ma1'lhuana by the Armed Forces abroad which certainly 
adds another dimension to the growing use of marihuana. So, we felt 
that it would be impoliant to the committee and the Congress to in-
vite you to come and we are pleased that you did. ' 

I said yesterday and I want to reiterate today: this is an investiga
tive hearing. We are trying to get the best information we can. It is 
not an adver.sary proceeding. I am not trying to get into an argu
ment with you or Mr. Giordano or anybody else. We want to get the 
best information we can. 

Mr. STEINBECK. I appreciate that. . 
Chairman DODD. I invite you to go right ahead and tell us what 

you would like to say. 
Mr. STEINBECK. In the interest of time, Mr. Chairman, I am going 

to waive the vast bulk of my testimony and have it ent~red into the 
record. But I wouldHke to read perhaps the major pOi'tions of it to 
get my position clear.' 

Chairman DC;>DD. Go right ahead. I understand nO'ir that we may 
be allowed to Slt. I understood yesterday that we would have to stop 
at 10 o'clock, but I am told we may be (Lbla to continue longer. So, 
you go right ahead. 

Mr. STEINBEOK. I have agreed to give testimony today concerning 
the use of the drug marihuana by service persOllllel in the Republic 
of Vietnam because I believe ,it 1S the sincere goa,l of this subcom
mittee to eventually arrive at a realistic view of the use of marihuana 
by Americans, ~t VIew unclouded by any particulp..r moral opinion, to 
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couple this view with modern scientific inquiry and then, with this 
information, to instigate w11atever legislation best reflects public mo-
rality, civil rights, !lnd the nationa.1 welfare. . 

N one of this can be achieved, I think, without accurate information 
as to what marihuana is and especially what marihuana means to the 
people ror ,whom the Government would be passing any legislation. 
To begin with, it seems that the prohibition of. a substance or the lack 
of such a .prohibition involves the weight of ,Public o.pinion far more 
than commonsense or medical evidence either way. 

The ,popular acceptance of cigarettes, while we know them to be a 
health' hazard, is an example. I believe according to the American 
Cancer Society that it is a medical fact that marihuana is jar less 
harmful than the cancer-feeding tars contained in the everiYday ciga
rette w.11ich carries with it the very powerful addictive drug that is 
nicotine. Cigarette smoking, however, remains in the public domain 
of overall 'acceptance deS.Plte scientific evidence that the ,practice of 
smoking them is deadly. I believe that if marihuana becomes legal, 
it will.probably be the weight 'Of that same public opinion that matters 
again, far more than any medical Or scientific justifications, either 
way ,pro or con. I say again, it is interesting that society is now em
br Illg a chemically dangerous drug in cigarettes and worried about 
w1u;t I believe and the public authorities 'believe is a relatively safe 
one. I say again that it is interesting .to note how public opinion can 
change ,poison to water and water to !poison and it really does not seem 
to make much difference ,what the chemical makeu,p is. 

I do not cOID;pletely believe that .!t IGovernment or official survey 
into the use of an illegal substance like marihuana could possibly ar
rive at an accurate index or numerical figure indicating the extent 
of marihuana use in America or by Americans a:broad. With all the Ie' 

extensive official literature and tests that I have heard recently on the 
subject, it is still almost impossible to get a vague ,picture of the wide
spread effects of the drug. This in itself demonstrates some of the 
haziness of most official publications concerning marihuana use. 

In notifying me of the scoJ?e of this testimony, the subcommittee 
submitted a comprehensive lIst of questions which address them
selves to the use of marihuana by American service ,personnel in Viet-
nam. I will begin to answer those now. . 

The result of what I believe to be my sO,phistication with many as
pects of Vietnam tells me that about 60 ,percent of American soldiers 
between the ages of 19 .and 27 have eXiperienced marillllfLna by smok
ing it, and do smoke it whenever they think it is reasonable to do just 
that, taking im.to consideration their responsibilities at the moment. 
However, I think the figure daily approaches 75 pel'cent of the pre
viously menticned age group as they become more s9phisticated about 
the plant. I believe for the most part, and I lUlderstalld the mmtn,ry 
concurs with me on this, that it is a relatively harmless practice both to 
the military at large and to the individual soldier. 

The second questioil submitted to me refers to the obtainability of 
marihuana in Vietnam. Marihuana or Oanna'bi.s satlva flourishes 
throughout almost every portion of the world. This is true for Omaha, 
Nebr., not to mention the jungles and plains of Southeast Asia. The 
easy access of nlarihuana to American service persollnel is mostly due 
to the Ameriqa.n soldier's exposure to the Vietnamese national 011 all 
levels of his irNolvement in Vietnam. ' 

61-801 0 - 77 .. 52 
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Another question concerns the attitude of service personnel toward 
the use of marihuana. I assumed by this question you meant the 
average service personnel, and if they plan to continue its use upon 
their return to the United States. The attitude of most members of the 
Armed Forces to marihuana I believe to be a very casual one. A sub
stance that might seem a momentolls thing to a suburban family in the 
United States just is not to a serge<!.nt first class servingin the delta. 
The yo.u.lJ.ger soldier who probably has friends in the United States 
who smoke the drug certainly is as offhand about it as the rusty vet
eran. Soldiers who have started smoking marihuana in Vietnam may 
I)r may not continue its use when they ret.urn to the United States. 
However, I believe that it is more likely that they will. Under the 
articles of the Uniform Code o.f Military Justice it is illegal to possess 
marihuana. However, the violation of this code is noteworthy on the 
command level as an infraction of discipline rather than through any 
conno.tations of possessing drugs. There are too many military people 
for the command to deal with on a personal level, and so it becomes 
a matter of whether control of marihuana is a convenience or an incon
venience to the legal officer or company commander who has to make 
out the paper\'mrk if any action is to be taken against any members of 
his command. 

I have been among a great number of military police and legal of
ficers who smoke mariliuana, and so another enforcement problem 
arises right there. Also, if my figures are even nearly correct, then the 
enforcement of the law in any total measure would mean taking legal 
actions against tens of thousands of military personnel in a lo.gistical 
area, Vietnam, where such a thing would be completely impossible. 

Another question was, has the use of marihuana by sel.'vice personnel 
impaired their effective functioning as combat personnel? I do no.t be
lieve that marihuana has in any way significantly ilI.paired the effec
tiveness of American combat personnel and again, I believe the mili
tary agrees with me on this point. The Vietcong, whom we know to 
be excellent fighters and skillful soldiers, have used marihuana almost 
to a man since early childho.od. I have not made it clear, but I will now, 
that marihuana in Vietnam and by most people who use it is used 
mostly for relaxation, and a soldier with (my respect for his own life 
would never be likely to endanger that life if he thought it affected 
his functioning. And, I do not think that there is anyone who is in 
a better position to judge whether a drug is debilitating 01' not than 
the indivichtal himself is as, in the soldier's case, he is asked to continue 
to perform a series of tasks of a highly physical nature whether he 
uses the drug or no.t. 

It must be added here that from an evidence at my disposal there 
-i.s no indication th.at the effects of mari1mana carry OIl over for any 
great length or time arter .smoking. Certainly, rar less than the physi
cal effects noticeable in having too many beers the night before or as 
much as 12 hours after ceasing to use that drug. 

So you can get on perhaps with more detailed questions to me, let 
me just conclude with the recommendations. I would give the sub
commit.tee with regard to th.e control of marihuana. I have to 
concur with Dr. Goddard and. Dr. Nowlis about penalties being far 
out of proportion to the nature of the crime when we sentence the l1sers 
of lI>arihuana to jail. It seems 'to me to be ultimately ridiculous and 
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defeating to the philosophy behind any legal system to turn upward 
of what I believe to be 10 million or more people into .criminals be
cause of the provincial and prejudicial nature of our laws governing 
the use of the .substance. ' 

Chairman DODD. Thank you, Mr. Steinbeck. 
Based on your personal knowledge, how many servicemen do you 

know who are smoking marihuana in Vietnam? 
Mr. STEINBECK. I would say in my direct experience, from asking 

questions, and peoJlle that I knew by actually meeting them, p,bout 
300 American soldIers. . 

Chairman DODD. What percentage would that be of our total number 
of men there ~ 

Mr. STEINBECK. Of the men in Vietnam? 
It is a very minute percentage, sir, but I got the impression through 

interviewing these people, and I would only be exposed perhaps to one 
at a time while traveling throughout the Republic, that the vastma
jority of their IDlits also smoke the drug. 

Chairman DODD. I thought I read somewhere-correct me if I am 
wrong about this-you were quoted as saying that 75 percent of our 
servicemen in Vietnam smoke marihuana. . 

Mr. STEINBECK. I was misquoted, sir. My comments were that 75 
percent of a certain age group, that would be that age group between 
19 and 27, 75 percent of that group smoke marihuana. The age group 
of the American service personnel in Vietnam extends quite beyond 
t,hat. 

Now, what percentage that finally comes out to, I do not know 
exactly. However, whether this figure that I used of 60 percent going 
to 75 percent is accurate to a 10 percent figure or not is Il0t actually 
very important to me. I use it mainly a,s an illustration in morality, 
that if these soldiers whom we know and continue to call American 
heroes, these men who are serving their country abroad, smoke the 
drug, if when they come home 'we call them criminals, I think there is a 
basic contradiction in our thinking about our fellow man. 

Chairman DODD. I think you have a point there, but I think you 
would also agree that 60 percent would be alarming to the families 
and men generally in this country. 

Mr. STEINBECK. I agree, si.r. 
Chairman DODD. If it is not accurate, it would be a disservice. 
Mr. STEINBECK. The poll that you quoted yesterday which rE>ported 

that 85 percent of parents replied "No" when asked whether they 
would like their children to be using marihuana is probably an accu
rate one. However, for the purposes of this committee, I think another 
poll probably should be administered asking how many of those par
ents would iike to have their children put in jail for smoking mari
huana. I dare say that the percentage would be equallY high, that 
though they would not like their children smoking marIhuana, they 
would prefer even less that their children go to jllil for doing some-
thing which is basically very silly. ' 

Chairman DODD. Would It not be hetter to ask them how they would 
feel about somebody else's child since they are so emotionally involved 
with their own children? " 
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Mr. STEINBEOK. Exactly, but I think we get to a minor point of 
hypocrisy if they would not like their own child to go to jail but they 
would think it was exactly proper for somebody else's to. 

Ohairman DODD. Well, have you got any suggestion or advice to give 
ns as to why a considerable number of those you came in contact with 
in Vietnam nse marihuana ~ 

Mr. STEINBEOK. I believe, sir, that the whole J?hilosophy of this 
question, whether it be one of civil rights or not, IS the fact that we 
as a government or as citizens are trying to protect our· 00untry's 
youth from any physical disability and the entire position of anybody 
against marihuana, outside of perhaps violating civil rights with sell
ing and buying, is that we think they are going to hurt themselves by 
domgthis. 

In the opinion of most of the Nation's youth today, the major health 
hazard is the draft and not marihuana. Marihuana you can smoke, 
and you will be awake tomorrow. However, these people see their 
brothers never coming back from Vietnam. 

Now, if we condone a process which ultimately leads to the death, 
final deat.h of vast numbers of our Nation's youth, then we are very 
petty and prejudiced about them hurting their health smoking mari
huana, a fact that has never been proved. This poses a contradictiOll 
to the minds of the youth of America, and from their point of view, 
they would, I believe, like to know just exactly what the Federal Gov
ernment means by saying "We want you to grow up and be healthy 
and psychologically happy" and at the same point exposing them to 
a violent death from a machinegun. 

Also, if what we are Y>orried about is the psychological deterioration 
(1f these people by the use of marihuana, I question whether it is better 
for their health OJ··psychology to spend 10 years in jail. It seems to me 
there is a contradiction there. If what we really want with this legis
In.tion, and our interest in the subject is to protect our people from 
ill health, psychological disorders, then the penalties certainly do not 
do it. 

Ohairman DODD. If I understood you correctly, you said you came 
in personal contact with something like 300 or 350 who smoked 
marihuana. 

Mr. STEINBEOK. Sir, I became exposed to marihuana personally as 
a very young boy in New York Oity. In those days I was not par
ticularly in1'o1ve(1 with obtaining the drug. The places where it was 
obtainable were particularly sordid and generally a nest of what we 
would consider to be actual criminal activity. 

In the sixties, with the advent of marihuana use by most college 
stuclents, the criminal element of it had been ,taken out and as a result, 
you find college students and most people who smoke marihuana in 
professional circles not out to make a profit but, as Dr. Nowlis said, 
merely to distribute the drug among their friends. 

Chairman DODD. Well, I would1ike to stick to this question if we 
can, to get the answers on the record. Of the 350 whom you personally 
knew in Vietnam, were aU of them in this age group that you spoke on 

Mr. STEINBEOK. No, sir. I would say that about 80 percent of those 
350 or so people were in this age group. However, there are many 
professional soldiers in the U.S. Army and the other military who 
spent great time in occupation duties in the Orient and throughout 
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the world. When the original buildup in Vietnam occurred, vast 
numbers of--

Chairman DODD. I know that. Wha,t I am trying to get at is what 
is the basis of your figure, 350 ~ What percentage are in this age group 
that is most common in the Armed Forces in Vietnam ~ 

Mr. STEINBECK. About 19 to 27, sir.l,fost common. However, this-
Chairman DODD. Nineteen to 27. 
Mr. STEINBECK. Those 19 to 27 years of age represent, I would say, 

60 percent of' the people that use marihuana. 
Chairman DODD. That js how you got at your 60 percent figure~ 
Mr. STEINBECK. And through investigation, sir. In my capacity as 

a newsman for Armed Forces radio and television I had the oppor
tunity to travel throughout the Republic of Vietnam. I have come in 
contact, I believe, with personnel from at. least every battalion-sized 
unit in the Republic. In traveling, and being an enlIsted man at the 
time, I spent a great many hours in hospitals and flight sheds inter
viewing people about this very subject, and the impression I got--

Chairman DODD. How many of these people had used marihuana 
before entering the service, do you know? 
. Mr. STEINBECK. About half, sir. The availwbility of marihuana in 
Vietnam and the lack of any realistic controls whatsoever make it an 
environment where it is a lot easier for a young person to smoke mari-
lmana. . 

Oha.irman DODD. I think you misunderstood me. How many of our 
people who are using marihuana in Vietnam were users before tJhey 
entered the military ~ 

Mr. STEINBEGK. A!bout 50 percent, sir. '11he other half started using 
marihuana in Vietnam or at some part of their time in the military. 
Since I made my statements about the use of marihuana in Vietnam, I 
received a number of letters, and whatnot, from personnel stationed 
in other parts of the world, particularly the Panama Canal Zone, 
Korea, and Japan, and all these people seem to give me the impression 
that exactly the same thing is going on there. I do not find this sur
prising because the age group merely reflects the same age group that 
we know to he smoking marihuana in the United States. So, the fact 
that they -are in the mIlitary in no way robs them of their youth and 
the idea of rebelling with marihuana, and I 'believe this is avery 
significant cause as to why marihuana. is being used. 

In Vietnam marihuana has been used historically for centuries. 
However, we find in Vlietnam the exact opposite trends to what is 
taking place in the UnIted States today. Because marihuana is used 
almost 100 'percent by the tribal people in the mountains of Vietnam 
and about 50 percent of the peasants, the youth in the cities, that is to 
say, the generation gap there, does not use rnadhuana for the very 
Sllillle reason that American youth uses maI'ihuana, because the use. of 
marihuana to them reminds them of their hasicallyagrar.ian :back
ground and peasant background, and so they would much prefer to 
drink our scotch than smoke.their marihuana. 

I believe that at least 50 percent of the time in the U n1ted St3ltes, on 
college campuses, today's youth finds that marihuana offers various 
social and psychological outlets. They realize that marihuana, not be
ing an addictive'drugl can perhaps instill their i l1dividuality or offer 
them a relaxing experIence. It is a way to channel a good deal of their 
rebellious reeling. ,.. . 
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I say this only perhaps as an idea but iT marihuana were wtidespread 
today among my generation as it is, it is quite possible that the natur~l 
reaction of my ohildre~ and the generatIOn gap that will follow t!~IS 
will be to not use mamhuana because tJhey do not want to seem hke 
their parents. So, I think the problem is not one of the quality of the 
drug as much as the quality of the person who uses the drug. 

:Ohairman DODD. By the way, "lIhat is the attitude of the military 
command toward the serviceman's using tlhe marihuana? 

Mr. STEINBECK. I believe the provost marshal in Saigpn, in a very 
accurate :;tatement said, "It is a damn nuisance." 

Ohairman DODD. It is what? 
Mr. STEINBECK. "It is a damn nuisance," and I believe what he 

meant, not that it does not get in his way if he does not know about 
it, but the responsibility of making out paperwork or being asked to 
appear at Senate subcommittee hearings is to the military, faced wit-,h 
the problem of Vietnam to begin with, a damn nuisance and thE~y 
would much prefer that it were not brought to the surface since it 
does not seem to be botherin~ anybody anyway. 

It was my iiltention in brmging it to the surface not to aggravate 
them with controlling marihuana but aglLin just paint the obvious 
paradox that iT these people are smoking marihuana, then marihuana 
Itself inherently cannot have anything to do with morality whatsoever. 

Ohairman DODD. How long were you in Vietnam ~ 
Mr. STEINBECK. One year, sir. 
Ohairman DODD. One year. And how long were you free to move 

around the country ~ 
Mr; STEINBECK. The entire year. 
Ohwirman DODD. During the entire period ~ 
Mr. STEINBECK. I was stationed in Saigon for 6 montps. III those 

6 months I <;lid not completely have my. aotivities in Saigon. I would 
go out of SaIgon throughout the RepublIc for a day or two. And then, 
I was stllltioned in the field for 6 months througli the II Corps -and 
III Corps areas, and I believe I have seen just about every square mile 
of the Republic, 

Chairman DOl)D: Had you made a study of this subject before you 
went into the Army ~ 

Mr. STEINBECK. No, sir; and I would actually prefer in the future 
not to make a study. The subject of marihuana to most people -that 
use it, as well as to the people that find themselves controlling it, turns 
out to be mostly just a bloody bore. The problem is that in controlling 
the drug we }lave something to control, and I do not believe that the 
problem exists. 
. The only thing tha,t -would instigate me to make any investigation 
~ to t:y and spread a little more information ab.out the drug its~l:f . 
.1 he WIdespread use and 'effects of the drug seem to be very much lIke 
the intake of alcohol or cigarettes. I remember when I first started 
smoking cigarettes that it, was very hard to get through one and I 
became very dizzy. Unforttmately, now I can go through many with
out any ill effeots that are noticeable. 

['0 the novice user, the original effect of marihuana seems to be a dis
tortion of time perception, heightening' or different visual, optical and 
l11:d~o ~hillgs. But after it is us~d contmu?-lly for a while, these effects 
d1lllmISh and the user can functIon as he dId before. 
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Ohairman DODD. Do not nrislUlderstal1d my question. Do you consider 
yourself ali expert on this subjeot ¥ 

Mr. STEI~BEOK. I do, sir. 
Chairman DODD. I would like to ask you another question because I 

think we are going to have recess at 10 :30. 
On the first page of your statement you say it seems that the prohi

bition of a st;tbstan?e involves public opinion ~ar mare than common 
sense or medlcal eVldence. Well, do you not think that common sensu 
and medical evidence could play some part ~ . 

Mr. STEINBEOK. I believe, sir, it is the most valuable way to approach 
the problem. However, the common sense and medical evidence that we 
use to whitewash cigarettes and aloohol do not seem to have any effect 
whatsoever, and the common sense that I apply to a sihlUtion leaves' me 
in complete paralysis of the fact that there is no COlmnon sense being 
used at all when, as Dr. Now-lis says, tIle penalties for marihuntL in 
many Sta.tes exceed those of second degree murder. This does not seem 
to me to reflect common sense at all aJ;ld whell any doctor would say the 
consumption of alcohol represents the intake of protoplastic poison 
and we still use it, tlus seems to me imbues no evidence of common sense 
or medical sense, either. 

Ohairman DODD. On whfut evidence did you base your statements that 
I think you said it is more likely that the soldiers returning from 
Vietnam will continue to smoke marihuana than unlikely~ 

Mr. STEINBEOIL Because in ,the United States with what cOllt.rols 
there a,re and much of public opinion, it Wight be quite a gesture ill 
some cases, though sta .. tistics show not mucn at all, for somebody to 
start smoking marihuna. In Vietnam this is not the case. The soldier is 
out in the field or in a foxhole. He does not have Federal narcotics 
agents walking around his fO'xhole and he will smoke it.. After spend- ' 
jng 11 year smoking it he is probably in a pretty good position to judge 
whether he is sufferingallY ill effects from doing it. 

Ohairman DODD. This is a matter of your own judgment, really. 
:Mr. STEINBEOK. I say, "probably." And, when he returns to' the 

·Ullited States, he iprobably will continue to smoke it because 'he cloes 
not believe it, is hurting him. 

Ohairman DODD. Do YOll advocate the use of mm~ihunn,? 
Mr. STEINBEOK. Sir, I do nO't believe that any responsible person 

would be able to saJ' tJlat smoking marihuna is good. 
Ohairman DODD. Not good ~ Is not gOQd ~ 
Mr. STEINBEOK. I would nQt say it is not goO'd but lcel'taillly WQuid 

not use my influence to conviIice anybody they should do it 
Ohairman DODD. 1 got mixed up in your negatiyes. 
Mr. STEINBEOK. I oelieve that the smoking of marihuana is as silly 

an affectation oIcharacter as smoking cigarettes or drinking alcohQI. 
ancl if it is as silly, I think it is to be a great crime that we sllould send 
these people to' jail for doing something basically ridiculous. 
Ohairma~l DQDD. To answer my question, you do not advocate HSllse. 
Mr. S'l'}}INBEOK. I ,am not against it, sir, butT would not u~e what- . 

{iver respect I could muster to tell somebody they sll<~tllcl use it. The 
only thing I would like to say O'n the subject is that if I am a spokes
man at all conceruing it, I am a, spokesman for the people ,,,ho suffer 
through the 19norance about it. This is to say the people who might 
even go to heroin because of the inadequacy of the 11.1. ,,'S. . 
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I have come across a number of young people who went to heroin 
paradoxically, not because they smoked marihuana exactly, but be
cause they smoked marihuana, discovered it was harmless as far as they 
were concerned. They read the statutes further and found that heroin 
and the other opiates are classed exactly the same way as marihuana 
was and with this as an examjple, they then concluded that these drugs 
as well must be harmless. However, I believe. that the President's .com
mission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice in the 
spring of ::.967 says that. the amount of lll:,roin users without a mari
huana experience and the amount of marihuana users who never 
graduated to heroin, can never possibly imply the link that the last 
witness said was there. 

Chairman DODD. Very well, Mr. Steinbeck. We appreciate your ap
pearance. We will have to recess because of the situation in the Senate 
a,nd we will certainly review your testimony and think about it. 

Mr. STEINBEOK. Thank you very much. 
(Mr. Steinbeck's prepared statement Tollows :) 

STATEMENT OF JOHN STEINBEOK IV 

l\ir. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I have agreed to give testi
mony today concerning use of the drug marihuana by service personnel in the 
Republic of Vietnam because I believe it is the sincere goal of this Subcommittee 
to eventually arrh'e at a realistic view of the use of marihuana by Americans, a 
view unclouded by any particular moral opinion, to couple this view with modern 
scientific influiry and then, with this information, to instigate whatever legisla
tion best refiects public morality, civil rights and the national welfare. 

None of this can be achieved without accurate information as to what mari
huana is and especially what marihuana means to the people for whom the 
government would be passing any legislation. For it seems that the prohibition 
of a substance or the lack of such a prohibition involves the weight of public 
opinion far more than common sense or medical evidence. 

The' popular acceptance of cigarettes, while we know them to be a health 
hazard, is an example. It is a medical fact that marihuana is far less harmful 
than the cancer-feeding tars contained in'the everyday Cigarette, which carries 
with it the very powerful addictive drug that is nicotine. Cigarette smokiug, how
ever, remains in the public domain of overall acceptance despite scientific evi
dence ·that the practice of smoking'them is deadly. I believe that if marihuana' 
becomes legal, it will probably be the weight. of public opinion that matters again, 
far more than any medical or scientific justifications, either way, pro or con. 
rt is interesting that society is now embracing a chemically dangel'OU5 drug and 
worrie<1 about a relatively safe one. I say again that it is interesting to note bow 
public opinion can change pOisoIl to water and water to poison and it really 
doesn't seem to make much difference what the chemical make-up is. 

I do not completely believe that a government or official survey into the use of 
an illegal substance like marihuana could arrive at an accurate index or numeri
cal figure indicating the extent of marihuana use in America or by Americans 
abroad. With all the extensive cfficial literature on the subject, it is still almost 
impos!jible to get a vague picture of the widespread effects of the drug. This 
in itself demonstrates some of the haziness of most official publications concern
ing marihuana use. Because I represent no agency, have smoked marihuana, 
have been exposed to it in a variety of social Climates, and because of my per
sonal interest und investigation into the subject, I believe I have access to 
perhaps more realistic information about marihuana in general than any 
austere survey could deliver. • 

In notifying me o~ the scope of this testimony, the Subcommittee submitted a 
comprehensive list of questions which address themselves ,to the use of mari
huanu by American service personnel in Vietnam. I believe that these questions 
cover almost all that could be of interest on the subject, so I'll confine the rest 
of this testimony to reading those questions and answering them as directly 
and completely as I can. 

Included in the first question, "How extensive is the use of marihuana by U.S. 
servicemen in Vie,tnam 1" was the additional question of how I arrived at the 

I 
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conclusions that will make up the bulk of this testimony, and how I sub· 
stantiate my analysis of the situation. 

My year in the Republic of Vietnam was in the Army as an enliste!i man with 
Armed Forces Radio and Television, which is an information activity of the 
Department of Defense. I served as a newsman and a news director of the net· 
wOl"k throughout the Republic of Vietnam. I spent six months of my year in 
Saigon and six months in the field. I was stationed for over two months around 
Pleiku in the II Corps forward area, and Qui Nhon, the large Korean concentra· 
tion and logistical port on the South China Sea. I drove in a truck with one other 
man along the breadth of Vietnam from the sea in Qui Nhon, to the Oambodian 
border near Plel Djeraing. In my field capaCity for the Armed Forces network 
I visited many hospitals and waited long hours in rainy flight sheds with men 
from other units going in other directions. I believe that I had contact with 
personnel from practically every battalion·size unit in the Republic at one time 
or another. In working for an interservice organization my associations covered 
all branches of the military. I also believe that I saw nearly every part of South 
Vietnam with the exception of some parts of the Delta. I have a great many 
Vietnamese friendS both in ·the United States and Vietnam, and when I was 
last stationed in Saigon, r was teaching English in my off·duty time at the 
Vietnamese·American Association. All this is to say that I was not an average 
soldier in Vietnam with an average job. 

The result of what I believe to be my sophistication with many aspects of 
Vietnam tells me that about sixty percent of American soldiers between the ages 
of nineteen and twenty·seven smoke ~arihuana when they think it reasonable 
to do just that, taking into consideration their responsibilities at the moment. 
However, I think the figure daily approaches seventy-five percent of the previ
ously mentioned group as they become more sophisticated about the plant. I 
believe for ·the most part that this is a relatively harmless practice, both to the 
military at large and to the individual soldier. 

The second question refers to the obta1uability of marihuana in Vietnam. 
Marihuana, or oannabis sativa, flourishes throughout almost every portion of the 
world. This is true for Omaha, not to mention the jungles and plains of South
east Asia. The easy access of marihuana to American service personnel is 
mostly due to the exposure of the American soldiers to the Vietnamese na
tionill at all levels of his involvement in Vietnam. 

It would be best to describe the use of marihuana by service personnel in 
this age group as both chronic and sporadic. By this I mean that their desire 
or affinity to marihuana is as chronic as a Scotch.liker's affinity to Scotch, put 
the use of marihuana may be sporadic due to the amount of time available to 
use lit. The use of marihuana to a user of the drug is in amounts as normal and 
intelligent as the use of anything by anyone. :lfost intelligent people WOUld 
not get stinking drunk before approaching something important. Neither would 
it occur to someone who smokes marihuana to get particularly high when he 
knows that he should not. There is no loss of judgment and the individual is 
le:llt with his facility to decide for himselJ: when to smoke and when not to. 

"What is the attitude of service personnel towards the use of marihuana? 
Do they plan to continue its use upon their return to the 'United States?" The 
attitude -of the members of the Armed l!'orces to marihuana is certainly a casual 
one. A substance that might seem momentous to a suburban fanlily in the 
United States, just isn't to a Sergeant First Olass in the Delta. The younger 
soldier who has friends in the states Who probably smoke it is certainly as 
off-lrand about it as the rusty veteran. Soldiers who have started smoking 
marihuana in Vietnam mayor may not continue its use when they return to 
the United States, although it is more likely that they will. . 

In answer to the question "What is the . attitude of the military command 
with regard to the u,;;e of marihuana by service personnel?" I would say that 
marihuana causes au adniinistrative problem rather than a moral dilemma 
or health hazard. Under the articles of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, 
to possess marihuana is illegal; however, this violation of the Cocle is note· 
worthy to the command as an infraction of discipIine rather than through any 
connotations of possessing "drugs". There are too many military people for the 
command to deal with on a personal level, so It becomes a matter of whether 
control of the use of marihuana is a convenience or an inconvenience to the legal 
officer or .company commander who has to make out the paper work if any 
action is taken against members of his command. 

I have been among a great number of military pOlice and legal officers who 
use /the di'ug and so another enforcement problem arises there. Also, if my fig' 
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ures are even nearly correct, then enforcement of the law in any total measure 
would mean taking legal action against tens of thousands of military personnel in 
a logistical area where such a thing would be impos~ible. 

"What indications are there that the continued use of marihuana by service 
personnel has had deleterious effects upon the men, Ilhysieally or l):;yehologically?" 
I believe in many cases the use of marihuana has a psychologically beneficial 
effect on servicemen in a combat situatioT' Thi:; is not to l::ay in combat itself, 
but rather in the overall mental health of a soldier thousands of miles away 
from home at war with strangers. Becam;e it 1s 1I0t a depre~sant like alcohol, 
which can lead the mind into some pretty emotionally abysmal corridors, 
marihuanli. is a euphoriant, which tends to lead to an wtltitudl' of ~erenity, a 
feeling of well-being and relaxation. It is cel"tainly ·true that this is not the 
best psychological state of mind to be in when confronted with combat. Most 
soldiers who find themselves Ulldl'r the ('ffeeb; of ml1rihuana ill combat are 
either stupid and would be drunk in the Hallle circumstance:; without mari
huana or they are members of a resting element taken under surprise at
tack. It would not occur to Ii soldil'r to wear aftershave lotion on patrol in 
the jungle, must less to be !'moking a cigarette of any ldnd. 

"Has the use of marihuana by service personnel impaired their effective func
tioning as combat personne11" I do not believe that marihuana has in any way 
significantly impaired the effectiveness of American combat personnel. The Viet 
Cong, who we know to be excellent fighters and skillful soldiers have used mari
huana almost to the man since early childhood. I've already made it clear that 
marihuana is used for the most part for relaxation anel a soldier with any respect 
for his own life would never be likely to endanger that life if he thought mari
huana affected his functiol1ing. I don't thil1k that there id anyone who is in a 
better position to judge whether a drug is debilitating or not than the individual 
himself, if, as in the soldier's case, he is asl;:ed to continue to perform It series 
of tasks of a highly physical nature whether he uses the drug or not. It must 
be added here that from all evidence at my disposal there is 11(, indication that 
the effects of marihuana carryover for any great length of time after smoking. 
Certainly far less so than the physical effects noticible in having too many beers 
the night before or as much as twelve hours after ceasing to use the drug. 

"Would the use of marihuana in combat Ul1its be as prevalant as in noncombat 
units?" It has been the military philosophy of every army since the Chinese 
philosopher Sung 'rze not to permit combat elements to have a great deal of 
spare time, either to think or worry. When American combat personnel come off 
patrol they generally fall asleep. When they wake up, they are generally given 
details or some other duty under the supervision of their superiors. For this 
reason support elements undoubtedly do have more spare time and thus more 
time to smoke the drug j however, because many support elements are in the cities 
and marihuana is most prevalant in Vietnam throughout the countryside, it 
could be said that combat elements llave more exposure to marihuana than 
many support groups. 

"What is the atttitude of the Vietnamese population and officials towards 
the use of marihuana? Is there extensive Use of marihuana by .the Vietnamese?" 
At present there is, as far as I know, no effective law in the Republic of Vietnam 
controlling the use or sale of marihuana. Though there may be some' clauses 
in the new Vietnamese legislation involving the revenue receivecl from mari
huana, such laws are ignored to the same extent as most other civil controls in 
Viel ~am. About 1000/0 of the tribal people in the cel1tral highland region of 
Vietnam slllol;:e marihuana. This includes men, women and children. Among the 
Vietnamese peasants throughout the countryside I believe about 50% of their 
number use marihuana daily. These are mObtly the oWer men unc1 women of the 
villages. 

Though marihuana may be obtained anywhere in the cities of Vietnam, its use 
is not as prevalant as in theilelc1. There seems to be very much of a reverse trend 
in Vietnam from that seen in the United States. In revolting against their peasant 
background, the young Vietnamese of the city and his intellectual counterpart 
in Vietnamese government and SOCiety prefer to drink alcohol than indulge in 
the pasttimes of the common people. Thus, as marihuana may be used in America 
as an assertion of individuality, the Vietnamese youth refrain from its use in 
order to establish their individuality. Geographically; more marilmima is smoked 
ill the mountains than in the countryside, and more in the countryside than in 
the cities. However, even with this it can easily be said that marihuana is as 
available in Vietnam, no matter where you. are, as cigarette!> are in the United 
States. I also believe that 1', great number of officials in the Vietnamese govern-
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ment probably have access to a majority of the proceeds from the sale of mario 
huana to American personnel in the cities. 

"What other drugs are available to service personnel in Vietnam? What are 
their sources? Are such drugs abused? To what extent?", Besides lll.!I!rihuana, 
opium, and amphetamines or pep pillS, :fill the remainder of the drugs used by 
American servicemen in Vietnam. 'When I was serving in Vietnam I came across 
absolutely no use of the stronger halluCinogens such as LSD, peyote, or psilocybin. 
However, considering the growing popularity of these drugs in America this is 
no longer necessarily the case. Opium is not a favorite of American personnel. 
The intelligence level of young men in the United States military is a great deal 
higher than is generally thought, and it is common knowledge to these people 
thwt opium is a dangerous and tremendously debilitating addictive drug. Though 
it is readily amilable, opium is 'used in this part of the world mostly by the 
Vietnamese and Chinese equivalent of the American narcotics addict. It's interest
ing to note, however, that the vast majority of orientals who do use opium are 
over the age of 40. Amphetamines, however, paint quite a different picture. These 
pills related to methadrine are distributed by the American government to its 
personnel through medical officers, corpsmen, and survival kits. The drug is very 
popular, especially to the combat soldier because it gives him a super-human 
amount of energy and in this way it could be said that it is beneficial t() him 
but purely as a fighting machine. 

"What information do you have Telative to the use of marihuana in the United 
States? College students? Professionals? The so-called 'Hippie Subculture'1" It 
should be obvious to anyone who so much as reads the New York Times that 
increasing numbers of youth and adults, from every conceivable class and sub
culture, including police officials and narcotics agents, are beginning to experi
ment with the drug. To believe anything else is to display perhaps malicious ig
norance to the nature ()f our increasingly more drUg-oriented society. This society 
includes the sale of tranquilizers, which in America has soared .to over $200,000,-
000 annually. 

_"What recommendations would you leave with the Subcommittee with regard 
to the control of marIhuana 1" I concur with Dr. Goddard about penalties be~ng 
far out of proportion to the nature of the 'Crime when we sentence a user of 
marihuana to jail. It seems to me to be ultimately ridiculous and. defeating to 
the philosophy behind any legal system to turn upwards of 10 million 01' more 
people into criminals because of 'the provincial and prejlldicial nature of our laws 
governing the use of this substance. 

Ohairman DODD. We will recess this hearing now ulltill0 o'clock 
tomorrow morning. 

(Whereupon, at 10 :30 a.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at 
10 a.m., Wednesday,March 6, 1968.) 
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5. Oosts of the Pharmacological anit Biochemical Investigations.-Based upon 
the costs of studying the biochemistry, toxicology and behavioral effects of other 
drugs, we estimate that the investigation of marihuana proposed herein would 
run about $1.5 million. A full investigation of the clinical effectiveness of 
tetrahydrocannabinol should :run an additional $750,000. 

II. SOOIAL AND PSYOHOLOGIO.AL INVESTIGATION OF MARIHUANA USERS 

1. BW·1leys.-A national survey of drug use is currently in progress. Prelimi
nary data from a number of college surveys suggests that marihuana use (of one 
or more times) has reached 15-20 per cent of the college population. The number 
of student groups (including high school students) will provide some idea of the 
direction of the problem. Such surveys shou1d be coordinated by a 'survey 
researeh im'estigator selecting from a random sample of SChools that would par
ticipate col1aboratively in the study. 

2. Epidemiologic Datu.-KnoWll chronic marihuana inebriates shoulcl be stud
ied p~ychiatr1cally and medically. Such studies will offer clues about tIle hazards 
of marihuana usage that .<!an be documented in laboratory populations. Autopsies 
on known users, with particular reference to liver, brain and respiratory system 
are essential. Psychological test datn. and evoked potential EEG studies in known 
chronic users are also indicated. 

Of particular importance would be an in-depth epidemiologic study of cannabis 
" use in tIle :lfiddle East and/or India. The cultural side effects of endemic drug 
ll~agC' and the hazards to the individual need to he documented in these settings; 
previous ~"eports n"ere poorly documented. A visiting epidemiologic team (mod
eled after Public Health Service teams at the Communicable Disease Center) 
could accomplish this mission effectively. Data obtained here would be com
pared with user data in the United States atid with control population of non
mnrihnana using natives in the countries studied. 

3. Social Psychological Studies.-Social psychological studies of smaIl groups 
of marihualllt users in the United States should be pursued in order to determine 
the group and inc1ivldual factors which initiate and maintain substance use 
patternl'. Previous studies by Becker need to be expande<l upon In order to un
derstand mo~"e recent manifestations of the problem. 

4. Summm"y a?!!l Oosts.-'J:he purpose of these social and pSYChological stud
ies would be to determine factors leading to an<l factors associated with mari
huana use. The interaction between such use an<l effective human functioning 
will be c1etf.>rmined by investigating populations of known. users. In total this is 
a more co.stly operation than the laboratory pharmacology and costs could run 
as high as $3 million. The costs of effective periodic surveys alone approximates 
$1.5 million. Priority 11e1'e should be given to studies which define the public 
health implications of this problem currently in the tJnite(l States and of 
estimating the additional huzards which might result from a change in the 
law. 

Table of oost estimates for Ute elements Of a ?"eseal'ch program studying 
mal'ihuana 

Million 
Biochemical stuc1ies ______________________________ ."___________________ $0.5 
Toxicologic and pharmacologic stUdies in animals_____________________ .5 
Toxicologic and pharmacologic studies in man__________________________ . 5 
Studies of the drug as a therapeutic agenL____________________________ . 75 
School snrveys_______________________________________________________ 1.5 
Epidemiologic team studies____________ "._---------------------------- . 75 
SOCial-psychological stuc1ies___________ ____________________________ . 75 

Question 6: Does the presently ayailable scientific evidence regard
ing t.he characteristics of LSD und marihuana have any implications 
for any further legislative action with respect to these drugs ~ 

Research as ,yell as educational and treatment efforts conduch~d by 
tJle X~'UH arc operating- satisfactorily under existing legislation. 

ChaIrman DODD. Dr. Yolles, I think I asked each witness who lIas 
appeared here in the last two sessions oHhis llearing about the criIninal 
penaIt.ies attaching to the use and possession of marihuana or the sale 
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anel p~ssession both by the peddler and the user. 'What do you think 
about It? 

Dr. YOLLES. Is the question in relationship to marihuana? 
Chn.irman DODD. Marihuana. 
Dr. YOLLES. ,VeIl, having worked with the problem of hardnar

cotics ann having seen patients for quite a number of years when I 
WitS at Lexington Hospital, I am aware or some OT the problems. 
Howe\'er, I am here today as a medical scientist and profess no real 
knowledge, eXl?ert knowledge, in the area of law enforcement. I would 
comment that It has been a repeated obsel'vatiollnot only by the medi
cal profession but by law-enforcement officials as well and most recently 
reported by the Pl;esident that, to use his words, it is a crazy quilt of 
inconsistent approaches and widely disparate criminal sanctions in 
the field of narcotics and drug abuse, itnd we are quite enthusiastic 
about the notion that the National Commission to Revise the Criminal 
Laws, Federal criminalla ws, will be taking !t look at this to try to bring 
a more consistent approach to it. 

Chairman DODD. For example, you know there have been proposals 
before Con,gress to impose a criminnJ penalty of lip to 1 yeltr in jltil 
for posseSSIOn of LSD. I know you are not an expert and do not pre
tend to be in the area or law enforcement bnt based on your studies 
on LSD nse or users, do you think such a penalty woulel be an effective 
deterrent ?, 

Dr. YOLLES. ""VeIl, again I really do nol; luwe any knowlec1g(~ of the 
det'el'l'cnt efFect of sneh penalties. 

Chairman DODD. 'Well, I will not press yon on it. I understand your 
position but we ha\re to ask our witnesses these questions. 

Thnt, leaves me with another question I do not t.hink we have a,c;kecl. 
You are not a scientist, apparently. YOll do not pretend to be lmowl
edge-able on all subjects. Do yon think that, the question of deterrellt 
should be left up to the In;w-enforcement people for effectiveness~ 

Dr. YOT,T,Efl. In large part I susper.t, this is flO. It. is a matter of Jaw 
enfol'cC'ment· and deterrent trom w:;e. I cltn say this, that from a medical 
point. of "jew, we are as committed to om 'Previous position and it is a 
cOll.ei"tent position, ancI I stnJerl this before this (~ommit.tee in Hl66 
when I appeared. It happens to be the pOflition of the New York 
Connty Medical Soeiety, and I think it is wOl'flnvhile restating at this 
point,'in terms of the opinion at the National Institute of ~'fental 
HenHh, that : . 

No hallticinogen, LSD, mescaline, psilocybin of dimethyltryptamine, et cetera, 
should be a.dministered except by a physi~iall trained in its use, am[ that this 
should aplll:l' eyen if the current stllilie:4 show LSD to he of value in the treat· 
mt'ut of l1S~1chonr.urOfe", ;;exual pervel'sions, frigidity, alcohOlism or other 
illllcss('s. 

Byt'u u~e by trained phyf'icitllls RllOUlfl be lim.itc(l to cnrefnlly controlled 
experiments until incontrovertible data nre available documenting LSD's ef
firnC'y nlHl snfety. 

This is a dangerous drug and shoulel not be administered except 
uncIer very caretll11y controlled conditions. 

C'hrrirman DODD. I takc it that the New York Connt.y ~.ferlical 
Borictv would feel, then, that Romc punishment should attach to the 
sale ailel use of these r1ang~rous drug? ?ther than by prescription 01' 

other lise unrler carefnlmcchcal superVISIOn. 
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Dr. YOLLES. I think ,YO are all dedicated to the proposition that we 
l)[\,\'e to control the illicit distributioll, sale, et cetera, ofthese dangerous 
ch'ugs, and this is the intent of the administrn.tion n.t the present tnne to 
do so, and there has been in adllllui!:itration bills submitted an increase 
in the penn.lties for illicit distribution. . 

Chairman DODD. Thc poillt of my qnestion is \Yhether we should 
l'eduee penalties or not alld wlmL the rcasons are for doiilg that if \Ye 
make that decision. I do lJot think it will do much good to just S~~T ~hat 
these dangerous drugs should not Le lwaih\ble except by prescl'lptlon, 
as 1 would interpret what the Xmy York County :Meclical Society was 
saying! and then not attach lmy penalty for selling or using them 
without prescription. 

Dr. YOLLES. As you 'wi11 reeall, in 1966 it was tIle administration's 
position, and a number of us were here :md testified to that point, 
that vigorous eJlI())'c('mfl1lt or the drug abu:'ie control amendments to
gether with all ell'ective llllequute preventional program would be suf
ficie,nt to control the proLlem. It was al£o stated at that point i.n time 
that arter some experience with the administration of the laws in this 
regard, if it was felt that further changes in the law were necessary, 
that we would come back and l'(I(jUest them or at least the appropriate 
authorities would. Bitt after about rt YPtlr and a Imlf of experience with 
these laws, the pl'incipltl Jaw enforcement Ruthorities of the Federal 
Government have agreed that such elmnges are lleCeSS,ll'Y, that t11.t'l'e 
are further situctions necessary, and so they have come back to the 
Congress and asked for such chnngps. This includes a penalty for per
sonal possession. 

Now, I have the highest regard a11l11'cspect for the opinions of the 
law enforcement agents and in their opinion, if they think this is nec
essarv for the enforcement of the laws to control illicit drug clistribu'" 
tion,:r am heaJ'tily in favor of fle,eh meaSl1res amI I support the nclmiil-' 
istration's position who leheltrtedJy. 

As a physician, howevC'l', I am conccl'llC'cl ahout one Tactor. that ill 
trying to proteet ~he ill,dividual frol11 the. dan.gers of cl~ng aUlwe, 
through the operatlon of the personal penalty for 1)OSSeSSlOn, ,Ye do 
not inadvertently do him haI'Il1 hy pl'eyenting him from seeking lH~(1ical 
help when he feels tJ)at it is nec(;ssary because of a bad trip, because of 
the fear of incriminating himself. This is my principal COnCe1'll .1S a 
physician. 

Chair111an DOD)), I thi.nk it is a very proper COJlCPl'l1 myself. I do not 
l~now how we will work these things out. That is what ,ye are trying to 
filld out. 

Is .it too much to ask you \his .q~..lestion? There seems to, be ~ major 
conflIct so far between the sCIentIfIc and research commumty, In some 
substal~tial 1~lU11ber anyway, and the law enforcement people on the 
other SIde WIth ~.'espect to the control of drug abuse, For example if 
:ro~lreacl the testImony of Dt'. Goddard, Dr. Nowlis, and C0ll1111issio~er 
Giordano, yon will see this contrast thtLt I refer to. I think there ,yiJ] 
be 1110re of it in later hearings. Do you luwe any opinion about this? 

Dr. YOLLES. No, I do not think I could add very much more to what 
I have already said in this regard. 

Ohairman DODD. ,Yell, or course, I would like to know who has the 
better argument. 
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Dr. Y OLLF.S. vITell, there are parallels, not specifically in the area of 
detertents or law enforcement, and I think this is a problem that has 
been gomg on as you well know for quite a number of years. 

Chairman DODD. ThUit io right. 
Dr. YOLl.ES. There is a chronic problem, if you will, or chronic dis

agreement, for example, in 'the area of hard narcotics and marihuana. 
Does marihuana use lead to the use of heroin? The law enforcement au
thorities generally have taken a position which states simply that a 
large majority of hard narcotics users have preyiously used marihuana. 
The medical authorities and scientific authorities on 1:he other 11and, 
say, yes; this is quite true, but it is an incomplete statement. II you 
take the obverse of this and look at the universe of marihuana users, 
relatively few go on to the use of hard narcotics. There is some element 
of ,truth ill both sides of tIllS. 

Now, how you resolve that question is a yery difficult one to illlswer 
.rut the present time. 

Chairman DODD. I do not know the answer myself. Tha;t is why I 
-asked yot!. I think we ought to get on to the record in rthe minutes re
mammg, your views on the known detrimental short-range effects of 
LSD. What do your studies show ~ 

Dr. YOLLF..8. WeU, LSD use, short range, may cause uncontrolled 
anxiety, may cause psychotic reactions, and will alt~r perception, espe
cially time and space perceptions. 

Chairman DODD. Would you put that. in layman's terms ~ TV-hat does 
that mean to the average crtizen ~ W11at does it mean o11lthe street, on 
the cam pus ~ 

Dr. YOLLES.:r:t means that an individual who is on LSD will not per
ceive the reality around him, objects around him as they really are. 
There is a mer&"ing of the various senSes so that the incVviduaUeels tl~at 
he can smell Wllat he seeS and taste what he hears. It IS a compleJte dIS
tortion of reality and it is associated with hallucinations and delusions. 

Chairman DODD, We know that. Now, how much do you know about 
!the long-range effects ~ 

Dr. MILLER. There have been no evidence from the electroencephalo-

grChairman DODD. Make it Siml)le becaus.e, wheli tIns reco~d is printed 
everyone should be able to understand it and not just the medical 
society. 

Dr. MILLER. OK. In terms of the long range in some few individ
uals-exact; percentage is not known~there is a prolonged psychotic 
state, that is, the patients remain mentally ill. Some people remain 
chronically depressed over a long period. There is another phenomenon 
which is a very unusual one in which some time after having taken 
LSD, a person will undergo the identical 'type of experience he had 
under LSD even without taking the ch·ug. 

Chairman DODD. I read and I have heard 'that in the long run the use 
of LSD is more likely to lead to deformities or defects in fl1ture gen
era:tions. You have a medical way of putting that. 

Dr. MILLEn. We have detailed in our responses the research results. 
Chairman DODD. Ten me what you think. Is that so ? 
Dr. MILLER. I think at this point there is inferential evidence t1iat 

LSD can affect chromosomes. The e:x:act serioUi':mess or significance 
of this, particularly regarding future generations, I still think is hard 
to know. 
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Chairman DODD. You do not exactly know but you are suspicious. 
Dr. MILLER. Yes. There certainly is some inferential evidence in that 

regard. . .,. 
Chairman DODD. So deterrents m the form of new mformatlOn mlght 

be some explanation for the decrease. 
Do you think LSD has any legitimate medical use ~ 
Dr. MILLER. "\Ve are conducting research in controlled clinical set

tings where LSD is being used in the experimental treatment of alco
holics, of severe neurotics and other types of IJatients who have been 
unresponsive to other forms of psychiatric therapy. These l'eqearch~rs 
will continue. I think it is still too early to know really how effectIve 
LSD will be as a therapeutic agent. . 

Chairman DODD. Well, it was just called to my attention that when 
Dr. Goddard was here, he made another observation. '.rhis is what he 
said: "Research in this field"-that is, with reference to LSD-"is 
going on and"-and he went on to say at least 90 research projects are 
being carried out. But Ithou¥,ht these words were rather interesting: "I 
cannot share their appraisal '-that is, the researchel's'- . 

Appraisal that this drug is all that important because it has been under in
vestigation now longer than any other investigative drug I have any knowledge 
of. It has been around since 1942. 

Dr. YOLLES. I would like to answer that, Mr. Chairman. It is quite 
true, and Dr. Goddard is quite correct, that the drug has been around 
a long time but investigations into its therapeutic uses are very recent, 
and in terms of the mission of the National Institute of Mental Health, 
in terms of improving the mental health of the people of the United 
States, we feel it is our responsibility to investigate every new lead 
for a new therapeutic agent. At the present time, there is sufficient evi
dence for us to continue such studies. 

Chairman DODD. I see. 'Well, I want to thank all of you, particularly 
Dr. Yolles, for being here this morning. I am greatly interested in your 
testimony-I speak for myself. The last paragraph I think is very 
good. I fOlmd it Vf:;ry impressive. 

Dr. YOLLES. Thank you, sir. One last note, Mr. Chairman, if I may. 
I forgot to mention it. I have brought along tl1is year again, as I did 
previously for the use of the committee, for whatever use it wishes, 
a complete flet of abstracts of all of the literature on marihuana and 
LSD, which is available from the National ClearingHouse on Mental 
Health Information. This is the most complete file on material on 
LSD which exists in the world. 

Chairt .fm DODD. Well, that ought to keep the staff busy. 
Dr. YOLlillS. Tha:rilr you for the opportunity. 
Chairman DODD. :lvII'. Fitt. 

STATEMENT OF ALFRED B. FITT, ASSISTANT SECR]lTARY OF DE· 
FENSE FOR MANPOWER, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK A. BARTIMO, 
ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL 

Chairman DODD. Mr. Alfred B. Fitt was appointed Assistant Secre
tary of Defense for Manpower in 1967. He attended Yale University 
and received his law degree from the University of Michio-all Law 
School. lIe was on the staff of the Senate Judicia,ry Subc~mmit,tee 

~ 
I 
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Drugs useful in medicine require different regulations fDr their C011-

trol than those without therapeutic yalue. The latter, if harmful when 
taken by human beings, should be prohibited and their use, possession, 
or sale should incur penalty. LSD, marihuana, and similar drugs, com-. 
n~only kno,:n as 1 ",];lucillogenic drugs, have in my opinion, no recog
lllzecl place 1Il m( . 'lne other than for research purposes and should be 
strictly controlled. Uufortunately, current penalties for marihuana are 
more seyere than for more harmful drugs, thus mn,king strict and COl1-

&istent enforcement of laws regulating it very difficult and at the same 
time encouraging disrespect for law. 

Classes of drugs, based on their capacity for harm to the incliyidual 
or to society, should be devised ,,,ith heroin and LSD's being in the 
most serio11s class and the other drugs being placed in the classification 
suited to their degree of harmfulIless. The classification of harmful 
drugs is best determined by consultation with competent pharmacolo
gists, physicians including psychiatrists, and specialists in the en
forcement of druo-laws. 

Although "pushing" drngs should always be de!<1t with seyerelv, I 
believe that the mere possession for U5e of hnllucillogenic (ll'ull':;: in
cluding marihuana, should be considered it relatiyely lesser offense 
:punishable by short periods of incarceration and a smltll fine, but \nth 
Dlcreasingly seyere penalt.ies being imposed for second and subsequent 
offenses: In other ·words, at present the laws are so seYCl'e they are not 
being enforced, as I see it. • 
. Chairman DODD. I think you are right. .. 

Dr. FARNSWORTH. Those persons who use tllese c11';;g::;£or thE' first 
time without full realization of the possible conse~~~el;~·'~ should not 
have their careers ruined £01' snch offenses unless they l)el'sist. 

Possession of amphetamines and seclati\'es (and other drngs u~eful 
in medicine) in quantities greater than a specified amount, let us take, 
for example, 10 tin'les an orc1inary therapeutic dose, for exnmple, 
should also b.e discouraged by mild 'penalties at first and incl'ea~ingly 
severe penaltIes for subsequent offenses. 

We llOW lleed l'easonab1e Jaws regarding the, manllfftcture, sale and 
possession of harmful drugs (espeeially t.he hallueinogenie dl'ngs), 
which can be consistently enforced. ,Vhen the laws nre not related to 
the degree of danger posed by drugs, the overly seyere penalties dis
courage law enforcement aild at the same time encourage disrespect for 
a1l authority. 

A natiomiI program of education regarding the abuse and misuse of 
drugs is urgently needed. And I think it is taking form in many differ
ent parts of the country. Many grou:ps in schools, colleges, and tmi
,Tersities are urgently seeking help 111 developing sound programs. 
Some are carrying out experimental programs. With today's young 
people, fear tactics do 110t work. TIley resent exao-geration. Mum,; dis
trust the reported experiences of physicians, hlclllding psychiatrists, 
'and say that these doctors see only a small percentage of thost' who 
use drugs, and that the advantages of taking theJ'n outweigh the 
d~sadvaritages. . 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . 
Chairman DODD. I want to thank you very much for a very helpful 

statement. DoC'tor, do you have some problem about the abnse of 
marihnallO at Harvard Uniyersity~ 

61-BOl 0 - 77 - 53 
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Dr. FARNSWORTH. We do, indeed. At our lUliversity, and all other 
universities, particularly those that are located near urban centers or 
where for one reason or another many students and former students 
and people who are posing as students collect because of the drug 
subcultures that are forming. 

Chairman DODD. Would you suy this is ulso true about the abuse of 
depressants and stimulants ~ 

Dr. FARNSWORTH. In the experience that I have had in my own 
institution and others, there has not been a marked increase in prob
lems connected with them or with the tmnquilizers over the 30 years 
I have been working in college health work. We always had problems 
with them and we always will, but the drugs that are, as the young
sters say, "in" 'are the hallucinogenic drugs and substances which they 
believe might be hallucinogenic. 

Chairman DODD. Well, we huve had conflicting evidenc~ about some 
aspects of this problem, as you probuhly know. Do you thlllk the clrua 
problem on our campuses is increusing, decreusing, or levelling off~ 

Dr. FARNSWORTH. The problem with respect to LSD is decreasing, 
I believe, all over the country. For some reU60n or other, students feel 
fearful of having their chromosomes disarranged even though they 
are not fully aware of what this means. It has a powerful propaganda 
effect. 

Chairman DODD. It is a pretty frightening word. 
Dr. FARNSWORTH. And the fact that because of LSD abuse many 

students have become psychotic and quite a number are spending their 
lives in hospitals and hal:fway houses and in and out of hospitals has 
finally become more known. Marihuana, however, is still, I believe. 
an increasing problem and I think the susceptibility to drugs of any 
kind is still anlllcreasing problem, becuuse when youngsters get started 
taking any kind of a drug, they tend to lose their discriminating ca
pacities and, hence, go on to other drugs. In this they are supported 
quite definitely by many of the influences they encounter in thelr own 
peer group cultures and in pUblicity that occurs concerning the drug 
problem. 

Chai>:man DODD. We have also had different opinions expressed here 
about how widespread the use of marihuana is on our college and 
university campuses. The figures vary according to witnesses. In some 
cases, not ,too much. But I wonder if you have any information that 
you could give us with respect to your university. 

Dr. FARNSWORTH. Our unjversity 'and others in what you custom
arily call the Ivy LeafSue uni\:rersities, those that have son:iewhat selec
tive admissions poliCIes, are in general findin~ a greater willingness 
to use marihuana with each incoming class because the drug is so . 
frequently used in high schools an.d seconda,ry schools throughout 
the COtUltry. I should not say in the schools but in people of that age, 
that it is an increasing problem. However, there are many colleges 
in the country in which there is very little use of marihuana. Even 
in anyone particUlar college or university, the colonies that use them 
are scattered throughout the lmiversity but there may be some sec
tions, for example, some parts of dormitories where many students 
use them. In others, hardly any will use them. The drug phenomenon 
is a cont.agious phenomenon. You get a group of people in any particu
lar areal they tend .to. be very strongly ev!!,ngelicriJ. They 'are great ./ 
proselytIzers and 1;hIS IS one of the element!! m the loss of judgment. I r 
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think the drug takers have judgment to start with and it b~comes 
exascerbwted as they become preoccupied with taking drugs and with 
maintaining their source or supply. 

So, I would say that the range of usage of marihuana ranges from 
nearly zero in many of the smaller colleges in urban areas to some
where between 30 and 35 percent in some of the larger universities 
and colleges nel'Lr urban centers. But of that 30 to 35 percent, which 
includes those who have taken marihuana at l'Lny time for experi
mental reasons or otherwise, I would estimate that the number of 
persons who use it regularly is probably less .thanone-third the num
ber who hl'Lve used it at anyone time. I would hasten to add, however, 
that my statistics are n.ot reliable anet I feel safe in saying that no one 
elsels statistics are either. ,:Ve are dealing with a tremendous mix
ture ofa few small studies, many sources of gossip, but of the one 
thing I am sure, we have a seriollsproblem on our hands. 

Chairman DODD. Well, let me ask yon another qnestion, if I may, in 
the few minutes we have remaining. In your opinion, has the chronic 
use of a drug like marihuanl'L impaired the functional ability or im
peded the eduoational attainment of the student who uses the drug~ 

Dr. FARNSWORT.i:I. Yes. I would say that I classify marihuana users 
in three different categories. First, those who USe it .experimentally and 
stop, and nothing happens as far as they are concern.ed. No per
manent harm. Another group that gets started, becomes concerned 
about themselves after using; it a few weeks or months. They get help, 
possibly from friends, posslbly from professional sources, and they 
withdraw anclno harm. comes to them of a permanent sort that we can 
demonstrate. Those who remain dependent on the drug or become 
dependent on it, possibly 10 percent of the total, are the people whose 
motivation becomes inlpaired. Theil' life still changes, their responsi
bility decreases, their judgment n,nd memory sometimes become im
paired. They seem so preoccupied W'iththe drug and maintaining the 
sourceS of supply that they can harmy think of anything else. I have 
had students come to me and say "I am trying to get off these drugs. 
If you can help get rid of the J2ushers, then I think r could do it, but 
when the supply is easily avaIlable, it is just too much for me and 
I cannot do It," So, I am thoroughly convinced from my own clinical 
experience and from exchange of experiences with my colleagues 
working in this field that the chronic user of marihuana is in a sen.se 
destroying those very things which he came to college to acquire; 
namely, sensitivity of judgment and perception, the capacity to make 
decisions in delicate situations, and these are what is first impaired. 
As I sometimes say to the students who are making it pretty hard for 
me, if you do not matter, it does not mattel" whether you take mari
huana or not, because it will not be noticed, but if much is expected 
of YOU, yon have much to lose. 

Chairman DODD. Do you think an interest in marihllana would in
crease or decrease or maybe disappear if possession penalties Were 
removed~ 

Dr. FARNswoRTH. I certainly do not. I think it would be more of a 
problem. I would be aghast at the very idea as I am shocked by those 
who advocate that. 

Chairman DODD. I:f I understand your :position, you suggest-very 
interesting-determination of whether tllls is one misuse, one a~us~, 
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whetller it involved selling or pushing or peddling, and so on. And 
the hard user and the hard seller is a different matter from the user. 

Dr. FAI~NSWOR'l'H. Yes. 
Chairman DODD. The trouble, I suppose, for the legislators, is how 

we work tll(~t ant in legislation, that is, by writing it out. It is a matter 
foe a judge or someone in such capacity. 

Dr. FARNSWORTH. I think that my comment would have and does 
have considerable support from quite knowledgeable persons in the 
legal profession. We feel that the only really effective enforcers of the 
laws about marihuana ~re the YOlUlg people themselves once they be
come aware of what it does and that then we have to have some adcli
tional sanc:tion against their use by society in the form of mild laws 
so that the laws are used as teaching devices for educational purposes, 

'say in a sense, we disapprove of this but we do not want to ruin your 
career and so you are on notice now that you are indulging in a very 
dangerous type of activity. This, then, puts the :y:ounO'ster in a position 
where he has to go back and talk with his family. lIe, in a sense, has 
to do a lot ,TIore serious thinking than he has ever done before. And this 
will then make it possible for people to learn the seriousness of the 
offense withou:t being so penalized that their careers are going to be 
ruined in the future. This we lllust avoid at all costs. 

Chairman DODD. I do not speak for any other member, but I thin k 
you n,re right. 'Would you suggest, sa,y, a short jail sent.ence fOl' a first 
offended Or would you rather put it in the category of traffic offense, 
a first traffic offense; mild, moderate, not of excessive nature? 

Dr. FARNSWORTH. I would prefer, if I may speak as an absolutely 
uninformed law citizen with respect to the legal aspects of it, r would 
prefer that :(-.here be a small uncomfortable penalty which the judge: in 
a given individual case could suspend or not, depending on what he 
thought was helpful in the inclivldual situation. In other words. the 
penalty should be as light as it, mm possibly be to get the point aCross 
that. you are starting on something that is very full of potential danger. 

Chai.rman DODD. Very helpful. I wnnt to thank you again for your 
appea.ra.nce. 

I want to say that we have noW' concluded the first phase of the::ie 
hearings, in these three mornings, the purpose of which was to deter
mi.ne the extent and nature of the drug abuse problem, to get more 
knowledge about it than we had: and it was also our pllL pose 011 the past 
3 days to look at the drug control policys and procedures of tlw. Fed(>ral 
Government. It has been our purpose to examine the legislative needs 
with respect to penalties for drug violations and with respect to other 
aspects of drug control. 'Ve wanted to hear 'as mucha."l 'we could; and 
we st.ill want. to and we will, I hope, have more hearings, to hel~r from 
those best qualified to tell us the latest scientific evidence pertai.ning to 
the dangers of drug abuse and the harmful effects or, say, LSD or 
marihuana or other dangerous drugs. We have heard from the heads 
of rna.jor Fe,deral drug control agencies, those who are charged with 
enforcing our drug laws, and we have heard from scientists and edu
catOl.'s. 

So, I am confident the subcommittee feels that the fact. that we run 
into it confHc.t or at least a controversy, must be settled if we aJ.'e to 
haye an int<!1lip,;ent policy for legislation. You were not. here, Doetor, 
hut T do not thmk r ex.aggerate when I say it is a conflict. I would say 
it· is a serious basic cOllfiict between the law enforcement, the drug 
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law enforcement people, and some scientists and researchers and ed
ucators who are highly respected men in their field. I think, and I 
think the subcomhlIttee thinks, that this controversy may have ham
pered drug control in the past and it must be resolved before we pass 
any new legislation. ""Ve ought to be able to learn or settle for ourselves 
on the basic facts 'and I think this conflict or controversy has influenced 
the recent pr9posals for new dangerous drug laws. But, we will hold 
further hearings 'and try to resolve this. I hope it comes to resolution . 
. A.nd then, we can hammer out the best possible. kind of legislation 
which I hope will be satisfactory to both sides. I do not know of any 
other kind of law that would be made effective. So, I hope these hear
ings are the beginning of an effort to prevent and reduce the drug 
problem in this country. 

Perhaaps we have been on the wrong track altogether for too long 
and it has been changing all the ,time. Knowledge is accumulating. 
}fore experience is belllg gathered. I cannot say I will ailllOlllce to
day, without consultation with other members, when we will resume 
our hearings; but I think there are other people we ought to hear from. 

Finally, let me say to you, Dr. Farnsworth,bhat your testimony is 
of great value to the subcommittee. 

Dr. FARNSWORTH. Thank you very much. 
Chairman DODD. I appreCIate your presence. 
lYe wi] 1 recess this hearing until further notice. 
(IVhereupon, at 10 :05 a.m:, the hearing was reces.~d, until further 

notice.) 

II 
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~[r. rX(;El:~t)LL, This rhart indicates thc number of compliailcc 
actIOns conducted by the Bureau from .July 1, 1!)6S, through .June :30, 
Hl()fl, Of the 908 compliance inl'estigutions eoinpJetcc1 during thi,,· 
period, :E~fJ cOITer·tin! actions of f'ome i'orlll hflrl to hl' taken or in m01'l' 
than olH>,third of tIlt', cases. During this same pel'iod, 2,:3:1:3 thpfts of 
llarcotics and 57:1.thefts of c1:\ngcI'ous drugs werc reported, The ehnrt 
indicutes that ('crta in portions of the drug inclmitry are ll1aintaining lax 
security ('old 1'Ols agnimt drug diYersion and are' not complying with 
the 1'{'('ol'dln,'upilJ,l! recfUiremeilts of ('xisting la\\" ~'Tp know that large 
~ua,lltiti~s ,o~ these legitimately produced c1rilgs arc being diycl'te'd ' 
mto the IlliCIt. trafIic. A study conclucted b\' the Bureau a year ago, for' 
example, sho,,'ed that fl2 percent of the umiJhetamilles anclbarbiturates 
Oll the illicit market were legitilllately manufaC'tm:ed, llnd then d i
\'prted, Such di\'(!l'sion can only be attributed to lax security and I'eco['(l
kpeping by those 1,ersons l'esliollsible for the Jegitimate traffic in these 
drugs, . . 

)foYinl! on to the next page of the test,imony, there is a rather 
lengthy discussioll of registration and the criterin for reYocation, and 
the Artol'lle:' (;en(~ml's f\uthori(,' to (len'7; revoh, 01> snspend registra
tion, which I will skipm'cr with your i:Jel'Jl1ission at this time', ' 

On page 18, bpgiuning with the seconr,l paragraph, is a discussion Of 
production quotas ancI the procedures that arc established under title' 
IV of thc act. . ' , , 

Page 19, discu~;:;es recordkeeping and the increasing reqnil'Pll1ents 
ill l'l'eol'dk('('jlin~: OJI thcdnngel'olls'clrugs, . 

J>age 20, Olen, dis\'ui'~C;; ol'(ler form requirements, both present and 
proposed, ' 

.And thpn ll10dng oyer to page 21, I would like to briefly comment 
on t,itle IY which deals with the importation ili,l<1 exportatIon of rnll
trollpd dangerons substances. 

In order to better insure total information regarding tlIe' flow of 
drugs from this country to other countries and haC'1\: into the Fnited 
States, it is imperati\'e'that certnin drng ship/llents be giwn acl\-ance 
deamnce by fhe' Attorney Generall1ud that, therE' hc a notification pro
cedure for the other snhstallces, Yn<'t quanHties of drugs are being 
shippecllll and nut of this country, Theref.ori~, Lalancing law enforcp.
mellt goals llptinst industrv's economic requ',irem('uts, we dh-ided the 
,'arious SUb::;tances into bni parts-first, tholse whit'll will require ad
"anc(' anthorization, slIch as schedules I and n substallces llnd the 
Harcotic (1rtl.(!'s whif'h fll'!\ found in scheduVe Ilr; and, se,cond, those 
<11'1l1!.~ that ,~'i11 j'('qnil'(' ,.:i111pl<· notification, whidl arE' tlw (hugs in 
,.:"Jwdllle::; 11 rand lY, Fl1l'tl\l'l', j>ro\"ision~Yll~ made for pl'ohibiting 
the tl'ans~hilJl11ent,of c1rllg,.: thrclIl/.,dl til(' Fn,ited State's from one ('oun-. 
try to :tllothpl' ulllef'~ prior \\'l'ittC'll apPl'o\'1.l1 of the .\Jtornc), Genera1 
l1:ts ]'PP11 J'('C'ei \'(.<1 whil'h shnll lJ(· grnntec1m"clPlli('d within 21 clnys of 
tIl(' rPf!IlCSt. I lllight point out that this iPro\'isioll does not apply to 
l)('l!e\lllie IV ell'll!!S, And, as to the seheclule II anel III drugs, only 
adn\llC'ed llotiel! to the Atlol'lwy G(,lH'l';llis!~leCessary, 

Title IY nn\\' does aW:Ij' with the' hi~t\ol'ic (,(l!nprtn~' I11al'ket share 
'" appl'(JlH'h 1l!'l'~(,IlII.l ;n f'xil)trnc'l' tlml"I' the·:'~r;\l1llfai'tl1l'jllg '\' , elf HI(;O 

and gh \':{ tll(' "\ltOI'l1l'Y Ol'llcI'al gl'l'lIt!'l' (le~;ihiJi(y in clptel'l1lillinl!tho:;p 
dl'l1~;; sltl'il'i't, t" i1l1porr, and hy II'h(I/11, AHiltlw ,\tt()l'n~'y OPIl,t:'rtLll1ll'n
tinm'd. :; "d ,1$ l'tlll :1.1'1' nIl "\nll ", lb' ,\: (1)).1]11,'\' (;"1\!'l':11 n]..,o 1" r"'q)Ol! 
"'iI- \ j"'IP '}rnt,,,,'lf!J~ . ':H\ ('I .... Jt.;'.l'; Ill) ,\".;l\F;~. n i::·, ·.;::Il'~ 
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tiOIlS, H:, rrh'l1W hllll flexihility, it i~ linpcll thn f ':l' '" " n\' !!" Sq.", 
:lut.iCOll pefjtil"l~"'efl,(,(,ts and flli'Lhel' prot~ct the. \:011:'11 II ,l:I' wIt') has ;, 

,le:ritililate Ill'pcl fot' these c1ru:rs, 
Tlw penalt.y ~tt'nctlll'l'. ill t.it.le V ('losel,\' parallc']s exi;;tin:r F\~c1eral 

In w, \Y i th I\:.!<lul to tr:tlHeki I,;.! 0 n'PII.'",,~, J!l; Ili mlllll 11 ial 1(1 a t<: 1'.' "l'nlt'llres 
111'(' illlp0ioecl'for tile first and :il1hSPqlWllt oITcnSl!:l of unlawful d,:-tl'ibn· 
ti(JIl, importat.ion, allc1l11:l11uf:wtnr(> of sdlec1ules J and lJ snh"tanecs, 
For n first. otTensl'. thl' range is :i tl,> 20 .. p':u's, a lid fOJ' 11 sub;:cfJlle.nt 
ofi'(>n<:e the ]'<111<'1' i!-: 10 to·1O ye:u'<Prohaticln tllill s1Io'I'(>11,1:.1 ,,'III('!l,'I',l 

r- ~_-. 

arc not, )lL'l'mittpd, -_. 
Xo minil1l1lnl mandatory is imposec1 for first or. Sl1Usec]l~ellt ofYellses 

iIlYoh'ing distrihution, importation: 01' mallufuetlll'e of ::cherI1l1c:,; lIr 
and Jy'dangeroll:; sl1bst.ailce:;. First oli'eIH;(>s im'oh'ing sched111e III 
substances an' ])l1nishabll' by imprisonment np t () ,", ,wn rfl an(1 :'l'('Ollll 
oH't:'Il~c" nre punishable by up to 10 :rellril, ,.:\.:; to :::dll'l!llle 1 \' SllU;,t:1llC';:';, 
first offenses arc punishable by up to 1 yea)' imprisomm:llt. and second 
ofl'l'n:::cs by up to 2 years, 

XO miliinllllll mandatory senteu('es :1re imposed in fir;:t. offcnsc posses· 
sion l'a~l'S, refranlll'ss of thl' dl'ug inn)lwc1. Po:;Sl'':SiOli of fl('hptllllc,: T 
awl XI snbsttlllCeS ""mld elm w from :2 to 10 yea!';;, hilt. w!th proYisiolls 
all()\\'ing for probation and suspen;;;ion of SClltl'\l<'l':;, Possession of 
schednles III ~llld IV substances is a misc1<;>metU10r pnnishable by im
prisollment {or up to 1 year. How!;l\'er, second ofl'ense posses:::ion of 
sehednles I and 11 substance;;; would dra\\' a minimum manclatory sell·_:" 
t('III'f' of il to :20 years with no pl'o\'isinll fo!' prohtlti'lll and :::u"-l'pn,;;,1ll 
of Sl'llh.'Il('(', Set'ond ofl'en;:co pos.;;\.'.:;"ion of Sf'hl'lluh' ITI SllhS{all,·pc. i3 
punishable by up to !i yconrs imprisonment, and second ofl'em:p posses
sion of schNhJ1e IY substanre;; would be punishable by up to :2 yt:'nl'S, 

The otl'ens('. of distl'ihnt.ing clangel'om, substall(,ps to n millcir has 
been !')uu;;tantinl,ly changed ,f1'O!l1 the exi;:ting Fcol1cornllaw, A pl'l'.~on at 
least, 18 years 01 age who dlstnllllteR tl dan:rcl'ollS ':l1Ustalll'l' to alII/the!' 
under lhe' age of 18, who is also at. least :1 years hh; junior, is subjl'd 
to the h:11'sher p('nalt)' provisions, Thl'. pena1til'.~ \'In'y in acclll'(l:mce 
with the s('hl'Clnle of the. subRtallce distributed, hilt freneFally t1H~.y are 
twiee the penalt.y pl'ci:i<'l'ihE'G fo), the.sllbstanti\'c ofYcnscs'of di3!'!'jlHltion 
of s('hedulps I and II, III, or IY ~Ilhstanres, ThE' l'1':lo.;OIl for the: ;:·wat'· 
age dillen'lIce is tn Ill'C\'ellt operation of this sertion in such Sit.lltl'tiolls 
as \\'hl'1'0. a ('olll'ge stuclpnt, 18 \'Pill',,! old, gi\'e;:; a llInrihll;\ll;l ('ic,\\I,,·tll' to 
his roommate who lmppcons to he almost 18, ,\Yithnut t.he 3·\,cal'·age 
difi'Pl·ence. reqllil'eml'llt, slIch a 'pel'son \\'ould (hnw a miJlilllllni ll1tlud:i· 
t.on' scnlplwl' of IO til W \·l':tri'. OIJ\"ionsl", thi . .:: \\,:1" IH·\('1 11., illl',",f 
of ('oll:rrp:; . .; \1 I ,I'll tIll' llIsti:illllllOn to mine')'. Pl';)\-i"jo'l ';'." l)l'j!!illa1h 
cllnl'lPII and it i::; not Olll' intent. no\\', ' 

The nel\' bill also affords first otrpnc1cl' trcatnll'nr in the ra;.:e of UIl· 
1!t\\'fnl po~:W:=;SiOll, A!ld t h;~ is a. sign i fica nt r1e.pnl'tlll't:' f!,om exi<;tin~Y lnw, 
Pndl']' ~hi,; p,]'()\'io.;ion, tt ]H.'l'SOn who pl('~\d:::. guilt,\' or is fOUllli gni~~y or 
PO:;:'ll'sslon 01 a l'ontl'ollcod dn.ng('rons SUhSUUl<'l', and \l'ho Itas no 1>1'1" 

yious ('onl'it·tion for t\n OfTl'ns(> I'plat.ing to Ju\.r('otirs, ;ua.rihllt1.nl1, stil11l1' 
lnnt~;, (l\'fll'(>,,~:nnt;s, OJ' hallurillo,Q'collir dl'ug:s (·.itlH'J: nll(\0l' Frrll']'a] OJ' 

;o;T:t!t' !:'\I, i,:, ,'li:.riIJI, for n I'onditioll:tl (liill'll:'l'!!!' tlll":!'1 \Jp I'J;"'l'd lilt 

pl'nhation. 1 PO:I' fullill11Il'llt or til('. 1h'lll:- tlntl "lllldi1;'hl":, thl' t"llU" 
>:!,tllllltl'il rl:'II:u'g,' nIl' illilil'iclll.1l :llhl Ili"mi:"" tlw Jll·()['p.ec1in.r a.raill .. t 
Ilitll '\'0 :I'!jlltii,'n!i'lII of guilt i~: l'I'll' l'ldpJ'l'cl 0li "I'C'tt!'d fll'tl '1~'h~' ..11;" 
I'!,ar:'l" io.. J'('! (h~.'nj(~;· . (:()11\": ,tic", ~1t,"h n~\·i .... illi: W'i:; ill nA .. "!Y\. 

~,,,, 
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hamper our enforcement itCthrities since the type of person it is aimed 
at is not engaged in large scalenaroot.ie or dangerous drug tra.fficking or 
distdbution. . 

As to commercial offenses, we have found it necessary to r~ognize 
another dichotomy in the dangerous drug area-this is the difference 
bet.ween technical violations by members of the legitimat.e industry and 
violations carried eu't strict1Y for illicit purposes. As to purely. 111icit 
trn.fficking, imprisOliment n.nc1!or fines appear to be t1, meaningful pen
alty scheme, but in manyvioJnt.ions of n. commercial nature, such as 
recordkeeping and alteration of symbols or just negIigencn in filling 
n.n order, civil and c.riminalfines appear more efficacious. Such fines can 
be buttressed by misdemeanor terms or imprisonment wheli ~uch ae
t.ivities are committed wilfully and knowingly. By se.parating n.nd es
t\l1JIishing thi.s n.pproach apa.rt from the penalty structure for illicit 
trn..ffickers, I believe the penalty prod.sions become. more credible and 
realistic. , . ', 

There is muc.h controversy o\'er the exist.ing penalty structure. This 
is noted by the Attornev GEmeral in his transmitta.l 'letter and in his 
testimony "this morning. Rec.ognizing that this is a problem a.rea"I 
wouJdlik~ tc? give you my o\'erdew of it, '. .' 

Any c1'llmnal penalt.y structure, to be effec!.lve, must be acceptable 
to the courts, the prosecutors. and the publIc.. It must represent a 
rational, credible.approach to the problem and mllst further be flexible 
enough to tailor the penalh to tlle cri!ne and to the person committing 
it. In drafting any penalty strllctnre-, an effort must be made to identify 
the. types of individuals who are engr:ged in the t.raffic and use of ~ar
rohe and dangerons drugs, To makE' n penalty structure more cl'E'chble 
and directly applicable to individuals violating the laws, three dist.inct 
types of persons involYed in the. drug syndrOllle must be identified. 
These three types am: 1) The professional criminal who is engaged 
in the business of supplying tllese drugs to others for profit.. This person 

.can be a member of an organized ('.rimina1 syndicate such as the Mafia' 
'" or he can be a highly organize.d regional trafficker dealing in drugs 
su~h as I~SD or methamphetamine, which are not usually handled by 
t.he larger organized criminal ele.mejlts, or he can be an individual 
who actively alld purposely derives his livelihood from the sale and 
di.stribution of these drugs. This type of individual whol,l1 we label as 
a. professional criminal must he treated differently and more Reverely 
than all othel: pel'sons caught in violation of the drug laws. He is not 
engaged in this illicit lllisiness because of an ideoloror or because of 
mentalhlstabmty or insecurity. He is fully llwi1r~ that he is violating 
the law forpl'ofit. For this individual, we must accept t}1('. hard and 
p~rhaps uuaj)pealing fact that we do not know'h()\\: to rehabilitate him 
and must, for society'R protect.ion, "lock him up;" and get him off the 
stre(}ts. . 

Forthis person, there must. be.lmilt, into (lIlY general'pe-nalt,J' scheme, 
a separate. e.xtended, penalty te-rm that will he coml11enSlll'nte with his Ii 
c.ulpabilit.y. This isolutioll of tlle ]H'ofessional criminal fro111 the point 
9f view of sel1tencing is snpl1orfec1 ton hU'ge degree by the President's 
Commission on TJaw Enforcement and Admhlistration of .rustiee which 
reeognized and appi'oyed thr Beparatp classifiration an~ extf>nsion 
I)f llloximmn pennlties fol' tho dnngei'ulls cI'il111na1. nndrl' allY proposed 
penn Ity structure, such a clC'ft'nclnllt should be subjrrtto Re"~re terms 

/-"-, 
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ofimprisonmt'nt so that society is protected. I consider this to be a 
prImary objective of any penalty structure in this area. 

2) The casunJ user or intermittent experimenter of drugs, usually 
of the 1l0nadclictin<T vltriety such' as LSD, marihuana, and other hal
lucinogens, who, f~r a yai'iety of rem;ons, starts exploring the drug 
scene, is the Sl'.coilCl type of rersOl~ that m~tst be ic1entifiecl in any HeJ.lalty 
structure. TIllS type of i;-.,rs(,(', IS fur chfferent from the prof~slOlUll 
criminal mentioned before. This is the group that is possessl11g-, or 
giving a way these. ch'ug-s, n::llally among its own p~er group. For these 
persolls the penalty structure should be more flextble and opelH>nded 
as these persons seem most lilcelv to respond to rehn.bilitativc efforts and 
the court should not have imposed upon it rigiel penalty requirements. 

The penalt.ies should be flexible enoug1t to eleter, anel, if deterrence 
fails, flexible enough to allow the judge, based on his obsenations of 
the defendant j to tailor tIle penalty to the nature of the (;rime anc1 
the person committing that. crime. This type of person forms a major 
seg-ment_of th~ elefenelant population and for the penalties to be e~
feeti\'e and rational, they mnst be geared to fit the punishment to tIns 
person ,y'ith fairness. -. 

3) The drug addict is the other category of persons that should be 
jsolated and identified for penalty purposes. The addict is tumal1)T t.he 
consumer of the drug-s and when he is arrested for sale, it may be only 
a s,tle to facilitate his ability to sustain himself ollclrugs or to help 
another addict craying the drug. His commission of other property 
crimes to susta.in his elrug habit is V\en known. There is no question 
that. he is a danger to society apel to himself and that he l'eqnil'l:''; -1'e
mO\'al from the society and intensive rehabilitation so that- he cau 
become useful and law abieling. The court lllllSt ha\'e the opportunity 
to give this person adequate medical treatme-nt. The Xarcotic Addict. 
Rehabilitation Act of 1966 is not changed by the penalty strncture 
qf this act and can be used as a treatment lllodalitv in the addict. 
situation. -

1Yith regard to the crime of possession for one's own use, I feel, from 
a Federal poillt of Yiew~ that t.his shonld not hI:' the major· Federal 
la \Y enforcement effurt. The rationale for mere possession offenses 
within the framework of the Federal penalty structure is for the pur
pose of indicating a lack of acceptance for indiscriminate and non
m~c1i.cal use of these clr\lgs and to provide a handhold against the 
crnnmal who cannot be arrested for more seriolls crimes becanse of 
his insulation from thc street traffic. For the Federal enforcement 
point of Yiew~ Home sort of possession provision is considered necessai-y 
and. IJll1st. he- lllcluel~d. HowP\-er, the p~rson artested for simple pos
session Will many tlmes be t·he narcobc addict or the casunl abuser 
of (lrn.L.rs. In both eases rehabilitation is possible, and, for the casn:t1 
abuser, probable. • 

S. 2637 ~li?trllguishes Il1rl'e possession from possession with intent. . 
to sell, l'ealtzlllg thai. the latter is akin to illicit. clish'ilmtion and should 
~e treated more sc\'erely. That is why possession wit.h intent. to seH 
IS ,treated the same as sale and simple possession tr<mted aB It Jesser 
Ofirl1He . 

. 0!Llling- yom alll'Htioll to the lIrxt thrrc g-;'Hphs Wilich willho cle
p.Icflllg HI(' quantities of tllt' -nll'ions drugs st'i7.l'd in Federal posses
sallI arrrsts betwel:'ll .T:UHHU·Y 1, lDnn, :lnd .TulIP :\0 H)69 the. first. il-
l\l:;irntes the qnantitir.fi (If lin 1:('01 ic''l ~eizr(l. " 

(The ('hart was lIlal kpd ·'gxbihif. ~o. l;f' llnd i~ ndollows') 



QUANTITY OF NARCOTIC IN POSSESSION CASES (in Grams) 

AVERAGE PER CASE ':"," ... ' .... "< .. ". '." ... :.: ••...... ;';:".:' ..•. : ',:" ",::: ...... >: .. ', ", "\ 
.. . i/'.: > "<;;.\ '.; ; ,'':.' ......• 

MEDIAN PER CASE 

ME D I AN PER IN D I V I D UA L t1:l:.:s:2:.S2i1!Lj2ill±2:JSi'!:.i.:2.:2..:s.:2JJ 
147.000 
"882 

'DOSAGE UNITS 
. 1 DOSAGE UNIT = 333. MGM @ 6% PURITY 

333.840 
*2003 
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~Ir. T XGERSOT"r,. The a YC'rage seizure per case equalec1 333 ~t'am::l, 
"'hich, when reduced to Ull amoullt approximating the average. dose 
taken by a street addict, equals 2,003 dosage llnits. The ayerage seizure 
per indi\'idual equaled 183 gl'ltnlS or about 1,103 dosage units . 
. Chiarman DonD. I didn't. heal' the last. figure. 

~rl'. Ixct:R:';or,r,. Sir? . 
Chuirman Donn. ,Vould yon repeat. the last figure~ 
:Mr. IXGERSOLI,. The aYC'ragC'. seizure per individual equaled 183 

gmms or about. 1,lm dosage un itR. . 
The median case produced G7 grallls or 4015 dosag,' units, and tlH' 

medi,Ul imliyidnal was in possef'sion of 1-17 gml11s or 882 dosage units. 
The. 10'il'est of these. four figures, -!Oi) dosage units, woulcl approximate. 
[\,3 month's supply for an aH'l'llge addict l'l'quil'i.ng three ~10sagc .ulli~s 
!L day. HmycYel', a 3-month supply of narcotics 1S sometlung "'l11ch lS 

almost unhearcl of in the general addicl community. In our C'xperience, 
tIle. lwernge street addict has a difficult time mailltaining a single clay's 
supply, let alone a. H-month supply. The. only realistic conclusion to 
be (1},,1.wn is that the indh'ic1uals im'oh-ed in these possession cases 
we.re, in fact, enga~ec1 in illicit distribution ancl sa Ie rather t1um only 
personal consumptlOl1. 

The ne:\.-t graph rel)resents the. quantit.y of marihuana. seized in 
reported possession cases. . ' 

(The c11alt ,yas marked "Exhibit. No. 14" and is as follows:) 



QUANTITY OF MARIHUANA IN POSSESSION CASES (in Grams) 

GRAMS 

o 5 
I I I 

AVERAGE PER CASE 

AVERAGE PER INDIVIDUAL 

MEDIAN PER CASE *3,025 
L...::~~~~~~.;.;;:;;;..w . 1,008.500 

MEDIAN PER INDIVIDUAL [;;;,)"(1·~~~.386 

. KILOGRAMS 

10 15· 20 

I r I I I I i 

'CIGARETTES 

-AVERAGE OF THREE MARIHUANA 
CIGARETTES PER 1 GRAM 

- 1 DOSAGE UNIT = 1 CIGARf;TTE 

*65,558 
21,852.913 
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Mr. I-xGERSoLL. The avern.ge quantity of marihuana seized }Jl'l" case 
equals 21,852 grams, which, when reduced to the number of. cigarettes 
such an amount will produce, equals G5,558 cigarett~s. The an~rage 
quautity seized per individual was 11,384 grams or the equivalent of 
34,152 cig:ll~ett.cs. The mecUan, case 'pl'?duced ~,00.8 grams or the~equivu,~ 
lent of 3,020 Clgarettes; and the mechan per lllchndnal was 210 grams 
or the equivalent of (jiG ciganittes. Logic would dictate that anyone in 
possession of the equivalent of G46 marihuana cign,rettes does not 
intend to use them all himself. The inferenca of an intent to sell is 
ineS9apa hle. . 
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Mr. MITCHEI,I,. One additional fn('et that. 1 \i-fmltl like to mention 
is that out' consideration of this to date c1isclo!;e:; that not only is the 
,1fp:dc,\Il border lL great source of import of mari1nUlna j it. i:; a troulJ1e
~Ol1le area to police, and it also is a great source of lH~I.'<l narcotics and 
tl:!llp:cron;:; drugs that come froIl! n H oyer the worlel. Tlms we find SOll?e 
dangel'01l5 drugs thnt are manufaetnrec1 undcr proper eircul11stances m 
t hi" i:Ollntry find their Wav out of the counlry and into ~Iexico and back 
into this conntry, so that we have all three facel's of the problem on 
the harder. , 

C'hail'mnn 1)(Jf)!). ll'('mp,mher that. Thnt \ms one of the l'eMiOnS for 
t he writing of the' H)6i.> Dru g' Control ,A lllcnclll1ents, to try to stop 
t raHic from this counti'y into :\Iexico anll thell out :q:;ain hack into thi" 
country. Anyhow, we arc all glad to hear \\'c aL'e underway. 

The second point I would like to talk about is this. It has become 
C'yidl'nt to aU of us in recent :rears that the most popular drng of 
:lbul)e, imlOng young people is marihuana. E\"ol'yhocly agrees on that. 
I II'Onc1t'l' what y~u think, ~'fr. Att.ol'lley Geneml.' and nfr. Illge1's~ll, 
nholli the snggestIOn that I made III my draft l)lll to ,make a. specml 
c!r()rt to study the profits of this drug and to reentluate the penalty 
Etl'llC'tUJ'l'. I wonder if either of vou hftv(' hall :l c:IHlnr(' to thillk about 
this irIeft of haying: a cOlllmittee or commi:::sioll of ('xperts to ac1dse the 
.\ttol'lley General' 011 the propertiC's and penalty structure. ofmal'i
hllnna yiolatiolls. I think you poillted out" :\[1'. • \ ttomey GenemJ, the 
iIlC'OllSi:,tE'Ill'iE's in the pellnlties for possession of mal'ilnwna and LSD. 
for (!:::Imple. ,Yhat,if llnythinp:, do':nm thillk ahout this idea? Don't 
Y!\U think it might be helpful jf we hac1 ::nell a stllc1y much'" first, hi'-

, l'nll:,e I tLmI that. after tl;r, last set of hearillg:; the testimony on lllari
huana was so confiicting before this subcommif't(>e that it \\'ns impos
sible -fof' me to really ll1ake up lily O\Yll mind ,\hont it. I c1ol!~t know 
how anyone could leaislate in such on armo"phere, (The la\\" (>nfol'cc
lllC'llt }l,:opJe prett.y generally tuok the "iew thnt 1t, i:; c1angl'l'olls, ndc1il'
lin'!. YE'lT harmful and oug'ht to h('. ell'alt \yith "C1T sen~r(>,ly:" while the 
llj(>(liC'al~' scientific, and cclllc.ational communit,)" l)rctty geilerally took 
the view that this was not quite so. That jc; the main part, of it as I 
1'('111('111\)('1' it Tram that record. AmI T ,,"ond(>l' if it ,,"onW not be a g(lod 
ic1cn~we, han~ g-otthc'topbrains in this country-to say to them, now 
g('t. to work fUlCl tell us the farts, gin' ns a definition within a year, 
s:\y. ::,0 that 'W COlllel hl'ttE'r l~gj:;latl' amI c'nfol't'e lnw. 

:\II'. :'ll'i'CI I I':U,. Yo". ::\fl', Chail'll1an.1 \\'ns!"f)I\II'w]mt :Illla.r.t,d !!IH[SIll"
prj ';l'illl pOll hC't 'DIll iJl,~ ill \'0 lI'NI ill t 11 i ~ :'111> jC'1'i to Ii 11 c1 Oil t t hat I' here, waf; 
Hlldl lill!., knO\\'lNlgp nbnt the ,'al'iOHS a:'[l('('ls I)J: 1l1:Il'iltllann. I ,,"ouM 
like TO pn!1\1 UI[I' tlJttI th' h(?~t thin;.! that ',il' Ita\'(' heen ,lh10 to ]11111 
iOg'ethl'r ,,,ilh the cooperation of the IlB,\V and ihn o 1']1 {'I' pnl'ticipntin(( 
agPllci.;-=, 1m tIll' snhjoet is I'onfailll.'d ill hr.l'l'. " 

Chni:'IIIall DUIlI), Tn this--
::\[1', ::\!!Tl'IlEJ.r .. _\nd yon will find that H is IlJO:'t il1l'()lw1Ilsi \'(\ <11'1[1 T 

H.!!i'PI' "'it'll "011 l hat de/ill it i ye ill 1'01'111 a ti Oil is ('e!'l n i 111 \" ]lot a \'1I j In 1 l It' COl' 
111~illl<\te lli~pmiition of the lllnHeJ' hy pC'l'mnnC'lIt,lcgi~la.tion, ' " 

,\riih 1'I.':,:p"d to the ('(Incept as c.on!;tinNI in yom bill I'l'p::ll'flin).! flIP 
app"illtlllC'lIt of' n cOil1llli~sion or :tllnthC'l' ~hl!ly g"I'OUP, r think thnt it 
"ht.illtl 1,1 (1t)IlI~. 1. think tlInLjt shonld hC' nch'([Itatl'ly fnnd('ll sn'!lu\t \\"1' 

tin !,!'l'i :\r the hollonl oflhe ICi:pl ll(>1ll , Therc an' IlHlII~' 1',\I'C'ls If) it, .\s :rOll 
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i 'oinl'l'tl nnt, ll1e In II" l'llfol'f'elllent people take one approach to i~, thE' 
;J)('di,'a! 1,pop!t' anofilet', allel that it lC!H"es s()mewhat of a ne\'t'l"nenn 
I;1Ud in \rhil'll we are opemting. -

[ dll fpcl, howcrel', t.hat f(;i: the pnrpo,se of the bill. we have ullekr 
,'o!1..,idt'I'alioll \\'(' IlllJ"t proeeed with lE,'gislation pertaining to nuu'i
ltwUJa ill tIll: catp!!,Ol'\' ,,,hich we are diS<:'ussing l)ecausc of t.he ('ilt'ds 
tltat Ita n-\ beE'll C':,tid)lli;hecl of the substances, \)'llt with n. review based 
I!(lnll the l't'slllt:-= or the l'mnmi::;sion'::; determination within the period 
II r:l \','n I' (il':! n;:\1':; or \\-haLe,-er i;; ,'iable. 

Cilnil'lIlHll T)uJ)o. I \yolllc1not luiI'() allY trouhle with t.hat. I think YOU 

are right, I don't think ,,-e should holel up legislation 1l0\\'. ' 

;'[1'. _\Ill'( I!1:LI., .\.llcl I ,\-(mlcl be glad, ~\lr. l'hail'lllltn-illlHlel':<ral\{l 
_ tIm'[ the people froJll the HUl:eaillw\e di~;'(JS:'t'(l till' l'IlIlN'pts with .... rl1!l' 
stair n nc1 haye been working' tOl2"ethel'. ' 

ella L'mtln DonJ). Tlln f:, rig'itt . 
.\Jr, ,\fLTClIl:r.r .. I wnnllll\f;iw that :hl'Y would pJ'O\-irle fol' ~llC'h:t cmll

llli,;<.;jOl1, "Witll l'l'.;pCc:t to rite penalties. 1 think \:e l'\-idenecd (llll' J!o:;i
lion ilert' tId;; llIorllin· r to the point where WE' "Pl',tlinh' ha\'(~ to I ,'l'on
,i,ll'l' tho~(' fi:-: the\' pl'f.tHin to tlii::; [Jill \-is-a-yi:=: tllp pxl:,timr. law. 

Chairman l)'i!JJ;, Y,,':', ] nndert'hil\([ ~'()II and 1 j :tink ''':I!,'i,., a f'l':l.;ihh-· 
nnd a ncl',\' Cllll:"tJ'lldi \'(':1 pproar:h, 

:-:enatlll' KJ::'\~I':J)Y, 'Ylllllcl tlw ~l'nll:<Jr yiplll at- I hat point? 
('h;Lil'mnn IJ,lIlD, Yl';:, 
Senatol' Kl,XXI-:ny, I am just ,,'olltleril1!! if this is as \-,tlu;lhll:' as 

:)('n;ltm' Dollrl has expressecl in the sense' of his mm legi:-;latioJ1. I 
lllidl,]':;t.ll!,l ('lliI~I'C""mIIP l'eVPl'l' ha,; slIg:ge:otell thai- the Surgeon GC'Il
(,I'al (11) a ~tndr; and C'ongl't'ssman Koch of,Xc\'.' York hus a~:-;o Sl~g
W·sted, 1 umler:it1ll1l1, that there be an ttppollltmPllt of a pl'cslc1E'llhnl 
f.q}t' cOl11llli,.:.:,;ioll sHch as the ,\\Tarl'E'1l C01ll11listiioll. 0l' the Kerne,l' COIl1-

llli:,:-;ion. I" there nny l'prtson ,,.1n' the aclniini::;tration could not go 
,lheacl l'atht>r than w~lit for- this IcgislatioLl to he cOllsidel'd and nin 
through the process of the comlJ1ittee and the ~";el1ate and HOllSP; lS 
lhl!l'~ allY renHOll why ",'ith the imJ)ol'tance of thi:; ])I'OUle1\l as it e::nsts 
natioll[\fly :11;'11 with the l'onl'~rn tIl'at the adll'liui"tr:ltion has expressed, 
;\::; E'\'itl(:,llcec1 in the etforts out in California and 1Iexico, that therl' 
('oulll J10~ be expeditiol\ii action by the flcltnini"[1.':1tioll i11 establishing 
",llch n commission mtiter than wnitil}~r for thl' h'~iRllltion its('lf? 
. ::\Ir. :.\!rn'HELL. Senatol', T think yom point is ""Pll taken and 1 would 
point out, that the Pl'esieltmt ill his m(,SSlHre to Congl'e.;;s, :in efYer\ 
lti I'edt',l this, - ' _ 

lYe hay€- h\o pl'ObIpllIS ill my opiJ\ion with re::;pN·t to that pl'OCps~. 
Xlllllbpr Olle is we hawll't bet'll ahle> to obtain the moue". 

Seuutol' KEx:-.-imy. ,rp11, are YOll i'llgl2"E';:t,ill,Q' i'!lllll ~·OUl' response 
thnt Ollt> 01 the pi'in('ipal lilllitntiollS in f!lIthel' adioll in the designa
tion or the nppuilllllll'nt of :t ('olllmissioll is fl 1al'k of cOIl/-!,l'('ssional 
respollsi\'en~,:;s in pl'oyiding adequate fnuclinf!; fol' RllCl!'ll rOlluni:;sion? 

:\[l', ~[l'r(,HKf.1 .. X 0, 1 i'ay jhnt tho prorel:'s tha t we must undC'rtakl' 
now and are 'undertaking-uud the initial start is contained in t.lli;;
is partially inhibited by the lack of money. I would also hasten to add 
thaI' ';'rllillk the lIlOl'E' imporhmt facet is that by the appointment of n 
rommi:;sion from whnt'eyel' source 'with fl n:itional reputation and 

f' 
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rnpresentation, I think tltat ,,'C \rin have bC'tt~l' acceptnnc:t' of the 
snbjet't'matt('l' ,yithin a 11 lt~pects of the el'mmunity than if Wt' do it 
as fl bl"l1llch of the Gonl'llIllcnt. -

S01lfltOi' KEXXEDY. ,Yen, r couldn't ngrC'e ,yith you Jl)orc' iu tjJlI:'P 
t~I'ti;S, nlthnugh I think the $urgeon Geilcl'l'.l olwionsly would llltye n 
\'pry :-;igll;Jlcallt :::hmding in all flSpe({s of our Go\'el'nml'~lt tmd ns 
i'ar as puhlic H(','('ptn II(,~, J think my POllit wUIl1<1 be i:, tlwl'p [t11,'" l'PU:-:Oll, 
l,t"tlizing' the (;xpl'e,;:;sioll of snpport amI the exprcssion of l1l'ed whj~'h 
ycn have llJ'ticlI]",te'll <;0 \\"('11 i!l f;'i'lll:, of YOllr j'C':=;polI::;e to the I:hair
~',d\ll'~ q Il{,:,ti 011, that tilt'n' ('()\\];lllot he Pl'e,;l,hclltial ttcti\)!\ i!) [hf.' nam
ilW of :-;11.;]1 H ('ol1l111i;,,::;ion-priol' to thl' p:l·::-'ngl' 01' the ('o)lsi,lpl'n1'io11 pf 
thi,.; lpgisllltioll j giwJ1 ('he lnd that tilt' ndnlini<-t!'H.tioll nllll )'ou. y(llt'
;~pli\ n~ I think so li:any law C'nfm'celhent nn(l young lleopie hnye t'x-
1'I'pgiiCcl tl''lt tiIt'l'c retlllv is a tl\'!1ll'nilow; l!t'N[ for a !.':I'C(lj'I']' umler
!-f:~,1lrlin,!![tbnnt the dn1!~'el',; of ~n('h {hn[!;:: 111;(1 tllf'ir elf~(.t, ill tPrl':;; of 
ia \'." e!:f:-JJ'('011~Pllt, nlld m:~n~' MheI' iml)lk:~tif)lls of it? ]" there nny 
l'enson thut the atlllli!;i:;rl'ail011 ('ould 1l0t ~o :\h~'nfl r.lld appoint,this 
CO\lll\lj,::;iolll':lthel' thall ','.'ait f()l' the 1('gislnt'i\)1~? ' • 

}h. :\[I'l'C'Ill:r.r.. I tllillk in the context of Y(lnt' qUl'stion in thnt urea. 
1 think thd iclU goor1 snggr;:;i'ioJl tlH1t shmllt.l be> rOnOY'Nt alJd we \Yin
I'x:lminC' tIl!' pl'o..:peers of i'ulliling,the powcr.'; and iJlt'~l'gO\·"l.'il-menttt1 
I'I;'1:ltinllS as we!fo ulong', 

;c.Pll11tor KF.xx}~nY. I Sity this il~ I am O'\\1'P ','nll I'pal iz(>. )1]', ~\ ttOl'ne\' 
Gel1t'l'nl, becnlli'I_~ th""l'l:' lui;-; 1)cen ,,0 much llil,oinfol'll'lation, 1 thillk. ll~ 
the tli.;;t,ingllisIH_'([ f'Iw,innan 1m;; pointed out nbont the llrug' it;"e1i', :li]cl 

it seems to nw that snell (l commi;;;:ion made up as yon f'\lgg~>;;tetl 01' It 

Ylll')' brimcl UlHl "'jc1l' f'Pl'r.iTllln of pnllJie pal'tit:ipntioJ1 \yithill on)' own 
~:o('jpty T think would haY<' a \'£'l'~' sig'nilie;lllt impart ill fn!Tl,t':'ing rl::: 
underptv,llc1ing of the public, "\ncl I thin!, particularly ",ith the ap
pointment a11<1 the mnlltJe of a PI'C;::ifl~'l1tinl r'olmnis;;ion. \,~ith all that 
that ;3Ug~esti; ancll't'C'omm('J1(l:<. I think that '\Ye ('onIc1 nt 1:::'t eome to 
grips ,,:ith thi:=; pi:oblclU which'I thillk ali of 11;; fcellltls 0:"C'llpec1lt:': in 
too lIIany of tlil' ::,tndie;; "Illere they go hnck to tIlt' till;fl of thp Ln 
(huH'din ,;tnch', matn' otlwl' studie:; haw hef'll <1one on th 10e,11 l\1lcl 

State lewl nuel e\'ell some tlwl' lUl \'(\ b(>C'n done innu'iol1:i <10P;: ,'tn'!'lll" 
of Go\'cl'll!l1ent. .\onell think with fhnt PJ'l':,ic1cntinl mandait'o 1 think a 
';(;'1'), impl)J't:liIt ",ten wonld I)\' tal:en forward, 

} [1', :HITr'lfI:U" Yes, sir, 
_S,'natol' Kl'.X';F.DY. Than];, Yon, 
Tltnnkyou, }fl.', Chairman: 
('h:111'l11UU Donn, I would jnst n(ld. ~rl', . \tt{)l'lle~' (j1'!1l'l'l'l, ",hrll T 

f't1)r!!('stc<i t 11 is lnst, H:l.l'r1, 01' .\ pril, \\'I10n T intl'Odtw('(l t 11 i-; hi 11. T hnc1 
mo;'e in lllilld n rOllllni!tp(, OJ' "Ollllilis:::ioll jll:"1 ronrel'l'''c1 :JllDllt lilari~ 
hWlilll, lwC';:m:p -1 t'11111k it is 1t1'~rt>nt tho!' \"~' '!!-pt nl,' nnf'I"C'J'" toorHf' ;;]10-
(,iRe prohlplll, T'hel'P are man)' o!'hel's, Bu! ill :Illy t'\'Pllt, 1 j,()l'l' \"r (';In 
get POmeth ilHr clone about it and J know yon do, I-no, , , 

'\'. 
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l would. no,\" likl' to :,pl'l!d the remainder of my time lH!t'c.in talking 
aboutllllll'lhuana,::Ul', ('Jllllrm;in, 

Becanse of thc in('l'('tlsC jn tht', use of n',nrihunna and becau::e of the 
confusioll and cpnrl'on~rs\" re~llltil1g frolll that lIse, it is of the grcatest 
lillportnnce tn prc:-;ent i,t<:tual illIOi'ill:ltioll abom rhe chug it5'elf, the 
C'i1'ects of its use anel the hi£:tol'Y of efforts to control its use, 

For, unless we separate fact 'from fable 'in the public uproar oyer 
tlH~ w;:e of thi:-; drug, onr eJYol't;; to nchieYe efYL'l,tiyc and acceptable COll
tl'('ls (In'!' marihuana 11"l' ",ill indeed be ju~t ':Jl101'e of thc same," . 

TIll' lll:il'ihl':lIin :'(1)1'." f'll' lDGO in the L;Jlitecl Statrs goes back to the 
l!l;~(rf', 

The "grcat (,xpl'l'illlt'Jlt'~ was O\'ei.', The prohibition.o1 the use of 
111r'ol101ic beYC'l'flges, lilHlel' the 18th ,.\mcl1(lnll'llt, had eH(led, 

For 1wti(>1' 01'WOrf'l'. _\mericnn ,"oiers had macle it clcar that they 
cOllRiclt'rL'C1 nlcoho1 a ~o(·inl beyerage, and chose to limit prohibition vf 
its n;;\\ (hl'fll'gh -:ate lam; ,,,hieh'Ynry to this day, in terms of "\YC't." 

<111:1 ':(11',\'~~ j11l'isllictioJl!:; and the age at which im1iyiduals ('an 'legally 
c1l'l!lk bp(,]', WillC', an<1 ~pil'its, - . 

The eX]le.l'ill!~·Jlt: \\'1l1eh Yif:' yotec1 to te1'll11nnte, hntl pl'o.:1llcec1 at lefl~t 
r WI) major l'e;~ults: tlj~ ~'O('ifl 1 n>'ngt' of alcohol b~' mlnIt men and '''OllW!l 
lwc1 i 11''}'l';\''l'll n'1(1 t 1](' ('011 t f.'J\1pt. for :1.n unpopular Jaw had !3p:'end, 
hl'ill/!'t Ii!! r,dH'l' lpg-a 1 1'(; .;tj'j ct:ons on ]lHlnl1('r" ;\ 1](1 ll1fJl';t1.~ into C]l1est ion . 

. \t tlPl'l'oximal'C'J,' the f:'mc time, 11o''''t'\'e1', enonp:11 hl1(>' and C'i':,' o':er 
tIw I'Pll1ll'h'cl t'yil:-; (it' HIlOt1lC'l' illtoxir:ant-l1Hll'ill1laJla--l't'~:u1tf'd in thp. 
;:<hnlion of thi:> ) f:1l'ihllfl 11:1 'l'flx ~\ct 0-£ l!)~T, 

\,",. 1,:",\'," t!:;'!!- J11:I1,;hll:tlla j" 110t, ~'<,iplItifi(':tl1~', 13pC'r.ifkfll1Y-:~l1fl 1 
1' •... , 'il. i:, nol-, !"',·it>lltir\.:,dh"-<i lH1.1'cotie (11'Ug 1ikp 1H'I'()in OJ' ]:IOl'phinE', 
1."., h II ;)1 i If! l::llltwi lI!IV:'Il: It .,honlll11ot he ll:,:,oc:iatNl 'with 11l1l'c.'nHc:s -
(':111(,1' n~·'clirn 11\" ol'lp!!·:t J1\', 

TT(l',',T\(']·. "n:nilt. 1)',' n~~:(l('i:ttioJl" ,,,ith narentics or('liJ')'prl for l!lflri
h:nlill 1'(1[' ll,(: 11[·:-t lil-1e in F~(1('~'nl Jnw ill l!)~n. with +11" l1a~~:I!.;c or 
Pllhli~ L:rlY (;7J .of' tlw 7(;·11 Cmlgl'(,~s ·tlltIHlriz:l)p: the e;.:t:l1:1i':].!llPnt 
of f1j(~ Lp.'dl1"!nll nn(1 For!-· 'Yol'th H(jf'pita1~, ' 

In t:\(' Ft;lt~t('. thr tpl'lll ·:ltnl.it-i!orl1lillU' n:ll'C'otie l1111!(: or ':ll:ll'('n!-i:~" 
·.\'n"",l'('i/i "ll1~' .!.·ni1«l·'~J'I1.!!' II)' (1t-ll.!.!·':" :nd Oil t1w li,::j- '''Hi' • ]i1clinn 
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hemp, o~' llJal'ihuana nncl it:; YlU'IOUS del'inuive":, compoul1cli; <tllfl 
preparations,:' 
~ o.\\-hei·e, Mr. Chairman, in the <:onllll~tter. hen 1'1 l't gs Ot' in the ('on

gressIOnal Hecol'cl was there am' ChSCllS:;JOIl of tIll' ratiollale for thi.:: 
c1l'11g classification,' .. 

. ,As States ndopt~d the Uniform Xfll'('otic Drug- _\.ct which ind1lrll'rl 
Il1l1l'ihnnna, it waG: mOre wielel\' r.1assifh~ll as It !ltlr('otie, 

.And so the st~,ppillg f;tOllC' cOllcept got its ;.:tnl't. Onee htlJdetl a:=: tt 
3rntntO!'Y narr:otw, marihllana ('nlltiIl\Wc1 to hp so lnl!elecl in surc'('('(litlt! 
\"{';; I':C;. ' 

, By 1[1:37, tIle nse of Iltal'ilnUlllH was l'epol'tecl to pl'e~ellt, so SP\'(,I'I' n 
iteillth <langer tl1flt Frc1ernJ ('ollLl'ol:.: m~l'e l'el>l'P:-'ellted ,1:; IIPC!.'S:>lll'\', 
Allcl::o the jf fll'ihuflllU Tax _\.ct of 10;17 \\'fl'" I!lHt<:eecl, cn!ll though 111mi.\' 
of the ::inh.'Il1Plltsin te!"timOllY hrfOi'e the C'oll!.!Tes:.: were subsrl1nliall,' 
untrue. ' , -

TIl(' j'PPOl't to the Sellllte- on the bill quotes the following: 
Lnder the influence of this drug (marihuana) the wiJl is ciN;trOrl'(l Hull :Ill 

power of directing and ('ontrolling thought is l(l~t, Inllibittons arc ':elr-asr'll .... ,: 
a re:<ult of thf;'se et'fe<:ts, many I'iolent crimes hayp lJN.'Il and are lIpinor ('onllnitll"] 
b~- pr'rSOllS 111111n· the infin\!'ll(,(> of this c1rlH~, ~ot on!r. is mnrihut1l!a u~('d h" 
lIaJ'(lened ('rim/unl;; to stCt'! thelll to f"oUllllit yiolent cI'iIJlr'~, but it i< nl,;o 11('ill~ 
pIae'\'d in the haml:; of hi;:;IH'chool t'hildl'l'll in thc form of mariilUl11ltl ('ig-arl'lll:'; 
hy nn;;('\'upnlf)',l~ l't'ddler;,:, Iti; coptil1\1('(l \1I>P re;;ult:; IIHlTlr tillles in iUlll0f('I!('Y 
an(l jl\sflnit~-. . . 

And el::elyhere in the tr.;-;timom', the witness ~tateci., ;:r belie\"\' iJl 
some cnsE':- that onE' marihuana cigarette ml1Y c1e\'elop a homieic1al 
I: I ll11itv,' jil'ohuhly to kill his brother," r ~kJ 

,\ t j he timp of tIlE' hearings on this propo:<nJ. O:le or the 'witJlC'i-;:e" 
\\'llS Dr. lrillinm C. IYoodwul'd, nppenl'in,2' rOt' the American }[edicl!l 
Association. . 

III ::;peaking ahout ne\\':'pap('l' nccot1llt~'Jf ahn::r of mal'ihnHllfl. ])1', 

,Yoodwal'cl snicl:. " 
It hIt!; "m:lJri~(!11 me that the fnet;: Oll which !11~5e (lleWi<pap,-'l') state'lIIt'lIt,: 

havc been made hll\'!, Iwt be!'ll brought 'b~forE' thi~ C(llllmittec hy t'oll!l1!'leut 
primary el'i<1E'tL('f', \\'c Ul'l! r('ferred to 11t'\' .. ~paJlel' publicati(ln;: c'-mcertliH!!; till' 
pl'cl':1IE'I1('e of llJarilmanll llildiction. We fire told that theu;;e of lllarihlU1!l;l C:I\I<I'< 
crime. 

But as ~'et 110 011(' has b('('n pl'odllced from thf,' BlIrwll1 of Prisons to sholl' th,' 
llUl\Il!(!l' of pri;:oll('r}; wlto han,' bc('n found adrlit,t('(l to til(> marihuana hahit, All 
illf(1l'll1n! inQl1ir.\' ,:holl's that the Bureau of Pri~OIl,; lltl;: no cl'idenc.e on th;lt llOillt. 

Dr. ,V"oQdwarcl pointed to fi RPri('s of agPllcies inc1ucUng 'the PHS 
who had not. been consulted. 

, , 

Yon bn'\'(' been toM tllnt Rchool 'children are greo t UrierR of marihuana l'ig:t
retles, ~o one has heE'Il sUllImonec1 froll! the Chill1l'en's Bureau to :;bow the lIal 111'(' 

aun extent of the h!lhit, alllong' children, 
Inquiry of the ChiltlrclI'f; Bureau ~ho\\'s tll:lt they have hncl no ot'cn;:joll to ' 

illl-estigate it- antllmol\' J10thing Imrticularly of it. 
Inlluiry of the Oftice of. l~dncatioll-nncl tIler certainly should InlOW ~Olll('tllilJ.t!; 

oF. Oil' prc\";llellce of the habit Hmong the sellool children of the (!oulltry, if rhl'l"'· 
,is II Il1'~'l'aJent llabit-ill(lit!utes that they hnn~ had no occltsiol1 to) il1\'e>!tl~;)f(' II 
ancl kno\I·'llothing parti('u!fll'ly of it, 

,:ltoreon'>:, thE're i:o; in tht' 'l'.rNlsurr Dt>lll11'tnll'nt Us!'lf, tlw Pllblk I1!'fllth ::;Pl'\'
ice, ,with :!', Di\'lsion of :'\fl'ntal IIy~i(,IIl'.,T!lI' Division of l\Il'Mal H,\'g-i('III) \l'H.". 
ill tho 'llr1't }llaN', th(' Dil'isilill of ~al'f'oli('",. It "'Ct» ('oll\'l'rtl'll illto flit' nh HOIl 
IIf :lll'ntl'! H~·gif'nc. I thillk, flhollf' ]n::o, 'l'hnt 1';ll'li('nl:II' BllJ'l'lltl Ila.~ Coni 1'01 nt 
tll!' lll'l'~('nt timp of th(' IUlJ'l'oti,' flll'lll;; that WI'I'I' ('l'l'nh'll nllOllt Jfl2n allrl 1('1:111 
aliI! NIIII(' into operlltion a rf'1\' r(':lr~ !nt!'l', X .. ,Ill" hll" 1}('f'1I Sl1l11llloJlt'tl fl'/I!,I 
thnt B'n'l'll11 10 I;h'(' [,I-in"ill'l' 1\11 tllnt ll"lut, 
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Infol'mal inquiry 'b~' l1Ie iudic'ates that they have had no record vf an~' 1Il:11·j· 
hU:llI:t (or Call1lalJi:.: addi,·t~ who have eyer !Jeen (:olJ1!Jlitted to tho::e f:trlll~. 

The indictment bv Dr. ,Yoochnlrd,who ejl1itlifirrl both as it phy;;it'irm 
and an attorneY, of the acceptance of :'indirect h\:'al'say edtlt'l1cc" by 
the cOlllmittee 'broll~ltt i'orth neither qup,,\"iun,; nor comllH~lIt at. ! hat 
time. '. . 

TIt('. 1('0"111 hi>.t orr of marihuana control llll'lli:'lln',; i" :t lllattt'l' of 
I'L'el11'(l :u~.l I will )l'ot plll':m(' it, ]]('t·P. The major point I \l'i,.;j, til ll1akP 
is that·, ill tllll rtts;.· of 1ll:1l'ilnuum; ]e~al penalt it,,, \\'('1'(' H""ignPll to it,; 
IISl' tbat art' l'il'id C'1l()iigh to l'uin the ]il\> n!, dIP fil',.;t-.il!l' nWenell'r, 
with tot:t1 di31'('trnnl [01: mecliea1 and scil'ntit:(· l'l-id('llci.' of thl' pt'Op' 
('Iiil''; uf the d:'li'~r (;1' it,.; <,fl('('t,;. I kllow of no l'1l'HI'f't' ilJ"hull:e in whieh 
the UltJ1i;;JlI1H'llt .... 1'1)\· nil inrrnC'tion (If the ht\\· j,: HUll'<' Illll'lI,ful !han 
thl' l'l'iml:' it~('lf, . 

I \YOIllet Iik!.' w n;nke my ]ll'ofE',:;,.,iolla1 p()~;tinJ\ \'l'ry ('kal' i'l thi;, !'/.'. 

L"tml. ::'[1'. Chairman . 
. , I (10 HGt, at thi,; rime, :uho('att' die l'enwyal (If all n'strirtin!l:-< on 
the l1:ie of mnl'illllflllH. I belie'."!.' I'1wt until WE' know lllOl'\, than wr nOI\

do about the )OI1!!-tPl'nl ('ileet:; of marillll:!t1:t anel nth!'I' f.o!'m.; of ~an· 
11:1]'[::, ~ltnt use ot'tlH' ch'ng shoulcl continne to Ll' ('1l11trollE'll, 

:,Ieclical1y :3.peHkil1~, I ('annot giye it n dean "bill of ht'altlt," But. 
pl'll,Llties for iUi t;~C! "houlcl bE' 1011'e1'ed, in proFortion to th,~ dnngP!' amI 
rii'k j 0 the inc1il'itlna1 and society ofthis drul':. 

C'ltairmull n;llD. Th~\t is abollt ,,-hat I hal>PC'll to think is l'ill'ht. tnn . 
• \1\d if YOU are fnmi1iar with tItt' j;il1 I intl'oll11·N1. this i:; .1l'(.ut y,-hnt 
I tl'it'cl fo do. 

Di'. YOJ,!.E:-1. Yes, ,.iiI'. 
Cltail'm:l1l DOliD. I think the 0111~' thing we can do pel\llill~ thi;; 

. :"tlHly is for yom ol\lce to hold the pref'em controls Hm1 iron nut t1lif' 
ridienlollil pC'naliy :c:itnation, and both of tht':'l' thin/rs mu1d 1)(' donr, 

Dt·. Yo Lf.ES. Yotlltre qnite right. ' 
F()I' some mflT'ihnann. cnn be fl potPntinllv c1nll!2'(,T'OtlS dl't1~, Gel1l'!'a 11 \

it is a milcl (l1'll!!: ill comparison with other 'hallncinng~n..; ;.:nch n",; 
LSD, or wirh ('('rtn111 tlmphetamines ::t1ltl bal'bitul't1tc~" Tn ('f[uat? it.: 
risk-either to thC' indil'idtlal oi' to soci(,t\'-,,-ith the ri:;:ks inlu'l'C'l1t in 
rhe use of h~ll'l[ narc:otiL::-1 ii;--on the fac'e of it-merei,- un E'ifot't to 
.ll'fplltl Hll iilCIl"fensiblr, I'stahlished position that hns llO ~ci(.'nt iiic ha:::ip. 

It is qnite tlll(lel'stallclable that Inw enfOlW11lent oIlielah; :m,' ron
l·et'!1r.!c1 wii}l. the' misnsc of marihuana. So are physicians. ellllc'atol's, 
:mel sciE'lltlst:;:. Btlt the cll'~ree of concerll ll1tl5t now-at IOI1~ Inst
he equnted ,dfli tJH~ degTf'e of mental and phvsical'l'isk. For j'()(J low!'. 
the fantn:i('s Btll'l'OtlillliJ\g' marihuana, whet.he1· iostcl'ed deliberately 01' 
t 11 rough 19nOl'nllCC, haw. clouded tho iuch;. I wonld like to mentirm some 
of tb,'11l hel'(, bC'callse fallacy cnn only giye way to fact if each is recog'· 
llizP(l for whnt· if' is, ' • " 

.\ IIrl I lulV(' prep:ll'l'd n ('hurt of fnble and fnc! on lUtlrihunna which 
I 1I'0ultllike to reaL1 into the record at this point.. . 

eha irmnn DIlDD, Yes ;pleasc clo_ 
DI'. YOT.l.Eg, Fn:ble: ~.rnl·ihllan:t is a narcotic. FaCT: ::\[nrihllana i" ;lOt 

n IHI)'cotic f>xl'ppi' by ~(iltn{('. Xal'cotics Ul'l' Opillll'l 0]', its <lp)'iYMil'l':-<-
lil\(\ ilel'ojll, :11Ie1 1I1o·q)ililH!----and somp 13' nnW! i(' l'lll'lllic:als with n'l;l1ll1' 
like H('th-ity. ' . 
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Fnhh': ~\ffll'ilJtUllltL is aeldictiYf:'. Fact: :JJarihUllllfl lloes .not C:lWH! 

pliysieal iltlcliction, ,.;ince tolel'itllce to its em'ds :\IlI] f:ymptom;; on 
suelden witllllrttwal does not O<:Cllr. It can procluec hu!.>iruaticllI,. \\'hicl~ 
is psyel:ological dependence. .' 

Faul,,: :Jiarillllflll:t cnuses yjo!elv't? and crime. Fad: Pel',;on:; lllltlcl' 
the illl'il:ence Of'llll1rillllHn:l teud to be pa~l'i\"~, It i::; tl'lle thnt ::;OIl1(\
times a· crime may be eo~nlllitted by a persoll while nullr!' the inlllll'H('(' 
of marihuana. Howcn'r. tUlY dru!!; wllich looscml OIH,':; ~elf-<:ollti'{)l is 
lib-I,\" [0 llo the S:tnH', lUltl r~latt',; "primarily to th:.> jJel':;DJl:l.lil y of th!~ 
use~ . 

Fable: ::\Iarilmana leads to illt'l'e;1:;e in sexlltl:l urti dtv. }j'nct: ~Lll'i-
lIuHna hns lio aphrodisiac. property. • 

F,lble: ::\farihlH1]Ja is harlllll'!'s, F,ld: Instances of a<:n!'o pallie, (le
prcs~ion, :11H1 pf',chotie. states a!:o knowll, o.lthong:h they are ill-[reqlh'Jlt. 
Certain kinch; 'of inclividnab ellll also JJr~co1l1e on'i'involn!tl in lnnri
]llHUlt\. me ull~l c<lll'lo"e tlleil' dl'il'('. lYe dOllot kllow of the eJleets of 
lon~-term lise. 

Fable: Occa;:;ionnl woe of marihuana i"Jess harmful than o('casionai 
lise of alcohol. F:1Ct: l,'i~e. elo not know. neseal'ch on the etl'eds of Yar
ion::; amounts of pt\chthug' for nrioU:i period;; is.Ulldl'l.'\\,:lY. 

l!~l\bJ~: 1IariJmana Wi(' Ipads to heroin w,e. :Fact: \\\' know or liotltin.rr 
ill the 'nattm.' of mnrihUl\ll:t thai' predisposes to hel'oin nbuRe. It is 
r~til11Med that 10;;5 than I) percent of C'.hl'Ollic 1ISer5 of lI1nrihnanll go Oil 

. to heroin lise. 
Chairman 1ioDn. ~rny I intel'l'll[lt ~"on here, Doctor? .. 
Do yon l'PlllPmlJer the hotter that I \\'l'otf,l to YOll anll \'Oll \\'l'Iite bnek 

to I1lC'? • • 

Dr. Y QLLES. Yes. 
Chairman DODD. I bel ip\"e-I tlvu't know whether· VOl! ha ,-e -roui' 

~'opy Ol~ a copy of your ~1nH'n'l' ,dtlt y6lL Do you hm:e tl copy or YO\ll';':? 
Dr. 1: OLLES. X 0, I clon't ha.\'e if "'it Ii me. Sen:ltor .. 
Chni1'l11un DODD. Irl.'U, i think my rnct5 are. stl'night. You sav that, 

"Habit.luLl !luu,ihn:lilu lI'l'l'r;; w!l1 {ll\'uriubly try hashish, wliich j" 
three to four times strongE'l'. They are often nttrHctecl io LSD and 
otber hnllllcinog:cnic dl'ng:a. Pep 'piIl5, like the nlllph·~t:uninei', ure 
usec11n- ollC'-thirel of the 'pothe:1cl~:' [lIlel some or thef'o n;o on to inject-
ing uJllphctamillf'!-l.:l ," 

~\nel then yon say: "The I'R'lllllti()ll of heroiil is infrequent, bnt it cer-
In inl:r oC(,lIl'''''' . 

X ow. these ell'll!!'s :1re .more dnng:Pl'olls thun the O!!!':'\ YOlll'eiel' to here, 
certain],- JllOl'C <lang-erons thulllllHl'ihnnna. ' 

Dr. '1/or.rx 'l. Ye,i.sir .. 
Chnil'llHlIl !.),miJ. I\'bt, 1 find (lifil"1I1t to \In(k';,lalld--]lc~'htlp~, yon 

could c1arif,· tlli" for I11l'-]" "'hnt the J'01nrimwhip is, l\'1'l1:1ps YOll 
[11'('. goinf! to show it. T ha','('n't Imd n "hrtnce to l"c:1d YOlll' tpstimony 

. 0\"('1'. IYhl1t, 011'11. is tIl(' ]'(,lnt iOl1"'!iip hehYC'ull m:lI'ihlu111!l and sllrl! 
ot-her ch·IH.('s 1ik,! 11:whish all!l lIl'J'oil1 { Or is tlH?l'H a )"C'l:ll'!()l\ship?T 
l\l1oW what. ~'CJn ~:ti(11H:'fol'(, uhom hpt'oin ~o far, 1ml' T :::ny 1)('t-]\apsyoll 
:U'('. goin'.!,· to sav Jl1()1'C' th:!!1 :r 1I:1,"e hnd achmH'p to I'P[I(1. Hnt ,;'"('1) po. 
T thInl: it wOlll;1})(· ]l!,lpfi11 iJ YPl1 ('mild :,pl'l~ it fill! i,!'i'('. . 

1';'. Yorr.Fo.:. Ir('i1. I f'(lI\I<1 :-;lllllll1:lrim it. "PlY In':dlv, In'(''l'lllS of 
PI'I):~rl'r ;:-i!'!: tn hel'oin, tlH'I'(' iti n \"(,I'y :-;11wll ~,~'Pl';'!,i)ta~p of It'l'CjlH'ltt 
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nsers, chrollie u>'ers of lllUl'ihu!lna, who do go on to heroin IJtlt thbY 
also go ~n to aU ot.her.drugs. The very fact that these indivi?-uals, who 
nsc:: lUftl'llmana chrolUcally, ftncl are known as pot.llCac1s, \nIl fest the 
nature of the habituation of these drugs, leads them to try all other 
types of stimulants, hallucinogens, et cetera. Only n small perCelltl1ge, 
hOII(l\'er, (wen 01 the'ie sllJorg-asbord users of varions types of drugs 
!!O 011 to nse heroin. So the statC'ment. ha,:; been made oyer f1 ,; years 
that 111a1'ihnana'l1se ine\'itably leads to heroin use, hut-- , . 

Chairman Donn. It is said it. j,.; II t.lu'b,holtl drng. 
Dr. Yor,LES. The ~al'ge' percentagt~ of l1HuilmtlllH users are. infre

quenL USN·S. It lS estJluatccl that about (Ii) percent of them use It once 
or twice. Another 25 percent of them 'wi1l use it on occasion socially. 
These art' not the, people we a 1'0 talking about. There is another 10 
percent who are fre!Jlwnt,u~Jrs. but 01' that 11) perl'C'llt, somewhat lesR 
th~:n ;; ]j(l!'C'l'Ilt 1.!:O Oil to If::iillg hl'l'oin: "'hidl is a rnthE'l' small 
percent,age. 

Chair111an DGJ.l). If tt higlll'l' pcrcelltaf,;e of the5!.) marilltHtlltt users 
were more freqnent users-suppose SO pC'rcpnt, 'YPl'P: smoking it all the 
time-then would you lun"p a higllC'i' pel'centa?:e moyinp; to heroin nllcl 
orlwr dangerolls chug's t 

DL'. lOLT,Es. There would be a larger llllmher of people movillg if 
the, pcrcentnge iihtyec1 the same. Ho\\'e\'er, I nm::;t point out that given 
an llm,'plpeterl population cxpm:ed to marihuana smoking, some 50 
pf'I'I.'ent of thr'll1 will haye no C'lred the fir:::t time at all. 'Whnt \\'e are 
taE,:illg about basi('a lly here, ~P!1:ltOl', is tbl' pprf'Oll:tl ity of (1)l~ lwei';:. 

(,ha irman DtJJ)ll. ~OIl1C projil" a I'e 1l1O),P addict i I'C' t,han o [1W1''';, is 
I'h.!t it! ' 

DI'. Ynr,rx". Thl\"ul'e more H(lc1idioll prone. L':.'t\.; put.it that "YU,\'. 
This is the btt.;i(~ phellomenon. It is ;!Ot the llrllg ibel f whichlcac1s 

to the ntie of anothl'L' drug. It i,:: tIlt' p"l'.::onnlity of tlW.l1';Cl' \I'hi('h lC'alls 
him to experiment ",it11 eIther (ll'11p·::i.· -

Chairman Dmm. Yerv \\''.011: Tht~t is h'!lpfnl te;:;timOJ1Y. Go ulWf\r1. 
rk Yor,I,ES. Fnble: ").Iarihuana enht1nc('s ereatiyity. Fact: }.[a.ri

hnana lllidlt Ul'il1!! fantll.sie.' of C'nhullcrc1 cl'eatiyity blit they arc illu-
son", as ul'e ini't'a 1it insi.u:hl's reported by marihnnn;l nsers.: . 

Fabl",: :\[m'e ,:,C'\"erl:' 'pC'nnlties ",m 50h(' the 11l:11'il111:mu pl'oldl'm; 
Fu,'r: )'Iarilmt1nlt n;::e has inr!l'eascl1 enol'Jl1on:=1T in snite of the J11oSt. 
H·I"(·!'!'1v punitin' 1n;ri'. . , 

F'\]IIl': It I;:; :-:nfr to (:ri"C' wllile n1t(ll'J' tlll' illl1m'nc(> of llla'l'i.hnnnl1. 
F:I,'+: J)1'h'in~r lli'llp!' the infil1E'JH'e or any illtO:d(,:\)!t' is h:t,:arc1oH:". 

Of all !ho~p who hitl"e tricc: mlll'ihl1:t1!<1. n~ T ll!l'ntiC'}1ed It :n,ll;\l'llt 
agl). ahout (;;, 1;"1"'1,'\:[" aTe ('Xpc:t'iIllClI:illg', Lryill,:':: nil' drug :fI.'O)lJ O:H' 
tn 10 (illle~·. and t.hC'll discontinuing it,; Il:'P. f\olllc :!.l Pl'lTI:1l1lU'0 sot:inl 
Ui'l'l'i'. cmoh:ing marillll!1I1n on 0('c:15io'l ",hen it is :t I'ailahlp. l]fJl1I11ly in 
a 111'0'11]1 context. Ten pC'rcent or les;:; can be, ('ollsic1C'rec1 chronic lisers 
",ho llpI'ote, signifil'llnt portiOll'i of tllc'ir tilll l \ to ol;Lnini1lg: (11'.'1 ilsinp' 
t h cll'l1!.!:. The C'tl'p('b~'()f mnrihn:lIltl Y:U'\, with the potel1('Y of the agent, 
I hC' p=,yeholog-iral set of the u>'el'. or \\'h'itt hC' expccb1 :fJ'oni the sitlHition. 
nncl1he setting in ,\\'hi('h ll;:P takcs l)lnre. Thus, it has 1>(>en estim:ltrcl 
'that lH11f of tho;';n who Ul'it' marihlHlll:l the, Iirst. Lhll' ('xj;l!i"iell"(' llO 
('fl:'el'ts at. ttl 1. 
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It. is obl·inu:". tlll'l'E'lMe, that tllel'P a!'p i'1l!lW tllings we already knl)w 
ahont mnrijl1lnna, in ::pitE' of the fact that.. muny peoplp are 110t ~willilJf! 
to uccept thi:-: kl101'declge. . . . 

~ \. youngs! Pl' who smoked one mnl.'ilmann. cigarette is not a d')pr 
fipnll, eyen though misgnic1pcl indidc1nals in the pa.;;t haye made thi" 
a;<:::ociation. . , 

There is pl'ohahl.\· not i1 ,.:jllgh, YOtlllg,.:tE'J' fOlIa), II'h'o' bpJieYC'i' thai' 
sll10J~ir.lg olle mal'ill1lilnfL cigarette will automatically J<·acl hilll to 
perC,ltloll. . 

III thi:: siiuation. it i~ extl'l'l1lel\' unfortunatp that hv tlIP contill1wc1 .. 
Px;t!!f:'Pl'nt('(1 ellipllll:::i:, Oil the .snppo;<ecl dirp E'yil:: of Jllnrilniann smok
ing. "'C m,l];!:' it extrE'1llcly rlimntlt to tell peopJp "'hat the real risk;; 
of Ui'e of s[1(,pific kind:=; of drnr!"s are. And therp is 111) ClOllbt that we 
haye aln·,.l(ly bnilt up in thr new generation ;~()1l1C of what people of 
our age ah$(jrbcd~n thr tlay:, of the Yolstea(l ,\.rto The prohibition 
::Y!lC1rOIlH'. ai' applIed to marl1111:1na. has already brOllght about, lefi
alh~E' of tl:P"e ~p('r-ifi(' law:,: M1(litionillly. it Ims creatctl in the new 
gcnerntion n clcclibility gap ('olll'el'lling other ~'n\'s and law enfol'l'c
ment. 

This committee, ),11'. (,hairmall~ is considering variou:=: legislative 
pl'0p0"als. Othel' proposals c1esiglleclto improyc control of drug t:buse 
ar.c n Iso 1>('-[ore the CongrC'ss and lnwe beE'll assigned to other COlll-
nlltteef'. . 

I would like to c1isruss thE' elements of the proposals uncleI' consid-. 
E'mtioll by this committee which I wonld hope to 8ce E'nacted, and the. 
elements that I thillk ('onld he improncl.· . 

I ,you]rlnot f:1.\'01' niloption of these proposH 15 in their present form. 
,,·ithont fnrthpl' consicleratiQn of mechcal and scientific data, as well 
as further consideration of statements made by judges, probation offi
cers, prison offieinJsancl others who oppose m;lllcllltory minimum pen-
alties on drug oJl'cnclC'rs. . 

Chairman DODD., X ow, YOU are talking about S. 2G3'7, is thn.t the one? 
So you are not talkin!!. allOut lily bill, are yO~l, whcn you say that you 
would fa \'01' tIle adoptlOll of either pl'oposalm its pre.'3ent form? 

Dr. YOLl.ES. The two mnjol' propo::als before the committee arc your 
bill and the bill of thc late. Senator Dirksen, There are elements in 
both that I am strongly in fa.,-or of and certa ill clcments which I 
would hope can be a It.('red in both of these bills. 

Chairman Donn. I see. All right. 
Dr. YOLLES. The principle and the effects of mandatory pennlties 

defeats the "'hole purpose. of treatnlellt and rehabilitation of. dl'Ug 
users; it unnecessarily limits the conrts and negates the traditionaJ 
.American e;s:pe('tan(~y that I:'ach individual will be hcard by a (>onrt. 
of In.w in te'rll1s of hIS intent, the circumstances of his alleged. offense, 
and hispotl'ntial ability to berehahilitated. 

As a result of mi professional experience wit.h drug users sC'lltellcecT 
bv the courts, I am cOllvinc(>d that the social and psychol,)gical damage 
cnnsed by.1ncarceration is ill mm\y Cllses far grcater to the individual 
and to .SOCIE'ty than was the offen::e i,tself. Each case of drug- abllse.ll1llst .. 
b~ decIcled separately, from the ll:'gnl as well as the me(henl pomt of 
'\lCW. _. c'. '. 

FJ'OIll thj~ stalldpoint, I )~\,I1Ulll fn\'Ol' 11l'OyisioTls whirh wll1t!ll n:akr
po~;..ihle a rle!1ni!!.' s('iE.'ntifiC'alh- based (11'tN'1I1il1:ttiol\ of tin' (lnllg'''l'''; 
of mnrihul1ll!t use fllId of till' p'rop(\rties of tlIp drug tJI<'Iil;;E'h·cs. 
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Chanaes in scheduling drllgs in any piece of legislfition can only 
have real nwaning if t!lI'Y are uase(1 on l'e~eart'h findings. :.\Jy :::eeol1rl 
point in this regard: therefore, is that social and p,'ychologie:ll !'!'

search on the llse and abnse of drHa~ should l'l'lllnin a metlien r aml 
hen lth l'esponiiibil ity EO that, !o'cientifi:: credibility e!tl\ we estahl i;,lwr1. 

.\s President Xix-on has >,:l.icl : 
In uudition to giltlJering (!xi~tillg duto, it i.; '!~:;!!ntial tlmt wc· acquire I: .. '" 

kllowlrclge in the fielll. \Ye lllUSt lw()w wllrr' auout both the !'IHlrt- anrllong-ratl~(' 
effcl'ts of the USE.' of drug;; uC'ing tnken in mch quantities by so lllUIlY uf um 
pcopll>. iYe need more ,-ttHlr Hi< well os to liud tlH' key to 1'l'lea"ill~ lllP!! l'I'01:1 fhl' 
bowl;: of dl'IWndelley [ol'g(:<1 by llll~' c:uIllillllf'll dr'll,; U:'t·, 

'l'llc Xational IIl~titute of ~ielltaj JIealtll illl,; !l1';luHr:r r(>SllOll~i!Jility ill tlli-< 
area, and I am further direclillg' the f;:cc'l'!'tarr of LIt'n!lh, Eclt1<:ntluli. HI"l ,,"pl
fare to expand exi!<ting effort;: tu (l('{luirc rH~W J.:lIo\·,lpc!;;e and :l urnacll'l' liI\tjr'r
standing in this eritire art'a, 

8imilal'ly, drug ulmse e(lu"lltio!l in scl\nlJ],: :\1'(1 fO!' h(~i1lth pJ'Ofp,,· 
sions "hqu]tl conriuuu to l)(~ ,hl' 1'l,,,pfJll:;i!lility (Ii' til(' li,.'alth pro['e,'
siom;. IVe ltllY(\ long b~ell in I'C)] n'd in sncll ('cllleat iOlla 1 progn1Jl1:' anel 
public ]'espollse to t-he expan<iecl drllg ecinc'ation p~111lphJets, T\'. and 
radh.l spots and other \'i~lUll lIlatt·rial,.; indic'atl'ii that ,,,hen young:4er::, 
gels fads insteacl of hysterin. they p:ly attention to 1'11i;: information. 

Thc Department, of Justit:e should. of cuur,:;p, hare responsibility 
:for the training and education of enforcement. personnel,bllt. tOll:n"s 
yqllth are unlikely to accept informati~JIl on drug;; pre:o:entNl by en-
forcemcnt officials. . 

I am hopeful that reJeI'nnt, factual et1ne:ltiolln 1 programs will begin 
to hecome signifirmlt ly eil'e('li \'(~ in ('111'1 ling the il1(liscl'im ina!e, aouse' 
of all drugs as it has been in r('cllleing L8D nse. 

Xo matter ,,,hat'Jeual reIol'll!i; are undertakell. this task ,rill be difii- ' 
cult, because the whole program has gotten out of hand, and the smok
ing of marihuana has becolne [tn accE'vte:tl fashioll among million;; of 
our citizens, 

In this situation, thc first place in "'hich legn lreforllls c'an hE' made 
is in the '['cmoval of l11rlllc1atory mini.mum penaltie;,:. ' 

I agree "ith you, :'\fr. Chairman, as vou stated at the "White Honse 
Confe-renee on Xarc'otics and Drug Abn!;e in l!)(i2, that the time ha;,: 
come to correct the mistake tlmt ;"'1;; made with the llassage of,the 
Narcotics Control ~\.ct of H),'j(j. Tlillt act milien lly dpparted }'rom the 
l'xistiu(! trend in ('['imina! le!!iplation-(l. trPlHi to\\':\1'(1 intiiyiLlu,11 
treatment of COil \'ic:lpu ofl'el'1clers \yitlr a \';ew to their en~ntual 
rehabilitatioll. . 

If mandatory sentencE'S 1'ea11 \' ,rCl'e c1l'tCl'l'C'llts to criminal conduct, 
then there. ",mild bc little jUf'tifiratio!l for limiting them onh to llar~ 
cotic HIH1mal'ihuamt offender",. • 

~[nll(~atOl'Y scntences bear little or no l'ehttjollship to the pulJlic good, 
to publIc health or to mental heal~h. . 

I think it ~mpol'ttlnt that. the !'ecr.l1\l of thi,.; (,olllmitt.ee's CUl'l'ent 
hearings include Ow result,,; of the qlle:;tiolllltlire that. the cltail'lUilll of 
this c(Jlnmittpe included in the r)J'(Jneedillgs of the 'White House Con-
fel'enee on Nal'cotics lUld 1)1'1l!l.' ALuse. . 

As a joint project of the SPllate SllbcoJllll1ittces 011 .Tllyenile Delin
quency and Oil ~:1,ti()ual Penilential'ies, the t]t1l':-:,tiOllllitiJ'p. WHSSl'llt to 
]fedem1 disLriet. judge!>. }~\'cleral elliet' 11l'obatioll' officers, Federal 
pl'iROn authorities l\ll\l {-,So attOl'ltl!,Yii, ill(1l1irillg' into the efl'ects of the' 
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l\\illldat'H'~ l>liiliJI1IllJl sPlltew'p ll1'O"j"ions, and the elimination oI p1'O-' 
batioll nllcllJarol'~ in the halldling of nUI'('otic::; oil'c1ltlers, 

The. results of : hat filllTCY sho\\'<.'c1 that approxilllately 75 percent 
of illl t!lo,;e who l't'::'l!()udNl-people who lin~c1 with tlint litw frol11 
da ,. to da y-opl)m;ccl these tlyO ba::;ic jJrovisioJl::; of tIlt' aeL 

(-'liajl'lll~lIt J )(~I)I>. 1 appreeiate YOllr l'l)('ognitioll of the ~lll'l'er or 
tll'LI~' HI>II"I' wl!ic~lt t!lis :">1l1)(;Ollllllittee and the :;ull('Omlllirtcp on l)eni
ll:11tial'ie" ~.llIHllifl('<t al tit!' \\";lilt' JIOU,.il' COUl'('l',':!l"P, 'flit! appropt'iatP 
IHllt~ or it ,\'il1llP i.lll.:lild"d iUlhc: l'('('()rrl of t]\l''''! hpal'lll:':'" \Tll<' c.l(;Cll· 

lll(~nl-; l'l~iN'l'P(l to Wel'l; IllHl'l~l'r.l"l':xltibits :\us, 1ll ilml 17,'· :mcL lire (t::; 

folio",::) . 
EXllIllll' Xv, 10 

:;1',~TE~IE:'i1' OF 8r·;SA'fOR TIW,Ir.-I.S J, DODD, BEFOrt!:: Tff!:: WHI1'!'; HOG":,: CO:l;"·ERESCE 
QX ;:0.: .\HLUTIt':$, SEI!T!:: \[I!El{ :lS, IUli:! 

T~l~' ""hicp l!.ull~1 l'1'Ufel'~"H'':P'('h XiU"i:Offl::-O I:: a~ Ullt.·l~ ;l11 iudit',ui"n nr thp gra\·!ty 
of tlle narcotlc-prohl!o'tn in the Lniterl Stutes ancl a symhol of the llt'termination of 
tile .-\.medean Vr·,opll' allli its Go,·enllllent to do something about ir. I feel deeply 
I>ri\'ile~e(l to hal"(:> !J':PIl illl"itl'(l to :;pt'al, !Jefore this p:uu'l, whieil is r;ol\(;E:'rnetl with 
the Il'd~latiye a::illE:'tt~ of the llrohlc'Di, 

III l!):~li, as n I'l':,ult (.f "'idr:-;pr:':Hl 1l:1tinU:l1 di"~:1tii'fil"timl \\"ith. till' :;-ro,,'rll <)f 
1l:1r,'oric addiction, e,,:pedally amollg" jUl'c'uiles. aucl !Jel·aulS€, M ,ll't!lJ frustration 
lll'er the appal'(~nt failure of existiu;;- legisi:aion ro c1cal with tht' prohlelll, tt nf'\\'· 
Xnrcork (:oulrol .\.cr Willl jl,u<sed into 1:1\,', This law (:(,atailll't! tllrl'c major inuo, 
l":l(lOllS that WPl',=, eXlJ,,(!ted to !la,'" a trelllellllol\$ liL'terrent e!"ft','r Oil l!:\r/~otl': 

·l'l1('kt:teer.;;, . 
F!r,~t, i1 rNlion'rl from tbe lIanc1~ of jndge,; all c1i:::Cl'l'tiOIl in tllOo' s.:urenl'illg" of 

'·"ll\'i(·tl'(l ll~ll,(:"ti<' (lfipnu('rs ,,~' pr<lyjdiu~ a Illandat,1ry l1lillim~llu sentence of 
;; ,I'("ll·" fOl' the 1ir::it offense alld 10 years fo!' slllJseqNlJIl" ,)f!'l'n:'l',.: .. lI"ith wnxilmull 
IIl'mll[h~" of ~O n':ll'S for the fir"t offense and 40 y('a!'~ for "uIJSQllUl'llt ofl'ell~es, 

::;ut:ollrl, it l'l'IlIO\"p.d allllo::sihiliry of parol,!! fOr nlH,·otic: olffen,ler", rll us plllring 
tllelllin It slleei31 ('ategory in Olll" Xation's Fcc1E:'1':1lprisollS, 

'l i~ird. it elllpi) !;;zed r!Jt' ('(II. '\'1'11 or CUlIf("l'f'S:' Ol",'r :illl·l'llilt' drug- use br provid
ing' up to life illl[lrj;:onlll('nt or l'ven death for ,lClnJt;; cOJll"ietel1 vf sellin;; narcotiC's 
!U a jun:uiie llull,,!' the age of l'i;!,'l!tf"·Il. 

To ,.Ielllon.:tl'atc tlIe .-0I"Nity of [hi::: 1:\1\', it sllJ)utlllH'I"lillted !Jut thall all iIIegn1 
IUH'CCIt[r' trans:1ction nOl'mally i1n'I)I .. i::< sen'r:tl l"i()jati011'; or the uet, eac:h of \\"hich 
l'onh1 he lluni~h:\lJle by a 1ll:lIll1:tt(;r~' ;j'~'l'ar ""nll'll('l', Tilll~, :1 tin:t 1)1TeIlclel' i'uulrl 
\.Ie, an(l frequentl,l" has been, :;e!ltt:llcecl (0 20 or ::;0 ~'(',ll'::; fur ,\ Ill'''t l>llL'll~e. 

\rUt~ll l'I)W~l'{~,"':i- pn;-;~vtl t}\I.' .\":ll'(·n:~·· i.' :nn·g: .. \(·r (;f pt"';li it l':~fli"( •. l1~. dl'V'''I:'teti 
fr01l1 tllt~ exi~l:llg; trE'nc1 in Htate nn(l FN1t'ral criminal leg-islariun, a trt-'ud tOW:ll'll 
the i'1(;[yjrlmll t!"P:\ tlllE'llt of C'olll"ic:tC'c1 ot'!,pnciel's ,,'itlt l1 yjel\" to rlll'il.' t'I·l)lHllal 
I't~hnl,ilit:1tioJl. ClI!'!!!"e",:; ronde thi,: c1C'partnre b~'{'ause it f!.!It That [11.' lJt'llLlIin,!!" or 
nal'('nth'~ was ~p Yic:iou~. duugprO!i:-:. ~!11l1 (·."I:ita~l(l\!"'; l..' "I'(iUL' tllat nnn ~lWll~- -':t'\"(tl\~ 
:I1lLl 1'1g-iclllll,thol1.< ".'t'l'! Jle,'('::;:;:ll'~' :tIl(1 ju:::tifiec1 in llenling with it. If tile ll:IS~:t;':l) 
"f ~en'rrl n':11·~ 1lIH1C'r t111~ M·t had been :tcC(lllljl!lllit',l h~· a mnl"l,\;'ll deC!rp:1::l' in 
n:\1"('o;-.ic C'l'inh':':, ',,'e llIight ~ny tll,'r tILE:' tal\" ('ould lI:l\'(' jll~titi~ll ir.~,'lf. For after 
':111. rlw [1l'iUl:ll',1" Tllll'PO;:(' of 1a w pnfor('(,Ill(,l1t: is tile Pl'llk,·tion of tll0 ]lublir;; t110 
(':-11"1> anrll'ellnbilitn.tion of crilllill,ll:<. hOWl'\·er illlllOI"l.:lnt. I!III~t IJe $ultOl'dill,Hl'. nUl 
ilil~ th~ lit\\" IICt!U effe;:-tjyp'! . 

"",, hllye no'w hl,lc1 SeYN'!ll -'Nil'S of C'xperiC'IlCl' und('I· H, tt,: cll"n',' nf·E'lYl'('~iy"llt,~,., 
l,; a lnlltt(,l" of <1[o.:lltite. 1.'11(' H);jn l;1\"\" Il[l$ pron'allt'll'Clll ill thl' jniling of several 
large,scale, narC'oti.c rl1ckutpel'S. Yet" the growth of drug tmUic continues. . 

'fll<' (li~lJlItll hi l1~·ig-btl'u('rl h~' ttl!.' f:ll'\" I lIat nn:i'ab!t, !lIfnrUlnli"ll.'):\ thl' "'Pl'Nlc1 
nE lltU'(!otic :lIlrlic,tioll if, .tOlnph'h'I:: l·olltrarlictoJ'Y, The b'l'Cll'l':ll }l\ll'l'an of Nal', 
t'otie,.; tl'lh; 11'" that thel'(' arc .JU,'!)S t11'1Ig" addietsin lhe entire (,ollntr~'. Hut tQ!;ti-
1I10ny l1~forc Ute Sf'natE" ~llh('o!llmittec 1.'0 Iny('stig-atu ,Tn\"t~lIi1" Dl'Jinl)t1Cllc;v i.IY 
l'E:'!'[lOIlSible cit>" nlH1 State ollieial< iltllicntes that thert' may III' II:; lU:l1lY as 50,000 
:lUrlihtf' in tit!' ('ity of ~~'I\' Yorl; alolle, ana fl'(1J1l 1:;,(\'10 to :!:.,,(lOll a(l\!icl,; in tbE-
"t:Hl' of U~1iforl1ia alone, . 

()111~· laSt','c·l'ek tho> eXf'('util'p Clil'Pl'tlll' of tbp ~C\\' YOI'I, City Youth ROill'cl tow 
"lIr ;;nhr!}wmittee that 25 pel'l'01lt of tlle ('hilrlren >'t1l(lil'\1 by IhE' ~'outlt bonr(1 nre ' 

\) 
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inl"olYNl in the l;~e of urug>: ranging' ;Ill tIlt' way from heroin to mlll'illl.UllW. llep 
riills. gn'lf ball~. a11(l other Yln-ietipf;. He told. of E'lltir(' m'i"hb,)rhoodx \,her'e 
chihln'll were t'X1JIJ~pll to 11arcoti(' Vl\~hillg ";lS part of tjll'!r daily life." In, his 
opinion and in tlIe 011111ioll ,>1' eOun;;le"s lll:ullie Idth whom I ha,e talkpc1. who 
fleal wlrh .lllio; 1'1")hh~11l nll a !lHy·to·clt~Y hnsii;, therJ al",! ',il('.\< lH1reotk~ il!(',!dly ' ....... 
;tn1i1ai.ll' wdn~'II!l\ll ')I'P1" I)(>(ore. , 

1'11"I'(·6.rf'. I I I!i!lk it i-< I'l"al' I'hn!' 1'l1(> :;('yere mam]n I ()l'y ~{'!lrel1r.iniT. PI'<H'j"jfJW; 
oE P:-:i":[II1;; iall' [>,l\'e !lot hud thc lletp,'l'cllt elr~f:t l1utt waf; h'Jl'ed fol', 

Thel'l! him, tI ;'e~\\'hellJling jJl'l'l1(Il1tk'l',ulf!e (\1' t,pini(lll 011 th" Vell't of tll(J~e \\'ho 
deal mil';, /'1(J,~'iy ",iPI chi,; t,('t Ilwt tlH'~;' )11'0\ :~i'/llS h"n' l:,!ll a Y(,I'~' d:ll'~'I';ing 
ellecr :I nd "ilouitll e alt (>]'('(1. 

,]'lIl' ~\'IHl [L' ~nlo",;jlllJli[l('l' 011 ,lm'ellil,' I !elillfJll(mC~', in :l JOint IJl'o,k':1 with 
tllL' ~ulJ(;{lI1!!llittLf' on Xatiol\ul l'f'nitl'nlial'ies, sent n'lluc;,;t!IJTllI,til'f' to Fe.],:,ral 
Gistl'il'!' jUllg'c':;, ,r'p(j('I'ni ehipf prohl1 tioll ofIiC'('l"s, Feder:" llri~on authoritic', allc! 
(',S, a.lol'tll':'" in'lnil'ill;! illto tlw efreds of the lllanL1ut6rr IJliniJl1lllll sent('lI':e pro· 
Y!"i"II<. a:"l lli(' "limillarion of IH'o!mtion :mel p.u-ole ill tIl(' hnn(lli!l~ of Illll'~f)tic 
or'reT!(1·,)',,:, 'I'll\:' 1I1l,.;\\ \'1':-: to tI! i:=: qlle~tionI1Hire, di;:re~tt'fl amI llrrJl,PlI (lcl\yn. "I'l' as 
fnl~·J\\·:-: : 

Of FNlemi pl'i':'OIl \\"tudell". 02 ll(>rcent, were oppo,:etl to the mfllJ(I<ltor~' 
llliaiJ!ll!Ul !'PlIt,'n;'L' 11l'll,i"ioll:;; ·f)" ll('rcent \Yert:' OPlJo~1'(1 to the I'J"'l!Ihit~l!ll 
"i IJ1'nl",rlOn 01' parole: 

Of the> Federal (U;;tl'ict judg-(?s re>;;pOllcling to tlIe I1Ill'stiolllllliJ'e>, 73 ll"r<"E'ut 
";)1'%1'(1 nle 1Il111Hlatory minimullJ ~f'lJtenr:e proYisiolJs undl3li l'prcput 0[>111),,('(1 
rll~ jlrn1ii iJirillll of prollation 01' paroie: 

Of tilt' llL'IJ1),1I10n ollicers \\110 rl:'~1xmdec1. 8:] IHoorcpnt OrllJospd ;-he mandatory 
;uir.ilJlUlIl Sl'nf('m'" pro\'ision:< anll RI; 1'1'l'tl:'nt 01l11,)~p.d tIl(' prohiloitilJlJ of 
11l'"I,atioll (II' nnro1l': 
, ur 111(> r,f'i, attolll('YS whol'l'Sl'l)!J[lN1. l). I-'ronp \ylIic'h ull(lcrstUl1(l:1hlr is 
1'l'tn1i"I1v~('d tOlYltr<l 1II0re rigid J)lllliUye statutes, 'GO pcrct'llt opposed the 
m,tnl1l1tflr," minimllJll :;PIl(PIll'l' JlrOI'ision~ nnrl:;5 11('l'<:','nt oppo)~i'd tIl(' :'l'.,hihi· 
tiOll nf lll'oliati'J!! 01" 1I:11'1)1£', 

Th,' (,,',,;',,11 ':"iI\'f'::; fo[' 0111' S\1rn~y ;;1\I)Wt'I] tlInt appl'oximatt'ly 7ii ]J('l','pnt of 
all thn"" w!lo L'('''I'C'lHl('(l. jlt'oph' 11'110 live with tlil:; Ill\\" from (lay to du:;, {JJl)1f)~e 
rlhl t,,·o IIj"tf,it, Pl'(l\·j: .. ;iOll:-5 of tlHl ac:fnn<1 ~:wek tl1f·ir 11lolljfir':l.tio!l . 

.... \.!Jy'! I will ,ld\',' ytll' )'c'lll't'selltntiv(' 11lIS\YPJ';:, 
r'I'dm ,j,1JII!:',': ,', Tk.\I\('(t, flln'l'tor of flip Fetlel'al nn,rt',illl of Pl'iSl)nf;: 
"Pr';'n;<, hOTh :';t:ltp llnd },p(lerlll, in tht' yeal'~ :mnv'tli;1tl'ly ahNH] wj11 hE' 

f.lj't'(l iiluy!t;tllir ":itll tIll"> IlfOhh'lll:-: of lUlrrt1~h~ oIT~n<ll\l'~. :t{ldi(·t and non"illr1irt 
nlil\(', \\'lIn m'l' \""i!!hh'(l <10\YlJ hy thE' hOll('1e!;;<lI(,~" :Ulll till' Uttpl' futili"." of 
SL'lItl'\lI"'f; \yhi0(J ;:('('mingl., stn'tc'l! into infinity, What call the in"titutioJl offt'!' tIll' 
luan ~ 'l'\'iI1~ :'0, :in. n1' ~o rl·n.l'~ ,,~Hh un Jll"nSpp(·t for pnrl)lr· or hr)tl(' of l\liti!;~!tiflll 
of hi..: ~:pnt'..~n ... ·~,? Th('J'f~ i~ U "l'pnl dtllt,P.;t\l" th:~t. in tll(' ~'ffort ro flcntnin tllr.~ Pl{'hh'!11~ 
\I'hiol-) :item frf)1ll I hI, hOI ,'~I"':"I"'';:~ ('h:lrnl'tl'ri;;i:w th(' n ttHnde!" of ,,,ncb lI1"n, m'lI:h 
of \Yill't 11;1;: b['('11 :u-hip\'cLl in the (]p\""IOllllll'Jlt of "unsll'ltctiy(, prOf(l'fLIlI" for all 
tY)lI'~ of pl'i~nll('rs m,I,'" lIt' \\"ipL'(1 out," 

r!'IllJl r,K jlj"tl'll-t ,J\Ul)!:t' ,Tal11(,;:)or. Cartel': 
"R,'\'(,rlll ,",'nl''' ""'0 nt It Xinth ('il'pnit COll1'PI'f'J1('P tlll'l'l' W'l~ n l1!1~lJimnT1~ yMe 

Hg'ni!1;..;t nUH!il;~t!'H'r ~<ll1t(·n('(~s. TIll' 1l1:\nt.lntorr sentc'nc0 r(1n ,vorl, exb't~n1(l in511s~ 
ticp, 1 W;J" ('olll1't'lil'l1 tn ;1\I]101.e a ;i,yea,' "entcllce OJ) ;1 )[I11'inp YrtnrtHl of thE' 
Ko:'(,:\ l' ('" ;p,\'\ i'!n \\'!to ";n:=: fOnll(l wi!]! th!'('f' or f01l1' \J)nl'ihn~J\a dgtl 1'(';'1 '!;:, He 
h:!~l 1II'!'!1 ,l"lnl,ill!!' ill Ti.iu[tnll 1111<1 wn,; IH'I'(',~h'l1 at l'lIp hnrr]rr, O!",iOIl"I," three 
lll" 1",(11' "i~ .. tr .. tI('~ !lid 1101 mak(' iIim 1\ llNlllll'1' all(l tllp~e> I\"C1'(' not Cr,lllllh!l'cial 
nl1l:'1l:tt", ll,' IIlt,l II "potlp:-:, <"il'ili:1l1 rl'('O!'(1 llnd an ('x('('lll'nt military Cineer, He 
hatl 1"" ,'lI'l'(l a 1'1l1'1'11' lfC':lI-t Ull(1 hna iJ(,pn \\'01111(1('<1 in rction and hac1 n wife 
:lnc1 "itill]""Il, I lI!'!!l 1\1' ~l'ntl'lIcin:.!. GO <1ay" with the c1l'f('ndant's C01lsent, to 
nttt'll!pt hi ,~rl'r tllp t·.~ . .. \t'tt1l'lH'.\· to fil~) :l tnx rOI!Sl'ni" on n ~mllgg1inr: ('h:;l'~e 
"'hit'li \\'(\uH 1\,,1' 11:1\'(' ('I\1'1'i('(1 nl' Ipp,:t :; YI":!l',~' ~ente>l!('p, I \\"f1~ nnsll1'('t';.'f1JL I 
~"ilh'!lI'l'rl tIl!' lllllll 10 :: ye>,1l'>' ill 1'l1l' vellilr'ntiar,\' without parol!!," 

Fl'ol\1 (lIb",,!' n:I~,'h, 111(>11 1',~, attoL'I1l'~' for ('lie District of Co!nmlJin: 
"J 11m op"n;:t'(l In th(' l'lii'n,;oplty 01' lIHIlHl:1to!'y lllinilUll, 1-:\'('11 in wH'.'otic' Cll"<:'S 

~nllll' ,li~"I"'~it)\\ -11""111 I,,, aIlp('ntNl In tllr ,illrl!rf', TlIp :\1I"\\'f'1' to thp E'limin'ltion 
(It'd! It'.;: tl'.t:li'· i .. nl, i,ll,nl flifiit'lIlt of l'P:l1h.n.iion. I \\"on\,l reeOinUV!lHl long f'/)Jlfli
f.i·'iIt1! :-:"Ill-i'!lq'" \'. itl~ (·!n..", ~11!)\'l'\·i:o'il)!l h~~ pnl'ole antllol'itic.:..." 

r'1'''11I BII).:'''I'' 1', 1II1)1IJ,I". (.'lIi .. f T'nitl'fl <:I,I\P" Pl'ohnli(\JI om<"('J', Xf'\V OJ':'.'I\lJf<, 
T.l)1l1:.;inna! 
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"E~;isl.ilJg law;; "ru"llll.~iz.: tIle j.unU i\"~ :t:-;r.e(~t,; in dealing With the illegal drug 
. r:;ftk l'r!'sIIJIlJlI\I.', till' n'a;;!)n fo:' thi!; 1l1,pl'OtlriJ is that strirt penalties 'are 

':qlC'i;iNI to ~pr\'p :1.< :: Ij,'Il'rrent nnel 'tn f'liminnte or ~rcatl.' r~rltt('f' the'prohlelll. 
\\'erl,' thi!; Vl'i'mi~" vaiid, Illanrlatorr minimuUl sentences for aU crimes would be. 
he :;OlUtiOli. 1 uelil'\"l' that ail IJl!r~on.~ who htH'e worl,eil ,,,jtll offend en; Inlow 
lint- :-1I(:h an nP1H'IJ:I('I, is t1f)OllWcl to £:lliure, for it on~rlook:; t!t~· causatiye fac:tors 
'f '.'rilllf.', IIi:;lOl'knJi,", we knnw l.i.aL SCI'Cl'f' l'pnn!U'~s il)r l'C'ltltin~lY minot' Offl·1l.0~S, 
·1lC'il II" t!tl,n of a IO:1f of 1m'Drl, dirl nr'~ (Ir'!l'r the hungry from stC'!llin;j hread, 
:-:i mila rl.,·, the verson with lIwnhl OJ' "motional p1'()lJlcms wlto needs "IlJll'Ol't, 
,l'iIl :;c"k that tiUlllll)i't, irn',"[Jcctin, of :;ocial or legal cOllspquC'nces," 

1 belie"c that the t'XPPI'jPIH:e of the' Xarcn:ic: C:ontrol Act of lO:jr, del!lon~trntes 
;Igain thp f,tC:t that IWIIl(htory, intlQxihle, generalvunishmpnt smtule>: ran neyer 
~l(\ u ju:-;t Oi.' e"\'~n :nl eff,·,··l\·~ ... ub.,titu,;· fOt' ~h0 in,!i\"i(ln:u dUC:fl ~lon, ,yithjn prc
"(,l'ih"tilimil;;, of .ilHl~e>;, jll'i:;oJl nflicial:', pl'obarioll ofij(;I'l':; ane! (li~tl'it:l llttOl'IlCYS 
11'110, Heting upon p~l'~ollal ~tu(l,I' of iudlritiJai ca~es, tall arrh'e ILt jti~ticeftlr Illore· 
1'(':1 (1ily th,ln can a bJinu and im[)Pr"oll,l1 arti":e of lIllY. 

The print:ip,ll d~fe('t in the Pl'P:;C'llt law i,: that it make:; no distinction between 
m:!jor nar"ot[c pu-:llers nn,l·nar'·ntic ~dclir't:; theillsell·".~ who, in order to pay for 
[llI:i1' own th'ugs, lJ(~'nmt' :-mall·lime rl1'l1r; pec1(Ilers, Cnder the prel':l'lIt laW', elL'llg 
:i,ltlkt,; ure being impri.;uned for tprlllS of tWE'ntr, forty anrl sixty yenr1', and some 
:lrt' \1pin,!; :rh'!'!l lift> imprisonment. This manda rory sent,'ncing', with no hope for 
parole, thwarts all effort;; to (Ienl ;;('n~jbly and rntionally with adtlie!s and 
eoiupletely swe(>p~ \latler thl! rllg t!H~ trn,gic ;)rolJlcm which thes' represent. 

The problE'm of drug ndtlicti()l1 is p~~r:ntiallr Ii. medical problem, a psychinlric 
l,rolJlelll. It cannot up. SOlved by lllt'r('il('.-;~ lll'ison s(mtE'neCR. I helieve that the law 
"!\Quld be amended to repeal Illundutory minimum penalties nne! to re.store tlle 
iJMsibility of jlJ'()lmtiC)ll nnct parol!' for r('halJilifatec1 lHlrcntic offenders, 

J do not here suggest that the profes~ional cri~inals at the yortex of narcotic 
racketeering be given lejlient treatment. Thrir conscious dedication to profiting 
frolU the calculatell destruction of human lJeings lleruonstrates that they nre 
till' \pnst JikE'ly of nil Tellubilitatil'e prospcct.~, and must of their ,ery nature be 
rOllft'Ontl'fl with thf' rnll f()l'(~1l of tlll' la\\,. nnt T rl0 pror>o~1.' that we should rE'form 
t lip t'Xcl's"ivelr jlll!li!i\'(' lind inhullHlllp. treatment now meted o·ut to those who are 
Pi><entially the Yictims of the narcotic mcl,et, 

'1'0 be sure, the dru;?; addict. while locked up in prison, only to be released at nn 
old age or .by denth, doe;; not po.,e a threat to society as a narcotic P€'cleller, But 
;hi~ ~olution is so c1emonslrnIJI,> ineffecti,e as a deterrent to narcotic crimes, 
WrNI.],g :mrh havoc within tlie ppm)1 ;:y;:tCDl, docs such damage to the individual 
ill\'o"·E'cl. w'orl,;; snch violcnr:n to the prinCiples of ju~tice and equity which';::hould 
rhal':1etl'l'ize our leg-al cotle, eonstitutC's .suc:h an affront to reason, upon which all 
"'llccC'ssful law must he hased, im'ol,l's such an abandonul.l'l1t of the principle or 
COlUl'a:::;::ion which must be at the he,) rt of all succe:<sful "oeinl ach'il.nc(', pre;;~nts 
sur:h a stnrk contra~t with the enlightened trend tQward the rehabilitation of pris
oners-that nIl reasonable olJ~eryers will t"E'ntunlly·a~ree thnt ,the tragic and 
mallysided toU {)f l>lir.1 attd rigid irilprisonment proecdurp.s is too great to pay for 
the fancil'll alltl iJJ1\~or~' gain, , 

I .bC'liC'l"c that the Congre~s should rewrite the In.IV and g-ire the courts the rig-hi.: 
to disting-llish betwl:'en IJrofes1'ion'll natcotie criminals and narcctic aclclicts who 
a I'E' drug peddlers only beraw'e of the ol"erwhelllling need to tip-ance their own 
addiction .. 

This is today an unpopular cau~e and tho.:;e who nrl,ance it will bE' subject to 
l'idic'ule anrl nhu::! by unthinking peopl(>, 1:('t r am certain ~hat the Amel'ienll poo
pI€', in thrir honcst wi~dom, in their lIlorC'y, :11Irl in their plain gooll $C'1I8e, will 
~llJlPort this cause wIlen onrl' they unri,:r;;t:l11d it, 

This Confl'rence mark:; a I!'rl'at stE'P towa!'cl that :roal ancl I am VN'r proud'lllld 
hOllored to hn I'e an opportunity to [uke part in it and to bring these ,-iews to rou, 

EXIIJRH Xo. 17 

Bxc~;npTs Pno.l[ S, R£Ponl' 151D, :<;;;''1'([ COXGR£SiI, SecoxlJ SESSIOX. PIJ, ,1-7 

'!'IIF. F.Fn;C'fIn;xF.SS OF TIU: :cucr.oncs CO:'01Ror. ACT OF l!lna 

.\ "tnrlY ()f the ofC()r'lil'f'nr,~ of rhr X,u('otil';; ('(lnti-ol Art of 1!):jO i.~ rlr:trly 
(':tUrd fill', The act is olH\'of lllI.' hnr.<l;p:-t pf'lial Iii\\,:; CI'l'!' plut'ed 01\ our statute 
hl)Llk~, tililizing principle'li of cll~t"ITf'lK(' [!!l'd puni;;llllh'lIt tiS opposptl to llaroll' (ll' 
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J,roll.;ltiOI1 ror ,l,.feIHl'nllt:; !:oll\·i,·tt'll of nnr"oti<: mHI lll'lrihu;ll1tl rinlntinns. TI,I' :\d 
I"',,. lIIII\' he,'a in ('ff"'I'" fo'l' J\lllrl' thall U ~·etlrs. :-;[ati~tie." amI "thl'r tlata ~li.;::,-:;t 
tl,'n it lIa- f.dlt·tl iii j;" detI'ITo'J\\ )lt11'1IO~e lind ha,; 1)("'11 1Il0't 1'II,;tly to tll,! Un·.·· 
.. r::Uh'lIt, it has nl;;o IH'II,IW,t'll JlHlI1~' ill.iu:-;ti('e~ :lnll hOI:; g,'ul'raHy had:1 lh'"n'u':
tin' ,,;'1'1"'[ Oll prisol1 rl'lIahilitation jII'O~r:lIl}S, 

Th'r" lIa;; IJet'1J 110 1l"clille ill the I1II111b('r of llUl'l'otie :\I;U lIl:trihll!l1l1l of{enlll'l':' 
('{'lIllllirtl'll \0 I'rbun ell<:h Y!!>lr, Thl:< \\(luill appeal' to Ill,lil'ate lhat tll'~ ~:iff pen
nlti.,· lll'o\'iuerl for nnl'c""tk \'iolati<JIl$ hal"! Hot >u",'cctlpll in thl'll' oiJjpl'til'l' of 
fl'i,dl'l;nln;,: lJotcntinl IIrro'lltier;; :IWar f!'!llll lhi,.; i1lidt tr.IIJt., In 1!)~,U, th,' la4 
jj,;enl ~'l'ar uefore the X:)l'l'otic . .; Colltetll _\l'l Wl'llt illto l'rt'~'l't, l',t8!l )l1'I',;oa;; I\'H'l' 
:--t"n:'''l1:'e<1 to vrisull f"l" IHll'''~lJti': Clrrt.'Jl~p~ and g!!:) fut' nl,;l'ibll;I1I~1 (,n\lll ... (· ... ~. In t~l~ 
,'1\;,," ·.'(lillt! ye:tl'~, tlh' ('(lllllUillll('Ht~. of lhl'~l' offL'lIlll'r.< l'xjI"j'i"llI'l'd ~Ikhl 1I1ll:
;11.:::.IiI<, In tll(> lPIl:! ti~c'al Yl·ur,l.O'j1l 11I'ff'!i'tlant~ ·.·.·Pllt tl) jll'i«JIl ror Han'oti<.: I'il)' 
lati"!I~ amI ~U4 [or ll1:t1'iIlUUll:l I'iolntilm.;, 

T!w l'atl' 1)£ elllHlllilIllt'nt:, ha,; relllaillclllligh dp"pit,· rIll' fad that tile :ll'l'!rage 
"PlItl'I,,'" illlLJI)'l',1 for X:ll'eoti("~ Ad cOll\'ictioll,; 11,1'; iI1Cl'!':l,,<,cl, lu H):;n. tilt' :'PI1-
teJl(l'~ imposed for narcotics violation:; a\'erugeu. a,l) year;; and for IlltlrillLHtlla 
\-jlliarluns, 3.:! )"(1:11':-1, By the lO:if.; ii:-wn.l renl"~ the a'"('l't1~l\· ::cn:l1nee for lliu'j:oric 
\'i"l:1 t"l'!; il1Cl't'a:-;(>l1 tn Ii yenr,: HIlCI for mal'ihllUllII violator', til ;:; year", :IlIU rhe 
a\,er:H(l! hlll'e remuined at about tlw"l? lm'el':. Dne to thl:' "Uluulatire l'fft'ct of tit" 
l(Jll;.!t-.'l' ::ent\!llce~J the a\~pra.t;·t' ternl b(\ing :-:CITCtl in Ini::on hr thi:; gT()UIJ or I1:Tpud .. 
er;; HI,,) incrE'ased, from fl,1 ~'ca r~ ill 10,,0 to 7,5 ypar~ inlf)U:! for narcotic off<!ulll:'l':; 
anti fl'P;l1 -IA to 5,9 years for mUl'i1m:lJl:J offenders, 

L, ... ldll,!r parole eligihilit.' untl ~l'l'\'ing ~uh"tunti:l11~' longer tl'l'lU5 thun otllt'r 
t,I"}I<," uf \'iollltor,-;, the jll'i"oner:; miller sellt('nce for X~H'o'{Jtic5 Art offl'ns[',: ('c'm· 

'111';"" :Ill ('\'Pl' largl'1' C'olllponent <l[ our rt'tleral prboll lJOlllllation, 1"nder the 
]30.::::' .-\.r,t, the lltllllhl'l' of clru:; Ill\\, \'iolator:; incl'l:'ased froll! :!,Ol ior 11.2 1)1'l'("!ut 
of :111> C'utire prii'on population in W::;O, to 3,181, or 1:;.1 perc'pnt of rhp [lIIJlnln
ti(JIl ill !i,I'1l1 10:;ll, The tl't'1l11<:ontillll~d unclpr the 10;:;U nct. Ill' 1002, the llUlllill'l' 
I'/·lkl ... ·II,l,:JIiS, o['H,i !lpl'l'etH of the Jlri,;on IJOIJlllation, 

1n ]!IU~, it c'oM the Ft'cl('l'I11 GOYerlllllellt $:2,022 to 1:C'P[1 one offender in 11ri~on 
for 1 ,'PlIr, The eX\IPllf:(' fill' kN'ilil1!! '1,;3G~ drug offl'lIIl('l''< in [11'1;:011 fill' :t Yl':lr 
thplt·{.Il·p ('OIUPS tu $~.>:!-!.nn:), .\·1l .. 1 rll(\ ('n:-:t j::; g(lttiu].!" !.Z:f'('att'J' l""l"'ry ~'(I~\L'. 

TIll' 1)l'o\'isinns of thl' Xal'cotic~ ..\('t, \Yhich IlIlVly ilHli:;Ci'illlillately to adc1i!:t, 
[1(o(II11l·l'. anel racketl'l'l', ha \'C \'H:;tly ('omplkated the Ill'ohIl'in of l'l'!lahilitatin.i!' the 
ncllll·t. AlIJll'oxilll:l tel~' otll'-h:llf of the offenclN:; committed to Federal institutions 
In ~r ~ .. n l' for dl'ug 1:1 \Y \'iol:ltion~ I\'t'l'e reported to IJ~ :itldk,[;" i,j,mr of them 'in 
ihpir l:,tl' t"pns nnel (,1ll'1~' eW('ntil'i', Th('ir long terms 1111(1 nOnllal'ole iitatll-l bas 
lllilitall'illl!!:lin;:t tllPir rl'hahilitation, 

I'riol' to thl' ret'l'lIt ,,'hln' IIou'sl' Confer('!l(:e on Xal'cI)tics Adlliction nnel Drug 
_\111\"', thl' Prl:'~Wcnt n!lIJ"illtell an :lcl hoc panel to review the ol'erall problem, 
!lml:1 1'1'J)ort prepared b~' the COllllllittre was u":NI as one of till' working lltll;ulliC!nt~ 
(If Ih .. l'cmfel'!'nC't', Thl' Pnncl's ('otlt'lnl'ioni< ('ontainecl tlu' oh~I'l'l':1tion: . 

Thp ('Qwpulsi\'c drug nlmser can be rehnhilitatecl to a legal nnd, in SOllie cases, 
llr(llltll'ti\'(, place ill socipt,l', A derision either to place this oi'fendel' in llrisoll for 
101l.~ Jl(·rio(l~. or to mil iutnin his addiction lI~' continued drug dosage, is a tacit 
([I?hil)l of this llo~~ibilitr, ~ * * The most critil:al component of treatmf!llt and 
rehl11dlit:ltioll ,tVP(':1r:; to hI' a long, ~trictly supervised, highlS. controllecl parole 
Ileri\I(1. wHh legal alld prncticallllPa"ures to as"ure th:lt the parolee remains drug 
fret', Sueh a narole pl'l'iorl is essential for either civil or criminal cOlllmitments, 
,1Ild ,hollll1 b(' ;il1<t as "trict for either one, The cost ·of such imper.i~ion where 
triP,1 ]In~ he-en $3;:;0 P('1' nar as ('omI1are.d with $2,000 to maintain a Feal'ral 
)lri.',)lIl'r fOl' nn eC]ual tim/', 

r'IIIIa'r rlll'l'cnt l!'edl'l'nllf'gislatiClll, 1ll'l'(l1e~s to ~ay, th(' pro"!l('('tsof l'l'hnhilitnt.
In;! olrug arldiet~ have IJ('l'n greatl~' (]imini~hed, 

Til .. ~l'\'el'e jH'nalties !Il'O\'We{{ IJ~' the Narcotics Control Act hllye also vastly 
[,f!;!l',I\':ltNl tIlt' problt'llI of ~clltcnrC' di~paJ'itie5 in the l!~eclerl1l courts, ;)Iany of 
til€, '''lll(,IlC'I'~ imp05Cu. on the~e tlf'fenllants hu\'c hpell of t'rnly Draronian propor
tiilll- IIllcl t':ll' in I'XCC'ss of the G-year a\<ernge tC'rm imposed in mo.~t l!'edernl courts 
fo:- lHIl'l.'otic offl'llses, An llc1dictpd C'pileptic youth ~I'ils sent('ncC'd to life :!lor seiling 
narl'otit'S; a 32-~'C'ur-olcl male n(ldict was scntenced to 80 yenrs, A 40-year-old 
\\'('lllhill. n fil'st nffC'nlll'l'o W!li; gin'll 40 rC'llrs for ~alt' of hcroin, and 11 S(l-year-old 
WOlll:lll, also a fir~t offf'n(\!'l', II 20'~'''11r term for !'alC' of Ilial'ihll:ln~. :\'Illi n of tlll',<e 
tll·f''I\.I.IIl{'~ \\,f1~ ,!li.~ILJll' fOI' pnrol(' unclcr thl' 111'0\ i.,iOll>' of till? Xnr!'otiC''; Act. 

l'rt"iMnt Kl'llnedy r(ltlu('ec1 tIl(' ~el1tl'nc('~ of all f01lr of the~c pri~oners, TTe cut 
thl' "l'l1tf'nc'E'~ of the two men to 20 ~ ear~ eac'h anel thl' sClltcnc£',~ of the two 
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WO!.lH'1l to 10 y<'ar,' ('ach, lIe has al~o tnkell similar m'tion itl a numlJer of other 
narcotir:;; (',I1'e;; ill which the sentences were excessi\"(~ considering the cir'~t1ru
,;tan'!!!:, of the ofl'ens!!" aUll the backgrounds of the prisoners, 

,J,lIJ1P'; ,-, Rl'lIllett, Direc-tor of thl' U,S, Bureau of l'ri~OUi', Wl'ote in a rccc>nt 
articl" for the l:lJin~r~it.r of Illiuoi;:; Llm- FornlJl: 

",nIh illtermilHl.l)ll' ,,('ntene('s amIno po""ilJilltr of 11111'01(', the~e otI,'n,lers [,1;'ug' 
lillY) tlrc lll'cnmulatillg from YC11r to yen iu the )<,('dl'rall,ri:Wu£ and no\\' (,olllpo~e 
1he ",('oml 11lrgl'~t group of Jlrisoners, next only to the car thie\'es, ~'hey IJ;J.,e 
nttp1'ly lIO int'('llf'i,e to im]lro,(> them:;eh'es in prisOll and tiJ.(,ir vcry JlrC~(,Il~e, 
bnlkil\!!, ('Yl'r IIII'/;-er, i;; crl'ating a forlIlidablp lIunllil'np and n clis(:0t1rr'gi!.g 
UtlJll'''plll'rl' for till,' pri"oll ,.;tnffs who are doing tlJeir he~t to l'('lmbilitate both 'the 
nare-otic ofj'Pllclt'r;; and thi' Il1I111Y other t~'lle~; of llrisOUf!rS ill onr in,;titl1tioll~, 'J.'he 
;:(>nt(>l1(:p;, ill thE' .narcotic~ cilses, ilJ~tearl Qf llrol1lotin~ the r<,habiiitn tion of the 
oft't·nder anll the puuli<: sp.fety, are Ilro\'ing to be :socinlly destru~til'e in their 
('ffpC't,<," 

It ,('ems ullllllrent that the Narcotics Control Act of lfJ:)6' hail not 'been as 
ptreef i,p as originally l'xpectNI to rr-duce the dimen:lion~ of the drug pl'Olllem, Its 
llruri>iuu5 haY<' also made programs of rehabilitation for d!'ug addict;; virtually 
imllos;;iIJlc tlllcllll1\'e hl1<1 unfortunate and clamnging conscqUI'IlCCi; for our system 
Ile .il!~tire, 'Ye have now haclmore thall 6 years of e:q1ericnce with the act, and it 
i~ tiJUt' tllat it be amended ill the light of thnt exppril'lIce, 

Bec'ause of thi;; sit1:ntioll and numprOu" cju(',;ti<Jm; r:\i;;ecl lIy emiuent nuthnri
tiei', tIle suht;olllllJitrcf' felt a lll'pc1 for furtlll'r inYI',~fi).!'ation, In,a jOint effort .\ .... Uh 
the SulJcommittC'1' on Xationul PlmitPlltinril',<, a questio!lnaire Wit;; "t'llt to l!'('(lt~rnl 
di!<trict juclges. Federal chi('[ probation oflicers, Fed~rlll p1'i:::on (luthoritiel'. and 
"C",f;, attorul~y,'1, These groups \Yl'I'C sel()I't,~d bE't"tl\i~e of tlleir n~"()Cin tion with tlle 
XarC'otir,c; Control Ac,t of If)3(), The (jllPl;Holllltlirr exnloJ'('(\ th(' l'ffr~t!; of the m11l1-
dntory minimum ~entence ]lro\'i~ioll of lui" act, tile prohibition of probation tl11el 
J:1arolp a~; pro,idl'.l, the se,l'rity of the 11'Iltldatory pro"j-;iol1':;, tile l'[fpct, if nny, 
of thi:; law upon the :"pecialized function of those l]ue"tionc<1 and the ad"isal;ilitr' 
of :lIllelllllllt'llt,: with rpCjup:<ts for l'€comnlPuclati()ns, 

F'ed<;rctl /Jri.snn o.t]icil/{,~,-Thl' wrrrrlt'IlS or sllpl'rillte>ndl'nti.l of tho 27 l!'cd(,l'nl rC!
formatoril''', COl'l'Cl:tiollrrl ill .. litutions, ll(!lli!E'lltiarie:;, and prison ('amps wert' "l'llt 
qu~~tiOllnllires, Onp l1UlItlrecl PC!l'Cf'ut li'l'n~ rl'turnetl l'ither fully Or pflrti;111y 
:m;;wcrecl, Xincty-t\yO percent were O]1po>;(1<1 to the lllaJl(l11tOl'~' minimum senteI.lce 
pro\'ision,.: of tla" Xnrcotits ('nllt!'o) A.-l or llXH3 nnd OJ [lC!ret'llt li'cre oppollcd to 
the prohil)itioll of. pRrol" n~ IH'O..-ic1pd ill the act. ,Xillet~--!;l'\'('ll Ilf>rcC'ljt rl'llliNI that 
llHl.trlf\ tOl'~' Dlilliul11Ul ,(,lIll'l\('l'S pcr ';I! prl',,"ntl'C1 !'pcrin I Ill'olJlem!; in J1P!\olol!~', 

Fc(7ual jllllges,--I!'if.ty VI'rCl'llt of tile {Jttl''''tiollllairtl~ :<(,l1t, to l!'('III~l'lll di,.trict 
jn,1gt's \\'(11'(1 retnrne<l either fullr or ImrtbUr nll~\"I'1'!'I1. ,\11 ad t1itiOlll1 1 20 PN','ellt 
llj,'qualificd tlll'lll&>I\'CS from t11l~\\'erill.tr till' IftiOsthlll11nLt'1' Ilue to lack of pXlleri('llce 
under tll(' act" Ei);!Jt~'-fi,l' PI't'('t'llt (J[ till' jUIlg'p:" nllswrl'iuLr till' (juc'"Uomillire ,'ec
onmll'llclerl chall~l''' in tl.Ji~ Jo'Nlc:'ral inn'. Ei!!ht~'-:"ix ]lC'I·('C'Ur. wcre oppos('<l to the 
prohihition of p.ro\lutiull or parole II" prol'WI',1 ill thl' X~,.1,'cotr(:s Control A~'t aud 
7~1 111'1'C'ent \\'('1'(' ovposeu to th(' mantlatol'Y lIlillilUmn ~(llh'lll'C llI'o,i~io!lS, 1I1:IllY 
on tll(' ;rollll(l;; that tll(! mandatory prori~ious \I'el'l' too hnr,"h for fil'"t Off!'llflcl'.<, 

Pr071(ftion. offir.c/',.,-Th(l ('hie! Ilrohnti"n ofiker of l'Yl'ry Fedcral (listrid \\',IS 
sent tl questionnaire f()l' n tot:1l of S'" Fh'c of thes(' oflic-inls di~qua\ifil'd thelll!«'lyE's 
for lnck of ('xpl'ril'll('t' wit h tile> Xarr'otic's Control Apt. of 1 !l5a, Or till' 82 remaining 
\,ho f(n~\yererl the que,.;tiollllnirp, 84 verN'nt rpCllllllJll'1ll11'f1 that C'!Jnlll!(ls tiC' made 
in thi$ Ft'l1,erall:tw, Eig'llf,\',tlll'('l' Vere(>llt 1\'el'e OllIHl<I'tl to thl' manrllltol'Y minimulll 
~ellten(!C IJrOI'j;:ionl; Hllll ,<:I~ ]IPI'('l'nt \\'('1'(' OPJloy"cl to .fb.· IIl'O"i$ioll!) \\'hieh )1l'oyj(1I'tl 
fOr th(' prohibition of )lrohatioll (lr pa role, 

es, (fttornr./I,~,-Ql1l'~tionntJirc~ WPl'(' ~(,llt to:1l1 of fhl' U.S. attorl1e~'i< n'.!l'ol'dillg 
their oIlinion of the N"arcotic:s ContI'ol A'~.t of 19:)6. Sixteen Jl('rcent clel'linE!d to 
an~"\'C'r the qn(lstionnnir'(' hC'cani'p of ill'oufficient PXI"lf'l'il'lll'l', Fiftr pC!rc('nt of the 
l'('slJlJn<lcnt::; l'CI'oU1Il1l'1H1 c'hnllg'(';; in thl' Fl'Clernl Mntnt(', l!'ifry-fh'(' 1~'I'N'nt \\'t'l'(' 

opp()~pcl to till' Jlro\'isio'ls whirh pl:ohihitc'd prohation 01' pn 1'01(>, 

Dr. YOLU;;l. ItilinkitlllOstinlpOl't:mt, 
:JIl' . .ramp,:; BC'llllrtt, fol'l1wl' Dil'eC'tol' of t IH' Fl'tll'rnl BI1l'eau of 

PriRon:=:, has stat(l(l: 
l'il('l'l\ is J( l'cal elllng-!'r Uwt. ill till' ('f(nlt (.) C.llll:[in tlH' j-ll"Jilll'1l1S whicl! :'lem 

[i'llll! tll(' hO}J('lrSSlII'KS ('hartl('t('('i7.iH~ UI" I1ttit11lI,',~ of !lIel! ~ HIl mnnlhltorr ~.:ll
tellcCS, much of what has bl'l'll llc'ltil'\'pd ill [hI' dl'\'(llojllUl'llt 011. COl1strl1Ni\'(~ 
pr"!;l'lllll!; for nil tn')('s of ]lri""11"[''; mar be wipc'cl "'It, ' 
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I am ~trongh' in flwor, ~Ir, Chairman, of the specific l'ecommellda
tiom; oj' the pj:ettyman Commission, made in 19G3, in its report to 
tll(: Pl'l'siclent .. Any legislation (1t:'siglled to contl'ol ch'ug abuse should 
inch,de in its pro'visions the coneepts and recommenelations of that 
COllilllistiion. . 

1 rs rcporL sln.tc(l: 
The Cororoii;sion makes a flnt di:::tiDCtiOli lJt'twcNl thl' two drugs (nllrrntic.~ 

and marihuana) aud belit'Yes that the unlawful snle or p\l~~es~ion of lI1arihu,uhl 
i" a h-~s ;l('rious off('n~e than the Uliia w[ul sale or IlO$;;,!,;~ioll of an oviatt'. 

The CODlllli~$ion believes that ihe ;.;pntl·neing llf tIle JlPtt~· marihuana offender 
shou:ll lJe left l'ntirl'iy to the di:;<:retion of the C!0urts. Tllere should be no manc1a
tor;' lUinilllllm scntt'lices for marihuana offcllc1ers and no prohibition of probation 
or parole. 

Tile courts should have til\' discretion to impose a fixed sentence (with eli
gibilil~' for pa role", to suspend ~\!ntence. or to impose :tn indeterminate spntence. 
Th(' COlUmif;~ion is opposed to lllttndat01'Y miniwum ~putellc~S P¥en in tl.il' tllSe 
(of multiplE' ,,1"r{'ud('rs. 

H OBe c\)ll;;j(lel's the actual nppli('ution of m:mdntol'Y penalties 
,,·k':~. fol' examl'lp, a :21-yenl'-oltl college junior who gives U freshman, 
3 yU\l'i:i Y'l;:ngl:l', t~ l:lal'ilnl<llltl '.'j$"llrctte and then!s subje:t to U llHUl(~a
tory 10 ypn 1'" 11\ ]l1lI, the sC'cne Ileromes nhSlll'll III relatlOn to the ;.:Jze 
of the Pl"O\.;lCIU as ","pH as tl'l1gic for the inc1iyidnal person. 

_\ l'Oll~l'l'Ytlti\'l\ ptitimnte. Uti I ::;n.iel before, of persons in the United 
St,:t0,;, both jllwl:ilL, awl' adult, who htn'n usedmul'ihullna at l,'ast 
on"',,, I;; abollt'S million antLmny go as llig-it n$ 12 million people. 

Can ~·ou illhlginc what woulc1 happen to the Itn\' enforcemellt :mel 
cOlT(>(,tioll.~ i',,·!':tl'lll of this COllntrY if each of Ull':~e 12 milli01! peonle 
h.nd beell ctltlgh~, by II POii"l'lllllll "hell smoking his first llItll.:1HHlnn 
Cl,!!.':U'pttc? 

~It is no \Yonder thnt law enforccment offirials reportedly stay flInty 
irom rock fe:::ti\':ds :\11<1 otller gal'hprings "here the mal'ihunnn, E'llloke 
hnnt!'~ h\n\'Y ill. the nil' t1!Hll)l'OO"f of 1l0Sse'"i~.ion i" n']'y ensily ('01111:'· by. 

It lS tmw to ('hall~!(\ from pro::ecntioll to a publ ic health aI,proach 
in '.lL'aling with c11'1l<!; aim"'\:,. !lnd especin11y in cooling th.e. maJ:ihunna 
proQlem, 'tHld r r'tm"only rppcat what I :"'l1i\l 18 months n,go to this 
committet'. ~[r, Chairman, H lYe are to P:l't to the l'oot of this ])l'ohlenl 
of llrng nhnse, \"1:' l111!t't he pr~PHl'p<l' to identif~- and ill\'estigate the 
11l!I~prlyillg l)rohIL'])1s \\,hii,1· len,] pl'ople to <lisrol tOt' \\,:11'<1 oil' l'P:llity 
wm: drngil. 

Chairman DODD. Docro!', not heenn~e yon are in any conflict but 
rather becl1use I think it will lie helpful'if the record'is cl!\l'ifiecl to' 
pl'p."ellt TOur \'i('w, let. me 1'2 r\'l' rn this flp:lIl'E' of 8 to 12 million 1Jl'ople 
",110 lun:p nSl'c1 mal'ilmHllfl nt IptlA 0111.'('. I a:-;jwd ',""1' about this n fpw 
mitll1teq ago, bllt. I would likp r., (10 f'O nili'(' mfl!"': Yon SHY ('lie ehi·Ol.lie 
Wi!:'!''; r,f llInriIl11nnn .!."O <"11 10 nsp other (ll'l1p:s L'itht'l' mot'p llPi'1llfnl or 
mol':' potpnt, snell !1:'; hil::;hHl--

1/1', Y ()LLES, Q nirl'. correct.. 
C'h:ti1"lll:tn 1 )tlIlll ('ontillllillg). Thall tlte:"l" otlll'i' drugs, pep pill;:; 

Ullll :::0 I'll. '1'l1t,,,<, ca 11"" p~ ,'('hosiH :lnd extl'l!l1ll' flP:<!;I'l'~;;;i \'eJl(;~s, alld POi;t-
h1':\ in dnmage lllHll101)al iii:::, as YOU ~n id. . 

YOllsny'thN'e lm; nhout. I"i in' 12 lliillioll u::e!'s. :iOIY. \'011 ~ay tlmt 
JO pel'('i.'1)'t of tlw 8 to B millioll nl't~ c:hr(Jllie n8(,I':::( 

Dr. YO},T.l':S. Thnt is tIle' top limit; ye~, sir. 
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Chairman J)nllll. Between 800,000 and a millioll peo]Jle appt'oxi
mately. Then yon say 5 perccnt o~ the 300,000 or 1 million go on to 
use iwroin. lYell, this would gh'e us somewhere hetiwe1l40,OOO, 50.1'(11), 
nO,Oi)Opcople. I am S1lre )'01'. agree this is a gran problem. 

Dr. YOLLES. Y cs, sir. 
Chairm.an Dorm. ,Anel thcll it has to be treated very seriously ns a 

grn,\'e natlOn,tl problem. 
Dr. YOU.I:;;. I agrcc. I agree wholeheartedh'. . 
Chairman Donn: I am slli'e rOll do. I jmJ,'w'antecl to be !;ure that 

our l'eCOl'llllllHle that clear that ,,'e were not saying that t.his "as j list 
'f(, triyial amount. . 

Jk YOLLES. Xo, sir. 
Chairman T)OJlll, That is helpful. 
Dr. Yor.LES. rnti] \\'e nrc pl'epared to identify and inwstiglltc the 

ulHlerhillf'; l)t'oh1ems ",hi"1l lead people to clistol't or ,yard off reality 
with c1rnis, L nut i 1 this is done, nothing.' said here today ,yill achiey'e 
lllUel11l10i:e. than to bC,!!in to solre the pl'oblem on paper. ~\.n(lsince the 
problem is far mort' tklll it "paper tiger" w'e arc faced '''''I,h the f:lct 
that, Amel'icans m.ust mah a con;:;c10ns decision relating to their 
acccntance or I'l'jediolJ o(the use of dan,!!t'l'OllS (hugs. ' 

E\'en if it is founel that there arc no dire pl1ysiologieal eft'er(" 0 l' 
marihuall[1, smoking, the problem Rtill remains and a. decisioll still has 
to he madp J11' om soci{>t\". 

To pl'ofert' the fe'y ,dlo are o\"f'r:;(,J1sitiYe to the drug, ,,'m sb,:iet~" 
i't'strict the u;;c of this snl)sbuH'c by the llUU1Y? 

0]'. in thp light of scientific inf(il'mntioll, 0111' soridy lllay ChM:'P tl) 

remrn'e l'P2tl'i.:rion::i and aHow the illdiyiclunl to decide: . 
In my profC's::ional 'jnclglllent, )11". ('hnirJllan, ('\'en thou!!h m'Hi

huann. is rC'rtnin1y not thC':"1lOrrOl' it was a11eg('(1 to be in 1937, it ;;:; n. 
drug having a cai)tlcity to alter mood, jnc1gnlt'nt, and functional ahil
ity. ·For these, l'l'as l l1J<r belit'"c that ill the intl'l'(>;;ts of public health. 
jt, is 11'.'ce!'",sal'~'-at lea t for the present-to 111 a intllin restrirtions DIl thc 
anlilnbilih' ;l1lclu::it' of this drug. 

Chairman DOlJD. I think I shonl,l ha,'e wl1.i!ecl a while until you 
nnisht'cl thn statelllC'nt b('r,lu~(, YOtt answered the qucstion bpttc~' than 
I coulcl ask it. .• . 

Go ah(>at1. .\ 
Dr. YOLU:S. Although thcre,;.are 3eycral pathways toward nltt:rnn· 

th'c ('onscions clccisiOlls, uny valid c1t'cision, r tun convinced. l111lict 
illYoh'e thc :<ril'nWk fact of the c1t'g-ree. of public clangcr which ('xi"ts, 
uncI the ::;;)C'('ific range of risk i,Jlyc)I\'l'd in tJle use of (':tell t11'Hg-. 

Ii· o]1(',ImlI ·of 1 j)('l'CCnrOI 'tIll' poplllation is at risk, lltt' cl('I,j"ion 
c0111cl certain"!\- be diJTrreut -from n sitlwtion in ,,,11ic11 IL'Ol)l 10 til :2(1 
peri'rnt. of llle' popubt ion: is nt risk. ' 

The most, ohdon::; pntln,'ays to (leci::;ions w llieh must he lllncIe "01'Y 
soon, if \:11e uproar 0\'('1' dl'u,!! ul)ll"e is to ndlie,'C' any significan,t .lI1ll 
acceptab1e l'C'Slllts, arc through legal reform amI (hrough ec1ncatLOll. 

In considcl'll1f; both of these, however, the time hus certainly cOine 
to substitute H broad 1\11(1 realistic lot)k ll~ our .. .\l1wrlcnn sorirry for tht' 
tunnel yisioll Oil whlclt (;nr ll'g:al alltl !\loral nUituues to drug use have 
bcen founded untilllu\\". . 

"'e all know, fol' cxltmplt', that mnl'ihuillw. smoking is more than 
a fad. It is linked with student ~ol1tempt fOl' the EstnhIislllnl"nt. 
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~rariht1l111a smoking has become a symbol of rejection of things :,\;;' 
they are, as well as a sometimes pleasurable exp~rience in itsplf, 

The chairm~n of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
Committee, nfl', Staggers. in cOlllmenting on the need for new legish-
tion, said:' , 

Unfortunately, ours sel'lllS to' ue, for many of our citi1:ens, a drug-oriented, 
drng--laking ~oei(~ly, Hourly, tole,i~ioll alld rl'dio c'>lumercials :l,,~ault our l'ar~ 
exrollill~ the vjrtues of ,'ariou;:; drugs, , , , Perhaps this o,crall orientation C'01l-
tributcs to llrug abusc among the ~'(JllUg, . 

1'I'rhaps the problcm lies dl'Cller, Our llatiOlJlll rate of suicide, alcoholism, 
,iolcllt crimc and diYorcc inqictltes that a substantial number, and perhap::Uie 
majority, of Alllcricnns find their social anll hum~ln en,ironlllcnt something le;;;s 
th:1!l satif;fll<:tory, . 

"~'hcther we call it anomie, alieliation, or excessiye concentration on material 
'-aIue;:, this dissatisfaction may lie clo~er to the surface in mnny thnn they would 
be willill!,; (or perhaps l'~ychologicllllr aule) to admit, If ::;0, it seem::; ti.lllil.:ely 
thllt laws alone can aC<.!(jlllpli:::h what is needed, altllOugh increased research on 
a yery fundamental level may point the .way. 

Dl', Dunn, Ful'lls".-ort.h, c1ir~ctor of ullin'l':,itv health p.en'iCf.>5 :It 
ITal'Yfl,rd l~niYer::;ity und chaii.'lllan of the Ampl'icun ).fedicul Associa
tioll Council on ::\Iental Health: speaking at a meeting of thp .Allwl'iean 
~redic:tl _\S20ciation l'l~cently said: . 

l"ntil now. tIle official attitu.1e has l>~en "::;tamp out drug use llJl(l you will 
g't't riel of thl' problem," But tho use of drugs is not the central problem-it i:< 
only a symptom, an index of the confusion;: and ullcertainties wjlich affed 
inrrenRing nl11ubl'rs of young: peolJle. 

UIlt'nfor('eable laws and inalJi.ropriate pCllnlt;es make n m(.cl\!''ry of tIll' 
\\"110:0 principle of ll'qal control aneI provide one more example of tlIe-lIIhllr 
\\'l)rld'" lllisundcr~t!1lJ(lilJg of the prohl!:!!!. 

And a 22-year-old formel: drug addict: it seems to me, expres::ed [l 
!'are depth of perception when he said that the problem-

Is n problem neithE.'r of youth nor one Of drug;;, but a problelll of a whole 
Society and an entire life style shared by young antl old alike. 

OUl" life style, ~Ir. Chairnulll: in the 19'j0's is charucterizecl by our 
inability or [lb:lity to use the J..>roducts of our technical ingennity to 
help Lring abont Ollr happiness an(1 ',yell-Lein~, " 
. The current pattel'lls of drug nLuse are i1l\l~trative of.'om inahility 
. to make the resdts of our technological skills ,,'ork for us as selTflms, 
rather than as llla:;rerf!. . . 

_As scicnce cpntilJ!teS to offer an eyer ,,-ic1ening choice of chemi\~nl::~ 
c1c:;ignecl to lIJol1if\' emotions undbeli(l",iol' and to enable ns to cope 
,,-ith onr en\'lrOllnlent, WHYS arc 1J('ill!! :found to 11se them <1etrimNl
tally. Our illg'l~l1llit.\', t(i Linte, has outJ~m()llL' wi~dom; we lliIVf.>)-E't It 
i1nll t he restraint t" limit oUl'sch'es to c:on~;tl'Hcth-e uses of th,.~.~e 
product",'·. 
. Tltelil'st plact' in ",hi(~h legall'cfo1'll1s can be made is in the remoyal 
01' Iltandator) minimulll IWll:IHies in all casc's of drug abuf!c .. 

If this were dOlll', it is (luite J..>ossible that this 011(', m~ljor step toward 
aCL'ollllllol(utinp; the la W t~l the realities 'of dru!! w::e mi!!ht also illitin tl' 
a steppingstolle towu}",} a gJ'eater respect f01' the la" generally, if 
th'l~llln\\"t; \\'('1'1) jn::=tanll l'Cie\'f\lIt. ' _. 

:-:;1IL'h :1. iegal rcfOJ'lH \Yullld (.lillliIlHte OIW u f thl:: major calls<.'s of 
dl'1illllce in'ongh{; on Ly the \'iolt'llt J'f'jec't iUll by you! h of what they :-;ee 
as OUl' :society's hy~)(Jcrh::i(':=:, .-\11(1 eel'taillly sUl'h n, l'eform would 'cnp-
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till'\' th~ attelltioll, aDcl I mn sure n Jarere :tH,r,.,;'1 .,1' r")(')l)l']'atillll, all'Oll!! 
.till' young people who ~, noke 1llarihun71a, a', ',I,ll n:" th0il' P:U'l'llt:::, theil' 
teac'hers, and t.he courts. 
, ~£ yWf'e minions ot ~'OUl~g people weI'" ," ,II \:i 1,1f~('''1 t1u~t l'irOi:t~ t.n 

Ie/Olm tlHl ch'u,!; In",::; '\'C~re BlllCl'l'l' and lilt'f,t: ','I :"'I!'Jltdl(' fact nuu en, 
(l"l!CP: 1 fcel cOIlJ-icll'nt that thpy 'wolllcll)f' 1:,'1/" ),,"'''ptin.' :llll11p:-:;: v,\'n1-
cal ttlJout information about possible h:u:nrf,Jl I fr"f'I;-;.,f c1l'tl~:" 

'I" • "L "I I 'I ' I I '1 I ; J:cre 18 llO UOallL' ~ Ult t l(! :::eal'~ teellllllf·.,·. II' II(~ I 1tl\'C' ll'(,ll ll::;ec 
in .L" ~·ast han' 110\\' heen di;:rrl'dirl'll. .\lld "", I'f'/Illtant di,:llI'liel' ill 
mw'): of.~he infm'malion pro'deled by lIrl.': /,f,I"IIII" in, 'l}ltll(lI'i~y D!l 

I~!:\)'Y slli>Jeets sbHlld teach us thnt the aim f' (,I 1: now!! :U10l'1H:ltli)ll 1:3 
,,"I)riwthnn the lad: I) f [111\' infol'llmtjrm nt :0 i., ' 

In I)ur ~eal'c~h fOI' iniol'nintioll aho'lt, HIlf!I'" LI'll:lI'i()r~ IllllJ\l" of Hi: 
,It tl,!C' Xnlional T'l:'.ri!:llte of ::.\Icntn1 }frail', :'1';' p,i:;rillg" tlH.' pJ'!)i)~i'lll;: 
of ~flll1e tn)l'.q o.f cll'u!! n 1mi'C' t,l a lilo,'r .!.!.~.(, /";,1 IF,,·:-:ti0l1• ,Yh:1t j;-. tl:t' 
Ul'i;t 'way of halHl:in£,:' ~·l'ilIlP"; ,\'it1wut \'iet.illl : 1,11'(: "illiill in:l:; ill \\']iidl 

.lll 'j'l(lh'irlUill Ill: mn:!", i" hal'mil if!" 11 i J".l:'P Jf ~ 
Dn th<'se h"-ir)H}! ill t1U) crimii1id ('('I:r, 01' 'I,IIIi/'/ I·h,,:,',)!.' lttmdlNl in 

tlno'lher \';aT'~ 
'f" , ' ." . , ." I" 1 ,l:',~~:; n plIJ'()'ophy: III Cllll"lCWl'm:r 1l':O'1 . f'f.I,' 11 f'l", tl l :!1' l:'t \i"~'l]tl)' 

rrf :::('l'lOl1~ l'Pseal'(:h ,mel clis('u:""IO!l. 
_\.5 [II) initial step trnmrd fundamental f,/Jad'"'' \rllir-h l\l11:'t, be fm'lh

t'oj:linp: in rhilll n'in'}! the r01es of oar i\'(1\' or Ii r·" ,I!C' :,femhel';';o~' (';)]1-

,Q.;l'~.S5 ;l1ld othel:~ ,,:ho share the authoritv /1, ell; ." ltaq~ all ill1illl.'llitlte 
OPP,rlltllniLy !.() l'(wi;:e the !,)l'N'edltl'€;; for' /,11 111:'[:" 1{·lIt. :-:;OCi0t,\' C:ll1. t h(>ll 
b"p'Jll to ~lE":)"eprO\'Nl;l!'e" for Pl'ot,'ctio". ''''f'I'I''::!'''' I\f'lt onl:; l"". t:")
!li,til)u but n lifO t.o Olll' l'C<itle;;;:, l'd:cllioll.-, 1.11 / 11111I1!.dtlnl YO\lllr-:' iil'!)I);;,) 
\1'11') btye llqcl (>llow.rh of l'hE'tnric alld P1IIP' \' :II'fJlIlI-·P;". , 

Chf!il'll1nll Dorm,' ,\Tf!ll, thnnk nal ,-en' II;!!I·II. f wi:::ht'\'(>l'\'()llt' ('1)111.1 
Imye hearcl yo 11. l' te~·till\on\'. Le:'ertnl1l1i' 111I1'f' 11,,'y "i!ll'e;tcl it. Yon 
11\:1];:(> mncl1 ~l'm'" h(,1'e, :\;; "Oil han' Oil i,! 111'1" !I"":I,-ilJ!l;-< 'IdlE'll '-'on 11:1~'t' 
n,!)pPft-red here. Am'l yon hin't' certnilJlv 11I,1,lI'd i !,is ('Ollll1littet' t.relll1:ll
dOll:-];' hy wa,' ot' i'nformntinn and 'cl'.':!I' fI.i"kill!!: :lholit thi' Yl'lT 

. prol)fem: '. . ., 
. ,\.nd once HWlin. I wi11 :Ott\' fo "I,ll \I'll:" 11:1 I'P .~:li'.l to :,'lmlJl'fol'l.': 
flint we arE' WL'\' U'l':ltetlll to \:OU. ' . 

Dl', You:,,!';, 'th:~nkwJll, ,,'ir. 
" C'hui~'man Do))\), Olie more que"tioll Oil Illi':,IIIi~Uel' of the nl!!111)(.}' 
of addIcts anc1ui'eJ::' :11ld so on. I am mo~f. :1 II', III liB to hn\,(' the rl'C'ol'd 
clen.l' on t.his !'mbject. I think we aOTee t.hpf"I' :11'1' HO.ll1e (\5,000 reported 
adclirt::: in the 1Jl'i.t~cl Stn.te5~ '" . 

D!'. Ynr,r.Es. Yes, sir. 
Chu!l'lnan'J)CIJ)D: TInt yon said :L ]1101'1' 1,1:11I·;il,l(' figtll'l' fl!' JI:ll"'1l1k 

:l~)'l"'~!';:; would rallge as 11ig-h as 12;'5,O()n. I Illill!' il; \\01Ih1 be. helpful 
,11' yon ('ould t(>l1 uS how 1'0'1 subsbntiah' I !llIl, }1~lIl'e. 

, ) ... ~ 'I'I . I 'I J fi ' '1 l' f 1 !'. J.OL.f,I·;;;. 1(> .• morc p :ms}) e • ~lJ 1'\' I: • .n 1'\''''('( n,' l'~Jll '::Olll,? 
:::tllchrs whICh. we ha\'(~ dOHE' where tlw I"'I",J'!IIII! ('OnW5 11l Tram 1I0t 
ollly law enforcement 011 fi.rnres, but :11:;" frolll health sources. For 
pxa'mple, ill Xcw York Clt,,~ we hnn" had a "llIdy going on for ::lome 
time , .. 111Ch show'" n much llhdJl'L' IWI'('PI1I :I!.'," 01':,1 Inuch hi.gher llmnh('r 
or Ihldids there th\1ll fll'e l'l'])ol'tecl In' lli!' b II I'JI r'lL'c:elllt'ut. .. \lIclll:-.ing 
that i,tune lmsi;:; of e . .;til!Httin!l \\,E' nj,v1i"d I hal If, tilt' .wltional figure. 

61-801 0 • 77" - 55 
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This is obvious only an estimate, bilt"We believe and "We haye for a long 
t.ime, and I be1i(>\-e t.he Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs be
lie\:es with us on this point that the figure is uiuch ltl,rger. 

Chairman DODlJ. I think there is no renSOll ",-hy they sllUulc1 not 
br made .pnblic and why everyone shoutd not know ,,-hat iye are 
taV~illg about wben we use the terminolob'y "more plansibk.!ignre::.:: 

.! Illlnk: you ,-ery much, Doctor. . 
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X.AHCOT[CS LEGISIJ:tTION 

\VEDNESDAY, SE1'TE.MBER 21. 1909 

U.S. SEX,\TE. 
SrBl"O)DIlT'l'El~ To I~TE~TlG,~'l'E JuTEsn,E DEf,l::\Ql-};~CY 

.oF TUE C.o)DH'.ITEE .oS 'l'lTl~ J"L'DICORY • 
. 'Wa.shillgfoll, ·D.C. 

The, ,.,nbCOll11i1ittee (cOlnposecl of Senators DOl1<1. ·n urt. Hay h. Bur· 
dick, Tydings, Kenpec1y, 111'1lSkn, Fong, Thurmond, [)Jill Cook) ]lwt, 
PUl',3l11mt to rceess, at 8 :10 n.m'l in room 4iii, Old Sellnte Ofikc Build
ing-, HOil. T!;omns J. Dodd (cha;l'lJ1l1n oJ' the snbcommittee) presiding.', 

Pl'eselit: :::5enl1tol'Deli(t ' . 
.Also presenl,: Carl L. Pl'l'inn, stail' dircctor: r::u!!:cne \\-. Gl(ln"nn~ 

t,ditorinl dil'ectm:; William O. )1concy, chief in,:esri!!:ator; Peter 
:Fl'eiYftlds, research dil'ectol':Eliznbeth V. DePaulo, :::taffnlcmher; and 
Ric11ll,l'd O. Sheridan, minor1 ty counsel. 

Chairman DODD. I wjU c:lllthis henrin!!to order. 
The first witnpps this morning is Sellfiior Fl'nnk E. :\1.0>'';. of rtnh. 
~enator J fos;; i~ the SpOlli'Or I1nd anthoraf ~, :.?300, n bill to eH<\b-

j isil It Presidential Commissian onl\Iarihnnna, that is being consiclered 
by this committee. . 

• ~Ir.· J\:[oss hns far some time been interested in the problem .of the 
'Widespread USe of Jrllu·ihunna. mnong cur Taung people. 

lYe 'Want t.o 'Welcame' yon this rnarning ta ~OUl' commiHee, Senator 
~1oss. And we would be hnppy to hear JOU. '" 

STATEIVIEj,'iT OF liON. FRANK E. MOSS, A U.S. SENATOR FRO:r.r THE. 
STATE OF UTAH 

S(,lllttal'.~It)Ss~ Thank Jau. ~Ir. Chnirll1an. I am pleased to be here 
This mC)l'l~ing before this i'ub~amll1itte!:'. lam sarry thnt, my own tight· 
sch!;:clnle has prevented TIle from appearing at these hearings at all 
earlier time. But I haye been watching them enell' day-and I com-

. me,llcl t.he chairman nnd the subcalllmitteeTor deYnting a" much time 
ae.; yon are to thp; \'Pl'Y ll,rgent. p1'.ob1(>111 .of drug eontrc)l. There i" no 
tlonbt that the alarming lI1crea~e 111 drug llse-ancl drn~ abn£e-"-C!spe
ciallv bv the Satloll's vatll1g peapJe is .one of the lllostdiitl'llssing pt'ob~ 
leri1s'tacing the X utiOll tadn';-. , 

Beruuse or the widespread use ail1lal'ihunnn amoll!! our yonn!!:, 
I h:lYe tor n. long time been c~nccial1y interested in ueterminhlg jnst 
'Whnt are its effects. I first be!!:1111 askfll.!! qne~tiOllS ill the U.S. S'enate 
in the fall of 1967 as to]lOW 'dangerO\lS the use .of 111a1'i11uanl: is. and 
as to whether the' penalties for its-use are realistic. From time to' time 
I have hl'onght my questions up again, and I am tTeliglited:to be able, 

(! 

)) 
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to brill;; them to the attention of a ~ubcOlllmittee·i.lCyotell to fiJl<ling 
SOlUe of the auswers. . . '. 

Tho que:itiolls l'aiEec1 by the u:::e of lU;ll'ilmHna arc legion, awl the 
an'thol'ir:ltin~ lLllS\\'C'l'S !lendy llotH!xi:-itent. 

I pel' .. \...:lall" 1Jo1ie"e tll;\]: l'here is OHi-- one way to l1!':';:('lIll)lp' all or 
the am;\Yc'l'" ~\'e neec1·--Iil'lll, illC'oHtro\'cl:tible HlIS\\'el'S \yltich \\'ill be 
itl!cepterl by tho majority of our citizens. Ancl that is to e:3hthli~!t it 

Pl'csicbntial Commi:;sioll to ~tn<.ly the legal, ~()c:ial, economic Hlltl. 
Ill:·<l i,',ll aSlll?t'ti; of lllurihuana ati prnl'osed ill Illy bill (S. 23\)0). Tho 
('ot'Ui'Hi,,:,inn '\\'(Jtl I (.1 b(' l'cqui1'elllo :mlmlit to the P~'et'jt1l'nt and tht, Con-· 
9:1'e.35 tho results of its f'hltlV, mukitl£! ;11' that time ilpecili.c l'CdJllltllPlltla· 
riolls :for le~isla{'i n.l propo~al;; or Hllminic::tl'l1ti,-o actioll:; wltieh sl\nuhl 
l)e taken. :Jly hil~ allows ~ year" for slll'h [l study, lmt I am \\'il!illg to 
amend it to l't'qmre that. the £'tmly be made and the propo"a Is b" RPnt. 
to COn~!l'eES within 1 year, sini.'e I now belicl-e that thi" is IW""ih]p. 

My ltttention ,\n\s lu~re~tl'c11ai't week by the testimony before thi:; :,ub
committee by Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, Director of the :y ational Iu::ti-, 
tute of :JIental Health, that murihuana is silnply n· "mild liallnrinngen" 
that "should not be associated ,,,itll narcotics either. medicall:' or 

.legallyt and his 're('Ollllllenclntions that milder pelU'tlties for its 'u;:o 
Hurl possession are ca Heel for. 

Dr. Yolles furthermore Ctune out in opp()sition to the format.ion of· 
rtllY commission to Rtudy mal'ihi.tnna and maIm recomnlendat.iollil on 
~~,"on the basis that enough fncts are nli'eady known, and fur~her study 1" not necessary. . ' 

I haYe the greatest respect for Dr_ Yolles itS ;1' phn:ician. lli'whi;ltriRt 
llnd scientist, and I recognize that he has been it{voh-od for 20 veal'S 
in the' clel~elopmeIit of rese;1l'ch on narcotics nnd on the treatment and 
rehabilitation of the useril of narcotics .and other drugs, I ha YO sought 
his opinion on a number of occ'tlsions during" the period I luwo bern 
concerned about the ga.lloping- increase in the nse of marihuana, in this 
country. But his worc1ttlone is not elH)1'gh. .' 

'Ye still lun"e such u. thing ns pul1jic' opinion hi this. country, and 
eyen such all expel'~'s testinlOliy as his "'illno!; be enough to' s\ni.y' 

. the public's thillking on this subject. -
W1:11e Dr. Yolles'may be fully cOll'\'incl'cl thnt "moking mn.l'ilnlfll1(t is 

pmstlcal1y harl:lless. mfil,W oth~r people. hayc liot nccepted that, (:on
·c1mnon_ Thero IS e'-en some. dlsagreellle.nt among the experts as to 
the degroe to which mai'ihuallit is'danp.:el'OHs-or harmless-ot; ::;0111e- . 
'\'I"hero in between. Abont all that authorities a~rl'ee npon is the indi
viduulity of the mnl,ihnana. expel'il'nce-that. it has different effects 
on different inclivichlals, ,. 

I sug'gest tho best. \\,IVI' to c1eci(le "hat '\'I"e want to do ahont marillllnnlt 
is I ~ lian~ all' ('xhanst.j,-l' and anthoritat.iI-e report on it, issul'd hv an 
(lg-ency of the Federal GOYf'J'nment, which wil1pl'ovi(le the. sarno" sort 
of "Bible" on marihunna as the. 111M Report of tho Surgeon Gel1('1'nl 
Oll::jmoking and Health dillon r,igareUes. , 

. Tho report. must. be of the sc:ope whirh ('ould ht' nrel)al'l'll by n Pl'esi
·dent.ial Commission hecause the marihuana prohlc~ is not only a 
l11Nlical lll1rl h('alt:h ])l.'ob1elll, but n le£!al one. alii( wo will n('~(l S())1)(.' 

" g'nirlt'lines for remodifil'ationnnc1ll11ifieation of our lalYs. 
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. The American people \~'iU not be :'ltti"lle(l with Ie:',; thall atl authol'-
, itat!,'e l'epol't of thi;; j'.ype. On the OJ~e halld. th~I'I; ill'C Itltllly parent~ 

who arc too. deeply w()rl'll~d llbout th~ll' pot-:'llJOklllg tl'ellng\;'ts. On tIll' 
other haml" them ill'l'. ton mallY VOl\ng people ,Yl}(J an.' cvllvin('ed tlHlt 
pot i~ h(illl 11<u'lI)lc,;s anel fun. 'Xpirhel' will he ~atii;fil'd with ltllything 
less than tl COlllllltllltling" 10pOrt un it, The public lIpl'oar l]em:\I1t1;; it. 

Herc ltrnsol1le qnestiol1:-3 on whil";l I hopi:' the ;;Ci\.·Jltifl,,:. C'olllJU'tmilY 
couhlrea('h a 11igb de<YL'ce of n,!.!'L'l!CI!JI!I!t. 

}. 1 • ~ '1 ,., 1 ~ . "1- • I r1' ' , 7 ::; t ll) li:in of lIlUrLlIJ<lll:l ( HllgerPII:'! () Illo;:t lWUP[(- ~ 0 lllIUtl()l'lt.\' , 
Doe:, it. like lllc()ltol~Jl():ie. Pl'iJlll\l'jJ:':1 pl·()hlf'1U of aJluse? 
1s'i, :\lhli,·ti"c, ,am1 ;:llllliltl it h l ot:llly l:rqhil;ite'! ~ 
Or ean it be lls('d with some (h~!!'l'ee of imfl't\' ill llHHlerarillll ? 
Doe::; its use, uncler ('P.rtnin eOl1l1irioi1ti (Hid c10SilP:!;,;:;, le:1<l ro lutlln-

e11Htt.iom; ~ . . 
Does its Uf'e lead to a. faulty :"l'Il,,!! 0: tlllll" ,n' H ]r.,." of jlld.l!·Il!l'll~ ~ 
Doe~ it. r1nmn.ge tJ1l' hrain? " 
lJ(;.I'~; the lise of m;lrihn!lUH nltl't't the 11:3e1'":': nLilit\'!t) Opu'dl·lllecl.!an-

icn ll'OJltl'ivnnces, such as an autolllobile ( , 
Doe;; it have all impact. on artil'.tic cl'Nlth'ity 1 . 
Is there ailY mechenl justification Jor the witle;;j)1'l':1l1 opinillll th:lt 

the, ll>'e of IIItu:Dntann may lead to nle nse of othel' t1l'li!!i). :-'lIrll i'.5 heroin. 
OF J1lorhpille 1:)1' toeaine, ,\'l1O::<l ~l'ri<)u;; cfte<:ts hllYl·. ·lll'e:l{l:; bern ('stu\)
hslll'd? 

'Whal' are the ]ong-·tel'In c:fi'el'l>' of thesllloJ;:in,g or l11Hl'ihllnlHl? . 
Could it inchwe hillg (,1111te1'. Uti does tlle smoking '0£ cigarettes made or t'obal'l'o'? ' , 
'\ \r ou Id its cont,ilHwd U~t' (;ltil~e d1l'OllI0l50Jllal (.'lH'll1Q'e';;. ll::l is the Cl'';C· 

in t he 1l:i~\ of LSD?· \ '-
)fr. Oh:1irmnn, ,YC hay€' beell :::pe('nli1ting ubllll! mal'illU~\Jla long 

eJlongh, r~et's 11:1\'(' all of the fa~·ts) ;11ld in ()n~ ulllhol'ital'j\'C' pa(·1-:age .. 
l1\'I'Il1I"\~. of the drug reBenr<.'h pl'OgTnl11 being .\':lI'l'jp(l on by the 

XatiO!lal Institnte oJ )'lental Hl"ilth"::"a pl'ngl'nlll "'hid) i huye ('Oll
sisteut'l:r supt:iorted, il1<.'identalh'-·Hllll bt:('llllSe 11l01'0 amI more 'f,ld;:; 
are N!lel'gi1)g e~'ery week about.' nWl'ihl1alHL~ ~ ltlll l;Op':,i'lll th.lt we al'~ 
l'e~l('.ll1ng the pOlllt where we CHn ue anthol'it.at WI' nl>ont It, 

I wn~' glad to note on :UolHIny of lnst \\,,,,('1.:, rl!:' Xl'\\' li'll'k TiIIH'$ 

ngrel'l1. In all ('ditol'inJ written in support of tho l;i!! intt'n<iuc-ec1 h)' 
,Reprl';;(.'I1tati.Ye 1\:o('h of Xl'''' York, '1'11ic1l is the Hllu,::c (:ount('rp:u-t bf 
the.l\Io::,s Senate bill, tl.1t' TiJllC!$ cal h!c1 for tlJ.e estn hlishlilenr, tJi' n 1)1 efii
dmlli\ll commi.RHion-su.ying: it \1'US "Hnlf}'tl~e ). mel'iClill peopl~ hnd 
t.hehanl facts on:1 possibly sofl: drug." '.' -.,.' 

I a:::k tllat the. '.rimes editCll'iaJ of September 15, 1969, entitled "The· 
Far!!'; Oll Pot.'! he cUl'l'icd in t.he l"!.col'd of the hearing". 

('lin il'lI1nn DODI). That, nUll' bQ clone.' • 
(The llocmnent w:as ninl'kcc1 "Exhjbit ~ o. 18~"'fmd is as fo1101,"8:) 

EXnInIT 18 

THE FACTS 0:'\ "POT" 

Tl!!~ :,\1"" YOUR 'Tnms, !lr:I·TF.~rnF;R 1;;. 11,1 fi!1 

. "'.1'11/' qup<Uon of wllether 't:lking: 1101' is a i;b~rl toward se!f.-rll'.:tl'\l(,tioll or 
m!'re)~' :111 il1lJ~('l'nt din'rl<ioll is bC'iu/! dl'lIutf.!cl ai< thollgh it (.'oul<1 Ill' de('i'dl.'ll lJy 
lIl11jol'if r \'O~I.',' }'('\\' ~'UUIl~ IlI!Ollie C:\lu(,(>(ll! allY dalll,;t·l' \\'h~\t('.Y('\· in the lll'l\l:tiee, 
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. many of their l'ltlf'rs' are ~enuincly (J.1armed,.and medical men, vredictabl~', are 
di,i(led. The argument might be a hannless pastime were Jt not for two gl:lring 
<'ircumstances: If marijuana is indeed harmful, then: a staggering percentnge' 
of the rising generntion i~ headed for disaster and drastic curhs are in order. 
If it H IIot, then hundreds of innocent users, police, school otiiciall?and parents, 
lire being put through an ordeal'l1.s useless as it ;is PSychologically damaging. 

Gh'en these alternutiYe possibilities-both deplornhle and both ba~l'd on 
ignorance of the factiT-Repre~entatin~ Koch of Xc\\' Yorl;: makes the sensible 
5uggestion that something be done to diminil"h tlHlt ignorance. lIe propose$ a 
presi.dentinl COlllllli$sion, comparable to the Kerner and Warren commif;s[ons, 
to l':::tablish Iluthoritntin)ly how many Amcricnns. and what kind, smoke'mari
junni).,; how t'ffectiYe the laws against it are; its psychological and phy~iological 
~ff~r:t~. taking the most exhausti,'e, and rrlil1ble te:;t.imony·; its r('latioIlship, if 
allY. to crime; nnd, not ll'll:;t. its possible encOUl'ngeIUE'ut to the li~e of other drl1ll'S. 

Other studi!"; haye, of coursl', hel'Il made. ,A cOInmi,ttee appOinted by ),Inyor 
1.n Guardia, in response to lurid char~es about the prevalence of "reefers" in 
the s(!hnols, cnme Ul) in 1044 with sOllle reassuringly unsensational. i}ndings. A 
British Advisory Committee on Drug- Dl:'pendence only a year ago found 110 ('\'i
dence that 111l1rijllana-sIlluldng lef1 to yioll'llCe or serious 'dependence, Beyond 
thl'$e stUdies and otllC'rs like thelll a body of literature on "grass," "pot," "Aca
pulco gold," "weed" and "tl'a" goes back through'thl' centuries. 

Yet the fact r('mains that none of. these stlldil's. putting aside entirely the 
ancient and the lcngendnry, is l'ntirely applicnbll' to the Arul'rican situation to
{lny. The number of smokl'rs, their degree of indulgence, and the potency of the
drug-all these vary grently from country to country and from time to time. 
There has been notlling in the UnitE'd States comparable to the ill,estigation 
proP?sed by ~rr. t\:o('h, either in scope or in the stature of the inn::;tigators. It 
is time the American peoplp. had the hard facts on a pOssibly soft drug." 

Senator ~1oss. Thank you for the time, ~1r. Chairman. I sincerely 
hope that the subcommittee. will give serious consideration to my bill, 

Cha.irman DODD. Thn:nk you, SE'uutor )1oss. IVe "rill giye careful 
consideration to ~'our testimony, I thank you for being here this 
morning. . 

Do ~;on think that this proposal ·for a presidential cOlllmissioll 
should be made pill:t of a, bill recodifying and hl."inging up to (late' 
~xisting n~l'co( ies information, or ,,'ouid ~:ou re.all~T prefer to lun'e a 
separate 1)111. 

Senntor )f OR~. I w()ulc1 em'ision that the appointed commission 
hay€) on it. not. only l\Jpclico-sociologicnl experts but. 'legal expects too, 
so that. the l'e('omn1endations tliat ('~une out of it would eshlblish what 
we would be doing as far leS legal controls are concerned on marihuana . 

. It seems to me we have, come to such a, jUllctur·e.now, "'ith ;;0 many of' , 
Oul" young l)eople, nrlopting the attituele con~isfent with Dr. Yolle's 
te:;thnony" thnt, mal'ih1l!lonn, is just, sort of a harmlE';;s bit of fnn, that. 
we hl1:\'e' to focu;; the fnct "ith fl1lthol'itath'e ·findings. And I don't 
think that I;; going"to happen nntil we'get f:omething' of the c:l1i1Jer 
of a presic1entin 1 cOl111nission to ao it, '" ~ 

(,hairman: DODD. Pel'1H1]1s I dic1n~t, ·make mn;plf clear. ~Vhat. I was 
rea II" trying to get at is whether yon wanted this as a. separate bill, or 
wonld it ma1m any difference to yon if it was included in the o\'enl11 
narcot.ics hHr recodified, bronght up to date with the exist.ing Jaw, 
harni.onizing the several existing laws, or whether it ought to be a 
Feparate measure, . 

Senator I\~o~s. 1 don't hR;ye a strong coriyi,cti~n, except tJlat it seen!s 
to me that. If It. does rcmam separnh>, amId It. focm;es l'H!'ht on tIllS 
,commission, and especially Hthe subcomnlittee saw'fit ·fo shorten the 
time :for l'eporfing-w},irh I haye sllggestecl could he 1 ypar rathE'J' 
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than 2 .year~thell with all that. foc'ns on it exeept apart from any 
ot.her moclific.u,tions in the Drug Control Act1 perhaps we would get a 
really aut.horitntire prouonncelnent that. would huyc an :wresting ef
fect, us I mete1e the comparison, like the Surgeon General's Report 011 
Tobacco. . 

. ChnirmanDo'DD. 'Would yOU want the Xat,ional In:,titute of He(llth 
repl'e':;cIlteclml this? . 

Senator )ro:;~. Y('ty much so. 
Chairman DODD. 1\Toulcl it. be expectiJig' too !Duch to ask :vou to 

omline. who YOU think should he on it? I tllink it ,,'ould be sufficient to 
suggest that' ,,0 wouM .j)l'obtllJlv wnllt. to eove\:· the full spcctnnn of 
knowleclgenble individuals who 'are wen informed nhont t}lis pl'oblpJl1. 

Senator' :\105S. The sociologists, and e'specin llrpeople concerned 
with t)w .sociologic,al. problems of young folk:;, because tliat is. where 
the prmclpnlulU'cst IS no\". 

C'ha~rman D~DD. Qne other question that I want to get :YI:mr ':iew' 
on. T::; It your \'If'\\' that the. pelHl1ty structlll:'e for murihuana Y10lahoHs 
should l'elllitin the same as it. is now' under existing- law until the com
mission or until the study is completed, or wonlcCvotl think it should 
be c}n1llgecl, pPllcling the findings of the. commission?, . 

~el1ntor )'lo;::s. I think that "~o would be unticipating the results of 
the filldings a bit if we mnde the change now. Of course, I know there 
isa Yory considerable revolt against the. penalties even now. But I 
th~nk. a y\a~~s tin~e isnot 1'l:'(11); too lengthy, and perhaps we ;,honlcl 
]elWe]t as It 1:'; untIl we get th~ study made. 

f'hairll1un DODD. I tl1ink you an; right. about that. " 
How do you ieel about the pennlt~, pl'oyisions in the administrution 

bilI, jf yon 11n n' ha~l a ehal1re to stndy it ? Thn bin changes the penn It~, 
stl'!1f~tHre and eliminates mnllc1atory sentencing. ~ wish you ,\'ou1d1nok 
at It. , 

Of course, I think you are right., the penalty struct.ure is a great 
prnh1em, ancl it is pretty harcl to reconcile a mandatory s.entence for 
simple possession with other criminal penalties. . ' 

. Senator :\10$5. I agree with yon on that. )f1o. Chairman. '17e ha,-e a 
'tel1dency, I think, in~UI,time "'lien there ,is it bit of crisis~ to ~hink that 
we D..l'C going to l:'oh-e t.he problem, pel'hap;::, b.,' just increasing the 
penn.1ty. And there o'iHrht to he other wa~'s thilt. we coulc11ook at this 
1':1 the!' than simply jacking up the penalt~\ nnd especially a mandatory 
l:'emellce., . 

C'hail'lhan DODD. Senator ~Ioss, thi.s has been ,"ery helpful t(.';;ti
mony, and ~:on can he sure that it will be given ('areiul consideration. 

Sf.>llator )105;;, :( thank you "cry much, )11'. OIlil irman. 

n 
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Cha.irman DoDO (ccmtinuing-), To giye us the benefit of your yiews, 
~rr, Eugene T. Rossides, Assistant Secreta.ry for Enforcement a.nd . 

O]X'rations, Department .. of the Trcasury. 

STATEMENT OF EUGENE T. ROSSIDES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR ENFORCEMENT; AND OPERATION, DEPARTMENT OF THE 
TREASURY; ACCOMPANIED BY LAWRENCE FLEISHMAN, G. GOR
DON LEDDY, AND' L·KE RUGER 

C'hairmllIl Do))\). :Mr .. Hossidcs, glad to wckume you Lack ag-a iil, ,Ve 
are anxious to hea I' your testimony. . . 

I will say for the t'{~t:ol'd that although it is already in t.he're('.orcl, 
~rr. Hossides has had a disting-l.Ibhed l)ublic. career. fIe !;clTCd as as
I:;i:sta.nt to lhe Under ;:;ccretarv of the Trca.sury'from 1!)58 to 1961. 
In his present capacity, his pi·('sent. I'esponsibiiitics include superyi
sion of the Bureau: of Customs and Secret. S(,lTice, Tl'eaSUl}' Law En
forcemen~ School, and BUJ'P-an of Ellgra.\-ing- and Pi·iuting, Bureau 
of the Mmt .. 

)11'. Rossirlcs 'is lIO'" in.\,o]\'('tl ill Operat iOIl InteJ'eC'pt., the. GO\'Cl'll
ment's nm:::si \'C ('am]Htig:n tLg'll.illst lIarcotics allli d'l'U1! addiction, If for 

-----_ .. 

'I' 
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110 othel' rp,,;;on, jf you \\"~re onl}' in Opemtiol1 Int.el'cept, ,ye would be 
very anxious to he:l1' froni you. ' 

Go right ahead. -' , 
MI'. Rossrm:s. Thank you very much, :\11'. Qhairman. lt is a great 

pleasure. to appear a:rn ill hefore vonI' committee. 
~fl'. Clmi1'man and members of 'the comhlittee, OIl b<!hnlf of the 

Trensry J)~patil1lellt, 1 wish to thank yon fo~' the opportunity to ap
pear. here today to COllllllelit l~pOll S. 2G37, t.he a~lll:inistrntion' biJl con
eC1'II1l1g control of drug traffic, and further to chs('u&s otherma.tters 
of cOllee.rn to t.his ('CHnmittee. ' 

:\[uc!I testimony hlt!? been pl'e'lentec1 d~scrihillg the features and de-
tails of the mrious proyisions of S. 2637, and therefore I shall 'confine 

'my remilrks to a genei'al endot'sement or this hill. Additiollf!l1y, in 
re!:lPOtU.:iO to inquiry made by the c()mmittee chairman, I shall present 
,certain hdual mt;tm'il~lwliich sel'n~s as an approiJriate hack~lround 
supporting enactment, A this legislation., ' 

No genuine dispnte exists concerning either the dangerous charac
ter of the magnitude of drug abuses ildhe United States. ",Ye aUrec-' 
ogniz:e the threat this pI'ohIem poses to the hen-Ith and welfa.re of 
millions of ,Amedc.:uls. Enforcement and drug eontrol problems liave 
increased for this Go\-ernment as illicit. drug traffic. has proliferated. 
This bill is designed to increase t.he effectiveness of qontrol and en
forc.oll1ent. generally. Representath-es of the Department of Justice 
ha,ye testified cOtlcel1ling the eifect, of the various t.itles of this legisla
tion, mid I concur in geilCrnl in the thrilst of that tf.'st,imony. 

The prineipal interest of thE'. Tl'eltstuT Department in this leg1sla
tion arlses from the primary iIwolvement of Treasury's J3ureau of 
Customs )n preyent.ion and suppression of drtlg smu~gling und its 
exclusive responsibiIit.y to enforce the smuggling laws. ~ection 701 (b) 
of S. :2G37 recognizes this. ' . " . 

Tho Rureml of Customs historically and cllrrent.ly plays a "ital role 
in our oYerall drug control eifort, because foreign-produced und 
smuggled drugs constitute oyer gO perc.ent of i1l~ci~U,~.drug traf!1c 
und c.ollsumptlOll. Drugs are smug~ded mto the Umted :::it-ates by a:ti'
craft, boat, car, and by pedest.rians at points all a.Iong the thousands 
of miles of the U.S. borders. 'We estimate that betweeu'15 to 20 per
cent. of narcotics a.ild O\-,er 85 pereent, o~.high-potency marihualllt are 
slUug~led aCross the Ulllted Staf.es-lIextcan border, facts .... ell known 
to tliIS committee. 

1. The coumiittee has reqnested t.he most,.recent trends, in the 
f~muggling of: 11arcotics, mnrihunnt~ twd dan~erous dr1lgs into the 
Unih~ll States, as indicated by tJw BUl'eml of Cust.oms arrest. and 
seizu re fi O'lll'es. . 

. Drug s'eizures aIid a.rre~ts by the Bu!'<'>,fl,u of, Oustonl~ during the 
past. 3 yt~(lrs refle~t stmthng mcreases. m dr~lg slUltgglmg. For ex
ample, CU>HtOI11S ::;Nzed 78 pounds of herom durmg fiscal year 1!>67, ~6 
pounds in 1!>68 and 311 pounds inln69, and 1hus SeiZlll'eR quadrupled 
m a, period of hut, 2 years. ' , '. 

Thl\ same trend is reP.(lc.ted rega.rcling seizures of opium, ma,rihmulll, 
haBhish, and the Yal'ious other dangernus drugs. Exhibit A sets forth 
the'details of the qunntity of seizHl'es of all drugs. 

(The chart was marked "Exhibit No. 28" and iSM follows:) 
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EXHIBIT NO. 28 

COMPARATIVE SEIZURES STATISTICS 

Fiscal year 1967 Fiscal year 1968 Fiscal year 1969 

Heroin: -----

Number 
of 

seizures 

Grams •.••••. _........... 225 
Pounds .........••.•••••......••••. 

Opium: 
. Grams................... 16 

Pounds •••••.....•••...•....•••••.. 
Other narcotics: 

Gram'............. .•.•.. 291 
Pounds. '" .••••••..•...•.••...•..• 

Marihuana: 

Number 
of 

Amount seileres 

$35, 323. 00 265 
77.87 ..••••..•• 

4,436.00 21 
9.81 ..... , .••• 

18,304. no 259 
40.37 ••..••.•.• 

Grams............. .•..•. I, OSI 11,935,431. 00 '2,450 
Pounds._.......................... 26,312.00 ••••••.••• 

Hashish: • 

~~~~(L ::: ::::: ::::: ::::::::::::: ......... ". '<~~.:: :::::::: 
Dangerous drugs (5 grain units>........... ('> 525 

I Mostly eucaine. 
'No records maintained. 

Number 
of 

Amount seizures Amount 

$111, ~!U~ ...... :~~. $141,~~t~~ 
6,539. 00. .42 15,347. 00 

14.20 •••..••••. 33.88 

144,325. 00 253 90,213.00 
98.00 ••••...••• 198.87 

31,767,457. 00 2,673 25,929, 61i3. 00 
70,034. 00 .•••.••••• 57, 16t.OO 

86, 638. 00 186 
191.00._ ...... _. 

3, 9M, 800. 00 630 

282,771.00. 
6Z3.3S· 

4,763,361.00 

Mr. ROSSIDF:S. It must be noted that yery litt.le hashish ,,'as seized 
prior to U)66. In H)6() and 1967, ho\YeYl~r, :1pproximate.1y TO pounds 
or hashish were seized, 191 pounds in 1968, and G23 pounds in fiscal 
year 1969. . ' . . 

The seriousness and significance of these figures can only he nppre
ciated.when it is realized that it takes G25 pounds of raw J .. :rihuana 
to make 1 pound of hashish. Thus, the fiscal 1£)69 seizure represented 
the active ingredients in 390,000 pounds of marihuana. 

Stepped-up enforc.ement effolts and tremendous t.raffic- increases 
Loth contribute. to these impressively enlarged seizure stat.istics. The 
statistics show that. a firm market for hashish has been established in 
t.he United States, and t.hat there is a. growing market for ot.her drugs 
for illicit distribution and use. Arrests by t.he Bureau of Customs fol
low the same l)uttern. DruF smuggling 'llrrests increased from 3,874 in 
fiscal year 1967 to 6,200 in nscal year 1969. . 

2. The committ€e has ful'ther inquired as to the international sources 
of supply. . 

Heroin, the most. noxious of Rll the (h'ugs, is del'in~d from the opium 
poppy plant.. Nearly all of t.he It'gal cult.ivat.ion of opium poppies is 
in T~Il·key. The raw materials for heroin, in the form of the gum ~pium 
and its product, morphine-base, art' divcrted directly from legitimate 
('halll]els into illicit. production and the sl11l1ggli.ng Silpply line. 

The l'llW material fot· heroin, morphine-base, iR !>n~uggled into the 
European countries whet'e, in hiddl'lllaboratorief', it. is cOlln~rted into 
the. heroin and smuggled directly into the lTllited States through 
nwtous routes. 

t~ shoul~ be no.t.ed that:t si~nifif'l~nt amount. O! opium is \l1egally 
eult.nrated III MeXICO, and herolll denved from It. IS smuggled 111to the 
F~lited States. 

Coc-nine flows: lto t.he United Rbitl'~1 from moulltai1l0llti regions along 
the ,Yest Coast. of South Amerien, where tlte. ('()('a plant. grows wild 
and is also cdtiyttted. Tho fini:,lw(l dl'Ug ordinarily iR produced ill 
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count.ries where the ~a leaves grow, and tlWIl smuggled int.o the 
United States, principally t.hr.ough the port of :\Iiami, Fla., and addi
.t.ionally throuO'h New Orleans and across t.he :Mexican border. 

'. Hashish trallic has increased markedly during t.he past, 2 years. As' 
I have ll1E'utioned, hashish is a.marilllUtllU, 01' ea~ll1ltuis derinltive.It is 
six to eight times more powerful t.han the most potent marihuana. Its 
popuhtrit.y ltpparently results from its hil5h potency and 'inereased 
antilabiilt.y.'Our·Uest informaton, Mr. CliaIrman, indicates that large. 
guantit.ies of hashish clll'l'ent.ly a.re sllIuggled by caravan through Israel 
by ",n.,)' of t.he. Sinai Peninsltla .and X egEw Desert. Several SeIzures of 
hashish traceahle t.o the Middle East have been ma.de alon~. our Cana
dian border. Sn,laller quantities of hashish arrive fI;om origInal sources 
in Inelia, Pakistan, and Afghanistan. 

Unla wfnI activities within ~IexiC{) figure heavily in the illicit traffic 
iunareotics, nrar.i:luullla, and dangerous drugs. The 6'Teatest. volume of 
illicit drugs smuggled into the United States crosses the United 
Stat~s-~Iexican borc~er. The predolllimLnt drug cr.o9.'3ing tl~a~ bord~r is 

.l\IexlCan-grown ma!.'lhuuna t.hat has been pressecllllto kIlo-SIzed brIcks 
~mcl smuggled in b)' a nriety of methods: As I haye noted, some raw 
opium is- produced in ~[e;xico and smuggletl in as eit.her c.rudc gum 
opium, smoking opium or heroin. Heroin of Europ~fm ori~in is some
times channeled t.h:r:oqgh :llIexic.o into the United States. ~'\. high per
centage of the dangerous drugs for illic.it use in United States markeLs 
is legttlIy exported from t.he United States to Mexico j is diverted to 
unlawful channels a.nd smuggled hack. , 

The bulk of Customs drug seizures and arrests is at the Mexican 
border, and the Mexican border is clea.rly the predominant supply 
ronte for such t.raffic.. Any prograI!l designed lmccessfullJ' to combat 
the drug traffic problem mnst prOVIde a method .for eifeet.lye suppres-
sion oftraffic at the Mexican border. . . 

The c.urrent, massive antidrug smuggling cllmpaign at the U.S.
Mexi('an border is called Operation Interce.pt.. Operation Intercept is 
a joint. eifort, by Yarions departnient·s of Government, in\"olving prin- . 
cipally Treasury and Just.ice and including the Bureau of Customs, the 
Immigrat.ion ·and Nat.umlization Service., t.he Bureau of N arc.otics ftnd 
Dangerous Drugs, the Federal Aviation. Administration, the Coast, 
Guard and the Navy. It stems from President Nixon's direct.ion to 
c.urb the flow of drugs across t.he :i\Iexic.an border. Early in:.his admin
istra.t.ion, President. Nixon appointed a special President.ial task force 
'relating tqllUrcotics, marihuana and dangerous drugs. It has bee.n my 
pleasure toqe c00hairman of thttT. task force. with Deputy At.torney 
Genom1 Ric.hard G. Kleindienst. . 

The findillfrs and recommendations of the task force were submitted to Presidellt. ~iXOll. '.tho President reconstituted tIlP, study task force 
into an action task force and directed that it translate its rec.ommen
elations into a.ct,iOll. Operation Intercept ,vas a. dil:ecL }result.. I ha.ve 
submitted to you for inclusion in t.he hearing record a copy oft-hat.task 
force report. 

Chairman DODD. ",VeIl, we a.re; glad to ha~ie it and it wilJ be included 
in t.he record. . .I' 

. ('l"ho report referred to was ·marked.("Exhibit. X o. 29" a.nd is (IS 

follows')' Ii 
t • . '. \\ If 

~ 
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Flr~;DINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SPECIAL PRESIDENTIAL TASK FORCE 

Relating to 
Narcotics. Marijuana and Dangerous Drugs 
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June 6, 1969 

The President· 
The v;hi te House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dear Mr. 'President: 

l~e submit herewith a report dated June 6, 1969, 
entitled "Narcot'ics, Marihuana and Dangerous D.rugs 
Task Force." As you can see, it is the result of the 
joint efforts over an extended period of time of many 
persons from hot only the Treasury Department and the 
Justice Department, but also from the Departments of 
Defense, Health, Education and Welfare, Agriculture, 
Labor, Commerce and Transportation. The State Department 
was represented in ,an advisory capacity. A representative 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission also participated 
and a staff assistant to Mr.- Ehrlichman was present as 
an observer at all meetings of the full Task Force. 

This report is a direct result qf your pledge to 
the American people on September 16, 1968, aj:: Anaheim, 
California. At that time you stated that you intended 
to do several things. Among the~ was your intention 
to "move again.3t the source of drugs" and to "accelerate 
the development of tools and weapons to detect narcotics 
in trCln<;it". 

It. the immediate future, the combined enforcement 
resources of the United States Government will be utilized 
in order to make a concerted frontal a~tack on the illegal 
importation into and the subsequent illegal sale. and use 
of marihuana, narcotics and dangerous drugs in the United 
States. 

Yle will keep you advised on. a continuing basis of 
specific programs that will be initiated to implement 
the recollU"endations of the report. \-1e will also advise 
you of the results of such programs. 
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In this regard, you should also'be advised that 
representatives of our respectlve departments will be 
meeting in Mexico City on June 9th, lOth and 11th, 
with officials of the Government of Mexico to consider 
all aspects of the illegal traffic between our ,two 
countrie~ in narcotics, m~rihuana, stimulants and 
hallucinogenic drugs. 

The Department of State, which will assume the 
major burden o~ obtaining Mex~can cooperation on a 
continuing basis, will participate in these meetings 
and will coordinate ourrollow-through efforts l'{ith 
the l1exican authorities. Under Secretary Richardson 
has assured ,us of that Department' s whole-hearted 
support for the report. . 

Because the report concerns itself not only with 
recommendations as to enforcement matters but also . 
with the dangers and effects which result from the 
use of mar:l..luana in particular, representatives from 
the Department of Health, Education ana Welfare made 
valuable contributions to the efforts of the Task 
Force. We have been authorited by secretary 'Finc~ 
to inform you that he fully concurs in the report, 
its conclusions, and recommendations. 

Respectfully, 

IS/David M. Kennedy 
Secretary of the Treasury 

Is/John N. Mitchell 
Attorney General 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the most serious problems facing the United 
states today is the marked increase in the use of narcotics, 
marihuana and other hallucenogcnic or "rnind-chanqing" drugs. 
This ~roblem is especially prevalent among the youth of our 
nation, who have experimented with these drugs. 

Most ,of the marihuana in the United states today comes 
from l1exico and is smuggled across the border by various 

'means. Mexico has become by far our largest supolier of 
marihuana and it is a'lso the source of a substantial amount 
of o.ther drugs. As the primary sources of supply, free-lance 
smugglers and organized traffickers are largely responsible 
for the marihuana and drug abuse problem. 

In an effort to find a solution to this problem, the 
Attorney General requested the formation of an inter
departmental Task Force to conduct a co~prehensive study 
of marihuana with specific emphasis on the Me~ican border 
problem. The, objective of the Task Force has been to 
formulate a plan for positive .and effective action to 
control the illicit traf:icking of drugs across the 
Mexican border. The Task Force has also reviewed the 
best scientific information now available on the health 
dangers inherent in the use of marihuana and has endeavored 
to communicate unequivocally in, this report the facts con
cerning the social implications of marihuana use. 

It was considered advis,able to involv~ in this studv 
all Government agencies dealing with one or more phases of 
the problem. 

The following individuals represented their departmenl, 
and agencies on the Task Force and actively particioated in 
its deliberations: 

Co-Chairman 

Co-Chairman 

Mr. Richard G. Kieindienst 
Deputy Attorney General 
Department of Justice 

Mr. Eugene T: Rossides 
Assistant secretary 
Depart~ent of the Treasury 



Executive Secretary: 

Member: 

Mcmbe;-: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 
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Mr. R. Richards Rolapp 
Special Assistant to the 

Deputy Attorney General 
Departme~t of Justice 

Hr. John J. Caulfield 
Staff Assistant to Counsel 
The White House 

Mr. Paul Eggers 
General Counsel 
Department of the Treasury 

Mr. G. Gordon Liddy 
Special Assistant to the 

Secretary 
Department of the Treasury 

Mr. Lester D. Johnson 
Commissioner - Bureau of Customs 
Depar~ment of the Treasury 

Mr. John·E. Ingersoll 
Director, Bureau of Narcotics & 

Dangerous Drugs 
Department of Justice 

Mr. George H. Revercomb 
Associate Deputy Attorney 

General 
Department of Justice 

Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach 
Assistant to the Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice 

Mr. Raymond F. Farrell 
Commissioner, Immigration & 
. Naturalization Service 
Department of Justice 

Mr. William E. Ryan 
Chief, Narcotics & Dangerous 

Drugs Section 
Criminal Division 
Department of Justice 

.. -- . 



Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 

Member: 
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Mr. Henrv E. Petersen 
Acting D~puty Assistant Attorney 

General 
Criminal Division 
Department of Justice 

~tr. Robert E. Jordan, III 
Chief Counsel 
Department of the Army 

Mr. Frank A. Bartimo 
Assistant General Counsel 
Hanpower and Reserve Affairs 
Department of Defense 

Dr. Theodore C. Byerly 
Assistant Director, Science & 

Education . 
Department of Agriculture 

Mr. Rocco C. Siciliano 
Under Secretary 
Department of Commerce 

Mr. "ohn Gentry 
Executive Assistant to the 

Under Secretary 
Department of I,abor 

Dr. Mark Novitch 
Special Assistant for 

Philrmaceutical Affain, 
Office of the Secretary 
Department of Health, Education 

"nd Nelfare 

Dr. Stanley F. Yolles 
Director, National Institute of 

Mental Health 
Department of. He,'ll'tb, Education 

and Welfare 

Mi:. James M. Yohe' 
Deputy Director of Compliance 

and Security 
Federal Aviation Agerlcy 
Department of Transportation 
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Commander Frederick J. Lessing 
U. S. Coast Guard 
Department "of Transpc,:::ta tion 

Mr. Fritz Kahn 
Deputy General Counsel 
Interstate Commerce Commission 

The 'l'ask Force conv(':~ed its initital meeting on March ?6, 
1~69. In that first meeting the general scope of the prop0sed 
study was discus,sed, objectives formu.lated and Subcommittees 
formed for more specific and detailed research on the varipu~ 
aspects of the overall study. The Subcommittees were: 

Health Subcommittee -- Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, Director 
of the NatIonal Institute of Mental Health., Chairman. 

Resources Subcommittee -- Mr. Cartha D. DeLoach, Assistant 
to the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation~ 
Chairman. 

Enforcement Subcommittee -- ~Ir. John E. Ingersoll, Director 
of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Dru~s, Chairman. 

Each 1'lubcol1U)littee was given direction on the scope and 
nature of its study and assigned ce~tain questions by the 
Task Force. The Task Force requested the Health Subcommittee 
to prepare a comprehensive report on the medical implications 
of marihuana use. The Task Force was particularly interested 
in learning by whom and to what extent marihuana is used 
and the health dangers involved, if any. 'rhis Subcommittee 
;,'as also requested to report on present effo'rts to educat.e 
the public about drug abuse and to recommendparticulai 
areas where educational efforts can be increased and con-
centrated. -

The Resources Subcommitt.ee was asked to survey ~nd 
report on the manpower and facilities available to aid in 
the control of trafficking in marihuana. This Subcommittee 
undertook an analysis and comparison of the resource needs 
of existing law enforcement agencies to enable such agencies 
to participate effectively in a long-range program for 
marihuana control. 

- 4 -
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The Enforcement. Subco:nmittee developed a rE'.:ommended 
plan of action, for immediate and long-term implementation, 
designed to have a significant impact on unlawful marihuana 
traf f ickinq ,lcross the !·!ex i can b,'rder. .l ts stud y included 
an examination of existing programs of la· ... enfor.cement 
agencies with a view to the improvement of coordination 
and efficiency. The Enforcemt!nt Subcommittee defined the 
various aspect& of the enforcement problem, reached certain 
conclusions and made apprnpriate rpconh'11E'ndatjOl~5 for imple
mentation. 

These Subcommittees devoted considerable time to careful 
study of the assigned subject matte.r:. As an examplE; of t.he 
effort exoended, the Enforcer.1cnt Subcornmi t tee devoted over 
25 hours for discussion meetings within a t~ree-week pe~iod· 
of time. 

The Task Force considered the Subcommittee reoorts during 
its second meeting on April 28, 1969. The reports'were dis
cussed'in detnil and Task Force nember~ made suqgestions for 
changes and additions. The final rermrt in draft wus sUbmitted 
to each member of the Task Force for' discussion and approval 
at a concluding meeting ~n ~ay 19, 1959. 

This final comprehensive report is a product of the 
extensive research and study by the Task Force of an exttenely 
complE;>x problem. 
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I. THE DANGERS OF MARIHUANA 

WHA'r IS !~.RrHUANA? ,-----
Marihuan~ (pot, grass, weed, etc.) is a product of the 

Indian hemp plant known to botanists as cannabis sativa (L.)" 
It is derived from the leaves and flowering tops of the 
female plant which are the source of the psychoactive 
material. Under federal law, marihuana is define1 to mean 
all parts of the cannabis plant except for the stalks and 
sterilized seeds. 

Marihuana contains a number of potent compounds called 
tetrahydrocannabinols (THe) which affect the mind and body 
in various ways. Potency of the drug varies greatly 
depending on gr'owing conditions such as temperatur.:!, 
humidity, soil conditions, and methods of cultivation. 
Generally, plants grown in sunny, dry climates are most 
likely to contain thp, highest proportion of THC. The 
pharmacologic potency of any preparation of marihu.ana 
depends upon the amount of TIlC which it contains. 

The drug is most commonly smoked in hand-made ciga
rettes (reefers, sticks or joints.) The butt is called 
a "roach." Marihuana is also smoked in ordinary pipes 
or water pipes. The effects of the drug 'are decreased 
three or four times if it is swallowed rather than smoked. 

various forms of marihuana are prepared from extracts 
of the plant. Hashish (hash, charas) is the purest and 
most concentrated of the natural cannabis products. It 
consists of the concentrated resin of the plant and is 
usually eight times as concentrated as the typical marihuanA 
available· in North America. Once rare in the United States, 
hashish is reported to be increasingly obtainable in resp·onse 
to a rising demand. Relating foreign studies 'of cannabis 
use to the American scene is difficult because of the 
generally higher potency of the cannabis products used abroad. 
Marihuana grown in this country is tYPICally of lower potency 
and is often weakened further by additives such as oregano. 
However, Mexican grown marihuana has a high potency and is 
regularly sold in the United States. It should be noted 
that all marihuana products lose strength over time. 

- 6 -
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While marihuana contains many ingredients, 'I'IIC is believed 
to be the principle psychoactive substance. With the synthesis 
of Tile in 1966, 1/ "nd the demonstration of its psychopharm'l
co19gical effects in 1967, 2/ a basis was finally established 
for more precise, systelnatic pharmacological investigation 
of the drug. At present, THC is being synthesized in research 
quantities. Along with other natural marihuana constituents, 
THC is being made ,'available under appropriate precautions to 
qualified researchers thro'.lgh the Nation:!l Institute o}' Nental 
Health's Center for Studies of Narcotics and Drug Abuse. 

Since marihuana products produce effects similar to 
other hallucinoqens like LSD, and their reactions are often 
indistinguishable from those produced by other psychedelics, 
they are pharmacologically classified in that category. 

PRESENT EVIDENCE OF EXTENT OF USE 

Marihuana use has been rapidly increasing in the past 
five years. Although originally restricted to certain jazz 
musicians, artists and ghetto dwellers, it has now appeared 
amoung the middle and upper class. A conservative estimate 
of,persons, both juvenile and adult, who have used marihuana 
at least once is about five million. 

One of the most alarming nspects of the current drug 
crisis is the involvement of young people. In California 
alone ;uvenile arrests for drug offenses increased from 
1,271 in 1961 to 14,112 in 1967. Of the 14,112 juvenile 
arrests in California during 1967, 10,987 were arrested 
for marihuana violations. To understand the full signi
ficance of this figure it must be compared with the year 1961 
in which there weI.'. 401 arrests. In 1967 alone there were 

'ove): 2,000 more arrests for marihuana violations than in 
the previous six years combined. 

Two years ago, surveys in parts of the country where 
marihuana use is known to be high suggested that twenty 
percent of the college students in those areas had experi
ence with marihuana. Pr~sent evidenc~, although spotty, 
suggests that as nlany as sixty percent of the students on 
SOnlf; campuses have used it. Some students f.eel tl)at official 
estimates are low, and that the true extent of drug abuse. 

~7 Mechoulam, R. at al. A total synthesis of. a l-~' tetrahydro
cannabinol, the active constituent of hashish. Journal of the 
American Chemical society 1965, pp. 3273-3275. 

2/ Jsbell, H. et al., Effects of~9 Tetrahydrocannabinol in 
Han, Psychopharmacologia, 1967, pp. f84=rB8. 
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among college students is eyen higher. There are also 
many rc;:'orts of incre.asing use of rnarfhui:ma in high schools 
Although there is not sufficient data to establish a 
country·wide l'attern. Signifiqantly, nos r recent college \. 
dr.\ta indicatod that many college user:1 ~/ere first expvsed 
to marihuana in high school. HQ',vever, the b~lk of users 
are more aptly characterized as "tricrs" rather than 
habitual '·potheads ." Two out. of Lhree ~lho have tried the 
drug haV0 uopd it not more than one to ten times. In the 
most J'Bcent (pall, 1968) sUl:vey based on a geograph:.c 
area af high use, about one perS0n in ten reported using· 
'-Iarihtlana l:egularly for as much as a year's duration. 
Finally, there is growing· evid~nce that the number of 
pre-t~enagers who are using marihuana is increasi~g.~1 

EFFECTS 

The use of marihuana produces a varietv of mental and 
physical effects. If active marihuana is smoked effectively 
(inhaled and kept in the lungs as long as possible) symptoms 

may appear after one or two puffs und the effect may last 
from several minutes to several hours. 

Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, Director, National Institute of 
~ental Health, has stated: 

"Little can be added to previous reports on the 
toxicity of marihuana. It is considered to be 
a mild hallucinogen, taken by tcfe usual route 
of ~moking, occasionally by ingestion. It may 
induce a mild euphoria and lead to heightened 
RuggestibiJity and faulty perception, really 
an ex*ggerated notion of thinking more clearly, 
profoundly and creatively. In addition, it is 
known to cause redderting of the me.nbranes of 
the eyes, rapid heartbeat, muscular incoordination, 
unsteadiness, drowsiness, and distortion of ti~e 
and space perception. 

"In acute intoxication, especially when ingested, 
it may also produce visual hallucinations, pro
nounced anxiety. paranoid reactions, and transient 
psychoses lasting four to six hours. It generally 
tends to lessen inhibitions and creates for the 
user a false reality based on his wants,his 
motivations, or the sit"ation. In this respect 
it is similar to LSD, but its effects are- not 
as potent. 

- 8 -
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"The muscular incoordination and the distortion 
of space and time perception co~~only aBsociated 
with marihuana use are potentially hazardous, since 
~he drvg adversely affects one's ability to drive 
an automobile or perform other skilled tasks. 

"\'le still do not know enough about thp. long-term 
effei~s of marihuana use. As in the case of 
tobacco, it is possible that there are ~erious 
consequences of chronic use which will only 
become appaxent through careful, longtime studies." ~/ 

A 1965 report on drug dependence for the World Health 
Organization deBcribes the nature of marihuana intoxication 
in the following terms: 

"l\mong the more prominent subj,ective effects ... are: 
hilarity ... carelessness; loquacious euphoria .•. 
distortion ot sensation and perception .,. impair-
ment of judgrnent and memory; distortion of. emotional 
responsiveness; irritability; and confusion. Other 
effects, which appear after repeated ac:rd,nistration .•. 
include: lowering of the sensory threshold, especially 
for optical and acoustical stimuli .•. and aggressive
ness as a possible result of various intellectual and 
sensory derangements; and sleep disturbances." ~/ 

In small, low potency ~uantities marihuana may act as 
a milc1,cuphoriant and sedative somewhat similar to alcohol. 
In relatiyely high doses pyschotic-like phenomena, guite 
similar to those associated with LSD use, have been reported. 
Recurrences of the marihuana state (fla"hbacks) without 
actually taking the drug again have been reported. These 
recurrences can be anxiety provoking. Unlike th" stronger 
hallucinogens, such as LSD, which produce wakp.fulness, 
marihuana tends to be more sedative in iti properties. 
THC in sufficiently high dose~ can induce psychotic 
reactions in almost any individual. 

Oespite'marihuana's long history ~- spanning thousands 
of years and many cultures -- there has been comparatively 
little sound reRearch on this drug. Only four laboratory 
studies investigating marihuana's immediate effects on 
humans have been reported in th: American sci~ntific 

4/ Hearings before the Subco~~ittee to Investigate Juvenile 
Delinquency of the Senate Committee cn the Judiciary, Har. 4-6, 
tl. 4658, 196B. 

5/ ~ddy, N. D. et al. tirua Deoendence: IL" Significallce and 
Cha..~::..cteris!:i_cs. Bull. \~o~.fClrrualth Organization. 32:Trr;-T965. 
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literature. ThrJ first of these was done with a group 
of 34 soldiers in the Canal Zone. A second study, reported 
in the 1944 LaGuardia 'Report, is based on 72 prisoners' ' 
responses to marihuana extract. In 1946, a small number 
of chronic using prisoners were studied. A more carefully 
controlled study recently produced a report on ~ome laboratory 
work with marihuana in humans done partially with NIMH support.~/ 

All of these studies generally found loss of inhibitions, 
and feel~ngs of relaxation ,and self-confidence together with 
some mild impairment of thinking and coordinated performance. 
It has also been demonstrated that THC, when administered in ( 
sufficiently high dosage, will cause a psychotic-like state, 
similar to that induced by LSD. 

While no long-term physical effects of marihuana use have 
been adequately demonstrated in this country, the American, 
experience has been extremely brief and additional studies 
are needed to resolve this and obher issues. Although there 
is no firm evidence that marihuana use in humans ha,s either 
teratogenic or genetic implications, this possibill.·ty should 
be explored -- particularly in view of some ~vidence on this 
point with respect to LSD., It is possible that there are 
s.erious consequences of chronic use which will only become 
apparent after careful, long-term studies. In foreign 
countries where heavy use of the stronger cannabis prepara
tions is common, a variety of physical ailments supposedly 
related to marihuana use have been reported -- notable 
conjunctivitis, chronic bronchitis and certain digestive 
ailments. 

There have also been reports of adverse psychological 
effects of marihuana both in this countrY and abroa4. 
Recently a group of some 1500 psychiatrists, psychiatric 
residents, internists, general practitioners and psychologists 
in the Los Angeles area reported that they had seen almost 
nineteen hundred "adverse reaction!;" to marihuana. 7/ It 
is difficult to interpret this finding since "adverse 
reaction" was poorly defined, and there has been no follow-up 
to define just what the reactions to the drug were. However, 
t'here have been reports of increased number of hospitalizations 
following the usage of marihuana. 

§! Weil, A. T. e~., A ControllEd Study of Cannabis in Humans, 
Science, pp. 1234-1242, 1968. 

7/ Ungerleider, J. T. et al., A,Statistical Survey o~Adverse, 
Reactions to LSD in Los Angeles County, American Jpurnal of 
Psychiatry, Sept., 1968, p. 355. ,/ 

'. 
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Considerable concern has been expressed in the United 
states over the possibility of perionality changes and a 
loss of motivation among youthful marihuana users. The 
potential effects of a reality distorting agent on the 
future psychological development and maturation of the 
adolescent user are of snecial concern. Normal adolescence 
is a time of considerable psychological turmoil. Patterns 
of coping with reality developed in the teen years help 
determine later adult behavior. Persistent use of an agent. 
which serves to ward off reality during this critical period 
of development is likely to effect adversely the future 
ability of the individual to cope with the demands of a· 
complex society. While systematic studies of large numbers 
of American chronic users are not yet available, a number 
of clinicians have observed that at least ilome users sho .... 
evidence of a loss of convential motivation. They seem to 
prefer instead a non-goal oriented life style, which clnphasizes 
immediate satisfactions to the exclusion of ambition and future 
planning. The "pothead", then, may well retard his own chances 
for emotional growth by not learning how to deal with life 
stress. Characteristic personality changes among impressionable 
young persons from. the regular use of marihuana include apathy, 
loss of effectiveness, and diminished capacity or willingness 
to carry out complex long-term plans, endure frustration, 
concentrate for long periods, follow. routines, or successfully 
master new material. It has also been observed that verbal 
facility is often impaired, both in speaking and writing. 

The British cannabis renort by the Advisory Committee 
on Drug Dependencerr96aT concluded: . 

There have been reports" particularly from 
eXperienced observers in the Middle and Par 
East, which suggest that very heavy long...:term 
(italics, theirs) consumption may produce a 
syndrome of increasing mental and physical 
deterioration to the point where the subject 
is tremulous, ailing and socially incompetent. 
This syndrome may be punctuated on occasions 
with outbursts of violent behavior. It is 
fair to say, however, that no reliable 
observations of iluch a syndrome have been 
made in the Western Norld, and that from 
the Eastern reports available to us, it is 
not possible to form a judgment on whether 
such beha~ior is directly attributable to 
~~~-taking. !I 

8/ Cannabis, Rep~ort by the Advisory Committee on Drug Depc:>ndence, 
I96a;--pp-.-r4-34. 
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PROGRESSION TO OTHER DRUGS 

A hasic question that frequently arises iE the extent 
to wldch marihuana use in somc sense predi.sposes users to 
escalate to stronger and more dangerous drugs. There is 
little question that most heroin and LSD users, have had 
experience with marihuuna. Indeed, 85 to 90 percent of 
h0roin addicts reported that they started their use of 
drugs \-lith marihuana. There is also a question whether 
anv but a small percentage of marihuana users progress to 
other drugs, the evidence tending to show that only five 
percent of the habitual marihuana users progress to heroin 
addiction. ' 

In discussing the question of progression, it is vital 
to distinguish between the casual experimenter with marihuana, 
and the regular and continuous user, and betlveen physical 
addictio~ and psychological dependency. 

A casual eXperimenter by definition is not dependent 
upon the drug. A regular and cont:i.nuous User, on the oth';r 
hand,' may very well be dependent upon it. 

Once he has become psychologically dependent upon one 
drug as a "crutch" to cope with life stress, the user is 
sUbstantially more susceptible to the acquisition of a larger 
crutch through the medium of a stronger drug. 

1,n example of the importance of this 'distinction is 
the heroin addict. The most desperately "hooked" of junkies 
\<lith a "habit" costing hundreds of dollars per day can be 
"detoxified" in under 8 days, and b,rollght to a poj nt where 
absence of the drug I'.'ill produce no physical react.ion or 
w'ithdrawal symptoms. Yet, let that individual be imprisoned 
for 5 years without access to the drug, and without effective 
pllychiatric treatment, upon release he ~Iill seek a pusher. 
He will do so because he is still psychologically dependent 
upon heroin. Recognition of the fact is basic to the Ne'" 
York State rehabilitation program which spends years, rather 
than weeks, treating addicts. Their physical craving is 
terminated in days -- their psychological dependency is 
the subject of years of treatment. 

In view of the foregoing, it must be concluded that 
r .. ~gular and continuous use of cannabis can and does produce 
psychological dependency and marked susceptibility to 
progression to stronqer reality concealing drugs. 

- 12 -
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The progression is, however, probably not a consequence 
,of th'~ phaL1'i1acological properties of marihuana, but rather 
is due to sociological and psychologjcal fnctors present in 
a vulnerable minority of users. For example, in ghetto 
situations where both drugs are freely ava'ilable, sometimes 
f.rom 'the same sllpplier, a progression based on availability 
may be likely. Similarly, heavy drug using subcultures may 
encourage widespread experimentation ~Iith a ... ride variety o'f 
drugs. It is generally true that a heavy marihuann user is 
more likely to be a multiple drug user. In one study, half 
of the heavy users of marihuana had tried LSD. One in seven 
had used LSD more than 25 times or had tried heroin. T\~o 
out of five heavy users in this same study had abused 
amphetamines. This trend to multiple drug experimentation 
may increase in the future. In this connection it is important 
to point out that ~s6 of a combination of dangerous drugs 
may have a synergistic effect and may result in the death 
of the user. 

There is reason to believe that heavy marihuana users 
arc likely to have considerable interest in the use of the 
stronger forms of cannabis such as hashish. If hashish is 
available, nBl1y would probably use it in prefer~rice to 
low-potency marihuana. The history of mind-altering drugs 
invariably reveals that excessive indulgence increases 
sharply as nore potent preparations of a given drug become 
available. '}./ 

~~RIHUANA VS. ALCOHOL ---,-----
Some marihuana users have tried to justify their 

behavior by claiming that it is no worse than consuming 
alcohol. It is estimated that the consumption of alcohol 
is a major problem for some five to six mi,llion Americans 
who are unable to control their drinking. In most cases, 
excessive drinking of alcoholic beverages causes serious 
physical, psychological, social and vocational problems for 
these people and their families. It is well known that one
half of the fatal traffic accidents in the United States 
are related to excessive drinking. 10/ 

While alcoholism constitutes a major social problem, 
surely it is not valid to justify the adoption of a new 
abuse on the basis that it is no worse than a presently 
existi,ng one. The result could only be added social damage 

~:McGlothlen, W. et al •. AmerIcan Journal of Psychiatry, 
Sep~., 1968, p. 373. 

10/ 1960 Alcohol and Highway Safety Report, U. S. Government 
Printjng Office, 1968, pp. 11-21. 
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from a new source. It would not solve our alcohol problem 
and would only lead to additional numbers of marihuana 
intoxicated individuals. Moreover, marihuana, ~nlike alcohol, 
is near.ly ,always .consumed by its users for the express purpose 
of obtainiFlg a "high", a'disorientating intoxication. 

. Allegations have been made and attributed to governmeont 
officials that m~rihuana is no more dangerous than alcohol. 
When thpse stories appear in the mass media they often do 
considerable harm, even when subsequently retracted. Dr. James 
Goddard, former Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, 
was extensivel'y quoted as saying that marihuana is no more . 
dangerous than alcohol. Dr. Goddard I~as, in fact, misquoted 
and never maqe such a statement. Although the wire service 
issued a written apology, the retraction has never caught up 
with the misquote. . 

THE POSITION OF THE MiA AND ~mo 

The American Hedical Association has stated that marihuana 
is a dangerous drug and, as such( is a public health problem, 11/ 
They reiterate that while no physical dependence develops this-
does not mean that it is an innocuous drug. Further research 
is considered essential, and educational programs should be 
directed to all segments of·the population. 

The World Health Organization recently reaffirmed ~ts 
previous opinions that cannabis is a drug of dependence, produces 
public health and social problems, and that its control must be 
continued. 12/ ~Iore basic 'data are needed on acute and chronic 
effects on the individual and sqciety to permit accurate assess~ 
ment of the degree of hazard, to public health. 

MARIHUANA USE AND CRnlE 

Aside from the fact that marihuana use and possession 
is in itself a crime, it has not been proven that its use 
is a direct cause of other types of criminal behavior. 
Generally, assertions that marihuana plays a casual role 
in the commission of crime are based on reports from other 
than scientific agencies. The validity of these impressions 
is, however, questionable because of the unscientific basis 

111 Marihuana and society, Journal of the lIrnerican ~ledical 
Association, June 24', 1968, pp. 1181,-1182. ' 

12/ World Health Expert Committee on Drug Dependence, WHO 
Technical Report Series 407, 1969, p. 19. 
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on which'such data has been collected. The New York Mayor's 
Committee (1944) reported that many criminals might use 
marihuana, but ,the Committee did not feel marihuana played 
a causal role in crime. ' In the United Kingdom, the use of 
cannabis has not been generally regarded as a direct cause 
of crime. 

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice has observed: 

One likely hypothesis is that, given the accepted 
tendency of marihuana to release inhibitions, the 
effect of the drug will depend on the individual 
and the. circumstances. It might, but certain.1y 
will not necessarily or inevitably lead to 
aggressive behavior or crime. The response will 
depend more on ~he individual than the drugs. 13/ 

While· perhaps it cannot be statistically proven that 
marihuana or other dangerous drugs may be the cause of 
originating crime, nevertheless the use of marihuana or 
dangerous drugs i$ related t'o increased criminal activity. 

According to the President's Crime Commission Task 
Force Report'on Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, page 11, the 
FBI submitted criminal histories on 7,920 narcotics offenders. 
These C'riminal histories, 'when examined as to marihuana users 
and heroin users, indicated that the criminal careers of 
narcotics users, both marihuana and ,heroin, were longer, 
and resulted in more frequent arrest activities than the 
average non-narcotic criminal offender. For the marihuana 
offender this comparison demonstrated that during the course 
of his criminal career he was proportionately more frequently 
involved in violent crimes than the normal non-narcotic 
criminal offender. 

CONCLUSION 

There is no question that the widespread use of marihuana 
represents a significant mental health problem. 

There is no known beneficial result from the use of 
marihuana; there are, on the other hand, definite detrimental 
effects. 

13/ Task Force Report: Narcotics and Drug Abuse. President's 
COmmission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 
1967, p. 13. 
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More research is needed to further our understanding of 
the effects of marihuana use. However, it is clear that, 
depending.on the dose; 'the active ingredient found in marihuana 
may have substantia). detrimental effects on both the mental 
.and physical well-being of the user. In this connection it 
is important to point out that use of,a canbination of 
dangerous drugs may have a synergistic effect and may result 
in the death o! the user. 

!1edical evidence neither proves nor disproves that 
marihuana is a cause of crime. Criminal r,:cords do est.ablish 
clearly an accelerating' rate of association between crirn'e and 
the use of marihuana. 

The Task Force recommends: 

Continued and expanded research ,to further 
our understanding of the causes and effects 
of marihuana use. 

Prevention b¥ wide distribt1,tion,. among other 
meLlns, of sCl.entificallv accurat,: information 
and materials about the dangers of drug abuse. 

Provision of resources to treat and rehabilitate 
marihuana users in need of mental health care. 

•. 16 -
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II. THE MEXICAN BORDER PP.OBLEM 

Among the nations of th"e Western Hemis.phere, Mexico 
occupies a unique position insofar as traffic in narcotics, 
marihuana and dangerous drugs is concerned. I,arge quanti ties 
of narcotics, marihuana and dangerous drugs are smuggled into 
the United states across the Mexican border. Based on our 
study of the problem, the Task Force er.ters these findinss: 

Most of the marihuana sold and consumed in the United 
States is grown, in Mexico. Mexica,11 marihuana is highly 
preferred by users and is of more potent' content than t.l-te 
U. S. variety. It enters this country at scores of bOTder 
crossing points and is quickly delivered to the more populous 
cities w~ere demand is greatest. In recent years, the 
Calitornia border has been a particularly ,active smuggling 
point for extremely large shipments of marihuana. San Diego 
a~d Los Angeles, California, are the major distribution points 
for the rest of the country. 

Control of marihuana traffic is in the hands of small 
groups that generally operate incependently. Some marihuana 
is smuqgled by individuals for self-co~sumption or small-scale 
sales. 

2. A siqnificant ~rcentaqe of the heroin ,consumed bv 
'addicts in" the~tinIi:ec:f'""'States "U;-produceClSii'rrepti tiouslYTtl 

Mexico. Hexican heroin 1S produced {rom opium grown in 
smarr-opium fields hidden in normally inaccessible va"lleys 
in rem"ote areas of the Mexican interior. The distribution 
of the Mexican heroin is accomplished by scores of peddlers 
handling small shipments with great frequency. 

- 17 -
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Most of this heroin is distributed in states bordering 
Mexico. Once in the United states, most of the Mexican 
heroin is moved quickly from border cities to population 
centers such as San Diego, Los Angeles, Denver, Phoenix, 
Albuquerque, Houston, Fc~t Worth, and Dallas. Some of 
the heroin produced in Mexico has appeared in st. Louis, 
Chicago, Detroit, and other northern cities. The addict 
population in the border area is relatively low. However, 
many addlct& living in border cities journey daily to 
nearby Mexican to\mS to obtain heroin,' and some risk 
smuggling small quantities into the united States for 
future Use or for friends and associates. 

3. Sianificant antities of Euro ean heroin, produced 
princieally n France, are srnugg e rom t mE!1:o tIme Into--
the Un~ted States v~a Mexico. Most of the ~aroin in the 
United States (approximately 80%) is ·produce.d in France from 

, Turkish opium. Some of this European heroin is smugqled into 
the United States through Mexico. The largest individual : 
'heroin shipments seized at the Mexic;an border "rere of French 
origin and were under the control of individuals associated 
with "organIzed crime" in New York. The French heroin which 
passes through Mexico is usually destined for New York City -_._._ .. , 
and from this point is distributed to the large metropolitan 
areas on the Eastern Seaboard and the Midd~e West. 

4. Mexico occasionallv serves as an intransi~oint for 
cocaine destined for the United States-1rOm the source-cQuntl::res 
in South America, princ~~alIY Bolivia and Peru. No fixed 
pattern has been .detecte with regard to cocaIne smuggling 
from Mexico, although there is indication the California 
border is involved to a greater degree than other.areas. 

. 5. Considerable quanti ties o.t dangerous dru'Js in the 
arnthe~amintO and barbiturate category are 8mu,?gled ~nto the 
Un te States across the Mexican oorder. Th~s traffic occurs 
in various ways. . These drugs IMY h;!vebeen produced legally 
or illegally in Mexico and.srnugglE'q' into' the United States, 
or may have been legally produced fir the United States for 
export to Mexico and then smuggl.=d back into the United States 
or diverted at border cities prior Jil:> actual exportation. 

SMUGGLING METHODS 

Smuggling methods are varied. 'In the case of French 
heroin, it is sometimes hidden in sRecially constructed traps 

- 18 -
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in automobiles shipped to Mexico from Europe. In other cases, 
it m~y be sent from Europe to Mexico City concealed on aircraft, 
or by couriers carrying luggage with false compart:nents. It 
is then passed northward to the United States. 

Mexican heroin is usually carried in relatively small 
quantities across the border on the persons of individual 
smugglers or in large quantities hidden in traps or panels 
of small truckil or automobiles. This !'ame pat'tern .is followed 
in shipments of Mexican marihuana and other dangerous drugs. 

There is increasing use of general aviation aircraft 
and small b~ats in the smuggling of heroin and marihuana. 

THE HEXICAN PROGR?,.M TO CONTROL ILLICIT TR~FFI£ 

The Mexican Government has participated in three 
bilateral meetings with the U. S. Government conce~ning 
the problems of illicit traffic in narcotics and other 
dangerous drugs. A fourth such meeting is scheduled for 
June 9. 10 and 11. 1969. 

The atmOsphere at ~hese meetings has been friendly and 
cooperative. Mexica~ efforts to eliminate illicit opium and 
marihuana cultivation have been encouraged through these 
meetings. In the past, the United States has provided the 
Mexicans with' aircraft for use in locating 1(,ari)1uana and 
opium fields, and for trans?orting agents to destroy these 
fields. 

Despite this country's encouragement, and the efforts 
of Mexican authorities to aid in th:a effective control of 
illegal trafficking in marihuana and dangerous drugs, Mexican 
resources and efforts continue to be inadequate in the face 
of the increasing magnitude of the problem. The control 
of illicit drugs in Mexico is based on federal statutes which 
are enforced by the Federal Judicial Police under the Attorney 
General. Their individual states, unlike our own, do not 
have narcotic and drug laws. At the present time the Federal 
Judicial Police, headquartered in Mexico City, is staffed by 
264 agents. only a fraction of whom are assigned to' drug 
enforcement activities. 

The Task Force was formed to study the acute problem of 
marihuana drug traffic from Mexico and to develop·a plan to 
bring this situation under control. It is clear that the 
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problem is becoming more serious and of greater r.lagni tude. 
Smuggling activity at the Mexican border is increasing at 
an alarming rate. 

The problem of illicit trafficking across the Mexican 
border is bilateral in nature. Neither countrv can solve it 
alone. There is need for a concerted. continu<ll and coordi
nated' effort on the part of both countries and at all levels 
of Government to become more deeply involved in cont:t'ollinq 
the flow of illicit drugs across the border. 

It is reasonable to conclude that the ready availability 
of marihuana and other drugs from Mexico has siqnificantlv 
affected the increa'se in drug abuse in, this country. It 
is also certain that more can be done toward solving the 
entire spectrum of drug abuse problems in the United States 
hy attacking this problem at its source. 

For the above reasons, the Task Force is prepared to 
recommend a plan for immediate action to substantially 
reduce on a short time basis the illicit traffickinq in 
marihuana and dangerous drugs across the Mexican border. 

In addition, the Task Force has considered in depth 
various methods to be used in the suppression of Mexican 
drug traff~,c on a moz:e long.-term basis. The problem has, 
been divide'a, for study, into .three main phases: (1) the 
pre\'ention and control of drug smuggling at the Mexican 
border; (2) the location and destruction by the Mexican 
Government of drugs at their source in Mexico and the 
apprehension of the traffickers involved by the Mexican 
Government; and (3) the detection and swift prosecution of 
drug violators in the United States ~nd Mexico. Accordingly, 
the findings arid recommendations of this Committee will be 
based on analysis 'of'each of these areas. It is anticipated 
that many of the recommendations of the Task Force may be put 
into effect, with Mexican Goverr~ent cooperation, in the 
future in order to deter the flow of illicit drugs. 
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PREVENTlml AND CONTROL OF DRUG S~IUGGLn.lG 
AT THE HEXICAN BORnER· ---

BORDER CROSSING RESTRICTIONS 

The suppression of drug smuggling along the border is 
directly related to the physical and regulatory control of 
individuals ~nd conveyances. The huge volume of vehicle 
anc pedestrian traffic crossing at bor~er points creates 
serious enforcement problems for.Customs officials. The 
limited manpower availnble and the enormous volume of 
traffic make it impossible to inspect adequately each 
vehicle to determine if it is transporting contraband. 
Insp~ctor6 detain and carefully search only those cars or 
indivlduals whose likelihood of possessing contraband 
merits !lecondary inspection·. Since it is impossible under. 
this method to detect all persons who may have contraband 
items, many smugglers successfully traverse the border. 
Any information that could lead to some cornman denominator 
as to the kind of person who smuggles contraband articles, 
should be analyzed. This would aid border inspectors in 
their discreti<:lnary authority to search persons and ·/shicles. 

The Task Force recorrmends: 

Case histories of test and future ~ugqling 
o~erations should anal:eed to· determIne. 
i entifiable char~ct~st c patterns ~uJglers 
~o facilitate primary Inspection at the bor er-.-

One way to decrease the flow of vehicular traffic would 
be to encour·:tge those traveling to Mexican border cities for 
brief visits to leave their cars and enter r~exico by foot. 
This procedure could be encouraged by providing additional 
parking facilities at border crossing points. Because of 
the ndvantag.es of parking II. vehicle on the U. S. aide, many 
temporary visitors would probably desire to use such parking 
facilities. 

The Task Force recommends: 

The United States Government should acquire 
Eroperty at bOrder cro~siRSs tor €he construc
tion of parking facIlIties. 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service has stressed 
the effectiveness of fences currently instAlled near authorized 
points and is convinced that their. extension would enhanr.e· 
efforts to restrict unauthorized crossings. 
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The Task Force recommends: 

Existing fences along the United states~Mexican 
Border should be extended after careful determi
nations are made of those areas where such 
extensIons are most needed and would have the 
most benef~cial effect. 

The lack of sufficient easements at the border, particularly 
at metropolitan points, comPounds the problem of choking off 
traffic at unauthorized entry points. In such areas, an 
easement of at least thirty feet would be necessary to effec-
ti vely control these areas. 

The Task Force recommends: 

Easements un to thirtt feet wi'de at metro1olitan 
border points should e granted to the Un ted 
States Government to enhance Its efforts to 
?=\estrict unauthorized crossings. ---- -

The large number of ~ilitary personnel in San Diego 
;-roduces ail economic ·bbo~t. for Tijuana. It also creates 
many problems with respect to the safety and welfare of 
these men. Although a relatively small percentage of the 
military element is involved in the smuggling of narco~ics, 
the socia),. and commercial atmosphere. produced by the drug 
trade ir, 'l';l,:Juana greatly affects their act! vi ties. Should 
Tijuana be placfld off limits to all military personnel, the 
effect on the, local economy .would 9~i,\ SUbstantial. such 
action could'be ",onsid~red as an indhcernent for better drug 
control along the bord2r. 

The Task Force recommends: 

A study should be made b* the DiE£lrroent 
of Defense to consider te!:eas t};. 'Of 
imposiM an off-limits ~stl'ictlon on ill:! tary 
perB~)f1nel at Tijuana. 

Aliens are inadmissible to the United States under the 
Immigration and Nationality Act if they are narcotic drug 
addicts or if they have been convicted of a violation or 
conspiracy to violate any law or regUlation relating to the 
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illicit possession of, or traffic in, narcotic drugs or 
marihuana. They are also inadmissible if the Immigration 
Of~icer knows or has reason to believe such aliens have . 
been illicit traft~ckers in narcotic drugs. Furthermore, 
alien narcotic drug addicts convicted of offenses involving 
narcotic drugs. or marihuana trafficking or possession, are 
subject to deportation. There is a program wherely the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and the Bureau 
of Customs furnish the Immiqration and Naturalization 
Ser-tice information concerning aliens who are arrested for 
criminal offenses involving narcotic drugs or marihuana. 

DRUG DETECTION HETHODS AND DEVICES 

'I'he 'I'ask Force discussed many .technical devices presently 
avail at Ie and in the experimental state that would aid in the 
detection of drugs at the border. 

Because further study is necessary of the many scientific, 
considerations that are necessary in determininq.the feasibility 
of a potentia:. border detection device, a committee should be 
established t~ review the devices which may become availahle 
for future utilization. The \'lhite House Office of Science 
and Technology should be consulted for assistance in this 
endeavor. 

Dogs. German shepherds particularly, have been trained 
to detect marihuana, and one such animal is being used by 
Customs at San Ysidro, California. It has been under test 
for approximately one year, not only at San Ysidro border 
points, but also at air cargo sections, mail sections and 
at other points along the border. Results have not been 
conclusive but tend to indicate that the dog requires 
considerable time, manpower and effort to sustain. The 
dog has assisted in the detection of. some marihuana and 
definitely has a psychological effect on smuggle'rs amounting 
to a limited deterrent _ HOIolever, the limited work time of 
the dog is approximately four hours per day. It requires 
a trainer-handler who might othenlise be engaged in reqular 
searching activities. 

The Army has trained a number of dogs for these purposes_ 
However, there is a problem of Army involvement on the to'exican 
border because of posse comit~t~~ statutes. 

There are numerous perimeter detection devices that could 
be utilized to cover the border area These would be used 
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primarily by the Border Patrol to cover border areas outside 
of designated crossing points. The Border Patrol is presently 
using a ser.30r device, which when activated, indicates to a 
centralized unit that an object has crossed the border at 
the point. Regardless of what devices are implemented, there 
must be sufficient manpower to back them up. The intrusion 
device presently used at the border enables the Border Patrol 
to detect more intruders than could possibly be done with 
the human eye at night, but its effectiveness in stopping 
intruders can only be measured in terms of available personnel 
to follqw up each border-crossing detection .. 

The Task Force recommends: 

A committee should be established to stUd* 
existing means of detection to evaluate t eir 
relative effectiveness. The-otfice of science 
and Technolo~ should ~articipate in this 
stuEY.. and ren er techn~cal adviceana-ass"ist-
ance to-' thecommI ttee. - '. _ 

The United States Gover~~ent should obtain 
~eter detectIon devices that are economically 

easible-ancr practical for use o~the bordeE.. 

BopnER SURVEILLANCE OF AIRCRAFT AND VESSELS 

Based on reports submitted to the Task Force, it would 
appear the use of aircraft in the smuggling of drugs from 
Mexico is on the increase and it poses a problem requiring 
more attention. Air smuggling usually involves, small rented 
or leased planes which proceed to obscure airpor1:s or makeshift 
landing fields in Mexico. Upon returning to the United States 
they either discard their contraband by air drops at secluded 
locations or they land at small private fields or on roads 
where their presence is unlikely to be observed. Present 
efforts to detect these illegal flights must be considered 
inadequate. 

The Immigration and Naturali~ation Service currently 
employs 20 planes along the Mexi,can border. They are 
primari.ly used forobservatlon purposes and ,are not con
sidered to have pursuit capability. In addition, they 
maintain an Air Intelligence Center at Yuma, Arizona, 
where data on 74,O!lO private aircraft and pilots, including 
pilots suspected of alien srn~ggling, is catalogued. 
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The Bureau of Customs has only one aircraft at the 
present time. It has pursuit capab"ility and is used 
primarily in the investigation of smuggling at the Mexican 
border. ' 

The pilots of these government planes have gathered, 
in the normal course of their contact within the flying 
fraternitv. considerable information of value relating to 
smuggling- activity. Hider disseminat'ion and exchange' of 
such intelligence is clearly desirable. 

In examining the role of the Federal Aviation Administration 
in relation to illicit flights and the licensing of pilots, 
it is apparent that existinq regulations and sanctions should 
be reviewed at an early date. For example, at the present 
time, private pilots of non-commercial aircraft are not 
required to file a flight plan. on a non-instrument flight 
prior to departure for Mexico. Precedence exist~ for the 
promUlgation of such requirements. Conviction for smuggling 
or other felonies is not grounds for the revocation of an 
airman's license. Only the airman's skill and physical 
fitness is an issue in such action. 

There is some recent evidence to indicate that small 
pleasure boats are sometimes used in drug smuggling. Smuggling 
by boat is potentially a very serious problem. It represents 
a means of smuggling that is very difficult to control. 
Effective surveillance of the thousands of pleasure crafts 
operating in the \~aters off southe.rn California f\nd in the 
Gulf of Mexico would represent a Herculean task and would 
not, at this time, jUstify the expe'nditure. of manpower and 
eqUipment necessary to implement a meaningful program. Better 
coverage might be achieved at various Mexican ports of call 
and investigative procedures relating to small vessels should 
concentrate on gathering intelligence on their. i11ecral use. 

The TaSK Force recommencs: 

FAA ~~ulations should be amended to require 
t'Fi'e"hllrigof-a-nIgnt-pTan prior to d~rture 
OL all airc~lOn lnternational flicr~~s '~en 
M8xlcoandthe Unl teastates. - __ ._0-
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Existing radar facilities along the Mexican 
border should be eXEandea and im!~~ 
conduct~ater surveirrance of Yow altItude 
aircraft and canyon a~r corridors. 

Pursui t-.type aircraft should be utilized on 
an ~ncreased basis to combat smuggling byiair. 

UTILIZl>.TION OF ENFORCEMENT PERS~ 

The Bureau of Customs, the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs, and the Immigration and Naturalization' 
Service need greatly increased manpower to carry out the 
quties and responsibilities of their respective agencies. 
Should a manpower increase be granted, the agencies ~~uld 
utilize these additional personnel as follows: 

1. Customs would significantly increase its 
agent personnel, a SUbstantial portion of 
whom would be assigned to augment the anti
smuggling drive by increasing information 
gathering facilities and emphasizing 
smuggling conspiracy investigations. 

2. The Border Patrol would utilize new personnel 
at border areas other than designated croEsing 
points. This would augment the Border Patrol's 
current effort to make it more di£f'icutt to 
avoid the ports of entry and to discourage 
potential smugglers from using unauthorized 
entry areas. 

-3. The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs would 
utilize its additional manpower to develop intelli
gence data, form specialized mobile units, and 
expand undercover operations and conspiracy-type 
investigations. 
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IV. THE CONTROL OF MARIHUANA AT ITS SOURCE 

There is considerable opium poppy cultivation in Mexico, 
usually in remote and inaccessible areas in the interior. 
Generally, it is grown on relatively small plots by individual 
farmers as a supplemental money crop, primarily in the states 
pf Sinaloa, Sonora, Jalisco and Morelos and to a lesser degree 
in Durango and Nuevo Leon. 

Marihuana presentz an evert greater problem due to the 
fact that its prolific growth is both wild and cultivated. 
It can be found in practically every state in Mexico, although 
Guerrero, Jalisco, Sinaloa and Tarnaulipas are the major sources. 

REMOTE SENSING 

In the absence of specific information from informants, 
the only practical method of locating these crops is through 
the use of remote sensing devices. For a number of years, 
the Mexican Government has employe.d light observation planes 
and helicopters on spotting missions, but it would appear 
that these operatiQns to date have not been of sufficient 
scope to c.over adequately the vast land area where these 
crops can. be found. The use of broad remote sensing techniques 
in states. involved, with subsequent crop identification by 
agricultural experts, would appear to be more efficient and 
effective. If the Mexican Government has such a capability 
at the present time, it is not being used for this purpose. 
On the other hand, there is no question that the Unifed States 
is caps.ble of undertaking such missions. . 

Airborne remote sensing of marihuana may be feasible 
with a minimum of investment and technical assistance with 
systems already developed. NASA and the Government of Mexico 
have already initiated an agreement to develop a Mexican 
remote sensing capability. As far as we know, remote sensing 
has not yet been tested specifically for marihuana and poppy 
detection. This should be done by interested United States 
agencies. If the results are positiVe, we snould make them 
available to the Mexican Government and urge it to acquire 
w~atever equipment is required. The question arises as to 
what extent NASA can commit its resources to this program. 
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The Task Force recommends: 

11ith the pZlrticipation of the state Department, 
there should be earl! disc~ssion between appropriate 
officials of the Hex can and United states Govern
ments concernIng efforts to Implement effective 
£~ote sensinq surveys. 

~'he Attorney General !Should be requested to direct 
an inquiry to the Director of NASA .concerningthe 
partic~pation of NASA in helping to develop a 
remote sensing capaorlity fo~ marihuana control 
in Mexico. 

CROP ERADICATION 

For the most part, the Mexican author.ities have relied 
on manual e.radication of opium poppies. This simple but 
tedious process consists of breaking the stems with a wooden 
switch or cane, causing the plant to wither and die. As an 
added measure, the crude irrigation devices and protective 
fences are deetroyed. Marihuana crops are usually burned, 
som~t£mes after being uprooted. 

There are considerable difficulties associated with 
crop destruction •. These crops are often grown in extremely 
difficult terrain in some of the most remote areas of Mexico, 
creating severe problems in transporting men and equipment 
to the scene. The local growers have, on occasion, resorted 
to armed resistance against the eradication teams resulting 
in death ~.d injuries to the personnel involved. This 
particular problem is serious enough to require escorts of 
squads o~ heavily armed soldiers. In view of the foregoing, 
the Task Force is impressed with the potential effectiveness 
of cher.dcal crop destruction utH.iz:iI:lg a1rcraft. 

The use of chemicals would undoubtedly invo~ve consid-' 
erable funding, but until the actual crop- acreage is known, 
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a realistic cost estimate c.annot be made. Before embarking 
on su~h a program, it would be necessary to obtain the 
agreement of the Mexican Government. It'is not known whether 
the Mexican Government would be ~illing to authorize and 
finance such programs. Alternative sources of funding mignt 
be available, such as grants from U. S. agencies or inter- . 
national organizations, i.e., Pan American Union, the World 
Bank, or even private foundations in the United States. 

The Task Force examined the possibility of crop substitution 
programs which would encourage the small farmer to abandon the 
cultivation of opium poppies and marihuana. It would appear 
for the present at least, that such a program would not be 
feasible or practical. 

The Task Fo~ce reco~~ends: 

The Mexican Government should be consulted by 
the State Department concerning broad programs 
for mar~huana and poppy crop destruct~on. 

A survey should be conducted of funding sources 
to support crop eradicat.ion programs, sa~d survey 
to-rnclude other than u. S. or Mexican Government 
agencies. 

FLOW OF TRAFFIC IN HEXICO 

Interdiction of the flow of drugs in Mexico presents 
several unique problems. Elements of the traffic are located 
in remote areas, removed from adequat~ tran~portatinn and 
communi cat ion faci Ii tj es • HeToin lahoratod es aTFt op'erating 
in scattered locations, including some 'in desolate mountain 
regions and isolated villages. European heroin passing 
through !1exico enters by ship in the eastern part of Vera 
Cruz and by air at Mexico, City. The capital city is also 
a transfer point for significant quantities of cocaine 
en route to the United' States from South American sources. 
Marihuana is gathered at rural points and large consolidated 
shipments are prepared for movement north to the border. 
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with the recent increase in danaerous drug abuRe in the 
United States, metropolitan areas in Mexico have emerged 
as souces of this material, both in clandcatine' production 
and diversion from legitimate industry. All of these drugs 
.eventually move northward to the border in vehicles ranging 

. from automobiles with sophisticat~d traps to tractor trailers. 

An analysis of drug sei2:ures clearly indicates that the 
bulk of this traffic moves to the California and Arizona 
border poi~tsvia Mexican Highway t15 to Santa Ana in the 
state of Sonora. Here it either continues on Highway '15 
to Nogales and other Arizona points of entry or moves westward 
on Highway '2 to western Arizona and California. Alternative 
routes simply do not exist in that region.. Although there 
are checkpoint.s on these highways, they are-only used for 
the control of southward traffic. If adequately s~affed 
facilities were zstablished south of Santa Ana on Highway t15 
and on Highway '2 west of that city, it would impode the flow 
of these drugs to the border. 

. The violator in Mexico can be typed on the basis of his 
individual role in the traffic. He may be the grower, the 
laboratory operator, the courier who transports the drugs 
to the border, or the recipient who employs the actual 
smuggler. ~he Mexican authorities should give appropriate 
attention toeacb phase of the smugglj.ng operation so that 
meaningful results can be achieved. . 

The Task Force rec~end~: 

The Mexican Government should be urged to 
establish acl.,~quate fi"ortllbound inspection 
poInts .longalghways i15 and '2. 

STEPS TO ENCOURAGE MEXICAN COOPERATION 

the 

The united Stdtes Government can a~si8t the Mexican 
Government in establishing better enforcement techniques, 
especially with rega:r::d to nArcotics and dangerous drug-s. 
Seminars on this problem should be held, attended by SNOD, 
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Customs, and Mexican Judicial Police to cover all aspects 
of drug trafficking. This could later be expanded into a 
school similar to what is available in the United States, 
with an equal number of students from both countries. 

The Mexican Government should be urged to establish 
a bureau solely for the enforcement of narcotic laws. 
United states technical and financial assistance could be 
used to enhance this endeavor. 

More specific intelligence information should be made 
available to the Mexican police. If substantive evidence 
concerning specific individuals would pe presented to the 
Mexicans for their exploitation, the pr6babili ty of <'.rrest 
and prosecution of these violators would be greatly enhanced. 
Similar efforts with Italian officials concerning the Mafia 
families produced immensely successful results. The sa:ae 
·technique may be effective in Mexico. 

The Task Force recommends: 

necessa~ 

The United State~ authorities rovide 
more spec~ ~c ~nformat~on to t e Mex~can 
Government describing the scope of the 
traffic along with names of drug traffickers 
lCr.own ·to be operating j,n Mexico. 
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V. PROCEEDINGS hGAnlS+' VIOLATIONS 

Pl~03ECUTION OF VIOLATORS In THE mlITED STATES 

The prosecution of drug traffickers in this country 
is base~on a multitude of ntatutes. The l~ws regulating 
the ~.llluggling of narcotic drugs and IIIl!.rihuana are 
generally inflexible in terns of 3inimum mandatory 
penalties •. These penalties are a~?lictible, not only to 
major violators but also to a broad range of offenders, 
some of whom are relatively minor offenders. As a result, 
it has be~n necessary to bring technical prosecutions 
under oth'!!'r statutes to avoid .the imposition of mand::.tory 
sentences and in other cases, a program of deferreo 
prosecution has been used to the same end. As a l~st 
resort, it has been necessary to decline prosecution, all 
in the interest of th~ fair admi~istration of justice and 
in consideration of the nature of the offense. 

In recent years, we haTe witne •• ed adrru~atic 
increase in the n~er of drug prosecutions. The Admin
istrative Office of the United states Courts reported 
th~t there ~as a 31.9~ incre~.e in narcotic prosecutions 
during the first half of fiacal year 1969 as compared 
to comparable period in the previqus fiscal year. 
Appro%imately one-half were c~nccd in. the judicial 
districts ab~tting the Mexican border. These courts 
are severely overb • .!rdened with a disproportionate nU1l'.ber 
of criminal cases of all types. During fiscal year 1965', 
over twice as many criminal cases were filed and terminated 
in thet;e districts th= in the fiye judicial districts 
located between Connecticut and eastern Pennsylvania, one 
of the most densely populated regions in th~ United 

. States. In fact, there were six times as many n~rcqtic 
cases filed in the border districts compared with those 
in the eastern districts. . 

This inordinate situation ia also reflected in the 
heavy case loads assigned to the Assistant U.S. Attorneys 
in the border districts. The problem is further compounded 
by th2 relatively few federal judges available in these 
districts. 
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Because of the congestion, there has been a parallel 
problem regarding bail for drug offenders, which has 
necessitated the release, pending trial, of violators who 
might otherwise be held on high bond for early prosecution. 
The result has been a high incidence of new offenses 
by persons awaiting trial and bail jumping. In the case 
of Mexican nationals, the defendants often seek sanctuar.y 
across the border. 

The Task Force recommends: 

Federal statutes 'relating to the smugqling 
of narcotic dru~s and marihuana should be 
revised to perm~t' greater flexibility in 
the prosecution of such v~olators. . 

The staff of u.s. Attorneys in borde~ 
a~stricts should be enlarged to handle 
the heavy criminal caseload.' 

As an interim measure, cons'ideratiol1 should 
be given to the use of visiting and retired 
iudges and s~ecial Assistant U.S., Attorneys 

rom other d~str~=ts. 

~n 

major 

PROSECUTIONS IN MEXICO 

The federal laws of Mexico relating to narcotic drugs 
and marihuana, in a general sense, are similar to those 
of the United States. We are informed, however; that 
Mexico has not enacted laws similar to our laws regulating 
'stimulan·t, depressant and hallucinogenic drugs. 
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, With r~gard to narcotic drugs and. marihuana, the 
Mexican Government has assured us that it is within their 
p~er to prosecute their nationals in Mexico for violations 
of the Mexican 1aws,even though such violations occur . 
in the United States. A recent ruling by the Supreme 
Court of Justice for Mexico has upheld such a prosecution. 
The ruling was handed down on January 13, 1969, under 
Nexfcan app"!a1 number 4032/968-2a, by the First Cabinet 
of the Court, in the case of Hario Aguilera-Smith, a 
fugitive from American justice. 

Aguilera, a Mexican national, had been arrested 
on January 3,1966, at Tijuana., B.C., Mexico, based. upon 
evidence presented by the United States. On August 5, 
1967, Aguilera was convicted of exporting, trafficking 
and furnishing' heroin. He was sentended to six years' 
imprisonment and a fine of 1000 pesos. An intermea:ate 
appeal to the 4th Circuit Tribunal at Guadalajara had 
resulted in the affirmance of Aguilera's conviction. 

Existing extradition treaties with H~xico, although 
listing narcotic violations as extraditable offenses, 
grant discretion to the parties in respect of requests' for 
their own nationals. 14/ The Government of Mey~co will 
prosecute locally persons who are fug:i, t;i.tT'" = from justice 
in the United States. Its present polley is to deny 
requel;lts for the ExtraditiC'"lof' Mexican nationals. The 
Uni ted States. Government S' ,~rally grants extraditi~n 
requests for its nationals'-

The Task Force recommends: 

14/ Treaty of Extradition with Mexico, Feb. 22, 1899, 31 
Stat. 1818; T.S. No.242 (effective April 22,; 1899); 
Supplementary Extradition Convention with Mexico, December 23, 
1925, 44 Stat. 2409, T.S. No. 741 (E\ffective July 1l", 1926); 
Supplementary Extradition Convention with Mexico, August 16, 
1969, 55 Stat. 1133, T.S. No. 967 (effective April 14, 1941)" 
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VI. ROLE rum RESPONSIBILITY OF STATE DEPARTMENT 
IN SECURING MEXICAN COOPERATION 

The Department of State is the primary representative 
for communicating to foreign governments ~~e vital 
interests of the United States and for doing everything 
ne.ccssary to advance those interests through diplomacy. 
The consumption in the United States of drugs and narcotics 
produced abroad and illegally imported into this country 
has reached such proportion as to be in the highcist rank 
of those matterS affecting the vital interests of the 
nation. . 

Accordingly, the r~partment of state, in its 
dealings with the highest officials of Mexico and in the 
setting of agenda theref'ore, should give no subject 
higher priority or greater emphasis than the desire of 
the United states to realize an eradication of the, pro
duct10n and refinement in Mexico of opium poppies and 
marihuana in violation of Mexican laws. The basic 
responsibili ty for effecting such control lies with tile 
Government of Mexico fu~d its law enforcement agencies. 
Nothing should be done which would weaken or shift 
that burden of respor.sibility. Only a massive, continuous 
effort, directed by the highest officials of Mexico, 
will significantly curtail the production and refinement 
of marihuana and other dangerous drugs. 

The Task Force recommends: 

The Department of Sta.te must devote its 
efforts to persuading Mexico to .place a 
EE~am for eradication and control of 
marilluana and dangerous drugs among the 
hl.qhest of its natl.onal priorl.ties. 

The United States Ambassador in Mexicci 
should have this problem on his highest 
priority list on a continuing basis. 
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:Jf1'. R"SSlDES. Your committee hns also nsked whnt problenl~ tht: 
l~ureult of Custom~ faces in its ulltislllllgglillg efforts diredecl to ill kit 
drug trallie. 

The basic need. of the Bureau of Customs today is for mol'(' man-
POWPI' and f;wilitie:". .. 

President ~ixon cOl1sj::;tcntly lUts as;-:erted his personal eOlH'l.'l'll ,ulIi 
cle:;ire to increase the number of agents and the resoltl'ces of the 13meull 
of Customs in order that it call better llIeet its l'e;,;pol\sibility for 
(>11 J'ol'cC'll\cnt of 1 hC' ~ati()n's antisnllH!"~lin~ la W!:i. 

011 SeptemiJel' Hi, 10Gtl, IUehartl ~L Xix.on, presidentiltl nomillec, 
l'eCOlllllle,nc1ecl greatly increasing the number of Customs agents. In 
!he Pr0s1c1ellt's message to the Cong'l'eiiS dated ,) lIly 1')', 1 n(1D, C'.Ql1l'el'll
lUf!: the drug menace, he pledg0c1 increased efforts to eliminate drugs 
ilJC'gally entering this country, ailel :::tated:· . 

'l'he Department of the Treasury. through the Bureau of Customs, j" chargpd 
with l'nforcing the Xntion'::; ;;lllugglillg 1:t""'" I htl\'e directed the Secretary of 
thp Treasury to illitintl' n majur new effort to g"lHud the Xation's ·botdel':; aull 
ports l)gnin,;t the growing volume of narcotic,; frOll\ abroad. Thl'l'e i::; u recognized 
neN1 for more lIlPll :111<1 f:ll.'ilitil'': ill the Bureau of Customs to cany out thi,: 
l!h'l)ctiYe, At my l'<'lllH'':t, thp Seeretnry of the Treasury has >,u!>mith II n sull
"talltiallll"ogritlll for ill('rpn:-('(j maullo\\,pr and fndlities in the Burp:tu of Customs 
for thi:; purpose \\"llil:ll i" unclpr intl'n"iYe rPI'ipw, . 

In n.ccornance. with the President's message, thet'(~ will he transmit
ted to the Congress shortly a· supplemental request for ilpnl'opriatiolls 
l'e l'ol1ll11endinp: substant.ia'l supplemental appropriations to ·increase 
('"stoms manpOWQr and fllcilities. . , . 
'lJl~t'ing 1!)~i81 :213 million p.e1'80nS entered the rnited States ~Y fo?t 

and III 01 mIllIon motor "clucles, 06,000 nssels and 3113,000 aircmft. 
This represents u tremendous increase in border tmffic, In spite of yast 
increases ill bnsiness and trnffie, the numher of lwrsonnel or tlie- Bureau 
of CustOll1S has not materially increased u\,er the forcc in being many 
years ago, impairing the eiTect'i\-eness or the anti::;muggliilg effort. :\luc:h of the ~ cH'ug truffic intercepted is found on the. pro'son of a 1'1'1 dng 
Ihlssen :reI's. , 

Truffic \'olumes ure such that pet'solUl.l and \'chicular searches mllst 
be mude. on n random basis. In order to intercept drug tru.ffir. Customs 
inspeeturs must, rely to a great extent on information dereloped by 

. ngents and ~llformant.s and on s11.1'('\\'(l ousel'nltions of,al'l'i,-ing traffie, 
Smuggling by light aircraft a,cross the ),fexican bord0r is beeoll1ing 

an increasingly clifticHlt IH:oblem . .A number of succcssful interceptions 
of such tratlk l'C'cently 1m \'t\ been madc along the. 1'c-xns-)'[CXicnll border 
and along the soutll\\'('.;;t Arizona to sOlltllC'l'Il Calii'ornia-:Jfexirnll 
borders. ' 

Customs has been operating with only one. reeently acquired air
craft, but during its first (i-Illonth period of operation in SOl\t!wl'n 
en 1ii!ornin it, was n~l'd to fllrl her ~\i Sl'ptll'nte ~mngg1 in~ in n'stig<ltion:-::. 
I+. of which han~ not nt. bec'n cOlldndecl. As n ('()llsC'qnence of tIl(' 12 
finishe.d cascs ill the p'el'iod,:2::l arrests Were mtt,lle, 10 It)()tOl' \'ehielt\s 
lmd i3 aircraft ",pre seized, and the Bureau of ('w:itoms conns('lItell 
+',100 pouncls of llluriil1lnna, 12 ponnel;; of hC'I'oill nnd :2 prill 11 (1,:; of 
t'oc.aine. This dCIllOllstrntp,.; ('(lIlI'lu~i\'l'ly, r bdip\'p, t,hftt thc elll'dh'('Ill'BS 
of CuStOll1B l\nti;;mnggling l'ti'0l't::; would l)~' gl'('atlY'Nl.halW('d hy \"\\\
ploying additional tiirl'1'nf't \\'h i<'1 1 :H'P eJi'edil'(' fot' sUl'\'eillaJ1l'p alit! 
PUI',U it of hoth :t ir n nd SllI' fal'e t 1'n11i(',' 

\i 

\ 
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4. At \J"st~ Ole Bureau. of Cus~oms can only guebS. )[r. (,hairman, as 
to the amount of narcotICs, mltnhunnn nnd dailgerO\lS drugs smuggled 
into the Cnited States. One indicntion to unkno,Y11 traffic is the amount· 

.seizNl. 0111' rough estimates nrc that. seizures approximate only 10 
to if, lll'rcent. of the total anlOllllt of drugs smuggled into the rnited 
States. It must be noted, ho\\,('ye1', as is apparent. that estimates nre 
highly ullrelin~le, and that. total drug smuggling rolnmes cotl1c1 be 
!.!Tenter Lllall tIns estimate. . 
'- 5. TJJis committee has asked for an npP!'nisal of the ability of the 
Customs SCl'\'ice to cope with the narcotic tl'rtffic ncross Jur borders in 
terms of its mnnpOIyel',' equipment and operating funds. ~1..S r h:1\'e 
indicated it: '!'esponse to your inquiry concerning t.he problems of 
Customs, tIns IS our greatest need. 

'With the same nUlnber of pel'soJl1H'.1, seizureR and arrests constantly 
escalate. Howc\'er, incre[tses in seizures nnd arrests cort'esponc1ingly 
increnRe time anel work requirements of 0111' manpower because of the 
need .for. time-consuming im-estigations, ease reports, ,appearances, 
consultat.lOl1S, find other mntters atteildant to pl'epnrll.tion for and up
pearnllce at trials and ",U'ions other preliminarY pro(,C'Nlings . 

.Additionally, the demand forrelnted corresi)Onclellce il11d statisticnl. 
rep0l'tilll=! is accordingh- increfised. Thus, i't is clear thnt the efi'ectin, 
ness of Customs in dealing with yastly increased yolml1es of inter
national traflic is directly relnted to those nyailable resonrces or mall-
po\n;'l', equipment find 0l)ernting- funds. . . 

The forthcoming snppl(,l11ental appropriations request is significant. 
J.pproPJ·iation increases wiH help rectify a· IOl1lrsh1l1ding munpO\yer 
shortage of t.he enforcement ann of the Customs Serdce. The Presi
dent nIld the Secretary lun'€! manifestec1 their support in this regard, 
and with the continuing support of the. Congress. the Burean of Cus
toms enn nnd will meet its responsibilitie.q in snppression and control 
of illicit drug smuggling. 

Thank you, ~Ir. Chnirmnn. I would be plensed to r(ns"e~' any ques-
tions the committee might hl1ye. . . , 
. Chnirlllan DODD. Tlh'l.nk you ,'ery much, ~Ir. Rossides. ,Ye IHl.Ye a 
few qnestions, mostly for clarification. ..' . 

What would you ·s[\.)' was the mnjor goal of Opcrntio~l rntel'ccpt~ 
.u~" ROSS~DES. The major gonl of Operation Intercept l~ to 'preY\~nt 

hel'om, mnl'lhuann. nnc1 other dangerous dl'llgs, from COllllng mtq the 
lTn1ted States. The mnin pUl'p01?e is not seizures because obdously onc~ 
we starteel the intensiyo fun-time in~pection, the organized s1l111gg1er 
"'ould try to ,,:nit us out. He is not COmhlg am'oss as he hail been before. 
That ~s 0'H1' key aim. --

Now. secondly, and pnrt of that aim, "-e are most hqpe£ul that we 
will be hayjng effecth·:e. cases against. the n'lajor orgmiized bands who 
n1'(\ il1\'olred in Rmuggling these drugs Hc·ross fhe borde.I". ,Ve hope for, 
und r confidently exi)cc.t., t hat we will be luwing full cooperation from 
the Uexicnn Go\'ernment in this regard. . 

·Cha.irmnnDoDl). The opE.'ration is still on, is it.? 
)[1'. RO:-;:-;IDEl'" It. is stUl on. Sellntor. and it will'p:o.on indefinitely. 
Chairman Dono. I am hot, goillg toa!-'.k you, tmlesR ~'ou want to yol-

~mt('('r, hm .... many of the smngp:leJ'R were cnught.. I would rathe.r ~ut 
It Hnother wn~·. Are you satIsfied that youI' progt·t1.m IS makmg 
PI'OgTP"'C:? ' 

ii 
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~fr. ROSSIDES. ,Ve are satisfied, yery much so, Sertator, and the fad 
that thex'e ha.ye heen yery few seizures is indicatin1. to us that the 
actual smuggling attempts lla,ye been ,'ery, Yery few. This is pl'oof of 

. t.he success of the program thus far.' .. 
There is additional prCiof in that. we have had fine cooperation with 

most of t.he peol>le inyo}yed, and franklv. I had expected a gretlit deal 
more comment. and criticism regarding the economic dislocations that 
ill'e occurring, but it is most gratifying to IUl\'e the various pei-sons at 
the border areas say, yes, it is hl('om'enient,. we hope 'ye can work 
OL1t proceclure-3 to reduce the incollYeuience; but your goa.Is ,1"e are 
all for. . . '. . ' , 

Chail1nan DODD. How many agents did the ope1"ntion im'olve 1 
)£1'. ROSSIDES. ~.rhat, Senator, I would prefe.r not. to get. into, 
Chairman DODD • .All right. I will ask it. anothenniy. I am not. trying 

to pry: '. 
)11'. ROSSIDES. ~t me suggest .this-·- . . 
,Chairman DODD. Let. me heJp you. Oln'iously the Operation Illtel'

ce,pt differs "ery conside1'ablyfroni the normal border operat.ion and a 
lot of people are wondering can this be cmitinued. for very IOllo-? . ' 

)11'. ROSSIDES, I think it C~lIl, Senator, because I think the hallmark, 
as Deputy Attorney Gcnerf\lKle.indienst in our brIefings tha,t :we haye 
given, a~ h.e pointed O~lt, an<;l·I think it is the hallmark of t.Iiis ,t>ro
gram, thIS IS the first hlllethat we hare brought. together t11e varIOUS. 
enforcement arms of the Federal Government in a coordinated effort..· . 
,Ve ha1'e t.he Bureau of.Cu.stomsand the Immigration Servic'e along' 
the bo~der. lYe hai'e the Coast Guard and t.he )\a.ry in the water~ ,r'e 

, have tlle Federal Aviation Agency helping signific.antly \\'ith rega.rd 
. to regalations and its expert.ise. We have t.he Bureau of N ft!.'cotics and 
Dangerous Drugs working internany au'd su})plyillg intelligence 
information. ' .. 

TIllS will cont.inue !l:sgj-~r t.he period of the full intensh-e inspection 
ends and that period, tts I say, at the. moment is jndcfinite. , 

.Additionally What has occurred, Senator, and this is the part. that 
is difficult to ke~p up without the addit.ional manpower, particularly 
the Bure·au of Customs and Illlllf~~ra,tion a'nd Naturalization Service 
have brought in lllaupower. from otner parts of the country to bee.!. up 
the personnel. on the border • .As I say, we hop~ to keep that .golllg 
indefinitely but I qO want to st.ress that e\-erybody must understand 
that'Customs will ~ontinue permanently an increased Ieyel of in spec- . 
tion along the border. . . . . 

Tied in 'iyith our supplemental appropriation, ,,11ich "'ill be fOlth
coming shorfly, we will ba able to luwe a, much llloree:ffec.tiYe inspec-
tion along the Mexican border. . . .' . . " 

Chairman DODD. I take it, then, as a result you. expect that the, 
smuggling operations sueh as' t.hey "ere, when thi;:; Operation Int~i'
cept stu,rt.ed, now are.greatly recliwed or subst.antIally l'.educed: 

Mr. ROSSIDES. Yes, SIr. '.' 
. Ohairman DODD, I am glad you sa.id that you notified the j\;Iexican 

: . Government officials. They knew all abottt thisgoitig into' openttioIl, 
I take it~ 

1\11'. ROSSIDES. Yes, sir, and jf I may add to that, Deput.y Attol'Il!;,), 
•. GeneralKlr.indienst, and J yisitt'd with our COlllltt'l'pal'ts in Uexico 

" 
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City in .Junt' of this year. It \Vas the fOUlth such informal talk ,yhich 
had started back in-I belie.ve the first conference \Vas 1960. They 
were called infOl'mal consultations to see what could be done about 
the drug traffic: . ... . 
. I~l June of this yf'ar, iollowiilg months of ,,-ork that "e had been 
undertaking in view or this task force, I would suggest that our dele
~ation.wus fl;s fully pi'epared as cO~lld possibly be.. -We hadmost ft:uit
rul chscusSlOns WIth the :\IexlCan· officIals and the :\Iexwlll 
Go,-ernment. . 

r might, "dd that. a· joint. communique wiis issued June 11, I belien', 
Mr. Chairman, and it is most significant because there is some criti
cism in the papers regarding our eiforts, but we feel that we ,\'ill have 
the cooperation of the :\lexican Government. . 

In the joint communique, and :r quote regarding border intensifica,
,tion~ )11'. Chairman, the intensification of the inspection at the border: 

The que~tion of sIlluggling narcotics along the long COIlllllon bonIer between the 
two coulltries was esamined since despite -iritensf~ enfOrCE'Illent efforts this pre
setlts a growing problem for the :authorities chat"sed with its control. It was 
agreed that thE'respectiYe officials of each gOlE'rmnent recoIllmend that enfol'ec-

. meut tlctiYity.ulone; the border bE' increased. . 

:\Ir. Chail'l'nnn, we are lookin.!! f<;)l"Yarc1 to further discussions ,,-ith 
the :\le~ican GoYernment., pn.rticularly in the area· ·",'here ,ye w'ant t.o 
be as helpful as we can to them, nmnely, the eradication of the crops, 
the poppy and hemp fields and with regard to supp;ressing the entlre 
smu,!!'glin'g pipeline. . -

Chairman DODD. To bedestmctiYe of the poppy and mariliu.una. 
fields? 
. 2.11'. HossIDEs.This a major goal of .our j.oint eiforts ,,-ith the j\Iexica~ 

'GO\"ernment. . 
. 'Chairman DODD: That sounds ,·ery sensible and- I hope y.ou succeed . 
• -\..s I understand, you are telling us that this .opern.riol1 "'ill continue 
and in. fact gradually eyoh'e into a stronge!', more heayily managed 
operahon, ,nth border patrols on both sides of the boreler .. 
. :J1r. ROSSIDES. ,Ve are hopeful on theot.her side_ ,Ve can only coht-rol 
our side, :JIr. Chairman. . 

Chai.rman DODD. I know. 
)11', ROSSIDES. And we ha,"ealready had indications. I received "'orel 

, oyer the ,Yeekend, for instance, that the mayor of Tiajuana, and this 
was secondhancl, so I,hRYe not hacl n. chance this morning to confirm it" 
had asked t.he )lexican Goyernment to ha,-e checkpoints on the traffic 
coming north Oll Hontes 15 and 2; which are t.wo .of the main pnssa~e 
points from :\[l'~ico into the Uilited States in the seuthern Califorma .' , nrea. 

Chairmn.n DODD. Since you haye· brought up that question, t.hat 
111o\"es me to ask yon what about that. r haye·heard that some Mexican 
oflici~ls haye been greatly concerned ahout the impact of this program 
on t.he economy ot t.hese border communities. Can y.ou tell ns ansthing 
about that? . 

:J1r. ROSSIDES. Yes, sir. There i~ an impnct. Th~re has been great 
('011(,'('1'11 yokeel oll--mnybe 01(> "'Ol'd "grent." if; n little. oYf'rRtriting it. 
There:' hm; be'en {'ourem ,"oiel',l on bo.th si</p,<; .of t.he. border of the busi-' 
ne~::; ('omnnmity t.hat. tOtlriSlll has been hurt, for instance. The traffic has 
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lll'oppecl enormously, th~ tourist traffic, maybe up to 75 percent. '\Ye are 
gratified that C\'ClI ,,"it.It the lmsilleS~mell I IU1Ye spoken to and other:> 
that are in the border aretlS, they all recognize the pl'oblel}l. They wnnt 
\I:; to try and alledllte the question of mo\"emcnt through, if we cau 
;'.Jl(·ecl up the procedurN;; hut this would I,e tl ycry,. \'cry ~\l1all prie(', 
indeed, to paY, )'Ir. Clmlrnlllll, if we nre ~t\t't'\!:;sful ill thi~ pl'ogntlU. 

Chail'll'utn·DoUD. It wmild seem to me the clestmct.ioll or the do:ng 
n,WilY of thl':;e poppy field:; and mal'ihw\l\l\ lieWs in ).Iexi(·o-l thil\k 
the ).Iexie:tn Gt\\"l'\l'mne11 i: cOl1l<.l Yen" ('n~ily do this if jt wantcel to . 

. Mr, RO~SIlJ£S, \Yell, I would onl)' (luuhfy one word, ),11'. Clw.irnuul, 
the word "easy." A lot. of these fields, tl~ was pointed out to us, are ill 
the dense mOUlllllinotls (trCllS of :\lexico. :\Iexico is tt pOOl' country. Its 
resources 'are lim.it~(t ",Yc 'are hoping that they ,dll make it much. 
gl'eatel' alloention of these resources to the el't~dietltion pt'()~ntln. ,Yo 
::,tanc1l'eady"to assist them with,technical assistallce, 

Chairman DODT). That is important. 
~Ir. ROSSIDES. Of planes anel materia1s and sensor'.devices. The De

partment of Defellse has been cleyeloping these sensor devices f1'ol11 the 
:111', from the aroma it picks np:the location of yarious poppy and hemp 
fields. The word "easy" would be a little bit strong, but a greater eifort, 
there is no question, and we feel we can be successful. . 

.And also, Senator, I, think a much greater effort must be made. by 
the ~Iexican Oovermuent in following the smuggling, pipeline, because 
the smuggling pipeline starts when you put the seediu. i 

Then there is the growth and procluctiOli. of the plants. That is part 
of the smuggling pi pelille. And then \~'here thei'e is the rE'finement. 
and the truffic nor:th, each stage gets eaSIer t{) st{)p. . 

There is no dQubt in my mind that a Hnlch ~ri'eater effort by. the 
:\lexican authorities on the entire smuggling pipeline will cut down the 
volume drastically. ' . 

Chairman DODD. Ai'e vou a ware of 'the fact that this subcommittee 
had pictures .taken of some of those fielCls back in 1£162? 

:Mr. ROSSIDl-:S. I was not aware, Senator. . 
Chairmall DODD. W'"e have those photogmphs, and at that time we 

did quite a bit of work trying to get tho cooperation of the Gorern
llleut of ~Iexico. I personally talked with many peorle (10"'11 there. 
Xothing ever haplienec1. 1 am sure you are going to do much better. 
That is what. we liope. 

Mr. ROSSID};S. Mr. Chairman, let me suggest at least one reason why 
we feel we will do better. 'Two reasons. 

One,at first you ha,,:e to l?ut yOt~~· oWl1.l~ouse in order a!ld thi~ is 
'what we feel we are doing WIth onr llltenSlhcc1 program of lllspectlOll 
along the bordet where we ('ontl'ollhe bord('r. 

Additionally, and most significantly, at this conference in .June with 
the ~rexican Government, they stated that fOl' the first time they now 
have the prob!em' of marihnnlla use hy theil.· ,Youth,. In the last ;real' 
or 2, call It spIllover or wlHlteYel' term, but the )Icxlclln youth of. the 
avel'llge family is now using mal'.ihunn:!, not to the degre~ that we nrc 
but to a degl'ee which alarms their officials. 

So I think that factor has hadnn .important, ell'eet and.it ,,'as in om 
COlll111 unique, om' j oj nt. C'Olillllllll ifJUl" . . 

Chairman D(lDD. Yes. That is significant. I had always tinc1erstood 
they had a very low rate of u~el'i3. 
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)Ir. HOSSIDES. tTp until the last. few years there WE're only a very few 
. of them, . 

Chail;ninn DODD. 'Well, now, a couple. of mor(' iwestions. Some of 
them 1 want to get on the record so it will· be complete. . 

Call YOll tell ns, or g-h'e liS your opinion, as to why silluggling or 
nareotics from ::'t1exico has quacll'llplecl in the last ~ yelLl's? 

:.\11'. HOSSIDI-:S. I uelieye I rl'ferred to it in reg-al'd to hashish. 
Chairman DODD. You said it had quaclrupJpd. I wondered if you 

wou lrl ra 1"(' to tell uil why yon thinl~ this Imppem·rl. . . 
:.\11'. n():':S[J)J-:s. One, frankly, prIOLo to this effort, the :.\1L':'lCl111 horcier 

~'ns swh a sian\ I hat the feeling was that it is so· casy to get it in; 
tliis helps stilllulate it through that border. . • . 

.\.]so, 'there hecame the growing pOllularity of hashish. I"think it is 
th(' ease with "'hich it has b(>(,ll able in the past to come in, ,\"hi('11 is a 
great factor. Other than that, 1 cannot tell. . . 

That is one of the reasons why you ha,'e the hard narcotics from 
Turkey through the l'('finement process in France, Italy, and Spain . 
..:\.. fair proportion of that ~oes into )Iexico and is shipped on up as 
being- a safer ronte than dIrectly nlong the ('ustel'1l coast or through 
C.tnncb. lYe haye !l fnir amount coming into Canada. and down fl'o111 
Montreal anel we l)lan to make a greater eft'ort 011 that. 

Chairman DODD. I WOll't go into that situation in Turkey. lYe will 
be hearing more about that. ltitel'. i\Iy own impr('ssion is you haye got 
goorl people ,yol'king on that. I"have talked to them, as you probably' 
know. . 

:.\11'. ROBS1DES. Yes, I ~lo, Senator. . 
Chairman DODD. Principally Mexico and Turkey, as far as heroin 

is concerned. 
~Ir. ROSSIDES. Correct, sir. '. 
Chail'~mll1 D~mD. [.et me finally ask you thi~ question. If ~ostof 

. the 1I1arlhuanH 1ll thIS couutry COllIes from :Mexlco, :mcll tnke.1t from 
Y0Ul' testimony that it does;' and yOUl' plans for n10re men and air
planes and slllTeillaqce people anel sUlTeilhtnce elm"ices all along the 
::'tIexican-C-nitecl States border. I suppose we htn'e got reaSOl.l to "look 
forward to a greatly impro\'ed situation in the not too distant fnture 
,md Ollhnl. nUy pretty nea I' total emelie'at ion of the traffic from Mexico. 
Cltimateh' I know there ,dll ,always be some illegal traffic, but I am, 
talking about this massi ,'e traffic we 1ul\'e no,,, .. ,Vould you agree to 
that L,; ,.' _. . , 

:'If1'. ROSSlOES • .'I would aOTeeto t.his extent, Sehator; and' we ar~ 
putting o\ll'seh'es rip:ht. on tjlC spot and are pleased to do sa becanse 
of the importance of t.he program. ,\Vt> feel, Mt·.Kleinclienst and I, 
and r am sure the' task force ll1emb~rs do, but I can talk for Mr. 
Kleindienst beCtllls.e \\'e 1u1\'e had this questionm:lked of us at various 
COnTeJ'enCes, we feel there ,rill be a significant, ~ substantialreduct.ion 
ill the l\1lu'ihnann, alld nnl'coties tmlTic from MexiC'o within :1 ):eHI'. 

Chairman Dorm. ,Yell, thank you yery much, :Mr. Rossides .. 
. ::\1r.Ro$SlDF.s. )fl'. Chairman, may I make one other reference for 

t.he record? 'We 1'ocei \'ed, ilnd ap:ain thifl is regarding Plll't. of the total 
pie-tun', a lot of the thillg:, we han' l"('nd ill tll(' pn per"l] ,\\'C lJel'n about 
cl'itieislll of perSOlI:', about OUI' opl'l'atillll, fl'{)111 .i\lex.ico--I l'Pceived It 

Mexicnn editol'ial dige::-t and I will ~llppl.r for the r~cord t.he name 
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of the paper, hut this was a, cable that came through to us oYer the 
weekend, and this wason Thursday, September 25, and I would like 
to quote, :)11'. Chairman. It just said "~Iexican Editorial Digest." 

We ,shouldn't bt· offeudocl hy the 1;uited States ('(fort to :::top drug traffic. Let Ui; 
nor. cOlllplain that it hl1l'ts our tourist i!J(lu:::tr~'; nor :;:lwl1lc1 we clefelldonrs(>ln's 
with the ,que;;t.jonalJle argmnl'nt th(lt all of u::; aren't lJl,ll'ilnullH't :;:nlugglers or 
that there is a greater consumption of drugs north of the border than there i::; 
south of it. . (I 

'lYe shoulcl \l't our neighbors so1\'e their internal llrohlems as they see fit a1ld 
start putting our OW1I house in order, not for them nor for touri$U\ hut fOr 
ourselye:::. OUI' health and dignity. If there ill uu e:s:ce8sin! proliferation of yice ill 
our border cities, we sho~ild cure these sores instead of shouting protests and 
let us not forget that there is where the Latin American world begins. This 
remembrance should imbue us with a sense of respoIll'ibility. ' 

The. Xational Border Program, long languishing in the throes of bureaucracy, 
should now be Yigorously implemented .. This would c:hallge our border into a 
cultural, artisti(!, commercial and industrial showcase, This 'would !.Je !.Jetter 
than trying to defend racetracks, bullfight arenas, and centers tlit}t'traffic in 

, vice. . 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. , 
Chairman DODD. Thallk you. I alll glnd VOli read th,tt. editorial into 

the record. That sounds very sensible, It' will help e\'el'yone better 
tlndel'stand the attitude below the border. Thank yon again. 

)1r. H08:';Ilms. Thank yon, )11'. ChairmaH .. It was n. great plemml'e. 
If I may just introduc:~~-alld I apologize for'not: having dune this' 
earlier--:.some of the gentlenlen that lia\'e been niost ncth'e in the 
campaign. ' , 

First, Assistant COlllmissioner Lawrence Fleishman, of the Bureau 
of Customs, who is in o\'eritll churge undei· the direct supervision of 
Comm,issioner Ambrose, of Operation Intercept; 

'Chairman DODD. Ghld to have you. . . 
nIl'. ROSSIDJ':S: Special Assistant to the Secretlll'Y for Organized 

Crime, Mr. G. G:ol'don Liddy, who has been Illost helpful in this 
program; and . . 

Mr. Lee Ritgel', Assistant General Counsel of the Treasury 
Department. , 

Chairman DODD. 'Ye are very ,pleased to have you here, arid 
appreciate your help and cool)el'lltionl . 
. Ur. ROSSIDl';S, Thank you, sir. 

Chairman DODD. SCllatol' Birch Hnyh, a memoel: of the subcom-
mittee, is here. 'Ve welcome ~'ou here this morning. (, . 

Senator Bx):!r. Ur. ClunrnuUl, I regret that other COllumttee 1'e
spollsibilitiel) pl'ohibited me from following :roni' present illyestign.
tion as closply as I would like. I am sni'e that 11Q one knows bette!' than 
YOIl the difli(!nl~'y of tonching all ba?es as we mll~t.... ' 

I listened wlth a great, deal of mt;el'est to til~<;l'etnl'y R08sides' dis
cussion of thjsprphlent. 
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, ,:\f1'. IXGl-:RSOLL. I shotih1like to point ont, that. the American Bar 
.Assoeiation, the )fo<1el Penal Coele, and. the )fotlel Sentencing Act all 
£UY01' special treatment 'for professional criminals. The Department 
agrees that. SHe'll a. pl'O\'isipll is worthwhile. and mtiona] as it. allo\\'s, 
\\~it1lin the :'C'nten('ing stl'~H'tlll'(" the abilit,y to irh'ntify and ~1iscril1ljnate 
:Nl '\\('C'n offenders, treatmg the exceptIOnal case exceptIOnally, aIHI 
th~ rontine case flexibly. 

,I. )LlfUli LIX,\ ,IXIl lr.\LLlTIX()GEXIC }'EXAL'l'IE:3 

The l1Pxt 1'PCll1il'Pll1ent that tllnS tln'01Hrhont the sl1![gest p(l aJteJ'lla
ti\'e::, j.., the ]e![al and llletlicall'l'cognitiOll thal~ lllHl'illll;llla is Hot H nnr
coti(' eJrllg InlC it l'athl'1' an hallncinogell and shollld \)p t1'l'atecl, in' 
tC'J111S of l'e~111ation and sC'ntencing, as an hallneino,~enic cll'uQ.', , 

Tt, iil Oul' "011('11IS10n, after cons1llting- 'sith tlU' ~cientific ('omnllIllity 
an,'l. "'ith :111emhe1's of the legal pr()f('s~:ioJl, t1lllt the. hallucinogenic 
:'lilJ:-t:lll('CR :::houlll not be :,;nhj(>(,t to the !"nme peJl:t1t,y sl'1H'nH:' Hi:' the 
nal'c'otic' snlJ:::tanres in schC'Clnlps I ll11<l II. Tlll'l'efol'P, ",hilt-. tIll" p1'O
po:,C.'cl (let pl'o]1C>t'1:v l'(>f!pcb the 1'C.'g'1l1nfm·)' and pC:llHl stl'llctl:l'PS :1l'I'<}nh 
in,!.!: to thE'. :-;dlNlnk d(';:;ignntion. the hltlhwinogC'l1ic ~'l1hi'hll1('I'f' ill :"clwd
lilt· I i'hn 11 11(' trrah.'d t hp :-:n11ll' as tL(~ nnlpllC't:Jn!lll(>, !lHl'lJitlll'fitc:,;. rind 
t)tJl"~' dn11!.(1'1'<l!l': cil'u![:' lif't('(~ in :';('l!Cdlllp TIL 

(~ll(lPl' in'p;'(,llt la,~' tlll' Jlalhlc'inogel1::: fil'C' tl'('n(-('tl in thi,.; JIl:l11IWI' and 
we H'P 110 l'(,:l~'()n tn c1 i~tl1l'b tJ)(~ pI'pi'cnt !"trnei lin'. 

OIH' poillt, 1l/1\H'\'('!'. 11a:' 1,1',"'11'(' ('1(,:11' (I" n l'~':'lllt or (lIt' ll':'timnny 
J",ffH'P the> :'I1Jw(lltlllJinl'P dlHL I ~Iat, i!-' thC' 111'N1 ('Ill' mol'£' kno",lccl!!:p 
nl,011[ tlH' c:fl'('d:; of 111:U'il!lflllln. _\ltholl~h it j., te'I'IJI('(l :lnll:llI111'll1ogen, 
WI' 1'1('(>(1 t.o know 1\JOl'(' lll:()pj· thi" pan il'lIla!' ell'll!!', e!:'pt'('lully it~ ]nng
tel'm !'Jl'rct!". 

TII"l'(,j'(JI'l'. tl;1 1)1'1"" (Id('Jlt ~I!PP/!l'tf; n jlJ'C)\'i,:ion that " .. ill nl1,)\'" fill' 

:( :-:lll\I.\' into tll!' ('<11"'('<; :I1Hl t·(1't·crs of llllll'ihllnna l\:'P. :-;11r11 a ;:t1Hly is 
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pari of S. 18V5; Intn)(ltll'ecl OJ' ~t'natol' Doc1ll. The Dcp,;l'tmcnt is 
:'eparing some language Oll the organization and ;:;eope of such study 
ul ,yin- \.:c happy tosllblllit it to this· sul)('ol11mittee for its 
m;;ideration. . . 
C!ltli rill an DODD. I lllll g:all to heal' you S,t}' that. I am glad \\'[', ar(' 
ling fc) get it. 'l'hat is ill ('he bill I }ul\'e illti;ochH:t'd, as you pointC'd 
It, and of course that is the right '\nW togo about. it, There IUlYe 
'Pll n. lot of snggl'f'tiol1S ahout Prc:5iclentin.1 commiSf;ions since that 
'11' was inll'oduecri, but t.hp hcst thil)g to do would he to t10 jw;t what 
'm ,,;a \' yon are gOillg to tlo here, fin (1 out nlld let us know. 
)11', 'IxGl:.Il~oLL, B.\~ reC'ognizing tllt" propcl' cla!':"ificat.ion for mlti'i

lllUHL and adju3tillg the penalties to that e1u:=.;siIi.ctttion, thc Deplu't
IPut feels !hat this is a rationl1 1 nnd crN~ible appl'ottC'h to sentenr'ing', 

f t)1\pletl With the propo:';t'd ;:tllCly on l!1tU'llllHtna we hOpt, to ha\'c more 
d'ol'lllcd answcl':; ltllfl1\ lwttel' U1Hlel'shndillg: of this ~ll'ng ill the Hear 
utul'l', 

:i, 81'I':l'I,\L l' .. \HOL1! 'l1':IC}r 

}l..llOther rC(lllil'CIlll'llt tIm t has, bCt-1l illC'l ndt'd in tlm ~ll1 (' ('!Inti \'t. 
,cllalty st:hemes is:t :-:pecittl parole tel:m that is ,\ pnl't 01' the illieit tra.f
Hdni sentence Sll't1c:tlll'l', ,j list as illl'n l\'enltion IS HO!' n 1 wny::.: :l J1U'ilil
agfnl all:';wer to ell'pcti\'(· l't'h,tbilitni!Oll, certninl~' il1l'lll'cel'tll'inll "'ith
'ut nn adequate snpelTi:,ol',Y follo,nlp a ner l'~loaH) is not in {Itt' l~est 
'l(Pl'l'st tyt ~ociety. ' ' 

Tlll'l'dol'e. Wc']Hl\'e l'eq;lil'Nl a sprl'inl p::1'ole It'1'1'1 RO that }J('!';:on" 
l'!'l.tl'llC'l'l1 fu;: tl'nJ~lt'kil\p: dnlation;; wlluld he plnc()\I1.111(ll~l' f'l1jll'l \ i,;i()fl 
n!' a periotl of time l'l'f:'al'(l1l'.:'::; of wherh(;'l' they arE'. incftl'ceJ'tlf'('ll 02' 

iwir s(>l\fence pi-obafed or suspf.'ndecl. The intent hcre is to giyc tIlt' 
!Idgt's another tool for sC'llteneinp: all(l another lllE'ans of prorc'('f ing 
ocil'r,\',..-hen dealing with the i.lnlg'yio1ntor. , -

. 
:1. SDH'U; !'ossn:slOx tlR l'n::;SF::;SIOX FOU mSTUlIn:TJOX 

-:\Yith regard to possl'ssiol\ \itYcllses, ,"e haye identified two types of 
:l():;~es::;!on and treated oaeh type diil'l'l','utly. On onc hand, thel~e. is the-:' 
:iolator who is merely pu:~"essing Tor his 'OWll perl:ional moe, lIe is (In 
Ilt' 10\l'est. rung of the clistributjon ladder and represents the wieli'st 

..;egllleut. ofthe drllg culture.. ' " 
'On the other hand, "'C han the POg::;pssor ';-]10 intpnds to ::;(;'11 anel 

has ltu'o'o quantities of the drug in his possession. 
The.~~"Cli'3t.inct.ion bctweeil this 1wr.son and t11(> i'l'nfHckel' is that. 110 

is normally c!wghtlwfOl'l' he gells Ihe' (lrtlg's. Since rhe intent to sdl 
is pl'eSE'llt iil l~ol h illsta 1lt'I'R, this ppr::'oa jg logicully no tlW'cl'enr. :from 
till' aetnal trafficker and he should bc treateel the salne, 

'rith l'hjs clicho(',omy in illin(l, all altcl'Hat.iyes make possessio!\ with 
intrnt to sell a felOllY, ~tl\(l ,po~:5ession Tor one's OW11 tll:ie, rt'g'ar(11('f3s 0 f 
t Ill' drug illYolved, a 111 lsdellll'~mol' .. 

We believe that.,by having such a flexible ra,nge of penalties for tIl(' 
illicit. possessor, prosecutors' will be more willing to init.i(tte CUf'es (tnd ' 
the. COlll'ts ](>$S l'eluctunt. t.o handle possession (;a.~es because of the; 
potent in 1 high penalties inyol ved. 
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By n.1l0Willg, th~ (;OUl't to proseclltp ~he pos:"e,osol' who ~lt~llds to sell i 
[1:1 :1, Telon and the po,:st'SSOl' for one's own llRt' as fi 1ll1SClt'1ll0;U1:tnt,! 
I lJt'lil!','(~ we will hit\'(', !Jl'tter law Pllforcemc:nt nnd better l.'(\;'Pl~ct for: 
tlwl:lil". --:~, \ 

S(,llntOl: Hl{~-SJL\" )[1'. Ingersoll: you refer ttl Ute p()ssessor ",110 in- ' 
ll'll(b (0 sell nlltllnts 1::tl'gl' quantities of the clrll;.!: in hls possessioll. Xcn\': 
nn ()ji'enclei· who has tlt;lr. pal'ti('lllal' mated!'.1 in his Jln::"p~Si{)ll for lli" 
o\\'n persoJw.l u<.;{~ llU1Y l)()ssi!,ly hllYe lliis nl:ttel'inl with ctlleJ'i;. 

This mntcl'inl would not', be for his pC't'sonalllst'. (t is for till'll:-:e oj' 
f:()lllPOill' (.lIsp, nlHl yet it is not the P();;SI.?;:;~:ot' who int(,!l(h: to srll nnd 
bt:1 large qwmtities of tllt:' (ll'ug in his po;.:;e2:';icll. ::\(j\i' i" tJiI'l'(' any 
spC'rial \?olmi<lPL'atioll gin'il to tl'iat half~\\'nJ' in hehYc(,ll l'oim ~ 

,'.fl', IXr;]':I{:-'OLL, Yes; the term "tJ'afli<'!dlll!:" inc1ude:; a;·i !'illltiirlll ~~~ 
wftliol]t the t':-"c'lutlll!:(' or lllom'Y. lllltl ali'f) til!' ('h:)i(,t' IJ\.'l',\'0l'li 1'l'1,,:('('llt
illg foj' simple pO,.;;t1SSiOIl or l)OS;;e:'sion \':itll lnt.,'It!· to ~ell \\'(!lIicl !je n 
pro;';:'i'lli in'l dceisl011 bnsCflujlol1 (he inhl'lllHtinn rhat is PL'o\'!dl'~l by the 
ilt\Pstig,ttiH~ n~ency. 

:-\l'nntOl' Hnl'SK,\ ... \ ll\fllcYoll'ntly itlclinf'rl Jl~'o:.;pl'tib)J' (,,'llld 111,11.;(} , 
Ollt of that kind of n simple Pl'OCcRS I 11<\\'(' jH,.;t dC;:(~l'il)p(l :l (l'otlli('king 
thing and, it n~r:r ~CriOll~ pJ'opo~it.ion, Is 1 !llyn' nn~' illhiIli,~ioll in ,the 
statllt(' that. y(?U p,'opose 111 tll(' 1)]11 tlult J'OLlI)l'\)PO:~(', gliardmJ,! ap:amst. 
thnt sort of thUH!! 

}Il', IxoEw"or.r" YCR. Can )11'. Sonnenl'ei,'h comment. 011 that, 
~enntol' ? 

:\[1', ;-)t)xxE:\m:IcH, SCHator, we hanl n similar existing-Jaw with the 
J)1'l1!,!,' .\.l)u:=:e ('Ctltl'o] A\.Il1endmt'nts as it ,,,u:; n1llL'llded on OrtohC'I' 2.]', 
1!l{i8, ,,'hidl Hlso liaS the pO~:'N;sioll with illtent to seU a:lll the ~illlfi1l" 
l)(ls:-;p::;:=;ioll, XO!'11Htlh' the 11l11'1len when ~y~ talk nhont pos:'ie::.::-;ioll "'it'll 
illtl'J\t to ~;('ll, tlip hll'l'lll,!t is Oil 1'11'(' (1()n~rllllll'llt to"how that t hl'l'l' \\,H!'l 
11 fad an intell: to tli:;tl'ihni'p, nllll the bnl'tlen \\,ollltl he on hE' Ch)\'el'il-
Illellt t(i do this, , '. , ' 

or c()nr~e, tl!C\ jury tlien makes its 'decision u.:; ('0 \, .. hetlwl' ai' the 
, GO\'('l'nment\j lHlL'tlen il'lli; carried fOl'\Y<lI'<l,lfth<' ilH'Y tlt'h'l'lHillt'B that 
it \ylIB, ofcoUl'i'c, 11w)' will ('Ol\\'iCt \\-ith n felony, 'i'hi~ is a mnttpl'·that 
lin:; nh .... lys 1;<'('11, \\'11t'1l YOll aL'p ra1ki\1!! nll'l\lt the gl':I,Y nl'l'll n yet,}' 
(liHknH tU'l'tl; to pinpoint. It is normally lrft to the di~el'(:'tion of the 
pl'I,l-;ecnt ion to pl'Oi'eeute, The nOt'l1Ut 1 (',t,:e is t lli1 t, a~ ~'~J'. Illgel'Sol1 has 
1l(1]1l tl'd ont l om' ('a.~{!S \\'hp]'(' w(' lin "t' llad lli):=;~(',~SlOll wOtll <l IWl'- '\ 
wnlly it\Yol,-e, \'(.-..t'y-~UJ:ge..q:.uu1iities. 'I'h,is won],] pl'ohnhly l)c t 1'1It' ::;till 
lllHlt'l' Ihiti coming: law, \mcl we do no! ,l',1iciptlte IHl\,in;r t!li. kind" 
lif n p]'obll'II1, Jfo:::t (If tho:-.:c <:t1ses woul,! he OI'Ok\>U tlO\\,ll 1'0 ::illlplc 
FO::SI'HH i () n. , 

8l'llHtOl' HlfCSIU, Dot';, this hill still lllilke. n c1istinrtio]) lwhreell 
the on'en~e of gh'ing marihuana to SOlll(,Olle llIl<lel' 18 and 11 pt'J'Bon 
on'!' tllltt tlO'e '? 

'f '-' ,1:'\ "'~' ,11'. .:,C)'XX:E-:\ m:1C II , '.1, t'S, ::;11'. 

~!.'I\:ttOl'H1{l·:';J\..\, Iil titiSSl1l11e topic we nt~(~ tli~Cllssing? 
~rl', IN(;};HRoLr.. Yesi thnt Same pl'oyisioll is inclmlNl in tllt's!.' 

nltprnatiyt's, ' 
~l'l1atol' HHl'i'm:,\, ~\.l'l' \'011 ~llt isfi('cl (Itat by ll'il\'illd' this l!1nt'tl'l' to 

tIw di;';('l'f'tioll of tJ!(' P]'o':'C'('nlol' \\'(~ tire on safe anl"fair grollnd? 
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:\Ir. INGEilSOLL. I think as a practical matter, Senator Hru!"kn, a 
math'e trallsfel' or a simple gidng would be pros(lcuted as !t simple 
)Rsession t.ypc of case. 
Senator HRt;SRA. It would '? 
::\11'. INGERsouJ. As I indicated in my testimony in SeptelllbC'.1', the 

:\st majority of our cases inyolvB Y~ry large amounts of substanees 
'hich ll1!Lkes it ,'cry apparent that the material was in the inclh'iduaFs 
ossession not for his 0\"11 personal use. 
Sl.'UtltOl' HllUSlO. Thank you Ycry mueh. 
::\11'. JNGEHSOfJL. Ye5, sir. . 
Cha:il'man DODO. Let me see if I ul1clel'stand this cIeu.l'ly. You IHl\'e 

lId us now about the po:'SC%iOll situation: YOU are l'e('omnlcndin~ that 
lHndatol'Y minimum sp.ntene<:s for pOS~C'~~IOll of marihuan!l ancfotlwl' 
I'tl,!l'," n:-l ,wll are Ollt. I thillk f'hat i" ri good thillg: t his is whnt l'l'itlly 
:\~ got the country UpSl't. . 
Th(' n:ent. of this thing' l:-; thl' prohlem of YOllllg people 'foullll in 

_ 'he [In.~~e~sioll of lllnt'ihu:l!ltl 01' some other c1l'tlg'. I)cople, jlidge:;, and 
'I·OSl'('·utOl'S :felt thilt. the la w was not to the point. wlH't'1' lye were gC'tt illl!' 
nywilel'e. Yon Hre hiking it good intel1i!.,!'ent Htep herc· amI thi:=; will 
plj) U:'. , 

:'Jy own jllc1gment is that this is what the Cong:l'et~s will \\":mt to do. 
,j[l'. JXGER~OLr" That i~ cl'rtnlnly inlillt, ":ith Olll' thinking. 
Chairlllan DOlm. 1 (10 not want'to rill> it. in bnt this is nhrlllt,wlmt r 

'CC-Olltlllendcd illm \. own hilI. . 
~rl'. fXGJ·:n:=;oLJ,. )\'s: it i:-:. 
('llHll'll1:tu n,HIl), LU:5t ~!:Il'('h. 
~ft,_ ISt;EU-;Or,I .. Yl'ry do:;e tn it. , 
Chairmnn DODD. I am glnrl this is ",hat yOll ui'e l'e'~()mmelllli!l;">'·. I 

hinkit.willhC'lpn·s. .' •. , 
JIl'. IXGERso(,L. I might. point·, out, ::\Il'. Chairmall, thnt the Dl'Pfll't, 

:1E'llt ()f Justiae IInil T:\\'Ol'pc1 this Hppr~{1l('h Jor SOJllC! tinH'. Sl'I!:1l01' 

frn;:;lm may l'E'('all that in .January. of HIls venr I·trstifiecl heflll'c the j 

'\ntional COHi!ititjN~ to Hl'I'ol'lll tht, FNlebl(PI!llltl La\\' in t'H\'Ol' ora 
nbrliHcat.ion on the marihuana }lE'llalh-.' i.\ 

eha i I'mu,n DonD. Yes. • 
~rr. IXM:ui>or,t,. And eOllRislelltly throughout the inh'rvcllillg perlod 

.r!.' have atrl'mph'tl to work in that cUI'ect.joIl. ~ 
Chai.rman DODD. I i'('~('all your testitno,w when yon were bern and I 

. hillln'ou werp th inking thai \YilY thell ?" . 
~~r:TxGr~HSOLII' Yes, sir. . . 

/0'11);0:'(, (H'FI~X 111':H 'I'HP..\'l':\Il':XT 

Imip:hJ; add that we hnn' C'a1'l'iNl OI'N' from Olll' Lll'l'spnt pl'Oposill tltp 
lil'st, on:elldel' treatment. t.Il.at, win aHo\\' thmw J)(il.'SOllfi PO:3SC'HSillg dm!.!'::; 
for t.hl.'il' own lise, \\"ho tl1'c' Lirst ofl'endt'l's, to h\l\'e their rt'.c()i'ds e'x.
Dllngecl if the conrt t.hinks this a w3eful' pl:ocednrp, The COll§rl'et's 
.'Haded just such a. proyisioll on Odob~r 24:, lUGS, in Publie Law 
!)O-():\!), ~"hich Mr. SO~l1lclll'e~ch referred to just ~ moment ngo, and 
applied It to n11 halluclllqp:t'llH', (lepl'l'ssant, and st'llnnlnnt. c1ru~s. ,Ve 
f('l,1 that this is an ext-remelT useful iool and wm allow mllllY' Y0l1l1,g 
IwrfiOlis. who ha\'o lea1'I1('<1 'thril' lesson and snti~fi('d the court. with 
th('i1' sincerity to stop illieit dl'llP: USE', to tlyoicl the stigma of a lifelong 
cl'iminall'l'cord. . 
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~\t. this time, I \vonldlike to briefly outline the alternative sentencing 
·,;tl'udures foO that t.his subcommittee will hayc a better idea of our 
pl'opnsals. ~\n altcrnntin~s contain it pl'ofe:::siollal (:riminal peiwlty rtf 
!lilt Icf';; than 5 years nor more than ~W years Tor first offenders, and 
not. Jess than 10 yenrs nor more than 40 ~-eurs for t;econd offel1d~rs. All 
nltC'l·natiYes l)roYide fOl' up to 5 Yl'Ul'S Hnd/or $15,000 for tralllcki:'l'R in 
llnllllt"iw)genie, depressant, and stilll11],lllt drugs in s('h(>(ln1('3 I, 11, and 
J fl" with second olfenses allowing for imprisonment. ofu)> to 10 years, 
a lille of $:30)000, or both for altel'llati yes .A aJ}cl B, and not less than 
:2 Ilor more than 10 'years for alternati \-c C. 

_\'11 include 1t spe('inl parole term of Z wars for first offenders and 
~: years for 13econcl offenders. All schedule IV violntiolls carry a, penurty 
of np to 1 year: U line of $3,000, 01' both. Both illlpri:'olllnent Hlld finc 
double for second offcnders. • 

AltE'l:natin's A, 13, and C, all treat. possession for one.~s own u.;:c thc 
same, allowing for first offender trcatment at the court's dis\'l't'tion and • 
imprisonmt'nt' of up to 1 yeai:, n tin(' of $5/100, m· hoth. St'('orul ojlt' 1\!-:CS 

art' a i'('10il~' nf up to :2 years, a 11n(' of :310/l00, or hoth. l)oss~.~:;j(lll with 
intent to 5<,11 is trented in allaltermltiyes as tt salt' oJfense and sentenced 
nccord illa]..,. as a feloHY. . . 

~\.s to 1ir::t. oflense. 'sales of lUtrcotie dl'ugs in i;chednles I and II, 
a It('J"llatiyc A impo:;cs a sentence of up to < 12 years impri~onnl(1nt, It 

!.ine. OJ 82,1,000, or both, as ,rt'l1 as 11 c;pedal pnrol('. ('(,!'Ill of :1 ;,·e\11':-. 
~(I(,olld ()ji'eucll'l's are :::ubject of up to Z± .\"eal's~ n. nne of ~i:i{)/,(1!l, or 
hoth, as well as a special parole term o:E 6 years: 

r~llc1el' a.lternative B, fil"st oJrender f;;l.]PS of Har('oi'ic drugs ,C'l\lT~- n 
penalt~- of up to 12 yean;, .and, in addition, n, clisel"etionnry finL' of 
;~:2J,oO(). The special purole. term is :\ yenr!':. Prohation, snspension of 
f;eiltpl)cl', and paJ'nk are permittf'C1. 3f'concl afi'!:'Il:<(I'; C:1rrr a pella):y of 

~ Hot I(~:-;~ thnn;, or wore tlian:20 Yl'nrs, :llltl, ill a<ldition, tnli~el'etionary 
tille of s:)o.(lno. The. f-peeint parole terlll i" (\ Years. So probation or sus
l)(>I1Sio11 of r;entence i~ penn itte.d \mt. parole j~ n n\ilahlP. 

~\'ltc1'llntive. C fir13t offender :,;c11e1'8 of narcotiC' drugs nre snJ)j('('j' to 
illlpl'iliOlHnenr for up to :20 yetn·:i, a fine of 82G,OOO, or both. The :;lJecial 
parole. term'is :3 years. Seeond offendcrS,arc subject to not les!'; than [) 
nO!· mon' than ~o y€':ns, ,,-ith n discretionary fine. of 8;)0,000. The spe
('i:tl pnrn:(> t('l"il( ic; (i Yl'Hr!';. XO prol>ation (ll: suspcnsion of :-;elltenee is 
peL"lllittec1. hut parole. is uyni lab]e. 

These, then, are t.he general requirements· of Our penalty structure 
n Hel:natiYes. lYe htH·a created a rnll~(l of flexible sClltenciilg a!t~·rnn.
l'irps for the comh, to administer that we believe. will more adequately 
fit tllt'. crime alld t.he nerson ,,:ho e011lmitted that r.time. 1\11el'e se\'erit,p 
ii' ncctlC'll, as jn the elise of the professional crilll I11n I, minimum manda
torr sentences arc retn,inecl. ' 

.:ts to ot.her traffickers, 1n01"e judicial flexibility is permitted. AR to 
pusse;;sors,t.he penalties' mnge from first; olfencler tt'eatlllent, to misde
metUlOl', t.o felony, depenc1in~ on the Gove.l'nm~.nt.'s proof and whcJher 
01' n6t. the person is a first otlender. 
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r trust you ,,,ill linel this approach nseful and meaningfuLThel'(' is 
";t'('at lleed lor ;-0\\ ift pns3ag(Y of thi>: Jaw both ill terlllS of l'lrcc(in~ 
a W I'nfol'ccmcnt operntiolls and in tel'lllS of public.- acecptallcc of 
~I)Y~l'nmental activity in the drug f1.hn~e nea. , 

Yrl' need stl'ongH laws to proted, ll~.!ai!1st, d.in~I'ciiolJ from legitiJll:ttc 
mlti:-'tl')' :-;()lll'C(,S and we mnst-, at the :Olllll"e tunc, re::,poIHl 11101'(' cJrC(~
iwly again~.t. the illicit t1l'l1g tl'l1Hie, ,Ye lJdil'\'e that S. ~(Fl'j with rlle 

.)e!l;[ty concepts ontlin,C'cl :l1.)(W~, will eH'~'din~l:r l1lL'et both c!mllC'llge;:. 
i hallk you, ':\11', Chal\'lllan. 
('hairman DOH,). Thnnk YOH, :\(1'. 11l,~~\'1;solL 1. am ghd von C[lm'.' 

,)tIck. Your test illloll\' \\"as llclVful \,.h~n- yoU first a pne,u'cll "11('1'£.', .-ind 
;1 is n~ry help),ul tOlluy, You lun-e tl vel",; Q:oocllllu1erst"allding of this 
p~'()l;l(>m, and I likt' the wHy you go nbOllt.lt. I \\"i;;ll you wouill tell H:;; 
Ivltidl Olle of thl'":,e pPlltllty sl i'lH:tmc:" ;'()1l are in fll\-Ol' or. 

:\fr. lSt;r,:w·;OLT.. J. ::\f1', C!\nil'lil:ll1. flU \jel'i-unal]\, in fa\'(lt' (if :t!t('l'll1t" 
d,-c B. . ' 'L, 

Chairman DODD, B '? 
:JIr. IXGJ':m;OJ,r,. Yes, sir. 
Ciw.irman DODn. ,Yhd' . 
::\Ir. IXGER:;oLL. The inain re,lS011 j,; thnt it l1lnl,c:=; n di;,itinC'tioll in 

til'H [mel ':econcl sale On't'll:-'l'~; for aal','o(i(' sllh;tancc:". [111<1 1 think 
pl'O\-i.tle8 ltgain n. t[oor for th~ H!l:ond traifLckiu!!: ottelltic ill IhU'C'otil' 
~nhst:tllcC':;, '\\"11[(:11 I think will be usefnl in the s('nt~llcillg pl'occcllll'c., 

Chairman DODD. Am 1 right now that J3 i:i n munc1atfl!'\' sentencc 
tor [l second offender ~ ,. " 

).[1'. IXGlmsoLIJ, It is onl" for llUl\l 11lll'C'otic trntHdwl's, 
Chn.lrmn.n DUDD. Is this ;'oJ1)cthing ahout tlu.' pl'ofe:;sional criminal? 
~Ir. IxmmsoTJL. It has tl rehltiollship to t.he pi'oiessioll:ll el'iminn1. 

r think t-lw.t ,,,hen a mall or [l defendnnt comes around Tor the :"c.:-ond 
tim~ :for a hard 11f1.l'eotic> l:\<rh's or clistrihntion Oil\'llH'. H:mt Ill' i:~ pro-
fl'ssionally engaged in tid::; kind of !lcth-it)'. . 

Chairlllan DOOD. Thnt is another question, is jt not? Thb is SOJ1lt'
thing ill addition to tIll' detl'l'lilinntioll thnt-he is n pr()~('s;;iol\nl 
crinlhlal¥ . 
. )Il'. I~(mR:;oLr .. The p}.'()fcs~iol!:ll C'rimjnal <in sN'ollLl ottC'll;;(, wquld 
('nlJ for a higher semeneillg strm'tnre than we llllY~\ l>royide-,l fn1' he1'e. 
There is a distinction. ,/J 

Cll(l.i1'll1flll DODD. t:nc1el' pJnll B the IllllxillluJll finc wonld be $I)O,OOll, 
nnd the sentem(>. mandatory 5 to 20 years. ' , ' 

)11'. IA'm:nsoLr,. Excl1::ie 1llE', sir t, 
C'hni1'l11an DonI>. I w:tnt to'be S!Jt'P. I llnclel'shmd it. 
Clln.il'mnn 1 fnn':K_\, F!ll' ::;(.'('on(\ o!l\'mlel',-). 
Chairman ])0\)0. For s('c'OIl<l olfC'll\ll'l'1;. Yes, I snlel :t $SO,\lO(J lllHXi

llllllH fine Had a mandator,)' sPlltenee of from 5.to :W "e:u,,,:I'1'or n 130C:
oll(l ottense, and then the same uudcr artcl'natc plan 'B. Tlte Pl'(~fl\':;-' 
RidlHll crimiunJ which is another cl:t~:3 of case or oll'ense, Illaximulll line 
of $100,000 a.n.cl a mandatory sentplJee of from 10 to 40 :.real's. 

~[r. IXGlmSOI,L. That sentence pl'o\'ision £01' tl pt'orc3sional,cl'iminal 
is t.r\le of [1:11 of t.he ult,ernnth'es, :JIr. Chairman. 

0hn.irlllun DODD. I know. ' 
)I1'. INGEw,;oJ,L. Let. me S:ly thnt 1 ha \'(~ expl'l!sscd' byo\\'n pC'l'soJlal 

preference.' . 
Clmil'man DOnD. I kno\\', 
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.Jft·. IXOEHSOLL. I thin.!\: '~'e' can lin!. with' an or any of' the 
ttl te)')Hlti \'e;:;. . 

('huirmn,ll DODD." I understand that. I UDl Iiot suggesting if yon ~10 
not get el'erything you want. that eyol'ything is goihg to .drop doud, 
~\;-; It la \\' ell-rOl'eelllcut ofliccl' my rensotl for asking yo 11· IS 'why you 
think this i;:; true. Yer,)' likely that is the wuy we SllOU1cl be lltinking: 
about it. I dOllot \rant. to bebbor this. I find it. so hard to undel'-
sttUHl this ;")- to :"Hl-\,eal' Il](tllclato~'y sCJitencc. . 

:.\1l·. lxm:w;oLL: :'IJ'rt.Y I point· ont to the ('hai l'JllHll that. !~\"rJl this 
Ill'I)\' i;,ioll doc;:; pl'O\'i~lc for parole, which is dUl'et'cnt fr01l1 existing 
penillty structure. . 

Clli1irlllllll Donn. Yes.· 
:\[1'. IXGE!{sOLL •. And it is a minimum sentenC'P \\"hie11 1\ pcrsoll could 

qualify for parolelllider. 
Chairman DU))D. Do you think any second oll'rndcl' should be COll-

:::iderecl as lJeing professionally ill\'olYecl as a erimina1 ? . 
:'Ill'. IX(;!0lf::OLr .. I think that the burden still' :::honltl remain upon us 

to pr()\"(~ the status of 'proles,'iionalism as t.u' ns the dcf(~ndaJi.t is 
concerne<l. 

('lminnall DODD. ,Yhatis he, ;1 :::emipro'~ Thi:; i::1 whnt bother;:; me. 
I k11o\Y the popular ,-iew of it is tlu'o\y him in jail and lock the do()rs. 
Tlll're is not allY logic to it.in my j ndgmcnt. . 

:'Ill'. IXGEllSOLJ" It secms to nil' that when an inc1ivicluul is c.oll\-ictec1 
a :-el'oIHl time for the sale of narcot.ics, after ha dup: had a Jirst. oppol'tn
lIity fororch,tbilitatioll, that ""C theu huyc to eOJL3iclcl' the wcHart' of 
~oci('h". 

Clu'til'l1lHU DODD. ~\ncl yon elUi gi \-e him up to 20 years, but you do 
nor BHy )'ou 11a H' got to e10 it just because he. has hdce made a mistake 
aud committcd this o 1'1'" l1se. That is l1W cus~ .. ,Ylrr do YOU say ·in all 
:iueh e",068: l'ef[Hl'llless or the C'ircu111shl11ces, the jllclgc lias jlIst got .to 
lcwk hilt1 up 1 You do not nllo:\\" any It'e\ytly for :lll the sociologi:;ts to 
leal'll anything, psychiatrists, psycliologists, penologists. J!lyel'\"~~ccond 
OlTenc1el' is not u hardened criminal Ot' n. pro fes~ionul 01'imilia 1. eyen 
a :"Plllipi'010Ssionnl el'iminl11. Yon must kno\\' that as a 1:1\', enforcement 
ofileel'... . 

~rl'. lX(lI:n~Ol:r.. I aPl>reeiate tliat, and I think that those other di:-;
eiplines ,,,ill lll'\-(> tllPil' opportnnity I'(j work ,\"ith this inclividmll. 

Chuil'man Donn. Yes: but in this YCl'y section yon hl1,-e got plenty 
or 1\l:t('.1I,ine~y te; gef, hil~l if hoC ~R ,a profess~OI:~ll. 1" o'u ca~ gi,'e hin.l forty 
year::, It he IS a ]>l'oiesr-nonnl. 1 hl3 IS, pl'onclmg that he IS dete1'll1mecl to 
Ill' a pl'ofl'i->,ional. If )'QU are fOQling al'oUllrl wilh \\'ol'ds, you do not 
w:lnt to ~ay he is n professional, 01' semipl'ofe~'f.iionn 1. It seems to TIle YOll 

)1<\ Yl' got nil t 11€-1>0\\"c1' yon need In the case of that hardened indh"idna I 
who )~0ed~ 1l1~';~ :'I.'\'ere cOl.lnne·ll1ent for a JOIlg', pel:iod of time .. Anyway, 
\\'l' will he tlllkmg ahout It more. I Hll1 grateful for your testimony, to 
hoth ()f vou. ' 

Yon il';tn~ l)c(>n ycry helpful be-rore this sllbeolllmitte~. I ngre.e with 
,\'I)tj thilt wCfonght to hurry along and I am sure Senator Hruska ngi'ees' 
1I" .we 1111 agl'('e. "Te '''Hnt, to geHhiR reported to the fnll committee as 
qlll~'kl,\' ,m, we· <:1111, nnc! I cOll1l11end 'YOU nnd YOlIl' associates for .the 
1ll'lp tll(,\' 1\:1\"e giwll tlw :,uheoll1J1iittee. It has IHwn yerY substantial. 
,rithot{'t'it \\"(' (,01)l<l11ot haw proceeded this tal'. :'\[1'. Soiinclll'cieh has 
hl'Cll ('xl l'eme I,)' hel pi'tll. _.. . 
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:'I[l'. lXGEH:<lJu,. Thalik YOll n'lT lllllCh. :\11'. l'h:lil'llmn. I am ~Ul'P 
e. Sonnelll'cicll ~hnl'(,:) DIy llllPl'Cr:iatioll ful' yonI' kiwi l'C:Jlllll'k:;. . 
Senator HRt.'SK\ . .:\!t'. Ingersoll, I \\"ant to agree with our CIHLil'llHtll 
'l'l~ thnt yOUl' ::tatelllcllt. reflects a good deal of talk s'tudy ancll'eSl'lU'ch 
t this pal,tieulm' n~pl'('t of this I e,!?:islnr iPIl, "\Yill! nlhlnn ],(,;:;1'(>(,[ til Y(nll' 
ttl YOl!l';~()lleague::;' ]H'OYl'eSS iiI the Held I lUt\'e an icl~n tlUiL' YOIl 
:1 l'l'hec1 rot' wistlOlll llnd for suggestions Illl' beyonet ;i:l;e fonr walls 
• YOUl' re"pecti Ye, o Ii 1c:e::: , Lt't me ask t hi:; (llle:;tioll; ~("!!l\l'd to lmy 
:'PHl'('h that'lllight It:\\,(' llCCli 11W,l1l' ill dl1\t cl;redioh"T);~i.,~til'ltlnI'Iy ill 
'!,ml'll to lil':::t olr~'iHb',~, ,\'!ttl! PI'{)gl'Cs:; 1m:, bN'lll1J;tlll! ill ~)I'Ht(' l,'gi,;J;l
flit on this subject ~ ~\re yon inl'ol'llld Oil that, :\f 1', :-)onnr'jll'eich ~ 
:\1'1'. SOXXHXRETCI[. Yes, Senator, ,Ye 11ll\'e been as ;you know, \\'Ol'k

'I}; 011 a m.oelel !State net, anLl as a rl'':nlt of that, \yc hnn' h(,(>11 looking 
.'1 I) tIll' 8tnte legi:-;1ati \'e procei's~s ill the drug area. ,r e htl\:e lounel 
It th:lt thel'~' i;; a t endellcv filllOll,g' at least 11 ;:)tates to opt toward the 
:':;t ntl'enc1er trcatment nne1 to opttowilrc1lesser penalties as to the pos-
':'!'ion, yoUl' State happens to be oile in pnrticulm'. ' 
There han~ been I IJclieyc thl'ee ,states, maybe foUl', that ]l1l\'e opte(~ 

1 t he or her diredioll for sti trer peuttltie:,. The biggest problem \I't' 11n \'e 

tIl(' State aren i:; 'ye really do 110t ]I:II'P tnn' way of t1etrl'ltlillill~t 
!ll,tller Ol' not stiH'el' ppnillti'es nre more efl'pcti\'C 01: less effectiYe. '., 
The o111y thing \\'e do know auout it is the fact of C'ot1l'i;e that the use 

; in('rcusi'llg Hne! it ltn;: been tnkillg up n tr~mendolls amount. of law 
li'ol'C'ement efforts fol' posf'c:>:;ion otren~e,.;, hut this :,,('e111:;;O be the 
'eml nt the, prest'llt tillH~ towHl'(l mukillg ~l yery l'kn.r (1i~tineti()n hl'
.1'I.'\'1l tllt' fir:;t ottt'lltler PO:,;o;l'::'''or alld otlier,;, I lllig'ht pfllllt ()1}f' n:, 1 
"lien' ~lr: Ingersoll pointe(l Ollt in his te"timo~lY tl!at n g'l'e,lt majority 
E those people tl1nt nre ('aught. for the first tune Jll pos:=:ession, r be
e\'('. it ,\'ns either 0S or DO pCl'<'eut. ~yel'e tlrst ofl'cndt'r:,~ol:' P05s('ssill!! 
Il':-iC drugs, especially marihuana: ' , ., 
Sf'nator Hm"slo. Is the reason for voi.u' inability to forl!l a ('011<'111-

ion about the nced fol' greater or lessc'r penalties tlic lnck at ~tl1ti:::ti('s. 
'I' is it the. lack of followup in the State penalties; or is it the model 
etnud tbe Stnte In \\'s on the. subject are of recent origin? 
)[1'. SO~~E~)mrCIi, I,Tell, they arc of fttirly recent orlgin~ SCll(l.tOI', 

·ut I bE'liel'e it i:> n120 n f]uestion of stn,tistics. I just do not think that 
!lCl'e are ntleqlHttl' statistics at this point to rea]]y entluate what the 
:\1 PllC.t. is: .,. . ' 
~enntol' IIll'GSKA, It \YllUldhc"diflicult in minot' offense;:; or tluIt kind, 

I) Illninhtinanv follo\Yup, would it not? . 
~[r, SoxxE~m:I(,IT. Th::rt. is c()rl'ec:t, sir. It ·would he n:>I''y c1if!il'uIt-, 

lld yon arc dell lill~. as I l)elien~ thestatistie was of s()lllrlr.;2,OOO cas('~. 
gl'i.~lt, mall,}" oi tli.em, tllC great ma:iority lwillg P():"~~:;;~iOJ1' C'tlSl'~ ill 

hl' t,llltecl Stute:;; Slllce latil' yellr as reported by the t'lUfo1'1l1 CI'1111e 
, :('l)oi'ts. " 

S\Pllnto)' Hn,pm:,,\. I t)link thi" illustrates once again thc :"t'l'"ices 
,rlti(:h the. States perform for the enti1'l' Xntion in this partieulal' field. 

~rl', SO~XE~nF..ICII. Absolutely. . 
. ~ellntor IIRu$lc\. ,YherB lUl)11Y apPl'oachesantl mally etl~Ql:ls al'e 
,llatle ,\'e gpt. n Jitt](! t.'xpel'iL'!lC-P. Based on thnJ expcriellf'(, we C:lI11llll/rl~ 
,f\' eithe,r the Frtlcl'nllnws orlhe othE'l'Statel:nYs nce'ot'tUngl\,. ' 

'Mr.. ROXXExnmclf.H is ell'til'l), a t wo-,nl,r stl'cet, Senatol\ ";(' do ~t·t 
1 lot of snp:gesiions and ,ye gpj a lot of expel'irnc-c from. whnt tIle 

61-801 0 - 77 - 50 
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:-iitl\p:' are doing with their own la,,;,~. By the same token we can gh-e 
inplI[ to the States. That is 'why."·o are trying to work closely ,yith 
tlll'1l1. ' 

Senator HRC'srrA. Some 10 or 12 yrars HgO. the mH!ter' OT :lll\' 
Olrl'llSO was t'oll"irlel'\.'cl b\' til(' Sc'nate,"J l'l'llll'Johel' :::i(\ilaj-.(Jl' II.CllllillgS 
of .\li::;:;;on1'l was \'cry m:tin! in rl1o,:(' lll'nring~ wIlich were ht'ld w11(;n 
t he fe\'c~r and the clllOI ion of the 1mhl j,~, wa:=; Jl1 H high pitch, The dp
mawh ditlllot "top at.j.() y~'nl'''; fnt' n l'elltllty, ~iOln(' (,\'PI! dpl1ltlmlNl tllf' 
l1(,:tlh !-'ell(PI!('C for ;o;pcolltl :11Hl tltil'(l oil'l'n(ll'l'::;, Of ,'om':-:t\ bt'llel' ,illdg-
llll'llt ])l'c":nilcd.. ' 

N'ot that, the ii!ltlll11'(H.1u('t i::; muelt lJl'ttH.l'll(lC'l' tlU' 11<W, tIlt' ()l'ig:innl 
~t'llt(>IJf'(~ as I l'l'IIWJillJel' it \\-ns 'J "ell1';';: the second offense w.\S 10, 
antl the thil'll2tJ, with no parole. "Te have fOll1ld that npl')l"o:1ch to be 
\I, litt'je harlmtic and, in:Ollflif'ient, (lid we not ~ It i~ not fi.exihle enol1g:h 
to :'it! i f H 11 facet" of the crimE'. , ' ' , 

Chairman DnoD. Yon tl:lked alJOut ~:'tnte 1<1 \'·S. ~enlttOl·. I know ill 

my own Stq te we l'eclucecl po:;seSi\iOli of llHU'i1l1!Hnll to a mii'c1el1lt'ancr. 
Sen,ltor Hnnnc\. )[y Stale clie1, roo. I're :trE' under ttli,' 1l10!lpl plan. 

In lact. this sCC>1l1::; to b6 the trC'llc1.i" it not 1 
ilfn. SOX~EXIlT::IClT. For the mn;;l part, ye::" SP!I:1l01'. 
Sennror Hm:::m:A. Thank you 1"('1'1' ll111ch. awl 1 join til(' C'lwil'l:;nil 

in,(,0l11mP1Hling YlHl for YOUl"eont ribl1tion. " . . 
Clllt;nmm Do(m. Thmik you, gentle'm'Pll, 

, :'fl'. Tx\:) r:';!)J,J., Tbank \'1m. 
('Iwil'])I::l1 l),;llli. 1)1', l:~l.!!'!'" Ell'pl,!,!,!:!; is !'ll!' ,\",:-,l-:l:\1Il :-;l'{ ,'P!:tl'\' fol' 

Henlth and Sr"iPJltific .\Jl':t1'l'i! of t\ll' 1.'::-:;. J)Cl'Ui'IIlW11l of IIep,l£h. '1-:(111-
('nl iOll, and Ir,elfnl'e. IIe fen'pi! as A.-:;si"tunt :->eel'etal'Y sin('e .Tllly lOW), 
:mc1 has hnd n \,prv (listingllishC'(l eal'<'C!l' in the field of nwc1icine-. He 
has heen't he mctliC'D 1 (lil'C'et'ol' of Los ~\ng('k;:' COlluty GC'!l('l'H 1 Uo:"pita1, 
de-an of tlH" rninl'sit \' of Southpl'}) CalifoJ'l1ia )[edical Schonl. alld 
p1'of('sf'ol' of 111'.'<lic,ilH· 'nt' tit" l'IliYe!':,ity of :-\ollt\te1'll Culirol'1lill: 

1 )1', E~(;J..l'l'g ha-.; SPl'\'l'tl .," a member of tIll' Pl't'sident:s Stndy or 
Xa l'l:ot LC's j n Hl(i~, :tnc1 ()ll the Pl'PF;ic1l'}lt's .\d d~(lry Cd11l11l iftpt' Oil 

Xn 1'c()tir:-; and Dr'lI!:!; ,Al.lU:"l' ill 1!)(i:L I llm Stlre th:lt tl11'r("j~ much more 
to his <1i:::ting'ul:,;ltec1 lp'tckgl'olilld, bnt T :Ylll1ted to properly id(,lltify 
J))'. E:,:'(·I)('t',!2.' rot' th(' suhcommittee. . 

I alll glad you are here and look fOl'\\,tlnl to l)('al'ill~ YO,H1' tl,:-'tilllony. 

STATET1IEi~T OF ROGER O. :EGEBERG" !II,D., ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
l?1 HEALTH AND SCIENTIFlC tFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
Hl!iALTR, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE: ACCOMPANIED BY DR. 
l\'IORTO!-i (t MII,LER. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, NIMH; DR. .l\IARK 
NOVITQH, SPECIAL ASSISTAliTT TO mt EGEBERGj AND THEO
DORJ~~ ELLENBOGEN, ASSISTANT GENETIAL COUNSEL, DEPART
!o.TENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

Dr. Em:m:IlCl. Thank V(HI, :\[1', Chairman and llll'Ill\)C'l':j of f'1tl~ 
sni>C(llllll1 ittne. . 

::\fa \' I fh-:-'t intl'orl\H'C' Oll nl\' ll'fl7 1)1'. ALorton n, Jlil1{T who is the 
.\()(:ia!l'. Dil'l't'f,W of tl1l' Xa'iiollnl Imititllh: of :\lellhll Health, and 
on fllj l'ight ::\ll'. ThC'odol't' EHl'lIhogl'll, who is .\s,;i~(allt 00l1Cl'n] CO\lll-. 
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fol' Legi::-latioJl ill out' (leI'Hl'lmcnt. ancll>l'. ;\Iarlr );o\-ih'lt who is:i. 
(,(,itt] A~"i::.H nnt on 1111' ~tn If. " , 
'hail'Hl',lll '1);)!)I), \\re an' !,!la(l to han! yon lirn' illHl m: wiil l)e 

'll:-!rd to lWlIl" J'J'Olli 1 iJ(,111. " • ' , 

: )1'. Em:B1:11G, Th:tJlk yon, " 
( \'('1'\' ']llllf'll wel('f)l1H' this opnol'tunity to appeal' h('fol'e yon in 
lllPdlOll ,,;itll thp inq)ortallt c11'l1~ nhu>'e 'jegi:3l11 tioll lllHlE'r eOll~ident-
II hy tIl i:, ;':11 h('l)llIl11itte('. ' , 
l'ht: :-:illl i1a l' hills intl'(l(l\w('d If\' t.lH' late S('llntorDit'kscll n11cl h\' the 
,n irlllnn, SClllltOl' Dodd, as \,:elI <1:'> I'1H' l'cJn:tecl bill intJ'O(ltH~l:(l by 
nalol' }Io:.:;, (k,ll \"Hh n l'ubjeoct crf n'l'r dl'E'p ('011('(,1'n to me ppr:-'011- , 
y and of 1111l11en:;p il11]Jol'huH'f' to this X:lt10n. TIH' inf't'E'n~ill!rl,\' seri- . 
.; prohlelll of drnl! :dm.e. n problem that, enCOlllpil"S"~ lic'nlth i:-:;o'!lP:-=, 
'inl i:;;sllt';.;, HlIc11e.r!'1l1 i;-:"IH'''; lit Olle and thE' ;"n111e time, dearly J'PCjllil'(>S 
,(·ti\'e ill'tion l)r~dit'atefl'oJl thc hest illfol',mecl jnd,L.'1l1('nt~ of th(l~c 
to make. h w, tho~e who {,Hfm'f'e law, anel tho~:e otheJ':", ~U('h ,a~ my!-;e] f, 
iO I11n::t look at <Ii'll!! ahl1;:{>.in a ('Ollt('xt 1Jl'mvlel' than tht> 1:1\y' 
·Tn rc('('nt'n'ek~ I han' fpll it appl'opriate to make .3ewl'1I1 pl1hli(' 
trllll'lIt3 (,()ll('el'llin:r dl'lI!! nhll"l'-T may !'On\' thnr'llOlle of tlWlll linn' 

.'Il·,'olnilt('('J'('c1, 11\c:.,' h:,,:p .111 hN!H sOllght, ~pe('itka.ny on th(":nlljcC't 
thc ll:-,? of Jl)m'iltllilllll l;y Olll' YOml!! p('oplC'. BI'('t\U~t' th1R snhjN't 1;; 
illlnteh- l'plntE'fl to tIl(>' h'!!i~l;lti01i :10'\' lwfOl'P this' ('omndt'tpE', I 

.m1cl 1ikP. ~Il'. Chail'ln:in. to lllnke my yiE'\\';4 l1:'; dcn!' as pl)s;;ihle f;O 

It ihC')'(> lH'Pt1 h0110 mi:'illH1f'I,,;t:11lc1iP!! of what I hrliryp, Pit11Cl' ill tbt' 

h]i(' millc1 01' 0}1 th(> part cii' I'llr ('ontr{'p"f', ' , 
L llPj,thrl"J'ecm11l1wllcl nor Nmdnl1e'tlit; li:'(' of mHl'ihl1!\il!l h;')i :111"011(', 
111l~ Ot· 01<1. ThiB (lnH1: l:a;; no l'r('(),!!llj:~('(lllledil'al "illne' 'lllid:'ll<; It 

1l11r illO!.!:t'1l and intoxie:t!lt, it ('()nBtitnt('~ it ('}Put' 111111 de11l011stl'l1tC'(1 
!;: t() tllr 1;-':('1' and l'll11S t<, !ho~(' \dth ~dlOlll Iv: ('iHl1PS in ('ontad', Tt j,; 
"lltilien 11Y im'n li(l. howP'·<'l'.'fll a;::soriate m:ll'ihll:\1w "'ith l~\o!'P daH-
1'1)11::; :~l1b:<tnllce::;.f'\I('h nf-l 11('1'oil1 illlcl otlwl' H(ldicting drug's. ' 
ft::; l1se 1111(11'1' ol'llilll1.tT ('il'(,III1l~bt1lrE';'; dO\'f\ not J(';1(l to 'ph n,i 01 o!.!:ieal 
pPlldpl1f't', HS elo l1:1l'c(;til';';, 1I()J' is thl'I'p 111\\' s('iC'l1tHir'ally :;':0I11'c1 (,,:i
Il('i;\ to c1rIl101\:3tl'Hh,~ that Ih~ 11"~ (rr mariht1n'l1a ill itFclf pr(><1i:;;po:-:(>~ 
, indiddnnl to g'1l on to 11)01'(, l)otf'llt 1111c1mol'E' aanger01.m (1rW.!;R. 1 
lnt to el1lphnsi7.r thntl :lI1I talkin!,! hpJ'1" nhont the J:rlatiwly short
I'm effect::; of IIlHl'illllillll1, lIot il::; potentinl long-term eft'epts. 
\Y(> simply rln not kno\\' ('lIt' E'treet,; of th;:=; dl'n~r on!' !'platinl.'" l()n~ 
'l'i()lls of n;::p. ,\Tt" do not kll(l\\', 'for ('?mo1l1l'h', tn what ifmlY ('xf{'nl ('he 
"<'I1ICllt n:"f'of 111111'illll:'l1:1 hy YOllll,!i ])('oplp. ll't lIS s:W.l1ncl,,!' fh~ H!!;(' 
lx, 1l111\' illl»:Ii:' (,llIol'ion:!1 aml inl('llPrtnn11llatl1l':ljion. " 

II' i" 11;(':11:s(. of if':.: knowll "hOl't-t('rnl cIYN'(-s nnc1 tll(' ~.rapt{ in nlll' 
\O\\'lp,.1!!;l' nl)()l1! it~ 101l!!;-('1'1i1 dl\'dfl Ihnt l ('filll1ot l'OIH10llf' tllp 1)~1' 
, 111:t dllwll1il .• \11<1 it is fnl'l1H' P:t1l1C l'en!OOll" that Tam YNT f'0lH'P!'llt'(1 
,ont thE' mnl'kcfl iJlrn;;~\l"(' in (IXIWl'ill1l'nl"ntioll with 11l11l'il1l11tJln hv flit:' 
,"th of this c'Olmi!'v. )fil1inns of .\mt;'j'jt':l1Is. IlIo;;t· of 1'1)(>\11 lIlHlt:i' 2;. 
:ll'S of :1'2:r.:1,1'(\ htll1j1('l'i11g with n (ll'1i l .!:. wlll)~f' lOllg-lPi'm l\I1'c('t~ llPit'lH'I' 
,~'Y 11(11' i;l~"()np ('1<:l' fn11" \I1\llpl'~hllJ(1. 1111('1 this i:'> n fo'ifllntioll 'T 1'('[(';)\'(1 

,:"I'!'I'1':11'1\' ;PI'ioll"', nw(li('all\, and "!wi:tlh', ' .', 
Bnt-. I wllnt. olso to"I'!lfd\P liB ('leni' ':I!-; ]l'o~;.;ih1e 111." yirw:-i ,i'on{'(>I'lrill,~ 
(. t!'l'l1hnent, of'tIH'sG ]\('oplt', hr!'ol'(', till' law .. \;; n 'ph>'sieinll, tlf; II 
'!'>-Il11 who ;:;e1','('(l on the, P)'psjc1enfR .\d d:~()]'y Conlin i~Bioll (1/1 ~ fir-
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('~lti\' HlItl l>rnp: :\!mse ill l!)G:l and l!)(i:~, :l1Jd :l~ tt fonner ({,'!.til of a. 
llH'dieal ~)('ho()l, I canllot 111 I!oocl con;;('il'IlCe accept a system (J r punish
lIH'llt, that faih; to rer:ognize. the l\WjOt' and imptll'l:ll~! tlifrt'I"llces lJe~ 

.t II'l'lll tIlt'. u:-e of lll::,rillllllll<l :mel of the :'o-('ulletl "hant" IHll\'otic:-:. 
lL i:l my ~tl'OllU: llelief [hat !:l\';S that threntt!11 'the IIser of llHll'illlltllltl, -

l'\'en when ('()ll\'lctell of tt tirst O·1fl'll;;P. ,,"it 11 h!ngt hy pl'i;<ol1 tl'l'1l1:; are ' 
1ll1jtl!;tili(!rl, nnnec:e~SHl'y, amI 1;ery problt1lly \ln~'n rorce:lb1t',,~~Ill'l1 la\\',~ 
1 1:1, ',i', the ellpl't of 111~lkill;:; a large l'a!'~ or om' popuiatillll ('i'illliil,lb );:: 
dl'li1liti(lll. They dell.\' to the. ('Olll'ts til<! OPlJOl'tllllity to Ii;;: ~entell(~e~ 
cOlu:;istcnt with the dual rC([11ir0ll1ent Of IH'\)tpdinl! soeil'ty nlHl l'e
halJilitatillg' 'tilt; oti'elldcr, And they impc):';t~ oll'tlHl llI:tl'illU:ma ll;'l\l' a 
lkgJ'er~ of 611llishme'nt th:lt, in my ,:iew, ('<\111)(' more t1::1I1ngilll! to him 
and to society than is his 1tf5l' of thi" tlntu. 

Cl:uil'lllrtn'1)mJD. I wnut :vou to go 011 ;tl\(llini~h yOUl' ,.:mtl'.llH'1lI. hut 
do YOll mind if I ask yon:t ll1H'stiQn? 

. Do I undel':''tltlHl you ('OlTedly that you wOHlll not: be ill fn \'01' of 
l1lHl!llatOl'Y SC1.(cl1Ces in tl1l';:e rases'? 

1 h'. Eul·:m:no. For users? Yes, I am not in 1'1\\'01' () r Jl1:111ltltOl'Y 

min innllll s(,lltel1C:l'S 101' nso1'S, 
I think it is impl'rnti"e: 
( 1) That. we lIIake lL c!Plll' legal eli:,,! i.nc,tion Let ,,"epll mn rillllan:t and' 

the lltll'cl nal'l'otics with which it has e\Toneousl\, been as:"tll:ittll'll in llli\" 

an(lin (he public l:1illll, and . • " 
(:>.) 'Ihn! ,"e make. a fUl'thpl' (~istilleti()ll h.!twecn tIl<' illllirit!n:tl \\,j If I 

('ho();;~'s to u!"~ llI:11'ihuun:l nml the pei'soll w1JO i:-: jll\"o1','ctl ia thl' eli: tr;-
Imtioll of the drug. ' " 

To eqllll!e tIlt'S!} h',o kinds of people in tel'ms of the punishment, giYCll 
them rOl' theil' contact with marihuana, is, I bc]lt;>.\'e, an egl'l'gio'us legal 
and soeial errol'. Speaking not as an expel't on iegalllulltel'S but as the 
l'anking health oIllcial of the. Fedcml Gon'l'1lmellt, I am deeply 
troubll'll by our prescnt iil-founcled and inappi:opl'iate System iii elas:::i
Tying (Langerons dl'llgS and punishing those who allutic Olem. 

I think I h01(1 :t dew sharcd 1;)" the Q"cnrhelming llIajorit \" of 
seienti"ts and j)hysicinns ,\'hon I say we need to repIne'e till' pn~"ent 
pa1<'ltwork of Fcrlpl'lll drug laws \yitll It nt'w legal s{i'urt1ll'C that is 
l'nn:-:istt'ilt ,dth societY\j merls and 'with the !:;C'ientitk information at 
IHllHl. The legisiatinl in'oposals before this (;o,lllltlittoe Hl'O an imp0l'tant 
Shljl in t lInt (til'ection, and I should like to ('Omml'llt OJ) th~nl. ' 

Iii l'Itl' opinion of this D0pal'tment, the Gill SpOll.:,Orctl by Senator 
Dmlll (S" IS!):,)) ti.ncl the administration bill, S. 2li;l7, introclllC'e'll It\' till' 
late Sl'ilatOl' J)irk~l'n, l'epresent a SOlliltl nppl'Ondl tOWHl'd l'cl'otlllica
I ion or l'xisting Fecll'rnl Jaw for the control or mu'cories and other 
tlanl!l'1'011S lhugs, TIy pl'o\"icling -('oJ'log-leal c!nssifknti911 of drugs based 
on S\'il'lltit1(~ knOwledge. Loth bills n'l)l'r~('nt a lleed2d forwtl'rd step 
l'o\\'tll'll ol'derly tlllll eil'ert i \"e drug' control. 

By pJ'o\'idinp: :1, systelll of ·re:.::ullltOl'Y eOlltrol that is 1'('latcll h) the 
Plopot'l:ll cl:l:;t'ifiention systelll, tl.te bills aim tOWtu'd ~'olltTob thnl :lee 
lHlsl'(l on lL rC:lli~tie (lPI)l'ui::al or out' yariom; Idnc1s of dt'lHr abuse 
))1'llhll'lll. l'1\fhel' lhan 011 ellllltiOl\ OJ' ullsnpportl'd ol,ininJi, . 

By nS:'l1l'illP: l'olltillllCtl l'Il'ol'h ill till' nIl ;11111/)\,[:ml al'l'as. oL drug' 
t'e,~(':\\'i'\l and c<\Ul'ntioll. tl,,' ])ilb !'e('o!1.:11ii',l' tl1\' lll'l't! for a hal:mced 
appI'o:tl'h to the ('olltrol ()f (lnt~ nlllt~(" '. 
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,\Ye l'\:'{'I)lllmend enactmellt of S. 2637, whidt is the administration 
'opusal, with tlie modifications that }un'c been snggrsted to YOUl' 

'lllmittee by the Department of Justice. It mtionalizes and cn,tcgorize~ 
(\ regultttoL'Y ~chcme for controlling (bngerous subst<lllCes. . . 
S. ~(j)Ji woujd gh'e the Attorney Genemll'E'sl?onsibility for specifi
[ly 11105e research and education l1<.'ti\'ities llecessary'to l'Uno)' ont 
ti enfol'eement fUllctions, tllU~ a \'oiding needless duplication. or the 
:ieal'('h :tlld c!lucatioll (Icti \'ities of this 1)ppartll1Bnt. 
'1'11.0 Xational Institute of JIC'ntal Health of tbis Deparl]~lent" <15 you 
lOW il"i ~lil'cd.inc~ a COllll)l'chensi\'c l)l'OCTl'ttlll of eli'll" abuse research. 

, • t:> . ' b, 1 '" G ltLl eClllc,ltlOll, all area 1Il which it has no peel' III t Ie Federal 'O\·eL'U,. 
,cnt. The tluplication or these acth'ities in the Department of Ju:;tice, 
;:pl'opo:::ed in 8,18%, seems unwarranted. .. 
As the Attorney Geneml said hl testifying'before this committee on 
.~pt(>mlJer 15: 
1'h~ Department of Health, J~dncation,lllld \Yelfal:e has the primary function 
. llrodding for research educution and treatment in the field of tlrug abuse. 

"We feel. nry strongly that these major i'l'sponsibilities must remain 
'it-it this Department. .. 
8. 2637 would retnin "'ith the ~\'ttol'llev General the a.uthority he 

ow has to detBrmine when a dangerolls dl~Ug should be brought under 
'ederl1.l control. The bill'would improve this procedure by establishing 
'>llr cat~gories, 01.' schedull's of controlled substancesoh the basis of 
'le liability for abuse and It'.gitimate medical value of each substallce, 
.8.1 have indicated, we believe that. this provision. represents a major 
nd necessary step to'ward orderly and eji'ecth'c,/colltrol of c1a.ngerous ' 
l'U'!S. ' " 
TIle decision to place a potentially dangerous substance under 

'ederal coutrol involves both legal and scientific considerations. There 
t'e. those in the Congress and elsewliere who adyoca~e giving to the 
:ecretary of Health, Education, and W'eHare the. ultimate rcspol1si
lility for deciding whichsnbstances are to be brought under }1"ederal 
: rug abuse control. 

I would be less tha~l candid if I did not acknowledge that the,re i" 
llerit in this sug~estion, The hazard to society and to an individual 
10Red by ,abuse of a drug must be assessed in the light of sound scien~ 
ific information on the nature of a gi \'en drug, its physiological ancl 
Isychological effects; tl'endf> in its USe!\lllong val'ibns segments of 
he popUlation, and other factors that are largely the pro\"lllCe of the 
lealth sciences. . 

But we must recognize that determilHtt.ion as to lV'hich drugs are 
o be brought under Federal c0l1tro1 and in what manner are all 
ss('ntial elenU~llt of the l'('gnhl~ory process and Oms should logie-ally 
113 made by the agency l'e:;Donslble for such' control. 

VYl', thinh: it is, highly app~opriate! indeed esscntja11 that the . .A.t~ , 
'orney GE'neral, III the eXerCise of IllS control auth.orlt.y, be gUided 
>y t11e best available scientific information, and we fully support the 

'. i)roYision ~f S. 2637 l'equiri~lg him t~ se,e.l\: in writing tho adYice of 
;his'Department and a comnnttee of smentlsts. , ~. 

, I wonlli~'emind the committee thnt Attorney General Mitchell, in 
his test.h~ion~before you on Septemb,er 15 stated tln'tt h(} would (}x
N'cise his authority to se1wd.llle controlled. sllhsf.ance only "UPLlll ad-
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"ice in writing of a Scientific Acldsory Comn.1ittee and of the Secretary 
of thc Department of Health, Education, and "\Yelfal'e." . 

You have, my nSSlll'<lllCe, )£1'. Chairman, that .this Depa1'tnient 
will promptly and fully meet its responsibil,ity in this critically im
portnnl; area of ('ontrol, so that the ~\'ttorney General will be able to 
basH his del{'rmillations on the best possible scientific information that 
can be providedltim. 

:Mr. qlt\ irman, I would like to turn briefly to the suhject of penalties 
for drug abuse. 

':\.5 ):011 know, oIHcials ,of the Department of .Tustice, ~t the com
mittee's request, ha,-e derelopec1 and presputed alternatIve penalty 
st.ructures fot' that now included in S. 2G37. . 

Let me just indicate at this time some of my thinking with regard 
to penalties for drug abuse. 

First,: because nmrihuana and simj1nr hall11('inogpuic drug,,' are 
fundamentally different from ach1idh narcotics and in our present 
state of knowledge, cannot be considered as hazardous as the "hard" 
drugs, penalties for possession [md distribution of these drugs should 
be Ot a substantially lesser order. 

Secondly: the courts shouldluwe greater flexibility when imposing 
sentence on persons cOllviCted of drug abuse. Exeept in the case of 
the professional criminal ,,,hose traffic in drugs poses a real threat 
to society, minimum mandatorv sentences for drug abuse are 
inappl'opriate. . U 

The penalty altemati"es that have been outlined by :Mr. Ingersoll 
.incorporate these ::oncepts and deseITe the committBe.'s yery careful 
consideratioll. . 

Chairman DODD. Doctor,. were YOL consulted about these 
alte1'llath'es that Mr. hgersoll testified about thi:3 morning~ 

Dr. EGEBl'JW. The Department of Justice eyolyed these, and we 
had It "ery cooperative discussion with them, but I ,,"ould like to be 
sma that they get the credit for evolyin~ the structure of penalties. 

Chairman DODO, (Laughing.) Or the blame~ , 
])1'. EGEI3r;RG. (Laughing.) PnrdOll me. All right, if it, is blame I 

snppose I "\\111 share it. \yith them. .. .. 
C11:1,irmnn DODD. I take it from what, vou have sni.d ltlrcac1y, or 

should I take it that you wonld be in favor of rLlternat.iyc .A? • 
Dl'. Em:BRRq. Yes:Personally I think I would prefer A.' 

. Chairman DODD. I thought you would. ... 
Dr. BGRBERG. But I \yould go along ,Yith A, B, or 0 because I think 

they are a great step forward. 
Chairman DODD. DOll:t say that. I think you did very well when 

, ~'ou RioppE'c1 at A. 1 all) glad to know yom" dew anyhow, go right 
ahead. 

1)t'. EGEBERG.Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, you asked that we comment on the bill introduc\3d 

by pellator 1\1oss, S.2590, calling for the creat.i()ll of a Presidential 
Commission to conduct a 2-yeur study of marlnuma aiultc l'''PO!·t its' ~ 
finc1i))gs and recommendations to the President. and the Congress. 

" ... care i.n fa VOl' of tIre creation of a study group, 'either by legislative 
or ('xl'cllti"e action, Sneh a gl'onI) coulclperiol'm a il~e,ful Rei-dee by 
assembling existillg information on mal'ihu:ma use fol' the bellPtit of 
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e sciclItific commlmity, law-enforcemE'nt oHicinls, legislators, and 
.e public.'. ' 
Such a'studv, ,,;hose objeeth-e ,,"onld he. the nlUl'shuling of existillC: 
formn.tiein oil mnriJmnnn as the basi:; for spe.eilic l'e('omll1C'!Hhttioil;;.' 
')HId in no way conflict. with the work or tld,:; DpIXll'hnent pertidlling 
, basic und applied ref!carch on 1i1ilriln!;tn;\ anf.l the 'di"scmiaatioll of 
formatioll about the dl'l1g. , " ' 
\'{e belic\-e, tllata l'C'yiew of the marihuana, situntioll con1tl h1.> of 
nsiderahlc yaluc to all cOllccrned. \VC are exploring ,,-itlt the JustiC'e 
epnl'tll1C'Jlt the ]J();;sibi1it;r of recommending that proyi.,ion fol' such 
.4udv be included in 8.2037. : 
:7'Ifl': Chairman, in your letter of ·October. ~ illvith~g 11S to test,ify 

. ,clay, YOU asked thnt we' answ('r S01ne speclhc qllestlOlls concel'rnng 
H' ttdU1inistratiou of sel-eral shitu,h~3 re1ating to drug alJtls0. \\Te shall 
j'oyide f:etniled ans"-el's in writing. At this' time, howeyel',.r !:;honld 
',p to make It few general cO~1llnents on one of yonI' questions. , 
You a~ked for un e.yaluntlOll of the need for l'escal'ch, ec1ucahol1al, 

:ld rehabilitatioil efiol'ts'ln, the ~lrug field. I s~mply ,nint to tell yon 
lat the need in all three of these. areas is great. These three elements 
'C', in effect, the other side of the coin'we iia\-e been discussing todllY. 
W'ithout the knowledge gained through ),csearch and the applica-

011 of that' knowledO'e through educational and rehabilitation pro
,'mns, eyell the best designed ~enforcement progl'ill11s will be severely 
'C'nkened, 'and perllaps r£lnclered ultimately ineiIect,h-e. 
).rr. Ohairman~ in our 1nitten reply to the q1.lestiollS in your letter 
e "m 'provide detailed COlllments, on our l'ehnbilitation \n'ogI'm)}s, 
III I would like Loconfine my remarks toclny to til!.' remalllihg twu 

'emcnts of ,your question, research and education.' , 
(Tl~p. l't'ply sllbseqlll'utly l'ecp.il-ccl "as mal'kC'd '(Exhibit Xo. a1': 

nrl \n11 be found on p. I1GG.). , 
('lHlil'lnan Dorm. Hefol'c yon do t.hat, I woald like to indil'atefol' 

:\~ record tlmt, this 2-vcnl' 'fltua ... yon sng2'cst bc itlellldecln S. ::!(j;;7 
" til rendy included 1n illY h111 S: 18015. I llad in mind at the tinte. tIlnt 
om Del)nl'tment 'wou1d :nn(IUestionably do this work for the 4\.ttot'ney 
<.enera l. ' .', ' 
It I::;, tho only placeT kuo,,"o't in g,wernmeut whel'E'. it ~'ould hc P1'011-

1'1\' done, I um conscions of the fllct thnt. YOU lllay not lx~ ;\1>le to all:;\'I'er 
h[s qnestiOll!1:t all but it will J;p hclpfnf if yon '('an. Do :rou 11:1 n~ nny 
,l\'a. how lOll~ Y.ol~ ,,~onlcl."'nllt, in time. 101' sHch a study, 1 year,;2 yeuts, 
'1' eoulf1 vou eto It HI, ki?S tUlw'l 

IkEoEnmw. I hare, a l)l'!.'tty good idea) but I think Dr. :\fi11cl' mi~ht 
llS\\"C1' these. . . 

] )1'. ?lfILrJm~. III trl'l11R of the Shlc1v rdt'l'1'~cl tp ill yon'l' bill. S(lJ1a(()l' 
. )otltl; I'lwt is the l'N:PHl'ch th:lt lWNlgto he c1onc;,\\~ 1111TO also tesrificll 
)l'~'.\'iouqly befol'e. this commit/po that' within.g):C'al's, ginm nppl'o
\~'llt(e llUdgE\tl1ry >;upport, we 'w<mld hh.\"(:~ Eome 1111tutllmswe-r a1\(l con- ' 
',ll1sioll l'egilrdilig tJ1c scielltifie det~l'minecl efl:ec:ts of l11al'iluw.Ul1 .. 

Cltairl11tl:ll Dorm. I hope \\'c do this, [lIla that we get fhiB in the hilJ 
Il'l'Ol'O it; COll10S to the !iOOl' 01' bcfore the fun (:olllmittce. ' 

Go nhead, Doctor. 
Dr. Em::mmG. I ,hnw ::inggc::t0d in my remarks thig morning that 

O1O\Yleclgq' is tJl~;:::ionnclt1J.ioil upon' '''hich progress in tIl(' e(lnti'ol of 
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llnw nl;ll>'e lllllst Ile iJll!"pcl, know]erlge of tlll' IHttlll'G oj' ,Irllg", (J I' their' 
i1l1Ii;'Cdia[Q and long-term eifects 011 i:ihysical tlnd11lenhll hl'alt.h and ?1l 
human bc,hnxior, kJlo\vlpc1)!,"c, of the hazard thnt <ll'llg aJIll;';e pr;,.;l':" jot' 
indi..-ic1nals and ':£01' soeiet~'-in short, a sQ;l1lcl' unclcl'f:tanding 'nf the 
clrl;!! nilllsr. proble'lll in all its aspects" ' 

flll'liNT, tllar th<.' Ilepnrhlll'llt of TTe,lIth, ,E(lll('atioll, l.ml \\~l'!f:\l'(>, 
through, the Xationn I Institute 0:1' )fenttll HC'alth, i:'i emHltll'lillg' a 
\I'p1l !'dnn1ll'~l and \'.'!'Ll d<.'si;rnnfl'cl prhp:I'tlIH that will ~rj\'l' 11:; tiii", kiwI 
of kllnwll't1ge, that i:; inf:~ct beginnin!! to ]ll'oyi<le it HO\\". 

?\" 1.\; li :,tllllie;; (',)\'l'L' ;mch "at'ied a"}lC'("" oi' tllP dJ llg prnj,kill ,l~: tilt' 
ndc1idioll lJol~lltial of new drugs; lnl:!ic biorhplIlicnl nIlIl ne1ll(llJlI~';:io-
11lgicllI aspt'et~ of drug:; of abn"e; the naturc llllc1<'xt(,JIl of lhug' abl1;;l' 
hli:lll' rllitcd States: and the biological, I)f'ycholop:ieal, and, :'ocio[og'iral 
c:onsC'qut'lH'cs,of <h'ng almst'o ' . 

Th(';;c .:;tudil':3 ,rnnf!t' from exam illation (~r the hn."ll' n~ll1·oph.\',:ii/l()!.:'y 
or drug action on the bm in, tlio netTot]s s\'srel1l, n ncl t lIP :.?:t'lll'til· lllatG
rial i to studies of the, psycllosocial conseqllcnce:; of (ll'llg' abuse. The:'ie 
studie,'l range It'olll eXal11iIHltion 'of the, basic neul'Oph~':;iol(lp:y or drng 
action on the brain, the neryous systcm, aIle\. the getll,tie material; the 
~tuelies of the ps~:chosocial charactcristics of drug lIi'el'" ,lrld to thl' 

. care ,mel ('11 i:e of [he drug n.dclict.. ' 
Tllt'se kincls of re8c'in;ch are providing not only yalnnblc new i'l';Cll. 

tific illf;ights into the drug problemf'. they also st'lTe as the SOUl'ce o't 
materials and methods ll(ledecl by others hl their in\'e:::tigations of 
cll'l1g abu~c. XIMH, for exalllple, sponsol'C'l1 tlle rlcvelopnwnt:11 work 
It'arlinp: to 1h£'. iclentification [mel pi'oduction (If tctrahycll'ocmlllihinoi 
(THe), the active c(}l\stituC!nt of marihuana. ' . 

This uC'comp1ishlllcntJms pl'oyiclecHhe scipntifk ('(lmmnnity n, "t.11lc1-
:u·tli7.t'cl subshlllce for use in controlled f'tuclie:; of mal'ihnnlla and lla~ 

. done 1mtly with thn'Dced to rely on th(l lIatnml product. whHl Ui' you 
know hUi; a highlY nU'iablepotencv, 

It is, ndmit,r(,dly, difficult to assess prt'('i:::e1~- Hi(' nlltH\ of <l program 
of bnsic. research. Blit experiencc in this and other henlth-rebtcll 
11.('1(ls of cmle<l\'ol' leave'no doubt in my minet that sl)('11 :-tu(lies ,\1'0 llot 
only urgently nepded but ,,,ill be iJlereasiHgly eltediYe in this Xntion:s 
~)fY.orts tt> dea.l with the problem of drug abusc. 

As a. physician, I feel \"(,1'y strongly that the- best approneh to "i1'
tun lly nlly health problC'm, cCl't(linly.including drug' nuus<?', if? tH'cycn
tion: '1'11(' educational ctrOl'ts or NJl\IH are, ill om ,:iew, appropriately 
und ell'cctiyelyainlC'd in this direction. 

There n.re· scn~rnl aspects of til" XOfH infor\nntic}ll and C'fll:('ation 
progrnm, ine1llllin'p; ,L public sP1Tico au nOli nec'll1I'll f. ~rl'ies prc:'i(,llil'cl in 
cooperation with the mass medin; pr09TamB for tll(' NInc:ntional (,O11l

lllunity, inC'lucling cHl'l'iculnm c1eYcloplliel1t, llnd '\'()l'k.:;hnps: :1. program 
to disseminate. thC: n.nihoritutiye ini'o1'11lntioll to part'lll's. YOl\ng:>tel's, 
and the g£'neml public; and ,1 profe.3sionn 1 commun ieatiol1 program 
t1imed at pl'()\'idillp; scientifiC' information to physil'inll:'i an<lreS<.'H t'ehcl's. 

Stl'Ol1g t'lllpha~i", is being p\acr.c1 on ':eclnl'uiing' the t'(llH'nl'nr:'i" to 
Ill.alm i',helll more cft'ediVl' n~'elHs o~ PI't'Vl~lltioll,tlR' "'ell :1" Oll readlinll' 
the gl'llel'n.l pub]jc to alert. thC'1ll to t]w hazard:< pos<'<l by th'\lg :lhu~'I'. 

I han'. 110 intpntlo!l ofelaiming- thnt XDlIL tltl'onp:h it" e(ltw:)i iOll:d 
neti\'ifics, has acl\im'cd c1t'tlmatie rc::mlts, not' do I think cll':llllatic 
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':\1I1t..: \':\11 I);, exppcted o\·('l'night. XfWl'll'1ele;;s, there !1~-"evic1eJlc<.' i;l 

!e decJille I)f LSD use follo\\'iilg wide chsseminntioll of information 
;)(1l1r irs nell U'5e (l,nd oftell unpredictahle etfecb'l thnt, public Hllc.ler
. allrlim:: of <li'Il£' lW7.;tr<l" <'nn han n rNll impnc.r OIl patterns oi' (h'ug 
!)H:':l'. 'i'his l>ep'arlllH'llt fl'l'ls a frl'llllilll' necessit.y to ('ontinll(' it;; tirug 
;nli'\.\ t'(llll'atioil :1C'ti\"itil'f; 1J(;ciwi'p of the imFortant eOlltriblltio[l the.'" 
'lll and '\\'illwake townnlp·tl'l'ctiye contro1. . 
~[r. ChairmflIl, thi.') ('ondudes my statel11L\llt. i \\"il1 be ple,ts<.'ll to 

:I'm'el' HllY (luestions yon and the melllbl'rs of the committee llHl:V (',U'e 
J :l!::>k. " • • • 

Chairman DODD. That statement of yours 'will be wry helpful to us. 
'he mN'l' fact yon lun'e ll1,ide it this morning will be helpful bccau.se it 
:mlny at rest :;0111.e mh,itrfol'mution that isttbroad a'bout this problem. 
\~r!Htt evidence, if any, is there that. the long-term use of marihuana 

,rcChSp0Sl'S a person to tlw use of other moi'c dangerous drugs or more 
<)tent drugs? Or is there any eyidence to th is effect? 

D}', EGlmERG. I know of no evidence t.hat this is trill'. I would Jj!m 
;) ask Dr. )Iillel' if he would care to comment. 

Dr. )IILLER. There is indeed no ('delence, Senator Dodel. 
Chairman DODn. 'What,? 
Dr. ~rIT,LER. There is·no eyielence that t.he drug itself has any prop

·dies , .... 11ic11 willieacl someone to use other clnlgs. I think it is generrtl1y 
'e('ognlzecl tIU).t the. use of dru~s, particularly by Ycry heavy· nse~s, 
enels to become a l1lultiplci use pllenOmenon, so that probably n, certam' 
,cl'C'cntn.ge of marihuana users, will also use other drugs, ampJ\etn
nin!:'s, Imrbitnrntes, perhaps ~Yen heroin. 

There is nothing within the characteristics of marihuana per se 
Iyhich le·ads people to use other drugs. 

Chairman DODD. That is what I wanted to know. 'We \\"ill have to 
mow t.hese t.hings. Of course/Senator Hruska.is aware 'we will have 
o know when we get intothe,lfu!J committee and ce.l'tainly when we 
.!'et before the Senate.". 

There will be a lot of debq.te on this qllestion. There are a'lot of 
.leople 'who do believe that the use of marihuana leads to the use of 
lther more dangerou·sclrngs. I kno\) you are right about it in my own 
:nincl, but. the, tnsk will be to make this so clea.I' that there can b~ no 
loubt about it in the minds of others. 

Senator HRUSKA. "Would the cha.irmall yield at this point ~ 
Chairman DODD. I '\\'"ill be O"lad to yield. 
S~,nator H~USKA.Dr. Miller, could there be eyidence to the con-

. (l'nry 01' the converse ~ C-onId it be imagined and would there be any 
wiclE.'llce obtninnhle on thl' proposit.ion that. nse of mnrihllftnl1 '\\"onId 
deter people, in "iew of their expcrience and the aif('cLion from going 
illl'o nny other fields of drugs or Qf the iUlrcotics~ 

Dr. MILLBR. I do not think there is spt:cific eyj(knce in t.Twtregurd. 
[ am sttl'e that people, for illstanoo who haclan unplNlsant cxpcrience 
from the llse of marilman(t. or oth('l' such cll1lgs might be therehy con
d,ncec1not to try something else but there is no scient.ific datu, SCllntol' 
IIrnska.. . . 

~enn.tor HnUSK,\. In bot.h fields we Jack cvid~nc:.(', do we not ~ 
lk MILLEn. Yes. 
Dr. E{,imr~p.n. C01l1cl T sn(!;g~'"t ol1r thin£!:' her£>. It. oc6urs to mC' that 

wheil r \YftS on (hl' Pl'r:3id(~iltial ('()Il11nj~~i0l1 on Xnl'cotie and Drug' 
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.\iJww, t.]~o Hllmber of llltll'iliunnft H!::ers in this rotUlti-y \\"as probably 
()I\(\-t.w~lltieth or 1,~ss of what it is now, th1tt the hard narcotic::: u::;ers 
hU\'e Pl'Ob~lblv not gone up anywhere ncar in proportion. I admit thnt 
JirHlil1g' !itatisi-ics i hat:. are mji(l Oil lUlnlwlI'('otie:-; n:-;cr~ jq cli(licnlt, and 
one 11rts jl) n;.:e esti.mntp3, but the estimates 1Y0uld indi("lte that ill spite 
()[ tite gl't'flt rise,. ~lnd (''len tlw el'e'ltioll of n ll1ltl'illllana c.ultul'e., llll! nsc 
oj! tht>, hanlnHl'cotics has not gone up at. all in. this proportion .. 

~t'nat01: Hm:-sK.\. ),(ight n()'t the element of time enter in t 1101'e ~ It 
would take It little wliile to rp('ord and to gather information 011 the 
]Jl'OfO'C'h:-;ion fot' ll1<lrilllWnfL to hnnler drtlg'::i. Yon wotllrl h~t\"Q to allow 
a little more timQ than 6 or 7 year:'-, item 1 for fhe O\"en! to happen, 
itt'1l1 :2, ro gather the information thereon '2 

Ik Em:lIl-:rw. Yes, I think that is a logiral question, 1ml' so rar-
S('llatol" HRCSKA. XO results? 
Dr. EmmF.lw. Yl'~ . 

. :-lena tOl' HJ:rs1(:\. That is no appreciable results? 
1>1". EmmrmG. That is right. 
:-l('1 lat Ot· I-h'C'~ncA. In u' C-OllUl1enSurate fashion? 
J)r. Emmr-:nG. That is cotTect. 
Senator IInuSIL\. I wj",h there ,,"ere something to encourage H5 to 

belieye thnt ollce the urge to try somet.hing new and daring n.nd the 
~hi np: ~hat is being done by th~ use of marihuana" maybe the experience 
IS 80 chsagree.uble on the mOl'llmg after that maybe they would not want 
to \"entUl~ into llew fields of experiment.ation. But. he on the' lookout. 
It might. be an optimistic llOpe, anyhow, maybe not very realistic, but 
t r\' to fin d it. 

'Chairman DODD. I do not think a ha.ngover has ever helped too 
much, or that, a hanO'over has been a very good remedy for drinking-. 

Senator HnusKA. nut drinking cannot. equate with marilnmna, can 
it? . 
. Cha:irnuUl DODD. I do not. InlOW. I thought your tr~atmellt ,vas. 
somewhnt simila.r. . 

Dr .. ECF.lrEnc. If personal exiJerh;nce is 'Worth anvth5ug I think a 
hnn~O\·el· is u. good det~rrent. •. 

Chairman DOD!). I have been told that is true. I know "hat yon are 
R!tving btlt I do not want any doubts' about it on t.he record. Yon were 
jll~t, tt',lling us that t.he inci"dence and usc of marihuana has grown 
1'l101'Illolltily while the increased rato of t.he use of hard narcotics is 
much l(,ss: Is that about ,yhat you are telling us? It has increased in 
other \\"ords, but, not as much? 

Dr. EGElmRo. That is our impression. These statist.ics are diffi::mlt to 
(ret. . 
to> Chairman DODD. That is ,,·hat. I wanteel to make dear. Xow) let IllC 

1\2,];.: y01l fhis question. 'Yhat., if any, definite information do yon have 
rclatiye th nU1.rihuan\\, that. can be mude aYUllablc to this subcommittee 
in t.hE' 11t'Xt couplt', of weeks? . 

Dr. EOf.;rmiw. For thn,t I think I would have to refer YOU to Dr. 
~linel'. . 

HtlYe you got anything~ 
Dr. )fn.Gf;R . .Agai~ll to cite Dr. ¥olIes)s testimony here predous]y, 

ho 11a" subnlltt.ed a hst ox some 10 so-called fnct.s and fable<; which de
tails gene,rally what we do and do not. kno\\, about marihuana.' 
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~rl1rihuanil., for imitnnce, i~ not a lHll'eotic dll!~ scirlltiHcnlly. 1 r (10(';' 
nt l'ause physicnl nrl(li"tioll. III tel'll!.' d l'f.'i:ltiol1sllip betwe!:'n lIlai'!
'1,1I!;1 :\::cl Crill1\', \"1' know thnt Pl'!',:om; l!lHIC'I' tIl\' il\fhi('IH'P of mnri
IWll,~ t~jifl to Ill' pai'si \'l'. :\flll'ih na na d(H',~ not lp~l(l til om' kno",lt,cl!.!.'c 
":IIII' inf:l'PH"p ill ~'t';'\llaj actidh·. Ire d,) lwliP,.('tltnt (,Oll'!":)1'\' t~) wain' 

,', '1' 1 '1 ,~. f I 1 ~-.,.. I . • ,l'll]l,(":-i i('e,II1S1:R~ t Hll IlWl'l tualla i" l1()t a IHt1"JL(,:~H ( t'1\~~, \\ f! imo\\, 
11:;ttll\''C.; \)F ,H"Me panie. d.l']ll'l,;>:;ion mal p,,\'('hntie ,,-;:ntc.:; whielt h:we 
!!('11 H:-:3f}('.iatl',l ",i!'h lIl11l'ihllllnH tI;'C. ' 

,\YI' kl1f"\' ilt:I,' llHll'ij 1 11:UHt (1'k"; lIot kn(l illf;:XOI':lbJ.,· to tIlt' lh,' <11' 
.~~.'nin. ;\" ] )y, E,'!l'herg has poilltel1 on!. \Ye l)l'\i('yl' we hnyC' inform:.
:on tf) indicate that mm'ihnall<1. cloE':'; not ('nhnn('~ ('l'eatiyit,-, 

. i"rC'o do not. know :-;p0cifi('ully !1:-; to how one coulc1, 1:01111)a['0 :=:l'irn
. ilk,tl1y the. ~hol't- l11Hllonrr-t(,l'lll ctfi.'f'h of nlcohol'\il{l m:11'iilnllnn.l,lH 
'.~ Hl:e' cnJ'J'el~tJy snpPol'til1p' and condilctillg l'e2P:tl'ch v;hirh hopefnliy 
nil ,[jlll'l'cabnte some of tlti..:, 

I think we kno'S t:\ut m01'0. ~c.yel'l' }l(,llnltie$ 'will not""oln' the mari
:uann pl'ol)lem, hn'lc(l on thq in(,l'ea::e~ the ('1101'mons incl'ca:::e in mnri
,nann, in the Iacp of \'Cry s(:,l-el'cpenalti('i', :lnd r think we nlso know 
hl\t it is lmsn1e to (l!'iy(' \\"hl1~' umkl' the infincn,·,' of mal'ill1l:111<\ H' 
!ncll'l' thc il1f1~lPJlC'l' of ,lllY intoxicant. . 

Cjlnil'mnn DO!)JI. ~\.;,; n;n lillo\\,. 1)1'. Yoll(>;: ,\'n::: hpl'l' and !e:::tifiP(1. Hc 
:\id llP was not repl'(.s('lltin9: anybo(ly. _\.1'e Y()U f~tillilial' with hi;, 
l'f't ill1ol1 \'? 

1)1', )'fiU,ER. Ye:::, Rir; I am, 
Chnil'll1Ull. DODn. I su])pm·(, YOI1 arl', ).fnybe yon ('onlt1 nl1iclal'(' it 

'OJ' l1S this lllol'lli!JQ". nil \'011 think he \I'll:,; l'i~,d'lt ~ :\fn'd)(' ht' ('Olllil n~1:lil 
flU hi:,; agent h(.'l'L' t()da"\.'? " . 
Dr, )Sir,LEu, Insofar 'as 1 am in DI'. Yolle:3~ emphn' tllat is pE'l'fl'('!lr 

,Plll'f)priate, Sil'.'T am with the Xntionnl Institnte of ~rental UPlll!'J'l. 
Dr. EClEllF.lW, I thillk ~'()n kiln\,; DI'. Ynlle'l \\'lb f'penkil1ll: sj)('f'iri(':dly 

'ol'llimsl'H, . 
Chairman DOD)). lIe' 111:1<1(' t]lnt n'l'Y clear. It was a uniqlle ilpjlelt1'~ 

Inrc hE-t'e foi' n (10\'E'l'1ll11cnt, oflki.a.l to Cf)l11e Xl'om hi,:; agency nncl snl' 
hnt. he was speaking only for hiim;pj'r. I thrmp:ht it. 1l1ii~'ht 1)e jJl!lpflil 
f '1\,e, could c1ari(v.that point, 
\\~onlr1 "\'OU limY likp to :::nl' 11(' (':111 "prnk for thl' n!!.'Pl1eY;lS ",ell? 

. UI'. E(;j':mmG, 1'-ell. r thiilk that 1k :Ui1lE'l' is h(;!'p, :{nd if Ik Ynllp" 
lnd bL'?Jl here today he or hoth of tllC'lI1 would be) speakin,f!' for tjle' 
: ()'('llCV. 

""cllfi il'lnnn :DOIlD, Thnt is nIl right. That. cloes it. just about nR well 
IS \H\ coulcl expect. yon to (lo it. This 111a)· be o'fY the' snDj('ct.n little 
Ii!', nt" EQ'pbl'L'/!, hilt 'I\'onl(l yon ca']'1' to tell 1.1:" ,,,lInt i;->. "OUl' \'iI"" \\'ith 
'rglll'cl to' ill('luding in thr '(,l1l'l'ent, propo:",\l,.; ::ll('h ti'nnCjlli1i;O:Pl'S as 
,J'iHtJ\Yl1, 1 jhriuIIl. a 11<1 Yl1lillln~ " 

1)1', Em·:nmw. ~ry own f('l'liJllrs, (lll<1 I '.yonlcl say I (";111 spL':tk fOJ' 
ho Dl'PH!'! melli. n1'C tItn!'. thes(\ shouh1 he illel \1(l('d a long' 'with tIll' 
HlI'hittlmtp:", and oth'!',; as tlwy c1eYC'li:p.· . ' ; 

C'h:1inn:m D(llJD, Thank von "(:l'y l1111ch for that. Thnt'is \'('IT \':1111-

lbh'. I think it. will be "pi", )wl'Rlt:lsiH' I nm SUl'('. r th;mk \,;m (Ind 

'0ll111wnt1 yon .for your app~ttl',\llCel~rl'c th i" 1lI0l'lling. ' 
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19~9.T.: ,'. ',::: I;;;~~:.' .;.~; :MISCEI-I-ANY, 407 ,: 
.. :~.;~ ~'.!: :··-:;~~f:( .. :'\'~; ... ~ .' . 
'If,!' t" ., .... ,', ~"'e ", .. c·.-.! I MISCELLANY 

I,{.:;.:;:~;,~~~,,~;~jp!~;:~-;:'?\. ;:t';~ .: '. " . . , '. 
, : '(. Limitinir or ~ohibiting the Possession of Into;1!:icating Liquors for 

Personal U!ie:.-....,t·Alas.· poor.Yorick, I kl}ew hiin well." ,This feeling 
sentiment \lppeared rec~lltly under a cartoon depicting :i thirsty faced , 
individual holding in'his arms an empty beer keg through the bung' 

,holes of which; pictured as :the eye holes of a skull, the last drop of 
" amb~r liqUid !Iad lo~g:since ,rull,'.1 Many is the man, and hush! speak 
:., it low:':lancl 'woman:too;~who will gaz~ with fond reco!lectio;lS :md 
t inte~se 10l'iging on the empty receptacles which in bygone days were, 
, filled with the spirit that cheers .. And their inability to replace the 
,', dear lost .ones. will cause exceeding hurt; But, they will get over, 
':;:, it: f'ar they: say that time heals all things, am,i in days to come they' 
.", will cease to mourn the 'lost one and their regrets will be softened' 
.' by the pictures; the)/can conjure up of the good times that flowed 

y: from' the.associations· with the long departed. To them the' adage " 
;),that;tli1:ire'a:re as good fish illthe sea as ever came out, wilblO longer. :.' 
::'giye le'cimfort"and 'th'ey: ~ust be' content t~ dwell in the pleasant mem- ,':: 

ories of the past.' A kind of spiritualistic seance, as it were. But : 
how:about him who has tenderly nursed and preserved his loved one 
to soothe and calm his declining years, housing her within impreg
nable walls (cellars·. rather) and surrounding and. protecting' her 

, against· inq~,isitive 'and' !;ovetous'cyes? , What will be ;his. feelings', 
: .. ': when the rtlthless' hatuls' of the 'law' break' down' his stronghold .and .... :. 
, seize and bear:away·'his.misiress to destruction? . It is one thing to 

say, No 'more 'sh'all.'YQu'l!irt with 'and -wed the nymphs of Bacchus, . 
~~?,b}1f:quite' another,td"seize the nymph whon; yo~ have lawfully wedded 
:'; .and forcefully tear' her from your loving embrace. ,And this brings 

us to the serious side of the question. ,:1 "', 

"" .: How far, in the exercise of its police power. may the state go ill 
. prohibiting :the" possession and personal use of intoxicating liquors 

.' which have been lawfully acquire~? In many states .laws have been 
: ',passed limiting the' amount that may be possessed at anyone time, ' 
':. aUG iiI ·some· the poss~ssion of any amount whatsoever, even one 
.: teeny weeny drop of the awful stuff, has been prohibited. And' these 
. laws have been declared to, be a proper and lawful exercise of the 
";,'police power by. the highest court in the .Iand. It is interesting to ;, 
.~; note the ,gradual change in judicial opinion on this question in keep-
, ing with· the growth 'of the prohillition movement. At first the leg;· 

islatures were content, to prohibit its manufacture and s~le and in 
most instances they were particularly careful to insert a provision 
that the law did not apply to the possession of liquor for 'personal use. 

:::. But later they began ~o .place a limit on the amount. that might be 
:"'possessed, and finally in some instances prohibited the' posses3ion 

.0£ .any quantity whatsoever. ,If the. press reports of the bills in
troduced in Congress to enforce the prohibition laws are correct the 
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latter provision is embodied therein, That the acquisition of liquor 
for personal use may be prohibhedseems t~ be.cons:eded, but, 
whether tp'c state can'by law deprive 9n~ of the possessioll of liquor 
lawfully acquired, isa'nother question, though the trerid of the JTlore 
recent decisions i~ strollgly~'il1 fayo; of the vie~'t.~h~~ it can.' :" .. 
. Qne of the earli~st, cases passing o!1,t~e~,power;.6f.i)q~'(:~t~~~~·t? 
forbid the posses'sion of intoxicating liquors for personal' use "was "; 

. Preston'lJ. Drew; 33 Me. 558, 54 Am'. Dec. 639, decided in 1851. Hen~ 
, a statl1te providing that noactioll could be mail1tah~ed for the reo 

COyel'y of the possession of intoxicating liquor ,01' the value thereof 
was held to be unco~lstitutional as a' deprivation of property with: 
ottt due process of law .. 'the court, recogni:zing that the state might 
legally forbid the future, acquisitiol) 'of intoxicating liquors, said: 
"The State, by its legislative /enactmel1t's, operating prospectively, 

. may determine that al;ticles inj,\\riotlS to the public' health ot' morals 
shall not constitute property, !Mtithin'· its jurisdictio1l. , It may cOllle ' 
to the conclusion that spirituo'us liquors, when used as beverage, are 
productive of a great variety of ills and·'evils to the people, both in 
their individual aI1d in their associate relations.. * * * Such cc·n· 
elllsions would be justified by the experience and history of man. If 
a legislature should declare that 110 per~ol1 should acquire any pr~. 
erty ill thein, for such a purpose, there would be no '9ccasion' for 
complaint that it had violated 'any provision of thecol1stitution." 
And hearken to this from Kentucky (COll!. v. Campbell, 133 Ky. 50), 
l1'{ S, \iV. 383. 19 Ann. Cas. 159, 24 L. R. A. (N. S.) 172 .. It sounds 
like a voice from the tomb: "The right to use liquor for one's own 
comfort, if the lIse is without direct injury to the public, is one of 
the citizen's natural and inalienable' ~ights, guaranteed to. him by the 
Constitutioll, and cannot be abridged as long as the 'absolu'te power 
of. a ·ll1ajority is limited by our present Constitution .. 'The theory. of 
our government is to allow the largest 1iber~y' tQ the individual com
mensurate' with the public safety,' or as it has been 'otherwise ex- , 
pressed, that' government is b~5t which governs· the least. Under 
our institntions there is no room for t1uit inquisitorial and protective 

, spirit' which seeks to regulate the conduct of men in matters in 
ihemsclves indifferent and to make them conform to a st~ndard not 
of theil' own choosing, but the choosing of the lawgiver; that in
quisitorial and protective spirit which seeks to presct'ibe what a man. 
sh.ulleat and wear, or drink or think, thus crushing out individuality 
and insuring Chinese inertia by the eriforcement of the use of the 
Chinese shoe in the matter of private conduct of mankind. We hold : 
that the police power~vagl1e and wide and undefined as' it is·-has 
limits, and in matters su.ch as that we h~ve in hand, its utmos~ frpn
tier is' marked by the maxim 'Sic utel."e tU9ut aliel\Um 110n,ledas.' ','. 
Ailloiti( the mally cases supporting the sound constitutional doctrines 
a,nllounced in the cases 'just quoted from, see Luera's' Application • 

.' < '. ~. 
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28 C:ll. --App. ,i8s, 152 Pac.' 738; -Cortland, v. Larson, 273 Ill. 602, 113 
N. E:-51, Ann. Cas~! 1916E, 775,' L. R. A. 1917A, 314; Shreveport v. 
Hill, 134 La. 352, 64 So. 137,' Ann. Cas. 1916A, 283; Flowers v. State, 
a Okla. Crim: 502, 129 Pac. 81;Statev. Rookard, 87 S. C. 442, 69 S. 
'E. 1076. :'The th'eory: of these ca,ses is that there being a property 

,'. right inintoxicatiJlg liquors,'hiwfully, acquired, it is beyond the power 
, of the state'in the 'exercise of its P9lice power to destroy it. 

" But as the cohorts of prohibition have advanced, th'e constitutional 
barriers: 'have, fallen' one: by' one, until we conte to the decision in 
Crane v. Cani'pbell, 245 U. S. 304, 38 S. Ct. 98, 62 U. S. (L. ed,) 304. 
This case arose in Idaho and involved the construction of a statute 
making it unlawflll for' any person to have in his possession ~ny in
toxicating liquors of' any kind for-any use or purpose except for 
scientific, medical or sacramental purpose, as, provided by the act. 
The Idaho Supreme COtlrt held the statute to be constitutional and 
011 appeal to the Supreme Court of 'the United States the Idaho case 
~vas affirmed:, After stating that it is 'well settled that a state may 
prohibit the' manufacture;', sale, gift, purchase or transportation of 
intoxicating liquors, the' Supreme Court goes on to say: "f.s the 
State has the power above ipdicated to prohibit, it may adopt such 
measures as are reasonably appropriate or lleedful to render ',exer
cise of that 'power effective. * * * And, considering the notori
ous difficultit!s ahvays attendant upon efforts to suppress traffic in 
liquors, we are unable to say that the challenged, inhibition of their 
possession was arbitrary and· unreasonable or without proper rela
tion to the legitimate legislative p1.!rpose. We further think it clearly 
follows froni' our-numerous decisions upholding, prohibition legisla
tion that the right to hold intoxicating liquors for personal use is' 
not one of those fundamental privileges of a citizen of the United 
States which no State may abridge. A contrary, view would be in
compatible with, the ,undoubted power to' prevent manufacturc, gift, 
sale, purcIlase or transportation of such articles-the only feasible 
ways ot getting them. An assured right of possession would neces
sarilY,imply some adequate ,method to obtain not subjcct to destruc
tion at the will of the State." Apparently this decision gave the 
death, blow to' John Barleycorn, at least, in so far as Idaho was con
cerned: But unfortunately: the court in this case dill not take no-, 
tice of 'the time when the liquor wa's' acquired and the language used 

'is seemingly broad enough to cover the possession, of liquor n9 Illat~ 
ter when acquired or whether its acquisition was lawful or unlawful. 

, At any rate it was so interpreted by the Utah cOllrt in State v, Cer-
I tain Intoxicating Liquors, 172 Pac. 1050, L. R. A.'191SE, 943, wherein 

it was held 011 authority of. the Crane case, sllpra, that a statute pro-" 
llibitilhr the possession of intoxicating liquor for perSD'nal use was . 
c.onstitutional; and that it was immaterial when, how or where It 
had been acquired. It appeared from the facts in this case' tha't the 

.' . \ . . .. 
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liquor was ,lawfully : acquired before the )ltlltu~e. went info effect' and , 
the lower court lle!d the statute to be unconstitu\ional ba~ing it!? 
ruling' on the ground that property rights- in liquor lawfullyJacqllired 
cQuJ~ nqt be d~stroyed by the ~!ate:,'j!lr~versi'lg ~~e ~a$e -o~that 
point, the Supreme Court said: . "jf we,correctly'.ipterpiet the. ineari~" 
ing of th~ opinion of th~ very' abl~ and learil~d ,iri~l judg:e~he . lipids 
th~t the ~cts does not undertake to p;ohibit the'us~ ~r drinking of 
intoxicating liquors within the state except as in the act expressiy , 
mention~cl, and that the state may not, in the la'll'ful ex~rcise, of it!! ' 
police powers,confis\=ate anci destroy' intoxicating liquor~ within tho;: , 
state, when acquired Jor personal use: and~recOgllize(;L as prop'erty '. 
before the act beCaine: effective. ,:*: .;,: ~ .. ' .We\h~ve ' h'eretoror~.': 
pointed out that in' oUf,.judgment it was',: the intent' of :the, legisla-;: 
{ure, and tha\ the plain provjlii~~ of the ac~ ~boljsh'r~' aside,from the J , 

exceptions expressly' made; all.. property rights'in alcoholic liquors':' 
on and afte~ August'l; 1~17," ~o' matter -;here,'.or how:' acql.lired" f()~< 
what use intended, ·or how possessed.;' Itnecess!lrily' follows 'that 
the very purpose and jnt~nt. of the act was to preclude the, right to 
use intoxi!;ating liquor within the state 'except for the specific pur~ 
pcses in the act expressly' men~ioneq a~'4' ,re~eryed.':. And' now we 
come to the case of Barbour v. G!!orgia, 39 S: "Gt.. $~6;,: Her~ the 
Georgia court like that of Utah held that it was within the' police I 

power of the state to prohibit the possession of intoxicating liquor' 
for personal usc, ~nd the ,fact that it incidentally destroyed the prop
erty rights law;fully acquired. therein before the law became effective 
did not render it void as contrary to the Fourtee~th Amendment of 

"the Federal Cons'titutioll, and the Supreme Court ~f the United 
· States' sustained the' decision ... Among the recent decisions adopting 
· this con~trtiction. see the following:, Frazier v. ~tate (Ala.), 73 So.', 

", 764;,Southern Express Co.:v.Whittlc, 194 Aia. 406,.69 So, 65~; O'Rear' 
, 'Il. State (Ala.), '12 ·S();: 505; State ,u., Carp~11t~r",{~; C.),' 92 S. E. 3'73. 

As may' be seen from these ·cas~s, the: tendency Q( the more recent 
legislation 'Yith respect to alcoholic liquors, is 'directly against the 

· consumption on'the theory that it is in cons'umption always that the 
evil lies .. ' , 
, But in' the ,Barbour' case we see the first glimmer of hope lor the 

man with the welt ~tocked cellar-a small, ve'l:Y small one it is trtle, 
b~t nevertheless it is there. ~he court'sustains the decision of the 
Georgia court, but is very'careful to 'point, out that in that' case, al* 

,'though the liquor was acquired before the law became effective~ it 
was' acquired after the passage of the ac1;, and' though' lawfully ac
quired, the possessor was. put on notice by the passage of the ~aw of :, 

,the inhetent evil qualities of his property.. It also poiJts out t,hat, ': 
, in th~ Crane case it only d:-~1.ided that. liquor' acquired after the pas-' 
: sage of an act forbidd1pg i'9) possessioni though lawfully, acquired,("( 
.~ould be, outlawed by ~the -"statut~; and particularly states that illS) 

, , 
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i>~;either.' ;lie,Cr~~~~~~s~,il~/i~~'~B~rl>ourca;e did it decide that Iiq-, 
: uo~' acquired bercir~ th'e pa;$~ge of an ~c~ making its. possessioll UIl

lawful could be divested of its property rights by the statute. So 
here we find the one possible oasis in the 'coming desert. The court 
alsostate~ that, thi:' particular questiop.,as ~ whether a state can 
legally' prohibi't th~' possession 'of liquor, acquired before the pa~sage 
of the act has never been passed on by ~t, although the two' cases 
cited as touching' on the. question" give a' very clear indication of 
what would have been: deCIded by the court as then cOllstituted; ,In 

_ Bosto~ Beer C6.~ v;'Massachusetts, 97 U. S. 25, '24 U. S: (i.'ed.) 989, 
the "court while holdi~g that a state might enact a law proliibiting 

, the manllfacture an~' sale 'of intoxicating liquor said: "We do not 
mean: to say, that property actually in existence, and in which the 
right of'the owner. has become vested, may be taken for the public 
good :withouY'du~'cQmpens~tion .. ~But we :infer that the liquor in 

. this case, as:in,the.case 'of ' Bart em eyer v. Iowa (is' Wall, 129), 21 
'u. S. (L. ed,), ~29, wa's not'in existence when "the liquor law of Mas
sachusetts was' passed.'.' ' And in :\3artemcyer v. Iowa, 1S Wall. 129, 
21 U. S. (L. 'Cd,) 929, it was said: . "The, weight of authority is over
whelilling that no such immunity has 'heretofore existed as would 
prevent ,State legislatures from regulating and even pl'ohibiting the 
traffic in intoxicating drinks, with a solftary exception. That excep
tion is the case of a law opera.ting so ;rigidly on property in exist- , 
ence at the time of its passage, absolutely prohibiting its sale, as to 
amount to depriving the: pwner' of his property." "c, '-, ".: . ',' , 

The reasqning on: whictt'. the, dedsi~1l in'the Barbour' case is base~ 
is s?mewhat,' diffi~ult'. for,~the;, ordinary' mind to gra'Sp. The court 
says: ,"Does the Fourteenth Amendment, by its guaranty to prop
l\rty, prevent a state from protecting its citizens from liquor so ac
quired? A state, having tlie power to forbid the manufacture. sale, 

. ~1\d possessioI') of liquor within its borders, may, if it concludes to 
. eXl\rcise the pow.er, obvj9usly postpone' the date when the prohibi. 

tiOI'\' shall b~come effe~tive, in order that these engaged in tht! busi:. 
ness and others' Qlay adjust, the1l1selv~s to the new conditions. 

" Whoever acquir~s" aftet' .. t1,l'C enactment of the s~atute; property thus 
, declared noxious, takes it 'with full notice of its 'infirmity and that 

after ,'~ day, certai,n Its po~session will, by mere lapse of time, he-
, come a <:rime," Now if property rights existed in liquor' acquired 

after the passage of the act but before it went into effect how could 
it be' ,divested by, the fa';', becoming operat~~e? In other words 
how aid the law going into effect affect the inherent evil nature of 
the liquor? Was it innocent of evil during the period between fhe 

" passage of the act and th~ ti~e ,set for it to go int~ effect. and then : 
suddenly b'" the magic' touch of legislative legerdemain did it' be~: 
come'inves'ted with all ,the; qualitie~, of the .evil cne? And could it: 
be sllid ,th~t liquor pprchased before the passage of an .act declar-

----------'.' ---------------
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lng its possessi~n to 'be i1l1lawful retained its innocent and law ab:d .... 
ing qualities,. while liq\\or purchased after t.he passage' but befqre, 
the law became effective lost its, innocent character and ass'umedJthr, 
livery of the evil one; on the happening of the latter event? ' It would 
seem that the wish to uphold the statute wa~ stronger than: the, rea-', 

. sonil)g all which, the .d:ci,siol1 was based.: ~''(.',;';~\-: ~·?;;,!'~tk~~:,i.;W; ~~;:,~::; '!,: 
What docs, tIllS opllllon p~e$age as to the' court's actlOn;"sh~uld 

it be called on to construe a law of Coilgress, enforcing the prohi. 
bition amendment, containing provisions prohibiting the possession 
of intoxicating liquors for pers~nal use? Does not the amendment, 

, put all 0\1 notice of the evil qualities of liquor and in .the language 
of the court "who':ler acquires, ,after the enactm,ent. of ,th~, statute, 
property" thus declared noxious, takes it with fu:ll.notice of, its in· 
firmity, 'and that after a d~y certain its" posse~sioll:w'iJl.: 'by mere 
lapse of time, become a crime?" The cases are 'certaiilly parallel,' :.nd 
if a legislative enactment .:an warn' the p~ssessor o'i the evil quali. 
ties about to inhabit his property surely an amendment to 'the Con· 
stitution adopted by forty-five states is a trumpeting announcement 
that that which to-day is innoce,,nt of evil in the eyes of' the 'law 
shall in the near future be looked UPOIl by, the same law as invested 
with noxious qualities. In one .other recent caSe the Supreme Court 
has shown some signs of relenting in its strict construction of the 
liquor laws. III U. S. v. Gudger, 39 S: Ct. 323, the court held that the 
Reed Amendment .prohibiting the transportation of intoxicating liq
uor into any state which had pro.hibited its manufacture, sale, etc., 
did 110t· apply to liquor being transported through the state, In this 
case it appears· tl1;;,t a passenger bound from Baltimore to Asheville, 
North Carolina, was .arrested in Lynchburg, Vh'ginia, where his 
train was temporarily stopped and his baggage searched. " 

But the state legislatures and courts are still revelling' in, extreme 
an d rigorous 14 ·ws,. As an, instance to, what. extremes a law-making 
body may go In its zeal to deal a death blow to intoxicating liquors, . 
take the recent statute passed by the legislature of Georgia. By 
this statute it is made illegal to manufacture, sell, etc., aU liquors' 
and beverages or drinks made in imitation of or inten'ded as a sub
stitute 20r beer, wine, whisky or other alcoholic or spirituous, vinous 
or malt liquors (Acts 1915, p. 77), And the Supreme Court of Geor
gia, 'holding this act to be cOllstitutional even whell applied to hev- '. 
~rages admitted to b~ 110n-intoxicating, said: "On the basis' of pro- ' 
tccting health. morals, and the public safety, the provisions of '~the 

. act Ipaking it illegal to manufact11re, sell, etc: .. intoxicating liquors 
have been held to be a valid exercise of the police po·weT. Delaney 
v. Plunkett, 140 Ca,' 547, 91 S. E. 561, Ann. Cas. 1917lt, 6811, ~. R. A. 
1917D. 926, The manufacture and sale of drinks made in imitation 
of or illtcDded as a substitute for into:dcating drinks ar.: specified in 
the act, although not into:dcath1g themselves, afforti 'a doak for 
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c1andestinl; man'ufacture, sale;' etc: .. of intoxicants-thee,'i1 which the, 
legislation was designed to prevel.1t.' Under such circumstances, the 
power' to 'prohibit the~ manufacture, sale, etc.; of the' beverages will 
illclude' the power also to prohibit the manufacture and sale of sub
stitutes' arid imitations," Purity' Extract, etc., Co. v. Lynch, 226 U. 
S.: 192, 33' S. Ct. '44, 57 'U.- S:' (1..' cd.) 184., Under this view. it is 
within'the 'police power of \he state' to, enact a ,law prohibiting the 
ma'nuf~cture 'and sale·fof 'liquo,s' and: beverages not intoxicating ill 
charactbr;: but made hi', imitation of or intended as a substitute, for 

. beer, 'ale, wine, whisky, or other alcoholic or vinous or malt liquors." 
Kunsberg v. State, 147 Ga. 95 S. E. 12. Luckily for the Salvation 
Ar'my the 'twenty~fiv!!or more, saloons in New York city on which 
it has obtained optIons' !!re not located in Georgia. It is, the an-: 
noilllced" purpose toconquct these saloons in all particulars, ·i. e., 
with bars, mirro'rs, fixtures;=brass rail-,and all, just as' they are now 
conducted, exi;ept that hi the place ,of alcoholic beverages there will 
be served oyer the bar as' a substitute, soda water, buttermilk,' ice 
cream, 'etc; ,. ',', ' 

There is another phase of this question which deserv~s careful and 
un'prejudiced consideration. For years tile right of property in in
toxicating liquors was recognized by the Jaw-making bodies and th~ 
courts. 'Only in comparatively recent times has this been denied. 
If such a right of property exists' it is setting a dangerous precedent 
to qeprive the owner of -it by legislative ukase. Where will such- a 
prededent lead us?, The, right6f,' property, always so jealousy 
guarded by, civilized, gover'flments,"' was never before in the history 
of the'world"so jtopardized. ·One big country has re'pudiated it in . 
a large measure and the leaders of that doctrine are endeavoring 
with all their might to fasten it upon others and with some d(lg:re!! ' 
of success in its neighboring states. Even her'e in our own g~eat 
land of the)ree, these destroYf!rs of human liberty in the name of 
liberty are organizing and their insidious propaganda is being in
dustriously sprea.d .. The' professional reformer,. whether he be pro
hibitionist, advocate of blue laws, or what not, is prone to say of 
sllch arguments as the above that they display "prej\.ldice, blind prej-' 
udicc, born of 'interest and not of r~ason." But is it not time for all 
of us to cease 'imputing prejudice and to realize that a'n honest dif
ference of opinion can exist, without prejudice and without ulterior 
motive? When OJle looks at the question from the standpoint of the' 
lover of constitutiollal government and not that of a partisan or fol
lower of anypa:-Ucl1lar fad or1sm, can it be s~id that. the precedent, 
~et byslIch decisions does not lead logically and directly to the doc-' 
trine advocated by the Bolshevild? 'ro them all prop~rty possessed 
by the individual is agail1st Hie health, morals, and general welfare 

. of the public, so they take it away. In 'the present case it is prop-
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erty in liquor lawhll1y acquired that is taken, but for the same rea-' 
50115 as announced for the action of the Bolsheviki. 'fhe tendency , 

. of such decisions' is well expre$sed by Chief Justice' Browne in hi: .... 
dissenting opinion in Mor~ssov_ Van Pelt recently; decided' by the 
Florida Supreme Court. ' The, majority, followitig' the 'decision qf· 

'the Crane case, upheld the Fiorid'a 'law' limiting the' amount of in
toxicating Iiqtl0r that might be possessed f~r pe'rso~al use; 'But in: 
an exceptionally well-reasoned' dissenti'ng opinion IU,stice Bro'wne 
said: "The righ t to abolish private ownership of property for the' 
public welfare is predicated on the doctrine th!lt'lYhatever" a strong 
and preponderant public opinion ,regarqs ~I,!I against the, prevailing 
morality and inimical :to the. pUblic welfare '!l(jn~titutional gua'ranteei: 
are impotent to secure. 'I'his is the ~potheosis, of the polic~ powe'r, 
at whose feet ~U constitutional guarantees must humbly kn~el,' pe-, 
titioning but not demanding observance;' Before, it, the' right of 
free speech, a free press; freedom of c~nscience and religious 'wor
ship, must yield. :.The attention of the civilized globe is now cen: 
tered in qne of .the great' nations of. the world, whose, 'gove;nm,p.11tj 
conducted upon this doctrine,is , ruthlessly, destroying life, liberty 
and property.' There the 'prevailing' mo~aliiY' and the 'strong ~l1d 
preponderant opinion' is that private ownirship'in lands and maim
facturing, capital, and private wealth; are ini~ica! 'to the' 'p~bli~' wel
fare; that they produce idleness, pauperism, suITe'ring' and crime, and 

'consequently must be abolished. These people feel as deeply on . 
these subjects as our people feel. (in the liquor question, Their doc
trine is 110t a new one .• It was proclaimed by Karl ,Marx mOI'c. than': 
half a century. ago, but it has 'recently become more insistent, 1nd: 
its spread threatens our own institutions .. He 't~ught that 'the pro", 

, Ie.taria t will. use ,its political-supremacy to wre~t' by deg:rees~ all cap-, 
, it,a!. from th~ ~ourge'oise,'"and his. fqllow;er.!l, ~~vocate. th~t ~the i~s:i-,: 

Whon of private pr?perty, that: 1S, the right. of, pTlvate :oymershlp 
in things 'tangible OJ; intangible, is 'to be IlPolished-:-by indirect and 
peaceful means as far as' convenient, but by 'violen~e so far ;J.S con- ' 
ducive to speed and thoroughness of the change: It is a ,short 
step-one that will be essayed much sooner than many anticipate-':" 
irom abolishing private property in. intoxicating liquors, to abo:t.,: 
,ishing with'out compensation private. property -in lands, manufactur-'· 
ing capitai, railroads or other public utilities, whenoever a. 'strong and 
preponderant public qpinion" shaH. consider the public welfare de~ 
mands it. When that time 'comes, the decision of the majority of 
the court in this case, and those in line' with it, will be authority for. 
legislation along these lines, and they will 'plague those who too . 
late seek'to check £u,rther inroads upon'the right~ of property. I Not, 

. ,the least of the evils that the traffic in liquor is responsible for, is_ 
this line of decisions, sust;),ining'laws destructive, of property a~d': . , . 
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property rights, enacted in' response, to 'strong'lInd preponderant . 
• • . '. II'" - . oplIlIon. . ' . ' . '. 
Do not let the, . possessors: of. well-stocked, wine cellars delude, 

thell~selves -with the idea tha~ Cohgress or the states will not go to 
su\=h extreme lengths as to ,tak~ away from the~ the liquor which 
they have lawfully acquired for- their own personal ilse.- Such laws 
already exist in nota fe,y~t~tf!~.a·ll~· ~ simil!).r pr~vision- is incorp~- . 
rated in on~ of the, bHis:,intrqu\lced in Congress, and one of our most 
prominent - business :men' and capitalists, Mr. Schw~b, according to 
the' press, advocates· such.a law. III his 'Opinioll if we are to have 

'nationwide prohibition we should be consistent about it and make 
,. it apply to all alike.,;If we are to deprive the poor man of his beer, 

then make the rich man enipty his wine"c;~llars. , And' the're arc m::.ny 
who agree with him. ,A law' prohibiting the pos,iession of any in-

I • toxi!=ating liquors, no matter· when; where ·01' how acquired, would 
do this, and the Supreme Court has sl!.id that' it is a lawful exercise 
of the poli~e power, certaiil1Y,to the exte'I~'t of liquor acquired after' 
the· enactment ·,of 'laws' prohibiting: their possession although ac
quired beforethe'law: b~coines operative.-Mi!lOr Bronaugh in Law, 
Notes. 

I, 
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Illicit Drug T raF~c 

I x n 1'l'Cput adtll'CSIl tlclh'crcd he
I'nl't' /I IIlIJ(:hcClIl gathering of th(' 

J\~"I)('intiou, ('ominif.;siollcr AUll
Ii ug-t' I' of thc BUl'cau of Sarcotics 
I'lInml'I'atl't1 somc of the diffi{'ulties 
(,()lIfronted hy thmlt' ill dllu'gc of the 
;;n(lIIl'('l<ioll of the illicit tl'offie ill 
lU1I'Cnlie 11r1l~;;, nud eSIll'('inlly in thc 
Hi;;! 1'iC't of ('olnmhill, wllt'l'c, owing 
to Ilw illlltleljl1at,), ClI' the Distl'ict 
('/lilt· ...,rl,('th-e CllfOI'('l'm!'1I1 is I·l'ml·' 
1'1'1'11 ('xII'l'mt,l), di/Ji(,IlIt. HI.' ('mphll
"i7.I'cI tltt, fat'! Ihnt Ill(' RUI'<'!\11 of 
X/II'/'I,I ie's l'pg'lll'lls wi, h gl'//\'(' ('Oll

('('I'll tllC' a('('lImlllatillg' I'C'P()l't~ of tho 
illl'I'PII":I'!! 111<(' ill ('(,I'lui" of Ill(' stah's 
111111 ill til(' j)isll'id ot' ('o]lImhill of 
mlll'ihllllllu, which i~ tlw ~l('xi(!1I1l 
IIl11n,· rill' till' ch'lIg- ilesig-lIl1l('il ill the 
I'llill'li SInh's PIIIII'mU('O)IO('ill 118 
1':lIl11ahi~, It ('ollsil.;tH of til{' dl'i('tl 
lIo\\, .... illg' tops oj' til<' phdilllltc 
1'111111..: of ('ulttlllhi!ol' !;lIth'l\' llillue 
(I"lInt. :\1111;/11'('/1<,), OIl<' oj' til<' ('hip!' 
l'C'II:<OIl": t'OI' thi!ol Il)lPl'('\H'IISioll is I he 
\\,id"-;;JlI"'/II] mw of' Ihis dl'lIg' ill the 
('m'm HI' ('ig-III'l'ftrfl, This lIoxil)l1~ 
plalll i"1< ('tilth-aiI'd Ilnd nlso g-fOWS" 
wild ,,~- Ih .. },uH,h,jdl', ill dil('IIl'1< IIml 

in oplm meadows, Its acceflRihilit~
mnkeR it easy to ohtain a!'! it iR in
digellouR to every State, It hm'! 
hel'1I ('ulth'lIteu in th(' l""itcd StaleI' 
fOl' itf! commcr('ial ur;c lind it is also 
u!'!ru to a limitcd extcnt ill mcdi· 
cinc us a milu Couut(,I' i ... ·itllnt. 

The active llarcoti{' pJ:in<'iplNI of 
emilla.hill slIth-a secm to Ufi'N't tlJ{I 
higher llCl'Ye ccutel'li, protlurin:r 
fil'st IllJ cxultation, th{'Il later 1\1\ ill
rrcm;ec1 feelillgof physical streng-fll, 
followcd bva stimulation of till' im, 
agination ill 1\ more or II'HS deliI'i
ous I<tnte, which lasts until it gl'lIll
uIIll), mt'l'gcs illto fJ'ellz)" Tho~(! who 
III'e Jmhitllatt\d to \h(\ drug ill'n'lop 
1111 UII('olltl'ollllhlc ragc IIft('I' ils 11;.;1' 
Hnll <luring thc stimulntioll IIr(' lill
hl(, to, lind OnN} do, commit yiolelll 
cl'iml's, 

TIl(' Ft'dl'l'lI! GO\'cI'lImcnt has lW 

('11111 rol O\'l' I' the Rille 111111 distl'ihu
tion 01' marihullna uudel' tI\l' HIII'
I'isou Xan'oti(' A('I, hut til!' \IUil'ol1l1 
XUI'('oti(' Dl'ul{ A<'I dl'uftt'cl alii! III" 
IIro\'pU hy the Xalionui ('OIlI'l'I'('III'(' 
ot· ('ommi"Miolll'l·f.I ou rllifol'm Hlllt!' 
La \\,H I1l1d j'l'('ommt'lIcl{!(! 1'01' ('IIIH'" 
m('" I ill all of tIll' Stlltl'!< at it~ ,t!tl 
IlIlllllal (Oouft'\'mwt' iu '\·I\:lllill~!nll. 
n, ('" O('lolll'I' 1!J:12, in('liul(,,,. ('1II1-
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1lIlhil' 01' mnrihnnlln nlH1 (,xJlr(,f;~ly 
]ll'IIhihit~ its pl'ollll('tion, fll'('parn
tion, 1'1('" withoUI n liN'lIsP from the 
jll'OTJ!'I' offil'inl. 

TWPlltY-lIi1J(' Xtntc;; hllY<' adoptcd 
thi' Cnil'ol'm Xnl'('otie Drug Aet; 
('Icn'll Rtlltcl' lire o(l(>I'ntin~' uuder 
Stl1tp l('gi:-;ll1tioll, In the District 
of Columhia Hlltl in til(' following 
eight states the sale 1111(1 [losscsKioll 
of CHillI/I his is not !I criminl11 of
f('ns(>; Xl'W HnmjJHhil'(>, ~Iarylllnd, 
Virginia, XOl'lh ('IlI'OEnll, South 
('nl'Olina, Kl'lIll1('ky, T('llill'SI;(>e nnd 
:\[inllcKotll, 'I'll(> nnif()rm IlIw fln'
Hlm!s many adnllltagcl-' O\'('r thc 
stn!t· 1('l:l'i~lation as found in II Ilum
hi'r of tIle states, It prohihits 
ilt 1'C('t, or retuil I)('ddlillg and also 
prohihits impl'O(lel' POHSCHSioll, the 
t'lIfo]'('cm('lIt of whil'h prohihitions 
is of tIle ntmmll importnncc ns n 
~lIppl('nl('lIt to .!<'l'c1eral acth·jty, as 
Ill(' flleilitics of til(' BIII'Ol\l1 of Xnr
('otics IIrc not d(>sig-nc<1 for slIch 
work, hilt nl'(, intell~ll'd mther for 
operutiol1l; in the det"etion nnd eli
minllti()lI of fhe Inl'gel' wholrHnlt· 
SOIlI'C(,;; of iIIieit supply within the 
state's, 'I'll(' uniform Inw 111110 iJl('lu
sin·lr <1efillt,s the dangerous hal1lt, 
forming' (!rug's and mlllwH Jlro\"i!;i(lu 
1'01' simple IIdditiollnl amendmenl to 
111,· a('1 to inelmle IInr olher dtmgm'
IIIIS drug whieh may neod to he 
hl'Oullht lIuuer ('onlrol, The uulicH 
and respousihilities of the di~pens
ill,!t 1ll'()feSHions with l'eslJ('d to the 
'ill<"lIl1<l ndministrlltiOIl of IUll'cotics 
III'!, quite (·It·arl), (Iefinl't!, An udt·
'11111t(' set of r('cords is rel)uirNI to 
II!' klopt. 'l'he t'nlse or frlludulent 
:·.~l'('utinn of WIT<'otic pn·'l('riptions 
I, ('on<ll'mn('<1 1I!i au otT('nse, It has 
IIInllr ot lit'!' in(lispenl-lnhle 1I<1"lIn
H,!tI'K PH!il'ntial to till' pl'op('n~(Jlltrol 

.,1' llic· illieit tl'lIffi(' iunlll'('otic drug'S, 
III I'lIl't tllf> BUI'('lIn of i'1I1·('()ticl< rc-

209 

POI'tf-; that ilt s('('ms to fill ('very need 
lind 10 ml'(·t 1111 l'merg('ueie;; for in
"l'lItig'1I t ion, <I(·t ('clion a 1lc1 jll<1,!..'1llellt, 

In thOK(, i>llIl('!'< ",h('1'(, the nniform 
IlIw if' not iu ciTert t,j'forls nrc b('illg 
mnde hy Ihe Bureau to have it 
IIdopted; since stroug legisll1 tion 
1)resents thc best menns of ('ontrol 
o\'er 1111 nllreotic (hug-s, The citi
zt>ns of tlwse fit tell in which tIl(' un
IlIwful slIle or pORsessioll of mllri-
1111!lun is not n criminal offl'uRe 
may well he apprehensive of the evil 
('OllHequcJlee!'< of mariliu!llln cignr
ett(·s, The facility of commnniru
lion from one commonwealth to 
Ilnother requires that something in 
the WHY of reciproelll legi!'<lation 
IIhotlld hc ennctcd to sllfegullrd l'l1ch 
commuuities from ellcr()llehmc'nt In' 
(,I'imillllls who have Il<'cll (Irinll OIit. 
of stllte;; where appropriate legi;;lll
tion operlltcR, No Htate or rommu
nity Rhould filII helow the IC'I'el of 
till' adpqunte IlIw of othcr ~tlltes, 

TIl(' Polire D('pllrtmcllt. of th(' 
Dilltric,t of ('olumhin is ohlige(l, ow
ing- t() the inadequacy of the Dis
trict ('odc, 10 ]Jl'ol)(!eute rna I'ihulIll/\ 
violntol's under th(' PhHrmu('y Act, 
~\'hieh prod;;ioll is cntirely innc1e
qunic to mCl·t the prellellt n('('(IH for 
illfrnctioll of the "Nur('otic Drug 
Ln\\', 'With n vi(,II' to H('(·.uring" fo!' 
t he District of Columhia !I<1(,Illlat(' 
hl\I's 10 cope with th.\.' illil'it (Irllg" 
lraffic thc Assoeinti()n only l'('('entl): 
S(HlIIHOred II I'e:<olntioll pledg.ing 
its cooperllti()n with the offi{'c of the 
Corporlltioll ('ounsel of the DiHtrit·t 
of ('oll1mhin in (lI'nfting- approprintc 
){').{i~llItioll, which flllOlllll' conform, 
IIH !\('III'ly liS mny ho prm,ticllhl(', to 
the rnifCll'm Narcotic Ad, all<1 in 
III'g-i 11,1\' 1I pon the Cong-rmlH tIlC 
K()('('(ly l'1I1J('im('llt of' 111\('11 Ip).{iHIII
tion, 
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l\lOltAL PASSAGE, TilE SYMBOLIC }'ltoCESS IN 
l'ULlLlC UESIGNA'I'JONS OF DEVIANCE 

JOSEPH R. GUSFlllLD 
Ullivmily of Il/i7loiJ 

1n 

The f\let of 1)ublic aUlrtnathm of 11 norl\\ through law and govecnmet\t action. 
cxprc.sst::i '.he: public wurth uf une sub·culture: vis·a~vis other:J, Because different forms: 
of Jevhllil'e affect that lWWloltivc: ~lutlls ill JUfttcut wuys, tht:y incur I.HtTtreut Ie ... 

l»l'lUUSCS ftom lht lkSiSll"tors. Tluct: fOUh$ uf \teviuncc nre dbingui~heu: rcpentu.nt, 
si(k, :lJhJ tJlCUIy. Onl.! furm tlm:'.UeU!l dlt! public ulfinllariun tlf the:: lIurm mule than 
uuu(IIt:!. The public: defiuitiuu Hf dcviauc:c ullt.lcr8(J~ l:hanges Il'ur .. l one {,.rm IQ 
anuthl![, a!lo iHu:JlI'al.\cJ in hsues of o[lul.iug (onuul. Wht!rl! ,uOScnSus ou tl~e noun 
j~ J,u.kiug' aud dcvi~lIb bC:LlJlue t:Ul:lllh.,.s, movclJlcllls tOt leSJI It:~(fktiouj till: rilO.!:ot 
likdy. Jt is nUL lhe frc'Jucnc:y of dtviJ.llt acts but llu,! s}'fllboHc impur: lif dcviillll"(! 
fur tltl! !IolOltu$ \)f lhe ilUflll whh.h is ucu:rm$u\ltl\,t u[ th~e tca('liuns. 

Receut perspectives on deviant be
havior have foell,ed attention iJ,way 
fram the actor and his acts and placed 

it on the analysis cif l".blic reactions in 
labelling deviants as ··uutsiders."1 This 

"'lHowllicI 1$. aeck~fl OIlIJi4~11" Slut/iii 
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p~{spective (arms the backgrollnd foe 
the present paper. In it 1 will analyze 
UIC implications which definiu); be· 
havior as deviant has for the puLlic 
dcsignaLOrs. Several forms of deviance 
wiU be distinguish"", each of whiJl 
IlJS a differ~nt kind of significance for 
the designators. '111e symbolic import 
of eadl type:, 1 argue, kdUS to different 
public rc;ponses towaru lhe deviant 
and hd ['S account for the hi;toric.1 
changes often found in treatment of 
;11Ch delillLluents as ulcolloHcs, drug 
addicts, anu other "criminals," changes 
which involve ;l passage from onc 
moral stutu:; tu another. 

INS1'JIUMJ!NTAL liND SYMHOI.I(; 

FUNCTIONS OF L!.W~ 

Allent.s of government are tIle only 
per.sons in modern societies who can 
legitimately claim to represent the total 

'j-;;!;;;Sudulogy 0/ D •• jall«, Gl<ncoe: The 
'1'«. Prcss, 1963, Chap, 1. II. ,imilar view 
;$ plc:scmeJ in John Kit.,use, "SodttaI I{c .. 
at:tiol\ tu Deviant Behavior:' SOfil4/ Pta/; ... 
l<nll, 9 (Willler, 1%2), pp. 247·'6; Kd 
)!cikson. "Sudolqgy of Devia(J(~Ju in n. 
J',t,Donugh .nd J, ~inlps"n, edi,o", So<j,,/ 
PfOb/."", New YOl'k: Holt, Rin.hatt .lId 
Will'tun. Illr" 19t$j, pp, .fn~jM, p, 4'8, 

2 The m.tterial of this seaion is mace 
fully Ji"u».J in lily !;"ok Symbulif Clli. 
Il/,/~: S"'llIf Pulilitl ,.m" Jhlf Allle,h-qn '(ifill" 

pr;roJIJ(t i\JUI"IfJ~IIJ, UdJana: Uuivtrsity of 
lilinol. Pc.", 1963, esp, Chap, 7, 

:I s.,; tile analy,is of pOwet us infused 
with (ollcftivc gO<.tls ill PotrSol1s' ctiticiSJU of 
C, Wli~ht Mill,. 1'hd Pow., B/it<,' ·I'.k[llt 
Puc!luns, UTile Distributiun of Powc:r in 
Anlc:ckno Suckty," lV'ur/d PU/iJi(l, ]0 
(Octu!;." 1~'7), p, 123, 144, lSe. hi. 
lJuuk, Slrllt/lul fJlUl PrtU'8IJ, Glellcoe, 1I1i~ 
oois: Free Press, 1960.1 

~ Fr . .IIIds X. SuttUlI, "RC()ctScntlltiull anI! 
(he NilluJ'e of POlilicJ! Syslems," CUlllpu'tI
liv. Sltldi., ill Sal i_I} allJ iliTlO'}, 2 (Oc. 
luLer, !9)~), PI" 1·10, In lhi. 1'"1'<' 
!ulUon shuws thut in SOll1C primitive sode
lits, l)olilic.1 "ffidals fllncliun rhidly .~ 
Icplt'Sentlltivcs to other lIibr::s rathtr than ea 
r.w enfOlC<u or POliCY'DlJkers, 

societY. In support of their acts, limited 
and specific group interests are denied 
while II. public and societal illtect:.st is 
claimed. U Acts of goverurllcnt "(;lJIllUlit 

the group to action or to perIunti co
IlCJlin.lted acts for geueral welfare.'" 
This represeJltational (hM~cter of gllv, 
ernlllt:lltal otliciJls aud their acts, lllakes 
it possible fllr tltem not only to iulln· 
ence the allocation of resources Lut 
also to defule lhe public norllls of 
morality and to designate whft:h illt.s 
violate them. III a l'hJlarhli~ suciety 
these uefllling and de. :gnaliug Ults cau 
become matters of politi(al h~tlc be· 
cliuse they support or reject one or 
another of the competing \Inu con· 
flitting eu/tur,,! groups in the society. 

Let us begin with a dislinltiun \Jt!. 
tween iJJJlflJllI<!lJla/ and IJ1IJbo/it: func
tions of leg,t! and governmental ads, 
We readily perceive that acts of (l1Ii· 
cials, legislative enactmtJll>, and conrt 
decisions often affect behavior in an 
instrumental manner through a <Iirect 
influence 011 the actions of pctlple, The, 
Wagner I.ubor Rtlatio[Js Act lind thc 

'Taft.llartley Act have hud coJlsiuerable 
impillt on the conditiuns of cullcctive 
bargaining in the United Slates, TarHF 
legi.lation directly alfeds tht prites of 
import commodities, The iu.lcwJJ(:utal 
fWldion of such laws lies in thdr en
forcement; unenforced ll,ey have little 
effect. 

Symbolic aspects of law anJ govtrn· 
meut do not depend on enforlcrnent 
for their effect. 'J'hey ate symbolic in a 
sense close to that u.ed in jiterary 
llJ1alysis, The symbolic alt "invites can· 
sideration rather thun overt reactiun."d 
'j'llerc is a dimension of meaning in 
symbolic bchrtvior which is lIot given 
in its jmmediate and m,lIlife.t signifi. 

G Phillip Wltctlwright, TI,. IJufII;"& 
!,OIJIIII,ill) llillomin,yton: JndiaJlu Uul VCJbity 
Pc .... 1964, p, 23. 

(I 
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cance but in what the action connotes 
for (he alldi~uce that views it. The 
sYllibol "ha~ ne'luicc,l a meaning whkh 
is a"d~J tu its illUlicdlUte intrinsic sig
llifiLJII(~."U 'I'll" u~" uf the wine afill 
wafer iu the Mass 01" the illiportanct of 
the flJtional Ilag caunOl be appreciatd 
with(Jut knowing thdr symbulic mtan
iug for the, u~ers. III allJly,ing law as 
syJll\Jolic we aCe ori~lItc:J less to be
hJvioral couse'luet1(es us a llIcaus to a 
IixeJ ~ud; mIlle tu meauing uS an act, 
a Jecision, a gestulc importaut ill itself. 

Au action of .l guv~llUllclltal agent 
tak~~ on symbulic illlpurt as it affects 
the de.illllJtiun of pubJrc 1I0rms. A 
((JuHrUl.1II dccisi(1lI oc a legislative \lLt 

is a gC~lur" which often glorifies the 
values of one group un~ delileans those 
of anulh~r, III their l'epH:~clltationlll 
charader, gOYeflllllental actiuns can bd 
seen as ccrelllunbi anti rilli.1 perfur
HUllces, dcsign •• tiJlg till: wlltent oE 
puolic morality. 'fhey afe the statelllent 
of what is aLceptuble in the public 
interc.!. ).aw L.lI! tJIlIS be setll a~ sYIII
bulizlrilllhe public allirm~ti(JII of social 
ideal:; .,Id nUflll> as wtll as a means of 
direct sucia! cuntrol. This ~ymboliG 
Jimension is givcn in the statement, 
I'coUlulg.,tioll, or ;UlIlUUIILeUlenl uf law 
uucclaletl to its [undion in influencing 
ochaviur lilrulJgh cn[or(~nlCJlt. 

It has IOllg bccn evident to students 
of g!Jl'crtlllltlil :111.1 1.1 w that these two 
flllletic",s, il.~tr'IUflClllal and ,yulbutic, 
llIay ortcn be 'I:l'arateJ in more than 
an analrtk.ll sell,t:. M.lny laws are 
honore,! as much in lh" breath as in 
performallct!.T It.,oin WillialllS has 

t) Taltun l>UCSlllJ::I, Th'i Sudal SYSldlfl, 
GICl1l11t!: The: Frt:t Press, 19j4. p. 286. 

f MUr!iIY Hdclllltlil 11115 shown this in his 
QUillY.;1::' uf tln: disnt:pancy bttwtc:n le8is .. 
iu[iyt .IIC.til,ll and udm,"btfuti\'c agtm:y opec .. 
alio .... Murt"y l!JtJmau, Tb. SYlllbolic VldJ 

"I I'vJiJirr, Uluan.: Univer>ily of lllinai. 
l'''.~'' 1964. 

labelled such institutionalized yet 
iIItgal and deviant behavior the "pat
terned evasion of norms," Such evasion 
occurs when law proscribes behavior 
which nevelthcless oc~urs in a rtCllflent 
socially organized manner and is 
selJom punished. ~ The kinds of crim~s 
we ace conceweJ with here (Iuite 
c1eady fall into this category. Gam
bling, pro>titlltion, abortion, and public 
drunkenness are all COllllllon modes of 
behavior although laws exist designat
ing them as prohibited, ft, is possible 
to sce such systemat" evasion as func
tioning to minimize coollicts between 
culturcs by utililing law to proclaim 
olle set of norms as !,ublic morality 
and to use another set of norms in 
actually controlling that behavior, 
, While patterned evasioll may per

foun sud! harmonizing f llnLiiuns, the 
passage of legislatiol\, the acts of offi
cialS, and dccisiuns of j ndges neverlhe
leIS have: a significance as ge.tllres of 
public al!irmatiuli. First, the act of 
public ufJinnation of a norm often 
persuades listeners that behayinr and 
norJn ure consistent. The existence of 
law quietli allel comforl~ those whuse 
interests and sentiment. are "mbodied 
in it.a Se.ond, public afiirlllalion of a 

8 Robin WHliamsJ Al!ltritall SU(iIJ" 
Ntw York: Il. Il, Knopf, 1960, Pl'. ~72·96. 
I-Irloan !louloon'. analysis of "Iower·ctas. 
Vdlut str~tch·· suggt:s:t~ yet another lllllbigu" 
ity ill the c.:Dllc~pt of norm. lie: found that 
in 'l'rinh'au umong lower-class- rtspondtuts 
that "olh ",arriJgt ant! non.logal maritd 
uniun are normatively accepted, althou.gh 
murriolgc.,i:; prcft'llcli. Hyman l\odnhlO, 
"lfkgilirnacy in lhe Curibb.an Social Struc· 
fure;," j'jme,j,"" So(i%S/tlli Rdl'll1W, 31 
(Ortobtr, (966), pp. 673·68,. 

~ Edolman, up, fil., Chap. 2, The authot 
rt:ft:rs to thi:J 'U~ a pCl)CI:~:i of political qui .. 
e,conce, While Edelman's symbolic .1I.lysis 
is close tu mine. his emphasis is on the 
reas.sucuncc [uu(tioo of :;ymbob in relation 
to petsum.1! instrumentlll .ff.rts. My anal, 
ysis SIl(;SS'" the coolliet over ,ymbols ... 

y 
I 

,) 
J! ,.J 

~i.':/ y~ 
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moral norm directs the major institu
tions of the society to its support. 
Despite patterned practices of abortion 
In the United States, obtaining abor
tions does rt«(uire acctss to a subter
ranean social structure and is much 
more difficult fhJn obtaining an ap
pendeclomy. There are instrumental 
fun Clio liS to law "yen where there is 
patterned eVJ,ion. 

A third impact of public affirmation 
is the one that 1110st interests us here. 
The fact of aLlirmation Ihrough acts of 
In w ami government expresses lha 
public worth of one set of norms, of 
aile sub-culture vis-n-vis those of 
others. It dernonstr.ltes which cultures 
have legitimacy and public domination, 
and which do not. Accordingly it en
enhances the social slat us of groups 
carrying the allirmed culture and 
degrade. !;Ioups ca~rying that which is 
cllndt!mne.j as deviant. We have 
argued ehr:where th,lt the significance 
of Pruhibilion in the United Slates lay 
less III ils enforccment than in the fact 
tlMt it o((urced. lo Analysis of the en
forccmeut of Pwhibilion law indicates 
that it was often limited by tht un
willingness of DIY forces to utilize all 
their political strength for fear of stir
r:ng inlensive oppo,ition. Great satis
factiun was gained frolll the passage 
and maintenance of the legislation 
ilstlf.H 

Irrespective of its instrumental ef
fecls, public designation of mor~lity is 
itstlf an issu.: generative of deep COn. 

ilfut.:t:sS \I[ iuiporlancc: apart frum' illstru
mc:nt.&l cffcl.:ls. 

1" l;u,I,<kl, "/I. ril., PI'. 117-126. 
11 Joseph Gusfitld, "Prohibition: The 

Irupotcr of l)ulitil..'Ji Utopianism:" in Juhn 
Or.lCII1JII, tllituc, Tht 1920'J R~"isilt'd, 
COIUlll~US: ohiu StJte t1nivtrsily Pcts:!, 
furtlu':oll1ingi Antlrtw Sinduir, 'T'IJfI Era of 
B,·r"fS, New YOlk: Harper Colophon 
lJooks, 196·1, Chap. }O, pp, 13'14, 

/Iict. The designating gestures are 
dramatjstic events, "since it invites one 
to consider the matter of lllolives in a 
l'cr.pective lhat, being develuped in 
tile analysis of dC"Jlfla, tre.lts language 
and tllought primarily as mudes of 
action:'I~ For this rcason lhe .\csig. 
nation of a way of beh.lvior as viulat
ing public norms confers slJtus al1LI 
honor Oil those groups whose cultures 
are followed "s the: standard of con· 
ventionality, and derogates those whose 
cultures are considered dcv.iant. My 
analysis of the American· Temper
ance: movement has ,llIlW(l huw Ihe 
i»ue of drinking unLI ub,tintllce be
came a politically significant focus for 
the conlliets btt ween ProlesbUlt allli 
Catholic, rLlral aULI urban, native aud 
immigrant, middle c1"ss uu" lower 
c1uss in American socidy. The lmliti
cal conflict 1ay ill tht effurts uf au 
abstintnt Proteslant middl" class to 
control th" public llffinmltiun of lIlU

rality in urinking. Victory ur defeat 
were conse,]ucntly symbulic of the 
status anu power of th" tullures oppus
ing each other.1" Leg.l! alfinn"tiun Or 
rejection is thus ilnporlaut jn wh.lt it 
symbulizes as well or i;;Stl'. Ii of whJt it 
cOlltrols. Even if the law wa.> broken, it 
was clear whose law it was. 

Dti'lIAN'f NONCONI.'OIlMl'l'Y AND 

DlisIGNh'fOIl RJ:AC1ION 

In Dutkhdm's analysis of the iULlig· 
nallt and hostile re'pouse to norm
violation, ull pco>cribL-J actious ,ICe 

12 Kl:nntth IhlCke, A G,.tllJ/JJoJr uf ,lJ",. 
lilltll, Nt:w 'lurk: Prcntke-Hull, J9·15, p. 
393. llulke's wl'itlOgs hJve bten the ~UOllg· 
eSt jnfluellce un the nlolle of unalysis pre· 
stnh!u htre. Two olhc:r wrilt:r!l~ y.hu!lC 

works have been illt1U(;nliill~ Iht:lU)dvl:::i in
fluenced by Uur1.:e, lire Erving (ioltuuUl III1J 
llul;h D. Duncan. 

1U Gusfidd, SYlllbo/i< CrJ/I""., up, .·il., 
GlOp. ~. 
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threats to the c"ist~nce ot the norm.1t 
Once We separate Ihe instrunlental 
(rom the synlhllik fuultions of leMal 
and governmental Jesignati<ln of devi
ants, however, WI; cau 'lu~,tiull this as
'"111plion. We can look at norm
violation frum the SIJllllpoint of its 
eifel!; on lh~ symbolic rMIter than the 
in,tnllllClllal rharacter of tlte nurm. 
Our unaly;b of pallcrueJ evasiun of 
norm, has suggested that a law weak in 
its instrulllcnlal fWlttiulls may never
lhdc,s pcdurlll signililaht symbolic 
flJllclions. Unlike JHunan limbs, nurms 
do I1l>t llecc»arily atrophy Ulfough dis
USe. StanJJrds of dlMily, lIlercy, and 
justice I!!UY b" dbhouorcd every day yet 
relllain iml'llJ'fallt .latements of what is 
puhlidy aJ'plOve,l as virtUe!. The sexual 
bellavior of the hllnlUll liIale llnd tit" 
humall fclllal" uee.! nut be a c(Jpy of 
rhe sllci,llly su()(;lioned rules. Those 
rules relllJill as il1ll'lJrt~llt tilliWUliulls 
of lin a,c~pl.lhll': code, eV~I\ thuugh 
they an: rcgul .. rly bre~c1.ed. Thdr rules 
as ideals all: not tltrealened by daily 
bdluvi,lr. III allalyzing till: violatioll of 
UllflllS We WIll luok at the iml,lications 
of J.lkreut fOfms of ,Icvlaue\! 011 the 
symbulic lhHdller of lhe norm itself. 
Th" ,,{Jilll 1M'; is IbJI Ibr: "#igll~/Ori 
of J"IIi,1Ii1 bdJdl,ior I'M.-I Jiddrmtly IQ 
Jiff ~""II( IIIJtIll'SIM"iuiJig imp/ie,,/iolls 
of IIIJ "rI. We Cdll dds,ify dc:viaut Le
h.LVior fWIll litis stall,lp"illt. 

1'IJ/1 i~r1P""lulll Ddt,ialll 

Thc reckless rnoluris~ uflen admits 
the le/:lililllJLY uf ltalfic laws. even 
thuugh he has broken them. Th" 

14 EHUlc DurkIH:ilJl. T h, Division of 
l ... JbOT hl s()ti~JYI Wm!l. Ge'lllse ,Shnpson, 
(jJcn('o(:: The: }1rc~ Prc):), J!,M7, c:specially 
at pp. 96·lU3. Foe a slmila.c vicw See lewis:. 
Co~~r, "SI/Il\(: FUIKtit1ll::l' of l)t:viallf He .. 
lu.vior flint NlllllhUh'c Flc:xibility.·· AI/ur
ir"" ,u'If,,"1 "/ Suriu/"!!l, 68 (Stplember, 
1962). pp. 172-192. 

chronic alcoholic may well agree that 
both he and his society would be better 
if he could stay sober. In both cases the 
norm they have violated is itself un
'lue,tionc:d. Their deviation is a moral 
lapse, a fall fwm it grace to which they 
aspire. 111" Jlomosexual who seeks u 
p;ychiatrist lo rid himself of his habit 
has ddined his actioM similarly to 
thcJe who have designated him as a 
deviant. There is a consensus between 
the designator and the deviant i his 
repentance confint).S the norm. . 

RepentJnce and redemption seem to 
go hand-in·hand in court anti chucch. 
Sykes and Matza have described tech
nittues of neutralization Which juvenile 
,Iclinquitnts oftell use with enforce
ment agencies. 

The juvenile delinquent .woulJ appe:u: to 
be at kust partially committed to Ih. 
uomio.tl\t sucial orJc:[ in that 111:: frc~ 
'1ucntly exhibits Huilt or shal'ne wht:n he 
viuJ.uc!:i its pro:.cripdons, accords appro\'al 
(0 cenain conforming figtlrd and t.li~tin· 
guishts Lt:twttl\ appropriute and inapp'(o .. 
prhuc: targt:t:s for his dt:vlanct.lli 

A show of repentance is also used. say 
Sykes and Matza, to soften the indigna
~ion of law enforcement agenls. A 
recent stlldy of police behavior lends 
support to this. Juveniles appreheoded 
by the police recdved morel lenient 
trcdtUlent, including dismi;sal, if they 
appedred cllnlrite and remurseful about 
their violations lhall if they did not. 
Thi~ dilference in the poslure of the 
deviant acwUOled for much of the dif
ferential trt:ah11cnt favoring middlec 

class "youugsters" as against lower
cJa;s "deli"qli~nts,"'u 

--ui"GrC$hall\ Sykes 0,,<1 David Mat;., 
"Techniques of Neutralization: A Theory of 
Dc:linqut::llCY~u AnJt:rif~'1. Sori%gkal RI· 
PidW, 22 (Oecelllber, )9'7), pp. 664·670; 
~t p. 666. 

16 Irving Piliavin and Scott Brillr, "Police 
Encouotccs with JLlvenil~," A1IJffiftm }vllr. 
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'l°he Sick Davialll 

Acts which represent an aUam upon 
a norlll acc n",ulralizeu by repentance. 
The open admi;sioll of repentance con. 
lilms lhe sinner's bdief in tJIC sin. His 
threat to the norm is remove,\ and his 
viufdtion lidS left the norm intact. Acts 
whkh We can perceive as thuse of sick 
lind uiseased people are irrelevant to 
the norm; they neither attJck nor de. 
fend it. The me: of morphine by hos. 
pitdl patients in stvere pain is not 
designate,[ us ,leviant behavior. Senti. 
1lle,,!s of public llUstility and the ap. 
jlMiltus of enforcement agencies are not 
JI1ulJili~etf toward the morphine.u,er, 
Hi. liSe: is not perceived as a violation 
of the norm against drug use, but as 
an uncontmlkd act, not likely to be 
rccurreut.17 

Wl.iIe designations of action result. 
inll from sidmess do not tlireJtf:.ll th~ 
HOLm. sigllilirJnt conse'ltlcnce:s /low 
from suth d~lillitions. Takott Parsons 
h.s poiuted l)ut t lI.t the designation of 
u I,~rsun Ill> ill chang~s the obliglltioJls 
which others hu ve toward the person 
nud his ubligJtioM toward them.IS 
1',lrsons' tfc,rri ption sensitizes liS to the 
w.ty ill whkh the sick ptrsoll is a differ. 
"Ilt SOChl1 obje.:t thall the healthy one. 
H.: h,ts nuw bClOme an objel:t of wei. 
f -re, a person to be helped rdlher than 
puuhheJ. /Ho,tilc sentiments b)ward 
,kk p"opl~ ate not legititnule. The sick 
l'tl'SUIl is not responsible for his acts. 
He: is excused frolD the consequcncts 

",,' uJ Suciu'"1I1, 70 ($<plcmhor, 1964), 
1'1'.2",6·214. 

11 'fltis of Course does not ffltJn Jhut thel 
pJtl!;:nt u~1I18 JllurplJitlt ,nuy not btc.:oJllf;: an 
addict. 

lU 1'"l<utt l'ar,uIlS aud R<n~c Fox "llI. 
nd;, Therapy unu II.. Modern Urban' Fa,n. 
Uy," lMI'IIII' 0/ SUfi., [SJIlUl, 8 (19l2). 
~D. ~1.4.1. 

which attend th~ healthy who act the 
same way.l~ 

Deviance designations, as we shall 
show beluw, ar/: not fixed. They may 
shift from one form to another over 
time. Defining a behavior p.ltern lIS 

one caused by illness makes a hostile 
respons'! loward th~ aLlor ilIegilimJle 
alll! inappropriate. "lJfncs." is 11 social 
designation, by tiD means given in the 
nature of uledical fact. Even ltit. 
handedness is still seell BS morully 
deviant in many cOtmtries. Hence Ute 
~!Fort to define a practke as a cons~. 
quenc\: of illness is ilself a matter of 
conllict and ~ 1,olitical issue. 

Thlf Ellemy DuviaTl' 

Writing about a Boston slum in the 
1930's, William F. Whyte iemarlc;: 

'l1,e policoonun j, subjtct to .h.rply COn. 
flicring preS)UrC5. On IJne siJt art tht 
"goud pc:oplc" of EU:itt:!n City. who httvc 
written thc:ir Hlornl judgments into 11\1 
ltnd tlt"UHJUJ thrDugh du:ir m:w.)p"pc:rs 
thitt ti,e law be cI,fucccd. AU till: other 
side &.Ice the pc:opJt (Jf ComcniJJe:, who 
hu,\e different ~talll.J.1rds and h .. vC! built 
up Ilil org,.miLutiull 'Whose: perpetuiltion 
depends upon Ihe freedum to viotate th~ 
lawXO 

Whyte's is one of several studies 
that have paul ted out tJle discrepancies 
btlw(;cn l'liddle·ciass moralities em. 
bodi~d in law and low"r·c1ass IllO. 

ralities which differ sharply from 
thelll.n III Corner ville, gambling was 

19 A somewhat similll' distinction i$ that 
presented hero can be fuun~ in Vilhcl", 
Aubert and ShcJi.llln Messinger. uThe Crim
illal and the Sick," in V. Allbert, 1"h. lIiJ. J." SurieJ1, Now York: '1'1,. lleu",ini:aer 
he .. , 1%), l'p. 2l·)4. 

20 William F. Whyle, SIt881,C0fl1" 
SudrllY, Chic:UHO: LTuivc:c:iity of Chicago 
I)rc!)::!, 2nd eJilion, 1.95), p. 138. 

21 See WilliaJll Wtslley'. unalysis of lhe 
Jilfe,enctj belween ~I. morality sharod by 
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seen as il "rc,pectaulc" crime, jU:.t a~ 
antitrust behavillr /lIay be in uther 
levels of the sodal ,trucIUle. In IUllcd
CUll .utiety. LouJlk!, between suddl 
classes arc uften abo cultural wnlli':l:i 
rdlecting morJI Ji/fereuces. Cuind
JelICe of "thnk and religious di-tim;
lions with cla.s Ji/ferences a"entUJtcs 
suth cunflicts uetwecn group valuc •. 

In thest! ca,cs. thl: wli,lity I.lf the 
public Jc,ignatilln is it.elf al issue. The 
puulidy.Jelincd deviant is neither rl;
peillanl lJur .ick, bill is ill.teUII an Ill'
hOlder of all ')I'[>I),ite norm. lie aW'pts 
his uehaviur ii' pruper awl dewgalcs 
i.I.e public lIurm as ilkgitiJl'ldlC. He 
rduses to ilJtcrniaiizc the public norm 
into his self-de/inilioll. This is espc
cially likely to m;wr in instances of 
"'busine.s crill1e.,'· Tht: bllyer secs his 
ilcti,)u lIS IeSilitlldtc ccoMmie bdldvior 
anu rt.ist~ it ddillitiull of it as irulUural 
and thus prohibitable. 'J'l.t: b.u\; of 
"olf-tra,k" b"llill~ illu,tratcs Ollt: area 
ill which cl~.h~s of Cl;llur~ have been 
.~litill. 

The uc.ignatio/l or cllhllr~lly legiti
malt: bdll1vior as deviant J~pellds UpOIl 
the .uperior power anJ orgdnizillioll of 
the ,lcsigllator •• The: COlllopt of con
vention ial this art., as ']'lIr .Syll1~dll'" 
ddincJ Jusli((: for Sllcr~k., is the will 
of the .t(ollger. If lilt: Jtviant is the 
pulit icall y weaker group, then the 
Je.iJ{IlJtion is 01'011 til tlae rlwlges and 
(Olltillgl:lIdts of politic.1 fOllulld. It 
becumes UII i~su\; of political (oullkt, 
rallgill~ group ug~illst group alld cu!-

u.o low« d.,s "n,1 tho police ill ,onu';!,t to 
th~l uf lht 1.\)l.Ul~ OVl!( ~u,h ll1aHtt::S a~ 
g.unbHlIg, prusdulIl,,,', anu ot:xuill peIYC!'~ 
siun. 'nil: cuurts lo.lk¢ LA :..hmU:"I view uf 
g.1Jnblc:'~ "ud pfostiwtc::l than Ju tin: pulice, 
whu titkt! II ::.tcmc:r vjr:w of the set-ultl 
ulfc:udc.!t. Wdlium WcstlcYt "ViulC:ll~c IUIlI 

tho Polk .... AfII"ir.n ,01"""/ vi SuriuJo~y, 
l!J (J"ly. 19H). pp. H·42. 
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ture against culture, in the eifOit to 
determine whose morals arc to be 
c.!t;,iguatcJ as deserving of public allir
n1ollion. 

ft is whtn the deviant is also an 
enemy ~lld his deviance is an aspect of 
group cui lure lh~t the conventional 
norm is lIlost explicitly uud energeti. 
cally allacl:ed. When those once desig
nat"d as deviant have achi.:ved enough 
political power they nlay shift from 
Ji>ubeJiellce to an eltort to change the 
de.i811ation itself. This has certainly 
happened in the ciyil rights movement, 
1lcllavior viewed as deyiant in the 
stgrcgatilloist sodety has in many ju
stanc!!s been moved into the realm of 
the problemdtic, now subject to politi
cal processes of conflict and compro-
11I1St. 

When the deviant and the desig' 
nator percci ve each other as enemies, 
and the designator's power is superior 
to lhat of the deviant. we have domina
tion wilhout It corresponding legiti
lnaey. Allythit)g whkh increases the 
flower of the ueviant to organi~e and 
alta.k the norm is thus a threat t., the 
sodJI dllrnillallc~ sYlllbllli,~d in' the 
~J1innation of the nllnn. Under ,such 
oonJitiolls tht! need of the dl:Sijnators 
til ~tri':lI!lthcll and enforcI! th~,norms is 
grC:Jt. The struggle over thf: symbol of 
sodal puwer und sl'atus is focused 011 
du: llue>tion of the llIajntenan~e or 
ch.(lgt: (If lhe legal notm. The threat to 
the middle (;Ia.s in the increased politi
cal power of Cornerville is iJOt lh'lt the 
Cuwerv iIIe resident will gamllie more; 
he uln:ady UOI:S gamble with great fre
'1U~'lq. The threat b that the law wlll 
come til accept the Illorality of gam· 
bling and trcilt it as a legitimate busi
ne... If this happens, Doslon is no 
IOllg¢r a city dominat~d by middle-class 
Yankees but bC:COnll:S one dominatdd 

" " 
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by 10wer·c1ass immigrants, as many 
think has actually hUPl'ened in Boston. 
TIle maintenance of a norm which de· 
lines gambling as deviant behavior thlls 
symbolizes the maintenance of Yankee 
social .lId politital suptriority. Its dis· 
appear~nce as a public commitment 
would symbolize the loss of that supe· 
riority. 

l'be Cynical Devianl ;, 

The professional criminal commits 
acts whose designntion as deviant is 
supported by wide social consensus. 
The burglar, the hired murderer, the 
arsonist, the kidnapper all prey on 
victims. While they may use repentance 
or illness uS strategies to manage the 
imprc;sions of enforcers, their basic 
orie.uation is self·seeking, to get 
around the rules. It is for this reason 
that their behavior is not a great thrt.-ut 
to the norms although it calls for social 
llJilllugement and repression. It does 
not threaten the legitimllcy of the 
norm~tive order. 

DRINKING AS A CHANGING FORM 

OF DllVJANCB 

Analysis of efforts to define drinking 
as deviant in the United States will 
iIluslute the process by <:vhidl designa· 
tiulls shift. The legal cmbo,liment of 
attitudes toward drinking shows how 
cu!tucul conflicts filld their expression 
in lhe symbolic functions of law. In 
the 160 years since 1800, we see all our 
sUllllc;ted types of nOll·conforming be· 
havior ant! all the form; of reaction 
\llllung the conventional segments of 
the society. 

The llIuvement to limit and control 
personal consulllption of alcohol began 
in the early nineteenth century, al· 
thongh sOllie scattered attempts were 

made earlier."a Colonial legi"l.tion 
was aimed mainly at controlling the inn 
through licensing systems. While 
drunkenness' occurred, and drinking 
was frequent, the rigid nature of the 
Colonial society, ill bOlh North and 
South, kept drinking frolll becoming 
an important social issue."U 

Tbe Repeulalll DriIJker 

TIle delin ition of the drinker as an 
object of social shame begins in the 
early nineteenth century and reaclles 
full development in the lute 1!l20's and 
early Ill30·s. A wave of growth in 
l'elllpecunce organizations in this 
period was sparkell by tile conversion 
of dlinking mcn to abstinence under 
the stimulus of evangdiral revivJI· 
ism.·~ Through drinking men joihing 
together to take the pledge. a norm of 
abstinence ancl sobriety emerged as II 

definition of conventional respect. 
ability. They sought to control th~m· 
selves ami their lleighbors. 
. The norm of ub;tinence and ~obriel y 
repl;lced the accepted patterns of heJvy 
drinking countenanced in the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth cen· 
tury. By the 1870'5 rural ,lIld smull· 
town America had defined middle·class 
morals to include the Dry attitude. 
This definitioJl had lillIe necli for leg,lI 
embodiment. It could be cnun.ci.ltc,1 in 
ntt~,ks On the drunkard which assumed 
that he shared the normative pattern 
of those who exh\l[ted him 10 be be Iter 

22 "he be:.t siuSlc UCC(lunt of 1't:l1Ipc:r~ 
ance activities before the Civil War is Ihut 
of Juhn Krout. 1'1" 0,;gi1l1 "/ Prohibiti"", 
NewYllrk: A.A. KliOpf, 192'. 

26 Ibid., (haplers J a"d 2; also ste Alice 
Earle, UQflI< Li/. ill C"lul/i.1 DUll, New 
York: Macmilla" and Co., 193'1. Pl'. 14e· 
1,19; D6·16). 

., Gllsfield, S1mbolir C,ulaJd, up. (il., 
pp. 44·jl. 
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and to do bttter. lie was a repentant 
"eViJII1, someone to be brollght hack 
into tl,e ful,l by llIorJI pcr,tlJ,iu'lI anLI 
the Icdlui'l"es of rdigiuu) feyiwl· 
j;IllY~ His error Was the SUI of lap'" 
[10m it ,hM"d .t.lJl,lard of vlrlue. "The 
Holy Spiril will lIot vi.il, mULh lelis 
",ill JJc .Iwdl withi" h" who is under 
the j'"lIl1tillll, .Ic!'J,illll dleds of ill' 
lo.ic.llinll dri.lk. Th" .tatc of heart all.! 
IIlind whid. litis occasions tu him is 
lu .• lh,ulI.c illlli an ubCllllinalion:'·u 

Mm,li pef>ljJ,joll Ihu. It.ls on the 
tllllvkliun uf a (Ol\,,",lIS bdwce.\ the:: 
deyi.lnt allil the de.illnalllfs. As Jung 
a. th" objelt of allack und wuvcrsion 
is i.ulatcd il} illdividual tellll., ralher 
thau ptn:civc,1 a. a gruul', there is 110 

sensc of his deyiJlIt aLL as part of a 
ShUICd cultllre. Wh,l\ is .h,He,1 is the 
(j()1'1Il uf wnvention:tlity; the nl'pe.d to 
the driukcr awl lilt, chroniC' alcohulic 
is to (tpOllt. W!.cu the Wtun.lll·s Anti. 
Whiskey C(lI~,lde of 1!J1~·l!rI4 broke 
out in Ohio. dllll'rit WUlllen placed 
thdr alltlilion 011 Ihe luvcl'llS, In IIlJny 
Ohio lowliS these re'pc(table I •• dies set 
up vigils ill [rolH of the tavel'll and 
attempted 10 preveut Illen J WUl tllter
ing JIM I>y the (bit tlaalthey wuuld be 
obscrve,l."1 In ),ccpiJlg with lhe evan' 
gdical mutif in the 'j'cll\pel'alllC .\lOV':· 

llIent, lhe Wa,hingtl.ll;'lIIS. fuull.!"" in 
184tl, ul'pcakd to ,Iunkers ani] chrunic 
nlwhuli,. w'lh the Cllllltional trappings 

2~ Ibid., 1'1'. (il1·d6, 
~d 1"1111'<1#'''' /I1,/l/Nol/ (no publish.:r 

Iisle,l, I u,i;). p. 46. 
::'1 !iel: lilt! lypic.1! arcuullt by Mutln;r 

SlcWJlt, Ulte ur Ihe I<.,\c., iiI lh. lB7.l·701 
WUllloIn') \Vdr dB Whbkcy, ill J.m~a D. 
Slt:wM~lJ l'tJ"JIIfJlitJl (II IIJlI CI'II1l1,Jt, CUh1ll1-
lollS, ofii,,: W, U. lliJ,uarJ, 2nd eJition, 
J8H9, pp. 09·1·1;; IIbt) sec.: SJ.III.I.I,.,/1!,U-Y· 
dup.Ji,/ U/I/;. A/wj,u/ PWbidlll, 6 (West. 
C:fvillc, Ohiu: Anu:dnll\ Is:;,tlC i)ublisililll:' 
Cu" !~.\O), 1'1" ~~()!·2VO). 

and oratory of religious meetings, even 
though d,'void of pastors.~8 

Moral persuasion, rather than legis
lation, has 1>een one persislent theme ill 
the de,igllation of the drinker a·j devi
aut and ll.e alwholic as deprave!.!, Even 
in the depictions of the Illiseries alld 
poyerty of lhe lhronic akohoIit, there 

. is adcd,led moral condemnatioo whidl 
has been lhe h"lhnark of the(American 
TelJll,ctilme movemcnt. Moral persua· 
.ion was indfective as a device to wipe 
Ollt thinkillg an.! dClll\ktMess. Heavy 
drinkillg p"r.isted through the (line· 
lc:clllh .. "fltury alld the orgallized at· 
telllpts to wnvert tht: drunkard experi. 
enu:,,1 much backsliding.oa Neverthe· 
les~;· defections from lhe standard did 
:101 thrcJte" the stulltlard. The pllblic 
Jctinitioll of respectability matched the 
ideals of the sober and abstaining 
people who domiuuted thost: parts of 
dIe ,oc/ely where moral suasioll was 
dfeliive. (n the late nineteenth century 
tho~e areas in which temperance senti
ment was strongest wc,c also those in 
Wh/lh legislation was tnos( easily en· 
furceable.au 

The Enemy Drinker 

The demand for Jaws to limit alco· 
holic consumption appears to arise 
(wm situations in which the dtinkers 

:.!.g Kl(.\H, oI', fit., Chap. 9. 
~. Sec (he tat.l. of consumption of aleo. 

holk lot,c,.llle', lS~0·19H, in Mark Keller 
and V.t. Efrpn. "SelecleJ S •• tistics on 1I.lw· 
IlOln" UCVLfJgC," rt:prhlt~J in Raymond ~tc .. 
Cllrthy, ~di,l,or" DriIJkiug IIlJJ ltJJt.>xirllli()u, 
Glc:ncoe: 'rhc Frce- Prt!~s, 1959, p. 180. 

Ho JOStl'h \luwutr~e all.! 1I.tlhur Sh<rweli, 
SW' ProhibiliQ" ""J I.oral Opliu/l, T.on· 
<1",\: Hmhlc.. am! SlOullhtun, 1900, using 
both systematic observlltioH and "lli1Jysi~ of 
1'«leral tllX paYIII.JJls. wnclodeu (p. 253) 
Ih.zt u. 0- • lucal IJttu 1n America lias unly 
hetll found operative outside lh. lars« 
towns and chies-." 
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possess power as a definitive social and 
political group and, in their customary 
habits and beliefs"deny the validity of 
Ilb,\inence: norms. The persistence of 
areas in which Temperance nurms were 
ka~t controlling led to the emergence 
of aHempts 10 embody control in kgal 
mc,\surcs. The drinker as cn~Jlly seems 
to he the greatest ~Iimulus to elfurts to 
designate his ad as publicly defined 
deviance, 

'In its early phase the American 
Temperance movement was COlllmitted 
chidly to moral persuasion, Effults to 
achieve legislation governing the sale 
and use of akohol do not appear until 
the 1840's. This legislative muvement 
had a dose rl:lationship to tIle jlll
migrntion of lrisl. Cathulics ancl Ger
man Lutherans inlo the United States 
in this period. These non-evangelical 
and/or non-Protestant peoples made up 
1\ 1;lrge proportion of the urban poor 
in Llu: 1840's aUli 1850's. 'l'hey brought 
with them a far mOre Al'cepting eVlalua
tion of drinking than had yet existed 
i,l Ihe Uuited Stales. The tavern and 
the beer paclor had a dbtinct place in 
the leisure of ~lte Germans lind [he 
Irish. The prominence of this place 
was IlItCllsili~d by the stark character of 
lh" developing Amerir.'m slulll.Hl l'hese 
inu\ligrant (~ltUles did not contain u 
strong lradition of Temperance norms 
which might Illlve made an efftctive 
u l'peJI to a sens" of sin. To be surc, 
excessive drunkenness was scorned, but 
Iidther ,abstinence nOr constant sobriety 
were suppurted by the cultural codes, 

Between these two groups-Ult! 

U Sec the oc<'O"It" of drinking h.blt$ 
amung: Irish Ilnd German ilillnigcants ill 
OS(;llr Handlin, Bm/on'l lm1lJigf JlJJJJ, Cm) .. 
brfllst. Mit:lsachusc:tt!li Hil~a(l\ University 
Pross, 1941, p\,. 191-192, 20t-~09; Marcus 
HuuStJl, T/Jo .I/fJlJJi~'lJrJI in Ameri(4ln fIiI" 
lOr), Cambridge, Massuchusetts: liarvunl 
University Pm" 1940, 

native American, middle-class evan
gdical Protestant and the immigrant 
European C"tholic or J.utherun occupy
ing the urban lower cla5s-lhere was 
litLle rooln for repl:nlance. By the 
1850's the bsue of drinking rellcded a 
general cJa,h ovec cultural V(llues, The 
Temperance movement found allies in 
its political efTorts amollg the natIvist 
movel\le/lts.H~ The force and power of 
the Illlti-alcuho[ movements, however, 
were limite.} gr~aLly by the political 
compo,ition of [he urban electorate, 
with its high proportion of immi
grants. ThLe! the movement to develOp 
leJjislation emerged ill reaction to the 
appearance of cultural graul's least re
sponsive to the norms of abstinence 
and sobriety_ The very efforl to turn 
such informal norms into legal stan
dards polariled the ol'jlosing forces 
and accentuated the symbolic import of 
the l\I()vement. Now that the issue had 
been joined, defeat ur victory was a 
dear-Cll! statement of public domi
nance_ 

It is Ii paradox that the most suc
cessful move to eradicate alcohol 
emerged in a period when America was 
shifting {rain II heavy,drinking socidy, 
ill whidl whiskey was [lie I eading form 
of alcohol, to a moderate one, in which 
beer was r~placillg whiskey. Prohibi
tiOn (lUne as the culminMion of the 
movement to reform the immigfilllt 
cultures and at [h~ height of the inuni
grant influx into the Vuited States. 

Following the Civil War, moral per
suasion aud legiSlative goals were both 
parts of the movement against alcohol. 
By the 11l80's nn appe,11 was made to 
the urban, immigrant lower clnsses to 
rcpt:nt and to imitate th" habits of the 

82 nay Billinglon,. The PrbllJltIIJI CrJl

sud" 1800-1860, New York: Macmillan, 
19;8, Chap. D: GusfidJ, S~'/lJb<Jlif e,,,
Jud., op. (/1., pp. ~~-17. 
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American middle class as a routt! to 
economic and ~odal mobh:.; Norms 
of ab~tineucc! wert: presented to the 
IItln·ah~tail1er both as virtue 1111.1 liS 

expedieuct!.8u 'rhi~ dfort failed. The 
new, and larger, immigration of lil90· 
1915 i!\tIcased ~till further tht: threat 
uf tlte urban Jower cJas£ to the mltive 
American. 

The symbolic effe(t of l'rohiLilion 
legish,tiull IUust be kept analytically 
~t:pamtt: from it~ instrumental, enforce
ment side. Wllile the urban IlIi-Idle 
chlss did pmviue much of the org.ai· 
zation~1 leadt:!Sbip to die Temperance 
and ProhibitiOiI movements, the polit
ical strength of tht: movement in its' 
legislative drives w~s in the rural areas 
uf the United Slates. lIere, whtl(, the 
problems of ,I !inking' wer" most uudt:r 
cunl1Ol, where the norm was rdativcly 
int~ct, the appt'fil to a .twggle against 
foreign invAsion was Ihe most jloleut. 
III the.e artas, pa.sage! of legisl;,tjon 
was likely to IlIJk" Mlld.IJ dillercnc/: in 
behaviur. 'nit continuiug polurila(jun 
of political for(~s h,lo lhost of cultural 
0Pl'0.ition alII I cultural ~cceJ>t;lllce dur
illg 11a" J'rohibitiol) campaiglls (1906-
191.9), ~lld during the drive f.Jr ltcpeal 
(1\126.1933), greatly intellsified the 
symbolic sigl1i1kuuce of victury and 
llefcat.u• Evcn if the l'ruhibilioll mCl1-
sures were Iillliled in lheir enforce· 

8U Williuln 1'. Why •• , ~p. clt., p. 99. 
Whyte lilts shown this u£' a tl1~itlr altitude 
of slld.~l wotk amlJ tbt stUiC1tl1!Ul hOUSI! 

towunL tiIUln·dwt:IJc:.t.:i he: ~tudic(l in [li~ 
19lfJ·~ . .... fhe rorumun1ty was txpt:t:tetl to 
• .1,1" ilsdf hi Ih. ",un,luld. uf Ihe selllc· 
Ultut hllu:;t:," 'flit: fddouBIe: fur ttdttpfiltlUIl 
'uy in i", tlf.". ill I"ouloliug sod.1 lIlU
bilhy. 

il< Although • wdl·orsuni.e,l 'rempe,' 
6U1C.C: OUJvt:mrnt txl~lt:tI aUlulIg C..uhulid, it 
wus \II"u~elle"·. Ly Ihe l'l'tllc>lunl ur;'. fllr 
l'l'uhihiti~n: See Joun DI~nd, 1I,bm,i." 
CtIJJ.Jd, Washing"''', P.C.: Culholic Uui
vel',ity 1',.", Ill)!. 

61-601 0 - 77 - 61 

ability in Ule metropolis tbcre .was no 
doubt about who~e Jaw vm public and 
what way of life waS being labelled as 
opprobrious. 

After Repeal, as Dry power in 
American politics subsided, the desig
nation of the drinker as deviant also 
re.~d~d. l'u['Jic affirmation of the tem
perallce norm had chang~d and with it 
the d~finition of the deviant lind 
changed. Abstinence waS itself J<:ss ac· 
c~ptable:. In the 1950's the Temperance 
movelllent, faced Vlith tliis cl1anse in 
p,.blic nOClll$, even introduced a series 
of placards with the slogan, "n's 
Smart Nol to Drink." 

Des1)it.: this normative change in the 
public d~sigllation of drinking dey;· 
UIKC, there has not been much chanse 
ill Amei:icdll drinking patterns. 1/0110'\'1-
illg the Prohibition period the con
sumption of alcohol has not returned 
to its pre-191~ high. Beer has .ontin
ueu to occupy a loure important place 
as a source: of alcohol cOllswnption. 
"Hard ,)rinkers" are not as commoll in 
America today as they were in the 
niuetecnth century. WhiIc:there has 
been somt: increase in moderate drink
ing, the percentage of adults who are 
a!J5lainers has relnained approximately 
Ihe same (one,Ul/rd) for the past 30 
years. Similarly, DIY sentiment has reo 
muioed stable, as measured by local 
opinioll rtsults.8G III short,. the argument 
o·ver. deviance designation has been 
largely one of nonnative d<lminllnCe, 
not of instrumental social control. The 
f'H1cess of deviance designation in 
drinking nttds tu be under$tood in 
terms of symbols (If cultural dominance 
rather than ill the activities of. social 
cOlltro!. 

--uilS;. my allaJysi. of American drinking 
i" Ihe post·Repeof tra. Gn.field, "l';ohibi
tion: 'lbe Impact uf Political Ulopil11lis01," 
of>. (it. 
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Tile Sirk. Drillk.el' 

For most of the nineteenth century, 
the chronic alcoholic as well as the 
less cOlllpulsive urillker was viewetl as 
a sinner. It was not until after Repeat 
(1933) tlwt dlConic alcoholism became 
delined as illness in the United States. 
Earlier actions taken towaru prOll1otiOI\ 
lIf the welfare of drinker; and aleo
holks through Tellll'emnce n\COlsures 
rested on the moral supremacy of ab
stil/enee and the demand for repen
tance. The user of akollol could be an 
object of symjlathy, but his social sal
VJtiOl1 depended on a willingness to 
embrace the norm of his exhorters. 
The designation of alcohol!sm as sick
ness has a different beanng on the 
question of Jlormative superio:iIY .. It 
rell<\ers tile behavior of the deViant m
diiTcreut to [,;e status of norms en
forting abstinence, 

This r~aliiati(Jn appears to have 
mad" slIpl'''rters of Temperance and 
!'rohibitioll hostil" to efforts to rede
line the deviant dIameter of ulcohol. 
ism. They deeply opposed the rel'orts 
of the Committee of Fifty in the late 
Ilinelcellth cenlury.au These volumes of 
rcpurts by scholars and prominent m~lI 
took a less mocalhtic and a moce SOClQ

logical aud fUllctional vIew of the 
salolln und drinking than did the Tem
perance movement. 

ae The Committe<' of FiEty, • group of 
PIUlllillcnt tJucJwrs, .scientists. nnd der~ ... 
men Ijponsorcd and dtrt:ctcJ s~vt~al sl~d.le:I 
H[ ,Jcillking lIod the saloon. 'lllefc po:Ht,!lln 
lUI Incn unuCftlialtJ to tt:IJlpClilIlCt: afsu!u:ca
lions w:.t~ inlcndt:tI to introduce !tnblilsed 
in\lt:)Ugatiun. of tea critk:l of. TemptCiUlcc: 
,1octrim:; 1:or two of clic... leadmg yol\l~les 
5.e John Shaw llilling'" T/;. P/;Y$IO/0g/(4/ 
AI/'tOI o/IIJI Liquur Prub/"f/, !lo.ton and 
New YOlk; Houghton, Mimi!1 .nJ Co., 
19if~' l\uyl1l0ll.l Calkin" SUbIlilulel Jor 
Ibq S~Joon, Dos/un and New Yock: Bougb
lon, Mimin "uJ Co" 190~. 

The soundness of these fcars is 
shown by what did happen to the 
Tcmperance movement ~ith. lI~e rise 
of'the view that alcohohsm IS Illness. 
It Jed to new ngencies conccrued with 
drinking problems. These exdmlt:tl 
Temperance people from lhe. ci r(/~ of 
tho.e who now deline whJt 15 dc:vlanl 
ill drinking haLits. 'fhe National Com
mission on Alcoholism was forme,\ in 
1941 and the Yale School of Akoholic 
Studies formed in 1940. 'l1Jey ~ere 
manned by medical personnel, Sud.lt 
workers and social scientists, people 
now uli;n to the spirit of the abstainer. 
Problems of drinking were rCOlul'ed. 
from the dlUrch anti placed in the 
hands of the universities and the med
i,lll clinics. The tendency to hallule 
drinkers through protective alll\ ",d
fare agencies rathee th~n thrut~gh 
poUce or clergy lias become morc fre
quent, 

"The bare statement that 'alcoholism 
is II distase' is most misleading since 
, ,', it conceals what is e~sential-that 
a step in public pulicy is being recom
mended, nol a scientilic discuvcry lin
nOllncetl,"B1 John. Sedey's remark is 
an apt one. :Rl:plactmtnt of the nOrm 
of sin and repentance by Ula~ of jlJne.5s 
and IIlerapy removes the: omlSof glull 
and immorality frolIl the lIet of drink
ing and the state of chron ic a.lcoholis~n, 
It replaces the image of Ih~ SInIlC! With 
Ihat of a patient, a persoll to be ·1B:lped 

81 John Seel"y, "Alcoholism b • 'Dis
.ase: Implic4tion, for Sodal. Puller,". in 
D. Pittman Mal C. Snydt:f, t!thwt!f. 50(1(", 

CIi/IUre rmJ OdrlkilJg PulltJrtlJ, Nt:w Yurk: 
Jullli Wiley anti SIlIIS, 1962, PI', .)86·~93. 
at p, '93. For Q dtseription of Ille 1'''''eIY of 
definitions of ulcuholism und drunkenness, 
us deviant and Hou-dc:viant, :iec lh<: pilpr;rli 
by Edwill L"mert, ':..\1<'ohol, Vulut, .",1 
Soci.l Controt" and by Areh« TOllgue, 
"What the Slat" Dots About AIe"h,,1 QnJ' 
Alcobolhm," bolh ;n the 'a/lle volume, 

'-~ " 
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rather than to be exhorted. No wouder 
that the Temp~ranle movement has 
founu the work of the Yale School, 
alld oftcn even the woek of Alcoholics 
AllOUYllJOUS, a threat to its own move
ment. It has been must Iilllited in its 
cooperalion with lhese organizations 
lind h'\5 altcmptcu tt> sel Ill' other oeg.l
niz~tiolls whilh might I'rovid~ the face 
of Science in leaglle wilh tlte tont! of 
the movement."" 
Th~ J'e,lelinitioll of the alcoholic as . 

sick thus brought into j>owcr both ideas 
alld nrganizatiuns :1ntithctkal to the 
Temper"lIl'e 11lOVCJllent. '1'),,, norm pro
tl"Cltd by 1.IW and governmcnt was no 
langeI: the one held by the people who 
had supported ,TeJllperance and Pro
hibition. The hostility 'If Temperance 
people is readily lInder~talldable; their 
relative pulitical uniml'0itunce is cru
cial to thdr prcsent in~bility tu make 
thal hlJ~lility effcctive. 

MOYI,MllNTS OJ! MOIlAl. PIISSIIGIl 

In this paper we ha.ve called atten
tion to the fact tliut devi~l\le designa
tions have hbtories; th~ public delini· 
Hcm of behavior as Jeviant is itself 
ch'"111"'dblc. It is open to reversals of 
political l'''w~r, twisls of I!ublk opin
ion, awl the devdul'l1lent of social 
movements anti mOl'al crusades. What 
is attddw<l as criminal toJay may be 
seen as silk next YC.lC alld foullht uyer 
as pos~i"'y legitimatt: by the next gen· 
eration, 

Movements to redefine! behavior may 
eveutuale in U lIIural passage, a·transi-

aH '1'1 •• wcru ,hlting 'hI: 1l.1)O·, pee
,i,tonely uvuid.d SUPl',)ft IU Alcohvlic. 
IutullflllUUS. The Yule SdJUol of Alcohol 
Silulics was- uUilckclt anJ tleru8iUttl ill 
'ft:lllpcnmrt: lilcnuun:. A (ountc:r-organiza. 
tiun, with )cvc:n;) pcoluillC!nt pro.Dry lideo
ti~ts, devcJuptd. held seminar:i, lind issued 
statelllent •. ill "pPI"iliull 10 Yale Schoul 
public"lion¥. 

\1 

tion of the behavior from one mal'll 
status to another. )n analyzing move
ments toward the redelinition of alco
hol use, we. have dealt with moral 
crusades which were restrictive aod 
others which were permissive toward 
drinking and toward "drunkards." 
(We might have also used the word 
"alcoholics," suggesting a less disnp
proving and more medical perspec
tive,) In both cases, however. the 
movements sought to change the public 
designation. While we are· familiar 
with the restrictive or enfurcing muve
ments, the permissive or legitimizing 
movemeut must also be seen as a prev
alent way in which deviants thcow off 
the onus of their'actiolls. arId avoid the 
sanction~ associated with immoral ac
tivities. 

Even where the deviants are a small 
and politically powecless group they 
may neverthdess atlempt to protect 
themselves by influence over the pco
cess of designation. The elfort tu deline 
tlt~mselves as ill is one plausible means 
to this cnd. Drug addiction as well as 
drunkenness is },urtially undergoing II 

change toward such redclinition.~u 'I11is 
occurs in league with l'oWCLful t;roup. 
.in sudety, such as soci,d workers, med
ical professionals, or university pro
fc:ssors. 'Ibe moral passulle' achieved 
here reduces the s,mctions imposed by 

au Many of lhe writins' of sodologisr~ 
iutt:H:sleJ in urug addiction have contaiued 
explicil·dcmilll<js for such redefinilions, Ste 
lJ«kcr, "p. <il.; Alfctd l.imltsmith, Th. 
./I,ldi" all:! Ih, La .. , Illuolllinglon, Indiana 
UniveNity PreS', 196), anJ D.lVid Au,ubd, 
Drllg Addifl;OII, New York, )lanQonl 
lIouse, 19l8. The fccent muvement Iu re
define marijuana amI LSD as le/;itilJlale is 
partially supported by such writings but is 
tnl)l·c ulieutly a ffiOV\!1Utllit uf enemy devi .. 
"nB .. Th. actlvitie, of 1'imothy Leary, AUen 
Ginsberg, alld the "hip.t."," is Ihe IlIost 
vucal c.pr .. sion of Cbi, mOvemenl. 

f/ ,I 
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criminal law ani.! the public acceptance 
of the deviant designation. 

The "lifting" of a deviant activity 
to the level of a political, public issue 
is thus a sign that its rnorlll status is 
at Make, thM legitimalY is a possibility. 
'l'OtI.y the InurJI acceptance ot drink
ing, mJrijUJnll and LSD use, homo
sexuJlity, auortion, alld olher "vices" 
is bdl1g publicly disctlssed, and move
Inents (h"111I'ioning them have 
emerged. SUdl movements draw into 
them far more than the deviants them
stl ves. Because they become symbols of 
gener,11 cultural attiludes they callout 
partisans for bOlh repression and per
lllission. The prestot debate over drug 
Ilddittion laws in the Unite,! States, for 
eXllmple, is carried. out between de
fenuers and o\'posers of the norm 
ralher thU'1 between U!;ers and non· 
users of the drugs involved. 

As the movement for redefinition of 
the'addict as sick has grown, the move
ment to strengthen the definition of 
addiction as criminal has responded 
with increased legal severity, To 
cI"ssify dru/! users as sick and the vic· 
tims or clients as suffering fcom 
"disease" wuuld me;m a change in the 
ng~nci"s responsible for reaction from. 
pulke enforcement to medical authori. 
tic>. Furth~r, it might diminish the 
Illoral disapproval willI which drug 

use, and the reputed euphoric dfects 
connected with it, are viewed by sup
porters of present legislation. Com
menting on the dinic plan to permit 
medical dispensing of narcotics to 
licensed addicts, U.S. Commissioner of 
Narcotics Anslinger wrote: 

"fbis plan would elevate a most despi
cable tr:.u..ll! to the avuwed status of an 
llonorublc busiuc:ss. nay. to the status of 
practice of a time·honored prof~siuni 
amI drug addicts wuulJ m"ltiply unte
£tcdineJ, to the irrevocable illlpaiHnent 
of the moral fiber and physical welf ... 
of the /unerican peuple.40 

In this paper we have seen that re
defining 1I10r.l crusades tends to gen
erate strong counler-Illovemenll;. The 
deviant as a cultural opponent is a 
more potent threat to the norm than 
is the repentant, or even Ule sick de
viant_ TIle threat to the legitimacy of 
the norm is a spur to the need for 
symbolic restatement in legal terms. In 
these instances of "crimes without vic
tims" the legal norm is 1101 the enun· 
ciator of a consensus within the COln-' 
munity. On Ule contrary, it is when 
consensus is least attainable that the 
pressure to establish legal nOllUS ap
pears to be: g~eatest. 

40 Harty Anslinger and William Tomp
kins. Th. Traffif ill Narrolirs, New York: 
Funic and Wagnan, Co., Inc., 19H, p. 186. 

L -:1 
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CLARIFICATION OF DR. GODDARD'S VIEWS 
ON MARIHUANA 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1967 

HOUSE OF REP~SENTATIVES, 
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AlSl> FOREIGN COMMEROE, 

Washington, D.O. 
The committee met at 11 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room 2123, 

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Harley O. Staggers (chairman) 
presiding. . 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. 
The purpose of the hearing today is to obtain clarification from 

Dr. James L. Goddard, Commissioner of the Food and Drug Admin
istration, concerning statements he is reported to have made with re
spect to marihuana. 

Dispabhes carried by a major news service on October 16 and 17 
stated "Food and Drug Administration Commiss~oner Dr. James 
Goddard says he would not object to his daughter smoking marihuana 
any more than if she drank a cocktail." 

This dispat0h received wide publicity throughout the United States 
and, although its accuracy has been denied, the denial has not caught 
up with the statement as originally reported, as is of! ~n the case. 

Ever since the original statement was reported, 1 have been re
quested by Members of the House to hold a hearing to provide for 
clarification of this matter. I have refused up until now, because I 
wanted enough time to pass for the facts to be developed. I think we 
are now in a position to discuss the subject in perspMtive, and there
fore have called this hearing to obtain from Dr. Goddard a clarifica
tion of his remarks concerning marihuana, both as reported, and as 
actually delivered. 

Dr. Goddard, we are pleased to have you with us again, and you may 
proceed with your statement. 

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES L. GODDARD, COMMISSIONER OF FOOD 
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDU
CATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM W. GOOD
RICH, ASSISTA..~T GENERAL COUNSEL 

Dr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to ap
pear before this committee today to clear the atm6spher~ about our 
position with respect to marihuana. 

As evidenced by the attention given by representatives of Govern
ment, the press, and the professions, it is plain that the increasing use 
of marihuana is a matter of national concern. 

(1) 
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I. am fL'Yare, Mr. Chairman, that st3:t~ments attributed to me, but 
whIch I did not make, have caused addItIOnal concern. Let me clarify 
the record in this regard at the very outset. 

I.did not say that I would not object to my daughter smoking 
marIhuana. 

I dit1not, and I do not, condone the use of marihuana. 
I did not, and I do not, advocate the abolition of controls over 

marihuana. 
I did not, and I do not propos,e "legaliping" the drug. 
'With your permission, Mr. Chamnan, I would like to call your 

attention to one point which arose as the result of an erroneous Ilews 
dispatch fr{nn Minneapolis on October 17. I was reported to have 
stated that I w~ould' not object any more to my dau,O'hter smoking 
marihuana than if,';''I.le dra:hk a c00ktail. <:> 

The news di~Jiatcl1 was not correct, and Mr. Julius Frandsen, vice 
president and 1Vashington manager of U:n.ited Press International, 
has written me a letter on the subject. lVithyour permission, I would 
like to insert a copy for the record and guote just this brief portion: 
. So it has become clear to me that UPI erred in' attributing to you unqualified 
statements ,yhich in fact were considerably qualified. 

I am sorry if UiPI ,nascompounded your problems. We are prepared to ca'rry 
adis{>atch aclmowledging O]1r ~rror. ' , 

'(The letter referred to ~bove follows:) 

Dr. JAMES L. GODDARD, 

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL, 
TVash'ington, D.O., November 2, 196'1. 

Oommi88ioner, Food and Dr'lIg Admini8t1'a·tion, 
Washingtonj,',D.O. ' 

DEAR DR-GODDARD: Following my return from a trip, I have been belatedly 
looking into the Circumstances of our dispatches from Minneapolis on October 17 
an(ll,8. I find we owe you an apology.. ' 

I refer to the UPI dispatch which began, without qualification: 
"Food and Drug Administration CO!11missioner: Dr; James Goddard says he 

wonld.not object to his daughter smoking lnai'ijuana any more than if she drank a 
cocktail." 

unfortunately, no complete tape exists of your t:lxchanges with reporters. TIle 
questioning began in an informal session in the front of tIle auditGl'ium after 
your speech and no recording eqUipment was' there. Equipnlent was set up j'n 
another room and only the ensuing proceedings at that place were ta'pM. 

CPI was rel)resented by Miss Judy Yick of the University of lHinnesota News 
SE'rvicE'. She says her notes show that in the Q. &. A .. with reporters in the_aucli
torinm Victor Cohn of the Minneapolis Tribune asl,ed whether marijuana is more 
dangerous than alcohol. And that you replied "Whether or not marijuana is more 
dangerous than, alcohol is debatable. I d'lu't happen to think it is." " 

Mii1'O' Viek says that Mr. Cohn then asl;:ed whetl}er you would mll:(p- if your 
danghtp+, smoked.marijuana any D,lore than if she drank a eocl;:tail, and'i;~at you 
l'epliefl",':No, except in the context of the present law." 1 take that to be k~efer-
enc!;' to the faet tbut marijuana is illegal and alcohol is legal. '", "\, 

~Ir. Cohn's recollection is that,his question Was to tIle effect "Woul<l':volllhind 
if your daughter took marijuana?" His' notes have you responding: "We h~ye 
tall;:ed about it at home. I would (that is, would object) in terms of the law tq
day" and "we really don't know what the long-terlll effects (of marijuana), are.'~ 
,Followed lJy some comments about distortion of perception following nse of mari-\ ' 
juanll. '. . . \ 

So it hilS becOme clear to me that uPI erre,d ill attribJ~ting to you 'llnqualified \ 
statements which in fact were considerably qnalified.: . ' .. ',I 

I am sorrY if UPI has compounded your problems. ,We are prepa;redto, carry < ' 

.a (Uspnt('h acknowledging cur error. , '. ' , .. 
In Yiewof the public uncE'rtainty that now exists as to what you do and do not. 

believe. I llOpe you will sit dow!i with our Louis Cassels so that he can prepare 
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a. definitive dispatch. I believe you know Mr. Cassels and his outstanding record 
for accuracy and fairness. Please let me know. 

Several members of Congress have inquired about our original story, and I 
am taking the liberty of sending them copies of this letter. 

~incerely, 
JULIUS FRANDSEN, 

Vice President a;nil Washington Manager. 

Dr. GODDARD. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Frandsen-and other 
members o.f the press-recognize the complexities o.f the issue o.f 
marihuana and wish to serve the public in the lbest possible manner. 
I think the press does sense the impo.rtance o.f the problem and makes 
every effort to. pro.vide the N atio.n with the bes'c info.rmatio.n available. 
. :My remarks at Minneapo.lisand elsewhere co.ncerning marihuana 
have always been in response to. questions fro.m the press. In every 
instance, 1 have made it f.bundantly clear that marihuana has been 
and still remains llllder the jurisdictio.'J. o.f the Bureau o.f Narcotics 
of the U.S. Department o.f the Treasury. .; .'. 
It is o.ftenerro.neously assumed that the Fo.od and Drug Administra-

. tio.n, which administers the drug abuse co.ntro.l amendments, ·has 
jurisdictio.n ever net only the . controlled drug&-the amphetamines, 
barbiturates, and hallucino.gens-but marihuana, as well. Our agency 
has made every effort to clarifJthe differences wherever possible. . 

New let me make several po.mts about marihuana. First, the shock-
ing gro.wth and use o.f marihuana has lbeen so. rapid that no.ne o.f us in ~ 
Go.vernment, in medicine, o.r the legal pro.fessien has been able to, 
co.unter it effectively. . 

Fer example, the Department !:'If Justice o.f the State of Califo.rnia 
has reperted a total o.f 28,319 adult drug arrests fer 1966, the highest 
figure to date, fully 32.1 percent above the 1965 figure. Some of this 
increase comes from the enfo.rcement last ysar, fer the first time, of 
the drug abuse control amendments, which beca!i"tle effective on Febru-
ary1,1966. '. 

Ho.wever, to quote from the Califo.rnia Feport, "Marihuana o.ffenses 
acco.unted for approximately one-half of the 1966 arrests and showed 
a 71-percent increase over these repo.rted during 1965." Arrests fer 
"heroin and other narco.tics" rese byabo.ut 11 percent. "Dangero.us 
drug arrests shewed a 4-percent gain," the repo.rt alsi) adds. 

California's adult marihuana arrests in 1966 were triple that for 
1960. Among ju.veniles, the rise was even mort! dram!Ltic: Drug ar
rests in general increased 87 percent between 1965 and 1966, but 
juvenile marihuana arrests increased 140 percent, from 1,.623 to 3. ,869. 

The marihuana arrests, plus ·the 898 dangerous drug arrests, ac
counted for 95 percent of the juvenile drug arrests in. California dur-
ing 1966. . 

We could pursue this further, Mr. Chaiz'man, bu.t I hope that this 
illustra~ion w~ll show tha.t, 'as we have t,a1kfl~ ttbout the prOblem in 
pro.fesslOllal Clrclp,sand have wtme o.ur studl(;f) and exchanged our 
memorandums, the tgencies o.f law enforcement have encountered a 
grim situatio.n that is developing with Q"reaC mo.mentum-with a 
mo.mentum that seems to. exceef'l our o.wn ability, thus far, to explo.re 
the problem and co.me up with sound solutio.ns that are iIi the public 
interest and thu,t can be put into effect. . 
, This is only part o.f the broad picture Qf drug abuse. As yo.u know, 
Mr. Chairman, the drug abu.se contro.l ttihendments, which we carry 
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out, include a class of drugs called the hallucinogens. Among these 
drugs are lysergic acid diethylamide-orLSD-peyote, mescaline, 
psylocibin, and others, such as DMTand STP, which have recsntly 
come upon the scene. 

Since the establishment of our Bureau of Drug Abuse Control, in 
February of 1966, we have conducted over 2,000 rTiminal investiga
tions . .A. third of these have" involved the hallucinogens. Marihua.na 
has been offered for sale or seized in nine out of evervl0 investigations 
by our BDAC men following the hallucinogenleads.

v 

" 

Our agents, Mr. Chairman, have moved in on these cases swiftly, but 
" with a good sense of who has jurisdiction. BDAC agents in Dallas 
recently seized 1,000 doses of LSD. At the same time, they s~ized 
approximately 100 pounds of marihuan!1, ,which they turned over to 
Bureau of Narcotics agents. " 

At New York's Kennedy International Airport, BDAC agents, 
again working on an I,SD case, seized not only a quantity of that 
drug, but about 230 pO\lnds of marihuana as well, which was turned 
over to local police and a~ents of the U.S. qustoms Service: 

There are countless lIlstances of marlhuanaapnearmg together 
with the hallucinogen.s under our jurisdiction. Our agents, working in 
closecoo}?eration with other Federal agencies and with the excellent 
cooperatIOn of State and local law enforcem«.>;nt agencies, can account 
for 931 arrests to date. Sixty per cent of these arrests iJ,lVolved the 
hallucinogens. And, as I have indicated-in both the investigational 
as well as the arrest stages-marihuana is usually present. 

The Food and Drug Administration and the Treasury Department's 
Bureau of Narcotics have been cooperating in dealing with this prob
lem. There is a formal working a~eement between the Bureau of 
Narcotics and our Bureau of Drug Abuse Control which provides for 
a close working relationship between our agents in the field as well as 
our staffs in Washington. . 

The use of marihuana in this country and the rest of the world 
has a long history, of course. In the United States, "marihuana" refers 
to any part of the plant, or an extract such as the resin, which induces 
changes in physical perception and in psychological reactions. T.hese 
physical and mental effects will Vf),ry in the individual marihuana 
smoker, depending on four major factors: 

The circumstances in which the drug is usedj 
The amount consumed, usually by smoking; 
The perilonality of the user; and 
TIle llser's ·previous expe~ience ,vith marihuana. > -: 

The most com.mon reaction to marihuana is development o£ a state 
of mind in which ideas. seem disconnected, uncontroll):l, and freely 
flowing. Perception is disturbed, minutes seem to be ,hours, and· sec~ 
onds seem to be minutes. Spitce may be "broadened, and near objects 
may appear far away. ". 

When large doses are used-doses generally heaVIer than normally 
used in this country-extremely vividhaUucinations may occur. With 
sl}ch large doses, panic and a fear of death ma.y .mf,ike the experienCe . 
hIghly unpleasant. ., 

Gentlemen,whatI have just told ~IPu about mari~l1lan!l' is a f,esume 
from one of the most respected textbiJoks on'drugs III tIns COl.llltl'Y. It 
is the third edition of t,heHFharmacologicalJ:?ll;Sis G£ Therapeutics." 
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by Louis S: Goodmt1.n ll,nd Alfred Gilman. I refer you to pa.ges 299 and 
300 of this volume. . 

It should be made clear, however, that no one in the scientific or 
medical communities is satisfied with the level of knowledge we have 
concerning marihuana and similar drugs. As I llave stated on several 
occasions, there is still much research to be done. 

For example, the chemical composition of marihuana has not been 
fully determined, although what seems to be the planfs most active 
inO'redients have been isolated and synthesized. . -

Scientifically controlled marihuana studies of varying lengths have 
not been conducted on animals or humans to determme effects on body 
tissue and metabolism, or neuromuscular response, and on psychologl
cal, and cultural reasons for marihuana use, especially among our 
young people. The number and characteristics of marihuana users ill 
the United States are virtually unknown, and paths to such use are 
unexplored. 

Mr. Chairman, there are a number of stU9-ies that are beinO' con
ducted under the auspices o£.the National Institute of Mental Health. 
I would like to deposit with the committee at this time a recent listing 
by the NIMH of their marihuana research and related grant activities. 

(The document referred to follows:) 

U:S. DEPARI1'!>£ENT OF HEALTR, EDUOATION, AND WELFARE, PUBLIO HEALTH SERVIOE, 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH 

(For release Thursday, October 26, 1967) 

The National Institute of Mental Health today issued a summary of Institute
supported research related to marijuana and its components. The summary 
follGws: . . 

Eugene 'S. Boyd, University of Rochester, N.Y.-Investigation of the effects 
of marijuana components on the central nervous system of human subjects. 
Start1September 1, 1960; $167,773. 

Hine Laboratories, ·San Francisco-Development and investigation of tests 
to deotermine thl' presence of marijuana in blood 'and urine. Start March 1, 1967; 
$70,700. 

Raphael Mechoulam, Hebrew University, Jerusalem-Synthesis of marijuana 
constituents and a study of their physiological ·and psychologh'!al effects. Sta·rt 
March 1, 1967; $26,.500. 

Const!lndinos J. Miras, University of Athens--Use of radio-active tagged 
marijuana to determine absorption, distribution, site of action and excretion 
of marijuana in the body of experimental animals. Start March 1, 1967; $14,000. 

Lloyd J. Dolby, University of Oregon-A study of the chemical nature of 
selected marijuana components. Start September 1, 1965; $13,699. 

Dean I. Manheimer, Longley-Porter Neuropsychia.tric Institute; San Fran
cisco--Resoo.rch on patterns of drug acquisition, drug use and attitudes toward 
drugs by adults. (West Ooast) . Start June 1, 1966; $285,931. 

Ira CiE.in, George Washington University, Wa·shington, D.C.-Research on 
patterns of drug acquisition, drug use and attitudes toward drugs by adults, 
(East Coast). ,Start June 1, 1966; $107,337. 

Martin Hoffman, Mount Zion Hospital and Medical Center-San Francisco
Psychological and psychiatric studies of marijuana smokers. Start ·September 1, 
1965; $64,751. 

Richard Blum, Stanford University-An investigation of the incidence ·and . 
patterns of use of marijuana and other mind"altering drugs by college students. 
Start March 1, 1966; $78,524. 

Ross Speck, Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia-Investigation of 
a'dolescent drug users and of tIle spread of drug use among adolescents. Start 
June 1, 1966; $49,734. 

National Student Association, WaShington, D.C.-Exchange of information 
on the motives for, and extent and consequences of, drUg use .by college students 
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asa hasis for developing means .to <1iscourage campus drug abuse. Start June 15, 
1967 j $50,600. 

Samuel Pearlman, Brooklyn College of City College of New York-Investiga
,tion of patterns of drug use and abuse in five New Yorl\: City unh'ersities. Start 
May 1, 1967 j $4,200. 

Christophel' D. ,Stone, University of Southern California Law Cerrte-r-A. survey 
of laws concerning marijuana use, with special attention to problems of mari
juana use in research. Start June 1,1967 j $3,248. 

Harris Isbell, 'University of Kentucky, Lexington---,Studies of psychological, 
emotional and behavioral effects of marijuana in humans, A.ddiction Research 
Center. (Intramural). 

Dr. GODDARD. You will notice that underway are several projects on 
the sociology of marihuana usage, the metabolism of marihuana in 
man and animals, and patterns of acquisition' of the drug. 
. Gradually, we will be able to construct a clearer picture-based 
upon hard, scientific facts~of this drug, its short- and long-term 
effects, its fully identity, and the ways it can and cmmot be used 
by man. 

Clearly, while the answers to these questions are being formulated 
by the scientific community, by the work of many hundreds of phy
sicians and researchers, our enforcement efforts in the Food and 
Drug Administration as well as in the Bureau of Narcotics must 
contmue. 

r am reminded, Mr. Chairman; of the experience the FDA went 
through when it first became involved in the control of abused drugs. 
The agency discovered, for example, that as many as 25,000 barbiturate 
dosages could be purchased at a truck stop. ' 

The enforcement strategy for an agency with limited manpower 
seemed to be clear enough: concentrate on those who el1~age in' the 
illicit manufacture, distrIbution, and sale of large qua;ntitles of ,those 
drugs which are abused, by some membe~'s of our socie~y. This was the 
position advocated by the Department of Health, Education, and 'Wel-, 
fare during the hearin 0" before this committee on the Drug Abuse 
Control Amendments of 1965. This was the position adopted qy, tlie 
Congress. .' , . ' . 

. After the' amendments were passed by a lllanimous vote of the 
Congress, this strategy of enforcement continued to be FDA's ap
proach. In my opinion, it has worked well. In fact, l~st year, when 
we were questioned by three congressional committees as to the need 
for more stringent penalties-particularly penalties for personal pos
session and use of the amphetamines, barbIturates, and ha,lludnogens
r responded'that we saw no need for a change in the law. We believed 
then and still be1i(jve today that no useful purpose would be ser\Ted 
.by making a felon of the individual who abuses these drugs. 

'r did state, however, that(~we would evnluate the effectiveness of 
the misdemeanor penalties for the illicit manufacture, sale, and dis
tribution of the controlled drugs. If we find thes&\ penalties to be in
effective, I promised to come back to the Congres1;J{ and seek a tougher 
set of"pehalti(JS in that .a,~ea~ I.repeat that promise now. 

From this brief bit or'llistory, you can ,see how the FDA, while 
administering the drug abuse control amendments and coming upon 
both LSD and marihuana in the course of our enforcement work, 
£nds that there i!3a rather significant anomaly in the penalties with 
respect to these two 11allucinogens. .' . " 

II 
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During the past year and a half, ~ ~ave become personally aware 
of the problem, as the agency's C01IlIIllSSIOner. For- examp.le, our agents 
may find two individuals in the same room, one possessmg L8D~an 
extremely dangerous drug, and one ?f the m.ost dangerous dl:UgS I have 
ever studied-'-al1d the other possessmg ~arIhu.ana. Our ~I?A0 a~ents 
would seize the LSD under the executlVe seIzure proVIsIOns of the 
drug abuse control amendments, but the person possessing the drug 
wou1d not be subject to prosecution under the Federal statute. His 
companion however, would be taken into custody and be -liable to a 
felony con~ction under the laws governing the possession of mari
hUana, a ch'ug which is less potent that LSD. 

This is why I consider the penalties to be inconsistent and why I 
believe that this inconsistency prevents full 'and effective protection 
of the public interest in the matter of abused drugs of any kind. 

Let me emphasize again that I have never advocated the legalization 
of marihuana. Rather, I ha.ve raised the question of the severity of the 
penalties attached to possession of marihuana and I suggest that the 
Congress might a.lso wish to review these penalties in the lio-ht of en
for cement experience throughout local, State, and Federai Govern-
ment and as the results of drug research may dictate. . 

In dosing, I woulc11ike to summarize some of the tasks we are per
forming and the goals toward which we are striving in dealing with 
the proolem of drug ,abuse in a comprehensive manner. Among these, I 
would include~ , 

(1) a continuing .• concentration of enforcement activities 
against the illicit manufacturers and distributors of dangerous I," 
drugs; , , . 

(2) an incI'eased exchange of information with State and local 
police and health "agencies, as well.as with similar international 
agencies, to streilgthen enforcement programs and to broaden the 
total understanding of the scientific and social data upon which 
these programs must be based; , 

(3) the c~ntinuation and expansion of the research effort to 
fill the gaps In our knowledge that I noted a moment ao-o.; and 

(4) effective a~sistance to educators and journalists t~ support 
the:r effort to brmg factual drug knowledge to the public who 
ultImately must determine the nature and direction of oUl~ con
trol programs. 

The cooperat:.on of many agencies,atalllevels of o-overnment is 
required in carrying Ol1t t.hese broad ,assignments. The Food and Dr:u;" 
Adn.'J.il1!~tration ~'i~l giYe its best efforts in this cause, I assure you. .0 

ThanK you. 
I will be happy, Mr. Chairman, to answer any questions you orothel' 

members of the committee may have. ' 
The CHAllUfAN. Thank you, Dr. Goddard. . 
I do have o~e or two questions, and I would like to say for the.benefit 

of the .00mmItteethat I hOJ?e that after questions have been asked; 
they WIll not be r~peated by the members of the committee. I hope that 
we get the questIOns asked and answered by noon' in the hopes that 
we can'finish this morning. . . . . 1 , 

p~. G.oddard, to' clarifY"some; of your statements, do you fayor 
elnnmatmg any of the penalties presently prescribed by law for the 

.. 
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sale of marihuana or any other drugs whose sale is prohibited by la;r 
Dr. GODDARD. No, sir. , 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, based upon the studies that you have con

ducted, does it appear that a person can become addicted to any of 
the followin.g drags: the amphetamines, barbiturates, LSD and the 
like, marihuana, and the hard narcotics?' 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. There is no question that persons can -become 
addicted to the hard narcotics, the opiate derivatives of which heroin 
is one. Addiction implies that the individuals are taking increasing dos
ages and that they have physical withdrawal symptoms from the drug. 

With respect to the 'amphetamines, the other drugs we have men
tioned, LSD and the other hallucinogens, we do not see addiction, as 
such. We do see psychic dependence; we do see development of 
tolorence. 

For example, peopJe rapidly go to tolerance in the amphetamines. 
They may take heavy dosages at Qne time, for example, several hundred 
milligrams instead of the usual dosage of 5 milligrams, dosages so 
large that they could be fatal in any of us who have not taken the 
drug. 

We now talk more in terms of drug dependence than getting caught 
in the argt!IIlent of addicting, nonaddicting, and get into the seniantic 
problems that existed in the past. Alcohol is still another drug that one 
can develop physical dependence upon and have withdrawal symptoms 
occur; Barbiturates also can cause physical dependence. . ' 

The CHAIRMAN. Now, that was my next questIon. Does alcohol cause 
addiction~ 

Dr. GODDARD. I would rather call it physical dependence, rather than 
addiction. This is measur~d by ,the increasing dosage that is required by 
the person to obtain the same effect; in other words, wha,t we co:tnIDonly 
call tolerance and the withdrawal symptoms that occur when the 
drug alcohol is withdrawn. ' 

What we commonly refer to as the "DT'sn are the physical mani
festations of withdrawal sysmptomsin the individual who has devel
oped a physical dependence to alcohol. As I have tried to point out, 
alcohol does l'epresent a sel'ious problem to our society . Many times I 
have also mentioned that marihuana and other drugs ate abused. 

These problems of drug ahuse and the problem of alcohol are very 
much alike; they are manifestations of problems in· society that we 
have to approach realistically; we have to l'ecognize their presence 
and we,have to begin to develop prograJlls which will help solve these 
problems. , " 

The CHAlRMAN. Excuse me. Is there a study now being made in your 
Department on alcohol ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who is making it~ 
Dr. GODDARD. Both thl'oughthe support of research,and recently 

we ha'Ve published what represents a comprehe!lsive summary of our 
present :Knowledge about alcohol and alcoholIsm nom the NIMH 
national clearinghouse for mental health infonnation. 

I could })rovide you, if you wish, Mr. Chairman, for the record, 
the scope or the studies that are being carried out, the activities that 
are miderway. 
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(The infonnationsupplied is contained in Public Health Service 
publication No. 1640 (1967), "Alcohol and Alcoholism".) 

Dr. -GODDARD. We are talking about a very serious health problem, 
and I consider drug abuse to be a very serious health problem of our 
Nation as well, and marihuana is one drug that· is being abused. The 
extent of tile magnitude of that portion of the problem IS known, and 
estimates range between 400,000 to 3 million people currently using 
marihuana. 

The CHAffiMAN. One further question and then I will stop. 
In 1963, the Prettyman commission recommended transfer of juris

diction over the hard narcotics and over the amphetamines, barbitu
rates, and LSD to the Justice Department, Do you know if the admin,
istration ever took a position on that recommendation and, if so, what 
it was~ 

Dr. GODDARD. I do not believe they have ever taken a position on 
that recommendation. I am familiar with the Pret.tyman rep9rt, but 
they have not taken a position. . 

The CHAffiMAN. Mr. Friedel. 
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman--
Mr. FRIEDEL. I don't have any questions, but I am very glad we 

invited Dr. Goddard to this meeting to clear the air. I am glad th!l,t 
you were here to deny that. I think you have been done a lot of 
injustice. 

Dr. GODDARD. Thank you. 
Mr. FRIEDEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CUAmMAN. Mr. Keith. 
Mr. KEITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ... . 
It is good to see you here to clarify this confusing situation, but 

I am not surprised that it is confused. It seems ~o me that you could 
have giveD; a :f~ank statement of one word to each of the questions 
contamed m tIllS UPI letter and saved yourself. a lot of embarrass
ment, this committee a lot of concern, and reassure the ptlblic as to 
what the true facts were instead of hedging a bit. It seems to me as 
though you asked for what you got. . 

The letter you presented here does not give a simple, straightfor
ward answer to a question that could have been answered simply and 
straightforward. Is that not so ~ . . . ' 

Dr. GODDARD. I don't believe it is so .because I obviously answered 
the questions that were asked me by the presson this and other occa
sions, .und these are complicated matters. Many of these things cannot 
be answered by a direct "Yes" or "No." . 

I would like to offer for the record, Ml'. Chairman, a copy of the 
transcript of the press conference at Minneapolis· as well. as other 
press conferences where the question has arisen. 

(The document refer~ed to follows:) 

TRANSORIPTION OF weco TAPE OF GQDDARD PRESS CONFERENOE, OOTOBER 17, 1967,. 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

Dr. GODDARD. First of all, marijuana is under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of 
Narcotics, U.S. Treasury Department. I've bee-n asked to comment on the subject 
a nilInber of times and I've tried to maIm my position clear,that first we need 
more long term research to detect any possible serious -side effects from chronic 
usage. But, secondly, I feel that the present penalty for personal possession is 

1.'.:-
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too severe, and,.I've sImply said that the penalties for sale and dist~ibution should 
remain but, I favor a penalty more comparable,to that;, that,we have for the 
other hallucinogens. LSD, which is far more a serious and toxic drug than 
marijuana is, after all, a mild hallucinogen. It just isn't a ratIonal kiJid of set 
of ~nalties for these two classes of drugs. . • 

, Question.-Would you describe it as being more ,dangerous than alcohoU 
Marijuana is more serious than alcohol? , 

GODDARD, 'Well, trying to compare two different drugs is a very risky business 
itseJ,f.. They have quite different mechanisms of action; alcohol's a depressant, 
where ma!"i.jU'dna is a mild hallucinogen, at best, or maybe a euphoric. 

Now, they both share some properties in common, however, they both distort 
our sense of reality, and therefore it's dangerous to operate heavy equipment 
or drive a vehicle when we're under the influence of either one ,of these. 

Alochol, probably, lends itself mQre readily to control on the part of the indi
vidual, with respect to the dosage he's receiving than marijuana does, at least 
to the inexperienced. 

So, there a,re some similarities, but there are also some differences. And as I've 
mentioned many times, we don't know what the long term effects of smoking 
m/lrijuana or using marijuana in other forms might be, and we have to car,ry 
out this kind of research before, I for one, would be satisfied to say that the 
drug is safe under any condItions. 

Question.-Doctor Goddard, what major safeguards do we nced in the 
commercial drug testing? , 

GODD,AlID. Well, we seem to have good laws at the present time. It's a matter' 
of having the laws that exist in the form of the Kefauver-Harris Amendment of 
1962, followed by those who produce and distribute drugs for the marketplace, 
I'm satisfied we're making progress in this field. We're trying to get truth in 
drug advertising. I think we're beginning to see some signs of progress. 

Question..-Do doctor£! know about the adverse affect of drugs? Are they 
well informed on that? 

GODDARD. Well, this is one of the areas that the Kefauver-Harris Amendments 
was desigped to correct, the failure on the part of firms who sell these drugs to 
sort of obscure or tend not to tell the doctor about the bad effects. We are seeing 
improvements in thiS, but I'm still not satisfied, that all of the scientific data 
lis properly being provided to the prescribing physician. 

Que8tion.-Can you specify some drugs that you think might have ad
verse effects? ' 

GoDDARD. Well, we have'recentlY in the past year, in fact, caused a number of 
"dear doctor" letters to be sent out, and I think the doctors know what these 
are well enough without my going into details now. " 

Ques'tion.-How serious, is the shortages 'of flu serum going to be? 
GODDARD. Well, I haven',t kept up with the fiu vaccine problems this year. I 

used to; when I was chief of the Communicable DIsease Center, because we were 
the group that predicted how serious the flu season would be. The Division of 
Biologic Standards, pal'tof the National Institutes of B:ealth in the Public Health 
Service, determines what the nuture of the fiu vaccine will be, that the manufac
turers turn out. So, it's not under my perview, and I'm not all caught up on' the 
subject right now. " , 

Question.-->How 'about drug pricing? Are you investigating compUDiesthat 
maybe sell drugs at inflated prices? ' 

GODDARD. No, we have no responsibility for pricing policies of the drug inilus
try. I'd like to make that clear. 

Question.-You were speaking of ante facto action 'by 'business, getting into 
" 'the 'area (if your talk Ithis afternoon. Could you communicate to tis some of 

\\ \ ,the idea in-,;-in a minufe or so? , 
GODDARD. Well, I'm simply trying to say that the business community, be more 

perceptive as to the writIng that's on the wall and begin to take actions long be
fore the Government pushes them int{) 'certain activities, become involved in the 
community 'activities, in our national affairs in a different ,way than they 'have 
in the past. This is a risk ty'pe of thing, I admit, but it's essential in my thinking, 
if the business community is going to 'withstand increasing government regu
lation. 

I'm simply trying to say that the automotive industry could have avoided the 
creation ofa NatiOnal Safety Agency had they built more safety into their ve

,hicles, something they've always been capable of, they have the sCientific.,.-the /1 
engineering lmow how; the only thing they lacked was ,the desire and the social 
perceptiveness to realize that if they failed to do it, it would 'be done to ,them~ 

61-801 0 - 77 - 62 
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. ThisJs what I'm also trying to ten the drug industry, avoid the heavy hand 0:1; 
regulation by acting in a responsible way. Make the decisions yourselves. The 
food industry has done quite well. 

'That kills it fellows. ' . 

. Mr. KEITH. I would like to 'ask you again-- . 
Mr. BROWN. May I ask if that is the same transcript you sent me ~ 
Mr. KEIT~. I ha v~ no~ yielded as yet. . . 
I wou1d lIke to ask, If I may, the questIOn that was ·asked of you. 

You were asked whether or not marihuana is more dangerous than. 
alcohol. Will you answer that question now ~ . 

Dr. GODDARD. I do not believe it is more dangerous than alcohol but 
it is difficult and dangerous to compare these two drugs. One isa drug 
that is a depressant; the other an hallucinogen.. ' , 

Mr. KEITH. We realize there are amplifications to that answer bnt 
at any rate I can see where the press looks for a quick answer to some
thing so they could make a headline. You 'are in the busineSs of repre
sentmg the public and leading them; I believe that by attempting to 
elaborate and equivocate upon that answer you asked for the response 
that you gQt from the pti.blic. " 

Now, the next question that was asked of you by Mr. Cohn, as I 
understand it, was whether or not ;y:ou would mind if your daughter 
smoked marihuana any more than If she drank a cocktail. . 

What would be your answer to that today ~ .' 
Dr. GODDARD. My 'answer is that I would not want my daughter or 

anyone else's daughter to smoke marihuana. We don't know what the 
long-term effects ofthedru~are. .', 

Mr. KErTH. I tell my d'aughter, leave it alone. 
Dr. GODDARD. So have I. 
Mr. KEITH. And the public would get your meaning. ' , '. 
Now, this is sort of a lengthy 'approach, it would appeal,' to the 

public in casual reading of' the press comments 'as contrasted to the 
position I believe you take in some other area of jurisdiction of the 
FDA like fish protein concentrate where the official.position is that 
fish protein concentrate is not fit for human consllmpl;iQn. . . . 

Dr. GODDARD. No, sir. That is not the case. lam sorry-:;r have never 
said that fish protein concentrate is unfit for human; ·!~.dnsumption. 
vVhole fish.protein concentrate has been ·approved by mar'and is going 
to be produced for distribution both here and overseas. In fact, I 'also 
share with you some concern, Mr. Keith. I feel rather strongly that 
I am in an 'anomalous position here of being ,accused of taking a soft 
position. 

Mr. KEITH. Mr. Ohairman, I 'am perfectly willing to let your state-
ment stand with reference to fish protein concentrate. I . 

The CHAIRMAN. I might say that the gentleman's time has expired. 
I failed to make it clear that weare only here for one purpose and 
not to go into other things. We do lla vean answer to your question, 
though, Mr. Keith. 

Mr. Dingell. 
Mr. DINGELL. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
Doctor, I have not prepared myself for this day's hearings, having 

, been devoting my thoughts to, other n1atters a little while back. 
" I did sencl back to my office for some of my files for the impact of 

.marihuana .which I am impelled to look at some of the psychological 
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effects that take place as quoted in at least one major news magazine 
that not hlfreguently marihuaila'is at lMst a constituent of the so-called 
drug culture shadow world that we see. It certainly is dangerous and 
should be viewed with a great deal of concern by organized society. 

Am I correct on this matter ~ 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes, sir., 
Mr. DINGELL. You have in~ica,ted to us that we do not know fully 

the physiological impact or the use of marihuana; am I correct 1 
Dr. GODDARD. That IS correct. . ' 
Mr. DINGELL. But I read here in an article which I took out of the 

Washington Post, an article entitled "Doctor Finds Marihuana Far 
FrorriHarmless," he goes on quoting Dr. Constandinos J. Miras of 
the LTlliversity of Athens. He says : ' ' 

I' can re4:!ognize a chronic marihuana 'User from afar 'by the way he 'walks 
and talks and acts. 

Do you have any knowledge that would indicate to y6\!, that this 
is nota factual statement ~ . 

'Dr. GODDARD. I would have difficulty based on my reading of the 
literature on this subject and discussion 'o~,t.lle subject with my col
leagues that someone could tell one person. who uses marihuana from 
afar by the way he walks, talks, and acts. ," , 

Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Miras' conclusions arC' based on 20 years' ob
servation.of chronic marihuana, smokers.in Greece.· He defined a 
chrohlcmarihuana user as one who smokes at least two marihuana 
cigarettes a day for 2 years or longe]; alld he goes on to say he he~ 
gins to see the personality changing tY1?i:fying' the long~term' user-
slow speech, the lethargy, the lowered indlvidualactivity., . 

He went on to say as follows z .' " ' :' , , 

~h~i will accept as 'perfectly possible things. which five yea).'s ago th~;, did 
not' even like to hear discussed. They 'will'becolIie' suddenly silent without tfp-
pareritly:provocntion j they willeyen kill. ,,:. 

, Theil the article states that Dr. Miras is a pharmacologist. He goes 
on to cite this eff~ct. He says: ' " , ,,' ~ 

.M:iiny of the human objectiv~s he has been studying-'

.. R~fel.'ring to'Dr.,Mir~s-
'were te(lcl1ers"members of the arts, graduates of years past.,l\'Iany of them left 
theil; professions and looked in other jobs but preferred most of all to sleep 
arid tall~of philosophy, he said. . 

Are these circumstances observable circumstances in c~nnectiOll with 
users,of marihuana, Doctor~' " . 

Dr: GODDARD. Let me make two points, Mr. Dingell. ' . , 
First. is the pattern of usage. The use in other countries differsirom '; 

onr patterns. First' of all, the drug, itself, may be different. It is 
often, mOl'e powerful. In other words, the resin or marihuana is more;, ' 
commonlv used in other countries· of the world than it is 
in the United States where we tend to use the'leaves which are 
pharmaC9logically less !!,c~ive, so yq:tl are dealing with, a drug at a, 
higher concentratIOn. TIns IS the pomt I want to make. 

We have not had enough long-term experience or experience with 
long-term c1?-ronic users. W~. d? k~10W it IS 11., dangerous dl'l!:g. I Can
not refute hIS statement but It IS dangerous to malre categorIcal s~a~~-
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monts about this chug because we ren,lly do need n, great deal m()l;e 
knowledge. . '. . 

~:[r. DINGELL. If I may, I would lIke to reltd Just one more thmg. 
Hat studies, for example, have showed that l11arilmana reduced re
production activit.y 90 percent. 

Dr. GODDARD. That is right. 
The CII.\IRHAN. Your tune has expired. 
Mr. Cunningham. 
:Mr. CUNNINGHA~r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
r am not going to comment on the drug problem but I was very 

much surprised that the United Press said they don't owe you an 
apology. They certainly do. 

r am very much di'sturbed with the irresponsihle, sensational re
porti~lg that we get in <?Ul' press today. This happ'ened to me. Just 
last week, I was appearmg before a Senate comll1lttee on a House
passed bill and I ,,,n,s talkmg about a section of that bill that I am 
very much concel'11ed with and there was a UPI dispatch that said 
Congressman Cunningham said in effect if he does ndt ~et this provi
sion in the Senate bill as it is in the House bill, he will kill tEe bm 
because I will be a conferee on that committee. I never made any 
such statement. 

r didn:t have a prepared text and I just spoke off the cuff for a:bout 
!In hour and a half. But t,hey made the sensational opening statement 
and I immediately checked the transcript and found there was no 
reference to any such statement made by me; there was no foundation 
for it.. . . . 

So, I just hope when ~ take this. up with the UPI they will give 
me an apology as they dlCl you w1ucll yon should have and deserved 
to receive. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIR~rAN. Mr. Rogers. 
~1r. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. ' 
Dl\ Goddard, I am glad that you stated that you were not quoted 

correctly and an apology from UPI has been given. 
Now, let me (tsk you this ; You say alcohol is not addictive to the 

subject. ' 
Dr. GODDARD. Well, physical dependence. 
Mr. ROGJms. You say it is a dependence ~ 

. Dr. G?DDARD. A physical dependence or acldiction does occur and 
If you WIsh to equate those two, yes. 

Mr. ROGERS. So, smoking cigarettes, for instance-some people have 
a dependency. 

Dr. GODDARD. Tha'~ is more of It psyehC?logical dependency. 
Mr. ROGERS. I don't know what you call It; they get dependent on it. 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes; they do. 
~.1r. ROGERS. ~at we; need ,to get acrORS to the public is what you 

baslcully have sa.Jd but It. has not been reported-t.hat there is a de
pendency on these drugs ,und that it can be on marihuana I presume 
just us it could on cigarettes ~ " ' 

Dr. GODD.<\RD. Yes. ' " ' , 
~fr. R?GERS. ~Oj It depe;ndency-nnd I hope the press will O'et'this 

pomt tIns ll10rumg, that, It may not be an addiction in the s~ientific 
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sense of it but. a dependency, which iR just as bad as an addiction if 
t he person is depen0.cnt upon a drug. 

Now, let· ine ask you 'this: I think yon have said that alcohol-you 
are not sure that one is any worRe than the other-if one clependR 
on anything it. can become very serions. Actually, we have recognized 
in the law that marihuana is a dl'ltg and if thel'e is a c1ep~ndency on 
this drug it is a criminal act to sen it. Now, let me aRk you this about 
LSD which IS such a potential hazard: Should not this committee 
<;,onsider making possession of LSD a c,riminal offense~ 

Dr. GODDARD .. Possession, Mr. Rogers ~ 
Mr. ROGERS. Yes; possession. . 
Dr. GODDARD. I do not helieye this committee, should. I was uRked this 

question by three committees of Congress last year. My opinion then, 
and still remains the same, is we should not make crimina;ls of young 
people in oui' society who experiment witll these drugs. Rather, we 
should focus our efT,orts in t.he drug abuse area, whether we are talk
ing ab~ut Ip~rihua!la, LSD, or whatever it may be, on diminis11ing 
the a\~Ullablhty of It. . 

TheIl, ; all 11nder1yil~g probl~m that society 1m!'! to. examine is,· why 
do these people expel'llnent WIth drugs ~ . ' 

Mr. ROGERS. Rut we cannot get into tha.t problem. 
Dr. GODDARD. I don't thil1k it helps .. 
1\fr.ROGERS. Now \Ve huve said it is agaillst. the la,Y to sell it. 

,Dr. GODDARD. Yes, and I helii:~ye that should be. 
Mr; Roo:im.s. Don't w'e make it a penalt.y if they l1ave opium or it hard 

drug, narcotIC ~ . 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes . 

. ~fr. ROGER..q. And if there is a possession of it? 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
Mr. RO(}]~RS. Don't we make possession of m::tl'ilumnn, a cl'iminl11 

offense ~ . 
Dr. GODDAR~. Yes. .. 
Mr. ROGERS. Isn~'t Ii,D ,\,orse than marihuana ~ 
Dr. GODDAUD. Yes. 
Mr. ROGERS. "'Ten, it. seeins to me we 11 aye not.control1ec1 it yerywell 

01' stopped the sale of It.. . 
Dr. GODDARD. I ,\'ould say lye haye not stopped the sale ofmarihllana 

, yery' well, either. '. . 
Mr. Romms. That is right. At least ,\'e can do something- about it 

when '\'e find H in possession. So, T just hope you' will re1Tiew your 
pos~tion here. I think this cOlmbittee is going to 1mye to study the 
situation and we haw to Rtop this free flow of drugs. " '..... 

Thaukyou. .'. 
The CrrAIR~r.\N. Mr. Hal'vey.. 
Mr. HARV}i}Y. Dr. Goddard, does marihuana degrade driving skills 

more or less than al~ohol? 
, Dr, GonD,\RD. Yes; it. does degrade them differently and I have tried 
to point out this is one of the ch:mgel's of haUuciu9gens and niarihuana, 
specifically because it distorts the t.ime sense very mn.rkedly; seconds 
'Seem like miuutes,so one's pe'rception changes murkedly . 
. :; ,NmY) it1cohol !lls0i11fillences driving skills, depending on the ley~l 
of 'alrohol bloo,~l llwl'ls that are attained. Up to 0.05 produces rela
tively litt1(\. changes in driving skills; after that, rather markl'd de-
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teriorat.ion sets in in the ability to track and numeuver a vehicle, atten
tion span, and these kinds of things, so they are a little diffel~ent-hotli 
very danger01.1s. 

1\1:1'. KUYKENDAI,L. "Will the gentleman yield ~ 
Mr .. HARVEY. Yes. 
Mr. K~NDALL. I think it is v:ery importal1~ that 'we bring out 

here one thmg that should be clarIfied about thIS letter of !tpology 
from the United Press. This is kind of a left-handed apology because 
in t.he same letter, and I would like to read fron1 this letter, and this is 
quot.ing the repo:rter on the scene, it says: 
. Mr. Cohn then asked whether you would mind if your c1aughter sllloke<l mari
Imana auy more than if "he drank a cocktail and :rou replied no except in' the 
context of the present law. 

Now, this left a very clear implicat.ion that if it was not ttgainst 
the law it wou1cl be all right. This is in the letter of apology. 

On the second page of this letter of apology, which is the strangest 
letter of apology I have seen, it says : 

Would you mind if your dauglrter took marihuana'/ ' 
Answer: We have talkecl about it at home. I would in term;:; of the law'todns. 

We really don't know what the long-term effects are. He neyer answered his 
daughter yes or no in either case. 

There is something I want to question here a8 to wheller or not it 
was made absolutely clear in this apology. I don't. think it was. 

Another point, here is a newspaper that didn't apologize, Mr. Chair
man, the New York Times, 'and they questioned: 

He did not favor legalizing the drug but favorec1 the removal of penalties for 
simple pu.3session . 

. I have approved fully of the statement you have made here this 
morning. I wish you would. have made it in Minneapolis and stuck 
with it, but I thill1{ it ,vas a bad day in Minneapolis because I think 
you made yourself absolutely clear. 

I don~t think 'all these reporters-I don't t.hink eVeI'ybody that heard 
this was completely off their rocker in being misled so easily. I don't 
have any doubt a;bout what your inten1; was but, sir, what. I want to 
question you about is this: Don't you feel like you are responsible for 
your speculations hl public as much as the actual scientific meaniIig? 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes, SIr. . 
The CH AIRlIL\N • -Would you answer the question~ 
Dr. GODDARD. The ans\yer to that last question 1s !"Y;es." However, 

I would like to add that, as opposecl to the letter from the United 
Press International, the repoi.'t contah~ed in the pink sheet of Octo
ber 23 where this pnl'ticular publication called \Tictor Cohn, the re
porter who was present, a veteran science reporter, and Mr. Cohn 
made this point in his story: . 

-Goddard stated two reservations. The first was that we don't know wl~at its 
long-term effects are. For example, we don't Imow whether or not it may alter 
the chromosomes as LSD may do. I would not want young women who h8"e 
Ilot been married llnd childrPll yet unborn to bp affected. . 

Goddard's second resei'vation continued that marihuana distorts perception 
of l'eality so that it is dangerous jf you are driving a vehicle or operating hpavy 
eqtlipment. . . 

Now, this was in response to the same :questionab~lit. my daughter 
and drinking and may I say I don't view my family as setting the 
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norm for the United States; rather, I feel my responsibility is to all 
parents of this countrv and to their children. ,Ve are concerned with 
a national problem of drug abuse and this is ~ .. hat we are trying to 
get at. 
, Mr. KrYKENDALL. If the gentleman ,vould yield for one more quick 
question. 

Do you feel no responsibili.ty for this misunderstand~g J . . 
Dr. GODDARD. ,Vell, I obviously have to feel responsIbllIty, yes, be

cause I was at the press conference. In commullJcations, if I don~t 
make myself clear, then I have been partly responsible. 

Mr. KUYKENDALL. Thank you, nr. Goddard. 
The .UHAIfu\£AN. Any further'~uesti<Yns. Mr. Harvey~. . 
Mr. HARYEY. No. I just would lIke to comment, Mr, ChaIrman, that 

I thin!\: Dr. Goddard, that what disappointed some of us on the com
mittee is that· we feel a part of your role as Commissioner is that of 
public education. Certainly it suggests more than just analyzing these 
drugs and being able to te 11 this committee the Illtrl1lful effects. I think 
we would have'all felt much easier if you had stressed in Minneapolis 
the "grim situation," which you have now told us that confronts law 
enforcement officers today. 

This is , .. hat. this committee is worried about and this is what I am 
pal'ticuhtrJy worried about, and we appreciate your explanation again, 

The OIIAIRl\fAN. Mr. Kornegay. 
Mr. KORNEGAY. Thank you very lJmch, Mr. Chairman. 
Dr. Goddard, I, too, join my colleagues in saying we ttre glad you 

n.rc here today. 
I haw. a r.opy of the ,Vashington Post article dated October 18, I 

believe, which deseribed the conference in Minneapolis. The first state
ment o:f significanec is the One you haye already an~wered and that. ifl 
related to your daughter, and 1 am not going haek mto that 01' about 
her smoking mari.huana 01' drinking cocktilils. 

The next one is : 
Dr. Goddard !'nid the long-terlll effe(·t of !'l11()killg' lIlarihu:\lltl may b(> mor(' 

:<erious than the effect presently known. 

Did you say that, sir ~ 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
Mr. KORNEG"-'Y. Then you were quoted as saying that: 
Hociet~' !'hould be llble to ItcC't'pt hath al!:ohol nllcl 1I1111'ilnUlIlH. 

Did you say that, sir? . 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes; but III the context of both of these are real prob

lems that wehave to aceept them ttR problems and begin t6 work on 
them. 

1\:[1'. KOHNl·x1.\Y. You dic1n ~t Hay nc('('pt the problem; you Haid accept 
the alcohol and accept the marihuana. . 

Dr. GODDARD. Sir, I must tell you that this press conference was a 
confusing one in every aspect. A fn~e blew at the start. 

Mr. KORNEG.\Y. It. started i.nfol'mally and then they figured they 
,,:ere working into a pretty big deal so they moved inside; isthllt 
TI~~ ... 

Dr. GODDARD. W'hat. ~appened, Mr. KOl'negay, was the lmiversity ha.d 
a young woma.n on theu' staff from the press office and after the speech 

,'; 
J.\ 
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in the front of the room where the meeting had been held she said, 
"'Ve have some people ,,,ho "want to meet with you.'~ 

lYe were n.bont to begin there and then someone else came along 
and sn.id, "No; there ure teledsion cameramen who have set up ill a 
nearby room,:' so we 111m-cd immediately there. "r e stn.rted the press 
conference n.nd about 3 minutes n.fter the beginning, as I recall, a fuse 
ble,,- so the t::amel'amen asked that it be stopped and we waited until 
the fuse was replLlred. 

Then they asked the same questions oyer again. They went bark tu 
the same qllestion on aleohol and mal'ihuann:Now, tllC transcript we 
have, therefore, is not comp]eh' in the sense thnt it does not. ('ontain 
the part that preeeded the ruse bl(ndng: ,,,hoeYel' ,,,as doing the tran
seript.ion wiped t.hat wlwn they picked lip again. 

So, I have no proof that I lu,;ed it in the propel' context nor is there 
any proof that I did llot, amI that is why I say this was an unfortunate 
series of events that. day. 

Mr. KORNEGAY, An right. Let me proceed with the understanding 
that it was a confusing sItuation. It goes on quoting -you as saying: 

I don't b(>li(>n~ >'ll1oldng JI1UrillUlUW lend): to n(1di£'tioll of l'tl'Ong!'l' dl·Ug,~. 

Did yon ~!Ly that ~ 
Dr. (loDD.\RI). Yes, sir. 
May I explahl why? 
Mr. KORNEGAY. Yes, sir. 
Dr. GODD,mD. In the study carried out by the Federal facility of Lex

ington of some 2,200 admissions roughly'in 1 year, they examined the 
use of marihuana as a precursor to the use of heroin and they found 
tJlf\.t there was a very strong correlation for inc1h'iduals who came from 
16 areas in the United Rtlltes, 16 States including the District. of Co
lumbia and Puerto Rico. The correlation was abont, 80 percent. Almost 
everybody who used opium 01' heroin had started first with marihuana 
at age 11, roughly. 

Then the next thing that. happened WitS the mean age at the time of 
first a~'t'est was nbout 18.'7 years and the menn age at Hme of first nse 
of herlO11 was 20.D years. 

Now, quite in contrast to this, 1~ Southern States showed an entirely 
different pattern. There was no correlatioll with mn.rihnana use to those 
who were addicted to opiates. The opiates tended to be different. lYe 
didn't. have the heroin addiction as com111only as in these other States 
so there are these extremes. 

There n,r9 people who say that opium addicts nlways start on mari
huana and that marihuana can lead to addiction to hard narcotics. 
Both are wrong. 

'Vith the l11unber of estimated people in this country ,,-ho nse ll1ari
Imana, between 4-00,000 and 3,000,000, and some :people place the figure 
as high as 20,000,000 ItS representillg those in our society who have 
tried marihuana, it is clear with only 60!000 heroin addicts 111 our coun
try that not everyon6 ,"ho smokes marIhuana has become addicted to 
heroin and that was t,I~e basis for my stateme~t. 

Mr. KOUNEGAY. Of comse, some start. hIgher on the hidder than 
othe.rs. 

I see lilY j-imB is up but just 011e question, Mr. Chairman, mirllhat hi, 
it appears to me as I gathet'ed from your testimony that you feel that 

i 
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there ought to be a lessening of the severity of the laws on marilnuum. 
I mean, you say it that way, making it too stringent. 

Dr. GODD.\RD. Yes. 
~fr. KORNEG.\Y . .As I gather, one of the reasons you feel that \Y!ty is 

that the laws on LSD are not stringent-not that you feel thev are not 
stringent, but they are not as stringent on marihuana. ~ 

Dr. GODD.\RD. For possession. . 
Mr. KORNEGAY. I agree with my frielld, Mr. Rogers, that YOU ought 

to be here asking to increase the laws on LSD rather thaIi to lessen 
the stringency o£the laws on marihuana. 

Dr. GODDARD. Mr. Kornegay, I may well come baek and ask that the 
penalties for the "a]e and distribution and manufacture of LSD be 
increased. I am simply saying that I think the penalties are inconsist
ent now and I do not feel as an agency head that. making YOlUlg people 
who are using LSD into felons is desirable for our society. 

:;\11'. I~ORNEG.~Y. I figl'ee ,,,ith you. It apllears to me tl1<tt you ha.ve 
not rectIfied tlus ~nd yon ought. to raise them on LSD rather than 
lower them on marIhuana. 

The GHAIRlIL\N. You clarify one thing, that it would be on posses
sion instead of sale or anything like that. 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
. The CIIAIRlIfAN. Before we get. all intertwined, I understood you to 
say it was on possession. 

Dr. GODDARD. That is riO'ht. 
The CrrAIRlIfAN. Mr. Nelsen. 
Mr. NEf.klEN. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. 
I only wish to comment that I am sure that ,ye all agree that the 

circmllstances perhaps ,,,ere unfortunate and perhaps mIsinterpreted 
to some degree and I hope the hearing today has fully clarified the 
situation. " 

Having selTed in ::tIl executive position in the Government, I ]mmy 
how difficult the role, is at times. I have been before a congressional 
committee and have beencross-examilled. I also know that it is not easy 
to get people to serve the Go\~ernment in any capacity because qu::tlified 
people al'ehard to find. . . . 

I do agree that this has been unfortunate and I hope the hearing 
today has fully clarified the position that yO~l, Dr. Goddard, have 
taken and I think you agree that some of the Clrcumstances were un-
fortlUlate. . . 

]\fl'. BROWN. ,YonId you yield ?-
. Mr. Nm,SEN. I woulcl be glad to yield, ]\fl'. Brown. ,OJ 

, )fr. BRmn:. Dr. Goddard, did you find fault also ,,,ith the N' ew YOl'k 
Times al'tiele on your press ronierenee bll\Ii nnel\ polis? 

Dr. GODD.\lm. I thought it generally ('overed the points dlat ",ere 
made there; yes.' . . 

Mr. BROWN. The reason I ask the questwll, and I ask It as n. news
paperman morc than a l\lemher of Congress, is that I understand 
that. the source Wf\.S different; III other ,,,orc1s~ a different person heard 
your comments and ·IYro.te the lll'tiele whicll was in the New York 
Times than the one who heard yom remal'ks and wrote the United 
Press dispatch. '.' 

Dr. GODD,mD. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. BnOWN. I would like to put the whole article iil the record at thi.s 
point so that we ran see the way the Kew York Times reported this 
case. 

('1'he article referred to follows:) 

[l?rn111 til(' N('w York 'l'imes, Oct. 18, 1067] 

PEHII, OF MARIJU,\NA AND THAT 0.' ALCOHOL EQUATED BY GODDARD 

:MINNEAl'OLIS, October IS.-Dr. J:ameR L. Goddard, Commissioner of the Fooel 
and Drug Administration, said yesterday "whether or not marijuana ill a more 
dangerous drug than alcohol is debatable-I don't happen to think it is." 

Dr. Goddard saW that he favored removing aU penalties for tIle possession 
Of marijuana, leaving penalties only for its sale or distribution. 

"iVe don't Imow what its long-term effects are," he said. "For example, we 
eIol1't Imow whether or not it may alter the c:hromosomes, as LSD may do. I 
wouldn't want young women who haven't been married and hael children yH, to 
be affected. . 

"It distorts your perception of reality so it's' dangerous if you are driving a 
vehicle or operating heavy equipment." 

Dr. Goeldarel was asked if he woulel object to his son or daughter uSing 
marijuana. He has a son, Bruce, 19 years old, and two daughters, Margaret, 21, 
and Patricia Ann, 18, in college. 

"iYe've discussed this at home," he said, adcling: 
"I would object ill terms of the law today and any possible long-term effects." 
He said that he elid not favor "legalizing" the drng completely but favoreel 

the removal ,of all penalties for simple possession. 
"We needmore research 011 chronic use," he said, "and I think this )'esearch 

will start now." , 
Dr. Goddard's comment on marijuana came after a lecture on 1bllsiness respon

sibility -to an assembly at the University of l\finuesota. He told that group that 
he wouW ,answer questions Oil any subject except marijuana. 

But the first question at a new conference that followpcl was on mari.iuana. 
It was then that he gaye his views on the subject. 

VIEWS ARE ASSAIJ.ED 

Dr. Robert W. Baird, a camllaigner against marijnana and other na.rcotics, 
assailed Dr. Goclelard's comments lust night anel demnnded his reSignation as 
head of the Fooll anel Drug Administl'atioll. 

Dr. Baircl said that Dr. Goddard's com)11ents had done "irreparable damage 
acrOSs the college campnses as well as in the high schools." . 

"This mun's knowledge of narcotics is llotol'ioulsy poor," Dr. Bairel said. 
"Before he makes comments off the cuff, he ought to realize that 970thel: nations 
who signeel the Narcotics Convention of 1905, of whil'll we were a part, can't all 
be' wrong illl'ealizing that lnarijuauu is detrimentnl. 

"I 11111 surprised at his as a doctor. I am really mortified." 
Dr. Buird. who is the director of tile Hayen nal'cotic:s C'liuic ill Harlem ancl 

111(:' ('hairman of the' Suffolk County Nar('otics Control Commission, said ,that 
he was "unequiyo('ully" demalleling Dr. Goclc1ard's resignation "for equating 
marijuanu on the sallie plane as ,al<'oho1." 

A symposil1Jll on narcotics will be cOlldnctccl by Dr. Baird today at the New 
York lIilton. About 1,000 college anci high school stuelents are eXl1ectecl to 
attend. ' 

Dr. Bairel said in a telephone interview that he would produce u dozen 
youngster:,; who hael become involved in accidents of one' Irind or 'another after 
smolting a marijuana cigarette. 

Mr. n,<OWN. You nl'e l'e})ort-ecl in many illShlll<'(IS in the sallle words 
liS used in the lJPI dispatch but. among Ilw (,0l1111H.'nts, and tl1is is in 
the first pal'n,graph, yon ,,'ere quoted as saying: 

\YlWtJle'l' 0]" not marihuanu is It lllO]"t' c1all~f'rOll:;: drug' tiu.l1l ale-ohol is -el,e
batnlJ\p; I clOIl'!: haplWll t(l think that it is. 
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Dr. GODD.\RD. Yes. 
Mr. BROWN. And yon are furt.her '1no/('(l later on in the story 

where it was jumped to an inside page with referellC'e to this question 
ahout the family discussion of mal'ilnuma, as Haying', and I quote: 
\V~ lU::;cussell that at home, he said, adaing, I would objN't in t('l'ms of thp 

III w todn,' und fillY possible long-term effects. 

Then the !lltic.le goes 011 to say: 
IIe said that be did not fav{)l' legalizing the {hug eomrlh'tp]y bnt ffl.Yol'(>(l 

tllP 1'emo1'a1 of all penalties for Simple possession. 

I H t lHlt a fair interpl'etation of vour yip,," { 
Dr. GODDARD. ,Yell, on n,leohol anllmlll'ih1llmn I Bl\ld it was dehatable 

but that I felt it was not because I :j!ee11l1llt "we han' a major problem 
with 11,000 deaths and about four and a half to Hw minion alcoholics 
in onr socj,ety, a very large social proh1em. Y\"'"€': also han' onE:' of drug 
addiction of which marihuana is a part of the problem of drug 
inc1neec1-- . ~ 

J\fr. BROWN. That really is not what I asked. What I asked was 
jf ,Yon felt. that t.his "was a fail' interpretatiOJ: of your ylew. In other 
worth:;, are both UPI and the New York Tlm('s \\Tong; or was just 
-CPI wrong-in this ~ , 

Dr. GODDAUD. I think that. if) a biTer intel'pl'etatioll of what I said 
at tlH:' press conference. 

}fl'. BUOWN. Thank you. 
The CH"\IR~rAN. 1\11'. Van Deerlin. 
iifl'. VAX DEBRLlN. No one has asked YOU1 Ik Goddard (and it is 

l'~ally 110ne of our business) but, as a :father, I am eurious to know
does 'your daughter do everything yon recomnwnd, and refrain from 
t hose things you may warn her against? " 

I have three daughters coming along, the eldest 17. I should like. 
to think tha.t they might avail themselves of the wisdom that I have 
accu;mul~~d over.f!. half century. I feel perhaps such is not the ease. 
I tlnnk 1t 1S very lll1portant If we are gomg to reach the next genera
tion that we don't tjghten ourselves too much with the ideas 0'1' shib
boleths of the past. ' 

Even men in important national positions like yourself shon1d feel 
free to think, and to discuss, without fear that you are goin§!: to be 
hauled in berore a congressional court and held accountable for every 
last syllable that you utterec1. 

Dr. Gocldarc1, this has no connection with what I hnve Baid thus 
10.,1'. Is marihuana an apllTodisiac? 

Dr. GODDARD. It is generally not an aphrodisIac, but. mther when 
persons w~lO n.re i:lterested in sexual act~vities ,use the .drugs t11eir 
mterest WIll be helghtenec1and the sensatIons wl11 be heIghte:tI~c1, as 
well. This has been frequently reported hi(~he" scientific literature in 
this country, from India and f,rom otller pn.rts of the world. 

No; it is not generally viewed by science as being an aphrodIsiac, 
Mr. V A"l"f DEERLI"l"f. Does marihuana have any meclical benefits? 
Dr. GODDARD. It is not accepted or used in medic.al practice in this 

country today; it ha.s not been, of conrse, since 1937; This is not to sa.y 
there is not great !nterest in ~ome of .. the(.f:'action~.:of marihuana.. allcl 
tlle recent synthesIs of THO IS extremely: mterestJ;ng t.o pha.rmacolo
gists because they reel that, they can ilwestigate some of the m(>i'lll),nismB 
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related to sleep and alsQ that SQme .of the fractions may be able to 
produce a mild form .of euphoria which could be useful for those in 
mild depressive states. SQ, there is interest but there is no present use 
for, this dung. ' 

Mr. ADAMS. Will the gentleman yield ~ 
Doctor, I shall share with Mr. Van Deerlin the position that it is 

important that .officials be able to discuss subjects with some freedom 
and nQt feel that because a position may be unpopular that it can't be 
fully discussed. You can refer to Mr. Goodrich if you want, in answer 
tQ this question. Hasn't there been cQnsiderable discussion regarding a 
change in the type of prosecution for offenses for possession of hard 
narcotics as well as marihuana as to whether or not possession should 
be made an Qffense~ For example, isn't it true, at the present time, 
that the way we make hard narcotics possessiQn an offense is by a leg-al 
presumpti?n tha:t the po~s~ion is a part of a sale and ~hat possessIOn 
ill and .of Itself IS not crlmmal offense ~ Aren't you trymg to open the 
discussion' as to what generally ,should be done in the area of marihuana 
as well as LSD and all the rest I think it is important fQr this com~ 
mittee to nQt just shut you off on this discussion. ' 

Dr. GODDARD. This is indeed what I was trying ,tQ dQ. I think one 
.of my'resPQnsibilities is to report to the publIc, to help in the educa
tion .of the public, tell them where we are on the national problem. I 
am simply saying I think this is impQrtant, that we engage in'the 
dialog in OlLr society and that CQngress review the penalties of all the 
drugs being used. " 

Mr. ADAMS. I just want to make this point, that .one of the problems 
we face in handlmg drugsas'a social problem is if you make possession 
a felQny· .offense, you cut off very orten your sources of infQrmatiQn 
and your ability.to lmow (1) the size of the problem and (2) whQ is 
dealil1~ i.n it beca~se the 'p~rs0I?- ~ho ~s in 'posse~sion, immediately, has 
the prlvllegeagamst self-lllcrlmma:tlOn and wl:ll not~ and often does 
not,.talk as to hIS SQurce ofsupply. . 

Dr. GODDARD. Mr. Staggers, can I make a comment on this state
ment that Mr. Adams brings to mind? 
, The CHAffiMAN. Yes. 

Dr. GODDAIID. Our department is very much interested in marihuana. 
We have no legal jurisdiction for the enforcement of the control ac
tivity, but let mepoirrt .out tha,t it is the National Institute .of Mental 
Health's resPQnsibility to cQnduct research. NIMH 3,lso is e:ltpected 
to provide services under N ARA. 

The Department of Health, Education, and 'Welfare has a responsi
bility for the dissemination of infQrmation and educational iwtn'ities 
Qnl1arc.otics and all drugs that are a,bused. 

The Food and Drug Administra;tion has to cQntrol the distributiQn 
Df synthetic marihuana~ if you wilJ.. We have the prQblems of juveniles 
in our society and we are very much c":'l1cerned that the faots I men
tioned earlier with respect to the age and time Of the first use of mari
huana being about 11'1;2 years, th~ age and time of first arrest of heroin 
addicts beinl! about 18 years; bQth these events occurring before they 
got locked i~L a drug subculture a.nd used heroin and became addicts 
and burdens on our society. 

The point I am trying to make is, our Department has a broad con
cern here, and we are hoping that we canloQk a:t the llnderlying pl'ob-
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lems of juveniles and youth in our society that lead them to have used 
drugs, including marihuana, and. it is one that is being widelyuse~ 
today. . 

The CHAIRMAN~ Mr. Watson. . 
Mr. ",iV ATSON. Thank you, Mr .. Chair.man: '. .' '. .'.. . ,.' . 
Dr. Goddard; I differ a:bout 180 degrees from my friend from Cali-

fornia and my friend from Washington. T think you have. a' rei:\Ponsi
bility to the public not to discuss your own perwnal philosophies ·about 
these things because the parents of all.teenagers are, I :think, directly 
influenced by any judgment that you make.,. . . . .. .... . 

Frankly, I believe the main trouble that you had in this particular 
instance is that you qualified your answer in reference to the use of 
marihuana. 

Now, let me ask you this: You cited the fact that we have had 
140-percent increase in the use of marihuana among young people 
in California alone. Further, you stated' on, page 5 of your prepared 
testimony that marihuana has.been involved in nine out of every 10 
investigatioIis by the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control. : ' 

Despite those figures, ;you tell the American' public that you would 
still advocate a reductIOn in the penalties for the possession of 
marihuana ~ , . . . 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
Mr. WATSON. Despite those figures; you still advocate it ~ '. 
Dr. GODDARD. What I have been'trying to ask is that we review this 

whole matter. We feel that the major emphasis, the major effort should. 
be on the control of sale and distribution and that there is an anomaly 
here. . 

Mr. WATSON:I don't want to interrupt you, but I think our problem 
is that you have qualified so many of your answers . .I would like to 
get some "Yes" or "No" answers as far as possible. '. '.'j 

You would still say, despite the tremendous increase iIl' marihuanii, 
despite the fact that nine out of 10 of your cases had involvedmari
huana, you would still recommend that the penalties for· posseSsion 
be reduced despite those-figures ~ ", 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes . 
. Mr. WATSON. Secondly, you made much ado about the long-term 
effects, and not knowing what the long-term effects are I am sure you 
are a ware of the short-term effects. 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes •. 
" . 

Mr. WATSON. Of course, we can only speculate what period would 
be required for you to determine what the long-term effects are. On 
the basis of the short-term effects and the detrimental effects as you. 
have outlined, you would still recommend again that there is no more 
danger in marihuana than there is in alcohol r 

Dr. GODDARD. This is not a question that I can a:nswer with "Yes" 
or "No." . 

Mr. WATSON. Well, you have recommended it, have you not ~ , 
Dr. GODDARD. No; I have saidit is dangerous to compare drugs of 

different pharmacological classes. Because I was asked the question, 
Lcompared ,the actions of the two and I have said that alcohol is a 
great problem for our society. In terms of the health problems, it is a -
greater problem than ma,rihua:na. 
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, . Mr. WATSON; Doctor, we know it is a tremendous problem; weare 
trying to get'at the basic facts now of education. 

fDducatlO,nally speaking, yo~ have ~poken to the young J?eople and 
saId there IS no more danger m marIhuana than there IS m alcohol. 
~ou have spok~n to the ~erican people ~nd said th~t .the penalties 
'for the possesSIon of marIhuana should eIther be elImmated or re
duced. That is your position in .the e:tes of the American public and 
I think you have done It great dIsserVICe to people who are concerned 
about the drug problem, and I say that in alll'espect. 
, MayI'askyouonethmgfurthed 

You said we should n'Ot make felons of youn~ people who,experi
ment with' drugs. Even if that experiment leacts to dependency or 
addiction, you would still make that statement? Can the expeI'iment 
lead to addiction or dependence ~ 

Dr. GODDARD; It can .. 
Mr. WATSON. You still make the statement that we sh'Ould not deter 

to the point' 'Of making criminal penalties apply to young persons? 
Dr. GODDARD. That IS cor,rect. The pers'On then is like an alcoholic; 

he needs medica,lltreatment if he becomes dependent on the drugs, not 
criminal treatment. 

Mr. WATSON. But parents are trying to say no, don't use it, don't 
possess it, . . .' 

Dr. GODDARD. So am I. 
Mr. WATSON. You 'are saying possess it. 
Dr. GODDARD. No. . 
Mr. WATSON. Without criminal penalties. 
Dr. GODDARD:No. ' 
Mr. WATSON. Aren't you? Did you s'uggest reducing or eliminating 

the ·criminal penalty? ' 
Dr. GODDARD. I said let's review these penalties; I think they are 

inconsistent. I specifically said it is too severe, in my opinion. ' 
MI'. WATSON. Well, aren't severe criminal penalties a deterrent? 

Are they not, sir? 
Dr. GODDARD. I would have toasle 'a criminologist that question. I 

believe there is some argument about this. 
, Mr. WATSON. There is some argument. I 'am sure there is always 
argument about everything. 

Dr. GODDARD. Certainly. 
Mr. WATSON. Explain one thing. You say drug dependent rather 

than addiction. I 'am afraid weare playing semantics ,here now. 
Addiotion is a stronger term than dependency. What is the difference 

between dependency and 'addiction? . ' 
Dr. GODDARD. The difference may 'be whether or nota person has 

physical withdrawal symptoms upon discontinuing the drug. Opiate 
derivatives cause 'addiction. • 

MI'. WATSON. Do you not have the problem with any person who is 
dependent upon the drug as well as the addict? 

Dr. GODDARD. Not necessarily; no. 
Mr. WATSON. You do not have problems with a person who is de

pendent upon a drug? 
Dr. GODDARD. No, sir. ' 
Mr. 'WATSON. "\Vould not have problems in withdrawal? 
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Dr •. GODDARD. No physical signs of withdrawal upon cessation of 
usage of drugs. Persons are psychologically dependent upon but not 
addIcted to. 

Mr. WATSON. Who have no problems in withdrawal, someone who is 
dependent upon the drug ~ Th~t is your po!;\ition? . 

Dr. GODDARD. Well,. I adImt this gets down to trymg to medIcally . 
define the diffetence between addiction and dependence. In the World 
Heal-th Organization they prefer now and in other organizations to 
talk about drug dependence which is a spectrum of problems with 
drugs going from the person who is psychologically dependent or 
habItuated to the use of a drug or a compound such as tdbacco on up 
through the person who is physically dependent upon a drug such as 
the opiate derivative heroin. So there is a whole spectrum. 

Mr. WATSON. Doctor, oftentimes the mental dependence of a drug 
is just as serious as a physical dependence, but you are now trying to 
tell us it is easy for a person to withdraw without any problems. 

Dr. GODDARD., I didn't say it was easy, sir; I said there was no' physi-
cal si~s of withdrawal. ,. 

Mr. WATSON. May I say in all respects I am afraid a disservice has 
been done in this regard. 

The CHAIRl\IAN. Mr. Adams. 
Mr. ADAMS. Continuing on that, Dr. Goddard, I preface this by 

saying that I have both prosecuted cases dealing with the hard nar
cotics and so-called soft narcotics and dealt ·with addicts as witnesBe!S. 
Actually what you are referring to as addiotion is an Iwtual physical 
change'in the nerve ends, are you not? the so-called hard narcotics 
when they cause withdrawal systems, it is .')foduced by a physical 
deterioration in those nerve ends, isn.'tthattrue? 

When they speak of withdrawal, when they sa,y the skin crawls, 
it literally crawls, does it not ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. . 
Mr. AOAl\IS. Whereas, with the others the problem may be extremely 

difficult but it is a mental problemas it is with stopping smoking, 
stopping alcohol. stopping all the-rest ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
Mr. ADAMs."And it may be terribly severe and it may be something 

that the person cannot OVercome ~ . 
Dr. GODDARD .. That is correct. I stopped smoking cigarettes and it 

was an extremeJ1y difficult thing ,to do. " 
Mr. ADAMS. And you will have various degrees'of this. . 
Now, I asked Mr. Van Deerlin to yield because I am concel'l\ed about; 

and I think your message covers, a broader spectrum than :rparihtla:na. 
What you are basically. saying is that alcohol as well as marihuana 
as .well as the hallucinogens over a broad spectrum are run extrem~ly 
dahgerous and bad for the general health of the individual, isn't.tliat 
ri~' . 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes. 
Mr. ADAMS. And that we should be examining ,all of thes~ in terms 

of wha.t we apply as specific penalties £91' the actiVity that is involved ~ 
Dr. GODDA1ID. That is correct. ' . 
Mr. ADAlI'fS. An right. Now, I know that there has been andl want 

to know iT there is presently pending a st'hdy'between the Bureau of 
Narcotics and FDA on jurisdiction over the 'band that lies betweeJ?' the 

• i 
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hallucinogens-and we will include marihuana in that-as to both jur
isdiction and as to application. Is that presently under study ~ 

Dr. GODDAUD. There is no joint study presently underway. vVe have 
had meetings with the Treasury Department, Narcotics Bureau, to 
make clear we are not trying to grab the narcotics control problem 
away from them. We are not seeking it and we do have a working· 
arrangement that works very well. 

Mr. AnAMS. I understand that, what we have, and I think Mr. 
Dingell referred to it, that you are basically operating in thJs new 
type of drug-abuse area that has grown beyond the hard narcohcs and 
are trying to determine what types and kinds of penalties wil1 allow 
you to best deal with it in'terms of stopping the overall spread of it; 
is that correct? 

Dr. GODDAUD. That is correct. . 
Mr. ADAMS. I have not heard you at any time in your testimony and 

I want to know if you ever have publicly stated that you thought that 
marihuana or the other hallucinogen drugs were good for anybody. 

Dr. GODDARD. No; I never made that statement. 
Mr. ADAMS. And that your problem has been 'One of trying to indi

ca~e to the younger public the dangers of this spectmm ana suggest 
to us how you think the tools could better be developed to deal with 
this as a social problem ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ADAMS. I have nQ further questions. 
Thank you. 
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Carter. 
Mr. CAUTER. What was the origin of marihuana as we know it ~ . 

Where did marihuana come from? 
Dr. GODDAUD. This is an interestip.g question you have asked because 

there is some indication that it may have originated in this hemisphere. 
However, it has been used in the Midd}e East and in other parts of the 
world for over 5,000 years, an~ in a v2~i'iety of forms, I might add... 

Mr. CARTER. By whom was It commonly used? Do pharmacologIsts 
give an adequate statement of what gJ.;oup of people commonly used it ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. It was used in oldel' societies quite commonly by the 
priests, by the people involved in £,aith healing. It was also used by '. 
a fair1y wide spectrum of people i)11 the older societies and until the 
mid 1930's or early 1940's it was q,~ilite commonly used even in India 
in a variety of forms; they drunk it !in a tea, as well as smoked it. 

Mr. CARTER. Do you recall the meaning of hashish ~ 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes. '; 
Mr. CARTER. What is that ~ 
Dr. GODDAUD. The word had its origin from a specific group that 

were known as 'assassins; they were giyen the drug prior to going out 
on missions, I am told. 

Mr. CAR'l'ER. Yes, sir. They first took their hashish and then they 
Wl'nt out to do assassinations. That is a very hurried history of the 
dru~. rather dangerous drug. 

It is my unfol'tilnate experience to have a younge. man who went to 
medical.school with me com~it suicide afier smoking a muggle ciga
rette, as It was called at that tIme. 

Now, is alcohol addictive~ 
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Dr. GODDARD. It can cause physical dependence and if you mean by 
that to equate it with addiction ; yes. 

Mr. CARTER. It does certainly have withdrawal symptoms, as you 
mentioned. . 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes; it does. . . 
Mr. CAR'IER. I believe you stated that you opposed increa,sing penal

ties or penalizing those who possess this particular drug; is that true~ 
Dr. GODDARD. I have said I think that penalties for possession of 

this particular drug are too severe in contrast with LSD and I have 
compared them with the penalties in the field of the other hallucino
gens and the other drugs that are abused where there is no penalty for 
personal possession but executive seizure can occUr. 

Mr. CAR'IER. You do differentiate between possession and possession 
for sale? 

Dr. GODDARD. Oh, indeed. . . 
Mr. CARTER. I wish you would make that plain. Certainly I regret 

thn.t this lllfortunate circumstance has. arisen and most of us realize. 
that our words can be distorted many, many times. . . 

. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr.W ATSON. Doctor, will you yield? 
Mr. CAR'IER. Yes. . . 
Mr. WATSON. Of course, the matter of possession, I would be in 

favor of your position on LSD, but we are dealing with entirely two 
different things. We' are unaware, certainly I am unaware, 0:1; ally 
doctor prescribing marihuana. Are yott aware of that? . . 

Dr. GODDARD. No. 
Mr. WATSON. They have prescribed LSD, peyote, mescaline, psylo-

~in" . 
Dr. GODDARD. No, sir. . . 
Mr.1VATsoN. I yield to my doctor friend. 
Dr. GODDARD. LSD is only an investigative new drug. . . 
Mr. CAI1TER. As you mow, lysergic acid has been used for different 

types of headaches. . 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes, but that is not LSD .. 
Mr. CARTER. Yes; it is. " 
Dr. GODDARD. Precursor. 
Mr. CAR'IER. It has been used by the Mayo Clinic. . 

. Dr. GODDARD. Yes, sir; it is a precursor but it is not LSD. It does 
not have any ·Qf the properties of LSD, Dr. Carter. It is not a hal~ 
lucinogen. . 

Mr. WATSON. The amphetamines are a legal drug? 
Dr. GODDARD. Yes.· 
Mr. "WATSON. So there is a prqblem of possession of a legal drug as 

cont~'asted with the problem of possession of marihuana. The thing 
that disturbs me is that you suggest ,that he would use superlatives for 
the possession of the drug which is never prescdb.ed for any medicinal 
pUl'poses and can only be illegally possessed. . . , 

Dl~. GODDARD. What I am trying to ask is.11uve th~ poss1?ssion pena"l
ties, not possession for sale, ypu made an important pointtliere
ha;v~ the possession penalties really cOJ;l.tributed to our ability £.91; 
society to handle the marihnallu problem? Aren't we cOllcerne~l abol~t 
the whole spectrum of drug a.buse? Isn't this our- concern in the 
society, getting at that? 

~l-BOl 0 - 77 - 63 
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Mr. WATSON. If you make it a criminal penalty to possess it, I am 
sure that would ,be a deterrent. . 

Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, there is just one thing. I know the users 
of na;rcotics are troubled, worried, and disturbed by the future. The 
youth of our country are at the present time troubled, worried, a~d 
disturbed and it is not unusual that they seek release from theIr 
troubles i~ some cases. I regret that this is true. I think this is the 
wrong path but they are confronted with problems as the youth of no 

I country have ever been confronted before. . 
T'hankyou. " 
The CHAffiMAN. Mr. Kyros. 
Mr. KYRos. Dr. Goddard, I think that this hearing this moming has 

been very helpful, particularly in the colloquy you had with Dr. 
Carter and consequently Mr. Adams in showing how easy it is to get 
·confused. . : 

For example, you were talking about poss~ssion all morning long 
and it was helpful, I think, that you distingUished between some hood
lum or criminal having possession of marl:huana for purposes of sale 
or some innocent youngster who had just· got something in his pocket, 
might have got a whole cigarette for purposes ohdle curiosity. 

You are worried rubOllt the inconsistency 6f' penalties presently 
applfcable and I think everyone is. I think one 6f the problems that 
came out, Doctor, is'. that you are looking ·at ·this as a scientist; hut' one 
thing I think that came out clear is that you absolutely are against the 
use of marihuana by anYOlle'in the United'States. '. 
. Dr. GODDARD. Y €is.' . .' . 

Mr. Knos. And the use of anyoftthese drugs ~ " 
. Dr. GODDARD; Yes; I have never ad:V'oo3Jted its'leg3Jlization. 
!Mr. Knos. I think in that reS}?ect, sir, vhe hearing !has been very 

helpfulthismoming, ,and I appremate':i:t verymu0h.· . , 
'Ilhank you, Mr. 0hairman,' .., , 

, The CHAII~llN. Mr. Brotzman." . 
Mr. BROTZJ\oIAN. '.[\hank you, Mr. Ohairman. 

- Doctor, I r~&ret that I ~didri't hear ibhe form.al part of your statement 
in[1;smuoh 'as 1. was engaged in 'another meeting, but I wanted to be 
here vel~y badly because I must 'be very candid with you and don't 
want ,to equivocate in any way. .' . 

I was terribly concemedabout the remarl\:s that were attributed to 
you by the press.·It has 'been my responsibility <in ltihe past a,s la U.S. 
attorney to handle the law enforcement part of this situatiOIi. I have 
been led to believe thl3!t we were not really winning the ibattle in 
keeping om youth from ·being subjected to vhe 'addictive type' of 
drugs. . ' 
. 1 don't' have any' Cllrrent strubistics on this burt 'at the time that I 

was in that job, it was 'a never-ending fi€lht.. . 
Now, from your experience in dealmg with the indiVoidual that is 

addicted to the heaVy drug, have you fOlUld that ,an undue proportion 
of >them becameaddicted'a:llter',1:ihey -had started'oll!tsmoking or using· 
Cannabis sativa ~. . . 

Dr. GODDARD. Yes, but that is not'necessarily a causa:! relationship 
·ltS you 'well'appreci-ate. ." (" . ' " . , 

Mr. BR'OTZl\fAN. I realize not: a cal'tsal physiological relationship. 
"\ . . " 

" 
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I don't say that it was a physical correlllition ibut more terrible to 
me and more callous to me was the fact that >those individuals who 
use marihuana had been picked out by the pushers that sold the heavy 
drugs ; they were prospect No. 1 00 try vo get them to use something 
more. . 

Dr. GODDARD. Mr. Brotzman, this is an interesting 'POint. Most ad~ 
diots) I am told, 'are introduced to the drug by the people they associate 
with. Now, the people who !h!andle heroin as pushers, I am wId, never 
handle marihuana or almost never. So, you see the people who handle 
the hal1ucinogens, the amphetamines, the ba.rbit.uartl~s" on the other 
hand nineont of 10' arrests we make we find them in· possession of 
marj,huana, too. 

This whole question is verv complex, as yon wen know. We have a 
drug subculture that exists. People get drawn into that subculture and 
the most frequent thing they start with is marihuana; you are quite 
correct on that. Now, if they stay in that drug subculture, they always 
~end to .!?,"et. arrested and they always tend then to go on and become 
mvolved. w1th heron. But that does not mean that everyone who has 
used marihuana goes on to heroin, nor does it mean that, 'and it is a 
fact indeed that of those who use heroin 90 percent of them have had 
marihuana to start with. 

Mr. BROTZMA.N. Now, I don't sn,v that every one of them do but I 
think that the record will show ihata majority or maybe a large 
mp;ority started out iust this way. . 

I want to make thisparlicular pomt. The prosecl,ltion usually is 
aimed at the person that is selling-. However, in order to convict that 
person, many times you can't.get the evidence of a clearly defined sale, 
so the reason for the "possession" in the law, according to my experi
ence, is to get .the nusher, and there you do have some means of check
ing what I thlnk is a very da!lgerous crime against our ~hole society. 

I have not heard the NarcotIcs Bureau state thl,tt they thmk that they 
. should lessen the penalties ·on sale or possession of marihuana, or any 
other tywof drug, nave you ~ 

Mr.,GoDDARD. No; to my knowledge, they have not. I cannot speak 
for them. 

Mr. BROTZMAN. I must express this thought as I see the chairman 
about to bang the gavel. I think to take a .step backward in this area 
right now would he bad for our country. I hope no younger person mis
understood the remarks attributed to you, as putting the stamp of 
approval on this because it is my sincere belief, and I would say this to 
mv daul!hter., too, and I have, that this is at least an invf:.ation to a life 
of degr~dation, hardship, and "unhappiness. • . . 

I have seen young females tttrn 1/;0 prosbtutIOn; I have seen· young 
males tum to armed robbery because they hl,td taken -the first· step .. 
ThiR is what r want to nrohibit. 

'{'he OHAIRlItAN. Mr. Brown. . 
Mr. BROWN. Dr. Goddn,rd, when I asked you for the medical evi

dence on which you based youx: conclusions that the penalties for pos~ 
session should be reduced, you sent me a bibliography of 137 dHferent 
scientific studies,. most of .which have been done since 1960, and. then 
went on to say that we need more research to come to gome conclusion. 

Now. can YOll tell me how much more research we ought to do~ 
Dr. GODDAlm. To answer what question ~ . 
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Mr. BROWN. To determine whether or not we should change the 
penalties. . 

Dr. GODDARD. I don't think we lleed the I'esearch to change the penal
ties. I think the penalties can be reviewed apart from the research. 
The research may contribute, but the penalties have been changed. 

For example, prior to the Prettyman Commission report, as I recall 
the penalties for what I will call possession o·f marihuana, it is really 
the failure to have the transfer tax paid, you see, and have that paper 
in your POss(',ssion. Those penalties were at that time, as I recall, 
mandatory sentencing for 5 years. 

Now, the Prettyman report, as a result of that there was a reduction 
in the. penalty, 2 to 10 for first offense and the judge in his discretion 
could place the individual on probation for marihuana possession. 
Now, that was a reduction in the penalty, itself, and those kinds of 
reductions can be achieved without further research. 

Mr. BROWN. Dr. Goddard, I understand you want all penalties 
removed for possession. 

Dr. GODDARD. Sir, may I say except the possession for sale. 
Mr. BROWN. Possession fOl' sale. The odieI' possession is for use or 

just to have as a collection. Now, you want possession for use or 
ownerhip made legal? 

Dr. GODDAHD. What I tried to say-- . 
Mr. BROWN. You want all penalties removed for possession for use 

or ownership~ 
Dr. GODDAHD. I have not said that. I have said the penalties are too 

severe and that we should reevaluate them and reexamine them. 
Mr. BRown. I go back to the New York Times article where you 

were quoted. It says, "Dr. Goddard said he favored removing all 
penaJties for the possession of marihuana, leaving penalties only for 
its sale or distribution." 

I think this is the point, Dr. Godda"rd. If they remove the penalty 
itself for mere possession (not for sale, now, or distribution but the 
possession for use or ownership, collection, or whatever you want to 
call it) aren't we saying in effect that it is all right to have the demand, 
it is not illegal ~ 

Dr. GODDARD. No. 
Let me make t.his point, Mr. Brown. We have this problem with 

LSD and, believe me, it is a serious problem. 
My. BHOWN. I am not talking about LSD, we aTe talking about 

marIhuana. 
Dr. GODDARD. I tmc;l.erstand, but there is no penalty ror possession. 
Now, let me make the point that young people were increasing their 

usage of it. Our enforcement efforts were directed at sale and distri~ 
bution. Now, only when the young people began to perceive that there 
was a possible ·danger to their health in terms of the effect on chromo~ 
somal patterns and unborn children did we begin to notice any diminu~ 
flon in LSD usage. 

So, you see, we lare able to work in ou-rarea or drug abuse wiothout 
having the penalty for personal possession, with just having executive 
seizure. I think the individual can be better infhienced by educational 
effOl~ by geilting at whatever it is ,that motiv,ates him to use these 
things. What we have 'always tried to say is don't make the person a 
criminal, 'a felon. 
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Mr. BROWN. Dr. Godclnrd, I don',t lmow whether you have seen the 
ad in the New York Times yesterday for "Pot, a Handbook for Mari
lmana," but it says ,this-and I hate ,to take my time. reading this New 
York Times advertisement here, but I want to~ make the point th.at I 
don'lt.'agree with you land I do agree with some oimy colleagues who 
are concerned 'about the fact ,that your remarks have been ,taken as 
license by many, many people. You shake your head 'and say no"they 
have 'not, but I ,think the ad wOLucl indicate they have if I may re:ad it. 

It says: 
It is now ·an ,open secret that marihuana l's considered harmless by >'!Ome of the 

Federal Government's Own.health '!Lud menbal health officials. 

And'in anotlier paragIiaph it says: 
·'D.\,ug chief equates pEii'il of marihuana and that of al~ohol." This headllne in 

the New Y'ork Times reports that Dr. J,ames L. Goddard,OommIssioner of ,the 
Food and Drug Admini-stration, fa vQr.ed .remoVing ··all penaltieS' for the possession 
of ma;riliua~a, leaving penalties only for :its sale: and distribution. ThiS trend 
toward legali7.lation o()f ma,rihuana explains .the gr{Hying demmld for "Pot, :a Hand
book f'or lVlrurihuana" now in its ,third printing. More we -oannot tell you. 

They 'are selling a handbook on th{3 clrugon the streng.th of. your 
comments. I ,think thc:; may be selling- the drug i,tself on the strength 
of your comments. : . . . 

Dr. GODDARD. I never said it was)larmless. I have sa,id it is, dangerous. 
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, may 'I ask a question of the Chaid 
Will we hear any more competentlttestimony thi1ll that ·(xr Dr. God-

dardon ,the medical 'and social'asp8i}ts of marihuana ,and.its use ~nd 
will we hear from ;any enforcement o.l}lcial$ or. any parel1!i:.9 whose' chil-
dren have "gone ,to pot"?' ." \'. .' , 

The CHAIR1\fAN. That was not the\l})nrpose 'of this meGting at ,the 
present time, which was ;to get clarifioation of ·the reported statement 
which aroused nationwide interest here. . '. ' 

Now, Dr. Godclardwill be before ,this committee many 'times ·and we 
can pursue other matters ,then. . '. . '. 

I would like to make this statement )n closing, 'thai, I have gathered 
from :th~ hearing today ,that you ·are ·against the use of marihU'ana and 
all other drugs. . ". . . . , 

You have not said whether you use :alcohol or not, but there -are 'a lot 
of people who don'ltadvocate i,ts 11:se-1 don't either-for children, 
Lobacco or ,alcohol or anything else. . 

I think ,the whole controversy ni.ight be over the fact of possession 
h.ere; I don't think that question comes within. the province of your 
agency at all. I believ:e it is something that should never have been 
brought up. I think itls very unfortunate that it was. 

It simply does not come within your province at all to say whether 
possessi~n of marihua~H)' should. or should not be a~l offense. There has 
b.een a bIg hulln;balo~ ;~erea.rollsed that, perhaps I~ there had been a 
snnple. explanatlon.gl~!en, nught have c~eared the, Mr. 

I thmk perhaps It has bE.'..en very unfortunate rhat you have made 
the statements that. y()U did when the q~lestion doesn't come before 
your agency' about Im]orcement on possesl,lion. . , .' 

Am I correct on thii" that el1.forcement of pe~alties ior,marihl1ana 
possession. does.notco~p.e befOre.your agency? : ." .; . 

Dr .. GODDARD. We do not h!.we the responsibility for control, o~ 
marihuana. . . . . 
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. The CHAllU:[AN. That is what I mean. 
I am very happy to see that it is clear that you are against the use 

'of any of these drugs at any time, ilot only for your family but for 
any other person or child. I think that is bur responsibility here 'as 
~fembers of the Congress, to find out about .that and try to verify it. 
I think this has been helpful. I want to thank you for coming. 

Nfl'. BROWN. May I ask unanimous consent to put ill. the record the 
material to which i made reference, including the full text of the ad in 
the New York Times, and also an exchange of letters I have had with 
Dr. Goddard, because I do think that they help to clarify the :\.'e~ord 
on this drug. . 

'While I hesitate to include the 137 scientific references which he 
gave me, I would put those in at your discretion, NIl'. Chairma'il. 

(The material l.'eferred to follows:) . 

Dr, JAMES L. GODDARD, 

HOUSEl OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D.O., Ootober 19,1967. 

Oommissioner, 1J'ooa ana Drug A.dminist-ratiun, 
Wltshington, D.C. 

bEAR DR. GODDARD! As elsewhere'in thenatioll, some doctors and pharmacists 
,in my District hll. ve been displeased from time to time by past decisions by you 
or your office. 

Because of the llfiture of your statement on marijuana as reported in the press 
earlier this week, I am sure L shall be receiving from highly respected people in 
these professions and in law enforcement in my DistL"ict letters questioning the 
competence of the experimental work on which your conclusions were based. 
For this i'eason, would you be kind enough to send me a summary of this study? 

Because of the nature of your remarks, I am also sending the enclosed letter 
to the Chairman of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee urging that 
yOU be called fora hearing to explore the studies FDA has made on drug use, 
.abuse and dangers so that pubUc information media or individuals will not inter' 
pret your rem.arks about marijuana improperly 01' 'as applicable.to all narcotics 
or hallucinogens. . 

Sincerely yours, 
CLARENCE J. BROWN, Jr., 

Member of Oongress. 

DEPART1>IENT OF HEALTH, EDUOATION, AND WELFARE, 

Hon. CLARENOE J. BROWN, Jr., 
HOUSG of Rep1'esentatives, 
TVashinfl,ton, D.O. 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, 
Wu;shmgton, D.O" Ootober 20, 1967. 

DEAR MR. BROWN: ~'his.is inrepiy to your letter of October 19, regarding reo 
marks attributed to me concerning marihuana. 

I am enclOSing a copy of the transcript of the remarks made at the October 17 
Minneapolis press conference and two statements I have issued on the subject. 
.A review of the enclosed material will show that I have not advocated free use 
of marihuana j that I have not dismissed its possible dangers to health j and that + have not failed to recognized the fact that posRession of marihuana is illegal. 

You will also note that I did not advocate the use of marihuana as bas been 
reported. The report that I stated that I would not object any more to my daugh-
ter smoking llll.U"ih uana than to her drinking a cocktail is not, true. , 

It is my feeling that the present,penalties imposed for use and possession of 
marihuana are disproportionate to the hazards presented by the drug. This is a 
view held by miUlY responsible persons in our society. 

The Food and Drug Acbninistration has not macle any studies of the effects of 
marihuana. My statements as to the relative dangers of marihuana reflect not 
only my views as a physician but the views of colleagues whose works have been 
published in the scientific literature. It is my understnl'lding that further studies 
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of the effects of marihuana are now in progress at the Nation/!-l Institute or 
Mental Health. 

Your interest in this matter is appreciated and I hope these remarks can be 
used to set the record straight. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dr. JAMES L. GODDARD, 

JAMES L. GODDAlID, M.D., 
Oommissionm' of Fooa ana Drugs. 

HOUSE OF REl'RESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D.O., October 24, 1961. 

Oommissioner, U.s' Fooa ana Drug Administration, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAR DR. GODDARD: This is to acknowledge and thauk you for your letter of 
October 20th with ,accompanying information rega,rding your recent remarks. 
on marijuana. 

As you may remember, my letter of October 19th included a specific request 
that you forward' to me a summary of experimental work on which your con
clusions were based. Since your letter made no reference to my request, am I 
to assume from your reply that your expression was not based on a comprehen-' 
sive study, but, rather, on the views of colleagues whose works have bee,n 
published in scielltific literature and on your insight as a physician and father?' 

YQur credentials as 'a physician ,and parent may ,be admirable. But I am 
concerned that they and the published studies of colleagues may not be adequate· 
scientific evidence upon which to base so weight:;' a judgment for one who
occupies such a responsible position in government 

In your letter to me you state your feeling that "present penalties imposed fol" 
use and possession of marijuana are disproportionate to the hazards presented 
by the drug". And yet you also say, " ... we don't Imow what the long term 
effects of smolting marijuana or using marijuana in other forms might be ... ". 
If our knowledge is incomplete, is it ,sufficient upon which to base your feeling
whether that feeling is personal or official? 

Any relaxation of penalties as established by present law must be founded 
on detailed and scienctific information and official conclusions. Your call for 
more long term '1'esearch to detect any possLble serious side effects from 
chronic usage of marijuana would seem to suggest that such studies and con
clusions do not exist, Why, then, ·has the Food and Drug Administration not seen 
that such studies ofthe effects of the drug are made? 

Does not the' Bureau of Drug .AJbuse Co~trol have the responsibility to initiate 
and conduct programs desgined to emphasize the social, physiological, and 
psychological aspects of drug abuse control? Are you satisfied with no more than 
an "understanding" that the N/!-tional Institute of Mental Health is conducting 
further studies? ' , 

I would like to know whether or not you (XlUsider the Food and Drug Ad
ministration to have 'a prime interest in such research. I would like/to know what 
research has been completed and what conclusions, if any, have been reacheu. 
What stUdies are now under way? Ifnone have been completed or none are under 
'way, then I would appreciate your opinion on what agency or agencies should be 
actively engaged in research on marijuana, what you have done to see that such 
studies are undertaken, and what, if any, reasons or circumstances· have pre-' • 
-vented such 'l'esearch from being conducted . 

.I appreciate your prompt response to my earlier letter,' and I trust you 
will llgree that the sooner the above questions !l!re satisfactorily an,swered, the 
better for everyone concerned. In this I speak not only as a member of the House 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, but as one who is sorely worried 
by tbepossiibility that 'any misinterpretation of the facts in this matter may 
lead to disaster for even one individual who might have read into your earlier 
i'ema:l'ks -II; license to indulge in the traffic or lIse of marijuana. 

Sincerely yours, . 

II 

CLARENOE J. BnowN, Jr., 
Member of Oongl·ess. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, 

Hon. OLARENCE J. BROWN, Jr., 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINIS'l'RATION, 
Washington, D.O., October 31, 1961. 

House of Representatives, Washington, D.O. 
DEAR MR. BROWN: This is in response to your letter of October 24 requesting 

more information about my views on marijuana. Your assumption is correct that 
my own opinions regarding matijuana are based upon "the published studies of 
colleagues." Enclosed is a bibliography citing many of the articles, books, and 
pamphlets which I have reviewed. The list includes articles about marijuana from 
the lay press as well as th'3 scientific literature. I have relied upon the latter in 
forming my opinions . 

.A.ny physician or scientist must rely upon the knowledge available in scientific 
literature in reaching a decision. It is a rare case, indeed, when any single re
search study can provide a comprehensive answer to a problem of any complexity. 

I ha,'e not expressed any conclusive judgments about marijuana; rather, I 
have emphasized that we know too little about the possible effects of long-term 
use of the drug. I do not thinl{ that this view is inconsister,t with my opinion that 
the present penalties for possession and use of marijuana fite disproportionate to 
the hazards presented by the drug. 

I have never suggested, nor do I believe, that we should eliminate criminal 
penalties for the distribution of marijuana. The drug was dismissed by the medi
cal profession long ago as having any unique therapeutic value j I can conceive 
of no benefit in giving it legal status in society. 

You also asked about the status of the research long-term effects of marijuana. 
The FDA is dealing with the problem of drug abuse, but we have concr:ntrated on 
those drugs over which the Oongress has given us jurisdiction; that ii'>, stimulants,. 
depressants, and hallucinogens other than marijuana. 

In terms of the FDA's statutory authority, however, this Agency c1ces not have 
a primary responsibility in marijuana research, although our studies in' the social, 
physiological, and psychological aspects of drug abuse are of tel! relevant ,to 
marijuana. 

Marijuana research is going forward in the National Institute of ':vIental Health 
(I am enclosing a listing of these studies). I am not in a position to report on the 
conclusions of this research, but I am sure NIMH would be as helpful as possible 
in this regard shOUld you wish to pursue this matter. 

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to call. 
~i;:;.cerely yours, 

JAMES'):,. GODDARD, M.D., 
Oommi88ioner of Fooi/, ani/, Drug8. 
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• • : • • 1 _. ~'. .... '. 

" "' 1 

Cllr 'It,.,- ' ,; • ' ., 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you again, Dl'. Goddard. '.' 
The committee stands ttajourned until the call of the Chair. 
(Whereupon., at 12 :45 p.m., the committee adjourned.) 

I 
".1 
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INTRODUCTION 

BY 

SENATOR JAMES' O. EASTLAND 

Ohairman, Senate Subcommittee on /In,ternal Seourity 

I consider the hearings which are the subject of this record to be 
among the most significant ever held by the Senate Internal Security 
Subcommittee, or, for that matter, by any committee of Congress. The 
widespread interest already generated by the hearings suggest that 
they may playa role in reversing a trend towards national disaster. 

Without public awareness, our country has become caught up in a 
marihuana-hashish 1 epidemic that probably eclipses, in gravity, the 
national epidemics that have had so debilitating an effect on the popu
lation of a number of Middle Eastern countries. Speaking about this 
matter, Mr. Andrew C. Tartagli.no, Deputy Administrator ofthe DEA, 
made this statement at the opening hearing on May 9, over which I 
presided: 

The traffic in, and abuse of, marihuana products has taken 
a more sedous turn in the last two or three years than either 
the courts, the news media, or the public is aware. The shift 
is clearly toward the abuse of stronger, more dangerous forms 
of the drug which renders much of what has been said in the 
1960's about the harmlessness of its use obsolete. 

The epidemic began at Berl~eley University at the time of the famous 
1965 "Berkeley Uprising." Not only was pot-smoking embraced as a 
symbolic rejection of the establishment, but, together with the "dirty 
speech movement," the right to pot became an integral part of the 
catalogue of demands of the uprising. From Berkeley, the marihuana 
epidemic spread rapidly throughout the American campus community. 
Then it spread down into the high schools and junior high schools
and within the last year or two it has begun to invade the grade 
schools. It has also spread into the ranks of professional society and 
of the bluecollar workers, so that all sectors of our society are today 
affected by the epidemic. Today it is estimated that there are some 
millions of regular marihuana users in the country, and the evidence. 
indicates that they are graduating rapidly to the stronger hemp drugs, 
hashish and liquid hashish. 

The spread of the epidemic has been facilitated by the fact that most 
of our media and most of the academicians who have been articulate 
on the subject have been disposed to look upon marihuana as a rela-

~ Marihuana and hashish are both derived from the cannabis. or hemp, plant. Marihuana 
consists of the leaves and female flowers; hashish comes from the resin of the plant. 
Hashish Is roughly 8 to 10 times as strong as marihuana. . 
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.tively innocuous drug. (How the myth of harmlessness came to be so 
widely accepted is also part of the subject or this testimonY") There 
were some who even held that marihuana was a good thing, while most 
held that there really wasn't too much to worry about. 

Taking advantage of the confusion and widespread ignorance, a 
variety of movements seeking the legalization of marihuana came into 
l'xistence. They gathered strength rapidly. In fact, by early this year 
concerned scientists and government officjals were almost ready to 
throw in the sponge because the battle looked so hopeless. 

This situation, by itself was reason enough for concern. The Internal 
Security Subcommittee decided to look into it because .. -F internal 

. se:tmrity considerations affecting the armed forces of the United States, 
and because of the evidence that clearly subversive groups played a 
significant role in the spread of the epidemic-both as propagandists 
and as traffickers. It was established, for example, in previous hearings 
of the subcommittee, that Timothy Leary's Brotherhood of Eternal 
Love had fora number of years been the largest producers of LSD and 
the largest organized smugglers of hashish. in the country. 

The hearings focused heavily on scientific evidence of physical or 
psychological harmfulness, because this was basic to any assessment 
of the impact of cannabis on security. ' , 

Important new scientific evidence had emerged within the last few 
years. But this evidence remained fragmented, sometimes inconclu
sive, and. almost invariably completely unknown to the public. The 
situation was further confused by contradictory p.vidence and by the 
emergence of several best-selling books suggesting a more tolerant 
approach to marihuana. 

One of the principal reasons why hard scientific evidence has been 
so slow in emerging is that it is only within recent years-in fact, 
since 1970-that accepted procedures for the quantitative analysis of 
marihuana have been established and that carefully standardized 
strains of marihuana have become available for research purposes. 
In the absence of standardized research materials and standardized 
analytical procedures, research scientists in the past, working with the 
utmost conscientiousness, often came up with sharply conflicting find
ings. Within the last few years, thanks to a remarkable program that 
has been developed at the University of Mississippi,2 marihuana re
search is today moving forward without these handIcaps-and, as this 
volume of testimony dramatically demonstrates, this research is pro-
ducing some highly dramatic results.. . . 

2 The program Is known as the Marihuana Project of the Research Institute of Pharma
ceutical Sciences, which Is part of the School of Pharmacy at the University of Mississippi. 
The program was established In 1968, as part of a national program of research, by Dr. 
Coy Waller, formerly Vice President In Charge of Research at Meade·Johnson and con.
sultant to the National Institute of Mental Health, who today serves as the Director of 
the R(>search Institute. The first Director of the Marihuana Project, from 1968 to 1971, was 
Dr. Norman Doorenbos. SJnce 1971, It has been under the direction of Dr. Carlton Turner, 
who also serves as Associate Director of the Research Institute. 

In addition to standardizing the marihuana used for research purposes, Dr. Turner's 
scientists have developed analytical methods. which enable them to give accurate readings 
on ten different cannablnolds contained In marihuana samples-a few years ago, they 
were able to analyze for only three cannablnold components. The marihuana the Institute 
~ultlvates Is now used routinely fOJ: all research projects sponsored through the National 
InStitute of Mental Health, while the United Nations NarcotiCS Commission has recom
mended that the analytical procedures developed at, the University of MiSSissippi be used 
worldwide. :~-.' 

If today we kno, ').r more about marihuana than we did two or three years ago, It Is 
thanks In large meas, ;e to the pioneering work done at this Internationally unique research 
center.·' • 

"I 
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In the recent hearings, it was obvious that one of the first things 
that had to be done was to brino- together the bits and pieces of recent 
research in an organized mann~r, because only in this ~ay would the 
total significance of these findings become comprehensIble. The s.ub
committee, therefore, issued invitations to some 20 prominent medIc~1 
researchers and psychiatrists. Most of. them were Amer~can2 but .3IX 
other countries were also represented m the panel of SCIentIsts. The 
pro-marihuana cabal could assltil a single scientist whose resear~h per
suaded him that marihuana was a very dangerous drug: thIS they 
could get away with. But abuse and character assassination would no 
10nge\\.be persuasive at th~ poin~ w~ere it was demonstrated that a 
large \number of top-rankmg sCIentIsts who had done research on 
cannabfu were convinced that it is a dr:ug with deadly consequences. 

With the assistance of several scientists who are internationally, 
known for their research on cannabis and other drugs, the subcom
mittee strdf put together a master list of scientific witnesses who, be
tween them, could cover the newly available scientific evidence in a 
broad spectrum manner. 

Among the eminent scientists who appeared before the Subcom-
mittee were: . 

Dr. HARVEY POWELSON: Research Psychiatrist, Berkeley Univer
sity; Ohief of the Psychiatric Division of the Student Health Serv
icf'< at Berkeley from 1964 to 1972. 

Dr. HENRY BRILL: Regional Director of the New York State De
partment of Mental Hygiene; member and/or chairman of drug de
pendence committees of American Medical Association, National Re
search Oouncil, the World Health Organization, and the FDA; senior 
psychiatric member of the Shafer Oommission. . 

Dr. DONALD LOURIA: Ohairman, Department of Preventive Medi
cine and dommunity Health, New Jersey Medical School; Ohairman 
and President, New York State Oouncil··on Drug Addiction, 1965 to 
1972. ' 

Professor W. D. M. PATON: Head of the' department of pharma
colo~ at Oxford University; Ohairman of committee oVllrseeing the 
BritIsh Government.'s drug research program; author of a standard 
textbook on pharmacology and widely recognized as one of world's 
leading pharmacologists. 

Prof~ssor MORTON STENCHEVER: qhair!llan of the Department of 
Obstetl'lcs and Gynecology at the UmversIty of Utah Medical School. 

Dr. GABRIEL NAHAS: Research Professor at the Oolumbia University 
Oollege of Physicians and Surgeons; simultaneously Visiting.Profes
SOl' at the University of Paris. 

Dr. AKIRA MORI~HI~A: Resear?h ge1}etic~st; Associate Professor, 
Department of PedIatrICS, OolumbIa UmversIty Oollege of Physicians 
and Surgeons; Ohief of the Division of pediatric endocrine service at 
Babies Hospital, N ew York. 

Dr. OECILE LEUC!lTENBERGER of Switzerland: Head of the DQ.part
ment o~ Oell OhemIstry at the Institute for Experimental Call\~er Re
search m Lausanne; founder and first Director of Oell Ohemistry De
partment at Western Reserve University. 

Dr. JOHN A. S. HALL: Senior Physician and Ohairman DeJ?artment 
of Me~icine, ~ingston. Hos.pital, Jamaica, since 1965: AssocIate Lec
turer m MedICme, UmversIty of West Indies and visiting Assistant 
Professor of Neurology at Oolumbia University. 
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Dr. ROBERT KOLODNY: Director of the endocrine research section 
at the Reproductive Biology Research Foundation in St. Louis. 

Professor M. I. SOUEIF: Chairman of the Department of Psychology 
and Philosophy at Cairo University; member of World Health Or
ganization Panel on.! Drug Dependence; author of classic study on 
consequences of hasHish addiction in Egypt. 

Professor NILS BiEJEROT: Karolinska Institute, Sweden; author of 
"Addiction and Society" and several other standard texts on the epi
demiology of drug abuse. Widely recognized as one of foremost inter
national experts in this field. 

Dr. ANDREW MALCOLM: Toronto psychiatrist; member, Drug Ad
visory Committee, Ontario College of Pharmacy; formerly Senior 
Psychiatrist, Rockland State Hospital, New York (1955-1958). 

Dr. HAROLD KOLANSKY: Currently Associate Professor of Psychia
try at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine; twice 
President of the Regional Council (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Dela
ware) of Child Psychiatry; Director of Child Psychiatry, Albert 
Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia, 1955-1969; Chairman, Depart
ment of Psychiatry, Albert Einstein Medical Center, 1968-1969. 

Dr. WILLIAM T. MOORE: Currently Associate Professor in Clinical 
Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine; Associate 
Professor of Child Psychiatry at Hahnemann Medical College for 13 
years up until 1972; for the past five years Director of Training, Di
vision of Child Analysis, Institute of Philadelphia Association for 
Psychoanalysis. . 

Professor ROBERT HEATH: Chairm. an of the Department of Psychi
atry and Neurology at Tulane University Medical School. 

Dr. PHILLIP ZEIDENBERG: Professor of Psychiatry at Columbia 
University; Chairman of the Drug Dependence Committee of the New 
York State Psychiatric Institute. 

Dr. JULIUS AxELROD. Nobel Prize winning research scientist at the 
National Institute of Mental Health. . 

Professor HARDIN. B. JONES: Professor of Physiology ~..nd Professor 
of Medical Physics at the University of California, Berkeley; Assist
ant Director of the Donner Laboratory 'Of Medical Physics at Berkeley. 
. Dr. CONRAD S(J'£[wARZ: Associate Professor, Department of Psychi
atry, University of British Columbia and Consultant Psychiatrist to 
the Student Health Service; Chairman of the Drug Habituation 
Committee of the British Columbia Medical Association. 

Dr. FOREST S. TENNANT, Jr,: Medical Director for several drug 
abuse programs in the Los Angeles area; officer in charge of the drug 
abuse program of the U.S. Army Europe, 1971-197'2. 

THE SOIENTIFIC FINDINGS 

That our hearings succeeded in achieving their objective has been 
demonstrated by the dramatic increase of interest, on the part of the 
scientific community as well as the press, in the new scientific evidence 
on marihuana. For example, a recent issue of Science magazine 
(August 23,1974) points out "the notion that marihuana is harmless 
has enjoyea a high degree of acceptability with only a minimum of 
scientific sup:p,ort. . . . Since 1969, when the federal government began 
making marIhuana of controlled guality available to research sci
entists, evidence· suggesting potentIal hazards has accumulated at a 
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!'apid pace. Thosl~ five years of research have provided strong evidence, 
that, if corroborated, would suggest that marihuana in its variom; 
forms may be fa,r more hazardous than was originally suspected." J[ 
think it worthy of note that ten of the scientists whose findings werl3 
quoted by the article in Science were among the witnesses who testified 
in the subcomlllittee's recent hearings. 

The collective testimony of the eminent scientists who came to 
Washington to testify may be summarized as follows: 

(1) THO, the p'Pincipal psyclw-active factor in canna.bis, ter:ds .to 
accuwulate in the brain and gonads and other fatty t'l8sues 'tn Me 
'manner of DDT. This was established beyond challenge by the re
search of NIMH Nobel Laureate, Dr. Julius Axelrod, and his associ
ates. As a corollary of this, they found that THO persists in the body 
long after the act of ingestion. In some parts of the body, residual 
amounts could be found as much as a week after ingestion. 

(2) .Marihuana, even when used in 'moderate a'mount8, cav.,se8 mas
sive da'mage to the entire cellular p?'OCe88 : 

(a) It reduces DNA and RNA synthesis within the cell, which 
in turn sharply reduces the mitotic index, or the rate at which 
the cells give birth to new cells. (Nahas, Morishima, Zimmerman, 
Leuchtenberger, Paton) 

(b) In the case of the T-Iymphocytes (the cells involved in the 
immune process), marihuana use at the three-times-a-week level 
results in a 41 percent reduction in cell birth. (Nahas and amloci-
ates) . 

( c) It results in far more cells with defective chromOflome 
complements-from 38 to 8 chromosomes instead of the normal 
complement of 46. (Morishima) 

The findings of five of the scientists who testified converged on the 
central theme of cellular damage. Other research that had been done 
in this field was also referred to. Professor W. D. M. Paton of O:dord 
University, one of the world's leading pharmacologists, summarized 
this recent research in these terms: , 

Numerous such effects have now been described, including 
actions on microsomes, on mitochondria, on neurones, fibro
blasts, white blood cells, and on dividing cells, affecting 
metabolism, energy utilization, synthesis of cellular constitu
ents, and immunological responses. 

On the specific question of cellular damage, additional evidence is 
becoming available almost by the week. Since Dr. Nahas testified, for 
example, his findings on damage to the immune cells have been con
firmed by two nationally prominent medical scientists, Dr. Louis 
Harris and Dr. Louis Lemberger. Other aspects of cellular damage 
will be covered in several research papers, prepared tmder official au-
spices, which are shortly to be published. . 

Needless to say, the confirmation that marihuana does such serious 
damage to the entire cellular process opens up an entire spectrum of 
frightening possibilities. 

(3) Tied ,in with its tendency to accum:r.late in the brain and its 
capacity for cellular damage, there is a growing body of evidence 
that marih1,u:t.na inflicts i'l'I'eversible damage on the brain, including 
actual brain atrophy, when used in a chronic manner for 8everal 
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years. Psychiatrists who testified said that they knew of many ,cases 
of brilliant young people who went on prolonged cannabis binges, 
and then tried to go straight-only to discover that they could no 
longer perform at the level of which they had been capable. (Heath, 
Powelson, Kolansky and Moore, Paton) Professor Paton referred to 
animal experiments which demonstrated that rats exposed to mari
huana had smaner brains than rats which were not exposed, and to 
research by Dr. Campbell and associates in England which found brain 
atrophy in a group of young cannabis smokers comparable to the 
atrophy that is normally found in people aged 70 to 90. Professor 
Heath reported that, in experiments with rhesus monkeys exposed to 
marihuana, highly abnormal brain wave patterns persisted after the 
marihuana was withdrawn, suggesting long-term or permanent dam
age to the brain. 

(4) There ,is also a growin,cJ body of evidence that marihuana ad
versely affects the reproductive process in a number of 'ways, and that 
it poses a serious danger of genetic damage and even. of genetic 
mutation. Scientific testimony presented pointed to the following 
conclusions: 

(a) Male hormone (testosterone) level was reduced by 44 per
cent in young males who had used marihuana at least four days 
a week for a minimum of six months. (Kolodny) 

(b) Sperm count was dramatl' illy reduced in the same group 
of marihuana smokers, falling L ..ruost to zero with heavy smok
ers, so that they had to be considered sterile. (Kolodny) A simi
lar result was found with mice. (Leuchtenberger) 

(c) Very heavy smoking in a number of cases resulted in im
potence. Potency was recovered in some of these cases when mari
huana was given up. (Kolodny, Hall) 

( d) In animal experiments, the spermatids (the precursors of 
the sperm cells) were found to be abnormal in the sense that 
they carried reduced amounts of DNA. (Leuchtenberger) 

( e) Regular marihuana use, even down to the once a week, 
level, results in roughly three times as many broken chromo
somes as are found in non-users. While further research is nec- . 
essary, this suggests the possibility of genetic abT\ormalities. 
(Stenchever) . 

(f) In a number of animal experiments, marihuana was found 
to cause a very high rate of fetal deaths and fetal abnorh1alities, 
including runting and lack; of limbs-the thalidomide effect~ 
(Paton) , 

(5) Ohronic cannabis smoking can prod~tce ~sinU8iti8, pharyngitis, 
bronchitis, emphysema and other respiratory ditficultie.s itn a year or 
l88s, as opposed to ~en ~o twenty years of cigarette smolcing to produce 
comparable complwat'ZO'lis. (Tennant, Pat.on, Kolansky and Moore) 
Professor Paton pointed out that emphysema, which is normally a 
condition of later life, is now cropping up with increasing frequency 
in yoling people, opening up the prospect of "a new crop of re&piratol'Y 
cripples" early in life. 

(6) Oannabis smoke, 01' cannabis smoke mi(JJed with cigarette smoke, 
is far more damaging to lung ti88ue8 than tobacco smoke alone. The 
damage done was de8cribed as "pre-carwerous." (Tennant, Leuchten
berger) Although further'research is indicated, preliminary observa-

61-801 0 - 77 - 64 
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tions suggest that marihuana may be a. far more potent carcinogen 
than tobacco. 

(7) Ohlronio oannabis use results in deterioration of mental funotion
in:g, pathologioa~ forms.ot tninking 'resembling pa'l,(l:.noia, anil "q. mas
awe and onron-zo passzvzty" and lack of motzvatwn-the so~oalled 
"amotivationaZsyndrome." (Powelson, Bejerot, Zeidenberg, Malcolm, 
Schwarz, Jones, Kolansky and Moore, Hall, SoueH, Tennant) 

Describing the zombie-like appearance of chronic cannabis users, 
Dr. Tennant said: "Major manifestations were apathy, dullness and 
lethargy, with mild to severe impairment of judgment, concentration 
and memory . . . physical appearance was stereotyped in that all 
patients appeared dull, exhibited poor hygiene, and had slightly 
slowed speech. . .• " 

Several psychiatrists suggested that the total Joss of their own will 
would make a large population of cannabis users a serious political 
danger because it makes them susceptible to manipulation by extrem-
ists. (Powelson, Kolansky and Moore, Malcolm) . 

THE SOCIAL CONSEQT:ENCES OF THE MARIHUANA EPIDEMIC 

The scientific evidence presented to the subcommittee points to an 
array of frightening social consequences, or possible consequences. 

(1) If the cannabis epidemic continues to spread at the rate of the 
post-Berkeley period, we may find ourselves saddled with a large 
population of semi-zombies-of young people acutely afflicted by the 
amotivational syndrome: There is evidence that many of our young 
people, including high school and junior high school students, are 
a1J:eady afRicted by the "amotivational syndrome." The general lack. 
of motivation of the current generation of high school students is a 
common complaint of teachers .. Some of them pojnt out that the 
growth of this phenomenon in recent years has roughly paralleled the 
spread of the cannabis epidemic. 

(2) We may also find ourselves saddled with a partial genera,tion 
of young people-people in their teens and early twenties-suffering 
from irreversible brain damage. Their ability to function may im
prove if they abandon cannabis, but they will remain partial cripples, 
unable to fully recover the abilities of their pre-cannaois years. 

(3) The millions of junior high school a,nd grade school children 
. who a:re today using marihuana may produce another partial genera

tion of teenagers who have never matured, either intellectually or 
physically, because of hormonal deficiency and a 4eficiency in ce11-
production during the" critical period of puberty. This fear was 
expressed in particularly urgent terms by Dr. Paton and Dr. Kolodny. 
As Dr. Paton put it, we may witness the phenomenon of a generation 
of young people who have begun to grow old before they have even 
matured. 

(4) There are other frightening possibilities, too. There is the 
possibility of which Dr. Paton spoke that we may develop a largE) 
p.op'~lation ({f youthful respirato!,y cripples. ,And, the~e is the .pos
slblhty-whlCh can only be confirmed by epIdemIOlogIcal studIes..,...... 
that marihuana smokers are producing far more than their quota of 
malformed or genetically damaged children., . 

(5) There is the growing body of evidence that marihuana use leads 
to indulgence in other drugs. 
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(6) If the ep~,dem~c is not rolled back, our soci~ty may be largely 
taken over by a mll;rIhuana culture"-a culture motivated by c. desire 
to escap~ from rell;hty and by a consuming lust for self-gratification, 
and lackmg any hIgher moral guidance. Such a society could not long 
endure. . 

These are some of the reasons why we cannot legalize marihuana 
and why society cannot remain indifferent to the epidemic. ' 

TEE EPIDEMIC POTENTIAL OF CANNABIS 

)'Vha~ makes t?-e prospect eyen m?re terrifying is the extraordinary 
epIdemIc potentIal of cannabIs. It IS doubtful that any other drug in 
common use today has a comparable potential. 

I do not underestimate the damage done by the abusive use of 
alcohol. But the nature of alcohol places certain limitations on its 
epidemic spread. It is impossible, or at least very difficult, to take a 
quart of whiskey or a six-pack of beer to one's place of work, or, in the 
C&'3e of a teenager or grade schooler, to take it to school. If one did take 
it to school or to work, it would be difficult to find the time during the 
work day or during school hours to get oneself really intoxicated on 
alcohol. And if,a worker or a student did manage to get himself stoned 
on alcohol, he would'be given away by his drullken stagger or by the 
smell of alcohol on his breath. 

But with marihuana, there are no such limitations. It is cheap 
enough so that even a fourth or fifth grader can afford to buy a joint 
or two with his weekly allowance. It is compact enough so that a few 
joints can easily be concealed on the body. All it requires is a 10 or 15 
minute break to get thoroughly stoned. And, apart from a tired and 
passive look which may suggest that the user is short on sleep, there 
are no telltale symptoms; the user, though stoned, does not walk with 
n. stagger, nor is there any odor on his breath. A student could sit 
through an entire day in a cannabis stupor, and learn nothing-and 
his teacher would be none the wiser. 

On top of this, users of marihuana suffer from a much more com
pelling urge to proselytize and involve others than do users of alcohol. . 
One can attend a cocktail party and drink ginger ale and not be har
rassed and pushed by one's cocktail friends to get in on the act and 
drink. At pot parties, the pressures are infinitely greater. 

Another factor contributing to the spread of the cannabis epidemic 
is the tremendous potency of the material available and the ease wi~h 
which it can be concealed and transported. A pound of "liqUId 
hashish"-a concentrated distillate derived froin either marihuana 
or hashish-would theoretically be enough to intoxicate a city of 15,000 
people. ' 

Still another factor is that, with marihuana and hashish, chronic 
abuse begins at a use level which would be insignificant with alc~hol. 
A person who took a drink of whiskey once a week or even thre~ tImes 
a week, wou1d be considered a light drinker; it has yet to be argued 
that alcohol consumption at this level can do any damage. But a person 
who smokes marihuana three times a week or more is generally con
sidered a chronic smoker; and there are some scientists who insist 
that even on(le a week smoking constitutes chronic use. Ip su,pport 
of this contention, they point to the facts that THe persIsts m the 
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brain for a week or more after smoking, and that some of the research 
covered in our recent hearings found dramatic changes even at the 
once a week level (cf. Stenchever on chromosome damage). 

Finally, there is the almost unbelievable rate at which-if it is 
readily available-a cannabis user can escalate from occasionl social 
use to chronic and massive abuse. It generally takes years before a 
chronic drinker escalates to a quart a day. But, according to Dr. 
Tennant, GI's who arrived in Germany as casual marihuana users, 
would a month or two later be consuming 50 or 100 grams-and' in 
some cases up to 600 grams-of hashish monthly. Three grams of 
hashish a day, it should be pointed out, is roughly 12 times the 
amou:r;t required to produce a hashish intoxication. 

WHERE THE EPIDEMIC STANDS TODAY 

There are conflicting estimates of the number of chronic cannabis 
users in our country. According to some estimates, there are roughly 
20 to 25 million people who have used marihuana in one degree or 
another, but only one to two million who may be considered regular 
users. According to the estimate of NORML (National Organization 
for the Reform of Marihuana Laws), the total number, of Americans 
who have been exposed to marihuana runs close to thirty-five million, 
while the number of regular users is past the ten million mark. 

Figures on seizures of marihuana and hashish submitted to our 
hearin~ by the Drug Enforcement Administration strongly suggest 
the valIdity of the higher estimate. According to DEA, federal seizures 
of marihuana over the past five years have increased tenfold, to a total 
of '780,000 pounds in 19'73, while federal seizures of hashish over the 
same period of time increased twenty-five fold, to a total of almost 
54,000 pounds. These figures do not include seizures by state and local 
law enforcement authorities. Assuming that ten times as much ~ot into 
the country as was actually seized-a fairly conservative estlmate
this would mean that total consumption of marihuana in 19'73 was 
probably close to ten million pounds, while total consumption of 
hashish probably exceeded 600,000 pounds. (These estimates make 
'some allowance for non-federal seizures-for which no figures are 
available. ) 

These are truly staggering quantities when one understands just how 
potent'marihuana and hashish are and how little is requirerl to become 
intoxicated. No one could possibly get intoxicated on an ounce or two 
ounces of hard liquor. An ounce of hashish with a 10 percent THO con
tent is sufficient for a hundred intoxications; an ounce of marihuana 
with a 1.5 percent THO content is enough for rou~hly twelve intoxi
cations. And when it comes to "marihuana oil," or ' liquid hashish," as 
it is sometimes called, the THO content of which can run as high as 
60 to 90 percent, we hllv2, a snbstance with an almost lethal potential for 
mass intoxication. One drop of liquid hash is enough to send the 'Jser 
into the stratosphere, while a pound of the strongest variety would be 
enough to intoxicate a population of 15,000. 

These figures provide some clue-but only a partial clue-to the 
damage done by the massive quantities of marihuana and hashish con
sumed in our country last year. 
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THE EMERGENOE OF AN ALCOHOL-OANNABIS EPIDEMIC 

It must be emphasized that those who are caught up in the cannabis 
epidemic are not using marihuana or hashish as a substitute for al
cohol. With increasing fre.quency they are being -consumed together. 
The scientists who testified before the subcommIttee were agreed that 
adding marihuana to alcohol, or alcohol to marihuana, does not pro
duce an arithmetic effect but a synergistic, or compounding, effect. The 
combination of the two intoxicants produces a far more potent and 
dangerous form of intoxication, whose short and long term conse
quences we still know very little about. While there are reported to be 
some 10 million problem drinkers in our country, the overwhelming 
majority of those who use alcohol are what we call social drinkers, 
who take it occasionally and with moderation. But at the point where 
a person takes one drink of whiskey with a joint of pot, we are no 
longer dealing with a social drinker-we are dealing with someone 
who is suffering from a highly dangerous form of intoxication. 

In its own right, the scale of the current cannabis epidemic would 
give us plenty to worry about and so is the scale of alcohol abuse. The 
emergence of an alcohol-cannabis epidemic is even more .worrisome. 

THE MYTH OF HARMLESSNESS 

The srjread of the epidemic has been facilitated by the widespread 
impressIon that marihuana is a relatively innocuous drug. ThIS. im
pression,has been shared by liberals and conservatives, by laymen and 
Judges, '.ind even by people actively involved in the war on drugs. For 
exampJa, in March of 1973 an advisory committee consisting of emne 
40 prominent D.C. citizens filed a report urging the complete legaliza
tion of marihuana on the ground that: 

No demonstrable'/nedical evidence is available to support 
the assertion that marihuana use is hazardous or detrimental 
to the physical or mental health of the user. 

The widespread acceptance of the myth of harmlessness has been 
due to several things. Certainly a role of some importance was played 
by the militant pro-marihuana propaganda campaign conducted by 
many New Left organizations, by academicians sympathizing with the 
New Left, and by the entire underground press, ever since the Berke-
ley uprising. . 

Some of this propaganda was positively euphoric on the virtues of 
marihuana. Dr .• Toel Fort q£ San Francisco; a member of the Sociology 
Department of the University of California and a former consultant 
on drug abuse to the W orId Health Organization, had this to say on 
the subject: "Cannabis is a valuable pleasure giving drug, probably 
much saiter than alcohol, but condemmed by ~:he power structure of 
our society." An article in "The Sciences" by L. Greenwald in 1968 
went even further. "Marihuana," said Greenwald, "restores to the stu
dent his ability to feel in an often hostile environment, and the liberat
ing action of that drug is going to allow him to experience more inti-
mate social contact." . , 

But the myth of harmlessness has been stimulated in even greater 
degree by a number of highly publicized writin,gs and by reports, some, 

\ 
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official, some unofficial, which have taken a rather benign attitude 
toward marihuana. A major role was also played by the generous at
tention which the media bestowerl on militnnt drug enthusiasts like 
Timothy Leary and Jerry Rubin. The damage was further compounded 
by the virtual blackout Imposed by much of our media-at least until 
recently-on adverse scientific evidence about the effects of marihuana. 
The result has been that Congress and the Ameriean public have been 
exposed for years to an appallingly one-sided presentation of the 
marihuana controverSy. 

Another factor contributing to the myth of harmlessness was the 
selective manner in which the Shafer Commission Report was handled 
by the media. This report, as several witnesses pointed out, contained 
a number of apparently contradictory passages, which made it possible 
to write a story suggesting caution or to write one suggesting that its 
emphasis was on tolerance. But it did contain quite a number of fairly 
strong cautionary passages. It was for the purpose of setting the rec
ord straight on the Shafer Commission Report that one of the first 
witnesses heard by the Subcommittee was Dr. Henry Brill, who "had 
served as senior psychiatric member of the Commission. This is what 
Dr. Brill had to say on the subject: 

I am concerned about the misinterpretations which have 
developed with respect to the marihuana report of that Com
mission. These misinterpretations result from reading the re
assuring passages in the report and ignoring the final conclu
sions and recommendations, and the passages in the report on 
which they were based. As a result it has been claimed that 
the Commission's report was intended to give marihuana a 
clean 'bill of health, and as a covert, or indirect support for 
legalization of this drug in the near future, or as a step in 
that direction. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

From my knowledge of the proceedings of the Commission, 
I can reaffirm that the report and the subsequent statements 
by the Commission meant exactly what they said, namely that 
this drug should not be legali~led, that control measures for 
trafficking in the drug were necessary and should be con
tinued, and that use of this drug should be discouraged be
cause of its potential hazards. 

It was beca.use of this pervasive imbalance in dealing with the 
question of marihuana that so many intelligent people have been under 
the impression that the sci~ntific community regards marihuana as 
one of the most innocuous of all drugs. Part of the purpose of our 
recent hearings was to correct this imbalance-to present the "other 
side" of the story-to establish the essential fact that a large number 
of highly reputable scientists today regard marihuana as an exceed
i1!gly dangerous drug. )Ve make no apology, therefore, for t~e one
SIded nature of OUr hearmgs-they we~e delIberately planned thIS way. 

MARIHUANA AND THE LAW 

In previous statements, I have made it clear that I am opposed 
to the decriminalization of marihuana use and that I believe some 
penalties have to be retained. However, a man would have to be devoid 
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of compassion if he did not sympathize with the plight of a youthful 
offender who was caught smoking marihuana because he succumbed to 
peer pressures or to the bad advice he received from older students 
and from a small but vociferous group of academicians. (The aca
demic proJ?agandists for marihuana are protected by the First Amend
ment., but 111 my jud~ment they are far more culpable than the young 
people who have heeded their advice!) In most cases involving youth
ful offenders, especialJy first offenders, the purpose of justice is not 
served by sentencing tliem to prison and giving them criminal records. 
Our federal laws and many of our state laws have in recent years been 
modified in a manner that reflects a more compassionate. approach, 
and the law is further tempered by the compassionate understanding 
which the great majority of jlJdges have for the problems of young 
people. 

Although there is still Some unevenness in the state laws governing 
the use of marihuana and although there is always room for review 
and. improvement, in practice very few young people are being sent 
to prison for simple possession of marihuana, especiaJJy when they 
are first offenders. On this point, there is such broad agreement that 
I feel it is no longer at issne. 

But there is a militant lobby in our country which has been agi
tating and lobbying for the complete legalization of marihuana. As 
a stepping- stone in that direction, they are working for the complete 
deC1'iminalization of simple possession. This means that personal use 
of marihuana 'would no longer be covered by criminal law, that it 
would not even be considered a misdemeanor under the law. These 
matters still a?'e at issue-and I truthfully believe that they cannot 
intelligently be decided without an assessment of the known and. po
tential daltgel's~1?osed by marihuana, use. 

Not all di!!.lg$V are equal-no one, for example, has yet proposed 
that we deal "\vltll coffee' and heroin, or tobacco and heroin, in exactly 
the same manner. And the evidence I have presented in the preceding 
pages should be sufficient to establish that-the dangers of cannabis 
are much closer to the dangers of heroin, in scope and quality, than 
they are to the admitted but far more limited dangers of coffee or 
tobacco-or, fOl' that matter, alcohol. . 

The scientists who testified before the subcommittee were unani
mom;; on the point that it made no sense tosend young people to prison 
for simple possession of a few joints of marihuana, On the other 
hand, they were strongly opposed to legalization, and not one of them 
spoke in favor of decriminalization. They expressed the belief that 
it would seriously undercut any national effort to discourage mari
lmana use if all penalties were removed for sim1?le possession, as the 
Shafer Commission had recommended-and WhICh remains the con
tinuing objective of the pro-marihuana lobby. Dr. Brill, who, as a 
member of the Shafer Commission, had voted in favor oieliminating 
all penalties, indicated to the subcommittee that he was now re
thinking this recommendation. 

Commenting on the proposal that the decision on whether or not 
to use drugs, and especially marihuana, should be left to the indi
vidual, Dr. Andrew Malcolm, a distinguished Canadian psychiatrist, 
called for a combination of education and the law. Said Dr. Ualcolm: 

It is necessary to have some external restraint when, indeed, 
some of the people are incapable of exercising internal re-
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straint. But those people who propose [that the matter be 
left to] "wise personal choice'? usually are unalterably op
posed to any kind of external restraint. It is very foolish, be
cause what we need, in fact, is both of these elements. 

Dr. Phillip Zeidenherg; Chairman of the Drug Dependence Com- ~ 
mittee of the New York State Psychiatric Institute, while he held that 
the marihuana epidemic could not be eradicated by legal measures 
alone, nevertheless strongly opposed legalization and said that there 
have to he some penalties for use. These were Dr. Zeidenberg's words: 

I believe that legalization will turn on a "green light" 
which will enormously increase the number of chronic heavy 
users, just as it has in every other country where de facto 
legalization exists. Once thIS hap;pens, marihuana will be
come an integral part of our sOClal structure and take on 
complicated social and symbolic significance, as tobacco and 
aJcohol already have. Once this happens, it will be virtually 
impossible to remove it. 

Ultrapunitive measures taken against individuals occasion
ally using the drug can only lead to the backlash of pressure 
for legalIzation. Offenders should be given light) but signifi
cant sentences, enough to be a sufficient deterrent to repeated 
use. Chronic heavy users should be offered psychiatric treat
ment, not jail .... The job of the law is to find the appropriate 
deterrent so that the marihuana vroblem is kept as a minor 
drug-abuse problem without cruClfying errant adolescents. 

Warning about the drive to legalize cannabis in the United States, 
Professor Nils Bejerot of Sweden said: 

The demand for legalizing cannabis has been strongest in 
those countries which have had the sho:r;test experience and 
the weakest forms of the drug. Correspondingly, I consider 
that as a psychiatrist, le's attitude to cannabis becomes more 
negative the more one sees of its effects. 
If cannabis were legalized in the United States, this would 

probably be an irreversible process not only for this country 
and this generation, but perhaps for the whole of Western 
civilization. As far as I can see, another result would be a 
breakdown of the international control system regarding 
narcotics and dangerous drugs. 

The pro-marihuana lobby brandishes the statistic that there were 
some 400,000 arrests nationwide for marihuana offenses last year. They 
do so in a manner which creates the impression that some 400,000 

. young people went to jail because they were caught 'with a few joints 
in their possession. The actual situation is quite different." 

The number of arrests involving marihuana was very high, among 
other reasons because virtually every petty criminal arrested for shop
lifting or burglary or mugging or other similar offensAs had mari
l1Uana in his possession at the time of his arrest. But according to many 
repol.'ts,.our law enforcement authorities-federal, state, and local-in 
most cases do not even bother- to make arrests when they find young 
people smoking marihuana or in possession of less than an ounce. 

The cases that do come to court for the most part receive suspended 
sentences Or fmes, while most states now have a provision in their laws, 
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similar to the provision in the federalla w, calling for the expunging 
of the record for first offenders after one year, if parole is satisfac
torily completed. 

However, the law is uneven from state to state. Some states, while 
they have the theoretical power to send first offenders to prison, in 
practice rarely use this power. But here and there, it must be conceded, 
simple possession is still punished by prison terms. 

I believe it would be helpful in dealing with this situation if the 
federal law and state laws could be brought into basic harmony on the 
question of marihuana. I do not suggest that the states slavishly adapt 
their laws to the current federal model; in many respects, in fact, I 
think federal law has something to learn from existing state statutes. 

There is one state statute that does not recommend itself as a model: 
that is the marihuana law recently adopted by the State of Oregon. 
Under this law, simple possession of sman quantities of marihuana is 
not treated as a violation of the criminal law but as a civil violation
something akin to a parking ticket. While the maximum fine provided 
is one hundred dollars, in practice the fines imposed rarely exceed 
thirty dollars. And those thus fined, if they can afford it, can go on 
collecting marihuana violations just as freely as some chronic illegal· 
parkers collect parking tickets. 

This approach, I submit, is altogether too permissive and just 
doesn't take into account the serious social damage done by marihuana 
or the compelling need to protect society against the spread of the 
habit. It doesn't take into consideration the basic fact that an drug ad
diction-including marihuana addiction-is like. a contagious disease. 
Society can't rem'ain indifferent to the spread of this disease. . 

The law must be framed in a manner that makes it unmistakably 
clear to young people that smoking marihuana is a crime against so
ciety. This is something that decriminttlization would completely 
destroy. I believe that the kind of escalated penalties provided by 
state law in New Mexico, to give one example, make much more sense. 
Under this law, the possession of one ounce or less for a first offender 
is punishable by a fui.e of $50 to $100 and/or 15. davs in jail. The jail 
sentences are rarely imposed, but this much discretion is given to the 
judge. The penalty for repeat offenders is a fine of $100 to $1,000 
and/or one year in jail. Suspended sentences are frequently given and 
there is provision for expunging the record after one yenl'. 

New legislation governing the use of drugs requires the most careful 
consideration by Congress because-as Dr. Bejerot pointed out conces
'sions to tolerance, once made, are very difficult, if not impossible, to 
eradicate. However, as far as marihuana use is concernpd, I believe 
that the philosophy guiding such legislation milt11t well be based on tlie 
opinions expressed by Dr. Zeidenberg and the other scientists who 
testified before the subcommittee. I think there is much merit to Dr. 
Zeidenberg's proposal, for example, that instead of jail sentences, we 
might consider, sending chronic abusers for a. period of time to an 
institution where they will be given intensive education on drugs awl 
psychiatric treatment if they need it. 

When it comes to the pushers and the traffickers, I think Ollr federal 
and state laws have got to be reinforced. I find it an outrage that, over 
and over again, criminals caught in the possession of hundreds and 
even thousands of pounds of marihuana get off with very light sen
tences or even with six months suspended sentence. For the pushers 
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and traffickers, there have got to be heavy minimum sentences, and 
they have got to be mandatory. 

The suggestion has been made that it might help to break up the 
traffic in drugs if offenders at every level-users, pushers, and small 
and intermediate traffickers-could be assured of suspended sentences 
if they cooperated by identifying the source, or sources, from which 
they.had o~tained their drugs. This is a proposal which merits serious 
consIderatIOn. 

There are some who argue that tough law enforcement is not the 
answer to the drug problem, that ,ve won't be able to deal effectively 
with the drug problem until we eljminate our slums, eliminate pov
erty, eliminate unemployment, and create a social utopia. I am all in 
favor of doing everything we reasonably can do to improve the qual
ity of our society. But the fact is that everv year since the early six
ties has witnessed a massive increase in the'amount Wp- spend for new 
social programs-and the same period of time has witnessed a stagger-
ing' increase in our drug' problem, . 

No drug problem has ever been controlled by decriminalization 0'1' 

by social reformJ. In every count'l'1j where the drug problems have 
been effectively controlled, it has been thanks to strong laws againSt 
both the' use and sale of the drug. That is how it is controlled in Com
munist countries; and that is how it has been controlled in some non- . 
Communist countries, both authoritarian and democratic. There is no 
serious drug problem, for the indigenous population or for the GI's, 
in either Taiwan or South Korea. Nor is there one in Japan. The con
trast between Germany and Italy is most instructive in this connection. 
In Germany, where drug laws are lax and law enforcement ineffective 
because it is fragmented among the Laender, or states, there has been 
a runaway epidemic of hashish consumption among the American 
GI's. (According to Defense Department witnes"es, this sjt,uation has 
now improved significantly-although it still remains serious.) 
In Italy, where the drug laws are m11('h stl'onp'er, drug use among 
GI's has been kept to a minimal level. The GI's in both countries are 
basically the same. The difference is the law. 

THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 

The scale of the marihuana-hashish epidemic makes it essential that, 
we embark-with as little delay as possible-on a national educational 
program directed in the first place to our young people. 

Can the facts that are assembled in this volume be communicated 
to young people who are dispo~ed to be skeptical ab~ut informatio? 
th~y recelve from "the establIshment ~" I am convlllced that thIS 
evidence can be communicated to young' people and (Jan influence 
them-because it is far more graphic, far more persuasive and far, 
more authoritative than any information that has heretofore been 
available for marihuana education programs. 

Dr. Forrest Tennant, who was in charge of the U.S. Army drug 
program in Europe from 1968 to 1970, told the subcommittee that at 
one point he had actually ,given up o~ anti-cannabis educatio~al pro
arams because the material at that time was not too persuaslve. and 
~hile the programs discouraged some GI's, they stimulated the cur-. 
iosity of others, so that there was no real net progress. He expressed 
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the conviction, however, that armed with the recent evidence that had 
been presented to the subcommittee by so many eminent scientists, it 
would he possible to mount an educational program that GI's would 
find credible. The fact is that no young person wants to run the risk 
of irreversible brain damage, and no young male wants his male hor
mone level reduced by more than 40 percent or his sperm count reduced 
to close to zero. Nor aoes any young person, boy or girl, want to run 
the risk of genetically damaged children. These are dangers that 
young people will respond to. . 

There is an even larger matter that should be considered by every 
young person who finds himself yielding to the temptation of drugs 
or to peer pressures. Whatever each of us does, affects, for hetter or 
for wo:r:se, all those around us. And the fact is that every young person 
who takes marihuana or hashish or other drugs, drags down not only 
himself, but drags down his friends, drags down his family, drags 
down his community, drags down his nation. I would commend to 
eyery young person who is prepared to stop and think the wise words 
of Dr. Gabriel Nahas, one of the eminent scientists who appeared as a 
witness before the Subcommittee: 

One may wonder ... how long' a political system can 
endure when drug taking becomes one of the prerequisites 
of happiness. If the American dream has lost its attraction, 
it will not be retrieved through the use of stupefying drugs. 
Their use only delays the young in their quest to understand 
the world they now live in and their desiJ;e to foster a better 
world for tomorrow. 

A final word of an editorial nature. So many scientific papers and 
supporting documents were left with the subcommittee oy the wit
nesses that the inclusion of aU of them would have made this a docu
ment of almost prohibitive length. In the interests of economy,
only a portion of these documents have been included in the Ap
pendix. I particularly regret that it waS not possible to include 8, 
bibliography of some 800 cannabis research papers which Professot 
W. D. M. Paton of Oxford prepared for the subcommittee, because this 
volume was already in page proof at the time of its arrival. I ask the 
indulgence of the scientists who gave supplementary material to the 
subcommittee which has not been included in the printed Appendix. 
Hopefully, this material can be included in a followup study or 
documentation. 

On behalf of the subcommittee, I want to thank the many dis
tinguished witnesses who gave so generously of their time to make 
these landmark hearings possible. . 
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[]j,":i:traet from the hearings on the Narcotic Sentencing and Seizure Act of 1976] 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE '1'0 INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.O. 

July 28, 1976 

Senator BAYH. In the President's white paper and his address to Congref$s, 
the thrust on major traffickers that you are describing you want help with was 
mentioned. If you asSess this policy, what is going to be the practice or policy 
pursued relative to marihuan'a ? 

Mr. BENSINGER. The policy that our agency, and I, personally, have directed 
with resIlect to marihuana is that -it is not our princiIlal or secondftry or tertiary 
drug abuse priority vr responsibHity. 

The marihuana arrests th'at DEA have madle have decreased substantially for 
aU classes, from 1 through 4. And the class 4 marihuana arrests have decreased 
1,400 cases. . 

The principal efforts of our agency are directed against heroin, barbiturates\ 
and amphetamines and cocaine. We will certainly investigate and refer for pros
ecution cases involv:ing marihuana as a controlled substance. But it is not a 
priority, Senator, 'and has not been emphasized in OUr investigative and enfOTce
ment regional deployment of resources. 

Senator BAYH. Whntabout the possibility of decriminalizing it, the possession? 
Mr. BENSINGER. I don't think we have enough knowledge, medically, on mari

huana, Senator. This question has been asked repeatedly of me and of our agency. 
It has a THC content th'at varies, whether it is domestic marihuana of 1 percGnt, 
to the Mexican variety of 8 to 5 percent, to some grown in Jamaica of 5 to 8 
percent. It has produced studies and individual instances which have caused a 
slowness in reaction, a danger to one's health, some responses that have not been 
in; (1) public safety of the indIvidual, and (2) of the community. 

I think personally until '.ve get real definitive in:tlormation from HEW, from 
the r.esearch organizations, certainly within our own agency, that this will not 
be a harmful commodtiy to use peJ,'sonalIy, or if used, it will not have an im
plication on the community, that we should say to the public we really don't 
have enough :information, but let'.g legalize it anyway. 

Senator BAY)3:. That isn't what I said. I said decriminalize it. It sounds to me 
like the physiological reactions you describe 'Could be 'applied to alcohol as well 
as marihuana. 

I"don't want to put the Good Housekeeping seal of appro.-al on it. We don't 
know as much as we should. But when you look at state and local cases, we 
are talking about three-quarters of the cases being marihuana related, which 
means we have had a lot of priOrity in the wrong way. 

It Seems to me as long as we have the statutory limitation, that there will 
be some people who will look for a headline and take time and effort to dv a 
job in an area where we really don't have the kind of priority you 'are directing 
your attention to in this other 'legislation. 
. Mr. BENSINGER. Senator, the percentage of marihuana arrests is the smallest 
of any of the type of drugs that we have responsibility for enforcing the laws on. 

The State and local jurisdictions have made, I would say in a year about 
850,000. The Drug Enforcement Administration in terms of cannabis, through 
1975, we decreased the cases significantly since then, and they are less than 
2,000 interms of total arrests and are diminishing. 

So the Fadeval effort is 90 percent on the other types of controlled substances. 
Senator BAYH. You don't think pel'haps we SllOUld address our attention 

to the Federal Criminal statutes, which would be a model for thQse jurisdictions 
that now do this? 

Mr. BENSINGER. I think the Federal Government has a responsibility for 
standard-settillg in all fields of criminal justice, sentencing, bail, the method 
by which hearings are held. 

So I agree with that in principle. I think we do not have sufficient evidence 
and information from the medical authorities to say that these couldn't be 
damage to individuals hnd to the community if marihuana was continued to be 
made available. That is my persona'! view, Senator. I think it's a period of time 
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in this country where cer·tain states have taken the option of removing felony 
sanctions, end that is certainly within their prerogative. I think we would 
like to have more information at the Federal level on that commodity. 

Senator BAYH. Do you think we will ever get enough information that that 
won't be a political hot potato? 

Mr. BENSINGER. I think we certainly will. I think the kind of attention you 
have addressed on this issue wi'll be helpful .. 

Senator BAYH. I don't think we will ever get enough information. Maybe I am 
selling it short that ·it won't be a political hot potato. I think we better stand 
up and face realities, tha:t we are talking about getting limited resources to 
get these kingpins that you and I want to put in jail forever. 

You get a guy involved in peddling large amounts of heroin, and you have 
an experience factor, I have no compunction about putting that fellow away 
for life and just keeping him there. 

If we are going to do that, it seems to me we are going to have to summon 
up all of the proscutorial ·and law enforcement resources we can, and direct 
them at those people, and as long as we have the statutory temptation in other 
areas, I fear we are not going to do- as good a job there as we could. 

Mr. Rauh, in the District of Columbia jurisdiction, could a summons approach 
on marihuana be used without a statutory change? 

Mr. RAUH. ,Ve have a summons citation situation in the District of Columbia 
and that is used from time to time. The police can issue citations and have 
people come in without placing them under arrest. - . 

Senator BAYH. Could it be used for marihuana? 
Mr. RAUH. I believe it is used. I am not 100 percent sure of thall. 
Senator BAYH. If you don't know, that is understandable. But find out if it is 

used, and if so, how often it is used .. 
I have very mixed feelings. On one side I find my conservative "puritan" 

Hoosier upbringing that says let's not put the Good Housekeeping seal of ap
proval on that, it can't be good for you. You can argue its value and its damage 
vis a vis alcohol and flip a coin in my judgment. 

When you look at the problem of alcoholism, it is hard to sustain the present 
differentiation. When you get down to priorities and recognize the real world 
as it is, then I think to continue to follow the criminal approach is really not 
serving the public well. 

Mr. RAUX. Maybe I didn't understand what you meant by citation. I interpret 
a citation 01' summons in lieu of arrest, which is advise the individual·to appear 
in COUl'lt, rather than arrest him and take him to court, but still he is going to 
court under either procedure. 

Is that what yo.u were referring.to? 
Senato BAYH. I guess what I was talking about is the kind of practice that is 

being followed in Oregon. 
Mr. RAUH. That is quite different. We do not have that here. 
Senator BAYH. I think you would probably have to have. a statutory change 

for that. 
Mr. RAUH. What they have done, as I understand it, is make it a civil fine. 
Senator BAYH. It is a fine. It is not legal, but it is not a criminal offense. You 

just get fined for it. 
Mr. RAUH. I apologize. You used the word sumluons and we do have a sum

mons or citation procedure whereby a person stopped for a crime would be 
given a .citation to appear in court. It is still a criminal matter in the District 
of l)?lumbia. -. 

Senator BAYH. I understand the conflict in terms there. 

August 5, 1976 

Senator BAYH. Let me direct your attention to another mntter before. this 
committee, and r lmow you have given consideration to it its well. Our !!ubcOJ:p-· 
mittee held hearings on legislation to decriminalize marihuana. I bring tbis/to 
your attention because here again, if we 'are talking about Ibllited J.'esOurces, 
your assessment has been-mine :is, and Mr. Alexander said he 'wonldC'o~cur
that the thrust ought Ito be directed at expanding limited resoJlr<!es~ wzt:re you 
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had the biggest problem and the maximum return on investment, and the biggest 
problem as far as society is concerned. And I think here when you 1001;: 'at mari
Imana, I am uneasy with the way criminal statutes deal with it from that 
perspective. . 

Wh'at'is the latest information on the aftermath of decriminalization in Oregon 
and California and Alaska been? 

Dr. DUPONT. The available evidence that we have suggests that there has been 
no increase in marihuana consumption specifically associated with decriminaliza
tion. And I base that on two studies: one in the State of Oregon and the other 
in Sanl\1ateo, Calif. .. 

I would add e~treme caution to the use of those studieR, however, because 
these :studies are relatively primitive. We now have under way a much more 
ambitious study of high school seniors in all of the country, 'and we are separating 
out those that live in States that have decriminalized marihuana possession Ilnd 
those that live in States where there h'as been no decriminalization. Since we have 
measures uaken before the state decriminalized and after, we are going ~o be 
able to see whether there is any difference in use, either up or down, in those 
states that have decriminalized from those who have not. We don't have that 
study in yet, but the studies we do h'ave suggest that there is no change either 
up 01' down associated with the substitution of a civil fine for a misdemeanor as 
punishment. . 

Senator BAYH. When could we see th'at study? 
Dr. DUPONT. I think in 6 months perhaps, Senator. I will be happy to make it 

available just as soon as I have it. 
On the marihuana issue let me say that I found the statements that you sub

mitted for the Congressional Record last week very eloquent, and I concur with 
them. :However, let me emphasize that I find the word "decriminalization" has 
itself become terribly politicized. I find it helpful not to use the word because it 
has become a kind of symbol that people rally around on one side or the other 
in such a way that they somehow miss what we are really talking about. 

I would commend to the committee for consideration a specific solution, if you 
will, to the conflict that I think can command very broad support. And that is the 
approach that has been adopted in Sacramento, Calif., and in the state of Minne
sota. It involves the use of a civil fine for a first offense for marihuana possession. 
But if there is another offense for marihuana possession within a 2-year period, 
then this becomes a misdemeanor criminal offense. It is my judgment from 

·tillking to people from many parts of the marihuana spectrum that this com
promise commands very broad support. They found in Sacramento for example 
that 98 percent of the people did not come back again with a second offense 
within the 2 years of the first offense. This compromise satisfies most of the 
marihuana decriminalization supporters since it eliminates the use of criminal 
law for 98 percent of the people apprenoed for marihuana possession. 

On the other hand, the marihuana decriminalization detractors have been 
concerned about the more serious drug abusers in that I!roup arrested for mari
huana possession and then want to continue to have the possibility of a criminal 
penalty for them. Of course the Sacramento and the Minnesota approachs do 
contain that. 
. So perhaps some compromise like that could form a basis of FE'derallE'gisJative 
£lcHon. Such a compromise is not easily categorized as "decriminalizMion." 

Senator BAYH. I don't recommend the use of marihuana, and I'm ·frankly not 
tJrepared to go thE' ronte Of legalization. whi('h is another political '<'atch 'Worn. 

D!'. DUPONT. The "legalization" issue is very much caught up withildE'c.riminal
ization" in the public mind. There is no question that those things are equated by 
most people in the nation today. 

ThIs morning, while I was driving to the hearing. one of the local radio 
stations. al'lked a question of the public on marihuana decriminalizati(m. The 
answPI'S they got from the puhlic.although thE' question wafl clearly ;phraRed, 
show(~d that the public just ~imply did not make the {Ii~tinction bE'tween le"'nliza
tion and decriminnlizati-on. The anSWE'rs were roming back E'ithE'rllf~r" 01' 
"·agllinst" marihuana. which is harmy the qUE'stion we are trying to 'oeal with. 

As yrm quite rightly 'Point out. WE' have a national poli('Y of dif:collrngement of 
!1lllrih~lIlna use. It is tIle right policy. We ('an support it. That is not 'lit iRSUE>. At 
lSRUe li'! how does the law E'nforcement apparatus respond to thE' individual 
f01md to pO~SE'SR flmnll f(ullntitiE'R of mArihuana for hiR personal u~E'.Thnt is the 
only i~sue that wE"re talking About. not whE'ther we like marihuana Or not. But 
yon rannot J!'E't thnt. idea a('rOSfl to the pnblic. At least, I've tried for 2 years 
and I have failed miserably to get that idea acroSs. 
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Senator BAYH. What percentage of all drug arrests are for marihuana? 
Mr. DUPONT. If I were to cilte a statistic, I would have to cite your report, I 

was just reading last night. I don't know the number, but it was something {lver 
half, as I recall reading last night. 

Senator BAYH. The FBI was the source of the figure in o~r report of 70 per
cent. 

Dr. DUPONT. That sounds right. That is an unfortunate drain on needed re
sources for more serious crimes, including serious rtraflicldng in dangerous drugs. 

Senator BATH. It seems to be remarlmble eyiclence of the lack of focus and 
priority in t1lis particular area that 70 percent of the alTests are for marihuana. 
And IRS is despecializing its attention to tlle heroin problem. 

Dr. DUPONT. Mr. Chairman, I would point out tha1t Mr. Bensinger as Admitl
i~trn:tor of DEA has 'Shown a particular understanding of this issue, and strong 
commitment to dealing with it. I am delighted he is focusing the DrUg Enforce
ment Administration very clearly and precisely the way you are suggesting. 

[From the New York Times magazine, Dec. 18, 1970] 

'WHAT WE HAVE FORGOTTEN AnouT POT-A PlIARM .. !I.COLOGIST'S HISTORY 

(By Solomon H. Snyder*) 

There was a time in the United States when extracts of cannabis were as 
commonly used for medicinal purposes as aspiriu'today. Not only was cannabiS 
a medication that could be purchased without a prescription in any drug store 
(which is almost unbelievable whell you cOllsider that mere p08ses8ion of mari
juana is now a serious offenl'e), but it was also prescribed hy physicians as an 
impol,tant treatment for a large number of medical conditions, from migraines and 
excessive menstrual bleeding to ulcers, epilepsy and even tooth decay. 

U cannabis was so widely and apparently successfully used, why is this hardly 
known today? Were there legitimate medical reasons for the fall-off in its em
ployment by physicians or did legal restrictions largely account for the dramatic 
changes in its availability? The answer is probahly a combination o~ the two. 

Cannabis, the generic name for marijuana, hashish .and related products, has 
been in use legally or illE>gally for about 3,000 years. The story of its varying r{lle 
in different culture!'-hoth.as a llledicine and as a mind-altering suhstance--.al1cl 
Us spread from country to country is a fascinating one, and provides, moreover. 
important perspective on the contrOYersy oyer whether marijuana is a thrent to 
the well-being of the young, on why tlle drug seems to divide the generations 
and on what. if anything. ought to be done ahout it. 

Bef{lre beginning this ehron,fcle of cannabis -as a medicine (I) and as an in
toxicant (II), we should clarify the S'ometimes confusing jargon ap!,)lied to the 
plant and its derivatives. The source of this medicine, m: "dope," depending on 
one's point of view, is the plant Cannabis sativa. There ·are made and female 
f<yrms, although, 'as may seem fitting for the mai;;cot plant of the unisex generation, 
it has recently been cultivated in a hermaphroditic variety: 'rhe psychoactive 
ingredipnts have, for abount a thousand years, heen assumed to derive' almost 
excl1)sively from the female plant. But in the past year, chemical 'Ilnlllyses of the 
pure psychotropic (intoxicating) substances of caimabis showed tlrat they are 
pres{'nt ill equal concentration in male and female plal1ts, an em!)arrassing revela
tion for hemp growers who have for years been discarding: the male plants. 

The cilnnabis palnt is also lmown as hemp, and its stalks have been a major 
source of fiber for cloth, beginning with the Chinese at least as l0r';;>:g as 3,000 yea-rs 
ltg-o. It grow:;,:ireeiyuW3 w{'cd in almost any climate, although the strains of 
plant:;; grown.:hr: wanner climates produce more of the resin that contains the 
psychoactive m'att'rial. The ~xact identity of this chemical was estal)lished in 1964 
by Dr. Raphael Mechoulam in Israel, who showed it to be deltll-l-tetrabydrocan
nabinol, and WilS even able to synthesize it from simple, basic chemiC'als .. 

Commonly referred to 'as "T.R.C.," the chemical in small doses produces a iuild 
pot high, and inl'arger dOf:eS gives rise to ,haUuC'inogenic and psychotomimetic 
(reRemb1in~ pRyc>hosis) effects similar to an JJ.S.D. trip. Despite this similarity, 
!lowl'ver, T.R.C. has no chemical resemblance to a'ny psychedelic drugs such as 
L.S.D., 'mescaline Or psilocybin. 

*i'lolnmnn H. Snyder. M.D., is a professor of psy~hin~,~:I': and pharmacology at thl) Johns 
Ropkins SchOOl of Medicine. This article is adapted,.,J'~,Q.m a book he is writing abOUt 
marijuana. T}/ 
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Unlike opIate narcotics, moreover, cannabis is not physically addictive. Thus its 
consumers do not develop the compulsive craving that turns opIate addicts into 
thieves, prostitutes and pawns of organized crime. Also, no deaths have ever been 
reported from marijuana, in contrast to heroin, which sometimes kills because 
a fatal dose is not much greater than the amount needed to get high. 

Why are SOlI'.e preparations of cannabis terrifyingly powerful and others 
pleasantly mild'/ ';rhis seems to depend on which part of the plant is used. The 
.ftowering leaves of ripe male or female hemp plants secrete a sticky resin which is 
the source of all, or almost ali, of the ~'.H.C. in cannabis. Marijuana, a Mexican 
term first applied to cheap tobacco and only in the late 19th century to cannabis, 
refers to preparati(lns of leaves and stems of uncultivated plants chopped up into 
Ilomething resembling crude tobacco leaf-with some seeds included. The T.ll.C. 
content of marijuana is fail'ly low, and its e1rects 'are thus comparatively mod
erate. In the United States 1t is usually smoked or baked into cookies. In India 
the same preparation is called bhang and is legal. It is blended conventionally 
illto a pleasant-tasting liquid· con.coction drunk at social gatherings and is also 
prescribed by physicians for a variety.of medical purposes. The tops of cultivated 
plants are harvested in India and processed into a somewhat more potent material 
called ganja, w]lich is usually smoked. 

The most potent cannabis preparation is obtained by carefully scraping the 
resin containing T.H.C. from the leaves of the cultivated plants. This gooey mate
rial is then pressed into hard blocks and, eventually, smoked. In India it is known 
as charas, and in other countries as hashish, which is about 10 times as powerful 
as marijuana 'and is the only cannabis derivative that can produce hallUcinogenic 
and psychotomimetic effects with any regularity. Even experienced potheads are 
cautious in their use of hashish. 

1. THE "~fIR.AOLE DRUG" 

The first reference to the medical use of cannabis is in a pharmacy book written 
about 2738 B.C. by the Ohinese Emperor, Shen Nung, who recommended it for 
"female weakness, gout, rheumatism, malal'ia, beriberi, constipation and absent
lIlindedness." In China at that time, the hemp plant was also a major source of 
fiber for the production of rope, but there is little indication that its psychotropic 
Vl'operties were of much interest. Its pain-killing powers were weU-known to the 
Chinese physician Hao-Gho, who mL'Ced the resin with wine. ~his preparation, 
which was called ma~yo, was employed as an anesthetic in surgery. 

Some years later cannabis extracts were introduced in India, where they 
have, for more than a thousand years, had medical applications. An Indian girl 
who worked for me as a laboratory technician tells a story of her expelience 
with the drug: She came from. a wealthy family in Bombay, which, when she 
was a little girl, sent her to the finest physician in the city because, apparently •. 
the parents felt she was too skinny to attract a man. The doctor prescribed a 
glass of bhang before each meal, which greatly enhanced her appetite. By the 
time she was 17 she was vo)uptuous and eminently nubile, though not obese. 
Surprisingly, she cannot recall any psychotropic effects, nor was she told by 
her phySician to expect any. . 

The ancients in other countries seemed to know cannabis ae a balm or, perhaps, 
an antiseptic (though, of course, they lmew nothing about bacteria then"). In 
the papyrus of the pharaoh Ramses, for examl?le, washing sore eyes with extracts 
of the plant was recommended. In a folk remedy of the Middle Ages in Europe, 
the dried leaves were kneaded and applied with butter to burns. Extracts were 
also used as drops for earaches and for preventmg inflammation of ulcera, and 
there are even claims that women stooping <Iue to a disease of the uterus were 
able to stand straight again after inhaling smoke from the plant. 

Western phYSicians, however, remained largely ignorant of cannabis until 
1839, when a 30-year-old British doctoJ: seJ:ving in India, W, B. O'Shaughnessy, 
wrote a 49-page article in "The Transactions of the Medical Society of Bengal" 
describing his experiences with the drug. (The fact that we are able to pinpoint 
llistorica1ly t.lIe introduction of cannabis into European medicine is itself notable, 
since most drags seem to be gradually adopted by doctors after originating in 
folle medicine.) O'Shaughnessy reviewed the literature on the use of cannabis 
in Indian medicine during the preceding 900 years. A cautious man, he was not 
satisfied with the drug's well-documented record of safety and proceeded, in a 
series of animal experiments, to test its effects as well as the limits of the 
(1 osage. He found cannabis reluarkably safe in animals, a conclusion which has 
heen re1l,ffirmed many times. In fact, despite many escalations of the dose he could 
not kill any mice, rats or rabbits. Then, Dr. O'Shaughnessy administered the 
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drug to patients suffer:illg from seizures, rheumatism, tetanus and rabies. His 
findings were that it relieved pain, was an anticonvulsant and acted as a muscle 
relaxant. 

O'Shaughnessy's work excited the interest of clinicians throughout Enrope, 
and soon there were descriptions of its applications to a range of ailments, in
cluding menstrual cramps, asthma, Childbirth psychosis, quinsy, cough, insolllnia, 
migraine headaches, chorea and withdrawal from opiates. Some idea of tIlis 
broad usage can be gleaned from 19th-century medical journals. One investi
gator wrote: "It acts as a soporific or hypnotic, causing sleep; as an anodyne 
in lulling irritation; as 'an antispasmodic in checking coug~ and cramp i as 11 
nervine stimulant in removing languor and anxiety. Also, W '"ises the PUl~H and 
enlivens the sprits, without any drawback or deduction of ;l.rect or incidental 
convenience; and it conciliates tranqUil repose without dmsing nausea, COJlsti
pation. or other signs of effect or indigestion, without :headache or stupor." 

Such testimonials from the meclical profession were by no means rare. Robart 
Hare's "Standard Textbook of Practical Therapeutics" stated: "Cannabis is 
very valuable for the relief of pain, particularly that depending on nerve dis
turbances; it produces sleep; it gives great relief in paralysis and tt'U\ls to 
quiet tremors; it is used in spasm of the bladder due to cystitis or nervousness; 
it is used in cough mixtures and does not constipate or depress the system as 
does morphine." . 

Since extracts of hemp from colonial India were the most abundant source 
of cannabis in the 19th century, Brit1sh phYSicians were responsi.ble for the 
first explorations of. the medicinal uses of the drug. Of course, in those <lays, 
before the current era of super-specialization in medicine, individual doctors 
researched and treated patients with a wide variety' of illneS$es. ThniS, l.uen 
like Dr. J. Russell Reynolds, a phYSician to Queen Victoria, devoted so yeil.rs 
to careful evaluation of cannabis under many conditions. He was particulilI'iy 
impressed with its ability to relieve pain; his ubservation that the drug WIlS 
an emotional or psychosomatic elements aggravated an illness is off)llecial 
interest. Perhaps canlIabis's tendency to release neurotic inhibitions and. hring 
on euphoria, as well as its mild sedative action, was responsible for itll unique 
ability to ease "nervous" pain. In much the same way -today a mild barbiturate 
together with aspirin and caffeine-called Fiorinal-constitutes a most {>ffectiye 
anti-tens ion-headache cocktail. Thus, Dr, Reynolds especially recommen<led ('llIl

nabis for migraine headaches. "Very many victims of the malady," he reported, 
"have for years kept their sufferings in abeyance by taking hemp at the llJOment 
of threatening or onset of the atta ... k." 

There are also indications thilt cannabis can help prevent futu~'e attacks. 
or at least reduce the .frequency und severity of the headache~~ In. modern 
medicine two different types· of drugol are normally prescribed. .cOl' tlH!Se pm;
poses; ~rgot derivatives such as ergotamine alleviate acute pain, amI lUethy
sergide (Sansert)-which is, interestingly, a close relative of L.S.D. amI is 
hallucinogenic itself in bigger doses-is used to ward off futUre headacheR. Dr. 
Hare, a profp.~sor of medicine at the UniversIty of Pennsylvania, concluded 
tbat cannabis can fulfill bath roles. 

One medical com.plaint that can benefit from a drug that relieves "nervous" 
pain is menstrual cramps, since relatively severe attacl,s are often emotiollally 
caused. Indeed, cannabis was prescribed extensively for the crallllls in the 
19th century, and physicianS soon discovered that it alSo relieYecl excessive 
menstrual t'leeding, or "menorrhagia." Its Successes b,ere seem to have beeen 
spectacular. For instali·ce, Dr. Robert :Batho reported: "It [cannabis] Is par 
excellence the remedy for that condition ... it is so certain in its, power 'of 
controlling menorrhagia that it is a valuable aid to diagnosis in caSt'S where· 
it is uncertain whether an early abortion mayor may nat have occurred.H How 
cannabis slows down menstrual hemorl'hage is something'!)!· a mystery. 

Like narcotic pain-relievers such a8,codeine, cannabis was also used fl'cql1ently 
to control coughs. While today tllis may not seem to be so important"in the 1f.lth 
century tUberculosis was the leading killer of the young...,...and debilitated people 
of all"ages with incessant, intractable coughing: anymedici!f!l, that COUld ease 
the cough was thus a bleSSing., 

Cannabis was introduced in the 'Vest at a time when opiates were llrescribe(l 
freely and addiction was far more widespread than it is today. As a consequen(:e, 
it was natural that the drug should be tested as an aid in withdrawing patients 
from opium, as Well as from other addictive substances, such as alrohol and 
chloral hydrate. For example, Dr.. Edward Birch reported in The Lnneet! HI am 
satlsfie¢! of its immense value [in withdrawing patients from chloral hydrate or 
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opium] ... the chief point that struck me was the immediate action of the 
drug in appeasing the appetite for the chloral or opium and restoring the ability 
to appreciate food." 

'l'he potential yalue of cannabis in helping to withdraw patients from alco:Uol 
or opium was rediscoyered about 50 years later during an investigation of the 
marijuana problem in New Yor];;: City spom:ored by Mayor La Guardia in the 
early nineteen-forties. Doctors Samuel Alleilituck and K. Bowman found that by 
substituting canna-bis for heroin, "the witlJdra\val symptoms were ameliorated 
or eliminated soonl'r, t:Ue patient was in a better frame of mind, his spirits were 
elevated, his physical condition was more rapidly rehabilHated, and he expressed 
the wish to resume his occupation sooner." Other inVestigators, how eyer, have 
said recently their experience is that cannabis is not effective as a meanS of 
easing off heroin. 

One is struck by the suggestion of some researchers that, besides eaSing the 
craving for an addictive agent, cannabis had a tonic-like action, raising the 
spirits of the addict and increasing his energy and appetite. In O'S:Uaughness~"s 
first report on its uses in medicine, he cited its yalue in controlling convulsions. 
(Convulsions resulting from many different causes in those days were lumped 
together, while today we can distinguish epilepsy from other causes.) There 
followed reports of cannabis treatment of chorea, resulting from rheumatic 
fever, in which wild flaling of the arms--called St. Vitus's dance-resembled 
convulsions. . 

Rowevpr, its r·ossible value in epilepsy remained buried for many years until 
routine scr~"njllg of many substances in animals for anticonvulsant activity 
revealed an analogue of T.R.C., that is, a chemical si.milar to it in composition, 
which seemed to have anticonvulsant properties. At this 'time, the late 1940's 
the attacks of most epileptics could be controlled by diphenylhydantoin 
(Dilantin) or phenobarbital, which are still the major anti epileptic drugs in 
medical practice today. To see whether T.R.C. could help epill"ptics, two re
searchers-Doctors J. Do. vis and R. Ramsey-chose five institutionali:z;ed chil
dren whose attacks could not be controlled with phenobarbital, Dilantin or even 
a combination of the two. Given T.R.C., two of the fiye became almost completely 
seizure-free, and the other three did at least as well as they had on their previous 
drug regimen. The unavailability of cannabis or T.R.C. derivatives in the suc
ceeding decade prevented any further medical investigation of this problem. 

The major use in the 19;'ll century was us a pain-killer or mild sedatlve
tranquilizer and, since in those days opium had been the most widely used ch'ug 
for these purposes, most medical reports -on cannabis concentrated on comparJ:ng 
the virtues and drawbaCks of these two drugs. One of the most obvious assets 
of cann-abis, apparently quite clear to 19th-century pIlysicians-but not yet clear 
to the United States Narcotics Bureau-was tIl at prolonged use never led to 
addiction, nor did it result in tolerance to the drug'S effects. This was com
mented on again and again in 19th-century med-ieal journals, was confirmed in 
the inVestigations of Mayor La Guardia's committee and has been confirmed 
repeatedly in studies over tl;'~ last three years using both crude cannabis as well 
as pure T.R.C. 

In addition, cannabis products are far less toxic than the opiates. The latter 
drugs, includinj 'morphine and heroin, kill by depressing the respiratory centers 
in the brain, and do so in amounts only a few times greater than therapeutic 
doses. B- contrast, cannabis may well be one of the least toxic drugs known. 

Whatl,out effects on the vegetative functions of the body? Opiates' slow 
down tL, churnings of the intestines and routinely produce constipation. Since 
opiate all\aloids retard the secretions of the liver and tIle pancreas, tIley slow 
down digestion. Opiates retard the flow of bile by constricting the bile ducts, so 
that the pressure lnside them buils up-sometimes cauSlng severe colic_ pain; 
another unpleasant side effect is their tendency to cause nausea and vomiting. 
Cannabis produces none of these effects. . 

In one important way opiates are better than cannabis: they are stronger 
pain.killers. For the excruciating colicky pain prOduced by a kidney stone or the 
crushing chest pain of an acute heart attack, morphine is a blessing. For thes'e 
situations, cannabis is a wealding. 

Still we have seen that the drug could be valuable in treating a number of 
conditions. Why has it been so neglected in recent years? Legal restrictions are 
at fault tn a la'rge extent, but they cannot be the sole reason. Well before t~e 
Marijnann Tax Act of 1937, ,in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, cannabIS 
as 11 generalllledicine was already on 'tile decline. 
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There had always been problems in prescribing the drug. For one thing, it is 
insoluble' in water and so cannot be injected intravenously for rapid effect. 
When taken by mo)~th, Illoreover, it does not begin to go into action for one to 
two hO~lrs-Ionger tlian for many other dr)lgs, , 

Even more troublesome was the,difficulty during the 19th century of obtaining 
standard batches of can~abis. Different batches can vary tremendously in their 
potency, probably because the amount of resin in plants depends on ripeness, 
.hu,midity, soil characteristics, temperature and time of year. In the early days 
of' cannabis in European medicine, :the drug: became highly controversial on this 
account. On .the one hand, highly reputed physicians were praising it as a 
"miracle drug." But at the same time others could not duplicate the therapeutic 
successes of their ,colleagues and concluded, like Dr. J.' Oliver, that cannabis 
"is hardly worthy of a place on our list of remedial agents." 
It is possible that the "therapeutic failures" simply refi'llcted weak prepara

tions. This variability was well-known even to O'Shaughnessy, who observed 
considerable deterioration of the drug's potency while transJ.lorting it from India 
to England. " " 

Then, too, some of the therapeutic successes of cannabis could possibly have 
been "placebo" responses suggested by the physician. This is especially the case 
with headaches, menstrual cramps and emotional ailments, which are partic
ularly responsive,Jo suggestion. 

Dr. Reynol{Js, an astute cliniCian, also pinpointed another difficulty :the varia
bility of individual responSef!oit9 th"l same dose of cannabis. "Individuals differ 
widely," he said, "in their relations to many mediCines and articles of diet, espe
cially those of yegetable Qrigin~such as tea, .coffee, ipecac, digitalis . • . and 
canmabis." Anyone who has attended a pot-party can vouch for this piece of 
wisdom. . 

One more possible drawback might be that patients treated for medical condi
tions with cannabis might get high and become potheads. Yet, it is striking that 
so many of the early medical reports on cannabis fail to mention the plant's 
intoxicating properties. Rarely, if evert is there an indication that patients
tbousands must,have consumed cannabiS in Europe in the 10th'century-were 
"stoned!,' .changed their attitudes about work, love, their fellow men or pa
triotism. It is unlikely that the plants grown 50 to 80 years ago differed in 
chemical compOsition from those growing today. More likely, thei,uifrereilce is a 
matter of mental set or expectation Oil the part of the patient. When people ~e 
their doctor they want to be treated for a sPecific malady, and do not anticipate 
being "turned on" or "tuned in." .And recent investigations have suggested that 
the mental effects ot cannabisdlre quite dependent on' the expectation of the 
subject. . 

In the mid-19th century none of -the drug's difficulti,es seemed insuperable.,. 
Variations in individual response and in the potency of different batches of the 
drug could be readily takenhito account by starting patients with a small dose 
which might then be increased gradually. The one.or two-hour delay before the 
drug took effect could be toler.ated, sirice most of the conditions to 00 tr\*lted 
were not life-or-death emergel,lcie/S. For the same reason, it did. not. seem too 
much of a nuisance,that cannabis could not be dissolved in water and injected. 

It was probably the introduction of. a ~ltrietyof new synthetic drugs that 
't started the deCline of . cannabis. A major factor WaS the introduction of the 

hypodermic syringe into American me(lirint' from England. This tacilitated the 
injt'ction of fast-acting, water-so1ullle ()pia:te drugs, a practice which soon became 
widespread. The great number of casualties in the Civil War spread the use ot 
intravenous morphine rapidly. Although the danger of addiction had been well 
known since antiqUity, som.ehow physicians managed to forget abmit it when 
they were 'presented with the convenIent tool of injectable morpbine. Opiate 
addiction ·},>ecameso prevale~t among :i101diers who ~ad receiv.ed Ufor their 
wounds that it cl).meto W caUed the "soldiers' disease,"', 

A few cautious pliysh1ians warned against what were soon to be tb& tragic 
results of this reckless'}:Tescribing of morphine. Mattison in 1891 reminded bis 
colleagues of these difficuiti('s and recommended cannabis instead: "With a wisb 
for speedy ('fleet, it is so easy to use that modem mischief-maker, hypodermic 
morphia,' that they (yO'ungphysicians) are prone to forget remote results of 
incltuUOot1s'opiate-giving.Would that the wisdom which has come to their prof(ls
sional fathers.. . , mig-ht 'Serve them to steer clear of narcotic shoiHs on which 
many 11 WUenthai\"gone'awreek." By ~ontrast. he felt thilt hisexperieJ1ile 0011-

. firmed that "Canna!>is i~dica.is a.saf(' and successful anodyne and hypnotic." 
The new synthetIc analgeSlcE{ such as aspirin, as well as new sedatives such as 

barbiturates and chloral hydrate, also tended to replace cannabis. Just as with 
c'"' , . ,.;. 
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morphine, the new drugs. were more efficient to administer than cannabis, and 
made more money for the manufacturers, but they, too, had their drawbacks. 
Aspirin seems to be a less poteXlt pain-killer than cannabis, !l,.Ud lacks its relaxing 
sedative action. Barbiturates, of course, can be addictive. What is worse, the 
lethal dose of barbiturates is i:lO treacherously close to the therapeutic doses that 
these drugs are the most frequently employed· chemical means for committing 
11uicide. Those who use them fairly indiscriminately for nighttime sedation, even 
if they are not barbiturate addicts, often risk death from accidental overdoses 
0'1' the effects of combining barbiturates and liquor; 

Some of the objections to cannabis extracts afl medicine may soon be resolved 
by new research. Since the isolation and synthesis of T.H.C. in 1964, doctors have 
been able to reproduce most of the effects of cannabis quite reliably. Thus it 
can be given in absolutely pure form and in regulated doses with predictable 
effects. . 

What is even more interesting is the possibility of developing variations of 
this molecule which may selectively retain certain of the actions of cannQ,bis 
while discarding others. This is not mere speculation. Quite recently, Dr. Van 
Sim, a scientist at the Edgewood Arsenal near Baltimore, tried out several vari
ants of the T.H.C. molecule on man. One of these marl~edly reduced blood pres
sure at doses which produced few if any mental changes. Dr. Sim suggested that 
this drug might be valuable for hypertensive patients. 

Currently, several American drug companies are worldng feverishly to syn
thesize many new analoglles of T.H.C., with the expressed aim of developing 
medicines for treating a variety of maladies. And all of this activity goes on 
despite the official status. of cannabis as a "dangerous drug." It would be a good 
bet that the latter part of this century will witness the revival. of cannabis in 
new forms as a valuable tllerapeutic agent. 

II. THE "DELIGHT-GIVER" . . 
Ancient Chinese writings refer to cannabis as "the liberator of sin." Proi.J!I,.bly 

there was a certain amount of controversy over the plant's merits then, just as 
there is today: other (presumably "pro-pot") Chinese writers refer to cannabis 
as the "delight-giver." 

As a mind-altering substance, cannabis seems to have come of age in India, 
where it certainly was used as early as 1000 B.C. and soon thereafter became 
an in integral part of Hindu culture. Why tlle drug should catch on in India but 
not in China is unclear. Perhaps this has something to do with .the difference in 
temperament of the Indians anel Chinese-or their respective religions. One might 
be tempted to fluggest that the placid, practical ChineEe did not appreciate the 
euphoria produced by cannabis. Or maybe opium was too well ensconced as their 
national vice. 

Hindus used cannabis as an aid in medication. Its religious role is suggested by 
pffl?sages in Indian folk literature, such I1S this one: 

"To the Hindu ,the hemp-plant is holy.·.A guardian lives in bhang ... Bhang 
is the joy giver, the sl,y flier, :the heavenly guide, the poor man's heaven, the 
soother of grief ... No god or man is as good as the ,religious drinker of bhang. 
The students of the scriptures of Benares are given bhang before they sit to 
study. At Benares, Ujjain and other holy places, yogis take deep draughts of 
bhang that they may enter their thoughts on the Eternal ... By the help of 
bhang ascetics pass days without food or drinl" The SUPPol'ting power of bhang 
has brought many a Hindu fanlily safe through the miseries of famine." 

Even in India there seems to have been .some allgry discussion about the pos
sible value or dan!\"er of cannabis. The writer of the paean above alludes to the 
controversy: "To forbid or even seriously to restrict the use of so holy alld g-ra
cious a herb as the hemp would cause widespread suffering and annoyance and to 
large band.s 'Of WOJ;lSuiped ascetics deep-seated anger. It would rob the people· of 
a solace ill discomtort, of aCUl'e in sic1meRs. of a guardian whose gracious protec
tion saveS them from the attacks of evil influences ... so grand a result, so ,tiny 
a :sin!" 

Disapproyal of cannabis seems to have ()riginated with the Christian mission
aries and other Europeans. Ina study of Hindu mystics, J. Campbell Oman noted -
that Christian missionaries often remarked, "Great numbers of Hind\l saints 
live ill a statenf perpetual intOXication, which arises from sll101dng intoxicating 
herbs, fixing the mind on. God." , 
. Dr. George Morrison Carstairs, a professor at the University of Edinburgh 
lind an aut1lOrity on transcultural pSYchiatry, lived· in a village in Northern 
India in 1951 and was struck by the attitudes of the ruling castes toward the 



two most prevalent forms of intoxication there. The Rajjputs, or warriors, drank 
darn, a potent, distilled alcohol from the flowers of the mahua tree,and seem£:o 
to regard cannabis as fit only for sissies. The Brahmins, on the other hand, em· 
played cannabis both in religious services and for social ref~eshment. 

Rajputs, of course, represent the temporal aristocracy, as Brabmins do the 
spiritual. 1Jntil the social reforms of 1948, the rajas of tbe Rajput c\ass exercised 
autocratic rule over innumerable small pdncipalities. In their upbrlnghlg, they 
were taugbt to put great stress on bravery and ferocity in the face of danger, and 
although the test of real danger was seldom met, every young Rajput lived with 
the anxiety, that some day he might not prove adequate to the occasion. As a 
result, the Rajputs in the village tended to be boastful, touchy and inclined to 
assuage .their anxieties with drinking bouts, Dr, Carstairs r'r~ported. Although 
ostensibly they prided themselves on drinking with discrimination-a fixed ra
tion was allowed for each, daY-restraint tended to be forgotten in the course of 
an evening. ' 

The Brahmins unequivocally denounced the use of daru, which they felt was 
inimical to their religious life-the first requirement of which was to "abhor 
meat and wine." Interestingly, Carstairs found that the gentle priests were far 
more vitrolic in their reviling of daru than were the Rajputs in their uninterested 
disdain for cannabis. The ruler of the village, a Rajput, thought himself a reli
gious man and tried to reconcile his religious devotion with his drinking. This was 
vehemently rejected by the Brahmins, one of whom sa,id: "He is aU wrong; be is 
a bogus lecher always busy with wine and women. How can be find his way along 
this stony and thronypath 1" 

Brahmins in the village would often visit, a nearby pilgrimage center, where the 
chief object of worship was a large, black stone phalltc symbol representing the 
god Shiva. The god was oftenci.ted as being a bhang drinker, and the Brahmins 
would attempt to model themselves aftel,' him. In his visits to the temple, Dr. 
Carstairs would generally encounter large numbers of holy men staggering about 
"stoned out of their minds." " 

Dr. Ca,rstairs cwas struck by how similar Western Europeans and Americans 
are, in their commitment to '3. life of action, to the Rajputs. All share an upbring
ing which values individual achievement highly and considers sensual indulgence 
to be not whoUy wrong if enjoyed within socially prescribed limits. The Brahmin 
theme of surrendering volition is unfamiliar, threat~ing and distasteful to West, 
erners, excep~ for the new drug generatiQn. Because of this, Dr. Carstairs 
conclUlled : 

"The present wrtter would have to say that of the two types of intoxication 
which he witnessed and in a' measure shared, he had no doubt that that which 
was indulged in by the Brahmins was the less socially disruptive, less unseemly, 
and mote in harmony with the highest ideals of their race; and yet so alien to 
his own personal and cultural pattern of ego defenSes that he much preferred the 
other." , 

After 500 A.D., cannabis began creeping weStward from India, and references 
in the Persian and' other Arabian litemture began to appear. One of the most 
fascinating stories about the use of cannabis in 'Moslem cultures was told by 
Marco Polo about a secret cult organized in the 11th century by a Moslem 
religious leader, Hasan ibn-al-Sabbah. SinCe religion and philosQ,Pb,y in those 

I\. dayS in the Moslem world were political tools to be imposed by force .father than 
"persuasion, Has!ln trained his followers as an a1'lllY and w,as successful in cap

turing a number of fortresses. He is best known for refining the practice of 
assassination to un ad-and herein lies the relevance of this tale to. eannabis, as 
well as an interesting dilemma for philologists. ' 

The assaSSins were specially' recruited YOllng, llien in their late teens and 
early 20's, who were well-treated, well-paid and sworn to total allegiance to 
Hasan. 'Matco Polo described a ,remarkable garden that Hasan constructed',,,at 
his major fortress, the Alamut, where the young assassins were entertained 
under intriguing circumstances: 

"He [Hasan] kept at his COttrt a. number of the youths of the country, from 
12 to 20 years of age, such as had a taste for soldiering'. . . Then he would 
introduce them to his, Garden, Some four, or six, orten at a time, having first 
made them drink a certain potion [hashish] which cast them into a deep sleep, 
and then causing them to be lifted and carried i'll. So when they awoke ttiey 
found themselves;,;;" the Garden . .. ' 

'''When, theref{~yaW,Olre and found themselves in a p1ace so, charming, 
they \deemed that it was Patadise in very truth. And the ladies and damsels 
dallied with them to their hea'rts' content . " ' 
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"So when the Old Man [Hasan] would l:al'e any prince slain, he would say to 
sucll a youth: Go thou and slay l$o-.llld-So; and when thou l'eturnest my Angels 
shall bear thee into Paradise. And shouldst thou die, natheless even So will I 
send my Angels to carry thee bnck into Parndise." 

Most phi1~logists seem to agree that tIm concept of assassination derives from 
Hastln iLn-al-~aiJLah_ 'l'hel'e is however, dislJnte among Olenl a.s h; lrh"tlwr tlK
word all sas8!trb comes from Ha8an or from haSl1i·~lt. Some maintain that hashish 
j,tself deri~";!., from Ha:an. 

The deC'enonnts of TTasansurvive today in colonies spread through Syria, 
Persia, Zanzibar and India. They are well-known to Wetiterners lJecl.lu::;e of the 
flllUe ot their leader, who claims direct descpnt f1'Om Hasan aud is known as the 
Aga I{han. Cannabis must have befm Quite popular in the .Arab world during the 
Middle Ages. 1Por in the "'Phousand nnd nile Xig-l1tS." ,,"hieh l'ep"E'(':ent foIl;: tall'~ 
collected between about 1000 and 1700 A.D., there are many references to bhang, 
which the Al'abians caHed beng, us well Us to lluslli:<h. 

Cannabis was probably bronght to Europe by Nupolean's soldiers returning 
from Egypt. At least it is well-docu1ltl'ntecl that in Egypt, he discovered wide
spread use of hashi:<h, particnlurl:l' among the lOwer classes. Napoleon issued a 
pl'oclamation prohibiting it,; sal& or use. 

Between 1840 and 1800 in Paris, a cUstinguislled group of writers-including 
Theophile Gautier, Charles Baude1ail'e and Alexalldl'e Dumus-became fascinated 
by the hashish experience. Their writt~n descriptions probably still constitute the 
clearest, nio(':t thorough accnunrs of the E'ffects of the drug on the psyche. 

How did the "literary epoch" in the history of cannabis come about? Dr. 
Jacques Moreau de Tours, a promi1l'ent French psychiatrist at the Hospital of the 
Bicetre who became interested in treating his patients with the drug, introduced 
it to the popular author Gautier, w110 \yas 24 years old at the time. 

Gautier founded the famous Lr:. O1ttb tlas Hachir:hins at .the Hotel Pimodan on 
Paris'S Isle Saint-Louis. 'l'l1('re the patrons ate Da1.Damest', a sweetmeat which had 
been advertised as all Algerian dessez;t delicacr to the romantic societY' of the 
day and which contained he£ty quantitieiS of hashish. The literary accounts 01 the 
club's members, accordin;;lY, reilect high doses of cannabis. Gautier was the first 
to publi;:h his experience, in a hook calleel "Le Club clr.s Hal'hichins": 

"After several minutes a sense of numbness overwhelmed me. It seemed that 
my body h!id dissolved and become transparent. I saw very clearly in!'lide me 
the hashish I had ea:ten, in the form of an em(' ".aId which radiated millions of 
tiny sparks. The lashes of my eyes elongated' c;hemselves to Infinity, rolling 
like threads of gold on liL~le ivory wheels, which spun about with an amazing 
rapidity .. , . At certain moments, I still saw my comrades, but disfigured and 
grotesque, half men, half· plants. The spectacle was so ridiculous that I writhed 
with lauglltE'r in my corner ... " 

Alexandre Dumas was imprssed with how hnshish enhances erotic sensations. 
He wrote this in liThe Count of Monte Cristo" ancl thus anficipated Timothy 
Leary by 100 yeRrs in wrongly declaring cannabis nn aphrod·isiac : 

"And then,followed a dream of passion lill:e that promised by the Prophet 
to the Elect. Lips of stone turned to flame, breasts of iee became like heated 
lava, so that to Franz, yielding for tbe first time to the sway of the drug, love 
was .as a sorrow and voluptuousness a torture, as burning mouths were pressed 
to his thirsty lips, and he was held in cool serpenlike embraces." . 

But cannabis is not really an aphrodisiac. Since the drug makes perceptions 
more vivid, sex can become spectacularly beautiful or, in· some cases, hideously 
repugnant. 

Although ·the experience of the nineteen-sixties in the United states suggests 
that the mind-altering consumption of cannabis tends to catch on and f.1pread 
like plague. the chronicle of the plant's first. 3,000 years jn other cultures be
spealtsaslower rate. Before the Chl'istian era and until about 500 A.D., it was 
employed for this purpose almost Boleiy in India. and to' a IN;ser extent in·China .. 
In the next 1,000 years or so, it reached the Middle East and Near East. Only' 
in .the . 19th century did it bewme welHmown in Europe, And we must wait 
until the 20th'centllryfor:it' to reach the United States. . ' , ' . 

l\farihltanli. came to thE' United f)·tates· froUl M'exi~o and Cuba. The weE'd was 
smuggled by Mexican laborers across the border into Texlif'; American and 
l\fexicnn sailorS'lIiere·also go-betweens. bUying the drug in the ports of Ha'l'ana; 
Tampico and Veracruz for $10 to $12 per IdIogram (2.2 Ibs.) and selling it whole~> 
sale in New Orleans at $35 to $45 a kilogram.. '" 

'I'he consumers in New OrleaIls were largely the pOOr' and' the Negro' populae 

tion.Wh('u reportel'sof The New, Orlenni;l\:Iorning Tribune', wrote 'a seriel;; on 
"the marihuana mena.ce,"the stories that generated the inos('iliarm were those 
claiming that Jarge numbers ofteen-ug'ers smoked "moota.s, " New Orleans jar-



gon for marihuana cigarettes. The superintendent Qf the city'S Children's Bureau 
told reporters that he felt many prolJlem children liying at the IJureau l1ad 
come under marijuana's influence (implicitly suggesting that it had 11wde 
them problem children) and that two of them had run away because they 
couldn't get their "muggles" (another slang word for marihuana). there. 

A.It this stage, only 16 states ha,d laws against the sale or use of ma::i.huana, 
and these were laxly enforced. ~'l.tis was, after all, the era of Prohibition, and 
the pOlice had more pressing matters to attend to. 

In the mid-thirties, however,·a major crime wave struck New Orleans. Search
ing fOJ:some explanation for an outbreak of llOldups, one which, it was hoped, 
would not expose police inadequacies, Frank Gomila, the Commissioner of 
Public Safety, concluded; '"'1'he crime wave unquestionably was greatl3' ag
gl'avMed IJy the influence >of Ulis drug [marijuana] halJit. ... Youngsters Imown 
t()"', 'Illug-gle-lleads' fortified themselYes with the narcotic [sic) and proceeded 
ti>~~.joot down policE', bank clerks and casual bystanders .•. .'.' And state :nar
cotic officers reported that in 1936, "60 per cent of the crimes committed in New 
Orleans were by marijuana users." 

Soon newspapers throughout the country had taken up the story Dnd spar Ired 
national concern. Nevertheless, neither the public nor law enforcement 'Officers 
truly considered mari.iuana a serious problem. One index of how feebly the laws 
weJ;e enforced was the very low price of marijuana products, indicating that 
there was little risk of. arrest from its sale. Even the Treasury Department in 
1931 minimized its importance; 

"A great deal of public interest has been aroused by newspaper articles .appear
ing from time to time on the .eyils of the abuse of marijuana, or Indian hemp . . . 
inference that I;here is an !alarming spread of the improper use of the drug. 
whereas the actual increase in such use may not have been inordinately large," 

Still and all, ~:he continued publicity gradually pressured the Treasury Depart
ment's Bureau of Narcotics into drafting a national law. At the same time, the 
bureau conducted a national campaign against the drug, wo~'l{illg with ~tate 
legislatures in devel'Oping state laws for the regulation of marijuana, and prOvid-
ing information for magazine articles about the threat. . 

Harry Anslinger, the United States Commissioner of Narcotics, himself wrote 
articles deSigned to "educate"-anCl terrorize-the'readers. For instance, in one 
piece he reported; 

"An entire family was murdered by a youthful marijuana addict in Florida. 
When officers arrived at the home they f',lUnd the youth staggering about in ·a 
human slaughterhouse, With an ax he had killed his father, mothe~', two brothers 
and a sister .. He seemed to be in a daze .. , He had no recollection 0:( having 
committed the mult1ple i!dme. The officers lmew him ordinarily as a sane, rather 
quiet young mall; now he was pitifully crazed . . . The boy said he had IJeen in 
the habit of smoking something which youtllfulfriends called 'muggles' . . ." 

It is remarkable 'how many times potheads are .referred to as "addicts" ;in the 
popular literature of the twenties and thirties, despite medical evidence, avail
able then, that marijuana is not addictive. As tQ Ithe detailS of Anslinger's lurid 
account, it takes little psychiatric acumen to !appreciate that. such a crime would 
not be committed by someone who was "ordinarily sane." 

The proposed Marijuana Tax Act never faced any grave . danger in Congress, 
since marijuana smokers ·of the nineteen ·thirties'-the underpriVileged, black 
derelicts of society-were not represented in the hearings held in Congress prior 
to the final vote. The Congressmen were, moreover,.assured by a ''1'reasury spokes
man that the bill would.in nO way "interfere materially with any industrial, 
medical or scientific uses which the plant may have." The' reason that the 
Treasury felt that "medical uses" would n'Ot .be interfered with was simply that. 
the medical profeSSion rarely used the drug at. the time. Fnlike the H:arrison 
Narcotics Act, which made morphine and related ll'arcoticsavailabI€o.to phyiidcialls, 
the Marijuana Tax: Ad effectively banned cannabis as a medicine as wen as all 
intoxicant. . . 

Narcotics 'Commissioner Anslinger was the star witness at the hearings on the 
bill,. H~";recite!i tJf.~·well-wol'll tale of Hasan, llashish and the assassins .. He intro
duced newspriper~~!i'ppings that .claimed cannabiS caused crime, addiction and 
lo,;:;s 'Of:t;cproductive powers. He said that it led to a "deIidollS rage after its 
administration and that prolonged. use invariably produced "mental 
deterioration." . . 

With IJllcI: imp!essiye testim;;;ily, the bil.l.sailed smo?thly through committ,ee. 
Only two nl1nOr mconvenie)':::es ~ose durlllgthe.hearmgs. Onella~l to.do WlUI 
the biu's pl"Ovision that thEl'Seeds of the plant as well as the flowedng tops Which 
smokers used should bex)Utlawed, because :tne, seeds c<?IJItained.a small amount of 

. the intoxican.t"and m,igl,tt be llsed for ·smoking. Violent objection to'this provision 
c.' 'IJ 
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came from, of all places, the birdfood industry. A representative of this industry 
appeared at the last minute in a rather excited state because, as it turns out, the 
bird-seed industry at that time was consuming about four million· pounds of 
cannabis seed each year. . 

He observed that "it is a necessary ingredient in pigeon feed, and we have not 
been able to find any seed that will take its place. If you substitute anything 
for the hemp it has a tendency to change the character of the squalls produced." 
Congressman Duughton of North Uarolina was curious allout whether pigeons 
get stoned on pot. The manufacturers' representation answered, "I have never 
noticed it. But the seed does have a tendency to bring back feathers [which have 
fallen out] and improve the bird." The upshot was that the Government modified 
the bill. l:iince sterilized seed would do just as well for pigeon feed, but could not 
be used to grow the intoxicating plant, an amendment was passed exempting 
sterilized seed. 

A less amusing s.eries of objections to the bill remained. The final wItness was 
Dr. William Woodward, the legislative counsel of the American Medical Associa
tion. This extremely conservative organization might be counted on to throw its 
weight behnd a law to stamp out a purported menace to the nation's heal~h. 
Accordingly, the Uongressmen and the Narcotics Bureau must have been surprised 
by Dr. Woodward's testimony. He not only proceeded to criticize the provisions 
of the bill which were to deter future investigations into cannallis's medical uses, 
but also was harshly critical of the committee's procedures for obtaining evidence. 

"We are referred to newspaper publicatiolls concerning the prevalence of 
marijuana addiction. We are told that the use of marijuana causes crime. But 
yet no one has been produced from the Bureau of Prisons to show the number 
of prisoners who have been found addicted to the marijuana habit. An informat 
inquiry shows that the Bureau of Prisons has no evidence on that point. 

"You have been told that schoolchildren are great 1lsers of marijuana ciga
rettes. No one has been summoned from the Children'S Bureau to show the nruture 
and exfent of the habit among children. An inquiry of the Children's Bureau shows 
that they have had no occasion to investigate it and know nothing particularly 
of it." . 

Oaught unawares after what pad been a notably placid series of sessions, the 
Oongressmen proceeded to badger and browbeat Dr. Woodward, questioning his 
qualifications (he was both a physiCian and a lawyer and spent five years working 
with the A.M.A., the Bureau of NarcotiCS and the American Pharmaceutical 
Association drafting a uniform narcotics act;. "If you want to advise us on 
legislation," one committee member fumed, "you ought to come here with some 
constructive proposals ratherth.an criticism, rather than trying to throw obsta
cles in the way of something that the Federal Government is trying to do." 

. Needless to say, the Marijuana Tax Act was passed by Congress-originally 
with a maximum penalty of a $2,000 fine and/or five years in prison. In 1956 
penalties for sale or transfer were increased to a five-year mandatory sentence, 
and a third offense could bring prison sentences of up to 40 years and fines of up 
to $20,000. (In October 1970, however, Oongress passed legislation that raised 
penalties for professional pushers, but allowed more lenient treatment of others 
caught selling drugs, including pot. The law also cut the maximum penalty for 
those simply possessing marijuana to one year-a sentence that may be sus
pended-and permitted the judge to expunge the offense from the records in 
cases of first offenders.) 

One conclusion we can draw from this brief history is that marijuana means 
different things to different cultures. It may be an essential to the Hindu, who 
values, above all else, the experience of nir"ana. Yet the same drug seems 
anathema to the hard-driving, traditionally prudish American. As culture change, 
so may their attitudes toward mind-altering SUbstances such as marijuana and 
alcohol. A thousand years ago bhang was almost a sacrament in India. Today, 
India is becoming more Westernized and the Government, reacting to' inter
national pressures, has imposed some legal controls on hashish. 

In contrast, the United States, so long the land of the Calvinistic work ethic
and of more or less covert violimce-may be becoming a more introspective coun
try. The younger generation is more concerned with here-and-now self-awareness 
than with accumulating money for some future gratification. Humanistic ethical 
considerations, such as concern for one's comrades, ate replacing abstract morality 
and competitive individualism. All of this suggests a more contemplative, less 
aggressive national ethos, the kind that has existed in Eastern countries such 
as I~dia for many years, fostered there, perhaps in part, by cannabis.· . 

, I 
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U. S. MARIJUANA LEGISLATION AND THE CREATION OF A SOCIAL PROBLEM 

by 
Roger Smith NI, S. 

Director Haight-Ashbury Amphetamine Research Project 

The possession, sale or use ofinarijuana in the United States today is considered 
serious deviant behavior I both legally and socially, and the penal sanctions which may 
be irr>;lo$ed on 0 convicted marijuana offender are among the most severe in both the 
Federal and State penal codes. It is the threat of arrest and convi cHon whlcn ,is 
currently the most persuasive argument advanced to young people when attempting to 
dissuade them from the use of the drug. Simple logic would suggest to us that there 
must be more to our proscription of morijuana than meets the eye; in order to merit 
such savere legal penalties, marijuana surely poses a major threat to the fabric of our 
society, in the same way that society' is threatened by acts of murder, orson or burglary, 
criminal acts which carry similar stiff penal sanctions. 

Althaugh the professional literature reveals conflicting data regarding the 
pharmacological, psychological, and sodal effects of marijuana use, there is nowhere 
presented fact or research data which wauld justify aur current legal.attitude taward 
the drug. It';s for this reason thot Vie seek, in this poper, to examine someof'the less 
tangible aspects of attempts to control marijuana use in this country, as well as to review 
some of the highlights of such legislatian historically I Because the history of • 
marijuana legislation has been extensively reported in both the professional and lay 
literature, a certain familiarity with the cantent and implications of tha! specific legis
lation is assumed, although reference will be made to it when it is of some particular 
value or interest. 

The Historical Background 

In the years which preceded the possage of the Marijuana Tax Act,the specter of 
"demon rum" was still quite clear in the minds of the moral entrepreneurs of this nation, 
when a new menace, the "killer weed" raised its uglyihead •. Like alcohol, it was an 
intoxicant which was sought after prima~ily b~cause of the pleasure it gave the user, but 
unlike alcohol, it did not provide for the spi~jtuol/y-redeeming morning-after hangover. 
Its use, like alcohol, is a pleasurable, hedbri:~ti~,>non-productive, and above all, a 
sinful practice. As a pharmacological entity, mcrrijuaoa can be.l!f.garded as a relatively 
innocuous and insignificant weed, but as a social, legal and philasophical entity, it 
has assumsd menacing proportions. Just why this has happened requires a .close examina
tion \lfthe images which were drawn of the marijuana smoker and the methods emr'oyed 
to arouse a genorally apotheti c and unaware publ i c to this new menace. . 

It is somewhat difficul t to understand where the impetus for such an energetic 
.. anti-mlll'ijuana campaign on the national level arose, 'In the late 1920's, marijuana was 

used primarily in ihe South and Southwest part of the country, where the majority of the 
habituates were Mexican descent, although the practice had slowly spread to the urban 
centers in the North, where, marijuana smoking was practiced .by musicians and other 
"bohemian" groups. 

One of the earl jest and most forceful of the anti-marijuana crusaders was Earle 
Albert Towell, who was 'convinced that he had di'scovered the ultimate'aim of the 
tobacco industry; namely turning everyone on to marijuana, which, in his opinion, 
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would lead ultimotely to the destruction of the morals and health of the nation. In his 
popular book On the Trail of Marijuana, The Weed of Madness, Rowell clearly out-
I ines the potential of this new drug: 

1. Destroys will power, nraking a jellyfish of the user. He cannot soy no. 

2. Eliminates the line between right and wrong, and substitutes one's o",,:! 
warped desires or the base suggestions of others as the standard of right:' 

3. Above all, causes crime; fills the victims with on irrepressible urge to 
violence. 

4. Incites to revolting immoralities, including rope and murder. 

5. Causes many accidents, bath industrial and automobile . .. 
6. Ru i ns careers forever. 

7. Causes insanity as its specialty. 

8. Either in self-defense or as a means of revenue, users moke smokers 
of others, thus perpetuating evil. 2 

The Federal Bureau of Narcotics, formed in 1930 and staffed largely by ex
Prohibition agents, Was apparently not parti cularly concerned with the national control 
of marijuana until the middle 1930's. By 1930, some 16 states had passed legislation 
restricting the sale or use of marijuana in some way, although these laws were not 
vigorously enforced, for the most part. In 1932, the Federal qureau of Narcotics (FBN) 
was an interested observer at the National Conference of Commissioners an Uniform 
State Laws which touched on the matter of marijuana legislation on the state level. It 
was about this time that a .rash of lurid articles anc! stories began to appear in the papular 
press concerning marijuana, most of which were outrageous enou:rh to prompt the FBN to 
publlcally minimize the importance of the "marijuana menace." At this time they 
apparently saw marijuana control as properly the baliwick of the states. 

Despite the fact that following the Uniform State Laws conference in 1932, 
several additionalstates enacted legislation prohibiting the manufacture, sale or 
possession of marijuana, the FBN became increasingly insistent that the states were not 
doing enough and that if they did nat step up their efforts, the FBN would be forced to 
seek legal controls at the Federal level. By 1936, the FBN, and particularly Commissioner 
Harry J. Anslinger, was deeply involved in a campaign to alert the public to the menace 
of marijuana. There is an interesting parallel between their efforts to shape policy with 
regards ta marijuana and their previous campaign to impose their will on the administra
tion of various pieces of legislation intended to control the distribution and use of the 
"hard" narcotics, principally the opiates and cocaine. 

The opiate addict at the turn of the century was regarded as an unfortunate victim 
of ignorance, who had become addicted to drugs which he had initially used for 
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alleviating suffering, and not simply for the pleasurable feelings which accompanied its 
use. The majority of addicts ot this time were women, most were Protestants, white and 
from rural oreos. With the passage of the 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act, the potent 
medicines loaded with opiotes were token off the market, while the Harrison Act of 1914 
curbed the indiscriminate sole ai, opiates across the coUnter. The Harrison Act, like the 
Marijuana Tox Act, is a revenue act, and is enforced by agencies within the Treasury 
Department. The original law made no mention of eddicts or addiction, and reflected 0 

growing concern about the widespread use of norcotics for the sel f~treatment of a variety 
of complaints. The legislation came at a time when the medical-profession was becoming 
aware of the potentia) dangers of such drugs and sought to sharply curtail their u,se. 

Those who were addicted to narcotics irhmediately sl}bseCJu~nt to the passege of the 
Harrison Act had little difficulty in receiving proper medical. ccire, until a series of Court 
interpretations of the Act made it impossible fqr the adc\ict to obtain drugs from any saurce 
ather than the black market. Thus., many cities opened up ambulatory drug clinics, the 
first being in New York City, in 1919, with hopes for rehabilitating the addict and pre
venting his i.wolvement with criminal drug distributors. later, (Jther cities began 'opening 
drug clinics, and there were soon a tetal of 44 throughout the United States. 

The clinic experience was the critical period insofar as the development of our 
current punitive policy toward drugs is concerned. The addict was publicly characterized 
as an individual in need of medical help and assistance when the clinics opened in 1919. 
Narcotics addiction was regarded es an unfortunate occurence, but not really the. fal,J1t 
of the individual. Th>s public was receptive to treating him as such. By 1923, all of the 
clinics had closed their doors, the addict was left with only the criminal underworld as 
.his source of supply, and he had come to be regarded by the lay public as a .willfully iri
dulgent criminal, unwilling to respond to humane medicqli'reatment, and fullycieserving 
of society's moral and penal sanction. It was only after this radical transformation of the 
addict's image that the :hcreasingly punitive approach advocated by the Federal' Bureou 
of Narcotics could .become offidal policy., It is of significance that nowhere in the 
discussions of the ambulatory clinics does one find a critical analysis of the treatment 
methadalogy. The fBN was instrumental inexpoiing th~ weaknesses of the clinics, and 
the press. had a field day with them. . 

As the public became more aroused and outraged !:iy the activities of narcotics 
addicts as described for them in the press, they became less n:ceptive to pleas fOf modera

"lion or rational ity, and insisted an the strongest 'passible punitive meaSUres. Theaddict 
wos no longer a victim, but a.threal, a -transformation which took but four yeo~s to ' 
accomplish. 4 . 

In order .to, set the stage for federal legi~fation control/ing marijuana, the FBN set 
about to promote the notion that the moriiuana smoker Was a serious threat and responsible 
for an incre<lsing number of crimes, ,particularly crimes of violence, including murder oncl 
rape. To this end, they widely publicized several "examples" of heinous <:,rimes which 
they claimed Were directly related to the use of m~rijuana: For example: 

"In 1935, a 30 year old male "assaulted IO year old girl, admitted being 
under the influence of mariiuana, so "crazy", convicted in court trial. 
Hanged. " 
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"1936, in San Antonio, Texas. Two women an'ested for possession of 
marijuana violently attacked Officer C. Cullen. Arrested. 

1921, male 30, beat to death with rock T. B"ernhardt, boy, 14,while 
herding cattle in pasture; accused boy of polluting his Wat'~r supply. 
Boy's head crushed, one eye gouged out, and missing. Arrested several 
hours later, he screamed and tore jail furnishings, Smoking marijuana 
at the time; claimed insane, found to be sane. Hanged. 

i 
1933 TampCl, Florida. A boy murdered his father , mother, sister and two 
brothers with an axe while under the influence of marijuana. Didn't know 
of all this 'until next morning. Arrested. 5 

While there were few people in this country' whoobjected to statements linking 
marijuana use ai)d crime, it is clear that in the numerous cases previously cited, the 
"casual relati;;ll~hjp" between mc:irijuana and crime was tenuous, at best, and in some 
cases, outright fabrication. Thus, we turned to other sources for confirmation of the 
dangerous qualities inherent in the drug. Longitudinal studies on users in this country 
were impossible because of the length of time that it hod been a "social problem", as 
well as the fact that there had been no research done in this area. Thus, ;He looked to 
the experiences of other cultures. One of the more popular stories on the marijuana 
circuit was the story of the "Assassins", in which we discover that the use of hashish by 
members of a certain Persian religious sect led directly to the commission of political 
assasil)ations by individuals who were in no way predisposed to such violence. In 
another variation of the same stary, FBN officiols related the stories about how warriors 
would become fearless fanatics on the battlefield under the influence. They'failed to 
\t.:plain how in the first instance hashish made one a stealthy, cunning assassin, and in 
the latter, ci screaming fanatic. 

Few'have called into question this particular bit of folklore from another culture, 
and in fact, many law enforcement officials ~till 6se this story to underscore their con
tention that marijuana can lead to acts of violence. Mandel's analysis of this story would 
suggest that they were grossly distorted

6 
and that indeed hashish was a reward for certain 

kinds of behavior, not the cause of it. 

As the campaign against marijuana was stepped up, an increasing number of sensational 
horror stories Were related in magazines and newspapers, deploring the "juicy" sex and • 
violence which was attributed to marijuana smoking. Some enterprising attorneys attempted 
unsuccessfully to introduce marijuana intoxication as a defense in capital cases. 

By the time the Treasury Department went t6 Congress with the proposed Mariju~na 
Tax Act, the fervor had reached a high pitch. The hearings before the House Committee 
on Ways and Means lasted five days. There was little doubt in anybody's mind that the 
legislation would be enacted. Rather, the primary function of the hearing Was to titillate 
the legislators with horror stories. They were assured that the Act had the blessings of 
the newspapers. The Hashish-assassin story was relafed. The various crimes which the 
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Federal Bureau af Narcatics linked directly to marijuana were related, inclUding the 
tale of the youngster wha murdered his family"while under the influence, (lnd couldn't 
recall having done it the following day. A district ottorney told the committee that 
marijuana was used as a~ aphrodisiac, but that prolonged use led to impotence. A 
pharmacologist who had done research on doped race horses testified that marijuana 
praducedmental and physical deterioration when administered to dogs. Though he 
odmitted that he had done no work with humans, he stated u~equiv6ca\ly that the drug 
was dangerous because it produced degeneracy of the broin. A district attorney from New 
Orleans reloted that several individuals who had been prosecuted through his office had 
claimed that they were not criminally responsible for their acts because they were under 
the influence of marijuana at the time the crime was committed. 

The dissenting witnesses before the committee were limited. The birdseed industry 
feared that the new law would inhibit their use of hempseed. The Committee quickly 
amel'ded their bill to allow them to continu~ their production unhi~tdered. 

The last r;maining witness, Dr. William C, Woodward, the legislative counsel for 
the American Medical Associatian, and himself on attorney, opposed the bill on a 
number of counts. He felt that the state legislation was sufficient to lneet the problem, arid 
that previous testimony was based primarily on hearsay evidEl~ce. The passage of this act, 
he added prophetically, would inhibit further research into its pharmacology and wauld 
rule out further investigation into the medical possibilities of the drug. He cited its ose 
in medicine as a sedative and muscle relaxant. 

Dr. Woody...ard's testimony aroused the ire of the committee, who apparently hod 
anticipoted little opposition to their efforts. In response to his testimony, committee mem": 
bers challenged his credentials, which turned outto be impeccable, and critidzed him for 
not cooperating. The members assured themselves that they were doing the right thing, by 
remil'ding the doctor of the tales of horror whkh had been previously related. In their 
parting shot, the doctor was rebuked: "If you want to advise us on legislation, you ought 
to coine here with some constructive proposalsfrath~r than critic;ism, rather than trying 
to throw obstacles in the way of something the Federal Government is trying 10 do. III 

The Marijuana Tax Act quickly passed the House of Representatives, and shortly' 
thereafter, the Senate. There v,as little debate during the Senate hearings. The stor 
witne$s was again Commissioner Harry J. Anslinger, who reiterated the numeroU$crimes 
which he .felt were comitted by individuals under the influence. of marijuana. 

The Marijoana Tax Act,oC)w a part of the Internal Revenue Code, provides" a 
graduated occupational tax by 0.11 persons who import, manufqcture, produce, compound, 
sell, deal in, dispense, prescribe, administer, or give away marijuana. A to.x is also 
imposed upon all transfers of marijuana ot the rate of $1 per ounce or fraction tbere.of, 'i f 
the transfer is made to a taxpayer registered under the Act; or at the rate of SIOOper 
ounce, if the transfer is made to a person who is not a f'axpayer registered under tre act. II 
Obviously, ·the Act has not produced significant lax revenue, since few Marijuana Tax 
Stomps have been iss;Jed, although the Internal Revenue Serv.ice still attempts to collecf 
$100 per o~nce of illegally possessed marijuana from those convi cled of violating the Act. 

c 
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In many cases, this tax is colle·,:",d from an individual upon his release from prison on 
parole, a time when the indivi:' lal finds himself in a most difficult position financially. 

The obvious intent of this legislation was to impose federol police powers into the 
areo of marijuana enforcement. The original Act provided for a maximum penalty of 
$2000 fine and/or five years'in' prison; with probation or suspended sentence possible. 

By the time that the Marijuana Tax Act had passed the Congress, most states had 
outlawed marijuana under the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, an act which grouped mari
juana with the opiates. This system of classification poses no problem for Donald Miller, 
Chief Counsel for the United States Bureau of Narcotics, who stated in a recent speech: 
"Legally, marijuana is not considered a narcotic drug under j'he Federal law, but it is 
considered a narcotic under the State laws. I do not consider these differences to be 
significant, since both laws are designed to control a substance which is socially unaccept
able. It is less important that the' controls fit like some finely balanced formula under 
either the taxing clause or the commerce clause of the Constitution, or in a category 
according ta its simjoJarity with other dangerous drugs. In fact, the Supreme Court of 
Colorado has ruled it is perfectly permissible to define marihuana as a narcotic drug." 

With a reported upswing in the number of y6ung'people addi cted to heroi'n a few 
years after World War II, increasing pressure was brought to bear by the Bureau for in
creased penalty provisions, both on the state and Federal level. By this time, however, 
there were grave doubts in even the most conservative minds about the relationship 
between marijuana smoking and insanity or violence. Hence, a new theme emerged, 
which persists to this date, despite data to the contrary. In testimony before the Senate 
subcommittee investigating drug abuse in 1955, Commissioner Anslinger, in response to a 
question regarding the relatIonship between marijua.na and heroin addiction, stated: 
" ••• our great concern about the use of marijuana, that eventually if used oVGr a long 
period, it does lead to heroin addiction." However, on the relationship between 
marijuana smoking and ~rimes of violence, he has taken a new tack: "It does not follow 
that all crime can be traced to marijuana. There have been,many brutal crimes traced 
to marijuana, but I would not say that it is a controll ing' factor in the commission of 
crimes. "10 

Convinced that the answer to the problems of drug use and sale was heavier 
penalties, the Congress authorized minimum mandatory sentences, with no chance for. 
probation, suspended sentence or parole, and an optionol fine of up to $20,000 for 
individuals convicted of selling narcotics, including marijuana. For first offenders (:on
victed of possession, the penal ties wElre increased to 2 to 10 years, an optional fine up to 
$20,000 and the possibility of probation, suspended sente,nce, or parole. 

Following the ledd of the Federal Government, many states enacted ~ew legisl,ation 
which increased the penal ty provisions in their narcoti claws, which, by definition, 
included m'arijuana. In several states, one convicted of selling marijuana to a minor could 
be subjected to death or I ife imprisonment. 
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Ihe Federal Bureau of Narcotics is dedicated to the notion that increasing penalties 
is the only woy to limit the traffic in narcotics. One of their initial fears upon passage 
of the Narcotic Control Act of 1956 was that judges would be hesitant about convicting 
an individual in a case which carried a minimum mandatory sentence. 

~ 

In testimony before a Hause subcommittee in 1960, Commissioner Anslinger ex
pressed great satisfaction with the sentences which had been handed down.by Federal 
judges since the 1956 legislotion, but expressed concern obout the traffic in mariiuona. 
The solution, as he saw it, loy in increasing the penalties. In response to the question 
as to whether marijuana led to hero(n addiction, Anslinger replied: "Yes, Sir. That is 
the beginning, especially in the New York and Los Angeles areas. They start an mariiuand 
and get sort of a jaded appetite and wcmt to get to something real. W"ll, they switch to 
heroin, and thot is when the trouble storts." 1 1 

What we have seen then, in less than thirty years from the passage of the Marijuana 
Tax Act, is a dra1Qotic transformation in the qualities of a drug, from a substance which 
produces moral degeneration, and is the couse of crimes of violence, to a drug which has 
only a tenuous cousal relationship to crimes of violence, but is directly responsible for 
progression to harcler narcotics. This transformatiarr took place without benefit·af even 
minimol. research into the actual properties of the drug which was severely restricted 
because of the limitations imposed on legitimate researchers. 

If the assumptions of tne Commissioner, and law enforcement offidals in general are 
correct, we might assume that with increased penal ties for possession and sale of marijuana 
since J 956, the practice by 1968 would be almost totally ertldicated. This apparently not 
being the case, we are forced to look at the implications of existing laws, and how they 
have shaped the contempo.ary scene. 

The Current Scene 
'I ,; 

,\o\arijuana smoking is no longer confined to the Southwest port of this country, nor 
are iB users primarily from the IQwer' socio-economic classes. Attorney General Thomas 
lynch has characterized the current drug offender in California as being "young, white, 
urban, and without previous. arrest record." It is perhaps this fact, more than apy other, 
which accounts for the ·re-exomination of our current laws which is being undertaken on 
all levels of government. During the White House .Conference on Narcotic and Drug Abuse 
in September of 196~, doubts were voiced by many individuals who had pressed far 
severe penalties .in 1956. Senator Thomas Dodd in a very forceful presentation to the 
conference, gave the..following example .of the implications of the minimum mandatory 
senlen'ces, quoting Jrom a United States District Judge: 

"The mandatory sentence can work extreme injustice. I was 
compelled to impose aFi.ve year sen·tence on a Marine veteran 
of the Karean campaign who Was found with three or four 
marijuana cigarettes. He had been drinking in Tijuana and 
was arrested at the border._ Obviously, three 'Or' four cigareHes 
did not make him a peddler and these wete not commercial amounts. 

I 
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"He had a spotless civilian record and an excellent military 
coreer. He had received a Purple Heart and had been wounded in 
action and had a wife and children. I held up sentencing 60 days 
with the defendant's consent, to attempt to get the U.S. attorney 
to file a tax consent'6n a smuggling charge which would not have 
carried at least 5 years sentence. I was unsuccessful. I sentenced 
the man to 5 yeors in the penitentiarY without parole." 12 

Th<Jt conference suggested that" ... the hazards of marijuana per se have been exaggerated 
and that long criminal sentences imposed on an occasional user or possessor of the drug are 
in poar social perspective." 13 The recent report of the President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and the Administration of Justice also recommends differentiating between 
narcotic and marijuana offenders, giving more discretion in the sentencing of marijuana 
offenders, to the courts or correction,,1 institutions .14 

We sh"",'d have learned something as a result of our national experience with marijuana. 
We did net. At this moment, le9islation is being considered in the Congress which would make, 
possession or sale of LSD a criminal offense, carrying with it long prison terms. This despite 
the fact that there appears to be a tapering off in the extent of LSD use, prompted not so 
rr,uch by the fear of arrest, but because medical research has suggested the possibility of real 
harm resulting from use under certain conditions. The information which was made public was 
,;ot in the nature of bizz(lTe claims or unfounded rumors offered by ill-informed enforcement 
officials, but rather, medical research. We as a nation seem obsessed with the notion that the 
threat of punishment will deter people from doing things which they enjoy. 

In demanding new legislation, the legislators, both on the state and federal level, 
are assured thot the real intent of the legislation is to control traffic, to arrest and imprison 
the criminal entrepreneur and not the so-called victim. As a practical matter however, few 
of the major trafficers in drugs are arrested, and it is the street level user or dealer who is 
arrested and imprisoned. 

1 

Let us examine some of the practical effe':ts of our current posture toward marijuana. 
The obvious fact is that police activity is at andl time high. We witness the spectacle of 
police invading the high schools arid grilling sludents about their use of drugs and that of 
their friends. Convinced that early detecti<;>n is the only answer to later addiction, parents 
are bringing their teen-aged sons and daughiers to the police station far arre$t. Local 
police departments author ludicrous pamphlets for distribution in the schools which are an 
affront to even the novice, TefJing lies to a youngster who has read scientific data on the 
pharmacology of marijuana in one of the many paperback books readtfy available in every 
magazine rack in lawn is hardly the way to develop a respect for law enforcement. 

Nor does it pave the way to a receptive mind when all informed individual urges 
individual restrai"t and caution with regard to ol',er more harmt'ul substances. 

Mariluona smoking among the majority of teenagers is interwoven into their daily 
round of activities. It is but one facet of on adolescent ~tyle which emphasizes clothes, 
music, rrie"dship, sexual ity, freedom from reslraiM, anr.: "m-violence, It is a drug 
which makes a small gatherih9 in some homes more convivial. 

\! 
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Heroin addicts are regarded by most as relics of the, past; as weak minded individuals 
who are untrustworthy and incapable of relating to other people. It would seem that this 
assessment is generally correct. 'The heroin addict of today is little different from tre addict 
of ten or twenty years ago. He is still a product of a slum environment, he is still (l depen
dent, inadequate individual, unable to cope with the chailenges of everyday life. The 
pressure in most adolescent groups is away from the use of addi ctive drugs, contrary to 
popular opinion. Street gang workers in New York and ot,1er cities have noticed a trend 
away from violence and toward "coolness". One group, formerly called the As'llssins, is 
typiCaf of this change. Several years ago they were one of the most violent gangs in 
Manhattan. Today, the overwhelming majority of the gang smokes rnarijuana, and the .club 
has been renamed the "Socializers." 15 This is not to suggest that we have found the answer 
to gang violence, but merely to emphasize that the culture has built-in mechanisms of 
control which restrict the use of drugs by all but the most disturbed youngsters in a way 
which is infinitely more effective than the threat of arrest and detention. 

What of the youngsters who are arrested? Have we indeed saved them from a life of 
degeneration ontt crime as an addict? It is difficult to understan-i how being excluded from 
school 05 a menace to other youngsters contributed to the alleged "rehabilitative" pre.cess. 
The felony conviction of youngsters over 18 certainly poses major problem;~ in terms of their 
educational or vocational plans. '. 

Incarceration, although a decreasing probability for most convicted of marijuana 
offenses, is perhaps one of the best ways to as;vre continued drug use on a larger scale 
upon release. It is within criminal subcultures, not groups of potheads, that the peer sanc
tions against the use of addi ctive drugs are lowered. It would thus seem that the notion that 
there is a single line of progression from a mild drug to the addictive drugs leaves out the 
mast important variables, namely, the individual's public and personal image, the cultural 
controls against certain forms of deviant behavior, including narcotic drug use. 

Perhaps the most ludicrous expressions of cur p<"Ipular conception relating marijuana 
use to hard narcotics is the use of the ralline clinic fer marijuana offenders. The purpose 
of this testing, authorized in 19571egislation, was td "discourage" the individual from 
pragressi ng on to harder drugs;-AI though this program might do much to discourage some 
from returning to heroin, we might speculate upon the impl i cations of such a program in a 
larger urban area, where the majority of individuals taking Nalline shots are heroin addicts. 
The weekly meetings are very convivial events, with each person being required to wait 
around a reception room fr?m 20 minutes to half an hour foll9wing the injection of Nalline I} 

before being examined. The associations that might be made in such a setting are obvious. 

In reviewing the merits of this legislation, we must ask ourselves a question Which as 
a nation we were forced to ask during prohibition: does the legislation restricting behavior 
which we h.:Jve decided is hprmful to our society cause more harm in its enforcement than 
the original harm which we"set out to contr91? In the case of our current marijuana 
legislation, we must ansWer in the affirmative. 

1 .• -' 
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MARIHUANA: THE LAW AND ITS 
ENFORCEMENT t 
DONALD E. MILLER* 

CONFLICTING SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY 

In searching for the causes of the growing national 
problem of drug abuse,l one reasqr,\appears clear to me. 
We -cannot help but make slow progress in deterring drug 
abuse so long as there is an allegiance of some' intellectuals 
to the "drug cult." These persons control large sections of 
public opinion, and hold the ear of many influential 
people-t.he authors, the editors, the lecturers, the educators 
and the theologians. ' 

The general strategy of these "Spockian ultra-permis
sivists", as we might rightfully call them, is to proclaim 
that an individual's morals and vices arc his own private 
affair, and that society has no right to invade this domain. 
Personally, I believe social disruption will increase when 
intellectuals define the important interests of society in 
purely individualistic tenns. Somehow, I" hope we can 
convince our young hedonists that they cannot live succeSs-

t Reprinted by permission of the copyright holder from 3 Suffolk 
University Law Review 81 (1968). 

* LL.B., Chief Counsel, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, 
United states Department of Justice. 

1 Figures compiled by Bureau of N I!rcotics allllDangcrous Drugs 
indicate thaI; arrests for narcotic drug and marihuana violations have 
increased 200% in the past seven years, with a 55% increase in 1967 
over 1966; for persons under the age of 21, the increase' is 450% in 
the past seven years, wi.th a, 75% in('rease in 1967 over 1966. In 
1963, about 6,500 pounds of marihuana Were seized, and in 1967; 
over 51,000 pounds were seized. 

--,--,.' -- -- ~----. 
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fully in our society and at the same time ignore the lUles 
of the group in which they wish to function. It is time for 
permissivjsts to stop and take a long look at 'what is 
happening and assess the irreparable harm being done. 

Let us move to the next logical question-what should 
we do about dmg abuse? Why not let the youth follow 
their private road" to perdition in their own way.? If the 
road were private, one might have some sympathy "\vith 
that proposition-but, it is not! We mayor may not agree' 
that mere drug abuse is bad per se. But, when the habitual 
use of certain dlUgs happens. to be detrimental to the 
well-being of both the individual and society, it must be 
regarded as a pernicious vice and proscribed by law. 
~ctually, anti-social behavior which encroaches on individ
ual and social welfare has never enjoyed an inviolable status 
immune from governmental regulation. It ·never should. The 
dmg abuser is' the agent of the spreading of drug abuse to 
his friends. His drug dependence and his dmgs go where he 
goes and the people with whom he associates are exposed. 
The social costs of dlUg dependence, in wasted lives alone, 
removes the matter from the realm of a private affair. 
While many persons may not conclude that there is any
thing immoral or criminal about abusing qne's self with 
drugs, most of us will agree that it would be highly 
undesirable for society to adopt a permissive attitude 
toward a d,eleterious practice. 

DANGERS OF J\1ARIHUANA 

Recently,there has been considerable debate ahoutthe 
dangers (or lack of dangers) of marih Liana. Real damage is 
bebg done by some scholarly men who are eager to attack 
the marihuana controls rather than justify them. They are 
more .concerned with deriding the pubIle officials who are 
charged with enforcing the laws than in helping them 
prevent drug abuse; they are mor0 interested in. condoning 
and rationalizing marihuana's use rather than presenting 
reasons for controlling it. 
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The impression is being created that virtually nothing is 
known about marihuana. 'This is false: The impression is 
being created that there is nothing harmful about mari
huana. This is equally false. Too many people seem to 
think we should not pay any attention to the' old studies. 
Too many of these permissivists argue that the studies of 
Benabud in Morocco, of Bouquet in Tunisia, of Chopra in 
India, of Gardikas and Joachimoglu of Greece, and of Wolff 
in South America are not valid.2 The basis for their 
attitude- is that they were not done in America, under 
American standards, using American subjects, and using 
American-type marihuana. I do not dismiss the studies so 
lightly, nor should anyone else who professes to have an 
objective viewpoint. 

It is true that we do not possess absolute knowledge of 
the effects of marihuana. However, keep in mind that 
marihuana contains very powerful ingredients, tetrahydro
cannabinols,3 which are, capable of producing many ill 
effects. Various studies from the Middle East, the rear 
East, and in the. United States indicate that the mental 
effects are seriously detrimental. 4 Emotional balance is 
disturbed with waves of euphoria' interspersed with phases 
of anxiety; paranoid episodes are frequent-giving rise to 
disturbances ot' conduct; volition and initiative' are im.
paired: sensation is changed and distorted; and even the 

2Benabud. Psycho-pathological Aspects of the Canna.bis Situation 
in Morocco: StatisticaL Pata for 1956, 9 BULLETIN ON NAR
COTICS NO.4, 1 (1956); Bo.uquetj Cannabis, Parts J .and II, 2 
BULLETIN ON NARCOTICS NO.4, 14 (1950); Bouquet, Cannabis, 
Parts III-V, 3 BULLETIN ON NARCOTICS NO. I, 22 (1951); 
Chopra, The Use of the Cannabis Drug in !ndia, 9 BULLETIN ON 
NARCOTICS NO.1, 4 (1957); Gardikas. Hashish and Grime, 
.ENGEPHALE NO. 2-3 (Aug. 1950); G. JOACHIl\10GLU, HASHISH, 
'ITS CHEMISTRY AND PHARMACOLOGY 5 (1965); P. WOLFF, 
MARIHUANA IN LATIN AMERICA, THE THREAT IT CONSTI
TUTES (1949).-

.a33 Fed. Reg- 9833 (July 9, 1968); 33 Fed. Reg. 11814 (Aug. 21, 
1968). NoticE'S we,re published proposing to control three synthetic 
tetrahydrocannabinols under the Drug Abuse Control Amendments of 
1965 (21 U.S.C. §321 [V]). The control beca.me effective Sept. 21, 
1968. 

4Supl'a note 2. 
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so-called "American-type" marihuana can produce full
fledged hallucinations and delusions. There is also evidence 
of recurring episodes. 5 

A problem in the United States in the field of research is 
the lack of a potent standard product. Significantly, many 
persons report they obtain no effects whatever when they 
use marih.uana. They are not the victims of a drug, but 
merely have been deceived with a hoax. There is so much 
gyping going on that it helps support the notion .that 
marihuana is innocuous. Chemically speaking, ,many persons 
who confess on questionnaires to having been "triers" of 
marihuana really have done nothing more than to become 
partially asphyxiated from polluted aii. Also, we know that 
marihuana varies accordmg to where it is grown, when and 
how it is harvested, and its age.6 Nevertheless, when potent 
substances are consumed, or the dosage of a weaker 
substance is increased, mental and physical reactions are 
intensified. The results of using the natural occurring 
tetrahydrocannabinols of marihuana seem to be conclusive. 
Dr. Harris Isbell of the University of Kentucky concludes 
that in sufficient dosage, the properties of marihuana· "can 
cause psychotic reaction in almost any individual.,,7 

EFFECTS OF MARIHUANA USE 

The formal list of reported physiological and psychotogi
cal effects of the intake of marihuana is quite varied and 
lengthy. For example, the 1965 report on Drug Depen
dence for the World Health Organization lists the.following: 

Among the more prominent subjective effects of can
nabis ... are: ... carelessness; ... distortion of sensa
tion and perception ... impairment of judgment and 
memory; distortion of emotional responsiveness; irrita
bility, and confusion. Other effects, which appear after 

5 Keeler, Spontaneous Recurrence of Marihuana Effects, 125 AM. 
J. PSYCHIATRY NO.3, 384 (Sept. 1968). 

6 Lerner and Zeffert, Determination of Tetrahydrocannabinol 
Isomers in Marihuana and Hashish, 20 BULLETIN ON NARCOTICS 
NO.2, 53 j Bouquet, supra note 2, at 21; Wolff, supra note 2, at 8. . 

7 Isbell , Studies ol Tetrahydrocannabinol, B.N.D.D., (Feb. 1967). 
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repeated administration ... m'cluae: lowering of the 
sensory threshold, especially for optical and accousti
cal stimuli ... illusions, and delusions that predispose 
to antisocial behavior; anxiety and agressiveness as a 
possible result oJ the ·various intellectual and sensory 
derangements; and sleep disturbances. 8 • 

The Committee on Problems of Drug Dependence of the 
National Research Council (of the National Academy of 
Sciences) and the Committee· on Alcoholism and Drug 
Dependence (of the American Medical Association Council 
01) lvlental Health) have correctly conduded, after apprais
ing all available information c,:oncerning marihuana, that it 
is indeed a harmful drug, and that its legali2ation would 
lead to even more serious medical and social consequences 
than now result from its use.9 

The effects upon the central nervous' system are proe 
found, but have, been explored extensively by research. 
Little is known about the psychopharmacological aspects of 
marihuana: However, t.here is still a lot of literature indicat
ing that its effects are detrimental to the central nervous 
system. For example, Dr. Donald Louria in his book 
Nightmare Drugs states that marIhuana may produce all of 
the hallucinogenic effects of which LSD is capable. lO 

A medical symposium sponsored by the Ciba Foundation 
in 1965 summarizes much of the current research and. 
opinions of leading Iriedical authorities. Included in the 
conclusions of these studies are the following comments: . 

r''} . 

One can easily irri'agine the difficult'situation to which 
society would be condemned if the selling of hashish 
were legal. . 
It is well Imown that taking hashish causes both 
pathologicaJ and psychic disturbances, thus rendering 
the addict a burden to s<?ciety.11 . 

8Eddy, Halbach, Isb.ell, Seevers, Drug Dependence: !t{l Sig\Lificalice 
and Characteristics, 32 BULL. WORLD HE4,LTH OR G.\\', 721-33 
(1965)., . ' 

9Mart/wana and Society, 204 J.A.M.A. NO. 13 (June 24, 1968). 
lOD. LOURIA, NIGHTMARE DRUGS 32 (1966). 
llJOACHIMOGLU, supra note 2, at 5. C!" 
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MARIHUANA 'AND CRThlINALITY 

Because of these findings, marihuana has eamed a reputa
tion for inducing criminal behavior. One prominent team of 
researchers which has studied the problem in India, where 
there has been long and widespread abuse of marihuana in 
all of its potent forms, conchides that: 

Excessive indulg"!nce in cannabis is apt to produce in 
healthy individuals and more so in susceptible individ
uals, mental confusion which may lead to delusions 
with restlessness and disordered movements. Intelle,> 

. tual impairment as .well as disorientation may show 
itself in various ways, such as weakening of moral 
sense. . .. Sometimes indulgence may release subcon
scious impu13es and lead to violent crime.12 

Earlier studies in' 1939 in New Orleans disclosed that the 
number of marihuana users among major criminals was very 
highY Even the LaGuardia report of 1944, which is so 
often Cited as support for the harmlessness of marihuana, 
found in a number of test subjects that: " ... [T] here were 
alterations in behavior giving rise to antisocial expression. 
This was shown by unconventional acts, anxiety reactions, 
opposition and antagonism, and eroticism. Effects such as 
these would be considered conducive to acts of violence."~4 
and further that: "The conclusion seems warranted that 
given the potential make-up and the right time and environ
ment, marihuana may bring on a true psychotk state. ,,15 

Of special significance is the investigation of Professor C. 
G. Gardikas in which he analyzed a group of 379 hashish
smoking criminals. He found that 117 of these becarne 
criminally inclined only after their habituation to hashish. 
Also, they had between them more than 420 sentences for 
assaults, woundings, threats, 'robberies, manslaughter, and 

12Chopra, supra note 2, at 23. 
13Bromberg, Marihllana-A Psychiatric Study, 113 J.A.M.A. NO. 

1,19 (1939). 
lATHE l"vIAYOR'S COMMITTEE ON MARIHUANA, THE MARI

HUANA PH013LEM IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK 215 (1944). 
15Id. at 51. 
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sex offenses.16 P. O. Wolff refers to various other reports 
from Greece, Turkey, Tunisia, and Egypt which bear out 
this finding.17 Wolff has also listed a number of specific 
incidents taken from his own observations in Latin Ameri
ca. In India, the Chopras state that: "Fits of aggressive 
mania are not infrequently observed after indulgence in 
canl1abis. ,,18 

The manner in which marihuana causes or induces crimi
nal behavior is not clear and seems to vary with the 
individual, the dosage, and the circumstances. A. general 
survey of the literature indicatc~ that it may stimulate 
criminal conduct in any of the fo~lowingways: (1) use by 
criminals tc fortify their courage prior to committing 
crimes; (2) chronic use resulting in general derangement and 
demoralization; (3) use resulting in the lowering of inhibi
tions and bringing Qut suppressed criminal tendencies, and 
(4) use resulting in panic, confusion or anger induced in 

.otherwise nOlnlal persons who have not been' previous 
users. 

,1\ psychoactive drug such as marihuana does different 
things to different people, and even to the same person, 
depending on external and internaf circumstances. Environ
mental 3.nd psychological factors, mood, disposition, atti
tude, suggestion, expectancy, motivation, and any abnormal 
behavioral patterns will determine the drug's effects. "The 
subjective effects (of marihuana) arc exquisitely dependent, 
not only on the personality of the user, but calso on the 
dose, the routine of administration, and the specific circum
stances in .which the drug is ~sed. ,,19 

We are now in a \".'ave of ever-increasing juvenile delin
quency. More youngsters are getting arrested' every year-at 
iower ages and for more serious offenses. These young 
people 'are often predisposed to impulsive and aggressive 

16Gardikas, supra note 2, at 5. 
17WOLF'F ; supra note 2, at 27. 
~8ChQpra, supra note .. 2, at 24.. . '.. ; . , 
19Jatfe,' DrLlg Addictio,n and Dru,g.A buse, in L.GOODMANAND 

A. GILMAN, THE PHARMACOLOGICAL BASIS OF THERA· 
PEUTICS 300 (3d ed: 19(5). 

1\' 
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beh,,;Tior. Coupled with an equally complex adult problem 
involving hundreds of thousands of neurotic and psychotic 
persons in our midst, would it be wise to make available to 
them a chemical agent which would most likely release 
their inhibitions? We should not exaggerate the hazards of 
smoking a marihuana cigarette by a college student, who 
may be otherwise normal, and is seeking social acceptance 
from a group of his peers. But, on the other hand, it is 
appalling when we so often read that "there is no reliable 
evidence that marihuana causes cri;ne."· Both the logic and 
the evidence clearly support the proposition that marihuana 
can be a potent triggering chemical in persons predisposed 
to criminal behavior. 

Here are just a few examples of statements compiled by 
Dr. Victor Vogel of the California Rehabilitation Center 
from 100 consecutive heroin addicts concerning" their ex
periences with marihuana: 2o 

I got in quite a bit of trouble while I was high on 
marihuana-steal to get money to party and to buy 
marihuana; got involved in gang fights and was arrest
ed twice for rape. 
Under the influence of marihuana, I boke into a 
church and robbed the collection box. 
I feel stubborn and get into arguments when I am 
high. 
Marihuana makes me paranoid and I get into fights. 
I got arrested for quite a few fights and scrapes' when 
I was high on marihuana which gives you a false 
courage and you talk big and then blow it by starting 
a fight. 
I did about 15 drugstore 'robberies with a partner for 
narcotics. We used to get high on marihuana before
hand. 
I was walking down the road one time with a fellow 
and we were both high on marihuana. All of a sudden, 
1:,")r no reason, he jumped about four feet in the air 

20Vogel\ Excerpts from Statements Regarding Marihuana Use 
Made by (lne Hundred Consecutive Heroin Addicts Interviewed bv 
Dr. Victor H. Vogel a"t the California Rehabilitation Center During 
Hearings Beginning August 18, 1967, unpublished paper sent to the 
Comm. of Narcotics (Sept. 1967). 
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and began beating a man. He was like a wild man and 
we had to call the State Police. 
T have gotten into plenty of trouble' while high on 
marihuana, gang fights, and I beat up my wife. 

ESCALATION PHENOMENON 

One particularly grave danger of habitual marihuana use 
is that there is often a Clear pattern of graduation from 
marihuana to the stronger drugs. Those who seek personal 
well-being and exhilaration through the stimuli of drugs 
ultimately discover that LSD, methamphetamine, and .the 
opium derivatives have more to offer. This point has been 
disputed, of course, particularly in the case of student 
experimentation. Certainly, it is true that not all persons 
who ever smoked a marihuana cigarette have gone on to 
the use of LSD or heroin, but actual experience leaves little 
room for doubt that a large majority of addicts began their 
drug taking with marihuana. This pat.tern of graduation has 
been observed in the United States, the Near East, and,)n 
Africa,21 though admittedly, the exact causal connectiopY is 
unknown. In a sampJe of 96 heroin users exanlined in:?the 
United States, 83' admitted to the use of marihuana;lprior 
to their addiction. 22 

A good review' of the subject is that of P .A.L. Chapple 
who studied 80 English heroin addicts. He found that 70 of 
these had firl?t used marihuana and apparently considered 
its effects to be second only to those of heroin,23 In 
studying these patients, Dr: Chapple was led to the conclu
sion that the connection between marihuana and heroin 
could not be accounted for, simply o,n the basis of the 
"mutual influence of availability in illegal society ... ."24 In 
an intensive research project conducted by Dr. John C . 

. Ball, ~hief S~cioiogist of the United States Clinical Re-

21D. MAURER AND V. VOGB,i, NARCOTICS AND NARCOTIC 
ADDICTION 245(2d ed. 1962). ,!I 

221. CHEIN, THE ROAD TO HY.l49 (1964). './ 
23Chapple, Cannabis: A Toxiclmd Dangerous Substallce, a Study,. 

of 80 Takers, 61 BRIT. J. OF ADDICTIONS 273 (1966). 
24Id. at 276, 
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search Center in Lexington, Kentucky, it was found that of 
2,213 narcotic addicts examined, from those states c~ lL.i· 

fied as areas in which marihuana is often available, 1,759 
addicts or 80 percent had first used marihuana.25 

A very significant survey has been made by Doctors Lee 
N. Robins and George E. I\Jurphy, of 235 persons in St. 
Louis. The report indicates that about 50 percent of the 
persons in the survey who had' used marihuana had also 
gone on to th e use of narcotic drugs. 26 

It seems very reasonable that the more people we have 
who are experimenting with marihuana, the greater the 
danger that many of them will not be able to rid them
selves of a new habit. Tpey will then be contaminated as a 
consequence of association in sub-cultures involved with all 
types of drug abuse, barbiturates, amphetamines, LSD, and 
even heroin. If this assumption is true, and if the apparent 
increase in marihuana abuse continues unabated, it is 
certainly within reason that there will be a sharp rise in the 
incidence of narcotic addiction in the near future. There· is 
already a showing that the increased use of marihuana is 
beginning to result in an increase of addiction in persons 
under the age of 21 years.27 

The question of the permanency of the effects of 
marihuana remains open for investigation. More likely than 
not, the earlier failures in finding such effects in this 
country resulted from the unavailability of chronic users of 

25BaJl, The Association of Marihuana Smoking with Opiate Addic
tion in the United States, presented at. the Annual Meeting of the 
Am. Sociological Assoc., San Francisco, Aug'. 1967. 

26Robins and Murphy, Drllg Use In A Normal Population of 
Young Negro Men, 57 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH NO.9, 1580-96 
(1967). 

27Statement of Commissioner of Narcotics Henry 1. Giordano 
before the House Subcommittee on Public Health and Welfare, 
February 27, 1968, where he stated: 

In 1963, only 13.9 percent of the new addicts 'reported were 
under tlw agE' of 21 years. In 1967, 21.2 percent of the new 
addicts reported were under the age of 21 years.... Also, 
preliminary reports show that the largest increases in youthful 
addiction are' in areas other than the traditional <Addiction 
centers. Thus, a<; I predicted, we are beginning to register the 
t::timaLe expe.rimenLaLiol1 with marihuana. 
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high quality marihuana. Further scientific study is needed, 
and the National Institute of ,Mental Health :.s presently 
carrying on a complete plan of research, covering all aspects 
of marihuana use. Pending the results of these new studies, 
no off-the-cuff decision should be made which is contrary 
to the existing belief-that marihuana is a harmful and 
dangerous substance which should be controlled in the best 
possible way. While these studies are going on, it is clear 
that a heavy burden of proof must rest upon the propo-
nents of measures removing any controls. ' 

;\larihuana does differ significantly from the opium and 
"opiate" classes of drugs in that it does not produce 

'addiction of the morphine type. Abstinence does not 
produce a physiological withdrawal syndrome in the user; 
however, its use does ~esl1lt in a psychological dependence. 
According to Dr. David Ausubel, in chronic users, depriva
tion may result in anxiety, restlessn,ess, irritability, or even 
a state of depression with suicidal fantasies; all symptoms 
of a psychological withdrawal syndrome.28 For these, rea
sons, marihuana is more often said to be habituating rather 
than addicting; although one investigator claims, that at 
least from a psychiatric point of view, there is little 
difference.29 It is somewhat incredible that the lack of 
physical dependence liability has been cited by some ob
servers as though it were a positive virtue of marihuana. 

THE ALCOHOL ARGUMENT 

One argument used by the permissivists that'strikes me 
as naive is the comparison of marihuana and alcohol. Their 
reasoning is, "What is so bad about marihuana, it is, no 
worse than alcohol?" The best reply to this is that a public 
health problem is not the less odIous because it is sanc
tioned by a majority of the people. Before accepting the 
argument that marihuana is no worse than alcohol, one 
must consider the price paid by society for its, inability to 
control abuse 0f alcohol. While no one can envisage return, 

28D. AUSUBEL, DRUG ADDICTION 273 (1958). 
29Chapple, supra note 23, at 279. 
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to Prohibition as a politically achievable .goal, and very few 
would desire it even if such were the case, the fact is, that 
according to the Public Health Service, there are today 
some 6 million chronic alcoholics.3o These in tum adversely 
affect the lives of at least 20 million other persons, 
principally members of their families. One half of the 
annual toll of fatal accidents, or the death of more than 
26,000 people, can be attributed in some measure' to 
alcohol abuse.31 Over one-half of all crime in the United 
States has been said to be connected with alcohol. 32 

Despite all this, alcohol has been socially acceptable in our 
civilization for many years. This does not necessarily mean 
that now for the first time, marihuana, the recent fad of 
isolated groups of pseudo-intellectuals and hippies, should 
gain social acceptance. The result in any case can only be 
added damage from a new source. '\Ve now have. more than 
62,000 reported active narcotic drug addicts, untold thou
sands of amphetamine and barbiturate abusers, and millions 
of persons who drink too. much alcohol. 

Nevertheless, the comparison of the two. is essentially 
unsound since the active principles of each are entirely 
differeht substances with different mental and somatic 
effects. Marihuana is a stimulant and hallucinogen, whereas 
alcohol is. a depressant. The evidence indicates that mari
huana, unlike alcohol, is nearly always consumed to the 
point of disorientating intoxication. 

The American Medical Association and the National 
Academy. of Sciences have this to say about comparing 
marihuan,l and alcohol: 

When advocates of legalizing marihuana claim that it is 
less harmful than alcohol, they are actually comparing 

30Blum, Mind Altering Drugs and DangerOLlS Behavior: Alcohol, 
Appendix B, Task Force on Drunkenness, THE PRESIDENT'S COM
MISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF 
JUSTICE, 29-32. 

31Pittman, Public Intoxicatioll alld the Alcoholic Offender in 
American Society, Appendix A, Task Force on Drunkenness, 'I!HE 
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND AD· 
MINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, 14. 

32Supra note 30, at 40. 
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th~ relatively insignificant effects of marihuana at the. 
lower end of the dose-respon~e curve with the effects 
of alcohol at the toxicity end of the curve-Le:, the 
"spree ll use of marihuana vs. acute or chronic "poison
ing" with alcohol. If they compared both. drugs at the 
upper end of th~ curve, they would see that the 
effects on the individual and society are highly de1ete
rious in both cases. 
Admittedly, if alcohol could be removed from the 
reach of alcoholics, one of the larger medical and 
social problems could be solved. But to make the 
active preparations of cannabis generally available 
would solve nothing. Instead, it would create a com
parable prohlem of major proportions. 
That some marihuana users are now psychologically 
dependent, that nearly all users become intoxicated, 
and that more potent forms of cannabis could lead to 
even more serious medical and social consequences
these. facts argue for the retention of legal sanctions.33 

We are told that people use marihuana to "escape" from 
problems and insecurities, much the same as alcohol is 
used. Dr. Benjamin Kissen takes exception to this rationali
zation.34 He states that psychoactive drugs may be used in 
two ways: to diminish emotional tension and permit a. 
person to function within reasonable limits, or the other, to 
allow the person to escape from reality. The first group 
(the sedatives), when used in moderation to allay excessive 
anxiety, often permits a person to function more effective
ly. On the other hand, the psychedelic drugs, such as 

. marihuana~ allow the individual to eseape from reality so 
that he need not function at all. "The first group of drugs 
is . often useful to society; the second group would only' 
destroy it." I think Dr. Kissen is saying that literally 
millions of persons consume controlled portions of alcohol, 
a drug which has been engrained in our culture, and which 
is most often self-titrated for its beneficial effects. This is 
quite different from the marihmina users who hav~ one 
motive when they use the sub~tance-to achieve a physical 

33Supra note 9. . 
34Kissen, Faculty Byline "On Marihuana, " 2 BROOKLYN DOWN

TOWN MEDICAL CENTER REPORTER NO.7 (1967). 

61-801 0 - 77 - 67 
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and mental "thrill", to smoke more and more until there is 
an altering of the mental process. 

The effect of marihuana on the performance of complex 
tasks, such as the operation of a motor vehicle, although a 
less spectacular concern, is of considerable social signifi
cance. In a statement before the United Nations Commis
sion on Narcotic Drugs in 1963, the French Delegation 
expressed alarm over the high rate of road accidents which 
appeared to be attributable to the abuse. of drugs and 
"particularly cannabis".35 This danger has also been noted 
by authorities elsewhere and it was specifically dealt with 
in the report of the United Nations Commission in 1965. 

EXTENT OF CONTROLS 

The Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, 26 U.S.C. §4771 et 
seq.,36 requires registration and payment of a graduated 
occupational tax by all persons who import, manufacture, 
produce, compound, sell, deal in, dispense, prescribe, ad
minister, or give away marihuana. A tax is imposed upon 
all transfers of marihuana at the rate of $1 per ounce or 
fraction thereof if the transfer is made to a taxpayer 
registered under the act, or at the rate of $100 per ounce if 
the transfer is made to a person who is not a taxpayer 
registered under the act. Transfers are also limited generally . 
to those made pursuant to official order forms obtainable 
from the District Director of Internal Revenue. ExceptIons 
from the order-form and transfer-tax requirements are made 
in dispensing to a patient by a qualified practitioner in the 

. Course of his professional practice only, and in the sale by 
a druggist to or for a patient, pursuant to a written 
prescription issued by a qualified practitioner. 

Th .. ~ law is designed to permit marihuana to be produced 
and used for industrial, scientific and medical purposes 
only. In determining which persons may be registered, and 
thereby sell or acquire marihuana, the regulatory scheme 

35U.N. Doc. E/CN. 7/L. 268 (1963). Statement by French Delega· 
tion. 
36See Sobeloff's article this editi~n p. 101.' 
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requires as a. condition precedent that the applicant be 
qualified to engage in the activity according to the applica
ble state provisions. 'A typical "street peddler" could not 
become registered, because such a person is not qualified 
by state law.3? Consequently, the scheme of the Marihuana 
Tax Act of 1937 is critically different from that in the 
gambUng and firearms tax statutes, and does not present 
the same risks of self-incrimination. Persons who intend to 
acquire marihuana illicitly cannot incriminate themselves 
because they are not allowed to register . and pay the 
occupationnl and transfer taxes. -Since no record is kept of 
those who unsuccessfully apply for a marihuana order form 
because they are not eligible, and since no notification is 
given to either a federal or state law enforcement agency, 
there is no " ... real, and not merely trifling or im.aginary, 
hazards of incrimination. ,,38 

The term "marihuana" includes many fancy and vernacu
lar names: the so-called "American type", the so-ca1led 
"Mexican type", "hashish", "kif", "bhang", "ganja", 
"charas", "cannabis", "cannabis resins", "cannabidol", 
~'cannabinol", "tetrahydrocannabinol" , "pot", "grass", 
"weed". It is true that there are varying degrees of potency 
ranging from almost no effects of poorly harvested mari
huana to the severe effeCts of "hashish" or "tharas". Most 
of the marihuana consumed in the United states is made 
up of the leaves and flowering tops of the marihhana plant. 
To a lesser extent, but which is definitely on the increase, 
"hashish" is also being consumed by users in the United 
States. 

The various state legislatures have enacted programs for 
controlling possession and sale of marihuana by finding that 
marihuana and 'such dmgs as those of the opium family 
have sufficiently similar social and physiological effects to 
warrant proscription. in a single category labeled "nar
cotics". 

In the course of developing their statutory schemes, the 

3?26C.F.R. 152.22 & 152.23. 
38Marchetti'v. United States, 390 U.S. 39, 53 (1968). . .. -

1\ 
\1 
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legislators were recipients of a substantial ammount of 
information bearing on the social and physiological effects 
of marihuana. The U.niforrn Narcotic' Drug Ad, including 
the proscription against marihuana as a "narcotic", is now 
in force in 48 of the states.39 The other two states also 
control marihuana under statutes similar to the control of 
narcotic drugs. 

What is the right of states to classify marihuana as a 
"narcotic"? Despite some psychological and physiological 
differences in the effects of the drugs .in the opium family 
and marihuana, the inclusion -of marihuana in the statutory 
definition of "narcotic" is not constitutionally improper. 
The word "narcotic" is commonly used, to designate drugs 
having the consciousness-altering characteristics of mari
huana, i.e., stupor, mental lethargy, marked alterations of 
mood, and possible physiological harm.4ol 

This issue has been considered by the Supreme Court of 
Colorado.41 That court sustained the Colorado Narcotic 
Drug Act against the appellant's challengl8 tha~ the inclusion 
of marihuana in a class with heroin and other physically 
addicting drugs was an unreasonable and arbitrary c1assifica-' 
tion violative of due process and equal protection of the 
law. Noting that its statute was in the language of the 
Uniform Narcotic Drug Act,42 the court observed that 
legislative classificaUons are constitutional when based on a 
grouping of different items, if these items all bear some 

39UNIFORM NARCOTIC DRUG ACT, § 1, 9B ·U.L.A. (1964). 
The exceptions are California and Pennsylvania. Legislation in some 
states is only in part based on the Act. Also, there have been varying' . 
amendments in a number of states. Consequently, the law in those 
states is not entirely "uniform". . 

4oWEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY (1966); 
ROGET'S 'tHESAURUS (1966); STEDMAN'S MEDICAL DIC
TIONARY tHst ed. 1965); J.E. SCHMIDT'S ATTORNEYS DIC-
TIONARY OF MEDICINE (3d ed. 1965). . 

41People v. Stark, 157 Colo. 59, 400 P .2d 923 (1965). 
42ELDRIDGE, NARCOTICS AND THE LAW 135 (1962)~ 
"Narcotic drugs" means coca leaves, opium, cannabis [the 
international term describing marihuana], and every other sub
stance neither chemically nor physically distinguishable from 
any of them .... 
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reasonable relation to the public purpose sought to be 
achieved by the~ legislation involved. Several cases have been 
in accord with the Colorado holding.43 

It, therefore, seems conclusive that the term "narcotic" 
as currently used, is a legal term with no precise technical 
meaning,. used to describe a varied assortment of harmful 
and dangerous drugs. There is a problem of semantics, but 
the' classification should not be upset merely because it is 
not made with mathematical nicety or because in practice 
the equating of marihuana and the drugs of the opium 
family results in some inexact reasoning. The wide degtee 
of judicial aGcord is an indication that the classification of 
marihuana with the drugs of the opium family is a rational 
use of the legislature's power. ' 

In developing their programs, the legislators are not 
bound by anyone school of thought, nor are they bound 
to rely on only uncontroverted factual propositions. So 
long as the legislation rests on some rational basis, jt is not 
to be declared unconstitutional. It is beyond dispute that . 
the legislature, and not the, courts, has the duty to assess 
and weigh tl:e val'iollS and often conflicting considerations 
in legislative programs. 44 The legislature is not bound by 
any orthodoxy, but rather can range over the whole 
spectrum of hUman knowledge and experience' in develop
ing its legislative programs. "It makes. no difference 
that ... facts may be disputed or their effect opposed by 
argument and opinion of serious strength. It. is not within 
the competency of the courts to arbitrate such contrarity." ·15 

43Spence v. Sacks, '173 Ohio St. 419, 183 N,E.2d (1962); Locke 
v. State, 168 Tex. Cr. R. 507, 329 S.W.2d 873,(1959); State \'1 Page, 
395 S.W.2d 146 (Mo. 1965); Jenkins v. StaLe, 215 Md. 70,13'" A.2d 
115 (1957); People v. MisLriel, 110 Cal. App. 2d 110, 241 P.2d 1050 
(Dist. Ct. App: 1952); People v. Woo~y, 40 CaL Reptr. 69, 394 P.2d 
813 (1964) (en ban:~). . 

44Katzenb'uch v. Morgan, 384 U.s. 641,653 (1966); . \) 
45Rast v. VanDeman & Lewis Co., 240 U.S. 342, 357 (1916); See fj 

also, United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 .,. 
(1937); Radice v. New York, 264 U.S. 292, 294 (1923); Bordens Co. 
V. Baldwin, 19& U.S. 194, 209, 210 (1934); The Caroiene case held 
that legislation ".,. is not to be pronounced unconstitutional un
less.' .. it is of such chanlcter as to preclude the assumption that it 
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Thus, all defendant-appellants have an· extremely heavy 
burden to calTy. It will not suffice to show merely that a 
body of scientific opinion, however sizable and re~pected~ 
regards the legislative assumptions about the social and 
physiological effects of marihuan.a to be incolTect. Rather, 
the appellants must show that the assumptions are com
pletely without support; that is, that no reputable body of 
opinion whatsoever exists on which the legislature might 
have rested its decision to proscribe marihuana in a statute 
dealing with drugs "narcotic" in character. 

The information available to the legislators at the time of 
the enactment of the inclusion of marihuana within the 
proscriptions against narcotics was abundant. The legislative 
history of the United States Congress in enacting the 
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, reveals there was a gl'eat deal 
of agreement among medical and scientific groups concern
ing the harmful effects of marihuana. 'The Seventy-fourth 
and Seventy-fifth Congresses were the beneficiaries of a 
large volume of material describing a variety of different 
experiences with marihuana, both in controlled environ
ments and in real life.46 

In 1942, the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform Laws recommended that marihuana be included in 
the controls of the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act.47 The 
legislative histories in the various states will also support 
the proposition that a rational basis for controlling mari-

rests upon some rational basis within the knowledge and experience 
of the legislators." 

46See , H.R. 6906, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. (1937), H.R. 6385, 75th 
Cong., 1st Sess. (1937). InC'luded in the record as secondary refer
cnc~s were, many papers relating to marihuana, e.g., Bromberg, 
Marthuana Intoxication, Clinical Study of Cannabis Sativa Intoxica
tion, 91 AM. J. OF PSYCHIATRY, 303-30 (1934); Bragam, The 
Weed of Insallity, MED. J. AND REC. 416 (1925), H. ARNY, 
PRINCIPLES OF PHARMACY 767-68 (3d ed. 1926); J. MUNCH, 
BIOASSAYS: A HANDBOOK OF QUANTITATIVE PHARMACOL
OGY 190-97 (1931). 

47HANDBOOK OF THE NATIONAL CONFEREl\CE OF COlVI
MISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS AND PROCEEDINGS 
173 (1942). . 
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huana existed at the time of the enactment of their 
statutes. 

Many of the defenses being raised today in opposition to 
the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act.controls were handled in an 
extensive opinion by Chief Justice G. Joseph Tauro of the 
Suffolk Superior Court at Boston, Massachusetts, in the 
case of Commonwealth u. Leis and Weiss,48 (unreported). 
After a thorough twelve-d~y pre-trial inquiry, in which 
many experts from the United States and foreign countries 
testified, Justice Tauro stated in part: 

... I do not find that the inclusion of marihuana in 
the . statutory definition of a narcotic drug is constitu
tionally offensive .... [and] [i] t is my opinion, based 
on the evidence presented at the hearing, that mari
juana is a harmful and dangerous drug.49 

NEED FOR CONTINUED CONTROLS 

Hence, we finel very adequate reasons for proscriptions 
against marihuana. Even if we were to accept the doubtful 
proposition that the children of our colleges today possess 
a superior intelligence and are Detter able to deal sensibly 
with drugs, and even if we were to conclude that mari
huana affects only the weak and the vulnerable, since when 
has our society stopped being con~emed about a' minority? . 
The very purpose of many of our health laws is the 
protection of minorities. I am not impressed that a law 
student with a high IQ does not obtain a reaction from 
taking two or three puffs on a marihuana cigarette. I am 
concerned OVPT the consequences of making the drug 
readily available in a society containing millions of persons 
predisposed to impulsive and aggressive behavior. 

The question .p1ost people are inclined to ask at this 
point is why make possession of a. controlled drug a 
violation of law? To me, it is reasonable to assume that the 
fear of suffering the consequences of the law does deter 

48Partially r.'i!printed in this publication p. 23. 
49Id. at 26-27 of this publication. 
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countless reasonable and responsible persons. Avoidance of 
punishment and disgrace is a very decisive reaction of 
normal people. The vast majority of the people who have 
lived with the social contrivance of punishment, in the 
home, in the schools, at vwrk and at play, will avoid 
certain courses of action which are potentially injurious. 
The condoning of unauthorized possession of a controlled 
drug is to approve of a ready source of supply for 
proselytizing. Such a view also condones a "drug cult" 
where all types of drugs may be available for the use of 
anyone who decides to find an escape or experience a 
different "high". We need to retain all of the penalties, 
otherwise it will be taken as an expression of relaxation, 
and a less harsh attitude toward drug abuse. 

One extremely important aspect in the use of any 
mind-altering drug by an adolescent is the potential effect 
on his future psychological development. We all know that 
teenagers go through a very trying period of learning to 
cope with reality. They are in a constantly shifting stqte of 
equilibrium. Psychologists tell us that patterns of CI ,ping 
with the social processes-with reality-at that stage will 
greatly affect their adult behavior. Persistent use of mind
changing drugs as escapes from reality will hardly prepare 
them for entry into the realities of adulthood and a very 
complex society. If we can't ward .off this trend of 
widespread misuse of drugs by our youth, there is a serious 

. danger that large portions of the current generation and 
future generations will reach adulthood unequipped to take 
on parental, vocational and other citizen roles. 
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MARIJUANA LA'VS - A CRIME AGAINST 
HUMANITYt 

HYMAN M. GREENSTEIN* 
PAUL E. DIBIANCO** 

L Introduction 

American enforcement of laws prohibiting the use of marijuana ii; an un
justifiable and shocking practice which is ruill'ing lives, interrupting careers and 
destroying relationships. Leaving an embitteted citizenry in their wake, these 
laws are promoting social discord in the present as well as assuring similar strife 
for the future. They are an absurdity that must not be pennitted to continue 
to ravage our nation and ollr sense of just5<:. It is therefore the contention of 
the authors that the usc of the substance m~Juana should be legalized immedi
ately in order to stop the mindless alienation and criminalization of .marijuana 
users, particularly the young, which our society is perpetrating by the continued 
enforcement of criminal sanctions against marijuana. :.1 

In the past several years, there have bee!1l many studies in the areas of sci
ence an9. legal scholarship about the effects of marijuana upon the individual 
user; the judicial system and society in general. These have proved illuminating 
with regard to arriving at an enlightened approach to the question of the legal
ization of marijuana. It is not one of the purposes of this paper to evaluate the 
scientific studies involved with an eye toward criticism of the methods used, nOr 
is it one of our purposes to devote (Jur entire effort to a detailed analysis of the 

. efforts of others in the courts or ,in the area of legal ~cholarship. All ,this has 
been done by others in greater detbil and with ·grell;ter expertise than the authors 
of this article could hope to approximate. However, in order to make a persuasive 
argument, as this article is intended to be, it is helpful to utilize many of these 
studies, including case law, to under.;tand fully the issue of the legalization of 
marijuana. It is from the basis of the knowledge imparted by these sources that 
itbt:cumes proper to assert that legalization is desirable. . 

. Two studies in particular are worth investigating,.lIot onlyIor the 0I1g1nal 
thinking which they bring to bear on th!! marijuana. problem but also because 
they serve as excellent reviews of the history of marijuana use, legislation and 
scientific knowledge. In short;, they are essentially complete investigations of cer
ti!.inaspects of the marijuana issue. Dr. Lester Grinspoon's book, Afan'huana 
Reconsidered,' al1d the very recent report of the, National Commission on Mari
huana and Drug Abuse, M arihuana-A Signal ojMisunderstanding/ which was 
made under authority of the Qomprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act of· 1970, primarily by vari~\I1~ Nixon appointees, both provide excellent studies 
and summaries of scientific, legal. and social issues involved in the marijuana 

tReprinted by permission of the tupyright ownel' from '1~ !\'otre Dame Lawyer 
314 (1972). 

• Sepior Partne.r, Greenstein, Cowan & Frey~ Honolulu, nawaii; Ph.B., Vnh·ersitY of 
Chirago, 1933; J. D., University of C;1icago Law School, 1935. 

·-Braun, , Monya, Hoashi & Kubota, Tokyo, Japan; B.A., University of Notre Dame, 
1967; J. D., University 01 California (Boalt Hall} 1970. . 

1 L. GRINSPOON, MARIHUANA RECONSIDERED (1971} [hereinafter cited· as GRINSPOON]. 
2 NATIONAl. COMMISSION ON MAruHUA:-:.~ AND DRUG AausE, FlkST REPORT. M.\ru. 

RtTANA-A SIG:lAL OP ~hqINI'>F.R~TANDl:<O (19~)\ [hereinafter .dted as (''lMMISSION]. 
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problem. In this rc,:;ard t~ey c:tn be ('on.ider~d as upciatinl-': the earlier landmark. 
report of Professor John Kap!a!1.' Re( ourse l" either of tht:..-c sources or ,'j vari0\lS 
others' will provide the reader with a good understanding of the history of mari
juana in this country, both its u; ~ and related legislation. 

Generally, marijuana was intrc'Juc(~d into this country by Mexican laborers 
and New Orleans inhabitant,> in the 19th century and was confined to use by 
minority groups until tlHf early 1960's." However, in the 1920's, word of the use 
of this suh~tance and of its alleged associatioil with more dangerous drugs such as 
heroin reached government ;md law er.forcerllenl offici:lj, and a gc.lteral feeling 
of prohibition against drug use of any kind (this was tlte Bra of Prohibition 

. against alcohol use) led to the enactment of laws against the use of marijuana. 
This did not occur, ho\;ever,until after the "marijuana scare," a concerted effort 
on the palt of many agencies, public and. private, to "inform" the pUblic about 
t~~ dangers of ma,.ijuana as a killer drug capable of the worst horrors upon its 
us!;r and a social di~aster as well. This campaign, which was based upon misin
formation and emotionalism, .is attribUted in large part to ele then Commissioner 
of the newly created Federal B~lreau of Narcotics, Henry J. Anslinger, who based 
his early opinions upon the "scientific studies" of Dr. Frank Gomila, Commis
sioner of Public Safety of New Orkans, and his chemist wife. 

Thus, by 1931 several states had enacted laws against the use of marijuana 
(by "use" is variously meant possession, distribution, cultivation, etc.), and by 
1937, the year of the enactment of the federal Marihuana Tax Act,S nearly every 
state had made possession of marijuana illegal! The Marihuana Tax Act also 
acted as a general prohibition against the use of marijuana, and over the years 
the penalties for the use of marijuana were increased.~ 

By 1956, the year of the last amendment to the ·Tax Act, the penalty for 
possession included a two-year minimum (mandatory), and the penalty for sale 
was five years for the first offense and ten for the second. All this and yet no one 
r.esponsible for this legislation had ever done a comprehensive study as to ·the 
effects of marijuana. Everyone, it seemed was willing to "take Commissioner 
Anslinger's word fqr it" de."pite 'he fact that there had been several early objective 
studies made regarding the effect of marijuana upon individuals and saciety~ I 
whkh had cast doubt on the 'claims of those opposed to marijuana use. These 
~tudie::. were simply ignored or belittled by those involved in campaigning and 
lcgislatmg ~gainst mariju.ana. For example, in. 1958, a joint American Bar 

3 J. KAPLAN, MARIJUANA-THE NEW PROHIBITION (19iO) [hereinafter cit~d a:> KAPLAN]. ~ 
4 S~e. 'f.g., Bonnie & Whitehead, The Forbidden Fruit and the Tree of Knowledge: 

An InqUIry mto the Legal Histnry of American Marijuana Prohibition, 56 VA, L. REV. 971 
(1970). (This is a rather Jl'ngthy article incorporating legal analysis and student survey work). . 

5 For a more detailed history of mal".ijuana legislation, see .GRINSI'OO!'l at 10·29; COM- i 
MISSION at 3-14, . 
474~). Act of Aug. 2, 1937, ch. 553, § 8, 50 Stat. 554 (codified as amended at 26 U .. S.C.A. 

7 GR1NsrooN at 16. 
8 .See Act of Nov. 2, 1951, ch. 666, §§ 1, 5il), '65 Stat. 767; Act of July 18, 19515, ch. .. 

~2f0117tlOe I § 101,70 Stat, 567. See also Narcotic Control Act, Act of July 18, 1956, ch.·629, 
>,I , Stat. 5570 (codified at 21 U.S.C.A. § 176(a» (repealed 1970). 
C 9 See, c.g., .MAYOR'S CO~tMITTEl>. ON MARIHUANA, THE MARIHUANA PROBLEM 1)0; THI\ 
/TY o\p NEW YORK (1944): (The LAG'lARDIA REPORT.) W. Bromberg, M'arihuana Inloxica.- . 
lon, I MER. J. !'SYCUlA1:. 91 (1934) quoted in (3RINSPOON at 18. 
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Association/American Medical A<;sociation Committee restudied the drug prob-
• lcm in the United States ;lnd was asked to report to the Federal.Bureau of Nar, 

cotics. Among other heretical innovations, th{j committee urged the creation of 
heroin addiction treatment centers and a reconsideration of marijuana and other 
drugs. For this,it was roundly condemned by Commissioner Anslinger, who, in a 
letter to the committee chairman .called the report prejudiced, ambiguous, in, 
consistent, inaccurate anf:! false propaganda, and went on: to inform the com, 
mittee that he was not trying to censor th:! report but merely wanted a "factual 
document."10 . 

Commissioner Anslinger, without waiting for the committee's "!,!nlighten, 
ment," went on to gather together his own group of "experts," one of whom was 
the Honorable Twain Michelson, Superior Court judge for San Francisco, 
California. Judge Michelson was highly critical of the ABA,AMA study, but 
could offer no scientific or medical data regarding the· dangers of the various 
drugs in question (he did; however, quote from Reader's Digest and Women's 
Home Companion). Noting that he had read in a newspaper of a petition signed 
by more than 2,200 Modesto High School students asking the California leg, 
islature to prescribe the death' penalty for those· convicted of selling narcotics to 
minors, the judge stated: 

Here is an example of youth being aroused to the death dealing proP'" 
erties of contraband narcoties, but the ABA,AMA Joint Committee will 
not go along with them. Contrast this youth movement with the sentence 
imposed upon George Yokoyama by a California judge who placed the 
defendant on probation for two years, fined him $150 .•. "to be paid in 
installments," following his conviction of having "Approximately 900 
pounds of growing marijuana"-enough of tl],e killer weed to send hundreds 
of juveniles reeling into a world of· mororiic behaviour, crime ahd near, 
insanity.11 . 

As late as 1963, a federal govemment committee was describing marijuana 
as a very dangerous drug. 

What are these drugs that can' tum potentially useful citizens into hope, 
less, estranged, dependent individuals? That can tum normal young men and 
women to· crime? They are many and include ... morphine, heroin .• " 
marijuana.u ' . 

Thus, the federal and state governments went roaring into the 1960's with 
completely thoughtless and repressive legislation, entirely un.prepared for· the 
increased use of marijuana and all the related proQlems which that wOl,ud bring 
when the youth culture came into being, 

While no 'one apparently ever poJIeq the pUblic to find out their views about 

10 ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE FEDERAL Buwu OP NARCOTICS, ADVI!!ORY·I\.EPORT. at 
viii (U.S. Gov't Printing Office 1958). . 

11 ld. at 98. . 
12 THB PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC AND DRUG A!lY8E, FINAL 

REPORT at 1 (U.S. Gov't Printing Office 1963). 

} )) 
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marijuana usage during the decades prior ,to the 1960's, it seems reasonable to 
assume that those among the citizenry who had an idea what marijuana was were 
probably in favor of ~arsh crin:inal penalti:s for its use because 6f :he vi~ent 
antimarijuana campaIgn preVIously descnbed. Yet today, public OpInIOn, 
indeed all opinion, haS altered its course. The National Survey, a poll con
ducted under the auspices of the National CommisSion, made a comprehensive 
&tatistical report of the attitudes of lhepublic at large and various government 
officials and, inter alia, reported that at th~ present time, 51 % of all adults polled 
believe that marijuana should be treated as a medical problem" and 87% object 
to putting users in jail." Equally as important, 31 % of all prosecutors polled 
admitted that they would not prosecute anyone arrested for smoking a marijuana 
cigarette at a private social gathering, and 53 % admitted that the legislation 
against the possession and use of marijuana does not deter the under-3D group 
Crom such possession and use.15 Perhaps most important was the conclusion of 
the National Commission itself, as will be. discussed· in greater detail later in this 
article, which, after its comprehensiye, yearlong study, recommended partial 
legalization of marijuana use (private, personal possession of marijuana and 
casual transfers for little or no remuneration) .15· , 

This shift in opinion on the part of all concerned has been largely the result 
of an increased awareness of the. effects of marijuana upon both the individual 
user and society. Generally, the awareness has been that of the relative harm
lessness of marijuana in its ·effects upon the user when compared to many other 
drugs in use in America today. 

II. What Is Marijuana? What Are Its Effects? 

It probably originated somewhere in Central Asia (as did mankind) and 
was first used perhaps five thousand years ago. Our marijuana is one-fifth 
to one-tenth as strong as other cannabis preparations which are preferred 
abroad, and it is looked down upon in other countries as fit only for the poor. 
~t is the weakest' of three grades used throughout the world; ganja, the 
mte~ediate grade, is the ground-up tops of specially cultivated plants; 
hashIsh or charas ;~ the pure resin from the best cultivated plants and is 
!lsually the strongest. Marijuana is the entire foliage from ordinary' plants. It, 
IS usually smoked, although. it can also be ingested in foods or tea." 

This description of cannabis is the first step in an objective understanding 
o( r;!arijuana. ~ut knowledge of what marijuana is does not tell us what 
n~anJuana does. 

Looking only at the effects on the individual, there is little proven 
d~nger of physical or psychological harm from the experimental, or 'inter
III.1ttent use of the natural preparations of cannabis ... 18 

13 CO~n!ISSION at 122. 
H COMMISSION at 144. 
15 COMMISSION at 120. 
If; COWl-nSSION at 140, 152, 154. ' 
17 1eofAIUJUANA.-MYTHB AND RE-'UTIE8 230 (J. L. Simmons ed. 1967). 
18 MHISSION at 65. 
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So concluded the National Commission, going on to note that the heavy use of 
cannabis in its most potent forms over a long period of time, a practice of only 
2%~9 of all marijualia users, leads to psychological dependence proportionate to 
use, some minor behavioral changes and possible (results of studies are as yet in
conclusive) pulmonary alteration."o 

Or, as the equally prestigious authority Dr. Lester Grinspoon, put it: 

It is quite tJue that among the hundreds and hundreds of papers dealing 
with cannabis, there is relatively little methodologically sound research. Yet 
out of this vast collection of largely unsystematic recordings emerges a very 
strong impression that no amount of research is likely to prove that cannabis 
is as dangerous as alcohol and tobacco. The very serious dangers of tobacco, 
particularly to the pulmonary and cardiovascular systems, are becoming in
creasingly well known .... It is. a curious fact that the only socially accepted 
and used drugs known to cause tissue damage (alcohol ar..d tobacco) are 
the ones ,vhose use Western society sanctions. It is reasonably well established 
that cannabis causes no tissue damage. There is no evidence that it leads to 
any cellular damage to any organ. It does not lead to psychoses de novo, 
and the evidence that it promotes personality deterioration is quite tulcon
vincing, particularly .in the forms and dosage used in the United States 
today." 

Both the National Commission and Dr. Grinspoon devote a lar:ge portion 
of their reports to a detaiied discussion of the physical and mental effects of 
marijuana on the individual user. The quotations reproduced above ax:e in
dicative of the conclusions reached by both authorities. Both the Commission and· 
Dr. Grinspoon based their conclusions upon careful analyses of the results of past 
and currently existing' research projects by independent researchers. Many of 
the same studies are quoted by both the Natio~al Commission and Dr. Grin
spoon,22 a.nd both sOurces appear aware of the results of most if not all of the 
existing projects and studies that are available on the subject of marijuana's 
effects on the user!3 Generally, both the National Commission and Dr. Grinspoon 
report the following similar findings, many of which explode the old myths 
about the dangers of marijuana use'" As just mentioned, short-term use of 
marijuana causes noorg>mic damage to its U$er or any adverse mental effects. 
In addition, there ~\I'e no known cases uI human fatalities attributable to mari
juana use/~ marijuana is notphysicaily addictive/8 does nOt .lead to a decrease . 
in ambition or motivation (w!Jat has been' variously termed the "drop out" or 
"amotivational syndrome"),"1 is not a stepping-stone to the "harder drugs" such 
as heroin and cocaine,'s does. not produce psychoses in it;; users,"u and is a mild 

19 COMMISSION at 87 et seq. 
20 COMMISSIO!," at 65 (see generally 55-66). ,,~ 
21 GRINSPOON at 370 371. . . . 
22 Many of these studies are ~so mentioned in Kaplan's work, supra note 3. 
23 GRINSPOON at 3; COMMISSION at 62. . . 
24 For a similar report, slightly dated, and reduced to chart form, see S. YOLLES, MARI-

HUANA, FABLE-FACT, 3 U.S. CODll CONO. AND AD. NEWS 4577-7H (1970). . 
25 GRINSrOON at 227. "~ 
26 GRINSPOON at ::23; COMMISiII0l'l at 65, 66; KAPLAN at 164-175. 
27 GRINSPOON at 290; COMMISSION ;;.t 62; !~.-.PLAN at 193. 
28 Gltll'!SPOON at 235 e~ seq.; COMMISSION at 87,,11.8; KAPLAN at 270. 
29 GRINS}'OON at 25.3 et seq.; CO:luua1s!o'1 :1t 5El·;.'1{Al'LAN ttt 148-160. 
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intoxicant (or psychoactive drug) which ought not necessa1l1y be clasmed as a 
h;l.!lucinogen.80 It doe<> not lead to crime, violent or non-violent;81 does not cause 
that most dread of all American fears, an increased sex urge,·2 and it will not 
remIt, as its opponents used to assert iIi their heyday, in insanity.ss In many users 
it will, unlike alcohol, 5~ result in. no substantial interference with driving. In fact, 
there are growing indicationS that cannabis preparations might have substantial 
medical value.85 

Actually, marijuana use is, for the most part, a relaxing, pleasurable ex- . 
pcrience for the vast majority of itsusers,so one with no adverse side effects and 
one which is rapidly gaining in popularity. in this country.5T In fact, the worst 
that the National Commission could say about long-tenn use of marijuana was 
that it apPeared to have become part of the chang~ in life-style that the youth 
in this country is undergoing, but the National Commission expressed doubt that 
marijuana usage was the cause of t..'1is cha.'lge and was uncertain whether mari
juana u~e came before or after the change in attitude. 

The National Co~.sion, relying upon studies and data available largely 
(rom other countries, at~empted to gather information as to the effect of marijuana 
all a person who riot only used cannabis over a long period of time, but who 
used very strong potions of it on a frequent or daily basis. While the Commission 
wa.~ not able to reach any definite conclusions regarding such use, it reported 
that such use apparently led to no inc:-easc in ,psychoses, change in life-style, in
ability to perform job assignments or any. other significant physical or mental 
ilbnonnalities. (There, was some evidence of pulmonary diminution and 
ps)'chological dependence on the drug. There are conflicting studies as to whether 
lxhavioral changes occur.) so Although lack of a controlled study group makes 
reliability of the<>e conclusions open to question, it would seem, nonetheless, that 
('urrently existing data tend to show ~at cannabis is a relatively harmless drug, 
c;.;pccially in its weake<>t form-manju:ma. so 

Where does all this information, some of it inconclusive, lead us? Assuming, 
. arguendo, that marijuana use is, compared to alcohol or tobacco u:;c, relativdy' 
harl!1 iess, do we then legalize marijuana on that ba:;is alone? Or do we go on 
Ihe assumfJtion that every drug, marijuana included, can be abused, and there
fore the fewer drugs 011 the rrmrket the. better? Even then) are criminal sanctions 
the proper tool for control of marijuana? CutTent governmental rl.Sponse to the 
increased use of marijuana by our youth and the increased awareness of mari
ju;ma's hannlessness in its effects on the user proyides its own answers to these 
questions. 

30 GRINSPOON at 168. . 
31 GRINSPOON at 308,309 & 311, 312; COMMISSION at 23, 71-75. 
32 GRINSPOON at 312 et seq.; COMMISSION at 434-38 (app. vol. I); KAPLAN at 80. 
33 GRINSl'OON at 253 et seq.; COMMISSION at 23; KAPLAN at 171 el seq. 
34 GRINSl'OON at 159-161; COMMISSION at 471-80 (app. vol. I); KWLAN at 238-291. 
35 GRINSPOON' at 218 et seq. 
~ GRINSPOON at 129, 130; COMMlsSION'at 56,59. 

a~ '119RI~IS?OOl'O at 177; COMMIsslor; at 7, S (21 million Americans h:l.VC tried marijuana-
ml Ion are current users), 121. .' 

111 COMMISSION at 62-65. 
39 COMMISSION at 55-66 (.app. vol. I). 
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III. Recent Statutory Developments 

Since 1969, every state and the federal government have made ch'anges in 
their marijuana statutes, all of them lessening penalties J.n one way or another and 
generally they accord possession of small amounts of marijuana misi:lemeanor 
treatment.~o As noted earlier, federal law has been, in past years, rather harsh 
in its treatment of the marijuana user. On Octob-er 27,1970, Public Law 91-513, 
the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970,41 was en
acted. It is intended to encompass legislatively all ~rugs currently in use in the 
United States and those which might come into being or use in the future. With 
respect to marijuana it lessens criminal penalties dramatically. The Act pla~es 
marijuana in the same category as heroin and other opium-derived drugs (there 
are five categories, or "schedules") because of its alleged high potential for 
"abuse and because of the claim that marijuana has no currently accepted me
dicinal use and that its use is not considered safe, even under medical super
vision.~2 

The penalty specified for distributiori of marijuana, or for possession with 
intent to distribute the drug, is five years' imprisonment or $15,000 fine or both, 
and two years of mandatory parole for those imprisoned, for the first offense. 
The penalties double for a second offense.'s However, those who distribute small 
amounts of marijuana for no remuneration are treated under a separate provision 
and accorded the same required penalty as those convicted of mere possession of 
marijuana (simple possession of any drug, be it marijuana, LSD or heroin brings 
the same penalty under the Act)." A conviction for possession of marijuana for a 
first offender brings with it, at the court's discretion, the possibility of a condi
tional discharge. That is, the first offender may be placed on a maximum of a 
year's probation during which time his conviction is not recorded as a final judg
ment. If the defendant su!=cessfully completes his tenn of probation, the con
viction is set aside, and his record will show no conviction for a marijuana viola
tion. (A separate file is kept by the Department of Justice to insure that no 
defendant receives such treatment twice.) 'For first offenders who are not 
sentenced under this provision or who violate their probation. and are convicted of 
the crime of possession, the penalty is one year in jailor a $5,000 fine, or both. 
Tht; penalty doubles for subsequent offen¥S.45 The penalty for distribution is 
doubled (10 years and/or $30,000) for adults who distribute to minors; said 
penalty is increased threefold if the distributor has alreadfbeen convicted once 
of distributio!1 to a minor.'" Thus, while federal law has become more lenient in 
its response to marijuana usc, all phases of such use are st,ill unlawfuL 

As for state Jaws, lackof uniformity has ,been their mORt noticeable char
acteristic. But here too, a lessening of the penalties has occurred recently. Most 

40 COMl>IISSION at 547, 548 (app. vol. l). 
41 21 U.S.C. §§ 801-966 (Sup'p. 1971). 
42 [d, § 812. 
43 Id. § 841 (b) (l )(B). 
44 Id. § 841(b)(4). 
45 '!d, § 844. 
46 Id. § 845. 
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states had extremely harsh penalties until the late 1960's. Some penalties are still 
rather heavy, compared to sister states' penalties and those of the federal govern
ment. But at least the specter of the death penalty has disappeared and that is, 
presumably, something every imprisoned marijuana offender 'can be grateful for. 
The reform movement among the states began its current drive with the passage 
of the Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act by the National Conference 
on Uniform State LaWS.'T The Conference passed this Uniform Act on August 
8, 1970, stating in its prefatory remarks that it sought uniformity among the 
st.'1tes regarding the drug problem, and attributing the "drug abuse problem" to 
the increased mobility of the American citizens and their affiuence. 

The Uniform Act prohibits certain acts but leaves spe.cific sentences to the 
individual states, thereby insuring the very lack of uniformity that the law was 
designed to remedy. Since its enactment, 30 states have adopted it and more 
are considering it for adoption.'s . ' 

Under the Uniform Act marijuana i~ treated in much the same way as under 
the previously described federal Drug Act of 1970. All drugs are categorized into 
five schedules depending upon their' potential for abuse, and pen1ilties are 
a. .... ~cssed 'accordingly. Marijuana is again classified with the opiates, LSD, etc. 
There is also a provision against distribution to a minor, with a questionahle com
ment,'~ and in many respects there is no difference between the federal law and 
the Uniform Act. Penalties under the Act are left to the individual states to 
determine. As mentioned previously,1!O every state has changed its law since 
1969, and many of these states have adopted the Uniform Act. Those that have 
not are, in many cases, considering adoption, and many who decided not to adopt 
incorporated the philosophy of the Act or certain of its provisions into their 
statutory schemes. (The relevant chari provided by the National Commission is 
appended to this article. !tis current up to March, 1972.) 

Among the states, there are still glaring differences in penalties for marijuana 
use. By way of example, in Arkansas first and second violations of the proyision 
against possession of marijuana are punishable by a maximum of one year in jail 
or a $250 fine or both.ot The offender is labelled a misde)TIeanant. In Colorado; 
misdemeanor treatment is available to those' who possess one-half ounce or less, 
but for th)se who possess more (keeping in mind that street use genaally in
"-.:l!ves a "lid" which is one ounce) felony treatment occurs and the offe,nder runs 
the risk of two·to fifteen yea~ for a first offense or a $10,000 fine or both. Pen
alties increase for subsequent offenses.52 Sale of marijuana brings a penalty of 
five years to life in California, with a mandatory minimum of three years' im-

2Z~~ 1970 HANDBOOK OF THE NATIONAL CONF. OF COMMS. ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

46 COMMISSION at 548 (app, vol. I). . . ', 
f 49 1970 HANDBOOK, supra note 47, at § 406. (The reason for requiring a three-year dif
:nc,~ be!'Ween the ~ellcr ,and t.he buyer before this section becomes operative is because "In • 
.. : .. ibtuatlon, there IS not the element of seduction so often found in the cases where the 
~I:ll byutar and recipient are far apart in age.") But see COMMISSION at 41. (The praceS-' :re one becomes a marihuana user is not a "seduction of the innocent.") . 

• 0 S~t text accompanyiflg note 40 suPra. 
SI 7A No. 590 [1971) Ark. Acts 1342. 
~2 12 COLO. REv. STAT, § 48-5-20(b) (1971 Supp.)., 
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prisonment,'3 while in Maine, the penalty for sale is .not morr. than five years' 
imprisonment and/or a $1,000 fine.'4 Sale to a minor is punishable by a ma.-.:i
mum of five years' imprisonment and/or $5,000 fine in Georgia.·s A similar viola
tion in Missouri brings the incredible penalty of 10 years to lire with no proba
tion or parole possible!"" 

Such is the unequal treatment that the states have accorded to marijuana 
u.~e. Of course, the same objection (i.e., unequal treatment) carl be made about 
any penal provision. The reason this inequality ha!' particular urgency in the 
area of drug laws is not only because individuality in state criminal codes is gen
erally becoming less desirable in our modern, mobile times but also because, in 
the area of drug use and control, there seems little reason to discriminate among 
users. This is the rea~n for. promulgation of the Unifonn Act. Thug use is a 
nationwide problem, it cannot be insisted that its effect upon both U'lCrs and 
upon society varies so much, in particular where marijuana is concerned; as to 
warrant different treatment by the several states. 

IV. Recent Judicial Developments 

Recently, there' have been an increasing number of attacks upon the con
stitutionality of marijuana laws. TIlese attacks began in the 1960'551 and have 
kept pace with the increase il} the number of marijuana arrests. In 1965 there 
were approximately 20,000 arrests by state authorities for violations of drug laws; 
the number burgeoned to 495,000 arrests in 1971-with 90ro of those. arrests 
for possession of marijuana.'s This enonnous increase has n'ot gone unchal-. 
lenged, but rare is the case in which a marijuana law has been declared 
unconstitutional. ORC" of the most heralded early attacks was in the case of 
Commonwealth u. Lels;9. a 1969' Massachusetts case in which the defendant 
argued the unconstitutionality of the state statute in question on a \fariety of 
grounds. In ruling the statute constitutional, the Ma,;sachusetts Sopremc Judicial 
Court stated that it did not believe that smoking marijuana was a fundamental 
liberty. Further, [he inclusion of mfLrijuana in the category of narcotics W<lS not 
arbitrary. (The court seems,in this case, to h(1,vc defined "narcotic" as any mind
altering drug.) In response to the argument that marijuana should be treated in 
the same marmet' as alcohol, the coun: answered that more information is available. 
about alcohol abuse than is known about marijuana and, further, alcohol abuse 
can be more easily controlled. Fi.nally, the court did not feel that penal sanctions 
for the possession of marijuana imposed a enlel uud unusual puni~hment upon the 
defendant primarily beca'use at the time of the appeal no sentence had been 

53 CAoL. HE~I.TH & SAoP'rnY CODE § 11531 (West Supp. (972). 
54 22·!\1Ao[:-(F. REV: S,),AT. ANN. § 2384 (Supp. 1972). 
55 2,2 GEO. CaDI; AroiN. § 79A·9915 (Supp. 1971). 
56 12 M[ss. CODE ANN. § 195.200 (1971). -
57 See, e.g., People v. Leal, ~4 Cal. 2d 504, 4!3 P.2d '665 {l966)..'-
5'8 CO~!MIssiox at 106i 1971 sta\istir.~ ~Ilbmhted October 13, 1972" :tt, ABA n:tticnal in· 

stitute seminar on drug cases, Los Angell's, by l>Iichael R. Sonnenr,eich, Executile Dire~tor, 
Natiorlal Commission"on Marihuana and Dntg Abuse, Washington, D.G. 
,0\9 3;>5 Mass. 189;'243 N.B.2d S9S (1969). . , 
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handed down and because the court did not find persuasive the argument that 
any punishment for marijuana possession is cruel and unusual. 

Reviewing the Leis decision after a period of four years gives one an ad
vantagcous position. However, perhaps the most faulty logic on the part o( the 
court was equally apparent four yea!"> ago. Reference is made to the argument 
that more is known' about alcohol's effects than is known about those of mari
ju.1na. That, of course, is not the same thing ac; saying that it is known that 
marijuana produces undesirable effects. More is known about the dangers of 
alcohol abuse than about many drugs which can be bought without prescription 
tooay,60 and yet those drugs are not made illegal and' their users put into 
penitcntiaries. Also, 'the inclusion of marijuana in the category of narcotics, by 
defining "narcotics" as any. mind-altering drug, is a masterpiece of judicial mental 
contortion which would conceivably open the category of "narcotics" to every 
lrilnquilizcr and sedative available today. Finally, the statement that more is 
known about alcohol abuse and that such abuse can be better controlled ,than 
marijuana abuse is amusing. Much indeed is known about alcohol abuse in this 
(ountry. Nine million of our fellow citizens are alcoholics, and billions of dollars 
each ycar are lost to the national economy because of the abuse of this drug.·' 
If ;lIlything, one would have expected the court to take judicial notice of the fact 
that alcohol abuse is out of control in this country. 

Another case remarkable for its justification of the inclusion of marijuana as 
a narcotic substance is State v. White,62 a 1969 Montana case which reasoned 
th.at it does not matter that marijuana is known now not t.o be a narcotic. 'What 
i:s important is whether it was reasonable to classify it as such in 1937 (the date 
of Montana's law). (It does not matter that the burning of "witches" is now 
considered to be a stupid, illegal and immoral action. If it was considered reason
able in 17th-century Salem, wjJl we uphold the practice now?) 

A case from Florida the sanle year exhibited its own charm. Borras v. StateOS 

i5 interesting for the a..o:;sertion upon the part of the Florida Supreme Court that 
marijuana is a "harmful, mind-altering drug," a remark for which the court 
uITcrcd no supporti\'e cik1.tion. Further, the court met the argument that if one 
('culd constitutionally read obscene literature in one's home wihout [ear of arrest,· 
one could similarly smoke marijuapa (this argument came quickly on the heels of 
the United States Supreme Court ruling in Stanley v. Georgia) 64 by maintai!lthg 
Ih:\l ~arijuana use is more dangerous to society than possession of OhFl.i.ne 
In:!(r.nal. (Actually, the court's language reveals some uncertainty about this-it 
lIppcars the court was not too keen on the idea of people reading obscene material 
~!~e~.) .The sta,te, it waS reasoned, had an interest in preventing harm to the 
Illdl,:d~al and to the public, and, therefore, the illegalization of marijuana was 
pemllsslble. Then, in a flourish of pomposity and patriotic pride, the court an- . 
!lounced that the State of Florida had an interest in having "robust citizens'.' 
~~pable of self-support who would bear arms and add to the country's resources. 

60 
~l 

62 
(, ~i 
6-1 

Co~mISStoN at 481 ct seq. (app. vol. I). 
CO~IMISSION at 498 et seq. (a"p. vol. I); K,\PLAN at 275-298. 
153 Monl 193.456 P.2d 54 (1969). 
229 So. 2d 244 (Fla. 1969). 
394 U.S. 557 (1969). 
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Since m(1.rijuana is a threat to ~he individual and to society as a whole, it~ use can 
be totally prohibited. . 

The same court continued on in much the same vein in Raines u. Statc6S by 
declaring that the classification of marijua.na as a narcotic did not violate the 
Equal Protection Clause and that punishment under state penal provisions did 
not constitute cruel and unusual punishment. . 

Recent constitutional arguments have t!pon occasion heen treated more 
kindly. Stale u. Zor1les,G. a 1970 Washington case, held that marijuana wa.'> 1I0t 

a narcotic, but merely a mile! hallucinogen and that any prosecutions pending at 
the time of the enactment of Wa5hington's amendmenl~ to its narcotic drug act 

. (which removed marijuana from treatment' as a narcotic) must be processed 
under the new law. (The latter was merely a qU'estion of statutory construction.) 

In Peopie v. iv[cCabe,or a 1971 Illinois case, the Supreme Court held that 
cla~sifying marijuana Imder the Narcotic Drug Act TB,ther than under the Drug 
Abuse Control Act was so arbiirary as to deprive t11t~ defendant of the equal pro
tection of the law. The court, ""-1th no more than a cursory analysis, noted that 
there were several cases contra but felt that those cases had not had the equal 
protection argument put before them in the same manner a') had been the situa-
tion in McCabe. . 

In 1972 the continued qucstioning'of the constitutionality of marijuana and 
other drug laws showed no signs of abating. In 1brch; the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of West Virginia was asked, in Scott u. Conaty,GS to declare tmconstitll
tional that portion of the Uniform Controlled Substances Act which gave to the 
State Board of Pharmacy the power to reclassify drugs, (In the federal scheme, 
the Attorney General has this power.) The court decIlned to' do so, and while 

., the case at bar involved a charge of possession of LSD, the court mentioned, by 
way of dictum, that the law prohibiting the possession of marijuana is constitu
tional. 

In April of this year, in English u. Miller,GU the Federal District Court for the 
Eastern District of Virginia held that classification of marijuana as a narcotic 
'drug violates the Equal Protection Ch.1.Use because marijuana is thereby included 
with addictive dmgs. However, the Fifth Circuit held that there is a rational basis 
for concluding that all dntg traffic affects interstate commerce. Therefore, it held, 
in United States u. Lopez;" that the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Act of 1970 is 
constitutional through exercise of the Commerce Cla.use. . 

The recent case of People u. Sinclairl1 has also served to bring the marijuana 
issue into focus. In this case, the defendant leader of a politically radic;tl group 
known as the White Panthers, was convic:terl of possession of marijuana and 
sentenced to 90 to 19 years in prison. In reversing his convi~tion, the Mi~higan 
Supreme Court handed down four separate opinions in which fOUf of the justicl,"s 

£5 225 So. 2d 330 (Fla. 1969). 
66 78 Wash. 2<1 9, 475 P.2d 109 (1970). 
67 49 III. 2d 338, 275 N.E.2d 407 (1971). 
6B - W. Va. -,187 S.E.2d 119 (1972). 
69 11 CRIM. L. REp. (BNA) 2140 (April IB, 1972). 
70 11 CRIM. L. REP. (BNA) 2204 (M~y 11, 1972). 
71 3B7 Mich. 91, 194 N.W.2d B7B (1972). 
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voted for reversal and two merely for modifying the 5entence imposed. The argu
ments were many and'varied, including the opinion written for the court by 
Justice Swainson holding that the evidence used to convict was inadmissible 
because Sinclair .had been entrapped. TIle argumept that the sentence constituted 
cruel and unusual punishment was appealing to two of the justi,ces while two also 
ftlt that classification of inarijuana as a narcotic violated the Equal Protection 
Clause. One justice argued that ti}e illegalization of marijuana denied the right 
to liberty and t.'e pursuit of happiness. . 

In what was virtually a companion case, the court also dl!dded People v. 
Lnrentzen,12 in whieh it held that a 20-yC<\r minimum term of imprisonment for 
~11c of marijuana was cruel and unusual puni5hment. The court compared this 
~I'ntcncewith others imposed upon those convicted of different crimes in Michigan 
and, inter alia, noted that the maximum for manslaughter in the 5tate was only 
15 years and for felonious assault with a gun merely four years. 

Finally, the HaHaii Supreme Court was recently presented with the question 
of the constitutionality of the Hawaiian statute making possession of marijuana 
iIIl'gal in State v. Kantner." The court held, in·an exquisitely unique decision, 
that the marijuana la\\' was constitutional. ThI'ee justices voted to uphold the 
law, two to declare it unconstitutional (the latter two on privacy, due process 
and equal protection grounds). One of those voting to uphold the law (Justice 
Abe) did so despite his own stated belief that the law was unconstitutional because 
he fclt that the issue of constitutionality had not been properly raised. The majority 
opinion held that the classification of marijuana as a narcotic did not violate the 
,dUe process and equal protection clauses of the federal and state constitutions 
lxcause, while it may be true that marijuana is not scientifically a narcotic, the 
kgislature has broad power in defining terms for legislative purposes, and, in any 
event, no one was misled by the legislative classification. Further, the court noted 
that marijuana was treated differently than other narcotic druglj under Ha"'all 
b~ , 

The classification argument ha!? aspects of an ,"Oh, you know what we mean" 
jl:stification. It overlooks'the fact that by allowing an inaccurate classification, 
improper treatment. of violators occurs. The legislature is no~ forced thereby to 
reconsider and justify the illegalization of marijuana. As for the argun:ent,that 
marijuana is treated differently, the very fact that it is included in the category 
of narcotics plac~ a second offender in danger of receiving a mandatory one
~'r.lr minimum imprisonment, a fate not imposed upon those found guilty for a 
~cond time of possession of LSD, amphetamines, barbiturates or any other 
"harmful drugS."n . 

For these and other reasons, the Supreme Court of the United States has 

52 387 Mich. 167, 194 N.W.2d 827 (1972). , ... ,~) m P
7
·2d 396 (Hawaii 1972) j petition for &eft. filed 40 U.S.L.W. 3577 (U.S. May 30, 

7' ,.,t:>. 1-15:;,8) • 
• h4 HAW'!lI REV. "!-:AWS § 329-5 (1968). It should be noted that Hawaii has recently passed 
!I~I-:rJ rHmov:~ marlJuana from the category of narcotics as Of January 1, 1973. Sl!~ Act 9, 

• Ilwau, Acu: "The New Hawaii Penal Code.". .' 
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been petitioned for a writ of certiorari asking that the statute prohibiting the use 
of the "narcotic" marijuana be. declared unconstitutional.7S

, 

,In addition to the many lega.l cases in which the constitutionality of the 
marijuana statutes have been questioned, there have been many similar arguments 
proffered by legal scholars and other interested l'arties. One of the most thought
ful and careful analyses of the entire question is to be found in the article by law 
professors Richard J. Bonnie and Charles H. Whitehead entitled "The Forbidden 
Fruit and the Tree of Knowledge: An Inquiry into the Legal History of American 
Marihuana Prohibition."1~ In thatarticle, the authors supply a detailed history 
of the development of the laws against the use of marijuana as well as statistics 
and charts of laws, tenns of imprisonment, numbers of arrests, etc, Far more 
impor:tant is their discussion of the nature and validity of some of the arguments 
most favol'ed by those asserting the unconstitutionality of laws prohibiting the 
use of marijuana. The authors did not believe that equal protection or due 
process arguments would be successful primarily because doubt rem'ained';about 
the status of marijuana as a: narcotic or a mild d!Ug. Of course, in the two years 
since that article was written, both the report of t,he N~tional Commission and 
the ,book by Dr. Grinspoon have appeared, hopefuUy laying that objection to 
rest. 

The. arguments that there is a right of privacy involving the use of marijuana 
and a right to put anything into one's own body are, the authors felt, without 
prior judicial support and rather shaky' at best. 

The professors felt that two other arguments had great appeal. The theory 
that any imprisonment for possession of marijuana constitutes cruel and unusual 
punishment seemed to them.to be one which appellate courts might find con
vincing. Ironically, no court has since held accordingly, and some courts have 
specifically stated th~ opposite.11 

Secondly, the authors argued that the state had no right, under its police 
power, to make the private use or the possession of marijuana illegal. This ,vas so, 
they reasoned, because the private use of marijuana does not create a public 
harm, and police powers are available to the state only to promote the puulic 
welfare. Such un argument would cast upon the state the burden of producing a 
rational basis for the continued illegalization of marijuana. The authors felt 
confident no state could ever meet that burden. 

The authors rejected the argument that maxjjuana use is protecte\i religious 
activity,1a noting the differt;nce between protection of religious beliefs, ,as ~ar-. 
anteedby the Constit~tion of the United States, ~nd mere religious ~ctivity. 
Finally, the authors opined that before any court would ever hold that s\~l')g)cing 
marijuana is a fundameptal right, it would necessarily be required to find' that 
there is such a concept as sensual individuality. This the authors expressed doubt 
would ever occur. (Note, however, Justice Levinson's dissent in State v. Kantner, 

75 State v. Kanter,'493 P.2d 306' (Hawaii 1972); petition fo7' cert. filed 40 U.S.L.W. 
3577 (U.S. May 30, 1972) (No. 71-1558). ' 

76 Bonnie & Whitehead, supra note 4. 
77 See, e.g" Commonwealth v. Leis, 355 Mas!. 189, 243 N,E.2d 898 (1969). 
78 S.e, It.g., People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 716, 394 P.2d 313, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69( 1964) 

(upholding religious use of peyote); Leary v. United States, 363 F.2d 851 (5th Qir. 1967), 
reu'd on other grounds, 395 U.S. 6 (1869). 
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holding that the fundamental right involved is not the right to smoke marijuana 
but tlte right to do what one wishes in the. privacy of one's home, presupp<..'Sing 
!lll!,t no harm to society is involved.) . 

. Another equally analytical essay is to be found in the Appendix to the 
report of tl:.~ National Commission!9 In thIs chapter, entitled "The Constitu
tional Dimei.1Sions of Marihuana Control," the lawyer-authors focus attention 
upon tlte cxt&;1t to which the United States Constitution may be seen to impose 
!lul>stantive limitations upon the prohibition of marijuana for personal use and 
the equally important questidn of whether the federal government can impose 
its IXllicies in this area of the law upon the several states. Any attorney con
templating a constitutior::al attack upon a law prohibiting the personal use of 
marijuana would be remiss if he did not read this chapter which argues that 
there are several avenueS available for constitutional attack upon such statuteS. 
First, the essay argues for the private use of marijuana as a fundamental right, 
P;lrt of Griswold's "zone of privacy."80 The second possible attack lies within 
llie doctrine of inherent limitations upon the police pOwer of a state, limitations 
arising out of the state's interest In protecting only the public as opposed to· the 
prh'ate welfare. Acknowledging that attacks based upon the Freedom of Religion 
Clause or the Equal Protection Clause have generally failed, the chapter goes on 
to note new approaches that can be taken within the framework of these con
$titutional clauses that may prove more successful. The article argues that federal 
preemption of the field of marijuana regulation and control can be accomplished 
dther through the Commerce Clause or the enabling provision (section 5) of 
the fourteenth amendment. Congress, it is a!gued, could It:gislate state enforce
ment of federal penal provisions in order to avoid imposing a heavy burden upon 
the federal judiciary, and the desired uniformity of treatment of all marijuana 
offenders would be achieved. 

Finally, there is the argument put in the form of a recent petition to the 
Attorney General's Office that, assuming marijuana use can be criminalized, it 
~~ould not be classified as one of the most harmful drugs. That is, it should be 
r~moved from Schedule land placed in Schedule V.g

, 

It is arguments such as these, as well a~ those being proffcr:ed by 
appellate courts as cases continue to arise, which indicate clearly that the question 
oi marijuana prohibition is one of those unsettled areas of the law. Everyone has 
h~ own favorite theory; many attorneys are attempting to find the theory that 
""n appeal to a majority of justices in their appellate jurisdictions. With the 
advent of such cases as People v. Sinclair, it seems only a matter of time before 
marijuana statuteS will begin to fall. 

V. The Social Costs of Repressive Laws and Some Proposed Solutions 

Despite the many varied arguments made ill favor of legislative repeal or 

79 CO.MMIS~ION at 1123 (app. vol. II). 
:0 Gn~,:,old v. COn\lccticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). 

t I PetitIon has been filed with the U.S. Dep't of Justice by the National Organization 
t'hf ~efon;n of Marijuana Law~ (NORML), the Institute for Study of Health and Society and. 

e mmcan Public Health Assoc. (APHA) (May IB, 1972). .. 
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judicial nullification of marijuana ldws, the fact is that such laws are presently 
in force in every state as well as in the federa11egal system. The C0St of enforcing 
them is immeasurable, but some statistics should serve as gross indicators of the 
social expense involved. . 

It has. been estimated that enforcement of the laws against marijuarJ. ,:ost 
the State of California $75 million in 1968 alone."2 The increased alienation of 
the. young and the encouragement of uIlhea1thy police p.actices are two oilier, 
and oft~n ignored, social costs. In fact, the entire judicial system seems to have 
undergone some compromise because of these laws. One study repoIts that, in ad
dition to the many other social costs involved, we also have the rrili;fortune (from 
one point of view) of seeing judgments of acquittal returned in t.':!e face of over
whelming evidence of guilt solely because of the hesitancy on the part of judges 
to convict young defendants and place them in jeQ~rdy of receiving serious 
punishment.83 

Another social. "cost" lies in Ll}e credibility gap developing between the 
judiciary and the public in general on the one hand and law enforcement officers 
on the other h1iIld. The officers, it is feared, are ~coming skilled perjurers in 
order to obtain drug convictions, a fact that has not gone unnoticed.s, 

The costs to this country in actual governmental monetary outlay and, more 
importantly, in the rending and ruin of the social fabric are immense. One fears 
that, in some ways, they are also irretrievable, at least insofar as the attitudes 
of American youth are concerned. 

Many proposals have appeared suggesting solutions to the marijuana prob
lem. The National Commission has declared itself in favor of a policy of dis
couragement.s, That is, the use of marijuana is to be discouraged, through 
partial prohibition of the drug. Total prohibition is deemed too harsh a reniedy 
and, for that reason, the Commission recommends eliminating penalties for dle 
possession of marijuana for private use, including private C!istribution of small 
amounts for no profit. Any other use (possession with intent to sell, cultivation, 
etc.) would continue to be a crime and; generally, the Commission urges felony 
treatment. Complete legalization is rc:jected because it is the hope of the Com
mission that marijuana is merely a fad which will soon die out if not c:ncouraged. 
Also, the Commission does not believe that a substance which has uncertain long-

. term effect.:; should be legalized. Noncthdess, the Commission docs bdiev.e that 
the wid~pread use of' marijuana in this country is an esse.i"ltially innocuous 
practice and that the threat of incarceration is an unreasonable burden in certain 
instances. Further, legalization .oi some aspects of the marijuana problem would 

82 Note, Possession of Matijuana in Sa". Afateo Count)': Some Social Cosls .of Criminal
izalion 22 STAN: L. RRv. 101 .( 1969); L. Calof, TUE FINANCIAL COST O.l' ENFORClNO MAal
JVA:-1A L.\WS {19GB} quoted in KAPLAN, supra note 3, at 29. 

83 Marijuana Laws: An Empirical Study 0/ Enforcement and A.d"iinistralion if) Los Angeles 
County, 15 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 149~ (1968). (This study followed a number of adult and 
juvenile cases through their processing through the criminal justice system in Los Angeles. It 
analyzes the costs. to both the system and the j"tdividuaJ. who are caught up in the system.) 
See also Andrus & Moore, The Uniform Contrvlled Dangerous Substances Act: Au ExpositilJe 
Reuiew, 32 LA. L. REV. 56 (1971). J 

84 KAPL.~N;!.t 44, 45; Comment, Police Pcrjur)' In Narcotics "Dropsy" GaJes: A New 
Credibility Gap, 60 GEO. L.J. 507 (1971). 

8~ COMMISSION at 134 e/ seq. 
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free both law enforcement officials and the courts to concentrate their efforts on 
the more serious violators of the dnlg laws, the importcrs and manufacturers, of 
the "hard drugs," and those who deal in marijuana ~oJely for profit. 

However, the National Commission seems to have an uncertain commitment 
to its recommendations. Throughout its report one senses a feeling that the 
Commission realizes that complete legalization is forthcoming and that its report 
L~ an unsupportable middle way between the present repression and future legali
Zo'ltion. "If responsible use of the drug (m~rijuana) does indeed take root in our 
S(lciety" the Commission intones, theri it is foreseeable that future policy planners 
might reach a conclusion different from that of the Commission, which has 
decided to discourage marijuana use. 

Another concern of the Commission, and one which possibly best explains 
its awkward "Yes; it's legal; No, it's not" stance i~ the emphasis that marijuana 
mu~t be desymbolized. It is a'drug used by the young to display anti-establishment 
attitudes, the Commission warns, and this is decidedly undesirable. However, 
should the day ever come that marijuana is desymbolized, so that the availability 
of the drug does not connote societal approval, then a policy change might be 
proper. 

In these remarks are laid bare the "social concerns" of the Commission. We 
arc told that responsible use of the drug is needed, the assumption being that in
asmuch as only "drop-Quts" use it, it is being put to irresponsible use. Or could 
the Commission be saying ihat since marijuana Use is currently illegal, those who 
use it are necessarily irresponsible? This leads down the confusing path of re
quiring responsible use before legalization while insisting ihat responsible use 
.... ill only come after legalization. Perhaps the Commission is 1lctually stating th~-' 
use is presently irresponsible because .marijuana is as much a symbol as an intox
icant. Smoking maryjuana to show anti-establishment values is not responsible-
it is annoying to the ~llerican public. This too is one of the Commission's justi-
firations for discouraging marijuana use. , . , 

But the Commission would have been better advised to recommend legal
iZo1tion of marijuana rather than discouragement on the hasis of symbolization. 
Rather than concerning itself with the. misguided antipathy of Middle 'America,. 
(he Commission ought to have realized that American youth desperatelY needs 
:l symbolic victory of its own. At:l time when the younger generation is being 
forced to !;ight a'Q unpopular war (or is fighting against 'continuation of that war 
at home) and seems to have very little power to affect its own direction, let alone 
(hat of its country, a symbolic cause such as tile legalization of marijuana takes 
on added significance. To the older generation, marij)lana legalization is merely 
?n.e of many matters to which its attention is drawn. To the younger generation, 
It IS a matter of extreme interest and importance. 'Thus, the "Symbol" approach 
the Commission takes can just as easily lead to the opposite conclusion from that 
rrached by the Comrilission . 

. ~~ Commission admits that private use of marijuana produces no social 
or mdIVldual harm and that laWs prohibiting such use are constitutionally suspect. 
l.t agrees that even the practice of imposing civil, fines would be 'of little value, 
Stnce that would continue the current misuse of police 'manpower 'and the con-
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current undesirable mvasions of priVACy necessary for law enforcement. Anci yet 
the Commission, hanging by a thread, argues for partial prohibition .. Its justifica
tions for this stance· involve carefully constructed attempts to gather in every 
conceivable shred of eviden,ce against marijuana use (it might have undesirable 
·personal eff<:cts if used in very heavy amounts over a lO1lg period of time; it 
s)wboiizes anti-establishment values; its use is not responsible; it is of transient 
!,ociaI' interest, etc.). 86 While its carefully gathered statistical ang scientific 
evidence goes ill one direction, the' Commission acrobatically, but not too con
vincingly, goes in the oth~r. 

Dr. Grinspoon opts for legalization of the personal use of mariju~na of pre
detennined potcncy and consequently for governmental regulation of marijuana 
in much the same manner a~ alcohol,81 He does not believe that long-term use 
degenerates the user,S8 and while he admitS that marijuana is not completely 
hannless in its effects on the user, in the sense that no drug is ever completely 
hannles.'i,89 he does believe that its relative lack of hann merits kinder treatment· 
for its use than the states and federal government have thus far afforded. 

Approaching the subject from a different viewpoint, Professor John Kaplan 
wrote recently"° that the problem with laws that seek to protect people from 
themselves is that they are so atypical that the "protected" person feels resent
ment toward the government because he knows of more dangerous activities that 
are not condemned. "The laws requiring one to protect himself are little islands 
of criminal liability in a vast sea of freedom to injure one's self."·' These criminal 
laws, Kaplan goes on to say, are counterproductive in tenns of educational 
programs because those to be educated-that is, the drug users-tend to feel 
that the educati~nal process is just another means of enforcing the law. Thus, in' 
implying that the prohibition against marijuana is doomed to failure, Kaplan 
points out that drug laws are successful only' when people do not want a drug 
intensely. For example, the prohibition against alcohol did not work because the 
de.')ire for alcohol on the part of large numbers of people was great. The ban 
against c:yc1amates does work because there is no black market demand for 
products 'with cyclamates. 

Kaplan therefore proposes that marijuana be legalized and regulated in 
much the same manner as alcohol, with the potency of the drug controlled and 
maintained at a mild dosage. He further argues for licelL'ling of sellers, sales to 
be conducted in liquor establishments only and other thoughtfullirnitations upon 
the distribution and use of marijulj.Ila. 

Countless others have called for legalization of marijuana or at the very 
least a reconsideration of the current penalties imposed, upon marijuana use. 
These voic~ include Amedcan Bar Association committees,·2 legislators93 and the 

86 'CoMMrss/<)N at 150. 
87 GRINSPOON at 367 et seq. 
88 GRINSPOON at 276. 
89 .GRINSPOON at 9. 
90 Kaplan, The Role of the Law i71 Drug Control, 1971 DUKE L. J. 1065. 
91 !d. at 1072. . 
92 ABA Special Committee on Crime Prevention and Control, New P8rspectivts on Urban. 

Crim6, reported in 11 CRIN. L. REP. (BNA) 2018 (April 5, 1972) (urging consideration of 
the repeal of "victimless crime" laws); Committee on Alcoholism and Drug Reform ·(f.ection 

." 
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rrcsident's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice.94 

All of these authorities appear convinced that the greatest undesirable effect 
marijuana produces is the possibility of imprisonment. 

VI. Conclusion 

In the past several years, as new infOImation has become p\lblic,. the mari
juana issue has been brought more clearly into focus. The task of supp<)rting the 
stance that marijuana use should be legalized has become much easier ~ a brief 
review of tqe material presented in this article should reveal. It is" now generally 
conceded that short-term use of cannabis preparations is, for all practical purposes, 
without any detriment to the user al).d that the primary effect of such use is that 
of mild, pleasurable relaxation. The consequences oflong-term use also appear 
to be relatively minor, and the only area about which there is still doubt is that of 
long-term heavy use, !'!Specially of potent preparations of cannabis. However, even 
here it is possible to extrapolate to the conclusion that, in comparison with the 
results that similar use of other drugs would bring, the effects would not be too 
deleterious. 

However, it does not end the controversy merely to assert that marijuana 
preparations appear to be among the milder intoxicants. Seve~l other questions 
must be resolved, among which is the question of whether any intoxicant should be 
condoned by a society. The National Commission found the argument that 
"society should not formally approve the use of any intoxicant to be persuasive.g5 

But once the use of a drug reaches the proportions that marijuana use has, the 
qucstj(\'1 shifts. The question then.becomes whether any society should criminalize 
those who use intoxicants, once it is determined that the use of those intoxic'\nts 
for the majority of users post:S litt1~ or no threat of lasting harm. Our society 
has answered that question in the negative in the area of two intoxicants which 
are clearly harmful-alcohol and tobaccQ. "" 

The current approach to the use of marijuana on the part of government is 
completely unreasonable and arbitrary. Without any real justification l-egislative 
bodiQ! have criininaIized the use of marijuana and have, in recent years, ri:"..sserted / 
this approach despite the increasingly wide dissemination of information: explain-
ing the origin of such legislation-a beginning based solciy upon anxiety, fear 
md misinformation. These laws have continued despite clear evidence of the 
relatively harmless effects of cannabis preparations for the average user, a claim 
the proponents of alcohol and tobacco use would be hard put to assert.DB Those 
Who enacted the federal Comprehensive Drug Abuse Act of 1970 even had 
the audacity to announc~, while justifying the legislation in an introductory 

CJ:1er' I~dividual Rights and Responsibilities) and Committee on Drug Abuse erection on 
1llUnai Law) as reported in 'CO~UUSSIOr-l at 109 .1 seq. 

Ia 93 llki!JRIM. L. REp. (BNA) 2019 (April 5, 1972) (bill introduced in New York legis-
l:;u-e see ng legalization of possession of four ounces or less) 0 • 

940 l'RESIDEr-IT'S COMMISSIOr-l ON LAW Er-II'ORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, 
THE HALLENOE OF CRIME IIi A FREE SOCIETY 0(1967). 

95 COMMISSION at 127 ei seq. " . 
~.l COMMISSION at 15; KAPLAN at 317-20 (discussion of the dangers of alcohol as com, 

J>e. .. ;" to those of marijuana use). . 
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section as preventing the . improper use of substances which have a detrimental 
effect on the health and welfare of the American people, that alcohol and tobacco 
were to be specifically excluded from control under, the Act.°1 The mere mention 
of this is certain to do much for the credibil~ty of the legislation with American 
youth. 

The entire controversy surrounding marijuana occu.sionally seems in danger 
of becoming woefully misdirected. Rather than quibble over such unresolved 
questions as w.hether long-term, heavy USe leads to an alteration of the pulmonary 
function, and ,,,hether the studies show this to be irreversible, perhap5 we need. 
to be reminded that the real is.'iue is whether society should be invoking criminal 
sanctions against drug users at all. If one persistS in the use of a drug, even 
assuming that such drug is deleterious to the user, society's reaction should not 
be criminalization of the user. In a Nation where heroin addiction is becoming 
more and more recognized for the sickness that it is, and mcthadom. treatment 
centers are springing up throughout the Kation, how curious that users of another, 
much milder drug should still be treated entirely as criminals. 

Leaving aside the question of the proper reaction of society to drug use in 
general, we must ask ourselves ' ... hat society's response to the use of the specific 
drug marijuana should be. Should the use of marijuana-an essentially harmless 
drug in many respects--be criminalized solely on the"basis that there is more to 
be learned about the use of the drug? Of. course there is more to be learned 
about the use of the drug, but it would appear that sufficir,'1t knowledge has been 
gained to assure even the most criticai observer that the use of cannabis will not 
destroy either its users or society. Further, once a large number of people have 
decided that they will persist in the Use of an intoxicant, government should not 
continue to criminalize the users of that drug. This is a lesson we learned from 
the Prohibition Era. 

The constant recourse to penal sanctidn? against the use of marijuana 
has become a !,'Teater evil than the use itself. Once preliminary indications reveal 
that a substance appean; relatively harmless, the b1.,lrden should shift to those 
who would ban its use to come forward with some evidence that the drug is 
harmful, TUtller than merely insisting that more can be learned abOllt the effects 
of the drug, something which is true of eVery drug on the market. One senses 
that the refusal on the part of Government to ~nd the criminalitation of marl juana 
uSe has its roots not so· much in a cortcern for the health and welfare of the mari
juana uset: as much as in political and emotional considerations. The much
heralded generation gap is closing in the United States, not so much because 
the younger generation is growing appreciative toward the older for imprisoning 
.it for use of an intoxicant milder that the one favored by the older generation, 
but because the "younger generation" is getting older. Marijuana u~ers are 
reaching into bu~iness and professional circles, and it might not be too unreason
able to speculate that what is replacing the generation gap is an increasing aliena
tion from their govemm~nt on the part of a growing number of American adults. 

The continued illegalization of marijuana has taken on the tspect of a 
govcrtlment cover-up. Faced with gro'wing evide~lce and support for the kgdl-

!l7 21 U.S.C. §. 801, 802 (6) (SupP. 1971). 
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l£;ltion of marijuana, t.j:le Government has continued to avoid the infonnation 
pre;ented and instead has sought new ways to' justify illegalization. The argu-
ments itoffers are neither believed nor trusted. ' 

Marijuana use is relatively harmless. That is an impor:t:ant consider;ition. 
1'hr constitutionality of II?arijuana laws is questionable. That too is an important 
consideration~ But the real isSue of marijuana use now lies in considerations of 
j\l!ilice, reason and fair play. Government must stop aiienating American youth 
u\' pursuing the criminalization of marijuana. Instead of focusins- on such false 
~\lr:; as whether long-tern! heavy use might prove slightly harmful-something 
L!I;\t is true of the very food';"'e ,eat--Our national and local leaders should re-' 
affirm-the American 'principle that that governmeneis best which governs least. 
11u: marijuana user should be allowed to seek his own ways to happiness, even 
if many would disagree with the emphasis he places on marijuana in this quest. 
~brijuana should be allowed to "float free" in our society, much like gold in 
the international market place, in order that it might find its market. If this were 
:I!lowed, marijuana use might save sO,me of our fellow citizens from the perils 
of alcohol and tobacco use. -

Our Victorian attitude that "victimless crimes" may be punished because 
or their tenuous (often non-existent) connections with the general welfare must 
cr.a.se. Such "crimes" have'been the focal point of more wasted energy and more 
r,rief than our judicial system can tolerate. 

We must also stop this illogical discrimination between "user" and "seller," 
l\ cltegoriza60n which we know does not exist. We should control these profit
lU(I!1gers (the user-sellers) like any others we encounter in our society. If making 
11 profit off drug use bothers government and- the American public, why is the 
e:tme not true in regard to alcohol and tobacco use? And if such profiteering is so 
un.,ettling, perhaps now is the time to re-evaluate our, commitment to capitalism, 

All those who piously asser,t'their anxiety for the marijuana uSer should 
£.'Iow some real concern for t.1lt~'le users. Instead of worrying about the possibility 
!hM the users' hearts may skip a beat 40 years from now, these "protectors" 
lhoo.ud show some pity for those who are going to jail and having lives, marriages 
;md careers nUned, all because of the enforcement of iilo-gical,uIL<.Otmd laws. 

By admitting thatmarijuana users should not be jailed, critics such as the 
Nittional Commission have admitted that the prohibition against rm..-ijuana is 
wlrcasonable. That being so, there is no reason to discriminate among the variou~ 
types of use. Big-city users, who must buy their marijuana, should not be pre
fared over rural users, who cultivate their own, 

, It mnst be recognized that marijuana is not entirely a legal or medical issue. 
h 13 ,,!Iso a social qucr.tion. Social considerations such as those outlined in this 
uncle are the ones this nation should be addressing itself to. The unreasonable
~ of the present marijuana legisJation is a'matter iliat creates social implications 
fur ow: legislators while also presenting legai questions for our court'). Tne evi-
'~ce !S ~l.ear-marijuaIla laws should' ,be :-epealed. ' 

ManJuana use should be treated as is the use of "the other intoxicant" 
. ~ho~. Legalization or marijuana ll-'le, with strict contr_·~ by regulatory ~genci:S, 

't.ltlOll3 on thl! age of tile user, the ma~mer and places b which it may be pur-
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chased, its potency level predetennined, with no legally recognized justification 
for acts committed while under its influence, etc.-this is file more reasonable 
way of approaching the marijuana issue. Continued criminalization of mari
juana users is an ;l.bsrird way of dealing with essentially law-abiding citizenS. This 
illogical stance on the part of government is serving only as more fodder for 
those who would convince our citizenry that government is an u~responsive tool 
in the hands of the few. In an ironic turnabout, it is the enforcement of a law 
that is endangering soCiety, harming society'S members. The .laws against mari
juana use have become a crime against humanity. 
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North Dakota 1971 yo. haUu.c:IGO,I" y .. 1'10 '.par.t. penilly tlM1' $500+/01' NMT10 yn. tlMT 10 yr., 1'{MT 20 yr., ~J) 
NMT 1 yr. +/or NMT ... /orNM'r +hr NM'l' U.". $51000 .5.000 

OhIo I". haUuclao,ta no ~.par.t.·~""lty NMT 1 yr. +/or 
. tlMT SI,OOO 

10 .... 0 yr •• l .. lSy", •. + 
NMT $10,001) 

. ·lflyu ... ur, 

I-' 
OkWloma 1971 y .. baU",=IDO,,11 y., aa ".par .. t. pell&lty N>CTI".. 1.10 y"', + !.to'Yrll. • 4 .. 10 yr.: + 0 

NMT $5,000 NMT $5,000 UMT $10,0()0 0 
~T 1 yr. +/or NMT 10 yu. NMT 10,u. 

CO 
Or.,oa 1971 IlAr~tlc NMTlol. NMT10 yl'l. NMT IOyn. 

MMT $1,011. .#t/o~ Nhf.T ~/Qr NMT +101' NMT .florNMT 
$%,500 $1,500 $1.500 U;JOO 

P.M'ylyula 1970 IUt'COtlC DO UO'.h p.""lty 2.5 yr.; ~ ltdnlmum NMT 1 yf, t/o't flO s"~,,,~, 

NMT '1,,000 !I.10 ,. .... + NMT ",000 otlln •• 
NMT S5,OOO 

·~.'h\aH· l'ltO na.teoUc. DO •• paut. p.calty NMT15Y1'" NMT40 yn. NMT Zoy~.; IIp lo·ur. 
+lotNMT ~M pro\lloUQI'I\ 
SID. 000 

SoIItb CarolEM 1971 y .. haUuclao,n 'f.', . NM1' za ,. ot rnarl_ NIotT 3 11:101. NUT 6 mo •• NM1' 5fl'l. NMT SY". flMT 10 fl'l. 
huana 01'. It;) ,. ~t +/01' NMT $100 +lotNMT +/01' NMT +/01' N~T +hr "",,1' 
bubJlh SI,OOO $5, DDO $;, DOD .1 ••••• 

SoolhDo_ 1971 y .. haU":~:40"A y·' 'Nw:f 10 •• NMT 1 y~ •• /0", , t-s.yn. tile 5 .. 1Q yu~ +/Qr .5.11) fU. +/01' 10 ... 20 yr •• th' 
NMT $500 HUr,S,DOO NUT $5 •••• HMT $5,000 NMT.,5 •••• 

DO I.pua,. p.~lty HMT 1",1'. -+;/01' '.1-5 'iu. + NM'r 1 .. -,. 1'''' '+ NM1' 
. f( 

T.u ..... 1971 y .. haUDc1no, •• ~1J ~~~t~:t HMT ~T'l,OOOClr 13,000 • $3/000-
\if~tm.u\.b • I.e 
,~t. facUUy 

T.D_ l''I~ aucotlc 00 ',p"'810 p"f'Alty l rUt.1U. I yrlll ... UI. 2)'1" •• 1I.t. S,n ... 1U& 

....... Un . .. ha:U_lIu.t,u. y-- _ •• $'& ... ,.?f. ..... tty toorr 6.nw.~ NM'r 'yn. HU't J.y,,,. HM1',0 "U. .,_ to.rr './ .. HW't :f,"':.oM.fT ••• I'h..t"l' .... ".--- ... -



.... ,,...,.., 
.~....,. t::,~;r:..:' - ... ~-

~ •. _._:;~ :':'~ ... ~....z~;;::_;a.,.~ ..""-Itwb_bzl ___ '-_-OJ.~ 

..,r ........ 11'1 ...... ' ..... ; 
, ",.' .....}~ , .. --- "" ......... ...,., 1/1 ... ~~t!t\J.~::U:<,:, ~~'$~' " ...... . ,.,,~ • ..,.1 .... " . .... t/.r 1-1.100, 

1 • ., .. ,. ..... 
tfMT ~ Yri. 
+/orNMT 
$5,000 

Ylr.tAla 1m '" halllScinolU M uponat. p-nalty NMT 1 yr. 1.-IOyu, .10., 1.40 Yri. +/01' 5.40 'In. +/01' 
+/01' NMT NMT $15,000 NMT .u5.~00 NMT $50, ODD 
$1,000 

" •• b1rlrtoa. 1971 '" hdl\lclno~ •. n liM'%' <60 I. NMT 90 day. NMT Sy.,., NMT 5,..,., NMT'Sy'u. NMT10 yr, •• 
tlor NMT $250 +/01' NMT +/01' NMT +/or'NMT +/01' NMT 

$10.00i) SID, 000 S10, 000 .$10,000 

" .. IYlr(lllta 19'11 .. Y" haUaclno,en '" NMT 1$ I, coa.dlUon.al 90 daV •• 6 mo., 1-5 yu, t/or 1."5 yn. +/01' 2 .. 10 yra. +/01' 
dbchar,e man .. +101' NMT NMT $l5,OOO NMT, $15. aOQ' NMT $15.000 
datory tor tint SI,OOO 
oUen.e 

Whcotl.lA 1169 daalerolS' '" DO .. pante p8f1,1Uy NMT 1 yr. +/0., NMT S.,i •• no upant. .NMT 15 yu. 
drul ~T$50Q +/01' NMT alliin .. 

$5,000 

"rom1n• 19'11 '" h"U\ldnol.n '" no "parate p,ru.lty NMT 6.mol. + NMTIO YrI. NMT 6 mo., NMT to fU. 
NM~ Sl,OOO +/01' NMT' +/01' N~T" +mrNMT 

SIO,OIlO Sl,OOO SlO,OOO 
J-l 

txatrlct ot 1910 llarc(OUc no ,epa rate lMn.alty NMT 1 yr. +/or NMT 1 yr. "/or- NMT 1 yr. +/OT 'ftO •• parat. 0 
Cotwnb1& 1100.$1,000 .$IOO .. SI, 000 $,100.$1,000 oUcnle 0 

a .. m 1970 <y •• haUudJ\o,.n Y" ,AO .. parale pens.lty NMT: 1 yr. t/or NMT lyra. NMT 2 yu, Njd'l' of yn,' 
f!>.. 

NMT $~, 000 i/or NMT +/or NMT +/or NMT 
$1.000 $1,900 $4,000 

Puerto a.tco 1m , .. haUltclno,en , .. DO ,~p&rai. penalty I.) yr'., +Jo, 5.10 y.,. •• /01' 5 .. 10 yra. '+/or ,IO .... 1t yra. +icr 
NMT $5,000 NMT $20,000 NMT.$ZO,OOO NMT .Ho, 000 

Vtraln hland; 1m y .. haUuclnolen '" no 'upArate penalty NMT t yr. +/or NMT 5 yu. NMT 'yu, NMT 15 yre. 
$5,000 +/01'. NMT ./0: NMT '+/01' llMT' 

$15,000 " $\5,000 $U,OOO 
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In this chapter, we will examine the available information on mari
juana use, distribution, economics, and control. We will also con
sider the use patterns, along with alternative control policies, that 
may become evident in the United States within the next few years. 

Prevalence and PatterV:~ of Use 
I! 

k 
In the· past few years, num<:rous surve}'s have been con-

ducted on the prevalence of marijuana use-especially in high 
schools and colleges. Berg (1970) has summarized the statistics from 
69 sources. Table 3-1 shows the percentages of those who have ever 
used marijuana, as determined by national surveys conducted during 

31 
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the period 19-70 to 1 ~72; results from a 1970 survey of Ncw York 
State arc abo shown. 

Table 3-1 

SURVEY RESULTS ON PREVALENCE OF MARIJUANA USE; 

1970 TO 1972 

Percentage of 
marijuana users 

Sample Year Total Male Female 

General population 
Age 18-75 (national)1 
Age 18 and over (national):! 
Age 18 and over (national)3 
Age 14 and over 
, (New York State)4 

1970-71 
1971 
1972 

1970 

1971 

4 
15 
11 

10 

44 

6 
21 
16 

3 
10 
7 

College 
National5 

National6 

New York State-! 
1971 
1970 

51 
48 

58 
54 

43 
38 

Secondary schools 
Age 12-17 (national) 7 

Age 12-17 (national)~ 
High school 

1971 
1971 

15 
11 

17 
14 

14 
14 

(New York Statc)4 1970 23 26 20 

SOU~CES: lParry, 1971; 2Commission on Marihuana, 1972; 3Gallup 
Poll, Los Angeles Times, Feb. 10, 1972; 4Chambers, 1971; fiGroves 
and others, 1971; 6Gallup Opinion Index, Report No. 80, February 
1972; 7Josephson and others, 1971. 

These data indicate that, in the general population, males 
are about twice as likely to haye tried marij~ana as are females. 
The male~female ratio is about 3: 2 for college students, and it is 
somewhat closer at the high school level. Two surveys have shown 
that the percentage of college students who have used marijuana is 
nearly twice that for the same age group (18 to 24) of nonstudents 
(Chambers, 1971; Parry, 1971), although this difference is prob
ably decreasing a') marijuana use becomes more widespread. Usage 
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is still low among the older agc groups; the 1970 New York State 
survey found that those who had ever used the drug constituted 4 
percent for the 35 to 49 age group and 2 percent for those 50 and 
over; the 1972 Gallup survey reported 7 percent for the 30 to 49 
age group and 2 percent,-for those 50 and over. The survey of the 
Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, however, reported 6 
percent for those 50 and over. 

The values presented in Table 3~2 represent a best estimate 
of the number of persons who had used marijuana one or more 
times by mid-1972. They are based on a composite of the various 
survey results projected to the 1972 time period. Since data on stu
dent usage are much more extensive than those fot nonstudents, 
these estimates are treated separately from the remainder of the 
population. In summary, we estimate that as of mid-1972 about 22 
million persons in the United States had used marijuana, that is, 
about 14 percent of the population age 11 and over. 

... Frequency. Until recently, most survey results were reported 
only as percentages "having-ever-used" or in vague terms such as 
occasionally, frequently, and regularly. Table 3-3 provides limited 
data on frequencies of use. In the early 1970s, apparently about 
one-third of all persons who had ever tried marijuana were using 
it one or more times per week. More males than females have tried 
marijuana, and males are also more likely to use the drug fre
quently. The proportion of females who have ever used the drug 
who fall in the range of three or more times per week, is about one
half that for males (Hochman and Brill, 1971; McGlotli,1't and 
others, 1970b). In schools where marijuana usage has e~ted for 
several years and prevalence is high, the proportion of frequent users 
tends to be relatively high; for example, San Mateo County high 
schools in California. Schools that exhibit lowpl'evalence of use 
typically show that 50 percent or more of those who have ever used 
marijuana are experimenters (fewer than ten t~mes) (McGlothlin, 
1971 ). Limited data on usage among persons over 35 also show 
that a high proportion of those who have used the drug are in the, 
experimenter class (Chambers, 1971). 

Table 3-4 provides frequency-of-use estimates that are COll

sistent with the data shown in Table 3-3. Estimates arc made' by 
sex, by student and nonstudent status, and by two age categories ill 



.. 
Table 3-2 

ESTIMATE OF PERSONS IN UNITED STATES WHO HAD USED MAIUJUANA ONE OR MORE TIMES BY MID-1972 

Percent Number 

Total Male Female Total Male Female 

'i 
Grades 6-8 7 8 6 770,000 450,000 320,000 

Grades 9-12 2(\ 32 25 4,130,000 2,330,000 1,800,000 

College 54 62 41 4,110,000 2,920,000 1,190,000 
I-' 
0 
I-' 

Age 18-24 0 

(nonstudent) 30 39 20 4,990,000 3,350,000 1,640,000 

Age 25-34 
3,310,600 (nonstudent) 15 19 10 2,250,000 1,090,000 

Age 35 and over 
( nonstudent) 6 9 3 5,040,000 3,360,000 1,680,000 

Total, age 11 
and over 14.2 18.9 9.5 22,380,000 14,660,000 7,720,000 
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Table 3-3 

r'REQUENCY Of' MARIJUANA USE AS,REPORTED IN 

SURVEYS CONDUCTED IN 1970 AND 1971 

II" Users: 
one or 

35 

more Users in upper ranges 
times, 

Sample Year percent Frequency Percent 

General population 
Age 18 and over 1-6 times/wk 9a 

(national) 1. 1971 15 daily 3a 

Age 14 and over 
(New York State) 2 1970 10 ;;=:: 6 times/mo 34 

College 
Nationa13 1971 44- ;;=:: 2 times/mo 22 
National~ 1971 51 ;;=:: 25 times/mo 10 
New York State2 1970 48 ;;=:: 6 times/mo 34 ,. 

male .36 
female 

(,~ 
:29 

Secondary schools 
Age 12-17 (national) 5 1971 15 > 60 times 20 
Age 12-17 (nationalp 1971 14 1-6 times/wk 13b 

daily 51> 
, High school 1970 23 ;;=:: 6 times/mo 38 

(New York State) 2 male 43 
female 31 

-San Mateo County 1971 54a ;;=:: 1 time/wk 47 
high school seniorsG male 55 

female 38 

SOURCES: lCommission on Milrihuana, 1972; 2Chambers, 1971; 
zGroves and others, 1972; 4Gallup ,Opinion Index, Report No. 80, 
February 1972; 5Josephson and others, 1971; GSan Mateo County 
School Study. 
'Of those indicating use, 30 percent did not reply as to frequency. 
bOf those indicating USt'l, 12 percent did not reply as to frequency. 
"Used during preceding 12 monthS., 

the nonstudent group. In the early 19708, the frequency-of-use data 
were reasonably plentiful for the student pop,ulation, but were scarce 
for other groups. In particular, the 18 to 34 nonstudent group was 
estimated to have a relatively hi.gh proportion in the daily~use cate
gory because of the subculture characterized by heavy drug use, 
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which is largely contained in this segment. However, since no data 
were available on the size of this subculture, this estimate could 
be substantially in error. 

In summary, of the estimated 22 million persons in the 
United States who had used marijuana one or more times by mid-
1972, we further estimated that 48 percent had stopped using the 
drug or had used it fewer than ten times; that 37 percent were cur
rently using marijuana one to eight times per month; and that 15 
percent were using on a basis of three or more times per week. Of 
"those who used the drug thre<: or more times per week, an estimated 
no percent were males. 

Amount. Information on the ;tmount of marijuana con
sumed per use is essential-both from the standpoint of assessing the 
impact on the user and for estimating the volume and economics of 
the marijuana market. In this country, marijuana is normally 
smoked in the form of cigarettes, so the natural unit of measure is 
the number of cigarettes per use or per day. Certain exceptions 
exist: Marijuana may be smoked in a pipe, but probably no more 
than 10 percent is used in this manner (Haines and Green, 1970); 
it js also occasionally taken orally," but the amount consumed in this 
manner is negligible (Haines and Green, 1970). Finally; use in the 
form of hashish is increasing and probably represents 15 to 20 per
cent of the total at present. Although survey data generally do not 
di'ltinguish between marijuana and hashish use, seizure data pro
vide the basis for an estimate. In 197], federal agencies seized 
100,627 kilograms of marijuana and 3,526 kilograms of hashish 
(Bureau of Narcotics, 1971). Assuming that hashish is approxi
mately five times as potent as marijuana by weight (Lerner and' 
Zeffert) 1968; Mechoulam, 1970), the hashish seizures would be 
equivalent to 17,630 kilograms of marijuana, or ahout 15 percent of 
the total seizures. Hashish use is increasing and has been projected 
to represent 20 percent of the total use by. mid-1972. For the pur
poses of this subsection, total use' will be estimated in terms of mari
juana cigarettes and then 20 percent will be subtracted as represent
ing use in the form of hashish.. 

Studies that report the amount of marijuana smoked per 
occasion indicate that the majority of users consume no more than 
one cigarette. One study found that 50 percent reported using one 
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Table 3-4 

" ESTIMATES OF FREQUENCY OF USE IN TlIE UNITED STATES AMONGPERSONS 

WHO HAVE USED MARIJUANA ONE OR MORE TIMES, MID~1972 

Fre9uency 0/ marijuana U$e 

> 1 time/mo' 1-4 times/rna 1-2 times/wk 3-6 times/wk Daily Total 

Group '7. Number % Number % Number % Number % Number , % Number 

Students 

Male 40 2,280,000 20 1,140,000 21 1,197,000 13 741,000 6 342,000 100 5,700,000 ..... 
Female 50 1,655,000 22 728,000 19 629,000 7 232,000 2 66,000 100 3,310,OOG 0 ..... 

Nonstudents 
C;:) 

(18-34) 

1\1ale 45 2,520,000 20 1,120,000 14 784,000 13 728,000 8 448,000 100 5,600,000 
Female 55 1,502,009 22 600,000 13 355,000 7 191,000 3 82,OO() 100 2,730,000 

N onstuden ts 
(35 and over) 

Male 50 1,680,000 20 672,000 19 638,000 8 269,001) ,3 101,000 100 3,360,000 
FellUlle 60 1,008,000 20 3.36,000 15 252,000 4 67,000 1 17,000 100 1,680,000 

Total 48 10,645,000 20 4,596,000 17 3,855,000 10 2,228,000 5 1,056,000 100 22,380,000 

Male 44 6,480,000 20 2,932,000 18 2,619,000 12 1,738,000 6 891,000 100 14,660,000 
FellUlle 54 4,165,000 22 1,664,000 16 1,236,000 6 490,000 2 165,000 100 7,720,000 

alncluder llersons who have stopped using marijuana and/or have used II total <fi less than ten times. 
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cigarette or less and 10 percent more than three cigarettes (Nisbet 
and Vakil, 1971)'. Another interview study of fairly regular users 
(median two times per week) found that the large majority smoked 
one-half to one cigarette "to get high," but that 76 percent reported 
they nonnally smoked ati additional amount subsequent to achiev
ing this effect (Haines and Green, 1970)'. A third study of an older 
sample (mean age 44) of persons who had typically used marijuana 
for many years found that 63 percent used no more than one ciga
rette per occasion, while 26 percent stated that they nonnally 
smoked three to five (McGlothlin and others, 1970a). The potency 
of available marijuana varies widely and contributes to the vari
ability in amount consumed. The delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THO) content varies from 0.1 t05.0 percent in the dried material 
exclusive of stems and seeds. Mexican~grown marijuana sold in the 
United States averages about 1 percent THO (R. T. Jones, 1971; 
Lerner and Zeffert, 1968); domestic marijuana contains only 0.1 
to 'b.5 percent THO (Phillips and others, 1970)'. . 

Experimental data provide further evidence on the effective 
marijuana dose level. When given as a single administration, 
smoked doses of 2 milligrams of THO, or its marijuana equivalent, 
are sufficient to produce a mild euphoria in experienced users; 7 
milligrams produce some perceptual and time-sense changes; and 
15 milligrams produce a relatively high level of intoxication (Isbell 
and others, 1967; Weil and others, 1968)'. Assuming that mari
juana contains 1.0 percent THO and that a cigarette weighs 0.5 
gram, these doses are equivalent to about one-half, one and one
half, and three cigarettes respectively. Marijuana users do not 
necessarily smoke it in a single dose, however, and larger amounts 
would be required to maintain these effects over a period of several 
hours. 

Table 3-5 presents an estimate of the mean amount of mari
juana smoke~ per user per occasion as a f!!nction of frequency of 
use. More precisely, it is the mean amount smoked during the days 
on which any marijuana is consumed. The estimated amount used 
increases with frequency of usc. This is partially a reflection of the 
fact that frequent users are more likely to smoke at intervals during 
a longer period of intoxication, or at more than one time during the 
day. No estimate of amount used is made for the category of Table 

\ 
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Table 3-5 

1IS'l'IMATED NUMBER 01<' MARIjUANA CIGARETTES (OR EQUIVALENT) 

CONSUMED AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY OF USE 

I" 

Mean number 
cigarettes smoked 

per person Annual consumption 

Frequency Number of Per Per Numbe'"r of 
of use persons occasion month cigarettes Percent 

Daily 1,056,000 3.0 90 1,140,000,000 43 

3-6 times 
week 2,228,000 2.0 36 962,000,000 37 

1--2 times 
week 3,855,000 1.5 9 416,000,000 16 

2-4 tim(Js 
month 4,596,000 1.0 2 110,000,000 4 

Total 11,735,000 2,628,000,000 100 

3-4 showing'those who use less than one time per month, since this 
group consists primarily of the experimenters or persons who have 
slopped using marijuana. Their contribution to the total amount 
of marijuana consumed is negligible. 

Table 3-5 also shows the total estimated annual consump
tion of marijuana' cigarettes, that is, number of users times number 
of cigarettes used per month times 12. Hashish use and smoking by 
pipe are included in terms of cigarette equivalents. Note that 1 
million marijuana users account for 43 perceni of the estimated 2.6 
billion marijuana cigarettes consumed. A comparable relationship 
exists with respect to alcohol. . 

,! 

Markd 

Annual National Consumption. Assuming an average ciga
rette weight of 0.5 gram/ the gross weight of the 262C million ciga-

1 Data from 54 '..,izuresin the Los Angeles area showed the average 
net weight per cigarette ,.J be h61 gram, with a range of 0.25 to 1.12 grams 
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rcUes smbkeJ anllually is 1,314,000 kilograms of dried, cleaned 
marijuana. As discussed previously, the amount of hashish consumed 
is assumed to be equivalent to about 20 percent of the total con
sumption, so we may substract this amount (262,800 kilograms), 
leaving 1,051,200 kilograms of clean marijuana plus 52,560 kilo
grams of hashish.2 

Crude i~arijuana loses 25 to 30 percent by weight when pre
pared for smoking, due to the removal of seeds, stems, and excess 
moisture (Doorellbos; 1971). Assuming a weight ratio of 10:7 for 
crude to cleaned marijuana, an estimated 1,501,700 kilograms of 
crude marijuana are required to satisfy the annual consumption. 

In larger quantities, marijuana is usually sold in the form of 
wrapped bricks of compressed material ostensibly weighing 1 kilo
gram. In actual practice, the bricks typicaUy weigh substantially less 
than 1 kilogram. Statistics from 35 seizures involving some 5000 
bricks revealed an average net weight of 780 grams, with a range 
of 539 to 995 grams.3 The number of short kilograms necessary to 
supply 1,501,700 kilograms of crud~ marijuana is thus 1,925,250.~ 

Source. Some marijuana is cultivated or collected from low
potency wild growth in the United States, but most is .grown out
side the country, principally in Mexico.5 As of 1972, substantial 

(data provided by William Arno)d of the California State Bureau of Nar
cotics, Los Angeles office, and Paul Kayne of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Crime 
Laboratory). The mean weight for some 9000 marijuana cigarettes seized by 
the New York City Police Department in 1969 and 1970 was 0.32 and 0.36 
gram respectively (New York City Police Department annual reports, 1969, 
1970). Other sources indicate cigarettes used in Eastern states are smaller 
than those rolled in the West, possibly due to the higher cost of marijuana 
(see Haines and Green, 1970). 

2 Assumes the potency is five times that of marijuana. 
3 Data supplied by Norman Nordweir (U.S. Customs, Los Angeles 

Office), Lloyd Sinclair (BNDD, Los Angeles Office), and William Arnold 
(California State Bureau of Narcotics Enforcemcnt, Los Angeles Office). 

4 An alternative approach to estimating the amount of marijuana 
consumed is to utilize data on the number of cigarette papers sold, which is 
available from tax records. After subtracting those used for tobacco cigarettes, 
this presumably provides an estimate of. the number used for marijuana. This 
approach has becn attempted (see McGlothlin, 1971), but the instability of 
the recent cigarette paper sales data made the resultll of dubious value. 

S This subsection is largely based on information obtained in inter
views with U.S. Customs, BNDD, California state and local narcotics agen-

• i 
I 

1, 

I 

I 
I 

.~ 

, 
I 
1 

.~ 
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11I\.lIllilit's originated in Jamaica a~ci to a lesser extentin Central 
I \1I1l'/ ita, Southeast Asia, and other areas; but the primary source 
wa.s still Mexico. For the present purposes, we assume that 90 per~ 
cent of the crude marijuana consumed in the Unic.~d States origi~ 
natc.'i outside the country. ,. 

Of the 1,501,700' kilograms of crude marijuana consumed 
;mnually in this country, 90 percent (1,351,500 kilograms) origi-, 
nates outside the United States. Adding 130,000 kilograms of mar]
juana scized,o we get the total amount of marijuana grown in 
foreign countries for the United States market: 1,481,500 kilograms 
or 1,899,400 short kilograms, The land required to produce this 
alllollnt is about 7600 acres. 7 

In Mexico, marijuana sells for $6 to $10 per 1-kilogram 
brick in the fields, and purchases are often of the order of several 
tons. It is normally trucked to points on the Mexican side of the 
border, where it sells for $35 to $4·0 per short kilogram in quantities 
of 100 kiwgrams or more. At the $35 price, the estimated annual 
expenditure for marijuana before importation is $66 million. 

Hashish is generally assumed to originate in Lebanon and 
other Middle Eastern countries. Prices paid at the point of origin 
are not well established, but it may be bought in several Middle 
Eastern countries for $35 to $45 per kilogram. Assuming an annual 
United States consumption of 52,560 kilograms and a pt~ce of $40 
per kilogram, the current estimated expenditure at the point of 
origin is $2 million. 

Importation. The enormous bulk of the marijuana traffic 
does not impose severe restrictions on the Mexican side of the 

ties, and various other persons familiar with the sources and distribution of 
marijuana and hashish. Some published and unpublished data on prices and 
seizures were obtained from BNDD and U.S. Customs, and several published 
descriptions of the retail marijuana market were also utilized. . . . 

61971 BNDD and Customs seizures plus an estimated 30,000 kilo
grams by California state and lOcal narcotic agencies. The MriCican govern
ment also reported seiZing 35,000 kilograms of marijuana and the destrllction 
of 390,000 'kilograms of dried marijuana in the fields during the period 
Octobel' 1969 to March 1971 (BNDD BulietinJ U.S. Department of Justice, 
May-June, 1971). . 

7 Based on the average of 300 pounds of dried cleaned marijuana 
obtained per acre from experimental cultivation in Mississippi (Doorelibos, 
1971). . 
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horder. ,\t the point oJ importation awl beyond, the bulk invohcu 
imposes a severe limitation and is the major factor shaping the dis~ 
tribution system on the United States side. When one considers that 
approximately 4 tons of marijuana per day must be smuggled into. 
the UnitecL.States, typically in lots of no more than 50 to 300 kilo
grams, and that the bulk of marijuana makes it infeasible to store in 
quantity on the United States side, the prohibitive complexity of 
organizing more than a relatively small operation becomes appal ~nt. 

. By compariso,n, the annual importation of heroin is equivalent to 
only one or two· days of smuggling activity for marijuana by weight, 
and heroin can be imported and stored in the United States well in 
advance of its distribution. 

Amounts of marijuana smuggled from 1Iexico vary from 
1 or 2 kilograms brought across the border by an individual to as 
much as 5 tons brought up the coast by boat, as reported in the 
Los Angeles Times of May 5, 1971. The vast majority of smuggling 
attempts involve amounts on the low end of the scale. In 1971) the 
mean weight of the 6312 marijuana seizures made by Customs was 
less than 15 kilograms (Bureau of Narcotics, 1971 )'. About 85 per
cent of marijuana seized at the United State<;-Mexican border is 
intercepted in vehicles. However, some authorities are of the opinion 
that aircraft and boats are carrying an increas~g portion of the 
traffic-considerably more than is indicated by the percentage of 
seizures. 

Hashish is most frequently smuggled into the United States 
aboard commercial aircraft. The mean weight for 1757 Customs 
seizures in 1971 was 1.8 kilograms (Bureau of Narcotics, 1971). 
although in the early 1970s seizures of 40 to 50 pounds were not 
infrequent. 

Distribution . . On entry into the United States, marijuana 
sells for $75 to $90 per short kilogram in lots of 100 or more bricks 
at points near the Mexican border. Virtually all warehousing of 
large quantities of marijuana·':is done outside the United States. 
Normally, the buyer for a given I~t of 100 kilograms or more is 
known before importation, and dispersal Ol~. transshipment takes 
place immediately after delivery. '\ ~c.c>=~ .• ~ " . 

Typically, although an individual who buys ~ 100-kilogram 
lots would not sell· in quantities of less than 5 or 10 kilograms, he 

-Ii 
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may frequently be willing to sell much larger quantities for lower 
profits, particularly to another known wholesaler, a transaction that 
involves little risk. In general, the price is dependent on the size of 
transaction, extent of risk, and distance from the border. The 
quality of the maJjjuana and the actual weight of the "kilogram" 
bricks are also factors, especially in smaller transactions. Finally; the! 
price varies with availabjIity, and there' is some seasonal fluctuation 
corresponding to the time of harvest in Mexico. In the spring of 
1~72, marijuana was in short supply; and the price per single short 
kilogram in California was $300 to $400, or about double the price 
for 1971. For the present purposes,. such prices are assumed to be 
atypical, and calculations are based on the 1971 prices, that is, 
$150 to $200 per sIngle short kilogram in California and other 
border states and $225 to $275 in most other areas of the country. 

Assllming an annual consumption of 1,925,250 short kilo
grams of 'marijuana (including M~xican, dor}tic, and other 
origin), the annual expenditures in the United &.:ates as a function 
of lot size are estimated as shown in Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6 

ES'l'lMA'l'ED ANNUAL UNITED STATES EXPENDITURES 

FOR MARIJUANA, 1972 

Price per Annual 
Level, lot size short kilogram expenditure 

100 kilograms and up $ 85 $163,600,000 

10-15 kilograms 150 288,800,000 

1 kilogram 250 481,300,000 

Hashish sells for $600 to $1000 per pound. Apparently, 
there is . little regional variation in price, although it generally sells 
for less in areas where there is a relatively large market or where it 
is in competition with low-priced marijuana, for e.xample, San 

. Francisco and Los Angeles. No information was available on price 
for multipound lots. Assuming the annual consumption at 52;560 
kilograms, or 115,900 pounds, and a price strhcture similar to that 

61-aO,\,o - 77 - 70 
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for marijuana, the annual expenditures for hashish are estimated as 
shown in Table 3-7. 

Table 3-7 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL UNITED ST1SES EXPENDITURES 

FOR HASHISH, 1972 

Price per Annual 
Level pound expenditure 

10 pounds and up $500 $57,950,000 
1 pound 800 92,700,000 

The standard retail unit for marijuana is an ounce or "lid" 
of uncleaned material. Generally, the "ounce" is short by about the 
same proportion as the brick; that is, it averages around 22 grams 
instead of the full 28.3 grams. Marijuana is also sold in I-pound, 
~-pound and Y4,:pound quantities. The 1972 price per short ounce 
in California and the Southwest was $10 to $15; in most other 
areas, a short ounce sold for $20 to $25, and prices in Chicago and 
Ohio were quoted as high as $35 to $40. Marijuana may also be 
retailed in "nickel bags," containi.ng 3 to 5 grams and selling for 
$5. Occasionally, the smaller quantities are sold in loose cleaned 
'( manicured) form or as cigarettes. The addition of adulterants 
such as oregano is not uncommon in this form. -

Hashish retails for $5 to $10 per gram, but it is often sold to 
the ultimate consumer in I-ounce quantities at prices ranging from 
$70 to $125. 

Several authors have described the distribution of mari
juana at the retail level (Anonymo'ls, 1969; Carey, 1968; Goode, 
1969, 1970; Mandel, 1967). The majority of persons who' use the 
drug several times per week technically have also sold marijuana, 
although it may be no more than sharing a purchase with friends 
at no profit. One survey reported that 85 percent.of persons who use 
it three or more times per week fall in this category (Goode, 1970). 
Others casually sell to a few close acquaintances to earn enough for 
their own supply and a small amount of money. Others retail mari-

------1 
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jllana as a full-til11c occupation. Still others move further up the 
\,luder, buying in quantities of 5 to 10 kilograms, selling some as 
~illgle bricks and retailing the remainder in ounccs or fractions of a 
ponnd. 

Retail expe1;.ditures. In order to estimate the retail expendi
tures for marijuana, it is necessary to assume the size of the purchase 
lIlade by the ultimate consumer. As would be expected, heavier 
users are more likely to buy l~rger amounts in a single purchase. 
The buying of Y4 pound up to 1 pound, or even a kilogram, for 
sharing among a group of users is not uncommon. In one study of 
fairly heavy users, 17 percent stated they purchased a kilogram at 
a time about one-half of the time (Hochman and Brill, 1971)'. The 
~i'le of purchase is also influenced by the economic status of the 
buycr and the price of marijuana; for example, purchases of less 
than an ounce ate relatively uncommon in California where the 
ounce pl'ice is $10 to $15, but in the East a cost of $25 per qunce 

,. reportedly results in more frequent purchases of smaller quantities, 
e;pecially among lower socioeconomic groups. The retail expendi- . 
lures for marijuana and hashish are estimated in Table 3-8, account 

. being taken of the variability in purchase sizes as a function of 
frequency of use. The number of users and percentage of total con
sumption by frequency of use are taken from Table 3-5. The na
tional average price of marijuana is assumed to be $250 per short· 
kilogram and $20 per short ounce, or $700 for a short kilogram 
bought in short-ounce units. The more frequent users are assumed 
to obtain their supplies at less than $20 per short ounce, by pur
chasing in larger quantities, by sharing in group purchases, or by 
obtaining lower plices through familiarity with dealers. The average 
price paid by those who use daily. and those who use three to six 
times per week is estimated to be $450 and $575 per short kilogram 
respectively. Of those persons who use the drug two times per week 
or less, half are a'lsumed to buy at $20 per short ounce and half in 
smaller units equivalent to $30 per shott ounce, for an average of 
$875 per short kilogram. 

Similar assumptions were made for hashish purchases. Retail 
. prices for hashish were assumed to be $8 per gram and $90 per 

ounce. Three-fourths of the daily users and one-half of those who 
use three to six times per week were estimated to obtain hashish at 



Table 3-8 

ESTIMATE OF RETAIL EXPENDITURES FOR MARIJUANA AND HASHISH 

Frequency of use 

Daily 3-6 times/ wk 62 times/wk Total 

Number of users 1,056,00U 2,228,000 8,451,000 11,735,000 

Annual consumption: 
Proportion of total 

consumption 43% 37% 20% 100% 
Marijuana 827,850 kg" 712,350 kg" 385,050 kg' 1,925,250 kg~ 

Hashish 49,840 Ib 42,880 Ib 23,180 lb 115,900 Ib 
f-" 

RetaH cost: ", 0 
tv 

Marijuana $ 450/kga $ 575/kg" $ 875/kga $ 5S1/krt tv 

Hashish $2,000/lb $2,500/1b $3,600/1b $2,500/1b 

Total annual expenditures: 
Marijuana $372,530,000 $409,600,000 $336,920,000 $1,119,050,OOC 
Hashish $ 99,680,000 $107,200,000 $ 83,450,000 $ 290,330,000 

Total $472,210,000 $516,800,°9° $420,370,000 $1,409,380,000 

Individual user 
expenditures: b 

Annual $447 $232 $50 
Weekly $ 9 $ 4 $ 1 

'Short kilograms. 
·Average expenditures for all Ule ... : annual, $120; weekly, $2. 
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the ounce price and the remainder at the gram price. All who use 
the drug two times per .week or less were assumed to buy at the 
~ram price. 

The estimated annual retail expenditure for marijuana and 
hashish combined;. is about $1.4 billion. Average cost per user is 
about $9 per week for daily users and about $4 per week for those 
who use three to six times per week. 

Subtracting the previously estimated annual expenditure for 
marijuana at the short-kilogram level ($481 million) and that for 
hashish at the pound level ($93 million) from the retail expendi
ture in Table 3-8 leaves a gross retail profit of $835 million. Several 
authors have concluded that marijuana-hashish dealing at the retail 
level is a low-profit operation-a dealer serving only about 25 

. customers and making $200 to $300 per month (Carey~ 1968; 
Goode, 1969; Mandel, 1967). At this rate, the gross retail profit 
estimated :::tere would be sufficient to employ some 280,000 persons 
in retail se.lIing. Data are not available for estimating the number of 
persons irl\'olved in the wholesale marijuana-hashish market. If we. 
assume Ole average gross profit to be $20,000 per year per person, 
then the gross wholesale profit subsequent to purchase on the 
United States side of th~:porder ($353 million) would result in 
some 17,500 . persons being employed atthe wholesale leveI.B Figure 
3-1 provides a summary of the estimated use, distribution, and 
economics of the marijuana-hashish market for mid-1972. 

Enforcement 

Seizures. In 1971, the U.S. Bureau of Customs and the .
federal Bureau of Narcotics"and :Qangerous Drugs (BNDD) seized 
91,400 kilograms and 9,200 kilogral1)s of marijuana, respectively 
(Bureau of Narcotics; 1971). The corresponding hashish seizures 
were 3,100 kilograms and 400 kilograms. California state aIi'd local 
seizures in 1970 accounted for an adpitional 26,000 kilograms of 
marijuana (Bureau of Criminal Statistics, 1970h). Data on seizures 
by other state and local agencies are generally not available but are 

8 Since both. wholesale and retail dealers often sell other drugs in 
:Iddition to marijuana, the total number of pel'sons involved is likely to be 
~lIh~tantially larger than the numbers estimated here. 
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known to be relatively small in compatisori to those for California 
'( McGlothlin, 1971). The marijuana seizures by Customs' (1971 h 
BNDD (1971), and California (1970) represent 8 percent of the 
estimated 1972 consumption. Assuming that the 1971 consumption 
was no more than 75 percent of that for 1972, and that state and 

P' 

local agencies other than those of California seized an additional 
20,000 kilograms, the total 1971-marijuana seizures represented 
about 13 percent of the 1971 attempted importation. 

Arrests. Statistics from the 1970 Uniform Crime Reports 
show 157,000 arrests for marijuana or 45 percent of the total 346)-
000 drug arrests (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1971). The 
1970 adult and juvenile marijuana arrests in California totaled 
69,000 (Bureau of Criminal Statistics, 1970b). For 1969, 34 per
cent of the 55,000 California marijuana arrests were of persons age 
18 to 20, which yields an arrest rate of 1.8 per 100 (Bureau of 
Criminal Stat.istics, 1969). Of marijuana arrests for persons 18 and 
over, 86 percJnt w~re males, for an arrest rate of 3.0 per 100 in the 
18 to 20 age gi-buP. In San Mateo County, California, 50 percent 
of senior high school males reported,marijuana use during 1969 
(San Mateo County School Study, 1968 through 1972). Assuming 
the statewide average for marijuana use at about 80 percent of that 
for San Mateo County, the arrest rate for males age 18 to 20 who 
used marijuana one or more times in 1969 is estimated to be 7.4 
per 100. If we further assume that virtually all the arrests are among 
the 60 percent who used marijuana on more than an experimental 
basis (ten or more times ),~ the arrest rate for this group of males 
age 18 to 20 is 12 per 100. 

The number of California arrests for sale or transportation . 
. of marijuana in 1969 was 7800 (Bureau of Criminal Statistics, 

1969). If we assume that the number of persons involved in whole
sale and retail selling in California during 1969 was 30,000, the 
arrest rate was 2\3 per 100.9 

" 

In summary, the risk of arrest for use or sale of marijuana is 
quite substantial, at least in California. The penalties. imposed by 
the courts 'are also significant. Of the 37,700 adult (18 and over)' 

9 Assumes the number of persons involved in wholesale and retail 
~~lIing in 1969 was 50 percent of the 300,000 estimated for 1972 and that 20 
percent of the total were in California. 
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nonIcdcraI arrestecs in- 1D69, 21 percent were convicted on felollY 
charges. Incarceration rates w,ere relatively low-0.6 percent of the 
total arrested received prison sentences, and 8 percent received jail 
sentences; however, the additional implications of felony convictions 
are severe. The cost of processing the California adult and juvenile 
marijuana arrests for 1969 has been estimated to be $43 million, or 
about $780 per arrest (McGlothlin, 1971). 

Future Use 

Current trends. Figure 3-2 presents some trend indicators of 
marijuana use and control between 1967 and 1971. Obviously the 
seizure and arrest data may reflect variations in enforcement em
phasis as well as changes in usage. 

As the percentage of students who have ever used marijuana 
approaches or exceeds the 50 percent mark, increasing interest 
focuses on trends in the proportion of such students who continue 
use. A comparison of the Gallup college surveys for 1970 and 1971 
indicates continuing use may be nearing a plateau (Gallup Opinion 
Index, 1972). On the oth~r hand, the San Mateo County secon
dary school data show a definite increase over the same period, in 
the proportion of students who use marijuana one or more times 
per week (San Mateo County School Study, 1968 through 1972). 
This survey showed a tendency toward leveling out of use from 
1969 to 1970, but the sharp rise resumed in 1971. Interview studies 
have provided additional data on the question of duration of use. 
One 1970 college survey found that, of those persons who had been 
initiated to marijuana more than three years before and who had 
used it on more than an experimental basis (ten or more times), 
37 percent had currently either stopped or were using infrequently, 
and 32 percent and 31 percent reported current usage at several 
times per month and several times per week, respectively (Hochman 

. and Brill, 1971). Another 1970 c.ollege study found that 77 percent 
of those who had been initiated to marijuana four or five yearS pre
viously were still using to some degree (Lipp, 1971)'. 

In summary, the currently available (1972), trend data on 
marijuana usage leave unanswered the question of whether it is 
likely to be a transient or a permanent phenomenon. The number 
of persons who have ever used marijuana in continuing to increase, -
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, FIGURE 3.2. Marijuana trend indicators: use and control. 

probably at a rate of 25 to 30 percent per year. In addition, there 
, . is i.lo evidence as yet that the number of persons who discontinue 

after a significant period of usage are exceeding the number who 
arc initiating such 'behavior. On the other hand, the behavior has 
many of ,the, characteristics of a fad eft temporary style; its very 
rapid acceptance by that segment of the population most suscep
tible to fads; the fact that it has been enthusiastically propagandized 
ria music, a pseudophilosophy, and the popular media; the fact 
that its use is, in part, an antiestablishment reaction stemming from 
{actors other than the properties of the drug itself. In addition, the 
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appearance of Western-style (Occidental ) marijuana use among 
university students in most countries throughout the world has more 
the flavor of adoption of styles of music or hair length than a lasting 
behavior. 

The contrary view holds that since cannabis (marijuana) is 
the second most widely used intoxicant in the world, it clearly is a 
drug that may prove attractive to large numbers of people on a 
continuing basis. Once a drug with these features is introduced into 
a culture on a widespread basis, it seems quite likely to be retained 
by some portion of the population. Blum has noted that in the 
history of drug use there are few instances in which a drug achieved 
widespread acceptance in a culture and was subsequently discarded 
(Blum and Associates, 1969a). 

Insights from Other Cannabis-using Cultures. Cross-cultural 
generalizations are hazardous; however, a brief eX3mination of the 
prevalence and patterns of cannabis use in cultures where it has 
existed for centuries may be helpful in forecasting the future use in 
the United States. For instance, what proportion of the population. 
elects to use the drug under conditions of acceptance in countries 
with a long history of use? In Nepal, which is reportedly the only 
country in the world that imposes no restrictions on cannabis use, 
approximately 4000 acres are officially cultivated and taxed, and 
additional amounts of hashish are harvested from wild growth for 
commercial purposes (11cGlothlin, 1971). In spite of the fact 
that cannabis is legal, readily available, and inexpensive, Nepalese 
use is very limited and virtually all the crop is illicitly export.ed to 
India and Pakistan. 

In India and Pakistan, chara') (hashish) was prohibited in 
1945, but other preparations of cannabis (bhang and ganja)' are 
still legal in selected states. Daily userS probably number 2 million 
to 3 million, or about 4 per 1000 on a per capita basis (McGlothin, 
1971). However, since use is restrict<;,d to lower-class males and is 
concentrated in certain states, daily users may constitute as. high as 
5 percent of the relevant population in some areas. 

In Morocco, occasional and regular cannabis users were 
estimated to represenf 10 percent of the population before prohibi
tion of the drug in 1954 (Roland and Teste, 1958 )'. Since use was 
primarily restricted to males, this was about 25 percent of the adult 
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nt.tle population. Other estimates of regular lise hayc rUll as high 
as 50 percent of the native maie population in some areas of South 
Africa (South Africa Drug Report, 1952) and 40 to 50 percent of 
the male population in Jamaica (Marihuana and Health, 1972). 

In summary, in ve~ few areas in the world does the prev
alence of cannabis use approach that for a1cohol in the Western 
culture. Usage is largely restricted to lower-class males, and daily 
use seldom exceeds 5 to 10 percent among this group. By com
parison, it is estimated that 2.5 percent of United States males age 
14: to 34 are currently. (1972) using marijuana daily and that an 
ac1ditiona14.6 percenUl.re using it three to six times per week (Table 
3-4) . 

Probably the, most significant comparison between the use of 
marijuana in the United States and that in other cultures concerns 
the amount consumed. In Table 3-5, the typical American dosage 
is estimated at one to three marijuana cigarettes, or 5 to 15 milli
grams" of THO, per day. The .maximum amount consumed by 
heavy users is of the order of ten cigarettes, or 50 milligrams of 
THO, per day. By contrast, the average amount consumed by 
daily users in India, Egypt, and Morocco is estimated to contain 45 
to 60 milligrams of THC, and the maximum is around 200 milli
grams (McGlothlin, 1971). Some studies have indicated usage 
equivalent to more than 700 milligrams of THC (Chopra and 
Chopra, 1939). In Greece, chronic hashish users serving as experi
mental subjects are. routinely given smoked-THC doses of 150 
milligr'ams, whereas 15 milligrams is normally the maximum dose ad
ministered to experimental subjects in this country. The ol!,e- to three
cigarette dosage of the early 1970s is also low in comparison with 
the six to ten cigarettes per day estimated for regular users in the 
1940s (Charen and Perelman, 1946; Mayor's Committee, 1964). 
It is also low in comparison with the amount.'> used in the early 
1(J7(h by Amf:rican soldier;:> in Vietnam and G<;;rmany. OncRtudy 
()f heavy hashish users among the United States military forces in 
Germany found an average use of more tban 3 grams per day, that 
is, the equivalent of 30 marijuana cigarettes per day (Tennant and 
others, 197 1 ) '. 

In summary, most of the current marijuana smokers in the 
United States are best described as playing at cannabis use in com" 
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parison with users in other cultures. It seems likely that the ~vcragc 
amount of THe COllsumed by continuing users in this country will 
increase in the next few years, although probably not to the. level' 
obseIVed in other cultures. Additional experience, the availability of 
more potent prepatations, and the development of tolerance among 
frequent users will tend to increase the average amount consumed. : 
In addition, it would not be surprising if some individuals daily' 
consume 200 milligrams of THO or more in 'the form of hashish or 
other concentrated preparations, an amount greatly in excess of that 
previously obseIVed in this country. Experience in other countries 
indicates that the use of these very large amounts occurs in about 
the same proportion of users as does alcoholism in the United States, 
that is, about 5 to 10 percent of the total'll'l.!Illber of users. 

Predicted Use in 1976. Table 3-9 compares higher and lower 
predictions of marijuana-hashish usage for 1976 with the estimate 
for 1972. The predicted use of larger quantities of THe in the fonn 
of marijuana or other preparations is reflected in the 1976 esci· 
mates. It is estimated that daily users and those who use the drugs . 
three to six times per week. will be using five and three marijuana 
cigarettes, or equivalent, respectively, in comparison with three and 
two cigarettes assumed in Table 3-5 for 1972. Although the lower' 
estimate for 1976 assumes a somewhat smaller population of users 
than that for 1972, the predicted larger amounts per user result in 
an increase in total consumption. The estimated retail expenditures 
are calculated on the same basis as those in Table 3-8. 

Alternative Control Policies 

Marijuana control policies have been discussed at length in 
previous documents (Kaplan, 1970; Brill, 1971-1972). The present 
section will be primarily limited to an examination of the major· 
alternatil'e policies in the context of the quantitative estimates of 
use, distribution, and enforcement efie~tiveness developed in the 
previous sections. 

Several features characterize the current (1972) marijuana
hashish market as summarized in Figure 3-1. First, in the case of 
marijuana, the fact that 99 uuits of inert substance must be handled 
for every one unit of the active drug means that large amounts of 

i ~ 
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Table 3-9 

ESTIMATED MARIJUANA-HASHISH USAGE AND EXPENDITURES FOR 1972 AND 1976 

Number of users: 
Daily 
3-6 times/ week 
1-2 times/week 
1-4 times/month 

". 
Total 

Annual national 
consumption of 
crude marijuana 
or equivalent 

Wholesale expenditures 
Retail expenditures 

'1972 prices at 1.kilogram level. 
b1972 pricell. 

1972 
estimate 

1,100,000 
2,200,000. 
3,900,000 
4,600,000 

11,800,000 

1,900,000 kg 
$ 600,000,000' 
$1,400,000,000b 

1976 prediction 

Minimum 

800,000 
2,000,000 
3,000,000 
3,000,000 

8,800,000 

2,300,000 kg . 
$ 700,000,000' 
$1,600,000,000b 

" Maximum 

2,500,000 
3,500,000 
6,000,000 

10,000,000 

22,000,000 

. 5,400,000 kg 
$1,700,000,000' 
$3,700,000,000" 

~ 
0 
CA:l 
~ 

.. 
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bulky material must be transported-an estimated 4 tons are 
smuggled into the United States daily. Second, distribution within 
the United States involves numerous independent operations with 
little· evidence of central organization. This is probably closely re
lated to the difIiculty of smuggling and storing large quantities of 
the drug. Third, the market mvolves a large number of users who 
make a relatively small amount of money by retail selling. Fourth, 
the monetary cost of marijuana use to the individual is relatively 
low, that is, $0.50 to $9 per week, depending on the frequency o~ 
use. 

The effectiveness of the present marijuana control system 
may be measured (1) in terms of enforcement statistics, for ex
ample, drug seizures and ~rrests for sale and lise; (2) indirectly in 
terms of availability and price of the drug; and (3) directly in 
terms of extent and type of use. An overall evaluation should also 
consider the costs of control, monetarily, as well as in terms of un
intended side effects such as alienation of youth or diversion to more 
dangerous drug use. With regard to the more quantitative mea
sures, and based on California statistics, we estimate that the cur
rent marijuana ~ontrolsystem results in seizure of 13 percent of the 
marijuana and hashish intended for sale, in the arrest of 26 percent 
of those who are regularly involved in selling and in the arrest of up 
to 3 percent of those who use marijuana one or more times during 
the year (Bureau of Criminal Statistics, 1970a). 

The present control system has had only limited success in 
restricting the availability of marijuana and hashish. Availability is 
not sufIiciently open that purchases can be easily made by persons 
who are not involved in t.he drug subculture, but regular 'ijsers 
generally have little difIiculty obtaining the drug (Haines and 
Green, 1970). Periodic shortages occur, but they appear to be 
mostly related to seasonal fluctuations in harvesting, rapid increases 
in demand, and variations in supply. related to the situation of 
storage being largely outside the U nite'd States. The price of mari
juana increased by about 50 percent from 1969 to 1972, but this 
increase was not a. limiting factor for most users. With respect to 
controlling the extent of marijuana use, the present policies have, 
obviously been unsuccessful in preventing the rapid increases over 
the past few years. 
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With respect to possible policy changes, there are three 
primary alternatives: (1) increase criminal sanctions for both use 
and sale; (2) decrease or eliminate penalties against use and con
tinue or increase dforts to eliminate the supply; and (3) regulate 
the sale of marijuanaju the manner of alcohol controls. 

The. adoption of the first alternative in terms of penalties as 
well as arrests would undoubtedly ilJcrease the level of deterrence. 
It seems equally clear that society would be unwilling to incur the 
costs qf such an approach. The current trend toward decreasing or 
eliminating penaltiei;l at the user level is essentially being forced by 
the realities of the widespread, usage. This ~eaves the second and 
third alternatives as feasible policy chang~. 

Suppress Supply. The 'immediate question with regard to 
alternative 2 concerns the ability to suppress the supply of marijuana 
and hashish. The increased pressure against smuggling by Customs 
in 1969, 1970, and 1971 clearly resulted in a. sharp increase in 

«izures (see Figure 3-2). The current cstin'1ated seizure rate of 13 
percent is substantial when interpreted in terms of risk of arrest. 
While no attempt was made in the present study to estimate the 
results of additional enforcement efforts, such a policy can reason
ably be expected to further increase both seizures and arrests. On 
the other hand, there is no indication as yet that the present level 
of enforcement is capable of severely restricting the availability of 
marijuana. 

Efforts are also being made to eliminate the sources of mari
juana in Mexico (McGlothlin and others, 1970b). Information 
necessary for evaluation of the progress of this effort is not available, 
but clearly this approach to cannabis control on a worldwide basis 
would be more difficult to implement than the current attempt to 
suppress the sources of opium. Cannabis grows wild in many portions 
of the world and may be cultivated with relatively little effort in any 
temperate or tropical climate. It requires n,o proce~§ing in the crude 
form, and relatively little for the more c6ncentrated preparations. 

Increase Smuggling Controls. The major difficulty in smug
gling marijuana is the excessive bulk. The estimated 3700-kilogram 
amount smuggled into the United States daily contains only about 
37 kilograms of THC. Further significant increases above the al
ready high marijuana seizure rate will likely result in effort!> to dF-
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crease the risks of detection by means of reductions of bulk. The 
most obvious countermeasure would be the gradual replacement o( 

the marijuana market with hashish from the Middle East, smuggled 
into the United States either directly or by way of Mexico or 
Canada. Hashish~is estimated to contain 5 percent THC compared 
with 1 percent for marijuana, and is also a solid; for equivalent 
amounts of THC, hashish requires far less space than does the leafy 
marijuana. As mentioned eadier, the increased smuggling of hash
ish is already evident-the ratio of hashish to marijuana seizures in 
1971 was double that for 1970. Very little technical skill is required 
for converting hashish to an extract containing up to 20 percent 
THO; this method has .already been employed on a small scale and 
seems likely to be used increasingly. In genera], any method that 
permits importation in a more concentrated and compact form will 
increase the ease of concealment for smuggling and will reduce 
information leaks by permitting more centralized operations. 

Another result of increased enforcement effeCtiveness would 
be an increase in the price paid for marijuana and hashish. One of 
the announced objectives of Operation Intercept in 1969 was to 
place ke price of marijuana beyond the reach of the adolescent. 

/. 
The price in the United States increased by about 50 percent from' 
1969 to 1972; however, the relative costs of comparable levels of 
intoxication achieved by use of marijuana and alcohol are probably 
still of the order of 1: 2 or 2: 3. This result of Operation Intercept' 
would indicate that the price of marijuana might rise by 50 to 100 
percent if the risks of importation and distribution are again sub
stantially increased. It is interesting that the price of hashish is 
about $1 per gram in Holland and Denmark, which, have relatively: 
permissive policies; about $3 per gram in Norway, which stresses 
enforcement; and $8 per gram in the United States ($3 per grain 
in ounce quantities). 

LimitatiOhs on marijuana supply should also be considered 
in the context of availability of other &ugs. For instance, during the 
period when the price of marijuana increased by 50 percent, the 
widespread availahility of LSD -resulted in its wh~lesale price drop
ping to one-fifth its former level. Marijuana shortages apparently . 
result in increases in the use of other drugs (McGlothlin and others, 
1970b). Alcohol and hallucinogens are the most frequent substi-
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llll':, but there is also some increase in sedative, stimulallt, and 
!ifliatc use, especially among thosc who are heavily involved in the 
\!nll{ subculture. Finally, increased domestic cultiva,tion of mari
Iliana is another possible reaction to heightened controls again~f 
importation. Marijuana pianiil may be grown indoors as well a,.,. 
(Jutside. Should sanctions be dropped at the user level, cultivation 
lor pcn;onal use might pose a difficult legal problem. 

Contribution to Criminal Behavior. A control policy that 
"ttempts to deal severely with the seller and deals leniently or not at 
.lil with the user will inevitably encounter difficulty in differentiat
Ul~ brtween the two categories. A major disadvantage of maintain
in~ marijuana in the illicit drug category is the encouragement of 
1:lrge !lumbers of young persons to become involved in retail selling. 
I, VI especially easy to begin selling marijuana on a casual basis and 
il'lI('kly become seriously enmeshed in a highly criminogenic sub
culture. As previously discussed in the section on the marijuana 
rnarket"the majority of regular users have technically sold the drug 
.It 'omc timc-280,000 persons are currently estimated to earn all 
or a :;ignificant portion of their income by retail selling. Applying 
rhe same formula of $250 per month for the retail dealer to the 
1976 upper estimate of $2 billion in gross retail profits would result 
in some 670,000 persons emplOyed in the retail selling of marijuana. 

In addition to encouraging young marijuana users to adopt 
tlie dangerous and unproductive life of retail selljng, the large 
wholesale profits are attrac,tive to organized crime-a development 
lhat is mnsidered more likely if the more concentrated preparations 
replace marijuana. The present estimateq wholesale market of $600 ' 
million per year (I-kilogram level) is predicted to increase to $700 
million to $1.7 billion by 1976. With additional pressure against 
slllllggling'.and distribution, price increases might raise these market 
values by 50 to 100 percent. 

Regulate Sale. Legal distribution of marijuana would pro
vide the usual advantages of licensing, including ~ontrol of condi
lions of sale, especially those relating to the age of the plltchaser. 
Other controls employed in some countries are the limiting of the 
amount purchased and the issuing of permits for use. 

Another advantage of regulated sale is. the imposition of 
quality and potency control. As discussed earlier~ increased pressure . 

6l-BOl 0 - 77 - 71 
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against sales and smuggling seems likely to result in a shift to more 
potent fonns. While the availability of the more potent preparations 
of cannabis dof'-s not necessarily result in the consumption of larger 
amounts of the active ingredient, there is general agreement that 
excessive US$! is more prevalent under such conditions. Some coun-

. tries have initiated controls that allow consumption of low-potency 
materials but prohibit the more concentrated forms (Krisnamoor. 
thy, 1969). Regulated sale would also prevent adulteration. This 
has not been an appreciable problem thus far because of the lack 
of an economic incentive, but if extracts come into use it is likely 
they would often be mixed with other active adulterants. 

Another major ?dvantage of legal sales is the removal of 
large numbers of youth from the criminogenic retail sales occupa
tion. It would also reduce the cost of enforcement, disassociate mari
juana from other drug sales, and encourage a credible approach to 
education. 

Finally, if sales of marijuana w~re regularized in the same 
manner as sales of alcohol, the profits that now go into criminal 
channels could presumably be converted to tax revenues. If we 
assume the same tax percentage for marijuana as alcohol (approxi
mately 30 percent), the current estimated $1.4 billion retail ex
penditure for marijuana and hashiSh would yield around $420 
million in taxes per year, or about 8 percent of the current alcohol 
tax revenue. The 1976 lower and upper estimates of retail sales 
would result in tax revenues of $480' million and $1.1 billion or 9 
to 22 percent of the current alco}'.ol revenues. The current retail 
price of marijuana could probably be doubled and still be com
petitive with alcohol dnd, since marijuana is easy to grow and 
process, the tax vrcentage could be substantially higher than 30 
percent of the .te. .. : price. Thu'), it is reasonable to predict that 
tax revenue could be nearly $1 billion at present, and possibly as 
much as $2 billion within five years, or some 40 percent of the 
alcohol revenue." 

Future Policies. We have examined soine of the implications 
of various marijuana control policies in the context of estimates of 
current and future use and distribution. In summary, the current 
prevalence of marijuana use is high and is likely to continue to in
crease, at least for two or three years. Among younger age groups, 
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the present poliCies do not effectively deter use, particularly in cer
tain areas of the country. The reaction of policy makers to the fail
ure of deterrents and to the cost of criminal sanctions has been to 
reduce penalties against the user, while continuing or increasing 
pressure against distribution. I .. is reasonably certain that this trend . 
will continue in the immediate future, possibly including dropping 
other than token sanctions against the user. Additional pressure 
against smuggling and sale of marijuana should further increase 
seizures and prices, although as yet there is no evidence that this 
approach is capable of severely restricting availability. A likely 
IQuntermeasure is the shifting to hashish or other concentrated 
preparations in order to reduce the risICS associated with smugglinJ? 
A major cost of a policy aimed at suppressing supply is the crimi
nalizing of large numbers of young persons involved in retail sales. 
A policy' of legalization would eliminate this problem, encourage 
a credible educational approach, produce a substantial tax revenue, 
and provide control of potency and other controls related to legal 
sale. On the other hand, legalizati~n would very likely produce 
greater prevalence of use, whereas strong efforts against the supply 
of marijuana, together with token sanctions against use, would indi
(:ate social disapproval and discourage i1",<;use, at least among some 
portions of the population. 

The major uncertainty concerns the future trends in mari
juana usage related to factors other than control policies. If the 
demand Jar marijuana continues at the present or higher level and 
drarts 'to suppress the supply are unsuccessful, then a policy of 
continued, prohibition would have most of the disadvantages of 
Ic~a)jzation and none of the advantages.' On the other hand, the 
current epidemic use of marijuana among the middle class is too 
ncw to allow confident predictions as to whether or not it will be a 
permanent phenomenon. Early legalization would provide official, 
and pcrhaps irreversible, sanction to a potentially harmful behavior 
thal might otherwise have been p:~imarily a tr~nsieilt phenomenon. 
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[From the National Observer, Nov. 30, 1974J 

A CHANGE IN POLICY ON POT? 

(By William J. Lanouette) 

More than two million Americans will smoke some marijuana today. Maybe 
2,000 of them will be arrested. 

For some very different reasons, those statistics are beginning to disturb a 
growing number of people and their elected representatives here. And if this 
concern spreads, as now appears likely, it could produce a fundamental shift in 
the nation's policy toward pot. 
~ Attitudes are quite dissimilar. Some people are annoyed because they think 
that all pot smokers. should be arrested. Some think no pot smokers should be 
arrested. Some think that pot smoking is wrong-for medical or moral reasons
but also that laws applied so selectively are unfair. And some think that regard
less of the arguments for or against pot smoking, the police should be ]}attling 
more serious crimes. 

SEPARATE CONCERNS 

These varied concerns were focused here recently by a series of loosely related 
events that together renewed debate a:bout the public and political response to 
pot. From this debate emerges one fundamental shift in attitudes: a tendency 
to separate concern about the possibhl medical harm of pot from the legal harm 
caused by enforcing the present laws. 

!Marijuana is still a long way from being "legalized," that is, sold commercially 
as a legitimate product. Yet the chances that the possession and use of small 
amounts will be "decriminalized"-publicly discouraged but not pUD.ished by jail 
terms-may be only months away. And oddly enough, the move to decriminalize 
pot could be boosted by a widespread concern for "law and order." 

The shift in public attitudes began at the top. Although former President Nixon 
wouldn't even read the 1971 commission report recommending decriminalization, 
President Ford and the First Family have taken a different approach. "I'm sure 
the children have tried it," Betty Ford said in September. "I think children try 
everything, don't they?" 

THE KEY QUESTION 

Columnists, including William F. Buckley, Jr., Ann Landers, and James 
J. Kilpatrick have supported decriminalizing pot. Attorney General William 
Saxbe said he would not lobby for a change in marijuana laws on Capitol Hill, 
but "neither will I block any efforts to make the changes." 

Last week the Ford Administration's ('hief drug--policy spokesman edg-ed close 
to advocating decriminalization without explicitly saying so. Dr. Robert L. 
DuPont, director of both the White House Special Action Office for Drug 
A]}use Prevention and of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, said: "The key 
question today is whether the benefits of deterrence are aVRilable at a lower 
cost than the current criminal sanction. I think that they are." 

THE COST OF JAIL 

With this shift in attitudes. New York Democratic Rep. Edward Koch is 
trying to'muster support for his pot-decriminalization bill. "While many thou
sands are being arrested for possessing marijuana, many millions are not." Koch 
said in an interview last week. "I think that both Constitutional liberals and 
Constitutional conservatives will want to rally around this issue-because of 
the unfairness of it. By an estim.ate I've seen it would cost $79 billion a year to 
put every pot smoker in jai~; And even assuming pot's as vile as its worst 
critics say, so do you correct that by putting everybody in jail ?" 

Sen. Harold Hughes, Iowa Democrat, is now posing two Questions to witnesses 
before his subcommittee on alcoholism and narcotics, which is examining current 
pot policies. "Is the health hazllrd ,so great as to endanger society or is it so 
minimal that government should refrain from interfering with the individual 
user? Do the criminal laws impose on the individual and on society a burden 
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which is so great and so unfair that they are far more damaging than the use 
of marijuana itself could be? . 

"Even if we find that marijuana does present serious health hazards," Hughe!!l 
says, "are we justified in using the criminal law to solve a health problem when 
we do not USe it in any similar way to solve the very well-known problems created 
by the use of such substances as alcohol and nicotine?" 

THE OREGON APPROACH 

Committee witnesses, including narcotics agents from New Jersey, urged 
a reassessment of national marijuana laws. Most favored an approach begun 
last October in Oregon, where possession of 10 ounces or less is a "v:inlation," 
lilte a traffic ticket, punishable by a maximum fine of $100. 

Also last week, Dr. DuPont presented to Congress his agency's fourth annual 
"Marijuana and Health" report. It was due in March but delayed, he said, "to 
include new findings from several important studies in order that the repo.rt 
would accurately reflect the present state of our full scientific knowledge." 
He conceded, however, that "there are more unanswered than answered ques
tions. But these recent findings give reason for concern ,in seve.ral areas." 

SEX AND DRIVING 

Among those he highlighted were: depressed levels of the male sex hor
mone testosterone in heavy users of marijuana, possible interference with 
the body's immunity responses, and adverse effects on driving skills while 
high on marijuana. Yet, he warned, "we do not know today that cannabi8 
[marijuana.] use definitely is more dangerous in all .respects than we pre
viously thought. Much of the research reported is very preliminary, involving 
testing in anilnals, not man. Some of it is contradictory." 

Indeed, the testosterone experiment, which DuPont gave the most attention, 
used out-patient subjects. and showed that levels of the male sex hormone 
were depressed, but it was contradicted by a clinical attempt to replicate it. 
However, these .results were confirmed by a third project, as yet unpublished. 
The leader of the first study, Dr. Robert Kolodny of the Reproductive Biology 
Research Foundation in St. LouiS, explained at a Senate hearing this May that 
his "study has a number of problems." 

Kolodny noted, for example, that the survey was small, involving 20 men. 
Researchers had no way to verify that marijuana users weren't using other 
drugs that might also lower sperm levels, such as LSD or alcohol. And they 
had no control on the purity or potency of the marijuana smOked. Kolodny also 
has stated publicly this year that he favors decriminalizing marijuana, despite 
the possible adverse effects suggested by his research. 

VALUE AS TREA.TMENT 

Other findings in the fourth ''Marijuana and Health" report suggested that 
the drug might have some useful therapeutic value. From more than 35 studies ,. 
it appeared to have analgesic, anticonvulsant, and sedative effects. It may also 
be uSeft!l in treating cancer and glaucoma. However,· as in the possible harmful 
effects, i'esearch was said to be either inconclusive, tentative, or contradictory. 

"Of the studies we've' funded, more have been reassuring about the. effects 
of marijuana than alarming, by far," says Dr. Robert Petersen, the report's 
author. "But you can say more about. negative findings at a press conference 
than positive ones. After all, what more can you say after you've sai«, 'There's 
no significant difference between marijuana use and nonuse'? Furthermore, if 
you Ioolt long and hard enough at any substance you're certain to pick up some 
negative consequences." 

Many of the marijuana studies that DuPont delayed his report to include 
were first publicized at a hearing on the "Marijuana-llashish Epidemic and its 
Impact on United States Security," held in May by Sen. James Eastland, an 
avowed foe of pot. He held the hearings, Eastland said, "vo present the 'other 
side' of the story,. to establish the essential fact that a large numbe~' of highly 
reputable scientists today .regard marijuana as an exceedingly dangerous drug." 
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The Mississippi senator favors "the kind of escalated penalties [for repeaters] 
provided by state law in New Mexico." Eastland is expected to be a powerful 
opponent of any Senate moves to decriminalize marijuana because of his in
fluence as chairman of the Judiciary Committee, the body with jurisdiction 
over drug-control laws. 

In the House, too, the subcommittee chairman who must consider any move 
to decriminalize marijuana is publicly against such a measure. Democratic 
Rep. Paul Rogers of Florida, a member of the Presidential commission, dis
sented from the commission's majority recommendation to decriminalize pot. 
Today he says that "for simple possession of a small amount of marijuana I 
think there should be a civil fine, but not jail as a penalty." He anticipates 
that "if the Administration makes a request to decriminalize marijuana, I 
would think the Congress would be willing to go into the matter. But I question 
strongly whether there's much support for complete decriminalization." 

But despite the views of key chairmen, such as Eastland and Rogers, many 
observers here see important changes in the pot laws coming during the next 
Congress. An influx of younger, more liberal members, and rising support for 
decriminalization in man'y parts of the country, may maIm the recent experience 
in Oregon a model for pot policy in both Federal and State legislatures. 

[From the U.S. News & World Report, Apr. 28, 1975] 

THE PRIVATE USE OF "POT"-A GROWING PUBLIC ISSUE 

Laws against marihuana are lindergoing sweeping and controversial changes 
in this country. 

At one time, beeause of widely held fears about marihuana's effects, every 
State made its use a setious crime, a felony. Thl:'n, in the 1960s, a movement 
sprang up to reduce the smoking of marihuana to a less serious classifi('ati'On 
of erime, a misdemeanor. By 1974, despite considerable 'OPposition, every State 
had done this. ' 

Now this trend toward softening the legal sll'llctions against marihuana has 
entered a n'ew phase: "decriminalization." Legislatures of nearly half the States 
are considering bins that would make the private smoldn~ of small amounts 
of marihuana no longer a ('rime, Oregon has already done this- 'n 1973. 

The CalifoJ."Ilia Senate passed such a hill on March 20, and the State Assemhly 
is 'C)..-pected tp add its approval soon. Prospects are considered good for passa:;re 
of similar measures this year in Alaska, Hawaii, Minnesota, Maine and the 
District 'Of Columbia.' 

Nmv Congress. too. is bein:;r Ilsked to join this spreading movement. A hill 
introduced 'On April 17 would make it no federal crime to possess up to a single 
ounce of marihuana. 

A CIVIL OFFENSE 

In effe('t. the "decriminlllization" would reduce the private smoking 'Of mari
huana in small 'amount::; from a crime to a ('ivil "infraction," something like a 
traffic offE'llse. An 'Offender, if caught, could be fined, but would not incur a 
"criminal" recori!. 

Some variations of this ('oncept would go even further. making private use or 
nonprofit transfers of small amounts of marihuana ('ompletely IE'gal. The only 
penaltiel'l would he for "traffieking" in marihuana, that is selling it for profit, 
or fOT smoking it in puhlic. 

"Decriminalizati'on" does not mean "legalization." which would permit over
th'e-counter sales of marihuana. mu('h ,like alcohol ond tohaeco. 

It would. howE'ver. he a significant ehange in the WilY this ('ouptry has dealt 
with marihuana for almoRt half a century. And it is en('ounterin:;r opposition. 

Atr:;ruments against softening marihuana laws center mainly on the health 
hazard::; thedru/.\' is Raid t.o prE'sent, 

At hearin~s held hy the Renate Internal Security Sub('ommittee in June. 1974. 
man~' 'OpponE'ntR of mllrihuana teRtifiE'd that itR USE' iR clearly «angE'rous. Some 
suggested that the "epidemic" increa'Re in use may have been promoted by sub
versive groups hent 'On t'ndangE'ring the nation's security. 

Nrguments nre mnde that many young people who 'Rtart ro:moking marihuana 
graduate to harder, more harmful drugs, such as cocaine and heroin. 
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Even among opponents of marihuana, however, there are many,,'Who do not 
favor sending U8{!l'S to jail. 

WIDESPREAD USE 

The movement toward "decriminalization" grew out of the explosive growth 
of marihuana smoldng that oC'curred in the mid-1960s. For larg~l numlJers of 
American youths, marihuana became a symlJol, flaunted in their fight against 
·'estalilishment values" and the Vietnam ,Va:l'. '"J>ot" llarties bet'!ame a vogue 
among students, in high school as well, as coH.ege. "Reefers" were passed from 
llUnrl to himd almost anyplace young persons gathered, At "rock" concerts, the 
air was redolent with the pungent odor of "grass." 

B~' 1972. an efltimate([ 26 million persons! had tried marihuana. Thirteen 
million were regular users, most of them young person:;;. 

Illtrea~ed use, naturally, brought illcreasedarrests. Some police, prosecntors 
anti jUdg(,R Roon found their time preoccupied with "pot busts" at the expense 
of fighting serious crime. 

In 1965. an estimat('d 18,815 pel'Sons were arrested for State and local viola
tions of marihuana laws. By 19i3, arrests had jumped to 420,700. The vast 
majority (If SU(·h arre8tH-93 per tent-were for simple possession of marihuana, 
usually of small amounts. 

The most notable impact of the arrests was that for the first time hundreds of 
thousands of white, affiuent or middle-class parents saw their children being 
treated as criminals. 

Many young offenders WE're tossed into prison for long terms, forced to mingle 
with hardened criminals, o:fJten subjected to sexual abuse by inmates. 

Even those who escaped prison were saddled with arrest or conviction records 
that would stay with them for life, adversely affecting their job prospects and 
credit rating. 

Many law· enforcement authorities soon reacted to parental complaints by 
eaSing up their drive against the weed. Some pOlice began "lOOking the other 
way," although the increasingly open use of "grass" kept arrests rising. Some 
prosecutors-officially or unofficially-adopted policiE's of nonenforcement. 

Many judgE'S began suspending sentences or imposing fin~s or drug-education 
programs instead of jail terms. But the stigma of arrest remained even for those 
spared jail. . 

While this move toward softening penalties was occurring, new looks were also 
being takenllt the health aspects of marihuana use. 

DEBATE ON RARM 

For many years, a common view had beE'n that marihuana was a seriously 
:trmful drug that led to addition, incited crime and sE'xual immorality, and could 

L ;)ssibly even lead to insanity. Users were widely regarded as menaces to society. 
A presidentially appointed Marihuana CommiSSion, though, reported in l!f72 

that: "From what is 110W known about the effects of marihuana, its use .at the 
present level does not constitute a major threat to public health. [And] neither 
the marihuana user nor the drug itself can be said to constitute a danger to 
public safety." 

The Commission recommendecl the decriminali:zation of priv1\te 11se and non
profit transfers of marihuana in 8111a11 amounts. The prestige of this report, 
more than anything else, is credited wIth sparking the current decriminaliza'tion 
drive. ' . 

The report also prompted lUore res('arch. Some expE'riments suggested that 
high levell'l of marihuana Ul'le might have detrimental effects on immunity to 
.disease, on brain and body ceUs and on sexual potency. 

Other researchers nttacl,ed snch suggE'stions. Some claimed that marihuana 
actually haR therapeutic applicatiollS tll,ftt would help in trentlllE'nt of glaucoma 
and a&tllma and in organ transplants. In 1974, tl1ough, the U.S. Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare cOncluded "there is as yet no direct clinical evi
dence confirming" such claims. 

Althongh douht still clouds the effects of heavy marihuana use, few research erR 
have found occasional or moderate USE' to be dangerous. Since many violators of 
marihuana laws 'yere occasional or moderate userR, thE'y developE'rl a growing 
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resentment toward Government interference in a matter they regalded as no 
danger to society. 

OHANGING THE LA we 

Out of this resentment grew a campaign to change the marihuana laws. In th.e 
forefront of this fight was the National Organization for the Reform of Marl
huana Laws (NORML), whose $150,000 annual budget is funded largely by the 
Playboy Foundation. 

Keith Stroup, director of NORML, summarizes the argument for decriminali
zation of marihuana this way: Admittedly, marihuana use may result in some 
harm. But criminal laws have failed to deter its use, while attempts to enforce 
those laws have strained the limited resources of the criminal-justice system . 
.And criminal prohibition engenders disrespect for the law when use of marihuana 
is treated as a crime while use of other potentially harInful drugs, such as alcohol 
and tobacco, is not. 

Richard J. Bonnie, a University of Virginia law professor who was associate 
director of the Marihuana Commission, adds: "No criminal law can be fairly or 
effectively enforced unless it commands a popular consensus. Yet, th.e consensus 
that supported the marihuana laws from 1915 to 1965 evaporated as soon as the 
prohibition encountered the rigors of public dialogue." 

One thing that is helping the move toward decriminalization is Oregon's year
and-a-half-old experiment with its new law. In October, 1973, the state made 
private possession of less than one ounce of marihuana a civil infraction punish
able by a maximum fine of $100. Public use of marillUana remains a crime. So 
does trafficking in it. 

Pat Horton, district attorney for Lane County (Eugene), Oreg., says the new 
law has resulted in many benefits: Police can now concentrate on violent crime, 
young persons have a better .relationship with police, and it has reduced by one 
third the total number of court cases awaiting trial. 

A 1974 survey by the Drug Abuse Council showed marihuana use did not go up 
after passage of the law as some had feared. And there was no influx of ."pot
heads" into Oregon. 

The move toward decriminalization has also been aided by the endorsements of 
numerous civic and professional groups including the American Bar Association, 
the American Medical Association and the National Council of Churches. 

NORMVs director Stroup says the fact that 1974 was an election year slowe{] 
the drive toward decriminalization because many candidates were fearful 0:1: 
voter reaction on such a controversial issue. But 1975 is an off year for elections, 
and Mr. Stroup says that Ilnd the growing youth vote make prospects g>o<>d that 
many of the 23 States considering decriminalization will approve it soon. 

The outlook for early passage of such legislation by Congrer.3 is described as 
highly uncertain. . 

PROBLEMS AHEAD 

PUblic opinion appears almost evenly divided on the issue. A nationvv'ide poll 
by the Drug Abuse Council in October, 1974, showed that 40 per cent of those 
questioned favored stronger penalties while 39 percent favored decriminalization. 
The rest were undecided or against change at this time. 

Eventually, however, Mr. Stroup predicts, decriminalization will become wide
spread, perhaps within two years if Congress approves it soon. 

"When Oregon said private use wasn't a crime, it in effect said marihuana 
wasn't immoral," Mr. Stroup says. "Ever since then, we've considered the war to 
~~H . 

For large numbers of Americans, however, the marilluana war is far from 
over. Many battles lie ahead before "pot smoldng becomes a generally accepted 
recreation for Americans. 

[From the Congressional Record, Oct. 11, 1974] 

A NEW PROBLEM: LEGAL MARIHUANA 

'l'he SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a previolls order of the House, the gentleman 
from Maryland (Mr. Hogan) is recognized for 10 minutes .. 
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l\1r. HOGAN. Mr. Speaker, it may come as a surprise to most Members of tbis 
body that tbere is such a thing as legal maribuana. But this is a fact, and it is 
causing serious problems for law enforcement agencies. 

The r.urrent laws prohibit possession, sale, or use of only one species of mari
_huana-cannabis sativa-and they do so in a most sr,ecific way. 

TaILing advantage of this legal technicality, the drug trade is switching to 
growing and selling cannabis indica, a species of marihuana that was identified 
and described in published works in Europe nearly 200 years ago. 

Although drug peddlers are now referring to Cannabis indica as "legal grass," 
it is at least four times as strong, and costs approximately tbree times as much 
"on the street" as the single species that was outlawed when the U.S. laws on 
marihuana were written in the 1930's. Since there had been only one species of 
marihuana "naturalized" in the United States, the code makers adopted the so
called mono typic concept of this drug when the langmvge of the statutes wail 
drafted. . 

One of my constituents, Prof . .Tames L. Reveal of the University of Maryland, 
has already been called as a witness in several court cases as a result of this 
anomaly in the drug laws. . 

He recommends a speedy change in the United States Code to include all species 
of cannabis in the prohibitions on the posseSSion, sale,or use of this harmful 
drug. . -

The following letter to me from Professor Reveal will give Members much 
of the background related to this problem: 

Hon. LAWRENCE J. HOGAN, 
Representative from Maryland, H OU8e of ~epre8entatwe8, 
Washington, D.G. • 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN HOGAN.: One of man's oldest domesticated plants is Gan
t1abis, variously called hemp, marijuana or cannabis. Cannabis has long been re
garded as a multi-purpose economic plant, being a SOurce of fiber, a medicine, 
an oil and an edible fruit:n is also known for its hallucinogenic properties, and 
it is in this latter regard that Gannabi8 has become best known to the general 
public under a variety of local, common names-marijuana or marihuana, grass, 
pot, etc. 

In the scientific community. cannabis is generally referred to by its generic 
name, Gannaois. For our purposes, Gannabi8 had its formal baptism in 1753 
when the Swedish naturalist Carl Linnaeus published -the scientific name Oan
nabi8 8ativa in his Species Platarum. We lcnow tnat Linnaeus actually saw living 
plants of Oa·wlJ.abi8 8ativa, and probably collect€:d the specimens Ithat still exist in 
his collection in England himself. This spec}es, the hemp plant, was grown 
thrOUghout much of Europe for its fiber, havitlg-~j)me to Euro,pe at least 1,500 
years before Christ from As~a. By 1753, hemp had been establisned even in the 
Americas, for th'e Pilgrims of New England bad brought this crop .to North 
America in 1632. 

In 1783, the French biologist . .Tean Baptiste Lamarck published an account 
of a second speCies of Gannabi8 which he called G. indica in the first volume of 
his Encyclopedia. Lamarck contrasted G. indica from G. 8ativa, noting the sev
eral morphological differences between the two species as well as the use of the 
former as an intoxicant. Apparently, the ballucinogenic aspects of O(li/1,na71i8 
were either largely unknown to Europeans, or the plants of G. 8ativa which were 
being grow only fOl:'-]iber, oil and seeds-were not particularly rich in the chemi
cal compounds responsible for the hallUcinogenic effects. Lamarck called atten
tion to these differences, and wrote that the stems of G. -iniLica were unsuitable 
for fiber as it bad "a thin cortex. rendering it incapable of providing . fiber" (as 
translated from the original French), but he did note that G. indica ,vas used 
by man for its intOxicating properties instead. 
- Since 1783, other species of Gannabi8 have been added to the genuS. In 1812, 
Stokes proposad G; macro8perma, hut this bas prpved to be identical to G. 8ativa. 
The name O. generali8 was proposed by Krause in a 1905 German flora, but this 
too is a synony·m of Linnaeus' name. A possibly good species was described from 
Indochina in 1917 by Crevost, which 'he named G. gigantea. Due to a paucity of 
materdal and critical observations, I and others have noti'peen able to determine 
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if this is a valid species or merely a synonym of O. sativa. From the U.S.S.R., 
O. ruderalis was described by Janischewsky in 1924, and this entity is regarded 
as Ii good species. 

As there has only been (until recently) one species naturalized in the United 
States, Oannabis sativa, the opinion has been expressed that the genus Oannabis 
is mono typic, i.e., tbe genus consists of but a sillgle species. In the 1930's, wben 
the laws regarding marijuana prohibition were enacted, the monotypic concept 
was largely accepted in the Lnited States, although the committee hearings 
used several different sllecies names and several publicaNons-unfortunately 
mostly in Russian-held that the genus was polytypic, i.e., that the genus con
sists of more than one species. In the late 1960's when the current Federal laws 
were established, the polytypic concept was well known for in 1964. "Flora Euro
paea," a book on the plants of Europe which had to deal with the monotypic 
versus poly typic question, recognized the two species that occur in Europe; 
O. sativa and O. ruderaUs. 

The significance of this mono typic versus polytypic concept of the genus has 
moved from the realms of academic debate and study to the courtroom. Our 
current laws prohibit the use of only one species. Oannabis sativa, and do so in 
a most specific manner. As a result of recent publicity from court trials, lawyers 
have used the argument that the government must prC've that the marijuana in 
question ~s O. 8ativa as called for in the statute. Concomitant with the develop
ments in court is the fact that the growers of marijuana have stopped growing 
O. sativa for the drug trade, and have stated to grow O. inlZica almost exclusively. 

The man on the streetis now aware of the differences. It is possible that some 
growers wrap their marijuana in specially coded packages distinguishing be
tween crops of Oannabis sativa and O. indica. The street price for O. indica is 
nearly three times highllr than that for O. sativa currently in the Washing
ton, D.C., area because one species is legal and the other is not. 

It should be noted that all species of Oannabis produce tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC), the chemical compound tha:t causes the euphoric effect of mflrijuana. 
However, weU-documented studies have shown thut tne amount of THC is much 
greater in O. indica than that found in most populations of O. sativa • .As 'a result, 
the introduction of O. indica onto the streets of the United States could be 
significant. 

As our current laws are very restrictive in defining the term "marijuana" r 
feel it is necessary to !lIter the definition to include !lll 1'pecies of the genus 
Oannabis. r feel that this is urgently needed lpgislation 'as street jargon has 
apparently chrifltened O. indica with the name "legal grass." Long-term debate 
can only delay those persons charged with the duty of proteoting the citizens 
from the illegal use of a controlled sub9bance. 

Finally, let me say that the debate amongst my colleagues as to whether or not 
Oannabi8 is monotypic or poly typic is a discussion we all relish. More work has 
been done on this genus in the past few years than anyone could have foreseen, 
due to the problem of species definition. However, this debate should be amongst 
the taxonomists of the world via their usual clJannels of publication and nat in 
the courtrooms of America. Quirk action on your part will solve the legal prob
lems of Oal1na7>i.~, for r can guarantee that the discussion of one or more 
specipsof this genus will continue for years to come. 

Thus, let the laws of the United States fall into line with those of most nations 
of the world which prohibit the use of Oannabi,o-any element of the genus
and not merely one species. I hereby submit to you the suggPfltion that the 
definition of marijuana in the Controlled Substnnce Act be reworded !1S follows: 

Title 21. Section 802 (15) "The term "marihuana" means ,all parts of any 
plant of the gpnus Oannabis, whether growing or not, ... " 

This rewording would make it impossible for anyone to clnim thnt a particular 
kind of mllrijnana is implied, and more importantly, all the chemist will have to 
do is prove that the material in question is OwnnalJis (find therefore mari
jUAna) whirh thpy can nnw do with existing tests. Currpntly, there is no chemi
cal test that will distinguish the various species of the genus. 

Sincerely yours, 
.TAlIfES L. REVF.AL. 

Associate Professor of Botany. 

, 
'-
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[From the Washington Evening Star, Apr. 13, 1972J 
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Dear Mr. President: 

THE VICE PRESIDENT 

WASHINGl'ON 

September 29, 1975 

I am pleased 1.0 submit for your consideration the White Paper 
on Drug Abuse ~repared at your request by the Domestic Council 
Drug Abuse Task Force. The White Paper documents the principal 
ffndings of the Task Force, assesses the current extent of drug 
abuse in America and presents a number of recommendations for 
iUlproving the Federal government's overall program to reduce 
drug abuse. 

Drug abuse is one of the most serious and most tragic problems 
this country faces. Its cost to the nation is staggering: count
ing narcotics-related crime, health care, drug program costs and 
adtlicts' lost productivity, estimates range upwards of $17 billion 
a year. ' In addition to these measurable costs, the nation bears 
an incalculable burden in terms of ruined lives, broken homes and 
<1i vided communi ties. • 

The Task Force believes that the optimism about "winning the \~ar 
on drugs" expressed so eloquently and confidently only a fe\1 years 
ago was premature. It urgently recommends that the federal govern
ment reaffirm its commitment to combatting drug abuse and that 
public officials and citizens alike accept the fact that ,a national 
commitment to this effort will be ;required if we are to \lltimately 
succeed. 

The Task .Force submits this ,1hite Paper in the knowledge that it 
does not provide all of the answers to solving the drug abuse 
problem. The issues are complex and changing and the Federal 
effort represents only part of the nation's total response. 
However, I believe ·that the recommemla.t ions contained in the 
\"Ihi te Paper provide a solic1 base upon I'/hich are-invigorated 
national effort can be built. 

'l'he Nembers of the Task Force, the contributors to the White Paper 
and I appreciate the opportunity to have participated in this 
vital undertaking. 

~'he President 
'I'he 1111i te Bouse 
Washington, D. C. 

Respectful:!-y submitted, 
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RICHARD D . PARSONS, Ohairman, Associate Director and Oounsel, 
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Special Assistant for Ooordination of Foreign Narcotics Information, 
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THEODORE OOOPER (Dr.), Assistant Secretary for Health, Department 
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ROBERT L. DUPONT (Dr.), Director, National Institute on Drug 
Abuse, Deprrrtment of He1Llth, Education and 'Nelfnre. 

" 
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Division, DeplLrtment of Justice. 
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Administration. 
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power Depl1rtment of Labor. 
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Ex-Officio 
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Additional studies indicate that as many as 16 percent of male high 
school gro.<iul1t.es followed in a national sample had used cocaine at 
some time during the five years following graduation. There are other 
,mbpopulntiom; in which use of cocaine i" alf'o high. 

The dat.a indicate that. cocaine is used for the most. part on an oc
casional basis (severnl t.imes a month or less) ; usually in t.he company 
of others; and is likely to be taken in combination with alcohol, 
marihuana, or some Qt.her drug. Cocaine is not physicaJIy addictive. 

About, one percent of patients admitted to Federally funded treat
ment facilitirs reported cocaine as their primary drug of abuse; an 
additional 12 to 13 pereent reported that they used cocaine in asso
ciation with other drugs, mainly heroin. Thus, the data ohtained from 
treatmt~nt programs and surveys generally reflect the fact that cocaine, 
as currently used, usually does not result in serious social consequences 
such as crime, hospital emergency room admissions, or death. a The 
implications of this conclusion are discussed Jater in this chapter. 

In summary, fL1though the I'll te of incrense of first l1se of cocaine 
is lLlnrming, significan tly le~s is known !l bOll t 'Cocaine usc in the United 
States than tLbout the other drugs described in this assessment .. 

MARIHUANA 10 

MarihlluIllt is the most widely used illicit drug, with an estimated 
20 percer.t of Americans above the age of 11-25 ,to 30 million p,eople-

g'rhe phrnse "n)l currently used" is important. The effect~ of cocnine if used 
illtensivdy-pnrticulnrly if injected-are not well known, but rccent laboratory 
studies with primates, as well ns reports of t.he eff('cts of chronic cocaine injection 
during the early 1900's suggest t.hat violent and erratic behlwior may result. 
For thil:; r('n~on, the nppnrently low current social cost mu~L be viewed with 
cltUtion; the social cost could be considerably higher if chronic usc began. to 
develop. 

10 A great deal of controver'3Y exists about mnrihunnl1 policy. On the one hand, 
recent research indicntes that marihu[t1Hl. is far hom harl1lle~fl, and that chronic 
use can produce adverse psychological and physiologicnl effects. Therefore; its 
use should he strongly discollraged as a matter of national policy. 

Howev('r, in light of the wide:>pread r!.'creatiolllli use-and the relatively low 
socinl co~t, lls~(lcinted with thi..,· typo of use--the }i'edernl Govprnment has been 
deemphusizing l'imple possession and use of marihuanlt in it$ law enforcement 
efforts foJ' several yearR. For example, very few persons are arrt'Hted by Federal 
ngl;'llts for !'limpl!.' possession and use; t.hof:e who nrc chnrgt'd with this offense 

. normally nrc also being charged with some other, more seriou:< offense as well. 
However, vigorous law cnfoI'c('ment aimed at mnjor lra.ffick{)TS hus been find 
should ccntintl\1 to be und('rtnkcn llt the Fcdcrnllcwcl. 

The task force endorses thi:s moderate view nlld exppct,", the lower priority 
that nus bf:cn I.'stablished for marihuana will also be refie("ted in our demand 
reduction efforts by the l:Jiminaticn of many non-compulsive marihuana Users 
now in our treatment system, . 

i" 
'" .. _.'c.. __________ _ 
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having used it at lea,st once. In short, marihUllna hafl joined alcohol 
and tobacco us one of the most widely' used dl'ug3 in the United States. 

Historical Trends 

National attention first focused on mllrihuana following l'rports of 
widesprellcl llse during the mid-1930\i. Disctls::;ion ('ulminated in 
legislation which imposed Federal criminal sanctions against, both the 
distribution and use 0f marihuana. Although proscribed by Federal 
law, the usc of marihuana continued during the ensuing years, but 
ut relatively low levels. ~fllrihuana use WIlS most common among 
urban minority groups and ::VIexican-Americlln workers in the South
west during this period. . 

A significant increase in the us::. of marihuILna began to occur during 
the mid-1960's when its use became associated with Ilrtis{,ic und anti
establishment life-styles; use then rapidly sprellcl llcross geographic, 
demographic, and social boundaries. 

The pourccs of supply have tl'llclitionally been 1\lexico, the Caribbean 
and South America. They l'cIl}ain so tocll1,Y.u . 

Current Situation 

Rates of Inl1rihuuna. use have been rising flteadily OV('l' recent years 
as shown in chu.rt 10. 

Chart 10 

TRENDS IN THE USE OF MARIHUANA 

EVER IISE.O 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

National Sa~ple of Adults 15'; 16% 19':0 
National Sar.lple of Youths 14"~ 14~ 23~ 

Re~dJ~;gll 6~~1J:f~! Hia
h 

3'2~~ 40% 43% 50\J~ Slc~ 55"0 

N'g~h~~l ~~~J'~~f~~ High 20:; 35"; 62a:o 

CURRENTLY USED 
J 970 1972 1973 1974 1968 1969 1971 

Notional !lomple of Adults 5% S"': 7'1', 
Notlcr'lal Sample of Yoyths 6<; 7"; 12% 

Re$~h~~l ~~~!~~t~~ Hiyh 18~ 25:; 25", 33a~ 35% 36~ 380/a 

N~~h~~1 ~~:~~~t~~9h 6"; 9"'; 21% 

11 In addition, there is au unknown but presumed small nrrt~)Untbf dome'ltie 
growt,h. \':,' 

,-;., ' 

.';. 
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Current estimates suggest that up to 20 percent of the general 
population over the age. of 11 hus used marihuana at least once, and 
that use is encountered in nearly all popula.tion groups. Over 40 per,
cent of those who luwe ever used marihuana are current useriO, and at 
least half of the current users use it at lNtst once (t week. 

Rates of use mo,y be considerably higher or considerably lower, 
depending on the segment of the populn,tion under study. The highest 
rates of use have been re-ported among so-called "hippies" and high 
school dropouts. There o,ppears to' be a slight preponderance of males 
among marihtullllt users, n.1though this distribution vl1ries considerably 
from study to Htudy. Other findings which occur consistently include 
the following: , 

• Urban residents use at higher l'I1t.es than rurn.l residents; 
• Use is greater among those with higher levels of education and 

income; 
• Use is more frequent in the northeastern and western United 

States than in other regions. 
A recent development which is cause .for great concern is the in

creasing availability of t.he much more potent marihunI,j1 derivations
hashish, [tnu other preparations of high THQ !tetrnhydrocannabinol) 
content. Unlike common forms of marihuana, these potent drugs are 
known to have serious physica1 amI socin'! effects on the user. 

DAWN provides some interesting data on various drug crises 
attributed to marihuana. During the nine months between July 1973 
o,nd March 1974, marihuo,na comprised only one percent of all emer
gency room drug mentions, but 51 percent of all crisis center drug 
mentions. This distribution of mentions by facility type reflects the 
kind of aeute psychological problems likely to oceur il). association 
with the use of marihuana, with panic reactions or IIbadtrips" 
predominating over the more life-threatening reactions which would 
lead to appearance in an emergency room. 

From a treatment point of view, data show that approximately 
17 percent of patient.s admitted to Federally funded drug treatment 
programs from January to April 1975, reported marihuana as their 
primary drug of abuse.12 There IS considerable controversy regarding 
the interpretation of these da.ta for a number of reasons. The frequency 
of use reported by t11(\8e "primary ~larihuana abusers" is less than 
once a week for nearly 45 pex-cent of the patients; It seems clear that 
these people do not have a serious drug problem and should not be in 
treat.ment. Most likely, they were referred to t.reatment by the criminal 
justice system, by schools, or by parents who wer~ concerned about 

12 ThiR includes NIDA, VA, and DOl). When NIDA il) viewed alone, the 
marihuana figure il) 21 percent'. 
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the marill1tunlL use. But when treatment, faciHtieH are fun, this is a 
poor utilir.nt,lon of resources and these Occl1SiOnlll marihuana users 
should not be oC'CUpyillg treatment, slot!'. (Chapter 4 will develop 
this concept further.) 

OTHER DRUGS 

In addition to these four major categories of drugs, Americans 
abuse a variety of other substances. 
Hallucinogens 13 

Except. for the use of peyote in t,he religions ceremonies of some 
American Indian tribes, thc usc of hallucinogens is n, reeent develop
ment in the United Stutes. 

Limited, nonmedicul use of LSD b"gal1 in Oalifornia in the 1950's, 
but was greatly accfllernted in the eudy 1960's !lS publicity associated 
with its use grew, In the early 1960's this drug was diverted from 
legitimate research sources, but by 1964 illegal manufacture of LSD 
was~ c_stablished. Today, virtually all LSD in the United States is 
produced illicitly and, becam::e only very small amounts are needed 
to produce an effect, itjs ensily conceI\1c(1. 

Hallucinogen use is very different from most other drugs. Addiction, 
or even extended regular usc is very unusuaL These drugs twe rarely 

. used more than twice t1 week. Since n, major reason people use these 
drugs is to expcrience unusual mental efIects, most Ilsers stop t,aking 
these drug~ cntirely aHer the "trips" lose their novelty. 

Surveys of hu.llucinogen usc show that. most who 11se do so leSR than 
once a mqnth, and thlLt weekly use is Vel'y rare. None of the surveys 
support conciusively the widespread belief that these dl'Ugs 111'0 not as 
popular 118 they once were, but there has been a definite decline in the 
number of httllucinogen-relnted medical problems, 

Hallucinogens can CtLURC 11 number of Ride effee{,s, ind-uding panic 
reactions und long psychotic. or depres::.ive {',pisodes .. )'lost reaetions 
are unpredictable Imd the negative side effects can occur IcHer several 
"safe trips." The po;-isibility of medical side effects [,\\\<:h as chromo
somal or genetic change has neither been. thoroughly,do(,l.lmented nor 
entirely eliminn,ted. 
Solvents and Inhalants 

-The8(, !l.rtJ ehemicalls tha,t lI,re used foJ' I~ vtcriety of 11l('ciict11, industl'inl, 
n.nd househo1d purpos('s, und mm nl!:lo he inhn1ed to produc!}intoxica
tion. The ingredients of t.hese produets twe often unknown to the 
purchliser, !Lhuser or doctor treating an adverse reaction. 

. _·f 

13 LSD, (LysergiC Acid Diethylnmide Tartrate), mescaline, psilocybin, pcyotc, 
etc. 

., 
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Very lit.tle is known about the pharmn,cology of solvents. Partial 
tolerance may develop, and the effects of these :mbstn,nces are intensi
fied when used with other depressants, espeeially alcohol. 

DDt!\' on solvent use iLre sparse. The few available f:Ul'veys indicate 
t,hat about 7 percent of junior and senior high school students ma.y 
have inlu\'led solvents once or twice arid thn,t about one percent of 
these experimenters continue to inhale periodically. 

f' 

Volatile Hubsta.nce t1buse occurs a.lmost exclusively among the 
young, perhaps because solvents !1Te often the most readily 'available 
intoxic!l1lts to ehildren. Accordingly, mn,turing out of the inhalant 
hnbit, is tlH' geneml rule. Even heavy users will pen;ist. fOe' only a 
fl'W yeltrfi, :Llld t.hen !tbunclon solvent sniffing by their teens. eMany 
of these intlividuub, however, then begin the excessiv£' use of alcohol, 
hl1rhiturnt.£'s or other snbstnnc('s.) 

The f:H:t that solvent, inhala.tion lasts for such n short time for 
JllOSt. uscrs kllcltl to the conclusion thltt it is primarily It reflection of 
the immlLt,urity of thotle young people who become involved with it. 
XOllctheless, ilbuse must be monitored iLucl aetion tnken lUi approprit1te. 
Ollt' simple a.ctiou might be to use unplca.sa.nt additives in the manu
fllct.uring process. FurUier, the task force believes thn,t, til£' interventioll 
(·{Torts using peel' groups di~cussecl in cluLpt.cr 4 will hl'lp somc young 
pl'ople rctlio;i the pressure to experiment with the~e sub:.;t:tllCes if Imd 
when the inhaling of solvents becol1les temporarily popular among 
[hpir friends. 

B - DRUG PRIORITIES 

One of the ma.jor themes of the Federal strategy ditllllSSed in cha.pter 
was the importance of differentiating in terms of t,he particulur 

drug of nbuse, and the frequeney and ql:lantit,y of lise. Implicit in tha.t 
decision to differentiate is the assumption that publiC' poliey should be 
lllost ('on('erncd with tho8e drugs which haye the highetll eosts to both 
"(]('iety and (.he user, and with .those individuals who have chronic, 
highly intenBivc patterlls of (hug usc. 

In ordet· to determine the so('ial cost of a purticulnr drug, we should 
['ollsider t he following fudors: 

• The likelihood that a llser ,nil! become a cO'lnpIIlsil!e -user, either 
physically 01' psychologically dependent on the drug: closely 
Iinkecl to this concept is the a.Dility of the drug to produce 
tolemnee, requiring ~ucceRsively higher intnke to achieve the 
!:H1n1c result. 

• 8evel'1:iy oj advel'se consequences oj lise, both to the individ-ual a,nd 
to society: in terms of criminal behavior, health consequences, 
economie dependence and the like. (This is discllssed in greater 
detail below.) 
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• Size oj the core problem: the number of compulflivc users who 
are currently suffering (or causing others to !:lldf('r) ad verse 
consequences. 

ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES TO 1'HE INDIVIDUAL 

The adycl'~c ('onsequenccs of drug use arc of two types: consequences 
which are the direct result of drug use, and indirect. com;equencm; 
which are associated wit,h drug use. D1:l'ect consequences inclu~le: 

• Illnes8 or death: lllnf'HH or dea th can occur from oyerdoM, a 
seycl'C toxic or anergic reaction to a drug, or from rapid with
drawal In New York Oity, drug-related deaths [J.re tL major 
cause of death for males aged 15 to 25. Death due i() drug abuse 
is often the result of ignorance-ignorance of posl'ible contam
inants in drugs, ignorance of the danger of using combinations 
of drngs, ignorance of the strength of the drug purchased and 
of tedmiques to determine nonlethal doses. If drug use affects 
reproductive organs, or when certain drugs arc taken during 
pregnn.ncy, a second generation may suffer casllnHies. 

• Acute behal,iora~ effects: The paranoia produced by intraV'enow; 
injection of amphetamines can cause violent. behavior and 
consequent criminal aets such Ih; rape' and homicide. Acute 
paranoia and extreme anxiety from the effect.:; of hallucinogenics, 
and depression (in the withdrawlll ~t.ate) from st.imulants such 
as nmphetlllnines, nre other examples of behavior effeets. 

• Ohronic behavioral impairment: Adn~rse behaviol'ul effects mny 
also be chrome as with the inertia, apathy Ilnd depression 
associated ,vith long-t.erm heroin usc. Also, impairment ean 
be measured in things such tiS loss of pro(hwlivity, health 
costs, welfnre assistance, and criminal costs. 

• Intellectual Impairment: Some evi,dencc of int<,llcc·tunl impair-
ment hus been reported by clinicians on the Wt'st Ooast.. Sp<'- '/ 
cifieul!y,lnental sUlius evalun tions of ehronic. H:lerS of ho.llll-
cinogcns who stopped after two or more yeHI's revealed a 
clinical impression Hot unlike tlwL of mild chronic bl;llin disease. 

Indirect cons('quences in,judo: 
• injul'Y· 01' death associated with impail'ed :jlldgment: PotenL, 

mind-altering drugs such as LSlj can nff<'('t j\ldpnont, which 
mny for example, result in acc:idrntul death by sueeumbing to 
biznrl'e 'hallucinlltions, such us belioying one ('1m fly. Even a 
"mild" drug such Ill:) marihuana muy distort pTeception and 
thus increase the risk of death in automobile atlOidents of 
either a driver or pedestrian. 

• Injury or death associated with conditions of 'use: Poor nutrition 
and neglected hygiene stemming from the total focus of energy ~"'. 
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on obt.nining drllg~ cnn cnuse damage to vital organs. rrrtln~
mission of yirnl hepatitis from shared needles is another mediclLl 
problem of drug abusers. Young people in the drug culture nr~ / 
particularly susceptible to pneumonia. Infections associat(l~ 
with injections using unsterile needles may be fl1tal. ' 

• Decelopmental clijJiclllties: The potential for personnlity im
pHirment due to drug use is an important eonseq.nencc, but 
one difficultr to assess. There are crisis periods in the course of 
every individual's development, but adolescence is (1 par
ticularly vulnerable period becn,use the individual seems inun
dated with crises. These crises provide an opportunity for 
growth, formation of new ideas, nnd the emergence of a health
ier and more mature personality. The use of drugs lis a 
meam to deal with these crises moy diminish, (lelay, or prevent 
this maturation process. ' 

• Barriers to social acceptance: The public image of the drug user 
is extremely negative; thus, the user is often stigmatized, 
making it extremely difficult for it current or former drug user 
to find acceptance in society. Moreover, arrest and conviction 
for violation of drug laws results in the creation of a criminal 
record which m'ay follow a user for the rest of his life. 

ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES TO SOCIETY 

Obviously the above adverse effects to individual drug users are 
soc:iety's loss, too. But there are also more directly In('asurable coats 
to society. A recent study estimated that the tot.al mt'tlsurable cost of 
drug abuse--direct program costs, health care costs, property losses 
attributable to drug-related theft, and lost productivity-was $10 
billion to $17 billion per year .14 

Stillllnother way to look at t.he social cost of drug abuse--one whtbh 
is of partieular interest in this discussion of drug priorities because 
it can be broken down by drug-is to look at drug users' n.ppearances 
in the various institutions we have established to deal with people in 
trouble. 

Among the largest and most important of these institutions are t.he 
welfare system, the criminal justice Hystem, and the health care 
delivery system. Drug us('rs often appear in these instit.utions, and 
may be identified as users. If we as!iune that at lenst part of the 
reason for their Ilppearnnee is drug use, the freque\1cy of appearance 
provides one rough indicator of the mtlgnit,ude of the social cost of 

'~;drug abuse .. 

\\\,,~.Social Cost of Drug Abme, Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, 
1974: 'I'his excellent survey is summarized it~ the Federal Strategy, 1975. 

,'. '" 
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Our cll.papility to monitor these npperm),llcos is il'.regulltr and lirnited 
in :,;cope, but somH da.t.u. exiRt. Churt 11 i1l~l::;tl'UteR lhe fl'flct.ion of drug 
users who had used various drug,.; prior to their nppcarunee in three 
diff(\l'ent placeR where people in trouble ::;how liP: thr. cl'imiltal jll~t.i{'e 
syiltel1l (seriolU; 01'imcs Ollly); 15 emergency room,.; and medic!tl exam
iners' offices. 

Chart 11 

INCIDENCE OF DRUG MENTIONS IN VARIOUS INSTITUTIONS 

Emergency Rooms DC(Jfhs 

lOO~ 

Marihuona l'1~'o 

Opiates 

Source: DEA 

SUMMARY: DRUG PRIORITIES 

CJhn,rt 12 ranks the Yl1rious drugs according to Llle following criteria: 
(1) likeiihood that. It user ,,,ill 1)('('0111(' physically 01' psyehologicully 
dependent; sl'vprity or ad~ersc ('onseqnenecs, both (2) to tho individual. 
and (:~) to SOCiiety; iLlld (4) size of the core pl'obl(,lll. 

1\ " 

·r: 

i'TIlI' lnrgn p;'o[lorthm of lIutrihu:lllfL mentioned if> probnhly !L refi('ction of it, 
widl',,\)relld \h~e in societ.,y. 
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Chall 12 
SUMMARY OF DRUG PRIORITIES 

DEPI:NDANCE SEVERITY af CONSEQUENCES SIZE OF 

LIABiLITY 
CORE 

PERSONAL SOCIAL PROBLEM 

HEROIN HI 
HI 

HI HI 
400,000 

NEEDLE HI . HI HI HI 
AMPHETMIINES eiRAL ------------ 500,000 LOW MED MED 

MIXf:D HI HI HI MED 
BARBITURATES 

ALONE- ---- ---- ----
MED HI MED 300,000 

COCAltlE LOW LOW MED LOW 

MARIHUANA LOW I LOW LOW LOW 

HALLUCINOGE'NS MED MED ME:D LOW 

INHALENTS !.lED HI MED LOW 

Though the data. are flll;.wed and the rallkings thcrefore imprccise, 
11 dellr pattt'l'n ('mcrges. 

• Heroin rtl11ks high in all four categories; 
• Amplwlumilles, particularly those injected int.ravenously, also 

runk high in all four co.tegories; 
• :Mixed barbiturates Tunk high three out of four categorie.;:; 
• Cocaine,l6 hallucinogens, and inhalants runk somewhat lower; 

and 
• }'!Iarihu!lJ1!1 is the least serious. 

On the basis of this analysis, the tm;k force recommends that 
priority in Fcdl'l'al efforts in both supply and demand reduction be 
diJreted toward those drugs which inh('rently pose a greater risk to 
l lit' individual and to society-heroin, amphetamines (part·icularly 
\\!It'll used inlmvenously), and mixed barbit.urutes-tlnd toward 
('()Jnpulsive users of drugs of Ilny kind. 

This ranking docs not mean that all efforts should be devoted to the 
high priority drugs, and nono to the others. Drug use is much too 
1·l)lIlplicllt.etl und our knowledge too imprecise for that. Some attention 
1I1\1;;! continue to be given to u11 drugs both to keep them from explod
ing into major problcms Ilnd because there tlrc individuals tluffering 
"('\'(Irc medical problems from even a low priority drug, such as 
Iilarihuana. 

16 This ranking if; on the hnt'is of currrnt usc pnttrrns. As mentioned earlier, 
I' int!'n~iyc USc pnttern;; dC\'e!op, cocaine could brcome a considrrably more 
,·!i.,u:, IJroblem. 
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Hmyever, when resource constraints force (t choice, the choice should 
be made in favor of the higher priority drugs. For eX-ill}) pic: 

• In choosing whom to treat, we :-;hould encourage judges antI 
other community ofli<:ials not to overburden exist.ing hl1ulth 
faciliLies with casual users of murihuana who do not exhibit 
seriolls health consequences. (But, 11 porson who is f',ufiering 
adverse consequences becuuse of intensi.ve lilurihullna ,lse 
shoulll have treatment Ilvn,ilable.) 

• In assigning an additional law (\nforcement agent, preferC'lH'e 
might be given to :\iexico, whieb is nn 1ll1portn.nt. source of both 
heroin and "dangerous Ul'UgR", mille.r than to :\1inmi, where an 
agen.t is more likely to "make" H. cocaino or mnrihuana case. 

This drug priorit.y stmtegy is essentittl to better targeting of limitcel 
resources and it will be fUl'the;: addre~<;ed in relation to supply unci 
demand l'l'lluction activitief.; in chaptl'rs 3 and 4. Further, the process 
of assei>si.ng the current social costs of drug ubuflc should be It (~()ll
tin.uing one, to ensure that resources arc nllorll tell on the bnsi8 of 
priorities whieh reflect Cllrrent condition,; IUlll current kno,dedge. 
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[From the 'Christian Science Monitor" Oct. 16, 1975] 

MARIHUANa: UNDERMINING TIlE LAW 

(An lil(litodal) 

No one can fail to sympathize with the enormous difHcultil~s of enforeing 
marihuana laws in the United States. But for a presidential tasl~ force to 
recommend that marihuana be given low priority in the government's fight 
against illicit drugs is no less than astonishing. It undermines the law and 
indeed the very spirit of law. For it says in effect: If you cannot carry out 
the law, turn your back on it. 

That is far from a constructive approach for the White House to take as 
the nation ({'eeks to uplift moral integrity in government and It respect for law 
and law enforcement. If the American people indeed believe that marihuana 
laws are no longer valid or useful, the rigllt course is to rescind 01' revise them. 
The task force, working under the White House Domestic Council, attacks the 
problem from the wrong end. 

It should be noted that the report is not unanimously supported. An addendum 
to it by the Treafmry Department and Bureau of Customs warns against a 
policy of enforcing only selected drug laWR. In its words, "Enforcement must 
be cyt>nhamled !llld compre-lwnsiyf' to be ell'ective Plld'corruption-fre€'. 'ro diminish 
efforts against lllarihuana and cocaine can only erode further l'espect for law 
and law-enforcement officers." 

To remove murihullna entirely from the purview of luw would be foolhurdy 
ull(l dangerous. 'Ve are not unmindful of the growing sentiment for rela.xation 
of marijuana laws hecause of the alleged hllrmless of the drug. But the fact 
is that thero is yet no conclusive evidence thut marihuana is not injuriOUS to 
one's health und indeed mounting evi(lence thut it does have negative effects .. 
Until further fltmlies nremade and the scientific community can reach some 
consensus-and thifl may take allother foul' or fiYe years-it is surely prudent 
to keep sanctions ugaillst the spread of the drug's use. 

Nor should the public forget the link which murihuanll lIas with the sale of 
hUr(l drug/' UlHl with criminal activity. COlllmissioner of Oust oms Vernon Acree, 
a member of the task force, reportedly filed a sharply dissenting letter descrrling 
illicit marihuana distribution as It growing multibillion-dollar business lit\ked 
with organized crime. 

True, the tURk force does not advocate leRs vigorous enforcement of the law 
against t1le maJor traffickers of marihulllla but only 11 deemphasis on arrests 
for pORsession and use of it. Yet if leniellc~' with users ic; declured to be llutiollul 
policy, this would certainly embolden the traffickers. . -

It is to be hoped thut serious thonght and discllssion wmllow he giyen.to this 
issue. The President hilS ordered ull fe<leral agencies dealing in the field to 
study and rospontl to the task force report witllin 60 da~'s. They ·Will confront 
some sobering statisHcs in the report, such as the fact that the use of hero,1n 
and deathR from 11flage have been gradually increasing since 197<.1. The "situation 
is deteriorating," the report warns. 

~'he federal agencies might beur in mind the finding of many studies as they 
assess the task force recommendations: Users of 11eroin start on marihuana. 
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[From th!1 Christian Science Monitor, Dec. 8, 1975] 

MARIHUANA 

Your recent editorial, "Marihuana: un(lermining the law," is receiving" closa 
and thoughtful assessment among Domestic Council members responsible for 
publicn·tioa oJ ,th€' "'Vhite Paper on Drug AhuKe." Our consensus is this: your 
editorial misinterprets the white paper's balanced and moderate statements on 
marihuana. 

Simply put, the magnitude of the drug problem and the fact of b.\1dget and 
manpower constraints force us to a:ttempt to utilize limited resources"in:a way 
which has the greatest impact on reducing the social cost of drug abuse. All 
dr.ugs are not equally. dangerou;:; and all drug use is not equally destructive. 
Common sellse would I'leem to dictate that we give priority in oilr law enforce
ment and treatlll€'nt-efforts to tho;:e drugs which VOIle the greittel' rii:lk to society 
and to individual llsers. Based ou current knowledge and use patterns, herOin, 
amphetamines and barbiturates appeal' to be the highest 1'is!, drugs. 

This (loer,; not mean that all efforts shoul(l 1.>e devote(l to high priority drugs 
and none to the ofhe"S. You may rest aSSllred that the federal goyernment has 
no thought of Jl).>a11dojltng .marihullllll control effort.s. Fetleral law enforcement 
will continue to fbeus' on ma,iol' traffickers·-of .all drugs, including marihuana. 
Stich ellforcelhent efforts are alid will continue -tn be augmented by stat€'s and 
mnnicipalities . .trreatment and rehabilitation proj'ects will remain open to com
pulsiVe marihuana ahusers. Resea~"eh teams will continue to seek confil'mlltion 
of indications, p~lilllinary as of now, that marihuana does indeed cause serious 
health consequences fol' abusers. 

RICHARD D. PARSONS, 
A88oci-atc Dil'cct(w (lind, rJOU1tBet, 

White House Dome8tic.Oomwil. 
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"1"e Rape 
c,pf· Mary Jane 
-.'. . 

~~"'I. .' . 
"iY' ynn Darling 

~~ :'" l· J t l1't' cannubis ('pidem;c conriJII/t's to 
i '~f rt!ud at tile mIt! of tltt! post BerJ.:.dl'Y 
-,' / I!riqd. we may find ourse/l'I!s smlclJeti 
~ lI'i,h (I Jarge popuialiull of semi~:.ombie.'i. 

~ ,. ~ if/hr epidemicis)lOJ roJ/edbotk, ()lIr 
society lila>' be taken over by a 'murijllClIICl 
l.'ultllre'--a cu/mrt motiwucd by II {it'sire 
to escape/rom reality and by a ('ollsumillg J 111M/or se/fgrlllijication, and IlIc'killg UIl,\' 

higlla morfll gult!llm:e. Sitch a society 
could IWI long elldure.It-SENATOR 
JAMES EASTLA"D ' 

"'t is now IIIlIch too Itlfe to dt'btlft! the 
issue: Marijuanll l'crsus no marfjlUUI(I, 
Marijuana is here to Slav, No c{mc£'i,'CI~ 

tr.. ~/e luI\' el{forcemem program CUll cllrb its 
f: \ milabilil)r.·· -Collsumer Reports 

"Dope will Sl'C j'Ol( ,"rough li"w~ of 110 

mClIlf!.V bl/uer (!tall 11101If!), wffl set! you 
through linws of IW t/oP('." -ANCIENT 
PROVERn 

There's been quite a lot of talk 
about marijuana lat~ly. In Senute 

hCDrJng .tooms rmd at weekend confer· 
CnceS, through forests of medical reports. 
press releases, uhd prepared statements. 
reasonable men in well·cut suits and with 
Impeccuble crcdon'ials talk of marijuana 
and advOcate the lifting or criminal ~mnc .. 
tions against those who used it. 

They talked In ways once wildly ulfen 
10 their subject, using, as was'Mturul to 
them and to tho~e they sought' lef con
vince, the tems or the markelplace CO 
buttress their arguments. They spoke of 
the time nnd money wasted in prosecUting 
offendcrs, or the u",rulliycs dc"royed by 
urrest records, a\" a generation oi young 
people Ibrever alienated from whatever 
passes forthe system these dayb. Statistj~s 
swirled through their IInulyscs like leaves 
in tI November Stann, but nil they reully 

ff.!Jid nbout marijuana wits Ihat they were. 
': . .:signcd to irs presence. Not in deference 

to the threat it once symbolized, but be-

-cause that threat is gone now and because 
a symbol withouc che cide~ {hac forced i( Co 
the surfnce is hannless. 

It wa", of course, ali very gratifying to 
the multi,udes of grass smokers to hear 
Congressman Ed Koch and Senators 
Harold Hughes and Jacob Javit'i express 
their determination to get dope de· 
criminalized in lhe next !egislative scs· 
sian. to rend Ann Landers huffily inform· 
ing nn outraged reader that Ihere: was no 
sense in ilrTCSling p-.:opfe for smoking the 
stuff, nnd 10 watch Dr. Roben Dupont, 

chief Administration spokesman on drug 
abuse, go through death·defying semantic 
somersaults in an effort to endorse the 
lifting of criminal pennlties withol,lt offi
cially saying so. 

But it was also olltl"dgeous, this talk
not because what was said Vias new or 
different or startling, but precisely bo· 
cause it wasO't. Five years ago, marij1l3tla 
was a phentJmenon, fd~tening, mysteri. 
ous. renegade, and what you had to say 
about it said u lot -about a number of 
things; how you relt about the "ar. ror 
in!o.wnce t and the kind of life you '!~. your 
proximity, per/HipS. to madness. Now 
grass is in a cull ural no man's land, noth
ing. rcally.to get excited about, butl.ek· 
jng any kind of offidaJ soder;)) im
primutur.lts prosaic lIature is underscored 
by the interminable comparisons to al
cohol and tobacco. as it becomes slowly 
relegated to the ~Iatus of mere social lu· 
hricant. something to. be categorized, 
studied. and. it seems, accepted. No 
longer'the tauercd banner of a generation 
of self"proclaimed outluws, it has finally 
entered the urena of the mundane, its rale 
in the ha,lds of tire architects of the status 
quo-dQc.lor$,. :tr~d lawyers, Senators and 
city coullcils.. . 

It was different once, nnd 1hc.se Jal~sl 
rcpnns and political endorsements call 
forlh ~pecters of juJ'~ hilW it was dift"erent, 
in a lime too tt'ccnt to be cloll.-ued in nos
talgm but aiready too far away to feci the 
sharpness of its pain. Th~ ~60s. Re
member.? A rag.-Ulg anny was nbout, cap~ J 

luring. media headtines. aSking que:-;tiQns, 
demanding answers, delighting in its dif
f~rcnce!j nnd in the cultural shock waves it 
.'i'(!nt forth. The recruits wen! young rorlhe 
most pan. drafled rrom safe suburban 
cloisters Ihat had given them everything, 
given them nmhing. given them 11 Wano 
hate. Smokil1l! gl".lSS back then came 
down to the wa-r in the way that everything 
Ihl!ll seemed to come down t() the war. 

Vietnam was Illlt a mere political bSlIC, 
ancsthetized l1n nn opentting table. tll. be 

U_LUSTIMT£b nv non BARKIN 

... " .. ..;.----------------- " ' 
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How the Deadly Mariirlana Reefer Was Transformed fr011l the Scorlrgl!' 
of Western Civilization alld a Revolrltionary ClIltural Symbol 

il1to a SlIlokable M iddle-Clas~ Cocktail, a Legal-Legislative
Bureaucratic Mess, and Not Such a Big Deal After All 

analyzc'd and dis.sected rdtionally unu 
wilhout cinorion in thl! \"'Iys its promlllcr!v 
favored. No. to be ~lgainst the war \Va~ 
nothing less than away of life,in thl!- mO!'ot 
trenchant z:cading or thal phrase. Its OPp':O
,nenl~ did not sec.! Viejnam as some stmOl!~ 
unol11aly~ to he cX~lmincd .igain!)t tile 
background of a. hearty American up
timism. T~ lhem~ it 1I'IIS America. imd it 
made every aspect :lfthc Slx:ict.Y that suI'" 
ported it suspect. almost indecent. every 
facct of the nlJtionnl character i1bsurd. It 
forced re-examination of the statj.lS quo. 
from its. broadest pruconceptions 10 the 
swarm~ pr minutiae that buzzcd ur(lu'nd it. 
Every l!ct~ every decision, be~antc 11 
sfatcnwnl the fonn); on~'s plt!a ... urc WllJ,:. 
as important n declaration of prindpll! U!i 

d,C mO["Jtoriums nnd the marches. 
"The connectiun ~ccmed so llbviUlI'" at 

the timcl" a fricnd. of mine~ u \'ctcmn uf 
those days. recall .... "If the Vietllal1\ WiJr 
was all that the alcll1101 gcner.ttion had 
m11nilgcc.l to produce. lh~n ... crew il. M} 
rriend!!! nnd I. we thought thut th~ world 
w{)\Ild be Q better pbcc if everyone \\\lllid 
just get Slotted. I thought my life W3 ... the 
natuml and dcsimblc OppoSltc of the w,lr. 
Lig'lting up ajoint wus nn nd ofrehcllinn, 
You look pride in it. you w¢re breaking u 
iaw ~')f i\ ~\)cie\y yt"lU fl!h no allcgiilm:~ to. 
But Ihcn~ 1 aiM) louk prIde in not putting 

. din~cs io' parking J11eter~ at the time:' 

Above all, the wur provoked plI!<!!<!illn. 
ft torrents of outrage that trielltu :'iW~c!jl 
awny all the brackitih. abandoned riluuls 
that came be\orc. it. Its opponents pm· 
claimed their innut'cncc!. ~cre<J.med it. 
,brnndished iI, disavowed all complicHy in 
what Ihey saW to b; a VU!'It. uU·!!n· 
cumpas~ing.guih. The: line~ were clearly 
drawn by Ihe media and by Ihe opposing 
rorces themselves. the demarcutitm ill .. 
ways self·evidenl IhroughaUI a cuhurnl 
uphcuvul wilh more twists and JlIrns llwn (1 

badly folled Joint. Them were "'hem" 
rmd there was "usH-the one. mussive" 
111Ul1oHthie. the keeper of the :mn)'> 

.chilclhnods nno. it Wll!t feared. ttle w;:lr
dcn~ or their t'uturt.$i thl! tllher nlUcou,.,. 
!<!elf·con!>duu!<!ly pulmgeoU':i, junkyard 
angel<. f\:ck\e~~iy making. their way 
through Ihe lricky existential tcrruin. 
Stril.ight~ .mu freaKs. The divi ... ions be· 
l' ... ·cen thl! two ... ecmed umlltcrJble:. :tbl,U· 
IUle. There was. h Wus whbpctcd. no 
going bac\;., 

Innoccnc:e. howc'let~ mUM be pro· 
tech!d. ;tnd p:l."''iion nurtured through CU!"· 
tom!ot and cefemonies or ils own. The 
abandonmept of line 'il!t of rilUuls dt!~ 

manded the cre;ttiun of neW Ones: to rein p .~ 
force an identily. distinguish th.: fnilhful 
tlnd make thcln reccgni;r.uble to Olle 

anuther. Ritup.I!;.~ as they ha\/'c alWays 
done, could defend Ihe new world against 
tht! horrors thut had created it. There were 
mit only new political modcl~ but cl,Ilniral 
and ~OCilll nne!; as well. And to (his end. 
symboht w~rc essential. 

The truc natUre or one's commilment lO 
chUitgl! :md the degree of alienatiQn could 
vnly"" measured by Ihe ways in which 
one ehose: to put principle into prJctice~ 
the dl!~f\!1.! of militancy cnd~w5ed. which 
products of the corporatc stute One 
avoideu. th~ w~lys one Irit!U to· relate to 
friends .lOll lovers. On these things 
people mlghl differ, bUllhe banners and 
tht rnHying cril!:-I \h~\t dewlopcd around 
the ideology rcmuined the same. provided 
some constllnt!:l. and reinforced shared as-~ 
sumptions. The long hnir. r:ldcd jcan$. 
and gaudy beads und banglc~ ~cemcd to 
mnny on the uutside to be a uniform as 
constricting in its own way as three-piece 
Suils :.Ind undcnilatcd je-we:lry. but they 
\V~re marc than that They .'iignified u 
conscilJu!lo effurt. ut least in the beginning. 
lU fuse style with content, to tnmsta\e the. 
adllplion or neW tlltitudes ioto the csthctM 

ies of day-Io·day living, 
In Iho end. Ihey helped 10 create • 

community. howcverlcnuous. something 
anlllild which 10 form un identity tlnd tp 
stop :1 war. EWn outlaw$ need intimacy 
t\nd. us. onl.! young tuw.ye:r now working in 
a Congrc!<!sional office remembers. ~'Yoll 
trusted pcnplc who wore their hair fong, 
drcs~~d in jeans, lind 5Jnokcu dope. You 
really Ihoughl of Ihent as your brolhers 
and ~i!-iters. ~llthoug:tt that sounds. so 
Mrllnge [0 !-.uy now. You fc:1t Ihnt with 
them yOlI had the power to change every .. 
thing and the commilment to try,H 

The il11portunClHtlillChed to style back' 
Ih\!.n {)ften m~ml\&ed to Crea.te strange new 
heroes and bizarre !-l13nduriJ.\i of excel .. 4' 

len!.:c. A rrieml pllints to his uwn eXp¢rl~ " 
cnee one StlllllnCr in Puris when he was 

o 



... i"nvolvctl in the the counterculture; "1 mel 
this young guy there named Carlos and I 
was cunvinced he wa~ the- most ;Imuzinl! 
and worthwhile person I had ever met. I 
was awed by all the impressive things 
he'd done, These nre the Ihings that im
pressed me liO much. First. Carlos lived in 
Los Angeles and Frank Zappa thoughl he 
WaS so weird looking thai he asked him III 
be a go-go dunccrat his Concerts. Then he 

~:: wenl to Slin FrunciscQ and look speed for 
,,;,' a year without dying. Then he went tn 

Paris ltlld he looked $0 weird that ht! was 
asked to join rhe Paris production of fla;r, 
Then one day he walked down the Rue de 
Rivoll Dnd he looked so weird Ihat Sal
vador Dali asked him to tea. See what I 
mean? Very impressive. Every morning 
Carlos would stand on the balcony of his 
apartment and say • Life is so becut~eful. f 
am so beeuteeful.' And this was a euy 
whose only attribUie was that he looked 
like a woman who'had been run over hy u 
steamroller. The narcissism of that time 
was incredible. Sometimes all that really 
mattered was a good performance. ,. 

M arijuana, of course. was the most 
pote.nt symbol of the tumultuous 

decade. both for those on the outside look
ing forclul!s 3S to whilt was going on .md 
for those on the inside who smoked it. II 
WIIS both condiment und catalyst. high
lighting nt times the despair with which 
one looked at the \ .... orld. banishing it at 
others in exchange for n gleeful l!uphoria. 
Dope. it seemed, could do anything. A'S 
Annie, who smoked and still does, re
calls. U I got high to work lind high tt) 

"; " relax. I smoKed to write letters to my 
friends so I wouldn't bullshit and to write 
to my father so I COUld. It was a revolving 
door really. The more I ,moked dope. Ihe 
more I realized the world was cmzy, and 
the mOre I realized the world was cnl1.y. 
the more I smoked dope. When you nnd 
yourself in un existential mire, yuu l!t.!t 

high not to get out of the swamp, butto 
appreciate the fact that you're up to your 
\\'3Isl in it nnd to be nhle to simply recog
nize it I\S a'condition:' 

To smoke grass baf:k thcn wns not only 
u rejection of the mundane und the system 
that supported it, but an affirmation of 
onc's status as a renegade. Thl! decision to 
tTY jt was exotic nnd dungerous, putting 
the initiate right up there with Patrick 
Henry and Jes~e J.lmes. It wa=, a rite of 
passage. signifying the coming of uge in 
absurd America, nn lJct no less awesome 
thun the losing ofune's virginity. It was a 
malleable tool, the means to many ends. 
There were those who thought it would 
help them nnd the key 10 the secrets oflho 
universe., OJ'. failing that, the onc to Ihe 
fronl door. For most, however, it was 
simply n lot of fun. Not, like alcohol •• 
prerequisite to fun. but the parameters of 

'r:t pleasure itself. Smoking dope seemed to 
.j create the world ttnew, trJl1sfon11t!d even 

the most boring of tasks into an exotic 
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adventure. A trip 10 the !iupenn:trket 
while stoned maue the conque!-ot of 
Everest seem bycompansun like. well. a 
trip to Ihe bupcnnilr~ct. Mnrijuanu en
riched the new culture. guve il its own 
unique myths. legends. music. vocuhu
lary. und sensl! of humor. 

In many ways. the experiences m,
sociated with smoking gmss 'ieel11cd at the 
time to provide u goolicuuntC'rpnlnlto thl! 
prc';!aiJing.. notion~ of otmbition and suc
cess. Hurd work, self-~ul!'rilice, :lnd un
hlihking motivation hm! gl1t us int~) Viet
nam: it had robbed onc's parents of their 
freednm. Suddenly there ''-as no future 
worth sacritll'ing thi: prescnt fur, If you 
believed. as many did. th:tllhe world was 
about todeo;lroy itself, it walt all you could 
do to enjoy the trip. which, ufter all. \V.IS 

. what getting high waS nil about. Smoking 
dope didn't alleviate the pain •• tnswer thc 
questions. or bring. down the Establi!ooh
ment. but it was what you did when you 
weren't doing these things. It was the best 
way to spend thl! time wailing for wlmt
ever it ,vas you thought "'us !-oure to IIrrive. 
Apocalypse. Revoluliun. Madncs!-o. 
Whichever came fir .... t. 

Somehow, finally. it came to an end. 
Looking back. it"s hard to say just 

how or when-some say it wus Kent 
State. others the day they realized their 
theses were due in a month. No matter. In 
time the movement or counterculture or 

whatever it was called exhausted its op
lions with it diuying.. territying speed. 
culminating in tawdry little p<lmdics of 
it~clr. Yippies, zippics. nnd 50 fuctions of 
SOS collid("IJ with teenage gurus, primal 
screams, trunsve~tite liberation. and II 
thousand other mud lillie mockeries. each 
uf [hem screaming. at one another like 
~idcshow barkers at a county rair, SCreaT1,l~ 
ing into the night after there wa~ no one 
left to lislen. Somehow. too. the War 
t!ndt!d. after it ru~hion-n(l scaring mea' 
(,lli!,lis, nu recl3m.:.ion of principle, 
!'\imply a semtll1tic victory called peace 
with honor. 

The ~ystcm. it seemed. would stagger 
on: its opponents grew older. became 
exhausted. The movement had answered. 
lIr ot !caM endorsed the asking, of mnny 
questions. fearful question!-i. But it hud 
nothing to :my about nced and the awkw 
ward. embarrassingly personal ways in 
which it bctmyed itself. Marches' and 
mass meeting provided no cathursis for 
rejection or jC:'llollSY or vulnerability. Ul
timately a decision had to be renchcd
some wcnt up to the mountain. others 
underground. moSl simply survived. 

The meaning of the moment gradually 
disappeared. hut Sf) Ie. is mudc of Siemer 
stuff. The. college students muy haVe! de
cided tn give elcctoml politic!o, amI the 
nine-to-fivc routine another chance, but 
jcan~ were still cO.mfortable (a ncr hours) 
long hair (within limits) still aUmctive, ; 
amI gmss still fun 10 smoke. And once the 
mgc and threats and, yes, the godforsoken 
novelty of it nil had passed, the style be· 
cume mtlrkctat \: ',() those tor whom it had 
no contexl, for those who didn't know 
RYM I from I or a Trolskyite from a 
mncrobiotic dinner. 

The accoutrements of the countercul
turt!. il turned out. had two things going 
ror them I ~cx a.nd youth. Jeans became 
~hic. long huir nlshionable. and murljuana 
intrigUing. Thre3lening no Innger, but 
\, ith jusleOlmgh of the forbidden about it 
to mllke it exciting. One lawyer who 
handles a lot of possession cases says he 
knew that mnrijuana was becoming mid~ 
dlc class when housewivcs Marted ap
proaching him at par1ie~ asking him if he 
C'ould get them 1\ joint. "THey told me 
they had heard it wu:; very ·sensual.' •• he 
says with a !'ohrug. "I think mnybe they'd 
been reading Til" Joy of Sex." 

~me veteran!': of the generation gop 
o lind all of this: most annoying. "You 
know," stlid a friend ormine. thoughtrul
Iy sipping his Scotch and soda ... it may 
hnve been the function of our generati,on 
to obHtcmtc ourselves on drugs so thai 
people n little older und a Iiule younger 
than us could live years later. pick up a 
juint instead of a can of beer ... 

Pcrhups he's right. Now, lots of people 
smoke marijuana. 26 million in the coun
try. The college slUdent~ and the strcc~ 
frcllks . graduutcd from their respective 

I 
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hall. of le~rning and became lawyers and 
secretaries and shop clerks nnd bureau
crats. and they .still smoke and now their 
younger brothers and sisll!rs do too. 
Treasury Department official! smoke. So 
do construction workers. There is no 
more "us" nnd there is no more Hthem." 
,and marijuana is beginning to hayc afllhe 
symbolic content 'of a vodka martini. 

~, Not that people don', get excited about 
.,~ smoking it artymore, it"sjusl that most of 

the ones who do are either under 20 or 
, over 35, Well, maybe not even them, My 

friend Simon is 16. has smoked for three 
years, and he srdlcs tolerantly when 
asked about marijUana. !'Look at it this 
way.,." he" says. "Tlo;e only reason you 
smoke dope is to get stoned. And the only 
reason you gel sioned is because ifs fun 
and because it makes everything a lot bet· 
ter. What more can you say?" 

Not much, it seems. Asking people why 
they smoke marijuana these days or why 
tbey don't is like asking them why they 
drink a particular brand ofbo~rbon or why 
they're unfaithful or why they're never on 
time, It's like asking them why they per· 
,conn any of the Qther prosaic routines Qf 
their live~, rituals graceless and meaning
less in themselves, imponant only whl!n 
they happen to renect a glimmer of peig· 
nancy or need. There Was a time when 
marijuana seemed a. symbol of somelhing, 

, a statement ofconvi~lioo 3.nd cpmmunity I 
a lalisman of change that seemed inevita
ble.and euphpnc. That lime, of course. is 
past .. and the things that, marijuana W;lS 

made to mean seem as sadly ephemerul 
and insubstaptial,as the smoke that wafted 
up from the pipe~ and joints passed in the 

ibdarkenep rooms. a;lu demonstrations., r. Now'some people smoke grass because
of the still lingering whiff of iIlegalily it 
exudes,·some because (hey think it's chic. 
and some because of what it used to say 
about th" people who smoked" it. But 
mostly they smoke it because it's there, 
and because thelr friends do .and bec:mse 
they enjoy. it. It is becoming, flnaliy, a~ 
mundane '~nd boring .as most of the other 
things people. .dQ t~, make themselVes f~el 
it little better and their world a little more 
':omfonable. . 

, ., , 

I f, ilS~ tminy_,s~¥ns 'indicate."the luw!) 
agamst ,martJuana use soon arc 

liberali7.ed, J11uch of the credit will belong 
to the National Organization for the Re· 
form of Marijuana Laws (NORML), 
hou!l:ed in a townhouse on M Street. 
. Although the organization'does not, 
God forbid, .dyoeate the u ... of mario 

t jUllnu, it 'urges that it be 'decriminallzed', 
and the means it Uses to. uchieve that end 
are a far cry from the smoke-ins that the' 
kids on.ce u~~d to try to con~ince their 
elders.· NORML "nffmembers lobby on 
the Hi1J 'and In state ,legislatures, refer 
people' busted on marijuana charges to 
lawyers, provide witnesses and infom18-
tion, to tlIase challenginl? the law acr?~"1i 
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Acapulco Gold: Registered Trademark? 
One of the legends dear to dope smokers corporale wrist to 'package the grass and 
maintains Ihat large American tobacco haul in the profits. It's a great rumor, 
companies have ·bceu preparing quietly except that it 'ain't so. , 
for the day marijuana is legalized. Liggett "Look," the man at lhe Patent Office 
& Myers, the American Tobacco Com· explained l "The truth is, honey. you 
pany~ eta} have drawn detailed marketing canlt register a trndemark unless you're 
plans on the best ways to sell legal grass, already selling a prvduc.t in interstate 
the tllmors have it, nnd they have regis~ commerce. Youcan'tdo it abead of time, 
terud official trade nam¢$-H-panama ,so unless those companies could proVe 
Red" and" Acapulco Gold." known to that fh~y were already selling the $turt 
users as two of the more potent strains of across stale Hnes, they couldn't register a 
marijuana-wilh the US Patent. Office. name for it. YOLI know, we get calls 'like 
When the blessed day of legalization fl- this all the time. Funny how rumors like 
nalJycomes. it wiH take a mere flick of the that get started, isn't It?U 

the-c.ountry. and putout volumesofHtera~ hassle it could be~" Their experiences in .. 
ture aimed at proYing that it is the law and government had taughl them someching 
nol the weed Uselfthat is hannful to users. about what worked on .Capitol Hill and 

Started in 1971 by Keith Stroup and whatdido't, nndfrom the beginning they 
Larry Schott. who were then working for decided that mm'emen!' tacrics and coun
the President'-s Commission on Product terculture rhetoric wouldn't wOt'k~ 
S3fc!y, the orgnnization now has more "We decided, why ·not try the tradi
than 10,000 dues· paying members and an tional methods to change the law," says 
annual budget of $200.000. derived in Schott. HInstead ofprotestm~rches, ~e'd . 
equal part from membership fees, the try the common middle class approach.'· 
Playboy Foundation, and sales of a mot· It's an approach thaI works. NORML 
ley assc;1J1ment ofmen:handise from belts has helped to reduce the pena)tie:s forpos- !: 
to bUnJP,j!r stickers (0 gold pins and session in several states, including Te;;as,. 
ChriShn •• , cards. . which until last year had ihe most :SOvete· 

According ~o Schott, he nnd Stroup penalties in thecountry-twC1 years Iq life • ~ 
first became interested in doing some~ for possessiull or any amount', <;:urren~t)'f': • 
thing to change the laws when ~·a friend of ,the group is trying. to tonv~e the Drug' ,:" 
ours glitbusted and we saw just how biga . Enforcement Administratlo~. (DEA) .to :' 

remove marijuana from, its .Schedufe [:, ~ 
classification I which pu.IS l~ in the saine": 
category as heroin and cocaine I They al~o' ", 
have med a landmark suit in District . 
Court asking that possession la~s be de:':, r: 
elared unconstitutional 00 grounds they ,:Y 
violate the right fo privacy; and they will:::· 
be lobbying intensively this year for ~ari<,:, 
ous de'crimina,l,iz3!!?: ~i!ls pending '}~ f,:~ 
Congress and m s:", leg.J~l~tu~s •• 'i~l~ :::.':; • 

yast fall, NORM!:. held a'th;..:daY" 
.LJ conference here t~ bring its member< ... , 

" up to date on thc'latest,developments jn . ~ 
the' marijuan~ ~rt!sade'. If ~uch an eve~l ~, 
conjures up images of a tho~sand sto.ned':l', 
OUt freaks sittina around passinlljointS/.,1' 

, getting laid, a.nd tradi~g brown1e recipc;:~; .' ~ 
forget it, The whole affair Was about as:..: 
rowdy as a dentists' conoJe'ntion. Most of ~;' 
the con(erenc~}J 150 or so pitrticip~nts :, 
\Vere. white and male and close,to tht! un~ " 
trustworthy side of30; dressed in dappe(,i 
suits with neatly trimmed,hair, theyeach.< 
paid .about S.40 apiece to lunt,otl Utei. '. 
color TVs and.!o sleep in. Ih.-Key Bridge ;! 
Marriott Hotel's·lden ofJasteful·comfort.'t'~ 

Which. is notto say there weren't.-leW,) 
flamboyant. throwbaei? roating abOu.!;.;') 
Several New YOtk. Ylp?les ·were.lhere"l 
doing what they do to make:.ljving tljOse:; . 
days-seiling good doPe .• r cort'e~p<:md;":i! 
ingly ~t~ep pdces .• to ':\\IC'I,'~rfl~~nt~~ 
bourgeOIsie. And, ~henr 'ot~ours~~ t~re;~ 
was the resident eccent~~a .. $.tr.\ngetM~ 
looking (elI~.~: i~blue ~~~edc\:-9o~.~l11 
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bOots who stalked abollt with II hllge plas
tic marijuana plant, burning stick.; of in
cense t inspiring everyone com."Crncd 10 
increasingly creal'vc suggl.!!>tion~ 3!1. In 
what he could do with both items. But Ihe 
main attraction of tllC conference-I he 
speakers rtnd panel mcmbcr!'.-\\'cre u!!. re
spectable as " prayer breakfa>!. 

Dr. Rober:t Dupont. whQse cJo!ooe" 
cropped blond huir and hom-rimmed 
gl,asses make him look like an overly CoIC

, nest 19505 fraternity bmther., was there; 
·So was Dr. Dorothy Whipple, a 73-)'ear
old Washington pediatrician who Cim cut 
entire Stale legislatures down to :;izc wilh 

. a single grandmotherly admonition: Dr. 
· Lester Grinspoon of the HlIrvard Medical 
School waS there, as well as DC Superior 
COUrt Judge Charles Halleck alld II 
plethora of district attorneys, scicnliMS, 
and po;iticians. Such people lend dimen
sion to the respectability which is ontlllf 
NORML's most effective attributes
with it. rhe organization hopes 10 de
emotionalize the marijuana issue. insur-

;~;.:' lng that its future will be decided in lerms 
· of logic and rationality. 

This was NORML·5 third conference, 
!." and the marked di ffcronce between 

this gathering and the original suys i.I lot 
about where the issue ha.s gone in the last 
two yeurS. Except for a few unrcgencr~ 
ate~, Stroup and most of the NORML 
membership remember that initial fonty 
with somelhing or a wince. Blithely en
titled the Pe!oplc's Pot Convention, it Was 
held in the middle of the week and every
one inte'rested was invited free. The re
suIts were inevitable-severnl hundred 
freaks, clouds of dope. and a bust by Ihe 
local vice squad. 

This year. however, there were long 
panel discussions on all aspects of mHri .. 
juana. There wu~~ a medica! pml:!!, in 
which experts in specialties from toxolo
gy to immunology blew holes in m!tny of 
recent negative medic;II findings; a legisp 

lative panel in which Congressman Ell 
Koch nnd.3 number of state legi~lators 
talked of ways to pass pending ~e
criminalization bills; n legal panel that 
discussed the status of variou~ CllllstitU
tional challenges, nnd a lawyers' 'meeting, 
where trade seercls were exchanged l)l1 

how best 'to gel a client off a possession 
charge. rhcrc even wns n panel on rund~ 
raiSing. complete with charts and ligures 
on cash disbursements und fixed aS$e!ts 
accquired. Only in the medi:! panel, 

· where journalists from the WClS!JillgfOll 
Post. Tilllt! magazine. and the wire ser .. 
vices discussed th.; widespread publicity 
given to negative medical reports without 
corresponding. attention 10 dctrimcnwl 
Jegal effects, di~ the delegates pennit 
themselve!i3 rcwexprcssions of righteous 
Indignation. ·"If 420.000 arrc!)ts u )e.lr 
aren't newS." said one delegate, "then 
We OWe King George! nn apology." 

Throughout it all, delegates djscussl!d 
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urguments designed to turn ubjection!>. 
again!'!t decriminalization neatly on their 
heads. Nowhere wns this l110re apparent 
thiln at the panel led by what Stroup de
scribed as "our token in~hou~c co""crvtl~ 
lives," Who took On the question of 
nmrijuunu's hydra-he:lded public jrnage. 

., What you' VI! got (0 underst.md. ,. suid 
Paul Kuhn. NORML'~ MUle coordinator 
for lIIinois, "is the national mood. Tht! 
CouDtry i!J tired of change, it's relurtant 
and rearful. That's why conservative~ are 
badly nceded on this is~ue:' 

Bm Kuhn wllrncd of the necessity fir!'!1 
to de!:olroy the lingering inmge that sur
rounds marijuana for many social conser
vatives. When such people think or the 
drug, he said, they 'tiIIlhink ofa "bunch 
of goddam hippies. protesting the war 
every dayandgoing home eilch night and 
shacking up." 

.• Ah," came the nO~lUlgic sigh from 
ant! mcmberorthc audience. "those were 
the days:" 

On SpllIrday night. NORML threw a 
party. Yuur lypical young middle class 
gel-logelher rcully. Rock music of the UTlp 

obtrusive sort drifted among the knots of 
people who stood about eating p!uc Imd 
french bread nnd smoked the passing 
joints as nonchulantly as they sipped their 
champagne. Jt wu.s all very pleasant in the 
ways tmditiollalto such gatherings. where 
people whu don't really know ench other 
"II thut well seurch for common sraund, 

or at least some artificial turr~ on' wI1ich to 
rest comr(lrtubly for :l few hours:. All in 
ull, a r"r cry from what the newspa~rs 
U!<Ictl tocall"put parties.~' Nu one goes to 
parlie~ ~illlply to !-I01oke dope anymore, 
and no one really thinks about the nlCI that 
they don·t. Still, there were tho,e that 
night who seemed to Sense the oddness of 
it "II. 

"1 don't know:' s:lid the Iong·hairec;l. 
girl in the bluejean skirt as she took one·' 
JaM look ott (he palty, Hit's post-60s,' 
pnst-\l:ar. post-brother nnd siSler, post~ 
women's lib. II's even post-dope. I Just 
don't know what it is." 

"ft's late." said her companion • 
"Lei'S go." 

Politicians and district attorneys 
and bleeding heart liberals may be . 

running around telling folks thal mari
juana is no big deal. but Senator Jame~ O. 
Eastland knows beller. 

Last spring, <Hi chainnan of the Senate 
Subcomrniucc on Internal Security, he" 
held hearings on the marijuana issue, 
blandly onnouncing thaI he would hear no 
one who did not have something negative -, 
to say on the subject, a move that some' 
cynics suggest was not unafrected by the 
fuct thf; subcommittee was then opcmting 
under the threat of stiff appropriations 
cuts. Afterthl! last witness had spoken; his 
piece und the report was published', it 
came as no great surprise to anyone that 
the Mississippi Democrnt had found man p 

juuna to be just about as harmless as a 
cholen1 epidemic. ln fact, 'II,., Eastland 
report contends, marijuana is nolhing less 
th"n a 1001 for the New Left to be used in 
the conversion of ollr niltion's youth to the 
mdical overthrow of the government. 
Subcommittee staffers also will tell you 
that marijuana "addiction" Jeads to street 
crimes, turns people into "semi
Zl11l1bies," and leads not onty to irreversi· 
ble brain damage. but to the possible de
struction of Western civilization. 

Such anachronistic 'outpourings would 
merit Iiule more thnn a tolerant smile if 
Ea~lhmd were not chainnan of the Senate 
Judiciary Commiaee, which hasjurisdic .. 
tion over all drug comrol (mvs and whieh 
will be considering thiS year a bill intro~ 
duccd by Senators Harold Hughes and 
Jacob Javit!i to decriminalize marijuana. 
Althnugh Eastland himself doeSn't think 
much of jaillenns for possession offend
ers, he thinks even less of proposals ·that 
would clirpinate nIl criminal sanctions for 
possession of minorantounts- and for the 
nnn~profit sale of the drug, which is the 
basic thrust both of the JavilS-Hugltes 
proposal~ ns well as its House counterpart 
introduced by Democratic Congressman 
Ed Koch. 

Despite Eastland's power over the 
committee. j"virs has expressed a no
nonsense optimism overthc bill'schunccs 
(lfsucccss in Congress this session. ""m 
rc,llIy gung-ho on it Ihis year," he said, 
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adding Ihallhe bill's primary selling poinl 
would·be Ihe fact that prc~ent mJrijuanu 
penalties divert tim~ :Jl1d monf!Y awn)' 
from the baltic again:.t violent crim~. 

But even commillee starf~n, ~j'mpa~ 
~hctic to decriminalization take a lc!o.s than 
hopeful view orthe possibility of iH. p;lS~' 
ag~. They cite difticullies with the way 
the bill is written-particularly its nrbi 

. trary selection of three ounces as. the cut~ 
loff point for simple possession and its 
father nebulous altitude loward POSSI!S~ 
sion with interu to sell-nnd with the way 
its sponsors believe a decriminalizmio!l 
bill can be sold 10 the Congress. 

"Talking ~bout the waste of law en
forcement resources and quoting the ar
rest statistics is all very well and good if 
you're. talking to state legislatures," 
noted one committee aide. Hbut alltho5{! 
arguments have little to do with the liitua
tion as far a~ the fedcmllaw is concerned 

, The faCI of Ihe mailer is Ihal lillie federal 
money is spent on prosecuting possession 
cases, and extremely few people arrested 
'for pos~5sion are arrested under the fed
erallaw, When you gel righl down to iI, a 
decriminalization of federal possession 
laws wouldn'~ really change the present 
situation· much lit nIt .. 

Such a law would, however, provide.a 
~odel and i~~entive for change to the 
st.ate legislatures1 who might find it easier 
to reform their OWn statutes once it was 
simply amallcrofbringing them into con
fonnilY, wilh federal regulalions, This 
role-model theory of decriminalizution 
CQuid result r however, in something of a 
political double bind-uycu could have 
the situation where the states are looking 
to Congress to decide what to do about 
marijuana. and Congress is looking to the 
states to see what it should do," noted one 
Senate aide ... It could make for a stulc

'mate.H 
.. 

Tile influx: of new liberal Democratic 
votes into the Congress this session may 
help 10 break such a stand,off, bUI il I, 
probably unrealistic to expect passage of a 
decriminalization bill this year. This 
could be the lirst year, however. that the 
real issues surrounding the decriminaliza
tion question receivt! serious considera
tion by Congress, Senator Eastland's 
bombast notwithstanding. 

The DC Mayor's Advisory Committee 
on Narcotic.!t AddictionJ Prevention 

and Rehabilitation thinks marijuana 
should be decriminalized. So does the 
American Bar Association and the Na .. 
tiona I Council of Chui'ches. So. for that 
maUer, tIaes Willinm F. Buckley. None 
of Ihem seems 10 havc afrecled Ihe Mel
ropolium Police Department at all. 

Marijuana arrests here for simple pos
session have escalated drustically, up 
from 255 in 1971 102,553 lasl year, bUI 
the police say Ihey'''' nol really trying 10 
be harshly vigilan!.!n fact, the va~t major
ity ofthose busted for gl"JSS in the District 
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.!Ire arrested 3!, they walk down the street 
joint in hJlld. or for having it in their cars 
WhCll ~Ioppcd for a trJfJic viulation, 

Pcnpll! ~till gel busted in their hO)l1c~ 
for simple po~~cs ... ion but iC!-. bC!C"oming 
rare. As it rule. m:con.ling to Cuptain 
Charle., Light. head of lhe Metropolitan 
Police Departmcnl'~ harcoth:~ division. 
the ri!o.ing number ot arreM~ has Iinle to do 
with ";.my dclibemte erfon Oil our p;trt. 
We're' not making any ('onL'crled effort 10 
get these peuple. but if a police officer 
sees someone wi.llking down the street 
smoking lllurijuana, nc'l'- going 10 arreSt 
that person. It's as simple as thaL" 

Well, maybe nol quilo Ihal simple, 
Police officials, aner all, had a lalla <10 
wilh US Allorney Earl J, Silbert's abrupl 
aboUiface on his decision not to prosecute. 
those arrested with fewer than five joints 
in their pos~cssion. At the time, Light and 
the otherl'oo said Ihat their opposition to the 
decision was based on what Light Icnncd 
·'the impruc.:ticality of living with stich a 
policy, ", nnd Ihe belief Ihal Ihe an
nouncement too blatantly overstcpped thc 
bounds of prosecutorial discretion. Sil
bert's ill,faled policy undoublodly did 
present a number of problems. but there 
are those who feel procedural problems 
were not the only reasons the police \\-ere 
opposed to the change. 

"I think to a certain extcnt it was a 
question of power, really," said one offi~ 
cial in the US Anorn(';y's office. ·'It was 

un infringement or their territory. I think 
ynu also have to consider the fuct that 
marijunna arrc~ts. constitute an cu!>y way 
for a police officer to build up a good 
record on the job, and I don' I Ihink thaI 
\Va~ !lomelhillg they wanted to give up. It 

Light, for his part, blames the burgeon, 
ing !lumberof .IITCsIS on "our public lead~ 
crs. Marijuana smoking has become very 
popular. \Vhen you have a number of... 
people in a position of aUlhority saying' 
there's nothing wrong wHh it. people start 
having' less respecl for Ihe law," Al
though he (ccb thiltlaws still on the books 
ought to be enforced, he says that arrest":' 
ing people for possession has become lit· 
tic morc thnn"n nuisance. The resuitsjust 
don'ljuslify the lime and effort ,!Od man
powcrcxpcndcd on them, t. He would like 
to see the situation clurified one way orthe 
olhcr-" Either they start bringing these 
people to ttin1 and fining them or they 
should legalize marijuana. But the way it 
is now, people no longer fear the law," 

District police may be arresting people' , 
in record numbers for mnrijuana' 

possession, but judges and prosecutor$ 
have roade it clear such cases don't par· 
ticularly intereSllhem, and some of them 
have gone to great lengths to prove it. 

Last spring. for instance, Super.ior 
Court Judge Charles Halleck ruled Ihul 
District marijuana'laws-up to a year and 
a $1,000 lino for possession-applied 
only to thl! specific species of the plant 
mentioned in the. statutc-canoabis.sativa 
L. Since it is impossible to len·wmither or 
not processed m:uijuana is fro."'n-Ihat par
ticular species or from any of the twp to 
five others, Halleck's ruling, while not" 
binding on the other judges. indicatc;s 
marijuana convictions arc nor among t,is 
priorities. 

Judge David L, Nonnan tried a difler-, 
enl approach, La" April, he declared Ihe 
DC marijuana law unconstitutional on Ihe 
grounds that present penalties for posses
sion constitute cruel and unusual 
punishment-he threw out 52 cases and 
continued another 50. 

Hit was really amazing there for a 
while," noted one attorney. "While 
Norman was sitting as motions judge, 
there wcren't any convictions for mari· 
juana po'!'~~ssion in DC. Every lawyer in ' 
town took his case to Nammn and had it 
thrown out:' The honeymoon ended, 
however, when the DC Court of APPC:lis 
overturned Norman's del!ision and rein
sluled alilhe cases he had disposed of, 

Many of Ihe olher 23 judges silling in 
Superior Court take a dim view of Nor~ 
man's and Halleck's decisions. As Hal· 
leck himself noted j this kind of ""de facto 
dt!c~hninalization" operates under the 
threat of what he calls hjudicial rou-
1<lIe-)OU ju,t hove 10 hope you gel a 
judge who won't put you in jail." Most 
firSHime bu~tces will not have 10 worry 
abo~t su~hjutlicial brow furrowing. hoW ... 

-l 
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gvcr, since the majority ofthclU will never 
get to trial in the first place. If onc has no 
prior arrest reconl and is arrested for pD~· 
sc%ion of a Ihird of an ounce or Ic(t.~. he 
will be "diverted" into a whim,.,ical pro· 
grarn run by the US Allorney', office 
known as First Offender Trealment 
(F01). 

The FOT prograrn requires partici
pant' to take. tour of the fBI building. lU 
auend a rap session on marijuani:i, to 
watch triminal trials for ahout eight 
hours, and to \vrite an essay about eilher 
the drug itself or their nrrei)( expc:riencc~. 
At best, FOT lets offenders avoid" con
viction and serves as a warning,. Bill 
Pease, one of two young a::.s.istnnt llS 
Attorneys running the program. docfln't 
give the impre~sion he expects the pro· 
gmm (0 stamp out marijuana. 

"So:' Pease says with a flmile that 
docs him credit at9 AM. "YOIl want to talk 
about the devil weed'/tt He admits that the 
FOT program has a cenain Mickey 
Mouse quality about III but he a~J..'i. 
"What are you going to do? We want to 
avoid prosecuting first offenders. there's 
no point in convicting them. We're not 
going to give a lectu.re on the moral 
ramifications of smoking gross-whnt 
moral ramifications'? But we have to do 
something. We try to say to them. 'Look. 
We're giving you n break lhis time. bUI 
don't hassle us again. If you do, you're 
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goinp. to have to go the whole route: 
\VI.!'re nul n.Ii\-'c enough 10 think llial 
they're nc\'t:r g(ling In ~moke agnin~ we 
jU~l W'lOt them to stop ~moking where 
thcfrl! going to gctcuught. If people !.im~ 
ply kept their pot ~mokins; confined t~ 
their 0\\11 homes, arre~t~ would plum~ 
mct. 1

' 

.4.rtcr all this cl1ltumJ. l'Iucial. and 
tl ... legar c"(uminution of marijuana. 
what do the scientic;t"> 'iay abtlUI the devil 
weed? Depending on what you read, it 
!>ccms nJariJuanil can cau'e can!.:cr. impo· 
tcn..:y. prl)lnll:>cuity. ,hromosomal dam
age. cerebr.ll atrophy, hrca .. t~ on men. 
nnd the uC!'otrm:tion of \VI!:-.tcrn civilila· 
tion. It also C~1n dear up a~thma, slOp 
cancer •• md ameliorate glaucoma. The 
folk' ilt the DEA are happy beca",o 'orne 
of the ..... tudies .. !-eem to prove they \\I!n'! 
right all "long. And tho folks at NORML 
arc happy because ~lll11e of thL' ~tudie ... 
prove they were right all along. NOlle of 
the Mudjc!<I so far. ho\\c\>cr, ha~ proved 
anything definitive about the drug's al· 
legcod harmfulnesfI one way or the OIher. 
Some of the findings arc cnntradiclmy, 
others nrc !.uspect because of fi.1ul!y re· 
sean:h techni4ue~. including inJdcquate 
controls. c)tccsl:>ivc d<)sage level~ and less 
than acceptable labomtory condition" In 
~till others, thi!rc has been a lendency for 
~ome researchers to interpret their nnd· 

If your interest in marijuana runs more to Commission got the ball rolling by com" 
the literary than thi! experiential. here arc ing out a~ the nrs.t qua~i-nfficial body to 
n few books that give some idea wh;n Ihe recommend dccriminalililtilln. Nixon 
(uss is nIl nbout! wouldn'l rem.llhe report when it first was 

A Child' .. Gard," oj Grass (Pocket publi'hed in 1971. but look "hat Imp
Books, $1.25). The all-time great book pelled til him. An intere'ting example of 
about everything you want to know ubout libcralfl' allempts to come to tcrnl~ with 
marijuana exceplthc boring Sluff. It's all the ghost siorie!oo or the '60) 
there, how to smoke it, cat it, grow it. I/il:" TimL's. A brand new gJo!o.sy 
make love on it, and appreciate being high maya?in!!, reportedly well financed. that 
on it, n'r. also a swell introduction 10 just may be- the '70s' an!<lwer lu Ihe under· 
stoned humor and the Whole dope ~cn!;i- ground pre!<os. Published qmll1crly. e.lch 
bility, It will make you laugh. and If'!' and every b.\ue is. a~ the pnm10 ild quite 
bcttcr limn a night light. rightlycontt::nds.dc\,otedenlirclyto·'gel-

The Book of Grass (Grove Prc~~. ting high. r~ully high" on evcry drug im
S1.25), The intellectuals' ft..sponse to the lIginllblc and then some. The 1<1:'11 i~slle 
aforementioned. A sporadically intcrc!<ot" fcalurcu C\erything from an anllnymou~ 
iog nnthology of what everyone rrum article entitled "I W<lS JFK's D~uler" 10 

George Washington to Allen Ginsb.!rg an inferview with John Finlalllr. former 
has to sayan lhe. subject. A B(lrIlelt's deputydirectorc.1fthe Bureull of Narcotics 
FamiliarQulJtllflolls rorthedopco;rnoker, and Dangcrou!<I Drugs, to a lovingly 

T"(! CIl!Jil'ator's IIC/1ullmok 0/ Mm'!· pholographed centerfold of a briCk of 
jlICJIJQ (Book People, '£2). Oiflcount Columbian gnl!:oS, not 10 111,-~ntion detJilcd 
Book's store clerks say (his is their best market quotations on dope price!<l from 
selling work on the mysteries of prodUt;. New York 10 San Frnflciscn nnd harvest 
ihg a smokable plant. repom from "round the world. All in all, 

Marijuana: A Signfll of Mlsllt/til'r" a rather laughable cornbinlltion of the 
,tfaruling. Tlte FirM Report of Iht! Na- NalimUl' Enqtlirer and the lVall Srrc'£'1 
tlonal CommissiOit 011 MUrijllmlll dnd JOllrlllll. just ror druggics, 
Oms Abuse (Government Printing or· MarijuclI/lI-Ha.>illisll Epidt'mk alld Its 
nee. $1). The Bible of the decriminaliza- Impact Oil UIl;t(·c/ Slt11(·s S£'l'I·/·ity. I/('(I"~ 
lipn effort, Appointed by then President illg'i 8£,/01'(' ,I1£' Sub!'ommiltC!t' oj tit" I,,· 
Nixon to study the drug and to make rcc· It'nwl SL'ClIl'ily Act lIlId OI/wr Inlerllal 
onuncndations concerning its statuS. the SecflriTY Lem's. Shcl\·e it under fiction. 

at 
at the Eastland 
spring, Heath 
cated use 
brain darnage. The :-,~'::,:,,~~~~~::~·;~~t.}j 
irncnts were ten rhesus 
were given the drug 
machines. and, in two 
jcctions. Some or the 
tmdes planted in theirbmins~,;wi,ile'i>t1i¢r';~! 
did not. Sure enough, at 
C!xpcrimcnts. two of the 
(from respiratory co[nplieal:ioi''') 
emf suffered brain damage •... 

Dr. Heath apparently ~Ias· 
that the TCSUItS had some 
thing!> to say about huma~ 
drug, since he maintained . 
II!\cls given to the we;re.e'qullv~,·,,1 
lent to th~ average nmounts ' 
American high school 

Iy. Heath has made the nri~~~~~~;r~~:~~: some strange adolescents. ' 
dOflage levels in tenns of 
~eighl and potency consumed by users. 
!<Imllk.er would have to smoke at least I~O ., 
to 2-10 joinls a day to even approach the "-..." 
mnounts, .given Ihe monkeys, in, wfiic~-~ 
case bram damage would probably be the l.'~ 
h~asl of the smoker's worries. Meanwhile: 
un HEW Mudy conducted in Jamaie~ .1. 
under sirici laboratory conditions, using '.( 
human subjcct~. came to precisely the op'" ,.', 
pm it!! conclusion-that no bntin damage 
re~ultcd from the amounts (an average o~· .. 
!'Il!venjoint .. n d;lY) given (0 the subjeclli. 
And ~even joints a day is heavy lise. 

The ambiguous nature of the situation 
WitS underscored last fall by the release of 
HEW's fourth repon to the Congress on 
A/arijJlcl!lCl (lilt! Hellith. Although the rc~ 
p~m'~ publicatillO was delayed eight 
months to insure that it would be up to 
dnte. Adminbtrntion drug spokesman Dr. 
Robert Dupont noted, "There arc more 
unanw.'cred than answered questio)iS." 

Despile sueh oflicinl hedging, Illost at· 
tenlion centered on the report's findings 
that heavy usc of the drug might result in 
ahnormally low le\'eis or the male sex 
IWfmolle teslosterone, possible adverse 
elTectson the body's immunity responses, 
and interrt-TCnce with driving skills. The 
report nOled, however. that nor£' of the 
rcscurch in these tlreas can be considered 
cllm:lusive and wenl on to mention the 
possible thempeutic effects of the drug 
when met! as, among other things. an· 
appetite stimulant. an anti·convulsant. or 
a painkiller, Research in these areas is 
ulso inconclu~ive, 

In fact, about the only conclusion that 
docs emerge from the ambiguities. con" 
trudictions, and general brouhaha is that it 

'IHls yet to be established that there is any 
real difference between people who 
smoke dope ilnd people who don't. 0 
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FOREWORD 

This Commentary has been issued in pursuance of paragraph 
of Economic and Social Council resolution 914 D (XXXIV) of 
3 August 1962. The Secretary-General wishes to express his thanks 
to Mr. Adolf Lande, former Secretary of the Permanent Central Narcotics 
Board and the Drug Supervisory Body, for his valuable assistance in 
preparing the Commentary. 
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/lBBREVIA TIONS 

~the following abbrcyiatid115 are used in the commentary: 

The "Single Convention", for the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, done 
at :-(p.w York on 30 March 1961, reproduced in United Nations, Treaty Series, 
vol. 520, p. 151 

The "Second Draft", for the second draft of the Single Convention, document E/CN.7/ 
AC.3/7 and Corr.1 (English and Spanish only) 

The "Third Draft", for the third draft of the Single Convention, which served as the 
working document of the Plenipotentiary Conference, documents E/CN.7/AC.3/9 
and E/CN.7/AC.3/9/Add.l, both documents being reproduced in the "Records", 
vol. IT, pp. 1-31 

The "Records", for the Official Records of the United Nations Conference for the 
Adoption of a Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, documents E/CONF.34/24 
and E/CONF.34/24/Add.l, reproduced respectively in United Nations publica
tions, Salcs Nos. 63.XT.4 and 63.xI.5 

The "Commentary on the ~ 931 Convention", for the publication entitled "Convention 
for Limiting the Manufacture and Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic 
Drugs of July 13th, 1931, Historical and Technical Study by the Opium Traffic 
Section of the Secretariat or the League of Nations", League of Nations, docu
ment C.19\'M.136.1937.XI. (Series of League of Nations publications 
1937.>''1.3) 

The "Model Code", for the Model Administrative Codes to the International Opium 
Conventions of 1925 and 1931, League of Nations, document C.774.M.365.-
1932.XI. (Series of League of Nations publications 1932.xI.8) 

* ... * 

The "Board", for the International Narcotics Control Board 

The "Commission", for the Commission on Narcotic Drugs of the Economic and 
Social Council 

The "Council", for the Economic and Social Council 

The "Permanent Ccntral Board", for the organ which ljecame known as the Per
manent Central Opium Board and later the Permanent Central Narcu<ics Board 
[Permanent Central Board being the treaty name of that former international 
organ, established under chapter VI of the 1925 Convention] 

The "Plenipotentiary Conference", for the United Nations Conference for the Adop
tion of a Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, which met in New York from 
24 January to 25 M4rch 1961 

The "Supervisory Body", for the organ which became known as the Drug Super-< 
visory Body [Supervisory Body being the treaty name of that former intemational 
organ, established under chapter II of the 1931 Convention] 

"WHO", for the World Health Organization 

* * * 
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The" 1912 Convention", for the International Opium Convention, signed at The Hague 
on 23 January 1912, referred to in article 44, para. 1, subpara. (a) of the Single 
Convention, and reproduced in League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. VIII, 
p.187 

The" 1925 Agreement", for the Agreement concerning the Suppression of the Manu
facture of, Internal Trll 1e in, and Use of Prepared Opium, signed at Geneva 
on 11 February 1925, referred to in article 44, para. 1, subpara. (b), of the Single 
Convention, and repl'od(lced in Lengue of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. LT, p. 337 

The "1925 Convention", for the International Opium Convention, signed at Geneva 
on 19 February 1925, referred to in article 44, para. 1, sub para. (c) of the Single 
Convention, and reproduced in League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. LXXXI, 
p.317 

The "1931 Convention", for the Convention for Limiting the Manufacture and Regu
lating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, signed at Geneva on 13 July 1931, 
referred to in article 44, para. 1, subpara. (d) of the Single Convention, and rcpro
duced in League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CXXXIX, p. 301 

The "1931 Agreement", for the Agreement concerning the Suppression of Opium 
Smoking, signed at Bangkok on 27 November 1931, referred to in article 44, 
para. 1, subpara. (e), of the Single Convention, and reproduced in League of 
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CLXXVrr, p. 373. 

The "1936 Convention", for the Convention for the Suppression of the Illicit Traffic 
in Da1'lgerous Drugs, signed at Geneva on 26 June 1936, referrr:d to in article 44, 
para. 2, of the Single Convention, and reproduced in Lcague of Nations, Treaty 
Series, vol. CXCYllI, p. 299 

The "1946 Protocol", for the Protocol amending the Agreements, Conventions and 
Protocols on Narcotic Drugs, concluded at The Hague on 23 January 1912, 
at Geneva on 11 February 1925 and 19 February 1925 and 13 July 1931, at 
Bangkok on 27 November 1931 and at Geneva on 26 June 1936, signed at Lake 
Success, New York, on 11 December 1946, referred to in article 44, para. I, 
subpara. (f), of the Single Convention, and reproduced in United Nations, 
Treaty Series, vol. 12, p. 179 . 

The "1948 Protocol", for the Protocol Bringing under International Control Drugs 
Outside the Scope of thc Convelltion of 13 July 1931 for Limiting the Manufacture 
and Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, as Amended by the Protocol 
Signed at Lake Success, New York, on 11 December 1946, signed at Paris on 
19 November 1948, referred to in article 44, para. 1, slfbpara. (11), of the Single 
Convention, and reproduced in United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 44, p. 277 

The "1953 Protocol", for the Protocol for Limiting and Regulating the Cultivation of 
the Poppy Plant, the Production of, International and Wholesale Trade in, 
and Use of Opiulll, signed at New York on 23 June 1953, referr~d to in article 44, 
para. 1, subpara. (i), of the Single Convention, and reproduced in United Nations, 
Treaty Series, vol. 456, p. 3 

" 
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Article 4 

GENERAL OBLIGA nONS 

1. The Parties shall take such legislative and administrative 
measures as may be necessary: 

(a) To give effect to and carry out the provisions of this Convention 
within their own territories; 

(b) To co-operate with other States in the execution of the pro
visions of this Convention; and 

( c) Su'bject to the provisions of this Convention, to limit exclusively 
to medical and scientific purposes the production, manufacture, export, 
import, distribution of, trade in, usc and possession of drugs .. 

Commentary 

1. In providing for a general obligation of Parties to "take such legisla
tive and administrative measures as may be necessary to give effect to and 
carry out the provisions of the Convention", article 4 only states expressly what 
would in any event be the consequence of undertaking treaty obligations. 
The phrase "to give effect to and carry out" has the same meaning as the 
shorter phrases ''pollr executer" and ''para dar cumplimieJlto" of the French 
and Spanish texts. 

2. For the meaning of the word "territories", see above, comments on 
article 1, paragraph I, subparagraph (y) and foot-note 22 relating to those 
comments. 

3. . Legislation authorizing a central organ of the executive branch of 
Government' to give efiect by de.::rce to decisions of the Commission on 
Narcotic Drugs or of the Economic and Social Council under article 3 appears 
to be one of the legislative measures which Parties are required to take under 
article 4 if they have not yet done so. A delay in placing a drug under the 
national narcotics regime caused by the need for parliamentary legislation or 
for action by the component states, provinces or cantons of a federal country 
would hardly be compatible with the object and purpose of the provisions of 
article 3. 

4. All measures which Parties must carry out under the various terms 
of the Single Convention require, of course, some domestic administrative 
action. By several specific provisions Governments are moreover required to 
maintain particular administrative institutions: a "special administration" for 
the purpose of applying the provisions of the Single Convention, l possibly 
national opium, coca leaf or cannabis agencies, 2 as appropriate, and, with "due 

1 Article 17. 
2 Article 23, article 26, para. 1 and article 28, para. I. 
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regard to their constitutional, legal and administrative systems", "arrangements 
at the national level for co-ordination of preventive and repressive action 
against the illici t traffic". 3 

5. A few specific administrative actions which are not expressly indicated 
in the text of the Single Convention, but which, it is suggested, Parties are 
required to take under the general rule of article 4, may be mentioned: main
tenance of a staff sufficient in numbers ane! technical qualifications to carry out 
their treaty obligations, provision of training facilities for members of this 
staff where needed, and maintenance of a system of inspection 4 of businesses 
engaged in the various phases of the narcotics trade (agriculture, manufacture 
and wholesale and retail trade). 5 Governments which do not already have the 
required facilities would also fulfil their obligation regarding training byenabl
ing members of their staff to participate in training arrangements offered by 
other countries or by international organizations such as the United Nations, 
the World Health Organization or the International Criminal Police Organiza-
tion (INTERPOL). 6 • 

6. Co-operation of States is an indispensable requirement for effective 
narcotics control. This is recognized in the Preamble of the Single Conven
tion, which states that "effective measures against abuse of narcotic drugs 
require co-ordinated and universal action", and that "such universal action 
calls for international co-operation". The general rule of article 4 requiring 
Parties "to take such legislativt' and administrative measures as may be neces
sary" "to co-operate with oth, States in the execution of the provisions of 
this Convention" is supplemented by some specific provisions. Article 35, 
paragraphs (b)-(e), contains rules regarding co-operation in the fight against 
the international illicit traffic. Article 36, paragraph 2, subparagraph (b), 
dealing with the extradition of illicit traffickers, is another provision aiming at 
international co-operation in this campaign. 7 

3 Article 35, para. (a). 

• Thc obligation to makc inspections appears also to arisc from the provisions 
of arlicle 29, para. 2, subpara. (b), article 30, para. 1, subpara. (b), clause (i) and 
article 31, para. 3, subpara. (b). 

• The word '"inspection" appears in the heading of article 34, but no express 
provision for inspection is made in the body of this article; the same applies to the 
corresponding and subsLantially similar article 43 of the Third Draft which served as 
working documcnt of the Plenipotentiary Conference (E/CN.7IAC.3/9, Records, 
vol. II, p. 17). Thc corresponding article 46 of the Second Draft (E/CN.7/AC.3/7), 
in its second paragraph, requires Parties to maintain a system of inspection. This 
paragraph, but not thc word "inspection" in the heading of article 46, was deleted 
by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs at its thirteenth session because it was super
fluous, since all Governments provide in any case for inspection (E/CN.7/SR.398, 
pp. 6-7, and Annex V of the Report of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs on the 
thirteenth session, Official Records of the Economic and Social COllllcii, Twenty-sixth 
Session. Supplement No.9. 

• An intergovernmental organization in special relationship with the Economic 
and Social Council. 

1 See also article 31, para. 1 requirin'1 Parties not to permit exports of narcotic 
drugs except in accordance with the laws and regulations and within the import limits 
of the importing country or territory, and paras. 4-7 containing rules governing the 
co-operation of importing and exporting countries in the implementation of the import 
ccrtificate and export authorization system. 
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7. It undoubtedly follows from the rule of article 4 on co-operation that 
a Party is bound not to permit its territory to be used as a base of operation 
of the illicit traffic in other countries or to become a refuge of international 
illicit traffickers, and that it must take appropriate legislative or administrative 
measures to this end. 8 Where that aim cannot be accomplished by the prosecu
tion of crimes committea :tbroad 9 or by extradition. 10 such other appropriate 
measures must be taken as are feasible under the constitutional limitations and 
in accordance with the basic principles of the legal system of the Party concern
ed. Penalizing local participation of all kinds in the illicit traffic in other 
countries 11 and meaSures of expulsion may serve the purpose. 

8. The question may be raised whether rendering technical aid to 
countries which need it in order to be able to implement the provisions of the 
Single Convention is a legal obligation of the Parties under article 4, para
",raph (b). Experience has shown that foreign aid is indispensable to various 
Governments if they are to be enabled to make a full contribution to the fight 
against the abuse of narcotic drugs. There may not be general agreement 
on the existence of such a formal legal obligation; but giving technical assh~tance 
to countries which need and request it undoubtedly corresponds to the object 
and purpose of the Single Convention, and is within the spirit of the provision 
of article 4 requiring co-operation with other States. 

9. The object of the international narcotics system is to limit exclusiveli 
to medical and scientific purposes the trade in and use of controlled drugs. 
From the beginning this has been a basic principle of the multilateral narcotics 
system, although all the treaties providing for it authorize some exceptions. 
The 1912 12 and 1925 13 Conventions and the 1953 Protocol 14 contained provi
sions incorporating this principle. The gradual extension of the scope of its 
application is a characteristic feature of progress in this branch of treaty law. 
It is one of the most important achievements 15 of the Single Convention that 
it ended the exceptions permitted in earlier treaties, subject only to transitional 
provisions of limited local application and duration pursuant to article 49, 
and apart from two cases presenting no problem of public hc>alth because they 
exclude the consumption of the dangerous substances involved. 

10. The provisions to which paragraph (c) is "subject", i.e. which are 
excepted from its application, are article 49, article 2, paragraph 9 (whose 
practical importance seems highly hypothetical) 16 and article 27 (permitting 

8 Such an obligation may also be implied in the provisions of article 35, paras. (b) 
and (c). 

• See below comments on article 36, para. 2, sub para. (a),c1ause (iv). 
10 See below, comments on article 36, para. 2, subpara. (b). 
11 See also article 36, para. 2, subpara. (a), clauses (i) and (ii). 
12 Article 9, which, however, uses the phrase "medical and legitimate purposes". 
13 Article 5, which alreadY employs (he phrase "medical and scientific purposes"; 

see also article 13, para. 1 of the 1931 Convention. 
" Article 2, article 5, introductory paragraph, and article 6, para. 1. 
,. The others being the extension of a comprehensive system of control to the 

cultivation of the coca bush (article 26) and to that of the cannabis plant grown for the 
production of cannabis and cannabis resin (article 28, para. 1). 

1. See above comments on this provision. 
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the use of coca leaves for the preparation of a flavouring agent which must not 
contain any alkaloids, and the production 17 of, trade in and possession of 
leaves intended for this purpose. 18 

11. The term "medical purposes" has not been uniformly interpreted 
by Governments when applying the provisions of the narcotics treaties con
taining it. 19 Some have prohibited the consumption of narcotic drugs by all 
addicts excepting only when necessary to alleviate suffering during withdrawal 
treatment; a number of other countries have permitted consumption by persons 
whose addiction proves to be incurable of the minimum quantities required to 
prevent pai:1ful withdrawal symptoms and to enable them to lead a normal 
life. There have also been a few cases in which all consumption of narcotic 
drugs by addicts was prohibited, even in the course of withdrawal treat
ment. 

12. The term "medical purposes" does not necessarily have exactly the 
same meaning at all times and under all circumstances. Its interpretation 
must depend on the stage ot: medical science at the particular time in question; 
and not only modern medicine, sometimes also referred to as "western 
medicine", but also legitimate systems of indigenous medicine such as those 
which exist in China, India and Pakistan, may be taken into account in this 
connexion. 20 

13. The term "medical purposes" includes veterinary and dental pur
poses. 21 

14. Drugs in Schedule II and their preparations, as well as preparations 
i.: Schedule III, are not excluded from the scope of article 4 including its para
graph (c). 2.2 

15. The "use" of drugs is not specifically listed in article 36, paragraph 1, 
among the actions which, subject to its constitutional limitations, a Party must 
treat as punishable offences. It appears that it is left to the discretion of each 
Party to decide whether it wishes to penalize the non-medical consumption of 
narcotic drugs by addicts, or whether it prefers to prevent such abuse solely 
by administrative and penal measures by which the production, manufacture 
and distribution of drugs must be controlled under the terms of the Single 
Convention. 23 

16. In addition to article 4, paragraph (c), the provisions of article 33 
and of article 36, paragraph 1, deal with the possession of drugs. Under these 
provisions, Parties must take the required legislative and administrative mea
sures to limit exclusively to medical and scientific purposes the possession of 

17 Article I, para. I, subpara. (t). 
1. Leaves from which "aJl ecgonine, cocaine or any other ecgonine alkaloids 

have been removed" are not "coca leaves" as defined in the Single Convention; article 1, 
para. 1, subpara. (f); sec also below, comments on article 27, para. 1. 

19 Sec above foot-notes 12-14 . 
•• Records, vol. I, pp. 25-26 . 
., Record,,', vol. I, p. 207; vol. II, pp. 123,267,280 (foot-note 8) and 285 (foot

note 27) . 
.. Article 2, paras. 2 to 4; see also below, comments on article 33 . 
•• Sec comments on article 36, para. 1. 
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drugs, 2,\ must not permit the possession of drugs except under legal authority, 25 

and subject to their constitutional limitations must make possession of drugs 
contrary to the provisions of the Single Convention a punishable offence. 26 

17. The question arises how far and in what way these provisions govern 
the possession of controlled drugs; do they apply without regard to whether 
the drugs are held for illegal distribution or only for personal consumption, 
or do they apply solely to the possession of drugs intended for distribu
tion? 

18. Article 4, paragraph (c), undoubtedly refers to both kinds of posses
sion; but whether that provision must be implemented by imposing penal 
sanctions on possession for personal consumption is a question which may be 
answered differently in different countries. 27 Some Governments seem to 
hold that they are not bound to punish addicts who illegally possess drugs for 
their personal me. This view appears to be based on the consideration that the 
provisions of article 36, which in its paragraph 1 requires Parties, subject to 
their constitutional limitations, to penalize the possession of drugs held con
trary to the provisions of the Single Convention, are intended to fight the illicit 
traffic, and not to require the punishment of addicts not participating in that 
traffic. Article 45 of the Third Draft, which served as working document of 
the Plenipotentiary Conference, enumerated in its paragraph 1, subparagraph (a) 
"possession" among the actions for which punishment would be required. This 
paragraph is identical with the first part of paragraph 1 of article 36 of the 
Single Convention, dealing with "possession" as one of the punishable offences. 
Article 45 of the Third Draft is included in chapter IX, headed "Measures 
against illicit traffickers". This would appear to support the opinion of those 
who believe that only possession for distribution, and not that for personal 
consumption, is a punishable offence under article 36 of the Single Convention. 
The Draft's division into chapters was not taken over by the Single Conven
tion, and this was the only reason why the chapter heading just mentioned was 
deleted, as were all the other chapter headings. Article 36 is still in that part 
of the Sing~ Convention which deals with the illicit traffic. It is preceded by 
article 35, entitled "Action against the illicit traffic", and followed by article 37, 
entitled "Seizure and confiscation". 

19. Parties which do not share this view, and which hold that possession 
of drugs for personal consumption must be punished under article 36, para
graph 1, may undoubtedly choose not to provide for imprisonment of persons 
found in such possession, but to impose only minor penalties such as fines or 
even censure. Possession of a small quantity of drugs for personal consuinp
tion may be held not to be a "serious" offence under article 36, paragraph 1, 
and only a "serious" offence is liable to "adequate punishment particularly 
by imprisonment or other penalties of deprivation of liberty" . 

.. Article 4, para. (c). 
2. Article 33. 
26 Article 36, para. 1. 
., No doubt appears to exist as regards the obligation of Parties to apply penal 

sanctions in implementing the rule of article 4, para. (c), concerning manufacture, 
production, export,> import, distribution, trade and possession for distribution; see 
below, comments on"article 3'6, para. 1. As to use, sec above. 
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20. Penalization of the possession of drugs for personal consumption 
amounts in fact also to a penalization of personal consumption. 28 

21. It has, on the other hand, been pointed out, particularly by enforce
ment officers, that the penalization of all unauthorized possession of drugs, 
including that for personal use, facilitates the prosecution and conviction of 
traffickers, since it is very difficult to prove the intention for which the drugs 
are held. If Governments choose not to punish possession for personal 
consumption or to impose only minor penalties on it, their legislation could 
very usefully provide for a legal presumption that any quantity exceeding a 
specified small amount is intended for distribution. It could also be stipulated 
that this presumption becomes irrebuttable if the aI:lount in the possession of 
the offender is in excess of certain limits. It may also be remarked that consti
tutional limitations, which can free a Party from all obligation to punish an 
action mentioned in article 36, paragraph 1, will generally not prevent the 
penalization of the unauthorized possession of drugs. 

22. It may finally be mentioned that Parties must prevent the possession 
of drugs for other than medical and scientific purposes by all the administra
tive measures which they are bound to adopt under the terms of the Single 
Convention, whatever may be their view on their obligation to resort to penal 
sanctions or on the kind of punishment which they should impose. 

23. What has been said in regard to the need for penal sanctions for 
limiting the possession of controlled drugs exclusively to medical and scientific 
purposes pursuant to article 4, paragraph (c), also applies to the obligation of 
Parties under article 33 not to permit the possession of drugs except under legal 
authority. While there may be a difference of opinion as to the obligation of 
Parties to impose penal sanctions on persons found in the unauthorized posses
sion of drugs held for personal consumption, it should be kept in mind that 
Governments must in any event take all the administrative measures which they 
are required to adopt under the Single Convention in order to prevent any 
unauthorized possession k .tily purpose whatever. There can be no doubt 
that Governments may refrain from imposing imprisonment in cases of posses
sion of drugs held for personal consumption without legal authority. Posses
sion of drugs for distribution without such authority must, on the other hand, 
be made punishable "by imprisonment or other penalties of deprivation of 
liberty". 20 

24. It is also apparent that the obligation of Parties not to permit the 
possession of drugs except under legal authority requires them to confiscate 
drugs if found in unauthorized possession, even if held solely for personal 
consumption. See also below, comments on articles 33 and 37. 30 

25. Parties cannot legally authorize the possession of drugs for other than 
medical and scientific purposes, except in the cases in which non-medical 

.. See above for the omission of the "use" of drugs in the enumeration of punish
able offences in article 36, para. 1. 

.. Article 36, para. 1. 
3. The obligation to confiscatc drugs posessed without legal authority for non

medical consumption is held to derive from article 33 if article 37 is not applied, becausc 
such possession is not considered to be an offence under article 37. 
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. consumption or industri.al use is exceptionally permitted by the Single Conven
tion. 31 See also below. comments on article 33. 

26. As regards the meaning of "production" and the application of the 
term "manufacture" to the separation of substances which may in the future 
be placed under international narcotics control from plants, see above, com- -
ments on article 1, paragraph 1, subparagraphs (n) and (t). 

27. It will be noted that the English text of article 4 is preceded by the 
figure 1, without any following numbered paragraph. This is an oversight due 
to the fact that article 4 of the Third Draft had two numbered paragraphs, of 
which the first was retained in its entirety by the Convention as finally adopted 
by the PlenipotentiarY Conference, while the second paragraph Was deleted. 1l2 

The number 1 does not, however, appear in French and Spanish texts, in which· 
the required change was made. 

31 Article 4, para. (c) together with article 2, para. 9, article 27 and article 49 • 
.. United Nations document E/CN.7/AC.3/9, Records, vol. II, p. 4. , 

\ 
\ 

61-801 0 - 77 - 74 
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Article 33 

POSSESSIONS OF DRUGS 

The Parties shall not permit the possession of drugs except under 
legal authority. 

Commentary 

1. Article 33 must be read in connexion with article 4, paragraph (c) 
requiring Parties, subject to the exceptions expressly permitted by the Single 
Convention,l to limit exclusively to medical and scientific purposes the pos
session of drugs. It has therefore been stated in the comments on that para
graph that apart from these exceptions, Parties may not authorize the posses
sion of drugs for other purposes. 

2. It may be repeated here that some Governments consider that they 
are not required to punish the unauthorized possession of drugs by addicts 
for their personal use, because the word "possession" as used in article 36, 
paragraph 1, covers only possession for distribution, and is not meant to 
include possession for personal use; but even if this view is not accepted, there ,. 
cannot be any doubt that Parties need not consider unauthorized possession of I .. il 
drugs for personal use to be a "serious" offence within the meaning of article 36, 
paragraph 1, liable to punishment by imprisonment or other penalties of 
deprivation of liberty. They may choose to impose minor penalties such 
as fines or even censure. 2 

3. Whatever the position the Parties may take on this question of penal 
sanctions, it does not affect their obligation under article 33 not to permit 
the unauthorized possession of drugs for personal consumption, like any 
other possession of drugs without legal authority. If they choose not to 
impose penalties on the unauthorized possession for personal use, they still 
must use their best endeavours to prevent this possession by all those adminis
trative controls of production, manufacture, trade and distribution which are 
required by the Single Convention, and whose basic objective is the prevention 
of the abuse of drugs and therefore also to prevent the unauthorized possession 
by addicts. It is also submitted that Parties which do not consider such 
possession to be an offence under article 36, and therefore are not required to 
apply article 37 regarding the seizure and confiscation of drugs, are nevertheless 
bound to confiscate the drugs found in the unauthorized possession of persons 

1 Article 2, para. 9, article 27 and article 49. 
, For a more extensive discussion of this legal question, see above comments on 

article 4, para. (c). . 

--------'" 
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} 
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for personal consumption. This obligation appears to be implied in the 
provision of article 33. 3 

4. It will be noted that article 33 applies to all drugs and their prepara
tions. Drugs in Schedule II and their preparations, as well as preparations 
in Schedule III, which it may be possible for individuals to acquire without 
medical prescriptions, 4 are not excepted. S Although free from the pre
scription requiremel}t, they are not excluded from the scope of article 4, para
graph (c), requiring Parties to limit the possession and use of drugs to medical 
and scientific purposes, and they may be sold only by State enterprises or 
licensed traders or dispensed or administered by persons duly authorized to 
perform therapeutic functions. 6 

5. Parties may therefore not authorize the possession of drugs in Sche
dule II and their preparations as well as of preparations in Schedule III 7 by 
individuals for the purpose of abusing them. They should therefore require 
their licensed retail traders not to sell these drugs and preparations to an 
individual who obviously intends to abuse them, and in any event not to sell 
excessive amounts of them to a single person. 

6. They would also be bound to confiscate these drugs and preparations 
if found in ·the possession of a person who needs them not for medical pur
poses, but exclusively for the purpose of abusing them. 

7. The Parties are, however, not bound to adopt measures which are 
not expressly or impliedly required by the Single Convention in order to enforce 
the limitation of the possession and use of drugs in Schedule II and their 
preparations, or of preparations in Schedule III, to medical and scientific 
purposes. It is moreover suggested that, unless more strict controls are 
required by national law than those prescribed by the Single Convention, the 
application of article 33 to the unauthorized possession by individuals of these 
drugs and preparations for the purpose of abusing them will generally be very 
difficult indeed, and in many cases not only impractical but also impossible. 

8. It may be mentioned in this context that the leaves of the cannabis 
plant, when not accompanied by the tops, are not "drugs", 8 and are therefore 
not subject to article 33. 0 

9. For a provision in an earlier treaty requiring Parties to take measures. 
to prohibit the delivery to or possession. by any unauthorized person of drugs, 

• See also above, c :>mments on article 4, para. (c); the United Nations Secretariat 
is not aware of any ,",onstitutional provisions which would prevent such course of 
ad'ion. It is however suggested that where such an obstacle should exist, the same 
effect could be accomplished by making the unauthorized possession of drugs by addicts 
for personal consumption an offence, to be punished exclusively by the confiscation of 
the drugs. 

• Article 30, para. 6. 
• Article 2, paras. 2 to 4. 
• Article 30, para. 1, subpara. (a) and (c) in connexion with the references in 

foot-note 5. 
7 Preparations in Schedule III will, however, generally hardly be liable to the 

. kind of abuse which the Single Convention is intended to IJrevent; see article 3, para. 4. 
8 Article I, para. 1, subparas. (b) and (j), and Schedules I and II. 
S See article 28, para, 3 and comments thereon. 

" 
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see article 7 of the 1925 Convention. This provision has, however, a more 
limited scope than article 33 of the Single Convention. lQ 

10 Article 7 of the 1925 Conventi011does not apply to raw opium, prepared opium, 
coca leaves, cannabis and cannabis re~in; .w ~he possession for retail trade or personal 
consurnptionof drugs in Group II of the 1931 Convention (and of the 1948 Protocol) 
and to those preparations which either-:by e~press treaty provisions or by operation of 
article 8 of the 1925 Convention are exempted from the application of this Convention, 
i.e. to the so-called "preparations for the export of which export authorizations are 
not required" which are a group of preparations whose position corresponds to some 
extent to that of preparations in Schedule III of the Single Convention; see articles 8 
and 4, para. (d) of the 1925 Convention, article 13, para. 1 and para. 2, subparas. (a) 
and (b) of the 1931 Convention; see also Comme1ltary on the 1931 Convention, 
para. 135; article 7 of the 1925 Convention moreover applies only "as regards the 
internal trade" to the drugs which it covers. It may however be noted that all the 
drugs and their preparations covered by article 7 or excluded therefrom are subject 
under the narcotics r~gime preceding the Single Convention, to the import certificate 
and export authorization system of chapter V of the 1925 Convention, the only excep
tion being "the preparations for the export of which export authorizations are not 
required". ~ 
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7. Article 36 is not one of the provisions which do not apply to pre
parations in Schedule III. Illicit traffic in such preparations is therefore 
governed by the terms of this article. 8 "Illicit traffic" in leaves of the cannabis 
plant when not accompanied by the tops is, however, not subject to article 36 
because the leaves are not drugs. 9 

8. No provision of article 36 is self~executing in countries where consti
tutions provide for that effect of treaty provisions. 10 

• Article 2, para. 4. 
~ Article 1, para. 1, subpara. (b) and comments on article 28, para. 3. 
10 Article 36, para. 4. 

Paragraph 1 
1. Subject to its constitutional limitationsj each Party shall 

adopt such measures as will ensure that cultivation, production, manu~ 
facture, extraction, preparation, possession, offering, offering for sale, 
distribution, purchase, sale, delivery on any terms whatsoever, broker~ 
age, dispatch, dispatch in transit, transport, importation and exportation 
of drugs contrary to the provisions of this Convention, and any other 
action which in the .opinion of such Party may be contrary to the 
provisions of this Convention, shall be punishable offences when com~ 
mitted intentionally, and that serious offences shall. be liable to ade
quate punishment particularly by imprisonment or other penalties 
of deprivation of liberty. 

Commelltary 

.. 1. The enumeration in paragraph 1 of the activities which should be 
penalized very closely follows that of article 2, paragraph (a) of the 1936 Con
v:~ntion. 1 In order to make sure that all activities coming under the general 
heading "illicit traffic" 2 would be covered by paragraph 1 and that any gap 
which may exist in the list in that provision, 3 not only the actions specifically 
mentioned but "any other action which in the opinion oC'a Party' may be 
contrary to the provisions" of the Single Convention must be treated by that 
Party as a punishable offence in accordance with the terms of article 36. While 
it is left to the judgement of each Party to determine What action not specifically 
mentioned in paragraph 1 is contrary to the provisions of the Single Conven-

1 Thc.list of 1936 docs not include "cultivation" and "production", which at 
the time of the conclusion of the 1936 Convention were not yet subject to a compre~ 
hensive regime of international control. See, however, article 5 of that Convention 
relating to Parties which have SUch a national regime; this list includes "conversion", 
which in so far as it relates to th.e transformation of drugs into other drug.~, is covereil 
by the term "manufactute" as defined in article 1, para. 1, subpara; (11) of the Single 
Convention. See also above, comments on that provision. . 

. • Records, vol. II, p. 236. 
3 Records, vol. II, p. 238. 
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tion, it may be noted that this paragraph, like the other provisions of the Single 
Convention, must be implemented in good faith. 4 

2. Only those of the activities mentioned in paragraph 1 which are 
"committed intentionally" fall within the scope of this paragraph, and conse
quently within that of the other provisions of article 36. This limitation applies 
to the activities specifically listed in paragraph 1 as well as to those.which are 
included by the general definition. Actions which are not taken wilfully or 
knowingly, but only as a result of "negligence", are therefore not subject to the 
provisions of article 36. 5 Governments will, however, find it necessary to 
punish unintentional violations of their narcotics laws and regulations if due 
to culpable negligence. 

3. Some of the activities mentioned in paragraph 1 may not be considered 
to be those of "principal actors" as this term is understood in some penal 
codes, but only as forms of "participation" as defined in paragraph 2, subpara
graph (a), clause (ii), and would therefore also be punishable under the terms 
of that clause. 

4. The activities mentioned in paragraph 1 must also be made punishable 
offences if they deal with preparations including preparations in Schedule III. G 

5. The term "manufacture" as used in the paragraph under consideration 
also covers activities referred to as "extraction" 7 or "preparation". The 
inclusion of all three of these terms is obviously due to the fact that the authors 
of paragraph 1 followed closely the text of article 2, paragraph (a) of the 
1936 Convention. . 

6. The transformation of drugs into substances not covered by the Single 
Convention does not appear to be "manufacture" as this term is used in this 
context. 8 

7. It will be noted that paragraph 1 does not refer to "use". As has 
been pointed out elsewhere, 9 article 36 is intended to fight the illicit traffic, 
and unauthorized consumption of drugs by addicts does not constitute "illicit 
traffic" . 10 

8. ~s regards the/jew that the term "possession" in the context of 
paragraph 1 does not inr:b.ne pcssession for personal consumption, and that 
in any event Parties whlch,do not share that view need not consider possession 
for personal consumption to be a "serious" offence punishable by impris
onment or other penalties of deprivation of liberty, see comments on article 4, 
paragraph (c). 11 

• See also above, comments on article 2, para. 5, article 22 and article 24, para. 1, 
subpara. (b). 

• Records, vol. II, p. 235. 
• Article 2, paras. 3 and 4. The terms "cultivation" and "production" of course 

cannot refer to preparations; article l, para. 1, subparas. (i), (s) and (t). 
7 The extraction of cannabis resin from the cannabis plant may, however, also 

be "production"; article 1, para. 1, subparas. (d) and (t). 
8 Article 1, para. 1, subpara. (n) and comments on that subparagraph. 
• See above, comments on article 4, para. (c). 
10 Article 1, para. 1, subpara. (/). 
11 See also comments on article 33. 
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9. Paragraph 1 requires "adequate" punishment of the offences which it 
covers if they are serious. The Plenipotentiary Conference did not accept 
by the required two-thirds majority a proposal to require "severe" punish
ment. 12 The opponents of the word "severe" invoked the considerations that 
the degree of severity of a penal sanction required in different countries to 
achieve its social purpose might differ widely; that.what could be an adequate 
penalty in one State might not be considered to be severe in another State; and 
that the word "severe" carried overtones of "retribution", which was one of the 
purposes of penal law which should not be emphasized. 13 It is, however, 
submitted that in order to be "adequate" for the fight against serious offences 
of the illicit traffic, the penalties must be sufficiently severe to have the desired 
deterring effect under the special conditions of the country in which they are 
imposed. This idea is also embodjed in the requirement that the "adequate 
punishment" should be meted out "particularly by imprisonment or other 
penalties of deprivation of liberty". The imposition of fines alone would ,in 
no case constitute an "adequate" punishment for serious offences of the 
illicit traffic. 

10. The term "imprisonment", in its broad sense covers all penalties of 
deprivation of liberty. By following the introductory paragraph of article 2 
of the 1936 Convention in including the whole phrase "by imprisonment Of' 
other penalties of deprivation of liberty", the Conference appears to have·made 
it clearer that not only confinement in an institution which is technically a 
prison, but also that in other places such as labour or "re-education" camps, 
constitutes an "adequate" penalty as required by paragraph 1 of article 36. 

11. It will be noted that the obligations of Parties under paragraph 1 
are subject only to their "constitutional limitations", while those under para
graph 2 are subject to their constitutional limitations, their legal system and 
domestic law. 14 ~ 

12. The question arises whether a federal State is relieved from obliga
tions under paragraph 1 if it is unable to enact the required penal legislation 
on account of lack of authority ur)der its federal constitution to do so. This 
question should be answered in the negative. A Party is ih such a case bound 
to obtain the necessary action by the legislatures of its component states or 
provinces which have jurisdiction in matters of penal law. 

13. The. Secretariat of the United Nations is not aware of any constitu
tionallimitations which would prevent a Party to the Single Convention from 
implementing article 36, paragraph 1, by national or local legislative actions. 

14. For a corresponding provision in the narcotics regime preceding the 
Singlci) Convention, see introductory paragraph and paragraph (a) of article 2 
of the 1936 Convention. 

12 Records, vol. l,p. 147; see also vol. U, p. 239. The introductory paragraph 
of article 2 of the 1936 Convention requires "severely punishing~'. 

13 Records, vol. II, pp. 234-239; see also above general comments Oll articl.e 36. 
H As regards this difference in the "escape clauses" of the two paragraphs, see 

Records, vol. II, pp. 236-237 (statement of the representative of Canada who was 
c:;hairman of the Drafting Committee of the Plenipotentiary Conference). 
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[Excerpt from an artl()l~ entitled, "The International Drug Control System" by Adolph 
Lande, Appendix, "Drug Use tn America: l'roblem In Perspective," volume III: The Legal 
System and Drug Control, March 1973, pp. 129-130.] 

QUESTION OF TREATY PROVISIONS PREVENTING POLICY OPTIONS ON CERTAIN 
CONTROVERSIAL QUESTIONS 

PUNISHMENT OF THE ACQUISITION (INCLUDING PURCHASE) OF NARCOTIC DRUGS 
OR PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES FOR PER80NAL CONSUMPTION 

The terms "possession" and "purchase" used in the penal provisions of the 
Single Convention mean only possession and purchase for 'the purpose of illicit 
traffic. Consequently unauthorized possession and acquisition (purchase) of 
narcotic drugs f.or personal consumption need not be treated under the Single 
Convention either as punishable offenses or as serious offenses. If a government 
does not accept this view, they may consider purchase and possession for per
sonal use to be offenses punishable by fines, censure or the confiscation of the 
drugs, or to be serious. offenses punishable by deprivation of liberty, including 
imprisonment.slll 

The provisions of the Protocol of 1972 permitting the substitution of treu.t~ 
ment and rehabilitation for conviction or punishment of addicted offenders will 
remain ineffective for the United States at least for a very long time.s., 

However, nothing in the Single Convention would prevent the United States 
from imposing on illegal purchase and possession of narcotic drugs for personal 
consumption penalties it considers advisable. 

The Vienna Convention does not require parties to prohibit the possession 
of psychotropic substances in Schedules II, III or IV without legal authority,s.7 
but only to provide that the possession of substances in Srhedule I should be 
prohibited without a special license or prior authorization.s" The penal provi
sions of the Vienna Convention·" are patterned after those of the Single Con
vention although the former define the punishable offenses in general terms 
instead of using the largely enumerative method of the latter. The penal pro
visivns of the Vienna Convention aim at the illicit traffic: illicit acqllisition 
(purchase) and possession of all psychotropic substances for personal consump
tion are not punishable offenses under the Vienna Convention, even though the 
government concerned might not permit the possession of substances in Schedules 
II, III and IV without legal authority. Here again a government which does 
not share this view, could in any event treat such purchase and possession as 
offenses which are not serious and which are punishable by fines, censure or 
even only fry confiscation of the substances involved. The liberty of governments 
to impose heavy penalties would not be restricted by the Vienna Convention. 

These legal considerations are of less importance in the Vienna ConYention 
than in the Single Convention because the provision of the former, permitting 

.the substitution of measures of treatment and rehabilitation for offenders wlio 
abuse psychotropic substances for their conviction or punishment, could be ap
plied by the United States. 

D~8'l'RmUTION AND SALE OF NARCO'l'IC DRUGS AND PSYCHOTROPIO SUliSTANOES 

Illicit distributipn and sale of narcotic drugs and pSychotropic substances 
would be trea.ted ':as,,;serious punishable offenses subject to appropriate punish
ment, particularly by deprivation of liberty, including imprisonment. However, 
governDlents would be permitted to treat them as non-serious offenses and to 
punish them by fines, by censure or by confiscation. Such a case would include 
possession or dist;rlbution of a small amount of a relatively less dangerous drug 
for distributioIi,~.!:oa friend without consideration or without profit. 

Under the VIenna Convention, treatment and rehabilitation of all distributors 
of psychotropic substanp.es, who abuse such substances, could be substituted for 
their convidlon or punishment. ' 

The corresponding provision t)f the amended Single Convention would remain 
ineffective for the United States, at least for a very long time. 

LEGALIZATION OF THE NON-MEDICAL USE OF UANNABIS AND CANNABIS RESIN 

As long as cannabis and cannabis resin remain in the Schedules I and IY 
of the Single' Convention, or are remoYed only from Schedule TV or are tran~-

865 Article 33 nnel (If conslclered to be Pllnisllnhle offenses) article '3'{. 
00. Article 36, paragraph 1, sub-paragraph (b) of the amended. text. 
007 Article 5, paragraph 3. . 
s .. Article 7. paragraph (b) . 
... Article 22. 
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ferrea to Schedule II, which involves deletion from Schedule IV, the United 
States is bound by the Single Convention to prohibit their non-medical use. 

In accordance with a recommendation of thE' World Health Organization, 
the Commission, by a simple majority of its members Dresent and voting, could 
remove cannabis alld cannabis resin from the Schedules of the Single Conven
tion. Callnabjfj and cannabis resin would thus cease to be drugs wtthin the 
meaning of this Convention and would be freed from all drug control :pro"" 
visions.·7Q No longer considered drugs, cannabis and cannabis resin cou1dbc; 
produced, exported, imported, distributed, traded, used and possessed for non
medical purposes without any controls, except those which the United States 
would wish to maintain or establish. However, a somewhat anomalous situation 
would exist becau::;e article 28, paragl'nph 1 (If johe Single ConventIon would 
continue to be in force, excep.t if deleted by an amendment of this treaty. It 
would continue to reQuire that the cultivation of the cannabis plant for the 
production of. cannabis and cannabis resin be controlled as is the cultivation 
of the popmt for the production of opium i but despite these controls the cannabis 
and cannabis resin could be produced for any pm'polle, including non-medical 
consumption. 

The legalization of the non-medical use of cannabis and cannwbis resin pre
supposes that these substances would not be included in a Schedule of the 
Vienna Convention. 

THE NON-MEDICAL USE OF THE LEAVES OF THE (lANNABIS PLANT 

The Single Convention 811 does not prohibit the non-medical use of the leaves 
oJ: the cannabis plant if they are not accompanied by the tops of the plant.'" 
Parties are required to adopt such measures as might' be necessary to prevent <0, 
the misuse .of and illicit traffic in the leaves. The measures required to prevent 
misuse might include the prohibition of the sale of very potent leaves, of the 
sale of excessive quantities to one individual and ° of the sale to persons below 
a certain age. These are only a few eXlLIllples of what parties might have to do 
under the vague provision oJ: the Convention. The obligation to prevent the 
illicit traffic in the leaves may be carried out by limiting the trade in the· leans 
to government shops or licensed traders. Generally speaking such measures as 
are adopted in many countries to prevent excessive consumption of alcohol and 
illegal trade in a,lcohol may be sufficient. 

MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 

The treaty provision limiting the use of drugs "to medical .and scientific pur
poses" 873. has always been interpreted by some governments to permit consump
tion by persons whose addiction has proved to be: incurable of the minimum 
quantities of addictive drugs required to prevent painful withdrawal symptoms 
and to make it possible for these addicts to lead !to "normal" life. No party to t11e 
drug treaties has objected to this interpretation. However, the use of drug.s in 
maintenance programs must in all cases be determined by meiLical con.8iiLe1'a,tioo8, 
which include the desire to J~elp the addicts or other abusers ofo controlled 
drugs,e74 

.ARTICLE 36* PENAL PROVISIONS 

Subject to its constitutional limitations, each Party shall ad~pt such 
measures as will ensure that cultivation, production, manufacture, extraction, 
preparation, possession, offering, offering for sale, distribution, purchase, sale, 
delivery on any terms whatsoever, brokerage, dispatch, dispatch in transit, 
transport, importation and exportation of drugs contrary to the provisions of 
this Convention, and any other action which in the opinion of such Party may be 
contrary to the p;rovisions of tbis Convention, shall be punishable offences when 

.~ e1q Article 1, paragraph 1, subparagraph (j) and art1(~le 2, paragraPh 1-5 j see also. article 
4, par~graph (c). ' 

8Tl Nor the Vienna CQnventlQn as long us the leaves are nQt included In Qne Qf Its 
Schedules. ° , 87. Article 1, paragraph 1, sub-paragraph (b) and article 28, paragraph 3. , 87" The firnt drug treaty which uses this term Is the 1925 CQnventio.n j the 1912 CQnven
tiQn uses tlie phrase "medicaI"and legitimate purPQses'.'. 87. The same Wo.uld apply to. the Vienna Co.nventlQn, when in fQrce" whIch also. li!Dlts tIle 
use Qf psYchQtrQpic substances to. "medical and scientific purpQses . .. 

*Execui:!ve G, 90th Congo, 1st sesso, Senate Mar. 8, 1967·. the "ConventlQn o.n NarcotIc 
Drugs, 1961," PIi. 20-21, l'tfeBsag~, frQm th~ President Qf the I:Tnited States. 
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cQmmit~l?{l intentiQnally, and that seriQus QffenC(iS shall be liable to' adequate 
punishnlcut particuhl1'ly', by iml}risQnment 0.1' Qther penalties Qf depriyatiQn Qf 
liberty. 

2. Subject to. the cQnstitutiQnal limiratiQns Qf a Party, its legal system and 
dQmestic law, 

Ca) (i) Each Qf the Qffences enumerated in p;ragraph 1, if cQmmitted in 
different cOlmtries, shall be cQnsidered as a distinct Qffence; . 

. (ii) IntHlltiQnal participatiQn in, cQnspiracy to. cQmmit and at-
tempts tQcQmmit, any Qf such Qffences, und prepara tQry acts and fi
nancial QperatiQns in cQJ'nexiQn with the Qf[emes referred to. in this 
article, ,s]mll be punishable Qfiences as prQrided in paragraph, 1; 

(iii) FQreign cQnvictiQns fQr such Qffences shall be taken into. ac
CQunt fQr the Plu'PQSe of establishing recidivism; and 

(iv) SeriQus offences heretQfore referred to. committed either by 
nationals 01' by foreigners shall be prQsecuted by the Party in whose 
territQry the offense was comlllitted, or by the Party in whose territQry 
the offender is fQund if extradition is not acc-eptable in confQrmity with 
the law Qf the Party to. which applicatian is made, and if such affender 
has nQt already been prQsecuted and judgement given. 

(b) It is desirable th,lt the affences refel'l'ed to in paragraph J. :and para
graph 2 (a) (ii) be included as extraditian crimes i.n any extradition treaty 
which has been or may hereafter be cancluded between any of thl:' Parties, 
and, as between any of the Parties which do not make extradition condi
tional on the existence of a treaty or on reciprocity, be recagnized as ex
traditian crimes; provided that extraditioll. snaIl be granted in conformity 
with the law of the Party to which application is made, und that the Party 
shall have the right to refuse to effect the arrest or grant the extradition 
in cnses where tlle competent authorities consider that the offence is not 
sufficiently serious. 

3. The provisiQns Qf this article shall be subject to the provisiQns of the 
criminal law of the Party cQncerned Dn questions Qf jurisdiction. 

4. Nothing contained in this article shall affect the principle that the affences 
to which it refers shall be defined, prosecuted and p.unished in CQnfOlmity with 
the domestic law of a Party. 

ARTICLE 22* PENAL PROVISIONS 

1. (a) Subject to' its constitutional limitations, each Party shall treat as a 
punishable offence, when committed intentionally, allY action contrary to a law 
0.1' regulation adopted in pm'suance of its obligations under this Convention, 
and shall ensm'e that serious offences shall be liable to adequate punishment, 
particularly by imprisonment or Qther penalty Of deprivation of liberty. 

(b) Notwithstanding the preceding sub-paragraph, when abusers of psy
chQtrQpic substances have committed such offenf:!es, the Parties may provide, 
either as an ulternative to conviction 0'1' punishment or in additian to punish
ment, that such abusers unclergo measures of treatment, education, after-care, 
rehabilibation and social reintegration in conformity with paragraph 1. of 
article 20. 

2. Subject to the constitutional limitations of a Party, its legal system and 
domestic law, 

(a) (i) if a series of related actions constituting offences under para
graph 1 has been committed in different countries, each of them shall be 
trl:'ated IlS a distinct offem;('; 

(ii) intentional participation in, cQnspiracy to commit and attempts to. 
commit, any of such offences, and preparatory acts and financial operlltions 
in cQnnexion with the offences referred to' in this article, shall be punishaoble 
offences as provided in paragraph 1 ; 

(iii) foreign convictions far such offenses shall be taken into account 
for the purpose of establishing recidi visll; and 

(iv) serious offences heretofore referred to committed either by nationals 
0.1' by foreigners shalr be prosecuted by the Party in whose territory the 
offence was committed, or by the Party in wnose territory the offender is 
found if extradition is not accl:'ptable in conformity with the law of the 
Party to which application is made, 'and if such offender has not already 
been prosecuted and judgment given . 

• Executive G, 02d Cong .• 1st Sess .• Senate, June 29. 1971. the "Convention on Psycho
tropic Substances," p. 1\3. Message from the PresIdent of the United States. 
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(b) It is desirabJe that the offences referred to in paragraph 1 and para
graph 2(a) (ii) be included as extradition crimes in any extradition treaty 
which has been or may hereafter be concluded between any of the Parties, 
:lnd,-as between any of the Parties which do 110t make extrailition cOll(li
tional on the existence of a treaty or on reciprOCity, be 1.'ecognized as ex
tradition crimes i. provided that extraditioll shall be granted in conformity 
with the law of Ule Party to which application is made, and tIlat tIle Party 
shall llM'e the right to refuse to effect the arrest or grant the extradition in 
cases where the competent authorities consider that the offence is not suffi
cien tly serio us. 

B. Any psychotropic substance or otIler substance, as well as any equipment, 
u!;ed in or intended for the commission of any of the ofiences referred to in para
graphs 1 and 2 sIlall be liable to seizure and confiscation. 

4. The prOVisions of this article shall be subject to tbe prOVisions of the 
domestic la w of the Party concerned on questions of .i101risdiction. 

5. Nothing contained in this article shall affect the principle that the offences 
to which it refers shall be defined, prosecuted and punished in conformity with 
the' ''lmestic law of a Party. 

[From the Nutional Observer, Ser>t. 25, 1976] 

LEGAL lIIARU!UANA.: A COLOMBiAN PIPE DUEA!>i:? 

(By Thomas D'Arcy Quinn) 

"Marihuana legali7.ada" exploded lleadlines on the front pages of newspapers 
throughout the countl·Y. ~ehe announcement came suspiciously on the Ides of 
Marcil this yeal"-wllich immediately made me beware. 

Could it be true, after years of antimariIluana "reefer madness" play in these 
same newspapers, tIl'at suddenly the personul consumptron of the illicit plant was 
legal and accepted in the ·land that produces the best species of it in the Western 
Hemisphere? 

Not really. 
Later that week I witnessed a youth, llis eyes popped and red, being llauled to 

jail fOJ: smoldng ill a moyie house in Cali. And within 'a month after the spurious 
announcement, a grmgo friend spent two weeks'in ja'il for ,two joints found in his 
poc1;:et. 

Confusion resulted from the media's misinterpretation of a new decree about 
marihuana issued by the minister of justice, Dr. Samuel Hoyos Arango. Facing 
pel·plexed dissent from most sectors of Colombiml S()ciety, including the attorney 
general, Dr. Jaime Serrano Rueda, the minister of justice hastily explained that 
his Decree 701 did not legalize or even decriminalize marihuana. It simply re
duced the penalties fOr posseSSion of small quantities (set at 28 grams of marl· 
lmana and 10 grams of hashish) from an automatic three years in jail to a sen
tence of a month to a year, along ~·ith 'a fine of 200 to 2,000 pesos ($7 to $70). 

That stillll1('ant jail even for people caught with a little bit. On the. other hrmd, 
anyone caught with amollnts exceeding these so-called "personal dose" eqltiYalents 
faces a sentence of B to 12 Years. "\Vith this measure," explained Hoyos Arango, 
"we're trying to mal,e a d:istinction between ,the mere consumer and, the real dope 
pushers." 

A RICH EXPORT z\f ,\R.lCET 

There seem to be several reasons WIlY Colombia has taken a lead a:mong its 
Latin American neighbors in softening its dope laws, at least toward small con
sumers. One is that in Colombia's recent cl·usade against tile drilg culture, ;no 
one was getting impl'isoued exce).Jt tbe users. Ninety-five percent of 2,500 drug 
cOllvictions in :1974 \yere for posill'ssioll of less than an ounce of marihuana. 

To Hoyos Arango that iigm·e seemed a bit incongruotls Hnd inhumane, and
more important, perhaps-costlS: The government spent over $,500,000 pe,r year to 
proc(,1lS and maintain these marihuana convicts. - .' 

But anotber possible reas0l1, wWcllholds an irre$istible attraction for the 
minister, wlm is an economist as well as a law expert, is the commerce of :mari
huana. In the hands of the internutional Mafia, Dr. Hoyos.Amngo declared, the 
ma.dhuana business sabotages the Colombian eCOJ;1omy anq cQrrupts tbe society. 
"'l'l1e day that consumption of marihuana should become legalized," he said in a 
carefully hYJ.)othetlcal tone, "this would affect the Mafia in the sellSe they wouIli 
no long.er llflye this magnifirellt business ,they have today." 'l'hell he lldded, al-

,u:\ost wlstfully, "And the. business of expol'tation [of marihuana or cocaine] is a 
verY rich market." • 

,)j 
1.> 
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Rich indeed. According to a study contracted in 1971 by the old U.S. Bureau 
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, the U.S. marijuana traffic today amounts 
to more than $2 billion. Of that, at least $500 million would be tax revenue if 
the U.S. Government took it over the way it did alcohol at the end of 
Prohibition. 

So far no one in the present Colombian government besides the economics
oriented minister of justice dares allude to the incredible prospects of legalized 
marijuana exports. Privately, some Colombians feel it lOgical that this struggling 
Andean country should exploit the pot market in the North, just as it exploits 
that other nonnutritious drug, coffee. 

FROllI ROPE TO DOPE 

Occasionally, though, strange references to Colombia's interest in the mari
juana commerce bob to the surface. For instance, columnist Guillermo Nieto Cano 
of the highly respected, nationally circulated newspaper EI Espectador recen.tly 
published a piece entitled, "l\Iarihuaua: A Product High in National Interest?" 
In th e article, Nieto Cano told of a conversa tion witil a "distinguished agricul
turist" who, he said, asserts that the Colombian govenlluent has been experi
menting for more than two years with three special kinds of ownnabis sat'iva: 
oannabis Sinensis, cannabis Indioa, and cannabis vulgari8. 

"We plan to have the best marijuana products in the world ready for the 
eventual international market," Nieto Cano quoted the man as saying. 

l\Iarijuana is not native to Colombia, and there' are several exotic theories 
about how it got here. According to a 1951 United Nations "Bulletin on Nar
cotics," the substance was first introduced into Latin America by the Spanish 
in 1554 by way of Chile. Today, however, Chile produces no smokcable strains. 

One aprocryphal yarn says hlack musicians spread the: seeds while jamming 
their wa~' up the Magdalena River, Colombia's main artery for centuries. 

More likely, slave and pirate ships brought the distinctive blond or gold 
types of marijuana to the northern Caribbean coast 'of Colombia ages ago. In 
the interior of Colombia, however, 'the darker, red strains have predominated 
since "Vorlel 'War II. 

In the early 1940s the Allies needed rope fibers for the war effort, so they 
provided hemp seed from Asia and Africa to farmers in the Colombian interior. 
But the tough, stringy male hemp did not flourish here. On the other hand. 
the bushy, resinous female not only' survived, but some botanists say it actually 
evolved into more potent forms in the lush, high Colombian soil. 

GRASS FOR CONNOISSEUTIS 

Cannabis connoisseurs rank Colombian marijuana alongside such Asian types 
as so-called Thai-sticl,s from Thailand or Cambodian temple balls, distinguish
ing it from the stringier and milder Mexican variety. 

'l'hough no formal stUdies have been made on the subject, an interesting 
indication of the wide variety of Colombian pot emerged recently when a 
nervous young Latin model caught the eye of ·Capt. Leopoldo Azuero, chief of 
customs at the Barranquilla International Airport. As Azuero routinely asked 
to examine the large carry-on bag the girl was clutching, she suddenly tried 
to abandon the bag and run off. And for good reason: It contained a neat double 
compartment with 16 polyethylene bags, each filled with about a half ounce of 
a different I-ype of marijuana. 

One bag contained what the dope culture calls llanos brown, a common sort 
of marijuana from Colombia'S llanos, or grassy plains. Another contained an 
oily ltind referred to as lowland purple. Others were the maroon or black pot 
from the jungle coast near Turbo; Santa Marta golds; red strains from the 
mountainous Manizales area; orangeish mango biohe (nnripe mango) from the 
department of Cauca; the potent, pale "moon grass" from the Guajira Desert; 
famous "red point" from around Cali; and resin-sticky, finger-length flowers 
(used to produce hash) "from dwarf plants in the tropical prairies. ' 

Stuck into this amazing sample case was a note in En~lish to a man in 
Fort Lauderd~le, Fla., advising that there was 5,000 pounds of each class of 
marijuana ready for immediate shipment. 

It's precisely because Colombia provides such a rich selection of marijuana 
that people such as the minister of justice or tile U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Administration agree that its exportation is big bmdness, whether legal or 
illegal. In fa~t, the profit margin for dealing the weed internationally is even 
higher than .c is for the m:?re expensive cocaine (much of which is processed 
in Colombia too): 
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For instance, the farm{'l' gets about $7 per pound. For him, that's a premium 
price. CI.'he same quantit:,' fetches $50 to $70 for the Colombian micldleman. The 
big gain comes when this pound gets to New York or San Francisco, where it's 
worth $700 at retail. 't'ile smuggler, of course, probably sells the pound for $300 
to $350 wholesale . . . but he usually deals in nothing less than a ton at a time. 

It's not surprising, then, that marijuana syndicates operating in Colombia 
seem so organized and well-equipped. CI.'hey go into isolated farming areas
mountainous Andean nooks or far-off jungles--and set up co-operatives among 
the farmers. They malre long-term loans- and supply seeds and fertilizers, like 
a regular farmer's bank. If peasants resist such blandishments, the syndicates 
might run them off their land. Syndicate members recently IrilIed ~4 Malaya 
Indians in a secluded region of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. 

Some of ,the syndicates are so rich that they apparently shrug off large losses. 
Colombian officials were aghast not long ago when they discovered an abandoned 
airfield in the Guajira Desert (which has been described as "a landing strip the 
size of Massachusetts") with no fewer than five discarded airplanes, including 
one DC-3. This was just one of an estimated 10,000. clandestine airports in 
Colombia. 

The United States has been attempting to combat these syndicates through a 
special program begun in 1973 of State Department narcotics ugents and Drug 
Enforcement Agency (DEA) men who act as technical advisers to Colombian 
pOlice and otherwise try to keep a. :ow profile. 

But not always. One DEA agent infiltrated a smuggling band as an airplane 
toms officials chartered a plane to cheCk on a recent bust. But upon landing at 
Cartagena last year. Another time, about a year ago, DEA and Colombian cus
toms officials chartered a plane to check on a recent bust. But upon landing at 
the site of 50 confiscated bushels of marijuana in the distant llanos, they became 
embroiled in a confusing shoot-out with DAS (Colombian FBI) agents who had 
been waiting for the owners of the dope to show up and thought the plane was 
full of Mafiosi. 

In 1973 I cOllvinced a Bogota marijuana wholesale): to take me to a hashish 
farm in the Colombian llanos. To get there, we took two different buses and a 
taxi Jeep-an lS-hour odyssey that brought us, finally, to a 1,000-acre ranch 
protected day and night by riflemen on ho):seback. 

There the fa):mer directed us on ho):ses to a field whe):e suga): cane swayed 
lazily in plains b):eezes in a far corne): of his spread. As we app):oached the sugar 
cane. I could smell the marijuana patch even before I could see it. In the hot 
midday sun the heavy, sweet aroma made me dizzy before long, like too much 
jasmine. 

A SMILE--AND A WARNING 

The dwarf marijuana plants-knee high, bushy, and glistening with honey· 
like resins-were scattered over an acre hidden ill the center of th'e undulating 
cane. "For three months' labor on this field," he told me, "I pay 10,000 pesos 
[then $40o-expensive for Colombian pay standards]," Most of that went fOl: 
constant p):uning and manicuring. The farmer explained that most hashish is 
collected in dark,pliable balls by scraping the resin-sticky hands of laborers 
after they've worked the plants. He said he learned the process from a Dutch 
youth who had spent time rubbing hashish in Kashmir, India. 

The farmer impressed me as being a simple, hard-wO):king man with calloused 
hands' and a friendly, open demeanor. When I was leaving, however, he cautioned 
me. "The people I sell to are evel.'Ywhere," lle flaid, "We depend on your discre~ 
tion." He added pointedly. with a smile, "And so should your wife and baby .. ;" 

In contrast. I once accidentally ran across a smaller marijuana operation while 
exploring the isolatet;l homesteading areas on the Pacific coast of Colotnbia. I 
arrived at, u small rancho at nightfall and asked for lodging. There the man and 
his family offe):ed me a bamboo bed and a meal of beans, corncakes, and watery 
hot chocolate . . . and proudly showed me a small plot of marijuana among 
cassava at the back of the house. . , 

"t have about 30 marijuana plants," he explained. "Twice a year I dry the 
flowe):s and takeof:hem to Cali to buy us new clothes and medicines. It's not much, 
but it's a little better than growing coffee." . 

Both farmers said that while they. did not smoke the stuff themselves, they 
liked the profits as much as they disliked the rislts. 

It never occurred to eithel' cultivator that someday they might help Colombia'S 
balance of payments by sellinI:(' their marijuana to their own government rather
than to the black market. But it has occurred to otherS. . 
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(Excerpt from hearings) 

Subcommittee on Internal Security 

of the 

Committee on the Judiciary 

UNITED STATES SENATE 

May 8, 1975 

on 

Marihuana-Hashish Epidemic-And Its Impact 
on United States Security 

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Jensoh, you attended the International Com
mission on N arcotic Dru~s conference in Geneva last month. Was the 
question of marihuana dIscussed at -that meeting? 

Mr. JENSON. Yes, H was. It was one of the most discussed items at 
the Geneva convention because there was a great concern on the part 
of many countries that are members of this convention that there was 
a trend toward liberalizing, or legalizing, or decriminalization of the 
marihuana laws in the Umted States; and this gave great concern to 
those countries that consider marihuana just as sIgnificant, if not more 
significant a problem within their countries, within their boundaries, 
than some of the other drugs that the United States considers to be 
the most harmful drugs, such as heroin. 

They feel that if the United States does not pursue with the same 
vigor the laws relatin~ to marihuana, that this will help to enhance 
the trafficking of ma1'lhuana in those other countries; and this they 
are very much opposed to. And, if we did take that COUrse of action, 
it's very possible that we would have great difficulty-possibly it 
would be Impossible-to encourage or to enlist the support of foreign 
governments such as France and Mexico in the fight to eliminate the 
trafficking of heroin and those other drugs if we d0 not continue to 
enforce the marihuana laws. 

Mr. MARTIN. Did they pass a resolution on the subject? 
Mr. JENSON. Yes; there was a resolution that was passed to that 

effect, that the efforts would continue by all of the parties to the 
Single Convention; that there would not be any reduction in the 
momentum of the effort that is being applied to limit the problem of 
drug trafficking and the usage of marihuana. 
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Mr. MARTIN. Was there any division on this resolution? 
Mr. JENSON. No. It was a unanimous vote, passed unanimously. 
Mr. MARTIN. It had the support of the Oommunist countries as 

well as the non-Oommunist countries? 
Mr. JENSON. That's correct. Russia and Yugoslavia were both 

represented and were strongly in support of the passage of this 
resolution. 

, Mr. MARTIN. Would you be able to provide a copy of this resolution 
for the record? 

Mr. JENSON. Yes, sir. 
[The information referred to follows:] 

Text of fe8oluti.on adopted February 24, 1975, by the U.N. Commission on 
11 arcotic Drugs meeting in Geneva . 

The following resolution, which was recommended for adoption by the Eco
nomic and Social Council of the UN, was sponsored by the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Australia, Egypt, France, India, Sweden, Switzerland, Togo, USSR, 
Yugoslavia. It was approved l:y a vote of 26-0, with one· abstention (Iran). 

"The Economic and Social Council, 
'I(A) referring to the provisions of the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 

1M1, in particular to Article 2, Paras. 1 and 5, Article 4( B) and (C) and Article 
35 (B) and (C), 

It (B) recalling that cannabis and cannabis resin, in addition to being listed in 
Schedule I of that Convention, are also included in its Schedule IV, 

1/ (C) reaffirming that, in view of the numerous findings of scientific research 
on cannabis, there can be no doubt as to the harmful nature of cannabis, 

"(D) npting with concern the recent increaSed availability in many parts of the 
world of new concentrated forms of cannabis, such as the so-called 'liquid 
cannabis,' 'liquid hashish,' or 'oil of cannabis,' 

"(E) considering that cannabis and drugs derived from cannabis have lost their 
original medi.cal role and are the most frequently abused drugs and ·that this fact 
requires joint action by all countries parties to the International Convention on 
Narcotic Drugs, '. 

It(F) realizing that a reduced control regarding cannabis and drugs derived 
from cannabis in one area might' create an important source of supply of, and 
illicit traffic in the same substance in other areas, 

Itl. recommends to all' countries and competent international organs and 
organizations not to lose momentum in taking appropriate measures against 
cannabis abuse, supply of cannabis and cannabis reain, and, in particular, illegal 
trade and traffic in cannabis and drugs derived from cannabis, in order not to 
endanger the success 9f global and regional efforts in this field; 

1t2. draws to the attention of governments the desira.bility of taking all prac
ticable measures for the treatment, rehabilitation and education of abusers of 

. cannabis; 
113. urges that scientific research in relation to cannabis should be continued and 

accelerated; 
114. reauests the Secretary-General to inform all governments of this resolution, 

inviting them to take action for its effective implementation; in accordance with 
the pertinent prOVisions of the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961." 

Mr. MARTIN. By the way, what is meant when people talk aboui 
decriminalization? I think it might be helpful to cillrifythis. . 
Mr~ JENSON. I would like to defer to Mr.)(l~osthal, if I may, on thai 

point, he being the lal,';'yer, and let him descfibft the difference between 
decriminalization and legalization and all the other terms used in 
this area. 

Mr. ROSTRAL. There.is. some confusion I;thout it;btit I think 
basicallv. what we'mean by legalization is a State or the Federal 
Government permitting the sale of marihuana much as they permit 
the sale of alcohol r,nd tobacco. Th8:t w,Ould be legalization. " 
.1 II ' . 

'1,\ 
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Decriminalization goes to the penalty structure; that is, you say it 
is not a felony, it is not a misdemeanor; it is a matter that can be 
treated as in S. 1450 which I believe is before the committee now. 
S. 1450 would treat some types of marihuana possession as a fine and 
not as a conviction for a crime. 

Mr. MARTIN. Would you feel competent to express an opinion on 
whether or not decriminalization or legalization would put us in 
conflict with the terms of the U.N. Single Oonvention? , 

Mr. ROSTRAL. You've got to separate the type of offenses when you're 
talking about the Single Oonvention. For example, there is no doubt 
in my mind that we could never penalize trafficking by fine. I think 
the Single Oonvention is very clear; that the more dangerous, the 
more criminal, and the more coordinated offenses which are possible 
with the drug must be punished by criminal sanctions. On the other 
hand, if you were to ask me if simple possession, which is a misde· 
meanor under our Federal law today, could be treated in a fine situa
tion, where there was no criminal result, but there was a penalty, 
there must be a penalty, I would say-and there are lawyers who 
might disagree with me-but I would say that the fine would meel 
the strictures of the SingJe Oonvention for simple possession. 

Mr. MARTIN. You pointed out in your testimony, Mr. Jenson. 
that under the Oontrolled Substances Act of 1970, youthful first; 
offenders are placed on probation rather than being sent to prison. 
This legislation, I believe, has been copied by a majority of our 
States, has it not? . 

Mr. JENSON. Yes, it has. I don't have the exa.ct count now, but :r 
know it represents something like 38 of the 50 States. 

Mr MARTIN. Are many youthful offenders in fact being sent to 
prison for'simple possession of a few joints of marihllana? Do you have 
any impression of the situation nationwide? ' 

Mr. JENSON. No; there are a relativeJy small number of those 
persons charged with simple possession that ac.tually ever serve any 
time, that actually ever go to jail. 

Mr. MARTIN. The majority of them are let off C'lLP1;oh!!.tion 01' their 
cases are dismissed? 

Mr. JENSON. That's correct. 
Mr. MARTIN. The fact that there were more than 400,000 arrests 

nationwide last year, 420,000, for the simple possession of marihuana, 
has been interpreted as signifying that our law enforcement authorities 
are en~aged in some kind of national manhunt for pot smokers. Do 
you thmk there has been such a manhunt? 

Mr. JENSON. No; I disagree completely. 
I think that sometimes that is misleading. When the people that 

are referred to, the 400;000-when the cases are actually examined, 
quite often the charge is simple possession, bp.t in fact those persons 
were engaged in more than simply possessing marihuana. But it just 
happened that the only chargeable offense at the time they were 
arrested was the possession charge. It's extremely difficult to actually 
penetrate these organizations, or to'-actually get'a direct hand-to-hand 
purchase of evidence from many of these individuals, because they 
only deal with people that they know. And so, the cases that are 
built on these people are built on a basis of surveillance. Agents con
duct lengthy survellla;nces. They see individuals in the business of 
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transferring drugs. But the actual arrest, quite often, is for the posses
sion part of the offense, as opposed to the actual transfer or sale of the 
drug. 

Mr. MARTIN. Your own agency is concerned primarily with dis
couraging use by disrupting and discouraging traffic. Is that correct? 

Mr. JENSON. That is correct. 
Mr. MARTIN. Do you feel that the laws governing cannabis traffic 

are adequate as they stand today? For example, are cannabis traffic
kers treated as stringently as traffickers in other drugs? 

Mr. JENSON. NOi the penalties as they relate to cannabis under 
the Oontrolled Substances Act are one-half that of those applicable 
to th,e so-called hard drugs, such as heroin and cocaine. The sentence 
for the violatio!l involv;in~ marihuana would be 5 years and a $15,000 
fi.."l6 j whereas Wlt,h herollllt would be double that. 

Mr. MARTIN: Why do they make this distinction? 
Mr. JENSON. The reason why is that the penalty structure relating 

to marihuana at the time that this law was enacted was designed with 
. the idea that the penalties applicable to marih;uana sh?uld be less 
than those that would be applIcable to the hard drugs masmuch as 
marihuana was not considered as serious a problem as, say, heroin. 

Mr. MARTIN. Is it considered a narcotic drug? 
Mr. JENSON. Not under the Oontrolled Substances Act. It is con

sidered a.hallucinogenic drug. However, under the Single Oonvention 
of the United Nations Single Oon:vention, it is classified as a narcotic. 

Mr. MARTIN. Doesn't this put the Oontrolled Substances Act in 
c')nilict wit4 the Sin~le Oonvention on the definition of marihuana? 

Mr. JENSON. Yes, It does. . 
Mr. MARTIN. I would like to jump' here at this point to one of our 

next witnesses Dr. Ooy Waller. I will not ask you for your statement 
at this point, Dr. Waller. You are the director of the Institute for 
Pharmaceutical Sciences of the University of Mississippi and have had 
a lot of experience in cannabis research. Would you consider cannabis 
to be a narcotic drug? 

Dr. WALLER. If we are looking really at the pharmacological 
effects on the centl.'al nervous system, it does somewhat fit the pattern 
of a narcotic drug: It has analgesic and soporific type of action. 

Mr. MARTIN. And is this view shared by other pharmacologists 
with whom you have been associated in your research? 

Dr. WALLER. I am mainly a chemist wOl'king closely with them, 
and by osmosis and so f01::th I do have feeling for the data. The data 
does say that it has a central nervous system action) very much like 
a narcotic. . 

Mr. MARTIN. Thank you. We will come to your presentation a bit 
later Dr. Waller. 

What about the sentences being imposed by our courts, Mr. 
Jenson? From what I know', of your operations, you had some really 
massive cases involving 10,000 pounds, 20,000 pounds, 30,000 pounds 
of marihuana, and one case involving 11,000 pounds of hashish. Now, 
are the courts throwing the book at these major traffickers when they 
are convicted? 

Mr. JENSON. By no means~ To the contrary, for the most part 
they are very light sentences that are being hIlnded out by the courts. 
We have seen sentences of 2 and 3 years, and quite often probation, for. 

61-801 0 - 77 - 75 
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cases involving significant quantities of drugs being not only dis
tributed but sm~ggled into tlie country. 

Mr. MARTIN. Why do you think the judges are so disposed to be so 
lenient in the case of marihuana traffickers? Would you be prepared 
to venture an answer to that? . . 

Mr. JENSON. It is difficult to say what is in the minds of the judges, 
but I think to a great extent they are, like the general public, not fully 
informed as to what the true facts are with respect to marihuana, how 
serious a threat it is, what problems it reallY' does present to society. 
As a result, some of them are taking the position that, when in doubt, 
it is better to hand out a rather soft sentence or a light sentence as . 
opp()sed to handing out the more severe or longer sentences. 

Mr. MARTIN. Do you think many of the judges believe the scuttlebutt 
which is pretty widespread that it is a relatively harmless drug? 

Mr. JENSON. I could not say what they actuall:y believe. Again it 
would be difficult to determine what they are thinkmg about it, but it 
is my o~inion that they have been influenced by this proliferation of inN 
formation from various organizations and movements over the past 
years th!),t try to say that marihuana is a harmless substance. 



.~ . 
THOUSANDS OF ARR£STS 

Marijuana arrests, which peaked at 
nearly one-half million in 1974, de
clined last year for the first time in 
more than a decade. The FBI's U ni
form Crime Reports, released in 
August, show 416,100 arrests for 
marijuana related offenses in 1975, 
compared with 445,600 in 1974. 

It is too early to measure the ef
fects of the new marijuana decrim
inalization laws. But changing public 
attitudes and enforcement priorities 
have already helped reverse the 
trend in arrests. Many local jurisdic
tions now routinely treat minor 
marijuana.irifractions with small 
fines or use diversion programs to 
get offenders out of the criminal 
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justice system. (See story page 3). 
California's new marijuana law 
didn't become effective until January, 
1976, Still, 1975 figures dropped'al
most 14,000 with a reported 85,757 
~rrests acl;'oss the state. 

by Larry A. Schott 
Wheredo the Presidential candi
dates stand on marijuana decriminal
ization? On the record, Jimmy Carter 
supports it and Gerald Ford doesn't. 
But their private feeling. may not be 
so far apart. 

After all, they share something in 
common with millions of parents 
across the country; their children 
have smoked grass. Jack Ford, 24, 
readily admits he has smoked it and 
his brother Michael, 26, a theology 
studentt says he's tried it too. 
Carter's sons Jack, 29, Chip, 26, and 
Jeff, 24, have also smoked pot. All 
say they no longer use the stuff. 

Not surprisingly, Jimmy Carter 
and Gerald Ford each are quick to 
point out that they have never tried 
marijuana and don't i.ntend to. More
over, both nominees say they will 
work hard to stop the flow of all .', 

substancesinta the U.S.~ 5 

Yet, there is little reason to start 
cheering about the decline. The an
nual arrest figures are hefty, av
eraging 1,140 each day in 1975. That 
works out to nearly 35,000 arrests a 
month. The nationwide total for 
1%5 only reached 18,815. An even 
more sobering fact is that 7 out of 

every 10 dru$ arrests in this country '~~~~~~~~;:~~~.~~:::;;~l~~~,. are for ma,riJuana. While society is 
dearly concerned about hal'':' dn,J .,' 
problem.s, '~lice reSQUrce( .. ,"mmu' 
concerilrated on pot smokers. What 
is the American tax payer's tab for· 
all of this? Over one-half billion 
dollars a year .• 



BAYH SAYS NO DRUG 
BILL WITHOUT 
DECRIMINALIZATION 
Senator Ilirch Bayh. (D·lnd.l has 
announced that mnrijuana decrimi~ 
nulizution will be purl 01 a major 
drug enforcement package to be 
introduced in Congress early next 
YC<lr. 8uyh is Chairman of the 
Senate Subcommittee to'lnvestigUle 
Juvenile Delinquency. which is 
writing the legislation. The bill's 
main thrust is aimed at lop-level 
narcotics traffickers nnd will sub
stuntiully increase the risk of being 
in the heroin business. 

Iluyh said lhe Subcommittee wil! 
include a provision similar to the 
Oregon law. and will call for the 
possession' of small amounts of 
marijuuml under federal law to be 
changed from n criminal to u civil . 
orCense. ·The maximum line would 
be Sioo with lrarric·like citations 
replacing arrest. Criminal penalties 
for :selling marijuana. however; 
would remain intact. Buyh wants 
the bill to serve as a model for stutes 
that wilt decriminalize marijuana 
in the future, 

Hearings were held last summer 
by Bayh on the bm tho.\. President 
Pard requested in his urug abuse 
message to Congress. Ford's bill 
(5.3411.1 would require minimum 
mandatory sentences for persons 
COil vic ted of selling heroin and 
narcotic drugs. But Boyb is nOl 
stllisfied with the admlnistmtion's 
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proposal and thinks that it uses the 
wrong approach rorHmited rederal 
resources. What is rieeded. he said, 
are lough mandatory penalties for 
the kingpins of hard drug trafficking, 
not street level addicts. Moreover. 
Bayh wants' to send the tax collector 
after big time heroin dealers. 

forcement resources we can. As long 
as we have the statutory temptation 
in other areus~ I fear we arc not 
going to do as good a job as we 
could," 

Latedn the hearings, Dr. Robert 
DuPonl, Director of the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse, said that 

f--c-------------; he concurred completely with Bayh 
"I'm uneasy with the wayan marijuana. DuPont olso added 

criminal statutes deal :~~;~~~o;~~!~b~~ i~~r':a~~ i~~~:~I~ 
with marijuana." juano consumption ossocialed with 
Sen. Birch Bayh decriminalization. 

Legislation to fight drug abuse, 
Bayh pointed out, ~hould also take 
into account (he reality thal drugs 
such as marijuana ure not us dangcr~ 
DUS as others. "[ am uneasy with 
the way criminal statutes deal with 
marijuana," he said~ 

Peter Bensinger, head o[ the U.S. 
Drug Enforcement Administration. 
lold lhe Subcommiltee thaI muri· 
juana is not a federal priorily. When 
asked about his views on decriminal~ 
ization t Bensinger ignored five years 
of government reports failing to link 
marijuana and serious health threats. 
"I don't think we have enough 
knowledge medically," he said. 

"Do you think we will ever get 
enough information so it won't be a 
political hot potato?" Bayh shot 
back, "] think we belter stand up 
nnd face renlities," he said. "I[ we're 
going to go arter the heroin kingpins, 
we ure going to have to summon up 
all the prosecutorial and law en~ 

US DRUG AGENCY 
UNDER FIRE. , . AGAIN 
A Senate Subcommittee report has 
called federal efforts to combat 
illicit drug traHic a failure. The 
reporl was released in July by the 
Permanent Subcommittee on lnves· 
tigation'S. a unit of the GoV'crnmen,t 
Operations Committee. I t has strong 
words for lhe U.S. Drug Enforce
ment Administration. scoring the 
beleaguered agency for con(:en~ 
trating on street level undercover 
"buy-bust" techniques instead of 
goina .after top level narcotics 
dealers. 

"DEA·s track record hus not 
been gOOd," the repart sardo 

It is the second government re
port in less lhan a year to criticize 
DEA. In September, 1975, a special 
task rorce of the White House 
Domeslic Council charged that U.S, 



drug enforcement efforts sUffered 
from DEA's misplnced priorities and 
intermll problems. One of its recomk 

nlcndations: dc-emphasize anti
marijuana efforts. 

The DEA was created three years 
ago not by (In act of Congress but 
as a reorganization plan of the 
Nixoli administration. to consolidate 
federal drug enforcement functions. 
Since then. it has been plagued by 
bad judgment. corruptioh, mis
management. ilnd bickering with 
other agencies. All the while. the 
nation's drug abuse difemma steadily 
worsened. 

John R. Bartels. the ageney's first 
administrator! was fired by Attorney 
G enerdl Edward H. Levi last year 
amid an cmbarassing Justice Depart
ment investiQution. At least a dozen 
other senior -DEA officials have becn 
reassigned or transferred. The latest 
to get the axe is Vince Promuto, an 
·ex·pro football player who IVas once 
paid 532.000 a year as Director of 
Public Affairs. He was fired in July. 
after being charged by intern,,1 DEA 
auditors with "dishonest conduct" 
irlVolving government credit cards 
:lOd travel. Promuto was a central 
figure in the Bartels uffair and had 
been under investigation for lies to 
organized crime figures. Shortly 
before Bartels waS canned. Promulo 
was denIal cd and exiled to DEA's 
Nl!w York regional ofrice. 

The Permancnllhvesligntions 
Subcommittee is continuing i[s 
exanlination and the hearings may 
well decide what future, if any! is 
in store for the DEl>.. 

THE PRESIDENT'S MEN 
AND MARIJUANA 
Two famili:'lr names recently rc~ 
turned to Capitol Hill and had a few 
words to say about marijuana. 
vYatergate ,.liumni John Ehrlichman 
and Egil Krogh came buck to Wash
ington to testify before the Perma
nent Investigations Subcommittee's 
hearings on the problem-prone Drug 
Enforcement Administration. 

They talked about the Nixon 
blUeprint for drug enforcement. 
Drug suppression is a "very sexy 
political issue:t Ehrlichman said. 
and it usually has high media visi
bility. The White House wanted to 
be involved. he recalled. 

Ehrlichman hns mellowed since 
he faced the Watergate C;ommiuce 
three years ago. At the White House 
he was one of NixQnls closest ad· 
visors. Now. living in New Mexico. 
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his lifestyle is different and. so it 
seems. arc his views. Responding to 
a question by Senator Charles Percy. 
(R-III.). Ehrlichman said. "Marijuana 
policy should be left up to the states. 
a local option. It probably doesn't 
even belong as' a lederal matter.OI 

Krogh agreed. Once the youngest 
member of Nixon's cabinet (an 
Undersecretary of Transportation at 
33). he \vas given responsibility for 
drug matters after joining the While 
House. He told Percy that he too 
supported marijuana decriminaliza· 
tion. "It is·wrcng to jail )oung 
people for possessing pot." he 
insisted. Percy concurred, 

Back in 1969. Krogh was the 
architect of "Operation Intercept.l

' 

the iII·fated marijuana blockade on 
the U.s.·Mexican border. He waS 
also head of the White House 
plumbers. and later served 4 months 
and 17 days in prison Ior his role in 
W.ntergate. Now he works for an ice 
cream company in San Francisco. 

For EhrJichman. prison will have 
to walt. He recently won a reprieve 
on his 20 month to 5 year prison' 
sentence -while he appeals his Water
gate conviction to the Supreme 
Court. . 

After the hearing. EhrJichman was 
askcd by a reporter if he had 
smoked marijuana. He smiled brond
Iy nnd said. UNo comment." 

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 
AND 
DECRIMINALIZATION 
While eighl states have dropped 
criminal penalties for minor mari· 
juana offenses. several local govern
ments have 11150 acted. In 1971, Arm 
Arbor. Michigan. led the nation with 
the first traffic-ticket marijuana 
ordinance. Over the past few years. 
other villages. cities, and counties 
have also adopted ordinances de
criminalizing the possession.of 
marijuana. 

There are now at leust fiftcen such 
ordinances that call for only a fine. 
and no jail sentence, In four cities. 
the maximum possible fine is 55. 

This locnl action reflects a sep
arate yet parallel movement within 
communities [0 adopt common sense 
laws dealing with marijucma. The 
ordinances were passed by City or 
County Councils and in some cases. 
by voter referendum. About onc
half of the states have some provi· 
sion in their constitutions giving 
municipalities the option to adopt 
lower penalties for offenses of 

local COncern. 
NO ARRESTS. The Ann Arbor 

ordinance was originally passed by 
the City Council. repealed. and 
latcr permanently restored by voter 
referendum. It provides fOfa max
imum 5S fine for the USC, possession 
or sale of any quantity DC marijuana. 
Instead of arresting an offender. the 
ordinance reqUires police to give a 
parking-ticket citation. It also 
requires that the cjtis parking vio
lation proqedures be used for col· 
lecting the fine. Moreover. the 
ordinance expressly forbids city 
police officers and prosecutors from 
referring a marijuana case to the 
stale police for prosecution under 
the tougher stale law. 

Much of the push for the Ann 
Arbor ordinance came from students 
at the city's University of Michigan 
campus. Three other university 
towns have also ndopted marijuana 
ordinancc$-East Lansing. home of 
Michigan State; Ypsillanti. home of 
Eastern Michigan University; and 
Oxford. Ohio. home of Miami 
University. 

The Ypsillnnti ordinance. adopted 
in 1974. und the Oxford ordinance. 
adopted in 1975. call for a maximum 
55 fine for first and subsequent 
offenses. The Enst Lansing ordi· 
nance, passed in 1971 and later 
amended. provides for a 55 fine for 
the first time. 510 for the second 
offense and 5100 for a th'rd,offense. 

Though jail penalties are gone. 
the fines of some locall"ws can be 
stiff. Earlier this year. two villages 
in Illinois adopted rnariju~na ordi
nances and in each case the max .. 
imum fine can range up to 5500. In 
Deerfield. possession of up to 30 
grams of marijuana (slightly Illore 
than I ounce). is subiect to !.his 
fine HS is possession. ·sale. or culrivn· 
tion ot up to 10 grams of marijuana 
in Palantine. Seattie. Washington. 
also has a 5500 maximum fine for 
pO!isession of mnrijuan~ which it 

"hdopted in 1974. ' . 
The fines actually aSloosed. how· 

ever. generally ure lower than the 
maximum allowed. In Sealtle. Roger 
Roffman. a professor at the Univer
sity of Washington and NORML 
State Coordinator, compared the 
dispositions of a random sample of 
30% of adults given marjjuuml cita· 
tions by th~ city police in 1975. He 
found 39% of the group had the case 
dismissed or dropped without any 
fine being imposed, and 42% were 
given a smtlH fine. i1sually about 
550·575. 



~ In other aress, Adanta, Georgia, 

. ~! adopt~d an ordinance earlier this 
year containing· a maximum 5250 
fine for possessing up to one ounce 
of grass. Six municipalities in Wis· 
consin also have marijuana ordi
nances, including Brookfield, 
Cudahy, Shorewood, South Mil
waukee, St. Francis, and West Allis. 
Their maximum fines range from 
5200 t6 $250. In Milwaukee County, 
the Board of Supervisors adopted an 
ordinance last year making posses
sion of up to an oUnce of pot on 
county property subject to a fine of 
551).5200, or informal ~robation. 

INFORMAL POLICIES. In many 
states, local prosecutors and police 
departments have instituted policies 
which can operate informally with· 
out an ordinance. Aimed at con
serving law enforcement time, "the 
polici~s generally call for citations 
tnstead of arrest, and diversion 
program:; instead of prosecution, for 
minor marijuana cases. For exampl;!:, 

~~atf~~;dc~i~~~I~ ~~ie~~ ~it~':i~~as 
program" for persons possessing up 
to four ounces of manjuana. Dozens 
of other citi~s and counties, in· 
eluding Washington, D.C., Sacra· 
mento, California, and Cook County, 
Illinois, have procedures for divert· 
ing persons arr~sted on marijuana 
charges out of the criminal justice 
system and into an education 
program. 
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There is one local law which has 

~h~:~;~ 1~!~l~a197f~ili~tb:~~r 
City Council passed an ordinance 
making possession of Yl ounce of rot 
punishable by up to 90 days in jai 
and a possiHo fine of SJOO. This was 
significantly lower than the state 
penalties at the time, but the new 
Colorado law, which took effect 
July I, 1975, has a maximum fine of 
only $100 for possession of up to 
one ounce. Unfortunately, the 
Denver Police Department opposes 
the new state law and·continues to 
use what is now.a harsher city 
ordinance. 

The Ann A rbor approach is still 
the best of tl:·, local.ordinances. 
And it even provides for its own 
lIself-destruction" if the Michigan 
state legislature adopts anything 
less than a $5 grass law .• 

CALIFORNIA REDUCES 

~~~~~~'5~D 
DESTRUCTION 
by Gordon S. Brownell, 
West Coast NORML Coordinator 

Two bills recently passed in Cali· 
fornia reduce penalties for felony 
marijuana offenses, and expand the 
record destruction procedures of 
California's new marijuana law. 

Indeterminate sentences, which 
could range to life imprisonment, 
were abolished and several felony 
marijuana penalties changed by 
S.B. 42, a bill authored by state 
senator John Nejedly (R·Contra 
Costa). The law will become effec· 
tive July I, 1977. 

Under the current penalty system, 
cui tivation and possession of mari
juana with intent to sell can land an 
offender up to 10 years in prison for 
a first offense and up to life for a 
third conviction. Under the new Jaw, 
the judge will set a fixed term of 
imprisonment. either 16 months, 2 
years, or 3 years. Sale of marijuana, . 
which noW carries 5 years·life, will 
be either 2, 3, or 4 years under the 
new law. And the most severe marl.; 
juana offense in California. furnish .. 
ing to a minor, will be a maximum 
sentence of 5 years instead (If 10 
years·life for a first offense. The 

~~x~:~~::e~t~~~~!bisPto:~~~~n of 
duced from 5 years to 3 years though 
it can be treated optionally as a 
misdemeanor. 

The legislation is intended to be 
retroactive and will have a definite 
impact on the release dates of in· 
dividuals now serving felony sen
tences in California state prisons. 

Another important bill (A.B. 3050) 
by state assemblyman Alan Sieroty 
(D·L-A.), revises record destruction 
procedures for persons convicted ' 
of marijuana possession prior to 
January I, 1976, and enables persons 
convicted of a number of other 
minor marijuana offenses to have 
records of their prior offenses 
destroyed. It becomes effective 
January I, 1977. 

A key provision (If the bill forbids 
an employer from asking about 
specified marijuanD, convictions 
more than two years old. Persons 
effected by the chllnge can state that 
they have not been arrested or con· 
victed of those offenses 'when re
sponding to questions concerning a 
prior criminal record. ' 

The California Department of 
Justice estimates that it bas 806,000 
entries of marijuana arrests which 
would be eligible for destruction 
under A.B.305O. involving approxi· 

m~~~,~ P~~d~he enact. 
ment of both ~~. 42 and A.B. 3050 .• 

US 'EASES PAROLE 
GUIDELINES FOR POT 
The U.S. Parole Commission, in 
response to 11 petition filed by 
NORML, h .. revised its guidelines 
for paroling prisoners in federal 
correctional institutions. The guide
lines indice.te the IIcustomaryll time 
an inmate must serve before release 
on parole, and are based in part on a 
six-level "aeverity" rating system 
of the offl>nse committed. 

The change, effective October 4, 
1976, lowers simple possession of 
marijuana, hashish, and other non
narcotic drugs into the least serious 
category of offenses. This means 
that pel 'Sons convicted of these of· 
fenses will generally be released 
on parole earlier. 

Also changed by the Commission 
were their guidelines involving im
migration law violations and 
offenses involving explosives, in
creasing the severity rating of each. 

While the new guidelines treat 
manjuana and hashish the same for 
offenses involving simple possession 
of small.amounts. the Commission 
rejected NORML's proposal to also 
treat marijuana and bashish the 



same for offenses involving POSSCSR 
sian with intent to distribute and 
sale. The guidelines continue to 
define hashish as a Usoft drug," a 
classification which has higber 
severity levels than marijuana for 
offenses other than simple posses
sion. "Soft drugs" include the 
amphetamines, barbitfrates, LSD, 
and hashish. The '''hard drugs" 
categOlY, which has higher severity 
levels, is defined to include heroin, 
morphine, opiate derivatives or 
substitutes. The Commission also 
chose to include cocaine in this 

ca~'i3MrAMBIGUllY. There is some 
ambiguity in the guidelines as to 
whether the decreased levels for 
pos.",ssion offenses apply to prison
ers who have alreadY received their 
initial parole hearing. NORML has 
petitioned the Parole Commission 
for a clarification, requesting that 
the decrea.'tcd levels for possession 
offenses be made fully retroactive. 

The Parole Commission was 
created by Congress earlier this 
year as an independent agency with· 
in the Department of Justice. It 
repiaces the U.S. Parole Board. The 
nine CommissioneD' are appointed 
by the President and aPProved by 
the Senate. 

The Commission proposed new 
parole guidelines in May, and called 
for public comments before taking 
final action. NORML's comments 
were filed by Peter H. Meyers, Chief 
Counsel, and Ju~ith L. Klein, a Jegal 
intern in the National office. The 
Association for the Advancement 
of Psychology, 14 prisoners, and a 
number of probation officers, prose· 
cuting attorneys and other indi
viduals also filed comments. 

Of the 22,191 prisOners now in, 
federal institu~ions, 1,184 were con
victed for marijuana offenses and 
508 were convicted for other non
narcotic drug offenses. Since neither 
the Parole Commission nor the 
U.S. Bureau of Prisons keeps statis
tics breaking down offenses into 
simple possession and sales cat ... 
gones, It is impossible to determine 
the exact number of inmates who 
would be effected by the lowered 
severity levels if they were made 
fully retroactive. • 

More men and women are. In 
prison today than at any time in this 
nation's history. There were 249,716 
persons in federal and state prisons 
on January I, 1976, more than on ... 
half of whom were under 30 years 
old. The number of prisoners this 
year was 10% more than last year •• 
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ELECTION 76 continued 

survey in 
said he "favors a 

of marijuana decrim
along the lines of the 

law." He feels "this legisla' 

Vidu=~~t~t~:;h~~rv~.~~i=<Ij;~cl 
mail funding appeal before the 
Florida primary in March, Carter 
told fotential contributors, "you and 
I wit agree on some issues, disagre~ 
on others .•• I favor decriminBliza· 

~~:cti~:,aw:rt~~'~~~c;J::i:r:ti81 
Carter's views. 

Rosalynn Carter,lIke Betty Ford, 
was the one to reveal to the press 
that her sons had tried marijuana. In 
an interview with Lynn Olson of 
Associated,Press in September"Mrs. 
Carter added that she didn't worry 
about the behavior of her children 
as long as they confide in her. "The 
only Ii:ne I worry about my children 
doing something like smoking mario 
juana," she said, "is if I thou¥ht they 
were slipping around and domg it 
and not letting me know about it." 
At a press conference the next day, 
Carter remarMed that he wished his 
sons hadn't tried grass, but said he 
thinks hit's something most teell" 
agers go through." The Carter's 
three sons are all married. 

a 
same time, Mrs. 

was asked if she thought the 
law for smoking grass should be' 
softened. "I think that is a possi
bility," she said. A year later, she 
speculated on CBS's "60 Minutes" 
that if marijuana had been prevalent 

~~~lds:;v~~:i~te*~J.robabIY 
Ford's position on marijuana is 

probably moderate, but he did shift 
to a harder line with the emergence 
of Ronald Reagan's candidacy. The 
Ford-Dole campaign office declined 
to i')Sue an updated statement on 
marijuana. Still, tb.e President has 

expressed support for lower posses
sion penalties, and has been charac
terized as baving an "open mind." 
Asked about decriminalization 
during the New Hampshire primary, 
Ford said: 
uPersonally, I do not approve of the 
US~ of marijuana and bcIieve"'that it's 
use should be strongly discouraged 
as a matter of national policy. I do 
not support decriminahzatiQD be
cause r believe that this would be 
interpreted by potential users ~nd 
by other nations as a signlll th.t the 
U.S. government no longer opposes 
marijuana use. I do, however, su~ 
port reduced federal penalties for 
simpJe possession, such as those 
contained in the proposed Criminal 
Justice Refonn Act of 1975 (which 
would reduce penalties to a max
imum of 30 days)." 

President Ford has said. that b~'s 
been influenced by his children's 
beliefs. In his words, they have 
given him a u new perspective, a 
broader view." Jack Ford, who calis 
for decriminali1.ation when cam
paigning, bell'.ves his father is all 
right on the marijuana issue. IIDon't 
worry, Dad's a pretty cool guy," he 
told Illinois NORML's Drde Samber. 
"Give him some timetll 

WILD CARDS. Don't count out 
the impact of the alternative 
presidential candidates. Independent 
Eugene McCarthy, who at last count 
was favored lly 6% of the voters, 
may be on the baJIot in 40 states. 
He has long be~n a supporter of 
m"arijua~ decriminalization. So has 
Roger MacBride of the Libertarian 
Party, as has the People's Party 
candidate, Margaret Wright. 

Ov.er all, the marijMna question 
hasn't come up much this election 
year. For exaDlple; only 0l!c.e in a 
swing through 17 communIt1es was 
Jimmy Carter asked his position, 
and this came fro,m a college audio 
ence. His answer was a stock reply 
that he's for decriminalization, but 
against legalization. Most recentlr, 
Rosalynn Carter told the Same thing 
to. a national TV audience on NBC's 
"Meet the Press:' Ford is infrequent
ly asked about marijuana. But the 
issue that haunted George 
McGovern four years ago no longer 
sparks campalgn controversy. 
I'Peopie aren't as afraid of mapjunna 
any more," one professional ~oliti. 
cal observer recently noted. 'They 
all suspect their own kids have been 
using it and nothing much has 
happened to tb.em. They're more 
worried about booze these days,". 



i, ~nthr · . ! 
, '~ QJ;ttutfti ~ Peler II. Meyers r 

Chief CQUlLtel 

US SUPREME COURT 
WEAKENS SEARCH AND 
SEIZURE PROTECTIONS 
The U.S. Supreme CoUrt ended its 
1975·76 Term in July with five 
separate decisions significantly 
weakening the Fourth Amendment's 
protection against unreasonable 
search and seizure. The Court: 

Ruled 5-4 thut police officers can 
constitutionally search the unlocked 
glove compartment of a car im
pounded for traffic violations. as 
parl of tl tqutil1c "inventory" of the 
car's contents. In this case, police 
had found a bag of marijuana in the 
glove compartment. and the defell
clanl had been convicted of posses
sion. The Court's opinion appears 
to leave open the question of 
whether a search of a locked glove 
compartment or trunk as part of a 
routine "inventory'l would also be 
constitutional. SOli/ii Dako(o v. 
Oppel'mall, 44 U.S.L,W. 5294 (july 
6,19761. 

Ruled 7 .. 2 thut a heroin suspect 
observed by police as she st(.)od in 
the open doo!wuy of her home could 
be arrested Wlthollt n wnrrant be
caUse lhe doorway of u house which 
is open to public \·jew from lhe 
street is equivalent LO nny other 
"public place," U.S. v. Sa/llalla. 
44 U.S.L,W, 4970 (June 24, 19761. 
The ('ourl held earlier this Term 
that u warrantless arrest in n pul1lic 
place upon probable caUse would 
not violate the Fourth Amendment. 

Ruled 5·3 that the Foorth Amend· 
mentIs c:(cillsionnry rule does not 
forbid the Use in a federal civil pro· 
ceeding of evidence seized unconsti
tutionnllr, but in good fnith, by 
state pobce o£ficers. U.S. v. Jan/s. 
44 U.S.L.W. 5303 (July 6, 1976). The 
COUrt specificnlly left open the ques' 
tions of whether evidence seized 
unconstitutionally by state police 
could be used In a shite civil pro~ 
ceeding, and whether evidence 
seized unconstitutionally by federal 
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police could be used in a federal 
ciVil proceeding. 

Ruled 6-3 that "where the State 
has provided an opportunity for full 

CALIFORNIA NORML 
ESTABLISHES AMICUS 
BRIEF PROGRAM 

and rdr litigation of n Fourth With tl'..e adoption of a new mari~ 
Amel~dmenl claim. a state prisoner juana .law last year. California 
may not be granted federal habens NORML has been focusing more of 
corpus relier on the ground that its attention on the courts. A new 
evidence obtuined in an unconstitu- program WaS established earlier 
tional search or seizure was intra- this year for submitting amicus 
duccd at his [riaLt! SLone v. Powell. cllrial'. or "friend.of-lhe.court/' 
44 U.S.L.W. 5313 (July 6.19761. brief, in cases involving the interpre· 
This decision means that. except in tULion of the new law and on other 
,very rare instances. only the Su- imporhtnt marijuana'related issues. 
preme Court~ and not the lower A committee was formed in April 
federal courts. Can consider Whether to select appropriate cases for the 
evidence obtained in nn unconstitu~ program. I t consist!) or Gordon 
tional search was introduced in a Brownell; West Coust NORML Co-
state trial. With the Supreme Court's ordinator, along with Bay Area at-
heavy caseload. it will hear only a torneys Leo Paoli, Arthur Sohcot 
smull number of these cases. and Mark Soler. Working \\.'ith six 

Ruled 7-2 thrlt Border Patrol other attorneys. the am/clIs com~ 
oHicinls at Ci.'I(ed checkpoints on tT.S. mittee has begun selecting cases and 
highways near international borders filing briefs on behalf on NORML. 
may stop a vehicle and question its The participating attorneys donate 
occupants about their right to be in their services. with NORML paying 
this country. even withoUl a reason~ Lhe necessary expenses. 
able suspicion that the vehicle con- A top priority has, been given to 
t.lins illegal aliens. U.S. v. 1vlartille::~ cases involving the record destruc-
Fllerle, 440U.S.L.W. 5336 {July 6. tion provisions of the new mario 
19761. Last Term, the Court held juana law, This section. cHecting 
that row',,}! border patrols could about 500.000 persons convicted Cor 
not stop a vehicle without a rj!ason- marijuana possession who could now 
uble suspicioll that it contaiJ1~d have their nrrest records destroyed. 
illegal aliens. has come under strong constitutional 
\--------------1 uttack by tbe State Attorney 

General. The lower courts have split 
on the constitutionality of this sec
tion, and the issue has now reached 
the California SI!preme Court. 
NORML has filed briefs supporting 
the section's constitutionality in a 
number or lower, courts. and is 
representing several petitioners 
before the Supreme Court. 

"We Wefe Told They 
Were 'Stflct Cun.tructlonlsts' to 

Am/clls briefs have alsQ beet; 
filed on behalf of persons who r.,· 
main in state prison because of 
possession convictions under Cali· 
fornia's old marijuana laws. In one 
case involving an old possession 
arrest. NORML's brief helped get 
the prosecution dropped, An amiclis 
brief has also been riled in the 
California Supreme Court in a case 
involving a school teacher who was 
dismissed for "morallurpitudc" 
after a marijuana possession convic~ 
tion. Another amiclls brief was filed 
supporting the Right of Privacy in 
a casc involving an old arrest for, 
possession of 1.8 grams of nUlr1-
Juana in the home. Several other 
briefs ure currently being prepared. 

This important new legal program 
Demonstrates how a state affiliate 

'-____________ .1 can errectivelY Use the courts to 



protect and expalld up'?n legislative 
vicionest and to provlae support in 
other significant marijuana cases. 
For additional infonnation, contact 
West Coast NORML, 2964 Fillmore 
Street, San Francisco, CA 94123. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
MARUUANA LAWS 
CHALLENGED 

A constitutional challenge to 
Pennsylvania's marijuana laws was 
filed in September in Blair County, 
Pa" with the assistance of NORML 
and the American Civil Liberties 
Union. 

The Blair County Courthouse is 
located in Holidaysburg, the borne 
of the late Harry Anslinger. As 
Commissioner of the Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics between 1930 and 1962, 
Anslinger is credited for much of 
the misinformation ap.d hysteria 
"hichswept the country and lcd 
to the adoption of the early mari
juana laws. A plaque honoring 
Anslinger's contributions is dis· 
played prominently inside the Court
house. 

Brought on behalf of a man 
charged with sale of $55 worth of 
marijuana to a police informant, , . 
this test case seeks to have the man'" 
juana Jaws declared unconstitutlonal 
on a uumber of grounds, including a 
d.lnial of e9,ual protection because 
marijuana is" classified with far morc 
dangerous substances, including the 
amphetamin~\s and barbiturates. The 
penalties conlained in the law for 
marijuana of11:mses are also chal· 
lenged as cru ,1 and unusual punish
ment. Similaiimotions will shortly 
be filed for n10re than 20 other 
defendants w('o bave been arrested 
on minor saleS.~charges as part of a 
Blair County d,;Ug crackdown. 

Alan Ellis, of,State College, Penn
sylvania NORML Legal Counsel, 
is the main attorney in the suit. 
Commonwealth v. Dillon, Cr. Act. 
No. 689-76, Court of Common' Pleas 
for Blair County. 

IN BRIEF 
AUTOMOBILE FORFEITURE 

• The South Dakota Supreme 
Court has interpreted that state's 
forfeiture law, whIch is similar to the 
laws in many other states, as author
izing the forfeiture of automobiles 
only when they contain felony 
amounts of . marijuana or other con,
trolled substances. Cars which con
tain misdemeanor amounts of con
trolled substances, such as the .4 oz. 
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of marijuana involved in this case, 
are not subject to forfeiture to the 
state. Und.r present South Dakota 
law, possession of up to 1 oz, of 
marijuana is a misdemeanor, but the 
new marljuanalaw which will be
come effective April 1, 1977, makes 
possession of up to lIb. of mari-
juana a miSdemeanor. . . 

The South Dakota Supreme 
Court's decision also iodlcated that 
to justify forfeiture, the state would 
have to show that the vehicle was 
being used to "facilitate!' the drug 
offense, IUld not mer~h' L'lut the 
drug was "contained in the vehicle 
at the time it was stopped." 
State y. One 1972 Pontiac Grand 
Prix, 19 Cr. L. Rep. 2236 (1976). 

"PRESENCE" LAWS 
• The Nebraska Supreme Court 
has held that the state's law which 
makes it a crime for any person 
lito visit or be in any room, dwelling 
house, vehicle, or place where any 
controlled substance is being used 
.... [with[ knowledge that such 
activity is OCCUlting," is uncon· 
stitutionally vague and overbroad. 
The Court stated that: 

Ult is evident that the statute as 
written is broad enough to encom~ 
pass entirely innocent behavior. 
Individuals may find themselves in 
situations such as at· parties, theaters, 
dance halls, hotel lobbies, buses, 
apartments, taxis, or even private 
automobiles, where their conduct 
has no relation to the acts of others 
who may be disposed to use con
trolled drugs." Slaw v.Adkins, 19 
Cr. L. Rep. 2197 (1976). 

Similar "presence" Jaws are in 
effect in about ~ dozen states, and 
courts in three, states-California, 
Massachusetts, an4Florida-have 
upheld the constitutionality of their 
law only after interpreting additional 
requirements into the law, such as 
control of the premises, or aiding 
and abetting the illegal activity. 

PRETRIAL DIVERSION 
PROGRAMS 
• The New Jersey Supreme Court 
has ordered major changes in the 
state's p'retrial intervchtion pro
grams (PTIs), which are used by 
local prosecutors to divert certain 
offenders out of the criminal ju..tlce 
system into rehabilitation p~ogramsJ 
in Ii.eu of prosecution. The ('.our! 
anno.unced that it would shortly' 
adopt uniform s~atewide guidelines 
[or these programs, but in the inR 
terim, the Court ordered all PTIs· 

to change a number of thek pro
ce:dures, including: decisions on 
entrance into the PTIs must take 
into accou~t the individual's poten· 
tial responsiveness to rehabilitation, 
not just the nature of the offense 
cbargedj and, prosecutors f!1ust . 
state their reasons for refusUig an 
jndividual's request for diversion. 
Marijuana offenders afe eligible for 
a number of these diversion pro-
grams. State v. Leonardis, 19 Cr, L. 
Rep. 2427 (1976). 
• The D.C. Court of Appeals has 
upheld the constitutionality of the 
D.C. prosecutor's policy which 
requires that all persons who enter 
the jlfirst offender" diversion pro
gram waive their rights'to challenge 
thei~ arrest or cha1Je~ge any other 
aspect of the case. Unitsd Sl4tes v. 
Smith, 19 Cr. L. Rep_ 2015 (1976) . 
The District of Columbia'S "fin;! 
offender" program covers possession 
of small amounts of marijuana and 
other non·violent misdemeanors. 

RECORD EXPUNGEMEiI/'t 

• The Florida Supreme Court has 
declared unconstitution~l a portion 
of the state's law whidJ requires 
the expungement (physical destruc
tion) of arrest records when there 
is no convictio~ in the case. The 
Court'called this provision uan un· 
constitutional encroachment by the 
legislative branch on the procedural 
responsibilities granted exclusively 
to thIs Court '! The dissent respond
ed that uminor interferences with a 
court's business . . . are clearly an 
insufficient basis upon which to in
validate a statute." 

The Supreme Court did, however, 
uphold another section of Ibe law 
which it saw as conferring the usub
stantive" right upon non-convicted 
defendants of having their records 
protected from public inspection. 
The Court ordered the records in 
this case, involving a marijuana 
defendant whose cbarges were 
dropped, to be sealed and retained 
by the lower court. These (ecords 
can be reopened, the Court stated, 
IIlar good cause shown" when t~.c. 
"ends of justice might require it;" 
lohnson v. State, 19 Cr. L. Rep. 
2406 (1976). 

MJUTARY 

• The U.S. Court of Mflitary 
Appoals has held that it is a violation 
of equal protection for an Army •• 
private to be prosecuted for posses
sion bf marijuana under Article 134 
of the Uniform Code of Military 

i' 



"f< Justice. rather than Article 92. 
which has lesser penalties and which 
has been ullcd for most marijuana 
cases prosecuted in the private's 
division. U.S. v. COl/rIlle)'. 19 Cr. 
L. Rep. 2316 (1976). 
c"i The U.S. Court of Military 
Appeals has also held that a "health 
nnd wclCare'~ tcam sent to inspect 
the living conditions in the barr.leks 
exceeded their authority in searching 
'" soldier's clothing for drugs. and 
ordered the drugs found in the 
search to be suppressed. U.S. v. 
Killg. 19 Cr. L. Rep. 2231 (1976). 

DEA 
The U.S. District Court tor 

Colorado has held that the Drug 
Enrorcement Administration's 
(DEA's) surrepdtious monitoring of 
a heroin defendant's conversations 
with her attorney was a "reprehen
sible" nct which "irretrievubly prej
udiced" the defendant's Sixth 
Amendment right to assistance of 
counsel. and required dismissal of 
the indictment. U.S. v. vrman, 19 
Cr. L. Rep. 2423 (1976). 
:" The U.S. Di,triet Court for 
Massachusetts has dismissed u CO~ 
caine defendant's indictment be· 
cause of the "bad faith'j actions of 
DEA agCnLs who were part of a 
federal·state Task Force. The agellts 
destroyed notes of an interview with 
the defendant "fter he had sub
poenaed them. nnd thl'":1 prcpilred a 
back-dated report "lithe notes. 
U.S. v. Pollack. 10 Cr. L. Rep. 2421 
119761. 
, The U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Nirtth Circuit has held that th.e 
DEA', policy of shredding diaries 
anu other records of paid informers 
is unrensonuble. and the failure to 
pruduce the diary prepared by an 
informer who testified against a 
heroin defendant required reversal 
of the conviction. U.S. v. Carmuo, 
19 Cr. L. Rep. 2.102 (19761. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the D.C. Circuit has held that the 
DEA's loss of u tupe recording of 
a phone conversation between a 
cocaine defendant nnd un under-

~i~:j~1 ~tnlted~):sSe~tth~e~~i~~t~II~;tCd 
that: "Although we cannol condone 
negligence of (his sort. we do not 
believe il requires dismissal of the 
indictment." U.S. v. Qu;O\·o/,s. 19 
Cr. L. Rep. 2285 (19761. 

SEARCH AND SEIZURE 
- The Massachusetts Supreme 
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Judici,1I Court has held that a search 
warrant for a drug suspect's apart~ 
ment which authorized the search of 
"any person present" in the apart· 
ment was not overly broad. Com~ 
mOtlwealt;, v. Smith, 19 Cr. L. Rep. 
2282 119761. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Ninth Circuit has held that 
Customs agents can make a border 
search of. boat if they have u 
"reasonable certainty" that the boat 
came (rom foreign waters. even with· 
out probable cause to believe lhe 
boat contains contraband. In this 
case. 880 pounds of mHrijuana were 
found aboard 0. bont in San Diego 
Bay. U.S. v. Tiltoll. 19 Cr. L. Rep. 
214611976). 

The U.S. District Court for 
Massachusetts hus held thut police 
officers acted unconstitutionally in 
attaching a "beeper" 10 a drug sus~ 
peet's car. without first getting a 
warrant. U.S. v. Bohi.,illk. 19 Cr. L. 
Rep. 2355 (19761. Another recent 
case has upheld the warrantless 
attachment of a "beeper" to a car 
on the basis of probable cause and 
exigent circumstances. U.S, \'. 
Frazier. 19 Cr. L. Rep. 2372 18th 
Cir.19761. 

The Florida Supreme Court has 
upheld the eonstitutionality of a 
state SlU(utc which authorizes r.olice 
officers to tnke blood samples (rom 
unconscious persons involved in 
uutomobile accidents to test for 

RACING TO A DIFFERENT DRUM
MER. NORML logo's and mari
juana lears turned this Schnitzer 
BMW into a show-stopper. The 
car, driven by Ronnie Peterson and 
Dicter Qucstcrt proved it was more 

alcohol intoxication. Filma" v. 
Slale. 19 Cr. L. Rep, 2343 (19761. 

The U.S. District Court lor 
Southern Texas has held that the 
University of Houston's policy for 
searching students entering the 
school's stadium and auditorium 
for bottles containing alcoholic 
beverages violates the Fourth 
Amendment. Collierv •• Ifillcr. 19 
Cr. L. Rep. 2292 (19761. 
OTIIERCASES 

The U. S. CQurt of Appeals [or 
the D.C. Circuit has held that a 
convicted narcotics defendant was 
entitled to the return of 52,550 
which wus seized in his apartment 
hut not linked to the drug offense 
or any other crime. U.S. v. lVilsolI, 
19 Cr. L. Rep. 2349 (19761. 

The Michigan Court of Appeals 
has held that a trial judge acted 
uncunstitutionally in revoking the 
probation of an indigent person for 
failure to meet the S20'per~month 
payments on his 5400 fine. People 
v. Term{/Ielli. 19 Cr. L. Rep. 2396 
(19761. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Seventh Circuit has held that it 
heroin defendant's convictions for 
engaging in a continuing criminal 
enterprise and for conspiracy to 
dhHribute narcotics. n lesser in· 
eluded offense of the criminal enter· 
prise charge. were not barred on 
double jeopardy grounds. U,S. v. 
Jeiiers, 19 Cr. L. Rep. 212S (1976). 

than a pretty face. It finished 5th 
out of 34 qualifying entries in a 
6·hour "Championship of Makes" 
running on July 10. at the Watkins 
Glen (N.Y.) Grand Prix Race 
Course. 
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seriously impaired vision in the 
other. He is being prosecuted in the 
District of Colunlbia for possession 
of a few marijuana plants that his 
doctors have certified he needs to 
keep from going tOlolly blind. 

The doclors say f1ally that 
Randall's condition cnn no longer 
be odequately conlrolled by conven· 
(ional medications. Randall h~ls tried 
Ihem all. In focI. he faces rapid 
blindness unless he is allowed to use 
marijuana. or chances a risky surgj· 

"All I'm asking is for the 
maintenance of my sight 
for as long as possible." 

CASUALIIESOFIIIE 
MARIJIIJUIA LaWS 

The outdated marijuana laws which 
are still 011 the books hI mo:lI Slates 
are causing very r(Jat and llnneceS· 
sary suffering Jar many people. 

; W/Jcllever possible. NORML is 
lze~)illg t/ze l'iett'rns 0/ these laws. 
plith this ,sslle. THE LEAFLET 
begills a new series 0/ reports Otl 
cases where the heavy halld of the 
law has been e.teesslve alld severe. 
In tlds edltlon, three cases are e.rdm~ 
'-ned: Bob Randal/, who stands to 
lose 'liS eyesight and could go to 
jall: Roger DOl'rs, a black matt/rom 
a southern tOWJI who is serving lorly 
years r'tr pdson: alld. Jerry Mltchell, 
a 19-year old college student who 
was recently senumced to iweh'e 
years by all Ozark drculljudge. 

BOB RANDALL foces Ihis dilemma: 
be " criminol or go blind. Rondall. 
who is 28, has glaucoma. He is fune
lion oily blind in one eye and has 

qver time. Some preparations can 
themselves cause eye damage 
Ihrough reli"ol de loch men I. In Ihe 
past rew years, however, marijuana 
has been found to be n significant 
new treatment. The tragic Irony is 
Ihal while the governmenl hails the 
new treatment as upromising" it will 
not allow its legitimate medical use. 

Before any research findings were 
published on marijuana and glau
coma, Randall bcgan smoking mari
juana in college. After smoking, he 
noticed something curious: lhe hazy 
rings seen oround lights by glaucoma 
sufferers disappeared. He then pnrti
cipated in a marijuana research 
project on glaucoma at UCLA and 
got the snme welcome results. Un
fortunately. there were no similnr 
research projects for him. to enler 
in th~ Washington. D.C. area, where 
he moved 10 leach speech and 

rhetoric parHinte at near~by t ." 
Prince Georges Community College. . 

Randall has asked Ihe federal 
government to exempt him front the 
drug laws so that he can uSe marj~ 
juana for his glaucoma. Three 
separafe federal agencies are in
volved: Ihe Food and Drug Admin· 
istration. the Drug Enforcement 
Administration. and the National 
Inslilule on Drug Abuse. Ufficials 
of the agencies have indicated that 
an exemption might be grant~d if he 
would agree to smoke marijuana 
only in his doctor's office. But since 
Randoll would need about five join Is 
each day. it would require 11 burden
some rescheduling of his life for him 
10 smoke only in his doclor's office, 
rather than at homc~ 

'"All I'm asking.'" Randall says. 
"is for the maintenance of my sight 
for as long as possihle." 

Earlier this year. Randall Was 
arrested and charged with possessing 
a few marijuana plants found grow
ing on his back porch. At his trial 
In the D.C. Superior Court in July. 
he admilled possession of the plnnts. 
but Randall's allorney. John Karr. 
orgued lhal it wos juslified by his 
medical necessity. The trial judge 
hus not yet issued his decision. 
NORML and lhe Playboy Founda
tion are assisting in RanduWs case, 

Un Iii 1941. marijuana w,,' lisled 
in the U.S. Pharmacopcio. U slandard 
physicians' drug reference. nnd was 
prescribed for a vuriely of illnesses. 
Under present federal law. marljuana 
is lis led wilh drugs which are 
deemed to have nil "currently ae
cepled medicol use." NORML has 
been petitioning the federal govern
ment since 1972 to recognize legiti
mate medical uses for marijuana. 
The petilion is curren!ly before Ihe 
U.S. Courl of Appeals for Ihe 
second time. 

The mosl recenl report by the 
Department of Heollh. Educalion 
ond Welfare. Marih"alla and Health 
(l97S). Sialed Ihul Ihe '"most 
promiSing therapeutic applicntjons" 
of marijuana are in the treatment or 
.. \: ,\ucoma nnd as an nnti-emetic for 
Cancer patients receiving chemo
Iherapy and possibly in the Ireal
menl of aSlhmatics. Olher Ihera· 
peutic uses which nrc currenll), 
being investigated include its use as 
n sedative-hypnotic I us an anti· 
convulsllllt, and an alternative in 
treating olcohoIics. 

ROGER DAVIS is 30 yeors old and 
black. Hewns senlenced in 197410 
40 years in the Virginia pen,ilenliary 



Roger and Carol Davis 

and fined $20,000 for sale of 4 
ounces, and possession with intent to 
distribute of about 6 ounces of 
marijuana. His story reads like a 
Southern Gothic novel, with, 
elements of community hysteria, 
racial prejudice, and judicial in
sensitivity. 

Davis grew up in rVytheville, a 
small town nestled in rural somh
w~stern Virginia. J Jeing blat;k in the 
South has long be.n a r.~lity for 
him~ When he was 8t,. his father, a 
railroad worker, dil!d after being 
savagely beaten. 'i'he white man 
charged with H,e killing received 
3 yenrs probation. 

Af!er graduating from high school, 
he held a variety of jobs and took 
some courses nt the Wytheville 
Community College. But he also 
threatened the town's strict southern 
manners and morals, as he openly 
dated white girls and eventually 
married one. In one local view, he 
wns un black hippie leader, .... vith the 
charm or a Pied Piper." The town's 
hostility to Dnvis included insults, 
deliberately picked fights, nnd 
finally, the burning of a cross one 
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front page editorial referred to the 
usickening picture of terror and 
su(fering" caused by marijuana and 
warned that "the use of marijuana 
by young Americans is a tremendous 
help to the Communists.1I Another 
issue emblawned a page onc picture 
of the local sheriff abollt to pUblicly 
burn a few ounces of marijuana 
which had been seized. The caption 
read: "Thousands of dollars worth 
of marijuana goes u'p in smoke:' 

The campaign whipped up the 
sleepy town's emotions. Citizens 
packed town meetings, the mayor 
issued statements of concern, and 
the. town council passed an anti·drug 
resolution. And, in the midst of this 
frenzy, Roger Davis was arrested for 
allegedly selling about $10 worth of 
LSD. He was promptly convicted. 
But soon after, he was arrested 
again. This time the charge ~as 
marijuana. 

At the trial, Danny Eads said he 
had bo"sht the grass from Davis. A 
conyict sentenced to 5 years for 
hreaking into a gas station, Eads had 
been released from prison tem
porarily to make the Ubuy." He is 21 
and white, and while in prison had 
been gang-raped by a group o[ black 
inmates. He had tried suicide and 
testified that he would have done 
Uanything" to get out of prison. 

Davis denied he sold marijuana to 
Eads, but was nevertheless found 
guilty by an all-white jury after a 
two·day trial. The Virginia Supreme 
Court denied him an appeal and 
Governor Mills Godwin rejected 
requests for a pardon or sentence 
reduction. 

With the assistance of NORML 
and the ACLU, Davis filed a petition 
for habeas corpus in the federal 
courts earlier this year. Dr. Dorothy 
Whipple, a NORML Advisory Board 
member, was calJed as an expert 
witness for Davis at a hearing on the 
petition. Davis' appeal is being 
handled by Edward Hogshire, of 1--------------\ Charlottesville. The judge has taken 

" N b d 40 the case under advisement and is 
. ,. 0 0 y gets expected to reach a decision shortly. 

years for reefer!" Roger Davis still waits in prison. 
1-____________ -1 He recently told a Washington Star 

night on the lawn of his mother's 
small (rame house. 

Then, in 1973, the IIdrug menace" 
enlOe to Wytheville. The only local 
newspaper. The Etlterprise. began 
un anti·drug crusade, reminiscent of 
the "reefer maaness" or the 1930's. 
Virtually every issue carried sensa" 
tionalized stories and editorials. One 

reporter: 
ullook around me and see men 

serving 10, 15, 20 years, at the most 
for murder and rape and other 
crimes. They ask me how long I'm 
in for and when 1 tell them 40 years, 
they say 'Hey man, what did you 
do?' And when I tell them, they 
don't believe me. They say 'Hell, 
we've been smoking reefer for years 

Jerry Mitchell (I.) and Mike Stepalliall 

and nobody gets 4O.yoars for reefer.' 
And I tell them I did, but they don't 
believe me." 

JERRY MITCHELL is a 19·year old 
college student from West Plains, 
Missouri, a.sm'nIl farming town 
whose main street is named for 
country singer Porter Waggonner. 
Like Wytheville, the townspeople 
worry that a drug problem may 
creep into the community. 

Mitchell graduated from the local 
high school with a good record and' 
reputation. Last fall, he entered 
college. Then everything changed. 
Earlier this year, he pleaded gUilty 
to the sale of 11 grams o[ marijuana 
(about 113 ounce) for S5 to an 
undercover Highway Patrol officer. 
There was no profit involved and 
the exchange was made only as a 
favor and at the insistence of a 
neighborhood friend. He turned out 
to be an informer. 

For this offense, Mitchellw"s 
sentenced to 12 years in the state 
penitentiary. He could have gotten 
life. The Missouri law is one or the 
harshest in the nation, providing for 
5 years to life for the sale of any 

He could have 
gotten life. 

amount of marijuana, no matter 
how small. 

When NORML was alerted to 
what happened, Nntionill Director 
Keith Stroup asked noted San Fran
cisco criminal lawyer Michael 
Stepanian to meet him in West 
Plams. The first order of business: 
urge the court to reduce Mitchell's 
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sentence and allow him to be free 
pending his appeal. At a hearing in 
luly, Stroup-and Stepanian .rgued 
that the J2-year sentence was way 
out·of proportion 10 the offense 
committ.d_ The judge agreet! to 
some extent, saYlOg that hlJ now saw 
a "ray of hopo" for Mitchell. He 
then reduced Mitchell's sentence to 
7 years and released bim on bond. 

Howard Bisberg, of Kansas City, 
NORML's Assistant State Coordina
tor; is the principal attorney working 
on the appeal to the Missouri 
Supreme Court. The appeal argues 
that the penalties contained in the 
Missouri law and the sentence given 
MitcbeJr~;olate the cruel and un
usual punishment claus.s of the 
federal and state constitutions. 
Moreover.lhe appeal asserts that 
the JaW"denies equal protection be--: " 
caUse marijuana offenses arc subject 
to the same penalties as offenses 
involving truly dangerous drugs, 
including the narcotics, amphetaa 

mines, and barbiturates. The state 
Supreme CQurts in lJIinois and 
Michiga.n, an1:l a lower court jn 
Connecticut, have declared their 
laws unconstitutional on this equal 
protection ground_ NORML and the 
Playboy Foundation are funding 
Mitchell's appeal. 

MitchelJ~ meanwbiJc, is back at 
his studies in political science and 
philosophy at Missouri State 
College .• 

~~ tv~~QUITS ON 
JAIlBREAK CHARGES 
Three persons prosecuted for their 
participation in the r",id last March 
on Piedras Negras jail, in .Mexico, 
have been acquitted by a Federal 
Court·of most of the cbarges against 
them after a tbree-day trial in Del 
Rio, Texas. 

In tbe jailbreak, Mexican guards 
were beld at gunpoint wbile cell 
doors were opened,.Fourteen Amer
ican men and women, most being 
held on drug cbarlles, ned across 
the Rio Grande River into Texas. 

Mike Hill, 32, was acquitted on 
the two most serious cbarges against 
him and convicted on two minor 
ones involving an unregistered 
sawed-off shotgun, even tbough HIJI 
admitted all four cbarges from the 
witness stand_ One of the other 
defendants, Billy Blackwell, was 
acquitted on two charges against 
him and the third defendant, Sterling 

Davis, was convicted on one of 
two charges. .. 

Testimony at the irial described 
the horrible conditions at Pied,,,,, 
Negrasjail,.where 13 people were 
squeezed into an 8' X 7' cell, not 
even large enough for everybody to 
lie down and sleep in at the same 
time. Some persons freed in the jail
break had been held in piison for 
more than 2 years. One woman had 
been arrested by the Mexican police 
lor "conspiring" after visiting a 
friend in tbe jail. 

Hill was reprl'SCnted witbout 
charge by Gerald Goldstein, of San 
Antonio, and Ed Mallet~ of HoUston, 
both members of tbe 'fexas NORML 
Policy Committee. The National 
office paid the expenses of three 
former prisoners, called by Hill as 
-witnesses on--th~"COnditions at 
Piedras !'Iegras. Hill is free on ball 
pending the appeal which will be 
filed shortly after sentencing in 
mid-October •• 

NOTES 
• One of the nation'S toughest drug 
laws has flopped, says a U.S. gov~rn
ment sponsored study. Three years 
ago~ New York State's "get tough" 
law took effect with much fanfare. 
Now, after costing 555 million to 
administer, it hasn't worked, Not 
only has the law had no effect on 
drug traffic, the report by the New 
York drug law evaluatio/, project 
sU/l&ests that it llJay hav4 even made 
thmgs worse. .. ". _.: ._ 

The~tudy found that "None of the 
key indicators of successful imple
mentation have been evidenced: 
the risk of punsihment facing 
offenders did not increase noticably; 
the number of drug offenders sen
tenced to prison declined; and the 
speed with which cases were pro
cessed did not improve", 
• AlcOhol and the tranquilizer 
Valium are responsible for the great
est amount of drug-rel~ted illness 
in the U.S., according 10 a federal 
report released last summer. The 
ligures come from the aovemment's 
57 million Drug Abuse Warning 
Network (DAWN) and compare for 
the first time the i1J..,ffects of both 
legal and illegal drugs. ~arijuana 
showed up in abOut 4% of the in-

cidents reported by emergency 5; 
rooms, drug crisiscen.ters,and other. ~ 
treatment facilities across the ~ 
country. While tbe study broadens Xl 
the nation's drug abuse focus, it has .:± 
.two deficiencies. First, incidents 
afC reported without an indication of 
seriousnessi and) Ol!coho! is reported 
only when it shows up in·combi
nation with other diugs. So, :wliile 
even phone inquiries about· .' 
marijuana would be tabulated, cases 
of common drunkenness would not. 
• Two privately sponsored studies 
have concluded that the U.S. govern
ment's Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (LEAA) has accom
plished very little and should be 
abolished. A Twentieth Century 
Fund task force and the Center for 
National Security studies have both 
charged that LEAA has had no ~ 
significant effect on crime despite 
having spent more than $4 billIon. 
Even a 52.4 million evaluation con
ducted by the Mitre Corporation 
and paid for by LEAA itself, re
ported earlier this year that pro
gram results in 8 key cities have 
fallen considerably short of expec
tations. Established in 1968, LEAA 
provides high level federal funding 
for state and local crime fighting 
projects, including controversial 
drug enforcement strike forces . 
Dismantling of LEAA In the near 

"future seems unlikely, however, 
since the many regional bu
reaucracies it·has created can be 
expected to w.age an intensive battle 
for survival. 
• More changes in foreign drug 
laws have been reporte'd. Tbe 
Netherlands Senate gave final ap" 
pro val earlier this year to legis
lation that reduces penalties for' 

. posSessing small quantitie~ of -
marijuana, hashish and hard drugs 
for personal use_ The penalties for. 
trafficking in hard drugs, however, 
double whentbe new law takes 
effect. And Italy is reported to have 
dropped penalties for the possession 
of small amounts ofinarijuana or 
hashish for personal use •• 

ROSE FIRST, POT 
SECOND 

Don't expect to be abl! to order 
marijuana delivered with a card any 
time soon, but a poll taken by the 
Florists Telegraph Delivery (FTD), 
to help determille the national • 
nower, sh9WS grass as the leading 
write-in candidate. The rose was 
the unsurprising winner .• 
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lfi \? Hunter S. Thompson and Dr. 
"l Pet:r Bourne will be among the 

program participants at NORML's 
Filth Annual Conlerence. The Con· 
lerence will be held at Washington's 
new Hyatt Regency Hotel, Dec. 
HH2,1976. 

Thompson, who will give the Can· 
ference's openlng remarks, ha.~ been 
called "irreverentU and "inspired", 
Author Kurt Vonnegut, Jr .• thinks 
he's the Umost creatively crazy" of 
the New Journalists. Be there and 
lind alit lor yourself. Dr. Bourne is 
onc of Jimmy Carter's closest ad
visors, and Deputy Campnign Direc· 
tor. He established Carter's Georgia 
Mental Health and Drug Abuse Pro
grams, and later served with the 
White House Special Action OIfice 
for Drug Abuse Prevention, 

Featured at the Conlerence will 
be a review of the marijuana issue 
and a look ahead, plus a check 01 the 
new laws and how they are working. 
In addition, Ihe lateHlmedical reo 
search, legislative prl:.t;rams, and 
legal strategies will be examined. 
The discussion panc,ists will include 
NORML Advisory Board members, 
State Coordinators, and nationally' 
known expertS. 

Registration for members is S55. 
Included are Friday night's Keynote 
Dinner, two additional meals, and all 
Conference sessions. Non-members 
will be charged an additional 515. 

Register belore December I, 1976, 
and avoid a 55 late fee. 

Write now for further information 
and registration materials to: 
NORML Conlerence, 2317 M Street, 
NW, Washington, DC, 20037. 

Come to Washington lor a week· 
end and help kick off NORML's . 
Campaign '771. 

SHORT SUBJECTS 
.cull bnck the "plumbers". Accord· 
ing to Newsworks, a Washington, 
D.C., nlternative publication, White 
House sta!!eis can get choice pot 
Irom the diplomatic corps who pass 
through customs unchecked. The 
source 01 the leak? Someone cnlled 
"Dope Throat", 
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SURPRISE PACKAGE. Keith Stroup, 
National Director of NORML, 
smiles approvingly at a 510,000 
contribution left at the Washington 
office last August by an unknown 
benefactor. The mystery began 
when Stroup, who often can be 
found at his desk on weekends, 

:~~:~f1i~e~~~~~l :r=i~~~nock 
caller's request, commonly enough. 
was for some information about the 
marijuana issue . . A-s he left. 

the visitor handed Stroup a note, 
marking that a sizable donation 

had been placed in a close-by 
briefcase while Stroup had mo' 
entarily stepped away to select 

pamphlets. Brushing aside the com
ment, Stroup nevertheless checked 
his case and discovered ten neatly 
bound packs of 51O's and 520's. The 
cryptic note suggested it might have 
come froQI a group of grass dealers. 
Stroup, however, believes the note 
may be the playful intrigue of a well· 
healed contributor who prefers ana· 
nymity. In any event, the unexpected 
help)is most welcome. Maybe it will 
start atTend .• 

_And there's a rumor that hospitals I_MUltimillionaire W .'Cleme,n! S,tone 
and other medical faciHt!es around has had his caretaker ancili..t1other 
the country are finding a lot 6r hemo- man arrested for allegedly gro,,-;ng 
stats' have been disappearing at a marijuana in an area of his 400 ac~e 
rapid rate. It s~ems that the stainless Barrington estate ncar Chicago. ' 
steel plyers device is the latest chic Stone is known for his generosity to 
way to hold a short joint. If this is RepUblican party causes •• 
true, and supply runs out, will doc· 
!ors have to r,esort to "roach clips" 1leI ea61et 
m the operatmg room? 
_Hi~h school loot ball coaches in 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. recently APLb\Jcollon of the NalionalQgonJzollOO 
lound out through a local newspaper (cxlhellefamofMOfljUOnOlcr.'lS 
survey that 50% 01 their players Cop,1lgh! 1976 NCflMl 
smoked marijuana. Some coaches .."...,. 
have resorted to lectures and others .~ 
say they will probably not dwell on 2317 fA Srreel. _,I 
the matter. But a coach at Cooper Woslw ... !"" DC 20037 
City High has taken a stern view and Keith Stroup. Qreclor 
now has required his players to sign a lOny A SchOn. EXOOJIIVEIEdltor 
contract which reads in part: "I will tdilQ101 AssIstant. Pofnc!o SCully 
not smoke, drink a1coholic beverM Contnbutlng Ed!ICfS PeterH Weyers. 
ages, Or take any illegal drugs while a GoIdan S BrONOOiI 
member of the Cowboy football BU'"1eSS Manage< Mcuk I'e\Jfhnger 
team. Note: lirst offense you are tv'erlbersl>p SeMce, ilorbOroWolson 
finished with playing lootball at Frologrophy tony Schon 
Cooper City !orever,lI ~Stgrr Bob So:! 
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APPENDIX 

8UPPLEl\fENT I 

Part 3-Decriminalization of Marijuana 

[From the Crime Control Digest, June 23, 1975) 

FORMER DEA/BNDD TRAINING CHIEF URGES REDUCED PENALTIES 
FO~.?:,,~~SESSlbN OF MARIJUANA 

CITIES DRAIN ON CRIMI,AL JUSTICE SYSTEM AND HARM TO INDIVIDUALS 

Perry A. Rivkind, former director of the Drug Enforcement Administration's 
National Training Institute, said last week he favors lessening penalties for 
possession and use of marijuana in the United States. 

In an exclusive interview with Narcotics Control Digest, Rivkind said he 
would be opposed to legalization of marijuana. 

Rivkind established tIle DEA training institute while he was a top official with 
the now defunct Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. He is currently 
Assistant Director of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration for Opera
tions Support and Training. 

Rivkiml said he "subscribed to" the 1972 recommendations of the National 
Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, which found that the personal, 
private use of marijuana should not be a crime. He said a number of his law 
enforcement friends share his view. 

Rivldnd's reasons for advocating lesser penalties for marijuana possession, 
he said, include concern over the "enormous amount of manpower and other 
resources that are required to deal with (the vast number of marijuana arrestees) 
input into the criminal justice system." 

HC' alRo cited the serious harm being done to the hundreds of thousands of 
people arrested each year for marijuana possession. He said the practice is 
"alienating, perhaps even destroying, people by the hundreds of thousands in 
order to enforce laws that obviously are unenforceable." 

"It seems to me that in a nation where the rising crime rate is of grave 
concern-and I'm talking about the alarming increase in predatory crimes-we 
cannot afford to continue to try to enforce marijuana possession laws." 

RivkiJl(l -said that next to alcohol, marijuana is the second most abused drug 
in the U.S. But he said present scientific knowledge about the possible harmful 
('ffects of cannabis do not justify the "vast resources this nation expends on 
arresting or prosecuting people for personal, private marijuana use." 

The former DEA official said that even with the knowledge that alcohol and 
tobacco are harmful to the health, these products have not been outlawed. This 
makes it very difficult, he ,said, to convince the thousands arrested for marijuana 
use every year that their arrests are justified. 

When asked if he thought the states should consider changing their laws to 
reduce marijuana use and posseSSion to a misdemeanor instead of a felony, 
Rivkind said some states are already discussing this possibility. 

He said that the federal government, in the 1970 Dangerous Substances Act, 
reduced marijuana possession from a felony to a misdemeanor and gave courts 
discretion to expunge individual records after certain probationary requirements 
were met. 

The federal enforcement effort, Rivkmd said, has never been directed at the 
user or the possessor of marijuana, but rather at the suppliers and dealers. 

Rivkind said Ile thinks it is possible that, if the penalties for possession were 
reduced, marijuana smoking would lose its appeal to many. 

(1109) 
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The Justice Department official said he is opposed to legalization of marijuana, 
or its use in public. 

He said it would create too many problems and make it too easy for young 
people ,to obtain marijuana cigarettes. And he said he didn't think it would help 
reduce smuggling of mar,ijuana into the U.S. 

"I feel that legalization is the wrong approach," Rivkind told Narcotics Con
trol Digest. "I think we shoul(l continue to research the scientific effects of 
marijuana, and openly and honestly disseminate information about that scientific 
and sociall'esearch to the American public, much in the same way we now do 
with alcohol, tobacco and other drugs." 

He said one of the problems in discussing decJ."iminalization of marijuana 
is that it is a very emotional and controversial subject. This is due largely to 
the myths about cannabis which were okculated for years, he said. 

But he said that alcohol, as injurious as it is known to be, and tobacco, "have 
not destroyed America" and he doesn't feel that reducing penalties for mari
juana possession would cause the collapse of the nation. 

Rivkind, Wl10 in 1072 received the Attorney General's Exceptional Senice 
Award, said he feels that the nation should continue enforcement efforts aimed 
at smuggling ancI distribution of marijuana ancI all other illegal narcotics and 
drugs. 

But he saicI it is "time we considered tlle harm that is being done to many of 
our citizens in our efforts to enforce wh:lt are obviously unenforceable laws re
garding the personal and private use of marijuana." 

"The criminal justice systems throughout the U.S. must cOlllmit their resources 
to the priOrity areas of crime," he said, adding that he considers it a "matter 
of urgency." 
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Everelt A. Gladman Memorial Ho~pllal 2633 Easl271h Street Oakland, California 94601 Telephone: (41S) 536·6111 

Research Oepanment Tod H. Mikuriye. M,D. 

February 13, 1974 

Selected California Statistics 
Concerning the Enforcement of Marijuana Laws 

from the California State Bureau of Crime Statistics 

Crime and Delinquency in California 1972 

Introduction 

Obtaining accurate quantitative estimates about marijuana 
law enforcement, court and prison activities is Just about Impossible. 
Records keeping systems ~r9 inadequate, interpretation difficult, and 
conclusions dangerous. 

The fol lowing representations illustrate the substantial 
diversion of enforcement, jUdiciary and correctional services caused 
by the present public policy approach (i.e., criminal justice system) 
to marijuana use. 

" ... the fact that nearly one-fi fth of all Cali fornio felony 
arrests pertain to marijuana charges indicates that marijuana 
enforcement costs constitute a si~nificunt portion of all California 
law enforcement and correctional expenditures." (from a letter from 

Director 

A. Alan f'05t. Legislative Anal~st tODr. Tod H. ~1ikuriya, April 26, 1972) 

Tod H. :.iif.uriya, 11.0. 
(JilrbClru Schnn i der 
~ichael R. Aldrich, Ph.D. 
Gordon Orowno I I, J. D. 

Thanks to: Charles Bridgos 
[Jureau of Criminal Statistics 

for his helpful ~nrrections und suggestions. 
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A. 1972 Total Mult Felony Arrests: 240,321 

P 
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R 
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I 
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E 
N 
A 
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T 
y 

1977 Total Adult Felony Marijuana Arres+s: 52,027 

21.6% of all Adult Felony Arrests are for Marijuana Crimes 

Complaint Flled-------------41,927 

Felony Complaint------------20,176 

Cony i cted------------------- 8,310 

Sec. 17, Penal Code--------- 6,531 

I~i sdemeanor Reductl on-------12, 185 

Not Convicted--------------- 3,875 

Tota I: 7,991-

Cony i cted~--------------·---- 6,540 

Felony Convictlon----------- 3,590 

Prlson---------------------- 150 

CyA----"--------------------- 52 

Jall------------------------ 314 

Jail & Probatlon------------ 2,073 

Probatlon------------------- 3,741 

Flno------------------------ 164 
Clvl I Commlttment----------- 46 

Total In~arcerated: 2,589 

Total Nc.' Incarcerated: 3,591 

o 

Not COnvlcted------------- 1,451 

~lIsdemeanor Convictlon---- 2,950 
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Cost St;.rtistics 

On paa" 62 of Crime and Del inguency in Cal iforn:a 1972 it Is stated 
that total California Criminal Justice Agency expend.tures rose by 67% 
from the 1967-1968 fiscal year to the 1971-1972 fiscal year. Therefore, 
in using the Calof method t~ arrive at costs, that total ~III have to be 
Increased by at least 67%. Cost figures for the Public Defender were 
arrived at by mUltiplying the total Public Defender budget for 1971-1912 
by Calof's 8.94% of Publ ic Defender time spent on marijuana cases. The 
disposition statistics were arrived at by multiplying the 1971-1972 
budgets by the percent of marijuana dispositions as compared ·.ith the 
total dispositions for each agency. 

I. 52,027 arrests x $29.89 
2. 41,921 complaints fi led x $63.92 
3. Pretrial jail costs @$I,388.67/person 

for average of 123 days tiefore 
disposition 
52,027 ~ 22.7% ~ 11,810 
11,810 x $1,388,67 

4. Prosecution 
A. Arraignment: 20,176 x $2.30 
8. Preliminary "fearing: 20,176 X 161.40 
C. Trials: 1510 X $933.95 
D. ~lotions to Suppress: 

Estimate of 1/3 of those without 
an original plea of guilty: 
~,147 X $48 

E. Public Defender 

Total: 
67% of Total: 

Total + 67:&: 

121,184,607.00 X 8.94% 

Prlson-----------------$123,229,741 X 2.6% 
CYA ------------------- 53,009,396 X 3.4% 
Probation ------------- 141,050,644 X 21.3% 
Probation and Jai 1.----- 141,050,644 X 6% 

76,218,927 X 6% 
Jall------------------- 76,218,927 X 1.7% 

Total: 

11,555,087.00 
2,679,590.00 

16,400,192.00 

46,404.00 
1,238,806.00 
1,410,264.00 

295,0~6,OO 

23,625,399,00 
15,829,0111,00 

139,454,416.00 

1,829,906.00 

3,203,980.00 
1,802,319.00 

30 ,043,863.00 

13,036,195.00 
5,868,B57.00 

195,239,536.00 

o 
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COSTS OF CALlFOR~,iA MARIJUANA LAW ENFORCEMENT 

A PRELIMINARY STUDY 

by 

Michael R. Aldrich, PhD 
Barbara Schneider 
Tad H. Mikuriya, MD 
Gordon S. Brownell, JD 

Presented to the California Senate Select Committee on Control of Marijuana, 14 February 1974 

HIGHLIGHTS: . 
1. The cost of California marijuana law enforcement in 1972 is estimated at around $100 million. 

The lowest estimate we calculated was $52 million, but that did not include adult Lower· 
Court sentencing costs or any juvenile court disposition costs. The highest estimate was 
$119 million, but even that remains conservative because it does not include peripheral costs 
such as government funds expended on wei fare for families of those incarcerated, etc. 

2. Previous enforcement cost estimates beginning in 1966 are presented to acquaint legislators 
with the methods used. Of particular interest is Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post's method 
of dete!mining costs of the first stage of marijuana law enforcement only: investigation and 
arrests. Applying this method to the 1972 data gives an estimated cost per arrest of $171.36, 
or $13.1 million spent arresting 76,561 marijuana offenders in 1972. 

3. Legislative and reporting·system changes relevant to enforcement cost statistics are presented 
and discussed critically. A recent legislative change which resulted in a "minor" change in 
the reporting forms used by the Bureau of Criminal Statistics starting in 1974, will have 
disastrous effects on all future study of drug use trends unless it is returned to its original 
form immediately. We strongly recommend that this Select Committee investigate this 
matter and cooperate with the Bureau of Criminal Statistics to correct the situation at once. 

4. Adult Misde["eanor Marijuana Arrests were not broken out for 1972, though they had been 
for the years 1968-1971. Based on past percentages of total marijuana arrests, we estimate 
about 3500 Adult Misdemeanor marijuana arrests in 1972. This figure, combined with the 
reported Adult Felony Marijllana Ar. (52,027) and the reported 21,034 Jl'venile mario 
juana arrests, give a total of approximately 76,561 marijuana arrests in Califo,nia in 1972. 
A similar breakdown for all Caiiforni" marijuana arrests from 1960 to 1972 is given in 
Tflbl.1. 

5. Contrary to public impressions, most marijuana arrests are of adults rather than juveniles. In 
addition, Adult Felony marijuana arrests constitute over one-fifth (21.7%) of all adult felony 
arrests in the state. Finally, a surprisingly lurge number of persons convicted on marijuana 
charges in Superior Court serve time in prison, jUlI, or CVA: 40% of those convicted i~ 1972 
were incarceratea. 
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\/ARlJl':\:,\A OFFENSES 

Total ADULT 

Tota.l Jl.JYE;>iILE; 

TOTAL, Adult &: Juvenile 

TADLE CAL1FORl"IL\ :\IARljUANA ARRESTS, 1960 - 1972 

T~ble 1,1. - M:lrij11311U Arre$t, 1960 -1967 (Indil'idll3l R~porting System) 

Source: Dmg Arrests and Dispositions, 1972, Jllge 4. 

1960 1961 1962 1963 19(j;t 1965 1966 

4,245 3,386 3,433 4,883 6,,323 8,383 1,t,209 

910 408 310 635 1,237 1,619 4,034, 

5,155 3,794 3,743 5,518 7,560 10,002 18,243 

1967 

26,527 

10,987 

37,514 

Table 1B - Marijuana Arrests 1968 - 1972 (Summ~ry Reporting System) 

Sources: A = Dmg Arrests and Dispositions, 1972, p. 4 n = Dntg Arrests .Jntl Dispositions, 1971, p. 3 
-

~IARIJC.·\\.\ OFFE\SES 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Adllit FELO~Y (A) 31,185 34,408 44,718 42,745 52.027 

"\!Iuli :\IlSDE~IEANOR 2,308 3,762 4,141 3,398 Approx. 3.500 

ADl'LT TOTAL (B) 33,573 38,170 48,859 46,143 Approx.55,527 

JUVE\ILE TOTAL (A) 16,754 17,006 20,162 18,454 21,03.t 

TOTAL. ADll:r &: JlNK\1LE 50,:~:n 55,176 69,021 64,597 Approx. 70.561 

TOTAL, ADULT FELONY & JUV, 47,939 51,414 64,880 61,199 73,061 
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1'1\111.10; 2. 

1')72 SIII'I·:ItIOf( COUlt'l' ~Ji\ltlJUANi\ CON\'ICTIONS AND IJISPOSI'I'lOi~S 

.. -.--

f 
I A·I::;, OriJ;illally Char;;"" Wilh Marijllalla 1)·35, Originally Not Charged With ~Iariju.na 

An" CONVICTEU of Some Offense, 6540 . (lut CONViCTED of Marijuana Offense: 379 I 
A·I5 A·15 A·IS 1)·3:' 0·36 I 

Cou ... 'ictt'd on COli viet ell on ConvictNl on Cluuged with Charged with Charged witlt Non-

Mj.Orfe"," Lesser Mj. or Non-Drug Opiates, hut Dangerolls Dr.'

1 

Dnlg Offense, lout 

As Charge,l: Dmg Charge: Charge, Convicted Mj. Convicted Mj. Convicted on Mj. 
4,727 1,681 132 !l05 109 65 
(72.3%) (25.7%) (2%) I 

T \ I 
COllvieted on Mj. r Convicted on Mj. I or Other Drug.: 640B 379 

D-!l5 0-35 ~ 
Convicll!d 011: Convicted on: 
opiates 13 Pot Sale 1,248 Convicted in Superior Courts of 
t/angrr,u rs. B4 Possn. 4, 734 r--" ...... Felony Marijuana Charges 040 

Q.t.h~_tlr'l1Lic!" _Qll\£'L __ W .. L ---y; 6271 + 379 = 
137 

Offen,. TOTAL 

All "arijuana Offenses 6650 

1 !ll!i 1 FurnishlMinor 8 

113liIJ SA LE/Transp. 717 

I L:J;if) Po.ss('!;l:iioJl for S'll,' :j;jlj 

11:1:;1- POSSESSION :;0/17 
16.2% ,,[ 66;,1l 

--.-------
I I a(,:; Vh,ilill'r' l'rt·Uli~w." 

.----.~ " 

:~~I) 

6,271 6650 Sentenced. 

U-IO 
Convicted in Superior Courts ~) 

6650 

Prison CYA Jail 

15·1 54 309 

63 15 3 

:1:\ :1 ;; 
f-- -~-

,., 
, .. , :16 2;:~ 

____ . .L 2:1 

Jail & ~traighl "'ine 
Probation Probation 

2122 3816 148 

6 

,~!}2 170 

:l;'!~ I !ill 

12U9 :1261 liB 

:ll 226 29 

Civil r;ommitment 
CRC ~lcnt,Hyg. 

45 2 

4 

5 

:~!'i 2 

,SOliltCES I .~- -------' '---~-----' 
,/\ ":' Dill;.! Arn·o;ls & J)ispo~iljolls '72 ! 

IJ == AIIIIII PI00;1'1'1I1iOlI I{,·r. '1':111. '72 i Illcarc~I·J:.Jtj_·d = !!(j:W = :J').7% Nol 111"..,.1:0 .. :1"',( = ·11l II " 6().:19~ 
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PRELIMINARY NOTES ON ENFORCEMENT COSTS 

by Micbael R. Aldrloh, Ph.D. 
Research Director, AMORPHIA 

14 February 1974 

1. Calof figures applied to 1972 AcltJil Felony and Juvenile Mari,uana Arrests: $119,133,674.24 
1972 Adult FelollY Mari;uana Arrests, 52,027 
1972 Juvenile Mari;uana Arrests, 21,034 

Total, 73.061 
73,061 is four times the 18,243 arrests in 1966. Calof's $29,783.418.56 X 4 ~ $119,133,674.24 

2. Calof method applied to 1972 Adult Felony Dispositions by Barbara Schneider: $95, 239,536 
See enclosed "Cost Statistics" sheet, 

3. Post method to determine Maril,,"na Arrest Costs (no\ Dispositions Cost). 1972: $13,119,508. 
See enclosed uPrevious Marijuana Enforcement Cost Estimates, Ii page 3. 
76,561 total arrests X $171.36 cost per mari;uana arrest; $13,119, 508,21 

4. Use the Post method ARREST Costs in Barbara Schneider's Calof·method, 1972: $105,762,049 
a) ARRESTS 76,561 lotal X $171.36 cost/unit = $/3,119,508 
b} Complaints, $2,679,590 

Pretrial Jail, 16,400,192 
Arraignment, 46,404 
Prelim. Hearings 1,238,806 
Trials 1,410,264 
Motions to suppress 295,056 

Total 22,070,312 
67% of Tot. 14,787,109 

Total + 67% 36,857,421 
Public Defender 1,829,906 

c} Sentences; 
Prison 
CYA 
Probatioo 
Provo f Jail 
Jail 

3,203,980 
/.802 • .1/9 

30,043,863 
13,036,195 
5,868,&57 

(b) Subtbtal $38,687,321 

(c) Subtotal $53,955,214 

Total., h, c ~ 5105.7fi?049 

, NOTE: In the 1973·1974 Governor', Budget, page 20, me the following Dept. of Justice burlgsts: 
1971·72 Actual Buciy.n 1972·73 Estimated Budget 1973·74 Proposed Budget 

Total $31,067.218 842,580,563 $44,860,408 
luw En!. 19,293,335 28,024,697 28,761,459 
/I lII"riju.ma /I,w enforceml'"t costs about S100 mil/ion a yeor, apparently if we Slopped pUllishing 
m,,,ijw/lla pnsse:;<iofl we could fund tile entire Department of Justice for M least 2 years, or fund 
;,11 Slate law (mlf'Jrcement agencies including criminal justice information, organized crime program, 
SUlfa bureau of narcotics, and the bUmrllJ of crimirwl statistics (or 4 years: 
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Preliminary Notes on Enforcement Costs, pagLI ;> 

5. Using the McGlothlin Method to Determine 1972 Enforcement Costs, $52,225,390.60 
Not Counting Lower Court Sentence Costs! 

/'iumber 

1. ARRESTS (All Adult & Juvenile) 76,561 

2. COMPLAINT FILED (Adult) 41,927 

3. PRETRIAL JAIL COSTS 
22,7% of 51,131 11,607 

4. LOWER COURT COSTS 

Preliminary Hearings 20,176 
Plea & Setting 20,176 

TRIALS 
Fel. Complaints Terminated 

CONVICTED 

5. SUPERIOR COURT COSTS 
TRIALS 
Pub lie Defender 

38.7% of 7991 

6. SENTENCES 
CONVICTED, 6650 

Prison 
CYA 
Jail 
Jail and Probation 
Probation 
Fine (148) 
CRC 
Mental Hygiene 

'Actual 1971·72 Per Capita Prison 
and CYA costs given in 1973·74 
"Governor's Budget" pages 180, 187. 
Estimated 1972·73 costs are higher: 

, Prison, $5025, and CYA, $9072. 

12,346 

8,310 

7,991 

3093 

154 
54 

309 
2122 
3816 

45 
2 

Cost/Unit 

(POlt) $171.36 

(Calof) 63.92 

(Calof) 1388.67 

(Calof) 61.40 
(Calof) 2.30 

(McG) 250.00 

Total Cost 

$13,119,508.21 

2,679,973.80 

16,118,292.00 

1 ,~!38,806.40 
46,404.80 

3,086,500.00 

In lormation Not Yet Available 

(Cal of) 934.00 

(Calof) 266.94 

(Gov)" 4,396 
(Gov)' 8,201 

(MeG) 1,500 
(MeG) 1,500 
(MeG) 708 

(MeG) 3,800 
(MeG) 3,800 

825,645.42 

676,984.00 
442,854.00 
463,500.00 

3,183,000.00 
2,701,728.00 

171,000.00 
7,600.00 

$52,225,390.60 
Does Not Include Costs 01 Sentencing Those 

8,310 Convicted in Lower Courts. 

Superior Court Felony Sentences Costs me 
Determined nbove for 1 Year only. 

NOTE: Ot!criminolization of A1arijllana "vloliid not result in increased swte or local costs. It 
should result in a reduction in cost of Slot<' .1r1d local law enforcement and judicial activities 
rolatiny 10 tile (lorsonal use and possession of mariill.'na." A. Alan Post, Analysis of Prop. 19 
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PREliMINARY NOTES ON ENFORCEMENT COSTS 

by Michael R. Aldrich, Ph.D. 
Research Director, AMORPHIA 

14 February 1974 

1. Calof figures applied to 1972 Admt Felony and Juvenile Marijuana Arrests: $119,133,674.24 
1972 Adult FelonV Marijuana Arrests, 52,027 
1972 Juvenile Marijuana Arrests, 21,034 

Total, 73,061 
73,061 is four times the 18,243 arrests in 1966. Calof's $29,783,418.56 X 4 = $/19,133,674.24 

2. Calof method applied to 1972 Adult Felony Dispositions by Barbara Schneider: $95, 239,536 
See enclosed "Cost Statistics" sheet. 

3. Post method to determine Marijuana Arrest Costs (not Dispositions Cost), 1972: $13,119,508. 
See encloset! "Previous Marijuana Enforcement Cost /Jstimates, " page 3. 
76,561 total arrests X $171.36 cost per marijuana arrest = $13,119,508.21 

4. Use the Post method ARREST Costs in Barbara Schneider's Calof·method, 1972: $105,762,049 
a) ARRESTS 76,561 total X $771.36 costlunit = $13,119,508 
b) Complaints, S2,679,590 

Pretrial Jail, 16,400,792 
Arraignment, 46,404 
Prelim. Hearings 1,238,806 
Trials 1,470,264 
Motions to suppress 295,056 

Total 22,070,312 
67% of Tot. 14,787,709 

Total + 6n~ 36,857,421 
Public Defender 1,829,906 

cJ Sentences: 
Prison 
CYA 
PrObation 
Prob. +Jail 
Jail 

3,203,980 
1,802,JI9 

30,043,863 
13,036,195 
5,868,857 

(h) Subtotal $38,687,327 

(c) Subtotal $53,955,214 

Toml a, b, c = $105,762,{YI9 

.. NOTE: In the 1973·1974 Governor's Budget, p~ge 20, me the following Dept. of Justice budgets: 
1971·72 Actual Budget 1972·73 Estimated Budget 1973·74 Proposed Budget 

Total $31,067,218 $42,580.563 $44,880,408 
Law En!. 19,293,335 28,024,697 28,761,459 
/I marijuana law p.nforcement costs abollt $100 million a year, apparentlv if we stopped punishing 
marijuana pnsse::,ion We could fund the entire Dep,1ftment of Justice for at least 2 years, or fund 
all slate law l!fll'JrG'ement agencies ineluding criminal justice information, organized crime program, 
state bureau of narcotics. and the burmJu of criminal statlstlcs for 4 years: 
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PREVIOUS MAHIJUANA ENFORCEMENT CCST ESTIMATES 

by Michd~1 R. P.ldrich, Ph.D.' 

CALOF ESTIMATE, 1966 TOTAL ARRESTS AND ADULT DISPOSITIONS: 529.7 MILLION. 
In 1968, Stanford law student Lawrence Calof took the available 1966 manluana arrests 
and dispositio'ls data and applied the fiscal year 1967-1968 cost figures to arrive at a 
"hybrid" enforcement cost estimate of $29,183,418.56 for the 18,243 toWI adult and 
juvenile marijuana arrests. Based on extensive interviews and a careful sampling of Los 
Angeles County dispositions, Calof followed each of the 14,209 Adult Felony Marijuana 
Offenders as much as possible through the criminal'justice process to determine per capita 
costs at each stage, and then added in relevant fixed costs in the disposition system. 
Reference: 'The Cost of Enforcing the Marijuana Laws in California," July B, 1968. 

KAPLAN ESTIMATE, 1968 ADULT FELONY ARRESTS & DISPOSITIONS: $72 MILLION. 
Stanford Law Professor John Kaplan used his student Calof's method to determine thl' 
1968 enforcement costs for Kapldn's book Marijuana: The New Prohibition. Adult 
Felony Marijuana Arrests for 196'8 were 34,323, which is 2.42 times the Adult Man/uana 
Arrest figure (14,209) used by Calof. Kaplan multiplied Calof's 29.7 million dollar figure 
by 2.42 for an estimated 196B cost of $72,074,860. This is a conservative estimate be
cause it does not inc/ude ,1rrest or disposition costs for adult misdemeanor or any juvenile 
marijuana arrests. Had Kaplan used the total adult and juvenile arrest figure, 53,314 is 
2.92 times the 1966 total adult and juvenile arrest figure of 18,243, for a resulting cost 
of $86,966,360 in 1968., 

MCGLOTHLIN ESTIMATE, 1969 AC'JLT FELONY ARRESTS & DISPOSITIONS: $43.1 MILLION. 
In 1971, UCLA researcher William McGlothlin prepared an analysis of marijuana use ilnd 
distribution for 8NDD and included his own variation on Calof's method, using 7969 
marijuana arrest and disposition data alld either his own or Calof's cost/lmit estimates. 
McGlothlin's $43.1 milhon estimate is eytremely conservative: wl'"-re Calof had found 
the cost per arrest to be near ."1500, McGlothlin'S is onfy S780 per arrest. The differ· 
ence is partly accot/nrad (or by differences in estintating eYA costs (Cafof, $8 million; 
McGlothlin, $1.8 million) amI partly by McGlothli1l s having excluded certain costs that 
Calof included, sucll as appeals costs, Sldee Bureau of Narcotics costs, and the costs of 
processing motions to suppress eL,fdenct!. Alllwugh McGIDtll/in's estimate is probably 
too conservative, it is nevertheless true that enfurcement costs probably decreased due 
to the "Wobbler" bill and the j(lf.'flMslnq use of adlllt probation for marijuanll offenses. 

IVIII<URIYA ESTIMATE, 1970 ADULT FELONY & JUVENILE ARRESTS: $106 MiLLION. 
Adult Felonv and J/Jvenile marijuana ,,,resls ill 1970 totallet! 64,878 (excluding the 
414i Adult Misdemeanor mariju,111:1 arrests reported Ihat y"ar), wllich is .7.56 times the 
1966 Adult Felony and .Iuve"ilL' marijll.1t1a "rnlt figure (18,243) IIs~d IW Cafof. Thus 
IVmional Mariiual1a Commission (onslllwnt Tod H. Mikuriya, M.O .. muftiplieri Calof's 
$29.7 million estimate hy 3.56, If)(' J 1970 lotal of :>106,028,9(;8.08 <'stimated costs of 
A,Jlllt Felonv and Juvenile Arres{. and (like pilaf) Adult Felonv Dispositions in 1970, 

-.----------------------
'R"'"~fCh Director, AMORPHIA, Inc., 2073 Greenwich Street, Sun Francisco, Cali forma ~41:'3. 
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Previous Enforcement Cost Estimates, (Ja9" 2 

. A. ALAN POST ESTIMATE, 1971 MARIJUANA ARRESTS (Not Dispositions): S8.9 MILLION 
The Bureau of Criminal Statistics and the office of LeGislative Analyst A. Alan Post 
in 1973 invented a new method for determining th.? co;;t of marijuiJna arrests on/y-
not dispositions through th€ system- in 1971. This estimate was developed by 
taking the percentage of al/ felony and misdemeanor arrests which were for marijuana 
offenses and applying that percentage to local law enforcement expenditlJres which 
related to "detection and suppression of criminal activity"- an estimated 25% of a/l 
expenditlJres by local police and sheriffs' offices (not CHP, and not State Bureau of 
Narcotics expenditures). 

The 64,597 adult felony, adult misdemeanor, and juvenile marijuana arrests 
were found to be 6% of a/l California felony and misdemeanor arrests (1,139.121). 

Expenditllres for criminal activity (Y.. of police and sheriffs' expenditures) 
were estimated at $14B,416,401, and 6% of t.~at is S8,904,984, 0/ $138 per pot arrest. 

The A. Alan Post method waS concerned only with LOCAL marijuana law enforcement expen· 
ditures, and left o7Jt a portion of the California Highway Patrol expenditures. Because 63% 
of CHP felony arrests involve drugs, however, I have modified Post's calculations to include 
CHP expenditures for arrests. This is shown in Section 2 of Table A on the next page and 
brings the estimate of 1971 marijuana arrest costs up to $10,731,929, or $166 per pot bust. 

In addition, I have plugged the 1972 arrest data into the Post Method, to show 
comparable estimates for 1972 marijuana arrests- approxinJately S171 per pot arrest. 
This is shown in Sections 3 and 4 of Table A on the next page. 

An important criticism of tile Post Method is that usill!? total marijullna arrests (including 3,398 
adult misdemeanor mani'uana arrests} and comparing them to total "'/ony and misdemeanor 
arrests in the state is misrepresentative. Misdemeanor marijuana arrp.'ts annually accounr for 
less than one·half of one percent of total misdemeanor arrests, while misdemeanor arrests in 
general account for OVer half of all arrests. If misdemeanor arrests are not considered, (!ten 
adult felony and juvenile (major) marijuan'l arrests account for about 18%, not 6%, of al/ (911 
adult felony and juvenile (major) arrests. 

Interestingly, extrapolation of the Post Method (based on the above criticism) to apply to Adult 
Felony and Juvenile (Major) marijuana "rrests as they are disposed of throughout the system, 
provides an' estimate of total marijuana enforrement costs astonishingly similar to estimates 
obtained by updating the Cal of method. The Post Method Extrapolated gives a $106 MILLION 
cost estimate for total 1971 Adult Felony alld Juvenile Arrests and Dispositions. 

Step One: Adult Felony and JUI'enile marijuana arrests are 18%, not 69G, of total state 
Adult Felony and Juvenile M~jor arrests. 18% is three times 6%, therefore 
multiply Post:, $8.9 mil/ion marijuon. arrest cost by thrae = $26,114,952. 

Step Two: Marijuana arrests an,l ./is!'osi!ions Jffect the entire criminal process, not 
merely i/1Vesll:7,1tiof/ am/ ,1rrest. so mUltiply the m,1rijuana arrpst cost from 
Step Of/e, hy 4 to repmduce the whole system (remembering Post obtained 
arrest costs hY' dividing 1,1w enforcement rosts by 4), 4 x 26.7M = $106,859,808. 

This is remarkably simildr to Mlkllriya's 1970 cost of enforcement estimate. 

83-3l3 0 - 77 - 3 
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PmllioLlS Enforcement Cose Estimatt·.\" pag, .. 3 

1\. 1\1:111 Po~l Mt·thncl of J)t'It:l'lllinill~ CosioI' "I:lrijllitll;) ~\rrc'~I:' 

I. 1971 An· •• 1 flo la, wilh California IIighway !'ailol 1101 ;IIl"illllrti ill Criminol Arli,;I) hllll~rl. 

1971 

Expemlilure/j for Crimiual Activity wer(' ddc'rrllillrcl !ly lakin~ OIll··Fourth of the Amoullt 
spenl hy local police ogellcies allli sheriffs' olTirl·. ill 1')" 1970·1'171. Thi, is prcri,.ly Ihe 
information reported by A. Alan Posl to Senolor Nichola, C. P\'ln" Fehruary 7, 1973. 

TOlal California Totol i\larijuono % ~Ij. Expendihm.·s for Arrt'sts 
Felony and Mis· Felony and Mis· of C,im. A"lhily Marijuana 
demc.1nor Arrests demeanor Arrests Totol (for A" •. ls) Arrests 

1,139,121 64,597 6 $148,416,401 $8,904,984 

Cosl! 
Mj. 

Arr. 

$138 

2. 1971 Arrest Data, Post'. c.Jelllations modified to illclude California· Higlnvay Patrol in the 
Rxpewlilures for Criminal Activity, uecause according to the S. F. EXDminer, Fell. 2:J, 1973, 
two·lhird. (63.4%) of all CliP felony orresls involved drugs. 

I TOlal Arresl. !\larijuana Arfl'5ts % Crim. Actiyity Mj. Arresls Cosl!i\lj 

1971 1,139,121 64 597 6 $178,86S,483.50 $10,731,929 $166 '----------------_ .. --------------------~ 

3. 1972 Am',1 V.la, plu~~ed inlo I'osl Melhod (im'IUlling CIII' ill Crilllinal AClivily budget). 

Tol al Arr"sls Marijuana Arresls % Crim. Activity Mj. Arresls Co.I/~lj 
----------- -------------------4 

1972 1,154,325 76,561 (3500 misd.) 6.6 $198,780,428.50 $13,119,508.21 $171.36 

,I. 1972 Arrest 1l,;lla, usiug ollly Adult Felony and JU"'nile ~Iarijuana Arresls iu 1'051 ~Iclhod. 

11)72 

Tolul California Adull Felon} ,,1111 f~ ;\lj. Crim. Ac:livity Mj. Arrosl Cosi/ 

F,·luIlY :n,,1 ~Iis· Juv"nile (Major) of E'-.I'I·uditul"l's Expcnclillll'c9 ~Ij. 

dcrncllflol' "rresl~ Marijuana Arrcsts Tolal Arr. 

1,154,325 73,061 6,3 $198,780,428.50 $12,523,167 $171.41 
----------_ ... _--_.- -------------' 

rhlfl~cl Fip;ul't·s for E~l'ell(litlll'(·.s Hn' tHlu~11 frolll p. 66, 
CHIME ANIlIJELINQUI':NCY IN CALIFORNIA 1')72. 

I'hi, ·I'ahl,· CUIlI!'ill·d 12 Fdll"l",ry J'JN loy Mil·II",,1 R. Ailiril-h, Ph.D., Ro.,.",'ch Di .. rclur, AMOnI'IIIA, I",'. 

1 



SF CHRMJICLC 'Jf 23/15 

CHP Leads 
In Felony 

Arrests 
I n between stopping 

S1Jeeders and helping all 
those stranded motcn'ists, 
the California Highway 
Patrol made more felony 
arrests last year than aRY 
law enforcement agency 
in tile state outside of Los 
JI-Ilgeles county. 

In a repqrt issued yester
da II by the agency, the High
way Patrolmen were said to 
have made 13,890 felony ar
re,ls in 1972. 

Of 'those arrests, 880., in
volved narcotics and other 
lIle"al drugs, 3932 were for 
aut~ theft, 604 for receiving 
stolen property, 555 for pos
s~ssing dangerolls lVeapOGS, 
~76 f~r robbery and 238 ;or 
burglary. 

The ielony arre~ts' also in
cluded an additional 237 lor 
vehicular ruanslaughrer, 29 
for counterfeiting motor ve
hide registration papers _ 

, and 33 for Iddnaping, 31 ior 
murder, 24 for rape and 15 
for prison escapes. 

r n San Francisco, the 
Highw,\y Patrol made ;1l1 
r:el')'lY arrests. 

A."TCSIS in individual cate
;;or:es ndoed I.]> to more 
lhun [he total felony arrests 
l·eportp.d because some indi
",i(hwls WIlre char~ed with 
mure than one crime 

Whil3 comparable ligllreS 
for prP.vlou~ :,e~rs wp.rp not 
Tapolted, Ca!iforJ1ia jji'~h
W07{ Patrol Commissio1!er 
Wall~r Pl.ldinski R3id tbe 
JI:',12 ~(.tal rt!Jlresent~d l'nn 
nil·tim'! bi,;{h." 

rri'l~orj'l3lJ~'. only the Los 
illl ;/J1~s dty poJi~p 31)d the 
" .. 1),; • '~n~el~s :;herili':. liice 
11lt'/0 rn~tfe mOr:"l~ rp.h)ny Hr
"Pi:': qwn t!H! Hi·~l1WHY Pa-
11'/11 j:. "\~i;I~;"ni-..l, P'Iuinski 
,;110 
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Previous Enforcement Cost Estimates, page 4 

Page 18-~_1f.:r:xtlutil1rr I 
Fri" F~b. 23, 1973 * 

CHPDrug 
Arrests 

Rocketing 
The California Highway 

Patrol made a record num· 
b~I' of felony arrests lust 
Yem and two-thirds of them 
im'ol\'ed narcotics and dan
gerous dnlgs, the CHP an
nounced today. 

CHP Commissioner Wal· 
ler Pudinski said higbway 
p"trolmen made 13,590 felo
III' arre'il~ and thal drugs 

. \\:ere a factor in nr.n3 of 
them. - (D3.'{~", 

The patrol also mrested 
9.1.667 drinking dri"~rs in 
J!i72 aDd issued IJhiZJl)6 
misdemeanor Gitations. 

Only tJ!e Los Angeles po
lice department and the Los 
Angeles \!ounty sheriff's of
fice make more arrests than 
the patrol, Pudinski, sald_ 

Also arrested were 3932 
auto thie\'~s, 604 receivers of 
~lolen property, 555 persons 
wilh dangerous weapons. 276 
robbers, !!3U burglars, 33 kid. 
r.ap~r5. 31 murderers and 24 
rarists. Vehicular 111 a n
,b!l~hter was lhe chm~e in 
!.:l7 urrc.>b. The patrol also 
"'Tested 1j ~'c:Jped prison
"I'S ;,lId ~!I p~oplc lI"ilh cOlin
l/'llcHell 1I11llllr \'ehide reg. 
1.,11'::tIOIl 11H!Jt:'I'o;. 

III Ult! S~ln l'''''':II1 r;ilco ~1rea, 
.. il:t:lJr<.ljn~ tu :.tl'l~it colnmand .. 
Ill" Cupt .• 1. S. Hughes, ClfP 
IJII'icers mad& 311 telony ar. 
rests. "rarijual1a posse:ision 

....;tccollnted (or 1:l~ of them, 
- stolen vehicles, 86. and pITs. 

session oE dangerous drugs, 
56. 
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LEGISLATIVE AND REPORllNGSYS,EM CH.l\NGES 

• Relevant to Statistics on Cost of Enforcing California Manjuana Arrests 1960·1973 

by Michael R. Aldrich. Ph.D .• 

1960-1967 Individual Reporting System 

In response to public demand for factual data on drug "ffende". the Bureau of Criminal 
Statistics began an intensive scrutiny of drug arrests and dispositions statewide in 1959. This 
data was also needed in order to evaluate current drug legislation, to suggest appropriate new 
legislation, and to test the efficacy of new programs. 

The Individual Reporting System used between 1959 and 1967 showed in detail the drug 
careers of all persons arrested for drug offenses. This individual accounting was performed bl' 
registering each person on a 5 x 8 record card the first time the individual was arrested for ar. I 

drug offense, and subsequently posting each further drug arrest on the curd along with the dis· 
position of each case. Qata collected included: the specific offense charged, drug usage, prior 
criminal and drug~istory, probation or parole status, disposition of each case, and sentencing 
commitments- for all persons reported by any agency for any drug offense in California. 

A substantial part of this information carne from "rap sheets" maintained by the Bureau 
of Criminal Identification and h.vesligation (CII) which gave an identification number to each 
newly arrested individual and showed a chronological record of a!1 arrests 'for which the person 
was fingerprinted. The rap sheets werp. not necessarily a complete arrest record becaose they did 
not reflect any conflict with the law for which the person was not fingerprinted; and, for instance, 
might not sho,'.' prior juvenile arrests if the perso" lVas filSt fingerprinted during an adult arrest. 
To supplement this information, the Bureau of Crimin,,1 Statistics methodically compiled arrest 
reports from each of the 500 or so criminal justice agencies, and other auxiliary information. 
All this data was published annually "' 0(11.9 Arrtsts ancl Dispositions by the Bureau. 

1960-1967 Legislative Changes 
In 1961, penal!IPs for all narcotic law violations, including marijuana, were toughened by 

making all such violations fulonies with minimum mandatorY sentences. Possession of marijuana 
drew a minimum of 1 year, and up to 10 years, in ,tatP' 'prison, with no parole available until at 
least a year had been served. A new offense, Possession of Marijuana for Sale, drew 2 to 10 years. 
Sale of marijuana drew a mandatory 5 years to life imprisonment and persons convicted of sale 
had to serve 3 years before the possibility of parole. 

In 1962, the Robinson decision held lhat addiction PO( se was not a crime. This greatly reo 
duced the number of addict-user nne:;ts. In the same yenr, California marijuana arrests reached 
an all·time low: a total of 3.143 adult alld iU"enile marijuana arr",ls. From 1962 on, the number 
of all-drug arrests and particularly the numiJer of marijuana arrests began increasing drastically. 
In late 1965 many dangerous elrug offen,es were raised from tho misdemeanor to the felony level, 
and several major enforcement agencies changed their previous policy of booking all drug offenders 

.. on "suspicion of narcotic felony" to hooldnu on eXilct misdemeunor or felony charges. In 1966, 
new legislation making LSD al1d halluc.nogens .lIe!!al wenl into effect. 

All of these legislative and social changes greatly increased tlte workload of the. Bureau of 
Criminnl Statistics and made the Individual Rf!porting Sy!!tem progressively more difficult and 
1110re (~xpcnsive. In 1966 cnrtain HuxiliilrV sources of illrormatioll used ill screening drug offenders 

hmJ 'co be discontinued, With less cnreful screening of dru!J usage, particularly marijuaml I.ISllge, as 
a prominent result. At one point almost one·fourth r)f !I;~ entire BCS staff was involved in the 

'Research Director, AMORPHIA, Inc., 2073 Greenwich Street, Still FrancISCO, California 94123 
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Legislative and RepoTtin!J C langes, p.I~,}I' ? 

collection 01 drug statistics, .It a cost "I upw",ds 01 $150,000 a year. A. anests contl·,ueu to 
double or triple each year, it (WCIJme obvious that thn Individual Reportin~ Systelll cOllld not 
continue. But while it lasted, it was one 01 the fine't drug mlornliltlOn systems in the w(;rld. 

The 1966 Drug Arrests and Dispositions manual is the 1lI0st complete drug offender analysis 
available in any state: in it, BCS even compiled the exact quantities ,,[ drugs seized by police 
agencies in the state, and broke out the dispositions of arrestees with more rlarity than in any 
other document. In addition, in 1966 a pilot projllct was undertaken in three counties which 
produced Offender·Based Transactional data folio" ing all arrestees through each stage of the 
criminal process from point of arr~st to final disposition. These models 01 drug statistic data 
collection deserve to be lIIemionecl be~ause it was on these books of statistics that the first, 
and in many ways still most comprehLnsive, analysis of enforcement costs, was based. 

1968- Present: Summary Reporting Systems 

Thus in 1968..a Ilaw reporting system based on a 30% samp:e of all drug arrests reported 
to BCS was begun. This involved extrapolating the percentages (for example, the percent of 
arrestees on whom complaints were filed in Superior Court) u,ed in determining the final data 
from the percentages obtained in a 30% sample of all data reported. This had the immediate 
effect of downgrading the "alue of the statistics and making it more dilficult to follow each 
arrestee through the entire criminal process. Moreover, "Because a large increase in arrest 
volume was expected in 1969. the sampling fraction wa~ reduced to 20 percent. This reduction 
necessitated scaling the prior year data tlown to 20 percent. This operation did not change the 
percentages shown in any of the tables." (Drug Arrests and Dispositions, 1969. page 5.) 

The Summary Reporting System which has been used sincc 1968 calls for each of the 500 
or so enforcement agencies in the state to semI in arrest information on report forms each 
month; disposition data is collected from the oppropriate court or agency on similar forms. In 
some cases, particularly at the dispositions end of the criminal j~stice jlrocess, information is 
submitted which breaks OUt sentences by specific convicted offense (marijuana possession, sale, 
furnishing to minor, etc.) but at the b.)ginning of the process, the point of orrest where the 
largest amount of data must be submitted, the forms simply hovo spaces for genelal offense 
charged: how many were arrester! for 'III marijunna offensos, how many for burglary. etc. This 
significantly reduces the information a·,ailable for study lind makes detailed analysis by specific 
code violation charged almos' impossible. 

The Summary Reporting System also mai<es it difficult to break out meaningful statistics 
on Misdemeanor arrests, particularly on drug offenses. Adult Misdemeanor marijuana arrests, 
for example, were reported between Hl68 and 1971 but the system could not distinguish with 
any clarity whether marijuana was the specifIC drug invoived in lhe misdemeanOl arrest. Officials 
at BCS felt that the Summary System was not succesoful in getting meaningful statIStics on mis· 
demeanors: IIpossession of narcotic pampherntllia" could refer to marijuana pipes or to opium 
pipes; "being under the influence of dflJgSi' fnlght refer to any drug: nnd even NVisiting premises" 
where drugs \AJere found, a misden1f!JfH.,I( whll:h uyrmcic;, were asked to report from 1961 on up, 

did not provide specific informution a~ to whether marijunna was involved, beccJUse the summary 

reporting forms aid not specify the dis.'nction. Thus starting in 1972, Adult Mi:.denleanor Mari· 
jutlna Arrests arc not broKc" .JUt at all: which sl<ew5 the fotal Mflrijll.ma Arrest statistics u'l 
"bout 3500 a year and makes meaning;ul comparison with previous year totals very uiffir.ult. 

Another difficulty posed for the serious researcher by the Summary Reporting System IS 
the fact that only one offense is shown on the reporting sheet sent in by the agency. If a person 
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is arrested on multiple charges, only the most serious charged otiense is shown. Thlls someone 
arrested for Furnishing Marijuana to a minor, and Loitering around the schoolyard, would be 
shown as a marijuana arrest only (though the charges might be reduced to loitering later through 
plea bargaining); but if someone is arrested for Armed Robbery and Possession of Marijuana, it 
would be shown as an armed robberY arrest only. This crEates an undetermined amount of 
"slippage" in the arrest information: all marijuana arrests are not reported each year by the 
Summary Reporting System. Thus, unlike the Individual Reporting System, California has no 
real count of the number of marijuana arrests in the state. Secondly, it appears that a significant 
number of people originally arrested on a marijuana charge as the most serious offense, have the 
charges reduced to a lesser charge which mayor may not be a marijuana charge: this creates a 
serious lacuna in the dispositio' information available. Fa' example. in 1972 approximately 
41,927 adults originally arrested on marijuana charges had Complaints Filed on them either on 
marijuana charges or some other charge. Of these, 2248 Complaints were dismissed before filing 
in Superior Court, and 21,230 were processed through either the Lower or the Superior Courts: 
but that leaves 18,449 people (44% of the original 41,927) unaccounted for in any of the BCS 
tables of dispositions. Unless we can determine what happened specifically in the disposition of 
those 18,449 people who had Complaints of some sort filed against them, it is very difficult to 
calculate the enforcement costs. BCS is not at fault: the Summary Reporting System is at fault. 

1968- Present: Legislative Changus 

In 1968, the "Wohbler" hill came into efter:t and !:egall to have dunificant irnpact un mario 
juana dispositions. This law 5pocifies th(1t at the Court's discrotioll. the penalty up~n c()!wiction .,.. 
of a 1st offense marijllana possession felClny charge ~"n be redllced by the .Judge to a misdemeanor 
sentence of up to one year il county jail. with a possibility of p'"ole; or, if the Judge decides 
that the offense is quite seriou" he can hond out th~ felony .. ntonce of 1 1;1) '10 w.rs in state 
pri'ion. This vastly incrp.a:;od the nurnbl!r 01 mi!,demcfmu sentencec;: given f(lf ma";"ljuana pussession 
and BCS beg"n showing the I'roportion~ of misdemeanor alld •• Iony >ell!J·nee. in their fill3l 
disposition tables in 1969. Probahly because ot the WobbleI' law, Bt.:S al,(I fOI the first time in 
1969 began to show lower court drug ca,e dispo"ilio",'separately from Superior Court ndjudications. 
These are quite valuable in following lower·court dispositions but the lacuna mentioned above still 
exists. It would be of extreme value to have information nn Prelirnll1alY Hearings in lower courts. 

In late 1969, Section 17 of the Pcnai Code was rnodilied in rCQard to dlllinal "omplaint filing 
policy. Section 17b4 PC now allows pro.ecutors to lile misdemeanor complaints involving offenses 
which, lil(c possession of marijuana, carry alternate prbon·jail sentences; and Section '7b5 PC now 
allows lower court judges to adjudicate cCltain felony offenses, inciUlling marijuanrt oHenses, as 
misdemeanors instead of transferring the case to Superior Court for tritJl. This resulted in a 
further drop in Superior Court prosecutions from 1970 onward, ant.! probably involves a substantial 
saving in the cost of processing marijuana cCises through the courts. Unfortunately it is very 
difficult to determine how much money is saved thereby, because there is a paucity of information 
on pre·trial hearings and dispositions at the lower court level. The BCS Summary Reporting System 
works adequately for Felony Complaints and Superior Court dispositions, but does not provide 
sufficient information art Misdemeanors, preliminary hearings. nnd the lower court process. 

Because of the auov. leq;';13tive change., and the state Probation Subsidy program enacted in 
1965 (which gives a subsidy per defendant to those cOllnties which reduce the proport,ion of criminal 
defendants sentenced to state institutIons), straight pr"bation and probation with jail have been used 
increasingly with those convicted of marijllana charges. Section 17 adjudication of fei'my offenses in 
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lower ratner than Superior Courts has increased the statewide adult probation caselond to an all 
time high of 143,183 in 1972, as lower courts significantly increased 'he number of adults placed 
On probation and Superior Courts actually decreased the number placed O~ probation, (Adult and 
Juvenile Probation, 1972, page 1). V'lStly increased use of Section 17 PC in Los Angeles in 1972 
created a relatively large drop in statewide Superior Court prosecutions, 1972. ' 

Increased use of probation in lower courts, and decreasing prosecution in Superior Court, 

have also had the probably unintended effect of downgrading the quality of information on drug 
dispositions, because the present Summary Reporting System is really geared to record Felony 
prosecutions in Superior Courts. 

DE8ASEMENT OF DATA COLLECTION 
Caused by Legislative Change in Statistic Reporting Forms 

Finally, a legislative change made in 1973 threatens to debase the Summary Reporting System' 
even more than it has already been downgraded. Until this year (1974). the reporting forms which 
local agencies returned each month to BCS contained spaces in which .to report each different drug 
arrest or law enforcement disposition according to four categories of substances: Heroin and other 
narcotics, Marijuana, Dangerous Drugs, and Otner Drug Offenses. Beginning this year, BCS will be 
receiving information on or"y two categories of drug offenses: Marijuana, and Other Drug Offenses 
all lumped together. (See Forms enclosed.) 

This means that from now on. it will be progressively more difficult to get good information 
on trends in drug use, comparative relationships between different drug offenders, and identification 
of individuals ~rrested on various drug charges as they proceed throug" the criminal justice system. 
It will no longer be possible to e'laluate the effectiveness of treatment program5 or law enforcement 
programs. Budgeting considerations cannot be made because not enouyh clata will be provided from 
which to determine the cost of various programs. The soundness or ineffectivenoss of recent legis
lation in this field cannot be evaluated unless concrete information is available abollt the specific 
workings of the programs which the laws set in action. As long as this debasement of the Summary 
Reporting System continues, the only information available, in effect, will be marijuana information; 
and future researchers will find their efforts to determine simple arrests am! dispositions- not to 
mention costs of enforcement- frustrnted in regard to opiates, dangerous drugs, and other substances 
which certainlY are of concern to society. 

RECOMMENDATION: It is imperative that reporting forms be returned immediately to their 
1973 design, if not an even more detailed design, by legislative action as .\)on as possible. Without 
an immediate return to a mare complete Summary Reportiny System, all future drug information 
on o.flenders and drug law enforcement will be irreparably garbled and it will soon be impossible to 
dfJtermine specific trends in drug use, enforcement, or the costs of enforcement. The member:- of 
this Committee should consult with the Bureau of Criminal Statistics and cooperatively draft a more 
dotailed reporting form to specify offenses charged by exact Health and Safety Code violation; such 
a form should he incarponltcd into n legislative bIll Dnd supported for passage as soon as possible. 

Additionally, it is re"ol1lmended that more attention be paid to lower collrt disposition data 
in the Summary Reporting System, including Information on preliminary hearings; and it is further 
recommended that the OBT (Offender Based Transactions) reporting project be contiolled and ex· 
punded, as it has perhaps the greatest potential for providing information on offenders at each stage 
of the criminal {lrocess., which is necessary. to determine enforcement 'Costs. 
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1973 and 1974 FELONY OFFENSE REPORTING FORMS 

o-cbasement of Statistics Collocting f'['om 1973 to 1974 
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STAH Of CALIfORNIA-HEAlTH AND WElfARt AufNCY RONALD REAGAN, Gcne. nu =-=--=":;:;:.--. ...:..."=~~ .. 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
SACRAMENTO 

February 13, 1974 

Mrs. Eva Nelson, Secretary 
Senate Select Committee 0n 

Control of Marijuana 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, Califor~t~ ~5814 

Dear Mrs. Nelson: 

Or!'" December 31, 197:;, th<?l'8 I'lere 606 men and 15 women in prison 
whose most'seriou9 commitment offense l~as violation of some law 
pertaining to marijuana. On chis same date there were 817 men 
and 41 women on parole on similar ~harges. 

That compares with a total of 19,794 felons in prison on that 
same date and 12,996 felons on parole. (In addition, the Depart
ment had in its "uotody in institutions and on pal'ole several 
thousands of other persons on civ11 commitments, etc.) 

Actual cases, both in the :Institutions and on parole are handled 
individually accoraing to thelr needs, so Dome individuals may 
have taken a great amount of s1;af1' time to re.solve vax'ious prob
lems while others took relatively little. On a mass baais, 
however, the l'le.riJuana Offenders represent 4-k% of the felony 
workload. 

In agreement with the I..egislative Analyst, various per capita 
cost figures are used j.n accord wittl' circumstances. For example, 
a reduction of one inmate in the populat1.on lIould make virtually 
no difference in c1epartlnf!ntal costs, but if you reduced the in
stitution population by 1,500 you might be able to close an 
entire institution. In any event j.n terms of 'che numbers involved 
in marijuana we would estimate their cost to the Department at 
approximately $900,000 a yc,ar. 

WLB:mc 

i;:;it~,i,(~~ 
'<I.' Vi'hit L. l3J\JlK])ULL 
A~oistant Director 
Leg1s1ative ~1aison 
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lEP,r.,RTMENlS OF THE .A.(;ENCV James E. Jenkins 

Cone,,'rI;,n1 
H~allh 
i"",an R.~c,,'u!'~ Deve:loo~'~nl 
~,"I ob •• ".,t,U" 
Hlelol willi", .. 
YQulh "u"'~"'y March 7, 1974 

lIonl,roblc Geurge R. Hoscone, Chairman 
Senate Selecl Committee on Control of 
Ninth and L Building, Room 153 
Sacramento, CalifornIa. 95814 

Marijuana 

Attention: Hr. Jesus Genera, Consultant 

Dear Senator Moscone: 

'rhilnk you for your letter of February 7 I 1974 I in which you requested 
information on what portion of the Health and Welfare Agency's budget~ 
llnd what level of manp0T..·er is expended in the processing of marijuana 
L1W offenders. 

The Departments of Health, Corrections, and Youth Authority do not budget 
their respective narcotic and drug abuse programs by drug or substance 
but rather by treatment and rehabilitation modalities. While statistics 
nre available for wards and inmates convi.cted of marijuana law violations, 
they cannot reflect the true overall extent to which these offenders ab
s(lrb ollr nnources. The data base for marijuana law-involved clients in 
Uepartment of Health supervised loc~tl programs does not directly capture 
the ~ort of informa.tion you requested. Thus, the breakdown shown below 
rC'presents vur best 'i.nterpolatlon of availa .. le data. 

Dl.!partment 

Corrections 
Youth Authority 
Rehabilitation 
Employment Development 

TOTALS 

Dollars (7.) 

$1,085,000 (0.77.) 
1,656,000 (2.6%) 

N,A. 
-0-

$2,71,1,000 

Han years (X) 

44.0 (0.5%) 
51.9 (1.4%) 

N.A. 
-0-

95.9 

hope this information will be uSl!ful to you and the Select Committee. 
P]l'sse feel free to c-'mcact Hr. HllUnm WUder, Director of the Stat~ 
OffIce of Narcotics sad Drug AIJus .... , if you have any questions. 

Sincerely t 

J~.,- \ CCXV,,;,-
TOM J. ELKIN 
Assistant to the Secretary t 

Legislation . 

S~c'e'ory 
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Ms. Lorraine Heynon -2- January 3, 1974 

As I explained on the telephone, we list commitments for 
statistical purposes on,the basis of the most serious (as 
determined by the statisticians, generally on the basis of 
the penalty) and, therefore, it is possible there may be , 
persons not shown in the above tables who are in On multip~e 
commitments, one of which is more serious than the marijuana 
of1'ense. 

I had occasion some time ago to make manually a case-by-case 
study of 19 of the 27 men cOlMlitted in the first half of 1972 
on Simple possession. The cases, a substantial sample, were 
selected randomly. 

In 11 of the cases the offender had been placed on probation 
1'or the m~ijuana offense and then got into 1'urther trouble 
with the result the probation was revoked and he was committed 
to prisoll. The further troubles included such conduct as being 
convicted 1'or burglary, escape and a bomb plot and arrests 1'or 
robbery, assault on a peace Officer, possession of marijuana 
and dangerous drugs, etc. 

In three additional cases, the offender was on probation for 
possession 01' dangerous drugs when he was convicted of 
possession of marijuana and sentenced to prison on that charge. 

Three others were on federal parole or state out-patient statuB 
when corvicted ot' a marijuana of1'ense and wound up in state 
prison. 

Of the other two, one was a t'ringe member of a big narcotics 
ring broken by the State Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement invol
ving a sale of some 2,000 blocks and the other was a burglar 
who escaped and when reapprehended had marijuana in his 
possession. 

TUrning from commitments to prison to release 1'rom prison we 
find that 317 persons were paroled for the first 'time in 1972 
from a commitment for a marijuana offense. Two tables are en
closed showing tl.e r",leslle by offense, and the time served 
broken down between thos~ who were narcotic addicts and those 
who were not addicted. 

I hope this in1'ormation i8 help1'ul to the Committee. 

WLa:mc 

Attachments 

S~J&r~ l~cac Lf~ 
W~LTER L. BARKDULL 
AAsistant Director
Legislative Liaison 
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January 3, 1974 

The Honorable George R. Nos cone 
Chairman, Senate Select Committee on 
Control of Marijuana 

State Capitol, Room 408 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Attention: Ms. Lorraine Reynon 

Dear Ms. ~ynon: 

IIONAtl' REAGAN, Gen. In, 

The two tables below show the commitments to the Department 
Of Corrections by various classes of marijuana offenses for 
the first and second halves of 1972 and the first half of 
1973: 

MJ;N 
1972 1973 

Offense 1st 2nd 1st 

Sale to minor by adult 1 - -
Possession of marijuana 27 29 24 
Possesaion with one prior 1 1 -

Possession for ssle 19 20 18 
Possession for sale with one prior - 1 -
Possession for sale with two priors - - 1 

Sale 36 25 26 
Sale with one prior 1 - 1 
Sale with two priors - - 1 

Offense lst.1!1'(22nd . .1::173 
1st 

iPossession 3 2 -
~ossessiQn for aale 1 1 2 

'ale 1 1 -
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5'cfb of CaUfornla Dapar\mont of JustJco 

Memorandum 

Eva N(~lsoll 

St:!nclte Comnu.ttee on Control of Marijuana 
1116 Ninth Street, Room 153 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

o Jlo: Februar:t 7, 1974 

Filo No.1 

From ; Buruau of CrImInal Statlstfa 

Subjt'u:tt 

Wayne Kouti la, A~sistclnt Chi"f 

Marijuana l),lta 

Here are the data you rer!uested based on a study made by the Bureau last 
year. Also enclosed is a copy of our 1972 "Crime!. am. Arrest.s Rcfe):'ence 
Tables. " 

The 1971 tot.al of felony and misdemeanor arrests for adults and juveniles 
was gleaned from the Bureau· s 1971 "Crime and Delinquenc~' in California; 
Crimes and Arrests Reference Table&." The 1971 total felony and 
misdemeanor rnarijuann arrests for adults and juvenile'S WilS subtracted 
from the total 1971 arrests. Marijuana arrests were posted from the 
1971 "Crime and Delinquency in California, Drug Arrests and Disposition!) 
Reference Tables. II 

Based upon scanty ~~, it was determined that approximately 
25 percent of a pollce officer' 5 time is devoted to the deteetlan 
and apprehenslon of Crl.mlonals. Therefore,. lot was concluded that 
25 percent of the county's law enforcement budgi't is expended on criminal 
activity. 

The pe:rcentage of total marijuana arrests oi the total arrests was 
comput<!d for each county. This percentage was applied to that activity. 
'rhus, a rouqh approximation was constructed of what it costs California 
county law enforcement ilgencics to effect marijuana arrests. Estimates 
were also provided on the average costs per arrest for total felony and 
misdemeanor arrests and marijuana arrests by county. Expenditure data 
were obtained from the State Controller( s publication entitled 1\Annual 
Report of Financial Transactions concerning Cities and counties in 
California, 1970-1971." 

r it/c.'? <' f?w' y'h-C.J ~ 
" WK: Jah$1r4 i 

Enclosures 
c,-;: D. J. Hawkins 

W. H. Hut~,nins 
Jan Stevens 
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By County and Fiscal Year Exp~nditures 
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FOREWORD 

John Kaplan* 

Professor Herbert Packer in his very recent but already classic 
work on the criminal process has written )f the enforcement of the 
drug laws. 

To the difficulties of apprehending a criminal when it is known that 
he has committed a crime are added the difficulties of knowing that 
a crime has been committed. In this sense, th~ victimless crime 
always presents a greater problem to the criminal process than does 
the crime with an ascertainable victim. But this problem may be 
minimized if the criminal process bas at its disposal measures designed 
to increase the probability that the commission of such offenses will 
become known. If suspects may be entrapped into committing offense.s, 
if the police may arrest and search a suspect without evidence that he 
bas cOInll'jtted an offense, if wiretaps and other forms of electrrJnic 
surveillance are permitted, it becomes easier to detect the commission 
of offenses of this sort. But if these measures are prohibited and jf 
the prohibitions are observed in practice, it becomes more difficult, 
and eventually there may come a point at which the capacity of the 
criminal process to deal with victin. ;e~s offenses becomes so attentuated 
that a failure of enforcement occurs.1 

It has remained for the editors of the UCLA Law Review to 
bring these words to life with a careful empirical study of the en
forcement of California's marijuana laws. 

As the editors point out, whether or not the marijuana laws are 
justified depends at least in some part on how effective the laws are 
in reducing marijuana use, and upon whether marijuana use leads to 
violent crime, to heroin addiction, or to physical or psychological 
damage to the user, as well as upon the costs we incur by attempting 
to enforce these laws. The editors, however, have wisely taken the 
view that they cannot treat all these complex questions carefully 
in the relatively short space available to them. As a result they have 
contented themselves merely with pointing out both that the mari
juana laws, at best, are not very effective in making marijuana 
unavailable and that many of the purported serious dangers of 
marijuana rest upon an empirical foundation which is, to say the 
least, questionable. Moreover, in concentrating on the enforcement 
of the marijuana laws, the editors have undertaken to examine only 
one of the complexes of costs entailed in our present criminalization 

• Prof ... or 01 Law, Stanford University. 
1 H. PACUII, LuoTS ~ THE CIInlINAL 5.uiCTION 151-52 (1968). 

1501 
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of marijuana. Although, after reading their work, no one can fail 
to appreciate either the enormous amount of law enforcement effort 
or the essential arbitrariness of enforcement of the marijuana laws, 
we should not forget that there are serious costs not directly as
sociated with the enforcement of these laws. 

Thus, who can compute the social cost of a law which turns ap
proximately 30 percent of the popUlation of the state between the 
ages of 16 and 25 into serious criminals? Nor can we find any 
calculus of the alienation from societal values that occurs when 
young people who, rightly or wrongly, feel that marijuana is no 
more dangerous than alcohol are told that their vice is a felony while 
that of their elders is at most an indiscretion. And, though we cannot 
estimate the amount of criminality attributable to this alienation, it 
is hardly unreasonable to believe that the second crime comes easier 
-that those who are made criminals' by laws which they firmly be
lieve to be wrong will thereby find it easier to commit other crimes, 
less restrained perhaps by the feeling that it is wrong in itself to 
commit a criminal act. 

Even where the alienation caused by our marijuana laws does 
not result in the commission of further crimes it may have a pro
found effect upon law enforcement. Police departments throughout 
the country are coming more and more to appreciate that their task 
can only be performed with the ccoperation of a citizenry which sees 
the police as their friends and protectors rather than as their op
pressors. Indeed, great efforts have been made toward educating the 
young to picture the policeman as someone to whom they can turn for 
help rathel' than as a danger. At least to the 30 percent of youths 
who have used marijuana, however, the policeman is most clearly 
not a friend. Each one of these knows tbat had the police found out 
about. his use of marijuana he would have been arrested and charged 
with a felony. 

Since their focus is on the actual enforcement of the marijuana 
laws, the Law Review editors make no effort to consider the profound 
educational problems with which our marijuana laws have saddled 
us. Whether or not marijuana is dangerous, it is quite clear that 
there are several far more dangerous drugs in relatively common usc 
in California. Indeed, it is often argued that a major reason for the 
marijuana laws is to curb use of these more dangerous drugs. The 
result, however, according to many drug educators, is exactly the 
opposite. Drug educators, by and large, do their very best to avoid 
the subject of marijuana in talking with students. They emphasi7.f.' 
the dangers of the amphetamines, LSD, the opiates and variou~ 
more exotic drugs and mention only in passing that marijuana pm;
session is a felony. Sooner or later, however, a student brings up the 
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issue and the drug instructor then finds himself talking to a group 
in which many of the members, at least in some sense, know more 
about the drug than he. His dilemma is this: If he tells them that, 
pharmacologically speaking, marijuana is not the least bit more 
dangerous than alcohol, they may believe what he has to say, but he 
runs a strong risk of being accused of encouraging the commission 
of a felony and of losing his job. On the other hand, if he tells them 
stories of the terrible dangers of marijuana, whether he is right or 
wrong, they will not believe him, and, with the sometimes regrettable 
capacity for generalization common to the young, not believe him 
about anything else either. It is not uncommon for psychiatrists to 
report that a youth after suffering serious consequences from abuse 
of amphetamines, LSD or opiates has said that he didn't really 
believe those drugs were dangerous because "they lied to me about 
marijuana and I figured they were lying about this, too." 

The editors of the Law Review, in restricting their effort to 
learning more about those costs of the marijuana laws associated 
with our actual enforcement of these laws, have made a great con
tribution toward providing information on one of the least studied 
costs of our marijuana laws. Even if we were completely convinced 
about the value of criminalizing marijuana, we might well hesitate 
before diverting such massive amounts of law enforcement energy 
from the area of crime against the person and against property. 
According to the latest statistics from the California Department of 
Justice Bureau of Criminal Statistics, arrests of juve:1i1es and adults 
for marijuana violations in the first half of 1968 were running at 
a yearly rate of 50,000. When one considers that the good majority 
of these arrests were for simple possession of small amounts of 
marijuana untainted by any commercial dealing, the issue becomes 
even more stark. Whether or not the importance of shutting off the 
supply of marijuana justifies a continuing use of sca.rce law enforce
ment resources to prevent the trafficking in the drug, it is hard 
indeed to justify the expenditure of these resources on the huge 
number of mere possessors. 

Moreover, entirely apart from whether the law enforcement 
energies could better be used elsewhere, there is reason to believe 
that the application of these resources to marijuana does a good deal 
of harm. Not only does the very existence of the law tend to bring 
otherwise non-criminal users into contact with considerably more 
anti-social drug peddlers, but for the unfortunate few (at least as 
compared to the total number of marijuana users in our popUlation) 
who are caught, it is likely that both their criminality and drug use 
will be increased rather than decreased by the experience. First, even 
if the case against them is dropped-as we find that it often is-they 
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are left with an arrest record which makes it harder for them to get 
employment. Also, they will often have spent a short time in jail 
awaiting release or bail. As :;. result, in the majority of cases they will 
have had to pay a bondsman and they may have been exposed to 
police practices which tend to increase their feeling that their con
stitutional rights are, in practice, a very chancy thing. 

Finally, where the criminal process IS not aborted and the mari
juana user is sent to j~II, he will be incarcerated in a place where he 
will come in contact with others far more anti-social and deeply 
imbedded in the drug culture than he. In some sense, we do not send 
people to jail to reform them; we send them there as a lesson to 
others. When others do not seem to be getting the lesson, we are 
not only forced to send too many of them to jail but, at least where 
the "criminal" is not otherwise anti-social, we may find that we have 
increased crime more than we have decreased it. 

Moreover, those processed by the marijuana laws may be ex
posed to another phenomena which certainly cannot help their de
velopment into law abiding citizens. While it is not pleasant to 
talk about, we should recognize that one of the costs of our mari
juana laws-like those against most consensual crime--is that they 
tend to produce an entirely different crime which fT) the long run 
can cause more harm to the nation. The policeman, caught between 
society's demands that, on the one hand, he enforce the laws against 
crimes for which no witnesses exist and, iIln the other hand, that 
he respect the constitutional imperative of probable cause before 
search may take the easy way out and simply make the arrest and 
lie about the probable cause. This type of perjury is regrettably not 
uncommon. Many criminal lawyers know that police officers who 
would not dream of fabricating evidence to make the defendant look 
more guilty, take a very different attitude toward "fudging a little" 
on a search and seizure point. The effect of this upon both the de
fendant, who will know even if no one else does, and, probably more 
importantly, upon the policeman himself are most unhealthy both 
for the individuals concerned and for society. 

However, by far the most impressive social cost documented by 
the Law Review is the erratic nature of each step in the enforcement 
of the marijuana laws. To some extent, of course, this is a problem 
with all law enforcement. Violators may not be detected; those who 
are detected may not be prosecuted; those who are prosecuted may 
not be convicted; and those who are convicted may not receh'c 
appropriate sentences. Yet with respect to marijuana it seems that 
at each step of the way the uncertainty is magnified. Marijuana 
possession is almost certainly the most common felony in the state 
of California. Still, we have approximately 50,000 arrests as against. 
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by a fairly conservative estimate, some 10 million separate uses of 
the drug. At the very least, then, one's chances of being caught using 
marijuana on any given occasion are one in 200. Of course, for most 
segments of the population, this is a gross overstatement of the risk. 
And indeed the Law Review study shows this. The typical mari
juana arrest occurs by chance. A policeman stopping a car for a 
defective taillight is able by one means or another to discover small 
amounts of marijuana on an occupant. Typically, however, this 
happens to lower-class, or alienated, youth. For the more cautious 
member of the middle class, marijuana possession arrests occur 
usually because of some freak occurrence. He may be injured in an 
automobile accident, and when taken to the hospital have the green 
leafy substance discovered in his pocket. In one case, policemen 
received a mistaken report of a kidnapping from a home. Entering 
the building they found neither clues to the kidnapping nor any 
of the occupants. They did, however, find a can of marijuana on the 
kitchen table.2 In another very recent case, a bank president and 
former supervisor of a suburban Bay Area county was arrested 
when, because of the failure of a babysitter to arrive, his children 
were left alone at home and a worried seven-year-old called the 
police.8 When rates of arrest get as low as they are in the marijuana 
area, those arrested tend neither to respect the majesty of the law 
which has caught them, nor to realize that, after all, they did take 
their chances. Rather, they tend to chalk it up as a very bad break. 

The arbitrariness in the enforcement of the marijuana laws b • 
no means ends with the arrest. At each further stage of the prosec . 
tion there is a decision which may be arbitrary. And although this is 
also true to some extent of most other crimes, for marijuana offenses 
the arbitrariness of the process appears to be greater for several 
reasons. Since there are many more cases involving marijuana thall 
most other serious crimes, more prosecutors have to handle the cases 
and tend to apply varying standards in judging whether they are fit 
for prosecution. Moreover, the usual crime, possession of marijuana, 
leads to such tenuous concepts as "joint possession," "constructive 
possession," and "usable amount," which seem to give an especially 
wide play to prosecutorial standards. Furthermore, since such a 
large percentage of marijuana offenders have been in no previous 
trouble with the law, the varying weights this factor is given by 
different prosecutors introduce an extra element of uncertainty into 
the entire process. Finally, determinations as to all of the previous 
issues necessarily reflect what the individual prosecutor happens to 
think about the propriety of the marijuana laws. Since, as the Law 

2 People v. Kampmann, 258 Adv. Cal. App. 629, 65 Cal. Rptr. 798 (1968). 
B S.F. Chronicle, Nov. 14, 1968, f 1, at 3, col. 1. 
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Review indicates, there is a considerable disparity in the views of 
prosecutors, especially concerning the marijuana possessor, it is 
hardly. surprising that the prosecution of a marijuana offender will 
depend to a large extent on which prosecutor has received the casf:. 

Nor does the arbitrariness inherent in the enforcement of ~lle 
marijuana laws stop with the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. 
The preliminary hearing and the trial will often reflect what the 
judge feels about the marijuana laws and about the constitutional 
guarantees of freedom from unreasonable search and seizure. And 
finally, at the sentencing level, there appear to be disparities wider 
even than those to which we are accustomed in the case of other 
serious crimes and based in great part on the feeling of the sentenc
ing judge. 

Of course, the enforcement of' the marijuana la.'7fs illustrates 
the problem common to many other areas of our criminal law, the 
adjusting of discretion with the operation of the law. In the mari
juana area the differences at each step of the criminal process
except perhaps for the step from commission of the crime to arrest, 
which is so enormous as to be a qualitative difference--are differ
ences merely in degree, rather than in kind. On the other hand, the 
differences of degree are there and they are striking. Moreover, the 
chances are that they will become more so in future years as a 
higher percentage of government .officials lose confidence in the 
criminal law as the major method of regulating marijuana use. And 
when the present generation of young users reaches the age at whi.ch 
they may sit on juries it is not unreasonable to expect the enforce
ment of the marijuana laws to collapse as completely as did alcohol 
prohibition. In short, the problems revealed by the Law Revirw 
study will remain with us. They are not problems of poor adminis
tration.or of weak leadership in law enforcement. Rather they are 
the result of relying on the criminal law to coerce a morality that 
more and more of the informed citizenry are coming to feel is not 
worth its cost. 
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Review indicates, there is a considerable disparity in the views of 
prosecutors, especially concerning the marijuana possessor, it is 
hardly. surprising that the prosecution of a marijuana offender will 
depend to a large extent on which prosecutor has received the case. 

Nor does the arbitrariness inherent in the enforcement of the 
marijuana laws stop with the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. 
The preliminary hearing and the trial will often reflect what the 
judge feels about the marijuana laws and about the constitutional 
guarantees of freedom from unreasonable search and seizure. And 
finally, at the sentencing level, there appear to be disparities wider 
even than those to which we are accustomed in the case of other 
serious crimes and based in great part on the feeling of the sentenc
ing judge. 

Of course, the enforcement of ·the marijuana laws illustrate: 
the problem COlT'.Inon to many other areas of our criminal law, the 
adjusting of discretion with the operation of the law. In the mari
juana area the differences at ea:h step of the criminal process
except perhaps for the step from commission of the crime to arrest. 
which is so enormous as to be a qualitative difference-are differ
ences merely in degree, rather than in kind. On the other hand, the 
differences of degree are there and they are striking. Moreover, the 
chances are that they will become more so in future years as a 
higher percentage of government officials lose confidence in the 
criminal law as the major method of regulating marijuana use. And 
when the present generation of young users reaches the age at which 
they may sit on juries it is not unreasonable to expect the enforce
ment of the marijuana laws to collapsr as completely as did alcohol 
prohibition. In short, the problems revealed by the Law RevlPw 
study will remain with us. They are not problems of poor adminis
tration or of weak leadership in law enforcement. Rather they are 
the result of relying on the criminal law to coerce a morality that 
more and more of the informed citizenry are coming to feel is not 
worth its cost. 
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MARIJUANA LAWS: AN EMPIRICAL 
STUDY OF ENFORCEMENT AND 

ADMINISTRATION IN LOS 
ANGELES COUNTY* 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

Man has historically had an affinity for substances that alter 
his state of consciousness. For centuries substances like opium1 

and alcoho12 have been used to escape from reality, for relief from 
physical or mental distress, for the simulation of mystical expe
riences or merely to induce a pleasurable feeling. Marijuana3 is 
one of the oldest of these mind··altering substances.· It was first used 
in China over 3,000 years ago, where it was called "the Delight 
Giver.,,5 Ganja,5 a concentrated variety of marijuana, has been 
associated with Hindu religious practices since before the birth of 
Christ.7 Recently the use of marijuana has spread throughout the 
Western world.s 

The use of marijuana has been attacked in the United States 
with a vehemence unequaled in any other society. To a great extent 

• Funded by the Nation.l Institute of Mental Health. 
1 See W. ELDRIDGE, NARCOTICS AND TH& LAW J (1962). For a concise review of 

the history of opium see Macht, The History oj Opium and Some of Its Preparations 
and Alkaloids, 64 J.A.M.A. 477 (1915). 

2 It is estimated that approximately 70 million Americans consume alcohol. 
J. COLEMAlf, ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY AND MODERN LlYE 421 (3d ed. 1964). It i. also 
estimated that roughly five million people may be classified as alcoholics-about sU: 
percent of the adult population. Id. 

a This spelling of mariiuana will be used throughout the proiett. An alternative 
spelling. IImaribuana," will be retained in those citations using it. 

t For a short but highly readable bistory of marijuana see Taylor, The Pleas •• t 
ASlassi.: The Story of Marijuorla, in TID; MAlUl1UANA PA'PUS 3-17 (D. Solomon 
ed. 1966). 

• Id. at 7. 
" Ganja is a "speti:illy cultivated and harvested grade 01 the female plants of 

Indian hemp." Id. at 10. It is of a much higher quality than the marijuana most 
commonly used. ld. at 9. In our society aU extracts of the hemp plant are known 
as lnarijuftna. However, there are several different grades. Hashish, for example, is 
~Qmposed exclusively of the resin from the top. of the female hemp plant, and is & far 
more potent substance than other types of mariiu.n.. Because it is e:<pensive to 
produce, its use is relatively rare in the U.S. [d. at 9. For a clear w.cuS$ion of the 
clifferent varieties of products of the hemp plant, see id. at 9-10. 

1 See id. at 9-10. 
8 C/. A. LINDESMrTH, TIlE ADDICT AND THE LAW 225-26 (1965). It has been 

esUmated that o\'er 200 million people currently use mariiuana throughout the world. 
~lcGlothlin, Cannabis: A Reference, in THE MARraUA-"A PAPERS 402 (D. Solomon 
ed. 1966). 

1507 

.,. 
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this reaction is based on a morality rooted in our Puritan heritage
a scheme which glorifies the industrious and frowns on the idle.' 
Marijuana, a drug causing a torporific pleasure among its users, is 
an evil when judged by this scheme. The overwhelming response to 
this evil has been the attempt to legislate marijuana out of existence 
through laws prohibiting its sale or possession.10 These laws have 
been adopted under pressure generated by various federal and state 
law enforcement officialsll who have consistently argued that «pot" 
leads to crime, violence, and heroin addiction.12 

The current laws in California are noteworthy in two respects. 
First, they typify the attitude that marijuana constitutes a grave 
social eviJ.13 For example, a judge has the option of punishing a first 
offense of marijuana possession as a felony and sentencing the 
offender to one to 10 years in priso·n.H A second offense is punish
able solely as a felony by a two to 20 year sentence.15 Possession 
of marijuana for the purpose of sale carries a two to 10 year penalty, 
with a requirement that the convicted felon serve a minimum of 
two years before becoming eligible for probation. A second offense 
is punishable by five to 15 years and carries a three year minimum 
term.16 Selling, furnishing or transporting marijuana brings a sen
tence of five years to life, with a minimum term of three years.u 
By contrast, the punishment provided for voluntary manslaughterl8 

or grand theftl' in California is a prison term not exceeding 10 

9 For a general analy,i> of Puritan society and culture see P. MILLER & T. 
JOIINSON, THE PURITANS (1938) and H. SCHNEIDER, TaE PURITAN MIND (1930). The 
legacy of our Puritan heritage can also be seen in other areas of legislation. For 
example, laws proscribing "unnatural" sexual activities between consenting adults :tre 
prevalent in every ,tate. For a summary of these provision. see Project, The Consent
in Adult 1l0mo,":iuaJ and the Law: An Empirical Study 0/ Enforce",ent and Ad
ministration in [,os Ance"s County, 13 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 643, 657-85 (1966). 

to For a d"tailed examination of past and current legislation, both federal and 
.tate, sec Appendix infra. 

11 S .. , e,g., H. ANSUNGER & W. To)<l'XINS, THE TItAnIc IN NAlIconcs 20-26 
(1953); Testimony of Mr. Harry Anslinger, in Ilearings Oil t~e Taxation of },fari
juana Befor< til. I10use Ways and Means Co",m., 75th Cong., 1st Ses •. 23-26 (1937); 
Sterba, The Politi" 0/ Pot, ESQUIRE 58 (Aug. 1968). 

l:! See genually SOUrces cited in note 11 supra; E. STANLEY, MA'RlHUANA As :\ 
DEVELOPER OF CRIMINALS (1937). Many of the.e arguments were echoed by other 
writers of the period. 5<. E. ROWELL, ON THl!: TRIAL OF MARIHUANA: THE WEEOS OF 
MADNESS (1939); R. WAJ:rON, MARIHUANA: AMERICA'S NEW DRUG PROBLEM (1938). 
These arguments are ,tin made today, particularly by the Federal Bureau of Nor
cotics. See Giordano, Th. PreventiON 0/ Drug Abuse, HUMANIST 20 (Mar.-Apr. 1968). 

13 5<e Appendix infra. 
If Ch. 1465, Calif. Legi>. Servo (Wesl No.7, 1968). 
15 CAL. HEALTIl & SAFETY CODE t 11530 (West 1966). 
IG [d. § 11530.5. 
17 [d. § 11531. 
18 CAL, PENAL CODE § 193 (West 1957). 
10 [d. I 489. 
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years. Thus it is apparent that the California Legislature considers 
marijuana crimes as serious and dangerous as these other crimes.·o 

This approach is reflected in the statutes of every state and in the 
federal marijuana tax laws.21 

The second noteworthy aspect of the California laws is the 
recent legislative action in granting a judge the discretion to punish 
first offenses of simple possession as either a misdemeanor or felony 
depending on the circumstances of the case. This new law may 
indicate a trend towards regarding marijuana use as a less serious 
danger than it has been thought to be in the past. 

Several different theories have been offered to justify the 
imposition of criminal sanctions for marijuana violations.22 These 
theories can be summarized into four basic categories: 

(1) Marijuana produces physical and psychological harm to 
the user. 

(2) It is a stepping stone to harder narcotics such as heroin. 

(3) Marijuana use leads to criminal and violent acts. 

(4) Its use is immoral alld will lead to a diminishing of the 
individual's potential productivity and energy. 

Any discussion of the physical or psychological harm produced 
by marijuana must proceed from a description of its immediate 
effects upon users.·3 One fairly impartial account can be found in 
the report of the President>s Crime Commission: 

Its effects are rather complicated, combining both stimulation and 
depression. Much of its effect depends on the personality of the user. 
The drug may induce exaltation, joyousness and hilarity, and discon
nected ideas; or it may induce quietude or reveries. In the inexpe
rienced taker it may induce panic. Or, one state may follow the other. 
Confused perceptions of space and time and hallucinations in sharp 
color may occur; the person's complex inteilectual and motor functions 
may be impaired. These effects may follow .~thh minutes of the time 
the drug is taken. The influence usually wears off Wlthin ;. few hours 
but may last much longer in the case of toxic dose. The immediate 

20 It .hould be noted that whereas manslaughter and theft are crimes directed 
'salnst thit:! persons, most of the harm contemplated by the marijuana statutes is 
cast primarily upon the user himself. 

'1 Cantor, Th. Criminal LaVl and Ih. Narcolia Problem, 51 J. l."Rn.t. L.C. & 
P.S. 512, 516-19 (1961). 

22 A summary of these theories can be found in P1tESlDENT'S COllYlSSION ON 
LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION or JUSTICE, THE CHALLENGE OF CRIME IN 

A FREE SOCIETY 224-25 (1967) [hereinafter cited as PRESIDI:NT's CRIME REPORT]. 
23 It should be noted tbat because of the prohibitory legislation, little ,....,arch 

has been conducted on the elfecls of marijual\o. For the need for inUonsive research 
see id. at 225. 
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physiologjcal effects may include nausea and vomiting, but there are 
no lasting physical effects, and fatalities bave not been noted. Toler
ance is very slight if it develops at all. Physical dependence does not 
develop." 

Although it has been shown that marijuana does not produce 
physical dependence2• or tolerance,26 it is argued that it generates 
psychological dependence. The proponents of this theory claim that 
by using marijuana the user comes to depend on it as a crutch in 
his efforts to resolve his inner conflicts and face up to reality.27 
In opposition to this theory, several proponents of marijuana use 
have claimed that it helps them to understand and resolve their 
problems.28 No conclusive evidence is available corroborating either 
view.20 Although this issue is open to empirical investigation, it is 

24 ld. at 213 (emphasis added). 
2. Physical dependence is defined as "a state of latent hyperexcitability, [which) 

develops in the cells of the central nervous system of higher mammals following fre
quent and prolonged administration of morphine-like analgesics, alcohol, barbiturates, 
and other depressants. It becomes apparent in specific subjective and objective 
symptoms and signs-the abstinence syndrome or lbe withdrawal iJlness-upon abrupt 
termination of drug administration." WHITE HOUSE CONl"ER.ENCE ON NARCOTICS AND 
DRUG ABUSE 278 (1963) [hereinafter cited as WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE]. 

20 "To/eran," is a fundamental survival mechanism which permits body ceIls to 
he exposed continuously to toxic substances wilbout evoking possibly dangerous re
sponses. This is manifested by the phenomenom lbat successive doses of lbe same 
amount of dru:; produce lesser effects and that) conversely, larger and larger doses 
arc necessary 10 achieve the effects of the first dose." ld. at 277. 

Even Harry Anslingcr, a vociferous opponent of marijuana use, has accepted the 
notion that marijuana is not physically addictive. See H. ANSLINGER & W. TOMPX'SS, 
slIpra note 11, at 20-26. 

27 "The real harm that results from lbe chronic use of marijuana is the develop
ment of lbe habit of escaping an discomfort and all unpleasantness by the use of 
some substance •... When discomforts are not met realistically, when lbe solut:on 
of troublesome problems is sidestepped or consciousness of them destroyed, by the 
usc of some substance, we have the foundation of a habit-Jormation that may lead 
to re~ression and to the destruction of the personality." Reichard, Some Myths About 
.!fari/lllana, 10 FED. PROBATION 21 (Oct.-Dec. 1946). See also Becker, Becomillg a 
MU";/lIIall. User, 59 AM.. J. SOCIOLOGY 235 (1953); Cal. Bureau of Narcotic Enforce
ment, The Law Enforcement Position Concerning lb. Cannabis Sativa Problem , 
(Mimeograph of Address hy John Warner, Conference on LSD and Marijuana. 
vCL,\, Oct. 9, 1967); Charen & Perelman, Personalily Studies 0/ Marihuana Addicts. 
102 ,\>(. J. PSYCUlATRV 674 (1946); Gaskill, Marihuana, An Into:ticant, 102 A~,. J. 
PS\'CIlIATRY 202 (1945); Marcovitz & Meyers, The Marihuana Addkt jn the Arrny. 
6 W,\R MEDICINE 382 (1914). 

"~ Interview with Dr. Lewis Yablonsky, Chairman of lbe Sociology Department 
of San Fernando Valley State College, in L05 Angeles, Feb. 14, 1968. Dr. Yablon,ky 
h~s done extensive fieldwork among lbe hippies and i. lbe aulbor of a forthcomint 
book on them. The effects of marijuana use on personal creative activity arc dis· 
cu~scci in Burroughs. Poinls oj Distinction Betwun Sedative and ConscioUSUCS1· 
£.rpandillg Dru~s, in Tnt MARIUUANA PAPERS 388 (D. Solomon ed. 1966). 

"0 For further disClJssions of the psychological effects of marijuana usc sec 
,\lIentuck & Bowman, Psychiatric ,Ispects 0/ Marihfian~ Intoxication, in TIlE M""I' 
"':.'SA PAPERS 361 (D. Solomon ed. 1966); Bromberg, Marihuana: A P,ycilialri,· 
Study, 113 J .A.M.A. 4 (1939); Mayor's Committee on Marihuana, The Marihuana 
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a task for trained medical and psychological researchers and has 
Dot been undertaken by this project. 

Currently, it is widely accepted that marijuana leads to heroin 
addiction30 or experimentation with hallucinogenic drugs.s1 Sup
porters of this theory cite to the few available studies which tend 
to show that a large number of heroin addicts have, at some time, 
smoked marijuana.32 On the other hand, many scientists have 
pointed out that a direct cause and effect relationship has not been 
demonstrated.sa While this theory is also badly in need of empirical 
study, it lies within the realm of sociological and medical expertise 
and has therefore been excluded from study in this project. 

It is frequently claimed that marijuana use leads to the com
mission of crimes and violent, anti-social behavior.84 This view was 

Problem in the City 0/ New Yo,k, in TIll: MARIHUANA PAPtIlS 285-335 (D. Solomon 
ed. 1966); Murphy, The Cannabis Habit: A Review oj Recent Psycloiatric Literatu,., 
15 BU1.L. ON NARCOTICS 15 (Jan.-Mar. 1963). 

It has been suggested by several psychologists that marijuana may bave an ad
verse psychological effect upon young people. The processes of maturation and emo
tional development occurring during youth arc often beset with tension and conflict. 
Using marijuana as a refuge from facing up to these conllicts may hinder the develop
ment of emotional maturity. As yet, little evidence is available supporting this view. 
In any event, this argument would go only toward keeping marijuana out of young 
hands, as is presently done with alcohol. See generally, Cheia &. Rosenfeld, Juvenile 
Sareotits Use, 22 LAW & CONTElolP. PROS. 52 (1957); Winick, Marijuana U .. by 
I'oung People, in DRUG ADDICTION It< YOUTH 19 (1965). For a general discussion of 
the use of marijuana and other drugs by young people see ILLINOIS INSTITUTE 1'01< 

JUVENILE REsEARCH AND THE CHICAGO AREA PROJECT, DRUIl ADDICTION AMONG 
YOUNG PERSONS It< CWCAGO (1953); LAPD, YOUTH AND NARCOTICS: A STUDY or 
JUVENILE ADDICTION IN Los ANGELES (1953). 

30 "That is the great pIoblem and our great CODcern about the use of marijuana, 
that eventually, if used over a long period it does lead to beroin addiction." Testimony 
of Mr. Harry Anslinger, in Hearings on S. 3760 Be/ort the Subco",m. on Imp,o"e
In,nts in the Federal Criminal Code 0/ thc Senate Comm. on the JudieiIJ,y, 84th Cong., 
1st Sess., pl. 5, at 16 (1955). See CAL. BUREAU OF NARCOTICS ENFORCEMENT, THE 
XARCOTIC PROBLEM 12 (4th ed. 1965); cJ. Chein & Rosenfeld, s"pra note 29; Winick, 
'"pra note 29, at 28-30. For a general discussion of this argument see PUSIOENT'S 
CRUIE REPORT, .supra note 22, at 225. 

31 Yablonsky Interview, supra note 28. In his investigation of the hippie com
munities, Dr. Yablonsky found an integrated use of LSD and marijuana. He circulated 
a questionnaire to over 600 hippies. 70% of them reported thot the first drug they 
l\er used was marijuana. Over 95% reported that they had taken LSD. 

a2 A 1ummary oC these studies can be found in th. ~ESID£NT'S Cana: Ruon, 
:,pra note 22, at 225. See alJo note 31 s"p,o. 

33 There is no pharmacological b""is for the charge that marijuana leads to 
!:croin addiction. L. GOOD><AN & A. GILMAN, THE PHAR),UCOLOGICAL BASIS OF THERA
'tUTICS 300-01 (3d ed. 1965). See also PRESIDENT'S CaWE REPORT, supra not. 22, 
,l225. • 

at See gen"aUy H. ANSLrNGtIl & W. OUXSLER, THE MURDtIlERS: THE STORY OF 
;111: NARCOTICS GANGS (1961); H. ANSLINGER & W. TOMPKINS, sup,," note 11, at 20-
:'; Andrade, The Criminogenic Action 0/ Cannabis and Narcotics, 16 BULL. ON 
:',IRCOTICS 23 (Oct.-Dec. 1964); Munch, Marihuana and Crime, IB BULL. ON NAIl
'IUCS 15 (April-June 1966). For a contrary position see Blum, Mind-A.ltc';", D,uy,s 
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originally promoted in the 1930's by Harry Anslinger, director of 
the then newly formed Federal Bureau of Narcotics.so Statistics 
and files from various law enforcement agencies throughout the 
country have been used to support the connection between marijuana 
and crime.s6 The validity of this evidence, however, is questionable 
because of the untested assumptions upon which it rests8T and the 
highly unscientific manner in which it was gathered.88 The Presi
dent's Ad Hoc Panel on Drug Abuse concluded that the evidence 
is inadequate to substantiate the correlation between marijuana 
and anti-social acts.3D Upon this theory, the President's Crime Com
mission reported: 

One likely hypothesis is that, given the accepted tendency of 
marijuana to release inhihitions, the effect of the drug will depend on 
the individual and the circumstances. It might, hut certainly will not 
necessarily or inevitably, lead to aggressive behavior or crime. The 
response will depend more ou the individual than the drug.40 

Marijuana has also been condemned by those who claim that 
its use is immoral.u Such a view reflects the Puritan ethic of 
sobriety and self-restraint. Whether marijuana is moral or not and 
whether the criminal law is the proper vehicle for controlling moral
ity42 are essentially philosophical questions which are outside the 
province of an empirical project. 

and Dangerous Behavior: DangerOiU Drugs, In P1tESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AND ADJdINISTkATION or JUSTICE, TAS", FORCE REPORT: NARCOTIC .'''0 
DRue ABUSE 21, 24-25 (1967); Bromberg & Rogers, Marijuana and Aggressive Cri,.e. 
102 AM. J. PsycnIAtty 825 (1946); Mayor'. Committee on Marihuana, sup,a note 
29, at 227; Murphy, supra note 29, at 16; Reichard, supra note 27, at 17-18. 

30 See notes 11-12 supra, and accompanying text. 
36 One report, originating from the District Attorney of New Orleans, claimed 

Ihat 125 of 450 men convicted of major crimes in 1930 were regular marijuana user" 
Stanley, Marihuana As a Developer 01 Criminals, 2 Au. J. POLICE SCI. 252 (1931). 
This report iJ critically commented on in Winick, supra note 29. 

37 These assumptions are: (I) that tbe defendant was a marijuana user, (2) that 
he was under the influence of marijuana at the time he committed the crime, and 
(3) that the crime would not bave been committed hut for the use of marijuana. 
S •• PRESIDEIIT'S CRIlU RDoaT, S1lpr. note 22, at 224. 

38 For a critique of the techniques employed by law enforcement offici~ls in the 
gathering of evidence Hnkillfl marijuana with crime see Mayor'. Committee on Mari· 
huana, sup,a note 29. 

30 WHITE HOUSE COIO'D.WCE, sNpra note 25, at 286 . 
• 0 PRESIDENT'S CalloU RUOltT, supra note 22, d 215. 
41 See, •. g., H. ANsLINCEII 6: W. TOMPIt1Ns, supra note 11, at 20-25; Reichard. 

stiP,. note 27, at 21. 
42 Proponents of marijuana we generally agree with John Stuart Mill's formula· 

tion: "That the only purpose for wbich power can be rightfully exercised O"er an), 
member of a civilized community, against bis will, 'is to prevent harm to others. HI> 
own good, either physical or moral l is not a sufficient warrant," Mill. On Liberty, in 
Tn& UTILITARIANS 484 (1961). The opposil)S viewpoint would permit society I'~ 
wield its power over the individual in order to preserve and protect the practice 01 
m.oral virtue. S .. H. DACO., CON5IDIllATIOKS O!I CRDUNAL LAw 245-46 (l7i2); 
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Thus, in dealing with the enforcement of marijuana laws, this 
project is not designed to investigate the justifications dted for 
marijuana legislation. Nonetheless, enforcement practices must be 
considered in any assessment of the effectiveness and desirability 
of substantive law. One important factor, for example, is whether 
the laws actually deter people from using marijuana. Despite the 
current stringency of the laws, statistics show that the number of 
people using m~rijuana is substantially increasing.n It has been 
estimated that 20 percent or more of certain college populations 
have smoked marijuana at least once." Arrests of juveniles in 
Califomia for marijuana offenses have increased over 400 percent 
in the past five years.'5 Moreover, the type of individual using 
marijuana has changed over the last 25 years. Originally, mari
juana smoking was limited to the lower socioeconomic classes;'s 
today, it has also become frequent among the middle and upper
class youth.47 This increase in marijuana use indicates that the 
laws are not deterring large numbers of people and raises serious 
questions about the efficacy of those laws. 

The institutional, social and financial costs of enforcing the 
law must also be taken into consideration in evaluating the mari
juana laws. Institutional costs include the diversion of police time 
and energy from the investigation of other crimes and the mounting 
frustrations of the police caused by uncontrollable marijuana use 
and judicial leniency towards marijuana offenders. Possible social 
costs of the present laws include exposing a rapidly increasing num
ber of young offenders to the criminal process and to the stigma 
of arrest and felony conviction.48 In addition, police techniques 
necessary to uncover violators often involve serious intrusions on 
individual privacy. Financially, the enforcement of the marijuana 

P. DEVLIN, THE ENl'QaCElUNT or MORALS (1959). For a detailed critique of Devlin 
see H. HART, LAw, LIBERTY, MOlAlorTY (1963). '3 Although elUlct figur", are not available, all observe .. , including law enforu
",ent officials, agree that marijuana use is increa5ing. See l'nsmDIT's C.uu: RucaT, 
Ju;r. note 22, at 213. Se. gtm:rally, Lm, July 7, 1967. 

H See Pusm"'~'s Canu Ruc>.T, ,14p,. noll: 11, at 113; Blum, 'I/P'" noll: M, 
at 24. 

45 CAL. Du'! or Jusno:. Buauu OJ!' ~AL STATIStICS, Dauo Anurs Al<1> 
DISPOSITIONS 1J( CALIFORNIA (1966), 

45 A. LIllDESWTB, supra note 8, at 226-27. 
t7 PnsmENT's CaDa RuoaT, s"pra note 22, at 213; Yablonsky Interview, ,,,pya 

not. 28. 
48 In 1967 a total of 8,371 ju\'eniles under the age of 19 w!th no prior (rimina! 

record were arr",ted by California law enforcement agencies. An additional 5,557 with 
no prior record were between the ages 01 20 and 24. There were a total of 16,161 
individuals with un prior record arrested for marijuana violations in 1967. Unpub. 
~;h •. d . statistics obtained from the Cal. Dep't of Justice; Bureau of Criminal 
.talislics. 

83-3t3 0 - 77 - 5 
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laws is very expensive. Thousands of hours of police time are con. 
sumed in apprehending marijuana offenders;4" many more hours 
are spent by the police in court; 1\0 and our criminal courts, already 
plagued by oppressive caseloads, are ill equipped to handle the 
staggering increase in marijuana trials. 

An empirical project can be of significant value in exploring 
such conditions. This project has gathered data relating to the 
enforcement of the marijuana laws in Los Angeles County. At the 
pre·arrest level, it will describe the special techniques used in un· 
covering marijuana users and pushers. At the post·arrest level, the 
project will concentrate on the use of prosecutorial and judicial 
discretion in the application of the laws. Such an empirical sturl\' 
wiIl hopefully add a needed perspective to the body of informatio~ 
which will be used by legislators and other concerned citizens in 
evaluating the desirability of the present laws. 

40 By the time a two man patrol team has arrested an individual, taken him to 
the station to be booked and returned to their patrol, two to three hours haw 
usually passed. Interview with Joe Reichmann, Deputy District Attorney of Lo' 
Angeles County, in Los Angeles, June 11, 1968. 

50 Sec note 14, Part II infra. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Enforcement of the marijuana laws suffers from the same diffi· 
culties encountered in the enforcement of laws concerning other 
consensual crimes.1 There is no victim to complain and there is 
little social pressure to conform to the law within the various sub· 
cultures involved.2 The police compensate for these difficulties by 
developing aggressive techniques designed to ferret out the illicit 
activity, including the use of informants., undercover operators, 
and field surveillance.s 

The effectiveness of enforcement can be measured only by 
determining the ratio of arrests to violations. But the effectiveness 
of enforcement of the marijuana laws is particularly difficult to 
determine because marijuana use is increasing so rapidly! The 
police readily admit that total enforcement of the marijuana laws 
is impossible.5 However, the beavy penalties placed on marijuana 
use by the legislature plus community concern place considerable 
pressure on the police to close the ever widening gap between 
violations of the law and actual arrests. At some point increased 
police efficiency in uncovering violations is going to clasb with 

1 For a general discussion of the problelIl5 involved in enforcing consensual 
crimes see E. SCHUR, CRIMES WITHOUT V,CTWS (1965); L. Tm1Aln', D. McINTnE, 
3: D. ROTTENIlERO, DETECTION OF CRna 208-13 (1967) [hereinafter cited as Trn-~NYl; 
Project, The Consenting Adult Homosexual alld the Law: An Empirical Study oj 
EnJoTCem.n~ and Adminis~ralion in Los Angeles County, 13 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 644, 
686 (1965) [hereinafter cited as Homosexual Projectl. 

2 A subculture may be IMsely defined as a "culture-within-a-culture, with its 
[ownl distinctive values and behavior norms ..•. n E. ScrruR, supra note 1, at 85. 
Schur indicates that legal repression of some activities, stIch as homosexuality or lhe 
use of addictive narcotics, may in fact directly stimulate the creation of subcultu .... 
centered on those activities. Id. at 141-45. Marijuana, however, has been incorporated 
into the life style of existing subcultures such a., those of the ghetto Negro and the 
Sunset Strip "bippie," rather than being ~e cau", behind the creation of those 
subcultures. 

3 Jerome Skolnick notes that the police enjoy narcotics work hecall5e it requires 
"nllul and efficient detective work initiated by the policeman himself. J. S"OUlIClC, 

JuSTICE WITHOUT Tnu. 117 (1966). 
{ To the extent that arrests are an indication of increased illegal activily the 

record is striking. During the period 1960 through 1966 adult arrests for marijuana 
,iolations in Los Angeles CQunly increased 217% fram 2,704 in 1960 (a 8,5M in 
1966. Juvenile arrests in the county increased from 694 in 1960 to 2,636 in 1966, a 
~ain of 280%. C~L. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF CRIMnI~L STATISTICS, DRUG 
ARRESTS AND DlSPOSITIONS IN CALII'ORNlA 6-7 (1966) [hereinafter cited as Dlsposr
nONS 19661. 

~ Chief Thomas Reddin of the Los Angeles Police Department admits that an 
the police can do is try to keep mariju.na under control. L.A. Times, Dec. 4, 
\967, § 2, at 6, col. 1. 

1515 
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court-imposed barriers on investigation.6 The police response is 
pressure for relaxation of these barriers1 and the development of 
means to work around them.s These efforts, however, have been 
largely ineffective. At present, the police still depend largely on 
fortuity in apprehending marijuana violators. 

Another factor which complicates the enforcement of mari
juana laws is the increased geographical range of the problem. In 
the past, the police could isolate particular problem areas because 
the traditional users were Mexican-Americans, Negroes, and 
"artists" who lived within particular areas.9 Now, the rapid increase 
in use among 15 to 24-year 0lds10 has spread the problem far beyond 
its traditional neighborhoods ,11 and there are no longer any local 
police agencies which deny having a marijuana problem.12 

6 This results from two alien view. on what should be the primary emphasis 
of the criminal process. The police believe the process should be geared to efficiency 
in the discovery of those violating the law. The courts, interpreting the law, emphasize 
the rIghts of an individual to be free from certain police tactics even if this means 
a reduction in police efficiency. See Packer, Two Modell of til. Criminal Procm, 
113 U. PA. L. REV. 1 (1964). I 

'r Police pressure resulted in tile passage of a new evidence code section allolVin~ 
the judge discretion in deciding whether to require the police to reveal their infor
mant where probable cause to arrest or search is the .ole issue. CAL. Evm. CODE § 10~1 
(West 1965). Se. STAT!. OF CALU'ORNIA, FINAL REPORT OF THE SPECIAL STUDY COl!
~{lSSION ON NARCOTlcs 43-47 (1961) [hereinafter cited as SPECIAL STUD'll. 

8 This does not necessarily mean illegal actions by the police, but includes tech
niques not prohibited by law designed to circumvent informant disclosure or prob,ble 
cause requirements. See Section IV infra. 

9 See testimony of Luke McKissick, in Hearings on Marijuana Laws Before thr 
Cal. Senate Pub. Health & Safety Comm., Oct. 18, 1967, at 87 [hereinafter cited ., 
Hearingsl. The percentage of adults arrested for marijuana offenses in Los Angele, 
County of Negro descent has remained fairly constant during the perind from 196a 
to 1966. In 1960,33.60/0 of adult arrestees were Negro; in 1966, the figure was 31.0~. 
However, the cot:responding figures for Whites and Mexican-Americans have chan::;l'l! 
significantly. In 1960, the percentage of arrestees who were White was 44.30/0; in 
1966, 53.6%. During the same period the equivalent percentages among Me,ican
Americans declined from 21.0% to 14.6%. Compar. DISPOSITIONS 1966, supra note 4. 
at 56, with CAL. DU'T 01' JUSTICE, BUREAU OF CRI:MlNAL STAnSTICS, NARCOTH' 
Aluu:STS AND THEIIt DISPOSITIONS IN CALIFORNIA 17 (1960). 

10 This 'Ke grouping represenu a consensus drawn from response. of locll 
enforcement agencies when asked wbat age group was primarily responsible for Ihe 
increase in muijuana arrests. 

11 The traditional marijuana problem areas were the Watts area with iu hion 
Nesro population, tbe East LO$ Angeles area with its high Mexican-American popu
lation, and the Hollywood and Venice areas with a high percentage of "artists" ,nrl 
fellow-travelers as residents. While these areas stU! provide the mO$t arrests, ther,· 
bas been a spectacular increase in arrests, particularly among juveniles, in the t.r3ci:· 
tiunally rcspcc~able White middle-dass areas. For example, the Covina Police Dcparl· 
ment reports a 7000/0 increase in arrests within a one year period (1966-67). ThL< i· 
a fairly typic>l suburban community. 

Juvenile arrests also increased dramatically in two Los Angeles Police Divisinn' 
located in the predominately white San Fernando Valley. Arrests by the West \',11<' 
Division went from 32 in 1965 to 430 in 1967 wbile arrests by the Van Nuys Division 
increased 1-'Om 28 in 1965 10278 in 1967. 
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Arrest reports probably do not give an entirely accurate picture 
of the relative use of marijuana in particular areas. For example, 
although there are considerably more arrests in the Hollywood 
area than in West Los Angeles,t3 the difference may not be due 
entirely to greater incidence of marijuana use in Hollywood. Part 
of the difference may be due to heavier police patrols in the Holly
wood area) and part to the overt use of marijuana by the "hippie
type" youth in Hollywood (as opposed to more covert use by the 
student and young adult population of West Los Angeles). 

Given the current spread of marijuana use, both numerically 
and geographically, and the limitations placed upon investigatory 
techniques, the primary means of increasing the percentage of ap
prehensions is to devote more manpower to the task. However, the 
investigation required to uncover consensual activities such as 
marijuana possession and sale requires great amounts of time14-

time which must be taken away from the inVestigation of other 
more violent crimes. This time commitment, along with the other 
sodal costs involved, should reflect a rational measure of the com
parative importance of present marijuana laws. 

II. THE DrSTRmUTIONAL SYSTEM 

Los Angeles is a distribution center from which marijuana 
flows to the rest of the country.15 Over 90 percent of the marijuana 
in Los Angeles County is grown in Mexico10 and about 72 to 80 

Lieutenant William Pettit of lhe Manhattan Beach Police Department estimat .. 
that 30% of lhe students of Manhattan Beach High School have tried marijuana. 
Interview in Manhattan Beach, Jan. 16, 1968 [hereinafter cited Il5 Pettit Interview}. 
Attorney Marvin Cahn makes a similar estimate of 90% of the students at Holly
wood High Scbool. Interview in Los Angeles, Jan. 3, 1967 [hereinafler cited as 
Cahn Interview). In a recent poll of students at UCLA, 3377 of the 9589 re
,ponding claimed to bave tried marijuana at least once. UCLA Daily Bruin, Jan. 4, 
1968, .t 3, col. 3. 

12 Of the enforcemenl agencies responding, the percentage of marijuana arrests 
to total arrests ranged from 1% in Culver City to 16% in Pasackn •• Pasadena bu & 

scparate narcotics unit which may account, in pari for the higher percentage. 
13 Of the 738 adult arrests studied, 90 were mad. by the Hollywood Divlsiou 

of the Los Angeles Police Department and 13 hy the West Lo. Angeles Division. In 
1967 (through November) 368 juveniles bad been arrested by the Hollywood Division 
.s compared with 228 by the West Los Angeles Division. 

14 See J. SIWLN1CI<, supra note 3, at 139. Nol only is this time spent on palrol 
'nd investigation, but it includes time spent by the police in court pursuant to a 
m'rljuana prosecution. Police responses indicaled tbat the successful prosecution of 
the average marijuana case requires from four to eight hours of court attendance 
by the arresting officer. 

lfi The Van Nuys News and Valley Greensh.et, Sept. 12, 1967, al 16-0, col. 5 
\«nlral cd.). 

16 SPECIAL STUDY, supra note 7, at 19. 

.. 
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percent of this amount is shipped to Los Angeles by a group of 
separate, loosely knit syndicates that are organized particularly for 
this pmpose.17 It is purchased by Mexican-based members of thr 
syndicate for five to eight dollars a kilogram, processed locally, and 
shipped over the border by plane, boat, or special vehicles known as 
"mules.lIls After arriving in Los Angeles, the transporter calls II 

designated telephone number for instructions. He is told to deposit 
the cargo in a particular spot, such as a service station restroom, 
or he may be told to park the vehicle on a side street where the 
dealer will pick it up later. At no point is there any contact between 
the transporter and the stateside dealer.lg Once the dealer receives 
his shipment he "stashes" it in a concealed place. The stash is later 
divided into smaller quantities for distribution to local pushers or 
for transportation out of Los Angeles. 

Marijuana not shipped by these syndicates comes across the 
border in the possession of small-scale pushers, usually individuals 
who have purchased the marijuana primarily for their own use and 
who bring back some extra to make a small profit by selling to their 
friends. 

The last link in the distributional chain is the pusher. In th~ 
past, most marijuana use was in heavily patrolled low income areas 
where the pusher had a firsthand knowledge of police procedures. 
With the currently expanding market, however, the dealers have 
recruited "amateurs" from middle or upper income areas20 whose 
previous contact with the police has been minimal and who are thus 
less circumspect in their dealings. 

There is some dispute whether marijuana pushers also Sp.l1 

heroin and other hard narcotics. Some enforcement agencies, not-

17 The bulk of the information presented in this section was obtained from .n 
interview with Mr. Jobn Warner, Field Supervisor of tbe California Bureau of X,,
co tic Enforcement, in Los Angeles, Jan. 9, 1967. His assertion that <ontinuing opern
tions account for most of the imported marijuana is disputed by otbers, includinc 
attorney Marvin Cahn and sociologist Jerf) Mandel. They claim tbat marijuana i, 
too bulky and t.be eventual profit too low to make a continuing organization po'
sible. Cahn Interview, ,upr. note 11. Mandel, Myth, .nd Realiti .. 0/ M orilzuoII" 
Pushing, in MARIHUANA MYTHS AND REALITIES 58, 76 (J, Simmons ed. 1967). 

IS The "mule" is an ordinary truck or automobile wbich has been specially out· 
fitted to transport up to 1100 kilograms of marijuana. 

10 Tbe precautions arc so el~borate that the transporter moy park an empty car. 
obscn'e who gets in it and follow him to be sure be isn't a police plant. WarnN 
Interview, supra note 17. 

"" This is necessary because a successful pusher must be integrated into th' 
community in which he sells. Narcotics users will seldom buy from a total slr:\n!!t'r 
and few experienced pushers desire to sell to total strangers. The new breed of pust",r 
is typically a student, who started as an occasional user and began picking up .,tr. 
money by .. Iling to acquaintan(cs. 
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ably u'te Federal Bureau of Narcotics, claim that the marijuana 
pusher often switches to selling heroin.21 However, this claim is 
disputed by defense attorneys and other enforcement agencies who 
state that marijuana is usually sold exclusively?2 The claim of ex
clusivity is supported by the negative connotation heroin has to the 
marijuana user and pusher. Heroin users form a separate sub
culture and rarely come into contact with casual marijuana users.23 
There appears, however, to be :;;:; increasing connection between the 
use of marijuana and the use of pills, such as the amphetamines, 
particularly limcng juveniles.24 Since both pills and marijuana are 
used by the same groups for similar purposes, it is reasonable to 
infer that the same pushers may be supplying t.hem both. 

III. ORGANIZATION AGAINST THE Pr.;lBLEY 

Each law enforcement agency concerned with marijuana is or
ganized to combat a particular aspect of the overall narcotics flow 
from importation d0W11 to use: the Federal Bureau of Narcotics 
and the California Bureau of Narcotics Enforcement combat the 
flow at the importation and major trarac levels; the various special 
narcotics units of local enforcement agencies are organized to 
uncover the local dealers and pushers; and the individual patrolman 
has the responsibility of apprehending the individual user. 

The Federal Bureau of Narcotics (FBN) is vested with the 
broad authority to enforce all of the laws of the United States per
taining to marijuana and narcotic drugs?5 In point of fact it is 

21 Interview with an agent of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics, in Las Angeles, 
~!ar. 19, 1967 [hereinafter cited as FBN Interviewl. 

22 Cahn Interview, supra note 11; Interview with Luke McKissick, Attorney, 
in Hollywood, Mar. 13, 1968; Warner Interview, supra note 17. 

23 Interviews with enforcement agencies indicate that, even in areas where there 
is a high incidence of both marijuana and heroin use, tindercovet' agents are advised 
to deal in one drug Qr the other, since an agent buying both heroin and marijuana.._ 
would he SIISpect. 

2{ Statistics compiled on juvenile arrests in 1967 by the Lo. Angelos Polite De
j\artment, Juvenile Narcotics Division, indicate a rapid increase over 1966 in both 
dangerous drug arrests and marijuana arrests. As of December, arrests through the 
lirst 11 months of each year were: 

1966 1967 

Dangerous Drugs 397 1062 
Marijuana 1522 29]0 

Interviews with high school teachers indicate that the use of :unphetamines and 
(Itbcr dangerous drugs is becoming as severe n problem as marijuana use among hlgh 
"hool students. , 

In our sample 01 204 juvenile cases, $8 of those arrested had pills .. well .. 
marijuana, 

2. ~6 U.S.C. § 7607(2) (1964). As this prQject was being prep:".d, President 
Johnson submitted a government reorganization pl.n which abo\ish~d the Federal 
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concerned only v.ith major traffic, its policy being to stop the fiow 
of marijuana at its source.21 To accor.lplish this end the FBN has 
agents spread throughout the world and has been the influential 
force behind the present international control agreements.21 The 
FBN claims to work closely with local and state agencies, but this 
claim is disputed by some of those agencies. They claim that the 
Bureau prefers to develop its own informatiol1 and that it is gener
ally uncooperative. 

The California Bureau of Narcotics Enforcement is a part 
of the California Attorney General's Office.28 Ostensibly given the 
duty of enforcing all of California's narcotics laws, its function has 
been narrowed by directives from the Attorney General's Office 
assigning it the "detection and apprehension of major traffic."~' 
This Bureau depends primarily on arrestees of local agencies to 
supply it with information.ao 

Both the Federal and California Bureaus work with the United 
States Bureau of Customs and the Border Patrol in attempting 
to apprehend marijuana importers at the Mexican border. Border 
searches are a particulariy useful enforcement device in view of 
the fact that they need not be accompanied by probable cause.~1 
The border patrolmen receive instructions from state and federal 

Bureau of Narcotics and the Bureau 01 Drug Abuse Control as separate agencies, nn,l 
combined them into a new organization, The Bureau of Narcotics and DangOlau.' 
Drugs, under the Department of Justice. ThLs reorganization became effe~ti"e April 
8, 1968. Sterba, The Politics 01 Pot, ESQU1lI.E 119 (Aug. 1968). 

26 FBN Interview, supra note 21. 
21 The present United Nations Treaty is known as the Single Convention 0" 

Narcotic Drugs. It urges member nations to to.ke measures to control marijuan •• but 
not necessarily to prohibit it. The lormer commissioner of the Federal Narcod« 
Bureau, Harry Anslinger, continually sought to keep the United Nations commiadl 
to the position that marijuana is an addictive drug. See McGlotblin, Toward a 
Rational View 01 Marihuana, in MAanruAliA MYTHS AlID RIw.rnEs 191-93 (J. Sim· 
mons cd. 1967). 

28 CAL. H .... LTH &: SAnTY CODE II 11100-07 (West 1964). The Code denomi
nates the organization IIDivision of Narcotic Enforcement" but most people, includir.:: 
those within the organization, .. fer to it as the "Bureau of Narcotic Enlorcemoll t " 

29 The ather .... igned (unctions an! to prevent the unauthorized use of Iicen,,"I 
narcotics (which has nothing to do with marijuana since then! is no authorized U" 

for wbich it can be licensed) and to aid local agendes in narcotics enforcement 
(which the Bureau does not have the manpower to do anyway). Warner Inter"iew. 
supra note 17. 

30 Se. text accompanying note 79 inlra. 
al The fourth amendment's prohibition .gainst unreasonable searches hos "",n 

held not to forbid border searcbes made without probable cause. Tbe standard ap· 
plied is one of mere s",picion that the vebicle might be. carrying contraband good' 
19 U.S.C. § 482 (1964). See Carrol v. United States, 267 U.S. 132, 138 (1925); Kin, 
v. United States, 348 F.2d 814 (9th Cir. 1965) j Witt v. United States, 287 F.2d .'" 
(9th Cir. 1961), c.,t. denied, 366 U.S. 950 (1961). For a detailed discussion of bonk' 
searches see Comment, ["tM/sive Bord., Searches-Is Judicial Co"trol Desirable,-Il; 
U. FA. L. IU;v. 276 (1966) j 1& W. RD. L. IUv. 1007 (1967). 
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agents to search particular vehicles coming over the border. This 
information is usually obtained from informants inside the United 
States.S2 The FBN also claims to get considerable cooperation from 
Mexican authorities.33 The California Bureau, however, admits that 
it gets little assistance from Mexican officials and the FBN's claim 
is disputed by other commentators.at 

The larger police departments and the Sheriff's Department in 
Los Angeles County have special narcotics units which concentrate 
on uncovering local dealers and pushers.8~ In addition, these same 
agencies have separate juvenile narcotics divisions concerned with 
all juvenile offenders and with adults who supply them.so In the 
smaller agencies, respollsibility for all narcotics enforcement usually 
lies with a couple of officers who devote only part of their time 
to the task.87 

There appears to be a lack of any coordinated attack on 
marijuana traffic. Each of the law enforcement agencies involved 
operates at its designated level with only occasional contact with 
agencies at higher or lower levels. The California Bureau of Nar
cotics Enforcement does depend on local agencies for much of its 
information but can offer little help in return. The smaller police 
forces occasionally use undercover agents from the Sheriff's depart
ment and get the Sheriff's help in training their individual patrol
men. There is also some inter-agency cooperation in the chemical 
testing of seized marijuana for its presentation as evidence. Both 
the State Bureau and the smaller police forces depend on the Los 
Angeles Police Department or the Sheriff to do their testing.'a 

The training and selection procedures of the various narcotics 
units tend to perpetuate the existing bias against marijuana already 
present in the unit. The training is done by the present agents and 

32 Warner Interview, supra note 17. 
33 FBN Interview, ,"pra note 21. 
Sf Mandel, supra note 17, at 75. Mandel describes the various payo!!'! and con

celSions which must be made to the Mexican Federal" to get them to show much 
inlerest in stopping the flow north. 

35 Of those agendes contacted three had spedal narcoti .. units. These were the 
Los Angeles Police Department, the Los Angeles County Sheriff, and the Pasadena 
Police Department. 

34 Inttrview, with Sergeant Gene Zappey, Los Angeles Police Department Juve
nile Narco"ics Division, in Los Angeles, Jan. 11, 1967. 

37 The sr.;aller agendes indicated that tbey olten try to keep one man contin
Ually on n>rcotics matters but because of manpower shortage, this is difficult. If a 
I;"ge "bust" is planned practically the whole department may he used. 

'38 The two tests used are tbe Duquenois and tbe Bouquet tests which indicate 
:he presence of tetro-hydro cannabinal. the active ingredient present in marijuana, 
haShish. and other derivatives of the hemp plant (cannabis saliva). A positive result 
irom the test is presumptive evidence that the material heine tested is marijuana, 
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the medical evidence presented is generally on the side of the anti
marijuana 10bby.sO Those individuals selected for the special units 
of the police must have considerable experience in law enforcement 
and a desire to become members.~o Thus they have generally formed 
their attitudes prior to becoming narcotics officers. 

The individual patrolman is the last link in the enforcement 
chain. He is responsible for the detection of the individual user. 
This job comes to him by default through the inability of any of the 
other organizations to afford the time and the manpower to actively 
seek out the individual user. He is given training on how to identify 
marijuana by sight and smeUu and learns to recognize the char
acteristics of someone under the influence of the drug. As mari
juana use has increased, this training has been given greater 
emphasis with the result that the individual patrolman has devel
oped a heightened awareness of marijuana use. This awarenes:; 
has been a partial factor in the increase in marijuana arrests.42 

The attitudes of patrolmen toward marijuana users are harder 
to assess than those of narcotics agents. They are not interested 
primarily in narcotics and thus probably have a less definite view 
on marijuana. Of those patrolmen interviewed only one expressed 
any doubts as to the validity of the stiff marijuana laws and he 
stated this had no effect on his enforcement of them. 

IV. METHODS OF ENFORCEMENT 

A. Informants and Other Informational Sources 

Before a narcotics unit can justify committing its limited man
power it must first have reliable information on which to proceed. 

ao Mr. John Warner of the Stat. Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement said that h.· 
gave the lectures on the physical and psychological effects of marijuana to hi. 
trainees. The literature used in the talks is all anti-marijuana in nature. It "II 
consists of reputable authoritie!, including the positions of the American Mcriic.11 
Association, the California Medical Association and the United Nations Commit!>·,· 
on Drugs. In a recent speech at U .C.L.A. entiUed "The Fun Looks at the Gr:o" 
Problem" Warner concluded that marijuana is psychologically addicting, that il h'" 
many delet.rious physical effects on the user, and that the use of marijuana ]rads \ .. 
""roin addiction . 

• 0 For example, the Los Angele! Police Department's Juvenile Narcotics Divisi'r. 
accepts applicants only if they have five years of service, an outstanding .record. pI::
a slrnng desire to become a narcotics agent. Zappcy Interview, supra note 36. 

H The patrolman learns to identify marijuana by the wrapping used. "Brick," 
(kilogram quantities) olten come wrapped in tinfoil. "Lids" (ounce quantities) "',,
ally come in wax paper bags. "Joints" (marijuana cigarette!) look like handroll.-,I 
cigarettes. lwisted at both ends. 

42 This is a view expressed by both narcotics agents and defe"se attorne)·;. J: 
is reasonable to assume that patrolmen more extensively trained ta spot marijuat1.1 
"joblors will be more perceptive to possible violations while on patrol. 
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Thus the initial and most important requirement of marijuana 
enforcement is the development of dependable sources of reliable 
information. These sources of information may be broken down 
into the following categories: (1) professional informants; (2) 
local contacts cultivated by the police who voluntarily provide 
frequent information concerning marijuana activity within a par
ticular area; (3) individuals arrested for marijuana violations who 
cooperate in exchange for possible reduced charges or a recom
mendation of a lenient sentence; and (4) the occasional or one
time source of information. 

1. Professional Informants 

The professional informant is the most valuable of these four 
sources to the local narcotics unitY A good informant can make 
up to $50 a day in Los Angeles.44 The pay scale is arbitrary de
pending on the individual agent's view of the quality and quantity 
of his informant's information. The only agency paying at a fixed 
rate is the United States Bureau of Customs which scales its com
pensation to the amount of marijuana uncovered by the informa
tion"~ The narcotics officers interviewed, however, did not feel 
that money was the sole factor motivating the professional in
formant. The informant often works for the psychological feeling 
of importance he gets through cooperating with the police. The 
police try to find out the motivation of each informant, particularly 
with unproved sources, in order to avoid the possibility that the 
informant has planted the marijuana on the suspect for purposes 
of revenge. 

The professional informant is the narcotic unit's eyes and 
ears within the community. A good professional will be able to 
provide continually reliable information used by the police for field 
investigation, and will often introduce police undercover agents to 
suspected dealers and pushers. Because of his continuing value, the 
police arc careful to protect the professional informer's identity, 
a task which is hampered by the disclosure rules currently prevail
ing in California. 

The California Supreme Court, in a series of decisions, has laid 

43 Apparently the only agencies who pay informants are those with a separate 
narcotics unit. Of the nine .1gencies from whom information was collected, four did 
not pay their informan15. These four were the smaller police departments without 
a separate narcotics unit. 

H Inten'iew with Sergellnt George Barber, Los Angeles Police Department Nar
totics Division, in Los Angeles, Jan. 10, 1967. The Los Angeles Police Department 
pa)'s its informers out of a special fund budgeted for this purpose. Both the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics and the State Bureau are allotted funds to pay their informers. 

45 FBN Tnterview, supra note 21. 
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down rules requmng the police to disclose the identity of their 
informant whenever he is a material witness to an issue of the 
defendant's guilt.46 This rule has been applied to require disclosure 
if the informant introduced an undercover agent to the defendant, 
even though the informant was not present when the illegal trans
action occurred. The theory is that the informant is aware of the 
defendant's identity which is a "material issue.IHT 

Until 1967, the police in California were required to reveal 
their informant's identity whenever his information was the sole 
basis of probable cause to arrest or search.4a Section 1042 of the 
California Evidence Code now gives the judge discretion to require 
disclosure under these circumstances.4g The police officers inter
viewed claimed that judges usually require disclo:;ure, while defense 
attorneys claimed the opposite. The police feel that the disclosure 
requirements have scared off many valuable professional infor
mants, especially since police policy is to warn all prospective 
informants that their identity may be subject to disclosure at trial. 
If the police feel that the informant is particularly valuable or 
that his liie might be in danger because of disclosure, they will 
refuse to identify him even though it might cost them the case.~ 

One method of protecting the informant's identity is the so
called "double duke-in" sale. The informant introduces undercover 
agent A to the suspect and then drops out of the picture. A makes 
several buys and then introduces agent B to the suspect. B makes 
several buys with A dropping out of the picture. The only sales 
charged to the suspect are those made to agent B. Although an 
alert defense attorney may trace back through the entire trans
action, thus requiring the police to reveal their original informant. 
many defenders fail to probe beyond agent A thereby leaving the 
informant protected.n 

The informant's identity may also be protected by. arresting 
him (or the police undercover operator) along with the pusher. 
This decreases the possibility that the seller will be able to identify 
the informant as a police operative." 

The police claim that no immunity is granted to informants 
working for them. This claim is roundly disputed by defense 

4. People v. McShann, 50 Cal. 2d 802, 330 P.2d 33 (1958); People v. Castic). 
153 Cal. App. 2d 653, 315 F.2d 79 (1957). 

4T People v. Durazo, 52 Cal. 2d 354, 340 P.2d 594 (1959). 
<8 Priestly v. Superior Court, 50 Cal. 2d 812, 330 P2d 39 (1958). 
40 CAL. EVlD. COOE f 1042 (West 1965). 
~ Barber Interview, supra note 44. 
6' Warner Interview, supra note 17. 
02 S .. TIFrANY, supr .. note I, ~t 258. 
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attorneys who assert that the police allow their better informants to 
use marijuana without fear of arrest as long as they supply informa
tion.1S:! 

2. Local Contacts 

A second source of information comes from local sources the 
police have cultivated who frequently come into contact with 
marijuana users and pushers, Through experience the police have 
learned that certain groups of individuals can provide reliable 
information about marijuana activity in a particular area and the 
police respond. immediately to any proferred information from a 
member of these groups. They include prostitutes,~ hotel and motel 
owners, bartenders, theatre operators, and generally any individual 
who deals with a transient clientele. Since these sources are not 
paid, their motives vary considerably: some want to curry favor 
with the polkejlS:! some are attempting to keep their establisbments 
free of undesirables; some are genuinely concerned citizens; and 
others merp.ly get a psychological kick out of participating in a 
police arrest. 58 

One of the most profitable of these regular sources is the 
school official. The juvenile narcotic units attempt to nurture a 
close working relationship with school principals, encouraging them 
to report any students under the influence of drugs and to report 
any suspicious individuals lurking near the school grounds.51 The 

113 There is IitU. doubt that this is 50 with regard to heroin Infonnants. See 
Go!d5tein, Po/iu Discretion Not to Invoke the Crimi",,) Process: Low-Visibility De
cisions in the Administration 01 Justice, 69 YALE L.J. S43, 565-67 (1960). However, 
il =ms less Iikdy with marijuana Informants since an individual does not become 
dtpendent on marijuana to the e.tent he does on heroin. What probably happens is 
tbat the narcotics unit will ignore u!. of marijuana by one of It:! infonnanls as long 
as he is working for it. But if he is arrested separately by an Individual patrolman, he 
is not given immunity. 

54 The infonnation from prostitutes comes by way of the vice squad. Some 
atlorney. claim that the police let prostitutes operate unmolested in ",turn for nar
cotics information. The polite, of course, deny this. Jerome Skolnick. inditala that 
the police are willing to trade the arrest of • common prOltitute for the ar .... t of 
• mariJu""a pusher, since the pusher b .. a bi&her moral culpability in the police
man's eye. J. SICOLNICIC, supra note 3, at U8. 

G~ Most owne .. of public establishments feel !bat it is lUIart to stay on the good 
side oC the police by scrupulously avoiding any ",put.tion of catering to a question
able clientde, wbich might result In tho loss oC their licenses. 

ae The police find that after turning in someone, the inConnant will often insist 
on being on the scene to witness the arrest. Participating in a live arrest gives an 
inlonn.nt a ieeling of importance which is psycbologi<:a\;Y gratifying. Barber Inter
view, supra note 44. 

57 The schoo) officials usually call in direcUy to the jU'lenile narcotics office and 
the juvenile officers will give official advice on how to handle an unruly student, 
until the police arrive. Zappey Interview, supra note 36. Out oC 110 juvenile arrest 
reports studied, eipt of the arrests were initiated by school aUthorities. 
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success of this police encouragement varies from school to school 
depending on the attitude of the individual principal. The principals 
of schools in smaller communities and in low income areas seem 
to report use of marijuana by students to the police more often 
than principals of higher income, urban schools, although use in 
some of the latter is the highest in the county.'8 It is claimed that 
the high school principal is also authorized to search student 
lockers'" and the police encourage this as a means of uncovering 
marijuana. However, while school authorities are likely to report 
the student who comes to class obviously under the influence of 
narcotics, they apparently do not fully exercise their authority to 
search lockers.6o 

3. Arrestee Informants 

A third type of informant is the arrestee who cooperates with 
the police in an attempt to obtain a recommendation for leniency 
from them. There is no lack of such potential cooperators since the 
first reaction of most marijuana arrestees is to ask what they can 
do to get off.61 The police claim not to make any specific promises. 
but they do tell the arrestee that any assistance he gives will be 
reported to the district attorney or the probation officer and thus 
to the court. ThP.. police generally will not release an individual 
merely because he has promised to cooperate with them; he must 
first make bail.62 Once out of jail the would be informant is on his 
own. He is told only to let the police know when he can give them 
some positive assistance. Such assistance requires that the arrestee 
inform against somebody who is actually seIling marijuana and 
usually someone who is more than a minor pusher."S The arrestee 

G8 Estimates of marijuana use among high school students at Palos Verdes Hieh 
(an upper-class Los Angeles suburb) range from 50% to 75% of the student body. 
TUdE, Aug. 30, 1968, at 4 •. 

• " This was the claim of the juvenile narcoties authorities. In actuality, there i, 
no specific authori2.ation for such a search under rules set down for the administra
tion of the Los Angeles City Schools; but since tbere is no prohibition against it, 
the authorily is assumed. 

tl(l A check with principals in the West Los Angeles area indicated tbat none of 
tbem ever search their students' lockers . 

.. The police claim that they do not bring up the subject of "finking"; thoy 
only respond when an arrestee asks if he can do anything to help his case. Howevor. 
defense attorneys claim tbat arrcstees who are believed to bave valuable information 
are encouraged by the police to cooperate. This is more likely to happen in small towns 
where the police ha\'c no special narcotics unit and where anyone arrestee may be 
ahle to tie the police in with most of the marijuana activity in town. 

I)~ This is the announced policy of the Los Angeles Police Narcotics Unit. 
c., This would follow from the claims of the narcotic units that they art inter

tstcd only in the professional pusher or dealer. Defense attorneys, however, cl:lim that 
the police will try to get the arrestee to "turn" anyone he knows. It is possible tbat 
this ).appens in some of the smaller cities where the local police may view any use of 
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is told that the more information he gives the better it will go for 
him. This practice has aroused much criticism since it places 
pressure on young arrestees to inform on their frien1s.6' The police 
tend to obtain as much information as possible from such an in
formant before giving any favorable recommendation. The Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics, for example, requires that the arrestee set 
up a transaction between the police and the individual on whom he 
is informing before it will give any recommendation. Such an initial 
"turn" by the arrestee may start a chain of successive arrests fol
lowed by more "turns" leading eventually to the ultimate desired 
end, the apprehension of a , .. ajor dealer. 

The arrestee informant is employed by the police in a variety 
of ways to initiate the transaction necessary for an arrest for the 
sale of marijuana. The informant will introduce an undercover 
agent to a pusher or will make the buy himself. The latter method, 
called a "witness sale," requires the informant to be stripped and 
searched, sent to make the purchase, and stripped and searched 
again when he returns. This procedure prevents any possible frame
up by the informant or any successful challenge in court when the 
marijuana is sought to be admitted as evidence.6~ The police main
tain as close a surveillance as possible at all times during the sale, 
often through the use of field glasses in an adjoining building, or 
through the use of an electronic eavesdropping device attached to 
the informant.66 

The police will often use a witness sale to provide probable 
cause for a subsequent search of the seller's apartment, rather than 
charging him with that particular sale. There are two possible 
reasons for this. The first is that using the information solely for 
probable cause permits the judge to exercise his statutory discretion 
to protect the informant's identity, which he could not do if the 
informant was a material witness to the sale."7 The second reason 

marijuana as a serious offense. One of the defens~ attorneys interviewed had an 
affidavit taken from a 19-year old arrested by a small soulbern Los Angeles County 
community. The youlb claimed he had been required to "turn" several of his friends, 
nonc of whom were regular pushers. in return for police recommendation of a re
duced sentence. Cabn Interview, supra note 11. 

04 The pressures placed on arrestces to cooperate can be extremely severe in the 
hands of some police. For example, the police can ·lbreaten Ibe arrestee with exorbi
tant bail if he does not cooperate. See testimony of Luke McKissick, in HelJrings, 
supra note 9, at 78. 

65 The use of women informants is inconvenient for this purpose since the vagina 
can be used as a hiding place. Thus lb. skin searcb must be done with female per
sonnel. TIFF/.NY, supra note I, at 255, 

68 Barber Interview, s11pra note 44. 
07 There is still a possibility, however, that Ibe informant may be held to be a 

material witness to the defendant's guilt. See text accompanying note 46 supra. 
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is that the judge may be less sympathetic to a possible claim of 
entrapment against the informant where the only issue is probable 
cause.68 

The police allow the arrestee informant to set up buysGD with
out supervision.To The possibility of entrapment here is greater than 
where a purchase is set up by another type of informant or by a 
police undercover agent. This is so for two reasons: (1) the arrestee 
is under great pressure to set up a transaction in order to obtain a 
reduced charge or a more lenient sentence; and (2) the arrestee 
is likely to make the purchase from a personal friend and use the 
friendship as a lever to extract a sale which the friend might not 
ordinarily make. 

Entrapment is an affirmative defense to a criminal charge 
based on the rationale that the poliee have inducec. an individual 
into committing a crime which he would not have otherwise com
mitted.71 Although arrestees and any other type of informants 
working for the police are subject to entrapment rules,72 the defense 
is an extremely hard one to prove. The defendant is required to 
show that the intent to commit the crime originated in the mind of 
the police, i.e., the informanU3 The prosecution can rebut this 
defense by showing a willingness on the part of the defendant to 
make the sale.H Because of the difficulties of proof involved, the 
doctrine of entrapment is rarely used by defense attorneys.75 

68 It is doubtful whether the defendant can raise the issue of entrapment to 
defeat probable cause, since theoretically entrapment is an implied defense to the sub
stantive crime and is therefore inapplicable when sought to be invoked to defeat 
probable cause. S .. text accompanying note 78 infra . 

•• Five of the nine agencies responding stated that they do not usc cooperatin, 
informants to actually make purchases. However, these informants are used to set up 
tran5actions where an undercover agent makes the purchase. 

70 None of the agenci .. interviewed indicated that they gave a potential infor
mant instruction on how to set up a transaction. 

TI Sorrels v. United States, 287 U.s. 435 (1932) i People v. Benford, 53 Cal. 2d 
I, 345 P.2d 928 (1959) i People v. Adams, 213 Cal. App. 2d 536, 29 Cal. Rptr. 57 
(196.1). 

72 People v. Perez, 62 Cal. 2d 769, 775, 401 P.2d 934, 937 (1965) ("someone 
:lcting in cooperation with the authoriti .... ). See Comment, The De/e",e 01 Entrap
ment i" Cali/or";a, 19 HASTINGS L,J. 825 3< n.2 (1968). The issue of just who is a 
police agent for purp05CS of applying entrapment rules has never been adequately 
discussed. Courts have tre.ted, witbout discussIon of their status, paid informers and 
lh~se acting under promises of immunity, as government agents. See Donelly, JUdicial 
Control of In/ormants, Spits, Stool PigeollS, and A,e,,' P,o~ocateurs, 60 YALE L.J. 
1091, 1109 (1951). 

T3 People v. Jackson, 42 Cal. 2d 540, 547, 268 P.2d 6, 11 (1954); People ,'. 
Cordero, 240 Cal. App. 2d 826, 829, 49 Cal. Rptr. 924, 926 (1966). See Comment, 
Tile De/ense 0/ Entrapment in California, supra note 72, at 842. 

H People v. Sweeney, 55 Cal. 2d 27, 49, 357 P.2d 1049, 1062, 9 Cal. Rptr. 793, 
806 (1960); People v. Harris, 210 Cal. App. 2d 613, 26 Cal. Rptr. 850 (1962). 

7~ None of the enforcement, agende.s responding felt the entrapment laws were 
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When the purchase of marijuana is made by an undercover 
agent from an on-the-street pusher, there is a sound argument for 
placing the burden of proof on the defendant to show lack of intent. 
A rigid entrapment rule applied in this case would make the appre
hension of pushers aware of the work of undercover agents ex
tremely difficult.7c However, where an arrestee is involved, because 
of the intense personal pressure on him to make a purchase, the 
inference of preexisting intent to sell is less. In order to acknowledge 
this difference, the entrapment rules might be altered by placing 
the burden of proof on the prosecution to show preexisting intent 
where the purchase was made by an arrestee. Such a burden could 
be discharged by showing possession of a large amount of mari
juana by the defendant, by having the arrestee make more than 
one purchase, or by other circumstantial evidence. The issue of 
prexisting intent is usually met by having the agent or informant 
make two to three purchases.77 

It is not clear whether the defendant can use entrapment for 
sale to negate a separate charge of possession.78 If not, the police 
have a powerful weapon since they can entrap a suspect into a 
sale, and even if the sale is thrown out, still successfully prosecute 
him for possession. 

Unlike local agencies, the California Bureau of Narcotics 
Enforcement depends primarily on information from arrestees.78 
Although it has a limited number of regular informants, it does not 
have the manpower nor the proximity to the problem to develop 
a more extensive network. It gets cooperation from individuals 
it has arrested, but relies primarily upon arrestees of local agencies. 
The local agencies contact the State Bureau whenever they have an 

a barrier to enforcement. Out of 738 arrest reports studied, only three defenclant.l 
were acquitted because of entrapment. 

78 There is probably marc justification for a liberal entrapment rule in narcotics 
transactions than in homosexual solicitations. The narcotia laW'S are aimed at the 
availability of the narcotic and police solicitation may be the only way to elimillate 
that availability. However, homosexual laws are aimed largely at "nprovoked solici
tations and the entrapment doctrine should be applied more stric:tly to prevent solici
tations provoked. by the police. See Homosexual Proj<et, ,,,pTa note 1, at 701-02. 

71 Barber Interview, s"pra note 44; FBN Interview, ... ;ra note 21; Warner 
Interview, ."pra note 17. 

78 Probably not, since entrapment in theory is treated as an Implied defense to 
the particular crime for which the defendant is charged. United States v. Kaiser, 138 
Fold 219 (7th Cir. 1943), «rt. denied, 320 U.s. 801 (1944); Doneliy, .upra note 72, 
at 1110. However, if it can be shown that but for the illegal police conduct (entrap
ment), the mariju.n" would not have been discovered, then it is arguable that the 
marijuana is Cltaintcd" evidence and therefore inadmissible against the defendant, to 
show possession. See Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471 (1963); Silverthorne 
Lumber Co. v. United States, 251 US. 385 (1920). 

78 Warner Interview, S"P,D Dote 17. 

83-3130 -77 - 6 
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arrestee who has information on major traffic. Like the local agen
cies, the state claims that it gives no guarantees to cooperating 
informants. 

4. One-Time Informants 

The final source of information comes from random calls from 
people within the community. The police tend to ignore these calls 
unless there is some indication that the caller can provide a solid 
lead.Bo The police must be especially careful in this situation to 
look for the possibility of marijuana planted by someone with a 
grudge to settle. One informant who is not ignored, however, is the 
parent who reports finding marijuana in his child's possession. This 
is a large source of juvenile contacts. B1 

B. Field Operations 

1. Field Investigation Units 

Most police forces do not have a field investigation unit be
cause of limited manpower.B2 The Los Angeles Police Department's 
Special Field Investigation Unit is composed of five two-man teams, 
all sergeants with extensive experience in narcotics enforcement. 
They operate out of the Central Division and, unlike the average 
investigator, they do not respond to information coming into the 
office, but instead are engaged in continuous independent field 
investigation. The key to such an operation is the investigator's 
ability to evaluate and connect pieces of information, insignificant 
alone, into a picture of a major dealer and how he operates. The 
investigators work continuously at developing a network of reliable 
informants. One informant, for example, may have information that 
an individual is receiving and dispersing large shipments of mari
juana. If this information is corroborated by other informants, the 
individual may be put under surveillance. If he is a major dealer, 
be will usually establish a systematic pattern, such as visiting places 
like a supermarket or a gas station with greater regularity than 
the average individual. While the suspect is under surveillance the 
investigators are continuously rechecking with their informants. 
After what may be an extensive period of time, the investigation 

so The police get a surprising number of calls from people wbo have "heard 
that 50meone down the street is smoking marijuana," from people who won't ~i\"l' 
their names, and from obvious cranks. The State Bureau gets numerous calls from 
.beTH!s and concerned citizens of smaU communities wbo have found one of the local 
youths with a marijuana cigarette and demand that the Bureau do something to 
eradicate the problem. 

ijl Out of 204 juvenile arresls studied, 22 were initiated by the juvenile's parents. 
82 Of the nine enfore<ment agencies responding, only tbe Los Angeles police De· 

partment and the Los Ang.les County Sheriff bad a special field lnvestill:ation unit. 

/ 
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will have uncovered enough information to give the investigator 
probable cause to make a "bust." However, the investigator will 
usually wait until he believes the dealer has just received a shipment 
in order to arrest him before he unloads it. Because of the precise 
timing involved, the investigators ordinarily do not obtain a search 
warrant.83 

2. Undercover Agents 

Most agencies at some time employ undercover agents, al
though many of the smaller forces borrow them for a limited period 
from the Los Angeles Police Department or the Los Angeles Sheriff,l!4 
Prior to 1950, undercover work usually involved a disguised agent 
making two or more purchases with marked money from a suspect, 
who was then arrested. This limited the use of the good undercover 
worker, since once the arrest was made his name became known 
throughout the neighborhood and his effectiveness was destroyed. 
In 1950, the Los Angeles Police Department organized their present 
"buy program" which has been widely copied by large agencies 
all over the country. In this program the police send an agent into 
the field for a period of approximately three months, during '1"1;: :ch 
time he makes buys from numerous individuals. None of these people 
are arrested until "roundup day" at the end of this particular agent's 
period of work. This extended period enables the agent to become 
integrated into the community and facilitates the apprehension of 
a great number of pushers. 

Undercover agents are recruited directly from the police 
academy without any prior patrol experience. Their appearance is 
made to conform to that of the average narcotics user in the com
munity they will infiltrate. Agents placed in Watts will be goatee
wearing Negroes; agents on the SUllset Strip will be young looking 
and dressed in hippie garb; while agents in Hollywood will often 
wear homosexual attire. Although some agents are instructed to 
uncover both marijuana and heroin pushers; this is unusual since 
heroin users seldom buy marijuana and such a combination of 
purchases would immediately arouse suspicion.8lI 

The good undercover agent will attempt to become an integral 
part of the marijuana subculture he is infiltrating. He will hang out 
at the local gathering spots, go to the homes of his new found 

83 In only 25 of the 738 adult cases studied was a search warrant used. 
S. Of the nine enforcement agencies responding, seven used undercover operators: 

at some time. Three of these agencies-the Los Angeles Police Department, the Los 
Angeles County Sheriff, and the Pasadena Police Department-used their own per
sODnel. The other four agencies occasionally used agellts sUi>plied by the Sherilf. 

8~ Se. text accompanying note 22 supra. 

I 

I 
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friends, and participate in "pot parties." Technically an agent who 
goes to a party and participates in the ritual passing around of i'. 

marijuana cigarette is as guilty as those he arrests. Of course the 
police never file charges against him, even though he may some
times be arrested alol!g with the rest of the participants to protect 
his identity.86 

The key element in the "buy program" is the agent's ability 
to identify the pusher from whom he made his purchases. This 
identification is crucial to the success of the program because it 
provides the exclusive basis for probable cause to make the arrest, 
and the judicial determination that such an identification consti
tuted probable cause hinges largely on the reputation of undercover 
agents for accuracy. One case of mistaken identity proved at trial 
might have a deleterious effect on the whole program. Thus, if there 
is any doubt in the agent's mind about the identity of his supplier. 
the police prefer to drop the case. To aid in identification each agent 
is given a thorough briefing on identifying features to look for, such 
as scars and tattoos. He also is required to come to police head
quarters after each trahsaction and record the details of the sale. 
This document is dated and later used to corroborate the agent's 
testimony for purposes of probable cause or proof of the charge. 

The undercover agent makes three or four buys from each 
pusher. He then goes through police mug books and other sources 
attempting to identify the pusher by name. The police obtain 
arrest warrants on those the agent identifies and on "roundup day" 
they are arrested. In order to apprehend those pushers that the 
agent could not identify by name, the police take the agent through 
the area he worked in an unmarked car. The agent points out any 
pusher he recognizes and usually verifies his identification by ap
proaching the pusher and calling him by the name he used when 
making the sale. On the strength of this identification, the suspect 
is immediately arrested without a warrant. A "roundup" results 
in the arrest of approximately 80 percent of the individuals from 
whom the agent purchased marijuana.aT . 

C. Enforcemmt Through Patrol 

A third means of enforcement involves arrests of marijuana 
users by the patrolman or traffic officer. This category of enforce
ment provides thu overwhelming majority of marijuana arrest~. 
particularly those for possession. These arrests do not result from 
systematic attempts to uncover marijuana violators, but are a 

so TIFFANY, supra not. 1, at 258. 
87 Barber Interview, supra note +4. 
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by-product of routine police investigation. In areas of high mari
juana use, however, patrolmen are specifically on the lookout for 
marijuana users. . 

The patrol arrest usually occurs as a consequence of one of the 
following police actions: (1) the stopping of a vehicle for a traffic 
violation; (2) confrontation of allegedly underage juveniles for 
curfew violations; (3) the investigation of a loud party; and (4) 
the "frisk" of an individual stopped under the "stop and frisk" 
doctrine. The nagging question in all these situations is whether 
the police are truly interested in the conduct justifying the investi
gation or whether they are using that conduct merely as an excuse 
for investigating some other activity for which they have no legal 
basis. To the extent that the police use these procedures as a sub
terfuge to uncover marijuana use, they have effectively created a 
new "method" of marijuana enforcement. 

1. Stopping of Vehicles 

A large percentage of the arrests for marijuana possession 
results from the stopping of automobiles for minor traffic violations, 
lIith the subsequent discovery of marijuana either in the car or on 
the person of one of the passengers.ss The most common of these 
stops are for a missing taillight or i'or an unilluminated rear license 
plate. The police do not have probable cause for any search of the 
car based on the traffic violation alone. To justify tho search they 
must have independent evidence indicating that contraband may be 
found in the vehicle.eo This requirement, however, may be waived 
if the driver voluntarily consents to the search.w It il, common for 
many drivers to grant such consent with full knowl~dge that the 
car contains marijuana, undoubtedly because of the natural impulse 
to avoid ar~using police suspicions.~l 

The police may avoid the necessity of searching the automobile 
if one of the passengers tosses marijuana out of the window of the 

aa Out of the 658 arre5ts studied in which this information was available, 230 
were initiated through automobile traffic violations. 

80 See People v. Burke, 61 Cal. 2d 575, 579, 394 P.2d 67, 69, 39 Cal. Rptr, 531, 
533 (1964) i People v. Terry, 61 Cal. 2d 137, 152, 390 P.2d 3S1, 391, 37 Cal. Rptr. 
605, 615 (1964). A citation for a traffic violation of Itself d0e5 not justify a .... rch 
of the car. People v. Anders, 167 Cal. App. 2d 65, 67, 333 P.2d 854, 856 (1959). 

00 People v. Michael, 45 Cal. 2d 751, 753, 290 P.2d 852, 854 (1955) i People v. 
Weire, 198 Ca!. App. 2d 138,142, 17 Cal. Rptr. 659, 661 (1961). A suspect's consent 
may be implied from his opening of a car door which jammed when the officer tried 
to open it from the outside. People v. WiUiams, 148 Ca!. App. 2d 525, 307 P.2d 48 
(1957). 

01 There were 24 consensual automobile searches among the 658 arre5t reports 
studied in which this information was available. 
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car as it is being stopped.G
' This happens quite often as the instinc

tive reaction of most people is to get rid of any incriminating evi
dence the instant they see the red light of a police vehicle. Once 
they find the tossed marijuana, however, the police must connect 
it with one of the passengers in order to show possession. 

In the absence of eithIOr consent or tossed marijuana, the 
police must establish probable cause to search the automobile. 
This may be obtained by one of the passengers making a "furtive 
motion," the odor of burnt marijuana coming from the car, mari
juana being in plain sight inside the car, or one of the occupants 
of the car displaying the characteristics of intoxication associated 
either with alcohol or narcotic use. . 

The furtive motion authorizing. a search usually results as the 
officer is pulling a car over for a minor traffic violation. The arr~st 
reports typically state that as he shined his lights on the back of 
the car, the patrolman saw one of the occupants make a "furtive 
motion" as if to hide or throwaway something. A few appellate 
decisions indicate that something additional, such as evasive action 
by the driver, must be present before the police have probable 
cause to search.o3 Usually, however, the judge accepts the furtive 
gesture alone as being sufficient.94 This provides the police officer 
with an almost irrefutable method to "write-in" probable cause,05 
although some attorneys have successfully gone to great lengths to 
prove that the officer could not have seen inside the car from his 
vantage point.'16 Even accepting that the policeman did see the 
furtive motion, however, a sudden movement inside a car is open 
to a variety of interpretations and references. It is thus questionable 

92 Out 01 658 adult arrests, 38 were initiated because 01 marijuana being throw" 
out of an automobile window. Se. text accompanying nates 25-28, Part III infra. 

93 People v. One 1958 Chevrolet Impala, 219 Cal. App. 2d 18, 20, 33 Cal. Rptr. 
64, 66 (1963); People v. Tyler, 193 Cal. App. 2d 728, 732, 14 Cal. Rptr. 610, 61~ 
(1961). 

O. The leading case on the matter, People v. Blodgett, 46 Cal. 2d 114, 293 P.ld 
57 (1956), appears to sanction the use uf a "Iurtive motion" as sole ground. for 
probable cause to search. This is the usual interpretation. See People v. Shapiro, 21.1 
Cal. App. 2d 618, 28 Cal. Rptr. 907 (1963) (delendant lowered her head as i! tn 
hide something) ; People v. Sanson, 156 Cal. App. 2d 250, 319 P.2d 422 (1957) (police 
noticed defendant withdraw his left band from seat). 

O~ The suspicion that this doe. occur is heightened by the almost total unilormit?' 
of the arrest reports. The traffic officer appears to he aware th.t if he tailor. hl< 
report to a cerlain .tyle with cert.in facts, he will almost certainly have it accepted 
by the court. 

no One 01 the attorneys interviewed took the jury outside the courtroom to ,·jew 
the defendant's car Crom the same vantage point as the arresting officer. The -car W:l~ 
an early model coupe with a small rear window, and the attorney was able to drm
onstrate that no one could see ,a "furtive motion" through the rear window. 
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whether such a movement satisfies the high degree of probability 
which has been required for probable cause in other areas. 

Another basis for establishing probable cause to search a 
stopped automobile is that the officer detected an odor of burnt 
marijuana coming from the car.07 While it is true that the traffic 
patrolman is given brief instruction on what marijuana smells like, 
there is considerable dispute as to his actual ability to detect mari
juana by this method. However, as .iri the case of a furtive motion, 
the policeman's testimony is usually accepted by the court as a valid 
basis for the searchYs . 

The police also search a stopped automobile if they see mari
juana in plain view inside the car. This usually occurs when the 
officer shines his flashlight into the automobile, ostensibly to check 
the car registration, and sees marijuana on the seat or on the floor
board.09 Defense attorneys claim that many police "look for regis
tration" throughout the car and that the marijuana does not become 
"clearly visible" until after the police relocate it from some location 
which was not initially in view. Occasionally, the visible marijuana 
used as a basis for the search consists solely of seeds. It is question
able whether a full scale search is justified merely on this evidence 
alone, since marijuana seeds do not differ radically in appearance 
from common garden variety seeds. 

Another basis for the search of an automobile is the intoxication 
of the driver or passengers. The arrest reports usually state that the 
subject was intoxicated with no odor of alcohol on his breath and 
that his eyes became pinpointed under light-both characteristics 
of one under the influence of narcotics. 100 Under such circumstances 
the inference of recent drug use is regarded as sufficient probable 
cause for a search.lOl Also, since any intoxication justifies a search, 
if the driver or passenger is obviously drunk the police can search 
the car for alcohol and if they find marijuana it can be admitted as 
evidence on the theory of lawful discovery. 

97 Out of 658 arrest reports studied, there were 30 instana:s of the polic~ 
,meUing burnt marijuana. 

98 People v. One 1961 Ford Falcon, 215 Cal. App. 2d 149, 30 Cal. Rptr. 110 
(1963). 

00 S •• People v. Galeersn, 178 Cal. App. 2d 312, 316, 2 Cal. Rptr. 901, 903 (1960). 
Out of 658 adult arrest report. studied, there were 42 instantts where the poUce 
discovered marijuana in this manner. 

100 There were 68 instances of adult. being under the influence of marijuana in 
the 658 adult arrest reports studied. However, there were only two instances in the 
entire adult sample where the defendant was charged with driving under the influence 
of narcotics. CAL. VEHICLE COD. § 23105 (West 1960). 

101 People v. Di Blasi, 198 Cal. App. ld 215, 18 Cal. Rptr. 223 (1961). 
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2. Curfew Violations 

A great many juvenile arrests, and some adult arrests, result 
from the police stopping youthful looking pedestrians for possible 
curfew violations.102 The procedure is to stop the suspect, sometimes 
shining a search light on him. This confrontation will often cause 
the person to throwaway a marijuana cigarette or make a furtive 
motion in an attempt to hide one. In the first situation, the police 
merely retrieve the discarded cigarette and arrest the individual. In 
the situation where the individual attempts to hide the cigarette, the 
police have probable cause to search him. The furtive motion theory 
in this situation is harder to attack than when the person is in a 
moving automobile since the individual is totally visible and his 
actions are not as capable of various interpretations. 

There may be a high degree of discriminatory enforcement of 
curfew ordinances insofar as they are used for the apprehension of 
marijuana users. The police know that the teenager with long hair 
dressed in "mod" attire is more likely to be using marijuana than the 
"straight" appearing youth who looks about the same age. Thus, it 
is tempting for the officer in an area of high marijuana use to con
front the youthful "hippie" with the hope that he will find more 
than a curfew violator.lOa There is also a thinly veiled hostility on 
the part of the average patrolman to the so-called "hippies" with 
their natural antipathy towards authority of any type, including 
police authority.10{ It is difficult to prove any conscious discrimina
tion in enforcement by the police, since they do not, of course, admit 
to such discrimination. 

3. Complaints of Marijuana Use and Loud Parties 

A third source of arrests results from an investigation, some
times by the narcotics division, of a complaint by a tenant or neigh
bor that marijuana is being used or that there is a loud party on the 

102 Five out of 658 adult arl'C!l5 and 54 out of 204 Juvenile arrests were initiated 
by stops for suspicio~ of curfew violation. 

103 It is difficult for the patrolman. to see anything wrong in stopping a "hippie" 
type youth where he would not stop a "straight" youth under the same circumstances, 
An experienced patrolman realizes that the possibility of a "hippie" type young,ter 
possessing marijuana is much greater than a ".traight" looking young person. There
fore, he feels that the efficient way to discover marijuana violations is to stop Iho", 
likely to be commilting Ihem. The fact that the law does not always openly sanction 
the officer's .xperience as a basis for probable cause is anolher example wherein 
police feel Ihat due process underculs efficiency. S •• Pader, supra no Ie 6. 

104 The police officers interviewed made no attempt to hide their dislike of the 
long haired "hippie" type. There was a particular contempt for the older hippies (gen
erallv in their 20's) who the police believe introduce many high school age juveniles 
to drug use. 
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premises.105 The police usually station one man outside a window 
of the residence. The others go to the door and announce themselves 
as required by statute. loa To escape arrest the residents will often 
toss the marijuana out of the window where tho officer is waiting. 
He shouts this information to the other officers which establishes 
probable cause to enter the residence.l07 They also have probable 
cause to enter if they hear a toilet flushing or any other indication 
that the occupants are attempting to dispose of contraband/os or if 
they observe marijuana through an open window. 

If the occupants open the door without giving the police cause 
to enter, the police may attempt to get consent to search the apart
ment. If this is refused they still have probable cause to enter if they 
smell burning marijuana. 

4. Stop and Frisk 

A final major source of arrests for possession is the "frisk" 
performed by the patrolman under the "stop and frisk" doctrine. In 
California, an individual can be stopped for questioning as long as 
the prudent officer wc:mld consider such a step necessary to discharge 
his duties.lo~ 

The usual justification for the stop is the presence of the suspect 
late at night under "suspicious circumstances.IIlIO These circum
stances may include individuals parked in a car in a residential area 
or pedestrians on foot who appear to be engaged in some sort of 
suspicious activity. What constitutes "suspicious circumstances" 
seems to depend largely on the experience of the individual officer 
involved. For example, one officer may consider a parked car on a 
dark residential street with youths inside as being suspicious. An
other officer, under the same circumstances, may require an addi-

1011 There were 28 lrutances of neighbors' complaints leading to apartment busts 
in the 658 adult arrest reports studied. 

108 Pollce, with probable cause to arrest or with a search warrant, can break 
into the premises, alter they bave xnnounced who they are and their reuOD for beln" 
there, if they are refused admission or if there .is DO amwer. Cu.. P£lfAL CWE II IW~, 
1531 (West 1956). 

107 People v. Padilla, 240 Cal. App. 2d 114, 49 Cal. Rplr. 340 (1966). 
108 People v. Fisher, 184 Cal. App. 2d 308, 7 Cal. Rptr. 461 (1960). 
100 People v. Mickelson, 59 Cal. 2d 448, 450, 380 P 3d 658, 660, 30 Cal. Rptr. 18, 

20 (1963); People v. Currier, 232 Cal. App. 2d 103, 106, 42 Cal. Rptr. 562, 564 
(1965); People v. Hilliard, 221 Cal. App. 2d 719, 723, 34 Cal. Rptr. 809, 811 (1963); 
People v. Ellsworth, 190 Cal. App. 2d 844, 846, 12 Cal. Rptr. 433, 435 (1961). Set 
:-1ote, Stop and Frisk in California, 18 HASTINCS L.J .. 623, 625 (1967); Comment, 
Constitutional Limitations 0" Pr.·Arresl lHVtstieations, 15 U.CL.A. L. REV. 1031, 
1031-46 (1968). 

110 There were 72 adult arrests out of 658 studied where the individuals were 
stopped because of usU5picioll5 circumltances." 

'I 
I 

'/ '.1 

I' 
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tional element before his suspicion is aroused. These highly individ
ual judgments of the police are traditionally encompassed in general 
phr\l5es such as "present under suspicious circumstances in a high 
crime rate area." This phrase appears time and time again in the 
arrest reports studied, with the judge usually accepting it as being 
sufficient to justify the stop.lll There has, as yet, been no real defini
tion of either the phrase "under suspicious circumstances" or "high 
crime rate area."112 

Incidental to a valid police stop, the officer often submits the 
suspect to a brief "pat-down" search, known as a "frisk," for the 
purpose of uncovering concealed weapons. The frisk is designed 
solely to protect the officer. Defense attorneys, however, claim that 
if the officer believes he might find marijuana, the frisk strains the 
limits of its definition. For example, in confronting a "hippie" type 
youth after curfew, if the police fail to establish grounds for a full 
scale search, they allegedly will submit him to a frisk in which every 
thread of his clothing is carefully gone over. If during this frisk the 
police feel what appears to be a cigarette, then, depending on the 
circumstances surrounding the stop, they may have probable cause 
to reach inside the individual's pocket and extract the suspected 
marijuana cigarette.ll3 

It is difficult to distinguish between a valid frisk for weapons 
and !'on illegal search for marijuana under the guise of a frisk. If the 
recent Supreme Court "stop and frisk" decisionsl14 are applied care
fully by the lower courts much of this problem will be avoided. 
Those cases require the policeman to be able to point to particular 
facts that led him to believe the person was armed and dangerous.1l5 

In addition, the scope of the search must extend only to the exter.! 
necessary to uncover dangerous weapons.ll6 But if these safeguards 

111 See Comment, COIUWutional LimitatiolU on Pre-Arrest In~"tjgatjons, supra 
note 109, at 1039 n.33, 1040 n.34. 

112 But see id. at 1040 n.35. 
113 People v. Machel, 234 Cal. App. 2d 37, 44 Cal. Rptr. 126, c.,t. dOllied, 382 

U.S. 839 (1965). The court ruled that the circumstances surrounding the questioning 
and frisk of the defendant gave the pollce probable cause to believe he was in posses
sion of marijuana. Those circumstances included the officer's knowledge that the 
dclendant was a known narcotics user, the fact that the defendant came to the apart
ment where the ollicer had just arrested two other individuals for marijuana posses
sion, the defendant's failure to answer when asked wbat was in his pocket, and Ule 
fact lhat he sweated profusely. It is unclear whether the mere feeling of a cigarette 
durin~ a frisk, without the suspicious circumstances present in Machel, would give 
the police probable cauS\! to rench inside the suspect's clothing. 

11' Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968); Sibron v. Ne)V York, 392 U.S. 40 (1968); 
Peters v. !'(ew York, 392 U.S. 40 (1968). 

116 Sibron v. New York, 390 U.s. 40, 63-64 (1968). 
110 /d. at 65. 
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fail to deter the police from making searches for marijuana under 
the guise of a frisk for weapons, only two solutions remain. One, 
which is clearly undesirable, would be to do away with the frisk 
altogether. The otller would be to refuse to admit as evidence any 
contraband found as a result of the frisk.llT 

V. SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT 

Selective enforcement results from conscious police decisions 
not to invoke the criminal process against certain classes of viola
tors. These decisions, in marijuana enforcement, are premised on 
the realization that it is not possible to enforce the laws against all 
violators.us Selective enforcement of the marijuana laws, unlike 
that of homosexual offenses, does not appear to be conditioned on 
the undesirability of enforcing the laws under certain circum
stances.uo 

All enforcement agencies interviewed indicated that marijuana 
enforcement was, by necessity, selective. This selectivity stems from 
police determinations regarding the necessity of uncovering one type 
of narcotics offense rather than another; police discretion in the 
geographical distribution of patrolmen resulting in de facto dis
crimination against some groups; police discretion in the arrest of 
juvenile offenders; and attempts by the police to persuade the courts 
to deal more severely with some individuals . 

.Because of manpower limitations the police must decide which 
type of narcotics offender they are going to place the highest priority 
on uncovering. This decision may vary from agency to agency. For 
example, one agency may place the highest value on the apprehen
sion of a major marijuana dealer, while another agency would favor 
the apprehension of a heroin pusher. This type of decision is in-

117 For an exposition of both sides of this al'g11lmnt s<r. Comment, Cn.,.;;,u
tional Li",itations on Pre-Arrest Investigations, .uprB note 109. at 1047-48. 

The ~·~preme Court has yet to decide the issue of the admissibility of evidence 
otber than weapons found through a frisk. Peters raised the issue, but the Court 
dodged it by finding probable cause for .rrest. 392 U.S. at 65. 

liB Prolessor Joseph Goldstein of Yale divi~ police enforcement of any law 
into tbree levels: total enforcement, which occurs when the police successfully appre
h.nd all violators; full enforcement, where the police actively follow every lead up 
to the lull level 01 their authorization; and actual enlorcement. Goldstein, supra note 
53. Obviously total enfc~cement of the marijuana laws is impossible because of the 
extent of the problem and the legal boundaries placed on investigative techniques, such 
.s search and seizure and L~terrogation. Interviews with police officials indicate a gen
.ral consensus that actual marijuana enforcement operates at a level considerably 
below what Professor Goldstein would class as full enforcement. This is the result 
of nUmerous factors such as manpower limitatiun£,· and financial consid~rations, but 
apparently not from any reluctance to .nforce the law. 

119 See HomoSt:cu<Ji Project, supra not. 1, at 734. 
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fluenced by four factors: (1) the type of activity involved (e.g., sale 
or possession); (2) the volume of the drug or narcotic involved; 
(3) the individuals involved; and (4) the drug or narcotic involvpd. 

The Federal Bureau of Narcotics, the California Bureau of 
Narcotics Enforcement, and the police narcotics investigation units 
claim to be solely interested in professional marijuana importers, 
dealers and pushers rather than the individual user.120 It is clear that 
this is true for the federal and state agencies. But some defense 
attorneys claim that the police special units use informants to entice 
ordinary users to commit sales.121 The smaller police departments, 
without special narcotics squads, generally have the same priority of 
sale over possession, although the smaller the community, the more 
likely it is to respond to any reported activity.122 The state and 
federal narcotics bureaus are solely. interested in major traffic and 
do not respond to other types of leads.l23 The local units attempt to 
apprehend all pushers, although they are primarily interested in the 
regular pusher who is a consistent link in the overall traffic.124 

It is apparent that small pushers are pursued more vigorously 
if juveniles are involved. While both the Los Angeles Police Depart
ment's Narcotics Division and Juvenile Narcotics Division do field 
investigations, the latter b more likely to engage in a full scale in
vestigation to apprehend a small scale pusher than is the former.12

' 

Finally, the decision of an agency to follow up a lead may 
depend on whether the narcotic is heroin or marijuana and this, in 
turn, depends on the individual agency. The California Bureau ad
mits that all other things being equal, it would prefer to get two 
ounces of heroin rather than 10 kilos of marijuana.12' But this feel
ing is not shared by the majority of local police forces who generaliy 
consider marijuana an equal or greater threat than heroin.121 In 
fact, since heroin comes in smaller amounts than marijuana and is 
easier to destroy, the police may prefer to concentrate on making 
marijuana arrests.U8 The attitude of the smaller police forces de
pends on the attitude of the individual primarily responsible for 

121) FBN Interview, s"p,a note 21; Warner Interview, s"p,a note 17. 
121 Cabn Interview, s"p,a note 11. 
122 Pettit Interview, s"p,a note 11. 
123 FBN Interview, SliP'. note 21. 
124 Barber Interview, ,,,p,a note «. Sergeant Barber indicated that I ... than 

one-third of those arre,ted through the efforts of a single undercover agent on the 
"buy" program arc consistent pushers. The rest are only occasional sellers. 

12~ Zappey Interview, supra note 36. 
120 Barber Interview, supra note 44. 
121 This feeling was particularly prevalent among police forces in smaller com

munities where a heroin problem is virtuaJIy nonexistent. 
128 McKissick Interview, sup,a note 22. 
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narcotics enforcement. Generally, although there are some notable 
exceptions, these smaller communities have little problem with 
heroin. 

The juvenile narcotics officer likes to view himself as part 
policeman, part juvenile counselor. His implementation of this latter 
role is especially important since it affects his decision whether to 
exercise his statutory discretion to counsel and release an arrested 
juvenile, or to file a formal arrest report, requiring the juvenile to 
attend a hearing with a probation officer.129 His decision will be 
based on how effective he believes a simple lecture to the juvenile on 
the {~vils of marijuana will be toward deterring future use.l30 The 
factors going into this decision are generally the same as those 
considered by a juvenile court judge in deciding whether to release 
a juvenile to his parents.l81 They include past record, family sta
bility, school record, and general Willingness to cooperate.m The 
type of case most amenable to counsel and release occurs when the 
parent reports the juvenile's activity and comes with him to the 
police station for consultation.133 In other casf'.s the narcotics officers 
will go to the juvenile's home to inform his parents of the problems 
and observe firsthand the potential for rehabilitation. The juvenile 
officer's role as a counselor might be attacked as an undesirable en
croachment upon the probation officer's field of concern. But it 
seems desirable to avoid e::posing til;; juvenile to the entir" l',imiiiiU 
process if it doesn't appear necessary. This may be particularly true 
in small communities where the police often know the juvenile 
personally and have a more thorough familiarity with the family 
situation than any probation officer could obtain.lM It is difficult to 
judge the effectiveness of the counsel and release since there are no 
accumulated stati;;tics showing the number of juveniles released who 
are later arrested for drug use. 

The police decision on where to concentrate their routine patrol 
activities, although not necessarily motivated by marijuana usage/au 
nevertheless may cause greater enforcement in one area than an
other. Since the majority of arrests come from routine patrolling, 

1~9 CAL. WELP. 8< INST'NS CODE § 626 (West 1966). 
130 Zappey Interview, supra note 36. 
181 See text accompanying nole 114, Part III infra. 
132 Zappey Interview, supra note 36. 
133 Despite the alleged antipathy of minority groups toward the police, the Lo. 

Angele. Police Department claims to get as many eall.s from Negro and Mexican
Ameriean parenls as it does from White parents. Zappey Interview, s"pra note 36. 

13' Pettit Interview, supra note 11. 
136 The only area where heavy police patrolling is partially attributable to mari

juana usage is in the Hollywood area. The usual eause for heavy police patrolling of 
a particular area is a high incidence of violent Clime. Barber Interview, supra note 44. 
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the heavier patrolling of areas with higher incidences of violent 
crime will undoubtedly result in a higher percentage of marijuana 
arrests in proportion to actual use than in more lightly patrolled 
areas. This may be part of the reason for the high percentage of 
Negroes and Mexican-Americans arrested.136 

There is no evidence of any conscious discrimination against 
one group based solely on marijuana use, with the possible exception 
of the aforementioned "hippie" type youth.1S7 

There is no evidence that the extent of the arrestee's marijuana 
involvement affects a.decision whether to arrest. The police, how
ever, often try to influence the court's disposition of convicted offend
ers. This is usually done by police contribution to the probation 
report ~o encourage the judge to gfye a stiffer sentence to the pro
fessional pusher.138 The police may also attempt to influence the 
court's disposition by refusing an offer of cooperation by an indi
vidual they desire to see given a stiff sentence.laO 

----------------------------------------------~ 
1~6 Out ~f 738 arrests studied, Negroes and Mexican-Americans accounted for 

402 (304 Negroes, 98 Mexican-Americans), a percentage far higher than their reo 
spective percentages of the Los Angeles County population. 

137 See text accompanying notes 103·04 supra. 
lSB Barber Interview, supra note 44. 
189 Id. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Post-arrest disposition consists of a number of procedural steps 
leading from the arrest of the marijuana pusher or user to his im
prisonment. At anyone of these stages, the arrestee may be freed 
from having to proceed to the next step.l. The district attorney may 
refuse to file a complaint against him; the judge at the rreliminary 
hearing may refuse to "hold the defendant to answer" a complaint 
that has been filed; the trial judge (or jury) may find the defendant 
innocent; and finaIly, even if found guilty, the defendant may be 
released on probation. 

There are two types of factors which influence the district 
attorney and the judge in deciding whether to release the arrestee at 
any of the above stages. The first type of factors are those which the 
law requires the trier of fact to consider in determining gUilt and 
which the district attorney must, by necessity, consider in filing a 
complaint. In marijuana offenses these include the legality of a 
search, sufficiency of the evidence, and knowledge on the part of the 
arrestee that he possessed marijuana. If aU such factors are resolved 
against the defendant, theoreticaUy he should be found guilty. 

There are, however, other factors which either the judge or 
district attorney may consider in making his decision to release. 
These include the defendant's age, his attitude, his previous contact 
with the law, his family situation, and what the judge or district 
attorney believes to be his moral culpability. The consideration of 
such discretionary factors is officiaUy sanctioned only for the judge 
in sentencing. But it is an undeniable fact that in all crimes prosecu
tors and judges will release some individuals at earlier stages in the 
process because of the above mentioned factors. The amount of 
weight given to each of these factors varies with the individual judge 
or district attorney involved. 

In marijuana cases there has been great pressure on both the 
judge and district attorney to invoke this discretion at the lower 
stages of the conviction process. This has been due largely to the 
legislative classification of marijuana pdssession as a felony .. For 
example, many district attorneys and judges are reluctant to impose 
a felony conviction on an IS-year old first offender found with one 
marijuana cigarette. The recent legislation in California graDlting a 

1 Of those cases sent to the district attorney for possible filing by the police, 
approximately 12% are rejected outright; an additional 14% are dismissed at the 
preliminary hearing. 

1543 
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judge discretion to punish first offenses of simple possession as 
either a misdemeanor or felony2 will undoubtedly have an impact on 
the exercise of discretionary devices at earlier stages, in the convic
tion process. Where district attorneys and judges have in the past 
employed various other devices to avoid felony conviction, it may 
well be that they will now rely on the ability of the judge to treat 
the offense as a misdemeanor in sentencing. 

This section is designed to show empirically how district attor
neys and judges handle both legal and discretionary factors in 
deciding whether to release an arrestee. 

II. FILING THE COMPLAINT 

When a defendant has been arrested and booked, the police will 
seek to have the district attorney issue a felony complaint.3 The 
deputy in charge of complaints has three alternatives open to him: 
he can file a felony complaint; he can refer the case to the city 
attorney for misdemeanor filing; or he can reject the case com
pletely. 

The deputy's decision is based upon information gained from a 
written arrest report and from conversations with the investigating 
officers.· Normally, the deputy does not have a defendant's prior 
record before him and thus does not consider it in making his deci
sion.G However, in some instances the police will inform the deputy 
of a suspect's bad record or reputation in urging the issuance of a 
complaint," A very weak case may be filed to satisfy the desires of 
the police. One district attorney stated that when he first joined the 
offi;:;e the police were concerned with securing convictions, but now 
they only insist that complaints be filed. They apparently feel that 
their duty ends when a complaint is filed.1 

The district attorney must decide whether the legally required 
elements of the offense were present and whether there is sufficient 

2 Ch. 1465, Calif. Legis. Serv. (West No.7, 1968). 
3 CAL. PENAL COIlE § 806 (West Supp. 1966): "A proceeding for the e.,minJ' 

tion before a magistrate of a person on charge of an offe""" originally triable in 3 

superior court must be commenced by written complaint under oath subscribed by the 
complainant and filed with the magistrate .•.. " 

• Interview with Joe Reiehmann, Deputy District Attorney for Los Angeles 
County, in Los Angele" Jan. 10, 1968. 

G Interview with Harvey Hassen, Deputy District Attorney for Los Angek' 
County, in Los Angeles, Jan. 11, 1968. In some borderline casr.s a deputy may e," 
amine the suspect's record in deciding whether to file. However. a person's record 
is more influential in the determination of bail and in sentencing. 

6 Interview with Keith G1""er, Deputy District Attorney for Los Angeles County, 
in Los Angeles, Jan. 17, 1968. 

1 Reichmann Interview, , .. pra nole 4. 
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evidence to prove the defendant guilty. The decision whether to file 
or reject a case is usually based upon the deputy's estimation of the 
probability of success in securing a conviction. 

A. Filing on Possession Cases 

The great majority of felony complaints allege possession of 
marijuana.8 To prove possession the prosecution must show that the 
defendant exercised dominion and control over the marijuana and 
had knowledge of its presence and narcotic nature.9 Knowledge of 
its presence may be presumed from the fact of possession. The dis
trict attorney will usually file unless he is unable to connect the 
marijuana with the defendant, the defendant possessed an insuf
ficient quantity of marijuana, the search for the marijuana was made 
without probable cause, or the police refuse to identify their in
formant.10 

1. Lack of Connecting Evidence for Constructive Possession 

Possession of marijuana does not require that the defendant 
have marijuana on his person at the time of his arrestjH it is suf
ficient that the marijuana can be connected with him. Lack of such 
connecting evidence is the leading cause for the rejection of com
plaints by the district attorncyP Constructive possession is shown 
by demonstrating that the marijuana was deposited in a place13 or 
on a personH under the control of the defendant. The doctrine can 
be used to make two or more indiViduals liable for the joint posses
sion of a single amount of marijuana/~ providing one is sufficiently 
connected with the unlawful possession of the other.16 

8 CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 11530 (West 1964). See Appendix C infra. 
O! the 441 felony complaints studied, 350 contained a possession charge. In some in
stances a possession charge may be attached to a charge of sale (§ 11531) or posses
sion for sale (§ 11530.5). 

9 People v. Layne, 235 Cal. App. ld 188,45 Cal Rptr. 110 (1965). 
10 Reichmann Interview, supra note 4. 
11 People v. Blinks, 158 Cal. App. ld 264, 322 P.2d 1,66 (1958). 
12 Of 297 rejections, 180 were for laclo of sulficientevidi>nce. 
13 See People v. Luke, 233 Cal. ApI>. 2d 793, 43 Cal. Rptr. 878 (1965), where 

• dolendant was observed taking packages out from under an abandoned car On four 
occasions during one evening. The police officers who searched under the car found 
'imilar packages that contamed marijuana. The court concluded that the car. and 
the area around it were under the control of the accused and that he constructively 
PDSSCS3ed the marijuana. ' 

14 See People v, Whlte, 50 Cal. 2d 428, 325 P.2d 985 (1958), where a defendant 
Was found guilty of constructively possessing a narcotic when his agent was arrested 
for possession. 

15 If there is an admission that the marijuana belonged to ono of the deft.ndants 
the district .ttorne), will file On that individual even though the marijuana was 
fOund on tbe olher person. Reichmann Interview, ,upra note 4. 

16 See People v. Basco, 121 Cal. App. 2d 794, 264 P.2d 88 (1953). In this ca>e 

83-313 0 - 77 - 7 
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Constructive possession may also be shown by: (1) a statement 
or admission,17 (2) an attempt to hide the marijuana,ts (3) an 
attempted escape coupled with actual possession of marijuana 
debris,19 or (4) proprietorship of an automobile or dwelling in which 
marijuana was found. The district attorney looks at a number of 
factors in deciding whether he can connect marijuana found in a 
dwelling with the proprietor or owner of that dwelling. The pro
prietor is often charged with constructive possession if he was 
present at the time of the discovery. However, ownership of a house 
does not constitute possession of everything in the house; some 
additional incriminating evidence is required to secure a convic
tion.20 Finding the marijuana intermingled with personal effects or 
hidden in the house is usually considered sufficient proof of COIl

structive possession hy the owner.21 

Another instance where the district attorney must find the 
connection necessary to prove constructive possession is where mari
juana is found during the "bust" of a private pot party. Normal 
procedure at a pot party is for a group of people to smoke a pipe or 
small number of cigarettes. In this situation the district attorney 
will file only against someone who was in close proximity tathe 
marijuana. If there are an equal number of peop1e and cigarettes. 
with each person within reaching distance of a cigarette, a felony 
complaint will usually be issued against all those present. However. 
if there is only one cigarette which no one person was observed to 
possess, and several people are within reaching distance of it, the 
deputy will not file against each person.22 This is primarily because 
there is little likelihood of successful prosecution. First, it is very 
difficult to prove possession when there are no incriminating 
factors other than presence.23 Second, many judges do not like to 
find a defendant guilty of joint possession of a small amount of 

joint possession of heroin was evidenced by the fact that the defendant was a uscr 
of narcotics, that he had possessed some of the narcotic that was found on the co
ddendant, and that the amount found on the co-defendant was large and the de
fendant had knowledge of that amount. Ordinarily the district attorney will require 
more connecting evidence than existed in the Basco case unless a large amount of 
marijuana was confiscated. 

17 People v. Reese, 164 Co.!. App. 2d 737,331 P.2d 210 (1958). 
18 People v. Sedacea, 238 Cal. App. 2d 190,47 Cal. Rptr. 657 (1965). 
10 People v. Huerta, 238 Cal. App. 2d 162,47 Cal. Rptr. 580 (1965). 
20 People v. Antista, 129 Cal. App. 2d 47, 276 P.2d 177 (1954). 
21 See People v. Hamilton, 223 Cal. App. 2d 542, 35 Cal. Rptr. 812 (1963). 

where possession was established when marijuana was discovered in' the defenda.nt'~ 
drawer. 

22 Hassen Interview, supra note 5. 
23 See People v. Perez, 213 Cal. App. 2d 436, 439-40, 28 Cal. Rp!r. 751, 753 

(1963); People v. Foster, 115 Cal. App. 2d 866, 253 P.2d 50 (1953). 
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marijuana which was equally accessible to several people.2' The 
district attorney will usually refer these rejections to the city attor
ney for possible prosecution as a misdemeanor. 

Dismissals for lack of connecting evidence also often occur in 
cases involving vehicles-the major source of marijuana arrests.2G 

The mere fact that a person was in a car in which marijuana was 
found or from which marijuana was thrown is not sufficient to 
support a conviction where there were several persons in the 
vehicle.26 The district attorney will consider how many people were 
in the car, where they were sitting, where the marijuana was found 
and the accessibility of each person to it. For example, if the mari
juana was found in the back seat, the deputy will probably file on 
the perS':lns in the back seat and the driver, but will reject com
plaints on passengers in the front seat. If the marijuana is locked in 
the glove compartment or in the trunk of the automobile, the dis
trict attorney will file on the owner or driver of the vehicle. If the 
glove compartment is open, he may also file on the person sitting 
in the front seat.27 In many instances the marijuana is thrown out 
of the car when the police officer approaches.28 In those cases, the 
district attorney will file against th~ person who was observed to 
discard the marijuana or against the persons who were sitting on 
the side from which it was thrown.29 When it cannot be determined 
who threw the marijuaua or from which side it was thrown, the case 
will be rejected.3o 

2. Possession of an Insufficient Quantity of Marijuana 

The basis for rejection on the ground that an insuffid:ent quan
tity of marijuana was involved stems from the case of People v. 
LealJ1 in which the California Supreme Court ruled that a person 
cannot be convicted for the possession of a narcotic where the 
amount possessed is not enough to sell or consume.52 The court, 

24 These cases are not dismissed on the rationale that only a minimal amount 
of marijuana was preseilt. See text accompanying nol<s 31-35 infra. Instead, the 
:;rounds [or dismissal are USl\aIIy ba.ed on a lack of connecting evidence, 

,;; See Enforcement Section, Part II supra. 
"0 People v. Foster, 115 Cal. App. 2d 806, 253 P.2d 50 (1953). See text ateom-

I,anying note 92, Part II sup",. 
"7 Hassen Interview, suNa note 5. 
"8 See note 92, Part II supra. 
!!O Reichmann Interview, supra note 4 
30ld. 
31 64 Cal. 2d 504,413 P.2d 665, 50 Cal, Rptr. 777 (1966), 
::2 Since the arrest reports studied covered the entire year of 1966, the Leal 

decision (handed down in May of 1966) only aifecled those ar.,,;ts in the latter part 
.. i the year. Of tbe 297 adult arrest reports studied which were rejected by the dis
trict attorney, only 14 were rejected on the basis of the Ltal decision. However, 58 
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however, did not designate the numerical quantity which would be 
the minimum amount necessary for prosecution."8 There is no formal 
policy.of the district attorney's office as to the minimum amount of 
marijuana necessary for prosecution. Some deputies will set a 
minimum quantity below which they will not file.a• Others will file 
in a case in which knowledge of the presence and narcotic nature 
of the substance is shown regardless of the quantity involved.85 

It is common for some deputy district attorneys to reject cases 
where the defendant possessed one roach,86 although a roach is con
sumable and thus apparently outside the Leal exemption. These 
deputies base their decision on the awareness that the particular 
judge handling the case will employ Leal to dismiss a case where 
for some reason he does not want to convict the defendant.37 This 
may happen where the defendant has no previous record or wbeie 
the judge thinks the penalty does not fit the crime. Such a use of the 
Leal doctrine is highly individualized depending on the attitude d 
the particular judge in question. 

There is a need for a uniform application of Leal to avoid the 
present unpredictability at both the prosecutorial and judicial levels. 
One solution may be to reduce the judges' discretion by statutorily 
defining a de minimis quantity. A clear standard would require all 
defendants to be treated the same with respect to similar quantities 
of marijuana. 

were rejected on the basis of the pre-Leal de minimis rule, which was based on the 
inability of the delendant to be consc.:ously possessing such a small amount of mari
juana. Sec Appendix C inlra. 

33 Of the 14 cases rejected, the amount of marijuana present Varied from a fe. 
"".ds to one roach (one burnt marijuana cigarette). 

34 Deputy District Attorney Hassen does not usually file a case when less than 
150 milligrams is involved. Often he will not file a case for possession of one roach 
Huwever, special circumstances may induce a deputy to file a case that he might 
normally reject. Thus Mr. Hassen reported filing a one-roach case In which the 
defendant admitted .moking four marijuana cigarettes a day. Hassen Inten'iew, 
,"pra note S. 

an Deputy District Attorney Reichmann believes that Leal requires rejection onb 
if it can be demonstrated that the suspecf had no knowledge of the marijuana or II 
the amount involved is so minute that knowledge cannot be inferred by its prescnCl' 
He once filed on a person who, after attempting to swallow marijuana, had th,· 
debris scraped from his tongue. He stated that he did not believe a de minimis l'Ul<

was beneficial because it encouraged destruction of evidence and resistance to tho 
police. Reichmann Interview, supra note 4. 

JU Hassen Interview, supra note 5. 
a, or the 441 arrest reports studied where the district attorney did file a cullI

\llaint, 11 were dismissed by the judge, either at the preliminary hearing or at tri.l. 
un the basis of the Leal decision or the pre-Leal de minimis rule. 
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3. l1Jegal Search 

Another possible grounds for rejection is that the search for the 
marijuana was made without probable cause. Even though this is 
a major reason for dismissal at the preliminary hearing and trial 
levels, rejection by the filing deputy on search and seizure grounds 
is rare.38 The district attorney will normally leave this decision to 
the court and will fail to file only in the case of a blatantly illegal 
search. 

4. Refusal of Police to Identify Informant 

In very rare instances, a case will be rejected for refusal of the 
police to give an informant's identity.3D Normally, since the police 
are aware of the occasions which necessitate the disclosure of an 
informant, they will not request that a complaint be filed unless 
they have sufficient independent evidence or unless they intend to 
reveal the identity of the informer. However, sometimes the police 
believe they have sufficient corroborating evidence (e.g., the defen
dant was seen in the company of a known narcotics user), but the 
deputy will disagree and will reject the case upon a refusal to dis
close the informer's identity. 

B. Filing on Possessio" for Sale 

The offeme of possesskn· for sale40 involves stiffer penalties 
than those for ;imple posseg~ionl and is designed to allow the courts 
to differentiate 'between those individuals caught with small amounts 
of marijuana (hey are using themselves and those individuals appre
hended with large amounts which they had intended to sell. The 
possession for sale charge allows the police to apprehend large 
dealers whom they cannot entice into a sales transaction. Arrests 
for possession for sale, like those for sale, are often the result of 
police undercover wor,k. Because,,)f this, the police are able to 
present the district attorney with a stronger case, resulting in fewer 
rejections,41 than in possession cases. 

Normally the charge of possession for sale is only made if the 
suspect has been found with a large quantity of marijuana. Cases 

38 Out of 297 rejectioll! studied, only 35 were rejected because of lack of prob-
,hie cause to search. 

3U None of the 297 rejections studied occurred for this reaSOD • 
•• CAL. HEIIl..n & SAnTY CODI: § 11530.5 (Wesl 1964). Ste Appendi:.: C infra. 
41 Of the 441 complaints studied, 42 were issued for § 11530.5 violations. or the 

~97 rejections studied only five were cases in which the police had charged the ar
rcstees with posse.s.sitm for sale. 
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involving small amounts of marijuana will not be filed unless cir
cumstances indicate that the defendant actually ppssessed the mari
juana for sale}2 One factor which a deputy takes into consideration 
IS how the marijuana was packaged}· Division of the marijuana 
into individually wrapped "lids"" is an indication that the suspect 
contemplated seIling it, even though the total amount of marijuana, 
if found in Dulk, would ordinarily only support a possession charge. 
A large amount of cash on the suspect or an incriminating statement 
by him can also indicate that the marijuana was held for sale.45 

C. Filing on Sale of Marijuana 

Cases that involve;! sales46 of marijuana are rarely rejectedi7 
due to two major factors. First, the police usually have a strong case 
resulting from undercover activity. The arrests typically 'are made 
by narcotics e:\;perts who are careful to secure sufficient evidence 
before requesting a complaint!8 Their reports are very complete and 
frequently contain information from both the arresting officer and 
the undercover agent. Second, the sale of marijuana is regarded by 
the police and district attorney's office as a much more serious offense 
than mere possession; 40 they see the seller as the root of the' :'Jg 
problem and are determined to secure his conviction. Thus, the 
district attorney may file even when he has a weak case, realizing 
that the likelihood of conviction is not great, but believing that all 
efforts must be made to ensure the protection of society from mari
juana pushers. Judges are less sympathetic towards a defendant 
charged with sale of marijuana than towards one charged with pos
session. This increases the probability of conviction and is another 
factor which encourages the district attorney to file in sale cases.50 

42 Of the 42 § 11530.5 complaints filed, the largest amount of marijuana involve" 
was 125 pounds; the smallest amount was two ounces. 

43 The presence of packaging equipment and packaged marijuana tan be sufficient 
to convict for possession of marijuana for sale. S.e People v. Foster, 248 Cal. ApI'. 
2d 715, 56 Cal. Rplr. 872 (1967). 

"ol A ulid" or ucan" is t-i}'z ounces of marijuana which is often wrapped in 
small plastic sandwich "baggies." A lid will sell for from $10 10 $15. The avcra~r 
pusher buys a "key" (kilogram) of marijuana for about $100 and breaks it down 
inlo about thirly lids. Thus, he makes about $200 profit on the average kilogram. 

~5 Hassen rnterview, supra nole 5. 
46 CAL. HEALTlI & SAFETY COD" § 11531 (West 1964). See Appendix C infra. 
·IT Of the 297 rejections sludied, only four were instances where the police hod 

charged the arrestee wilh sai •. However, 62 of the 441 cases actually filed wcr<' 
§ 11531 charges. 

48 See text accompanying nole 120, Part II supra. 
49 The opinitln that sale of marijuana is a much more serious offense was sharer! 

by everyone inlerviewed including police, district allorneys and judges. 
50 Of the 37 filings under § 11531 where final disposition was available, 22 dc-
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Health and Safety Code § 11531 includes the crime of trans
porting marijuana as well as selJing it. Although no minimum 
amount is required by the statute, 2i major factor in deciding whether 
to file transportation charges is the quantity involved. If a large 
quantity is found the deputy will charge the defendant with sale and 
transportation. If a smaIl quantity is involved the deputy will usually 
not file a complaint charging transportation because most judges are 
not sympathetic to the charge.51 They believe that section 115.31 and 
its stiffer penalties are intended to apply only to individuals wno are 
distributing marijuana for sale. Since the district attorney bases his 
decision to file upon the likelihood of conviction, he will refrain from 
filing for transportation and instead charge the defo;:ndant with pos
session. However, one deputy indicated that sometimes it was a good 
technique to file for transportation even if there was a smaIl amount 
involved, since it would encourage the defendant to plead guilty to 
a possession charge which has less severe penalties.52 

D. Sale oj Marijuana to Minors 

Very few complaints are filed charging a violation of Section 
115.32 of the California Health and SMety Code,1!8 Section 11532 
declares it to be a crime for an adult to sell, furnish, or offer to 
furnish marijuana to a juvenile.54 A sale to an undercover agent does 
not usually result in a violation of section 11532 because most agents 
are over 21.55 Those that are filed are the result of information 
gathered from a person arrested for possession who is under 21 and 
who informs the police of the origin of the marijuana. Often, rather 
than file a complaint alleging a violation of ,section 11532, the dis
trict attorney will submit a section 11531 complaint because it is 
considered too much trouble to prove the ages of the seller and 
buyer.M 

fcndant.> were convicted of sale, 12 defendants were found not guilty of the § US.I! 
charge, and tbree defendants had the charge reduced to possession. 

51 However, one judge reported an instance of a transportation charge bein~ filed 
When two suspects Were arrested lor possession of two marijuana cigarettes wbile 
riding on a motorcycle. The judges interviewed expressed the. opinion that the ,tatute 
should be applied only to those wbo transport large quantities of marijuana, but not 
to defendants such as those who were arrested whUe on the motorcycle. 

'Z Reichmann Interview, $upra note 4 • 
• 3 Only one of the 297 complaints filed contained a § 115.;2 charge. Tbe de

lendant was convicted. 
5.J 50. Appendix C infra. 
55 All of the police agencies interviewed required tbeir recruits to be over 21. 

Thus unless the police use an infor)l1ant who is a minor to make the purchase,' there 
is no way to set up a sale which would violate § 11532. 

SG Reichmann Interview, SUpra note 4. 
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E. Maintaining a Place Where Narcotics Are Used or Sold 

The deputy may also file a complaint under Section 11557 of 
the Health and Safety Code.57 This is rarely done because of the 
quantum of proof necessary for conviction. 58 The crime involves 
maintaining a place where narcotics are used or sold, but to estab
lish guilt it must be proven that there has been a continuity of such 
maintenance on the premises. Asingl'> instance of the proscribed 
conduct is not sufficient for conviction, since maintenance has been 
interpreted to mean the establishment of a place over a period of 
time.50 Thus, there must be evidence that narcotics were sold or 
used on another occasion besides the time of arrest. A "place" would 
be usually a house or an apartment, although an automobile could 
qualify. Generally, if marijuana is present the district attorney will 
file for possession or for possession for sale. 

F. Driving Under Influence of a Narcotic 

It is also a felony for a person: to drive while under the influence 
of narcotics."o Again, however, evident.iary requirements preclude 
filings in most marijuana casesO I since it is difficult if not impossible 
to prove that one is under the influence of marijuana."' Normally, 
the complaint will merely allege possession of marijuana. However, 
if the seemingly intoxicated suspect passes the blood and breath tests 
which measure the alcohol in his body, and the officer smells mari
juana smoke and observes a cigarette in the automobile, the district 
attorney may file a complaint ·:harging violation of section 23105 
in addition to section 11530 or 11531.63 

G.Misdemeanor Complaints 

Misdemeanor complaints are filed by the city attorney. In 
some cases the complaints are based upon felony rejects referred 
by the district attorney; in other cases they are based upon police 

57 There were seven instances out of 297 complaints where the district .ttomey 
filed 11 § 11557 charge. Since in only one of these instances did the police initially 
cbarge the defendant with a a 11557 violation upon arrest, it appears likely that most 
of the § 115S~ filings arc the result of a negotiated plea. See wt accompanying note 
83 infra. 

58 See Appendix C i./ra. 
~!I People v. Horn, 187 Cal. App. zd 68, 9 Cal. Rptr. 518 (1960), GOrt. denied. 

368 U.S. 846 (1961). 
<I" CAl .. VI.llICLE COOE § 23105 (West 1960) •• 
GI Among th. 441 complaints studied four were filed charging a § 23105 viola

tion. 
O~ There is no conclusive medical test that can be administered at the time of 

th" • rrest as there is for detedion of n1cohol in the human system. 
il:J Reichmann Interview, supra note 4. 
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reports made directly to the city attorney. The v 1St majority of 
misdemeanor filings are the re.5uIt of felony comp!fl.lnt rejects. The 
city attorney, like the district attorney, will elW.ll1ine the arrest 
report and reject some of the cases for illegal search and seizure or 
insufficient connecting evidence. HoWever, the city attorney will 
normally file a larger percentage of cases than the district attorney. 
This is due to several factors .. First, the police policy of filing vir
tually all cases with the district attorneye4 results :n many cases 
that are properly misdemeanor cases being filed with the district 
attorney and subsequently being rejected.65 Secondly, it is usually 
easier to secure a plea to a misdemeanor than to a felony and it is 
easier to secure a conviction. Finally, the city attorney cannot refer 
the case to someone else. Since the decision to reject completely 
dismisses the case, there is a certain pressure to file which is not 
felt in the district attorney's office. 

Cases filed in the city attorney's office are usually for violation 
of Section 11556 of the Health and Safety Code.66 This section pro
vides that it is illegal I'or a person to be present in a place where 
marijuana is smoked or used with the knowledge that such activity 
is taking place. In deciding whether to file on a suspect arrested in 
an apartment or a house, the deputy must determine his location 
at the time of arrest. If he was in the room where the marijuana was 
being smoked, the city attorney will file.G7 However, since section 
11556 requires that there be knowledge that marijuana was being 
smoked or used, the city attorney may reject the case if the suspect 
was in another room or if other circumstances indicate that the 
suspect was liot aware that the marijuana was being smoked.68 

The city attorney will also examine the report to determine 
whether the officer smelled marijuana smoke. He will do this for two 
reasons. First, he will want to know if it can be proven that mari
juana was being smoked. It is not a crime to be in a room where 
marijuana is merely present. Second, the smelling of the smoke may 
have been used for probable cause to enter the house.ot 

Although it is a misdemeanor to be under the influence of a 
narcotic, complaints alleging a violation of Health and Safety Code 

M It was .. timated that only a dozen misdemeanor complaints arc filed directly 
with the city attorney each year. 

os Out of 242 rejections in which referral or non-referral was indicated, 27 were 
r.ferred to the city attorney. 

00 Information for this section was obtained from interviews with John L. 
Denny and Robert O. Young, Los Angelos Deputy City Attorneys, in Los Angeles, 
Feb. 9, 1968. 

07 Id. 
08Id. 
69 Young Interview, sIli'ra note 66. 
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§ 11721 are rarely filed in marijuana cases. It is too difficult to prove 
that a suspect is under the influence of marijuaua and, therefore, 
section 11721 filings are confined to heroin and other "hard nar
cotics.mo 

III. PRELIMINARY ArulAIGNMENT 

If a felony complaint is issued, the defendant is brought before 
a magistratel1 to be charged with the crime, to have bail set12 and 
to have the date for th~ preliminary hearing determined. Normally 
the defendant will not plead guilty at the preliminary arraignment. 

Bail is set by the magistrate upon the recommendation of the 
district attorney. Although a bail schedule exists to guide the deputy, 
he is not bound by it and he may consider several factors in deter
mining his recommendation. The major considerations are the defen
dant's prior record and his ties to the community.73 Since the 
primary purpose of bail is to guarantee the presence of the suspect 
at trial, the district attorney is lenient in possession cases where it 
seems probable that the defendant will appear. Bail for possession 
is usually set between $500 and $1000.74 

Some deputies will recommend release of a defendant on his 
own recognizance if he has no prior record, if he is employed or in 
school and, in the case of a young offender, if he resides in his 
parents' home.7~ 

The defendant can request that the judge reduce bail to an 
amount lower than the deputy's recommendation. Even though the 
district attorney knows that the defendant will usually request a 
lower bail, there is no policy of recommending very high bail with 
the expectation that the judge will reduce it. In fact, most deputies 
will attempt to gauge the amount the judge feels is fair, so that when 
they do set a high bail the judge will respect their recommendation.7o 

In deciding whether or not to reduce bail the judge will take into 
account the same factors that were considered by the deputy. One 
judge stated that he would frequently grant release on one's own 
recognizance if only one cigarette was involvedY 

70 ld. 
n CAL. PENAL CODE § 807 (West 1957). 
72 CAL. PENAL CODE I§ 1274-76 (West Supp. 1966). 
73 Reichmann Interview, supra note 4. 
74 In the arrest reports studied bail ran from $250 to $2,000 in possession cases. 
75 Out of 306 arrest reports studied, there were 39 releases on the 'defendant's 

own recognizance. 1\11 in possession cases. 
1D Hassen Interview, supra note S. 
77 Interview with the Honorable Mark Brandler, Judge of the Los Angeles 

County Superior Conrt (Criminal Division), in Los Angeles, Feb •. 9, 1968. 
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Bail is set higher for felonies other than possession. The scale 
for possession for sale is five thousand, seven thousand five hundred, 
and 10 thousand dollars for the first, second and subsequent offenses 
respectively. These amounts are also subject to the discretion of the 
district attorney and the judge. The scheduled amounts are recom
mended for the "classic case of a person running kilos into the 
state.1I78 If the possession involved a small amount of marijuana and 
the defendant is a good risk, the bail will be much less than the 
scheduled amount.1D Similar discretion applies to other offenses such 
as sale where the bail can be set as high as $100,000.80 

N. PRELIMINARyHEARING 

A preliminary hearing is held before a municipal court judge 
to determine whether the prosecution has established a prima facie 
case against the defendant,sl The attorney for the defense will 
utilize the hearing as a discovery device. If he discovers that the 
district attorney lacks significant evidence or if he can exclude 
essential evidence on the basis of an illegal search, he will attempt 
to have the case dismissed.82 Unlike the rejections, the most common 
cause for dismissal in a preliminary hearing is lack of probable 
cause for the search. Cases are also dismissed for insufficient evi
dence (usually lack of connection between the defendant and the 
marijuana), the Leal de minimis rule, in rare instances entrapment, 
and upon the motion of the district attorney, when he receives some 
information which he believes would make it pointless to continue 
the action,83 '. 

18 This infonnation Was obtained from a Superior Court judge who desires to 
remain anonymous. 

70 Reichmanu Interview, ,,,p.a nott 4. 
80 The highest bail discovered in the arrest report5 studied was. ~1l ,500 in the 

ase of a woman dealer. 
81 "The purpose of the preliminary hearing is to weed out groundless or unsup

ported charges of grave offenses, and to relieve the accused of the d.gradation and 
expense of a crimJnaI tnal." Jaffe v. Stone, 18 Cal. 2d 146, 150, 114 P.2d 335, 338 
(1941). 

82 Interview with Marvin Cohn, Attorney, in Los Angeles, Jan. 3, 1968. 
83 There were 70 c.tses studied where tbe complaint was dismissed at the pre

Iiminaryhenring. In 35 of these cases the dismissal was' due to lack of probable 
cause to search; in 22 cases the basis for dismissal was lack of sufficient evidence; 
9 = were dismissed under the Leal de minimis rille or its predeceSSOr; :I casts were 
dismissed because of entrapmtnt; 8 cases were dismissed onth. motion of the district 
attorney: and 2 cases were dismisSed for other ro:!Sons. The total adds up to more 
than 70 because in some cases more than one reason was given for dismissal by the 
judge. 

Motions to dismiss by. the district attorney are usually made becau,e the de
fendant is already in iail Or is about to be tried for'n more serious offense. However, 
a number of cases are'dismissed "in the interest of justice" for a variety of reasons. 
For example, one case was dismissed where the defendant had volunteered lor the 
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V. DISMISSAL ON 995 MOTIONS 

If a prima facie case is established at the preliminary hearing, 
the defendant is held to answer and an information is filed. The 
information is the prosecution's accusatory pleading in felony cases; 
it includes the crimes with which the defendant is charged. At this 
stage of the proceeding the defendant can request that the informa
tion be set aside and the case dismissed on the grounds that he was 
not indicted for probable cause. This is done through the vehicle of 
a 1<995 motion" to the superior court.u Dismissals on 995 motions 
occur for the same reasons as dismissals at the preliminary hearing.85 

On January 1, 1968, Section 1538.5 of the California Penal 
Code went into effect. This section authorizes a special hearing to 
be held if the defendant moves to suppress evidence alleged to have 
been secured through an illegal search. This procedure is designed 
to expedite cases by having search and seizure issues determined 
prior to trial. It is advantageous to the prosecution because it grants 
them the right to an immediate appeal from a determination that 
the search was illegal, rather than delaying the appeal until comple
tion of the trial. Motions to suppress evidence are often made in 
conjunction with 995 motions. If the evidence is excluded (i.e., the 
motion to suppress is sustained), there may no longer be probable 
cause to hold the defendant and the case will be dismissed on the 
995 motion. 

VI. NEGOTIATED PLEAS 

Very few people plead guilty to felony charges in marijuana 
cases.86 This is due primarily to the extreme sanctions that can be 
imposed as the result of a felony conviction. However, these penal
ties do create a very real pressure to plead guilty to a misdemeanor 
charge if the opportunity presents itself.87 

A negotiated plea, obtained by bargaining between the defense 
and prosecuting attorneys, allows the defendant to plead guilty to a 

Marine Corps and the Marines had indicated to the district attorney that they wbuld 
still take him il the case was dismissed. 

8. CAL. PENAL COO! I 995 (West 1957). 
85 In the arrest reports studied there were 43 § 995 motions granted and 58 

denied. The motion was l!ranted 14 times because of an illegal search, tWice because 
of the Leal rule, eight times because 01 insufficient evidence, once because of entrap
ment and twice for other reasons. In 16 iru;I.ance.s no reason was given. 

86 The delendant pleaded guilty in only 5S ol the 425 cases where a lelony com
plaint was iiled. 

87 In 1967 there were 12,708 marijuana arrestees in Calilornia with no prior 
criminal record, This was an increase from 5,084 in 1966. These statistics were oh
tained lrom the California Bureau 01 Narcotics Enforcement. . 
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lesser crime than that for which he was charged. The prosecution 
will allow such a plea for several reasons: it may have a weak case; 
it may wish to expedite the case; or it may deem it to be in the 
interests of justice.B8 Prosecutorial discretion based on factors such 
as age, prior record, and the deputy's own attitude toward the stiff 
penalties involved is more commonly exercised in the decision to 
negotiate a plea than on the decision to reject the filing of a com
plaint.8o One explanation for this might be that police pressure on 
the deputy is greater at the filing level since the police base their 
own performance evaluation on the number of cases filed rather 
than those successfully prosecuted. 

Until recently, negotiated pleas in marijuana cases did not ap
pear to be any more common than such pleas in other criminal 
offenses. However, the increasing number of defendants with no 
prior record,oo particularly youthful defendants, appears to be 
causing prosecutors to exercise more readily their discretion to 
negotiate. 

Many attorneys will arrange a negotiated plea and advise their 
clients to plead guilty to the lesser charge, even though there may 
be a chc\Dce of acquittal ~ttrial.°l These attorneys feel that a felony 
conviction and its attendant penalties are too severe to risk the 
chance I)f being found guilty. One public defender said that although 
he would advise his clients to plead guilty to a misdemeanor in many 
cases, this procedure generates disrespect for our criminal process, 
especially among. those people who believed themselves to be inno
cent but who accepted his advice rather than risk a felony record. 
Not all attorneys advise their clients to plead guilty to a mis
demeanor; however, and some will not attempt to negotiate a case if 
they believe their client to have a better than even chance of being 
acqUittl!d.D2 

A plea to a misdemeanor must be approved by the district 
attorney. The district attorney has no definite policy, but such pleas 
are usually accepted only in possession cases. The particular circum
stances of each case are examined; if a young defendant with a good 
record and a small amount of marijuana is involved, the deputy will 
be morE: inclined to allow a negotiated plea. However, since there is 

88 Inlerview with Mr. Dina Fulgoni, D<:puty District Attorney of I.os Angeles 
County, in Los Angeles, Feb. 11, 1968. 

89 Tb.is information was obtained from a member of the Los Angel<,. Public 
Defender'!: Office, who desires to remain anonymous. 

90 J(eichmann Interview. supra note 4. 
91 (Jut of the 286 cases iQ which information as to negotiated pleas was avail

able, the <lefendant pleaded guilty to a lesser charge 29 times. 
112 Cabn Interview, suPra Dote 82. 
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no . set policy, the decision depends upon the particular deputy 
handling the case. One said he would not negotiate a plea if he had 
a strong case regardless of the defendant's age or record or the 
q,;antity involved.Da Another confidentially stated that he would 
allow a plea to the lowest possible misdemeanor if the defendant's 
age, record or the quantity involved made a felony charge undesir
able. One deputy district attorney stated that he would rather move 
Cor dismissal in the interest of justice than negotiate a plea, if he 
believed that the defendant's background warranted the use of 
prosecutorial discretion. 

Whether either side will attempt to negotiate a plea is some
times affected by the holding of a hearing to suppress evidence. For 
example, counsel for the defense may refrain from negotiating until 
after the hearing in the hope that the case will be dismissed. He 
realizes that even if the evidence is allowed, he \'Iill have an oppor
tunity before trial to negotiate a plea. Of course, if the evidence is 
not suppressed he will be in a weaker bargaining position. The dis
trict attorney may also wait, hoping that the search will be sustained 
and the case prosecuted as a felony. On the other hand, the deputy 
may feel because of the new law that the case will be dismissed and 
will offer to negotiate before a section 1538.5 hearing is held.94 

There are twO-.jnstances where a defendant may be willing to 
plead gUilty to a felony. charge. First, a defendant may agree to 
plead guilty to one count of possession when he has been charged 
with several counts or when he has been charged with sale or with 
possession for saleY~ Second, he may plead guilty with the "guaran-
tee" Ulat probation will be granted. . .... 

Most negotiated cases are submitted on th'e transcript of the 
preliminary hearing to a "short cause court." Cases that are decided 
by such a court are restricted to those that can be decided within 
one hour. Both parties must get the agreement of the presiding 
judge to accept the negotiated plea. Ordinarily this presents no 
complications, since the judge usually will go along with the district 
attorney's recommendation. However, one judge indicated that he' 
would ac.cept a negotiated section 11556 plea (being present in a 
place where marijuana is being' smoked) only if the facts of the 
case fit precisely within the statutory language.H 

03 Fulgoni Interview, supra note 88. 
D~ lnterview witb • representative of the La. Angeles l'ublic Defender's Office 

who desires to remain anonymous. . 
~" Five 01 the 24 negoti.ted pleas involved a delendant pleading guilty to a 

po,,,,,,,,ion charge. In each instance this occurred where he han been charged with one 
or more counts of sale. . 

96 Interview with the Honorable Vernon P. Spencer, Judge 01 the Las Angeles 
County Superior Court (Criminal Division), in Los AngeJes, Feb. 11, 1%8. 
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The defendant who negotiates a plea usually pleads guilty to 
either California Health and Safety Code § 11556 or 11557 (main
taining a place where narcotics are used). Section 11557 is preferred 
by both the district attorney's office and judges because it provides 
for alternate misdemeanor or felony sentencing .. Such sentencing 
allows the judge to find the defendant guilty of the crime, but gives 
him the opportunity to wait until he has read the probation report 
before deciding whether to grant a misdemeanor or felony sentence. 
This procedure protects the judge from agreeing to a straight mis
demeanor plea (i.e., section 11556) and then later discovering 
that because of the defendant's record or some other circumstance 
he would have found him guilty of a felony. The defendant is 
usually wiIling to agree to a section 11 557 conviction because only 
in rare' cases will the judge give a felony sentence.07 

Th~ recent legislation in California allowing alternate felony
misdemeanor sentencing for first offenses in possession cases will 
undoubtedly decrease the incidence of negotiated pleas. Insofar as 
prosecutors have been persuaded to negotiate pleas on the basis of 
discretionary factors such as age and background, such factors would 
seem to favor a defendant most often in first offenses for poss;ession. 
Under the new law, since discretion in such cases is expressly 
reserved for the court, prosecutors will undoubtedly be reluctant 
to usurp this function by negotiating. If the prosecutor has a 
weak case, however, he may stilI attempt to negotiate the plea rather 
than risk losing the case at trial. If the case involves a first offense 
for possession, it will be easier under the new law for a defendant 
to refuse the offer to plead guilty to a misdemeanor because, even 
if convicted, there is the possibility of the judge treating the offense 
as a misdemeanor in sentencing. In other cases, however, the de
fendant must still face the difficult decision whether to accept a 
lesser offense or gamble that he wilI be acquitted at trial. 

VII. CASES SUBMITTED ON THE TRANSCRIPT 

Negotiated pleas are not the only type of cases that are sub
mitted on the transcript of the preliminary hearing. Submission on 
the transcript may also occur when the defendant has either a very 
weak case or a rather strong case.os 

Submission of the case may signify a "slow plea" of guilty. 
A slow plea may be desirable where the defendant expects to be 
found guilty but would rather not plead guilty. The value of this 

97 Reichmann Interview, supra note 4. 
gS ]d. 
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tactic is that it does not preclude the possibility that the case may 
later be reversed because of a subsequent change in the law; or 
the defendant m?y simply desire to avoid the stigma of a guilty 
plea. In. marijuana cases, some attorneys do not invoke this proce
dure because they feel that their client has a much better chance 
for acquittal or leniency if the case is taken to trial and tried 
before a jury. 

Sometimes defense attorneys will submi,t a case on the tran
script when they have a particularly strong case. This prevents 
any further evidence which may be prejudicial to the defense from 
being broVght into court. For example, if a case involves a ques
tionable search and seizure, an attorney would want the trial court 
to rule on the issue of probable cause with the least amount of 
testimony av.-ilable. 

Before a case may be submitted on the transcript, both parties 
must approve. Where the prosecution has an "open and shut case" 
it is clearly understandable that the district attorney would want 
to save the time and expense of having to introduce further evi
dence. Submission on the transcript may also occur when the prose
cution has a weak case if there is not much hope that new informa
tion will be adduced at a trial. Sometimes, in very weak cases, the 
district attorney will submit a case on the transcript rather than 
move for dismissal because he does not want to risk upsetting 
relations with the police or because he does not wish to justify 
the validity of a motion to dismiss. 

VIII. TRIAL 

Most defendants prefer to have their case tried before a judge 
rather than a jury.DO Many jury members are appalled by narcotics 
users, fail to differentiate between marijuana and hard narcotics 
cases, and have a tendency to find a defendant guilty. Judges, on 
the other hand, try several marijuana cases per week and are not 
shocked by a suspect who is apprehended with marijuana. 

Some judges are generally more lenient in marijuana cases 
than in other types of felollies. Some, of course, do not believe that 
possession of marijuana warrants classification as a felony with 
its subsequent harsh penalties. Others believe that while some 
cases should be prosecuted as felonies, there are many situations 

'"' Out of 252 cases in which the information was availabl., 245 were tried by 
the judge and only seven by a jury. Of the seven jury trials only two resulted in 
ocquHtal. One of the trials resulted In a bung jury and the district attorney declined 
to refile the case. 
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where a misdemeanor conviction would be proper. In these .situa
tions, such judges will strain to find a legitimate reason for dis
missing a case if the defendant possessed only a small quantity of 
marijuana and had a good record.lOO One judge stated his belief 
that a young defendant who had no prior record and bad been 
picked up with one cigarette had already been punished sufficiently 
by being arrested, placed in jail and subjected to criminal prosecu
tion. This exercise of discretion has been termed the "one cigarette 
rule." The judge in such cases will justify dismissal on grounds 
of .search and seizure or insufficient evidence.101 Such dismissal is, 
of course, not automatic in one cigarette cases; some; judges will 
never dismiss such cases, while others will do so only on rare occa
sions. However, this unpredictability along with tlle stiff statutory 
penalties, encourages court tried cases rather than jury trials or 
guilty pleas. 

The differing attitudes of judges also encourage defense attor
neys to try whatever means available to get into a lellient judge's 
court. Some wm attempt to secure continuances indefinitely if 
they are sent to a judge Who is harsh On marijuana offenders. Such 
"shopping" is probably greater in marijuaiIla cases than with oilier 
crimes, since the judges differ on the desirability of the present 
laws rather than merely on the sentence to be meted out. Thus, 
while .a burglary suspect may wish to go before a certain judge 
because he may get a lighter sentence, a marijuana suspect may 
do so in hopes of being acquitted entirely. 

If a defendant is convicted with a prior narcotics felony on his 
record, the judge cannot grant probation102 and the penalties are 
much stiffer. However, if the prior is "struck" from the pleading 
(upon a motion of the district attorney and with approval of the 
judge) or if there is no "finding on the priors," the defendant will 
not be subjected to the added penalties. When a small amount of 
marijuana is involved, most judges do not like to convict a defen
dant with a. prior felony conviction for J,.>ossession because they 
consider the five year minimum penalty excessive. Thus, if the 

100 In S6 = where tho defendant possessed oJ,te cigarette or Its>, •. g., a rll ... h 
or 'seeds, the judge found the defendant not guilty 19 times, dismis.oed tru: case at 
the preJiminary hearing 10 times, and granted a I 995 motion twice. The defendant in 
12 of tllese 31 exonerations had either no previous record or had only committed Ohe 
or moremisdemeanolS. In the 25 caseS where the. delendant was eventuaUy found 
guilty, there were only two ins!anc~ wheta he either had no previous record or had 
previou.ly only committed a misdemeanor. . 

~o~ This information was obtained in an interview with a judge of the Los 
Angeles County Superior. Court (Criminal Division), who prefers to remain anony
mous. 

102 CAL. IlEALTll &S~nn' CODE § 11715.6 (West 1964). 

83-31S O· c 77 - B 
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district attorney does not offer evidence to prove the prior, the 
judge may make no finding and the defendant will be treated as 
a first offender. Also, some judges will encourage the deputy not 
1.0 offer evidence of priors in possession cases. Other judges, how
ever, feel duty bound to make a finding on the priors and subject 
the defendant to the more stringent penaltif:s, even if the deputy 
does not present any evidence on the matter. Still others may make 
a finding but will then find the defendant not guilty if only a small 
amount of marijuana was in his possession. lOS 

Most judges are lenient with regard to priors only in possession 
cases .. If a sale is involved, the judges will usually make a finding 
on th&pior. One judge r<:ported that he would never strike a prior 
conviction in a sale case.1M 

IX. SENTENCING 

If a defendant is found guilty, the judge is required to sentence 
him according to t1' .• statute. Much of the judge's deCision on what 
sentence to give IS based upon a probation report which includes 
a summary of the defendant's family history, criminal record, and 
scJlOol and employment levels. 

The most important factors considered by the court when 
determining the sentence are the nature of the offens'.~, the defen
dant's prior dealings with the law, and his present :lcholastic or 
employment status. In possession cases, if the defendant has a good 
record and is in school or has a steady job, the judge will invariably 
grant probation.lo~ Probation may be conditioned upon the payment 
of a fine or upon spending a small amount of time in county jail. 
~Iost judges will not sentence such a defendant to prison for tWD 
reasons. First, some do not believe that the offense of possessiDn 
warrants spending a year in prison. Second, and most important. 
many judges do not believe that there is any rehabilitative value 
in sending a person with no criminal record to prisDn where he will 
come into contact with "bard" criminals. If the defendant bas had 
extensive contact with the police Dr the case involves possession for 
sale or actual sale, however, the judge is more likely to sentence 
the defendant to prison.10G ' . 

103 This infonnation wa. obtained in ~n interview with • Judge of the Los 
An~eles County Superior Court (Criminal DiVision) I who prefers to remain anony
moUS, 

TO. [d. 
105 These ;.. generally the same factors "sed by a juvenile court judge in de

ciding whether tu grant prohation or release the juvenile. Reichmann Interview, stlpra 
note 4. 

lao Of 49 adult Cases involving sale or possession for sale wherein the final dis: 
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The length of the sentence is influenced by the same factors 
which the judge takes into account in deciding whether to grant 
probation. Also, if the defendant seems to be involved in selling, 
marijuana on a large scale, the judge will undpubtedly be more 
harsh than if merely a single sale or a small quantity was involved. 

For the most part, middle-class offenders receive probation 
or are allowed to plead guilty to a misdemeanor.107 The factors
a clean record, steady employment, and a successful school record
t.hat are taken into consideration by the judges and district attorney 
when deciding whether to grant probation or allow a defendant to 
plead to a misdemeanor, all favor those with a mirldle-class back
ground. Since the penalties are considered extreme by many judges 
and deputy district. attorneys, they will be lenient with those whom 
they Lhlnk are a good risk. 

This is not a conscious discrimination based on economic 
class. It merely reflects the unfortuni~ reality that a resident of 
the ghetto or other low income area is likely to have a background 
which discourages judicial leniency. He is more likely to be un
employed, to have a poor scholastic record and to have had previous 
contact with the police than similarly situated middle-class offenders. 

X. JUVENILES 

The procedures for dealing with juveniles arrested for mari
juana possession are more flexible than those for dealing with 
adults. The police have an initial option to either counsel and 
release the juvenile or turn him over to a probation officer for 
further action.lOS If the laUer course is followed, the juvenile can 
be detained up to 48 hours in an Intake Detention and Control 
Center, while it is determined whether a petition, similar to the 
information used in an adult proceeding, will be filed. loo Even if 
the suspect is counseled and released by the police, they may later 
ask that a petition, be filed. If so, the local probation office will, 
decide whether or not to file. ' 

Juveniles arrested for marijuana violations are brought within 
the jurisdiction of the JuveQile Court through the filing of a peti-

position was given, 14 delendants were sentenced. to state prison, ,11 were given 
probation with a period of tim. in the county jail (varying from one year to 90 
days), 14 were given probation with a fine (ranging from $50 te ~I,OOO), five received 
straight probation (usually from three to five yenrs), lour were connnitted to the 
Calilornia Youth Authority, and one was sent to Department 95 for a mental test. 

107 See note 114 infra. 
108 CAL. W=. '& INsT'NS CODE § 626 (West 1966). 
lOG /d. § 631. 
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tion to make the juvenile a "ward of the court," usually under 
Sections 601 or 602 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.l1O It is 
important to the juvenile whether the probation officer decides to 
file· either a section 601 petition or a section 602 petition. If a 
section 602 petition is filed and approved, the juvenile can be com
mitted to the California Youth Authority for a first offense, i). 

disposition not possible under a section 601 petition.l1I Also, if a 
section 602 petition is filed, the juvenile court can bind the juvenile 
over for the institution of general criminal proceedings if he is 16 
or above.112 Finally, the judge can deny the section 601 petition 
even if the juvenile has obviously violated the law, since approval 
is required only if the juvenile is in danger of leading an "idle. 
dissolute,lewd, or immorallife."llD Under section 602, if the proba
tion officer proves that the juvenile has committed the crime 
charged, the judge is required to approve the petition. 

If a petition is filed a detention hearing is held to determine 
whether the suspect will be detained or released pending the adju
dication hearing. The guilt or innocence of the defendant is deter
mined at the adjudication hearing. If the defendant is found gUilty. 
a disposition hearing is held !n two weeks. 

The police decision whether to release the juvenile, the proba
tion officer's decision on whether to file a section 601 or 602 peti
tion, the probation officer's recommendation, and the final disposi
tion of the offender are all conditioned on certain factors in the 
juvenile's background relative to his rehabilitative potential. These 
factors include the juvenile's past record, attitude, and family 
situation. For example, the ideal subject for probation would be a 
juvenile with no prior record, a repentant attitude, two concerned 
parents, and «A" grades in school. 

This personal background information is collected by the 
probation officer and put into a report which forms the basis for 
the judge's disposition. The report contains a recommended dis
position which the judge will ordinarily follow. If the juvenile is 
found to be a "ward of the court" under section 601, the judge can 
grant him probation or send him to county juvenile camp. Under 
,;eetion 602 the judge can also commit the juvenile to the California 
Youth Authority. Disposition of juvenile cases depends not on the 

110 Id. §§ 601-02. Section 601 permits the juvenile court to adjudge a jU"enik 
~ "ward of the court" II that juvenile is in danger of leading an immoral or di.'
solute life. Section 602 permits the same fmding if the juvenile has broken an) 
California or United States law. 

III eM .. W':r .... & INST'NS COOE !I 727-31 (West Supp. 1967). 

"" Id. § i07. 
113 CAL WELF. & ISST'NS CODE § 601 (West 1966). 
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offense charged, but on what the court believes will be the future 
conduct of the juvenile and his parents, based on the aforemen
tioned iactors.ll4 Thus, a juvenile found guilty of selling marijuana 
may receive more favorable treatment than one convicted of 
possession. < 

114 A study of the files of 204 juveniles on whom a petition had been filed 
revealed that the following had been either given probation or bad their petition 
denied and been subsequently released: 

25 Negroes out of 69 arrested 
59 Whites out of 101 arrested 
16 Mexica~-Americans out of 30 arrested 
46 juveniles with no prior police contact out of 61 arrested 
52 juveniles with One or more non-narcotic prior arrests out of 129 arrested 
4 juveniles with one or more arrests for a nonwmarijuana narcotic offense aut 

of 14 arrested 
7 juveniles with one or more prior arrests for marijuana violations out of 24 

arrested 
73 students out of 127 arres!Cd 
13 employed non-students out of 30 arrested 
14 non-employed non-students out of 37 arrested 
5 juveniles living with neither parent out of 15 arrested 

48 juveniles living with both parents out of 93 arrested 
48 juveniles living wilh one parent out ot 89 arrested 
S juveniles with both parents unemployed out of 18 arrested. 
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. PART IV: CONCLUSION 

The ultimate question underlying any discussion of the mari
juana laws is whether the harm caused by marijuana justifies the 
prohibitions against it. This project has made no attempt to answer 
that question. Rather, it has dealt solely with the effects of the en
forcemi,nt of these laws upon our criminal system. 

One effect of the substantial rise in marijuana use has been a 
significant increase in the time and resources allocated by the police 
to marijuana enforcement. An officer may spend up to eight hours 
in arresting and booking a suspect and in later having to appear in 
court to testify. This time must be subtracted from time available 
for the discovery and prevention of violent crimes. 

The resources allocated to the enforcement of the marijuana 
laws may be used in a number of ways. At present, the investigative 
machinery is directed primarily at the sale of marijuana. The theory 
underlying this practice is that without a source of marijuana there 
can be no use, and since a single seUer serves many users, the ap
prehension of a seller will be much more valuable than the appre
hension of a user. This theory can also be extended to the importa
tion of marijuana from Mexico. The amount of marijuana being 
handled is greater at the border than at any other point in the 
distribution process. Increasing the present number of border guards 
and providing a continuing organization which would coordinate the 
activities of the various federal, state, and local enforcement agen
cies could stem the present traffic considerably. 

The enforcement of marijuana laws necessitates the use of 
informants, undercover agents, and other surreptitious enfe '-:ement 
techniques. While these are the roost effective of the presently 
available methods for discovering violators, they have made little 
headway in halting the spreading use of marijuana. Moreover, these 
enforcement methods risk intrusions into the privacy of individuals 
who are not involved with marijuana. The more widely these 
methods are used, the greater this risk becomes. 

There are three types of factors which may be responsible for 
tIle use of discretion by police officer, prosecutors and judges in the 
treatment of offenders. First, there are factors which the law re
quires the trier of fact to consider in determining guilt, such as the 
legality of a search and sufficiency of the evidence. Second, there are 
personal characteristics, such as age, attitude, and previous criminal 
record, which may indicate the risk of future violations. Finally 
there is the element of disagreement with either the terms of punish-

1566 
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ment for the offense or with making the acts in question an offense 
at all. 

With regard to the first of these factors, police officers, prosecu
tors, and judges all legitimately exercise discretion where they feel 
that the chances for legally establishing guilt are insufficient to 
warrant further proceedings. Discretion related to the other two 
factors is seldom exercised by either policemen or prosecutors. 
Judges, by contrast, are authorized to consider individual circum
stances in sentencing. This Project also found, however, that the 
disagreement of judges with the legislative range of penalties influ
enced, in numerous instances, their disposition of a case. Informal 
rules, such as the "one-cigarette rule" and the stretching of evi
dentiary and search and seizure requirements to acquit a defendant, 
evidence this practice. Undoubtedly, much of this judicial "discre
tion" is related to the tremendous increase in the arrests of educated, 
middle-class youth without prior records who; except for their mari
juana activity, appear to be law-abiding citizens. Faced with the 
alternatives of a felony conviction or acquittal, a significant number 
of judges have chosen to acquit such defendants .. Recent legislation 
in California has attempted to alleviate this problem by allowing 
the judge to treat first time possession cases, alternatively as mis- 40 

demeanor or felony cases. 

Despite reforms of both enforcement procedures and the laws 
themselves, it is possible that the use of marijuana may become so 
widespread that prohibitory laws would be useless. If that happens, 
then, as in other cases where society's morals have outstripped its 
laws, either the present laws will be repealed and a rational scheme 
of regulatory la.ws substituted or the presellt laws wiII become like 
many of the old Sunday blue laws still on the books today; an 
anomaly for future generations to ponder. 

ALLAN S. MORTON JOEL OHLGREN 

JOHN MUELLER ROGER W. PEARSON 
SHELDON WEISEL 
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Possession of Marijuana in 
San Mateo County: 

Some Social Costs of Criminalization «< 

This Note is built around an empirical study of the present California 
marijuana laws as applied to the 129 defendants charged with felony vio
lations in a single jurisdiction during a recent 12-month period. The first 
section places the study in context and outlines its assumptions. The next 
presents the findings, following the defendants from arrest to final disposi
tion and commenting on the observable roles and practices of those persons 
involved. Costs that society incurs during this process and ways in which 
these costs might be reduced by shifting the resources utilized by the crimi
nal process from the "problem" of marijuana possession to the "problem" 
of marijuana sale are then discussed. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The marijuana, or "hemp," plant' was introduced to the United States
under the most respectable auspices. The settlers of Jamestown planted the 
ffrst crop in 16II at tJ.':ie behest of King James J, who wanted hemp to be 
made into rope for the British. nrJt¥y." Marijuana was also prized as a 
medicinal agent, and tb.ereis evidence that George Washington cultivated 
it at Mount Vc:smm for that purpose.' For many years, until 1937, it was a 
fIl'1=Scription drug, listed in the official Pharmacopoeia of th(. United States 
of America as Extractum Cannabis: and was available from both large 
drug companies and vendors of patent medicines. Although its psychoactive 
properties have been known and enjoyed elsewhere for almost 5000 years,' 
it was not used as a recreational d(ug in this country until the beginnin:; of 
the 20th century. About 1910, 

Mexican immigrants brought marijuana into Texas and California and from there 
it seems to have made its way very quickly to New Orleans, where its use was es
tablished among Negroes, especially jazz musicians, by the early '920S, From there 
it spread as Negroes immigrated to the urban centers of the North , , • where it 

• The author wishes to thank Professor John Kaplan oE the Stanford Law School, who suggested 
this .tudy and guided it durinlf iu early stoges, and Wilbur R, Johnson. Chief Criminal Deputy Dis· 
tria Attorney for San Mateo County, without whose counsel and assistance tht'i srudy could not have 
been completed. 

t. Cannafn'r ,aHva. 
:1. J. HOPKINS, A HISTORY OF THE HEMP INDUSTlty IN' KENTuCKY 6 (1951). 
3. THE BOOK o. GRAss 34 (G. Andrew. Ie S. Vinkenoog cds. 1967), 
4. CoMM. OF REVISION, U.S. PHAftMACOPOEIAL CoNVENTlON'f TilE PHARMACOPOEIA OF TIlt: Uo,,;rn:D 

STAn.s o. AMERICA 155 (llth cd. 1936). 
5, Taylor. The PlellSanl Assalsin. in THE MARl7UAHA PAPElU 7 (D. Solomon ed. 1966). 

101 
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was introduced to whites on a large scale as a result or contact with Negr~s in 
lower-class, racially mixed neighborhoods and in dullS frequented by bohemian 
jazz enthusiasts. 

Marijuana was SOOll adopted by many deviant groups, those considered .lome. 
what beyond the pale of respectability .•••• 

As use became more widespread, the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and 
the popular press mounted a propaganda attack depicting marijuana as a 
sinister and dangerous drug responsible for a host of violent crimes and 
leading to a life of idleness and insanity: In 1937, following hearings· at 
which only one witness opposed the measure, Congress passed the Mari· 
juana Tax Act of 1937, requiring disclosure and taxation of all transfers of 
marijuana.' By 1938 almost every state legislature had made possession of 
marijuana a crime.'· Although a I944 medical study of the dangers of mario 
juana discredited many ot the assertions made by proponents of the various 
marijuana laws," the Federal Bureau of Narcotics continued to press its 
viewpoint on legislators, and the laws remained in force. So long as the use 
of marijuana and the effects of its proscription were confined to a relatively 
small and powerless minority and the enforcement of these laws placed 
no untoward burden on the criminal process. there was little pressure on 
legislators to reconsider the wisdom of the marijuana legislation. 

The 1960's, however, witnessed a radical increase in the number (If people 
using marijuana and, consequently, in the burden of enforcing laws against 
its use." Numerous recent studies confirm that a large percentage of the 
white middle.class student population has experimented with marijuana, 
and that a significant number usc it on a regular basis,1' In California from 
Ig60 to 1968 the annual number of adult arrests for marijuana violations 

6, Goode, [nIT.allcrion, in MAarJuANA '7 (E. Goode ed. 1969) (footnoteQrnitted). 
7. S~~J ~.g" U.S. BUREAU OF NARCOTICS, TRAFFIC IN OPIUM AND OUtER DANGJ!!tOUS DRUGS 6s 

(1937); Anstingcr, AUrlssilJ of Youth, THE AMERICAN MAGI,LINE, July 1937,. at rS. 
S. Ht'aringl on H.R. 6385 Bt'jou the HOffll! Comm. "on Wai'S and Aft'anr, 75th Cong., 1St Sess. 

(1937), ", 
9. Act of Aug, 2, 1937.ch. 553, 50 St.t. 551 (codified'at26.US,C. § 4741 <I /«j. (19~4». Those 

provisions of the Act reqUiring disclosure of transfers illegal uncler state laws h'~Vc txcn declared 
unconstitutional as violative of the u;uisfc:corfs Jifrh amendment rights. Leary v. United Sates, 395 
U.S. 6 (1969), 

10 .. Solomon, Foreword, in TUE MAR17UA:-:A PAPERS, supra note: 5, at xv. 
n. MAYOR'S COMM. ON M.\RIHCAXA. THt M"RJl1UA~A PRODL1:,M IN TnB CiITY OP' NEW YOl\K 

(1944)· _ 
U., 'The re~ults of'a recent Canup PoWindicate that to milHon, Americans, "g~ 2[ or older, have 

used marijuana, and th:at anotlier 5 million .would do so if it were offered to tht:m. N,Y. Tlm<:5, Oct. 
,,6.1969, S I"t 75, col. 1. . I. 

13. In a 1969 study of high.school studen'" in San Mateo c,unty, 50.,% "f the .enior boys .nd 
37.6% of the senior girls reported having used m:uijlJana within the last 12 fl.l0nth$. of that group', 
67.7% of the boy. and 59.3% of the girls reported th.r they had used it 10 .or more times within th~ 
past t::r. months. REIF.AJtCH & STATJS1'lCIi SE'CTlO!'f, SAN MATE.O DEp·T OF PunLI~':: HUL11J & WELFAftlt, 
FIVE MIND-ALTDUNG DRUG. 20 (1969) (report prepared at the requot ofithc Narcotics Adv;,ory 
Committee of the Juvenile: Jus,tice Commissio~). Su a/so ::r. R. BLUM, STC!"I:.NTS ANI) DRUGS 7-:z8 
(t969)· . 

'. 
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increased seven times to 33,573 and the number of juvenile arrests some 
~I times to 16,754.1< 

These dramatic changes have reopened the whole question of tlle wis
dom of criminalizing the use and possession of marijuana. Some students 
of the problem have concluded, with Profe:ssor Herbert Packer, that "[a] 
clearer case of misapplication of tlie criminal sanction would be difficult to 
imagine."" Others argue: that a "policy of vigorous law enforcement" con
tinues to be "necessary not simply because of the harmful effects of the: drug 
on consuming individuals but also because of the antisocial conduct which 
it engenders."" In the: same week that the President of tlle United States 
declared an all-out war on marijuana smuggling, complete with elaborate 
electronic detection equipment," tlle Wall Street Journal reported discus
sion in the business world on the profit potential in legalized marijuana.'" 

Whether or not the: original decisions to criminalize the usc and pos
session of marijuana were rational is not now important. A rational society 
will attempt to control an activity by making it a criminal offense only jf 
the anticipated benefits of criminalization exceed the anticipated costs. It 
will also periodically review the instituted system, checking expectations 
against results. If the costs in practice outweigh the benefits, there arc two 
alternatives: modify the law and the enforcement pattern in ways better 
calculated to yield net benefits, or repeal the law. The evolution of lie law 
of homicide in England illustrates the first approach, the history of pro
hibition in lie United States the second. 

Calculation of the to~al costs and benefits of criminalizing marijuana 
use and possession will involve a host of determinations outside the lawyer's 
competence." This Note does not purport to perform iliat calculation. It 
simply seeks to define some: of ilie costs. 

II. THE STUDY 

A. Scope and Method 

Of ilie 605 felony complaints filed in the Souiliern Judicial District of 
San Mateo County in ilie period from October x, x967, to September 30, 

14. BUREAU Of CRIMINAL STATl"'TICS, CAUFORNJA OF.PIT OF JUSTICE, DRUG ARR'£STS 6: DlSl'051'rJOSS 
IN CALIfORNIA 1968, at ~~ (1968). 

IS. H. PACKER, TUE LIMITS OF THE CRIMINAL SANCTION' 333 (1968). Accord, J. ROSr.V£AJt, Po·r! 
A HANDnOOK. OF MARIJUANA 137-39 (1967). 

J6. Miller, Mariplana and ugal Controls, in MARIJUANA, IlIpra note 6, at 16J, 169. Accord, testi
mony of H. Giordano, United States Commissioner of Narcotics, in H~ar;ngl &/or~ the SlIbcomm. on 
Dt!p'lS of TrelUury IJnd POSI Office and E~ecul;lJe Office 0/ th~ President o/Ihe Home Comm. on Ap
propri.tions, 90th Cong., 15tSC55. 477 (1967). 

17. 'Belair, Me,rico Is AII{t!d to Help Combal Drug Smllggling, N.Y. Times, Sept. 9, 19G9f ::at I, 
col. 3. 

18. Kessler, TaltJ Making Rounds Tobacco Firms Plan N(UJ Line: Maflluan(J, Wall Street lournal, 
Sept. 8, 1969, at 28, col. 2. 

19. For example, there is as yet no complete 3grcl'ment among pharmacologbt .. a!i tl.i the phy~,io. 
logiCo'l1 effects of marijuana usc. Compare \Veil, Zinbc:rg &. Nelsen, Clitlical and PsydIQ/ogica/ £U('('II 0/ 
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19158, 137 alleged violations of the California marijuana laws:o These 137 
complaints form the basis of the study. The data were obtained from the 
records of the San Mateo County Municipal and Superior Courts, the reports 
of the County Probation Department, and the Office of the District Attor
ney. The sample comprises 129 individuals charged with a total of 13'j 
offenses." For most of these defendants, data were available concerning 
age, race, sex, current occupation, educational background, and previous 
criminal record." 

The sample includes a toi:al of 92 different arrest situations," the cir. 
cumstances of which were recorded with particular attention paid to the 
types and amounts of drugs seized. The counts of each complaint were 
traced through the judicial process to the point where the case was dis
missed, passed from the jurisdiction of the adult courts, or terminated in 
sentencing in_ the superior or municipal court. 

B. Findings" 

1. Enforcement pattern:' 

In the study jurisdiction, responsibility for enforcing the marijuana laws 
is shared between patrolmen and drug-law-enforcement specialists. The 

l,iariiuana in Man, 16z SCIENCE 1234 (1968), with Hollister, Rich.rds I< Gillespie; Comparison 0/ 
T<trohytiro,-onnabinol and Synh<xyl in Man, 9 CLINI""L P>J~''''COLOCY I< T>JEIW'EIrCICS 783 (1968). 

20. Complaints alleging violations of S II,55" of the California Health and Safety Code (being 
prescnt in a p12cc where a mu:cotic is being unlawfully used with knowledge of such Usc-a misp 
demeanor) are on file with the clerk of the municipal court, in chron.ological order together with all 
other misdemeanor complaints, including traffic offenses. BecaUSe" it would ha.\'e been very difficult to 
lootC: aU of chern, no S 1 I ,556 violations arc included in the sample except thost.; filed after a felony 
charge hau been dismis,<d. 

Dc:£endant:i under the age of 18 are within the jurisdiction of the jlJveniIe court and :ue not in
cluded in this ,tudy. 

21. Four of the complaints Were renlings of complaints appearing earlier in the sample: which h2d 
erronec.usly been dbmissed. In almo.~.t e~ery 'case in which a complaint alleged violation of the mari· 
juana laws on several caunu, all counts wer~ based on the same supply of marijuana or the same 531es 
transaction. Thus, for purposes of thil srudy, each complaint stated a single "6t1ense." Four of the 
defendants were arrested and charged for two cJistinct offenses during the study period. 

22. S~e Tables 1-3 infra. The defendant's age; ~Xr and race. were: avail3ble in almost every C;llSC. 

Information on prior ~rrest record, current occupation, ~nd educational background was unav2i1:a.blc, 
Qnly for some of mose defendants not held to answer in the superior court. Where: available, the dat:a 
2S to prior criminal record were taken from the offici:d "rap shect'-' (a record of all of a p~son's arrests 

.maint.1.ined by the State of California Bureau of Criminal Investig'2.tion and Identification) .. Because 
this often listed arrests without showing any subsequent disposition, it was impossible to teil in every 
case ,if the dcfendam had been convicted as charged. Since· the l.'Xtcnt of the defendant's previous con .. 
tOlct with the criminal systeJJl was partiCUlarly relevant to this study, each plrior arrest was recorded 
and each o( the defendants for whom data were available wali assigned to one of five c1~!5es. s~~ Table 
:1 in/'ll. Where the rap sh\!'Ct listed a conviction for a drug offense, this w~s !lIsa recorded; .Uatements 
in the text refcrring, to a defetldant's "drug record" are based on thesc d2ta.- . 

23-. The arrest of several defendants at the same time, under the same: drcumst:mccs, and by the 
same police officers was trcOlted as a single "arrest situation." In :14 cases two deCendants were arrested 

. together, and six arrot ~ituations involved, more than Me> dcfenda.nts! 
24. This section of this Note parallels: to, some degree parts of Project, Mariitlana LAws: An Em

pirical Study 01 En/orum .. t and Adm,'nutra/ion in Los Anll<l" County, 15 U.C.L.A.L. REV. 1499, 
IS15~3 (1968) (hereinaltercit<d asU.C.L.A. S'rUIlyJ. In maDY rcspeets-theeDforcemoo! patterns aDd 
the significant steps from arrest to trial are simil~r in the. two jurisdictions studied. In o~er respects, 
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specialists consist of a 3-man unit in the county sheriff's office and speciaf 
officers in some municipal police departments. Their efforts are directed 
primarily toward the apprehension of persons involved in selling drugs:" 
In a typical case as described in police reports, an informer introduces an 
undercover agent to a suspected seller, a sale takes place, and arrest .:nsu\!s. 
Often these arrests arc cooperative ventures involving both municipal and 
county authorities."' 

Most narcotics-unit arrests for mere possession fall into one of two 
categories'" Often the marijuana is found during;! search made incident 
to an arrest relattd to some other drug-sales investigation. In other cases sus
pects are brought to the attention of a narcotics officer by a parent or neigh
bor who has discovered what he believes to be marijuana in or near the 
suspect's home. Specializl:d narcotics agents accounted for only 20 of the 
92 arrest situations in the sample. The remainder were made by ordinary 
patrolmen-members of the county sheriff's department and the police de
partments of four municipalities. 

In almost every case, the ordinary patrolman's discovery of marijuana 
results from police work unrelated to drugs: peace-keeping and investiga
tions or arrests for nondrug crimes. Typically officers will stop an automo
bile, either for a vehicle-code violation or because they find its presence or 
occupants "suspicious," and will discover marijuana during a search of the 
vehicle or its occupants. Searches of suspects incident to nondrug-related 
arrests also yield marijuana; this category includes searches made in the 
field as well as more thorough searches made when suspects are booked at 
the county jail .. • Finally, some marijuana turns up in the course of investi-

however, they uc not; and for purposes of coherence this Note tt:.lces the process through its consecu
tive stages in the: context of the Southern District of San Mateo County. The composition of the dcfen
d,nt samples in the two studies differed considerably. Compare U.C.L.A. STUDY, Stlpra at 1578 (Appen. 
dix 0)1 IviJh Tables 1-3 and text :lccompanying notes 36-44 infra. Certain other significant differences 
are noted infra. This section of this Note also'presents findings in a number of areas that the U.CL.A. 
Study does not discuss-notably the correlations bc::tween the characteristics of defendants .and the 
methods used to apprehend them, and the kinds and amounts of drugs seized incident to the atrests 
which led to marijuana prosecutions. 

2.5. The information for this section was drawn from the actu.:d police: ilnd crime.labor:atory reo. 
ports for the 92 arrest situations in the sample. 

26. S" CAL. HEALTII It. SAFETY CoDE! II.53' (Wen 1964) (transporI, sale. or giving away of 
madjuana.,....-a felony). 

27. For a detailed description of enforcement techniques used by nOlrcotics agents in connection 
with marijuana see U.c.L.A. STUDY, supra note 24, at 1530-32. 

28. CAL. Hf.ALTII I< SAFETY CoDE S ",530 (West 1964) (unauthorized possession). During the 
study's sample period, § 1 1,530 provided for imprisonment in the stOlte prison [or a yc::ar or more-a 
felony. After the close of the sample period the section was amended, providing alternatively for "imo. 
prisonment in the county jail for not more than one year .••• " CAL. HEALTH &. SAFETY CoUl; ~ 11,530 
(West Supp. I968). Where such alternative sentencing is provided, "in the discretion of the court, it 
shall be deemed a misdemeanor for 2H purposes 2fter ~ judgment other than imprisonment in the 
'12te prison •••• n CAL. PENAL CoDE I 17 (West 1955). 

Possession for the purpose of sale is a sepaC2tc 2nd more serious offeqse. CAL. HEALTH lit. SAFETY 

CoDE \ 1I.530.S (West 1964). 
:19. In several casu in the sample, the marijuana was ft.-.Jnd some time after the suspect wa~dn .. 

carcerated, during a se2rch of his home or car. , 
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gations conducted for other purposes. For example, officers sometimes have 
occasion to enter a private home to search for a suspect or a missing person 
or to investigate: a reported disturbance. Upon their unexpected arrival they 
may find marijuana in plain view, or may discover it while searching the 
premises at least ostensibly in the expectation of finding something else. 

Marijuana was seized in 88 of the 92 arrestsituations in the sample, and 
71 of these 88 cases led to charges of possession only.30 In 46 of these 77 cases, 
marijuana was the only drug seized. In all but one of tl:ie remaining 31 
arrests the amounts of other drugs seized suggest that they were the de
fendant's personal supply and were not intended for sale. In only nine of 
the 77 cases did the amount of marijuana seized exceed roo grams. 

Of the 88 arrest situationS' in which marijuana was seized; II led to 
complaints charging sale of marijuana. Other drugs were also found in 
connection with six of these II cases; in only one were the other drugs also 
being sold. Three cases involved the sale of a single "Jid."" In the other 
eight, the amount of marijuana seized ranged from about 350 grams (three 
instances) to 20 kilograms (44 pounds; one instance). 

The only drugs other tlian marijuana that turned up with any frequency 
were amphetamines." Amphetamines were found in 16 of the 92 arrest 
situations; hypodermic needleS', used to inject some types of ampheta'mines, 
were found in an additional 13 cases'" Other drugs were found in 18 cases: 
hallucinogens, barbiturates, codeine, hashish,.· sedatives, tranquilizers, and 
diet pills each appeared in the sample three or four times." 

2. The defendants. 

Analysis of the 'defendants' biographical information clearly indicates 
that the impact of the marijuana laws in San Mateo County falls overwhelm
ingly on young persons'" The median age of the sample was just oyer 20, 

and 95 percent of the defendants were under 30. Seventeen percent were 

30. Where several defendants were arrested together, it was u5u311y impossible tQ determine 
whIch drugs were taken from which ddendOlDtt Therefore .:all of the following findings arc: c:1:st in. 
terms of ·'a.-rest situiltions." 

3]. A ulid1" the cammon unicof sale to consumers, is onc ounce. (::.8 grams) of marijuana. 
3~. The most c.ommon amphetamine found was methadri.ne, commonly known as "speed!' 
33. Hypodermics are also used to inject heroin •. How(:ver, in only one ~15e ill: the sample w:u'any 

heroin seized. and there: is no indication anywhere in the ..records that any of the ddenilants were ad-
dicted to narcotics. . . . ' 

, 34. Hashish con,ists of the re,ins collected f,om the flowering top of the marijuana pl:lnt. Al-
though C:lliforni. law does not rlistinguish it from ugular marijuana (the ground.up leaves of the 
same plant) h,3Shisb is more. potent. " ' 

35. Onl}' two cases involved opLucs.,. One defend::.nt ha.d three: capsules of Demcrol, a syn[hc:~c 
narcotic, :and one had one-tenth of a gram of heroin and a trace: of Ta,w opium. (The latter" defenu:!nt; 
was a walking pharmacopoeia. The: arrdting agents fo~nd in his posse~o;jon~bcsitIr:s the h~roin and 
the oplum-one·hal£ gram o£ marijuana, 'a hypodermic needle, 59 ampheta!l)ine pill., 1.3. barbiturate 
pills, two codeine pllb, 47 gram. of hashish, and' 3 quantity of the hallucinogen known", DMT.) 
Taken as a whole, these data provide remarkably litt!e support for the: theory that marijuana Use l('2(is 
to heroin addiction. 

36. S« Table I infra. 
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black, a percentage sHghtly greater than the percentage of blacks in the 
18-to-30 age group of the jurisdiction's general population." Although 
available studies for. the jurisdiction's younger student population indicate 
that marijuana use is only slightly more common among males than fe
males,'· males outnumbered females in the San Mateo defendant sample 
four to one. 

As a group, the 100 defendants for which we have information were lC'.ss 
well educated" and less stably employed'· than the average for their age 
group in the jurisdiction. Forty-four were unemployed. Of the 45 who had 
jobs, seven were self-employed on a part-time basis as babysitters, musi
cians, or makers of handcraft goods. Five held white-collar or professional 
positions, while the remaining 33 were blue-collar workers. Only II of the 
defendants for whom information was available were currently in school. 
Of the nonstudents, 56 percent had dropped out of high school after com
pleting an average of 2 years, and another 17 percent had dropped out of 
college." 

Forty-four percent of the defendants for whom information was avail
able had had no significant prior contact with the criminal process. Another 
31 percent had been involved with the police before but had never been 
incarcerated. Sixteen percent had been sentenced to the county jail on one or 
two occasions; 9 percent had had repeated contact with the criminal system 
and had spent over 6 months in either the county jailor state prison. 
Three-quarters of. the defendants in the sample had no prior drug records 
whatsoever." 

A representative defendant from the sample would be a 19-year-old 
white male who had dropped out of high school in the lOth grade, who had 
no regular employment, and whose previous contact, if any, with the police 
was minor and did not involve drugs. Certain methods of marijuana-law 
enforcement" resulted in the apprehension of groups of defendants dif
fering significantly from this norin. Defendants who first came to the at
tention of the police because of their involvement in drug traffic were older 

37. It has been estimated, based on a recent special census of the study jurisdiction, that J2% to 
14% of the I8-to-30 age group are black. Interview with Marion D. Boat, Urban Planning Economist, 
;San Mateo County Planning Commission, in Redwood City, Calif., Oct. 6, 1969. 

38. Su note 13 supra. 
39. In 1960 the mediOl:n level of education in San Mateo County for persons 25 years old and O""er 

was 12.4 years of school completed. BUREAU OF mE CENSUS, U.S. DEP'T OF COMM£RCE, ComITY AND 
CITY DATA Boo" '967. at 33 ('967). Current dropout rates in the county's high schools roveal that the 
majority of studenu continue to graduate from high school. Su Dote 4J infra. 

40. The percentage of the work force unemployed in San Mateo County is generally below the 
4 % average for the: San Franci~o Bay Are~. Interview with Mrs. Riu Thomen, Oc:cupation3J Ana1yst, 
California Dep't of Emplciymen~ in San Mateo. Calif •• Nov. 3, 1969. 

"II. One estimate plal;es the dropout rate: in the San Mateo County high schools at 10% W 15%. 
Interview whh Arnim Weems, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, San Matc,'o County, in R('uwooc.J 
City, Calif .• Nuv. 3. 1969. 

42, S('~ note 2:1 SUprll. 
-43. S~ text accompanying DOtes 26-29 supra. 
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and had more experience with the criminal system; Those whose marijuana 
arrests were connected with serious nondrug criminal acti'lity were likeWise 
older and had more extensive criminal records; nearly one-half of this 
group was black. At the other extreme, those defendants who had been ap
prehended through "freak" circumstances" were older, had almost no 
previous contact with the police, and were all white. By far the largest 
group-approximately 40 percent of the sample-were arrested as a result 
of (r) a search of an automobile stopped on the pretext of a vehicle-code 
violation or of "suspicious circumsrntces" or (2) a searel1 of a "hippie" or 
communal-style living arrangement. This group was somewhat younger 
than the sample average--?5 percent were between the ages of '18 and 2I. 

Over one-half of them had no significant previous police contact, 

3. From arres,t to trial. 

After a s)Jspect is arrested and booked, the police submit his case to the 
District Attorney's office, which determines whe.ther or not to file a felony 
complaint. In the study jurisdiction, if the Deputy District Attorney con
eludes that on the facts as stated by the arresting officer the search was clearly 
illegal under. current search-ar.d-seizure doctrine," he will'not file a com
plaint"- In virtually ,all cases, however, complaints are filed!' The defen
dant against whom a complaint has been issued js arraigned before a magis
trate (usually a municipal-court judge) who sets bail. Shortly thereafter 
the defendant makes a second appearance before the magistrate, at which 
he enters a plea and at which a date is set for his preliminary hearing. 

Ina sizable number of cases that get this far, no preliminary hearing is 
ever held, Defendants bc:tweef1 the ages of I8 and 20 may petition the court' 
to suspend the adult proceeding and have the case referred to the juvenile 
court.·8 Cases are also dismissed on the motion of the District Attorney. At 
this point, some aspects of prosecutorial discretion are first exercised. The 
prosecution of a marijuana case may be dropped altogether at this point if, 
after reviewing the record, the Deputy District Attorney decides that there 
is insufficient evidence to link the defendant to the marijuana seized. The 

44. In onc casc, a couple went out for the evening, a.nd their babysiner, looking for a cookie. 
found their supply of m~riiuana innead and called the police, 

45. S~e text ~tconlpanyjng note 81 infra. ' 
46. This occurs in Ilapproxim~tely 20 cases per year," Interview with Wilbur R. Johnson, Chief 

Crimin.! Deputy District Attorney for San Mateo County, in Redwood City, Calif" Oct, 6, 196~. 
4'~ IJ. The U.C.L.A. inv~tigatbrs report that prosecutors in Los Angeles County e:tercisc a sulJ... 

'ta.ntial amount of discretion prior. to filing a complaint in a marijuana. C3.Se, and that generatty '3, com~ 
plaint will not be issued unless a Deputy District Attorney first ascertains that the available evidence 
will support -2 conviction and that the amount of marijuana seized and ,the defend::tnt's background 
merit a felony pra$(XUtian. See U.C,L,A. STUDY. INpr. nate ~4. at '~44-S4. In San Mateo County these 
aspecu: of prosecutorial discretion are deferted, to a later st.ag~. s.;~ tat accomp:mying notes .. 8-49 "nlra:. 

48. CI.!.. WEt-F. & INST'NS CODE § 604(b) (West 1966). . 

)J . ;,/,. . 
."'1 
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case may also be dropped if the defendant agrees to plead guilty to an 
equally serious charge in another jurisdiction, or if it appears certain that 
he will be convicted of another felony and dual prosecution will serve no 
lIseful purpose. In most cases, however, when the District Attorney moves 
to dismiss a complaint it is because the defendant has agreed to plead guilty 
to some other, less serious offense in the jurisdiction"· 

A variety of situations prompts such "plea bargaining."'· The prosecu
tion may choose to obtain a certain conviction on a lesser charge in some 
cases, rather than risk dismissal of the original charge on grounds that the 
legally admissible evidence fails to establish all of the dements of the 
offense. In exceptional cases the charges are reduced because the defendants 
agree to cooperate in apprehending other violators. 

If the defendant is not certified to juvenile court and does not plead 
guilty and if the District Attorney decides to prosecute the case as a felony, 
the next step is a preliminary hearing in municipal court. At the prelimi
nary hearing the judge decides whether the prosecution's legally admissible 
evidence warrants holding the defendant to answer in superior court. This 
provides the defense attorney with his first opportunity to challenge the 
legality of the police officer's conduct and exclude any evidence seized in a 
constitutionally invalid search." Alternatively, the defense attorney may 
argue that the marijuana seized was not a "usable amount" as required by 
People v. Leal." In cases where several persons have been arrested for pos
session of the same supply of marijuana, the defense may also argue that 
the evidence fails to establish possession by a particular defendant. 

Slightly less than half the cases in the sample were disposed of iG rnu-

49. This Ic!!ser offense, if it had not already been charged as an additional count on the ol'iginal 
£deny compla.int, was charged on a misdemeanor complaint after an agreement had been rcached. 
TypicaJly the plea accepted was one to the misdemeanor marijuana ofT~rtse of being in a place where 
morijuan. was being smoked. CAL. HEALTI! & ShOETY CoDE § 11,556 (West 1964). Where other drugs 
or paraphernalia had been seized in addition to marijuana) the typical result o[ bargaining W2S a plea 
of guilty to either § 4143 of the California Business and Professions Code, which makC':s unauthorizcd 
posscssion of a hypodcrmic needle a misdemeanor, or S Il,910 of the California Health and Safety 
Code, which. during the study periorl, m3dc possession of dangciou!' drugs a misdemeanor. Thi'i pat
tcrn will undoubtedly be affected by rcc,nt California legisb.tiol'l m;king possession of dangerou~ drugs 
either a felony or a misdemeanor. $u Storts. J 968, c.J 465, P.239:t, § 3. 

50. The following generalizations, derived originally from the study data', w~rc confirmed in the 
interview with Wilbur R. Jahn.,;an, supra note 46. Compare these findings with those of the U.Cl .. A. 
im:estigators t U.C.L.A. STUDY, supra note 2'h at 1556-5.9. 

51. Sec text accompanying notes BI-g1 in/ra. 
52, In Leal th!: California supreme court held that "in pCm':t1izing a person who pO!iSc:."iSC~ a nar· 

cotie the L.:gislature proscribed possession of a subsbnce that has a narcoticpotentiali it condemnro tIle 
commodity that could be used ~ such. It did not refer to IIU/CSS traces or rc'\iduc of such substance. 
Hence the pos~C5sion of ... residue of [a] narcotic useless for either sale or cOmlumption ... ~ does 
not constitute sufficient cvidence in itself to sustain a conviction." 64 Cal. 2c.I 504, 51:2, 413 P.2d 665, 
670,50 Ca\. Rptr. 777,782 (1966). There i •. no jUdicial rule as to what cOOlti'"!e, a "usable amount," 
The sheriff's office in the study jurisdiction will not now make an arrest for pcssesslon of lo~ mari· 
juana than. the minimum amount needed to make a single cigarette (0.2. gram). Interview with Scr· 
gta"t Coslett, Narcotics Enforcement Bureau, San Mateo County Shcriff'~ Office, in RedwQOd City, 
Calif., OcL 6, 1969. 
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nicipal court;" in the remainder the defendants were hc:ld to answer in the 
superior court." If the District Attorney elects to file an information in the 
superior court against a defendant who has been held to answer," the de. 
fense has a second chance both to challenge the sufficiency of the prosecu. 
tion's prima facie case'· and to contest the legality of the search and sei. 
zure.51 For a variety of reasons, including a plea bargain, the prosecution 
may move to dismiss some or all of the counts alleged in the information." 

Once the defense attorney is convinced that the prosecution's evidence 
will be admitted, that it fairly clearly establishes the defel)dant's guilt, and 
that the District Attorney will not accept a plea to a lesser offense, his client 
has very little incentive to go to trial.'· At this point the vast majority of 
those defendants against whom the most serious charge is possession plead 
guilty. In return, the District Att",. ney will move to dismiss any lesser counts 
charged in the information and will not oppose granting probation.6

• 

Of the I33 offenses in the sample, only four went to trial in the superior 
court.Ol The thr<:e offenses tried before a judge resulted in convictions; a 
jury returned the only acquittal."· 

53. Of the: 133 felony complaints filed, 14 were certified to juvenile court and 37 Were dismissed 
(tS in consideration of other guilty pleas. eight for lack of suffi .'cnt evidencC', one: under the ua! rule, 
and 10 for unspecified rc:a!ions). Ten defendants pleaded guilty-five as charged, four to the lesser of 
two marijuana olfensei charged, and one to a nondrug felony charged on the: same compJ.tint. 

54. Seventy-une were held to answer for marijuana offenses and one for OJ. nonmariju:ma drug 
offen~. 

55. Informations were filed purslJant to all but three of the complaints for which c..Icfendants in 
the sample had been held to answer. Of these three complaints, two were dropped for lack of sufficient 
evic..lcnce and one because the defendant faced certain conviction of a marc :ierious marijuana offel1se 
in another jurisdiction. 

When he files an information the district otttorney must also decide whether to allege any prior 
felony convictions for narcotics or mariju'lfl3 ofIemes. If such convictions are alleged a~1l1 proved, the 
judge m:ly not grant probation or su:;pend the defendant*s sentence. CAL. HEALTIi & S ... FE.TY CollE 
I 11.715.6 (West 1964). Although four of the defendants in the sample had previously been convict<d 
of feluny marijuana violations, in 00 calle was this alleged on the ioform3tions filed against them. 

56. California Penal Code § 995 pro\';des that the 5uperior cnurt must set :lside an information 
whtn "the deCend:lnt has bet'n held to amw:.r without reasonable or probable cause:1 

57. California Penal Code S J538.5(i) provides for a special hC:lCing in the superior court to de
termine the legality of the 5(!Olrch ~nd SClzurc, The hearing bkc:s place .:tfter the cldendant has been 
held to answer, but before trial. 

58. Of the 69 informations filed, 16 were dbmissed (.10 311 counts: Six: for insufficient evidence; 
two in consideration of the defer.dant's plea in another C3~e; three av motion of the District Attor,ley 
"in the interest of justice"; four bcc:.u ... e the defendants were certified to the ju\'enile court; and une 
btcause the defendant died in .an aul Jmobile accident. 

In eight cases where the information alleged offenses inv01ving sales oC marijuana, the District 
Attorney accepted a. pie .. to a leslier felony marijuana ofien~ !lnd dismissed any rem2jning counts. In 
12 cases where the most serious offen~e alleged was possession of marijuan:1 1 the District Auorney a,
etpted a guilty plea to a misdemeanor and dismis3ed any remaining counts. 

59. The clements ncces~ary for a marijuan:l convi(:t.ion are relati\'ely simple. "Unlawful possession 
of narcotics i!'i es:tahHshed by proof (1) that the accused e:xerci~ed dominion and control over Ule contra
b.nd, (2) that he had knowledge of its presence, and (3) that the accused had knowledge that the 
material was a narcotic." People v. Groom. 60 Col. ad 694,696.388 P.ad 359, 361,36 Col. Rptr. 3a7, 
329 (1964) (citations omitted). 

60, In Z7 of the 33 remaining C.:lses where possc5sion was the most serious offense aUeged, the 
defendants pleaded guilty to th:a count, and the District Attorney moved to dismiss any remaining 
counts and did r.ot oppose thl' recommendations of the probation officer. 

61. Each of these luur offenses involved a different defendant. 
62. At the do~e of the data-gathering stage of this study, two ca5CS were niH pending. 

83-313 0 - 77 - 9 
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4. Sentencing. 

When a defendant is convicted, the judge refers his case to the Adult 
Division of the County Probation Department." Based on interviews with 
the defendant and confirmation from outside sources, the Probation De
partment prepares an extensive report that includes information on the 
(lcfendant's family, education, military service, employment experience, 
health, previous criminal record, and an account of the circumstances of the 
present offense.·' The report usually includes the probation officer's subjcc
tive evaluation of the defendant's personality and attitudes, and a recom
mendation as to whether and on what conditions probation should be 
granteci. Conditions may include incarceration in the county jail, a fine, 
payment of court costs and the costs of appointed counsel (if any), psychi
atric treatment, or any combination of these. 

The probation officer's objective: in imposing conditions seems to be not 
only to punish the defendant but also to direct his life toward goals the 
officer considers constructive."' Where the defendant's attitude is considered 
poor, particularly where he continues to assert that there is nothing wrong 
with using marijuana, the probation officer will often recommend a short 
term in the county jail so that the defendant will be suitably impressed 
with the seriousness of his offense. If, however, the defendant is working or 
going to school or has definite plans to do either, the probation officer may 
c-onclude that a jail sentence would only impede progress, and he will 
recommend a fine instead. A frequently asserted rationale for a substantial 
fine ($250 to $500) is that it will pressure a previously unemployed dden
dant to find a paying job. 

Of the 57 defendants in the sample who were sentenced for violations of 
the marijuana laws, 46 were recommended for probation.·· Time in the 
county jail was recommended as a ccmdition of probation in 17 cases, a fine 
in 12 cases, and both in three cases. Psychiatric treatment was proposed as 
an additional condition in six cases. In five ca;es no conditions were recom
mended. 

Clearly, these recommendations carry great weight with the judges. In 
a t11ird of the cases for which information was available, the actual sentence 
was the same as that recommended by the Probation Department j in a third 

63. Defendants who plead guilty to :l felony in municipal court ace, certified, under C31ifornia 
Pcnill Code § 859(2), to superior court for sentencing. The superior.court judge then refers the case to 
the Probation Department. 

64. ThC!>e reports were avai1able to the study in almost every case where the defendant was .sen .. 
tenced in either superior or municipal court. 

65. The generalizations in the text are based upon the author's reading in their entirety of all of 
the available probation reports. In m:my casC$ the probation officer explained in the report his lcaSODS 
!oc recommending c;I,ch condition. 

66. In two C2SCS' the Probation Department recommended that probation be denied. No informa .. 
tion was av",ilable as. 10 the recommendation in the remaining nine cases, 
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the actual sentence was only slightly harsher, and in a third slightly mon: 
lenient. In no case did a judge deny probation where it was recommr'.nded 
or grant it where it was not In several cases the judge suspended fines on 
the condition that the defendants enroll in school. 

Of the 40 defendants finally sentenced for possession of marijuana, two 
went to prison, 20 were placed on 3 years' probation and sentenced to be
tween 60 and 90 days in the county jail, and the remaining 18 received less 
severe sentences, usually a period of probation plus a fine or a suspended 
jail sentence. 

III. COSTs 

The most obvious costs of enforcing the law prohibiting possession of 
marijuana are the resources expend!d in apprehending offenders,"7 pra
cessing them through the judicia} system:" and supervising their proba
tion." While no attempt was made in this study to calculate these costs in 
dollar terms, one recent study has estimated the statewide cost of enforcing 
all the California marijuana laws in 1968 at 75 million dollars!· 

Subtler but equally significant costs of the decision to criminalize pos
session of marijuana derive from the effects of that decision on those who 
are asked to enforce it, on those against whom it is enforced, and eventually 
on the community at large. The extent of any police misconduct and any 
alienation of defendants attributable to the criminalization of possession 
would be difficult to measure under the best of circumstances. Any conclu
sions as to such costs drawn on the basis of the records left in the wake of 
actual prosecutions must necessarily be highly tentative. Such conclusions 
are advanced here for two reasons: They are consistent with the findings of 
other investigators, and they contribute to what is presently a very small 
stock of data of the kind on the basis of which rational decisions respecting 
the marijuana laws may be made. 

67- Little police time is devoted specifically to the :pprc:hcnsion of marjjuana possessors. Sec text 
accompanying notes 26-28 supra. Once viob,tioDs are·discovc:red. however. police time is consumed in 
arresting and boolting the defend an", filing .rrest rcporlS, and (in many =) testifying in court 
proceedings, especially preliminary hearings. 

68. Although marijuana c~es constituted 22.6% of the. felony complaints filed in the study juris
diction, it is unclear whether they consumed OIn equiv;llent portion of the resources devoted to judicial 
administration. There wc:re very few actUal marijuana trials in the study jurisdiction; howevet'J in 
Los AngdCl a higher pro~rtion of marijuana complaints goes to trial. U.C.L.A. STUDY, supra note .24 • 
• t IS60. Nor is the infrequency of trial. likely to be a permanent phenomenon. As an increasing per. 
centage of the adult population uses marijU2n., and as juvenile Ullers mature, users will appear with 
gCC2tct f:cquency on jury panels.. If this leads more frequently to hung juries in marijuana cues, more 
defcndanrs may be expected to C2Cry their Cl5CS to jury trial. 

69. According to the Adult Probation Division of San Mateo County, in 1968 liit cost $150.80 to 
investiaate r.aclt case: and $IIO.I3 to supervise same-" ADULT DIVlSl.ON', SAN MATEO CoUNTY Pa.OIA
nON DEP'T, RESUN£ OF STAnSTJCAL RUOKT FOK 1960, at:u (1969). 

70. L. Calof, unpublishaJ.rudy (1969) on file with the SIIlIJ!ord z.../V Review •. 
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A. Polic( Misconduct 

Jerome Skolnick, author of an empirical study that sought to establish 
relationships between the kinds of tasks policemen are called upon to per
form and their attitudes toward the criminal process," concludes that most 
policemen view the criminal process in terms of what has been described 
elsewhere as the "Crime Control Model."" Under this model, the basic 
task of the criminal process is repression of criminal conduct. The comple
mentary Due Process Model" postulates a high value on individual liberty 
and heavy protection against error in the criminal process. Policemen resent 
the assumptions in the Due Process Model that their own professional 
standards and skills and their estimates of priorities are inadequate, and 
that their conduct must be subject to judicial checks and sanctions." 

The problems posed by police hustility toward judicial intervention are 
most acute with respect to those laws whose large-scale enforcement is most 
difficult within the framework of present search-and-seizure law. "Victim
less" crimes,"' such as the possession of marijuana for personal use, exert a 
special strain on the criminal process. As Professor Packer has noted, these 
offenses 

do not result in anyone's feeling that he has been injured so as [0 impel him to bring 
the offense to the attention of the authorities .••. To the difficulties of apprehend
ing a criminal when it is known that he has committed a crime are added the dif
ficulties of knowing that a crime has been committed." 

']1. J. SKOLNICK., JUSTICE WIrnOUT TRIAL: LAw ENFORCEMENT IN DEMOC){ATIC SOCIETY (1966). 
72. The Crime Control-Due Process dichotomy is Profcssor Packer's. Se~ generally H. PACKER., 

lupra note 15, at 149-13. Professor Packer notes: "The [Crime Control Model], in order to operate 
successfully, must produce a high rate of apprehension and conviction, and must do so in a context 
where the magnitudcs being dealt with are very large and the resources for dealing with them arc "ery 
limited. There must then be a premium on speed and finality .... By the aPl?lic.aion of admini)tJ'ative 
expertDcss, primarily that of the police and prosecutors, an early determin:uioD of probable innocence 
or guitt emerges. Those who arc probably innocent are screened out. Those who are probably guilty 
.lee passed quickly through the remaining stages of the process." Id. at 159-60. Implicit in the ou:mmp
cion that acmal guilt can be reliably determined at the early, administrative, factfinding stages is the 
view that flthe sub~quent stages arc rdatively unimportant and should be as truncated as po!o!oible . 
. . . The pure Crime Control Model has very linle USc for maoy conspicuous features of the adjudi
cative process .... " Id. at 162. After there has been a determination of probable guilt, the favored 
way of concluding il case "is the plea of guilty; through its we, adjudicative fact.finding is rwuced 
to il minimum." Id. 

73. Professor Packer's Due Process Modd derives in part from an appreciation of the possibilities 
for error in an informal filctfinding process. Its adherents iruut on !lform:!.l, adjudicative, adversary 
f:act·finding processes in which the factual case agaiDSt the accused is publicly heard by an impartial 
tribunal and is evaluated only after the accused has had a full opportunity to discredit the case against 
him." Id. at 163-64. On this model, society's intercst in efficient crime control must be weighed agotinst 
the value of individual liberty, and particularly against the individual's desire to be free from arbitrary 
arrest and unreasonable searches and seh:;ures of his person, home, and effects, as guaranteed by the 
Bill of Righu and spoci/ically the fourth oUIlendment. Further, adherence to this concept is to be secured 
within the criminal process iuclf by excluding any evidence obtained in viol.aion of due process norms, 
evcn if this prevents the successful prosecution of a pcIson who has clearly com mined an offense. 

74. J. SKOLNIClC,IUprll Dote 71, at 212-:%9. 
75. For a general discussion sec E. SCHUa, Cal"'" WlrnotTl" V'CTtMS (1965). 
76. H. PACx.u, lupra note IS, at lSI. 
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The law prohibiting possession of marijuana presents the enforcement 
agent with serious tactical problems. To verify to his own satisfaction that 
a violation has been committed and to facilitate proof of that fact in COllTt. 

the agent must catch the suspect "holding."" Normally this entails a search 
of the suspect's person, home, or automobile, and a seizure of the goods. 
But the search-and-seizure prerogatives of the police are limited-in prin
ciple at least-by the provisions of the fourth amendment. ~wo means 
of satisfying the constitutional requirements-<>btaining a search warrant 
from a magistrate and obtaining informed consent from the person to be 
searched-are rarely available in a marijuana-possession case.' • Thus, in 
practice, the authorities can count on sustaining a prosecution against a 
constitutional challenge only where they can persuade a judge that 1".': offi
cers were able to discover the marijuana without a "search," that they had 
"probable cause" to believe that the automobile they searched contained 
marijuana," or that their se'l.rch was made incident to a lawful arrest.so 

In California an arrest is lawful if it is made pursuant to an arrest war
rant, if tile arresting officer has reasonable cause to believe that the person 
to be arrested has committed a public offense in his presence, or if the officer 
has reasonable cause to believe that the person has committed a felony."' 
Because probable cause and reasonable cause can be very exacting standards, 
the policeman may find himself uncomfortably constrained in the perfor
mance of his job. Thus, as Professor John Kaplan has noted, 

[t Jhe policeman, caught between society's demand that, on the one hand, he enforce 
the laws against crimes for which no witnesses exist and, on the other hand, that 
he respect the constitutional imperative of probable cause before search, may take 
the easy way out and simply make the arrest and lie about the probable cause. 
This type of perjury is regrettably not uncommon.I ' 

Skolnick reports on the approath taken by narcotics officers in a large 
northern-California city: 

77. A person who has drugs in his p~S$ession is often referred to as "holding.n 

78. Search warrwts were used in only three of the 92 arrest situations in the sample. In one case 
the defendant's p:lfcnts had advised the potice that thc:l'C was marijuana. hidden in their home. In the 
other fWo cases drugs had been observed in pJain view, once hy a building inspector and once by :l 
hitchhiking deputy shcri.fI. Only two searches were made with the defendant's consent, although in 
Kveral cases parents, baving discovered some drugs, invited policemen to make further searches. 

79. So< Carroll v. United States,'0 u.s. 13' (19'5). In Carroll the court noted that .. the guar
Inty of freedom from unreasonable searches and smura. by the Fourth Amendment has ~n ton~ 
,trued, practically .inee the beginning of the Government, as recognizing a necessary difference be .. 
tween a search of a store, dwelling house or other structure in respect of which a proper oflidal ",ar
rant re.adily may be: obtained, and a. sc::arcb of a ship, motor boat. wagon of automobile, for contraband 
goods, where it is not pr:lcticabJe to secure a warrant because the vehicle can be quickly mO'fed out of 
the locality Of jurisdiction in which the warrant must be sought." 2.67 U.S. llt 153. . 

80. Ker Y. California. 374 U.S. ~3 (1963). But 1<' Chimel v. California, 395 U.~. 75' (1969). 
In C"imd the court held that a search without a warrant, incident to a lawful arrl:)t, was "unre2lOn· 
able" under the fourth a.nd Iourtecntlt amendments where the search "went far beyond the: petitioner"'s 
person and the area from within W lich he might have obtained either a weapon or something that 
<owd have boen l1$ed .. evidence against him." ld •• t 768. 

8,. Cu.. PENAL Coo~ I 836 (W .. t SUPP' '968). 
8 •• Kaplan, Fo, .. "",.. U.c.L.A. STlIllY, 1*1"# note ~4, 011504. 
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The practice of making an unlawful exploratory search of the room of a suspected 
criminal is, so far as I could tell on several occasions, accepted by both the West
yillc police and the state police. As one policeman commented: "Of course, it', not 
exactly legal to take a peek beforehand. It's not one of the things you usually talk 
about as a police technique. But if you find something, you back off and figure out 
how you can do it legal. And if you don't find anything, you don't have to waste 
a lot of time ..... 

A policeman who is unwilling to lie about probable cause or to conceal 
a prior illegal search may still be inclined to make an arrest for possess;..,n 
of marijuana, even if he is aware that it will not stand up under judicial 
scrutiny. At a minimum he will have confiscated a supply of an illegal drug. 
The defendant will be jailed and have to post bail, and in many cases will 
have to hire a lawyer; these alone serve as forms of punishment. FinaJly, 
there is always the possibility that the defendant will plead guilty to a lesser 
offense rather than risk a felony conviction." 

Of the 92 arrest situations in the study, 80 were examined to assess the 
possibility of police misconduct." The analysis was made on the basis of the 
arresting officer's sworn testimony at the preliminary hearing, or, where no 
testimony was available, on the basis of the officer's own reports. In at least 
one-fifth of the 80 cases, the data raise serious questions for the critical ob
server as to whether the officer had probable cause either to search or to 
arrest. The most common situation involved officers investigating an auto
mobile at night for a vehicle-code violation or because they found its pres
ence or occupants "suspicious." Neither alone gives the officer probable cause 
to search a car; but a se-arch has been held to be justified by "probable cause 
to believe that an automobile contains articles which by law are subject to 
seizure ... •e Probable cause based on the existence of contraband provides an 
extremely convenient bootstrap justification for an officer's search: If a 
search uncovers marijuana, the court is likely to believe that the officer 
rightly suspected its presence before he undertook the search. The data sug
gest that the convenience of this bootstrap may have led to its widespread 
invocation by arresting officers. 

In one case officers stopped to question four young men parked at night 
in an exclmive residential area. One officer stated that when he requested 
identification from one occupant, "as he was leaning to one side to abstract 
his wallet from his pocket, I was able to notice vegetable-botanical material 
underneath his foot on the floor-boards." Twenty grams of marijuana were 
discovered when the car was searched. This was one of fi'll;' cases in which 

83. 1. SXI'lLNICX., supra note 71, at 144. 
84. Su tat accompanying Da[e So mpra. 
85. No invc:stigation for police perjury was made jn the cases involving salc; to undercover agcntsi 

the fact sitl!ations were so complex as to preclude reliable inferences. 
86. People v. Burke, 6. Cal. 2d 575, 579, 394 P.2d 67, 69, 39 Cal. Rptr. 53', 533 ('964)' A:rorJ, 

Carroll v. United States, ,67 U.s. '3' ('925). 
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officers claimed that from outside a car at night they were able to observe 
'marijuana seeds, marijuana debris, or a single "roach"" inside the car on 
the floor. In assessing the officers' explanations, it should be noted that the 
interior of an automobile is lit dimly (if at all), that the floor is generally 
covered with dark carpeting or rubber mats, that dirt and other debris are 
usually present, and that seeds and particles of marijuana rarely exceed 
one-sixteenth of an inch in any dimension. 

In another case an officer stopped a vehicle for having an unlit license 
plate. He observed a regular tobacco pipe with a hinged metal cover. He 
asked to see it, and his examination revealed burnt residue which he later 
stated he could tell was from marijuana. At the preliminary hearing he 
testified that this type of pipe was used to "keep seeds from popping out" 
and that the only persons he had ever seen with this kind of pipe used it to 
smoke marijuana. The legality of the search was upheld. 

In another case officers investigatin.g an unlocked parked car stated that 
they observed an open purse on the back seat containing a rolled envelope 
with a message written on it. Upon handling the envelope and feeling a 
"crunchy material," they looked inside and found marijuana. It is hard to 
see how the officers could have believed they had probable Cluse to make 
such a search. The court agreed, and the case was dismissed. 

In four instances in the sample, the case for probable cause was based in 
part on the officers' testimony that they detected the odor of burning mari
juana. That odor is distinctive. In one of these cases, however, the officer 
claimed to have detected it in an open park; and in another it was claimed 
that the smoke came billowing out of an automobile in "great amounts" 
when a window on the passenger's side was lowered, even though this 
occurred some time after the door on the driver's side had been opened. 

Another group of cases involved probable cause based on "furtive ges
tures." The Supreme Court of California has held that ,where an officer 
"saw defendant's furtive action in getting out [of a cab] he had reasonable 
grounds to believe that [ defendant] was hiding contraband and the search 
of the cab was therefore reasonable."I. As other investigators have noted: 

The furtive motion authorizing a search usually results as the officer is pulling 
a car over for a minor traffic violation. The arrest reports typically state that as he 
shined his lights on the back of the car, {:he patrolman saw one of the occupants 
make a "furtive motion" as if to hide or throwaway something .••. This pro
vides the police officer with an almost irrefutable method to "write-in" probable 
cause •••• " 

Where an officer searches a car without pausing to puzzle about constitu
tional probable cause and finds what he thought he might find, he may not 

87~ The unburned \!oo, 'Or .Ibutt,n of. marijuana cipre:tt.c. 
88. People v. Blodgett, 46 Cal. 2d "4; "7. 293 P.:W 57. 58 (1956) (cionian.. omitted). 
89. U.C.L.A. SroDT, "'". DOlI: 24. at '534 (footn.ote omitted). 
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have much trouble "recalling" a furtive gesture. In four cases in the San 
Mateo sample, officers stated that at night from outside t.':ie vehicle, they 
observed suspects inside the vehicle make "furtive gestures" as if to hide 
contraband. 

Since a search may be made incident to a lawful misdemeanor arrest, 
officers who desire to search for drugs may be tempted to make arrests for 
offenses that they would ignore under other circumstances." In one case in 
dle sa,mple, a search was roade after the adult occupants of an automobile 
were arrested for contributing to the delinquency of a minor present in the 
car by permitting him to remain out past the juvenile curfew time. In a 
second case a young man found asleep in his Volkswagen bus was placed 
under arrest for disorderly conduct because he was unable to produce any 
personal identification. Marijuana was found during a search incident to 
each of these arrests. tl 

Three things are dear: (I) In most cases marijuana is found only after 
the police make a search; (2) some policemen, at least, feel there is nothing 
wrong in "getting around" the fourth amendment; (3) the physical charac
teristics of marijuana provide ample opportunities for policemen so inclined 
to fudge on the issue of probable cause.·' The information available for 
the arrest situations in the sample suggests that in some cases these three 
elements coalesced in police misconduct. 

Police misconduct of this kind has several undesirable results. The in· 
vasions of privacy themselves will disturb those citizens who value the 
right to be free from unreasonable police intrusions. The resentment of 
those actually searched, especially those who are innocent, can only further 
the general deterioration of police-community relations. As a practical mat
ter, the courts cannot effectively supervise the police." If due process is ever 
achieved at the initial-enforcement level, it will be because the police have 

90. Although Chime! v. Cali/ornia, 395 U.s. 75> (1969), prohibits general searches of the sus
peC['S home, its impact OD m;uijuana enforcement is likely to be limited. since in many cases the mari .. 
juana is found on the suspect's person. Further, since mariju2Da is often found during the: search of u 
automobile incident to the arrest of one or more of iu occupants even where there is no probable cause 
[0 believe that the automobile contliDS contraband, a ><arch of the automobile may be held to be within 
the scope permitted under Chimel. 

91. The sample contains several other cases of the same kind. In one instance an officer observed 
a Negro male: talking with two white females in the: viciniry of a frCCWlY on-ramp. The: officet investi· 
gated because he thought the girls were under 18. When asked for identifiC2tion the man gave his IW11e 
and said he was over 18 but had DO idClllifiation. The officer ran a radio r.heck and was advised that 
the: swpcct was a known marijua.na user. He then asked the suspect £Or identmcation a second time 
and asked him to empty his pockets. This produced. pipe and a pacuae of cigar.,"e pape ... The o8ker 
testified later: '" could observe the material of a plastic--1l waxed paper bag stkking out [of the de
fendant's pocket]-approximatcly, oh, a quamr·ineh to • half-inch. The pocket was bulging." The 
ollicer removed a bag which did indced cont:lin marijuan>. Although the evidence was admitu:d at the 
prdiminary hearing, it was suppressed in superior coun prior to trial. 

92. Not only is the manjuao> itself relatively more bulky pet dose than other drugs, but its usc 
wually involves distinctive paraphernalia: ciguette pape .. , water pipes, and "roach dips" (used 10 hold 
a roach while it is smoked to the yery erul). Burnina marijuana produces a distinctive odor. If the 
user is not tidy while rolling "join,,- or filling his pipe. he lII2Y leave traces of m:rijlWla which judi'" 
are apparently prepared to believe can be identified as loch with the naked e~_ . 

93. St. w:t acoompanyinjr note 83 ,upt'Q. 
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come to consider respect for due process rights to be as important a part of 
their job as efficient crime control. Society cannot reasonably expect police
men to develop this attitude so long as it calls on them to enforce laws the 
thorough enforcement of which is incompatible with the fourth amend
ment and with due process. 

Arguably, even in the absence of the marijuana laws the abuses outlined 
would continue to occur at the current level, but in connection with en
forcement of the dangerous-drug laws. There is good reason to believe that 
this is not the case. Since dangerous drugs arc generallJ' easier to conceal, 
do not produce any residue such as seeds or "roaches," and have no distinc
tive odor, they present fewer opportunities for policeme'1 to persuade courts 
that evidence of contraband was in open view. MOTtOVer, absent the laws 
against marijuana, so long as the level of dangerous-drug usc: remained sig
nificantly lower than that of marijuana use," the chances that searches on 
mere suspicion would yield contraband might well drop t) the point where 
policemen would conclude that to search was not worth the effort. 

B. Effects on Defendants 

There is good reason to suspect that the processing of many marijuana 
users as criminals affects their attitudes and their behavior in ways that are 
healthy neither for the defendants nor for the larger community. This sec
tion expl('~es the possible implications of the sample data for this propo
sition. 

It has been argued from a numocr of different standpoints that enforce
ment of the marijuana laws contributes significantly to the alienation of 
those against whom they are tnforced.·· An "alienated" person, for purposes 
of the discussion in this Note, is "one who has been estranged from, made 
unfriendly toward, his society and the cuLure it carries."" Alienation is 
a process by which attitudes change. Of particular concern are attitudes 
toward the legal system. The suggestion that criminalization of marijuana 
possession results in the alienation of defendants generally or of certain 
groups of them means that as a result of the treatment they receive they 
become: (I) less inclined to value adherence to the law for its own sake, 
(2) less inclined to favor the politic 11 process underlying the existing legal 
system as a means of ordering society, (3) more inclined to view the society 
whose interests the law serves as corrupt, and (4) more skeptical about the 

94. Se~ RESEARCH lit STATl$l'ICS SECTION, SAN MATEO DEP'T Of PuBLIC HEALTH &. WELFARE. FIVE 
MtND-ALTERlNG Dwes 49 (t969), 

95. Dr. Roger O. Egbc:rg, Anisian, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare for Medical and 
Scientific Affairs. has said the marijuana law, could Ualienate :t whole gt:neration of Americans.'" San 
JOICMcccury, Sept. 26,1969, at 21, col..:z . .tI.t(orJ. H. PACKER. supra note IS, at 340-4I~ 

96. Netder, A M<lUure oj Alienl1lwn, 22 AM. SOCI(>L. REv. 670, 672 (1957). 
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value of applying their energies to tasks which are "constructive" in the 
general view. 

If indeed these attitudinal changes occur, society almost certainly will 
bear some costs as a result. At a minimum, to the extent that alienated mari
juana defendants dissociate themselves from society, society loses the con
tributions they might otherwise have made as workers and citizens. And 
additional expenditures of resources may be required to combat tendencies 
within the alienated group toward criminal activity, including illegal forms 
of political participation. 

Ascertaining the extent to which costs of this kind are attributable to 
the marijuana laws is an important factor in a rational reassessment of these 
laws. Judging from the current state of the literature, no one has yet under
taken to measure them directly. The most helpful study would compare 
the attitudes and behavior of marijuana defendants before and after their 
experience with the criminal system. But a serious practical obstacle to such 
a study is the near impossibility identifying and testing marijuana arrestees 
before they are arrested. 

This Note presents the case-based on the sample data-that, pending 
more formal studies, evaluation of the marijuana laws should proceed on 
r.'le assumption that their enforcement gives rise to significant social costs 
deriving from the alienation of defendants. That case rests on data about 
the characteristics of the defendants and the treatment they receive. To 
summarize the case in advance, defendants whose past experiences and cur
rent attitudes render them susceptible to alienation are brought to see the 
criminal system as one which: (1) punishes certain kinds of conduct with
out justification, (2) apprehends and convicts people by means that are 
unjust even by its professed standards, (3) sacrifices, out of simple expedi
ency, the logic by which it apportions punishment to crime, and (4) selects 
for punishment, among those who commit the same crime, a particular few 
who pursue "deviant" life styles which are in no sense criminal in them
selves. For some defendants, the deleterious effects of criminal treatment 
end there. Others experience, in addition, (5) intensive exposure at a rela
tively young age to the prison environment, and (6) a police record destined 
to interfere with subsequent attempts to reintegrate themselves into society. 

I. Charactuinics. 

Not every marijuana prosecution can be expected to lead to socially 
costly alienation. Some defendants have already adopted a delinquent life 
style, as evidenced by an extensive record of past criminal activity. Others 
presumably have long-standing hostility toward society and will not be ap
preciably affected by a single interaction with the criminal system. Elimi-
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nation of the defendants in the San Mateo County sample who apparently 
fall into one or the other of these categories leaves a large contingent," 67 
percent of the sample, for whom the available data suggest neither par
ticularly deep integration into the mainstream of society nor such antisocial 
feelings that society should have been concerned about exacerbating any 
tendencies in that direction. 

The median age of this group was 20 years. No ddendant in the group 
had ever been sentenced to jail, and only 40 percent had had any prior 
significant contact with th(" police. Some 40 percent were out of school and 
unemployed; 42 percent of the group as a whole had never finished high 
school, and another 20 percent were college dropouts. And there is addi
tional evidence that the commitments of the group generally to adult 
middle-class social and moral conventions were partial and conditional 
at best. All, or nearly al~ smoked marijuana; many did other "deviant" 
things;·· many looked like, and some presumably were, "hippies."·' These 
facts are not conclusive on the issue of whether these defendants were sus
ceptible to alienation through criminal treatment based on their marijuana 
use. They do suggest that the implications of the decision to smoke mari
juana are worth further exploration. 

To some extent the very existence of the antimarijuana laws fosters 
alienation among those who smoke. Respect for the legal and political sys
tem is not fostered "when young people who, rightly or wrongly, feel 
that marijuana is no more dangerous than alcohol are told that their vice 
is a felony while that of their elders is at most an indiscretion.moo The law 
prohibiting possession turns generally law-abiding citizens into serious 
criminals. Marijuana use becomes of necessity a somewhat clandestine ac
tivity, and the user's need to conceal his activity from tllOse who might 
inform the police prompts him to view the world in terms of "them" and 
"us." Those whom he considers straight-parents, teachers, employers
will often be spokesmen for social norms which th.e user rejects in part be
cause of antipathy generated over the marijuana issue. For instance, a drug 
educator who describes marijuana as a very dangerous drug to students 
whose personal experience indicates otherwise may not be believed when 

97. It is difficuII; to identify from th~ available data thm;c I!nonddinquent" defendants whose rele· 
vant views and values were most likdy to be sufficiently stable to withstand the stresses of criminal 
processing. For purposes d the analysis in text, we have assumed th:lt this kind of stability correlates 
significantly with :age, and have: eliminated from the tottl sample those defendants who were: over the 
.geob6. 

98. For example, at least 10% of the defendants were partidpating in commuD31 Jiving arrange· 
ments. 

99. Remarks in police and probation reports indicate that a large number, perhaps up to 50%, of 
marijuana defendants look like "!lippic:s." This was corroborated in conversations with Deputy District 
Attorneys :lod by observations during the sevc:ral months spent gathering data at the municipal and 
..... "'Crior courts. 

100. Kaplan, For~UlOf'd to U.C.L.A. STUDY, suprll note 24, at 150:2. 
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he describes the dangers of amphetamine abuse, whkh unfortunately arc 
all too real.lOl 

2. Tf(atm~nt. 

Undoubtedly any previous feeling as to the hypocrisy of the marijuana 
laws will be felt more strongly when the laws have an immediate and per
sonal impact. For those arrested this impact includes not only the imme
diate burden of defending a criminal charge but long-term effects as well. 
The stigma of an arrest record and a criminal conviction may make it more 
difficult for the defendant to get a job and may label him as an "undesir
able" in some circles. Although most convicted offenders in the sample 
were granted probation, more than half were sentenced to several months 
in the county jail, with the attendant enforced companionship of some of 
society's least savory members. 

Prosecution for a marijuana crime gives many users their first oppor
tunity to form strong firsthand convictions about the police and the courts. 
Defendants arc probably aware of any police misconduct in their own cases, 
and some at least will infer that illegal searches and arrests are widespread 
and well tolerated in the system of criminal justice. A conviction that rests 
on what the defendant perceives as the abuse and disregard of constitutional 
freedoms can harc!ly iJ.! expected to engender respect for the criminal sys
tem. Similarly, although plea bargaining may in some cases permit a de
fendant to escape a felony conviction, he may find the practice, based largely 
on expediency, hard to reconcile with the idealistic notion that it is just to 
punish a man for what it can be shown he has done, and not simply for 
what he will admit to out of self-interest. This reconciliation will be espe
cially difficult for those defendams who believe that the district attorney 
has accepted their lesser plea to avoid a constitutional challenge to the 
search on which the arrest was based. 

Finally, present enforcement patterns may also encourage defendants 
to believe in the essential unfairness of a legal system that seems to have 
selected then:. arbitrarily for punishment from among vast unpunished 
numbers of users. Even at present high arrest levels it is clear that only a 
small percentage of marIjuana users are ever caught.' ·' Since most users 
are discovered in connection with routine police work, those who have the 
means and good sense to confine their marijuana possession to places where 

lOr. Id. at 1503. 
102. A recent Gilllup Poll estimates that 10 million adUlt Amcrica;Js have u~cd marijuana. Su 

notc t2lupra. In testimony before the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee of the United Statt.'S ScnalC:, 
John E. Ingersoll, Director of the Federal Narco,ics Burellu, pla<ed the number of arrests in '968 by 
state and i0C21 authorities for narcotics and marijuana violations at I62JJ77. Of these, 43,000 arrc!ttcC$ 
were under 18 YeJ.r> old. N.Y. Times, Sept. 16, 1969, I 1, at 34, col. 3. 
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the police are unlikely to appear are very nearly immune from arrest,'" 
Those who carry marijuana on their person in public or in automobiles run 
a much greater risk, especially if their outward appearance draws attention. 
Where an officer has discretion, he tends to direct his attention toward 
those whom his experience tells him are most likely to be doing something 
illegal.'·· Indeed, this ability to isolate potential lawbreakers from all those 
he encounters may be in general a very desirable characteristic in patrol
men. But the high visibility of "hippie" types and the widely publicized cor
relation between the "hippie" life style and drug use mean that they will 
recdve a good deal of police attention.' •• As the sample reveals, they ac
count for a high percentage of those arrested. Defendants in this category 
may {eel, rightly or wrongly, that, because of their life style, the police have 
singled them out for prosecution from all those who use marijuana. These 
suspicions may not be unwarranted. According to one investigator who in
terviewed policex,nen to discover their attitudes toward marijuana use, 

[t Jhc: main evil and danger which these officers felt was presented by wide-spread 
use of marijuana was the creation and perpetuation of a life style and set of atti
tudes and actions which was contrary to the values of the society as a whole .... 
'[hey pictured marijuana as a central tenet and foundation, and in some cases as 
the cause, of a way of life which they completely disapproved of. For them, mari
juana leads to a life characterized by irresponsibility, escapism, long hair, dirty 
clothes and immoral activity.,ol 

Any defendant who harbors the suspicion that police antipathy toward his 
life style motivated his arrest may find it reinforced by the Probation De. 
partment's efforts to channd him along more conventional paths.' ·! 

If, as the data seem to indicate, a fair percentage of marijuana defen
dants come away from their experience with the criminal law with in· 
creased feelings of alienation, it seems likely tlxat the existence of a drug 
subculture will amplify that effect.lOI Defendants can be expected to recount 
their travails to their friends, some of whom will be drug users and perhaps 
past defendants themselves, and who will empathize with and reinforce 
the defendant's new attitudes. Thus the defendant's bonds with the drug 
subculture may be strengthened, and even marijuana users who are never 
apprehended may experience vicariously the deleterious effects of criminal 
treatment. 

1°3. Widespread marijuana we has been documented among students at Stanford UniVCI$ity, 
adjacent to the study jurisdiction. See:z. R. Dt:.UN, JllprQ note X3. at 41. Arrests on campus, patrolled pri~ 
muily by the University'S p-riv:Lte police forec, ue very rare. 

1o", 1. SXOLNICK, supra note '1) at 45. 
lOS. See note 99 JU.P'A. 
>06. G. Schofield, Mariju.na: Its Rdationship to AlIgr..,ive Behavior '9. July la, 1968 (unpub· 

IUhcd .tudy on lile with the Stanford LAw R<vicw)_ 
101_ Su text accompanying note 65 SelFG. 
108. ScellcncraJly 1. 5, .... 0". & B.WlIIooaAD,lT·, HOPP'''llIe 85-104 (1967). 
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IV. POSSIBILrrIES FOR COST REDUCTION 

This Note has focused on the "costs" resulting from the decision to 
criminalize the use and possession of marijuana. It has called attention to 
the obvious cost of processing tens of thousands of defendants through 
the system of criminal adjudication. It has suggested that there may well 
be other costs not so apparent: increased alienation of the defendants and 
the adoption of unhealthy police practices. We turn now to a brief dis
cussion of possible ways to reduce these costs. 

Given the apparent desire of the majority of the public to retain restric
tions on marijuana use;·· lawmakers are faced with the dilemma of lower
ing the demonstrably high cost of the law against possession while at the 
same time reducing or at least containing present use. Assuming, as the 
drafters of the major recent proposals in California have done, that selling 
marijuana should continue to constitute a crime, the important question is 
how, if at all, the state should punish the person who uses but does not sell. 
The basic choice is between reducing the penalties for possession and elimi
nating them altogether. 

The California Legislature has recently taken steps to reduce the penal
ties for possession. Under a recent amendment to section II,530 of the 
California Health and Safety Code,"o a judge now has discretion to sen
tence a possession violation as a misdemeanor even in cases that were tried 
as felonies. A Penal Code amendment111 soon to Come into effect will 
allow the prosecutor, at his discretion, to allege a possession violation as 
either a felony or a misdemeanor at the beginning of a case, with misde
meanors being tried in the municipal courts. A proposal recently endorsed 
by the delegates to the convention of the California State Bar Association 
would go even further and reduce the first offense for possession of up to 
5 grams of marijuanaUZ to a misdemeanor in every case.1U 

Assuming either that the State. Bar proposal is enacted or that district 
attorneys will routinely prosecute cases of possession of small amounts as 
misdemeanors, some cost reduction seems certain. Convicted defendants· 

109. Twenty·six percent of the respondents in a recent copyrighted poll of California adults 
favored strict enforcement of prescot marijuana laws, "nd 49% wanted new laws with mocc !Severe 
penalties. The California Poll. Fidd Research Corp .• Release No. 634. May 21.1969. 

110. SunOlc281l1prll. 
111. Senate Bill No. 103>. ch. 1I44. enacted Aug. 30,1969. ,<ported in 1969 WU'I"S CAwf. LEe· 

ID.ATlVE SERVo 2194. amending CALIF. PENAL CooE ~ 17 (West Supp. 1968). 
112. Although only about one·half of the defendants in the s""'ple possessed les, than 5 grams of 

marijuana ;t the time of arrest, if the amount possessed became leg:zlIY significant presumahly most 
wets could ad.:zpt their holding paUern to escape fdony charges. Thus if a pef!on's emire supply of 
marijuOlna exceeded 5 grmu, he could conceal that so that the police would not discover it without a 
scOU'ch warrant and could withdraw something less than 5 grams for those times. when he wanteu the 
drug readily aC'cc:ssible. This assumes that use.t's will take precautions where possible to avoid dis .. 
COycty. However, the arrest situations in the sample reveal that many defendants are .quite carc:lcs$ 
in thit respect. 

113. San Francisco Chronicle, Sept. 9.1969.:U I. cot. 1. 
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will not bear the stigma of felony convictions. The less formal nature of 
proceedings in misdemeanor cases will probably reduce the consumption 
of judges' and lawyers' time, especially if defendants tend to plead guilty 
to misdemeanor charges where before they would have contested felon v 
charges. Under the State Bar proposal, there would be very little room fo~ 
plea bargaining; and under the amendment of Penal Code § 17, while plea 
bargaining would probably take place in connection with the district at· 
torney's decision whether or not to allege a felony, at least it would be 
sancti?ned by law and will not appear to the defendants as a sub rosa af· 
fair. Nothing in the State Bar proposal suggests that it would ameliorate 
the problem of selective enforcement, whether real or perceived, nor can 
those who feel that there is nothing wrong with marijuana use be expected 
to be appreciably less alienated because it is only being punished as a mis
demeanor. However, if the actual sentences received become generally less 
severe, the impact of any alienating treatment and any costs associated 
directly with incarceration may be significantly diminished. 

It is not at all clear that merely reducing the penalties for marijuana 
po$session will cut down either the number of arrests for marijuana pos
session or the extent of police misconduct related to those arrests.1U By con· 
trast, legislative action to legalize possession for personal use, retaining the 
criminal sanction only for commercial dealers, would eliminate the costs 
of the current law against possession. It is dear, however, that at present 
such a proposal is not politically viable in California. The law professors 
commissioned by a joint committee of the state legislature to draft a com· 
prehensive revision of the Penal Code recently incorporated such a proposal 
into its Proposcd Tentativc Dratt.m The joint committee reacted to this 
proposal (among others) as "political suicide," and fired most of the re
vision staff."· 

If the scientific demonstration of social costs and benefits from the 
criminalization of marijuana has any substantial role to play in the politics 

114. It is difficult to predict the effect of penalty reduction on police behavior. Officers would still 
be free to sCJ.rch cars where they had probable: cause: to believe that marijuana was present, because it 
would remain a contraband, In other cases probable C211o;c: to belie.ve. m;,t marijuana was present would 
probably jwtify an arrest on the theory either that, any possession is a potential fdony (under the 
prelic:nt Jaw) or that where an officet detects some ~ri;uana he is reasonable jn bc:lieving that there 
is mOce than 5 grams present. Arguably, the abolitic of a routine C'.xaminarion of sc:arch·amJ·seizure 
questions at the preliminary haring would ~lIow £0 greater poHcc misconductj however. defense 
attorneys could still have those issues adjudicated before trial under Pen.1 Code S 1535.8. And it 
might well deveiop that if possession were reduced to misdemeanor status, police wopld fecI leu im· 
pc:l\ed to make unreasonable searches, either because they would conclude that a misdemeanor con· 
viction Was not worth the effort or bec2use they would conrlude from the bet that the legislature had 
reduced the penolty that perhaps mariju.n. use was not as harmful as they had previously thought. 

I15~ STATE. OF Cu.tFOllNIA JOINT LEGlSLAT1VE. CoMMIT1'£E. FOlI. RE.VlSLON Of THE PEN.u. ConE, 
!'.OP05EI> TENTATrYE DUFT-DRUeS-PART I: MARIJUANA (1968). 

,116. Moore, Penal Code E~perl Tel/t: Pressure on ReviJion. San Franci~o Chronicle, Sept. 24. 
r909. at 8. col. I. S .. letter (rom Profmors Herbert L. Packer and Sanford H. Kadish to California 
State Senator Donald Grunsky. 1969. in II STAN. L. Rtv. 160 (1969). 

- ---l 
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of marijuana legislation, then clearly there is still important work to be 
done. Costs deriving from police misconduct and the alienation of young 
people will not be eliminated, and may not be significantly reduced, merdy 
by lowering the penalties for marijuana use. If further scientific study is a 
political prerequisite to legalization, these subtle costs should be thoroughly 
explored. 

The data and the interpretation offered in this Note have direct and 
current relevance, despite the incompleteness of cost studies to date. Unless 
and until the case is rebutted, those who are responsible for the shaping 
and the enforcement of the marijuana laws would do well to proceed on 
the assumption that society is now paying significant costs well beyond the 
current dollar costs of enforcement-that it is disinvesting in the integrity 
of its police and the future of its youth. 

Geoffrey Richard Wagncr Smith 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE 1 

CENSUS CHARACTERISTICS OF DIlPIlNDANTS 

Ract! 

White' .............................. 107 
Black ............................•. 22 

Sex 
Male •........•...•....•............ 106 
Female .....................•....... 23 

Age 
18-20 .............................. 61 

:n-23 .............................. 28 
=4-26 ••••• ,........................ 21 

27-29 ., ............................ 10 
Over 29 ..... ........... ............ 6 
Not available ..................... , . . 3 

Occupation 
Student ............................. II 

High school .... • • • .. .. .. . .. • .. :1. 

College ....................... 9 
Unemployed ........................ 44 
Employed .•.... , . . . • ... .. . . . . . . . . . .• 45 

White-collar .................. 5 
Bluc-collar .................... 33 
Part-time ..................... 7 

Not available _ . . • • . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . • . • 29 

lAst level of educRtion of nonstudents 
Some high school .................... 40 
Finished high school .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 17 
Some college .. .. .. • . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 12 

Finished ,allege. _ ................ _ .. . I 

Graduate study ...... _ .. . . .. . .. . • .. .. 2 

Not available _ ....................... 17 

TABLE 2 

Paloa CoNTACTS WITH CIUMINAL SYSTIlM 

[Vol. :12: Page lUI 

None or single minor contact ............. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .... 47 
Single major or several minor contacts .... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . • 17 
Several. major and/or several to many minor contacts ne\'cr sentenced to jail..... 16 
Several major and/or several to many minor contacts swtenced one or more times 

to c:ounty jail .............................. :...................... 17 
Sentenced to State Prison and/or many times to county jail ..........•........ 9 
Not available. . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . • .. . . .. . • . . • .. . . . . . . • .. .. . .. • 23 

83-313 0 - 77 - 10 

\ 
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TABLE 3 

PIUOR DRUG-RELATED CONTACTS WIrn CIUMINAL SYSTEM 

None .................................. 80 
Marijuana............................. 18 

Marijuana only . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . .. 12 
Marijuana and dangerous drugs .•.. 6 

Dangerous drugs only .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
Not available. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . • 23 

TABLE 4 

How DEFENDANTS FIRST CAME TO rnB ATTENTION OF THE POLICE 

Automobile 
Involved 

No Automobile 
Involved Tot,1 

Method 
Number 

Situationsa. Arrested 
Number 

Situations Arrested. 
Number 

Situations Arrested 

Drug investigation ..... 2 2 5 6 7 
Other drug arrest ...... I 3 5 4 
Sale.; to agent ......... - II IS II 

V chicle code violation .•. 13 21 13 
Suspicious circumstances 9 14 10 
Nondrug arrest ••....•• 6 6 7 9 13 
Nondrug investigation .. 5 8 9 14 14 
Referred by family •.••• 7 7 7 
Other .•.............. 3 4 8 17 II 

Not available .......... 2 - 56 Total .......... 39 51 74 92 

G See Dote 23 supra. 

TABLE 5 
FINAL DISPOSITION OF rnB l29 DEFENDANTS 

A pproximatc 
Disposition Number Percentage 

Dismissed or discharged .......•.•... 32 
Certified to juvenile court . . . • . • • . • • • • 19 
Found not guilty .................... 2. 

Found guilty •.....•...............• 72 
Other .............................. 4 

Total .........•.............. I:i9 

25.0 

14.5 
1.5 

56.0 

~ 
100.0 

8 
6 

15 
21 

15 
15 
22 

7 
21 

.2 
133 
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TABLE 6 
DEFENDANTS FOUND GUILTY: CODE SECTION UNDE~ WHICH SENTENCED 

Code Section Number 

§ II,556 H&S': Being in a place where marijuana 
is being smoked ........•....••.•..••••.. 10 

§ II,557 H&S: Maintaining a place where mari-
juana is being smoked .............•.•.... I 

§ II,530 H&S: Possession or marijuana ••.•.... iO 

§ II,530.5 H&S: Possession of marijuana for sale .2 

§ 1I,53I H&S: Sale of marijt:ana ............. ....i.. 
Totai marijuana •.......... . . . . . . • . • . . 57 

§ II,9[O H&S: Possession of dangerous drugs. . . 3 
S 11;91.2 H&s: Sale of dangerous drugs .•••.•.. 
§ 4143 B&P": Unlawful possession of a hypoder-

mic needle ......... '. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 

Other (nondrug) .•..•...................... 9 

Grand total .•.•................... 7.2 

G Sentenced to ~ve time in prison or jail. 
~ H""hh I< Safety Code. 
C Busina$ & Profl:Ssions Code. 
d 56% of total sentenced for nurijll1lla violations. 
• Not available. 

Approximate Number 
P~rccnbge Incarccr..'Atc:da 

14 3 

1 
56 23 
3 2 
6 4 

80' 32d 

4 1 
n/a" 

3 2 
12 n/a 

100 35 
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rHEFACE 
On FeLruary 9, HJ75, a group of GO Americans from g 

midwestern states representing government (federal, 
stale and local), medicine, communications, the legal pro
fession (bcndl and bar), business, education (faculty, 
administration and students), the clergy, civic organi
zations and many other walks of life met at the Illinois 
DClac:h State 1 ,odge in Zion, Illinois, for a Midwest Ameri· 
CUll Assembly on corrections. For two days th(' partici
pants discussed in depth the proL1ems of the American 
correctional system, and on the third day in plenary ses
sion they reviewcd the report of recommendations which 
appears on tlws(> pages. 

As background reading for this American Assembly, 
participants were provided in advance with copies of 
Prisoners in America} edited by Dr. Lloyd E. Ohlin, pro
fessor of criminology at the Harvard Law School. 

Tll(> American Assembly, a national, non-partisan edu
cational institution, takes no stand on Ow subjects it 
presents for public discussion. The findings in the re
ports are those of the participants in their private capa
cities and the opinions in the background volume belong 
to the authors themselves. Nor is the Ford Foundation, 
\vhich generously supported this American Assembly 
program, to be associated with the views in the book or 
the report. 

3 

Clifford C. Nelson 
President 
The American Assembly 

: . .J 
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FINAL REPORT 
of the 

MIDWEST AMERICAN ASSEMBLY 
ON CORRECTIONS 

At the close of their discussions the participants in the 
Midwest American" Assembly on Prisoners in America, 
at Illinois Beach State Lodge, Zion, Illinois, February 
9-11,1975, reviewed as a group the following statement. 
The statement represents general agreement; however, 
no one was asked to sign it. Furthermore, it should not be 
assumed that every participant subscribes to every 
recommendation; some participants, in fact, sharply 
disagree. 

I. Public drunkenness should be decriminalized. Alternative support 
services in the community, such as hospitals, mental health units, 
detoxification centers and alcoholic rehabilitation centers should be 
established and made available in place of arrest and confinement. 
Decriminalization should be coupled with acceptance of personal and 
public responsibility for referring such persons to programs and/or 
agencies capable of dealing realistically with the problem. No one 
should be put in jail solely for drunkenness. 

II. The possession for personal use of a small amount of marijuana (less 
than 11/2 oz.) should be decriminalized. Decriminalization of posses
sion of drugs (controlled substances) for personal use should be 
coupled with legislation controlling distribution of such drugs. Incar
ceration in a penal institution does not solve the problem. 

III. Vagrancy should be decriminalized. 

IV. Children who are truant, stubborn, "incorrigible", or in other ways 
ungovernable, should not be processed by the criminal justice system. 
Such conduct should not be classified as delinquent. No minor should 
either be taken into custody or confined for acts that are not defined 
as criminal for adults. Children who are neglected should have serv
ices available to them outside the criminal justice system. Greater 
emphasis should be placed on holding parents responsible for the acts 
of their children. 

V. The criminal justice system should seek more alternatives to pre
trial detention of those accused of crimes, such as the greater use of 
bail, reduced bail, 01' release on recognizance. The present system 
sho~ld be modified so as. to remove its present discriminations 
against the poor, and the burden of proof for the necessity for deten
tion should be placed upon the criminal justice system. In minor vio
lations, summons should be uiled in place of arrest. Courts should 
speed up the judicial process by holding defense and prosecuting 
attorneys responsible for delays caused by repeated continuances. 
This will require a significant increase in the numbers of personnel 
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involved in the judicial process. Standards should be developed 
regarding time between arrest and arraignment and between arraign
ment and trial. Both prosecution and defense should prepare cases 
for trial on time or the courts should use their powers to cite them 
for contempt. 
There should be court-appointed counsel for indigent individuals at 
bail or bond hearings. Courts should experiment with methods of 
reducing pre-conviction detention time, such as greater use of night 
courts and the use of special closed-circuit television lines between 
courts and police lock-ups. 

VI. There should be state control and regulation of jails and houses of 
correction to uphold uniform standards and goals, provide for regu
lar inspection and ensure proper care of prisoners. Legislation should 
provide for the enforcement of state regulations and there should be 
penalties affixed for failure to abide by the regulations. Local jails 
should provide correctional services and programs for the accused 
and convicted. States should develop subsidy programs to encourage 
and assist cities and counties to upgrade jails and local detention 
facilities for inmates and staff. 

VII. States should be encouraged to develop regional multi-purpose 
community-based correctional facilities and programs. In order for 
community-based corrections to be effective, society must reexamine 
its values, seeking to increase its sense of responsibility for the 
rehabilitation of the offender. 

VIII. Criminal justice agencies should be encouraged to divert non-violent 
offenders prior to trial on a voluntary basis to specially designed and 
operated pre-trial diversion centers or other alternative programs. 
Institutionalization should be a measure of last resort. The burden of 
proof for the necessity of institutionalization should always rest 
upon the criminal justice system and the minil~\um punishment 
indicated should always be meted out. 
The danger of pre-trial diversion as an alternative to conviction and 
incarceration is that some persons may be coerced into participating 
in such programs even though they have not been convicted of any 
crime. DiversionaI decisions should not be made without defense 
counsel being present. 

IX. Correctional facilities are used to confine offenders ~punishment 
and to protect the public. These institutions should also be designed 
and used so that they meet the needs of inmates and of society and 
not solely the needs of the institutions. Imprisonment should be used 
as little as possible as should incarceration in maximum security 
facilities. While society clearly requires protections from certain 
offenders, the dehumanizing effects of imprisonment and its negative 
effects on the possibilities of rehabilitation make it of questionable 
value except as a measure of protection in the last resort. 

X. Major emphasis should be placed on the use of adequate alternatives 
to incarceration. The construction of new corrections facilities should 

6 
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call for total systems-planning with the goal of reducing the number 
of persons iIlcarcerated. We believe humane conditions are a constitu
tional right, and existing correctional structures which deny these 
rights shpuld be renovated or replaced by new structures. 

XI. Participation in correctional programs should be voluntary and not a 
condition for probation and/or parole. 

XII. States should try to develop collaborative correctional programs 
with sentenced offenders, paraprofessionals and community volun
teers. 

XIII. Grievance procedures to safeguard the rights of prisoners in confine
ment or under supervision in the community should be developed. 
Prison systems should have independent ombudsmen with unlimited 
access to institutions, prisoners and staff to investigate on their own 
initiative or upon request all matters relating to conditions in prisons 
and alleged violations of prisoner rights. There should be established 
by law at every level- city, county and state - citizen's committees 
reporting directly to the chief executive officer of the jurisdiction 
to resolve disputes between inmates and correctional agencies which 
cannot be resolved by other means. Correctional agencies should pro
vide inmates of institutions with public defenders physically situated 
in prison to review inmate legal needs. Inmates, upon entering an 
institution, must be informed in writing about the rules and regula
tions of the institution and they must have their rights clearly 
explained to them. 

XIV. The convicted offenders ill the institution should have the right to 
legal counsel, especially in the case of parole hearings. In addition, 
persons on parole or probation should be represented by an attol'lley 
at all parole and probation revocation hearings. 

XV. The management and operation of correctional facilities and services 
should be made more open and accessible to the public and the media 
and be subject to inspection and periodic review by accredited 
agencies, boards and commissions including individuals and groups 
involved in projects of research. 

XVI. Because we believe in abandoning the concept of large institutions, 
we urge the development of small residential and non-residential 
community-based facilities for experimental purposes so that the 
effectivene&s of such agencies can be properly tested. 

XVII. Local, state and federal governments should establish subsidy pro
grams as a means of reducing prison populations and encouraging 
the development of community-based services. Parole, probation, 
community-based services and other alternatives to incarceration 
should be encouraged. 

XVIII. To the greatest extent possible, correctional agencies should pur
chase educational, vocational, psychological, therapeutic and general 
correctional services from private organizations and agencieR ~apable 
of delivering these services. 

7 
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XIX. (a) There should be much greater attention given to the plight of 
the victims of criminal acts with concentration on better 
means of victim compensation and restitution. 

(b) The use of the indeterminate sentence should be eliminated. 
(c) Serious consideration should be given to shorter sentences. 
(d) There should be higher standards for employment of correc

tions personnel with proper screening procedures to elimi
nate those who act out their own pathology on prisoners. 
The training of such personnel also needs to be strengthened 
and improved. 

(e) CorrectionaJ facilities should have available to inmates ade
quate vocational, educational, medical and religious and 
therapeutic programs. 

(f) Uniformity of sentencing should be studied on a nation
wide basis. 

(g) Federal legislation should require special affirmative action 
programs for business, industry and the public sector, stating 
that no employers can refuse to hire persons because 01 pre
vious conditions of penal servitude. 

The above nineteen statements and recommendations represent the best 
collective tllinking and wisdom of the participants in the Assembly, though 
as earlier noted, it should not be assumed that each individual subscribes 
wholly to every statement in the report .. The participants are mindful of the 
value of hard data in making judgments in this entire area and to that end 
strongly encourage the continuatiunand the enlargement of all responsi
ble research activity by competent individuals in the entire corrections 
field. 

By: William Graham Cole 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Chicago State University 
February 14, 1975 
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National COIlllnission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 
SOt 19th Street N.W. 

,\Vashlngton. D.C. 20006 

March 22, 1972 

To The President and Congress of the United States: 

As Chairman of the National Commission on Marihuana 
and Drug Abuse, I am pleased to submit to you our first year 
Report in conformance with the mandate contained in Section 
601 of Public Law 91-513, The Comprehensive Drug Abuse Pre
vention and Control Act of 1970. 

This Report "Marihuana, A Signal of Misunderstandingll 

is an all-inclusive effort to present the facts as they are 
known today, to demythologize the controversy surrounding 
marihuana, and to place in proper perspective one of the most 
emotional and explosive issues of our time. We on the Com
mission sincerely hope it will play a significant role in 
bringing uniformity and rationality to our marihuana laws, 
both Federal and State, and that it will create a healthy 
climate for further discussion, for further research and for 
a continuing advance in the development of a public social 
policy beneficial to all our citizens. 

Whatever the facts are we have reported them. Wherever 
the facts have logically led us, we have followed and used them 
in reaching our recommendations. We hope this Report will be 
a foundation upon which credibility in this area can be restored 
and upon which a rational policy can be predicated. 

The President 
The President of the Senate 
The Speaker of the House 
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I 
lIIilrilillilllaand 

BII"iill lIalilil 
"The difficulty in life is the choice." 

(}eorge ~oore (1900) 

A constant tension exists in our society between indiviclualliberties 
anel the need for reason.~ble societal restraints. It is easy to go too far 
in either direction, and this tendency is particularly evident where 
drugs are concerned. 

,Ye have guided our decision-making by the belief that the state is 
obliged to justfy restraints on individual behavior. Too often indi
vidual freedomsllre subme.rged in the passions of the moment, and 
when that happens, the public policy may be determined more by 
rhetoric than by reason. Our effort has been to minimize the emotional 
and emphasize the rational in this Report. 

Drugs In a Free Society 

.A. free society seeks to provide conditions in "'ivhieh each of its mem
bers may develop his or her potentialities to the ful1est extent. A pre
mium is placecl.on individual choice 'in seeking self-fu1fillment. This 
priority depends npon the capacity of free citizens not to abuse ~heir 
freedom, and '.lpon tlleir 'willingness to act responsibly toward others 

8S-313 0 - 77 - 11 
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and toward the society as a whole. Responsible behavior, through in
dividual choice, is both the guarantor and the objective of a free 
society. 

DRUGS AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

The use of drugs is not in itself an irresponsible act. Medi.cal and 
scientific uses serve important individual and social needs and are 
often essential to our physical and mental well-being. Further, the 
use of drugs for pleasure or other non-medical purposes is not in
herently irresponsible; alcohol is widely used as an acceptable part 
of social activities. 

We do think the use of drugs is clearly irresponsible when it 
impedes the individual's integration into the economic and social 
system. A preference for individual productivity and contribution to 
social progress in a general sense still undergirds the American value 
structure, and we emphasize the policy-maker's duty to support this 
preference in a public policy judgment. 

At the same time, in light of the emerging leisure ethic and the 
search for individual meaning and fulfillment noted in Chapter I, we 
cannot divorce social policy from the questions raised by the recrea
tional use of drugB. Productivity and recreation both have a place in 
the American ethical sysitm They are not inconsistent unless the 
individua1's use of leisure time inhiLit<: his productive role in society. 

Drugs should be servants, not masters. The'y b~('ome masters when 
they dominate an individual's existence or impair his facultle:.;. To the 
extent that any drug, including alcohol, carries with it risks to the 
well-being of the user and seriously undermines his effectiveness in 
the society, that drug becomes a matter of concern for public policy. 

An essential step in the process of policy-formation is a deter
mination of the circumstances under which use of any given drug 
poses such risks. For some drugs, the risks may be so great that 
all permissible measures should be taken to eliminate use. For other 
drugs, such risks may be present only under certain specific circum
stances, in which case soclety may defer to responsible individual 
choice on the matter of recreational use but take appropriate steps 
to minimize' the incidence and consequences of dysfunctional use. In 
our Report next year, for which studies are already underway, we 
will consider from this perspective the whole range of drugs now used 
for non-medical purposes. 

A Social Control Policy for Marihuana 

In formulating a marihuana policy, our strongest concern is with 
irresponsible use, whether it be too often, too much, indiscriminate, or 
under improper. circumstances. The excessive or indiscriminate use of 
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any drug is a serious social concern; and this is particularly true of 
marihuana since we still know very little about the effects of long
term, heavy use. We have little doubt that the substantial majority 
of users, under any social control policy, including the existing system, 
do not and would not engage in irresponsible behavior. 

In identifying the ·appropriate social control policy for marihuana, 
we have found it helpful to consider the following policy options: 

I Approval of Use. 
II Elimination of Use, 

III Discouragement of Use. 
;IV Neutrality Toward use. 

APPROVAL OF USE 

Society should not approve or encourage the recreational use of 
any drug, in public or private. Any semblance of encouragement en
hances the possibility of abuse and removes, from a psychological 
standpoint, an effective support of individual restraint. 

For example, so long as this society (not only the government, but 
other institutions and mass advertising as well) in effect approved of 
the use of tobacco, the growing medical consensus about the dangers of 
excessive use did not make a significant impression on individual 
judgment. 'With tha Surgeon General's Report on Tobacco in 1964, 
Smoking and H eaZth, a very real change has occurred in the way 
society now thinks about cigarettes. 

The institutions of society definitely add their influences to the 
variety of social pressures which persuade individuals to use any 
kind of drugs. Rational social poli;y should e~ek to minimize such 
socird pressures, whether they come from peers, from the media, from 
sociu.l custom, or from the user's sense of inadequacy. Official approval 
would inevitably encourage some people to use the drug who would 
not otherwise do so, and. would also increase the incidence of heavy or 
ot.herwise irresponsible use :and its complications. On this basis we 
reject policy option number one, approval of use. 

ELIMINATION OF USE 

For a half-century, official social policy has been not only to dis
courage use but to eliminate it (option number two). With the pl'inci
pal responsibility for this policy assigned to law enforcement, its 
implementation reached. its zenith in the late 1950's and early 1960's 
when marihuana-related offenses were punish'able by long periods of 
incarceration. This policy grew out of a distorted and greatly exag
gerated wncept of the drug's ordinary effects upon the individual 
and the society. On the basis of information then available, marihuana 
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was not adequately distinguished from other problem dru.gs and was 
assumed to be as harmful as the others. 

The increased incidence of use, intensive scientific reevaluation, and 
the spread of use to the middle and upper socioeconomic groups have 
brought about the informal adoption of a modified social policy. On 
the basis of our opinion surveys and our empirical studies of law 
enforcement behavior, we are convinced that officialdom and the public 
are no longer as punitive toward marihuana use as they once were. 

Now there exists a more realistic estimate of the actual social impact 
of marihuana use. School and university administrators are seldom 
able to prevent the use of marihuana by their students and personnel 
and are increasingly reluctant to take disciplinary action against users. 
,Vithin the criminal justice system, there has been a marked decline 
hl the severity of the response to offenders charged with possession of 
marihuana. 

In our survey of state enforcement 'activities, only 11 % of all mari
huana arrests resulted from active investigative activity, and most of 
those were in sale situations. For the most part, marihuana enforce
ment is a haphazard process; arrests occur on the street, in a park, in 
a car, or as a result of a phone calL Among those arrested, approxi
mately 50% of the adults and 70% of the juveniles are not processed 
through the system; their cases are dismissed by the police, by the 
prosecutors or by the courts. Ultimately less than 6% of all those 
apprehended are incarcerated, and very few of these sentences are for 
possession of small amounts for personal use. 

In the law enforcement community, the major concern is no longer 
marihuana but the tendency of some users to engage in 'other irrespon
sible activity, particularly the use of more dangerous drugs. Official 
sentiment now seems to be a desire to contain use of the drug as well 
as the drug subculture, and to minimize its spread to the rest of the 
youth population. Law enforcement policy, both at the Federal and 
State levels, implicitly recognizes that elimination is impossible at 
this time. 

The active attempt to suppress all marihuana use has been replaced 
by an effort to keep it within reasonable bOilllds. Yet because this 
policy still reflects a view that marihuana smoking is itself destructive 
enough to justify punitiye action against the user, we believe it is an 
inappropriate social response. 

Marihuana's relative potential for harm to the yast majority of 
individual users and its actual impact on society does not justify a 
social policy designed to seek out and firmly punish those who use it. 
This judgment is based on prevalent use patterns, on behavior ex
hibited by the vast majority of users and on our interpretations of 
tlxisting medical and scientific data. This position also is consistent 
with the estimate by law enforcement personnel that the elimination 
of use is unattainable. 
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In the case of experimental or intermittent use of marihuana, there 
is room for individual judgment. Some members of our society believe 
the decision to use marihuana is an immoral decision. However, even 
during Prohibition1 when many people were concerned about the evils 
associated with excessive use of alcohol, possession for personal use 
was never outlawed federally and was made illegal in only five States. 

Indeed, we suspect that the moral contempt in which some of our 
citizens hold the marihuana user is related to other behavior or other 
attitudes assumed to be associated with use of the drug. All of our 
data suggest that the moral views of the overwhelming majority of 
marihuana users are in general accord with those of the larger society. 

Having previously rejected the approval policy (option number 
one), we now reject the eliminationist policy (option number two). 
This policy, if taken seriously, would require a great increase in man
power and resources in order to eliminate the use of a drug which 
simply does not warrant that kind of attention. 

DISCOURAGEMENT OR NEUTRALITY 

The unresolved question is w~'lether society should try to dissuade 
its members from using marihuana or should defer entirely to individ
ual judgment in the matter, remaining benignly neutral. We must 
ehoose between policies of discouragement (number three) and neu
trality (number four). This choice is a difficult one and forces us to 
consider the limitations of our knowledge and the dynamics of social 
change. A number of considerations, none of which is conclusive by 
itself, point at the present time toward a discouragement policy. We 
will discuss each one of them separately. 

1. User Preference Is Still Ambiguous 

Alcohol and tobacco have long been desired by large numbers within 
our society and their use is deeply ingrained in the American culture. 
Marihuana, on the other hand, has only recently achieved a significant 
foothold in the American experience, and it is still essentially used 
more by young people. Again, the unknown factor here is whether the 
sudden attraction to marihuana derives from its psychoactive virtues 
or from its symbolic sbatus. 

Throughout this Commission's deliberations there was a recurring 
awareness of the posibility that marihuana use may be a fad which, 
if not institutionalized, will recede substantially in time. Present data 
suggest that this is the case, and we do not hesitate to say that we 
would prefer that outcome. To the extent that conditions permit, 
society is well advised to minimize the number of drugs which may 
cause significant problems. By focusing our attention on fewer rather 
than more drugs, we may be better able to loster responsible use and 
diminish the consequences of irresponsible use. 
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The more prudent course seems to be to retain a social policy op
posed to use, attempting to discourage use while at the same time 
seeking to deemphasize the issue. Such a policy leaves us with more 
options available when more definitive knowledge of the consequences 
of heavy and prolonged marilmana use becomes av;ailable. 

2. Continuing Scientific Uncertainty Precludes Finality 

In 1933 when Prohibition was repealed, society was cognizant of the 
effects of alcohol as a drug and the adverse consequences of abuse. But, 
because so many people wished to use the drug, policy-makers chose 
to run the risk of individual indiscretion land decided to abandon the 
abstentionist policy. There are many today who feel that if the social 
impact of alcohol use had then been. 'nore fully understood, a policy of 
discouragement rather than neutrality would have been adopted to 
minimize the negative aspects of alcohol use. 

Misunderstanding also played an important part when the national 
government adopted an eliminationist marihuana policy in 193'7. The 
policy-makers knew very little about the effects or social impact of the 
drug; many of their hypotheses were speculative and, in large meas
ure, incorrect. 

Nevertheless, the argument that misinformation in 193'7 automlati
cally compels complete reversal of the action taken at that time is 
neither reasonable nor logical. While continuing concern about the ef
fects of heavy, chronic use is not sufficient reason to maintain an overly 
harsh public policy, it is still a significant argument for choosing offi
cval discouragement in preference to official neutrality. 

3. Society's Value System Is In a State of Transition 
J .... s discussed in Chapter I, two central influences in contemporary 

American life are the individual search for meaning within the con
text of an increasingly depersonalized society, and the collective search 
for enduring American values. In Chapter IV, we noted that society's 
present ambivalent response to marihuana use reflects these 
uncertainties. 

For the reasons discussed in the previous Chapters, a sudden aban
donment of an official policy of elimination in favor of one of neutral
ity toward. marihuana wonld have a profound reverberating impact on 
social attitudes far beyond the one issue of marihuana use. We believe 
that society must have time to consider its image of the future. We 
believe that adoption of 'l1' discouragement policy toward marihuanta at 
this time would facilitate such a reappraisal '"hile official neutrality, 
under present circumstances, would impede it. 

4. Public Opinion Presently Opposes Marihuana Use 

For whatever reasons, a substantial majority of the AmeriCIan pU~~1 
lie opposes the us. of marihuana, and would prefer that the~fell~W _J 
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citizens abstain from using it. In the National Survey, 64:% of the 
adult public agreed with the stJatement that "using marihuana is 
morally offensive') (40% felt the same way about u;lcohol). 

Although this majority opinion is not by any means conclusive, it 
eannot be ignored. We are well aware of the skepticism with which 
marihuana user, and those sympathetic to their wishes, view the policy
making process; and we are particularly con~erned ~bout the indif
ference to or disrc,pect for law manifested by many citizens and 
particularly the youth. 

However" Wl' f\l'e also apprehensive -about the impact of Ia major 
change ill social policy on that larger segment of our population which 
supports the implications of the existing social policy. They, too, might 
lose respect for a policy-making establishment which appeared to bend 
so easily to the wishes of a "l,awless" and highly vocal minority. 

This concern for minimizing cultural dislocation must, of course, 
be weighed against the relative importance of contrary arguments. For 
example, in the case of desegregation in the South, and now in the 
North, culture shock had to be accepted in the light of the fundamental 
precept at issue. In the case of marihuana, there is no fundamental 
principle supporting the use of the drug, and society is not compelled 
to approve or be neutral toward it. The opinion of the majority is en
titled to greater weight. 

Looking 'again to the experience with Prohibition, when an absten
tionist policy for alcohol was adopted on the national level in 1918, its 
proponents were not blind to the vociferous opposition of a substantial 
minority of the people. By the late 1920's and early 1930's, the ambi
valence of public opinion toward alcohol use and the unwillingness of 
large numbers of people to comply with the new soc~al policy compelled 
reversa;! 'of that policy. Even many of its former supporters ac
Imowledged its futility. 

With marihuana, however, the prevailing policy of eliminating use 
had never been opposed to any significant degree until the mid-1960's. 
Unlike the prohibition of alcohol, -which 'had been the subject of public 
debate off and on for 60 years before it was adopted, present mari
huana policy has not until now engaged the pu'blic opinion process, 
some 50 years after it 'first began to be used. Majority sentiment does 
not appear to be as flexi1ble as it ,vas with alcohol. 

5. Neutrality Is Not Philosophically Compelled 

Much of what was stated above bespeaks an acute awareness by the 
Commission of the subtleties of the collectiv(} consciousness of th~ 
American people, as shown in the National Survey. There is a legit
imate eoneern about what the majority of the non-usillg popUlation 
thinks ~bout marihuana use anc1 ,,-hut the drug represents in the public 
mind. The question is appropriately asked if we are suggesting that 
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the majority in a free society may impose its will on an unwilling 
minority even though, as it is claimed, uncertainty, speculation, and a 
large degree of misinformation form the basis of the predominant 
opinion. If we have nothing more substantial than this, the argument 
goes, society should remain neutral. 

To deal with this contention, one must distinguish between ends 
and means. Policy-makers must choose their objectives with a sensi
tivity toward the entire social fabric and a vision of the good society. 
In such a decision, the general public attitude is a significant con
sideration. The preferred outcome in a democratic society .-::annot be 
that of the policy-makers alone; it must be that of an informed public. 
Accordingly, the policy-maker must consider the dynamic relationship 
between perception and reality in the public mind. Is the public con
sensus based on a real awareness of the facts ~ Does the public really 
understand what is at stake ~ Given the best evidence available, would 
the public consensus remain the same ~ 

Assuming that dominant opinion opposes marihuana use, the philo
sophical issue is raised not by the goal but by how it is implemented. 
At this point, the interests of the unwilling become important. For 
example, the family unit and the institution of marriage are preferred 
means of group-living and child-rearing in our society. As a society, 
we are not neutral. We officially encourage matrimony by giving 
married couples favorable tax treatment; but we do not compel people 
to get married. If it should become public policy to try to reduce the 
birth rate, it is unlikely that there will be laws to punish those who 
exceed the preferred .tmily size, although we may again utilize 
disincentives through (jhe tax system. Similarly, this Commission be
lieves society should continue actively to discourage people from using 
marihuana, and any philosophical limitation is relevant to the means 
employed, not to the goal itself. 

FOR THESE REASONS, WE RECOMMEND TO THE PUB
LIC AND ITS POLICY-MAKERS A SOCIAL CONTROL POL
ICY 'SEEKING TO DISCOURAGE MARIHUANA USE; 
WHILE CONOENTRATING PRIMARILY ON THE PREVEN
TION OF HEAVY AND VERY REA VY USE. 

We emphasize that this is a policy for today and the immediate 
future; we do not presume to suggest that this policy embodies eternal 
truth. Accordingly, we strongly recommend that our successor policy 
planners, at an appropriate time in the future, review the following 
factors to determine whether an altered social policy is in order: the 
state of public opinion, the extent to which members of the society 
continue t<;> use the drug, the developing scientific know::'~'.dge about 
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the effects and social impact of use of the drug, and the evolving social 
attitude toward the place of recreation and leisure in a work-oriented 
society. In our second Report next year, we will carefully review our 
findings to see if our perceptions have changed or if society has 
changed at that time. 

Implementing The Discouragement Policy 

Choice of this social control policy does not automatically dictate 
any particular legal implementation. As we noted in Chapter I, there 
is a disturbing tendency among participants in the marihuana debate 
to assume that a given statement of the drug's effects, its number of 
users or its social impact compels a particular statutory scheme. 

Law does not operate in a social vacuum, and it is only one of the 
institutional mechanisms which society can utilize to implement its 
policies. Consequently, the evaluation of alternative legal approaches 
demands not only logic but also a delicate assessment of the mutual 
relationship between the law and other institutions of social control, 
such as the church, the family and the school. 

THE, ROLE OF LAW IN EFFECTIVE SOCIAL CONTROL 

Social control js most effectively guaranteed by the exercise of indi
vidual self-discipline. Elementary social psychology teaches us that 
restraint generated within is infinitely more effective and tenacious 
than restraint imposed from without. 

One of the participants at our "Central Influences" Seminar 
observed: 

When people grow up into a society, the principal aim is to inter
nalize drives-that is, I assume fuey come 'Up wit'h certain drives 
w hieh can be satisfied in many ways and you're trying to -internalize 
ways of satisfying those drives which will be compatible with life 
in a community 'and also satisfying to the individual. The external 
restraints can only complement this, they cannot possibly substitute, 
for it. 

The supplemental effect of external restraints, particularly legl11 
restraints, must also be weighed against the nature of the control 
sought. It was put this way at our Seminar: 

Think of the social welfare function as a mountain-the hiE of the 
Lords r.eally. Large parts of it are something of a plateau; that is 
you can ,':>e -all sorts of places on it and be safe. You don't 'have to 
maximize. This is an economist's fallacy. You Can have all sorts of 
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variations, you can be ,Socialistti, 'Capitalists,Mormons, Adventists 
and get away with it-even Liberals. But there 'are cliffs, and you 
can fall off of them. This is what we are worrying about today. We 
are nervous about these cliffs. 
The "no-no's"-as the kids call them--are the fences on these cliffs. 
That is, we have set up taboos 'and say there's a cliff there. Now 'One 
of the problems socially is that we set up "no-no's" where there are 
no cliffs. There are no cliffs and people jump over these [fences] 'and 
they say, "No cliffs! See no cliffs!" [Then, over 'Other fences-and] 
chop-chop-chop-llrash! 'See, it's just as dangerous to set up fences 
without any cliffs as not have fences where there are cliffs. 

To this functional consideration of external restraint, we must also 
add the philosophical faith in the responsible exercise of individual 
judgment which is the essence of a free society. To illustrate, a prefer
ence for indiVIdual productivity underlies this society's opposition to 
indiscriminate drug use; the fact that so few of the 24 million Ameri
cans who have tried marihuana use it, or 'have used it, irresponsibly, 
testifies to the extent to which they have internalized that value. 

The hypothesis that widespread irresponsibility would attend freer 
avhilability of marihuana suggests not that a restrictive policy is in 
ordeI' but rather that a basic premise of our free society is in doubt. We 
note that the escalation thesis, used as an argument against marihuana 
rather than as a tool for understanding individual behavior, is really 
a manifestation of skepticism about individual vulnerabilities. For ex
ample, one-half of the public agreed with the statement that "if mari
huana were made legal, it '\Youl(lmake drug addicts out of ordinary 
people." 

At the same time, we do feel that the threat of excessive use is most 
potent with the young. In fact, we think all drug use should continue 
to be discouraged among the young, because of possible adverse effects 
on psychological development and because of the lesser ability of this 
part of the population to discriminate between limited and excessive 
use. 

Social policy implementat.ion in this regard is extraordinarily dif
ficult. For example, althongh existing social policies toward tobacco, 
alcohol and marihuana alike oppose their use by the young, those 
policies are far from being fully effective. For example: 

Tobaooo 
The National Survey (1971) indicates that of young people age 

12-to-17, 
• 50 % have smoked at one time or another; 
• 15%smoke now; and 
• At least 8% smoke at least a half a pack a day. 
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In a 1970 sample of smoking habits in the 12-to-18 population con
ducted for the N ati.onal Clearinghouse for Smoking and Health, it was 
found that: 

• 18.5 % of the boys and 11.9% of the girls were regular smokers; 
and 

• About 8 % of the boys and 5% of the girls smoked more than a 
half a pack a day. 

Alcohol 
The National Survey also ascertained the drinking pattern during 

the previous month of young people aged 12-to-17, finding that: 
• At least 23% had used beer during that month, at least 14% had 

used wine and at least 12 % had used hard liquor; and 
• 6% had used beer five or more days during the month, 3% had 

used wine five or more days, and 3% had used hard liquor five or 
more days. 

Marihuana 
Of the 12-to-17 population, the Survey found that: 
o 15% of this population had tried marihuana; 
• Atleast6% still use it; and 
• Less than 1 % use it once a day or more 
The inclination of so many young people to experiment with drugs 

is a reflection 'Cfa so-caned successful socialization process on one 
hand, and of society's ambivalence to the use of drugs on the other. 
This entire matter will occupy much of our attention in the coming 
year, but it is essential that we make a few anticipatory comments now. 

This nation tries very had to instill in its children independence, 
curosity and a healthy self-assurance. These qualities guarantee a 
dynamic, progressive socipty. "WheTe drugs are concerned, how
ever, we have relied generally on authoritarianism and on obedience. 
Drug education has generally been characterized by overemphasis of 
scare tactics. Some segments of the population have been reluctant to 
inform for fear of arousing curiosity in young minds. Where drugs 
are concerned, young people are simply supposed to nod and obey. 

This society has always been and continues to be ambivalent about 
the non-medical (in the strict sense) use of drugs. And this ambiva
lence does not escape our children. If ,ye can come to grips with this 
issue, ,ye might convince our youth that the curiosity that is en
cOUl'aged in other aspects of our culture is undesirable where drugs are 
concerned. 

The law is at best a highly imperfect reflection of drug policy. The 
Jaws proscribing sale of tobacco to minors are largely ignored. Pro
hibitions of sale of alcohol to minors are enforced sporadically. As to 
marihuana, there are areas throughout this nation where possession 
laws are not enforced at all. In other sections, such proscriptions are 
strictly enforced, with no apparent decrease in marihuana use. 
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As a guiding doctrine for parents and children, the law is certainly 
confusing when it imposes widely varying punishments in different 
states, and even in different courts of the same state, all for use of the 
same substance, marihuana. That marihuana use can be treated as a 
petty offense in one state and a felony in another is illogical and con
fusing to even the most sincere of parents. 

The law is simply too blunt an instrument to manifest the subtle 
distinctions we draw between the motivations and the circumstances of 
use. At the same time, legal status carries a certain weight of its own, 
and other institutions must take account of the law in performing 
their functions. 

In legally implementing our recommended social policy, we seek 
to maximize the ability of our schools, churches and families to be 
open and honest in discussing all drugs, including marihuana. The law 
must assist, not impede. In this respect, we note with ~oncern the 
counterproductive tendency in our society to seek simple solutions 
to complex problems. Since the statutory law is a simple tool, the ten
dency in our society to look to the law for social control is particularly 
strong. 

We have discussed the four basic social policy objectives of elimi
nation, discouragement, neutrality and approval of marihuana use 
and have selected discouragement of use, "\vith emphasis on prevention 
of heavy and very heavy use, as our generalized aim. We have con
sidered three legal responses, each with a wide range of alternatives: 

1. Total Prohibition. 
2. Partial Prohibition. 
3. Regulation. 

TOTAL PROHIBITION 

The distinctive feature of a total prohibition scheme is that all 
marihuana-related behavior is prohibited by law. Under the total 
prohibition response now in force in every state and at- the federal level, 
cultivation, importation, sale, gift or other transfer, and possession 
are aU prohibited acts. In 11 states and the District of Columbia, simply 
being present knowingly in a place where marihuana is present is also 
prohibited; and many states prohibit the possession of pipes or other 
smoking paraphernalia. For our purposes, the key feature of the 
total prohibition approach is that even possession of a small amount 
in the home for personal use is prohibited by criminal law. 

From the very inception of marihuana cOlltrollegislation, this nation 
has utilized a policy of a total prohibition, far more comprehensive 
than the restrictions established during the prohibition of alcohol. 

Until recent years, society was operating under an eliminationist 
policy. The exaggerated beliefs about the drug's effects, social impact, 
and user population virtually dictated this legal approach. During 
this entire period, total prohibition was sought through the use of 
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heavier and heavier penalties until even first-time possession was a 
felony in every jurisdiction, and second possession offenses generally 
received a mandatory minimum sentence without parole or probation. 
Yet the last few years have seen society little by little abandoning 
the eliminationist policy in favor of a containment policy. 

Under the total prohibition umbrella, this containment policy has 
been implemented by a unique patchwork of legislation, informal 
prosecutorial policy and judicial practice. Possession is now almost 
everywhere a misdemeanor. Although some term of incarceration re
mains as a penalty for possessors, it is generally not meted out to young 
first offenders or to possessors of small 'amounts. Instead, most such 
offenders are dismissed or informally diverted to agencies outside the 
criminal system by those "within the system who are trying to help them 
avoid the stigma of a criminal record. 

Offenders who are processed within the criminal justice system 
generally receive fines and/or probation. In many jurisdictions, en
forcement officials make little or no effort to enforce possession pro
scriptions, concentrating instead on major trafficking. Possessors are 
generally arrested only when they are indiscreet or when marihuana 
is found incident to questioning or apprehension resulting from some 
other violation. From our surveys, state and federal, we have found 
that only minimal effort is made to investigate marihuana possession 
cases. 

Such a tendency is a reflection of the adoption of a containment 
policy. By acting only when marihuana appears above ground, enforce
ment officials are helping to keep its use underground. The shift away 
from the elimination policy has been matched by a similar shift in 
legal implementation, but the distinctive feature of the total prohibi
tion scheme still remains: all marihuana-related behavior, including 
possession for personal use within the 'home, is prohibited by criminal 
law. 

Is such a response an appropriate technique for achieving the social 
control policy we outlined above ~ The key question for our purposes is 
whether total criminal prohib~tion is the most suitable or effective way 
to discourage use and whether it facilitates or inhibits a concentration 
on the reduction and treatment of irresponsible use. We are convinced 
that total prohibition frustrates both of these objectives for the 
following reasons. 

1. Application of the Criminal Law to Private Possession Is 
Philosophically Inappropriate 

"With possession and use of marihuana, weare dealing with a form 
of 'behavior which occurs generally in private" where a person possesses 
the drug for his own use. The social impact of this conduct is indirect, 
arising 'primarily in cases of heavy or otherwise irresponsible use and 
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from the drug's symbolic aspects. We do not take the absolutist posi
tion that society is philosophically forbidden from criminalizing any 
kind of "private" behavior. The phrase "victimless crimes," like "pub
lic health hazard," has Ibecome a rhetorical excuse for avoiding basic 
social policy issues. We have chosen a discouragement policy on the 
basis of our evalua:tion of the 'actual and 'Potential individual and 
social impact of marihuana use. Only now that we have done so can we 
accord appropriate weight to the nation's philosophical preference for 
individual privacy. 

On the basis of this evaluation we believe that the criminal law 
is too harsh a tool to a:pply to personal possession even in the effort 
to discourage use. It implies a?l overwhelming indictment of the 
behavior which we believe is not appropriate. The actual and potential 
harm of use of the drug is not great enough to justify intrusion by the 
criminal law into private behavior, a step which our society takes only 
with the greatest reluctance. 

2. Application of the Criminal Law Is Constitutionally Suspect 

The prefere.nce for individual privacy reflected in the d~bwte over 
the philosophical limitations on ,the criminal law is also manifested in 
our constitutional jurisprudence. Although no court, to our knowledge, 
has held that government may not prohibit private possession of 
marihuana, two overlapping constitutional traditions do have impor
tant 'Public policy implications in this area. 

The first revolves around the concept that in a free society, the 
legislature may act only for public purposes. The "police powers" of 
the states extend only to the "public health, safety alnd morals." 
In the period of our history' when the people most feared interference 
with their rights by the government, it was generally accepted thwt this 
broad power had an inherent limita:tion. For example, early prohibi
tions of alcohol possession were declared unconstitutional on the basis 
of reasoning such as that employed by the Supreme Court of Kentucky 
in 1915 in the case of Oommonwealth v. Oampbell: 

It is not within the com'Petency of government to invade the privacy 
of the citizen's life and to regulate his conduct in matters in which 
he alone is concerned, or to prohibit him any liberty the exercise 
of which will not directly injure society. 

Noting that the 'defendant was "not charged with having the liquor in 
his possession fodhe 'Purpose of selling it, or even giving it to another," 
and ,that "ownership and possession cannot be denied when that owner
ship Rond possession is not in itself injurious to the public," the 
Kentucky court concluded tha:t : 

The right to use liquor for one's own comfort, if ,they use it without 
·direct injury to the public, is one of the citizen's natural and in-
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alienable rights .... We hold tha-t the police power-vague and wide 
and undefined as it is-has limits. . . . 

Even the perceived dangers of opium were not enough to convince 
some members of -the judiciary that the government could prohibit 
possession. It is historically instructive to consider these words, penned 
in 1890, by Judge Scott in Ah Lim v Territory: 

I make no question but that the habit of smoking opium may be 
repulsive and degrading. That its effect would be to shatter the 
nerves and destroy the intellect; and that it may tend to the increase 
of the pauperism and crime. But there is a vast difference between 
the commission of a single act, and a confiDmed ha:bit. There is a 
distinction to be recognized between the use and abuse of any article 
or substance .... If this act must be held valid it is hard to conceive 
of any legislative action affecting the personal conduct, or privileges 
of the individual citizen, that must not be upheld .... The prohibited 
act cannot affect the public in any way except through the primary 
personal injury to the individual, if it occasions him any injury. 
It looks like a new and extreme step under our government in the 
field of legislation, if it really was passed for any of the purposes 
upon which that character of legislation can be sustained, if at all. 

Asa matter of constitutional history, a second tradition, the -applica-
tion of specific provisions in the Bill of Rights, has generally replaced 
the notion of "inherent" limitations. The ultimate effect is virtually 
the same, however. The Fourth Amendment's proscription of "un
reasonable searches and seizures" reflects a constitutional commitment 
to the value of individual privacy. The importance of the Fourth 
Amendment to the entirE} constitutional scheme was eloquently 
described by Justice Brandeis in 1928 in the case of 0 ll11,8tead v U.S.: 

The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions 
favorable to the 'pursuit of happiness. They recognized the signifi
cance of man's spiritual nature, of his feelings and his intellect. They 
knew t'hat only a part of the pain, pleasure and satisfaction of life 
are to be found in material things. They sought to protect Americans 
in their lbeliefs, their -thoughts, their emotions and their sensllItions. 
They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let 
alone----the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued 
by civilized men. 

Although the Fourth Amendment is itselt a procedural protection, 
the value of privacy which it crystallizes is often read in conjunction 
with other important values to set substantive limits on legislative 
power. The Supreme Court, in the -case of Griswold v. Oonneotimtt, 
held in 1965 that Connecticut could not constitutionally prohibit the 
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use of !birth control devices by married pel'Sons. Although the Justices 
did not agree completely on the reasons for their decision, Justice 
Douglas stated in the opinion of the Court : 

The present case, then, concerns a relationship lying within the zone 
of privacy created by several fundamental constitutional guarantees. 
And it concerns a law which, in forbidding the use of contraceptives 
rather than regulating their manufacture or sale, seeks to achieve 
its goals by means of having a maximum destructive impact upon 
that relationship. Such a law cannot stand in light of the familiar 
principle, so often applied by this Court, that a "governmental 
purpose to control or prevent activities constitutionally subject 
to state regulation may not be achieved by mpans which sweep un
necessarily broadly and thereby invade the are~ of protected free
dom." (citation omitted) Would we allow the police to search the 
sacred precincts of marital bedrooms for telltale signs of the use of 
contraceptives? The very idea is repulsive to the notions of privacy 
surrounding the marriage relationship. 

Four years later, the Supreme Court, in Stanley v. Georgia, held that 
even though obscenity is not "speech" protected by the First Amend
ment, a state cannot constitutionally make private possession of obscene 
material a crime. The Court's reasoning is revealed in the following 
language: 

[The] right to receive information and ideas, regardless of their 
social worth, (citation omitted), is fundamental to our free society. 
Mor<>over, in the' context of this case-a prosecution for mere pos
seS~ll :l of printed or filmed matter in the privacy of a person's own 
home-that right takes on an added dimension. For also funda
mental is the right to be free, except in very limited circumstances, 
from unwanted governmental intrusions into one's privacy ... 

While the judiciary :is the governmental institution most directly 
concerned with the protection of individual liberties, all policy-makers 
have a responsbility to consider our constitutional heritage when fram
ing public policy. Regardless of whether or not the conrts would 
overturn a prohibition of possession of marihuana for personal use 
in the home, we are necessarily influenced by the high place tradi
tionally occupied by the value of privacy in our constitutional scheme. 

Accordingly, we believe that government must show a compelling 
reason to justify invasion of the home in order to prevent personal 
use of marihuana. We find little in marihuana's effects or in its social 
impact to support such a determination. Legislators enacting Pro
hibition did not find suoha compelling ·reason 40 years ·ago ; and we 
do not find the situation any more compelling for marihuana today. 
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·3. Total Prohibition Is Functionally Inappropriate 

Apart from the phHosophical and constitutional constraints out
lined above, a total prohibition scheme carries with it significant 
institutional costs. Yet it contributes very little to the achievement 
of our social policy. In some ways it actually inhi'bits the success 
of that policy. 

The primary goals of a prudent marihuana social control policy 
include preventing irresponsible use of the drug, attending to the 
consequences of such use, and deemphasizing use in .general. Yet an 
absolute prohibition of possession and use inhibits the ability of other 
institutions to contribute actively to these objectives. For example, the 
possibility of criminal prosecution deters users who are experienehi.g 
medical problems from seeking assistance for fear of bring attention 
to themselves. In addition, the illegality of possession and use creates 
difficulties in achieving an open, honest educational program, lJoth 
in the schools and in the home. 

In terms of the social policy objective of discouraging use of the 
drug, the legal system can assist that objective in three ways: first, 
by deterring people from use; second, by symbolizing social opposition 
to use; and finally, by cutting off supply of the drug. 

The present illegal status of possession has not discouraged an esti
mated 24 million people from trying marihuana or an estimated eight 
million from continuing to use it. Our survey of the country's state 
prosecuting attorneys shows that 53% of them do not beiieve that 
the law has more than a minimal deterrent. effect in this regard. 
Moreover, if the present trend toward passive enforcement of the 
marihuana law continues, the law ultimately will deter only indiscreet 
use, a result achieved as well by a partial prohibition scheme and with 
a great deal more honesty and fairness. 

A major attraction of the law has been its symbolic value. Yet, 
society can symbolize its desire to discourage marihuana use in many 
other, less restrictive ways. The warning labels on cigarette packages 
serve -this purpose, illustrating that even a regulatory scheme could 
.serve a discouragement policy. During Prohibition, the chosen statu
tory implementation symbolized society's opposition to the use of 
intoxicating beverages; yet, most jurisdictions did not ,think it neces
sary to superimpose a proscription of possession for personal use in 
the home. 

Finally, prohibiting possession for personal use has no substantive 
relation to interdicting supply. A possession penalty mf),y make en
forcement of proscriptions against sale a little easier, but we believe 
this benefit is of minimal importance in light of its costs. 

. The law enforcement goal repeatedly stated at both the federal 
and state levels has been the elimination of supply and the interdiction 
of trafficking. These avowed aims of law enforcement make sense, 
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since they are the most profitable means of employing its manpower 
and resources in this area. 

Indeed, the time consumed in arresting possessors is inefficiently 
used when contrasted ,,,ith an equal amount of time lilvested in ap
prehending major dealers. Although a credible effort to eliminate 
supply requires prohibitions of importation, sale and possession-with
intent-to-sell, the enforcement of a proscription of possession for 
personal use is minimally producti yeo 

As noted, most law enforcement officials, district attorneys and 
judges recognize the ineffectiveness of the possession penalty as a 
deterrent. Its perpetuation results in the making of what is commonly 
referred to as "cheap~' cases that have little or no impact on deterring 
sale. 

The marihuana supply system can be viewed as a pyramid ,yith the 
major bulk of marihuana entering the system at the top of the pyra
mid and then descending to the base which represents the user popu
lation. Common sense dictates where law enforcement should devote 
its efforts. To remove the profit from the traffic requires arresting 
sellers, not users. The oft-heard argument that the police need posses
sion penalties to compel users to reveal their sources is not convincing. 
"Turning informants" at the base of the pyramid is of marginal value 
and limited utility in reaching upwards toward the apex. Further, 
the National Survey showed that 60% of the users don't "buy" mari
Imana but get it from a friend. The volume of traffic in the drug at 
these levels is at best minimal. 

In short, personal possession arrests and even casual sales, which 
now account for more than 95% of the marihuana arrests at the stat~ 
and local level, occur too low in the chain of distribution to diminish 
the supply very effectively. 

In addition to the misallocation of enforcement resources, another 
consequence of prohibition against possession for personal use is the 
social cost of criminalizing large numbers of users. Our empirical 
study of enforcement of state and federal marihuana laws indicates 
that almost all of those arrested are bet,veen the ages of 18 and 25, 
most have jobs or are in school, and most have had no prior contact 
with the criminal justice system. The high social cost of stigmatizing 
such persons as criminals is now generally acknowledged by tlie pub
lic at large as well as by those in the criminal justice system. 

According to the National Survey, 53% of the public was unwill
ing to give young users a criminal record and 87% objected to putting 
them in jail. The nation's judges expressed an overwhelming disin
clination to sentence and conyict users for marihuana possession. Of 
these judges only 13% thought it was appropriate to incarcerate an 
adult for possession and only 4% ,,,ould jail a juvenile for marihuana 
possession. This disinclination is reflected in the low percentage of 
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arrested users who are convicted, and the even lower percentage who 
are jailed. 

Even among the nation's prosecutors, a substantial majorlty favor 
the present trend toward avoiding incarceration for first offenders. 
Most jurisdictions have devised informal procedures for disposing of 
cases in lieu of prosecution. Our empirical study shows that 480/0 of the 
adult cases, and 70% of the juvenile cases, were dropped from the sys
tem at some point 'betJweenarrest and conviction. The picture displayed 
is one of 'a large expenditure of police manpower to enforce 'a law 
most participants further along the line are not anxious to apply. 

Other disturbing consequences of laws proscribing possession for 
personal use are the techniques required to enforce them. Possession 
of marihuana is generally a private behavior; in order to find it, the 
police many times must operate on the edge of constitutional limita
tions. Arrests without prdbruble cause, illegal searches and selective 
enforcement occur orten enough to 'arouse concern about the integrity 
of the criminal process. 

Yet another consequence of marihuana possession laws is the clogging 
of judicial calendars. President Nixon has noted that one of the major 
imped1ments to our nation's efforts to combat serious crimes is the 
fact that the judici,al machinery moves so slowly. Swift 'arrests, pros
ecution, trial 'and sentence would significantly improve the deterrent 
effect of law. Yet the judicial system is overloaded with petty cases, 
with public drunkenness -accounting for a:bout 50% of all non-traffic 
offenses. 

In his March 1971 'address to the National Conference on the Judici-
ary, President Nixon said: 

What can be done to break the logjam of justice today, to ensure 
the right toa speedy tr1al-and to enhance respeot for law~ We 
have to find ways to clear the courts of the endless stream of "vic
timless crimes" that get in the way of serious consideration of 
serious crimes. There 'are more important matters for highly skilled 
judges 'and prosecutors than minor tmffic offenses, loitering an'd 
drunkenness. 
To this list we would add marihuana possession, which accounts 

for ,a rising percentage of judicial caseloads. In Chioago alone, during 
the last half of 1970, there were more than 4,000 possession 'arrests. 

A final cost of the possession laws is the disrespect which the laws 
and their enforcement engender in the young. OUT youth cannot under
stand why society chooses to criminalize a behavior with so little 
visible ill-effect or adverse social impact, particularly when so many 
members of the law enforcement community -also question the same 
laws. These young people have jumped the fence ,and found no cliff. 
And the disrespect for the possession laws fosters a disrespect for 
allla wand the system in general. 
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On top of all this is the distinct impressi'On among the youth that 
some police may use the marihuana laws to arrest people they don't 
like for other masons, whether it be their politics, their hair style 
or their ethnic background. Whether or not suoh selectivity actually 
exists, it is perceived to exist. 

For ,all these reasons, we believe that the possession offense is of little 
functional benefit to the discouragement policy and carries heavy 
social costs, not the least of which is disrespect -and cynicism among 
some of the young. Accordingly, even under our policy of discouraging 
marihuana use, the better method is persuasion !lather than prosecution. 
Additionally, with the sale and use of more hazardous drugs on the 
increase, 'and crimes of violence escalating, we do not believe that the 
criminal justice system can afford the time and the costs of implement
ing the marihuana possession laws. Since these laws -are not mandatory 
in terms of achieving the discouragement policy, law enforcement 
should be ,allowed to do the job it is best able to do: handling supply 
and distribution. 

A criminal fine or similar penalty for possession has been suggested 
as a means of alleviating some of the more glaring costs of a total 
prohibitory approaoh yet still retaining the symbolic disapproval of 
the criminal law. However, most of the objections r-aised rubove would 
still pertain: the possibilities of invasion of personal privacy 'and selec
tive enforcement of the law would continue; possessors would still be 
stigmatized as criminals, incurring the economic and social conse
quences of involvement with the criminal :law june symbolic status of 
marihuana smoking -!liS 'an anti-estrublishment 'act would be perpetuated. 

On the other hand, a fine most likely would deter use no more than 
does the present possibility of incarceration. It would continue to 
impede treatment for heavy -and very heavy use land would persist 
in directing law enforcement away from the policy's essential aim 
whi0h is to halt illegal traffic in the drug. 
, For ,all these reascms, we reject the total prohibition approach and 

its variations. 
REGULATION 

Another gene!lal technique for implementing the recommended social 
policy is regulation. The distinguishing feature of this teohnique is 
that it institutionalizes the availability of ,the drug. By establishing 
a legitimate channel of supply -and distribution, society can theoretic
ally control the quality and potency of the pToduot. The major alter
natives within this 'approach lie in the variety of restraints which can 
be imposed on consumption of the drug and on the informational 
requirements to which its distribution can be subject. 

We have given serious consideration to this set of alternatives; 
however, we are unanimously of the opinion that such a scheme, no 
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matter how tightly it might restriot consumption, is presently un
acceptable. 

1. Adoption of a Regulatory Scheme at this Time Would Inevitably 
Signify Approval of Use 

In rejecting the total prohibition approach, we emphasized the 
symbolic aspects. In essence, we do not believe prohibition of possession 
for personal use is necessary to symbolize a social policy disapproving 
the use. Theoretically, a tightly contro1led regulatory scheme, with 
limited distribution outlets, significant restraints on consumption, pro
hibition of advertising and compulsory labeling, could possibly sym
bolize such disapproval. Our regulatory policy toward tobacco is 
beginning slowly to reflect a disapproval policy toward cigarette 
smoking. Nonetheless, given the social and historical conteA'i of such 
a major shift in legal policy toward marihuana, we are certain that 
such a change would instead symbolize approval of use, or at least a 
position of neutrality. 

The Commission is concerned that even neutrality toward use as a 
matter of policy could invest an otherwise transient phenomenon with 
the status of an accepted behavior. If marihuana smoking were an 
already ingrained part of our culture, this objection would be dis
pelled. However: we do not believe that this is the case. ",Ve are inclined 
to believe, instead, that the present interest in marihuana is transient 
and will diminish in time of its own accord once the major symbolic 
aspects of use are deemphasized, leaving among our population only a 
relatively sma1l coterie of users. ·With this possibility in mind, we are 
hesitant to adopt either a policy of neutra:lity or a regulatory imple
mentation of our discourage.L11ent policy. The la,v would inevitably 
lose its discouragement character and would become even more 
ambiguous in its rationale and its enforcement. 

The effect of changing a social policy direction may be seen with 
tobacco policy. In recent years, society has ostensibly adopted a policy 
of discouraging cigarette smoking. This Hew policy has been imple
mented primarily in the information area through prohibition of 
some forms of advertising and. through compulsory labeling. Yet, 
the volume of cigarettes used increased last year. vVe believe that the 
failure of the new policy results from the fact that it supplants one 
that formerly approved use. This set of circumstances argues against, 
any policy which would be regarded as approval of use, including a 
regulatory scheme. It is always extremely difficult to transform a pre
viously acceptable behavior into a disapproved behavior. 

2. Adoption of a Regulatory Scheme Might Generate a Significant 
Public Health Problem 

We noted ttbove that institutionalizing availability of the drug 
would inevitably increase the incidence of use, even though that in-
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cidence might otherwise decrease. Of greater concern is th'3 prospect 
that a larger incidence of use would result in a larger incidence of long
term heavy and very heavy use of potent preparations. 

There are now approximately 500,000 heavy users of less potent 
preparations in ,this country, representing about 2% of those who ever 
tried the drug. Even if the prevalence of :heavy use remained the same 
in relation to those who ever used, this at-risk population would 
inevitably increase under a regulatory scheme. If the emotional dis
turbances found in very heavy hashish users in other countries were 
to occur in this country, the adve~se social impact of marihuana use, 
now slight, would increase substantially. 

We have acknowledged that society, nonetheless, chose to run such 
a risk in 1933, when Prohibition was repealed. But alcdhol use was 
already well-estaiblished in .this society, and no alternative remained 
other than a regulatory approach.· In light of our suspicion that 
interest in marihuana is largely transient, it would be imprudent to 
run that risk for marihuana today. 

3. Adoption of a Regulatory Scheme Would Exacerbate Social 
Conflict and Frustrate a Deemphasis Policy 

A significant segment of ,the public on both sides of the issue views 
mari:huana and its "legalization" in a highly symbolic way. AllY 
attempt ,to adopt a regulatory approach now would be counterproduc
tive in this respect. The collision of values resulting from such a 
dramatic shift of policy would maintain the debate at a highly emo
tionallevel and would -perpetuate the tendency to perceive marihuana 
use as a symbol of the struggle between two conflicting philosophies. 

4. Not Enough Is Known About Regulatory Models In This Area 

Advocates of legalization of marihuana are often inclined to propose 
a licensing scheme or an "alcohol model" without offering a specific 
program of regulation taking aU -the v-aria-bles into account. Responsi
ble policy planning cannot be so cursory. Consequently, we have given 
serious study to the many issues presented by such a scheme and to 
the nation's experience with other drug licensing schemes. On the 
basis of our inquiry, we are convinced that such a step should not be 
taken unless a realistic assessment of the efficacy of existing schemes 
and their potential application to marihuana indicates it would be 
successful. Su~h an ·assessment raises a number of distuI'lbing 
questions. 

The regulatory approaches which this nation has used in the cases 
of alcohol and tobaceo have failed to accomplish two of their most 
impOl'tant objectives: the minimization of excessive use and the 
limitation of accessibility to the young. Despite the warning and 
restraints on distribution and consumption, more than 50 million 
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Americans smoke cigarettes regularly, 'and more than nine miHion 
Americans are "problem" drinkers. We have previously cited data 
indica;ting how many of our c;hildren begin hrubits which have been 
legally forbidden to them. Since the young user and the chronic user 
of marihuana are of primary concern to our public health officials, the 
lack of success with alcohol and tobacco discoumges an assumption 
that the regulation of supply' would minimize use by the younger 
generation. 

Another important purpose of a regulatory scheme is to channel 
the product through a controlJed system of supply and distribution. 
In that way the quality ·and qu~ntity of the substance can be regulated. 
The efficacy of such a scheme !1sapplied to marihuana is questionable. 

Oalmrubis can be grown easily almost anywhere in the United States 
with little or no human·assistance. Even if a legitimate source of supply 
were establiE,hed, it is likely that many persons would choose to ignore 
the legitimate source 'and grow their own, the purity of which would 
not be in question. If such a practice were illegal, the necessity for 
a concerted governmental eradication program is raised, which would 
involve a monumental law enforcement effort. According to the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, there are presently an' estimated five 
million acres of wild marihuana growing in this country and an 
undetermined number of acres under cultivation. 

Yet, if such a practice were not forbidden, the revenue-raising, 
product-control and consumption-restriction ferutures of a regulatory 
scheme would be threrutened. Instructive to note is the fact that int~n
sive regulation of alCdholic beverage production 'has not eliminated 
illicit production. During 1970, in fact, 5,228 illegal stills were 
destroyed by the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Division of the U.S. 
Treasury and 5,279 persons were arrested. In 1971, 3,327 illegal stills 
were destroyed anti 5,512 persons were arrested. 

Another disturbing question is raised 'by the issue of potency regula
tion. Most a;dvoca;tes of legalization stipulate potency limitations -as! 

one feature of their scheme. Presumably ·they would limit the THO 
content of the regulated product. This is not an easy undertaking. 
Especially when cannabis is so easily grown and a black market is 
so easily created, we are dubious about the success of a reguJoatory 
scheme distributing only a product with low THO content. Again, 
attention must be paid the prospect of increased hashish use under a 
regulatory scheme; merely stipulating potency control is not sufficient. 
As we noted in Chapter II, the heavy, long-term use of hashish is a 
source of major concern to the Commission from both private and 
public hea1th standpoints . 
... These 'I1re a few of the problems confronting the policy-maker if he 
seeks to devise an effective regulatory system of distribution for whnt 
is, in faot, a universally common plant. Our doubts about the efficacy 
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of existing regulatory schemes, together with an uncertainty about 
the permanence of social interest in marihuana and the ·approval in
evitably implied by adoption of such a scheme, all impel us to reject 
the regula;tory approach as an appropriate implementation of a 
discouragement policy at the present time. 

Future policy planners might well come to a different conclusion 
if furtl1er study of existing schemes suggests a feasible model; if 
responsible use of the drug does indeed take root in our society; if 
continuing scientific and medical research uncovers no long-term ill
effects; if potency control appears feasible; and if the passage of 
time and the adoption of a rational social policy sufficiently desym
bolizes marihuana so that availability is not equated in the public mind 
with approval. 

PARTIAL PROHIBITION 

The total prohibition scheme was rejected primarily because no 
sufficiently compelling social reason, predicated on existing knowl
edge, justifies intrusion by the criminal justice system into the private 
lives of individuals who use marihuana. The Commission is of the 
unanimous opinion that marihuana use is not such a grave problem 
that individuals who smoke marihuana, and possess it for that purpose, 
should be subject to criminal procedures. On the other hand, we have 
also rejected the regulatory or legalization scheme because it would 
institutionalize availability of a drug which has uncertain long-term 
effects and which may be of transient social interest. 

Instead we recommend a partial prohibition scheme which we 
feel has the following benefits: 

• Symbolizing a cont.inuing societal discouragement of use; 
• Facilitating the deemphasis of marihuana essential to answering 

dispassionately so many of the unanswered questions; 
• Permitting a simultaneous medical, educational, religious, and 

parental effort to concentrate on reducing irresponsible use and 
remedying its consequences; 

• Removing the criminal stigma and the threat of incarceration 
from a widespread behavior (possession for personal use) which 
does not warrant such treatment; 

• Relieving the law enforcement community of t.he responsibility 
for enforcing a law of questionable utility, and one which they 
cannot fully enforce, thereby allowing concentration on drug 
trafficking and crimes against persons and property; 

• Relieving the judicial calendar of a large volume of marihuana 
possession cases which delay the processing of more serious 
cases; and. 

• Maximizing the flexibility of future public responses as llew in
formation comes to light. 
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No major change is required in existing law to achieve all of these 
benefits. In general, we recommend only a decriminalization of pos
session of marihuana for personal use on both the state and federal 
levels. The major features of the recommended scheme are that: pro
duction and distribution of the drug would remp-in criminal activities 
as would possession with intent to distribute commercially; marihuana 
would be contraband subject to confiscation in public places; and>~ 
criminal sanctions would be withdrawn from private use and pos
session incident to such use, but, at the state level, fines would be 
imposed for use in public. * 

Specifically, we recommend the following statutory schemes. 

RECOMMEN.DATIONS FOR FEDERAL LAW 

Under the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act of 1970, Congress provided the following schEme with respect 
to marihuana, by which was meant only the natural plant and its 
various parts, not the synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) : 

• Cultiva:tion, importation and exportation, 'and sale or distribution 
for profit of marihuana are all felonies punishable by imprison
ment for up to five years for a first offense and by up to 10 years for 
a second offense (the available penalty is doubled for sale to a 
minor). 

• Possession of marihuana with intent to distribute is a felony 
punishable by imprisonment for up to five years for the first 
offense and by up to 10 years for a second offense. 

• Possession of marihuana for personal use is a misdemeanor pun
ishable by up to one year in jail and a $1,000 fine for first offe:p.se 
and by up to two years in jail and a $2,000 fine for second offense 
(expungement of criminal recqrd is available for first offenders). 

*Commissioners Rogers, Cougressman 'f:roan Florida, and Carter, Congressman 
from Kentucky, agree with the Commission's selection of a discouragement 
policy and .also agree that criminalization and incarc;eration of individuals for 
possessing marihuana for their own use is neither necessary nor desirable as 
a means of implem~nting that policy. 

At the same time,both Commissioners feel that the contraband concept is 
not a sufficiently strong expression of social disapprobation and would recom
mend in addition a civil fine <for possession of any amount of marihuana in· 
private or in ,public. 

Both Commissionel's feel that the civil fine clearly symbolizes societal dis
approval and i!l a simple mechanism for law enforcement authorities to carry 
out. If Ii person is found by a law enforcement officer to be in possession of mari
huana, the offiClr would issue such person a summons to appear in court on a 
fixed day. Altho ilgh a warrant would not issue for search of a private residence 
unless there were probable cause to believe a cri~ina} offense was being com
mitted, .a police officer legitimately 'Present for other reasons could issue a civil 
summons for violation of the "possession" p'roscriptio~. 
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• Transfer of a small amount of marihuana for no remuneration 
is a misdemeanor punishable by up to one year in jail and a $1,000 
fine for first offense and by up to two years in jail and a $2,000 fine 
for second offense (Congress single,i out marihuana in thi8 way 
to allow misdemeanor treatment of casual transfers and permitted 
first offender treatment, as allowed for possession for personal 
use). 

The Commission recommends only the following changes in federal 
law: 

• POSSESSION OF MARIHUANA FOR PERSONAL USE 
WOULD NO LONGER BE AN OFFENSE, BUT MARI
HUANA POSSESSED IN PUBLIO WOULD REMAIN CON
TRABAND SUBJEOT TO SUMMARY SEIZURE AND 
FORFEITURE. 

• CASUAL DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL AMOUNTS OF 
MARIHUANA FOR NO REMUNERATION, OR INSIG
NIFIOANT REMUNERATION NOT INVOLVING PROFIT 
WOULD NO LONGER BE AN OFFENSE. 

The Oommission further recommends that federal law be supple
mented to provide: 

• A PLEA OF MARIHUANA INTOXICATION SHALL NOT 
BE A DEFENSE TO ANY CRIMINAL ACT OOMMITTED 
UNDER ITS INFLUENOE, NOR SHALL PROOF OF SUCH 
INTOXICATION OONSTITUTE A NEGATION OF SPECI
FIC INTENT. 

Commissioners Rogers and Carter believe that the legal system must b~ 
utilized directly to discoul"age the person from using marihuana rather than 
being utilized only indirectly as in tJhe caSe of corrtralband. 

This civil fine would not be reflected in a police record, nor would it be con
sidered a criminal act fur purposes of future job consideration, either in the 
priv,ate s:ector or for government service. 

Agreeing with the other Commissioners that the casual transfers of mari
huana for no profit should be treated in the same manner 'as possession for 
one's own use, Oungressmen Rogers and Carter do not agree that it should 
extend to transfers involving remuneration, They prefer the limiting language 
of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 which 
does not include the term "or insignific.ant remuneration not involving a profit." 

,Apa'rt from the -addition O'f the civil 'fine to the 'Contraband recommendation 
in 'uhe respects set out above, i(Jongressmen Carter and Rogers are in complete 
agreement 'Wibh the statutory recommendations set out in the Report. 

Commissioner Ware concurs completely with the statements made by Con
gressmen Rogers and Carter but wishes to reemphasize that the social policy 
and legal scheme 'adopteel is applicable only to marihuana and should not be 
construed to embrace other psychoactive drugs. The policy set forth in this 
Report, subject to the already noted comments of the t.wo Congressional Com
missioners, mal,es sense for marihuana on the basis of what is known about 
the drug and in the absence ofnny conclusive. showing which would verify 
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RECOM-MENDATIONS FOR STATE LAW 

Under existing state marihuana laws, cultivation, distribution and 
possession with intent to distribute are generally felonies and in most 
states possession for personal use isa misdemeanor. The Commission 
strongly recommends uniformity of state laws and, in this regard, 
endorses the basic premise of the Uniform Controlled Substances Act, 
drafted by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws. The following are our recommendations for a uniform 
statutory scheme for marihuana, by which we mean, as under existing 
federal law, only the natural cannabis plant and its various parts, 
not the synthetic tetra:hydrocannabinol (THC) : 

Existing Law 

• CULTIVATION, SALE OR DISTRIBUTION FOR PROFIT 
AND POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO SELL WOULD 
REMAIN FELONIES (ALTHOUGH WE DO RECOMMEND 
UNIFORM PENALTIES). 

some of the anecdotal law enforcement testimony heard by the Commission 
regarding criminal behaviQr exhibited while under the influence of marihuana. 

'Commissioner Ware feels that some penalty short of criminalizing the user, 
such as a civil fine or some type of intensive drug education, will act as a positive 
deterrent toward minimizing the incidence of marihuana use especially among 
the young. Further, he is opposed to the use of any drug for the express purpose 
of getting intoxieated, and includes alcohol within this category. The Com
missioner feels that what is needed is an internalizing of discipline among our 
citizenry, with the legal system assisting this process through tlie use of 
disincentives. 

Commissioners Hughes, Senator from Iowa, and Javits, Senator from New 
York, feel that the Commission has taken a major, highly laudable step in 
recommending that the private use of marihuana be taken out of the criminal 
justice system. They concur in its threshold judgment that overall social policy 
regarding this drug should seek to discourage use, while concentrating primarily 
on the prevention of irresponsible use. They disagree, however, with three specific 
recommendations relating to the implementation of this discouragement policy. 

First, they would eliminate entirely the contraband provision from the partial 
prohibitory model adopted by the Commission. They want it eliminated first 
because its legal implications are confusing and tlle subject of disagreement even 
among lawyers. Whether or not possession of a given substance is criminal, 
possession of material designated as contraband makes that possession unZawfuZ. 
Also, marihuana designated as contraband would be .sulbject to government 
search and seizure, even though the underlying poss'cssion is no longer criminal. 
The provision-which does not apply to marihuanlJ. held for personal use within 
the home-is considered by both Commissioners to be an unnecessary "symbol" 
of the discouragement policy. It will not foster elimination of the misunder
standing and mistrust which is a hallmark of our current marihuana policy. 

Commissioner Hughes and Javits seek to eliminate it also beca:use a.s a Prac
tical matter it serves no useful law enforcement purpose witllin the overall 
partial prohibitory model. If marihuana held for personal use within the home 
is not contra:band, why should marihauna held for personal use within one's' 
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Private Activities 

• POSSESSION IN PRIVATE OF MARmUANA FOR PER
SONAL USE WOULD NO LONGER BE AN OFFENSE. 

• DISTRIBUTION IN PRIVATE OF SMALL AMOUNTS OF 
MARIHUANA FOR NO REMUNERATION OR INSIGNIF
ICANT REMUNERATION NOT INVOLVING A PROFIT 
WOULD NO LONGER BE AN OFFENSE. 

Public Activities 

• POSSESSION IN PUBLIC OF ONE OUNCE OR UNDER 
OF MARIHUANA WOULD NOT BE AN OFFENSE, BUT 
THE MARIHUANA WOULD BE CONTRABAND SUB
JECT TO SUMMARY SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE. 

• POSSESSION IN PUBLIC OF MORE THAN ONE OUNCE 
OF MARIHUANA WOULD BE A CRIMINAL OFFENSE 
PUNISHABLE BY A FINE OF $100. 

• DISTRIBUTION IN PUBLIC OF SMALL AMOUNTS OF 
MARIHUANA FOR NO REMUNERATION OR INSIGNIF
ICANT REMUNERATION NOT INVOLVING A PROFIT 
WOULD BE A CRIlIHNAL OFFENSE PUNISHABLE BY A 
FINE OF $100. 

• PUBLIC USE OF MARIHUANA WOULD BE A CRIMINAL 
OFFENSE PUNISHABLE BY A FINE OF $100. 

• DISORDERLY CONDUCT ASSOCIATED WITH PUBLIC 
USE OF OR INTOXICATION BY MARIHUANA WOULD 
BE A MISDEMEANOR PUNISHABLE BYUP TO 60 DAYS 
IN JAIL, A FINE 01)' $100, OR BOTH. 

automobile be contraband? The area of operation of the contraband provision 
is exbremely narrow. If one possesses more ,than one ounce of marihuana in 
public, it may be seized without regard to the contraband doctrine since such 
possession is a criminal violation. 

Since the contraband provision does not apply to marihuana possession 
and use j,ll private, the only effectiYe area covered by the contraband provision 
is the area of possession in public of less than one ounce. The Commission has 
chosen to remove the stigma of the criminal sanction in this kind of case. To 
impose instead a contraband provision, which it is ar/ffied is in the nature of 
a civil "in rem" seizure which does not operate against the person, is to cloud 
the issue and to weaken the force of the basic decriminalization. A persua.sive 
justification simply has not been made. 

Both Commissioners seek to eliminate it also because they believe that the 
yoice of the Commission should be loud and clear that the preservation of the 
right of priyacy is of paramount importance and cannot be casually jeopardized 
in the pursuit of some vague public or law enforcement interest which has 
not been defined and justified with clarity and precision. 

The second area of disagreement with the Commission's recommendations 
concerns the casual distribution of marihuana and the not-for-profit sale. As 
understood: 
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• OPERATING A VEH1CLE OR DANGEROUS INSTRU
MENT WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF MARI
HUANA WOULD BE A MISDEMEANOR PUNISHABLE 
BY UP TO ONE YEAR IN JAIL, A FINE OF UP TO $1,000, 
OR BOTH, AND SUSPENSION OF A PERMIT TO OPER
ATE SUCH A VEHICLE OR INSTRUMENT FOR UP TO 
180 DAYS. 

• A PLEA OF MARIHUANA INTOXICATION SHALL NOT 
BE A DEFENSE TO ANY CRIMINAL ACT COMMITTED 
UNDER ITS INFLUENCE NOR SHALL PROOF OF SUCH 
INTOXICA1'ION CONSTITUTE A NEGATION OF SPE
.CIFIC INTENT. 

• A PERSON WOULD BE ABSOLUTELY LIABLE IN CIVIL 
COURT FOR ANY DAMAGE TO PERSON OR PROPERTY 
WHICH HE CAUSED WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
OF THE DRUG. 

DISCUSSION OF FEDERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

The recommended federal approach is really a restatement of exist
ing federal policy. From official testimony' and record eva'luation, we 
know that the federal law enforcement authorities, principally the 
]'ederal Bureau of Na.rcotics and Dangerous Drugs and the Bureau 
of Customs, do not concentrate their efforts on personal possession 
cases. The avowed purpose of both Bureaus is to eliminate major 
traffickers and sources of supply. For the most part, the federal 

(1) The totally donative transfer is not subject to criniinal penalty, regard
less of where it takes place. 
(2) The transfer of 8ma~~ amounts for in8ignificant remuneration not in
'Vo~'Ving a profit is not subject to criminal penalty (except if it is accomplished 
in public, in which case it is subject to criminal sanction), but 
(3) The transfer of "~arge amounts" for "8ignificant" remuneration not 
involving a profit is sllbject to criminal penalty. 
'Footnote 4 on page 158 of the Report, 'the Commission refers to a Report 

of The Senate Judiciary Committee on the Comprehensive Drug .Abuse Preven
tion and Control .Act of 1970. In substance. it implies that within the meaning 
of uhe .Act, transfers df more than one or tlwo ma'rihuana c.igarettes in return 
for 50 cents or one dollar to cover cost are not intended to be covered as casual 
transfers, but rather are to be treated as unlawful sales. 

Commissioners Hughes and Javits feel that the Commission has failed to set 
forth·a clear standard which will adequately inform the public of their obliga
tions under the law. The recommendation and its disCiussion in the Report are 
confusing and fail to provide the individual with r·,ufficient guidance to allow 
him to act without having to dodge in and out of illegality. It also undermines 
a basic, stated objective .of tIle CommissIon i.e., to concentrate the weight of 
the criminal sanction upon significant supply and distribution activities, rather 
than upon casual consumption. 

Moreover, proscribing even the most casual not-for-profit transfers when they 
occur in public is, in their opinion, wrong. Such transfers are necessarily incl.-
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agencies have left; possession enforcement to the states. Underlying 
this approach is a need -to maximize the use of enforcement resources 
for major priorities and allow the states, in exercising their "police 
powers," to assume the responsibility for local activities, including 
possession for personal use. 

By withdrawing the criminal sanction from possession for personal 
use weare, in effect, codifying official policy. In addition, such a scheme 
follows the model chosen for aloohol in the Volstead Act, and also 
revives the a;pproach taken by Congress in -the Drug Abuse Control 
Amendments (DACA) of 1965. We are in agreement with the original 
thrust of DACA) when Congress brought previously uncontrolled 
drugs) LSD, barbiturates and amphetamines, under control but did 
not assess criminal penalties for possession for personal use. 

Instead, Congress placed on the prosecution the burden of proof that 
the possession was for purposes of sale. Regardless of whether or not 
Congress was wise in imposing a penalty in 1968 for possession for 
personal use, a subject we will consider in our next Report, we think 
the original DACA concept is enlightened where marihuana is 
concerned. 

At the same -time, present federal law classifies marihuana as con
traband, and this feature should be maintained. The contraband 

dent to private possession and use. To hold that they should be subject to 
criminal sanction is logically inconsistent with the Commission's rationale and 
recommendation on decriminalization of such private activities. 

Instead, both Commissioners recommend that all not-for-profit sales be 
exclu'ded from bhe cl'imin'al sanctfon. It is fundamental that there 'be a clear 
separation between the seriOUS, commercial, profit-making-seller, or "pusher" 
as he is known, and the individual who merely splits the cost of a reasonable 
supply of the drug with his friends or acquaintancE:s. 

Thirdly, exception is taken to the retention of the criminal sanction on public 
j)ossession of more than one ounce. The individual who buys an ounce and a half 
WOUld be a criminal when he buys on the corner, when he puts it in his pocket, 
when he gets in his Cllr and drives home, when he is on his doorstep, but 
not when he crosses the threshold of his home. Commission policy should direct 
the attention of the law enforcement communi'y to the person who sells the drug 
for profit, and not to the person who uses the drug privately. 

If an individual has more than a few ounces in his possession, and there is 
probable cause to believe that he intends to sell it for profit, that activity is 
already covered under the Commission's recommendation that possession with 
intent to sell is illegal. Therefore, there is no need to further proscribe simple 
1mblic possession. 

All· the component parts of the recommended policy of the Commission should 
be consistent with its objective of non-interference with casual transfers and 
possession and use which is essentially and fundamentally private and personal. 

The contraband device, the not-for-profit sale, and public possession of some 
l'easonable amount which should be pl'esumed to be necessarily incident to pri
vate use should all be removed from the ambit of legal sanction. To do so would 
be to strike duwn "symbols" of a public policy which had never been adequatelY' 
justified in the first instance. Such steps would in no way jeopardize the firm de
termination of the Commission that the use of marihuana ought to be discouraged. 
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concept serves the discouragement policy in two ways: it assists the 
remova'l of supply from the market and it symbolizes a continuing 
societal opposition to use. Accordingly, if a person is found in posses
sion of marihuana in public and the government is unable to prove 
any intent to sell, it may nevertheless seize the marihuana and 
confiscate it is contraband. 

The contraband provision would apply only to possession in public 
and would not extend to possession for personal use in the home. 
During Prohibition, the Federal Government and most of the stat~ 
employed a similar statutory limitation. For example, the Volstead 
Act provided ,that a private dwelling could not be searched "unless 
it is being used for the unlawful sale of intoxicating liquor .... " 1 

The impact of this contraiband concept is that marihuana possessed 
or found in public can be summarily seized by ~aw enforcement officials 
and forfeited to the state for subsequent destruotion.2 The criminal 
justice system is not involved in the process. The individual receives 
no record of any kind; he simply loses the economic value of the 
marihuana.3 

With regard to the casual distribution of small 'amounts of mari
huana for no remuneration or insignifioant remunel'ation not involv
ing'a profit weare following the approach taken in the Comprehensive 
Drug Abuse Prevention 'and Control Act of 1970 which in essence 
treats such casual transfers las the functional equiv,alent of posses
sion. In doing SO; Congress recognized that marihuana is gener.ally 

1 § 39. Unlatvfu~ p088e88ion of liquor or property dp'8igned for manufacture 
thereof; 8earoh warrant8. It shall be unlawful to have or possess any liquor or 
property designed for the manufacture of liquor intended for use in violating this 
chapter or which has been so used, and no property rights shall exist in any 
such liquor or property. A search warrant may issue as provided in [sections 611 
to 631 land 638 'Of Title 18] and such liquor, the containers thereof, and sueh 
property so seized shall be subject to such disposition as the court may make 
thereof. If it is found that such liquor or property was so ~laW'fully held or 
possessed, or '~,ad been so unlawfully used, the liquor, and all property designed 
for the unlawful manufacture of liquor, shall be destroyed, unless the court shall 
otherwise order. No search warrant shall issue to search 'any private dwelling 
Qccupied as such unless it is being used for unlawful sale of intoxicating liquor, 
or unless it is in part used for some business purtpose such as a store, shop, 
saloon, restaurant, hotel, or 'boarding house. The term "private dwelling" shall 
be construed to include the room or rooms used and occupied not transiently but 
solely as a residence in an apartment house, hotel or boarding house. The prop
erty seized on any such warrant shall not be taken from the officer seizing the 
same on any writ of replevin or other like process. (Oct. 28, 1919, c. 85, Title II, 
§ 25. 41 Stat. 315) 

2 The federal and state provisions presently in force regarding the seizure 
and forfeiture of an automiObile transporting marihuana would no longer be 
applicabie. They would still remain in force for other controlled drugs classified 
as contraband. 

• See the views of Commissioners Rogers, Carter, Ware, Hughes and Javits 
expressed ,in the 'footnote on pages 151-156. 
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shared among ffiends and that not 'all people who distribute marihuana 
,are "pushers."* 

'I1he laccul'acy of Congress' appraisal is underscored by the National 
Survey. When people who had used marihuana were asked how they 
.first obtained the drug, 61 % of the ,adults and 76% of the youth re
sponded that it had been given to them. Only 4% of the adults and 
8% of the youth said th3lt they had bought it. When asked who tJheir 
source had been, 67% of the 'adults 'and 85% of the youth responded 
that it ha,d been a friend, ,acquaintance or family member. 

The close ,association between the concepts of casual transfer and 
personal possession is also underscored by the fact that 56% of ;tJhe 
prosecutors in our survey thought that the present law did not deter 
casual transfer at 'all or deterred it only minimwliy. 

With regard to import3ltion and exportation, we recommend no 
change in existing law and make the following O'bserv'ations. First, 
the United States must maintain its international standing '31nd, as 
a member of the community of nations, this country should do every
thing ·in its power to restrict the exportation of marihuana to other 
countries and to penalize such international traffic. 

As to imp0l'tation of marihuana, the most effective way to discoul'age 
use is to cut off supply at the top of the pyramid. Recognizing that 
mosl~ of the marihuana consumed in the United States comes from 
abroa.d, we feel that the Bureau of Customs at the borders should have 
all l1ecessary authority to halt and interdict supplies intended for con
sumption in this country. There has 'been a long-standing practice of 
excepting ports and borders from procedural rules applying within 
the United States. One exwmple is that Customs officials are allowed 
to searoh without the showing of prob!lible cause, even though such a 

-In considering this relationship, the ,Senate, in the Report of t'b.e Committee 
on the Judiciary of the United States Senate regarding S. 3246 (a precursor bill 
to the new Federal law ) stated: 

The language "distributes a small amount of marihuana for no remunera
tion or insignificant remuneration not involving a profit" as contained in section 
501(c) (4) is intended to I'!over the type of situation where a college student 
makes a quasi-donative transfer of one or two marihuana cigarettes and re
ceiv.es 50 cents or a dollar in eJl'change to cover the cost of the marihuana. 
Transfers of larger quantities in exchange for larger amounts of, money, 
or transfers for profit, are not irltended to be covered by this section, but rather 
are to be covered <by section 50'l.{c) (2) which deals with unlawful distribution. 

This language sketches a pr()totyipe situation which the Comml:ttee had in mind; 
however, the wording of the Jj'ederal Act and of our recommendations is not 
intended to establish inflexi,ble rules. The objective in both provisions is to dis
tinguish between commercial sellers and casual distributors. Ultimately the 
courts. will have the responsibility of d,rawing this distinction according to the 
evidence in individual casef3. The recommended provision intentionally estab
lishes a loose standard not tied to specific amounts of marihuana or money. 

See also the views of Commissioners Rogers, Carter, Ware, Hughes and Javits 
eXJpressed in the footnote on pages 1151-156. 
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showing is mandatory for searches conducted within the United 
States. We can see a legitimate reason for continuing this policy. 

DISCUSSION OF STATE RECOMMENDATIONS 

The states have primary responsibility for enforcing the existing 
proscriptions against possession for personal use. Their present efforts 
are designed mainly to keep marihuana use contained 'and in private. 
Such ·an enforcement policy is consistent with our soci'al policy ap
proach, and is an ,appropriate exercise of the states' obligations to 
maintain public order. So while we see no need for criminal sanctions 
against possession for personal use or ag.ainst casua:l transfers, we 
recommend 'a number of provisions for confining marihuana use to ·the 
home. 

The first point is that even marihuana possessed for personal use 
is subject to summary seizure and forfeiture if it is found in public. 
This concept is nowapplica:ble under federal law whioh we commend 
also to the states. In our view, the contraband feature sy:mbolizes 
the discouragement policy .and wBl exert a major force in keeping use 
priv-ate. 

Another means of symbolizing the discouragement policy which has 
been suggested is the imposition of a civil fine on those possessing 
marihuana outside the home for personal use.* Under such an ap
proach, a fine would be levied :and processed outside the criminal jus
tice system. Essentially, possession of marihuana would be the equiva
lent of a traffic offense in those jurisdictions where such 'an offense is 
not criminal. 

Such a scheme would 'accomplish little more than that achieved 
under a partial prohibition soheme. Warra.nts would presumably not 
be issued for searches of private residences, and possession offenses 
would be detected only by accident or if the offender uses the drug in 
public. The more direct way to confront such behavior is a penalty 
against public use. 

A further problem with the civil fine approach lies in the area of 
non-payment of the fine. With traffic tickets, or with civil fines levied 
against industrial poiluters, society can compel comp.liance by with
drawing its permission to engage in regulated 'activity. For example, 
it can revoke the motorists' license to drive or the polluters' license 
to do business within the state. In shor-t, the state has remedies beyond 
the criminal law to aohieve its policy goal. The same would not be true 
for the marihuana user 'and enforceability of the statute would ulti
mately require court action. 

·See the views of Commissioners Rogers, Carter and 'Ware expressed in the 
footnote on pages 151-153. 

83-313 0 - 77 - 13 
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As we have suggested, 'S central feature of our statutory 'approach 
at the state level would Ibe 'a vigorously enforced pr<jhi:bition of public 
use. No intoxicant should be used in public, both beoause it may offend 
others and because the user is risking irresponsible 'behavior if :n.e 
should be under its influence in public. Moreover, where marihuana 
is concerned, continuing societal disapproval requires that the behavior 
ocour only in private if at all. Public use, under the proposed scheme, 
would therefore be punisha;ble by a fine of $100. 

We ,also recognize the need for sOlll.e propihy lactic measure for antici
pating distribution, even though there may be no intent to sel,l for 
profit. To this end, and in order to deter pubiic use, possession and 
transfer, we have drawn a line at one ounce of marihuana. Possession 
in pu'blic of more ,than this amount would be punisha:ble by a fine of 
$100. 

For these same reasons, we believe the states should prohibit all 
transfers outside the home, whether or not for remuneration. A trans
fer for profit would be a felony, as under present law. A casual trans
fer of a small amount would be punishable by a fine of $100. 

Taken together, the contraband feature, the proscriptions of public 
use and public possession of more than an ounce (even if for personal 
use) and the prohibition of public transfers will reflect the discourage
ment policy underlying the entire scheme. 

The remaining set of recommendations aims at irresponsible be
havior under the influence of marihuana. Whatever the precise legal 
scheme employed, these provisions should be included. 

First, the "drunk and disorderly" statutes presently in force in the 
states are useful tools for maintaining public order. We would sug
gest similar statutes in the case of marihuana, punishing offenders by 
up to 60 days in jail, a fine of $100, or both. Law enforcement authori
t,ies must have a means to halt antisocial behavior exhibited incidental 
to marihuana use. 

The second aspect of irresponsible behavior is the operation of auto
mobiles, other vehicles, or any potentially dangerous instrument while 
under the influence of marihuana. Such behavior is gross negligence 
in itself, risking harm to others unnecessarily. In addition to penaliz
ing a person who "drives under the influence" as a serious misdemean
ant, we would impOse absolute civil liability on anyone who harms the 
person or property of another while under the influence of marihuana. 

Finally, no one should be able to limit his criminal accountability 
by alleging that he was under the influence of marihuana at the time of 
the crime. Under both federal and state law', the defendant should not 
be able to negate the mental element of "specific intent," which some 
offenses carry, by pleading that he was under the influence of mari
huana and was therefore unable to have formed sach an intent. Un
like many users of heroin, the user of marihuana is not physically de-
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pendent on the drug. The use of the drug is usually a matter of choice. 
Although we believe on the basis of available evidence that there is no 
causal connection between mari:hauna use 'and crime, we would under 
no circumstances allow a person to escape the consequences of his 
actions by hiding behind the cloak of mariihuana use. 

DISCUSSION OF POTENTIAL OBJECTIONS 

Having discussed our recommended scheme at the federal and state 
levels, we think it useful to answer some objections we anticipate will 
be raised. Possible objections are: 

1. Partial prohibition is not a sufficient reflection of the discour-
agement policy. . 

2. Partial prohibition is logically inconsistent. 
3. A possession penalty is necessary for effective enforcement of 

sale proscriptions. 
4. Partial prohibition won't "work" for marihuana any more 

than it did for alcohol. 
5. A'possession offense is essential as a device for detecting prob

lem users. 
6. Retention of it possession offense js required by our interna

tional obligations. 
7. A firm distinction should be drawn between less potent and 

more potent preparations. 

1. The Partial Prohibition Approach Is a Sufficient Reflection of 
the Discouragement Policy 

To those who would argue that a criminal sanction against use is a 
necessary implementation of an abstentionist policy, we need only re
spond that this country has not generally operated on that assumption. 
We would be astounded if any person who lived dudng the 1920's was 
not aware of a definite governmental policy opposed to the use of 
alcohol. Yet, only five states p1'ohibitea possession for personal use 
during Prohibition. The failure of the 18th Amendment, the Volstead 
Act and 43 state prohibition acts to criminalize private possession cer
tainly did not signify official approval of or neutrality toward alCQhol 
use. 

As we pointed out in Chapter I, our nation has not generally seen 
fit to criminalize private drug-related behavior; only in the narcotics 
area was possession made a crime and marihuana was brought with
in the narcotics framework because of unfounded assumptions about 
its ill effects. We think it is time to corliect that mistaken departure 
from tradition with respect to marihuana. As during Prohibition, the 
drug will remain contraband, and its distribution will be prohibited. 
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Even as late as 1965, an abstentionist drug policy was not thought to 
require prohibition for personal use. At that time, Congress enacted 
the Drug Abuse Control Amendments, bringing LSD, amphetamines 
and barbiturates under federal control. National policy was clearly 
opposed to use of the hallucinogens and the non-prescription use of 
amphetamines and barbiturates, yet Congress did not impose a penalty 
for possession. Whether or not Congress' subsequent decision in 1968, 
to impose such a penalty was appropriate is an issue we will cover in 
our next R(\port after analyzing the individual drugs controllBd. The 
important point now is that such a penalty is not a necessary feature 
of a discouragement policy for marihuana, regardless of its propriety 
for other drugs. 

2. The Partial Prohibition Approach Is Not Logically Inconsistent 

It will be argued that a law which permits a person to acquire and 
usc marihuana but does not permit anyone to sell it tc ~ .. ':':1 for profit 
is logically unsound. We do not agree. If we had recommended a social 
policy of approval or neutrality toward use, partial prohibition would. 
indeed have been illogical. However, under a discouragement policy, 
such a scheme is perfectly consistent. 

Under partial prohibition, use is discouraged in three main ways. 
First, 'law enforcement authorities will make a concerted effort to re
cluce the supply of the drug. If a person wishes to use marihuana, he 
will have to seek out a person to sell it to him; and if his seller is in 
the business of distributing marihuana for profit, the seller is violating 
the law. 

Second, t.he user will have to confine his disapproved behavior t.o the 
home. If he uses the drug in public, he has committed an offense; 
if he possesses it in public, it may be summarily seized as contraband. 

Third, continuing efforts will be made by educators, public health 
officials, and official government spokesmen to discourage use. Real
izing that educational efforts are not always successful, we would hope 
for u sound program. In any event, the law should be an allcillary 
rather than a focal consideration. 

There is nothing theoretically inconsistent about a scheme which 
merely wlthdraws the criminal sanction from a behavior ,yhich is 
not immoral but which is disapproved. The individual is being aJlowed 
to make his own choice. Hopefully, he will choose not to use marihuana. 
If he chooses to do so, however, he will have to do so discreetly and in 
pri~Tate. Apart from its ultimate possession by the user, however, all 
murihul1lm-related activity is prohibited. The drug is contraband from 
its ini"jal growth, through its harvest and distribution. It ceases to 
be contraband only when possessed and used in the home. 

I 
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3. Prohibition of All Possession Is Not Essential to Prohibition 
of Sale 

The other side of the "inconsistency" objection is the argument by 
law enforcement officials that they cannot adequately enforce pro
scriptions against sale without a possession penalty. vVe disagree. 
We have already explained that enforcement of a possession offense to 
some extent impeae8 the effort to reduce supply. Possession cases are 
generally regarded in the law enforcement community and by judges 
and prosecutors as "cheap" cases. Few seriously contend that prosecu
tion of possessors reduces supply. 

Some persons argue in response that the law should remain on the 
books as a tool not against the possessor but against t.he seller. They 
say that a possession offense is helpful in three ways. First, a prosecu
tion can be used as a bargaining tool to encourage the possessor to 
reveal his source; this is called "turning an informant." Second, the 
police may know that a person is"a seller, but may not be able to prove 
either sale or intent to sell, so they can at least charge such suspected 
sellers with simple possession. 

Third, a corollary of the second argument is that the possession 
offense provides a useful tool in the "plea bargaining" process. That 
is, a seller may plead guilty to the lesser offense of possession, now 
generally a misdemeanor, instead of running the risk of trial and 
conviction of the morE: ,~rious offense of sale, generally a felony. The 
prosecution may accept such a "bargain' if it is uncertain of the 
strength of the case, to avoid delay in sentencing, to reduce judicial 
backlog or in return for information from the defendant. 

From an institutional standpoint, we do not find these arguments 
persuasive. First, if a possession offense is on the books, possession is 
a criminal activity. We oppose criminalizing conduct when its purpose 
and intent is directed not toward that conduct but toward another 
behavior. 

In answer to the informant argument, the marihuana user (and 
this may not be true of other drugs) is simply too low in the distribu
tional chain to help very much. As indicated earlier, the National 
Survey shows most users receive their marihuana from their friends 
or acquaintances either as a gift or at cost. Rarely is the time spent 
on'Mm or on his "source" a fruitful a1location of the l'aw enforcement 
official's time. Also, it is institutionally improper to hold the criminal 
sanction over a person -to force him to talk, when we otherwise would 
be unwilling to use that sanction. 

As to the "lack of proof" and "plea bargaining" arguments, we 
believe they challenge a fundamental tenet of our criminal justice 
system. That is, under our law, a person is not guilty just because 
the police think he is guilty; his offense must be proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt to a judge or jury. If a possession offense were not 
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on the books, the police would have to gather enough evidence to con
vict the seller of sale or of possession with intent to sell, and the 
prosecution would have to convince the judge 'beyond la reasonable 
doubt. The defendant, suspected seller or not, is entitled to due process 
of law. 

The "lack of proof" argument is nothing more than a plea for an 
"easy out" when the police do not have enough evidence. This simply 
represents an admi~sion that law enforcement officials want a posses
sion offense which they can apply selectively, to people whom they 
think, but cannot prove, are sellers. Such a notion is inconsistent with 
the basic premise of our system of equal treatment under the law. If 
"simple" possession is not an offense for some, it is not an offense for 
all. A "known seller" is entitled to the same rights as anyone else: 
criminal conduct must be proved beyond 'a reasonable doubt. We do not 
favor coddling criminals. ·We do insist, as did the framers of the Con
stitution, that suspected criminal behavior be proved. 

4. That Partial Prohibition Did Not "Work" For Alcohol Doesn't 
Mean It Won't For Marihuana 

Prohibition failed to achieve its avowed purpose 0~ !>1iminating the 
use of intoxicating liquors from American life. Risking an over
simplification, we think t,yO reasons were essentially responsible for 
this failure: the unwillingness of a substantial minority, and probably 
a majority, of the American public to discard a habit deeply ingrained 
in their lives; and the inability of the law enforcement community to 
eliminate the bootlegging traffic which catered to this continuing 
demand. 

As we have repeatedly noted, one of the reasons for adoption of a 
partial prohibition approach is uncertainty about the extent to which 
marihuana use is ingrained in American culture. Indeed, adoption of 
pa,l'tial prohibition is the best way to find out for sure. If the social 
interest turns out to be only transient, this policy will prove partic
ularlyappropriate. 

Similarly, an increase in marihuana use may be prevented by a 
concerted effort to eliminate major trafficking, the scope of which 
is presently only a small fraction of Prohibition bootlegging. We do 
not pretend that supply of a plant so easily grown can be eliminated. 
However, an intensive effort to eliminate commercial criminal enter-
prise should have some impact on the extent of use. . 

5. The Possession Offense Is Not Required as' a Detection Device 

In addition to their deterrent and symbolic functions, the drug pos
session laws serve a third function not shared by most other criminal 
laws. Like laws against public drunkenness, they facilitate societal 
detection of drug-dependent persons. Ideally, such persons, although 
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apprehended by law enforcement authorities, may be detained for 
purposes of treatment and rehabilitation. 

Whatever the merits of such an argument for the opiates and alcohol, 
such an argument does not apply to marihuana. Only a very small per
centage of marihuana users are drug-dependent or are in need of treat
ment. Their dependence is ge21erally upon mUltiple drug use, not on 
marihuana. In any event, the existence of such a small population does 
not justify retention of the possession offense as a detection device. 

6. International Obligations Do Not Require Maintenance of a 
Possession Penalty 

Some have raised the possibility that removal of simple possession 
criminal penalties would contravene this country's obligations under 
the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs (1961), to which it became 
a signatory in March, 196'T, We do not believe the provisions of that 
Convention compel the criminalization of possession for personal use. 

Nowhere in the Convention are its Parties expressly required to im
pose criminal sanctions on possession for personal use. Article 4 re
quires Parties to "take such legislative and administrative measures as 
may be necessary . . . . to limit exclusively to medical and scientific 
purposes the production, manufacture, export, import, distribution of, 
trade in, use and possession of drugs." Penal sanctions are not 
necessarily included in this formulation. 

Article 36, which deals specifically with penal provisions, requires 
each party to adopt "such measures as will ensure" that the listed 
activities, including possession, "shall be punishable offenses." Some 
have argued that this provision requires prohibition of personal use. 

However, from a comprehensive study of the history of the Conven
tion, the Commission has concluded that the word "possession" in 
Article 36 refers not to possession for personal use, but to possession 
as a link in illicit trafficking. This interpretation is bolstered also by 
the failure to include "use" in Article 36 even though it has been 
included in Article 4. 

Finally, we must consider Article 33, which provides that "the 
Parties shall not permit the possession of drugs except under legal 
authority." This Article also does not require the imposition of any 
sanctions on possession for personal use. Experts consulted by the Com
mission have indicated that this Article IT).ay, nevertheless, require 
that the P.arties to limit possession -and use to medical and scientifil.l 
purposes. To affirmatively -allow drugs to ·remain in the possession of 
persons for nOll-medical use would in this view contra.vene Articles 4 
and 33 to read together. From this perspect,jve our international 
obligations may require the classification of marihuana as con~7a
banel. For this reason, together with a desire to symbolize, pur dls-
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couragement policy in a clear way, we have inoluded the contraband 
feature in our legal implementation scheme. 

In conclusion, our reading of the Convention is that a Party may 
legitimately decide to deal with non-medical use and possession of 
marihuana through an educational program ·and similar approaches 
designed to discourage use. 

7. No Potency Distinction is Necessary at the Present Time 

Following the approach taken in the Comprehensive Drug Abuse 
Prevention and Control Act of 1970, we have drawn a line between 
the natural canna:bis plant and the synthetic tetra:hydrocannabinols. 
"Marihuana" is defined as any and all parts of the natural plant. 
That we choose this approach for purposes of statutory implementa
tion does not mean that we are unaware of the difference between the 
less potent and more potent preparations of the natural plant. 

As noted in Chapters II and III, the highest risk of cannabi~ use 
to the individual and society arises from the very long-term, very 
heavy use of potent preparations commonly called hash.ish. No suoh 
pattern of use is known to exist in the United States today. 

The predominant pattern of use in the United States is experimental 
or intermittent use of less potent preparations of the drug. Even when 
hashish is used, the predominant pattern remains the same. Inaddi
tion, whatever the potency of the drug used, individuals tend to smoke 
only the amount necessary to achieve the desired drug effect. 

Given the prevailing patterns of use, the Commission does not 
believe it is 8l>senrtial to distinguish by sta;tute between less potent 
and more potent forms of the na;tural plant. Reinforcing this judgment 
are the procedural and practical problems attending an effort to do so. 
lf the criminal liability of an individual user is dependent on the 

THC content of the substance, neither he nor the arresting officer will 
know whether he has committed -a crime :until an accura;te scientific 
determination is made. Even if such accurate determinations were 
feasible on a large scale, which is not now the case, such a:f.ter-the .. fact 
liability is foreign to our criminal laws. 

Under present circumsta;nces, then, a statutory line based on potency 
is neither necessary nor feasible. We emPhasize also that any legal 
distinction is an artificial reflection of the Commission's major concern : 
the heavy use of the drug over a long terun. The most emphatic e;lement 
of official policy should be to discourage such use, especially of the 
more potent preparations. Unfortunately precise legislative formula
tions regarding the amount of the drug presumed to be for personal 
use do not assist this effort a;t -all. Whether it is lawful to possess one 
Ol;mce of hashish or a proportionate amount based on potency (for 
example, one-fourth oUllce) , an individual prone to use the drug 

. ~eavily will do so. Society's resources should be committed to the 

:. 
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task of reducing supply of the drug and persuading our citizens not to 
use it: E:A-penditure of police time and financial resources in an attempt 
to ascertain the THC content of every seized substance would make 
little, if any, contribution to this effort. 

A Final Comment 

In this Chapter, we have carefully considered the spectrum of social 
and legal policy alternatives. On the basis of our findings, discussed 
in previous Chapters, we have concluded that society should seek to 
discourage use, while concentrating its attention on the prevention and 
treatment of heavy 'and very heavy use. The Commission feels that the 
cri~alization of possession of marihuana for personal 'USe is socially 
self-defeating as a means of achieving this objective. We have at
tempted to balance individual freedom on one hand 'and the obligation 
of the state to consider the wider social good on the other. We believe 
our recommended scheme will permit society to exercise its control and 
influence in ways most useful and efficient, meanwhile reserving to the 
individual American his sense of privacy, his sense of individuality, 
and, within the context of an interacting and interdependent society, 
his options to select his own life style, values, gowlsand opportunities. 

The Commission sincerely hopes that the tone of cautious restraint 
sounded in this Report will be perpetuated in the debate which will 
follow it. For those who feel we have not proceeded far enough, we 
are reminded of Thomas Jefferson's advice to George Washington that 
"Delay is preferable to error." For ·those who argue we have gone too 
far, we note Roscoe Pound's statement, "The law must be stable, but it 
must not stand stiH." 

We have carefully analyzed the interrelationship between marihuana 
the drug, marihuana use as a behavior, and marihuana as a social 
problem. Recognizing the extensive degree of misinformation wbout 
marihuana as a drug, we have tried to demythologize it. Viewing 
the use of marihuana in its wider social context, we have tried to 
desymbolize it. 

Considering the range of social concerns in contemporary America, 
marihuana does not, in our considered judgment, rank very high. 
We would deemphasize marihuana as a problem. 

The existing social and legal policy is out of proportion to the indi
vidual and social harm engendered by the use of the drug. To replace 
it, we have attempted to design a suitable social policy, which we 
believe is fair, cautious and attuned to the social realities of our time. 
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adlll!lIlIulli 

The previous Chapter recommended 'a social 'Policy oriented toward 
the discouragement 'Of marihuana use and presented a set 'Of proposals 
f'Or the legal implementation 'Of that policy. In addition t'O these legal 
recommendations f'Or federal and state acti'On, the Commission believes 
certain other recommend3Jtions sh'Ould 'be presented for -acti'On. 

Ancillary Recommendations 

These recommendations are presented in three categories: (1) legal 
and law enf'Orcement, (2) medical, and (3) other. Some 'Of these 
recommendations apply t'O 'Other drugs as ';vell and will be discussed 
further in our sec'Ond Rep'Ort. H'Owever, we c'Onsrder it useful to make 
rec'Ommendations now so that policy planners can be informed of the 
implications 'Of what has been studied t'O date. 

F'Oremost among the Commissi'On's cOllolusi'Ons is a need for con
sistency between federal and state laws affeoting marihuana distribu
ti'On and usp, and nnjfol'mity of marihuana, laws among the states. The 
administrati'On 'Of all marihuana laws must be mntally reenf'Orcing S'O 
that total g'Overnmental response t'O marihuana is both equitable and 
understandable. 
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Legal and Law Enforcement Recommendations 

I. Federal 

RECOMMENDATION: FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES, ESPECIALLY THE BUREAU OF NARCOTICS 
AND DANGEROUS DRUGS AND THE BUREAU OF CUS
TOMS, SHOULD IMPROVE THEIR STATISTICAL REPORT
ING SYSTEMS SO THAT POLICIES MAY BE PLANNED 
AND RESOURCES ALLOCATED ON THE BASIS OF 
ACCURATE AND COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION, 

In, an effort to obtain information relating to enforcement of the 
marihuana laws including arrest, prosecution, sentencing 'and convic
tion daJta, the Commission found that sufficient information was avail
alble about prosecution. and court action, but not about the activities 
of the :law enforcement agencies. We were confronted by 'and large 
with inadequate statistical infol'lllaJtion and little or no in-depth 
evaluation. 

The statistical reporting procedures of the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs and the Bureau of Customs are not uniform, making 
it extremely difficult to assess the effectiveness of the two· principal 
drug enforcement agencies of the Federal Government. The Bureau 
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs keeps centralized files but the 
Bureau of Customs maintains its files on a regional basis. In both 
Bureaus, statistical information is kept only in its raw form; that is, 
number of arrests, number of seizures and so on. Very little analysis 
exists of the procedures leading to arrest, of the characteristics of per
sons arrested, and of the law enforcement strategies involved in the 
arrest. For law enforcement personnel to understand more fully how 
they are carrying out their functions so that internal assessments 
of particular policies can be made, sophisticated statistics must be 
maintained. 

Both the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and the Bureau 
of Oustoms are aware of these problems. Both were extremely helpful 
to the Commission and its research staff in seeking useful information 
from the mass of (l'WW statistics. However, the information fram the 
available statistics is incomplete and of limited utility for policy 
pl,anning purposes. 

In support of this priority recommendation, Congress is urged to 
provide additional and adequate funding for this area, at the same time 
requiring both agencies to utilize a common reporting system so that 
information can be more easily shared between them. 

In addition, it is recommended that the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation; in its Uniform Crime Reports, requests the state agencies to 
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identify marihuana cases separately from narcotic cases and report 
them as a separate component. 

RECOMMENDATION: THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF NAR
COTIOS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS SHOULD INCREASE 
ITS TRAINING PROGRAMS OF STATE AND LOCAL POLICE 
WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE TRAINING IN THE 
DETECTION OF TRAFFICKING OASES. 

The Commission's interviews with state and local police officials re
vea;led a consistent desire -to upgrnde the quality of their investiga
tions. Since the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, 
through its National Training Institute, has been performing this 
task well, it is recommended that the funds be granted by the Con
gress to extend the range of ,bhe educational program offered and 
increase the number of persons trained. 

RECOMMENDATION: INCREASED BORDER SURVEIL
LANCE, A TIGHTENING OF BORDER PROCEDURES, AND 
A REALISTIC ERADICATION PROGRAM TO DIMINISH 
THE SUPPLY OF DRUGS COMING INTO THE COUNTRY, 
COUPLED WITH A MORE EFFECTIVE PROGRAM FOR DI
MINISHING THE DOMESTIC PRODUCTION AND DISTRI
BUTION OF MARIHUANA, ARE REQUIRED. 

The Commission, as part of its mandate, studied drug trafficking 
patterns along the borders of the United States. An analysis of border 
marihuana seizures was also made. The results of both studies indi
cated that proportionately larger seizures were made along the bor
ders at locations where there were no manned checkpoints. The Com
mission therefore recommends that more vigorous effort be made by 
federal agencies to interdict smugglers along the entire border while 
continuing their efforts at the formal checkpoints. 

In discussions with representatives of other countries, a common ob
servation made by foreign officials has been this country's somewhat 
indifferent attitude about the eradication of our home-grown mari
huana, an attitude that is not appreciated by other countries under 
pressure from the United States to destroy their crops. Since this Ad
ministration has wisely made illicit trafficking in all drugs a foreign 
policy priority, we recommend that priority be supported by an equally 
assiduous effort to eradicate marihuana within our borders. 

We recommend further that preclearance procedures be eliminated 
so that Customs personnel may more effectively control smuggling of 
marihuana and other drugs. Preclearance is a procedure whereby pas
sengers and their baggage destined for the United States are inspected 
by U.S. Customs, Immigration and Agriculture officials prior' to 
departure from a foreign location. This practice is in effect in Ber-
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muda, Montreal, Nassau, Toron.to, Vancouver, Winnipeg and the 
Virgin Islands. Other locations are petitioning for the same privilege. 

An inherent weakness in the preclearance procedure is that Cus
toms personnel stationed outside the United States have no authority 
for search, seizure and arrest. This fact is well-known to the profes
sional smuggler who uses it to his advantage. Since we have been 
informed that preclearance creates a gap in Customs' interdiction 
process, reason dictates that t4e procedure be eliminated in the interest 
of tighter control. 

II. State 

RECOMMENDATION: ALL STATES SHOULD ADOPT THE 
UNIFORM CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT TO ACHIEVE 
Ul\lJFORMITY WITH REGARD TO MARIHUANA AND 
OTHER DRUG LAWS, WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE 
LEGAL RESPONSE TO POSSESSION FOR ONE'S OWN USE 
BE UNIFORMLY ADOPTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH OUR 
RECOMMENDATION IN CHAPTER V OF THIS REPORT. 

As noted earlier, one of the greatest needs in the entire drug area is 
uniformity of state laws with regard to structure and penalties. While 
this recommendation applies to all drugs and not just marihuana, we 
feel it essential to make this recommendation now to help deemphasize 
the marihuana problem. Significant differences in penalties among the 
states constitute a valid source of irritation and conflict among various 
segments of our population. In an age of high mobility, it is uncon
scionable that penalties should vary so greatly in response to the same 
behavior. 

RECOMMENDATION: EACH STATE SHOULD ESTAB
LISH A CENTRALIZED COMPULSORY REPORTING AND 
RECORD-KEEPING AUTHORITY SO THAT ADEQUATE 
AND ACCURATE STATISTICS OF ARRESTS, SENTENCES 
.AND CONVICTIONS ON A STATEWIDE BASIS ARE 
A V AIL.A.BLE. 

Several states have systems for maintaining records of drug arrests 
on a statewide basis. Accurate reporting and compilation of these cases 
permit the state to assess accurately the impact of law enforcement on 
drug offenders. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of 
the Department of Justice should assj"t the states to establish compul
sory statistical reporting centers so ,that individual state needs are met 
and a clearer picture of the national trends can be ascertained. Effi
cient state record-keeping will have an additional benefit of increas
ing the reliability of the Uniform Crime Reports compiled by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
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RECOMMENDATION: THOSE STATES REQUIRING PHY
ICIANS TO REPORT DRUG USERS SEEKING MEDICAL 
lSSISTANCE SHOULD CHANGE SUCH REQUIREMENTS 
:0 INSURE THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE DRUG 
JSER'S IDENTITY, SO THAT PERSONS NEEDING MEDI
JAL HELP WILL FEEL FREE TO SEEK IT. 

Seventeen states* currently require physicians to report to a gov
.rnment agency information on those persons treated by them who 
,re dependent on, or are habitual users of drugs. No common pattern 
merges among these states. 

After reviewing these statutes, the Commission believes that the 
lis advantages of maintaining such reporting systems outweigh the 
)en(;fits to society or the individual. Fear of di.sclosure to the police 
iiscourages many persons from seeking needed medical help. Further
nore, the requirement makes the physician an informant and an agent 
)f law enforcement. 

While a need exists for reliable statistics regarding the ·number 
[l,nd nature of those persons being treated, the Commission does not 
feel that identification of the individual user is necessary. We again 
emphasize that society should encourage persons in lleed of medical 
attention to seek out authorized practitioners without having to fear 
legal repercussions for such action. 

III. International 

RECOMMENDATION: IF THE UNITED STATES SHOULD 
BECOME A SIGNATORY OF THE PROPOSED PSYCHO
TROPIC CONVENTION, WE RECOMMEND THAT CANNA
BIS BE REMOVED FROM THE EXISTING SINGI.JE 
CONVENTION AND CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO LIST
ING IT IN THE PSYCHOTROPIC CONVENTION AMONG 
DHUGS WHICH HAVE SIMILAR EFFECTS. 

Under the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961, of which 
the United States became a signatory in 196'7, cannabis, with the ex
ception of its leayes and stems, is included with narcotic drugs and 
cocaine. While that categorization had some justification in 1961 when 
knowledge about marihuana was more limited, this justification no 
longer exists. More importantly, tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the 
psychoactive ingredient in cannabis, is not included in the Single Con
vention and is proposed for inclusion in the Psychotropic Convention. 

The Commission sees little sense in having the potent psychoactive 
ingredient in cannabis covered in one Convention and the natural 

*Onlifornia, Connecticut, Hnwaii, Idaho, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, New Yorl!:, North Carolina, Penn
sylvania, Vermont, Virginia, Washington. 
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product in another. Logic dictates combining the active ingredient 
with the plant form under one international control scheme. 'I'he Com
mission concludes that cannabis is more appropriately included in an 
international agreement which would control the hallucinogens, stimu
lants, depressants, and other drugs rather than in the Single Conven
tion, which includes the narcotics and cocaine. 

Medical Recommendations 

I. Research Coordination and Emphasis 

RECOMMENDATION: FULLER COORDINATION OF THE 
MARIHUANA RESARCH CONDUCTED BY GOVERNMEN
TAL AND PRIV NI'E AGENCIES IS NEEDED TO REDUCE 
THE DUPLICATION OF EFFORT, ASSURE A DIVERSITY 
OF NEW APPROACHES AND NEW OBJECTIVES, AND 'TO 
PROVIDE EFFICIENT INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS INTO 
THE AVAILABLE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE. 

The Commission recognizes the need for studies of chronic, heavy 
users of marihuana in this country. Among the required areas of in
formation are the user's sociologic background (family dynamics, 
social stresses, impact of socioeconomic status), and medical statuA 
(documentation of physiological and psychological parameters, in
cluding pulse rn.f;e, blood pressure, electro-cardiogram, electroenceph
alogram, mental status examination, psychological tests). Epidemio
logical studies are also needed. Such studies should be directed toward 
understanding the life histories of chronic, heavy users, and identify
ing the effects of marihuana on the life patterns of these individuals. 

The CommiBBion recommends that intensive research be conducted 
on the carcinogenic properties of the components of marihuana smoke, 
in both animals and man. Further work should be conducted to analyze 
the effect of marihuana smoking on pulmonary function. The Com
mission-sponsored study in Boston and the study of heavy long-term 
users in Jamaica both indicated there was some decrement in meas
urable lung function capacity. 

In addition to these physiological studies, investigations on the ef
fects of marihuana-smoking on the oronchial epithelium and mucous 
membranes of the mouth, throat and lips should be undertaken. The 
relationship of marihuana smoki,ng to cardiac diseases, partiCUlarly 
coronary artery disease, should be studied. Although such studies have 
been conducted in connection with tobacco use, they have not been 
performed on a significant scale with regard to marihuana use. 

Some clinical investigators have voiced concern regarding the 
effect of marihuana-smoking on the peripheral vascular system. In 
order to accomplish the initial phase of this investigation, the Com-
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mission recommends that thermographic studies be carried out on 
extremities of chronic, heavy marihuana users. 

There are many unanswered qU,estions about the effects of marihuana 
upon the brain. These include reported alterations upon the neuronal 
systems which produce effects resembling those of both psychedelic 
drugs and alcohol. St.udies of the biogenic amines which appear to be 
neurotransmitters in the emotional areas of the brain are needed. 

The Commission in the course of its work has encouraged coopera
tion among various federal agencies concerned with marihuana. Con
tinuing and formalized informational exchange among federal agen
cies and the state, local and private agencies which have a professional 
concern with marihuana can be helpful to all of them. We recommend 
that an appropriate federal agency, such as the Special Action Office 
for Drug Abuse Prevention in the White House, serve as the catalyst 
in developing a permanent program for assembling and exchanging 
marihuana-related information. 

II. Detection of Marihuana in the Human Body 

RECOMMENDATION: RESEARCH EFFORTS TO DE
VELOP AN INEXPENSIVE, EASY METHOD FOR DETECT
ING AND QUANTIFYING THE PRESENCE OF MARI
HUANA IN THE BLOOD, BREATH OR URINE OF A PERSON 
SUSPECTED OF BEING INTOXICATED SHOULD BE 
ACCELERATED. 

In keeping with the necessity to detect and punish persons who 
are operating vehicles and other dangerous equipment under the in
fluence of marihuana, it is important for law: enforcement officials to 
have a swift, eo.sy-to-use mechanism that will determine with a high 
degree of certainty whether the person is acting under the influence 
of marihuana. The Commission understands that the Department of 
Transportation and other federal agencies are working toward this 
goal and we strongly recommend that this research be continued as 
a priority item. 

III. International Cooperation 

RECOMMENDATION: AN ACCELERATED PROGRAM 
FOR FUNDING FOREIGN RESEARCH SHOULD BE UNDER
TAKEN IMMEDIATELY. 

For the purposes of definitive research on the effects of heavy and 
very heavy marihuana use, the Commission has found that the United 
States fortunately does not have significant numbers of people who 
have been exposed over a long period of time to such use. The National 
Institute of Mental HealtJh has cooperated with the Commission in 
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supplying data from its major foreign studies of chro"ic cannabis 
users in Jamaica and Greece. For medical research purposes, an 
analysis of data derived from popUlations in other countries with 10, 
20 or 30 years of experience with heavy marihuana use will provide 
useful information about probable consequences if t.he incidence of 
marihuana use in the United States were to continue and increase, and 
if more people engaged in heavy, long-term use. 

IV. Therapeutic Uses 

RECOMMENDATION: INCREASED SUPPORT OF STUD
IES WHIOH EVALUATE THE EFFICAJCY OF MARIHUANA 
IN THE TREATMENT OF PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENTS AND 
DISEASE IS RECOMMENDED. 

Historica'l references have been noted th:r;oughout the literature 
referring to the use of cannabis products as therapeutically useful 
agents. Of particular signifi,-..a,nce for current research with controlled 
quality, quantity and therapeutic settings, would be investigllitions 
into the treatment of glaucoma, migraine, aboholism 'and terminrul 
cancer. The NIMH-FDA Psychotomimetic Advisory Ct>mmit7tee's 
authorization of studies designed to explore the therapeutic uses of 
marihuana is commended. 

V. Community.Based Trea\',m-~l'~t 

RECOMMENDATION: COMMUNITY-BASED TREAT-
MENT FACILITIES SHOULD BE PROMOTED IN CARING 
FOR PROBLEM DRUG USERS UTILIZING EXISTING 
HEALTH CENTERS WHEN POSSIBLE AND APPROPRIATE. 

In studying marihuana, the Commission has obtained information 
about a number of treatment centers and services. The wide range of 
agencies and the variety of goals and techniques present a confusing 
array of services available to drug users, varying widely in their 
effectiveness. Uniform criteria for evaluating the "success" of these 
programs is urgently needed. 

The medical members of the Commission believe that some of the 
techniques being used may pose as much potential harm as good. 
Many young people who are experiencing profound difficulties re
sulting from the use of drugs may suppose they are being treated 
and helped, when in reality they are not. In some cases, the short-term 
benefit may be disruptive to the long-term welfare of the individual. 
In the rush to provide treatment :facilities, many progrllims have 'been. 
given impressive credientials without meeting minimal medical stand
ards. It is essential that treatment facilities have, as their primary 
orientation, the well-being of the individuallmder treatment. 

B3-~13 0 - 77 - 14 
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VI. Training Programs 

RECOMMENDATION: PUBLIC HEALTH COURSES ON 
THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF DRUG USE SHOULD BE IN
CLUDED IN THE CURRICULA OF THE ,SCHOOLS OF THE 
HEALTH PROFESSIONS. 

The Commission recommends that schools of the health professions 
include in their curricula courses on the social, public health and 
therapeutic aspects of drug use as appropriate to the educational pur
pose of the individual.school. The National Survey indicated that the 
public views the family physician as an important source of -informa
tion about drugs. Next to school personnel, physicians were mentioned 
most often in this connection. Persons involved in the health profes
sions must be provided with information about non-medical as well as 
the medical aspects of drug use. 

Other Recommendations 

I. Reclassification of Cannabis 

RECOMMENDATION: THE COMMISSION RECOGNIZES 
THAT SEVERAL STATE LEGISLATURES HA. VE IMPROP
ERLY CLASSIFIED MARIHUANA AS A NARCOTIO, AND 
RECOMMENDS THAT THEY NOW REDEFINE MARI
HUANA ACOORDING TO THE STANDARDS OF THE 
RECENTLY ADOPTED UNIFORM OONTROLLED SUB
STANCES LAW. 

Scientific evidence has clearly demonstrated that marihuana is not a 
narcotic drug, and the law should properly reflect this fact. Oongress 
so recognized in the Oomprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Oon
trol Act of 1970, as did The Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws in the Uniform Oontrolled Substances Law. 

In t,hose states where the Uniform Controlled Substances Law has 
not yet been adopted, twelve of which continue to classify marihuana 
as a "narcotic", the Oommission recommends that the legislatures dis
tinguish marihuana from the opiates and list it in a separate category. 
The consequence of inappropriate definition is that the pu!blic con
tUlUes to associate marihuana with the narcotics, such as heroin. The 
confusion resulting from this improper classification helps to perpetu
ttte prejudic~ and misinformation about marihuana. 

II. Information 

RECOMMENDATION: A SINGLE. FEDERAL AGENCY 
SOURCE SHOULD DISSEMINATE INFORMATION AND J 

~ 
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MATERIALS RELATING TO MARIHUANA AND OTHER 
DRUGS. THE NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR DRUG 
ABUSE INFORMATION SHOULD BE CHARGED WITH 
TIDS RESPONSIBILITY. 

A great proliferation of drug information materials has occurred 
in recent years. These materials are currently distributed by a num
ber of federal agencies. Some of these materials conflict with each 
other. The result is a confusion and uncertJainty on the part of the pub-

·lic about the accuracy of all these statements. The public should have 
one federal source from which to obtain drug information. The N a
tional Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information appears best suited 
to perform this task. 

III. Education 

RECOMMENDATION: THE SPECIAL ACTION OFFICE 
FOR DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION IN THE WHITE HOUSE 
SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COORDINATION, 
DEVELOPMENT AND CONTENT REVIEW OF ALL FEDER
ALLY-SUPPORTED DRUG EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS 
AND SHOULD ISSUE A REPORT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, 
EVALUATING EXISTING DRUG EDUCATION MATERIALS. 

The Commjssion has studied many programs of drug education 
throughout the country. Some are irrelevant, ot.hers are poorly de
.signed, still others are misleading, and a good many of them are of 
questionable value. A few are excellent. The Federal Government must 
provide assistance to the states and school districts in this matter, and 
should provide the leadership in developing sample programs in co
·operation with educational systems. An evaluation of existing pro
grams by The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention of the 
White House could be very helpful in improving the standards of drug 
education. 

IV. Voluntary Sector Participation 

RECOMMENDATION: THE .COMMISSION NOTES THE 
SIGNIFICANT ROLE PLAYED BY THE VOLUNTARY SEC
TOR OF THE AMERICAN COMMUNITY IN INFLUENCING 
THE SOCIAL, RELIGIOUS AND MORAL ATTITUDES OF 
OUR NATION'S CITIZENS AND RECOMMENDS THAT THE 
VOLUNTARY SECTOR BE ENCOURAGED TO TAKE AN 
ACTIVE ROLE IN SUPPORT OF OUR RECOMMENDED 
POLICY OF DISCOURAGING THE USE OF MARIHUANA. 

Already very active in drug education and prevention activities, the 
social agencies, service clubs, church groups, and other non-govern-
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mental bodies have been extremely helpful in attending to the difficult 
problems of drug abuse. The local and personal nature of such orga
nizations gives them -an advantage over state and federal governments 
in the development of attitudes by our citizens. 

The policy which we here recommend, indeed any policy which 
might be recommended, will inevitably encounter widespread and 
earnest objections. The fullest efforts of all citizens of good will will 
be required to attend to the massive problem of drug abuse in a calm, 
just, responsible and effective manner. The help of the voluntary agen
cies in working toward this end is earnestly invited and urgently 
needed. 
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BUREAU OF NARCOTICS AND DANGEROUS DRUGS' COMMENTS 
ON THE FIRST REPORT OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION 

ON MARIHUANA AND DRUG ABUSE 

The Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse is to be commended 
for the thoroughness with which it carried out its assign
ment. The members, under Chairman Raymond P. Shafer, have 
produced an extremely valuable report. It is both readable 
and worth reading. The report should be of great assistance 
to the Government agencies immediately concerned with the 
marihuana pr~blem. 

The Bureau is in accord with several of the recommends,tions 
made by the Commission. After careful study, however, it has 
corne to different conclusions on a few of them. 

The basic flaw in the report is one that might have been pre
dicted: the Commission lost sight of the larger goal of the 
general public interest as it ranged across the nation and ,the 
globe in what was essentially an adversa~¥ proceeding, pitting 
advocates of already established views on cannabis use against 
each other. 

It is clear that the Commission made a valiant effort to walk 
the thin line between legalization and decriminalization. 
This effort resulted in recommendations which, if put into ef('ect 
and coupled with limitations it will place on such matters of 
search and seizure and probable cause, "lould make effective 
enforcement for marihuana possession and even sale of small 
amounts nearly impossible for any normally operated police 
agency. The evidence is clear that what the majority of the 
Commission intended is that law enfo~cement agencies be dis
couraged from enforcing laws against\any personal possession. 
Three of the Commissioners ,a!Jl!fee,~that crirni,nalization and in
carceration for possession for personal use is neither necessary 
nor desirable; however, they do feel that a civil fine for 
possession of any amount of marihuana in private or in public is 
in order. Thus, in effect, the Commission has recommended 
legalization of cannabis for personal use and for ~istribution 
of small quantities. ' 
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This goes against all reasons for ever having drug COI~rOl 
laws. This is a pronouncement t.hat the Government no longer 
takes a harsh view regarding proselytizers--those who convert 
naive persons to drug abusers. If this activity is "1 galized" 
then the£e is little left of the Commission's expresseq policy 
seeking to discourage marihuana use. The policy of dis;ourage
ment, as expressed by the Commission, is simply at odds with 
its recommendation to condone the activities of prosely izers. 
Indeed, such a recommendation is contrary to the Commis ion's 
statement: "Any semblance of encouragement enhances t:te 
possibility of abuse and removes from~'a psychological stand
point, an effective support of individual restraint." 

Avoiding the problem of "potency distinction" is a glad.: g 
deficiency of the report. The argument used to justify ~is 
omission is that making the distinction is too difficult'and 
use of stronger forms of marihuana is net known to exist in the 
u.s. today. Thus, possession of less than an ounce of low
grade marihuana, and of high-grade hashish, 20 or more times as 
potent, would be allowable in the home, and subject only to' 
confiscation elsewhere. It is not difficult to predict the 
choice of those who would transport cannabis. The processing 
of hashish and liquid hashish would increase, thus making 
more potent forms of cannabis available in greater quantity, 
the exact opposite of the result desired by the Commission. 
This is already happening. 

To de-emphasize marihuana as a problem as. the repo~t suggests 
requires more than the wish. And making the drug more easily 
available is not likely to do this. It is significant that 
many of the most specific steps the Commission urges are in the 
area of law enforcement. Its recommendations are, in the last 
analysis, an accommodation of a minority of the population, and 
a tacit admission that the Commission considers it more 
desirable to be permissive rather than firm on the basis of 
"insufficient evidence." This is not consistent with the drug 
laws which require a drug to be proven safe and effective before 
marketing. 

This raises the issue which appears to be central to the whole 
problem: the use and appr.o-vai1.~ of; "·J?:3,:aasUXlla .drugal'." a-a: a; blimP.:. 
right. Researdher·s have "d;ml'ica:.ted ±hiIlt ;at .aer(\:;ain :d~~" 1W.t111 

, 

I 
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cannabis and LSD have similar psychopharmacological effects. 
If this is true, then based upon the argument used by the 
Commission (marihuana in low dosages is relatively of little 
harm) then any drug chosen by a particular group ought 
logically to-De similarly treated. Heroin comes quickly to 
mind and so the issue will be debated again, over another 
drug, by another advocate group, using another set uf research 
findings--supporting the preconception that using low doses 
of a new drug is not harmful to most users. 

The Commission has accepted the reversed argument of the 
advocate of legalization: that society must prove to a minority 
of its members that what they want is harmful. yet for almost 
every other activity it is the individual who must bear the 
burden of proof. 

We agree that the marihuana problem must be demythologized and 
desymbolized, but we do not believe that most of our population 
has accepted any particular myth. By the Commission's own 
survey a majority of American adults queried indicated dis
approval of the lessening of penalties. In interpreting the 
statistics the Commission presumed that when 41% find the 
existing laws unacceptable they mean that the laws are too 
harsh. Perhaps the public feels the present laws are too 
lenient. While there may be some confusion as the questionnaire 
indicates, ·pe~haps due to poor design, most adults do not seem 
to want a more permissive policy nor do they wish to gamble 
the country's future when all of the facts are still not in. 
Rather, it is waiting to see what its leadership recommends for 
marihuana. The majority of. the public cannot or is reluctant 
to make a decision based on inadequate exploration of the 
alternatives. Unfortunately, the Commission has, through its 
recommend~tions, compounded the difficulty of dealing with the 
short-range problem. 

The long-range effect of the report may be more salutory. It has 
?rovided a range of possibilities, and given them a clearer form 
than has existed heretofore. Thus, the report provides the 
opportunity to point out the inconsistencies in the legal 
position taken by the Commission. previously, one would have 
had to set up the issues before being able to point out in
consistencies, illogic, and inadequacies. 
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In defense of the Commission, it attempted to do the impossible 
given (a) the present knowledge in the field, and (b) the present 
state of social values and attitudes toward drug use. It has 
succeeded in focusing the issues; it has succeeded in taking some 
of the mythology out of marihuana; it has provided a broader 
context within which to view the problem; it has, on a world
wide basis, gathered the available data. Unfortunately, it began 
with a negative bias: that is, it began looking (perhaps sub
consciously) for the best way to avoid a confrontation, rather 
than to let the evidence lead it to the truth. Perhaps the 
Commission was asked to judge too soon before all the witnesses 
were heard. In our opinion, that is the case. We prefer to 
view the evidence in terms of the long-term public interest, 
rather than as a judgment between a vocal minority and the 
status quo. The evidence, it seems to us, makes a case for 
greater caution than the Commission appears to have exercised. 

The following section comments on the recommendations of the 
Commission. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

FOR THESE REASONS, WE RECOMMEND TO THE PUBLIC AND ITS POLICY 
MAKERS A SOCIAL CONTROL POLICY SEEKING TO DISCOURAGE MARIHUANA 
USE, WHILE CONCENTRATING PRIMARILY ON THE PREVENTION OF HEAVY 
AND VERY HEAVY USE. 

COMMENT 

This recommendation goes counter to the escalation process. A 
person is a light user - or experimenter - before he becomes a 
heavy user. Prevention of heavy use assumes extensive light 
use by many others. ' 

The recommendation raises a contention that the Commission is 
not as concerned for the future, but rather primarily for the 
present user. Ignoring tomorrow's problem by pretending that 
there is no escalation of use, from experimentation to heavy, 
is not a realistic view. 

The recommendation implicitly assumes that (a) light users 
will not becolne heavy users in large numbers, which is not 
true in the case of tobacco or alcohol, and (b) education 
efforts alone will be effective in discouraging light use, which 
is not supported by solid data. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

POSSESSION OF MARIHUANA FOR PERSONAL USE WOULD NO LONGER BE 
AN OFFENSE, BUT MARIHUANA POSSESSED IN PUBLIC WOULD REMAIN 
CONTRABAND SUBJECT TO SUMMARY SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE. 

COMMENT 

The line of demarcation between what is possessed in private 
for one's own use or for distribution in small quantities with 
little or no remuneration, and what is possessed with intent 
to sell for profit is exceedingly difficult to make. If a 
person is known to have one, two or three kilograms of hashish 
in his home, is this sufficient to assume he possesses it for 
sale? In gathering probable cause for an arrest or search 
warrant, or in ruling on the sufficiency of probable cause 
for issuance of a warrant, how is a police officer or judiciary 
official to know whether a crime is be~ng committed? In order 
to make the determination contemplated by the Commission, a 
judiciary official would be required to have more than probable 
cause; he would be required to have prima facie evidence of 
intent to distribute the hashish for profit. Moreover, the law 
enforcement agent would be required to show in his affidavit 
that none of the hashish was for the personal use of the accused 
or for distribution in small quantities for little or no remun
eration. 

The issue of probable cause cannot be overlooked. In most cases 
law enforcement agencies simply will not have the proof to 
negate the defense of possession for one's own use or to 
distribute in small quantities with little or no remuneration. 
The information necessary to show possession with intent to 
sell for profit is difficult enough to prove. Accordingly, 
we believe this recommendation will place such a loophole in the 
laYl as to allow traffickers to possess with impunity supplies 
of marihuana virtually out of reach of law enforcement agencien. 
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RECOMMENDATIO~ (FOR FEDERAL LAW) 

CASUAL DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL AMOUNTS OF MARIHUANA FOR NO 
REMUNERATION, OR INSIGNIFICANT REMUNERATION NOT INVOLVING 
PROFIT WOULD NO LONGER BE AN OFFENSE. 

COMMENT 

This distinction is inappropriate because it is not measurable 
in terms that can be applied practically to various activities. 

This recommendation impinges on the "pleasure drugs" question, 
and by extension a case 'could be made for applying the same 
criteria to other drugs such as mescaline, LSD, and heroin. 
The broader public interest has been subordinated in this 
recommendation to the requirements of satisfying the minority 
adversaries. 

We also have legal difficulties with the recommendation. What 
is a "casual distribution," what is a "small amount of mari
huana," and what is "insignificant remuneration not involving 
profit?" This means that if a person desires to introduce 
marihuana use to juveniles, he is free to do so as long as 
the transfers are "small" and are tot,aU.y donative or only to 
reimburse himself for out-of-pocket expense&. 

In dealing with such terms, police agencies, prosecutors and 
courts will have an unpossible task. Every investigation of 
a trafficker's acti'rities will require the law enforcement 
agency to negate all of the defenses by showing that the 
distributions were more than "casual," that the sales were 
more than "small amounts," and that the accuesddreceived more 
than "insignificant remuneration." Warrants of arrest will 
be made more difficult to obtain, and prosecutions will be 
threatened. Correct instructions to juries will be extremely 
difficult, and juries will be called upon to make almost 
impossible borderlipe decisions. The possibility of reversible 
error and numerous appellate problems are obvious. 

\ 

RECOMMENDA'.rION (FOR FEDERAL LAW) 

A PLEA OF MARIHUANA INTOXICATION SHALL NOT BE A DEFENSE TO 
ANY CRIMINAL ACT COMMITTED UNDER ~TS INFLUENCE, NOR SHALL 
PROOF OF SUCH INTOXICATION CONSTITUTE A NEGATION OF~SPECmFIDC 
INTENT. 

COMMENT 

We agree with this recommendation. 
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RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

CULTIVATION, SALE OR DISTRIBUTION FOR PROFIT AND POSSESSION 
WITH INTENT TO SELL WOULD REMAIN FELONIES (ALTHOUGH WE DO 
RECOMMEND UNIFORM PENALTIES) • 

COMMENT 

We generally agree with this recommendation, in the classi
fication of the offense and the desirability for a range of 
appropriate penalties to fit the particular offense. Also, 
we see advantages in having the penalties within similar bound
aries between the States. On the other hand, if the citizens 
of a State believe .the drug abuse situation would become worse 
by enacting less severe penalties, we believe it would be 
inappropriate to make such a change purely for purposes of 
uniformity. 

RECOMMENDATION 

POSSESSION IN PRIVATE OF MARIHUANA FOR PERSONAL USE WOULD NO 
LONGER BE AN OFFENSE. 

COMMENT 

We disagree with this recommendation for the reasons cited 
above regarding Federal law. 

RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

DISTRIBUTION IN PRIVATE OF SMALL AMOUNTS OF MARIHUANA FOR 
NO REMUNERATION OR INSIGNIFICANT REMUNERATION NOT INVOLVING 
A PROFIT WOULD NO LONGER BE AN OFFENSE. 

COMMENT 

We disagree with this recommendation for the reasons cited 
above regarding the Federal law. 

RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

POSSESSION IN PUBLIC OF ONE OUNCE OR UNDER OF ~IARIHUANA WOULD 
NOT BE AN OFFENSE, BUT THE r.<.ARIHUANA W'OULD BE CONTRABAND 
SUBJECT TO SUMMARY SEIZURE AND FORFEITURE. 
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COMMENT 

This recommendation disregards all considerations of the 
quality of the substance possessed, and places leaves, stems 
and seeds of the cannabis plant in the same category as the 
"liquid hashish" now being' found in the traffic. Any effort 
to distinguish between small-time peddlers and m~jor 
traffickers based on a rigid statutory formula, in our opinion, 
cannot adequately reflect the variety of illegal substances or 
the variety of means which will be used to escape being in 
violation of the law. Even major traffickers of hashish can 
adapt their operations to any statutory line of demarcation. 

The feature also WQuld place a heavy burden on law enforcement 
officers. Officers will not be able to estimate the quantity 
of marihuana; the precise weight is necessary to determine 
whether or not a crime has been committed. The law enforcement 
officer would be charged to make an on-the-spot determination 
of whether or not an ounce was involved, whether to charge the 
person with possession involving only a $100 fine and issue a 
summons, or to charge the person with possession with intent to 
sell and place the accused under arrest. 

In the normal street situation, the police officer may not have 
the facts necessary to make a decision, he will not be able to 
take into account the type of sUBStance involved, i.e" marihuana 
leaves as distinguished from hashish, he will not be able to 
readily determine in many cases whether the person is transient, 
and the possibility of misjudgment and mishandling is greatly 
increased. Based upon quantity alone, a police officer would 
be required to distinguish between (1) no crime at all, (2) a 
minor offense, or (3) a serious offense. Although training 
police officers to make such sophisticated decisions is not 
insurmountable, it is a feature that mnst be considered before 
adoption of this recommendation. 

RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

POSSESSION IN PUBLr,C OF ONE OUNCE OR UNDER OF MARIHUANA WOULD 
BE A CRIMINAL OFFENSE PUNISHABLE BY A FINE OF $100. 

COMHENT 

The degree of culpability between mere "possession" of this 
type anq possession with intent to sell is not discernible. 
Again, this recommendation fails to take into account the 
var1ety of substances available and the metho~s of operation 
that may be employed by violators. 
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RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

DISTRIBUTION IN PUBLIC OF SMALL AMOUNTS OF MARIHUANA FOR NO 
REMUNERATION OR INSIGNIFICANT REMUNERATION NOT INVOLVING A 
PROFIT WOULD BE A CRIMINAL OFFENSE PUNISHABLE BY A FINE OF 
$100. 

COMMENT 

We agree that this recommendation would ae a viable alternative 
in the handling of persons who are not responsible for intro
ducing drug abuse to naive persons. On the other hand, we do 
not believe such a minor offense is consistent with the 
Commission'S view that society should not approve or encourage 
even the recreational use of marihuana. Merely subjecting a 
person to a $100 fine for introducing other persons to the use 
of marihuana may not be considered discouragement in the minds 
of many citizens. 

RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

PUBLIC USE OF MARIHUANA WOULD BE A CRIMINAL OFFENSE PUNISHABLE 
BY A FINE OF $100. 

COMMENT 

Providing the offense involves nothing more than simple use of 
marihuana, we would not object to this recommendation as an 
alternative to having no penalty at all. 

RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

DISORDERLY CONDUCT ASSOCI~TED WITH PUBLIC USE OF OR INTOXI
CATION BY MARIHUANA WOULD BE A MISDEMEANOR PUNISHABLE BY UP 
TO 60 DAYS IN JAIL, A FINE OF $100, OR BOTH. 

COMMENT 

No objection. 

RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

OPERATING A VEHICLE OR DANGEROUS INSTRUMENT WHILE UNDER THE IN
FLUENCE OF MARIHUANA WOULD BE A MISDEMEANOR PUNISHABLE BY UI' 
TO ONE YEAR IN JAIL, A FINE OF UP TO $1,000, OR BOTH, AND 
SUSPENSION·~OF A PERMIT TO OPERATE SUCH A VEHICLE OR INSTRUMENT 
FOR UP TO 180 DAYS. 

COMMENT ----
No objection. 
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RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

A PLEA OF MARIHUANA INTOXICATION SHALL NOT BE A DEFENSE TO 
ANY CRIMINAL A~T COMMITTEB UNDER ITS INFLUENCE NOR SHALL PROOF 
OF SUCH INTOX!CATION CONSTITUTE A NEGATION OF SPECIFIC INTENT. 

COMMENT 

No objection. 

RECOMMENDATION (FOR STATE LAW) 

A PERSON WOULD BE ABSOLUTELY LIABLE IN CIVIL COURT FOR ANY 
DAMAGE TO PERSON OR PROPERTY WHICH HE CAUSED WHILE UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF THE DRUG. 

COMMENT 

No objection. 
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BACKGROUND 

The National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse was established 

pursuant to a provision of Public Law 91-513, the Comprehensive Drug 

Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1910. The provision was an amendment 

by the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee to the original 

Administration proposal. The law provided tha.t the COIIIIIIission should 

be composed of tvo Members of the Senate appointed by the President of 

the Senate, tvo Members of the House appointed by the Speaker of the 

House, and nine members appointed by the President of the United States. 

APJilointed in early 1911, the Commission was charged to report to the 

President. Congress and the· public wi thin one year on the problems 

•• involved in marihuana use, and within tvo years on the causes of drug 

abuse in general and their relative significance. The 13-member com-

mi!:sion, chaired by the Honorable Raymonu P. Shafer, held formal and 

informal hearings, soliciting many different points of view -- including. 

those of public officials, community leaders, professional experts and 

students. They commissioned more than fifty projects, ranging trom a 

study of the effects of marihuana on man to a field survey of enforce-

ment of the marihuana lays in various metropolitan areas. After a yem"s 

IJtudy, on March 2R, 1912, the Commission submitted its first report, 

"Mal'ihuana: A 61 gnal of Misunderstanding." This repol't. according to 

the COIIIIIIission, "is an all-inclusive effort to present the facts 88 they 

are known tod~, to demythologize the controversy surrounding marihuana, 

and to place in proper perspective one of the most emotional and 

exploaive isaues or our time." 
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EXCERPrS FROM THE REPORT 

Origins ot the Marihuana Problem 

"Marihuana has been used as an intoxicant in various parts ot the 

world tor centuries and in this country tor 75 years. Yet use ot the 

drug has been regarded as a problem of major proportions for less than 

a decade. 

"The Commission believes that three interrelated tactors have 

tOQ,tered the definition ot marihuana as Ii major national problem. Firat-; 

the illegal behavior is highly visible to all segments of our society. 

Second, use ot the drug is perceivCld '1;0 threaten the health' and Jr.orality 

I:lot only ot the individual, but of society itself. Third, and most 

important, the drug has ~volved in the late sixties and early seventies 

as a sJllbol of wider social contlicts and public issues." 

Historical Perspective 

"When viewed in the con~ext c~ Americ~ SOCiety's ambivalent response 

to t,he non-~diCal use or drugs, the mar:i.huana problert is not unique. 

Both the eXisting soci~~ policy toward the drug and its contemporary 

challenge have historical antecedents and explanations. Am~rican opinion 

has alY~S included some oppoaiti:on to the non-medical use ot any drug, 

iucluding alcohol and tobacco, 

2 
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"In 1932, the National Conference of Commissioners on Unif01'lll State 

Laws included an optional marihuana provision in the Unif01'lll Narcotic 

Drug Act, and by 1937, every IItate, either by adoption of the Unif01'lll 

Act or by separate legislation, had prohibited marihuana use. In late 

1937. the Congress adopted the Marihuana Tax Act, su.pcrimposing a federal 

prohibitory scheme on the state scheme. 

"Not once during this entire peri04' (trom the early 1900' s until 

recentl:11 was ~ comprehensive IIcientific stu<,i.y =~-::~<"'~~n in this 

country of marib.uana and its effects. The drug was as SUllIed .. 0 be a 

"narcotic," to render the user psychologicaJ,ly dependent, to 11'0voke 

violent crime, and to cause insanity. 

"When penalties for narcotics violations escalated in the 19,"s, 

marihuana penalties went right along with them. until a first-offense 

possessor was a felon subject to lengtby incarceration. 

"With this historical overview in mind, it is not surprising that 

the contemporary marihuana experience has been characterized by fear 

and confusion on one side and outrage and protest on the other." 

The Effects of Marihuana on the User 

"Any psychoactive drug is potentio.liy harmful to the individual, 

depending on the intensity, trequency, and duration of use. Marihuana 

is no eltception. 

3 
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"Looking only at the effects on the individual, there is little proven 

danger of physical or psyc~ological harm from the experimental ·or inter

mittent. use of the natural preparations of cannabis. The risk of harm 

lies instead in the heavy, long-term use of the drug, particularly of 

the most potent preparations." 

Social Impact of Marihuana Use 

"From what is now known about the effects of marihuana, its use at 

the present lev~l does not constitute a major threat to public health. 
-. 

Hove¥Wr, this statement should not lead to complacency •. Marihuana,is not 

an innocuous drug. The clinical findings of impaired psychological function, 

carefully documented ~ medical specialists, legitimately arouse concern. 

These stUdies identity marihuana-reJ.ated problems which must be tllken into 

account in the development of public policy. Unfortunately. these mari-

huana-related problems, which occur only in heavy, long-term users, have 

been overgeneralized and over dramatized. 

"We believe that experimental or intermittent use of this drug car-

ries minimal risk to the public health, and should not be given over-

zealous attention in terms of a public health response. We are concerned 

that social influences might cause those who would not otherWise use 

the drug to be exposed to this' minim'll risk and the potential escalation 

of drug-using patterns. For this group, we must deglority. demythologize, 

. and deemphasize the use of marihuana and other drugs." 

4 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ' 

An estimated 24 million Americans over the age of 11 years (15% of the 
adults 18 anr,! over, and 14% of ,~he 12-17 year olds) have used marihuana 
at least once. About 8,300,000 still use the drug, and 500,000 are 
heavy users. 

Age is presently one of the most significant correlates of marihuana use, 
the incidence of use being the greatest among young people: 27% of the 
16-17 year olds, 40% of the 18-21 year olds, and 38% of the 22-25 year 
olds have tried marihuana; at the low extreme~, 6% of the 12-13 year olds 
and 6% of the over-SO generation have used the drug. 

No conclusive evidence exists of any physical damage, disturbances of 
bodily processes or proven human fatalities attributable solely to even 
very high doses of marihuana. 

Experimenters and intermittent users develop little or no psychological 
dependence on the drug. No organ injury is demonstrable. 

Long-term heavy users show strong psychological dependence on marihuana 
and hashish. Organ injury, especially diminution of pulmonary function, 
is possible. Specific psychological and behavioral changes are detectable. 

Marihuana, like other psychoactive substances, predominantly affects mental 
processes and responses and thus the motor responses. Generally the degree 
of impairment of performance is dose-related, with minimal effect at low 
doses. 

Rare cases of full-blown psychotic episodes have been precipitated by 
'marihuana. Generally, the ind:l"~,~,_ls had previous mental disorders or' 
had poorly developed personal~Lies. 

No reliable evidence was found indicating that marihuana causes Benetic 
defects in man. However, fetal damage cannot be ruled out, therefore, 
the use of marihuana dUl'ing pregnancy is not adv:lsable. 

No objective evidence of b~ain damage from marihuana use has been found. 

Marihuana use does not lead to physical dependence. No torturous withdrawal 
syndrome follows the sudden cessation of chronic, heavy use. 

The 'overwhelming majority of marihuana users do not progress to other drugs. 
Only moderate and heavy use of marijuana is significantly associated with 
persistent use of other drugs. 

The weight of the evidence is that marihuana does not cause violent or 
Ilggre,ssive behavior; if anything, it generally serves to inhibit the ex
pression of such behavior. 

No valid evidence was found to support the thesi~ that marihuana, by itself, 
either inevitably, generally or even frequently causes or precipitates cr.ime. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

"The Commission is (If the unanimous opinion that marihuana use is 

not such a grave problem that individuals who smoke marihuana, and possess 

it for that purpose, should be subject to criminal procedures. On the 

other hand, we have also rejected the regulatory or legalization scheme 

because it would institutionalize availability of a drug which has 

uncertain long-term effects and which may be of transient social interest. 

"In general, Wil rec~mmend only a decriminalization of possession of 

marihuana for personal uee, Oil both the State and Federal levels. The 

major features of the recommended scheme are that: production and dis-

tribution of the drug woul~ remain criminal activities as would possession 

with intent to distribute commercially; marihuana would be contr~~and 

subject to confiscation in public places; and criminal sanctions would be 

withdrawn from private use and possession incident to such use, but, at 

the State level, fines would be imposed for use in public." 

Recommendations for Federal Law 

Possession of.marihuana for personal use would no longer be an offense, 
but marihuana possessed in public would remain contraband subject to 
seizure and forfeiture. 

Casual. distribution of marihuana for no remuneration or insignificant 
remuneration not involving profit would no longer be an offense. 

A plea of marihuana intoxication shall not be defense to any criminal act 
committed under its influence, nor shall proof of such intoxication consti
tute a negation of specific intent. 

6 
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Recommendations for State L"aw 

Culti.vation, sale or distribution for profit and possession with intent 
to sell would remain felonies. [The Commission additionally recommends 
that such laws and penalties should be uniform throughout the States.] 

Possession in private for personal use, and distribution in private of 
small amounts fQr no remuneration or insignificant remuneration not 
involving a profit would no longer be an offense. 

Possession in public of one ounce or under of marihuana would not be an 
offense, but the marihuana would be subject to seizure and forfeiture. 
Possession in public of more than one ounce would be a criminal offense 
punishable by a fine of $100. 

Public use or distribution in public of small amounts for no remuneration 
or ins1gnificant remuneration involving no profit would be a criminal 
offense punishable by a" fine of $100. 

Disorderly conduct associated with public use of or intoxication by 
marihuana wo·lld be a misdemeanor punishable by up to 60 days in jail, 
a fine of $100, or both. 

Operating a vehicle or dangerous instrument while under the influence of 
marihuana would be a misdemeanor punishable by up to one year in jail, 
a fine of up to $1,000, or boCh, and suspension of a permit to operate 
such a vehicle or instrument for up to 180 days. . 

A plea of marihuana intoxication shall not be a defense to any criminal 
act committed under its influence nor shall proof of such intoxication 
constitute a negation of specific intent. 

A person would be absolutely liable in civil court for any damage Co person 
or property while he is under the influence of the drug. 

7 
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BACKGROUND 

The National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse '4as established pursuant 

to a provision of Public Law 91-513, the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and 

Control Act of 1970. The law provided that the Commission should be composed of 

two Members of the Senate appointed by the President of the Senate, two Members 

of the House of Representatives appointed by the Speaker of the House, and nine 

Members appointed by the President of the United States. Appointed in early 1971 

with the Honorable Raymond P. Shafer as chairman, the Commission was charged to 

report to the President, Congress and the public 'Within one year on the problems 

involved in marihuana use, and within two years on the phenomena of drug use 

in general and its social impact. 

After a year's study, on March 22, 1972, the CommiDsion submitted its first 

report, "Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstanding". This report attempted to 

present the facts concerning marihuana as they were currently known, and, among 

other things, recommended. the elimination of criminal penalties for the. private 

use and possession of the. drug. For further details see Congressional Research 

Service multilithed report No. 72-129 ED. 

The Commission t s final report .. "Drug Usc! in America: Problem in Perspective, II, 

was released on March 22, 1973, following two years of hearings and research. 

This report, in the words of the chairman: His an effort to examine the roots of 

the drug llroblem in the United States, to analyze the assumptions upon which 

present policy is based, and to recommend policy dirl'r.tions for both the public 

and private se.:torsn. 
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EXCERPTS FROM THE }lEFOro: 

Drug Abuse: Synonym for Social Disapproval 

"Drug abuse is another way of saying drug problem. Now immortalized in the 

titles of federal and State governmental agencies (and we might add, in our own), 

this term has the virtue of rallying all parties to a common cause: no one could 

possibly be for abuse of drugs any more than they could be for abuse of minorities, 

power or children. By the same tokell, the term also obscures the fact that 'abuse' 

is undefined when drugs are concerned. Neither the public, its policy makers nor 

the expert community share a c~mmon understanding of its meaning or of the nature 

of the phenomenon to which it refers. 

11Drug abuse, or any simi.1ar term, creates an impression that all drug-using 

behavior falls in one of two clear-cut spheres: drug use which is good, safe, 

beneficial and without social consequence; and drug 'abuse' which is bad, harmful. 

without benefit and carrying hi"h social cost. From either a descriptive or an 

evaluative standpoint, the matter is much too complex to be handled in such a 

polar! zed fashion. The Commission urges that the public and its policy makers 

avoid such labels and focus instead on the relative risks and social consequences 

o[ various patterns of drug-taking behavior." 

Defining America I 5 Drug Problem 

"Theoretically, social concern about Use of a particular substance relative 

to another should correlate with the verified social costs attending the use of 

each drug ~n th&t society. As the incidence of intensified and compulsive use 

increases, so too should the public's concern with the problem. However, the 

current problem definition in the United ~tates bears little relationship to 

actual social cost. The intense public concern regarding Use of mo~t drugs in 

J.arge measure reflects anxiety for the future rather than empirical considerations 

rooted in. the present. The result has been an over-estimation of the nature of 

2 
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the problem attending use of some drugs, such as !Ilarihuana, and an. underestimation 

of the problem attending use of other drugs, such as barbiturates and alcohol. 

"In the Commission's view, problem definition should take into account ,the 

relationship between the maximum social cost of use of a particular drug under 

given conditions of availability, cO!Ilpared with the verified social costs at a 

particular point in time. In this context, the most serious concern in contempo

rat}' Amelica shoul~ attach to use of alcohol and heroin. Moderate social concern 

should attach to the use of amphetamines, barbiturates, hallucinogens, metha

qualone and cocaine, the use of which is relat;!.vely well-controlled within the 

present social polic)' framework. The USe of marihuana and the so-called minor 

tranquilizers appears to require relatively minfmum social concern at the present 

time. Present trends do suggest, however, that the incidence of use of and de

pendence on barbitura~es and cocaine may be increasing and may demand increased 

social attention. II 

A Typology of Drug-Using BehavIor 

"In an effort to provide policy makers wi th a more accurate da ta c'ase upon 

which to form their deCisions, the COL:mission has at~empted to relatl! the various 

patterns of drug use observed in the youth and adult populations to their mot;l.vat

ing factors, and has tendered its best judgment of both the perso,lal and social 

risks posed by the five usage patterns identified: 

"I. Experimental drug use -- Experimental d1:ug Use is, ':!,ifined by the Commission 

as the short-tern, non-patterned trial of one or mOl'e drugs. either < concurrently 

or consecutively, with a variable intensity but maximum f1:equency of ten times per 

drug, used either singly or in combination. 

"2. SoCial or recreational drug use -- Social or recreational use, like eX

perimental drug use, occurs in social settings among friends 01: acquaintances who 

desire to j;hare an. experience perceived l>y them as both acceptable and 

3 
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pleasurable. The most distinguishing characteristic of such use is that it is a 

voluntary act and, regardless of the duration of use, tends not to escalate in 

either frequency or intensity to patterns of uncontrolled and uncontrollable use 

which is personally rather than socially motivated. Nor is it sustained by virtue 

of the dependence of the user in any meaningful sense of that term. 

"3. Circumstantial or situational drug use -- Circumstantial use is generally 

task-specific, self-limited use which may be variably patterned, differing in 

frequency, intensity and duration. The distinguishing feature of this pattern is 

that use is motivated by the perceived need or desire to achieve a known and 

anticipated effect deemed desirable to cope with a specific, sometimes recurrent, 

51 tuation or condition of a personal or 'vocational nature. 

n 4. Intensified drug use -- Intensified use is generally a long-term, pat-

terncd usc of drugs at a minimum level of at least once daily and is motivated by 

an individual's perceived need to achieve relief from a persistent problem or 

stressful situation or his desire to maintain a certain self-prescribed level of 

performance. A distinguishing characteristic of this class of behavior is the 

regular use of one Or a combination of drugs escalating to patterns of consumption 

which might properly be defined ". dependence. 

"5. Compulsive drug use -- Compulsive use is patterned at I,oth high frequency 

and high intensity levds of relatively long duration, producing physiological 

or psycholcgical dependence Huch that the individual cannot at will discontinue 

such use without experiencing physiological discomfort or psychological disrup-

tion. Compulsive use may be characterized by preoccupation with obtaining 

adequat~ and sufficient amounts of the drug in order to forestall the abstinence 

syndrome. tI 
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Evaluating the Social Impact of Drug Dependence 

"No rational social policy would aim to eliminate drug dependence per se. 

When the risk associated with a type of d~ug dependence does tlot involve drug

influenced behavior, but: is rather limited to possible danger to individual health, 

it is the Commission's view that private nOrlllative choice should ·prevail, and that 

the social policy decision is of an entirely different order than that required 

behavior-influencing drugs, The ~imary policy consideration here is the behavior

al impact on the public safety, health and welfare," 

A Realistic Appraisal 

"Most opiate-dependent persons have long histories of psychopathology and 

social pathology which are manifest in delinquent, criminal, suicidal and other 

deviant behavior prior to the onset of drug use. Psychiatric and ather studies 

have also confirmed the hypothesis that the pre-existence of these problems signi

ficantly increllSed the individual's initial susceptibility to opiate dependence 

as well as high vulnerability to ralapse into drug use and crime. 

"Additional research findings have indicated that most opi~te-dependent 

persons come from unstable home and fmoily situations where social deviance was 

."ident in other family members, and drop out of school at a fairly early time 

(generally about 10th grade). They generally pOSSe$3 no marketable s~.ills; have 

non-existent or at best unstable employment histories; have unstable personal and 

social relations; reside in the inner-city ghettos and suffer the psychological, 

soc.ial and economic stresses so often concommitan: vith that type of existence. 

"Taken together, these finds suggest that chances for rehabilitative success, 

however defined, are not high for such individuals... Notwithstanding the fact 

that soo,ial, psychiatric, psychological, counseling and other ancillary services 

are provided to those in treatment, this society must face the fact that even the 

5 
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best of the services have inherent limitations in the degree to wlUch. such. progr ..... 

can alter the behavior of individuals who for so long have been subject to noo-

supportive social and emotional circumstances. While evidence does exist to show 

that some qualitative and quantitati.'Ve changes in behavior with respect to crime 

and employment are associated with treatment, the precise nature 'or amount of 

change which can be directly attributeble to programmatic inputs is difficult to 

measur.c and has not yet been documented substantial1y~ II 

Irre~?onBible Use 

''The primary goal of drug policy must be to minimize irresponsible drug-using 

behavior. The Commission finds that the use of drugs i, cl.early irresponsible: 

when the manner or circumstPDces of use pose a threat to the safety or welfare 

of others; 

when the pattern of use substantially impedes or risks the impairment of the 

individual's social and economic functioning; 'and 

when the pattern of use reduces the individual's options for self-fulfillment 

by impairing his faculties or retarding his development." 

Looking Ahead 

"Gathering the best data available on incidence and, consequences of drug ttse, 

the Commission has looked carefully for the grounds of legitimate social concern. 

The problem roes not lie in drug use itself, for much use, ,even when illegal, does 

not have immediately harmful consequences either for the user or for the community. 

Nor does the difficulty relate to any use of particular drugs though, plainly, 

certain drugs are associated Yit~ more serious individual and social consequences 

than others. The Commission found that the problem is in the behavior inducc,d by 

the drug e"Perience or by drug dependence which impacts adversely on the public 

safety or, by inhibiting social functioning, on the public health and welfare. 
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"Having defined the drug problem in terms of object1.ve s'tandards of public 

concern, the Commission was tllen able to set the criteria for selecting and for-

mu1sting appropriate drug policy. The Commission concluded that the following 

policy is appropriate: our society should continue to discourage any drug use 

outside medical channels or established social patterns. The primary concern of 

drug policy should be with disruptive or dysfunctional drug use. Finally. drug 

policy should not limit its concern to illegal drug tald.ngj but should also 

include dysfunctional or disruptive use of nlawful" substances such as alcohol 

and barbiturates." 

SUI!!IARY OF FINDINGS 

Drug Use in the General Population 

The Commission's Survey findings regarding the reported drug experiences of 

American youth and adults were os follows: 
1 

Alcoholic beverages 
1 

Tobacco, cigarettes 

Proprietary 'sednti vee, tranquilizers, 
stimulants 

Ethical sedatives 

Ethical tranquilizers 
2 

Ethical stimulants 

Marihuana 

LSD, other hallucinogens 

Glue, other inhalants 

Cocaine 

Heroin 
1 2 

( Within past 7 days; Nonmedical use only) 

7 

83-313 0. - 77 - 16 

youth 
Z4X 

17% 

6% 

~% 

3% 

4% 

1.4% 

4.8% 

6.4% 

1.5% 

.6% 

~ 
53% 

38% 

7% 

4% 

6% 

5% 

16% 

4.6% 

2.1% 

3.2% 

1.3% 

V 
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Comparst,lve National Survey Student Data 

Information about secondary school and college student drug-using behavior 

gath~r~~c,i in the Commission's National Survey revealed the following: 

'" .,lnty-three percent of the junior hIgh students, 87% of the senior high 

students, and 98% of the college students have consumed some type of alcoholic 

beverage at one time or another. 

Some experience with marihuana was reported by Bi. of the junior high students, 

24% of the senior high studentB t and 67% of the college students. 

Five percent of the junior high students, 8% of the senior high students, and 

2% of the college students reported experiences with glue or similar inhalants. 

Three percent of the junior high students, 9% of the senior high students, 

and 27% of the college students have tried LSD or similar hallucinogens at least 

on!:c. 

Only 0.2% of the junior high students, 1.1% of the senior high students, and 4.3% 

of the college students reported having tried heroin at least once. 

Experience with cocnine was reported by 1.2% of the junior high students, 

2.6% of the senior high students, and 10.4% of the college students. 

Roughly 4% of the junior high students, 10% of the senior high students, and 

33% of the college students reported usc of ethical stimulants or depressants at 

SOllie time in their lives. These figures include use for both medical and non-medical 

reasons. 

Drugs and Crime 

The fol10w1:".i tentative conclusions were reached from the data available regarding 

drug use and crime! 

Alcohol is strongly associated with violent crime and with reckless and negligent 

operation of motor vehicles. 
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Research findings linking barbiturate and mnphetamine users with criminal 

behavior, especially assaultive offenses, are increasing, but no definitive 

association has yet been established in this country; however, a strong association 

haa been demons trated beween. mnphetamine use and violence in Sweden and Japan. 
.If: 

Research data are generally lacking regarding the actual relationship beWeen 

cocaine use and criminal behavior; however, the pharmacologic effectr of the drug 

would seem to suggest a potential for drug-induced violent behsvio.r similar to that 

shotWn for amphetamine and barbiturate users. 

Marihuana use, in and of itself~ 1.8 neithc:z: causative of, nor direc.tly asso-

dated with crime, either violent or non-violent. 

Use of opiates, especially heroin, is associated with acquisitive crimes such 

as burglsry and shoplifting. Assaultive offenses are significllIltly less likely .to 

be committed by these opiate users, especially in comparison with users of alcohol, 

mnphetamines and barbiturates. 

Except in relatively rare instances generally related to drug-induced panic 

and toxic reaction, users of hallucinogens, non-barbiturate sedat"j.ve-,hypnotics, 
I 

glue and similar volatile inhalants are not incl1.ned toward assaultive criminal 

behavior... It should be noted, however, that some of the··non-barbiturate sed9.tivf:!s, 

notably methaqualone, and the hydrocarbon solvents .have a potential for inducing 

violent behavior although th .. incidence of such behavior is currently low. 

Annly-zing the. Gove.rnme.nt Response 

In fiscal year 1969, the federal government spent $66.4 million for a11 

phases of its drug abuse program t including law enforcement, treatment and re-

habilitstion, education, training, research, and evaluation. By fiscal year 1973, 

total funding had r~ached $791.3 million, an increase of 1092%. 
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Failure. of the Present Syst ... 

The Ca-ission'. review of the present .Ystl!ll suggests that the governments .. 

rasponoe has failed in nine 1IIljor "ay.: 

The nature and extent of drl8 USe have not been adequately identified. 

Definitive goa1a and obje~tiws of drug-related fun~tion8 have not been suffi

ciently developed at any governmental level. 

Effe~tive planning ia not being, and canaot be carried out under present 

conditions. 

~ck of meaningful plans t in tum, has 1I.&de effective control of resource 

allocation impossible. 

Limited coordination ,,",ong federal agencies has resulted in duplication, over

lap of efforts and a disregard of prob1"" areaa requiring action. 

Fonulating and administering drug poli~y is not the prilllary Ilisaion of .."y 

federal agencies performing illportant drug-related functions. 

Because goals and objectives have not been defined, progr""", canoot be 

evaluated in terms of their effe~tiv.ne8s. 

Progr ..... are not being evaluated in terms of their efficiency. 

Drug and alcohol activities arl! treated as two entirely diotin~t functions 

. and their policy dinctions are not coordinated. 

SELECTED RECC!IHEI!IlATIONS 

Rec ..... nd.tiono for Public Institutions 

I. Govntllllent Orsanization 

A.~ 

1. Congress should create a Single .Federa1 Agen~y s:lm11ar in legal and 

political stat"" to the Atomic Energy Commission. The agency, which llight be 

called the Controlled Substancea Ada1nistrstion, would .. atabUsh, adIIinister 
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""d coordilat .. aU: drug poUey at the Federal level. and .would be the principal, 

if not 801e, point ot contact with. the. S tate drug programs. ,:J;h.e. Single AgencY 

would remain separate from all other Federal depart1llents and agencies and 
1/ 

would be responsible for its own organization and fiscal manage1llent.-

2. The Single Agency should have "he autnorlty and capabili ty to do the 

following: (a) Distribute and ""nitor block or formula g~ants to States. for 

drug dependence treatment. rehabilitation,. prevention, education, and law 

enforceJllent programs; (b) Coordinate all substance-related p~ograms which r .... 

main external to the agency itself, such as those of the Department of 

Defense and the Bureau of Prisons; (c) Erovide evaluative capabUit1.es for 

federally funded drug programs operated at the. Federal·, State and local 

levels; Cd) Maintain and ""nitor an ongoing collection of data necessary for 

present and p:ospective policY planning, including data on incidence, nature 

and consequencea of drug use; (e) Develop and implement " general directed 

research plan; (f) Provide discretionary funds for those areas in which 10-

novative and experimenta1 programs are necessary at the local 1evel and for 

other essential programs which cannot be performed adequately by the States; 

and (g) Direct the Federal; 1"" enforcement respODse iD the drug field and 

provide assistance to State law enforcement. 

3. To avoid institutionalizing the drug "problem", the concept and 

ac.coq>Ushements of the Single Agency should be reexamined four years after 

its creation; and tbe agency itself, by law, sbould disband within five 

years, its surviving c.omponents being -reassigned to the agencies or depar,t

ments from which they ,came.' 

]j Co1llllissioners Rughea, Senator from Iowa, and Javits, Senator'from New 
York, do not conc.ur in the recommendation. 
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4. Congre ••• bould. eataloliah . .a comm:!JIa.ion...four ye.us. hence..,. with the. 

specific responsibWt:y; to:. (a) Ev.aluate the social response .to drug use 

during the preceding four years; (0) Consider the results of both directed 

and undirected research programs; (c) Recommend to Congress whether the uni

fied Federal ageocy should be continued, dissolved or modified; (d) Determine 

which measures have justified their costs and which have not; (e) Propose 

needed new policies, programs and techniques; and (f) Reexsmine fully the 

basic issues and consider whether departures from the present responSe are 

required. 

B. ~ 

1. Each State should establish a unified drug agency on the ssme model 

as that proposed for tbe 1ederal government. 

2. Each State agency should have sufficient pavers to coordinate all 

drug programs at the State leVel nnd provide guidance and funding ;0 community 

programs. 

C. CODinunity 

Each coDlllunity with a significant drug use problem should create a coor

dinating council to insure communication and concert of action between the 

various drug-related ftmctioDa in the community_ 

II. Legal Controls 

A. International 

1. Tha State ',Departmeot, in conjunct10n with the Department of Justice, 

should immediately undertake .. comprehensive review of existing extradition 

treaties dealing with drug offenses with a view toward e:.psnding the "cope of 

extraditable offenses and facilitating the extradition proc .... 

12 
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2. The United States should encourage law enfolOcement agencies in all 

concerned countries tf) increase both fOIlDal lJld informal exchanges of info:::

mation concerning druB ta:-sffic and traffickers. 

3. Both the Single Conv"'ntion and the p~oposed PsychotropiC Convention 

should be redrafted to make clear that each nation is free to determine for 

itself 'Whi.ch domestic Haes f01: contt'olled Bubstances it wirll allow,. provided 

only that each nation prevent diversion allC prohibit exportation and pro

duction for exportation J.or illegal use in othf?r cotDltries. 

B. Federal 

1. At thia time, no~e of the barbiturate drugs should be placed in 

Schedule II of the Federal Controlled SubGtances Act. lnstead, the Atnerlcan 

Medical Association should immediately design and furnish to pl\y.icisos 

guidelines on the prescribing of barbiturates~ 

2. Since, unlike the barbiturates, methaqualone does not bav"'e large

scale uaedical uses f and does present a significant problem of misuse, it 

.hould be placed in Schedule II, along with the amphetamines. 

3. I/ith respect ~o the drug trafficking laws, the trafficking offense. 

and penalty structuTe prese.ntly in force unde" the 1970 Comprehensive Drug 

.Abuse Prevention and Control At:t should be retained. 

c. Federal and State 

1. The Coumdssioll reaffirms its recommendations conceming marihuana as 

.et out iu ita lirst Report. (See cas report number 72-129 ED.) 

2. The unauthorized possession of any controlled substance except ma'ti

huana should r~ma:ln a prohibi.ted act. The prim.ary purpose of enforcement of 

the possession laws should be detection and selection of those persons who 

would benefit by trp.atment or prevention services. 

13 
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3. For those drug-dependent persons whD are apprehended fox consumption-

related offenses, including possession, one of the following dispositions 

should be mandatory: (a) Diversion to a treatment program in lieu of prosecu

tion, or (b) Diversion to a treatment program after conviction but before 

entry of judgment by the court. Failure by an individual to comply with the 

conditions of treatment would result in his return to the court for prosecu-

tien or sentencing. In that event, he should be subject to punishment by up 

to one year imprisonment, a fine of up to $500, or both. 

4. For those non-drug-depandent persons who are apprehended for consump-

tian-related offen.es, including possession, one of the following dispositions 

should be mandatory: .(a) Diversion to a prevention services program in lieu 

of prosecutioni (b) Diversion to a prevention services program after convic-

tion but before entry of judgment of court; (c) A fine of up' to $500; or (d) 

Probation with appropriate conditions. Failure by an individual to comply 

with the conditions of prevention services under alternatives (a) or (b) 

would result in his return to the court for prosecution or sentencing. In 

that event, he should b~ subject to punishment by up to one yearls imprison

ment, a fine of up to $500, or both. 

D. gm 

1. States which 1,ave not already done so should adopt the Uniform C"n-

trolled Substances Act. 

2. Each State should ~evit!w its penalty structure for trafficking 

offenses and determine whether the penalties are commensurate with the rell'.-

tive severity of the offenses. 

14 
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III. Law Enforcement 

A.~ 

1. Federal criminal inveatigative agencies should concencrate pritllari17 

on the top leval of the illegal drug distribution network: importation, 

exportation, and large scale fcreign and domestic trafficldng. 

2. The Federal regulatory effort should concentrate on_ ~.reventinR diver-

sian of drugs at the manufacturing and wholesale levels, leaving to the States 

primary responsibility for supervising retai! pharmacies. hospital_, and 

physicians. 

---3. To minimize corruption and the appearance of corruption, a separate 

unit should be established to maintain intemal security among Federal drug 

law enforcement agencies. This unit should be distinct from all other drug 

law enforcement activities and ' ,port directly to the Attomey General. 

B. ~ 

1. In order to complement the Federal effort, State enforcement shoUld 

caneentrate on the lower levals of both licit and illicit distt:ibution net-

works. 

2. Every State should systematically review and evaluate che operations 

of its boards of pharmacy and medicine. to ensure that they are adequately 

enforcing the provisions of Stat~ and Federal law. 

3. Each S tate with a substantial trafficking problem should have a 

separate unit, responsible to the State attorney general, charged with the 

'fesponsibiHty of inllestigating ""y eVidence of co-.:ruption in dng law 

enforcement agencies_ 

15 
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C. Communi!;,y 

1. Local police departments should participate with other commtmity 

institutions in the development of a preventive services program. 

2. Police departme'lts should fOrlllU1ate precise guideline. for non-

arrest diBposition~ of persons apprehended for consumption-related offenses 

and for their referral to appropriate prevention or treatment services. 

Each police department should consider using citations, or other formal means 

of directing persons into al?propriate programs. 

IV. Trcatmj!llt and Rehabilitation 

A.~ 

1. Through block and formula grants to the States J the Federal govern-

ment ahou1d have major responsibi1:!.ty for fund:lng treatment and rehabilit~tion 

services administered by the States. The Fedezal government should retain 

discretionary funds for direct funding of demonstration and special projects 

", in the field of treatment and rehabilitation. 

2. Except for offenders within Federally-operated correctional institu-

tiona J the Federc:.l government should not have direct operating responsibility 

for providing treatment and reh3bilitation services. 

3. The Federal government should sponsor a program to evaluate existing 

drug treatment and rehabilitation program.q to see whether they (a) are cost 

.. ffective; (b) are designed to deal L!,fective1y wib their client populations; 

and (c) have established suitable criteria and objectives. 

B. Federal. and 5 tate 

1. To avoid destroying program effectiveness, Federal and S tate regula

tions concem1 18 maintenance programs should emphssize treatment flexibility, 

coupled wi th reasonable controls to curtail diversion. 

2. The government should continue to prohibit heroin mainten6llca as a 

treatment mDdaliry. 

16 
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c.~ 

1. Each State should establish a comprehensive Statewide drug dependence 

treatment and rehabilitation program including integrated health, education, 

welfare and treatment services, which should be administered as part of the 

State's broader health care delivery and human resources development systems. 

2. Each State should review its curren\! statutory mechanisms regarding 

the process by which drug-dependent persons are permitted or compelled to 

enter treatment. Those States which have not already done so should modify 

existing legislation to encourage drug-dependent persons to seek treatment 

voluntarily. In order to """,1mbe the attractiveness of voluntary programs. 

formal legal proc",sses should be avoided entirely. 

3. Every State should Iiave confidentiality-of-treatment law8. 

V. Prevention 

A.~ 

1. Drug use prevention strstegy. rather than concent=ating r"sources and 

effo~ts in persuading or "educllting" people not! to use drugs. should emphasize 

nther me~s of obtaining what users seek from drugs. ",eallS that are better for 

the user and better for society. Information about drugs and the disa.dv"n-

tages of their u~e should be incorporated inte more general programs, stress-

ing benefits with which drug cons'llDption is largely inconsistent. 

2. The: government role in prevention should be limited to as.jUring the 

availability of accurate information regarding the likely consequences of the 

diffel;ent patterns of drug-using behavior. The Co ... ission rec01Dl'!ends the 

f.llloving actions to ass"re the production lind dissemination of accurate in-

formation: (a) The Federal Government should e~tabli8h a procedure for 

screening all Federally-sponsored or funded information materials' for accu-

racy; (b) A moratorlUl11 should be declared on the production and dissemination 
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of new drug information materials to allow sufficient time for the development 

of necessary standards for accuracy and concept; (c) Policy makers should, in 

recognition of ignorance, about the impact of drug education, sedously consi

der declaring a moratorium on all drug education programs in the schools, at 

least until programs now in operation have been evaluated and realistic 

objectives have been developed. At the very least, State leg~slatures should 

repeal all statutes which now require drug education courses to be included 

in the public school curriculum. 

B. Federal 

The Federal government should fund prevention services through block and 

formula grants to the States, and sponsor basic research in the prevention 

area. The Federal government should also retain discretionary funds for 

direct assistance to innovative and experimental pr0Sl'ams, as well as to 

programs in communities receiving insufficient aid from the State. 

c. State 

The primary responsibility for designing a prevention strategy and oper

ating appropriate programs should reside at the State and local levels. Each 

State should es tablish a comprehensive, star,ewide drug dependence prevention 

program including a full range of prevention services. 

D. Community 

1. Prevention requires community-wide strategy in which all members of 

a cotmIlunity acquire information about drug use. 

2. Each community should give high priority to the development of crisis-' 

interVention services as part of its overall prevention services. 

18 
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VI. Research 

Congress sho~ld provide The Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Pre

vention with sufficient funds to design and direct an extensive program of 

research covering all studies touching on drug use. The Department Of Health, 

Education, and Welfare should participate in the design of the research plan 

to avoid overlap and maximize the cost-effectiveness of Federal research 

efforts. :1he research design itself should deal not only with the immediate 

information needed but also with requirements of future and long-term policy 

making. It should fund not only projects which produce quick results, but 

also those reqUiring several years to generate useful data. 

Rec.ommendations for Private. Institutions 

1. Health Professions 

1. Schools of medicine, pharmacy, nursing, and public health should in

clude in their curricula a block of instruction dealing with the social and 

medical aspects of drug use. 

2. The medical prof',ssion should prepare criteria for use of all psycho

active drugs in medical practice. These guidelines should st'!:ess restraint in 

use of sud. drugs, emphasizing that they are not a treatment of first resort 

and that when prescribed, they should be given in the smallest dosage units 

and doses possible. 

II. ~!'tical Industry 

A.. Manufacturers 

1. Manufacturers of psychoactive substances should undertake a major 

c",!psign to educate both health professionals and the public about the appro

priate role of theee drugs in treatment of conditions of anxiety, tenSion, 

and depression. 
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2. Advertising of proprietary, mood-altering ';L~U" should omit suggas

tions that the substances can result in pleasurable mood alteration or deal 

with malaise caused by stress or ~xiety. 

B. Retail Pharmacies 

At the retail level, nll pharmacists shoul" ',erHy the identity of per

sons seeking prescription psychoactive drugs. 

III. Alcohol Industry 

1. The alcohol beverage industry should take the lead in funding re

search into the nature of compulsive alcohol-using behavior and the relation 

between al"ohol use and traffic accidents, violent crimes, and domestic 

difficulties. 

2. Manufacturers and distributors of alcoholic beverages should inform 

the public that compulsive use of alcohol is the most destructive drug-use 

pattern in this nation. Advertising should emphasize moderate, responsible 

use and point out the dangers of excessive consumption. 

IV. Industry 

1. The business community should not reject an applicant solely on the 

basis of prior drug use or de",endence, unless the natu~e of the business 

compels doing so. 

2. Industry should consider alternatives to termination of employment 

for employees involved with drugs. Where the nature of the business allows, 

employees should be referred to company-run or other public and private 

rehabilitation or counseling programs. 

3. The fact of treatment and rehabilitation should be confidential to 

encourage employees to accept counseling and other assistance. 

20 
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V. Colleges and Universities 

1. Colleges and universi ties should make their policies and practices 

regarding drug use, including alcohol, expli.cit, unambiguous, and readily 

available to all students. 

2. Counseling, treatment and rel!abilitation programs on campus should 

ensure confidentiality to,their ljtutlent clients. 

VI. Mass Media 

Since government intervention is inappropriate here, the media, on their 

own initiative, must reexamine the impact of information messages on interest 

in psychoactive drugs. They should look not only at advertising, but also 

at anti-drug public service announcements, at program content _ and at news 

coverage of IIdrug stories". 

21 
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A PLEA FOR AMELIORA liON OF THE 
MARIHUANA LAWS* 

MICHAEL P. ROSENTHAL *. 
Professor Rosenthal argues that existing doubts about the 
seriousness :if the risks of using the drug and the heavy social 
costs of the present marihuana laws dictate an amelioration 
of those laws. 

The marihuana laws must be ameiiorated. Taking into account 
the known and likely risks of the drug and the social costs the mari
huana laws are exacting, they are far too stringent. 

By marihuana I mean only the plant Cannabis sativa and its 
parts-the stems, seeds, leaves, and flowering tops. The resin of the 
plant, derivatives of the plant or of the resin, and synthetic cannabis
like substances, such as synthetic tetrahydrocannabinols, are not in
cluded. It is appropriate to make this distinction because generally 
speaking, although the plant varies in strength, it is weaker than 
derivatives1 and synthetics and has less potential for harm. The greater 
strength of cannabis derivatives, with their greater potential for harm, 
may perhaps call for more stringent laws than does the plant itself. 

Just a year or two ago the position I espouse was somewhat less 
"respectable" than it is now. Bu~ recently more than one "responsible" 
body in the United States has urged amelioration of these laws, and 
two state legislatures have reduced penalties for some marihuana trans
actions. 

The Council on Mental Health alld the Committee on Drug 
Dependence of the American Medical Association and the Committee 
on Problems of Drug Dependence of the National Research Council, 
National Academy of Sciences, in a joint statement have advocated 
greater discrimination among different types of marihuana offenders. 
These groups pointed out that penalties for violations of the mari-

• This paper is based in part upon a speech delivered by the author at the symposium 
on drug dependence of the Texas Research Institute of MenIal Sciences, November 20·22, 
1968, and published in 2 ADVANCES IN MENTAL SCIENCE: DauG DEPENDENCE (W. McIsaac, 
et "I., ed •. ) (Univenity of Texas Prell, in press) • 

•• Professor of Law, The University of Texas; A.B., 1956, Columbia University; J.D .. 
1959, Columbia Univeruty; consultant on drug crimes to the National Commission on 
Reform of Fed~ral Criminal Laws 1908· ; consultant on dangerous drug legislation 
to the President's Commission On Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1966· 
67. T~e. opinion. ""pressed herein do not nec .... rlly rellect the views of either of the .. 
commiSSions. 

1 Cannabla resin II stronr.r than the plant itself. N.Y. County Medical Society, The 
Dang<Tous Drug Problem-I, 24 N.Y. MEDICINE 18 (1968); N.Y. County Medical Society, 
Th. DAngerous Drug Problem, 22 N.Y. MEDICINE 241, 246 (1966). 
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huana laws are often harsh and unrealistic and suggested that "equi. 
table penalties, insofar as they ennance respect for law, can contribute 
to effective prevention."~ 

A Harris County grand jury criticized "out·of-balance penalties" 
in Texas for possession and sale of marihuana. Stressing that penalties 
imposed for marihuana violations sometimes exceed the penalties 
imposed in murder cases, the grand jury said, "Surely this is not 
justice according to our national ideals, ideals which proclaim human 
life as of the greatest value."S And most important, both California~ 
and Alaska~ reduced penalties for possession of marihuana in 1968.· 

Recently enacted changes to the Federal Drug Abuse Con· 
trol Amendments are relevant also. Although they make simple pos
session of such drugs as LSD, barbiturates, and amphetamines a fed
eral crime for the first timeT (this law does not apply to marihuana), 
they provide that if a first offender is placed on probation and dis· 
charged before the expiration of the term of probation or if he satis
factorily complies with the conditions of probation, his conviction is 
automatically set aside, and he is to be given a certificate to that 
effect.8 According to the Senate report on the bill, the purpose of this 
provision is to "minimize the long-term adverse consequences upon 

. a youth of a conviction of a violation of the prohibition against pos
session of dangerous drugs.'" The provision, however, contains no 

2Cnuncilon Mental Health, et al., Marihuana and Society. 204 J.A.M.A. 1181, 1182 
(1968). 

I HARRIS Co. GRAND1U.Y REP., Aug. Term, App. No. I, 177th Dist. Ct. of Harris Co., 
Tex. (1966). (The city 0 Houston u located in Harris County.) 

'CAL. HEALTH" SAFETY CoO! I li5!1O (West 1964), as amended, (Supp. 1968). 
G ALAS. STAT. § 17.12.110(a) (Supp. 1969) (possession for personal use). The reduction 

in penalties for possession In Alaska was accompanied by an increase in penalties for 
diotribulion. ALAS. SlAT. § 17.12.110(b) (Supp. 1969). 

S In addition, penalties for possession under the Canadian Federal Narcotic Conlrol 
Act were reduced by providing for lesser penal lies upon summar/ conviction. 17 " 18 Eliz. 
2, c. 41, I 12 (1969), amending 9 " 10 Eliz. 2, c. 35, I 5(2) (1961). Prior 10 the amendment 
possession was trealed only as an indictable offense carrying a higher penalty. 

Also, the Brilish Advisory Commitlee on Drug Dependence (the "Wootton Commit· 
tee") recently recommended reduction in penalties for marihuana offenses. The com· 
mittee Itoted that ilS reoommendation for reducing penalties for simple possession was 
Int..nded "10 remove for practical purposes, the prospect of imprisonment for possession 
of II omalI amount and to demonstrate that tuing the drug in modeNUon is a relalively 
minor ollonse." ADvlsoav CoMMITttE ON DauG DEPENDENCE, CANNA~I' 28 (i968). The Bri· 
tl'h Government, however, rejected Ihe committee', recommendations. N.Y. Times, Jan. 24, 
1969, I I, at 2, col. 3. 

On December 14, 1968, the Board of Directors of the American ClvU l'.:\':1ertles Union 
announced Its opposition to criminal penal tie, for use and possession .:if marihuana. 
Memorandum 10 A.C.L.U. Academic Freedom Commiltee (Jan. 2, 1969). 

T 21 U.s.C. I !6Oa(c) (1964), as amended, (Supp. IV, 1009). . 
821 U.s.C. f 55! (1964), as Gmended, (Supp. IV, 1969). 
'SENAtE CoNN. ON U~PI AND PUBUC WELt'AIlE, S. REP. No. 1009 ON H.R. 14096,90lh 

Cong., 2d Sa •. 6 (1968). 
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restriction on the age of offenders eligible for treatment under it. Tile 
report also stated that 

testimony before Congress reflects concern among educators 
and sodal scientists that the indiscriminate enforcement of 
excessively severe drug laws increases disrespect for the law 
on the part of young people and tends to alienate them from 
society , . . . In one way or another every witness from the 
fields of science or medicine has expressed caution with 
respect to increased penalties for drug law violations.10 

These developments suggest the possibility that some widespread 
amelioration of the marihuana laws may become reality in the fore
seeable future. This would be extremely desirable. 

In considering whether the marihuana laws are appropriate, we 
must first consider the risks of use. At the present any attempt to 
judge the dangers of marihuana is itself fraught with danger. The 
statement that it is quite harmful will be criticized by some. 1;'he 
statement that it does not seem very harmful or not harmful at all 
will be criticized by others. But there are two things that can be said: 

First, there is much we do not know about the drug. :Present 
studies are not nearly definitive. Hopefully, studies now being spon
sored and that will be sponsored by the National Institute of Mental 
Health and other agencies will in a few years help illuminate the facts, 
but even these studies will not yield a complete picture of the effects 
of long-term use. 

Second, to paraphrase Dr. Jonathan Cole,l1 drug risks, like beauty, 
are often in the eye of the beholder. What is a very serious risk to 
some observers may be at most a minor risk or at, least not serious 
enough to warrant criminal punishment to others. Some may even see 
it as a desirable effect. What has been termed amotivation-"dropping 
out"-illustra~es this difference of viewpoint. A student may stop 
attending classes, he may lose interest, and his grades may drop. When 
these things occur we do not know what their relation to his use of 
marihuana is. Has it caused this state of affairs in a normal person who 
otherwise would not have dropped out? Ras it merely precipitated it 
in a predisposed person? Is his drug use itself only a symptom of 
dropping out? And even if use of marihuana does in some way con
tribute to "dropping out," one's views on how serious this condition 

10 ld. at 7. 
11 Superintendent, Boston Stlte Ho.pital, Boston, M..... Formerly Chief Psycho

phannacology Research Branch, National Institute of Mental Health. 
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is will influence his views m~ how serious the risks of marihuana are. 
Some may believe that this condition is unfortunate but certainly no 
reason to punish people. Others may find it a refreshing change from 
the usual pattern of our achievement-oriented society. Still others, 
however, may see a threat to the entire fabric of our society and ill 
morality. Furthermore, while some may say that the phenomenon of 
amotivation (assuming that use in some way "causes" it) demonstrates 
that marihuana has adverse psychic effects on the individual and con· 
sequently that prohibition and punishment for ti)ose who violate it 
are in order, others may say that the judgment that amotivation is 
bad is essentially a moral judgment and that the criminal law should 
not and cannot regulate morality. 

Actually, the dividing line between dangers to health (and dangers 
to psychic health in particular) and the regulation of morality is 
probably nonexistent. What is a danger to psychic health to one 
person is only a question of morality to another. Conceptions of 
mental health often involve moral judgments,12 and perhaps for some 
purposes, such as a person's yoluntary decision to begin psychotherapy 
or psychoanalysis because he decides he is not "mentally healthy," this 
is the way it should be. 'Whether deviations from a particular picture 
of health should be visited by the punishment of the state on the 
theory that a person is harming his psyche is yet another question. 

On the basis of what we now know, marihuana, as defined, is 
probably the least or among the least harmful of the hallucinogens 
controlled under federal law,Is and this is a fact relevant to the ap
propriate criminal controls on its use and distribution. 

Of course, the drug may turn out to be more harmful than some 
of us think it is, aI'd this complicates the question for the policy· 
maker. Another complicating factor is that attempts at change in the 
marihuarta laws start out from the position that distribution and use 
of the drug is now unlawful, rather than from the position that they are 
lawful. The question is whether highly punitive laws should be made 
less punitive and not whether a free commodity should be regulated 
for the first time. The starting point may be relevant to the lawmaker. 
If marihuana were a free commodity and efforts were being made to 
restrict its distribution and use, a greater showing of the drug's risks 
vis a vis the user's subjective feelings of benefit from its use would be 

12 See, e.g., K. HORNEY; NEUROSIS AND HUMAN GROWTH 14 (1950) (certain neurotic 
uends in'/olve "a fundamental problem of moraiity'1. 

". Se~ autharitico dted note 1 s .. pra. 
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required. It is now restricted, however, :lnd it may turn out to be more 
harmful than some of us believe and as or even more harmful than 
others believe. If the law does act as a deterrent to use," and if st)ciety 
wants neither to approve or endorse use, the loss of this detenellt 
through "legalization" (much as distribution and use of alcohol is le
galized) might well be regretted at a later date.H • Legalization, com:ei\'
ably, might lead in time to a substantial public health problem, and 
the decision to legalize could turn out to be irreversible. Even if such 
a decision were not irreversible, it is doubtful whether switching 
from one course to another and then back again would be likely to 
enhance respect for social policy or those who make it. Moreover, 
given that marihuana is restricted, a decision to legalize distribution 
and use, even if not intended to express social approval of use, may be 
more likely to be taken as that and may be more likely to influence 
conduct'~ than a decision not to restrict a free commodity. Although 
any attempt to ameliorate the marihuana laws-whether by reducing 
permissible penalties even by one day, by repealing laws prohibiting 
simple possession and use itself, or by at least minimizing these offenses 
while retaining restrictions on distribution-might be "misinterpreted" 
by some, it is unlikely that most alternatives short of legalization would 
be misinterpreted to the same extent as legalization would. And there 
is reason for taking measures such as these despite the risk that some 
persons may mistake them for a limited license to use the drug. 

Regardless of whether legalization of marihuana would be war
ranted at the present time, the widely held doubts about how exten
sive the risks of the drug are and the costs of marihuana laws, require 
alternatives to current penalties and current offenses. The uncertainty 
concerning how harmful marihuana is-with the possibility that its 
use may involve risks (such as psychosis) whose extent or relationship 
to marihuana (as the term is used here) are now unclear or debatable," 

14 I believe it does deter some people, but how m~ny is another question. 
Half marihuana, however, should turn out 10 be less harmful than alcohol and 

tobacco, to the extent an increase in the use of marihuana involved switching from either 
of these drugs to it, the results would be beneficial. 

15 It should be noted, however, that regardless to what extent changes in law inHuenee 
conduct. the only empirical study coming to my attention that has dealt with the effect 
of changes in the law on morality concluded th~t in the shon-run people's moral jUdgments 
are only minimally affected by their knowledgt< or belief about the state of the law. See 
Walker & Argyle. Does the Law Affect Moral1udgm."t1. 4 BRlT. J. Cm!. 570 (1964}.,On 
the other hand. there is some evidence that the repeal of prohibitory laws may result in an 
increase in the conduct involved. S~e Andenaes. The General Prev.",ti,"e Effects 0/ Prll/is',· 
ment. 114 U. PA. L. REV. 949. 964 (1966) (abortion). 

16 Marihuana may diston perception while. unlike alcohol. not making the user aware 
that tm=ption is distorted and not incapacitating him. Consequently there may be 
danger in the performance of certain skilled tasks such as driving. See Hearings on H.R. 
14096 Be/ore the Subcomm. on Public Health and Wel/ar. 0/ the House Comm. on Inter
slate and Foreign Com"",rc., 90th Cong~ 2d Seso. 169 (1968) (.u,tement by D.'. Stanley 
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lack of reliable information on the effects of long· term use, and the 
fact that exten~ive study of the drug is really just beginning, may ~ug. 
gest that legalizing the drug at the present time in the absence of a 
general public demand for it would be premature. However, the same 
ullcertainty about how harmful the drug is-with the possibility that 
dangers that may be feared as possibilities but have not been verified, 
may turn out to be nonexistent-make current grading of penalties 
and perhaps definition of offenses inappropriate. With such ullcer
tainty about the effects of the drug, it is inappropriate to permit 
punishments as harsh as those we currently permit.11 

F. Yolles, Director of the National Institute of Mental Health) lhereinafter cited as 1968 
House H.arings). But cf. Weil, Zinberg 8: Nelsen, Clinical an PS)'chological EDects 0' 
Marihuana in Man, 162 SciENCE 12S4, 1241 8: n.26 (1968). This would not in itself, how· 
ever, necessarily preclude legaliution because the problem could be met by lesser me,sUles 
than total prohibition. See Rosenthal, Dang'Tous Drug LegiSlation in the United Slates: 
Recommenaations and Comments, 45 TEXAS L. REV. 1037, 1119·20 (1967). Also, even if 
use of marihuana is a consequence of dropping out rather than a cause of it, the 
preoccupation with the drug and the drug world that characterizes some persons habituated 
to marihuana (or other mind·altering drugs) may make it mOre difficult for those persom 
to solve !h~ir underlying problems or to make "an adequate adjustment to a complex 
society" than had they not become deP'=ndent on <;he dru~. S •• 1968 House Hearings, 5IIpra. 
On !lie other hand, it is conceivable that being a chrome user may be the "best" adjust· 
ment that some people are capable of. 

The relationship between use of marihuana and psychosis, use of ather drull', crime, 
binh defects, and amotivation is unclear. See generally PRESIDENT'S COMM'N ON LAw E~· 
roaCEMENT AND ADMINISTMTION OF JU511CE, TASIl FoaCE REP.: NARCOTICS AND D~UG ABUSE 
15 (1967) (crime and violence, psychosis and other drug effects) [hereinafter cited as TASK 
FORCEl; CALIFORNIA JOINT LEGISLATIVE CO.IM. FOR REVISION OF THE PENAL CODE, DRUGS, 
Part 1: Marihuana, ch. 2 (aggression), ch. S (heroin use), ch. 4 (psychosis and other drug 
effects) (Proposed Tentative Draft 1968) [hereinafter cited as CALIFORNIA JOINT LEGISLATIVE 
CaM"'.]: McGlothlin, Cannabis: if Reference, THE MI>aIHUI>NA PAPERS 401 (Solomon ed. 
1966) (crime and violence, psychosis and other drug effects): Murphy, Th. Cannabis 
HabIt: if Review of Recent Psychiatric Literature, 15 BULL. NARCOTICS No. I, at 15 (196R) 
(same). For example, while some marihuana users become psychotic or have psychotic 
episodes, evidently a rare occurrence in the United States, it IS unclear what parr, if an,. 
the drug plays in these occurrenc,,". Does it induce psychosis in individuals who woulti' 
Ito':. suffered a psychosis anyway? Are psychoses seen in Users not attributable to or 
connected with use of the drug at all? 

17 For example, the federal marihuana laws make distribution (including gift,), 
importation, and handling <the drug in various ways with knOWledge that It has unlawfulh 
been imported punishable by mandaLOry minimum tenns of five to twenty years imprisou, 
ment and a maximum fine of $20,000 (or a first offense and ten to forty years imprisonment 
and a maximum fine of $20,000 for subsequent offenses. 26 U.s.C. §§ 4742(a), 7237(bJ 
(1964): 21 U.S.C. § 176(a) (1964). Prebation and suspended sentence are unavailable. 2G 
U.s.C. f 7237(d) (1964); 21 U.S.C. 1176(a) (1964), Distributors to minors are punished evell 
more severely. 26 U.s.C. f 7257(b) (1964). With only minor exceptions, penalties for federal 
marihuana VIOlations are the S2llle as penalties for violations relatin!! to opiate. and cocaine. 

WhUe 26 U.s.C. I .744(a) (1964) prohibits, inter alia, acquiSItion, transportation, 01' 
concealment by a penon reqUIred to pay the transfer tax on marihuana who bas not paid 
the tax, the Supreme Coun has held that if a defendant who would otherwise stand in 
violation of this provision properly claims the privilege against self Incrimination he has a 
CXlIllplete defense to a prosecution based on it. Leary v. United States, 595 U.s. 6 (1969); 
United States v. Covington, 395 U.s. 57 (1969). 

In response to the uary and Covington ='"' the Nixon administration has sponsored 
legislation that would di"'~t1y prohibit limple possession of marihuana.S. 2657, 91st 
COn!!.!, ht Seu. I 8 (1969). ThIS offense would be punishable like violations of 26 U.s.C . 
• "7~.) (111M): lint offel\lCS by " minimum prison tenn of two yean, .. maximum of len 
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In most states the distribution of marihuana, including noncom· 
mercial distribution (for example, as a gift), is punished as a felonyY 
~ot only is it treated as a felony, but it is often punished as a very 
high degree felony with long terms of imprisomllent permitted.10 1\1 
fact, marihuana is defined as a narcotic drug under the laws of all but 
a few st:ltes, and the permissible punishments for distribut:on (in
cluding g:fts) are much more often than not the same as those that 
apply to offenses involving opiates and cocaine.20 The level of permis
sible penalties for a single small distribution of marihuana ill some 
states may approximate those prescribed for such traditional crimes 
against person or property as larceny, burglary, aggravated assault, un· 
aggravated robbery, kidnapping, arson, unaggravated forcible rape. or 
even second degree murder.21 • is difficult to see how this treatment 
is consistent with ideals that proclaim human life as "the greatest 
value."22 

Simple pm:session of marihuana is more often than not treated like 
'ears. and a maximum fine of $20,000. second offenses by a mandatory minimum term 
of five yean, a maximum 01 tweoty yean. and a maximum line of $20,000; third and 
SUbsequent c;!fenses by a mandatory minimum term at ten yean, by a maltimum of twent)' 
vean. and by a nla.~imum fine of $20.000. 26 U.s,C. § 7257(a) (1964). Suspension of sentence 
:md probation ore unavailable for second and subsequent offenses. 26 U.s.C. § 7237(d) 

(19€~he Nixon administration has also sponsored an omnibus drug bill which would. in 
effect, replace most existing federal narcotics. marihuana, and dangerous drug legisl.tion. 
s. 2637, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). This bill would also directly prohibit simple J'Ossession 
of nlarihuana. § 501(d). Penalties wOllld also parallel the penalties for violation of 26 
U.s.C. § 4744(a) (1964), §§ 501(d). 50S(b), except that in the case of a first offender the 
court would have discretion. with the """sent of the defendant, to place the defendant 
on probation without entering a judgment of conviction, and if the defendant salis[actorilj' 
complied with the conditions of probation, the proceedings would be dismissed and no 
conviction would be entered. § 507. 

In addition the omnibus bill would raise the maltimum fine for. inter alia, unlawful 
distribution and importation of marihuana to $25,000 for a first offense and $50,000 for a 
sub.equent offense. §§ 501(a), 501(c)(I). 508(a), It would also raise penalties for transactions 
inV\>l'ving LSD and other hallucinogens. n 2Q2(.). 5OJ(c)-(d), 506. 508(a)·(b). 

In Texas. distributions (again including gifts) are punishable by five years to lifc 
illlprisonment for a first offense and by ten yean to life imprisonment for subsequent 
,,(ienses. Possession is puniJhable bY' two years to life imprisonment for a first offense and 
I>y ten years to life imprisonment for subsequent offenses. Neither suspension of selltence 
no~ probation are available (0, second or subsequent offenses. TEX. PENAL CODE ANN, art. 
'125b, § 25 (Supp. 1968). as amended, Tex. Law> 1969, ch' 242. § I, at 703. A second 
offense ot distribution to a minor may result in imposition of the death sentence. 1'£1<. 
PENAL CODE ANN. aIt. 72!ib. I 25. as amended, Tel<. Laws 1969. ch. 242. ft I, at 703. 

IB See W. EwIllOCE, NAROOTICS AND THE LAw 177·231 (App. B) (2d ed. 1967). 
lHd. 
201d. 
21 In New Yorl:, for example. a distribution of marihuana is punishable less severely 

than murder, forcible tape. or kidnapping; as .. verely as some burglarie.; more severely 
than othen. and less severely than still others; as severeiy as unaggrav~ted arson; as 
severely as some grand lareeni ... and more severely than othen; as severely ~. some x<>b· 
beries, more severely than othe ..... and less severely'than still othera. 

In I;;alifomia a distribution of marihuana is punishable as ",v.rely as second degree 
mu,der. 

22 See note 5 supra. 
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simple possession of opiates and cocaine, often as a felony.23 In those 
states that prohibit use or being under the influence of the drug, tIll' 
penalties are often less severe than for possession.24 But this is no cun. 
solation for the user because he is typically found in possession of the 
drug and charged accordingly. At the least a statute could distinguish 
marihuana from more dangerous forms of cannabis such as hashish (can. 
nabis resin), other cannabis derivatives, and synthetic tetrahydrocan. 
nabinols. If it were thought desirable, transactions in these substance., 
could be punished more severely than transactions in the plant and 
in parts of the plant itself.25 

Relevant also to the wisdom of the marihuana laws are their 
costs. Scholars and others are increasingly beginning to pay attention 
to them,28 and I do not propose to duplicate those discussions. Some 
of the leading costs should be discussed, however, for even if they m'!)' 

not yet be great enough to warrant legalization of marihuana, the}' 
do point to amelioration of the laws. 

The extent to which marihuana is used is germane to the ques· 
tion of how substantial the costs of thest: laws are. Assuming that an 
undesirable effect of the law, anticipated or not, is a cost, the burden 
of the cost often varies directly, if not perfectly, with the extent of the 
effect. There is unanimous agreement that use of marihuana is in· 
creasing.2T Many believe it is increasing rapidly. While there arl! man)' 
regular users, some of whom are probably psychologically dependent 
on the drug or "multi-habituated,"28 there is also much experi. 
mentaPG and occasional use; many users try the drug once or a few 
times and then stop. Unfortunately, WE do not really know either how 
widespread use is or how fast use is increasing. Beliefs of users, of those 

2& See note 18 supra. 
2t Id. 
25 Neither marihuana nor these other .ubstances should be classified a.< n2fcotics. 

While marihuana may on occasion produce sleep. this effect is clearly overshadowed by ilS 
other effects. If these drugs are to be classified, they should be clasSIfied as hallucjnogen!. 

26 CALIFORNIA JOINT l.ECI!LATIV£ COM"., supra note 16. eh. I; H. PACItER, TH£ LI!dtTl 
OF THE CaIMINAL SANCTION 387·41 (1968); Kadi61l, The Crisis 01 OVOTCTiminalization, gr·l 
THE ANNALS 157 (1967); Kaplan, Foreword to Project-Marihuana LAws: An Empirical 
Study ~I Enforcement and Admini .• lration in Los Angeles County, 15 U.C.L.A.L. RH. 
1501 (1968). See also Skolnick, Coercion to Virtue: The Enforctment 01 Morau, 41 S. CAL. 
L. REV. 598 (1968). 

21 E.g .. TASK 'FORCE, '''PTa note 16, at 21, 24 (Blum, Mind·Altering Drugs and Danger· 
ous Behavior: Dangerous Drugs); 1968 House Hearings, supra note 16. at 106·07 (statement 
of Hon. Henry L. Giordano, former Commissioner of the Bureau of Narcotics), 177 (stale' 
ment of Dr. Yolles): R. BLUM II: AssocIATES, SoCIETY AND Daues: DRUGS I, at 242 (1969) [here· 
ill2.fter cited as BLUM, DaU<',s Ij. 

28 "[Wlhere a penon tal.es many different drugs and appears dependent, but not on 
anyone of them," TASK fOllC£, '"pra note 16, at 24. 

2DId. 
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promoting use, of nonusers, of those who want to see the laws ame
liorated, of those who want to see no changes in the laws, or of th05e 
who want penalties increased, may often be suspect because of the in
terest of the person or group making the claim or because living :.15 

so many of us do in our own little worlds, we sometimes find it hard 
to believe that there are other worlds in which people believe and act 
differently.30 

Unfortunately also, the marihuana laws are probably in good part 
themselves responsible for our lack of any solid figures on the extent 
of use because when conduct is unlawful, it is difficult to obtain 
reliable information concerning its incidence. Moreover, when the 
conduct prohibited involves a willing transaction between two parties, 
neither of whom have reason to complain, it is even more difficult 
to obtain such information. 

In any event, estimates of persons in the United States who have 
used marihuana at least once range from hundreds of thous~nds to 
twenty million. In March, 1966, the New York Coi.jnty Medical Society 
referred to "hundreds of thousands of persons who have had one or a 
few marihuana experiences."81 In testimony before tbe Subcommittee 
on Public Health and Welfare of the House Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce, Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, Director of the National 
Institute of Mental Health stated 

In the United States, we are not quite sure of the exact 
extent of the problem. Estimates as high as 20 million have 
been made, but it is much more likely in the neighborhood 
of 4 to 5 million persons have used it at least once.B2 

Use among persons in the eighteen to thirty age group (many of whom 
are from middle class backgrounds) and ~.mong persons of high school 
age (many of whom are also from middle class backgrounds)S8 is gen
erally considered higher than use in other age groups. While campus 
and high school use is usually stressed, use among young professionals 

so A ",cent study of drug Use at five California college. and universities found that 
sometimes user estimates of the frequency of use were more nearly correct than nonuser 
estimates and concluded that they mould not be discounted. R. BLUM 8< AsSOCIATES. 
STUDENTS /.ND DRUGS: DRUGS II, at 147, 163 (1969). Apparently. nonuser.; may underestimate 
Use as easily as USers mal overestimate use. _ ; 

81 Medical Society 0 County of N.Y •• Th. Dangerous Drug Problem, 22 N.Y. l\IEIllCl"E 
241. 242 (1966). 

831968 How. H •• rings, supra nOte 16. at 177. Another estimate is that there may be 
one million or more marihuana users in the United States. Fort, Social Problems of Drug 
U •• Gnd D .... g Policie •• 56 CAUl'. L. REV. 17.22 n.29 (1968). 

" TAl .. Fa~CE • ... pra note 16. at 21; BLUM. DRUGS I. supra 1.Iote 'J:l. at 242. 
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also seems to be ino·easing,a. and there are a growing number of 
accounts of junior high school and grammar school use. 

Between the estimates of hundreds of thousands and twenty mil· 
lion, the number of persons in the United States who have tried mario 
huana is unclear. Moreover, the estimates are usually cumulative use or 
cumulative incidence figures only. They usually speak of persons who 
have used the drug at least once and do not usually deal with fre
quency of use or how recent the last use was. Such information would, 
of course, be helpful in assessing the extent and seriousness of the 
problem. 

Arrest statistics have built-in limitations. While they may furnish 
some indication of trends in the incidence of the conduct for which 
arrests are made, they primarily measure law enforcement activity and 
priorities.s5 Consequently, increases in arrests cannot necessarily be 
taken as a good measure of the incidence of the conduct for which 
arrests are made. Neverthe~ess, for what it is worth, marihuana arrests 
have been increasing rapidly. Federal Bureau of Narcotics figures show 
that state marihuana arrests reported to the Bureau rose from 4,113 
in 1960 to 54,468 in 1967.80 The figure for 1966 was 27,822,37 mean
ing that arrests reported to the Bureau virtually doubled during 1967. 
California reported 26,527 adult drug arrests for marihuana offenses 
in 1967 compared with 14,209 in 1966 and 4,245, 3,386, and 3,433 in 
1960, 1961, and 1962, respectively.ss During the same period Cali
fornia also reported 10,987 juvenile marihuana arrests in 1967 com
pared to 4,034 in 1966 and 910, 408, and 310 in 1960, 1961, and 1962, 
respectively.8~ Preliminary data from California for 1968 show the 
trend continuing with 33,753 adult arrests and 16,754 juvenile 
arrests.·o In addition, the California figures for 1967 show that over 
thirty-five percent of the adults arrested during that year for mari
huana offenses had no prior criminal record whatsoever and that over 
forty percent had only a minor criminal record_41 

34 TASK FORCE, supra note 16, at 3. 
IG In addition, reponing to the compiling agency i, often incomplete or inaccurate. 

S .. generally Mandel, Problems with Official Drug Statistics, 21 STAN. L. REV. 991 (1969\. 
On problems relating to arrest statistics see BUREAU OF CRIMINAL STATISTICS, CALlFOR:S1 \ 
DEP'T OF JUSIlCE, D~tlG AIUlESTS AND DISPOSITIONS IN CALIFORNIA 1967, at 2-3 [hereinafter 
cited as DRUG AUESTS 1967]. 

31 Letter from Henry L. Giordano, former AsIociate Director of the new Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs and former Commissioner of the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics, to the author, June 20, 1968. 

37 Td. 
88 DRUG ARRESTS 1967, supra note 55, at 4 (Table a). 
8~ ld. at 5 (Table b). 
40 BUREAU OF CRIMINAL STATISTICS, CAUFORNIA Du'T OF JUSTICE, 1968 DRUG ARRESrS IS 

CAUl'OaNIA 4-7 (Tables 5 " 4) (Advance Report 1969). 
U Dave A • ., ..... 1967, supra note 55, at 64 (Table 1-10). ~izur" and purch .... o( 
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Chief among' the costs of the marihuana laws IS that they crimi· 
nalize'2 large numbers of people, many of whom are youllg anel tIe· 
"eloping and many of whom appear to ha"e no prior criminal recurd 
or at most only a minor record. They criminaHze in two general ways. 
First, those who are con"icted are the ones obviously criminaliLcd. 
Some of these may go to jail or prison;48 others may not. Even if a 
person is not incarcerated but is fined, given a suspended sentence, 01' 

placed on probation, the fact remains that he has a criminal record, 
whether that record is for a felony or a misdemeanor. Probably never 
before in our history has the mere possession of a criminal record been 
as serious and detrimental as it is today. A conviction may adversely 
affect opportunities in employment and education. For example, the 
Board of Regents of the University of Texas System has promulgated 
a regulation providing for mandatory expulsion from the university 
of any student "finally convicted of" or "placed on probation for" 
selling, possession, or using "a drug or narcotic."H At another time, it 
may have been that the consequences of a conviction could be for· 
gotten, but in the complex society that we live in, a man's history, be 
it one of con"iction or not, follows him. 

Moreover, the consequenres of conviction have become partic
ularly meaningful as marihuana has spread to the middle class. The 
middle class person convicted of crime really has something to lose. 
Employment and educational opportunities are meaningful oppor
tunities to him. Being an adjudged criminal, with all the stigma that 

marihuana t.\ the UnitLoQ. States and at portS and borders by federal authorities reported 
by the Federal Bureau of Narcotics increased from 1,890.3 kilograms in 1960 to 27,914.98 
in 1961. BURF.AU OF NARCOTICS. U.s. TREASURY DEPT, TRAFFIC IN OPIUM AND Ont£ll 
DANCEROUS DRUGS Tcompare Table 8, at 72 (I~eo) with Table 6, at 43 (1967)J. (A kilogram 
is the equivalent of 2.2 pounds.) The corresr..,nding figure for 1966 was 10.780.12 kilograms. 
less than one·half the 1967 total. ld. at 45-(Table 6) (1966). Seizure figure. also primarily 
measure law enforcement actiVity. 

42 S •• generally CAUFORNIA JOINT LECiSLATIVE COM., •• supra note 16. ch. I (by J. 
Kaplan); Kaplan, For<wo,.d. supra note 26. 

48 Some marihuana offenders, of course, are sent to jail or prison. While the effects of 
incarceration depend SO much on both the individuill and the kind of institutional 
experience be is SUbjected to. institutionalization carrie. with it the pOSSibility that the 
offender will, because of ar.sociation with hardened criminals or for oilier reasons, become 
worse rather than better Cor bis experience. Also, large numbers of marihuana offenders 
are middle class pe""ns to whom our correctional systems may generally have less to offer 
than they do to an underprivile~ed person. While at their best, given the realities of our 
institutions, they DIal' offer vocational training and some educational opportunities that an 
underprivileged offender might not otherwise have access to, these opportunities would 
seem to be geared to the needs of the iII·trained and ill·educated rather than to .the 
needs of most middle·class offenders. Cr. Letter from Hon. Richard A. McGee to judge 
John W. Oliver, in Oliver, A Judge Loo/cs at LSD, 82 FED. PaoB., Mar., 1968. at 0, )0 
(1968) • 

• , Rnles and R"gulations of the 1Ioard ot Regents ot the University of Texas' System 
for the Government of the University of Texas System, Part I. ch. 6. § 8.3 (Apr. 20. 1!l68 . 
• s am.fifl.d, Mar. 14, 1969). 
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attends it, may be as or more meaningful to a middle class person than 
incarceration may be to a person who has few options in life. 

Perhaps most important, to the extent that the use of marihuana may 
be a symptom of alienation from society," a judgment of conviction 
may deepen the alienation of the user.4' Criminal conviction is a pal" 

ticularly strong form of social condemnation. Conviction of a user rna)' 
make both the user and others think of him as a criminal or "Ollt· 
sider:'47 It may deepen the user's loss of respect for a society at kist 
one of whose values he does not share. Conviction may thus alienate the 
user further [rom society.48 It may also alienate those who were not 
alienated before, and to the extent that a conviction may interfere with 
opportunities in a person's life, it may compound alienation even mon·. 

The danger of further alienating the alienated extends beyond those 
who are convicted to those who are arrested, and beyond them to those 
who never come in contact with the law. An arrest is recorded, while 
acquittal or dismissal of a charge often is not. Merely labeling users 
(and sellers also) as members of a criminal class may make both them· 
selves and others think of them as criminals or "outsiders" and thus 
further alienate them from society}9 This danger may be compounded 
when so many people, whether rightly or wrongly, believe that mario 
huana is not or is negligibly harmful and view our harsh laws (partic. 
ularly against possession and use) as unjust or irrational. There is dis· 
respect for the marihuana laws, and the indications are that it is 
becoming more acute as the number of users and others who think 
these laws are unjust or irrational increases. In addition, the mario 
huana laws-regulating, as they do, consensual conduct-are difficult 
to enforce, and enforcement must be irregular. GO This too may increase 

'0 By alienation X mean a sense of nonbelonging or apartn .. ,; a feeling that the 
valu< .. and doings of the mainstream of the society are irrelevant to one's life. This mly 
be tran,lated into either noninvolvement or hostility. See generally 1963 House Hearings. 
supra note 16, at 179·80 (statement of Dr. YoIles). 

"'a Of course, conviction also may sometimes alienate offenders who arc not alienated 
already. 

41 The word is Howard Becker' •• See H. BECI<E1<, OtrrSlDEltS (1966). 
~8 See generally H. BECltER, OtrrSlDEltS passim (1966); E. ScHUR, CRlMf.5 W11110l:', 

VICTtMS 5·7 (1965); }'ort, Social and Legal Response to Pleasure.giving Drugs. ill 
UTOPIATES 205, 221 (R. Blum ed. 1964) ("An added consequence of present pl'Ocedurcs 
with all the drugs but alcohol is to create in the illicit user a negative self·image and 
added diffiCUlty in finding em?Ioyment, which perpetuates and intensi6es any social 
alienation:,). I am not necessarIly claiming that criminal sanctions for marihuana users 
increase use, although it is certainly possible that some persons may be affirmati"ely 
attracted to usc by its illegality or because they view penalties as inappropriate. See TAS~ 
FORCE, supra note 16, at 25. I make the point that criminal .anctions may reduce use and 
influence users to stop use and still compound alienation. 

49 Set E. SCHU •• supra note 48, at 5·7. , 
150 Set Project--Marihu4fJ4 LAws: An Empirical Study of Enforcement and Ad",inistra' 

tion in Los Angelts CO'lnL)" 15 U.C.L.A.L. REv. 1499, 1539·42 (1968). Enforcement mal' 
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disrespect for the marihuana laws,51 and disrespect for them may lc;'cl 
to a more generalized disrespect for law and for our institutions.~2 

If use of marihuana should be as widespread as some of the esti
mates claim, and if it continues to spread, the consequences of the 
marihuana laws will be to label as criminal an increasingly substantial 
segment of our population and further lO alienate the alienated on a 
larger scale. Even under conservative estimates of lise, the risk that hy 
criminalizing we may be compounding alienation is a substantial one 
because the largest group of users seems to be persons of high school 
and college age and persons in their twenties. There is nothing novel 
in pointing out that this is a critical generation because it is the gen
eration of tomorrow and at the same time probably a generation more 
alienated from its elders than any other of recent memory. To the ex
tent that the marihuana laws criminalize and contribute to the aliena
tion of this generation, they adversely affect not only a quantitatively 
but a qualitatively significant element of our society.53 

Of course, as long as dominant public attitudes generally disap
prove of use of marihuana, users (and sellers too) would be considered 
deviant even if marihuana were to be legalized. It often is difficult to 
distinguish deviancy as defined by socia1 attitudes from those attitudes 
given effect in law generally or in the criminal law in {><1rticular.r.4 To 
the extent social attitudes view use of marihuana as deviant, merely 
taking use or possession for personal use out of the ambit of the crimi
nallaw will not wipe out the deviancy of the user. The criminal law, 
however, is in many ways the most powerful form of official social 
condemnation in our society, and when a social judgment of deviancy 
is accompanied by criminalization, the judgment is heavy indeed. Just 
as the criminal law reinforces the social judgment, removal of criminal 
sanctions may lessen the harshness of the social judgment. 

The harshness of this social judgment should be relieved as much 
as possible. The verified dangers of marihuana do not warrant such 
severe judgments as our legislatures have commonly made. Of course, 
criminal sanctions are cC'.!!!!!lonly .'V!!;!ted upo!! the ::UenatcdJ t..i.c dis. 
affected, the disturbed, and those who present psychiatric problems 

also bear 1II0re heavily on lower economic and social das"",, minorities. and hippie 
communities. S .. CALIFORNIA JOINT WISLATIV£ CoMM~ supra nole 16, th. 1; Project, supra, 
at 1541-42. 

G1 s .. Record at 122·24, Unilc:d Stales v. MUII1lX, Crim. No. 5527 (W.O. Mo .• Aug. 21, 
1967) (testimony of Dr. lUchard H. Blum). ' ' 

G2 See CALIFORNIA JOINT LECISLATIVE CoMM., supra notc 16, th. 1; H. PACKER, supra 
nOle 26, at SW-4J. 

.s See ForI, Social Problems 01 Drvg Use and Drug Politi .. , llipra nole S2, at 23. 
M See E. 5cHva, supra nole ~8, al 6. 
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unless they fail to meet standards of criminal responsibility thal "ppl~ 
to the generality of crimes. Since, however, criminalization is gencralh 
the strongest official mark of condemnation and deviance our s(ldet~ 
possesses, the criminal law should not be used against these persolll 
unnecessarily. 'Vhile not all who try marihuana are alienated, mUlh 
less disturbed or in need of psychiatric care, alienation seems to be S0 

much a major problem that criminalization should be treated quite 
circumspectly. 

Moreover, many, if not most, American users apparently are ex. 
perimental users. Certainly, the consequences of criminalization \\'Olllr! 
seem to be least warranted in the case of the experimenter. A slll~ll 
transgression or even a small number of transgressions, especially-blll 
not exclusively-when committed by the young and developing, should 
not be the basis for permanently scarring a person's life. This is part of 
the rehabilitative ideal. While that ideal is usually spoken of in COll

nection with sentencing after conviction of crime, it should be given 
weight in formulating definitions of criminality also. 

Much of my discussion up to this poin': could support legalization 
of marihuana.~~ Users of marihuana often give it away, share it with 
friends, exchange it. act as agents of friends in securing it, and sell it.5O 

Some users sell it for profit in order to support themselves through 
school. Nonusing sellers may also be alienated; they too may have 
something tu lose by a conviction. Social policy, however, rarely-and. 
more often than not. properly-exalts one policy to the complete exclu
sion of all others. If legalization of the drug would at present be pre
mature, sellers could still be amenable to punishment even though 
conviction may have adverse collateral consequences in foreclosing 

[iii Becanse the marihuana laws prohibit consensual transactions, enforcement h 
difficult. Consequently, there is need for use of informers, undercover agents, and searches 
to enforce them, and practices approaching entrapment sometimes occur. These methods 
Or enforcement, often regarded critically, are also costs of the law. See generally CALtFORN\.\ 
JOINT LEGISLATIVE Com, .. supra note 16, ch. I; H. PACKER, supra nNe 26, at 337·41; J. 
SKOLNICK, JUSTICE WITIlOUT TRIAL ch. 6·7 (1966); Kadish, The Crisis of Overcriminalization, 
supra note 26; Skolnick, Coercion to Virtue: The Enforcement of Morals, supra note 26: 
Project, supra note 50, at 1515·37; Note, Hallucinogens, 68 COLUM. L. REV. 521, 552·54 
(1968). WhUe elimination of the simple possession offense or reduction of penalties for 
simple possession would reduce these costs, they could be eliminated only by "legalization" 
of sale and possession. As lonl)' as sales are unlaWful, use of informants and underco"er 
agents is necessary, and practIces approaching the borderline of entrapment are likely 
to occur. Moreover, as long as possession with intent to sell is unlawful-even if posses
sion for personal use is not-searches will occur. The further cost of reqUiring users to 
associate with criminals wi\l not he eliminated completely as long as sale i. unlawful. 

GOS .. CALIFORNIA JOINT LEGISLATIVE COM"., supra nete 16, at 153 ("Our data indicate 
that over 20% of the users of marihuana have sold the drug on occasion in small 
quantity, to friends who tacitly agree they will return the favor if the drug becomes 
a,·ail.ble to them In the future."). 

... 
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opportunities and even though criminalization may further reinlorce 
alienation and negative self-images. 

These negative results may be outweighed by the attempt to keep 
some semblance of control over use of the drug. Restrictions on com
mercial trafficking would seem to have a greater potential for control
ling u~e57_to the extent that use can ever be kept under control-thau 
restrictions on use itself, possession for personal use, or even noncom
mercial distribution. Consequently, a balance can be struck by mini
mizing sanctions for the latter while pre;cribing significant (though 
not inordinate) sancLions for the former. Either sanctions on use and 
possession for personal use could be abandoned, or, for det.errent pur
poses, present criminal penal ties could be replaced by a civil violation 
-with the only sanction being a fine or, in addition, a period of proba
tion, satisfactory completion of which would result in reduction or 
remission of the fine. 58 Incarceration would not be permitted, the civil 
violation would not constitute a criminal conviction, and the offender 
would not have a criminal record.G9 Possibly, a first-time transgression 
should result solely in the issuance of a written warning by the law en
forcement officer, with only subsequent transgressions being treated as 

07 In addition, the distributor by definition makes the drug available to others. 
while the uscr .. possessor mayor may not. \Vhen marihuana is unavailable. however. somc 
users switch to more powerful drugs such as hashish (cannabis resin), amphetamines. and 
LSD. N.Y. Time., Sept. 17, 1969, at I, col. I. This suggests that to the extent the avail· 
ability of marihuana prevents people from using more powerful drugs, measures lending 
to increase the availabillty of marihuana W';:;~I be desirable. . 

ti8 Possession for personal use could br f ~ •• ~ )guishcd from po~ession for the purpo:-c 
of distribution in one of several way~,.: (:..~. :l"~~. prosecution could be required to prove 
beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused ~;,.,.;cssed for the purrose of distribution; (2) 
the accused could be required to pro,. \>y a preponderance 0 the evidence th.t he 
possessed for personal use! or, altern2.ti~ ."j , this dctcnnination could be made as a 
sentencing decision; or (8) the Iegislatu__ could make a rough distinction between 
possessors who are likely to use and possessors who are likely to distribute on the basis 
of the quantity possessed; possession of more than' a specific small quantity would rc.mlt 
in treatment as a distributor. 

It can be argued that federal abandonment of a sal,ction nn possession for personal 
u<e or simple po<session would conflkt with the obligations of the United States under 
the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, May 15, 1967, [I967J 18 U.S.T. 1407, T.I.A.S. No. 
6298. 520 V.N.T.s. 204. Article 83 of the Convention states that "[tJhe parlies shal! not 
permit the possession of drugs except under legal authority," and Aniele 86·1 provides 
that 

[sJubject to its constitutional limitations, each Party shal! adopt such measures 
as will insure that ••. possession ••• of drugs contrary to the provisions of this 
Convention ••• shall be punishable offences when committed intentionally, and 
that serious offences shall be liable to adequate punishment particularly by im
prisonment or othe,· penalties of deprivation of liberty. 

Despite this language, I believe that a strong case can be macle for the view that Article 
36 requires only domestic legislation generally oriented to the restriction of the use of 
drugs subject to the treaty to medical and scientific purposes. the principal purpose of the 
treaty. See Article 4-1.(c). Under this reading possession with intent to distribute might be 
prohibit:d. The last clause of Article 31H suggests that a civil violation for possession 
for r.ersonal use or simple possession would comply with the treaty. Moreover, it is doubt
ful ,f the treaty speaks to state law at all. 

59 See ALI MOD,~. "';. CAL CoDE § 1.04(5) (Proposed Official Draft, 1962). 
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civil violations.GO The civil violation could even be used to reach nun
commercial distributions. 51 The aim is to balance the need for con
trolling use of marihuana while at the same time keeping criminaliza
tion to a minimum. 

Admittedly, any amelioration of the marihuana laws may be taktll 
by some as social approval of use even though it would not be so in
tended. I do not believe, however, that this possibility precludes ame
lioration. Much depends on to what extent the marihuana laws ar~ 
changed. Reduction of penalties and redefinition of offenses in order to 
minimize criminalization are not the same thing as legalizing the drug, 
and it is not to be expected that the extent of misinterpretation of 
these measures would approximate the extent of misinterpretation that 
would probably follow legalization. Of course, if it were approFiate to 
visit marihuana transactions with the consequences currently permitted, 
there would be no reason to chance misinterpretation by reducing 
penalties and redefining offenses. But this ~ submit is not the case. 
Reduction in the deterrent effect of the matihuana laws, while rele
vant, is not controlling. Deterrence is not the sole goal of the criminal 
law. If it were, we might not only impose the death sentence for all 
crime~ but might draw and quarter offenders also.62 

At this time I would like to discuss in more detail the question of 
"legalization" of marihuana. 'Whether or not marihuana should be 
legalized (much as distribution and use of alcohol has been legalized) 
is a matter of both concern and dispute. 

Some would require that before the state interferes with the 
individual's interest in pursuing his own inclinations it must have a 
compelling reason to do so. I think, however, that the interest re
quired of the state before it may properly restrict individual freedom 
varies directly with the social value of the activity it would restrict. 
The use of marihuana is riot generally regarded as having any sub
stantial social value, although it can certainly be argued that inso
far as the drug brings pleasurable or positive feelings to the user, it 
does possess some social value. The question then is whether that 

60 This is the administrative practice in Great Britain with respect to violations of 
the Street Offences Act, 7 &: 8 Eliz. 2, c. 57 (1959), by women observed loitering or 
",!iciting for the purpose of prostitution. See C. DONNELLY, J. GOLDSTEIN &: R. SCHWARTZ, 
CRIMINAL LAw 54Q (1962). 

61 Commercial distribution could be treated as a higher offense than simple distribu
tion, or the accused could be required to prove by a preponderance of the evidence thaI 
he did not act commercially, or, alternatively, the latter determination could be made as a 
sentencing decision. 

02 Ct. Hart, Murder and the Prindples ot Puni,hmellt: England and the UlIitedStales, 
52 Nw. U.L. REv. 4S3, 450 (1957). 
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value and the existing costs of the marihuana laws are sufficient to 
warrant its "legalization" when it is unclear just how harmful it is, 
when existing studies of its effects are inadequate, when more exten
sive studies are only just beginning, and when the drug is now re
stricted. On balance, I doubt whether they now are,us and I think 
that to "legalize" marihuana at the present time would probably be 
premature even if it were a politically viable alternative.s4 Since, how
ever, the drug brings pleasure to a considerable and increasing num
ber of Americans, I believe that if in a few years time research shows 
that the short-term effects of the drug are not particularly harmful and 
fails to furnish substantial indications that its long-term effects are 
significantly harmful, legalization would be in order. True, we will 
probably not be as clear as we would like to be about marihuana's 
long-term effects for some twenty-five years. "We cannot, however. wait 
until all the data are in until we make a decision: to do so would be 
to deprive a considerable number of people of their liberty to use the 
drug (with the pleasure it brings), and perhaps also of their liberty 
for using the drug, for more than a generation without a showing of 
demonstrated potential for harm. In addition. current social costs that 
may be tolerated for the few years before more is known about the 
short-term effects of the drug may become intolerable if they should 
be borne for a generation. 

Furthermore, it should be recognized that the extent of use, pub-
63 I am referring to nonmedically or scier,tifically oriented use in general. Religious 

use may have greater sodal value and consequently require a greater interest on tht! part 
of the state before its restriction would be warranted. See People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 
716,894 P.2d 813,.40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964); In re Grady, 61 Cal. 2d 887, 394 P.2d 728, 39 
Cal. Rptr. 912 (1964) (peyote); Finer, P.sychedelics and Religious Freedom, 19 HASTINGS 
L.J. 667 (1968). 

64 In addition, federal legislation legaluing distribution and use of the flowering tops 
of th~ cannabis plant would be inconsistent with the obligations of the United States 
under the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, May 15, 1967, [19571 18 U_~.T. 1407_ 
T.I.A's. No. 6298, 520 U.N.T.S. 204. Article 4-1.(c) of the Convention obligates the parties 
"[sJubject to the provisions of this Convention, to limit exclusively to medical and scientilic 
purposes the production, manufacture, export, import, distribution of, trade in, us~ amI 
possession of drugs!' Cannabis is a drug subject to the Convention and is defined .. "the 
flowering or fruiting tops of the cannabis plant (excluding the seeds and loaves wilen not 
accompanied by the tops) from which the resin h ... not been extracted ..•. " Art. I .. l.(b)_ 
While fedeml legislation legalizing cdnnabis as so defined would for dOlllestic purposes 
supersede the treaty, it would leave the United States in default of its international 
obligations. ' 

The Convention also provides that "[tlhe parties shall adopt such measures as may 
be necessary to prevent the misuse of, ana illicit traffic in, the leaves of the cannabis 
plant." Art. 28-3. According to an official-of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerons 
Drugs, cannabis leaves were excluded from the full controls of the Convention because 
low potency beverages made from the lower leaves of the cannabis plant had widespread 
use without significant abuse in parts of India; and it was intended that such use would 
continue, but that abuse would be met by action of the affected party under Article 28·3. 
Personal communication to the author. It is unclear what Itabu~er" "misuse/" or uiltitit 
traffic" mean in this context. 

63-313 0 - 77 - IS 
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lic attitudes toward use, and the social costs of existing laws are 
highly relevant to restriction and proscription. If use of marihuana 
were to become so accepted and so common that the marihuana laws 
would label as criminals a sizable minority of the population, so 
common that the police would not enforce them or juries not convict. 
or so common that enforcement would pose an intolerable burden 011 

pocket books and on police manpower that could be used to deal with 
more serious crimes, legalization then might be in order despite the 
risks of the drug (and even if those risks may be greater than some ol 
us believe). It might also be in order if increased enforcement efforts 
lead to significant organized crime involvement in the marihuana traf· 
fico In these events, the increased costs of the marihuana laws might 
then outweigh their benefits. 

In addition, public attitudes may be manifested more directly. 
Countless activities, including sky diving, are permitted even though 
they entail risk because it is believed they possess some sort of social 
value. Use of alcohol is permitted even though it is recognized thm 
alcohol can have harmful effects. Of course, we have had national pro· 
hibition of alcohol; it failed as Professor Louis B- Schwartz of the 
University of Pennsylvania Law School has said, "not merely because 
violation was frequent, but because of increasing doubts that the for· 
bidden conduct was undesirable and much evidence that the cost and 
consequences of enforcement were intolerable."ot If the public gen· 
erally begins to regard marihuana use as "not so bad" or as desirable. 
and if this attitude is translated into demands for legalization by 
groups that possess or come to possess the ability to have their views 
enacted into law, legalization of marihuana would be in order and 
would probably follpw. Public acceptance and demand for change 
would in itself be a judgment all the social utility of use of marihuana. 

While the attitude of the law toward any conduct, including use 
of any substance, must be based on a balancing-conscious or uncon· 
scious-of its harm or dangers against ,its social utility, and while some 
individuals and groups currently feel that the social utility of mario 
huana outweighs the risks of lise, views on social utility differ. Again, 
beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Some or even all users of mario 
huana may believe that the effects of the drug are beneficial, creating 
feelings that they deem pleasurable or more generally "positive."oo 

65 Schwartz, Book Review,96 U. PA. L. REV. 914, 916 (1948). 
60 Some people may deem utherapeuticll reactions that most of us would deem 

"arlvtrse." For example, one PS} chiatrist has !luggestecl te;> me that sometimes the precipita. 
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Others--nonusers particularly but some users also-may deelll tile 
feelings described as "negative," not in the sense that they deny that 
the feelings are pleasurable or positive in the opinion of those l\'ho 
ascribe these characteristics to them, but in the sense that they feel it 
inappropriate to induce or precipitate these feeling'S by the usc of ,I 
drug in a situation that is not at least officially sanctioned as ··med· 
ical." Even if they do not feel that the feelings described by users ,{W 

negative in the sense just mentioned, they may react to them nentr;:1Jy 
in the sense that they feel it neither appropriate nor inappropriate 
to induce such feelings in such settings. In this case they may. ill 
effect, balance the subjective value to users of the feelings preci pi. 
tated and the individual's interest in pursuing his own inclinatieJlJs 
against the likely risks of harm. Perhaps at some time in the flltur·e 
there will be a change in public attitudes toward use of marihuana 
so that there is some general belief that the feelings ascribed to the 
drug are not inappropriate in the described setting and that the value 
of these feelings out'o/eighs the perceived risks of harm. There are, of 
course, people in the country who hold one or the other of these 
views; how many is unclear, and there is reason to believe that their 
number is increasing. It is unknown, however, how widely held these 
views are. Certainly, these views have not been translated into large
scale demands for legalization by those groups that presently have the 
ability to enact their views into law. If and when public attitudes so 
change, this will be a judgment that the social utility of use outweighs 
the risks of use. Obviously, influencers of public attitudes, whether 
they be the medical and allied professions, lawmakers, law enforce
ment groups, academics, mass media, or others, will influence what 
public attitudes will be just as they have influenced what public at
titudes are. 

Epilogue 

Especially in rapidly changing areas, the time elapsing between 
preparation and publication of an article may see substantial changes in 
events. Since preparation of this article, use of marihuana has con
tinued to increase,67 the costs of the marihuana laws have continued to 

tion of a psychotic reaction may not be undesirable, because it brings the indiyidwll'. 
problems out in the open. 

67 Thus Dr. Stanley F. Yolles, Director of the National tnstitute of Mental HealtlL. 
has revised his estimate of use in the United States upward. Testifying before the Sullo 
committee on JuYenile Delinquency of the Senate JudiCIary Committee, he recently staced, 
"A conservative estimate of persons in the United States, both juvenile and adult, who 
have used marihuana at least once is about eight million and may be as high as I!! 
million people." N.Y. Times, Sept. 18, 1969, at 47, col. 4. 
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rise, and pleas for amelioration nave multiplied. Many state legislatures 
have list!:ned to these pleas. As a result, to date in 1969 at least eight 
states have reduced penalties for posseSSion of marihuana.08 Although 
none of these reductions has been as substantial as I have argued for 
and although some of the new statutes raise penalties for distribution at 
the same time they reduce pe.nalties for possession,on the movement is 
on the whole a welcome one. I hope it will continue . 

•• (.onn. Pub. AC\ No. 755, U I, 19 (1969); III. Pub. Act 76·464, § 38(5) \4 III. 
Lcgi.lative S<TYice 629 (West 1969)) (2.5 gram. or Jess); Iowa Law. 1969, Ha""" Fi e 516 
[3 Iowa Legislative Service 559 {\'i'est 1969)J (possession for personal use): MONT. Rn. 
CODr .. AN". ! 51·153 (Supp. 1969) (minimum penalty eliminated); N.D. CENT. COD;' 19·03· 
28.1 (SuJ'P' 1%9); Utah Laws 1969, ch. 170, at 671; Wash. Laws 1969, ch. 256 [2 Wash. 
Lcglslauve Service IG84 (West 1969)]; WYo. STAT. ANN. § 35·369 (Supp. 19&9). The Neu' 
Yorh Times reports reductions in penalties (or possession in still other states in 1969. 
N.Y. Times, Aug. 17, 1969, § I, at I, cot. 3, but 1 have been unable to obtain slip laws 
or se!sion laws to confirm this . 

• n MONT. REV. CoDE' ANN. § 54·132 (Supp. 1969); Utah Laws 1969, ch. 170, at 6il: 
WYo. STAT. ANN. § 55·369 (Supp. 1969). On the other hand, North Dakota and Washing. 
ton State reduced penalties for distribution at the same time a. the:' reduced penahie, 
for po' .... ion. N.D. CENT. CoDE § 19·0~·28.1 (SUpp. 1969): Wash. bws 1969, ch. 256 
(2 Wash. Legislative Service 1084 (Wash. 1969»). 

1 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT MARIJUANA DECRIMINALIZATION 

1. What's the difference between decriminalization and 
legalization? 

A. tegalization, as the term is used in the drug field, 
means that marijuana could be legally sold, under 
appropriate governmental controls. This could, 
though not necessarily would, be similar to alcohol 
licensing. The important concept here is that ~ 
use and sale would be legal. 

Decriminalization only pertains to the user. Th~ 
user Is taken out of the crim~nal justice system, 
altnough selling remains illegal. This concept is 
intsnded to continue a discouragement policy against 
marijuanal thus no legal market is permitted. By 
fccusing the law enforcement attention against the 
commercial traffickers, rather than the user, we 
can eliminate over 90% of the marijuana arrests. 

2. Wh¥ not go ahead and legalize marijuana? 

A. First, legalization may be inconsistent with our 
current treaty obligations under the Single Con
vention of 1961. 

Second, many believe legalization would institu
tionalize marijuana and gi.ve it the status of 
official approval, thus making its use more in
viting and widespread. 

But more importantly, there is currently no po
litical consensus to support legalization. There 
are still unanswered questions about the effects 
of long term chronic use, and there is still con
siderable moral opposition to making marijuana 
available legally. In a few years, society l11ay 
decide that the harm from marijuana could be min
imized if we controlled the market and imposed 
age, quality and strength controls. But for now, 
this position has insufficient political support 
and would likely be construed as encouraging use. 

Decriminalization can be expected to eliminate 
90% of the marijuana arrests which occur annually. 
That is a significant step, well worth taking now. 
And there is a broad-based national coalition 
which has surfaced to support this change. 
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,3. Since most states and the federal overnment have alread 
owere mar1Juana penalt1es to a m s erneanor, an ver* ew 

people go to Jail any morB, why bother to go any furt er? 

A. A misdemeanor is still a crime. The person is left 
with a debilitating criminal record, and is faced 
with a possible jail sentence. 

Most of these people are young (88% of those arrested 
are under 26), otherwise law abiding citizens; There 
is simply no justification to continue to treat them 
as criminals. 

In addition, hundreds of millions of dollars of law 
enforcement resources are wasted annually prosecuting 
marijuana smokers. We need these resources directed 
against serious crimes. For example, 66.9% of all 
drug arrests in the country in 1973 were marijuana 
arrests'. Marijuana prosecutions are a significant 
cause of the' court backlogs many jurisdictions face 
today. By decriminalizing marijuana we will free 
our law enforcement apparatus of an impossible and 
costly burden and thereby permit law enforcem~nt 
officals to concentrate on such serious crimes as 
robbery, burglary, rape and murder. 

4. Won't this be interpreted as an official sign of approval 
of marijuana smoking? 

A. Certainly not. As the Marijuana Commission did when 
they issued their :!:'eport, this change should be accom
panied with clear indications that an official policy 
of discouragement is being continued. 

By focusing law enforcement efforts at the commercial 
trafficker, society can maintain pressure on the il
legal market. 

If an "Oregon" type decriminalization plan is adopted, 
the purpose of maintaining the civil fine against the 
user is to dramatize society's disapproval and under
score the discouragement policy. 

5. Isn't decriminalization illogical since it only applies 
to the user, leaving penalties against the seller? 

A. No. Criminal penalties are retained against the 
seller as a means of discouragement. This is con
sistent with the way we treat such other "victimless 
crimes" as pornography, gambling and prostitution. 
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It balances the right of the individual in a free 
society to remain free from governmental interference 
in his private life, with society's right to protect 
itself against those who would purvey something so
ciety deems potentially detrimental. 

6. What about the recent medical claims that mari uana rna 
e more angerous t an we or1g1na y t oug t? 

A. No drug is totally harmless, including marijuana. 
But the evidence strongly suggests no significant 
harm is caused by the occasional use of marijuana 
and whatever risk is involved with marijuana is far 
less than the demonstrated harm from a number of 
other drugs permitted in our soci~ty. 

We should continue to look for potential ill effects 
from the use of marijuana -- especially the chronic, 
heavy use. But any findings of potential harm should 
be used to discourage Use, not to justify treating 
the user as a criminal. As Dr. Tom Bryant, president 
of the Drug Abuse Council recently stated: 

" ••• we should not permit a medical debate to 
frustrate the decriminalization policy recom
mended by the Marijua,na Commission. Even if 
marijuana were eventuaJ.ly shown to be as dan
gerous as alcohol or tobacco, giving a crim
inal record to the user only exacerbates the 
potential harm." 

This past year we have heard several new claims of po
tential harm from marijuana use. These claims have 
received widespread media exposure, often far greater 
than the substance uf the study warranted. Because 
of inadequate controls, excessive dosage levels, the 
claims often fall flat under close objeqtive examina
tion. Unfortunately the public is left only with the 
original, unfounded impression. 

A glaring recent example is the 'Report of the U.S. Senate 
Subcommittee on Internal Security entitled "Marijuana
Hashish Epidemic and its Impact on United States Secu
rity." Subcommittee Chairman James O. Eastland talked 
-::f .. "::>arijuana-hashish epidemic," a pending "national 
disaster," and "a large population of semi-zombies." 

The Senator's answer to this perceived threat: wage 
an all-out propaganda campaign, beginning with the 
distribution of his admittedly unbalanced one-sided 
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Report. Senator Eastland refused to permit.anyone • 
to testify unless their testimony would support his 
premise -- that marijuana was highly dangerous, medi
cally and morally. The result is a biased, frighten
ing document offering little scientific value and no 
solutions. 

Yet, because the Eastland hearings were reported by a 
generally uncritical press, there now appears to be a 
rather widespread belief that recent studies have shown 
marijuana to be terribly dangerous. 

Each year the Department of H.E.W. attempts to summarize 
the research on marijuana and to reach some conclusions 
abo,~t the potential dangers. In their recently released 
Report for 1974, National Institute for Drug Abuse (NIDA) 
Director Dr. Robert L. DuPont discusses the recent claims: 

"These more recent studies deal with three areas 
of concern. They are: effects on male sex hor
mone levelS, interference with the body's immune 
response and effects on fundamental cell metabo
lism. The implications of these treliminar* 
studies are, at this point, specu ative. T ere 
is concern that alteration in hormone levels as 
a result of chronic use may interfere with nor
mal. adolescent development or with sexual differ
entiation of male fetuses if cannabis is used by 
pregnant women at criminal periods of fetal devel
opment. Effects on the immune response and on 
cell metabolism might seriously affect resistance 
to disease or result in a variety of degenerative 
or genetic changes. Thus far there is no clinical 
evidence indicative of such conse uences althou h 
contlonu ng research loS obvloous y regulored. em
phasis added) 

Dr. DUPont also cautioned, 

"We must also recognize that no drug with major 
pharmacological action -- including marihuana -
can ever be trUly safe. In is ineVitable that 
further reserach will disclose additional hazards. 
In developing rational social policy, scientific 
evidence of a health hazard must be balanced 
against social and economic costs incurred by 
possible alternative strategies for discouragin 
drug abuse." 

Dr. DuPont, who also serves as chief Presidential drug 
advisor in his capacity as director of the White House 
Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, recent
ly endorsed publicly the Oregon approach. He believes 
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marijuana presents health risks to the user,' and should 
be actively discouraged, but opposes the use of the 
criminal law for possession of small amounts. 

It should be stressed that the National Commission on 
Marijuana and Drug Abuse, when they recommended de- . 
crimina1izing the user, did not presuppose marijuana 
would be harmless. And several members of the Commis
sion have reiterated their conclusions since the East
land Hearings. 

"No drug is totally safe or harmless. In a sense, 
there is no human activity which is totally harm
less. However, it is my opinion -that marijuana 
involves only a minimal risk of harm to the user. 
Clearly the potential harmfulness of marijuana 
to the user is on a much lower order of magnitude 
than the potential harmfulness of such other drugs 
as alcohol, tobacco, amphetamines, barbiturates, 
and hallucinogens. II J. Thomas Unger1eider, M.D., 
Presidential Appointee to the National Commission. 

"Since publication of the commission's Report in 
March 1972, numerous studies have been reported, 
some suggesting that the dangers from marijuana 
are far greater than the Report indicated, others 
demonstrating that its use produces relatively 
little harm. In short, work in ~he last two 
years has not fundamentally changed the data base 
on which the recommendations were made." Dr. Dana 
Farnsworth, Presidential Appointee to the National 
Commission. 

In response to the flurry of contradictory medical claims, 
the Drug Abuse Council, a Washington, D.C. qased private 
foundation funded primarily by the Ford Foundation, re
cently sponsored a seminar to discuss the recent research. 
The major researchers wre invited, including some of the 
most vocal opponents of marijuana. At the conclusion of 
the conference, following closed-door meetings involving 
critiques of the major work by peers, Dr. Daniel X. Freed
man, the respected Chairman of the Department of Psychia
try, University of Chicago, had this to say: 

"I don't think that scientists can tell the public 
there is go~ng to be any major damage to their 
health on the basis of the current knowledge." 

This is also the conclusion of a detailed critique of 
the recent medical reports by award winning science 
writer Ed Brecher and the editors of Consumer Reports, 
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in an update of their excellent work Licit and Illicit. 
Drugs. The March and April issues of consumer Reports 
conclude that "recent reports, like past reports, fail 
to p.rove that marijuana is either harmful or harmless.", 
C.U. reiterated their belief that "no drug is harmless 
to all·persons at all dosage levels or under all con
ditions of use." 

As part of the 1974 NORML Conference, a medical panel 
headed by Dr. Norman Zinberg, including Drs. Lester 
Grinspoon, J. Thomas Ungerleider, Andrew T. Weil and 
David Smith, discussed these recent claims and reached 
similar concllls;!.onsi the risk to the user demonstrat,ed 
by these studies has been grossly exaggerated by the 
authors and/or the media. 

The potential harm from marijuana has been greatly ex
aggerated by those who wish to maintain criminal penal
ties against the user. The thrust of this campaign 
has been to allege that new research, unavailable when 
the Marijuana Commission Report was released in 1972, 
render.s their recommendations invalid. This is an at
tempt to use the medical/health questions as a "red 
herring." 

Marijuana should be decriminalized, even if it were 
eventually shown to be dangerous. Giving an arrest re
cord to the user only exacerbates the potential for harm. 

And while marijuana may not be harmless, neither is it 
a terribly dangerous drug. Certainly it presents far 
less of a health hazard than alcohol, tobacco, birth 
control pills, and a host of other drugs available in 
our society. Any risk to the user falls Within the am
bit of choice the informed individual should be allowed 
in a free society. So long as the research results war
rant it, we should warn against the use of marijuana, but 
we should not criminalize those who ignore our advice. 

7. Why not leave the law as it is, at least so long as there 
are still unsettled medical questions? 

A. The decriminalization of marijuana is not based upon 
an assumption of medical harmlessness. Rather it is 
a recognition that the costs of wrecked lives and ca
reers and wasted law enforcement resources involved 
with continued criminal prohibition far outweigh any 
harm caused by the use of the drug. Or put another 
way, giving a criminal arrest record to the user only 
exacerbates whatever potential harm the drug itself 
causes. 
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The annual HEW report on marijuana, entitled Mari
juana and Health, has yet to find any substantrar 
evidence that occasional marijuana us~ presents 
a significant risk to the smoker. The research is 
now concentrating on chronic, long term use. And 
the only controlled study of long term use to date, 
funded by HEW, failed to demonstrate any harm among 
users in Jamaica, even after using very strong mari
juana for an average of 17.5 years. 

We should continue our research into the potential 
harm from marijuana use, but we should use this in
formation to warn the user, not to justify continuing 
to maintain criminal penalties. Each year we wait, 
another 400,000 Americans are arrested for marijuana. 
It's time to change the law. 

8. Will the decriminalization of mari uana be the first st!~ 
towar s more perm~ss~ve rug aws genera y? 

A. We are talking about removing criminal penalties only 
from possession and not-for-profit transfers of small 
amounts pf marijuana. Stiff penalties remain for sale. 
This concept is not permissive. 

Also, other drugs must be considered individually as 
to their acceptance by the society, their potential 
for harm, their effects on the user, and a number of 
other factors. What is an appropriate policy for 
marijuana, for example, may not apply to other drugs. 

9. Can you estimate the total cost of law enforcement 
resourceu used enforcing the mariJuana laws? 

A. Since most of the arrests are made on the state and 
local level, most of the costs of law enforcement are 
absorbed by state and local law enforcement. 

While exact costs are impossible to determine, it has 
been estimated that the state of California, for example, 
spends an average of $1400 per marijuana arrest. At 
this rate, California spends more than $100 million 
dollars annually enforcing the marijuana laws, and the 
cost nationally would exceed $600 million. 

These police and prosecutorial resources are badly 
needed to combat serious crime. Decriminalization will 
eliminate more than 90% of the marijuana arrests, there
by freeing-up hundreds of millions of dollars of law 
enforcement resources for more important use. 
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10. How many KeoPle are arrested on marijuana charges each 
year in t is country? Are most arrests against sellers 
or users? 

A. According to the F.B.I., more than one million persons 
have been arrested for marijuana offenses in this coun
try in the last four years. (Ten years ago there were 
less than 8,000 marijuana arrests nationwide.) 

Year 

1971 
1972 

TOTAL MARIJUANA ARRESTS NATIONALLY 

Total Mari
uana Arrests 

292,179 
420,700 

1,127,389 

II; of Total 
Dru Arrests 

• % 
45.9% 
55.4% 
66.9% 

Source: 

Increase Over Total Drug 
Prior Year Arrests 

, 0 
19% 492,000 
29% 521,40~ 
43% 628,900 

2,063,900 
Uniform crime Reports 
Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation 

And note that 62% of those arrested were under the age 
of 21 and 88% of those arrested were under the age of 26. 

A statistical analysis of state marijuana arrests by the 
Shafer Commission uncovered the unsettling fact that 93% 
were for possession -- not sale -- and two-thirds of 
these involved the quantity of one ounce or less. Only 
7% of the arrests were against the commercial trafficker. 

In sum, what we're doing in this country is arresting 
more than 400,000 young people each year, the vast
majority possessing small quantities of marijuana for 
their personal use. 

11. Is there an indication that mari to 
v~o ent e av~or or e av or w a ers? 

A. Quite the contrary. Research has indicated that mari
juana tends to cause ,passivity, rather than aggression. 
Marijuana smokers, for example, are under-represented 
in crimes of aggression and violence1 alcohol drinkers, 
on the other hand, are over-represented in these same 
categories. 

The Marijuana Commission Report had this to say: 

"In sum, the weight of the evidence is that 
marijuana does not cause violent or aggressive 
behavior .. " (p. 73) 
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"Neither the marl.Juana user nor the drug 
itself can be said to constitute a danger 
to public safety." (p. 78) 

12. Is it safe to drive an automobile after smoking marijuana? 

A. As the tests have become more sophisticated in this 
area, it has become more and more obvious that it is 
not safe to smoke marijuana and drive a car. Though 
clearly not as debilitating as alcohol, nonetheless, 
the marijuana smoker mak~s more errors on driving 
tests than the non-smoker. 

In their 1974 report to Congress, entitled Marijuana 
and Health, HEW had this to say about the effects of 
mar~Jauna on driving: 

"It has been found to increase both braking 
and starting times, to adversely affect atten
tion and concentration abilities, and to de
tract from performance on a divided attention 
task." 

"Boased on the accumulated evidence it seems 
clear that driving while under the influence 
of marijuana is ill advised." 

No new laws are needed to protect against the driver 
who may be intoxicated with marijuana. It is already 
illegal to drive while intoxicated, regardless of the 
drug. It is against the law to drive and smoke mari
juana now, and it will continue to be after marijuana 
smoking is decriminalized. 

13. Does marijuana smoking lead to the use of more dangerous 
dru'Js such as cocaine or heroin? 

A. No. There are an estimated 30 million Americans who 
have tried marijuana, with perhaps 13 million remaining 
regular users. Very few of those millions of marijuana 
smokers have ever tried either cocaine or heroin. This 
."marijuana leads to het:oin" myth is widespread (held by 
70% of the public in 1972, including 56% of the youth) , 
despite the finding that less than 6% of the current 
marijuana smokers had ever experimented with heroin, 
less than 16% with cocaine. 

The Marijuana Commission made the following conclusio~: 

"marijuana use per se does not dictate whether 
other drugs will be usedl nor does it determine 
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the rate of pregression, if and when it occurs, 
or which drug might be used." (pp. 88-89) 

"the fact should be emphasized that the over
whelming majority of users do not progress to 
other drugs." (p. e7) 

No drug chemically predisposes a person to try yet 
another drug. 

Nany heroin addicts will say they "started" on marl.Juana. 
But ask that same group of heroin addicts how many of 
them used alcohol before they used lI.,'.rijuana or heroin, 
and you'll find that alcohol is the drug first used by 
most heroin addicts, not marijuana. 

Does alcohol ~ead to heroin? Of course not. 

But so long as we treat the mad.juana user as a criminal, 
we are grouping marijuana in the same illicit category 
as the more dangerous drugs and the result will inevi
tably be some experimentation with more dangerous drugs 
by marijuana smokers. Laws which honestly reflected a 
distinction might serve to discourage this regrettable 
and potentially dangerous association. 

14. Would the decriminalization position still be valid if it 
turns out that marijuana is far more dangerous than we 
now believe? 

A. Yes, decriminalization would still bo appropriate. As 
Dr. Tom Bryant, President of the Drug Abuse Council, 
recently concluded: 

"We have two problems: a health problem and a 
criminal problem. They ara no more automatically 
synonymous in the case of marijuana than they are 
in the case of alcohol." 

"Even if marijuana were eventually shown to be as 
dangerous as alcohol or tobacco, giving a criminal 
record to the user only exacerbates the potential 
harm." 

15. How many people smoke marijuana in this country? 

A. According ~o ourveys taken in October 1972 by the Na
tional Commission on Narijuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer 
Commission), 26 million Americans had tried marijuana 
and 13 million were regular users. This breaks down 
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to 16% of the adult population over 18, and 14% of 
youth between 12 and 17. Two-thirds of all college 
students have tried marijuana, as have 55% of persons 
18-21 l'ears old and 40% of the age group 22-25. 
Recently released survey results ~aken in October 
1974 by the independent, Washington, D.C. based 
Drug ~use Council indicate that 18% of the adults have 
now tried marijuana, (approximately 30 million Americans) 
with 8% continuing to use it (13 million). It is note 
worthy that despite recent alarmist claims by Sen. 
Eaf'tland and others, in fact there is no "epidemic" 
of marijuana use in this country. ~he number of 
current users have remained constant since 1972. 

The individual I~ho smokes marijuana today hardly fits 
the sterotyped image concocted in the 1930's--the 
depraved criminal who got "high" on his reefer and 
commited vicious crime. In fact, the Shafer Commission 
found--"the most notable statement that can be made 
about the vast majority of marijuana users -
experimenters and intermittent users - is thnt they 
are essentially indistinguishable from their non-marijuana 
using peers by any fundamental criterion other than 
their marijuana use." 

The use of marijuana today is socially the equivalent 
of the use of alcohol by most of our citizens. It 
is the recreational drug of choice of a growing minority. 

1:>. How do the vot.!".!.:'. feel ahout decriminalization? 

A. For the first t~m~, as a result of a recent national 
survey commissioned by the Dru.g ~U3e Council, we 
have current data avaiL~~le. Prior to this, most 
surveys failed to ditfer~ntiate between decriminalizing 
the marijuana user, and legalizing ita sale, =endaring 
their results useless as far as determining potential 
political support for decriminalization. 

According to the D.A.C. Survey, as of October, 1974, 
the public is finally changing their attitudes towards 
marijuana smoking, and the trend towards decriminalization 
is unquestionable: 

16% of the public favor legalization; 
an additional 13% favor decriminalization; 
~additional 10% favor the civil-fine approach: 
39% - (current political support for some 

form of decriminalization) 
13% would make no change at this time; 
8% are undecided 
40% would prefer stronger penalties. 
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This means that 39% favor some fopu of decriminalization, 
with an almost equal 40% still clinging to stiff 
criminal. penalties. TllUS the 13% who would c1lXrently 
want no change, plus the 8% undecided, will decide 
this issue as they select their sides. 

AS the favorable results of the Oregon experience 
become better known nationally, decriminalization 
will, for the first time, become the favored 
position politically. 

17. What organizations and individuals have endorsed 
decriminaliz~ng the marijuana smoker? 

Since the Marijuana Commission made its recommendation 
in March of 1972, the concept of decriminalization has 
been endorsed by a growing list of.organizations, 
including-: 

American Bar Association 
Consumers Union, publishers of Consumer Reforts 
National Conference ot Commissioners on Un~form 

State La\~s 
American Public Health Association 
National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 

Standards and Goals 
National Council of Churches 
The Governing'Board ot the American Medical 

Association 
National Education Association 
B'nai B'rith 
Canadian Commission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical 

Use of Drugs (Le Dain Commission) 
San Francisco Committee on Crime 
Mayor's Advisory Committee on Narcotics Addiction 

(~lashington, D. C • ) 
American Academy of Pediatrics 
111ionis Bar Association 
Minnesota Bar Association 
Vermont Bar Association 
New York Bar Association 
Washington Bar Association 
Massachusetts Bar Association 

In addition, .four state legislatures have made their 
own studies (CalifOl;,nia, Maine,. New Jersey and 
Massachusetts) and have all recommended decriminalization. 

The concept. has recently been endorsed. editorially by 
William F. Buckley I Jr. ( James J • Kilpatrick , Ann 
Landers, The Washington Post, The New York Times, 
The Los Angeles T~mes, The Boston Globe, The ChTcago 
Sun-T~mes, and many others. 
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Hay 16, 1975 

Mr. Harold R. Tyler 
Deputy Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Constitution Ave. and 10th street 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear.Mr. Tyler: 

We were pleased to learn, from 14r. Don Miller, Chief 
Counsel of the' Drug. Enforcement Administration, that the 
Department of Justice is currentJ-y reviewing its policy 
towards minor marijuana violations', and is particularly 
examining the feasibility of switching to a civil fine 
system under federal law .• 

As you may know, the suggestion that rather than elim
inating all penalties for the private use of marijuana, a 
civil fine should be retained, was originally the suggestion 
of Congressman Paul Rogers and Tim Lee Carter, and Mr. 
Mitchel.l Ware, as a minority footnote to the ~Iarijuana 
Commission Report in March of 1972. This concept has been 
qaining significant support nationwide, with more than 20' 
states intruducing legislation to accomplish that recommen
dation in the current legislative session. It appears that 
as many as a half a dozen states will enact these measures 
this year. 

Our organization favors total decriminalization, as 
espousea by the majority report of the Harijuana Commission, 
as we recently testified. But w.e also recognize the need 
to minimize the numbers of casualties from the current crim
inal prohibition at the earlies possible time. Thus our 
organization is supporting these ci~il citation measures 
as a possible mi.ddle ground un'dl ouT. 10ng-tel."Ill mari'juana 
policy in this couqtry can be more deliberately. developed. 
Simply stated, we cannot jUstify the alarming and increasing 
numbers of arrests for minor marijuana.violations for the' 
next couple of years while we attempt to gain sufficjent 
support to enact a bill we prefer. 

I am hopeful that the Department of Justice will also 
be !1lindful of the tre.mendous number of otherwise law-abiding 
persons whose· . lives are currently being disrupted and often 
their career.s ruined while the marijuana issue is debated 
in the halls of congress. About the only opposition to this 
concept any longer comes from the traditional law enforcement 
agencies. Apparently many law-enforcement policy makers are 
simply unwilling to break from a traditional position. Cer-

Ij 
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tainly a statement of support for a civil citation system 
for minor marijuana offenses from the Department of Just:ice 
would be sufficient to assure enactment of this concept 
federally and in many states within a very short time. 

I have enclosed for your information a brief memorandum 
which states in some detail the ~osition of our organization. 
I would appreciate your comments concerning the view of the 
Department of Justice. . 

Regards, (' 

-e.~C"L1-
R. Keith Stroup ~ 
Direct;or 

I'; 
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May 16, 1975, 

Congressman Paul G.Rogers 
Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Health 'and the Environment 
Committee on Interstate and 

Foreign Commerce 
Room 2415 
Rayburn House Office Bldg. 
Washfngton, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Rogers: 

As you are undoubtedly aware, the· position first 
espoused by yourself along with Congressman Carter and 
Mr. Hitchell Ware, in thp. final report of the llational 
Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse; that of retaining 
a small civil fine against the user of marijuana, appears 
to be the position around which a consensus is forming 
~nationwide. More than 20 states have had civil fine 
bills introduced legislatively this session, and as many 
as a half a dozen appear likely to win approval. As was 
expressed by yourself and the other dissenters in the 
Commission's final report, the retention of the civil 
fine against the marijuana smoker is seen by many as a 
more dramatic and sincere effort at discouraging use, 
~Ihile at the same time avoiding the harsh consequences 
of the current criminal prohibition. 

Senator Birch Bayh recently announced his support 
for the civil citation con dept and held public hearings 
in the Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee on S.1450, the 
Marijuana Control Act of 1975, recently introduced by 
Senators Javits, Cranston, Nelson and Brooke. In the 
course of those hearings, Hr. Don Miller, Chief Counsel 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration, testified that 
the departmen'!: had not yet taken a position on the con
cept of a civil citation for minor marijuana infractions, 
and further reported that he was personally in charge of, 
an ongoing stUdy to determine the feasibility of just 
such a system. I'm sure you will agree that this repre
sents a significant change in the traditional position 
of the Department of Justice on this metter. It appears 
to signify a willing~ess to look seriously at the feasi
bility of adopting federally the recommendation you made 
in March of 1972. 

with this growing momentum in favor of a non-crim
inal response to the private use of marijuana, I would 
like to suggest that this might be an appropriate time 
to schedule legislative hearings in the Subcommittee on 

\) 
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Health and the Environment, to consider H.R.6l08,. the 
proposal by Congressman Edward Koch and numerous co-. 
sponsors·to enact the civil citation system for minor 
ma~ijuana offenses federally. 

Should you decide to schedule hearings on this 
measure, our organization would be anxicus to testify 
and to assist the committee staff in.any way possible 
in arranging for other effective spoRespersons who sup
port the concept embodied in H.R.6l08. 

Re~ards, 

!~'~~II 
R. Keith Stroup P 
Director 
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washington, D.C. 
July 21, 1975 

lVl2me,~&califamia 
EDdJa:D.Pena1ties 

This month the governors of Colorado and California signed similar 
bills reducing marijuana possession penalties. possessing an ounce or 
less of marijuana now calls for fines up to $100. Amounts in excess of . 
one ounce are punished as misdemeanors and selling marijuana still remains 
a criminal offense. 

Two weeks before in Maine, J~nes B. Longley, the country's only 
governor elected as an independent, signed a bill eE~~blishing a maximum 
$200 civil fine for possessing not more than an OWlce and a half of 
marijuana. 

With Alaska's action in May, four states have passed new laws this 
year discarding jail penalties for minor marijuana violations. Oregon 
was first to adopt a marijuana fine law in 1973. 

The laws vary somewhat in their provisions and definitions, but in 
each possession of a small quantity of marijuana has been made the legal 
equivalent of a traffic offense that is enforceable by a citation instead 
of an arrest. 

The California bill, sponsored by senator George Moscone (e-San 
Francisco) and Assemblyman Alan Sieroty (D-Los Angeles), appeared lost 
earlier this year when it fell four votes short of the 41 required for 
passage in the state Assembly. After agreeing to reconsider the proposal, 
the Assembly engaged in a heated and partisan battle before adopting the 
bill 42-34, without a single Republican vote. The measure won bi-partisan 
support in the state Senate, and was signed by Governor Edmund G. Brown, 
Jr. on July 9. It becomes effective next New Year's Day. Gordon Brownell, 
NORML West Coast Coordinator, said the law "finally signals the end of 60 
years of treating marijuana possession as a felony in California." 

Around the state, the San Francisco Chronicle called the new law 
" ••• a wise reform" and the Los Angeles Times said "the law is sensible 
and huma.ne" and "a big and responsible step forward". Meanwhile, grumb
ling L.A. Police Chief Edward M. Davis compared the Sacramento lawmakers 
to Donald Duck and predicted a devastating crime wave. 
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Colorado's new law ~ecame effective on July 1, tne same day it was 
signed by Democratic Governor Richard A. Lamm. INon-pUb"lic" possession 
now is pUnishable by a maximum $100 fine, while "public display and 
consumption~' carries the same fine but the violator also runs the risk 
of a possible 15 day jail term. . 

The Colorado law represents a compromise, but as ;rim Moore, Aspen 
District Attorney and NORML's State Coordinator, points out: "The mari
juana smoker will no longer be subject to arrest or jail when smeking is 
limited te private situatiens." 

State Senate Majerity Leader Richard Ploc.k (R-Denver) and Represen
tative Chuck Howe ,(D-Bou¢der) spensered the Colorade measure. 

Maine's new marijuana law wen easy approval and is part of a sweep
ing legislative package that completely revamps the state criminal cede. 
The new cede is the CUlmination .of nearly three years werk by the state's 
Criminal Law Revisien·Cemmission headed by fermer Maine Atterney General· 
Jen A. Lund. 

Richard Clark, NORML Maine Coerdinater, said the legislatien rec.og
nized that the criminal law is "te.o cestly and tee severe fer attempting 
te regulate private cenduct." The new ;Law dees net beceme effective 
until March 1, 1976. 

SummarieS .of the new laws are available·frem NORML. 

STATE, FEDERAL UPDATE 

Marijuana referm prepesals remain alive in Michigan, New Jersey, 
New Yerk, Washingt.on state and Wiscensin. Hearings were held July 16 
en bills ~n ohie and the District .of Celumbia. 

Referm bills in Georgia, Hawaii arid Tennessee must wait fer actien 
until 1976. In Minnes.ota, a pr.opesal fer a $100 ci.tatipn system was 
shelved until after the first .of next year when the legislature's .offi
cial sessi.on ended befere final appreval ceuld be given. 

Bills in Arizena, C.onnecticut, Flerida, Illineis, Iewa, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, Nevada, New Hampshire and Texas were either veted dewn .or 
ki.lled fer the year. A prep.osal to include private cU.ltivati.on in ore
gen's marijuana decriminalizatien law was tabled with.out c.onsideratien. 

In a backward ste~earlier this year, Indiana .outlawed items like 
reach clips and hash pipes, but exempted papers, apparently believing 
many Heesiers still rell their .own cigarettes. 

Ne additi.onal Cengressienal activity has taken place since the 
hearings before Sen. Birch Bayh's (D-Ind.) Juvenile Delinquency SUb
c.ommittee in May. 

IVWrrII NATIONAL ORGANIZAT.ION FOR THo "--U- REFORM OF MARIJUANA LAWS 
2317, M STREET, N.W .. WASHINOTON, O.C, 20037 
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July 28, 1975 

TO: ADVISORY BOARD 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
STATE COORDINATORS 

RE: NBC-TV SPECIAL ON MARIJUANA 

FROM: KEITH STROUP 

On Sunday, August 3rd, at 10:00 P.M., NBC-TV News 

has schedulep a o~e hour documentary on marijuana entitled 

"Mary Jane Grows_Up: Marijuana in the 70's". In light 

of the past coverage of this issue by NBC News, we are 

naturally cautious in our expectatiolls. Nonethe,less, it 

is an apparent attempt to examine both the medical and 

legal issues objectively. 

I. 
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JUly 28, 1975 

TO: ADVISORY BOARD 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
STATE COORDINATORS 

RE: 1975 NORML CONFERENCE 

FROH: KEITH STROUP 

We lJ.ave tentatively chosen the weekend of December ·5-7 
as the date for the 1975 NORML Conference in Washington, D.C. 
Although no final commitments will be made for a few weeks, 
we now plan to utilize the same hotel and meeting facilities 
which were used last year. 

Please advise if the suggested dates are inconvenient 
for your schedule and would preclude you from attenaing. 
For the Conference tc be worthwhile, we need the partici
pation and attendance .of most .of cur key people. We urge 
you to set this weekend aside now and to make plans tc come 
to .~~ashington and be part of our annual meeting. 

In additicn, we are now at the stage of planning th~ 
agenda for the Conference and inviting speakers. We would 
like your suggestions for ways tc improve the Conference. 
Fcr example, we may attempt to sub-divide certain sections 
of the .c.onference into smaller workshops ~lhere those in . 
attendance could participate more directly. Do you support 
this variation, and do you have any particular suggestions 
for topics which woulq be useful and appropriate for the 
workshops? Likewise, could Me have your suggestions for 
persons we might invite tc address the Conference? Please 
offer your comments and suggestions for the Conference within 
a short time so that \~e can have the benefit of your i¢leas. 

THE ~975 NORML CONFERENCE DECEMBER 5-7, 1975 
~IASHINGTON, D.C. 
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. July 29, 1975 

TO: ADVISORY BOARD 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
EXECUTIVE COMMI'FTEE 
STATE COORDINATO~~ 
ATTORNEYS 

FROH: PETER H. MEYERS, LEGAL COUNSEL 

RE: DOWNEY V. PERINI: FEDERAL APPEALS COURT RULES 
OHIO'S MARIJUANA PENALTfES UNCONSTITUTIONAL 

Two sections of Ohio's marijuana law were recently de
clared unconstitutional by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit in Cincinnati. The Court.held that the minimum 
penalties contained in the Ohio law for sale of marijuana 
(20·years) and for possession for sale of marijuana (10 years) 
were so excessive and disproportionate to the offense that 
they constituted Cruel and Unusual Punishment in violation of 
the Eighth Amendment. 

This decision is the first time that a federal court has 
found a criminal penalty imposed by a statute to be cruel and 
unusual solely on the basis 'of the length of imprisonment im
posed'. 

The Court pointed out that,Ohio's mar~Juana penalties, 
which are among the. most severe in the country, were much. 
stiffer than the state's penalties for assault with a deadly 
weapon (2-5 years), or for kidnapping,' armed robbery, burg
lary, rape, and voluntary manslaughter (4-7 years). 

Unless the rUling is appealed to 'the U.S. Supreme Court, 
it could result in all persons presently incarcerated in Ohio 
for sale and possession for sale being released'. The ruling 
could also affect the three other states which are cov.ered by' 
the Sixth Circuit, Tennessee, Michigan, and Kentucky, but the 
penalties iIi these states are· generally much less severe than 
the Ohio penalties.' 

The decision may be cited: Downey v. Perini, F.2d 
, No. 74-1929 (6th Cir. July 3, 1975).~rs excerpted 

it""4'4 L.W. 2034 .and 17 Cr.L.Rep. 2324. Copies of the full ' 
Slip Opinion are available from the D~C. office of NO~~ for 
$1.00. For further information contact NORML's Ohio Coordin
ator, David Weiner, Esq., 800 National City East 6th Bldg~, 
Cleveland, Oh., 44114, tel. (216) 62l-~150. 
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Legislative Action Memo 

RE: The co~gressional Committee struoture and 
Membership Relevant to Current Federal 
Legislation to Decriminalize Marijuana 

FROM: Keith Stroup 
Director, NORML 

DATE: August 15, 1975 

There are currently two marijuana decriminalization 
proposals before Congress. 

H.R. 561 (Reintroduced as H.R.4520) 

Rep. Ed Koch (D.-N.Y.) has reintroduced the 
Javits-Koch bill (S.~H.R. 561) to completely 
decriminalize the marIJUana smoker. This bill, first 
introduced in 1972, reflects the 'recommendation of the 
National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse. 
Recently reintroduced as H.R. 4520, this measure is 
co-sponsored by Bella Abzug (D.-N.Y.), Herman Badillo 
(D. -N • Y .); George E; Brown (0 • -Calif! ), John Burton 
(D.-Calif.), John Conyers (D.-Mich.), Robert Drinan 
(D.-Mass.), Doh Edwards (D.-Calif.1t Donald M. Fraser 
(D.-Minn.), Michael.Harrington (D.-Mass.), Eli%abeth 
Holtzman (D.-N.Y.), Paul McCloskey (R.-Calif.), Robert 
N.C. Nix (D.-Pa.), Charles Rangel (D.-N.Y.), Benjamin 
Rosenthal (D.-N.Y.), Edward R. Roybal (D.-Calif.), 
Pete Stark (D.-Calif.), Steven J. Solarz (R.-N.Y.), and 
Henry Waxman (D.-Calif.) 

Senator Javits has not reintroduced tpe Senate 
version this sessio'n. 

H.R. 6108/S.1450 

On April 17, the Marijuana Control AGt of 1975 
(S.1450/H.R.6108), a proposal to adopt a maximum $100 
civil fine for.minor marijuana violations, was introduced 
for the first time federally,· based on the successful 
oregon experience. This measure is co-sponsored in 
the Senate by Jacob Javi ts (R. -N. Y.), Alan Cranston, 
(D.-Cal.), Edward Brooke (R.-Mass.) and Gaylord Nelapn 
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(D.-Wis.), and in the House of Representatives by Edward 
Koch (D.-N.Y.), Bella Abzug (D.-N.y.), Herman Badillo 
(D.-N.Y.), John Burton (D.-Cal.), Phil Burton (D.-Cal.), 
John Conyers (D.-Mich.), Ron Dellums (D.-CaL), Robert. 
Drinan (D.-Mass.), Robert Duncan (D.-ore.), Don Edwards 
(D.-Cal.), Robert Edgar (D.-pa.), Michael Harrington 
(D.-Mass.), Paul McCloskey (R.-Ca.), Charles Rangel 
(D.-N.Y.), Benjamin Rosenthal (D.-N.Y.), James Scheuer 
(D.-N.Y.), Pete Stark (D.-Cal.), and Henry Waxman (D.-Cal.). 

I. THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

A. When federal drug legislation is introduced in 
the House, it is referred to the Subcommittee on Health 
and the Environment, Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce. 

H.R.561 (H.R.4520) and H.R.6108 have both been 
referred to this Subcommittee for consideration. 

To date, no hearings have been scheduled on the 
proposals, nor has any other action been taken. 
Subcommittee Chairman Paul Rogers (D.-Florida), a 
Presidential appointee to the National Commission on 
~Iarijuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer Commission), which 
originally recommended decriminalization in its 1972 
Report, has not yet been willing to take the initiative 
on this i.ssue. So the measures lie dormant. 

Please contact members of the Subcommittee, as 
well as the Chairman"uring their early action in support 
of these bills. Legislative hearings should be 
scheduled promptly, followed by a vote to favorably 
report a decriminalization bill to the full Committee. 

Please write as many members of the Subcommittee as 
time permits. 

In addition, you should write th~ Chairman of the 
full CommitteEl, Rep. Harley O. Staggers (P •. -W.V.),and 
the ranking minority member, RElP. Samuel L. Devine 
(R.-Ohio), both ex-officio members of the Suhr.ommittee. 

HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH 
AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Democratic Members 
(in order of seniority) 

Rep. Paul Rogers (Chairman) 
2407 Rayburn H.O.B. (Florida) 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

-2-

Republican Members 
(in order of sen~ority) 

Rep. TiIII Lee Carter (Ky'.) 
2441 Rayburn H.O.B. 
Washington" D.C. 20515 



Democratic Members 
(in order of seniority) 

Rep. Daniel E. Satterfield(Va.) 
2348 Rayburn H.O.B, 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. Richardson Preyer (N.C.) 
403 Cannon H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. James W. Symington (Mo.) 
307 Cannon H.O.B. 
Washington; D.C. 20515 

Rep. James H. Scheuer (N.Y.) 
2438 Rayburn H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. Henry A. Waxman (Ca.) 
1039 Longworth H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. W. G. Hefner (N.C.) 
1004 Longworth H.O.B. 
Was~ington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. James J. ~lorio (N.J.) 
1725 Longworth H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. Charles J. Carney (Ohio) 
1714 Longworth H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. Timonthy E. Wirth (Co.) 
516 Cannon H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. Andrew Maguir~ (N.J.) 
1314 Longworth H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS 

Rep. Harley O. Staggers (w.v.l 
2366 Rayburn H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
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Republican Members 
(in order of senIority) 

Rep. James T. Broyhill (N.Car.) 
2227 Rayburn H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. James ~. Hastings (N.Y.) 
113 Cannon H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20.515 

Rep. H. John Heinz, III (Pa.) 
324 Cannon H.O.B. 
washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. Samuel L. Devine (Ohio) 
2206 Rayburn H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 
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B. As a result of the recommendations of the National 
Commission on Reform of, Federal Criminal Laws (Brown 
Commission), a comprehensive new federal 'criminal code 
is being considered by the House pubcommittee on Criminal 
Justice, Committee on the Judiciary. 

The Brown Commission, in their 1971 Report, 
reQommended that possession of marijuana be treated as 
a non-criminal "infraction," punishable by a maximum 
$500 fine only. 

H.R. 333, sponsored by Reps. Robert Kastenmeir 
(D.-Wis.), Don Edwards (D.-Calif.), Joshua Eilberg 
(D.-Pa.) and Abner Mikva (D.-Ill.) reflects the Brown 

COlllJllission "infraction" recommendation. 

H.R.3907, sponsored by Rep. ,Charles E. Wlggins 
(R.-Calij:.), is the Nixon-Ford administration's reElponse 
to the Bl:own Commission. Under this proposal, marijuana 
possession would carry a possible 30 days in jail and/or 
$10,000 fine. 

Current federal law permits a maximum one year in 
prison and/or ~5,000 fine. 

No Subcommittee action has occ'lrred on eithe,r 
measure, and none is expected until late thil3 year. 

_ .. ", ,_ Nonetheless, letters to the Subcommittee in suppor<: 
?f marijuana decrminalization as part of any new 
,s~deral criminal code would be appropriate. 

HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Democratic Members 
(in order of seniority) 

William L. Hungate (Chairman) 
2437 Rayburn H.O.B. (MO.) 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

James E,. Mann (S.C.) 
1214 Longworth H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Ray Thornton (Ark.) 
1109 Longworth H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman (N.Y.) 
1027 Longworth H.O.B. 
Washington" D.C. 20515 

Rep'. Martin A. Russo (Ill.) 
128 Cannon H.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Republican Memb~rs 
(in order of seniority) 

Rep. Robert McClory (Ill.) 
2452 'Ra,yburn H.O.B. 
Washi:ng'tph, D.C. 20515 

John M. Ashbrook (Ohio) 
1436 Longworth H.O.B. 
Was,hington, D.C. 20515 
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II. THE SENATE 

A. Federal drug bills introduced in the Senate are 
usually r~ferred to the Subcommittee to Investigate 
Juvenile Delinquency, committee on the Judiciary. 

s.1450 has. bean referred to this Subcommittee 
where legi3l.ative ~jearings .were held on May 15, 1975. 
During this hearing Subcommittee Chairman Sen. Birch 
Bayh (D.-Ind.) and Sen. PhiJ,.lip Hart (D.-Mich.) announced 
their support for the concept of narijuana decriminalization. 

Subsequently, Sen. Floyd F. Has~ell (P.-Colorado) 
and Sen. John V. Tl'.nney (D.-Calif.) hav", reques"Ced to 
be added as ~o-sponsors of S.1450. 

No further action has occurred with respect to 
the bill. Sen. Bayh is expected to schedule additional 
hearings before the Subcommittee is asked to vote on 
the measure. 

You should contact all Subcommittee members now· 
urging favorable action on s.1450. 

Senate Subcommittee to 
InVestigate JUVenile Delinguency 

Democratic Members 

Sen. Birch Bayh (Chairman) 
363 Russell. S.O.B. (Ind.) 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. ·Philip A. Hart (M±ch.) 
253 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Quentin N. Burdick (N.D.) 
451 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (Mass.) 
431 Russell S.D.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. John V. Tunney, (ca.) 
6221 Dirksen S.O.B. 
Washington; D.C. 20510 

Republican Members 

Sen. Roman L. Hrusk~ (Neb.) 
209 Russell S.O.B •. 
Washington,. D.C. 20510 

Sen. Hiram L •. Pong (Hawaii) 
21:21 Dirksen S.O .• B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen •. Charles McC Mathias (Md.) 
460 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 2051-

Jj 
.-;1 
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B. The Report of the National Commission on ths 
Reform of ?sderal Criminal Laws (Brown Commission), has 
also resulted in a Senate version of a comprehensive 
new federal criminal code. 

The Subconunittee on Criminal Laws and Pr'ocedures, 
chaired b~ Sen. John L. McClellan (D.-Ark.), currently 
has before :it S.l, the Nixon-F.ord administration's 
response to the Brown Commission Report. The provisions 
of S.l are identical to H.R.3907, sponsored by Rep. 
Charles wiggins (R.-Ca.) in the House. 

Althc)ugh the Brown Commission recommended that 
marijuana be treated as a non-criminal "infraction," 
punishable by a maximum $500 fine, the sponsors of S.l, 
Sens. McClellan and Hruska, chose to ignore this aspect 
of the Commission Report. Instead, they propose a 
possible 30 days jail and/or $10,000 fine. 

Sen. Ja~ob Javits (R.-N.Y.) has now introduced 
Amendment #584 to S.l, which would incorporate the 
basic provisions of S.1450 ($100 civil fine) for 
marijuana possession. No action has occurred on ~his 
amendment. 

Sen. Philip Hart (D.-Mich.) also intends to 
offer amendments to S.l soon which will incorporate 
marijuana decriminalization into the comprehensive 
proposal. 

Due to the composition of the Subcommittee 
membership, the decriminalization fight may not occur 
until the proposal reaches the full Judiciary Committee. 

Please write all members of this Subcommittee 
uring an amendment to 5.1 to decriminalize marijuana. 
It J.S very likely that some version of s.l will be 
voted on in the Senate later this session. Our effo~ts 
now' can si9nificantly increase the likelihood that 
decr~m~nal1zatiQn amendments wjlJ eventually be acgepted 
in full committee. This may lead to the first Senate 
floor vote on decriminalization later thJ.s session. 

SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
CRIMINAL LAWS AND PROCEDURES 

Democratic Members Republican Memcers 

Sen. John L. MCClellan (Chairman) Sen. Roman L. Hruska (Neb~) 
3241 Dirksen S.O.B. 209 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 Washington, D.C. 20510 
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Democratic Members 

Sen. Philip Hart (Mich.)-
253 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. James Eastland (Miss.) 
2241 'Dirksen S.O.B. 
washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Edward Kennedy (Mass.) 
431 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Robert Byrd lW.V.) 
105 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, P.C. 20510 
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Republican Members 

Sen, Hugh Scott (pa.) 
260 RUSsell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Strom Thurmand (S.C.) 
4241 Dirksen S.O.B. 

'Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. William L. Spoi:",t (Va.) 
3109 Dirksen S.O/ " 
Washington, D .C/ ;0510 

C. The following is a listing of all members of 
the full Senate JUdiciary Committee. ' 

It is urfient that you contact members of this 
Committee, as t ey must eventually approve any 
decriminalization provision before it can be voted on 
by the entire Senate. Both S.1450 and S.l must receIve 
favorable action by the full Judiciary Committee before 
they can be brought up on the floor. The Committee 
will be considering S.l during Se~tember and October, 
so don't delay with the letter wr1ting. 

Senate Committee on the JudiCiary 

Democratic Members 
(in order of seniority) 

Sen. James O. Eastland(Chairman) 
2241 Dirksen S.O.S. (Miss.) 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. John L. MCClellan (Ark.) 
3241 Dirken S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Philip A. Hart (Mioh.) 
253 Russe:!,l s.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (Mass.) 
431 Russell S.O.B. 
Washingt~n, D.C. 20510 

83-313 0 -, 77 - 20 ' 

Republican Members 
(In order of seniority) 

Sen. Roman L. Hruska (Neb.) 
209 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Hiram tong (Hawaii) 
2121 Dirksen S.O.B., 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Hugh Scott (pa.) 
260 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Strom Thurmond (S.C.) 
4241 Dirksen S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
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Democratic Members 

Sen. Birch Bayh (Ind.) 
363 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 2U5l0 

Sen. Quentin N. Burdick (N.D.) 
451 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Robert C. Byrd (li.V.l 
150 Russell S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. John V. Tunney (Ca.; 
6221 DiLksen S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Sen. James Abourezk (S.D.) 
1105 Dirksen S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Republican Members 

Sen. Charles McC Mathias (Md.) 
460 Russell S.O.B. 
Washin·gton, D.C. 20510 

Sen. Willil.lm L. Scott (Va.) 
3109 Dirksen S.O.B. 
Washington, D.C.. 20510 

""nDII1I. NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE 
.. -~ REFORM OF MN,IJUANA LAWS 

2317 M STREET, N.W .. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20(l37 
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ItqIl!!JL 
dASPECldL 
. REPORT 

August 15, 1975 

A Compilation of 

State Citation Laws 

fof-Minor Marijuana Offenses 

In Octoper 1973, Oregon became the first state 
to, eliminate criminal arrest and jail ~enalties for 
possession of EllDall amounts of marijuana, substituting 
a citation-enforced civil fine. The results of this 
innovative a~proach have been overwhelmingly favorable: 
there has been no demonstrable·increas,e ,L"l marijua.na 
smoking; 'thousan!1s. of young people have been spared 
the debilitating. aspects of a life-long crimina.a... record; 
and the police have been freed of a costly and time
consuming burden to concentrate on serious crime. 

As a resulte ,,'five' other states have recently 
enacted similar faws: AJaska, Maine, Colorado, California: 
and Ohio., The ~roviBionB of these l'aws are set. out below,' 
~ld copies are available'from NORML. ~n each of them, 
regardless of whether marijuana may now technically be 
said. to be "decr,iminalized" or not, the person who smokes 
marijuana or possesses a slllall amount, is no longer 
subject to arrest or jail, nor left with any permanent 
criminal record. ' . - -, 

Nt"IDIrII NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FonT~E 
.~ REFORM OFMAAIJUANALAWS 

2317 M STAm.1'I~., WASHINGTON. O.C.20031 
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SUMMARY CHART - MARIJUANA CITATION LAWS 

State Max. Fine Max. Amount Criminal or Effective 
Imnosed Possessed civil Violation Date 

~ 

Oregon $100.00 1 oz. Civil Oct. 5, 1973 

Alaska $100.00 Any amount in Civil Sept. I, 1975 
private for 
personal use or 
1 oz. in public 

Maine $200.00 Any amounta Civil March 1, 1976 
for personal use 

Co1oradob $100.00 1 oz. Class 2 petty Jul!! I, 1975 
offense - no 
criminal record 

Californiab $100.00 1 oz. Misdemeanor - no Jan. I, 1976 
permanent criminal 
record 

Ohiob $100.00 100 grams Minor mis- Nov. 1975 

a 

b 

(approx. 3 l/n demeanor - no 
oz. ) criminal record 

There is a rebuttable presumption that possession of less than 
1 1/2 oz. is for personal use, and possession of more than 1 1/2 oz 
is with an intent to distribute. 

Distribution of marijuana by gift, or for no remuneration, is 
treated the same as possession in California (for up to 1 oz.), 
Colorado (for up to 1 oz.), and Ohio (for up to 20 grs.). 

-
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PROVISIONS OF STATE LAWS 

First Offense Subsequent Offense 

1. ~ 

House Bill No. 2936, amending O.R.S. 167.207, ~ffective 
October, 5, 1973. 

Possession 
(up to loz.) $100 fine only Same 

Note: Possession of 'up to 1 oz. of marijuana is considered,~ 
non-criminal "violation" with a maximum tine of $100, 
enforced by a citation system. Possession of more than 
1 oz., cultivation, and sale of any amount, remain 
criminal offenses, subject to 0-10 yrs. and/or $2,500: 

2.~ 

Senate Bill No. 350, amending A.S. 17.10.010 ~ ~., approved 
May 16, 1975, effective September 1, 1975., 

Possesfiion 
(any amount in private 
for personal ·use, or 
up to 1 oz. in public) $100 fine only Same 

Possession (while driving 
a motor vehicle) $1000 fine only Same 

Public use $1000 fine only Same 

Note: The new Alaska law is similar to the Or~gon law in that 
,it provides for civil fines enforced by citations. The 
Alaskan Supreme Court has generally held that possession 
of amounts up to 8 oz. ~ 1 lb. are presumed to be for 
personal use. The Supreme Court o£ Alaska's recent 
decision holding that pC3sesion of marijuana by adults 
in the home is constitution~lly p~otected by the Right 
of Privacy, appears to invalidate certain of~he civil 
fines involved in the new law. Ravin v. State, No. 1156, 

'May 27, 1975. Possession of more than 1 oz:-In public 
remains a criminal offense, subject to 0-1 yr. and/or 
$1,000. Sale is punishable by 0-25 yrs. and/or $20,000. 
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First Offense Subsequent Offense 

3. ~ 

Maine Criminal Code reV1S10n, Title l7-A of ;~aine Revised 
Statutes Annotated', Chapter 45 ~~., appr.:lved June 18, 1975, 
effective March 1, 1976. 

Possession 
(any amount for personal 
use -- see note) 

Possession 
(with intent to 
distribute 

Sale or distribution 

Sale or distribution 
(to persons under 16) 

$200 fj.ne only 

0-1 yr. and/or $500 

0-1 yrs. and/or $500 

0-5 yrs. and/or $'1000 

Same 

Same 

Same 

Same 

Note: Possession of any amount of marijuana for personal use 
is a civil violation, subject to a maKimum $200 fine, 
enforced by citation. There is a rebuttable presumption 
that possession of more than 1 1/2 oz. is with an intent: 
to distribute. A "usable" amount is required, and 
residue found in a pipe, or a few seeds, would not be 
sufficient. The new law also provides that as an 
alternative to the fines indicated above for sale, a 
fine of up to twice the. "pecuniary gain" involved .in 
the sale may be imposed. 

4. COLORADO 

House Bill No. 1027, amending Sec. 12-22-401 et ~. of the 
Colorado Dangerous Drug,Act, effective July l~l975. 

Possession 
(up to 1 oz.) 

Public display or con
sumption (up to 1 oz.) 

Possession 
(more than 1 oz.) 

$100 fine only 

$:no fine mandatory 
and up to 15 days 

0-12 months and/or 
$500 

Ii 

Same 

Same 

0-2 years and 
$500-$1,000 



Colorado, cont. 

Transfer "for no con
sideration" (up to 1 o~.) 

Transfer of more t.han 
1 oz. or any amount to. 
a minor 
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F!rst' OffGnse 

$100 fine only 

3-14 years and up 
to $10,000 

Subsequent offense 

Same 

Same (except 
prison term 
mandatory) 

Note: Possession of up to 1 oz"of marl.Juana is a non-criminal 
"violation". punishable by a maximum $100 fine. Transferring' 
not more than lOll. "for no consideration" is qefined 
as simple possession, and is subject to the same $100 
lllaximum fine. Transferring more than one ounce, or any 
amount to a minor, .is subject t() imprisolUllent for 3-14 
years and ug to $10,000. Cu~tivation is. subject to 
imprisolUllent for 1-14 years ;lnd a fine of· up to $l'()OO" 

5. ~RNIA 

Senate Bill No. 95, amending Sec. 11357 et ~. of the Health 
and .Safety Code and Sec. 853.6 of the Penal Code, effective 
January 1, 1976. 

Possession 
(up to lOll.) 

Possession 
(more than 1 oz.) 

Possession 
(hashish) 

Furnishing "without 
consideration 
(up to lOll) 

Furnishing "w/c" 
(more than 1 Oll.) or 
sale of any amount 

$100 fine only 

0-6 months and/or 
$500 

0-5 yrs. and/or $500 

$100 fine only 

5 years - life (must 
serve 3 years) 

Same (see note) 

Same 

Same (slle note) 

!:lame (must 
serve 5 years) 

Note: Possession, furnishing "without consideration," and 
transporting up to 1 oz. is technically still a misddmeanor, 
subject to a maximum $100 fine and enforced bY citation, 
.although there is no permanent criminal record. If the 
person charged was previously convicted three or more 
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First Offense SUbseguent Offense 

California, cont. 

times for these offenses within a two-year period, he 
shall be diverted to an educational or treatment program 
in lieu of the fine, and if no program can be found, the 
fine is imposed. 

Cultivation of any amount remains a felony punishable 
bya jail term from one to 10 years. 

The new law abolishes the previous offenses consisting 
of (1) use of marijuana, (2) possession of marijuana 
paraphernalia, and (3) being in a place where marijuana 
is being used. Tpe new law also requires that all records 
pertaining to the arrest or conviction for possession 
of marijuana be destroyed within two years, and that no 
public agency within the State shall deny or limit any 
license or pr.ivilege on account of a conviction for 
marijuana-r~~ated offenses. 

6. 2.!!!£ 
House Bill No. 300, amending Ohio Rev. Code Ann. Sec. 3719.01 
et ~., approved August , effective 90 days thereafter. 

Possession 
(up to 100 grams) 
(up to 5 gr. hashish) 
or 1 gr. hash oil) 

(100 - 200 gr.) 
(5 - 10 gr. hashish 
or 1-2 gr. hash oil) 

(200-600 gr.) 
(10-30 gr. hashish 
or 2-6 gr. hash oil) 

(over 600 gr.) 
(over 30 gr. hashish 
or 6 gr. hash oil) 

Gift (20 gr. or less) 

Sale 
(up to 200 gr.) 
(up to 10 gr. hashish 
O~ ~ gr. h~:lh oil) "._-,--

$100 fine only 

0-30 days and/or 
$250 

G mos. - 5 yrs. 
and/or $2,500 

1-10 yrs. and/or 
$5,000 

$100 fine only 
(criminal record 
maintained) 

6 mos. - 5 yrs. 
and/or $2,500 

Same 

Same 

1-10 yrs. 
and/or $5,000 

2-15 yrs. and/or 
$7,500 

0-60 days 
and/or $500 

1-10 yrs. 
and/or $5,000 



Ohio, cont. 

(200-600 gr.) 
(10-30 gr. hashish 
or ~-6 gr. hash oil) 

(over 600 gr.) 
(over 30 gr. hashish 
or 6 gr. hash oil) 

Furnishing to a Minor 
(who is at least 4 
yrs. younger than 
transferor) 

Cult;\.vation (any 
amount) 
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First Offense 

1-](\ 'irs. 
and/or $5,000 

2-15 yrs. (6 mos. 
mandatory) and/or 
$7,500 

6 mos. - 5 yrs. 
(3 mos. mandatory) 
and/or $2,500 

6 mos. - 5 yrs. 
and/or $2,500 

Subsequent Offense 

2-15 'Irs. 
and/or $7,500 

2-15 yrs. '(1 yr. 
mandatory) and/ 
or $7,500 

1-10 yrs. 
(3 mos. manda
tory) and/or 
$5~000 

1-10 'irs. 
and/or $5,000 

Note: Possession of up to 100 gram.s of marijuana (approx. 3 1/2 
oz.) is <;lassified as a "minor misdemeanor," as are 
posssession of up to 5 grams of hashish or 1 gram of hash 
oil. There is no criminal record for these offenses. 

Criminal penalties aramaintained, though drastically 
reduced, for all sale offenses and for cultivation, as 
well as possession of over 100 g~ams. 

i II II 

, 
.1 

:Ii 
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August 22, 1975 

. IMMEDIA~E RELEASE 

FOr details, contact: 
Keith Stroup or Larry Schott 
(202) 223-3170 
David Weiner 
(216) 621-0150 

OHIO DECRIMINALIZES MARIJUANA 

On Friday, August 22, Republican Gov. James A. 
Rhodes signed into law a measure making Ohio the latest 
State to abandon jail penalties ~or minor marijuana 
offenses. Ohio joins Oregon, Alaska, Maine, Colorado 
and California in changing their public policy toward 
marijuana. ~he provisions of HQuse Bill 300, a comprehensive 
drug bill which maintains strong cri~inal sanctions 
toward all other drugs, call for a maximum ~100.00 fine 
for possessing up to 100 grams of marijuana. Enforcement 
is by a citation, .similar to !l traffic ticket. 

H.B. 300 was first introduced two years ago as Ohio 
Attorney-General Will:i.an J. Brown's "law-and-order" drug 
bill. Later, over the objections of the Attorney General, 
several legislators, including Reps. Ed. Orlett (D.-Daton) 
Harry Lehman (D.-Cleveland) Charles R. Saxbe 
.(R.-Machanicsburg) and Mike Stinziano (D.-Columbus) and 
Sen. Stanley Aronoff (R.-Cincinatti), were successful 
in amending the proposal to include the more moderate 
marijuana penalties. 

When the reduced penalties become effective in three 
months, possessing up to 100 grams (about 3 1/2 ounces) 
of marijuana will be classified as a "minor misdemeanor" 
and specif:i.cally exempted from any. criminal record. 
Lesser amounts of hashish (5 grams) and hashish oil 
(1 gram), both concentrates of marijuana, will also carry 
the maximum $100.00 fine. 

Richard Wolfe, Columbus businessman and Chairman of 
the Franklin county Mental Hea.lth and Mental Retardation 
Board, called the new measure "a balanced bill that 
properly addresses both the so-called 'hard' and 'soft' 
drug problems." Wolfe recently testified before the 
state legislature in support of the bill along with Art 
Linkletter; University of Virginia Law Professor Richard 
Bonnie, former Associate Director of the National 
Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer Co~ission); 
J. Pat Horton, District Attorney for Lane County, Oregon; 
and award winning science writer, Edward Brecher; 
author of Consumer Union's highly respected book, 
Licit and Illicit Drugs. 

NORML's Ohio state coorqinator, Cleveland ~ttorney 
David Weiner, called this latest legislation "a tribute 
to the people of Ohio." He pliaised the la~nnakers for 
their willingness to incorpor'lte sensible marijuana 
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penalties into the bill at a time when the subject still 
raises emotions among many Ohioans. "TheY' remained 
firm with the dangerous drugs, while adopting a realistic 
position for marijuana," said Weiner. 

Under this new bill, criminal penalties ~re maintained, 
though reduced, for possesion of larger amounts, and for 
cultivatiou or sale of any amount. A gift of less than 
20 grams of marijuana, however, would subject the donor 
to a maximum $100 fine. 

Ohio's old marijuana law, one of the toughest in 
the n~tion, treated possession of marijuana for sale 
with a minimum 10 year sentence, and sale of an~ amount 
with a minimum ,20 year sentence. In a recent landmark 
federal court decision, Downey v. perini, (JUly 3, 1975), 
the 6th Circuit Federal court orAppeals rUled that the 
harshness of these penalt~es, in contrast with lesser 
penalties available for many crimes or violence, were 
"cruel and unusual punishment", in violation of the 8th 
Amendment to the U.S. constitution. 

First Offense Subsequent Offense 

Possession 
(up to 100 grams) 
(up to 5 gr. hashish, 
or 1 gr. hash oil) $100 fine only Same 
(100 -200 gr.) 
(5 - 10 gr. hashish) 0-30 days and/or 
or 1-2 gr. 'hash oil) $250 Same 
(200;"600 gr.) 
(10-30 gr. Hashish) 6 mos. - 5 yrs. 1-10 yrs. 
or 2-6 gr. hash oil) and/or $2,500 and/or $5,0'00 
(over 600 gr.) 
(over 30 gr. hashish 1-10 yrs. andl 2-15,yrs. andlor 
or 6 9'" hash oil) or $5,000. $7,500 
~ (20 gr. or less) $100 ~1ne only 

(criminal record 
10-60 Clays 

and/or $500 
maintained) 

Sale 
~to 200 gr.) 6 mos. - 5yrs. 1-10 yrs. 
(up to 10 gr. Hashish lind/or $2,500 and/or $5,000 
or 2. gr. hash oil) 
(200-600 gr;) 
(10-30 gr. hashish 1-10 yrs. 2-15 yrs. 
or 2-6 gr. hash oil) and/or $5,000 andlor $7,500 
{over-600 gr.! 
(over 30 gr. hashish 

2-1~ yrs',Ib 1lI0s. 
mandatory) andl . 

~-J.!> yrs. (.I. yr. 
mandatory) andl 

pr 6 gr. hash oil) or $7,500 or $7,500 
'u1tivation (any b mos. -,!>, yrs. IJ.-J.I! yrs. 
amount) 'and/or $2,500 and/o,r $S, 000 

t t t 
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Ron. Birch Bayh 
363 Russell Senate. Office Building 
Washington, D.C, 20510 

RE: S.l and S.1450 

Dear Senator Bayh: 

September 5, 1975 

I am writiug to urge your strong and active support for 
both S.1450 imd an amendment to 5.1 which would remove criminal 
penalties for the private use and possession of marij uana. 

The case for S. 1450 and a decriminalization amendment to 
S.l is not based on the premise that marijuana is harmless, or that 
its use should be encouraged, but rather on the immense (and growing) 
human, fiscal, and social costs of marijuana prohibition and on oUl; 
traditional American values of individual freedom, personal choice, 
and the right to privacy. 

Six states (Alaska, California, Colorado, Maine, Ohio, and 
Oregon) have enacted legislation ending the arrest and jailing of 
marij uana users. Similar ac tion on the part of Congress will have 
a major impact on other states, and end the unconscionable arrests 
of half a million Americans annually on marij uana charges. 

I urge you to support S .1450 and any amendments to S.l which 
will incorporate a non-criminal approach to marijuana use and 
possession in the new federal criminal code. Thank you very much. 

GSB:ld 

Sincerely, 

6,s.J;l. ~~ o.tl.. 
Gordon S. Brownell 
West Coast Coordinator 
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'September ~6, ,1975 

TO: 'NORML S~ECIAr..l>lAILING LIST 

RE: FISCAL COSTS OF ENFORCING 
THE MARIJUANA LAWS 

FROl>l: KEITH STROUP. 

·Memo 
AdvIsory BOanr: 
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Iluwml""Ph,&q· 

.Chiulo,llliJuJis . 
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,Hm...IlI";"';;', 

- . ., ,I" •• ~": 

.. 

With, the current·economic crisis·which COl'/fx;onts many 

, city a~d state governments, an increasingly important con

.sideration ~n the debate over marijuana policy is the cost 

involved in attempting t~ enforce the. current marijuana 

· prohi~,ition. }I~he ques'!;:1.on: arises·, "Are them;l;rijuana laws 

· worth What they a):e costing' us? ,i . '. , .. '. " 

Enforcement costs include th~ police; prosecutoria.l, 

judicial, penal a~d probationary personnel involved in 

marijuana law enforcement. Obviously'it is difficult to 

accurat!!lYSepa;:~te~hesemarijuana rel~ted cost~ ,from the 

O.verall ~~s1;S 9~ ,~~nist~~ing o~r~r~ndnal \jus,tice system. 

" Two state studies haveattempt.edan' analysis· of their 

costs of enforcing these ~aws~ 'While conditions differ in 

each state, these costs, analyses should be useful, in absence 

.of J!lorespe~g~c. ?ata;' in ,est;ima1;ing maJ;'ijuana. enfor.::ement 

'c:o,sts i,~./~ursta~~,: '"., .. ' . , . '.: '" . 

· ~ ~ .~. 
'-.. , 1,,'," 

. " ... 
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- page two 

A. California 

The May, 1974 report of Sen. George Moscone's Senate 

Select Committee on Control of Marijuana, entitled Marijuana: 

Beyond Understanding concluded that. when all marijuana arrests 

were felonies, each ended up costing the state $1,630. After 

the law was modified ~n 1968 to permit first offenders to be 

handled a~ misdemeanors, at the djscretion of the judge, the 

cost per arrest dropped slightly to $1,340. 

The Committee found that California was arresting nearly 

100,000 persons annually on marijuana charges, resulting in 

a cost in excess of $100 million dollars in law enforcement 

resources. 

B. Illinois: 

In July, 1975, the, Illinois Economic and Fiscal Commis-' 

sion, established by the state legislature, published an 

evaluation of state drug abuse programs. This report con

cluded that the av:erage' (:ost 'per arrest (not lim! te,d' to 'drug 

arrests) was '$1,139., Examining the drug law.enforcement in 

particular, the report concluded that marijuana arrests in

volving po~ses~ion of an ounce or less accou~ted for 44% of 

all drug arrests in 1974 resulting in law enforcement costs 

to the state of $15,490,000. 

Copies of both o~ these state cost analyses are available. 

upon request from NORML. 
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1827 1977 

HANOVER COLLEGE 
HANOVER, INDIANA 47243 

Offioe of the Presidant 

Senator Birch Bayil 
United States Senate 
WashingtoL1, D.C. 20510 

Dear Birch: 

May 12, 1975 

~7 
" 

\ 

I I 

I have just learned that you are conducting hearings in the Senate on 
the possession and use of marijuana. I should like to iorward to you 
a few of my thoughts on this matter. 

) 

If the legal dimensions and restrictiOns on the possession and use of 
marijuana are removed, this country will be subjecting itself to moral 
and social problems of such proportions that the ills oftlie Roman Empire 
will be a picnic by corrparison. No greater contribution to the degra
dation of society cuuld be made than to reduce and decrease the legal 
penalties for possession and use of this controlled substance. 

)1 

/f 
.I 
'/ 

Some of us who work with young peop!e day in and day out are totally convinced 
that the law should deal with "possession and use" together. Although these 
two areas can be separated theoretically; they cannot be separated from a 
practical point-of-view. In moments of objectivity, youl)g people from 18-21 
years af ege will generally verify and confirm this position. I do hope that we 
do not enact "soft-hegded" lam on the possession and use of marijuana. In 
fact, we should be strengthening and upgrading the laws for possession and use 
and not weakening and downgrading them. 

J, 

I submit these cbst!rvations with great sincerity in the hope that we do not 
contribute negatively to society by weakening laws in this connection. 

JEH:WC 

, 
I 

, I 
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SUSCOMMIlTEEI 

BIRCH BAm,IND., CHAIRMAN 

:!i!ri~·H~~D~!~~. OAK. ='!:;.E~ ~~~::A~~i::: JR., MD, 
ncWARD M. KENNmY, MASS. HI"AM L. FaNGI, HAWAII 

JOHN M. RECToIt, STAFF DIIIECTon AND CHIEP COUNSEL 

~Cnite~ ..!£>£a:£e$ ..!£>e'lla:£~ 

Jo1m E. Hora.".-' 
P .... ld.Dt 
HaDovu' COU ... 

COMMITTEE ON THE .JUDICIARY 
SUBCOfilMITTEETO INVESTIGATE JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 

(PUR5UANT TO SEC. I%. 8. RE8. 720 Vni COHOR".) 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 205tO 

Huov .... lIu!lana 4.124.3 

D •• r Jack: 

July 3, 1975 

I appreciate YOUI' tboulbtful letter relareliD, tb. Ullil 

ad coabol of marlbu&D& aDd bope taat you wUl comaat further 
on tb. _clo.eel material. that weI'. pree.teel at It. recat b.ariD, 
of my Subcomm.1tteo. 

With warm relarel., 

J:aclo.ul'e 

SiDe.roly, 

BIRCH BAYH 
. Cltall'lDaD 
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'1827 1977 

HANOVER COLLEGE 
HANOVER, INDIANA. 47243 

Senator Birch Bayh 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 2.05 10 

Dear Birch: 

Olfice of the President 

July 10, 1975 

Thank you for your letter of July 3, 1975 in which you enclos~t! materials 
related to the control of marijuana through federal legislation. I appreciate 
your sending this information to me. Since you invited rna to react to the 
materials, I shall do so through this Jetter. 

The general thrust of the information which you forwarded to me appears to have 
as its major points the separation of possession and use and the reduction of 
legal penalties for private possession of small amounts of marijuana. The docu
ments also stress the high cost of processing the breaches of current marijuana 
laws. 

It would be my iudgment that if we move in the direction of separating the 
legal sanctions for possession and use and a pattern of fines for the private 
possession of smoll amQunts of marijuana, we will have even greater problems 
in our nation, and the cost of prosecution for breaches of the legal code will 
rise markedly. If psychology tells us anything, it certainly tells us that by 
reducing penalties for human error, we will not necessarily reduce the number 
of errors made. II' fact, most psychological research shows the opposite to be 
true. I believe that the same rationale can be applied to matters related to 
the possession and use of marijuana and other addl'ct1ve drugs. " 

I mu~t indicate that the statement presented to your Committee by R. Keith Stroup 
of NORM'- is like asking the Mafia if it endorses crime. I must state that I was 
concerned that there is an almost total absence of medical evidence and testimony 
in the documents. I am wondering why the studies made at Tulane University 
and Columbia University have not been stressed in the considerations by your 

83-3l3 0 - 71 - 2l 
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Committee. I believe thqt there is growing evidence concerning the harmful 
medical effects of marijuana, although this aspect of the matter is often deprecated 
by proponents of reduction of penalties for marijuana usqge. I am fully aware that 
your emphasis must be on the legal dimensions, but the concern for health, life 
and limb are also important considerations, so they cannot be set aside as you and 
your colleagues review the matter. Certainly, the environmental protection legis
lation, the automobile regulations as to seat belts and control of gasoline fumes, 
etc., relate to governmental concern for health problems. In brief, I personally 
believe that the health and medical factor should weigh heavily in the creation 
of legislation in this area. 

I commend you and your Committee for probing deeply into this problem. I must 
admit that my point of view is colored greatly through the events and developments 
which I see day-by-day in working with youth at the college level. As I said in 
an earlier letter, I do not feel that possession and use can be separated effectively, 
as legal entities, and that the reduction of penalties exacted on possessors and 
users will aid in the solution of the problems. I feel that the problems will be 
magnified if changes are made. 

Thank you again for your invitation to respond to the documents which you forwarded 
to me. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Yours cordially, eM., 
President 

JEH:W: 
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AN ARGUMENT AGAINST THE DECRIMINALIZATION OF MARIJUANA Now! 

(By George Gubar) 
Thero are apparently a multitude of problems inherent in any discussion con

cerning the question of the decriminalization of marijuana. I could probably list 
these p::oblems without discussion or clarification, but to do so would only add 
to the confusion which already exists. 

The t'Jpic of marijuana is an emotional' one engendering discussion, argumenta
tion, and rhetoric from users, non-users, and should-I-be-using individuals. In 
most of the discussions and debates concerning the decriminalization of the use 
and possession of marijuana which I have had with members of The National 
Organization for the Reform of the Marijuana Laws, it becomes apparent that 
decriminalization is not an end, but only the first step toward the legalization 
of the 'lI:se, possession, and sale of cannabis in all forms. If this is the case, 
why cloud tlle issue; discuss legalization. 

However, if we assume that this is not the case, and decriminalization is the 
end and, not the means, other serious considerations are implicit. 

There is no need for me to reiterate the reported physical hazards concerning 
chronic and longitudinal use of marijuana, such as has been suggested by promi
nent scientists around the world. I can only sry that this evidence may have been 
dispute<l, but in fact has never been refnted, and the body of evidence grows 
daily. 

To argue (as do the advocates) in favor of the recreational use of marijuana 
on an l.111limited basis because there has been some questionable research concern
ing the possible limited medical use of cannabis has no merit whatsoever. 

Perhaps the first question that should be asked is not "should marijuana be 
decriminalized or legalized," but "should the marijuana laws be modified?" To 
this question, I would have to answer "Yes-BDT . . . !" 

As a general a..-tiom, marijuana laws should not be considered on an individual 
basis, nor on a State by State baSiS, but should be unified on a National basis. 
I would personally resent, as an American citizen, being fined for the possession 
of twenty-eight (28) grams ~ of marijuana in New Jersey and be arrested and 
possibly jailed for the same offense in New York or Pennsylvania. Further, the 
bases for change of laws which attempt to protect the mental and physical health 
of the American people should be considered on the recommendation of tbe F.D.A. 
after careful consideration of aU of the evidence as in the case of any' product 
offered for sale under the rubric of food or drugs.~ 

If we accept the fact (which most of us do) that there is no proven relationship 
between the USe of marijuana and the progression to "harder" drugs, then we 
mnst also accept the fact that study after study has shown that individuals who 
smoke marijuana are more likely to use "harder" drugs than a person who does 
not smoke marijuana. \ 

As a college llrofessor, wllo instituted (and still conducts) one of the first col
lege level courses in the United States 3 concerning drug abuse, I am becoming 
more and more distressed that students freely admit driving automobiles more 
frequently while under the influence of marijuana with the misbelief that mari
juana. intoxica.tion does not cause any behavioral or response decrements in driv
ing ability. This, in spite of the momentary lapses in attention, possible interfer
('nce with peripheral and centra.l vision, decreases in response time, distortion in 
time perception, and increased ::;ensitivity which might cause a driver to focus 
and fix his senses on interfering stimuli snch as lights, sounds, etc. These factors 
are reluctantly admitted by the students and have been shown under experimen
tal conditions. 

Driving while "stoned" does present otIwr problems which must be considered 
before we attempt to change our mairjuana laws. Namely, how do we determine 
the potency (quality) €mpirically of the marijuana which is being u,"fdand 
secondly how do we determine levels of cannabis intoxication? How ;do we de
termine unimpaired vs impaired vs drunk? There is presently no accepted test 

\ to determine level of marijuana intoxication as there are test') to determine levels 
of alcohol intoxication. 
\ As a result of the Harrison Act of 1914, our government created au illegal 
market for morphine. If we decriminalize marijuana, will we do the same thing, 

\ 
'1 Twpnty pll!ht (28) grnnls of mnriiunnn wlIJ nrndncc h~tween fifty-five (55) nnd cll(bty

fiytl (Ri)) cl.l!nreH~R, r1enenrJlnl( on thE' proncl('l'\cy of thl' "rol11'l'." 
2 Th .. 111'1!('ncy nnd lmmerllqrV tn <ll'rrlminnllze and/or legnlize mnrljunnft NOW is inroll1-

prehpnRiblp bpcnnse of th(' Tholldnmlde (\~peripnp ... 
3 This course began five yenrs ngo nt Seton Flnll UniversIty, South Orange, N.J. 
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because who will supply the smoker with grass? Will decriminalization create a 
market 101' cannabis in New Jersey which is greater than the one which presently 
exists? 

The Oregon experiment reducing the penalties fol' marijuana offenses is being 
touted as a reason for decriminalization and/or legalization because there is a 
small increase in heavy users versus a larger decrease in occasional USers, This 
is a smoke screen! There has been a general reduction nationally in the number 
of marijuana smokers in the last year by all people (with a consequent switch to 
alcohol) as was predicted by the Shaffer Commission, This is especially true of 
college students. Oddly-the decrease in Oregon may be in line with the na
tional patterns, but the increase of heavy mNl may be as a result of 
decriminalization. 

Two other totally incorrect statements made by the advocates of decriminali
zation and therefore subsequent legalization have to do with the total number of 
marijuana smokers in the United States and the fact that marijuana is harmless, 
I should like to dispel both of these myths. 

Firstly, an estimate of twenty (20) million smokers in the United States is 
ludicrous-we don't grow nor have smuggled thll.t amount of marijuana and 
secondly, any person who has admitted smoking marijuana one time only (even 
one puff or "hit" as it is called) is considered to be a user. 

So far as marijuana being harmless, there is no completely safe drug known 
to man. To underestimate the potential dangers of the use and abuse of marijuana 
is to invite disaster. This is the posture that decriminalization and legalization 
would foster. I doubt that any clear thinking husband (or physician) would advo
cate the use of marijuana by his pregnant spouse! 

Nowhere in the New Jersey proposal by Senator AlexandEr Menza that mari
juana be decriminalized is there a reference as to the action which is to be taken 
when a twelve (12) to fifteen (15) year old child is found in possession of "less 
than twenty-eight grams of marijuana" or approximately 55-85 joints. Does this 
child pay a fine or .... what? A breakdown of marijuana smokers by age 
would show that the thirteen (13) to seventeen (17) year old children are the 
second largest group of marijuana smokers in tlle country (junior and high 
school students). 

As a licensed clinical psychologist who specializes in the treatment of addicted 
individuals, I can mention some psychological conditions affecting marijuana 
smokers which are seen more frequently than by cllance alone. 

Firstly, there is an impairment of memory for immediate events, Secondly, 
tbel'e is a decrement in performance on complex motor and complex cognitive 
tasks. Thirdly, is the incidence of paranoia which is not attributable to the 
illegality of marijuana. Fouth is the amotivational syndrome which does afflict 
some cannabis users, and lastly, is the incidence of :!t transient form of psychosis 
which may affect heavy or even moderate smokers. It is true that in some in
stances marijuana may be the effect rather than the cause, but it is just as true 
that ill many cases, marijuana may be the cause. Unf'ortunately, as knowledgeable 
as psychologists are, they lla ve not yet devised a test which can determine which 
indiviclllals among us are "walking a psychological tightrope" lind who will ~ulfer 
ill or negative effects from the use of this mild hallucinogenic. 

Two publications which ·are most frequently quoted as legitimate sources of 
informat'ion for changes in the cannabis laws include Licit and Illicit Drugs by 
Edwarcll\I. Breeller who states "The Commission (Le Dain Oommission in Can
nda) concludes that ... the scientific evidence concerning marijuana is not yet 
all in ... " And later asks the question: "Would a decision by the government 
to assullle responsibility for the qual·ity control and distribution of camHlbis im
ply, or be taken to imply apPl'oval of its use and an assurance as to the absence 
of 'significant potential harm?' 

III the Second Report of the National Commission 011 :lIal'ijuana and Drug 
Abuse titled Drug Use in America: Problem in Pel'Rpectiye, the Commi~sion cor
rects its original report by stating that "there are adverse effects 011 driving whill;) 
umlE'r th1:l Influence of marijuana intoxication and then sUlllmarizes its position 
by stating the following: 

"ThE' Commissioll notes the significant role played by the voluntary rector of 
the Am{'rican Community in influencing the socinl, relig>iolls, ancl moral attitu(ies 
of our natioml cltiz{'IlS and 1'('0011l1lH'11,(Z8 that the vo:illntm'U ulctor be enoolll'a.Q('(l 
to take an active 1'ole in support at ow' 1'COOllwtClHZI1(Z llolicIJ ot (1i8001lraging the 
use of mari/uana." , 

• The Itullcs are the Quthors. 
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'l'here is no question in my mind, nor should there be in the minds of any dear
thinking individuals timt before the marjuana laws are changed, if they are to be 
changed, there must be much more definitive ,research to answer all of the 
nnanswered questions combined wit.h an extensive program of awareness 
concerning the potential danger and possible hazards that can oCCur as the result 
of marijuana use. 

John H. Stamler who is a member of the New Jersey Drug Abuse Advisory 
C~uncil and Counsel to the New Jersey Narcotic Enforcement Officers Associa
tion on December 2, 1974 issued ,a statement asking for the decriminalization of 
marijuana in the amount of ten (10) grams or less than one (1) gram of hash
ish in opposition to ::\lenza's ,request for 28 grams of marijuana and 6 grams of 
hashish). Nowhere does '-'II'. Stamler mention the ages of the offenclers and states 
what he labels "incontrovertible facts" about mal'ijuana as follows: 

"Competent, credible, medical ·studies confil'm that the lise of marijuana is a 
destructive inlluence upon the human psychology ancl physiology." 

"Ten grams of marijuana will make twenty-eight :0 thirt~ cigarettes, an 
amount which the President's Commission on l\Iarijuana found to be months 
supply for tlle casual user ;" 

"POsseSSion of more than twenty-five (25) grams of .:H],rijuana shouW con
tinue to be a high misdemeanor;" 

"The use and abuse of alcohol by millions while ~ociaUy acceptable, are no 
reason to permit, support, or encourage the disablement of another twenty mil
lion Amelicans through the use and abuse of mal'ijuana." 

And finally, :Hr. Stamler states quite emphatically: 
"I oppose the use of marijuana." 
Referring to '-'11'. Stamler's menti'on of alcohOl, it has been Sugge-steel that if 

alcohol were to he eli:scoverec1 today, It would not be licensed by the Il'.D.A., even 
as a prescription drug, because of its potential for harm. Before we add another 
drug to this category, much more thought anti investigabi:on should be given 
to this substance. 

'Ve are constantly being asked, "shoulcl college students suffer the trauma of 
arrest and jail reCords?" To which I lllust answer, why are college students 
being singled out, because arrest; and jail records have beell shown to be trau
matic to 'all Idnds of pe'Ople. 

If, as the advocates suggest, marijuana is not adcUcUve, why not declare a 
mora·tol'ium on its use (by college students and others) until such time as the 
evWence has become fact, rather than risk many unnecessary and possible un
pleasant consequences because of its Uile. 

'-'11'. Harry Anslinger may huve distorted or emphasized the negative facts in 
his d€'sire to have Congress pass the 1Iarijuana Tax Act of 1037, but it seems just 
as clis-honest for the advorates of decriminalization by omission Or comm1:ssion 
to do the same thing! 

Dr. DuPont originally said that marijuana should be legalized, bnt reversed 
himself three days later-Imt the "pros" c1'On't mE'ntion the revE'l'sal! United 
States Attorney Ead Silbert said his office would not prosecute cases involving 
possession of five or fewer cigaret'tes, but tl1E'n reverseel himself-but tIle "pros" 
don't mention the reversal! In 1967 Dr. D. Henry Powelson said "marijuana is 
hal'mless" but then reversed hi.mself in December of 1974--but the "pros" don't 
mention this either. 

There is a Suggestion that tlll're is 110 middle gronncl in this argument. Either 
the answer is uecl">iminalization ancllegalizc: marijuana, or lWE'J) murijuana illegal 
and criminal. 

~:his is faJ' from the trnth! I am advocating a midc1le ground. COllflicler chang· 
ing the marijuana .Jaws ",11(>11 we have the facts-and then we can take a reason
able, scientific and sane view of the problem and come to realistic solutions. But 
let us ayoid the dangers of immediacy and urgency by "burying our heads 
in the sand" concerning either side of the question. 

As a scientist it would be criminal on my part to clelihE'ratE'ly ip;nore the 
po;;sihility of l'he c1E'bilitnting psychological anel physiologirul E'ffE'cts of Ci1lll1abis 
simply because of the impatience of a spctor of the population dE'l'liring. whnt 
they have come to regard as indulgence in a new form of re('l'E'ation. In this (>I'a 
of maturity in which we arE' attempting to instill in onr ch110rE'11 a sense of 
l'esPon~ibility it npnE'ars inf"Ongl'l1ent to ('hange laws to nccoml1lodate law 
brE'akers. If this is the attitude, we should HhE'ralizE' our gamhling, prostitution, 
pornography, statutory rapE', etc. and all of our virtimlE'~s ('rime lnws. It is 
tnte that we .(Jannot legislate morality, nor is it true t11at we should lE'gislate 
immorality! 
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Therefore, I am urging the membership of the New Jersey Psychological 
Association not to end'Orse the position of decriminalizing ancI/or le@uHzing 
marijuana on tbe basis of immediacy or urgency. 

As a professional and scientific society, we should state that there is validity 
to the considel'Ution of the possibility of a change in our ll1arijuana laws but 
only after empirical evidence indicates changes should be made. 

The New Jersey Psrchological Association should rellHlin as unemotional 
and rational as our patJents, students, anll constituents believe we should, in a 
Illatter concerning their psychological and phySiological health. 

[J!'rom the Washington star, :Mar. 22, 1072J 

NIXON PANEL URGES END TO PENAL'fIES FOR SMOKING 'POT' 

(By Judith Randal) 

Saying that marijuana is not a major "threat to the social order," a presiden
tially appointed commission recommended todar that the nation substitute a 
policy of "discouragement" for the current prollibition and abandon criminal 
penalties for Simple possession and lise. 

But a year of study also has convinced the panel that current sanctions against 
sale and distribution of marijuana should be continued. 

In a ISO-page report, the 13 members of the National Commission on Marijuana 
and Drug Abuse agreed unanimously ,that adoption of these recommendations 
would focus law enforcement efforts where they are most needed and end the 
uneven adminil;tration of justice for those engaged in private and, for the most 
part, harmless recreational behavior. 

"The fundamental principles and values upon which the society rests are far 
too enduring to go up ill ,the smoke of a marijuana cigarette," the report says. 

President ~ixon, who appoInted 9 of the commissioner's 13 members, received 
the report without comment. Assistant White House press secretary Gerald L. 
'Warren turned aside questions about whether the President would lIack the 
recommendations. Nixon lIas said he opposes legislation but thinks some penalties 
for possession are too high. 

r.rhe panel recommended that possession of an ounce or less of marijuana in 
public remain subject to sumlilary seizure and forfeiture but no longer be against 
the Ja w, but not all members concurred. 

At one end of the dissenting spectnml was Mitchell Ware, a Chicago lawyer 
who formerly headed the Illinois Bureau of Investigation. He favored "some 
sort of penalty short of criminalizing the user." 

Two other (lissenters, Reps. Paul Rogers, D-Fla., and Tim Lee Carter, R-K;r., 
suggesterl civil fines, which-like the fines paid for traffic violations-would not 
become part of police records. 

Sens. Harold Hughes, D-Iowa, and Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., took issue with 
both these stands, finding them unreasonable. "If marijuana held for personal 
USe within a home is not contraband," tlley asked, "why should marijuana within 
one's automobile be contraband 7" 

They al80 found fault with the majority's recommendation that public posses
sion of more than an ounce of "pot" be a criminal offense punishable by a $100 
tine. 

For one thing, they said, there are already penalties for intent to sell so that 
tiler;) is "no need to fm'ther proscribe Simple public possession." 

For anothel', they said, it is illogical that "the individual who buys an ounce 
amI a half wOuld be a criminal when he bnys on the corner, when he puts it in 
his pOC'I(et, wIlen he gets in his car amI drives home, when he is on his dON
step. but not when he crosses the threshold of his home." 

Although praising the commission for advocating decriminalization of private 
lhurijualla possession, ,the National Or!l:anization for the Reform of Marijuana 
Laws-the principal "pot" lobby-criticized the report for not going far enough. 

A critique prepared fOr NORML by Dr. Lester Grinspoon, a professor of psy
('hintry at the Han'ard ~Iedical School, saiel that heroin hpc~me n wirlN;,'reac1 
problem Ilmong servicemen in Vietnam only w1len authorities cracked down on 
marijuana. 

He expressed fear that failure to legalize ancl regulate the nse of mnriinalla 
similnrly would escalate the use of harder drugs in the United Rtates. He said 
the danger is the greater because the commission recommended stepping up 
measnres to prevent 'the:, entry of "pot" into the country. 
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A key element of the comJnission's report an(l its 33 recommendations is the 
hope that the marijuana problem will go away. 

'rile hope is imsed on ,a survey released earlier this year by the chairman of 
the commission. Raymond P. Shv.fer, a former governor of PennsylYania. It 
found that an estimated 24 million Americans have trie(lmarijnanu, but 41 per
cent of the adults and 45 percent of the youth (those under 25) abandonee! its use 
for lack of interest. 

At a briefing for lle,Ysmen, Sllafer said the COlllmission had decided against 
recommending legalization, eyen though present evidence shows little harm from 
marijuana, because it opposes encouraging use of any mind-changing drug and 
because future e"itlence might sllow more bad effects of the drug. 

Legalization, he said, would be "almoflt certain to promote further use." 
i::ihafer said he had never tried marijuana himself, but that some of the COlll

Illis~ioners had, tllough he didn·t know how many. 

~fAY BE A FADING FAD 

"There was a recurring awareness of the possibility that marijuana usp mar 
be a fad which, if not institutionalized, will recede sub;;tantially in time," says 
the report. "Present data suggest that. this is the case and we do not lwstitate to 
say that we would prefer that outcome .... lYe belieYe that society must llaye 
time to consider its image of the future .... " 

III contrast to legalization, it added, "a discouragenHmt policJ· toward mari
juana at this time would facilitate such a reappraisal while official neutrality, 
under present circumstances, wouW illllJede it. .. " 

"'1'here is no fundamental principle supporting use of the drug, and society is 
not compelled to approye or be neutral toward it." 

'rhe report llints broadly in several places tllat many erroneous beliefs about 
1lI1irijuana can be tracell to misinformation spread by the gOYerlll!lent ",Yithin 
the context of 30 years of lnstiUcll fear." 

The reports points ont, for exmnple, that marijuana is not ad(lirth·e, and draws 
a distinction IJetween its use in societies where ther!' is little upward mobility 
and its use in the United States 

'rlle lethargy 'often characteristic of "pot"' users in t11o;;e countries, it sa~·s 
apparently he, s more to do with lack of social olJportunitJ· than with the drug 
per se, and thus t11e1·e is little likelihood that marijuaua will stifle the illitiatiYe 
of Amerieans. 

"Young people who choose to experiment with marijuana (in the United States) 
are fundamentally the same people, socially and psychologicall~·, as those who 
use alcoll01 and tohacco," the report says. 

NeYertheless, it inSists that the 500,000 Americans it defines as hea\7 users 
bec::nme they smoke seyeral times a day are a ··high-risk" population--despite 
references in the report to studies of hem·y long-term users ill Greec(' aull Jamaica 
whIch found little evidence of physical or mentul hnrm. 

In addition to 1l0tentin1ly risking their own henlth. says the cOlllmission, hea \.y 
American users are a danger because they muy initiate others into the drug sub
culture anrl its uncollyentional life-styles. 

'1'he1'e is "no valid eyWence ... to SUPliOrt the thesis that marijuana, hy itself, 
eitht:'l" ineyltably, generally, or even frerpently causes or precipitates the com
miHsion of crime," the report says. 

Imleed, "perhaps, the major impecliment to rational decision-making (about 
marijuana) is the tendency to think only in terms of the legal Rystem ill genel"lll 
amI the criminal justice system in varticular," it saJ·s. 

NO LINK TO lIARD DRUGS 

~,or dill the commiRRlon <leeic1e that marihuana leads to the l1se of other drngs. 
I'l·eSSl1rp from others of the sallle age grO'Jp, the report i'i[13·s, is the chief factOr 
in all cl\·ug use. 

"Indeed, if any drug is associated with the u!';e of other drugs, including mari
hualla, It is tobacco, foUowpd dosely by alcohol. ... The fact should be emphn
sized that the ovprwhplming majority of users do not progrel'lS to other drugs." 

'1'h!' report sa~·s there il'l "no reliable evidence that marihuana ('!luses genetiC 
(hirth) dpferts in man ... and no ('(mclusiYe ('vi<lpnce ... of allY physical dam
age. disturballces of hodily proces:;es or pro yen human fatalitips attrilmtabJe 
f;olely to evell very high doses of mv.rihual1a:' 
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This it says "contrasts sharply with the well-established brain damage of 
chroni~ alcoholism" and is the rE'ason why the "yast majority" of ",pot" l1se1'S 
require neither treatment nor rehabilitation, 

Rather, it says: "::.\IarillUana has become both a focus and a symbol of thE' gen
eration gap, , , and an E'xlledient means of protest against adult Yalues," 

CONTINUED RESEARCH URGED 

ThE' commission advocates a continuation of research that ,,'ould dE'tect harm
ful effects, if any, on heavy user's and dE'monstrate the tlrng's p(ltenti~l in the 
treatment of such disorders as glaucoma, high blood pressure and terllllllal e!lU

eel'. 
In 42 states anc1 the District of Columbia, simple possession of marih nana in 

slllall quantities is a misc1emeanor. In half of the remaining- statl's, jmle;E'H arp 
free to sentE'nce marihuana users as misdenll'anants instpa<1 of felons if they 
choose. 

'l'he commission will S11e11(1 the next year preparing a companion rpport on 
heroin and other drugs. It also may alllPnd its recomml'ndatons on marihu!lllil in 
1973 if that seems appropriatE'. 

[From the Los Angeles Times, :lIar. 26, 1072] 

.:.'IIARIIIUANA 

(An editorial) 

Though it triedl!ard to ayoid it, the National COllllllisRion on ::.\Iarihnan:l and 
Drug Abusl' eou1c1n't get around a major contradiction in its chiE'f reeolllillenda
tion, an<1 that contradiction has now been given to tll<' public to wrestle with. 

'l'he private possE's8ion 01' USE' of marihuana, sa~'s the COllllllit'mioll, f;llOUlc1 not 
he illpgal. '.rhls is becanse thE' "prown <langel''' of physical or pS.\'l'hological harJll 
for thE' occa~ional marilmana smoker is so Slight that tIl!' drug cannot now he 
considE'rHl a major threat to public health. So, therE' if'; no neE'd or justificatioll 
for the gO\'E'rnmellt to concern itse,f with what a marihuana 'Hnoker does in the 
primcr of the homE'. 

Bnt-an<l ('onll'S now the inconsistE'ncy-the commission strongly favors a pol
icy of (liflCouraging any USE' of lllarihuana. 'YhilE' it wonld wipE' aW:l)' E'xisting 
p('nalUE's Oll llriYate use of the drug, it would retain the legal prohihition on 
growing 01' fll'lling marihnana for profit, and on its ur;e in Imbli('. 'l'hese <1ptt'rrent's 
are neressary beCl111!'e, among other l:easons, marihuanll has "nncE'rtaill l{,llg-tE'rlll 
('ffects" aud bl'eallse its modE'rate-or heayy use tIOE'S haye undE'Hi1'llbll' hehavioral 
or ph)'sical conSE'quenCE'R. 

'1'herE' ar(" obviously, a nnmber of bothersome points herE'. First. thE' ('olllmis
sioH wants to (lisconrage any nse of mllrihnana, on the sOl1nd gronnd that it 
('0111d be hazllrdolls, that it could, afl happem; so oftE'n with aleohol, bE' ahnRPd. 
Bllt is "decriminalizing" the private USE' of marihuana rE'aUy an effE'ctiw way to 
(liflcOnragE' its USE"! 

It's oftE'n Raid that one of the ath'actions of marilnullla is precis(>ly that it is 
iUl'gal-1'he 01<1 i<1pa that forbidden fruits arp ahyaYR thE' mORt telllptin~. 'r11E'r(' 
llla~' be a lot to thut. But it <1oE'sn't follow that lE'gitimizing the privatE' use of 
marihllana wonld reduce its ap,[1eul, any more than it followed that thE' rE'[1eal 
of 1~I'ohihition led to a diminution in drinking. If anything, it SeE'llIfl to us, sanc
lionJl1g marihuana would tE'nd to incrE'ase the n11luiler of itR users, though not 
necE'ssl1rily 1'h(> number of hE'avy or habitual 118('1'8. 

'l'hE'U there is that curiolls cliRtillction hl'tWPE'll 110ssessing and using thE' <1l'ug, 
which wonld he legally permWtE'd, anel growing 01' sE'lling- it for profit. \\'hich 
would not hE'. Unless each marihuana user \\'E'1'e to culriYatE' ltiR own gardE'n, the 
(h'ug wouW llayE' to be llUrchasE'c1, and in the nature of the marketplace it would 
he ~old fO~' a prOfit, as it is now. The trick, as now, "'ould be fOr thE' lw<1dler to 
ayold gethng ('(lught', Bnt, .to get fanciful for a moment, why Rhou1<1 sellE'rs llIH1E'r 
thl' IH'OPOS(><1 legal ('hangE'S continue to be in jeopardy of thE' law? TllPY would, 
a!tE'l' ull, only be llrOyWing a commodity whose Uf'E', in priYnte, \\'ou1<1 Ill' ('n
tIrE'ly legal. Pprhaps ill justice, if there is lE'gal sanetion for onp eml of the trans
Il('tion, tlwre ought ,to be for the otlwr as well. 

'l'he ('omm[sRion's rE'spOllse to this is, we think, mtlwr lubored anel not trul:\' 
persum;iyE'. It makE'S the point that ollir about 2 pE'1'cE'nt of Americans who hay'e 
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ever used marihuana are now heavy users, and that many of these persons have 
suffered psychological or l)hysical harm. In public health terms 2 percent is not 
considered much. But-again that but-the COlllluission is worried that "a sudden 
shift in social policy-Le., fully legalizing the drug-coulll result in a great in
crease in the number of heavy users of marihuana, and convert "what is now a 
minor public health concern in this country to 011e of major proportion." 

\Vell, if the free sale of the drug were to pose that thr-at, then so too could 
free private use of the drug. 'Vhich brings us rig'ht back to the commission's 
wish to disc on rage any nse of marihuana, and the inescapable question or whether 
remOving legal penaltieJ:! on its private use would in fact sen'e that purpose. 

Perhaps it would be better to look at the question from a different angle. GOY
ermnent interference with the cultivation, importation, "'ille or use of mari
llUana is justifiable for one reason alone: the drug's danger to health. Like any 
drug, marihuana is potentially harmful. The issue has become how harmful. :1'he 
commission says that, on the basis of existing evidence--and we ,Yould emphasize 
existing-light or intermittent use of marihuana apparently is not really dan
gerous. If that is true, then the justification for government intel'ferenee is at 
the least considerably diminished. Private marihuana smoking might then be 
regarded like priYate dru:1kenness, of minimai concern to the law. 

Should legal restrictions on private use of the drug then be eliminated entirely? 
We think not, first because scientific evidence about marihuana'S dangers relllains 
in<:onclusiYe, second -because such a move might well encourage 0. s,pread in use. 
The real legal issue, it seems to us, is how vigorously should existing prohibi
tions on private use of marihuana be enforced. Is the effort and the drain on police 
and court time and resources worth it, given the doubts about marihuana's aetual 
dangers? Along with a lot of law enforcement officials, we think it is not. 

The best apl}roach would seem to be a pragmatic one, to regard nriya.te mari
huana smoking essentialy as one of those "yictimless crimes" where social harm 
is slight or nonexistent, where interference by autllority is not really necessitatE'd 
by any demonstrable threat to the community. What an incUyidual dlOoses to do 
in priYacy is his business alone, provided no harm is done to others. That choice 
lllf\Y not be wise, or likely to win moral approval, nor is there need to sanction 
it by law. But neither is there need for interference by authority, and ill the 
case of private marihuana smoking that ought to be the practice. 

[From the National Observer, Mar. 31, 1973] 

Is "DRUG ABUSE" A "USELESS CODE 'VORLD"? 

(By William J. LD.nouette) 

'YASHINGTON, D.C.-The National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 
has spent two years and nearly :;4 million. In its first report, last year, it recom
mended that Federal amI state penalties for the possession al1(luso of marihuana 
be eliminated, on the grollnds that the drug is not nearly as dangerous or harmful 
as many people once belieyed. 

In its second anel final report, a 481-page document issued here last week, 
tho nine-member commission Illle11ittle new to say about marihuana, but it did 
offer more than 100 recolllmendations about everything fro1)1 alcohol to zealots. 
Among its findings: 

Tlle No.1 drug problem in the United States today is neither marihuana 
nor heroin but alcohol. 

Federal drug-information programs are too often used "to propoun(1 and 
defend the official doctrines ancl values l"ather tlllln to communicate accurate 
information" and should be cliscolltinued until their facts amI purposes cun 
be resolvN1. 

A "drug-abuse industrial complex," which spends almost $1 billion a year 
in Federal funds, is actually confusing and perpetuating many social and 
med:!cal drug problems. 

Tile dependence on barbiturates (sec1atiyes) by frustrated housewiveR 
parallels incrl:'ased alcohol l1se <luring the 1950s hy this sume group, und it 
may be a modern equivalent of the hidden opiate habits of the late Nine
teenth Century. 
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Oyerzealous public officials rely too heavily on law enforcement as a 
solution to drug abuse, when medical and social therapy could be lIlore 
appropriate. 

\ Indeed, the commission dismissed the term "drug abuse" as being a useless 
code word "for that drug which is presently considered wrong," The conclusions 
even go one step further, stating that "popular conceptions and definitions of 
drugs and drug use are, in an important sense, the drug problem." 

:I£OOD ALTERA'rION 

'1'he\ commission said thaat "no semantic fiction will altE'l' the fundamental 
composition of alcohol and tobacco." The commission's chairman, formE'r Repub
lican GOY. Raymond Shafer of PE'nnsyIYania, elaborated on the nE'ed for clearer 
public conceptions of all drugs. He said: "Instead of assuming that mood altera
tion througlqlome drugs is inherE'ntly objectionable, while similar use of othE'rs is 
not, the pubic and its leaders must focus dirE'ctly on the allpropriate role of 
drug-induced mood alteration. It is no longer satisfactory to defend social dis
approval of use of a particular drug on the ground that it is a 'mind-altering drug' 
or a 'means of escape.' For so are they all." 

Beyond such general prOnOtUlCE'ments, however, and a call to involve "pril'ate 
institutiollS" in drug-control activitiE's, the commission's efforts did little to 
discover specific factual information about either marihuana or drug abuse. For 
example, it produCE'C1 an ambivalent conclusion about thE' effects of marihuana 
on driving ability, weighing one report that concluded the drug had no ac1vE'rse 
E'ffE'cts with another that concluded it did. 

The commission said that "no semantic fiction will alter thE' fundamental 
~lIld staff, yet it devoted very littlE' attE'ntioll to the incrE'asing role of international 
drug trafficking. FurthermorE', its most important single recommE'!l(latioIJ-that 
all drug-rE'lated Federal programs be combillE'd under one authority-is Simply 
an expandE'd VE'rsion of a reorganization plan that PresidE'nt Lyndon Johnson 
proposed in 196B after he recE'ivE'd a set of rE'commE'llClatiolls from anotller Presi
dE'ntial commission. In fact, E'Yenlast YE'ar's proposal that llE'naltieR for marihuana 
possesl'ion be eliminated had been made in the DepartmE'nt of HE'alth, Education, 
allCl 'Welfare us long ago as 1967. 

CONFLICT WITH PREf:JIDEN'£ 

But if the final report offered little mOl'e than a compila t .on of familiar idE'as 
from th(' 1960s, it nonetheless rlid conflict witll proposals mnde recently b~' Pres
ident Nixon. His call for m!lndatory minimum l'elltE'nCeS for ROmE' drng-related 
offensE'S returns ])ulJlic thinking to the E'ra of "get tough" drng laws that were in 
yogUE', nnd were enacted, in the 1950s. The PresidE'nt dismissE'd last year's com
mil'sion recoll1mE'ndations to "dE'crill1inalize" marihuana use and is not expected 
to view last wE'eIe's final report with much fayor. 

The commission, E'stablisllE'd in 1970 by CongreRs and madE' up of pE'rSOnR 
select('d by PrE'sidE'nt Nixon, was to answer questions about marihuana and drug 
abuRe that thE'n pnzzlE'fl lawmakers and the public, Rut with the findings and 
rE'commE'lJ(latiollfl now in hand, there still seE'ms to be a Imucity of l'E'liable infor
mation on which future laws might be bnsed. 

[From the Christian Science Monitor, Jan. 16, 1974] 

"POT" PENALTIES SlIrALLER, ARRESTS Up 

(By Robert M. Press) 

BOS'fON-Marihuann-rE'lated arrests in tllP U.S. are incrE'nsing, E'ven as more 
and more states are reducing criminal pE'naltiE's against its URE'. 

Most arrE'sts are for personal 11SE' and many nre a rE'sult of rlisrovE'l'Y of 
marihuana wllE'n stnte nnrl loral poli"e stop nersonfl for other r('asons. 

FedE'rnl arrests are growing, too, as signifiC'ant smuggling of marilnlfll1a into 
this conn try continueR. 

State and loral mnrihunna nrrE'Rts nationwiclE' jUll1pE'd about 30 pprcent from 
1971 to 1972, aC'('or!ling to statisties giYE'n to thiR llewsnatJE'r by tll" Ferlernl 
Bureau of Inyestigation. ThE'l'e werE' apnroximately 184,000 marihuana arrests 
in 1971 and 239,100 in 1972 by state and local police, the FBI snys. 
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USE STILL ILLEGAL 

A recently compiled sampling of drug arrests in )'Iassaclmsetts in April, 
May, July, and September, showed that marihuana arrests made up nearly one
half the total. Heroin arrests, the second largest group, comprised about 12 
percent of the total. 

An estimatecl 35 states since 1970 IHlye follo,Yed the federal government's 
example of lowering the penalty for use of small amounts of marihuana from 
a felony to a misc1emeanor. Its use is still illegal in every state, however. 

The upswing in marihuana arrests oyer the past several years appears to be 
continuing. Federal agents this year had made about 34 percent more mal"ihuana 
arrests by Oct. 1 than tlleY had all last year, the ]'BI says. Such arrests as of 
Oct. 1 totaled 1,141 compared to 850 in all of 1972, the FBI says. 

Federal marihuana arrests are closely related to attempts to snll1ggle the 
drug into the United States. As of Oct. 1 federal agents lJad seized ilpproximately 
29,000 pounds of marihuana. The total seized in 1071 was 52,000, a jump from 
9,000 pounds taken in 1070. 

The "vast majority" of arrests by state and local police appear to be "hap
hazard," not the result of planned anti-murihuana drives, says Robert Bogomolny. 
Mr. Bogomolny researched the question for the National Oommission on :\Iari
lmanu and Drug Abuse. 

Arrests of this type may oontinue to increase ill the wal,e of two recent Su
preme Court decisions allowing police to conduct complete body searches of 
indivicluals they arrest. The high court said any e"iclellce obtaine(l during this 
type of searrh could be useel against the individual at trial. 

Usually polire stop someone in a rar or on the street for some reason that 
has "nothing at all to do with drugs," then happen to find marihuana, said 
]\fr. Bogomolny. 

"My perNonal helief is that young, long-haired people, who are not street 
people but 001, like street people, wear jeans, may llE' bearded or mustachioecl, 
are seen by police as high risks," he said. 

He found in a sampling of about 3,000 arrests that only about one out of three 
persons arrested on a marilmana charge eyer was sentenced. :\Iost 'of those 
sentenced were convicted of possession, not sale, he said. And only about one out 
of three of those sentenced was locked up, he added. 

OCCASIONAL USERS 

"The typical person arrested for marihuana was a young, wbite male, a per
milllent resident in the area arrested, a blue-collar worker, or attending school," 
he said. About one-thircl were 18 0;: younger and about one-half were between 
the ages of 19 and 22, he said. 

"Approximately 9 million to 10 million Americans use marihuana occasionally, 
and about half a million use it regularly," says Dr, Dana L. FarnswOl·th, one 
of the prilleipal organizers of reports prepared by tIle natiollhl commission. 

~'he cOIllmission estimated that approxim!1tely 26 million Americans have 
hied marihuana at l€'ast once. 

"But the rate of increase in use has been slowing down thE' past sC\"N·al years," 
said Dr. Fal'1lsworth, a consultant to the Harmrd UniYE'rsity School of Public 
Health. 

[From the Washington Post, Nov. 18, 1974] 

'rITE LIMITS OF CRIMINAL SANCTION 

Over rthe last seyentl years, most states haTe reduee(l the felony statutes for 
possession of smull quantities of marijuana to misdemeanors. One state, Oregon, 
has made simple possession of the drug the legal equivalent of a traffic offense. 
It was only a matter of time before the federal government would begin to move 
in the same direction. A preSidentially npPointe(l commission argued in 1972 for 
"decrimillaUzation" and although Presid(:'llt Nixon simply rejected the recommen
dation, a number of fNleral officials haTe since taken the positlol1 that making 
marijnana possession a federal felony offense SE'rves 110 useful purpose. 

'1'he latest federal ·official to take tlmt position is Dr. Robert L. DuPont, 
President Ford's chief adYiscr on drug abuse control. Significantly, Dr. DuPont 
('hose a meeting 11(~re of the NatioIlal Organization for the Reform of l\Inrijualla 
Laws to endorse the Oregon ~olntiol1. In doing so, Dr. DuPont took 'the same 
stance that many responsible officials iu federal Ilnd state government have 
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taken: l\Iarijuana is potentially dangerous to the individual smoker, but smoking 
by individuals poses no tlll'eat ,to the society that justifies 10f'ldng up those un
lucky enough to be caught. 

~'he marijuana laws, because they proscribe a "crime" that has no victim, are 
ordinarily enforced against those whose "criminality" comes to the attention of 
tile authorities by accident. '.rhus, the other day, a federal official whose 110me 
here had been burglarized was arrested the SRme day for possession of an ounce 
of marijuana fOlmd by the police officcrs investigating the burglary. But for that 
accident, we can assume his private usc of marijuana would ha\'e remained his 
private affair. 

'l'hat is how it is with most of :the 20 million Americans estimated to have 
slllol,ed marijuana. There is hardly a legal restraint that compares with the la \Y -
on marijuana for inconsistency of enforcement. Most people who smok(' never 
are caught. About a half million people will probably be arrested this rear. ?tIany 
of those will be released as first offenders without any action llaving been taken 
against them, particularly if they are juveniles. '1'he application of the law is 
selective in many parts of the country. Young people the police may wish to 
detain for other reasons often go to jail because they happen to have a small 
quantity of marijuana on their persons during encounters with police. 

Under those Circumstances, the logic of Dr. DuPont and those other federal 
officials who ha ye caUeel for "decriminalization" makes sense. It is ul1\\'ise for a 
society Ito permit the creation of so large a class of presumptivc criminals when 
their crime can be of no demonstrable harm to anyone other than themselves. 
This is especially so when other recreational drugs are reac1ily available and 
legal. ~'he danger to the individual wbo drinks alcohol is ut least as grE'at as the 
danger of smoking marijuana, and may he fur more so. Yet, it is perfectly le~al 
for persons who are not minors ,to buy all the alcohol they wish. If the theory 
behind proscribing marijuanu wus that its use would diminish, th(' policy has 
heen a failure. When the sublltance ,vas mnde illegal in 1934, it wall ('stimnted 
that 50,0.00 AmE'ricans used it. The figure could be as high as 25 million today. 
":lIal'ijuana," said a study by Consumers Union several years ago, "is here to 
fit-ay." 

Since there is little evidence to contradict that conclUSion, anc1 since many 
prosecutors-most recently the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia-have 
argned that they would like to get marijuana out of the way so they and the 
pOlice can concentrate on real crime, it makcs sense to support Dr. DuPont anc1 
t'ilose who argue for "decriminalization." But "decriminalization" should be 
recognized for whut i,t is. It is a politically delicate wuy of saying that you are 
t'aking a first step toward the day marijuana will be legal. 'l'hnt is apparent on 
its face. Dr. DuPont says that "c1ecriminalization" should be accompanied by pro
grams that educate the public to tIle dangers of marijuana use. Despite su('h 
programs, it is doubtful that the use of marijuana is going to decline. If there is 
merit in relaxing the rules on possession, simple logic dictates that i-t makes sense 
eventually to legalize its sale and use and control its qnality. That is the way 
to keep some of the more harmful and dangerously :potent forllls of the drug off 
the market. It is also a way of separating marijuana from some of the much 
more dangerolls substances, such as co'!aine, LSD and heroin, that now circulate 
t hrougll the sallle channels as marijuana. 

For many young people, the illegality of marijuana makes a mockery of the 
law. Despite what those who seek to justify the criminal sunction might argue, 
the logic cf the matter causes many youngsters to see duplii.'ity in tho current 
state of affairs. It is perfectly legal for their parents to c1rink alcohol but an 
indictable offense for them to possess marijuana. ~'hat kind of double standard 
is cOl'l'osive of the principle of the rule of law. The value of the criminal sanc
tion ill a society rests on the foundation of fairness. For that r('aSOIl, the criminal 
sanction is most effective when it is limitec1 to proscribing 'those offenf'les of 
genuine danger to the Rociety. Possession of marijuana does not meet that test. 

[From the Washington Star-News, Nov. 10, 1074] 

END THE POT PENALTIES 

(By William F. Buckley, .rr.) 

A couple of years ago Johnny Carson turned suddenly to me, in a general 
discussion of the drug l.aws, and asl,ed me point-blank: "Haye you ('vel' tried 
pot?" I said, yes, I had. And added primly that I was on my boat, outside the 
a-mile limit, so Hmt I wasn't breaking any law. (He went on to ask: "Dicl it do 
anything for you?" And I replied, "No.") 
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Now as a matter of fact, Carson should not have asked that question. It is in 
the category of questions you do not ask, like: "Have You ever cheated on your 
wife?" The rule is that you should never ask somebody a question if there is 
a high probability that the answer will reveal the questionee to be either a 
law-breaker 01' a liar. And of ,~ourse for some surll questions there is no escape 
clause. 2.'here is no such thing as cheating on your income tax outside the 3-mile 
limit. 

But Carson did ask me, and my reply was truthful, and I llaye been plagued 
by it eyer since. I seldom address a college audience without somebody IJringing' 
it up in some way or other during the question period. Example: "~Il'. Buckley, 
,how did pot get into your boat ill the first place?" (1\Iy answer: Parthenogene
sis.) 01': "Do you thinl{ it's fair that only people who have yachtl;l. can smoke 
pot legally?" (My answer: "Anybody can rent a boat. They come as low as ten, 
15 bucks a day.") The audience is gOOd-humored, mostly because if you are 
addressing a ('ollege audience, you are talking to a group 95 percent of which 
has experimentecl with pot. College students recognize that to experiment with 
pot is extremely safe, and you don't have to go out into the ocean to do it with 
impunity. 

I say extremely safe with sharp l'e~ervations, having read the figures for 
the arrests during 11)73, and the llrojected arrests for this year. ,]~hese come 
to 400,000 and a half-million respectiYely. The figures are appalling, and I 
pass them along only lJecause there is no reason to distrust the author of them. 
But what tlley seem to suggest is that although tile typical campus is nowa
days never, ever raided, still there are busts, hundreds of thousands of them, 
and a continuation of those preposterous penalties w11ich are indefensible. 

It is widely noticed that the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee has been 
transcribing a lot of anti-pot material offered by variOUS doctors and scientists. 
It has not been widely noticed that the head of that commIttee, the draconian 
Senator James Eastland, has himself come out against allY penalties for the 
users of mariJuuna (as distinguished from purveyors of it). 

But somewhere along the line, the American public decided not to legalize 
pot. This conclusion it reached, ill my opinion, 011 the grounds that any different 
conclusion wouW appear to be a capitulation to the counter-culture. 

But at the same time, American parents reached the conclusion, or such is mJ' 
reading of it, that they did not desire their IS-year-old bo~'s and girls to be 
sent to jail for smoking pot which said parents had every reason to suppose 
they were experimenting with at school. 

If the awful figures are correct-a Imlf-million arrest,;;-tIlere has been a 
IJreakdown in communication between the public and the police. 

The old adage is that the best way to get a bad law repealed is to enforce it. 
Perhaps this is what the pOlice are trying to effect: the repeal of tile law by 
the enforcement of it. In which event it is paradoxical that the police cIo not 
interfere WiD1 tile colleges. Or is the problem that there aren't enough poUce 
to arrest the guilty students? 

Little by little, the distinctions emerge. Richard Cowan, a young journalist 
from Texas, makes them most neatly, in my judgment. They are: Pot is harm
ful; but people shouldn't go to jail for smOlring it. The difficulty is in trying 
to taIt(' the two positions simultaneously. '.rhe art of communication seems to 
break down. It is instantly snpposed that if yon desire decriminalization, you 
arc saying there is nothing wrong in smoldng pot. Or that if you disapprove 
of pot, you must be in favor of illegalizing it. 

But there is a book ill prospect on the sub.iect, being written by the afore>inid 
:'Ill'. Cowan, and it will be a blessing. In lJis case, frustration has been the mother 
of. invention: he cannot communicate th~se simple disjunctions, so he is writing 
a book. 

Meanwhile, the apparent indifference of parents to other parents' children 
being sent to jail for smoldng pot, speaks poorly of our sense of community. 

[From the Washington Post, Nov. 14, 1974] 

REEFER 

(By Ann Landers) 

Dear Ann Landers: 
I figured that all those loony letters would get to you sooner or later, but I 

didn't expect it to happen so soon. I honestly believe you've gonl' off yom' l'1l('){l'l'. 
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I just read where you and some other oddballs have signed some sort of 
endorsement for marijuana. Now you say it i:1 "normal" for kids to use it and 
all the scare stories about marijuana are nonsense and actually turning kids to 
harder stuff because they don't believe any of the propaganda about drugs. 

I always thought you had good common sense, and I was pleased you were 
against pot because it helped me make a case with my own children. They 
have faith in what you say and will ta1re it from you, but not from me. 

Now, what am I to tell them when they catch up with your latest? Please 
explain. I am-Dumbfounded 

Dear Founded-or perhaps I should say Dear Dumb: 
l.'alk about getting facts twisted! You win the cutglass fly swatter. jUy l)osi

tion on marijuana is unchanged. I llayen't budged an inch. I still believe that 
marijuana is not harmless. I continue to be opposed to any mind-altering drug
including alcohol, eRpecially for teen-agers. 

I did sign a statement declaring that I am in fayor of the decriminalization of 
marijuana. This does not mean that I want to see it legalized. I do not. But I dO 
want to see the laws in regard to possession changed. 

The name of the organization whose statement I endorsed is "NOR:\IL." It is 
The National Organization fo;: the Reform of Marijuana Laws. The state Yolunteer 
coordinator is Paul H. Kuuhn Jr., a highly respected gentleman. 

The other "oddballs" (your term, not mine) who haye endorRed the decrimi
nalization statement are John Finlator, IViIliaIll F. Buckley .Jr., .James J. Kilpa
trick, Sens. Barry Goldwater, Jacob JUYitl'l, Harold Hughes, Charles Percy and 
Adlai Stevenson II, und Joel Ford, l\LD. 

You write uetter than JOU read-and your apologies are accepted. 

LErM.L HOSTILITY TO "POT" FADEs 

(By Allan Parachini) 

Despite recent merlical studies purporting to SilOW evidence of physiological 
risks to smokers of marijuana, there is a clear und grmYing trend toward de
Cl'iminalizing the drug. Opposition to "pot," once centered in the law-enforc('ment 
cOlllmunity, seems to be crumbling. 

Either by statute or de facto meanfl, police and prosecutors seem prepared to 
accept the fact that marijuana use now ifl widel~' accepted and that continued 
stringent enforcement of antimarijuuna laws is unrealistic. 

De('riminalization would mean the easing or elimination of penalties for private 
nse or posseSSion of marijuana. Penalties vary widely at pl'esent, ranging from a 
$100 fine in Oregon to a possible 15-year prison term in New York. 

Cantain .Jerry Kenned~', commander of the Denver, (:010., vice squad, recal1~ 
that his ofll.rers at first opposed a Denver marijuana ordinance easing penalties, 
but hnve ('hanged their minds. "Before," he says, "we were bogged down in 
marijuana arrests. We could never get on the quality cases." 

'l'he New .Jersey NarcoticR Oflicprs Association has backed de('riminalization in 
that state,In man~' cities, police arrest nsers only, as one New York City police
Illan lias said, "if the~' blOw smoke in ;your face." When Los Angeles Police Chief 
FJdwul'(l 1\1. DnviR issued a statement OPPOSing, on moral grounclfl, any statute 
<'hangp, the loml police commission forced him to distribute a cover letter saying 
he had spoken as an individual and not on behalf of the department. 

"The Rimple fact if'! that there is a tremendous number of people using 
marijuana tllese days," says ·Wesley Pomeroy, police chief in Berkeley, Calif., 
and a fo)'mel' .JuRtice Department official, "and from a pragmatic point of view, 
tile poli('e oug-ht not to be put in the uncomfortable pm;ition of having to enforce 
af: nnenforC'eable law." 

In WaRhington, D.C., United fltates Attorney FJarl .J. Silbert announced last 
month that hiR office ,yould no Ion gel' nrosecute, and capital police Rhould not 
arrNlt, URers in possPRsioll of five or fewer marijuana cigarettes. Mr. Silbert can
celeel the orc1('r before it was to go into effect last Monday, however, becam,e of the 
controversy that developed oyer the iRsue. 

Pl'O~ppcts for widespread eaRin.g" of marijuana laws appear grrater now than 
eyer brfore. Federal decriminalization legislation is expected to be introduced in 
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the next session of Congress in the Senate by Jacob K. Javits, Republican of New 
York; and in the House by Representative Edward I. Koch, Democrat of New 
York. 1111' .. Tavits has said that "it's time to do something" about marijuana laws 
to make them conform to what has become accepted social behavior. 

CHANGING STANCES 

At the Federal level, the change in administration seems to have had a pro
nounced effect. Former Presi<1ent Richard Nixon repeatedly told aides there was 
"no way" he would ever support less stringent. marijuana penalities, even after 
the National Commission onl\:tarijuana and Drug Abuse called for such a change 
in 1972. 

Betty Ford, the new President's wife, has publicly said she is certain her three 
ehildren have tried "pot." One of the Fords' two sons has reportedly met several 
times with oflicials of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana 
Lnws (NORIIIL). Offspring of public otIicinls, including Oregon's GOY. 'l'omllfcCall 
all(l former Presidential counsel J. Freel Buzhardt, have been arrested on 
marijuana charges. 

1111'. Ford's cllief drug policy adviser, Dr. Robert L. DuPont, said publicly in 
recent Senate subcoIllmittee hearings and at a NORML-sponsored conference 
what he has long told intimates privately-that there is little IJoint in contil1uing 
to jail marijuana users. 

Keith Stroup, who as NORlIfL's director keeps close watch on the legHls. f!spects 
of marijuaJ1a, belives thnt several states are almost certain to decriminalize it 
nE'xt year. They are Colorado, California, Hawaii, lIliunesot"'l, New JersE'Y, Ver
mont and Massachusetts. 

Various cities and states have already chosen to remove marijuana from 
criminal law enforcement. 

III OctobeJ', 1073, Oregon abolished criminal penalties for marijuana use, sub
Rtituting eivil fines of up to $100. Marijuana offenders are given citations thnt are 
processed like tratIic tickets. 

After the law's first ypar, a statewide evaluation was conducted by the Drug 
Abuse CounCil, a llriyately funded1Yashingtc·n, D.C., research organization, Forty 
per cent of the respolldE'nts who said they had used "pot" said they had decreased 
their rommmption; 02 pel' cent reported no change and only IT pel' cent hnc1 in
crE'ased use. Anc1 58 pel' cent of all respondents faYorE'd the prE'sent law or a moro 
liberal statute; only 30 pel' cE'nt thought the law was too lenient. 

In Denver, the City Council last spring passed its ordinance overriding the 
fitate marijuana law, which had held possession to be a misdemE'anor. The new 
ordinance treats possession of up to 11 half-ounce as a noncriminal violation. In 
OctoliPl', the State District Att·orneys Association approved, by a 3-1 margin, a 
resolution to support a cllUllge in the state law to conforlll with the Denyer experi
ment. 'rho measure will be introduced next YE'Ill'. 

l'he so-callE'd "parking tickpt model" was first introduced in Anll Arbor anel 
Ypsilanti illl\Iichigan. A year ago, voters in the two neigl1boring cities alJproyed a 
refE'l'(·nclUlll providing for a maximum $13 fine in marijuana casps. The referendum 
reimplell1ented a S~'StClll initially apllrov(>d in Ann Arbor tllree years ago but 
brielj)' eliminate(l by the Citr Council. 

In Npw YOl'l{ City, District Attorney RiC'hard Kuh last summC'r instituteel a C'ir
C'umventioll of the potential 15-)'E'ar prison tE'l'lll for possession of more than a 
quarter-ounce of marijuana. Under thp Kuh plan, which also has the backing of 
tlll'pe of the other foul' district attol'lle~'s in the city (StatE'n Island c1ecliuE'd to 
llartiC'ipatE'), persons accused of "simplE' possE'ssion" of up to two pounds of 
lllarijuana are permitted to plead guilty to a single misdemeanor count. 

Decriminalization ferment might spem to be contradiC'tE'cl b;v arrest statistics, 
which contiuue to show an upwar(l trend. In 1073, for instauC'e, 4,20,700 persons 
WE'rC' al'rE'sted nationally on marijuana C'llargcs, up from 188,682 in 1970 and all 
f(~w ns ] 8,815 in 1965. Many obsprycrs believe tll(l inCl'easE' ill the result of more 
nninllibited anel wic1psprearl UfiC. Though few of the offenders ever go to jail and 
lllany cases are dismissed, sUSIlects retain their a nest records for life iu most 
statE's. 

Significantly, none of the proposed state and fE'derul statute C'hanges goes 
bpyoncl the elimination of penalities for llrivatp nsC' andpossef;sion of marijUana. 
The sale and distribution of marijuana would still be illE'gal. 
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[From the New York ~I'lmes, Dec. 28, 1974] 

HARSH PENALTIES FOR POT 

Two years ago the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse reported 
that marijuana ,,'as a "low priority" risk compared with other drugs, including 
alcohol, anel recommended the elimination of legal penalties for private possession 
and use while retaining stiff crilllinal penalties for marijuana traffickers. 

This carefully considered proposal got short shrift from then President Nixon, 
who promptly denounced it. Efforts to libcrulize drug laws along lines recolll
mended by the commission so far ha ye beell stymied in Congress and ill the Legis
lature of New York which retains some of the toughest anti-marijuana legislation 
in the country. 

Private possession of slllall amounts of marijuana, which would be subject to 
no criminal charges under the commission's proposals, still can invoke penaltiE's 
of up to fifteen years in jail in this state. Only last l\Iarch, a lllan in Buffalo was 
sentenced to five years in prison for possessing 1.0 ,ounces of "pot." Last year in 
New York City alone there WE're nearly 0,800 arrests olllllarijnana charges, mostly 
of young people who were stigUlatized for life becau;;e they WE're caught with less 
than one-quarter of an ounce of this drug. 

Fears that liberalizing the law would encourage the use of "pot" and compollnd 
police problems do not appear to be borne out by the experience of at least one 
state that has 11ioneered in this area. In October, 1973, Oregon alJolislJel1 criminal 
penalties for marijuana use, substituting ciYil fines of np to $100. After the law's 
first year, a slatewide eyaluatioll founa that 40 per cent of respondents who 
acknowledgea they had used "pot" said the~'had decreased their consumption; 52 
pel' cent reported no change and only {) per cent hacl increased UHe. 

No one should 111lderestimate the potential risks in marijuana use whic-h are 
still incompletely understood. 

The question is whether the harsh legal sanctions against marijuana llrenliling 
ill t:his and 1110st othpr states ream' serve as a deterrent. The el"idpIlce is that thE'3' 
do not. PulJlic attempts to control private ,'ices through excessive and heavily 
lJUniti\'c laws only undermine respect for law and diyert law enforcement agencies 
from more urgent tasks. 

[News release, Health and Welfare Canndn. Nov. 26. 1974] 

CANNABIS LEGISLATION INTUODUCED 

OTTAWA.-A bill which would transfer cannabis (mari.iuallll nnd hnsbisl1) from 
Die Narcotic Control Act to the Food and Drugs Act was introduced in the 
Senate today. 

Thl' bill would not legalize the possession or distribution of cannabil'. Posses
sion would still be an offence, and there would still be severe penalties for the 
distribution of cannabis. • 

A YIn'iety of other illicit substances, such as LSD and l\fDA, are already con
trolled b~' the Fooel and Drugs Act which provides penalities for their possession 
and distribution. The presence of cannabis in this Act would therefore be both 
10p;1cal and consistent. 

The bill would lessen the impact of the law for the offence of possession, and 
pl'ovjde the COUl'ts greater flexibility in tIle application of the law regarding 
cannabis in general. 

Specific changes to the law, if the bill is approved by Parliament, would see: 
1. The 'inft'ocl'1lcUon of a choicc of 1L'ays to lJ1'OCcecl in tl'yinll most cannabis 

offences. 
At tIle present time, all offences except for 110SSE'ssion result in criminal proceed

ings b~' inc1i('tment. In the case of simple pORReRsion, a cl1Oi('(' hetween ::;Ulllll1ary 
('ol1"ictioll and indichnent existR. Under the new law. nro~('cutor~ woulel have 
the cl101re of proceeding by sunlll1ary rOllvicf'ion or indictment for all ofFences 
<'xrept in the case of simple pORse.ssioll, where tlle only method open to the 
prosecutor would be summary convictioll. 

Sun1\nar~' conviction proceedings generally carry with them less Revere sen
tences and short('1' periocls before pardon ('an be applied for, than do criminal 
indlrtment Tlrocel'dings. 

2. No jan Rentcl1ces t01' simple possc8sion of oannabis e,7Jcept ,in (/cta1lit of /lav
IJI en!. of a, fine. 

1 
1 
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1 
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At the present time, persons convicted by indictment can receive up to seven 
years imprisonment. Persons convicted by summary conviction can be sen
tancell to a fine of up to $1,000 or imprisonment for six months, or both for a first 
offence. Summary conviction for a seconll or subsequent offence results in a fine 
of up to $2,000 or imprisonment for one year, or both. 

Under the new bill, prosecutors would proceed by way of summary conviction 
only. The penalty upon summary conviction of simple possession would be a 
fine of up to $500 for a first offence, or a fine of up to $1,000 for a subsequent 
offence. In default of paying tbe fine, a person convicted for the first time of 
simple possession would receive a jail sentence of up to three months, and six 
months if it were a subsequent offence. 

S. Reaucatiol~ of the maxinwm penalty of life imprisonment for trajficl"ing 
an(~ posse8siOn for the purpose of tl'a.t]ic7dng. 

Under the Narcotic Control Act, there are no summary proceedings for the 
offence of trafficlting and possession for the purpose of trafficking, and conviction 
upon indictment results in imprisonment, the maximum sentence being life. 

Under the proposed new section of the Food and Drugs Act (Part V) sum
mary conviction of trafficking or possession for the pUl1)oSe of trafficking would 
J'(>sult in a fine of up to $1,000 or imprisonment for up to 18 months, or both. 
COllYiction upon indictment would carry the penalty of imprisonment for up to 
10 rears. 

4. llcmoval of thc ma.nclatol·'I/ miniln1l1lJ, pl'is01J, scnte1We for importing 01' ex
porting of cannabis wherc the convicted, perSOll, can prove that hc im.pol·ted, 01' 
e.r/lorte(~ tor hi8 own consl1mption only. 

Under current legislation, no summary proceedings are allowed for importing. 
Conviction of importing or exporting under indictment carries a prison sentence-
a mandatory millimulll of seven years and a maximum of life. 

Uneler the new bill, all convictions would still carry prison sentences. However, 
ullder sUlllmary cOllviction the J)enalty would be imprisonment for up to two 
years. COllYiction UpOll indictment would result in imprisonment of not less than 
three years and not more than 14 years. .! 

'],he three-year minimum sentence would not apply however. where the con
yicted ll(>l'Son conlll pro\'e that he imported or exported the cannabis for his 
own consumption only. 

5. Choice Of fine, imprisonment, 01' botlb in the sentencing of persons convicterZ 
of cultivation. of cannabis. 

At the present time, conviction of cultivation results in !!. prison sentence of 
up to seven years. Under this bill, summary conviction of cultivation would 
('arry a IJelUllty of a fine of up to $1,000 or impdsomnent for up to 18 months, 
01' both. Conviction 11110n incUchnent would result ill imprisonment for up to 10 
years. 

':I'llc proposed legislation is designed to contin~le to prohibit the aVllilablJity 
and use of cmmabis whilr. n.t the same time giYillg the 11ena1 COtll·t system 
more flexibility in relating the 'Sentl'hce~ to the seriousness of the offence com
mitted. Seyere maxilllum penalties woule1 remain in the law in order to respond 
to organized ('rimc actiYities of importing, trafficking aud cultivation for finan
cial gain-activities which increase availability and lead to increased use. 

[I1'rom the Wnshingtoll Post. Feb. 27, 10751 

POT DgBaTg STOKES Ul' 

(By Hal Willard) 

I hacI clinner a few evenings ago at a table witl1nine wom('n: six lawyers, t.wo 
doctors and an ordinary American housewife, und there waRn't a pothead among 
them. But there was one on the podium: K('ith Stroup, c1undily dressed, metic
ulously groomed, fast-talking Apostle of Pot. 

We were at the Cosmos Club, one of Washington's last (und WeaI{elling) 
bastions of male exclusivity of membership Ilnd a clispenser of alcohol, but no 
other drug. . ! 

The Women's Bar Association and the Womeu's Medic!!.l Society were holding 
their annual joint (no 11U11 intende<l) meeting and had paid their collective way 
into the auditorium of the great, gray edifice on Massachusetts Avenue for 

83-a13 0 - 77 - 22 
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dinner and a panel discussion involving three persons from the National Organi
zation for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, who titillated them with claims for 
the ordinariness, the conventionality, the overwhelming acceptance in our society 
of marijuana. 

Stroup, aged 31, father of a 6-year-old daughter, and who is a laWJer and di
rector of xrORML, did not keep the women waiting: He quickly described him
self as ( . !l1firmed and regular user of marijuana of six 01' seyen years' standing 
and with his darting intelligence, grasp of statistics and command of a battalion 
of evidence against alcohol, the establishment's drug, was demonstmting that the 
drug marijuana did not transform a true-bloodell American lllan into a raging 
savage. 

Stroup, highly charged, fervent and passionately dedicated to his cause seems 
to me to be cast in the same mold as the evangelical temperance crusllllers of the 
past, except that while they were against alcohol, he is for marijuana. 

But he is for marijuana primarily to get it categorized in \"hat he regards as 
the propel' way: it should be decriminalized i it should not be considered a moral 
problem i if it is any kind of problem, and Stroup doesn't belieye it is, it is a health 
problem and should be so treated. 

Stroup doesn't drink alcohol, "except an occasional glass of wine," because he 
thinks it is bad for people and causes hangoyers. Stroup, further, quit smoking' 
tobacco cigarettes because of the fear that they cause cancer. 

But he is a regular smoker of marijuana, using it, he says, "in a social way, 
the same way you (his audience of female lloctors anll lawyers) use alcohol. 
'When I have people over on a Friday 01' Saturday night, we smoke marijuana 
instead of llrinking alcohol." 

The only possible undesirable effect Stroup lays at the cloor of marijuana he 
first described as a "lapse of memory" after smoking it. He subsequently said that 
what he meant was during the 30 minutes to an hour period of the marijuana 
"high, that people smoke it for," there is a "distortion of time and space and 
some memory losS." He went 011 to eJ.:plain that he was referring, for example, to 
a situation in which the marijuana smoker, while high, couid "lose his train of 
thought for a few seconds while in conversation, but then come right back to it." 

Others on the panel were Dr. Norman E. Zinberg, a psychiatrist und professor 
at Harvard University, and Dr. Dorothy V. Whipple, a pecliatrician and pro
fessor at Georgetown University. Both are on the advisory hoard of NORlIIL. 

Neither was as excitable 011 the subject as Stroup, but both supported his views 
on decriminalization. Dr. Zinberg went a step further in the question period: he 
said he opposed ha'(ing' any chug made illegal, but stressed that he favored con
trols 011 them. 

DuriIlg his talk, he expressed the view that social control of marijuana is 
desirable, hut is "hindered by the illegality." 

Tossing the subject of controls back and forth, Stroup :111d Zinbel'g agreed there 
should he protection of the public against drivers of automobiles being stonecl on 
marijuana, just as it is against the law to drive while drunk on alCOhol. Zinberg 
also said there should be an "age ceiling," too, such as no marijuana under age 18. 

Stroup said "the goal of law is to control, not punish" and therefore marijuana 
smokers shouldn't be jailed. Stroup also said that controls are neeCled because 
there is "no quality control" of marijuana. "Some marijuana is adulterated with 
more clangerous drugs," h~ said. 

Stroup got his start as a lawyer in what he calls "public interest law" and 
working for "product safety." He called that a "lUuch more creative field" than 
,'eguiar law. He got into the business of trying to change the marijuana laws 
when a friend was "busted," and, in trying to help him, 8troup discovered "the 
field was wide open,'" 

He smokeR marijuana because he "enjoys" it. Although Stroup repeatedly drew 
parallels between marijuana smoking by mostly young peOlJle a11(1 the social 
consllmption of alcoholic beverages, Zinberg said he felt there was a clear 
distinction. 

He said ho felt marijuana smokers go for the "high," whereas alcohol drinkers, 
for the 1110st part, have learned how much if; takes to get them high and stop 
drinking before that point. He said most drinkers have a drink or two to 
"relnx" :lllcl not to get high. He said some young people are using alcohol as a 
"high" drug now, just like pot. 

In discussing the widespread nse of marijuana, Dr. W'hillv1e mi<1 20 million 
Americans ha<l experimente<l with it. Stroup said 30 million had. Both saiel 13 
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million were regular users. To stroup, regular usage means two or three "joints" 
a week. 

He said he gets his marijuana from a lawyer friend who has a connection with 
n lllan who gets it from another man who drives it into Ule United States from 
Mexico. It costs, on the average, from $15 to $25 an ounce, or $180 to $200 per 
pound, with the price going up to $35 and more for "premium quality marijuana." 

The average user, Stroup says, makes an ounce last bvo or three months. But 
it didn't appear to be the smoker of two or three joints a week who worried some 
members of the lawyer-doctor audience. 

One doctor spoke of problems in the operating room with nurses being high on 
marijuana. She didn't say what hospital or what town the hOSI)ital was in. 

'fhis use of marijuana was deplored by the panel, but they were against 
criminal penalities in any form. 

None of the panel members dwelt on the subject of the possible health dan
gers of marijuana. I gathered that they don't really think there are any. Others 
people do. 

What are the facts. It appears to me that there aren't any in the sense that 
D. real fact should stand IDlassailable. In the case of marijuana, medical facts 
must come from SCientists, but, so far, sdentists disagree-and some vigorously 
assail the opinions of others. 

Despite reports issued by the National Commission Oil l\Iarijuana and Drug 
Abuse and the President's Drug Abuse Council and the Senate Judiciary Com
mittee's subcommittee hearings on "marijuana-hashish epidEllnic and its im
pact on United States security," despite books by eminent scientists and meticu
lous research by other eminent scientists; despite -the clamor of marijuana 
smokers to be ulIowed to fly 11igh in peuce, and the equulIy mncous dum or 
of those opposed to marijuanu that it will send the country to perdition-de
spite everything, serious questions about the drug remain unanswered. 

After reading some of the pro and con, and after listening to leading scientists 
on both sides of the question. I um unable to form an opinion that can be sup
ported by incontrovertible evidence. 

I thought the remarks made to me by some leuding scientists about other 
leuding scientists were slanderous, so obviously I won't trunsfol"m the slander 
into libel by identifying the scientists here. But some of their remarks bear 
repeating. 

One called another's. serious study "stupid." One call~d. another a "right-wing 
fanatic." 

Why all the fuss? .' 
I asked that question of Dr. Lester Grinspoon,~ssociate professor of psy

chiatry at Harvard, a member of NORi\IL's advisory board and author of the 
book "Marijuana Reclassified." 

He /laid he used to think marijuana was harmful, but under pressure from 
young people's need to Imow, decided to study the question and discoyered, 
to his satisfaction, that it "is a dangerous drug, in the sense that any drug that 
can uffect man's mental function is dangerOUS-but it is less harmful than, say, 
tobacco and alcohol. I decided that if we continued to tell our young people 
that marijuana was harmful while tobacco and alcohol were in such wide
spread use by their elders, they would not believe us on anything." 

He said he favored decriminalization of marijuuna und all drugs, for that 
matter) because a "stupid law leacls to disrespect for all laws. I think muldng 
possession of marijuana a criminal act punishable by imprisonment damuges 
respect for the law among young people." 

On the other hand, Dr. Hardin B. Jones, a biophysicist-physiologist at tIle 
University of California at Berkeley, describes marijuana as "the most potent 
drug as fur as damaging cells is concerned." He said the cells of the "gonads, 
brain and the immunity mechanism" are the most affected. 

"Marijuana causes irreversible brain damage," he said "but we dOll'tknow 
how much of it used oyer what period of time causes the damage." 

Dr .. Tones has become lmown among the pro-marijuana. people as a crnsnder 
against the weed and is yigorously attacked by them. Dr. Morton A. StencIl ever, 
]1rnfe~sor of obRt<>trics and gYlle('ology at the University of Utah in Salt Lake 
City, whose reseat('h is cited by Dr. Jones, is not known as a crusader. He says 
marijuana causes injury to chromosomes. 

Dr. StE'nchever told me he began his 1"esearch with u bias in favor of marijuana; 
that is, he felt his reRults would show that it Jlad no effect 011 ('hromosomeR. 

"But I was wrong," .he said. "It does damage the chromosomes." 
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Dr. Stenchever's work was cited in the February issue of Good Housekeeping 
magazine. It was contradicted in the March issue oJ; Consumer Reports, referring 
to the worl, of Dr. Warren W. Nichols at the Institute for Medical Research in 
;.]amden. 

Dr. Nichols, Consumer Reports said, gave "24 subjects measured doses of 
marijuana daily for five or 12 days" and detected no elamage to chromosomes. 

Dr. Stenchever did not .regard that as significant in relation to his own 
experiments, which used 40 subjects who had smoked marijuana for an aver· 
age of three years-none for less than six months. 

On the question of the effect of marijuana on male testosterone levels-or fears 
that the drug may cause sterility and/or impotence-there are at least two 
major and contradictory stuelies: 

\. resea.:ch team headed by Dr. Robert C. Kolodny and including sex researcher 
Dr. William H. Masters, worked at the Reproductive Biology Research Foun
dation in St. Louis and found that there was a drop in hormone level among 
chronic marijuana users "and we speculate that this would lead to advers€ 
effects," Dr. Kolodny said. 

Consumer Reports referred t(} work by Dr. Jack H. Mendelson and associates 
at the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Research Center, Harvard :Medical School
McLean Hospital, that concluded that "high-dosage marijuana intalre was not 
ass(}ciated with suppression of testosterone levels ... " 

Good Housekeeping and Consumer Reports more or less summed up the 
sitnation with the titles of their articles: Good Housekeeping's was "Special: 
the alarming new evidence about marijuana's effects;" and Consumer Reports' 
was "Marijuana: The Health Questions-Is marijuana as damaging as recent 
reports mal,e it appear?" The article answered the question in the negative. 

There seems to be a tendency in the country toward decriminalization, on the 
theory that even though marijuana may be harmful to the user, possession of 
it or the smoking of it are not offenses serious enough t(} society to require 
imprisonment. 

Columnists William F. Buckley Jr., James J. Kilpatrick, Ann Landers anel 
Raymond Price, for example, favor decriminalization. 

The Washington Post anel the New York Times have editorialized for 
legalization. 

The State of Oregon has made possession of marijuana the legal equivalent 
of a traffic offense. California is moving toward decriminalization. 

District of Columbia City Councilman David Clarke is preparing similar legis: 
lation which, he says, is primarily deSigned to reduce the burden of enf(}rcing 
marijuana laws on the Metropolitan pOlice department and the courts. 

NORML's Stroup says a dozen or more other States are moving toward some 
sort of decriminaliza tion. 

j',fy own feeling after all this is continued rebellion against anything that iF: 
"psychoactive," to use the psychiatric term for substances that alter the mental 
function. But I must join those who feel the use of marijuana should not be" an 
offense that requires imprisonment. 

I think people who smoke marijuana are being foolish, as long as there are 
reputable scientists who believe the drug is harmful-and I think marijuana 
users reveal deep inadequacies in themselves if they continue to smoke it regularh 
to achieve "highs." 

I feel the same way about any artificial addition to the body's chemistry done 
to aUer one's mental function without a doctor's orders. 

However, being foolish and inadequate shouldn't be a criminal offense, l11lleSR 
it leads to harmful effect on (}ther people. 

And it may be that scientists eventually will prove to everyone's sati~faction 
that ma~Uuana causes no more harm than real grass. If they J)l'ove the opposite 
maybe lilltrijuana will be the solution to the population problem. 

[From the Chicago Sun-Times, Dec. 1, 1974] 

POT-LoNG-SMOLDERING ISSUE MAY END IN DEcnunNALIzATION 

(By William Hines) 

F(}l' the first time since ex-Commis!'lioner of NarC'otiC's Harry J. Anslil1ger 
trumped up a 1l1al'ijunnll C'risis in 1935. a I'pal 110f'sihility exi~ts that iail terms 
for pot users will be ('limillated frol11 Federal law. It could happen before 
another year has passed. 
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In turn, it is widely believed that if Congress acts to decriminalize marijuana 
the 49 states that still hold the threat of jail over users (as opposed to peddlers) 
of the drug will soon fall in line . 
. Oregon has pointed the way in a law that went into effect last fall. Under 
ltS statute, possession of less than an ounce of pot-a misdemeanor in the 
Federal code and in all other states-is redefined as a "violation" to be deult 
with through tickets and fines. 

Already preliminary skirmishes are taking place on Capitol lIill foreshadow
ing a serious legislative battle in the next Congress, whose colOl:ation will be 
substantially more liberal. 

Last week, a Senate alcoholism and narcotics subcommittee headed by Sen. 
Harold E. Hughes (D-Iowa) held two days of hearings aimed at showing 
that present punitive policies directed at minor pot offenders were dOing the 
Nation more harm than good Rnd developing a generation not of "semi-zombies" 
but of cynics and scofflaws. 
. HugheR. who has heard and heeded. a religious evangelical call, will not be 
11l the Senate next year, but Jacob K. Javit:s (R-N.Y.), re-electeel thi:s month, 
will. And .Javits has :sworn an all-out effort to decriminalize pot. . 

As JavIts anel others of Uke mind see it, decriminaliza'tion is the way off 
the horns of a dilemma that bothers those in this country (probably a majority) 
who do not want to sanction the smoldng of grass, but who, at the same time, 
dislike the idea of young liYes being l'uleel by a criminal recorel imposed for 
an impulsive, and ultimately trivial offense. 

Decriminalization in the Oregon manner recognizes that public acceptance 
of marijuana as a major recreational drug llas passed the point of no return. 

When Anslinger created his pot scare in 1935, he estimated (probably oyer
llstimated) that 50,000 persons in the United States were smoking the devil weed. 
~'he best estimate now is that 13 million Americans-260 times as many-smo};:e 
it occaSionally, and that about 2,500,000 smol;:e "regularly" (say twice a week or 
mOl·e). And 26 million are estimated to have "tried" marijuana at least once. 

These numbers probably represent a greater proportion of the population than 
was guzzling illicit hootch while the writ of Andrew J. Volstead was running 
(1919--1933) during tIle "noble experiment" of Prohibition. SOCiologists and law 
enforcement officers are virtually unanimous in agreeing that when an illegal 
activity achieves this wide an acceptance, there is no stamping it out. 

So what to do? 
The alternative, in the case of the Volstead Act and the 18th Amendment, was 

repeal with subsequent legalization of beverage alcohol under state and local 
controls. 

As long as the two sides Imd to figIlt about the haz~l'c'ds of marijuana, they 
never could reach a definitive conclusion. 

That has cIlanged recently, but such results as have been reported are either 
inconclusive, controversial or both. The latest Health, Education, and Welfare 
Dellt. report Oll "marijuana and health" (the government persists in spelling 
marijuana with an "11") was delayed for several months to obtain and include 
some new experimental data, but much of thl?se results ll?ft a lot to be elesirl?d 
scientifically. 

As far as the relative hazards of the three most widely used recreational 
drugs-alcohol (95 million users), tobacco (55 IniIIiOn) and marijuana-ate 
concerned, Federal mortality statistics on the first two are revealing. 

The National Clearinghouse on Smoking and Health idl?ntifies 92,000 deaths 
a year attributable to cigarettes. The Clearinghouse on AleohOlism has statistics 
that S\lggest soml?thing in the order of 20,000 deaths a year from alcohol abuse 
(not including vehicular aml other fOrms of homicide perpetrated bydrunl,s). 

By contrast, Sen. Huglws in sharp questioning of Dr. Robert L. DuPont, heael 
of the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, drew from tIle psychi
atrist-bureaucrat the acllllis~ion that he lmows of not olle elellth directly attrib
utable to marijuana abusl? It is on these statistics that the pro-reform elemellt 
will rl?st its case about relative hf;'alth hazards. 

But this is not the reul ace-in~tl1e-hole of Javits, Rep. Edwnr<1 Koch (D-N.Y.) 
and otherS who will be sponsoring decl'iminaIization Il?giFlatiOll in tIle nl?xt 
Congress. They offer two intriguing arguments-one plJi1o~ophic, the oUler l?rag
matico The philosophic argument is directed at conservatlves, the pragmabc at 
every person preoccupil?cl with crime, taxes and inflation. 

To the true conservative (and such conserl'atives as William F. Buckley and 
.Tames .T. Kilpatrick are on written record to this effl?ct), there is no justification 
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for the law stepping in to save the fool from his own folly. It is bacl public 
policy to punish crimes without victims. 

'l'his goes hand-in-hand with tlle pragmatic argument that a great deal of 
law-enforcement effort is being frittered away in combating the ubiquitous, yic
timless crime of marijuana use. 

[From the Washington Star-News, Dec. 4. 1074] 

THOUGHTS ON MARIJUANA 

(By James J. Kilpatrick) 

Proposals for the "decriminalization" of marijuana once again are being heard. 
The proposals make sense--much sense that they ought to be seen as a first step 
toward reconsideration of public policy on the whole field of victimless crime. 

Granted, "criminalize" and "decriminalize" are verbs that make a man wince, 
and "decriminalization" is a noun that would haye driven H. L. 1\Iencken up the 
wall. Yet the words are useful, an the same, in defining an area of the law in 
which an act is illegal but not criminal Overparking is a familiar example. If I 
recall my dog Latin correctly, snch an offense once was known as "malum 
prohibitum" as distinguished from "malum in se." 

OYer the past 40 years, most states haYe treated eyen the mere posseSSion and 
use of marijuana as crimes-as felonies or grave misdemeanors, punishable by 
both fine and imprisonment. Here and there, as reason has revlaced emotion, 
attitudes have moderated. Oregon now treats simple vossessioll as a "Yiolation," 
usually punished by a $25 fine. 

Dr. Robert L. DuPont, chief iVhite House spol,esman on drug abuse, last month 
recommended that possession of marijuana (as distinguished from sale) be de
criminalized at the federal level. His predecessor, Dr. Jerome H. Jaffe, concurred. 
Here in Washington, U.S. Atty. Earl J. Silbert announced that his office no 
longer would prosecute cases in which the evidence indicated possession of five 
or fewer Cigarettes. Chief Judge Harold H. Greene backed him up. (Silbert later 
backed down.) On Capitol Hill, Rep. Edward Koch, D.-N.Y., said he would rein
trocluce a decriminalization bill next month. In Miami, Atty. Gen. William Saxbe 
said he would welcome a change in the law. 

For the most part, the recommendations draw support from liberals. Such 
conservatives as James Eastland, chairman of Senate Judiciary, remain stoutly 
opvosed. Yet carefully examined, the idea of decriminalizing marijuana vre
cisely accords ,,,ith conservative thinldng. 

Conservative doctrine holds that to the greatest degree possible, consistent with 
a demonstrably overriding public interest, the individual citizen should be both 
free and responsible--free to do what he pleases, responsible for the harm he him
self may suffer. Unless it can be c1emonstrated convincingly that marijuana con
stitutes a health hazard to society, conservatives cannot consistently support the 
criminal sanctions that now apply. 

No such evidence has been brought forward. Even as to individual harm, med
ical testimony is in conflict. The notion that most or all pot smokers proceed from 
marijul).na to heroin has been exploded. As a hazard to public health, marijuana 
plainly does not qualify . 
. There is a second, pragmatic reason for abolishing' criminal prosecution or 

marijuana users. It is a foolish and wasteful use of the time of both pOlicemen 
and judges to continue the spasmodic and capricious enforcement of the mari
juana law. 

Half a million such an-ests will be made this year. The cases divert pOlice from 
such truly serious crimes as burglary and robbery, and they clog the courts with 
defendants-mostly young defendants-not guilty of any true offense against 
soci.ety. 

To be sure, only 2 or 3 percent actually wincl up in jail, but all of them suffer 
the stain of a criminal arrest on their records. 

'l'he l'mme c'onsideratiol1s ought to be applied to many other "crimes." Dis
tasteful as the process may be, conservatiyes should re-examine their hostility 
to repeal of lalYs that make it criminal for ac1ults to engage in homosexual 
relationships. 
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Why is simple drunkenness a "crime"? Why are those who gamble still lawfully 
subject to arrest and imprisonment? 

We need to thinl, on these things. The deCriminalization of mll\rijuana offers a 
fine place to start. 

[Nov. 6, 1974] 

ANOTHER COLUMN NO'r ABOUT MARIHUANA 

(By Richard C. Cowan) 

FORT WORTH.-When a writer fails to get his poiltt across he would nat
urally like to blame the obtuseness of his readers, but that doesn't do anyone 
any good. From time to time, perhaps too often, I attempt to convey my views 
on the subject of marijuana, and I can't say that I feel exactly triumphant. 

Actually, I do not write so lUuch about the weed itself as about the conh'oversy 
surrounding it. There are several reasons for this approach. ]'irst, it is difficult 
and really pointless to try to critique a research report in a seven hundred woril 
column for general readers. Secondly, I hope that younger readers who know what 
a mess the government has made of the "drug problem" will be consequently less 
anxious for the government to "solve" other problems, if this question is handled 
in a general way. (Of course. I run the risk of turning DiE conservatives who will 
Simply put me down as a pot-head.) Finally, I don't go into specifics, because the 
arguments for decrimi.'lalization of possession (or legalization of sale) do not 
rest at all on the "alleged harmlessness" of pot. Not at all, but simply on the harm 
done by the laws. 

Recently, however, we have been inundated by a new wave of anti-pot propa- . 
ganda which is the grand finale of two years of hearings by the Senate Internal 
Security Subcommittee, headed by Sen. James O. Eastland, D-1\fiss. 

There 'are several points about these hearings that are interesting. First, Sena
tor Eastland seems to have endorsed ~he decriminalization of possession of small 
quantities. Thus, supposedly his objective is not to support the jailing of your 
l,ids, but to warn America about the dangers of marijuana. There is an interest
ing twist here. 'While lllany conservatives and even one tired old liberal (on whom 
I will pounce in a moment) have seen fit to report the "findings" of the hearings, 
few have lllentioned the seemingly newswortllY endorsement of discriminaliza
tion by the senator. 

What makes this even stranger is that invariably the columils assert that the 
"harmlessness of pot" has been argued by those favoring decriminillization, and 
even that the burden of the argument for decriminalization somehow rests on the 
"alleged harmlessness." 'Well, the National Organization for the Reform of Mari
juana Laws (the only pot lobby in Washington), the Shafer COlllmission, William 
Buckley, and James Jackson Kilpatriclr, and yours truly, have never said that pot 
is harmless. Maybe someone's favorite hippy says so, but that would hardly be 
representative of the "national debate," if there is such a debate. It is just the 
old "strawman" technique, of misrepresenting the OPPOSition, subversive of .the 
truth, i.e. a lie. 

Secondly, following the press releases of the Sub-Committee, writers frequently 
start with some statement to the effect that "pot isn't harmless, 'after all, like 
eyeryone thought." Not just pot-heads like Kilpatrick, but the generalpollUlation 
of America has thought for forty years that pot is harmlesS. Sure. This is a 
"news" lead in for a coluIlln. "Contrary to popular misconceptiun" keeps propa
ganda from looking like propaganda. 

Well, if you can find me a person who, one, thinks that pot is harmless and, two, 
thinks that Senator Eastland is an authority on tIle subject, I'll roll him in your 
newspaper and smoke him. The point is that the only people wlto will be influ- '" 
enced by this propaganda will be those seeking to justify the laws. 

Senator Eastland has been attacked for his efforts, but he has in fact been 
more honest than those who bought his story. The old senator never made any 
bones about it. He caIli'iidly admits that these hearings llave heen open only to 
known anti-marijuanacl'usaders most of whom had te~~tified before the Shafer 
Commission. Gen~rally, however, the results of the h~aring ha ve been presented 
as "new research" when in fact much was old and no actual research was done 
by the Sub-Committee. .. 
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I have been disappointed, of course, that a number of conservative columnists 
have fallen for tbe "new evidence" bit, but the reall.v incredible all-time sucker 
bas to be John P. Roche, former head of the super-liberal Americans for Demo
cratic Action. Professor Roche was turned off by the New Left, which turned on, 
so in the Oct. 5 issue of TV Guide he salutes NBC news for overcoming liberal 
inhibitions about believing Eastland, just this once, of course. For some reason 
Roche finds all this "authoritative" (such interesting epistemology), but that's 
okay. 'Vhat really got me, though, was that he says that, "Except in rare cases, 
the pOlice Simply ignored pot parties." After one million arrests, the former head 
of the ADA can say that? 

Another half million Americans will be arrested this year, and if you think 
that this column is pro-pot, or even about pot, I have struck out again. 
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A~llmlCAN BAR ASS')CIATION 

,(B1'O:\T TO TilE HOUSE Or' DELE.~l\TES 
SEC'rION l F [NDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND RBSPONSIBILITIES 

RECOMf4ENDATION 

Sf' Tt- f(e~()lv.ccl, That. because of the tendency tb punish tho,;e 
who :;: --~ 'y ·,::~·~ .. 'rimellt with use of sl":lll quantities of marijuullil 
and In "':'l)~\' too SCd.O\lS penalties to them, 'Cather than to "on
centrate on detl1cting and punishing sellers of the drug, there 
should be no criminal laws punishing the simple possession of 
marijuana by users;' and 

Be It Further Resolved, That casual distribution of small 
amou~ not for profit bo tceated as simple possession; and 

Be It F1lrthe£)lesolv,,·.I. 'rhat the American Bar Association 
deplores the use of marijuana; and 

lie It Furth,.,r ~esolved. That educational programs should be 
established as \videly as possible to discourage the use of m"ri
juan;" and oth~)- drugs ·"hich may be harmful. 

REPORT 

The rt:'p":'rL c.~d t~e f_I?t.:C'i.."":2I1CJticf'C) contiJir.c:J trcre;l~ ··.'~rl! r:~1j' 
.adopl~~ a~j a;lp,'o\·~d bj the CO~l1ci1 of the ~ection of Individual ~ight5 a~d 
Responsibilities at its t:ay 12. 1973 l7.eetin~ in \':ashington. D.C. 

On April 21. 1971. Hen, RaYI~ond ? Shafer. Chair;ran of the Co."
mission on :·'1riju.,na end Dn.Q ;·.b~:se. l/rote to EGlit:l'd L. I-Irisht. Prcsid(·r~ 
of the k:.cricup. Sal' ':;SSCcidti0n; re\:;:1est~r.n an !!!'.pr~ssion cf tha Associ~tiO'1js 
viey,'s on exis.ting ·~;3.rij~::1r.a la·{i5. 011 :·',ay 7, 1971 t j~r'. ~ri~ht adv'i:ied G:. ... crfi:l~ 
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~i,J;cr tr.~t the /.;.-:;'j.:i~'";icr'j ",I:d<) r.(;~ c'~J~r,:e:! z~~/ for.:ol 
tl~rcugh its SO~.·~ ct G~~~"~~rs cr ~0~~e of ~~le:~:es.!I 
Se\'i:ra 1 ~\? ~t i.:';'i~~ :!lI~ ....... ~i t t~l!5 ',',::re cer." ice:;r; V',l.l poc 
intcrt'st~.i in (,.~ .. ·:..r.io::~tin~ , .. ~ith tr~ (c·'~·iS5i:'l. Cr~~r;' 
sCCti(:j5 ':'iC C:L'. .;~ ittc. ~e. ',:d t.! aovi sed of t:~c ~ ro:sidu,t I $ 

GOvcl'r.or Shi! fE::r 'si Ii;"; ~ ry. 

iJl~cy st·lt;: ,"n, 
,? ~dd(:'j t:",(! 
1,~'~ ~.~ ~ r:, i fJ t lL~ 
n cf :"t!ltva r·t 
f:!;'pol!~e to 

Cq ~..ilj' J, 1;/1, i_"-;~ :~; ·-·iLt.::.~ ' .. n ,~"::\-uli~', .:;.r;j Dr.iJ u'~f'.:t··,· 
0: the ;'.r:·t.:ri~ .r, ': ·:r .!.-;~.,::~ Iti.::r'c, 5-:-::i·~'l ~; Ir::'.I;.J,.;~; ;'i·::~~#s ~-,.~ -"'::,.,':'\,.. 
sibiliti~s s:~; its sta~~',ent to ~~e CG~-is~i:~ C~ ~"lr;jJ~t:l ~nd ~:'~~ ~b\;~~. 
Til'2- COi~ittee, vntr.o';t ~:!y ci5stn: fr:'l i:.s fc.;..l"~frp. ;c,,:ers, r~cc·:~·:r:~eJ 
th~ :~~;~i0~ of a rej~1 ~tf~ systrM of ~istrit~:i~9 r:~rii~~~~ ~i~il~~ to 
that nuw in use fer ~~cct~l, or ~t tn0 vel~ l~~st, :~jt cr!~inJl r~~Jlti~$ 
be n:tainec! only fOI· st=ilir.g r:l.;rijJar.a fo~' pt·'::f):~ f;ot for r:~t!re ~Jsst!s:;ion. 

i!hi1~ ac~.r,Oi,.·1£;_g1ng t~::"t r:1r·i:L.;;;"-,a I;~~ -- 1 H:e U',c U)t2- of i:ny 
drug, even ~spirin -- ce~ De d~rserL~S, t~e C~·- ittte ro~~~ t~J: al,:c~Jl 
is 1::)' fa)~ a ~r€:,;.~cr t'~re;::t to rt?Jltn, c~"i:-,e cC!".~r·ci ar:d t."affic s2f;.?ty. 
The Ccr~itt~t ~ointeJ to 5cv~ral s~cietal costs rEsulti~g frc~ the usc of 
the cr~i~al l~w in an a:t~~~t to s~pcress r'eriJ~!~a, cests wl,iLh f~r OJt
H~i£h the p..)tf:ritial ro," r,':;l';, ass(.ciatcj id:r r'~:~i.j~aria use, TL~ ~~cij~al~1 
laws: 

aloe ir.Cl~~dibly t:al'sh 4'l1d C1':;::;lrate :!rol~.j diffel ing 
juri5Jictions; 

are selectively enforced; 

C~ger~er disresp~ct fer all law~; 

crbil1llize the 26'~,i11ion k'~ricans who h,ne used, 
or drc usirlg, n~rijuana; 

stirT!tize tens of th~U5dl1~5 of otherwise lawabi~in1 
citizens h'ho art: arrest€:d i\r::i corlv;ctee fat" marijuu~a
relatd offen5cs; 

stiiie tnt! ailt:tl',.o,)' U,'t;f..,,,,lf ...... ,.":"" l..(;I<II<lu.l ..., .... ..I~;\".l,; :..JoI ...... ,,1 

wito the processing of thcusends of minor <Jrrests; 

divert 1a\1 enforce-,ent reSC~l!'ccs a~lay fro:n the control 
of serious 'crir:,e; 

i~'pugn th~ credi!'>iliij of the crimir.al laH vlhen it 
~IJrl', against the cangers or hat:d drllS use; 

or.able a black r:.arket distrihution system to flourish, 
OT1e \';hich invo~\'es sellers ~:j;,":> f'3Y truffic i~1 h,u'J 
narcotics and I'ihich r:clonits do,e sale of a,.~llit'!rJ:c~ 
slibst..lncC's, r.J.3.I"ijuana of Ura,J2ftidn potency end tt~i1nr.f(:rs 
t~ [,:i nors . 
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Follo\'Jir!Q su~n:issi('11 cf i·s S·t!"~·'t"" • "\ .0'. ..•. "": t ;~' .. ' ; .. , 

th::.C~i"'~Tdt~ee rccogr.~zed that t~:: l\sst:ci~:i'~!1·>';"1'; .. '~I'=,,·"'; .:: , .. !1 

posltlon \-l1th respc:t to an is::,;Jt'· of s;:cil pi<!i·':Srwr: .• ~ i;-f.::r(:~ ~~';;'. ~~: "'J~ 
\','holly inappropriate. Ccmmit:ee :!cliberations in :t.c "C~Lr.5 t.";.t t:.l~f ... ".j 

produced last year's report and the resolution, sch~~L;n~ly ~,:;~7.ittCC cy 
the Section of Individual Rights and Responsiui1iti~s to the HOuse of 
Delegates at the 1972 Annual Neeting in San Francisco. The resolution 
provided: 

RESOLVED, that be~ausc the individual and social costs 
resulting fro:-I e>.i~t·illY 101'/:) ~UtliSllllJ.j .;iiiipl~ pv':;S~S~fOll of ., 
,"arijt.:an~ substantially ou:',;eign any bEncfi1:s derived, federal,
state, and 10c?1 laws punishing si~ple possession of marijuana 
SPGuld be repEalEd; and 

BE !T FIJRTr.ER RESOLVED, that consideration ce given to the 
feasibility of licer-sing t~e distribution of mJrijuana as a ~eans 
of regulating its use. 

After a de~ate in Which, according to the ASh Journal for OctobEr, 
1972, "it was obvi0US toidC ",any of tr.nse /sic/present si·'ply do not believe 
the various scientif"ic st~dies tta! indicate-that ;r.arijuana is not harmful 
and dces not lead to a.:!diction to 'road drugs,'" thE Hcuse of DelrgJtes 
approv~d a r;;cdified resolution providing: 

RESOLVED, that, because the individual and social costs 
resulting fran soc's e;..istir'~ la;;s cunishing perscnal use or 
si;;~le pcssessic!) of ~arij"ana substantialiy o~t\>'elsh any 
benefits deriY~d, federal, state and local laws p~nishing 
personal use or sinpla possi!ssion of r.arijuana sh::uld I:e over
hauled and prese~t excessive criminal penalities should be 
elirr.inateo; 

BE IT FUR', HER RESOL ','~:l, tha t the Ar;;cri car, Bar Associ at ion 
deplores the use of I~arij(;~na. 

Additional reports, naw data ar,~ changin~ conditions indicate 
that the AssociatiJn's policy to.lards r.~rijuana de3crves furth~r consider
ation aile re~isicn. Tr:~ Co::-:::ittce Hishes to make clear thJt at ,no tine, 
eit~er llith its initial ~:atc'"-~nt nor with the curr?,.t report, has it 
spor.sorcd or pl·omoted the use of r::,rij'Jana. Hor in viCl~ of the ready 
availability of l1"arij~l~na does tre CCiMoittee believ~ that the repeal of 
existing la~IS \>,ould encOlII·age the use of this co~~odity. indeed, the 
Cor;;'ittQe recognizr;s th~t ~lhi1e le,ng term, chroni;: usc of the drug has not 
been ~·rOl'en har;'lful reither has it been proven safe. The crucial qupstion 
rlhi~h tlce Associat1.)n I';'J5t f~ce is not a medical one. Ratl1c,·, it is wl'ether 
sociay's severest snn~lion, tr£ ji"nill law, should be u~ed to punish a 
1"C'l";C~t \"ho at ~:ost ','ay be plaein? 'is OHn he,1lth in dun~0r, pat'tlcularly 
wr.~r. by so duir~ society incurs si;:ei'icdnt costs fa!" t·xc~tding any real 
or FO:~:i~lal L!:nefils frr." the la:':s in question. 
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h!.ent a'l9_c;cOt~ 2i. !Jo'rEslic 1.'..aL.iJ!l~na Use 

If one single fact st&~Js out abov~ all others tn the debate 
over marijuana it is that harsh cl'i:;;inal la\'l5 have been a tctal and utter 
failure as a deterrent to rr,urijuu.a uSe. 'the!; r;.arijuana \'IilS first pro
hibited at the Federal ley~l ,lith the passage -- despite opposition at the 
tii'~(! frc., tl:e r'.-erican !·:edical A~s0ciation -- of the Harijuara TaA Act 9f 
1937, there Hel'e an esti'''ated 50,000 can~abis users, r,05tly r,;~n:bers of 
r,incrity sroups, especially Jlacks and :"~xican-;:-ericans, I:ithin several 
years every st.ale had f:'ade possessicn of r·'rijuana illegal, and ",ost states 
instituted lengthy prison terms for violators. 

t:el'd,theless, the second report of the National Cm.;nission on 
Marijuana and Drug Abuse, released ~arch 22, 1973, estimates that 26 million 
AC1ericans have now sfl'oked rr.arijuana at least olice in theil' lives (16'; of all 
adults over the age 18, 14~; of all youths bet\':een the ages of 12 and 17), 
:'iol'Eover, 13 million people indicated they considered themselves regular 
users of marijuana, a substantial increase from the 8.34 ni11ion regular 
us~rs rep~l'ted by the COC"'Tlission in 1972.' Tl'lo-t~irds of ~ll (allege st'Jdents 
have tried marijuana, ~:hi1e a survey conoJcted by c\'iO Stanford Uni'lersity 
",ediea1 researchers rcveo1ed that 25~; of all doctors have experi;:;ent~d 11ith 
marijuana and 7~ remain regular users, 

These statistics are remarkable only bec,,'Jse each and everyone 
of these 26 million people knm";ng1y cC:".'1itted a criminal act by merely 
trying marijuana, One need possess but minimal insight to realize the damage 
done to our system of 1a,/ and government by such ,lidespl'cac disregard for any 
law, much less one which has achieved such symbolic prominence among so many 
concerned parties, 

One can expect little decrease in marijuana usage in the future, 
A report prepared for the Sureau of r:1rcotics and Dangel"ous Drugs and pub

/lished in 1 Conte",POt'arv Druq Prob1e",s 467, by Dr. !'Iilliam H. :'!cG10thlin of 
·-f-..the UCLA Dep~l'tr.lent of Psychology places the annual domestic consumption of 

; marijuana in 1972"at 3.3 mi11ien pounds. For 1976 he prDjects between 9 and 
" 22 million l"egu1ar usel"S consu~ing as ruch as...~.,1 r1illion ROul1cS at maxifT.um 

1 eve1s, Current estimates that s,.tons...of mat'ijuanitiire ·s·ucce·ssfully s:r.ugq1 ed 
into the countl"Y daily tend to be confil'i1;ed by the size of recent seizures, 

Fa)' example, according to t:~\'Is'rleek, Harch 26, 1973, a joint U.S.
r'lexican pol ice raid netted 24.5 tons o"r r:'Jrijuana about to be shipped across 
the border, The sar.1e artic1 e quoted aU. S. Cus tO~lS agent as saying, "It 
would take on~ person every 15 feet /a10ng the 2,013 mile U. S.-J.!exican border/ 
to control yound smuggling, In the-air, iis impossible." -

t'!oreover, marijuana grows Idld in virtuJlly every state in 
the union. Pilot prograr.ls initiated by the Dcpart:~"rlt of Agriculture in a 
futile attexpt to eradicate marijuana from a number of midwestern statps \'Iere 
abandoned severa 1 years ago, 

Data such as t~is undoubtedly had a profound impact on the Con
sumers Union, for its rec~nt book Lici.t~..!ld Illicit;_2.LVJ]1! cont,l1il:; the 
following observation: 
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"It is now much too l~te to dpbate the Is&ue: warljuana 
versus no marlJua!1a. fiarijllana is here to stay. 1:0 concei:~!lle 
1 aw enforcement progr'a'l1 can curb its ava il abil ity. " 

In brief, inforraticn presently <v,ailable ;r.dicates cO!"lirocingly 
that smoking marijuar.f. has beco,:,,, a perr;;ar,~'r.t !J3rt of o:Jr cultul·e. This is 
true regardless of \'Ih~ther marijl.iana is bs I i ~ved g~o<' 01" ~d, ,:hHhcl" it is 
medically har~ful or not, whether s~oking it is scen as socially dEsirable 
or undesirable. Given the ocr-,anc for and avuilabilit;)' c·f parijuana th~ 
issue then becorres one of whether we as a people c~n ccntirue a hDp~lussly 
futile prohibitory policy tc;·:ard marijuana ia th~ face of Increasingly 
severe social costs by so doing. 

Current LeGal Aoproaches 

One of the more odious aspects of the narljuana la\/s is the 
appalling disparity in the range of punisi;".Ent prescribe:! frJm one juris
diction to another, and the differences in sentences actually imposed \tithin 
a given jurisdiction. Thus, a youth in Texas is s~~ject to a sentence of 
life ilY.prisonment, as a first offender, t:QJ:~PQ~~essior, .. Qf,..the.~saffie.sk:a~l l.r-" 
quanti.t,y_Of l:1arijuana pcssessed by a young :lebraskan I"i;ose sentence >M1nQt 
exce~'d seven' days'in"Ja lr~;' lnl~e~i'Y6r1:"Ci t.Y":·~·£iiougn riiir necessar'i'ly in 
otnr;r-ji·c11"t·s"Cf'tr.~·state":~ a first offender found in _cossesslon of a 
moderate qu~ntity of marijuana is 1 ikely to have his case adjourned in 
conte"1plation of dis",issal. Cn the adjourned date, the ,,,se is C!i5~liss"d 
if the defendant has s~ayed out of further trouble, a~d his reccrd e~p~cge~. 
Sinilar procedUres nay be fcllol·;ed at the judge's discretion in Tennc,s$ce, 
IJklahoi'la and West Virginia, among other states. ~assachllsetts ir.;poses 
n!andatory prcba1:ion fOI" first offenders in marijuana ooss'ession cases, and 
in liew Jersey that state's SUPI"er::e Court has judicially ~~rred jail terlCs 
for persOl\s first convicted of poss~s5ion. In Texas and R~ode Island, on 
tr .. other ham:, conviction for even a fll'st offense is c1c.ssified as a 
felor,y. 

In at lepst one state -- Texas -- the impositio~ of lor.g-tel'J'I 
or life sentences for first offendel"s convict.d of prssess;l:g smull ~ufntities 
of marijuana is not r;'.erely a possibility but a reality. At-least one Offender 
is cUrrently serving a life s!n~ence for cor.victlcp in 1962 of PDS9g5Si~g one 
penny r.atchbox full· of !7.arijuana, and another fiest offLncer receiv(·d " 
senter.ce in excess of fifty years In 1967 for possession of ten J'lurljuana 
Cigarettes. • 

Ar.col'ding to a report prep~red for the state Senate Interir.1 OI'Ug 
Study Con·.mittee entitled '·:".ri,iuanJ in Texas, as of Harch 1972,69] people 
flere sel'ving sentences aVl>ra"(,ii1;j-9-:r/2 years i~ Texas ;:risons for possession 
of marijuana. Includt-d ar.or,g ;;his nu::-cer \'/el'~ thirty people servir,g 30 years 
or nore and thirtEen ~eople sentenced to life terms, three of them first 
offc;rders. 
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Some states, of cc~rse, have recently aoopted l(:ss se'/el'e pen<llties 
for r.at'ijJana possession. H::i:<lii ar,d Pcnnsy1vania b~th nm'! provide for rrad-
r.1Ur.l Sen!~1(eS of 30 dajs and/or a S5rO fi'€; i;e'li !,'p.xico, 15 days and/or a S10a 
fi ne. On the othel' r.ar.~, i,HI Ycrk, despite the adjol'rn"'ent pro'li s 'ons filentioned 
supra retJins a "'ilXirU;;: penalty of 1 - 7 years for ~ossessiol1 of 1/4 oz. to 1 oz. 
of ;;'a"iju~na, 7 - 15 year~ for o'l<:r 1 oz, ;,cdition,~lly, even thQugh many states 
have one yeJl' l11axi::';;,-s for first offer.ders, those con'victed a second tiire for 
Ir;ari~uana possession r..ight rec£ive 10 or 20 year sentences in half a Gozen states. 

r':oreO'ler, the fact that stiff Sen~er.ce5 are ;rlposed in but a fevi 
cases raises anothGr troublesc~e issue. If ~ost rrarijuana defen:ants received 
probation, suspenced sentences or shol't jail tel'::,>, hilat abo:Jt ti'.e fC'1 un for
tl.mates \"ho recei .... ~ ;-a:d~ ... :.r~ t..:(::,s? Ir. sc:-e iIiS:'Jr1CCS, political dissidents, 
the poor, the young, an~ racial and ethnic rinorities bear the heajiest burden 
of the lal'l. (The Texas study four.d that blacks, 1'!e:dcan-f>.::1cricans and the 
poorly educated I'Ier2 disproportio~ately represented arcong those in prison,) A 
good eXIMple is the recent sentence of 10 year~ and 1 day given the editor of 
an underground !1cl'i5paper in Dallas, Texas fcr possession of 1/13 of an o~nce 
of r.larijuana. (S2~tences of 10 years or less ::-ay be probated but any sentence 
over 10 years cal'ries a ~andatory term.) 

, S,elective enforce,;.er,t of r,;arijuana laHs and discrir'inatory and 
grossly uneven trea t,7ent for those convi cted SUbstantia lly under:::i nes publ i c 
confidence in the legal system. 

In this context an acditioral question comes to mind: Is respect 
for law enhanced by retention of criminal sanctions which are flagrantly and 
persistEntly disregarded by mill ions of people and for \'Ihich enforce':ent pro
cedures are directed predow.inantly against young people in a totally arbitrary 
and capricious fash~cn? The Section answers this query in the negative. We 
believe that society and its legal institutions suffer far greater da~age from 
th·; hypocrisy and unpredictability of current marijuana laws tnan from use of 
the GIUg itself. 

A t another 1 eve 1 the lia ti ana 1 C07mi s s i on on :~ari juana and Drug 
Abuse fou~d ~olid agreeMent ar:;on~ the large group of district attorneys it 
surveyec as to the ir.effectiveness of current pol icy, I':ore than half of the 
prosecutors agreed that present 1 a~iS do not ceter peopl e L",der 30 from 
initiating ~arijuana use, do not deter those wishing to smoke regularly from 
so :oing, a'~d do not de1:er trar,sfers of s;;:all amounts for little or no profit, 
eovne t~ouyh ~ost states treat such transfers as sales with accordingly harsh, 
penalties. Judg~s, the Commission discovered, are equally disenchanted with 
the law -- only 13', said they ~lOuld imprison an adult charged with possession 
of marijuanl, and only ~~ would incarcerate a r.linor. 

Oespite this attitude on the part of some elements of the criminal 
justice $YSt'~:1, arrests ~f marijuana sr..okers have grown to staggering 'propor
tions. Bet;':'~n 1965 a:,d 1970, state r.lerijuana urests ncreased dramatically 
from about 10,00(1 in 1:1[,5 to ovel' 188,000 by 1970, and nCI'eased of nearly 
lCO,1 PCI' crn;;. Esti~Gtes published in the AS;" r;eHS ind cate that the number 
of state al'rests grew ag~i~ in 1970 to 226,000, plus an additional 3300 
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Federal rlol'ljuana arrpsts. According to the National r.c~,'TIission ~pproximately 
93~ of those arrests are for sirlple possession and abDut 88~ of tho:! 'arrested 
arc und~r the ~ge of 25 (58:; undel' ag: 21). In other I~ords, !'lore than 600 
young people are al'rested everv. 2E1. in this country for nothing r.:ore than 
having in their possession some qUdntity, usually under one ounce, of marijuana. 
Included in this nurber 'are the sons and daughters'oJ corporate presiccnts, 
elected officials, and law enforce"ent perso,:nel; in other words, crery strata 
of society feels the adverse ill'pact of marijuana la'.'ls,. The Section can imagine 
no other such purely private activity ~Ihich canies wIth it -such putentially 
severe consequences. 

A young defendant charged with oossession ~fmcrijuana need not 
be imprisoned or e'IEn comicted to suffel" long term in effects fro:n his 
experience. Often arrest alone is enough to s_tigrlatize an otnenlise la~~
abiding citizen. ',:hile young people rr.ay be most often arrested, the gt'ief, 
shame and e'::otional trauma involved is shared by their parents and far.iily. 
Pro,lising careers have been and continue to be ruiMd because of :;;arij"ana 
arrests, and con'/ictions inevitably forEclose entry into many orofessions 
and occupiltions. The average cerson \';ho first endul'cs the horrors of the 
cri:r.inal jU5tice SystE"1 becausoor a r.1arijuana arrest I,liil leave his experi
ence so~ewhat bitter and aliEnated. He ~ay, in fact, beco~e so disillusioned 
as to "dropout" -- the ultir.'ate il'ony sir.ce r,arijuana lav;s are sorr.etir::cs cited 
as essential to discourage pot snoking and the apathy andawotivation which 
allegedly follo',I. Cleal'ly, for nost ir.divic'Jals the present :r.arijuana la~/s 
the:nse1l'es carry a greater potmtial for har;:; than do any other aspect of 
Il'ariju~na use, including possible medical effe~ts. 

The Basic [ssues 

In his excellent boof: analyzing the legal ~nd soc;a1 realities of 
present day rrarijuana lise, :Iori juana, .he i';c;'ULc2i!>.it i en, Stanford Lal'l School 
Professor John VJplan observes ti,Jt "(I)he 1'';5CC;1 of a 11.'1'1 5heuld be determined 
in prag~latic tel"lr; by lIaighilig t~e costs it i"!~oscS upon society against the 
benefits it brings." This simple balancing of intel'ests, although self-evident, 
is sometincs overloo!;ed in our eagerness to pron;ote the general ~Ielfare. 

Unque5tior.~~ly, the r.lOtives of those I'/ho argue it). favor of nari
juana lal'ls are unkpeachab1e. The intention is to ~(;rb the grol'ling drug 
cu1 t~re ilnd pl'cvent cG ... el·',~ health eff(-cts, tl'oc:gn in actu".l tty fel'l ullliNlthy 
side effects hove hcen substantiated de;p;t~ SC'C~ 3000 YC:lts of use and nearly 
80 years of study. There are, of COUI'se, fel'l vir'tl'!!S in sl,~oking r"arijllana, 
though the sai,,(! co~:rer.t holds true for Sl;oking cig~rettes 0," drinking illeohol. 
If, in fact, the n'a.-tjuana lal'ls succcssfully c'etcrred use, then the bzlancillg 
tes t suggested bj' Professor I:a plan /Iii ght I'le 11 ex to 1 the value of the 1 ?I'/S. 

But available evic(.,,,,,! pOints to. th~ failul'c of the h\<ls as a 
det('IT~~t, as n0Lcd sunra. Thr ~rllg i5 readily aVJilable for those 11ho I'lant 
it, ud the prospect~ of-atTest, prosecution and conviction -- l'Ilrile an 
unpleasant reality to sonic -- are too ren',ote to deter most users. ' The Con
sU"'~rs Union Repol"t, ~ir..il,i!:i.J.IE~i!JlI'UQ5". cstir.'Jtes thGt in the United 
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States, \1Ircl'~ five fllillion rr.ariju~na cigarettes I· .. ere smoked daily in 1971, 
the lil\elihood of being arrested on any p,"'ticular occ.asion of use was far 
less .than one chance in SGOO; fo" IcallY users the I'is~ approached zero. The 
skple fact is that for the n~ost part the law is orcbably an irrelevancy in 
the decision to use, Dr not to usc the drug--except in those cases where 
Ifarijuana is used -- for reasons of protest and to defy authority -- sirlply 
because it is illegal. O~(! young man arpeared before the r:ew York State 
CO~;1lission on Campus Unrest and rp.lated hO\'1 a severely ~Iorded la','/ actually 
he 1 ped entice him to experiment 11i t~ the drug I·;hich he knew-to be harmless. 
He o~served: "It isn't often that a psrson can cr~ate a felony in the 
privacy of his 01'/0 room in his own house." -

Hhen l·evie· .... ing society's approach tOl/ard other potentially 
deleterious SUbstances one is ir.r.:Ediat.?ly s~ruck by the unique and adverse 
status accol'ded marijuana, this natiGn's third r.lOSt popular und widely used 
(ufter alcohol and tobacco) recreational drug, according to the National 
Ccrr:mi ss i on. For eX370p 1 e, ci gal'ette s:7.ok ing is 1 ega 1 despite clear and 
unequivocal evidence of its danger to life and health. Persons 11ith emphy
se:ca al'e warned that sr.oking is apt to result in their death. But it is 
not illegal, pqnishable by a jail term, for them tp sll'oke cigarettes. 
Similarly, persons having relatively large amounts of fat in their blood 
are warned to refrain from certain hign-choresterol foods. But they are 
not subject to arrest and imprisonment ~/lien they ignore treir doctor's 
advice. 

Smoking marijuana, on the other hand, remains illegal dsspite 
the lack of reputable ,,"dical evidence as to direct harm fror" r.oderate use. 
Certainly marijuana smoking does not carty l'lith it even the slightest threat 
of a lethal experience. On this point the I:ational Conmission stated: 

"A careful se3rch of the literature and testimony of the 
nation's health officials.has not reveal~d a single human fatality 
in the United States proven to have resulted solely from ingestion 
of marijuana. Experilfents with the drug i'n monkeys demonstrated 
that the dose required for overdose death ',Ias enormous and for all 
p,"aetical purposes unachievable by humans smoking marijuana. This 
is in marked contrast to other substances in coromon use, most 
notably alcohol and ba~biturate sl~e~ing pills." 

A number of otller findings or'the thirteen wember tlational 
Commission on t·1arijuana and Drug A~use -- including nine appointees of 
President Nixon -- are worth considering in relation to potential dangers, 
both medical and social, arising from marijuana use. 

"the most notable statement that can be nade about 
-the vast majority of marijuana users -- experimentel's 
and intermittent users -- is that they are essentially 
indistinguishable from their non-marijuana using peers' 
by any fundamental criterion other than tileir marijuana 
use. II • 
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'~fro!il I;hat is nO~1 known about the effects of marijuana, 
Its u~e at the present level does not ~onstitute a major 
threat to public health." ',' 

"a lar£e a,count of research has been perforllled in man and 
animals regarding the in~ediate effects of marijuana on 
bodily processes. 1':0 conclusive evidence exists of any 
physical damage, disturbances of bodily processes or proven 
human fatalities attributable solely to even very high 
doses of marijuana." " 

although a number of studies have been performed, at present 
no reliable evidence exists indicating that marijuana causes 
genetic defects in man." 

"in sum, the Height of the eVidence is that marijuana'does 
not cause violent or aggressive behavior; if anything, 
marijuana generally serves to inhibit the expression of 
such behavior." 

"no objective evidence of specific pathology of brain tissue 
has been documented. This fact contrasts shal'ply \~ith the 
well-established brain darr.age of chronic alcoholism." 

"no outstanding abnormalities in psychological tests, psy
chiatric interviews or coping patterns have been conclusively 
docur:;ented." 

"in a word, cannabis does not lead ,to physical dependence." 

"although eVidence indicates that heavy, long-term cannabis 
users may develop nsychological dependence, even then the 
level of psychological dependence: is no different from the 
syndrome of anxiety and restlessness seen I':hen an American 
stops smoking tobacco c!garettes." . 

"research has not yet proven that J:1arijuc:na use significantly 
impa i rs d~ivi ng abil i ty or perrol'J:1ance." 

"no val id eVidence \·/asfound to support the thesis that 
marijuana, by itself, either inevitably, generally or even 
frequently causes or precipitates the coc~ission of cri~e, 
including acts of viol ence, or juvenile delinquency. Vlithin 
this framework, neither the marijuana user nor the drug 
itself can be said to constitute a danger to public safety. 

The report of the Na:ional Co:m:ission is unique only for the 
cor.prehensivc, tho)'ough nature of its' research. /·'ost of the facts it l'eports 
and the conclusions it r~aches 1,;lVe been noted by a nu"'~er of other go"ern
ment co,c"1issions, ir;cluding the Indian I!erp Drugs CC""lission (1893-9.;), the 
Panina Ca'lal Zonp i-lilital'Y I,;\'csti;;ations (U.s. Army, 1925), the NCI~ York 

/ 
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:~ayor's Ccr;-,'roittee on P.~rijuard (La Guardia Report, 1944), the Advisory 
Ccrr.'11ittcc on Drug D~oendence of the L'nited Kingdom HOwe Office (I·:aottcn 
Report, 1968), the CanoJdian CO:l::01i3sion of Inquiry into the Non-::edical Use 
of Drugs (LeDain·Co~:;:ission, 1972), and the I';ational Institute of !':ental 
Health (r'\arij"ana and Health, 1972). Hot only were these l'epol'ts in agree
ment as to the rel~tive harmlessr.ess of warijuana, wany of them recorr,~er.ded 
that criminal per,ltics for private possession of marijuana be eliminated. 
The Section recognizes that diffe,'ences ~ay exist as to the validity o~ any 
gi ven study or report on the sub,! ec t. HO'"ever, the Sec t i on also bel i eves 
that the l'Ieight of the el'idence clearly disproves allegations soonetimes 
heard that "r.;ore study is required·' or that "not enough is knOlm about mari
juana." Simply stated, such co:r~ents reflect either a basic ignorance of 
available information or a conscio~s atte~pt to obfuscate the issue. 

The hypocrisy of justifying present marijuana laws on the grounds 
of danger to the users' health or to society generally is further en:phasized 
~/hen alcohol is considered. Accordin3 to the ::ational Comnission, about 80 
mil Hon .Americans currently use alcohol, and dependence on alcohol 1S "I,ithout 
question the roost serious drug pro~le::1 in this country today." . 

Alcohol has been shown to be far more danoerous than marijuana in 
several respects. From the point of view of the health.of heavy drinkers the 
evidence is conclusive. Heavy drinkin.g is associated with nutritional defi
ciencies, cirrhosis, c~rdiovascualr disease, tuberculosis, and brain damage. 
Alcoholics die earlier than non-alcoholics of natural and unnatural causes. 
Adverse social effects caused by heavy drinking among alcoh'olics and non-
a 1 coho 1 i cs, l'/hi 1 e too n~rnercus to deta i 1, i ncl ude thousands of dea ths due 
to traffic and other accidents. The link between alcohol and crt:e, parti
cularly crimes of violence, is ~/ell known. 

Any comparison of alcobol and marijuana should not overlook the 
·issue of physical addiction. It is a uniformly accepted principle that of 
the tI,o drugs, only alcohol· is physically. addictiVe. Alcohol ics SUffer from 
distressing withdrawal symptoms (kno~m as delirium tremens) which, if 
untreated, may lead to death. 

Alcohol presents a far greater danger than marijuana to society. 
This is not subject to honest debate. What has been Questioned is the 
relevancy of the alcohol analogy. It has been urged on both sides of the 
"legalization" argument that the alcohol analogy is a "red herring." The 
Section feels that the alcohol analogy is not "red herring." It should be an 
important ele:cent in any considerction of laws making the possession and 
sale of marijuana illegal. We cannot overlook the question of hypocrisy 
being raised so adeptly by the younger generation. The label of "red 
herring" is hardly a rational response to this obvious difference in the 
handling of drug problems. There is simply no justification fOr presenL 
laws regUlating alcohol yet prohibiting ;:;arijuana. \Ie are concerned wit.h 
inconsistencies in 1a1~ and charges of rypocrisy both in lal, and in the , 
enfol'cement of law, and as lawyers l'/e are especially congnizant of the il.!ad 
for the legal system to be just and to appear to be just. Inconsistencies 
such as these must be corrected if we are to have any eredi bil ity when we 
preach respect for la~ and the institutions of government. 
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Prohibition did not/l/ork for precisely the same reasons that 
existing r;;arijuana lal'/5 do not work. People ~/ant the product and, 
accordingly, there is widespread fl~unting of the law. Still, from 
nearly evel~ ~edical and social perspective alcohol is far ~ore destruc
tive and has a far greater adverse impact than does marijuana. Conse
quently, the two positions (endorsing marijuana laws and opposing any 
change in alcohol possession and distributior. laws) appear to liS to defy 
logic. 

But it is not only the alcohol analogy which persuades this 
Section to urge repeal of crin';nal penalties forsinple possession of 
l~anJuana. On balance, the total "costs" of ret.aining these laws outweigh 
any benefits derived from them. For, as the National Conmission concluded, 
"The actual and potential harm of use of the drug [marijuana] is not great 
enough to justify instrusion by the criminal law into private behavior, a 
step which our society takes only with the great~st reluctance." 

The I".i nk 6etl-Ieen Nar'i juanB and Use of Other Drugs 

One of the arsuments most often raised in defense of eXisting 
manJu~na la\'ls is that use of marijuana leads to use of heroin or other 
drugs. On this question the National COII'"'!1ission is unequivocal -- such 
al'suments are absolutely false. To quote the Com.o;)ission's findings: 

If anyone statement can characterize why persons in 
the United States escalate their drug use patterns and become 
polydrug users, it is peer pressure. Indeed, if any d\'ug is 
associated \~ith the use of other drugs, including marijuana. 
it is tOJaccQ, followed ciosely by alcohol. 

Marijuana use per se does not dicate I·/hether other drugs 
will be us~d; nor does it determine the rate of progression. 
if and when it occurs or ~/hich drug· might PC used. 

The fact should be emphasized that the oven/helming 
majority of users do not progress to other drugs. 

fihile it is tl'ue that some 85 to 90 percent of heroin users have 
s~oked marijuana, the more im~ortlnt consideraticn is that only about 3 

J percent of those trying marijuana have subsequently used heroin. Indeed, 
the CO;;J:nitt2e feels that la\'ls prohibiting marijuana way have a more direct 
correlation with the use of heroin and other dangerous qrugs than doeS any 
chemi ca 1 or ph.anr.oco 109; Co 1 property of the subs tance itself. Thi 5 is true 
for tl'/O reasons. 

First, the i11egali~Y of marijuana cOllplt:d ~,;th its popularity 
and consr.qucnt high dGnand gives rise to a floul';shing black market. '·lost 
f'1a\'ijcana smoke)'s obtain their supply from friends or other amateur sources, 
Inr.eed. Profcssot· Eric Goode of the State University of Ne~/ York at Stony 
b,'co,; estir..i1tes teat "o,;ghly 45 percQllt of all users have sold or othenlise 
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trar.sferrcd ~arijuilna at one ti;;;c or another. At the sarr.e time, some 
ma ri JUlila s~ol:el's are forced to dea 1 ~Ii th profess i ora 1 b 1 ad rrarke teers 
~;I:ose stock may include not only r.:al"ijuana but also heroin, barbiturates 
a:"phetar.1ines or hallucinogens as ~/ell. These drug pushers have no qualr.ls 
about offering other of their I~ares should r.1arijuana be unavai1db1e. 
Such WilS the case in late 1959 and 1970 when the U. S. Govefnment's 
"Operation Intercept" program caused teMporary shortages of and higher 
prices for marij~ana. Dul'ing this period large numbers of young people 
first bc~an experir.:enting with "reds" (barbiturates). Ironically, then, 
present rarijuana laws may tend to increase, for at least SOr.1e young 
people their exposure to dangerous and addicting drugs. 

A second, related factor concerns the user's attitute toward 
both marijuana and its legal status. A r.:arijuana srookpr knm-/s that his 
use of the drug is illegal. He sees his friends arrested for similar 
behavior. (The National Ccr.-mission found that 53 percent of all 16 and 
17 year olds knOll so:r.eGne who has been arrested for rarijuana use.) He 
realizes he is a criminal because of an act he believes to be essentially 
harmless. Once his self-image is that of an "out1aI1" he feeh less 
inhibited about indug1ing in other behavior ~/hich society c01demns .. In 
many states the penalties for possession of dangerous drugs are equal to 
or only slightly more severe than penalties for marijuana possession. 
Once the marijuana smoker has risked arrest and imprisonment for his use 
of that drug he may we11 harbor no second thoughts about acquiring and 
using other illegal drugs. 

Our marijuana 1a\~s have, indeed, created an entire generation 
of criminals, and respect for all 1avi cannot but suffer as a }'t·sult. This 
general attitude of disrespect for and dis9.ust \~ith the legal system poses 
a far greater societal threat than the Simplistic and discredited notion . 
that marijuana is an inevitable "stepping-stone" to heroin. 

Marlliana and th·e Aaenci es of Crimi nal Justi cEl. 

Clearly, an individual who is arrested and prosecuted on a 
marlJuana charge endures great personal anguish for an act with de minimus 
social consequences. But the real loser because of the current marijuana 
laws is society itself. We find ourselves today in the midst of rising 
crime rates and growing concern over the adequacy of our law enforcement 
and criminal justice systems. Yet we persist in diverting an ~mp1e portion 
of our limited resources to the apprehension of young people whose only 
crime Is smoking a marijuana cigarette. Accordingly, we must acknowledge 
that one of the most significant costs of present marijuana laws is their 
adverse effect on a criminal court system already groaning under the weight 
of huge backlogs of undisposed of cases and an overcrov/ded prison system . 
which admittedly has virtually failed as an instrument of social rehabili
tation. 
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The direct ~onetary costs involved are staggering. California 
alone spe~ds an estimated S100 million annually to enforce its rrlll'ijUJna 
laws. In tern's of rosout'ce allocation, each and ~vcry police, na,cotics 
and customs officer who spends his tiffie pursuing ,",arijuana users could r.lore 
effectively serve the cause of cri':le co~tro1 by switching his attention 
and efforts to those who traffic in heroin and other hard drugs. 

Occasionally, someone argues that the failure of the warijuana 
1a~/s as a deterrent to the proscribed behavior is no reason to reJeal these 
laws, since other criminal la'.~s, e.g., the homicide statutes, also fail in 
their deterrent capacity. That view might be persuasive if ",arij~ana uS,e 
I~ere real istically perceived as dangero~s or even unhealthy. Such is not 
the case, however. ll,s the National Co;r.;nission has d~c1ared: 

"When the issue of marijuana use is placed in this 
context of sad ety' s 1 al'get' concerns, Nrijuana does 
not emerge as a major issue or threat to the social 
order." ' 

I 
As already noted, there can be no doubt as to the utter failure 

of present 1aHs in deterring the use of !;1ariJuana. Although the ~umber of 
peo~le arrested reached the astonishing total of 230,000, this figure 
represents less th'an 2~ of the total nur.ober of regular marijuana sr::okers. 
Thus, for woos t u'sers the pcssi bi 1 ity of arrest is so re"lote that few, if 
any, refrain from srr.oking ,"arijuana bec~use of tr.e 1.l'Is. Yet the c~Tulative 
effect on the criminal justice system of these thousands of arrests ~s 
staggering. 

What is worse, enforce",e1t of the marijuana laws has given rise 
to police pt'actices of dubious wisdom and doubtful cQnstitutiona1it~'. Lor,3-
haired young people have becc~e prime targets of police harassment, which 
most often takes the form of wanton s,earchcs of persons and pl'opert,)' hithout 
probable cause. Such tactics have, for exumple, become so preva1ellt along 
the ~elY Jers,,} T~rnpike that perding litigation seeks a perr.lanent injunction 
to bar state pol ice frem engagi ng in future ill ega 1 searches. El'en more 
insidious is the growing practice of deploying undercover narcotics agents 
in high schools and on college ca::1~uses. Hhi1e the alleged goal is stopping 
hard drug traffic, the use of these agents most oiten comes to li;r.t amid 
highly pub1 icized r2ports of campus "crackdolms" where dozens of stUdents 
are arrested for POSSEssion of "narcotics." Close s~rutiny of t~.sc reports 
reveals that a1",ost all chal'ges end drug confiscations involve no~ h~rGir. or 
amphetamines but ~arijuana. On those campuses I'Ihet"e agents are nlilt deployed 
stUdent infomers are relied upon. f.lil1ions of students and young people no 
longer feel secure, even in the pt'il'acy of theil" rooms, a situation l'/hich 
must dismay those of us '~Qncerned lYith the diminishing rights ofpl'ivacy I~e 

~Oy. r-~' 
• In short, the marijuana larls are responsible for the I'lasteful and) 

lJilI'/ise deployment of lal'l enforce:;.ent resources, fot' adding thousan~S of casp,/ 
of trivial import to overloadEd court calendars, and for inviting abuse of J/ 

J 
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the civil ri~~t5 and civil liberties of Gillions of thfs nation's youth through 
unconstitutional sp.arches and unhe31thj' plice practices. In practical ter:ls, 
th(:sc costs of eXistir.g r,l-]rijuilna 1,,;-;5 are perraps the most significant and 
certai~ly tha most ineApedient. 

"'PDro~dat() GoveC!::en'.:c.l ?esD~!.se to t·~ U?e of :·:arijuani'!. 

\-:e und2rstand the conc£;~ros of those who support existing marijuana 
13\;5, though fl'.)nkl:1 ~:e believe that c'any peopl~ have based. theil' position on 
unten..1~le at·t;~.::~rjts s',;Jpor~ed by cisct·edi~2d inTor':::utiori anj f'iyth. I~e bel ieve 
that if recreatio~al drugs such as tobacco, alcohol and narijuana, remain 
~opula' -- and co rS!5cc2bly obJcctiv~ observer could conclude oth~rwise for 
ariY of the trfo('~-:er,tiore.~ st:bs~cnces -- then t~e r;overn~ent has an obl igation 
to regulate '.:heir availability and USG. Reliance upon criminal sanctions in 
an attE.:-;pt to regulate marijuana is, in our vie~-I, both inappropriate and 
coun'.:erproductive. In fact, a ~ey po~nt ';lhich fCust be stressed is that it 
is b~ossible to re~ul~t€ a substcnce lI'tich is prohibited, a lesson '"hich this 
ccuntry should have learned during t"e days of a1cohol prohibition. (A curious 
footnote to PI'ohibition is the fact that ~Ihile the sale of alcohol ~Ias uni
vsrsally forbidden, in only a few states was possession of alcohol illegal; 
this is in mary,ed contrast to the pres:nt cay situation with respect to mari
juana \-;hich finds coth sale and possession banned in all jurisdictions.) 

HaVing said that, the question becohoes one of ~Ihat response to the 
iss~e by goyel'~:cer:t is appropriate. There' are several steps Yihich government 
ray properly ~a;.~ in this area. Ort' is education. To date we have not done 
an adequate joo of educating our citizens, both young and old, on the dangers 
of abusing any drug, including ~rescl'iption and OVEr-the-counter drugs. Sy 
grouping mal'ijuana with heroin, by kposing strict pe~alties for its Ilse and 
by overstating the possible dansers of the drug ~;e have, in fact, lost 
credibility a~~ong both users and non-usc)'S of narijuena. As a result young 
pr:ople no longer believe us when ,we counsel against the dan3ed of narcotics. 
Thus the Section believes that an essential step in developing sound drug 
education prograr:ls is the'reexamination of our response to the I'tidespread use 
of Marijuana and the revision of our criminal la~ls on the subject to reflect 
the wealth 01 infor;o!ation no'" available. 

A second possibility involves gOYernmentel regulation of the 
channels of rr,arijuana distribution. Contrary to I'lhat many believe, such a 
step ~Iould actu~lly mean nore controls over mari.iuana, not less. Age 
con:rols ho~ld be possible, as 110uld purity and potency stand~rds. At 
present none of tr.ese controls -- which 1u'e properly imposed on the other 
popular recreational drugs, tobacco and alcohol -- car. be established for 
marijuana for the simple rp.aso~ that a black market seller 'cares not whether 
hi s cus too:er is 13 or 30, \-'l1e ~her his proti~:ct is pure or 1 aced wi th more 
potent (and dangerous) adult~rants, or w~lther the m~rijuana he sells is 
t~;ice or even four times stronger tnen h15 p)'ev'ious su?ply thereby creating 
a potential1y harnful situation for the novice sn~o~·~r. Government regula
tion over the t:istribution of'nanjuana--I'lith particlJla)' emphasis on 
purity and potency of the drug and age lii;;itJtions on the buyel·- .. will 
gr~ltly reduce and perhaps eliminate the major known dangers associated 
with marijuana use today. 
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The Hisdom of ~ goverrt~er.t controllee regulatory system for 
distribu~ing r;1arij~ar.d h~s recently been er.unciat~d t·y the San Frarcisco 
Cor;l1ittee on Cri~e, by the District of Columbia ~Iayor's AdvisOl'Y CO-::1ittee 
on t,arcotics Addict.ion, Prevention and Rehabliitation, and by Consumers 
Union. As the editors of t~e last named oroanization concluded in Licit 
~nd III icit Dru~: - --

',Ie do not recorr.l1end 1 ega 1 i zat i cn because we bel i eve tha t 
marijuana is 'safe' or 'harmless'. No drug is safe or harmless 
to all peDple !t all dosage levels or under all conditions of 
use. Our reco~mer.~3tian arises out of the conviction that an 
orderly systel1 of legal distribution and licit ~se ~Iill have 
notable ildva~tages for both users and non-users over the present 
marijudna bldck narket. In particular it will separate the 
channels of marijuana distribution from heroin channels and 
from the channels of distribution of other illicit drugs -- and 
will thereby 1 i:;Jit the exposure of marijuana smokers to other 
ill icit drugs. Even more ir.:portant, it I~i 11 end the crir;;ina 1 i
zation and a11;enation of young peoele and the damage done to 
the;;) by arrest, conviction and if;)prison<r.ent fer marijuana 
offenses. 

The Section's Reco;n;rendaticp 

The users of any drug y;ant to knoH about its dangers, For that 
reason the goverr.Gent has a res pons i oi 1 ity tc conf.! oue l'ese1'rch into pas sib 1e 
effects of rar~jua,a on the user, and to pUbiicize its flr.:Jings. But once 
adequate 11arnings are given, the govern;:;ent has fulfilled its obligations. 
',li11ions of cigarette SiilOKfrs daily isnore the gO'lern'1ent's &dvice, stated 
clearly on each pack. Their behavior r,:ay b~ foolish; but it Cf,nnot be 
classified as criminal. The sa:-e ap~reach should be folloHed for narijuana, 
~Ihich I~edically is a far less harmful substance. 

In swr.ll'ary, the -Section believes that the time has co:ce for 
government to acknoH1edge its oblisation to r.;inimi7e the abuse potential 
of r.arijuana by ins;:itJting strict 1e;;<:1 controls OV21' its distri~ution 
and use while reco~nizing the exorbit?,nt cost of continuing thE i;:,~,rdclici\l 
and ineffective a~proach to\':ard r.1arijuana presently being followed, 

Accordingly the Section of I~dividua1 Ri~hts and Respo~sibilities 
respectfully urges the Hcuse of !Jelegates of the ~,,:.erican Bar Association to 
encorse our reco"cTp.ndation -- as a r.e<:ningfu1 initial step to\~ard a rational 
policy on l1'arijual~a -- that; (1) there should be Il~ criminal ·la·,~s punishing 
the siorple possession of l1'~rijucna; (2) casuD1 distribution of s'Jall amounts 
r.~t for profit I:e trp.ated as s1rcple possession: ar,d (3) I'egulutory schl2:o:es 
Sll':erning distribution of Mari~Jana be established by the States. 

AU(j~st, 1973 

Respectfully submitted, 

/ 

\ 
\ 

-
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RE~ll~RKS OF OmlALD B. SA"NTARELLI 
FORMER AD}lI~!ISTRATOR OF LEAA 

TO '1'I1E SUB-cnMl-itTTEE 0" ALCOHOLISl-I ANO NARCOTICS 

I offer these few re~ar}:s to make clear the pers

pective from I~hich I 'vie','; this r:\ost timely subject of 1 a 1'1 

enforcement Rnd marijuana use. 

From the beginning of my experience as a law clerk 

and then as Assistant U.S •. 'l.ttorney for the District of 

Columbia, through my experience as legislative counsel to both 

the House and Senate Judiciary Co~~ittee"and as Associate 

Deput;y Attorney General from 1969 to 1972 up to my term a.s 

Adrninistration of LEAA, I have maintained a consistent point 

of view - that I~e need to strengthen our law enforcement 

insti tu tions in dealing ~Ii th the problem of can trolling crime 

in I\meJ:ica. But in the evolution of ny short career I have 

come, some time ago, to J:'ecognize that simply strengthening 

law enforcehlent is not a sufficient objective in the desire to 

control crime in I\merica.' I have come to the rather strongly 

held and often expresseu vie\~ that a particularly necessary . , 

and missing element in the pr'e7ent I'/ar against crime is a ro10 

for individual citizens, both at the crime prevention and 

law enforcement ends of the spectrum. Citizens simply must 

do more. 'l'hey must report crine, they must testify about 

crillle, they must refuse to be victimized at the hands of the 

criminal elaments as I.;ell as at the hands of the criminal 

justice system accountable as well as holding thcir ot~er 

communi ty ir,sti llltians. accaunti:\ble. 

I 
" r 
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I havo tried diligontly and \1i th some controvorsy 

to turn the direction of LEAA towards the development of citi-· 

zen initiatives. These programs ~ould. hop~fully. revitalizE" 

and restore the missing element of cOlnmunity participation 

in crime prevention and la\v enforcement. ! prossed for the 

cOJ~\itment of LEAA funds to citizens activities such as 

witness and victims programs; juvenile delinquency prevention 

programs; community support for corrections and rehabilitation 

programs. I believe strongly that a community must have the 

greater role in the crime prevention and law enforcement. It 

is from that perspective that I make the observations on the 

enforcement of so called "victimless crimes" and particul'arly 

on the enforcement of 1nws against possE"ssion for pen;onnl use 

of marijuana. 

/ 
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jlAfil H [..\:\A HE!'3EAHCH AXD LEGAL COX'l'ItOLS, 1974 

WEDNESDAY, NOVE!lITl:E:R 20, 19'(4 

L,S, SEXATE, 
S"CBCXJ:lDIl'l-l'E], ox ALCOHULIS:I! AXU X.,\llCOTICS 

or THE CO:lDI1Tl'EE ox L.\BOR AX]) Prlll.Jc 'YELF.mE, 
lVasliill.qt(m, D,C, 

The commiLtee l'pconH'lwcl, pursuant to recess, at lU a.m,: in room 
4::2:3:2, Dil'i,~en Scnale OnicC' Building', Senatol' Eurolll Eo Hughes 
(chairman of the snbcoll1Il1ittL'l:'), presiding. 

Pr('srut : SCl1ut ot's ITuahc8 and .J a yits. 
Senator ITn;uE!', Tht,- ~\IbC()lI1mitt('e on Alcoholism and ::\nrcoties 

will come to order. 
TIll' first witllrs.; is ::'Ifl', ::'Ilil'lHlC'l S01lJlclII'cif'h. speaking on hC'half of 

Dr. Dalla L, F::;;msworth, 
)Iikr, w'e want to welcome \'OU beforC' the subcommitte?, 
You may procl'ec1 \\'ith YOllr testimony as ~'OU "onld like, 

STATEJI'[ENT OF M.ICHAEL R, SONNEl'lRgICH, ESQ" SPEAKING ON 
BEHALF OF DR, DANA L, FARnSWORTH, FORMER VICE CHAIR· 
MAN OF THE NATIONAL COl'IJ1'[ISSION ON ]IARIRUANA AND DRUG 
ABUSE, HENRY K. OLIVER, l'ROFESSOR OF HYGIENE E],[ERITUS, 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, AND CONSULTANT IN PRYCHIATRY, 
HARVARD SCHOOL OF l'UBLIC HEALTH 

~lr, SOXXEXRElGJI, Thank you yery much, Senator, It is u pleasure 
to hr here. . 

1 am spcnkilll£ 011 hC'half of Dt'. J)11ll<1 L, Fnl'lI';\\"()l'th, who ,,'ns yi('p 
chairman of the Xatiollal Commission OlL :\IH1'ihnalla and Drug Abuse. 
allcl] am spraking at his rcqnest. 

] WOllW IikP to J'('nc1 his statl'll1cnt, 
Thl'. J'rpol't of th(' XationnJ Commission on )'fllrihuanu aud Drug 

':\hl1"r hn~ no\\' hr('n a\'nilnh1r to thr .\l1IC'l'iean jll'ople lOT' 1I101'P than 
a Yl':II' :ll111 a h:l 1 1'. It:-: g'(,1 ll'I':l1 ,'nllc·l llsiolJs, c1p\"('lnl )('l] n fl C'I' ~1 :' ~'('n I'" 0 r 
stlJ(li- hI' Inmdl'cds of aulhol'ilies in tIl(' fic'W, nl'r still ns yalic1 as wh(,ll 
thc\" \\'c'l'r fiJ'st madr, . 

The Commission rC'l'OlllJl1Cnc1rd, in 1!l7~, that possf'ssiol1 of small 
HIlIl'lIllt,; of mHl'ihuIIIJ:I, 1 OIl!l"P or l(,';",llo 101l;.!l'1' Ill' II l'l'iminal 011'(>IIS1' 
but that prnaltie!' he ]'('tained for poslwssioll of ]al'grr amounts prp· 
snlllnhly fo], snlC', In addition, it llSSrl'tNI that thr usr of 11ll11'ihllHna 
should hC' c1is<'onrnl!C'd by all J'C'asollahlC' means. mainly nll'olll!h sorin1 
('on I J'll1.~, with ]lal'tj"lI1a'J' l'lllphasis 011 hr:l\'~' nn<l n"I')' hell"')' liSP. 

:\!:li·ih\li\ui\ is a clan!!l'J"OIl'; (h'lll.!, as 1111 <lnu!" :1l'l' II"h"1I lIsl'd l'X"t'~, 
f;:,·,'ly, 1 f(l\\'rnl, it,; eHpal'it)' 1'01' htll'l1l :lPI1(O:ll''' 10 Ii(' ('()ll"idrr;lhl,\' 

(fJ::l ) 
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1,,:-:,.; thl1l1 nil' h:u'\li dOl\\' hy tIll' hn!'hi[11 I'att''':, l\lIIpll('(,l\lli1W:', (,pi'11ll 
(]Pri I':lti \'l'S, and p:t 1'1 iL'lIlarly a kohlll. 

Sin('l' tlIp }lllhli('atioll (If rill' CIlIIlIllj,.,:illn\ I'('POI'! ill :'IlardI l!li':2, 
lllllllPI'ClIl": d Ildip,.: !tnl'\' \"'l'l1 rl'[l()l'tl'(l. ":')1JIl' :'l1,!!',!.!'P,:tillg' tllllt t);\' dall
(fl'l'ti of 11I:ll'ihllall:l Ill'\, f,u' f!I'\';l(\,l' thall Ill\' l'L'}lol'l ill(li('at,'~, utili'!':'; 
C]1'1ll011>'tl'ntill'r tb::1 its 11":1' 11l'llil\ll'I'~ l'l'l:!ti\'l·ly liltle IHIl'111, II! ~I'(II't. 
cl('spill' all Ih;;:~(' lll'II' ~!\Icli('", 1I'IlI'k ill t~l\' pa,;t :2 ,1'1':11''; Itn,.; ll~)t 1'1111(1:1· 
1I11'lltalh C'11l111!!1'11 (]I(' data ha,.:,' Oil II'hl('h I'll" 1'\'('OIl lII11'Jllln I lOll,; \\'1'1'1' 
IntHh-, , , 

'flIl' ,!.!Tt'atc',.:t hal'lll "t"!lllnin!! fro/ll lll:ll'illll:lJla lIel' ('I/IIl,'" I'I'IlIIl tIl\' 
l'x\'l';;,;in'I,\'llal'"h p('l1aitil':-; appl:,'d 10 ~'tll1n!! P('!''':Oll;;; (':lll/!ht IdtlL tb{' 
lll'll!! ill tlll'ir )HJ":'l':'Si{JIl, T11r harll! dOl\(' II) ;t you II!! jll'l''':OIl ""'l1tI'IH'I'(1 
tn ';l'I'l'I',1! ~'(':lrs ill prisfIll. Ill' tn nn~' (1'11\1 in pl'i"on, iti nnt \imitl',1 to 
Iht' (,0;;( of tlH'il' il1cal'I'PI'atiOI! bllt rpt],vl' to t'lH' lin's of orit('l'\\'i,,(' 
"ti'(·(,til'l' j>l'I'''()llii IH'i'!!! '\'il'llI:tll,\' 1'Il1Ul'.1 11.1' tll(' cJ..,!!l':ldin)! (,Xl)('I'il'I)(,\,~ 
oj' pri:;()ll I i1\', 

Th" S(i!-!lll:l of a criminal l'C'('{)['t! I'm' 1'l'1a( il'l'l." ;;lip:lt( (){f(,l\;;'.'~ (.!l'r\,
til'('/." IHllHliciljls IlHlII,I' 1l('l~IlIlS ill Hl! IIIll'en":OIlHhll.' lllallllt')', In ncldi
tiOll, Ill[' 1\'iel('spreHel <li"l'l·"IH·('t fol' 11I1I' nlld HlItllol'it,l' ill W'IIC'l'nl ill
~tillt·(l II" s\I<'h hnl'"h ;lllll h;l"j('nlly l11I\\'IJl'\,nl,\ .. laws j,.: ilH'n!cnlahlp, 

i"l'\'('I';!l :-itatl's han' lilll·}';!liz.l'(i the'il' 1ll1ll'ihll,llUl lall''', ttltHIll/! th<'1ll 
Ol'l'g'Ol!, :\Iic-lti!!nll, Hhor\I' islallel, and Tvxn,.:, O(Ill'l'" hHI'\' In!!!!NI 
\wltl!t(1. :,tillllll;I[('(1. ill \.:!rt. h:: ('xc'l'~",in' nlHl mi:;pltl(,pcl l'ulpil;(:,i;; 
ollllw (1 1l!!('I'''O(' IllHl'ihnnlHl. 

H(',', atlL'lIlpts t'rolll Sl'l'pm1 :,e Ill'('l'" to \l('l':mn(h' the' .\.llll'rieHn 
JJt'ol'lv il:l! 111c' II-V or mnrillll:lll:l i;; 11 !I! 1'1 , drst l'lll'ti 1'1' titan it l'l'nlJ,I' 
is, :\lIel Illnl'C' d:lIIW'I'UII"; thall alcnlto1. tIl!' }':lrhitm'atp>,. tli<' Hlllplll't. 
aminI''', amI tIll' opinll''':, ill\' cloil'!t n l1i"'''I'I'\'i\'1' (0 till' ilhoal of 11l'lpin)! 
(Jill' P('opIP !o }Pal'll hOll', to \l,'P (fl'llg':'i fol' tllt'il' hC'lIPfit ,rnthl'I' than to 
allo\\' I IIl'Il1 to 1)('('OIIIl' t I'P]r mn;<Il'I'", 

A illlClill!!' madl' ill Hlf:~ Hwt a\('ohol Inl"; th!' <1I'IIU' \\'ho~1' llli"II,il' 
wns far nn(l away the· lluH ~('l'i()ns pl()bhom f:H'iJl!! (hi~ );ntioll wa,; no 
~Hrpl·jH· 10 Ill!' I'Xl'l'!'t,.; hut cli"I'Olll'L'l'ti!l!! to 11IallY pL'oph', r"Ul'l'ial1~' 
Illlhat nlO!'1' tllnn hal I' Olll' p:'r;pI(, (In \JO\' eonsid(,I' it it drll!!, 

Tlrr \lSI' or LSI) :\11(1 till' :ulIpht'tHllIil1l'S Ita,.; nppnl'('ntly 1)(,!!1l11 to 
(1('('liIH" partie'Hlady among- ('0 Ill'!!" l"t\l(h'llt:-;, lll'l'llin \1:'1', on till' d('dine 
for:l shOll tillH', !lO\\' OI\I'P :I,!!:lin ~P('III" to hI' ilH'I'l'n~ilJ<r. ' 

By 110 1111':<1,": is all ('OJv'('l'll li-ith IIInrihnnna of a 1Il,g;ltin' Ilatul'l', 
TIIl'l'l' i,; ('{)Il~i\jpJ'n\>\co illllil'l·,'1 ('"illL'lI('" In Sll!!!!(',.:t tllilt !'hl'I':!I'l'lllil' 
(,OIllJlOlillIJ:..; ('0111(1 h' (Itorin,t1 frnm "nltlwt!(, dll'mknl SII'lll'l'Ul't'''; 
lllO(lt'h,d a t'l I'!' Iho;;!' ()C'(,lIl'l'ill!! in (':lI111a],!" s:rtirll, till' Ill:trihll:lll:l plan!. 
~lll'h t~"'I':tIJl'llt i(' jl()""ihilifil's illl'lmlt· llOlladdil'lill!! ~;ptlnl II·C\ .... lInd 
Ill,IUlg">'!"",:I": \\'1,11 liS emnpol1lHb that may Ill' l\~pfnl in thl' tJ'l'lItnH'11l of 
IIlg'h hlood I 'I 'P:-;"; II 1'(' alit! 1Illl'l'oti(' :iddidioll. \\'ot']': of this unln!'I' i~: 
II!)\\' I)(·ill.!!' ,1<'1 i 1l'ly PIiI'Slll,d, 

It ('an hardly br O\'('l'C'mph:lilizl'd that pil'orls 10'jmjll'()\'C' tllo (junl
itl' oj' Ii 1'1' or ail O(ll' Ill'(Jllic, thl'llll"h th(' 1'l'll\Ol'al 01' ti\l\'inl an,l {'('O. 
uc'lillie (ll'pl'il'ntioll alld raising !htlcnl of op]lo)'(unj'I.I' 1'01' ~pjr rit" 
\'l']Ol'llll'llt will 1.)(' tlll' Illost l'tl\,l'ti\'(' JIll':lIlS of J'l'dlll'ill!! dl'll!t 
tlt'l H'III klll'P, ' , 

Too 1l111l'lt llll\,ltasis Oil :In,\' OIl" p:ll'lh'\l\al' intl,'x or \'('1':,,0]\n1 'hl\titm
I ion tl'lId,.: I'rJ di 1'('1'1 :t I t ('lIt iOIl 1'1011 J lit !t" I' ,.nul'l'(,,~ '(J I' d i~('()J)t PIIt. J el('a I h', 
solution or Illp 11I'H:" I'l'l1l)lVIII ~lt()l,"d I'l' O!;t' or IIII' c1il'i(J,'n<!s of 1ll1ljOl' 
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nr' ' "111(1 dfl)l'l toward t1w ~olnti!)11 of all on!' soeial prolllems 
">" '" r,y liH'il' Imtllce, impail' hnmHn cli!!llity in any of our ('ilj~.l'ns, 

1':,.11 i,; the statement that Dr. FUl'n,,;wol'fh a:;h·,llIle to rlirel'! (0 the 
( , llililleE'. :\fl'. Chuirman, 

,,:, nalo(' J1rmn;:;, )fl'. SllllllC'lll'C'ich, woulll yon CUl'Cl (0 add Itnything 
Ii:, nHt!' own! 

j·'i I'~t~ I'sholllfl ask you tl rouple of quC'f'( ions, 
1"1'1'(' YOU the eXN'util'C di1'edot' of tlw :\nliollul :'[nl'ihnnna Com

Illi",.;ioll I'hrollgllout its exHe]tce? 
" :\Ir, SnxxExlmlcll, YC's, I was, 

Sl'ilnfo1' IIram:s, Dirl ~'{)U alt(,IHl all of tht.' h('al'inl-,'" or praC'tieally 
all of lhl'lll thut w(,l'e helcl hrl'P nllcl Hl'ol111l1 tIl(' \\'odd 1 

:'fr, ~nxxExRr:ICIT, .\,11 of them, 
S(,llator IT1'l;IIl';~, Did YOIl do thC' WOl'k 1'('lat('(1 tu all the illl'l'stiaa-

tiow; I,f 1I1urihnanH a 11 0\:('1' thl' gloh,'!' ' 
:JIr, SOXXEXJ(!:I(' II , That is con'pct. Scnato1', 
Srllato!' ITn;JI};";, .\.11(1 bl'fol't.' that tillie, II'crC' YOll not C'lllplo,\'L'C1 by 

j],p ,rnsticc DeparlmC'nl? • 
:JIr, SOXXEXREICII, I wus, 
fiC'llalol' Hl'l1lll';;;,ln what C'apal'i(.- 1 
)fr, SOXXEXREl,T!, I wus D(>pnt~· GC'llPJ'GI COl\n~l'l of the Fcclm'aJ 

Hurl'an of Xal'('otj('S and DnllgC'rouR Drllgs, II'hieh has llOW lll'como 
tIll' Drug Enfol'cC'IJlC'lIl ..\clmi ni~t ml iOI1 in I hI' Depn rtuwlll of .T.,sticCl, 

Sl'nnto1' llt'GJ ms, On t hC' Lnsis of ~'Ollr 011'11 pcrsona 1 eXpCl'lCll~C, 
wOllld you like> to Hly anything to thl' ('0l1lIl1iH('(> lhis morni.ng? 

:Jfr, SO);XEXREIC1J. Y (',;, J \\'onlc1, 
I 1i1'Jl1 h- 1)(' lie\'o 1 hal ni(' rC'coml1ll'lllln tiOllS of llie Commission. both 

it;:; firs! ni,lel srcoJl(ll'epo1'ls, rl'lIulin \'alirlloday, T think thut the furor, 
or lhl' rcern! ]lllblil'ity with resped to 1ll'\I' ~;t'il'lllin(' "tntliC's that U1'C'. 
h('illg l'cJlHllldl'd with 1'C'S])I'('j to marihuana, are illtl'l'l'stil1l! anLl Illl'rit 
SOl1ll' e:lrcoiu1 HI tl'utiml. But I 110 llOt think t1w\' ad(lI'C'ss tl1(' soeial 
i~SIll' \I'hirlt YOU, as a Illl'lllhl'l' of tilt' Xational COJl1mission, wt'ro 
llt'ti\'ply i IJm]'l'ptl in, 

That social iSSllCl \I'as I\'hut do we do with this drug, \\'hich is llOt 
jnst n chug Lut a sf)cia1 iSSllP, nnd thC' qUl'stion we r(',sol\'(~d in thCl 
COllllllissioil, 'which was 111lanimons, and r ~till firmly personally be
licI'c it, is thal thr cost of the C'olltinual nse of the ('riminal jnstice 
:-;y:;tl'lll to t 1')' and l'OllllWl a sO('inl policy just 110C's not \York, 

Xo\\,. lI'ith I'P:ilH'ct to 1ll:1l'ihuanu. l11r cll'crilllinalizntion I'l'colll1llC'n c 

llnt'ioll of t he Commission i~ not only incI'itahlp, hilt 80nl1l1:. I 110 not 
SC'I' ::11)' \'alt\(, \\'hntsOI'I'I'I' rot' }Jlltliiig 1ll'npJt' ill jail for thl' usn of 
mal'lhualla, 

SI'llalol' lll'l:TI1;S, "-I'll. as a Illattpl' or fnd, t'hl:' rl'po!'! of the ('am: 
mission was cOllcll'nlJ1ed hy thl' I'l'esiclcnl' Ild01'l~ it was C\'CI' issued, 
\\'as it not! 

:'.11', fill:'\ :-a::'\m:ll'll, That is (,01'1'1'('[, 
8PIl:t!ol'lln;]m~, Ili~ 1'l'jC'diclil see III I'll to add to tlw all'C'Hlly l'xii:;ting 

public' hystC'I'ia about mHI'illllUIll\. J'l'p:Hl'llkss 01':2 yl'UI':" of ('[ol'l ill this 
COli lit 1'1' and all O\'CI' I hr \\'orhl1l\' l'xpl'l'l,; ill PI'l'l'l' ('olmll'\, 'rhil'h hacl 
hllcl 1',Xjll'l'iplll'l', iltl'1nliill!! :"0 I Ill: ('(lUIIII'il';: 1I'111'1'c; (':\Jillal;is had 1wclJ 
l\~('d IOI':w\'cl'nllilln.]I'C'll \'C'lll's,l:.:lhaf Iltl[ C'OI'l'l'd! 

~II', ~"x:\E:\t:ln'J1, Tln'll is con'l't'!, ~I'Il:ltOI', 
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The fundamental is~m(', I"hieil is that wc c?u1d disnl'Pl'on: 'II' not 
(,011(]011(, thp ns!' of the dmg', clops not llN'('s~n1'Jly ]lH'lIJl th,.r tl1(')'I' J5 a 
C'OIH'omilant Cl'illlillUilJPllulty that llIl;; to he apIJlied to it, 

li'o conill Y(,I'y stl'OIWl\' l\"IInt !I) <ll~;COnl'll(.!(, the liSt' of till' ([rug 01' 
any ps),!,houdi\'(', snb~tail(~e, 1m! in terms "of, trying' ,to, enf~I'('(', it 
th1'onl):h IIsiJlg un in~tltlltiollal uPJll'oa('lt, that IS tilt' CI'JllllJlIll .lns! 1(,(' 
system, and incuI'('('ration, not Oll'" llIakes JlO sense, basC'c1 Oil Ilhat we 
I(nmr aiHJllt thl' slIh"tnltct', but cloc·s not S('C'lIl to n1n[;:(' S('WW knowing 
what \I'p elo ,abollt ()111' OWlI sociN I', 'PhE' st:ltistics cannot he i,!,morccl 
ill tpI'1I1S of tlie raet lhnt 11 lot rd' iJ(>opl(' huH' lI~ed IlHll'iillntlla: They 
ralltlot i)(> ignol'{'r[ thnt a lot lIf J)('c)plc Irill coutinno to use it, _\nd thC',Y 
callitot IJI' ip:nor('cl t hat. from a ('11 I'iosif y, point of ri('w, thE' 1II01'E' w(' 

talk aiJout this and tl1(' more \1'(' POhll'i7.(, tlw ii'>iuc. tllC.l2'l'catel' (11(' elll';' 
osit~, fattor h(,COIlIC:> for Tllany of Olt!' yonng p('op1l' (0 just !'t'(~ what 
it is that \\,p are crcating- sw'h a fen'or ahout. 

The Oil!' thing tlia l 1\'a~ VJintl'd out ill the Commissioll l'C'jlt'atNlIy 
is that we har(, to he uhsoltlll'l\' ('el'tain that when the GO\'el'JlInCttt 
cl('C'idPil 10 illlpos(' allY killfl of I'rstl'idioll ria th(' Cl'iminal justice sys· 
tem 011 1I1l)' Hct. that it ,;(,t,ks to (,OlleIl'nlH. thE'n it Illllst be rompet('llt to 
c1!'al with that kind of ~·jtllnliot1 .. \IH] if thp ln1\' C'Hllllnt dcal with it, 
it ]Of;C'S r'l'c(libilil \', 

J thillk, 10 a lal:lf(> pxtPlIt. Irc hal'(' lost a g'l'('at c]ral of cl'rrlihility ill 
OUt' cl'imina] jllstire H\',;fPTII thl'oug-h thC' lIsC of thesE' 1l0:""C'ssion pellal
til'S Oil IlltU'ih ll:\Ila , ' 

:;i(,IH1tOl' Hnnn:s, ir('11. jusl to eslahlish S(JIlW of the ha"ir farts II'hirh 
\'OIl sny YOII still IJr1iC'\'C' anel \\'hil'h DI', Fal't1sll'ol'tit also I'!'it('l'at('c\ in 
'this st;lt('1I1(,111 whie-I! YOIt I'('(\cl in his b(,half as \'ice chail'J:lalt of tlH' 
Xatiollnl ::\[ill'ihualll\ C'olllll1is>,ion, ;;; 0, 1, 1 he Commission fiMlin)! was 
thnl l11al'illllUnft if; n dnnW'l'C)lIs ell'll,!!': is thai COl'l'('rt? 

:.'IfJ', :;io:,; :\F:\J:I,H'lT, That iii rnrl'pr(, 

f;l'llal'OI' JTn:m:!-" .~nc\ \'011 !:'till bC'lil'I'(' it sl:ottll] bE' catl'(.!ol'i7.ec1 as 
thatto<lnY?' , 

::\Ir, Srixxr,xm:rcII, 1I"l'II, dnllg('rons is a l'elatil'E' tel'm, as YOll knO\r, 
It is n dang-prons drill!, .\ny eli'lIg lI~l'cl ill ('X('PSS is going to produce 
h:17.[1 rclolls ('n('e! R, 

Scnator JTrmIF.s, XlItllhrl' ~, thp 1'('cotnl1l('nclntioll was to lIS(' PYl'1'Y 
lIwtlto<l pns,:;ihll' wit hin )'('IlROn to cli~col1l'ag(' the llS(, of marihnalln, 
was it, not? 

:.'Ifr, Soxxr::\Il1':IC'J!, Thnt i::: rOIJ'pet. 

And T think that what DI', Fal'l1swoI'th is talking abollt and what 
1 nlll talking ahol1t is that II'(' hal'(, a gTl'nt illnllY SOllrC'(',\ of control 
i'lwt Ht't' not institlltioll:lli7.l'd, "\' llil\,(, PI'PI' ]))'(.s':;UI'(>, IYl' hnw Ih(, 
church, nlld "'I' hal'(' tit!' IIJl,;t1 (,()1lli111t11it~" '\\TC' (,X('I'I PI'Pl;SII1'C'S f'lll'o\!g-h 
tl1l'~(> g-l'Oli jiS nil !lIP t j 111(' Oil soria J ilC'ila "iot" 

Iftll(,' ('Olllll1l1l1itl' fl't'Il; SOllH'thing' i;: !lot to hl' Hl'C'('ptC'rl, We' lise thost' 
HoC'ial institltrion~, I itl' \1l'iY[1tc' R('rlO!', to tl'\' Hllrl rohangl' ntlHllell' and 
('hang'" !Jphal'iol', "'p do lint nl\\:,t.r:;; lInn '(() IIS(' !lIP criJ"illul jllslic(' 
!-;Ol'strlll (J do that. 
, ·:;ie·nal 01' H rnm:s, iYils it 1I0t il Iso till' fiJldi ng of tllt' ('Oll1l11 i~si()n 

,Ihnt' of' ill(' (ll'lt!!~ and Illll'('otic,; I Itnt' 11'1' ilill'til'lIl:1l'ly 1001\('(1 al. illl'll1d· 
IIW at ]('n~1 011[> dl'lIg, nkolllJl, Illlll'ilJlt:lIl;1 11115 IJll' 1i'list ojJ'C'll,jl'(' (If tIl(' 
gl'oltpi-
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)11'. SOXXF.XnF.TCl!. That is COl'l'C'ct. Both if,,~ "c1'~ to talk ,!l,nllt ;t 
from tht· scientific point of "iew, in terms of relative c1an<rl'l' it \l'0l' i', I 
be (,OlTcct and if we talk about it from the soci,ll point ;f ~-ie\l' j;l"i 
limiting it to the l~nitecl ~tatcs. it is correct. ' .. 

"\\T(' 1{"1l0,,- what tlH' problems with· a drug like alcohol ar~_ lYe know 
what t lie ~ocial costs of alcohol arc in t (\1'ms of n8~:tIl1ti lie crime, in 
terllls of laO's of tinlP on thr job, nnd in ten11S of bl":akllp within the 
fnmil \" unit. Tlwsc costs an" wry well docmnentrd. 

I belieYe tht' fip:urE's 11I'l' thnt approximatel;\T 10 million Americans 
might be ch\:; . .;ifit'cl as alcoholics in the 'Cnitecl Statr.s. 

i-;ell!ltor HCGHl':;:;' .And was it liot. the unanimous conclusion of tl1P 
COillll1ission and yourself', ns director. that the' pel's{)llal consumption 
of mal'ihuana or l)I'h-ate I1se· in small amounts shonld be l'ntirely 
decriminalized'! 

)[1'. SOXXEXRETCH. That is eorrect. 
St'nator TTnan:;:;. Could YOU c1esc-ribe to the committl'c what the 

Commission n11el yon meant b;- d~cl'iJl1inalization? 
)lr. SOXXE)(nETC'1I. "\Y (> meant something H'1'Y similar to what has 

bee~l .going Oll, and trnllspiring within the whole range of priYate 
actlnty. _., 

It SImply nwallS \'C would control thl' manufacture and sale. lYe I 
would continue to cl'iminalizE' the commercial distribution, but not ! 
indiYic1ual posS('SSiOll and use. \ 

SC'nntor HrGIIEs. That would eont inue to be criminalizec1? 
::'fr. SOX:\J:~J\Et(,TI. That is correct. This is similnr to thE', kiml of ;..;.;-., "-

situations YO 11 haY(' with OhSCC'11ity.la\TR, that YOU hael with all 01101' . 
prohibitim;. \\Te woulclnot m;1ke it. It ('rime icn:thc simplr 1'" "'('~sion- 'l" 
01' thl' llse of t lJt'. c1l'\lg. The fact that YOH htl I-e it in your possession lloes 
not lllC'an YO\l al'(, ('t'iminal1\-' linble. 
\y~ also t"x((,llc1 it, bC'YOIlcl that, and J be1il'YC yon were \"('1';:,' inti

lllatrly illYoherl in this. both in tC'l'ms of legislation. in the original 
lOiO act. and in the Commission, Senator, Wh(,ll we also ineludecl --I 
t [·,.ulI;f<?rs.o f ·Ill H,J'iltuauu.lor,sll1nD <?UL!j)c:<,IS}\~I1,D~!~t~ tj.l!~~' ltl111l.t)2t:..cl~
c'l'lminaliztltion {mll1e\york. In tlns way, we. l'l'l'Ogl'uzC'u the way Jl1 ,.' 
\yhirh tl1E' drng was lIsed, snch as the so-called pot party. .. 

T\te'l'C' is tllC' sitllnfion wher(' f;OIlleholly \yill.p:h:e. a marihuana riga- C· ... ) 
I·('ttl' to his fl'il'nrls. That. kind OLtJ:il.llS£Cl', ,,'he!'l' he is not, a ('ommel'- -\ 
cia 1 clea ]('1'. \\'ould lw treated the samc as simple, possession, nnel In' did 
Hot, lllnkl' that a ('rime. 

"\Yhnt we W(,I't' eloinp: \\"ItS. in effect. 110l'['olyinp: from what YOll had 
(\ 01 t(, ill thl' l!ljO Drug .. \hnf:(' Prl'\"('nt·ion and Control ~\.ct,. ~\.nd I think 
that is \'fllid. url'allBl' I (hill\, \Y(' han' tn tab> intI) aC('Ollllt. titl' way in 
",hil·h a sllh.;tnlll·p is lIst'd in tht' enitl'(l :-;hltt'S, not jnst simply chuw 
niT <'al'('l'ul th(,Ol'('til'alliJl('s. 

S('natol' TTnilll:S. Tn othl'l' ,,-ol'df:, ont' of thc problems \I'C were deal-
i II!! wit h a lle1 t ryinl! to ,(!:l't u t \Yn~ t,hat, it fin' Ol' six ~-onnl!sters decided ;'f ....... 
tn han' a pot }lart~, and ('11I'h ('lilPPt'd 111 ~ \)\:('1., nplel'e to bny a small <.j. ~.I 
amount of lll:ll'illUnnn. and on('. of lhl't'r lllc11ncluals made a contact r 
anI! hOll!!ht snnlt' fol' 1l.Q.l!r~1fi! to take bnck IOI' sha ling wit 11 flY(' othel's, 
Itl' wat' lInt II \lll,.:hel·. That is what ,,:t' Inl'C' (It'n)ing \\'ith. /.l -). .fl 

:\11'. :-;0:CO:XRElt'1l.111 ('S;;C'I](,(" thnflSl'O!T('('t. /,/ - •. 
\\\' \\o\lld nM l'atC'gori7,p that. as c'I'il11ina1. 
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Spllatol' Hn;[[E~, r n oth~l' \I'()!'d~, let's cal'l'y this ont' ,h'p fllrther, 
if we could, Dr, Farlls\\,orth cOI'cred this Yun' well in his sue: ~Illent. 
I thillk, but I \\'ouhl lik(, fu!' YUll to eowl' it abo, Putting an indi\'idunl 
into prisoll ]'UI' a winot' oJrl'lis(', and ,,'e fOllnrl it, to be a'minor ol[1'I1Se, 
wus £al'\\'OI'sp than the Om~ll"e itsp!£. ,,'nsitnot? 

:'fr, ~ox:-a:.\'ltEI' 'J[, III [el'llIs of S()o'ial CQ;3t, absolutely, 
Senator lL Lcal!::;;, Could YOU {lesl'ribe that, soeial cost for us to any 

('xt{'nL ;\Iikro ~ - , 
:'11', SOXXEXHElcrr. I\'P ran two ;;tndies back to back in lhe iil'st yeaI' 

allrl till' ~(,,,,ollrl Will' of thl' COlIllUi,;sioll, \\'Jmt we ,,'ulltcrl tv do "as to 
J1tlll out just ",l;nt was happc'ning, who wen' the p('ople that, were gct
till!;! :lIT('stcd, \\'e had om ;;1l~pi('i()Jls tlu',r they ,,'el'e yOllng pcopl!', ::mcl 
we h[\(l our :-;lIspicions thtlt tl1(',1' \\,(.1'(' ll('ayilv reprcscnt"(l amollg the 
cllllege st1l<11'Ilts, .\nrl, of {'OlU'''l', this wus lJorile out in a six llIetl'olJoli
taIL arl'a stll,h', 

The thing'that 1ms \'t'ry disturbing \\'flS the fact that most of the 
people that \I'el'C tll'J'estetl for llIarihuana otlenses, this WllS theil' first 
offcllse for allY kind of ('l'ilnilllll flcth'ity, illcluding a IlIOl'ing' 1 mflie 
l'iolatioll, I think the fi;rHlI' ",as about n:l l)(,l'('ent of' th(~ peoplt~ that 
we!'\.' lll'l'ede([ rUI simple IJCJ:isl':':,io!l, 

The (lUestioll is, harin;! lJ('p.1l a jll'03E'l'utor and ['cl'lJlPlizing hal\' tht' 
system '.york"-lllt!l it i~ illJpei'fcct and \\'e nllmil' it-it renlly is not 
designed to dcal \'1ith that nll!1lber of people flnd Ihut tYIJe of indi
\'idual. _\llcl 1 ILl' eus!. to ;:oeiet\' is haying hundrcds of tlwm"U1Lls of 
,Y'Hlng pPojJI,· bc·in!! prol'{'::'iiPfl 'tl1ro11g11 n {'I'iminal j llstie(> \n;t{'lll that 
I,'nlly is not dl'"igllPd [0 (le'al with the;:p IJ('opl(', It il:l dl'sip:nNI to clrnl 
\r;th our r.OIlIlIIOIl law crilll(!s anrl n yuripty of other Cl'illlt':', I would 
be l(';~~ thall cumli(l if T !li(lnot fitly that the system, during thi" pmc
e:,:;;illg, probably lo~{'s tt gTe'at dc'al of credibility, 

In 1\)12, we had allllo;;t :.WO,()(I() P('OpIL' H1'l'estprl by :)tate ollil'inl,.; fo)' 
Illarihuana olrellSt'';, Tlwn it 'o\'('nt· up ro 22;jJlOO, I beli('\'e, thr next 
Year, • \nd frolll what I [tllthp]' ill statisries this wa I'. it has !!Olll' o\'el' 
:100,000, Thal is flll l1wl'lll lot of people, This is tlH~ third lal:p:est cate
gory of ('rilll!' that is J'('porlerl by the FBI in their ruifclI'Ill ('rimc 
Rl'poJ'ts, The [iJ'st is all'uhnl- -dl\mk aml cli;:orrledy, The :-;p('ond is 
petty lar(,PllY (,I'tIllPS llJHIC'r $100, .\nd the third i5 dl'U~ 011\'115l'S. 

011(' has 1'0 ask the qucstioll, a"irl(' fl'ol1l the tying up ~)f th(' Cl'iminul 
justi('(' Sy,;tClll, as to just ",liat 1 he impar:t of that s~,,:tpm is on the 
pc·()ple going through it, ill t(,l'1l1;:; ofC'l'iminall'PcrJl'(15, in tCI'JllS of dis
I'ujltirm of, pel'haps, tlH,jr ('ollt·g'p lif(', Hild ill t(,I'I1lS of rli8ruptioll of 
the,il' fUlllilic':;, TIH' sucial ('ost that is SPI'l'lUl is enOl'lIJOllS, \\'C' \\'olllll 
lltll'l'. t" quantify H pl'l'tl:; 1111lch the sanw "'ily as "'(' wCluld ill Il'I'III!:i . 
or al<:ollOl ('()~[, ('\'PH when' tlll' pel'son i" 1I0t IIN'es,.;al'ily arn·stl·d, ill \. 
tl'I'I1lS of thl' impact Oil the falllily, amI in t(,I'IIlS of the imp:!!'! on 
f'utUI'" work. rlteRI' r'nsI.'; nl'C htll'd to a;;;;igll but t1H'Y al'C' non' l'pal. 

1 thilJ]; \rlint htl,; lin!lIWIH·<l is that WI' han' tlll'IlI'<l a lot ;If I'l,j,('ls, 
who J lI1i[!:ht {'all lIIini-t'pl)l'I:;, !>('('ilu:;e much of thi,; lYa:; ';\,1ll1Itllil', illto 
~OI1)O \'t'l')', WI',\' di";I'olll'n;!\'rl nnd cli;:np)loint('(l Ill'oph; within (llll' 
i-'\'~t(,1J I, 

, T1H'I','. ill'(' llItlll\' raul[s ill 0111' ('I'imillnl jn"ti!'[' 8\',-'ll'lil, hlltl hplip\'(' 
flint \r(' hal'!, to '1'1'(',;,,1'\'(' llial >;"";1"111 :111;1 [1',\' [n lIlak!' it worl,able" 
l'Olll'inl! nll tlip:,(· lWClpll' flil'OIl),!!1 t·llilt :>.""1('111 .i1l,;1 llclI.'" 1101 Illnkv'it 
wnrl,ahlp, The. >tnli,;til'~ )Ii'(ll!, it fell' (Ii(. ~':I;;l'h' 1",,"'11 I!I:II I,!,,"I oJ 
:'.".,,, • ...... 1,. 1""'/1",' '1· .. lill·i~1I 'ri.l'\'llf\'('}' ,I""t ,·Oll.,:'('\"1. 

,) 
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\rhat happell;; to tll\" l\lltraill(-r1 OJ' l1nknowing eye is that it looks 
iikl' [he Systl'lll :.; [l('illg' "llbn'rtl'cl 1I"1ll'1l. ill n'ality. the systerll is tl'ying 
to kl'e[> it:ll'1f log-Nlll'!' hy di yel'til1g- th(' peopll'. dropping the eases, 
JileJ\-in,!! rltl'ln illto otltl'r altl'l·lHttiH'~. OtIH~I\ than going tilrongh the 
l·(JlII·t sy:;telli . 

• \.ncl I thinl, Wl' han~ lost an inert'dihlC' 1Il11011llt of credibility. 
~l'nat()J'l In;lJI:s. :\lil.:l', onl' filial qUl':'tiol1. • 
Y011l'llul'kg-I'OUlJd ilJ this lil'lrl has lJl'l'n C'xtpnsi\-C' llnd far Illore thall 

alJY 1"'I'son l1ol·llJall.\· gl't". You lunl' hl'l'l1 n pI'()~ec'l1ting attoJ'lley. an 
oflkial of till' old Bllll'all "I' Xan:II I i,'''; and 1 hngel'ou:;; ])\'ugs. and 
EXl'C'llti\,l' l>il'p<'tol' of thl' Xatiollal :'Ial'illuana ('onllnissioJl. In that 
joh Y01l \\'t:'l'C part of till' teall! that l:OnCllll'ted Iwul'ings. did the rpsC'al'r.h, 
lI'rorc tltt' 1·('1H)\·t allcl jll'l'l'lu'(,d thp lllJalysl''; lllJd [·l'<.'CIIlIllll'jHlutions. You 
are now a pl'inltl' p!'ac'ril'illg artol·Ill'Y. ,-rllllt 1'C'!:ollunendatioll would 
YOll lIlak" to rllp ('ong'l'P"" at thi:" point in history on tllt' hasi;, of 
CUI'l'l·llt I'P;;C'al'l·h. ':Ollie of whic'h has rai~l'~l. one(' again. till' old ques-
tinn~ regaI'ding IllllI'ill11nllll ~ . 

irhnt ,.;holllc1 Wl' (\o! 
Yon haH' aln';ttly slatC'll that eh'al'1y, hut just as a final starenwllt. 

I wonle) IikC' for you to pm it in PE'l'spC'rtiw. 
:Jfr. S(I);XEXlmlt'll. Sl'iC'lltilic' I'cs('ltl'ch that is l!oinl! OIl, ::lenatoI'. I 

thillk has to go on and cOlltill\ll'. Bllt 1 do Hot thill!;: it' has allY thing- to 
do with the i~sll(,. ' . 

TI\(· i~suC' i~ \\'llPth('I' 0[' not pC'opl(' should ill' put in jail for using 
Jll:triiIl1ana. I think that wllih> ('\'PI'I'hocl\' can \·oic'C' ('OIll'Pl'n (lncl call 
<'nl'dully stud\' all l'p~l'al'l'll fln(\illi.!s rhnt l'(llll(' Ollt. 1 do Hot think it 
['l'ally lin:; allyihinf,!' to do wirh this ~;ll'(n I poliey is:3I1C'. n 

1 Il('liC'\'(> t hat till' ('cl1\gl'l'~'; shollld takl> thC' initiatin', ,,-(;' kno,\" 
t hat with ell'll,!! l('gislatiOli and ell'l\!! la\\'s it is til(' StaH>;;. ill rill' past. 
that IIiHU\lh' took till' initiati\'('. Xo\\,. what would lIe Hot only nicC', IHll . 
aPPI'opl'iat'l'. is 1'01' tllC' ('OP.!!I·P"S of till' l-nitl,tl Stat<'~ to pa~s a bilL! 
fac't' the' is:HH,!tt'ml Oil. lIlIrl <\"c'rilllinaliz(> tilC' dI'l1l!. .' , 

TIl('l'(, I;; l!1'pat ("01\('('1'1\ allll thl'I'C' is still a tl'C'llwnclous amOl1nt of 
IlIi~illrOI'J1Iati()J\ ill i\w puhlic' lllinc1 abo11t tlil' sII11:;tant'C'. and w(' a1'C' 
L(oilJ,{! to gl't a Il)t of l'lIlOtional C01l1111C'lltal'.I" h.l· rhos(' \\'ho fayOI' 

nhsoilltely taking a gillnt StC'jl and cll'alilll! with 'llll~rihnalll1 lik,' 
alcohol on Olll' Illlml.l1l1d t ho~(' \I'ho :11'(' ('Olll'C'l'IH'c\ that it IS It \'('l'\,. \·en· 
llan!!('\'()l1~ ~lIh;;tallc'l' and \\'o\1ld lik(, to kl'l']J tlll' status qllo., . . 

But \\.(' al'l' ill all iIlP\'italJ\I' situatioll, ThC' Congress has to pass a 
law. Tt Ila,; to (\l'l'l'ill\inalir.l' till' liSt' of tliC' d1'11!!. It lias to f;Cpa1':ttC' 
1'10Hl'iy th~' i;:;'-;1l(' oj' IItilization of 0\11' illstitllrionnl pro('('s;;p;:. til(' PI·im· 
illal jlJstic'C' =,y:-:tl'II1. f!'Oll\ ~ ht' st'i('nti{i(' :IIH1 l11('l\i('al ll1'cH'C'5~l'S~ whit'h 
\\ ill ~~n fl!1 ltlld Oil. [,l'gal'dlp;:" of \\'h;lt till' ('ongl'(';;': rl()l'~. 

'1'1[('1'(' i~ ,!!oinp: to 1)(' n lot of I'('~l'al'cll on this cll'llg. as tlil'I'p if; with a 
",I,o!-" I'all!!p OJ' nth"I' t!\'Ill!s. TII('I'C' i~ !!oing to he':1 lot of ront1'i1(lictory 
lillelin ... · '. I do not think that \\,h('tlH'I,'Ol' not \\'l' liml thnt it is:1 pC'rrC'nt 
I 'on' d:tlll!l·I'OU';. ()J" ;i jll'I'l'l'nt 11'"" llnnC!t'l'OIl>l i;; 1'C'nll~' going tn han~. 
ot hpI' t han a~ an infol'mntional killcl of thing. an impact on ('hanging: 
tiI(' ",(wial polin, whirh T Ill'lip\'C' f;hollld 1)[' (\prl'illlinalizntion. 

::-;l'llahll' TTVO·lfF':;. Thank YO\1 \'l'!'Y lilliI'll. r lIPPI·c,,·iall' ~'onl' (ll' i nions 
;\nd ;>I~'n thO:4l' of Dr. Fal'n:-\\·ol'th. 

I hO]ll' ,'0\1 will C'xtl'IH1 to him nil' P('I';;Oll;t\ appl'Pl'ial ion for hi" 
"I aiI'llit'll! ':1n(\ ('ont illllin!!' t:i1lh'1'J'1I ill tlii" (i('lll. 

:\fl. ~O:\:\":--'Til~f( 1i. Thallk ,,·nl:. 
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Senatol' HrGlIT:;:, 1 "'tlilt to hll~' to Y(lll l"'l'i'onally th;;t O\·c]' the last 
Ii ,\'PH 1':" t 1'1 i.: oy('( I \\"I il'ki Ill.! widl .y 0\\ ill \)11\' "'\ lJtl~i t Y 01' ,\lUlllu'r, SOllll" 

tillll'S oce:tsionnily :1" alltau:olli:;r. 11\1t 1lI0~t or all as tl fl'i('lId, 
Thank YO\l \'ct'\' lllUdl, '. 

}[!'. SO~"EXIll":('1L Thank ,\'Ott. i'i 1'. 

83-313 0 - 77 - 23 
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on ]).1.'"'.4; Use o~,: the COldmilLcc on ltc'li::>ion of the Criminal 
Lat;l to let you :~nm'1 that Ut~ '::.llly endorse the decriminali
Z~;.i0il {L~ Inr5j'.woa. I c'le-lore a copy of our Position 
on L:,t; subject: ~ 

t'1c \1Oulcl be [:.lac to 8nsir.t in any "lay in 
suppo·::.. lns thi~ le;::islation, and pflz-ticularly, to 
.:1S;;5 .• 1;; "i.n ~r.z..·anf inc fOl~ t:1E! tcr-:timony of appro[)riate 
-vll.tq(w:;cf; for jOll::' i"l1i:t:la-r- hc:a:~j O! oS. Ii you deem it 
nui.i:n': t", I ,~a1 nt'ccmrt to contnct 'Ir. Hhitney North 
Bey: 10::·:, Oll~ ::Ol*mc:: Unitcc; SI;.Qtcw Attorney, and the 
CLaC:r..f.111 o.~ (Iar SLate Bar Assof.!iaf:iotl. I have recently 
sfJo~:,c~' "';ri.t-:l l}r: 0cyr;lOur aI,out. (-'1"): i.3s11e anti I believe 
t~"a~: llf! 1ioul'l .:01.11 ::.G SUl1pol"t.:::.nl; :U,:. 

He \'Ionid be r;lad to hent' from you to learn 
ho,.] we ~:ltIy ~lel:l t~:e c1ecrir.t:i.nnl i.zat·1on effort in the 
SCllf1':C!. 

-. 

VC"4Y truly yours, 
/ 

. ::" lk..{"!J 
llllVIG 5. bCIlAELS 
31:.2 H1li:i.son ,\VCllue 
Hc" Yo>:"!;, NeN York 10017 
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NEW YORK STATE BAR 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTION 

Position 
on 

Marijuana 



Resolution Concerning 

Decriminalization of Possession 

WHEREAS: the present criminal prohibition 
of marijuana, which defines mere possession 
as a crinle, is unreasonable and unwise in 
that it undermines respect for all law, en
courages the violation of civil liberties, and 
threatens the criminal prosecution of a sig
nificant portion of our population for engag
ing in a personal act which poses no demon
strable danger to the public; 

RESOLVED: that the Criminal Justice Sec
tion 'of the New York State Bar Association 
recommends that the Legislature decrimi
nalize marijunna in accordance with the rec
ommendations of the National Commission 
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, by removing 
all criminal penalties for private use and 
possession of reasonable amounts of mari
juana and treating the gift or profitless 
transfer of small quantities in a noncriminal 
manner. 

--Adopted January 27, 1973 

\ 
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Resolution Concerning 

Inquiry into Lawful Sale 

WHEREAS: the removal of criminal penal
ties for mere possession of marijuana would 
result in serious questions as to the wisdom 
and propriety of continuing the legal prohibi
tion now applied to the sale and distribution 
of marijuana; and 

WHEREAS: many proposals have been sug
gested as to legalizing such sale and distri
bution under varying methods of control, the 
comparative merits of which have not been 
adequately investigated and appraised; it is 

RESOLVED: that the Criminal Justice Sec
tion recommends that an official temporary 
commission, established by legislative Dr 
executive authority, make a detailed study of 
various proposals governing the sale and dis
tribution of marijuana under legal conditions 
of control.. and mak€. .recommendations con
cerning the revision of our present criminal 
prohibition laws pertaining thereto so as to 
provide some lawful mechanism for the sale 
and distribution of the substance in question. 

FURTHER RESOLVED, that we re-affirm 
our resolution of January 27, 1973, in favor 
of the decrlminaliz.ation of tho use and pos
session of marijuana. \\'hich resolution also 
urged that the profitless transfer of reason
able ,/uantitles of this substance be treated 
in a don-criminal manner. 

FURTHER RESOLVED: that the Association 
present a copy of this resolution to the Gov
ernor and to avery legislator. 

--Adopted January 24, 1974 
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[From Presidential Documents, Vol. 12, No. 14, Apr. 5, 1976) 

:MARIHUANA REFORM 

Q. r would like to know your views 'On marihuana I·eform. 
THE PRESIDENT. I don't believe on the basis of the scientific evidence that we 

have available today that we should l1ecriminalize the use of marihuana. 

[From High Times, May 1976] 

CARTER ENDORSES DECRIlIUNALlZATION 

Surrounded by a phalanx of Secret Servicf! agents, High 7'hnes news editor 
A. Craig Copetas recently questioned Demo"ratic presidential hopeful Jimmy 
Carter on marijuana and the Drug Enfol'<.c11lent Administration (DEA), 

"I fav'Or the decriminalization of marijuana," said Carter, "but I'm not sure 
about the legitimacy of the federal government making this rule. Now in the 
field of alc!ohol, for instance, it's been a right reserved for the states and I don't 
think thE:l'e are any uniform federal 1ltws on the sale of alroh01 except for the 
taxation of it. I think decriminalization is a matter best left up to the states 
for the time being." 

[From High Times, J)fay 1976] 

THE SMOKE-FILLED RooMS WHERE THE CANDIDATES STAND ON DOPE REFORM 

(By eMp Berlet) 

~Iarihuana has made it into the smoke-filled rooms 'Of campaign '76. Reform of 
the grass laws is an 'acceptable issue in tbis year's presidential campaign. In 
fact, eight Democratic candidates favor marihuana decriminalization. JllSt the 
fact that all thc candidates feel free to discuss grass is an indication of how far 
we've come. After all, four short years ago Scnator George McGovern's support of 
decriminalization almost proved fatal to his bid to capture the Deml)cratic presi
dential nomination. McGovern'S primary opponents sneeringly labeled him the 
man in faY'or of the "Three A's-Acid, Alllnestl' and Abortion." 

All of which is not to say that decrill1'inaliza tion or legalization is just around 
the corner. Republicans Gerald Ford, Ronald Reagan and Nelson Rockefeller, as 
well as Democrat George ·Wallace, still take strong stands against marihuana de
criminalization. But it seems doubtful that this yea'r any candidate will use grass 
as the blade with which to cut another up. 

High Times has contacted every candidate's campaign headquarters to solicit 
the presidential hopefuls' stands on decriminalization. Decriminalization differs 
from legalization in that, while penalties for possession are reducedQr abolished, 
grass remains tealmically illegal, with sale and distribution suhject to criminal 
prosecution. ::.\f'any of the candidates had already outlined ,their positions in re
sponse to a sUlTey conducted by the National Organization for the Reform of 
Marihuana Laws (NORMIL). 

High Times, however, has sucreeded in getting some elaoorati,Ol1 and in coaxing 
the first formal campaign statements from Ford, Reagan Ilnd Senator Hubert 
Humphrey. 

NORML, incidentally, is trying to get a decriminalization stand written into 
the Democratic Party's platform. But according ,to Joe Duffy, former nation'al 
chairperson of the liberal Americans for Democratic Action and an advisor to 
the Democratic Party l}latfol'lll committee, th~re is little chance of such 'U plank's 
being adopted. "'.Ve're l!Ot at the'stage where it's going t'O be f'mbraCed hy a na
tional political party as a banner to run with," said Duffy. "I think it's a great 
mistake to IJreSS the Democratic Party to put some explicit langnage on decrim
inalization in the 'platform because at so many state and local levels it's aIt'eady 
quietly happening, and it's happening quite often with the complicity of lots of 
people who formerly were bitterly opposed to decriminalization." 

Keith Stroup, director of NORML, thinks "it's gOing to be one hell of an uphill 
battle to get decrim'inalization 'as a plank and we would be foolish to put a big 
stake )n the issue. But we would be remiss if we did not malre the .E'ffort to 
familiarize tlle Democratic leaders 'and the country as a whole with the issues in-



yolved in dec~·iIllinalization .... We're going in expecting to lose, but it's not a 
lmmikaze mission. 'rhere is a chance that the Democratic nominee might go along 
with the decriminalization plank." .. . 

Whether decriminalization makes it into the platform or not, It 1S eYldent that 
grass is here to stay. "It's not going to be the kind of issue it was in 1972," says 
Joe Duffey. "'rhe climate has changed." 

B-irch Bayh 

Birch Bayll believes in decriminalization but not legalization, explained an aide. 
Bayh lias spent 14 years as the junior senator from Indiana and during committee 
hem'ings came to the conclusion that federal policy toward marihnan~ was "un
RoulJ(l." "It is clear that the puuIic interest is not serYell by orrestmg ncarly 
GOO,OOO. primarily young people, annually for simple possession of small amounts 
of marihuana." Ba~'h went on to say toxpayers, 'also, were not well served by "the 
cnrrent annual illYestl!lent of $600 million for prosecuting [marihuana] cases," 
and noteel that "lvst rear, more than two thirds of rlll drug arrests wcre mari
hunna related." 

Ch·n fines should relllace criminal sanctions fOr possession, says Bayh, and 
when one ounce Or less is involved, possession should be defined as including other 
incidental ncts such as "cultiV'ation and transportation for personal use, and the 
casual, nonprofit transfers of such alllounts of marihuana." 

lIIorr-is Udall 

:\Iorris Udall's yiews on marihuana reform parallel the recommendation of 
the President's Commission 011 l\iarilmana and Drug Abuse. '1'he representative 
from Arizona suhscrihes to three hasic conclusions: "Public use of marihuana and 
casual distrihution of the drug in small aUlounts should be subject to citation 
and modest ciyil penalty. Possession and private use of small quantities of Ulari
IlUana should no longer be a punishaWe offense. Sale of marihuana f,)l' profit, or 
serious miscol1(luct under its influence, should remain a criminal of~~nse." 

lJ'rea Harris 

Populist Fred Harl'is supports decriminalization frol1l a philosophical perspec
tive. '1'he former senator from Oklahoma feels that "making criminals out of 
!leople who use marihuana-a drug that's been found no more harmful than 
alcohol-grows ,out of an elitist attempt to use the government to enforce a general 
system of morals 'On its citizens." Harris fay,ors a small nne for possession with 
speCific laws l{)ft to local communities. 

lIIilton Shapp 

Milton Shapp thinks legalization might be justifiable and deserves further 
stucly. The two-term governor 'of Pennsylvania has.proposed legislation in his 
state simUar to the Oregon law. He supports decriminalization but does not 
want to encourage mllrihuana use. Shapll is not currently in favor of legalization, 
hut says, "the prospect of legalizing and regulating marihuana similar to the 
WilY we control alcohol is attractive in several ways. It coulc1 means a new source 
of revenue for the federal government. It coulc1 give aSSUl'ance that marihuana 
sll101\ers will not be bold marihuana that has been laced with other drugs, and a 
curtailment of the interests 'of organized crime in the sale of marHl'uana." 

Jimmy Oarter 

Jimmy Oarter has surprised many 'Observers with respectable showings in early 
state primaries and caucuses. The former governor -of 'Georgia fayorS a modified 
form of mal'iImanll decrimina'lization along the lines of the Oregon law and 
feels that this legislation should be left up to the ill(lividual state. Carter's 
issues coordinator said the candidate is definitel~T against legalization. 

H em'y J a07GS01~ 

SenatOr Henry "Scoop" .Tackson {)f Washington would support federal legisla
tiOll "greatly rNlncillg or eliminating the 1Jenalty foOl' simple possession" of mad
hllllnll. In a Slightly vague statement, the conservative Democrat seemed to 'lean 
tow(lrd decriminalization of possession, while retaining strict laws against the 
sale Or distribution of marihuana for 'Profit. 
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Fran1;) OhlH'ch 

Frank Church, of Idaho, has spent 19 years in the Senate, -and although he is 
not a formal candidate, he is considered in 'the running. Ohurch leans toward 
decriminalization, having "voted to reduce the federal pen-alty for simple mari
huana possession, but to toughen the penalties for drug traffickers." He does not 
feellegalizati.on can be justified. 

Gerald Fora 

President Ford is obv-io-usly having trouble coming to grips with grasfl. The 
White House 'has sent up so many different smoke signals in recent months tllat 
it's hard to know exactly what the President's pot policy 1s-or what it will be 
.in the future. 

After the President's son Jack admitted last fall to an occasional toke, Ford 
said, "As far as I am personally concerned, I disapprove of young people using 
marihuana. I believe the preponderance of evidence so f·are is that it is not a 
healthy habit to 11ave." 

T-lle White House told Hig1~ Times that the President continues to oppose any 
change in current federalrnarihuana legislation. 

Nevertheless, there have been rumors in Washington th,at the man in the Wllite 
House has been reviewing his pot -position. TllOse rumors gaine<l some credence 
when1the President granted an interview in New Hampshire and addressed him
self to the issue of decriminalization. "Personally," said Ford, "I do not approve 
of the use of marilmana -and believe that its use should be strongly discouraged 
as a matter of national policy. I do not support <lecriminalization because I be
lieve that this would be -interpreted b.v potential users and by other nations -aR a 
signal that the United States gOYernment no longer opposes marihuana use. I (lo. 
howeyer, support reduced federal penalties for simple possef'sion such as those 
contained in the lJroposed Criminal Justice Act of 1!>75." (That legislation would 
reduce penalties to a maximum of 30 days.) 

"\Yhethel' Ford ",HI stick to his position remains to be seen. 

Rona,lil Reagan 

It is probably Ford's. {)pponent for the Republican nomination who will {lictnte 
the President's final positLon on grass. Ford and Ronald Reagan have been 
battling for conservative support, with Reagan succeeding in forcing ]'onl into 
ever .more hard-line stands on various issues. Reagan has -a long history of oppos
ing marihuana ref.orm. "Although there has been no written policy cleveloped," 
his top policy spokesperson said, "the Governor is baSically oPPo1'ed to decrimi
nalization. He thinks marihuana is harillfuI, and if we get amuncl to talldng 
about it in some detail later we will put out some sort of statement!' 

Nelson RookefellCi' 

There is no sign that the years have taken their toll on Nelson Rockefeller's 
presidential ambitions. There are signs that, should the For(l campaign falter, 
the Vice President will jump in .the race. ROCkY concocted some of the harshest 
drug laws ill the nation while serving as governor of New York, Curious, then, 
that the Vice President should have -supervised the work of the President's Do
mestic Council {)n Drug Abuse and that according to an -aide, the Council's 
recommendations were "consistent with the views of the Vice President." Some 
'Of the mystery clears when one takes a careful look at those re{'ommendations. 
For while calling for a "selective law enforcement approach"-with marihuana 
and cocaine listed as low-priority drugs-the Council said that this did "not 
mean that all efforts should be devoted to high-priority drugfl [heroin, ampheta
mines and barbiturates], and none to otherS." A far cry from decriminalization. 

George Wallaee 

On the Democratic side, only Governor George Wallace of Alabama remains 
nnreconstrllcted in his attitude toward grass. In response to NOR:\IIls query on 
the Governor's :position. Walllwe snappishly wrote: "In answer to your q'uestion, 
I do not support any steps to decriminrrlize any nar()otic offens\'s." An aide to 
the candidate confirmed that. "the statement you got there is the only statement 
on it," and seemed hostile to tbe Sllggestioil that mrtrihuana was not a narcotic 
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and had been 'proven relatively harmless in a series of medical studies. "It's a 
llurcotic," the aide huffed; "that's what it is classified !l.~ acr,oss the country
the governor has not changed his impression of marihuana." 

Hubert IIumphrey 

Senator Hubert Humphrey from Minnesota is reluctant to give a POSitiUll 
on marihuana since he is not officially in the presidentiul race. However, 
Humphrey leads Democratic presidential popularity polls and-assuming Teddy 
Kennedy remains serious about refusing a convention draft-it is he who, most 
political insiders feel, will step in to become the Democratic candidate if that 
party's convention is deadlocked. 

Though Humphrey's pot position was formulated some time ago, an aide to 
the Senator says it still stands. "I believe," said the latter, "that a realistic 
response to the use of marihuana should definitely include the further reduction 
of penalties under existing law relating to the personal possession and use of 
marihuana, in light of continuing medical research and to strengthen the equity 
of justice. What is demanded today are extended programs of drug abuse 
prevention and rehabilitation, with law enforcement being concentrated on the 
apprehension and conviction of the professional and criminal traffickers in 
dangerous drugs." The Humphrey aide explicated that this meant the Senator 
did not favor decriminalization, but thought it deserved further sutdy. 

Sargent Shrivel' 

Sargent Shriver, who was George McGovern's running mate in 1972, favors 
a decriminalization system such as exists in Oregon, "where they use a system 
of civil fines, like traffic citations, to clearly express society's di8approval of the 
indiscriminate use of the drug, but where more severe penalties-totally ont 
of accord with the severity of the risk to society-are not used." Shriver adds, 
"We know alcohol and tobacco can be harmful, but we don't jail people for using 
them. Instead we try to dissuade them in other ways. I think that's the approach 
we ought to take with marihuana." 

Eugene McOarthy 

Running as an independent candidate, Eugene McCarthy hasn't changed his 
position much since his 1972 presidential bid-but then, in 1972 he already 
supported controlled legalization and government regulation of grass. Now, he 
recommends the removal of all criminal penalties for marihuana and a licenSing 
system like that used for alcohol, with sale prohibited to minors. In a recent 
speech the former senator from Minnesota told his audience that present laws 
on marihuana were "barbaric," and that marihuana sold over the counter should 
have "a warning on the package that says it doesn't cause cancer." 

[From the Christlnn Science Monitor] 

DEMOCRATS LABOR To KEEP PLATFORM PLANKS FLEXIBLE 

(By David T. Cook) 

WASHINGTON, D.C.-After swiftly completing the first three planks in their 
party platform, Democrats are laboring to outline-in the most politically 
palatable prose-more highly controversial issues addressed in unfinished planks. 

In a conspicuous effort to write a platform which avoids excessive specificity 
and controversy, the Democrate are trying to make campaigning as painless 
and profitable as possible for their presumed candidate Jimmy Carter. 

In a sweltering, crowded, canary yellow, hotel ballroom here, platform com
mittee delegates opened their Tuesday (June 15) meeting by conSidering 
ideological alterations to the "human needs" plank which deals with bUSing, 
abortion, and welfare reform among other issues. 

Later in the day the delegates, squeezed behind long cloth-covered tables, were 
to face the eyen more controversial foreign-affairs plan. Language putting the 
party on record as opposed to deyelopment of the B-1 bomber is' one of the 
expected amendments to that segment of the platform. 
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CONCERTED EFFORT 

Efforts to turn aside proposals which would sbarpen the platform language 
have been seen in both task forces wbich propose revisions in tbe platform draft 
and in meetings of the full platform committee. The full committee votes On 
both task force amendments and those proposed from the floor. 

Former Ohio Gov. John J. Gilligan, who helped frame the initial platform 
draft, noted that he and his fellow authors had "walked away" from the issue 
of offering amnesty to military deserters in an effort to avoid rekindling what 
he termed the "refrain of the McGovern campaign-amnesty, abortion, and acid." 

The delegates, bowever, didn't "walk away" from the amnesty issue. In sharp 
reversal of Carter recommendations, the delegates, 55-44, voted in favor of 
"full and complete pardon for those in legal and financial jeopardy because of 
peaceful opposition to the Vietnam war." 

The delegates did follow Carter urgings in defeating a proposal to legalize 
marihuana-. 

One example of the toned down, conservative thrust of the full platform com
mittee's deliberations was the rejection of a proposal that the platform-supported 
national health insurance system be fully financed by public revenues. 

COMPROMISE LANGUAGE 

All the urging of Carter supporters, the platform delegates voted down the 
full federal funding language in favor of a compromise plan operating With 
employer-employee shared payroll taxes as well as general tax revenues. Under 
the Carter supporters' amendment, a national health insurance system would be 
phased in gradually rather than implemented at once. 

And while the platform calls for a "Simplified, federally financed syatem of 
income maintenance," the delegates approved a proposal for immediate federal 
tal{e-over of local welfare costs and a gradual take-over of the state's share of 
welfare costs. 

Before turning to more controversial topics, the platform committee dispensed 
:\Ionday night with its economic, government reform, and state and local. govern
ment platform planks. 

LOWERING UNEMPLOYMENT 

A key element in the economic plank is a stated commitment to lower adult 
unemployment to 3 percent within a four-year period. But the specific mecha
nismS to be used in achieving this goal-and their cost-are not detailed. 

Instead, the document refers to the use of institutional reforms: convnlltional 
tux, credit, and spending policies; and fla broad range of carefully targeted 
employment programs." 
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TJEIJE JPOT VOTE 

No doubt there are a rew old
timers who still sit around 

and argue about Prohibition. In the 
not-too-dis.snt future they may be 
sitting around talking about to
day's marijuana laws. 

Robert R. Carr is senior program 
officer or the Drug Abuse Council 
in Washington, D.C. 

For a nation thaI doessomucn Impor
lanl business insmoke~rilled rooms, we 
have failed to appreciate the impor
tance of what is really going on In the 
Greal Marijuana Debale. The various 
specilll commissions labor on. Leglsla
lures pick their way through possible 
bills. The police still arrest smokers by 
Ihe paddy wagon. Lob rals by Ihe Ihou
sands smoke grass by the hundred 
weigh!. Bul the end of the controversy 
is in sight. The marijuana users Drc 
bound to win, 

Within a generation, the United 
Slales will probably .cccpi legally 
whnt it has iearned to accept illegally. 
Or.crimlnalizalion of marijuana will 
come about through the same process 
Ihal solved Ihe problems or Civil War 
veterans and what to do with all the 
horses that used 10 pull milk wllgons. 
The old generation ·that doesn't use 
grass very much will be replaced by the 
younger gcnerlltion that does. The 
demogrnphtcs arc irresistible. 

The truth is Ihat policymukcrs al all 
levels will continue to be replaced by 
younger men Dnd women who most 
likely have either tried marijuana 
themselves or nrc al least much more 
loleranl of those who have. When 
leaders from the younger generations 

by ROBERT R. CARR 

lake control with the support of the 
majority of their peers. the marijuana 
debate will be over. 

If younger adults maintain the atti
tudes they now have as they grow old
er. and if marijuana use continues to 
remain at its present level or increases 
in subsequent "younger adult" groups, 
we can expect an ever-Increasing ac
ceptance of marijuana in the years 
ahead and an increasing pressure to 
remove criminal sanctions for its use 
and possession. 

The reasons are clear. In spite of mas
sive law-enforcement efforts in the last 
decade to suppress its sale and use. 
marijuana is gradually taking its place 
with alcohol as the recreational drug 
of choice for millions of Americans, 
Marijuana is readily available to all 
who seek it, and the indications are that 
its Use will continue 10 rise with each 
succeeding generation. 

"It is now much too late to debate the 
issue: marijuana versus no marijuana," 
a Consumers Union report correctly ob
served as early as 1972. "Marijuana is 
here to stay. No conceivable law-en
forcement program can curb its avail· 
ability." 

'The most recent natronal surveys 
conCirrri that 1972 forecast. The Nation
al Commission on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse reported to the public that. as of 
October 1971, 24 million Americans 
had tried marijuana. with eight million 
of them using it regularly-all iIIenally. 
A nallonal survey commissioned by the 
Drug Abuse Council in October 1974 
indicated that 29 million Americans 
had tried marijuana. with over 12 mil
lion of them using iI regularly. 

Indeed, if you look at marijuana as 

a consumer product. the demographics 
are enough to light up the henrt of any 
marketing expert. 'I'hose who have 
tried the product are, most of all. young. 
While marijuana use cuts across all 
demographic lines, age is the single 
sharpest dividing line. Almost one-half 
of those between the ages of 18 and 25 
report having tried marijuana at least 
once, while only :I percent of Ihose over 
50 say that they have ever tried It. 

Smokers also lend to live in big cities, 
easing Ihe problems of distrlbuJion and 
advertising, Mariiuana use varies sig
nificantly according to city size Dnd 
region of the country. If you live in il 

city of one million or more. thp. chances 
are that one of every four adults you 
meet has at Jeast tried marijuana. If 
you live in a city of less than 500.000. 
the chances of your meeting an adult 
who has tried mariluana C\rc reduced 
to one in 10. 

The highly lucrative western-slates 
markel has the highest percentage of 
users: 27 percent of adults say that they 
have ever used marijuana. with the 
northeastern states running a close 
second at 22 percent. A little more th&T! 
one-half as many adults In the norlh 
central and southern slates say they 
have tried marijuana. 

The marijuana users of today are 
thus concentrated In urban centers and 
are particularly slrong in the country'D 
two largest markets. And because of 
their age. the marijuana smokers of 
today arc likely 10 be tomorrow's rna" 
jorlty. AI Ihe high school level, almo.1 
one-half of all students surveyed said 
Ihey had Irled marijuana. AI Ihe col
lege level. that figure jumps to over 
Iwo-Ihird •. 

"Marijuana is here to stay, 
No conceivable law-enforcement program 

can curb its availability," 



A recent follow-up sludyof a nation
wide sample. of high school boys first 
studied in 1966 rerlects usage Irends 
tn a young adult mate population, as 
reported 10 the U.S. Congress by Ihe 
secretary of heaHh, education and wel
fare. In 1969, when this group turned 
high school seniors. 20 percent had 
tried marijuana. By 1974. five years 
later, over three limesas m,lnY {6Z per
cent) had done so. 

Proressionals rank among the high
est of all adult occupalional groups in 
at least experimenling with nmdjuanR. 
In the years 10 come, the legaJ and med
ical professions wll1 be dominliterl by 
those who have sampled marijuana, jf 
not by those who usc it regulnrly-nt 
least insofar as surveys of students al 
law nod medical schools can be laken 
as barometers. 

By any standal'u, miu'ijuana is plain
ly a growth market right up there with 
quadraphonic stereos e.nd digital 
watches. It Is also 1\ nonpal'lisan fa
vurite. or thuse adults der.lar(nga puUt
ical aCfiliation. a significantly greater 
percenlage or il\depet1d~nts lllwe nsed 
and continue 10 use marijuana than 
either Democrals or RepubHr.ans. 
Democrats. howcHr, use pul more 
often than i{l,.:pubHcans-a f"c~ that 
will probably not come as a. surprise 
to either v..oup, 

We p.e wilnesaing the gradual ac
ceptU"Rce of a neW recreationsl drug 
into our society dcspile efrorts at re
presbloT'l and medical warnings. ll\w· 
enforcement efforts Bre apparently 
having 1he same erretl as they dit] our~ 
ing alcohol prohibition-large numbQ.l"$ 
of inLlividuals are ignoring lhe law and 
rendering it Ineffective. 

But Ihe law has hardly heen ludl· 
crous 10 those ensnared by it. Since 
1965. nhnos1 two million arrests have 
bl!en made by stale and local aulhori .. 
ties alone for marijuana vio\alions. 
During Ihat same period, law·enforce .. 
ment officials have contined \0 lIssure 
us that marijuana law enforr.cmenlls a 
IDw prhnhy, esptH:iaHy for l_erson!11 
pussession and usc. Yet In 1974 alonel 

marijullna arrests numbered 450,000. 
Gompared with only 19,000 In 196$, The 
(jl.'crwhchning number or those arrests 
were fur' possession. nol for sale, 
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Obviously. punitive criminAl sane· 
Itons have Cailed to detcr mil1ions of 
people from using marijuana. and it 
remains readily avaifable in ever~' pari 
of Ihe nation. High school and coJJege 
students report that "marijuana is easy 
to get." They are offered rnarijIJana by 
friends. and it is orten at parties Ihey 
attend. Among adults who choose not 
to use mnriluaua. the reason usually 
has vcry little 10 do wilh Iheir abilily 
la obtain it. 

California's eXJlerlence with severe 
criminal penalties COt marijuana pos
session illustrates the law's minimal 
impact on either use or avaiiabiUty. 
California bad until recently onc of the 
harshest anHpot laws in the nation, 
with .. maximum penally of up to 10 
years in jail ror possesslon of any 
amount. Yel a Drug Abuse Councll
sponsoreu survey in February 1975, 
when this rough law was sliII on the 
books. revealed that almost three nut 
at 10 California adults had tded mari. 
jllana at least once, {lcrhaps the high
est experimentation ratc among adults 
in any state. 

The survey also revealed I hat DC 
those CaUforn\ans who were not cur
rently using marijuana, the possihility 
DC legal prosecution or the unavailabH
ity of mariJuana ranked at the bottom 
~r those reasons chosen for abstaining. 
Instead, over 00 percent or nonusers 
cited slack nr interest ur perccl\'ed 
health dangers tiS their reasons for not 
'ryinn grass. 

In his appearances heCore local law
makers. Juhn Finlntor. retired deputy 
director of the former Bureau of N<\r. 
coHcs and Dangerous Drugs. under .. 
scares the ineffecliveness of the crim
inal law as a oet~rrence- to marijuana 
use. "Our criminal Jaws are a Caliure." 
he told a Vt!rmonl legislative comm\t~ 
leC. "We are simply fighting a ghost" 

PoHcymakers are begtnfltng to re
spond to the reality that the marijuana 
laws have oM on1y failed In their pur
pose, bul that draconian punishments 
do nol fIIlh. offense. As early as 1972. 
Ihl! National Commission on Mari
huana and Drug A.buse. nuthori1.ed by 
the Congress and created by ex~Presj· 
dent Nixon. issued Hs first report. nptty 
IiIled Marihuana: 1\ Signal 01 Mis· 

unrlerslondinu. The commiSSion rec
ommended that possession of mari
juana for periional use no longer be 
trealed as a criminal DUense and that 
distribution flf small amounts ormari
juana not involVing profit be treated 
the same. The president ignored the 
report~ but others Were listening. 

Within 18 monlhs afler the reporl 
was made publtc~ the state of Oregon 
abulished criminal sanctions (or pos
session of one ounCe (lr less of mari
juana and replaced Ihem wll h a civil 
£inc o[ S100 or less. similar to a traCfic 
cilatian. The Oregon mudel is similar 
to that recommended by the com
mission-an Dfficial policy oC dlscaur~ 
agemcnl uf use by the imposition o( a 
civiJ sanction and the elimination oC 
criminal penalties.. Criminal sanctions 
are retained. however j (or possession 
of over one ounce, fot' selling and (or 
cultivation. 

Whal would he the <csulls or the 
abolition oC criminal penalties for 
possession or marijuana. and would 
Ihe public accepl Ihal change? 1M· 
den~e on this question cornea (rom 
Oregon, where the Drug Abuse Council 
sponsored h\'o identical surveys to 
assesS the impdct o( their decrimlnal· 
i7.aliol1luw-lhe first survey was can· 
ducled one year after the new lliw went 
ir.to urrett. and the second was con .. 
dueted one yenr lIner the first. 

The fears or mnny that marIjuana use 
,,,auld dramatically lncreaseifcriminal 
pena1ties were removed nre not borne 
oul by the Oregon experiente. The first 
surv\!y found thal tbe number -O[ Lrtdi· 
vlduals using marijuana had not sig· 
uific~r.lly increased among Oregan 
adults during Ihe ycar following re· 
mova1 of criminal penalties. {or simple 
possession of one ounce or less. Indeed, 
through a. scrtes of inlet'views with 80Z. 
respondents;-a cross section o(Oreson 
restde:lts aged 16 or OVel'-we found 
Ihal only 72 .dulls (9 per.enl) rcporled 
being current martiuuna Us('.rs.. Only 
four of the 802 respondents [0.5 per
cenl) reported thai they had slarled 
using it in the year follOWing decrlmi
nali7.n~ion. 

Surprisingly, of those adults using 
mnrtjutma at the Unte of lhe survey~ 
four of every 10 reported an actual de-

"Professionals rank among the highest of 
all adult occupational groups in 

at least experimenting with marijuana./I 



crease In the amour1tthcy smoked dur
ing Ihnt year. while only one of 20 re· 
porlf:!(j .In increase. More than one·half 
(52 perten!) of cutrent llsers reported 
no change in consumption. 

I\IARIJUANA USE IN OREGON 

Adults who 
hllve ever 

used 

Ocl. '74 1ii% 
Od. '75 20% 

Adults who 
currcnlly 

use 

The follow-up survey- found no slg· 
ni£icnnt dlfferem:e nmon~ lIdults who 
suld eillwr that they had ever used or 
currenlfy lise mnrijurma. And, among 
those current1y using. a similar de-
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marijuana. Several other states arc 

~~~;Ic;. •• ,. presently considering such an ap~ 
pruach. The Alasktm Supreme Court 
has gone even farther by declaring 
criminal penalties for marijuana pos-

crease in consumption was reported. 
It would nppear that mnrijunnil use has 
stabilized among Oregon adults during 
the two years following the removal of 
criminal penalties. 

The Oregon surveys also indicate 
that once the law has been changed to 
remove criminal sanctions. the public 
will nccept that change. tn both sur· 
veys. IIlmost six. of 10 adults favored 
the elimination of criminal penalties 
for the possession of small amounts of 
marijuana-the majority fovored either 
the new law as is or even more lenient 
leglll -alternallves. 

Wilhln the last year. California. 
Maine. Alaskn, Colorado nnd Ohio 
hnvc substituted £ines for fail sentences 
for possession of small amounts of 

session to be unconslitutional inva
sions of privacy_ 

Yet criminal penal lies remain in eC
feet in 44 slales. and the arrests conlin
ue. According 10 the latest federal sta
lislics, slate and local enforcement 
<lgencies 'lpend some $000 million per 
year enforcing their marijuana laws. 

Public altitudes are divided on what 
should he the proper legal response 10 
marijuana usc, but they seem 10 be 
moving toward more lenient ap
proaches. Survey results compiled by 
the National Institute un Drug Abuse 
(NIDAl. the [ed.".) drug-a bus. treat
ment and research arm. indicate thalB6 
percent of adults are against sending 
marijuana smokers to jail for (jrst con~ 
vicUon of possession, hut they prefer 
other alternatives ranging from no 
penalty to probation and mandatory 
treatment 

The Drug Abuse Council's own na~ 
tional survey points to a sharp division 
of opinion toward legal alternatives to 
posscss;on of small amounts of mari* 
juana hetween those who have used it 
and those who have never tried it. Eight 
of every 10 adults who have ever used 
favor reducing or eliminating criminal 
penalties. compared with three of 10 of 
those who have never used. 

The public's altitude toward the var· 
fous legal alternatives varies from 
region to I'egion, paralle1lng those In 
patterns of usc. Of adults in the west~ 
ern states where usc Is the highest. 51 
percent favor outright c1lmination of 
all criminal penalties forthe possession 
of even small amounts of marijuana; 
that percentage drops precipitously to 
31 percent in the southern states. where 
use is among the lowest. 

Similar sharp variations In Altitude 
ore evident among age groupings, wilh 
younger adults by far the mosllenicnt 
in outlook and older adults opting for 
the law as it now is odor stiffer penal. 
tics. Again. however. it shOUld be noted 
that attitudes among these age groups 
generally follow patterns of use. Even 
more lenient attitudes toward mari· 

"Marijuana is plainly a growth 
market right up there with quadraphonic 

stereos and digital watches." 



juaon laws are seen among the youth 
who will be reaching voting age in the 
next few yeats. 

DecrirnlnoHzation DC mariJuana is 
thus a maHer of time. Bu1 meanwhile 
WI! nrc bombarded with a vocirerous. iC 
not acrimonious. rearguard aCUon, 
Some of the ,summary language used, 
for example. to preface the marijuana 
hearings before the U.S. Senate Sub· 
committee on lnternal Security in 1914 
was reminiscent orlhe nalionalhysleria 
of the 19505. Thr.subcommittees8W the 
marijuana euphoria as a danger to de~ 
mocracy with "subversive groupsll 
playing a "significant role in Ihe spread 
of the epidemic," It saw the nation be
ing "saddled with a large population 
of semizombies.'" 1f thc"epidemic is not 
rolled back," the SUbcommittee sum
mary warns, "our society may be large. 
ly laken ave .. by a marijuana culture." 

The more serious debate about the 
possible health consequences of mari
juana use has been flawed by a series 
or research reports. some of which re~ 
semble propaganda more nearly than 
scientHic: research. Science ilself has 
become a. weapon In a batHe between 
cannicling values and lifestyles, and 
many or the scientists have tnken off 
their hats to become protagonists or 
antagonists. 

Without considering Ihe detailed re
search rlndings, it is useful nonetheless 
10 put them in the general context ollhe 
questions scientists themselves are 
asking about their purposes and meth
odologies. In .arly 1075. lhe Drug 
Abuse Council sponsored a conference 
in Washington, D.C., designed to com
prehensively review the major mari
juana studies reported since the com
mission Issued its final report in March 
1973. The participants were 19 distin
gUished scientists from the fields or 
Immunology, genetics, endocrinology, 
pharmacology. psychl.iI'Y. psychol. 
ogy. internal medicine and neurology
those areas where the more serious al~ 
iegalions of potential health harm have 
been raised. 

There was general agreement among 
the participants thai 'Ithere are no new 
reasons to be especililly dlsturc.ed by 
the use of marijuana." The scienti~ls 
cButioned against acceplnnce of most 
of the reccnt findings prior to the com· 
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pletion of t:orroborating research. They 
called for large-scale epidemiologfcul 
{nvestigaHons to IdenUfy potential 
health cons.equences of chronic mari
juana use l rather than the Isolated ani
mal rescarch and retrospeclive slUdics 
thilt have dominated the area~ 

The National Institute on Drug 
Abuse. ~harged with the yeiuly respon
sibility of reporting 10 the U.S. Con
gress on research related to marijuana 
and health. says that "none af the re
sults of mari)uana res~arch are c(\,nc\u
sive." The Institute itself spends over 
S5 miHion a year on marijuana-related 
studies. Yet, in five cortseculive annual 
reports r it has never cancluded,lhat 
marijuana use poses a significant health 
danger. altht)ugh it does point to pos
sible negati'le consequences such as 
genetic changes and interference with 
driving skills. Everyone seems 10 agree 
that it is wise \0 abstain from mi\d~ 
jLlana if pregna"t or when driving a 
motor vehicle or flying an airplane. 

Few responsible scientists, however, 
wlJuld quesUon that mari)uana can be. 
harmfuJ, especially when laken in high 
dosages over an extended perlod o( 
time. This is true uf almost any ::Irug. 
licit and illicit, wilh alcohol and \o~ 
bacco ranking at the top of almost any
one's list of potential health hazards. 
But in pursuing a policy of discourag
ing Use of alcohol and tobacco, especial~ 
ly at harmful levels. we have not 
framed our laws \0 make criminals. 
of users. 

The discouragement approach for 
marijuana is attract£ng increaSing sup
port among hIgh.level po\!cymakers. 
At a February 1976 news conference 
called to discuss the governmen\'s fHth 
annual report to Congress on marjfuana 
""d health. NIDA director Robert L. 
DuPont. M.D" endorsed the view that 
civil penalties should be substltuted 
far criminal prosecution of possession 
of small amounts ofmarijuann. DuPonl. 
who had previously avoided drawing 
comparisons among the three mosl 
Widely used recreational drugs, de
dat-ed alcohol and cigarettes to be far 
more dangerous to the hedlth of the 
user than grass. 

Legislation to remove criminal pen
alties for simple possession of mari ... 
juana has been introduced in Congress' 

by Sen.lacob laviIs (R.-N.Y., and Rep. 
Edward Koch (D.·N. Y.). 

Presidenf Ford's Domestic Council 
Task ~orce ~n Drug Abuse released yet 
another !1H~IU,p"~ review of the nation's 
drug problems if .. Us white papu to the 
president In Det:em1,er 1975. While not 
going so far as '(mCiorsing decrlmlnali~ 
zalian or the Oregon variety, It did rec· 
om mend that ihe marijuana laws go 
vIrtually unenforced. 

The lask force ranked Urus-abuse 
prlotities among the majvr classes of 
drugs according to dependence liabili
ty, set!erily af personal and social con· 
sequences and size of core problttm. 
Mariju.ana was nol only declared to be 
the least 'serious of the various prob
turns. associated wilha variety of drugs. 
but it ranked "low" on each of the mea· 
surement scales. 

There arc signs that President Ford. 
unlike his. predecessor. is listening to 
the advIce of his domefltic council that 
"publio policy should be mas I con
cerned with those dru~s which have the 
highest social cost~" Ford has oHered 
a general endorsement of the report ond 
prorn(ses to put Us recummendations 
into effect. It is 100 early to know 
whether the president wll! recognize 
the desirability 01 going beyond unen
forced ~aws to repeal o[ those laws. 
He would attract considerable public 
suport if he did. nnd the experience 
with marijuana decriminalization, at 
lcast in OreRon where it has had a good 
chance 10 be tesled, tells us that he 
uught to forge ahead, 

The evidence to dale should convince 
,1\ but the mo.t obsUnale Ihai Ihe 
crIminal J~w Is not the answer and has 
failed to de:ler or decrease marIiuana 
USe. The atlitudcs those laws embudy 
huv{! gone up tn smoke. A substantial 
number of Americans have voted wllh 
their lungs Cor thetr repeal. 

The relative youth of foday's mari
juana User$. their wide geographic 
spread and their heavy I'epresenta:
Hon in the ru.nks. from which the power 
structure 'Or the future will be drawn 
milkes the decdmtnnlizaUan of their 
drug of recreation Inevill1bl~! The 
major remaining question is the final 
cost of maintaining an archaic legal 
code thal is bound to collapse sooner 
or later. fB 

"The evidence should convince all but 
the most obstinate that criminal 

law has failed to deter or decrease use." 
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[From the Washington Star. Nov. 2. 1976] 

lIIARIHUANA S1IOKING ON INCREASE AND SO ARE ARIIESTS 

(By Abbott Combes) 

People smoke it more. People enjoy it more. And people get arrested more for 
smolting and enjoying it more. 

l\Iarihuana. Killer weed of yesteryear, lightsome lift of today. 
Wi~h publ~c tOlerayce of once-dreaded pot apparently at a historic high, with 

the lnndred ImpresSlOn among COnsumers that its use has been de facto decrim
inalized, the statistics are particularly astounding. 

In l\Iaryland and Virginia, marihuana-related arrests in 1975 were nearly 
double those of the previous year. Arrests likewise in creased in the District, 
through not so dramatically. 

The local proliferation parallels a nwtional :trend. l\IarillUana arrests rOse from 
18,815 in 1965 to 445,601'} in 1974, with each year between demonstrating progres
sively dramatic gains for a nine-year catch of 1.9 nlillioll AmE'ricans. (State-by
state statistics for 1975 have not yet been compiled by the FBI's uniform crime 
reports divisil1n.) And although eight states have decriminalized possession. the 
spiraling is eXI!~cted to continue. 

Present estimates place the number of American marihuana users at 13 million 
(8 percent of tIle adult population and 12 percent of those between the ages 
of 12 and 17) and the number who have sampled it at least once at 34 million 
(19 percent of the adults and 23 percent of the young). 

In their annual crime in l\Iaryland compilation for 1975, state police officials 
report that 75.4 p(~rcent of a total of 13,799 drug violations involved marihuana. 
Translated in numbers, this means 10,4(» persons were arreste(l for having 
something to do with marihuana. The figure for 1974 was 5.997. 

A similar Virginia report found that 77 percent of l1,28R drug arrests, or 
8,691, involved marihuana. The figure for 1974 was 4,876. 

(In the case of both lIIaryland and Virginia, 1975 was the first year statewide 
crime statistics were cOlnpiled by a single agency, the state pOlice. Previously, 
figures were fed the FBI's computer by a disparate number of state and local 
law enforcement bodies. In 1974, fOr example, 16 agencies recorded Maryland's 
5,997 arrests, and 23 agencies were employed for Virginia's 4,876.) 

In the District, a total of a.f\02 marihuana charges were brought in 1975, 
compared to 2,678 a year earlier. The large majority of these were for posses
sion-2,967 in 1975, and 2,536 in 1974. (Maryland and Virginia do not proYide 
breakdowns.) 

The District's largest inflation in marihuana arrests came in .the early 1970s. 
In 1970 there were 266 marihuana-related arrests, a figure that more than 
doubled to 694 a year later. But l)y 1972 the number. had climbecl to 1,667 and 
by 1973 to 2.553. 

Burgeoning busts, however, do not translate into packed penitentiarie~. 
l\1·ost often, at least in ,the 110sse~slon cases that account for the bulk of the 

load, discouraging words replace rides to the station, flnes Ruperced,· sentences 
and "clrug schools" double for prisons. 

Take Northern Virginia. TIle results of an examination of arrests and court 
dispositions in Alexandria, Arlington and Fairfax County show that the punish
ment mostly fitting this rrime is a fine or a dismissal. 

Under the auspices of the local chapter of the National Organization for the 
Reform of Marihuana Laws (NORl\UJ), a researcher found the following: 

Of Alexandria's 70 marihuana arrests in 1975, there was only one jail sen
tence (for 30 days). The remaining cases were resolved this way: 34 were dis
missed, 21 were fined $50, two were fined $25, one $500, one $100, one $75, one 
was given a year's probation and eight went to the grand jury on sale or posses
sion-witll-intent-to-distribute charges. 

Of Fairfax County's 488 marihuana arrests (421 males, 67 females ancl 167 
under age 18) in 1975, there were eight jail sentences-four for 30 days, one for 
20 days, onE' for 180 days, 011(, for 12 months and one for 12 monthR Witll 10 
months suspended. A partial accounting of the oth('r cases included 62 dismissals, 
35 sent to a grand jury, 21 $50 fines, 4 $100 fines, 2 $250 fines and 1 $75 fine. 

Of Arlington's 163 possession, 10 sale and 12 posfiession-with-inten't-to-clistrib
ute cases, exact clisposition statistics were not available. How('yer, the researclH'r 
concluded: "Officers I talked to felt most were nolle prossed (dropped) or received 
a delayed sentencing which in the event tlleY l{ept out of trouble was a dismissal. 
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They also said . . . most policemen weren't bothering much with marihuana 
arrests." 

Away from urban areas, policeman definitely are bothering with marihuana 
arrests. And rural judges are not adverse to strict sentencing. The difference, 
apparently, is lack of familiarity. 

In the country, the stereotype of the Haight-Asbury hippie-dope addict per
sists, along with the steppingstone theory that marihuana smoking leads to habit
supporting crime, along with the dirty-old-man theory that has pushers skulking 
around grade-school playgrounds. 

Throughout the metropolitan region, there are alternatives to imprisonment, 
and even fines, for first offenders. 

In Prince Georges County, for example, 453 persons were admitted to "drug 
school" last year as an alternative to trials. According to the state's attorney's 
office, 355 persons graduated and 98 failed. Those that fail-chiefly for sldpping 
school-get sent back to C()U,l't. The school consists of four sessions, meets once 
a weele and requireS a five-page paper for graduation. 

And in the District there are two first-offender programs, one operated by the 
U.S. attorney's office and one (Operation Crossroads) by Superior Court. In such 
instances, charges are fi,led in conrt, a continuance is granted and then the charges 
are dropped upon the successful completion of the program. 

Given an increase in public acceptance-a recent NORML survey in Alexandria 
indicated 70 percent of the town's voters favored either minimal fines or no 
punishment at all for conS]lmers, and a Harris Survey disclosed that Americans 
see more dangers in alcohol than in marihuana-why the escalation of arrests? 

Because marihuana smokers have come out of the closet, have raised the shades 
they once puffed behind, have g-one public. Marihuana is used openly at Capital 
Centre roclt concerts, not to mention in Georgetown's street-corner SOCiety. 

The flouting confounds the police. Simple marihuana posseSsion may be merely 
a misdemeanor in local jurisdictions (as it has been federally since 1970), but 
it is still against the law. Good law, bad law, the policeman's job is to enforce it. 

This has put police in a bind, with the result that some will make arrests, 
some will give lectures, some will destroy the discovered marihuana, some will 
inform parents of the offspring's offense, some will say smoke at home, some 
will simply sniff in the other direction and some might even confiscate for per
sonal use later on. They also do not admit for attribution that such are the cases. 

Witness the method of a local vice squad detective called upon to investigate 
a report that someone was growing a marihuana plant. He arrived at the door, 
without warrant, and asked if he could come in to look around. The answer, as 
he fully anticipated, was no. The gOOd-natured detective announced that he would 
return in three hours with a warrant. 

Most possession arrests occur in one of three ways: a routine check, say of a 
hitchhiker, turns up marihuana; a plant grows in a backyard and it is idenU
fied as marihuana; a person smokes it in public. 

John Zwerling is a 33-year-old Alexandria lawyer whose practice consists 
primarily of drug cases. He is also Northern Virginia coordinator for NORML 
and as such is lobb~'illg for decriminalization. (Alaslm, California, Colorado, 
Maine, Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon and South Dalwta already have decriminalized 
possession. ) 

For Zwerling, reduced sentences ancl fines are not enough. "The more lenient 
sentences are because of the bodies that have gone before them. It's costing the 
taxpayers a bloody fortune and breeding disrespect for the law at the same 
time," he says. "It's a situation where many police officers don't want to enforce 
it because it's a pain in the ass. 

"The only rationale for maldng something a crime is to discourage-this hurts 
me more than it hurts you-but the police record is going to hurt them more than 
the drug. 

"No one has eyer been able to show any long-term or short-term harm," notes 
Zweriing, comparing the Virginia penalty for sale of a single joint with other 
crimes. Various types of Illurder and mayhem carry more lenient punishments 
than the sale of a single marihuana cigarette. 

Making the cliche comparison between marihuana and martiniS, hitting the 
hypocrisy of the people in authority who "tolerate their own recreational drugs" 
and ban marihuana, insisting that "no one is saying people should use recrea
tional drug-s," Zwerling says, "NORML .is the vehicle through which tIle system 
is being tested. Parents tell their kids. 'The law is the law':"'you have to 'i'V6rlc 
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through the system to change it.' If we cun't change the laws by working through 
the system, the entire argument is going.to fall fiat on its face." 

There seems to be a COllsensus that laws making marihuana possession a crime 
will fall. But when is another matter. Anything so intimately tied to com
munity standards, standards that swivel almost imperceptively, takes time. 

The Justice Departmellt, for example, was not prepared for acting U.S. Atty. 
Earl Silbert's 1974 announcement that lIe would no longer prosecute persons nab
bed with small amounts of marihuana. Silbert, ordered Justice, was to enforce all 
lan's OIl the books. No 1011ger acting but the real U.S, attorney, Silbert says that 
about 20 percent of aU misdemeanor cases prosecuted by his office involve mari
huana, noting the current absence of undercover sales cases. 

And the D.C. City Council was not prepared for the onslaught from local 
churches when it considered a decriminalization bill a year ago. After initially 
approving the measure 8-4, the council eventually voted 7-6 to table the measure. 

"The timing is absolutely wrong," commented Chairman Sterling Tucker, a 
supporter who nevertheless voted for tabling. 

So it goes. l\iarylali.d and Yirginia l.egislators will again have opportunities to 
consider such reforms next year. 

No matter the legal outcome, there is bad news for smokel·s. Herb famine and 
federal seizures Ilave created dry times. Laments High Times, a nlagazine that 
concentrates on same, " ... the dope shortage has reached crisiS proportions 
with no end in sight. Repeat; no end ill sight." 

TIle solution? "'1'he OJll~· hope for a high America," the magazine editorializes 
in its November issue, "is a return to the Victory Gardens that helped win 'VorId "rar II." 



LEGISLATION 

LAWS OF ALASKA 

1975 

Source: FCCS HCS SSSB 350 Chapter No. 110 

AN ACT Relating to penulties for unuuthorlzed possession and control of certain drugs 

Be it Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Alaska: 

Section 1. AS 17.12.110 is amended to read: 1 

SEC. 17.12.110. Penalties. «(L) A person who violates a provision of this chapter 
relating to the possession {)r control of depressant, hallucinogenic and stimulant 
drugs, other than marijuana, when his possession or control is for 11is own use, is 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction is pun'ishable by imprisonment for 
not more than one year, {)r by a fine of not more than $1,000, or by both. 

(b) A person who violates a provision of this chapter other than one mentioned 
in «(L) of this section, or a person who violates a provision of this chapter relating 
t{) the possession or controlofdepl'essant, hallucinogenic and stimulant drugs, 
when his possession or control is for. the purpose of sale or other disposal to an
other person, is guilty of a felony ancI upon conviction is punishable as follows: 

(1) f{)r the first offense, by imprisonment for not more than 25 years, or 
by a fine of not more than $20,000, or by both; 

(2) for the second and subsequent offenses, by imprisonment for any term 
of years {)r life, or by a fine of not more than $25,000, or by both. 

(0) A person who violates a provisiotJ {)f this chapter by selling or otherwise 
disposing of a depressant, hallucinogenic or stimulant drug to a person less than 
19 years of age is guilty of a felony .and upon cOllviction is punishable by im
prisonment for any term of years or life, or by a fine of not more than $25,000, 
or by both. 

(n) A perSOll who: (1) uses marijuana on a public street or sidewalk or on 
the premises of a public carder or business establishment or any other public 
place, or (2) possesses or controls more than an ()unce of marijuana on a public 
street -or sidewalk or on the premises of a public carrier or business establishment 
or any other public place, or (3) possesses any amount of marijuana while 
operating a motor vehicle or airplane, or (4) while under the age of 18, possesses, 
c{)ntrols or uses any amount of marijuanu is, upon conviction, guilty of a mis
demeanor punishable by ,a fine of not more than $1,000. 

(0) A person 18 years of age or older who violates this chapter by possession 
or control of any amolmt of marijuana in other than a public place, when his 
possession or contrC)1 is for his own use, or by possession of one ounce or less 
of marijuana in a public place, is punishable by a civil fine of not more than 
$100. Punishment under this subsection shall be initia,ted only by civil complaint 
or citation. ThE' court may establish procedures fOl' payment of fines by mail. 

(1) In this section, "public place" means a place which is either in public 
ownership 01' a place a vaila'ble to public access. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Senate Bill No. 95 

An act to amend SE'ctions 11357, 11360, 11363, 11364, 11365, 11550, and 11590 
of, and to add SE'ctiOIH; 11006.5 and 11361.5 to, the Health and Safety Code, 
and to amend Section 853.6 of the Penal Code, relating to controlled substances. 

1 Permitted to become law iVlthout signature. Actual effective date: September 2, 1975. 
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LEGISLA.TIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST 

SB 95, lVIoscone. Marijuana: penalties and offenses. 
(1) '.rhe present statute specifying the penalty for unlawful simple possession 

of m::<rijuana does not differentiate between large and small amounts of mari
juana and makes no distinction based on potency. Under current law, unlawful 
simple possession of marijuana is punishable optionally as a misdemeanor or 
as a felony, but, if a person convicted thereof has been previously convicted of 
any of specified drug-related offenses, it is a felony and punishable by longer 
maximum and minimum terms in state prison. 

This bill would rf.'vise the penalty for unlawful simple possession of mari
juana to make posse,.\sion of not more than 1 avoirdupois ounce of marijuana, 
other than "concentrated cannabis," a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not 
more than $100. 

However, the penalty for such offense with 3 or more previous COllyictions 
for possession of not more than 1 a YOirdupois ounce of marijuana during the 2 
years immediately preceding the offense would be diversion and referral to an 
appropriate community program for education, treatment, or rehabilitation, as 
specified. 

Possession of more than one ounce of marijuana, other than "concentrated 
cannabis," would be a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment in the county 
jail for not more than 6 months, by a fine of llOt more than $500, or by both 
such fine or imprisonment. Possession of "concentrated canuabis" would be 
punishable by impJ:lsonment in the county jail for not more than one year or 
by a fine of not more than $500, or by both such fine and imprisonment, or 
would be punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than 5 
years. "Concentrated cannabis," for purposes of the bill, would be defined to 
mean the separated resin, whether crude or purified, obtained from marijuana. 

(2) The present statute specif;ring the penalty for unlawfully furnishing 
or offering to furnish marijuana makes no distinctions based upon the amount 
furnished or offered, the potency of the marijuana furnished or offered, or 
whether any consideration is given or to be given in exchange for the marijuana. 
Under current law, unlawfully selling, giving away, or furnishing marijuana 
or offering to do the same is punishable as a felony, with incre~sed maximum 
and minimum terms prescribed for persons previously convicted of any of speci
fied drug-related offenses. 

This bill would revise the penalty for giving away or offering to give away 
marijuana to make giving away or offering to give away not more than 1 avoirdu
pois ounce of marijuana, other than "concentrated cannabis," a misdemeanor 
punishable by a fine of not more than $100. 

Existing penalties would be retained with respect t" gIving away or offering 
to give away more than one ounce of marijuana or any quantity of "concen
h'ated cannabis." 

(3) The present statute specifying the penalty for unlawfully transporting, 
offering to transport, or attempting to transport marijuana does not differentiate 
beweell large find small amounts of marijuana and makes no distinction based on 
potency. Under current law unlawfully transporting, offering to transport, or at
tempting to transport marijuana is pnnishable as a felony, with increased maxi
mum and minimum terms prescribed for persons previously convicted of any 
specified drug-related offenses. 

This bill would revise the penalty for such offenses to make unlawfully trans
porting, offering to transport, or attempting to transport, not more than 1 avoir
dupois ounce of marijuana, other than "concentrated cannabis," a misdemeanor 
punishable by a fine of not more than $100. Existing penalties would be retained 
with respect to unlawfully transporting, offering to transport, or attempting to 
transport more than one ouncr of marijuana or any quantity of "concentrated 
cannabis." 

(4-) Current statutes specify that it is unlawful to (a) possess any d{wice, 
contrivance, instrument, or paraphernalia used for unlawfully injecting or smok
ing mari.iuana, or (b) visit or be in any room or place where any marijuana is 
being unlawfully smoked or used with knowledge that such activity is occurring. 

This bill would delete such offenses. 
(5) Existing IlJ,w makes it a misdemeanor, with a mandatory 90-day minimum 

jail term, for any person to use or be under the influence of marijuana, except 
when administered by or under the direction of a person licensed by the state to 
dispense, pre!;wribe, or administer control.le(l substances. 

This bill would delete such offense. 
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(6) N otbing in present law requires the destruction of recOrds pertaining to 
arrests and convictions for violation of penal statutes relating to marijuana. 

This bill would require the destruction of records of any court or state or local 
public agency pertaining to an arrest or conviction for possessing marijuana, 
other than "concentrated cannabis," or for giving away or otherwise furnishing 
without consideration, transporting, offering to transport, or attemping to trans
port not more than one ounce of marijuana, other than "concentrated cannabis," 
where the conviction or the arrest, if there is no conviction, occurs after January 
1, 1976. The bill would also require superior courts, as spf!cified, to order the de
struction of records of courts and public agencies of convictions for possession of 
marijuana, and arrests for possession of marijuana not followed by conviction, 
occurring prior to January 1, 1976, upon presentation of a petition by the person 
Subject to stlch arrest or conviction and payment by such person of the costs of 
destruction, not exceeding $50, and would require destruction of such court order. 
The bill would prohibit public agencies from attaching any disabmt~·, as specified, 
on account of an anest or conviction for which records are required to be de
stroyed under the bill, or on account of facts or circumstances leading to such un 
arrest or conviction. 

(7) Present law authorizes the issuance of citations for misdemeanors in 
specifledcases. 

This bill would require the issuance of citations to perSons possessing, giving: 
away or otherwise furnishing without consideration, offering to give away or 
otherwise furnish without consideration, transporting, offering to transport, or 
attempting to transport not more than one ounce of marijuana, other than "con
centrated cannabis." 

(8) T:he bill would make changes in provisions relating to the registration of 
persons convicted of controlled-substance offenses in order to conform to certain 
penalty changes which would be made by the bilL 

(9) Under present law penalties prescribed for certain violations of the Cali
fornia Uniform Controlled Substances Act are increased if the person convicted 
thereof has been ·previously convicted of prescribed offenses involving marijuana. 

This bill would delete previous convictions of misdemeanors involving mari
jUilna from those previous convictions which result in increased penalties in such 
cases. 

(10) The bill would make no appropriation for the reimbursement of ,any local 
agency for costs incurred by it pursuant to the bill for a specifierl reason. 
The people of the State of Oalifornia (10 enact a8 follow8: 

Section 1. Section 11006.5 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to read: 
11006.5. "Concentrated cannabis" means the separatefl resin, whether crude or 

purified, obtained from marijuana. 
SEC. 2. Section 11357 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to reael: 
11356. (a) Except as authorized ·by law every person who possesses any con

centrated cannabis shall be .ptmished by imprisonment ill the county jail for a 
period of not more .than one year or by a fine of not more than five hundred dol
lars ($500), or by both such fine and imprisonment, or shan be punished by im
prisonment in the state prison for a period of not less than one year or more than 
~n~ , 

(b) Except as authorized by law, every person who possesses not more than 
one aVOirdupois ounce of marijuana, otllel' t;han concentrated cannalJis, is guilty 
of a misdemeanor and shnllrbe punished by a fine of not more thlln one hundred 
dollars ($100). Notwithstanding other proviSions of law, if such person has been 
previously convicted three 01' more times of an offense described in this subdivi
sion during the two-year period immediately preceding the date of commission of 
the violation to .be charged, the previous convictions shall also be chargerd jn the 
accusatory pleading and, if found to be true by the jury UpOll a jury tr al or by 
the court upon a court trial or if admitted by the person, the provisions of Sec
tions 1000.1 and 1000.2 of the Penal Code shall be applicable to him, and the court 
shall divert and refer him fo~' education, treatment, or rehabilitation, without a 
court hearing or detepmination or the concurrence of the district attorney, to an 
appropriate community program which will accept him. If .the person is so di
verted amI referred lIe sllall not be subject to tIle fine specified in thi.s subclivision. 
If no community program will accept l1im, the person shall be subject to the fine 
specified in this subdivision. In any case in which a person is arrested for a viola
tion of this subdivision ancI does not demand to llJe taken before a magistrate, 
surl1 person shall be released by. the arresting officer upon presentation of satis
factory evidence of identity and giving his written promise to appear ill com:t, as 
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provided in Section 853.6 of the Penal Code, and shall not be subjected to booking. 
(c) Except as authorized by law, every person who possesses. more than one 

avoirdupois ounce of marijnana, other than concentrated canna:bls, shfl:ll be pun
ished by imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not more than SIX months 
or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500), or by both such fine and 
imprisonment. 

SEC. 3. St'ction 11360 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to rl:'ad: 
11360. (a) Except as otherwise provided by this section 01' as authorized by 

law, every person who transports, imports into this state, sells, furnishes, admil~
isters, or gives away, or attempts to import into this state or transport any man
juana shall be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for a period of five 
years to life and shall not be eligible for release .upon complt'tion of sentence 
or on parole or any other basis until he has been imprisoned for a period of not 
less than three yeal's in the state prison. 

If such person has been previously convicted once of any offense described 
in subdivision (b), tlJe previous conviction shall be charged in the indictment 
or information and, if found to be true by the jury upon a jury trial or by the 
court upon a court trial or if admitted by the person, he shall be imprisoned 
in tIle state prison for a period of five years to life and shall not be eligible 
for release upon completion of 'sentence or on parole or any otller basis until 
he has been imprisoned for a periocl of not less than five years in the state prison. 

If such peorson hm; been previously convicted two or more tilllt'S of any offense 
described in subdivision (b), the previous convictions shall be charged in the 
indictment or information and, if found to be truf' by the jury upon a jury trial 
or by the court upon a court trial or if admitted by the person, he shall be 
imprisoned in the state prison for a period of 10 years to life and shall not 
be eligible for release upon completion of sentence or on parole or any other 
basis until he has been imprisoned for a period of not less than 10 years in 
the state prison. 

(b) ,Any previous conviction of any of the following offenst's, or of an offense 
under the laW's of anothE'r state or of the UnitE'd States which, if committed 
in this state, wou!dhave bet'n punishable as such an offense, shall be charged 
pursuant to subdivision (a) of this section: 

(1) Any felony offense described in Section 11378, 11379, or 11380. 
(2) Any felony offense dE'scribed in this division ilIVo]ving a controlled sub

stance specifiecl in subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 11054, speCified in para
graph (10), (11), (12), or (17) of subdivision Cd) of Section 11054, or specified 
in subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 11055. 

(3) Any felony offense described in this division involving a narcotic drug 
c1a'ssifiecl in Schedule III, IV, or V. 

(c) Except as authorizecl by law, every person who gives away, offers to 
give away, transports, offers to transport, or attempts to transport not more 
than one avoirdupois ounce of marijuana, other than concE'ntrated cannabis, is 
guilty of a misdemt'anor and shall be punished by a fine of not more than one 
Inmdred dollars ($100). In any case in which a person is arrested for a violation 
of this subdivision and does not demand to be taken before a magistrate, such 
person shall be released by the arresting officer upon presE'ntation of satisfactory 
evidence of identity and giving his written promise to appear in court, as 
provided in Section 853.6 of the Penal Codt', and shall not be subjected to booking. 

SEC. 4. Section 11361.5 is added to the Health and Safety Code, to read: 
11361.5. (n) Re'cords of any court of this state, state agency, or local public 

agE'l1cy pertaining to the arrest or conviction of any person fOr a violation of 
subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 11357 or subdivision (c) of Section 11360, 
shall not bE' kept beyond two years from thE' datE' of such a conviction, or from 
the date of the arrest if there was no conviction. It shall bE' the duty of each 
('ourt and public agency hltving custody of such rE'cords to vrovicle for the timely 
destruction thereof in accordance with the provisions of this subdivision. The 
requirE'mellts of this subcUvisioll I;'hall not apply to records of any conviction 
occu~Ti~g prior t~ January 1, 1976, or records of any arn'st not followed by a 
convictIon occurrmg prior to such clate. 

(b) Any person convided of a violation of St'ction 11357 or a statutory 
predecessor thereof, 01' arrested but not convicted for- a ,"iolation of Section 
11357 or a statutory predecessor thereof, Illay petition the superior court for the 
county in which the conviction or arrest occurred for an order directing the 
destruction of records pertaining to such arrest or conviction. If the court, after 
a hearing to determine the facts, finds that such an arrest or conviction occurred, 
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it shall, subject to payment of the costs of destruction by the petitioner, ordel 
each court of this state, state agency, and local public agency having records 
pertaining to the arrest 01' conviction to destroy all records thereof in the 
possession of the court or agency within SUCII reasonable time as the court in its 
order shall determine. However, in no event shall the petitioner be required to pay 
more than fifty dollars ($50) for tQe aggregate costs of destruction. l\Ioneys sub
mitted by the petitioner for the costs of destruction of such records shall be 
remitted by the court to the agencies and courts destroying such records to re
imburse the cost thereof. Upon the expiration of such reasonable time as the 
court in its order shall determine, the order of the court shall be destroyed. 

This subdivision shall be applicable only to arrests and convictions occurring 
prior to January 1, 1976. ~ 

(c) Destruction of records required by this section shall be accomplished by 
actual physical destruction of the document constituting such a record and any 
copies or photographic records thereof. However, if actual physical destruction 
of a record would necessarily effect the destruction of other records, the agency 
charged with the destruction thereof may comply with the requirements of this 
section by permanently obliterating such record. 

(d) No public agency shall alter, amend, assess, condition, deny, limit, post
pone, qualify, revoke, surcharge, or suspend any certificate, franchise, incident, 
interest, license, opportunity, permit, privilege, right, or title of any person be
caUSe of an arrest or conviction for a violation of Section 11357 or 11360, or be
cause of the facts or events leading to such an arrest or conviction, on or after 
the date the records of such arrest or conviction are required to be destroyed 
by subdivision (a) or pursuant to an order of the court authorized by subdivision 
(b). As used in this subdivision, "public agency" includes, but is not limiteu to, 
any state, county, city and county, city, public or constitutional corporation or 
entity, district, local or regional political subdiviSion, 01' any department, division, 
bureau, office, board, commission or other agency thel·eof. 

SEC. 5. Section 11363 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read: 
11363. (a) Every person who plants, cultivates, harvests, dries, or processes 

any plant of the genus Lophophora, also lmown as peyote, or any part thereof 
shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for a period of not more 
than one year or the state prison for a period of not more than 10 years. 

(b) If such person has been previously convicted of any offense described in 
subdivision (c), me previous conviction shall be charged in the indictment 01' 
information and, if found to be true by the jury upon a jury trial 01' by the court 
upon a court trial or if admitted by the person, he shall be imprisoned in the state 
prison for a period of not less than two years or more than 20 years. 

(c) Any previous conviction of any of i;he following offenses, or of an offense 
under the laws of another state or of the United States which, if committed in 
this state, would have been punishq.ble as such an offense, shall be cbarged 
pursuant to subdivision (b) of this section: 

(1) Any offense described in Section 11378, 11379, or 11380. 
(2) Any offense described in this division involving a controlled substance 

specified in subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 11054, specified in paragraph (11), 
(12), or (17) .of subdivision (d) of Sectio1111054, 01' specified in subdivision (b) 
or (c) of Section 11055. 

(3) Any offense described in this division involving a narcotic drug classified 
in Schedule III, IV, or V. 

(4) Any offense described in this division involving marijuana, except a mis
demeanor. 

SEC. 6. Section 11364 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read: 
11365. It is unlawful to visit or to be in any room or place where any controlled 

strument or paraphernalia used for unlawfully injecting or smoking (1) a con
trolled substance specified in subdivision (b) or (c) .of Section 11054, speCified 
in paragraph (11), (12), or (17) of subdivision (d) of Section 11054, or speci
fif'd in subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 11055 or (2) a controlled substance 
which is a narcotic drug classified in Schedul!' IIr, IV, or V. 

SEC. 7. Section 11365 of the Health and Safety Coele is amend!'cl to read: 
11365. It is unlawful to visit or be in any room or place where any controlled 

substances which are specified in subdiYi~ion (ll) or (c) of Sectioll11054, speci. 
fled in paragraph (11), (12), or (17) of subdivision (d) of Section 11054, or 
specified in subdivision (ll) or (c) of Section 11055, or which are nal'cotic drugs 
classified in Sclledllie IIr, IV, or V, are being unlawfully smoI{ed or used with 
knowledge that such activity is occurring. 
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SED. 8. Section 11550 of the Health and Safety Code is amended to read: 
11550. No person shall use, or be under the influence of any controllNI sub

stance \vhich is (1) specified in subdivision (0) or (c) of Section 11054, specified 
in paragraph (11), (12), or (17) of subdivision (d) of Section 11054, or specified 
in subdivision (b) or (c) of Section 11055, or (2) which is a narcotic drug classi
fied in Schedule III, IV, or V, excepting when administered by or under the di
rection of a person licensed by the state to dispense, prescribe, or administer 
controllccl substances. It shall be the burden of the defense to show that it comes 
within the exception. Any person convicted of violating any provision of this 
section is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be sentenced to se1'\'e a term of not 
less than 90 days nor more than one year in the county jail. The court may vlace 
It per!:;on QI)1l"l'icted hereundel' on probation for a perioeI not to exceed live yrars 
and shall in all cases in which probation is granted require as a condition 
thereof that such person be confined in the county jail for at least 90 days. In 
no event does the court have the power to absolve a person who violates this 
section from the obligation of spending at least 90 days in confinement in the 
county jail. 

SED. 9. Section 111590 of the Health and Safet'y Code is amended to read: 
11590. (a) Any person who, on ·Ol· after the effective date of this section, is 

convicted in the State of California of any offeni'e defined in Section 11350, 11351, 
11352, 11353, 11354, 11355, 11357, 11358, 11359, 11360, 11361, 11363, 11366, 11368, 
or 11550, or any person who is on or after such date, discharged or paroled from 
a penal institution where he was confineeI because of the commission of any 
such offense, or any person who is, on 01' after such date, convicted in any other 
state of any offense which, if committed or attempted in this state, would have 
been punishable as one or more of the above-mentioned offenses, shall within 30 
days after the effective date of this section or within 30 days of his coming into 
any county or city, or city and county in which he residt,s or is temporarily 
domiciled for such length of time, register with the chief of police of the city in 
which he resides or the sheriff of the county if he resides in fin unincorporated 
area. 

(b) Any person who, on 0.1' after the effective date of this section is convicted 
in any federal court of any offense which, if committed or a ttempted in this 
state woulel have been punil:;1Iable as one or more of the offenses enumerated 
in subdivision (Il) sll/tIl witllin 30 days after the effective date of this section 
01' within 30 days of his coming into. any county or city, 01' city and county in 
which he resides or is temporarily domiciled for such length of time, register 
with the chief of police of the ('ity in which he resicles or the sheriff of the county 
if he resides in an unincorporated area. 

(c) This section does not apply to a conviction of a misdemeanor under Section 
11357 or 11360. 

SEC. 10. Section 853.6 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
R53.6 (a) In any case in which a person is arrested for an offense declared 

to be a misdemeanor and does not demand to be taken before a magistrate, such 
person may, instead of being taken before a magistrate. be released according 
to the procedures set forth by this chapter. If the arre~ting' officer 01' his superior 
determines that the perSon shouleI be released, such officer Or superior shall 
prenare in cInplicate a written notice to appear in court, contAining the name 
and address of such person, the offense charged, and the time and place where 
and whell such per1'OJ1 shalJ apPl'ar in court. If the person is not released prior 
to being' booked and the offiper in charrre of the booking' or his superior deter
mines tlwt the person should be released, such officer 01' superior shall prepare 
such written notice to appear in court. 

(b) Unless waived by the perl'on, the time specified in the notice to appear 
must be at least five (5) days after arrest. 

(c) The place specified in the notice shall be the court of the magistrate 
beforE> Wh0111 the person would be taken jf the requirement of taldng all arrested 
nerSOIl before a magistrate were comnIied with, or shall be an officer authorized 
by l'1u('h court to receive a deposit of bail. . 

(c1) Th(' Officer' shall deliver one copy of the notice to. appear to t1le arrpsted 
nerSon, and the arrested person, in order to "ecure release, must give his wl'itten 
nromise so to appeal' in Court by signing the duplicate notice which shan be 
retuined by the officer. Thereupon the al'l'esting officer shall forthwith release 
the pel.'son arrested fr0111 custody. 

(e) The officer shall. as soon as practicable, file the duplicate notice with the 
magistrate speCified therein. Thereupon the magistrate may fix the amount 
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of bail which in his judgment, in accordance with the provisions of Section 1275 
of the Penal Code, will be reasonable and sufficient for the appearance of the 
defendant and shall indo.1'se upon the notice a statement signed by him in the 
form set forth in Section 815a of this code. The defendant may, prior to the date 
upon which he promised to appear in court, deposit with the magistrate the 
alllount of bail tllUS set. Thereafter, at the time when the case is called for 
arraignment before the magistrate, if the defendant shall not appear, either in 
person or by counsel, the magistrate may declare the bail forfeited, and may ill 
his discretion order that no further IJrOceedings shall be had in such case, unless 
tIle defendant has been charged with violation of Section 374b or 374e of this 
code or of Scction 11357, 11360, or 13002 of the Health and Safety Code, 0.1' a 
violation punishable under Section 5008.7 of the Public Resonrces Code, and 
he has previously been convicted of a violation of such section or punishable under 
such section, except in cases where the magistrate finds that undue hardship 
will bp imposed upon the defendant by requirilig him to appear, the magistrate 
may declare the bail forfeited and order that no further proceedings shall be 
had in sucll case. 

Upon the making of such order that no further proceediilgs be had, all sums 
deposited as bail shall forthwith be paid into the county treasury for distribn
tion pursuant to Section 1463 of this code. 

(f) No warrant shall issue on such charge for the arrest of a person who Ims 
given such written promise to appear in court, unless and until he has violated 
such promise or has failed to deposit bail, to appear for arraignment, trial or 
judgment, or to comply with the terms and provisions of the judgment, as re
quired by law. 

(g) The officer shall indicate on the notice to appear whether he desires the 
arrested person to be booked as defined in subdivision 21 of Section 7 of this 
cede. In such event, the magistrate :;;hall, before the proceedings are finally con
cluded, ordel' the defendent to be booked by the arresting agency. 

(h) A peace officer may use the written notice to appear procedure set forth 
in this section for any misdemeanor offense in which the ofiicer has arrested a 
person pursuant to Section 836 or in which he has taken custody of a person pur
suant to Section 847. 

(i) If the arrested person is not released pursuant to tIle provisions of this 
rhapter prior to being bOol;:ed by the arresting agency, then at the time of booking, 
the arresting officer, the officer in charge of such booking or his superior officer, 
or any other person designatec1 by a city or county for this purpose shall make 
an immediate investigation into the background of the person to determine 
whether he should be released pursuant ot the provisions of this chapter. Such 
illvestigation shall include, ,!Jut need not be limited to, the person's name, address, 
IPllgth of residence at tllat address, length of residence within this state, marital 
and family status, employment, length of that employment, prior arrest record, 
and such other facts relating to the person's arrest which would bear on the 
question of his release pursuant to the provisions of this chapter. 

(j) 'Whenever any person is arrested by a pea-ce officer for a misdemeanor, 
other than all offense described in subdivision (b) of Section 11357 or subdivision 
(c) of Section 11360 of the Health and Safety Coc1e, and is not released WitIl a 
written notice to appear in court pursuant to this chapter, the arresting officer 
sh all indicate, 011 It form to be established by Ilis employing law enforcement 
agency, whether or not each of the folloW,illg was a reason for such nonrelease: 

(1) ~'he person arrested was so intoxlcatec1 tlwt he could have been a danger 
to himself or to others. 

(2) TIle person arrested required medical examination or medical care or 
otherwise unable to care for his OWIl safety. 

(n) The person wus arrestec1 for one or lliore of the offenses listecl in Section 
40302 of the Vehicle Code. 

(4) There were one or more outstanding arrest warrants for the person. 
(5) The person could not provide satisfactory evidence of personal idel1tifica~ 

Hon . 
(G) ~'he prnsecntioll of tIle offense or offenses for which the I?erson :vas 

arrested or the prosecution of any other offense or olfenseS wonld be Jeopardl7.ed 
by immediate release of the person arrested. 

(7) There W'as a reasonable likelihoo(l that the offense or offe~ses. would 
eontinue or resume, or that the safety of pPl'sons or property would be Immmently 
c'lldangered by release of tIle PCl'::lOIl arrested.," 

(8) 'I'he person nrrested demanded to be taken before a magistrate or refused 
to sign the notice to appear. 
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(9) Any other leason. If the person arrested was not released for one or more 
of the reasons specified in paragraphs (1) to (8), inclusive, the arresting officer 
shall specifically stnte on the form the reason for the nomelease. 

Such form shall be filed with the arresting agency as soon as practicable and 
shall be made available to any party having custody of the arrested person, 
subsequent to the arresting officer, and to any person authorized by law to release 
tim from custody before trial. 

SEC. 11. If any provision of thio act or the application thereof to any person or 
circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions 
or applications of the act which can be given effect without the invalid provision 
or application, and to this end the provisions of this act are severable. 

SEC. 12. Notwithstanding Section 2231 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, there 
shall be no reimbursement pursuant to this section nor shall there be any appro
priation made by this act, because the Legislature recognizes that during any 
legislative session a variety of changes to laws relating to crimes and infrac
tions may cause both increased and decreased costs to local government enti
ties and school districts which, in the aggregate, do not result in significant 
identifiable cost changes. 

STA'l'E OF COLORADO 

1975 

AN ACT 

House Bill No. 1027. By Representatives Howe, Arnold, Barragan, Brown, Bur
rows, Castro, Dick, Frank, Knox, T"loycl, McCroskey, Marks, Orten, Smith, 
Taylor, and Valdez; also Senators Cisneros, Comer, Darby, DeBerard, Groff, 
Holme, Kadlecek, Plock, Sandoval, and Smedley 

Concerning the Drug Cannabis 
Be it enaeted by the General Assembly of the State of Oolorado: 

Section 1. 12-22-301 (10), Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is amended to read: 

[NoTE.-Capital letters indicate new material added to existing statutes; all 
small capital letters indicate deletions from existing statutes and such material 
not part of act.] 

12-22-301. Definitions. (16) "Narcotic drugs" means coca leaves, opium, OAN
NABIS, and any compound, manufactu.re, salt derivative, mixture, or preparation 
of coca leaves CANNABIS, and opium, ill1cluding morphine, codeine, and heroin but 
not including apomorphine, noscapine, papa verine, narceine, cotarnine, isonipe
caine, amidone, isoamidone, or keto-benidone, or any of their salts, and any 
other drug EXCEP'l' CANNABIS to which the federal "Controlled Substances 
Act of 1970" lllay apply, and any drug found by the state board of health, after 
reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing, to have an addiction-forming Or 
addiction-sustaining liability similar to morphine or cocaine, from the date of 
publication of such finding by said state board of health. 

Section 2. 12-22-303 (1). Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is amended to read: 
12-22-303. Lioense 1·equir·ed-fee., (1) No person knowingly shall cultivate, 

grow, produce, process, or manufacture, or knowingly allow to be cultivated, 
grown, produced, processed, or manufactured, on land owned, occupied, or con
trolled by him any opium, coca leaves, CANNABIS, :lIfARIJUANA, or other narcotic 
drug without first obtllining a license as a ll)anufacturer of narcotic drugs from 
the department of health. 

Section 3. 12-22-311 (1) (b) and (4), Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, are 
amended to read: 

12-22-311. RecO/'ds to be Tcellt. (1) (b) No record need be kept of narcotic drugs 
administered, db,pensed, or professionally \lsed in the treatment of anyone 
patient, when the amount administered, dispensed, or 1:lrofessionally used for 
that purpose does not excped in any forty-eight consecntive hours: Two grains of 
opium; one-quarter of a grain of morphine or of any of its saltR; or one ,('(rain 
of codeine or of any o·f its salts; OR ONE-HALF GRAIN OF EX'rItACT OF OANNABIS 
OIt Ol'i'E GUAIN OF ANY MOUE POTENT DERIVATIVE OR PREPARATION OF CANNABIS; or 11 
quantity of any other narcotic drug or any combination of narcotic drugs that 
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does not exceed pharmacologic potency of anyone of the drugs named above in 
the quantity stated. , 

(4) The form of records shall be prescribed by the d&!Jartment of health. 'I'ht> 
record of narcotic drugs received in every case shall show the date of receipt, 
the name and address of the person from whom received, and the kind and quar.
tity of drugs received; the kind and quantity of narcotic drugs produced or 
removed from process of manufacture and the date of Such production or removill 
from process of manufacture; AND the proportiun of morphine, cocaine, or 
ecgonine contained in or producible from crude ol)ium or coca leaves received or 
produced. AND T;HE PROPORTION OF RESIN CONTAINED IN OR PRODUCIBLE FRO~f TIl.!'; 
DRIED FLOWERDSG OR FRUITING TOPS OF THE PISTILLATE PLANT, CANNABIS SATIVA L .• 
FROU WHICH THE RESIN liAS NOT BEEN EXTRAOTED, Jl,EOEIVED, OR PRODUOED. The 
record of all narcotic drugs SOld, adllli~istered, or dispensed shall show the date 
of selling, administering, or dispenSing, the name and address of the person to 
whom, or for whose use, or the owner and species of animal for which the drugs 
were sold, administered, or uispensed, or otherwise disposed uf, and the kind 
and quantity of drugs. Every such record shall be kept for a l)eriod of tw.o years 
from the date of the transaction recorded. The keeping of a record required by 
or under the federal narcotic laws, containi~g substantially the same information 
as is specified above, shall constitute compliance with this section; except that 
every such record shall contain a detailed llst of narcotic drugs lost, destroyed, 
or stolen, if any, the kind and quantity of such drugs, and the date of the dis
covery of such loss, destruction, or theft, 

Section 4. 12-22-403, Colorado Revised Statutes 1973 (numbered as 48-8-1, 
C.R.S. 1963), and the amendment thereto enacted by section 1 of chapter 55, 
Session Laws of Colorado 1974, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF THE 
FOLLOWING NEW SUBSECTIONS to read: 

12-22-403. DEFINITIONS. (1.5) "Cannabis" includes all parts of .the plant can
nauis sativa L., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin extracted 
from any part of such plant; and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, 
mIxture, or preparation of such plant, its seeds, Or resin but shall not include 
the mature stalks of such plant, fiber produced from its stalks, oil or cake Illade 
from the seeds of such plant, anJr other compound, manufacture, salt, derivft tive, 
mixture, or preparation of its mature stalks, except the resin extracted there
from, fiber, oil, or cake, or the sterilized seed of such plant which is incapable 
of germination. 

(1.6) "Cannabis concentrate" means llUShisll, tetra'hydrocannabinOis, or lIny 
allmloid, salt, derivative, preparation, compound, or mixture, whether natural 
or synthesized, of tetrahydrocannabinols. 

(13.5) (a) "Tetrahydrocannabinois" means synthetic equivalents of the sub
Htances contained in the plant, or in the resinous extractives of cannabis, sp., 
or synthetic SUbstances, derivatives, and their isomers with similar chemical 
structure and pharmacological activity such -as the following: 

(I) 'eis or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and their optical isomers; 
(II) "cis or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and their optical isomers i 
(III) "'cis or trans tetrallydrocannabinol, and its optical isomers i 
(b) Since nOll1enclatureof substances listed in paragraph (a) of this sub

section (13.5) is not internationally standardized, compounds of these Rtrllc
tm'es, regardle::;s of numerical designation of atomic positions, are covered. 

Rertion 5. 12-22-403 (4), Colorado Revised Statutes 1973, is amended to 
rend: .. 

12-22-403. DEFINITIONS. (4) "Dangerous drug" means CANNABIS, CANNA
BIS CONCENTRATE, or any depressant drug, hallucinogenic drug, stimulant 
drug. or tranquilizer, or any of such drugs in a mixture or compound or with 
any 'other substance. 

Section 6. 12-22-404 (1) (d), Colorado Revised Rtatutes 1973. is amended, 
and the Aaid 12-22-404 (1)' is further amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW 
PARAGRAPH. to read: 

12-22-404. UNAWFUL AOTS. (1) (d) The possession or use of any dl1l1gerouR 
drug. EXCEPT CANNABIS OR CANNABTS CONCENTRATE, or the attempt to 
obtain a dangerous drng, EXCEPT CANNABIS OR CANNABIS CONCEN
TRATE or to procnre the administration of a dangerous drng, EXCEPT CAN
NABIS 'OR CANNABTS CONCENTRATE, by fraud, deceit, lIlisreprE)sentation; 
or subterfuge, or by the forget·y or alteration of a prescr:iption or of any written 
order or chart ()rder or by the use of a faJ se name or the giving of a false address i 
for said attempt:. a 'person. upon conYiction thereof. shall be punished the same 
as for the use or possession as provided in section 12-22-412(6) : 
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(1) The possession or use or attempt to obtain or procure the administra
tion of cannabis, which shall be punished as provided in section 12-22-412 (12). 

Section 7. 12-22-412. Colorado Revi:;eu ~tatutes 1\171:1, is amended BY THE 
ADDITION OF A NEW SUBSEC1'ION TO READ: 

12-22-412. VIOLATIONS-PENALTIES. (12) (a) Any person who possesses not 
more than one ounce of cannabis is guilty of a class 2 petty offense and, upon 
conviction thereof, shall be pUllished by a fine of not more than one hundred 
dollars. 

(b) Whenever a person is arrested or detained for a violation of paragraph 
(a) of this subsection (12), the arresting or detaining officer shall prepare a 
written notice or summons to appear in court, which written notice or summons 
shall contain the name and address of such arrested or detained person, the 
time and place where such person shall appear, and a place for such person to 
execute his or her written promise to appear at the time and place indicated on 
the notice or summons. One copy of said notice or summons shall be given to the 
person arrested or detained, one copy shall be sent to the court where the 
arrested or detained person is to appear, and such other copies as may be 
required by the law enforcement department or agency employing the arresting 
or detaining officer shall be sent to the places designated by such law enforce
ment or agency. The time specified in said notice to appear must be at least five 
days after such arrest or detention unless the person arrested or detained shall 
demand an earlier hearing. The place specified in said notice to appear must be 
before a judge within the county in which the class 2 petty offense charged 
is alleged to llUve been committed and who has jurisdiction of such class 2 
petty offense. The arrested or detained person in order to secure release from 
arrest or detention must give his or her written promise to appear in court 
by signing the notice or summons prepared by the arresting or detaining officer. 
It shall be a class 3 misdemeanor, as defined by section 1S-1-106, C.R.S. 1973, 
for any person to violate a written promise to appear given to an officer upon 
arrest or detention or issuance of summons under this SUbsection (12). 

(e) Any person who openly and publicly displays or consumes not more than 
one ounce of cannabis is guilty of a petty offense and, upon conviction thereof, 
shall be punished, at a minimum, by a fine of one hundred dollars or, at a maxi
mum by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars and fifteen days in the 
county jail. 

(d) Any pl~rson who possesses more than one ounce of cannabis or liny amount 
of cannabis concentrate, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as provided 
in subsections (6), (10), or (11) of this section. 

(e) Transferring or dispensing not more than one ounce of cannabis from 
one person to another for no consideration shall be deemed possession and not 
dispensing or sale thereof. 

(f) The court may utilize the treatment, probation, and deferred prosecntion 
or deferred sentencing provisions of subsections (6) (b), (7), (8), and (9) 
of this section for any person who violates paragraph (d) of this subSl:ction 
(12). 

(g) Any provision of this part 4 to the contrary notwithstanding, any person 
eighteen ~'ears of age or older who transfers or dispenses more than one ounce 
of cannabis for consideration or any amount of cannabis concentrate, with or 
without consideratiolJ, to another perSon under the age of eighteen years it:] 
guilty of a felony and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by imprison
ment in the state penitentiary for l1I)t less than three years nor more than 
fourteen years and, in the discretion of the court, by a fine of not more than 
ten thousand dollars. Upon a second or subsequent conviction of any person 
under this paragraph (g), the imprisonment prescribed in this paragraph (g) 
shall be mandatory, and the court shall have no jurisdiction to suspend the 
sentence of imprisonment or to grant probation to such person. 

(h) No person lmowin~ly shall cultivate, grow, produce, proces~, or manu
facture, or knowingly allow to be cultivated, grown, produced, processecl, or 
manufactured, on land' owned, occupied, or controlled by him any cannabis or' 
cannabis concentrate without first obtaining a license as a manufacturer pur
suant to section 12-22-408. 

Section 8. Nonscvem1Jilitv. If the provisions of section 12-22-412 (12) (g), 
C.R.S. 11)73, as enacted by section 7 of this act are found to be invalid, such 
invalidity shall apply to the entire provisions of I'his act. It is hereby c1edared 
by the general assembly that, but for the provision of said section 12-2~12 
(12) (g), the general assembly would not have enacted this act. 
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Section 9. Repeal. 12-22-301 (3) and 12-22-322 (7), Colorado Revised Statutes 
1973, are repealed. 

Section 10. Effecti'l)(3 date. This act shall take effect July 1, 1975. 
Section 11. Sa/etH claU8e. Theg;eneral assembly herelly finds, determines, and 

declares that this act is necessary tor the immediate preservation of We public 
peace, health, and safety. 

FRED E. ANDERRON, 
President of the Senate. 

COMFOR1' W. SHAW, 
Secretary of the Senate. 

RUBEN A. V ALllEZ, 
Spea7ccl' of the House of Representatives. 

EVELYN T. DA.VIDSON, 
OlLief Olcl'7~ of the House of Representative8. 

Approved : __________________________ . 
RICHARD D. LAMM, 

Governor ot the State of Oolol'adO. 

STATE OF MAINE 

1975 
S.P. 113-L.D. 814 

AN ACT Creating the Maine Criminal Code 

Be it enacted. by the People of the State of lJIaine, as follows: 
SEC. I. 17-A MRSA is enacted to read: 

TITLE 17-A 

:MAINE CRIMINAL CODE 

PART I 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

CHAPTER I 

PRELIMINARY 

§ 1. Title; effective date; severu.bility 
1. Title 17-A of the Revised Statutes Annotated sball be known and may be 

cited as the Maine Criminal Code. "When it is alleged that an element occurred 
"on or about" a certain date, and the period so alleged may reasonably be inter
preted to include the date on which this code becomes effective the prosecution 
shall be governed by the prior law. 

2. Tuis code shall become effective March 1, 197'6, and it shall apply only to 
crimes committed subsequent to its effective date. Prosecution for crimes com
mitted prior to the effective date shall be governed by the prior law which is 
continued in effect for that purpose as if this code were not in force; provided, 
however, tIJat in any such prosecution tbl1 court may, with the consent of the 

-defendant, impose sentence under the provisions of the code. For purposl'S of 
this section, a cri.me was cOlllmited subsequent to the effective date if ull of tIle 
elements of the cl'ime occurred on or after that date; a crime was not committor1 
subsequent to the effective date if any element thereof occurred prior to that date. 

* * >/< * '" >/< '" 

4. Scbedule Z: 
A. All prescription drugs other than those include~l in schedules W, X Or Y; 
B. Marijuana; 
C. All nonprescription drugs other than those included ill schedules W, X or Y 

as 'the Board of Pharmacy shall duly designate; 
5. Notwithstanding anything in this section, no drug or substance which is 

legally sold in the State of l\IIaine without any federal Or state requirement as to 
presrription and which is unaltered as ,to its forIll shall be included in sclJedule 
W, Xi Y'or Z. 
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§ 1103. Unlawful trafficking in scheduled drugs 
1. A person is guilty of unlawful trafficking in a scheduled drug if he inten

tionally or knowingly trafficks in what he knows or believes to be any scheduled 
drug, and which is, in fact, a scheduled drug, unless the conduct which constitutes 
such trafficking is either: 

A. Expressly authorized by Title 22; or 
B. Expressly made a civil violation by Title 22. 
2. Violation of this section is: 
A. A Class B crime if the drug is a schedule W drug; 
B. A class C crime if the drug is a schedule X drug; 01' 
C. A Class D crime if the drug is a schedule Y 01' schedule Z drug. 

§ 1104. Trafficldng in or furnishing counterfeit drugs 
1. A person is guilty of trafficldng in 01' furnishing counterfeit drugs if he 

intentionally or knowingly trafficks in or furnishes a substance which he repre
sents to be a scheduled drug but which, in fact, is not a scheduled drug, but is 
capable, in fact, of causing death or serious bodily injury when taken 01' ac1minis
tered in the customary 01' intended manner. 

2. Trafficking in or furnishing counterfeit drugs is a Class C crime. 

§ 1105. Aggravated trafficking or furnishing scheduled drugs 
1. A person is guilty of aggraYated trafficking or furnishing scheduled drugs 

if he trafficks with or furnishes to a child under 16 a scheduled drug in violation 
of section 1103 or 1104. 

2. Aggravated trafficking or furnishing is a crime one class more serious than 
such trafficking or furnishing woulc1 otherwise be. 

§ 1106. Unlawfully furnishing scheduled drugs. 
1. A person is guilty of unlawfully furnishing scheduled drugs if he intention

ally or knowingly furnishes what he knows or believes to be a schec1uled drug, and 
which is, in fact, a scheduled drug, unless the conduct which constitutes such 
furnishing is either: 

A. Expressly authorized by Title 22 ; or 
B. Expressly made a civil violation by Title 22. 
2. Violation of this section is: 
A. A Class C crime if the drug is a schedule W drug; or 
B. A Class D crime if the drug is a schedule X, Y or Z drug. 
3. A person shall be presumed to be unlawfully furnishing a scheduled drug if 

he intentionally or knowingly possesses more than 13h ounces of marijuana. 

'" '" >I< '" '" '" '" 

§ 1114. Schedule Z drugs; contraband subject to seizure. 
All scheduled Z drugs, the unauthorized possession of which constitutes a civil 

violation under Title 22, are hereby declared contraband, and may be seized and 
confiscated by the State. 

* 

§ 1301. Amounts authorized. 

.. 
Part III 

CHAPTER 53 

FINES 

* .. 

1. A natural person who has been convicted of a Class C, Class D or Class E 
crime may be sentenced to pay a iine, subject to section 1302, which shall not 
exceed: 

A. $1,000 for a Class C crime; 
B. $500 for a Class D crime; 
C. $250 for a Class E crime; and 
D. Regardless of ·lhe clasilification of the crime, any higher amount which does 

not exceed twice the pecuniary gain derived from the crime by the defenc1ant. 

'" '" '" '" 
§ 2388. Possession 

Possession of a usable amount of marijuana is a civil violation for which a 
forfeiture of not more than $200 may be adjudged. " 

'" '" '" '" • 
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A Cm1PILATlON OF STATE CITATION LAWS 

FOR MINOR MARIJUANA OFFENSES 

In October 1973, Oregon became the first state to eliminate criminal arrest 

and jail penalties for possession of small amounts of marijuana, substituting a 

citation-enforced civil fine. The results of this innovative approach have been 

overwhelmingly favorable: there has been no demonstrable increase in 

marijuana smoking; thousands of young people have been spared the debili

tating aspects of a life-long criminal r~cord; and the police have been freed of 

a costly and time-consuming burden to concentrate on serious crime. 

As a result, seven other states have recently enacted similar laws: Alaska. 

Maine, Colorado, California, Ohio, South Dakota and Minnesota. The pro

visions ofl these Jaws are summarized below, and copies are available from 

NORML. In each state, regardless of whether marijuana may now technically 

be said to be "decriminalized" or not, the rerson who smokes marijuana or pos-. 

sesses a small amount is no longer SUbject to arrest or jail, nor left with any 

permanent criminal record. 

(more) 
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SUMMARY CHART - MARIJUANA CITATION LAWS 

Max. Fine Max. Amount Criminal or 

State Imposed Possessed Civil Violation Effective Date 

Oregon $ 100.00 1 oz. Civil Oct. 5, 1973 

Alaska $100.00 Any amount in pri- Civil Mar. I, 1976 

vate for personal use 

or I oz. in public 

Maine $200.00 Any amounta Civil Mar. I, 1976 

for personal use 

Coloradob $ 100.00 1 oz. Class 2 petty July I, 1975 

offense - no 

criminal record 

Californiab $100.00 I oz. Misdemeanor - no Jan. 1, 1976 

permanent crim-

inal record 

Ohiob $100.00 100 grams (~p- Minor misdemeanor Nov. 22, 1975 
prox. 3)1 oz.) - no crim. record 

South Dakota $ 20.00 I oz. Civil April I, 1977 

Minnesota $IOO.OOc 
JY, oz. Civil April 10, 1976 

a 
There is a rebuttable presumption that possession of less than Ir. oz. is for 
personal use, and possession of more than 1)1 oz. is with an intent to distribute. 

b 
Distribution of marijuana by gift, or for no remuneration, is treated the same 
as possession in California (for up to I oz.), Colorado (for up to 1 oz.), and 
Ohio (for lip to 20 grams). 

c 
Second offense within a two year period carries a possible 90 days in jail and 
a $300 fine. 

I 

NA11ONALORGANIZAn&FOR~~FORMOfMARUUANAlAWS 
2317 M Sll<tEf. NI/II, WASHINGTCN CC 2OlXl7 



ARTIOLES RELATED TO SUBOOMMITTEE HEARINGS 

[From the Indianapolis Star, May 9, 1975] 

BAYH ASKS CRIME-FIGHT CHANOES 

WASHINGTON-Senator Birch E. Barh (D-Ind.) said yesterday it is time to 
divert some of the crime-fighting energy used against small-time marihuana users 
to combating violence 

He scheduled hearings in his Juvenile Delinquency subcommittee next 'Wednes
da~' on a bill which would abolish criminal penalities for simple possession of 
marihuana and substitute a civil fine for possession and nonprofit sales up to an 
ounce. 

The Hoosier said marihuana arrests increased from 188,682 in 1970 to 420,700 
in 1973 and may have gone as high as 500,000 in 1974. 

"The majority of those arrested are 'otherwise law-abiding young peopLe in 
possession of small amounts of marihuana," Bayh said. 

He said the rising tide of serious crime "inevitabl;r raises the question of 
whether we are properly allocating our limited crime fighting resources in ag
gressiYely pursuing the arrests and criminal prosecutions 'of the 13 million Ameri
can users of marihuan,a" Bayh estimated prosecuting such cases costs $600 million 
a year. 

A presidential commission, Bayh said, found the vast majority of ll1arihuaua 
users indistinguishahle essentially from their nonuser peers. 

He said he has asked Attorney General Edward H. Levi and other experts to 
testify before the subcommittee 'on the question. 

[From the Christian Science Monitor, May 28, 1975] 

UNITED STATES WARNED ON MARIHUANA 

(By Reuters) 

The United States could lose the cooperation of other nations in com hating 
illegal narcotics if it eases the penalities for simple possession of marihuana, 
Congress was told recently. 

The warning came from Donald Miller, chief counsel of the Justice Depart
ment's drug enforcpment administration, in testimony before a Senate suhcom
mittee on juvenile delinquency. 

Sen. Birch Bayh, the Indiana DplDocrnt who chairs the subcommittee, told !l 
hearing the United states spends too much money, un estimated $600 million a 
year, in pursuit of marihuana offenders. 

The subcommittee is considering legislation that would make possession of up 
to one ounce of marihuana a civil, not criminal, offense carrying a $100 fine. 

Mr. :Miller said the Justice Department opposes "decriminalization" of simple 
marihuana offenses. 

"If we do not continue to have and enforce laws against marihuana use," Mr. 
Miller said, "the cooperation we can exppet from for'iign governments in helping 
us control our herion and cocaine prohlem will be significantly reduced." 

He said a permiflSiYe U.R. attitude toward marihuana might lead other COUIl
tries to think that America was "unmindful of its obligations alldllnconcerned 
with the domestic drug problems of otlIers." 

[From the Indianapolis News, May 14, 1975] 

BAYH URGER CU1'TING POSSESSION PENALTIES 

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., suggested today criminal pen
alties for possession of small amounts of marihuana be eliminated fiO more law 
enforcement resources can be nsed to fight violent crime. 

(14R9) 

/' 
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In remarks prepared for the opening of ·a hearing on decriminalization of 
marihuana proposals, Bayh suggested the nation is not helped by spend,ing $600 
million a year to prosecute young persons arrested for marihuana offenses. 

"The rising tide of serious crime inevitably raises the question of whether we 
are properly allocating our crime-fighting resources by aggressively pursuing 
the arrest and criminal prosecution of the 13 million American users of mari
huana," Bayh said. 

He said arrests for simple possession have jumped from 188,682 in 1970 to 
420,700 ill 1973 and may hit 500,000 for 1974. ".Axailable studies and research to 
date have found the majority of those arrested are otherwise law-abiding young 
people in possession of small amounts of marihuana," Bayh saia. 

[l~l'om the Louisville Times, May 14, 1975] 

1Vrr,L LOBBY'S EFFORT ]'LOWER, OR JUST Go To POT? 

(By Jerry Hicks) 

WASHINGTON-Keith Stronp grows a lot of plants in his office, for atmosphere. 
But none, he quickly pOints out, is marihuana. 

Stroup is a marihuana smoker-has been for eight years. But he won't grow 
his own at his suite of offices near Georgetown, illd., nor allow any staff niember 
to smoke it on the premises. 

That would be an easy set-up for the police, he says, a waste of all the hard 
work his people have done fighting marihuana laws. 

Stroup, a 31-year-old attorney is director of the only registered lobby worldng 
to eliminate laws used to put people in.jail for smoking marihuana. But on 011e 
finger he can count the actual victories for his l'\ational Organization for the He
forIll of Marihuana La ws (NOR:'IIL), forIlled five years ago. 

Only Oregon, where tbe organization campaigned heavily two years ago, has 
made the possession of a slllaU quantity of marihuana an offl:'nse punishable by 
a fine (maximum $100), not a jail term. 

But Stroup points to lots of signs he says are encoumging, and rattles them off 
with unpamUeled speed; 

A bill in Congress to reduce penalties for users and new hearings this week 
'l'hirty-fiYe stab~ volunteer organizations working to decriminalize marihuana 
laws. Conservatives lilee William F. Buckley, Jr. joining the cause. First Lady 
Betty Ford saying her children have experimented with it. Bill14 being consid
ered this year in California, Colorado, :'IIaine, Illinois, l'\ew York and iliinnesota. 

Stroup talks as if trying to stay ahead of a lightning bolt, but without a word 
slurred or a line of thought misconYE'J'ecl. 

"It's a job getting across that not everyone who opposes stiff marihuanll laws 
is young, ha14 long hair and smokes grass," he said in an interview at his office. 
"Of course, we at NOR:'IIIJ are young, have long hair, and God knows we love our 
grass, but we aren't aU the 13 million people in this country who regularly smol;:e 
pot, or the millions more who become opposed to outdated laws when. a son, or 
friend, lands in jail for smoking a joint." 

Stroup's agency operates out of a former storefront. ,\Yhile the outside would 
give the appearance that the building llas been abandoned-the display window 
is l{ept bare because plants wouldn't keep and Stroup's people just -aren't sure 
what to do with it-the inside is a lively combination of hanging ferns, rich red 
carpet, ample poster advertising, barefoot secreta-ries, pictures of '\Vashington 
and Lincoln and a fireplace tbat dominates the main :fioor. 

The lobby group's products team occupies the basement. Yon can buy NORl\fL 
T-shirts ($4.50 regular, $8.50 for ribbed cotton, long sleei'es, cream colored with 
marihuana design front and back), "Heefer Madness" movie posters, II "Liberate 
l\Iurihuana" handbag or a poster that says, after aU, marijuana is just a weed 
that turns into a flower once it hits your head. 

Up a winding staircase from the main floor is the lobby group's legal team 
and its Center for til.! Study of Non-medical Drug Use. The renter is approyed 
as tax-exempt by the InternAl Revenue Service, but is prohihited from carrying 
out any functions that woulcl be considered as lobbying. 

Peter :'IIyel'S, II 28-year-old attorney, usn ally ran be found in a back office 011 
the top floor poring through law books for legal precedents to convince the 
courts that the use of marihuana is a matter of one's privacy and ·as such is 
protected by the Bill of Rights. 
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"1.'hat's the same attack the pro-abortion people used when they went to the 
U.S. Supreme Court," Myers said. "And they won." 

So far the group has two important court cases pending, one in t!~e District of 
Columbia, the other in New Orleans. 

Stroup says the organization spends very little time gathering information 
about marihuana and laws. 

"Quite frankly, we lmow all there is to know," he said. ""\Ye're the only people 
around working on this full-time. What we have to do now is educate people who 
have been listening to 35 years of marihuana prohibition." 

Stroup would love to see no penalties at all for smoking marihuana. U's less 
dangerous than alcohol, he says. ("'Vhat a s('ene, these congressmen bellying 
up to the bar decrying the evils of pot.") But for now he is willir"{\ settle for 
Oregon-style plans nationwide. ' . 

Why spend most of his time in Washington when those laws usually enforced 
are state laws? 

"If we can get Congress to decriminalize marilmana, a lot of states would fall 
immediately," he said. "There is a lot of support for discrimination, but nobody 
wants to be first, or feel they are in conflict with the national law." 

Stroup is schedulecl to testify this weelr before the Senate subcommitte.e 011 
juvenile delinquency, which is considering·a bill by Sen. Jacob K. JaYits, R-N.Y. 
The bill would amend the Federal Controlled Substances Act, abolishing criminal 
penalties for possession of marihuana and substituting a civil fine. 

The subcommittee is chaired by Indiana's Democratic Sen. Birch Bayh, who 
announced last week he was leaning toward decriminalization. 

When a list of witnesses was being put together, Stroup's name was the first to 
come to mind, according to John Rector, director of the subcolllmittee staff. 

"Stroup knows more about marihuana than allY other person in Washington," 
RectDr said. 

Stroup is a nonstop talker whose monologue somehow doesn't offend. The son 
of Southern Illinois Baptists, he says he began smoking marihuana as a law stu
dent at Georgetown Uniyersity. 

After law school he joined the staff of a congreSSional commissiQn to study 
product safety. His decision to set up a marihuana lobby came about after a 
close friend was anested for smoking marihuana. 

1.'he organization is not a shoestring operation. Its 25,000 members have paid 
either $15 or $10 (students and military). It has private donors, such as Plar
boy publish!.'r Hugh ).\:1. Hefner, who gives at least $50,000 annually plus. free 
advertising in his two magazines, anc1 the group's products brought in close to 
$100.000 profit last year. 

Kentucl,y has no group among the 35 volunteer organizations that g('t exnense 
money from the organization. 

"1Ve haven't found mnch interest there yet," he said, "But it will come." 
Stronps calls t1le organization's activities public-interest law and credits COn

sumer advocate Ralph Nader with building interest ill such activities. 
All of the group's staff smoke marihuana-blacks push civil rights, farmers 

push for farm rights, so it's only natural, Stroup says-but Stroup insists the 
organization does not support marihuana smoking. 

"Only the individual's private right to decide for himself," he said. 

[From the New York Post, May 14, 1975] 

BAYII: l\IoRE CRIMEB'USTING, LESS POT-BUSTING 

(By .Tohn S. Lang) 

W ASliINGTON-Marihualla prosecutions this year will cost the nation $100 
million amI will clou(l the reputatioIlS of half a million young people, a Senate 
panel reported today. 

Opening a hearing on a bill to remove criminal penalties for simple possession 
of marihuana, the Subcommittee on Juvenile Deliquency noted that marihuana 
arrests have increased twelve-fold ill the past decade and now account fol' 67 
pel' cent of all drng arrests. . 

Chairman Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) observed that while law £>nfol'ccmcnt ngencies 
concentrated on "pot busts," serious crime roSe 17 per cent last Yllar, the highest 
annual increase since the FBI began collecting data 45 years ago. 

83-313 0 - 71 -.6 
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"The rising tide of serious crimes inevitably raises the question of whether 
we are ])ropE:'rl~' allocating our crime fighting resOurces in aggressiy('ly pur
suing the arrest and criminal prosecution of the 13 million American users of 
marihuana," Baylt said. 

"Is the public interest served by arresting annually 500,000 mostly young 
people for simple possession of small amounts of marihuana and thereby assur
ing that tlley are inhibited for life--in their education and careers-by the 
unrelen ting stigma of criminal record 1" 

The bill under study, cosponsored by Sen. Javits (R-N.Y.), would retain 
criminal ])enalties for the sale of marihuana for profit but would allow only a 
civil fine of up to $100 for possession and non-profit transfers of less than one 
ounce. 

Such an approach is supported by the American Bar Assn., the National Coun
cil of Churches, the governing board of the American l\fedicalAssn., the National 
Education Assn. and B'nai B'rith. 

But the proposed legislation is opposed by the Justice Dept. and Federal Drug 
Enforcement Administration. 

"I want to state that the marihuana traffic is big business," protested Donald 
E. Miller, chief counsel of the DEA, in a prepared statement. 

"Today, tons of marihuana are being smuggled into the U.S. by large, well
financed and well-organized criminal organizations." 

Miller said the government seized over two million pounds of it last year but 
"the amount getting through is astronomical." 

Speaking for both the DEA and the Justice Dept., Miller said the administra
tion believes most Americans still want tough enforcement of tough marihuana 
laws. 

Miller also objected that the measure "is a pronouncement that the government 
no longer takes a harsh view regarding those persons who convert naive persons 
to drug abusers." 

"TIlis mE:'ans," he said, "that if a person desires to introduce marihuana USE:' 
to juveniles, he may do so and face only a fine of up to $100 so long as the 
tl'an~fer is totally donativE:' ... " 

Miller said the bill would harm the U.S. fight against drug trafficking world
wide because many cooperating na-tlons do not have severe problems with cocaine 
ancl hE:']'oin but do consider cannabis a threat. 

'fhe bill before the subcommittee is similar to the law now in force in Oregon, 
which reports after one year of experience there was no increase in the number 
of users and thta a majority of its citizens approve of the law. 

Similar mel.\sures are being considered by more than 20 state legislatures. 

[From the Washington Star-News, May 14, 1975] 

DRUG LAW EASING Is URGED 

(By Michael Satchell) 

The Nation's E:'stimated 13 million marihuana users ma)' be raising the blinds 
and unlocking their doors in the near future if the sE:'ntiments exprNlsed at a 
Spnate hearing today are translated into congressional approval and an E:'asing 
of the laws against pot smoking. 

The Sennt(' . 'venile delinquency subcommittee, meeting to consider a bill 
thnt would dec :;innlize simplE:' possession of the weed, heard Chairman Birch 
Bayh, D-Ind., c~ . ., the enormous social and economic costs of prosecntillg mari
lmana smOkE:'l'R smd rE:'('ommendec1 passage of the bill. 

He notE:'d FBI crime statistics that Rhow('(l 11.17 perCPll't rise in RPrious offenses 
la:;;t YE:'ur, and argued: "'l'he rising tide of sE:'rious crime inevitabl~' raisps the 
qnp~tion of whether we nre properly allocating our crimE:'-fighting ref'ourcE:'S and 
aggrp.~~lvely pursning the arrE:'st and criminal prosecution of 13 million Ampri
can URE:'r~ of marihuana. It is estimated that the prosecution of these caSNl costs 
$000 million each YE:'ar. 

"In "j(,,,, of tllP failure nationally to curb violcnt and seriom~ crimE:', T bE:'lipve 
it: is timE:' to lwriomlly reaSSE:'SR our priorities rplative to the limitcd ref:OUrCefl 
aVoilable to the nation's sev~rely overburdened criminal justice agencieR." 
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1'he Senate bill is identical to a House measure currently in commi.ttee, and 
both bills have bipartisan support. They are identical to the Oregon law passed 
about 18 months ago in which pot sm.okers caught with an ouuce or 1ess receive 
a civil citation much like a traffic ticket. There would be a maximum fine of $100 
regardless of how many times the individual is arrested on a possp,ssion charge. 
Criminal penaHies for sale of marihuana or possession of larger amounts would 
remain intact. 

Federal law now carries a one year and $5,000 fine maximum penalty for sim
ple possession of marihuana. 

Today's only major dissent from witnesses on the proposal for a further lessen
ing of marihuana penalties came from Donald Miller, general counsel of the 
Drug Enforecment Administration, who raised several questions abol'lt how a 
new federal law would be written and applied. Miller sai('j. the Jsutice Depart
ment has not taken a position on the concept of decriminalization. 

Other witnesses at the hearing, all of whom backed the proposal, were Keith 
Stroup, director of the National Organization for the Reform of Marihuana 
Laws; Richard Bonnie, assistant law professor at the University of Virginia; 
J. Pat Horton, district attorney of Eugene, Ore., and Richard Wood, an assistant 
prosecutor from Denver. 

Bayh said he was concerned with the growing mlmbers of young people ar
rest€d for marihuana smoking, noting an increase 'from about 190,000 in 1970 
to around half a million last year. The smokers, he said, ,,"pre "otherwise law
abiding young people, the vast majority indistinguishable from their nonuser 
peers by any criteria other than its use." 

The Indiana Democrat quoted from a recent inter"iew in The Washington 
star in which Oregon Atty. Gen. Lee Johnson said that state's new pot law 
increased rather than decreased respect for laws among young people, giving 
them a feeling that government is more receptive to social changes which have 
taken place. 

Sen. Philip Hart D-Mich., offpred an amendment to the Senate proposal. Hart'$ 
amendment would remove all penaItips for possession or non-criminal dish'Ibn
tion of up to 100 grams (about 3% ounces) of marihuana . 

. [From the Bloomington (Ind,) Herald·Times, May 15, 1975] 

BAYH CmrMITTEE HEARS TESTIMONY O!; "POT" LAWS 

WASHINGTON (UPI) .-J. Pat Horton, a district attorney from the state that 
removed criminal penalties for personal possession of marihnana 18 months ago, 
says not much is gained by harsh enforcement of marihuana laws. 

Horton, DA for Lane County in Oregon, told a Senate Juvpnile Delinquency 
subcommittee Wednesday, chaired by Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., that "by any 
reasonable standard," Oregon's experience with liberalized pot laws has been a 
success. 

"As a law enforcement tool, there's not much goocl that can be accomplished by 
harsh enforcement of marih uana laws," Horton said. 

He said the Oregon law, which removes criminal penalties and substitutes a 
$100 civil fine for possession of up to one ounce of marihuana, has not 'resulted 
in significantly more pot smokers. 

But, he said, "There is a grpater rapport betWI'Pll the law enforcement.·agents 
and the young people of our state than eypr before." 

Marihuana arrests are easy to make, Horton said, and result ill impressiye 
statistics for pOlice depat·tments. But, he said, it would be bptter to nse tlie 
resources to fight violent crime. 

Rich,ard Wood, assistant district attorney in Dpnvel', said city police decided 
they only had limited crime fighting functs and that marihuana offenses did not 
warrant tIle money being spent on enforcement. ~'he law was changed Wood 
said, and the DA's criminal case load decreased at least 10 percent. ' 
~ayh a~reed ma.rilll~an:a n!ust be decriminalized to free resources to iight more 

sel'lOUS Cl'lme, wIucII mcreaspd 17 percent last year. He said the cnrrent laws 
are unfairly enforced and demonstrate an attitude of "hypocrisy." . 

The bill under consideration by Bayh's subcommittee would makp possession 
and nonprofit tran&fer of up to one ounce of pot II civil offense subject to a $100 
fine. At prespnt, the offenses are misdemeanors punishable by up to 1 year in 
prison and a $5,000 fine. 
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[From the Washington Post, May 17, 1975] 

JUSTICE DEPAUT1>!ENT SHIFTS STANCE ON :MARIHUANA 

(By Dougll!s Watson) 

The Justice Department, which consistently had opposed efforts to remove the 
criminal penalty for posession of marilmana, shifted this week to taking no 
position on a bill that would "decriminalize" personal use of the controversial 
plant. 

Attorney General Edward H. Levi "'doesn't have a formal position on mari
huana-he just hasn't addressed himself to it yet," saicl a spokesman for the 
nation's chief law enforcement officer who took office in February. TIle aide 
added that Levi "doesn't want to be locked into a position." 

Levi's expected reconsideration of the federal government's position on mari
huana contrasts with the position of his pi'edecessor, William B. Saxbe, who in 
December said, "I have no intention tt) advicate or support legislation that would 
legalize or decriminalize possession and use of marihuana ... Marihuana is no 
harmless lOllipop." 

The shift in the Justice Department f111m OPPOSition to no position on removing 
criminal penalties for personal use of marihuana became apparent at a Senate 
Judiciary subcommittee hearing Wednesday on a bill that would substitute a 
maximum $100 civil fine for such possession. 

Shortly before appearing before a Senate Judiciary subcommittee to voice 
objections to the bill, Donald E. :Miller, chief counsel of the Drug Enforcement 
Administration, which is part of the Justice Department, was advised to delete 
the last sentence of his prepared testimony, which was to have said, "~'he De
partment of Justice recommends agains enactment of this legislation." 

Instead, Miller said in answer ·to a question by Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.), the 
subcommittee chairman, that he is considering drafting a model law for states 
that want to decriminalize the use of marihuana. 

Last year more than 400,000 Americans were arrested for marihuana posses
Sion, Bayh said. There are criminal penalties for marihuana possession in all 
states except Oregon, whose law is the model for the proposed federal legislation. 

The proposed fine under the new bill would apply to those found to have not 
more than one ounce of marihuana for their personal use, whether in a private 
Or public place, or for those found transferring SUCll an amount of marihuana 
if no sale is involved. 

Previous proposed legislation would have legalized marihuana possession. The 
pending bill would impose the civil fine up to $100 lil{e a traffic ticket but would 
not inflict an arrest record Oil the individual. 

The bill is sponsored by Reml. Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.), IEJrlward W. Brooke 
(R-l\Iass.), Alan Cranston (D-Calif.) and Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.). A similar 
bill has been introduced in the House by Rep. Edward I. Koch (D-N.Y.). 

R. Keith Stroup, director of the National Organization for the Reform of 
Marihuana Laws (NORML), in testifying in favor (If the legiillation, said: 

"Skydiving, drinking alcohol, smoking cigarettes and overeating are but some 
of the high-risl( activities people engage in every day. Yet (,hey remain free 
from arrest. .. But the 13 million persons who regularly smoke marihuana 
are still c1aRsified as criminals" by the federal government and 49 states. 

Miller testified that the proposed federal legislation would make it much 
more difficult for the Drug Enforcement Administration to obtain cooperation 
from many foreign nations which view marilmllnu as a greater problem than 
hl'1'oin and other "hard" drugs. He also maintained that the IJrOposed legisla
tion is llnworkable. 

Changing the federal law, under which comparatively few IJeople are arrested, 
would not bar stateR from continuing criminal penalties for marihuana posses
Sion, but would probably have a heavy impact on state laws. 

[From the 'Cleveland Plnln Dealer, Mny 18, 1975] 

THE ARGUMENT Fon "DECRIMINALIZING" MARIIl\fANA 

(By Richard G. Zimmerman) 

\VASlIINGTON-"We want to keep the laws against adultery because we want 
to preserve our morality. But we don't want to enforce them because we want to 
11reserve our behavior." 
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So observed 1.1. witness last week before a Senate slibcom:mitte. But he wasn't 
testifying on adultery laws. He was adroitly summing up why the "decdmino.li.
zation" of simple possession of small amounts of lllaril.lUana appears to be an 
idea whose time has-or is about to-come. 

As opposed to outright legalization of the private possession and use of pot, 
decriminalization involves abolishing criminal penalties for Sillll)le possession 
and replacing them with civil sanctions, in most cases a maXim']Jl $100 11ne 
imposed muoo as a fine for a minor traffic offense is imposed. 

In fact, Oregon and Denver have adopted such civil sanctiolll'l and police 
officers actually issue tickets to offenders instead Qf making criminal arrests. 

By retaining a fine, society certainly carrnot be accused of condoning the use 
of marihuana and so our morality is pJ:ef)erved. But our behavior also is pre
sen'ed, to a degree, in that users are not carted off to jail O!' saddled with a 
criminal record the rest of their lives. 

The decriminalization of private pot use is a logical progression of the 
softening of marihuana laws that be!£an when pot move{l out of the ghettos 
into the homes of children of middle and upperclass whites. It was one thing' 
to allow the courts to toss ghetto blr.cks into jail for five or 10 years, but quite 
another to mete out such draconian sentences to suburban, blue-eyed Diel;:s 
and Janes. 

Until 1972, Ohio, like most str,tes, retained heavy felony penalties for the 
simple, first-time offense of privr.te tlse of marihuana. I remember watching in 
horror as a judge in a rural ·c(lunty sentenced a frail college freshman to five 
to 10 years in Mansfield Reformatory for smoking a joint in his dorm l'oom. 
(Horror turned to cynicism a few hours later as I watched the same sentencing 
judge get bombed 011 martinis at the local country club.) 

Suoo sentences became too much eyen for the often slo"'-acting Ohio LegiS
lature to stomach and, aJ.ong with every other state in the Union, a first offense 
for possession was madf: a misdemeanor. Judges were permitted wide discretion 
in sentencing, and no lUore than a year in jan could be handed rlown. 

Yet there was uneaf.iness with even the reformed· law. 1\:[ore and more other- / 
wise respectable young people were using the stuff and even a misdemeanor j 

conviction carries tile 'lifelong brand of criminality. Some illiberal judges also 
were quick to im1>osl'lmaximUlll sentences and ship kids off to dehumanizillg, 
filthy, local jails whf)re sexual assaults were as common as cocl;:roaches. ! 

So Oregon, one of the most progressive states, and Deuver came up ;with 
something less than criminal prosecution and more than legalization-det;ri,]ni
nalization. If the. Oregon experience is any indicator, it is a good comprorilise. 

A survey by the independent Drug Abuse Couucil shows that "the numUerof 
individuals using marihuana has not significantly increased in Oregon {luring 
the year since,;'it has removed criminal penalties for simple possessiolJ'of one 
ounce or less." 

One reason why Oregon elid not suddenly become a smokers' haven is that 
police appeR'r to be mo:re comfortable issuing ticket-citations to prWate users 
than makiJ,lg arrests that could result in criminal prosecution. I,ustances of 
police action in pot cases rose 30 percent after decriminalization. . 

That d'dcriminalization likely will be ado1>ted by Congress au(l,3. number of 
states in the near futUre is evident in the number of prestigious groups snp
porting. the concept. The American Bar ASSOCiation, the Natiqnal COWlcil of 
Churches, the American Medical Association, B'nai B'rith and. e\'en conserva
tive columnists such. as Willianl F. BuclcIey Jr. (who has experimented with 
pot) alldJameS J. I<ilpatlick have endorsed the decriminaliiation concept. 

Even a commission of mid(Ue-aged establishment,squures appointed by' P~'esi
dent Nixon endorsed the idea-which Nixon rejectecl out-of-hand, apparently 
favoring only the decriminalization of obstruction of justice 'by the White Honse. 

One thing standing in the way of congressional approval this year is the 
Justice Department's ambivalence. . 

Last week, a representative of the department's Drug Enforcement Adminis
tration criticized certain parts of a pending decrimin,alization bill, hut struck 
from his prepared l'emarJ{S a sentence that might have left the impression 
that tile department opposed the broad concept of decriminalization. Yet nothing 
was added to denote 3P1>rova1, either. 

Atty. Gen. Edward Levi isn't exactly out of step. He just seems to be standing 
stilI watching the 1>arade go by. 
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[From the LOUlsvllle Courier-Journal, May 18, 1975] 

UNITED STATES TAKING No POSITION ON BILL To EASE MARIHUANA PENALTIES 

(By Douglas Watson) 

WASHINGTON-The Justice Department, Wl1ich consistently had opposed ef
forts to remove the criminal penalty for possession of marihuana, shif~ed last 
week to taking no position on a bill that would "decdminalize" personal use of 
the controversial substance. 

Atty. Gen. Edward H. Levi "doesn't have a former position on marihuana-he 
just hasn't addressed himself to it yet," said a spokesman for the nation's chief 
law enforcement officer. The aide added tlwt Levi, who tool, office in February, 
"doesn't want to be locked into a position." 

Levi's expected reconsider a tion of the federal government's position on mari
huana contrasts with the position of his predecessor, William B. Sax be, who in 
December said, "I have no intention to advocate or support legislation that 
would legalize or decriminalize possession and use 'Of marihuana. Marihuana 
is no harmless lollypop." 

The shift in the Justice Department became apparent at a Senate Judiciary 
subcommittee hearing Wednesday on a bill that would SUbstitute a maximum 
$100 fine for snch possession. 

Shortly before appearing to voice objections to the bill, Donald E. :'IIiller, 
chief counsel of the Drug Enforcement Administration, which is part of the Jus
tice Department, was advised to delete the last sentence of his prepared testi
mony, which was to have said, "The Department of Justice recommends against 
enactment of this legislation." 

Instead, Miller said in answel' to a question by Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., the 
subcommittee chairman, that he is considering drafting a 1110del law for states 
that want to decriminalize the use of marihuana. 

Last year more than 400,000 Americans were arrested for marihuana posses
sion, Bayh said. There are criminal penalties for marihuana possession in all 
states except Oregon, whose law is the model for the proposed federal legislation. 

The proposed fine under the new bill would apply to those in possl?ssion of not 
more tllan one ounce of marihuana for their own use, wl1etller in a prh'ate or 
public place, or for those found transferring such an amount of marihuana if 
no sale is involved. 

Previous proposed legislation would have legalized marihuana possession. The 
pending bill would impose a dYil fine of up to $100, like a traffic tiel,et, but 
would not inflict an arrest recora on thE' individual. 

The bill is sponsored by Sens. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., Edward W. Brooke, 
R-l\Iass., Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and Gaylord Nelson, D-WiS. A similar bill 
has been introduced in the House by Rep. Edwarcl 1. Koch, D-N.Y. 

R. Keith Stroup, director of the National Organization for the Reform of i\Iari
!lUana Laws in testifying in fa"or of the legislation, said, "Rkycliving, drinldng 
alcohol, smoking cigarettes and ,overeating are but some of the high-risl, actiyi
ties people engage in every day. Yet they remain free from arrest. But the 13 
million perSons W]1O regularly smoke marihnana are still classified as criminals" 
by the federal government and 49 states. 

Miller testified that the proposed legislation 'Would malw it more difficult for 
the Drug Enforcement Administration to obtain cooperation from many foreign 
nations that view marihuana as a greater problem than heroin and other "hard" 
drugs. He also maintained that the proposed legislation is unworkable. 

Changing the federnl Illw, under which relatively few persons are arreflted, 
.,~ would not bar states from continuing criminal penalties for marihuana nosses

sian. But the existenC'e of a federal law with weak sanctions probabl~,'would 
lead in time to Weakening of state laws. 

[From the ::.femplJis (Tenn,) Commercial Appeal, May IB, 1975] 

JUS1'IOE DEPAltT:l.fElIi'T INCHING TOWARD ]\fORE TOLERANT VIEW OF i\IAUlIIUANA 
USE 

(By William Hines) 

WASHINGTON, May H.-The Justice Department gave evidence last week of 
starting to ease up on the hard-line stance against marihuana law reform that 
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has been fixed administration policy since the first term of former President 
Richard Nixon. 

The hint that this was in the offing came by sU111rise as a top Justice official 
read the final paragraph of prepared testimony at a hearing on "pot" law reYi
sions chaired by Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.). 

Donald E. Miller, chief counsel for the Drug Enf{)rcement Administration, 
criticized at some length a bill sponsored by Sen. Jacob JaYits (R-N.Y.), WilicI1 
would reduce simple possession and use of marihuana to the status of a civil 
violation punishable by a fine. 

Then he came to the last paragraph of his statement, which read: 
"Therefore, the Department of Justice recommend!! against the enactment 

of this legislation." 
Pausing just before this passage, Miller said, "I want to strike the next sen

tence and say instead that the Department of Justice is not taking a position on 
the concept of the legislation." 

Miller, one of tbe five witnesses at the hearing, argued that the Juyits proposal 
would be unenforceable and said that in any event, federal drug pOlice are 
not now enforcing e) . .-:isting legislation that makes. first-offense marilmana vio
lations punishable ag misdemeanors. 

l\llller's testimony, whicb in the normal course would have been cleared through 
the Justice Department's congressional liaison office, apparently got official ap
proval late last week. He is understood to have been told Wednesday morning 
shortly before going to Capitol Hill to soften his final, summary remark. 

Some of Miller's comments drew sarcastic reaction from another witness, 
Richard Bonnie, a University of Virginia law profess{)r who served as associate 
staff director of a Nixon-appointed presidential commission that recommended 
in 1972 a total decriminalization of pot. 

Bonnie was particulady scornful of Miller's admission that existing pot law is 
not n{)w enforced as a mutter of government policy. Terming this approach to 
law enforcement "symbolism," Bonnie said, "We want to keep (laws) 011 the 
books because we want to keep up our morality, and we want to keep them 
unenforced because we want to keep up our behayior." 

Two county-level prosecutors, Dist. Atty. Pat Horton of Laue County 
(Eugene), Ore., and Asst. Dist. Atty. Richard Wood of Denver, argued strongly 
for passage of the Javits bill or something like it. Both officials represent 
communities where simple pot violations have been reduced to traffic-ticket 
status. 

In neither jurisdiction, they said, has there been an upsurge of marihuana 
abuse, and the elimination of criminal penalties for pot violations has freed 
police to cracl{ down on perpetrators of violent crimes. 

R. Keith Stroup, director of the National Organization for fue Reform of 
Marihuana Laws (NORML), characterizing himself as a pot user, said he 
resents "the fact that someone can fine me" for tllis form of recreational drug
taking. But, he added, NORML is prepared to support the Javits bill as a 
"conditional cease-fire" . pending eventual full decriminalization. 

[From the Pasco (Wash.) Trl-Clty Herald, May 18, 1975] 

GOVERNlIiENT GIVES Up ANTI-POT STANOE 

W ASHINGToN.-The Justice Department, which conSistently had opposed 
efforts to remove the criminal penalty for possession of marihuana, shifted this 
week to take no position on a bill that would "decriminalize" personal use of 
the controversial substilnce. 

Attorney General Edward n. Levi expected reconsideration of the federal 
government's position on marijuana contrasts with the position of his predeces
sor, William B. Saxbe, who in December said, "I have no intention to advocate 
or support legislation that would legalize or decriminalize posseSSion and use of 
marihuan/l. . . . marihuana is no harmless lollypop." 

The shift in the. Justice Department from OPPOSition to no position on removing 
criminal penalties for personal use of marihuana became apparent at a Senate 
Judiciary subcommittee hearing Wednesday on a bill that would substitute a 
maximum $100 civil fine tor such possession. 
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Donald E. Miller, chief counsel of the Drug Enforcement Administration, told 
Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.), the subcommittee chairman, that he is considering 
drafting a model law for states that want to decriminalize the use of marihuana. 

Last year more than 400,000 Americans were arrested for marihuana posses
sion, Bayh said. There are criminal penalties for marihuana possession in all 
states except Oregon, whose law is the model for the proposed federallegislntion. 

The proposed fine under the new bill would apply to those in possession of 
not more than one ounce of marihuana for their personal use, whether in a 
private or public place, or for those found transferring such an amount of 
marihuana if no sale is involved. 

R. Keith Stroup, director of the National Organization for the Reform of 
Marihuana Laws (NORML), in testifying in favor of the legislation, said "Sky
dIving, drinl!:ing alcohol, smoldng cigarettes and overeating are but some of 
the high-risk activities people engage in every day. Yet they remain free from 
arrest ... but the 13 million persons who regularly smolre marihuana are 
still classified as criminals" by the federal government and 49 states. 

Changing the federal law, under which relatively few persons are arrested, 
would not bar states from continuing criminal penalties for marihuana posses
sion. But the existence of a federal law with weak sanctions probably would 
lead in time to wealmning of state laws. 

(From the New Orleans Times·Picayune, May 20, 1075] 

ON DEOLARING 1'0T A LOT LIKE BOOZE 

(By Susan Fogg) 

WAsHINaToN.-Decl'iminalization of marihuana would be a "cautious, con
seryatiye" reform, given the high price society pays for existing laws, according 
to the former associate <1irector of the Schafer Commission on Marihuana. 

Richard Bonnie, a law professor at the University of Virginia since leaving 
the presidential commission, told a Senate hearing that in his personal view 
marihUana should be treated under law the same way alcohol is. 

"My personal opinion is that if mariIlUalla is used in moderate amounts for 
recreational purposes, the state ought not to intervene," Bonnie told the Senate 
Judiciary subcommittee on juvenile delinquency. 

"Our IJolicy onght to be the same as for alcohol, with intervention not to 
prohibit people from getting the drug, but to make sure that people are getting 
the healthiest pr.Jdnct a,'ailable," Bonnie said. 

"But I realize that reform can be incremental filJd that the regulatory approadl 
Is not feasible," he said. "It might Yi0late some of our international treaty obliga
tiollS and it is politically unfeasible." 

In contrast to the regularory approach that would for the IllOSt part allow adults 
free access to the drug, decriminalizations is-and was for the commission headE'd 
by formel' Pennsylvania Gov. Raymond Schafer-a "cautious, COllSeryatiye" ap
proach, Bonnie said. 

Bonnie made his statement in response to questions from subconulllttE'e Chair
man Birch Ba3'11, D-lnd., "about the possible inconsistency in the Schafer Com
mission's recommendation to remove criminal penalties for possession, while 
retaining them for distribution 'or cultiy"ation. 

"Were you conC'el'lled with the consistency of saying it's olray to use it but not 
olmy to sell a substance we say is okay," Bayh asked. "If the commission decided 
the substance doesn't harm individuals, why punish them for selling it?" 

Bonnie responded that the commiSSion, apPOinted by President Nixon, "did not 
sal' marihuana is okay, but that we are paying too high a price for crimina] laws 
against personal us~." 

That price includes both the $600 million a year law enforcement agenCiE's 
spend in making marihuana arrests-resources diverted from the prosecntioll of 
violent crimes and thefts~as well m; the stigma attached to hundreds of thous
ands of young people arrested each year for simple posseSSion, Bonnie said. 

Bayh's subcommittee is considoring a bill introduced by Sen. Jacob K. Javits, 
R·N.Y., that would amend federal drug law to mal,f':, possl'ssion of one ounce or 
less of marihuana punishably only bJ' a civil fine of )lOt more than .~laO. 
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The bill is moclelel on Oregon state law and contains some Significant revisions 
of the bill Javits introduced last year, changes Bayh's staff said will malce the 
bill more passable. 

Javits 'Originally favored a bill to make possession of up to three ounces of 
marihuana lawful, with no reference to civil fines or confiscation of the drug. 

Bayh plans further hearings this year on the bill to clarify some of its technical 
provisions. A.s now written, the measure provides no mechanism for issuing cita
tions for civil fines, and it lacks guidelines for the handling of arrest records
whether they can be withheld in employment or educational applications. 

The authority of police to confiscate marihuana in making an arrest is not clear 
in the bill, and it does not indicate whether the burden of proof in an arrest is on 
the police Or the defendant. 

The bill would change only federal law, leaving unaffected the state and local 
ordinances under which most marihuana arrests are made. However, Keith Stroup 
of the National Organization for the Reform of Marihuana laws has predicted 
that :at least 30 states would follow the federal example if the JaYits bill wer~ 
passed. 

{From the National Drug Reporter, Vol. VI, AUgust-September 1976] 

BAYR PROPOSES STRICTER. PENALTIES FOR. HEltOIN PUSll1):RS AND DECR~MINALIZATION 
OF MARIHUANA 

In an A.ugust 3 message to the Sena'te, Sen. Birch Bayh (D-IN) announced 
his intention ,to introduce It drug bill later this year which will include It mari
huana use decriminalization proposal modeled after the Oregon state law, amI 
mandatory minimum sentences 'Of 10 to 30 years f{)r a first·-offense cOllviction 
for selling 1/10 of an ounce or more of pure opiate narcotic, and mandatory life 
imprisonment for subsequent offenses. Eligibility for parole -would be permitted 
after serving 30 years of a life sentence. 

Bayh said his mandatory penalty proposal will target high-level traffil;:ers who 
are pushing drugs :£01' profit, and called it superior to the President's proposal, 
S. 3411 (see above story), which does not distinguish as ,to the amount or purity 
of drug illyolYed in a sale. In accordance with S. 3411, Bayh would also require 
forfeiture -of money used in illegal transactions, allow Customs agents to search 
suspects for currellCY, and enact new reporting requirements for seagoing vessels 
enteling the country. 

In support 'Of marihuana decrimiualiza:[ion, Bayh said, "we must recognize 
that tht' ~600 million invested annually to prosecute marihuana cases can be 
used in a manner more consistent with the protection of property and safety of the 
taxpayers ... 7 in 10 drug arrests are for predominantly simply marihuana 
possession. We must reject such counterproductive law eqforcement policy." 



ARTICLES RELATED TO MARIHUANA LEGISLATION 

ALASKA 

[From the WashIngton Star-News, May 21, 1975J 

ALASKA CUTS PE:-IALTIES FOR POT SUOKERS 

The Ala~l;:a legislature has approved a bill that removes Criminal penalties 
for POSSeSSIOn of small smounts of marijuana. If the bill is not vetoedbv Gov Jay 
Ha~m?n, :11aska will join Oregon as the second srate in the United" Stat~s to 
decrlmmalIze pot possession. 

1\pprove.d Friday,. the bill is more refined than the 18-month-old Oregon law 
wlllcll leVIes a maXllllum $100 fine 'On persons raugllt with an ounce or less in 
their possession. 

The Alaska measure allows pot smokers to have unspecified amounts in their 
private home with 'U maximum fine of $100. Howe ,'er , those caugllt smolring 
marijuana in public, or founel with marijnana on their person while driying are 
subject to fines up to $1,000. ' 

Keith Stroup, director of the National Organization for thE' Reform of Marijua
na IJaws, desrribec1 the law as "sensible" 

"The clause covering unsperifieel amounts kept in the home for persoual use 
doesn't mean that Il dealer can keep llUlf a ton of grass in Ilis room and not expect 
to be rharged with possession with intent to distribute. 

"TIle Alaslm Supreme Court has generally held that amounts up to 8 ounces 
are probably for personal Wle and anything over that means that tJle individual 
is probably intending to sell it." 

[From the New Yor]{ Times, May 28, 1975] 

COURT IN Ar.AS1{A BAOKS l\IARIJUANA 

SAYS CI'l'IzENS nAVE RIGn'l' TO USE THE DRUG IN HOMES 

JUNF..AU, Alaska, l\fay 27 (AP)-'.rhe Alaska Supreme Court ruled today that 
dtlz('us haYe Il constitutional right to possess mar~Juana for personal u~e in their 
<J.wn home>;. 

'However, the court said the srate has a "legitimate concern" with outlawing 
the use 0111 marijunna in public. 

With fonr conrurt'ing opinions nnd no dissent, the five-nwmber court said the 
right of indiyiduals to privary in their homes "would encompass the possession 
and ingest.ion of I'lubstanres such as marijuana in a purely personal, noncommer
(ilal context in the homE'." 

The r~egis}atnr(' this month arlopted a bill to reduce penalties for posscsRioll. of 
the dru~. At the Kame time, it imposed only rivil penalties for personal posseSSIOn 
of marlojuana in the llOme. . 

° Those provisions for fines would apparently be called into question by the Illgh 
court ruling. 

TRAFFIO CITATION ARIIEST 

The decision cltme in a case against an Anrhor!lge lawyer. Irwin R:n-in. wllO 
was arrested in l!lte 1!}'72 after pOli('emen discoyered a small amonnt of marl
jnana on lliIn while issuing him a traffic cital:ion. His conyic'tioJl WflS returned to 

° District Court for further proceerllngs. 
(1500) 

< 
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The court noted that there was a substantial body of scientific evidence that 
marijuana is a relatively iharmless drug and said that the' state could not dem
onstrate a sufficient threat to public safety to justify invading the privacy of the 
home. 

But the state has "a legitimate concern with the problem of driving under the 
influence of ma,rijuana," the court sdd. 

The court noted that the state retains the right to outlaw the buying and sell
ing of marijuana or possession of amounts "indicative of intent to sell rather than 
possession for personal use." 

A law that was to take effect this September removed the threat of a $1,000 
fine a year in jail for possession of any amount of marijuana for personal use in 
the home or possession of an ounce or less in public. While jail sentences were 
dropped, the Legislature retained a $1,000 fine for any public use of the drug, 
possession of more than one ounce in public, possession of any amount in a car or 
airplane and for possession of any amount by a minor. 

CALIFORNIA 

[From the Los Angeles Times West Magazine, Aug. 16, 1970] 

THE HIGH COST OF CANNABIS 

(By Walt Ander,son) 

They have a new courthouse in Orange County, an elegant ll-story building 
with 33 comfortable air-conditioned courtrooms in it. And a new courthouse 
building is going up in Los Angeles, too, across the street from City Hall. This 
will be the Criminal Courts Building: 22 stories high, 50 courtrooms. 

These are prosperous times for courthouse builders. The population of Southern 
California counties is increasing, the amount of crime generally is increasing 
right along with it, and arrests and convictions in one group of crimes-those 
involving marihuana-are increasing even faster than the population. 

In less than a decade, marihuana crimes have emerged from relative obscurity 
to a clear number one position. From 1960 to 1968, according to the ,Bure!Cu of 
Criminal Statisl:ics, marihuana violations in California increased more than 700 
percent among adults, more than 2,000 percent among juveniles. At the present 
time, more than 70,000 people a year ·are arrested for marihuana violations in 
Los Angeles County alone. This means that the whole machinery of law enforce
ment has become in large part an apparatus for :the processing of pot smokers. 
And it means that the taxpayers .of California, most of whom presumably have 
never purchased a joint, are spending a great deal of money on marihuana. 

This change has done more than just crowd the courts and boost business for 
lawyers and bail bondsmen. It 'has changed the whole:tone and style of the law
enforcement business, and it has brought a whole new class of people into 
contact with the inside 'of jail cells and courtrooms. Go down, any day of the 
week, to the muniCipal courthouse annex on the corner of Sunset and Broadway, 
drop into Diyision 40, ·and you will see wlmt I mean. 

Twice a day, in Diy-ision 40, prisoners are arraigned on felony charges. They 
are transported from the jails by bus, unloaded, held in the cells in the back of 
the annex building, and then, at araund 11 in the morning and 3 in the 'after
noon, brought into the courtroom. The prisoners' boxes, one for men and one for 
women, are big enough to seat about 30 people, but there are usually 40 or mOre 
prisoners at a time, and those who cannot find seats crowd into the closed-off 
'area and stand wherever they can find room. 

It ·is a crowded and ·busy place anyway. A young lawyer from the Public De
fender's office, using a microphone so his voice will come over the sound system, 
calls 'Off each prisoner's name and reads the charges against him. Then 'the jtldge 
tal{es oyer to set the ·amount of bail !.lnd preliminary 'hearing date for .each 
prisoner. This operation, or soulething about Iilm it, has gone on for years, and 
the main change has been the number and Idnd of people in the box. The prisoners 
used to be mostly blacks anit Mexican-Americans. ~'hey still are, but now a 
third ethnic out-group-young, middle class whites-~has joined them. 
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. In 1960 the average person who came before the courts on a narcotics charge 
in Ca1ifo~nia was 30 years old, from a racial minority group, with. a fairly ex
tensive criminal record. 'l'oday the median age of a drug offender .IS 19; .th.ree-
quarters of them are white, and the great majority has no prevIOus cnmmal 
record. 

When I was in the early stages of researching this article, I happeI~ed to get 
into a conversation with a group of people from the city Human RelatIons Com
mission who were having coffee in the cafeteria in the new Hall of Records. I 
said something about the increase in the use of marihuana. . 

Leon Smith who is black corrected me on that. "You .talk about manhuuna 
like it was so~ething new" he said. "You ought to be sure you know who it's new 
to. It's new to the white 'middle-class, that's all. Kids have been smoking it in 
the ghettos for years, and nobody worried about it." 

Today, anyway, a lot of people are worried about it, and the public WCl"ry has 
been reflected in the increase in the number of public serYants who are 1il one 
way 01' anothel· trying to do something about it. Public problems ha ve a way 
of carving out a place for themselves in the bureaucracy, and marihuana has 
done this with amazing speed. I spent several weeks in and out of offices and 
courtrooms in Southerll CaTifornia, talking to people who are employed in the 
legal side of the marihuanll. business. There are a lot of them. 

One ugency which becomes involved with a high percentage of the people 
arrested on marihuana charges is the Public Defender's Office, which provides 
legal counsel for those who can't afford to hire a private attorney. 

The men who worl, for the Public Defender'S Office tend to be ~'oung lawyers, 
with hair as long as you can safely wear into a courtroom when you want to 
stay on the right side of the judge. There are now 300 nttomeys in the IJ.A. 
County Office of the Public Defender, working at salaries of a thousand a month 
upward, and they spend a lot of their time defending marihuana cases. Usually 
with a good deal of enthusiasm. One man from the P.D. Office .told me: "'Ye 
consider these to be serious cases, and we work hard at them:' '1'hen he added, 
with some pride, "It costs the taxpayers a fortune." 

The average marihuana case requires about nine court appearances as it goes 
through the routine of arraignment in municipal court, preliminary hearing in 
municipal c\1urt, arraignment in superior court, continuances, and so forth, until 
sentencing. 

For the defendant, it means four to six weeks will pass before the case is com
pleted. During this time the arresting officer will have to make at least one court 
appearance, and usually more; at least two deputy district attorneys will be 
involved with the prosecution; and three or four different judges will have 
handled some par,t of the case in their respective courts. L.A. County has 134 
Superior Court judges, and the Board of Supervisors is trying to get the state to 
authorize 27 more. 

Although a good portion of the worl, of defending marihuana cases falls to the 
Public Defender's Office, private attorneys get their share. lUany attorneys who 
would never have touched a narcotics case 10 years ago now make it an import
ant ,part of their practice. As one lawyer put it, "It's really a gold mine since 
marihuana moved into the middle and upper classes. A lot of these kids that get 
busted rna)' look like hippies, but they've got a daddy with money." 

Getting dpfemled by a private attorney in a marihuana case may cost a few 
thousand dollars, or it may only cost a few hundred. The prices on the lower end 
of the scale are those charged by some lawyers who have made a specialty of 
defendiug marihuana cases, and who sometimes come into court with a list of 
clients almost as long as the Public Defender's. 

Because the courts are crowded, because marihuana cases are so numerous, 
b.ecause ~hey do tel~d to fall into patterns of similarity, the whole judiC'ial opera
tron ineYltably ~egIlls to take on the quality of processing Army recruits. Jndges 
and lawyers WIll tell you that they want to treat each case on its individual 
merits, and mean it, but when a hundred or two hundred defendants 1lI0ve through 
a single courtroom in !l. single day-which is not at all unusual~they become an 
anonymous hlur. 
A~Ol~nd cou~~houses I sometimes heard this or that judge praised as a "great 

admIllIstrator. That sounded odd, to my outsider's ear. I thought they should 
call him a "great jurist," something of that sort. lUore majestic. But then I saw 
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a judge handle over 40 felony arraignments in about 20 minutes, and I knew 
what they meant. 

In the day-in-day-out run of marihuana cases, there are certain ritual acts 
that the defense attorney can be expected to perform. He will usually malte a mo
tion for suppression of evidence, arguing that it was obtained illegally. 

If the judge feels that the arresting officer violated the rules of search ~nd 
seizure and grauts the motion, that ends l.t then and there, because a possesSIOn 
case generally has one witness-the arresting officer-and one item of evidence
the marihuana. '.rhe amount, in about 90 percent of possessioll cases, is an ounce 
or less. 

Another strategem is to have the defendant plead guilty to a lesser charge. This 
calls for some negotiating between defense and ,prosecution, but it has advantages 
all around. It makes it possible, for example, that somebody who is arrested 
for having 'been found with marihuana plead guilty to the lesser charge of being 
present when marihuana was being used. 

The moral contradiction of 1lleading guilty to a crime one didn't commit doesn't 
seem to bother too many people, and it makes the legal gears grind. The prosecu
tion gets a conviction, the defense attorney has done something for his client, and 
everybody is spared the time and expense of going on to a full-scale jury trial. , 

Once the def~ndant has been found guilty, there is still a further possibility. 
Although possession of marihuana is a felony, carrying a sentence of one to 10 
years in state prison, the judge may, on a first offense, prescribe a misdemeanor 
sentence with a maximum of one year in county jail. 

The chances of getting such a reduction vary from judge to judge, und from 
county to county. In Orange County 90 percent of first offense possession yiola
tors receive felony sentences; in Los Angeles County only 21 percent receiYe 
felony sentences. Alan Sieroty, a liberal young assemblyman from Beverly Hills, 
wants to pass a law which will do away with this inconsistency by making pos
session of marihuana simply a misdemeanor. Other lawmal{ers want to do awa~' 
with the inconsistency by making all possession convictions felonies. 

Meanwhile, it is possible for the judge to :find the defendant guilty of a felony, 
suspend his sentence and put him on probation for a couple of years, and {hen 
reduce the conviction to a misdemeanor later on at the recommendation of the 
probation officer. And most of the misdemeanor sentences, for that matter, leSl" 
to a period of probation. 

The Los Angeles County Probation Department has been growing, too, about 
three times as fast as the population. In 1969 its budget was about $41 million, 
and the' department no'v has neary 2,000 probation officers. 

't'hey made a statistical :;UlTey of people on probati::m last year, and it 
showed that there were 3,298 adults on probation for the single offense of pos
session of marihuana. This figure whiCh did not include other marihuana 
violations such as possession for sale, accounted for the largest single block of 
probati oners. 

It easily beat out such old probation standbys as nOll3uPport, lletty tIl eft aud 
forgery. 

Among juveniles, too, possession of marihuana is the lending offense-but thl;' 
situation there is more complicated because narcotiCR in general and marihuanll 
in particular so saturate all rela.tionships; between youth and the law that it 
is hardly possible to make any real distinction between tl1e juvenile who is in 
trouble for a marihuana offense and the juvenile who is in trouble for some
thing else. 

One of the probation officers I talked .to was Mike Alien, who works in the 
field office in Hawthorne. It is one of tlJOse bland government buildings, on a 
side street off EI Segundo Boulevard; inside is a big waiting room with rowS 
of metal chairs where probationers sit until they are called for their appoint
ment, and beyond the waiting room are the offices, long rows of cubicles sepa
rated by barriers of metal and frosted glass, where tweed jackets hang on coat 
hangers and young men with psychology degrees sit interviewing clients and 
mUng out forms. 

I asked Mike, a big open-faced man with an impressive set of sideburns, how 
many of his clients were marihuana cases. Mike works exclusively with juve
niles. He looked through the metal file on his desk, started to itemize cases, and 
then shoved the drawer back into the cabinet. 

it 
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"Hell," he said, "they all use grass. There's not one kid I've tali,ed to who 
does not use it or hasn't used it." So they all use gra$$, and so there sits a pro
bation officer whose duty, you would think, is to persuaflc them to do other
wise. What does he do? Put it another way, what can he do'! It seemed to 
me that this was very important, because the period of probation, for most 
people, is what the whole courtroom process finally leads to. 

"I never argue about the advantages and disadvantages of grass," Mike said. 
HI never try to talk them out of it. I just say, look, it's against the law. You 
smoke, you're going to get busted again. That much, sometimes\ I can get them 
to listen. And some kids I know, I knew they smoked grass but then I heard 
they were using pills also. And J warned them against the pills. I think they 
list(>nE'd to me, becauile I hadn't preDched to them before." 

Most of the probation officers I talked to brought up the work tl1ey do in tl:y
ing to help their clients cope more effectively with their problems; they view 
the use of narcotics as a symptom of more serious troubles, and try to deal with 
those. The contemporary probation officer, in short, tends to view himself as a 
kind of psychotherapist. 

EDUCATION IS SEEN AS A NEW PANACEA 

The trouble with this, aside from whatever displeasure it might cause in the 
psychiatric profession, is that probation officers don't have much time to work 
with the'll' clients. The 'average probation officer is usually responsible for some
where around a hundred people. Some have smaller caseloads, some have 200. 
He may see some of his clients twice a week, for a period of a half hour or so, 
and he may see some of them once every three months. Many probationers are on 
"mailer" status. 'I'!Jat means they are only required to mail in a form periodically 
to their probation officer, and do not see him in person at all. 

A couple of Mike's superiors in the Probation Department, whom I talked to 
in a big office in the Hall of Records, stressed the fact that the probation officer 
is only one person in the client's life, vastly outnumbered by all the peers and 
contemporaries who have other values. 'I'he solution to the marihuana problem, 
they feel, will have to come from education. They told me about various programs 
going on in the schools' educational films about the dangers of ll'arcotics, l(>ctures 
by experts and former addicts, demonstrations by yoga teachers to encourage 
turning-on with exercise and meditation instead of with grass. 

Many people I talked to said they thought an educational effort will succeed in 
reducing the popularity of marihuana. But they also said that, so far, marihuana 
use is still on the rise. The use 'of various kinds 'of pills-uppers and downers
is on the rise also. 

So :l'ar we have been talking only about the various agenCies which deal with 
the marihuana violator from arrest onward. W'e have left out the law-enfOrce
ment: agencies and completely ignored that new American folk figure, the nar
cotics agent, referred to by the probationer as a nark. 

Nobody seems to know (>xactly how many narcotics agents-federal, state, 
county sheriff's departments, city police departments-are operating in Southern 
California, and occasional attempts to shed some light on this question have en
countered a certain hostility from the authorities. Last year the Los Angeles 
Free Pre8.~ published a list 'Of the names Dnd addresses of state narcotics agents
induding 26 from the LOll Angeles area office-and as a result of it a former re
porter, Jerry Applebaum, and the l!'reep editor Art Kunkin were conYicted of 
felony charges of receiving stolen property. 

When I first talked to Lt. Ladhoff, the Los Angeles Police Department's press 
representative, about the article I was working on, he was unenthusiastic. "We 
don't want a lot of stories about undercover 'agents out on buy programs," he said. 

"But there are undercover agents out on buy programs, aren't there?" I asked. 
"Oh sure," he said. "But we don't want 'a lot of stories about them." 
We were Sitting in Lt. Ladhoff's office ill Parlrer Center, and as we talked I 

saw a couple of shaggy-looking young men in the next room. They were laughing 
Dncl talking to a secretary, and one of them was carrying a large potted mari
llUana plant, so perfect in shape and color j'hat I th'inlr it was probably artificial. 

"Who are those guys?" I asked the Lieutenant. 
He said he didn't InlOW who they were. As far as I can dope out the possibilities 

they were either (a) two undercover lJarrotics agents or (b) two hippies walking 
through Parker Center with a marihuana plant. 
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A couple of days later I went to see Captain ~pger Guindon, who is commander 
of the narcotics division of the LAPD, To get 'in to see him you pass through a 
crowded outer office, full of kids being questioned by officers, 

I had expected Oaptain Guindon to be reluctant to talk about how hi~, divlsion 
operates, but he turned out to be a courteous, soft-spoken type, and not reluctant 
at all. He told me, first off, that about 80 percent of narcotics arrests, including 
almost all the routine marihuana possession cases, are made not by men in his 
division, but by uniformed officers. 

The narcotics agents in his division, plainclothesmen, are mainly involved with 
special investigations and with preparing the complaints which have to go to the 
District Attorney's Office before anyone is officially charged with a crime-that 
was what was gOing on in the outer office. There are now 128 {)fficers in the nar
cotics division-an increase of a little over 100 percent in the past 10 years. 

In addition to the regular officers, the division has an extra 15 men or so 
attached to it as undercover agents. These are young officers, fresh out of police 
academy, who let their hair or their beards grow and go out into the streets. 

COST OF LAW ENFORCE1£ENT IS SKYROCKETING 

They are not out there to get bigtime pushers. "This program," the Oaptain ex
plained, ".is basically designed for the small street peddler. He is the most con
taminating source in society today, because he contacts the most people." 

The undercover agent becomes assimil:ated into a group, or into several groups, 
makes acquaintances with people who are selling, makes two or three buys from 
each. After about four months, when his undercover tour of duty is finished, war
rants are issued and an the sellers are arrested. According to Oaptain Guindon, 
the department gets 30 to 40 peddlers arrested for each undercover Officer it 
puts in the field. 

I thought about this later; and I estimate, based on the number of buys per of
ficer, that the LAPD must be purchasing around $50,000 worth of marihuana 
a year. 

I talked to Captain Guindon about the whole narcotics scene, aua especially 
about marihuana. He is very upset at people such as Margaret Mead who are 
adYocating more liberal laws about marihuana. Doctor Mead has said that mari
huana should be legalized, ahd she is very unpopular with the police these days, 
Captain Guindon does not agree with people who thinl, society should become 
more permissive. He, too, thinks education is the way to solve the problem. He 
had a folder on his desk from Lockheed Educational Systems, who have designed 
a narcotics program they are trying to market to local school districts. 

Meanwhile, the narcotics'uiyision is grOWing. The Oity Council has been talking 
about increasing its strength to 226 officers, as part of a "war on narcotics'!' 

One reason divisions such as Captain Guindon's keep getting iarger is that the 
problem never seems to go away. Arrest 30 street peddlers, and in no time 30 
new pedd'lers ha ye come along to take their place. 

Marihuana is also the easiest of all contraband goods for the user to produce 
himself. A few seeds and you are your own connection; nothing in the era of 
bathtub gin and home brew was eyer as easy as home-grOWn grass. . 

This being true, it was inevitable that 'there would be an' increase in the 
number of persons choosing to grow their own and avoid the uncertainties and 
expense of buying it from sOluebod;y else. In one year, from 1967 to 1968 (well 
before the beginning 'of the federal government's campaign to cut off smuggling .. 
from Mexico), the number of marihuana plants seized in Oalifornia jumped 
from 72.772 to 1,327,260~an increase of oyer 1,500 percent. 

Another evidence of the grass-growing hoom-which I found even more 
dramatic than the statistics-is the kind of lalJoratory facilities which are n'Ow 
being built. The Sheriff's Facility in Orange County, a new, building which 
went up at about the same time as the courthouse-has a beautifully equiPlJoed 
crime laboratory where chemists are kept busy-very ,busy-running the, anal
yses which are necessary before any narcotics can be introduced in court as 
evidence. The crime lab has a place for keeping bulk quantities of seized 
drugs--this is a fragrant room full of lockers-amI a herh~rium on the roof, 
for HYing plants. The herbarium is a locked cubicle: from tIle outside, it ~goks 
as if it might lJe a structure for power equipment; from the inside, it looks Uke 
It greenhou~e. It is full of potted marihuana plants, some peyote and It few 
bonzai trees being grown by olle of the lab men. 
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A herbarium struck me as a kind of bizarre thing to find on the roof of the 
Orange County Sheriff's building, but it maltes sense: if you are going to seize 
marihuana plants and introduce them as evidence in trials that may not take 
place for seyeral months, you have to have someplace to keep them alive. If 
present trends continue, a herbarium will become a standard item for the 
modern police station. 

But the increase in home-grown marihuana does not seem to be causing any 
decrease in the number of pe'Ollle who are bringing the stuff in from Mexico. 
~'hat i;:; a federal offense, and the responsibility for prosecuting the people who 
get caught bringing narcotics across the border from Mexico falls to Harr~' 
Steward, U.S. Attorney for the district encompassing San Diego and Imperial 
countie'S. 'When I tall,ed to Harry Steward 'on the phone, he said, "This is a real 
bad news deal we've got going down here. The court congestion you wouldn't 
beli~ye." 

I asked him if he knew how many marihuana cases his office was handling per 
year, and he gaye me almost exactly the same 'answer I had gotten when I asl,ed 
the crime lal> man at Santa Ana how many samples they were being asked to 
analyze. He said lie was so far behind he hadn't time to figure out how far behind 
he was. 

Later, when I visited him in his office in ''the old federal courthouse building 
in San Diego, he did come up with some 11gm'es. Steward is an informal type, 
with reddish hair and a reddish face and big hom-rimmed glasses, and he put his 
feet up on his desk as he talked, sitting there ur.der his framed photograph of 
Richard Nixon. 

He told me that his district-which takes in San Diego and Imperial counties
has the highest rate of violations of federal law of any district in the United 
States. "We're inundated," he said. "The demand for marihnana is up north, and 
the supply is down south, and we're Sitting in the middle." 'rhe statistic he gaye 
me was a figure on the number of cases each judge in his district ,.-as required 
to handle; it was 1,250 cases per year, compared to the natiolllli average of 250 
cases per year. 

The crime, illegal importatioll of marihuana, carries a federal prison sentence 
of liYe to 20 years on the first offense, 10 to 40 years fJn the second offense. No 
probation. There is a lesser offense, failure to pay import duties, to which some 
offenders, with a little luck and a good lawyer, sometimes get their charges 
reduced; that has a two-to-10 year sentence with the possibility of probation. 

Steward did not have any data on what kind of people are being arrested and 
charged with smuggling marihuana across the border-except to sa~' that they 
are, on the average, getting younger. "They run the gamut," he said. "You'ye got 
the experimenter, the addict or user, the mule--that's some guy, usually some 
poor dumb peasant, who gets talked into bringing some stuff across the border for 
somebody else. :and then there's the big-time commercial peddler, W1101U you 
seldom catch. Rigllt now we're getting more mUles." 

Steward told me about the programs which the Mexican government has under
tal,en since the beginning of Operati'OJl Co-Operation: searching vehicles on the 
highways, discovering and burning entire fields of marihuana plants. Operation 
Co-Operation, Steward thinks, is the best hope of cutting off the supply. The 
Solution to the demand problem, he thinks, is education: he showed me a news
paper clipping abou t a national campaign being launched nnder the direction 'of 
a New York advertising' agency, a campaign to change young people's attitudes 
about narcotics through advertisments. 

1'1"S BEEN A BAD YEAR FOR THE GRASS GROWERS 

~'h(lse things, Steward conceded, will take some time to produce results. :Mean
while, h~ was glad to hear that Congress was paSSing a bill authorizing three new 
teileru} :jmlgeFJ for his district. ~l'his will lessen some of the cGmt congest! on in 
!hm Di!!go, 'o.lthough the caseJoad will still be far above the national average. 
With the t;b1"~e new j\1dges,S{:eward will also be autllOrized six moreu.\rosecutors. 

From the Fedel'lll Cour!;hOUl:"I~ J. went to the Customs Bureau, the agrncy which 
i!l responsible for pl~1icing tlXI'.U:o'rder. I was looking for SOlUe inform!l,th~n on how 
1l1ll.1I;1' people they werl~ '!lr,ril~fln~I' Ilrr(:,,~til1g' I!!ver:v year for bringing mp',~ihnana in 
1'ron1 1\Iexico. Theydldtl'l; hlive that d!\ta, but th~)l' diel give me a tata.l of the 
amount of murihmtna se1'zed by bordel'agent.s: 1(: hlld gonl) lip ;from 2,1185 pOllIlD.S, 
in fiscal 1.965 to 48,896 pounds in 1968. 

\\ 
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The men at the Customs BI::reau-one of whom wore the uniform of a border 
customs inspector-were a couple of friendly bureaucrats, interested in their 
work and glad to be able to tell somebody what they were doing. I did not get the 
impression that they felt caught up in some great social crisis, sitting there in 
that pleasant building by the freeway on Il, sunny San Diego aay; they weren't 
even mad at Margaret Mead. They were busy, and, like bureaucrats everywhere, 
felt they need more help. . 

They are going to get it: more customs inspectors have been authorized, and 
the government is going to do some construction work at the San Ysidro border 
station. Right now there are 16 usable lanes; this is going to be increased to 26, 
so that many more inspectors can be working and that many more yehicles 
can be spot-checked. 

I drOl'e down to the border, then, and stood for a while watching cars stream 
across it from Tijuana; the usual herds of fishermen, campers, Mexican. workers, 
sightseers, horseplayers, hippies on the road and sailors on shore lea\'e. I watched 
them come across and tried to see them as experimenters and users and mules; 
somehow it didn't work, but by all the odds, several pounds of marihuana must 
have moved past me on its way north as I stood there. 

Up in an office abovt' the San Ysidro border station they have a wall chart with 
a month-by-month bre .. kdown on narcotics s,eizures and arrests. It showed that 
they are currently arresting more than a thousand people a year for crossing 
the border with marihuana. I noticed that the amount of marihuana seized in 
1969 was considerably less than for 1968. This was the first time in all my 
researchers that I had seen anything decline. I assumed th~~; it had sometl1illg 
to do with Operation Co-Operation, but one of the narcotli!S agents (not an 
inspector; there are 31 plainclothes narcotics agents working out of San Ysidro 
also) told me it was the result of bad weatber and crop failures in l\Iexico. 
Apparently the fields are fluorishlng again; according to tbe cbarts, tlle influx 
is rising, and right now marihuana seizures are better than a ton a month .. 

A ton a month is a lot of grass, and of course the amount seized is only a small 
fraction of the amount that gets across; I can only conclude that Mexico must 
still have a lot of unburned marihuana fields. 

During the weeks that I spent traveling arOlund Southern California, looking at 
different public agencies dealing with marihuana, and talking to people about 
what they thought was going on, I got a great deal of agreement on some points, 
and a great deal of disagreeemllt on others. 

Everybody agrees tha.t tb.e.;rjtuation is cdti~l. Some use the word. crisis, 
some call it an epidemic, sOI;,e call it a war. be choice of adjectives sbo\\'s 
more variety; some paC/rile say the situation i tragic, and others say it is 
ridiculolls. ;Everybody agiees that it is expensive. " 

Now, about solutions: I ran acrOss quite a number of people on the pubUc 
payroll who think marihuana ought to be legalized; tlley spoke out with surprising 
vehemence, and then asked me not to Ulle their names. 

SENTENCING VARIES GREATI.Y BY OOUN:l'Y , 

For most peopl,~ legalization is not quite thinkable, and the favorite wo;rd is 
education: Lockh'c!ad, or Madison Avenue, or some alliance of documentary film
makers, yogas, ex-users and health experts, will shatter the network of sllared 
values whIch now makes pot desirable to so many young paolile. 

Others are for escalation: more and tougher laws, more ,and tougber law 
enforcement.' ' 

Meanwhile, the number of people using marihuana and getting arrested for 
it conttnues to increase, and so does tbe number of people whose occupation it is 
to catcb, prosecute, defend, punish or counsel the users. I am not prepared . to 
estimatll how much it all costs: yOu would bave to compute som$ portio~}!of 
the salaries of all the uniformed P91ice officers peering into Volkswagen campers, 
all the undercover men out maldt,g frif'nds and looking for connections, all the!! 
narcotics agents writing complaints, all the men from tbe district attorneys' 
offices prosecuting the cases in court, all the laboratory men studying samples 
of Acapulco Gold through microscopes so the'prosecution will have scientific 
evidence that somel1ody has not been arrested for possession of a bag of oregano, 
all the public defendeI;s cross-examining polict'men to try to' establish that they 
got their ~vidence illegally, all the judges hearing the cases, all the'probation 
officers warl\ing their cUents not to get arrested agl).,in, and wboeve;: it is that, 
waters the plants on the roof of the Orange County ·Shel'iff's Department.·, 

B3-~l3 0 - 77 - 27 f' 
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There are a lot of people in the marihuana business, and there wiII be more 
people in it tomorrow than there are today, and I do not I.oow of anybody
anybody at all-who can clearly foresee an end to it. 

[From the LOB Angeles Times, July 20, 1971] 

THREE :MAYOP. SAN FRANCISCO LAW OFFICERS OPPOSE RECOMMENDATION 

SAN F~ANCISCO (UPI)-There top San Francisco law enforcement officers 
Monday unanimously opposed a recommendation of the San Francisco Com
mittee on Crime to legalize marihuana. 

"Because something is wrong, you just can't legalize it out of existence," said 
Police Chief Alfred J. NeIder. "You can't take a defeatist atitude. 

"Marihuana is detrimental to the user," NeIder said. "Recently, prior to testi
fying before a congressional subcommittee, I canvassed numerous heroin addicts. 
All said they started on marihuana. Each was asked if they advocated usage of 
marihuana. All said no." . 

Matthew O'Connor, regional chief of the State Narcotics Bureau, said mari
huana is "a danger'ous, unpredictable substance. According to our studies, mari
huana used consistently and in substantial amounts disorients the personality." 

O'Connor said studies of more than 1,000 individuals made by the State 
Bureau of Criminal Statistics in .Sacramento showed that 12% of those arrested 
for marihuana offenses were arrested subsequently for heroin offenses within 
five years. 

"Several Haight-Ashbury studies here reflected that of persons involved in 
the initial use of marihuana, a large percentage will go on to other drugs
including heroin-within less than a three-year period," he ~aid. 

Dist. Atty. John .Tay Ferdon said he also was against legalization "because 
marihuana has been proven to have deleterious effects." 

A minority on the crime committee also disagreed with the 17-member ma
jority reports. 

CRIME COMMITTEE URGES END TO LAWS AGAINST MAUIHUANA 

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)-While deploring the use of any mind-altering drugs, 
the San Francisco Committee on Crime recommended Monday the repeal of 
laws prohibiting use of marihuana by adults, but retention of laws making the 
sale of heroin illegal. 

In its 11th and final report, the 27-member committee split in its Tecommenda
tions. About one-third of the members were against the marihuana .recommenda
tions an~ filed minority reports. Only one member dissented' from the recom
mendations on heroin. 

The committee's recommendations for repealing laws prohibiting marihuana 
use were based,' the report emphasized, on the belief that the criminal process 
is not the best way to con'trol use of the drug. 

"We do not propose that society discontinue efforts to deter people from using 
marihuana," the report said. 

COMMENTS ON EFFECTS 

"It's use is probably not 'as deleteTious as its most earnest detractors say, but 
certainly people would be better off without it. In an age when human wits are 
most needed, they should not be subjected to manipulation or alteration by 
drugs. 

"We simply conclude that the criminal process is not the way to go about 
achieving the goal given the present state of evidence. 

"Indeed; removing the stigma of crimiIiality may remove the 'attraction of 
the illicit D.nd eliminate the impetus to use tll~,t comes from bravado. 

"Criminalization has failed'i we suggesfthat society now try non-criminal
ization." 

The committee members, in an introduction to the report, emphasized that 
they were not condoning or endorsing marihuana use. 

"We realize that previous portions such as those dealing with prostitution 
and pornogral)hy, have been carelessly read by portions of the public, including 
those Wl10 should know better. 

"The committee thoroughly deplores prostitution and has the utmost detesta
tion for pornography. Yet our reports have been carelessly interpreted o.s an 
endorsement of these vices. 
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"We resign ourselves to a like misinterpretation that the committee approves 
the use of marihuana, despite our reiteration that we disapprove the use of 
marihuana- and encourage all non-criminal processes to prevent it." 

Regarding marihuana, the committee recommended: 
Repeal of laws prohibiting the use 'and possession of marihuana by adults. 
Repeal of laws prohibiting sale of marihuana to adults and regulate sale to 

them by laws on the order of those regulating alcoholic beverages. 
Continue to prohibit sale to minors and possession by minors. 
Prohibit any advertising of marihuana. 
Devise and expend a vigorous education program about marihuana. 
The committee said in the case of heroin "a wholly diff~rent set of considera

tions is apparent. 
"The use of heroin is unmitigatably bad. It is destructive to the user, and it 

is destructive to society. No one is more contemptible than the vendor or pusher 
who 'hooks' another into use for the sake of profit. 

"If society is ever justified in punishing anyone for the sake of Teye~ge and 
detestation rather than for determent or rehabilitation, it would be justified 
in doing so to the vendor of heroin." 

But the committee also said that "efforts to date by criminal law to chock 
I1eroin traffic hllve been singularlji wlsuccessful. Major arrests are few and do 
not visibly (ecrease the traffic." 

Therefore,' the report said, "LOllg-range solutions to the heroin problem must 
be found in efforts 'by the fed.eral government to stop opium cultiva-tion, heroin 
refining and importation and in massive educational programs aimed at the 
drug." 

UNDERWORLD SOURCES 

TIle report said heroin 'addicts can obtain their drug only from underworld 
contacts because of current laws and commit crimes in order to obtain money. 

"At this time, there appea'r to be only two ways of having a substantial 
effect on the heroin crime cycle," the report said. 

"TIle first alternative is to place addicts permanently in institutions. This 
is punishment for illness. . 

"The second alternative is to establish government-controlled medical clinics 
where, if nothing else succeeds, heroin could be administered, not handed out, 
to confirmed heroin addicts on the educated, e:ll.-perienced judgment of physicians. 

"This would substantially reduce crime, the role of the commercial! peddler, 
and the likelihood of peddlers a,ttempting to hook 'our youth." 
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2. ;:c~f',ty law ~nforCe:1'~~l'C e:-:.?~;:c:i. t:lJ;'?s .:or Jr.tiri]t;ai:;:( '.:I;:, 

r.\r:cc~!.:s 

3. 

/i. CC·,·.·.1·: \::r~r.!:b , --~v.:. 

"'l-

·n 
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control of toe usc and av~ilClbil:..t.y 0:: ma.rijuena, 

l.·? :.(.1 a series or t.~Jr€.e public he;::cil1.g!:' l.n vc:r:'::;uz 
.i..A.-'~ic~ns of the Sti:lte .. 

J. r..- v.:.c;\-!·';!c.l c:x::en.sive studv ar;c rcpclr'': i:lz.t.:!rial a· .. ·;.-.:!.i

i.h~.e !'-eLltive tv -:ne oS'i.(-;~ect or rrarij".lana \lse 
t:.11:.:ou rjho'Lit the tinitcd St:atas • 

.. 1 • CC~t'}l.:!t.c(!~ tnis :t E:.?OTt: 0,- ~'he S~10ct Cc:nmi t tee I ~ 
!I.~tivi tics .. 

and experiQ~ce O~ 
:~;:,,:/;<-"::.-=c~ 

1'1. S'r,=~,:, '.,: ,1~::b:;:c \. • .: 

':;."':',,3::13. ,"'l-C truJ.y .:::cC!ic::~;;.2-:l 

'\~ 
'!:iffiG c.ld ~ale;~.: \\ 

\1 

r;;:'vcn 

) , \ 
\ J 

-.l-
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in as:Jisting 'Che legislc./;ive cOIl'J\"ti·ctee. ~"'hey have assi£"cec 

entL:ely at thei.r Olin expense. 

'r.ne cont:lusions and rccol\'\i.-:l.endutions in this report :;ffe.r 

a :::~t;l.:10na;).l"; nnd rec.liutic a,:lp:coi? .. .:b to a progran of 3.ction by 

it:di vi duals ar.d tnei~ governmeil-c:s .. 

-2-
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l4 'lIb: C<?rl1i.~ittac f:-l'~,:,sl even t .. ;3S~l(~it'llj :'-'''~J:ijt~z.na ~as ;;"~Q!:::;. 

~z:a?G:.E~h~.:~ o~ .... ~~f:··;~~~ ~ro; :2.~~~e~.~. ~~:~~F·;~. i.i~~.p~7i;'j.:l.;j1.-
t~OI .. t.l.JJ:O\.l~J.1 U \ . .1 .. ..:... ... ..:..:.:. ... _or.. o.!..- .. ..1.e 1.,.; •• J.II!~.l<.;..t. • .. \';.," _ ~ n0 r:t 
prc~>"!t· ?l?p~:r.hl.C:'1 ir; con'.::co:i.: ~~lc t'bOZ6 1'.1:'\Jpz.r::3.(!:!3 :-Ul .. : >.;.r:....:;:;;ts ~ 

2.. ·J·lH.~ Co:n~ 1i t Lee fur ther fi:1d~;;. pr.~ va t{? l'ttie o~ !~,a:;:ij"'::it~;.\ i: :. 
P!.'j v:~ tc acl-. 

"1. ~!n:---.;.j:"':t~ln U:'2 iB ~:o :en :ceg-,{~dc~ as in'lol'rr!.ng p;:.i ;,~:.:=il!} G, 

rir;}: ~:c the i.nrJiv~.",ual user 

1.'h~ ~~ \:atc d~e~~ not lHlve ~.uffici.2ni:. cCiI,pelling il,!J.:~ !"oQ.~ 't: to 
pJ:·r!~r~r.t 1:hz iCldlvic~:!~J. frclII ta;~itJ.g suc}: risks • 

. ). H:'ll:';~jco;\n~ ~JS(;' is noe a t::,:.:a;~'C to publi..: h..::al tr., s~.! :':~l:Y _'.L 

mo~:a:'s so il.3 to wa!-Z'c.:r!t s',a'te, int~t1sio11 .. 

~ _ 'rilC:; t)3C of !n?ri.jut.:./lt. is not such a 't:,:=-eat JL-O soci..:.ty to 
",a:c.:cc.nt U1C ja.i.-1i;;.g cd: paop.l.~ as a w?..y to L,.:::al 1'1it'1: tn • 
.!) tte:iuant issues .. 

~/. ~!C Sl:Zltc:; does no..: fJav'c ';'::n~ :cenponsibilit~! :'0 prclr.cct c.~~ 
indi v.i.dual a.;-aine ~ ~..:h(';! .?o,t2:~1tic..]_ly l1a::'mful eff.sc'~s of a 
drug ,,,~hcn tnasc arc st.ill ·.inknc\·ln ~:nd when all the ~vi~· 
dnr.ce suggests th2;" are no grcate:t' :"n severity, and po:::;~ ibljl 
:H)t: so much r5if£c:::,:~!,,",t i~1 }~i:-'PI t::Jn -'::'1,?se from oi:n.3::: .:.:-~ 
cially accc?t~ble ~~ugs~ 

0 .. If 'C~1e indi'licua)_ ;'H~(!OB ':0 ~nlve ::;::'f~l.3 :~oterrc.n't -c·:) ~-\l'2:: ... t4~(? 
of a drug,.bri':~s·i-:-.:. 't.~;"~ ic:.6ivi.c~:.~:, l.::.,co t~1~' crirrt::.:'l:.l y.l:::tic;c 
~r,~ ~~~~n~~cs ~o:' C011S-.:i 'cU\:t:: a ,c? ..... s;.:.:",:.::.2. -= ~tit:.;' of C:CC:;~i'''P:~ ::,,:='~':~',~S: 

9. ':i'i1A ::'.:=~~ef'l t..~j, cO~!,,_-,t.::.~:j to the dollf;~;J S'p~n';: by t~-. .u Si:~tc_ 

and '-.:he soc.tal COB';Z 3~ff~:::ed by 'C~,~ ir..a.ividtH:1., ~::~ n~~~ 
\vo:c':[) the c:;r. of t:,e crir\-I':";lal p:c~~ess .. 

.. ,;. .... 
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1.. I:: .:'he t:l ir c::. ~::-.· .. :l\.!::u: p.:'.!ri.o~ 1960-:: 9 I"..!. • cv,,-:.~· (00 J J')'J 
Cl! liforn~ ~ln_j, 1';'2:;"'; i.r1:'(;f;t~C: on ~r,~!:::i~~:·.l:. . ..i t_1:....irg';'$ " 

2,. T'n-:..:;:-c v:ar~ i1PP!'C'/xir.\ately 7.5 / 561 !:-:\rijl1;r~a :~ri:~':Jt.:" :4:-~ 
C~l:fornin in 1972. 

3. !It. :.!..'~ \,t:,::;c,;! S~l, 027 udul t :.; . ..:. !.O:l:C" rrv~rijui~.'1=" 3~:-;t: .. :.~t.~ '.1 

S~-.r..·ta compri;:;ing 22% of aI-l. 2r""~::ilt :i:elo~}" a::;r:est:·~; : ... 1 t:·.e 
Si:c:':'I? .. 

4 .. Si:.i lC:'.:cl:{ i ':':'\0.":.::0 -.g.:.):~ 21 ... J34 juv<::~~~:.~~ rt~arl.Jt~i...r:::: .-.;:-:. :t ... 
cc.~1J.?j:i:3:tl'l~i t,;.)':..:o: .. :i~·.~.:lt~=_ly 20% 0:: tr.:) 103" ?47 j\1\'.::.n~*l\! 
HtiljOl: lu,· .. J viol.:'. tion arre~n"1 ~ 

~. i·J.; •. !."\.Ju2.n~ lH';~ is ",: ")t .~ ~O'~':'::1 :-J~1:?'~·;.C:"i:"#~O:~ .. 

9J.~(";, ;.:;r; .r. ,i.d CJ.t1.1.:.h-..~':: of r:(~ ?~):...~. 

~/~ ~&i::!':G: ia ;.~~_·ear: ..:..!io::ct.ivi",:·" of r.1.~:.::-ij·I..;.'i.tit' :~0.\J en£or(.:c~r . ..:·.i:. 
i)'.l"j: tlj i~:;; limi"!:E.c. ::c8our;Ls .. it ;!.B c~'.·::t..r la\<; c::\2'J:.:·~ .. _:.1·.~~·.·:~ 
c;.;,;.~~.·")t =.n .. ~ do·::::; "':':J~ 1:...:::t:OS~: i:411 usc:~~" l·!.b01lt 1 ot: ... of. 't,OG 
"JS.:"':C if; totlC:'i:.:l :JY en.:) ::.=".'i. 

',', Il~ 19"/2" .:p:'1::,:»:~::··.:..:;:y~:11~~ill:.l'):1 c,:: : .. :.o~ ;;}-:.r '-~":::J~.':.:';.~ 
:.!~c:.T:,:(,d~c1 b~,: c::-t:l1{:Y iy.~:.f ::.nio::c .. ::.:!~.~:n t ::0::::' ,';,".i!: :.jl:ar.l~-. n;:.:· .. .!l~.1\.:.:: .... 

. J. 1~iC Depa:ctI1P:n·t c:: c.:O:"-:C8::t::tcns $p.r~i::c:r:; i:~~?.l?:ccximat':11:r $9~O. CGO 
P3;C year. Cll. !.jjl!'i~J:'.~':' off:_r.lde~G i~1ce:.::,::·n·=ated in ::·i:;:.d:·!;: ·i::-:Oi~~ .. 
'..I.·i:;·2 ;il.:!dia~ -::irii~3 : .. ~;::\?.::.d ;:.~~ l't..;.~le i.1~~· •. .:i.j"'l:.na offcn:~:::'.·s i~: t;.:-... t:~ 
1'1:.-1".30.1:;' i.-J 2':':' r.l..::r,·::1·1.~:' 

9. ~n .. cco:cdi~1~; t.~ ~~ll :'iif()":{,:'i~"C.: : •• ": Z.V:l~:.~.:;~·.";' tG tho,: C.:~:;!\i-:':7.·!."':t 
t~,-~ cll!:·,~':'~:":"cncL:.~ r..~ :·:l~·::::- .. y)~n:. ~.:: c{ e~:.~r.lit·~_::" t..J.!·;":::~L-;- ~ ~~.'.~ .. ~ 
cc ... t ·.:~nr; . .:~;:.:.!yl.!:':-':: -ff C,:.: ...... -I ..... ·,'lL; .. ~~::.:/JC '577 m.:L~ .. ::·~/ ... ~ \-ic-t:·.;:.:~.: 

~~ .~~ .. :~~~.: ~h~~~~~~·~:~~~_.~:'·~·~~ ~:~".,.~~~,~~!,,~ ~:~.~~0 :t;~~~~;f.v~:~·.~·~;~" ~~;.~ ~.~ _ 
co:..: ..:!oz t:-: c;. f Ci.l·· .. :c..::I.1 ...... .l.':'.f.. ..::~;.'::.:):~\:! ~.:.t.·-!;.~i: have a.v~.: ... .;c(5 
$t!-t. 1";·07 I 9.:11 ~";z:.: :/ ... ~,.;':"- J 0': ~~O~: C -?:. S3G l";-o;I ~;C1:'t:;~ltl1 
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c..,<t)ZGC to co:t!:i~ i"' z\d<.ii~':'.~ 100 f:1ill5.ull dolla.::..~s za(;h '!,e.i.!' t.o 
tl'~ nll~cDt fiOJ ~i11ion do~la=s alxcady' spent si~c~ ih~ cos~ 
of l!n':ot"ccul!.:nt w~.:·.l -:;ont5s~ue 'Co J:'i.H'O and ~:he nl~rf.r.Jc.r· of 
\:.!r':cr::ts ~\.r·_ll cord_;'.:-l.1-'2 tc; '::reo'.., .. 

1J. .. T;":!". -:-':oh"illii ;:i:.CO: fi.r-~~e :J()l~~- ;'4~a~io~~ h~z lead to a \;~v~"in~.i 
l~c~( of rc:.::pp.c~. ::·-;r cur ~~:~ ~ir:; :t. -;(~a':;" syz·c::.t'\, 'i"::::. ;cfi1."i-

jlk;,i1a l~w.j" :n:;::c L:'.:hl ar!y-cnirl'j \.;:l:::,c , :·I':'V·=. c;::..un~d t!1'2 
1108 ti 1:" ty 1:otwe::.l ~.;::-.I1ice a,ia m:l~:y ~)'i: .?L -;: ~;::. ti.:!;~.·1'3.. }",S i;l 

d~:~~~{~~~~~to r~~~~~~.);~~ .L~~~p~~;.~i~~ ~.::~~~.:=.ce ~~l.~ter.l ~·.?,S 

J2 .. rr~i1f' Ccmmittcc iOl...nd dis::esiJect fo:: trio ltvJ; was :'u.c\..hc.r 
.:onqendcrc-d by th..= dishoil.::!Sty abO!"!''; l~l;l::ijcD.na.. r't~:::-t:'.;-·,:,-
;1l()l:t~ I adtu,;a 1... ;.on i,,~. i:.11C ,:.'\:n9c1s nbc.:u 1: (;:r'l1~11 ~HJff(".l.!:l 

b~;:ctus.a 5t~v',(;!n,,:;j i~l'': t:lil2Y ,·'::rt.. li-:;:3 '~O c:.})Ol.:4t r.F.~!~~j\~2.t :;.~,. 

13. d~:cijuuni.\ (.:ri[.\,~tl; ... li~z.tior .. ha . .; c:':·2;::,t::.:~d z.r. unrui.t'r. .. .:::;s .:l:-,d 
s.:11.1c l:iv: '':':.! of ellfo:cccmcnt bocausc i. t OGlE j.)'..::~n ~i;e6 f. ~ .1 
wc:-' .. ?or, and \'·~1.ilJ?irJS de'li·~e to I)~i1~li::;.c and '.:cp~z:::.::. ~J'C:()i)lc 
'.0/110 hu v:: \] i £ff.!rc';!t. li£l~:' ;':~rles \'i:'1ilc ::111o· .... ·i;.g 0 t!l~ •. ~£l ;..~cr:.
ti.!'::~.h;.cl u£c or secu:city from ar:::es"1.: and prosac'Jtion. 

11. 'l'.h ~ CcnU':,i.t.t<~c ,ro1. .. , d tl ... c (~o:c:"jl1."ln~ l.a~.tf; <:.e they .?·3r~ni!: -t., .. 
~~~/.1!;"!1\~ PQS::c35ion far privatn 1l~a .:1r:; '::'r:·:::f£cctiva. T11\~Y 
do net ~;~'':lZ-O t'0c ~~on£:;;~!1!;jI:S 0:: the t;:::ople. ':..'hQ ::--r':;'::8r.l;: 
~~,s:. ~t.1 i}) not \1o:,;,~k.tn(:;.. It i.s-. ~:.o:.: ;t:c?ping ::,.ople froill 
un:"i:l,; jl,\a",:'iju,:.r.n C'~:c tra£fidkiilS :"n it. 

] '). I_~ T.; : ·~ft-:;r:-.i or ::-c-;qet t.i~S of ::.,:::iOl;i ti{;3 "!/Ol11o. 12),':'" 1,iC! t~ 

1:'nc c: i lrr,m~a.s of t}.ot:sand.5 ~!ll,o are '.~·ithin '.:11e cz-::'mir.lal 
ju G ticc systpr.~~ those \·,ho ar'3 pr.?-:.?ar Lng fer carc·;: ':s 1 ~-~ 
trj.2 crimil~a 1 ~ U~· ... it.:c ~ySt:~~~.li w';'";~t to do \oJhan tn·,;}', t~1'=~(\
Bel'Vc;s or tr.eir supG:rior:~ arc t.D~:rS or have u::.ec. 4118,ri
jual1':'l, or do :'lot tlJe it Ctlt axe conf;:-ont:~d with Sitl;:Utio."ls 
w11er~ friends do, 'i1c.ving to p::03ecu'ce an arres·ts:'~(; 1:0;: ~: 
?,"!h"vio:c they uo i10t consider vll: • .mg. 

16 .. Civil. .lib~rties of indiv~,.:1ua}::; ar;,.; £"f;),ciously je.::>par(..iz('.d 

17. 

~~~l~~~~~~Ge;:i~~;~~t~C;~O~~~~~j;f~~~~ft;;l~g~;g~e~~c~::~"~~'~c 
CI'lC0"'C11 2.;)I"')\.:t i:~'.; ,t~ ccC;:ci :-.~' cc t:i--:~ \.:-:~imin~: p:ccc.-:~;::s. 

II. -;'as f0uncl ~,;, .... ~:',v; .. ~: .3~:.:-,,~,,~.;; co:.::: of crirrli~1~1.:4.'2.;;."'.:io~1 ',;~ 

r":~:.~ijuil;'1B. i! .. it ,':.:';:':::.3 i .. ;~ .):-.s 0:: c:. :.;;.;:s:e S-;;S~lr~C'-"i: O~: u;.u: 
PO~'~4~aticr., ~~;pr:~cid.+:i.y o',.\r YO'wt:1,.. 

18. Th·~ gxec.:.. t riun~e= 02 m&:.:-i~t!,:1.;'1~t po~:..~,~ssiol"': il!'1·C3 i:~ one:') Y\2:...c 
clog &liO oVt"JxoloGlQ =:"1a cri.:c:..r.;:tl just-ice sy~te:m. 

-.~ .. , -
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19 .. '1.-:11: liw~t..2d re~ources oi .... ~··.W en":o.cca;;.cnt are h~:'\fily 
ttL-:i .. d,J cHld di"(!::-ti~~ £1::)n\ o':ner n"lo;:e: seriOUH ccnCLrr:s .. 

20. Th(: .irtl;:>act C'l1 t.'j.,,~ 1~1c:c\'!a~n or .1ac:re~.s·~ of mari ·lu.:~l-"~ \de."" 

\'Jil! :Dc rI1iniu;a.l, i:: (~J'lYI if the l~;.\"/ i$ c.n::x".IS",::,'l" 

:;::t ',',an found in tI~e. fac~ ?f ~11~ mos ~ . vigorous 1.;.::.',: ... ~.cH·; 
enforcement, and un~fo~=m Del~e:t ~na::.l..JU.:ln~ ~'a;: a ..... ~ ,~ly 
h<::z:!:,:dous d::"!.lg, L! Tn'1rij'l,r.!na explosion occtJrre:Q; .': hi! ':1'3~~.:: 
;0::; toods just did no-;: ,-;ork. 

21. Ia: ·.!(; .... 5 fo\~:nd o..,~r 25 mi.lli.~n ?~'r . .:on3 in t~~l3 tini.t;(. St., ';3 
ar.t;: t:ntim.::· ted· to 11ave tlS£C m~·i.ij\lan~ .. 

One million m~l=ijU:.l!Tl u~a:C:l ~!.·~cct:nL. for 4·3% of ;:~J: ~;.!'·,:.i· .. 
rr.::tad 2.6 hillio:-. ;;".c~~ijuc..r.~; cit.,',·~ :;':.:tes con :unc:d" \3tl..:c.;i~5 
X'C!portir::g' tl1c ai1-:ot1i1t of maJ:i~'Ja:1':' ~-:",.c!.:::1 P .... L cC·.::::S:,"hl 
i~1d.Lc~ .... te the miijo~J.t.y o[ ; .. ' "3cr::; cor.::r.:.lue ·r.J ~ .. ;)::-= t~'1Lr, f)~~ .. 
ciS'(.:reti:~ .. 

7\1>:9 ,:oJ-::":n·~ t':~l{ ff")c:' tons of n!"~.~ijuar.a !'~:C ;"~:::'1' nu!-::; .'J~, 
.SJt,u:'glcd i:1to {;l1n U.S .. to r:k:e~: '-:~~:,:.:ump-;:il)n clci';:.n:: .• 

-L-

J 
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m3riju~na laws 85 they p~rtain to cul~ivation, transportation, 

."1" Lr'q;'sl.:>lur'3 should "dopt ;, policy ':'0: 

Go ;'::i:cr the r!a~or :)J~ big ?~S~I(:r. or t:ca.Eticker, t}.t"lt ;.s, 
th:: top lcv;~ls of t.ne dist.rib~l cion pyra:.l.id .. 

~_ Rccc.)(jnizc ti~c impc.rtance of. ti1.~ rig-nt· 0= Frivacy .. 

:. 1<.ecQ(]nizr:: state in't;:usion i!:i only varruntec when l:.:r:cro. 
is a thrc.at to the public health, "aiety or moral.-;. 

4. :'C'(:()')~i15.;':I--' t 1";1 c)·:i!" ';i;!i'lC,C of serious ':':h:COd tZt to t11,: .:: i vi 1 
Ulczrtic!3 of people • 

.J. HCGor,;nize tile ne;:,d ror the ;:>Qlieie5 of illl ",ta te <><J,mcies 
to 1:;'3 dirC'cted to-,"arc [ul:r.'illing the stiJ. te' 5 adopted poi.l.CY. 

6~ i{r"c .. ')I~ni.~~0 t1-!c c{)I~tinu~d g:-OW'tl1 in U!i~ and tne ri.f..1e ir. 
a tT'!'.[.ts i11cfe:ascs thi? dc:1ia,lCS on the' alr,;c.'Ie,lv burdc:l~~d 
cr irnintt 1 just.l{~c sysLcm l ffic,kcs the:: luw ·11~rd~r to ... --=nfoxcd 
~nci (:rlcouraqes sal~ctivity of ~niorcem~nt si~ce not l.ll 
lJ5("lY".s can be t:u:::-.r.:!;tncJ~ 

7" ll('("":OCJ.llz~ t~~IP necj en i:t'der·~~1c r.:23iJorH;ibi::..~tii:!s of 1~\'I 
cn::orccmc~t and to p;:ovide t:'1ern wi t~1 guic1ance l au·~i)')ri ty 
~nd other a;: Gis ta:1C!0 in o:caet #C.~1C:Y may at10pt and c:.rry 
out ~:~crirrlinaliza.tion reform~ 

....... /-

:. 
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2-. !\'f":.;:i'JJni ~ .. Q che in ~:e:ccst ot r.:j,1~ pco~:>le :1 s !?1:otect:Lc~-. ~::-':',::: 
~':~(J::.::! s,crl.OUS C..:idt.:!S and J.:.c,.nsg:':~::,!Jions .c;ga::'nst t1,e p,~::::;C.tn 

:lnd pr.oPC'L'1':y. 

J. F:.'· ... ·\.:..9'~ize ~)(:ople C·ci:llina2.:L~~ed by the narijut:n::. :'aws C.re 
a ',';:~ll,lable rO;JtJu;:cc hcirlg i.o5 i: ::\(·causs of fr.=.lony .J.r!:,~.-·t, 
po1.7trization (-~nd o!:11(:r I(;!~"llt'3 0:7 fha it!w 4 

10 to !"':"~ ~l~i I 1:'-:·09r.:i..z..:: 't:..1H! p:C2C~t.·i: r.'hlr:'j"""b1a. la\-/,3 a::,--~ .:: .. ~t ... ,''':j::1~-· 
ii",t;:i nnci reJ:cr~l~ :"c needed. 

or: 0-.tcr-~1:'imina:t5.z~t::,on~ ':11.2 Ilmi ted rcsouz-c~s of the c:c lli~i.L"Jal 

jur,.ticc :yr:;tcm police I pro!;ccutors, courts, incarcera :-,ior. t 

rch~hili l·.~. t.ion can be better t.tilized. Thc:r:~ are arbi t::~..:,~.' 

8-, 
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Brecher's testimony presented to the COffi.'1li ttee : 

II I do:"}' t kn.ow yo.ur f1:: elings abo"..l t the American jail and 
prison systems. I ca.nnot believe th&t ,,,hat goes 011 it1 
jails and prisons is· a t;"ood thing for our young people 
or an c..pprop~iate ·public :i:'~sP.c.:-~s~ to i:.1"'lc smoking or 
possession of mariju;~na. 

" judge in Washington, D.C. ar:nol:.':cec. from the ~ench 
LJlat 11e was going tf) stop sendL1g m::-.rijuan" offender;; 
to the DistT.ict of ColuIT~ia 'jail. And his statement 
from U".e bench -- :,t vias so powerful that I hope you 
w~ll let me talce just: a momen',:: to read it to you. 
Th:'s is JudS'c C;,tu:lcs ,.;, Halleck <)f '~h~ Dif>trict of 
Columbia CQurt of'Gen8=al Sesoions, testimonY be
fore the House of.: Representatives, Septem::oer" 1969, 
"""laining ~/hy 11e no longer gives jail sen'cences to 

'youthfu! marijuana smokers. 

l\nd I quote, if I send a long-~~aired 'i.ar~:uana 
"ffend",r to tha t jnil, even fo:,,: 30 cay;;, Senator, 
he's going to bf' the vi.ctim of the most brutal type 
L·f ho,no.80.xual, unna turL..-l perverted C1ssaul ts and 
at: tacks tha t, ~/(lU can imagine, and anybody wr-,o tells 
Ylnl l L clocsn I t happen in that jail day in and day 
<>uL is c,imply not telling you the tru'ch. HOI." in 
nc.;(l's nar.1C, Scant~r, can I sene anybody to tha,t 
j(' il knC'.wing that? ROvl can :L send S()ll",l:! poor young 
kid wrlo gcts caught by some zealous policemal) who 
~allts to make his record on a narcotics Errest? 
Ho\'/ can I send thc.t k':d to triat jail? I ca,,' t do 
it. So 1 put him on pro~ation or I suspend the 
sentence and everybody says the judge doesn't care. 
'rhe jucls'e doesn't care about drug's, lets them all 
90. YoU just simply can '··c treat peopl-a like that. 

7'1115' is a district judge tesJcl.£ying befo=e the 
Uni\:'ed .';;::'lltes House of i~.e!?resen'.:ative5~ Ar.d this 
i" iln expurgat<?d vel:'sion of nis··re:nar;(s. My edito::s 
I"oulon I t pd.nt soma 0:: the d",'~ails of. "/hat happ'O!ns 
to 'illa::ijuc.na off~r:d~::s in ?j;iSC1"1 ;;eC~\H12 you want 
~o re:.I~:r";':'cr tha J

,: they ar2 tne v!..ll:1e;:able group; 
they arc the lO:1g-hairz, they C.re ';::,e sof't, and 
ti:-:cy a:~e S'oi~g \:0 g.at it .. }!~;'lo. 'ci1iz ~i~$ got to stop. II 

-s'-
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Chapter 3 

TESTIMONY ON DECRIi'IINALIZATION 

Thirteen witnesses testified, One did not make a reco~~e~da-

tion, Two reconunended reduction 0::' penal·ties. Seven \~i -enesses 

advocated serne for:n of rl~arijtlana C:.ecriminalization. All- of thc.sa 

felt penalties should fit the crime and major law enforc,,:nent 

emphasis be put on major trafficking and distribution. The 

varirms specific recommendations for decriminalizati.on of ma::i-

juana possession for private adult use contained significant 

differ.ences. 

Recommendcltion Number 1 

'l~1e National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse rccol:ll1'I!.!nds 

th.; follot-ring decriminaliz'l.ticn models: 

1. Remove criminal penalties for adult use and possession of 
marijuana in private. 

2. Discoul.~agc use of marijuana. 

3. ci'/il fine (wi tho'l t. jail) for public use, 

I,. 11.:,rijuana found in public is subject to coniiscation 
(tllO commissioners would do a\~ay with this part). 

5. Continued criminal penal1:ies for sale, importation and 
cultivation of marijuana, with, toe emphasis of law 
enforcement efforts directed at "the top of the dis
tribution pyramid," i.e, r.1<.!jor trafficki.ng. 

Hccoril."7Icnda'tion NUIll.':ler 2 

Z,e 1974 C&lifor~ia M~~ijuana InitiatiVe recommends! 

1. aamovc criminal penblties fo~ a6ult p=ivate use l ?cssessio~, 
trensportation, a~1d cultiv(]tion of ma:::i.juana (-oZ'ovicea 
cultivation is shielc.cd frcm public <.ccess). 

-1( ... 

... 
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2. Allo~1 J ocal governments exclusive jur.isdiction to punish 
public use of marijuana \'Iith a maxiim.:m fine of $100. 

3. Criminal penalties for sale, importa~ion. or commerc~al 
distribution of marijuana would. remain. 

Rc'commcnaEltion Numbe:: 3 

'l'he C()nsumers Un,ion al.ter~1ative regulat:o:cy models are: 

1. 1I1lnediate removal of all r'ecieral li ... ,s governing usc, 
pos!3ession, cultiv~tion, transporting, IJrocessi::1g, and 
sale of marijuana: Similar repeal of all state laws, 
replacing them ... ,ith new la\1s legCllizing the cultivatio:1, 
processing. and orderly ~.,a:cke-t;ing of marijuana "s'.:bjcc".: 
to e.ppropriate legislation,!!." 

2. Urge" ~hc widest possible c:x:rerimentation" among the 
states as to different models for legal use, possession, 
ar.d dislribution of marijuClna, and advocate a !?ederal 
COI1l~is5ion to monitor these different approaches and 
select the best features of each for a new SYStChl of 
Federal regulation. 

J. II ~n.s specifically suggested to the Committee that 
L aifcrnia might try the Oregon system, or an a1':e=:
n;).;:ivc sl'stem decriminalizing possession of up to one 
pc.und of marijuana for personal use: for a period of 
21j months and se~ how tnis works. 

'l'h' Grogon decriminaliza'tion system: 

1. Makes possession of up to one ounce of mar~Juana a civi~ 
rather· than a crirainal offe:lse (similar to an inf:::act.ic:'l 
in California), punishaZ:>le by a rr.aximum $100 fine. 

'l. Retains '.::riminal penal ties for posseE'sion of more the;, 
ane ounce, transportation, cultivation, supplying' to a 
minor and sale. 

Recarr~and~~ion Nurrber 5 

T'"ne F.lconolic Bava~a9::! Cont::ol r.3CO~TJl1..a;}ds:; 

1. SUSS'ests s,-,veral models or p:coj6ct$ of "legalization" 01: 

-11-
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controi led dist:cibution Si10Uld be tried in different juris~ 
dictions, California being one, with the hope of a.scertain
ing ,.,hat features can be relied upon to protect the ;:-ights 
of ~ndividuals and the legj.timate interest,; of sor.:icty. 

2. r.:~ ... juana would be treat(.;') as alcohol is, allowing it to 
be Bold under a license. 

3. Allow for qua li ty and potency con troJ.. 

4. Uniformity of price control ,md regulation ard r8venue 
raising through taxation • 

. )~ Dec~iminalize ~~r!juana cae, sale and distribution~ 

RecorJU'ocnaZltion ~;\1I1JbeT. 6 

Several ''Ii tnf;"!sses who favored sor.i~ form of decriminc:lizCltion 

.;..J.no advocated other modificZl.tio:1S -0£ Stat~ laY/sl incl;.:c.i.1.l1g: 

1.~ Recln.ssification of mar.ijuana to remove it from its pr"~;:)cr.t 
category as a "narcotic dlUg ". 

"" Disillowinq a plea of marijuana intoxication as <. d"'~:"'1"e 
in prosecu l:ion of other criminzll acts .. 

\\I~:':T.ir,gfJ a:~ to t,l1t1 potential nz.zlil;c'is oE marijuana if 
cOil.n:ercial preparation and ma::keth'lg is allowed • 

.::, M.o .. ;i~yinCJ legal {..=!finitions to decriminalize marijua:Ji:. 
but retain crimimtl penal'L.ies for possession, US"" 0.7 

sale of hashish cr p;:-eparea cannab~s products. 

u. P.lacc ;narijuana con"crol under the healt:, departl7ie;-~t, 

:catJ1er than uTl4e:c la'w enio::-cer,le~'1t e.gel".cies. 

7.. rtet.ur:" ·toe ".ceporti~~JS:f io!:ms usee by 1::00 Bureau of c:cir.~in~~l 
St;- ",. ;.:~ ~l.C::; to c;-.E!ir 1973 fO!:'fI1 0:: 2. more Jetailec:~ ~o=r;:. .. 
S:; H.:. ".ficully I' .::.t \;i:.S ;:~CCit.'"1i(Hlc5.eo. "cn::",t the foy~ h;.J':'W 
E;. ~orcemenJc Di5~:'C.s:'t~~cn311 cate~:or'::'cs on the 1974 :cc!?o:.-ti~:sr 
f-:"'~l'.iS (:telet:.:::::ed .. ·:'ur~1.::d c,v~:: '::0 ot:"il3r ~urisdic"\::::'O:15.r ;.;:".:;
ci.!:l' .... e~nor c.::.r .. i"?~~Z',:.ir.i·c f:.luc .. ;..tlld f.;;lo11Y complai11t :Zi':"cdj· :-:,~ 

~~:J~i~~~o~~~~~:~~;~~.~~~ (~~~~i~a~~~o'~~~:r o;a~!;~~~~~ ~~r~~~ 
ju::~r~~ .. da::.y.::ro·~6 :i.7't:.S'5, o~her cr-c.s' offer.ses) 'be re
inscituted ir.~~6i~~~~y. 

-12-
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8. T<,<{o witnesses recommended continued criminal s'anctions 
against possession and use of marijuana. but spoke against 
excessi ve penal ties for those aci:i vi ties and recorr"T,ended 
j~il either not be used or be used only as a last resort. 
l\dvoca ted ed.uca tion for offenders. 

9. Thr-;e wi tncsses remained opposed -to any form of decrimin<'41-
ization or penalty reduction and advocated retel1tion of 
present California laws. 

Commander Cllarles Reese of the Los .n.ngeles Police nepart
ment noted a marijuana possession offense "is a great one 
for the District Attorney to say •. 'This is not worthy 
ur.der social attitudes of felony prosecution'," pc.intin'J to· 
Section 17 of the California Penal Code allowing Distr~ct 
Attorneys to prosecute certain felony cases as misdemeano::s. 

10. All witnesses urged further educational efforts and con
tinued research. 

-13-
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Cnap·,: .. ~:c 4 

SKEP'UCISM 

Skepticism wns .;,xpressed when t'he commi teee was formed because 

it was net known what it 'lflould do s~Jecifically. 

In test:mony taken f::or.1 \'/i tncs~es I aga5.n I skepticisr~ :cesoun":::-2d 

off the \·ralls of the heG-ring rooms beczu~;e it .:as felt tha 

Committee ";!'as trying to IIreinvent thZ! whael ll with the S~!'i1e vlit

nc,sses, the sumekind of things and so forth done by the l-1<:tional 

C()mm~ssion in grea ter det<lil ",nd c.ept:h l'/i th (l budget of over t:,r",e 

million doLlars and the specific charge of finding out t11:: trutJ-: 

on m~rijuana. 

S),epticism was F.nqressed of the outcome in this S'Cii":," ·toc;,,:" 

.'S'" mar.y other states ridicule us becuuse of our legislati'/C! 

•· •. ;).t"oach to the drug marijuana. Califo:.:nia is one of .only fall.: 

s t,l L(~s which continues to treat possession of marijuana for 

· .... <:'I:snl1al use an a felony arrest. 

The COlmr.ittee \~as urged to be skepticc.l of the witnesses and 

th.inq.,; heard on both sides of the issue as marijuana is' a very 

symb.Jlic issue. It is an area where tnere is tremendous mytho::'ogy. 

T t is an llrea where many people feel moral righteousness as '~o t:he 

innerent good or evil 0:1:' one dr~g ove;:- another. 

The CO!~~'Ti.i ttee has J~c.:~er~ tes'::imo~ly of wi tnas,seS, gaJche:ced .cr_t~ 

ana infcrt;.~ ~ion and "nas 'cake:1 notice oi \'\".:cious majo!:" s"Cu6il.;..s ~c:~("! 

so f~r in i.)c~ quest to P;-~::';;icularize 'Coc: isst:e to this Sta tc. 

r.f!iarcio::'c" the, CO;iL.ni:::tcc: respectfully sifoTtlits its repo:ct in 

.' 

t11~ hope it brings '':S clo.:.er ~o ~ resolution of the marijuanz. issue. 

·-:i4 -
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Ci1apt2r 5 

}\i\lU.Tll'ANA: THE RIGHT OF PRIVJl.CY 

\'ihile re;lsonable minds wil). 'differ, ane while the medical 

(\\(idcnce concerning the physical and psycholoc;ical ,col1saquence.: 

o[ the use of marijuana is some'Cilr,es conflicting, and will C0n-

,tinuf! to do so, it is found l;hese consequences are minim.al 

COmF'lrcd to the continued impositi~n of severe criminal sanctions 

for simpl';' possession and private use, the resulting "hardships 

on individuals and families, and the disruptive influence in our 

sm·icty. 

Rather than attempt co settle the disagreement as to tile medical 

<?t:f"cts of marijuana .use, the COITh"1littee has instead decided to 

'Trapplc with legal 'e Efects of marIjuana law enforcement and t.he 

ri<'1111: of privacy. 

Wi'(>~{:hcr 'rhe' Use Of ll,.arijuana Is A Private Act? 

'fhe que!;;tion to be dete'rmined then, is \oihether a fund<.mental 

r:onstituti:ll1al right is involved i,n thi!;; case. 

'{'he Supreme Court of the United States has recently spoken 

with regard ,to the right of privacy as folJ.ows: 

'''l'he Cons ti tu tion does no'c "';<plicitly mention any .t·ight 
of privacy. In the line of decisions, however, going 
bac~c perhaps

l 
as far as Unio:-. Pacific Railroad Co:nPfinv 

v. ~ots ford I the Cou rt has r.:c.o9'ni~ed tn'a t a rig'ht of 
?er~onal privacy, Qr a 9ua~<ti"lCce of certain ar~as or 
zones of privacy does exist ~nder the Constitution. 
In varying contexts t:ne Court or i:-.dividual justice 
nave indeed fmmd at :<!!ast the roots of 'chat right in 
the First Ailiendlnent; in the Fou~t:-J ana Fift',h Amend:ilants; 
iathe penumbra of 'che Bill of Rights; in the Ninth 
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AtnenQmen·;:- i' or in the concc~:)t of ~ib~:::·;:'y guaranteed 
by the firs·t section of til" iourtecmth Amendment. 
T"nes;~ decisions ma)ce it Cl':>cll: that: only personal 
d ghts '~hat can be deemed 'fundamental' or' ir.lpli
ci t' in the cOilce;;>t of oro,,:ced liberty are in
cluded in tnis gt~2.r;:.:.n"cee of personal privacy. 2 

This dett?f.lninc"!.tion and flolding of ti12 SuprerrtG Court of the United 

states so~;ns to cOT41pe:-z. toa conclu::;ion the Tigert of an adult to 

possess ,and use ma:djuana in private is a;1 act falling· withL1 

the ambi t of the fundarnc:1tal riS'ot of :?ri v",cy. The Supreme Court 

ox tr.~ United Sttltes 11(;:'5 m~de C~E:nr th:: ritjht of privacy ~nd 

ners'onal libe~ty is' not a static, but an .evolving right. 

:.1 cor.sidering this problem "h", National Commission on r-iurijuana 

and Drug P.bU5C in its report, said: 

IIwi tr. possession anC: use of marihuana, \'1e are de2..1ir.g 
wi th a form of· bch~vior \oJhicn occurs ger.,erally· in p~i
\fate '/Ihnre a person possessed tl1e drug for his O\>lr: us.;. 
The SQci.i:-.l impact of this conduct is indi::ect, :-:ar::.sing 
primc.ri.ly in cases of heavy or ot~1E;rwise irresponsible 
tH3C' nnd from the drug's symbolic aspects ~ We do ~o't 
ta;:", t.he absolutists position ·that societ.y is pl1ilo
sophi.cally forbicloen from criminalizing any kind of 
. pri Velte r b~havior. The phraf~e I victimless crimen I I 

1 i~<e 'public health hazard, t hc.s bacome " rh2toricai 
excuse for a170iding basic social policy issues. He 
have chosen a disco\.iragemE::-~t policy on the b~sis of 
our evalu<.ltiotlS of· the actual and potential indivi
Dual and social impact 9f rr.'.rihuana use. Only now 
that. \'l~ hs.ve done so c~ni \'Ie acco~d t...pp::op::iate weig:1t 
to cne nation's ph~losopnic~: p~e£axence for indivi-
dual privacy. . 
liOn the basis of trois evalc.c".'cion \Je believe tha'c :::-. .:= 
crimi:1z.1 la\l if:; teo f'jar~l1 a tool -::0 C:.?~?ly to ?et'~OTltli 
po~nossion even 1'C~ .:.:;;~~ ~ffo=t to C:iscou:.:c:.gc use. :::t 
lrr.pl:'e~ an c:}\r~~·i.he~u:1ir:.g il1Gic-t'T,ent. 0:': tl1e bc11avior 
whic:, WIfJ believe is rIot ap?:::'op:cic.-::e ~ ~l:~e <:.:.c'tual anc 
?otential ha.rr.l of t:'G t:~e of t~-j8 a:c'..;,S' ':'8 not grea'c 
enough to justi:':y in".:rusio:l c:J t:,e crim:'nal la.w i:i':'i:o 
r.r:cive.t=' bel'~avio:c, ;:; s'ca? wl'!:'c11 O\.1,:C zocie\:.y takas only 
W~ th £':teatest :celuci:~';'lC'; .. II 3 

-,:6-
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}'urther, -in outlining the basic ?roble~'ls of tnis issue, the 

commission stated: 

"The preference for individual privacy reflected in 
the debate over the philosophical limitations on 
the' criminal law is also manifest.ed in our consti
t,.tional jurisprudence. Although no court, to our 
kno','dedS'e, has held that gov-:>rnment may not prohi
bit p~ivatc pos5~ssion of mar1nuana, two overlapping 
constitutional traditions do have important public 
policy implicationG in this area. The first re
volves a!"ound the concept thai:. ir; a free society 
the lcgislat1:re may act only for public purposes. 
'rhe • pol ice pO~7ers' of the states extend only to 
the 'public health, safety and morals.' In 'the 
period of our history when the people most feared 
inte'CLerence , ... i-tll tl1eir rigl1ts by the government, 
it. was generally accepted that this broad power 
had an inherent limitation. For example, early 
prohibit~ons of alcohol possession were declared 
unconstitutional on the basis of reasoning such 
as tnat employed by the Supreme_ Court of Kentucky 
in IS-IS' in the case of Conunol1wealtn v. Campbell;,,4 

1n this case, the Court declared it is not within the compete'1~y 

-or 'lovrrnmcnt to invade the privacy of tne citizen" s life and to 

re'J\" 1 a te h is conduct in matters in , ... hich ne alone is cO;J.cerned. 

or t,· prohib it him any liberty t;,e exe:t:cise of which will not 

dircctly injure society. 

The Court, noting the defendant was "not charged with having 

liquor in :1is possession for tile purpose of selling it, or eve:1 

givinq it to another," and "ownership <,no. possession cannot b" 

denied whc'n such ownership and possessio;) is not in itself in-

jurious to tha' puplic," tile Kentl.:cky 'Cou;;:t concluded: 

~i.c{ht to \lsa liauo:: fo:c o~le,f s o'tJn co~r:crt, if t~1ev use it 

. VIi ~:'1out direct in;u:;:,v to "i:nc ou1:;l:"c j' is on~ of the ci tizan I s 

-17- . 
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vague and wide and \lr.defined as :;..~ is-- 'nas lilPi ts ••• (Id., empha-

.2-f..iv~. Xl: is conou=t in and, of itself solely rela'.:ed to tli8 

i ~.1..e style of an .Lndi victual.. It ie Oi~a I s rigllt to P~.E.~.Q)12.1 

z,utonomy. Any trarisgression into this zone of personal autonorr.y 

requires the consent of the individual, or an e~cplanation and/or 

jus, :ification. F'urtfler, this means what one eats, wears, or thir,1«, 

is to be regarded as immune from outside interference, trat is, 

"where there is significant encro;tchment upon personal liberty, 

t .. c State may prev'J.il only upon showing a subordinating 'r:tercsc 

V1hich is ccmpelling." 5 

~\lrtlle:rmore, the Natio~al Commission stat·ad, even tile: p~:,:-c;8i.vc;d 

dangers of opium \tJere not enoug'n "'co cOl1v~nce' some members of tile 

jl1(liriary that I:he government could prohibit possession.\t :.s 

i1u;lorically instructiv(: to consider these words, penned in 1890. 

by Judge Scot t in !,!h Lill'. v. Terri tory: 6 

"I make no qlJestion but that the habit of smoking op:.um 
may be repulsive anddegr~ding. That its effect would 
be t<> shatter the ne::-ves and destroy the intellec.t; and 
that it may tend -Co the increase of the pauperism and 
crime. :aut theze is vast diffe'rer:.ce be'tween 'tile commis ..... 
fjion o't a sinS'le act~ and a confil.-med habit. T'her;:; is c.. 
distinction to b2 recognize~ between the use and abUS0 
of tony article or sub:;t . .; .. ~1ce .... IE t.Jtis aC'i: must be :181d 
valia it is hCi:cd 'co conceive 0:': ar.y.2.aS'islative actio:1 
3f£ec".:ing the :,:JarsollZ!l cO:.id~c·t .. or p::ivileges' of tna 
indiv':"~ual citizan, that ntus:: rlot be ~pheld .. . The pro
hibit..:::ci act c.~r:no-:: c..f:':ect the public in &ny way e>:cep'~ 
tn:.:oug~1 the p:ciil1~ry I?..::~sona.l inju~y -::0 t:'e individ\:c..l, 
i:: it occasio:-~s hi~1' a .. :y in~t!~y. It look~ like a new 
CJr4~ ..::~{t;:eme s-ce5' ';Jr~dl.!!:C our gov€::cnrr'C:'4t if.l the, field of 

-12.-
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leqis':'ation, if it really was passed for any of. the 
purposes upon wbicil that character of l.egislation ca:) 
ba sU6~ained, if at all. 11 

rrhc Conmi.ission proceeded to say: As a matter' of cons"::itut.lonul 

history, a second traqi tion, the C'.pplication of specific pro'I:"-

sions in the Bill of Rights, r.as c;enerally replacec1. the "otion 

of "J.nherer.t" limitations. The ultimate E.ffect :"s virtually the 

same, however. The Fourth fullcndment' s proscription of "u .• reason

able searcr-es and seizures" ref1ec'cs a constitutional corn--itment 

to the vall\c of individual privacy. The importance of the Fourth 

Amendment to the entire constitutional scheme was 'eloquently 

dC'scr,Lbed by Jus tlcc Brandeis i\, 1928 in t:1e ~ase of: O~!.r..stcad v. 

~:7 

"The makers of ottr CC"'nstit\lti.on unda~took "to secure 
.:ondi tions fuvorab1c to the ?ul:'sui t of happiness. 
They recognized the significance of man' s spiri t-. 
ual n",;:ure, of his feelings and his intellect. T'ney 
knew that only a part of the pain, pleasure and sat
isfaction of life a.re to be found in material things. 
~hey sought to protect Americans in thei:: beliefs, 
t:hcir thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. 

1..hfty conferred, as 2cainst the ao'>ern=rlcn1:, the right 
to be .i..et alone -- the l"110st. comprE!hc~sive of riqbts 
and tl"Je right most valued :bv civi:i.ized men. II (em
phasis added) 

The Commission continued: although t'he Fourth Amendment is itself 

a proced~ra1 portectiOl"l, ~~;,e value of p:ci vacy V/l1ich it crys'.:allizes 

is of~en read in conjenc-:'io:.1 VIi tn o~11C,;~ i:npor'tant value3 to 3~t 

subst.lr.lti-J.:.! limits on J...::s-isla'Cive power. 'rhe .supreme Co\.:..rt., ir~ 

fhe case o~ G=i:;wold v. Conni..1~ticu·,:~ :;~ld in 1965 tllat C011i'le.cti-

cut could no-I: constitutio:,a:::'y p::9hibit: t.he use of birth conc:rol 

devices by ri1aZrii!ld :,?ersons.. Altr.ougii '::::-;c Jus'cices p.id :lot agree. 

-:.~-
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'~or;lt?lete:"y on the ~easo~s for tl'cir decision I Justice Douglas 

stated in 1:he opinion of t',le Court:: 

"'l'IH! pt'cscnt: ca$C, 'cr:e.n, canc~rr13 a r.e12."i.:.ionship lyi.,g 
,.;itI1i,1 the zone of pri.vacy cl:"c;::.ted by several fui1dZ! .... 
moOn l:Cl r. cons ti tu tional guaran-;:ees _ And it concerns n 
la·", , .. ·:,ic'h, in forbioci:10 th~ uze c)£ contraceptives. 
ra t11c:c than rc-~fulc.:til:g thzij.. :;:~ nu:E~.ctu=e 01:- sale, 
seeks to ~chicve i"c:; gOE.l by ri~e:\ns of 'having a m3.X
imurn dest:.:uctive i14lpz.ct upor: i...rJat relntion3nip. Sucn 
:1 lc.Vl c.!tnno't stand itl lic;ht of ti1~ f:.miliar prin
ciple, so often applied by t;.,is Court, tl1at a 
's-(')vernmentill purpose ·to coatrol or y;revel1t t"ictiv-
i ties cOl1!3ti tutionu.lly subject to Et~tel:egulaticn 
rr.ay not be o.chiev~ci by. 1Tt~a~~~!j • ... ,~'1:.c1-. t~·.·lCCp unneces
sari)y broadly and '~hereby inv",o3 the urea of pro" 
tcctc:l freedom.' 9 Would W~ allow the pol ice to 
~carcl1 the saC"1rcd ~rec.inct3 of m~.:"itC11 bedrooms 
:tor telltale ~;iS'ns of t·.he \~3e ai cOi1traceptive.s? 
The v·::-ry ide;:" i~; rC:!~Julsive to t11e l1otio:ls of pri
VqCY 5u:=rourlding th2 lliC2rr~a.':I·e relationship. 1110 

I l tn tional1y rnakn pri va·C2 posse::::;sioil of c'i)zcene materic.~ a c!:'ime. 

't'hl1 COl,;r.t' s re2.soning is rev<;!alec in the following langc:.;;ge: 

II {'i'I"II=.1 ri(:;:l~ \:0 receive i.i1iori",;atiol1 &:;c1 ideas" rzqa~d
le5~ of th~i:r. sociz.l ,,,orth, is fl.lnderr:€:nt~l to our .t.ree 
socie·cy. t'1o:ceove~, in tne context of this case -- :::. 
prosccu tioi1 Eor mer(.~ possass.1.on 0:: printed or filmed 
m,,~'_r~)~ in the privc.cy of a p;erson's OT/Tn home -- t::at 
~ i~il': t takes on o?'~n addea dim~"i1zi.ol1.. ;Po~~also, fundC:t..= 
~'li:_'~.~f.._J~4!':...._tl.~Jit t~ ::3 :i:::a~>t :::)~C'e:C;: ;.n verv li'7ii~ad 
c: ~ ::~:1:"-:;~ ·~7~t.!.1~1 ;, ~:;:-:11~:1 ·1:'~;:lZ.~~":~~. : ~o~~.:.::.~i.~r4·t:2iJ. irltrusio:l.;: 
~!~d 04 pr..=:..'c;..cf .... , ... l.':1.:.Jh.::..'-' .... .;:.o \..cj.,;.:u/ 
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have <l reG'ponsibility to consider our constitutional heritage 

when framing public policy. Regaroless of ~lhether or not the 

courts would overturn a pro'hibition of possession of marihuar.a 

for pcrsoa;;l us,~ in the home, \~e are necessarily influeilccd by 

the high place traditionally occupied by the value of privacy 

in our constitu-tional scbeme. 

I\ccnrdinqly, '~e believe that government must ';how a compelling 

rCilson to iustify iavasion of the home, in' order to preve;;· per-. 

son;}J. usc 0': marihuana., ''-Ie fina 1 i tt.le in marihu~.na' s elf-.:cts. 

or in 5. ts social impact· to support such a determination. Legis-

.1.~l:!l::£.:~nac::inn Prohibi tioo c.id i~ot find such a compell;",=! reason 

19~tl)WS o.go; and we do not find Lne situation any more co'mpcl:ing
w 

to): .r,ar ihuana toduy.12 (e;~;~hasis added), 

:!I}",r SeJ..2c·t Commi tt~e concurs ''lith the Na'i:ional Cornmis$ion c.:~;.d 

cone ,1, \lacs t;,e State does not have a compelling in terest to in- t . 

.vad~ the p:~ivacy of one's ~ome, one'? p~rsonal use of"ma::::;Ljuana. 

'rlwrefnre, the Committee recognized the ,se of marijuana in one's 

home as a private act with the State having no compelling interest 

.i.o interfe.:e.' 

S')cond, marijuana use is to be ':cegarded as involving primCiri:y 

a risk to t1,e indi vidual user. In State v. ;<anter;3 the COI1-

Ci.:r)'"j~1C; opinion of Justice l\oa staced" in, par"Cj 

H •• • one '!las a' .fundamcil-cal right of :'ibcrty to mClke a 
fcol of himself ~s long as his act does not end~ng~~ 
otoe:':S I and tile Stat.; may reg'ulate t:i8 conduct o~ G. 

person under pain of crimi~al ?~nish:nen~ only w~en 
his act;ioriS' affect. the general weltare, t.llat is, 
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whel:"e otherz are harmed or likely to be harmed." 

Jusb.c'~ Abe wont on to say, "I believe the right to 
the 'enjoyment of life, liberty .:!nd the pursuit of 
happin~s!3' includes t1,e smoking of marijuana, and 
one's right to smoke marij'.lana may not be prohibiteo 
OJ:' curtailed unless sucn smokir.g affects the gener:.l 
'1Iclf;:.,..:e. 1I 

Third, the State doc.s not have su:':ficient compelling interests 

to prevent the individual from taking such risks, if any. On this 

II"The finding marij1Jf;:.na is 1;arrnfl11 to .the user does not 
autho:dze tl~e State under its police pm"er to proh::.bi t 
its lise under the tareat of pur.ishment." He further. 
stated, "The State ltIl.lst prove the use of marijuana is 
not only harmful to the use::', but also to the general 
public before it cLln prohibit its use." 

The eviQ(~ncc is abundant to dispel old and preconceived notions 

m.:lri.jl.ana is a "dangerous" drug. No conclu,sive evidence exists 

uL ,:my physical damage, disturbances of bodily processes or 

P"OVC!1 hum~n fatalities attributable to even very high Goses of ," 

!n<lrijuana. T"neJ:'e was no valid evidence found to support the 

thee.::': ... m~.=ijuana, by itS2::E, eiti1er inevitably, generally, or 

eve,; frequently causes or prec~pitates the commission of crime, 

inclq.:ling acts of vio'lance, or juvenile delinque'ncy. 

FO\lrt~11 Illc.rijuana use is no,t a threat to public heal"cn, saf·.3ty 

or morals' BQ as to war:can-c State intrusi .. n1. In all its studios, 

-..:ne Natiot,al Commission on ft.:.a~i:L.i.:4n&. and Drug Abuse founc no 

cvicicncc 'of cbL'om:')Scm~ d:.mage 0::: te:-a'cog~~1ic or matagenic effc~ts 

du(! to ci:4n:1abis, Go t c1o::'~$ cornrnon:'y usee: by man. 

~fJ.:rijuc..ni.. use is not ;:'~ stepping-stone: to the use of o"Cner c5..::ugs. 

-22-
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'£he overwhelming majority of: marijuana users do not progress to. 

other drugs. Marijuana is not addictive. ,The aetual a!ld potc!ltial. 

l1arm of the use of marijuana is not gre,,'t enough to justi fy in

tru.sion ,by the criminal law into private behavior. 

],'ifth, the use of marijuana is not such a threat to socie·ty 

to war:cant the jailing of people as a way to deal ",.i,th the effects 

and propcr~ies of marijuana. In Doth of its reports, the National 

ComMission recommended decriminaliz'ation of possession of marijuana 

for personal use on both the state and federal levels. The mojor

ity of the witnesses who appeared before the Select Committee 

rec9mmended some form or another of decriminalization, too. 

Sixth, if the individual needs to have some detcrren~ to over

use of a d:cug, bring±'ng the individual into the criminal justice 

system does not constitute a desirable way of accomplishing this 

end. 

-23~ 
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Cha~)ter 6 

SOCIAL COSTS OF THE MARIJUili'lA LAl1S 

l. Impact ·on the ,?cople of Califorr.ia 

In order to ascertain the £ac'.:s relati.ng to the effect of la\\'s 

relating "1::0 control of the use of ma:cijuan·a, the Com.'11ittc-" sought 

to answer the question, "What are the social costn of marijuana 

criminalizdtion?U 

Tile Comllli t'tee was found the impact on the people of Caliio,cnia 

caused.by the polarization resultant from marijuana criminaliza

::ion; the impact on the individual; and the. impac.t on the criminal 

just.ice system are the social costs. 

a. Polarization 

Al.Lenation and polarization are one of the social costs of IUi.lri

j Uana criminalization. Decriminalization "10uld lessen the illi ('n

ation and p01.ariz~tion caused by the marijuana criminalizp.t:j.on of 

Jndiv'.duals of the group of users who have never been caught bu.t 

\~ho are nonetheless alienated fror.\ our society because they have 

bcen made criminals for an act they, in their minds, do not con

sider mora1ly wrong nor criminal. 

The social lab.el of ma:cij uana users, the experience of being 

. a marij uana. user defined by society as something, is intimately 

associated with polarization. If a parson is labeled a criminc:..l 

or deviate by society, a problem of recognition is pre·sar,tad. To 

bes~ exemplify this, a brief excursion into testimony of a witr.ess 

before the Senate Select Commi-i:tee will be made. The witness 

testifies: 
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MR. CH1US'rIE: In resPect to college students, th;:y are not. 

being bOJllbed, at leas'c not in current times, so the processes 

arc r;;,cher different. Appa:;ently people evaluate si cuations 

as fairly Dlack-whi~e things, good-bad. Some studies have 

been done 'co indicate that people define things as good or 

bctd, c\s c:.-:tors I aC'i:iol1s or objects. certain combinations of 

those are consistent, they aon' t require any further though,t, 

they can be processed within the scheme l'lithout ani c1issidentl:; 

being aroused. In other kinds of patterns maybe you can cilll 

a halt and explain al'my the problem in some fashio:l. For 

example, for a good actor to commit a good act to ~ good 

person is consistent. For a bad actor to c(~mmi,t a bad ac·c to 

<l good person is morD,l.ly l~rong. For a good actor ", ,? cO!'ru.:i t 

a bad act to i:l bad actor is probably the bell-ringer of <',:1 

[JossibiLe combinations of the three elements with the two :. 

signs. 

I \~ouJ.d argue ;:l\o.t the. maiijuana use:..', particuli.:rly the 

coJ.J.egia~e marijuana user, who is a success by social defini

tion in other forms, ·,.,ho is definitely achievement oriented, 

who has survived a winning process to get into college, ,;ho 

is not oriented to ripping anyl:lody off, is J~ot l.n any '"ay 

criminal in. his' OWt, eyes, s~q.denly fi:1ds himself coniro:1tea 

wittl ~n emotional rec:.li:cy if he takes up the use of 1Ttar.i~uc:nC4. 

At· some point he has 'l:o realize that according to the la\~ 'the 

police officer ca1:ching him doing ~lhat he, is doing, he is 

subject to criminal.penalties and a label on the par): of 
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society. I.n addition, there are all of the popular methods 

that define'marijuana users as losing the desire to work, or 

dirty, sloppy, generally undesirable. Confronte'd ~lith that 

kind 0": label, the individual has ,to reconcile his view of 

the world. 

He can do severai things. Obviously he could declare 

himself to be a bad actor. In ::act, if you check the old 

li terature on alcoholics and heroin addic'cs up until tl'lO 

years ago, you discover that he,:coin addicts and alcoholics 

saw,themselves in fact as bad actors; that is, that if the 

police came and harassed them and arrested them and put them 

in jail, that was what they deserved and the police were 

still good people for doing that, they were obviousiypro

tC!c~ing the interests of society because they were ripping 

people off, damaging their health, et cetera. ... 

The witness, l-~r. Christie, further testifies: 

Returning to the question of the marijuana user at UCLA, 

what I think is going on there, what is consistent with ,this 

eviuence, is the individual becomes er:'0tionally aware that 

they are at risk as a criminal, when in fact they don't see 

themselves as criminals at all. They are a good person by 

any other definition. 'i'hey have to:ceconcile the fact ]:ha-c 

society labels them a criminal when they are in fac·t a good 

person. Apparently the way that they do it is by ,labeli;:g 

the police as bad actors. In ot~,e:c words, the piJlice all 
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through civics cl-asses in high school and in the family are 

- labeled as protectors and f~iends, yet for a college marijuana 

USGr the policeman is not a' friel.d, he is an Gnemy who is out 

to get-him. 

SincG 52% of the student body at thG current tim,~ have 

tried at one time or another marijuana, the impact o~ the 

coll'ege population I s point of view tb~lards the police is 

enormous. With that widesprea'd point of view it is going to 

have an impact on the nonusers by sheer influence. In fact, 

\Vhen you look at the data, items that rate attitudes tOlv,Olrd 

the police are really hallmarks of the marijuana user, You 

~an spot him ~ight off. ThG police are political agGnts in 

society. It's an it~~ which marijuana users enforce and non

\,~ers tend not to enforce as being true. 

THE CllAIRHA..l\I: Question, please. The signifi- ,. 

cance of thG attitudinal change in the good actor ~Iho is "

marijuana user and rzgards the police as a bad actor because 

tlwy are to apprehend them, does that then have some further 

response- on that individual? 

HR. CHRl;STIE: I'/ell, it certainly limits the d9gree too 

which they can idGntify and cooperate with such agents. 

TR3 CHAIRlvlAN: That is what I am asking, Does ;;ha'c end 

thGre or does that parmeate to a greater extent? 

NR. CHRISTIE: Severa: things appear to happen. For one 

thing, if the police are ba~ ~ctors, thGn those who support· 

their policies and direction by implication must be bad 
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actors. Also, the whole radical new left philosophy hody of 

rhetoric explains this. It says, "Of course the police are 

bad actors, and those who direct them arc bad actors. That's 

because America is directed by imperialists. And of course 

you,are being persecuted by this group." It certainly mai<es 

a person much more suspect on his world view. by adopting tha't 

.,hole frame of reference. 

By simply monitoring the studemt press over .a period of . 

time you "lOU:;.~ see that students tend to interpret such IT.ate

rial in negative ways, particularly anything that relat8s to 

lifestyle, anything that relates to race or social.class con

siderations. The police are s'een as being repre~entati vo::; of 

chI? ruling class and .,ho are persecuting those who have :"i£e

styles that in some way threaten the interests of that cla~s. 

I see that mysel.f as an effe:::t of this preliminary change. 

Students that \.,ere not involved with marijuana in the past, 

most college students particularly, never had any occasion to 

question the influence that had come from their homes, envi

ronrnent, parents, school systems in which they were educat3d 

in te.cms of the fact that police are out basically to protect 

the interests of society and wl;1en they' act, they general.ly 

act out of good motives. 

On the side of the police, Kapl.an s,ays, "Harijuana en

forcement creates resentment among the police as well as among 

the cidzenry~ Their problem is simply that they are told 

to do two completely inconsistent things. .They are told to 

-29-
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enforce a widely violated law against a victimless crirr.e that 

is generally co~itted in private; ana. at the same time they 

arc ordered to abide by a whole series of constitutional 

guarantees that aim at protecting the privacy and the dignity 

of the individual. Since the police cannot possiblY'do both, 

they te):ld to focus their resen<:ment on the guaran'cees that 

interfere with the performance of their duties, rather than 

upon the duties themselves. This erosion of respect fer 

constitutional principles among the police is, of course, a 

deep-rooted and complex problem. Nonetheless, to a consider

able o>:tent it is a cost of the marijuana laws. ,,11 

'£herefore, the committee finds polarization has led to a growing 

lack of rosl?ect for our er-tire legal system. The marijuana la.I-Is, 

mo. " tha:l <lnything else, have caused the hostility between pol~ce 

-'11et milny of our citizens. As a consequence, respect for our :. 

'~'r:iminal jU'.>tice system has diminished to an almost irreparable 

stage, 

b. Selectivity of Enforcement 

Marijuana criminalization has created an unfairness and selecti

vity of enforcement because it has been used as a weapon and 

Whipping device to penalize and repress people ~Iho have different 

lifestyle I-Ihile allowing ot:hers continued use or security from 

arrest and prosecuti.on. 

Nitnesses testified Chicanos, olacks ana other minori'i::ies, and 

young peopl" I-Iho have long hair,' wear beads and other things, are 
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more likely to be arrested and penalized by tougher sentences, than 

somebody else with the same amount of marijuana. 

The testimony of Dr. Aldrich states: 

"Real concern over the use of marijuana did not surface either 

publicly or \~ith the authorities until its use started to be 

noticed among Mexican-~~,erican laborers in the Southwest and 

Blacks in New Orleans. in the Western states; including 

California, the main ,impetus for state marijuana criminaliza

tion laws was racial pre~udice ~gainst ever-increasi~g n~be=s 

of immigrants from Mexico in each state, the'migrant farm 

workers who harvested the sugar beet crops and used ~ariJuana 

all the way up as far north as Canada just above Montanu. 

'Whether motivab~d by outright p~ejudice or simple discr'~.nina-

tory disinterest' National Commission consuH:ants ~onnie ::.nd 

Whitebread stat-e, th.3 result vias the same in each legisla-

';ure--little if any public clt::ention, '10 debate, pointed 

references to the drug's Mexican origin and sometimes 

vociferous allusion to the criminal conduct inevitably 

generated when Mexicans ate the 'killer weed.' Since the 

passage of the California and nationwide anti-marijuana lo.WSi 

the severe sentences have always been me'~ed out to the racial 

r.iinorities--the Blacks and the Chicanos especial,ly." 

The re!!ult of using marijuana as this ,,,hipping device has given 

the people affected a very 10\~ opinion 0'£ law and order. It h<ls . 

hurt law and order more because of the great hypocrisy since it is 

common ,mol"ledge who gets arrested and whai.. the disposition will 
;i 
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be; especially when 'I:.here are a great number of users and it is 

obvious the police are not and cannot arrest all of them. 

Lastly, it must be remembered what happens to a marijuana 

offender i~ jail is much more costly in terms of personal harm and 

anguish than the end sought by incarceration because they are the 

vulnerable; they are the Chicano, the Black, . and the "Ihite long

haired; they are the soft; and they are going to get it. 

1'he COJ;iUl1i ttee is concerned about the wrecked careers o:,-d ruined 

liven whicil continue to result from the application of the criminal 

law to the user. Here in California, with the great number of 

persons in prison for possession and use, that effect is. r:ost 

apparent. And for what reason? Are these people better off in 

jai:'? Are, we as a society better served by having these. people 

locked up in c<:.ges? The answer to bo'ch questions is "no". Th~ 

individuals involved and society would be better served if they ~ 

were in school, at their jobs, and with their families. 

We have a magnificent opportunity here in Cali'fornia to rectify 

thj s situation and to b,ase our marijuana laws on modern knowledge 

of its potential. risks. The Committee urges decriminalization of the 

personal possession· and use of marijuana. 

~H~1:Y. 

In the W:l:(C of the su:r:gc of mal:ijuana arrests and anti-rna:ci.jual1<:l 

propaganda cami?aigns, disJ:'espect for the law and the loss of credi

bility were left il.ou'ndering in the sea of hypocrisy because of the 

dishonesty vlith regard to IT,arijuana. 
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Education in the schools about drugs suffered because kids' felt 

they Ivere lied t.o about marijuana. After reassessment of the 

damage done \'las made, it \\'as found teaching in the schools about 

druys cannot be done until, th~re is honesty'about marijuana. 

It vias found honesty is a big factoF because people do not take 

a posi,tive stance on marij'uana according to their beliefs. A great 

many people are secretly in favor of ci.e<::riminalization, lessening 

the l)enal ties for simple possession for private use, but hecause 

Qf their position they outwardly corne out against it. There are 

indications this a't.ti tude pervades from legislators to doctors a.nd 

[rom district attorneys to law enforcement. 

III concl,"sion, in order to reverse this trend of attitude it is 

incunilient upon all concerD~d to find a medium for these diverse 

attitudes about marijuana use to infuse ,efficacy in existing law. 

A realistic position on rr.arijuana, removing the crimina:!. penalties .' 

for simple possession and use, is a giant step towards restoring 

this necessary trust. 

d. Inefficacy of the Law 

Given the grcat ,number of marijuana users not touched by the 

lal, and the .J.ilrge ,number arrested , it is evident law enforcement 

can only try to ke,;,p, marijuana usc in sight and appears tc be 

having difficulty doing t~is, much less containing it. It is also 

el1ide;-,t 'anti-marijuana propaqanda campaiqns and harsh laws h.ave no't 

deterred or discouragGd m.::rijuana use. The law and propaganda 

seemed t.o have had 1:0 1:he opposite effect instead, the curiosity 

of people has been aroused to see and find out What ma:!iijilana is, 
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all abou't and test 'the truth of what they have been told. 

It was found some people use marijuana because it is illegal, 

<Inti some vlho do not use it because of' its illegality; while still 

others use'mo-.rijuana just to rebel against its prohibition. 

La\~ cnfon;ement al~d some \'~itnesses appearing before the C')m-

mit-tee expressed satisfaction the marijuana laws ar.: stopping 

,urne people and may deter others to some extent. It was stated 

1"0 md..sting law ·is viable, and should not be changed becausc 

,.,-:lcwhere ai.ong the line the threat of a sanotion being applied 

LS lltterly necessary to forestall people from forming anti-social 

or socially harmful acts. 

In con'cra3t, the National Commission 1 S report shovlS as to effi-

:1CY of existing law, a majority of the proseoutors polled agree 

,,:0 marijuana, laws do not decer, or only deter minimally, but do 

believe it deters cpen use of marijuana. Furth,:r, even though 

most [",'lor some lessening of ,the penalties, they are reluctant to 

g~ve up form':l.l, criminal control. Judges felt the same. Probation 

officers and cliniciant; were highly skeptical about formal control'. 

Hearing testimonyrevea:i.ed, when talking in terms of the entire' 

criminal justice system, the marijuana la\~s are not working. They 

are not stop~ing those who choose to use marijuana or traffick in 

it.. Furt"ner I ir", spite of ~he ha:csn la~ls ar,d other insulation 

given the people, a marijuana explosion ocourred. 

'l'herefore, the Corrllllittee found' :::he marijuana laws as they per-

tain to simple pO!;session for pd,vata use are ineffective. They 

do not sha~e the consensus of the ?eople. The present system is 
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not working. It is not stopping people from using marijuana or 

trafficking in it. 

c. Other Costs 

(1) Dilemma 

Crirr,inalization of rr,arijuana has created dilemmas of great 

m~ynitude with potential of serious implications to the people 

of the State of California. 

'fhore are thousands of 'career men and ,.lOmen Iii thin the 

criminal justicc system, and many morc ·pr.epad:ng themo:elves for 

careers as police, deputy sheriffs, probation, parole, correc-

tion officers, and as potential public defenders and pr05ec~tors. 

r;omc of these peoplc usc marijuana experimentally; others as an 

intermittent social lubricant, an~ others not at all--but most 
,f·, 

arc ver~' di~turbed by marijuana enforcement policy. 

'I'he evidcnc~ revealed dilemmas such as: 

"I do not smoke marijuana but if I become an 

officer will I have to arrest my friend, or 

inform on the ones who do? If I become a 

prosecutor, will I have to prosecute a friend?" 

"HO\~ do I handle the mat.ter of grass use when 

I face an oral board or the like? Do I lie? 

Do I tell the truth?" 

"Should I give up thoughts of a criminal justice 

career?!! 

"I smoke marijuana, and believe the current 

laws arc not consonant with '1-n effe'ctive 

criminal justice system." 
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"Should I arrest a user v7herl I come up with 

one in. the· field, or do I i.et him or her 90 

wi th a warning?·" 

"If I let him or her go, am I shirking my 

responsibilit¥ and being derelic~ about my. 

duties?H 

"I am a ranking officer. My wife and I use 

marijuu'na, usually with friends on \1eekends. 

I must approve the arrest reports of my' men, 

and some of them make marijuana arrests for 

p03session· and use. 

"lIm, can I ctpprove these reports, when I 

personally use marijuana and do not regard 

the offense as i~~oral or as serious mis-

conduct?U 

'rhese and ot;)er dilemmas are. created by the marijuana la\'l 

enforcement policy. The Conunittee did not gee. .specific ansl"ers 

to these 'problems, and recognizes the way to alleviate them is 

·for the people of. the State of California to re-set its priori

ties a~ to \'7nat they want the police to do. 

Furthcr, the Committee may help the problem by reconu-nending 

legislat.ion to change the law, or if not, to change the policy 

of enforcement such as allovling more liberalization for· diver

sion through a cita·t.ion system. 

(2) C~vil Liberties Violated? 

The National Conunission found other disturbing consequences 
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of laws proscribing possession of marijuana for personal us~ 

are the techniques :r;equired, to enforce them: Poss,ession of 

marijuana is generally a private behavior; in order to find it, 

the police many times must operate on the edge of constitutional 

lim.i.~ations. Arrests without probable cause, illegal searches 

and selective enforcement occur often enough to arouse cOncern 

about: thl= integrity of the criminal process. 

In,discussing a facet of polarization of marijuana crimina

lization, Kaplan says: 

"This problem has an even less a.ttractive side. While, 

almost cc~tainly, the great majority of the police con

fine their resentment of constitutional principles to 

the realm of opinion, it is fairly clear that a 

nunlber exert themselves to subvert these principles. 

Our search-and-seizure laws make this ~ossible. A 

search without a warrant, as almost all in the mari-

juana area are, is constitutional only if. it is made 

with the consent of the person searched or accom-' . 

panying an arrest based on probable ~ause. 

Again and again, cases come up whez:e the police 

officer testifies either that he made the search 

that turned up marijuana pursuant to the defendant .. 's 

consent, or else that his ~ttention was drawn to a. 

car with young people in it because the car was 

missing a taillight and that!when he approached the 

car he either ~~elled marijuana or saw someone make 
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a 'furtive gesture,' as if to hide something, which 

provided him wi'ch sufficient probable cause for the 

arrest and search. 

The problem is, of course, that there is no way of 

either verifying or disproving this testimony--espe

cially since in any particular case the police officer 

is probably 'telling the truth. After all, the officer's 

motive to fabricate is far less, than that of th", 

defendan't. And, not only is the poiiceman more likely 

to be telling the truth, but the judge, in weighing 

his credibility, cannot help hut be influenced by th.e 

facts that the only issue is one of consti'tutional 

search and that the defendant is clearly guilty of the 

crime charged. 

Nonetheless, the frequency of the hotly denied 'furtive 

gesture' or consent to search is reason for prosecutors 

as 'dell as other observers to suspect that police per

jury as to search-and~seizure issues in'marijuana cases 

is not unknown. '.chis, as one might surmise, is an 

especially emotion-laden issue. It is only rare:;'y 

discussed in print. A recent study in the Stanford 

I,aw Review, however, did documen~ more than fifteen 

'strange coincidences' in its sample of eighty 

arrests studied. In addition to several 'fur-tive 

gesture' cases: 
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In one C:lse officers stopped to question 

four young men parked ·at night in' an 

exclusive residentiul area. One 

officer stated that when he requested 

identification from one.oecupant, 'as 

he was leaning to one ::dde to abstract 

his wallet from his pocket, I was able 

to notice. vegetable-botanical material 

underneath his foot on the floor-boards.' 

Twenty grams of marijuana were discovered 

when the car was searched. This was one 

of five cases in which officers claimed 

that from outside a car at night they 

~lere able to observe marij uana seeds I 

marij"Jana debris, or a single 'roach' 

(the unburned end, or 'butt,' of a 

marijuana cigarette) inside the car on 

the floor. In assessing ·the officers' 

explanations, it should be noted that 

the interior of an a~tomobile is lit 

dimly (if at all) I that :the floor is gener-

ally covered ~li th dark carpeting or rubber 

mats, that dirt and other debris are 

usually present, and that secds and par

ticles of ma.cijuana rarely exceed one

sixteenth of an inch in any dimension. 

I 
I 
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The costs of even a suspicion of police perjury are 

extremely high. Reports of cases known to young 

~?eo?le circulate \ddely, and the chances are that 

milny }:lelieve police perjt;ry to be far more COIiUllon 

::'han it actually is. This, of course, not only 

weakens the confidence of a large number of our 

youth in our whole judicial system, but also 

aggravates greatly the hostility many young 

people feel for the police.,,2/ 

Impact on Individual 

'I'he most sorious cost of criminalization of marijuana is ic 

makes felons of Cl large segment of our population, especia.lly our 

youlh. 

Cr iminalization of mad.ju(lna possession and use subj eCl;S an 

individual 0::0 being arrested for a felony; acquiring .;Ln arrest 

record; att,\Ches the social stigma ,attendant with an arrest; and, 

in (l certain se;'lsa, c:;:eates peer-pressure for the young user be

CiJUSC of 1'.ho aura of illegality and. 'che opportunity to flaunt the 

law with impuni ty--thus increasing c:t:iminCl1ity. 

Til", em~)loyClbi~ity of an idividual is limited and curt:ai1ed in 

some .i.nstances. There is likelihood of loss of employment. Arrest 

or co:t.vict.ior, may prevent. a person from entering such prof(-'ssiuns 

as medicir,e, la",', and teaching, o:c if not, it subjects 'chem to more 

scrutiny. Cifficul'c:y a:cises in obtaining a responsible :;>osi tion 

in business o:c indu"!try. Sometimes special hearings are necessary 

to hold a gcvernmen~ job. 
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, People may find their E!ducat.ion interrupted and ,their future 

shadowed or altered by having a police record. An arrest or con

viction complicates lives and plans at many turns. For e:>tample, 

in many statr'!s a person vlith a record must meet special conditions 

to obtain or renevl a driver'S license. Also, many states require' 

" felcn to register with the police or sheriff I 5 departmel1t when 

they come or move into a tOlm. 

E.{pulsion from profession'al groups, membership in organizations, 

societies or fraternal 'orders may ocr-ur, or entrance into such 

groups denied. 

Lastly, the eriect of an arrest is often underestimated. A 

ureat deal of personal tragedy and soc,ial was'ce occurs as a result 

·of. an arrest. ~'he question of money for bail and defense adds to 

this; coupied with sitting in jail until release and all the,at

tendant problems of processing. 

3.' ltlt)act. on the criminal Justice System 

Notil'g the great number of marijuana possession arrests each 

year, there is no doubt another consequence of marijuana cr.imina

lization is the clo'i!ging of the judical calendars and the; ",over

loading of the criminal justice system. 

A quick sojourn into the hearing testimony expresses this ,\~elll 

,'.\R, BROl~NELL: The imps.ct on the criminal justice 

sY>'item at the state prison level and in the correctional 

Ilyste;n is not felt that g'reatly within the state prison 

complex. In other words, the number of individuals who 
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are going to state prison for s;,mple possession in insigni

ficant compared to the disposition of cases elsewhere in 

the criminal iustice system. Let me rephrase that differently. 

Where the marijuana laws are hurting the criminal justice 

system is: One, taking police officers off of the streets 

\~hen they make an arres.t. Seventy-three thousand felony 

marijuana arrests in California took a large nmnber of 

pollee officers off of the streets or off of the highways 

to book those individuals. That's the first effect of 

these laws on the criminal justice system, is that people 

who want protection ag·ainst street crime and who I'/ant 

police out on the streets are losing those police that 

ha'l~ to go back in to the booking stations taking in kids 

'oL' in!'lture adults for marijuana. That's the first impact. 

The second l'iOulcl be wi thin the court system, the backlog 

,.lnd the clogging of marij uana cases mainly in the lower 

courts, but all of these cases have to be disposed of in one 

fashion or another; and most olE the people now are copping 

pleas, or getting out, are not going to state prison, but 

for the period of time i:hat they're in court, the period 

of time that they are awaiting pretrial hearings, and so 

forth, thcsc'individuals ure clogging.the courts and, most 

importantly, they are clogging ·our county jails. The number 

of individllals who are presently incaz'cerated in ';ounty jails 

and institutions in the s'cate awaiting pretrial hearings of 
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one kind or another, or awaiting trial, is surprisingly high, 

liS you know. I reca,ll one study that said civer 80% of tha in-

m~tes at one county jail, one of the larger county jails in 

the state, were 'there awaiting trial. These are people who 

have? not been found g~ilty, who have not been--who have not 

boen tried yet. And this is where most pi 'the incarceration 

takes pJ.ace of marijuana users. it's at the county level. 

1 t 's taJcing the police office-r off of the street and then it's 

cJ ogging up the dis trict attorney::, I and the j udicial s~'stem 

ilt;d the courts where they have to deal with them.,i 

<1 ' T!~pact of Harij uana Decrirninalization on Drug Use. 

In iJ.ttontpting Lo assess the impact marijuana decriminalization 

",quId 'have on drug use, the commit;teS reports ;:he follo\"ing 

accounts on the most lenient ma~ijuana possession law in the 

nation, The first account is a newspaper assessment which reads: 

MARIJUANA LAW l{AS LITTLE IN:i?ACT 
BUT OREGONIANS FEAR ITS POTENTIAL 

Last October, the most lenient marijuana possession 10.'. 

in the united States went into effect in Oregon. 

Under a law ena6j:.ed \~ith'little controversJ by the 

Legislature, persons found w.(i::h up to one ounce of rnarijuana--

enough for 20 cigarets--could not be found guilty of a crihlc 

but only a "violation," something like a traffic ,offense. 

They could be punished w;i.th nothing more tha;n a $100 

finc. They could not be, jailed, nor would they acquire a erim-

inal record. 
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stiff criminal penal·ties remained in .effect for possession 

of larger amounts or possession for sale. 

By mos t Cl.tlthori tati ve accou.,ts, the new law has .produced 

little change in the pattern of illegal drug use in the state. 

Law enforcement officials said that in so~ne respects it had 

made their task simpler and more efficient. 

Nonetheless, some narcotics officers expressed uneasiness 

abont the iong-range effects of the law. And a citizens' group 

plans iln initiative campaign to repea:l the measure. 

cri tics of tJ1C h.w believe it ',las enacted in haste I with-

out surricien'l: consideration of either the potential dangers 

of marijua;:)·" or the social impact of removing the criminal 

r"nalt:ics. 

H\~e Siet a lot of calls from parents ,·,hose 50ns Clnd 

daughtol:f; are telling them there's practically no law against 

S1noJr"',lg marij uana anymore so why shouldn 1 t they do it, H said 

Sgt. Hr,oert Skipper of the Multnomah Cotmty sl'eriff' s vi eel 

sect10n. "It's tough for the parents to argue with their kids 

when "Iiise people' --the legislators--acted as they did." 

A group called ·the Committee Against Libera~ Drug Laws 
I 

will begin circulating initiative petitions nextJ month, seeking 

to .l:cstore criminal pen~lties for jliarijuana pos~e.ssion. 

"The r.ew law is goir,g to make marij1:'.ana mote available 
\ 

and e:ncoura'."je youtns to usc it.," said Mrs. Susan\ Roylance of 

Hermis 'con r chiarman of the repeal efforJc. 
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Mrs. Rcylance, the mother of six children of her own and 

one foster child, said she became personally concerned about 

drug problems after se~ing what she called the "very real effects" 

that murijuana had on the personalities of tvlO close relatives. 

Law enforcement authorities SClY they have detee·ted no 

BigniEicant increilse in the supply of marijuana; or otJ1er 

illegal drugs, that can be at·tributed to the new law. 

"If Oregon is being flooded with pot or pot smoke::s, they 
\ 

\ 

haven't surfaced yet," said a federal narcotics official. 

But there is some concern that in warmer weather the 

liberalized la'I' !;light encourage an influx of out-of-state users. 

"\qe have no evidence more marijuana is being used," said 

rHchilel T. Bailey," Hultnomah County Senior Deputy District 

Attorney. "But 'realistically we can't help but believe that, 

wi th all the publicity of the nel." law, people who were afraid 

Lo llS'J it before are less afraid novl. I suppose people are 

trying it who l1E;ver tried it before." 

Bailey said he had "no great philosophical agreement" 

~i th the lal." but conceded it had "administrative and fiscal 

benefits. " 

Under the law, offender.s are cited, rather than arrested 

and booked. The streamlined procedure·saves time and expense. 

Offenderl'l, facing only a minor penalty, are more. inclined to 

plead gu11ty rather than demand "a trial. 
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"So fa:;: it's been quite successful," Bailey said. "The 

golice by and large are happy with it--they don't have to spend 

Half a shift booking a suspect and writing a report. The judges 

are pleasen with it because it saves court time. And our office 

is plcased with it because '"e can concentrate more on serious 

crimes. II 

Bailey's office handles the majority of drug cases in the' 

stat.e. He estimated that there had been "less than 50" mar i-

jtlana possession prosecutions since the new law too:< effect-:'a 

ratc about one-third less than before. 

In Multnomah County, which includes Portland, judges have 

been imposing a $25 :fine or,'\.f the offender agr~Bs, 16 

of work with a local comr,lUni ty, service organization. 3/ 

hourz 

'J'he second account is a letter in J;esponse -.;0 the following 

questions posed to J. Pat Horton, Oregon's Lane County District 

A~torn~YI by the Committee: 

J., !{ow is the new law change vlorking out?; 

~, Has th~re been any significant increase in the 

usc of marijuan;l.?; 

3. Have there been any problems administering the 

law?; 

4, Wna'c are the attitudes of "the publici, enforce-

mC:lt agencies and the courts? 

'rhe response to these questions reads in part, "Our new 

decriminalization la", here in Oregon appears to be \~orking superbly. 
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'l'lIclrc: has been no notable significant increase in the use of mari-

juana although ,that, of course, is really a subjective evaluation 

since an empirical ,evaluation of that is virtually impossible. 

There have been few, if any, problems result from administering 

the new law. Th," attitude of the public, enforcement agencies 

and courts appears to be uniformly in 'favor of the decriminaliza

tion effort. 'fhere is one caveat, however, and that ~Ias trie 

inclusion of hashish and hashish oil into the decriminalization 

statute. Several weeks ago, our special session of the Legisla

ture excised from the decriminalization statute hashish and hashish 

oil. That is currently a crime in the State of Oregon and the 

decriminalization statute applies solely to the stock, stems and 

leaves of the cannabis plant. We have not yet 'compiled any early 

s tal:is tics on numbers of citations issued or the frequency rate of 

filings under the new marijuana 'law." 

Otl,cr than these accounts the Committee, the same as everybody. 

elso, has no indication o:f what impact on drug use a change in 

the 1.1\'/ would have. The committee heard testimony , it was anybody I s 

guess. Nost likely not much would happen. It is conceded use of 

marij uana may go up but to wha,t e:<tent it is not known. It was 

stated if marijuana is decriminalized, some people who are not 

involved in it will likely experiment it just to satisfy their 

curiosity and leave it once whetted. 

The National Commission and other major commissions feel very 

little sccial impact will occur if marijuana is decriminalized. 
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The Commission feels marijuana, as a drug, is not the drug of 

choice in our aggressive, competitive society, and although mari-

j uuna use \dll not. go al"ay 100%, it will not become any real pro-

blem even though there will all'ays be some people who will use it. 

It \~as stated the fear California will become a "pot-smoking" 

c4tate is grea'cly exaggera·t.ed and decriminalizatior. I'ill not:' put 

the ir.lprimature by the Legislature of approval on marijuana 

l''1ssession and use. 

Purthc c, it should be kept in mind if ever a country !'Jere superb

ly protected against marijuana it was the United States in 1960, 

nd a marijur.na explosion occurred in the face of the most vigorous 

',,"ws, law enforcement, and uniform belief marijuana »las a highly 

hazarJous drug; and these methods just did not work. 

In conclusion ,. from~lhat is knOl-ln about marij uana effects, use 

does not constitute a major threat to public health, safety or 

n" • :lit;. However, marij uana is not an innocuous drug and needs 

morc study und researCih such as the National Institute of ~Iental 

Ilealth and othpr agencies. 

l'lith the National Institute of Mental Health support, scientists 

iJ 0 now 'studying all aspects of mariju<;lna effects, if it int.erfe:::es 

I"li th norm.a1 mental processes! and its effect upon the centers.t'.con

trolling emm:ion, a1ertit~s, sensation and 'behavior. The disparity 

between subjective estima't.~'·o~ performance and the objective analy

sis of performance is being scrcib:i,nized. The possible harmful 
", 

effects of the smoke effect upon the'~born are under study. 
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I'os,;ible uses of THC are being researched ,. I~ost. important, the 

.lIlswer(; 1:0 question,; of long-term effects upon· body and mind are 

IJui.ng sought, 

I; REFERENCES 

l/2/Marijuana: The New Prohibition, by John.Kaplan, Professor 
~aw (page 44,45), 

3/Los Angeles Times', 1/29/74 - $taff writer, Phi;I.ip Hager, 
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Chaptl1r 7 

AYAILABILITY OF MARIJUANA 

Another charge the COl1ll"nittee had ~las to a.scertain the avail-
" 

ability and use of marijuana. From the testimony heard and the 

evidence scrutinized, the COl1\l"l\ittee felt it would best serve its 

charge by incorporating in its report. an analysis made· by 

William H. McGlothlin, Ph.D. 

The l-lcGlothlin report, probably the most comprehensive done, 

t'oints out, as of mid 1972, about 22 Hiillion persons in the United 

States are estimated to have used marijuana or about 14% of the 

popUlation ',Olge 11 and over. The COl1\l"l\ittee notes the figure may be 

.Jomewhat hii3fJ.er no'". 

Of the el';timated 22 million persons in the United states "'ho 

nave used marijuana one-or-more times, 48% are further estimated 

to have stopped or to have used less than 10 times, 37% to be 

currently using one to eight times per month, and 15% three or 

more times per ~leek; 80% of this group are estimated to be males. 

Il is of.interest to note that one mi11ion marijuana users 

account for 43% of the estimated 2.6 billion marijuana cigarettes 

consumed. Studies reporting the amount of marijuana smoked per 

occasion indicate the majority of users consume no more than one 

cigarette. 

Assuming a weight ration of 10.7% for crude to cleaned mari-

juana, an estimated ~,501,700 kg. of crude marijuana are required 

to satisfy the annual consumption. 
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90\'. of the crude ,marijuana consttmed in the United States 

originated outside the country. The total foreign grown for U.S. 

milrket is 1,48'1,500 kg. or 1,899,400 short ka.The estimated 

annual expendicures for marijuana prior to import is 66 mi~lion 

dollars. 

Z\pproximately four tons of marijl'ana flar day must be smuggled 

into the U.S. to meet consumption demands. 

On entry into, the U.S., marijuana sells fm~ around $75 to $90 

per short kilogram in lots of 100 or more bricks at points near 

1I1(! ~4<"xlc;ll1 border. 1\s distribution is made, the price may go 

[rom $150 tD $200 per short kilogram in California and border 

:;Latl1~l, to $225 to $275 in other areas of the country. 

Annu<ll e:<penditures run from $163,000 @$85/short kg. for 10(') kg. 

<lnd up. to $288,BOO @$150/short kg. for 10-15 kg. and $481,300 

,~1$250/shol: L kg. for one kg. 

'j'ile standard retail unit for marijuana is an ounce or "lid" of 

uncl?anc'd' r.ia'teria:j.. The price per short ounce runs from $10 to $15 

il~ cilii·jotnia and Southwest, to $20 to $25 in Chicago and in Ohio 
. . 

as high $'.j5 to $40. 

The ,national average price of marijuana is assttmed to be $250 

per ,short kilogram and $20 per short O\\Ilce. 

'1'he Qstin,ated annual retail eh'penditure for marijuana ana has-

hish combiniid is around 1.4 billion dollars. Cost per user is 

around $9 pee week for daily users and $4 for those using three 

to six time~ per \:,eek. 
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It is estimated there is a gross retail profit of 835 million 

uollars since the retail level is a low profit operation. The gross 

retail profit estimate here would be sufficient to employ some 

280,000 persons ~n retail selling. 

The cost of processing the California adult and juvenile mari

juana arrcbts for 1969 has been estimated to be 43 million dollars 

or about $780 per arrest. 

These, then, are some of the facts in the analysis. It is 

urged a careful reading of the analysis be made so a better pic-

turo may be seen. 

~1ARIJl}ANA: AN ANALYSIS OF USE, DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL 

William H. McGlothlin, Ph.D. 

''';: ~s paper is an effort to integrate the available infOJ::mation 

or. l .•.• ~·ijuana use, distribution, economics and control into an 

internally consistent presentation. It also examines the' extent 

and type of use that may result in the United States within the 

next few years along with alternative control policies~ 

Prevalence and Patterns of Use 

Numerous $urveys have been conducted on the prevalence of mari-

juana use in the past fe\'/ years--especially in high schools and 

colleges. Berg has,summarized the statistics from 69 sources. l 

'I'able 1 .shows the. percentages h<;lving-ever-used for national surveys 

cond;lcted during the l?ast two years. Results from a 1970 survey 

of NOlI York State are also shown. 

These data indicate that, in the general population, males are 

Note: This .':Irticl'o is based on a monograph of the same title (SCID
~R-2, June 1971) prepared for the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs under Contract J-70-33. Various estimates have been revised 
in accordance with data which became available during the past year. 
Funding of::his study by the BNDD does not necessarily imply their 
endOrrJement of the findings or conclusions 
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,:.lJoul: twice as likely to have tried marijuana as are females. For 

college s tu'dents the male-f'3male ratio is about 3: 2, and is some

\'Ihat clo~:,,':" at the high school level. 'r'"o surveys have shown th<..t 

the percentage of college students who have used marijuana is 

n(~ar:;'y twice that for the same age group (18-24) of non-students,2 

,,1 thoU<Jh this d if ference is probably decreasing <.s marij uana use 

I)(!comos more widespread. Usage is still low among the ::;1 der age 

qcoul's; tile 1970 New York State survey found 4% for the 3'5-49 age 

'P'ou" und 2'1. for those 50 and over; the 1972 Gallup survay reported 

/'/, L'l:: the 10-49 age group and 2% for those 50 and over. The Hari-

ju.l11a Comrn1:;sion mail survey is an exception, reporting 6~ for those 

[,0 and over. 

'I':", values pros.:mted in Table 2 represent a best estimate of 

t1w !\UlIllOr of persons having used marijuana one or more times py 

lId d-l972. -They arc based '~n a composite of the various survey 

rosuhs projectnd to the 1972 time period. since data on stu.:1ent 

usage ile'e much more extensive than those for non-students, these 

os ti.,\ates are treated separately from the remainder of the popula

lation. In summary, us o~ mid-1972, about 22 million persons in 

Lha U.S. arc estimated to have used marijuana, i.e. about 14, of 

the population age 11 and over. 

!:~C.';'!l!:I£!}.SLof usc. Until recently most survey resul'cs were only 

t"cpo.t:t;ed <:;s percentages "having-ever-used" or in vague te..:-ms such 

as occasionally, frequently and regularly. Table 3 provides 

limited data .on frequencies of use. It appears that about one

~hird of all persons having ever tried mar.ijuana are currently 
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using one-or-more times per week. In addition to the fact tha-t 

more males than females have tried marijuana, the former are also 

more likely to use the drug frequently. The proportion of females 

having-ever-used.IVho fall in the 3-or-mo:Ce-times-per-week range is 

about one-haJ_f that for males. 3 111 schools IVhere marijuana usage 

has existed for several years and prevalence is high, the propor--

tion of frequent users tends to be relatively high, e.g., San 

Mateo County High Schools in California. Schools whi::h exhibit 

10l~ prevalence of use typically show 50% or more of those having

over-'used are experimenters (fewer than 10 times).4 Limited data 

on usage among persons over 35 also show a high proportion of 

those having used are in the experimenter class. S 

Table <1 provides frequency-of-use estimates ~lhich are consistent 

"ith toe data ·shown·in Table 3. Estimates are made by sex, student 

and non-student status, and by .two age categories in the non-student 

group. The frequency-of-use data are reasonably plentiful for tl'e " 

student population, but scarce for other'groups. In particular, 

the lll-34 non-student group is estimated to have a relatively high . . 
propvrtion in the daily-use category because of the heavy drug-

~l!3ing subculture which is largely contained in this segment. How-

ever" since no data are available on the size of this subculture, 

this estimate ,COUld be substantially in error. 

Ii'! summary, of the estimated 22 mil1ion persons in the U.S. ~lho 

have used marijuana one-or-more times, 48\i are further estimated 

to have stopped· or to have used less than 10 times; 37% 'to be 
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currently using 1-8 times per month; and 15.% 3-or-more-times per 

week. Of those using3-or-morc-times per week, 80% are estimated 

to be malp.s. 

Amount uS<1d per occasion. Information on the amount 0:: ma.l.·~-

juana consumed per use is essential--both from the standpoint. of 

assessing the impact on the user an~ for estimating the volume and 

economics of the marijuana market. In this country, marijuana is 

normally sflloked in the form' of cigarettes, flO the natural unit of 

'nc,.~:urQ ifl the number of cigarettes per use or per day. Certain 

'~;'c • .)pt.ions exist. It may be smoked. in a pipe, but probably no 

more than ).0% is used in this manncr. G Marijuana is also occa-

:l Lor .. :ul.y taicen orally, but the amount t.:onsumed in this manner is 

nC'1 E qible. 7 Finally, usc in the form of hashisn is increasing, 

iJllcl ,,,obably represents 15-20% of the total at present. Survey 

.J.lt" ,,<'nerally do not distinguish between marijuana and hashish fo 

US(~, hO'deVcl:, seizure data provide tl1.~· basis for an estimate. In 

1971 suizures by Federal ~genciefl were 100,627 kg. of marijuana 

':lI1d J, 526 kg. of hashish. a If it is ass1:lll1ed. hashish. is approxi

l11;ll:ely 5 times as potent as marijuana by weight,9 the hashish 

~;cizures would be equivalent to 17,630 kg. of marijuana, or about 

·15~ of tho total peizures. Hashish use is increasing, and is 
I-

.i'J"ojcctcd 1:0 represent 20~ of the total use by r.1id-1972. ;;oor the 

purpoq~S of this subsection, total use will be estimated in terms 

of inarijuana cigarettes and then 20% will be subtracted as re-

prosenting use in the form of hashish. 
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Studies reporting the amount of marijuana smoked per occasion 

indicate the majority of users :coasume no more than one cigarette. 

One study found that 50% reported using one cigarette or less and 

10~ more than 3 cigarettes. lO Another interview study of fairly 

regular users (median 2 times per week) found that the large rna 

majority smoke 1/2 to 1 cigarette "to get high," but that 76% 

t"eported they normally smoked an'additional amount subsequent to 

achie~ing this effect. ll A third study of an older sample (mean 

ag . .l.~4) I1ho had typically used marijuana for many years feund 63% 

used ~o more than 0ne cigarette per occasion, while 26% stated 

they r.ormally smoked 3 to 5. 12 The potency of available marijuana 

varies widely and cOlltributes to the variability in amount consumed. 

The delta-9 tetrahyd:t"ocannabinol content varies from 0.1 to 5% in 

the 1ried m'lterial exclusi.;e of stems and seeds. Mexican grol'lrc 

,Ilarijuana sold in the u.s. averages about 1% THC13; domestic ma.::-i

_'unna contains only 0'.1-0.5% THC. 14 

ExperimentaL data provide further evidence on the effective 

marijuana dose level. When given as a single administration, 

smoked doses of 2 mg. THC, or its :narIjuana equivalent, are suffi

cient to produce a mild euphoria in experienced users; 7 mg_ 

produce some perceptual and time sense changes; and 15 mg. produce 

a rel'ativ.ely high level of il}toxication .15 AssumIng marij uana 

containing 1.0% THC, and cigarettes weighing ~.S.gm., these doses 

are. equivalent to about 1/2, 1 1/2 and 3 cigarettes respectively. 

Mar.ijuana users do not necess.arily smoke it in a single dose, 
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previously, the amount of hashish consumed is assumed to be equiva-

lent to abou·c 20% of the total consumption, 50 we may sublrcact this 

<.Imount (262,800 kg.) leaving 1,051,200 kg. of clean marijuuna plus 

~2,560 kg. of hashish. 17 

Crude marijuana. loses about 25-30% by .Ieight when prepared for 

smoking' due to the removal of seeds·; stems and excess mois·ture. 18 

i .. ,.;uming a weight ratio of 10: 7 for crude to cleaned marijuana an 

estimated 1,501,700 kg. of crude marijuana are required to satisfy 

the ,mnual consumption. 

In 1urgcr quantities, marijuana is usually sold in the form of 

wr<..pP'1d bricks of compressed material ·ostensibly '~eighing one 

kilogrum. In actual practice, the bricks typicallY weigh sub

.;t.1ntially less ~hun one }:ilogram. Statistics frolT. 35 seizures 

involving some 5,000 bricks revealed an average net weight ·of 

780 gr .•. , with a range of 539-995 gm. 19 
The number of "short kilo-

'1rrun:;" nec<:ssary to supply 1,501,700 kg. of crude marijuana is thus 

1,925,250. 20 

Source. 21 Some marijuana is cultivated or co11ected,from low-

i'otency wild growth in the U.S., but the large majority is grewn 

outside the country, principally in Mexico. In the last 2 or 3 

years, substantial quantities have originated in Jamaica, and to 

.l lesser extent from Central America, Southeast Asia and other areas, 

but the primary source is still Mexico. For the prenent purposes 

it will be <lsSUlned that 90~ of the crucie marij·uana consumed in the 

U.S. originates outside the country. 
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Crude. marijuana consumed 1,501,700 kg. 

Originating outside the U.S. (90%) 1,351;500 kg. 

Marijuana seized 130,000 kg. 22 

Total foreign grown for U.S. market 1,481,500 kg. 

Dr 1,899,400 short ~g. 

'l'he esb.mated <lcreage required to produce this amount is 7600. 23 

I n ~It'xico marijuana sells for $6-10 pe'r kilogram brick in the fields, 

;lI1U ~J1:uchases arc often of the order of several tons. It is nor

,,'illly trucked to points On the Mexican side of the border where it 

";1'11:; for $35-40 per short kg. in quantities of 100 kg. or more. 

lit $15, the estimated annual expenditure for marijuana prior to 

imror~ is $66 million. 

Ii ,,;hish ;s generally assumed to origimlte in Lebanon and other 

Middle Eastern countries. Prices paid at the point of or'9in are 

!'ot well c'lLt;lblished, but it may be bought in several Middle Eastern

Gou',l:rics ;:or $35-45 per kilogram. Assuming an annual consumjJl:ion 

of 52,560 kg. and 11 price of'$40 per kg., the current estimated 

eXl'ol1diture at i:he point of orig.in is $2 milliol1. 

!!!!l)orta~ion. The enormouS bulk 'of the marij.uana traffic doe~' 

not i.r.'pose seyere restrictions on the Mexican side of the border. 

lit the point of importation and be:tond, the bulk inVOlved imoosE:s 

.1 sev"~'e li.mi Lation and is the major factor shaping the distribu

don systel', on the U.S. side. When one consid",rs that (1) approxi

, .. ately 4 ·tons of marijuana per day must be smuggled into the U.S., 

typically in lots of no more than 50-300 kg.; and (2) the bulk of 
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mal'ijuana makes it infeasible to store in quantity on the U.S. "ide, 

the prohibitive complexity of organizing more than a relatively 

small 'operation becomes apparent. By comparison, the annual import' 

of heroin is only lor 2 days' smuggling activity fo! marijuana by 

>/cight, and :Lt may De imported and stored in the U.S. well in ad

vance of its distribution. 

Amounts' of marij'uana smuggled from Mey.ico vary from 1 or 2 kilo

grams brought across the border by an individual to a recent 

.:>ttem"t to import 5 tons by boat. 24 l'he vast majority of, r.muggling 

lttempts involve amounts on the low end of the scale. In 1971, 

: he mean \~eight of the Ii, 312 marijuana seizures made by Custo!lls 

.,as less than 15 kg. 2: About 85% of that seized at the U.S.-!:exican 

i .)rder is intercepted in vehicles. However, some authorities are 

of tl:.:?opiniol1 that aircraf t and boats are carrying an increaSing 

,Jorl.~on of the traffic--considerably more than is indicated by the 

,)crcent:uge of seizures . 

• ,a't';hish is'most frequently smuggled into the U.S. aboard com

mercia). aircraft. The mean weight for 1757 Customs seizures in 

1971 Has 1.8 kg.,26 although currently seizures of 40-50 pounds 

~rc not infrequent. 

Distrib~. On entry into the U.S., marijuana sells for 

around $75-90 per short kilo,gJram in lots of 100 or more brickS at 

points near the Mexican bo!'dcr. Virtually all warehousing of large 

quantities of marijuana is done oU1:side the U.S. Normally, the 

buyers for a lot of 100 kg. or more are known prior to importation, 
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und dispersal or transshipment takes place inunediately efter 

dQlivcry. 

'l'ypicaJ,ly, although an individual buying in 100 kg. lots would 

not.scll i!~.quantities of less than 5 or 1.0 kg., he may frequently 

be ,dlling to sell r.mch ldrger quantities for lower profits, 

parl:i:;ularly to another kno,Tn wholesaler, a .transaction "hich 

LnvD.1 Yes little risk. In general, the price is dependent on the 

"i?',-, 0£ tr,:lIisaction, 'extent of risk, and distar.·ce from th'~ borcler. 

·,'It" quality of the marij uana and the actual weight of the "kilogram" 

hr.l,,"·; are also factors, especiallY in smaller tran·sactions. 

",in.,l.ly, the price will vary with availabq.ity, and there is some 

,,,,aGonal fluctuation corresponding ,to the time of harvest in Mexico. 

At the time of this writirq (Spring, 1972) marijuana is $30.0-4.06, 

or .waul:. double the price for 1971. For the present purposes, the 

curr.ent prices are assumed to be atypical, and calculations are 

bascd on the 1971 prices, i.e., $15.0-2.00 per single short kilogram 

in C" l.ifornia and other ,border states and around $225-275 in most 

othce areas of the country. 

'Assuming an annual consumption of 1,925,250 short kilograms of 

marijuana (including Mexican, domestic and other origin), the 

ilnnual 'expenditures in the u.s. a'3 a function of lot size are 

cr;timatad ;!s follows: 

Price per Annual expe!1diture 
Level short kg. (000) 

100 kg. and up $85 $163;600 

10-15 kg. 150 288,800 

1 kg. 250 481,300 
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Hashish sells f01; $600-1,000 per pound. There does not appear 

to be much regional variation in price, althouqh it qenerally sells 

for less in areas where, there is a relatively large market or 

where: it i,s in competition with low pr.iced marijuana, e.g., San 

Francisco and Los Angeles. No information was available on price 

1.,;,,' multi-pound lots. Assuming the annual consumption to De 

',2,560 kg., or 115,900 lbs., and a price structure similar.to 

~arijuana, the annual expenditures for hashish are estimated as 

Level 

10 lbs. and \lP, 

I lb. 

price/lb. 

$500 

Annual exPenditure 
(000) 

$57,950 

92,700 

The standard retail unit for marijuana is an ounce or "lid" of 

UJ1.G].CiltlCd mat:erial. In the- majority of cases the ~loun~ell is sho.rt 

by ... bout the same proportion as the brick, i.e., it averages around 

22 instead of the full' 28.3 gm. Harijuana is also sold in pound, ~ 

"a,~r-p()und and quarter-pound quantities. The cu·rrent price per 

"hort c.unee in California and the South\~est is -710-1.5. In most 

,',(oh,:r areas, a short ounce sells for $20-25, and prices in Chicago 

:lnd Oh';'o are quoted as high as $35-40. Marijuana may also be 

retailed in "nickel bags," containing 3-5 gm. and selling for $5. 

Occasionally, the smaller quantities are sold in loose cleaned 

imanicurcd) form, or as cigarettes. The add~tion of adulterants 

suc~ as oregano is not uncommon in this form. 

Hashish retails for $5-10 per gram, but it is often sold to the 

.,ltimate copsurner in ounce quantities at prices ranging from $70-125. 
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Several authors have described the distribution of marijuan~ at 

the retail level. 27 The majority of persons who use several times 

per week or more, technically have also. sold marijuana, although 

it 'may be no more than sharing a purchase with friends at no pro

fit. One survey reported 85% of persons using 3-or-more-times 

[ler ',!rek fall in this category. 28 Others casually sell to a few 

close acquaintances to earn their own supply and a small amount of 

money, Othe:cs retail marijuana as a full-'cime occupation. Still 

others· mO,ve further up the ladder, buying in quantities q ,"10 kg., 

"ul.l illg 'some as sir:.gle b:cicks, and retailing the remaindcl. •. 11 ounces 

or fractions of a ponnd . 

. Retail expenditures. In order to estimate the retail expendi

ture'; for marijuana, it is necessary'· to assume the purchase size 

by tlh1 ultimate consumer. As \~ould be expected, heavier users 

are more likely to buy larger amounts at'a time. The buying of 

one-quarter to one pound, or even a kilogram, for sharing among a 

group of users is not unctJnunon. In one study of fairly heavy use];s, 

17~ stated they purchased a kilog];am at a time about one-half of 

the time. 29 The size of purchase is also influenced by the econo

mic status of t~e buyer and the price of marijuana, e.g., purcha~es 

of less than an ounce are relatively uncommon in California ~I:',ere 

Lhe ounce price is $10-15, but in the East a cost of $25 an ounce 

reportedly results in more frequent purchases of smaller quantities, 

especially n;,long lowet soeio economic groups. 'l'he retail expendi

tures for marijuana and hashish are estimated in Table 6, account 
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being taken of j:he var.i.~bility in purchase f;izes a,s a function of 

frequency of ufie. The number of users and percentage of total con-

.,urnption by fr:equency of use are taken from Table 5. The national 

'average pric;e of marijuana is assumed to be .$250 per short kilo

"ram arld $2':; per short ounce, or $700 fer a short kilcigrar,l bought 

;1 :ohort-ou.nce units. The more frequent users are asswned to 

.mtain their sUl?plie~ at less than $20 per short ounce, by pur

:::hasi::g in 'larger quantities, by snaring in gl;'0up purchases, or 

by obtuin'ing lowe:: prices through familiarity I.i th dealers. The 

ilveragc price paid for daily and 3-6 times-pe!r-week users is esti

maL,',' t,) be $450 and $575 per ,short kilogrr;m :cespectively'. Of 

t:hose persons using 2 times per week or less, one-half is assumed 

1:0 L ... y at $20/shor"t ounce a·nd one-half in smaller 'units eCjuivalcnt 

to $30/snort ounce, for' an average of $875 per short kilo~~ram. 

5; milar assumptions ,.ere made for hashish purchases. Retail 

",,,, for hashish ,,,ere assumed to be $8/gm. and ~'90/oz. Three

;,'ourt 15 of ~he daily l1sers and one-half of the 3-6 x/wk. group 

were estimated to ob'tain hashiSh at the ounce price 'and the 

.remain-ler at the gram price. All bf the 2, x/wk. or less group 

,.ere assumed to buy at the gram price. 

The estimated annual retail expendibll:e for marijuana and hasnish 

combined is around 1. 4 billion dollaJ:::;. 'Cost per user i'fl around 

$9 per week for daily users and around $4 for those using 3-6 x 

p,"'!: week. 

Subtracting the previously estimated annual expenditure for 
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marijuana at the short kilogram level ($481 million) and that for 

hashish at the pound level ($93 milli.on) from the, retail expenditure 

ill 'I'.:.ble 6 leaves a gross retail profit of $835 million, Several 

authors hav!! concluded that marijuana-hashish dealing at the 

rntail level is:a low profit operation--a dealer serving only some 

;~r, customers and making $200-300 per month. 30 At this rate, the 

~rosd retail profit estimated here would be sufficient to employ 

Borne 280,000 persons in retail selling. Data are not available 

Cor estimatinST the number of persons involved in the wholesale' 

mari.j"Jana-hashish market. If it were assumed that the average 

<irons profit was $20,000 per year per person, then ,the gross 

whoh~",:tlc profit subsequent to purc;:hase on the U.S. side of the 

bord,-,~ ($353 million) would result in some IT,500 persons being 

'~I\lploycd at the wholesale level. 31 Figure 1 pro'Jides 'a summary 

or til •. ' estimated usc, distribution and economics of the marij..!ana-

IH",ld.c;h market for mid-1972. 

Sci~. In 1971, U.S. Customs and.the Federal Bureau of Nar

cotics and Dangerous Drugs seized 91,400 and '9,200 kg. of mari-

'j uana, respectively. 32 The r.:orresponding hashish seizures \~ere 

3,100 and 100 kg. California State and local seizures.in 1970 

accounced for an additional 26,000 kg. of marijuana. 33 Data on 

Beizurcs by other state and local agencies are generally not 

available, but are know to be relatively small in comparison to 

those for California. 34 The marijuana seizures by Customs (1971), 
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t-'lDD (1971) and California (1970) represent.8% of the estimated 

1972 consumption. If it is assumed that tho 1971 consumption was 

nn more thaI! 75% that for 1972, and that state and local agencies 

other than California seized an additional 20,000 kg., the total 

1971 marijuana seizures represented about 13% of the 1971 attempted 

Importation. 

Ar~. statistics from the 1970 Uniform crime Reports show 

-,57,000 arrests for marijuana or 45% of the total 346,000 drug 

"rests. 35 The 1970 adult and juvenile marijuana arrests_ in Cali

~nrni.a totaled 69,000. 36 For 1969, 3H of the 55,000 California 

",arijuuna arrests \o1ere for persons 18--20, which yields an arrest 

rate of 1. 8 per 100. 37 Mai.es accounted for 86% of marijuana 

"r.e,;ts for persons 18 and ov:er, for un arrest rate of 3.0 per 

J,)O in the 18-20 age group, The percentage of senior,high school 

1'"'.leo; r<l!porting marijuana use in San Mateo County, California 

uurlnq 1969 was 50,38 If We assume the statewide average for 

,TI<IJ:ijtl". a \..;;0 is about 80~ tha,t for San Mateo County, the arrest 

• ,'" for males age 18-:20 who used marijuana one or more times in 

19u9 .5 estimated to be 7.4 per 100. If we further assume that 

virtualjy all the arrests are among the 60% Using marijuana on 

;\lore than an experimental basis (710 times), the arrest rate for 

this group of males, age 18-20 is 12 per 100. 

The number oi; California arrests for sale or transporting mari

juana in 1969 was 7,800. 39 If We aSS\1r.,e the number of persons 

involv<ld in 11holesale and retail selling in California during 1969 
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.was 30,000, the arrest rate was 26 per 100. 40 

fn summary, the risk of arrest for use or sale of marijuana is 

quite substantial, 'at least in California. The penalties "imposed 

by the courts are al,"o significant. Of the 37,700 adult (18 and 

o~er) non-Federal arrestees in 1969, 21% were convicted on felony 

churgcn. Incarceration rates were relativi'ly 10w--0.6% and 8% of 

the total arrested received prison and jail sentences respectively; 

hCMo"er, the additional implications of felony convictions are 

: <wore. The cost of processing the California adult, and, juvenile 

Illdd.juana arrests for 1969 has been estimated to be $43 r.1ill.ion, 

or nbou\: ~780 per arrest. 41 

r.>uturd use of Marij.uana 

S:'\Lrent tLends. Figure 2 presents some trend indicators of 

murijuana usc and control over the past 5 years. Obviously the 

';ll-lZu.rC'l and arrest data may reflect variations in enfo'rcement 

"llIphalJis as well a'S changes in usage. 

At; the percentage of students ever having ~sed marijuana 

"I'proaches or exceeds ·the 50% mark, increasing interest focuses 

on trends in the proportion which continues use. A comparison of 

Lhe Gallup college surveys for 1970 and 1971 indicates continuing 

use may be nearing a pla.teau. 42 On the other hand, the San Mateo 

county secondary school data show a definite increase in one-or

more-tirr.es-per-;"eek use over the same period. 43 This survey had 

tended to show a leveling out of use from 1969 ~o 1970, but the 

Sharp rise resumed in 19.71. Interview studies have provided 
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... ,uitional data on the question of duration of use. One 1970 

college survey found that, of those persons initiated to marijuana 

more than 3 years before, and using on more than an experimental 

basis (7 10 times), 37% had currently either stopped or we~e using 

infrequently, and 32% and 31% reported 'current usage at several 

times per month and s'everal times per week, .re~pectivelY. 44 

Another 1970 college study found 77% of those initiated to mari-

juana or 5 years previously were still using to some deg~ee.45 

In summary, the currently available trend data on marijuana 

usagc leave unanswered the question of whether it is likely to be 

u t.ransient or permanent phenomenon. The number of persons 11ho 

have ever used marijuana is conti'nuing to increase, probably at 

a rate. of 25-30% per year. In· addition, there is no evidence as' 

".'1.. that ·the number of persons who discontinue after a significant 

. 'lriod of usage are exceeding the number newly initiating such " 

,,,'havior. On the other hand, the behavior has many of the charac-

terist,cs of a fad or temporary style: its very rapid acceptance 

by that segment of the population most susceptible to fads; the 

ract that it has been enthusiastically propagandized via music, 

psuedo-philosophy and the popular media; the fact that its USe is, 

in part, an anti-establishment reaction stemming from other factors 

than the propen:.ies of the drug i tseJ.f. In addi tion, the appearance 

of Western style (occidental) marijuana use among university s 

stUdents in most countries throughout the world has more the flavor 

of adoption of styles o·f music or hair length than a lasting 

behavior. 
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The contrary view holds that since cannabis (l)1arijuana) is the 

"econd most widely used intoxicant in the world, 'it clearly is a 

drug which may. prove attractive to large numbers of people on a 

continuing basis. Once a drug I~ith these features is introduced 

into a culture on a widespread basis, it seems quite likely it 

will be retained by some portion of the population. Blum has 

noted that the history of drug use records few instances '"here a 

drug achieves wides"pread acceptance in a culture and is subsequently 

discarded. 46 

In:;igh,ts from other cannabis-using cultures. Cross-cultural 

generalizations are' hazardous, however'a brief examination of the 

prevalence and patterns ,?f cannabis \,Ise in cultures where it has 

(!),is~ccl for centuries may be helpful in forecasting the future use 

in thc U.S. For instance, what proportion of the population elects 

to use the drug under conditions of acceptance in countries with 

.:1 Ion" history of use? Nepal is rep6rtedly the, only country in 

I:.he I,orld which imposes no restrictions on cannabis use. Approxi-

mately 4,000 acres are officially cultivated and taxed, and addi-
~ 

tional amounts of hashish are harvested 'from wild growth for 

co~ercial purposes. 47 In spite of the fact that c~nnabis is 

legal, readily available and inexpensive, Napalese use if very 

limited and virtually,all of the crop is illiCitly exported to 

~ndia and :iakistan. 

In India and Pakistan charas (hashish) was prohihited in 1945, 

but other preparations of cannabis (bhang and ganja) are stil'l 

legal in selected states. Daily use is probiilily of the order of 
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2 or 3 million or about 4 per 1000 on a per capita basis. 4B lloVl-

(:vcr, since use is restricted to lower class 1n...11l1s llnd is C011Cl'1l-

'" 'ated in certain states, daily usage may be as high as 5~ of the 

relevant population "in some areas. 

in Morocco, occasional and regular cannabis users were estimated 

to represent 10% of the population pri"or to the drug's prohibition 

in 1954".49 Since use is primarily restricted' tomales, this is 

about 25% of the adult male population. other estimates of regular 

11SO have run as high as 50% of the native male population 'in some 

ar~as of South Africa,50 and 40-50% of the male population in 

Jamaica. 51 

In ~ummary, there are very few areas in the world where the ?re

·/.llencc of cannabis use approaches that for alcohol in the 

.~, :;~,;·.·!"n culture. Usage is largely restricted to lower-class 'males, 

und daily use seldom exceeds 5-10% among this group. By compari-
,'" 

>n, :.5'/. of U.S. males age 14-34 are currently estimab3d to use 

marijuana daily and an additional 4.6% 3-6 times per week (Table 4). 

P':"oiJab1y ~he most significant camparison between the use of 

mari'; ,,',.a in the U. S. and that in other cultures concerns the 

amount consumed. In Table 5, the typical U.S. dosag,e is estimated 

ut 1-1 marijuana cigarettes or 5-15 mg. Tfrc. The maximum amount 

consumed by heavy users i!> of the order of 10 cigarzttes or 50 mg. 

THe per ddy. By contrast, the average amoun't con!iurned by daily 

use'rs in India, Egypt and" Morocco is estimated to' contain 45-60 mg. 

'THC, and the maximum is around 200 mg. 52 Some studies have indicated 

usage equivalent to over 700 mg. THC. 53 In Greece, chronic hashish 
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users serving as experimental subjects a routinely given smoked

'J':JC doses of 150 mg., whereas 15 mg. is normally the maximum 

aclministe1:ed experimental subjects in this country. The 'current 

1-3 clgarette dosage is also low in comE'arison to the 6-l0 cigarettes 

per day es-cimated for regular users in the 1940's.5.4 It is 'also 

low in comparison to the amounts currently'used by American soldiers 

in Vietnam and Germany. One study of heavy hashish users among the 

U,:>. military in Germany found all average use of over 3 gm. per 

duY, Le., the equivalent of 30 marijuana cigarettes per day.55 

In sumq\ary, "mo:;t of the current U.S. marijuana smokers are besot 

described as playing at cannabis use in compariscn to users in 

other cultures. It seems likely that the average amount of THe 

consmnecl uy continuing users in this couni,:ry is likely to increase 

In tho next fe.l years, although probably not to the level observed, 

in other cultures. Additional experience, the availability of " 

IIlorC' potent preparations and the development of tolerance among 

freguent users will tend to increase the average amount consumed. 

In addition, it would not be surprising if some individuals daily 

consume 200 mg. '.rHC or more in the form of hashish o,r other con-

I: centratcd preparations, an amount greatly, in excess of that 

previously observed in this country. Experience in othe'r countries 

indicates that the,use of these very large amounts occurs in about 

Lhe S<1me proportion of users as does alcoholism in the 'U.S., i.e., 

about 5-l0~ of ,the tota'l number of Users. 

Pred';'ctec. use in 1976. Table 7 compares higher and lower, pre

~~ctions of marijuana usage for 1976 with the estimate for 1972. 
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';' , predicted use of larger quantities of THe in the form of mari

_"ana or other preparations is reflected in the i976 estimates. 

u ... ~ly and 3-to-6 tir!1es-per-week users are estimated to be using 5 

and 3 marijuana cigarettes, or equivalent, in comparison to 3 and 

2 cigarettes assumed in Table 5 for 1972. Although the lower esti

. ",, __ c' for 1976 assu.mes a somewhat smaller population of users than 

Ihat lor lQ72, the predicted larger amounts per user result in an 

,1<:re:!'C in total consumption. The estimated retail expenditures 

,1 i., c..tlculated on the same basis as those in Table 6. 

'~~rnative Control Policies 

'11rljuana control policies have been disc)lssed at length. in 

"rl'vlous documents. 56 The present section· will bo primari.ly 

.... ,,;itnd to an examination of the m;;jor alternative policies in the 

";,)J1t(:'<t of cne quantitative estimates of use, distribution and 

('~iuJ. o.;em:mt effectiveness developed in the previous sectior,s. 

,:,..!veraJ. ~eatures characterize the current marijuana-hashish 

mar .... !.!, .:1. ... .- summarized in Fi,]ure l~ First, in the. case of marijuana, 

the fact that 99 units of inert substance must be handled for 

overy'" '''' .u"it of the active drug means that large amounts of bulky 

;"'lteri •• l .must be transported--an estimated 4 tons are smuggled 

into the U:S. daily. Second, distribution 'within the U.S. involves 

numerous independent operations with littl!3 ?vidence of central 

organization. This is probably closely related to the difficulty 

of smuggling and storing large qua.,tities of the clrug. Third, the 

market involves a large number of users who make a relatively' small 

amount of money. by rotail selling. Fourth, the mone~ary cost of 
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marLjua;.a use to the individual is relatively low, i.e., fifty 

cents to nine dollars per week, depending on tne frequency of use. 

'rhe effectiveness of the present marijuana contro~ system may, 

be measured: (1) in terms of enforcement statistics, e.g., drug 

s8i~ures and arrests for sale and use; (2) indirectly in terms of 

availability and price of the drug; and (3) directly in terms of 

ex'tent and type of use,. An ov.era11 evaluation should also consider 

the C,Jsts of control, monetarily, as well as in' terms of unintended 

::1d" ·.-fEects such as alienation of youth or diversion to more 

d,1I1CJ"rous drug use. With regard to the more quantitative measures, 

t 11<> current marijUana control system is estimated to seize 13~ of, 

the marijuana and hashish intended for sale; to annually arrest 

26% of those regularly involved in selling (California, 1969); and 

to amlua1J.y arrest up to 3% of those using marijuana one or more 

timeu during the year (California, 1969).57 

Tho present control .system has had only limited success in 

restdc,ting the availability of marijuana and hashish. Availability 

iR nJt sufficiently open such that purchases can be easily made by 
o 
persons hot involved in the drug subculture but regular users 

generally have little difficulty obtaining the drug. 58' Periodic 

sh07tages occur, but they appear to be mostly· related to ,seasonal 

fluctuations in harvesting, rapid increases in demand, and varia

tioas in supply related to the s~.::uation of storage being largely 

outside the U.S. The prica of marijuana has increased' by about 

50% in the past 3 years, but'this is not a limiting' factor for 

most user.s. With respect to controlling .the extent of mar.ijuana 
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nne, the present: policies have obviously been unsuccessful 'in 

preventing the rapid increases over the past few years. 

With respect to possible policy changes, there are three primary 

alternativell: 

I. Increase criminal sanctions for both use an~ 

sale. 

II. Decrease or eliminate penalties against use 

and continue ,or increase ef.forts to eliminate 

the supply. 

III. Regulate the sale of marijuana in the manner 

of alcohol controls. 

2'11" adoption of the first alternative in terms of penal ties as 

we... as <~rrests ,~ould undoubtedly increase the level of deterrence . 

. see.'\S equally clear that society would be unwilling to incur the 

.;os!.;; of such an approach. The current trend toward decreasing 

or ()l~ninilting penalt~es at the user level is essentially being 

forcna !'>" the reali:ies of the ~lidespread usage. Tl1is leaves. II 

and !,r as feasible policy changes. 

Ab'lity to suppress supply. The immediate.question with regard 

cu policy II concerns the ability to suppress the supply of mar~

juana and hashish. The increased pressure against smuggling by 

Customs in the last 3 years has clearly resulted in a sharp in

creilS'! in seizures (Fig. 2). The current estimated seizure rate 

of 13% is very substantial when interpreted in terms of risk of 

arrest. \~hile no attempt was made in the present study to' estimate 

the reSUlt's of additional enforcement efforts, it is relatively 
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certain that such a policy can be expected' to further increas,c 

both seizures and arrests. On the other hand,'there is no indica-

tion as yet that the present level of enforcement is cap'able of 

severely restri'cting the aval lability of marijuana., 

Efforts are, also being made to eliminate the' sources of· mari

juana in ~lexico.59 Informatitm is not available to evaluate the 

pr09ress, of this effort, but it is clear that this approach to 

Colnl1ilbis control on ?world-wide basis would be more difficult to 

iml']"ment than the current attempt to ~uppress the sources of opium. 

Canndbis IJrows vlild in many portions of the world and may be cu'l.ti-

vatet! with relatively little effort in any temperate or t.ropical 

cl.ln;dte. It requires no processing in the crude form, and. rc:ativelJ' 

litcle for the more concentrated preparations. 

ROwctions to increased smuggling controls. 

in smuggling marijualla is the excessiv'e bulk. 

The major difficulty 

The estimated 3700 ·t· 

kg. stnuggled into the u.s. daily contains only about 37 kg. of THC. 

J'urthcr. significant increases 'above the already high marijuana 

seizure rate will likely result in efforts to decrease the risks 

o( detection via reductions of bulk. The most obvious counter-

R'easure would be the gradual replacement of the marijuana market , 
w.ith hashish from the Middle East, ei,ther smuggled direc.tly into 

the u.s. or via Mexico or Canada. Hashish is estimated to contain 

5. TIIC and is also a solid, which further reduces the 'space below 

that required for the leafy marijuana. As mentioned earlier, the 

incrcaspd smuggling of hashish is already evident--the ratio of 

hashish to marijuana seizures in 1971 was double that for 1970., 
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MdLijuana may also be converted to an extract containing up to 20% 

'.·He with very little techni,cal skill. This' method has already been 

.1mployed on a smalj. scale and seems likely to increase. In general, 

ilr.y method \~hich allows importatio!l in ,a more concentrated and 

"ompac't forM will increase the ease of concealment for ,s:.lUggling, 

'''<\ r.()·luce information leaks by permitting mere centralized (' 
I 

t ·pera. tions . 

Another result of increased enforcement effectiveness would be 

",., increase in the price paid for marijuana and hashish. On'e of 

'110.' announced objectiv<7s of Ope:r::ation Intercept in 1969 was, to 

,co the price of marij,uana outside the reach of the adolescent. 

'rlw I".'~co in the' u.s. has increased by around SO'!: in the past 3 

·e ... ,,; llmlever, t:1e relative costs of comparable levels of intoxl-

,~i.Otl .:chieved via marijuana and alcohol are probably still of 

l.11e o£,:er of 1:2 to 2:3. This would indicate the current mari-

,',', ,"1:ice miqht: rise by SO to 100~ if the risks of ~mportatior.. 

,md di,;l-ribution are substantially increased. It is of interest 

o nnte that the price of hashish is about $1 per gram in H.olland 

unn De"'lmark, ~Thich have relatively permissive policies; about $3 

pC!r grilm in Non~ay, \~hich <;tresses enforcement; 'and $8 per gram in Ii 

1:;1e u.s. ($3 per gram in ounce quantities). 

Li.:nl.tations on marijuanc.supply should illso be cO!1siderec. in 

tae contexte of availability of ,other drugs. For instance, during' 

the per.iod' \~hen the price of marijuana increased by 50'1;" 'Che wide

sp'read availability of LSD resulted in its wholesale price dropping 

to 1/5 of ~tsformer level. Mariju.:ma shortages apparently result 
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in increases j.n other qrug use. 59 Alcohol and hallucinogens are 

the most frequent substitutes, but there is also some increase in 

sedative, stimulant and opiate usc, especially among those heavily 

involved in the drug subculture. Finally, increased domestic culti

viltion of marijuana is another possible reaction to heightened 

controls against importation. Marijuana pl.ants may be grown in

doors aG well as outside. Should sanctions be dropped at the user 

te""l, cultivation for personal use might pose a difficult le';lal 

problem. 

Contribution to criminal behavior. A control policy which 

attempts to deal severely with the seller, and leniently or not at 

,,11 'Ilith the user, will inevitably encounter difficulty in differ

enHilting between the two categories. A major disadv<;lntage of 

mnintainiog ~arijuana in. the illicit drug category is the encourage

ment of lilrge numbers of young persons to become involved in 

rctdil selling. It is especially easy to begin selling marijuana 

on il casual basis and quickly become seriously enmeshed in a 

highly criminogenic subculture. As previously discussed in the 

section on the marijuana market, the Iolajority of regular users have 

techn;cally sold the drug at some time -- 280,000 persons are 

currently estimated to earn all or a significant portion of their 

income by retilil selling. Applying the Silme formula of $250 per 

month for the retilil dealer to the 1976 upper estimate of $2 billion 

in gross retail profits would result in some 670,000 persons amploy

ed in '~he retail zelling of marijuana. 
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In addition to encouraging young marijuana users to adopt the 

dangerous and unproductive life of retail selling, the large 

,,'holesale profits are attractive to organized crime--a'development 

which is considered more likely if the lnore concentrated prepara

tions replace marij~ana. The present estimated wholesale market 

of $0.6 billion per year (1 kg. level) is predicted to increase to 

$0.7-1.7 billion by 1976. With additional pressure against smug-

.ln~ and distribution, price increases might raise these 'l\arket 

"alues by 50-100%. 

Regulated sale. Legal distribution of marijuana ~lould provide 

~he usual advantages of licensing, including control of conditions 

of sale, especially those relating to the age of the purchaser. 

Ot:,er controls employed in some countries are the limiting, of 

alnoe,lt purchased and the issuing of permits for use. 

Another advantage of regulated sale is the imposition of quality., 

a .. C! potency control. As discussed earlier, increased pressure 

Olgainst sales and smuggling seems likely to res>llt in a shift to 

l,lOrc potent .forms. While the av;lilabil;i.ty of the more potent 

prc~arations of cannabis does not necessarily result in the con

';umption of larger amounts of the active ingredient, there is 

general agreement that excessive use is more prevalent under such 

conditions. Some countries have initiated controls which allow 

consUlnption of low potency materials but prohibit the more concen-' 

trated forms. 60 Regulated sale would also prevent adulterat·on. 

'rhis has not been an appreciable problem thus far because of the 
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lack of an economic incentive, but if extracts come into use it is 

likely they would often be mixed with other active adulterants. 

Another major advantage of legal sales is the removal of large 

numbers of youth from the criminogenic re·tail sales occupation. It 

w<)uld <.llso reduce the cost of enforcement, disassociate marijuana 

from other drug sales, ant! encourage a credible approach to education. 

Finally, if marijuana sales were regularized in the same manner 

as alcohol, the profits which no',o[ go into criminal channels could 

presumably. be converted to tax revenues. If·we as:;ume the same 

!;ax percentage for marijuana as alcohol (approximately 30%), the 

current estimated $1. 4 billion retail expenditure for marijuana 

and hashiSh would yiold around $420 million in taxes per year, or 

about 8% of the current alcohol tax revenue. The 1976 lower and 

upper estimates of retail sales would result in -tax revenues of 

$480 and $1,100 million, or some 9-22% of the current alcohol 

J:evem.es. 'rhe current retail price of marij uana could probably 

be doubJed and still be competitive with alcohol and, since mari

juan" is easy to grow and process, the tax percentage could be 

5ubstantially higher than 30% of the total price. Thus, it is 

reasonable to predict that tax revenue could be nearly one billion 

at present, and possibly as much as 2 billion within 5 years, or 

some 40"1. of the alcohol revenue. 

Conclusions. This paper has examined some of the implications 

of various marijuana control policies in the context of estimates 

of current and futUre use· and distribution. In summary., the current 

prevalence of marijuana use is high and is liKely to continue to 
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i:.crcase for at least 2 or 3 years. Among younger age groups, the 

present policie.; do not effectively deter use, l?articularly in 

certain areas of the country. The reaction of policy makers,to 

the failure of deterrents and the costs cif criminal sanctions have 

peen to redllce penalties against the user, ~Ihile continuing or 

,I.l1creasing pressure against distriblltion. It is reasonably certain 

that this trend ~ill continue in the immediate future, possibly 

,ncluding dropping other ~han token sanctions against the user. 

I>(hlitional pre3sure against smuggling and sale of marijuana shoUld 

,l!rther increase seizures and prices, although as yet there is no 

evidence that this approach is capable of severely restricting 

"v<ll,l,lbili t'l. A likely countermeasure is the shifting to hashiSh 

r ~~her concentrated preparations in order to reduce the risk of 

,,'''s . i.ng. A major cost of a' policy aimed at suppressing supply 

l' ci'" cdmi:1ali:l.ing of large numbers of young persons involved 

I Hr." ;., " 3 ,l.les • A policy of legalization would eliminate this 

problem, encourage a credible educational approach, produce a sub

'<tall,tia" tax revenue and Brovide potency and other controls related 

'.0 legal sale. On the other hand, legalization would very likely 

,., 

produce gkeater prevalence of use, whereas strong efforts against " 

.:nc supply of marijuana, together with token sanctions against use, 

would indicate social disapproval and discourage its use, at least 

among :;ome portions of the population. 

Th'~ major .. mcertainty concerns the future trends in marijuana 

usage related to·factors other than control policies. If the 

.. emand for marijuana c;ontinue3 at the present or higher level and 
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efferts te suppress the supply are unsuccessful, then a pelicy .of 

centinued prehibitien weuld have mest .of the disadvantages .of 

legalizatien and nene .of the advantages. On the ether hand, the 

current epidemic use .of marijuana ameng the n.iddle class is tee 

nel< te allew cenfident predictiens as te whether .or net it will 

be a permanent phenomenen. Early legalizatien would previde 

.official, and perhaps irreversible, sanction to a potentially 

hilrnfui behavier that might .otherwise haVe been primarily a tran

sient phenemenon. 
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Tnb1e 1. Pr~vnlence of r.~rijunna use: surve~ results 

One or ~ore uscs 
of =ijU~aJ~) 

Sam:?lO Yec.r Totn1 Mille, Feos.le 

CR'neral populn'Gion 

Age 28-75 (Na:bioon.l.)l .1970~71 II 6 3 

AClI! :1.8 <lOa over (National)2 i,9'n. 15 21 10 

Art.;:; 18 cmd OV~+' (Ntltionn1)3 1972 11 ],6 7 

Age 14 nnel over CNG"":' York Stl>.te)4 1970 10 

C'~llegc 
.. 

Na·Gi.ono.15 1971 44 .' 
N"'v~ona16, 19'n. 51 58 ).;3 

No." York Stn to 4 1970 48 54 38 

Secon"''''ry cchools 

Age 12-17 (Nationa1)7 19"(1 15 17 1'~ 

Ag~ ).2-1'( {NAtional)2 1971 14 14 14 

HiGh School (1Ifll' York S"J;o.te) 4 1970 23 26 20 

fjou.rccs: 
llL Parry, UnpubUr.hed data. G~oree Hashington Universit~. Socio.1 Reseercb G,'Oli)1. 
2Pirst Nntio~al Com:1icsion ('>n r':nrihuonn and Drug Abuse ~ Mnrihuc.na. n cie;nn.l of min·· 
unci~r.~t"nd.ing, U. S •. Gov"rn;n~nt Printin(l" Office. \'Tesbington, D. C., 1972. 

(.GE,nup P"ll, Los Ant>elc .• Time~. February 10, 1972. . 
'e. Chnrnbo::-~, An U~CCGGliU::n-c 01' 'droll use in ·the general POPUltl.tio~: druff use 
in j\;cw Yor!< sto.tc, NC.l~cotic:l Adc1iction Cont.rol COlTilniusion ~ 1971. 

5Johns i(op!dns Univm-sity, Preliminary re:m1ts from national college ;;'<u~ oc' 
::.ii. ... e styles and ccrn~:; cO:i:uunities (unVJ.bliuhed), ~.,. E. Groves, et al.,. a..,d 

,Depor·cl':'.ent ot' Social Relations, The John3 i(op1dns University, Decem'oc.-, i.9'n.. 
"Gnl:.u'P Ol>inion r,ule>:, Repol-t !fBo, February 1972. 
7E .. JO:;~p~'HiOn C~ 0.1. t Ariolescen't r~~ijup.na. u:;e: Report on a nG.:cicnal. sU':I.fay., 
P.:e~cr.tcd Se:l'tc::r,lbcr 14, 1971, i~il":3t International Conference of Studen';: Dr..:.c; 
3\~;':-~i:Y13' .. ~r~\ru.rk, Ne ... , Jerfley .. 
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TAble 1. Pr,evAlence of r..a.r1junna use: survey result~ 
/ . 

One or more use~ 
01" marijUAna. (tf,) 

Sllm!J:~ Yea::' Total MILle Female 

~~nernl ~pUlntion 

Age 18-75 (N~tionnl)l .1970-71 4 6 3 

Age 18 And OYer (Na.tional? 1971 15 21 10 

Age 18 and over '(NAtion",1)3 1972 11 1.6 7 

Ago 14 Il.."ld ovcr '(lI~~ York stllte)4 1970 10 

.. : .. " 
" Co1l3g~ 

, . 
No;t;i<:>na.15 1971 44 

N(r,;;.ona1ti. 1971 51 58 '-3 
HCl'r York str"te 

4' 
1970 48 54 3S' 

,:,econcmry schaab 

Acre 12-17 (NationAl)7 1971, 15 17 11!, 

Age 12-17 (Netiona1)2 1971 14 J.4 14 
'. 4 

High School (New York state) 1970. 23 26 20 

~ou:rces: 
"'iI. Parry, t'npubllshed data, G~orge ;/Ilshington Univel'sity, Social Res"ar",'> Gl·cap. 
2Fi1'st N!l;~inne.l COiT.i.'1ission on Narihuo.no. and Drug Abuse, ·Ma.rihuo.no. a signal Gf mi::·~ 
und(!1'sir.nding, U. S. 'Govc:-nment Prir.tin(I Offica, Iv,,"sh:i:ngton, D. C., 1972. 

~Gal::"u" Poll, Los Anr;el.e~ Times, February 10, 1972. 
c·. Chc.rnbors, An a.s~Cn:;1i\~nv 01' drue usc in the gcnerel P<lPUlo.tion: d::Uff use 
in New York state, J\"'l'cotic~ Adrliction Control C=is~ion, 1971. ' 

5Johnn !{o.,:dns Unive:r'si ty, Preliminary results from nationa.l collega study of 
life styles and cc",:;;us co .. ;runities (unpublished), Ii. E. Groves, et al., U<1d 

,Dep::.r'~me:1t of Socin1 Rclo.tions, The Jo!1m: !!qpldns University, Dec~be.·, 197L 
"Gnllup Opinion'Inde>:, Repo::-'.; !IBo, F(!oruo.ry 1972. . 
7E• ~ose!lhson cot c.l. t Adolasccnt T.:.:l4'ijua.na. u~e: Report on ·n no.tiQnal ::i\.U."'Vey., 

<'.resented S"'i't~Tolbel' 14, 1971, I'il'st Internationo.l Conference of Student Dr.::; 
5u.::veys s ~r'~W'~rk J Ni!'11 J r;rfier. 
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Tnb1e 3. frequency of \:lIl.rijuanu' use r~ported in 

:recent Gurveya 

~ or those huYing 
'f, of pap- ever used "ilo n!"e in 
u1ution using the upper ranges. 
onc or tilOre . 

So.mple Year times Frequency range '/, 

C~ne:ral po~~tution 

ABO 18 and over 1971 15 1-6 times/wk. 91" 
(~la'tionn1 )1 ilJl.ily. 3'r.· 

~~gc 14 end over 2 1970 10 . > 6 ti:moa!rr.o, 31~ 

(1-Ir.'" York State) 

College 

IfLl.tionru.3 1971 lf4 ~ 2 tim~s/mo. 22 

lfatlonu1 
1; 

19'(1 51 .2 25 tiInes/li\o. 10 

rr"H York State2 1970 48 2. 6 ,t:hoe~/mo. 31, 
mille ;.6 
female ~9 

Sccondq.ry ~choo18 

Ag" ... 12-17 5 
1971 ,15 ;-- 60 tiInes 29 

(.u .ior.ru.) 

""0 12-17 1 1971 14 1-6 ti;r.esj>lk. 1~'"* -' 
'(iiatione.l) . dnily 5'~':;' 

m.gh school . 1970 23 2- 6 tiInes/mo. 3,1 
(~Iew York stt';ce)2 m!Ue 43 

:fe;nal,e 5t 

SEln j·lateo Co, 6 1971 54*1* ~1 tiIne per \leek ~'7 
High School Seniors mal.e 55 

fe;nsle 38 
.,. ';:'3C;~ or' th~;;-indi·~·~ti1::su-;eciid not reyly ~ to frequency. 

';Hi-l2% of those indico.tine; ;,;,ne did no:t reply as to frequency. 
;:-;;')('115":'6. .:;urine precceding'12 months. 
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T~ble 3 r.ources: 

Ipirst lio.tionnJ.· Coroission on Mo.rihuc.n .. c.nd DI'llQ; Abuse, Mo.rihuo.no. c. signo.l of'm.ts.
,undcrst.::.ndinr;, U. S. GovcrnJ:lent Pdnting Office. l{o.~hington, D. C., 1972. 
2C. Ch~~ber3, Anc.~sen=m~nt of drug usc in the gcncrnl ·UO~ulntion: d.-ug usc 
in New Yorlr. St:;.te, il'o.reotiec Addiction Control Co=ission, 1971. 

3Johns Ho~kin5 University, Prclic1no.r3 results fro~ nc.tionnJ. college study of 
life Gtylec ,,-\\d. c=iT.J.s eo=-unities (u.t1.l7'.tblishcd), ,r. E. Groves, et aJ .. , nnd 

4Dap:J.rtlllcnt >:r Socicl Re1o.tions, The Johns Hopl;ins University, December. 1971. 
G:illu>U1".LnJ:9.~, Rej)Ort If SO, Fcor-.lary 1971. . 

5E• Josel'l1:;on ct cl •. , :l\do1csccnt. r..arijucno. use:. Report on n na.tional. su..-vcy, 
PresenJ .. cd S"':pcc:mbor 14, 1971, First In·~<;l.'nnt~on:JJ. Conference of Stu.:tent D:cug 
S"J.I"Vny;:;, 1{(::N~::'k, N'e->'l' Jercey. .' .. , . . 

6san UJ.te;o Cour.ty, Califormo.. Fiv" r.u.nd-&l.tGnns drugs, FivG c1nd-ulte::ing. drugs 
(Illun 1971 c.ddcnd:t.1m), The Rauer.rci1 and Stntistics. Saction. Dc:parI:::nent of l'ubiic 
H:6!>.lth a.nd Welfare, San Ma.teo, Calif'ornia, 1969-70. 

' .. ',r l 
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1'",b10 II, lIationo.l esi:~te oi' freq;llency of marijuana. use for miii-1972 

(~on~ perDon~ h~ving used one or mora times). 

I .-.---- ... - ... .... . .- ... -., Fr~qucncy of current ~jucn!l. use 
" .. _--- - . -0 . _ .•• 

* I <'1 x/mo. 1~4 ,:/rm. 1-2 x/uk. 3-6 x/wk.; ciAiJ.y' To-::£Ll 
1---·-- , .;" 

Group rJ, n rJ, H rJ, N % If !~~ N rJ, :r 
. (oeo) (COO) (COO) (oco) ; (000) (~ooi 

I 
I 

stu:iCt.ts ! 

i"~.1o 40 2280 12Q 1140 121 11S7 i13 7I~1 ,6 342 )100 570:1 I 
i 

629 I 7 232 12 
I 

1!:3~!!l.la 50 1655 
122 

728 19 66 1100 . 331.0 

I " I 
i I 
.j 

I I1cll-S'i;udento . ! . 
I 

('-8-31~) i I , 
! 

l+5 " 
I 

'{84 113 728 18 41!8 3(,e"· Male 2520 ! 20 1120 114 ! .100 
. I 

191 13 Ji'c:nale 55 1502 ! 22 600 ;13 355 I 7 52 "CO 27::1 

/. i 

Uon-stucienta 
I 

(.2.35 ) I 
'269 13 

; 

gJ.'~e 50 1680 20 672 119 638 ! 8· 101 : lCO" 33C" 
J ! 

: 252 ; 67 !1 
, 

Fem.'lle Go 1008 20 336 115 4 1.7 : 100 16So 
I 

3855 110 

I 
i , 

48 ;20 
r 

1056. ! 100 Tota.l 106~5 4595 '17 ~8;5 22380 
! 

1738 !6 No.le 4lf 6480 ' 20 ~32 118 2619 112 891 . lCO 1~~60 
: ' ! I ! :>"00 FI:TtJ.:1..l0 54 4165 ,22 1664 :16 1236 : 6 1i9012 16, W'2.0 

! ... __ .. -.~.,. 

·lI-!11c:"udes l'O"aons who have stopped uaing =ij1.\:?M. a.,d!or have used a. '"otal. of 
leaD then 10 ti.r::ca. . 

-91-
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Table 5. Estimated number of mari~lJana caragettes (or equivalent) 

consumed aa a function or frequency of 1.\5e; 

MCcm'~;:'~" cig;;O'l;to:;-- (-·-----[·---AlllTlml .~-~~;~:.;-. 
SL-.o"!!cd I:~~DO~ _ r-- - -,----. 

No. 01: r.1lrl1l,,2' o:t·· ! 

j).- ':'y 
. i 

I 3-6 ,,/,/l<.. 
I 

l-? 4wlt. t 
:1.-1. ,./r::tJ. 

./ 
'~tQtt),.l I 

83-313 0 - 77 - 33 

per 
c)ccc,sion 

3. 

2 

1.5 

1. 

F:>r 
tenth 

112rsonll C:1c;.::.re~tclI I 
x 103 x 10 <f, 

.-----.-----. ---.--_.... ~--r'- ... 

90 1056 1140 43 

:;6 :<228 9$2 37 

9 3855 416 1.6 

2 4595 110 1; 

11735 2623 lliV 

,.. 

-92-
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TIlb1e 6. EntiJUJ.to of rO'~llil c::r.enditurcG for =iju= und hnshich. 

Frequency ot: usc 

Daily 3-6 x/")" ~ 2 :r./~Ik. Toto.l 

~"umbcr of uce~'s 1,056,000 2,,228,000 8,451,000 ll,735,ooo 

l'.copcr'cion of totcJ. 
consUIn31tion (%) 43 37 20 100 

H"""'ijunno. (short kg.) 827,850 712,350 385,050 l,S'Z5,250 

i!nDhi~h . (lba. ) 49,840 42,860 23,180 U5,SOO 

;~~~l 1'1"icc 

ll",,'.ju.nllA $/ Gho;:-t ltg, 450 575 875 5cj. .-
,Hl).ahi~h $/lb. 2,000 

, 
2,500 3.600 2,500 

A'U'l1.1cJ. e;.:p3ndi t;u:es ($) 

Ntu'ijlltln:J. ::c 103 372,530 409,600 336,920 .l,l.'L9,~/5·} 

Hcwhisll' x 103 99,680 107,200. 83,450 t 29C~J.:'~· 
. 3 

Totn..\ it 10 472,~0 ;;16,800 420,370 1,1~~,:,;:., 

To-!;\..l e:~·:!ndi'tt~e/1Jncr 

AnmwJ. ~$) ~<47 232 50 ~;) 

i·le'.)l~;r ($) 9 4 r :z 
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-Table 7. E.tiL'.:ltcd n;a.rij\l::M-hilGhico \lea!>., end ex:p~ndi turec 

,for 1972 and 1976 

1S/72 1976 prediction 

e~timate 10"'01' ul)per 

"\:J..;").ber of uaal"'S (millions) 

Daily 1.1 0.8 2.5 

3-6 :</"l~. 2.2 . 2.0 3.;; 

1-2 x/ttl •• 3.9 3.0 . 6.0 

l_l; -:</mo. 1~.6 3.0 10.0 

Total 11.8 8.8 22.0 

/"\nnua.l na'tionnl con~u:mption 1.9 2.3 5.4 

(millions of kef crude 

rnr~~ij\lenn or c~uivn1ent) 

~·l'_olesa'.e e.};:penditurcs 0.6 0.7, 1.7 

(biD i.onll of d~llnrs; 
·r·~· . 

"'.-ltg. l~v"'lr 1972 prices) 

Re i;",:1.1 c~ndi tu:r.es 1".4 1:6 3.7 

(billions of dollars i 

19'(2 l.lrlces) 
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.. _ . ......... , ..... ___ .... 4._ ..... _. __ .- ---

Yecr Year 

t ! .. W1ARJJUANA US:: 6Y COLLEGE' . -MARIJUANA USE IN . "J 
i; STUDeNTS: GAl.l.UP NATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOLS • I 

GO.- SURVEYS . / (Son MattioCoul\ty,Calif.,grcd"s9-121/: 
/' " /" 

/ ' ........ ....4/ .. I 

L. ~. c 

.' i·,:" .. :0.;::" ':.:.'. :'~ I 
I 

I Vi' , 
i::J , 

I
, ~o 

t: 

..... 9 
',;/ I 

0" I 
lOt . 

'f .==~~J Y;~~:oo c!qi'~. 1 

. '. ...~ .. J.' 
___ u:~d duri .. g preccdi;;g 12 moo.! 
_ _ _ _ used> 50 times durind 1 

. !.; ! . 
precc:::lir.g 12 mo~ .. 

• "!'t. 

ISS? 1858 {SSS 1970 /971 1937 19G8 1969 ' 1970 1971,.-.. 

YEAR YEAR. 
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Chap'c-!r 8 

FISCAL COSTS 0;:' CALIFORNIA 

11ARIJlJ».Nf, LAN ENFORCEi1ZNT 

" .•• The fact that nearly one-fifth of all 
California felony ilrresta pert?in to mari
juc:.na charges i~laicates that marijuana 
onfo:cce:al:1nt cot!ts constitute a significant 
portion of all Cc:..lifo=nia la'tl cnforcem~nt 
und correctional e}cpenditurcs. II 

--Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post, 1972 

r'~cauv.! almost i:~.ll marijuana offenses are classified P.t the 

paine of a.crest D,Z c"t"iminal felonie~~, it is app:n:ent tl'l:it the 

cellI:. to ti::<payers is consid~rable. The Cor,uni.tt",e attempted to 

State DeF~Atmant of Justice Bure~~ of Criminal Statistics, th_ 

Stn ~:I,'l fl.:-:~l t:h and \'J.;:!lfara t\g~ncy (particularly tIle DCp'art:r.icn'!; ~J£ 

~or.:·· ... Cl:iO~;0), vO,riou's laH cn£o;.:cerncnt ag't;!ncics, p1:ivatc reseal"ch 

OJ· .. )'· .1 i.zutj,vns, published state and local budgeto, and a number 

1..')t ',-' ~ tneoscs \'iho p:-:escnted information ei thel:' orz-.lly or ii; \o.'::i t-

in'] 'n tne Cotr~~ttee. 

-'"f:!) in[cL"rnation t"UR gathered is sununClrized below; hc ... 'ever, 

as one pr.eliminary study presented to the Committee stated, 

"Obtaining nccuro.te quantitative estimates about marijl.H!na la'" 

enfo::'cc:mcr-,"c, court and prison activitie:; is just about impo2s:':"Dle. 

':"!ec:.::dz keeping systema !..re inadeq~ate, intarpretation diiiicult, 

ilno. cOi1clt.:..!.ions i:l.:'.;1gerou~. II 

1. .nri:estl:.1 

EviCle:1ce pres'Z'nced to the COra1mit l.:ee {See 'l"ab1e 1) shows that 

in t:,c thi:::;':'Jcn-year p-::::':'od 1960-·1972, over {,OO, 000 Cali;~orr.ir.r.>! 
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V-/Pr(! arrested on marijuana cl1argcs, and almost three-fourtns of 

those arrest"d were adults. This indicates that marijuana use 

L: not primilrily u youthfu.J.. phenomenon. In 1972, there were 

~2i027 adult !~lony marijuana ~rrezts comp=ising almost 22% of 

',11 adult f.Jlony ar~esto ~:\ tOG state, accQzoding to info=mation 

.; led throuCJ'h a monchly reporting syz:'em to the BU1:eau of crir.:inal 

::;tntis tics. Similarly, tbe 21,034 juvenile marijuana arrezts 

rc?oc"d in 1972 VIC;,,,, approximately 20% of the 103, 347 juvenil~ 

f! -JOT. ::"n.w viol[\'l:iol1 n;:rest::;. p.dult misdemeanor marijuana ;~j:,rests I 

,on 'hI' other hand, constitute a mere fraction (less than one-half 

.)~" one p~rc~n'':) of 2111 adult miscemeanor arrests: so sm'lll a 

J;r;::.ci.:ion incL':'.1o. that these arrests Were not recorded by t1v~ 

·1l7"f!t.1~, [or ~ .. 972 and ht.d to be estima.ted, based on :,revious yeur,:,' 

~tt~t 'l:.ic!~, z.t :.pp::-oxi!nately 3500.. If thio estimate is correct, 

-'" n .. I('r" 76,561 mar::'juo,na arrests in California in 1972. 

1..0:, i\ngelcs eoen ty ilntlually makes 35 to 40 p2.rcent 0= all 

mC1·cij~·:,n:-.. ~.1~rast$ i.rl the S":ate. In 1971 th2 26. 0.74 myrijuc.na~' 

ilrr,,(!,<: in Los Angeles wz;,:e 40.4% of tne State total of 64,597, 

,~d i, 197/. L08 Ang('le~ accounted for 27,834 marijuana arrests, 

or 36. ~% of ~he 73,061 adu.lt felony and juvenile r.'larijuanz~ 

:.::rents r~ported for t.he stnte. ~(ost of thes~ arrests, ClS in 

: l1 ot~lC~ counties, CiX·~ r:,!!,c,,:: by t'G~'ular Hnifo~m(';'d police oi;j.cer,;; 

: r::c:):.:-ding to Los J\ngele3 ;""Jolica D~~:u:tmen~ CoAu.\~ndcr ChE:rlos 

hy unilol:i'r,eo Eield nfiic-e=~:. 

-98--
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2. County Law Enforcement Expenditures for Marijuana Arrests 

Local !,o1ice agencies and sheriff's departments tnnke the 

,:".v2!Hhelr:d.ng majority of marijua!"lll arrestn in the state. The 

Aur':1au of Criminal Stati!:tics gave the committee s~bsto.ntial 

~~formation O~ these local arre~+' costs, based primarily an a 

1971 study made by the office of Legislative Analyst A. Alan 

Post in conjunction with the Bureau. "Based upon sranty. ~il

~,.:.~, II it Etateo, nit \·tas'aetermined 'that app:r.oxim3.tel~r 

:!5~~ of a police officer' 9 time is devoted to the detection and 

~ ;.''tJrc·ncns';'on of cri~\inale. Therefore, it r .. las concluded that 

2S~(, C'! J.:.he ccunt~· I f1 law enforcement budget ig expended 0;'\ crim-

in:~ 1 acti vi ty. T'he percEntage of total marijuana arrests of 

tl,c totz.! ~'.rrast$ W~5 com;:\lted for each county. This percentage 

\':).' ~ppli(;1 to that activity.. ThuD, a rouoh approximation vIas 

COp'1j ;·.i:'uctod of \O/hat it COtits California county law enforcement 

I.1vencien to effect marijuana arrests.·1 

'i'his met;,od revealed Lhat in 1971, local police and sheri£;';'s 

:''':ll;;'tments spent approximately $8.9 million on investigation 

and ~ ..... ref:;t: of me.rijuana offenders, an average of $138 p~r fi,uri-

ju~n~ arr~~t. Using the same metnod, county law enforcement 

c::c?er~di tur(~s for r.larijcana arrests in 1972 were calculated for 

-99-
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,Further cost analyses submitted to the committee ·"tated that 

Lf CalifOr<1ia Highl"ay Patrol expenditures are added, the cost per 

z.rrcst in 1971 becomes ?166 and the cost per arrest in 1972 becomes 

$171. .\ppr'c:dmately 63% of Califor.nia Hi,!hway Patrol felony.a+-

;~cst.3 in 1972 involved marijuana and other drug arrests. 

J. Adult Felony Prosecution 

'r:,c Corr.mittco received a substantial amount of information 

)'cla ti va to the fiscal costs of prosecuting adult felony mcri

juana offenc.ers through the judici,,)l system. llo'"ever, less 

.nforrration was available on lower court dispo"itiom. of ;:.dults 

',\'11030 felony c1w.rges were reduced to misdemeanors, and ve.ry littlC' 

in forr.1::.tion '''as presented on proceedings against juvenile mari-

: ut:'!.n" offenders i con:;~quen'::ly nei t:l1er of these are:as. were included 

~'1 t1iC fincc:.J. cost: es,timates submit.ted to the committee. 

l\ft.l~r at: nrrest is made, police have a legal obligation to 

[il.; cllnrges against the parson arrested within two days, if 

no~ r.oon('r. Of the 52,02', adult felony marijuana arrests in 

';''172, approo-Lmately 1396 were transferred to otner jurisdictions 

for prosecution. Of the remaining 51,131 adults arrested, 18% 

(9204) were released "',ithou·t charges being filed, and B2% (41, %7) 

11<ld complaints filed against tl1em (crime "',,d Delinquency i.~ 

C;:.1.i :0:'-"1.:; i.C)?? .. p. 44). 

At '~his s.tagc Sec tion 17b4 of toe California Penal Code allo~ls 

p::,o€ecutors to file misdertcanOI complain ts on offenses t including 

r.1~rij~c~nc;: possession, \\l'i"licn ca:cr~ alternat;e pl.'ison-jail 5ti.1tence.s. 
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;,,'ction 17b5 of the Penal Code similarly allm"s lower court judg.,s 

to ndjudicnte certain felony level offen1<es as misd~mennors in

:;tcr;:d of tra.n;Jf{1=i:ing tl1cn~ to superior courts for trial. Section 

17 11llS bcr.rl incrcc:singly used in prosecuting first offense mari

juanil pOl1session cases throughout the State, especially in 

Lo!) Angeles Couney. As L.A.P,D. COT"mander Charles Reege noted 

in testimony to the committee, "It's a great one for: the District 

~tt'Jrney to S:;lY, 'thin in nlJ,t 'I,./o::thy undnr Gqcial attitu~ns of 

feloilY pro;-zecutior. .. I II 

I'ims il~ 1972 a total ox 21,230 felony marijuana complaints 

\'IC):" pr.oce'JtlCd as f~::lonies through California supcrior courts 

(8 0,,4 felony filings) or as misdcmeano!'s through the Imler 

COl) c~s (12 .. 346 ·felony fillngs). This leaves Wh31: one wi tn!Clss 

to t-he Conmd ttce called lIa Sl!riOU3 lacuna in tl,e d.isposi tion 

;.nitor:r.;;.tion available," i. e. some 20,697 complaints unaccounted 

for in the j3ureau of Criminal Statistics record books. This 

co:u;ider .. ble number of c.liliplaints .-- 4<Y',I, of the 41,927 complaints 

m:ic,rlnally filed -- could have been filed as misdemeanors, reduce~d 

thr"l.cgh plea bargaining, or dropped entirely. Because their dis

posit.ion is ul'!knov/n, it is impossible to calculate tl1eir .cost. 

£: . .l:!.~r Court Prosecution 

Of tl1e 12,346 felony com?luints prosecuted in the lower criminal 

courts, 15.'!.. ",ere dismissed but subsequently prosecuted in juveni~e 

court or other jurisdictions, leaving 12,185 terminated 'without 

suo:;;"quent ;:Jrosecution., Of these, 3875 were dismissed in lower 
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courts, and 8310 w~re convicted; :778 of thoGa convicted had been 

rcfiled as misi:emeanors or had pled guilty to misdemeanors, while 

6 1 532 l:cre (;.!lonies pronecut'cd a& mis"demea:nors per Section 17 

~Adu~~2.~.~::\\t.itin Refe:r~~!?~.1 p .. S,). 

h .. S'upe;:~~or CC\lrt Prc·$0cution 

Of tJ1C 8,384 felony complaint.s filed in ~uperior courts, 7.991 

recei vod aic'posi,ti.on!l in 1972, Of these, ],057 were c'ismisoed; 

394 ',''''rc acql1itted; 1, 116 ~/C!re found guilty; a,nd 5.422 p1"C: g'Ji:ty. 

'~'!"!.1St JASI (.18%) of these defendants were not convicted, \'Jhile 

,5{,() ...,,,re "onvictcd of !Oome felony charge (Ibid" pp, 13. 16). 

Ab,)ut 45% i?947) of those convicted \~ere given misdcm(>anvr ~e'l

~.enc('s, and t'iie median tir,1·~ iro:a filing date to scntcncir.g date 

for :.hc,sc 6..5 110 f'~.l·':';~y d2f'enc:l~nts convict~d in superior CC\lJ;'t v!a$ 

prOf'; i s.:!ly Lhc 3arI1~-:: ilS the median time for all felony defendLln'i.:s 

in tI)I' St",.;c, appro:dmlltcly t,~o and half month", (Ibid., Pi? :;'3,::8) ,-

Hm'eve!, only 6.271 of tl ese 6,540 were convicted on felony 

m,crijucna .:lffenses (pos!leszion 4.734; sale 1,248; otner 289). 

I\n addition"l 379 adults not originally charged witn mariJuana 

violations as their most serious offense, ,.,ere eventualJ-y con

victed of ~arij\,lana offenses in superior courts in 1972, whicrl 

brings tl1e s'tlpericr court t.otal to 6,650 pe1:'sons convicted ~ 

(Ibi(:., pD, 20. 35, 40) 

c. aec~?itulat~on 

co:n:,inii1g the 8,310 convicted in lower cou.:cts \<lith the 6,65.0 

convicted in superior courts, a total of 14; 960 adults to/are 

-.iC2-
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convicted on m~riju~na law violutions in California in 1?72. 

Thin rcpr<.c.ents 290;. of the. 52,027 adults originally arrested on 

fa! ?ny r.1:J.:-~ •. juana ciHJ.r~eo" 

It is , .. ;:~1Irent from the foregoing that the most sign~ficant 

illfluence 0,) reducing the. fiscal costs of processing marijuc.na 

offenders through the criminal courts has been Section 17 of the 

Per.-,l Code. Increasing Use of Section 17, particulC'rly i.n 

Lno Angeles County .(Nhere the practice increased 11% in 1372, 

·~orJP~r8d ·,'/ith a 2% increz.se in tll~ rest 'of the State), nas 

r;on!)idernbly reduccd1 the nUl~ber ·of cases bound over to ouperior 

court. In 1972 superior court prosecutions "dropped dr:.tMatically 

by J,:~~, II e.qcording to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics, "while 

lo.·tr::- COt!l:t felony prosec\~tions :cose by over 5%. II (Ibid. I p. 2) 

011 the other hand, "the levelling-off of lower court termir.·· 

>1tiC'na in 1972 may indicate that the use of Penal Code Section 

17b5 to diupose of felonies carrying alternative sentence5 of 

ja i 1 or p:;:i!Jon has reachrd ito full potential." (Crime and 

flclinguency in California 1972, p. 36) If this is true, it may 

also be tru3 that the use of Section 17 has like"ise reached 

i.ts maximum effectiveness in reducing the fiscal costs of pros

ccut:ns' marijuana offenders under the present system. 

4 • COTiUl'li t.r~.cn ts 

Of the 14,960 adults convicted on marijuana offenses in 1972, 

no information was presented to the Co~~i~tee on the co~nitments 

of the 8,310 offenders a~ntenced in California lower courts, and 
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consequently tl.ese persons are not included in fiscal cost esti-

mute::;.. Information was available, however, on the commitments 

of (Jffc:n(].:~:c~:; convi9tcd in superior courts. 

Comroitnenta Of ~~..2!!Y_JJJ,.~fendants Convicted 
- In SUF~jior Courts, i~72 

I, rr, ~y be noted that 76% (5,067) of the adul ts sentence'] in 

superior courts in 1972 v.'Gre convicted of simple rl1arijuana pas·· 

session, ,<ith prob;ltion ~nd probation with jail being the most 

comm;,n sent~nceG for these offend:n:s. It must also be pointed 

0\1 t ~j,a t ~O% (2,639) of the felony defendants convicted in supc-

rio;.: court.s It/era incc:.rcerate:d fOJ: some pGli"iod of tlme in stat.: 

pr-i80n.9, the X'out:h ,Authority, or county jails. Several vitilC":;Z~S 

to the CorrJ1li t'i:ee pointed ou t that COUi1ty detention facilities, 

rather tha:l stat~ institutions, bear the· bru.nt of the fi-3c~l costs 

invcl".red in TMlrijuana la'toJ' enforcement, in terms <;>f botn a:..~r.<!;st~es 
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held in 10cnl custody prior to t::ial and those convicted and 

nontenced in zuparior courts who ara ultimataly COlUlllitted to 

idl. 

A rcqupst to the Department of Corrections for inform~tion en 

IIOW many parsons were' in state ;'~Dnal institutions for rn~rijuan"l 

offenses disclosed the following tables showing commio"ents to 

tho Department of Corrections by various classes of marijuana 

'f[cnnos f.or tne ~irst and secone halves of 1972 and th~ first 

),,,1£ of 1973: 

cmU·::;:THENTS TO DEPARTl-IENT OF CORRECTIOnS 
-- 1972 and First Half of 1973 

Sou~ce: Cc~~unication from Corrections Dept. 3 Jan. 1974 

,--------
! 0f ,lse 
._--------_ .. _ .... __ .... _ ...... _-.... ---

J 14EN 

/"1'.-. teto',nIno";"by'--;;-dul t 
I . 
I ~ossession of marijuana 

I Ponusssion with one prior 

PO .. islZssion for sale 

~---

1st 2nd 
[!)i3""-' 

1st 

===,,-,,-,,~, 

71 f. 
--:---~'i 

24 

18 

1 
I POGsession for sale with 
, P')saet1sion for oale with 

~ SaIl': of marijuana 2.1.~ 4
1
, 

;: StoIc with one prior 
( __ ~1~~!W.'.i~h.2!.2-Eriors __ ",1 ... _ ... --1 r------··--~MEN ------.~--.~-;-- ~ ___ ._;. __ r~·1 
1 ._~._._ •• ~_,! 
~-~;;;;j~';-~f;;;ijUa;;-"- 3 2'---- 1 
~ Po:;,:esslmi for sale 1 I 2 l 
i Sale of :narijuana 1 1 - 1 
I~-~~ .. ---·-=======================:: __ ::::.=_ •. ,~~l 
b~--'~ TOTAL 90 80 ';;J 
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'.rhus according to the DepClrtme\1t of Corrections, a toea1 of 

170 ,nen and women Vlere committed to the Depar'::ment in 1972. The 

discrepClncy botween this information and that provided in the 

pru\io\ls ch;;\-:t of 1972 cor:.mitmenes may parhaps be explainod by 

tile fact that the previous chart coes not include the commitments 

of those convicted in lower court::; on rna):.'ijuana charges. 

The COI,ulli ltee was also told by the Department of corrections 

tha .... ccmj'\~it.i.innts are listed for s\:atistical purposes on t.he be.£:is 

of t:.,e li'.Q3l: serious {as determin-ed by the severi t.y of the penal -cyj 

i\ml that "th-=refore. it is possible t.here may be pcraons not sho\\'n 

in the above t;JblcB who are in on multiple commitments, Gne of 

which if: ,,,ore serious than the marijuana offense." 

Turni.lg Zor a moment fronr commitments to prison to release e~7orn 

prinon, t!';i.; Dc:partm~nt o!: Corrections informed the Committae that 

317 pc·cso.", wore paroled for the first time in 1972 from a cornmit

l:IC'nt ,cor a marijuana offanse. Tables 6A and GEl (see following 

two p<:g"'s) show, by men and women, these releases by offel1se, and 

Lhu lime s9rved before being paroled, broken dOlm between those 

v/ho '.,,"re n<:l'cotic addicts and those vlho were not. 

The Committee noted from tllese tables that the median time 

scrved by .;~ale marijuana offenders in state prison before parole 

Nv,[. 31, mor:trs, '<lith those convicted of s:Ilc servintj a rnc:di~n of 

37 .. 5 rnont".ul and those convicted of possescion serving a !.\cdian 

of two years. 
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T.ibl~ ;:A - 1:"72 

}~RCOTIC OFfENSE:S, ilU:: SEtlVEO 1.1, PIlISON 'O:rORE FIRSr PAROLE., ;.m :-lARCOTIC ItISrOR'( 

1912 

Uedian ti~1! served' not cO:lJiultd for hu thsn 15 C:l:se:s 

.\\1 offan!eS ••••• " ••• 4,9U 

",Id 
drllg ofhn:a., ••• 759 

2.5 

oJ ;;. il,or by .:ldul! ....... . 
d •• , lrIinol' wdh prior ••••• 

S",lt t? nino,. by ~or:soll 
ufld'lf 2t .................. 1.' 

"\)u3es,iou •.••••••••••••••• 
~:; ',:- I1li.n rri"r' •••••••• 

" "UJIOII ((Or ':.llt •••••••••• 
• a'"" ·dort 1M' u,llo wi ttl prior 

.Jl0 •••••••••••••••••••• 

',r.l. loIIttlr' I ••• ••••••••••• 

Fe'"'' .0· ............ . 
Ft. .. !,;:'· ... ,,' ,,, '11' ••••••••••• 

".,11 '.ubtJlQllco Itl lItU 
0; nll.rcollc ................ . 

I!ldnlnin p~act! ;01'" nll.r~oUcs • 
ainluin ph.:. ,.ir narc.lII/prlor 

11"I'o'1(;g unth-r innuonce 
of n~rc,Jti:!o •••••••••••••• 

~I~!l.!!'~~~'!!'~ ••••••••••••••• 

:la1c: to minor •••••••••••••••• 
Sale tu IIIlnor .... ith prior ..... 

PO£Il~::I' ion ••••••••••••••••••• 
PO'l.e~!: 1I1n .... i to pr-iol'" ....... . 
i'01i'.iO:'3ioll tor !I;\1c 
PO!:lC50:'J ion f.or on.to loI:rr ior •• 

;:,,10 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~Q1<t ,",ilh prlc.r ............. . 

plln9t.rou~ drul] oHon::ltll .0 ... ···· 
(\urn l::1h drug to n \flor •••••••• 

Pocu"'~::1 ion .t ••••••••••••• 0 •••• 

PO!:lIto::l:.ion wah rlf·jor 
hlony r$rug .::onvlcl;oll ... ; 

PQQu,::lJlolI (or SII.Ie •••••••••• 
~ .. 11,1 ....... jo •••••••••••••••• 

S0.1 .. vilh prior {uL. tlruO cony. 
Orlv!nD undcr intluotncQ . 

:l.~: .. ~i\~~<)~~u, ~~~~! .. : .... :: .. i 

116 
4 

42 
1 

63 
1 

3.0 

136 
6 

'9 
1 

10. 
3 

106 

1 
103 

2~ I' SO 
1 

2 , 

Total 

rJr.=e :snr'led 
in lIonths 

f---,---I /krl1lber 

32 

30 

29 

35 

24 

26 

37.5 

18.5 

16 

2).5 

22 _. I 
L 

Range 
middle 6" 

14-76 

13-60 

22-74 

24-71 

30-59 

27-80 

13-60 

12 .. 51 

19-72 

12-33 

10:

26

1 
12-25 0 

12-~1 

I 

3,741 

390 

46 

12 

14' 

17 

215 

,9 
2 

35 
1 

73 
2 

/L1rc:olic bider)' 

Non-addict!. 

Title :arv.d 
in Iftonti".:s 

lIedi.n 

33 

31 

36 

36 

24 

25 

36 

20 

16 

24 

22 

R!lnOtl 
IIjddle 

601 

20-50 

12-53 

11-26 

12-37 

22-57 

12-32 

l,17's 

Jt:i9 

217 

106 , 
2' 
1 

66 
1 

37 

• H 

35 
1 

,9 

Addicts 

TI~o !:erved 
.in ~onlh:; 

Median 

3. 

35 

'5.5 

36 

24 

37 

16 

15 

2. 

r..;!/,!..:.~ 

r.llce ... '! 

'0> 

?.l-7J 

I " 
i "." 
r 
I 

15-74 
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5. Department of Corrections and Youth Authority Cost Estimates 

Further information ~rovided to the Co~~ittee by the Department 

of Correc'd.onn revealed that as of December 31, 1973, there w?re 

621 folon-, in stz.te prison whose:: most serious commitment offense 

\'oIa~ violation of some 10\., pertaining' to marijuClr.ao This represents 

about 3~{, of the total prison populatien of 19,794 on tr.:zt date. 

Sind.larly, there were 858 marijuana offenden, on parole as 0f 

that date, or appro:<imately 7% of the 12,995 felons 0:1 parole. 

In udditi.o.1, the Department had in j.nstitutions and on parole. 

usc'/eral t:housttnds of ot11er persons on civil corr.mitmentz, etc." 

l.j}\.RIJl1M'A FEr,ONS IN PRISON AND ON PAROLE 
~of Decpmber 31, 1973 

So' ~ .... (;~; CJn'.C'.i..l~1icv.tion frcm Department of Correct.ions, 13 Fe=-. ;, 97~; 

i ------------TTotal r Her': juana OffendE1r41 % ~.arijuana ( 
I ! Offenders 1 Total ~ J.!en !' I'Tom~n of Tot'll j 
J ' ~ ~f!----!t-------

"'n I 19,794 621 I. 606 ! 15 3.14 ! 
f~.r.0le I 12,996 858 817 141 6.50 ! 
i. PJ:ic.on .1< Parole \ 32,790 56 --(':51'-1 '-- _________ -.J'l ______ .Jl..... ___ -'-__ -''-__ -'' _______ j 

In sum, the Department of Corrections had almost 1500 marijuana 

f<?l.ons in pri::;on or on parole at the end of last year, represent

ing aeout 4~~ of their felony workload. In estimating the fiscal 

cos to involved, the Dcpa:t'tm!3ilt c:..om.'1lented: "Actual cases, botn in 

the i:uzt;tutions and on parole are handled individually according 

to t:.nair n.-zods, so sor.:e individu'lls may llav(;.l t.aken a greu.t amount 

of !ltaff -c;'mo to l:esolve vc:rious problews while others took 

::,~lntively little ...... In C1greement ",it~ the Legislative l'tnalynt, 

v,;u:iou!J :?cr capitn cost figures 2.re used in accord ''lith circur: ..... 
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"For el<ample, a reduction of one inmate in the population would 

make virtually no difference in departmental costs, but if you 

reduced the institution population by 1,500 you might be ?ble to 

cloze a"n 2ntire institution. In any event. in terms of the nurn!1ers 

involved in marijuana we would estimate their cost to the Depart

ment at approximately $900,000 a year." 

An additional request to the state of California Health and 

\·["lfara Agency elicited ·a slightly righer cost estimate for the 

Dep<:!-tment of Corrections, as well a,; an estimate for the Youth 

Authority expenditures and manpo~!er involved in processing mari

juana 1a\>." offenders. In a communica ticn to the .. Jonuni ttee en 

~1"":ci". 7, 1!)74 , the lIealth and Welfare Agency provided the follc,lh 

Lng information: 

IIri'hl2 C'ep!lrtments of Hcc:.lth, co"rrections, and YO\.lth Aut110rity 

do co. t. budget the.ir recpective nar~otic and drug abuse programs 

by drug or nubsta~ce but rather by treatment and rehabilitaticn 

mod" 1ities. l'lh.1.le otatj,stics are available for wards and inmates 

convicted of marijuana 1"1" violations, they cam~ot reflect the 

;. 

truc overt':U extent to which these offenders absorb our resources. 

The di:lta base for marijuana law-involved clients in Department of 

Healt;) supm:vi::;ed local programs does not directly capture the sort 

of ;:;:-:fonl ration YOtl :ceCIt:lcsted. Thus, the following bre2Jcdo~n1 

repreGento 0ur best interpolatio11 of available data." 
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I Dollars (%)! Man yrs. (%)! 
Corrections I' $1,085,000 (0. 7%)1 ~4.0 (0.5%) I 
y,"" ,"""i', i,"',OOO ".," : 'i.9 'iA';] 
l~ehabilitation N. A. N. A. 

t:~~li~12ment -0- -0-

L':OTALS =;,;.;;..,.... -_--r $2,741,000 I 95.9 

6. Fiscal Costs of the Present criminal Marijuana Laws 

At'ministration of the present criminal marijuana 1a>1s permeates. 

1.1,,, entire St.ate criminal justice system, from uniformed J?olice 

of ficars who make the bt11k of arrests.. to prosecutors and judges 

,,'10 must revie\~ every complaint filed to determine whether to 

Hljud'"ate it in Imler or superior court and then must process 

('1: c'·, case t;,rough prelimino:ry hearings, trials, and sentences; to 

f\rr~5ting o:Cficers ",ho often must appear in court to give evidance, 

<!nd j.!ublic defenders who are given numbers of indigents for simple 

jr;.:, nic"'n; to county jail, CYA, and state prison, parole, proba-

i.,on, and rehabilitation program personnel who ,must supervise the 

relnt.l J ,ly small percentage of those arrested who are finally 

(~cm\fi\,:J~ed of marijuana crimes .. 

Any responsible attempt to estimate the fiscal costs of mari-

inana, law enforcement must take each stage of the criminal process 

.tnto aCCDurlt.. Then legislators must -determine what, if any, 

effect various legislative changes have had on these fiscal costs 

over the years. Finally, the potential effect of alternative 

legislation on these fiscal costs must be considered. The 

COiTh'llittee received information on most of these factors from 
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several witnesses and from a wide variety o·f published sources. 

A careful preliminary study submitted 100 the Committee (see 

Appendices) estimates that over $100 million a year has bee·n 

spent by f.tate and local government agenc.ies since 1970 enforcing 

marijuana laws. This study reviewed the numbers· of marijuana: 

offenders· at. each stage of the criminal justice process and 

assigne~ cost/unit figures based on previous studies and all 

information currently avail~ble, to the numbers of offenders 

remaining 1.n each stage: arrests, prosecutions, and' ultimate 

conuni.tmen':s. Expenditures of local and state law enforcement 

agencies; Frosecu~or, judge, and public defender costs in lower, 

superior, and appellate courts; and jail, prison, Youth Authority, . 

pr0oation, and parole costs were included. 

';'he lowest estir.late calculated for 1972 in this preliminary 

study \'las $52 million, which did not include State law enforce

ment agency costs and various other State expenditures. The 

highcst estimate obtained was $119 million, and intermediary 

esti.mates using variations on earlier techniques (modified to 

account for the fact that California criminal justice agency 

expendi.turea rose by 67% from fiscal 1968 to fiscal 1972) were 

$95 million and $105 million. These estimates included tho costs 

of adult ar.d' juvenile marijuana arrests; -the costs of prosecu

tins' adult felony marijuana offenders on whom information could 

be obtained, through the judicial system; and the costs of 

comrn;' tments for adUlt offenders convicted in superior courts. 
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hOl1ever, it l'laS emphasized to the Coromi ttee that these estimates 

must be r'~garded as tentative and conservative, because they did 

not include the costs of processing approximately 20,000 adult 

mnr Ijuana :"i '::'restces on wl10m complaints were filad in 1972 but 

"h("1oe court dispositions are not known; 110r the costs of commit

"lents to various public agencies of some 8,310 felony marijuan,,

dpft'ndants convicted in lower courts; nor the costs of process:.ng 

j1.lv· ... nile r.mrijl~ana la,., offenders through the criminal justice 

syst~m; nor the costs of diversion and rehabilitation programs; 

~or .:0riph.;ral government costs which accrue as a result of the 

preoent marijuana laws, sHch as welfare payments to familieG of 

",,;:c ~f~ incarcerated for marijuana law violations. 

bl'C!lIlSe information \'1"-S not available to estimate the fisc"-l 

coo ,;': of these components of marijuana 10.\1 enforcement, the 

, milet,t' was infol:med that the figure of $100 million for 1972 

if. tn be r.:onsiclered a minimum calculation: the actual costs to 

the ,-<," "yer'were prsbably much higher. It was also pointed out 

llJat the local law enforcement costs involved in malting the initial 

76,561 al-rests in 1972 were but the tip of the iceberg: the bulk 

"f the fiscal costs occurred at the judicial prosecution and ulti

mate commitment stages of the criminal process. 'l"hus the loca.l 

law enforccm~nt expenditures of approximately $l44 per ar~, Dt in 

L972 may be correct, but the disposition costs turn out to be much 

higher. Thc"e appear to be in the neighborhood .of $1,200 - $2,800 

per complaint filed, depending on whether the $52 millio:1 figure 
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or the $lH million figure is applied to the 41,927 complain ts 

filed against adults in 1972. Without further information the 

committee W.19 unable to obtain more preciee estimates. 

"/. 1m Overvie" of Marijuana Enforcelre11t Costs, 1950-1972 

In an attempt to discern trends over a thirtee~-year per~od, 

the Committee consider~d previous marijuana enforcement ccst 

estimates in relation to the various legislative cha~ges which 

have influenced these costs since 1960. 

In 1960 Stanford law student Lawrence Calof wrote the defini-

Live e~rly study of California marijuana enforcement costs, 

'l'aJdr.<; the 1966 marijuana arrest and disposition data and apply-

ill<J fiscal 1967-1968 budg(~t figures, calof arrived at a "oybrid" 

estimate of $29,783,418.56 for toe 18,243 adult and juvenile 

marijuana Q.rrests and tne dispositions of 14,209 adult felony 

offenders ';:hrOtlgr, each s'oage of adjudication and commitmElnt. 

'l'his averagos ou'.:. to appro:<imatElly $1,630 per arrest, or $2,100 

per adult disposition. 

Stanford law professor John Kaplan used the Calof method to 

dcterl'li00 the 1968 enforcement: costs in his book Marijual1a: The 

~):rohib~tion (1970). He arrived at a i"igure of about $72 

millio~ for adult felony dispOSitions. 

U.· C. L. A. researcher ~'lil1ia<1\ It.cGlothlin, u'5ing a more con-

se:cvativc variation of the Calof method, estimated approximately 

$43.1 million for the cost of 1969 ITIE.rijuana dispositions. 

McGlothlin excluded certain costs which Calof had included 
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(l\ppe~~19, St3.lc Bureau 0; Narcotics, rr.otions to supprass evidence) 

<:Inu uoed cignificunt1y lcwer cost/tmit estimntes for various 

cor.J.li trne:n t cos ts. 

'';od H. -:ikuriya, M .. D., a. consultant -;':0 the National :';orlUuission 

on H:.rii1u::'.na and Drug Abuse, estir.tated 1970 marijuana 3nro:!:"cc-

ment cooto at $106 million. This figure \~?s obtained by multi-

plyi.ng Cal.of' s est:ima·te by the percentage increase 1n l:"ar.ijui1na 

a rJets in 1970 over 1966. 

Perhaps not coincidentally, an extrapolation of the !1ureau of 

Cri",in::.l Slatictic.s/Legis1ative Analyst method of detern·,:.nir:g 

:,.r.r )lot coOt3 fo~' IS'71 gives approxim12tely the srune $106 million 

fig""e obt:-o.ined for 1970. The cost estirn;,te thus remains identic"-l 

CO'JL.~ though t:nc ntlmbcr of marijuana arrests in 1971 actually (1e_ 

;lin·d by 3,681 f'Com the previous year. 

IJ'!~\/"cn 1961 :':ld 1958, unlawful simple posoession of marijuana 

H1 California '~us punishable by imprisonment in state prison for 

one to ten years, and the offender could not be released until 

.' l lca3t. one year had been served. Possession of marijuana for 

nal!' ,in"," t.-1O to ten years, and sale of marijuana was punished 

by ~!~p.ri::;i)nment from five years to life. These rigorou~ manda-

tory mini:r.um pen~l't~.cs b0gan to i!lfluenca enforcement costs 

aigniiicnntly, copac~ally at ·the conuni-tr:tents fhld of tho process. 

Culof l s .... 1~"'crage of $1,630 per arrest m~y be taJ<en as represen·ta

tiVE.. '':';~IIC fiscal costs in'.J"olved in processing'marijuilna felony 

C<;::l<!O during tfli::; [,,,,,iod. 

-1:5-
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In 1968, the penalty for unlawful simple possession of mari

juana on first offense was revised. Where no prior convictions 

were found, judges were 'given discretion to punish marijuana 

poosession as either a misdemeanor (up to one year in county jail) 

or as a felony (one to ten years in state prison). As judges 

began to use this option in 1969, the cozt of commitments to 

State institutions (felony sentences) declined sharI'lYI as evi

denced in !4cGlothlin's cost estimate. 

H;:Mever, the number of individuals arrested and procm;sed 

through the criminal court and correctional system increased so 

drastically from 1966 to 1970 that costs once again began to soar. 

As not«,:: elscwhere in this report, perhaps the most signifi.

cant influence on reduc:'ng marijuana disposition costs since 

November 1969 has been t.he revision of Section 17 of the Penal 

Code whicr. allows prosecutors a,nd judges to adjudicate first

offe .. 1se marijuana possession cases as misdemeanors in the lower 

COUl:i:S. This primarily affected the costs in the middle of tr,e 

c:cin.ioa! justice process, especially reducing superior court 

costs. But as superior courts handle fewer marijuana cases, 

lower courts handle more. With the number of marijuana arrests 

and dispositions still increasing, it appears toat the effective

ness of Section '17 in reducing fiqca1 costs is beginning to "ane. 

Like other legislative attempts to mitigate the costs, it appears 

that Section 17 has succeeded temporarily but may be overcome by 

the nunilierB of marijuana offenders annually thrust tnrougn the 

,-lj,6-
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c:cir,'inal justice system. 'l'he apparent levelling-off of enforce

ment case'! at $100 million might as easily be a result of not 

having information available on the dispositions of 49% of tlle 

complaint~ filed in 1972, a5 of hypothetical savings from in-

cre~eing use of Section 17. 

One cl'lar fact emerges from the weight of evidence presented 

to the Co~~ittsc: despite all attempts to reduce t~em, the 

tiscnl cost!> o~ marijuana law enforcement throughout the criminal 

juntice synt"m continue to il)crea5e, slightly c.r suddenly, yei\r 

.lft,,;: year. Tllis is graphically depicted in the f0110>ling chart 

su .... ';'arizing the evidence presented to the Committee on '.:lle fiscal 

CO'1t~ of onforcing the California marijuana la\.;s since 1960: 

~~" 14arijuana Source 0::- Cost of Relsvanc . 1 
I 1 Arrests Coat/Unit Enforcement i~aws 1 
~~--t--5, 155 ':alof- $ 8,402,650 All arre5-\:-"5-) 

',%1 I 3,794 $1,630 6,184,220 pros~cutio:l11 
196? S 3,743 6,101,090 COll'.nntments 

~~~: I 1~:E~ ~!:H~:~H ~:~:~~:s~s I" 

J';66 18,243 29,147,418 Average cost 

1%7 37,514 61,147,820 I of marijuanal 
1968 ; 50,327 I Kaplan 72,074, 860 dispositions~ 

! I I pe;;: arrest. j 
I ! $1.,630 I ! 196-;-1--55 • 1;-6-'i'-'-'~-C-G-l-o-t-h-l-i-n-+-4-3-'-1-00, 000 ! "I'ioobler" & ! 
, ]. 970 ~ 69, o;n ~ Mikuriya 106,028,968 Seetio:'! 17: \ 

~'971 : 64,507 /" E":r~p01a. 106,859,808 Il'.verage CO:3t! 
1972 , 76,561 Alar~ch 100,000,000 per arrest: ! 

I~_____ r~~~~~-{.~~~ ______ ~~~$~1~,~3~4~0~ __ j1 
1 'l'OTAL 407,21~ $1,417.70 $577,303,234 $4<;,407,9411 
iL-___ I yearly --.l 

\ 

\ 

\ ' . , 
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'rhus according to the best available information, classification 

of marijuana as a criminal offense has cost the taxpayers of 

California aoout $577 million to arrest, prosecute, and punish 

400,000 p~ople since 1960. Over the thirteen-year span (1960-1972 

inclusive), the fiscal costs of California marijuana law enforce

ment have averaged $44,407,941 a year. 

W1·.cn all marijuana offenses were disposed of as felonies, the 

cos t per arrest was 'about $1,630. The :'lobbler bill in 1968 and 

the modification of Section 17 Penal Code in 1969 had the effect 

of reducing the cost per arrest about $2~0 because dispositionn 

cou10 be handled as misdemeanors in first offense possession 

cases. Nevertheless, the costs of enforcing the marijuana lav;!' 

in California continue to rise as tne number of arrests continue 

to ')t:o". Cumulatively, unles's present legislation is furtller 

",odined, California can expect to continue adding $100 million 

each yc"r to the almost $600 million already spent. 

-1.1.8-
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Chapter 9 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AtID 
HEARINGS ON SENATE RESOLUTION 401 

On \~ecne5day, 15 April 1973, Senate Democratic Leader George 

MOBcone <.P!?eared before the Senate Rules Committee to ask approval 

of SR 23. 

Witnesses invited to testify in favor of SR 23 includ~d: 

J. Thomas Ungerleider, M.D., UCLA Neuropsycniatri~ 
Ins'~itute and Member, National Commission on Narijuana 
and ~rug Abuse (1971-1973). 

2. Mrs. Gloria Coodley, Chainnan, Narcotics Committee, 1972, 
Los Angeles County Grand Jury and Member, Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs Commission of Los Angeles County. 

3. Hank Gordon, Chairman, Narcotics and Dangerous Dr~gs 
Cornmisoion of Los Angeles county. 

'.. Rich~.rd Lance Christie, Re!learch Coordinator, UCL.~. 
Longitudinal Mariju".na Stu~y. 

". Gordon S. BrO\~nell, Member, ~Il'lite House Staff (1969) and 
l'.ssiotant to the Chairman, 1970 Re-election Campaign of 
Governor .Reagan. Registered Legislative Advocate, MWRPHIA, 
a non-profit drug research, education and legal reform 
organization. 

<; !larry V. Lehmann, Statewide Chairman. College program, 
J.972, Committee to Re-elect the President and third-year 
l<M student, Unive::sity of San Francisco School at La". 

7. Robert Ashford, Attorney, California 'Narijuana Initiative. 

Senator Moscone submitted Sena.te Resolution No. 23 to consider 

what alternative la\~s and regula.t:.,ms s'hould be placed on mari

jt.lana llce in tlle event it should become legalized and to study 

regulations c.nd models of control for legalized personal use of 

rnarijucpa. 

Initi"lly, Senate Resolution No. 23 was accepted in principle, 

-119-
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but was held in Committee because t.h, Select Committee's intent 

aild purpose was not clearly and .specifically spelled out., 

The Resolution was then rewritten by Senator Moscone and was 

approved by the Senat'e Rules Committee as Senate Rules Comrnittee 

Resolution No. 401 on May 16, 1973. 

The Resolution proposed the study and analysiA.of information 

relating to the administration and effect of the laws regarding 

the control of the use and availability of marijuana in California. 

Senator Moscnne, chairman of the select committee on the Control 

l1f f.1arijuana, asked Senators Anthony Beilenson and Craig Biddle 

and tney agreed to serVe on the Committee. Senator H. L. Richardson 

aske(1 and was put on the Committee. On April. 24. 1974, Senator 

Richnrdson reSigned from the coruoittee and Senate Rules appointed 

Senator Milton Narks as his replacement. 

Three hearings Vle.re held to carry out the purpose of the 

Resolution •. The first hearing was held on Friday. November' 10, 

1973. in Los Angeles. Hicr.ael R. Aldrich, Ph.D., Research Direc-, 

tor, AMORPHIA; Louis Bozzetti, M.D., Medical, Director U.C. 

San Diego Psychiatric Clini~; Art Linkletter; Richard Lance 

Christie, ph.D., Research Director, UCLA Longitudinal Marijuana 

Study; D. C. Parks, President, Addictive Drugs Educational 

FOllndation; Charles D. Reese, Commander, Bureau of Special 

Investig~tions, Los Angeles Police Department; and A. E. LeBas, 

Chief, Civil Division, Los Angeles Sheriff's Department. gave 

testimony on various aspects of marijuana. 

'!'he second hearing was held in Sacramento .on January 10, 19'14. 

Tc.o;:timony "Jas taken 'from Tod H. !1iku:t:iya, M.D., Psychiatrist, 

-12Q-
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Berkeley, California, Consultant to th,~ National Commission on 

MnriJuana and Drug Abuse and former dire~tor of· marijuana re

sca!'ch at·the National Institute of Mental Health, ~lho appeared 
. , -.. 

at the bcJ.~s't"'7OT the committee; and Hardin Jones, Ph.D. I Prof~ssor 

of Medical Physics, Professor of Physiology. UC Berkeley; ane 

D. Harvey Powelson. M.D •• Donner Laboratory. Donner Pavillion, 

liC Berkeley. who appeared at the special request ot Senator 

l'ne third hearing was again held in Sacramento on Fe:,rua:.:y 

It!, :'374, TeCltimony was taken from J. Thomas ungerleider~ M.D •• 

A:;sociat"3 ::rofessor of P3ychiatry, UCLP .. Medical Center, cr.d 

lo10.mbt>r J P:!~csiQent IS .Nati..:.'mnl C·oIllmission on Marijuana and Dru~ 

'\bu,:,~; Ed .. ··;-.,rd l<'l. L3:::echcr, author of ]:.icit and Illicit D=i.1q~" 

(~cnt "mer') I Union Report: Gordon Brownell, Preside:lt, ;,,: .. :':')RPHIAi 

Clod ."1~L,l,,~.l R. Aldrich. F.esearc~ Director. MORPH!A. 
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[From the Christian Science Monitor, Feb. 18,19151 , 
CALIFORNIA MARIHUANA EASE-UP? 

(By Curtis J. Sitomer) 

Los A.NGELEs.-Encouraged by a "successful" experiment in neighboring Ore
gon, California seems on the verge of liberalizing its marihuana law. 

Legislation which, in effect, would reduce a charge of possession of marihuana 
from a felony to a misdemeanor is moving with surprising ease through commit
tees and is heading for debate on the open floor. 
If it passes the Legislature, it liltely will be signed by Democratic Gov. Ed

mund G. Brown, Jr. Mr. Brown, who took office last month, favors lower penalties 
for possession and use (as opposed to sale) of marihuana. His predecessor, Re
publican Ronald Reagan, vigorously opposed any change in the law which now 
gives the courts jurisdiction to decide whether a particular "use" Of.ff'lliI~· 'is a 
misdemeanor or a felony. 

In 1972, a hotly debated ballot measure to decriminalize marihuana possession 
here was soundly defeated at the polls. And efforts by the Legislature to accom
plish similar laws have since failed-or been vetoed by Mr. Reagan. 

Why the possible turnaround now? 
Observers say continued pressure from the National Organization for Reform 

of Marihuana Laws (NORML) and similar groups have gained influence in what 
now is a heavily Democratic and "liberally" oriented LegislatUre. 

Also, reports on the lack of negative effects following Oregon's act.ion in Oc
tober, 1973, to abolish criminal penalties for marihuana use have had an impact 
in California. Oregon was the first to take such a radical stance. Recent citizen 
surveys there indicate that more than 50 percent still support the more liberal 
law-and 26 percent are reported to advocate "legalization" of sale and possession 
of small amounts of the drug. 

However, what is still not clear is whether reduced penalties llllve increased 
use of marihuana-particularly 'among young people. 

This has .been 'a major dispute between baclcersand opponent.!? of proposed 
legislation here. A.lso contested are the harmful physical effects marihuana may 
have on userS. 

Proponents argue: the drug has become part of the Anlericltll. "lifestyle"; it is 
widely used (regularly by as many as 8 million people) ; it is not .11hv.sically harm
ful nor does it lead to use of "hard" drugs. 

But valid data is still sketchy-and many state and national studies 'are 
contradiotory. 

For example, in 1972, the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse
after a two-year probe-concluded that criminal penalties for marihuana use 
should be lifted. 

However, late last year, It U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
report indicated that the drug has "serious implications" for users' physical and 
psychological health. 

Advocates Qf abolishing or lightening criminal penalties for use point to haz
ards of smoking and alcohol use-which carry no strict penalties for participants. 

And some surveys indicate that parents continue to oppose marihuana use by 
their youngsters j at the same time, many oppose jail sentences or stiff fines for 
this practice. 

Among other· things, the proposed California low would make possession of 
less than one ounce of marihuana a misdemeanor-carrying a "citation" instead 
of arrest-and resulting in a maximum $100 flne ; assess'R $500 fine or six months 
in jan for possession of more than one ounce; levy a misdemellnor penalty of no 
more than $1()0 for giving less than one ounce to somebody else. 

A state law here making it a felony to sell or grow marihuana Or possess the 
drug wi,th the intention to sell it would continue to stand. 
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[From the Washington Star, Feb. 22, 1975] 

LAWS THAT DON'T WORK 

(By Raymond Price)'" 

Whether California, in addition to being the most populous state, is also the 
pot-usingest can only be guessed at. But there's a good chance that it is. Thus it 
should be of considerable national interest that I:. bill substantially easing mari
llUana penalties is currently making its way through the California legisltallre, 
and that it recently cleared what was expected to be its toughest hurdle, the 
Judiciary committee of the state Senate. 

The Oalifornia bill stops short of outright decriminalization, much less legal
ization. But it's a large step in that direction, particularly for a state whose 
marihuan~ penalties are no'Y among the harshest in the nation. 

Under the proposed California law, possession of less than an ounce would be 
a misdemeanor, but the offender would be cited, as for a traffic offense, rather 
than arrested, with a maximum penalty of a $100 fine. In a complex set of otber 
provisions, giving less than ·an ounce to a friend would be treated the same as 
possession of less than an ounce; possession of more than an ounce would be a 
regular misdemeanor, with a maximum six months in jail and $500 fine; grow
ing or selling, or posseSSion with intent to sell, would remain a felony. Personal 
use convictions would be purged from a person's record after two years. 

As a politioal footnote, one sad irony was that the measure cleared the 
Judiciary committee on a straight party-line vote: Republican membl....:5 solidly 
against the easing. Democratic members solidly in favor. It's high to-rue more 
Republicans began rf~ognizing that their own ~'i" '<p1S against statist intru
sion on personal liberties ought to apply not 01...· Ie excesses of compulsory 
busing, but also to the right of personal choice between the uncertain evils of 
pot and the well-documented evils of dem(ln rum. Unless they do, they can 
hardly expect to be taken seriously by the p\,\st-martini generation. 

The issue of marihuana laws is of vital 'IlHd intensely personal concern to 
millions of young Americal'o· J}nd it deserves 'l constant drum-beat of attention 
until the laws are changed. 

How. many parents have seen their children's lives ruined-not by pot, but 
by a pot bust? It's not the marihuana that does the harm in these cases, it's the 
law. 

All of us have friends or relatives who use pot. Do we really want them 
dragged through the courts, disgraced, thrown in jail? As long as we keep the 
present laws on the book" we're saying one of two things; either that we do, or 
else that we're hyprocrites who want the penalty for someone else's friends and 
relatives but not for our own. 

The proper use of the criminal law is to protect one citizen from abuse by 
another, not to let one citizen tyrannize over another. Our present marihuana 
laws are tyranny, not protection. Scores of thousands of young lives are severely 
scarred, for nothing. Millions of young Americans are placed outside the la}", 
branded as criminals, taught to fear rather than respect the law-and for what? 
For choosing the risk, to themselves alone, of whatever limited damage mari
huana use might entail. By this logic, mountain-climbing ought to be a mis
demeanor, playing professional hockey a felony and over-eating punishable by 30 
years. 

Marihuana use may be harmful, as some scientific stUdies indicate. I don't 
know, and I don't use it. But so are a lot of other pleasurable activities harmful. 
As I write this, I'm putting on 'a pipe and about to have a drink before dinner
and if an agent of the government, wrapped in the majesty of the law, were to 
march in and try to haul me off to the pokey for doing so, I'd either throw him 
out on his ear or start a.rebellion. 

That, I think, is how. quite a few· milli,Qns of young Americans feel about the 
present pot lt1ws"and witll .. good rea,sQll •. Thoselaws don't work. The ones they. 
hurt mosL-are. th9se they're. meant to help, .. and they have no place in a society" 
that prides itsel1!, on devotion to individual freedom and to the civilizing leaven 
of mutual tolerance and mutual respect. California, like Oregon before it, at 
least seems headed in the right direction. 

-Ravmond Price Is a former editor of the New York Herald-Tribune nnd ",n. ~ speclnl 
White' House con~I1Itnnt to former President Nixon, serving as a speech writer with Patrick 
Buchanan and William Satire. 
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[From the Los.Angeles Times, Mar. 5, 1975J 

POT AND THE LAw 

State Sen. George R. Moscone's proposal to liberalize California's marihuana 
law is a necessary 'and important step toward addressing this controversial issue 
in a more sensible and evenhanded way. We support the adoption of SB 95. 

Under current law, pot offenses are treated as a misdemeanor or a felony, 
depending on the court's discretion. Virtually all minor offenses are treated 'as 
misdemeanors, but the defendants often wind up with felony arrest and convic
tion records. 

l.'he original intent of the Moscone bill was to follow 17 months ago. Possession 
of less than an ounce there is not a crime, but is a civil "violation," and a 
defendant pays a maximum $100 fine and has no arrest record. 

Oregon's experience with the nation's most relaxed pot law may be instr.uctive. 
Officials there do not report a significant increase in marihuana use or a signif
icant unclogging of the criminal justice system. 

Moscone, a San Francisco Democrat, says "practical and political reasons" 
resulted in a revision of Ilis original bill. Decriminalization is not an idea whose 
time has come in the California Legislature. But, happily, political pragmatism 
in this instance is not without redeeming sodal value. 

Under SB 95, the possession of less than an ounce of marihuana would be a 
misdemeanor. It would be a "citable arrest" similar to a parking ticket, and 
would carry a maximum $100 fine. The defendant would have a criminal record, 
but it would be purged automatically after two years. And past records could be 
purged with court approval. 

The record purging is the most significant element of the legislation. It was 
introduced as part of the compromise in which Moscone traded off the possession 
of less than three ounces of marih uana as a civil infraction. 

By including the pUrging of records, the legislation begins to address the crux 
of the marihuana controversy-that is, whether the use of pot should be a 
crime, and whether a marihuana user should be marked for life as a criminal. 

What the bill says, in effect, is that the use of marihuana is a crime-but only 
for two years. Defendants would not have to endure the lifetime stigma of a 
record. That seems a most humane and progressive approach. 

At the same time, while the legislation proposes to reduce the penalties for 
using marihuana, it does not address 01' answer the question of whether there 
should be penalties at all. The legislation would not sanction the use of pot, but 
it would not severely punish pot users. 

Any move to legalize marihuana would be premature at this time. But there 
can be little doubt that a serious move in this direction will be forthcoming 
before too long, and thlrt it must receive honest consideration. 

The most important question in determining public policy is whether mari
huana should be regarded in a health rather than a criminal context. The sen
timent in Sactamento is that the Moscone bill goes as far as the Legislature will 
go now. // 

SB 95 i7la step forward. Let's enact it and see how it worl.s. 
/ 

/ 

./ [From the Los Angeles Times, July 10, 1975] 

BROW!'/ SIG!'/s BILL TO EASE "POT" PENALTIES 

(By Jerry Gillam) 

SAC,'RAMENTO.-GOV. Brown Wednesday night signed into law a controversial 
bill sharply reducing potential penalties for smoking marihuana in Californ!a. 

The action came abont 8 :45 p.m., Uttle more than three hours before a mld
night deadline for the governor to sign or veto the bill, or let it become law with
out his signature. 

Tho legislation calls for a traffic-style citation and a maximum fine of $100 
for possession of one ounce of marihuana or less. 

One ounce of marihuana is enough to make about 50 thin cigarettes. 
Possession of more than an ounce of marihuana would be punishable by six 

months in county jail, a $500 fine or both. 

83-3l3 0 - 77 • 35 
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'.rhe penalty for possession of an ounce or less with three or more prior con
victions in two years would be mandatory referral to a marihuana education 
uud rehabilitation program. 

Records of persons arrested or convicted for possession of marihuana would 
have to be purged by law enforcement agencies after two years. 

Persons caught with any amount of marihuana presently can be charged with 
eithe~ a misdemeanor or a felony with a maximum penalty of 10 years in state 
vrison. 

The lesser penalties would become effective Jan. 1, 1976. 
In a brief statement, Brown warned the new law doesn't decriminalize pos· 

session of marihuana as many suppose. 
"Severe penalties still remain for possession of even less than one ounce of 

marihuana by minors who may be made wards of the court and incarcerated," 
the governor said. 

"The sale to an adult of any amount of marihuana, even less than one ounce, 
remains punishable by a term of five years to life; and giving or selling to a 
minor any amount whats06~er remains punishable by a term of 10 years to 
life. 

"CUltivation of marihuana in any amount remains punishable by a :term of one 
~'ear to life. Finally, possession of even less than one ounce by an adult is still 
II. misdemeanor crime and the defendant is subject to court proceedings and Il 
11lle of $100." 

Authored by Sen. George Moscone (D-San Francisco), the bill was narrowly 
I1vproved by the Senate and the Assembly. 

Proponents argued that existing penalties are too harsh and should be reduced 
to fit the crime, freeing law enforcement officers for more important work. 

Opponents replied that reducing the penalties would encourage increased use 
(If marihuana, particularly by young people, and lead to its legalization. 

[From the San FrancIsco ExamIner and 'Chronlcle, July 20, 19751 

THE POLITICS OF MARIHUANA 

(By Ira Eisenberg) 

It was a chilly spring night in San Francisco, and the National Organization 
for the Reform of Marihuana Laws (NORML) waR throwing a victory party 
for itself amI State Senator George Moscone (D-San Francisco), author of SB95, 
a bill aimed at reducing the legal penalty for simple possession of marihuana. 

The date was May 3rd, and the plnce was the elegant Victorian law offices of 
two prominent "dope lawyers," Michael Stepanian and Terence Hallinan, just 
a few blocks from City Hall. Some 400 people paid between five and ten dollars 
a head to join the celebration, although in point of fact, SB95 had still not cleared 
the Assembly. 

Yet the question of ultimate victory seemed academic. The Moscone bill had 
nlready passed the more conservative Senate, the Demoerats held 55 of the 80 
~eats in the Assem.bly, Assembly Speaker Leo McCarthy was confidently predict
ing its passage, and Governor Jerry Brown was committed to signing the bill 
into law. 

A local bund, Kindred Souls, held forth from the living room, and a smattering 
of the Ba~' Area's "high" society jammed the gilded, high-ceilinged rooms. 
Dr. Barry Ramer, author of the city's methadone program, danced with Beryl 
l~einglass of the Division of Special Programs. Eugene Schoenfeld, M.D. (Dr. 
Hip) mingled near the bar. Anne Daley, San Francisco Sheriff Richard Hon
A'isto'fl serretary. picked over the tallles loaded with "hors d'oenvres from the 
Normand~' Province of France." And, of course, there were the politicans: 
Renator Moscone, Senator Jerry Smith (D-San Jose), Senator Milton Marks 
(R-San FranciSCO), Assemblyman John Foran (D-San Francisco) alid John 
Molinari of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors-all smiles and handshakes. 

The booze flowed freely from plastic cups at flft~' cellh; a hit, and !l whiIT of the 
weed could orcasionally be detected in the upstairs brdrooms. But the crowd 
mainly was A'etting off on the prospect of California taking a fil'r-t Rtep toward 
clerriminnlizing marihuana. 

Not that SB95 was s11<>11 a hig sten. It would fPt111Ce the ~nfl1tv of n'll'l'PRfling 
an ounce or less of weed from Ii felony to a misdemeanor. Dealing would still be 
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a felony, as would growing your own. Simple possession would remain a "crime," 
but SB05 would mean an end to personal possession busts in California. A liser, 
if caught, would be issued a citation, and if convicted would pay a fine of no more 
than $100. Even hard-nosed Evelle Younger, California'::; RellubIican Attorney 
General and the only member of the GOP in the state's administrative hierarchy 
to survive the 1974 elections, was willing to go that far. 

But Gordon Brownell, the young Republican who is the West Coast coordinatlJr 
for NORl\lL, was visibly uneasy. He had fully expected SB05 to have passed the 
Assembly by this evening, and yes, the celebration of a Victory was a bit prema
ture. But the majority leaders in the lower hOUse were confident they had enough 
votes. It was just a matter of timing, he said. 

What Brownell did not share with his guests that night were the rumors out of 
Sacramento that hard-line Republicans were manem'ering for a caucus vote on 
SB95. If they succeeded, the Democrats would be deprived of a half dozen or so 
Republican yotes they were counting on. 

Five days later, Assembly Republicans caucused in Sacramento. Dixon Arnett, 
thE' Republican whip from Redwood City, Caucus Chairman Frank Murphy of 
Monterey, and Republican floor leader Bob Beverly of Redondo Beach opposed 
making SB95 a partisan issue. But John Briggs, a conservative from Orange 
County who missed becoming caucus chairman last January by a single vote, 
argue(l that marihuana reform was an issue they could defeat the Democrats on. 
If they took a ca.ucus position, they could stop the majority cold. 

A majority of Briggs' colleagues saw the political cunning in what he proposed. 
The Democrats, they knew, counted on some Republican yotes to pass SB95. 
If the unit rule were applied and the Democrats thus denied these Republican 
Yotes, they could rob the Democrats of victory and humiliate them before their 
many constituents who favored marihuana decriminalization. Or they could force 
the Democrats to commit the yotes of freshmen newly elected from conservative, 
normally Republican districts, and then use the marihuana issue to regain these 
districts in 1976, when the entire Assembly stands for re-election and the Repub
licans hope to regain some of what they lost in last year's post-Watergate 
debacle. 

In defiance of their own elected leaders, the Assembly Republicans voted to bind 
all of their members to either vote no, or to abstain from voting on SB85. 

That same morning, the Assembly voted passage of another and possibly more' 
controversial bill, San F:-ancisco Assemblyman 'Villie Brown's so-called "con
senting adult" bilI, which decriminalized homosexuality and other forms of non
standard sex when practiced by consenting adults. But by this time the Democrats 
knew they were in deep trouble on the marihuana bill. 

Seven Republicans had voted for Willie Brown's sex bill, and without them 
it would have failed. Now, on the very same day, they were being asked to loosen 
the marihuana laws. There were loud grumblings from conservatives about the 
impending downfall of society. And Assembly Democrats, some of them freshmen 
from heavily conservative, Southern California districts, were scurrying to 
Speaker McCarthy's office in panic. How, they asked, could they.go on record in 
favor of marihuana rf'form and face their right-wing constituents next year? 

Speaker McCarthy's answer was that of course, they could not risk voting on 
SB95. It was important that the party preserve its in-roads into normally 
Republican territory, and protect the weight of its majority. l\lcCarthy claimed 
he could pass the marihuana bill without committing those vulnerable freshmen 
yotes. 

But events proyed the Speak.~r wrong. In what was nothing less than a stunning 
defeat, the Assembly Democrat," failed tn lIluster the 41 yotes required to pass 
SB95. The roll call was 37-36, with 14 Democrats opposing the bill and 110 
Republicans supporting it. 

Sell. l\!oscone was openly bitter at the defellt, accusing the Assembly of 
ignoring the merits of his bill in favor of p\lre!y political .considerations. He 
even suggested dropping any further efforts to pass SB95. But Assemblyman 
Alan Sieroty (D-BeverlY Hills), the bill's floor lender in the lower clmmber, 
won approval for a reconsideration vote "in due course." 

Sen. Moscont' prE'dicted that SB95 "absolutely" would pnss the Assembly, but 
would not ~ay when. 

The j}roblem was that the DE'mo('rats just weren't sure how many firm votes 
they had, and were holding out as long as possible. Throughout May and most 
of .Tune, nobody in Sacramento coulc1 count 41 "yes" yotes for SB95. So the big 
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question became, will Spealrer Leo McCarthy pressure some freshmen into risk
ing defeat at the polls in order to pass SB95? 

The Speaker was unavailable for direct comment following the May 8th 
defeat. But Jack Johnson, his press aide, didn't belie\'o SB95 was "that im
portant" a piece of legislation. He also quoted l\IcCarthy aR believing that "we 
can get the bill out without those freshmen votes." 

Tile Republicans, said Johnson, "think it's good politics to force freshmen 
Demo~rats to yote on the marihuana bill, then nttacl;: thcm for it in their home 
districts." 

Consider Bill l\IcVittie. He got elected down in San Bernardino County by 
only a thousand votes. It's the first time a Democrat has represented this 
district, which is heavily impacted with l\Iormons and Seventh-Day Adventists. 
Presumably. if l\IcVittie yoted for SB95, he'd be Yoting himself out of office. 

"If freshman votes are necessary to pass. SB95, they will be used," Johnson 
promised. "But why hang them out to dry?" 

Sen. 1\10scone professed continued confidence in Assembly Speaker }1cCarthy's 
commitment to his marihuana reform bill. After all, 1\:[oscone did stay out of the 
long and bitter fight between McCarthy ay.d Assemblyman Willie Brown for the 
speaker's job. And McCarthy realizes how important passage of SB95 is to 
l\10scone, who wants to be Mayor of San Francisco. But some of the senator's 
key aides felt the Speaker "didn't. do his homework" the first time around, and 
tllUt McCarthy's commitment to SB95 was "lukewarm" at best. 

Meanwhile, Gordon Brownell of NORML tried to keep the pressure on from 
his tiny office overlooking Union Street. 'With an autographed photo of Ronald 
Reagan staring down at him from the wall above his desk (he worked for 
Reagan in 1(70), the 30 year old former member of the pre-watergate Nixon 
White House churned out "Urgent-Act Today!" appeals to NORML members, 
who were asl;:ed to write letters to Speal;:er McCarthy and wavering Assembly 
Democrats demanding action on SB95. But he was clearly discouraged. 

From where Brownell sat, SB95 was clearly "not a priority issue" with the 
Democrats. 

"I'm very apprehensive about its ability to pas;; on. reconsideration," said 
Browneli, who hall been clown the marihnnna-rt·form-through-legislation road 
several times before. He didn't believe Assembly Spealrer McCarthy had ·any 
real intention of committing freshmen votes from unsafe dist.ricts.. "He con
sielers them untouchables," said Brownell. "They must not vote on SB95. Their 
political careers are more important than the 106,000 people WllO will be arrested 
for marihuana possession in California next year if SB95 doesn't pass." 

That was in late May. On June 24th, just days before the Legislature was 
clue to recess, the Democrats called up the marihuana decriminalization bill on 
reconsidera tion. 

Before a packed gallery, Assemblyman Willie Brown waved a hand-rolled 
cigarette and demanded that the Assembly pass SB95. "It is time the criminal 
justice system stops assuming you are a big drug pusher if you possess one, 
two or three joints," Brown said. 

"It's quite possible that in 1976, your platform will be 'Grass, Gays and God
lessness,'" growled Assemblyman John Bril(~S (R-Fullmoton), who l1Ud hatched 
the unit rule strategy that stopped the majority May 8th. After the laughter 
from the gallery subsided, the Democrats lined up behind SB95 and passed the 
marihuana decriminalization bill by a vote of 42-34-one more vote than was 
needed for victory. 

Afterward, Assembly Speaker McCarthy accepted credit for the bill's passage, 
and chided those who doubted him. 

Yes, the Spealter admits, he did persuade certain freshmen not to vote the first 
time around. But that was because he knew he had enough "safe" yotes to pass 
SB95 without falling into Briggs' trap of exposing vulnerable freshmen to attack 
in their districts. Those who doubted him "just don't know the Assembly that 
well," says McCarthy. 

Indeed, there were some additional "safe" democratic votes roJ' SB95 the second 
time around. Assemblyman John Knox of Richmond was back from Europe to 
cast his vote. Long Beach Democrat Fred Chel, who (lidn't vote on May 8th, and 
Bill Lockyer of San Leandro, who first supported, then opposed SB95 the first 
time, also were counted in the "yes" column. But they only brought the count to 
40 votes in favor, and 41 were needed to pass. 
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According to Gordon Brownell the real profiles in courage on SB95 were drawn 
by freshmen Democrats Floyd lYIori of Pleasanton, and Richard RobiIlson of 
Santa Ana. 

Assemblyman Mori, a Mormon WllO strongly opposes the use of marihuana or 
any other drug, voted "no" on SB95 the first time around. But on reconsideration 
he cast the crucial 41st vote in favor of decriminalization. To him it was "a 
question of the efficacy of legislating what is good." In a three page statement to 
his constituents, Mori said the use of marihuana does not warrant a jail term, 
and that the real answer to drug abuse was for parents and the rest of us to 
"teach correct principles." 

Assemblyman Richard Robinson was the only "yes" vote from Orange County. 
He had vot-ed "no" on May 8th, mId even on reconsideration, Speaker McCarthy 
urged Robinson not to vote for the bill. But the freshman Democrat said his vote 
was a matter of conscience, even jf SB95 could haye passed without him. 

"McCarthy eleliYered. He's a man of his worel," saYIil Gordon Brownell, flusheel 
with a victory that was years in the mal{ing. 

Moscone also praises the leadership of Assemblyman Speaker McCarthy: "He 
was ready to pull all the stops," even though he got "a deluge of heat from in
divieluals ~and the press" after the May 8th vote. 

Moscone creelits NORML's Gordon Brownell with convincing the Speaker and 
key Assembly Democrats that marihuana reform was worth fighting for. 

In the end, J\Ioscone saiel, the fight over SB95 strengthen eel the Democratic 
majority in the Legislature. "Most freshmen in the Assembly hadn't been exposed 
to controversy," he points out. "The experience gave them some mettle." 

There are 'a few rumblings on the right. Los Angeles Police Chief Ed Davis, who 
revels in his Blue Meanie reputation, is calling for an initiatiye campaign to 
repeal SB95. And the Re,publicans will no doubt try to make marihuana a cam
paign issue next year. 

In any event, on New Year's Day, 1976, the simple poss(>ssion of marihuana will 
cease to be a felony in California for the first time since 1915. The state will then 
jOin Alaslm, Maine, Oregon anel ColoraelQ in what has become a growing move
ment to repeal marihuana prohibiti'on throughout the United States. 

[From the Los Angeles Times, July 28, 1975] 

MOVE TO EASE "POT" LAWS GAINS FORCE 

(By Tendayi Kumbula) 

When Gov. Brown signed the state's controversial new marihuana law earlier 
this month, California joined a small but growing group of states beginning ItO 
reduce the penalties for private use of the drug. 

So far legislatures in live states~Oregon in 1973 anel Alaslm, California, 
Colorado and :JUaine this year-have decriminalized the possession Gf. small 
amounts -of marihuana for personal use. 

In these stMes, possession -of small amounts of the drug is treated pretty much 
as a tmffic citation with fines but no jail time and often no crlminalrecorel. 

However, possession of large amounts and commercial trafficking are stilI sub
ject to stern criminal sanctions. 

Throughout the country, there is unprecedented legislative and judicial move
Illent at both state and federal levels against the heavy penalties imposed for 
violations of marihuana laws. 

This year alone, bills calling for reduced marihuana penalties were introducecl 
in the legislatures -of 25 states anel the cHy council of the District of Columbia, 
often witlI strong bipartisan support. 

In congress, both the House and the Senate have bipartisan marihuann bills 
pending. 

Even the U.S. Justice Deparotment, which previously backed the retention of 
strong marihuana laws, backed off this year, saying "at the moment" Atty. Gen. 
Edward I-I. Levi doeS not have -a formal position on the marihuana issue. 

And, according to some sources, a special 15-member task force of the White 
House Domestic Council ,that has been studying the issne is reportedly leaning 
towards decriminalization. . 
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These sources said that when the report is released, probably in September, the 
task force probably will urge President Ford to support changes in marihuana 
laws. 

Only among some law enforcement officials, including Los Angeles Police Chief 
Edward M. Davis and Los Angeles County Sheriff Peter J.PHchess, and in parts 
of the Midwest and the South is opposition to revising marihuana penalties still 
unrelenting. 

Yet even in the South during the current legislative session marihuana reform 
bills were introduced (though subsequently defeated) in the legislatures of 
Florida, Georgia, Tennessee and Texas. 

The proponents of reform have also been bolstered by two recent landmark 
decisions striking down some marihuana laws in Alaska and Ohio. 

In :\lay, in a unanimous deciSion, the Alaslm Supreme Court said possession of 
small amounts of marihuana in the home for personal use was protected under 
both federal and state constitutl,onal provisions rela·ting to the right of privacy. 

It was the first such ruling by a state supreme court. 
Less than three weeks ago, the federal 6th Circuit ,Court of Appeals struck 

down Ohio's penalties for dealing in marihuana. The laws, which carried jail 
terms 'of 20 to 40 years for marill'Ul!na trafficking, were judged cruel and unusual 
punishment by the court. 

James M. l\Iaddiran Jr., a spokesman for the Ohi,o state attorney general, said 
the state had ask~ il that the decision be stayed, and had served notice of its in
tention to appeal to the U.S. Supreme COU])t for what would be a definitive ruling 
on whether some marihuana laws constitute cruel and unusual punishment. 

One legal challenge that is pending was filed in October, 1973, in federal court 
in the District of Columbia by former Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark. The action, filed 
on behalf of the. National Organization for the Reform of Marihuana Laws 
(NORML), challenges t:Q.e constitutionality of the nation's marihuana laws. 

Despite the advent of California's marihuana law, Gordon Brownell, West 
Coast coordinator for NORl\IL and the state's only registe'red marihuana lobbyist, 
said his group is considering a legal attempt to have all California marihuana 
la ws voided. 

One area being studied, he said, is whether the right of privacy guarantee, 
which also is contained in California's Constitution, could be used as the spring
board for a legal challenge as it was in Alaslm. 

"We feel that if somebody wants to smoke pot privately that should not be 
a concern 'of the state. There is no compelling state interest in that," he said. 

"We 'also feel tha·t the ounce limitations that have been imposed by the decrim
inalizing states are arbitrary. People who drink wine or smoke cigarettes are not 
subject to the same limitations. They often have more cigarettes or more wine 
than they can use at anyone time." 

Brownell said there should be no ounce limitation on possession of marihuana 
for personal use, and added: "We a,re planning to bring a number of legal chal
lenges to the pot laws acr,oss the country." 

Judges, Brownell argued, will "address themselves to the issues involved, such 
as right of privacy and cruel 'and unusual punishment, because the COUl'ts are 
much more objective. They are not subject to the political pressures and partisan 
considerations that often get in the way of l!lgislators." 

By and large, the marihuana re.Lorm forces are euphoric over Ij;heir achieve
ments the last year. Keith Stroup, executive director of the Washington-based 
NORML said: 

"We consider that we have brolren the logjam on the state level. We think that 
another dozen 'or so states will change thek marihuana laws in 1976. The next 
step for use now is Congress." 

Stroup said California's enactment ·of a marihuana reform bill probably would 
tip ·the scales in favor ofl'evision in some of the wavering states. 

"California is very important to win legislatively and judicially. Because of 
its size and population California is regarded by many states as the trend-setter," 
he said. . 

"We consider the victory in California to be the most impOl,tant one to date. 
It was the first major 'and most highly sophisticated state to support the cb:lllges 
in marihuana laws." 

Congress has sev:eJ;al marihuana bills pending. 
One, by Rep. Edward Koch (D-N.Y.), with 16 bipartisan Suppol'ters so far, is 

modeled after the pioneering Oregon law, substituting :fines for jail time. 

I 
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"He has been introducing tlJ,e bill every session since 1971 but it never made 
any hend way," an aide said. "This year we are getting more action and there are 
more people willing to support the blll. But it is difficult to say if we will sncceed 
this year and get it pa~;~ed. Still, we lieep hoping." , 

In the Senate, Jacob Javits (R-:::;r,X.), Edv(ard BNoke (:E"t-Mass.), Alan 
Cranston (D-Calif,) and .f}aylol'd Nelson (D-Wiiic.) tElamed up to introduce a 
marihuana decrimillllli~atiou bilL 

Also, Javits has tacked a marihuana amendment onto Senate bill 1, the 
controversial measure that seeks to revise the Federal Criminal Code. 

Most legislatures around the couutry have adjourned for the year and except 
in a few states, there is not Hkuly to un much action on marihuana legislation 
for tlle remainder of the year, 

Lawmakers still are in session in Ohio, where the Bouse overwhelmingly 
passecl an omnibus crime bill that includes some changes in drug laws. 

The bill, backed by Ohio Atty. Gen. William J. Brown, would reduce posses
sion of up to 100 grams of marijuana to a misdemeanor punishable by a fine. 
A spokesman for Brown said it appears IiI,ely the Senate will pass the bill 
before adjoul'lling. 

Marihuana reform advocates are hoping that decriminalization in Ohio would 
have u rippling effect on other Midwest states. 

In the District of Columbia, public hearings on marihuana decriminalization 
have been held and it is considered likely the D.C, Council will pass a reform 
bill before the end of the year. 

III Wisconsin a bill to create a state system for the legal distribution of 
marihuana 'has been introduced, but there has been no committee action on it 
and none Reems likely this year. 

HOVlievel', the Wisconsin Controlled Substances Board, which has been re
viewing the state's drug laws, is expected in Novembel' to urge the legislature 
to' pass a decriminalization law. 

In Minnesota, the legislature adjourned after both houses passed separate 
bHls to reduce marihUana penalties. A conference committee later agreed on 
a compromise version of the two bills. , 

A vote on that awaits the return of the legislature from its recess early in 
January. 

In New York, although Gov. Hugh Carey supports changes in the marihuana 
statutes, no action has been talten because upstate Republicans led by Senate 
Majority Leader Warren Anderson are opposed. 

[From the Baltimore Sun, Dee. 29, 19753 

CALIl!'ORNIA READIES SOFT MARIJUANA LAW 

(By Bruce Winters) 

Los ANGELEs--'J:he nation's largest state is relaxing its marijuana laws Janu
D,ry 1, offering policemen, lawyers anci social worlwrs their best laboratory yet to 
determine if easy laws drive up drug use. 

Predictions from Califol'l1ia law enforcement officials differ widely. 
Edward M. Davis, the Los Angeles police ohief, forecasts a 50 per cent increase 

in crime o\'er the next two years, and a doubling of till:" heroin-addiction rate, 
coupled with more pOlice paper work and confusion among the citizenry. 

,,\Then Gov. l!Jdmund G. Brown, .Tr., signed the bill into it,ll', making possession 
by adults of an ounce '01' less a misdemeanor subject to a traffic-style ticket of 
$100, Chief Davis said: 

"It is obvious that Mickey Mouse and Goofy and all the other characters are 
alive and well in Disneyland north [Sacramento] .... I,t's nufortnnate'that the 
largest sbate has to be the greatest' fooL" 

But a spokesman for San Diego's acting pOlice chief, ,,\Villiam Kollender, said 
the new law will not ('hange things mUch. "l!~or the past five years, simply posses
sion of marijuana has been treated as a misdemeanor here," he said, "so the, 
new law will not mal{e much difference." 

In San Francisco, Sgt. Charles Hoenisch,of the na.rcotics detail, said ilie new 
law "merely formalizes that our department has been doing for the past year
citing rather than arresting for Simple possession." 
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The new law was written by San Francisco's mayor-elect, George R. Moscone, 
who was then a state senator. 

Two years ago, Oregon became the first state to ease off on Draconian local 
laws that in some instances required 5- and 10-year prison terms for first offenders 
caught with small amounts of marijuana for personal use. Oregon pioneered the 
traffic-style citation procedure. 

Alaska, Colorado, Maine and Ohio have since followed suit with easier laws. 
Corey Busch, Mr. Moscone's administrative assistant, said neither the Oregon 

experience nor the legislative hearings produced evidence to support Chief Davis's 
alarm. 

In fact, a poll in Oregon published last month showed that marijuana use there 
had not increasrd during the new law's two-year life. 

Conducted for the Drug Abuse Council, of the District of Columbia, the poll 
involved 800 face-to-face interviews with persons 18 and older. It was a follow-up 
on one taken in October, 1974. 

The latest survey found that 20 per cent of the sample had tried marijuana at 
least Oilce, compared to 19 per cent in 1974. Efght per cent listed themselves as 
current users, compared to {) per cent in 1974. 

Moreover, 93 per cent of the nonusers cited simple lack of interest or pOf>sible 
health dangers-not legal penalties--as reasons for avoiding the drug. 

Violators arrested under the new California law may be fined a maximum of 
$100, which can be paid like a traffic ticket without a court appearance. 

Felony provisions against growing and selling marijuana, and driving while 
under its infiuence, remain unchanged. It likewise continues to be a felony to 
provide any amount of the drug to a minor under 18. 

In addition, the 500,000 or more Californians arrested for possession before 
January 1 will be dlowed to petition the courts to have their records purged. 
Persons in prison for mere posseSSion will be freed on parole as quickly as 
possible. 

With no arrests, no bookings, no incarceration, no processing of bail services 
and 110 jury trials, the n£>w law very likely will save the courts money, according 
to the California Judicial Council. 
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Senator Bayh opened the meeting by stating what he considered to be one of 

----------------, 

the best vehicles in changing the ~,ay the federal government handles the mari
juana problem, and that is to sho~1 how Colorado and other states have approached 
the problem. The purpose of this informal discussion is to assess the pluses 
and minuses Colorado has experienced in dealing with the new marijuana law. 

Senator aayh posed the following questions with corresponding responses from 
meeting attendees: 

What affeat has the peduation of penaUies fop the possession of marijuana had 
on the criminaL docket? 

f{ood: Since the penalties for possession of marijuana have been reduced 
by state law and city (Denver) ordinance, the criminal docket has shifted 
from the felony court to the city ordinance court. Felony courts now haVe 
more time to prosecute more severe c·ases. 

CantweZZ: ~lhi1 e the new 1 aw may have opened up more time for the DA IS offi ce 
to prosecute more severe cases, the law has created a frustrating problem 
for pol ice officers who are becoming increasingly reluctant to enforce the 
law on possession. The process is still the same for the police officer: 
administer rights, file reports, lab analysis. The paperwork and time 
involved in a possession case are hardly wOI'th the effort. 

Bridges: In Ann Arbor, Michigan, the fine for possession of less than one 
ounce of marijuana was $5. Police officers became frustrated not only be
cause of the inordinate amount of paperwork, but !..ecause it was nearly 
impossible to find a lab analyst who would proce~! small amount" of mari
juana. The police officer was caught between department policy and the law. 

Simon: Before the law, 20 percent of the cases were for marijuana possession. 
Now, posession cases are virtually nonexistent, and there has only been one 
felony sale case (summons and complaint) since the law went into effect. 
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Wood: The Denver District Attorney's Office prosecuted more felony sale 
cases in 1974 and 1975, whereas traditionally there have been more posses
sion cases. The downgrade of possession penalties has emphasized prosecution 
of narcotic and other dangerous drug cases. 

Waller: Some statistics have been compiled in Denver covering the seven
month period prior to the state law and city ordinance and then again seven 
months after. These statistics indicate an increase in juvenile and adult 
cases: 

Seven Months Seven !1onths 
Prior: After: 

Juveniles 212 cases 225 cases 

Adul ts 532 cases 564 cases 

TOTAL 744 cases 789 cases 

They also reveal that marijuana is more available and that the quantity and 
quality of marijuana arrests have increased. 

Cantwell: Two years ago there were fewer policemen but more possession arrests. 
~larijuana arrests increase only because there are more men on the job for quantity 
arrests. 

r~t effect have the new Zaws had on the avaiZability and use of marijuana? 
(Responses to first question apply.) 

Castro: A survey in Oregon showed a reduction in usage. 

WeUer: In Denver, the number of arrests for hard drugs which included mari
juana increased from 1969 to 1974. After the la~1 was passed, 1975 showed a 
decrease in arrests for hard drugs, excluding marijuana, of 900 cases. But 
it must be remembered that for about four months after the law was passed, 
arrests were still being made for marijuana possession. 

How has the public reacted to the changes in the possession law? Does the use of 
marijuana create a public hazard? Has any decision been reached as to what effect 
rrarijuana really has on people? r~t possible hal'l/l does the use of marijuana 
cause the corrmunity? 

rihy I ask about public safety in regard to the use of marijuana is to know if 
the change in law significantl.y increased viol.aUons? 

Castro: Drivers under the influence of alcohol or marijuana do create public 
concern. Simon: It is against the law to drive under the influence of mari
juana, but the problem is that it is difficult to determine the level of mari
juana. Cantwell.: our car units have brought many people in for drunk driving, 
but \~hen administered the breath test, there is no indication of the presence 
of alcohol. This suggests that they are driving under the influence of some 
SUbstance, drug or narcotic, without the presence of alcohol. SimOlt: Driving 
under the influence of marijuana has become a substitute for alcohol. 
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flood: There is no definitive answer to the question of its affect on public 
safety. Oregon has shown no dramatic impact on public ~afety. fletter: As 
to the possible harm marijuana causes the corrmunity--it is impossible to 
determine. HEW can't even address this'question. 

Have juvenites slJitahed to wine instead of marijuana? 

Henderson: It is true that juvenile alcoholics are increasing and there are no 
programs for juvenile offenders who are drug and alcohol abusers. 

Senator Bayh asked why Cotorndo did not participate in the JD Act. 

Mitter: Colorado did not want to run the risk of not being able to comply 
with federal requirements, in particular the provision requiring that any 
state participant is to deinstitutionalize within a two-year period. This 
provision would require legislation. 

1976 monies in the amount of $256,000 will be requested and will be used to 
set up some group homes or shelter care facilities. 

Castro: Colorado is now ranked 47th or 49th on its taxes on liquor, but if 
the present legislation is passed, Colorado will be fourth in the nation. 
This money may be a resource for alcohol and drug abuse programs. 

Bond: In the small communities of Colorado, alcohol not drugs is the primary 
concern a 1 such communities lack treatment facilities for alcohol-related 
programs 

Wetter: Nearly all juvenile offenders suffer from learning disabilities. A 
Division of Youth Services youth camp survey revealed either a physical or 
emotional learning disability (87 to 90 percent of 444 youths studied). One 
problem is that it is not until a youth becomes a delinquent that it is dis
covered he has a learning disability. 

Keane: It is hard to determine if alcohol is a direct cause of crime, because 
there is no way of comparing alcohol use of kids outside the system to those 
within the system and drawing any conclusions as to a direct relationship. 

fletter: In Denver around 1970 or 1971, kids nine to ten years old begin by 
sniffing glue, the progressed to paint, gasoline, wine, beer, hard liquor, 
marijuana. At ten years they begin joy riding and progress to petty theft 
and upward. In Denver, substance abuse has been vil'tually nipped in the bud. 
Now we are going into alcohol dbuse treatment programs. Abuse tends to be 
more prevalent in certain areas. Castro: Twenty years ago alcohol and drug 
abuse was almost exclusively a Chicano and Black problem, but today a far 
bt'oader spectrum of society is involved in drug and alcohol abuse. 

Cantwett: We have identified why kids use drugs and we provide police officers 
with in-service training in prevention. The Denver Police Department has a 
school liaison program. There are seven to eight policemen involved in this 
public school system program. 
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Eaply: The problem with many alcohol and drug abuse programs is that there 
are very few good programs in the United States. Some programs actually 
stimulate kids' curiosity of drugs. He want programs that approach the 
problem in a positive way making kids feel good about themselves. Cantwell: 
Hith the availability of drugs eVerpresent, we need to educate the parents 
and then the kids. Hhether we are tough or loose on marijuana, marijuana is 
here and a part of society (25 to 30 million people have used marijuana). 

Wellep: I suggest boring in on the interstate transportation traffic on the 
sale of marijuana. This would put the pressure on legislatUre to deal with 
the marijuana problem. . 

Is thepe any magic to a specific amount of maPijuana to be decpiminaZized? 

Wood: The question of what specific amount of marijuana can be decriminalized 
has been wrestled with in the legislature to no avail. Where is the break 
between amisdemeanor and a felony? 

Bo", does the decPiminaZization of possession pelate to the doZZav figupe? 

Wood: Prosecution of more serious cases in the District Attorney's Office 
has not created the need for more lawyers. This can be attributed to the 
fact that marijuana possession cases are now handled by the lower court 
system. 

What is Colozoado's tpeatment fop possession of smaZZ amounts of mavijuana? ShouZd 
muUiple offenses be tpeatad difiepelltly? 

rvood: Up to one ounce is a petty offense with a fine of $100 and no jail. 
An ounce or more for a first-time offender incurs a fine of no more than 
$500 or jail for no longer than one year 0.'· both (~till a misdemeanor). If 
it is a second offense involving drugs or mariJuana in excess of an ounce, it 
is a felony and is punishable by no less than one ~:ear and not more than ten 
years or a fine not less than $500 or more than $1,000 or both. 

Public possession of less than an ounce can have a potential penalty of 15 
days in jail. Private possession of less than an ounce has a fine only. 

Castpo: One thing that made me favor the law was that I saw too many offenders 
of this type at the state penitentiary in Canon City. 

Cant",elZ: In Denver, I have never seen a case 11here an offender was incarcerated 
for the mere possession of marijuana. 

BOli! ",ould you dflsign the fedem1. tl'eatment of mavijuanao" 

Simon: Same as treatment for alcohol: tax it and distribute it. The problem 
is the age limit. EavZY: ShOUld anyone go to jail for use of marijuana or 
alcohol? 
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Simon continued: The attitude of la~1 enforcement people differs from 
officer to officer. An officer in a narcotic unit ~Iill tend to be more 
conservative. An officer who has a less specialized job tends to have a 
more liberal attitude. Just as older officers are more conservative. Police 
training now produces an officer who is familiar with marijuana and its 
effects. 

CantweU: If marijuana is decrimina1i:z.ed, al1 vIe are doing is fal1ing into 
a pattern to decriminalize cocaine. 
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COLORADO REVISED STATUTES 1973 

ARTICLE 22 
Orugs and Oruggists 

PART 4 
Dangerous Drugs 

.12.22.412. Violations· penalties. (1) . Any person who manufactures or 
d"l'enses dangerous drugs in violalion of section 12·22·404, except as pro· 
vided in this ,eetion, is guilty of ri felony and, upon conviction thereof, shall 
be punished by a fine of not marc than One thousand dollars and by 
Imprisonment in the state penitentiary for not less than one year nor mOre 
thiln fourteen yeurs. 

(2) Any person who attempts to manufacture or dispense any dangcHlu, 
drug in violation of section 12·22·404. except liS provided in this section. j, 
guilty of a felony and. upon conviction thereof. shall be punished by a fin, 
of not more than one thousand dollars and by imprisonment in the stat. 
penitentiary for not Icc;s than one year nor more than fourteen years. 

(3l Any person who has in his possession any dangerous drug with the 
intentto dispense said drug in violation of the provisions of section 12·22.4t).1. 
except as provided in this section, is guilty of a felony and, upon conviction 
thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dolla" 
and by imprisonment in the state penitentiary for not less than one year no, 
more than fourteen years. 

(4) Any person who is convicted of a second or any subsequent violation 
of section 12·22·404 (1) (a) or (1) (c) shall be punished by a fine of not more 
than five thousand dollars and by imprisonment in the state penitentiary for 
notles< than five nor more than thirty years. 

(5) Any person who violates section 12·22·404 (I) (b), (I) (c), (I) (f). (I) 
(g), (1) (h), (I) (i), (1) (j), or (1) (k) is gUilty of a misdemeanor and, upon 
conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred 
dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one year. 
or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

(6) Any person who possesses or uses nny dangerous drug in violation 
of section 12·22-404 (I) (d), upon a first conviction, is guilty of a mis· 
demeanor, and the court may: 

(al Impose a fine on the defendant in an amount not to exceed five hun· 
dred dollars, or a sentence of imprisonment in the county jail for not more 
than one year, or both such fine and imprisonment; 

(b) Place the defendant on probation for a period not to exceed one year. 
and as a condition of such probation, the court may require the defendant 
to obtain treatment for any mental condition which. in the view of the psy· 
chiatrist making a report to the court under the provisions of subsection (91 
of this section or section 16·11·102 (3). C.R.S. 1973, may be related to the 
use and possession of dangerous drugs by the defendant. The defendant rna)' 
be permtted to obtain such treatment from any psychiatrist or at any suitable 
public or private medical facility of his choosing. Upon request of the 
defendant, the department of institutions shall admit him for rehabilitative 
treatment to one of the mental institutions under its control for a period not 
to exceed one year. The defendant may be required to remain under treat· 
ment for such time. not to exceed one year. and under such conditions as 
the psychiatrist responsible for his care deems necessary to improve, to the 
extent possi~le his mental condition related to the use and possession of 
dangerou~ drugs. 

(7) (a) At any time prillr to trial for a first violation of section 12·22·4().l 
(I) (d). or prior to entry of a plea of guilty to a first violation thereof, the 
courl may. with the consent of the defendant and the prosecution, order the 
prosecution {>i Ih" "Hense be deferred fur a period not to e.xceed one year. 
during whicll time the court may place the defendant under supervision (If 
the probation department. I\s a comlitiun of slIch supervision. the court m'!Y 
require the defendant to ohtain treatment fur nny melltal cundilion tiUlI. III 
the view of the psychiatrist making a rel'urt to th.! court undcr the provisiuns 
of subsl'ction (9) of this Sl.:cllOll, muy be rcl:HctJ to the usc nnd l'>ossl!,.!'Iion 
of dangerous drugs by the defendant. The defeOllant may be permitted to 
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ublilln stich treatment frol11 :Illy p!\ychiatrbl anu at ~lnY suilal-Ie puhlic or 
I'riv:!tc mClltnl health f"eility of his ch"<lsing. UPOII rcqueM of Ihe tldeml""t. 
the dcpnrtlllcnl of ill!ilihllions shall Hdmil. him for rchilbililillivc treatnient-tn 
I.U\C of the mcnlal imHiluttons. um.ler its cuntrol {or a periou not to CXl'CCU 
tlIlC yenr. The dcfcnuant may be required lo r(,main under treatment for stlch l 

lilllC, not ttl exceeu one year. and under M1Ch l!omHtions Wi the psychiatrit;.l 
responsible fm his Cnrc uoems neecssnry 10 improve. to the e,tent possible. 
his mental comlitinn relnted to the usc ilnu po~st!ssiun of uangerous drugli. 

(b) UPllJl the dcfcl1unnt's,,,tbfactory completion of lind discharge from 
the eourt's supervision. Ihe charge "£nil1" Ihe dcfendant shnll be dismissed 
wilh prejUlfice. Jf the conditions of supervision are viola led. the defend:!nt 
,hall be tried fur the offellse for which he is ch"rged, and. upon con vic lion 
Ihereof, the court shall m<lke disposition as provided in sub sec lion (6) oC thi& 
section. 

(e) Upon consenting to a suspension oC trinl as provided ill this subseclion 
(7). the defend~l1t sh,,11 execute a writterl waiver to his right 10 a speedy Irlal. 

(d) If a deCendant gives his consent to a deCerred prosecution under this 
subsection (7). il shall nOI be construed as ~n Hdmission of gUilt. nor shall 
.uch consent be admitted in evidence in a 1rial for the offense of which he 
is charged. 

(8) If any person is charged with a violation oC the provisions of section 
12·22·404 (I) (d). the court. prior to trial and with Ihe defendant's consent. 
shall cause a probation officer to conduct an investigation of the background 
of the defendant which shall include, to Ihe cxtent possible but not limited 
to, such informalion about his characleristics and any circumstances affecting 
his behavior as may be helpful to the court in determining whether prose
cution should be deferred under subsection (7) ()f this section. or Whether 
probation should be granted if the defendant is convicted of such violation. 
The court, upon its own motion or upon petition of the probation officer. 
may order any defendant who is subject to pretrial investigation (0 submit 
to a mental and ph;sical examination. For the purposes of such evaluation. 
the COurt llIay appoint any psychiatrist in this slate to conduct such exami
nation either on an outpatient basis or in a suitable medical facility. Upon 
request of the court or probation officer. the department of institutions shaJJ 
lurnish such facility and services as are necessary to conduct a psychi~tric 
examination. 

(9) (a) Upon complelion of such pretrial or presentence investigation. 
the probation orncer and the physicians conducting the examination shall 
each SllbOlitwritten reports to Ihe courl. 

(b) No substantive evidence acquired directly or indirectly for the first 
time as the result of any such oblervation and examination shall be admissible 
l'n the issue of guill of tbe crime charged. 

(10) A persoll who is convicted of a second offense under scction 
12·22·404 (I) (d) involving stimulant drugs or hallucinogenic drugs IS guilty 
of a fclcny and shalf be punished by imprisonment in the state penitentiary 
for not less than Olle year nor more than ten years. or by a fi",~ of not less 
than five hundred dollars ncr more than One thousand dollars. or by bOlh 
such fine and imprisunment. Any person convicted of a second offen," under 
,celion 12·22·401 (1) (d) and nol covered by section 12-22·403 (7) or (13) is 
guilty of a misdemeanor and shnll be puni.hed by: 

(a) A fine of not less thnn rive hundred dollars nor more than One thou· 
sand dollars. or by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than two 
years, or by both such fine and imprisonment; or 

(b) Any provision of lalV to the contrary notwithstanding. the court may 
place the defendant on probmion for a period not to exceed two years. and 
as a condition of such probation the court may require the defemlant \0 oblain 
treatment for any mental condition which. in the view of the psychiatrist 
making a report to the court under the prt'visions of subsection (9) of this 
sectiort or under section 16·11·102 (3). C.R.S. 1973. may be related to the 

/ 
.;'} 

I , 
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use and possession of dangerous drugs by the defendant. The defendant may 
be permilled to obtain such treatment from any psychiatrist and at any suit
able public or private mental facility of ·his choosing. Upon request of the 
defendant. the department of institutions shall admit him for rehabilitative 
treatment to one of the mental institutions under its control for a period not 
to exceed two years. The defendant may be required to remain under treat
ment for such time, not to exceed two years. and under such conditions as 
the psychiatrist responsible for his care deems necessary to improve. to the 
extent possible. his mental condition related to the use and possession of 
dangerous drugs. 

(II) Any person who is convicted of a third or subsequent offense under 
section 12-22-404 (1) (d) is guilty of a felony and shall be punished by: 

(3) A fine of not less than one thousand dollars nor more than two thou
sand dollars. or by imprisonment in the state penitentiary for not less than 
one year nor more than fourteen years. or by both such fine and imprison
ment; or 

(b) Any provision of law to the contrary notwithstanding. the court may 
place the defendant l1n probation for a Deriod not to exceed five years. and 
as a condition of such probation the coml may require the defendant to obtain 
treatment at one of the mental instilUti~ns under the control of the depart
ment of institutions for such time, not to exceed five years, as the super
intendent or director of such institution deems necessary to rehabilitate the 
defendant. 

Source: L. 68, p. 153, § 10; C.R.S. 1963, § 48-8-10; L. 71, p. 546, § 5. 
Cross references. As to the definition of 

hallucinogenic drugs. see § 12·22-103(7). As to 
Ihe definition of stunuiallt l1rugs. sec 
§ 12·22·403(13). As 10 unlawful acts concern
II1g dangerous drugs. 'jet § 12·22-401-, As to 
the submission Of a person clillit-le (or proba
lion ur pn:senlence Invc:;ti[!illion 10 a mental 
nnd ph)'sical eX:lnlinallOn. 5CC § 1f)·lldU:!()). 

PlX.\a"lt1n with intent to dispense dun~{,Tous 
drug In "lnIutlon ur law tnll~".1'i IIr hm dhtlnct 
rlrlllcnl,;, pos5ec;sion or dant:erous dru~ and 
:.imuh:lncous ir.h:nI ru illegally iJt'ipenlic dru~. 
People v. Gillt ___ Colo. _, 506 P.2d 134 
(t913). 

Therefore, where c\ldrnce WIIS prt'scnlrd 
Ihnl cJclcn~lul1l dt'I)(,Il'-'!d dunj.lCrdliS dru~ lu 
uUllen'/ner n~t'lIl \\ho dl'f~'ntlullt thou~hl wus 
illicit user" ul tJrug.", cvit.lenc&: rome than sup· 

porlc:d lury's ven1iel that defendant intended 
10 di!>pense thtngcrous drugs in \'iolution of 
law. bec~use had the (acts been as defendant 
believed them t(1 b&:, he would hnve sue· 
cl!eded in violalin~ law a~ he intended, and 
fnct that his intention WiI!o fruslr,llcd by f:\I:h 
unknown 10 hIm dllC.~ not change hi .. intenl or 
rcli&:ve him of crimillill re!oponsihilily, because 
oHcl1!oe was cOn1(1lelc wh&:n heJmd t1rug~ in 
his Plwicssiun ,Iml formed intent It) iIIcCall)' 
di:.pcn .. c dru~!i. !'cupl!! v. Oill, _ Colo._, 
5U(, 1'.2d 134 (1973). 

And lIs~umlllg thllt dlo;pcnslng dnlly,eru\.l, 
druJ: In Undl.'rt."U\·l'r ~.Ike tll:cnlls uellll.t lrurn 
l'rhllinulliuhilily, dcfcmi:lnl call still hI!' l~uill)' 
(If Iln",c!'.\ion wilh in lent to iIIt',.;ally di'pcl\\C 
dall~cruus drul:. I'l'ople v. Gill, _ Colo. 
_, lU6 1'.2d 134 (m). 

1975 Cumulative Supplement 

12-22-412. Vinl:llions .. pcrtultic ..... nonseveruhility. (I) Any person who 
nmnufllcturcs or ,1Ispcn"ies dangerous drug."i in vil)lalion uf ~ection 12-:!~--l04. 
except as provided in thi"i seclion. is guilty uf a felony and. upnn C()nVil~lilln 
Ihcreuf. slmll hI.! plll1i"ihct.! oy a fine of nnl more than \mc Ih()lI~~lnu uoh,lrs 
;IOt1 hy imprixunment in the state p'~nitentiilry fur not Ic!\s than one year nor 
more th:ln fourteen yenrs. 

I-:dll/lr'!' nule: 'fhi, .. uh~cclitln II) i, reprifllet! fur rccnllctmt:nt tn cnrreet 1m ~·tlilllri:1I Ut typo. 
~arhicHI crwr cUlllilincd m 1111: ur-i!!in:llle:c.t. t:-'ec V()hrnll' II.l'.R.S. I96J., 

(12) hi) Any per"on who pO ... sc" ... ~"i not mure Ihan unc ounce ur cannahi" 
)i~ guilty ur n chls"i :! petty drrcn'\c ami. urnn l.'onviction Iherenf. "hall oe 
lluni~lu:tl oy a fine ur nul ",ure Ihan line htlndrc\llioliars. 

Ih) W~encvcr a pl!r'\un is arrc'itcd ur detaincd for a viulu(iun uf paragrtlph 
(:I) ur tillS !-ouh~cct\Un (12), thl.! urre~ling nr llcU\ining officer ... hlll1 prepllrc u 
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wrillt!o rmlh:c or '11111111011'" ttl "ppear in court. whkh wrillcll nnlicc or '11111-
111l11l .... .;hall crll1laio the name anti atldrcv1 or "uch arn'::'h!ll tolf detained pcr .... l'o. 
the IInle and plat,,'c where 'ilU:h pcr'CIII 'ihall arrCHr. :U1d a place fllf 'llch 
pcr,''1ull tu c.'i\.'CllIc hi~ Hr h~r wrilh:n pfUmi,c 10 HPI"':;lr nt the lillle :1110 place 
IIHlicalcd (In Ihe nUlu:c ur ... 11111111011 .... One..' cop)' of ... aid Jlolil..'l," or "iUIIlIlWIJI. 
\hall he given tll the pcr,ol1 arn.· ... tcd or tlctaint·t1. (lilt! copy ... hall he Will 10 

the court where the mrc",lctl or Ilclilincd /lcr ... n" h fll arrenr. 'lIld ~~H.:h uther 
Cllrie\ a, n\ttY hI,.' fl.!(\uircu hy lhe law cnft.'l'cC"lUcnl depilrtlllent ur .lgCI1CY 
cmpluyinl;! thc mp,:\,inl! ,II' dC:lailliI11~ orrkcr ~h;d' hI! "'cnt ttl 1111: place .. dc,ig~ 
mil cd hy ... uch law l'nfulCCllll'lJI 11cparttnl'lI\ (If agelTcy. '1 he lilllc !'Ipl!cifku 
to said nut ice tt.! at1llcilr Olll .. t be :11 lea .. t five day .. arlcr .... lIeh ilrrc.,1 or dCll.'n~ 
tion lInlc~ ... Ihl! pcr .... nl1 arrc"lcd or tfciailll'd dClllandloi ut'! c:II'licr hCflring, The 
place ~pccific,t in ... "ill notice tn nppcaf 111\1 ... \ l'~ bcfmc n j\ll~gc wHhin the 
cuunt~' in whidl the da'i'\ 2 pl.!Hy (Irrl""C cJllIrgctJ i .... alleged tu hav~ heen 
cummillcu. which judge ha ... jllrhlli~'li(ln or ... uch da'i~ 2 pctty urrcn ... c. The 
arrc!\tcd Of uelaineu pl!"T .... on. ;n UHler ttl ... ccurc rCICi\ ... C from mrc ... t or dl!tc.n~ 
lioo. n1u..,t give hi ... or hcr wrillt:t1 prumi .... c ttl apfll!Hr in court hy ... igf1in~ the 
notic.:c or stlmmun .. prcp;lrcu hy Ihl~ :Irre>.;tilll! or tictilining urrker. Il sh:IH 
h.~, cia" 3 mi,"o",c'II\or. '" udill~d hy ,celion IR·I-I(l(,. C.R.S. 1973. for 
iI!1y pcr\on to viol:llc il writtcn rrullli .. e 10 :Ippe.:tr ,given tu an urricer upon 
tlrrC'it (Ir <.Icl~ntiun or h'immcc or 1.;1I11l1llun ... unllcr Ihh l;uh'icction (12). 

(C} Any per..,on who ""pcnty und publicly 1..H,plays or con ... umc" not more 
than one ollnce or cHrlnabis io; guilty or:1 refly orrcn'\c unu. upon conviction 
!'lcreof ..... hall he rUni~he;J. at a rninimum. hy a fine of f)n~ humlrcd dollars 
or. al H maximum .... by H nne or not mure thun une hundred uollurs uod (irteen 
days in the county jail. 

(d) Any pcr~oh who P0'io.;C\\c", more than one ounce of c~Hlnabi.;; or '\fl);' 

~I",ount ur c,mnuhi .... concentrate, upon convictiun Ihcrcuf. !-ohall be punished 
ilS pruvided in "oub,ecthHl\ (6), ( I 0,. or ( II) ur I hj~ ~ection, 

te) TnlO ... fcrring or tlbp-.:n'itng nol il)l,',rc. than one- ounce. of c:lnnabb from 
one person to "another for no consideration ~haJl be deel11ed p'''l'ies~ion and 
not disr(m~ing or 'iale thereuf. 

(f) The court may utilize the trc~\tment. proh:,nion. ~\t"J deferred f'lro~ecution 
or deferrcd sCfllencing pro"ision, of ,,,b.scelio,,, (6) (b). (7). (8), lind (9) of 
this section for any pers.on who vi()lal,:~ r>.1ragraph Cd) of thh ",Ub'icClion 112). 

(g) Any prllvblon of this purt 4 tu ~~'lC1 contrary nOlwith~lamling. any persun 
eighteen YCHrs of Hgc or older whu lrj1nsrer~ ur dispensc.,. more than one 
ounce of clInnubis for cun'iiucr;:llion or any amount of cannnbi!oi concentrate. 
with or without consideration. to another per..,on um-Jer the uge of eighteen 
ye<lrs is guilty of 11 felony and, upon cunvicliun thcrcoL shall be punished 
by imprhmnmcnl in the state penitentiary for nnt 'C~"'1, thun three ye~\rs nOr 
more th:ln fuurteen ycurs unc..l. in the discretiul1 of the court. oy n fine '>f 
not more than tcn (hollsand dollars. Upoo 1\ second Or SUh'icqucnl conviction 
of ;tny pcr ... nn under 1hi~ paragraph (g). the imprisunment f'lrc<.;cribc.u in thll"l 
parugraph ig) o;h .. 11 he mallliulury. nnd the cuurt sllHll have nu juri'idjctiun 
to ~uspcnu the scntence of ill1prisonment or 10 gnlnt probatiun 10 Slll:h 

~~ i 
(h) Nu person knc..1\vingly ."ihnll cultiv:IIC. gruw. produce. process. or maOlj8 

ftlclurc, tlr kncJwin!:.ly alluw ttl be cllhiv:tjcu. ~ruwn, prouuced, prl1cc"iscd, 
or mnnuh\cturcd, \.)\1 lund owned, occurlct.1~ ur cnntrullcll by him :.my 
cllnnuhi'i or c"nnahis concentratc \vithuut rir~,t uhtnining u liccn .... c a~ a munu-
{nctllrcl' plu'"uanl t(1 'icclil1n 1:!-:!:!-40X. -

(il If the pnWl\t(,ltl'i. l)r ('Iara~f:I(1h (gl ur this \ub ... ccti(1Jl f(2) IIre (mlno to 
he invalid .... lIeh invalidit), .... 11:111 upply In the entire provj\ion ... or sectiun" 
12-22-)01 116). 12-2'!-)1U 11). 12-'!2-) II 111 (h) lI",1 (4). 11-22-40:1 11.5). 11.6). 
a",1 (ILl). 12-22-40) (4), 12-22-40,1 CI) (til anti (I) II). ,nlll paragraph, (a) II) 
(0 und (h) uf this "iUhscCliul1 (12J. us enHcted (lr mnclIllc..J hy dl:1ptcr 11,5. 

83-313 0 - 77 - 36 
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Sc"",ion l.iI\\I' of Colorado 1975. 11 i ... h .... lchy th:d.lIl·" hy Ihe ttl'lll'ra! 1l"o'cl11hly 
Ihal. hUI rur the pruvj ... iun or .. aid p;lrill!mph (I;) ll( Ihi ....... uh",ccliu[I (12), the 
general w,,,,cl1lhly \Vuuld IIlH have clladcd ... aid 'cclilHl .... 

Source, /llideli. L. 75. PI'. ~.15. 4.16. § § 7. H. 

Elh'Cl of :ltncmhnt'nl. fhe /In." ,lnlcmlmCIII 
wJdeli '"h\l'~lilll1 "~I. 

E~chl .. IH· IM, .. """,inn ur Iln'II1I"l'~ Jiol rCfluircd 
fur cx(h.l .. hc 1'1I .. 'c .... 11I1I III dru}!\. ~tllc illltl 
cxdu .. ivc r.' ..... c .... iun ur Ihe pa'nll\c\ wh~'u~ 
urug .. nre fuunu i .. nut requited 10 ill1nbule lu 

him C\\.h'\IH: pu .... c .... iull nf tilt' tlrUI!", hili 
JUInI pu"L· .... iull in ,I ,,1.1\.c al Ie •• " p;ltli,llIy 
under Ihe If'lIl1ilUUII ,1111..1 1.lIlllru! IIf the 
,ICCU"CU " \lIfficicnl. Jlcllple .... Wi''',c. IX'i 
("nln, 1.$9. 5:!:! I'.~d 127 (11)74). 
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DECRIMlMAlIZATION OF MARIJUANA 

Meeting with 
Senator Birch, Bayh 

Friday. March 19. 1976 

ATTENDEES: 

1. Mr. Murray C. Bond 
Administrative Assi stant/Publ ic 

Information Officer 
Colorado Commission on Criminal 

Justice Standards and Goals 

2. Mr. Curtis A. Bridges 
Crime Prevention Coordinator 
Colorado Commission on Criminal 

Justice Standards and Goals 
Member: Colorado Alcohol and Drug 

Abuse Advi sory Council 

3. Mr. Robert Burke 
Grant Administrator 
Colorado Division of Criminal 

Justice 

4. Sergeant Robert C. Cantwell 
Supervi SOl' 
Organized Crime Strike Force 
Denver Police Department 

5. Representative Richard T. Castro 
Colorado House of Representatives 
~:ember: Health. Environment, Wel

fare and Institutions 

6. Mr. Norman Early 
Deputy District Attorney 
2nd Judicial District (Denver) 

7. Mr. Jim Henderson 
Drug Program Coordinator 
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division 
Department of Health 

B. Ms. Joan Keane 
Acting Juvenile Specialist 
Colorado Division of Criminal 

Justice < 

9. Ms. Betty Miller 
Executive Director 
Department of Local Affairs 

10. Mr. Mark C. Pautler 
Director 
Colorado Commission on Criminal 

Justice Standards and Goals 
President Designate. Colorado 

Correctional Association 

11. 111'. Paul G. Quinn 
Director 
ColoradO Division of Criminal Justice 
Member: Colorado Alcohol and Drug 

Abuse Advisory Council 

12. Ms. Pat Ratliff 
Eva1uator 
Colorado Division of Criminal Justice 

13. Mr. Ra~nond M. Rice 
Colorado State Representative 
Region VIII 
Law Enforcement Assistance 

Admi ni stration 

14. Mr. Frank Simons 
Deputy state Publ ic Defender 
Colorado Springs Regional Office 
M~mber: National Organization for 

Reform of Marijuana Laws 

15. Mr. Charles D. Weller 
Fxecutive Director 
Denver Anti-Crime Council 

16. Hr. Richard D. Wood 
Pitkin County Attorney 
Former Deputy Assi stant Di stri ct 

Attorney. 2nd Judicial District 

Mr. John Toohey 
Staff Hriter 
The Denver Post 
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CONNECTICUT 

[From the Christian Science Monitor, lIIay 23, 1975] 

CONNECYrrcUT PUTS ASIDE LEGALlzED-l\fARIJUANA BILL 

LEGISLATION CALLED "BACK DOOR" APPROACH 

HARTFORD, CONN.-A bill to legalize small amounts of marijuana in Connecticut 
has been sidetracked, at least for a year. 

The State Senate, without voting yes or no on the measure, agreed to put off 
consideration of the proposal until the 1976 session of the General Assembly. 

The bill would have removed all penalties for the use of an ounce or less of 
marijuana in private. But it would have set a $50 fine for possession of an ounce 
or less of the drug in public. 

Possession of more than an. ounce would have continued to carry the penalty 
of more than a year in jail and a $1,000 fine. 

In brief debate, the Senate heard a number of opinions on the subject of 
legalization. State Sen. David Neiditz (D) of West Hartford said the 'bill re
ceived a favorable Judiciary Committee report because it wanted "the problem 
brought to the attention of the public. We'll be hearing from it again." 

State Sen. Paul Amenta (D) of New Britain said passage of the bill would 
have "opened a back door approach" to the complete legalization of marijuana. 
"How, then, could you punish the sellers?" he asked. 

In other legislative action last week. 
The Connecticut House approved an in~rease in financial aid for most pubHc 

schools, ·a new lottery to pay for it, and a freedom-of-information bill. 
But representatives rejected a proposal to ban throwaway 'beverage containers 

in the state. 
The bottle bill, rejected 90 to 51 by the House :May 16, would have required a 

deposit on bottles and cans and outlawed pull-top containers. 
The meaS11re was patterned after laws in Oregon and Vermont. But Connecti

cut lawmalr,ers feared it would intensify unemployment problems and raise retail 
prices. Sl:pporters argued that neither of those happened in Oregon after a ban 
was pUl:;sed. 

Gov. Ella T. Grasso and the -state Department of Environmental Protection 
supported the measure, which was the most lobbied bill of the legislative session. 

The education measure, passed May 16 and sent to the Senate, would give more 
state money to the 145 communities with the smallest tax bases and least per 
caDita income. But unlike the earlier proposal, it would not take funds away 
from richer towns. 

Each community would re'Ceive the $250 per pupil it now gets each year. But 
the less affluent towns would receive tille proceeds of two "instant lotteries" a 
year, in which ticket buyers would immediately know if they W9n. 

Those proceeds are estimated at between $5 million and $8 million, the poorest 
town would get the largest increase. 

The measure sets a limit of $12.50 on the additional amount per pupil any 
town may get. 

The education package is an 'attempt to narrow the gap between the amount 
richer towns and communities with less taxable property have to spend on public 
elementary and secondary education. 

Superior Court Judge Jay Rubinow ruled unconstitutional last year the present 
method of paying each community $250 per child regardless of the amount tihat 
can be raised loeally. 

The size of the state's Share of educational funding forces all tr.wns to raise 
most of their school money through local property taxes. 

The state has appealed the Rubinow decision to the Connecticut Supreme 
Oourt. 

The freedom-of-information bill the House sent to the Senate would open to 
public scrutiny the records and meetings of government agencies. 

The bill would create a three-member commission to settle disputes between 
citizens who want access to records and meetings and agencies which don't want 
to open them. . 

The measure, supported by most Connecticut new organizations, was unani-
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mously approved. It would establish penalties of up to It year in jail and a $1,000 
fine for destruction of cer.tain records. 

The bill would allow some documents to remain confidential, including labor, 
financial, and real estate negotiations, law enforcement and security records, 
information concerning an attorney-client relationship, arrest rE:cords of juve
niles, and records on pending court cases. 

The measure also would allow agencies to withhold information if it is deter
mined it is in the public interest. But that determination could be appealed to 
the commission. 

The General Assembly has approved a bill legalizing hitchhiking in Connecti
cut, except on limited-access highways. 

But there is some question as to whether Governor Grasso will sign the 
measure. 

Mrs. Grasso said the bill raises a number of questions on safety matters. State 
Police Commissioner Edward P. Leonard Jr. said he is opposed to legalized 
hitchhiking. 

The bill would legalize hitchhiking so long as the hitchhiker stays on the 
shoulders of the road. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

[From the Evening Star, Washington, D.C., Apr. 29, 1072] 

GRASS 

Although marihuana iJ3 illegal and smoking it is a criminal offense, it is 
prevalent among high school and college stUdents. 

The star talked at random to students' at Woodrow Wilson Senior High. Of 
14 students interviewed, eight said they smoke marihuana, five said they don't 
and Olle said he did, hut has stopped. Some of their reasons for smoking or not 
smoking appear here. 

TREY DON'T 

"I used to smoke. When my friend gut busted and told me how it was in jail, 
I stopped. I actually saw a friend pulling his hail' on a trip."-Wilson .Tunior. 

"There's no point in it. I don't care if my friends do, and they don't care if 
I don't. But what if they find out it does harm you? Why take a chance? And 
it's still against the law."-Ted Tavlarides. 

"A few of my friends have. I don't want to get involved in it. I'm afraid In 
a way. They're still not sure if it's narmful."-Nandi Mangoaela. 

"I'm a science freak. I have other interests. The information on marihuana 
isu't conclusive. I'm not going to touch it uni'll I know for a fact that it's not 
harmful."-Constantine Sismanitis. 

"'With our social group, you don't have to smoke grass. I just don't associate 
with people who do. If it's harmless, I don't see anything wrong with it. I have 
never been tempted enough to try it."-Doris Oyelude. 

"I've never had the need for it. I play sports instead."-Marc Leiber. 

THEY DO 

"It's a pleasant experience, like gOing to the mo,-ies for entertainment."
Wilson Sophomore. 

"I smoke reefers once in a while. But I got busted so I'ye stopped. It's not my 
thing anymore. It wastes money and they sell yon falte stuff."-Wilson Junior. 

"I just like being up there."-Wilson Junior. 
"It's good. I don't like to drink because I get sicl;:. So when I want to celebrate 

ot feel good, r smoke grass. I don't want to go to harder drugs and get messecl 
up. Grass is good enough for me."-1Vilson Senior. 

"Friends told me I should try it about a year-and-a-half ago. I smoke it about 
once a week."-Wilson Junior. 

"It's a nice higll. I dOl"t like to drink. Grass has the same eflect as alcohol, 
but your senses are more aware because you know it's against the law. When 
you drink, it's legal, so you don't care and don't have to be aware."-Wilson 
Sophomore. 
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[From the Washington Post, Nov. 21, 1973] 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA DOCTORS: LEGALIZE USE OF :\IARIHUANA 

(By Lawrence Feinberg) 

~'he D.C. lIIedical Society has recommended that use and possession of small 
amounts of marihuana be legalized but that sale of the 'drug remain a crime. 

Its resolution, that there be "no criminal sanctions" for personal use {)f mari
huana, is the most far-reaching proposal for marihuana law reform yet made 
by any state or big city medical organization ill the country, according to a 
spokesman for the American :\Iedical Association. 

It is contrary to a resolution by the AlIIA last year that marihuana possession 
be considered a misdemeanor "with commensurate penalties applied." But it is 
in line with recent recommendations by several prominent nonmedical groups, 
including the American Bar Association. 

Dr. Irving Burka, president of the D.C. )'Iedical Society, said his organiza
tion adopted its resolution at its annual meeting l\Ionday night after a year-long 
study by its committee on drug abuse. 

The resolution says that although "use of marihuana is not recommended ... 
there appear to be no serious or lasting physical or mental effects from moderate 
or intermittent usage in healthy adults." 

The effects of marihuana "are muCl1 less than one would see with alcohol," 
Dr. Burka said in an interview. "Possessing a small amount of it shouldn't be 
a criminal offense, any more than possessing a pint of liquor is." 

But BurIca added that because marihuana use shonldn't be encouraged, "ped
dling marihuana should continue to be illegal." 

Possession of marihuana here is a misdemeanor, usually dealt with in court 
if it comes to trial at all, and carrying a suspended sentence and small fine. 

In another resolution, the medical society urged that acupuncture treatments 
be given only as part {)f research studies in hospitals or medical se-hools, and 
not by independent clinics. 

BurIca said the society has asked the D.C. government to close several acu
puncture clinics that have opened here recently "unless they are willing to put 
themselves under the auspices of a hopsital." 

The resolution said acupuncture treatments should be limited because there 
haye been few studies of the procedure by ·Western scientists and because acu
puncture might "mask" the symptoms of "a serious or perhaps fatal condition 
otherwise amenable to treatment." 

[From the Washington Post, July 20, 1975] 

SENSE AND NONSENSI, AnouT "POT" 

Last Derembt'r, the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia announced his 
intention to ib'l10re cases involving simple possession of small amounts of mari
Imana. His reasoning was that such cases take an t'normous and costly toll on the 
tillll' of C'Ourts and prosecutors. He was sUPllorted by seyeralmembers of the D.C. 
Rnperior Court, but the icIca went nowhere for the very good reason that the 
police cannot be placell in the pOSition of having to turn a blind eye to certain 
violations of law. The proper approach is-obviously-to amend those laws which 
ha ye become obsolete. 

'!'hat the laws against the simple possession of marihuana have outlived their 
ns('flliness is plain for almost aUl·o spe. Heavy nse of lllQ.rihuana may be harmful 
to hpalth, lJUt there is no eYidenc(l that it is sufficiently harmful to the community 
as to justify the prl'sent criminal sanction. Accordingl~', the D.C. City Council has 
taken the proper conrse. It is considering a bill that w{)lllc1 reduce the present 
penaltil's for possession of marihuana to a civil fine of $100 and give the offenst' 
j he status of a haffic violation. ·While such a courRe would not suit everyone, it 
w{)uld at !east ~la~ntaiJl a method of expressing socipt~"s concern without making 
pr(>sumptJv(> cl'unmals out of the thousands of persons in this community who 
use the drug . 

. It is possible that by October the District will have joined five states-Califor
mt, Colorado, Alaska, Maine and Oregon-in rationalizing its approach to the 
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problem of marihuana use. On the way to that solution, however, District resi
dents are apparently in for some strange rhetoric, marked by a lack of informa
tion and an abundance of dema'gogy . 
. Consider the remarks of the Rev. Douglas Moore 011 Wednesday during the 

hearings on the marihuana measure. lUI'. Moore suspects his colleagues on the 
council are proposing this measure now because there are lUany whites who smoke 
"pot," and he goes on : "A lot of whites who want to become judges and lawyers 
would be prevented if they had a criminal marihuana record." That logic is 
perverse in face of the facts. ~'hree times as many blacks are arrested here for 
possession as whites. Mr. Moore's concel'll should be that the criminal brand will 
affect the futures of both black and white youths. And if he cares about that, 
then his pOSition on the bill is nonsensical. 

It would be good if the conncil could complete its debate on this bill without 
more of this gratuitous diYersion from the real business of legislating. It demeans 
Lhe council and its purposes and giYes nothing in retul'll. 

[From the Washington Post, Oct. 8,1975] 

COUNOIL Aurs To CUT MARIJUANA PENALTY 

(By LaBarbara Bowman) 

A split D.C. City Council gave preliminary approyal yesterday to a contro
versial bill that would greatly ease the city'S penalties for possession of an ounce 
or less of marijuana. 

After considerable debate on the issue, eight Council members-David Clarl,e, 
Arrington Dixon, Julius Hobson, Polly Shackleton, Stl~rling Tucker, John Wilson, 
Marion Barry and James Coates-voted to approve the bill on its first reading. 

Four Council members-Douglafl 1I.1:oore, Jerry lVioore, Nadine Winter, and 
Willie Hardy-opposed it. William Spaulding was present but did not vote. 

The bill, probably the most controversial to come before the Council since it 
took office at the beginning of the year, would allow police officers to treat 
possession of an ounce of marijuana like a traffic offense. The person woulel be 
given a citation and fined $100. There would be no arr!!st. 

The present penalty of one yMr in jail and/or a $1,000 fine would remain in 
effect for people caught possessing more than an ounce. 'l'be bill does not 
legalize marijuana possession. 

An ounce of marijuana will malre about 32 cigarettes, according to the com
mittee report on the bill. 

The sometimes emotional debate between Council members on the bill took 
place before a packed audience that included several prominent Baptist ministers 
who have vehemen.tly opposed the bill. 

The debate centered primarily on the issue of whether lessening the penalties 
would help or ha'rm the city'·s black people. l\fore than 70 per cent of the Distrlct's 
residents are black and the 13-member Council has only two white members. 

"The District will become the marijuana capital of the world," said Council 
member Douglas E. Moore (D-at-Iarge), a l\iethodist minister who has consist
ently opposed the bill. 

"We don't need no smolre to cloud our minds for us to be in stupor," so blacks 
cannot recognize the injustices done to them, 'Moore said. This Council should 
never permit this," he added. 

"The son of a prominent person will not be arrested for possession of mari
juana because their daddy lmows somebody ... tlJe poor people elected this 
Council so t.hey will have a daddy, too," said Council member John Wilson (D
two) , speaking in support of tIl e bill. 

Council member Arrington Dixon (D-four), WllO cosponsored the bill with 
Council member David A. Clarke CD-one), said he knew young black people 
wlJo had been "stigmatized for the rest of their lives" because they had been 
arrested for having small amounts of marijuana and who were "crushed" be
cause these arrest records kept tl1cm from getting jobs. 

Council member Willie Hardy CD-seven) said she /Jelieves the bill was really 
saying to young people "since the law is going to be broken, let's lessen the penal
ties." Young people should be taught to obey the law, she said. 
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Council member James E. Coates (D-eight), a Baptist minister, said the debate 
reminded him of similar arguments that had taken place during Prohibition. "We 
should recognize that the use of marijuana will continue in epidemic proportion," 
he Raid, vOicing general support for the bill. 

Clarke, the bill's main supporter, said he introduced it to free policemen to 
investigate and solve more serious crimes committed in the city. He said police 
officers are tied up for an inordinate amount of time prosecuting people now 
arrested for possessing small amounts of the drug. 

INDIANA 

[From the Marion (Ind.) ChroniCle-Tribune, April 23, 1975] 

.AIM NEW POT LAW AT DEALERS 

WOULD LIGHTEN PENALTY FOR USERS 

(By David Carlson) 

If you're one of 26 million .Americans who smoke marijuana, Indiana will be 
a little safer place for you this .August. 

This year's session of the Indiana General.Assembly passed a new, more lenient 
law regarding possession and sale of marijuana-the legislators made both of
fenses misdemeanors. But, while the new law lightens penalties for marijuana, 
it stiffens &entences for sale and possession of other drugs . 

.Another provision in the new law allows courts to place first marijuana 
offenders on probation without finding them guilty. Upon fulfillment of the terms 
of probation, the law says, "the court shall discharge the offender and dismiss 
the action against him"-in other words, a first offense for possession of mari
juana need never show on the us€'r's criminal record. 

The new law will not take effect, however, until about .Aug. 1-if Gov. Otis 
Bowen signs the bill. 

state Rep. l\Iendle .Aclams, D-l\:Iarion, told the Chronicle-Tribune the new mari
juana law is "a step in the right direction." .Adams said sentences in the current 
laws aren't equal to the offense committed by the marijuana user . 

.Adams sees a trend across the country to lighten sentences for marijuana use 
and expects Indiana to further lighten the penalties in the future. 

State Rep. Robert Jones Jr., R-Indianapolis, House sponsor of the marijuana 
bill, told the Chronicle-Tribune he and other legislators dl'ew up the bill because 
the tougher marijuana laws were not being enforced. 

"I take the hard line on drug use," Jones said, "but many county prosecutors 
were not prose~uting marijuana cases under the old law. I guess ther felt the 
penalties were too tough. 

"The main idea was to reword the law . .A lot of prosecutors apparently thought 
tho first offense for marijuana possession was a felony under the old law, but 
the legislature didn't intend it to be that way. In the new version it is definitely 
stated as a misdemeanor." 

"This law lightens the penalty for first offenses of marijuana and some other 
drugs, but it really tightens down on the drug traffickers. That's who we're aiming 
at-the dealers." 

"Some of the more liberal members of the House felt it was the llloSt reasonable 
narC(ltics legislation they had ever seen. I think we've added a valuable new tool 
to the arsenal of law enforcement," Jones said. 

1'l!e new, more lenient law is definitely not a step toward decriminalization of 
marijuana possession in Indiana, Jones said. He indicated he doesn't feel future 
legislatures will further lighten the penalties. 

A. 23-year-old marijuana user interviewed by the Chronicle-Tribune doesn't 
agree with Jones, however. He sees the recent actions of the legislature as similar 
to the prohibition of alcohol during the 1920's. 

"1'hey tried to outlaw booze," 11e told the Chronicle-Tribune, "but when they 
founel out they couldn't enforce the la ws, they repealed them and made alcoholic 
beverages legal again. That's the same thing that's happening with marijuana in 
Indiana. 
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"They can make the penalties as tough or eas yas they please, but there's just 
no way they can enforce them," the user said. "Once they figure that out, they'll 
move to legalize pot, or at least decriminalize it like other states have." 

The specific law marijuana users violate is called the "Controlled Substances 
Act" and has been on Indiana law books in some form since 1935. It has been 
revamped at least four times, 1970, 1973, 1974 and 1975. 

The latest version states, "Unlawful possession of (30 grams or less of) mari
juana or (two grams or less of) hashish is a misdemeanor punisable by a de
terminate term of imprisonment in the county jail of not more than one year and 
a fine not to exceed $500 ... " 

Possession of more than 30 grams of marijuana is a felony-an offense punish
able by more than one year of imprisonment. A conviction carries a determinant 
1-10 year prison sentence and a fine of up to $1,000. 

Another major change in the new law from past ones is that sale of small quan
tities of marijuana is a misdemeanor. The penalty for sale of 30 grams or less of 
marijuana or two grams or less of hashish is identical to penalties for possession 
of those amounts-unless the recipient is under lS-years-old. 

Under the law, "sale" doesn't necessarily mean in return for money, according 
to Rep. Adams. "As far as the law is concerned, giving it away is the same as 
selling it," Adams said. 

The sale of large amounts of marijuana-more than 30 grams-is a felony. A 
conviction carries a determinant prison sentence of 1-20 years and a fine not to 
exceed $2,000. The sale of any amount to a person under 18 years old-unless the 
seller is also under 18--is also a felony carrying the same J)enalty, the law says. 

While lightening the penalties for possession and sale of marijuana, the legis
lators stiffened the law regarding possession Or sale of paraphernalia-" ... any 
instrument, device, article, or contrivance used, designed for use, or intended 
fOl' use in ingesting, smoking, administering, or l)reparing marijuana, hashish, 
hashish oil or cocaine. 

"Paraphernalia includes, but is not limited to, the following items: metal, 
wooden, acrylic, glass, stone, plastic, or ceramic marijuana or hashish pipes 
with or without permanent screens, hashIsh heads or punctured metal bowls; 
water pipes designe(l for use or intended for use with marijuana, hashish or other 
controlled substances ... " Roach cUps and marijUana cleaning devices are also 
included as "paraphernalia" under the law. 

Unlawful possession of paraphernalia is a misdemeanor and carries a deter
minant term of imprisonment in the county jail or not more tllan one year and 
a fine of up to $500, the law says. A subsequent offense carries a sentence of 
2-10 years and a fine of up to $1,000. 

Rep. Jones said the paraphernalia section was added, "because we felt there 
was an internal inconsistency in the law." He said it doesn't make sense to 
outlaw marijuana and not outlaw articles used only for smoking it. 

The current law, which will be in effect until August, carries a much stiffer 
penalty. Not many marijuana smokers realize that under the current laws, pos
session of the drug is a felony punishable by a prison sentence of up to 10 years 
and a fine of not more than $1,000. 

Few marijuana users arrested in Grant County are charged as felons, how
ever. Most who are arrested in Murion for the first time are charged in Marion 
City Court with a misdemeanor, fined $25 and costs and sent home-:-but 11.0t 
always. 

The county prosecutor decides what charge to file and often that's a hard de
cision to malee. What do you do with a "good kid" who's picked up by police 
with a "lid of dope" in his pocket'! If he's charged with a felony he could be 
sent to prison for 2 to 10 years and be fined up to $1,000. 

Grant Superior Court 2 tries most marijuana cases ill Grant County that are 
charged as felonies. "I judge each case on its own merits,' says the court's 
judge, 'l'homas Wright. 

"Most people who are convicted get jail time," Wright told the Chronicle
Tribune, "but that's not court policy. r have no average sentence. 

"I attempt to put the seller away, help the user who is addicted and give the 
experimenter a taste of jail or fines. I usually follow police recommendations 
when sentencing," 'Vl'ight said. "After all, they made the arrest and Imow the 
conditions. 

"I don't try to put users away with a felony conviction," Wright said. "With 
small quantities, why file a felony charge? People picked up for the first ti~e 
with a small quantity shouldn't go to jail." 
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Marion City Court Judge Thomas Michael tries more marijuana cases than 
any other court in the country. He sees his job as carrying out the wishes of the 
prosecutor. 

Michael nearly always fines marijuana users $25 ancl costs. The judge says 
that if the prosecutor wanted defendants to receive a jail sentence, he'd file 
tIle charges in the county courts. 

Marijuana users and even non-users can be arrested under the current law 
for possession of "paraphernalia"-eql1ipment used for smoking 01' ingesting 
marijuana 01' other drugs. 

The present law also makes some unusual quantity di~tinctions in possession 
of marijuana cases. Possession of more than 25 grams of marijuana-tllree grams 
less than one ounce--carries a felony charge. 

Since marijuana is usually sold in one ounce "lids," an occa~iollal user WIlD 
purchased a new bag of mal"ijuana would probably be subject to felon~' charges 
if arrested. Possession of less than 25 grams of marijuana can also be charged as 
a felony, but rarely is. 

ILLINOIS 

[From the Cl1icago Tribune, Sept. 5, 1975] 

PROPOSE LIGHTER LAW ON POT POSSESSION 

(By Ed Mcl\Ianus and Chares l\Iount) 

Decriminalization of marijuana possession was one of three plans offered for 
better c1rug abuse controls by an Illinois commission 'l'hursday. 

Under llie plan possession would be reduced from a misdemeanor, for which 
an offender could receive a one-year jail term, to a petty offense punishable only 
by a fine. 

TIle threealtprnatives were presented to the state legislature [JY the Illinois 
Economic and Fiscal Commission. 

'rho the commission made no recommendations, a commission staff report 
contended there is no proof that marijuana is any more dangerous than alcohol 
or tobacco. Some medical authorities, however, disagrec. 

Another alternative offered by the commission wonld be to crack down on urug 
l)eddlers with stiffer prison terms. 

A third would be to mal;:e greater use of drug abuse programs for those found 
guilty 'Of drug law violations for the first time. But the commission urged im
proYement in existing drug treatment programs. 

State Rep. Thaddeus Lechowicz [D. Chicago], chairman of the commission, 
stressed ill mal{ing the report public that it is up to the legislature to decide 
which alternative, if any, will be accepted. 

The report said decriminalizing the use of marijuana by making possession n 
petty offense could free law enforcement officials to fight "priority enforcement 
problems, such as hard drug traffic and crimes of yiolence." 

The report estimated that 31,000 Illinois youth between 14 allcl18 uspd heroin 
and 52,000 in the sume age bracltet sold illegal drugs of some kind. It estimated 
that 230,000 Illinois youthfl between 14 and 18 have used marijuana. 

'fho report was critical of the state's drug release program, asserting tlIRt two
thirds of thp drug addicts wlio seel, help in the program drop out before treat
lIIPnt begin::: because of inept handling. 

The report called on the Illinois Dangerous Drugs Commission to monitor and 
supervise tbe many private drug abuse programs operating in (-he state to pre
yent scandals such all that inYolving the ,Vest Side Organization clinic where four 
,VSO elllplol'ees ,,,ere arrested on federal drug charges this week. 

'l'he report charged there is much dupliratioll of effort by the Dangerous 
Drugs Commission and the Drug Abuse Program. ~'he program operates state 
drug abuse clinics and assists private clinics. 'l'l1e Drugs Commission is supposed 
to regulate the program but also gets involved in treatment, the report stated. 
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KANSAS 

[From the Kansas City (Mo.) Times, June 14,1975] 

KANSAS To STUDY MAIUJUANA LAWS 

(By Laura Scott) 

TOPEKA-The Kansas Legislative Co-ordinating Council voted yesterday to 
study reform of state laws relating to possession of small amounts of marijuana. 

The council, on a 5-to-2 vote, assigned the study to the Interim Committee on 
Judiciary. The committee will conduct hearings durin!; the summer with the 
idea of developing a report or legislation for submission ta the 1976 session of 
the Legislature. 

Reform of state laws relating to possession of marijuana bas been promoted 
by the Kansas chapter of the National Organization for Reform of Marijuana 
Laws. The group has called for enactment of a civil penalty of a $100 fine for 
possession. It has not promoted ehange in the laws relating to sale of marijuana. 

Craig Cornish, Kansas director of the reform group, said the organization wiU 
offer the study committee mcdical experts as well as witnesses from Oregon, a 
state which has remoyed criminal penalties for posgession. 

Cornish said be believes that the committee fonowing hearings will recom
mend chauging the laws relating to possession of marijuana in line with recom
mendations of the President's Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, and 
other national groups. 

'rwenty-seven other states have studied or nre studying the issue of reforlll 
of marijuana laws, he said. . 

Rep. Michael Glover (D.-Lawrence) also responded in favor 'of the study. 
Glover in the past has promoted lcgisla tion which \Voulll reduce criminal penalties 
for marijuana possession. 

"The marijuana laws, as they now stand, are too harsh, too costly and very 
iIleffective," Glover said. 

In other action the co-ordinating council assigned to interim committee study 
three other topics: 

1. Insulation and enprgy consumption standards in residential, commercial 
industrial and institutional buildings, and the potentinl for state action in these 
areas. 

2. Desirability of state licenSing and regulation of the use of soil additives. 
3. Conditions in, and the operation of, llalfway houses, sheltered living facili

ties and adult care homes which are serving as an alternative to 
institutionalization. 

MAINE 

[From the Washington Star-News. June 19. 1975] 

MA.INE EASES PENALTIES ON MARIJUANA 

AUGUSTA, MAINE (UPI)-Maine has become the third state in the Union to de
criminalize the personal use of small quanUties of marijuana, following Oregon 
and Alaska. It becomes II. civil offense instead. 

The pot liberalizll.tion measure was included in a bill revamping Mn.ine's entire 
criminal code and signed Wednesday by Gov. James Longley, the nation's only 
independent governor. It becomes effective March 1, 1976. 

Under the measure, persons posseSSing less than 1% ounces ()f marijuana 
would be subject to fine of up to $2<;l0-Jmt no jail sentences OJ: criminal records. 

In the P(lst, a person possessing a single marijuana cigarette in Maine could 
have been fined $1,000 and sentenced to up to. 11 months in jail. 

Possession of mo,re than 1% ounces would still be a criminal offense, however, 
under the assumption the possessor intended to sell or give the drug to others. 

In II. brief ceremony, Longley described the Maine Criminal Oode as "a major 
landmarl{ in the state's criminal sta,tutes." 
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Earlier in the year Longley, a former Democrat, expressed reservations about 
the marijuana law. He made no mention of it during the signing ceremony. 

Oregon passed the first state marijuana decriminalization law late last year. 
Alaska's legislature approved such a measure earlier this month. The California 
and Colorado legislatures are considering similar bills this week. 

Also among the more controversial sections of the new code is removal of the 
present law that prohibits certain se..'{ual activities between consenting adults. 

The code does away with the present parole system and replaces it with a 
procedure in which the convict petitions the court to have his or her sentence re
duced by a judge. 

MARYLAND 

[From the Baltimore News American, Aug. 14. 1975] 

SENATORS LIKELY TO REJECT "POT" PENALTY RELAXING 

(By David Ahearn) 

ANNAPOLIs-Chances are dimming for state Legislative Council action to keep 
marijuana-smoking youths out of jail. 

The State Senate Judicial Proceedings Committee next month is likely to vote 
against recommending any council approval of a bill that would substitute fines 
for prison sentences in marijuana-possession court convictions. 

Committee members July 15 aired the measure and were told taat marijuana 
use is widespread, leading to many otherwise model youths winding up in prisons 
and possibly heading into lives of crime. 

Committee chairman J. Joseph Curran Jr., D-43-Balt., said the bill stands little 
chance of approval in the committee. 

Committee approval would greatly increase prospects that the bill would pass 
into law during the 1976 General Assembly session. 

Curran explained that many committee members think there is not enough 
information on possible bad effects on human health from marijuana use. 

Several national studies have covered the SUbject-some saying there are no 
ill effects, and one saying marijuana use may cause genetic variations in users' 
children. 

But committee members want to wait for results of still. another national 
study, and that may not be until after the committee votes on the bill Sept. 2 or 
Sept. 9. 

Those favoring the bill said at the hearing that society alr!!ady permits use of 
two, drugs with known and documented injurious effects on human health
alcohol and tobacco. 

So, the proponents asked, why bar possession of marijuana-especially since 
it has not been proven to have any ill effects? 

The bill would not legalize posseSSion of marijuana, nor would it make posses
sion a minor offense like a traffic violation as called for in the original bill. 

Instead, the compromise bill now under consideration would maintain posses
sion of small amounts of the drug as a misdemanor offense. 

The bill would, though, substitute fines for possible prison sentences. 
This is the second year a major effort has been mounted to change the mari

jualla-"pot"-laws here. 
TJast year, pro-pot forces-mainly University of Maryland students from 

CoUege Park-nOisily jammed the committee room and blew pot smoke in the 
faces of sta te police narcotics agents there to testify against the bi 1. 

The bill didn't even get to the LegislatiYe Council last year. 
And two days after that assembly session ended, state police staged a huge 

drug raid on the university campus arresting many students. 
This year the students made a very low-Irey approach to the committee, and 

the bill encountered a much friendlier reception from legislatoJ:s. 
It even received approval on the floor of one assembly house, but died wi til the 

nssembly session's end April 7. 
Ancl this year the bill made it into the LegislatiYe Council, where it receiYec1 

less opposition from state police, who said they did not back the measure but 
cauld live with it. 
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But then GOY. Mandel said flatly he will veto the bill if the assembly passes it. 
And now it seems likely the assembly will fall in line with the committee and 

reject the bill. 

[From the Washington Star, Aug. 22, 1976] 

NONTRIALS "WEIGHED FOR POT S!'[OI{ERS 

(By Lynn Dunson) 

Changing laws, lighter sentenceS and fines, agitation by reform groups and 
clogged court dockets are causing some legal minds in the metropolitan area to 
wonder if the occasional pot smoker shouldn't just pay a fine for the privilege 
when caught and bypass a court appearance. 

Even with a "good" arrest and a conviction, getting the once-in-a-while offender 
punished is not the cream puff operation it was in the 19608. 

The typical "soft drug" arrest is not the big time grower, manufacturer or 
distributor. This is the typical drug bust: 

In Alexandria, a man is picked up and anested because he is wanted in traffic 
court in Fairfax County. 

In Arlington, a couple of neighbors get into a squabble. Someone is arrested 
and charged with assault Ilnd battery. 

In Prince Georges County, a fellow is arrested on a trespassing warrant because 
his girl friend 110 longer wants to continue the relationship, but can't get riel 
of him. 

During a routine search of these three police discover on each a marihuanll 
joint (cigarette) or half of a nickel ($5) bag of marihuana. 

They are charged with possession of a controlled dangerous substance. But 
after all the paperwork, after all the pretrial investigation, chances are the drug 
charges will be dismissed. If there is a trial on the drug charges, chances are the 
fine, if .any, will be small or that a sentence will be suspended. 

"The penalty for possession now is so low that, as far as I'm concerned, it's a 
waste of time and money to prosecute possession cases," Alexandria Common
wealth's Atty. William L. Cowhig said. 

Cowhig is against drugs and does not advocate a collateral system whereby an 
offender pleads guilty and pays a predetermined fine. However, he is reSigned to 
it When he contemplates what he believes is now happening in Alexandria's Gen
eral District Court. 

Laden with a heavy criminal docket and lacking tIle staff and jail facilities to 
handle prosecution and sentencing of "soft" drug offenders, the courts are giving 
precedence to prosecution of what are generally considered more serious crimes 
than smoking pot, Cowhig said. 

According to statistics kept by Cowhig, charges frequently are dropped if some
ono is found to haye only a small amount of marihuana for peJ:sonal use. If the 
case does go to court, fines of $50 or $100 are not uncommon. 

Many of the dismissals stem from a recent state legislative measure which 
says that if a first offender is found guilty, the court may continue the case for 
as long as a year, after which, if there is no second violation, the case may be 
dismissed without a finding of guilt. Maryland has a similar law. 

The fines, Cowhig maintains, are "hardly more than a slap ou the wrist. 
"I think the law should be enforced and I thin);: the penalty should be increased. 

The users are beating the system by being more perSistent t.han the system 
itself." 

Neither the prosecutors, the courts nor the police pursne arrest and conviction 
for Simple posseSSion as vigorously as was the practice in the late '60s, when a 
few ounces of grass could net a ('om:ided oj'frnder a jail sentence, 11e said. 

While Sgt. Charles Cheslock of the Arlington County police vice unit agrees 
with Cowhig that arrests of the small users are no longer pursued the" way they 
were in 10G8 when he first joined the unit. I,t. Rocco Ricci of the Fairfax drug 
unit maintains the force is as energetic as ever. "1Vho are we to judge what's 
small and what's not small?" asked Ricci. 
Prob~bly more importantly, the general DubHc is more tolerant of marijuana 

use. That shift is reflected in changes in the law which no longer treat Simple 
pos~e!';sion af\ a felony. 

Illustrative of the public's attitude are the results of a recent survey released 
by the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORl\H"), 
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which showed that of 300 Alexandria voters polled, almost 70 percent believed 
pot users should receive only minimal fines or not be punished at all. 

Cowhig does not agree with the majority in that sampling. A collateral system, 
he claims, gives him what he wants as a prosecutor. "It not only guarantees a 
conviction, but it guarantees punishment," he asserted. 

Since simple possession is a misdemeanor, the system could be set up by di
rective to the magistrates from Chief Judge Daniel F. O'Flaherty, of the General 
District Court. Collateral, said Cowhig, should be set at $150 or more. 

'.rhe procedure would simplify matters for the person who knows he is going 
to admit guilt. It would require less paperwork and less time of the defendant 
and police, who must appear in court to testify. 

Cowhig estimates Alexandria handles about 100 such minor drug cases a year 
at a cost of $200 to $600 a case, depending upon whether the accused pleads 
guilty or not guilty. He believes about 50 percent are eventually dismissed. 

John K. Zwerling, Virginia coordinator for NORML, outspokenly favors "de
criminalization" of marijnana, a step taken by Oregon and a few other states. 
A collateral system would not strike out all criminal penalties for using the drug, 
but Zwerling sees it as a first step in that direction. 

Neither decriminalization nor a collateral system are popuiar among police 
and court officers interviewed around the metropolitan area. 

O'Flaherty, who at best is lukewarm on the subject of a collateral system, 
docs not like to compare the Irocedure to the paying of a parking ticket, an 
analogy which is commonly u:;ed. 

"It conjures up an image of 'paying your way out,' " he protests, "and that is 
not what would happen. It wouldn't be a matter of someone coming in five 01' 
six times a year and just walking through." 

As O'Flaherty points out, the posting of collateral would be subject to the 
court's approval, which would have the option of rejecting the plea of guilt~r 
and, instead, setting a trial date. 

The chief judge of the General District Court in Montgomery County, Robert 
F. Sweeney, is willing to review the possibility of a prepayment system for 
certain other misdemeanors covered by couuty ordinance, but he has rejected 
the idea for marihuana offenses. 
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MICHIGAN 

The Conelll'P:ent State and Loclll Regulation of 
Marijuana: The Validity of ~he Ann Arbor 

M.arijue.na Ordinance 

The City Council of Ann Arbor. Michigan. has recently amended 
the City'G "marijuana ordinance" so that it prohibits the possession. 
contr.ol. use. giving away, or sale of marijuana, and. specifies a five 
dollar fine as punishment for violations of the ordinance.t The State 
of Michigan has also legislated to prohibit marijuana-related activi
ties. specifying a number of different Dffenses with penalties ranging 
as high as four. years in prison. o~ .a 2.00a dollar fine, or both.2 By 

I. ANI! .uw., MUlH., Crrl Cool!, tit. IX, ell. lOll, I 9:62(29) (1.97~: 
No penon shall: Have in biJ or her p<lIISt8Sion or under hi, or her control or 

use or give away or Bell marijuana. or cannabl.< which in defined as all parta of the 
plant cannabla .atlva L .• whether growing or not; the &ee<J. thereof; tlie r",ln ex· 
tnlcted from lUl)/ part of tile plowt: wd e"/<!11 tnffip;;und, manufacture, pit, deriva· 
tive. mixture or preparation of the plant. Ita • .em or r ... in. It does not Include 
the mature ltalb or the plant, liber produced from the stalka. aU or cake made 
from the aeeW of the plant, any other compounda. manufacture, sale. derivative. 
mlxtur~ or preparation ·0F. the malure stalb, except the resin extracted therefrom, . 
liber oil or me, or the eterilized seed of the plant which fa incapable of gezmina. 
tlon, unless such possession. control or use is pursuan~ to a license or prelaiption 
as provided in Public Act 196 of 1971, as amended. 

Any violation of this Section shall be ,ubject to a sentence of up to live dollars 
($I).VOl including judgment fee and cosu, and no probation or an¥ other punitive 
or rehabilitative measure shall be imposed; provided, however. that this Section 
ohall not be construed" to prohibit deferred sentencing. The District Cow. Clerk 
shall accept any plea of guilty which fa made in the same manner as pi ... of 
guilty are accepted at the parking ViolatioJl! Bureau at the Fifteenth Dist.ict 
Court. Persons pleading guilty. of violation of this Section .hall be allowed to 
tender the sum of five dollatll ($5.00) to the Dfatrlct Court Clerk as a full and COlD' 
plete .. tillfaction of liability, and no appearance before a District Judge .hall be 
required. In any proaecutlon for the viofatlon of thla lectlau the bllrden of estab· 
lishing any license or prescription aha!! be upon the defendant hut thil does not 
shift the burden of froof for the violation. 

The City Cound of the City of Ann Arbor specifically detennln ... tltiIt the reg· 
ulatiaOl herein contained concerning marijuana are nec~ to serve the local 
pllrpose of providin(r just and equitable legal treatment of the dtneos of this com· 
muruty, and in parucuJar of the youth of the community who are present here as 
University studenta or otherwise, and to pr=rve the respect of cltizelu eor the law 
and Itt proteMelt. 
2. The Controlled Substances Act of 1971, MlQJ. Cow!'. LAws ANN. D§ 5S5.~OI.'!67 

(SUP)?' 1972) provides an tXtomive regulation of drug& In MlchilfolIl. MICH. ColD. LAWI 
ANN. I SMMI (Supp. 1972) states: 

(I) EX,. cpt as authorized by thla act, It is unlawful for any petlIon to manufacture, 
. deliver or poaa .... with Intent to manufacture or deliver. a controlled substance. 

Ally penon wJw vlulatcs IhiI snbaection with respect to: 

. id)·: .. marijuana, fa guilty of a felony and upon conviction may be imprhoned 
lor not more than 4 yean or lined not more than ,2,000.00, or both. 

(2) Poss .... lon of more than 2 OUDC<I of !IIlIriJuana Is prlma facie evidence of pail' 
.... Ion with intent to deltvcr. 

(4) it is 'unlawful for any petlOn knowingly or Intentionally to poueu a controlled 
lubstance unless the substance w ... obtained directlr. from, or punuant to, a valid 
prcacrlpUon or order of a practitioner while acting n the course of hla prof .... lonal 
practice. or ""ce!'t ... otherwise authorized by tJjfa act. Any penon who violates 
IhiIlubl!ettion WIth r ... peet to: 

(d) • Marijuana, fa guilty of a mladomeanor punlahable by !mprfaolUDeltf ;)r 

[400] 
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enacting the ordinance, the City govcmlment has minimized the crim
inal sanctions for an activity it has found essentially benign, pursuant 
to certain local purposes.- Since, however, there is concurrent exer
cise of control over marijuana by beth a municipality and the State 
several issues for judicial determination ari.se concerning the consti
tutionality of the local ordinance.4 Michigan cities are authorized by 
constitution and by statute to act only with respect to local concerns, 
and thus the courts must first determine whether the Ann Arbor 
marijuana ordinance deals with a "municipal concern" as defined by 
law. If the ordinance is found to deal with a problem within the am· 
bit o~ permiS3ible local authority, the courts must then consider 
whether the state legislation in the area of marijuana control has pre
empted the field, rendering ultra vires any municipal efforts at\'lddi
tional control. If the state marijuana laws are found to be nonpre
emptive, then the Ann Arbor ordinance will be allowed to stand un
less it is found to be "in conflict" with the provisions of the state law. 
In addition, the question arises whether the coexistence of the ordi
nance and the statute vests an impermissible degree of discretion in 
the prosecuting officer. Finally, in order to evaluate the impact of the 
ordinance it must be determined whether successive prosecutions by 
the City and the State for the same illegal activities would constitute 
double jeopardy in violation of the constitutions of Michig-m or the 
United States. 

Beyond the immediate interest of the City of Ann Arbor, the ad
judication of the constitutionality of the ordinance will be significant 
as a measure of the extent to which municipalities may proceed at 
variance with state law in effecting independent responses to prob
lems that relate to both local and statewide interests. 

not more than 1 year In the rounty Jailor hy a fine of not more than $1,000.00, 
or both. . 
(5) It is unlawful for a person to use a rontrolled substance unl ... the substance 
was obtained directly from, or pursuant to, a valid prescription or order of a 
practitioner while acting in the rourse 'of his professional practice, or except as 
otherwise authorized by this act. Any 'person who violates this lub.ectlo.n wIth 
respect to, I 

(d) • Marijuana I. guilty of a miademeanor punishable by imprisonment for 
not more than 90 daY' In the munty jailor by a fine of not more thall $100.00, or 
ooth· . 

In addition MICH. CoW'. Lw,s ANN. G 835.946(2) (Supp. 1972) pro~ldes that 
any person who distributes marlju.na without remuneration and not to further 
commercial distribution and who does not violate subsection- (I) is guilty of amI!' 
demeanor and upon conviction may be iznpris~ned for not more than I y~ ~n the 
county jail or fined not more than $1.000.00, or both, unl ... the diltnputlon is 
In accordance with federal law or the law of this itate. 

Subsection (I) of this provl!lon authorized penalties double those Iiste<\ in section 
855.541(1) for the dlstribulJon of a controlled lub.tance by a person over 18 years of 
age 10 a person under 18 who is at least 5 years h!s junior. 

~. See notes 26·56 infra and accompanying to:t • 
•. Se. generally Note, Cont!'!;:" B.lflleen SIGI. Slawlos and Municipal Ordinances, 

?~ ILUv. L. lUY. 187 (1959). 
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The enactment of the home-rule provisions of Michigan, as in 
many other states, was presumably in response to the unsatisfactory 
condition of city-state relations during the latter part of the nine
teenth century;5 state legislatures of the period,. which were con
trolled by the rUTal populace, were notorious for meddling in munic
ipal affairs and for their abuses of the so-called "special acts" relating 
to cities.s The home-rule amendments to the constitutions of the 
various states may be sel£-executing,7 or may require or authorize the 
legislature to enact enabling home-rule legislation.s 

The states have also manifested variations in the scope of the 
home-rule powers affor.ded the cities. The California constitution, 
for example, empowers cities to enact and enforce ordinances in re
spect to municipal affairs, "subject only to the restrictions and limita
tions provided in their several charters ... ,"9 This language has been 
interpreted by the California courts to give cities supreme control 
over municipal affairs. Indeed, the cities are "independent of general 
laws upon municipal affairs. Upon such affairs the general law is of 
no force."lO Michigan, on the other hand, has granted to cities the 
home-rule powers over municipal concerns, "subject to the constitu
tion and general. laws of the state."ll Unlike California's home-rule 
cities, municipalities in Michigan exercise concurrent control with 
the State over matters of municipal concern, and the state authority is 
supreme. The oper<ttive effect of the home-rule provisiOns of any 
state depends. however: upon the judicial interpretation of the scope 
of the home-rule powers. Thus, the broad constitutional grant of 
power to California cities is limited by the judicial construction 
given to the concept of "municipal affairs,"12 Conversely, though 

S. A. BItOW\GE, INTUOllllcnON TO MIlNICll'AL GoVUNw:em AND ADMINISTRATION 157 
(1950). 

6. ld. The .:oncept of horne-rule Is consonant with the emphasill OIl "community 
control" which haa recently arisen in education as well as in other areas. C/. Kirp. 
Community Can/ral, public Policy. and the Limits o[ Law, 68 MICH. L. ~. 1~9 
(1970). Home·rule and local control are intended to guard against arbitrary legislation 
by keeping dedsion·making close to thOl people to be governed. Fordham. Decision
Making in expanding Am ..... '.n Urt'.n Life. 21 OHIO ST. L.l. 274, 275 (1960). As one 
conmmentator has observed: 

Municipal Government ha. at least two advantages ov<:r atate govermnenl. A 
municipal administrationla more responsive to the needa of local citizens. <inee 
it must depend exclusively on these people for re·election. Second, a local govern. 
ment Is more efficient to t.he extent that efficiency Is increased by dosen ... to the 
acene of operations and acceasibiUty to the aiticism and luggestions of the 
persons ~verned. 

Note, supra note 4, at 740. Se6 abo Fordham &: Asber. Home Rul. POUI,"' in Theory 
and Pr.ctice, 9 OHIO Sr. L.J. 18 (1948). . 

7. See, •. g., OHIO CONSI'. art. 18. 
B. See, •. g .• Mlcn. CoNSI'. art. 7, ; 22. 
9. CA!. CoNfIl". art. XI. U D. 8. 
10. Wiley v. City of Berkeley. 186 Cal. App. 2d 10. 12,288 P.2d 123. 125 (1955). 
II. MICH. CoMP. LAWs Atm. § 117.4j(8) (1967). 
12. The Califomia courts have observed that tllere /A DO predlc definition of 

83-313 0 - 77 - 37 
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Michigan's home-rule provisions lire not among the most extensive 
as written, the Michigan courts have interpreted the provisions to al
Iowa vigorous exercise of local authority by Michigan cities. 

The source of the home-rule powers of Michigan cities is article 
7, section 22, of the Michigan constitution: 

Under general laws the electors of eaw city and village shall have 
the power and authority to frame, adopt and amend its charter, and 
to amend an existing warter of the city or village heretofore granted 
or enacted by the legislature for the government of the city or village. 
Each such city and village shall have power to adopt resolutions and 
ordinances relating to its municipal concerns, property and govern
ment, subject to the constitution and law. No enumeration of powers" 
granted to cities and villages in this constitution shall limit or resqict 
the general grant of authority conferred by this section.18 ' ! 

This provision is not of the "self-executing" type, and therefore the 
constitutional grant of power is implemented through Michigan's 
home-rule statutes, which delegate to home-rule cities, such as Ann 
Arbor, the authority to act 

to advance the interests of the city, the good government and pro~
perity of the municipality and its inhabitants and through its reg
ularly constituted authority to pass all laws and ordinances relating 
to its municipal concerns subject to the constitution and general 
laws of the state.H 

"municipal affain." Dairy Belle Farms v. Brock, 97 Ca!. App. "2d 146, 154, 217 P.2d 
704, 708 (1950). Instead, the determination u one of degree. Certain concern. may 
be characlerized aa "strictly" or ·.iessentially" municipal affail'8, while others may be 
"partaking of the characteristiCB of a municipal affair" and yet encompass a far 
greater scope of interest than strictly municipal mattetll. Brewer v. Feigenbaum, 47 
Cal. App. 2d 171, 176, 117 P.2d 787, 740 (1941). If there Is any reasonable doubt as to 
whether a particular matter 4 a municipal affair, the courts will resolve the matter 
against the municipality and deny the power. Dairy Belle Farms v. Brock, 97 Cal. 
App. 2d at 154, 217 P.2d at 709. 

Municipal control over municipal affairs 4 "independent of general laws" (s •• 
text accompanying note 10 supra) only w/len a matter 4 exclusively a municipal 
affair. The Independence dlsappean as stat~ide interests begin to coincide with local 
interests. As the California supreme court recently noted In Lancaster v. Municipal 
Court for the Beverly HUilI Juellcial DiRtrict of Los Angeles County, - Cal. 3d -, 
4:14 P.2d fiBI, 682, 100 Cal. Rptr. 6Og, 010 (1972): 

[Allocal municipal ordinance is invalid if it attempta to impooe additional require
ments in a fiela that.h prc.empted by general law •••• Local legislation in 
conflict with general law ill void. Con6icts exist if the ordinance duplicates ••• 
contradicts ••• or enten an area fully occupied by general law, either expressly 
or by legislative implication .••• If the Bubject matter or field of the legis
lation has been fully occupied by the state, there la no room for supplementary 
or complementary localle~slation, even if the lubject were otherwise one properly 
characterized a8 a "municipal affair:' 
Comparing the law of California with that of Michigan (see notes 12·28 supra 

and accompanying text) it becomes apparent that despite the constitutional variations 
in the scope of power, the practical powers of California and Michigan cities are 
strikingly Bimllar. 

18. MtCH. CoNS!". art. 7, § 22. 
14. MiCH. CoWP. LAws ANN. G 117.4j(8) (1967). 
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Both the statute and. the constitution expressly limit home-rule 
powers to control over areas of "municipal concern," a concept that 
does not encourage facile definition. There has been a certain ten
dency in Michigan to link the municipal concerp. idea with the scope 
of the police power.iG It has been held that except as limited by the 
constitution or by statute the police power of home-rule cities is "of 
the same general scope and nature as that oE the State,"le This p0-
lice power has been broadly defined and allows the flexibility neces
sary to deal. with changing problems.l1 The enacting body has the 
discretion to determine ~hat regulations are appropriate to protect 
thrr public int.erest;18 and a person asserting the unconstitutionality 
of a municipal. ordinance has the burden of showing that it has no 
real or substantial. relation to the public health, morals, safety, or gen
eral welfare.u 

Yet, the fact that a locality can ru;sert some measure of municipal 
interest in an area of control does not necessarily bring that area 
within the ambi.t of permissible local authority under the meaning 
of the "municipal concern" language of the constitution and the en
abling statute. Most problems are of concern both to the State and 
the cities, and the inquiry focuses on the degree to which one or the 
other might be concerned, or perhaps which entity has the primary 
concern. As one commentator has observed: 

15. Se., •. g., Wamlck v. City of Detroit, 365 Mich. 600, 113 N.W.2tl 867 (1962); 
Huron Port1:tnd Cement Co. v. City of Detroit, 355 Mich, 227, 95 N,W.2d 888 (1959), 
aDd., 862 U.s. 440 (1960); People v. Sell, 310 Mich. 505, 17 N.W.2d 193 (1945); Eanea 
v. City (If Detroit, 279 Mich. /ial, 272 N.W. 896 (1987). 

16. People v. Sell, 310 Mich. 805, 81., 17 N.W.2d 198, 196 (1945). A rather narrow 
view of municipal powen WlUl expounded in the early cas .. of Attorney General v. 
City of Detroit, 225 Mich. 631. 196 N.W. 891 (1923), and City of Kalamazoo v. TitUl. 
208 Mich. 252, 175 N.W. 480 (1919). Allom.y Gmeral II. City 01 Detroil held tbat a 
municipality exercised the police power only ao an agent of the State, and in suth 
capacity it could not set alate policy by regulating ateao of .tatewide concern. This 
concept precluded local wage and hour regulation in Attorney General v. City at 
Detroit, and local fixing of pUblic utility rat", ;n Titus. Peopl. v. Sell upheld a 
Detroit or:linance ellforc',ng federally set "'attime price ceilings on commodities. Tbls 
ordinance can be viewed .. a local exercise of the police power In an area of statewide 
concern. But the Impact of S.U ao precedent ill limited by the' court'a reliance on the 
wartime emergenq circumstance& which nece. ... itated the ordinance, lUI well II! the 
!act that it Illerely nugmented a .tate price .:dUng otatUte which wao already in effect. 

17. In People v. Sell, 310 Mich. 305, 315-16; 17 N.W.2d 193, 196 (1945), the Michl
san 8upreme court stated: 

The "police power" is ••• a power or organization of a system of regulations 
tending to the health, order, convenienClJ, and comfort of the l""'ple and to the 
prevention and punishment of injuries and offens .. to the publIc •••• It embraces 
all rules and regulations for the protection of life and tbe security of pro~rty 
•••• It haa for ill! object the improvement of social and economic condIt/on. 
affecting tile community at large and collectively with a view to bring about "the 
greatest good of the greatest number." Cour .. have consistently and wisell de
clined to set any fixed limitations upon subjecta calling for the exerei.e 0 thiS 
power. It is elastic and is exercised from time to time .. varying social condltlolll 
aemand correction. 
18. Cady v. City of Detroit, 289 Mich. 499, 286 N.W. 1105 (1959). 
19. Austin v. Older, 283 Mich. 661, 278 N.W. 121 (19SS). 

.. 
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The courts have, generally speaking, been unable to devise any 
objective test whereby it can be determined with certainty what 
matters come within the term "municipal affairs," for the term has 
no fixed quantity, fluctuates with every change in the conditions 
upon which it operates, and has of necessity been determined by a 
slow process of judicial inclusion and exclusion.20 

The elusive nature of the municipal concern idea may justify the 
Michigan courts' unwillingness to propose expansive or general defi
nitions. The issue is more amenable to a subtle balancing process, 
weighing the sometimes conflicting interests of the cities and the 
state, considering the advantages to be derived in each case from 
broader 10'.::a1 powers as opposed to more uniform regulation by the 
state. For example, a court might properly weigh the relat,ve effi
ciency of local and state governments in the regulation of any given 
activity, the interest of local citizens in responsive implementation of 
local policies, and the possibility that local ordinances will interfere 
with the operation of statewide objectives or procedures. Such bal
ancing of state and local interests seems implicit in decisions of the 
municipal concern issue; but whereas the balancing process is out
lined in decisions of other jurisdictions,ll the Michigan courts have 
not overtly subscribed to this approach.~ In any event, the municipal 
concern question has traditionally been dealt with on a case-by-case 
basis in Michigan, resulting in lists of inclusion and exclusion.28 

20. C. R.lIYNE, MUNICIPAL LAw 64 (1957). 
21. E.g •• State ox r.l. Heinig v. City of Milwaukee, 251 Ore. 473, 480.8!S, 37B P.2d 

680, 684·87 (1962). 
22. In a .lIghtly different context the Michigan lupreme court made some observa· 

tlons that may he pertinent to the munldpal concern I .. ue. In MlIIer v. Fabius Twp. 
Bd., S66 Mich. 250, 114 N.W.2d 205 (1962), the court addressed the Issue of whether the 
regulation of water Skiing was a problem lusceptible to local control under what i. now 
Mlell. CoMP. LAWs ANN. § 41.181 (1967), a ltatute defining the lCOpe of a township'. 
authority to enact ordinances. The collrt noted: 

While the general problem with reference to water skiing and motorboating 
and the use of our Inland lak .. by different class .. of sportsmen nre I'tatewlde 
problems. there are pt1ctdiar circumstances that ar« loeaf in characler--!uch aJ 
the number of boat users on the lake; the a'mount of fhhing on the lake; the 
congestion and conmct between fishermen and water .klers; the location of the 
lake to deruely populated .reall-which the 1959 amendment authorizes townships 
to deal with under the "health and .afety of persons and property" c1au.e. 

866 Mich. at 259, 114 N.W.2d at 209 (emphasis added). Although the COU11 dld not 
explidtly balance the state Interest In regulation against the local Interest, It recog· 
nized that even In areas of ltatewide concern, peculiar local circumstances may aeate 
a need for local regulation. Such an analysis might be equally applicahle to the 
municipal concern question and might well produce rcaulta IimUar to a balandng 
approach. 

2S. The Michi!,'an courts have found the following areas to be within the scope of 
the "municipal concern" requirement: Watnlck v. City of Detroit, 565 Mich. 600, 115 
N.W.2d 376 (1962) (Sunday closing laws); Huron-Portland Cement Co. v. City of 
Detroit, 555 Mich. 227, 95 N.W.2d 888 (1959), aDd., S6? u.s. 440 (1960) (air pollution); 
People v. Sell, 510 Mich. 805, 17 N.W.2d 195 (1945) (nmnidpal enforcement of federal 
wartIme commodity controlJ); !!an .. v. City of Detroit, 279 Mich. 551, 272 N.W.2d 
896 (1987) (regulation of barber .hops). 
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In determining whether the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance 
deals with an area of municipal concern, it must be noted that the 
same strong presumption of constitutionality applies to a city ordi
nance as to a state statute,24 and such presumption must be overcome 
by a showing of unconstitutionality beyond a reasonable doubt.2G 

In response to an opinion by Attorney General Frank Kelly,25 
and in an effort to comply expressly with the municipal concern re
quirement, the City Council of Ann Arbor inserted in the ordinance 
a section that specifically identifies a local problem.27 The ordinance 
speaks of a particular concern for the youth of the community, "pre
sent here.as University students or otherwise," and seeks to "preserve 
the respect of such citizens fer the law and its processes."28 Jus
tice Williams of the Michigan supreme court has suggested that ra
tional legisla.tion with respect to marijuana should serve this same 
purpese.2D The Council may also have recognized a widespread use 
of marijuana within the City, and acted to prevent the strain on 
community relations between youth and the pelice that might have 
resulted were enforcement of harsh state penalties to continue.30 A 
related aspect of this problem is the criminalizati.on of the City'S citi
zens who use marijuana; such citizens, through. tear of enf.orcement 
of the strict state laws might come to regard the police as adversaries, 
rather than as public servants who can be relied upon for ai.d and 

The case law baa beld the followIng to be of statewide concern, thus beyond the 
regulatory power of municipalities: Attorney General ~. City of Detroit, 225 Mich. 
651. 196 N.W. 891 (1928) (regulation of houl'll of labor and the mlnimllDl wage); City 
of /{alamazoo v. Titu., 208 Mich. 252, 175 N.W. 480 (1919) (fixing of ratcs for public 
utiliti",). The Michigan courta generally have not invalidated oroinanc", on the 
ground that they do not relate to municipal concerns. The tendency haa been to find 
that where the legislature haa acted with regard to are .. of statewide concern, ouch 
statut", are pre.emptive. See, e.g., City of Grand Haven v. Grocer's Co.operative Dairy, 
330 Mich. 694, 48 N.W.2d 362 (195!). 

24. People v. Sell, 810 Mich. 805, 314, 17 N.W.2d 1~3, 195 (1945). See also Goldstein 
v. City of Hamtramck, 2Z1 Mich. 263, 198 N.W. 962 (1924). 

25. Cady v. City of Detroit, 299 Mich. 499, 50S, 286 N.W. 805, 807 (1939): 
A statute will be pr",umed to be constitutional by the courts unless the contrary 
clearly appears; and In case of doubt every possible presumption not clearly 
inconsistent with the language and subject matter is to be made in favor of the 
constitutionality of legislation •••• (lJt h only when invalidity appears 80 clearly 
as to leave no room for reasonable doubt that it violates .ome provision of the 
Constitution that a court will refuse to slIBtain ita validity. -

See also text accompanying note 19 supra. 
26. MICH. ATTY, GEN. Qp., March 9, 1971. 
27. See note 1 supra. 
28. ANN Aa!102, MICH., Cny CoDe tit. IX, ch, 108, a 9:62(29) (1972), set out in note 1 

supra. 
29. People T/. SInclair, sa7 Mich. 91, 130·81, 191 N.W.2d 878, 895 (1972) (concurring 

opinion). 
30. Sed J. KApUN, MARIJUANA: THE NEW PROHIBITION 38·86, 39-40 (1970); H. PAClWI, 

THE LIMITS OF 7'>m CRIMINAL SANcrlON 340·41 (1968); Note. Possession of Marijuana 
in San Mateo County: Some Social Costs oj Criminali%ation, 22 STAN. 1.. :REv. 101, 118-21 
(1968). . 
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protection.81 This attitude could diminish community cooperation 
with the police in other, perhaps more critical, areas of police work. 
By reducing the marijuana penalties, the City has de-emphasized the 
offense, a result of which could not only be an improvement in 
police-community relations but also a reordering of enforcement pri
orities and a reallocation of police resources to more serious criminal 
activities. The ordinance may have been enacted in response to a 
growing lack of respect for the legal system among young people who 
believe that the marijuana prohibition is discriminatory because one 
class of persons is subjected to harsh criminal sanctions for the use 
of one recreational drug, marijuana, while another class of persons 
has general approval for the use of alcohol, another recreational 
drug.82 By reducing the stigma, the inconvenience, and the financial 
cost of a marijuana conviction, the City can claim to be minimi7jng 
a cause of citizen disrespect for the law and its processes.88 

There are, on the other hand, arguments for viewing marijuana 
regulation as a matter of statewide concern. The State can claim that 
Ann Arbor is not unique, that marijuana use in Ann Arbor is no 
less contrary to an expressed state policy than it is anywhere else in 
the State. and that uniform enforcement of state laws regulating the 

31. Se. authorities cited In note 80 supra. These local Interests might satisfy the 
•• peculiar circumstanc.... t .. t that the court applied under the township atatute If 
the court chose to extend this test to the "municipal concern" question under the 
home-rule provision of the conStitution. See note 22 supra_ 

82. In a concurring opinion in People v. Sinclair, S87 Mich. 91, 105-15, 194 N.W.2d 
878, 881-87 (1972), Justice Swalnson marshalled numerous studi .. and reportl In 
a carefully documented romparison between the effects of marijuana and alcohol. 
Relying on TilE INTERIM REPORT OF TIlE CANADIAN GoVERNMENT CoMYISSION OF INQUIl'Y, 
TilE NON· MEDICAL USE OF DRUGS 116-17, 122-23 (1970) [hereinafter CANADIAN CollYlS
SION]; L. GRiNSPOON, MARIJUANA RECONSIDERED 39-61 (1971); J. KAPLIN, supra note 30, 
at 189-41; PRESIDENT'S CoMMISSION ON LAw ENFO~CEMI!NT AND ADMINISTMTlON OF JurnCE, 
TASK FORCE REPoRT: NARCOTICS AND DauG ABUSE IS-14, 25 (1967); REPoRT BY TIlE AD
VISORY COMMITTEE ON DRUG DEPENDENCE 12-13. 16, 20-21 (1968) (British Report); Bonnie 
11< Whitebread, Th. Forbidden Fruit and the Tree 01 Knowledge: An Inq"iry into the 
Legal Hislory of American Marijuana Prohibition, 56 VA. L. bv. 971, 1105-07 (1970), 
he concluded that marijuana is not addictive, does not lead to the use of "hard" 
drugs, does not lead to violent crimes by tbe wer, does not adversely affect psycho
motor response (e.g., driving abllitiea), and' has no adverse physical .ffecta on the 
user. Citing the CAN~IAN CoMMISSION at 45, 70-7~, J. KAPLIN at 275-520, and the 
PRESIDENT'S CoMMISSION ON LAw ENFORCEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE, TASK 
FORCE bPORT: DRUNKENNESS S5 (1967), h~ observed· that alcohOl, by comparison. is 
shown to be addictive, is clearly linked with the commission of violent .crlmea, and 
excessive use Is associated with death of hraln cella, mental deterioration, and cirrhools 
o( the liVer. . -

85. However, it is arguahle that the very ooexiBtence of two distinct penalty schemea 
applicable to the same conduct will In Itself cause people to view the legal pollci .. 
underlying the prohihltion as nomewhat schizophrenic. In addition, the local Interests 
that Ann Arbor asserts may he different from the Interests of the rest of the State 
only .. a matter of degree due to the fact that there Is a greater conc""tration of 
young people in Ann Arbor because of the presence of the University. This may sug
gest that the limitation of mal'ijuana offeWIC penalties is really a matter of stlltewlde 
concern which Is limply IIlQre aggravated In Ann Arbor. 
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use of drugs is appropriate because of the statewide nature of the 
problem. By providing a shelter for marijuana violators, Ann Arbor 
may impede the ability of the State to suppress drug traffic through
out the State. This last danger, however, will be minimized to the 
extent that the City exercises its retained discretion to accede to 
prosecution of "traffickers" under state law.8~ Moreover, no reason 
appears why ftJllfl Arbor's interest need be unique to justify cOHtrol 
over a matter of great local significance. 

Under the suggested balancing approach, it would appear that 
there are legitima.te local interests furthered by the Ann Arbor mari
juana ordinance which may' be sufficient to prevail over the state 
interests involved. Thus, the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance is 
capable of meeting the constitutional requirement of relation to a 
"municipal concern." The Michigan courts, however, have not ex
pressly engaged in balancing in their treatment of the "municipal 
concern" issue, but perhaps have merged these policy considerations 
into their analysis of pre-emption and conflict.a~ Indeed, the Michi
gan courts have decided the vast majority of the cases dealing with 
municipal ordinances without ever mentioning the municipal con
cern requirement. The courts routinely uphold convictions under 
local ordinances, the implication being that such ordinances are 
valid (".:)(ercise~ oE the local police power, and the breadth accorded 
the concept of municJpal concern has rendered this constitutional 
requirement somewhat ineffective as a limitation of the exercise of 
municipal powers. This is not to suggest that such powers are un
limited. Rather, the Michigan courts have generally chosen to im
pose the appropriate limits on local authority by invoking the doc
trines of pre-emption and con flier • 

In light of Michigan's broad judicial interpretation o~ the munic
ipal concern clause, it becomes apparent that there are many areas 
where hoth the municipalities and the State can exercise legitimate 
control. One check upon local power is the doctrine of pre-emption. 
As with the municipal concern requirement, the pre-emption doc
trine has its basis in the home-rule provision of the Michigan constitu· 
tion.8~ Since the home-rule powers are subject to the constitution and 
general laws of the State, the courts .have held that when the state 
legislature has intended to pre-empt the field in a given area, any 
local attempts at additional regulation in that area are void. When 
t:.1te legislature has manifested the necessary intent, pre-emption oc
curs regardless of whether the local ordinance complements or is 
contradictory to the statute. 

In Michigan, the determin~.tion of leg.illlative intent is of necessity 

84. See notes 7S-79 8: 102·0B Infra and accompanying te,,:., 
35. See, ~.g., Walsh v. City of River Rouge, 385 Mich. 628, 189 N.W.2d B18 (1971). 
86. MIGII. CoNST. arl. 7, I 22, IU:I out in text accompanying note 13 $I,Pro. 
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made without the benefit of any recorded legislative history, and 
proceeds essentially on the basis of other guides to statutory inter
pretation. Thus, the nature and extent of the inquiry pursued by the 
courts in determining the legislative intent has varied considerably. 
In Walsh v. City of River Rouge,S7 the Michigan supreme court en
gaged in a thorough analysis of the state legislation. Walsh involved 
a Michigan statute granting emergency powers to the Governor, and 
a city ordinance granting similar powers to the mayor. Since the 
statute itself provided for discretionary grants of emergency power 
by the Governor to mayors, the court reasoned that the legislature 
intended that such powers be withheld from mayors absent a specific 
gubernatorial delegation thereof. Consequently, the statute was con
sidered to embody a "legislative intent to lodge exclusive powers in 
the Governor, thereby pre-empting the field from local govern
ments,"S8 thus rendering the ordinance void. _ 

In Richards v. City of Pontiac,ao the Michigan supreme court also 
found a state statute to be pre-emptive, but did so without the benefit 
of the forceful reasoning found in Walsh. The Richards court con
sidered whether the Michigan legislature, in passing a trailer park 
act, had intended to pre·empt the field, rendering ultra vires a munic
ipal attempt at additional control. The court described the provisions 
of the act, and, citing nothing more than the comprehensive nature 
of the statute and its general application throughout the State to cities 
as well as rural areas, stated in conc1usory fashion that its "intent and 
purpose is to take over the entire field of regulation and supervision 
of trailer parks in the State."'o The reasoning of the court is not 
entirely persuasive, for the factors cited by the court do not compel 
the conclusion that the legislature intended to occupy the field and 
preclude concurrent municipal regulation. 

In other cases the Michigan courts have attached! considerable 
significance to the presence or absence of express language reserving 
exclusive control in the legislature. In Noey v. City of Saginaw,41 a 
city ordinance placed more restrictive closing hours on taverns than 
those provided for by statute. The Michigan supreme court held the 
ordinance void, noting that the &tate reserved, by legislative provi
sion, .. 'the sole right, power and duty to control the alcoholic bev-
erage traffic ... within the State.! 'Hi' . 

The court mentic;med the absence of such an exprt:ss statement of 

S7. 385 Mich. 62S. 1~9 N.W.2d 8.18 (197.1). 
88. 885 Mich. at 685, 189 N.W.2d at 824. 
89. S05 Mich. 6U6. 9 N.W.2d 885 (19411). 
40. 805 MidI. at 672. 9 N.W.2d at 888. 
41. 271 Mich. 595. 261 N.W. 88 (1985). 
42. 271 Mich. at 598, 261 N.W. at 89. 'quoting what is now MICH. COMPo LAWs ANN. 

I 486.1 (1967). • 
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legislative pre-emptive intent in upholding a city ordinance in Miller 
v. Fabius Township Board.4a A city ordinance there imposed more 
restrictive hours on water skiing than those imposed by the state 
power-boating statute. Without any extensive analysis of the statute, 
the court found that the legislature "certainly" did not intend to 
pre-empt the field, and, furthermore, had they so intended, the 
legislature "could have expressly stated pre-emptive control."44 It 
may be suggested that the absence of express language establishing 
pre-emptive intent was not the sole controlling factor in Miller, since 
the court on other occasions has declined to find significance in such 
a legislative omission.i6 The court's conclusion that the legislature 
did not intend pre-emption may have been influenced by its view 
that "the ordinance was enacted to prevent the many dangers and 
alleviate the congested local conditions that existed on Pleasant 
Lal<e."48 In this respect it is worth noting that the Michigan supreme 
court in Walsh expressly stated that the "legal question" of pre.emp
tion would be resolved "agam2t [the] background of competing pol. 
icy considerations."47 Thus, this brieJ: survey of Michigan case law 
demonstrates that in the absence of a readily discernible legislative 
intent the Michigan courts retain great flexibility in handling the 
pre-emption issue. 

Turning to a consideration or the Ann Arbor marijuana ordi
nance, the question for determination is whether the Michigan legis. 
lature intended to pre-empt the field of marijuana control by passage 
of the Controlled Substances Act of 1971.'8 Certain factors do mili
tate toward a finding of pre-emptive intent. First, the Act is very 
comprehensive in scope-marijuana is only one of many drugs reg
ulated by the statute--and this factor wa.~ deemed relevant in Rich
ards. Second, the argument that the State has an interest in the 
uniform application of its drug 1a.w~ might suggest a presumption 
that the legislature intended exclusively to control marijuana-related 
activities. 

While these considerations have merit, a reading of the Act and 
other factors indicate an absence of legislative pre-emptive intent. 
First, there is no provision in the Controned Substances Act rese1"V
ing exclusive control in the "administrator" of the Act.'~ In a rather 

48. BOO Mich. 250, 114 N.W.2d ~05 (1962). 
44. 866 Mich. at 258, 114 N.W.2d at 208. 
45. See, •. g., Walsh v. City of River Rouge, 885 Mich. 628, 189 N.W.2d 818 (1971); 

Richarda v. City of Pontiac, B05 Mich. 666, 9 N.W.2d 885 (1943). 
46. BOO Mich. at 258, 114 N.W.2d at 208. 
47. S85 Mich. at 684-35, 189 N.W.2d at S24. 
48. Mlell. CoMP. LAws ANN. n BS5.801-.l!67 (Supp. 1972). 
49. u, Administrator' meall$ the !tate board of pharmacy or itA designated or estab. 

lished authority." MICH. COMPo LAws Arm. § 885.808(2) (Stipp. 1972). The Act does vest 
discretion in the adminlslrator to reclassIfy or delete controlled subsmnta from tho 
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analogous type of legislation, the Michigan Liquor Control Act of 
1933,uD the legislature provided for the creation of the liquor control 
commission,Gl and provided also that "the commission shall have the 
sole right, power and duty to control the alcoholic beverage traffic 
• . . within the state of Michigan. "02 The omission of such a clause 
from the Controlled Substances Act may suggest the absence of a 
legislative intent to pre-empt concurrent local regulation,1IS as the 
Michigan supreme court noted in Miller. Second, section 44 of the 
Controlled Substances Act provides: "Any penalty imposed for viola
tion of this act is in addition to, and not in lieu of, any civil or ad
ministrative penalty or sanction otherwise authorized by law_"o~ 
While this provision was presumably not drafted in contemplation 
of concurrent munipical control, it nonetheless makes clear tJ.l~t the 
Act does not contemplate pre-emption of all additional regul,ation 
and penalties.oo 

The brief survey and analysis of Michigan cases such as Walsh 
and Miller establish the principle that absent clearer indications of 
legislative intention, policy considerations properly may be raised in 
support of the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance in response to a pre
emption challenge. This principle is not inconsistent with the fact 
that lc'gislative intent is the touchstone of pre-emption. The Michi-

proscriptions of the Act on the b".is of IUch factors as the state of the scientific 
knowledge. patterns of abuse. and risk to the public he.1lth. MICH. CoMP. LAws ANN. 
A H85.HIl (Supp. 1972). Such a broad grallt of discretionary power might evidence a 
legiSlative intention of providing sufficient BexibiUty to obviate the necessity of local 
legulation. 

50. MICH. CaMP. LAws ANN. §§ 436.1-.58 (1967). The two laws are parallel in many 
respecUl. Both the Controlled Substallces Act and the Liquor Control Act regulate and 
control the availability of lub.tances which are prone to abuse and which possess 
habit forming characteristics. Both AcUl provide for licensing distributors (MICII. 
COMPo LAws ANN. §§ 885.882 (Supp. 1972). 436.17-.28 (1967». regulation of labeling 
(MICII. COMPo LAws ANN. §§ 3SS.881 (Supp. 1972). 486.46-.46. (1967». revocation of 
licenses (MICH. CoMP. LAws ANN. U 835.334 (Supp. 1972). 486.20-.21, 486.51 (1967). and 
for programs to combat abuse of tbe Bu/lotanca (MICH. CoMP. LAws ANN. §§ 3SS.858 
(Supp. 1972). 486.47a (1967». ' 

51. MICH_ CaMP. LAw. ANN. § 486.5 (1967). 
52. MICH. CaMP. LAws ANN. § 436.1 (1967). 
58. The Michigan Legislature is not hesitant to include pre-emptive clauses in 

legislation. The Liquor Control Act Is but one example. The uniformity provision 
of the .tate Rlotor vehicle code. MICH. COMPo LAws ANN. § 257.605 (1967), reads: 

The provisions of this chapter .hall be applicable and uniform throughout this 
state and In all political lubdivisions and municipalities therein and no local 
aUfhori~y shall enact. or enforce any ordinance. rule or regulation in conflict 
with the provisiollS of this chapter. 

This clause does permit concurrent regulation but requires that it be strictly uniform. 
and it is pre-emptive of divergent local law. -

54. MICII. COMPo LAws ANN. § 835.844 (Supp. 1972). 
55. On the other hand. the specific mention of civil and administrative proceedings 

coupled with the omission of any refereI\ce to criminal proceedinga might be read·as 
evidence of an intention to pre·empt the field of aimin~1 regulation of coIltrolied 
substances. 
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gao. legislature, particularly in light of the 1,'ecent enactment in 1971 
of the Controlled Substances Act, must have been aware of the 
competing policies that were outlined above in the discussion of 
municipal concern~e and surely acted to promote. what was deemed, 
on balance, sound policy. 

It was suggested above that the municipality's interest in encour
aging respect for the law and its processes, in providing responsive 
and efficient local. government, and in maintaining a healthy level 
of autonomy outweigh the State's interest in uniform control of 
marijuana·related activities. What a court would view as the prob
able legislative judgment in balancing these factors may affect the 
determination. of the pre.emption issue. Significantly, to the extent 
that municipal ordinances benefit from a presumption of constitu
tionality, G1 a court should require substantial evidence that estab
lishes pre.emptive legislative intent to void the Ann Arbor mari
juana ordinance. 

In areas not pre.empted by the State, "the 'rule' has long been rec
ognized that municipalities are not divested of all control even where 
the legislature has enacted Jaws."M If the Controlled Substances Act 
was not intended to be pre.emptive, the Ann Arbor marijuana ordi
nanc:e would be allowed to stand unless the provisions of the or
divJnce are in conflict with those of the statute.GO The conflict prin
ciple is again based upon the constitutional home·rule provision, 
specifically the limiting phrase "subject to the constitution and 
law."I!D The words "subject to" have consistently been given the 
judicial construction of "not in conflict with/'Ol and the general 
rule succinctly states that "if a city ordinance prohibits something 
which a State statute permits, or vice versa, there is a conflict and 
the State law must prevail."02 The "vice versa" suggests, of course, 
the existence of a conflict when a city ordinance permits conduct 

55. S •• not .. 26·85 supra and accompanying t"Xt. 
57. See note 25 supra and accompanying text. 
58. Miller v. Fabius Twp. lid., 866 Mich. 250, 257, 114 N.W.2d 205, 208 (1962). 
59. It sbould be noted that Ibe courts have not always drawn brigbt lines between 

their analytical treatment of the "'nlltct and pre·emption issUe!. See, e,g" Noey v. 
City of Saginaw, 271 Mich. 595. 261 N.W. 88 (1935). In Miller v. Fabius Twp. M., 366 
Mich. 250, 258; 114 N.W.2d 205, 208·09 (1952), however, the court expressly engaged In 
a two·step process, reaching Ihe conlllct issue only after deciding that the ordinance 
w .. not pre .. empted by Ihe slatule. . 

60. MICH. CONtt. arl. 7, § 22, set oul In lext accompanying note 15 JUpra. 
6!. See, e.g., People v. Pickett, 339 Mich, 294, 63 N.W.2d 6Bl (1954); Conroy v. 

Cily of Battle Creek, 314 Mich. 210, 22 N,W.2d 275 (1946); People v. Sell, 310 Mich. 
305, 17 N.W.2d 195 (1945); Noey v. Cily of Saginaw, 271 Mich. 595, 261 N.W. 88 (1935); 
people v. McGraw, 184 Mich. 283, 160 N.W. 836 (1915). 

62. Builder'S Assn. V. Cily of Delroit, 295 Mich, 272. 277, 294 N.W. 677. 679 (1940). 
See aLso City of Grand Haven v. Grocer'. Co·operative Dairy, 330 Mich. 694. 48 N.W.2d 
362 (1951); Richards V. City of Pontiac, B05 Mich. 666, 9 N.W.2d 885 (1943); National 
AmWlement Co. v. Johnson, 270 Micl1. 613. 259 N.W, M2 (1935). 
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prohibited by statute. Traditional conflict issues come most clearly 
into focus when both a city and the State act to regulate the same 
realm of activity with laws containing similar, though not identical, 
prohibitive provisions. At what point does permissible concurrent 
regulation become unconstitutional conflict and contravention? The 
Michigan supreme court has noted that the question is "difficult 
of solution, and cannot be determined by any fixed rule. Each par
ticular case must be determined as it arises. "68 

This approach has hindered the development of any cohesive 
rubric, and analysis of the case law reveals a certain lack of harmony 
among the decisions. In People v. McDaniel,64 the Michigan supreme 
court considered a municipal ordinance that prohibited the use of 
motor boats having engines of greater than five horsepower on a local 
lake. The State of Michigan had also legislated to control power 
boating, and required, inter alia, that power boats be equipped with 
specified sound control devices. Although the court acknowledged 
the municipal concern in eliminating the excessive disturbance to 
lakeshore residents caused by the larger power boats, the court held 
that the ordinance did in fact prohibit that which the statute per
mitted, and was consequently void. 

An ordinance alleged to be in conflict with an amendment to the 
same power-boating statute was the object of the court's attention 
in a more recent case, Miller v. Fabius Township Board.6G It was con
tended that an ordinance prohibiting water skiing between the hours 
of four p.m. and ten a.m. was in conflict with a section of the statute 
that prohibited water skiing during the period one hour after sunset 
until one hour before sunrise. Under the reasoning of McDaniel it 
would indeed seem that the ordinance prohibited that which tlle 
statute permitted, thus rendering the ordinance void. The Michigan 
supreme court, however, found that since the statute was not in
tended to be pre·emptive06 and the field was amenable to additional 
regulation by the municipality, the town could properly prohibit that 
which the statute did not expressly permit.OT This appears to be a 
more liberal view of the scope of permissible municipal authority 
than that envisioned in People v. McDaniel, which was cited by the 
dissent but ignored by the majority in Miller. Although McDaniel 
was not expressly overruled in Miller, the two cases are not easily 
reconciled. Miller may therefore suggest an increasing judicial sensi
tivity to the special concerns of muniCipalities. 

68. l~ational Amusement Co. v. Johnson, 270 Mich. 613, 616, 259 N.W. 542, 343 
(1985). 

64. 303 Mich. 90, 5 N.W.2d 667 (1942). 
65. 366 Mich. 250, 114 N.W.2d 205 (1962). 
66. S .. lext accompanying nol", 43.{6 supr •• 
67.566 Mich. at 258, 114 N.W.2d at 208-09. 
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While Miller and McDaniel treat the conflict issue as it relates to 
conflicting substantive provi.sions, it should be noted that in the case 
of the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance, the question of conflict. if 
any. is more subtle. Since both the statute and ordinance provide 
some sanction for essentially similar conduct, it would not appear 
that a conflict arises within the literal terms of the general rute: The 
ordinance. while providing a different and lesser penalty. does not 
literally permit what the statute prohibits. On the other hand. it is 
arguable that the significantly lesser penalty of the ordinance can· 
fiicts with the legislative policy of the statute by implicidycon. 
doning conduct which is prohibited by the statute and thereby un· 
dermining the statute's deterrent effect.°s This conflict of policy, 
however, may be more appropriately dealt with under the municipal 
concern balancing approach or under the pre-emption doctrine. 

It is significant that the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance makes 
punishable as a misdemeanor certain offenses that are considered 
felonies under the statute. For example. selling or giving away mari
juana is a misdemeanor under the ordinance. while "delivery" is a 
felony under the statute.69 In some jurisdictions changing the classifi. 
cation of an offense from a felony to a misdemeanor milso.t be con· 
elusive evidence of a confiict.'O Michigan does not adhere to this rule. 
Michigan courts have held that "a felony in this State is distinguish. 
able from a misdemeanor as a grade of crime only by .. eason of the 
place and severity of punishment."71 It could be. argued that even 
this variation in degree creates a conflict sufficient to invalidate the 
ordinance. However, the Michigan supreme court's treatment of a 
case similar to that presented by the concurrent regulation of mario 
juana indicates that at least in certain instances an ordinance will 
be upheld despite the fact that it provides lesser penalties for con· 
duct than the applicable sl:ate law. 

The early case of People '!l. Hanraha'll12 dealt with concurrent 
regulation of prostitution by the City of Detroit and the State. Sig. 
nificantly. Hanrahan upheld a city ordinance that made punishable 
as a misdemeanor an offense that the State made punishable as a 
felony. The defendant was convicted under a city ordinance that 
prohibited keeping a house of ill fame, and that provided for a fine 

68. S •• Note. supra note 4. at 748. 
69. S •• nol"" 1·2 supra. WWle MICIl. CoUP. LAws ANN. § ~S5.l141 (Supp. 1972) muk.ea 

delivery a felony, § 8M.46(2) provides that noncommercial distribution without re
muneration and not to further a commercial purpose u only a misdemeanor. 

70. s. •. •. g •• City of Cincinnati v. Coy. 182 JII.E.2d 6SB (Ohio Ct. App. 1962); Han· 
bury v. Commonweallh. 208 Va. 182. 122 S.E.2d 911 (1961); City of Fort Worth 7. 
MacDonald. 298 S.W.2d 256 (Tex. eiv. App. 1956). 

71. People v. Beasley. B70 Mich. 242. 246. 121 N.w.2d 457. 4.59 (1965) (emplwu 
added). 

72. 75 Mich. 611. i2 N.W. !l1l4 (1889). 
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not to exceed 500 dollars, or imprisonment for up to six months or 
until such fine was paid. A statute barring similar and related con
duct provided for a fine not to exceed 1,000 dollars or imprisonment 
for not more than five years, or both. In affirming the validity of the 
ordinance, the Michigan supreme court addressed itself to arguments 
relevant to the instant problem of marijuana control. The court 
first noted the argument ·for statewide uniformity of the criminal 
laws 

that it is the province of the legislature to declare what shall consti
tute crime, and to prescribe punishment therefore; that an offense 
against the crimin~llaws of the State is the salUe olfense in whatever 
locality it is committed, and should subject the offender to the same 
punishment.78 \ , 

The court rejected this argument, finding such contentions "not 
fundamental,"Ti and noting that the legislature might make certain 
acts criminal and punishable as felonies in some parts of the State 
while those same acts, if done in different sections of the State, would 
not be criminal at al1.7~ The court expressed no dismay that munic
ipalities could achieve the same result through the delegated law
making powers. 

A second argument confronted by the court raised the prospect 
that this authority for local control, "carried to its logical results, 
would authorize each township in the State, and each county to have 
its own code of criminal laws, differing from the others."76 The court 
responded to this approach by reasoning that although the legisla
ture has the responsibility to determine what shall constitute a crime 
and how it shall be punished, a portion of this responsibility and 
authority was necessarily delegated to municipalities in order that 
they might implement their mandate to protect the health, morals, 
welfare, and good order of their communities." The court conceded 

15. 75 Mich. at 617, 42 N.W. at 11~6. 
74. 75 Mich. at 617, 42 N.W. at'1126. 
75. 75 Mich. at 617-18, 42 N.W. at 1126 •. 
76. '/5 Mich. at 618, 42 N.W. at 1126. 
?7. 75 Mich. at 618, 42 N.W. at 1127. See aho Feek v. Towruhip Rd.; 82 Mich. 898, 

411-12, 47 N.W. 87, 4Q (1890): . 
[E].pecially I. It true where tlte constitution authorizes a delegation of legislative 
power {or local purpooes-the legislature may .uspend: or authorize legislation 
which will necessarily operaee to ,,\spend, the general la)'l in. particular Ipcalities. 
The principle is a recognition Of. the right of IQcaJoself-government. One locality 
may reel the need of different local regulation. from another. The wall'tS of a 
majority of itA elector. are respected in granting to In" local municipality the 
power to cnact .uch law. relating to th'eir interna •. ...,l .. lfB as the' fee1ings and 
wishes of the majority demand. 

Feel<, like Hanrahan, anteclat .. the p .... ge of· the HOlM-Rule. Act, yet itA language 
concerning "delegation of legislative power for local purpooes" beC'Omes more .ig
nificant In light of the aub.equent enactment. The local pOlice powers noted in Han
rahon, which gained Itatutory IUpport In the HOJlle-Rule ,Act (se. notes. 15-19 supra· 
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tlle possibility of internecine strife and bitterness caused by arbitrary 
and inconsistent criminal laws in neighboring cOll1l2lunities, but 
denied that any rCllllikelihood of such a situation was present. The 
court also reasoned that 

[if such abuse of. the local power] 3hould be attempted, and result in 
wrong or oppression to the people, the remedy is in their hands. The 
legislators arc chosen by them, and it is in their power t.o effect any 
needed ref.orm.78 

The Hanrahan case i.s not without weaknesses as precedent for 
similar resolution o~ a "conflict" problem in the home-rule context. 
Hanrahan was decided in 1889, well before the 1908 passage of the 
Michigan Home-Rule Act. The special charter passed by the legis
lature for the City of Detroit spedfically authorized the City to a(t 
to .. 'prohibit, prevent, and suppress the keeping and leasing of houses 
of ill fame: "19 The general conflicts rule that the city cannot permit 
what the statute prohibits i& applicable "in the absence of specific 
statutory or charter power in the municipality.'·80 Certainly Hanra
han could be distinguished on this ground. Nevertheless, the ra
tionale underlying the court's holding seems to be based upon the 
general authority that the legislature delegated to municipalities to 
act in protection of the public order, health and welfare; the very 
same authority that 'Yas later embodied in the Home-Rule Act. The 
Michigan court has not felt constrained to limit the principles of 
Han'r'ahan to ordinances suppressing prostitution, but rather has 
recognized the breadth of its holding by citing it in support of local 
control in diverse areas.S1 The reasoning in Hanrahan supportll !ater 
Michigan decisions that deal with the scope o£ municipal control 
after the passage of the Home-Rule Act: 

The (Home-Rule Act] was passed in obedience to a mandate of ... the 
Constitution .... The new system is one of general graut of. rights 
and powers, subject only to certain enumerated restrictions, insteac 
of t.~e former method of only granting enumerated rights and powers 
definitely specified.82 

and acoompanylng text). would be ineffe<:tlve without the ooucomitant power ro enact 
ordinances for their enforl'Cwent. 

18. 15 Mich. at 619, 42 N.W. at 1127. 
79. 75 Mich. at 614. 42 N.W. at 11:U; quollng Local Aclll of 188S. c!z. 7. n 47. at GIl. 
80. National Amusement Co. v • .J'ohrlllOn, 270 Mich. 613, 616, 259 N.W. 842. 843 

(1935). 
Sl. People v. Drost. 858 Mich. 69!, 91 N.W.2d 851 (1958) (regulation of traflic 

offenses); Ean"" v. City of Detroit. 279 Mich. 531. 272 N.W. 896 (1937) (regulation of 
barber shops); Brennan .,. Recorder of the City of Detroit. 207 Mich. S5. l?S N.W. 
5U (1919) (contro! of dty streets); City of Alma v. Clow. H6 Mich. 443. 109 N.W. 858 
(1906) (licelllling of hawkers and J""fdlars); People v. Detroit White Lead Works. 82 
Mic!z. 471. 46 N.W. 735 (1890) (public nubance); Fet!t. v. Townahlp nd., 52 Mich. 
595. 47 N.W. 87 (1890) (liquor laws). 

82. aaUup v. City of Saginaw. 170 Mich. 193. 199·200. 135 N.W. lOtiO. 1062 (1912). 
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The general grant of powers described in this passage suggests the 
same I).eed for latitude in local action that Hanrahan endorses. 

Tei the extent that Hanrahan remains viable, it suggests that a 
reduction in the class of offense from felony to misdemeanor does 
not cr~ate a fatal conflict. The social and political policJes that under
lie Mi"higan's determination to allow home-rule cities wide latitude 
in the control of their affairs are no less persuasi'Ve "ihen the city 
makes a state felony punishable as a misdemeanor. Therefore, it is 
suggested that the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance does not create 
a cons~itutionally significant conflict with the Controlled Substances 
Act. 

Given the present concurrent city and state regulation of mari
juana-related offenses, the question remains whether imperm\spible 
discretion is vested in the Ann Arbor City Attorney. The City of 
Ann Arbor is without power to pre-empt or suspend the operation 
of the' state law within her city limits. Thus, the Ann Arbor City 
AttoI'Iley recognizes the continuing vali.dity of the statute in Ann 
Arbor, and may refer marijuana offenders to the Washtenaw County 
Prosecutor for disposition under the state law. While the city At
torney's Office has declined to specify the criteria for such a deci
sion, stating that the problem is dealt with on a case-by-case basis, it 
has been indicated that the quantity of marijuana involved is one 
relevant factor. B8 Significantly, the previous Ann Arbor marijuana 
ordinance, which was superseded by the present ordinance, pro
vided that "it shall be a violation of this code to give away or sell 
marijuana or cannabis, as so defined, not for profit and not as part 
of a commercial distribution_"M Although this distinction was not 
included in the present ordinance, the mayor's office81! has indicated 
that it was the Council's understanding in passing the present law, 
that the commercial or noncommercial nature ot the offense be con
sidered before deciding wheth~r ''fJr not ttl defer to county prosecu-, 
tion. ' 

The present procedure may i b~ simply described: Enforcement 

See People v. Sell, 810 Mich. 805, 812-15, 17 N.W.2d 193, 195 (1945): 
A I'eading of Ihe home-rule ac!: shows that it ;. rather comprehensive In i~ provi
sions a. to what the city mayor may not incorporate in ita charter, but it leaves 
man y things to be implied from the power conferred •••• The purpose of the 
legi.tative enactment W.., to giv,~ the city a large measure of home rule •.•• Oon
sidering ita purvose. it should be con.tJiUed liberally. and in a home rule spirit. 

S .. also Village of. Kingsford v.' Oudlip,.~.58 Mic;b.. 144, 148, 241 N.W. 898; 894 (19~2): 
"The provision for a general law for t!;dr incorporation was intended to confet upon 
Utem almost exclu.ive rights in. U,,: coritrql of their aifain, not In cenlllct with the Con-
sUtution or general law •. applicabli, thereto..' . . ' . 

88. Interview with Jerold Lax, Ann Arbor City Attorney. See note 108 Infra. 
84. Ord. 4-71. adopted March II, 19'11, as amended, ANII Aanoll, MlCII., CiTY CoDE, 

tit. IX, ch. lOa, § 9:62(29) (1972). 
85. Interview with Rob.ert J. Harrh, Mayor of Ann Arbor. 
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within the city limits is handled almost exclusively'by the Ann Arbor 
Police Department.8o When the infrequent atTest is made by the 
Washtenaw County Sheriff's Department or by the State Police, the 
person arrested is invariably turned over to the .Prosecutor's Office 
for prosecution under the statute,81 for the Sheriff's Department and 
the State Police have no mandate to enforce city law. After an arrest 
has been made by the Ann Arbor Police for a marijuana offense, the 
case is given to the City Attorney, who decides whether to prosecute 
Wil.der the ordinance or to transfer the case to the County Prose
cutor.88 Although city poliGe can bring persons under their arrest to 
me Prosecutor for authorization to prosecute, they uniformly bring 
marijuana.cases to the City Attorney, in accordance with an estab
lished, though unwritten, department procedure.8o Thus, in practice 
the discretion rests with the City Attorney, and noc with the arrest
ing officers. 

It is comm.on for a prosecuting officer to be faced with different 
statutes or ordinances under whic.1t he could prosecute a given case, 
and the law recognizes the propriety oF, such prosecutorial discretion. 
As JUdge, now Chief Justice, Burger obsen'ed in his concurring 
opinion in HutchersQn v. United States: DO 

The functions of a prosecutor afford examples of a wide variet), of 
powers to "select" the punishment in the sense argued by appellant, 
and to 8elect the forum. One is seen in the situation where the prose
cutor in one jurisdiction elects to yield prosecution of an accusr.a for 
an offense to a jurisdiction which has capital punishment not avail
able in the waiving jurisdiction. Similarly a prosecutor may elect to 
prosecute or not to prosecute. or to indict for greater rather than lesser 
included offenses on facts which reasonably support eitb.er.ot 

86. Since the ordinance has been in effect, there has heen one arrest. by authorities 
other than the Ann Arbor Police. In that ClBe a city resident caI!ed the State Police to 
report that hla neighbor was cultivating marijuana. The State Police """ponded and 
!ll3de an arrest. Interview with Washtenaw County Prosecutor', Dffice. 

87. Lax In!erview, supra note 83. 
SS.ld. 
89. Interview with Harold Ohon, Ann Arbor Deputy Chief of Police. 
90. 845 F.2d 964 (D.C. Cir. 1905). 
91. 845 F.2d at 970 n.5. Judge BurgO' continued: "The record before us shows that 

the Attorney General haa promulgated standards for lh • .guidance of United States Attor
neY" in the exerdse of their discretion in narcotia I'ro&!cutions," judge Bazelon (ron
curring in part and dissenting in part) quoted the following portion of ""CtioM 86.2-.5 of 
the United States Attorney" Manual: 

uThe principal object of enforcement is •. . lO prosecute the importers. dealers Ilnd 
traOicJc:ers ••.• The emphasis should be on prosecutions of the sellers or purveyors, 
paniculady those wh" <leal with minors, and not the mefe addict possessors • , •• 
lC]riminal prosecutions of [addicts] in some instances may be justified '0 as to 
compel an addict tn undergo complete [re. ... abilitativel treatment .•.• [Plrosccu
dons for such minor offenses whicb are considered to be local in character may 
well be and (lftcn are left to the .tate or local authorities. Not falling Wlthirl such 
minor category are cases against persons, whether addicts or not, who engage in 
the Importation or transportation or are in po". ... 'ion of these drull" under clr· 

83-313 0 - 77 - a8 
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The decision that confronts the Ann Arbor (.'ity Attorney under the 
dual prohibitions of the statute and the ordinance is analogous to 
that faced by the prosecutor who waives jurisdiction to a state that 
has capital punishment. 

Michigan law shares t!Ie acceptance of this discretion vested in 
the prosecutor's office. In Murphy v. Weideman92 a defendant was 
first charged with driving without an operator's license in his pos
session, in violation of a local ordinance. The charge was dismissed 
by the judge, and a complaint was issued under a state statute that 
prohibited essentially the same conduct. Defendant, convicted under 
the statute, then contended on appeal that he should 'have been tried 
under the ordinance. The court found the contention to be without 
merit, noting that the defendant "had no vested right to be tried 
under the ordinance," since "[t]he prosecution might have been 
brought in the first instance under the statute .... "OS 

A different situation was presented in People v. Lombardo,04 
where the defendant was prosecuted under a statutory felony, aiding 
and abetting the keeping of a house of prostitution, rather than 
under a misdemeanor statute that prohibited admitting any person 
into a building for the purpose of prostitution. Whereas the alterna
tive laws in Murphy proscribed the same conduct, the two statutes 
in Lombardo proscribed different conduct. The Lombardo court 
reached a similar result, however, holding that "[p]rosecuting offi
cers have the right to use their discretion in determining under 
which of applicable statutes a prosecution shall be instituted."9G Al
though the result in Murphy is inconsistent with a requirement that 
the two laws available to a prosecutor must contain different sub-

cumstancC8 reasonably indicating that the drugs were intended for use in the illegal 
traffic." 

M5 1'.2d at 975. 
The standards that justified the eXercise of prosccutorial discretion in Hulellersan arc 

similar to tho.e employed by the Ann Arbor City Attorney. Both consider the quantity 
of drug!! involved, and the commercial or noncommercial nature of the offense. Neither 
office has seen fit La specify quantitative criteria upon which discretion is exercised. 
Significantly, discretion is justified in Hutcherson even though BUch discretion came 
very close to a sentencing type decision. Dy electing to proceed under one tilatute. the 
prosecutor In Hutcherson subjected the defendant to a more severe minimum se.,lenee. 
Thi. would not normally be the case with the discretion· exercise'll by Ann Arbor's City 
Attorney. since the Controlled Sub~tances .Act provides no minimum sentences Cor firsL 
offenders. Wilh multiple offenders, however, the situation would more closely parallel 
that of the Hutcherson case. The court has discretion to place a first offender on pro· 
bation and may disc.harge .uch a person without an adjudication of gUilt if he fulfills 
the conditions of hi. probation but may not do so with a person who has been pre
viously convicted under the Act or under any {(!deral or .atate law relating to narcotic 
drugs. MICII. CoMP. LAw. ANN. § ~85.847(1) (SUpp. 1972). 

92. 340 Mich. 193. 65 N.W.2d 320 (1954) (fhe ca.e appears uuder the title Recorder', 
Court Presiding Judge v. Third Judicial Circuit Judge in Michigan Reports.) 

9~. 340 Mich. at 199, 65 N.'tV.2d at 822. 
94. 301 H:ich. 451. 3 N.W.2d an9 (1942). 
95. Mic.h. at 458, 3 N. W .2t1 at 839. 
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stantive elementll to justify the use of discretion, and the Lombardo 
court does not expressly mention this as a basis for its holding,eB 
there are Michigan cases suggesting that the discretion is improper 
if the prosecutor can choose between laws with identicaL substantive 
provisions and varying penalties. e'1 

For example, in People v. Ryan,SS the defendant was convicted 
of a felony, voluntarily driving away the motor vehicle of another. 
The defendant contended on appeal that another statute made 
identical conduct a misdemeanor, and that the asserted difference in 
punishment for the same crime rendered the discretion vested in the 
prosecutor an unconstitutional delegation of authority to a nonjudi
cialofficer. Significantly. the felony statute required the element of 
scienter, which was expressly discarded in the misdemeanor statute.De 
The court upheld the conviction. stating: "Since there it! a distinc
tion between the \lforementioned statutes, it follows that the prose
cutor had Ii. right to use discretion in determining under which of 
applicable statutes a prosecution shall be instituted."loo Thus. ill 
Ryan the prosecutor's discretion is grounded upon the distinct ele
ments of the available charges. whereas in Murphy it is not. This 
renders uncertain the presence of constitutional due process or equal 
protection when the prosecutor exercises discretion in charging 
either of two offenses with identical substantive elements but differ-
ing penalties.101 • 

It is essential that the Ann Arbor City Attorney be vested with 
discretion to prosecute under the ordinance or to turn the case over 
to the County Prosecutor if a flexible system responsive to the dy
nillllics oi the individual cases is to develop. The Ann Arbor City 

1Iti. Se. "Iso People v. Jackson. 29 Mich. App. 654. 185 N.W.~d 608 (1971). 
':n. People v. MiIe. 173 Mich. 857. 19B N.W. 1066 (1912): People v. Graves. 31 Mich. 

App.685. 188 N.W.2d 87 (1971); People v. RJ'lIn, 11 Mia. App. 559, 161 N.W.2d 754 
(1968). 

SB. 11 Mich. App. 559. 161 N.W.2d 754 (1968). 
99. Compare MIClI. COMPo LAws ANN. § ?5M13 (1967) (the felony etatute) with 

MICH. COMPo LAws ANN. § 750.414 (1967) (the misdemeanor S!alute). 
100. 11 Mich. App. al 061, 16! N.W.2d al 755-56. 
101. Thla uncertainly Is nollJmlted to Michigan case law. A majority of the unIted 

Stat"" Supreme Court declined to teach lhl, IMue In Bena V. United Stat ... 351 U.S. 131 
(1955). although It waa co.wdcred by Jwtlce BlaeIL in a vigorow &.!lent, .851 U.S. 
at lfi9-40: 

[T]WD ltatUI"" proocribe Identical conduct and no "different l'roof' was reqnired to 
convict petitioner of the felony than would have been requIred to convict 'him of 
the misdemeanor •••• 

A basic principle of Qur criminal law l4 that the Government only prosecut .. 
people for crimes under ,Ialules pa"ed by Congress which fairly and clearly de
fine the conduct made criminal and the puniohment which can be administered. 
This basic principle is flouted if either of these statutes can be selected as the 
controlling Jaw at the whim of the proaecut!.ng attorney or the Attorney General 

•• 'J.. oongreaslonal delegalion of such VlIIt power would ralloe aerloua constllutlonal 
qUCltiolll. 
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Attorney, in deciding whether to prosecute a marijuana violator 
under the ordinance, or to turn the case over to the County Prose
cutor for disposition under the statute, mayor may not be presented 
with the availability of identical provisions ~epending upon the 
offense charged. Both the ordinance and the statute proscribe the 
"use" of marijuana. However, other provisions of the two laws con
tain different elements. For example, the ordinance states that no 
person shall "give away or sell"lO~ marijuana, whereas the statute 
prohibits "delivery"l08 and "distribut[ion] ... without remuneration 
and not to further commercial distribution."llli Prosecuti!ln may be 
brought under the statute for constructive delivery, lOG whereas a 
constructive sale or gift is not expressly prohibited by the ordinan~( 
This distinction could justify a decision by the prosecuting officen 
to let the case proceed under the statute, since this course could in
crease the likelihood of success in cases involving the more complex 
forms of delivery. There is another variation: whereas the mari
juana ordinance prohibits simple possession, the statute makes it un
lawful for one "knowingly or intentionally"l06 to possess a controlled 
substance. The statutory element of scienter, absent from the 
ordinance, might distinguish the two offenses and thereby justify 
prosecutorial discretion even under the Ryan requirement of differ. 
ent elements in the available charges. Significantly, it is in the "use" 
cases that the two laws are most similar. Therefore, the exercise of 
prosecutorial discretion in a "use" case would be most susceptible 
to attack under the Ryan standard. Yet, in such cases the City At
torney, under the criteria noted above,l°7 has the least margin for 
discretion: The simple "use" cases are those which are most likely to 
be de'llt with under the ordinance, since they would typically involve 
an insignificant amount of marijuana in a noncommercial setting.IOB 

The discussion of the differing elements of the municipal and 
statutory marijuana offenses also pllrtains to the issue of double 
jeopardy. Specifically, if a person is cpnvicted ~r acquitted of a mari
juana offense under the Ann Arbor ordinance, can he then be prose
cuted for the same criminal behavior und~r the Controlled Sub-

IO~. ANN ARDOII, MICII .. CITY COD!" tit. IX, q. lOB, I 9.62(29) (1972), act out i!1 n~te 
1 supra. • . . 

103. MICII. CoMP. LAws ANN. a 885.84)(1, (Supp. 1972), 5ei out in note 2 supr •• 
104. MICII. COMPo LAw. ANN. § 885.846(2) (Supp. 1972), ",t out hi notO' 2 supr •.. 
105. MICII. COMPo LAws ANN. a 885.804(1) (Supp. 1972) ... 'Deliver' or 'delivery' JIleans 

the actual, constructive or attempted tramfer from 1 persOn to another of a controlled 
substance, whother or not there Is an agency relatiomhip;" 

106. MICH. CoMP. LAws ANN. a 885.841(4) (Supp. 1972), oct out in •• Jte 2 supr •. 
~07. See text accompanying notes 88·85 supra. 
lOB. Since the present Ann Arbor ordinance hOll been in effect, the City Attorney has 

prosecuted the vast majority of marijuana offenses under the ordinance. Only a {<:IV 
casea, all of which involved BubutanUaI quantities of marijuana, have been f/lifted to 
the Proaecutor', Office. Lax lntcrvlcw, ,upra IIOtc 85, 
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stances Act? To prevent the State from defeating the City's purpose of 
lenient treatment of marijuana offenders, it is necessary that jeopardy 
attach. to the municipal trial barring subsequent state prosecution. 

The Supreme Court has held that the double jeopardy provision 
of the fifth amendment of the United States Constitution is applicable 
to the states through the fourteenth amendment. loa The Court re
cently took. the opportunity to consider the double jeopardy problem 
as it relates to successive prosecutions by a city and a state for the 
same offense. In Waller v. Florida,1l0 a mural was stolen from a 
municipal building. The mural was subsequently recovered in a 
damaged condition by the police. The defendant was convicted of 
destruction of government property under a local ordinance. After 
serving his sentence, the defendant was then charged with and 
convicted of grand larceny under a statute. The district court of 
appeal upheld the conviction, disposing of the defendant's double 
jeopardy argument by invoking the dual sovereign doctrine.111 This 
doctrine rests upon an analogy between the city·state relationship 
and that of a state and the federal government: Since an offense can 
simultaneously violate the laws of both sovereigns, both are entitled 
to prosecute the violator. In rejecting this argument, the Supreme 
Court stressed that cities are creations of the state, and derive their 
municipal powers and authority therefrom.m They are essentially 
subdivisions of a sovereign state, and lack the independent source 
of power associated with sovereigns. Thus, the Court held that 

[t]he Florida courts were in error to the extent of holding that 
"even if a person h~ been tried in a municipal coU!'t for the identi~l 
offense witl1 which he is charged in a state court, this would not be 
a bar to the prosecution of SlIch person in the proper state court."llS 

Waller changed the law in many jurisdictions,!!' but it merely 
, served to reinforce what hac long been the law in Michigan.l1G 

Although Waller holds that a city and state cannot both prose
cute a defendam for the same offense, it leaves unanswered the 
clitical question of what constitutes the "same" offense. Michigan 

109. Benton v. Maryland, 595 U.S. '184 (1969). 
BO. 397 u.s. 867 (1969). ' 
Ill. Waller v. State, 213 S~d 628 (1968). 
1I2. S97 U ,5. at 392·93. 
113. 397 u.S. at 895, quoting 218 S.2d at 624. 
114. Decisions of the states that appeared to treat municipalities and the state .. 

separate sovereigns for double jeopardy purpo«= at the time of Waller are listed by 
the Court, 897 U.s. at 391·92 D.S. 

115. People v. Hanrahan, 15 Mich. 611, 627·28, 42 N.W. 1124. 1180 (1889): 
rWhere there is concurrent regul.tion hy city and state] prosecutlom may be hut!· 
tuted under either law, and tbe court that firat acquires jurisdiction over the J'l'r· 
SOil of the accused has excJ\J5ive jurisdiction to hear, try, and determine the case; 
and a conviction for all offense whlch is the same in both law. will be a bar to a 
prosecution' fur the same offeme under the other law. 
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courts have traditionally responded to this question by application 
of the "same evidence test,"116 In Michigan this test is applied "to 
ascertain whether tile facts alleged in the second indictment would, 
if given in evidence, have warranted a conviction on the first,"117 
Application of this test to successive prosecutions by City and State 
of marijuana offenses should be rather facile, and should lead to 
predictable results. Successive prosecutions under the "use" pro
visions of both laws would clearly be for the same offense, and would 
constitute double jeopardy. A city conviction or acquittal for 
"possession" should bar a later state prosecution for knowing or 
intentional possession, since the evidence necessary to prove the 
latter would warrant a conviction on the initial misdemeanor ch<\r~e. 
Under this test, state charges of possession with intent to deliver, 
or of delivery itself would be barred by a prior municipal conviction 
or acquittal of simple possession. . 

There is additional protection afforded by statute: 

1£, upon the trial of any person for a misdemeanor, the facts given in 
evidence amount in Jaw to a felony, he shall not by reason thereof, 
be entitled to an acquittal of such misdemeanor, and no person tried 
for such misdemeanor shall be liable to be afterwards prose~uted 
for felony on the same facts, unless the court before which the trial 
shall be had, shall discharge the jury from giving any verdict upon 
such trial, and shall direct such person to be indicted for feiony.115 

Thus, for example, if a person is tried under the ordinance for 
violation of the possession provision and the facts given in evidence 
constitute delivery under the statute, such person cannot later be 
tried on those same facts for delivery, under the protection of both 
the statute and the "same evidence test," The statute is also protec
tive in cases not covered by the Michigan "same evidence test." 
A person convicted of sale of marijpana under the ordinance might 
properly, per the "same evidence, test," have then been charged 
under the Controlled Substances 4ct with possession with intent to 

deliver, a felony, since the facts .necessary to prove possession with 
intent to deliver would not have warranted a conviction under the 
municipal "sale" provision. Since, however, in the municipal prose
cution for sale, evidence sufficient to show possession with intent 
to deliver is likely to be presented at trial, later prosecution under 
the possession with intent to deliver provision would be barred by 
the statute.ua 

116. People v, Beverly, 217 Mltb. 858, 79 N.W.2d 918 (1929); People v. Cook, 236 
Mich. 888, 210 N.W. 296 (1926); People v. Camp.in, 88 Mich. App. 289, 196 N.W.2d 858 
(1972). 

117. People v. Cook, 286 Mich. 888, 885, 210 N.W. 296 (1926). 
118. MICII. CaMP. uws ANN. D 768.4 (1968). 
119. C/. People v. Beaaley, 870 Mich. 242, 121 N.W.2d 457 (1968). 
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Attempting to distinguish substantively the offenses charged is 
but one way of evading the double jeopardy protection, Another 
m.ethod is to demonstrate that the first proceeding was of: such a 
n.ature that jeopardy did not attach. In cases of successive prose
cutions by City and State, the State might claim that jeopardy did 
not attach to the municipal proceeding120 since the municipal 
defendant, u.nder the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance, is subject 
only to a fine.l2l If a defendant's protection against double jeopardy 

. 120. Indeed, it has long been argued. in many jurisdictions (otber than Michigan) 
that even tbose municipal offenses punishable by a jail term are merely civil or petty 
proceedings to which jeopardy does not attach. Fur a brbf history of this theory, see 
Gross, Successiue Prosecutions by City and Slate-The Question of Double Jeopardy,4S 
OIlE. L. REv. 2Bl (1964). This argument ill IOBing favor, however: 

Where once successive prosecutions by city and state could be condoned because 
of the insignificance oF. municipal punisbment, today that is no longer the case. 
Municipal prOBecutions, exercising authority unparallelled at common law, meting 
out penalties comparable to those imposed by higher state auUtority, can be con
sidered as nothing less than prosecutions by the state itself. 

[d. at 314. 
The vIew expressed in United States v. Dickerson, !6B F. Supp. B99, 901 (D.D.C. 

195B), r""d. on other grounds, 271 F.2d 487 (D.C. Cir. 1959), that "tbe constitutional 
protection again.t double jeopardy. , • Is applicable to aU proceedingll, irrespective of 
wbether they are denominated criminal or civil, if the outcome may be deprivation 
of tbe liberty of the person" Is more COIlBODant with the policies underlyIng the dOUble 
Jeopardy clause. 

121, There i, presently, however, .ome uncertainty on this point. A local judge 
recently declared tbe penalty prOVision of the Ann Arbor Marijuana Ordinance uncon
stItutional. People V. Fuqua, No. CR-7595 (Mich. Dist, ct., Sept. 2B, 1972). Tbe judge 
did Mt reach the critical issues of conllict, pre.emption, or municipal concern, but 
limited hia ruling of unconstitutionality to the penalty provision. The thrust of tho 
opinion is that the City bas unconstitutionally infringed upon the court', di.cretion to 
impose sentences of up to 500 dollars and/or ninety dayt for violation of ordinances, 
in tbat the City bas specified a five dollar fine a. tbe only permissible penalty upon 
conviction under the marijuana ordinance, As authority for its linding the court cited 
MICH. COMPo LAws ANti. § 1I7.4(i) (1967), a section of the Home·Rule Act; 

Eacb city may L'l Its charter provide: for the punishment of thOBe who violate its 
laws or ordinance., but no punishment.,hall exceed a line o! $500 or imprisonment 
for 9() days, or both, in the discretion ot tbe court. 
The court interpreted this statute to mean that the dty exteeds its power, and In

trudes Into the judicial domain when It sets tbe penalty for violations of ordinances 
below the statutory maximum. The judge failed to dlstingul.!b all' other Ann Arbor 
ordinances, none of which authorize a 500 dollar Jine wd{or a ninety day imprison
ment (100 dollars ~nd/or ninety days is the maximum provision in the Ann Arbor City 
Code). Tbe judge has ruled, In effect, that all Ann Arbor ordinances are unconstitu
tional, and, further, that If the City is to prohibit any activity (e.g., overtime parking) 
it mnst allow the local judiciary to impose puniIlhment of up to 600 dollan and/or 
ninety days, in its discretion, for violatiolUi:. 

It is noteworthy that this issue was no'. raised by either of the Fartieg, and was de
cided on the cOUrt's own motion. The judge also denied a dty attorney the opportu
nity to argue the motion on the merits, althougb argument was heard at a later dale. 
The court's opinion will shortly be subiected to judicial review In !he circuit court. on 
appeal by the City. 

If the district court finding is upheld, and. the live dollar fine Invalidated, the 
Beverability clause of the City Code would act to continue the vitality of tbe marijuana 
ordinance, and the general penalty proviIlion of the Code (100 dollare and/or ninety 
da- \ would then apply to the ordinance, unless the general penalty provision of the 
tll • .. ,:ode I, held uncolIStitutional. The provia!olUl of Ihe ordinance would .tlll differ 
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were limited to that provided by the United States Constitution, 
this argument might be successful. The provision of the fifth amend
ment is that "nor shall any person be subject for the same offence 
to be twice put in jeopardy of life and limb."122 The federal courts 
have never confronted the issue of whether jeopardy attaches to a 
proceeding wherein conviction is punishable only by a fine, and 
not by a jail sentence, and this remains an open question.128 Michi
gan law, however, is more clearly protective in this situation. The 
double jeopardy clause of the Michigan constitution does not in
clude the "life and limb" qualification,m and Michigan case law 
supports the principle that jeopardy attaches to municipal trials 
regardless of the nature or the severity of the penalty sought to 'hI: 
imposed: "A person is in jeopardy when he is put upon trial in a 
court of justice charged with a violation of law."12G Municipal 
ordinances have been described as possessing the full force of law: 

An ordinance, validly enacted, prohibiting certain acts under fines, 
penalties, or imprisonment, is within the jurisdiction of the munic
ipality enacting it, as much entitled to respectful obedience, and is 
as much the law of the land for that locality, as a law enacted by the 
Legislature.l38 

It thus appears that regardless of whether violation of an ordinance 
is punishable by a jail term or by a fine only, prosecution under an 
ordinance is a bar to subsequent prosecution under a statute for the 
same offense. Thus, the argument that jeopardy does not attach to 
offenses punishable only by fine should not preclude jeopardy from 
attaching to offenses prosecuted under the Ann Arbor marijuana 
ordinance. 

While the matter is not free from doubt, the. foregoing analysis 
has suggested that the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance may be 
supported as a valid exercise of municipal authority, even in the 
face of challenges of pre-emption </ond conflict. Through the co
operative interaction of the munil;ipal marijuana ordinance, the 
double jeopardy bar, and the City Attorney'S discretion to transfer 
the most serious cases to the county for proseclltion under the state 

from those of the Controlled Sub.tance! Act, and the lsaua discusaed hercln would ltill 
be relevant to the concurrent effect of PIe ordlna~ce and'the ,!atute. . 

122. U.S. CONST. amend. V (cmpbula added7. 
125. This !Mue has assumed greater Bfgnificance .Inee Waller applied double jeop

ardy to municipal trials because It Is far more likely that offenses punishable only by 
fine will be found In, municipal ordinallca rather than In the federal or Itate codes. 
The case law suggests that "life and limb" .hould be read broadly. $0. Ex paTI. Lange, 
85 U.s. (18 Wall.) 163 (1875); Clawaru v. Rlva, 104 F.2d 240 (D.C. Cir. 1939); United 
States v. Farewell, 76 F. Supp. 35 (D. AI ... 1948). 

124. MICH. CoNST. art. 6, 0 I. 
125. People v. Powers, 272 Mich. 805, 807, 261 N.W. 648, 044 (1935). 
126. People v. Hanrahan, 75 Mich. 611, 620, 4.2 N.W. 1124, 1127 (1889). 
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law, the City of Ann Arbor has effectively declared the following 
proposition: Marijuana-related offenses-which are punishable as 
felonies, with possible prison terms, or misdeme¥1ors, with possible 
jail terms, under the state law-will in most instances be punishable 
only as misdemeanors subject to five dollar parking-ticket-Iike fines 
if committed within the city limits. If the ordinance is upheld in 
the courts, the broader implications of the power that Ann Arbor 
has asserted will surely prove significant. 

A broad. construction of the home-rule powers coupled with the 
application of the pre-emption and conflict doctrines only when 
municipalities act in contravention of a readily discernible state 
legislative intent would contribute a desirable, if not necessary, 
element of llexibility to the efficient administration of government 
in Michigan, a state with a broad TUral constituency but with 
pockets of urbanization such as Detroit, Lansing, Ann Arbor, Flint, 
and Pontiac. Urban popUlations deal with different problems, are 
influenced by different values, and envision different priorities than 
their rural counterparts. One system of state law cannot always 
reHect or serve best the interests of both, and when such discrep
ancies exist it seems appropriate for local legislation to supplement 
state law.127 

It is clear, howeyer, that the obvious benefits to be derived from 
flexibility are gained only at the expense of some uniformity in 
statewide law enforcement. While there would remain a uniform 
application of the state law in every county of the State, the con
junctive operation of enforcement of a differing local ordinance 
and resultant double jeopardy bar would detract from the uniform 
enforcement of state law. As in the case of marijuana-related offenses, 
certain locally held values might lead to disrespect for the law and 
its processes were any number of the State's criminal prohibitions 
to be enforced strictly;l28 and argument can also be :made that the 

127. A divergent local ordinance such .... the one In question mar help prompt the 
paosage of similar sUIte legislation. Progressive local communiti.,.. If given the freedom. 
can serve the function of Brandeis' famoUB laboratory experimenting with various 
socially progressive Ideal> of law and government. S.e New State Ic~ Co. v. Lieb
mann, 285 U.S. 262, 811 (1932) (Brandeis, J., di8ScnU"g). If ouch cxpetimenr. prove 
successful, the legislature mlght adopt laWI making such ideals the Itat.e polley. The 
impact of local legislation was noted by Governer Milliken in hJa Special Mesaage to 
the Legislature on Alcohol and Dru$ Abuae, March 4, 1971: 

All public officials we ill"'t face &quarely the need for a major revision of our law. 
dealing witb. marijuana. The hypocrlsy of our present Jaw, which falsely classifies 
marijuana as a narcotic, affecr. the cri:dibilit)' of our entire drug abuse program. 
Recent federal legislation and the passage Of local marijuana ordinances give new 
urgency to the need for sUIte action In thia oontroverslal area. 

(Emphasia added,) 
128. St. fl. PfoCKl'.l'-, supra note SO,. at 291; PO£SID£NT's COMMISSION ON Uw ENFORCE

MENT foND AnMINlSTIlATION OF JUSTlCI!, TA.!It FoRCE REroaT: TilE CoUR'I'8 75-76 (1967). CI, 
Goldalein, Police Discretion Not To InllOke the Criminal Process: Low·Visibility Deci· 
sions ;n Ih" ddmlnis/ralion of lWI;ce, 69 YALE L.J, 54S, 586·88 (1960); Kadiah, Legal 
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failure of law enforcement officials to enforce unpopular laws fosters 
the same such disrespect.129 Therefore, grounds would exist, not 
unlike those asserted by Ann Arbor, for a parade of concurrent 
municipal regulation that would certainly appear horrible to those 
who recognize the values of statewide uniformity of the criminal 
law. Indeed, the spectre of each locality enacting its own criminal 
code, is different only in degree from the situation presented by 
the concurrent operation of the Ann Arbor marijuana ordinance 
and the State's Controlled Substances Act. 

While this problem does not admit of simple solution, it should 
not be insurmountable. The most fundamental answer is that 
municir-alities are creatures of the State and, under the M;chigan 
constitution and home-rule statute, have a limited authority and 
remain "subject to" the State's supreme command. Certainly the 
checks embodied in the municipal concern requirement and the 
pre-emption and conflict doctrines provide protection to the State 
should a municipality act adversely to the state welfare. Absent a 
clear indication of the legislative intent, the jndicial determination 
of the appropriate limits of municipal power in Michigan has been 
shown to include, either expressly or implicitly, delicate questions 
of balance. The flexibility inherent in such a judicial inquiry allows 
careful consideration of the relevant competing policies, and renders 
unnecessary the promulgation of an angular standard to which later 
cases must be forced to conform. Finally, it should be kept in mind 
that the judicial determination is not the ultimate one in regard 
to these matters. Were the state legislature to take exception to 
certain municipal ordinances, even if upheld in the courts, it clearly 
would be within the power of the legislature to enact specific or 
general pre-emptive statutes to ensure that no signaficant state policy 
is impeded. Yet, as Michigan law has developed, no such scheme 
of pre-emptive statutes has been necessary, and the home-rule powers 
have been employed to secure to cities a healthy degree of autonomy 
in regard to matters of local concern. 

Norm and Discl'etion in tlie Police and Sentenci", Processes, 75 HA .. v. L. Rllv. 9Oi, 909· 
10 (1962). 

129. Arnold, Law En/oreomen/-An Attempi al Social Disseclion, 42 YALE L.J. 7-S 
(1932). 
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THE TOWN THAT PUNISHES MARIHUANA SMOKERS WITH A $5 FINE 

(By Mark Jury) 

ANN AnnoR, MICH.-Here in this city-home of the sprawling University of 
Michigan-students light up marihuana as they gather on the campus, in movie 
theaters, at the weekly concerts and even in the public gallery of t1le City Council 
Chamber. 

Aren't they worried about being arrested and ruining a college career with a 
jail sentence? Not at all, for the City Council has declared its independence 
from state drug laws governing marihuana and passed its own ordinance which 
punishes marihuana smokers with a $5 fine. 

"Actually, it's sort of like a parking ticket," says Jerold Lax, City Attorney 
of Ann Arbor, "it was set up so that all a violator must do is mail back the 
marihuana ticket to City HaJl with $5. If the person wishes to plead innocent, 
lIe will have to post an appearance bond and stand trial in municipal court, but 
the maximum penalty will remain the same-$5." 

The ordinance covers only marihuana users, not sellers. Big pushers are still 
hit with the tough state law, JuYenile offenders are still turned over to juYeniIe 
authorities. 

20,000 S:r.rOKE 

Like many communities throughout the U.S., Ann Arbor was caught in the 
marihuana explosion of the 11)60's. The predominantly youthful community of 
110,000, 30 miles west of Detroit, now may have as many as 20,000 marihuana 
smokers. Police say that trying to stop the fiow of grass is a hopeless task, as is 
ltl'l'esting and prosecuting everybody smoking it. "Marihuana, as much as we 
hate to say it, is becoming an acceptable commodity throughout the country," 
say" Police Chief Walter Krasny. 

The marihuana situation in Anll Arbor i~n't unusual. With 24 million mari
huana users in the U.S., most police departments don't aggreSSively .seek pot 
smokers-if they did the jails w0uld be oyer flowing. What is remarkabie:!,s that 
the Ann Arbor City Council is the only governing body in the nation thri\~ has 
approached current marihuana laws head-on and "decriminalized" pot by legisla-
tion. . 

The Ann Arbor Council acted under a Michigan law that gives cities the option 
of passing their own ordinances wIlen they have a special need not recognized 
by law. The debate was sharp, and the action was taken by a 6 to 5 vote. Solidly 
opposed were the Council's five Republican members, mostly from more affluent 
suburban wards. 

In favor were four Democrats and two yuung members of the Human Rights 
Party, a relatively new, radical group which draws a good deal of its strength 
from voters who are part of or sympathetic to the university community. 

The Council majority made it plain they wanted ma!'lhuanause treated like 
a traffic violation, including the issuance of ticll.ets rather than hauling people 
off to the station house. 

COURT RULING 

Last September, District Court Judge S. J. Eldon ruled the sentencing section 
of the ordinance unconstitutional, but allowed the ordinance itself to stand. 
Judge Eldon's ruling' would eliminate the $5 l)enulty ceiling, and permit mari
huana users to be fined up to $100, or sent to jail up to 1)0 days. Howeyer, the 
City of Ann Arbor is appealing his decision, and in the meantime both the 
ordinance and the $5 fine are in effect. 

Says :l\fayor Robert Harris: "If a City Couucil sets a trivial penalty, the 
judges usually understand there's a reason-indicating how seriously the com
munity judges the offense. Under state law, we can't legalize marihuana, hut 
we can ma1re it trivial. 

As a result of the $5 penalty, the Ann Arbor police are reluctant to make 
arrests, since the money WOUldn't begin to cover p;t'osecution costs. The Michigan 
State Crime LaboratOry of the State Police has relegated Ann Arbol' marihuana 
cases to bottom priority because of the low fine. 

Although the community at large seems to have ncceptell the new ordinance 
qUietly, opponents remain uncollvinced. Some argue that the use of marihuana 
frequently leads to heroin and other "hard drugs"-a contention heatedly 
denied by proponents of the new rule. 
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John D. McCormick, one of the City CounC'ilmell who battled the $5 fine, 
declares: "In my opinion, the sum total of it all is that for all practical pur
poses marihuana has been legaliz~d in the City of Ann Arbor. This town has 
been made a haven for the drug culture." 

Adds another Republican Councilman, Lloyd Fairbanks: "There are so many 
creeps in this town, and they're unemployed and causing problems in the com
munity. They're here because drugs are here." 

Answers Councilman Gerald DeGrieck, 22, U. of ~liclligan graduate who was 
elected to the Council -as a member of the Human Rights Party along with 
Nancy 'Wechsler, 23: "The whole issue is ludil't·ous, which is fine. The $5 ordi
nance showed the people that laws against marihuana were ridiculous." 

What actual effect has the ordinance had? Police say there has been no great 
upsurge in pot smoking, although more of it Reems to be smoked in public. 
One group did celebrate the new legislation with a "Hash Bash," where a couple 
of hundred people smoked openly on the university campus. Chief Krasny 
called the event a "farce," and while his men were present as observers, no 
arrests were made. 

PENAL'ITES EASING IN U.s. 

Although Ann Arbor is the only community to have equated marihuana 
smoking with parking violations, many other areas of the couutry are tacitly 
relaxing penalties. Keith Stroup, 29-year-old head of a Washington-based 
organization called the National Organization for the Reform of Marihuana 
Law (NORML) reports that while four years ago marihuana possession was 
a felony in all states of the Union, today possession of "a small amount" (the 
defi.nition of which varies from place to place) is eonsidered only a misdemeanor 
in all but two states, Texas and Rhode Island. 

"Criminal penalties for possession, as distinguished from- selling or pushing, 
are on the way out," says Stroup. "Ann Arbor's ordinance represents a new, 
creative effort in decriminalizing marihuana smoking." 

Also applauding Ann Arbor's new policy is John D. Finlator, former No.2 
man in the Justice Department's Bureau of Narcotics nnd Dangerous Drugs, 
who's now a board member of NORML. Says Finlator. "W11en this country 
decide~ to honestly deal with the marihuana questiolt, ';>erhaps then we can 
begin to maIm SOllle progress in the battle against serious drug abuse in the 
United States." 

[From the Detroit News, Sept. 21, 1975] 

MARIJUANA-CRIMINAL OR CIVIL OFFENSE? 

(By Dayid L. Good) 

It was July 28, 1969, and Ann Arbor radical leader John A. Sinclair was livid 
as he was taken from the courtroom of Detroit Recorder's Judge Robert J. 
Colombo. 

"You're a Dunk," he yelled at Colombo. "You're a pig. You will die." 
The event made beadlines because Colombo had just sentenced Sinclair, a 

three-time drug offender, to a prison term of 9% to 10 years for possession of two 
marijuana cigarets. 

Such harsh penalties for marijuana offenses long since have been abandoned 
in Michigan, and Sinclair himself was released after serving 27 months when 
the State Supreme Court ruled his sentence amounted to "cruel and unusual 
punishment." 

But despite-or perhaps because of-a 1972 state law which drastically 
lowered penalties for marijuana offenses, legal confrontations between "pot" 
smokers and law-enforcement officials have been spiraling during the last six 
years. 

In 1969, only 2,823 persons were arrested for marijuana offenses. Since then, 
the cumulative total has hit more than 70,000, reaching a high of 18,563 in 1974. 

Last year's figure represented nearly three-fourllis of all drug arrests in the 
state; the 1969 mark, in contrast, was just under half. 

Now some officials, a few of them unhappy that the law obviously is failing 
to free authorities to concentrate on more "serious" drug offenses, are looking 
'toward a new solution-lowering the penalties even further. 

As part of a nationwide trend toward liberalizing marijuana laws, Michigan 
could become the seventh state to "decriminalize"-though not "legalize"-use 
and possession of the drug. 
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Under consideration in the State House of Representatives is a bill to change 
possession and use of the CannaiJis pI8;~t from a criminal to a civil offense. 

Smoking "weed" still would be illegaJ, but offenders would get a ticket and 
maximum fine of $100 instead of a jail term, and they would not have an arrest 
record. 

If successful, the bill would put Michiga.n in the same category as Oregon, 
California, Alaska, Colorado, Maine and-as of Aug. 22--011io. 

Beginning with Oregon in 1973, all have removed marijuana from the "hard 
drug" classification and reduced penalties in most cases to a maximum $100 
fine ($200 ill Maine). 

Bills to lower penalties for possession also are pending in :iUinnesota and 
Washington, D.C., as well as in Congress. 

In Ohio, for instance, a "pot" smoker can be caught with up to 100 grams of 
marijuana (3% ounces) and after the new law takes effect Nov. 21 will receive 
a maximum fine Of {)nly $100. Up to 200 grams will bring a maximum $250 fine 
and 30-day jail term, 

In contrast, Michigan law stipulated-before the provision was thrown out 
in the State Court of Appeals last year-that possession of two ounces was 
enough to prove intent to deliver (sell), a felony. , 

Michigan law before 1972 provi.jed for maximum prison terms of 10 years 
for possession of marijuana and 20 years to life for sale. 

The current state law calls for maximum sentences of 90 days in jail and a 
$100 fine for use, a one-year term and $1,000 fine for possession and a four-year 
term and $2,000 fine for possession with intent to deliver. . 

Bills to reduce the penalties further have been introduced over the last several 
years but have failed to earn serious consideration, In audition, a petition drive 
organized last year by Rep. Perry Bullard (D-Ann Arbor) to legalize the drug 
fell far short of its goal. 

But the current bill is considered the most promising attempt so far. 
Spcnsored by Rep. William R. Bryant Jr. (R-Grosse Point Farms) and 10 

other legislators, it is expected to gather some bipartisan support. 
After having been introduced two monthl' ago, it now is before the House Ci7il 

Rights Committee, chaired by Bullard, and could be reported out for a vote this 
year. 

The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORIIIL), a 
public-interest lobby based in Washington, intends to participate in the effort'. 

"We've listed Michigan as our top-priority state for '76," explained Keith 
Stroup, NORML director. 

"Michigan actually should have moved before now. I think the trouble was thnt 
the early publicity on the drug tended to be identified with radical interests, alld 
that must have bothered some legislators. 

"We're not a 'pro-pot' group. We support a discouragement policy for all drug 
use, but there are 13 million Americans WilO smoke marijuana regularly, and 
we don't believe they should be saddled with arrest records." 

Bryant, an attorney who is Republican fioor leader in the House, said he COll
siders the pending propo:;:al a "middle grounfl" between the present "hard-line" 
criminal approach and complete legalization. 

"I don't condOlle the use of any drugs," be said, "but its use is becoming so 
widespread that I ju:;:t don't think it should carry a jail term. 

"I am in favor ·of very stiff sentences for many criminal offenses, but I Wink 
we have an obligation to make sentencing ns reasonable as we can in cases lilm 
these," 

Current policy toward marijuana offE'ncl,ers vuries aCl:oss the state. 
A few cities, inclufling Ann Arbor, YpsUanti and East Lansing, have ordinances 

calling for a $5 fine for conviction. Arrests in such cities have tailed off since 
passage. 

More typical is Detroit's ordinance, whicll provides for a 90-day jail term 
and $100 fine. Arrests have incrE'ased from 483 in 1970 to 1,288 last year. },!ost 
r.a~e~ now go through Traffic Court under the ordinance instead of through 
RecordE'r's Court uuder thl>..§.tate law. 

A spokesman for the vV1YYne County prQsecutor said police agel1(:ie-s seldom 
rE'qnest wan'lIuts under the state law except for cases involving unm.mally large 
amount,~ .of the drug. 

In other conntiE'~, however, most communitiE's have no local orclillallCE'S alaI 
continue to deal with offender!:; thrOll!!ll the county prOflecntol' und(>r s,tate law. 

This is true in Oakland and MfI('omb COHnties, wherp spokesmen for the prose{, 
cntors said they have seen no decline in cases since 1972, " 
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However, since the time Sinclair was convicted, public .opinion on marijuana 
appears to have shifted markedly-both legally and medically. 

Although stat.ements to the contrary still receive wide publicity, evidence seems 
to be growing that: 

Although the enactment of milder penalties apparently has stimulated arrests, 
"dE'criminalizing" marijuana may not increase its usage. This view is bolstered 
by the experience in Oregon, where officials contend the action has not con
tributed to any marijuana "explosion" but has channeled police worlc more to
ward violent crime and crime against property. 

Marijuana may not be particularly harmful to users, perhaps less so than 
tobacco or alcohol. This contention is supported by the failure of many recent 
tests to substantiate earlier claims that the drug causes brain damage, birth 
defects, sterility and other disorders. 

Among the organizations going on record in support of removing criminal 
penalties for the use of marijml'na are the American Bar Association, tlle gov
erning board of the American Medical Association, tlle American Public Health 
Association and the National Council of Churches. 

The same position was taken in 1972 and again this year by Consumers Union, 
the prestigious nonprofit testing organization based in l\It.. Vernon, New York. 

In the April, 1975, edition of its magazine, Consumer Reports, the organization 
concluded that marijuana, "like any other drug. is probably harmful in at least 
some respects to at least some users at some dosage levels under some conditions 
of use." 

But. the magazine al'ked : 
"Why should marijuana smokers, unli1{e tobacco smokers and alcohol drinkers 

be deliberately subjected to damage by society in addition to any damage they 
may do to themselves through the use of a dl'ug?" 

NEW JERSEY 

"MARIHUANA AND HASHISH: LAW ENFORCEMENT'S BIGGEST 
ENFORCEMENT PROBLEM" 

A REPORT BY THE NEW JERSEY NARCOTIC ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS ASSOCIATION 

To THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY AND THE GOVERNOR, THE 
LEGISLATURE, AND THE JUDICIARY 

1. INTRODUOTION 

Relatively new among organizations representing the interests of law enforce
ment, the New Jersey Narcotic Enforcement Officers Association was formed in 
1005 to provide a forum for the expression and exchange of ideas, for the train
ing of professionals in drug abuse and enforcement, 'and as the spokesman for all 
persons who resent the ton th'lt drng" have taken upon our youth. 

The Association has grown to 1,500 members, and includes persons involved 
in federal, state, county and municipal law enforcement, and comprised also of 
educators, doctors, probation officers, attorneys, pharmacists, and persons from 
private industry. Unlike those law enforcement-oriented organizations which 
seek to improve the economic conditions of their members. this Association, 
through its members, serves all of the people of the State of New Jersey, and it 
is to them that this report is addressed. 

II. THE PROBLE1>r 

This report is directed to one problem: the possession for u~e of slllall amounts 
of marihuana and hashisll. There are other serious problems, such as bail for 
persons who sell narcotics, mandatory minimum sentenres for those sellers, and 
the general failure of our courts to meet their resPol«,'ilibiIities to the public they 
serve; these problems, however, are the subject of resolutions by the Association 
to be made public at the cOllcl nsion of the conference. 

Because the response to thifl issue-decriminalizing the possession for use of 
certain small amounts of marihuana and hashish-will be more emotional, and 
because the consequences will be far-rea('hin~ (to our lmowledge, no law en
forcement group has taken surh a position), this rell0rt is presented to the people 
of this State In the hope that thereby there will be no misunderstanding as to 
the Association's proposals or the reasons therefor. 
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III. FINDINGS o~' FACT 

These findings of fact are based upon personal experiences by members of 
the Association in the investigation, arrest, prosecution, treatment or rehabilita
tion of more than 10,000 d~'ug offenders. 

Regardless of what arguments may be advanced as to the detrimental or 
beneficial effects of marihuana upon the human body or mind, certain facts we 
find as incontrovertible: 

(a) Marihuana is a popular drug of use and abuse in the United States; 
(b) The Association is absolutely and unalterably opposed to the use of 

marihuana, by whomever and for whatever reason; 
(c) Competent, credible, medical studies confirm that the use of marihuana 

is a destructive influence upon the human psychology and physiology; 
(d) Entertainment personalities, who are watched by, and are an influence 

upon, millions of Americans, regrettably attach to the use of marihuana glamour, 
attractiveness, or humor; 

(e) Most persons who use marihuana generally possess it in small amounts for 
their own use; 

(f) Most of those persons will not go on to a more dangerous drug; 
(g) Most of the arrests by police for marihuana possession involve the class 

of persons in (e) ; 
(h} The pOlice are thereby required to spend much time processing and 

prosecuting that class of persons in (e), and are prevented from uncovering or 
investigating those people who distribute marihuana and other drugs for gain; 

(i) Nothing that has been done by the courts, law enforcement, medicine, 
education, or the media, has substantially influenced people in the use or non
use of marihuana; 

(j) It is unheard of for a person convicted of possession of a small amount of 
marihuana to receive a custodial sentence; 

(k) A substantial number of those people in (e) wiII, by reason of conYiction 
for a marihuana offense, be denied education or employment opportunities, evell 
if they cease USing marihuana; 

(1) A large segment of the public (including tllOse young people who find the 
use of marihuana fashionable, and their parents who cannot understand the 
attraction) has become alienated from the police officers who are sworn to serve 
that public. 

(m) Ten (10) grams of marihuana will make twenty-eight (28) to thirty (30) 
cigarettes, an amount which the President's Commission on Marihuana found to 
be a month's supply for the casual user; 

(n) An amount more than ten nO) grams of marihualla tends to encourage 
a person to give it to friends or sell it, acts equally puni8hable as "distribution" 
by our law; 

(0) No matter what jurisdictions lIaye decriminalized the use or possession 
of marihuana, those jurisdictions continue to take n. strong position against 
liistribution in any foJ'm. 

1\'. RECOMMENDATIONS 

We are not urging the adoption of our recommendations because of per
sonal cOIlYiction or phiIosoph~'. We (10 think something shOuld be done that will 
acknowledge (a) the frustration of past efforts and (b) the Associations use .. 
fulneRs in proYiding meaningful solutions to problems facing society ana law 
enforcement. 

We are concerned with the monumental law enforcement administrative 
requirements and the court proceedings that follow an arrest for a small amount 
of marijuana; that the efforts of these officers are needed in other areas of 
enforcement; that the people arrested will in all probabilit~' never commit 
any other type of offenl'le (otller than a marijuann. offl?nse) throughout their 
liyes; that they are the type of offenders who would neyer receive a custodial 
sentence; and that -the cost to the public and the waste of officers' energy anll 
ability further impede the I?ffective admil1ishu;Jon of justice. 

We recommend, therefore, that Section 20 of the Controled Dangerous Sub
stances Act. (N.J·.S.il. 24 :21-1 at seq.) be. amended to read: 

(i) Possession of ter'. (10 grams or less of marijuana, including anr 
adulterants or dilutlll1tS, or posSeS!;J1))l of one (1) gram or less of hashish, is 
a nuisll w::e. Tlte substance shall be seized by any law enforcement officer. 
The po~sessor thereof shall be issued a SUlllmons and shall be subject to a 
fine not to exceed $100; . 

(ii) Possel'lsion of lUore than ten (10) grams of marijuana, but less 
than twenty-five (25) grams, including any adulterants or dilutants, or over 



more than one more than one (1) gram of hashish but less but five (5) 
grams, is a disorderly persons offense; 

(iii) In a prosecution or proceeding under subsections (i) or (ii) above, 
written certification by a chemist certified by the State Department of 
Health srall be accepted as evidence by the court in such prosecution or 
proceedi;lg as proof of the results of analyses performed by such chemist. 

Possessir.a of more than twenty-five (25) grams of marijuana should con
tinue to J'e a high misdemeanor; and the unlawful use of any control'ed danger
ous sub'~tance should continue to be a disorderly persons offense. 

Thl: use and abuse of alcohol by millions, while socially accepta ble, are no 
reap,ons to permit, support or encourage the disablement of- another twenty 
willion Americans thereby the use and abuse of marijuana. 

We cannot stress enough the importance of understanding the position of the 
Association: we oppose the use of marijuana; we favor the decriminalization of 
the possession for use of small amounts of marijuana only as a solution tu an 
enforcement problem-and we continue to oppose strongly any move to legalize 
further the possession or distribution of marijuana and hashish. 

NEW YORK 

[From the New York Post, July 1, 1975] 
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C=J NO REFORMS
INTRODUCED 

Post Map bv Mlcha.1 De Donn 

l\ll1rlJlIllna law reform Is unller way .In the U.S., a~; this map shows. Four states have 
decriminalized, }JOS!;!lssion, fOlir are coltstdering it, 15 have cOl'l.sidered such measures ' 
without PIlsslng.them, and seven ha\'() ll!nited.rnltxilmun.penaItles .of 00 days or lesll.1· 

POT BAN GOING Up IN SMOKE 

(By Dick Brass) 

For th:e first time since the D.S, nutlawed marlliuana in the 1930s, an end 
to harsh llenalties for pri'rate pot possession ~vpears a r('al prospect. 

Ou Wednesday, Oallfornia became the fifth state-the fourth ]u ~ecent weeks
to end jail sentences for possession of small amo1'<nts vf the drug. 
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Last May, Alaska's Supreme Court went even further and ruled private 
use of marihuana in one's home a constitutionally protected right. 

And now, ~'he Post has learned, a llpecial, 15 member task force of 'White 
House Domestic Counsel studying federal drug policy is seriously considering 
calling for an easing of the federal marihuana laws. 

If liberal consultants to the task force have their way, the group will recom
mend to the President ill September that possession of small quantities of pot 
be "decriminalized." 
. Dnder this reform, violators would be subject to a fine-like the penalty 
unposed for going through a red light, for instance·-bgt not to the stigma of 
imprisonment ancl a criminal record. "-' 

The Oregon, Alaska, COlorado, and Maine legislatures ·have already enacted 
similar measures (Califol'l1ia henceforth won't jail pot users, but still considers 
their act a misdemeanor). 

While few individuals are prosecuted under the federal law, it has served 
as a model for the states since Congress first outlawed marihuana in 1937. 

And should Ford embrace decriminalization, state officials interviewed 
throughout the country agree, pressure on states to liberalize their OW11 statutes 
would become intense. 

The question they pose is whether Forel can afford to back a potentially 
controversial reform in an election year. 

Or, they ask, will he chose to follow the example of President Nixon, who 
ignored similar advice offered by the National COllllllission on Marihuana and 
Drug Abuse in 1972? 

"This is a much more open-minded Administration, from what I've been able 
to perceive," said Richard Parsons, the task force's director. 

"I don't have any preconceived notions about the direction we're going in." 
Bac\rers of elecriminalization, interestingly enough, base some of their hopes 

for an "open-minded" President 011 the Ford family itself. . 
It's one of Washington's non-secrets that some of the President's children 

have from time to time smol,ed pot (lUI's. Ford conceded as much in an early 
interview). And the pro-pot crusaders count them as well-placed lobbyists. 

Generally accepted estimates put the number of regular marihuana users 
in the nation at 13 million, and there are roughly 30 million other Americans 
Who have tried the drug. 

The first inkling of an Administration reappraisal of marihuana laws
whi('h led to more than 420,000 arrests last year-came in May. 

Testifying before a Senate Judiciary subcommittee hearing on a marihuana 
decriminalization bill, introduced by several liberal Senators and until no, 
given slim hope of passage, Justice Dept. counsel Donald Miller conspicuously 
deleted the department's customary, formal recommendation against such legis
lation from his remarlts. 

Indeed, a survey by The Post indicates that throughout the country a re
appraisal of the various marihuana statutes is under way. , 

In addition to the fiye states which will no longer jail'vot smoll:ers, seven 
states now have maximum penalties of under 90 days (Nebraska has a one
week sentence for possession of amounts up to one pound). 

In the District of Columbia and three states-Wisconsin, l\Iichigan, and 
Ohio-decriminalization reforms are under consideration. 

III 15 states-including New York-reforms were introduced in the most 
recent legislative session but failed to pass. 

And in several states-including New York-first offenders are customarily 
granted a dismissal of cllarges or a low fine. 

A FEW GET TOUGHEU 

In only 20 states last year no move to lighten tue pot laws was made. 
In a handful of states, however, the legislatures !ire leaning toward touguer 

laws. Indiana, for example, passed an act prohibiting the sale of pives, cigaret 
holders, and other paraphernalia often associated with m!l.rihuana use. 

The current reappraisal, lllany legislators admit is fueled by contradictory 
medical evidence on marijuana's danger. 

Although it is no longer seriously maintained that the various plants of the 
genus Cannabis will make a smoker "mad" or lead to heroin addiction, research
ers in recent years have indicted the herb for causing braiu damage, lowering 
the body's disease resistance, disrupting chromosomeS, enlarging mule breasts 
and lowering male sex hormone levels. 

83-313 0 - 77 - S9 
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But other researchers have found evidence that tends to dispute the findings
or have been unable to verify and repeat the original tests. 

Because of this evidentiary jumble the Alaskan Supreme Court ruled on 
May 27 that the state had no right to invade citizen's constitutionally protected 
privacy by banning the use of marihuana in the home. 

Although many states lack Alaska's specific protection of privacy in their 
own constitutions, Supreme Court decisions in recent years have evoked the 
principle of personal privacy to protect citizen's rights to contraceptive devices, 
abortion, and in-home pornography. 

"Why not marihuana 1" asks RicharcI Kelley. a 30-year-Old Tacoma, Wash., 
attorney who is defending a teenager there accused of pot possession in what 
he hopes will be a test case similar to the Alaskan challenge. 

OTHER LAWSUITS 

Similar suits have been entered into in California, IJouisiana, Illinois and the 
District of Columbia. If successful-and they may well be, according to some 
constitutional lawyers, including Cornell University law professor William 
Kaplin-private pot possession and use at home will become sanctioned. 

"The problem," says Kaplin, "will be getting your marihuana home." Because 
tIle courts have allowed communities to ban the sRIe of certain pornography, 
he suggests, public use and sale of marihuana could also be outlawed. 

The thrust of reform in those states where it has been enacted has been to 
minimize penalties for the use of marihuana. Sale of the drug is still treated 
as a crime. 

The high court's limited definition of privacy and opposition from conservative 
legislators aren't the only bars to eventual full legalization of marihuana. As 
a signatory to the 1061 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, the U. S. is pledged 
to outlaw Cannabis. . 

ONE SOLUTION 

One solution, according to state officiall:, would be to withdraw from the 
treaty-a solution which might even plea3e other signatories, who stand to 
benefit as growers of the $3.5 billion worth of marihuana Americans are esti
mated to consume annually. 

That "solution," if it ever comes, is, by even the most optimistic estimates. 
years away. 

In the meantime, decriminalization, as a halfway measure is viewed warily 
by some pot smokers, who fear it will block eventual legalization. 

The champion of decriminalization is an organization called NORML-the 
Natll'lual Organization to Reform Marihuana Laws. 

l<'liilded by the ::?layboy Foundation and directed by an energetic young lawyer, 
Keith Stroup (a pot smoker himself), NORl\IL has had a hand in most pro-pot 
lobbying and lawsuit efforts to date. 

Originally demanding full legalization or nothing, NORML changed its tune 
for pragmatism's sal,e, and now counts among Lts allies the American Bar Assn., 
the Governing Board of the American l\Iedical Assn., and B'nai B'rith. 

EASTLAND PANEL 

NORl\IL's main organized opposition in Washington is from l\IississiI>pi Sen. 
James Eastland's Internal Security Subcommittee. 

Formerly known for its anti-Communist inquiries, the subcommittee last year 
investigated and publicized the hazards of marihuana amI its derivatives after 
it was discovered that U.S. soldiers guarding nuclear weapons overseas had used 
hllf:!hish. 

"If those people think we're going to sit here and tal{e half a million arrests, 
the~"re crazy." Stroup says. 
. "We represent 13 million people in this country-and we'ie winning. The poli
ticians can no longer 'ignore us." 
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[From the New York Times, July m, 1971)] 

IN A SOMETIMES BITTER FIGHT, STA'fES AND CITIES ARE EASING :lIARIHUANA LA WS 

(By Lesley Oelsner) 

WASHINGTON, July 12-The criminal penalties for the private poss~ssion ~::: 
marihuana are beginning to fall; so are the criminal sanctions for smoklllg marl
lmana, at least at home. 

1.'hey are being toppled, in an often b'ittel'ly fought nationwide drive, by a com
bination of IJolitics, practicality and a growing sense that the typical marihuana 
smoker is not a criminal. 

In the }ast two months, Alaslm, Maine, Oolol'Udo and California have enacted 
laws that make the possession of small amounts of marihuana in one's home a civil 
offense rather than a crime, punishable only by a small fine. 

Alasl,'a's Supreme Court went a step furtlwl', ruling unanimously on May 27 
that the right to priyaey protectetl an adult's possession of marihuana intended 
for personal use. 

"It appears tllat the use of marihuana, as it is presently used in the United 
States ,today. does not constitute a public health problem of any significant dimen
sions," the court said. 

Next week the Ollio Senate and the District of Columhia City Council will each 
hold br urings on si:n11a1' so-called "decriminalization" legislation involving pri
yate possession of small amouuts of marihuana. In both cases prospects for en
actment are considered strong. 

In Minnesota, one house of the state Legislature has passed a similar measure 
and the other house is expected to do so when it reconvenes in January. 

III Hawaii, where the presiclent of the state Senate, John T. Ushijima, strongly 
favors ,the abolition of criminal penalties, decriminalization is also conSidered 
likely in the next session. 

In other places, prosecntorsare deciding 011 their OW11 not to enforce anti
marihuana laws. In Montgomery County, Md., Stnte's Attorney Andrew L. Sontler 
announced on June 26 that his office w'Ollld no longer prosecute "small" cases in
volving possession in the home. 

HASHISH INCLUDED 

In some areas, such as Alaska, Hashish-a stronger though Similar substance
is includec11n the decriminalization laws. 

All of this takes place in the face of decades of stringent al1timarihuana laws 
throughout the country and rapidly rising arrests for marihnana use '01' posses
sion. Oregon enacted 'a decriminalization law in October, 1973, reducing the 
penalty for posseSSion of less than an ounce to $100, with a traffic-citation-like 
system rather than arrest. Until this year, though, it was the only state with snch 
a law. 

The new trend still does not go so far as many reformers wouldlil;:e-removing 
all legal pE'nalties for both iJossession and llse, at least for adults. Legislatures in 
some states sueh as Illinois and South Carolina defeated or }:illed decriminaliza
tion bills this year, and ill some areas, especially the Soutll, resistance to change 
remains strong. 

Neyacla, Vermont and Wyoming tightened their marihuana laws this y{'!ar, 
albeit slightly, so that all strains of mat'ijuana are included in the general 
prohibition. 

Legislatures in about half the states cOllsJderecldecriminalizati(l1l bills this 
year, and in S0111e areas, the bills piclmd up stl'OnH support. 

In Arizona and New Hampshire, while oue house of each legislature defeated 
bills, the other house passed them. III New Jers,ey, Attorney General Willium 
Hyland snpports decrimil1alizn:tion for possession of small amounts for personul 
use, in Wisconsin, tlle state Controlled Substauees :Soard, Dr. JOSE'ph Bellfol'acle, 
says that the board plans to recommend to the GO'vernor that decriminalization 
legislation be introduced in January. 
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SIGNIFICANT DECISION 

In New Y'ork, Governor Carey-while not making 'a major effort on marihuana 
law reform-has stated his support for it. 

Two bills are pending in CO'1gress, one calling for removal of all penalties and 
one providing for a civil fine for possession of small :amounts, similar to those 
enacted in states such as Oregon. 

Also, in the latest development in a lengthy lawsuit brought by the National 
Organization for the Reform of Marihuana Laws, the major reform organiza
tion working on the matter, an administrative judge in the Justice Department's 
Drug Enforcement Administration recently issued a decision that could lead to 
Significant reform. 

Judge Lewis F. Parl,er found that the United states could, consistent with its 
international treaty obligations, shift "cannabis" and "cannabis resin"-the 
products that generally make up marihuana-from the most controlled list of 
drugs to a lesser list, .and that it could decontrol cannabis seeds and artificial 
cannabis altogether. 

He recommended that the auministrator ask the Secretary of Health, Educa
tion and 'Welfare to make a scientific and medical evaluation and a recommenda
tion regarding the appropriate schedule of controlled drugs on which the ma
terials should be placed. 

The major potential impact of the ruling, according to Peter Meyers, counsel 
for the National Organization for the Reform of Marihuana Laws, is in the 
medical area. Reclassification of marihuana could lead to authorization of its use 
for medical purposes, he said. 

The administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration, Henry S. Degin, 
is expected to decide soon whether to accept Judge Parker's recommendation, 

The new decriminalization laws and bills reflect a common pattern: PrivatI:! 
possession, generally in the home, is a civil rather than a criminal offense if the 
amount is small-one ounce in some places, 100 grams (about three ounces) in 
other places-with a citation, similar to a traffic ticket, given. The fine is rela
tively small, $100 or $200. 

As a practical matter, this means smoking at home won't be punished as a 
crime either, according to Mr. Meyers. Among other things, many stales' olel 
laws 'On marihuana prohibited pOllsession but not use; also, various court rulings 
centered on the question of whether an example of use-passing a "joint" 
around at a party-was enough to meet the ban on possession, and not on wheth· 
er the use was a crime in itself. 

Some of the new laws and bills also reduce penalties for other offenses. Publi(! 
display or consumption in Colorado is subject to arrest but punishable only br 
a maximum of a $100 fine and 15 days in jail. 

However, some of the laws and bills restate or increase the penalties for salE> 
of marihuana and other drugs. 

This raises the question: Why is it a crime-of tel' punishable by lengthy prison 
terms-to sell people marihuana if it is not a crime for these people to lwvp 
the marihuana sold them? 

The answer lies in the trend toward decriminalization, in the reasons for thp. 
trenci and for the opposition to it. 

Involved are public opinion; the rising number of marihuana arrests, morl' 
than 400,000 last year, often 'Of young people ",:10 may be burdened by the arrest 
records for life: the growing popularity of marihtlana, not just for teen-agel's 
and college students hut for members of the middle class; the developing scien
tific research about the effects of marihuana; moral and religious scruples, the 
huge bother and cost (about $100-million a year just in California) of enforcing 
marihuana laws and extensive lobbying efforts across the country by the National 
Organization for the Reform of Marihuana Laws, directed by a lawyer named 
Keith Stroup. 

Then there is the decades-old view of marihuana as .a dangerous drug, a view 
still held by many people, such as Attorney General Rufus L, Edmiston of 
North Carolina, who said: "We feel that marihuana is a stepping stone to 
harder drugs and oftentimes the person selling marihuana also has harder drugs 
to sell. " 

There are disputos even in s~ientific circles about the effects of marihuana. 
In 1972, the National Commission on MarihuRna and Drug Abuse called for 

the abolition of criminal penalties for the personal possession and private use of 
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the drug. However, it also concluded that because of scientific uncertainty about 
the effects, the laws should continue to c]iscourage marihuana use-hence, sell
ing for profit should still be a crime. 

[From the New York Post, July 14, 1975J 

SEE~[S IT'S HARD To GET BUSTED FOR POT HERE 

(By Dick Brass) 

Last Thursday, a reporter placed a crudelr-roUed imitation-marijuana cig
aret (it contained a mixture of spices-oregano and taragon) in his pocket and 
went out to perform a test. 

On the corner of ,9th St. and Second Ay., the casually-dressed young man lit up 
his "joint" as conspicuously as possible, puffing pungent fumes into the wind. 

After a minute or so ... a crowd waiting for a bus continued to ignore him. A 
man sitting against a building peered suspiciously, but said nothing. A passing 
police officer took no notice whatsoever. 

l'he experiment was repeated in front of other policemen and private citizens 
at various Manhattan locations-in front of foreign embassies, at intersections 
near parked police cruisers. 'fIle reporter was not questioned, or even interrupted. 
No one, it semed, could care less. 

All of which is to suggest that although New York boasts the toughest pot law 
in the nation (a single cigaret cun mean a year in jail; posseSSion of an ounce or 
more, 15 years) New York City cops do not appear eager to enforce it. 

Nor, for that matter, are the prosecutors anxious to prosecute. First offenders 
caught with a small quaJ1tit~· of marijuana nre routinely offered an adjournment 
in contemplation of dismissal-which means that if the offender stays clean for 
six months, the charges are dropped and the record is sealed. 

"My position is baSically we're o'\'"erloaded with homicides, rapes, armed rob
beries-all of which are more serious matters than smoking marijuana," says 
l\:Ianhattan District Attorney Robert l\Iorgenthau. "We in a sense have decrim
inalized marijuana here." 

Other states, of course, ha ye decriminalized pot more formally: In Maine, Colo. 
rado, Oregon, and Alaslm, legislatures have decided smoldng pot is equivalent to 
atiuffic violation-the person receives a fine lilce a speeding ticket, but there's no 
formal record of arrest or imprisonment. 

In California, possession Of an ounce of marijuana is still a misdemeanor, but 
the maximum penalty is a $100 fine. Elsewhere, maximum penalties for smaU· 
time possession vary from se'\'"en days in Nebraska to the six-month and one-year 
penalties fonnel in most states. 

The trend toward marijuana reform has not been lost on the city's represev 
tatives in Albany. And during the past legislative session, five different reform. 
measures were introduced. 

The lllost liberal, sponsored by Assemblyman Alan Revesi (D-Queens) and 
Sen. Franz Leiehter (D-l\:Ian.) would have established a Marijuana Control Au· 
thority to regulate its sale in the state. 

The bill never had a chance of passage, lllany legislators concede. Other pr() 
posals called for lightening the current penalty to 15 days in jail for first offend· 
ers, legalizing possession of up to one ounce, and legalizing up to foul' ounces. 
And still another bill would have authorized a statewide referendum on the 
subject. 

Though GOY. Carey among others has supported some kind of marijuana re· 
form, those particular five measures remained locked in committee. What's hold
ing up the show, many in Albany complain, is Senate Majority Leader Warren 
AnderSf)n (R. Binghamton). 

"There's a very simple reason why no marijuana bills have passed in this 
state," ~aid one Carey aide. "Sen. Auderson doesn't want them passed." 

THEY'RE LEERY 

State offieials interviewed suggested that as long as the powerful Republican 
leader remains opposed to reform, few legislators from conservative upstate 
districts will talce l)olitiral riskR for measures that have little I'hanee of being 
approved. 
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Anderson, husy of late with budget matters, acknowledged through an aide 
that he was opposed to legalizing pot, but disputed the idea that his opposition 
had strangled reform. 

Meanwhile, to be sure, city police are still arresting pot smokers. In 1971, 
2,122 people were arrested here for possession. The figure rose to 2,308 in 1972 
and 4,607 in 1973. It appears to be higher for last year, although complete statis
tics are Hot yet available. 

But the number' of people smoking marijuana and the amount being imported 
is also thought to have risen sharply in recent years. 

"If pOlice were arresting people today with the same vigor they used in 1970, 
there would. be 100,000 New Yorkers in jail," insists Keith Stroup, a young 
lawyer and lobbyist who directs the 'Washington-based National Organization to 
Reform Marijuana Laws. 

In fact, recent surveys indicate 13 million Americans regularly smoke pot-a 
figure representing about eight per cent of the adult population. The same figure 
applied to New York City alone would suggest there are more than 400,000 pot 
smokprs here. 

Interviews conducted by The Post show these include not only young adults, 
but middle-aged doctors, lawyers, successful businessmen, government and 
elected officials and even some poli(!emen. 

For more affluent smokers here, there exists a special breed of pot dealer 
supplying potent Thai-grown marijuana, for ('xample, at $175 to $250 an ounce
ten timps the price of' thp more common, domestic product. 

Upstate, however, the drug scene appears less eXotic-and the relative free
dom from arrest and prosecution enjoyed by city residents simply does not exist 
in many northern counties. 

"You're almost dealing with two different states," offered Clarence Sundram, 
Gov. Carey's assistant counEel and adviser regarding drug affairs. "What hap
pens in New York City is not at un the same as what happens upstate. If you're 
caught in lhe north country, you can go up the riYer for a long time." 

Upstate, fines and even prison sentences are meted out for marijuana possession 
as well as mljournments in contemplation of dismissal. Statistics supplied by the 
8tate Dept. of Correctional Services show 11 people went to prison last year for 
possessing less than a pound of pot-five for possessing an ounce or less. 

And while details are somewhat sketchy, it is belieyed most of these offenders 
were sentenced in upstate counties. 

But even upstate, some prosecutors are beginning to move toward easing 
marijnana penalties. 

CLASH OF VALUES 

In rural Tomplrins County, in the Finger Lalces region, pot smoking has been 
all issue for more than a decade, reflecting at times a clash of values between 
the conservative residents and the student community surrounding Cornell Uni
versity and Ithaca College there, 

Prior to 1968, conservative DA Richard Thaler vigorously prosecuted pot 
smokers and dealers alike. But that year, Thaler lost his reelection bid to a 
former New York City lawyer, Matthew l\fcHugh. 

Now a Congressman representing the area, McHugh shifted emphasis from 
users to dealers, and the trend continued under his successor, William Sullivan, 
a local lawyer. • 

Sullivan, however, indicted many people for selling extremely small amounts
and liberal residents aml students often complained that those indicted were only 
making "friendly," not-for-profit sales to pOlice agents they failed to recognize. 

Last fall, Sullivan was in turn defeated by Joseph .Tocll, a former New Yorl{ 
City assistant DA, and one election issue was again marijuana. 

The court calendar, Joch said, had become jammed with small-time dealing 
('harges. And now, he says, law enforcement otI1cials in the county will concen
tt'ate on other drugs. 

"Really, it's a matter of evolution," Joch suggested. "When there is no other 
crime in a county, marijuana is a big problem. But in time, prosecutors find they 
are better served prosecuting robbery and other charges. Marijuana just <;~ems 
less important." 
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[From the New York Times, Mllr. 21, 197-6] 

CAREY BILL WOULD EASE P.E\NALTY FOR POSSESSION OF MARIHUANA 

(By Ronald Smothers) 

ALBANY, March 20-Governor Carey has been privately circulating among 
legislators a rough draft of a bill to decriminalize the possession ot up to 
two ounces of marihuana and the transfer, as a gift, of up to one ounce. 

However, the proposal maintains stiff penalties for the sale of any amount. 
Details of the proposed legislation were sketchy, but the outlines of the meas

ure considerably blunted the sharp differences in the public interpretation of 
Governor Carey's original proposal and the views of the Senate majority leader, 
IYarrenl\I. Anderson, Republican of Binghamton. 

When the Goyernor in his February State of the State message advocated 
decriminalization of "the sale and possession of up to two ounces" of marihuana, 
lUI'. Anderson vowed to defeat any bill that lessened the penalties for sale. He 
also opposed the two-ounce ceiling as too liberal. 

G.O.P. PREPARES PROPOSAL 

The Governor's proposal is one of several before the Legislature this year 
that deal with varying degrees of decriminalization. Assemblyman Richard N. 
Gottfried, Democrat-Liberal of l\Ianhattan introcluced a clecriminalization bill 
t,yO weeks ago, and yesterday the Senate minority leader, l\Ianfred Ohrenstein, 
Democrat-Liberal of :Manhattan, introduced his own proposal. Senator Douglas H. 
Barclay, Republican of Pulaski, whose cocles committee helcl two hearings on 
the subject last fall, saicI that a Republican proposal was being prepared and 
woulcl be introclucecl in a few weel,s. 

Mr. Ohrenstein, trying to mute some expectecl Republican opposition, proposed 
the clecriminalization of possession of up to two ounces of marihuana, main
taining penalties for sale ancl setting stiffer penalities for sale of marihuana to 
to someone uncleI' 18 years of age. UncleI' current law, possession of up to a 
half an ounce is a felony, carrying a seven-.fear prison sentence, ancl possession 
of one ounce or more can mean up to 15 year's imprisonment. 

Mr. Ohrenstein's bill proyicles recluced jail sentences, ranging from 15 days to 
one year, for possession of more than two ounces, and it manclates that judges 
adjourn proceedings involving first offenclers for marihuana possession in con
templation of eventual dismissal. This would mean that first offenclers with no 
arrests in the subsequent year woulcl have the charges dismissed automatically. 

nIl'. Ohrenstein's bill proposes to make possession of under two ounce a viola
tion punisl1nble by ·a $100 fine under the public health law, rather than the 
penal law. An aide to the minority leader said, "You aren't really clecriminalizing 
it unless you remove it from the penal cocle." 

"It's a nice concept," said Senate Barclay, "but I don't think that it will be 
aeceptable. It has to stay in the penal law because>, although we are changing 
dire>ction on this, we don't want to go too far and too fast." 

He addpd that the Republicans' proposal was moving toward making possession 
of up to one ounce a violation unde>r the penal code, redncing penalties but not to 
the Jeyeladyocated by Mr. Ohrenstein. 

1'llere is, however, an a,gl'eement among the Governor and Republicans ancl 
Democrats in the Legi131atu1'e that transfer of small quantities of marihuana with
out an "exchange of mon('y or other valuable considerll.tions" shoulcl also be de
criminalized. 

Currently when one person gives another a marihuuna cigarett(', that is defined 
in law as a sale. JUl'. Gottfriecl's bill equat€s possession and tl'!lnsfer, levJ'ing fines 
and penalties ranging from a $100 penlll-code violation to four yeal's' imprison
ment. Mr. Ohrenstein PI'oposes a change in the definition of sale, making it clear 
that money or other valuables must be exchanged. 

l\Ir. Barelay said that the Re>publicans were moving in the direction of accept
ing such a proposal. "IVe want to mal,e sure, .thongh, that we continue to get 
the people who U!:e selling marihuana," he adcled. 
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NYSEA 

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTION 

Committee on Revision of Criminal Low 
1973-1974 

July 1, 1975 

Mr. John Rector 
A. 504 - United States Senate 
~ashington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Rector: 

I enclose herewith the proposed legislation 
I have drafted'wl,!ch would decriminalize marijuana in 
New York" together with a memDrandum. : Whil:e the legis
lation has the endorsement of the leaders of our 
Criminal Justice Section it has not as yet been en
dorsed by the entire Association. 

If I can in any way help to move things along 
towards decriminalization in the Federal arena, please 
do not hesitate to call on me. 

... 

veTf!J!f;:~~ 
DA~:?MICHAELS 
342 Madison Avenue 
New York, N~ York 10017 
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PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO EFFECTUATE MARIJUANA . 
LAW REVISIONS. AND DECRDIINALIZATION . REVISED 
SECOND DRAFT - MARCH • 1975. *' 

DRAFTED BY THE COMMITTEE ON REVISION OF THE 
CRIM~NAL LAW OF THE CRIN>J:NAL JUSTICE SECTION 
OF THE NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION. 

AN ACT 

David S. Michaels, Chairman 
Sub-Committee on Drug Use 

.. 342 Madison Avenue ' 
New York, New York 10017 

To amend the penal law and public heal~h law, in relation to 

modifying the penalties for possession and sale 0.£ marijuana, 

amending the definition of sale and presumptions of possession, 

and repe?ling Section 240. 36 of such penal law. 

The People 0f the State of New York, represented in 

S~nate and Assembly, do enact as follows: 

* Substantive distinctions between this and the prior draft 
of this proposed legislation exist within Sections one, six 
and.fifteen. Corrective revisions have been made in Sections 
three, four, eighteen and nineteen. The new. crime of criminal 
use of marijuana, previously proposed to be enacted as a new 
Section 220.65, by the prior draft's Section fifteen, has been 
mo/ved to 220.02 ,as proposed by this drafts's Section~_five, 

.without substantive revisions) and the sections of this pro
posed legislation have been renumbered. A revised memorandum 
accompanies the second draft. It· should be noted that this 
Committee draft differs from that tecommended by some Section 
leaders as specified above, and at Sections four and twelve. 
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Section 1. Section 3382 of the public health law, 

as added· by chapter eight hundred seventy-eight of the laws 

oflnineteen hundred seventy-two, is hereby amended to read 

a·s fo llows : 

Sec. 3382. Growing or possessing marijuana by un

licensed persons. 1; person who, without being licensed so to 

do under this article, grows ~ plant or plants.of the genus 

Cannabis, ~r knowingly allows it t~ grow on his land without 

destroying the same, or who possesses marijuana, shall be guilty 

of (3 violati.on, which shall be punishable solely by the imposition 

of a ~ivil, .f.ine of not more than one hundred dollars. 

Section 2. Subdivision· one of ·Section 3387 of the public 

health law, as added by chapter eight hundred seventy eight of 

the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-two is hereby amended as 

follows: 

1. Any controlled substance which has been manufactured, 

distributed, dispensed or acquired in violation of this ~ticle, 

or the lawful possession of which cannot be ascertained LIs 

hereby declared to be a public nuisance and7 may be seized 

·by a peace officer and shall be forfeited, and disposed of 

as follows: 

Section 3. Subdivision two of Section 240.45 of the 

penal law, as added by. chapter two hundred thirty of the laws 

of nineteen hundred sixty-five, is hereby amended to read as 

follows: 
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2 •. He knowingly conducts or maintains any premises, 

place or resol't where persons gather for purposes of engaging 

in~lawfuIZ crim~ conduct. Criminal nuisance is a class 

B·misdemeanor. 

Section 4. Subdivision one of Section 220.00 of the 

penal law, ap added by chapter two hundred seventy-six of 

the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-three, is hereby 

amended to read as follows: 

L "Sell" means to sell, exchange, /i,iv'e' or.dispose 

of to another or offeY: to. agree to the same? or otherwise 

transfer for consideration. 

Section 5. Section 220.02 of such penal law is hereby 

en~.ted to read as follows: 

Section 220.02 Criminal use of marijuana. 

A person is guilty of criminal use of marijuana, when 

he possesses marijuana in a public place and such marijuana 

is burning or open to public view. Criminal use of marijuana 

is a class B. misdemeanor. 

Section six. Section 220.03 of such penal law, as 

added by chapter-two hundred seventy-six of the laws of 

nineteen hundred seventy-three is hereby amended to read as 

follows: 
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Sec. 220.03 Criminal. ·possession of a controlled 

substance in the eighth degree. 

A person i~ guilty of criminal possession of a controlled 

.' substance in the eighth degree when he knowingly and un

lawfully possesses a contr~led substance, unless such 

possession shall be of less than four ounces of marijuana • 

.. Criminal possessj.on of a controlled substance in the eighth 

degree is a class A misdemeanor. 

Section 7. Section 220.04 of such penal law is hereby 

enacted to read as fol19WS: 

Section 220.04, Criminal possession of' a controlled 

substance in the seventh degree. 

A person is guilty of criminal possessio~ of a controlled 

substance in the seventh degree when he knowingly and unla\~fully 

possesses more than eight ounces of marijuana. Criminal 

possession of a controlled substance in the seventh degree 

is a class E felony. 

Section 8, Subdivision one of Section 220.06 of such 

penal law, as added by chapter two hundred seventy-six of 

the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-three, and as amended 

by chapter ten hundred fifty-one of the laws of nineteen 

hundred seventy-three, is hereby amended to read as fol.lo\~s: 

1. A controlled substance other than marijuana with 

intent to sell it; or 
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Section 9. Subqivision three or Section ,220.06 

of such penal law, as added by chapter two hundred seventy-six 

of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-three, as amended by 

chapter ten hundred fifty-one of the laws of nineteen hundred 

se"enty-three is hereby repealed. ' 

Section 10. Subdivision four of Section 220.06 of 

such penal law', as added by chapter two hundred seventy-six 

of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-three and as amended 

by chapter ten hundred fifty-one of the law~ of nineteen 

hundred seventy-three, is hereby repealed. 

Section 11. Subdivisions ten and'eleven of Section 

200.09 of such penal law, as added by chapter two hundred 

seventy-six of the laws of nineteen hunqred seventy-three, and . 

as am~nded by chapter ten hundred fifty-one of the laws of 

nineteen hundred seventy-three are hereby repealed. 

Section 12. Subdivision two of 'Section 220.16 of 

such penal law, as added by chapter two hundred seventy-six 

of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-three and as amended 

by chapter ten hundred fifty-one of the laws of nineteen 

hundred seventy-three is hereby amended to read as fo~lows: 

2. A stimulant, hallucinogen, hallocinogenic 

substance, or lysergic acid diethylnmade, with intent 
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to sell it and has previously been convicted of an 

offense presently defined in article two hundred twenty 

or the attempt or conspiracy to commit any such offense, 

except that any such prior conviction based solely upon 

~he possession or sale of marijuana shall not constitute a 

prior conviction within the meaning of this section. 

Section 13. Section 220.25 of such penal law, as 

amended by chapter ten hundred forty-four of the laws of 

nineteen hundred seventy-one and chapters two hundred 

seventy-six and two hundred seventy eight o.f the laws of nineteen 

hundred seventy-three is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Section 220.25 Criminal poss~ssion of a controlled 

substance; presumption. 

1. The presence of a controlled substance in 

an automobile, other than a public omnibus, is presumptive. 

evidence of knowing possession thereof by ~ach and every 

person in the automobile at the time such controlled 

substance was found; except that such presumption does 

not apply (a) to a duly licensed operator of an automobile 

who is at the time operating it for hire in the lawful 

and proper pursit of his trade, or (b) to any person 

in the automobile if one of them, having obtairied the 
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controlled substance and not being under duress, be . 

authorized to. possess it and such controlled substance 

is in the same container as when he received possession 

.thereof, or (c) when the controlled substance is con-

cealed upon the person of one of thil occupants, or 

(d) when the controlled substance is marijuana, or 

(e) where the occupants lack access to and a plain 

view of such substance. 

2. The presence of a Rarcotic drug, ~ 

narcotic preparation ZOr marijuana? ip. open view in a 

room, other than a public place, unde':.: Elircumstances 

evincing an i.ntent by the occupants of such room to 

unlawfully mix, compound, package or otherwise prepare 

for sale such controlled substance is presumptive 

evidence of 6knowinil possession thereof by each 

such occupant,except that such presumption does not apply 

to such persons if (a) any.,2 l-tt5'h pzrz.gp!i it ,~,uJ,h?rized 

~.J;~ .t.e--e,ossess t~.; c.9f1!30Hed..-5Ub~=( and does in faa!;. 
y'. v c::> 

do s~ or (b) one of them has such controlled substance on 

his person. 

Section 14. Section 220.29 of such penal law is 

hereby enacted to read as follows: 
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Section 220.29 Criminal sale of a controlled 

substance in",the eighth degree. 

A person is guilty of criminal sale of a controlled 

£ubstance in the eighth degree when he knowinglY and 

unlawfully sells marijuana. Criminal sale of a 

controlled substance in the eighth degree is a class A 

misdemeanor'. 

Section 15. Section 220.30 of such penal law 

" is hereby enacted, to read as follows: 

Sect:!,m 220.30. Criminal sale of a controlled 

substance in the seventh degree. 

A person is guilty of criminal sale of a controlled 

substance in the seventh degree when he knowingly and 

unlawfully sells more than four ounces of marijuana. 

Criminal sale of a controlled substance in the seventh 

degree is a class E felony. 

Section 16. Section 220.31 of such penal law, 

as added by the laws of nineteen hundred seven~-three, 

chapter two hundred seventy-six, is hereby amended to 

read as follows: 

,Section 220.31. Criminal sale,of a coritrolled, 

substance in the 'sixth degree. 

A person is guiity of criminal sale of a controlled 
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substance in the sixth d~gree when he knowingly and 

unlawfully sells a controlled substance, other than 

marijuana. 

Section 17. Subsection 220.34 (1) (c) of such 

penal law, as added by chapter two hundred seventy-six 

'of the laws of nineteen hundred seventy-three, is hereby 

repealed. 

Section 18. Subsection 220.34 (2') is hereby 

amended to read as follows: 

2. He commits the'crime of criminal sale of a 

controlled substance and he has previously been convicted 

of criminal sale of a controlled substance other than 

marijuana in the sixth degree. 

Section 19. Section 220.39 (2) of such penal 

law is hereby enacted, to read as follows: 

2. A stimulant, hallucinogen, ,hallucinogenic 

substance, or lysergic acid diethylamide and has pre

viously been convicted of an offense presently defined 

in article two hundred twenty or, the attempt or conspiracy 

to commit any such offense, e>:cept that such prior conviction 

based solely upon the possession or sale of mariju~na shall 

63-313 a - 77 - 40 
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not constitute a prior conviction within the meaning of 

this section. 

Section 20. Section 240.36 of such penal law, 

as added by chapter six hundred sixty-eight of the laws of 

nineteen hundred sixty-eight, is hereby repealed. 

Section 21. This act shall take effect sixty 

days subsequent to the date when it shall become a law. 
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lEGISLATIVE MEHORANDUM CONCERNING REVISED 
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AND DECRIMINALlZTION 

Prepared by David S. Michaels 
Chairman, Sub-Committee on Drug Use 

342 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

The Committee on Revisi~J of ~he Criminal 

Law of the Criminal Justice Section of the New York 

State Bar Association presents herewith a revised draft 

of proposed legislation .in accordance ~lith the resolutions 

of the Section of January 27, 1973 and January'23, 1974. 

The primary features of the provisions proposed are the 

decriminalization of small quantity private possession 

of marijuana by the deletion of the crime of simple pri

vate possession of under four ounces of this subscance 

only from the Penal Law and the substitution therefor 

of a modified Public Health Law provision covering both 

the possession and grOl~ing on a violation level witt; 

civil fines as deterrants to infractions instead of 

criminal prosecution and incarcerationj the reduction of 

penalty levels for: all other marijuana offenses, which 
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~ould remain c~iminal, with the retention of. felony penalties 

for significant possess ion and, sales; the repeal of Sec. 

240.36, concerning loitering in' the first degree; the modifi

cation of the definition of sale within Sec. 220.00, so as to 

exclude therefrom the situations in which no. actual sale 

transpired; the modification of Sec. 220.25 regarding presump

tions of possession and the exclusion of vioLation-status 

matters from definition of criminal nuisance. The revisions 

proposed, aside from that defining "sale" and those modifying 

presumptions and loitering. do not affect in any way the leg?l 

status of, or sentencing as to any contr~lled substance other 

than marijuana. 

The revisions are based upon a present situation 

where the ounce is the standard unit of "retail" black-market 

distribution, which pattern outdates the 1/4 ounce misdemeanor 

limit of present law. 

Section one would amend that prolTisio.n of the Public 

Health ~aw which defines growing of marijuana to be a misdemeanor 

to provi.dc violation status "l'lith 'civil fines for the growing 

or possession of marijuana. It is'to be noted that such 

applies only to amoUnts of les$ than four ounces in the 

aggregate, whether grOWing or not. The utilization of the 

Public Health Law provision prohibiting growios't\1e substance 
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serves to delete such,offenses from the Penal Law, provide 

fines instead of jail sentences as continuing deterrants for 

such small quantity possession, and provide for users a manner 

of obtaining the substance no more criminal that the possessory 

ac,t-. This draft modifies the prior draft by setting $100 as the 

maximum fine. Sections two and three would delete the 'dec lara-

tion of such small-quantity marijuana possession as a nuisance, 

to prevent misdemeanor criminal nuisance,prosecutions based 

solely on violation-level possession. The wording of Section, , 

three has been corrected by this draft. 

Section four amends the definition of sales to 

'require transfer for "consideration" instead of the present 

offer, agreement, or gift, to better conform the definition 

to rea:1.ity without unduly,' burdening, the prosecution I s 

ability to establish a sale. A technical correction has 

be~? made by this draft. 

Section five would add a new provision, making the 

public use or display, of even violation-levels of marijuana 

a class B misdemeanor. It is intended,to insure that only 

the private possession of this substance is decriminalized. 

The p,rior draft hereof, at Section fifteen, enacted such pro

vision numbered as Sec. 220.65. 

Section six amends the present misdemeanor possession 
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provision as to all substances, which bears a one-year maximum 

jail sentence, to specify that, as to marijuana, such shall 

apply to P9ssession of between four ounces and eight ounces. 

It makes no changes as to other sUbstandes. The prior draft 

hereof applied to between two and eight ounces. 

Section seven would make felonious 'the possession of 

,more than eight ounces on a class E felony level. 

Section eight would delete, as to marijuana, the 

little-used charge of possession with intent to sell, on the 

theory that possession ,per se and sale per se constitute suffi

cient bases and leveP of prosecution. 

Section nine would delete the provission of present 

law by which possession of more than one-fuurth' ounce is defined 

as felonious and Sections ten and eleven would delete the compu-

tation of offense level by number of cigarettes. Present la\~ 

makes all possession of over one-fourth ounce felonious, and' 

allows C fel.ony status, bearing a fifteen year maximum jail 

sentence, for possession of over one ounce, but makes no dis-
.- --

tinction whatever among levels'.r.f ',ffenses for possession of 

over one ounce. Scctian eleven repeals the present fifteen 

year maximum jail,sentence for possession of over one:ounce. 

Section twelve would delete pl.ior marijuana convictions 

from the categories of prior convictions which could raise the 

le~el of a present offense to that of a class A felony, bearing 

manda~ory'jail sentence of up to life imprisonment. 

____ ---.-..J 
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Sec~ion thirteen would amend the presumptions of guilt 

presently specified where controlled subs'tances are found in 

a vehicle 'or in a room under circumstances showing an intent 

by some individual to distribute, tc" provide that such re-

sumpti.ons shall not apply to marijuana, and that where appli

cable to any other controlled substance in a vehicle, such 

presumption arises only when the defendants had access to and 

a plain view of such substance. Such revisioq is to prevent 

the injustice of presuming a defendant's guilt in situations 

where he lacks in actuality indicia of possession or knowledge. 

Further, Section thirteen modifies the presumption of possession 

where a defendant is found in a room with controlled substances 

other than marijuana, to provide that for such presumption to 

arise, the circumstances relied upon must lead to a logical 

inference of the particular defendant' 5 knowing possession 

and intent to distribute. The .prior vague provision requiring 

"close proximity" by the defendant to the subs,tance is deleted. 

Sections fourteen, fifteen, s:'xteen, se"ente~n, 

eighteen and nineteen modify the offense levels and sentences 

for'the sale of marijuana. While present law makes all sales 

of controlled substances at least a class D felony, with 
.' 

maxim~m sentences of seven years, and imposea.a C felony 

st~tus, with maximum sentences of fifteen ,ears for all sales 

of marijuana, the proposed revision would make the sale of 
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more than four ounces of marijuana a clasr.; E felony, and ~/Ould 

define a lesser sale of an amount the p:dva'te possession of 

which would constitute only a violation to be a class A 

misdemeanor. The two ounce limit proposed by the prior drafr 

has been modified to four. It is to be noted that Section 

four of the proposed legislation would tighten the definition 

of "sale" to exclude gifts. 

Section fourteen would establish the new offense of 

eighth degree sale, a class A misdemeanor for small-quantity 
Mt. 

sale of marijuana~ marijuana sales,of over four ouncesAmaUe 

a class E felony by Section fifteen. Sections sixteen and 

seventeen would delete the harsher C and D felony status 

previously applicable to all marijuana sales, and Sections 

eighteen and nineteen would delete prior marijuana convictions 

from the categories ot, prior convictions which would raise the 

level of ,a present offense to that of a class C or A-III 

felony, bearing mandatory jail sentences of up to life 

imprisonmeut. Sections eighteen and nineteen correct a 

significant omission fx:om the pri.or draft. 

Section ) wenty would repeal the present Section 

240.36, making It ~, .. rime to loiter with the intention of 

posse,5s ion contro ll.et! subs tances. Such is recommended because 

the present statute is ~f limited utility and is subject to 

abuse. This modification would not deletl', the' violation of. 

loitering per se. 
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Thus, in summary, the proposed legislation would 

both reduce sentences and partially decriminalize small

quantity possession ?f marijuana making the private possession 

and/or growing of less than four ounces of marijuana a violation 

outside the. ilenal Law, with civil fines of up to $100 p.~l:$).\:ffiee. 

and forfeiture of the substance as the sole specified penalties. 

Public use or display of such amounts would remain criminal as 

a class B misd~meanor, the possession of four to eight ounces 

'would be a class A misdemeanor, and possession of larger amounl:s. 

would constitute a class E .felony. Sale would be redefined to 

exclude gifts, and sale of under four ounces, the possessory 

violation' level, would constitute a class'A misdemeanor, 

. while sale of larger amounts would become a class E felony, 

thus treating marijuana sales somewhat less harshly than other 

controlled substance sales) instead of mo):e harshly. as is 

the case at p):esent. 

Further, the presumptions of knowing po.ssessio.n 

within the present law would be mo.dified to. mak~ them more 

realistic, prior marijuana·convictions wo.uld not be used 

to subject defendants to. increased penalties or mandatory 

incarceration for up to life sentences, the present crime of 

loitering with the .intention of possessing controlled substances 

would be deleted, and t~e private use, growing o~ possessio.n of 

small amounts of marijuana, as herein limited, could not be 
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considered a criminal nuisance. 

It is thus intended to provide, within a coherent, 

logical, and complete structure, penalty reduction and de-
_,di..,., '6 

criminalizi,ug the small-quantity private use .a.nd possession 
~ 

of marijuana by the abolition of jail sentences therefor and 

the substitution of civil fines to discourage use, while 

~aintaining as criminal all public use and sales of 

marijuana and retaining the felony status of significant 

possession and sales. It is submitted that such limited 

decriminalization is more just and more economical, in 

both human and social terms, than is present law, especially 

in view of the widespread use of mnrijuana and the present 

. medical knowledge concerning this substance. Therefore, 

such penalty reduction and decriml.nali?ation could well 

promote a greater respect for the law. 

Submitted on behatf of the Committee 
on Revision of the Criminal Law of 
the Criminal Justice Section of the 
New York State Bar Association 
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OHIO 

[From the Cincinnati Enquirer, Sept. 24, 1975] 

OHIO'S NEW MARIJUANl LAW A~rONG MOST LENIENT 

(By Steve Wilson) 

GOLuMDus.-Legal minds still argue just how far it does go but most are 
l!ot ~esital~t to admit that Ohio's new law on possession of sm~n amounts of 
lllal'lJuuna IS probably tlle most lenient in the country. 

When the new law hecome;! f1,llly effective on July 1, 1976, possession of less 
~han 100 grams will be JHlnishable by a maximum $100 fine. There will be no 
lllcreased penalty for repeat offenses and no criminal recor(1. The penalty pro-
vision of the law becomes effective November 21. . . 

That compares to the state's present statute \yhich makes possession of any 
amount of marijuana a criminal offense carrying a maximum one year prison 
sentence and up to a $1000 fine. A second offense could result ill a potential 10-
year prison sentence. 

David Weiner, a former Cincinnatian who now heads the Ohio chapter of 
the National Organization for Reform of Marijuana Laws (N0RML), says the 
new law puts Ohio "neck and neck" with Alasl!:/i and better than any other 
state in reform of nlluijuana laws. 

Alaska's reform came not so much through the legislative process as a state 
snpreme court decision which contends that possession of marijuana in the bome 
is constitutionally protected under the right to privacy. 

Weiner, 31, a 1965 graduate of the University of Cincinnati and now a corpo
rate attorney in Cleveland, terllls the General Assembly's passage >of a complex 
drug bill a "very good first step toward marijuana reform in this state." 

"I think if anyone was asked even 10 months ago if we would have a decrimi
wllization statute," Weiner said, "he would have given it a thousand to one odds. 
We've come a long way in a very short time." 

The element of the new Ohio law which elevates it above most reform legislation 
passed in other states is the amount of marijuana a person is allowed to possess 
and still face only a minor misdeameanor. 

Ohio's law will allow a person to have nearly 100 marijuana cigarp.ttes without 
fear of faCing a criminal sentence. Most other reform states have set the amount 
at less than half that figure. 

As originally proposed by Attorney General William J. Brown, Ohio's law was 
to have a 30 gram provision. That amount Wf\.<3 amended to 100 grams in the 
Obio House. 1 

The Senate JudiCiary Committee resisted attempts to see the 30-gram limit re-
inserted in the legislation and a compromise am(:ndment to decrease the amount 
to 45 grams was later offered on the fioor of the Senate. 

That amendment was resisted strongly by Cincinnati Republican Sens. Micbael 
Maloney and Stanley Aronoff. 

Aronoff says of the fioor speeches that neither Republicans nor Democrats, 
liberals or conservatives, wanted to make a person 11 "pusher" because of small 
amount of marijuana. 

"You could be making your own child a pusher," one senator said of the pro
posed amendment. 

Aronoff's speech, coupled with supporting remarks from Maloney, the Senate's 
minority leader, llel!)€d in seeing the amendment defeated and the 100 gram 
provision retained. 

An6ther determining factor, one observer said, was that Senate members voted 
on the amendment by standing rathel than answering a roll call. There was no 
record as to how individllal m'!illbers voted as the amendmellt was defeated by an 
approximate two-to-one margin. 

One supporter of the 100 gram provision said senator!) were able to vote their 
consciences if their consciences were not recorded. "If the vote were recorded by 
name," he added, "we would have lost." 

Officials with the attorney general's office, admit they were disappointed in 
their futile attempts to reduce the amount in the law. 

It was their contention that anyone possessing more than 30-45 grams could 
not only be a user but a distributor. 
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The lack of any substantial lobbying effort on the part of law enfol'cement 
officers for teclucing the amount has also been credited wtih the leniency found 
in the Ohio law. 

While the Ohio law on possession of small amounts of marijuana may be con
sidered taking a soft stand, the overall law which includes the marijuana provi
sion is considered "the toughest in the nation." 

Depending on the amount, possession of marijuana can result in a jail term. 
Possession of more than 100 grams carries a potential 3~-day sentence and $250 
fine. 

·Selling marijuana in bulk amounts can result in a 2-15 year prison sentence 
with six months of the sentence mandatory. 

The mandatory sentence for selling marijuana goes along with even harsher 
penalties in the new law for the selling of hard drugs. 

Under the new law, a person convicted of selling 10 grams of heroin would 
receive a mandatory three-year prison sentence with no alternatives for parole, 
probation, suspension or shock treatment. 

Assistant Attorney GE'neral Stephen FLtch says the state's new law on mari
juana is a "recognition of conflicting testimony" concerning the possible hazards 
of smoking "pot" adding, "the jury is still out." 

The law, he added, is aimed at discouraging the use of marijuana, but not 
putting people in jail for experimenting with what mayor may not be a dangerous 
drug. 

No one is quite yet willing to predict how the new law will affect the use of 
marijuana in Oh io. 

Studies completed in Oregon folIowing similar reform legislation indicated nu 
significant increuse in the use of marijuana, according to Fitch. "The law did 
point to a positive effect, however, in freeing law enforcement personnel to focus 
them on much more dangerous drugs like heroin and LSD. 

"I would have to assume the experience in Oregon would be the same in Ohio," 
he said. 

Meanwhile, reformer Weiner says states should continue to discourage the use 
of marijuana until more research can be completed. The long-range answer, he 
says, should be to place it under state control so that it can be regnlated like 
alcohol and cigarettes. 

"I'm surprised that we are as far as we are today," Weiner said, but added the 
"final step" in marijuana's reform will probably come in Ohio within five years at 
the outside." 
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REPORT 
ON 

LEGAn. SANCnONS Or- MAr~UUA~.u~ 

To the Board of Governors, 
The City Club of Portland: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Because of the apparent wide-spread usc of marijuana, particularly by young 
people, and tIle consequent pUblic interest ill and need for information about the 
subject, the Hoard of GOI"CrnOrS, upon the recommendation of the Project Planl1ing 
Board, established a rcsearch committec to study and report on the legal sanctions 
imposed upon the possession, use and sale of marijuana in Oregon, including in 
its consideration the appropriateness of the sanclions. 

The COIllmittee has limited its research to publie information available from 
medical, law enforccment, and other privatI.! and government sources and did not 
attempt to develop its own independent body of data. 

II. THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF MARIJUANA USE 
A. Oregon Law 

Prior to January 1, 1972, under Oregon Law, cOllviction of usc or possession 
or sale of marijuana could be treated withill the discretion of the court as either 
a felony punishable by a maximum of ten yl~ars in prison, or a mi,;uemcanor. The 
possession of it was also subject to n fine of 11()t lllore th:ll1 55,000 . 

. ' .'. l.n.·th~ JlllW . o.~egon <;::j'irninul Co.de,. effectiVE:. Jm~uary .. 1, .1972> 1he felony- ... 
misdemeanor dichotomy :IS it relates to mnrijuana is' substantially tctained, but 
with refinement. Conviction for possession or sale (now calicd "rllrni~h") earries 
with it a term of imprisollment of up to onc ) ear in the case of a mistlemC!mlOr. or 
up to ten years in the casc of a fclon),. Additionally or aJlernnti\'l~I)', a lhw may 
be levied upon conviciton up to a maximum of $2,500 if a felony is involved or 
up to $1,000 for u misdemeanor dolation. 

Under the new Jaw, the courts will 110 longer hal'e tlJ(~ discretion to treat 
se\'(',al J)larijuana olrenscs as either misdemcanors or felonies. For examp1c, simple 
usc of the drug is classified as ollly a misdcmcanor. Also, if the conviction is for a 
Jirst offense and less than one ounce of marijuana is inl'olved, the penalt), uJlon 
conviction must be that for a misdemeanor. Howc\,er, if a p('rson ol'cr 18 fmnishcs 
marijuana to a person under 18, and there is at least three years' dilten'ncc in 
their respectivc ages, the penulty upon conviclion of the furnisher must be thnl 
specified for a felony ",ith an enhanced maximulll term of imprisonlllent of up to 
twenty years. 

B. Federal Law 
Federal legislation conc(!rning marijuana has rccentlr IJccn substantiallr re

vised. (Comprehensive Drug Abu,e Prevention and Control Act of 1970, P.L. 
91-513, gIst Congress, approl'ec! Odober 2'1, 1970.) 1hh: Act represcnts the 
latest piece of major Icgislnl;')ll controlling manufaClurc Gnd dislribution of illc~.;al 
drugs including marijuana. It repeals most of. the prior federal legislation dealing 
with this subject. 

This Act introduces major changes ill the legislative control of marijUllna. The 
gC'ncral l('nor of the new Ad is to relax the scycrity of l'cllnlril's for posS('S~iOll 
and usc. All mm,datory minimum sentences arc I'liminatcd l'~ccpt ['or the engaging 
in "a continuing criminal enterprisc·'. 1n tJlC cuse oEa lirsl o!l:ensc for sinlple 
possessio)) (not For distributi'JIl) lhc court may pinel! the ()Jh'lId~r on probation, 
and if tht' pwhni ional comlitiolls have llot uecn \'iolnkd d Llring thl' term Ilf 
probation, the procl'l'dings may bt! dismisst.:d without a determinntion of gUilt Oil 
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the first of{cnsc. If, in the previous instance, the offender is under 21, the court 
can order expunging of all official records relating to the crime. Penalties for use, 
possession and distribution of narcotic drugs draw morc severe sentences thun for 
similar acts in\'oll'ing non-narcotic drugs. Distributing "a small amount of mari
juana for no remuneration" is treatccl as a case of simple possession with the 
possibility of expungcmcnt of ail criminal records relating to the offense as pre
viously stated. (The Department of Justice agreed to inclusion of this provision 
stating that tht" intended meaning was "to CO\'cr the type of situation where a 
college student mahs a quasi-donative transfer of one or two marijuana cigarettes 
and receil'es S.50 or S 1 in exchange to cOl'cr the cost of marijuana".) 

Federal legislation for the first time has not included marijuana as a narcotic 
drug and thcreby follows the phannacological dictionary definition of marijuana 
as a non-narcotic. TIle new Oregon law, on the other hand, still defines marijuana 
as a narcotic. 

A morc scvere penalty is called for where a person over 18 sells to a person 
under 21, the first offense calling for twice the puni5hment olherwise prescribed. 
Subsequent COll\'ictions call for three times the punishment otherwise prescribed. 

C. Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961 
The United States became a signatory to this Con'>'ention b)' ratifying it in 

1967. It obligates the Federal Government to pass laws preventing any state from 
hal'ing a licensing system for the sale of marijuana. Article 36 provides that each 
signatory countr), shall adopt such measures as will ensure that the cultivation, 
production, distribution, possession, ct cetera, of mariju2.na, except for medical and 
scientific purposes, shall be punishable offenses. 

D, Summary 
The trcnd under both Oregon and federal law is to relax the pcnalties iIl\'olv

ing the possession and use of marijuana and to make more sel'cre the offenses 
involving the sale of the drug to young persons. Before the present proscriptions 
could be abolished and the use of marijuana legalized, the United States may either 
havc to withdraw unilalerally from the Single Convention on 0:arcotic Drugs or 
seek app~opl'iate amcndn;ents to. its bindi.ng provi~ion~. 

III. THE MEDICAL ASPECTS OF MARIJUANA USE 
The report to Congress by the Secretary of Health, Education and \Velfare on 

"i\larijuana and Health" (January 31, 1971) noted that it is relatively free from 
unusual hazard as compared to IllOst drugs. Howe\,er, therc is an apparent variation 
in the effects which result from smoking the plant Cannabis satim, or Indian 
hemp, which depencls on the prcparation of the material, the II'ay it is smoked, the 

. social setting, and the attitude of thc user. The pharmacological activity depends 
on the content of a chemical called tetrahnlrocanllibinol (THC), which is found 
mostl), in the !lowering parts anduppcr lem;es of the plant. Numerous other factors, 
such as the way it is cultivatcd, the soil, the time of harvesting, the heat, and the 
humiclity mar alfect the THC contcnt of the final product. The stcms and seeds nrc 
virtually inactive, and marijuana prepared from the whole plant has relativcly 
little activity. If onl)' the lem'es and tops are used, activity is apt to be much 
greater. :'Ilarijuanu a\·ailable on tlle strect may also (ontain mescaline, methamphe-

. tamine, LSD, or other drugs as additil'es to maJ:l' it more potent. 
A stronger form of marijuana is hashish. Har.hish is <l brownish resin collected 

fl'Ol11 ll1C lea\'cs of the l11arijuana plant and lHls II far higher content of TUC. 
Although not Widely available in the l'nited States at the present time, its use has 
been increasing reccntiv. 

i'llarijuana is usually smoked by deep inhalation and retention. Its effect is 
noticed within a few minutes and lasts for several hours. It can also be taken oralll' 
\\'ith a similar although delayed effect. . 

A. Pharmacological properties 
THC in the amounts used during smoking a marijltann cigarette may produce 

eoniunclil'lll injection (rcddrning of the eyes), impah:ed coordination, drowsiness, 
hUllg(!l'. and slurl'ing of specch. Tolerancc or addiction is generally not belicl'c<l 
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to occur. Conlrary lo the ('ommon understanding, marijuana is not medically a 
narcotic. There is no conYillcing c\'idcncr that rcpcated lise of cannabis deril'alives 
leads, to usc or harder drugs slIch as heroin or othcr OphlCS, nithough most heroin 
addicts hal'e lIsed marijuana in thc past. There is no el'idence that there is any 
more easunl connection bebl\\'ecn the usc o[ marijuana lending to the usc of heroin, 
than the prior usc of alcohol and tobacco leading to the usc of heroin. Alcohol 
appears to be far more dangcrous pharmacologically than docs marijuana. The 
marijuana slllol({': ill our present societ)" hOll'cl'er, is often exposed to harder drugs 
through scllers and groups oriented to tl1c lise or harder drugs. Presumably long
term Illnrijuana smoking can contribute to chrouic bronchitis and emphysema. 
The potential of marijuana to induce lung cancer is not kno\\'n. 

B. Psychological effects 
A feeling of euphoria and rcl[Jxation is cOlllmon. Changes ill time sense hal'c 

dellnitely been 51101\'11 to tul:e pla~e during marijuana intoxication. Therc is a 
tendency to ol'crestimate the passage of time particularly wl1iJe engaged in some 
activit)'. l\!emory, both imlllcdiate ,and s)lOrHenll. J:I1rty also he impaired while 
under the influence of the dJ'l\g. I\!oi:e eonlpJex functions involving learning and 
comprehension are adversely affccted even at the moderate levels of typical Ameri
can social usage, As with thc use of alcohol, thc loss of inhibition cOJUmqnly" 
occurs. ~1(Jrijllana ,h,as, l)Q 1s-t101\'/J ,aphrodisiac properties. Occasionally 'there is, a 

···fcdir.tg of'n:Jixicty','suSpiciOll'Sncss, or confusion. Except in high doses murijuana is 
not usually associated with delusions, hallucinations, or psychoses, althougl,l ad
verse mental reactions ha\'c been reported from the Far East, where the rIlC 
content of marijuana is higher than in this country. Acute psychotic cpiwdcs 
precipitated by marijuana into:;ication have becn reported, These appeal' to occur 
infrequently except in cases of high dosages. El'en at Ie.veJs of social usage, psycho
sis, depression. proll1iscuit~', and anti-social behavior may appear in particularly 
susceptible individuals. 

The long-term })hysical and nsychological effects of heavy marijuana use nrc 
not fully 1:110\\']1. Stron a cannabis preparations have been available for centuries 
in some countries, and descriptions of ps: dlOhCS lJl1cl apathy 11, <J rL'sult of such use 
IIrc abundant. L'nfortunately the available inforl11ation is anecdotal in. n3t\lre:,__ . 

• • l '. ;' ~ .,:.:'.',. .... -; .. ; ,.~'.', ...... ": ~. • ,'.,';- ,.,.' .: .:. '.. • ." 

;:~,i .. G\!.neftc e'ffec[S;' "t." •• ,,' • '.,' .', .. ,.:. : 

The sem:ch for evidence: ,of harbl1~ul' effects ill jn Fants Dorn of mnrijllann
sinoking mothers has yielded neg(ltive results. As in the case of the use of other 
drugs, pregnant Iyomen and llursing motl1ers arc cautioned against its usc. 

O. Summary 
The undesirable psychological and physical effects of sl1loj;ing small amounts 

of marijuana ,1S it is done currently in this country arc relJlil'cly mild in most 
instanC!cs. The clTccts 'of leJllg<term me, or the ust: of stronger cannabis prepara
tions, such as ltnsl1ish, arc n()t lmowl1. The possibility of "larillg" marijuana with. 
other drugs, ns well HS the cxpO$ure of the marijuana smoker to other more danger
ous drugs, pl'ol'ides an added hurdle to lin objectil'e evaluation. l\lost medical 
authorities, hO\\L'IW, agree that marijuana has I'elath'cly milcJ ph)siological efl'cets 
and that the CI\l'l'L'llt penalties regarding its usc are OLlt of linc with the potential 
danger. Like :Jny drug, it is undoubtedly subjcct to abuse but less '~o than the most 
cOllllllonly used drug: alcohol. 

.IV. THE SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF .MARIJUAl'-tA ·USE. ... ,,·· 
.. ''When :t:~l1~,J'C$i i~lHialJ):' ~;ltJn\\'e~l'/;;l~l:iju~;;;~ 'in 1'~~;, it (iic; so largcl)' IJl1 the 
basis of statcmC/.1ts III 11 de Il\' ofllc:ials of the Fedel'3l11ureau of Nnrcotics that users 
o[ the drug cOJllmit yiolent 'cril11es while under its influence, Thc present Jilcrnlure 
published by the Federal GOI'L'r1lllJenl no 10ng('1.' SUpports thut vicw, Further, al
though the witlles,cs interl'iewce! by the COlllmittee included a number of law 
cnforceJllent officials, no witness stated that the use of marijuana either directly 
or indirectly rt'slllts in violelll or anti-social behavior. In rilct, 'contraty to the 
original prel11ir.(~ for the proscription, the el'idC'llce today sho\\'5 that a pcrSOll under 
the in!luellcc of (ile drug tends to become passil'(' rather than \ ioJel1t or aggrcs$i\'c. 

83-313 0 - 77 - 4.1 

\ ' \ 
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Also, because marijuana is neither addictive nor expemive to obtain, it docs not 
indireetll' lead the marijuana mer to commitothcr crimes to f1nance his purchase 
and use 01' the drug. 

At the time the drug was lirst made unl:m"fu!, its use I\'as limited to a small 
segment of our society which For various other reasons had a high incidence of 
delinquency. It ,I"as for this reason that the original advocates of the proscription 
assumed a cause and effect relationship between incidence of violent crime and 
uscrs of the drug. 

Today the usc of marijuana is neither confined to a slllull segment of DUr 
sockt) nor limitl'd to groups which have a high incidence of deli/1(jucncy. Both 
nationally and locally thc use of !11~rijuana is \\'idc,prcad, cspccinll) among youth. 
At the present, 30 to 40 pereent of high school slUdcnts in the Portland area havc 
tried marijuilna. The educators interdewed by thl' Committee did not fcel that 
marijuana usc led to delinquency, but they did a~soriate it \, ilh ]loor scholarship 
resulting fl'lllll a lack of interest in acadcmic pursuits. It is b(,colllil,~ increaSingly 
popular with youth from upper and middle class economic backgrounds, anel is 
especially popular with today's college students. Its usc at the college level is casual, 
hml'l'l"cr, and usually docs not evoke rcsponse from either college administrators 
or police. 

Some law enforcement officials feel that marijuana is a social problem and 
should not be subject to legal sane.tions. 1Iost oth~rs feel Ibnl the limited" resources 
available for fighting crime can better be spent on prosecuting other offenses. A 
substantial portion of time and resources of local law ellforct'Jl1l'nt agencies is 
currentl\' being expended on prosecuting "sellers" and "suspected sellt'rs" for mari
juana violatiolls. 

There is reas(m to believe that the source of marijuana heing sold in Portland 
is no longer limiwd to enterprising youth supplcJ(J('nting their income wilh occa
sional trips to ;\It'xico for the purpose of aCCJtliriJl:~ marijuana for tllCir oll'n USl' 
and for sale to fricnds. Two witnesses inter\'icll'ctl bl' tIl(' COlllmittee, onc n la\\' 
enf()J'ccmcnt oOicer and the other a person close to tlie youth l'ulllll'c, stated thal 
there is an indication that organizcd crime is hecoming imohed in the blad 
market di~trilH1tion of marijua!llI in the 1'ort1:111<1 ,Hell. Tlwy st.1tt'ti llnt !h~rt· l.l't' 
timl's durin~ the )t'ar when marijuana will suddenly bCL:0111C SCilrce in this arCl) 
al1(! the.E1:ice o.f h,<:~oin (hops"a.~ .tJle san.w till}t; .thllS enc:q\lraging.).narijuanl1 I)SerS 
to (rl' thl! n)orc' ctringcl'Mls"clrug. . . 

The use toda): hO,,"('\'cr, "is not restricted to tht' young. It i!. becoming morc 
popular with their elders in the ~aJl1e middle :md uppcr cconomic ~trata of our 
society. Tlllts, the J1rc~cnt la\\" is being broken by an increasing mJlnhl'r of person; 
who come from those segments of our society which hm'c bcen thought of tradi
tionally as the most law-abiding because of their economic interest in maintaining 
order. 

V. ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF AI'-lD 
l"GAINST THE PRI:SEHT LAWS 

The arguments put forth b/ the witnesses intel'l iClI"ed by the Committee who 
do not faror legaliLing marijuana at the pre;,ul{ timt' 'I"l:re fonrfold. 

1. Until the full extent of psychological anel physiological efrects of marijuana 
arc known wc should not make legal a substanee which may he 111.'l'mancntly dam
nging to the user. 

2. Society already has such a largr; scale problem rC'sulting from the USl' of 
alcohol th:l! it should not legaliLc another drug anel crcnte a sl'l'und social prohll'lll 
of similar.magnitude. . '. . 

3. \l:lrijuan:l i1(h el'sel), an'eets thl' indil'idual b)' (;l);ing mya) his lllotil'atioJl, 
initiulin' and inhibitions. If its use is nllowed to Ill'coml' more Widespread bl: legali
zatiun the wholc character of onr American socil'l y and the frl'l' l'ntl'l'priS(' system 
on which it is bm;ecl \l'i11 be altered and possibly cl"clltually be~ll'stroyed. 

-I. To Ic~,"lil.e marijuana would make its u~~ more widcspn:ad. Furth!.'r, CYl'1l 

though llwrijuana itsl'll' is nol addictire, it could k:ld to greater usc of trull' dan
gerous drugs as new users, aflet haring legaJJ\' tried the drug, may go on to seel; 
greater "Idcks" from more potent dangerous drilgs or nDrcotics. ' 
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A number of arguments wcre put forth in faror of abolishing the present la\ys 
proscribing the usc of marijuana. 

1. Marijuana docs not icad to anli-social conduct. Since an)' harm resulting 
from the use is to the individual user and not to society in gencral, it is not a 
proper subject for criminal sanctions. The enforcclllt'nt of the prcsent laws din!rts 
Ihe already O\'crlaxed resources of our law enforccmcnt agcncics from thcir marc 
import:mL job of protccting society from anti-soci,,! conduct. 

2. The current Widespread riolation of the present Jaws regarci'ing the usc of 
marijuana Cl"r.!ates disrcspect for lall' in general. First, a pt'rson dolnting the present 
marijunna laws tt'llds to rationalin' his position 011 the basis Ihftt he is rcquired 10 
obc)' only "good Im\'s" and not those thaL arc, in his opinion, "bad laws." Seconci, 
this disrespect for the law is not limited to those persons direct!)' Ineaking the 
marijuana Jaws but ha!o spread to those charged \rilh the enforcement of lul\'s pro
scribing its usc. Cdl ics of the present lal\' point our that in the case of alll'ictimlcss 
crimcs, Jaw enforcement officials, in thcir zeal to build a cqsc .agai.llsl. the ~'io.1ator, 

. Qften .re~p!t to ul1c.onstitut.i9nal a.nd illegal riiethods 0f"gathcriilg c\'iclimce in order' 
. to' obtain '1:1 conviction. 

Third, such present state laws which treat murijuana as a narcotic. when in 
fact it is not, in the pharmacological or sciclltific cOllec:pt of tl1C \\'~rcl, are :,t 111'1}or .. 

. : f.a.~~or ill.~reating (\ credibility gap ,shieh sefiara{~s'ind· alienati':s 111ony:of' o'ur'yotiI1g .. 
peo)jle from their elders. Bccause much of the inforn1i1tion \\ hich has been dis
seminatcd in the past, concerning the dangers of marijuana. is fals,", it is marc 
difficult to eclucalt' young persolls concerning the actual dangcrs of' using true 
l1urcotics, such as heroin, or dangerous drugs snch as LSD. 

) 
3. Because mariju3na can only he purcha5ed iIIq:!.llly. it ncces~:ll'ill' CXpOSt'5 

the mer :l11d society to a nUll1b~r of uch-erse side' t'll't:cts of the illicit sale of the 
drug. Often the u~~r does not.kno\\' "'hat he is purchasing from :1ll illegal denIer 
and lhus he lllay be gelling 50l11elhin!l more harmful than JI1~rijllana, Since the 
dealer is likely also lo be selling narcotics or othe!' truly dan'~cl'Ous drugs, the 
buyer is cxpo~ecl 10 other sub5tal1L'e~ which havc beL')) p"o':en :';1: ~:iedh' harmful 
or which may cam(' trlW anti-social \;omluct on the pan of the mer. 1 he fact thin 
a. b.!(l~k J)lark~t .c:.;ist.s, ~!sQ,qea~es Jr' cJhnate· fflVoraolc, to ,or.ga~lhe(hdJi1e anti 1M!",; 
'e\'ils t!rat 00 '\,itli it'" '.' '.' .' . .' 

C2' ." •• '.' •• ,' 

. ';'.' ·4. Tbc present law subjects tlie con'deted mill'ijuana uscr to the possibility 
of hal'ing a felony record. :\ con\'iction. and its associaled pos,ibl(' inc:1rccration. 
may calise more social and psychological damagc to t.he indiyidnal and socicty 
than tIl(! use of the drug itself. 

5. The argument that the cnsllnl me of lllarijuana ta[;es awny the user's ll1(>ti
"alion, initiatire 01' il1hibitions to the tAlent lhal ilS legalized usc would jc;opal'di/e 
our ·current AmeriS:dl1 society and th'c fr'ce enterprise system is basl'd on a false 
premise. ~iarijualJa is not the calISe of much of thc currcnt ciis,dtisfaction Irith 
our !iociety so much as it is a symptom of that dissJrisfaction. ;\lthollgh mariju3na 
is commonly associal\'d with long-haired unll10lil':ltcd ) outh, its usc i$ no Jongeri<' 
uncommon aJllong highl\' motivated business and profcssionnl Il1cmbl'['s of our 
socien·. . 

1'hc report of the i\'ntional Conllnis~ion on i\lnrihuanu and Drug AbUliC (Shnfcr 
Heport) became a\'ailable after your ~1[aril'llal1a Committee report hat! been sub
milled to and while it \I'ilS being considel'cc by the BOllld of Go\'crnors. T.he Shafer 
Heport j, II comprehl'llsh·c. in·depth reYie\\' of the stntlls of marijll:Jl1l1 with !'Ct'OJl1-
mendnliolls (hat include the ilrsl recommendation ullanimoush' aopr.OI·cc! b" n:rtll' 

. Goill~nittee::· .' , ....... . ... : ... :-........ , ... ;.".' '.. . '." ..... ' ... . .... ". 

VI. RECOMII'\ENDAT!ON RELATING 1"0 THE USE AND 
POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA 

Based on a\·ailahlt· mcdicnl and sociological tIatn, It:gal 5:1I1Clion5 gO\'crning 
tlH! lise and posessiol1 (If 1l13rijunn3 ,ire innpproprinll" 

The Committce, thcrC'fol'~. ullanimoush' rccol11111t:l1tb that there be Ill) cl'iJl1inlll 'i 
01' Icg:11 sanctions for personalust! or PO~'icssion of marijuana. 
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE LEGALIZED SALE 
AND DISTRIBUTIOI'l OF Jv\ARIJUANA 

A. Majority Opinion and Conclusion 
In a free societ)', criminal laws can only be justified on the basis that they 

proscribe some form of anti-social conduct. The present laws proscribing both the 
usc and sale of marijuana arc not justified on that basis. 

The i\linority report concurs that there should be no legal ~anctiOl1S for the 
personal use and POsst'ssion of marijuana, but members of the "Iinorit)' do not feel 
that the sale of marijuana should be legalized. 

The usc of marijuana is already widespread. There is no cvidenee that its usc 
will be an)' more widespread if the sale of it is legalized. If the ;\lilloritl"s vicll' 
\\'cre adopted, the' black market for marijuana \\'ith all of itsattcndant evils would 
still exist. The marijuana user would still be pun:hasing from tin illicit seller who ./ 
also mar be scIling truly dangerolls drugs. The huyer would still ha\'(~ no \l'ay of 
lmo\l'ina that the "marijuana" he was buying was mbwd with something more 
harmful; the failure to legalize thl:' sale of marijuana could preSl:'llt a greater health 
hazard than .the legnlmarketing of the drug subject to proper quality controls. So 
long as therc is a profit to be made in the illegal sale of marijuana, it is all imi
tation to organized crime to expand its acth'ities in the black market. Because the 
user would still be forced to purchase from an illegal source, the disrespect for 
law that the prescnt marijuana laws foster would still exist. 

The Shafer Heport mlopted the position of discouraging the lISC of marijuana. 
Your Committce un:ll1imollsly agrecs wilh this position. HOII'ewr. the Shafer Hellort 
takt,s the position that l~galilation of sale will aggranlte tht, CHuC'nt situatioll by 
giving (he impression that it is approving the usc of marijuana. They argut' (hat 
the)' thillh marijuana usc ma)' be a passing fad and to take S(,P5 which might 
seemingl) approve the use of marijuana would bc undesirable. Therc is certainly 
no C\'jc.ll'IlCC that lhe' usc of 111:1dju:tna is n "pn"sin~ f,tel", There is signi[1cnnl (lX

peril'nee to shmr that tlte illegal sale of marijua!1u contributes t(1 organized crime 
.'. and·,l.o·.tlte ~i'pOSu\'l: ?f. the purchaser. (0 hard drugs .. Cnforl\l1latl'ly, the' Shal\·r· 

Heport clid not comider this arguincnt at all. 
TIll' :'Ifajorily of the Committee is of the opinion that the prcsent evils resulting 

from the black market sale of marijuana can onl\' be a\'oitletl b\' l('gali7ing its sale 
undcr nppropriat(' quality controls. Sales of marijuana could then be taxed and 
the money used to I:'ducale lhe public against all forms of drug abuse. 

B. Majority Recommendation 
The majority recolllmends that the manufllcture and saIl' of marijuana he ' 

legalized and controlled by the state. 
Respect['ully submitted, 

Ernest DOllyhacli 
Fred :'I I. Bllch\\'aiter 
Phillip D. Chadsc)' 
Willialll Gittelsohn 
Fml{'rick ;\. :'I!. King('!,)" !\I.D. 
George D. Leonard 1l/ll1 

Chark!;;\!. Grossman. ;\J .D., ChiliI'll/ali 
fo), tlw Ji1lljOl'itj" .... 
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C. Minority Opinion and Conclusions 
The ;\linorit)' of your Committee is concerned with the impact of widespread 

legalized lllUrijuuna usc on rhe productivity and material well-being of sOciety. It is 
thc i\1inority's judgment thne is no compelling pcrsonal or social n~ason for legally 
effecting broader consumption of yet another intoxicant by members of society. For, 
in the final an~l!;is, marijUillla is nothing more or less than an escapist commodity. "
it is imperative that the tradtional I'ahlt.'s that made this country great arc pre" 
serl'ed, and those el'ils and I'alues that undermine its progress arc discouraged. 
Keeping in mind that there is no legitimate use for marijuana, im'oh'cment and 
motil'Jtion-not escapism-need to be encouraged. 

For the Iir,t time ill hhton' exhaustire and heavlh' funded research into the 
medical aspects of marijuana is being undertaken. WJiile the medical el'idence is 
conflicting at this point. it is generally agreed tlwt the typical amount of marijuana 
taken in the United States (1 to 1112 cigarcts about twice a week) is not physiologi
cally 11armful. Ho\\'el'cr, medical consensus is that marij'uana, the drug, p.oses som.e. 
dang"r for the individupl ,user, ()i~l1er physically oqJsyc lologicaJl;'.· The only major 
disnurcement in the medical cOlllmunity is about the degree of such dangerl, TIccur
rentll', almost el'er), authority, society or commission in the field of medicine pres
ently ndl'ocates the need for more .researc.h .i,uto.the ,e~fc;c.t,s of .\llol.'ijuana usc." . 

, Mcretofore, .. 'nwst medicaliiniclies hal"c' onlv co\'cred a shbrt-term use experience. 
'.:" But ,vhat of chronic or pwtrJctecl use by the imlh idual? Dr. Louis J. West, Chair

man of the Department of Psychiatry at Cnivcrsity of California at Los Angeles, 
states: "It is my belief that a percentage of regular users-I dOll't knoll' what per
centage and I don't know hoI\' to identify Ihcm in adnmc:e-wil! be ndyersely 
affected in terms of mental health by continued use of the drug"". Why then 
rush to jud~m('nt on the Cjlll,';tion. of lcllalLdng marijuana? First Jet the results 
of the important medical I'csearch being clone be knoll'n and lel the Heport of the 
National Commission on :'Ilarihuana and Drug Abuse (Shafer Heport)l, released 
this past month, be analyzed and commented upon by the c\perts. 

l\IedicaJly, then, the fact that ;m~~ent]\· tlH.'!l' are fel\' indicafions 1115rijl1m:a 
is seriously harmful when taken in mouerate .. mounts docs !lOl mean that on-going. 
research may nOl in t\le fulLlre l:e\'cal r(qs~llis ft!r .a\:oidi\lg. 'it:coll~pletely" "For'if'·" 

.. :, tinic,'and 's'uch -resenrch:, bear o'ut' Dr: 'Vest's belief that 111arijuan[\ slowly exerts a 
, , personality or bcha\'ior change iI) sprue ~LSers, it wHJ be by 'far'tlle' st'rongest nrgu-' , 

.' ment ret against marijuana w'c-nl least for those who hold the traditional I'alues 
of motivation and rtl:hiercment. 

In discussing the legal aspects of marijuana use, the :'lajorily states that, 
"Before the present proscriptions could be abolished and the usc of marijuana 
legnlized, the L'nited Statl's mal' either harc to withdraw unilaterally from the 
Single Con\'ention on J\'arcotic Drugs or seck appropriate aJJ1<lndmcnts to'it~ bi'nd
il1g provisions", Suffiice iii to say that. ,becausc this would have to be donc and 
the \\'hole federal statutory scheme rclatil'e to the usc and passc;sion of marijuana 
amcnded bd'orc thc drLlg could be Ic~nli1.ed in this country, the practical - and 
political-likelihood that this would eycr occur seems remote. To your Minority the 
recommendation that marijuana be legalized is not realistic, 

Accordjn~ to the Shafer Ikport, -1-1 percellt of the adults and 45 percent of 
the youths who have C\'er used marijuana reported in the J\arion<ll Sur\'(~y autho
rized by the !\larijuulla C'ollll11i!;sioll that they no lon\(cr usc the t!t'ug. It is sug
gested that the present intel'l<st in marijLlana is faddish and transient and will 
dilJlinish in time of its 0\\')1 accord, 

But the adoption (If a regul,.tol'\· schemq at ,this ,tiJ.n~ 1eg!1li~ing lilal'ijuanll would 
.,signif.y aPllrol'al..of':its ,usc and 'Iotlid iristltutionalize the n\ ail .. l)jJit\' of the drug. 

" 'i'our ?llinority bdieH';; me or m;Il'i,iunna shouid be discouraged. 
Further, your M inority rl'jcct~ n totlll prohibition scheme as it exists in the 

country today, Tlle ",I inoriLy does not riew marijuana usc as such a grave problem 

I"~rarihllal1'" A Sil:nal r>f Misunderstanding", First neport 0[' the l\'ntional Commission on 
),(arihuana and Dru\!. Abuse, naYlllo~d P. Shafer, Chairman. 1,larl'h 1 ~),;2, p, 119 . 

.2/j~f:1rijllann: Docs it change person:llity, conduct of USC'l'?", LO$ Angeks Tim(>s, January J 0, 
1972, article hy IIiHrr ;\TCL~lln, TirH~~ :\Ie:dka1 \Vrit<.-r. 

)"'"lional Cum mission Heporl, supra. 
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that individuals \\'ho smoke it, and posessess it for that purpose, should be subject 
to criminal procedurt!s. No sulJicicnth- compelling social reason. predicated on /.. 
existing l\l1oll'ledge, justifies intrusion by the crimin:tl justice system into the pri- "'" 
yate lh'es of individuals who usc marijuana. This hi primarily why the i\iinority 
eoncu!"!> ,I'ith the :'Ifajority of your COlllmittee on the Iirst recollllJJendation. / 

On the othrr hand, it also rejcets at this time the regulatory or legalization G;:; 
scheme offered by the :'Ilajority bcc<lllsC it would instillltionalize availability of the ........ 
drug which has uncertain long term effects and which may be of- transient social 
interest. It is submitted tlHlt, based on present knowledge, current legal sanctions 
relating to social use of marijuana at(' inappropriate, but temporal consideraions 
dictate that a decision he deferrcd on full legalilulion of the drug. In a word, to 
decriminalize the mere use of marijuana IS one thing, but to recommend its com
plete IcgaIillltion at this time is guite another. 

D. Minority Recommendation . 
The :'IIinorit)' of your Committee rejects the. second: prqposal.of th,el.lajority·· 

and recommends (IS follows:· the cultil'atioll or sale or possession tor sale of mari
,jllana (in.amoullts of more than one ollnce) be treated as either a felony or a mis-

demeanor, within the discretion of the court. • , . 

. . :-. . .Resp·ectfttlh' submItted, 
• J ... '" •••• ." • A. Leigh'toll Platt .: ..... 

Donald W. Green, III 
For the iUinority 

Appro,'ed March 3, 1972 by the Research Board for transmittal to tlte lioard of 
Governors. 

Reech'cd by the Board of Governors March 27, 1972, and ordered printed and distrib
uted to the membership fIJr discussion and action on April 21, 1972. 
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APPENDIX C 
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The following pel SOilS were inter"iewcd by the Committee (titles indicate positions held 
at the time of the inten iew): , 

Dr, Paul llInchl),. Department of P,vchintl'l'. University of Oregon Medical School 
vcnni~ Brand. Chkf of Dctccth'cs. /ll"ltnomah County 
Donahl Clarl:. Commissioner. lIlultnon.,h Count)' and former Sherilf. 1I1ullnomah Count)' 
])c'lllCJnd D, Connnl\. District Attorne),. 1Il1l1tnomah Count)' 
Dr, A, C. Germann. PH,l'essor of Criminology. California State College at Long Beach 
George Van Boomis;ell. District Attorney. 1I1ultnomah COUllty 
Gene Horn. Director. Charix Coffee House 
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[From the New York Times, Dec. 18, 1973.1 

OREGON HAS NOT BEC01>IE A HAVEN FOR PUSHERS DESPITE NATION'S MOST 
LIRERAL DRUG LAW 

PORTLAND, Ore., Dec. 15 (AP)-About nine weeks ago, Oregon abolished jail 
terms and heavy fines for possession of an ounce or less of marihuana, making 
the state's drug law the nation's most lenient. 

The liberalization of the law has produced no startling changes. Possession Of 
marilmana is still illegal, but now it is treated more like a traffic violation than 
a crime. A citation is issued and the maximum penalty on convction is a $100 
fine, regardless of the number of previous convictions. There is no criminal 
record. 

The maximum penalty formerly was a year in prison and a $1,000 fine for 
the first offense, and 10 years and $2,500 for repeats. 

There is no evidence that the state has become a haven for drug users and 
pu~her;~, as opponent;; uf the meaBure had warned. 

Those who sell marihuana say that its price, supply and demand are following 
seasonal norms. 

CHANGING ATTITUDE 

For the most part, policemen, prosecutors and jurlges are pleased with, but 
not excited by the liberalization. They say the law has simply caught up with 
society's changing attitude toward the casual lise of murihuana. 

"It's a good thing," said Bill Youngman, senior deputy district attorney for 
l\Iultnomah County, which includes Portland, the state's largest city. "It was 
getting to be hell prosecuting those cases. Marihuana use had become to com
mon that the grand jury just wouldn't indict and when they did, the juries 
wouldn't convict. We were losing our credibility with the courts." 

"I think this law is gOing to work out very well," said Michael Bailey, the 
Multnomah County prosecutor who handles most marihuana cases. "It's a clear 
statement that the legislature wants a very small amount of our resources de
voted to this area. I thinl{ in a few years complete legalization of marihuana 
may follow suit." . 

"Yes, this is a step toward legalization," said Sgt. Carl Dunafon of the 
Portland Police Department's narcotics detail. "And] oppose it. The law is too 
liberal. We don!t have enough information to know the exact effects of this 
dangerous drug and here we are trying to legalize it." 

Mr. Bailey said about 40 citations had been issued in the county for mari
huana possession since the new law took effect Oct. 5-"mostly to teenagers, 
street people, hippies, the ones who smoke in public places." 

He said. practically aU those to whom citations have been issu(ld have pleadcd 
guilty and accepted a usually light penalty. 

Stiff criminal penalties for sale of any amount of marihuana, and for pos
session of large quantities of marihuana amI other drugs, remain in force. 
Hashish, a more potent derivative of the marihuana plant, was inadvertently 
included in the new law. Legislative leaders say this was an oversight and 
will be corrected during a special session early next year. 

TOO EARLY TO TELL 

"It's far t-d,o early to tell what the effect of the law is going to be on the 
market," said a Portland dealer who handles large quantities of marihuana. 
"The stuff is getting easy to come by again because of the harvest in Mexico. 
And the quality is going up. '.rhis is the best tme to buy so I don't know how 
much of the increase is due to the law." 

In Lane County, home of the University of Oregon, District Attorney Pat 
Horton said he was using the present system almost a year before the liberalized 
law took effect. 

"There's been a saving of time and money," he said. "The average time for It 
policeman to arrest, lock up and process a person is 40 minutes. That's 40 
minutes the cop is not on the street protecting life and property." 

Mr. Horton foresees the eventual legalization of marihuana in Oregon, but 
with state controls on price and supply like those on liquor. 

There is not total agreement. 
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"All this law really is is a license to sell," said District Attorney Doye Schiff
man of Douglas County, a less populous region in the southwestern part of 
the state. "The pusher can go on his merry way selling marihuana, and as long 
as he never carries more than a lid an ounce at one time ... " 

In the eastern Oregon town of Hermiston, a move is already under way to 
restore criminal penalties for possession. 

"We don't know to what extent marihuana affects the brain, but it very 
definitely does," said Susan Roylance, 31-year-old mother of seven and head 
of the Committee Against Liberal Drng Laws. 

[From Oui, August 1975] 

MARIHUANA FINDS PEACE IN OREGON 

(By Tom Maremaa) 

The day he signed the bill into law, making his state the first in the nation 
to ease its penalties for possession of small amounts of marihuana, Oregon 
Governor Tom McCall, a Republican, expected hell from the people of his state. 
'With the stroke of a pen, he had made, in effect, possession of one ounce or 
less of marihuana no longer a crime but merely a civil violation-punishable 
by a fine of $100 01' less. The governor was sure, as he later said, that his actions 
in supporting and signing the bill were way ahead of public sentiment at the 
time. 

So he braced himself for a siege of public criticism. Expecting an avalanche of 
mail, he had printed up a large stack of replies that outlined the whys and 
wherefores of his decision. Some lawmakers who'd supported the bill were also 
uneasy, fearing they'd gone too far; others began to wonder, unhappily, about 
their chance~ for re-election. The bill that passed both houses-by a margin 
that was nowhere neal' as close as many had predicted-failed to make a distinc
tion between marihuana and hashish and, as a result, McCall's attorney general 
advised him not to sign it. (This lack of distinction between marihuana and 
hashish was changed three months later by a special session of the legislature.) 
"I went ahead and signed it," McCall says now, "because I knew we'd never 
get there again." On the surface, anyway, it took tremendous guts, even for 
Tom McCall, the most popular governor Oregon has ever had. 

But maybe the citizens of the state were already there. Despite a lot of press 
coverage all over the state, the new law decriminalizing marihuana failed to 
generate much controversy. The siege of criticism many had expected some
how, mysteriously, never occurred. All was quiet on the streets of Salem, in 
and around the capitol building. Supporters of the bill, Democrats and Republi
cans alike, were amazed. 

So was the governor. The few letters he got were divided almost equally 
between supporters and critics. 

What Tom McCall did, of course, is something that is just now begiIming 
to happen in other states. California, Colorado, New York, Connecticut and New 
Jersey, among others, are all considering laws modeled to some extent after 
Oregon's. So is Congress. Politicians and lawmakers are looking at the Oregon 
"experiment" with both curiosity and amazement. They're not sure if the 
marihuana law is some kind of comic error-enacted by a kooky state legis
lature and a sympathetic governor-or what. They don't understand the place 
and its people. 

Oregon conjures up pictures of lumberjacks chopping down big trees; of 
conntl'Y hicks, with bulging .. Adam's apples, walking around with Pendleton 
shirts on their backs and horse manure between their toes; of dairy farmers 
in bib overalls, out to pasture, idly tending to their cows: of Okies migrating 
wpst from the Dust Bowl during till' last days of the Great Depression in search 
of something bettpr. Oregon brings to mind images of Panl Newl~lan, in the 
mOYie version of Sometimes a Great Nation, floating down-river on logs, middle 
finger extended upward defiantly, a rebel ancI strikebreaker; of Ken Kesel' 
spaced out on his farlll neal' Springfield, a culture hero gone to seed; of Wayne 
ilIorse, t1w late Senator with the :;;hock of white hail' and fiery tongne, orating, 
long' before anybody was quite willing to listen, on the evils of a distant war 
in Asia. 
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1'he national image of Oregon is both true and false-true because you will 
fim! lo)!;gel's and farlUers and Ken Kesel'; fulse because the image is just that
an image. It doesn't tell much of anything beneath the surface, like why a 
state tl1at prides itself on a kind of 19th Century rugged indivWualism would 
vote to decriminalize marihuana, why conservatives in the legislature-lilm 
Stafford Hansell, a Republican hog former from eastern Oregon-would sup
port such a law and why citizen reaction to its enactment would be far from 
outrage. All those things go much deeper than wl1at is presented 011 TV or in 
the papers and newsmagazines. Oregon is watched through the E-yes of the media, 
yet rarely understood-Inudl less felt. 

A recent survey commissioned by the Drug Abuse Council, in Washington, 
D.C., offers a general idea oflww Oregonians now feel about the marihuana 
la w. The sUlTey was conducted by a Portland marketing-research firm one year 
after the la,,, went into effect in October 1973. It is based on interviews with 
802 adults in the statp. Tlle results show that 58 percent of the public either 
approve of the new law or want it liberaUzed eyen further; 39 percent favor 
returning lo stiffer llenalties. (Practically all of thp people in this 39 percent 
lWYe never usC'd 11l1U'ihuana.) The survey shows, moreovcr, that there has heen 
no significant increase in the numher of people smoking gnli;s and that of those 
who do smoke, 40 percent report a decrease in consulllption, despite thp lllW, 

Thus, fhe €'xtent of marihuana use in Oregon (nine percent of state residents 
nre current users, 19 percent ha,'e experimented) is not significantly different 
from thnt of the cOUlltr~' as a whole (eight. percent are cmrent userS, 18 per
cent have experimented). Interestingly enough, those in Oregon who do not 
smol{p grass giYe the following reasons: 53 percent are "simply not interested," 
23 ]lerct'nt rite "ft'ar of hpalth cOll~equellces," two pprcent pOint to the "unavail
ability of marihuana" and foul' percent blame "fear of legal prosecution." The 
remaining "" percent are, for the most part, undecided. The criminal law, there
fore, play:" unly a minor part in sOIllellOdy's decision to sllloke 01' not to smoke. 

But the question is, how is the la,,, working out in practice? Not too surpris
ingly, yon won't fincI yery lllany Or<:>gonians who ar<:> doing the asking. Marihuann 
hal'cUy makps n<:>ws in the state anymore. NOhody tall,s much auout it these da~'s, 
maybe because tll<:>y've got other things on their minds, like llllemployment, IUIll
h<:>r mills shutting down, farmers h\trning their fields eyery summer in the Wil
liamette Rh'er Vall<:>y-polluting the air horribly. 

If you ask cops arouml the stat~, they'll tell you almost to a mUll that mari
hualla is more "eyid<:>nt." 'Vhicll is their way of saying that weed is more visible. 
You may see somebody taking on a jOint openly in a bar 01' tavern; or you may 
see ppople sllloldllg at a rocl. concert or a party. Y<:>t cop~ Iikp Robprt Scotton, a 
Ilar('otirs offit'pr witll the Portland police, "'ill mIll, "If 'eyident' 1}leans tllere's 
morC' use-well, then that's a cognitive leap a person takes on his own." Scotton 
seriously doubts if usage bas increasec1. 

If ~'ou ask District Attorney ,T. Pat Horton, of Lane County, which encompasses 
the Eugellp-Hpringfi(o'ld area, ~'ou'n learn tlla.t he's pleasec1 with the new law for 
a llumilPl' of 1'l'asons: a shift in police priorities a",a~' from petty c1011e busts to 
more serious crimps, rpduced caseloads in the COUl'ts, a mor<:> respectful attitude 
alllong 1dcls toward cops. "By any measurablp stancIard, the decl'iminnlizution of 
marillllllna is working well," says Horton. Handsome, young, articulate, Horton 
is n strong advocate of the present law and has testified 11efore the U.S. Senate 
Ul'ging Congress to adopt a national policy based 011 the Oregon mod<:>l. 

In the high schools, there are fewer and few<:>r problems with dope j kids don't 
cOllle to school loaded-as thpy did in the past. They're "ery cool about smoking 
grass. "It's no bIg deal," you'll hear, "as long as ~·ou aren't, like, blatl1nt about 

. it." Besides, drinl,ing has come back-if it eyer really went away-in schools and 
on college campuses. Ask Stephen Kafoury, the. Democratic rl'f}l'esentative from 
Portland who, along with Hansell, led t11e fight for till' 11,CW law. He'll tpll you: 
"'Ye (lidn't:. expect any changes to oecnr because of the new luw. People ,,,ere 
or werp llotl.lmoldng regardless of its illegalit~r before, so why should that pattern 
change?" 

. Kafoun',. \\')10 l;as n strolll7 fol!owlng among young lleople, is no,,, sllOnsoring a 
bill to .deCl'lllllllnhz(> the cuItrmhon of 111) to ten marillllflna lllants and the trans
}Jortatl~n a~l(l Rulp of ~111 ~o ~ne OUllce of grass. Tom McCall, now former gOYel'llOr 
~ the o.tlice !Il Or<:>gon IS lumted to ,two consecutive terms), saJ's that he is sntii'
fie~ WIth tile waJ' the present law has be<:>ll worldng out. "It's the fullest, most 
!'atJonal brealdllrougll 011 this yery emotional i,ssup," Ill.' sa~·I>. ,1That'g why it's 
Important, and thnt's why we should stick with it." , 
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"What the law does-and it's important if you're cau~ht with one ounce or less 
of marihuana-is eliminate any criminal .. arrest record .. If you're C~ught in Ore .. 
gon, a cop can't arrest you, he can only cite J"ou, meaning that you Sllnply appear 
in court and ,pay your fine, usually $50 or less. Horton says, "'.rhe people who come 
into the courtrooni now accused of selling narcotics are traffickers ancl profiteel.'s 
-professional criminals-not young professional people." :'I!arihuanll, ?f cours~, 
isn't legal in O~'egon; you can still be busted for transportlllg, promotmg, cultI
vating or furnishing (selling) on a felony or a felony-misdemeanor charge. The 
Catch-22 is: 

It's OK once you haye marihuana, but just don't let the cops catch you getting 
it. Why the official $100 fine? Says KafoUl'Y, running a hand through his thick 
brown beard "One hundred dollars was what most people were being fined any
way before tile law, so we decided to keep that. But the main thing 110W is that 
you don't get an arrest record." As for sticking with it, as :McCall suggests, people 
in Oregon appear to haye every intention of doing so. Resistance .to the new 
law has been minimal, with one possible exception. A group of citizens from the 
city of Hermiston organized a petition drive during the last state election in order 
to re,peal the law. They needed 45,000 signatures to get the measure on the ballot. 
Despite a statewide campaign, they were able to muster only about 15,000 signa
tures. The petition never made it. 

The law is popular politically. "It's not the old pull .. down-the .. shades .. and .. lock
the .. door routine," kids who smoke will tell you. Grownups, too, are far less para
noid about those who smoke, about the menace of long-haired, weirdo freal;:s, 
dope fiends high on something, who have come to take away their daughters-or 
whatever the grown-up fantasy was. "Used to be that somebody who smoked 
marihuana was considered a creep 01' something," says Sergeant Bert :'Iloreland, 
a Eugene cop. "Now you've got respectible middle .. class people \vho smoke." The 
rl'duction of paranoia has hac1 another effect, too. Just walk th£' streets of 
Portland at night, of rl'efers 01' a lid, used to be one way a cop ·'!oul(1 intimidate 
you, maybe proye his stri,pes, and maybe shake you down for long hair, your 
appearance or whatever. Usually, the bust was a waste of time for the cop. He 
knew it, too. He knew you'd get off with just a fine and, possibly, a lecture from 
the judge. But it was the hassle involved-like getting bounced around, bool,ed, 
fingerprinted, maybe even thrown into the slammer for a night or two. That's 
what got to you-and the cop Imew it. Busts for grass had their own ritual, 
something repeated dozens of times. 

But things are changing. There are still cops like Lieutenant Harold Berg, 
assistant director of the criminal division with the state police in Salem, who 
in one breath will tell you. "'Ve'll use whatever means necessary to enforce the 
law," and then say, "Now, I don't want you to get the idea that I'm a red-nee};: 
cop or something'." Still, one girl, in her mid .. 20s, who'd moved up to Oregon from 
California, remembers the time not too long ago when she got busted for grass. 
It happened in a small town out Oil the Coast. "The cops just weren't into bustin' 
people," she recalls. "They were really friendly, helpful. This one cop didn't ex
actly know what to do, like, how to write out a citation. I was scared, bummed 
out. But he looked at me real friendly and said, "Vhat are we going to do about 
you ,people who come out here from the valley and get stoned?' " 

'1.'he narcs, of course, are still around, hanging out on the street under yarious 
covers, working their OWll show, waiting for hours, maybe even days, just fOr a 
buy. In Lane County, at least, according to D.A. Horton, thE'Y don't buy marihuana 
anymore, the emphasis now being on hard drugs Fluch as coke and heroin. In 
POl'tland-1I1ultnomah County-it's pretty much the same. "Marihuana actiYity 
in the police department is nil," says police chief Bruce R. Baker. 

IIIost cops will say that they don't agree philosophically with the new mari
huana law. If alcohol is already a problem, they say, then you're just asking for 
morE' trouble by reducing the penalties for posseSSion of grass. Yet thE' criminal 
law hasn't been a deterrent in ;the past and some cops arC' aware of that "In
('reasi~g the puniti,'e measures," says Baker, "doesn't act as a deterrent in the 
narcotics trade." 

In terms 'of cops and their relationship to kids since the law went into effect 
it's 'Ull unusual situation. If you ask I,ieutenant Berg about his relations to kid~ 
011 th~ st~eet, if t!l~ SCE'ne has improve~, he'll look at you as though you were 
speakmg 111 Swaluh and turn the questlOn around: "What part of the country 
are you from? There's some alienation among youth here yes but not to the ei
tent you find elsewhere. Kids here haye more respect for p~lice.;' 
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At some Eugene soda bars, cops pass through from time to time-usually rookies 
working in vairs-take a quick look around, maybe say hello if they're ill a good 
mood then lean? 1.'here is little, if any, oyert hostility toward them. CL'he kids 
minel'their own business, play cards, arm wrestle, listen to the jukebox, what 
ever-without getting rousted. Sometimes they even smoke grass in these places, 
surreptitiously, lil,e, Jate at night when it's crowded beyond belieof an~ rock is 
heayy in the air. '1'11e cops are hip to what's going on-and so are the kIds-but 
tlley won't hassle them if they're cool. :JIaillly, when they pass tllrough on patrol, 
they're either lool,jng for somehorly 01' l'f>n(1y to break up a fi,ght H ROme rummy 
gets drunk and starts a bra wI. I 

On weekends, these kids may cruise Willamette Street, the 'local "gllt," looking 
for some kind of action, a perpetual re-enactment of the teen Fifties. 01' they 
may walk the mall in downtown Eugene, which is very big on weeltends, espe' 
ci'ally if there's a break in the weather and the sun comes out. Toking on a jOint 
in public as ;vou walk the mall isn't considered very mellow j you know you can 
smoke dope now without the fear of being thrown into the slammer, so why 
flaunt it? 

"Man, the revolution is over and we WOIl," says Bobby Sky, who used to hang 
out with Kesey and his regrollpeclband, the :Jlel'l'Y Panksters. In a sense, Sky, 
with his shoulder-Iellgth ll'Uir and "ery casual manner, is right. The great psy
chedelic wars that Keyse~' and his Pranksters fought ill the Sixties are over. 
What's left to rebel against, particularly in Oregon? Parents go out on certain 
nights and listen to rock music with Weir kids j college students with beards and 
long hair p'articipate in lengthy political debates with legislators in Salem, and 
rarely, if eyer, feel as though they have 110 "oice in local government j cops make 
very polite dope busts; gu~'s with shoulder-length hair lind rep ties work in 
straight jobs for law firms, big cOlllpanies, government agencies-and smoke dope 
011 weekends. Hip kids haYl~ takell on straight jobs without losing whatever it 
was that made them hip in the first place. COllYersely, many straight people
lawyers, doctors, teachers-haye takol on hip values, though HOt necessarily hip 
appem·ances. As one girl who's grown up in Oregon says, "Everybody is :fittin' 
right in." 

Dope dealers, however-at least those who are willing to talk-are either cyn
ical about the new law or curiously indifferent t.o it. Things, after all, haven't 
changed much for them. What they're involved in-buying and selling for profit
is, of course, still illegal. Though undercover narcs are still 011 the street loolting 
for big buys, these dealers (who deal modestly in kilos, not tons) are not about 
to sell indiscriminately, without first checking out something about their clien
tele. They like to think that narcs are putting all their efforts into hard-drug 
husts, but at the sallle time, they're not so sure. If you're It dealer, paranoia fol
lows you wherever you go. YOu still hide, they still seek. 

~'he emphaSis nowadays among dealers is on quality-a higher grade MexiC'an 
or Colomhian grass, Wllich sells for $20-$40 per ounce, often more, deppndi)1g on 
the season. 'l'he market demands better shit j people want quicker highs, like a 
couple °of hits and you're thcl'C', instead 'of those times in the past when you'd sit 
around for what seemed like hours toking, nauseated, on bad weed. Quickel' highs 
obyiously cost more. 

To cut costs, more people are saving their seeds and growing their own. 
Cultivation is up, even though it's illegal under the present law, Scotton, the 
narcotics cop, says, "There's more cultivatioll j we make more arrests for that." 
Home-grown weed, of course, may not be as good us what's imported and it call. 
be a lot of work, because the climate isn't exactly suited to cultivation. So 
cultivators have to go the heat-lamp route, Most of the grass in Oregoll, nat
urally, comes from Mexico through California. Distribution, narcs say, is being 
mude lately in smaller and smaller quantities. "We've seen fewer kilo blocks." 
Scotton will tell you, "in relation to quantity than we have in the past, which 
indicates that if it's coming fro111 Mexico, it's not being packml the same." 

As for enforcement of the new law, there are indications that it hasn't been 
handlec1 uniformly throughout the state. It's not all sweetness and light. Gary 
Gortmaker, the D.A. for Marion County, which includes the state capital, has 
reportedly refused to allow cops in his county to issue citations. He maintains 
that an~'one citell fOr marihuana 110ss<'ssion r>nn·t he pros('('uted later for more 
serious offenses stemming from a dope bust. 'What Gortmaker is c1oing, in effect, 
is busting people fOl' transporting if they are caught smoking in a car, parked 
or moving j for furnishing if they are seen by a cop passing a roach to somebody 
else j for remaining if they are caught in the same house wllere people are 
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smoking. All of the above carry felony-or, in the latter case, misdemeanor
charges. 

In a confidential directive to police, Gortmaker has instructed his subordi
nates that people found possessing less than one ounce of marihuana be arrested 
and taken into custody, rather than merely cited to appear in court. As a con
sequence, people are coming out with felony arrests on their records for what 
the legislature has said should be only a violation. Gortmaker has refused to 
either explain or justify his policy to anyone. He did tell one reporter, howe"er, 
that "the word decriminalization is a misnomer dreamed up by somebody. 
Something is either legal or llot legal--eriminal or not criminal." 

Lawmakers such as Kafoury are angry about Gortmaker"s independent 
pOlicies, though they admit there's not much they can do about them. Official 
state policy is one of discouragement of marihuana use, as witnessed by the 
stiff penalties in effect for sale and distribution. Whenever Gortmaker"s policies 
are mentioned, Horton, Hansell and :McCall shake their lwads in disbelief, 
They're all aware of the situation-which a number of' cops in Gortmaker's 
county are not too pleased about, either-yet they are really powerless to take 
any kind of action. 

Outside Marion County, middle-class parents see the new law as working well, 
mainly because their kids no longer come away from busts with arrest records. 
]lJm,e up on the law and save your kid j find ways for him to get involved in the 
system without becoming cynical about the law. That's part of the social con
sciousness of the state of Oregon-a kind of belief that if the system is to work, 
it has to be responsive. If you ask people about the consciousness of the state, 
in fact, they'll look at you and say, "The Oregon story." Just that. The Oregon 
story is a notion put forth by Tom McCall. In terms of the marihuana law, he 
says, it means "pragmatism in the area of hysteria. I predict that other states
if we can hang on to the law, and our experience would indicate that it shoulll 
be hung on to-will follow suit, because it just makes good sense." . 



Oregcn1s 
Marijuana 
Decriminalizati:m: 
Om~ Year 
later 

By Roberl R. Carr 
SenIor Program QI/Jcer. 
Drug Abuse Council. Wa'Jh/ngton. D.C. 

A SURVEY laken in the state of Oregon 
onc yenr after it hnd nbolished 

eriminal pcnatHcs for slmph:. poss~S-~ion 
of small amounts of mnrijunml. revealed 
that ::1 mnjonty of citizens favor this 
new approach, and that the: nUmber oC 
individuals using mnrijuana has not 
signifio:antly increased with the remoY",1 
of criminal sanctions. 

Oregon is the first at the 50 slate's 
to abolish criminal pcnl1ltic..<; for posscs~ 
sian oC ODe oUnce of marijuana or Jess. 
and to replace them with a m:nomum 
civil fine of S100. The independent 
Drug Abuse Council* commissioned a 
survey in October" 1974-the first ntl~ 
niversary of the new legislation-tn. 
a'iSCSS what changes occurred in. mari
juana usage during thnt year, :md to 
find out what impressions Oregonians 
hnvc of their new law. 

The Oregon law received bipartisan 
support in both houses of the tcgi:sl;l
fU~e and becnme effective in October. 
1973, ilfler being signed by Gov. Tom 
McCall. a, Republican. The Oregon 
m(ldel is similar to the approach rec:om
mended by the National Commission 
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse-an 
official potiey of discouragcment of 
m:ujjl.lana we by the inlposition ot n 
civil sanctiOlh with the cJimination of 
criminal penalties. 

The Cnmmis. .. ion's First Repor', 
AfarilUlllna: A Sigllal of Allsmuler-

.. The Drug Abuse CtlUrtcil, 1000'Hed in 
Wa,hingto[4 D.C., was cstabli~hed in L 912 
by n consortium of privale fuundaliun .. 
ro serve as a.u independent \Ollrc¢ of in
formation. policy c,'1alua\\\ln. and r~~ 
search funding in .the fieh.! or drug use 
and misuse. 
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WHAT ARE 

THE RESULTS OF 

ABOLISHMENT OF 

CRIMINAL PENALTIES 

FOR POSSESSION 

OF MARIJUANA? 

st(ltulillC. i .... 'iucd in March. 1972, recom~ use of marijuannj and atlitudcs 10ward 
mended Ihnt pO'is.e. .... "ion of milrijuana the n(!\v law and other legal alternatives. 
for pcrsonal usc no longer be a criminal 
(llTcnse nnd that cn..c;ual dt .. tribulion of Marijuana U~g8: 
small amounts of marijuana for no 
remuneration, or insignificant remun- I\vo out o( every 10 Oregon adults 
crntion nOt involving prem, no longer '19C;;) hn-we "t least tried marljullna, 
be an offcns~. with one out of every 11 (nine per cent) 

Thc new lnws. on. marijuana U .. e or reporting that they currently use mari~ 
posse'islon do not "]egalizc" marijuana junnn. A sharp difference. in mari~ 
in Oregon any more Ihan fines for junna U!>;lge, hoth ever used and cur· 
traffic -violu1ions make such Violations rcnlly us!.!, is. seen between younger 
"legal," The lawii do "decriminulizc" adults and older adults. bet\\'ccn men 
fhe use or possession of one ounce ot and women, nnc. bet'\cen educational 
les; of m:lrijunnn. Conviction of the levels. or adults 18 t(l 29. 2·g:, report· 
orrense is neither a misdcmennor nor ed that t:-tcy currently usc O1llriJur,nts, ill; 
a fckmy •• md nG i1~lnri!>,",nme.nt or fine compared to five ~er cent ~el\'_.(e~~ die 
in exccs.s of SlOO cnn be ordered. age'i c.i 30 and 114, and lc~ thnn one 

It was feared by some that the adop. per cent of tho'ie over 45. 
tion of such an npproach would lead Over four limes as man\' men (1:3%) 
to n dramatic increnc;c 'in mnrijuana as women (three per cent) said that 
USC~ .:'J.nd that the state might even be they- currently u!\c marijuana. Of 
O\'CI'nln by hordes of hippies. Since those who have comph::tcd college. 12% 
policy-makers at both the nationol and reported currently lIsing marijuana. com· 
state levels nrc looking at the Oregon pare~ to <;.\:1; per cent of those wi\h a 
experience to p;uide them in their OWn high school education. nnd less th:m 
policy determinations. the Drug Abuse one per cent of those wilh .:l grade 
Council. through its survey, sought to school education or- less. 
ur.s\Vcr some of the questions raised The N;lticnal CClm01ission on :\i<1ri· 
by the dccrinlimlliz.."l110n of mnrijunnol. juana. and Drug A.huse clllSS\tied man~ 

The ~I.lrvey wa'i conducted hv Bards •• juann users nccordmg tl."l frequ~ncy ~'l 
Icy amI Ha~lnchcl'. Inc.. it nlarketing U1\O; ExperimentaI--at Il!.:lst o~c trial 
rC<icMch iirm in Pl1rtl:lOd. Ore.. ;lIld to once a month or le~: Intt:muttcnt
con!\isleJ o( Mlvcral tlllcstillns ilst.:cd us two to 10 timC5 monthly: ~fodcr.lh!
part 0.1' ;\ lunger. rcgulmly ~cheu\l1cd II times: monthly H.l ·once dnil~': 
~urvcy llr puhlie uplniun on a \'rtriet)' HC3vy--s~vernl limes dail~': and Very 
o( is!iuc,~. Field \VlIrk ttlr the study Heavy-almost constnnt intoxication 
~V:IS conducteu hetween Oct. 17 ilnd with potent preparations,' brain rore\y 
24. 11)74. The silmpfe cnn ... i .. tcd of N02 drug·frcc. 
pen;(,\m~l, ft\cc·t(,\·f~tcc imcn'iew~ with a The Oregon survey dnta indicates 
reprec;cntmivc !illmplc tll :.adUIt" 1 ~ ye.1r'S Ihat 54% of the adults Who have ever 
or ultfer. used marijuana reponed that the)' no 

The rc.""lJ~ llr the :'Iurvey nrc present- longer usc it~ seven per cent 1,\S.e" mnn
!!d hel'e in Ihrel! part!\.: marijuana tJ.Ij,agc. juann sp.,radicalfy. These persons- can 
--eve, m.ed lInd rrc.~enth' USc. fn:. be ch:lrnclcrizeJ as experimental users. 
l./uenc}' lll' me, ho\'! long lL~C.(I. and Of the adults who hnvc ever u!.cd 
chungcs in IISC; rcnsnns (or presen[ non· marijuann, 14% enn be designated fn~ 
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termittcnt users. They continue to usc 
marijuana from two (0' three times 
per monili to once pta' week. Scme 
18% of adults nrc moderate users. who 
continue to USe marijuana a few times a 
w~ck to once daily. 

FinallY, seven per cent of adults who 
have ever used mariju<l.nn ore heavy 
users, using marijuana more Ih:)" once 
daily. No distinction was made in the 
tiUrvcy between heavy and \tcry hcnv)' 
users. 

It appears that the numuer of jn~ 
dividuals using marijllana has not 
signmcnntIy increased in Oregon dunng 
the year (ollowing removal of criminal 
pcnoltics for simple possession of one 
ounce or IC!i5. Of those currellily u'.iing 
marijuana, only six per cent report that 
they ha.vc used it for less thall one 
year, w1t11e 91 % have lIsed it for more 
than one year. All of the tc~s·thnn-I)ne~ 
year users are between 18 and 29 years 
or age. 

O! those individuals currently llsing 
marijullu:- four out of every 10 rcport~ 
cd a deerea:c in usage during the first 
year o( the Oregon decriminalization 
law, while one of every 20 reporled nn' 
increase in usage, More than one-half 
(52%) o( current users reported no 
chaosc in consumption during the same 
period. 

Reasons for' Present U~n~U80 

Those individuals who rcported that 
they do not curl'colly use marijuann
both those who have never used it and 
those who have stopped using it-were 
asked to choose the one re:tson for 
their present nO:Hlse: possibility of legal 
prolccutioni not t\vailuble; not inter8 

cstcd; marijuana may be dangerous to 
my health: or other redson. 

Lack of interest was the most im
porlant reason chosen for 110t using 
m'arijuana by both those who hnve 
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never tried it (54%) and by thc.sc who 
hav,~ l:icd, but stopped (51 % ). Pas
sibil: he;llfh dnJlgcrs \Vcre ciled hy 23r& 
of ncver·uscrs nnu by J 2% of en~r·users 
as the most important reason for not 
currently using marijuana. . 

Doth the po-.sibility of legal prosecu
tion and th'! Irick of marijuana avail~ 
ability ranked low as reasons for '1ot 
currently using. Legal prosecution was 
n3med by four per cent of never-users 
:snd by scven per cent of ever-users, 
While not available was named by only 
two per cent o( nevcr-users and by one 
per cent of ever-users. 

Attiludcs Toward Marijuana Laws 

A majority (58%) of Oregon adults 
favor the elimination of criminnl 
penilltic~ for the possession of small 
amounts of marijuana. Approxim:ttcly 
three out of every 10 residents (32%) 
approve of their state law that makcs 
simple possession of mariju:mn a civii 
"offensc"-nkin to a pJrking tic1'ct
carrying 3. tipe, but no jail term or 
criminal record; 11 % favor Ch:lOgCS in 
the law to make both sale and possession 
of smnIJ amounts of marijuana legal: and 
15% favor changes in the law to makc 
pos!lcssion o( smnll amounts and use in 
private legal. 

Young adults-agt!d IS to 29-take 
a more lenient view on the four legal 
choices regarding sale and/or pOSSC$' 
sian of small amounts of 1"..;!rijuana. The 
division on lr.gnl alternatives is sh3rp 
between, those who either have used or 
currently use marijuana and those who 
have never used it. Of all of Ihose who 
have never used mnrijuana. 50':0 ap
prove of thq law as is or more lenient 
options, while 46% favor stiffer pen
alties, lhe ovcrwhelming number oI 
which came from the never-used mari
juana group and from tho:e 30 years 
of age or older. 

ATTITUDE TOWARD LEGAL ALTERNATIVES 

Sale and 
Possession Possession 

Civil 01 Small of Small 
Penalties, Amounts Amounlo; Sliffer 

First Cholco As Is Legal Legal Penalties Undecided 

Total Adults 32% 15% 11% 39% 3% 
By Age 
18-29 36% 26% 17% 1~% 2% 
31)-44 38% 13% 8% 4",,% 1% 
45-59 25% 13% 7'r. 51% 4% 
60 and over 27% 5% 9% 530/0 .6% 

By Usage 
Have used 26% 37% 29% 7% 1% 
Nevar used 33'r. 11% 6% 46% .1% 

Observations 

The Oregon sur\'ey 'teems to il'!dicate 
that the number of individual$ using 
marijuana did not significantly increase 
in Oregon in the year after its decrim
inalizatlo:l Inw went into effect, and, of 
those using marijuana, a large percentage 
reported a dccre~e in consumption, 
while only a small numbCT reported an 
incrense in we_ Lock of interest or 
henlth concerns were th~ primary stated 
reasons for either non-usa or cessation 
of usc, while lack of marijuana avaib.8 
bility or legal sanctions were peripheral 
COncerns. 

A m:tjority of Oregon residents favor 
either their ne\ ... · law treating simple 
po.)scssion of one ounce or Jess of 
marijuana similar to n tramc ticket or 
changes in the law to remove all legal 
stlnctions for simple possession of smail 
amounts. 

Significant divisions in both mari· 
juana usage. and attitudes toward mari
juana Jaw appcnrcd among tlge group.. 
jngs. Marijuana usnge among Oregon 
adults is by far the heaviest in lhe 18-
to 29-year-old group. which also favors 
the more lenient legal approaches. 

The decriminalization approach js 
rapidly gaining support at the national 
nnd slate levels. Legislation to remove 
criminal pemllties for simple possession 
of marijuana has been introduced in the 
U.S. Congress bY·Sen. Jacob Ja\'its (R.
N.Y.) nnd Rep. Edward Koch (D.
N.Y.l. 

California, Maine, and Colorado have 
recently substituted fines in place of 
jail sentences for possession of small 
amounts of mnrijuana, and several other 
states are presently considering such an 
nppronch. The Alaskan Supreme 
COllrt declared criminal penalties for 
marijuana possession to be an unCOD
stitutional invasion of privacy, and the 
Alaska legislature upproved n bill, 
signcd by the gO'lernor, which decrim
inalize... private marijuana pos..'>ession. 

National surveys show SImilar use 
and attitude patterns among adults os 
among thos:! in Oregon, and, further. 
indicate an even more lenient attitude 
toward marijunnn laws amons the youth 
who will be reaching voting age in the 
next few years. If younger adults ml.in· 
tain the nUitude. .. they now have as they 
grow oldcr, and If marijuana usage can· 
tinues [0 remnin at its present lcv!!t or 
increases in subsequent "younger adUlt" 
groups, we can expect to find an ever~ 
increasing acceptance o( marijuana in 
the years ahead, If that happens, we 
will find increasing prcssure for re
moving all legal sanctions for marijunna 
we and possession. 
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PENNSYLVANIA 

[From the Philadelphia Bulletin, Aug. 17, 1975] 

EASING OF MARIJUANA LAW URGED 

PENNSYLVANIA DRUG COUNCIL SUGGESTS CITATIONS INSTEAD OF ARRESTS 

(By John Benditt) 

It's an ordinary August evening in center-city Plliladelphia-quiet, hot and 
muggy. A hip YQung couple ill their twenties stroll through Head House Square, 
casually passing a jOint back and forth. 

~'hey cup their hands to hide the red glow of the marijuana cigaret, but it 
just isn't their night. A cop passing in his blue cruiser spots them. 

But instefrd of jumping out, slapping on the cuff'S, and talring the young 
smokers down to the Roundhouse, the cop talws out his well-worn ticket book 
and writes out a citation. 

A pot-smoking ticket? 
Such an incident could actually take place by SI.unmer if some of Pennsylvania 

GoYel'llor Shapp's advisers conyince the Legislature in Harrisburg to accept 
their plan. 

The Goyernor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse has submitted an SO-page 
"Marijuana report" recommending that l)()Ssession of small amounts of mari
juana be "decriminalized." 

The report urges that possession of small amounts of marijuana for personal 
use be made a civil offense, much like a trnffic citation. 

Offenders would have no arrest record, and would not face the risk of a 
criminal record if convicted. 

There has been a rising number of pot arrests every year in Pennsylv1lnia 
(9,616 in 1973) but the Council's report says the marijuana laws don't prevent 
anybody from smoking the weed. 

Regardless of the laws, the report claims, about one in five adult Pennsyl
Yal1ians will smoke marijuana some time during this year. 

And present pot laws continue to cost Pennsylvania taxpayers in the neigh
borhood of $10 million in law enforcement costs a year, the report adds. 

Council officials say they have already drawn up a bill providing for decriminal
izing marijuana possession. Seyeral legislators, they say, have already said 
they were interested in sponsoring the bill in the lH!xt se~ion of the Legislature. 

If the bill be'comes law, possession and use of less tha11 30 grams of lllarijuana, 
lxmghly an ounce, would become a civil offense, with a maximum flne of $100. 
Selling pot would remain a criminal offense. 

Under current Pennsylvania law, the maximum penalty for possession of less 
than 30 grams of pot is $500 and 80 days in jail. 

YEAR AND $5,000 

]'01' possession of larger amounts, or for selling marijuana, the penalty now is 
up to a year ill jail, and a $5,000 fine. 

Similar "traffic-ticket" pot laws are already in effect in !Alaska, Oregon, 
Oolorado and California. "Ticket" laws -are being considered by legislatures in 
Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Washington and 'Wisconsin. 

The chairman of the Governor's Council, Dr. Richard E. Horman, a clini:cal 
psychologist, explains he has done an about-face 011 pot law in the last few years. 

In 1970, Dr. Horman was the author of a strongly anti-marijuana book, "Drug 
Awareness," and a supporter of criminal penalties for pot smoking. 

I WAS so CONSERVATIVE 

"Governor Shapp had misgivings a'bout appointing me to the Council because I 
was so conservative," Horman said recently. 

Now, Horman thinks "it's absurd to think that the law has any effect on 
marijuana smoking. You can't prohibit people from using something t1leY can 
grow in the backyard." 

83-3l3 0 - 77 - 42 
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His report figures seem to bear him out. A study made by the council found 
that 19.2 percent of Pennsylvanians over 15 use pot once a year, and 4.2 percent 
use it more than three times a week. 

And the overwhelming majority of non-smokers said they don't smoke because 
of possible health hazards, not because of the existing la ws. 

HEDGES ON HEALTH 

'1'he report itself hedges on the possible effect of marijuana no health. There is 
no "conclusive evidence," it says, that "marijuana use is significantly hazardous 
to health." 

"On the other hand," it adds, research "has not demonstrated a conclusive mar
gin of safety, either." 

"Most people know they're not going to get busted now," Dr. Horman said 
recently in explaining why marijuana smoking continues to increase in Penn'yl
vania. 

And although the report estimates less than one in 100 pot smokers in Pennyl
vania will be busted this year, the marijuana laws are costing an estimated $9.2 
million in 1972. 

COULD BE BETTER SPENT 

Council officials believe that the amount it costs to arrest and prosecute pot 
smolrers every year could be better spent elsewhere. 

Locally, some law enforcement officers agree with them. :Michael Byrne, chief 
of screening and diversion in the office of Philadelphia District Attorney Emmett 
lntzpatrick, says "If we've got to choose between arresting murderers, rapists, 
robbers and pot-smokers, we might just say, 'No, we're not going to arrest the 
pol-smokers.' " 

'1'he Governor's Council report admits that most Pennsylvanians don't want to 
liberalize the pot laws-they want to toughen them. 

In a survey conducted for the council by Oliver Quayle and Company, a pri
vDte survey firm, 57 percent of the adults who were asked said marijuana laws 
Should be stricter. (Republicans were tougher than Democrats or Independents). 

But the same survey showed that more than half of those who thought the 
laws should be tougher were "not at all familiar with the present marijuana 
laws." 

"'You have to remember," Dr. Horman says, "this is a very agrarian state, 
and it reileetts the type of norms you'd find in, say, Nebraska." 

RELAXING MARIJUANA BAN WILL AFFECT PHILADELPHIA LITTLE 

Even if the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse persuades the 
Legislature in Harrisburg to "decriminalize" marijuana, i~ won't make much 
difference in Philadelphia. 

'rlle office of District Attol'lley F. ]~mmett Fitzpatrick has a long-standing policy 
of not proRecuting those arrested with small amounts of marijuana. 

"In lllost cases, when small alllounts of relatively harmless narcotics are used, ' 
we withdraw prosecution, and that's it," Fitzpatrick says. 

Phila<1elphra police stilI make arrests for any amount of marijuana possession, 
hut cases iJIYolving' slllall nmolUll's nre dropped when the suspect is brought to 
01(' Police AdminiRtrntion Building, 8t11 and Race sts., a spOli::l'sman for the dis
trielattornpy's officp sai(l. 

Because no Ilcparnte reeords are kept for marijuana arras s and prosecutions, 
the district attorney's office does not know exactly how many people were prose
cuted last year for posRession of Rmall amounts of marijuana. 

But Michael Byrne, chief of screening aud diversion for the District attorney's 
office lwre said "I know of llone", whell a::;kecl how man~' Philadephians went 
to jail last year for small Itlllounts of pot. 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE 
NO. I RIVERSIDE OFFICE CENTER, SUITE "N" 

2101 NORTH FACNT STREET 
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17110 

MILTON J, SHAPP 
GOVERNOR 

The Honorable Birch Bayh 
Chairman, senate Subcommittee to 

Investigate Juvenile Deliquency 
363 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Bayh: 

September 11, 1975 

RICHARD E. HORMAN Ph, D, 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

It is my understanding that your subcommittee will be 
acting on legislation to decriminalize marihuana (S. 1450) in 
September and October. 

After an intensive seven-month study, the Governor's Council 
recommended in July 1975 decriminalization of simple possession of 
marihuana in Penns!!l vania. Proposed legislation to implement that 
recommendation has been ,drafted within the report (see enclosure) and 
will be introduced into both the House and the Senate during the last 
week in September. 

I, therefore, stronglY urge that you respond favorably to 
Federal legislation which would remove the criminal penalties applied 
to simple possession of marihuana .. 

Enclosure 
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Marihuana 'Report 

As submittEd to Governor Shapp and the Pennsylvania General Assembly. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
July,1975 

MILTON J. SHAPP 
Governor 

RICHARD E. HORMAN, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 



MILTON J. SHAPP 
GOVERNOR 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE 
NO. I RIVERSIDE OFFICE CENTER, SUITE "N" 

2101 NORTH FRONT STREET 
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17110 

August 1975 

RICHARD E. HORMAN Ph, D, 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

To the (',overnor and General Assembly of the Corranonwealth of Pennsylvania: 

The concern associated l~ith the extensive use of marihuana by 
Pennsylvanians prompted the Governor's Council to thoroughly examine 
and collect the pertinent material related to this dilemma, 

Tn Narch 1975 my staff prepared "Marihuana: A Discussion Paper" 
to stinulate a debate about the effects of the 1972 Controlled Substance, 
Drug, Device, and Cosmetic Act. The paper was prepared because we were 
under the impression the Act did not significantly affect mariffilana use. 

'This report is an extension of the discussion paper and includes 
our findings and recorranendations. It may be thought of as exhaustive in 
Jts completeness; however, l~e could not justify our recorranendations for 
altering the drug laws without systematic scrutiny of all available facts. 

The report represents over seven months of research and analyses 
on marihuana use and the implications of this use to social policy makers. 

We rp.spe"tfully submit this report to you for reviel~, discussion, 
and consideration. 

TIle Governor 
The President of the Senate 
The Speaker of the Houso 

By Direction of the Council, 

fJJf;ft....-.-
Richard E. HOnTIw1, Ph.D. 
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MARIHUANA REPORT 

I. Introduction 

A. Marilruana - Societal Attitudes 

1. Opinion Poll/Prevalence and Intensity of Use 

B. Pennsylvania Criminal Law 

1. Marihuana: The Law and Criminal Penalties in 
Pennsylvania 

2. Alternatives to Incarceration: How are They Applied 

3. Marihuana Lali Enforcement 

C. Criminal Law in Other States 

1. Pennsylvania Law: Other States Compared 

2. New Changes in Other Marihuana Lalis 

D. The Physical Effects of Marihuana 

E. Societal Costs/Treatment and Rehabilitation 

F. < Recommendations 

II. Appendices 

A. Summary of Testimony from Public Hearings 

B. Verbatim Text from "Cannabis and the Criteria for Legislation of 
a Currently Prohibited Recreational Drug: Groundwork for a Debate" 
by Dr. Griffith Edwards 
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INTRODUCTION 

In March 1975 "Marihuana: A Discussion Paper" was prepared 

by the staff of the Governor's COlmcil on Drug and Alcohol Abuse in an 

. attempt to evaluate the impact of the existing marihuana policies in 

the Cornrr~nwealth of Pennsylvania. The report explored the attitudes 

of the Pennsylvania public toward marihuana, the impact of l:urrent laws, 

the health research controversy, and law enforcement. This second and 

final edition is an extension of that report. 

The first report in ~larrh was necessary in order to define and 

clarify all the issues surrounding marihuana in Pennsylvania. Only 

after analyzing the situation methodically could the Governor's Council 

consider offering concrete alternatives to the existing laws. 

It is our position that three years is a responsible length of 

time to wait in order to evaluate the effect of the legislative policies 

passed in 1972 (Act 64). 

Through publ;c hearings that resulted in several hundred pages of 

testimony, \~e solicited opinions and direction from public officials, 

cOlTi11unity organizations, lawyers., drug program personnel, students, and 

health officials. (Swmnaries of the testimony are included.) 

As published in the first report, we initiated a statewide public 

opinion poll (Oliver Quayle and Company, Inc.) to ascertain public usage 

of marihuana, frequency of use, attit,udes toward changing the present law, 

and knowledge of existing laws as they pertain to marihuana. 

i 
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In addition, when crmunal statistics were unavailable, we conducted 

a separate survey to a1.1 the district attorneys in order to obtain visibility 

on the usage of judicial alternatives to incarceration as applied to cases 

involving marihuana. 

This expanded and final edition focuses on Pennsylvania's experience 

with marihuana. It compiles all the present pertinent data and includes 

recommendations for responding to this social dilemma. 

" " " 

11 
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MARIHUANA POLL: ATTITUDES & USAGE 

In a poll conducted in February, 1975. by Oliver Quayle 

and Company for the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse. 

the following highlights the results compiled from the 1200 people 

interviewed: 

1. THE MAJORITY OF ADULTS (57%) BELIEVE THE EXISTING 

MARIHUANA LAWS SHOULD BE STRICTER. HOWEVER, 61% 

(OF THE SAME 57%) ARE NOT AT ALL FAMILIAR WITH THE 

PRESENT MARIHUANA LAWS AS THEY EXIST TODAY. 

The majority of people who stated they were very knowledgeable 

or quite familiar with the law felt the marihuana laws should 

remain the same or become more lenient (49%); Whereas, 45% of the 

people in the same category felt they should be stricter. 

Past and present marih~ana users disagree sharply with non-users 

--60% of those who have tried marihuana favor a more lenient law. 

An analysis by party affiliation demonstrates that Rennh1 ; ('."n" 

are the most conservative, with Independents and Democrats leanin~ 

slightly toward lenient restrictions. 

The majority of all demographic groups favor stricter laws (even 

among the young and college educated) . 

. Only 1/3 of all adults between 18 and 25 years of age and 1/3 of 

adults with some college or a cOllege degree favor more lenient 

laws. Yet. as many people from the same groUp favor stricter laws. 

1 
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(In contrast to these statistics, the Drug Abuse 

Council, Inc., Washington, D. C., released in 

February, 1975, the results of a national survey 

of marihuana use and attitudes. The survey showed 

39% favor eliminating criminal penalties for sale/ 

possession/private use of marihuana, and iQ! favor 

stricter laws.) 

As stated previously, the majority of those people interviewed 

opposed any leniency of the law. However, 52% opposed the removal 

of criminal offenses of a sma 11-. amount of marihuana; whereas r.O% 

opposed legalization (complete authorization of use) of possession 
and sale of a similar amount. 

2. ONLY 4% OF PENNSYLVANIANS OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE REPORT 

THAT THEY NOW USE MARIHUANA, WHILE ANOTHER 11% RLl'ORT 

PAST USAGE. 

Ever Used Marihuana 

Currently Use Marihuana 

Used Marihuana in the Past 

Never Used Marihuana 

Refused to Answer 

Percentage of All 
Adult Residents 

11% 

4% 

7% 

If it is assumed that those who refused to answer have indeed 

tried marihuana, then a total of 13 % of the State I s adul ts have had 

experience with it. 

Some 551 of current users smoke marihuana at least once a week, 

but onl)' 17% smoke it once a day or nore. It is likely that usage 

was understated somewhat due to the nature of the telephone 

2 
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interviewing. " 

(In contrast to the 11% figure drawn by Quayle 

with a telephone survey, the Governor's Council 

on Drug and Alcohol Abuse conducted a personal 

survey in 1973 of the prevalence and intensity 

of marihuana use in Pennsylvania. This study 

found that 19.2% of the population over 15 years 

of age used marihuana at least once during that 

year and 4.3% reported current usage of three or 

more times a week.) 

There is some evidence to indicate that usage is indeed understated 

here. The Drug Abuse Council, Inc. conducted a survey of the 

national adult population in October, 1974, and found, with personal 

interviewing, that 18% had used marihuana at some time. Similarly, 

two surveys of the nation's 18 and older population conducted by 

the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse in 1971 and 1972 

found, again in personal interviewing, that 15% and 16% respectively 

had tried marihuana. While it may be hypothesized that usage in 

Pennsylvania may be lower than on the West Coast or in the Northeast, 

it seems reasonable to suppose, that it would not be lower than th,~ 

national average. 

3. AS EXPECTED, EXPERIENCE WITH ~UffiIHUANA (11%) TENDS TO BE 

HIGHEST AMONG SINGLE MEN UNDER 35 YEARS OF AGE (BUT ESPECIALLY 

THOSE UNDER 26) AND WITH SOME EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL. 

Recent college students are particularly in the majority, whether 

they are still in school, have Jropped out, or graduated. 

3 
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In contrast, relatively low experience is acknowledged by women, 

those who are 35 years of age or older, the widowed (who tend to 

be older), those with the least education, housewives, and 

Republicans. 

4. WHEN THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER TRIED MARIHUANA (87%) WERE 

ASKED TO EXPLAIN THE REASONS FOR NON-USE. THE 

JJUMINANT EXPLANATIONS WERE FEAR OF POSSIBLE 

HEALTH DANGERS AND A SIMPLE LACK OF INTEREST. 

There were few and minor differences in the reasons cited by members 

of various demographic groups. Adults between 18 and 25 tend to 

cite fear of legal repercussions more than average, but less likely 

to report lack of opportunity.. They were also more inclined 'to 

mention that they feel no personal need for it. 

Health fears were most frequently cited by those with the least 

education, while those with some college or more were significantly 

less concerned about possible health hazards. 

Lack of interest was the most frequently cited reasons among those 

with some college education (who tend to be young and presumably 

have opportunities to try marihuana). 

II # # 
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MARIHUANA: THE LAW AND CRIMINAL PENALTIES IN PENNSYLVANIA 

Prior to April, 1972, the criminal penalties for possession, 

sale, dispensing, or giving away of marihuana were defined under 

the "Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act," Act of September 26, 1961, 

(P.L. 1664). 

Marihuana was then defined as a "narcotic drug" and all 

offenses which 'involved possession or delivery of marihuana were 

treated as a felony, and--except for the fii'st offenders--prison 

sentences were mandatory. 

Prior to 1972, no distinctions were made between possession, 

selling, distribution, or giving away of marihuana. 

Penalties were the same regardless of the amount of marihuana 

involved. Therefore it made no difference whether or not someone 

was arrested for possession of one marihuana cigarette or ten pounds 

of marihuana. The penalties for simple possession of marihuana ranged 

from imprisonment of 2 to 5 years for the first offender to mandatory 

imprisonment for a third offender of "separate or solitary confine

ment at labor of not less than 10 years and not exceeding 30 years." 

All this changed in June, 1972. when the "Controlled Substance, 

Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act," Act of April 14, 1972, (P.L. 233, 

No. 64) (hereinafter "Act 64") became law. 

Act 64 established Schedules I-V of the controlled drugs 

(such as marihuana, opium, LSD, cocaine) and provided penalties for 

offenses under each schedule. Except for a small amount of marihuana, 

the penalties for sale, giving away, or possession are the same as 
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for LSD, barbiturates, and amphetamines. 

Marihuana and hashish were defined* as Schedule I non-

narcotic drugs. Furthermore, the legal distinction was made only 

between simple possession (misdemeanor) and possession with intent 

to deliver (felony). Selling and cUltivation of marihuana is 

treated the same as possession with intent to distribute. No 

distinction is made. 

Maximum 
penns*lvania Penalties 
Act 6 

1st Offense 2nd and Subsequent Offenses 

Simple Possession 
(Misdemeanor) 

30 grams**or less 
of marihuana or 8 
grams or less of 
hashish1 30 days 
and/or ~500. 

Over above amounts, 
0-1 year and/or $5,000 

Possession With Intent 0-5 years and/or 
to Distribute $15,000 
(Felony) 

* Act 64-Section 4 (1). 
Schedule I 

Same Penalties 

Same Penalties 

0-10 years and/or 
$30,000 

"In determining that a substanr.e comes within this schedule, the 
secretary (of Health) sha.l1 find: a high potential for abuse, no 
currently accepted medical use in the United States, and a lack 
of accepted safety for use under medical supervision." 

**30grams constitutes just over one ounce or comparable to the 
weight of tobacco in a package of cigarettes. 

6 
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ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION 

In addition to traditional probation, three alternatives 

to prison for adults exist in Pennsylvania tOday: 

1. Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) 

2. Section 17 (Act 64) - Probation Without Verdict 

.3. Section 18 (Act 64) - Disposition In Lieu of Trial 

-ACCELERATED REHABILITATIVE DISPOSITION (ARD) 

The basis for the ARD p,rograms originally developed in 

Philadelphia in 1971. The next year this alternative 

was incorporated into the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure. 

This program is aimed at the first offender charged with a less 

serious offense (e.g. possession of drugs, stolen property, public 

intoxication, trespassing). 

In 1973, 95% of the 8,635 pretrial disposition cases were 

referred to ARD (6,831 of these cases were from Philadelphia County) 

from the criminal courts (figure excludes juvenile court). 

An ARD program as established within the counties is generally 

an extension of the Probation Department where supervision is minimal. 

When a person is accused of a crime which the local district attorney 

and presiding judge agree is suitable for ARD, the defendant is 

given the opportunity to enter the ARD program and if the 

probationary period is completed without the defendant 

having committed an additional offense, the charges will be dismissed 

and the record will be expunged. At the same time, the defendant 

agrees to waive his rights to a speedy trial and statute of limitations. 
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In a survey sent to the 67 district attorneys in January, 

1975, by the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse, 47 replies 

(of the 49 returned) stated their counties have established an A~D 

program. However, only 31 counties utilize the program for marihuana 

offenses, which in 1974 t~talled 452 cases. 

(The total figure of 452 does not include Philadelphia 

County because records there were not categorized according 

to the offense. The Ph~ladelphia District Attorney's Office 

has informed the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol 

Abuse that due t'o the tremendous number of cases. the 

Philadelphia District Attorney's Office usuallr drops any 

charges for possession of marihuana when, it involves 30 

grams or less. Section 17 was typically applied to coilege 

students convicted of selling a relatively small amount of 

marihuana, and Section 18 was used less extensively.) 

In 1974, however, 10,823 cases were diverted prior to trial. 

Of these, 1,303 were drug violations with 631 persons placed in ARD, 

646 persons given Probation Without Verdict, and 26 cases processed 

on Disposition in Lieu of Trial. 

According to the Council survey, the majority of district 

attorneys do NOT choose to recommend ARD for marihuana offenses. Also, 

in spite of expungment mandated by law (Section 19, Act 64), we know 

of only three counties which substantially comply with the statute 

(Philadelphia, Allegheny, and Centre counties). 

SECTION 17 (Act 64) - PROBATION WITHOUT VERDICT 

This section permits the presiding judge at the time of a 

8 
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hearing to place certain persons on a special period of probation 

with certain stipulations (e. g. attendance in It. treatment and 

rehabilitation program). This is only offered to offenders who 

have no prior drug convictions under Act 64 and who decide to plpad 

gUil ty or nolo contender" .or who are found gUil tl' at the time of the 
trial. 

Excluded from this se.ction are nondrug abusers who are 

charged with delivery or possession with intent to deliver. 

Unlike ARD prescribed by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court Rule, 

it appears the concurrence ot the district attorney for treatment 

under this section is not necessary. 

After a person successfully completes his probation, the 

court then discharges him and dismisses the charges against him. 

Furthermore, Section 19 (Act 64) requires the courlt to expunge the 

record of those people who have satisfactorily completed Section 17 

probation. As stated earlier, in the vast majority of counties, this 

procedure is not complied with as anticipated when the law was en

acted. 

According to the 1974 survey, the 23 counties (excluding 

Philadelphia County) who utilize Section 17 placed a total of 844 

marihuana cases on "Probation Without Verdict." 

Furthermore, 24 counties choose not to utilize this section 

as provided in Act 64. 

SECTION 18 (Act 64) - DISPOSITION IN LIEU OF TRIAL 

This section provides an alternative for the drug ab~>er . 

who has been charged with a non-violent crime and who has requested 

9 
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treatment prior to the trial. 

At this time a court-appointed physician experienced in 

the field of drug abuse is selected to examine the defendant and 

may recommend that the charges be withdrawn or held in abeyance: 

in order that the defendant may enter into a drug abuse treatment 

program. 

Implementation of the physician's .recommendations is at 

the discretion of the local district attorney with the court's 

approval. 

As indicated by the 1974 survey, Section 18 is used on a 

limited basis. Of those polled, eleven counties (including 

Philadelphia County) use this section and 37 counties do not. 

In conclusion, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court and the 

Pennsylvania General Assembly have provided constructive alternatives 

for both the citizens of Pennsylvania and the judicial branch of 

government. As demonstrated. in this section, the use of alternative 

dispositions is far from uniform across the Commonwealth. There 

is a great deal of truth in the philosophy: In Pennsylvania if you 

are charged with drug violations, the outcome of your case may well 

depend on where you are arrested. 

The goal is to insure that the use of alternatives to in

carceration is uniform to the" largest extent possible and to devise 

a comprehensive program which utilizes the best features of the 

three described from the law enforcement and treatment vi~wpoints. 

# H H 

10 
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MARIHUANA LAW ENFORCEMENT 

The number of arrests for marihuana violations is steadily 

rising each year. Whereas 283 marihuana arrests are reported for 

1965, this figure grew to 6,898 arrests in 1972. After the 

"Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act" (hereinafter 

"Act 64") became effective, marihuana arrests soared to 9,616 in 

1973, representing 63% of the total narcotic and other drug arrests 

that year. 

A summary of these records for the period .1965-1973 is 

presented in Figure I, which was modified from Crime and the Pennsyl

vania Criminal Justice System, Governor's Justice Commission. This 

data includes arrests by both State and local enforcement officers 

for both levels of violations in connection with marihuana; i.e. 

simple possession, possession with intent to distribute. The 

modifications include the addition of records for 1973 obtained 

from the Pennsylvania State Police and the United States Drug Enforce

ment Administration. 

As indicated in the chart, marihuana arrests account for 

increasingly greater proportions of the total d~ug arrests each 

year. 

Figure 2 presents national statistics, excluding Federal 

arrests, for 1968-1972. The number of State and local arrests cannot 

be compared to the national Uniform Crime Report statistics because 

Federal law enforcement agency figures are excluded. The percentages 

of marihuana arrests, however, outline the same trend with heroin 

11 
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. ~ilture 1 

NUMBER 
16,500 

15,000 

13,500 

12,000 

10,500 

9,000 

7,500 

6,000 

4,500 

3,000 

1,500 

~nnsylvania Narcotic and Drug Law Arrests 
1965-1973 

./ 

/ "'. V 
TOTAL NARfOTIC 
& DRq~ ARRESTS 

J 
/ / 

II / 
/ ADDICTIVE 

~ 
V 

NARCOTICS' 
" 

7' ,r , 
" -NA-" 

/ " ,/MARIHUANA 

~ ~ ", 
-NA-

~ ::;; .. ' .,- .. ' 
~---------- -:.::,::::;.-v ......... ........ OrnER' .. 
............ ........ ....... DANGEROUS DRUGS 

o 1965 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 

Percentage: marihuana/total 

41% 43% 43% 43% 50.5% 63% 

*15,258 total, narcotic and drug arrests; figure extracted from "Pennsylvania 
Uniform Crime Report, 1973" 

"Crime and the Pennsylvania Criminal Justice System" 
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and cocaine dominating 1969-1970-1971 and marihuana rising again 

in 1972 at a faster pace • 

. Figure 2 NATIONAL TABLE OF 
STATE AND LOCAL PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

State & Local Drug 
Law Arrests in U.S. 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

TOTAL 162,177 232,690 346,412 400,606 431,608 

Heroin & Cocaine 42,328 67,945 108,427 114,573 92,364 
Marihuana 78 1169 95/868 157/271 183/878 239/111 

Synthet1c Narcot1cs 8,920 15,125 19,055 26,040 38,413 
Other 32,760 53,752 61,661 76,115 61,720 

Percentage of Total 
Marihuana Arrests 48.2% 41.2% 45.4% 45.9% 55.4% 

~Source: Uniform Crime Repoft 
~epartment 0 Justice 
Drug Enforcement Administration 
March, 1974 

OFFICE OF DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT 

The Office of Drug Law Enforcement (hereinafter "the 

Office") was established in the Pennsylvania Department of Justice 

in 1973 to coordinate and direct the enforcement of Act 64 on the 

State level. This office oversees the activity of the State Police 

Strike Force, which was created in January, 1972, in response to 

the increasel need for specialized enforcement efforts for drug 

offenses in the State. As of February, 1975, 84 officers are 

assigned to the Strike Force. 

Presently, t~e Bureau of Drug Control which functions under 

the Office has 115 enforcement personnel, 100 of ,~hom are narcotics 

agents. When the regional office structure is fully operational, 

there will be 8 local strike force offices shared by the Bureau of 

Drug Control and State Police Strike Force personnel. At that time, 

13 
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the arrest statistics will be a single total for the cooperative 

enforcement efforts under the Office. 

The drug arr~st statistics, 1971-1974, for all State law 

enforcement officers appear in Figure 83 below. 

FIGURE # 3 - MARIHUANA ARRESTS BY STATE POLICE AND NARCOTICS AGENTS 

Office of Drug Law Enforcement * * 
State Police Bureau of Other 

Total Strike Force Drug Control State Po lice 
& Predecessors 

294 
1971 1,484 ----- sale pass 1,190 

77 217 
330 

1972 1,358 ----- sale pass 1,028' 
173 157 

81 1 481" 
1973 1,762 ----- sale pass sale I pass 

237 44 445 1 036 
_64 277 

1,326 
1974 2,244 sale I pass sale pass See Appendix 577 64 267 10 

Statistics compiled from arrest data from Joseph Reiter, Esquire, Special Deputy 
Attorney General 
'State Police Strike Force arrests are included. 
**Strike Force does not operate in Philadelphia. 

The rise in marihuana arrests from 1,358 in 1972 to 1,762 

in 1973, and 2,244 in 1974, reflects the Statewide increase in 

marihuana arrests cited earlier. 

The arrest statistics from the Bureau of Drug Control for 

two years after Act 64 took effect indicate that after the legal 

distinction was made between possession and possession with intent 

to distribute, the special State drug authorities emphasized the 

distribution charge which is a felony offense. 

14 
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Of the marihuana arrests in 1973 initiated by the Bureau of 

Drug Control, 237, or 84.3%, were for felony offenses. In 1974, 

267, or 96.4%, were felony arrests. 

Regarding court disposition of the above arrests, the Office 

of Drug Law Enforcement's conviction rate for felony offenses is 

80% to 90%. 

1he rate of conviction for all narcotics sales offenses 

processed in the Pennsylvania courts in 1973 is 69% (Pennsylvania 

Criminal Court Dispositions, 1973, Department of Justice, Bureau 

of Criminal Justice Statistics). That is 69% of all defendants 

processed for felony offenses. If the Statewide percentage 

conviction rate of all those arrested for the felony could be 

calculated, it would be lower. 

For simple possession offenses in the same year, only 42% 

of the cases processed resulted in convictions. 

Seemingly, 91 616 marihuana arrests for 1973 represent a 

significant law enforcement effort by local and State officers. This 

enforcement effort, however, may not represent a large inroad into tht 

incidence of marihuana Use as the 1973 incidence and prevalence study 

of drug use conducted by the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol 

Abuse estimated th'tt 350, 000 Pennsylvanians over age 15 are "high 

intensity" users of marihuana. 

If these figures are accurate, then this enforcement ~ffort 

reaches less than 3% of its target population. The objectives of 

recent State enforcement efforts, however, have been to contain thE 

15 
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distribution of marihuana. The same survey cited above also 

estimates that 19.2% of the population of Pennsylvania used 

marihuana during 1973. This suggests that a significant impact 

on marihuana distribution has not been made. 

PENNSYLVANIA LAW ENFORCEMENT COSTS 

Although it would be useful for a complete evaluation to 

know the expenditure involved in the effort to enforce the laws 

against marihuana possession and distribution, such a cost 

assessment has not been conducted in Pennsylvania. 

The State of California, however, has compiled the 

expenditures associated with marihuana law enforcement. The 

figures may provide a crude estimate of the expenditures realized 

in Pennsylvania. A detailed study of marihuana enforcement costs 

was conducted in California for the period 1960-1972. California, 

with a population of 20 million people (1970) as compared to 

Pennsylvania's 11.8 million, is the highest ranking state for 

marihuana offenses. For example, the California arrests of 10,002 

in 1965 surpasses Pennsylvania's arrests of 9,616 for 1973. 

Seven years ago more than half (50,000) of the nationwide 

marihuana arrests were made in California. The annual cost to 

California for the enforcement of marihuana laws rose from $8 million 

in 1960 to $72 million in 1968. 

If one could speculate that criminal justice expenses are 

similar in both states, the estimated average cost per arrest of 

California marihuana enforcement can be used to derhre a Per.nsy1vania 

estimate. The cost per arrest in California was $1,630 before 1969. 

16 
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Reduction of penalties and changes in enforcement procedures 

brought the California cost per arrest estimated down to $1,340 

after 1969. If the Pennsylvania expenses are taken as comparable 

to California's ($1,340), Pennsylvania's 1972 marihuana arrests 

would have an estimated enforcement cost of $9.2 million. 

17 
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CRIMINAL PENALTIES UNDER CURRENT MARIHUANA LAWS IN OTHER STATES 

The most notable feature of marihuana laws in the United States is 

the widely disparate treatment of offenders and offenses. 

For first off~ses, maxinurn penalties range from ~risonment 

up to 15 years or fine of $10, 000 (Rhode Island) to legal possession of 

up to one polmd of marihuana in. the home in Alaska. For subsequent 

offenses of s~le possession the penalties range from life imprisonment 

(Indiana) to 14 days and/or $1,000 fine (Nebraska). 

Some important trends have emerged in all states ;.n recent years. 

Most states have reduced penalties for possession, formalized a policy of 

lenience toward first offenders, and Eoliminated minimum mandatory sentences. 

These trends are most apparent in connection with possession of 

marihuana, which at least for small amounts, is a misdemeanor in 45 states 

(Rhode Island continues to punish these offenders as felons). Three states, 

however, still make no distinction between marihuana and narcotics. 

Another ~ortant trend is the special legal treatment accorded the 

first offender. In 32 states (including Pennsylvania) a conditional dis

charge is permitted for first time offenders. A conditional discharge permits 

the release of an offender before formal adjudication. If the conditions 

are met, the case is dismissed and the defendant discharged. In most states, 

these discharges are awarded at the discretion of the judge. In Massachusetts 

and West Virginia the conditional discharge of first offenders is mandatory. 

A final emerging trend is a graduation of penalties administered for 

possession offenses. Most states now make distinctions according to the amount 

18 
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of marihuana possessed, and administer a graduated severity of penalties 

corresponding to the amount of marihuana possessed. 

In the tables on the following page, state and Federal penalties 

for possession of marilruana are described. These tables were prepared by 

the National Organization for Reform of Marihuana Laws and are current 

as of July 1975. 

Thf' Federal Law 

The Controlled Substances Act of 1970, Pub. Law 91·513 (Oct. 27, 1970) •• 

OFFENSE 1st Offense 2nd Olfense Subsequent 
Offense 

Simple possession 0·1 year, $5,000· 0·2 yeors, $10,000 Same 

Possoosion with intent. 
to distribute 0·5 years, $15,000 0-10 years, $30,000 Same 

Sale or distribution 0-5 years, $15,000" 0·10 yeors, $30,000 S'lJnc 

Se~e or distribution 
-':'0 a minor 0·10 years, $30,000 0·15 years, $45,000 Same 

'}o"or liral orr~ndl'r. Cllurt hall d,""crt.'tionury nuthorlt.y t., dcfur procl'<ltiings und pinel: dcfcnd:InL on probation, which, 
if !lucCl'tlllfully disch:m:cd, nvoidli nn adjudication of guilt. fo'or orrenders uQdvr 21, court. has Curther discretionary 
Authority to complcLcly c)Cpungl.! the fl'Cords. 

··Dislribution o(.n "smull amount o( marijuana for no rl.!munaraHon" is to be LrC'atcd the lIame as simple poS8tlSllon. 

19 



Alabama 
Alaska 

Arir.ona 

Arkansas" 
California 

Colorado 

Connecticut 

Delaware· 
Florida 

Georg;. 

Hawaii· 

li74 

Penalty Provisione for Mnjor MDrijulln~ Otrenscs 
(All flnes are represented 88 maximum amounts possible) 

A. POSSESSION 

1st Offense 2nd Offense 

0-1 year/$l,OOO 2-15 years/$25,OOO 

Subsequent 
Otrense 

Possession of up to one pound in. a private home for personal 
use is legal. Po~session of one ounce in public: $100. Possession 
while driving a motor vehicle: $1,000. Public consumption: $1,000. 

~~II~'[O ~~~~;r ;:'ooodlor $1,000 2·20 yrs. and $50,000 ~£."ool~~;o~e 
r:ssible after 

o~~ y~·z ,,:,~/o$fogo (Transporting o~·llia;:'i,dl~r$2~thout con~~ation same 
more than one oz. :6_months/$500 as possession of 1 oz,)· 
Non-public posseSSion of one ounce: $100 fine. Public display or 
consumption: 15 days and/or $100. Possession of over one ounce for 
plf-f~~rraJnd~o'l-1i.,00~~~~W!~anor 1 yr. maximum and/or $500. 

3 years in custody of commissioner 
0·2 yrs. andlor $500 

~j7o~h$1~&JT~~e ~~J;er 
r.~~~;,aio':1~O}o~I~~o 
1 az. j 0-2 years l\ndlor $2,000 
for over 1 az. 

Up to 2 az., O~O days and/or 
$500j 2 az. and over, 0-1 yr. and/or 
$1,OOOi lK and over, 0-5 yra. 
andlor $5,000 

0·7 yrs. andlor $500 
0·2 years andlor $1,000 

0·5 years andlor $5,000 

Marijuana 
Concentrote. 

Up to I!o oz., 0·1 yr. andlor $1,000; 
I,ia oz. and over, 0-5 yrs. and/or 
$5,000; 1 az. and over, 0·10 yrs. 
andlor $10,000 

Idaho 
lIllnoi.' 

Indiana 

Iowa-

Kansas" 
Kentucky· 
Louisiana" 

0-6 month. andlor $300 
Amount 
Less than 2.5 grams, 0-90 days 
2.5 to 10 grams, O·ISO days 
10 to 30 grams, 0-1 year 
30 to 500 grams, 1-3 years 
Over 500 grams, 1-5 years 
Less than 25 grams or 5 grams 
hashish,1 year and/or 
$500 Over these amounts, 
2-10 grs. and/or $1,000 

0-1 yr. andlor $2,500 
0·90 days or no more than $250 
0-1 year Br.dlor $500 

Maine Up to ll,i oz: Max. $200 civil 
Maryland' 0·1 year and/or $1,000 

Massachusetts· 
Michigan' 
Minnesota· 

Mississippi' 

0-6 months/$500 
Up to 2 oz., 0-1 yr. andlor $1,000 
Under 1.5 oz., 0-1 year and/or 
$1,000; Over 1.5 oz., 0-3 years 
Under 1 oz., 0-1 yr. and/or $l,OOOj 
Over 1 oz., O..s yrs. and/or $3,000 

• CondlUonal dixhllf,e lor first oRenae poS5essicn 

**Persumed for resale. 20 

1-2 years 
2-6 years 

nr~:-!. andlor $3,000 

0·18 months andlor 
$3,000 
0-10 yrs. andlor $5,000 

0-5 years ~ith' or 
without hard labor 
and/or $2,000 • 

fine. Over ll,i oz.**: 
0-2 years and/or $2,000 

0·21$2,000 
0·2 yrs. andlor $2,000 
0·6 years andlor $6,000 

Under 1 oz., 0-2 yrs. 
andlor $2.000; Over 1 
oz., 0-6 yrs. and/or 
$6,000 

0·20 y~';"~ hard 
labor 

Max'oJ y~~ ';;dl No fine. 
or $2,000 



Missouri" 

Montana 

Nebraska 

Nevada" 

New 
Hampshire 

New Jersey· 

New Mexico" 

New York" 

North 
Carolina· 

North Dakota' 
Ohio 
Oklahoma· 
Oregon· 

Pennsylvania" 

Rhode Island 

South 
Carolina· 

South Dakota' 
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1st Offense 

Under 35 grams or 5 grams 
Hashish, 0-1 year and/oT $1,000; 
~3fo:~1~~Olmts, 0.5 years 

Up to 60 grams marijuana or 1 

~~if~~~~.?;;.n;~ 'h'at~~al 
user then committed to 
rehabilitation institution; 0-5 
years or rehabilitation for over 
60 g. 
Less than 1 ~und I 7 day~ i."t 

~~r ~580~oObvee~~1~~d~telY 
0-6 months in county iaU or 1 

lJ~de~ l:~S2r :~3/~~d$e~ oz., 0.1 

fri~!;;~e~~~ ~~sUn;~o;s~f 
$2,OOOj Over age 21, 1--6 
yr/. and $2,000 

Less than 1 pound, 0-1 year 

~5d~:a~~~Jd9ov:$l~und, 
Under 25 grams or 5 grams 
hashish, 0-6 months, Over 25 

C';: f·~i.efssd~~f~~j~~~~oo; 
b~e~Z.8 2~~ E"~t~~g,raf~~~l'OOO; 
length of sentence to be made by 
Cottections Department (4th 
negree Felony) 

Less than 25 cigarettes or IA oz .• 

~h~l~i ;~-.~~~~a:~!~;ebz~:nl~~e 
cigarettes or more than 1 O~l 
5·15 yrs. 
Less than 5 grams marijuana, 1 
gram hash, lllOOth 1!I"..m THC, 
0-6 mos. or $500; Over above 
amounts, 0-5 yrs. and/or $5,000 

0·1 year and/or $500 
0·1 year anillor $1,000 
0-1 year 

Up to 1 ounce, $100 

Under 30 t"ams marijuana or 8 
fsams has ish, 30 days and/or 

500; Over abo .... e amounLs. 0-1 
yrs. andlor $5,000 
0·15 yrs.and/or $10,000 

Under 1 oz. or 10 grams of 
hashish, 0·3 months andlor $100; 
.nd/or $1,000 

Less than 1 oz., 0-1 year in 
county jaH and/or $500 lOver 
1 oz., 0-5 years and/or $5,000 

• Conditional discharge (or fil"5t offense possession 21 

2nd Olfen.e 

0·5 years andlor $1,000 

0-3 yrs. and!or $1,000 

UQderl pound, upto 
14 days and/or $1,000; 
Over 1 pound, 0-1 year 
in county jail or 2 years 
in prison and/or $1,000 
U 21 and under 
1 0% rs. and $2,000; 
Ove I, 1·10 yrs. 
and ; 

Less than 1 pound 0-3 
years and/or $l,OOOj 
Over I pound, 0·10 
ye~r6 andfof $5,000 

0·1 yr. andlor 
$100-$1,000 

Less than 5 grams 

m&8~hna, 1 ~~'&,\":'2h, 
yrs. andr.:'$I,OOO; Over 
above amounts, 5-10 yrs. 
andlor $10,000 

1·10 years 
2·10 years 

0·20 yrs.and/or $10,000 

Under 1 at. or 10 warns 
of hashish, 0-6·months 
amounts, 0-1 year 
and/or $2,000 
0·15 yearn and/or 
$10,000 

Suhsequent 
Olfense 

Under age 21 
and under 1 
oZ'j 1-10 Y'!s. 
Over age 21, 
1·20 yrs. and 
$5,000 

Less than 5 
~ams mad-

b~~'IMoth 
grlim THC, 0-& 
yrs. and/or 
$5,OOOj Over 
above amou ts, 

;~J/~~'i~~ooo 

0-30 yrs. 
andlor $10,000 

0-40 years and/ 
or $20,000 
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1st Oll"ens. 2nd Oll"ense 
Subsequent 

Oft'ense 

Tennessee Commitment to a state-operated 0-2 years 
drug treatment facility or 
community mental he&!th center 
or, at the discretion of the court, 
up to 11 months, 29 day. 
and/or $1,000 

Texas Up to 2 0 .. -0-6 months and/or 10 year. to life 
$1,000; 2-4 oz.--O-l year and/or 
$2,000; Over 4 0 .. -2-10 yrs., $5,000 

Utah' 0-6 month. and/or $299 0-1 year andlor $1,000 ~nh:~ia~ 
Vermont Under 25 cigarettes or ~ oz., 0-6 0-2 yrs. andlor $2,000 

Virginl!\ 
mOB_ and/or $500 
0-12 months andlor $1,000 0-12 months and/or 

$10,000 or 2-l!Q years 
and/or $10,000 

Washington Under 40 gram" 0-90 day. and/or Over 40 gram. 0-10 yrs. 
$250; Over 40 gram., 0-5 yrs. andlor $10,000 

West Virginia· 
and/or $10,000 
90 days-6 months and/or $1,000' 3-12 months, $2,000 

Wisconsin t 0-1 year in county jail and/or $250 
O.Q months'~d/or $1,000 0-5 ye;"':"and/ Wyoming· 0-6 months andlor $1,000 

or $5,000 
District of ~-1 year and/or $100-$1,000 0-10 years and/or 

Columbia $500-$5,000 

·Conditlonal dlsch&rge (or lint otrefllle poueulon 

22 
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NEW CHANGES IN OTHER MARIHUANA LAWS 

Various cities and states have already chosen to remove criminal 

penalties for simple possession of marihuana. It should be noted that 

by removing criminal penalties for simple possession, cities and states 

are not "legalizing" marihuana. 

On October 6, 1973, Oregon abolished criminal penalties for simple 

possession, substituting civil fines of 1.J-p to $100. To sell marihuana, to 

grow, or to pClssess marihuana with intent to sell remains a felony in 

Oregon; by decrimina1izat~on we refer to social use and personal possession. 

One year after the new legislation, nlo evaluation studies have been 

conducted to ascertain the impact of the revised statutes. One study 

conducted by the Oregon State Police indicated a 62.1 percent rise for 1973 

in the total marihuana arrests for the state. For comparison the total 

nationwide arrests increased 43 percent over 1972; and Pennsylvania 1973 

arrests increased 40 percent over the previous yea'r. No comparisons are 

yet available for 1974, however. 

In another study of the Oregon law, the Drug Abuse Council, Inc. 

observed that 58 percent of all respondents favolr the present law or more 

liberal statute; only 39 percent thought the present lal~ was too leniE'.nt. 

In May 1975, the California legislature 'gave final approval to a measure 

which ends the arrest and j ailing of persons charged with possession of small 

amounts of marihuana. The ne\~ law (effective ,January 1, 1976) calls for 

a civil fine not to exceed $100 for possession of up to one ounce of mari

huana. Po~session of more than an ounce will be punishable by a maximum 

of six months in jail and/or a $500 fine. Pfmalties for transporting or 
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transfer without rerrumeration are the same as simple possession or one 

OlUlce. 

The Alaskan legislators approved a bill in May 1975 establishing 

a civil fine of no more than $100 for possession of up to one ounce of 

marihuana. A subsequent ruling by the Alaska Supreme Court, in effect, 

legalized possession of up to one pound of marihuana for personal use in 

a private home. The landmark decision was based on a test case which 

charged that penalties imposed for possession in a home violated the Con

stitutional guarantees of privacy. 

The nelq Colorado law also distinguishes between private and public 

marihmma possession. Under the law passed on June 19, 1975, non-public 

possession of up to an ounce of the drug is punishable by a maximum fine of 

$100. Public display or consumption of marihuana is subject to Ii maximum 

15 day jail term and/or a fine of $100. Possession of more than one ounce 

remains a misdemeanor under COlorado law. 

The most recent decriminalization legislation in the nation was signed 

into law on June 18, 1975, in Maine. The new law punishes 'possession of up 

to one and one-half ounce of marihuana by a civil fine not' to exceed $200. 

Amounts of the drug over one and one-half ounce are presumed to be intended 

for sale and' offenders are subj ect to a one year j ail term. The new measure 

will become operative on March 1, 1976. 

The so-called "parking ticket" model was first introduced in Ann Arbor 

and Ypsilanti, Michigan. In 1973 the two neighboring cities approved a 

referendum providing for a maximum $5 fine for simple possession of marihuana. 

The city of Ann Arbor origmally passed the ordinance :in 1971. It was partially 
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invalidated by a district judge in 1972 and repealed by the city council, 

in early 1973. Later that year, however, the ''parking ticket" model was 

l~instated by a citizen referendum. 

Federal decriminalization measures have been introduced in both 

the House of Representatives and the Senate. The Marihuana Control Act of 

1975 was ir 1'.Iced simlltaneously on April 17, 1975, in both chambers by 

Representativc) Ed Koch and Senator Jacob Javits (S.14S0/H.R.6l08). The bill 

based on the Oregon model, calls for a maxirrum civil fine of $100 for possession 

of an olmce of marihuana. 

Representative Ed Koch CD-New York) has renttroduced (first introduced 

in 1972) the Javits-Koch bill (H.R. 561) Which would completely decriminalize 

the possession of marihuana for personal use. This legislation reflects 

the recorrmendations of the National Commission on Marilruana and Drug Abuse. 

# H H 
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THE PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF MARIHUANA 

The current status of marihuana research is characterized by 

confusing controversies. Scientists have uncovered a wealth of :infor

mation indicating that marihuana has a broader range of effects on the 

body than previously believed. In addition to the well known sensory 

alteration effects, marihuana is known to influence many biochemical 

functions. Some of these fl.Dlctions are vital to normal development, 

growth, and resistance to disease. On the other hand, current research 

does not offer a clear-cut answer to what hazards, if any, are incurred 

by the use of marihuana. 

The greatest source of new information derives from experimentation 

on animals. AI though ani'!lal studies contribute greatly to our understanding 

of drug action, they pose serious difficulties for interpreting drug safety 

in humans. In most animal studies, ext7emely large doses are employed. In 

some cases the doses used are equivalelit to smoking 800 marihuana cigarettes 

daily. In many cases testing i~ conducted in artificial situat.ions (e.g. 

tissue cultures) ,~hich leave doubt about drug action in the body. Because 

the life span of experimental animals (e. g. rats, mice, rabbits, monkeys) 

is relatively short, most of these studies only investigate short term effects. 

In general, animal studies are best considered preliminary research leading 

the way to "clinical studies." 

lbman research to date has not demonstrated conclusive evidence that 

marihuana use is significantly hazardous to health. On the oth~a' hand, this 

research has not demonstrated a conclusive margin of safety either. 

furing the past five years a large research effort has resulted from 
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the Department of Health, Edu,cation, and Welfare funding and reporting 

on the support of marihlana research, Each ye.ar the National Institute 

of Drug Ab~se collaborates with prominent scientists to view the current 

research i~ an annual report submitted to the United States Congress. The 

information presented belOl'l highlights the contents of the Fourth Annual 

Report, ~!iJ1llana and He~lth, ,:974. 

'~.J . 

"Previous· editions have discussed in detail marihuana 

and its relationship to the use of other drugs. - Prior use of 

alcohol and tobacco in youthful groups is Closely associated 

with later cannabis use. Contrary to popular opinicln, there is 

little evidence to support the contention that marihuana use 

displaces the use of alcohol and other drugs. Those who use 

marihuana are also likely to use alcohol--often s:imlltaneously. 

~breover, marihuana users as compared. to nOlUIsers are more likely 

to u~e or ha~e used other, both licit ru;d illicit, psychoactive 

drugs. The more heavily a user smokes marihlana, the greater 

the pro?ability he has used or 1<i11 use other drugs. It has 

been suggested that such use is related to "drug use proneness" 

and involv:2ment in drug using subcultures rather than to the 

characteristics of cannabis. ~~. 

'No human research has been reported which demonstrates that 

disease resistance ,is significantly impaired by marihuana use; 

studies of possible genetic damage have thus far shown cont~d~ctory 

results. 

"Two aspects of delta-9-TI!C which have recently been inves

tigated may prove to be of importance in future therapeutic applica-
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tion of the drug. There is a preliminary evidence that 

delta-9-TIlC delays rejection of skin grafts in rats 

suggesting a possible usefulness in organ transplant sur

gery. A second aspect, the inhibition of solid twnor 

growth in mice, may also eventua11y prove therapeutically 

useful in the treatment of hwnan tumors. It should be re

emphasized that this preclinical work is highly preliminary 

and the treatment possibilities are only speculative at this 

time. 

"One interesting finding in animal behavioral studies 

is that marihuana (at least in short tel1n administration) in 

a variety of animal species has been fotmd to reduce expres

sions of aggression. This observation is consistent with the 

widespread clinical impression that marihuana in humans, 

unlike alcohol, tends to reduce aggressive behavior rather 

than to potentiate it. 

"Evidence that marihuana has a detrimental effect on 

driving penol11UlIlce, especially as the dose increases, continues 

to mount. It has been found to increase both braking and 

starting times, to adversely affect attention and concentration 

abilities and to detract from perfol11UlIlce on a divided attention 

task, a11 of which are presumably involved in driving. 

The third report on Mari.huana and Health indic~ted that 

"there continues to be little evidence from human case reports 

and research studies that cannabis preparations have either a 

significant teratogenic effect or have any significant effect 
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on chromosome breakage." In one more recent st\!dyof 

marihuana users an increase in chromosomal abnonnalities 

was found Wlile in another study utilizing known dosages 

of pure cannabis preparations no drug-related increase 

was found. 

"Preliminary evidence in one study of chronic 

American marihuana smokers indicates that levels of the 

male hormore testosterone may be lowered in chronic users. 

TIris study reported that six of the twenty young men studied 

had reduced evidence of fertility (lowered sperm counts) 

and two were impotent. Testosterone levels in this group 

were significantly lowered though they remained within 

Wlat are g~erallY regarded as normal limits, lll1d promptly 

increased upon discontinuing marihuana use. Preliminary 

findings from two other studies of young male subj ects 

were inconsistent; one found a depression in serum testos-

terone levels, another did not. The significance and 

impliCations of these findings will require further study. 

"In one large scale study of undergraduate student 

use comparisons were made between nOJUlsers (including those 

WlO had done a limited amount of experimentation), occasional 

users and chronic users (thoseWlo had used three or more 

times a week for three years or more or for two years if use 

was almost daily). No statistical differences in academic 

performance were found nor was there any evidence of reduced 

motivation. It should, of course, be noted that some chronic 
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users who dropped out may have been excluded. As )oet, 

however, there is no evidence that in a college population 

use is typically accompanied by impaired performance or 

motivation. Another study of moderately using medical 

students "ho had used regularly for three or more years . 

and who were matched with nonusing medical students for 

intelligence, found no difference on an extensive battery 

of neuropsychological tests. 

'To date, well controlled studies demonstrate few 

differences in psychopathology in carefully matched samples 

of users and nonusers. 

'~le cannabis is a drug of very low toxicity it has, 

at the same time, limitations due to the psychological effects 

and possible tolerance to its effects developing over time. 

"A preliminary study of the possible therapeutic use 

of marilu1ana has explored several possible facets of the action 

of TIlC with a group of cancer patients. This preliminary work 

suggests that TIlC may be valuable in reducing the need for 

other pain reducing drugs in acting as an anti -eJOOtic, in 

retarding weight loss and for its tranquiHzing and mild 

mood elevating properties. Whether these initially observed 

effects will prove useful over more extended periods of use 

with larger numbers of patients is not known at this time. It 

is, however, reported that the side effect of intoxication sought 

by street users was not troublesome--it was not experienced by the 

patient sample studied. The researchers interpret this as an 
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:indication of the importance of personal eJqlectation (the 

"set" of the user) :in dete~:ing one's subjective response. 

It is noteworthy that Jamaicans mo use the drug primarily 

as a 1'11lrk adjunct and to relieve the discomfort of arduous 

c';>nditions also do not characteristically report the ''high'' 

sought by American recreational users!'" 
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Dr. Griffith Edwards Repor~ 

Dr. Griffith Edwards, director of the Addiction Research Unit 

at the Maudsley Hospital, London, England, has recently published a 

comprehensive 62-page review of the entire marihuana controversy. Entitled, 

"Cannabis and the Criteria for Legislation of a Currently Prohibited Recrea

tional Drug: Groundwork for a Debate," it appeared in the Acta Psychiatria 

Scandinavica, Supp1ementum 251, 1974. In this report Dr. Edwards not only 

summarizes all relevant research to date, but attempts to weigh the evidence 

and, although it is yet incomplete, he arrives at the most reasonable con

clusions possible in the current state of our knowledge. 

Because presentations on this complex problem which are crucial, COlA

prehensive, and judicirus are not COIllllOll, an attempt will be made here to 

SUJIII1arize Dr. Edwards' views. In addition, certain sections of his report 

will be provided verbatim in Appendix B. The full text of Dr. Edwards' report 

is available through the Governor's Council office for those MlO may wish to 

study it carefully. 

Dr. Edwards notes that the marihuana contT,oversy nust be viewed against 

a background of more general social developments which are contradictory in 

nature. On the one hand, there has been an increasing drive in recent years 

toward the freedom and automony of the individual. The individual is increasingly 

viewed as having the right to do as he wishes, and the constraints upon that 

right are viewed as being less and less. One of the consequences of this move

ment has been a less stringent view of the use of drugs, particularly marihuana. 

On the other hand, an increasingly sopJ:ri.sticated 1l'..ethodo1ogy has been 

applied to the testing of drugs prior to public use. This has resulted in 
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higher and higher standa~ds being developed before any drug is released by 

the govenunent for use by the general population. Such high standards were 

responsible for the extremely fortunate refusal of the American government to 

approve the use of Thalidomide, an action which safeguarded thousands of 

infants from developing severe deformities. 

Increasing caution in the availability of drugs has resulted from this 

experience, as well as such related substances as pesticides and food additives. 

Dr. Edwards concludes that where government provides testing 

and evidence that a particular drug has been found to be safe under 

specified circumstances, the onus to prove that marihuana is safe 

under specified circumstances rests with the people who use it rather 

than a government agency. 

''The assumption is made that the substance is guilty 

until proven reasonably innocent, and the implication 

is that the onus of proving innocence lies with those 

,;ho wou~d wish to see the drug legalized." 

Throughout the balance of the report, Dr. Edwards weighs this 

evidence. His conclusions are presented on pp. 46-50. 

A ten-point summary of research data it presented "hich particularly 

stresses the large number of essential facts abo\lt mal'ihuana lYhich are ~ 

knOlffi. For example, the chemistry and pharmacology of the drug are as yet 

incC!;,pletely understood) though more is no\~ knOlffi than \~aS the case five years 

ago. This and the many other gaps in substantive, scientific knowledge about 

marihuana are reviewed. On the basis of this material, tl~O po,ssible but opposing 

positions on marihuana are suggested. 
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One position is that "the damage done by contin$g prohibition is so 

nuch more tmacceptable than the likely risks of cannabis-induced damage, that 

repeal should be legalized forthwith." Dr. Edwards points out that this position 

does not (and, in the current state of knowledge, cannot) deny the possibility 

that the drug may prove to be harmful, but merely holds that other considera

tions are more important. 

The alternative position, lml.ch is favorable for prohibition or modified 

prohibition (decriminalization) holds "that cannabis is a substance still in

adequately tested for safety, and with the provisiopal test evidence worrying 

in these circumstances an ending of prohibition would be an irresponsible act 

which might inflict--we would certainly tmderline the 'might '--considerable health 

damage on present and future generations." Dr. Edwards adds that this recommen

dation is "entirely compatible with the recommendation that the stringency of the 

law should be modified, providing that the modification is not too abrupt, and 

subsequent monitoring does not show that this degree of relaxation results in an 

upsurge of use." 

The problem, then, is to choose between these two viewpoints. Dr. Edwards 

emphasizes throughout h's paper that this choice cannot be made en the basis of 

current evidence on the effect of marihu~a on health though that evidence is 

an important factor in both positions. The reasons is that this evidence simply 

is not complete enough at the present time to be the decisive factor. Rather, the 

value judgements of those in a position to make such decisions will necessarily 

determine lmich position is finally adopted. 
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TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION OF MARIHUANA USERS 

Although .. marihuana does not lead to physical dependence. 

a significant number of marihuana users have sought help from 

tertiary~ drug treatment facilities in Pennsylvania. The 

Uniform Data Collection System of the Governor's Council on 

Drug and Alcohol Abuse provides a preliminary, and as yet, 

incomplete characterization of these treatment activities. 

,.' 

In November and December, 1974, 148 tertiary drug treatment 

facilities (slightly less than half) submitted records of 9,935 

clients currently receiving some form of treatment. Of these 

case~, 1,679 (16.9%) report marihuana as a component of the clients' 

drug history. 

In 656 cases (6.6%) marihuana was indicated to be the "major" 

problem. Twenty percent of these clients in this category entered 

treatment due to legal pressure. 

Counseling is the primary form (89.3%) of treatment given 

to tJ.e majority of clients admitted to a tertiary drug l?rogram 

(See Figure H4 ). And in most cases, treatment for marihuana 

abusers occurs on an outpatient basis (83.~%). 

~Tertiary drug treatment facilities are aimed at dealing with 
those persons found to have chronic patterns (as ppposed to 
experimental) of drug or alcohol use or abuse. 
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TREATMENT OF MARIHUANA USERS 
--,., ..., 
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Counseling 3 27 10 526 566 

Ther. 56 1 57 Community 

Intermed. 
Care 

Halfway. 
1 1 

House 

Three Qtr. 
Way House 

Case Mgt. 6 6 

Other 1 2 3 

Total 6 60 30 10 528 634 

Counseling Approach used in 89.3% of cases 

Outpatient Environment used in 83.3% of cases 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

In its examinations of this issue, the Governor I s Council on 

Drug and Alcohol Abuse voted unan:imously to recommend that: 

A. Cr:iminal penalties be removed for the s:imple possession 

of a small amount of marihuana or hashish. (Simple 

possession of a small amount of marihuana is considered 

as 30 grams or less; a small amount of hashish is con

side red as eight grams or less.) 

B. A civil penalty consisting of a rnax:imum fine of $100.00 

for the s:imple possession of a small amount of marilruana 

or hashish replace the present system of cr:iminal penalties. 

C. Penalties for possession with intent to sell, manufacture, 

or delivery of over a small amount of marihuana or hashish 

will remain the same. 

D. The use of marihuana or hashish be actively discouraged. 

E. A factual and realistic education policy concerning mari

lruana ai~d toward young adults shoulCi be :implemented. 

On the basis of the above recorranendations, 'the Governor IS OJl!llcil on 

Drug and Alcohol Abuse suggests to the Governor and the General Assembly, the 

following legislation: 
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Removal of CTlininal penalties for marihuana offenses have been 

supported by the following organizations: 

American Bar Association 

New York State Bar Association 

Philadelphia Bar Association, 

Consumer Union, Publishers of Consuner Report 

National Conference of Ccmnissioners on Uni£cmn State Laws 

American Public Health Association 

National Advisory Con1nissian on Crlminal Justice Standards & Goals 

National Council of Churches 

American Medical Association (Governing· Board) 

National Education ~5ociation 

National Corrmission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 

Central Conference of American Rabbis 

B'nai B'rith 

Canadian Conmission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs 

San Francisco Corrmi ttee on Crime 

Mayors Advisory Corrmittee on Narcotics Addiction (Washington, DC) 

John Finlator, Retired Deputy Director 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
U. S. Department of Justice 

The Washington Post 

The Washington Star 

The Boston Globe 

The Los Angeles Times 

The New York Times 

National Review 
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The General Assembly of the COJ1Il1Onwealth of Pennsylvania hereby enacts 

as follows: 

Section 1. The Act of April 14, 1972/ (P. L. -, No. 64) known as 

''TIle Controlled Substance, Drug, Device, and Cosmetic Act" is amended 

as follows: 

Section 13. Prohibited Acts; Penalties --

(g) My person who violates clause 31 of subsection (a) [!s guilty of 

a misdemeanor and upon cmlviction thereof! shall [De sentenced to imprison

ment not exceeding thirty (30) days, or trj[ pay a civil penalty not exceeding 

[Jive Jumdred dollars $500.0.QT one hundred dollars $100.00 [or bot:!!!. 
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"APPENDIX A" 

A SUMMARY OF PUBLIC HEARING TESTIMONY 

In May 1975, the Governor's Council on Drug and 

Alcohol Abuse held three public hearings Dl Philadelphia, 

Scranton, and Centre COtmty (Penn Stat~ University) m 

order to gather infonnation and insight mto the issue of 

marihuana from educators, law enforcement personnel, com

munity groups, lawYers, drug program personnel, and health 

officials. 

The panel which heard testimony and addressed questionS 

were: Dr. Richard E. Horman, executive director of· the 

Governor's Cotmcil on Drug and Alcohol Abuse; Susan J. Hathaway, 

Special Assistant and Director, Public Education and Infonnation, 

Govemor's Cotmcil on Drug and Alcohol Abuse; Pe1;er S. Pennington, 
. . 

deputy executive director of the Governor'.!! CClWlcil on Drug and 

Alcohol Abuse; and Joseph Reither, Esquire, Director, Bureau of 

Drug Law Enforcement, Department of Justice. 

H M R 
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 

Heard at 

Salon H, Col11llonwealth Ballroom 

Marriot Inn 

City Line Avenue 

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 

Thursday. May 8; 1975 

Statement of Stanley Kubacki. esquire 
Judge. Court of Corrmon Pleas 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 

Statement of Keith Stroup. Esquire 
Director. National Organization for 
Reform of Mariluullla la\>'S 

Statement of F. Enmett Fitzpatrick. Esq. 
District AttornP.Y 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 

Statement of ~lathea Falco. L.L.B. 
Special Assistant to the President 
Drug Abuse Council 
(on behalf of Thomas Bryant. President 
Drug Abuse Council. Washington. DC) 

Statement of Sister Madeleine Boyd 
Director and Educator 
Shalom 

Statement of Arthur lewis. Regional Director 
Drug Enforcement Administration 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
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JUIJGB SfANI:EY KUBACKI 
Judge, Court of Contnon Pleas 

Judge Kubacki expressed in his testimony that he opposed the 

removal of legal sanctions on the possession of marilruana. However, 

in response to qllestions from the panel, Judge Kitbacki indicated he would 

have no objection to the application of civil penalties as it relates to 

the marihuana issue. 

Specifically, Judge Kubacki stated he would agree with the 

appropriateness of a civil penalty for a first offense for possession of 

a small quantity of marihuana below 30 grams. In the instance of a second 

offense, he expressed disagreement with the use of a civil penalty as opposed 

to crimir.al penalties: 

Judge Kubacki went on to say the courts are not effective in dealing 

with marihuana possession cases at the present time. Each one of these 

cases, he said, properly requires a great deal of individual attention. 

Typically these ~ases result in a probationary sentence and probation officers 

are flooded with work that this attention is not available. 

Judge Kubacki expressed concern that y6ung people are maintaining 

criminal records IlI\d indicated that in instances of possession of small amounts 

it should not be made part of the criminal record. In Philadelphia, Judge 

Kubacki stated that he knew of no one who went to j ail for having possession 

of small amoWlts of marihuana. 
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"And I believe it is Oregon where they do not--rut 

there is a (civil) fine. It is transferred to the civil side of the 

court. I believe it is about $100 fine. 

I would have no objection to this. But I would stay 

on top of the prob~Em. But I would certainly have no objection." 

(In reference to the acCUllUlation of cr:iminal records by young people for 

the possession of small annmts of marihuana:) 

"For this, yes. I would agree with this. I don't think 

it should be made part of the cr~al record, if this is all that there 

is." 

(In reference to penalties for second offenses of marihuana possession:) 

''Maybe on the second one, Doctor, it should no longer be 

on the civil side of the court." 

''Yes .•. I have been in a drug court; And I must say, 

the experience is not very satisfactory for the reason that there is such 

a flood of this in the courts. 

And as a result of this, there is a pretty cavalier attitude 

on the part of everybody toward it, and just moving it along. And very little 

or nothing is done for people who are involved in dru~s." 

"1 do not know this for a fact. But you get a visceral 

reaction in the courtroom after listening to testimony. 

And I have a strong feeling that the police also make a 

judgement. That is part of the filtering system." 

* * * H 
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KBrm SI'ROOP, ESQ. 

Director 
National Organization for the Reform of MariJuana Laws 

Mr. Stroup stated that NORM!. supports a policy of discouragement 

tm'lSrd the 1!!!e of marihuana, but unalterably opposes the use of crll!rlnal 

penalties to &Cca!iplish that end. 

He claimed there are certain costs inevitable with contimled criminal 

prohibition. Stroup estimated the 420,000 arrests for marihuana offenses in 

1973, the majority of which were for possession, cost around half a billion 

dollars. 1l'1 addition the policy of crinrlnal prohibition, Stroup suggests, 

produces a lack of respect for the legal system. Crlminal penalties do not 

seen to have an effective dt.tenent effect. Stroup supported this claim by 

point out that the greatest increase in mariJuana use occuned between 1956-

1970, during the period of the country's strongest mariJuana laws. He offered 

further recent evidence from a sunrey conducted by the Drug Abuse Council 

which reported only six percent of the nonusers in Oregon gave law enforce

ment reasons as a deterrent and only 12 percent in California stated the same 

rllason where the penalty is a felony with a maxiJrum ten year jail sentence. 

Finally, Stroup expressed concern that a significant portion of the population 

(13 million regular mariJuana smokers) should not be treated as criminals when the 

only distinguishing characteristic of this group is that they perfer smokillg 

mariJuana to drinking alcohol. 

Stroup suggested that there are three possibl.e courses of action 

regarding the mar:ihlana issue: The first, to contimle criminal prohibition 

despite its costs and ineffectiveness; second, to leg.llize marihuana, which is 

untenable because of the political climate and preclUlIea by the United States 

participation in the Geneva Treaty of 1961; and third t to decriminalize mari-
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huana by imposing civil penalties rather than .criminal. penalties. 

StrOU\> pointed out that there are many advantages to the civil 

citation arranilement. ApplyV;igci~il penalties, he stated, still displays 

an official policy of discou;,,!\emen\;, but removes the unusi.<ally harsh 

penalties and other disadvantages ~f criminal prohibition. The citation 

system, he claimed, would not remove the policeman from the street for 

several hours at a time as oc=s in an arrest situation, nor would it 

produce tJ.e extravagent court costs for processing offenders. And finally, 

he stated, this approach has been shown to be preferred by the citizens of 

Oregon after one year of experience with the new law: 58 percent favored 

..nile 39 percent opposed the new law. 

Mr. StrOU\> recOJllllended that Pennsylvania adopt a partial decr:iminal

ization of marihuana by implement:i:.lg a civil citation approach for possession 

of small quantities. He further reconmended that it is the responsibility 

of the govenur.ent to explain the law to its populace so that the new law is 

not interpreted as a pennissive policy. 

H H H 

"NORM!.. supports the discOuragement policy toward the use 

of =ihuana, and as far as that goes, toward the recreational use of all 

other drugs. too." 

'~owever, if he only gives a citation, a policeman may spend 

two or three minutes time, and he is right out on the street. He never leaves 

the street. 

That means basically that he is out there doing the job he 

is suppose to be doing." 
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"Now, of the 91 peret:nt of the people who do not smoke 

marj,huana in Oregon, despite the lack of criminal sanctions, we found that 

only s:ix percent of the non-smokers gave law enforcement reasons as a 

deterrent." 

"One, of course, is continued cr:imina1 prohibition. That 

is the system we have had for 3S years in this country. 

Now, there are certain costs that are inevitable :in that 

system. The most obvious one is that a lot of people are going to be saddled 

with arrest records." 

"However, if you take those figures and Illlltiply them t:iJres 

the 400,000 arrests, you see that we are spending somewhere around a half a 

billion dollars every year in this country on law enforcement resources." 

"And only 12 percent, even in a state (California) where 

it i!i still a ten-year felony, only 12 percent of the non-users gave law 

~!!f9rcement reasons as a deterrent." 

"I would suggest quite the contrary. The greatest increase 

in marihuana use this country has ever seen occurred betWeen 1956 and 1970. 

And those years, those 14 years, were the 14 years that we 

had the strongest penalties we have ever had in this country." 

1/ * * N 
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F. m!E'IT FITZPATRICK. ESOOIRF 
Phila:aelphia Dl.strl.ct Attorney 

Mr. fitzpatrick offered no specific reconmendations reg~rding 

amendment of "The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device, and Cosmetic Act." 

The majority of Mr. Fitzpatrick's testimony for;uscd .. on finding solutions 

to remedy the total spectTUIJl of drug abuse. According to Fitzpatrick the 

solution to the narcotics problem lies in offering more responsive treatment 

and rehabilitation. He pointed' out that none of the courts: Criminal, 

Civil, Equity, and Orphans, have had an effect upon the narcotics problems. 

Mr. Fitzpatrick expressed opposition to the use of civil penalties 

for possession of small amounts of marihuana for two reasons: First, de

criminalization of marihuana does not offer a solution to the problem of 

drug abuse; and, second, the present law allows sufficient flexibility for 

a prosecutor to prosecute a person found with a· ~'Jlimal amount "for reasons 

best known to himself and law enforcement authorities." In practice, however, 

Fitzpatrick has seemingly decriminalized marilumna in Philadelphia as evidenced 

by his statement: "In I1IOst cases when small amounts of relatively harmless 

narcotics are used we withdra\~ prosecution and that's it." 

Mr. Fitzpatrick urged the Council to develop more treatment centers, 

encourage treatment centers to examine offenders to determine if treatment 

can help, and to make these treatment centers aware to the prosecutors in the 

State. He could not, however, speculate on the possible financial impact this 

program would have upon the State. 

* # H 
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"It is my feeling when I fiTstwas e)ected District 

Attorney that we could no longer afford the luxury, particularly in light 

of Rule 1100 of the Supreme Court requiring us to bring cases to trial 

within 180 days .•• of trying in criminal court$ individuals who were 

charged with minor offenses." 

"Now, I have t~en it upon myself in certain first offender 

cases . • • to just withdraw prosecution and say we are not going to 

prosecute at all. Just go your way and say no more." 

"I would not want to fill up treatment centers with people 

who are no more than first or second-t:iJne exper:iJnenters who do not have a 
. . 

problem that treatment centers can cure." 

"I urge you, if thete is to be any legislative change, to 

make the discretion of the prosecutor as broad as possible, because there 

are indeed other factors which go into whether or not a case should be sent 

to a rehabilitative program or should be brought to Court." 

There may very well be an instance of an individual, an 

extremely hardened drug supplier, who ;i:; .tOUl,d with a nrl~'lJ. amount. But 

a prosecutor might very well wish to prosecute in his particular area for 

reasons best known to himself and law enforcement authorities." 

"I would first of aU urge you and your Council to encourage 

the development of treatment centers run by competent medical personnel." 

"I.would urge you, secondly, in the development of any of 

these centers, to make it a prerequisite that the centers themselves or the 

treatment authoritY tell the law enforcement authorities in each individual 

case that they have examined as well as they think they nvst the particular 
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defendant can benefit from. rehabilitative procedures." 

"I would invite you, thirdly, to reconrnend to the pro

secutors throughout the State that these facilities either are available 

or let them mow when (they will be established)." 

"!'he fact of the matter is 'that the Courts: Criminal, 

Civil, Equity,Orphans, have had precious little effect upon the narcotics 

problem." 

" • • • I do not believe that a procedure such as either 

calling it civil or issuing a SUIIJIlDnS or allowing someone to pay a small fine 

imnediately rather than undergo a criminal trial is as effective a procedure 

in solving the overall problem." 

H H , H. 
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~:ATHf..A FALCO, L.L.B. 
Special Assistant to the President 

Drug Abuse Cooncil 

Ms. Falco testified the Drug Abuse Council supports the 

recoJ11llendations of the National Catmlission an Marihuana and Drug 

Abuse ll'hich states that possession of marihuana for personal use 

or casual distribution without remuneration should not be sanctioned 

under criminal functions. The Drug Abuse Council maintains an 

"official policy .of discouragement of use by civil functions." 

\ r 
Ms. Falco described same of the studies conducted by the Drug 

Abuse Council which led to the formation of their official policy. 

L Approximately 29 million Americans have tried marihuana 

and aver 12 million use it regularly. 

2. Decriminalization of marihuana in the State' of Oregan has 

nat resulted in a significant increase in use. 

3. The majority of the pOp1.llation in Oregon favor the civil 

citation system. 

4. Nonusers from Oregon and California cite lack of interest 

and health hazards as primary reasons for not using mari

huana, 1I'hile fear of prosecution ranked very low. 

5. The consensus of distinguished scientists participating 

in a conference sponsored by the Drug Abuse COImcil (Jal)uary 

1975) is that the current state of medical research is not 

adequate to determine the extent of hazardar lack af hazard 

connected with mal'ihauna use. 

Ms. Falco suggested that altering social policy cannot depend on the 

finality of all accUll1Ulated'medical data. 
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There are actually two problems she stated: a health problem 

and a criminal problem. She pointed out other substances of known hazard 

(e.g. alcohol) are controlled without confusion of the health problem and 

criminal problem. She exemplified tJrl.s by pointing out that people are 

prosecuted for conmitting criminal acts while tmder the influence of alcohol; 

however, people are not prosecuted for the simple or social use of alcohol. 

N 1/ N 

'~~e support the recO!lm!e."ldations of the National Col1lllission 

on Marihuana . . • they recOl1lllended that possession of marihuana for personal 

use no longer be a criminal offense, and that casual distribution for no 

relTl.U1eration, or insignificant remuneration not involing profit, no longer be 

an offense." 

''What I would suggest is that 'We cannot afford to wait until 

all of the medical evidence is in concerning the effects of marilruana in de

termining an appropriate social policy." 

"Alcohol is by far lind away our nation's number one public 

health drUb probeIm ..• but we do not jail those who simply use alcohol. 

We de> confuse potential health hazards with criminality. 

Instead we invoke criminal sanctions for criminal acts 

colllllitted under the influence of alcohol." 

"There are two problems: a health problem and a criminal 

prohlem, and you would call it a sodal policy problem. 

And they are just nt. more automatically synonymous or linked 

in the case of marihuana that they aire in the case of alcohOl or any sort of 

other--lots of other--substances that can be lll'.nnful." 
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"We are definitely against young people having criminal 

records for possession of small amounts. It just doesn't make arty sense." 

'~e support criminal penalties for trafficking • . . (however) 

sharing of a small amount of the drug among friends. obviously not. 

Eut for sales and transfers involving substantial profit, 

we support penalties." 

# # N # 
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SISTER MADELEINE BOYD 
Director and Educator, Shalom 

(Prevention Program) 

Sister Madeleine stated the penalty involved for simple possession 

cases far outweighs comparable penalties for other victimless crimes. A 

system of civil fines similar to the Oregon State Model, in her opinion, 

would be more effective and justified than the present system in Pemsylvania. 

She pointed out that tmder the present judicial system, where one 

uses marilnlana may be more significant than whether one uses marilnlana. 

Penalties for the same crime vary fran a jail sentence to a permanently 

damaged record of personal integrity, to discharge with no further consequences, 

all of which depend on the coonty. The implementation of the Oregon model, 

she suggested, would eliminate the discretionary interpretation allowed 

under the present system. It would enhance respect for the criminal justice 

system among youths; would eliminate 90 percent of the current marihuana arrests; 

would "free up" law enforcement efforts; would eliminate much of the cost of 

the present system; and ]11ight prove a more effective deterrent. 

Sister Madeleine stated that criminal sanctions on possession of 

marihuana do present difficulties in dealing with the problems of youths. 

From her professional experience in drug and alcohol prevention, 

Sister Madeleine suggested "decriminalization of marihuana will free parents, 

educators, cOllll1Ullity leaders, and police to work toward more enlightened 

solutions where marilnlana use is symptomatic of deeper problems." 

H H H 
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"In those cases where simple possession of marilruana 

results in a jail sentenc~, the penalty far outweighs comparable penalties 

for other victimless crimes. 

My experience in WQ1'king with thousands of young persons 

has convinced me that society couip. benefit by a change in the penalties 

for those caught using marilruana,'" 

"A swift, fairly administered civil fine similar to the 

Oregon state model might prove a mere effective deterrent to marihuana use." 

"The serious inequities that exist as a result of the dis

cretionary interpretation allowed under the present system jeopardizes the 

image of how justice is administered." 

"Youths would no longer fear discussing marihuana with adults. 

Parents and teachers would not have to fear that handling the marihuana issue 

,in a responsible way will be construed as abetting crime." 

H H # H 
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ARIHJR LEWIS 
Regional Director, Drug Enforcement Administration 

The majority of Mr. tems' testimony described the history of 

marilllana use on an international scope, and the development of inter

national agreements to control "trafficking" of a variety of illicit 

drugs. The primary efforts of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 

are the enforcement of laws directed at large "dealers" of controlled 

substances, rather than persons with small amounts of marilllana for per-

sonal use. 

Lewis sta~ed a close link between "trafficking" of marihuana and 

trafficking of other drugs, such as heroln. He felt, therefore, that, a 

reduction in controlljng marilruana "traffic" would jeopardize the control 

of other illicit drug distributiori. 

Mr. Lewis was asked if the DEA had taken a position on the Federal 

bill (S.B. 1450) introduced by U.S. Senator Jacob Javits (R-New York) to 

decriminalize small possession of marilruana. Lewis indicated, to his know

ledge, neither the DEA nor the U.S. Justice Department has .taken a position 

on this is:;ue. He pointed out that, typically, the Office of the U.S. 

Attorney General declares the Federal govenunent's position in these cases. 

United States Attorney General Edward H. Levi was quoted in the 

Philadelphia Inquirer (May 30, 1975) regarding his position on decri;ninalization, 

"If I had to take one at this moment--and I haven't--I'think most people 

agree that possession of small amounts of marilruana, whether it should be 

decriminalized or not, out to be downgradec;l. in tenns of penalty." 

N # # 
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''l>bst people asSI.lJle that oor policy toward marihuana is 

harsh and can neatly be separated from oor policy toward ~feroin 

let me state that illicit traffic in marihuana is big business. It is 

no longer the casual transfer of the weed as it was before the 1950's." 

"Thoosands of pounds are being snuggled 11lto this COWltry by 

large, well-financed groups. In 1970, over two million pounds of marihuana 

was seized ..• seizures of hashish, the resin from the top of the plant, 

rose from 7,000 pounds in 1970 to over 50,000 pounds in 1974," 

"There is a link between herom traffic: and marihuana l<hich 

is vitally important. A lessening of United States efforts to enforce 

marihuana laws will weaken the detentdnaUon of foreign gover:nrnents to 

assist United States is bound by treaty obligations--the Single Convention 

on Narcotics of 1961--to control rnarihlana traffic." 

"And it is just impossible. If you stretched hands and reached 

around the border of Maine to Mexico, you could never stop or interdict iarge 

amounts of marihuana corning into the country. It is virtually impossible to 

do that. Yoo just don't have the forces to do it." 

''!'he best that law enforcement can do, given the attitudes 

that some people do have about law enforcement, is sort of like stick its 

finger in the dike' and hold on and holler help, then call for the stone masons 

to build the thing a little bit getter~" 

" II If /I 
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SUMMARY .OF TESTIMONY 

Heard at 

Hilton Inn 

225 Washington Avenue 

Scranton, Pennsylvania 

Wednesday, May 14, 1975 

Statement of ThomaS M::Nevin 
NORML 

Statement of Captain Frank Roche 
Captain of Detectives 
Scranton Police Department 

Statement of Robert Schwartzberg 
Assistant Director 
Community Volunteer Services 
B'nai B'rith 

Statement of Doree Goodman 
Executive Director 
Lackawanna County Commission 

on Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
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ntt.IAS t.t:NEVIN 
Scranton, NORML 

Mr. McNevin's testimony basically consistedqf the text of a 
", 

petition circulated by a group of NOlM:: sylipathi~f)!s in the Scranton area 

and signed by approx:imately 1,000 persorlS. The opening statement of this 

document called for "an inmediate end to the criminal prohibition of 

private marihuana use." 

The petition maintained that criminal laws dealing with mariluana 

use are "ineffective as a deterrent, unreasonably severe, scientifically 

unwarranted, and disparate in their nature and enforcement." 

McNevin cited a I11llIlber of official research studies wch reportedly 

concluded that marihuana presents no significant threat to public health 

or society. Issuing agencies include the United States Departlllent of Health, 

the National ConInission on Mariluona and Drug Abuse, and the Canadian 

CoIIInission on Inquiry into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs. Based on these 

reports, McNevin said niedical risk incurred in the private llSe of marihuana 

may be categorized as "informed individual choice permitted in a free society." 

NcNevin, still reading from the petition, said current governmental 

controls over marihuana lise encourage invasion of privacy. The petition 

also pointed to the possible danger of ''violation of individual rights and 

liberties by overzealous law enforcement persctUle1." 

Mr. Joseph Reiter, Esquire, Director of the Bureau of Drug Law Enf6rce

ment, cited information contained 1n the Shafer CoIllllission Report wch stated 

a 'consensus of phYSicians surveyed by the Ccxmdssionconsidt)red mariluana a 

dangerous drug. wiien aSked 'Whether 'he was in agreement with that opinion, 

McNevin ,said every drug was potentially dangerous, whether licit or illicit. 

* /I /I 
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CAPl'AIN FRANK ROCHE 
Captain of Detectives 

Scranton Police Department 

Early in his testimony, Captain Roche indicated his opposition 

to any proposed change in the Commonwealth's current marihuana laws. He 

said the present law contains adequate safeguards for what he called 

"the first time user" against acquiring a police record • 

.According to Roche, his main concern is not with marihuana smoking, 

as such. Rather he indicated a worsening situation in the Scranton area 

involving derivatives of mar~, such as hashish and TIIC. 

Captain Roche indicated he was aware that marihuana itself is not 

an addicting dru;~. He also expressed doubt that marihuana is responsible 

for a progression to harder drugs. He blamed this progression on peer 

pressure among young people. 

Mlch of Roche's arguments were based on his 'belief that increased 

use of stronger' derivatives of marihuana would lead to "victimization." 

He said decrimina~ization of marihuana would "open the door" to increased 

drug use. 

Concerning the legal process of marihuana offenders, Roche said 

Scranton police "just doh't have the time .•• to devote to going out and 

getting the marihuana users." Rocha said it is' "a waste of police time; a 

waste of court time" to prosli":ute persons possessing small moounts of the drug. 

According to Roche, current laws allow prosecutors and judges toU.se " 

discretion in'various cases. ,In Scranton, said Roche, authorities can refer 

an individual to an Accelerated Rehabilative, Disposition CARD) program, or 
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totally dismiss charges against a small POl>5essor1 ,," 

Roche also said he is opposed to the passage of U. S. Senate Biil 

1450 which would decriminalize possessiO\~ of one mmce' or less of marihuana. 

The captain said he would, however, favor state legi~lation to reduce the 

classification of possession of 30 grams or less of marihuana to a .sumnary 

offense, thereby putting these cases within 'the :jurisdiction of a district 

justice or magistrate. 

It * H 

I am also aware that marihuana in itself is not an 

addictive drug. However, to say that sane YOlmger groups, within their own 

peer groups, are more or less forced by their own peer group to try the maTi

wana plant or the marihuana cigarette, it can--I am not saying that it does-

but it can lead to pressure fran the peer group to try a more dangerous t-ype 

of drug, and this is what my concern is." 

"' ••• I think that the present law of the State of Pennsyl

vania relevant to marihuana are quite adequate." 

"What I am saying is that the derivatives fran the marihuana 

plant are causing us a problem. We are being stonned right now with a great 

deal of violation with the me bus.iness . • ." 

"If we run across sanebody with 30 grams or less, a young 

individual, we will try and contact their parents and let their 'parents handle 

it. And we feel that 30 graIns or less is a waste of court time, it is a waste 

of police time, and we feel that if it is for a person's own use and he is not 

turning around and selling it, he" is not profiteering from it." 
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"We know the consequ~nces of putting a tag on an individual, 

a criminal tag on somebody of being a drug user or a drug seller. And I . 

make no distinction between this j I have no sympathy for the seller of drugs. 

But the drug user is a victim of his peer groupj is a victim of his environ

ment," 

# H # /I 
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ROBERl' SCHWARTZBERG 
Assistant Di'rector of 

Community Volunteer Services 
B'nai B'rith 

Mr. Schwartzberg, representing the national office of B'nai 

B'rith, read a 1973 resolution passed by the organization's Board of 

Governors which states "current penalties for use and/or possessi,on 

(of rnarilulana) are out of proportim to the known fact$." The resolution 

adds, "B'nai B'rith believes that the criminal penalties against the use 

of the drug are totally unrealistic." According to Mr. Schwartzberg, this 

policy "is now representative of the response or attitude toward dntg abuse 

that the entire B'nai B'rith nationally has taken." 

The B'nai B'rith policy agrees with medical findings disproving 

"the earlier notion that marilulana is physically addicting or dependence 

producing." In iight of these findings, the organization states its 

opposition to penalties, imposed by current marihllana'laws that "can and do 

scar the lives of those who would otherwise be regarded as law-abiding 

ci~izens." 

Comnenting on the resolution, Schwartzberg said his organization 

''would like to see all states adopting something similar to the Oregon Plan 

... " which reduced rnariwana pos5essi~ to a citation offense.' Under 

questioning, Schwartberg said new marfruana laws are nll<!ded to protect young 

people from acquiring a criminal record. According to the B'nai B'rith 

representative, such a record is unwarranted ,for what he called a "victimless 

crime." 'He said current Pennsylvania provisions for expungement of criminal 

records are not adequate protection because "even if there is a law on the 

books calling for expungement tmder certain circumstances, I question the 
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ability of the state to see that the local counties are following the 

law." 

Schwartzberg opposed the notion that current marihuana laws serve 

as a deterrent to drug use. "I think that efforts to deterrents or the 

history of the efforts of states allover the country . . . have been a 
" 

waste of money and tinie." 

# H # 

"The known consequences of incarceration and a felonious 

criminal record far outweigh the minimal dangers presented by the use of 

marihuana. In many ways, the enforcement of present marihuana laws impose 

the very kind of cruel and unusual punishment that the Constitution of the 

United States specifically f~rbids." 

"I don't dismiss any of these (medical research), reports. 

Quite frankly, I think the more reports we get, the more it points up to the 

inability to put a label on marihuana, because the more reports that there 

are the more contradictions there are." 

"I. am saying, yes" the state has an obligation to educate 

the public to what the facts are. I aT!' against the state telling the public 

whether they should or shouldn't smoke (marihuana)." 

'# # H # 
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MS. IDREE G1OJl.!AN 
Executive Director 

Lackawanna ColUlty Corrmission on Drug and Alcohol Abuse 

In her fonnal opening statement to the (jovernor' s ColUlcil panel, 

Ms. Goodman proposed "Pennsylvania follow the lead of Senators Javits, 

Cranston, and Brooks in the U.S. Senate, and states such as Oregon,. in 

decriminal izing the personal pos~ession of slOall amounts of rnariJUlana 

and in substituting for a criminal penalty a minimal civil fine." 

She ~so advocated an end to criminal penalties for non-profit 

tran~fers of small amolUlts of the drug. 

Although public policy should be to discourage the indiscriminate use 

of drugs, said Goodman, ''we shOUld trust mature and intelligent persons to 

make intelligent decisions regarding chemical use." She continued, "It 

appears to me that we cannot legislate morality, that laws in and of them

selves do not deter people from abusing and/or harming themselves." 

Goodman questioned the amount of time and money spent by the criminal 

justice system dealing with victimless crimes. She suggested a change in the 

marihuana laws would "relieve some of the burden on the courts and public 

defenders and other related offices." 

According to Goodman, "by labeling and stigmatizing and incarcerating 

yOlUlg persons through the criminal process. we appear to be doing them more 

damage and narrowing their optiC'ns even more than the personal use of marihuana." 

She said many yOlUlg persons Who have been arrested for drug violations are avoided 

by "straight" teenagers, thus forcing them even farther into the dU.lg culture. 

This occurs, said Goodman., in spite of the fact that the individual may pre

viously have been a casual experimenter with marihuana. 
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Under questioning by panel members, Goodman said treatment procedures 

[or mariJruami abusers consist largely of individual and, group cOtmse1ing. 

, According to her statistics, 44 percent of the INlriJruana users undergoing 

treatment in Lackawanna Cotmty were referred by 'the criminal justice system. 

Referring to these statistics, she said, "in many cases the trea'tn!ent may be 

ineffective because treatment itself may not even have been warranted • . . 

because there may not really have been any behavior to change in the fjrst 

place. " She said many casual exper:imenters opt for mandatory treatment as 

the ortly alternative to involvement with the crj,minal justice system and the 

acquisition of a criminal label. 

.# # # 

" . . • I still believe that laws in and of themselves, 

the legislation, is not effective in preventing persons from using. marihuana, 

and that we cannot really legislate against use or legislate morality." 

"Let me raise one other question . . . and that is whether 

in a society that is as drog oriented as ours, l~here the media encourages 

the use of chemicals .from morning t9 night, it becomes reasonable to rule out 

the use of apy chemical as illegal." 

"Criminal penalties for use and possession appear disproportionate 

to the degree of mental and physical risks involved." 

" ••• it appears to me indefensible 'to equate marihuana with 

hard narcotics under the criminal law." 

H H H H 
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 

Heard at 

Hetzel Union Building 

University Park Campus 

~ennsYlvania State University 

University Park, Pennsylvania 

Wednesday, May 21, 1975 

Statement of Dr. Lee Upcraft, Director 
Residential Life Program 
University Park Campus 
Pennsylvania State University 

Statement of Joe Seufer, Student President 
University Park Campus 
Pennsylvania State University 
(accompanied by Sfeven Rudman, ,<Jtate Coordinator 
Penn State Organization for the Refonn of 
Marihuana Laws) 

Statement of Dr. John Hargleroad II, Director 
Health Services 
University Park Campus 
Pennsylvania State University 

Statement of Charles Brown, Esquire 
Centre Cotmty DistriCt Attorney . . 

Statement of Alan EIUs, Esquire 
Counsel 
Pennsylvania Branch NORML 

Statement of Joseph Diament 
on Drugs1 Incorpo,ated. 
State College, Pennsylvania 
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DR. LEE UPCRAFI' 
Director, ''Residental Life Program 

Referring to a "consensus view of our residence hall staff 

concerning drug and alcohol abuse," Dr. Upcraft said, ''we see no par

ticular advantage in changing the current (marihuana) laws." According 

to Upcraft, decriminalization would result, "at least temporarily and 

possibly permanently," in the increased use of marihuana. Increased 

use, said Upcraft, would lead to increased abuse and the University does 

not maintain the facilities to deal with police and treatment problems 

l'Ihich might be created by increased marihuana use. 

Although he opposed decriminalization, the administrator said 

"classifying possession of small amounts of marihuana as a misdemeanor 

may be too strong a punishment." Again, speaking on behalf of his staff, 

he said "the penalties for marihuana should be consistent with other drugs 

of similar impact, such as alcohol." 

On the Penn State Campus, said Upcraft, the number of marihuana cases 

handled by the University Police and the school's discipline system has re

mained relatively stable while alcohol-related, incidents 'have increased '~y 

over 100 percent in the last three years." He said residence hall staff 

members believe marihuana use has actually declined in recent years for several 

reasons: (1) many students had experimented with the drug in high school be

fore coming to college, (2) the price of marihuana has increased, and (3) the 

risk of detection and disciplinary action is greater with marihuana than 

alcohol. 

Alcohol has become the University's chief drug problem, according to 

Upcraft. He called for state action to lower the drinking age to 18. He said 
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it is "inconsistent to declare 'college students as adults for all other 

purposes except alcohol CO!lSl.qltion. The net result is underage drinking 

takes CIIl more importance than it should for young people." 

, /I II 

''MariluJana does not present a large, serioos problem to ~r 

residenc;.e hall staff, nor to students. Decriminalization nms the risk of 

introducing more serious problems than we currently experience." 

"It is not consistent to treat underage alcohol consumption 

as a stminliry offense, and possession of marihIana as a misdemeanor. II 

hI ~'t necessarily see that III,ICh of a connection between the 

law enforcement efforts and the decline in marihuana ,usage. I see it ,more 

,as a student cultural phenomenon. It is ju.~t not as exciting. It is not as 

cool. The peer groop is just plain not reinfoi'Cing that behilvior as it did 

in th!! late 60's and early70's." 

"It is quite possible tha): someone;'1>i:lo is caught in. possession 

of marihuana could be both sanctioned or punishj~d through the (University) 
I 

discipline system as well as being prosecuted !In the courts." 

/I * , , f 
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STEVEN RIlINAN 
. Student Coordinator, NORML 

Mr. Seufer began his testimony with an enforsement of the NOru-rr. 

pOSition concerning decriminalization of marihuana. "I believe the 

decision to smoke marihuana is a private, personal one," said Seufer, 

"and should nof be dictated by law." He said present marihuana control 

laws do not deter usage, "although they continue to label a significant 

minority of American citizens as criminals." 

Seufer cited results of a survey initiated by Pennsylvania NORI-rr. 

hhere interviews taken from a random sample of 450 students revealed, 

next to alcohol, marihuana was the most frequently used drug on campus. 

Fifty-five percent of Penn State students consider themselves regular 

marihuana users, according to the study. 

He blamed government, in general, for creating ''myths'' that marihuana 

use would lead to "violence, rape, and nurder in the public. ,: "Amerie!],' a 

youth lost respect for all institutions and became alienated" Mlen older 

citizens attempted to impose their values on them, according to Seufer. 

Rudman disagreed with the idea of mandatory rehabilitation or counseling 

for persons convicted of marihuana -related offenses. "I don't think the use 

of marilUlana mandates any type of counseHng," he said. 

Rudman blamed nuch of the misunderstanding about marihuana on inaccurate 

drug education programs. HEi said students know from personal experience in 

many cases, that scare tactics employed in some programs provid\l "fallacious" 

information. Programs of this type, he continued, cause students to ignore 

official sources of information about dangerous' drugs. 

" II # 
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''There is a need for refom whenever a law ceases to be 

of social usefulness. The time has come for clearing the air of mis

information and emotion, enabling a basis to be developed for a rational 

social policy regarding marihuana use. The time has cane to decriminalize 

marihuana possession in Pennsylvania." 

"Not only do 'states have disparate laws and policies, but 

each county'in Pennsylvania treats marihuana violationsilifferently. Thus, 

where a person is arrested is very important." 

"Madruana decriminalization may very well help to bring 

back a united hoIoogeneous feeling in the country." 

"In my opinion, alcohol is Iluch more dangerous than marihuana." 

"I believe, in our society, there should be no laws restricting 

what an individual wants to do to his own body. " , , , , 

70 
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DR. JaiN HARGLEROAD II 
Director of Health Services 

"On the matter of decriminalization of marihuana, it was the 

consensus of the group tllat it should be decriminalized. It is our 

opinion that its use is socially acceptable by those that we have contact 

with, the law is not effective in prohibiting its use, and the dangers' 

do not warrant such penalties," stated Dr. Hargleroad who presented the 

opinions of approximately twenty members of the University Health Services 

staff in his opening statement. 

According to Hargleroad, ,staff members agree marihuana is not an 

addicting substance and interruption of use does not .cause any type of 

physical withdrawal symptoms. One staff psychiatrist noted he had never 

seen a psychotic reaction to marihuana use. 

Hargleroad estimated that some 50 percent of the Penn State student 

body has had, some experience with the drug. Explaining the most comon 

circumstances of student marihuana use, he said, "It seems to be .the con-

sensus that marihuana was used most frequently in a group social setting 

one to three times a l~eek, but may on occasion be employed in a solitary 

setting." 

University drug control efforts, Hargleroad said, should consist mainly 

of more effective drug education programs. He said individuals should be 

allowed to make independent decisions about drug use without criminal pro

hibition. 

Hargleroad said University Health Services personnel treat a large 

munber of students for the effects of alcohol and various drugs. ''Marihuana 
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has been different," he concluded, "in the effect that we bave never bad 
, , 

a student come in with the complaint that they had had ill effects from 

the USe of mariJruana." 

H * H 

"As a physician here on caJl1jXls, I would like to triake available 

to any potential user as IIlJch infonnation as we can do so, and then let him 

judge whether he wants to take the risk .•• I don',t think, as a physician 

at a university, that I should act in any other way." 

"I am not sure that I would want to be placed in the positiOn of 

saying I wou;Ld like to see prohibition of every agent which is hannful to a 

perstln's body." 

"\I'ell, can you tell me how the decrease of testosterone is 

going to endanger somebody else?" (On the possibility that law should be 

based on medical reports such as those indicating lowered testosterone pro

duction caused by marihuana use:) 

" . • . I testified that I do not know of bodily harm that was 

done by the use of marihuana, certainly in our experience.',' 

H # H H 
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.QIARLF.S B~, ESQ. 
Centre County District Attqrney 

In his formal statement to the Governor's Council panel, '.'entre 

County District Attorney, Charles Brown, said, "I am o;uggesting that use 

of marilruana not be a crime: felony, misdemeanor, or sur,unary offense." 

He further suggested "that p,ossession of an amount which is deemed to be 

for use only, be no more than a SUll11lary offense." 

Brown said law enforcement officials do not 'have the resources to 

p.1rsue cases of possession of small amounts of marih=a~Enforcement 

efforts in Centre County are concentrated on "the so-called pusher or dealer, 

somepne who is making a profit from the. distribution of marihuana." He said 

current marilruana provisions impose a burden on police, prosecutors, and the 

courts • 

• , . • . if the legislature of Pennsylvania would decrinrlIlalize use, 

possession, and distribution of marihuana, law enforcement personnel would 

gladly tum their attention to the more serirus matters of crimes against 

persons and property." 

BrOl'/Il, president of the Pennsylvania District Attorneys Association, said 

"I do find a feeling generally among the district attorneys that, franklf' they 

have more important things to do than to prosecute through the courts persons 

involved with sma11 amounts of marihuana. And they certainly feel, that way 

with regard to its use." 

Asked whether he thought legislators might not support decriminalization 

legislation because of fears of not being reelected, Brown said,. "that was also' 

the feeling about the income tax. And then, a11 of a sudden in Pennsylvania" ,: 
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everybody nmning for election was in favor of an inconie tax." 

!I * H 

there is a feeling--not much more positive than 

that, however--among the public and law enforcement officials that the 

use of marihuana does not seriously affect a person's health." 

" . . . use of marihuana is still being punished as a 

crime and should not be so." 

"It seems to me that we are heading toward handling the' 

matter of marilruana use, possession, and delivery much as we do cigarettes 

and alcoholic beverages." 

H, # # H 
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.ALA." ELLIS, ESQ. 
Counsel to Pennsylvania 

National Organization to Reform Marihuana Laws 

Mr. Ellis, an attorney specializing in narcotics law, supported 

"the removal of criminal sanctions for the possession of small amotmts of 

marihuana for personal use." He also endorsed the plan for decriminalization 

proposed by the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse. 

According to Ellis, current marihuana laws "breed bewilderment and 

contempt for the law: and "engender disrespect for all laws and distrust of 

both the agents and institutions of government." He said his contempt on 

the part of yotmg people sterns from selective enforcement of the laws based 

on tmpopular lifestyles or political beliefs. 

Current marihuana laws "destroy the credibility of drug education 

programs which seek to inform users of the very real dangers of hard drug 

use." As long as marihuana use is categorized as criminal, said the attorney, 

experimentation with more dangerous and illicit drugs is "inevitable." 

"The actual and potential threat to the individual's economic and social 

interest posed by an arrest record has been well documented," ~aid Ellis. 

Whether an individual is convicted or not, the mere fact that he has been 

arrested is enough to discourage a potential employer, he added. Ellis said 

he has knowledge of students who dropped out of school "for the sole reason 

that they feel this (criminal) record will effectively preclude their getting 

meaningful future employment (which) would otherwise be available to them as 

a college graduate." 

Ellis called for the institution of a system of civil penalties for 

marihuana possession similar to that operating in Oregon. He opposed the 
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the classification of marihuana possession as a summary offense because 

"Rule 100 of the Pennsylvania rules of criminal procedure labels a surrmary 

offense as a cri.mina.l offense." 

# # if 

"I respectfuiiy urge you to recomnend the intrOduction 

and passage of a bill providing for decriminalization of marihuall.a 

here in Pennsylvania." 

"I am not in favor of treating peollle l.alO choose to freely 

use marihuana as criminals. They are not criminals • . • they are otheIwise 

law-abiding citizens MlO, but for the fact of the mariliuana laws, woUld 

never appear in the criminal justice system." 

"So long as marihuana is listed as a Schedule I drug along with 

LSD and cocaine .•• lumping it along with more dangerous drugs, there is a 

risk the marihuana user might turn to these drugs." 

"Even if we were to find out tOmorrow that marihuana is -as harm

ful as alcohol and tobacco, I woUld still fully s~port the decriminalization 

of mariliuana inSofar as it relates to those people MlO freely choose -to uSe 

marihuana on a personal basis." 

if if if H 
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JOSEPH DIAMEm' 
On Drugs, Inc. 

In his opening statement, Mr. DiaJllent said On Iirugs, Inc., a 

crisis intervention tmd information center, "does not at the present 

time have a stand on the legalization issue." ''This is based on our 

desire te avoid alienating any segment of our client population," he 

added. Diament said his testimony would consist, rather, of a report of 

his agency's experience with marihuana-related cases. 

According to the agency's records, marihuana is often mentioned 

by clients wilen asked to list drugs they use or have used. However, Diament 

said, very few clients have ever sought On Drugs' services solely because 

of marihuana use. , 

"It is the consensus of the agency's staff," Diament continued, 

"that marihuana has been the least problematic dnlg within our client 

population. " 

Diament said some marihuana-related cases involve resolution of 

family disputes caused by use of the drug by a young person. Parents are 

usually more concerned about the legal consequences of a drug arre:>t and 

their impact on the child's future than by directeffects of the drug, he 

stated. "An additional fear is the 'crowd' that the son or daughter must 

consort with in order to partake in an illicit activity," Diament said. 

H " " 
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"APPENDIX B" 11 

"Favorable to Legalization" 

An entirely legitimate value-interpretation of the evidence 

assembled in this paper is that the damage done by continuing 

prohibition is so J1Ilch more unacceptable than the likely risks . ' , 

of cannabis-induced damage, that'repeal should be legalized forth-

with. The convinced ~ honest protogonist of repeal will perceive 

the assembled evidence and the listed major uncertainties as 

accurately as the convinced and horiest prohibitionist: the man 

who favors repeal will, hcwever, give high val~e weighting to 

d.m:riminalization and individual liberty. Such is an entirely 

legitimate stance: in the light of present evidence it would, 

however, be illegitimate for that man to take up the position that 

cannabis is of proven harmlessness. His position is' coherent onJ.y 

if he accepts the entirely open Possibility o:f health risk and 

then states that in his value system that pof'sible risk weighs 

less than his regard for civil liberties. He wouldthoctgh be quite 

foolish to argue that because science has not yet cane through with ,.. 
convincing evidence that cannabis damages the individual, and because 

speculative extrapolation cannot establish the likely prevalences 

of damage in the post-prohibition situatial, therefore, the risks 

of damage and high damage prevalence have been ruled out. A repeal 

arguJ)lent ,based on the dismissal of the possibility 'of risk can in 

light of present (and very imperfect) ,evidence, no longer be considered 

a timable position. Neither is it con,vincing to argue that repeal 

could be on an exper.bnental basis: there are few if any historical 

examples of a recreational drug use, once legalized, subsel;uently 

being effectively prohibited. 
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"Favorable to Prohibition or Modified Prohibition" 

Anyone who surveys the established facts (and the 

laamae) , with a cast of mind which by habit takes the Public 

Health yerspective--and particularly a "safety of drugs" 

perspective--will probably conclude that cannabis is a substance 

sti11 inadequately tested for safety, and wi th th~ provisional 

test evidence worrying. He wculd argue that in these circumstances 

an ending of prohibition would be an irresponsible, act which might 

inflict--he would certainly underline the ~'might"--considerable 

health damage on present and future generations. 1£ his position 

were to be as honest as the honest advocate of repeal, he Nould, 

however, have to admit that he, also, was weighing the evidence 

in terms of his personal value judgements; he co!Jld, not legitimately 

deny that prohibi~ion inflicts some costs, but he openly makes 

the choice to give more weight to ~ealth considerations. Such a 

Public Health stance is, of course, entirely compatible ~th the 

recommendation that the stringency of the law should be modified 

provided that modification is not too abrupt, and subs"equent monitor

ing does not show that this degree of relaxation results in an up

surge of use. 

The man who reconmends that the Public Health view be taken 

wi.ll also undoubtedly plead that more research be done. He will 

, reject the taunt that a prohibitionist lobby is always stalling for 

time by asking for ''more research;it and he Wili regai'U as tminfonned 

the argument that if there were anYthing that research could prove 

'there would by now beproofpositivej in matters as 'complex as these, 
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research is not sauething which can be too hlrried, or held 

to a promise of "giving the answer" within any limited space 

of t:ime. A listing of what might seem the oost pressing 

research needs is set out'in an appendix." 

, * * 

*Verbat:im Text fran "CamUlbis and the Criteria for Legislation 
of a Currently Prohibited Recreational Drug: GTOUIIdwork for 
a Debate" by Dr. Griffith Edwards, Addiction Research Unit at 
Mauds1ey Hospital, London, England, as it appeared in the Acta 
Psyciliatria Scandinarlca, Supp1ementun 251, 1974. --
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1 The Setting 

On the night of May 28, 1973, just a few hours before it adjourned, 
the Texas Legislature approved a comprehensive revision of the 
state's drug laws, in which first-offense possession of up to four 
ounces of marijuana was reduced from a felony to a misdemeanor. 
Since forty-eight states and the District of Columbia had already 
made some form of first-offense possession a misdE;jmeanor, the 
Texas vote did not seem particularly newsworthy. If anything, it 
seemed long overdue, and many Texans who had championed 
this issue over a period of two and a half years felt the same 
way. They couldn't quite convince themselves that they had 
scored an important legislative victory. To them, it was more a 
case of hav.ing at last pulled the mule out of the mUd. But in 
another sense the new Texas law was newsworthy, because 
Texas had been the only place in the United States (some said 
in the world) where a person convicted of possession of marijuana 
could be sentenced to life imprisonment. 

Why Texas? Nobody really knows. Part of the reason was that 
for forty-two years, between 1931 and 1973, Texas law had con
sidered marijuana a narcotic. So whenever penalties for posses
sion of narcotics were raised-always in the vain hope that. 
tougher penalties on users would stop the flow of drugs-mari- . 
juana went along for the ride. This was exactly what happened 
in 1955 when the legislature raised the maximum penalty for 
possession of a narcotic from ten years to life imprisonment. 
(The minimum penalty was always two years.)! Some felt that 
U.S. Senator Price Daniel, who had been conducting national 
hearings on drug traffic and who later became governor of Texas, 

1 It should be noted that in Texas judges (or juries) sentence offenders to spe
cific terms-a fixed number of years. between the minimum and the maximum 
time allowable by statute. At least Dne state, California, uses Indeterminate 
sentences whereby judges sentence offenders to prison but prison officials sub
sequently decide how much time beyond the minimum sentence offenders should 
serve. Thus, someone sentenced to a term of two years to life in California may 
be adjudged ready for release In two years, while someone convicted under 
Texas' old marijuana possession law, which carried a two years to life penalty 
clause, could be sentenced to a fixed term of any number of years between 
those extremes. 
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had something to do with the life sentence. Daniel, however, 
denied any influence and pointed out that while federal law also 
regarded marijuana as a narcotic, the maximum penalties con
tained in his 1956 federal drug law wer~ much lower than those 
contained in the 1955 Texas law: five years for the fin~t offense, ten 
years. for the second, and twenty years for the third. Possibly 
Allan Shivers, governor of Texas from 1949 to 1957" kno'ws the 
reasons behind the 1955 law j but he was unavailabl.e for inter
views. That left only one district attorney who was 'willing to, 
venture an opinion. His guess was that penalties were raised 
because it was a safe as well as a visible political act, and 
because most of. those affecte.cI were Mexicans' and· few of them 
voted. 

Wherever the truth lay, Texas had certainly come a long way' 
sinoe'1905, the year of the state's first drug law ("An Acno regu- , 
late the Sale of cocaine and other drugs"), a law in wh)ch mari- . 
juana was n()t even menti,oned. Marijuana was men.tioned, how-. 
ever, when the law was amended in 1919. Transfer and sale for 
non-medical.puqJoses were regarded as misdell1.eanors an9 they 
carried penalties of not more. than one year in jail arid/orfines 
of $25 to $200. But possession of marijuana $till was n()t listed 
as an offen~e., ' . 

Most likely the legislators . did not approve or marijuana 'us~, 
and most certainly they did not approve, of the people who used 
it. For a number of years marijuana had been considered a prob
lem .in border" towns such as EI Paso, where a 1914 ordinance 
ban Qed both possession and sale; E,I Paso had been character
ized"as a "hotbed of marijuana fiends," and use was described 
as.' common not only among Mexi.cans but 'also among "Negroes; 
prostitutes, pimps and a criminal class of' whites."~· But on a 
statewide basis, marijuana just didn't arouse that, much interest. 
The legislature followed the pattern of restraint established by' a 
Texas criminal appeals court in an 1897 alcohol case when the 
court prohibited the state from' interfering with 'ithe' citizen's 
fundamental right to use his own property as he pleases, not in
juring another person;" ,(Ex parte Brown, 38 Tex. Cr. R. 295.) 

But by 1923 the legislators began tp change their minds, and 
Texas'drug laws were amended to include possession with iotent 
to Sell-as a misdemeanor. ° Yet the Austin Statesman, which 
normally gave heavy coverage to legislative sessions, barely 
noticed the change. "The McMillan Senate bill," the StatesmOan 
reported, "amended the anti-narcotic law $0 as to make unlawful 

2 Richard J. Bonnie and Charles H. Whitehead II, The Marlluana Convictioh: 
A History. of MarijUana Prohibition in the United States .(Charlottesville: Unl- ., 
v~rslty Press of Virginia, 1974),' p .. 34. , 
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the possession for the purpose of sare of any marijuana or other 
drugs. Marijuana is a Mexican herb and is said to be sold on·· 
the Texas-MeXican border." a 

For the n8)<t eight years nothing happened. Then in 1931 mari
juana was classified as a "narcotic" drug, and simple possession 
was included as an offense. It was made a felony and carried 
the same penalty as sale: up to five years in prison and/or fifles 
of up to $2000. A second conviction for either offense was 
pUnishable by one to ten years and/or fines from $1000 to $5000. 
Po.ssessionwith intent to sell was dropped as an offense.· ' , 

Six years after that, in 1937, Texas followed the national trend 
and adopted its own Uniform Narcotic Drug Act. The old laws' 
were repealed and new ones w.ritten. Possessiona,nd sale, of 
mari)u~na were both raised to· two to ten years. and no fines, 
just Oke all the other "narootic" drugs. No penalties were listed 
for second and ~ubsequent offens~s, an ,omission the legislature 
corrected ill195~ WQen it made second offenses punishable by 
anywhere from t'ivefotwenfy-five ye~rs alid third of1enseSP,unish:
able. by. ten years .to life imprisonment-the ·first tim'e the life 
sentence penalty appeared in Texas' drug laws. Before the 1953 
legislature adjourned, however, the life sentence appeared a 
second time, for a new offense which was added that year: imy 
adult who in any way involved a person under nineteen years of 
age.,in the sale of or other ·transaction in 'narcotics (including 
marijuana) would receive a sentence ranging anywhere· from five 
years to life imprisonment. Second or subsequent convictions 
would carry a. penalty of ten ·yeats: to life. The ,legislature also 
added a third amendment in 1953. Possession of a "contrivance 
used in smoking a narcotic drug" (pipes, roach clips) became 
a felony, and carried, the same two to ten year penalty. 

Finally, hi 1955; life imprisonment became the maximum sentence 
for possessiori, and a single penalty of ten years to. life was' 
adopted for all secon~ and subsequent offenses. Two years 

3 Austin Statesman, June 19, 1923. 
"Possession with Intent to seil was' useful to .prosecutors only so long as the 
penalty for simple possession was lower than the penalty for sale, or, a~ in Texas 
between 1919 and 1931, when simple possession wasn't ('onsidered an offense. 
Since possession 'with Intent carried the saine penalty ElS' sale, prosecutors 
used: this charge when they suspected a person was seiling marijuana but 
couldn't actuailypr,ove it, or when a person was arrested with more. marijuana 
In his possession t~an the pOlice felt he n'ormaily would have for his own per- . 
sonal use. HoWever, when the 1931 legislature made It possible for a person 
charged with simple possession to receive the same sentence' as a' person 
charged with sale, the reason for having a separate possession with intent law 
no longer existed. Critics of the possession with Intent law, who once claimed 
It permitted, prosecutors to obtain sale convictions Without the proper evidence, 
now began arguing that possession should not carry the same penalty as sale. 
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after that the maximum penalty for a second conviction on charges 
of involving persons under nfneteen in narcotics transactions 
was changed from life imprisonment to life imprisonment or death. 
In 1961 the legislature made its last changes in the narcotics 
law:.the penalty for the sale of narcotic~ was increased from two 
years to life to five years to life; second or subsequent sale 
offenses brought penalties of ten years to life; and thednvolvement 
of minors offense was'amended to include twenty-year-olds. 

Although apparently no. efforts were made within the legislature 
to ·liberaliie marijuana laws during' all this' time, numeroUs court 
cases· between 1959 and 1972 sought to have possession and 
sale convictions dverturned, as abridgments of the Eighth Amend-' 
ment (cruel and unusual punishment) and the FourtElE!nth (lack 
of due process;. resulting from the irrational classj'fication of 
marijuana as a narcotic). None were successful; . In each case 
the appeais judge held, as did U.S. District Judge William M. 
Taylor in 1970, that' while the classification "mayor may not be 
wise or desirable," the state of Texas did have the right to classify 
marijuana asa narcotic. . 

.. "' ,.' ~ 

.' 
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2 T,he ,,1971 Legislature 

Wit~. the excePtion~f'>~ttreL:{~arC~tic"; qffenses, possession, of 
manJuana was the .fourth mos'(" senous; offens~ a pe,rsoncould 
commit in Texas, ranking just below rape, robber,y by, fir~arms, 
and murder with malice. Those three carried maximum penalties 
of .life il11P.fisonment or death, whereas marijupna possession 
carried only ,a maximum, o~ life., By. compa~ison, the m~xim!Jm .. , 
penalty for possession was much· mpr;e severethan;jbe penal~ies' 
for ,numerous other crilT)es 9f ~I.iQlence or property. The stiffest 
max(r;Tlu.m fW crimes of violence, other i,han the three just men
tioned, was twenty-five years for assault with il1tentto lTIurder 
and for kidnapping. Castration had a fifteen year maximum; 
resisting arrest with arms, a ten year maximum; and administer
ing poison, assault with a prohibited weapon, disfiguring, and 
murder without mafice, five year maximums. Twenty-five years 
was the most anyone could receive for a crime against property-
in this case extortion. Arson and destruction of private property 
valued at over $50 drew twenty year maximums; burglary a twelve 
year maximum; embezzlement, swindling, and theft of property 
valued at over $50, ten years; and forgery carried a seven year 
maximum penalty. 

Nor was the life sentence for possession just for show, an ulti
mate penalty kept in the background but never used. Indeed, 
on the night the legislature approved the conference committee's 
compromise !iversion of the House and Senate bills, some thirteen 
people were serving life sentences for possession of marijuana. 
None, however, was the classic stereotype of the marijuana de
bates-the nice young kid who, never even late for breakfast, 
smokes one marijuana jOint out of curiosity and winds up serving 
a long prison term. "If there was a case like that," said Griffin 
Smith, Jr., the thirty..:year-old Austin attorney who played a major 
role in marijuana reform, "you can bet we would have used it." 
Instead, all thirteen had some kind of prior criminal record, drug 
or otherwise. Three were serving concurrent sentences for other 
offenses. Seven had served time before on marijuana charges. 
That left three who, though not new to prison or to the police, 
Were first offenders when it came to marijUana, including one 
who was, serving a life sentence because, he had a penny match-
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book of marijuana, in his possession when ·he was arrested in 
.1962. 

. ." t' • " 

the thirteen marijuana "lifers" were not the only ones serving 
longsent~nces. Seven. people were in for 50, years' or more 
(one of ,them for possessing ten marijuana cigarettes); tenw:ere 
serving 31 to 40 years, five were in','prison .for 26 to,30 years; and 
twenty h,ad received seritences of 21 to 25 years. But, . said the 
prosecutors and law enforcement officials familiar with the cases, 
o1ore,often Jhan not these peopl'e,like those serving iife sentences, 
ei~her had been co~\(icted of multi pie charges or theY were 10Ul')d 
to have marijuan~.in tb,eir ,p,ossession when arrested on $uspi9ion 
of a ,more serious offense, such as breaking and enteringi,'burg
lary, 9f l:!.~mng drugs. ~'In many of these ,case~t said· a former 
prosecutor" who is now a legislator, "when youcl1e,ck out the 
stories you find the people aren't as innocent a,s they; their 
families, or their friends claim. You find three or four dJfferent 
indictments. Or you find somebody who got twe'nty-three years 
(or havingpne cigar,ette butwtJo,~ctuaUy,was arr;li3sted wlth,scal~s 
and other equipment. " hag a caselike,.thatj an.d this p~rson 
wasn:t just using marijuana. He Was in business, He was manU~ 
facturing' iLand,seliing it. Then hernadea . mistake, by refUsing 
a' lawyer.;' :he, handled his own defense and argued that'marijuana 
shouidbe legalized .. Obviously th~ jyry disagreed. But we weren't 
railroading a'nybody. We <Were; just frequently" int~e'; posifion 
where you had to make a gut judginen'tthata guy either is okay 
9rhe~s ,~ baE';e,gg., Andfhat's wh~n, you' decide whether to use, 
the ,marij,uanacharge, and if you: do it's because, it's the easiest 
ch.arge to make/', , . . 

Th,atwas ;.preci~~ly the p~lnt a{ whi(;~ ':,roa~y "pros~p'utors, and. 
the 'early. (1970) ,ag,vocate.s ,of marijuana ref9rm, parted company. 
In the refQrm.er'~\iiew,a, lawthat.putprosepu,tors in th~t, position 
in thedirst,pfaci was a bad 'law, oecilUse ,inevYfably; it would lead 
to' situations.-where 't1i.ec.possession ,law, wouJd :be .~sedfor "long; 
te.nn ,p,reyenf1ve' :deMhHQn,for·g!3tting .du~jmis,Qr" potentially' 
dangerous characters 9ft' the" streets, per~aps eveiia!3a way. of 
removing people believed to have a disruptive "pdlitica] or social 
eff~ct ona particular, comm'unity. A case' that combined allthese~ 
elements was'the 1968 case of ,L,ee Otis Johnson, '. . 

Johnscinwas~?aStudent Ndnvior~nt, Coo}d(nating,:Cori!r"ittee, 
(SNCC) , fi'eld' orgahi2:~r who first bama,to public,atten.tion In)967 " ' 
as ';a 't~~nty-~evep~year~61d studentprQt~sfl~~9~r at, te~as'$au*-. 
e.r,n.lJnNfi}n~rty iQ:~ouston. R"ised i(l one' oftheJ:;ity:',~ ~f{V~blac;.~,: 
ghettos, he ,wound up iri prison ona stolen car conviction' wh.Jle 
stillat~fi}n.,.agen,Once there. tlowever,·h~:passed hislhigh..sebeol 
equivalency exam, and when rele~~ed heenroHed , at, Texas; 
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Southern., He·. quickly became disenchanted withcol/ege, and 
when the dean announced the names of all maie. students not in 
the academic upper-fifth were being sent to their draft boards, 
Johnson joined the protest and was instrumental in widening it to 
off-campus locations, activities, and confrontations. The pr6test 
dropped off, but after Johnson was arrested on a $25;000 peace 
bond, set to' keep him from demonstrating on the rSU campus, 
it began anew. Shortly thereafter, in March 1968, Johnson met a 
man who turned out to be a police undercover agent, and, said 
the agent, Johnson gave him one marijuana Cigarette and warried: 
"Don't1et the police catch you with it or it'll getyoutwenty years." 
None of this information became public, f1owever, until two 
months later when Johnson criticized Houston's mayor and police 
chief at a memorial rally for Martin Luther King, Jr. Within two 
days he was arrested and charged with possession and sale of 
marijuana. 

Reporting on the trial, Molly Ivins of the Texas Observer wrote: 

Defense moved for a change of venue, but the judge refused. Of the 
40 persons impaneled for the jury, 14 said they had read or heard of 
Johnson before the trial began. The defense used nine of its 10 pre
emptory challenges to eliminate such veniremen and then petitioned 
the judge for extra challenges. The motion was denied. Four mem
bers. of the jury panel who were familiar with Johnson's reputation 
y,round up on the jury, one of them as foreman. The prosecution 
struck all the black veniremen. 5 

After all the evidence had been presented, the. jury deliberated 
for only thirty minutes, twenty minutes one'day and ten minutes 
the next. Their decision: Johnson was guilty of selling marijuana 
(Texas law did not distinguish between ,casual transfers and sale 
for profit) and would serve thirty years in prison for giving that 
one marijuana cigarette to the undercover man .. (A few years 
later, in 1972, a federal judge ruled that racial tension in Houston 
had prevented Johnson from receiving a fair trial. He ordered 
the state either to conduct a new trial within ninety days or to 
release Johnson. The state released him. He had served slightly 
more than four years.) 

Though. Johnson never was convicted on the possession charge, 
his case became an early rallying point for marijuana reform. 
Still, Johnson was a black, and Texas wasn't going to, change its 
marijuana law because blacks and Chicanos were serving time 
for: possession of marijuana. The legislature might, however, 
change the law if large numbersoi middle-class kids were ar
rested, . convicted, branded as felons· a~d sent to prison. "Nice 

5 .. 'Po~ Giver-Gets ~u-Year Taste ot Texas Justice," Wa$hington Post, Novem
ber 29. 1970. " 
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young kids" were much more ,heavily into marijuana than before, 
and' while pro,secutors said they often dropped charges onecom.:. 
mended proba:tion for first of tenders, the specter of imprisonment 
still h.ungover these youngsters and their families. The reformers 
thought this was a .good. argument, but it w;~sn't good enough, 
and in 1971 Texas' first effort to reduce the penalty .forfirst
offense possession of marijuana from, a felony'to.a misdemeanor 
died on the floor of thel:iouse of Representatives. 

Had a major political figure endorsed marijuana'reform, perhaps 
the change would have come on the first try. But at this early, 
stage, with public attitudes ambiguous at, best, : no : big name. 
politician was going: . to take a .·chance on the marijuana issue~, 
There simply was too iTlU~iJ tq lose and not enough to gain .. Even 
if you won, someofydur supporters·were~sure to go. ,away mad .. •. 
Better to. wait until the balance of opinion til.ted one waY, or the 
ether. 

:;"l. \\ 

One pelitician 'w~p might ha:-,e made a difference was Ben Barnes, 
thirty. two years old, lieutenant governor of the state, IIboy wen
der'" of Texas :p'plitics; and heir to the John Connally mantle. In 
March 1970, whil~ touring state. drug abuse faciliti,es, Barnes had 
becom~. the firs.tstate official to talk openly about marijuana re
form;. He. never: said what. his personal views were, but he' did, 
urge the 1971 legislature to consider reducing the possession 
penalty from a felony to a misdemeanor. 'Such . a move, said 
Barnes, might "provide.more reasonable punishment" for ,these 
kids, [exper,tmenters land resurHn ,more kids ,beihg punished." 
He also.poin.ted .out that convictions for driving while intoxicated 
had increased 400 percent after that offense· 'Was reduced from· 
a .felonydo a misdemeanor .·in1947·. Barne~.' comments stirred' 
seme controversy, and in April,·as. hjs' political 'opponents begal) 
to . argueth.at the misdemeanprpenalty Would. lend an aiK'.of 
resp~ctability to.marijuana and .encourageyoungsters to try it, 
Barnes took another tack and ;suggested that judicial discretion
letting judges;decide .case by case between a felony and a,misde-. 
meanar,...-might 'bemoresuitable . for first-offense. possession. 
cases. "By' June," said one observer, "you couldn't pry his' March . 
words out' efhim.", . 

Barn~s'defection'meant that the' entire burden' of getting m~ri~' 
juana" reform through ~l;IE~'legi~lature ~rested pr~\ty, trl',lCn on t~e.· 
sh<iuJders. of the chairman. qf theJ~ouse. Committee on Agri.cuIJUfEh: : 
Representative 'Raui, . LOngoria;' a fQrty-nine-year-oldPemo'crat 
who foi-eight' years ha~' repr'esented a'predominantly~ 'Ch'i'ca,nq . 
(70.percent) district of small towns and cities in the south Te~as 
Rio Grande Valley:Uke.Barnes, Longoria had b e.g unAa'1 king . 
about marijuana: ref.orm in 1970; but' unli.ke Barnes,' Longoria's 
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position was both clear a,nd unequivocal. "You can't imagine 
what it was like down here," Longoria said of his district. "The 
DA didn't want probation Jor anyone convicted of a drug offense. 
I represented some. people in marijuana possession cases and 
the only time I got probation was when a kid was put on proba
tion for ten years because he had one cigarette. I just thought 
kids who experiment ought to have a second chance." So in the 
course of his campaign for reelection,Longoria told his con
stituents that he would introduce a marijuana reform bill in the 
next legislature. . 

As expected,young people in the district were with him. The 
middle class was not. Neither were the older. people. Nor was 
the' opposition based on ethnicity. Older and middle-.class 
Chicanos felt the same as their Anglo counterparts, Loligoriare
ported. "The reaction was very bad from the middle class and 
older people," he recalled. "They thought it was horrible. But 
I felt that if I could spend enough time with people explaining 
this to them they would understand and would support me." 

\ . 

Longoria stuc.k to two main pOints while attempting to sway his 
reluctant const.ituents: The first dealt with research. While op
ponentsof marijuana reform were arguing that not enough re
search had been conducted to d~termine the safety and long
range effects of marijuana, Longoria contended that enough had 
been done to strongly suggest that marijuana was not as harm
ful as cigarettes. "Yet here we are smoking Cigarettes when we 
know it's going to kill us," Longoria said in response.to .his critics. 
The second point dealt with his own youthful experiences, and, 
by implication, those of his middle-aged and older constituents. 
"When we wer.e young," he would tell his audiences, "we smoked 
cigarettes behind the barn and we went across the river to get . 
tequila to see how it tasted; Kids today are doing the same 
things with marijuana." The net .effect, Longoria would conclude 
in his talk, was a double standard: one for the older generation, 
another for .the younger. Longoria didn't favor legalizing mari
juana, he told his district, but as long as first-offehse possession 
remained a felony and a person conceivably could receive a life 
sentence for possessing just a single marijuana Cigarette, then 
young people were "ju$tifie~" in complaining about a double 
standard. Furthermore, he said, since marijuana use would con
tinue to rise-that was simply a "fact of life"-one could antici
pate increased alienation of young people from the legal and 
pOlitical systems if no changes were made. . 

Longoria thought he. had won his case because the' voters 
elected him to a fifth term iO the Texas House of Representatives, 
and he. interpreted his victory as at least partial proof that a 
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politician did not have to fear· the marijuana issue, that it did 
not have to be as controversial, dangerous, or"emotional an iSSUEl 
as many legislators either thought it was or· chose to make it. 
Buoyed by this outcome, Longoria introduced his bill when the 
legislature convened. It reduced first-offense .possession to a 
miSdemeanor and established penalties of ten days to two years 
(the maximum for a misdemeanor in Texas) and/or fines from 
$25 to $1000. That was all the bill did. Second and subsequent 
offenses for possession remained felonies, punishable by two' 
years to life in prison. There was no change in either the law. 
governing sale and distribution of marijuana or the law regarding 
involvement of minors in sales or other transactions. Penalties 
here Were still five years to life. Though Longoria said the bill 
was more "conservative" than he would have Iiked~his personal 
preference' was to make misdemeanors of all offenses involving 
adults, inCluding sale-he felt that circumstances dJctated the 
less SiNee'ping approach. "I felt we couldn't passanything more 
and that we would be lucky to get this," he said. "Texas is 
divided-into so many sections, and it has so many pockets of con
servatism, that, what might pe popular in one part of the state 
just isn't popular in another. So I just tried to draft a bill fhat 
would protect young people who otherwise would have been in 
serious trouble because of their curiosity." , 

Longoria believed his bill was "mild enough" to' gain some sup:.;,;':, 
port in both the House and the Senate. But he had to exterid ' 
hiTDself to find eight House co-sponsors, and he COUldn't find a 
singlesena,tor who would even introduce the bill. He did have 
a promise from Ben Barnes that if he (Longoria) got the bill 
through the House, then Barnes would get it through the Senate 
where he was presiding officer. But that was all, ' 

" . 

, Five, other marijuana bills were introduced in the House; The 
II most liberal was Representative Frances T. (Sissy) Fl:irenthold's 
proposal that Texas adopt the same penalty Nebraska had 
adopted, a maximum(jf seven days in jail for first-0ffense posses
sion ... 'rhe, most rigid was Representative Walter ("Mad Dog") 
Mengden's bill to invoke the death penalty in cases where· a 
person, was conVicted of possessing more than two marijOana 
cigarettes (five grams);· A middle-ground proposal by Representa
tive ~Ctlrtis Graves of Houston would have'elassified marijuana 
as adangerdus drug instead of a narcotic and used tli.~Jpenalties 
contained in the Dangerous Drug Act: thirty days to tW9 years 
and/ or. fines of up to $3000 for possession and two to ten' years 
for sale. A fourth. bill would have sealed the records of persons 
convicted only: .once of marijuana posseSsion,· provided theindi
vidual was under twenty-five years.of age at the time, was con
victedfor poss.ession of two ounces or less, received a probated 
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sentence, and had no further felony conviction. According to 
Representative Honore Ligarde of Laredo, sponsor of this bill, 
its purpose was to permit people who met these conditions to 
say that they had never been convicted of a felony. And the last 
bill, introduced by Representative Bob Salter of Waco, would 
have made possession a misdemeanor only for those people who 
identified the person from whom they received the marijuana. 
Salter indicated that he would have preferred to make first-offense 
possession in general a misdemeanor but that his constituents 
wouldn't support a lowering of the penalty without some strict 
limitation. 

All the bills were referred to the House. Criminal Jurisprudence 
Committee. Only Longoria's survived. There had been three 
changes in the bill. One reduced jail sentences for first-offense 
possession from ten days to two years to seven days to six months. 
A second increased the minimum fine for first-offense possession 
from $25 to $250. The third limited misdemeanors to cases in
volving sixteen ounces or less. Anyone convicted of possessing 
more than sixteen ounces would be "presumed" to possess with 
intent to sell and be subject to a felony penalty of five years to 
life. . 

House protocol did not extend to the Hoor of the House, however, 
and for all practical purposes Longoria's bill was dead the 
moment the Speak'.3r of the House, Gus Mutscher, called it up 
for debate at the unlikely hour of 10:40 on a Friday night. Aston
ished and surprised, his staunchest supporters having already 
left for the weekend, Longoria found himself unable to recruit even 
a single person to work the floor with him. Literally in despair, he 
had to stand by and watch the House "gut" his bill. The dividing 
line between a possession misdemeanor and a possession felony 
was dropped ·from sixteen ounces to two ounces. The maximum 
sentence for possession with intent to sell was raised from five 
years to twenty-five years. The minimum penalty for sale went 
from five to ten years. Then came the killer amendment. The 
entire misdemeanor section was eliminated. In its place was a 
provision permitting defendants-after they had first stood trial 
on felony charges-to petition the court for a reduction in sen
tence. The lower sentence, a misdemeanor, could be anywhere 
from ten days to two years and/or fines ranging from $250 to 
$1000. Not everyone would be eligible, however. Courts could 
only act when the person making the request (1) was under 
twenty-one, (2) had been convicted of possessing less than ·two 
ounces, (3) could prove that he had used marijuana "for the 
purpose of experimentation," and (4) could prove that he had 
never used marijuana prior to the time of his arrest. As Griffin 
Smith, Jr., staff aide to the Senate Constitutional Amendments 
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Committee, nqt~d sQrt:le month~ later in a, texas Opseryer artlcl~ 
on the marijuana bill,- this' partic,ular ,amenamentwas ('ah open 
invitation to perjury. Not more than three or four persons, if that 
many, nave been conv.ict~dJn T~}(as untie/' 15uch. circumstances. 
Th'eonly young people likely to. save their skins using [this] 
proposar were those who had so'iTl'uch contempt for the system 
that they would unhesitatingly lie to the court." 6 

One amendment did pass with Longoria's support. By a' vote of 
60 to 56 the House approved a system whereby persons between 
eighteen and twenty··one who were charged with marijuana 
felonies could, if they met probation conditions imposed by a 
judg~, have,all charges dropped and records. expungec;l a,fter 
twelve mOhths. ' But,'by then the . figlit was all over.' And a few, ' 
minutes after 1 A.M;, when even Longoria had lamely praised 
the b,iB: as "a start" (hoping that if it paSsed, the 'Senate would: 
amend everything below the enacting claus,e a]id write, a better 
bill), the House undid everything it had donetha~ nfgh,t ,and, 
voted to kill HOUSe Bill 549 as amended. _ The vote was 63 to 51. 
Thirty-six members were. e,ither absent ot not voting. ,,', , . r. ' ~ ~ < • 

Longoria could' have asked the Ho'Use to' reconsider. Several 
legislators expressed regret at the bill's d~featJ and, according 
to some 'r~ports, half 'the HOL/se was prepared to support the.bill 
if'it ca,me up again. But the vote; would havE{ been on ,the de
feated bill, not on Longoria's original measlltE~. Longoria would 
have none of it. In" his view the defeated bill: "wasn't worth the 
paper it was written on." He refused to gi,ye the House members 
who opposed his bill a second ¢han~e to pass a "meaningless" 
bill. Besides, GOVernor Preston Smith had given every indibatiQn 
that 'he, would veto 'any marijuana reform bill that crossed his 
desk. i', went to see the governor before Lmade an}idecision," 
said Longoria, Iland I asked him if he would sign it if it passed. 
He saId' he COUldn't tell me what, he' Would do but' that he had 
made' a commitment against lR:wering possession penalties. I, 
deCided it was better to leUh€:::piH die anaturai death." 

. , I'; " 
II 
/[" 

-' " . • -". \..;.\,r, " .' ,., 

6 "Grass-lt'sSt/1I Two to Life," 't:$xas Observe" July 2, 1971. 
':;l 
'/ 
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3 . The Senate Interirn 
Drug Study Committee 
1972 

Marijuana wasn't the only drug issue before the 197.1 leg·islature. 
A related question was whether the penalty for possession of 
'LSD and other hallucinogens, only a misdemeanor in existing 
law, would be raised to the felony level. A special House sub
committee studying the psychological problems of youth had 
recommended this action on the grounds that it didn't make 
much sense for possession of LSD to be a misdemeanor when 
possession of marijuana was a felony. Such a bill was introduced 
and it passed both houses without debate .or objection.7 

Griffin Smith, who had been Clctive in drug reform in both the 
House and the Senate, saw in the marijuana and LSD votes more 
than an isolated instance of what he felt was irrational behavior 
on the PC!rt of the legislature. To him, the votes were a stunning 
reminder that Texas' drug laws had never been subjected to any 
systematic analysis or. evaluation. While other states were adopt
ing some version of the Uniform Cont~olled Substances Act,S 
Texas wasn't even doing that. It still limped along witha potpourri 
of laws, some thirteen' in all, each written and amended at a 
different time and for a different purpose. Obviously the situation 
wasn't going t9 change until the legisla~ure met again in January 
1973, if indeed it changed then. But the appointment of a special 
study group could at least keep the issue alive; and in the public 
eye for most of 1972. Smith drafted a resolution establishing a 
five-person Senate Interim Drug Study Committee, which Senator 
Don Kennard of Fort Worth, chairman of the Senate Public Health 
Committee, introduced. The resolution passed. Kennard was 

7 Afterwards, some legislators claimed that they didn't know what they were 
voting on because the bill's title, "An Act relating to the definition of dangerous 
drugs,'.' made no mention of a penalty Increase. This was true. What happened 
was that the bill's sponsors succeeding in placing the bill on a special calendar 
used to pass non-controversial measures in rapid succession during the closing' 
days of the legislature. Once the bill was on the local and consent calendar, 
nobody gave It a second look. 
a A model act drafted 'by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws. 
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named chairman; Barbara Jordan; who was elected to the U.S. 
House of. Representatives in the fall 01'1972, was also a member; 
Griffin' Smith was named committee counsel. 

The Kennard Committee's charge was to investigate a wide range 
of drug problems and' issues; including treatment; research, edu
cation, and the social impact of drugs, as well as the drug raws 
themselves. But marijuana quickly" became'a priority ',tern. 
("These laws,"Griffin Smith wrote in his first staff memorandUm, 
"affect many more Texans than any other aspect of tlie drug laws, 
and ... they are how more grossly ·disproportionate to' the laws 
of other states and of the federal 90vernment than are our other 
drug laws.") The first job was to collect, compile, and publish 
whatever data had been developed throughout the state as well 
as whateVer data coUld be developed. Smith and J; Alan Holman, 
the, committee research director,' assigned· themselves this task. 
The result-was a pamphlet'entitled Marijuana in'Texas,Jiadocu:.. 
ment that became a best seller ofsorts,'goingthrough three print
ings between Marth and Septernber1972"despite the fact that 
its autliol'sfelt record.;keeping deficiencies in tM Texas criminal' 
justice. systernanda plairipaucity 6fi nformatiorfabout maiijuaria , 
use" among non-student adults prevented the report from being 
as complete 'as it should have been. . . .' 

MarijiJanain Texa~ comptisea'; two papers. The fIrst; w'rit!en' 
by Holman, dealt with the extent of marijuana use in Texas, Ohe 
qlfestion'hefocused on was whether marijuana use 'was 'a youtn' 
and studentphenomenono'r whether it~ use was more.':broadly' 
based. There:'\.vasn't much data to gopn'-:-just one two-year:,old 
survey. In November 19,69 The 'Texas Poll asked a" crossseclion 
of Texan's twent'y-one"years and' older the 'folloWing questi()n: 
"We are riot interestedinspeciffc hames, bufjustto get an' idea 
of how many use' it,do you happen to be acqua,infed With anyone 
who is a marijuana user?" "Nearly 'one out of every five persons 
polled-19 percent in all-said they knew someone· who used 
marijuana, When the data, was broken (jown into:age brack~tsl 
37. perCent ' ()f the twenty-one to twenty-five:-yeax-olds said they 
knell{ a marJjuana.user,;, 23 perceDt ofU)Ose in tn€! tw.enty,.five to 
thirty-fol,lr age Ibrap~et; 16 'percent ofthos8 in the thirty~five to 
forty-nine-year.:old bracket; aod 14 percent of those who were 
fifty· years or older; 

Thie .'findfn,gs coUld "onlY' be ,plass'ifjed,an, indir~ct evidence. Y~l' 
HolmC\n maintained that theywE;3resufficient,/!.to slipportlnec.onl"-'; 
tention ,that; while, marijuana- is surely, most prevalent among thef" 
relatively, young" its use is not isolated' to the. student 'sector of( , 

9 Marill1ana; in' Texas: Ii Repo/t to the Senate lnteritii Drug-Sfudy'· committeiI,: " 
62nd TeXas Legislature; State Gapitol, Aus,tin, Texlls, March·1972.';' ,. ". 
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the population, or even to that of the youthful." The Texas Poll 
survey, Holman continued, "at least elevates the possibility that 
marijuana use is more prevalent among Texas adults than many 
might tend to believe." 

To support his position .that marijuana use was not merely a 
student phenomenon" Holman drew upon survey data from twp 
other states: one sury~ywas conducted in Cln unnamed California 
city in 1967 and 1968; the other data came from a 1970 s\.lrvey of 
New York State. Although ,the California data Holman cited ap
plied only to men, it showed the same pattern with respect to age 
and use as did The Texas Poll. Use was most prevalent among 
people in their late twentiesj ,it decreased as people got older, 
but remained.at ,25 percent for the thirty to thirty-fQur-year-old 
age bracket, and CIt 15 percent for those between thirty-five and 
fifty-four. Holman cautioned Texans against discounting the Cali"" 
forniadata as not applicable ,to Texas because his observation 
was that student marijuana use in Texas showed trends similar 
to those, found in California during the middle and late 1960s. 
"Such information must not be discharged as completely irrele
vant to' the drug scene in Texas," he wrote, "for it might provide 
a glimpse of where Texas may be in the not-tao-distant future, 
af least in regard to the spreading use of marijuana." 

The New York survey, he said, deserved the "greatest attention," 
because it was the most comprehensive drug use survey ever 
conducted. Based on what Holman believed to be "a scrupu
louslydrawn" stratified sample of all New York State i'1habitants 
over the age of thirteen, it report~d that of the half million "regu
lar" users of marijuana in the state, almost 30 percent w~re over 
twenty-five. Moreover, students were not the most regular users 
of marijuana. Employed persons were. Employed students were 
not even cO,untedjn this group, and it still totalled 36 percent 
of all regular marijuana users in the state. 

Holman's conclusion was the following: 
It is admittedly difficult to discern, on the basis of such information as 
that provided above; exactly how prevalent marijuana use is among 
Texas' general adult population, particularly among the state's non- . 
student citizenry. However, those data which are available-whether 
they be the results of The Texas Poll, surveys from California, or New 
York's comprehensive drug use survey-seem to lead to one inevitable 
conclusion: that marijuana use in Texas, while surely most prevalent 
among young, secondary and' collegiate students, is not simply an inci
deriee of one's being young or of. one's, membership in a studenb::om
munlty;ratherj use of the drug is becoming increasingly common in 
other quarters and among older members of our society as well. 

Korman also' focused on student use, for which more data-existed; 
and recapitulated var;ious drug use surveys conducted among 
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junior and senior high school students in Dallas, Houston, Fort 
Worth, San Antonio, Galveston, and Texas City between 1969 and 
1970, and at both the University of Texas and the University of 
Houston in 1970 and 1971. From these he drew a number of 
summary points,some Old, some new, and all capable ,of being 
used .asammuniti,on by both those who favored marijuana re
form and those Who opposed it. 

The key conclusions were these: 

• Among junior and senior high school students marijuana use 
was highest among those who lived in large metropolitan areas, 
sych as Dallqs and Houston, where perhaps one-fourth to. one
third of all students had used the drug. 

• Marijuana use was considerably. higher' among Texas college 
students. ,In the spring of 1971, 46 percent of ~he students polled 
atthe University of Texas s~idthey:,had,used marijuana at least 
once. That amounted to some 18,000 students, ' :. . ' . 

• Recent increases in mljlrijuaha ~se had been "unusually rapid.i , 

Among D~lIas high school ·stud'entsit hCf~ nearly doubled in just 
a year and, a half, rising from 14 'to 26 per<?ent, and at the Uni.;
versity o~ Tex:as it had increased from 36to 46 percent inone, year. 

• Simple "experimentation" did not "adequately explain" these 
increases, becauseua sizeable percentage" appeared to be 
using· mafijuanaoh a: reglHar basis. .' 

. . ~ , 

• There' was a tende'ncy' for marijuana use data to. be under.,. 
~stim~ted rather than overe~timated ... 

• Marijuana use in secondar~ischools increased with grade level, 
educational level; and affluence, and was more prevalent among 
whites than Chincanos and more prevalent among Chicanos 
than blacks. . .' ' , 

• There w~~ :'some evidence'~ to' support the' argument thaf 
student uSers "iJ~ually dbtainll marijuana from their peers rather 
than from adult "pUshers.'" .' ',..' ,', 

Finally" Holman sought to come up with "some sortof estimate'" 
with respect' to .the total,number,of Texans who had used. mari
juana, realizing, as: he putit, "that the results of,such an endeavor 
mUst' nec'essarily be regarded as speculative." Extrapolating from 
asoon..:to..;be..;released National Gommissibn on' Matijuana',and 
Drug'Abuse' (Shafer Commission) report that'said tha,t'14 per.c,e~t 
of all Americans between the ages of ,twelve, and sevente~n'i1ad 
used marijuana, and a 1971 Gallup Poll that reported some 51 
perc'ent of 'the nation's ,college students ,as having ; Used jhe drUg, 
Holman estimated that there were at least 450,000 ~student 'usi:lrl:~ 
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in Texas (some 18,000 less than a straight extrapolation from'the 
Shafer Commission report would have shown). Using this as "a 
point of departure or a minimal base," he then projected that be
tween 800,000 and 1,000;000 Texans had used marijuana, and 
that many of these were either using it presently or on something 
approaching a regular basis. This was, said Holman, a conserva
tive estimate, because if one took another figure from the' Shafer 
Commission report-the statement that roughly 12 percent of the 
American population had used marijuana-and applied it to 
Texas, there might be as many as 1.4 or 1.5 million Texans who 
had used marijuana at least once. 

Holman's analysis laid a' foundation. The principal paper in Mari
juana in Texas was, however, Griffin Smith's, on the position of 
marijuana in Texas criminal law. 
Smith began by recounting two of the more familiar facts about 
marijuana's place in the Texas criminal code:' Sixty-three'milii
grams-one-twentieth of one cigarette-was sufficient' to support 
aposession conviction; and a first~offense possession, the most 
minor marijuana offense, had a stiffer penalty than that for, nearly 
every crime of violence and for all crimes against property. He 
then challenged the assertion that few people actu~dly went to 
prison for marijLiana offenses. Texas Department of Corrections 
data, said Smith, showed that of the 1,892 people ser,ling time for 
drug offenses, 800 (42 percent) were in prison because of mari
juana. Most of them (691 or 86 percent) were tflere.on possession 
convictions. Nor was it true, Smith continued, that first offenders 
didn't go to prison.' More than half of all thOse serving time for 
marijuana were first offenders (446), and 84 percent of all first 
offenders were in for possession (375). , 

Some people had argued that the courts were at least lenient 
with young people. Not so, said Smith: '245 persons under the 
age of twenty-two were serving first-offense convictions for mari
juana. Of these, 195 were in for possession. First offenders who , 
were between seventeen and twenty-one, .Smith went on, ac
counted for 30.6 percent of all the people serving prison sen
tences for marijuana. If one looked at the other variables, Such 
as sex, education, and ethnicity, one found that 96 percent of all 
offenders serving time for marijuana were male; that the majority 
of those serving time had not gone beyond the eighth grade in 
school; and that blacks, who comprised 12 percent of Texas' 
population, accounted for 37.5 percent of the imprisoned mari
juana offenders. Data on Chicanos was somewhat more balanced. 
They accounted for 15 percent of the state's population and 19 
percent of the inmate population. But whites, who totaled 73 
percent of the overall population, represented only 43.5 percent 
of those sent to prison on marijuana convictions. 
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And what of the prison terms themselveS? .According to Depart~ 
ment of Corrections data, only 13 percent of the people serving 
time for marijuana received the two~year minimum sentence, 
while some 66 percent received sentences of at least five years. 
"T,he length ofa sentence," Smith wrote, "rests largely in the un
bridled discretion ofprose~utors, judges and juries. Amid the 
chaotic and inconsistent trea.tment of these cases, only one cen
tral fact remains: in Texas marijuana offenders still go to prison 
by the hundreds." By. comparison, said Smith, in California, 
where judicial discretion prevails, 95 percent of all cases were 
classified a1'3 misdemeanors, and only 1.7 percent of those who 
were convicted on felony charges actually went to prison. The 
same liberalizing trend could be seen in other states. Massa
chusettsand New Jersey courts tried t9 avoid jail sentences al
together and regularly placed offenders on short periods of 
probation. Nebraska judges commonly Imposed a $50 or $100 
fine for first offenses, the same penalty they imposed for under
age possession of alcohol. Tennessee law permitted first offend
ers to receive rehabilitation treatment rather than be tined or 
sent to jail. 

In the two Texas counties from which sentencing information 
was available, Smith found some indication' that tlie pattern in 
Texas might be changing. Both places reported thatpropation 
was more frequent than prison. Some 259 persons were con
victed on possession charges in Tarrant County (~ort Worth) be
tween 1968 and 1971. They received 322 years in' prison and 836 
years on felony probation. Eighty-six persons were convicted of 
possession in Lubbock County during the same period. They re
ceived 27 years in prison and 454 years on probation. However, 
Jrr every instance the felony conviction remained part of the indi-

e vidual's permanent record. "The fact that these sentences are 
often probated," Smith wrote, "does not, of course, alter their 
length or their fundamental severity." Meanwhile,in Tennessee, 
Oklahoma, and Massaphllsetts', a judgment of guilt wasn't even 
being entered on a persoh's recOrd, and all evj,d!3nce of the 
charge was expunged at the' completion of the0 probationary 
period. .. , 

Yet, in Smith's judgm~nt! ','the 1T10st startling" statistics were those 
that showed 'the county of residence, for convicted mc;lrijuana 
offenders. ,II') r:nost casesindlvldu~ls aretrfed in their county of 
residence, and) said Smith, "remarkable discrepancies" coUld 
'be seen between various Texas counties as to how they regarded 
marijuana qffenses. Dallas County,. for instance, contah:led 11.9 
percE!nt of the state's, population and E! Paso County 3.2 perc~nt. 
But Dallas County sent 234 people. to prIson {30 per¢e~\9f. all 
marijuana offenders in ttlr;istate, serving time, j~cluding half of 
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those sentenced to thirty years or more), while EI Paso County 
sent only two. Sometimes neighboring counties showed "sharply 
divergent" patterns. Jefferson County (population 244,000) im
prisoned twenty-one people,and adjacent Orange County (popu
lation 71,000) none. One pattern that emerged was that a mari
juana user in north Texas stood a much greater chance of going 
to prison than one in south Texas. In the fourteen Rio Grande 
Valley counties bordering Mexico, from EI Paso to Brownsville 
(population 800,000), only ten persons were imprisoned for mari-
juana; by contrast, Potter County (Amarillo), with a population 
of 90,000, imprisoned twelve. ' 

The difference, Smith~flid, was not in usage; it was in enforce
ment. And although he" wrote that, generally speaking, data on 
marijuana sentences "f~1I a story of discrimination in almost 
every conceivable way,'" with the probability of prison being 
"heavily influenced by a qser's sex, his race, and his county, of 
residence," he was. not wiBing to lodge a specific charge of dis
crimination. Instead, he bli).med the law: 

It should be emphasized that in most cases the differing treatment of 
marijuana offenders does not seem to be attributable to deliberate 
discrimination, or to discrimination against persons on account of their 
political or social views. What exists is simply a wide difference of at
titudes among persons involved in the criminal justice system from 
county to county across Texas. Some prosecutors, judges and juries 
simply seem to regard marijuana violations as much more serious 
offenses than do their counterparts in other counties. Similar varia
tionsin attltudesprobably could be found for other offenses as well. 
What makes them so noteworthy in the case of marijuana is the fact 
that Texas law permits an enormously wide range of penaltitlls for these 
offenses; ranging from probation to life .in prison. There is, thus no 
check, no restraint, on the natural tendency to impose a widely scattered 
range of penalties; indeed such differences are encouraged by the 
broadness of the law. . 

Finally, Smith presented Gome data to document what he called 
the "astonishing waste of manpower and res()urces'" that were 
being employed throughout the state "in a losing effort to combat 
marijuana usage." ,A.ccording to Smith, marijuana arrests ac
counted for more than half the total drug activity in four major 
cities-Houston,Fort Worth, Dallas, and AUstin. In Dallas and 
Fort Wqrth, two citi.es whose records distinguished between 
possession and sale offenses, the overwhelming number of arrests 
were for possession. Data on whether those arrested were first 
offenders was not available in the larger cities. It was, however, 
in the smaller ones. Arlington reported 223 possession arrests 
between 1968 and 1971; 70 percent were first offenders. Longview 
had 70 possession arrests; 68 of them, or 97 percent, were first 
offenders. Texarkana had had 42 possession cases since 1966; 
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45, were firstoftenders. Because sta,tewide data. were unavailable, 
Smith,' (ike' Hoiman' befo're him'; cited .CaHfor~ia.statfstics. '~ighty 

;.percent of all adult. marijuana' offenders and 98' percentaf . all 
:ju'veQilemarijuana offenaers in. California had noprsvious lnvdlve
rilent' with thecriminar iaw,~othert thanmincw:bffenses such as 
traffic violatidns, before being arreSted on marijuana c.harges. 
~ . . ~ ::.~ ." ,,' ! It "', _ j"; • • _" ~ " ~ ~. .. -~.' '>",' . p 

The same pattern prevail!=ld for indictments .and convictions in .the 
two. counties that w~ere able to. provide such information.,-Tarrant 
and Lubbock,., More the!!1 hatt;,ot the drug indictments and convic-

. tions were for,marijuana.. !=ifty-two percent ot Tavant County's 
drug indictm.entsand 58. perc~nt of its dr.ug·convictions betw,~en 
1968 and 1971 were for m~rijuana. ,In Lubbock County during the 

. same period" 62 percent of the drug indictlTlents pnd '75 percent 
of the drug convictions were for .marijuana, .In 1971 alone, mari
juana accounted for 84 perqentof aiL drug convictions in Lubpock 
~un~ . -. , . " 

As-a result of this emphasis 'on marijuana, said Smith, police 
effort at controlling heroin and other "insidious" drugs had been 
·"Iess effective than it might otherwise' have been." Healsoques
tioned "whether law enforcement against hard drug traffic 'Can 
'ever be fully effective so long as the major portionoLprosecutorial 
activity in drug~ cases is qpnsumed by marijuana: offenses." Fur-
thermore, he said, the state of Texas Y"as spending $39,030 a 
month and $,468,300 a year simply to Imprison people convicted 
of possessing marijuana. 

hi his summary, Smith argued that present marijuana laws were 
outdated and ineffective. "Those who contend that the .use of 
marijuana· should remain a fe(~ny." he wrote, "argue- that ,if the 
evidence is uncertain, the stattisquQ shoUld be maintained. But 

, the laws makingmarijuana'a felony we're enacted"when legislat()rs 
assumed that its dangers were far worse than a dispassionate 
examination of the evidence now avaH.able warrants.· If that evi
dence wOJ!/d not warrant enactment, now, of ,the felony prohibi
tionsagainstmarijuana, use" iicannot justitytheir (etention." 
(Emphasis io original.)· . ..,. 

If the marijllana laws' were working, smith went .oh to say, then 
at the 'very least they shduld have resulted. in less marijuana use 
in Texas than in most other places. But, he said, marijuana' use 
in 'Texas'~appears" to be about the same as it is in other: states 
ard inayeven be higher than in'states with lower penalties. A 
second way of evaluating the laws was to see whether they:had 
reduced the tlowof marijuana that came across the ,Mexican 
border. 'They had'flot. Smith qUoted a Bureau, of Narcotics and 

< Dangerous Drugs letter to ttfecornmi,ttee .that saiq: "It appears 
the felony posse&$ion penalties in the preserlt Texas drug laws 
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have not,had an appreciable effect on r€lducing the flows of illegal 
drugs across the Mexican border." . 

Smith then focused on Nebraska, the state that had adopted a 
s~ven-day maximum penalty for first-offense possession back in 
1969 and had reaffirmed it in 1971 by a unanimous vote of the 
legislature. He visited Nebraska for the Kennard Committee in 
January 1972. Law enforcement officials· there told him that the 
liberal possession law had not resulted in any greater increase in 
use of either marijuana or hard drugs than that which was occur
ing in neighboring states withe. one-year misdemeanor penalty. 
"Nebraska," wrote Srnith, "has not become a 'haven'for mari
juana users, nor a magnet for heroin addicts." Data from Ne
braska, he said, also "indicate" a' lower rate of marijuana use 
than in Texas; even though the Cannabis sativa plant grows 
wild over thousands of acres across Nebraska.. 

In conclusion, Smith discussed the policy recommendations open 
to the committee. Legalization, he said, was out. Though it would 
alleviate some of the most serious problems associated with mari
juana, including underworld involvement in the marijuana distri
bution system, legalization was "not a realistic possibility for 
Texas at this time." Moreover, he said, a state could not legalize 
a SUbstance which it was a crime to possess ul}der federal law. 

Judicial discretion was a possibility. It had the advantage of 
convenience but the disadvantage of riot distinguishing between 
two "very different types" of acts-possession and sale. From 
Smith's perspective, the trouble with judicial discretion was that 
it purposely retained "an artificially high" penalty for posse,ssion 
in order to provide a mechanism for convicting persons for sale 
when the alJthorities suspect they are "sellers" but cannot prOve 
it. This alte~nativ~, said Smith, "violates the historic legal precept 
that a man is innocent until proven guilty." 

Misdemeanor jail sentences were a third possibility. They main
tained the criminal sanction against the use of marijuana with
ollt la'belingconvicted users as felons. Although some forty states 
ha9 passed. misdemeanor laws carrying maximum penalties' of 
Q[)E)c'~,ear jn jail, in Smith's judgment, the length of .sentence bore 
"no significant relation" to success in deterring marijuana use, 
and therefore the Ne,braska seven day maximum penalty "appears 
adequate." The;N~br{lska penalty also had been recommended 
by the U.S. House 6f Representatives Select Committee on Crime. 
Other "viable alternatives" to the Gne y.ear maximum, said Smith, 
were NeW' Mexico's penalty ,(15, days), Pennsylvania's (30 days), 
and Massachusetts' (6 months with;:jutornatic probation). 

The 'next alternative-:-el3tablishing misdemeanotfines-was a 
way of ccmtinuing to express official disapproval of ma.rijuana use 
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while insuring that nobody would ~o to jail for merely possessing 
the drug. Smith said that many states were '''beginning to rely 
heavily" upon this procedure and that in some states the fine 
was equivalent to the fine for underage possession of alcohol. 
Misdemeanor fines also had received support 'from the staff of 
the National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws. 
In its Study Draft of a New Criminal Code, the staff proposed that 
possessiorL:cf marijuana for personal use should be considered 
an infraction. petM.t1s so charged would be placed on probation, 
receive a conditional discharge,1° or be subjected to a maximum 
fine of $500. The April 1970 Interim Report of the LeDain Com~ 
mission of Inquiry into the Nonmedical Use of Drugs (the Cana~ 
dian national commission) made a similar recommendation. Pend· 
ing approval by the commission in its final report, the interim 
report said that possession should not be sUbject" criminal 
penalties and suggested a $100 maximum fine for this Offense. 

Decriminalization was the last alternative. The removal of criminal 
penalties, said Smith, was '''the most substantial step" any state 
could take. Such action was not without precedent. During 
prohibition only five states prohibited possession of alcoholic. 
beverages for private use in the home although the sale of alco~ 
holic bev~rages was forbidden. Two prominent national organiza~ 
tions had already recommended decriminalization. Both the Na~ 
tional Commission on Marihuaana and Drug Abuse and the Ameri~ 
can Bar Association's Committee on Drug Abuse had proposed 
that there be no criminal penalties whatsoever for possession for 
private use in the home. A decriminalization policy, Smith said, 
rested on two premises. First, the social and medical effects of 
marijuana have not been proved to be so serious or-harmful that 
they warrant making criminals of people who merely Use 
the drug. Second, marijuana has not been shown to be safe 
enough for the state to permit it to be sold and distributed legally. 
Decriminalization might, as its opponents argued, encourage 
greater use of marijuana. But its proponents contended that cur· 
rent laws had not discouraged use, and in any event that the 
costs of criminalization outweighed the disadvantages that might 
occur from increased use. 

Smith also felt that penalties for sale and distribution of mari~ 
juana needed "additional attention" in Texas. Noting that many 
states, and the federal government, treated nonprofit transfers 01' 
small amounts as misdeQ'leanors, he said the life sentences: 
presently permissible under Texas law for sale of marijuana were, 

. / 

10 yonditional discharge' differs from probation in that no judgment of guilt is 
entered if the person satisfactorily meets the conditions imposed by the court. 
People are placed on probation only after a judgment of guilt has already been 
entered on their records.

c 
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like the possession penalties, "grossly out of line with other 
states." The federal maximum was five years. Among.states 
that had revised their drug laws the usual maximum was three to 
five. Only ten states permitted sentences longer than ten years. 
"The central question now facing this Committee and the Texas 
Legislature," Smith summarized, "can be .put this way: In view 
of the present state of knowledge about marijuana's medical and 
social effects, should a person go to jail merely for using it? The 
consensus of medical and legal authorit,y in the English-speaking 
world answers this question overwhelmingly in the negative." 

Griffin Smith's judgment that marijuana reform was the drug issue 
uppermost in most people's minds, regardless of how they felt 
about it, proved to be correct. One of the first signs came during 
the public hearings the Kennard Committee held in the spring 
of 1972. Ne:::trly every witness who testified wanted to talk about 
marijuana even if he had been invited to speak on other matters. 
There were some rumblings to the effect that Kennard Was "stag
ing" the hearings, inviting only peo.ple who agreed with him. 
Still, the general support for marijuana reform that Longoria had 
failed to find in the legislature a year ago was now being gener
ated in public hearings. Thus, in Houston, Mrs. James Tinsley, 
chairperson of the Houston School Board, and Dr. George Beto, 
director of the Texas Department of Corrections, advocated re
ducing the possession penalty to a misdemeanor, with Dr. Beto's 
remarks receiving the most attention because he charged that the 
state's harsh drug penalties made lexas the "laughingstock" of 
the nation. "We have," Dr. Beto told the committee, "an increas
ing number of these yOl,lng middle-class marijuana offenders in 
the Department of Corrections, and my personal association with 
them indicates to me that there is not a clear cut conviction in 
their minds and hearts that they've done. anything wrong. They 
don't propose to change their manner of living once they come 
out of the penitentiary because they don't see anything wrong 
with what they are doing. And to send them to the penitentiary 
with the idea that we're going to rehabilitate them is I think a 
vain hope." 

In Dallas, marijuana reform was advocated by Dr. Charles O. 
Galvin, dean of the Southern Methodi$t University law schoof and 
a member of the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse (Shafer Commission). Accompanied by commission staff, 
Dr. Galvin reiterated the commission's recommendation that both. 
private use and public possession of under one ounce of mari
juana be decriminalized or legalized, but that the law prohibiting 
the sale of marijuana remain in effect. Dr. Galvin said the Shafer 
Commission was working to "demythologize" the subject of mari
juana, and that if the Texas legislature was to find a reasonable 
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solution "there needs to be a rational and unemotional discussion 
of the problem." 

Support for marijuana reform could also be found outside the 
Kennard Committee hearings. The legislature was going into 
special session in June 1972, and in April the board of directors 
of the State Bar of Texas approved a resolution asking Governor 
Preston Smith to seek a reduction of 'first-offense possession to 
a misdemeanor. (He didn't.) Meanwhile, police chiefs in some of 
the larger cities were admitting in private that they wanted to see 
the possession law changed because of the manpower hours 
they were wasting trying to enforce that law, and several said it 
in public. Still there was opposition. After the Bar's· directors 
approved their resolution, Texas district judges voted 26 to 25 to 
kill a similar resolution. And a committee of Texas district at- " 
torneys wasn't quite willing to see the penalty reduced. They 
advocated revising the state's criminal code to include judicial 
discretion. 

Nonetheless, marijuana reform was on the verge of becoming 
respectable even if nobody could quite agree on the specifics. 
To a large extent this was happening because many people in 
the criminal justice' and law enforcement systems felt the existing 
law would soon be unenforceable. Some juries already were re
fusing to convict for both possession and sale, or else they were 
making decisions prosecutors found totally irrational, freeing one 
person found with one-hundred pounds of marijuana and sending 
to prison for ten years another person who had five pounds. A 
partial explanation was that in Texas a defendent could choose 
not only whether he wanted to be tried by a judge or jury but 
which of the two he wanted to pronounce sentence if he were 
found guilty. That situation, said the prosecutors, had been aggra
vated by the reluctance of many working-class and older people 
to accept jury duty. More and more juries were composecl of 
young people with lots of leisure time on their hands.l.l. 

By the end 01 1972, the central question, as Griffin Smith had 
noted earlier, wasn't whether the 197:3 legislature would accept 
marijuana reform. It was whether the legislators would accept 
the re.form being proposed by the Kennard Committee. If they 
did, then Texas would go from one extreme to the other-from 

11 This matter of jury behavior reached a peak in the U,S. District Court in 
Laredo on February 2, 1973. A ten-man, two-woman jury acquitted a taxi driver 
charged with possession of 134 pounds of marijuana. who reportedly admitted 
to every element of the charge in his testimony. An enraged federal judge told 
the jurors that in his twenty years on the bench he had never seen "a more 
stupid. illogical ahd iii-advised verdict," that this type of decision was "respon
Sible, in my judgment. for the increasing crime rate everywhere." and that he 
would never permit any of the twelve jurors to serve again in his court. ("Judge 
Assails Jury Clearing 'Poi' Defendant,"Washiflgton Post, F'ebruary3. 1973.) 
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having the nation's harshest penalty for possession of marijuana 
'to having the nation's softest. The Kennard Committee's final 
report had proposed a policy of decriminalization which, besides 
being a step no other legislature had taken, went beyond the one
ounce limit advocated by the Shafer Commission. It sought to 
decriminalize all private possession of any amount by an adult 
and all public possession of less than three ounces by an adult. 
"This is not 'legalization,' said the report, "any more than alcohol 
was legalized under similar regulations during prohibition. It is 
simply a recognition that while we do not yet know enough about 
marijuana to make the irreversible decision of institutionalizing 
its sale, we do know enough to say that individuals who simply 
use it should not be treated as criminals." 12 

Sale, however, would remain a felony, as would the sale, gift, or 
transfer of any amount to a minor. But the maximum penalty for 
any marijuana felony was to be only three years and/ or fines 01: 

up to $2000, instead of life imprisonment with no possibility of 
fin~~s. Casual transfer of marijuana among adults was not con
sid~~red an offense of any kind. 

Possession of more than three ounces with intent to sell was also 
to be a felony, but possession of less than three ounces with intent 
to sell was a misdemeanor, punishable by maximum penalties of 
six months in jail and/or fines of up to $1000. For many years 
possession with intent to sell had not been an offense in Texas. 
The Kennard Committee proposed reestablishing it for two ,rea
sons. First, to indicate that a person who possessed a drug with 
intent tQ sell was "logically no different than a person who had 
completlsd his sale." Second, to give prosecutors a reason for 
supporting a lower penalty for simple possession. In the absence 
of a possession with intent law, prosecutors had argued that they 
needed stiff possession penalties to cover those cases where 
people w~\re known to be selling marijuana but where the prose
cutors never had enough evidence to prove the case conclusively. 

Other marijuana penalties proposed by the Kennard Committee 
Were these: 

• Simple p()ssession of more than three ounces by an adult in 
public, or smoking or other ingestion of marijuana in public: 
misdemeanor fine ($100 maximum). (Two years to life in existing 
law.) 

• Simple possession of any aniount by a minor: misdemeanor 
fine ($100 maximum) and/or work assignment. (A delinquency 

12 Final Report: S,9nate Interim Drug Study Committee, 62nd Texas Legislature, 
State Capitol, AUstin, Texas, January 1973, p. 24. Texas had prohibited the 
sale but not the po~\session of alcohol. 
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charge in existing law, with the possibility of confinement in the 
juvenile reformatory.} 

• Cultivation of the marijuana plant: misdemeanor jail sentence 
(six months maximum) and/or fine ($1000 maximum). (Two years 
to life in existing law.) 

In a marijuana-related recommendation, the committee proposed 
an end to vehicle seizure and forfeiture in cases of simple posses
sion of a controlled substance. The law, the committee said, 
should be used only against vehicles actually involved in carry
ing illegal drugs and against vehicles which had been structurally 
altered to make it easier to conceal those drugs. Like the federal 
government and many states, Texas had a vehicle forfeiture law 
aimed at removing from circulation those vehicles used in drug 
traffic. But according to the committee, in recent years the law 
had only been used in marijuana possession cases. "In not a 
single instance (during an eight-month period that ended in June 
1972), said the report, "has the 'forfeiture law been used against 
hard drug possession or traffic. Even more astonishingly, in not 
a single instance has it even been used against the marijuana 
traffic. Despite the fact that the commercial marijuana traffic 
passing through Texas is measurable in the hundreds of tons 
annually, only two seizures were recorded for amounts in excess 
of one ounce, and these were for five ounces and one pound; The 
remainder involved the equivalent of no mOre than ten cigarettes 
and some involved less than one cigarette." 

One committee member, Republican Senator O. H. (lke)li~ris 
of Dallas, refused to sign the repdft, but no minority views 'were 
submitted. Instead, the report noted that "a minority" felt that 
Texas should continue to prohibit marijuana through the sanction 
of criminal law, while imposing fines of $100 or $200 inmost in~ 
stances, but that the majority opposed this position. "We can
not see," the report said, 

any justifioation for imposing a Jail sentenc~muoh, less a prison sen
tenoe-upon someone whoSe only offense has been the personal use 
or possession of marijuana. No witness whO has appeared at our hear
ings has offered any rational explanation of why a jail sentence is an 
appropriate penalty for such behavior,and we do not believe that 
such an explanation can be made. The Committee would default on its 
obligations to the 63rd Legislature if it recommended placing individuals 
behind bars for smoking marijuana, ,in view of the glaring absehceof 
logical justification for dQing so. We recognize that the proposed 
changescQnstitute an abrupt and sweeping shift from the way we in 
texas have previoUsly punished this activity; but we cannot justify a 
misdemeanor jail sentence as a halfway measure to conceal the fact 
that our existing marijuana laws have been a brutal and tragic error. 
(Emphasis in original.) . 
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4 The Governor's Bill 
1973 

The Kennard Committee's marijuana recommendations received 
so much public attention .there was a tendency to forget that the 
report contained many other proposals which, while not as unique 
to the nation as the marijuana measures, still represented funda
mental and dramatic changes for Texas. 

To begin with, all offenses· for simple possession, regardless of 
the sUbstance involved and regardless of whether it was the first, 
second, or third offense, were classified as misdemeanors and 
carried a maximum penalty of six months and! or $1000, or civil 
commitment to a tr.eatment program. Amphetamines, methamphe
tamines,. and barbiturates already were misdemeanors on first 
offense, but the penalty was stiffer (thirty days to two years and/ or 
fines of up to $3000) than what the Kennard Committee had pro
paged, and second offenses carried felony sentences of two to 
ten years. The minimum second-offense penalty for posses$ion 
of heroin, opiates, and cocaine also was higher (ten years instead 
of five). . . . 

In proposing these actions the committee said it was following 
federal law and the professional judgment of Dr. George 8eto, 
the director of the Texas Department of Corrections who had 
recommended misdemeanor penalties for drug possession offen
ses at the committee's hearings. That it was following" Dr. Beto 
Was true enOUgh. "Some people," he had testified,"labor under 
the wholly false impression that severity of punishment is a deter
rent to crime. It's my considered opInion that the severity of 
punishment has little to do with deterrence." That it was follow
ing federal law was only partially true. The Federal Controlled 
Substances Act of 1970 did indeed categorize all first-offense 
possession as a misdemeanor. Second-offense possession, how
ever, was a felony and carried maximum penalties of two years 
ih prison and/or fines of up to $10,000." 

The committee acknowledged that the legislature might balk at 
redUCing possession of heroin to a misdemeanor. But that was 
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the only point on which it was willing to give, as the following 
paragraph from the report made clear: 

If the Legislature wishes to retain felony penalties for simple posses
sion of any drugs, it is our opinion that the only drug which should 
carry such severe consequences is heroin. A penitentiary sentence 
does little or nothing to help the drug user, but it does keep him off 
the street. and in the case of an expensive addictive drug like heroin, 
society mF,lY reasonably feel that the reduction in criminal activity 
justifies putting the sick addict': behind' bars and forgetting him. 
(Emphasis in originaL) 

The' committee then drew a bead on the 1971 legislative action 
that raised possession of hallucinogens. particularly LSD, from 
a misdemeanor to a felony. 

Such considerations clearly do no.~ apply, however, to the simple 
possessor of inexpensive or non-addictive drugs. since sUch an indi
vidual rarely if ever must resort to crime to insure his supply of the 
drug. We. emphatically reject the notion that simple possession of 
halluCinogenic drugs, including LSD, be treated as a felony. We con
sider LSD to be a highly dangerous drug for some persons; but the 
fact that it is dangerous does not mean its possession should be a 
felony. It is one thing to send a heroin user to prison simply to keep 
him off the street and prevent him from committing further crimes. 
It is quite another to take a young user of hallucinogenic drugs whose 
drug-taking is not associated with criminal activity and send him. to 
Huntsville to make mops. A felony penalty can conceivably be justi
fied as a primitive but effective. way to pl'Otect society from the crime 
an addict can commit; it can never be j~tified as a way of protecting 
an LSD-user from himself. (Emphasis iii original.) 

The Kennard Committee also proposed reductions in most penal~ 
ties for manufacture, delivery (sale), and possession with intent 
to deliver. Obviousltthese changes occurred because a majority 
of the committee felt them necessary. But their roots pould be 
traced to a committee decision to recommend two separate 
drug schedules. One was a regulatory schedule in which drugs 
were classified according to medical usefulness and potential for" 
abuse-essentially the same classification found in the. UQiform ' 
Act and adopted by the. federal government and by most states., \, 
The other was a: penalty schedule in which drugs were classified . 
according to social impact and relative harmfulness and in which 
heroin was placed in a category by itself; amphetamines. metham
phetamines, opiates, and cocaine Were placed in Fl. second cate-
gory; and barbiturates and hallucinogens were plated in a third 
category. . 

Heroin. sale penalties were two years to life and/ Ol'fines of up t.o .. 
$20,000 for t/1e first offense and $40,000 for the second offense. 
The maximum penalty of life imprisonment was a carryover from 
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existing law, but the twa-year minimum was a reductian from the 
existing penalties .of five years for the first .offense and ten years 
far the secand. The fines were new. At the time, Texas law did 
nat include any fines as penalties far .offenses invalving manu
facture and delivery. 

Penalties far sale .of the second categary .of drugs (amphetamines, 
methamphetamines, .opiates, and cacaine) were twa ta ten years 
and $10,000 (.or the first .offense and twa ta twenty years and 
$20,000 far the secand. Amphetamines and methamphetamines 
already carried a twa ta ten year penalty, but the twenty year 
maximum far secand .offense was new. Penalties far .opiates and 
cacaine, hawever, were drastically reduced. Existing law set 
them at five years ta life far the first .offense and ten years ta life 
far the secand. 

Barbiturate and hallucinagen sale penalties were twa ta five years 
and $5000 far the first .offense and twa ta ten years and $10,000 
far the secandan the Kennard rep'art. Bath were twa ta ten years 
in existing law. 

In additian ta these penalties, the Kennard repart alsa included 
a recammendatian that Texas adapt the "continuing criminal 
enterprise" provisian faund in federal law a's a means .of cracking 
dawn an the "ringleaders" .of the .organized herain traffic, Unlike 
federal law, hawever, the recammendatian was limited ta herain 
.offenses. Penalties propased were ten years ta life far the first 
.offense and twenty years ta life far the secand, with na prospect 
.of parale .or prabatian and with farfeiture .of all praperty used 
in the enterprise, as well as all prafit gained. Three mare pra
visians new ta Texas law werecanditianal discharge far first 
.offenders, expunctian .of recards, and resentencing. 

Canditianal discharge, which already existed in federal law and 
the laws .of thirty states, was a way far first .offenders ta avaid 
criminal recards and was mandatary in cases .of first-affense 
passessian by a minar. Under the terms prapased by the Ken
nard Cammittee, individuals with na priar drug .offense other than 
simple passessian wauld have all praceedings dismissed fallaw
ing campletian .of a prabatianary periad nat ta exceed twa 
years. Na judgment .of guilt wauld be entered in a person's recard 
during the prabatianary periad. 

Expunction, a procedure far deleting criminal recards, wd,uld 
be available to (a) first .offenders wha received canditianal ~is
charge; (b) minars wha were convicted .of marijuana passession 
and who cammitted na further drug .offense far at least six ad~\ i
ti0nal manths, (c) peaple faund nat· guilty .of passessian .or d - . 
ii,very charges, and (d) peaple ca~victed .of first-affense passes ... 
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sion of marijuana under existing law whorad served their 
sentences. 

The resentencing provision specified that any fIrst offender con
victed under previous law and still serving tin'ie could petition 
the court of original jurisdiction for resentencing under the new 
pen'alty provisions for the same offense. In other words, a person 
who had served six months of a two year possession 'sentence 
could ask the court to set him free on the grounds that he already 
had served the maximum sentence under the new law (assum
ing the Kennard proposals passed). The committee said it found 
"nearly unanimous agreement" with this position .. "We should 
not," the report said, "permit individuals to languish in prison 
for many years when others who now commit the same act do 
not face prison at all." Courts, however, were required to de
termine whether individuals petitioning for resentencing had been 
convicted of simple possession or of possession with intent to 
deliver, and then to resentence them accordingly. 

In the Kennard Committee report, these and all other recom
mendations~those relating to theregulalion and inspection of 
the licit drug industry as well as education, research, and treat
ment-were to be the composite parts of a single piece of 
legislation, the Texas Controlled Substances Act. And a new 
agency, the Texas Drug Abuse Authority, was to administer the 
new act. ThOugh aware of the "Ulylesirability of creating yet 
another state agency," the committe!3 felt "the eventual result" 
of this change would be to reduce, rather than to proliferate, 
state agencies. Moreover, the new -agency had distinct advan
tages in the area of registering, regulating, and inspecting those 
people, businesses, and institutions licensed to deal in controlled 
substances; "Because," the committee noted, "this procedure 
requires a centralized registering and record-keeping agency
one which is able to note the transfer of controlled SUbstances 
from one element in the chain of distribution to another-we 
have concluded that the power of registration should not be 
vested in any eXisting professional- regulatory board but should 
instead be placed in a new, neutral state agency. Our professional 
licensing boards represent existing vested interests, no one of 
which should have registration power over persons outside its 
profession. " 

Yet the Significance of the Kennard Committee's non-marijuana 
proposals went beyond the. fact that they represented the first 
attempt to develop a comprehensive approach to drug legislation' 
in Texas, .or that tney were much more Hperal than many existing 
laws. A more compelling reason for paying attention to the Ken
nard p~oposals was that Dolph Briscoe, tho newly-elected gover-
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rior of Texas, had said he would support marijuana reform Only 
if it occurred within the context of an overall revision of the state's 
drug laws. 

Briscoe, a forty-eight-:-year-old rancher and banker from Uvalde, 
had been a state representative in the 1950s and an unsuccessful 
candidate in the 1968 Dempcratic gubernatorial primary. He was 
the surprise winner of the 1972 primary and went on to defeat 
former Republican State Senator Henry C. (Hank) Grover by 
100,000 votes, a close election by Texas standards. Lieutenant 
Governor Ben Barnes had been the Democratic favorite, but both 
he and the incumbent governor, Preston Smith, were damaged 
by the Sharpstown case, a stock swindle that rocked Texas POli
tics that year and put the voters in a turn-the-rascals-out frame of 
mind. Barnes and Smith finished a low third and fourth, respec
tively (18 and 8 percent). Representative Frances T. (Sissy) 
Farenthold of Corpus Christi, the liberal candidate, was second 
with 28 percent, just enough to force Briscoe (44 percent) into 
a runOff, which he won by 210,000 votes. 

As a campaign issue, marijuana reform lacked the "sex appeal" 
of Sharpstown and other issues. Still, all four Democratic candi
dates had gone on record as favoring a change in the existing 
law. As expected, Farenthold's position was the most liberal. 
She wanted the Nebraska-type law she had first proposed during 
the sessions of the 1971 legislature-a maximum penalty of only 
seven days for anyone convicted of first-offense possession. 
Barnes also reiterated his 1971 position, making possession of 
small amounts for personal use a misdemeanor, and as the cam
paign progressed he offered up the alternative of judicial discre
tion, just as he had in 1971. His campaign brochure, though, 
stopped short of stating just what he would do if elected governor. 
"I do not believe," it quoted him as saying, "that the solution to 
the drug problem is to throw all of those who have experimented 
with marijuana in jail. I feel that felony punishment for drug 
experimentation is too severe." Governor Smith, who had actively 
campaigned against marijuana reform two years earlier and had 
hinted to Representative Longoria in 1971 that he might veto a 
marijuana reform bill, finally came around and reversed his posi
tion. He said he would support reducing the felony penalty to ,a 
misdemeanor. But he did it so quietly that later many journalists 
in Texas couldn't remember whether Smith even took a position 
on marijuana reform. Briscoe completed the picture by acknowl:' 
edging, during the course of interviews, that he was interested in 
'a quantitative approach to marijuana reform so that the posses
sian law would distinguish between users and "pushers." He also 
laid down his condition-marijuana reform only as part of a com
prehensive rewriting of the state's drug laws. Briscoe's campaign 
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brochure contained a quote about drug abuse but did not mention 
marijuana specifically; "[drug abuse] is unfortunately a growing 
problem in our state. We must not degenerate into a drug society. 
Therefore, there will be no coddling of drug pushers and addicts. 
We must work with first offenders to help them understand the 
problem, but the hardened criminal must be prosecuted to the 
fullest extent of the law." Hank Grover, the Republican candidate, 
had regularly voiced his approval of the status quo and said he 
would veto any marijuana reform bill that crossed his desk as 
governor. 

As Briscoe's campaign statements indicated, he was taking a 
tougher position on drug legislation than the Kennard Committee 
had taken. And when he next spoke out on the subject, in a Jan
uary 17, 1973, address to the legislature, he fleshed out the 
themes he had outlined in the campaign. The primary purpose of 
the drug legislation he would submit, Briscoe told the legislators, 
would be to crack down on pushers, to "expunge" them from 
society, as he put it. "A pusher who provides the means of sub
jecting an individual to the living death of heroin addiction might 
more kindly have shot the user in the temple," Briscoe said. He 
also wanted to restrict the use of drugs. "To the extent we can 
do so, within the confines of the Bill of Rights," he continued, "we 
simply must stop the use of dangerous drugs .... it is very im
portant that the scale of penalties be structured to hinder, rathet 
than encourage the traditional climbing of the ladder from mari
juana and other less dangerous substances to hard drugs. In 
this connection, our efforts must bet while strengthening the 
penalties and improving the ability to relieve society of those at 
the top 01 the ladder, to encourage those who are beginning at 
the bottom to muster their will and stop the ascent." 

Then came marijuana: "After we have a complete revision of 
our drug laws, after we have acted to cut off the drug supplies, 
after we have agreed on effective methods of dealing with push
ers in the hars/7est way we can, then, and only then, should we 
consider a reduction of the marijuana penalty for first possession 
of small amounts of marijuana." (Empha~is in original.) 

In February Governor Briscoe introduced his comprehensive -drug 
bilL At a press briefing he reminded reporters that the legislation 
was written to qcomplement" the 1970 federal Controlled Sub
stances Act so that Texas law would "interlock" with federal law. 
He promised to "lobby hard-to work with all of the resources 
at my command." He also said he would appoint a blue ribbon 
task force to make "a continuing study of the drug problem and 
its possible solutions, inoludingeducation, treatment and re
habilitation." But the "pushers" and the general availability.of 
illegal drugs still were the governor's main priorities; 
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Texas is facing a tragic drug abuse problem and we must act promptly 
and decisively if we are to protect our children against the callous 
drug pushers, if we are to cut off the street corner supplies of illegal 
drugs, and if we are to remove the users of heroin and other harmful 
drugs from our streets. . 

My bill is designed to provide our law enforcement officials with the 
authority they need to control this trafficking in illegal drugs. This is 
the root of the drug abuse problem, and we are proposing the steps 
necessary to cut off the tentacles which are threatening to ruin the 
lives of thousands of Texans. 

We must have the strict laws and harsh penalties against the drug 
pushers-those dealers in drug addiction and death-which my bill 
provides. The drug pusher shows no compassion when he approaches 
a youngster and offers to sell drugs to the child-and we will show 
no leniency when that merchant of despair is caught and brought be
fore a court of law. 

The bill provides the most severe penalties against those who would 
illegally traffic in drugs-either by the manufacture or the delivery· 
of drugs. 

Briscoe was true to his word. While the Kennard Committee 
recommended reducing most penalties, the governor proposed 
across-the-board penalty increases for all offenses, except for 
the possession of heroin, the opiates, and cocaine. 

The most dramatic change involved possession of amphetamines, 
methamphetamines, and barbiturates. Misdemeanors in existing 
law, they were raised to felonies in Briscoe's bill, with the penalty 
for amphetamines and methamphetamines two to twenty years 
and no fines, and the penalty for barbiturates two to ten years 
and/or fines of up to $5000. Possession of hallucinogens, which 
the .1971 legislature hasalr~ady boosted from a misdemeanor to 
a two to ten year felony, had a twenty year maximum penalty in 
the Briscoe bill. Possession of heroin, opiates, and cocaine, two 
years to life offenses in existing law, was dropped to two to 
twenty years. 

. . 

In the area of manufacture and delivery, the Briscoe bil! increased 
the heroin, opiate, and cocaine minimums from two years to six
teen years and kept life imprisonment as the maximum penalty; 
it raised amphetamines, methamphetamines, and hallucinogens 
from tWI) to ten years to five years to life; and it increased the 
maximum for barbiturates from ten years to twenty years. The 
barbiturate minimum stC!yed at two years. Again there were no 
fines, just as there were none in existing law. Possession with 
intent to deliver-and Briscoe wanted this offense reinstituted as 
much as Kennard-carried the sam~ penalties as the other two 
offenses. 
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Just as Kennard's penalty reductions could be traced in theory 
to a separate drug schedule for penalty purposes, !:lO Briscoe's 
increases could be traced in theory to the absence of one. Hallu
cinogens, Schedule I non-narcotics on the regulatory schedule, 
were not changed for penalty purposes; while amphetamine and 
metha.mphetamine penalties were stiffer than they might have 
been, because Briscoe's bill raised these sUbstances from Sched
ule III substances, their position in the Uniform Act, to Schedule 
1/ non-narcotics in the new legislation. ' 

I The tone of the Briscoe b'iJI softened when it came to marijuana 
(a separate classification in both the Kennard and Briscoe pro
posals). None of the provisions went as far as the Kennard report 
had recommended, but compared with existing law the Briscoe 
bill represented major change. 

" 
Eight ounces was to be the divlding'line between a misdemeanor 
and a felony. Anything at or below eight ounces would bea mis:' 
demeanor, subject to a maximum penalty of one year in jail 
and/ or fines of up to $2000. If, however, ri person had more 
than eight ounces, then,said the Brisco.e bill, "it is presumed 
that the marijuana was possessed with intent to deliver it." Any
body so charged had the opportunity to rebut the presumption in 
court. But if the charge stuck and the person was convicted, he 
was a felon and faced a prison term of from two to ten years
a considerably stiffer penalty than the federal maximum of five 
years for roughly the same offense, but still lower than the two 
years to life for possession and the five years to life for delivery 
under existing Texas law. The presumption also applied to mix
tures of marijuana and other substances whose total weight was 
more than eight ounces. As in federal law and rnost state law, the 
misdemeanor penalty was limited to first offense$ only. Second 
and subsequent possession offenses of eight ounc813 or less car
ried prison terms"of two to ten years and/orfines of lip to $5QOO.l? 

When 'the Briscoe bill had dealt with marijuana and got back 
to the more generalprovisi,ons, the "get tough" apptoach re
appeared, even though these prOVisions had a direct be'aring on 
marijuana. Alii,;' all, there were six. Only one lowered a ~1enalty; 
another maintained an eXi,sting penalty;, a third created 'Ia new 
offense; and three incr~ased penalties. . 

'\ ~ 
'\\ 

13 Eight ounces seemed like a high cutoff point in view of Brillcoe'sstateP1ent 
that he favored reducing the penalty for first-offense possession of "sin all 
amounts" of marijuana. However, his staff felt that eight ounces was a better 
cutoff point than four ounces or two ounces because an individual conceivably 
could have eight ounces of marijuana for his or her own personal use. Anyone 
who had more than eight ounces, the staff believed" possessed it for .purposes 
of s~le, gift, or transfer; 
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Possession of paraphernalia was the offense with the reduced 
penalty. In existing law, possession of any device or contrivance, 
from a hypodermic needle to a smoking pipe or a roach clip, 
was a felony, punishable by a prison term of two years to life. 
The Briscoe bill split this single offense into two offenses, one 
a felony, the other a misdemeanor. Possession of any instrument 
used for the "administration by subcutaneous· injection" of a 
Schedule I, II, or III SUbstance was a felony, carrying a penalty 
of two to twenty years. Possession of smoking paraphernalia 
was a misdemeanor, carrying maximum penalties of six months in 
jail and! or $1000 in fines. (The Kennard bill treated the former 
offense as a misdemeanor and did not even include the latter as 
an offense.) 

Vehicle forfeiture was the carryover from existing law. Briscoe's 
provision did not contain the two recommendations made by the 
Kennard Committee: that forfeiture be limited only to vehicles 
that .had been structurally altered to conceal controlled sub
stances and that it not include cases of simple possession. In
stead, it provided for the forfeiture of "any conveyance, including 
aircraft, vElhicles, vessels, trailers and railroad cars ... used 
or intended for use .to transport or in any manner facilitate the 
transportation" of any controlled substance. 

A provision regarding t~e maintaining of premises was new to 
Texas law. This established penalties of two to ten years and/or 
fines of up to $5000 for those who maintained any kind· of 
premises "resorted to by persons using" controlled substances, 
or used for "keeping and selling" controlled SUbstances. Aimed 
at eliminating pot parties, this provision was due in part to the 
fact that the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals had been over
turning possession convictions' of people who had attended pot 
parties but had been in an adjoining room, away from the mari
juana. The Uniform Act had a similar provision but federal law 
did not. 

The three offenses with increased penalties were manufacturing 
controlled substances, distributing to a minor, and repeat offenses. 

By definition, manufacturing meant the "production, preparation, 
propagation, compounding, .conversion or processing" of a cOn
trolled substanCE), and "production"meant the "planting, culti
vating, growing, or harvesting" of a controlled substance. So the 
"cultivation" of marijuana, a two years to life offense in existing 
law, was raised to five years to life (the penalty for manufactur
ing) in the Briscoe bill. 

Distribution to a minor underwent a slight change in definition 
as well as an increase in penalties. Under existing law, anyone 
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twenty~one years or older who made narcotics (including mari
juana) available to a minor, or who involved a minor in making 
narcotics available to a third person, faced a prison term often 
years to life. The Briscoe bill said that anyone twenty-one and 
over found guilty of "delivering" a controlled substance to some
one under eighteen would receive a prison sentence of sixteen 
YSCirs to I ife.14 

Theoretically, repeat offenses were covered under the enhance
ment provisions of the Texas penal code arid would be covered 
under the proposed new code; But the existing narcotics law 
included its own enhancement penalties. Any second or subse
quent offense involving marijuana was a ten years to life prison 
term. The Briscoe bill made these penalties tougher. Anyone 
found guilty of a second felony of any kind, drug or otherwise, 
including "any felony under a prior law repealed by this act," 
received the maximum sentence for the drug offense it'. convicted. 
In other words, since possession of marijuana with intent to 
deliver was a two to twenty year felony, a second conviction on 
the same charge was an automatic twenty years. A second con
viction for distribution to a minor, or a first conviction on that 
offense after a previous conviction for another felony, meant an 
automatic life sentence, since the penalty was sixteen years to 
life. Cultivation of marijuana was also an automatic life sentence 
the second time around, because manufacture carried a five years 
to life penalty. In addition, all third offenses carried an auto
matic life sentence. 

Finally, the Briscoe bill instituted procedures for licensing and 
regulating the manufactl!re, distribution, and dispensing of con
trolled substances. Diversion--the channeling of drugs from legal 
to illegal sources-had become' tla very Significant" issue to 
Briscoe, and the Department of Public Safety (DPS) had about 
thirty cases,;.! mostly involving pharmacists or physicians, under 
investigation at the time Briscoe's staff began to prepare the 
drug bill. For the most part Briscoe followed the Uniform Adt 
provisions, with the only limitation being the amount of money 
and manpower available to enforce this section. However, the 
Brisco bill did include one important change. In 1h(':l Ur.iferm 
Act, in federal law, and in most state law, warrants wer'e needed 
before state agents could inspect the records and premises of 
a licensee. But in May 1972, in a case involving registration and 
regulation of firearms (U,s. v. Biswell, 406 U,s. 311 [May ·1972]), 
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that agents need not obtain war-

:'rants in order to cohduct administrative inspections so long as 

14ln 1973 the legislature dropped the legal age fotaY/adult from t~enty-one 
to eighteen. . 
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the inspections were limited to matters previously specified in 
the registration statutes. The federal Bureau of Narcotics' and 
Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) had begun to follow this interpretation 
in its own inspections, and Briscoe's drafters, working with BNDD 
personnel, decided to formalize the policy by writing it into law. 
The clause requiring warrants was dropped and a provision added 
that made it impossible for anyone to receive a license unless 
he signed a consent form granting the DPS "the right" to inspect 
his records and prem"ises. 

Two days after the Briscoe bill was introduced, Kennard held a 
press conference at which he announced that Senator Chet 
Brooks of Pasadena and Representative Andy Baker of Galves
ton, a fifty-eight-year-old grandfather who favored legalizing mari
juana, would co-sponsor the committee's bill.Is The Brooks-Baker 
bill differed from the committee proposals in only one respect: 
possession of heroin was a felony instead of a misdemeanor, with 
maximum penalties of three years and $2000. The main news at 
the press conference was what Kennard had to say about the 
Briscoe bill. He called it "an out-and-out fraud" as a drug reform 
package. In a statement aimed at parents, Kennard criticized 
nearly everyone of Briscoe's marijuana and marijuana-related 
provisions, including the following: 

• The one year maximum jail sentence for first-offense posses
sion. ("What does jail have to do with marijuana?") 

• The penalties for possession of roach clips and smoking pipes. 
("The governor's bill would not only let your son be locked up for 
a year as a first offender; it would add another six months for 
each and every pipe or clip he possessed. He wouldn't even 
have to use them-all he has to do is intend to use them, and 
there's another six months or twelve or more:") (Emphasis in 
original.) 

,. The broadly defirled delivery offense which did not distinguish 
between actual sale for profit and casual transfer of small 
amounts. ("Marijuana is a social drug like alcohol. You don't 
smoke it alone. But the moment your son ha:nds that cigarette 
to his best friend, the governor's bill says he is a felon. It 
treats him as harshly as the biggest pusher in Texas. Your son 
can go to the penitentiary for up to twenty years just for handing 
that cigarette to his friend.") 

/I Repeat offenses. ("If your son is convicted again of nothing 
more than "posses~.ing marijuana, he must be sentenced to a 

15 After twenty years in the HQuse and Senate, Kennard was defeated In the 
1972 Democratic primary over matters having no relation to marijpana or drugs. 
He moved to Austin and remained active in drug legislation. 
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minimum of ten years in. the penitentiary. If this had happened 
in one of our neighboring states like Nebraska, for example, he 
could get off· with fourteen days as a second offender.") 

• Maintaining premises. ("If you go ahead and give your son 
permission to smoke at home, you are committing a felony your
self. You can get two-to-ten years in the penitentiary, plu~ a 
$5000 fine, for letting your youngster smoke in your home. r ';" 
of course, the penalty he himself gets. Is this reform, or is-,nIS 
an obsession?") . 

• Vehicle forfeiture. ("The state needs not even prove beyond a 
reasonable doubt that the cigarettes in your son's pockets were 
actually marijuana. Your car can be taken away-lock, stock 
and barrel-even if he is found not guilty.") 

Kennard also attacked the Brh;coe bill because it laclted pro
visions for resentencing and expunction of records; because it 
didn't distinguish between the big-time heroin dealer engaged in 
organized criminal enterprise and the small-time pusher who 
sold to support his own habit; because it granted the DPS, a law 
enforcement agency, the power to conduct drug education pro
grams and to supervise drug research; and because it forced 
doctors to agree to inspections wHhout warrants before they 
could obtain licenses to prescribe amphetamines, barbiturates, 
and other drugs. 

"Do you think this is 'reform?'," Kennard asked. "Do you think 
this sort of penalty structure really represents the best we can 
.do with marijuana? Does it show any comprehension of how 
marijuana actually exists as a social drug? Does it reflect any 
awareness of the scientific knowledge we have about marijuana? 
What good purpose is served by tinkering around with something 
called the 'first-offense penalty for possession of small amounts 
of marijuana' in B.. bit! that slips these indefensible evils between 
its pages? The governor's bill is a publicity stunt to give the 
illusion of marijuana reform while it raises the penalties for sim~ 
pIe possession of other drugs to. ridiculous heights and turns 
over the bulk of our drug control effort to the police. 

"Has the day come," Kennard went on, "that the police can con
duct searches without a warrant in the name of drug control? 
Has the day come that the possession of a diet pill or a barbitu
rate-something that now carries a penalty of as little as thirty 
days-shalf be punishable by life imprisonment? 10 Has the. day 
come when the Department of Public Safety shall be vested with 

~G The scenario Kennard envisfonec;l was' a hoUsewife who occasionally shared 
her diet pills with. a neighbor. Technically, that was possession with intent to 
distribute, ,and it carried a maximum sentence of lite imprisonment. 
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the power to conduct drug education programs and supervise our 
drug research? The governor's bill does all of these things. It 
is a dangerous bill because it pretends to be something it is not. 
It pretends to be a reform of our drug laws. In reality, it perpetu
ates a criminal law approach that reeks of failure. If it is not a 
step in the direction of a police state, it will do until something 
else comes along." 

Coming from a man whc had tried to avoid emotional responses 
to drug problems and issues, and who had praised his own bill 
for "not succumbing to hysteria," Kennard's statement was start
ling to say the least. But, said Kennard, Briscoe's bill angered 
him, and he was willing to be dramatic-melodramatic even.,
to focus attention on what he felt was wrong with the Briscoe 
bill. Kennard didn't really quarrel with Briscoe's personal views!". 
he said some time later in an interview. His quarrel was wi1h the 
way, in his judgment, Briscoe and his staff had used themari
juana issue. As Kennard saw it, Briscoe, having supported George 
McGovern at the Democratic ~Jational Convention, needed to 
stake out some solid conservative positions to cut down his losses 
among Texas Democrats. Given the weakened political positions 
of Barnes and Preston Smith, Briscoe became, either actively or 
by default, a rf:llying point for all those who wanted to keep 
change to a minimum and maintain a hardline approach to drugs. 
What made this particularly distressing to Kennard was his feel
ing that the 1973 legislature might have been persuaded to accept 
decriminalization of marijuana if "the governor had exerCised 
some skilled leadership in this direction instead of depending for 
guidance on a staff that lacked any real knowledge about drug 
problems and issues." 

Kennard based his surmise on statements contained in the cam
paign biographies of House and Senate candidates and on some 
post-election polls and interviews that appeared in Texas news
papers. The Dallas Morning News, for example, reported that 
marijuana reform was the only issue on which members of the 
63rd Legislature were in almost total agreement. The News had 
sent questionnaires to '1embers of the new legislature, and 77 
of 78 who responded f • j they favored reducing the first-offense 
penalty to a misdemeanor. The Houston Chronicle reported that 
during a televised bipartisan caucus the Harris County delegation 
"overwhelmingly" supported reducing the penalty for first-offense 
possession. United Press International sent out a story saying 
that 36 of 51 legislators favored a penalty reductionY And a sur
vey by the recently formed Texas office of the National Organiza-

17 "Prospects f\ppear Excellent for Reduced Marijuana Penalties," Dallas Morn
ing News, January 21, 1973; "Agree on Penalty Reduction," Houston Chronicle, 
January 5, 1973; UPI, quoted in Dallas Morning News, January 21, 1973. 
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tion for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) claimed that 27 
of 29 senators and 77 of 80 representatives (there are 31 sena
tors and 150 representatives in the Texas legislature) opposed 
the present felony penalty. 

Though not conclusive, Kennard said the surveys and polls indi~ 
Gated much broader legislative support for marijuana reform 
than he thought existed. Furtremnore" this was literally a "new" 
legj~lature. \\1 the wake of Siharpstown, the voters had done a 
wholesale job on their eleci:edrepresentatives as well as on 
their gubernatorial cal)didA~e~r .. Fully one-half of those senators 
and representatives who c(.me to AUstin in January 1973 had 
been elected {or. the first tlirie, with many l.iberal Democrats re
placfng conservatives in both the House and the Senate, 
But Roy Coffee, Jr., ,a thirty-five-year-old attorney who had been 
Briscoe's DaUas cah'~paign mam'lger before becoming his chief 
legislative aide, doubted that legislative support for marijuana 
reform was as substantial as Kennard seemed to think. Those 
newspaper accounts, said Coffee, focused mostly on urban legis
lators, while Texas remained heavily rural in spirit if not in· fact. 
Many legislators, from small towns and cities as well as rural 
districts, wanted no change at all. In their view they had no 
marijuana "problem," and the reason they didn't was the deter-
rent effect of, the two years to life penalty. Still other legislators"'1 
said Coffee, polled their districts and found strong sentiment for 
keeping the felony penalty. (As late as several weeks into the 
session, Representative Tim Von Dahlen, age twenty-nine, a phar
macist and attorney from Goliad who was the primary House 
sponsor of the Briscoe bill, asked 7,000 of his 77,000 constituents 
if they favored reducing the penalty for possession of marijuana 
from a felony to a misdemeanor. AbQut1,OOO replieq; those who 
did were two to one against any change. Von Dohlen conceded 
that the phrasing of the question influenced the vote. Had he 
asked if they felt it was fair for someone to receive 8 life sentence 
for having a single marijuana cigarette, the results probably 
would have been reversed. But Von Dohlen felt thflt question 
would not be "truly representative" of the marijuana issue either.) 

What Kennard saw as narrow political manipulation of an issue; 
said Coffeejll was in fact an accurate assessment .on Briscoe's 
part of how the public and the legislature viewed marijuana. They 
probably could be persuaded to acc,ept some kind of misde
meanor penalty for first-offense possession if someone they 
trusted proposed it, and if they were cdnvinced that it was not 
the first step on the road. to legalization. That meant forgetting 
about decriminalization, because, said Coffee, no matter how 
often Kennard or anyone else insisted that decriminalization was 

\ 
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not h;~galization, the public knew it was the first step in that direc
tion and so did the legislature. 

Liberals too had put the lid on the decriminalization issue. An
thony Friloux of Houston, president of the Texas Criminal Defense 
Lawyers' Association, provided an early indication in January 
when he told reporters that he liked the overall Kennard approach 
but feared that the decriminalization provision might kill the 
whole bill. Then Senator Chet Brooks, who had assumed Senate 
sponsorship of the Kennard bill, pretty well disposed of it in Feb
ruary, when he said, "I don't think the political climate is ready 
for decriminalization. But at least this will allow a full discussion 
of it." Not surprisingly, the one event that did not occur during 
the next three month~~ was the "full discussion" of decriminaliza
tion Brooks had mentioned. 
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5 The House 

The Briscoe and Kennard (Brooks-Baker) bills presented .the 
Texas Legislature with a clear-cut choice j because the two men, .. 
despite their common goals of reducing the penalty for first~ 
offense possession of marijuana and of seeking a comprehensive 
revision of Texas' drug laws, came at drug legislation from very 
different perspectives. Simply put, theirs was the difference be~ 
tween social control (Briscoe) and social change (Kennard), be~ 
tween accepting public opinion as it was (Briscoe) and trying to 
stimulate changes in publiC attitudes (Kennard). Thusj while 
Briscoe was calling for overall efforts to "expunge the pusher 
from our society," Kennard insisted that the law distinguish be~ 
tween the street addict who sells to support his habit and the 
big-time heroin dealer who sells only for profit. And when Briscoe 
argued that stiff felony penalties for all drug possession offenses 
except first-offense possession of marijuana would discourage 
people from "climbing the ladder" to more potent and dangerous 
substances, Kennard countered by saying felony penalties were 
"seldom if ever appropriate for a drug user.." Moreover, Briscoe's 
proposal to have the Department of Public Safety, a law enforce
ment agency, supervise drug regisjration, licensing, education, 
and research drew from Kennard the reponse that a new "inde
pendent" and "neutra}" agency should be created to oversee and 
administer these and ather drug policies and actiVities •. Last but 
by no means feast, the Briscoe proposal to maintain criminal 
penalties for possession of marijuana was met with the Kennard .... 
proposal to end criminal penalties entirely for adult possession 
of small amounts. . . 

The Kennard approach had many supporters in both the House 
and the' Senate. But in the House, at leas~, the governor was in 
full control' eVen though things almost got out of hand at one 
point. The extent of thegoverrior's control Was learned the hard 
way by a group of first-term liberals who decidfild to make tnari;. 
.juana reform their major legjslative activity of 1973. 

Led' for the most part by urban legislators in their twenties and 
early thirties, the liberals had rallied around abili introduced by 
Representative Jim Mattox of Dallas. Though technically not a 
decriminalization bill, the Mattox proposal was a first cousin of . 
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the Kennard bill. It contained no jail sentence at all for adult 
possession of three ounces or less of marijuana, and a six-month 
maximum for possession of three to eight ounces. Fines were 
limited to $500 for the smaller amounts and $1000 for the larger 
ones. 

The liberals seemed to be making some headway too, because a 
special seven-person legislative subcommittee appointed to 
handle drug legislation agreed, at the liberals insistence, to con
sider the Mattox bill when it began rewriting Briscoe's marijuana 
provisions. But three days after that agreement was reached, 
Representative Riobert Maloney of Dallas, a Briscoe co-spqnsor, 
introduced a Briscoe-backed substitute bill of his own. 

The Maloney substitute differed from the original Briscoe bill in 
the following respects: 

1. It changed the penalties for possession of marijuana by pro
viding something for everyone: for conservatives a stiffer penalty 
for the larger amounts (up to two years and/or fines of up to 
$2000 for possession of four to eight ounces); and for liberals a 
softer penalty for the smaller amounts (up to six months in jail 
and/or fines of up to $1000 for possession of four ounces or less
lower than Briscoe's single penalty of one year and/or $2000 for 
everything, but not as liberal as Mattox' proposal that possession 
of three ounces or less not carry any jail sentence at all and be 
punishable only by a fine not to exceed $500). 

2. It eliminated the provision that anyone who possessed more 
than eight ounces was "presumed" to possess with intent to de
liver and established a penalty of two to ten years and/or $5000 
for possession of more than eight ounces. In Maloney's judg
ment, the presumption clause was on shaky legal ground because 
it placed the burden of proof on the defendant instead of on the 
state, "where it belonged." 

3. It added the category of casual transfer by making delivery 
of one-fourth of an ounce or less of marijuana without financial 
remuneration a misdemeanor, with the punishment six months in 
jail and/or $1000. "I don't believe," said Maloney, "the governor 
ever intended that a person who gives one marijuana cigarette 
to a friend should go to prison as a felon. This was an oversight 
and it was not intentional," 

4. It reduced the minimum penalties for manufacture and delivery 
of all Schedule I and II substances, both the narcotics (heroin, 
opiates, and cocaine) and the non-narcotics (hallucinogens, 
amphetamines, methamphetamines). Briscoe had asked for min
imu~1 narcotic penalties of sixteen years. Maloney, a former 
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prosecutor, feared that because in Texas anyone sentenced to 
fifteen years or more was not eligible fol bail wl1ile on appeal, 
juries would refuse to convict if this penalty wa:~ not changed. 
He dropped the narcotic minimum to fiveyearil and the non
narcotic minimum from five to two years "in order to maintain 
the distribution between a narcotic and a non-niircotic." 

5. It eliminated the p/'ovision for repeat offense!>. Maloney felt 
these penalties were "too severe" and that repeat offenses could 
be covered just as well in the proposed penal code revjsion where 
each subsequent offense was a step higher ttw.n the previous one. 

6. It eliminated the provision regarding distribution.: to a minor. 
"We had a law like that on the books for a long:, time," said 
Maloney, "and it was totally unworkable. I don't re,&.a/la single 
case being prosecuted under it The only way you could do it 
was by having underage undercover agents." The bilt's delivery 
provision, Maloney added, was broad enough to cover dietribu
tion to a minor. 

7. It transferred drug education programs from the Department 
of Public Safety to the Department of Community Affairs. Public 
acceptance of drug education programs would be greater, said 
Maloney, if they were conducted "outside the jurisdiction of a 
law enforcement agency." 

Though Maloney's sUbstitute bill included some changes the 
liberals wanted, it did riot include the ones they wanted most
resentencing,' a less inclusive, vehicle forfeiture law, elimination 
of the maintaining premises provision (the anti-pot party clause), 
establishment of misdemeanor penalties for possesoion of am
phetamines,"methamphetamines, hallucinogens, and barbiturates, 
and above all, no jail sentences for possession of small amounts 
of marijuana. ' 

More to the point, however, was the fact that the liberals were 
now as angry about tactics as they were about substance, be
cause the Maloney substitute bill had caught them completely 
off guard~ Until Maloney introduced it in an evening meeting of 

'the subcommittee they had neither seen it nor heard of it,· they 
said.· Ron Waters of Houston, twenty;.two, author of a limited 
legalization bill and a liberal member of the subcommittee, asked 
for a delay so that he and Representative Sara Weddington of 
Austin, the other subcommittee liberal; could study the new bill . 

. _.But he lost on, a fie vote of three to three. Next he offered some 
, amendments, all of which were written ontha spot because his 
own were still in the hands of the legislative counsel. 'Those 
that subcommittee chairman Felix McDonald didn't reject as in
correctly written were defeated by a three to three vote. The 
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amendments included resentencing, a less inclusive vehicle for
feiture law, and decriminalization of small amounts of marijuana. 
Then came the final vote. The Maloney sUbstitute .bill passed, 
three to two, with Waters and Weddington on the losing side. 

Afterwards, Waters told reporters that the governor's staff had 
"railroaded" the substitute through the subcommittee. He said 
it had been drafted at "secret" meetings and "without the par
ticipation of some members of the subcommittee." Such actions, 
Waters charged, violated "the spirit of the 'open meetings' law." 
(The "open meetings" law did not extend to legislative commit
tees, and House rules only required public notice of "formal" 
subcommittee meetings.) Roy Coffee, Briscoe's chief legislative 
aide, denied everything. He said the earlier meetings-one the 
night before and one the morning of the subcommittee meeting
were only informal gatherings, not legislativ~ sessions, one in
volving nothing more than breakfast. The five legislators in at
tendence backed him up. Waters and Weddington weren't in
vited, said Coffee, because they indicated no interest in dis
cussing the governor's bill. 

The liberals' response was quick and dramatic. A week later they 
teamed up with hardline conservatives who wanted no change in 
the present law to kill the Maloney SUbstitute bill at the full com
mittee meeting. The vote was 12 to 9, with one vote to kill 
coming from Representative Craig Washington of Houston, a co
sponsor of the Briscoe bill. (A liberal and a black, Washington 
had agreed to co-sponsor because he felt he would have "a better 
chance to correct positions I disagreed with.") At that point 
Coffee said marijuana reform was dead, and that he personally 
had no qualms about letting the liberals take the blame. "\ don't 
see what more the governor's office can do .... There are other 
bills that need our attention. We just don't have any more time 
to give to this one." (The vote came on April 11, with adjourn
ment scheduled for late May.) 

Nevertheless, the liberal gamble seemed to payoff. Within a 
few days the two sides came together to work out a compromise 
bill, even though each insisted the other had initiated the meet
ing. The compromise, offered by Mattox and Maloney as a sub
sti.tute to the original Briscoe bill still pending in committee, re
tained the basic framework of the Briscoe bill and included four 
of the seven changes found in the Maloney SUbstitute bill: it 
transferred the drug education authority to the Department of 
Community Affairs; it eliminated the provisions regarding repeat 
offenses and distribution to a minor; and it reduced the casual 
transfer of marijuana from a felony to a misdemeanor. 
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In addition, the new bill dropped the maintaining premises pro
vision; it eliminated altogether possession of smoking pipes and 
roach clips as an offense; it lowered possession of paraphernalia 
for subcutaneous injections from a felony to a misdemeanor of 
two years and/or $3000; it prohibited vehicle forfeiture in cases 
involving simple possession of controlled sUbstances; it omitted 
marijuana from the definition of "manufacture," an exclusion that 
protected people who grew small amounts; it prevented physi
cians and others from being forced to reveal the names of people 
enrolled in their treatment or research programs; and it excluded 
unharvested peyote "growing in its natural state" from being 
seized by state agents, a provision aimed at making life easier 
for the American Indians who used peyote in religious ceremonies. 

But the key provisions were the possession and delivery penalties. 
Possession of marijuana carried a maximum penalty of six months 
and/or $1000 (Briscoe had asked for one year and/or $2000). 
And since the compromise bill did hot specify a cutoff point for 
possession misdemeanors, it was generally assumed that this 
penalty applied to any amount kept for personal use. A second 
or subsequent possession conviction, however, was a felony and 
punishable by two to ten years and/or fines of up to $5000. But 
a judge could set aside such a felony verdict and impose a mis
demeanor penalty at the time of sentencing it he felt "such judg
ment would best serve the ends of justice." Delivery or posses
sio~ with intent to deliver marijuana also were felonies and car
ried the two to ten year penalty. They had been two to twenty 
years in the Briscoe bill and in the Maloney substitute. 

With respect to possession and delivetY penalties for of~er drugs, 
the compromise bill brought many back to where they were before 
Briscde proposed his acro~s-the-board incrac;lses. The excep
tions, obviously, were those penalties Briscoe had either lowered 
or not raised in the first place and those that Maloney had reduced 
in his substitute bill. Thus, possession of Schedule I and 11 nar
cotics (herOin, opiates, and cocaina) remained at two to twenty 
years because Briscoe had reduced them from two years to life. 
But possession of amphetamines, methamphetamines, and bar
biturates, raised to felonies hi the Briscoe bill, remained misde
meanorS in tile compromise and cartied the existing maximum 
penalty of two years and/or $3000. Possession of hallUcinogens, 
two to twenty years in the BriSCOe and Maloney bills, was reduced 
td'two to ten years. 

The same generar pattern prevai.\ed for penaltiesin\lolvjng manu
facture, deliver.y, and possession with intent to deliver. Barbitu
rates, two to twenty years in the Maloney'substitute;were brought 
back to the current penalty of two to ten, while amphetari\ir;Jes, 
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methamphetamines, and hallucinogens, also two to ten years in 
existing law but raised to two years to life in the Maloney bill, 
were reduced to two to twenty years. The maximum penalty 
for heroin, opiates, and cocaine showed only an insignificant re-
duction-from life to ninety-nine years. . 

Resentencing was missing, but it was added in committee over 
the strenuous objections of Tim Von Dahlen, primary House spon
sor of the Briscoe bill. Instead of applying to all drug offenses, 
however, resentencing was limited to marijuana offenses. Then 
on April 27, 1973, sixteen days after the House Criminal Juris
prudence Committee killed the Maloney substitute bill, it approved 
the Mattox-Maloney compromise. The vote was 12 to 5, and the 
liberals, elated by the result, felt they had regained the initiative. 

In their excitement they forgot to ask themselves whether the 
governor's people had set them up for a fall, agreeing to pro
visions Briscoe didn't want as a means of getting a bill onto the 
House floor where it could be amended or where still another 
sUbstitute could be offered. According to one Briscoe co-spon
sor, that was precisely what had happened. Yet the liberals didn't 
seem to catch on until, six days later, Von Dohlen offered a Bris
coe-approved sUbstitute on the House floor. The House agreed, 
85 to 59, to table the compromise and take up the substitute. 

Actually, the Von Dohlen substitute didn't contain all that many 
changes. But once again, those it did contain were the ones the 
liberals wanted least. Misdemeanor penalties for possession of 
marijuana wer~ limited to four ounces or less, half what they had 
been in the Briscoe bill, although Von Dohlen did retain the 
Mattox-Maloney penalty of six months and/or $1000, as well as 
their provision permitting persons convicted of possession felo
nies to receive misdemeanor sentences. Resentencing was 
dropped. ("This was not," Von Dohlen and other co-sponsors 
said in a joint statement, "within the bill's original purpose and 
is att encroachment on I;:xecutive authority.") Possession of 
methal'nphetamines-"speed" had become a great concern of 
some legislators-was kicked back up to a felony after the Mat
tOX-Maloney. bill had reduced it to a misdemeanor. The definition 
of "manufacture" again included marijuana. And an amendment 
was added changing certain provisions of Texas law to conform 
With the Von Dahlen substitute bill. 

Caught asleep at the switch for the second time in five weeks, 
the liberals tried desperately to find something the rest of the 
House would buy. But when Craig Washington offered a series 
oJ amendments aimed at increasing the four ounce cutoff point 
fo~ possession misdemeanors-he started at twelve ounces and 
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worked his way down to five-he lost by votes of 111 to 21, 112 
to 20,110 to 22, 106 to 28, and 1 04 to 30. 

Washington lost again, 77 to 50, when he tried to convince the 
House to accept conditional discharge and expunction of records 
for first offenders. But he did· persuade the House to replace 
Von Dahlen's civil standard of proof (preponderance of evidence) 
for vehicle forfeiture cases with the more stringent penal standard 
(beyond a reasonable doubt); and he won a narrow victory, 67 
to 62, when the House restored resentencing even though Briscoe 
opposed the provision on constitutional grounds and promised 
instead to request the Board of Pardons' and Paroles to review 
the cases of all firsHime marijuana offenders convicted prior to 
enactment of the new law and still serving time in Texas prisons. 
In addition, the liberals were on the winning side when the 
maximum penalty for second-offense possession of rnarijuana was 
not increased from ten to twenty years (74 to 64); and they voted 
with Von Dahlen and Maloney to kill life sentences without parole 
for second offenses involving manufacture or delivery of heroin, 
opiates, and cocaine (73 to 59), and automatic life sentences with 
no parole for twenty years for second offenses involving manu
facture and delivery of marijuana (93 to 38). 

Whatever satisfaction the liberals took from these votes was short 
lived, because the House, in a "get tough" mood, and with the 
support of Von Dahlen, Maloney, and all of Briscoe's regular co
sponsors, dropped the cutoff point for marijuana misdemeanors 
to one ounce or less (80 to 57); raised the maximum for delivery 

> and posse$sion of marijuana with intent to deliver from ten to 
ninety-nine" years (118-11), virtually the same penalty that cur
rently existed; and reinstated selling or offering to sell marijuana 
to a minor as a felony offense, while setting the penalty at five: 
to ninety-nine years (116 to 13), another return to the harsh ex
isting law. The House also approved amendments that increased 
the maximum penalty for possession of heroin, opiates, and 
cocaine from twenty to ninety-nine years (75 to 59); raised the 
penalty for manufacture ~nd delivery offenses involving metham
phetamines and LSD from two to twenty years to five to ninety-. 
rHne years (115 to 13); and established automatic life sentences 
with no parole for at least twenty years for second offenses in
volving manufacture and delivery of heroin, opiates, and cocaine 
(124 to 7). (, 

The vote on final passage was 97 to 38, and the liberals were 
furious. Earlier, they had complained that Briscoe's staff was· 
just tossing them bones whenever they agreed te add, delete, or 
amend a provision, merely ridding themselves of parts of the bill 
~hey planned, to scuttle anyway. Nowhere, argued the liberals, 
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did they see evidence of "a serious attempt" at compromise on 
the part of the governor's people. Instead, everything was an 
ultimatum. Said one liberal legislator: "They didn't come right 
out and say it, but the message was loud and clear: it's our way 
or no way." Now, however, the liberals charged Von Dohlen and 
Roy Coffee with sabotaging the marijuana provisions. These two 
men, said an angry Jim Mattox, "frightened the House into be
lieving a vote to liberalize marijuana laws or any other drug 
penalty was a vote to turn drug pushers loose on every play
ground and schoolyard in the state." Von Dohlen and Coffee 
ignored the accusation. "Nobody sabotaged anything," said 
Coffee. "They just didn't have the votes, and they were never able 
to accept that fact." 

.. 
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6 The Senate 

In the Senate the situation was completely reversed: the liberals 
were in command and the governor's people were crying foul. 
Thtee explanations given for this turn of events (on paper the 
Senate was more conservative than the H,ouse) wefe the Senate's' 
need to assert its independence from both the governor and the 
House, Kennard's continuing influence among his former col~ 
leagues, and the impact on conservatives of testimony presented 
by Richard C. Cowan, a Texan who W9.S a charter member of 
Young Ameficans for Freedom (YAF) and a contributor to William 
F. Buckley's. National Review. "The laws make criminals out of 
persons who otherwise would not be," Ccwan had said. "While it 
may be reasonably argued that the peopld should obey the law 
the fact is that they are not, and petulance on tile part of the 
legislators will only aggravate the problem." 

The fourth reason was Senator Jim Wallace, age forty:-five, of 
Houston. That really got under the skinof the governor's people,. ' 
because Wallace, a moderate Democrat, Was Briscoe's "liberal" 
co~sponsor in the Senate. '(Briscoe's ~'conservative" co-sponsor, 
Senator H. J. (Doc) Blal"'jchard of LUbbock, became ill just after 
the bill's introduction Clod nev.er fully regained his health.) On 
two separate occasions strong negative words from Wallace 
might have 'killed, or at least weakened, the liberal substitute 
bill being offered by Senator H. Tati Santiesteban of EI Paso, 
chairman of the subcommittee that handled the drug legislation. 
But both times, first in Santiesteban's Criminal Jurisprudence 
Subcommitte.e and then at the full Jurisprudence Committee, 
Wallace remajned silen't. The reason? The substitute was his 
own creation. It had been co-authored by Bob .Shults, Wallace's 
chief aide, and Griffin Smith, .aUthor of the Kennard bill, and then 
had "found its way" to SantiElsteban. 

Ironically, Wallace hadn't planned to play an active role in drug 
legislation in 1973. Anattomey, he had represented people 
charged 'with possession of marijuana, including the children of 
frienos, but his .. primary concerns lay elsewhere: improving the 
environment, r~forming the state's insurance laws, and revising 
the workman's compensation program and the probate court 
system. Wa,lIace had earned a solid reputation as a serious and 
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effective legislator during his first term, so much so that both 
Kennard and Briscoe sought him out as a sponsor. Though more 
sympathetic to the Kennard philosophy on drug legislation than 
to Briscoe's, Wallace turned Kennard down ("I had no specific 
single reason not to sponsor the Kennard bill. I just wasn't sure 
I wanted to get involved in that particular fight."), and th.en a few 
weeks later: said yes to Briscoe ("In all probability, a measure that 
the governor put his force behind was going to pass at some 
point."). However, he did reserve for himself the right to make 
whatever changes were "necessary to pass a good bill." 

Wallace knew that he wanted to liberalize Briscoe's marijuana 
provisions. But the more he and'Shults studied the Briscoe bill 
the more changes Wallace wanted to make. Like the House liber
als, Wallace was troubled by the stiff felony penalties for posses
sion of amphetamines, methamphetamines, barbiturates, and hal
l!Jcinogens; the repeat offenses provision; the all-inclusive vehicle 
forfeiture clause; the lack of any resentencing mechanism; the 
broad definition of "delivery"; and the general potential he felt 
the bill contained for the abuse of individual rights by law en
forcement officials. Wallace also questioned the sweeping au': 
thority the Briscoe bill gave to the Department of Public Safety, 
partly because the DPS 'director told Wallace he did not want his 
agency to register and license doctors and druggists. 

But Wallace had another reason for letting Shults work with 
Griffin Smith on the substitute bill. The Jurisprudence Committee 
had been holding hearings on the Briscoe and Brooks-Baker 
bills, plus four marijuana bills introduced by individual senators. 
As in the House, they were genera] hearings in which both sides 
rolled out their big guns. For those who wanted to keep change 
to a minimuml to~ big guns were Dr. Gabriel G. Nahas of New 
York, author or Marijuana--Deceptive Weed: and Dr. Ernest S. 
Barratt, director of the Behavioral Sciences Laboratory of the 
University of Texas at Galveston. Both men listed a nur,ber of 
ill effects which they said marijuana could cause, such aqi impair
ment of memory, judgment, and the ability to concentr~'te; gen
eral.mental deterioration; liver. disorde.rs;. accelerated ry;eartbeat, 
particularly dangerous, they said, to middle-aged men;/!and apa~ 
thetic and lethargic behavior. Nahas also said that q'ontrary to 
the contention of most studies, some marijuana users dlo dawelop 
tolerance to the drug and do either increase their dowage or ad
vance to harder drugs. The liberals countered witt' Dr. David 
Lewis of the Harvard Medical School, speaking as q) representa
tive of the American Public Health Association, wt/o urged the 
committee not to heed unsubstantiated experimentfr" results, and 
John Finlator, former deputy director of the BNDD, who said he 
favored legalizing the private use Qf marijuana be.cause criminal 
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penalties against marijuana Use were "simply not effective as a 
deterrent." Committee liberals also circulated a review of Dr. 
Nahas' book by Dr. Lester Grinspoon, author of Marihuana Re
considered, that said the Nahas book was full of "half-truths, 
innuendoes and unverifiable assertions.1I 

The hearings didn't focus on the strengths and weaknesses of 
individual bills. Those would be taken up at working sessions 
of Santiesteban's subcommittee and then again at the full com
mittee. (In Texas, Senate committees hold hearings both before 
and after subcommittees.) By the time the hearings ended, 
though, Wallace felt the Briscoe bill had split the commitJe,e right 
down the middle, that the division was strong and deep, and 
that unless someone proposed an alternative that was not viewed 
as either a Briscoe bill or a Kennard bill, one of three events . 
would occur: stalemate; a bruising Senate battle like the one 
already under way in the House; or, because broad support ex
isted within the committee to reform marijuana laws, a move to 
pass one of the four marijuana bills and forget about everything 
else. Since Wallace found all three possibilities unacceptable, 
he finally agreed to let Shults see what he could Work out with 
Griffin Smith. -' 

Smith suggested that the compromise bill include such provisions 
from the Kennard bill as the development of a separate schedule 
for penalty purposes, with heroin in one category, amphetamines, 
methamphetamines, opiates, and cocaine in a second, and bar
biturates al)rI_'~ftllucinogens in a third; misdemeanor penalties for 
simple pos'-':'-::s~)pn of all controlled substances except heroin; es
tablishment ofa new and independent drug agency; limiting 
vehicle forfeiture to vehicles structurally altered to conceal con
trolled substances; dropping the requirement that in order to dis
tribute controlled substances physicians or pharmacists agree to 
inspections without warrants; and including a resentencing pro
vision that ~would apply to all controlled substances. He also 
urge(\) that marijuana possession penalties be limited to fines only 
(no jail sentences) and that the penalties for hashish be the same 
as the penalties for marijuana.18 

Shults felt that Wallace would accept these provisions but he 
doubted the Senate would, and he was positive that Briscoe 
wouldn't Since Wallace's purpose, said Shults, was not to cut 
Briscoe out of the picture but to keep him in, he decided not only 
to exclude hashish from the definition of marijuana but to offer 

1'8 The Kennard bill followed the Uniform Act by Inclu~lng hashlsh:-a sUonger 
form of the Cannabis sativa plant-in its definition of marijuana so that the. 
penalties would be the same. The Briscoe bill, however, excluded hashish from 
.its definition of marijuana and listed -it instead with the hallucinogens. 
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some less liberal counterproposals as well. These then became 
the basis of the sUbstitute bill. They were as follows: 

• Thirty days in jail and a $200 fine would be the maximum 
penalty for possession of up to fou'r ounces of marijuana and for 
casual transfers, officially known as distributing one-fourth of an 
ounce or less without financial remuneration. 

• Six months and/or $1000 would be the maximum for posses
sion of four to eight ounces, of marijuana. 

• A separate drug schedule for penalty purposes would be estab
lished, but heroin, opiates, and cocaine would all be in one cate
gory, while amphetamines, rnethamphetamines, barbiturates, and 
hallucinogens would be grouped together in a isecond category. 

• Possession of amphetamines, methamphetamines, barbitu
rates, and hallucinogens, felonies in the Briscoe bill, would be 
reduced to misdemeanors punishable by no more than one year 
in jail and a $2000 fine, which was double the penalty contained 
in the Kennard (Brooks-Baker) bill. 

• Possession of heroin, opiates, and cocaine would remain felo
nies and w0uld carry the two to twenty year p~nalty found in the 
Briscoe bill, and fines of $10,000 would be added. 

• All possession offenses would have to involve "a usable quan
tity" of a controiled sUbstance .. 

• Authority tCI administer th,s act would be transferred from the 
Department of Public Safety to the Department of Community 
Affairs, a quasi-cabinet-Ievel agency located in the governor's 
office. This would remove the program from a law enforcement 
framework but still permit the governor to retain direct control. 

• Vehicle forfeiture would be limited to possession of eight 
ounces or more of marijuana, and, in any case, marijuana or 
otherwise, the state would have to meet the more stringent penal 
standard of proof, the same provision the House adopted at a 
later date. 

• Inspections without warrants could occur only with respect to 
"the records required to be kept by the registrant under this 
Act," and not, as in the Briscoe bill, to any and all records found 
on the premises. 

• Resentencing would apply only to marijuana offenses. 

Wherever possible, Shults tried to include Briscoe or Maloney 
prOVisions. rhe eight.,ounce cutoH point for marijuana niisde-

. meanors was an example. Another was the penalty of two to ten 
years and/or $5000 for possession of more than eight ounces of 
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marijuana. Manufacture, distribution, or possession with intent 
to distribute heroin, opiates, and cocaine had only a trivial differ
ence, a penalty of two to ninety-nine years instead of the two 
years to /ife penalty found in the Maloney substitute bill. And 
Shults and Smith went along, of course, when Maloney eliminated 
repeat offenses, distribution to a minor, and the presumption 
clause for possession of more than eight ounces of marijuana. 

But Shults and Smith eliminated some other offenses, such as 
maintaining premises (the anti-pot-party clause); possession of 
marijuana with intent to distribute; possession of smoking pipes, 
roach clips, or other marijuana paraphernalia (the penalty for 
possession of syringes or other instruments used for subcutan
eous administration remained, I:;ut it was reduced from two to 
twenty years to two to ten years, and at least "a trace" of the 
controlled SUbstance had to be found on the instrument); filling 
prescriptions for narcotic drugs three days after the prescription 
was issued; limiting peyote use in religious ceremonies to peo
ple who had at least 25 percent !ndian blood, a distinction Shults 
and Smith felt was unconstitutional as weil as impossible to de
termine; and using a possession of marijuana conviction as the 
basis for removing or suspending a drug license. 

Added to the draft were resentencing; another clause permitting 
people appealing drug convictions to be sentenced under the 
provisions of the new law; the Mattox language that allowed per
sons convicted of marijuana felonies (possession of more than 
eight ounces and distribution) to receive misdemeanor penalties 
if the court felt they had not acted for profit or to "further COITI

mercial distribution"; a provision from existing law not found in 
the Briscoe bill which prevented the testimony of a single person 
from being accepted as proof of sale or an offer to sell; the 
Mattox-Maloney prohibition against furnishing the name or iden
tity of persons enrolled in treatment or research programs; some 
language that made it possible for licensed researchers to obtain 
the drugs they needed, particularly LSD; and a definition of "man
ufacture" that resulted in cultivation of marijuana being treated 
as 8 possession offense rather than a sale offense. 

Finalfy, the substitute bill set a penalty of two to ten years and/or 
fines of up to $5000 for manufacture, distribution, and possession 
with intent to distribute offenses involving amphetamines, meth
amphetamines, barbiturates, and hallucinogens. If, however, a 
person could prove to the satisfaction of the court that he or she 
did not act for profit or to further commercial distribution, then the 
sentence could be reduced to one year and/or $2000. 

Although Shults and Smith put their substitute bill together the 
weekend after the House killed the Maloney SUbstitute bill and 
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a week after Shults told the governor's liaison man with the Sen
ate, Mark White, that the Briscoe bill was stymied in committee, 
Coffee said the Shults-Smith draft was totally unacceptable to 
the governor. That left Wallace in a difficult position. He liked 
the draft well enough, but as primary sponsor of the original 
Briscoe bill he didn't think he could introduce the substitute so 
long as the governor opposed it. That was when the substitute 
"found its way" to Santiesteban. A week later, Santiesteban's 
drug subcommittee met to decide on a drug bill. Though not a 
member of the subcommittee, Wallace was present. Santiesteban 
asked Wallace if he knew any reason why the subcommittee 
should not adopt the substitute bill. Wallace shook his head to 
indicate that he didn't, and the sUbstitute passed, three to one. 

A week after that, the Senate Jurisprudence Committee apprC"led 
the substitute bill by a vote of nine to four. This time, however, 
Wallace was under more pressure because he had a vote and 
because Briscoe had asked him to offer the Mattox-Maloney sub
stitute on the Senate side. He did, but he didn't say much in be
half of the Briscoe-supported bill, and he lost by two votes, eight 
to six. Wallace also voted with the minority when the committee 
a~cepted the Santiesteban substitute by an eight to six vote, and 
when the committee accepted the amendment of Senator Oscar 
Mauzy, a member of the Kennard Committee, to reduce the pen
alty for possession of up to four ounces and for casual transfers 
from thirty days and $200 to just seven days and $200. But when 
the vote was taken to send the Santiesteban substitute bill to the 
floor of the Senate, Wallace switched sides and voted with the 
majority. 

Briscoe's people continued their efforts as the full Senate met 
to take up the Santiesteban substitute. Again at Briscoe's re
quest, Wallace offered the marijuana provisions contained in 
the Mattox-Maloney substitute, which, ironically, had been de
feated on the floor of the House. They lost in the Senate as well, 
but for different reasons. Then Senator Bill Meier, age thirty
two, who had defeated Kennard in the 1972 Democratic prirnary, 
offered the House bill for the governor, but with muc!) more lib
eral marijuana prOVisions than the House had approved. That 
lost too. Some other attempts at toughening up the Santiesteban 
bill were also unsuccessful. In fact, the only changes the Senate 
accepted were a couple of liberalizing amendments offered by 
Senatol' Bob Gammage of Houston. One added conditional dis
charge and expunction of records for first offenders, and the 
other was the amendment which said that possession of mari
juana "shall not be considered a crime involving moral turpi
tUde." No vote was recorded on either amendment, but the vote 
on final passage was 22 to 9. 
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7 The Conference 
Committee 

By the time the conference committee met in mid-May, the polari
zation of the two sides had become so pronounced that nobody 
was sure what would happen to the marijuana provisions, let 
alone the entire bill. The governor's staff, angry because the 
Senate had sharply reduced marijuana penalties and established 
misdemeanor penalties for possession of all amphetamines, 
methamphetamines, barbiturates, and hallucinogens, claimed the 
Senate was ready to pat you on the back jf you used drugs, while 
the liberals were convinced that Briscoe had sold out completely 
to the law and order types. "Do you realize," asked one opponent 
of the Briscoe-backed House bill, "that if this legislation passes, 
Texas will be the only state in the ccuntry other than Mississippi 
where the police are in charge of drug registration and licens
ing?" 

Texas did indeed gain that dubious distinction, because Briscoe 
and Tim Von Dohlen, his floor leader in the House, wouldn't 
budge an inch on this provision. In fact, said Von Dahlen, if the 
conference committee removed this authority from the Depart
ment of Public Safety, he would speal~ against the final version 
when the House met to consider it. Neither Von Dohlen nor any 
other supporter of the Briscoe position was willing to settle for 
anything less than making the penalty for possession of LSD and 
methamphetamines the same as that for possession of heroin, 
opiates, and cocaine (two to twenty years, as it turned out). 

The Senate conferees l<new that if Von Dahlen opposed the con
ference committee report when it went back to the House
there were less than two weeks left in the session at this pOint
they could all pack up and forget about drug reform for ant'ther 
two years, until 1975 at the earliest. But. possibly because Von 
Dohlen was adamant about what he wanted, the senators were 
prepared to go down the line for what they wanted-marijuana 
reform. And though they didn't think they could come away 
with the liberal provisions contained in the Senate bill, they let 
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it be known that they would not accept any conference committee 
bill in which the House did not meet them halfway on this issue. 

This was exactly what happened. The cutoff point for possession 
misdemeanors was set at four ounces (it had been one ounce in 
the House and eight ounces in the Senate) and the following 
maximum penalties were written into law: 

• Possession of up to two ounces: six months and $1000. (The 
House bill had the same penalty for one ounce, but anything over 
an ounce had been a felony.) 

• Possession of two to four ounces: one year and $2000. (A 
felony in the House bill and a seven-day/$200 misdemeanor in 
the Senate version.) 

• Possession of more than four ounces: two to ten years and 
$5000. (This felony penalty applied to anything over an ounce in 
the House bill but didn't take effect in the Senate bill unless a 
person had more than eight ounces.) 

• Casual transfers (delivery of one-fourth of an ounce or less 
without financial remuneration): six months and $1000. (The 
House penalty was the same. It was seven days and $200 in the 
Senate version, and a felony in the original Briscoe bill.) 

• Delivery (more than one-fourth of an ounce): two to ten years 
and $5000. (This was also the Senate penalty. After Briscoe 
proposed two to twenty years, the House raised it to two to ninety
nine years.) 

• Reduction of sentence: all possession and delivery felonies 
could be reduced to misdemeanors at the time of sentencing if 
the court felt such action would "best serve the ends of justice." 
(This was the House language. In the Senate bill the reduction 
rested on a more specific concept-that the individual did nnt act 
"for profit or to further commercial distribution.") 

Two activities listed as felonies in the House bill but not included 
at all in the Senate bill were also dropped by the conference com
mittee. These were possession with intent to deliver (two to 
ninety-nine years) and delivery to a minor (five to ninety-nine 
years). In addition, the conference committee bill excluded mari
juana from the definition of "manufacture," an omission that pro
tected people who grew marijuana plants whose leaves weighed 
less than four ounces, though a person in this t:ircumstance still 
was open to possession charges. The bill also included the Sen
ate amendment stating that possession of marijuana should not 
be considered a crime of moral turpitude; and it agreed to limit 
marijuana arrests to people who possessed "a usable quantity" 
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of the drug, a Senate provision Briscoe accepted only for mari
juana and not, as the Senate had intended, for all controlled sub
stances. About the only thing missing was Senate language pro
hibiting a prior conviction for possession of marijuana (then a 
felon)" now a misdemeanor) from being used as the basis for 
revoking or suspending a drug license. 

The same pattern of accommodation extended to the rest of the 
provisions that eventually made up Texas' new comprehensive 
drug law. The House, for example, insisted that the penalties for 
manufacture and delivery offenses involving methamphetamines 
and LSD were non-negotiable, and they did in fact end up at five 
to ninety-nine years, almost exactly what Briscoe had wanted. 
(In the original bill the maximum penalty was life, just as it was 
for most other manufacture and delivery offenses.) And after the 
Maloney SUbstitute bill reduced the minimum for manufacture 
and delivery of heroin, opiates, and cocaine from sixteen to five 
years, those penalties also passed untouched, with the maximum 
again being ninety-nine years. (The existing penalty was five 
years to life.) 

Three other provisions from the more liberal Senate version were 
dropped from the final bill: these were expunction of records 
for first offenders, the limit on inspections without warrants, and 
a provision that excluded from prosecution on possession and 
distribution charges all members of the Native American (Indian) 
Church who used peyote in bona fide religious ceremonies, and 
not just those who had more than 25 percent Indian blood, as the 
governor's bill had specified. The Senate also lost what it felt 
was an important conceptual battle: retention, ironically enough, 
of the /-louse provision that decriminalized illegal simple posses
sion of narcotic cough syrups. In addition, the senators had no 
luck whatsoever in maintaining misdemeanor penalties for pos
session of hallucinogens or in killing a House provision that made 
it illegal for pharmacists to fill narcotic prescriptions, including 
codeine cough syrups, three days after the prescription was 
i~sued. 

The Senate was not without some triumphs, however. Possession 
of amphetamines and barbiturates remained misdemeanors (Bris
coe wanted them raised to felonies), and the maximum penalty 
was dropped from two years to one (in part because of a general 
revision of the Texas penal code). Manufacture and delivery 
penalties for these SUbstances stayed at two to ten years and 
were not raised to the higher levels Briscoe recommended. Re
sentencing-in and out of the bill on two seperate occasians
finally stayed in despite the ruling of Attorney General John L. 
Hill that it represented legislative infringement on executive 
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power. Possession of marijuana paraphernalia (smoking pipes 
and roa'Jh clips) was altogether dropped as an offense, and the 
penalty for possession of syringes and other instruments for sub·· 
cutaneous administration was reduced from a felony to a misde
meanor. Moreover, before any charge could be brought in this 
regard, at least "a trace" of the controlled sUbstance had to be 
found on the instrument, a qualification not contained in the origi
nal Briscoe bill. 

Other successes that could be considered either Senate or liberal 
victories included conditional discharge for first offenders; per
mitting judges to decide whether the police should destroy con
trolled substances seized as evidence, thus mak+ng it possible for 
researchers to obtain the drugs they needed; a prOVision from 
existing law, not found in either the Briscoe or the House bills, 
which prevented the testimony of a single person from being ac
cepted as proof that another person had tried to sell him or her 
a controlled substance (valid proof had to consist of either a 
second witness or some other corroborating evidence); protecting 
physicians or other health practitioners from being forced to re
veal the names or identities of people enrolled in their treatment 
or research programs; the elimination of the provisions relating 
to maintaining premises, repeat offenses, and distribution to a 
minor; and the inclusion in both the House and Senate bills of 
language that prohibited vehicle forfeiture in cases involving 
simple possession. Both bills also adopted the more stringent 
penal standard of proof (beyond a reasonable doubt) for these 
cases instead of the civil standard (preponderance of evidence) 
found in the original Briscoe bill, the Maloney substitute, the 
Mattox-Maloney substitute, and the Von Dohlen substitute. 

Finally, there were some compromise provisions. The Senate 
succeeded in working a separate drug schedule for penalty pur
poses into the final bill, but it wasn't the schedule they really 
wanted because LSD and methamphetamines were listed with 
heroin, opiates, and cocaine instead of with amphetamines, bar
biturates, and the other hallucinogens. As for administrative 
control over drug programs, research and education were trans
ferred from the Department of Public Safety to the Department 
of Community Affairs, the quasi-cabinet agency in the governor's 
office. The liberals' joy over this move was tempered by the fact 
that the big prize-removing registration and licensing from 
DPS-had eluded them. And a liberal provision that permitted 
the courts to impose misdemeanor sentences on people found 
guilty of possession or distribution if the judge felt the individual 
did not act for profit or to "further commercial distribution," which 
at one time or another had applied to all amphetamines, metham
phetamines, hailucinogens, and barbiturates, was limited in the 
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final bill to possession felonies involving amphetamines, barbitu
rates, and nallucinogens other than LSD. 

Given tile amount of disagreement over the drug legislation, 
it wasn't too surprising that the 63rd Legislature nearly adjourned 
without passing the conference committee bill. The Senate pre
sented no problems and endorsed the bill by a vote of 24 to 7, 
two more votes than it had mustered for the Santiesteban bill. 
But some members of the House, led by Representative John 
Hoestenbach of Odessa, author of many of the "get tough" 
amendments added to the Von Dahlen substitute bill, were gear
ing up for a last-ditch effort. Hoestenbach himself complained' 
that the conference committee had removed all the hardline pro
visions he had written, while one of his colleagues, Representa
tive Wayland Simmons of San Antonio, contended that the bill 
Virtually legalized marijuana. Simmons also took the floor to €lay 
that in his judgment the conference committee bill was soft on 
all other drugs too. "People in your districts," Simmons warned 
the House membership, "are not going to be able to hold enough 
jobs to buy toasters and television Gets and put them in their 
houses for the burglars who shoot heroin to steal." 

However, Represenative Von Dahlen kept his promise to support 
the conference bill, and in the process told the House that some 
penalties in the new bill were stronger than those contained in 
current law. A vote taken on Hoestenbach's motion to send the 
bill back to conference and appoint a new group of conferees 
lost, 80 to 60. The House then voted 84 to 58 to accept the con
ference committee bill . Two weeks later Briscoe signed the bill 
into law, and at last, on June 14, 1973, more than three years 
after Representative Raul Longoria (now a senator) first proposed 
reducing the penalty for first-offense possession of marijuana 
from a felony to a misdemeanor, Texas had itself a new marijuana 
law-and many other changes in its drug legislation as well, 
though the new act did not go into effect until August 27. 

In the best of all possible worlds the conservatives would have 
preferred a tougher marijuana law, the liberals a softer one. The 
conservatives would have liked felony penalties for possession 
of amphetamines and barbiturates, while the liberals would have 
liked to see the penalty for possession of speed, LSD, and all 
other hallucinogens kept at the misdemeanor level. The con
servatives also wanted the Department of public Safety to super
vise and administer the entire Act and not just the registration 
and licensing of doctors and druggists, whereas tile liberals 
wanted the law enforcement agency out of the picture altogether. 
Nevertheless, each side had wrung from lhe other those pro
visions and changes it wanted most, by threat if not by persua-
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sion, so although the bill wasn't perfect (what legislation is?), 
everyone connected with it was willing to concede, or perhaps 
had a vested interest in conceding, that the new drug law repre
sented the best that could be done under the circumstances. 

One question remained. Was resentencing for marijuana offenses 
constitutional or not? On October 10, some six weeks after the 
new law had gone into effect, the Texas Court of Criminal Ap
peals ruled that it was not. In a unanimous opinion, the five
man court held that resentencing was an infringement on the 
powers of commutation and clemency the state constitution 
granted to the governor, thereby rejecting the arguments of at
torneys for Frank A. DeMoili that resentencing in no way inter
fered with these powers. (DeMolli, a University of Texas student, 
pleaded guilty in 1971 to possE;ssion of twenty-one pounds of 
marijuana and was sentenced to twenty-five years in prison. Under 
the new law he could not have been sentenced to more than ten 
years.) 

Three weeks later, on October 31, the same day the court refused 
to reconsider its ruling, Briscoe asked the Board of Pardons and 
Paroles to review the cases of offenders who, though serving 
time for a marijuana possession felony, would have received a 
misdemeanor sentence if they had been prosecuted under the 
new law; in other words, people who were sent to prison for first
offense possession of four ounces or less and who were not also 
serving a concurrent sentence for another felony charge, drug or 
otherwise. The first seven people were not released until Jan
uary 1, 1974. A month later, ten more were released. By May 14, 
1974, a total of 95 persons had been identified, certified as having 
served the maximum sentence according to the provisions of 
the new law, and released. But because the new drug law'did not 
include a provision for expunction of records, the felony con
viction remained a part of each person's record even though 
such an act no longer was considered a felony.i9 

19 Liberals complained that Briscoe dragged his hap-Is on this issue and that 
the constant prodding of Representative Ronald Earle, age thirty-two, of Austin, 
was largely responsible for obtaining the release of those 95 individuals. Mean
while, only one of the 95 had been sent to prison directly after trial and convic
tion. The remaining 94 had been placed on probation following their first con
viction but had their probation revoked after being arrested a second time for 
simple possession. 
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8 Conclu,sion 

When a legislature that has decided to change its state's mari
juana law, and revise all its drug laws in the process, begins with 
two comprehensive bills that represent philosophical opposites, 
and then works its way through four other substitutes before 
finally passing a fifth substitute written by the conference com
mittee, and when the marijuana provisions are a major feature 
of each of those substitutes, one possible explanation is that the 
state, being the forty-ninth in the country to change its marijuana 
laws, wants to be more than just a footnote to the other forty
eighUO But Texas ended up being just a footnote after all. It 
changed its marijuana law for the same reasons other states 
changed theirs, and it limited its changes to those already made 
by other states. 

Basically, the law changed for two reasons. The first, as Griffin 
Smith noted in an article in the Texas Monthly of September 
1973, was because "too many of the wrong kids were being 
arrested." He wrote: 

The story is really as simple as that. True, before the Legislature 
finally approved HB 447 a scant five hours before the 63rd session was 
gavelled tc a close on the 28th day of May, the Capitol's chambers and 
committee rooms had been the stage for much soul-searching, cour
age, foolishness and villainy. But none of this would nave happened had 
not marijuana jumped the tracks from the barrios and black neighbor
hoods to River Oaks, Highland Park and Alamo Heights [suburbs of 
Houston, Dallas and San /\ntonio, respectively]. The police in hot 
pursuit did 110t stop to notice that the rules were supposed to change 
too. 

[However], the state was peopled with good, solid, white middle~class 
parents wht') knew about that nice kid down the street, the Eagle Scout 
who made nothing but top grades in academics and deportment, whose 
parents wers' having to exhaust his college savings In lawyers' fees to 
defend him on a felony charge of having a marijuana cigarette in his 
car. Their anxieties were eventually, but duly, transmitted into law. 

20 At the time Texas passed its new marijuana law, Rhode Island was the only 
state in the country where first offense possession of marijuana was a felony. 
In late April 1974, however, the Rhode Island legislature reduced first offense 
possession to a misdemeanor. 
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The fact Was not lost on the Legislature's black and chicano members, 
no mean connoisseurs of irony themselves. 

The second reason was that in 1973, unlike 1971, most county 
prosecutors and district attorneys also wanted the law changed, 
because by then the two years to life penalty had bpcome almost 
unworkable. Juries were simply. refusing to convict, a clear sign 
to prosecutors that it was time to have a law the juries would 
respect and therefore be willing to implement. As the prosecutors 
saw it, nothing less than the integrity of the law itsei"f was at 
stake, and no matter how much any individual prosecutor might 
dislike the circumstances that forced this situation, he had to 
support a reduction in penalties. An example is Robert O. Smith, 
the district attorney of Travis County (Austin) and president of the 
Texas District and County Attorneys Association. He testified be
fore a House hearing that "Convictions of drug abusers are not, 
in my opinion, nearly as damaging to a person's future as is the 
unchecked continued ,abuse of drugs and I don't except mari
juana from this indictment. When a person knows the legal 
consequences of his act and still chooses to commit the act, it 
is his responsibility and not the law's when he is called to ac
count." But he supported the Briscoe bill. 

This happened elsewhere, too. In Nebraska, one of the first 
states to change its marijuana law, prosecutors from Lincoln 
and Omaha were among the earliest and staunchest advocates of 
the misdemeanor penalty. And in New Mexico, local judges took 
up the cause when it appeared the outcome might be in doubt, 
because as judges they wanted a law they could believe in them
selves. 

Keeping middle-class kids out of prison and revising the law so 
that juries will respect it are acceptable reasons in anyone's 
book for changing a marijuana law. But a legislature might also 
decide to change the law because it felt prison or jail sentences 
were inappropriate for marijuana users; because it considered 
marijuana a relatively harmless drug from a medical point of 
view, particularly when compared with alcohol; because to con
tinue criminal penalties would lead to further alieilation of young 
people from the political and legal systems; or because marijuana 
use was judged to be more a matter of private morality than 
public morality. 

Such reasons, however, would require legislatures to transcend 
the conventional concern of making the punishment fit the crime 
-that is, reducing the felony to a misdemeanor-and to consider 
instead the more fundamental and controversial issue of whether 
possession of marijuana should even be a crime in the first place. 
And though the Kennard Committee members and others hoped 
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that Texas might pass a decriminalization bill and thus, within a 
single legislative session, move from having the nation's harshest 
marijuana penalty to having the nation's softest (and from their 
perspective the most reasonable marijuana law in the country), 
Texas broke no new legislative ground. To be sure, Texas' four
ounce cutoff point for a possession misdemeanor was more gen
erous than the cutoff point that existed in eighteen other states, 
though some of these states evened things out by having a short
er jail sentence than Texas. In addition, Texas' quantitative law 21 

had the advantage of being less susceptible to arbitrary interpre
tation by prosecutors and judges than did the non-quantitative 
laws of twenty-three other states, though here again, some of 
these states-Massachusetts is the best example-were un
usually lenient in enforcing the law. Moreover, the new Texas 
penal code did not contain any enhancement provision whereby 
a person arrested for a possession offense that was a misde
meanor the first time would be charged with a felony if he was 
arrested a second time. (Nebraska, Wyoming, Oregon, Georgia, 
and Massachusetts have laws similar to Texas in this respect.) 
Obvious" it was of critical importance to anyone arrested and 
charged with possession of marijuana whether or not a state law 
was as liberal as Nebraska's (a maximum penalty of seven day!3 
in jail for possession of up to a pound) or as conservative as the 
laws of North Carolina and Florida (felony charges for anything 
above one-sixth of an ounce). But in conceptual terms these dif
ferences were only variations on a theme, because there wasn't 
a state in the country where marijuana was not governed by 
criminal sanctions. 22 

Why should decriminalization present so many difficulties for any 
legislature, and for the Texas legislature in particular? Partly 
because legislative change invariably comes a step, not a jump, 
at a time, and a small step at that; partly because many legislators 

21 A quantitative law is one that establishes a specific dividing line between a 
possession misdemeanor and a possession felony, such as one ounce, two 
ounces, four ounces, eight ounces, etc. 

221n July 1973, two months after Texas passed its new law, Oregon became 
the first state in the nation to pass a decriminalization law. But the law was 
very narrowly drawn: it limited decriminalization to possession of only an 
ounce or less but still imposed a maximum civil fine of $100 for that amount; 
possession of more than an ounce remained a felony. By comparison, posses
sion of up to four ounces is a misdemeanor in Texas. 
In the spring of 1974 a New England legislature came close to being the second 
state to pass a decriminalization law. A House subcommittee had voted to de
criminalize marijuana entirely, but the members reportedly changed their minds 
after the chairman conducted a private poll, an action which suggests first that 
decriminalization isn't the kind of issue thC'+ leads politicians to challenge tradi
tional sources of power, and second that the people who tend to champion the 
issue most strongly may be someWhat lacking in political clout. 
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are still convinced that marijuana use leads to more potent and 
dangerous drugs (the domino theory may be dead in Southeast 
Asia, but it's alive and well in drug legislation); but mostly be
cause there is no political reason to compel a legislator to vote 
for decriminalization, nothing that remotely resembles those 
felony records and prison sentences for middle-class kids that in
duce legislators to reduce the possession penalty to a misde
meanor. No wonder, then, that in Texas many representatives 
and senators decided, as Senator Chet Brooks did when he intro
duced the Kennard bill in the Senate, that "the political climate 
is [not] ready for decriminalization," and that the wisest (or 
safest) course for a legislator would be to avoid the issue alto
gether. 

As for the new drug law's non-marijuana provisions, one liberal 
observer felt they could be summed up in three sentences. First, 
the legislature raised the penalty for the only two non-narcotic 
drugs its members could name, "speed" and LSD. Second, the 
legislature established harsher penalties for non-prescription 
drugs (LSD) than it did for prescription drugs such as amphet
amines and barbiturates. Third, instead of basing its penalty 
schedules on knowledge of a drug's pattern of use and capacity 
for causing social harm, the legislature established penalty sched
ules that represented nothing more scientific or sophisticated 
than the extent to which most members personally disapproved of 
the various drugs and substances. 

All of which is just another way of saying that in this instance the 
legislative process was not one in which open debate and a full 
discussion of the issues prevailed, but rather one in which most 
legislators acted on a subjective, and usually unarticulated, 
judgment about the kinds of changes they felt they and their 
constituents could live with. This was particularly true of the 
liberals who, in the end, supported many of Briscoe's non-mari
juana provisions. They did in fact believe that a "get tough" 
drug bill was the only path to marijuana reform. But the main 
reason they went along with the governor was because they didn't 
want the voters back home to think they were "soft" on drugs. 
That was still the bottom line, and the experience of the Texas 
legislature in working its way through two bills and five sUbstitutes 
during a period of three and a half months had underscored once 
again how pervasive this single fact of legislative life really is. 
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Publications 

The publications series of the Drug Abuse Council are offered 
as an informational service to organizations and individuals en
gaged in formulating and assessing public pOlicies, operating 
programs, and conducting research related to the nonmedical 
use of drugs in our society. Descriptions of individual put-lica
tions appear on the following pages. 

Orders and inquiries should be directed to Publications, Drug 
Abuse Council, Inc., 1828 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036. 
Prepaid orders only* will be accepted .. 

Public Policy Series 
Monograph Series 
Special Studies 
Fellows Series 
Handbook Seiies 

Per Copy 

no charge 
$1.25 
$1.25 
$1.25 
$2.25 

Per Copy 
10 or More 
of Same 

Publication 

$.75 
$.75 
$.75 

$1.50 

* Enclose with each order your check or money order for fuJi amount, including 
$.25 additional for postage and handling. 

Public Policy Series 

PPS-1. A Perspective on "Get Tough" Drug Laws 
A Drug Abuse Counsel staff report analyzing the ffects of strin
gent criminal sanctions on drug abuse and crime. The futility 
of overreliance on the criminal justice system to solve the com
plex problems of drug abuse is examined from historical and 
legal perspectives. 

PPS-3. Heroin Maintenance: The Issues 
A Drug Abuse Council staff analysis of this controversial subject 
includes discussion of general concepts, public policy options, 
specific modalities and anticipated problems. The Vera Institute 
of Justice proposal for experiments using heroin as induce
ment to treatment provides a case study. 

PPS-s. Governmental Response to Drugs: Fiscal and 
Organizational 
A comprehensive rnalysis of the issues and implications of the 
recent reorganizatIon of federal drug abuse efforts and the re
quested 1975 federal drug abuse budget. 
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Monograph Series 

MS-1. Methadone Main~enance: The Experience of 
Four Programs 
Written for The Drug Abuse Council by journalist Paul Danaceau, 
this study is a descriptive analysis of the treatment process in 
clinics in New York City, Albuquerque, East Boston and New 
Orleans, highlighting common issues, problems and needs. 

MS-2. Survey of State Drug Abuse Activities: 1972 
An analysis of state drug abuse activities including objectives, 
priorities and needs as reported by state drug abuse officials 
during 1972. Designed to yield general information on state 
efforts, the survey was conducted with the International City 
Management Associa,tion and National Association of State Drug 
Abuse Program Coordinators. Included are analyses by state 
size and geographic region. 

MS-3. Heroin Epidemics: A Quantitative Study of Current 
Empirical Data 
One explanation of the spread of heroin use is provided through 
the application of mathematical models. The study provides a 
frame of reference for public policy analysis. 

MS-4. The Retail Price of Heroin: Estimation and Application 
This summary of research designed to develop estimates of 
heroin retail prices in selected U.S. cities is applied to problems 
associated with illicit narcotics use. Extensions of the analysis 
to other policy-related questions including the effectiveness of 
law enforcement policies are discussed. 

MS-S. Employment and Addiction: Overview of Issues 
New York City was the focal point for this investigation of addic
tion and employment-related issues. It explores employers' 
methods of relating to drug users and treatment programs' rela
tionships with employment groups. Recommendations for further 
study and action are provided. 

MS-S. T~e Organization of the United Nations to Deal with 
Drug Abuse 
The origins of international drug controls and structure of the 
United Nations system form the background for this detailed 
study. Provided are analyses and summaries of core compon
ents of tile United Nations including the Commission on Narcotic 
Drugs, Division of Narcotic Drugs, United Nations Fund for Drug 
Abuse Control, International Narcotics Control Board and World 
Health Organization. 
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MS-7. Occasional Heroin Users: A Pilot Study 
A report on the psychological testing of 12 non-addicted heroin 
users. This reprint of an article published in the Archives of 
General Psychiatry is free of charge. 

MS-8. Survey of City/County Drug Abuse Activities: 1972 
A companion to the State Survey, this report describes drug 
abuse activities in cities and counties with populations exceed
ing 50,000 and 100,000 respectively. The study analyzes efforts 
in law enforcement, administration, education, treatment and 
rehabilitation. 

MS-10. Recent Spread of Heroin Use in the United States: 
Unanswered Questions 
Empirical evidence suggests new heroin use has sequentially 
"peaked" in U.S. communities from 1967 to the present. Shifts 
in peak use from large to smaller cities are discussed with impli
cations for future drug abuse po:icy and planning. 

Special Studies Series 
55-1. Morphine Maintenance, The Shreveport Clinic, 1919-1923 
An in-depth study of the Shreveport, LoUisiana, morphine main
tenance clinic, based on clinic records and extensive interviews 
with Dr. Willis P. Butler, director of the clinic during the period 
of its existence. 

SS~2. Drug Use, the Labor Market and Class Conflict 
A historical survey bringing to light data which indicates that 
not only is the socioeconomic pattern of narcotics use the 
same as it was a century ago, but that the problem of wide
spread addiction is a recurrent and cyclical one. 

55-3. "High" States: A Beginning Study 
A phenomenological study, written for the Drug Abuse COUtlciJ 
by Dr. Norman Zinberg, describes the actual experience of in
toxication with opiate and psychedelic drugs and places that 
experience within a social and psychologficaJ theoretical context. 

SSN4. Pot Luck in Texas: Changing a Marijuana law 
Journalist Paul Danaceau's in-depth account of the political and 
legislative history of changing the most severe marijuana posses
sion law in the country. 

Fellows Series 
F5·1. Major Newspaper Coverage of Drug IssuOs 
A nationwide study of the reporters who cover drug stories, out~ 
lining some ot the major problems both with newspaper manage~ 
ment and the understanding of policy among reporters. 
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Coming Soon 

FS-2. Police Chiefs Discuss Drug Abuse 
The men who head police departments in the nation's 27 largest 
cities talk about their perceptions of all aspects of the drug 
problem. 

FS-3. Street Status and the Drug Researcher: Issues in 
Paticipant-Observation 
A narration of personal experiences of a sociologist conducting 
a community drug study. 

FS-4. A Readers' Guide to the Drug Literature 
A comprehensive survey of all major writings in drug abuse, 
pointing out the issues and general theoretical orientations affect
ing current policy. 

Handbook Series 

HS-1. Accountability in Drug Education, A Model for Evaluation 
Designed for use by educators, admillistrators and researchers, 
this manual provides step-by-step explanations of program 
planning and assessment, keyed to the reader's level of involve
ment. Arranged in "workbook" fashion are sections discussing 
goal selection and outcome measurement including a compilation 
of recommended knowledge, attitude and behavior scales. Other 
sections provide useful information on the problems of test ad
ministration, considerations for scoring tests, and advice about 
using,· results to design more effective programs. 

HS-2. Drug Program Assessment, A Community Guide 
This study prepared for the Drug Abuse Council by the Urban 
Institute describes how community leaders can obtain syste
matic information of local drug programs' effectiveness, relating 
this to the planning process. 

HS-3. Students Speak on Drugs, The High School Student 
Project 
Nine student groups from across the country investigated illicit 
drug use in their local areas. Their findings and recommenda
tions are detailed in this report. Problems encountered by the 
student researchers are also described. 

Books 

Federal Drug Abuse Programs 
A report to the American Bar Association and the Drug •. Abuse 
Council describing Federal drug abuse activities through July 
1972. Analysis and recommendations regarding policies and 
programs are included. 
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Army Drug Abuse Program: A Future Model? 
This follow-up study to Federal Drug Abuse Programs focuses 
on one Federal agency's drug abuse efforts. The feasibility of 
replicating the military model is discussed. $2. 

Coming Soon 

Drugs: Administering Catastrophe 
Graham S. Finney recounts his experiences as former commis
sioner of New York City's Addiction Services Agency in this re
port. A useful primer for program administrators, operators and 
persons interested in public decision-making, the lengthy study 
includes chapters on planning, program linkages, intergovern~ 
mental relations, uses of technology and the "numbers game." 
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Publication Order Form 
(prepaid orders only will be accepted) 

Name ..................................................................................................... . 

Organization ......................................................................................... . 

Address ................................................................................................. . 

City I State I Zi p ....................................................................................... . 

Public Policy Series # __ PPS-1 
# __ PPS-3 
# __ PPS-5 

Monograph Series $1.25* # __ MS-1 
# __ MS-2 
# __ MS-3 
# __ MS-4 
# __ MS-5 
# __ MS-6 
# __ MS-7 
# __ MS-8 
# __ MS-10 

Special Studies $1.25* # __ SS-1 
# __ SS-2 
# __ SS-3 
# __ SS-4 

Fellows Series $1.25* # __ FS-1 

Handbook Series $2.25** # __ HS-1 
# __ HS-2 
# __ HS-3 

Books # __ FDAP 
#--.ADAP 

postage & handling 

Total Enclosed 

• $.75 each for oiders of 10 or more of the same publication 
** $1.50 each for orders of '10 or more of the same publication 

Publications 
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL~ INC. 
1828 l St, NW 
Washington, DC 20036 

no charge 
no charge 
no charge 

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$--

$
$
$
$-

$

$-
$
$-

no charge 
$-

$ .25 
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VIRGINIA 

[From the Washington Star-News, Sept. 11, 1975] 

DRUG PANEL ASKS ASSEMBLY To EASE VIRGINIA POT PENALTIES 

(By Sheila Kast) 

The Northern Virginia Drug Abuse Council has called on the Virginia Gener
III Assembly to wipe out criminal penalties for possession of small amounts of 
marijuana, a recommenda1.lon already stirring up opposition from a number of 
prosecutors. -

If the general assembly follows the drug council's advice, simple possession of 
marijuana will f)e treated like most traffic offenses-a fine, but no jail sentence. 
Currently, possession of marijuana is a misdemeanor that caJ.'ries up to $1,000 
fine and a year in jail. 

The drug abuse council was set up by the legislature to develop policies for 
controlling drugs in Northern VirginIa. It advises both the State Drug Abuse 
Council which funnels federal and state money to drug treatment programs, and 
the Northern Virginia Planning District Commission. 

"This group obviously has a great deal of creaibiIity in the state," said Keith 
Stroup, director of the National Organization for the Reiorm of Marijuana Laws 
(NORML). "I would say the legislutive effort (to decriminalize) is off and 
running." 

However, the recommendation is running into opposition from Northern Vir
ginia's prosecutors. Commonwealth's attorneys in Londoun and Fairfax counties 
and the city of Alexandria saitl yesterday they oppo,e any fUrther liberalization 
of marijuana laws. 

"I have seen too many 13, 14 and 15-year-olds thoroughly screwed up by it," 
said Fairfax COlllIUonwealth's Atty. Robert F. Horan Jr. "I don't know why we 
lreep playing with this hypocrisy of 'decriminalization.' I don't see how you can 
say, 'Legalize it for the user. but not for the seller.' " 

The council's recommenrlation, reached last night by a 10-2 vote with two ab
stentions, covers only "small amounts of marljuanR for personal use." Council 
members stressed they wanted to discourage the use of marijuana "by means 
other than criminal procedures." 

Stroup said it probably will take several years to convince the Virginia legis
lature to change its law. But he said he expects the D,C. City Council to decrim
inalize marijuana this yei!lr and the Maryland legislature to follow suit next 
spring. 

The council voted 10-1 with 3 abstentions to urge local police and prosecutors 
not to take persons caught; with marijuana into custody. 

Instead, the council said., police should invoke an IS-month-old state law that 
directs police officers to iSlme a summons to appear in court-similar to a sum
mons for a traffic offense-and to release the person immediately. 

Police in Arlington and Fairfax counties said yesterday they are not using 
that law because another statute directs them to fingerprint and photol?"l'apl1 drng 
offenders for the Central Oriminal Records Exchange in Richmond. 

"There is a conflict in the law," explained Arlington Police Lt. Walter Shoup. 
"In l)ne section of the code it says you will get fingerprints, and the other says 
you will release on the scene." 

Virginia Atty. Gen. Andrew p, MilIer has ruled that there is no conflict. In all 
opinion issued in May 1974" Miller said police should immediately take a person 
arrested for a misdemeanor to the nearest police station, book him, then decicle 
whether to release him with a summons to appear in court later. 

But John Zwerling, a Fairfax lawyer, told the drug councillllst night t,hat once 
a person is boolred, he usually ends up being required to post bond before he is 
released. 

"You cannot measure the trauma that person has gone through," Benjamin 
N. A. Kendrick, an Arlington lawer, told the council. "You are shaclded . , . you 
are placed quite frequently in what they call a drunk tank or lock-up ... You 
are subjected to all Idnds of mental and physical abuse, uncI you can start witIl 
rape." 

"For our purposes," answerecl council member Harolcl W. Vorhies, "whether 
that occurs 100 percent or 10 percent of the time, the important thing is that it 
does occur." 
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Because police stations are open 24 hours a day, Zwerling argued, persons 
possessing marijuana could go at their convenience for fingerprinting. Or police 
could carry pressure-sensitive paper to take prints, like the prints some stores 
take when one cashes a check, he said. 

According to a report of the drug abuse council's starr, Northern Virginia juris
dictions spend about $250,OOO-ubout one-third the budget for their drug treat
ment programs-to arrest, oversee and treat people charged wUh possession of 
marijuana. 

Arrests for simple possession of marijuana account for two-thirds of all drug 
arrests in Northern Virginia, the report said. Arrests for posses is on have nearly 
doubled in foul' years-from about 650 in 1971 to more than 1,200 in 1974. 

Six states have decriminalized the personal use of small amounts of marijuana, 
and 25 states are considering snch legislation. Stroup told the council. 

In Montgomery Coutlty, State's Atty. Andre,,' L. Sonner has announced he will 
not prosecute marijuana smoking in the home if no one complains about it. In the 
District, U.S. Attorney Earl. J. Silbert announced last fall that hiS office would 
not prosecute anyone caught with less than five "joints," or marijuana cigarettes, 
but dropped the policy after sharp criticism from the U.S. Department of Justice. 

WISCONSIN 

[From the Milwaukee Journal, Nov. 14, 1975] 

DRUG PANEL BACKS EASING OF POT LAWS 

MADISON, WIs.-The State Council on Drug Abuse, on a 7 to 1 vote, recom
mended Thursday that civil, rather than criminal, llenalties should apply to the 
possession of small amounts of marijuana. 

The recommendation would continue to make possession or sale of the drug 
illegal, however. 

The council vote capped a lengthy stndy on the question by the technical group 
which advises the council, the Controlled Substunres Board .. 

The board held a series of public hearings on the question of decriminalization 
and at a meeting last month, made the recommendation adopted by the council 
Thursday.! The board's vote was 4 to 2. 

MARQUARDT OPPOSED 

Karl Marquardt, executive secretary of the State Pharmacy Examining Board, 
rast the only negative vote on the council. He had been one of two members on the 
Controlled Substances Board that had opposed decriminalization. 

The other opponent, Dr. Darrold Treffert, superintendent of the 'Wiunebago 
Mental Health Institute, urged the council to turn dowu the recommendation. 
He is not a member of the council, but was invited to give tlle board's minority 
report. 

Rep. George Klicka (R-Wauwatosa), a couucil member, also voted against 
the proposal. He has not been confirmed as a member of the group, however, and 
his vote was treated as unofficial. 

WILL GO TO LEGISLATURE 

The recommendation ",n be forwarded to the Legislature, which has several 
bills that would decriminalize marijuana pending. 

If approved by the Legislature and Gov. Lucey, Wisconsin would join five other 
states which have decriminalized marijuana possession, Atty. Gen. Bronson C. 
La Follette sHid. It would follow enactment of 0. law in 1969 in which the crime 
was reduced fro111 a felony to a misdemeanor. 

Contending that "we are a drug deluged society," Treffert argued that he was 
"not. sure we need to sanction another drug for its use and abuse." 

"At some point," he added, "we'll have to get closer to each other, rather than 
using drugs to do that." 

HIGH COSTS PREDICTED 

Treffert said he doubted that disrespect for authority from the younl\' resulted 
from bad marijuana le/dslation ; it is a harmful drug and there will be high costs 
for the expansion of facilities to treat drug abuse, he said. 
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Dr. Joseph Benforado, of the University of Wisconsin and chairman of the 
council, said, how.ever, that laws which did not express the public good should 
be changed. The law, as it now :>tanc1s, he added, is "an inappropriate bludgeon 
that harms at a time when healing is needed." 

La Follette said there was a tremendous social cost under the law now. In 1974, 
he noted, about 80,/" of all drug related arrests were for possession of mari
juana, which meant that a tremendous allloullt of time und energy was expended 
by 1a \Y enforcement agencie~. 

MORE BASIC CRIMES 

The Division of Criminal Inycstigation in the State Justice Department, 
La Follette Raid, f:WorH decriminalization. 

"'Vesel' it aR an oPIJortunit~· to let la \Y enforcement devotE' more resources to 
solve what are more basic crimes in our soC'iety," tIle attorney general said. 

NATIONAL 

[From the.Terre Haute (Ind.), Tribune May 1, 1915J 

A LOT Is GOING TO POT 

(An Editorial) 

New insight iutu -::11e widespread use of marihuana is found in a study issued 
by the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. The study concludes that 
Americans smoke fom: tons of pot daily. 

The sale of marihuana is big, though still clandestine, business. The author 
of the federal study, Dr. WilIlam l\IcGlothlin of the Unh'ersit:r of Southern 
California at Los Angeles, says the annual bill for the stuff is 1.4 billion dollars. 
'1'he dealers' pl'ofit is said to total 835 million. 

Allother point made in the report is of interest-particularly, no doubt, to 
those who indulge in the use of this euphoric drug. On the average, McGlothlin 
notes, a so-called ounce of pot sold in this country actually weighs just a bit 
over three-quarters of an ounce. This gives dealers a nice little bonus. 

Questions as to the possibility of physical and psychological harm caused by 
marihuana, ancl as to the morality of its use, have been widely (liscnssed oyer 
the past decade or so. Frolil this controversy has emerged a growing but by no 
means overwhelming consensus that state marihuana stahltes, most of them 
enacted before legislators had access to much hard information about the drug, 
are harsher than need be. The trend now is toward easing the penalties for 
posseSSion of smaH amounts of marihuana, and there is even considerable public 
sentiment for legalizing possession and use of the drug and subjecting it to 
controls such as tlIOse applied to alcoholic beverages. 

We believe that, 011 balance, this liberalizing trend is preferable to the harshly 
restrictive attitude that used to prevail. At the same time, we find it disturbing 
that so many young people slllol;:e pot-either because it is the thing to do, or 
because they feel a need for its artifically induced euphoria. The report that 
Americans use four tons of marihuana a day, nearly 1,500 tons yearly, raises 
troubling questions. 

[From tIle Washington Post, lIIay 7,1975) 

COURT URGES EMl'HASIS ON VIOLENT ('RIME 

(By Eugene L. Merer) 

The chief judge of the D. C. Superior Court said yesterday tbat law l'llforce
ment officials 'Sl1oulcl reduce prosecution 'of "so-called Ylctimle~s crimes" such 
as marihuana possf'ssion, gambling, prostitution uncI illegal liquor sales amI 
concentrate in~tea(l 011 crimes of violence. 

At a congressional hearing on criminal justice in the Washington area, Chief 
Judge Harolcl H. Greene lent his YOice to what appears to be a growing senti
ment in criminal justice circles. GiYen limitecl l'esources, some judges, prose
cutors and defense lawyers haye argued, prosecution of Yictimless crime must 
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be sacrificed to permit Yigorous prosecution of more serious offenders such as 
murderers, rapists, robbers and burglars. 

··It's a matter 'of emphasis," Greene explained later. "There are dozens of 
la ws on the books which the police make yery little effort to enforce, like 
adultery." Prosecutors, he suggested, could tell the police, ",\Ye prefer you 
conrelltrate 011 robbery cases," and drop eharges for tll(' "yictimless crimes." 

The result of this shift in emphasis, Greene said. would he more arrests for 
Yiolent crimes and fewer for the minor ones, freeing misdemeanor judges to 
try the increased felony load. 'l'his can he a('complished without legislation 
legalizing or "decriminalizing" Yictimll:'ss crimes, Green RaW. 

In !'ecent lllonths U.S. Attorney Earl J. Silbert order·ed his assistants not to 
proset'ute those arrested with small alllounts of marihuana. Silbert's plan was 
supported by Greene and opposed br police officials before being oyerruled hy 
.Tustice Department superi·ors. 

Or.egon and California haye "decl'iminalizecl marihuana possession by sub
jecting offenders as they would parking Yiolators; to a small fine. In D.C. 
Superior Court all victimless crimes" make up a third of the entire mis
demeanor workload. Marihuana offenses account for one-fourth of Yictimless 
erinm cases, which has led some judges to call for decriminalization of that 
offense here. 

"The public," Greene testified yesterday at the first of 12 scheduled House 
District Committee hearings on the area's criminal justice system, "demancls 
more action against robberies, rapes, murders, aggra1'ated assaults and similar 
offenses, and that is where our priOl'ities must' be." 

To this encl, Greene said, the local ronrt'fl should also be shorn of responsi
bility for trade offenses and most landlord and tenant disput('s. 

Persons charged \Yith minor misdemeanors should be kept out of the courts 
entirely through special dh'ersion programs, Greene said. However, he added, 
repeat major offenders, both juveniles and adults, should be imprisoned for 
longer perdods of time. 

Entering a national debate on whether such repeat offemlers should be re
habilitated or kept in jail longer to protect the community, Greene asserted, 
"Some long-time recidivists simply cannot be rehabilitated." 

Instead "of wasting funds on those whose past records show they are unlikely 
to be reformed," Greene said. the funds now allocated for their reform a tion 
should be spent on more effective probation 'Supenision, work release and half
way houses for those who can be F'ulvaged. 

'l'estifying earlier, D.C. Court of App·eals Chief ;rudr:e Gerard D. Reilly cited 
pOlice estimates that 25 per cent of each dar'R offenses are committed by 
recidivists. 

Reilly critized the D.O. corrections department for "permitting unsupervised 
furloughs of cOllyicted felons before eyen their minimum sentence expir('s," 
and for frequently assigning long-term prisoners to halfway houses "where 
custodial supel'Yision is minimal" several months befor·e they are eligible for 
parole. 

Reilly ancI Montgomery County JuYenile Jud«e Douglas H .. ::Uoore Jr. both 
rejeeted the notion that recent crime increases can be attributed solely to the 
economic reression. 

DUl'ing the Depression, Reilly said, "unemployment berame as high as 20 
per cent and the econoLlic hardship to the Inid-off worker was not alleviated 
by unemployment compensation or welfare." Yet, he said, "crime statistics 
dropped and did not rille dramatically ngain until the affluent late 19508 and 
1960s." 

Judge ::\IoOl'e 'said there lllay be a correlation in big cities but he blamed any 
suburhan rrime .Jncreases on "a g('neral breakdown in diSCipline in the homes 
anCi schools" and a belief by juYeniles that nothing will happen to them if 
they get caught. 

[Fr!lm the Chicago Tribune, Aug. 3, 1975] 

AMERICA'S GRASS SlIWKERS LIGHT UP 

(By Jerald terHorst) 

WASHINGTON-Society, science and government are steadily becoming more 
tolerant of marihuana. Once regarded as the first step on the road to degrada
tion, addiction, and crime, marihuana smoking seems likely to become as socially 
acceptable and as legally permissible as drinking hard liquor. 
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The changing 'lttitude is perceptible almost eyerywhere. The first familY's 
children haye trie<1 "grass," just as haye many of theiL' peers thruout the land. 
They are not now smoking it, according to Bett~· Ford, but the fa(t that she and 
the President can publicly acknowledge their children's experilllentation speaks 
volumes about a new Im'el of public tolerance. 

A recent federally financed study failed to detect any serious 01' long-term 
effects of hea\'y marihuana smoldng beyond those incurred by hea"." tobaccl) 
smokers. Law enforcement officials at federal and ~tate leyels alreadr are shift
ing toward the re(}uctioll or elimination of criminal penalties for marihuana 
USE:'. America's cigaret makers, Shrewd in the ways of business an(} merchandis
ing, reportedly are preparing for the time of eventual legalization just as the 
liquor industn' mude ready for the repeal of Prollillition ill 1932. 

The most recent sign of the relaxed federal atmosphere toward marihuana 
occurred the other da~' with the Justice Department's choice of formt'r "'ashing
ton Police Chief JenT ,T. Wilson to head the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administra
tion. Wilson, who gaineel notoriety if not fame as the cop who cracked down on 
antiwar demonstrators during the Nixon years, fayors a reduction of penalties 
for personal use and possession of small amounts of marihuana. 

That is a "ital first step toward the ewntual "decriminalization" of pot smok
ing. In a recent column in the 'Yashington Post, 'Vilson declared the "moderate 
sanction" against marihuana USe "is perhaps the best way to retain a societal 
expression of diRappro\'al for an infraction which few among us presently COI1-
sider a serious crime." 

:\Ioderate sanctions are what we apply now against traffic law violators, public 
loiterers, and disturbers of thE:' peace. Donald Santarelli, formE:'l' head of the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Admini:';tratioll, and Dr. Robert Dupont, White 
House coordinator of drug abuse prevention programs, share "'ilson's vie\Y . .so 
do an increasing number of city and state officials. 

Already this year, Alaska, California, Colorado 3)1(1 :\laine haye adopted laws 
lllal{ing the possession of small quantities of :\lari!mallu a civil offense rather 
than a crime. Xearly half of the state legislatures llaYe debated decriminalization 
bills. Oregon began the trend in 1973, with a statute that treats the possession 
of less than an ounce of marih uana in almost the same fashion as traffic offend
ers are treated-subject to $100 fine but not to arrest. 

Prompting the incrE:'ased leniency and public acceptance has been a steady 
succession 0f medical stUdies debunking earlier notions that marihuana not only 
created an appptite for hard drugs lil,e heroin but was itself a cause of mental 
deterioration, Yiolence, and crime. Rcience is not saJ'iug that lllarihuana is good 
for you, but only that it is probably no more harmful than hea,,), consumption 
of alcohol or tobacco. 

Additionally, the public's attitude has been rE:'shaped by the hundreds of 
thousands of youths, at all levels of income and society, " .. ho ha \'e tried marihuana 
in the last two decades. Puffing a "jOint" bE:'came fashionable among young 
Americans particularly du:ing the 1960s as a means of tl€"fyillg the cultural "aInes 
of their elders. 

Now these tE:'en-agerR are adults, holding jobs, rearing families, Yoting in 
elections-in short, helping mold American SOCiety and ~etting its standards. 
Unlike oWer geellrations, toda~·'s young adults see nothing especially eyil about 
pot smoking anel resent the fact that the law generally deals 1110re leniently 
with booze drinkers. 

According to 'YilSOll and other Ia \y enforcement officers, this hE:'I11S explain 
why marihuana arrests arE:' ltp-more than 421,000 last year. "'lost such arrests 
result from searchE:'S related to arrests Oll other chargeR. ::\,ine out of 10 marihuanH 
arrests arE:' due to the abundance of the drug in the social COlllllltmity, lIot 
to any police cmckdowll on marihuana. 

In that reRpect, today's marihuana scene is reminiscent of the Prohibition era of 
bootleg wbisky, speakeasit's, bathtub gin, and bacl;: yard stills. In time, the laWfl 
against marihuana will suffer the same public fate as the ban 011 drinking liquor. 

[From the W[lshlngton Star-News, Oct. 16, 1975) 

l\!ARIJUANA SMOKED MORE, AND A'r AN EARLIER AGE Now 

(By Michael Satchell) 

'\Yhat llarcotics agents suspected, drug abuse expE:'rts ft'ared 1111(1 pot smo1,Pl's 
knew in their hearts all along, has now been firmly established: marijnana hns 
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joined alcohol ,and tobacco as widely used social drugs of choice for a large 
segment of the population. 

llesults of four major studies recently released by the Xational Institute on 
Drug Abuse (NIDA), make it clear that marijuana use is reaching new highs. 
The weed is being smoked by more and more youngsters, and at an earlier age. 
For many older teens and young adults, its mie lias evolved frolll sneaking the 
odd joint to the regular use of the drug. 

The evidence from these and other studies seems clear and oYerwhelming. 
But on the question of whether marijuana smoking may be hazardous to one's 
health, the jury is still out and, say the experts, it will stay out for a couple 
of decades at least. 

More than one in five of the nation's 14- and 15-yeur-olds smoked pot last year, 
double the number in 1972, according to the studies. Use among the 12- to 
17-year-olds rose from 17 to 25 percent oyer the same two-year period. The 
studies also found that 6 percent of the nation's 3 million high schoolers smoked 
gral<S each day. And 56 percent of the 18- to 2O-year-olds used the weed. 

The "reefer madness" scare, begun in the 1930s and perpetuated almost single
handedly for three deeades by Harry Anslinger who headed up the old Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics, has today become largely discarded and uiscredited. It dies 
hard, however. 

Three months ago, for example, readers of a small newspaper in Southwest 
Virginia were treated to this account of the effects of pot, contained in a letter 
to the editor from Joseph Gabrys, a retired federal narcotics officer who liYes 
in Arlington. 

"They stripped themselves of all clothing and masturbated almost continuous
ly i their habits became filthy, feces and urine being paased in the bed or on the 
floor. Some would sing at the top of their yoice for hours. On seeing a nursing 
orderly or medical officer they would crawl abjectly along the floor and beg for 
more." 

Gabrys, quoting from a 1949 medical account of Indian marijuana smokers in 
the British Army, added in his own words: "A stupid kid smoking eYen one 
marijuana cigarette can become so deranged that he will commit an act which 
borders on insanity. l\I,arijuana in concentrated form is known as hashish ... 
an Oriental word from which assassin is derived." 

This approach, which five years ago would haye been taken at face yalue 
by a lot of people, today is scorned by responsible drug prevention workers 
aware that such exaggeration simply reinforces the attitudes of skeptical young 
people who have heard adults cry wolf too often on the marijuana health issne. 

Dr. Robert DuPont, for example, the head of NIDA Rnd the gOl'ernment's 
top drug abuse expert, believes tl'flt "for people who use '11!;l'ijuana in moderate 
rl08e8, in a safe setting and in a rl'"sonable fashion, tllere is no evidence of harl11-
ful health consequences right now." 

But DuPont adds the qualifier "right now" because he worries dE'eply abont 
the long-term medical effects on the body. During the J930s, he said, when the 
"E'vil killE'r" image of marijuana was being fashioned by the authorities, C'ig-,ll'
E'ttes were widely advel'tised as being a boon j 0 .gcod health and nicotine became 
a national habit. 

"It took us 20 years to learn the truth about tobacco," DuPont said ruefully, 
"It may take us 20 or twice ,that to learn the truth about marijuana smoking." 

The newest findings on the extent of its use in the United Stntes startled Du
Pont, who confessed that "18 months ago, I was mucll more sanguine about mari
juana. It seemed like a nonissue. I was preoccupied wHh heroin." 

All along, he said, the common assumption had been tha:t marijuana smoking 
was mainly an experimental experience, and that it would be used as a temporary 
alternative to alcohol or tobacco. But the newest findings show that it has joinE'd, 
ra'ther than rE'placed them, among America's popular rprreational drugs. 

As more and more evidence is accumulated on marijuana's apparent benign 
Ilature, people in DuPont's position find themselves in something of a binel when 
it comes to persuadin,g the public that they shouldn't smoke grnss-particularly 
in the face of established measures of damage from alcohol anrl narcoticfl. 

ThE' sorial costs of smoking aJ1(I drinking have heen E'stimMed at $25 billion a 
year am] 9 million alcoholics from one IE'gal drug $10 billion frol11 the other with 
all the attendant miseriE'S of death, injury, disease anel disrupte>d family life. 

The pot lobby, chiefly the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana 
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Laws, (NORML) pOints to this enormous cumulative effect on society and asI{s 
"why pick on us?" 

Keith Stroup, NORML's executive director, says that the medical argument 
against marijuana smoking hasn't been a serious issue in the drive for mari
juana decriminalization since the Drug Abuse Council and Consumer Reports 
labeled grass much less harmful than tobacco or alcohol. 

"The medical issue is n. red herring now," Stroup argues. "IVe have to convince 
legislators that the risk in smoking grass is a reasonable one. lYe don't i .l.y that 
pot is 100 percent safe, no drug is harmless. Adolescents should be discouraged 
from smoking it. Pregnant women shouldn't smoke it. But if you are a responsible 
adult, you should be allowed to make your own decision on\vhether grass is going 
to be harmful to you, and ,the overwhelming evidence is that it isn't." 

}'.n enormous amount of medicall·esearch bas been done on marijuana ancl the 
National Institutes of Health funds about $5 million worth of clinical studies 
each ~'ear. It is generally agreed on both sides of the issue that the weed is not 
addictive, and is far less damaging to health than alcohol or tobacco. It is also 
a consensus of opponents and smoIrers that you shouldn't drive while stoned and 
that heavy smoking can leacl to lung problems such as bronchitis. 

Recent, highly publicized studies haVE) found various risks associated with 
marijuana smolting-that it cun canse chromosome damage in heavy users, that 
it causes brain damage, that it renders users more susceptible to infectious 
(liseases, that it leads to deterioriation ill !Jodil:.' and mental functioning, and that 
it lowers the body's production of the male hormone testosterone and could pro
duce temporary sterility. 

Each of these findings was the result of clinical study by respected medical 
researchers, yet all but tlle testosterone study by Dr. Robert Kolodny have been 
challenged by other eq aally respected researchers. 

NOR;\IL's battery of medical advisers have told Stroup that the Kolodny study 
is tile only one that appears to be sound, Yet one of the latest studi.es of mari
juana smoking to be made public-an extremely comprehensive batterY of tests 
finance(l by the U.S. Army-found no evidence of lowered testosterone levels, 
a direct contradic'tioll to the KOlodny findings. 

Dr George Lundberg, professor of pathology [It the USC iVIedical School in 
Los Angeles, is one of those who believe enough money has been spent on clinical 
research into marijuana's effects, and that funds should be switebed to long
term studies of t?:lC drug·s effect. He also finds pot relatively llarmless. 

Lundberg is b<::st lmown for bis computer check of 701,057 conseclltive admis
sions to tile L.A. County Hospital between 1961 and 1969 to 1001, for patients 
hospitalized by marijuana use. He found nl.ne. 

"Five of them were people who tried to inject marijuana intravenously, and 
they all got sicIt as dogs," Lundberg said.. "One person got sick at the stotllndl 
from ingesting it, The other three llad smoked and were dizzy, confused allll ill 
a dreamy state. They got well (]uicldy. 

"How can you compare that to alcohol. for example. After heart disease and 
cancer, alcohol-relatecl conditions are the third largest eause of death. I'm con
vinced tha t marijuana is less harmful than aspirin, or even caffeine. ''{hat we 
need to Imow now is what the cumulatiy(~ effect is going to be on aU the people 
who use pot." 

TIle only sound clinical lmowledge of long-term marijuana smoking is the so
called "Jamaica Study" commissioned by the National Institute of Mental Health 
Ilnd conducted on the Caribbean island b€,tween 1970 and 1972. 

Most Jamaicans in rural areas smok(~ prodigious amounts of "ganja", an 
average of seven or eight jOints a day of marijuana that is 10 times as strong 
as the average reefer smoked in the Ul1ib~cl States. 'I'he study of 30 heavy long
Uine smokers and an equal numhers of nonusers found no evidence that the 
smokers had suffered any damuge except for a susceptibility to lung problems, 
the result of the smoldng action rather than the chemical ingredients of the 
marijuana. 

All of this is small comfort to a man like DuPont who has the unenviable 
task of 'trying to persuade a dl'ug-oriented society that way to a better life is to 
ease up on the weed, whisky and nicotine. 

Although DuPont has come as dose as he politically can dare to endorSing 
marijuana deC'riminaHzation, he has harc1ened his position on the health risk 
of marijuana in the light of the latcst findings that pot smoking is ·firmly estab
lished and spreading. 

-----------------------------~ 
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[From tbe Wasbington Post, Jan. 24, 1976] 

LOOSENING TllE LAWS ON MARIHUANA 

(By Richard d. Bonnie *) 

A fllw months ago the administration's Domestic Council, in its White Paper on 
Drug Abuse, explicitly acknowledged that the Justice Department does not eu
force the federal prohibition against possession of marihuana. Apparently be
lieving that this was news, the press, including The Post, gave this statement 
front page coverage. But the nation's top drug law enforcement official had told 
the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse the same thing back in 
1971. 

In any event, the White Paller goes even further, explicitlr ranldng marihuana 
at the bottom of a scale of priorities among illicit drugs. In c()ntrust to heroin, 
barbiturates and amphetamines, for example, the '''hite Paper note that mari
hWlllU, as now uflcd, poses little risk to the u.ser or SOCiety. 

Unfortunately, stale and local police nevertheless arrest each year some half 
million persons, mostly between 18 and 25 rears of age, for possession of small 
amounts of marihuana. In response, six states 'and many legislators in the other 
states are aiming to redirect local enforcement resources in accord with national 
priorities by withdrawing the criminal sanction from possession of marihuana. 
One would think that the administration would welcomE' such efforts. 

But not only has the administration failed to endorSe decriminalization at the 
state level; it has also failed to endorse repeal of the meaningless federal pro
hibition. This is no small point. The drug laws of Yirtually eyery state arE' modeled 
after thE' federal law. As long as marihuana possession remains a crilllt' (up I (l 
one year in jail and-or a $5,000 fine) under federal law, many state legislators 
who might otherwise vote for reform will be hesitant to depart from apparent 
national policy. 

Attorney General Edward Levi recently stated to the Chicago Tribune that the 
administration woulc1 continue to resist the decriminalization of the possession 
of marihuana for personal usc on grounds of "symbolism," arguing that these 
reforms could cause 'other countl'ies-Mexico in particular--to question the 
seriousness of this nation's commitment to prevent traffic in drugs. In turn, his 
argument gOE'S, MexiCO and other countries might be less forthcoming in onr 
bilateral efforts to "clamp down" on the production of illicit drugs, especially 
lleroin, and their importation into this countrr, 

This argument is apparently the administration's last line of defense against 
what has become an oyerwhelming case for decriminalization. Eviclentl~' the 
federal government no longer contends-as it did when enacting marihuana 
prohibition in 1937-that cannabis use represents a serious threat to the public 
health, safet;)' and welfare. Nor does the administration continue to espouse the 
escalation hypotheSiS so popular in the 1950s and 1960s-that marihuana use 
might lead to the use of drugs which do present sncll harm. 

In 1972 anrl 1973, when scientific authority weighed in against exaggerated 
descriptions of marihuana's harmfulness, defenders of the status quo, inclucling 
President Xixon, began to assert that changing tIle marihuana laws might han' 
a domino effect, and over time would poison the attitudes of the American people 
toward the use of all vsy('hoactive s\lbstan('()~. 'Where there was certainty-all 
illicit drugs me bad·-there now would be ambiguity. "The line against the nse 
of dangerous drugs is now drawn on this side of marihuana," said Mr. Nixon ill 
March 1973. "If we move the line to the othel' side and accept the use of this drug, 
how call we draw the line against other illegal drugs'! Or will we slide into fin ae
('('ptunce of their uf;e, as well?" 

The ]'ol'd administration apparently recognizes the limitations of this sym
bolic a1:gulliE'ut as indeed it must in light of this nation's ambivalence toward 
use of alcohol-an intoxieati np; drug lUore harmful than marihuana by any 
cl'itt'doll, anfl in light of the f,cL that SOlUe 15 milliun AnlE'rieallS USe l1Huihuana 
recreationully without harlU tll Ihemselves or others, nut now tile AttorneY 
Genernl has concocted a new sYl'lbolic aI'gmllPnt; he simply asserts that um;
liorating a domestic luw ,wder whkh some five hundred thonsand young Ameri
CUllS are I1r1'\.'sI:9(1 "pry year, will someholV h!we a c1clet0riollS "ffeet on the 

·The wr1t~r, nn I\~sodutc jlr"f~~sor of 1n.w nt the Unl\'~rsity of Virgln!'l. W'lB n:'s<)cinte 
director of the National Commission on :\!arihuana iwd Drug Abuse (1971 .. 73) ,'I'd Is u 
member of the National Ad\'!gVl'Y Counel! on Drug Abuse. 
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behavior of the governments of other nations. Mr. Levi apparently believes that 
Mexico and Tur1tey will doubt the seriousness of our efforts to curb the inter
national traffic in illicit drugs, especially heroin, just because wc refuse any 
longer to stigmatize our young people as criminals for possession of a joint. 

I do not mean to ridicule the diplomatic aspects of domestic drug policy. 
But the Attorney General cannot be serious when he maintains that decrim
Inalization can reasonably be regarded as a significant shift in our policy. The 
pl.lsition recommended by the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse in 1972 and being so fervently sought by representatives of the orgallizC(l 
bar, organized meclicine, Consumers Union, the lS'ational Educational .\ssocia
tion, the National Council of Churches and so on, is not that this nation adopt 
a policy of encouraging or approving the use of marihuana j indeed the reformers 
continually stipulate, as did the National Commission, that the appropriate 
policy is to discourage the use of marihuana. NOr do the reformers seek any 
modification of the essentially prohibitory approach towarcl the availability of 
marihuana, "decriminalization" does not, for example, refer to any modification 
of the laws against the commercial production, importation and distribution of 
marihuana, all of which are felonies under both state amI federal law. 

Changes in our dOllle&tic policy towarcl supply might have internationalreper
cussions j we are, after all, a signatory of the Single convention on narcotic 
drugs. But the issue now on the publiC agenda-and the one to which Attol'11ey 
General Levi was l'eferring-is the wisdom of making criminals out of: mari
huana users, not marihuana trafficl{ers. 

The policy of criminalizing marihuana users has severely wounded the legal 
system, has eroded public confidence in criminal justice and has mude moel,ery 
of respect for law. These laws are both unjust and inefficient. 'l'he case for 
decriminalization is overwhelming. And this is true for the same COllll)elling 
reasons that conYinced all but four of the United StateH not to go so far as to 
prohibit the possession of alcohol for personal use during the decade of alcohol 
prohibition. 

Even if marihuana use is decriminalized, the U.s. government could continue 
to attempt to reduce the 110w of illicit drugs into this country and to reduce 
trafficking in these substances witllin the borders Df the United States; and 
the administration could devote to these tasks those law enforcement doUat·s 
commensurate with the priority which it attaches to supply-reduction. But it 
is not only ludicrous, but also disingenuous, to argue that the arrest l11ul prose
cution of an individual for possession of marihuana for his own use is au 
essential ingredient of this nation's anti-narcotics policy. To the contrary, the 
price that this nation pays by arresting five hundred thousand individuals each 
year for possession of marihuana for their own use is exhorbitallt. To refuse 
to pay it any longer would not signal a retreat from current policy but would 
rather reinvigorate this nation's commitment to recluce the social cost of drug 
abuse. 

1fr. Levi probably knows this. EYen if we do not view the criminalization of 
marihuana use an an integral part oJ: our anti-narcotics strategy, he woulc1 
respond, the l\Ie)..icans do-or at least they say they do. Here we reach the 
bottom line. If the i'lIexiC'llns really do view marihuana use and heroin traf
ficking as being of a piece, it is only because this nation convinced them, 
fallaciously, of this connection ill the 19508 and early 1960s. :Moreover, whether 
the Mexicans translate this misguided attitude into tIleir domestic law is cer
tainly none of our com'ern; is :Mr. Leyi really saying tllat we should permit the 
Mexicans to impose their imprudent politics on us '! It does seem ironic that 
a criminal prohibition rooted in this nation's post-'World 'War I prejudice against 
Mexican iml11igrants is now being perpetuated because of the Mexican goverll
ment's ,objection to its repeal. 

[From the Washington Post, Jan. 24, 1976] 

DRUGS, SYJ\[BOLISJlf, .AND :\In. LEVI 

(An Editorial) 

~n an interview several weeks ago with the Washington hl11'eau of the Chicago 
Trl~un~, ~tto:~ey Gen~ral Edward H. Leyi was askecl his viewil on the subject 
of uecrllnmahZlllg l11al'llmana. He al1swerecl that he was l'oj]cerned about the 
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possible "symbolism" of the United ::;t~tes' decriI~inaliziI~g pot wl~ile. trying 
in our bilateral talks with other countrIes to end mternatlOnal traffic III hard 
narcotics. On the facing page, Prof. Richard Bonnie of the University of Yir
ginia Law School deals with the logic-or lack of it-of the attorney general's 
position. What was striking to us was the manner in which the attorlley gen
eral, who should speak with great clarity on such a matter, folded marihua~a 
and heroin into one larger issue called drug tra1Iicldng. lIe IlIade no clear ellS
tinction between our society's legitimate interest in lteeping heroin off our streets 
anel the continueel criminal sanction for the possession of slllall amounts of mari
lmana for personal use. To quote the attorlley general elirectly : 

"One of the problems in the frequent suggestions that you really shouleln't 
worry about marihuana is that-and that it ought to be decriminalized, its use 
and so on-is that we're asldng other countries to damp down and at the sallle 
time that we're apparently indicating that as far as we are concerned, we don't 
think it's so serious." 

What this country thinks is "so serious," as the attorney general should well 
know, is the fact of increasing reports of Mexican brown heroin flooding the 
streets of the cities and the schools of the subnrbs. The Drug Abuse Task 
Force of the Domestic Council said the priority should be OJ) stopping that 
traffic and the country's drug abuse resources should be directed to that end. 
To the extent that law enforcement personnel are still diverted to the wasteful 
arrest of half a million young pot smokers a year, the Task Force found those 
resources were misdirected. That the attorney general confuses those two sepa
rate issues is disturbing. The organized bar, the associations of prosecutors in 
several states, the Domestic Council Task Force and the legislatures in six 
states have made the distinction and the earth has not crumbled. Why the at
torney general can't manage to make it is beyond us. 

[From the Washington Star, Feb. 11, 1976] 

LATEST U.S. MARIHUANA S'fUIl1. MOSTLY GOOD NEWS FOU USFRS 

(By Michael Satchell) 

The government's 5th annual Marihuana and Health Report to Congress may 
be the best news for pot smokers since Oregon became the first state to de
criminalize marihuana possession two years ago. 

For the first time the survey of new medical findings related to the marihuana 
aud health iss.ue contains no dire warnings that users of the drug face possible 
severe health consequences. 

In fact, it reports that research conducted during 1975 had failed to support 
previous studies suggesting that smoking marihuana could lead to genetic 
damage, lower fertility rates or possible impotence. 

The survey, which was released today. also reports on some promising new 
medical uses of the drug for cancer, asthma and glaucoma patients. 

Dr. Robert IJ. DuPont, clirec!ol' of the National Ill:;l1tute on Drug Abusp which 
prepares the annual surve~', ~tresses in the ref/ort that while the now survey 
"does not give marihuuna a cleun bill -::>f health aR some would hope, it does not 
support the feul' and irrationality that still characterize some of the public de
bate- about mll.lihuana." 

The government's top drug expert says continuing studies make it clear that 
marihuana intoxication, like getting drunk on alcohol, POSl'S significant hazards. 
Just like drunks, people who are stoned on marihuana shouldn't fi~' airplanes, 
drive or operate industrial machiner~', the report warns. 

DuPont is known to prlvat~ly favor scrapping criminal penalties for P0i"
session of small amounts of marihuana, and in the past he has ventured close 
to saying outright that he sl~pports decriminalization. 

What is holding him back is a fear that an endorsement of decriminalization 
by the government's chief drug spokesman will be misinterpreted as a message 
that smoking marihuana is medically safe. 

DuPont has consistently stressed that the long-term effects of marihuana 
smoking still are not known, despite recent major studies of long-term smokers 
that show no damage to the users. 

These federally funded studies of heavy long-time smokers in Costa Rica, 
Jamaica and Greece found no reductions in the ability of smokers to work, 
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nor any permanent or irreversible brain damage. 'l'hey also cast serious doubt, 
according to U.S. researchel's, on the theory that smoking lowers fertility. The 
NIDA report suggests that the numbers of persons studied in these recent 
surveys were not big enough to be conclusive. 

The new report indica to!! that heavy smokers of marihuana can develop a 
physical dependency OJl the drug and a tolerance to its effects. New studies also 
confirmed the continually incrensing use of the drug, lllostly among young 
people. For the first time, a majority of the nation's 18- to 25-year-olds-some 53 
percent-have now smoked marihuana, the report says. _ 

"Unusual therapeutic promise" in the use of THe', the actiye ingredient in 
marihuana, was discovered in studies last year, the report continues. 

A side effect of chemotherapy being given to cancer patients is extreme nausea 
and vomiting and standard anti-emetic drugs have been unsuccessful in pre
venting it. 'I'HO has been found to be effective anti-emetic for virtually all of 
the cancer patients receiVing it in tests, the reports shows, adding that most 
of the patients also got "high" from the drug. 

THC preparations have also been yaluable in reducing internal eye preSsure 
in glaucoma patients. And nse of the drug was found to be effectiYe in dilating 
pulmollary air passages and decreasing airway resistance in asthma patients. 
Because smoking is oIJviously a lung irritant, THO is being developed in aerosol 
form for bronchial patients. 

[From the Christian ScIence Monitor, Feb. 12, 1976] 

MARIHUANA: CONGRESS NUDGED 

(By Robert P. Hey) 

A new government report on marihuana use adds more fuel to a congres
sional drive to substitute fines for j"n sentences for those caught with mari
huana, several congressional sources say. 

The drive is moving so slowly that it is unlikely Congress will act this year, 
although one or more subcommittees or full committees may recommend it. 

This year's election complicates the issue-and makes congressional passage 
even less lilwly. Most pOlitical observers believe thfrt a politician who supports 
milder penalties for marihuana use generally loses more votes than he gains. 

The new report on marihuana use, released Wednesday (Feb. 11) by the fed
eral National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA), says marihuana use continues 
to be concentrated in young people -aged 18 to 25. The study, NIDA's, fifth annual 
report to Congress on the issue, adds that overall use continues to increase. 

The report says that research over the past year does not support earlier 
evidence about possible long-term health hazards from sustained marihuana 
use-a concern that weighed heavily in stalling congressional attempts to de
criminalize the drug. 

But neither does it completely clear marihuana of health effects. Various re
search studies have provided contradictory evidence thus far, all sides in the 
debate admit. 

This report does not give marihuana a clean bill of health as some would 
hope," wrote Dr. Robert Du Pont, director of tIle drug abuse in8titute. "Nor 
does it support the fear and irrationality that still characterize SOllle of the. 
public debate." 

The effort to change the present federal marihuana laws centers 011 the 
Senate. New proposals would affect only persons with one ounce of marihuana 
or less in their possession. Such a small amount indicates they intend it solel~' 
for theil' own use, say backers of decriminulization, and do not intend to sell it. 

All proposals now being considered in Congress would retain jail penalties 
for persons with more marihuana, who would be assumed to be dealers. 

Last spring the Senate's juvenile-delinquency subcommittee held hea·rings 
on removing the jail penalties in federal law for simple posseSSion or use of 
marihuana, as SOme states already have done. 

Subcommittee chairman Birch Bayh (D) of Indiana is among those favoring 
such a proposal. His view is that it is a needless stigma to give.a young person 
a lifelong criminal record by convicting him of the comparatively mild criminal 
offense of smoking marihuana. 

Senator Bayh favors Oregon's approach replacing jail penalties for posseSSion 
01' use of marihuana with fines of not more than $100. 
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Additionally, many feel too mucll police and court effort is diverted to atTest 
and prosecution of marihuana users. 

But the Senate subcommittee, faced with opposition from full committee 
chairman James Eastland (D) of :Mississippi, never voted last year on a 
decriminalization bill. This year it might, sources say. 

One reason is that Senator Eastland, long concerned about health and 
criminal aspects of marihuana, reportedly now has softened his opposition. 
He may now favor giving marihuana use offenders no more than 15 days in 
jail or a fine-at the judge's discretion j present federal law permits up to one 
year in jail, and a fine of $5,000. 

[From the New York Times, Feb. 12, 1976] 

PRICE OF MARIHUANA SOARS AS ITS USE INOREASES AMONG THE NATION'S 
AFFLUENT 

(By Les Ledbetter) 

PALO ALTO, Calif., Feb. l1~Gold dosed in London at $130.75 an ounce today, 
And an ounce of very potent marihuana went for $150 in New York City. 

Here in this materially and physically lush college town south of San Francisco 
four days ago, three young persons who regularly use and sell marihuana said 
that "top grade smoke" sells here for as high as $1,500 a pound. 

''A. grl;'edy dealer carefully selling small amounts of truly superior smoke can 
easily get $200 an ounce from some of the richer heads [smokers] around here 
if supplies me tight," said one woman who describes herself as a part-time seller 
or dealer in the San Francisco-Palo Alto area. 

Marihuana prices have skyrocketed in the 1970's until now some ounces of the 
drug 'Sell for as much as $350, largely because the sociology of marihuana smoking 
is changing and a new afIiuent g'roup of smol,ers who can pay higher prices has 
emerged. 

COLLEGE HABIT OONTINUED 

The great majority of regular marihuana smokers are still teen-agel's and col
lege students who pay from $15 to $60 an ounce for the drug and usually buy from 
friends. 

But interviews in 14 cities and towns around the country showed that there 
were growing numbers of 30-and 40-year-old professionals in law, business, medi
cine, finance and communications who have carried on the marihuana habit they 
acquired in college and graduate school and who have developed more refined and 
expensive taste. 

"Ten years ago, nobody with a position in the community would smoke it," a 
prosecutor in the Houston District Attorney's office said. "Now," he added, "the 
a1lluent younger professionals are, especially those who smoked it in college." 

William West, secretary of the ~Iarihuana Refo1'm League, a group of about 
100 southern Californians who fight for decriminalization of the drug, echoed 
this view that prices and demunds for potency were riSing because the middle
cluss college stuclents who took to smoking marihuana in large numbers during 
the 1960's were 'now becoming affluent and upwardly mobile. 

"The generation of marihuana users is now moving up in society," said Mr. 
West in Los Angeles. 

This view was supported by drug law enforcement officers interviewed as well 
as by sellers and users. 

")Iarihuanll 'and cocaine are being used by the morp. affluent sectors of society," 
said Capt. Jerry Campbell ,of the Los Angeles Police Department's Narcotics 
Division. 

"It used to be that only people in the poorest areas of the city and rock 
Illusicians ancI actors and actresses in Hollywood used marihuana. But, now," 
he continued, "we have doctors, lawyers, and businessmen using it. 

"There have been cases ,of wealthy peopJe here paying as much as $1,000 a 
pound for Aonagold (a very potent strain from Hawaii) ," Captain Campbell 
added. 

The younger, less affluent 'Smokers in American society appear to be turning 
to alcohol and other drugs, those who were interviewed say, ,001' these people with 
less money wind up smoking low potency marihuana bought from friends or 
grown at home or in the college dorm. 
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According to those inte-rviewed, and according to High Times, the two-year-old 
"magazine of high society" that lists soft drug prices by location and quality 
much as major newspapers quote commodity prices, the prices of marihuana 
have doubled, tripled and quadrupled in the last five years. 

Low potency strains, caUe(l "domestic." and "commercial Mexican" were said 
to have risen from $7 and $10 an ounce on the average in 1070 to $15 and $20 an 
ounce today. 

The much more potent Caribbean and South American varieties-Jamaican and 
Colombian Gold have risen in price from $15 or $20 an ounce five years ago to 
$40, $60 and even $100 an ounce in 1976. 

And the most exotic and highly potent Asian-grown strains, specifically "Thai 
Sticks," which were as cheap as $20 an ,ounce at the height of the Vietnam war, 
now command prices ranging from $200 to ~",rjU an ounce in the United States. 

Everyone in the Times interviews agrped that inilation was a major factor in 
causing even the lowest grades of m!l!rilmana to double in cost from about $7 an 
ounce in 1970 to $15 an ounce today. 

LIKE "EVERYTHING ELSE" 

Lieut. Edward F. Connolly of the Boston P.olice Department's Drug Control 
Unit, said: "The dealers want higher :plices simpl; because of inflation. They 
have the market and can usually get the price they want." . , 

And in Florida, Dade County Sgt. Dan Pagella said philosophically, "Prices are 
gOing up on everything else, why llOt marihuana?" 

And a woman in Los Angeles' who says she sells only to entertainment stars, 
said: "~Iost of these people couldn't caore about the price. They're not your :pot
heads who smo!m every minute of the day. They smoke on social occasions or for 
relaxation or before sex and they want the best quality ,possible." 

EMBARRASSMENT .AVOIDED 

Several users who conceded they had purchased marihuana at prices of $100 
an ounce and more saiel they were paying the higher prices because in their new 
positions they could not or did not want to buy from "street" dealers or sellers 
with apparent c.riminal connections. 

"You like to buy from someone on the same professional and social standing as 
yourself," said a lawyer frol11 Long Island, "You don't want some long-haired 
frea!;: coming to your office or home and embarrassing you, so you pay a little more 
to the high-class dealers and that's another very expensive middle man." 

"Thl' rule of thumb," said John E. YanDiyer, western regional director of the 
Federal Drug Enforcement Agency, "is that every time marihuana changes hands, 
it doubles in price." 

But some long-term users expressed the belief that indiYidual greed and 
conspiracies by exporters in foreign countries and impol·ters here were a prime 
cause. 

A IO-year-olcl Austin, Tex., man who sahl he had been selling marihuana since 
he was 12, said: 

"FiYe years ago, somebody would bring Ul) a ton of marihua11a and sell it for 
$50 a pound. But now, they'll go down to Mexico and score 50 pounds of real 
good weed and come baclt and sit on it and wait for a really good price." 

In Ann Arbor, Mich., where possession of small qnantities of marihuana has 
been punishable only by $5 finps, payable like a traffic ticket, for several ypars, 
one seasoned smoker asserted that sellers "are sitting on Mexican [strains) to 
drive the prices up." 

"ThE:' dealers are making a Idlling," he said. He explained that only tile more 
exotic and potent brands WE're 12adily available to him and that these hael come 
to cost more and 1110re oyer tIle last few years. 

A 21-year-olc1 University of 'l'exas psychology and transportation major, who 
said he sells about 80 ounces of marihuana a month, Raid: "The very fact that 
the price is going up at all is outrageous. There's an increase in the number of 
fll11okers, an increases in the number of acres planted and the laws are becoming 
lese: strin,<ent. The prices I'hOllld be gOing down. not up." 

"I think there's a possible conspiracy to hold back all the elope and chive the 
111'iceR up," 11(' addeel. "I don't think it's aU law enforct'mel1t eauRing the increase." 

But a dealer in Ann Arbor dE'fended tile rifling cost of his illegal product, flaying 
that seizures of Jarge shipments and crashefl of smuggling planes has bE'en "E'nough 
to interrupt service." 
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"We're charging people for the additional risks," he said. "The drug agencies 
have tightened down at the border and they are trying to get the Mexican 
O'fIicials to be more cooperative." 

Among the new group of affluent marihuana smokers, snobbery has also played 
a key role in raising prices according to several dealers. 

"'When I sell to a l\Iadison A venue ad man, a Wall Street broker, a hotshot 
lawyer or one of the wealthy playboys in this town," said a youthful New York 
seller, "they don't care whether an ounce costs $50 or $500 as long as it's the best 
available and as good or better than what their peers have." 

"The high prices even make the drug more attractiye," hI:' added. 
l\Iost smokers and sellers interviewed concluded that in addition to inflation, 

greed and higher risk, the craving by the new affluent class for the most potent 
variety of marihuana available had caused prices to rise. 

[From the Washington Post, Feb. 13, 1976] 

U.S. DRUG CHIEF SOFTENS MARIHUANA STANCE 

Alcohol and cigarettes are far more dangerous to the health of the user than 
marihuana, the government's top official on drug abuse said yesterday. 

Dr. Robert L. DuPont, head of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, also 
gave his personal view that civil penalties should be substituted for criminal 
prosecution of cases 'of possession of marihuana. 

"There is no question that alcohol and tobacco are causing us far more health 
problems than marihuana does," he told a news conference called to discuss the 
govl:'rnment's fifth annual report to Congress on marihuana and health, released 
thi!1 week. 

DuPont previously has avoided drawing comparisons among the three most 
widely used "repl'eational" drugs. Yestl'rday, however, he said that whill:' none 
of the drugs is safe, marihuana lacks the "lethal effects" of either alcohol or 
tobacco. 

Furthermore, said DuPont, young persons are more lil{ely to take up alcohol 
and tobacco first, then move on to marihuana, than the other way around. 

In a written statement, DuPont emphasized that the report concerns strictly 
the health aspects of marihuana use and does not reflect administration social 
policy. 

He was asked what advice he had for the parents of teenagers who use 
marih uana. 

"I would advise them not to get so terribly uptight, ~md talk with them about 
the consequences of their decisions," he said. "l\fy advice is if they are not using 
(any of the three drugs), don't take it up. 

"There are healtll risks associated with all of the drugs. If a young person 
does use (one of the drugs), I would encourage them to nse less of it." 

I-Ieavy and steady marihuana use can cause respiratory problems like bron
chitis, DuPont said, and its intoxicating effects can mal{e driving and use of 
industrial equipment hazardous. 

Despite these potential effects, he said, marihuana lael{s the life-threatening 
overdose danger of alcohol and is more likely to cause health problems than 
cigarettes. 

DuPont also said he favors doing away with jail sentences for possession of 
marihuana. 

"Personally," he said, "my view is that we do not have to threaten young 
people with imprisonment to discourage use of marihuana." 

The report reveals a continued increase in popularity of marihuana, especially 
among younger adults. Latest figures show that more than half the 27 million 
Americails between 18 ,and 25 have tried the drug at least ollce. This 53 percent 
figure compares with 48 percent in 1972. 

Use of marihuana by persons under 18 is up even more sharply-from 14 
percent in 1972 to 23 percent last year, the report shows. 

The report is not "a clean bill of health" for pot, DuPont said, "nor does it 
support the fear and irrationality that still characterize some of the public 
debate about marihuana." 

Some students of the legislative scene here thonght that DuPont's "fear and 
irratLmality" remark might have disturbed his HEW superiors in view of a con
sistently hard-line anti-pot stand by Sen. James O. Eastland (D-l\fa.es.), the 
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senior member of the Senatt~ and head of its Judiciary Committee, which must 
pass on all drug laws. 

The .report called for accelerated research on animals to learn more about a 
tumor-suppressing property that delt·a-9-'-THC (the active ingredient of pot) 
seems to have. 

The report also acknowledged for the first time the therapeutic uses to which 
marihuana might be put. These include some applications well known to doctors 
for years, such as the drug's ability to .reduce excessive pressure within the 
eyeball that make glaucoma a leading cause of blindness. 

At present, marihuana cannot be used for medical purposes because the ted
eral Controlled Substance Ad lists it in "Catch-22" fashion as a substance for 
which there is no accepted medical use. 

[From thE' Washington star, Mar. 18, 1976] 

THE Sl'BAIGHT DOPE ON MARIHUANA 

(By Judy Flander) 

Is marihuana addictive? Is grass an aphrodisiac? Does smoking pot lead to 
the use of hard drugs? Is a driver under the influence of marihuana a menace on 
tre road? The answers to these (in order: no, no, no, yes) and nine other com
monly-asked questions about marihuana are tIle nucleus of a television documen
tary tonight, "Grass Facts: A Primer on Marihuana" (WTOP-9 at 10 a.m.). 

The initial part of the program, which clamly deals with some myths about 
marihuana, last an hour. ThEm, after a half-hour of regularly-scheduled news, it 
:.:esumes as an open-ended audience-participation show. In addition to members 
of the studio audience who participate in 011 discussion with a panel of experts 
in the fields of education, drug abuse and legal and criminal justice, viewers 
can call in with questions a:nd comments. Producer/director Marion Whigham 
says the program will run as long as viewers call in, even if the phones ring 
half the night. 

If you want to try your hand with the 13 questions dealt with by the experts 
during the first hour of the show, you'll find them in an ad on the bottom of this 
page. Mark your answers and see how they stack up not only with those given 
by the .experts but with those of the 863 Washington area residents who answered 
them as part of a pre-broad<:ast survey; giyen by the Bureau of Social Science 
Research. On an average, respondents answered only 6 of the 13 questiQp,s 
correctly. 

The purpose of the questions, of course, is to give some insight into the general 
confusion and lack of information about marihuana. It is a confusion, as a 
Fairfax policeman points out, that makes it almost impossible for young people 
to maIm appropriate decisions about the use of the drug. 

"Grass Facts" is sldllfully done, low-key and unpreachy. In fact, there is no 
attempt to influence opinion other than to present the current scientific findings. 
The questions are answered. by Dr. Thomas E. Bryant, president of the Drug 
Abuse Council, coproducers with WTOP of "Grass Facts," and others. 

WTOP anchorman Max Robinson asks the questions, each of which are pre
ceded by comments from people in the community: a computer expert, a Metro 
construction worker, a retired elderly educator, parents. Rep. Walter Fauntroy 
asks if the "nation is developing into a full-blown drug culture." A longbaired 
Georgetown street yendor who drives an ice cream truck in the suburbs in the 
summer tells of being hassled by police because parents erroneously assume 
he's pushing pot as well as pO)Jcicles. 

Arlington school board president Anne Brode.r talks about the importance of 
young people, especially, nee:ding to know "the realities of drug abuse"; an 
elderly couple express relief that they raised their children before maribuana 
use became widespread. The ~:onstruction worlter expresses the pragmatic belief 
that the schools should teach the real facts of life (be is referring to tbe reality 
of drug abuse). 

There is some indication that the problem of marihuana is not one many peo
ple want to face. A WTOP spokesperson notes that "Grass Facts" is the rare 
documentary for which the sl'ation was unable to get even one sponsor. Yet the 
program is one that should be watched and probably will be watched. 

83-313 0 - 77 - 53 
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[From the Pliiladelphla Bulletin, Aug. 12, 1976J 

FINES FAVORED FOR POT SMOKEHS 

(By Robert W. Kotzbauer) 

The chief of federal drug abuse treatment, research and prevention efforts 
says he favors levying fines against marihuana smokers rather than putting 
them in jail. 

But Dr. Robert L. DuPont Jr., director of the National Institute of Drug 
Abuse (NIDA), says he disapproves of the term "decriminalization" used by 
most advocates of marihuana law reform to describe such a policy. 

"That sounds too similar to legalization, and this I oppose," Dr. DuPont said 
at a press conference in Philadelphia yesterday. 

"I support u policy of discouraging marihuana use by making it harder to 
get, by putting traffickers in jail," he said, udding that in fact there is now 
no federal prosecution of users or possessors of smull amounts of marihuana. 

Dr. DuPont, in Philadelphia to meet with local drug treatment and prevention 
offiCials, praised programs and services in the city as the most sophisticated and 
comprehensive in the Nation. 

"Unquestionably, Philadelphia is a national leader in drug abuse treatment," 
he said, admitting that this is a subjective judgment based on number and 
quality of programs and not results. 

~'here is no certain way to measure success, he said. 
Illicit drug use is increasing again, according to Dr. DuPont, after a down

ward trend in 1972 and 1973. 
He estimated that there are 400,000 daily users of heroin in the U.S. A survey 

of high school seniors across the nation last rear, he said, found that 48 per
cent had used marihuana, 12 percent LSD, 9 percent cocaine and 2 percent 
heroin at least once. 

John E. Riggan, executive director of Philadelphia's Coordinating Office for 
Drug and Alcohol Abuse Programs, estimated that there are 15,000 daily heroin 
users in the city, about one-third of whom are in treatment. 

Riggan said there are 30,000 other serious drug abusers in the city, plus an 
estimated 160,000 problem drinkers und alcoholics. 

While science has discovered no "miracle cure" for narcotic addiction, said 
Dr. DuPont, the encouraging trend during the last decade has been the huge 
expansion of treatment facilities. He said there are 241,000 persons in 3,800 drug 
treatment clinics across the United States. 

[From the New York News, Sept. 5, 1976] 

POTHEADS PUFFING FANCY GRASS 

(By Dick Brass) 

Every day, if official estimates are correct, America imports a staggel';'::,g 
20 tons of pot. It streamfl into every port and city by freighter, by cargo pll1ae 
and on tractor-trailer trucks. 

The habit of smoking pot has saturated every level of society and seems to 
be growing all the time. What began as a footnote to the 1960's youth culture 
is now a $6 billion industry. And with pot possession "decriminalized" in eight 
states already, grass may become as legal as, well, grass. 

Consider these statistics: 
The National Institute on Drug Abuse estimates tllere are 13 million 

regular pot smokers in the U.S., or about 8 percent to 9 percent of the 
adult population. In addition, 34 million or 19 percent of all adults have ,. 
tried ~t. 

Rellecting an increasecl demand and supply, pot seizures have almost 
doubled in the past year alone, according to the federal Drug Enforcement 
Administration. During the first half of 1976, 761,000 pounds of pot were 
seized by federal authorities in the U.S., up from 400,000 pounds for the 
same period last year. By contrast, less than 300,000 pounds were seized 
during the entire decade between 1960 Dnd 1969. 

Government agents, dope dealers and Senate investigators eRtimate that 
these seizures represent no more than 10 to 15 percent of the total imported. 
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Using the more conservative 10 percent figure, this means Americans will 
import a whopping 15.2 million pounds this year. Drug dealers and smol,ers 
figure the ayerage nationwide price at $25 to $30 an ounce (the New York 
price runs $35 to $45), and at that rate Americans are spending $6 billion 
a year on pot. By comparisou, they spend less than $3 billion on phonograph 
records .. 

EYen the rolling paper and pot paraphernalia people are doing a booming 
business. Adams Apple Distributing Co., a Chicago-based rolling paper firm, 
figures it sold $6 million worth last year and expects sales of $10 million 
this year-most of it to pot sUlol,ers. High Times, a magazine aimed at 
mllrillUllna users, is now more than two years old and boasts a circulation 
of 410,000. And there are two llew magazint's in the 1ield: Head and RUsJl. 

The Big Apple constitutes one of the world's largest marihuana mllrkets 
where pot sens openly in some city parks. Ana tons of the stuff roll north 
weekly in what amounts to a massive, clandestine convoy. 

"If it got to :New York, the chances are that it came through New Jersey," 
complains Capt. ,Yo J. Kennedy of the New Jersey State Police Narcotics DiYi
Ilion. "They bring it through on all kinds of vehicles, trucks, rented trucks, vans, 
U-Hauls." 

But even these vast quantities are apparently not enough to satisfy the 
burgeoning demand. For it so happens that this SUlllmer there has been a 
marihuana drought Oil the East Coast. 

"It's probably the worst in the last 10 years," says Keith Stroup, a regular 
smolter and head of the pro-pot National Organization for the Reform of 
Marihuana Laws. "As marihuana's popularity increases, it gets worse. The 
supply is just not increasing with the demand." 

Which is not to say that marihuana is unavailable. "Like the oil shortage, 
you can still get it-it just costs more," grumbled one law student in Brooklyn. 
Garden variety Mexican pot, for example, \',;hich cost him $25 to $35 an ounce 
last year now costs $50. And prices approaching $300 an ounce for potent, exotic 
types are not unusual, buyers complain. 

In fact, with the general rise in pot popularity there Ims developed a whole 
class of gourmet smokers Who buy only the best. "Like wine tasters, they can 
tell you the country, the field'--'lwen what side of the field a particular pot 
comes from," marvels Tim, a well-lJeeled dope dealer here who fayors the best 
himself. 

Thl}se exotic yadeties from Asia and Afdca enter the country in far smaller 
quantities than the grass grown in ~Iexico and on the Caribbean islands. Pre
dictably, it costs much more j up to $300 an ounce for a single ounce of Congolese 
Blaclc pot. Gold, the metal, is cheap by comparison. 

What makes this expensh'e pot so popular is its potency. l\Iuch of the grass 
generally ayailable a decade ago could be smoked all day with little more than 
dizziness. A single puff of some of today's more powerful yarieties is enough 
to get the a yerage smoker stoned. 

Hard to believe? The actiye chemical agent in pot is something called THC 
(for delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol). According to evidence presented last year 
by the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, the pot puffed in 1965 aTeraged 
one-fifth of 1 percent THC. By' 1970, Mexican dope averaging 1 percent to 1.u 
percent THC was common. ]\"ow, foreign strains topping 5 percent are not un
usual. 0ne batch spized by federal agents reached 8.9 percent and that's strong. 

But despite this jump in strength, more andmol'e scientists seem to be giving 
pot a relatively clean bill of health- nnd a few evpn regard it as healthy, 

Among it's salutary effects, researchers claim, pot can limit nausea, reduce 
nnxiety alllong cancer patients and aid asthmatics as a bronchodilator in the 
form of THC. It can also apparently reduce intel'llal eye pl'essnre among glau
coma Tictims-and one glaucoma patient is suing the gOYerlllllent for permiSSion 
to use the stuff regularly. 

To be sure, ynrious studies llaye blasted marihuana for disrupting cell func
tion, causing hormone problems, reducing disease-fighting response, dropping 
sperm counts and eyen swplling male breasts. 

But a Department of Health, E(lucation Ilnd ViTelfal'e report to Congress Oll 
marihuana this year points out that these claims haye been neitller proved nor 
disproved. 

HEADED FOR LEGALIZATION 

However dangerous or beneficial marihuana may he, it seems headed for 
eventual legalization. Since 1973, eight states have decriminalized pot posses-
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sion-which means that users there are subject to a small fine rather than a jail 
term. These states include Maine, Colorado, California, Ohio, South Dakota, 
Minnesota, Oregon and Alaska. In Alaska, in fact, the state Supreme Court 
ruled that private possession in one's home is a constitutionally guaranteed 
right. 

In New York, Gov. Carey this year proposed eliminating jail terms and sub
stituting a maximum fine of $250 for people caught using or transfering without 
profit up to two ounces of pot. But this being an election year, political observers 
said that legislators were somewhat wary, so the proposal died in both houses 
of tbe Legislature. 

According to Carey, "the costs of enforcing the marihuana law, both in finan
cial and human terms, are staggering and diverts scarce law enforcement 
resources away from the pursuit of the real menaces to society: the violent 
criminals and the pushers of hard drugs." A News poll in February showed 52 
percent of New Yorkers favored Carey's plan-37 percent didn't and 11 percent 
didn't lmow. 

STILL RISK ARRES'l' 

"There will still be a dirty dozen states that will be slow to change," says 
pot lobbyist Stroup wbo-with funding from Playboy and High Times magazine
has fought hard for decriminalization as a first step toward legalization. 

By 1978, the 32-year-old attorney predicts, half the states and the federal 
government will have decriminalized. Jimmy Carter, for the record, favors de
criminalization. Ford opposes it. 

Meanwhile, pot smokers still risk arrest and imprisonment in most states. 
According to FBI figures, 416,100 people were arrested for marihuana possession 
and sale in 1975. But for the first time in many years this figure dropped from 
the previous year, when arrests totalled 445,600. Stroup figures this trend will 
continue. 

Locally, the tolerance and attitude is quite clear: In Manhattan, for example, 
District Attorney Robert Morgenthau rarely prosecutes pot charges. And last 
month, in what amounts to a policy change, Nassau County police decided to 
stop mass pot searches during rock concerts at the Nassau Coliseum. 

Outright legalization is of course further away-years away, even Stroup 
concedes. And first the U.S. must resign as a signatory to a 1961 international 
drug agreement outlawing pot. 

Even so, the die-hard opponents of marihuana decriminalization are complain
ing. David Martin, who heads the anti-pot effort of Mississippi Senator James 
Eastland's Internal Security Subcommittee, worries Americans are ignoring the 
dangers of the weed. 

"I don't know why," he grumbles, "but the press consistently dOWllplflYs the 
seriousness of the problem." 



Possession of Marihuana: 
Status of S'tate Decriminalization* Legislation 

KAUAI OAHU 

MAUl l"-.. 
~~~All 

~Enacted 
• Proposed 

*"DocrlmilUllIU1ion" II u'fd to applv 10 all statutes or propol.Ils providing 1hat a plltson charged with a simph.- posseulon of • smlll amount of mlrlhuanal. not .ubJ.t1 to aunt or 
ImprisonlTlont. nor left with It ptrm1nont crlmln.;1 (Kord.avon though the oUClose mav continult') be classlfled.s "criminal" rather than "civil." 

SoureD of Information on pendlngl,gl,'aUon: NaUonal OroanillHon for ttu~ Reform of Marihuana Llw •• INORML). All bills inuoduced dUring th. cu~nt or mort feetnt MSSloo of Ih, 
Stlt8 Leglsl.turll Itl Indicated •• ven though receiving unfavorabl. action. 
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MARIJUANA ARRESTS: 1965-1974' 

Source: FBI, UnifoIlll. Crime Reports 
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TOTAL MARIJUANA: .ARRESTS': 1965~1974 

Source: FBI. Uniform Crime Reports 
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REMOVALS OF MARIHUANA BY FEDERAL AUTHORITIES, 1969-74 
(Domestio and Foreign Cooperative) 
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FEBRUARY 28, 1974. 

THE HARRIS SURVEy-ALCOHOL BELIEVED MORE HARMFUL THAN MARIHUANA 

Alcohol is rated "more dangerous for people to take" than marihuana by a 
31-29 percent margin of the American people, \, .. hile a full 30 percent see them as 
"equally dangerous." 1.'hus, nearly two out of three seem to accept one of the 
principal arguments of those who say we have a double standard in dealing wIth 
these stimulants. 

A majority (53-24 percent) say they "can see the time when marihuana will 
be used as much as alcoholic beverages in this country." Nonetb(lles~. Q mor~ 
sizable majority opposes legalizing the sale of marihuana (70-23 percent) and 
also rejects legalizing the use oJ: lIle drug ((ji-J <.li Fl':C.:t). 

Adoption nationally of a new Oregon law which levies a small fine and no jail 
term on anyone caught with a small amount of marihuana in his possession is 
also opposed but by a much smaller margin, 49-36 percent. 

Although attitudes toward marihuana have softened some over the past few 
years, most adult Americans by and large still take a rather firm line against its 
sale and use. Easily the strongest current for legalizing marilluanll is the wide
spread conviction that alcoholic beverages, now legal in most parts of the country, 
are even more dangerous. 

In late January, the Harris Survey asked a nati-onwide cross section of 1,594 
households: 

"Do you think marihuana or alcohol is more dangerous for people in this 
country to take?" 

Alcohol or merihuana m01'e dangerOlt8f 
Total publio 

(percent) 
Alcoholmoredangerous_______________________________________________ 31 
Marihuana more dangerous____________________________________________ 29 
Both equally dangerous _____________________________________________ -- 30 
Not sure ____________________________ .. ________________________________ 10 

Alcoholic beverages are seen as just as dangerous and possibl yeven more dan
gerous than marihuana. In addition, a majority answered in the affirmative when 
asked: 

"Can you see the time when marihuana will be used as much as alcoholic bev
erages in this country, or can't you see th'is happening?" 

Will mar·ihuana be used a8 much as alcohol? 
Total publio 

(percent) 

~;~'::;~============================================================ i: A plurality is also convinced that when the present younger generation grows 
older it will not give up the use of marihuana: 

"When the present younger generation gets older, do you think tbey will con
tinue to use marihuana, or do you think it is something young people will grow 
out of?" 

Will YOllnn people lise marihuana when they grow older1 
'I'otal publio 

(percent) 
~~ll continue to use marihuana_______________________________________ 44 
N III grow out of iL___________________________________________________ 38 

o· sure_____________________________________________________________ 18 

Despite the expectation that marihuana is here to stay, a solid majority still 
srands steadfastly opposed to legalizing either the sale or use of pot.' The press 
section was asked: 

"])0 you think the (sale/use) of marihuana should be legalized or not?" 



SHOULD SALE OR USE OF MARIHUANA BE LEGALIZED? 

[In percentl 

Fa vor ________ • _____________________________ • ______________________________ _ 

~gl' ;~~a::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: 

Sale of 
marihuana 

23 
70 
7 

Use of 
marihuana 

25 
69 
6 

The number who oppose legalizing the sale of marihuana has declined froll! 
79 to 70 percent of the public since 1972, but is still a decisive majority. The 
division on adopting Oregon's milder penalties for possession of marihuana is 
much closer, however: 

"In Oregon. wbile it is still illegal to possess marihuana, the penalty for anyone 
haying a small amount of marihuana in his possession is a small fine and no jail 
term. Would you favor or oppose adopting the Oregon marihuana law 
nationally?" 

ADOPTING OREGON MA11HUANA LAW NATIONALLY 

[In percent] 

Favor Oppose Not sure 

Nationwide ________________________________________________ _ 
36 49 15 

By af~ \0 29 ___________________________________________ _ 
48 43 9 
35 51 14 
27 53 20 

19 50 n 
33 54 13 

30 to 49 _______________________ • __ • ________________ _ 
50 and over __________________________________ • __ • __ 

By education: 

~ti~Jr;ci~~~ ~e_s~:::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::: 
College ___________________________________________ _ 49 42 9 

The division is sharp between young people under SO who would favor such a 
law, by 4&-43 percent, and those 50 and over who would oppose it, by a decisive 
53-27 percent. The difference by education is equally wide: those with the fewest 
years of education oppose the Oregon law by 50-1\) percent, but those with a 
college education favor it by 49-42 percent. 

Equally sharp splits exist by size of place, with residents of big cities and the 
suburbs favoring the adoption of the Oregon law, but with small-town and rural 
residents opposing it. 

Substantial shifts of public opinion will have to take place before legalized use 
of marihuana or milder penalties for using it will reflect the prevailing climate 
in the country. But there are visible signs that the public has resigned itself 
to the fact, legal or not, that the marihuana haS joined alcohol as a more or less 
permanent part of life in America. 

.JANUARY i4, 1975. 

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS CONCERNING MARIHUANA 

(By Keith Stroup) 

I have compiled a Hsting of the major public opinion polls concerning mari
lllmna. from our files. Please a.dvise if therE' is other useful snrvey data of which 
you are a ware. 

I. PUBLIC OPINION CONCERNING l'HE SPECIFIC OREGON CIVIL-FINE TYPE OF 
nECRIMINALIZATION 

1. Lou Harris, Jannary 1974, national sample sIlo wed : 
35 percent snpport civil-line approach. 
49 percent opposed. 
15 percent undecided. 

2. Drug Abuse Council Survey, October 1974, national sample shOVied; 
39 percent support a. civil-fine approa.ch, or a more liberal one. 
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40 percen t fa VOl' stiffer penalties. 
13 percent want the laws to remain as they are. 
8 percent are undecided. 

3. D.A.C. Survey, October 1974, Oregon state sample only, showed: 
58 percent support a civil-fine approach, or a more than liberal one. 
39 percent stiffer penalties. 

II. PUBLIO OPINION OONOERNING DEORIlIfINALIZING THE USER 

1. George Gallup, national samples, (asked "Should the Use of Marihuana 
be Legalized ?") : 

October 1969-12 percent favor decriminalization; 84 opposed; and 4 per
cent undecided. 

January 1972-15 percent favor decrimination; 81 percent opposed; and 
4 percent undecided. 

January 1973-16 percent favol' decriminalization; 78 percent opposed; 
and 
6 percent undecided. 

2. George Gallup, college sample, Fall of 1970; 50 percent favor decriminaliza
tion, 44 percent oppose, 6 percent uncertain. 

3. CBS News, national, telephone sample, August 1970 : 
12 percent favor decriminalization. 
86 percent opposed. 
2 percent undecided. 

4. Lou Harris, January 1974, national sample: 
25 favor decriminalization. 
69 oppose. 
6 percent undecided. 

rII. PUBLIC OPINION OONOEUNING LEGALIZING SALE OF MARIHUANA 

1. Lou Harris, January 1974, national sample: 
23 percent favor. 
70 percent opposed. 
7 undecided. 

2. Field Poll, California sample: 
May 1969-13 percent favor; 84 percent opposed; and 3 percent undecided. 

November 1973-32 percent favor; 66 percent opposed; and 2 percent 
undecided. 

3. D.A.C. Survey, October 1974. 
Natinal sample--16 percent favor, 76 percent opposed and 6 percent 

undecided. 
Oregon sample-11 percent favor; 86 percent opposed; and 3 undecided. 

4. Daniel Yankelovich (for the New York Times), New York City sample: 
January 1974--34 percent favor; 57 percent opposed; and 9 pp.rcent 

undecided. 
IV. RATES OF EXPERIMENTATION WITH AND USE OF MARIHUANA 

1. D.A.R. Survey, October 1974: 
National-18 percent have experimented; 8 percent are current users. 
Oregon-19 percent have experimented; 9 percent are C'urrent users. 

2. Marihuana Commission Surveys, national sample: 
1971-14 percent futve experimented; 5 percent are current users. 
1972-16 percent have experimented; 8 percent are current users. 

3. Marihuana Commission Surveys, college sample: 1972-66.9 percent have 
experimented. 

4. George Gallup Surveys, national sample: 
January 1973-12 percent have experimented. 
January 1972-11 percent have experimented. 
October 1969-4 percent have experimented. 

5. George Gallup, college samples~ 
Spring 1974--55 percent have experimented. 
Fall 1974-51 percent have experimented 
Fall 1970--42 percent have expermented 
Spring 1969-22 percent have experimented. 

Spring 1967-5 percent have experimented. 
Spring 1967-5 percent have experience. 

6. CBS News, national sample: August 1970-6 percent have experimented. 
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(From the -Congressional Record, Oct. 8, 1975] 

ON DEORIMINALIZING PERSONAL USE OF MaRIHUANA 

Mr. KoOIi. Mr. Speaker. I would like to draw to the attention of my colleagues 
several events in the news which should bring Members, both Republican and 
Democrat, to the conclusion that it is time to ease the criminal penalties for the 
possession of small amounts of marihuana. First, a natioonwide survey com
missioned by the National Institute of Drug Abuse, Department of Health, Ed
ucation, and Welfare, has found that one in five Americans has used marihuana. 
That percentage may increase: A majority of Americans between the 'ages of 18 
and 25 have sampled marihuana. Furthermore, substantially more Americans 
view both alcohol and tobacco as addictive while a lesser percentage views mari
huana as addictive. But let me cite the most significant statistics: 52 percent of 
Americans now favor only a fine and/or a probation for possession of marihuana: 
86 percent oppose the imposition of 'any jail penalty for this offense. 

The Domestic Council appears to be following this lead. At the direction of 
the President, the Council's Drug Review Task Force undertook a priority review 
of the Federal effort in drug abuse prevention and found that since the "wide
spread recreational use" of marihuana has a "re1:atively low social cost," the 
Government has "deemphasized simple possession and use of marihuana in its 
law enforcement efforts." Furthermore, in ranking various drugs according to 
their potential for harm both to society and the individual, marihuana was found 
to be the least serious. While the Council did not make any recommendations, it 
did suggest that "Federal efforts in both supply 'and demand reduction should be 
directed toward those drugs which inherently pose a greater risk to the individual 
and to society-heroin, amphetamines, and mixed barbiturates-and toward the 
compulsive users of drugs of any kind," including alcohol. 

If these reports have not persuaded the President to give support to the easing 
of the penalties for marihuana possession, then I would suspect that President 
Ford will listen to his son, Jack. My regard for Jack Ford, who I do not know, 
has increased because of this courage to speak so honestly about his use of mario 
huan'a. Do any of the Membe£s here really believe that Jack Ford and millions 
of our young people like him should be liable to a jail term for personal mari
huana use. Should they be considered criminals? 

Do the Members of the House not agree that it is time to stop wasting our law 
enforcement resources on the prosecution and imprisonment of marihuana users. 
Let me put that waste in terms of dollars and cents, There are at least 13 million 
who smolce marihuana on a regular basis. If in one fell swoop we were to place 
thOse regular users in jail for 1 year, the cost to the American public at more 
than $6,000 per person per year, would be over $79 billion. Does anyone suggest 
that this is practicable? Yet equal application of the law would demand such 
action. 

Should we not remove the threat of imprisonment from millions of Americans? 
I have introduced two pieces of legislation to correct this situation: H.ll. 561 
would decriminalize the possession of small a.motmts of mllrilmana-1 ounce, H.R. 
6108 would impose civil fines for the possession of 1 ounce or less of marihuana. 
Twenty four Members 'are now cosponsoring- either or both of these bills. This 
legi:;;lation would of course only affect Federal jurisdictions. Bu't I believe that 
this action would be a catalyst for State action. 

Six States have already adopted liberalized marihuana laws, the legislatures 
of most Rtates are ('onsidrring dp(,1'imillnJization legislation, and Senator Birch 
Bayh's Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency has held hearings on a 
possible civil fine ap,proach to rpform of marihuana legislation. 

The District of Columbia City Council has given preliminary approval of a 
bill similar to the civil fine approach that I have adopted in H.ll. 6108. It is 
time to move on this issue. All events point in that direction. If you would lil,e to 
cosponsor this legislation, I shall be reintroducing it on Thursday, October 23. 

I am appending parts of the two reports which I have cited for the information 
of my colleagues: 

A comprehensive nationwide surve:,r commiSSioned by the National Institute 
on Drug Abuse, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, recently 
sampled public beliefs, attittldes and behavior with regard to a wide range of 
legal and illegal drugs. 
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The data was gathered by Response Analysis Corporation of Princeton, New 
Jersey, from personal face-to-face interviews (3,071 adults, 952 youths) between 
November, 1974 and March, 1975. This data complements similar surveys by 
Response Analysis undertaken for the National Commission on Marihuana and 
Drug Abuse in 1971 and 1972. 

I have included a brief summary of the survey results concerning marihuana. 

TABLE I.-MARIHUANA AND HASHISH EXPERIENCE 

lin percent) 

Adults 

1971 1972 1974 

Eve r used marih uana _______________________________________ _ 
Current user 1 __________________________ ._ ••• _ •• ___________ _ 

Began smoking marihuana within last year 2 ___________________ _ 
Ever used hashish __ • _______________________________________ _ 
Current user _______________________________________________ _ 
Began smoking hash within last year _________________________ _ 

1 No! included in 1971 and 1972 surveys. 
2 Current user defined as "having used within past mon!h." 

Have Current 
ever used users 

15 
5 

(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 

16 
8 

(2) 
(2) 

~:~ 

19 
7 
2 
9 
2 
1 

Juveniles (12 to 17) 

1971 1972 1974 

14 14 23 
6 7 1 

(2) (2) 9 
(2) (2) 10 
(2) ~:~ 3 
1 5 

Have Current 
ever used users 

TABLE H.-MARIHUANA EXPERIENCE AMONG PARTICULAR SUBGROUPS 

II n percent) 

~ge ~~dt~t~L __________ ._. ___ _ 
26 to 34 __________________ _ 
35 to 49 __________________ _ 
50 plus ___________________ _ 

Age i~o~t~~: __________________ _ 
14 to 15 __________________ _ 
16 to 17 __________________ _ 

Sex ~~r~~~: __________________ _ 
Female ___________________ _ 

SeX ~~V!~~: ______________ . ___ _ 
Female ___________________ _ 

Education (adults): 
BeloW high school graduate __ 
High school graduate _______ _ 
Currently In college ________ _ 
Somo college completed ____ _ 

Adults: 

Have Current 
ever used users 

53 25 
Region (adults): NortheasL _______________ _ 

29 8 North-centraL _____________ _ 
7 1 south ____________________ _ 
2 ________ ._ West. ____________________ _ 

6 2 
Region (youth): North ____________________ _ 

22 12 North-centraL _____________ • 
29 20 South ____________________ _ 

West. ____________________ _ 

24 9 
14 5 

24 12 
21 11 

9 3 
20 7 
61 33 

Population density (adult): 
Large metropolltan _________ _ 
other metropolitan _________ _ 
Nonmetropolitan ___________ _ 

Population density (youth): 
Large metropolitan _________ _ 
Other metropolitan _________ _ 
Nonmetropolitan ___________ _ 

27 10 

TABLE III.-SUBSTANCES REGARDED AS DRUGS 

(In percent) 

Alcohol _______________________________________________________________ _ 
Tobacco ______________________________________________ • ______________ _ 
Mari huana ____________________________________________________________ _ 

Youth: Alcohol _______________________________________________________________ _ 
Tobacco ____________________________ • ___________ • _____________________ _ 
Marl huana ____________________________________________________________ _ 

Have Current 
ever used users 

1972 

39 
27 
80 

34 
16 
80 

22 
17 
13 
29 

26 
21 
17 
30 

25 
19 
11 

27 
22 
18 

7 
7 
4 

11 

14 
11 
6 

19 

9 
8 
3 

14 
11 
10 

1974 

48 
32 
82 

40 
21 
81 
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TABLE tv.-SUBSTANCES REGARDED AS ADDICTlVE 

[In percentl 

Adults: 
AlcohoL ••.••.••.•••••.••.•••••••••••.•••••.••••••••.•• 
Tobacco •••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••. 
Marih uana ••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••••..• 

Youth: 
Alcohol ••••••••••••••••••••.••.••.••••••••••••••••••••• 

~~~r~~~na::: ==::: :=::::=:: :::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::: 

1971 

74 
70 
65 

69 
58 
48 

TABLE V.-AGREEMENT WITH STATEMENTS ABOUT MARIHUANA 

(In percent} 

Adults 

1972 1974 

1. You can try marihuana once or twice with no bad effects .............. . 
2. You can use marihuana without ever becoming addicted to il.. ••.•••••• 
3. Marihuana makes people want to ~ry stronger things like heroin ••••••.• 

44 
26 
68 

TABLE VN.-PREFERRED HANDLING OF MARIHUANA OFFENSES 

(I n percent] 

46 
24 
62 

1972 

75 
67 
59 

71 
58 
50 

Youth 

1974 

78 
7Z 
68 

78 
62 
54 

1972 1974 

42-
31 
65 

49 
33 
59 

Adults Pos~esslon Sale" 

16 
15 
21 
34 
6 
4 
4 

7 
15 
10 
1 

27 
36 
4 

Note: A tolal of 52 percent now favor only a line and/or probation, and 86 percent oppose the Imposition of any lail 
penalty. 

TABLE Vt1.-TOBACCO AND ALCOHOL USAGE RATES 

(In percentl 

Adulls: 
Current smoker .................................................... . 
Do not smoke ...................................................... . 

youth: 
Current smoker ...................................................... . 
Do not smoke •••.•••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.• 

Adults: 
Current drinker ••••••.•.• "., ••••••.•••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 
Drank In past, but not within month •• __ ••••••••• _ ••• __ • ____ •• _. ______ • 
Always a nondrinker _____ •• _ ....................................... _ 

Youth: 
Current drinker ••••• __ •••••••• _ •••.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Drank in past, but not within month .................................. . 
Always a nondrinker •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••..••••••••.••••.•••• 

I Not Included in 1971 and 1972 surveys. 

1971 

39 
55 

15 
80 

1972 

38 
59 

17 
82 

1974 

41 
58 

25 
74 

58 
18 
24 

34 
20 
44 
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WHITE PAPER FOR THE PRESIDENT: DRUG AnusE 

EXOERPTS FROM THE REPORT: MARIHUANA * 
Marihuana is the most widely used illicit drug, with an estimated 20 percent 

of Americans above the age of 11-25 to 80 million people-having used it at 
least once. In short, marihuana has joined alcohol and tobacco as one of the 
most widely used drugs in the United States. 

SUMMARY: DRUG PRIORITIES 

Chart 12 ranks the various drugs according to the following criteria (1) likeli
hood th'at a use will become physically or psychologicaUy dependent; severity of 
adverse consequences, both (2) to the individual and (8) to society; and (4) 
size of the core problem. 

SUMMARY OF DRUG PRIORITIES 

Severity of consequences 

Dependence liability Personal Social Size of core problem 

Heroin •••••••••••••••••.. High .••.•..••...... High •.•••••.••••••• High •••••• _ •••••• _ High, 
400,000. 

Amphetamines: 
Needle •••••••••••••• High .••.•......••.. Hlgh .....•..••.... _ High ..•.•..••...... High, 
OraL ••••••••.•..••.. low .• _ ••••••••..•. Medium •••••.•••••• Medium............ 500,000. 

Barbiturates: 
Mixed .••••••.•..•..• High ......•••••...• High •••••••• _ •••••• High .•••...••••.•.• Medium, 
Alone ••••••••••••••.• Medium •••••••••••. High .••.•••••.••••. Medium............ 300,000. 

Cocaine •••.•••••••••••••• low •••••••••..•••• low ••••...•.......• Medium ...••••.•••• low 
Marihuana •••••••••.••••• low •...•••••••.•.• low .••••••••••••••••••.............•.. low. 
Hallucinogens ••••••••.•..• Medium ••.••••••••. Medium .••••...•••• Medium •••••...••.. low. 
Inhalants •••••••••••••••• Medium ....•.•..... High ......•..•..... Medium ••••••••. _ .. low. 

Though the data are flawed and the rankings therefore imprecise, a clear 
pattern emerges. 

Heroin ranks high in all four categories; 
Amphetamines, particularly those injected intravenously, also rank high in 

all four categories; 
Mixed barbiturates rank high three out of four categories; 
Cocaine, hallUCinogens, and, inhalants rank somewhat lower; and 
Marihuana is the least serious. 
On the basis of this analysis, the task force recommends that priority in Fed· 

eral efforts in both supply and demand reduction be directed toward those drugs 
which inherently pose a greater risl, to the individual and to society-heroin, 
amphetamines (particularly when used intravenously), and mixed barbituratei:l
and toward compulsive users of drugs of any kind. 

This ranking does not mean that all efforts should be devoted to the high 
prIority drugs, and none to the others. Drug use is much too complicated and our 
lmowledge too imprecise for that. Some attention must continue to be given to 
all drugs both to keep them from exploding into major problems and because 
there are individuals suffering severe medical problems from even a low priority 
drug, such as marihuana. 

• A great deal of controversy exists about marihuana policy. On the one hand, recent 
research indicates that marihuana is far from harmless, and that chronic use can produce 
adverso pSychological and physiological effects. Therefore, its use should be strongly dis· 
couraged as a matter of national policy. 

Howevnr, in light of the widespread recreational use-and the relatively low SOCial 
cost associated with this type of use-the Federal Government has been deemphaslzlng 
simple possession and use of marihuana In Its law enforcement efforts for several years. 
For cxample. very few persons are arrested by Federal agents for simple possession and 
use; those who are charged with this offense normally are also being charged with some 
other, more serious offense as well. However, vigorous law enforcement aimed at major 
traffickers has been and should continue to be undertaken at the Federal level. 

The task force endorses this moderate view and expects the lower priority that has 
been established for marihuana will also be reflected in our demand reduction efforts 
by the elimination of many non·cOInpulslve marihuana users now In our treatment system. 
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However, when resource constraints force 'a choice, the choice should be made 
in favor of the higher priority drugs. For example: ' 

In choosing whom to treat, we should encourage judges and other community 
officials not to overburden existing health facilities with casual users of mari
huana wbo do not exhibit serious health consequences. (But, a person who is 
suffering adverse consequences because of intensive marihuana use should have 
treatment available. 

In assigning an additional law enforcement agent, preference might ,be given 
to Mexico, which is an important source of both heroin and "dangerous drugs", 
rather than to Miami, where an agent is more likely to make a cocaine or mari
huana case, 

This drug priority strategy is essential to better targeting of limited r'e
sources and it will be further addressed in relation to supply and demand reduc
tion activities in chapters 3 and 4. Further, the process of assessing the current 
social costs of drug abuse should be a continuing one, to ensure that resources 
are allocated on the basis of priorities which reflect current conditions and cur
rent knowledge. 

JANUARY 26, 1976. 
THE HARRIS SURVEy-CLOSE VOTE ON MARUIUANA LAW 

Although the American pe<>ple are against legalizing either the sale or use of 
marihuana, more and more believe that possessing small amounts of marihuana 
should not be a criminal offense. 

In the most recent Harris Survey among 1,394 adults nationwide, only a 45-
43 percent plurality opposes "penalizing anyone having a small amount of mari
huana with a small fine and no jail term," (This lenient view is embodied in 
the Oregon law.) In 19H, a more substantial, 49-36 per cent came out against 
such token punishment for maTihuana possession. 

Part of the reason for this shift is that the American people See more dangers 
in the use of alcoholic beverages than in -the use of marihuana. Seventy-one per 
cent view the problem of "heavy drinking" as very serious, while only 58 pel' 
cent feel that way about marihuana. This is a complete reversal of public attitude 
since 1069, when 73 percent viewed pot smoking as "very serious", compared to 
53 per cent who felt the same about heavy drinking. 

The same trend is evident when people are asked to choose between marihuana 
and alcohol as "more dangerous for people in the country to use." Although a'bout 
three out of 10 feel both are equally dangerous, 35 percent single out alcohol, 
compared to 29 percent who choose marihuana. Bacle in 1969, a substantial 58 
percent of the public felt that mal'ihuall'l was more dangerous than alcohol was, 

Nevertheless, there is no strong evidence that Americans now favor making 
the sale or use of pot legal. A 69-21) percent majority still opposes legalization 
of the sale of the dru~. which represents virtually no change from 1974, when 
a 70-23 percent majority felt that way. A 66-28 percent majority is opposed to 
the use of the drug, compared to the tl9-25 percent majority who felt the same in 
1074. 

Still, decriminalization has made real and measurable progress, judging from 
the very small margin by which the public opposes adopting the Oregon mari. 
huana law nationally. Recently, the Hanis Survey asl,ed a cross section of 1,394 
ac1ults nationwide: 

"In Oregon, while it is still illegal to possess marihuana, the penalty for any
one having a small amount of Illarihuana in his posseSSion is a small fine and no 
jail term. ",Voula you favor or oppose adopting the Oregon marihuana law 
nil tionally?" 

ADOPTiNG THE OREGON MARIHUANA LAW NA'fIONALLY 

[In percent) 

Total public: Favor _____________ • _______ . ________ • _______ •• _. __ • __ • ___________ • ___ •. _ 

g~f~~~e::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: 

1975 

43 
45 
12 

1974 

36 
49 
15 
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KEY GROUP ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDES TOWARD DECRIMINALIZATION OF USE OF MARIHUANA 

[In percent] 

Favor Oppose 

N ationwlde ________________________________________________ _ 
43 45 

By region: East. _____________________________________________ _ 50 37 MldwesL _________________________________________ _ 45 44 South _____________________________________________ _ 30 56 West. ____________________________________________ _ 49 42 
By age: 18 to 29 ___________________________________________ _ 59 29 30 to 49 ___________________________________________ _ 43 45 50 and over _______________________________________ _ 31 57 

22 60 
40 48 
56 35 

57 36 

By education: 

~l~!:~~~~~_~~;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
By occupation: 

ProfessionaL ______________________________________ _ 
Execut�ve _________________________________________ _ 49 43 Skilled labor ______________________________________ _ 37 54 White collar _______________________________________ _ 47 39 

By size of place: Cltles _____________________________________________ _ 49 41 Su burbs _______________ ' ___________________________ _ 49 37 Towns ____________________________________________ _ 35 54 
Rura� _____________________________________________ _ 

34 54 

Notsure 

12 

13 
11 
14 
9 

12 
12 
12 

18 
12 
9 

7 
8 
9 

14 

10 
14 
11 
12 

However, the closeness of that national division tends to cloak shar,p differences 
between key groups of the public. On the one hand, people under 30, who primar
ily use marihuana, favor the Oregon law by better than two to one. But people 
who are 50 and over oppose nationalization of that law by almost two to one. 
Similarly, the college educated favor decriminalization by a wide margin, but 
tho!:le with less education stand opposed. 

By region, three out of foul' sections of the country favor the Oregon law, but 
thl' South is adamantly in opposition. Finally, people who live in the big cities 
and suburbs tend to favor decriminalization, but small town and rural residents 
do not. 

Over time, the younger, better educated and more urbanized groups appear to 
be gaining over the small town, older and less well educated pe~le on this issue. 
But the division now is a stand-off, and :the American people have not quite 
reached the point where they want to decriminalize the use of even small quanti
ties of marihuana. 

[From the 'Chlcago TribUne, Jan. 26, 1976] 

A LENIENT ATTITUDE ON POT FINES 

(By Louis Harris) 

Although the American people are against legalizing either the sale or use of 
marihuana, an increasing number believe that possessing small amounts of mari
hUlllla should not be a criminal offense. 

In the most recent Harris Survey of 1,394, adults, nationwide, only a 45 to 43 
ller cent plurality opposes "penalizing 'anyone having a small amount of mari
huana with a small fine and no jail term" [This lenient view is embodied in the 
Oregon Law.] In 1974, a more substantial, 49 .to 36 pel' cent came out against 
su('h token punishment for marihuana possession. 

Part of the reason for this shift is that the American people see more dangers 
in the use of alcoholic beverages than in the use of marihuana. Seventy-one per 
cl'nt. view the problem of "heavy drinking" as very serious, while only 58 per 
('cnt. feel that way about marihuana. This is a complete reversal of public atti" 
tudes since 1969, when 73 per cent viewed pot smoldng as "very serious," com
llltrl'd to 53 per cent who felt the same about heavy drinking. 

~'he same trend is evident when people are asked to choose between marihuana 
and alcohol as "more dangerous for people in the country to use." Although about 
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3 out of 10 feel both are equally dangerous, 35 per cent single out alcohol, com
pared to 29 per cent who choose marihuana. Back in 1969, a substantial 58 per 
cent of the public felt that marihuana was more dangerous than alcohol. 

Nevertheless, there is no strong evidence that Americans now favor making 
the sale or use of pot legal. A 69 to 25 per cent majority still opposes legalization 
of the sale of the drug, which represents virtually no change from 1974, when a 
70 to 23 per cent majority felt that way. A 66 to 28 per cent majority is opposed 
to the use of the drug, compared to the 69 to 25 per cent majority who felt the 
same in 1974. 

Still, decriminalization has made real and measurable progress, judging from 
the very small margin by which the public opposes adopting the Oregon mari
huana law nationally. 

Recently the Harris Survey asked: 
"In Oregon, while it is still illegal to possess marihuana, the penalty for 

anyone having a small amount of marihuana in his possession is a small fine and 
no jail term. Would you favor or ,uppose adopting the· Oregon marihuana law 
nationally?" . 

lin percentl 

Favor _____________________________________________________________________ _ 

~gf~~~e::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: 

lin percentl 

Favor 

Nationwide ________________________________________________ _ 43 
By region: East. _________________________________________________ _ 50 Midwest. _____________________________________________ _ 

45 North _________________________________________________ _ 
30 South _________________________________________________ _ 
49 WesL ________________________________________________ _ 49 

By af~\o 29 _______________________ . _______________________ _ 
59 30 to 49 _______________________________________________ _ 
43 50 and over ___________________________________________ _ 31 

22 
40 
56 

57 

By education: 

~lf~:~~~~~~~~:~~~~:~::~~::::::::~~::::::=:====:=====: 
By o~~~f:s~f~daL __________________________________________ _ Executive _____________________________________________ _ 

49 Skilled labor _________________ " ________________________ _ 37 
47 

49 

White ellar ____________________________________________ _ 
By size of place: Cities _________________________________________________ _ 

Suburbs ______________________________________________ _ 49 Towns ________________________________________________ _ 35 RuraL ________________________________________________ _ 34 

1975 

43 
45 
12 

Oppoes 

45 

37 
44 
56 
42 
42 

29 
45 
57 

60 
48 
35 

'36 
43 
54 
39 

41 
37 
54 
54 

1974 

36 
49. 
15 

Not sure 

12 

13 
11 
14 
9 
9 

12 
12 
12 

18 
17. 
9 

7 
8 
9 

14 

10 
14 
11 
12 

However, the closeness of that national division tends to cloak sharp differences 
between key groups of the public. On the one hand, people under 30, who primar
ily use marihuana, favor the Oregon law by bettel' than two to one. But people 
who are 50 and over oppose nationalization of that law by almost two to one. 
Similarly, the college educated favor decriminalization by a wide margin, but 
those with less education stand opposed. 

By region, three out of four sections of the country favor t.he Oregon law, but 
the South is adamantly in opposition. Finally, peop~e who live in the big cities 
and suburbs tend to favor decriminalization, but small town and rural residents, 
do not. 

Over time, the younger, better educated, and more urbanized groups appear to 
be gaining over the small town, older, and less well educated people on this issue. 
But the division !lOW js a standoff, and the America!llleople have not quite reilched' 
the point where they want to decriminalize the use of even small quantities of 
marihuana. 

o 
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APPENDIX 

Sm;>PLEMENT II 

Part 4-Legalization of Marihuana 

~HE QUESTION OF MARIHUANA LEGALIZATION 

(By Dr. Gabriel G. Nahas, Columbia University) 

Events of recent years have polarized the scientific community and related con
cerned groups in regard to marihuana legalization. On the one hand, there is a 
large group of highly respected scientists and physicians urging caution for rea
sons of public health. On the other hand, an equally well respected grOup of such 
individuals are urging legalization or decriminalization for reasons of civil rights. 
~hey are motivated in this regard in large measure by concern about excessiyely 
punitive measures which have been tal;:en against innocous individuals who have 
smoked a little marihuana. In this concern I join them, and laud. thei.r motives, 
but I lament the means with which they are gOing about attempting to remedy 
this injustice. I also deem regrettable their overreaction to an unjust Situation, 
which, if carried through, may result in the gravest of public health conse
quences as well as an injury and cost to society vastly greater than the ill they ar~ 
attempting to remedy. 

I mentioned two regrettable trends now in play by the so-called "legalizatiol!" 
group: their means and their ovel·reaction. Let us take each one of these factors 
in turn. 

First, the mellns. The legalization advocates are attempting to reme(ly a civil 
rights issue by proving that marihuana is an innocuous agent. Since in a free 
society individuals are free to do as they please in the personal use of innocuous 
agents, ;they argue, marihuana should be legalized. In doing so, they deliberately 
deny a growing body of evidence being accumulated by scientists of interna'tiQnal 
reputa.tion. Dr. JuliUS Axelrod, the noted chemist and Nobel laureate at the Na
tional Institutes of Health has demonstrated unequivocally that the active ingre
dients of marihuana accumulate in fatty tissues because of their high fat SOlu
bility, and in auyone other than the very occasional sinol{erj marihuana ingredi
ents continuously accumulate in the fatty tissues of the body, most notably the 
brain and the sex glands where it is possible that damage may be done to I).lental 
and reproductive fUnctioning. Nobody disputes the reality of this finding of ac
cumulation in tissues. 
~here have been many other findings and counter-findings in the realm of the 

posible hazards of marihuana. These include, to mention only a few, lloromonal 
imbalance, inhibition of spermatogenesis, chromosomal damage, inc):eased forma
tion of cllromosolpe deficient cells, decreased cell division, apathy and motivation, 
the so-called "ar",utivational syndrome", interference with memory,\and speech, 
impairment of driving performance and so on. I could go on for quite some time. 
To each of the~e findings the legalization group has a variety of rebuttals, sOIr!e 
negotiable, some palpalbly errOlieotIs. • . 

In a recent article in Consumers' Union Magazine, Mr. Henry Breche:t; an~ the 
Editors, in a follow up to th.eir previous booI{,. Licit ana Illictt ])rugs pti~ foi·th a 
notable example of the type of irresponsible consumer journalism which is being 
used in these .rebuttals by the legalization group. He first summarized. theac
cumulating evidence incriminating marihuana as a possible dangerous drug; ap
parently mdng the recent preview which appeared in the publication Science 
entitled "Marihuana, ~heGra!S!S is No I"onger So Green". ~his is a summary of 

. flcientific articles Which appeared in renowned scientific journals. These .articles 
wel~e subjected to ('areful scrutiny by the editors of these journals, which consti
tuti?, in ef;sence, a jury of peerll. He thl;'ll proceedll to rebut this summary point by 
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point by' using the .Jamaica report, completed in 1970 by Rubin and Comitas. This 
study of the effects of chronic marihuana usage in .Jamaica apparently is so vul
nerable to criticism that not one word of it has appeared in a scientific journal, 
the conventional route for publication of work. Instead, one of the authors has 
finally arranged to have it privately printed by a European publishing house. 
When, in a recent debate on Canadian Brol;ldcasting Company with Mr. Brecher, 
I confronted him with this unusual occurrence and other misinterpretations of 
fact in his article, he did not reply, but immediately told me that we medical re
searchers should be spending our time on the far more serious public health 
problems of alcohol and tobacco. Well, I do, work on alcohol and tobacco, for they 
are serious public health problems-and if marihuana is given the green light of 
legalization. I will have a third public health problem of major scope on my 
hands. 

This gets me to the second issue, the overreaction of the legalization advocates. 
They pooh-pooh the possibility that legalization will lead to a widespread use of 
marihuana in this country, since it is already easily available and not a major 
problem. In doing so they demonstrate an abysmal ignorance of human psychol
ogy, which is particularly surprising inasmuch as one of their advocates is a 
noted psychiatrist. It seems he has forgotten some of his elementary lessons in 
psychiatry. 

A.ny student of human psychology knows tha:t every indIvidual has within him 
a potential for a certain amount of anti-social behavior, whether he be a college 
student or the president of the United States. Certain constraints operate to con
tain that anti-social behavior within certain limits. Most imporant are the per
son's own inner constraints, or personal morality, and the outer constraints, 
namely the deterrents imposed by the law. There are vast numbers of persons 
with weak inner constraints who need adequate legal deterrents. The basic 
problem then, and the issue which the civil rights group should be confronting, is 
how to devt~lop an adequate deterrent which is not excessively punitive but which 
will contaill the marihuana problem as a small one until the scientific issues of 
whether or not it is hazardous can be resolved. They should be engoaged in active 
negotiation with legal and law-enforcement agencies to find such a deterrent, not 
interfering with the work of scientists who are trying to clarify the issu,es. J.t 
seems to me that anyone who is rushing head over heels to legalize a foreign 
substance which, when taken in regularly, accumUlates in large quantities in 
brain and sex glands, because a number of users have been excessively punished, 
is overreacting in the extreme and may create a situation far more dangerous 
and harmful than the one he hopes to remedy. 

'rhe legalization group points to the recent decriminalization in Oregon as a 
case in pOint of the valid~ty .of their View. Here, it is a matter of who do you 
believe. Certain groups reporting from Oregon report little increase. Others re
port a marked increase. The truth, no doubt, lies somewhere in between. But 
here, let us hoist Mr. Brecher by his own petard. In his book, Licit ana IlUcit 
DrnU8, he has a curve showing" the use of what he admits (and I agree) is a' 
very dangerous agent--cigarettes. Since the introduction of the mild inhalable 
fiue-cured cigarettes in the late 1800's, note that the usage increase in cigarette 
smoking is initially gradual, but over the years it builds up as usage becomes 
acculturated, until today, when we have the prodigious use of cigarettes that we 
have, with the associated enormous public health problem which'has resisted 
all attempts to eradicate it. Mr. Brecher has completely ignored the time factor 
in marihuana! It seems he has a blind spot in this regard. And also, let us not 
forget that it took 80 years of scientific investigation in a technologically devel
oped country like the U.S. to finally prove the damaging effect of tobacco ciga
rettes on the human body, and link their usage to cancer and heart disease. This 
should be a warning to all those who elect today to' ignore the danger signals of 
marihuana. 

If marihuana is legalized in this country it will gradually become acculturated 
and Will join alcohol find tobacco asa third major public health problem in this 
country, perhaps the most dangerous, leaving users never free of its effects, 
possibly causing damage to brain, gonads and dividing cells. Once it becomes 
acculturated, it will be impossible to root it out, just as is the case with alcohol 
and tobncco. This has been the case in every other country where it is de facto 
or de jure legal. Why should it be different here? Surely the groups concerned 
with civil liberties should concentrate on fairer and more merciful justice and. 
withhold judgment on ·legislation and the marihuana and health issue until 
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the scientific community has had an opportunity to clarify the health conse
quences, still wide open to debate at this time. Instead, they are doing a dis
service .to all by trying to push through pren;tature. legalization, 11 potentially 
dangerous and socially irreversible act, and by trying to rebut with question-
able data the warnings of competent scientists. . . 

What I have said represents not only my own personal opinions. Several of 
my colleagues from Columbia University, Dr. Henry Clay Fricl{, Dr. Robert 
Esser, Dr. William Manger, Dr. Gabriel Nahas, who have read this statement 
have concurred with it, and have chosen to sign it with me. 
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[From the Washington Post, Apr. 19, 1975] 

A "CEASE-FIRE" ON MARIITUANA 

(An EditOrial) 

It is now estimated that 13 million Americans are regular users of'. marihuana 
and that at least 30 million have at some time e::-'''Perimented with thl~ substance. 
About 35 yeal'S ago, when marihuana was identified by federal bureaucrats as a 
"killer weed,~~ about 50,000 Americans were thought to use it. The result of its 
identification as a menace was that the Congress and the states made it either 
a felony or a misdemeanor to possess or sell it. The evidence now is that there 
JJlay indeed be medically sound reasons for avoiding the use of. marihuana, but 
none of those reasons justifies the severe crimtQ:ul sanctions that exist in the 
federal criminal code and in those of most of the States. 

In the last several years, that situa.tion has been remedied in several states 
and more eacIT year are amending their .codes in face of the legal-anomaly that 
now exists. Few would argue that marihuana is more of a l1ealth hazard than 
cigarettes or alcohol, yet more than 400,000 citizens a yea:r are arrested 'for pos
session of marihuana, and SO'lUe of them do more than a year in prison for 
their offense, Oregon has ended that anomaly, and California, Colorado, Min
nesota and Alaska are about to follow suit in this legislative season. Maine, 
Massachusetts and New York are reconsidering thei'!: laws. 

The question.now facing the Congress is what should happen at the federal 
level. As matters now stand, possession of an ounce of marihuana is a federal 
misdemeanor carrying a penalty pf one year in jail and a maximum fine of 
$5,000. A bipartisan grOup in the Senate, led by .Tacob Javits o'f New York 
and including Edwari:l Brooke of Massachusetts, Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin 
and .Alan Cranst':'~ of California, have introduced a bill intended to remedy the 
current situation: It would replace current severe penalties with something 
called a "civil fine" and it would not exceed $100. The penalties for Sale of the 
substance as a profitable transaction would remain intact. Only simple pos
session and "not for profit" wouldtJe covered by the bill. 

The senators said when they introduced the new legislation that the criminal 
penalties for possession "are so 'disproportionate to the degree. of mental and 
physical risk· involved that there can be no longer any justification for their 
imposition." They furth€'l' a:rgue that use is so pervasive, ,and the. arrest pattern 
so capricious, "that fair and impartial enforcement and prosecution are 
impOSSible." 

The 'sentiment of the legislation is laudable, but as a solution it is hazy. If, 
indeed, the sponsors believe the substance is relatively"benign," as they put it, 
then why a penalty at all? And WIlY a penalty that is almost unknown in our 
legal system. There is virtually nothing else, with the possible exception of the 
customs code, that recQgnizes a "civil,fine." The legislation would create a new 
categ:pry of offender and a new :remedy for SOciety, the "ci'Vil offender" and the 
"civilli,iine" as punishment. Yet, that is what several of the states are noW doing, 
and 1V1hat il:; proposed at the federal level. 
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The simple answer to the question of why this route is being taken out of 
the marihuana morass is that it is thought to be the only politically practical 
one. As one proponent put it, "This is a 'cease-fire' proposal. As it now stands, 
400,000 smokers a year are being'aTrested and stuck with criminal records. Even 
though this bill is not the long-range answer, at least it will stop young people 
from going to jail." In short, this new proposal is a compromise intended to 
lift the criminal sanction" without taking the logical steps that will surely 
follow and ultimately lead to rhe day when marihuana is properly controlled 
through taxation and standards' for quality, strength and age of legal usage. 
In the meanwhile, the Congress will argue over passage of a vague concept 
called "decriminalization," which is the same as saying there is half a crime. 
The half of the crime called "use" would no longer exist. The half called "sale" 
would continue as before to be a c,rime. If this bill is passed, it will be interesting 
to see how the courts view such a hybrid notion, but it appears to be the best 
the sponsors believe they do. Given today's climate of opinion, they are probably 
right. 

[From the Washington Star-News, Dec. 2, 1974] 

SAXBE WARNS ON "POT" USE 

(By Orr Kelly) 

A.tty. Gen. William B. Saxbe said today the nation needs stronger programs to 
stop marihuana tmffic. 

But he added, "While arrests foi' personal use and possession will continue, our 
priorities should be (lirected (oward restricting the traffic in marihuana and 
other drugs." , 

Saxbe's comments on the marihuana problem were in a speech delivered at 
the Governor's Conference on Criminal Justice in Sacramento, Calif. The text 
was made available at the .Justice Department here. 

"Those who advocate eaSing the bans on marihuana argue for the right of 
aduH!:! to do as they choose,"'Saxbe said. "But if you legalize marihuana, I 'just 
don't see any way to keep it from being made available to childl'en--and used by 
them-in huge numbers." . 

"This, is already a substantial problem. It would grow worse if the ban were to 
be easeq.. The question I think we should be asking ourselves is whether we want 
a society where 10-year-olds can imy marihuana at the corner candy I;1tol'e--and 
no one gives a dmnn. I do not think that should be the wave of the future," he 
declared. 

Saxbe's position 011 marihuana became a controversial issue iast month when he 
brought pressure on Earl J. Silbert, U.S. attorney for the District of ,Columbia, 
to reverse Silbert's position not to prosecute those found in pOSSeSSion of five or 
fe\,'er marihuana cigarettes 

"Unless ancI until our law are changed, What we need p.ere are more intensive 
programs to stop marihuana traffic-plus effective .rehabilitation and public edu
(,flItion programs," Saxbe declared "A new, deeper realization is needed of the 
danger of drugs-and llew public support for their eradication 

"More personnel 'ancl funds are needed for enforcement and efforts against 
traffickers. There must be an equally high priority for prosecution-and constant 
pressure for tough sentences. Drugs contribute to, street crime, and the profits 
reaped by organized crime in drug sales make possible a wide range of . other 
illicit activities," Saxbe said. , 

[From U.S. News & World Report, Mar. 19, 1973] 

A LoOK A.HEAD FItm.{ THE NATION'S CAPITAL 

Full ,sweep of Richard Nixon's 1973 program finally 'is emerging nearly two 
months after' inauguration. Extent of shake-up involved is surprising to many. 

~'ake the President's MarCll 10 radio broadcast on crime -and drugs. He said he 
wants revision of the entire code of federal criminal laws and restoration of the 
(leath p~llaIty for uiurder and treason. CongreSs was urged to '!lct fast. 

Herom. pushel's would get at least five years in jail if the President has his 
wa~', maJor trafficlmrs 10 years to life. Legalization I()f marihuana? Forget it. 
"Pf'rmissiYe .iudg(>s" are criticized. 1\I1'. Nixon's intent: 

"I do not mean to be soft on ('rime: I mean exact-]y the opposite." 
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THE ROI~E OF THE LAW IN DRUG CONTROLf~ 
JOHN KAPLAN* 

SELF-HARMING CONDUCT AND SOCIETY 

The role of the law in drug control is intimately related /Q, the 
broader problem of the place of the law in preventing an in¢ ,jual 
from engaging in conduct which can harm only himself. Before con
sidering drug control, then, there will be several advantages in under
taking a lengthy discussion of the broader issue. Not only will this 
-allow appreciation of the pro.blem in a broader perspective, but it will 
facilitate an approach to the extremely emotional drug area by a less 
well travelled, quieter, and more rational route. It is; perhaps, a longer 
journey, but it should be a smoother one. 

Typically the usc of the law to prevent conduct which harms only 
the actor himself is distinguished from the lise of the law asa means .. 
of preventing the individual from h~lfming others, including society 
at large. In practice, however, th~s is not an easy distinction to draw, 
for there are few actions in which ont~ can engage that threaten harm 
only to himself. 

The purest example of laws aimed at such conduct are the statutes 
which require the driver of a motorcycle to wear a protective helmeLI 
It is true that one can argue that the helmet really protects others, 

tCojJyright 1971 Dull!' Law./olil'llol. Reprinted by permission of the copyright 
hairier and author. Original citaLion 1971 Dulle LawjoUl'naf 1065 

* A.B. 1951, Harvard University; LL.R 1954, Harvard University. Professor of Law, 
Stanford University. BRAINERD CURRIE LECTURER 1971. 

I. See, e.g., MASS, ANt>:. LAWS eh. 90, § 7 (Supp. 1970); MICH. COMPo LAWS ANN .. 
§ 257.65H(d) (1967); N.Y. Vw & TRAI'. l.AW § 381(6) (McKinney (970); N.C. GI:N. STA1'5. 
§ 20-140.2(b) (Supp. 1967); ORl!. RI'V. STAT. § 41;3.443 (1969). Approximately two-thirds of 
the stat~s haVe now enacted motorcycle helmet stututes. S~e Note, Motorcycle Helmets and the 
. Constillltiollality o/Self-Protective Legislalion, 30 OlllO ST. L.J. 355, 358 (1969); 

THE FOLLOWING HEREINAFTER CITATIONS WILL BE USED IN THIS ARTI- . 
CL8 . 

E. BLOOMQUIST, MARIJUANA: THE SECOND TRIP (rev. ed. 1971) [hereinafter cited as 
BLOOMQlHST); 

R. BLUM. SOCIETY AND DRUGS (1969) [hereinafter cited as BWM); 
, L. GOOI)MAN & A. GILMAN, Tllb PHARMACOLOGICAL BASIS OF THERAPEUTICS (4thed. 1970) 

'[hereinafter cited as GOODMAj'l & GILMAN); ..' 
. ,J. KAPLAN, MARIJUANA--THE NEW PROHIBITION (1970) [heceinafter cited as KAPLAN); 

H. NOWLls, DRUGS ON THE COLLF.GE CAMPUS (1969) [hereinafter cited as NOWLls]; . C 

H. PACKER. TilE LIMITS Of.TfW CRIMINAL SANCTION (1968) [hereinafter cited as PACKER); 
A. SI·NCLAIR, ERA OF EXCESS· .. ·A SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE PROHlBITlON MOVEMENT 

(Harper Colophan ed. 196 i, [herainafter cited as SINCLAIR]; 
J. MILL, 011 LibertJ', in ON LIBERTY AND OTIlE~A~sSAYS (E. Neff ed. (926) [hereinafter 

cited as MILL). . 0 ' 
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"si~ce it shields the motorcydist from thrown pebbles which might 
make him lose control and injure innocent pedestrians or automobile 
drivers. 2 Though this approach makes the problem easier, it is disin
aenuOUS. As a result, many courts and commentators have refused to 
~kC it and have assumed that the helmet protects only the cyclist 
hi Jl1self,3 

Though the helmetless cyclist does not expose others to any appre
ciable physical danger, he does drive in a society that is committed 
10 preventing people from dying of their injuries. Thus, rather than 
allowing the cyclist to die unnecessarily, society is prepared to under
take the enormous expense of treating him until he either expires or 
n:covers. In Professor Robert Bartels' apt phrase, the helmetless cycl
ist exposes others to "public ward" harm-the danger of having to 
treat him should he not be killed outright. 4 It is on this theory that 
~lh:idy feels it has the right to demand that he do his share to protect 
hi I11Se1 r. 

The expense and inconvenience that the helmetless driver may 
cause does not, however, stop at public ward harm. Insofar as his 
failure to wear a helmet results in his own injury, he may force society 
tn assu me the cost of his neglected responsibilities to others. Here the 
i~i{lIe cannot be avoided by saying that it is all society'S fault for not 
Idting him die in the street at minimal cost, because his respons!bili
tics must still be fulfilled. As an emotional matter, moreover, nonsup
rort justifications for laws which attempt to prevent self-harming 
L'onduct often command considerably more power than do public 
ward justifications. Thus, despite the enormous public ward justifica
tions for halting alcohol abuse, one of the most powerful Prohibition
i:.l posters contained a drawing of a saloon with the father drinking 
at the bar while his dean, but poorly dressed, little daughter stood in 
the doorway saying, "Father, Father, please come hOI;11e, .. Mother 
needs you." The saml' public interest which underliesil}-::n\support 
la ws. then, can also ju tfy helmetless cyclist laws ~at lcas't>ilthe case 
1.11 those who owe someone a support obligation. s 

2. See. e.g., State v. Ft:ttcrly, 254 Ore. 47, 49-50, 456 P.2d 996-97 (1969). 
3. See Note, 30 01110 ST. L.J., supra note I, at 366-69. See generally Linde, Without "Due 

/'r"'Ll'S\''' -UIICOlls/illlliollal Law ill Oregon, 49 ORE. l.. R[:v. 125, 178 (1970). 
-I. R. B'lrtels, Better Living Through Legislation: The Control or Mind-Altering Drugs 

,Jnpublishcd manuscript). 
5 The case or the helmet less cyclist prohibition, however, is both stronger and weaker than 

l!lC more general non-support laws. It is weaker for two reasons. First, insofar as the iaw applies 
hI tho~l! who do not owe anyone a support obligation or who leave a sufficient estatc to .mect 
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, In addition to the public ward and non-support justifications for 
forbidding conduct which on first glance would appear to harm only 
the actor, a further justification exists which might be caIled the 
"modelling" justification. Modelling is the psychological term for the 
process by which one repeats a type of behavior one s~es in others. 
Modelling of behavior may thus occur where the watcher first learns 
that the behavior which he had thought impossible can indeed b~ 
performed; where the watcher, by observing, learns how to do it; 
where he simply gets the idea from watching; or where he, for anyone 
of 'many reasons, imitates the action.6 It is true, of course, that the 
same values which undei :;e the freedom of communication may inter
fere with preventing the harm caused by modell,ing,7 The individual 
who models the helmetless cyclist does so without coercion, and, apart 
from the indirect harms di~cussed, he harms only himself. Neverthe
less, where those persons society tries to protect from modelling are 
children, the fact that the helmetless cyclist in a causal sense may have 
caused the modelling, which in turn might lead to injury, may be very 
significan.t. Children are regarded as much more likely than adults to 
model dangerous conduct, and we certainly acknowledge a greater 
responsibility to protect them from harm. 

The final justification by which some may find social ha.rm 1p, 
conduct which appears to harm only the actor might be called the 
"categorical imperative" jastification. This relies on the fact that 
although an act might harm only the actor if performed by rdatively 
few people, it coulrl cauc;e harm to everyone if it were performed by 

such obligations, it is obviously too broad. Second. the fact is that'most heimeLless cyclists do 
not surrer injury ror waht of a helmet. At most. thl!Y take the risk that in some small percentage 
of cases they will be prevented from fullilling their support obligations, Even if l~gislalors feel 
better able to evaluate this risk than the cyclist. it here seems a much weaker case for prohibiting 
one's wilrul default on his support obligations, 

On the other hand, the very fact that the helmetless cyclist does not intend to default on his 
support obligations. but nierely takes a risk of not being able to meet them. is perhaps a reason 
ror greater. not Tess. involvement by the law. There is ample evidence that many human beings 
discount the likelihood of low-probability harmful events more than do~s any rational legis la
ture. See W. Edwards & L. Phillips, Man as Transducer for Probabilities in Bayesian Command 
and Control Systems (December 26. 1962) (unpublished paper presented at symposium of the 
American Association for. the Advancement of Science, Philadelphia). The law might then 
rationally prohibit small risks while allOWing greater ones on the theory that in the latter case 
the risk was surticiently obvious that it could rely on the rationality of the risk taker. while in 
the former. intervention of the criminal law is necessary to cause a proper weighting of the risks" 

6. A~'BAl'JDlJ'RA, PRINCIPLES OF BEHAVIOR MO()lFICA1'ION 118-204 (1969), 
7,. See generally Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476. 4g4 (1957)i ·Whitney v. California. 

274 U,S. 357. 375-76 (1927) (Brandeis, J .• concurring), 
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almost all. This justification is not heard in the helmet less cyclist case, 
but it is heard with respect to some sexual and drug laws.8The picture 
which is called to mind is that of a nation where most of the popula
tion is homosexual-in whi-;h case there would be an enormous popu
lation implosion with cons."!quent economic catastrophe-or where 
most of the nation is "stoned" on drugs. It is undeniable rhat society 
has a strong interest in avoiding the economic disaster of so many 
withdrawn from productive work. In ·both cases, however, the justifi
cation is often attenuated by two facts. First, there is not generally 
any reason to believe that, in the absence of laws justified by categori
cal imperative reasoning, the forbidden conduct would in fact become 
so widespread-the taste that impels the action may be esoteric. Sec
ond, the fact that conduct might produce a social catastrophe if en
gaged in by almost all does not necessarily imply that the conduct will 
he in any way harmful to society if engaged in by a relative few. So 
long as the birthrate is felt to be too high, the practicing homosexuals 
who thereby reduce it do no harm at all, and the economies of scale 
in American industry are such that withdrawal of a reasonable num
ber of producers and consumers will similarly have no detrimental 
effect. The categorical imperative justification, therefore, f!1ay be fal
lacious, cit it may simply be one way of dramatizing a harm which 
actually exists, by multiplying it manyfold. 

oS'fcandary Harms and the Criminal Law 

Unless it is necessary to distinguish among them, public ward, 
" non-support" modelling and categorical imperative harms can all be 

SUbsumed under the heading of secondary harms. It is interesting to 
note that the majority of efforts to prohibit conduct which, on first 
glance, appears to harm only the actor himself are ration~lized as a 
means of preventing secondary harms, rather than as efforts to pro
tect people from their own folly,U Insofar as the law acts to penalize 
lhe actor who has not taken proper care of himself, it. hurts rather 

~, :leI!, e.g" Grinspoon, Marihuand, 221 SCIENTIfiC AMERICAN i7, 21 (Dec. 1969). . , 
9. That is not, of course: to say that there are not situations where we are willing to invoke 

the.! law spmply to protect people from self-inflicted harm. The juvenile court will imprison 
• juvcnile runaways under a parens patriae. theory, Fox, Juvenile Justice Reform: An Historical 

H-rsp!'clive, 22 STAN. L. REV, II B7, 1192-93 (1970), and those who are mentally ill will ~c civilly 
~oml1iitled, t!ven if they are dangerous only to themselves. While the person to be protected from 
himself is not ul1d~r age, "ill," or a member of another group with a similar claim to sympathy, 
IHl\\CVcr, society acts for its oWn benefit rather than his, It must, therefore, still be able to poiltt 
\0 a secondary harm to justify the law" 
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than helps him. To the extent that societal resources are expended to 
'prevent people from simply harming themselves, moreover, a type of 
public welfare program is initiated. Such use of governmental re
sources to improve the lot of a minority is never popular ang the case 
in support thereof is weak indeed where the minority is neither re
garded as especially worthy nor desirous of the help. 

No one argues today that all risks of secondary harm shol"ldbe 
prohibited by the criminal law. The obvious secondary harm resulting 
from such almost universally performed acts as overeating or poor 
nutrition is the reductio ad absurdum of such argul11ents. The interest
ing question, then, is' whether these types of harm are a sufficient 
reason for society to intervene in any case. The classic statement 
opposing intervention is that of John Stuart Mill that "[t]he only 
purpose for which power can be rightly exercised over any. member 
of a civilized community, .against his will, is to prevent harm to 
others. His own good, either physical or moral, is not a sufficient 
warrant."1II Mill himself believed that an "indirect" harmi which 
would include the secondary harms discussed, was not a "harm to 
others" within the meaning of his statement. II 

Unfortunately, one can read Mill's pronouncements again and 
again without discovering any substantial effort at a utilitarian calcu
lus to support his position, and the closest Mill came to a general 

. reason was a reductio ad absurdum argument. This was stated in two 
forms. First, that: 

[sJo monstrous a principle is far more dangl~rQns than any single interference 
with liberty; there is no violation of liberty which it would not justify; it 
acknowledges no right to any rr~edom whatever, except perhaps, to that of 
holding opi~ions in secret, without ever disclosing lh~m. . . .12 • 

And second that: 

[t]he doctrine ascribes to all mankind a vested int~rest in each other's 
moral. intellectual, even physical perrecti6~, to be defined by each claimant, ! 

according to his own standard. n 

These arguments both focus on the lack of standards available 
once society undertakes to .prev~nt a person from harming himself. 
The standards problem, moreover, is compounded when one attempts 
to value the incommensurable freedom of the actor to engage in the 

\0. MILL \3. 
\ I. MILL 94·99. 
12. MILL 106. 
13. MII.L 107. 
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conduct of his choice. Merely because protecting the public from 
secondary harms could logically justify a 'last range of governme.ntal 
interferences with individual liberty, and merely because we could 
define secondary harms as including anything lessening the full devel
opment of an individual's perfection, this does not mean that such 
interference is always improper. The main deficiency with the reductio 
ad absurdum arguments is actually a practical one. In the great ma
jority of cases, the individual's freedom will not be interfered with 
d'irectly simply because such regulation would be impossible to en
force without the ,imposition of an absolute police state. 14 Indeed, the 
motorcycle helmet example is one of the few prohibitions on an indi
vidual's conduct that might be enforced atreasonable cost. 

Mill's thesis can perhaps be better defended on a somewhat differ
ent ground. When the legislature makes a decision to protect society 
from secondary harms by criminalizing individual conduct, it gener
ally overestimates the enforceability of its decrees. 15 Where the law's 
reach exceeds its grasp, it may impose serious costs upon society 
which can far outweigh the expectable good that complete enforce
ment might bring. For this reason, it could be argued that, as a 
prudential matter, we would be better off adhering to Mill's principle 
as a ';mle of legislative self-denial. In other words, once protection 
against secondary harms is begun, the difficulties of knowing which 
are appropriate, occasions for legislative action are so great that it 
would ·be better to eschew the effort eI1tirely. 

Simple legislative misjudgment as to the enforceability of the law, 
moreover, is not the only problem. The issue of protecting one from 
harm to himself usually involves two C' Cisitive political issues-the 
inll!rrelationship between law and :,' .. dS and the use of the law to 
stigmatize unpopular groups. As to (he first, few people deny that 
there is a connection between morality and the law. Probably the 
majority agree with Professor Herbert Packer that, in general, it is a 
necessary condition of the proper use of the crimipal law that the 
conduct prohibited be seen as imm,oral.t6 The words "in general," of 
course, are quite important.'The helmetlesscyc1ist statute, forexam
pIe, if enforceable, may be a proper use of the criminal law even 
though there is nothing more immoral in helmetless cycling than in 

14. PACKER 156,270-72. 
15. See Kadish. The Crisis ojOvercriminalizalion. 374 ANNALS 157, 169-70 (\967). 
16. PACKER 261-69. .. 
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mountain climbing. The real problem, however, is with the converse 
proposition-that" the immorality of conduct is a sufficient condition 
for declaring it illegal. The proposition thatthe law may be used to' 
enforce morality ·without any corresponding societal benefit, other 
than the reduction of that immorality, is complex. lt The issue does 
not arise where there is harm threatened to someone other than the 

. immoral actor, because then the reduction of harm to others would 
simply be regardec. as a sufficient social benefit. Where no such harm 
exists, however, the law must be justified either as a method of pro
tecting against secondary harms or as a means of reducing the fre
quency of the immorality itself. Both justifications ate extremely elas
tic, and the jngenious legislator can usually find both in any conduct 
he seeks to proscribe.'The significant point is that avoidance of sec
ondary harm can easily provide a rationalization for prohibiting con
duct which is widely felt offensive on moral, but not on other grounds. 
The fact is that most of the situations where the criminal law is used 
to preyent an individual from harming himself are situations where 
his conduct is also felt to be immoral. There is thus an ever present 
tenlptation to enforce a dominant morality without looking to see 
whether the conduct to be i~rohibited is sufficiently harmful in terms 
of secondary harms, or wh~ther the law is itself enforceable; and it is 
for just this reason Ural political pressures may further compound 
legislative misjudgrrient. The desire to enjoy the political popularity 
which comes from opposing sin may push legislators into enacting 
laws "Yhich even further exceed the possibility oJ e·nforcement. But, 
Professor Packer's sage advice that "if a iegisl:.i.tor can think of no 
better reason~o proscribe conduCt than that he (or his ,constituency) 
abhors it, he had better think twice about doing it,"'H may, as a 
political matter, be difficult to follow-especia!ly where the legislator 
has the additional justification of attempting to lessen secondary 
harms. 

The second political factor which may exert popular pressure to 
extend laws aimed at secondary harms much further than isratio'nally 
justifiable in utilitarian terms involves the stigmatiza.tion of unpopu
lar groups in society.lu Studies of the caming of the anti-opium,20 

. 17. Compare P. DEV~!N, THE ENFORCEMENT OF MORALS (1959). With H. HART, LAW, 

LIBERTY. AND MORALITY (1963). 
18. See PACKER 266. 
19. J. GUSFIELD, SYMBOLIC CRUSADE 13-19 (1963). . . 
20. T. DUSTER, THE LEGISLATION OF MORAl.ln/i""LAW, DRUGS, AND MORAL JUDGMENT 

. 10-23 (1970). ' 
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a\cohoJ21 and marijuana22 laws have, for instance, indicated that in 
each case the drug prohibitio]1 was only part of the story. A major 
part of the emotional effort to pass these laws was generated by a 
dislike for the groups which were, in the public mind, associated with 
the drug. The history of our drug control efforts includes the passage 
of other laws which had, and were intended-at least by a sizeable 
number of their supporters-to have, the effect of stigimatizing the 
Chinese (in the case of opium),23 the urban Catholic (in the case of 
alcohol)24 and the Mexican (in the case of marijuana).25 The likelihood 
that in emotional times a legislature will use secondary harmjustifica
tions as a cloak for joining in the stigmatization of an unpopular 
group, as well as demonstrating its opposition to sin, is, perhaps, 
another reason for the adoption of Mill's view as a prudent sel(
r~straining principle. 

The likelihood that a law ostensibly attempting to protect against 
secondary harm will also be based on a labelling of conduct as immo
ral and an effort to stigmatize certain groups has one further conse
quence. Those at whom the law is directed may not agree that their 
conduct is immoral or that their groups are properly stigmatized and, 
in a host of ways, may make enforcement of the law even more ... 
difficult. Indeed, such laws may lead to resentment even where they 
are not based on the immorality of conduct or group stigmatiza
tion-take, for instance, the helmetless cyclist case. There is, more
over, no doubt that the vast majority of harms which an individual 
may do to himself-eating too much, exercising too much, not exer
d'iing enough, sky-diving or mountain climbing-are in no way for
bidden by the law. As a result, in those atypical situations where the 
niminal law does attempt to make an individual take better care of 
hi rnst!if, he will feel that he is unfairly treated as compared to all 
uthers who are not forced to take similar precautions. In a sense, he 
will be right. The laws requiring one to protect himself are little islands 
at' criminal liability in a vast sea offreedom to injureone's'self. 

I t should be noted finally that where the secondary harms with 
which we are concerned are'limited to public ward and non-support 

21. SeeJ.GusfIELD.supranote 19,at27-29. 
22. Bonnie & Whitebread, The Forbidden Fruil and Ihe Tree oj Knowledge; An Inquiry infO 

Ih ... Ll!gal Hislory oj American Marijuana Prohibilion, 56 VA. L. REV. 971. 1010-16 (1970). 
23. T. DUSTER, supra note 20. at 10-11. 
24. See J. GUSFIELD. supra note 19, at 103. 139. 
25. Bonnie & Whitebread, sup;'a note 22, at 1012-16. 
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• harms, it might be that a system of taxes or license payments would 
serve society's purposes better than would a criminal prohibition. 
These harms are, for the most part, monetarily calculable and actu~ 
arially predictable. All that need be done is to require insurance 
against the threatened harms as a condition of engaging in the pro
scribed conduct. 26 Where these insurance requirements are enforcea- . 
ble, Mill's principle might be defensible on a wholly different theory. 
The demands of Pareto optimality,27 if not a respect for liberty, re
quire that a prohibition not be used where the only harm to society is 
of the public ward and non-support type, simply because a narrower 
law could always be enacted preventing these activities only by those 
who had not made proper financial provision for the risks they were 
taking. 

In any event, even if it cannot be proven that harm to the actor 
and secondary harms are never a sufficient reason for the legislature 
to prohibit conduct, it should be realized that the helmetless cyclist 
counter-example is an anomoly in balancing the advantages and dis
advantages of such a paternalistic law; Helmetless driving is done in 
the open and the presence or absence of a helmet is extremely easy to 
determine. As a result, one would expect that this law could be en
forced with relatively minor exp~nditures. This might not necessarily 
be the case. Under some conditions, the expenditures of enforcing the 
helmetless cyclist prohibition m'ightexceed the saving to society in 
terms of secondary harm. 2M If this were the case, a rational legislature 
might repearthe law after a sufficient period of trial. The legislature 
could well decide that even though a rational calculus would', on first 
glance, favor f<9rbidding helmetless cycling, the imperfections of the 
subjects of the law which prevented them from realizing their own best 
interests, tipped the balance against such a law. 

The helmetless cyclist for yet another reason represents. the sim-

. 26. In the case of the cyclist, he would be allowed on the road wjthout a helm~t only with 
an <extra license plate signifying thut he hild made provir;ion to compensate for any public ward 
or non-support harms his activity might cause. 

27. "Pareto optimality" rebs to the view that a 'change may be seen as desirable in terms' 
of economic welfare only if it benefits someone without injuring anyone else. See J. DUE & R. 
CLOWER, INTERMEDIATE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 461 (5th cd. 1966). 

28. A situation might arise, for example, where the law had not been enforced for some while 
(and therefore) there were many helmetless cyclists on the road. It might then be fairly expensive 
to prosecute sufficient numbers of them to d,:ter the remainder, since it would·,take time for the 

o information that the law was being enforced to sink in. It is also conceivable that some cyclists 
might regard it a matter of principle not to wear a helmet, or, principles aside, feel that the 
thrill of going'helmetless was worth the inconvenience of apprehension. ' 
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plest case where the legislature might attempt to protect an individual 
from the consequences of his own folly-because the prohibition 
\\'orks against the individual cyclist himself. A considerably different 
Issue exists when legal threats are exerted not against the individual 
who is himself harmed by his conduct, but against someone else who 
also is in a position to avoid the harm. 

Analytically, the use of seatbelts by motorists presents an issue 
quite similar to that of helmets by motorcyclists. There are, however, 
twO major differences. First, a law which made criminal a motorist's 
0r passenger's failure to wear seatbelts would obviously be almost 

.Impossible to enforce. Whether or not one is wearing seatbeits can 
clnly be determined from inside, or at least very close to, the automo
!'lilt:. and the difficulties of checking millions of drivers would be 
;!l~urmountable. It is true, of course, that after an accident one might 
be able to determine which of the injured was not wearing seatbelts. 
It is hard to believe, however, that the criminal law operating at this 
~i me could exercise any substantial deterrent effect over and above the 
':1"I'cct of the increased injuries. 

The second difference is that in the case of the- seat belt problem, 
pll\\er can ,~ exerted upon the vehicle manufacturer. Requiring a 
:1lotorcyclist to purchase a helmet may not help at all in getting him 
:ll use it. Indeed, the helmet is so easily separable from the motorcycle 
ihat checking to see whether the cyclist had a helmet would be no 
..::tsier than c;:hecking to see that he was wearing one. Although a 
;l1(1torist cannot be made to wear a seatbelt, society can, on the other 
hand, make sure that he at least has the option to,do 50. 29 Laws 
,equiring safety equipment are far easier to enforce against the auto
mobile manufacturing industry than against the helmetless cyclist. 
fhae are so few automobile companies, what they sell is so public 
.lnLl they are so unlikely to act on principle, that there would be little 
,!ilTicuILy in requiring seatbelts to be installed in each car sold. 30 

In all cases where an attempt is made to govern the seller, rather 

21), See. e.g., Act of December 13, 1963, Pub. L. No. 88-201, §§ 1-3,77 Stat. 361, repealed 
:,ul/ savings provision, Act of September 9, 1966, Pub. L. No. 89-563, § 117(a), (e), 80 Stat. 
,,\.7'27; National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966,15 U,S,c. §§ 1381,1397-
'., \ 1970). The current regulations under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Act are set 
:"rlh in Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, 49 C.F.R. § 571.21 (1971), 

30. If more than the preservation of the opportunity to wear seatbelts were desired, one 
~,'uld also require an airbag apparatus, a buzzer which would make an annoying sound when
·::.cr the car was driven with the seatbelts unfastened or even seat belts somehow connected to 
:n~ ignition so that the car could not be'driven unless the scatbelts were used . .Indeed, safety 
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than the buyer, it can be argued that concern is transferred from th;~ 
prevention of harm to one's self (including secondary harms) to that; 
of prevention of harm to others. This reasoning, however, wOlild no{ 
have placated John Stuart Mill in the least. In referring to a prohibi-< 
tion statute which attempted to protect the consumer by restricting,: 
sale of alcohol, Mill said that "the infringement complained of is not .. 
on the liberty of the seller, but that of the buyer and consumer; since~ 
the State might just as well forbid him to drink wine, as purposely. 
make it impossible for him to obtain i1."31 

It is true that the liberty of the automobile buyer is infringed when 
it is impossible for him to buy a car without seatbelts. Utilitarians, 
however, do not regard freedom as an absolute value before which all .' 
others must give way.' Rather, it would be considered as one value' 
among many and should the balancing of values favor an infringe- . 
ment of the buyer's freedom by' a restriction on the seller, the utili
tarian will not fail to impose that restriction merely because a direct 
restriction on the buyer would have been impractical. 

Consensual Crimes and the Criminal Law 

Both the one~party case of the helmetless cyclist, where the-law 
seeks to operate directly upon the individual to make him take care 
of 'himself, and the two-party case of the factory installed seat belts, 
where the law seeks to operate on the seller to force him to make the 
consumer take better care of himself, are classified under the same 
heading~ "victimless" crimes. This term i"s somewhat unfortunate. 
First of all, if secondary harms are considered, there may very well 
be a victim 'other than the actor himself. 32 Second, the term victimless 
crime has a somewhat bad odor in academic circles. It has been used 
particularly with respect to the crimes Of drunkenness, prostitution, 
abortion, gambling and drug offenses which have contributed so heav" 
ily, to what Professor Sanford Kadish calls the crisis of over':' 
criminalization.~3 Finally, in a very real sense, the victim of even a, 

" 

equipment 'of this nature will be required in the near future. Passenger cars manufactured from' , 
Jan. I, 1972 to Aug. 14. 1973 must be equipped with a seat belt warning system that activat~s 
an audible lmd visible warning for one minute if seat l;!elt~ are not fastened. 36 Fed. Reg.4600· 
08, [2858·60 (1971). The National Highway Traffic Safely Administration has also proposed' 
regulations. requiring that manufacturers install seat belts with ignition interlocks during the . 
period from Aug. 15. 1973 to Aug. 15, 1975. 36 Fed. Reg. 19254·55 (1971). After Aug. 15, 
1975. all passenger cars are to be equipped with a passive restraint systein (such as the "air 
bag"}.Id. 

31.. Mill 106. 
32. See PACKER 151·52,267. 
33. See Kadish,supra note 15. 

83·a17 0 - 77 - 3 
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knowing purchase of an automobile without proper safety equipment 
may be the purchaser himself if he is subsequently injured. In all 
probability, the term "consensual" is a better way to describe these 
~rimes.3~ From a law enforcement point of view, the important thing 
about such crimes is that all parties consent to the transaction; and, 
regardless of whether they may later regret it, they do not bring the 
matter to police attention at t.he time. 35 

In any event, whether one calls the crimes victimless or consen
~ual, it must be admitted that there are both 'an enormous number of 
them on the statute books" and that most of them are not very contro
versial. Whenever the law goes beyond requiring mere disclo
sure --such as in the Flammable Fabrics Act,36 building codes37 and. 
the luws against practicing law,3R medicine39 or plumbing40 without a 
license-·it is. protecting the buyer of goods or services from himself, 
n:gardless of whether it acts upon him directly or upon the seller. 
I ndeed. even those who most often decry victimless crimes in general 
;In! those most likely to demand that we do more "to protect the 
CllI1SUmer." For instance, regulations re;quiring automobile manufac
illrers to add collapsible steering columns,~1 which protect only the 
buyer. although fhey would not comm~nd his loyalty at their prices·. 
in the market, are in fact attempts to add new victimless crimes. It is 
I rue that such enactments Can often be defended as attempts to force 
the automobile manufacturers to take advantage of economies of 
.;-:ale in the manufacture of safety devices. In this case, then, the law 
(an he regarded as a kind of subsidy to those who wish the safety 
::quipment to be paid for by those who do not. Interestingly enough, 

~1.\. Consensual transactions, thus, arc "victimless" in the st:nsc that they are difficult·to 
:::".\ because of the absence of vocal victims. See PACKER 267. 

1~. S('~ Kudish,slIpranotc 15,at 160. 
'·6. 15 U.S.c'§§ 1192-93 (1970). 
~" Sel'. e.g., PALO ALTO, CAL., MUNICIPAL CODli eh. 16. §§ 16.04.010 -.070 (1971); 

hll R'·\TIU:-:AL CONI'ERENCE OF BUILDING OfFICIALS, UNIFORM BUILDING CODE (1970 ed.); 
:-; .. , 1111'R:-; BUILDING CODE CONGRESS, SOUTIIERN STANDARD BUIWING CODE (1969 ed.). See 
F,m'ral/y ~ote, Enforcement of Municipal HOllsing Codes, 78 HARV. L. REV. 801 (1965). 

3~. Se£'. e.g., CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE §§ 6.060,6062 (West Supp. 1971); CAL. Bus. & 

i'k'"I~ CODE § 6125 (WeslI962)i ILL. ANN. STAT. eh. 13, § I (Smith-Hurd SuPP •. 1971); N.Y . 
. !\ DICIARY L,\W § 476-a (McKinney 1968). 

39. See. e.g., CAL.. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 2141 (West Surp. 1971); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 
il. § 16i (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1971); N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 6513 (McKinney 1953). 

40. See. e.g., ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. III 1/2, § 116.63 (Smith-Hurd 1966); PALO ALTO CAL., 
\It'\IClP,\L CODE eh. 16, § 16.08.090 (1968). 

41. See note 30 supra. 
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Mill, in what some might regard as an orgy of consistency" ars6~ 
opposed heavier taxation of dangerous substances42 and, hence,woultL 
clearly have opposed this type of measure to protect the consumer. 

Although most people perhaps do not realize it, minimum wage 
laws43 also fall under the general heading of consensual crimes. Of· 
course, some may consider the wage-earner who works for less than' 
the minimum wage as himself some kind of victim. The problem with, 
this is that it rests on one of two theories. The first is that he would 
otherwise work for the higher, minimum wage. Jf this is true, his own 
foolishness isto blame, and the essence of victimless crime is protect-, 
ing people from their own foolishness. The second is that he is work
ing because he needs the money-necessitous men are not free men. 
The difficulty witQ this view is that the worker driven by economic 
necessity to work for less than the minimum wage is no more driven 
than the compulsive gambler or the drug dependent individual. None
theless, although he is. willing in this sense to work for, and his em
ployer is willing to pay him that wage, our laws attempt to prevent 
the bargain just as they would prevent a bargain reached between a 
prostitute and her customer or a bookie and his. 

Ifone then supports rules outlawing sales of flammable fabrics, 
laws against practice of medicine without a license or bargains that 
violate the minimum wage law, he cannot denounce withoulqualifica- c:~ 
tion victimless crime. The real problem with victimless crimes, as 
Professor Herbert Packer has pointed out so cogently, is that some 
of them produce such enormous difficulties of law-enforcement th~t 
as a practical matter they do more harm. than good. 44 In order til 
determine whether this is the case as to any particular crime, consider
able care olust be used to look at the effects of the criminal law and 
to attempt computation of the costs and benefits it brings about., 

As an initial proposition, however, a number of generalizations 
can be made. First, where the law imposes its major burden on the 
individual to force him to protect himself, it will, in general, involve 
such difficulties of enforcement as to be unenforceable. Typically,;.lhe 
conduct will be private and will come to light only rarely, and then 
either because of the most intrusive type of investigation,45 or after the 
harm that the law attempted to protect against has already been 

42. MiLL 113-15,119. 
43. See. e.g., Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.c. §§ 203-[8 (1970). 
44. PACKER 151-52,273-75. ' 
45. See Kadish, supra note 15, at 161. 
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done-in which case the law will be in the position of compounding 
that harm with cri'minal penalties against one ~lready injured. Indeed, 
the hdmetless driving law appears to be the only law designed to 
protect an ~ndividual from himself (or society from secondary harms) 
that is actually enforceable. 

On the other hand, when the law attempts to protect' individuals 
from harming themselves, or from causing secondary harm, by trans
ft:rring its pressure from the individual actor himself to someone 
dsc -typically the seller of some commodity-it mayor may not be 
t:nforceable at a reasonable cost. Where the law would impinge upon 
legitimate businesses which are not too numerous to watch and where 
it does not generate significant economic pressures toward its own 
violation, it may very well be enforceable. However, as the number 
\),' independent businesses which need to be watched increases and the 

. ~~onomic incentive to violate the law' incI'eases, society comes more 
and more to the type of victimless crimes that have given the criminal 
system such a headache. 

Finally, as Professor Packer has pointed out, in those areas of 
victim\css crimes where, on the above analysis, the criminal law is 
most alJpropriate-it is also least needed. 46 Civil penalties, which are 
I'ur more efficient to impose. will allow a better deployment of so
~iety's coercive resources. Moreover, as they will generally. be i m
posed within the context of a business activity, they will involve far 
i"cwer dangers of invasion of the citizen's privacy than may occur if 
imposed upon individuals. 4i 

There is one further objection that should be noted to all the laws 
thus ;'.1' discussed. Given the present economic and political inslitu
tions, any attempt to protect individuals from themselves may sooner 
or later be used by the powerful economic interests thereby unlea".1ed 
tl) lessen competiLlon and to harm society as a whole. Certainly, a 
great deal of the recent literature concerning occupational licensing, 
building codes and the like supports this view. 48 Similarly, although 

, -
automobile safety requirements are still in their infancy, there are 
already substantial allegations that the safety standards are being 
designed to protect American, and politically influential, automobile 
companies from foreign competition.~u Finally, it has even been al-

46. PACKER 253. 
47. See. e.g., M. FRIEDMAN, CAP,ITALISM AND FREEDOM 137-61 (I962). 
48. P. MOORE. ECONOMIC EF.FECTS.OI' LICENSING (1963). 
49. q Washington Post, D~c. 6, 1970, at A·I, A-14. 

_~J 
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leged ,that the helmet manufacturers have been far more influential', 
than the analysis of secondary harms in securing helmetless cyclist:' 
legislation. Although one cannot call the case proven at this point, one 
can soften any zeal to protect against secondary harm by the realiza
tion that, given the apparent weakness of legislators and administra: ' 
tors, it is at least possible that the government itself actually needs ' 
the protection from its own, folly which only a rigid adherence to 
Mill's principle coulp bring. . 

Discussion thus far has involved the kinds of conduct which are 
...,n6rmally classed-'as protection against h,aI'm to one's selL· Even where 

! 
~' the law makes criminal the action of the seller, it does so as a means 

of preventing tne buyer fromjnjuring himself. Note, however, how aU 
,~f the arguments previously considep;!d change when attention is 
turned toward conductthat threatens harm to others. In the automo
bile case, for example, if concern were with automobiles with defective 

'(' 

" 
\ ''I\... brakes rather than those without seatbelts, very different issues would, ' 

.~ ,arise. There would then be little hesitation to make it a crime to drive 
.\, ....... ~' car with defective brakes,50 even though 'this might be almost as 

difficult to enforce, in the sense of cqtching a high percentage of 
violators, as would be a law against the failure to use seatbelts. petec
tion would not, fi"rst of all, be quite so difficult, because we would have 
someone other than the police to bring the m'atter to public atten
tion-the one~injured by a car with defective brakes. Second, it might 

,/ " ' 

very welll;:'~!}h~t after an' accident which revealed the defective brakes, 
the criminal law would actually be able to increase the punishment 
significantly over that of the accid:mt-:-at least in those cases where 
the driver was not himself hurl. Third, it cannot here be argued, as it 
was in the case of public ward and non~support harms, 51 that insur- ' 

''. artce could eliminate the need for such a law, It is one thing to say 
~faqhehelmetless cyclist or seatbeltless driver can insure against the 
s~condary harm caused; it is very different, however, to say that the 
d~iver with defective brakes canphys'ically .injure peop,le and thrust 
the insurance on them in lieu 'ofhis own ,preventative measures. 
Fourth, if one engages habitually in conduct dangerous to others, it. 
may bt: economical to imprison him, ~hough itwould ~lmostcertainly 
not be where the only concern Was with reducing setondaryharms., 

. 50: See. e,g., CAL. VEH. CODE § 40001 (W~st Supp. 1971); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 95 1/2" 
§§ 211 ;234 (Smith·Hurd Supp.1971); N.Y. Vim. &TRAF. LAW §§ 375.1,375.32 (McKinney 
1970), ' , ',.," . 

51,' Si;li nole '27SlIpra and accompanying text, 
",. ". ,. ., f 
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Finally, and, perhaps most importantly, where any activity threatens 
harm to the actor himself, his own sense of se~f-protection will gener
ally lead him to act so as to minimize the harm to society as well as 
leI himself. Thus, both the helmetless cyclist and the driver with faulty 
brakes will be restrained by self-preservation, since all that is neces
sary to make this restraint on behavior effective is that there be, in 
fact. a danger to the actor. Where an activity threatens harm to others 
.unly, however, there may be no such rcqr:!int and the criminal law 
may be the only force that m~kcs the harmful activity unprofitable. 
This is probably the case 10 the widest range of criminal prohibitions 
which protect either the property or the person of others. 

DRUGS AND CONSENSUAL CRIMES 

The interrelations between the felt dangers of drugs and the meth-· 
(Ids used to control them are, as will be seen, extremely complex. The 
ha~ic problem, nonetheless, is familiar. The commonly heard argu
ment on behalf of minimal drug control is that "it's my body and I 
,;an do what I want with it so l<?ng as I don't hurt anyone." This, of 
~l1ursc, is simply another way of phrasing Mill's principle. Indeed, the 
t:lltire problem of drug control is for the most part a special case 
II ithin th~ problem of the regulation of conduct which harms only the 
aClor himself. The dangers presented by most drug users are not too 
di:;similar from those of the helmetless cyclist, and the controls im
posed upon sellers-of automobiles without safety equipment are not 
l\)l) dissimilar to those placed upon seHers of drugs. Before going into 
thl! similarities and d'ifrerences, however, a definitional problem must 
be discussed. 

Whal Are "Drugs?" 

A typical pharmacological definition is that a drug is a substance 
which, when taken into the bqdy, alters the structure or function of 
.lny part of the organism."2 Although this is a very broad definition, 
it is important to avoid too narrow a focus. Otherwise one incorpo
rates concepts of medical helpfulness-that, for example, an amphe
lil.l1line used as a diet pill under the supervision of a doctor is not a 
drug, but that when taken as a pep pill without prescription it is. 
Similarly, concepts of harmfulness must not be included. Otherwise 

52. Modell. Mass Drug Catastrophes and the Roles of Sci<'n~e and Technology, 156 
"'r'I""Cb J46 (1967). See generally NowLis 5-7. 
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drugs may be classified according to their social utility-alcohol, fo{,1 
example, is often said not to be a drug simply because it is no!':: 
harmful (which, of course, it is-or can be) and because of its wide 
social use.53 Finally, the definition of what is a drug must avoid con- . 
sideration of the legality of the substance. Legality is merely a. social 
concept which has been applied to nature. To talk in general about 
how the law treats both legal and illegal drugs will require a discussion· 
of an enormous range of substances-including coffee, tobacco, al
cohol, the cyclamates, antibiotics, amphetamines, marijuana and her
oin. 54 

The Damages Caused by Drugs 

Social conce~n with drugs arises, of course, because of the feeling 
that they damage either their user or others. With respect to Ahe 
damage to others there is a sizeable range of harms to consider. 
Contemporary scientific opinion. implicates alcohol,55 amphetam
ines,56 and barbiturates 57 as playing a causal role in a significant 
number of assaults by their users by reducing inhibitions, weakening 
judgment or some other means.58 Tobacco is another drug whose use 
poses a danger to non-users 59......:principally through loss of life and 
property from fires caused by smokers. Heroin also exerts sizable 
costs upon the non-user, sjnce the addict will typically commit large 
numbers of property crimes to support his habit60- though, as will be 
seen, the law is itself a contributor to these crimes.61 Finally, there are 

53. See NowLls 6, 87. 
54. See generally GOODMAS & G1LMA:-<; Modell, supra note 52, at 347-51. 

(., 

55. BLU~1 289. KAPI-A:-< '265-70; Blum, Mind Allering Drugs and Dangerous Drugs: 
Alcohol, in U.S. PRESII)cNT'S Cml~lISSION ON LAW E~FORCEMENT AND ADMI~I5TRATION OF 
JUSTICE, TASK FORCE REPORT: DRU!'lKENNESS 28,40 (1967); Wolfgang & Strohm, The Rela
tionship between Alcohol and CriminolHomicide, 17 Q.J. O~ SrUDlfS ON ALCOHOL 411 (1956). 

56. See Ellinwood, Assoull and Homicide Associated wilh Amphl!lontine Use, 127 AM. J. 
PSYCHIATRY 1170 (1971), describing the histories of 13 persons who committed homicide while 
intoxicated with amphetamines. Th~ author speculates whether the reported incidence or amphe
tamine-induced assaults would be h!ghcr if phYSicians were more fully aware of the. problem. 
Id. at 1175. See also BLUM 289. 

'57. See generally NowLis 84-85. 
58. See generally Blum. Drugs, Behavior. ond Crime, 374 ANNALS 135 (l967). 
59. See BLOOMQUIST 18S-91; GOO()MAN & G'ILMAN 588-92. 
60. BLUM 288-89, KAPLAN 240. 
61. With respect to heroin, society. has adopted a categoricalimperalj~e type of reasoning, 

see note 8 supra <J.nd-'accompanying'texi, and concluded that heroin is such a seductive and· 
addicting drug that if4b were freely available tlie enormous number of its users would produce 
a national catastrophe. As a policy choice, therefore,lhe law ha,; been structurcd.r,o that heroin 
is extremdy expensive. This perhaps lowers the number of addicts in the society, but it consider-
ably magnifies the dam!lgc they do to Q(hers. . . 
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the antibiotics, where danger to others arises because exposure to an 
antibiotic tends to generate strains of bacteria resistant to it. 62 Others 
are damaged, then, simply because they are deprived of a valuable-in
Jer.:d, perhaps life saving-medicine. This may, of course, happen 
as a result of medical practice as well, but where the antibiotic is used 
promiscuously-and a conclusive presumption seems to have been 
aJopted that it will be promiscuously used if not under medical super
\'ision, and, perhaps less realistically, that it will not be so used if 
under supervision-this hazard is considerably increased. 

Despite these instances where drug use may damage others, it is 
Cai rly clear that the overwhelming danger in drug use is the dange!;" to 
the user himself. Thus, the number of homicides committed under the 
influence of alcohol is dwarfed by the death rate of the users them
s~lveS from cirrhosis and other alcoholism-related diseases. 631'he dan
gers or·tobacco to its users in terms of lung cancer, emphysema and 
~'arious circulatory diseases far Qutweigh the damage done by smok
ing-caused fires. 61 Even heroin, harmful as it is to society, is, under 
"ontemporary conditions, far more destructive to its users than to 
others. G5 And the cost of the antibiotic-resistant bacterium is typically 
borne by the first sufferer from the improper u~e or antibiotics. 66 

With ~gard then to the damage to the drug llser himself, there is 
a widely used term: drug abuse. Drug abuse means simply the use of 
a drug so that it interferes with either the user's physical or mental 
health, or his adjustment in societyY It is important to understand 
that this is a derinition which applies to both legal and illegal drugs . 
.. \ classic example of just how the issue of the legality ora drug can 
interfere with the understanding of what is meant by drug abuse is 
prMided by the American Medical Association. Until quite recently 
the A MA defined drug abuse as either the over-use or a legal drug so 

62. See G()Of)MA:-I & GIL~lAS 1157-58. 
63. See 81 OO~lQliIST IgO-SI; BL.u~t 2g4-85; GO()tJ~tAS .I:. Gt!.\tA!' 13544; T. PI.AUT. AL

I IiHUL PROBLHIS: /\ RFPORT TO nil: NATIOS BY HII: COOPl:I\ATlYf' C,:nt~lISSION 0:-1 THE 
.-;TL'1lY OF AI.COIIOL (1967). 5,ee also N. KESSI'[. & II. WALT(J~t. ALCOIIOL.ISM 30. 32-34 (1967); 
:-'lv~kow, P(!nninglon & Knisciy, A Icohol. Sludge. and 1f ypoxicA reas. of Nervolls System. tiVI!r 

alld Heart. I MICROVASCULAR RESI'ARdl174 (l96H). 
64 .. ';el! KAPLAN 201, 314. 
65. See GOOIl~tAS & GILMA:-I 237-55; KAPLAN 314; Baden. Deaths from Heroin Addiction 

4nlUng Teenagers in New York Cily (August 18. 1970) (unpublished paper presented at the 
SCl:ond World Meeting on Medical Law, Washington. D.C.). 

66. See A. GOTH. MWICAL PHARMACOI,OGY 509-10 (5th cd. 1970). 
67. BLUM 230. For a pharmacological definition of drug abus\!. see GOODMAN.& Gll.MAN 

~76-77. 
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as to impair one's physical or mental health or his adjustment in· 
society, or any use of an illegal drug. 68 Such a definitjon merely
·incorporates legal standards into medical practice. It does not make 
a great deal of sense, for example, to define every marijuana user ~s .. 
a drug abuser while insisting that only the alcoholic, but not the sociaL 
drinker, is an abuser of alcohol. The fact is that, as in the case of : 
alcohol; at least some marijuana users, who use the drug in modera
tion, use it without any danger to themselves-aside, of course, from 
that of getting caught. . 

Indeed, one of the main fallacies in the present societal approach 
to the drug problem is that the illegal drugs are too often regarded as 
terribly dangerous and the legal drugs as perfectly safe. It is true, of 
course, that some drugs have a much greater potential for abuse than 
others, in that they injure a higher percentage of their users. But an 
injury produced by drug abuse is typically causec\ by a complt:x com
bination of the drug itself, the way it is .used, the disposition of the 
person using it and the conditions under which it is used.~9 Some 
people, for instance, can apparently use heroin for quite a while with
out becoming addicted or otherwise harming themselves, though this 
would probably represent a very small percentage of users. There are, 
on the other hand, those who injure themselves with coffee, the "most 
legal" of our legal drugs. Though we cannot verify whether Honore 
de Balzac, as is sometimes said, really did die from excessive coffee 
use, it is indisputable that the coffee user' may damage himself in 
various ways.711 Some coffee users notice that their stomachs are al
ways upset and that they have great trouble sleeping. Many of them 
stop u'sing coffee; others just get used to having upset stomachs and 
insomnia, because coffee can be strongly habit-forming to some peo
ple. il It should be mentioned also that research on the genetic damage 
caused by various drugs has in the Inst five years p.ointt!d a considera
bly more suspicious finger at coffee than at'several other drugs far' 
more implicated in the public press,i2 Similarly unconfirmed, but 

68. See E. GOODE, THE MARIJUANA SMOKERS 100 (1970). 
69. See BWM 230, 277-80, 284; NOWLls 17-19. . 
70. Goldstein. Kaizer & Warren, Psychotropic Effects of Caffein(!in~;lyfan. I. individual 

Differences in SensilivilY to Caffeine-induced Wakefulness, 149 J. PUARMACOLO{" & EXPERI- . 

. MEl'!TAL THERAPHUTICS 156 (1965). •. 
71. Goldstein, Kai.lcr & Whitby, Psychotropic Ejfecls of Cajfeine in Mlm. IV. Quamitative 

·and Qualitative DijTerences Associated with Habituation to Coffee, 10 CW'I!CAL PHARMACOL-

OGY & THERAPEUTICS 489 (1969).· . 
72. Caffeine has been found to be mutagenic in fungi, bacteria, plants. mice and Drosophila. 

·,Goldstein & Warren. Lack a/Relationship Belween Gastric Carcinoma and Imake of Beverages 
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SUSPICIOUS, findings indicate a ·possible connection between coffee 
drinking and cancer of the bladder. 73 Differences of degree and kind 
are, however, important and a legal system which made no distinction 
between heroin and coffee would leave a great deal to be desired. 

It is possible that if more were known about drugs it could be said 
that it is not that some drugs are more dangerous than others, 6ut 
rather that certain drugs are more dangerous to specific' types of 
peop-Ie. Moreover,. with sufficient'knowledge about both drugs and 
people it is possible that they could be matched as accurately as are 
diabetics and sugar. It might also be possible to define with some 
precision who will be injured by a given drug. Unfortunately, it tran
:,cends the limits of present knowledge to say more than that 'certain 
types of people seem more vulnerable to one drug than another, and, 
:h a result, society tends to proceed by making general rules about 
drugs based in part upon a feeling as to their overall danger. 

MODELS OF DRUG COt-;TROL 

I n order to better understand the control of drug abuse, it will be 
i!; .. ,tructive to note the various models that our society has adopted to 
..:ontrol different lypes of drugs. 

C~J.l£'(! 

Coffee may be sold and used in all nations. although at times its 
u~e has been punishable by imprisonment or death.H Although in 
many countries coffee bears a tax that is disproportionate to the taxes 
t)!1 other imported foodstuffs, in this country no legal effort is aimed 
al discouraging its use. 75 The fact that it is a drug which injures at 
kast some of its users 76 seems to be reflected solely in non-leg"!,, social 
~tlntrols ··for example, the sight of an eight-year-old having a cup of 
1;01 fee is sufficiently remarkable to be remembered for some while. 

(II//aining Caffeine, 15 CANcllR 1261, 1261 (1962). Kuhlmann, Fromme, Hecge & Ostertag, 
I :I~ .\[lItagenic /lction oj' Caj/eine in Higher Organisms, 28 CANCER RESEARCII 2375 (1968). 
In ,'oe ~tudy carfeine induced chromatid br~akages in human cells in vitro. 

73. See Cole, CoJfee-Drinking and Cancer oj'the Lower Urillary Tract, I LANCET 1335 
.19~ I). 

~4. BLUM 11-12. 
75. See NowLis 113. 
76. The dangers or "corre\: abuse" are discussed at notes 72-75 supra and accompanying 

~C\t. 
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Tobacco. 

The regulations on tobacco are slightly more onerous than those. 
on coffee. It is taxed far more heavily than most other consumables,77 , 
its advertising is restricted,18 and its' sale to minors is purportedly 
forbidden,79 though in fact no attention is usually paid to this last 
restriction. Recently, cigarette manufacturers were required to put a 
notice on the packages saying that "The Surgeon General Has Deter
mined That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous To Your Health."~o 
Finally, considerable amounts of money are spent to convince users 
of the harmfulness of this drug though nothing remo'tely 3l;;proaching , 
either the amounts taken in through the taxes on tobacco or the 
a!llounts spent by the cigarette industry to promote its sale. 

. \ 
Alcohol ',--

To describe completely the present controls on alcohol would take 
a size,able book. It is a drug which causes enormous social havocs, and 
is dangerous to a fairly sizeable proportion of those who use it. s2To 
prevent its use altogether, the United States and several other western 
countries have, for bricf periods, tried a prohibition which made the 
manufacture and sale-and in some countries the use~of alcoholic 
beverages a crime.~:\ This type of control, however, has almost every
where been abandoned and is used today only in certain Moslem 
countries where it is supported by a strong religious taboo. 84 Present 
methods of control are less ambitious but are generally regarded as 
more successful: the drug is sold through either a government monop
oly or Ijcense,M5 which is restricted to those of good moral character, 
it is hea~vily taxed, and there are strong controls on its sale to those 
under the age of. 18 or 21; depending 'on the state. Moreover, its 

77, KAPLAN 313. 
78, Public ric,tllth Cigarette Smoking Act of 1969, 15 U.S,C. § 1335 (1970). 
79, See. e.g., CAL, ""NAL CODE § JOg (WEST 1955); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 23, ~§ 2357,2358 

(Smith-Hurd 1968); N.Y. PENAL LAW § 260.20-5 (McKinney 1967). 
80. Public Health Cigaretlt: Smoking Act of 1969, 15 U .S.C. § 1333 (1970). 
81. "[A]lcoI101 has probably caused more disease (han any other drug in man's history. It 

is a major cause or social disability, There arc at least 2,500,000 socially usdcss alcoholics in 
this country and about as many whose productivity is curtailed by alcohol .... " Modell. 
supra note 52, at 347. 

82. See BLOOMQUIST 130-88 (13% of alcohol users are alcoholic); BLUM 42 (7%). 
83. See BLUM 34,37-39; SINCLAIR 335. 
84. BLUM 238. ' 
85. For an exposition of the detail of the licensing system, see KAPI;AN 335-41. A licensing 

system for marijuana is.discl1ssed at length at notes 131-38 it{fra and accompanying text. 

" 
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advertising is restricted and sale is forbidden close to .schools or 
churches.86 Furthermore, several states have "rationing" systems, 
while others have "posting" laws whereby a public official can de'ter
mine whether an individual is abusing alcohol and thereby make it 
illegal for anyone to give or sell it to him. Finally, although in this 
nation little is spent to warn the public against the dangers of alcohol-
ism, this method of control is not unknown. R7 ' 

Cyclamates 

The control of cyclamates exemplifies the next model of drug reg
ulation-though this type of regulation is more commonly applied to 
conduct other than that associated with supply and use of drugs. XM 

This is called the vice model because it is the type of legal regulation 
best known for its application to vices such as gambling and prostitu
tion. 89 Where the vice model is applied to commodities or services 
which may injure their user, the seller is made guilty, but not the 
buyer. The theory behind this distinction is that sufficient control may 
be exercised over a product by using the criminal law to try to deter 
s!l.llpliers, without attempting to apply the criminal sanction to the far 
larger number of users. UIl Just as public policy demands the protection 
of motorists and passengers from traumatic injury caused by automo
biles which lack seat belts or padded dashboards, through the exertion 
or pressure to prevent these dangerous instrumentalities from being 
sold, so it protects people from cancer of the bladder~l-which they 
may get from dietetic soft drinks containing cyclamate~ (if they turn 
out to have a metabolism like a rat's and drink enormous quanti-

86. See. e.g., CAL. Bus. & PROF, CaDI, § 25608 (\Vest 1964); ILL. ANi':. STAT. ch. 43, 
S 127 (Supp. 1971); N.Y. ALeo. BEV. CONTR()L LIIW § 64 (Mc'Kinney 1970). 

87. France, for example. which has an even more acule problem than docs the United States, 
devotes considerable efrort to public information Oil its dangers. BLUM 240. . ' 

88, It has previously been discussed in connection with tlie laws which lIlilTht make it 
criminal to manufacture or sell automobiles which were not equipped wilh scatbel~. SCt! notes 
29-30 supra and accompanying text. " , 

89. See generally KAPI.AN 3 J 5-30. . . . ' 
90. The explanation usually given for the diffcrentiatio~ is that the buyer is merely a victim' 

Who needs help not punishment, whereas the seller is guilty of the evil of exploiting the weak-
nesses of others. Id. at 316. . 

91. See 34 Fed. Reg. 17063-64 (1969). where the Food and Drug Administration found that 
cydamalcs wt!re not safe for use'in food. ": ' 
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'~ies),92 Probably the most interesting thing q.bout the control of cycla- . 
mates is that it works,93 "". . 

Antibiotics 

The next type of drug control is that used for antibiotics-the 
medical model. 94 This model seems to be the preferred one for drugs 
which meet three conditions~drugs that have medical uses, that are 
capable of harming their user, and that are'not especially sought by 
illegal users. Under the medical model, the medical profession is given 
control of the right to obtain the drug. The ordinary citizen can 
purchase it if and only if he has the permission of a physician who is 
given almost un~ontrolled discretion as to whether he will make the 
prescription. If '.he physician approves, he wi1l give the drug user a 
prescription which will allow a licensed pharmacist to sell the pre
scribed quantity. If the user does not have a prescription, but can still 
get someone to sell him the drug, he will commit no crime, but the ;) 
seller will be guilty of a criminal offense-or. more significantly, if a 
pharmacist, he may lose his license,u5 In short, the cyclamate or 
"vice" model, punishing the seller, but not the user, is applied to 
medical drugs used without a prescription. . 

Amphetamines and Barbiturates 

The amphetamines and barbiturates resemble the antibiotics in 
that they both have legitimate medical uses and can harm.a certain 
percentage of their users. They differ, however ,.from the antbiotic-like 
drugs in that they are in substantial denland for non-medica1:=~or 
recreatic.nal.purp0sc5~~AHhol1gh jurisdictions differ in how they treat 
this non-medical use, the modern trend has been to decide that the vice 

92, The methods and r<!sults or the study which cau~i:d the removal or cyclamates from the 
FDA's "generally recognized ,as sare" (GRAS) list or chemical substances used as food acjdi~ 
tives arc detailecii'in Price, Biriva. Oser, Vogin, Steinfeld & Ley, Bladder Tumors iiI Rats Fed . 
. Cyclohexyl(1/11ine' or High Dim's vf 0 .M(xllIre of Cyclanlote alld Saccharin, 167 SCIENCE] 131 
(1970), which also dlscusse~1 the his(9ry 'of research dealing with cyclamates. and the; particular 

. steps leading totheir ban. llhe dispute as to whether the bal) was required. or even prudent. has 
been inlense. Compare Leiter, Inhorn &, Meisner, Cyclamate Ball" 166 SCIENCE 685 (1969) 
(expressing alarm that such a benelicial:.substanci(would be banned on such inconclusive evid
ence) willi Letter, Epstein, Hollaendcr. t.ederb~rg, Legator, Richardson & Wolff. Wisdolll of 
Cyclamalt' BUll, id. at 1575 (thaI a substance without demor(strable matching benefits should 

. be banned when it is possible it represents a long-run danger). ' 
93. See p. 1094 inf,·u and accomp<Jnying text. '\Jo 
94, See generally KAPLAI' 3.30-32. . 
95. CAL. Bus.·& PROI:.,:CCJI)l' § § 4227.4350,4363 (West Supp. 1971): 

1 ;, 
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model is not sufficient. As a result, we have tended to treat the non
medical users ~f these drugs like the helmetless cyclists-that is, to 
deter them through the threat of criminal penalties. 96 

Marijuana and Heroin 

Finally, there are the drugs such as marijuana and heroin which 
are subject to complete prohibition. Since these drugs have no "recog
nized" medical usc, the' medical model cannot be applied, and, be
cause they' are considered too dangerous, the vice, or cyclamate, 
model is also unavailable. As a result both sale and use of these drugs 
is criminal-without the safety valve provided by the amphetamine 
and barbiturate model where medical practice diverts a sizeable per
~cntage of the drug use into legal channels. 

Ollier Models 

Two things should be noted about the models of legal treatment 
applied to these various drugs. First, although the differing treatments 
cover an enormous range, additional legal models could be devised. 
It has been suggested by some advocates of marijuana legalization 
who feat""tommerciali~ation, for example, that the. "flower children" 
model should be adopted. 97 By this model, all taint of commerciali
lution would be removed by a law which permitted anyone to grow 
the drug for himself and use or give away as much as he wished. The 
nnly act that would be forbidden would be sale. Interestingly enough, 
lhi)' is a model. which bears some relation to the treatment of prostitu
tion--apparently, there are certain things that can be given away but 
should not be sold. On the other hand, the fact that the legal treatment 
of prostitution has not been what could be called one of the law's 
greater successes, may be a good reason to be cautious about adopting 
the "nower children" model. 

Second, the assignment of drugs to the various categories, while 
to a certain extent. det!~rmined by the dangers of the drug in question, 
is also subject to a host of other factors. Some forty years ago alcohol 
in the United States was treated according to a combination of 
various other models. It was available on prescription from a physi
cian or for religious or sacramental purposes, but the manufacture, 

96. 15 U.S.c. §§ 1261-74(1970). 
97. AiJri.ch, Notes on Structuring l.egal Sale of Marijuana to Minimize Abuse (Aug. 15, 

1971) (mimeo pUblication by AMORPHIA). 
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sale, or even use outside of these, and a few oth(!r narrow exceptions,. 
was criminal. 98 It is interesting to note that at this same time a mari- . 
juana extract w,as treated according to the medical mod~l. 99 The as
signment of models of control to drugs varies both from nation to 
nation and over time. Thus, heroin is treated under the medical model 

. in England 100 today while in Sweden amphetamines are essentially 
prohibited entirely. . 

The question, of course, raised by the large variation in the models 
by which drug use. is controlled is how a rational society should 
allocate drugs among the different methods of legal treatment. Rather 
than attempting to lay down a systematic decisional process, six prin
ciples will be presented which should be kept in mind when deciding 
which models shpuld be applied to which drugs. 

PRINCIPLES OF DRUG CONTROL 

Principle J: It is hard. (I' not impossible. to justify a criminal law 
which punishes tlie drug user himself 

As was noted in discussing the helmetless cyclist case, it is rela
tively rare for the criminal law to force a person to take better care 
of himself. The drug area is probably the major exception to this rule 
since with respect to all the commonly used illegal drugs, the user, 
along with the seller, is subject to the criminal law. However, while 
the heimetless cyclist case was unusual in that the high visibility of 
the violation made enforcement of the law a comparatively easy task, 
the exact opposite is true with respect to drug use. Even though at
tempts are rnade to make the proscription of drug use more easily 
enforceable hy outlawing possession as a surrogate for the forbidden' 
drug use, JIll possession of a small amount of a substance is extremely 
difficult todetect·-c~cept through search, which IS an expensive, 
time-consuming and resented police activity. Indeed, possession of a 
drug hy a user is dose to the opposite pole of detectability from the 
case of the helmetless cydist. 

98. See gL'IlIirally SI"CLAI~ 410-11: C. WAItBURTON. Tflr: ECONOMfC ReSUI.TS OF 

PI\OIllBITION 67"69 U932). 
99. S. SNYDER, TUr: lISI'S OF M,\RIJUM-A (197 I). 
100. M. Gl.ATT. D. Pill MAN. D, GILU'SPIf; & D .• HIELS. THE DRUG SCfiN~ IN GREAT 

BRITA}:, 100·01 (1967); E. SCHUR, CRI~II!S WITHOUT VICTIMS 152-56(1965); Stimson, The 
Patterns of Behavior of Heroin Addicts (September. 1971) (unpublished paper; Addic'tioir Re
search Unit, Institute of Psychiatry, London); Cardncr & Connelli'One Year's Experience in a 

, Drug Dependence CliniC. 2 LANn,T 455 (1970). . 
t'll. CAL. HEALTH & SAI'ETY .COl}!, §. 1 1500 (West Supp. 1971). 
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Moreover, since the overwhelming reason for applying the crimi
nal law to the drug user is to protect him from himself, the law is 
caught in a conundrum. Insofar as the drug itsel,f is dangerous, there 
is, all other things being equal, a better reason to try to discourage 
its use. To the extent that the criminal law is expected to deter this 
use, however, it is obviously least effective against those who are so 
oblivious to the consequences of their actions as to be willing to use 
the harmful drug in the first place. Those who can be influenced by 
the threats of harm imposed by the criminal law, on the other hand, 
\vill find such threats unnecessary since they are more likely to be 
deterred by the danger of the drug alone. Nor is the case for criminal 
treatment of the drug user any stronger in the case of less dangerous 
drugs. Here the strictures of the criminal law will be effective in 
discouraging use by potential users who would not be deterred by the 
lesser dangers of the drug. As the dangers of drug abuse grow less, 
however, the case for expending societal resources on the task of 
protecting users from themselves grows progressively weaker. 

The major theoretical case for detering drug users from harming -
themselves, then, exists in the case of a drug which is in fact very 
dangerous but which is not seen to be so by the public. Presumably 
criminal prosecution might then supplement education. It turns out, 
however, that the criminal law is an anti-educative device, at least to 
those who are most likely to use illegal drugs. 102 They tend to oppose 
law enforcement to begin with and will tend to see such drug educa
tion simply as a means of getting them to obey the law. ,Moreover, 
the idea that legislators will know more about the dangers of drugs 
thun those who' use them has been refuted by every survey that has 
been conducted on the issue. 

Si milarly, none of the other purposes of the cri minal law argue 
ror its application to the drug user himself. Even assuming that the 
criminal law can reform drug users-a most unrealistic assumption 
based on today's knowledge-this is .extremely expensive. tll3 Even if 
the imprisonment and consequent reformation of drug users is seen 
as a method of avoiding secondary harms, any rational calculus will 
tell us that this is more expensive than enduring the secondary harms 
themselves. The disparity becomes even greater if it is recognized that 

102. Kaplan. Drug Law.s Handicapping Control alld Educatioll 4. at 1 CLINICAL 
TOXICOLOGY 141, 142-43 (1971). 

103. The cost of the marijuana laws. for exampie, is explored in KAPLAN 21-48. 
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. any proper method of cost accounting will attribute the cost of efforts 
to arrest and convict all drug users to the "cures" of the relatively 
few who are actually caught or driven into treatment programs. 

The argument for penalizing the drug user himself becomes even 
weaker when it is remembered that the alternative is not necessarily 
the allowance of completely uncontrolled sale and merchandising. As 
has been seen, there is a whole arsenal of other control strategies 
available.104 The vice model, for instance, can typically restrict the 
supply almost as well as a complete prohibition at the considerably 
lower cost of enforcement which results from concentration on the 
much smaller number of traffickers, at least as compared with ordi
nary users. I05 

There are, however, at least in theory, two situations where one 
might wish to consider a criminal law applied to th~drug user himself. 
First, the drug user could be considered a source of contagion who 
might be "quarantined" through use of the criminal law. There are, 
however, several practical defects in such a justification. Though it 
might make sense where there are few users of the drug, in this coun
try the simple fact is that society is unable to catch nearly a high 
enough percentage of drug users to significantly impede this kind of 
contagion. Moreover, when they are caught the drug users are typi
cally placed in a jail and exposed there to those most, rather than 
least, susceptible to the contagion. The threat of prosecution, further
more, exerts strong pressure in driving drug users into a distinct 
'subculture from which their recruiting efforts can be most successful. 
Finally, the mere act of prosecuting drug users-gives them a publicity 
and dramatic appeal which may increase the attraction orthe life style 
for those who are most susceptible to the very contagion against 
which the law is trying to guard. lOG 

Second, it is conceivable that a drug might move such a high 
percentage of its users to crimes against{othets that use of the drug 
would be an accurate predictor of such conduct. In that case, drug 
use could be treated as an inchoate crime against others, not unlike 
recklessness on the highway or criminal attempt. Even John Stuart 
Mill conceded that mere drunkenness itself might be a crime in one 

104. See notes 75-98 supra and accompanying text. 
105. See KAPLAN 316. . 

. 106~ This process, of course, is the antithesis of the "modelIing" justification often used !o 
justify drug control. See notes 6-7 supra and accompanying text. . 
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"who had once been convicted of any act of violence to others under 
the influence of drink." 107 I r there were a drug which was sufficiently 
predictive of acts of violence, it might make sense to treat its posses
sion like possession of a sawed-off shotgun. With all drugs known 
today, except heroin, any rationale based upon the risk of harm to 
others, let alone violent crime, is challengeable on factual grounds. u1K 

With respect to heroin, however, it can admittedly be argued that its 
use is a sufficient predictor of criminal acts, at least in those without 
any legal source of sufficient income to maintain a drug habiL IIIU This 
is so notwithstanding the irony that it is the law itself that is an equal 
cause of the addict's crime. Methadone maintenance programs have, 
on the other hand, already shown dramatic ability to decrease the 
cri minality of a sizeable percentage of heroin addicts,IIO and. at least 
until this type of solution is shown to be inadequate, it makes rela
tiv~ly little sense to use the far more. expensive and less effective 
methods of punishing the drug user himself. 

Principle II: Drugs do people good as well as harm 

Because drugs do people good as well as harm, when one considers 
fl!ducil'l'g the abuse of a drug through a legal measure, he should also 
consider the corresponding reduction of the drug's beneficial use 
\"hich the measure will cause. Thus, even if a drug prohibition were, 
effective at preventing all use of a drug, this may not always be a cause 
for satisfaction because the good the drug might have done may very 
well exceed the harm prevented by its suppression. 

This principle has been most orten discussed with respect to medi
cal ,drugs ··~ven though the medical model ltl seems best adapted to 
distinguishing betwp.en beneficial and harmful use, since it allows 
physicians to make the determination on a case by case basis. The 
problem also arises, however, with respect to the "new" drugs that 
arc being tested for approvaL It has been alleged that bureaucratic 
drug administration has imposed unrealistic and expensive. testing 

107. MILl. 115-16. 
10l<. Sl!e generally Now LIS. 

109 .. BllJ~1 ~88-R9. See also KAPlA:-: 240. 
J 10. St!c! Brill I'< Chambers, ,,1 Mulfilnodality Approach fO Methadone Tre(ltlllelll of Nar

mlie Addicts. 16 SOCIAL WORK 39 (1971): Dole & Nyswander. Rehabilitation o)'HmJin Ad
die/s Alia Blockade lvif" Me/hadone. 66 N.Y. ST. J. 01· Mm. 2011,2012'.2016 (1966). Bu/ 
(/. Vaillant, A Twelve Year Follow-up 0/ New York Narco/k Addicts: Part I. The Relotlon 
I~{ Trt!atlJll!lllto Out COIII£,. 122 AM. J. OF I'SYCIIIATRY 727, 730, 736 (1966). . 

III. Sec notes 94-95 slip/a and accompanying text. 
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standards which must be met prior to putting a drug on the markeLII2 .. 
Many observers. have felt that although the protection afforded by 
these standards agaiilstanother thalidomide disaster is very impol'';' '. 
tant, the ha.rm done to society by unnecessarily keeping beneficial 
drugs off the market may outweigh the more demonstrable harm. 
caused by allowing the prescription of potentially harmful drugs. 113 

Whether or not these charges are correct, it must be remembered that 
the evaluation of medical drugs has been turned over to a bureaucracy 
and that there is a constant and strong tendency for a bureaucrat to 
prefer invisible to visible errors. Since he will suffer far less attack if 
he keeps a valuable drug off the market thallif a drug he has passed 
does harm, the bureaucrat will always tend toward a caution which 
may be damaging to society as a whole. 

It is even possible that this principle may have application to the 
cyclamates. There might be many people, for example, who should 
rationally take their chances on thcTelatively unlikely possibility of 
bladder cancer caused by cyclamates, rather than face the more cer
tain health dangers of obesity. I f the long-term health consequences 
of putting on too much weight are considered, it may be that the 
population as a whole would suffer greater injury from being over
weight than from the threat of cancer in a small percentage of users. II.! 

The cyclamates point up another aspect of this problem. With the 
possible exception of some medical "wonder" drugs, the good that a 
drug does will tend to be more widespread, but far less dramatic, than 
the harm. Even in the case of alcohol where the medical harm Clearly 
outweighs the good, and in ,the case of marijuana where the issue is 

\ 
subject to acrimonious debate, there is no doubt that there are many. 
people who avoid serious mental problems by relaxing and reducing, 
anxiety with one or the other of these drugs. In the case of both 
alcohol and marijuana, then, one might still decide that complete 

112. See. e.g., Djerassi, Birlh COlllrol A/ier 1984, 169 SCIENCE 941, 942-43 (1970); Djerassi', 
Progno'sis for the Developmelll of New Chemical Binh-Coll/rol Agents. 166 SCIENC!: 468, 469, 
471 (1969) (both articles dealing with the questionable r~quirements of using animals to test 
oral contraceptives for human use). 

113. Djerassi, BirthColltrol After 1984. supra note 112, at 949; Djerassi, PrognosiS. supra 
note 112. at 470. • 
., 1.14. See generally Hatch. Atherosclerosis Calls/or a New Killd of Preventive Medicine. 
109 CALIf. MED. 134, 136-37 (I96~). Si.'l'also Dawber. Moore & Marin. Corollary Heart Disease 
in Ihe Framingham Study. 47 A~l. J. PUll. HEALTH 4 (Supp. Apfrl, 1957); M. Duffy.Ob~silJ' 
and Coronary ,Heart Disease (December 9. 1970) (unpublisheo, paper at Stanford Medical 
Center,.Stanford, California). . 
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prohIbition is the best social response if it could be made to work at 
a cost proportional to its benefits. However, one would then have to 
consider not only the social and financial cost of making the prohibi
tion work, but the restriction of beneficial use as well. 

Attention will be later focused on the often neglected point that 
the greater the number of· users who consider their drug use beneficial, 
the harder it will be to make the prohibition work. At this point it is 
necessary only to note that prohibition may well discourage the bene
ficial use much more effectively than the harmful use. The person who 
is dependent on and desperately needs a drug is likely not only to be 
the one who will work hardest to get it but also the one most likely 
to injure himself with it. In some situations the law works well to keep 
p...:ople from using a drug who might benefit from it but is relatively 
ineffectual to prevent use by those who harm themselves. 115 The mari
juana laws today, and, so far as can be told, the prohibition of earlier 
years, discouraged moderate use by older more stable and cautious 
members of society far more than they deterred the younger, more 
unstable and less forward looking, who. in fact are much more likely 
to beco.Q1e abusers. lIS. 

Principle !II: An important factor in the success or failure of any 
mt'/hod of drug control is the degree to which the users want the drug 

This is one major reason why when the government ordered cycla
IllatcS olTthe market they simply disappeared, whereas alcohol during 
prohibition, and marijuana more recently, did not. The cyd~mates 
could be sllccessfully barred in great part because most users really .. 

. did not want them very much. They were only used to save calories, 
and calories could be almost as effectively reduced in other ways. 
·\Ithough cyclamates did not have the bitter after-taste of saccharine, . . 

a combination of saccharine and a small amount of sugar was a 
sufficient substitute for most people. Nor did cyclamates, unlike her
\)1n for instance, produce either addiction or psychological depen
dence to make its users seek the drug at substantial personal cost. 
e onscquently, the illegal seller of cyclamates did not have a very good 
market. . 

115. Set' KAPLAN 323·26. Sed generally R. STHFFENHAGF.N & P. LEAHY. A STUDY OF DRUG 

L ~I: PATTERNS OF I-IIGH SCHo"OL STUDENTS IN HIE STATE OF VERMONT (1969). 
116. C. Warburton. supra note 98, at 233-42; Sinclair 238·41. See gellerally CHAMBERS, 

l)1I f1'Rt;:-;;TIAI. DRUG USE WITlllN- nm NEW YORK STATE LABOR FORCE (New York State 

"Jrcotic Addiction Control Commission. 1971). 
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Compare marijuana or alcohol to the cyclamates. 'Both cause:":: 
dependence,1I7 though toonly a relatively small number of users and ":~ 
they give considerable pleasure to a high proportion of the rest. The . .~ 

users of each of these "social" drugs do not, in addition, seem to 
rec~gnize substitutes for their drugs, as was the case with cyclamates. 
They are not, then, presented with easily available alternatives so as 
to" make unnecessary their efforts to procure alcohol or" marijuana. 

. . . 
Prindple IV: The technology oj drug production and consumption 
is an inlporlan! Jactor in the success or Jailure oj a drug control 
measure 

Where the technology of drug production and distribution is not 
difficult to overcome, drug control will be very difficult,but where 
that is not the case, the control will be far more effCjptive. Take, for 
example, the cyclamates. Although they do not take! a great deal of 
technology or invested capital, unlike amphetamines they are not 
easily divertible from normal chains of commerce; unlike marijuana, 
they are neither grown wild in nature nor produced in less developed 
countries beyond the effective reach of law enforcement; and, unlike 
alcohol, they cannot easily be distilled in anyone's basement from 
completely untraceable ingredients. Moreover, so long as cyclamates 
are consumed in cans of "diet drinks selling for ten or fifteen cents 
each, it .would hardly be economical to transport large quantities of 
such beverages illegally; a truckload of such diet drinks would be 
considerably less valuable than a pocketfull ot heroin, a small suitcase 
full of marijl}ana or a car full of alcohol. Of course, if there were a 
sufficient demand for cyclamates, and if the technology of production 
were simpler, it might be that legitimate business would produce non
sweet soft drinks to which the illegal drug user could add his cycla- " 
mates-much as large amounts of cigarette papers and water pipes 
are now sold and which, for the most part, end up being used with 
illegal marijuana. Until this level is reached, however, the technology 
of production and distribution helps make the cyclamates an example 
of effective drug control. " 

Principle" V: The social cost oj a drug control law can be staggering 

Insofar as a drug control law accomplishes its object ofprevenling 
drug abuse, it will typically not be very costly . In the case of the 

.117. KAPLAN 156-67, 270c76" 
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cyclamates, the only cost of preventing its harmful use is that a good 
deal of valuable use is also prevented-which, if more were known, 
m'ight turn out to be perfectly safe. And where a drug is controlled 
by the medical model, its major cost is the amount of medical time 
and effort it takes to run the system which must be paid for by the 
drug user. 

, Where the drug control law is widely violated, however, its costs 
can .rise staggeringly. The alcohol trade during prohibition not onlY' 
led to the vast expansion of organized crime in America and enor
mouS official corruption, 11K but it added a new danger to the health 
of the nation as well. Although alcohol distillers did not generally sell 
methyl alcohol mixed with their liquor before or after prohibition, 
'during prohibition many bootleggers did and caused a sizeable num
ber of injuries to the unfortunate people who consumed it. 

Even if one supports the present prohibition of the heroin laws 
because of the fear of vastly greater heroin addiction, he must recog
nize that in so doing he pays an enormous price in addict criminality, 
A major effect of the heroin laws has been to create, in Professor 
Packer's term, a "crime tarirr' which raises the price of the drug to 
many tKtles what it would be in a competitive market. llu It is the price 
of the drug rather than addiction itself which requires addicts to turn 
to crime. Crime is necess.ary not so much because heroin prevents the 
addict from holding down a legitimate job, but because only crime 
can permit the relatively uneducated addict to earn enough t'o feed his 
habit. Moreover, heroin is not only a very addicting drug, it is also a 
drug which causes a "tolerance" -a gradual increase in the amount. 
necessary for the user to gain a constant effect. 120 This graduaiIy 
socializes thte addict into criminality and makes sure that his need 
increases as ht: becomes a more experienced criminal. Althoug~ many 
addicts support their habit through the sale of heroin, users cannot 
make a living by simply selling to each other. Sooner. or later the 
communityoutside must be victimized through propertY,crimes or the 
manufacture of new addicts-who in turn repeat the same process. 
Finally, the cost of the heroin laws in terms of police corruption and 
t!rosion of civil liberties is impossible to measure. 

The marijuana laws, perhaps, best demonstrate the heavy costs 

118. See PACKER 277-82. 
119 .. PACKER 277-82. .. 
'20. Marlin & Jasinski, Physiological Parameters of Morphine Dependence in Man-Toler

allC'e. Early Ilbstinence. Protracted Abstinence, 7 J. PSYCIlIATRIC RESEAliclI 9 (1969). 
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that may be paid for attempts to control drug use. IZI Some of these 
costs could, of course, be reduced by substituting the vice model for 
the present prohibition-and this would be the very least demanded,by 
Principle I. Such a change would vastly reduce the enormous expendi- _ 
ture of resources used in processing users. The great majority, over 
ninety percent, of the 70,000 marijuana arrests made during 1970 in 
California were of users po~sessitlg only small amounts of the drug, 
and almost as large a percentage of the cost' of processing offenders 
through the criminal system was spent upon users. 122 

It is hard to prove with equal precision the other cost~ of criminal
izing the possession of marijuana--though we should~.~·,:'!?ect fairly 
sizeable cost,S from a law which turns approximately oo'e-third of 
young Americans into unrepentant criminals.123 It cannot be proven, 
but it is suspected that no generation of young people since prohibi
tion has grown up as profoundly distrustful of the police and the law 
enforcement apparatus as has our present younger generation. It cer
tainly is undeniable that anyone who smokes marijuana cannot possi
bly consider the policeman as his friend and protector as many Amer
h;ans were brought up to do. Indeed, if one could somehow graph the 
hostility of young people toward the police with· the increasing use of 
marijuana, he would find two sharply increasing and probably paral-
lel curves. ,,' 

The police are by no means the only major institution of our 
society which has been alienated from the YQung by the marijuana 
laws. Examine, for instance, organized medicine. Just afe'w I'llonths 
ago, the' President-elect of the Americ~n Medical Association was 
widely qtoiedto the effect that the Association had evidence that 
marijuana use caused impotence and birthdefects.12~ Although he 
later admitted that he knew of no such evidence, he said that'he had 
allowed the misrepresentations to stand because he wished to discour
age marijuana·useYr. Ashe put it, "If I am taken out of context and 
it does some good, I don't· mind." When asked about the loss of 

" '. " 

121. See i<rWI.AS 21-52. The marijuana law; themselves are extensively discussed in Bonnie 
& Whilebread, supra note 22. 

122. See BURIiAU 01' CRIME STATISTICS, DRUG' ARRESTS AND 'DISPOSITIONS: CRIME AKl) 

DELINQUENCY IN CAUf.ORNIA. 1970 1 (1971). See also KAPLAN 29. 
123. KAPLAN 22-26. 
124. Thc'crilllinalization of marijuana may, in fact. be lhcsingle most unifying and recruit- • 

ing agent available to the counter-culture of the New Left. See Bonnie & Whitebread, supra note 
. 22, at 1098. 

125. McCabe, Clamor in tlzeAMA. San Francisco Chronicle, April 7, 1971, at 51. 
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credibility among the young caused by this type of authoritative mis
representation, he said, "I'm tired of these phrases about credibility 
gap and such. We're talking about the morality of our country and 
the loss of respect of law a'nd ·order and authority and -decency. "126 

In short, an attempt to support the marijuana laws led directly to the 
view that it was permissib!e to mislead young people in order to get 
them to respect authority and decency. Because of this type of well
publicized incident-as well as the almost equally well known lower
ing of scientific standards by'lhe Journal of the American Medical 
Association to print articles 'exaggerating dangers of marijuana 127_it 
is extremely unlikely that organized medicine wi.ll ever enjoy again the 
credibility with young people that it had before the marijuana laws 
became an issue-even on questions where it is not attempting to 
compel respect for authority. . ' 

These costs, which are for the most part attributable to the deci
sion to make marijuana use criminal, do not exhaust the costs of the 
marijuana laws. Even the adoption of a vice model would still impose 
enormous costs upon society. Because of Principles III and IV, the 
law would almost certainly remain unenforceable and as a result, the 
matijuana laws would continue in several ways to contribute to the 
US\! of drugs which by any standard are far more dangerous than 
marijuana. Since drug education is the most important long-term 
solution to drug abuse, 128 the marijuana laws would continue to inhibit 
t:ducating young people about the dangers of heroin, LSD, amphet
amines, and other dfugs. Although education as to drugs other than 
marijuana can be extremely factual and yet effective, the fact that 
drug education must also support the marijuana laws destroys a'great 
part of its credibility. 129 The reason for this-as grasped intuitively by 
the President-elect of the American Medical Association-is that the 
only way to defend to young. people the gross disparity between the 
h.:gat treatment of marijuana and alcohol is to attempt to mislead 
them about the facts. The problem is that such attempts generally fail, 

126. San Jose Mercury; March 25, 1971, at 17, col. I .. 
1 ~7. See, e.g., Kolansky & Moore, Effects of Marihuana on Adolescents and Young A dullS, 

21 (i J.A.M.A. 486 (1971). Sec generally BLOOMQUIST 225·30. 
128. It is iQtercsting to note that the Federal Bureau of Narcotics went to great lengths in 

the thirties to educate the public as to the purported evils of marijuana. This miseducation has 
had a lasting effect. See J. FORT, THE PLEASURE. SEEKERS 69·71 (1969); Grinspoon, supra note 
8, at 20 .. 22. . 
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destroying in the process the factual and honest efforts to educate,:: 
against the use of other more dangerous drugs. '\ 

Second, by forbidding the legal sale of marijuana society will 
continue, in effect, to give a monopoly on marijuana sale to drug 
pushers. This will continue to bring all those who wdUld use mari
juana into contact with a group which filready risks severe penalties 
for selling it, and, therefore, has every incentive to deal in higher profit 
items such as LSD, amphetamines or heroin. One can liken this to 
what would happen if a monopoly of all coffee sales were given to one 
supermarket chain. Not on~y would,their sale of coffee skyrocket, but 
so would sales of just about eve.rything else because those who were 
in the store would be available for a hard sell on other products. It is . 
no different with illegal commodities and, just as prohibition had to 
be repealed to get the "mob" out of the liquor business,130 marijuana 
will have to be sold under license by legitimate businessmen to get the 
drug pushers out of the marijuana business. 131 . 

Principle VI: Marijuana is the key drug, and until substantial prog
ress is 1n.ade in controlling it, little real progress can be made on the 
other areas oj drug control 

In order to understand why a licensing system for marijuana is 
necessary, it must be remembered first that marijuana is by far the 
most widely used illegal drug in the nation; second, that 'it is typically 
the first illegal drug used by those who later use more. dangerous 
drugs; third, that the popularity and relative lack of danger of mari
juana tends to make all illegal drug-taking somewhat more respect
able; fourth, ihat attempts to'defend the legal treatment of marijuana, 
especially as" compared with alcohol, hav~ compromised the educa~ 
tional effo'rt to reduce use of more dangerous drugs; and fifth, that 
the marijuana market has called into being an elaborate drug-dealing 
subculture which' is instrumental in the sale of, and proselytizing for, 
other illegal drugs. 1:12 . 

One method of ending the central position Of marijuana WOUld, 
in'theory, be to enforce marijuana laws and actually stamp out the 
drug. As previously discussed, however, this simply cannot be accom:-

130. SINCl.AIR 229-30, 415, . ' .' "" . . '.: .' . -: "~,,,,;;·,'~~i . 
131. The requirements for such a licensing system are considered·at It1Jigtl'(ilt ti'okS 'l32~38 

. illfra and accompanying text.·· . 
':'I' . 132. KAPLAN 44-45,224-.25. 
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plished within the constraints imposed by the police resources at hand;, 
and the constitutional rights of privacy guaranteed'to citizens. Indt;ed 
one can put the matter somewhat more strongly and say'that, short 
of a complete police state, it will be impossible to enforce the mari
juana laws sufficiently to change any of the five facts mentioned 
above. 

The application to marijuana, however, of a licensing system simi
lar to that presently applied to alcohol changes all five drastically. 
first, marijuana would no longer be the most widely used illegal drug 
in the United States; nor, for that matter, would it be the most widely· 
used legal drug-!alcohol and tobacco would still vie for that distinc
tion. Second, .marijuana would no longer be the first illegal, or the 
first legal, drug used by those who later use more dangerous .sub
stances. Third, marijuana, once classified with the legal drugs, would 
no longer reflect its popularity upon the illegal drugs. Fourth, the 
removal of the disparity between the legal treatment of marijuana and 
alcohol would allow more honesty in educating about both-while at 
the same lime increasingthe.credibility of presently honest warnings 
about the more dangerous dru'gs. And, fifth, nothing will damage the 

,illegar(lrug dealing subculture as much as exposure to honest compe-
tition by legitimate businessmen. 

THE REQUIREMENTS OF A LiCENSING SYSTEM FOR MARIJUANA 

Inasmuch as Principle VI is the most important application of the 
ot her five, it will be helpful here to sketch a model of a marijuana 
licensing system, as an illustration of the progressthat may be made 
if one applies all of the principles toward a rational system of drug 
abuse control. 

The administration of the licensing system would be turned over 
LO an agency similar to the Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission. 
Indeed, the work of this agency would be so close -to that presently 
performed by the ABC that control of marijuana would probably be 
added to its jurisdiction-perhaps by renaming it the Social Drug 
Control Agency (SDCA). The system of control, then, would provide 
that: 

(I) Sufficient marijuana to meet the state's needs could be growri . 
under license from the SDCA by a relatively small number of land
owners. The United States National Institute of Mental Health. has 
i'or several years now g~~wn marijuana for research purposes on a 

o 
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fairly large scale on its faml in Mississippi, and has been able to ' 
protect its crop from diversion and thefLI33 The S DCA-, would have· 
to require similar precautions. . 

(.2) Even in the early stages of marijuana licensing, it is likely that 
the competitive market will determine the price paid to the grower. 
The cost of producing it today is approximately one cent per oun~e, 
while the market price of the same amount is' approximately fifteen 
dollars. If, however, the number of licenses is, for security reasons, 
kept so low as to prevent a free market from operating. the SDCA 
should have the power to fix the price per ounce for different grades. 

(3) Once the marijuana is grown, it would be sold to a packager
wholesaler licensed· by the SDCA to test and mix different strength 
marijuanas 'to obtain a standard potency of 1.5 percent tetrahydro
cannabinol-on the market today this would be regarded as "good 
grass." The mixture would then be vacuum packed (because mari
juana loses its potency over a period of months when exposed to the 
air) in one-ounce containers as is pipe tobacco. 

(4) Each one ounce "lid" would bear a tax of twelve dollars and 
be sold for about eighteen dollars in any store licensed to sell hard 
liquor. Thus, we would incorporate by reference all of the many re
strictions on liquor stores - from the moral character of the seller to 
the spatial distance between schools and churches . 
. . (5) At least in the early stages of the marijuana licensing, where 
it is important to proceed slowly and carefuIly, it would be illegal to 
sell less than a lid, or to sell marijuana for consumption on the pre.
mises. 

(6) All advertising would be forbidden except that which is done 
, within the liquor store. 

(7) Each package of marijuaria would carry a warning drafted by . 
anexpert medical committee, fairly ~~ating the dangers, as well as the 
uncertai.nties of marijuana USe. 
, (8) Sales fo those under age would be prohibited under exactly the 
same type of regulationsthat now apply to hard liquof.134 

(9) It would, of course, remain a crime to drive an automobile 

133. McGlothlin, Th\! US\! and Effecl of Cannabis 3.4 (1971) (unpublished paper prepared 
for the Nael Comm'n on Marijuana nnd Dangerous Drugs). . 

134. ~heage'for consumplion of marijuana should be 18 ralher lhan 21. The lower age is 
coming 'more and more to mark the line b\!lween the child and lheadult. Needless to say, the 
alcohol law 'might have to be changed as well-though lhere are signs that this. is happening 
and it is recommended by mosl aUlhorities .on alcoholism. 
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under the influence of marijuana. Although it is not presently scien
tifically possible ~o determine whether one is under the influence of 
marijuana, it is likely that such a test will soon be developed. If not, 
the SDCA should have the power to require that a biologically inert 
material be added. to legal marijuana, which can be identified in body 
fluids during the period when driving might be dangerous. It should 
be understood, moreover, tluit while present research indicates that 
the marijuana intoxicated driver is more dangerous than the driver 
who has consumed no drug at all, he is much less dangerous than the 
drunk driver. 135 

(10) It would be a criminal offense to sell or possess marijuana 
outside the licensing system" and the selling of marijuana to one under 
age would be regarded as an aggravating factor. 

(II) The growing of mluijuana for one's own use would be per
mitted under strict regulation and taxation by the SDCA. Permission 
would be granted 'subject to the same types of rights of inspection as 
apply in the alcohol industry,,36 Violators would be treated as revenue 
olTenders, but this by no means precludes a term of imprisonment in 
cases where commercial quantities are grown. 

(12) The SD<;:A would be given power to raise or lower the tax 
,on ma~uana. It should have the power to lower the tax ifit finds that 
advances in techniques of evading law enforcement have mc:j.de bootleg 
marijuana a serious problem at the then present price; and. it should 
have the power to raise the tax should it determine that more revenue' 
can be derived from the sale of the drug without raising the price so 
high as to bring into existence an illegal market. 

(13) This should be reg~rded as a "stripped down" licensing 
model. It might turn out for instance that the SDCA would be better. 
olT allowing more than one potency of marijuana. This might allow 
a marijuana user to use a less potent form of the drug if he wishes, 
while at the same time allowing the SDCA to make available a· 
~tronger variety if desire for it had been sufficient to create an uncon
trollable black-market. 

(14) I n order to permit this licensing system to function, a federal 
law would have to be passed which does not forbid those activities 
necessary to the furtherance of the system. This would mean, for 
example, the federal law of possession and sale137 would provide a 

135. See Crancer, Dille, Delay, Wallace & Haykin, Comparison of the Effects of Marihuana 
and Alcohol on Simulated Driving Performance, 164 SCIENCE. 85 1 (1969). 

136, 26U.S.C. §§ 5202-03(1970). . 
137. See. e.g., 21 U.S.c. §§ 841-45 (1970) (possession and distribution of "controlled 

SUb~lanCCs"). . 
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specific exception for marijuana marketed accordi,ng to a state licens~_ 
ing system. In addition, as a matter of international law, the denun
ciation provision of the Single Convention on narcotics drugs would 
have to be activated and the United States Government would have 
to serve notice that it was exercising its option to withdraw from the 
Convention, at least insofar as the Convention prohibited licensed 

. sales of marijuana. 13S 

CONCLUSION , 
Society must not, of course, delude itself'into thinking that a', 

marijuana licensing system will solve all of the problems caused by 
either marij~ana or, a fortiori, the other, more dangerous illegal 
drugs. But it will facilitate a beginning toward the application of the 
rational principles of drug~~ontrol to the generic problem of drug 
abuse. By acting upon these principles, of which the marijuana licen
sing system is the necessary first step, society will not be approving 
of drug abuse; rather it will merely be demonstrating, that there is a 
limit to the costs it Lr. willing to suffer-notwithstanding a general 
commitment to save people from themselves. Until the marijuana 
laws are so modified, other forms of drug abuse legislation will be 
ineffective and costly, if only because new drug users will be socialized 
by the drug subcultures as fast as the legal system can cope with 
presenl users. 139 ' 

Just as marijuana control is the first step ih a more generally 
effective drug control system, the problem of drug abuse is but one 
facet of the broader problem of using the"law to protect people from 
their own'folly.14o Preventing self-harming conduct, however, is a basi
cally intractable problem because voluntarily entered activities im
pose significant secondary costs upon so~iety .141 The task of drug 
control laws; then, is to minimize the social costs of both the activities 
sought to be controlled and the laws enacted to' control those activi-

138. Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, [1967]18 U.S,T. 1407, T.l.A.S. No. 6298, 520 
U.N.T.S. 151. 204 (Multilateral Treaty Between the United States of America and Other 
Governments), New York. March 30. 1961, ratified by United States, 1967 . 

. 139. Thus. Richard Blum notes that "with pseudo solutions and oversimplifications, lhe 
real problems grow worse and non problems are increasingly defined as problems, such as 
cannabis (marijuana) use . ." BLUM 243.. . 

140. The problem of self-harming conduc~ and society is considered in depth at noles 1-8 
. • supra and accompanying text. • 

141. The natur.: of secondary harms associated with drug abuse are discussed at notes 9-3\ 
. supra and accompanying text. . . . . 
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ties. To say that we as a society have so far done an abysmaLjob of 
tackling that task', would be to considerably overstate our succe~s. By 
turning to somewhat more basic principles, however, it ishoped that 
in the future we will do better. 
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THE LAW AND MARIJUANA 

American Conser'vatiYes Should Revise 
Their Position on Marijuana 

RICHARD C. COWAN 

I AM COINCf to start with a few :I!;~ 

sertions l'lf r,lets that, for all I 
know that they will be challenged. I 
consider to howe been established by 
responsible scientific inquiry! 

I. Marijuana is non-addictive-I USc 

the word technically. . 
2. The use of marijuana docs not in 

It!:clf lend to the. use of heroin. 
3. No one has ever died from an 

overdose of murijl:ana. 
4. Marijuana !Iud in moderation 

C.lllSe." no identified physical or mental 
problems for il1divitlua!s who nrc other
wise hCl.1l1hy. 

5. !\-farijuana does not induce crimi
nal behavior or sexUal aberration. In 
(atl. it tends in most users to inhibit 
violence. 

6. Marijuana ;1/ Ultu/rra/f! lire has 
little elTcct on the driving ability of c,,~ 
pericnccd lI~crs of il--the contrast with 
socially equivalent :lIcohol consumption 
is to the disadvantage of alCOhol. 

7. Long-term ab\lse (gross overuse) ~hould be assumed to 
he hOirmful but in f::tct there is as yet no conclusive evidence 
to that effect. 

S. The moderate u:;;e of marijuana docs not Icad to 
changes in !io;:j:11 behavior or to n loss or ntoti\,.Hion. It may 
corre"fpond with ItO observable change in pcoph::'s lives but 
it i~ not the cnusc or that change. 

9. Twenty-five million people usc or have used marijuana. 
Marijunna is rendiIy.available today 10 anyorle or ,ninimunt 
ingenuity who IOQks for it. 

T~cse assertions itte of course contrary 10 whilt mo:;;t 
agcncies of the government have beeTi Telling Us for the p3~t 
forty yl!urs. (NATIONAL RE.VIEW has frequently ventilated the 
official line on m"rijuana.) Whether you doubt my mjser~ 
lions or not, please read Marihuana Reconsidered by Dr, 
Lester Grinspoon and Marl}uana, The Nt.'1V Pl'ohibit/on by 
lohn Kapl:,". B6th authorS began their research. by their 
own admission, dbposed in fnvor of thc current legal pro· 
scriptions. Both came to the conclusion that our present laws 
arc doing no good and a. great deat of h~rm. 

If you rend those books and disagree, fille. But it' you do 
not read them -and you continue to'support (or even If you 

1344 N~TIONAL REvtE\Y 

(:liI to opp,?!;c) sernJing thousands. of 
Y<11111g people to prison, 'You arc acquics. 
t:ins in their punbhment out of ignor~ 
tmee, A harsh star(;'Olent, but true, 1 
think. 

It is my thesis thal; 
L Conservatives ~lJol/ld :mpporl en· 

/ll!hlC'itcd drug edll('atjoll~ Existing maTi
;'Iima laws nrc destroying Ih~~ credibility 
pf dl'ug education. 

Tn..: key to edUclltion is creaibility. 
C{lnltast the stntements above with the 
postlll,"~S of the conventional govern .. 
ml~nt position. In deference to conven
tion,,1 notions about public enlighten. 
1l1cnt. J wish I could say that I'recent 
dif,coVen~cs" urc re!;pon5ible for such 
fm.:L'i ilS ·1rc more commonly acknowl
ccJ£cd nowadays concerning nlarijuana, 
In fu..:t, many of them were available 10 
ill1\'OnC who cared to look into the mat· 
ter" c\'cn when (hI! present laws were 
rromulgnted in the 19305. 

Accordingly: I ask YNI: If you arc a young peri-on who 
hns found b) cxpericnce-),ollT'i and your friends'-that 
\'irlUully everything you haw been told nbout marijuana is 
totally lintnle-wouldn't you question what they tell )'ou 
ubollt 1.SD. heroin. ~peecJ'! 

OnlQ :lbll.~e in. oUr schools is a scriQus problem. Barbitu
rates O1-;1(,J amphet:lmines and a variety o( bartly made, dan
gerously cOlttnminnted psychedelics arc taking, n fenrful toll, 
·eYen as par~nts and tenchers raVe alons: about ml1rijUilna. 
The· point is 11m that the kids should be enc(:!uraged to use 
pOI-cert:liol)' not; but th:Jt they shOUld be told the truth 
about it 

The reasons why human beings should refrain [rom conSum
ing drugs (including alcohol) during adolescence are undeni~ 
able. But the fnct of it is- that adolc.~ccnts arc going to drink 
the contraband beer. and smoke the contraband grass, and 
social reform should -concern itself with the discrepancy be
tween the law and the social usefulness of that law. The. 

Mr. COWCIIl i.f n .t'lllIrter member of YAF and Is active ill 
the mmpaigll to decrim;tlali1.£' the u~e of mariJual1a. 

;;., 
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present laws, I maintain, not only have not worked, they are 
counterproductive. 

2. Conservatives should encourage a (mi/orm ",cpeet for 
the law. At present, 25 million people have, by common 
eSlimnlcj smoked marijuana at least once. Among college 
studenls--especially :Jt the prc£tigbu5 Iiberal·arts universi~ 
ties-a majority have smoked marijuana, according to the 
relevant polis, at Icn.'il once. A signiFcant minority of these 
take marijuana with some regularity. especially on week .. I 

ends. 
Wh:':t it; it that American conservatives favor? Se .... rch·Dnd· 

destroy young Americans-one-eighth of the entire popula
tion-who experiment with the: forbidden drug? [n:lsmuch 
a'i no one in sight appenrs to be in favor of busting the Uni· 
versit~, of Illinois-or Yale-or Ole. Miss-and !':ending all 
the millefaclors 10 jail. just what do we c::onservativl!.~ pro· 
PO\c'! 

\\-'c nre, by She current slnndan.lli. raising a ,l;!encration of 
pre~lImNive cTJminals-hecDusc we have so defined them. 
The <;iw:ltion is aggravated by.the necessary u'ic of under..
~ll\ct .I!!t!nt~ who regularly pmclkc entrapment. tIo\\' else 
dor.c;: onc enforce law~ against vklimlcs'i crimes, concerning. 
whiL:h no ('Inc tiles a complaint? 

Hilt Ihe <itory gets worse when the hrmhnct'i of the penal
tiC\ I~ c()Osidcred. In general, the salc and po.<;session of 
sm;lll qmlnlilies of marijuan.;1 hOlv/: been punished morc 
~c\'C'rclr Ihnn crirncs'agOlinst 1i(..r:;on and propcrty. 

In my native Texas, rOT c'(nmplc. the ilvernge. sentence 
Jor P.-l\SCliSion i,; nine yellrs. At least ant mnn Is ser\'ing life 
hlr P{V,<;c\!ij.'-m or n matchbQX-£IIIi. . 

1..1ng ~entcnces nrc still being handed out in mnn)' states. 
Arrc'its (or po~~e~sf('ln of mnrijuuna rose tenfold from 

19(15 10 1970, Lo morc than 188 thousund. The FBI re
corded n continued incrense in dn11l crimes lust year, and 
un Ie';!> there i'i n (most Unlikely) decline it is likely that ns 
mnrl\' a'i 250,000 young people will be -arrested on posses
sion charl!cr, 1111';. year. 

The law~ arc them~clvcs scientifically indelensible insofar 
M thc~' I"roscribe mtlrijl1anu n~ n "narcotic stimulant to the 
t:~IHral nt!r\ 011<; system," Marijuan;:t is in fuct nol n narcotic, 
:md narclllics are not in fnet stimol;mls. They arc depres~ 
"'onts. For many yenrs, under the Uniform Narc'olic Drug 
Act. nlurijuana was legally classified as a narcotic: not be
cause it hnd eve:' been supposed t1101 such a classificolion 
Wlls scientific1 hut hecause, as Oil." ICGislator put it in 1932, 
"'here is a unl\'cr:ml antipathy to. the U!ie of r.arcolics"j and 
Il Was "anlipnthY,1I rather than ut1Jers~andinSt that the law 
wa~ intepded 10 create. The distinction between marijuana 
and narcotlcs was restored by the Controlled Substances Act 
of 1970, but several states still persist in lumping them to-
gether, as do many citizens. . 

\Vould you respect a law that defined yogurt as a "vege· 
taria" meat product"? 

La\.\'5 should .nake !ieose, they should be uniformly en
forced. they should carry a punishment in proportion to the 
damage done by the offender, and they should have the 
effect desired On this case the discouragement of the t,lse 
of mnrijuann). Our marijuana laws meet none of the above 
specifications, and whUe there are lhose who obey them, 
only fools respect them. . 

3. Conurvatives should rtCOKniu bUrt'uflcratic Incompet
,ncr in k'hattver guise. 
,,;. \fo~t government programs start when a politicinn dis· 

covers a Unationul di~gracc/' A new department is set UPi 
billions arc appropriated-and sure enough, the problem gets 
worse. 

Marijuana was Hulc. kr" .. wl1 in the Thirties, until it was 
<ldiscovered" by Harry Jarob Anstinger, the klOgtime head 
of the Narcotic.-; Bureau. Althat time Un:te Werc perhaps as 
few as fifty t~ousand users, mCMly b1ad·.s ·nnd Latin Ameri
cans. plus n· few bohemialJ!l und hipries. 

Afler 35 years of prop,'g.mda and repression. the dnlg 
has been introdU¢ed to 25 edllion people. As bureaucratic 
fia5cos go~ nOI bad. 

It is incredible that conc;crvatives should continue to sup~ 
POrl the bllTt.~al1cratic mess that comprises the marijuana 
laws.· -

It is eV('n more incredible that at n lime when the crime 
rate soars, the. hard-pressed police, courts nnd prisons, 
should be burdened With 25 million putative marijuana 
criminals. 

Finnlly, it i~ puzzling-and frightening-to suppose that 
American c('lI1!1cr\'ati\'c~ !iunction a tis,;ul! of laws the effcct 
o[ \\hich is 10 (:a~t I .. ckadaisical marijuana users-if they 
arc so unlucky as to be al cnusht, by h) the wn;tng people 
-into prhons which they share with men of tempered 
felonious di\position. The law defines them a~ crimina!\~ .the 
enforceni~nt of the Jaw makes them such. 

4. C(lhSl'n'atil't· leoderjhip is es.'it'lIIitll f() WI eUcrlil'e rr
jOrlll o/Ille IdWS. 

If the present trend continues, the use of marijuallll. will 
soon approach market ';;IInrnlion n.nd the lise of it wUl level 
off. However. 1t~ more amI more of Ihe populalion become 
tlsers-and users srow older-it will be increasingly rare 
for II jury to convici ('If a judge to sentence 01 defendant for 
possession or evcn !lale of marijuana. While this may be an 
improvement from n humanitarian ·point or view. it leaves 
thou~and<; of AmericOln5 rotting in jail ror what millions 9n 
the oUlside ~re. routinely doing. 

F OR -SOCIETY as a Whole it menns widespread lise of the 
drnS.without ilny objcctively sanctioned controls on strength 
(how strong berore it becomes hash?). qualilY (ndulterntion 
wjlh opiates is rOuline). or distribution to minors. Con
tinued outlawing will mean the growth of a large criminal 
industry analogolls to the fabled bootleggers, and all the $0· 

cial ills that rcsult from such a situation •. 
]t will mean that it will not be possible to discourage by 

taxation the use of hashish (which is 10 marijuana roughly 
what 100 proof rum is 10 wine). And-worst of all-it will 
leave marijuana distribution in the same honds as metha· 
done, LSD, barbiturates, llmphetamines, and even heroin, 

Finnlly. when legalizalion does c:ome-say ten or fifteen 
years Crom now at the latest (assuming conservative opposi. 
tion), or in five years (with conservative acquiesccnce)
pallerns of use and distribution will have been set, and con
trol will he increa'iiilgly difficult to enforce, 

I( on the other hand conservatives support the fight fo. 
legalization, We can have effective and ·humane laws that will 
st~cceed where the pres~nt !lystem has so dismally failed-In 
J;eepirig the drug from children; in making the vital dis· 
Unctions. A prudent relaxation of the law will make po~sible 
some realistic restraintS'. Those substances which are noW 
promi5cuously forbidden witt" cease to, be promiscuously can
sumed~ as society distinguishes between pot and heroin, irs 
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children will be encouraged to learn the difference too. 
Moreover. gentler lOlWS would soften the impact of their 
own violation: Under present Jaws, as has becll pointed out, 
hard and .soft drugs tend to circulate through the same 
channefsj but u.lder 'h~W laws, designed to rcgulate rather 
than to prohibit, even ~he younger Icen-ager \\ho!ie pot· 
smoking is still if"~ll will tcnLl to get it (rom an older 
brother or frlend who ha!i legal access (much as he now 
gets beer), instead of from the specinli!it in HTe,gal drugs. 

5. COltSerMt/i'c.r .fhlJllft/ IcIke lit,· 1':41,1 in IIrS:;IIJ: lite de .. 
rrimillllliuuioll (Jlilftlil'idtltll tm' of lIIarl/Utllltt, 

The marijunna hlws hilve encour.l!!cd a di"r('''p~'cf (or the 
laws: they have destroyed the 1:redibilitl nf government; nnd. 
they have estrnnged the young, 

The importance of marijuana to itc; )(luthflll uc;ers is less 
Ihe pleasure it giVes the indivh.tual th,lO the trih;.1 value or 
it. Thc drug's Uc;e in the counterculture j, ;IO'I"'!!UU~ to the 
lise of nlcohol in the Establishme.nt. iI~ ,I 'lindal IlIhricant. 
Any tttlcmpt al interference with so Jllmfnmcnlal II pJrt or 
the new sod,ll life is doomed In faillrr.c. in a rr~1! 'iocicty. 

6. Tilt' 11011011 11/(/1 I1It,tijm/l/,f tWI. /It. lit/ (If il\"l'1/. tmdl')'~ 
mille'" Ihl' IIumtl/tthrk of ,neil'/y H 1(llItntl'r lo·hm;" ("(m~ 
,tprl'Cuil'c' pltllmdflh.v. 

The notion thut lhe \I!ie of marijuana il), or leads to. mornl 
degcllernC}' is not !tu\talned by ;:my !t..:icnlilit! investigation of 
the drug. . 

Hov.ever. n moml society, like II mom I int.Jividpal (or n 
heollhy individual (or Ihut m:lllcr) will n"c II drug: for 
rc.;rc;.lion (alcohol); 10 nlle\."ltllC pOlin (a'r1rinl: to help him 
fllce ilmJ lulfill his ohlipalillm Ihrolll!h .:ri\cI:ttr.lllqllilizers): 

.but \0 JQog :I'i the indlvidunl lovec; his t.lmily, hi!; country 
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and himself, he Is going to use drugs to further his ob~ 
jeetive'''J not 10 undermine Ihem. 

The superstilion thilt cannnbis is responsible for the 
mudd/ernent of the: sludent generation goes contrary to estab .. 
fished conscrva!ivc premc.es. 

The hystericnl myths about marijuana that have led con .. -
servativcs to condone ma.lIsivc program!. oC social engineer. 
jng. interference in the affairs of individuals, monstrous 
bureaucratic waste, Ihe alienation of youth whom we strug .. 
gle to altra .. t to ollr institutions-are a great nnd current 
s("Icial menace. 

7. /lOIt' tlo rcm.ft'r\'dl;l'es justify the hard data: over 250 ... 
000 young people arrested every year (seventy thousa.nd in 
CnJirornia atone). tens of lhousands put in jail or prison for 
long periods, liv~ disnrpted and even ruined. families 
divided. rccord$ bellmirchcd, a life of ostracism? 

Thill I.; heing done in our name'} 
r. (or ont!, billerl)" resent thili; but. more, I fear its con~ 

~equcnce ... If the elTect on individuals is tragiC, the effect on 
.o:oeictv ico dill:lstrous-di'i,Is:trolls for our institutions. the 
rUle (\-r Ia;w~ political c;r,thllity. even public health. Thi'i is not 
heing dnne hy the ellenl)" wilholJl. but by thClsC 10 whom Wt' 

hav!! tlclegatcd th!! power and the alllhoritr to defend us. 
They have been II puny tu !;upe~t1tions that are as false in 
conlent ao; they nrc in lone, but we clmnot just blame them. 

If now that we kl1l1W IIml we have been deceived. now 
thai the eVidence j\ thert: for nil to :;ice. our jtliis full. OUr 
YClulh incrcnc;iovh' aliel1:-ttcd and confused. if in the (lice of 
till (hi'i \\,e ,ill n(11 /(II,,' filL' lI·ml. how nrc we con"ervalivcs 
going to \pl:ak to .'\merit.'a. nnd how is our America going to 
,c;pcnk to the world-or freedom nnd charity? 0 
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[From ,the Wn&blngton Stnr-News, Dec. 5, 1972] 

A CONSERVATIVE APPROACH TO THE POT QUESTION 

(By James J. Kilpatrick) 

In their current issue, the editors of National Review grapple with the matter 
of marihuana, but with deference to my conservative colleagues, I think they 
let the main conservative questions slip away. 

The principal article, urging that marihuana be legalized, comes from Richard 
C. Cowan. Editors James Burnham and Jeffrey Hart take a generally opposing 
view. William I!'. Buckley, Jr., editor-in-chief, flatly supports Cowan. "I for one 
find his argumen~s not merely plausible, but overwhelming." 

On the face of it, this is an astonishing position to be taken by the nation's 
leading journal of conservative opinion. Yet if we are prepared to accept the 
validity of certain assumptions advanced by the proponents of pot, the position 
is not astonishing at aU. 

The question is deeply troubling, but it is not unusual. Tbe same issues are 
involved in such matters as homosexuality and pornography. ,,'<nd if the problem 
is turned upside down, one finds the same principles, applied in reverse, in such 
diverse matters as the automobile air bag and the fluoridation of P1!Qlic water 
supplies. The problem is to define the proper role of government in a free society. 

The conservative philosophy holds, if I understand it correctly, that 'within, 
certain limitations, a free people should be just that: Free. Wha.t are these 
limitations? They are the limitations fixed by the impact of my conduct on your 
rights. As a general proposition, conservatives hold that no human condud 
should be prohibited by law unless that conduct causes positive harm to the 
innocent bystander or to society as a whole. 

We see 'this proposition a't work in a thousand ways. In theory, a man is 
free to build a glue factory; but he is not free to build it where it causes offense 
to his neighbors. The citizen is free to play his stereo; but he is not free to play 
it at full volume at 2 o'clock in the morning. A motorist is free to travel 'where 
he pleases, but he has to stop at the stop signs. An activist is free to harangut> 
a crowd, but he cannot provoke a riot. And so on. In every instance, the test 
is simply the harm that is done. 

When homosexuality was held in nearly universal abhorrence, a valid case 
could be made against the employment of homosexuals in sensitive government 
positions: They were subject to blackmail. Tbe argument is of doubtful validity 
now. The justification for laws against pornography lies in the belief (a belief 
not susceptible to easy proof) that pornography corrupts society as a whole. 

The other side of the proposition, as I say, lies in conservatives' hostility 
to laws that do not undertake to prohibit evil, but seek to compel good: The 
requirement for air bags., the fluoridation of public water supplies. But put those 
aside. 

Getting back to th(' matter of marihuana: If criminal laws against the sm()k
ing of pot are to be justified, they have to be justified in terms of the harm 
that marihuana causes, not to the individual, but to society. There is some evi
dence, I understand, that marihuana tends to slow certain physical reacti(lus, 
so that a driver under the influence of marihuana becomes a danger on the high
way. Cowan flatly denies this. In any event, this is an argument against smoking-
and-driving, not against smoking. . 

A second line of argument holds that the marihuana habit leads to heroin 
addiction; heroin is universally regarded as a serious social evil, imposing heavy 
burdens upon society as a whole. If this causative theory is true, this argument 
would suffice. Cowan and other serious students of the subject deny it absolutely. 

These are the quesUons conservatives ought to be asking. Most per!ons of my 
generation are doubtless against marihuana. We equate it vaguely with sin and 
immorality. But I leeep coming back to Mencken's law, that in the absence of 
provable social harm, when tA. undertakes by law to impose his moral values 
on B, A is a scoundrel. If conservatives are to be consistent in their philosophy, 
they probably should join Cowan llnd Buckley in urging that criminal sanctions 
against mere posseSSion and use of marihuana be repealed. 
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[From the Congressional Quarterly, Sept. 2, 1972] 

MARmUANA 

NIXON. "I am against legalizing marihu.ana. Now, with regard to the penalties 
on marihuana, that is a matter which I do think is open to a national recommen
dation with regard to more uniform standards. In some states they are extremely 
strict, and in other states they are quite lax. I 'believe that a penalty in some 
instance can have a detrimental effect in achieving our goal. But I do not believe 
that legalizing marihuana ·is in the best interests of our yoilng people, and I do 
not think it is in the best interests of this country." (News conference, San Cle-
mente, Calif., May 1,1971) (" 

MCGOVERN. " I have never favored legalization of marihuiUla-and I take a 
lot of heat on college campuses for that stand. I have said,:we don't know enough 
about its effect to legalize it, and in that stand I'm less radical than President 
Nixon's Commission on Drugs. 

"I don't think y(>unghters should go to the penitentiary for smoking mari
huanna-I don't believe mere use should be a felony-but I have always opposed 
its legalization, 'and anyone who has bothered to look up my record knows that" 
(Speech at Fremont, Neb., May 6,1972) 
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CONTEMPORARY DRUG PROBLEMS 
A Law Quarterly Spring, 1972' 

Marijuana: tempest over pot 

BY EDWARD A. WOLFSON, M.D., M.P.H., F.A.C.P. AND 
DONALD B. LOUR.J:A, M.D., F.A.C.P. 

Dr Wolfson, an Associate Professor and Vice-chairman. 
Department of Preventive Medicine and Community Health at 
the New Jersey Medical School in Newark, has writien and 
lectured extensively on the nature of drug abuse and drug 
addiction. He is a consultant to the Special Action Office 
for Drug Abuse Prevention, Washington, D.C. and Director 
of the Division of Drug Abuse at the Medical College. 

Dr. Louria is Chairman of the Department of Public Health 
and Preventive Medicine and Community Health at the New 
Jersey Medical SC;hool in Newark. He is the author of several 
books including The Drug Scene (New York: McGraw-Hill. 
1968) and Overcoming Drugs (New York: McGraw-Hill. 
1971). 

It is difficult .to comprehend in this day when mere 
possession of marijuana is a criminal offense that there was 
a time in the U.S. when extracts of cannabis (the generic 
name for marijuana, hashish and related ~ompounds) 
could be purchased without a prescription in drug stores 
and also could be prescribed by physicians! for a number 
of medical reasons such as relief of headaches, menstrual 
cramps, as an aid to sleep, in epilepsy, as an analgesic 
potentiator, and in childbirth; in some hands, cannabis 
was the drug of choice for loss of appetite and mild 
depression in the elderly, not surprising in view of the fact 
that users of "pot" often describe a ravenous appetite and 
cannabis often results in mood elevation. 

Cannabis has been used either as a med icine, as a 
psychedelic (mind-altering) or as hemp for about 3,000 
years. Cannabis was allegedly known in ancient China and. 
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was supposedly listed in the 27.3.7 B.C. pharmacopoeia, 
but this may be legend2 since few Chinese dates prior to 
1000 B.C. can be accepted with confidence. Cannabis was 
intr.oduced into India in about 800 B.C., early Indian use 
being primarily for religious purposes, the weed being a 
holy plant to some HindlJs. By the 10th century, A.D., the 
use of cannabis had spread throughout the Mediteqanean 
and Arab worlds; its use was not proscribed by. Moham
med (570'-632, A.D.), whereas the use of alcohol was ab
solutely prohibited. In the 12th century, A.D .. "medical" \ 
applications were describl!d, and in the 1830's -ii was in
corporated into "modern" Indian medicine. Cannabis was 
introduced to medicine in the Western World in 1839 ?y a 
British physician who had served in India. 

Snyder, Blum, and Fort relate fascinating stories about the 
use of cannabis in Moslemcultures;3 it appears that can
nai:)is .was one of the first psychoactive drugs to become 
sensationalized. Just prior to the First Cr~sade, about 
A.D. 1090, a secret and fanatical Moslem cult, led by 
Hasan-i-Sabba (or Hasan iben-al-Sabbah), settled in parts 
of Persia, Iraq and Syria. Hasan trained his followers as an 
army and is "known for refining the practice of 
assassination' as an art. "4 Although most phBolosists agree 
that the concept of assassination derives from Hasan, there 
is dispute as to whether the word "assassin" comes from 
Hasan' or from hashish; indeed, th-e word "hashish" itself 

. may be derived from Hasan. Blum outlines the controversy 
over whether Hasan's followers killed (1) because they 
wilre under thi;dnfluence of hashish, (2) because they were 
premised a'rt';ward ofpatadise induced by hashish, or (3) 
because they were simply a violent and politically 
dangerous group who came to the attention of the West, 
including the Crusaders, and who were subject to romantic 
speculation oecause a drug they may well have ,~,aken (but 
which was new to; the Westerner) was given, a':cSf,isal role 
for their .political behavior, or (4) because they Were sim
ply a revolutionary group and were impugned witlr the 
hashish label by their conservative rivals. 
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It is not entirely clear whether Hasan's followers used 
cannabis solely or at all, or whether alcohol (probably 
'!Vine) and/or opium were utilized. Assuming that cannabis 
was indeed used, one could assume that it WaS in the form 
of hashish. Comparing' hashish to marijuana as commonly 
utilized in the U.S. today is comparing a glass of straight 
gin to a glass of beer! Of historical interest is the fact that 
the descendants of Hasan's group are the contemporary 
Israeli sect, the leader of which, the Aga Khan, claims 
direct descent from Hasan. 

The source of this medicine, rope or psychedelic agent, 
depending on one's orientation, is the plant Cannabis, 
sativa, a Ubiquitous plant that grows like a weed under 
almost any climatic or soil conditions. Until recently, the 
psychoactive ingredients have. been assumed to come 
almost exclusively from the female plant, but recent 
chemical analyses revealed that the active substances are 
present in both male and female plants.s 

Specially cultivated plants grown in warmer climates 
produce more of the sticky resin that contains the bulk of 
the psychoactive material. In 1965, scientists in Isral~16 

identified the major psychoactive ingredient tetrahy
drocannabinol (THC), and were able to synthesize tll1e 
material from basic chemicals. Whereas small doses of 
THC result in the usual marijuana mild high or euphoria, 
large doses .mimic the psychomimetic properties of the true 
hallucinogens such as lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD). 
Parenthetically, there is no chemical resemblance between 
THC and any of the other psychedelics or hallucinogen! •. 

Evidence is now accumulating from psychophar
macoiogists and neurophysiologists that mood and 
behavior are determined, at least in part, by the activity of 
cell centers in the limbic system and hypothalamic area:. 
of the brainstem.7 Leake hypothesizes that when these cen
ters are "satisfied," there is a sense of satiation and often 
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concomitant musc~lar relaxation and sleep. Drugs acting 
on the central nervous system are basically of three kinds; 
those that will stimulate and increasC? the activity' of the 
brain, those that will depress such activity, and, finally, 
those that will distort suc.h activity. The distorting drugs 
are the hallucinogenic agents such as LSD. Although can
nabis as it is generally used in the U.S. (mar;juana) is a 
mild euphoriant it does not readily fall into any of the 
three categories. THe in appropriate dosages can be a 
"distorting" agent. .... 

Marijuana, a Mexican t~rm initially representing tobacco 
and only in the last 'century applied to cannabis, is a 
preparation of chopped leaves and usually contains a low 
THe content. The flowering leaves of ripe hemp exude the 
stricky resin which contains most of the THe. By scraping 
the resin (especially from the specially cultivated plant) 
ari"d pressing it into blocks, one obtains charas, or hashish. 
~ashish is generally considered to be a:bnut five to ten 
times as 'psychoactive as marijuana and is the only can
nabis deri\lative that.has significant hallucinogenic poten
tial.' 

\~>'-' 
~. !\! ,,-

The effects of milder psychedelics are an ihteri:ldi~~e-
tween basic pharmacological properties, including dosag~~\ 
and the route ~f ad~inist~ation, the pers~nality of the drug \) 
user, the settmg 10 which the drug IS taken;. the ex- // 
pectations of the user, and the user's ability to recognize;? 
.the effect:;. Observed and described reactions .vary con'J' 
siderably from individual to individual, and in the sape 
individual from exposure to exposure. The situatiori(in 
regard to marijuana is further compounded by the fact hhat 
preparations vary widely from batch to. batch and from 
Season to season. Even in its purer form (hashish), Can
nabis ·is not add.ictive in the physiologic sense, and does 
not create physical dependence. It would appear that, 
despite the long history of cannabis use and present 
~vailabiiity of THe, the. facts surrounding the use of 
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marijuana, the consequences of its use, and the meaning of 
its· use continue to lie largely in the realm of mythology.s 

, 
The effects-what marijuana does ,and doesn't do 

Any sensible classification of drugs logically should follow 
along clinical or pharmacological lines. Since marijuana is 
not derived from the opium poppy nor is a chemical 
equivalent, does not produce sleep or stupor, and does not 
relieve pain, marijuana is not a narcotic (despite the fact 
that legally it is often thus associated)! 

There is excellent evidence that marijuana cau.ses some 
temporary impairment of coordination for complex motor 
activities, and that there is a distortion of depth and time 
perception.9 Possibly related to this impairment in time 
perception is the transient loss or impairment of memory 
for recent eventslO which may last for 30 to 90 minutes. 
There appears to be a fixation on the present which frees 
many users from concern for the future or experience of 
the past. While one.can revel in the "now," the sensation is 
described by some as unpleasant or frightening. In 1968, 
Weil and coworkers I I reported a "double-blind" study 
(that is, neither the SUbjects nor the researcllersknew, 
during a given session, whether the product being smoked 
~as real or an inactive placebo) that showed that 
marijuana caused a moderate increase in heart beat rate, 
some redness of the eyes, and virtuaqy no other physical 
effocts. Contrary to popular belief, marijuana in con
ventional dosage does not dilate the,¥,upils. This myth ap
parently derives from the tradition i)f'sploking marijuana 
in a darkened room or being exa1"!~~i1ed by the police 
physician in a darkened cell, since darkness per' se .causes 
pupillary dilatation. 

Only recently have there been adequate placebos for 
clinical marijuana experimentation. The previous lack of 
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placebo for smoking that would fool virtually all chronic 
users of cannabis created serious problemsll in in
terpreting experimental data since the results depend as 
much on nonpharmacological factors as'" on phar~ 
macological ones; the subject's reaction depends as much 
on the set and setting as on the drug per se. Another major 
problem was the lack of standardization of the THe con
tent in the test material (a reasonably good psychoactive 
sample contains about 1-1.5 percent THe). Additionally, 
the THC content of marijuana at room temperature 
decreases at the rate of 3-S percent per month, and at 
1000 for one month, all the THe in a potent marijuana 
sample may disappeaX:.ll Because of the decrement in the 
psychoactive potency of marijuana, the United Nations' 
marijuana rtference samples are kept under nitrogen and 
froien to avoid deterioration. " 

Untii recently there has been little information regarding 
t.he metabolism and disposition of THC, mainly because of 
the - difficulty of assaying the compound. The recent 
availability of C-14 labeled THC of relatively high 
spe~ific activity has made pos!!ible a study of the drug's 
metab<?lism in man 14 after intravenous injection. The 

_plasma levels of THe, its retention in body stores, and the 
exc"retion of its metabolites revealed that, (1) the THe in 
plasma declined rapidly during the first hour, (2) the THC. 
persists in plasma for more than 3 days, (3) the THe is 
(;omplete.ly metabolized in man, and (4) the radioac~ivc 
metabolitl:s are excreted in urine and feces for more than 3 
days. Thus, THC and its metabolites persist in humans for 
longer periods than its clinical effects. If one assumes that 
a critical degree of tissue saturation or blood level must be 
attained. before the user attains an. effective psychoactive 

. effect, it may explain in psrt the phenomenon of "reverse 
tolerance" noted in chronic users of marijuana (lower 
doses required for psychoactivityafter repeated exposure) . 

.. Using pu~ified THe, Isbell and coworkers at Lel!!fa~t~nls 
verified that -regardless (Jf t~e route of administration, can-
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nabis causes no significant changes in pupillary size. Thel'e 
were no changes in respiiatory rate or systolic and 
diastolic blood pressures,. pulse rates at rest were con
sistently elevated, and,subjects developed reddening of the 
conju~cti"ae after large doses. In small doses . .:hanges in 
mood, usually euphoria, were consistently reported . .In
crease in the dose several fold produced alterations in 
sense of time, in visual and auditory perceptions, deper
sonalization, and hallucinations (both auciit.)ry and op
tical) in most subjects. In occasional individuals, psychotic 
episodes occurred even with low ·doses. 

A clinical syndrome of acute psychosis associated with use 
of cannabis has been reported by a variety of observers in 
Vietnam. 16 Each case was characteristic of acute toxic 
psychosis with organic features, and· many had paranoid 
features as well. Factors unique to Viem:.m and combat 
situations seemed to be important in addition to the 
quality of the cannabis per se. Vietnamese marijuana was 
reported by the Army Chemical Laboratory in Japan to be 
about twice as potent in resin content as that normally sold 
or found in the U.S. In addition, approximatply 50 percent 
of the cannabis contraband seized in Vietnam contains 
opiates. Although opiates are not usually associated with 
acute psychotic reactions, it is not surprising that the can
nabis derivatives used in the Vietnam milieu "produce a 
stronger effect on the consumer. 

Although the incidence of psychotic or significant adverse 
reactions is small considering the total number of ex
posures to cannabis, there are a number of reports ap
pearing in the medical literature describing various mental 
abnormalities. Transient panic reactions and depression 
appare!1tly occur with a greater frequency than many 
proponents of marijuana admit. Most psychiatrists feel 
that the adverse reactions probably occur more often in 
those with substantial under!ying personality distrubances. 
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The so-called loss of motivation syndrome observed in a 
certain percentage of "potheads" or marijuana habitues, is 
probably related to the psychological dependence on a 
mind-altering substance, and a commitment to a drug
oriented way of life. 

,,,. 
In testing the neurological and electroencephalographic 
concomitants of the marijuana-induced "social high,"'7 
only miaimal (and probably insignificant). cerebral elec
tr~.caJ and neurological changes have been demonstrated. 'f,' 

The observation 'that vibratory sense appreciation was 
, slightly increased after smoking marijuana would possibly 
l~nd credence to the statements made by users that sensory 

. impressions are ,enhanced. This may lead one to believe 
that he is now endowed with artistic creativity. More likely 
the pleasure derived from the drug induced some decrease 
inoel'itical judgment leading the subject to believe that he is 
performing better under the influence uf the drug; un
fortunately, these subjective feelings have not been but
. tressed by riwredispassionateand objective observations. 

One cannot leave the'subject of effects without discussing 
the relationship of .driving to a marijuana "'high." There is 
a genuine concern 'that driving performance may be 
altered while under the influence of "pot," since there is 

, :;; se;n~ i~pairme{lt' of,. codrdi'nation for complex motor ac
tivities and ad.stol-tion of depth and time perception. 

Many cannabis proponents compare' marijuana t'1l alcohol, 
and this is especially true in regard to driving per
formance. In a frequently quoted study,.on the comparison 
of the effects of marijuana and alcohol on simulated 
qriving performance of experienced m;arijuana smokers,'> 
subjects experiencing a <i"social marijuana high"ac
cumulated significantly more speedometer errors than 
wh~n under control conditions, whereas there were no 
sign'ificant differences in accelerator, brake, signal, < 
steering and total errors. Tne\\ same subjects intoXicated'< 
from alcohol accumula~ed significantly more accelerator, 
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brake, signal, speedometer, and total errors than under 
normal conditions, whereas there was no significant dif
ference in steering errors. On the surface, this study is a 
damning indictment of driving while und~r the in
toxicating influence' of alcohol; the study virtually 
exonerates marijuana from significant deleterious effect in 
driver performance, concluding that "impairmeI.1t in 
simulated driving performance does not seem to be a func
tion of increased marijuana dosage or inexperience with 
t~e drug."IH 

There are, however, some serious defects.in the study and 
in the conclusions, both implicit and explicit. To begin 
with, the study focused attention on the effect of smoking 
marijuana rather than the effects of THe. No standardized 
dose of psychoactive material was used; in addition, the 
amount of any drug that is absorbed through the mucous 
membranes when the route of administration is inhalation 
is extremely variable. The end-point for most marijuana 
users.is a "high" or' euphoria, and the set and setting playa 
major role, a!? well as the dosage. A potential bias in a 
study of this type is that the ex.perienced user may either 
inhale less (or less deeply) and/or overcome his mild 
euphoria in order to influence the result of the study (the 
subjects were required to be experienced marijuana 
smokers who had been smoking marijuana at least twice a 
month for the past 6 months). 

Despite any possible biases, there were more speedometer 
errors. not allowing a general conclusion that marijuana is . 
totally' innocuous. Furthermore, the dose of ethanol 
utilized in this study for an average 150 pound subject was 
equivalent to about 7 ounces of 86 proof liquor. Clearly, 
comparing unlike dosages of unlike substances makes it 
difficult to even attempt to draw valid conclusions. 
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-Escalation - aftler marijuana what? 

Clearly the incidence of acute untoward - reactions to 
marijuana is limited (less than 1 percent) as is the in
-cidence of adverse effects in those smoking repeatedly 
(almost surely under 5 percent). Consequently, the crux of 
the bitter marijuana polemic rests to a large extent on the 
issue of escalation from marijuana to other more potent 
mind-altering agents. For years the federal authorities 

, suggested that the use of marijuana almost ineluctably led 
to the subsequent use of heroin. Such conclusions-were ob
viously specious since millions of persons throughout the 
world use cannabis products but on~y a tiny percentage of 

, these experiment with narcotics. !lut an insular focus on 
heroin is surely improper. Another relevant question is 
how frequently do marijuana users experiment with LSD, 
intravenous methamphetamine, mescaline, STP, MDA or 
any of the other potentially dangerous mind-altering 
drugs? A review of 20 major surveys indicates that ap
proximately 1 in 5 marijuana users also expei'iment with 
more dangerous pharmacologic agents. Various sequential 
studies show that in the overwhefining majority of cases, 
marijuana experimentation. preceded use of the other 
drugs. Thus Bluml9 found that hallucinogen users had 

-' prior marijuana experience in a ratio of 6:1 and that over 
80 percent of heroin users had, previous cannabis ex-

. perience. Studies at the New Jersey Medical College20 

likewise showed that in the overwhelming majority of cases 
marijuana use" occurs prior to hallucinogen or opiate usc. 
Additionally, most surveys conducted in junior high 
schools show convincingly that marijuana use occurs at an 
earlier age chronologically than LSD experimentation. 

The likelihood of using hallucinogens such as LSD can be 
directly correlated with t!~e frequency of mar!~J,lana use. 
Thus, Goode21 found that among those taking l'ih-larijuana 
less than once a month, the likelihood of using LSQ was 
22 percent. In contrast among weekly users the percentage 
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using LSD was 49 percent and among daily smokers, an' 
astonishingly high 82 percent experimented with LSD. 
The New Jersey Medical School studies revealed (see Fig. 
I) that among those using marijuana rarely there was a 4 
percent chance of uzing LSD. Increase in frequency of can
nabis use to onr.:e or tWice a month increased the likelihood 
of LSD use to 9 percent; among those smoking at least 
weekly, 22 percent used LSD and 44 percent uf marijuana 
users smoking at least two times each week admitted to the 
use of LSD. These two studies are buttress<!d by others, all 
indicating that the more marijuana used the more likely it 

~is the individual will use a drug such as LSD. I:ur
thermore, some recent reports suggest that 5 to 13 percent 
of repetitive marijuana users will experiment with opiates, 
a surprisingly high figure. 

Figure 1 

Percentage of 1044 current marijuana use's in six suburban 
New Jersey high schools who currently U::.d LSD, "speed": 
and heroin, by frequency of current marijuana use 
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The available data would appear to warrant the following 
conclusions: (a) a substantial number of marijuana users 
will 'subsequently experiment with more dangerOf,iS drugs; 
(b) the likelihood of use of certain of the more dangerous 
agents can be correlated directly with the frequency of 
cannabis use; and (c) it would appear that if'an individual 
does not use marijuana the likelihood of use of more 
dangerous agents is profoundly reduced. 

Although the data suggest that the concept of escalation is 
'valid, three clarifying points merit emphasis. First, 

marijuana is only a part of a continuum. Most studies, ours 
included, suggest that parental use of licit or illicit mind
altering drugs promotes subsequent illicit drug use in their 
children. Next in the chronological continuum is an inor
dinately permissive attitude of parents toward legal 
medicament use by young children or failure of parents to 
satisfactorily resolve problems brought to them by their 
young children when the children perceive such problems 
as important. At a slightly later age (preteen or early 
teenage), use of alcohol or cigarettes is related to later 
marijuana use; marijuana users are three to four times as 
likely to 'also be smokers and users of alq)hol as ap
propriate controls. Thus, marijuana is only a step in a con
,tinuum that starts with the parental behavior, and for some 

. young persons ends with the use of drugs such as LSD. 

Second,. the majority of marijuana users clearly do not 
escalate to more dangerous agents. 

Third, the fact of escalation from marijuana to more 
dangerous drugs does not define the mechanisms thereof. 
Escalation could be due to physiological or biochemical 
reasons as yet unknown, curiosity, hedonism, peer group 
pressure, or lUlderlying personality abnormalities. It also 
could be that use of marijuana and more dangerous drugs 
relates to the' thrill of doing something illegal that carries 
only a small statistical risk of being apprehended. Finally, 

iii 
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escalation could occur because the individual selling illicit 
marijuana could be concomitantly supplying more 
dangerous pharmacologic agents . . 

Regulation or legalization? 

It is crucial that society develop a rational approach to the 
cannabis problem. To single out marijuana as a symbol 
al).d apply sanctions that are anachronistic and based on 
incorrect assumptions IS inappropriate, and at the very 
best, self-defeating. There is no reason to equate. 
marijuana, a euphoriant, with potent hallucinogens, 
stimulants orr opiates. It is likewise illogical in a 
democracy to punish marijuana users harshly on the 
grounds they might escalate to LSD or heroin. This con
troverts the legal principles upon which our American 
democracy was built, namely that the punishment should 
fit the present crime, not some potential future criminal 
act. Furthermore, the present laws make no sense because 
most marijuana users do not and probably will not 
escalat.e; thus, escalation, although important and a factor 
in our applying sanctions, occurs in a minority, not a 
majority of marijuana users. 

There are basically four paths open to society: (1) Main
tain the present restrictions; (2) Remove all restrictions 
(presumably. this is what the proponents of legalization ad
vocate); (3) Devise a new system of regulation; (4) Main
tain. the present framework and mitigate the harsh 
penalties. 

Maintain the Present Restrictions. It would appear that 
maintaining the status quo is undesirable. Kaplan2! argues 
that the disparity between the dangers of marijuana and 
the severity of the present laws against it is "un-

o conscionable." In 1968, marijuana arrests accounted for 
one-quarter of all felony arrests in the State of California; , 
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for 80. percent of the adults, it was their first arrest, as it 
Was for 98 percent 'of the juveniles. The cost of applying 
the marijuana laws is astronomic&l and the benefits to 
society unclear. Because the potential punishment is often 
excessively harsh, law enforcement officials themselves 
frequently disregard t.he laws, preferring to ignore use or 
possession of the drug's, thus promoting disdain for our en
tire legal system. In other instances, the laws are applied 
only to those deemed undesirable or trouble makers and in 
some cases patently unjust and vicious sentences have been 
meted out for marijuana possession. At bl\th federal and 
slate levels the need for altering the laws to make the 
punishment truly consistent with the nature of the crime 
has been recognized and in most jurisdictions a 
reassessment of the marijuana laws is being made. . 

Remove all Restrictions (Legalization). The all-out 
praponents of marijuana often overstate their case in main
taining that cannabis is entirely innocuous since the 
preponderance of evidence is clearly agafnst this point of 
view. To justify removal of all restrictions they argue that: 
(a) other intoxicants that are at least as dangerous (such as 
alcohol) are less restricted; (b) we are criminalizing 
respectable youngsters and exposing them to the criminal 
world; and (c) there are possibly 200-250 -million users 
worldwide and 1 ~20 million users of marijuana in the 
United States and, therefore, marijuana use should be con
sidered acceptable behavior. Cll~arly, however, because 
large numbers do something or believe something does not 
make that "something" desirable, necessary, or right. 
(Many years ago, everyone believed the world was flat.) 

The legalization proponents quite correctly point out that 
there is an erosion of Protestant ethic and that we are now 
living in a hedonistic society. They say we shouldn't 
legislate against a chemical· tha~ the Chinese called the 
giver of delight, and the Indians called the heavenly guide 
- the soother of grief. 
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The proponents likewise point out the following: (1) Mr. 
Harry Anslinget" in 1937 originally s~ated that there was 
no validity to the "steppi~g stone" (escalation) theory, but 
later enthusiastically embraced the association in order to 
justify the harsh laws; (2) there is no evidence marijuana 
induces violent behavior; (3) using marijuana does not 
cause sexual aberrations; (4) that we are a "drugged" 
society that too often turns to "better living through 
chemistry" and "recreational pharmacology"; (5) society 
has accepted the concept of taking a dried plant, putting 
fire. to it, inhaling it, and polluting the atmosphere (the 
smoking of tobacco); (6) using marijuana is a crime 
without a victim; and (7) that we live in a tense, frustrating 
world in which a euphoriant such as marijuana is likely to 
be beneficial to many people. 

The proponents make many valid points, but should ac
cept the probability that marijuana use would increase 
markedly if marijuana were legalized; concomitantly, the 
number of persons suffering adverse effects would in all 
likelihood increase. And the following crucial questions 
are raised. Can society afford to add more intoxicants to 
its already burgeoning supply of mind-altering agents? Are 
we willing to accept the possibility of 1-2 million 
"potheads" in addition to our millions of alcoholics? Are 
we willing to accept the risk of escalation to more 

. dangerous substances? 

New System of Regulation. Kaplan summarizes the major 
thesis in opting for a completely new system of regulation: 
(l) the cost of processing marijuana offenders far out
weighs the benefits to society; (2) too many juveniles are 
being criminalized, with jobs and futures jeopardized; (3) 
there is a growing disrespect for law in general. Most users' 
of marijuana kno'Y that for each arrest .there are hundreds 
not caught, and of those caught, most have their charge 
reduced (selective enforcement); (4) legal sanctions as 
presently constituted maintain the secretive drug culture 
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and "seller" contacts, and probably inhibit the users from 
turning to counseling; (5) the law'enforcement apparatus is 
caught on the horn of a dilemma, with increasing hostility 
and resentment; and (6) increasing restrictions on. the sup
ply of cannabis will result.in users turning toward more 
dangerous drugs with increasing frequency. Kaplan main
tains that the illegality per se may lead to "harder" drugs, 
since the psychological association may make the use of 
the other drugs more respectable, possibly because 
marijuana users are already committed to a "serious" 
criminal act. 

Those suggesting a new system of regulation reiterate that 
a decision not to criminalize does not necessarily represent 
approval. Marijuana can be recognized as a vice, whereby 
only selling or trafficking would be criminal, the user 
being free to use at his own risk. This model follows 
regulations relating to gambling or prostitution, under 
which t~!~ consumer is considered the victim and requires 
help. Recognizing that the cost of criminalizing marijuana 
users may be too. great for society, following the "vice" 
model presumably would allow sO,ciety to rest.rict the sup
ply of all "illegal" commodities at a lower "cost" to itself. 

The suggested approach is licensing the sale of cannabis as 
\;Vith alcohol. Quality and potency could be controlled, 
harsh penalties would be assessed against unlicensed 
sellers, age limits would be set and very strictly enforced, 
prices would be fixed, and the commodity would be highly 
taxed with the proceeds going either to enforcement 
measures against the more serious drugs or to drug abuse 
education. It is worth pointing out, however, that many of 
the proponents of the regulation approach ignore current 
adverse reactions to marijuana, are often facile about 
preventing use among the very young, and do not consider 
that 'escalation rates may remain high even if marijuana 
were legalized or regulated. Today the most abused drug 
among adolescents is alcohol, not marijuana. There are 
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some preliminary data suggesting adverse eff(~cts occur 
more frequently among the very young. "Regulat~ion," like 
legalization, would'result in increased prevalence of use 
among those aged 10-17 and would focus public! attention 
on the advers~ effect~ in this age group. Ultiml!ltely this 
might result in such a furor that society would reject 
"regulation" and return to an inordinately harsn legal ap
proach. If marijuana is "regulated," a step close to 

. legalization, abuse by those under age 17 or 18 would be a 
major problem. 

Maintain the Present Framework but Mitigate the 
Penalties. The Indian Hemp Commission (1893-94)23 
dispassionately asked the proper questions of 1,093 wit
nesses in marked contrast to our 1937 congressional 
hearings. Their .conclusions appear valid--cannabis is a 
euphoriant that is neither innocuous nor overly dangerous 
in its own right. The federal government and many states 
recently have recogni'Zed the inequities in the penaItiles and 
have attempted to soften the penalties against mariju:ana to 
allow for suspended sentences :and permit expunging of 
first convictions from the record (to avoid condemning 
youngsters to a future in which they might have diffilculty . 
in obtaining licenses, gaining admission' to celrtain 
professional schools, etc.). There does seem to be a 
reasonable middle ground between currently harsh laws 
and the dangers inherent in legalization or regulation. The 
advocates of this approach would have a punishment 
schedule s"mewhat as follows: 

1. Possession of a m~erate amount of marijuana or hashish 
on first or second conviction: assignment to a local hospital, 
poverty program, etc. for a specified number of evenings 
and/or weekends with automatic expungement of the sen
tence from public records upon its completion. 

2. Possession ora moderate' amount on third or subsequent 
convictions: a jail term not to exceed 90 days. 

3. Sale of a small amount with no evidence of major financial 
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gain: judicial discretion but ordinarily to be treated as 
possession. 

4. Sale: 1-10 years in jail with possibility of suspension, parole 
or probation, and education of the judiciary so that larger 
sentences are reserved for major importers and traffickers. 

Such an approach -would be fair to the user and society 
alike, would not unnecessarily criminalize young persons, 
would be constructive and would at long last make the 
punishment consistent with the nature of the crime. At this 
point in time, we favor this pathway but whatever the ap
proach to marijuana, society must find pragmatic and sen
sible solutions; for if we cannot deal effectively with this 
substance, we will be incapable o(placing the entire drug 
scene in its proper perspective. . 
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[From the LOB Angeles Times, Mar. :23, 197:2] 

U.S. PANEL CALLS FOR. PRIVATE USE OF MARIHUANA 

(By Harry Nelson) 
Ii 

A 12-member National Commission on Marih~\ana and Drug Abuse Wednesday 
recommended that private possession of marillltana for personal use no longer 
be a criminal offense.· . , " . 

Public possession or distribution of sniall am:ount~~.cf. the drug, provided the 
purpose was not to make a profit, should be sUbject only to $100 fines instead of 
criminal action, the commission recommended. 

In its report entitled "Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstanding," the com
mission rejected both the present oocial and legal attitude of total prohibition 
and the other extreme of legalization. . 
It urged no prohibition against private use while at the same time retaining all 

laws making it a criminal act to produce or distribute marihuana for profit .. 

PREsmENT OPPOSED 

In WashJngton a White House aide said "President Nixon does oppose and 
still opposes legalization of marihuana." 

The commission's chairman, former Pennsylvania Gov. Raymond P. Shafer, 
said Mr. Nixon gave no indication of whether.hewould support the commission'8 
recommendations. . 

The commission was appointed by President Nixon and Congress 18 months 
ago to study the extent of marihuana lise in the United States, the efficacy .of 
marihuana laws and the physiological and psychological effects of the drug. 

"Mm.wuana's relative potential for harm to the vast majority of individual 
users and its actual impact on society does not justify a social policy designed to 
seek out the firmly punish those who use it," the commission declared. 

The commission said it suspects the "moral contempt in which some of our 
citizens hold the marihuana users is related to other behavior or other attitudes 
assumed to be associated with use of the drug. 

"All of our data suggest that the moral views of the overwhelming majority 
of marihuana users are in general accord with those of the larger society." 

However, use would still be discouraged in three main ways: 
Law enforcement authorities would still make a concerted effort to reducp 

the supply of the drug. 
The user would have to confine his use to the home. . 
Continuing efforts would be made by educators and others to discourage 

use. 
PUBLIC POSSESSIO!\, INVOLVED 

Other proposed legal Changes: 
Public possesSion of 1 ounce or less would not be an offense, but the mari

huana would be considered contraband and subject to seizure and forfeiture. 
Public possession of more than 1 ounce would be punishable by a flne of 

$100.· 
Distribution in public of small amounts not involving a profit Or public use 

of marihuana would be punishable by a $100 fine. . 
Disorderly conduct associated with pl1blic use would. be a misdemeanor 

punishable by up to 60 days in jail and $100 fine. 
Driving under the influence would be a misdemeanor punishable by up to 

one year in jail and a fine up to $1,000. . 
In most states possession for personal use is a misdemeanor. In California 

possession can be either a felony or misdemeanor. In Los Angeles County it is 
most commonly adjudged as the latter. 

The commission· said it rejected total prohibition because "no sufficiently 
compelling socIal reason, predicated on eXisting knowledge, justifiel;l intrusion 
by the criminal justice system into the private lives of individuals who use 
marihuana." . 

EFFECTS CITED 

Legalization was discarded, the. report said, because it would "institutionaiize 
availability of a drug Which has uncertain long-term effects." , 
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Furthermore the commission said it suspects the present high level of interest 
in marihuana may be a fad. 

The commission said there is little proved physical or psychological hazard 
at the dosage which is typically used in this country. For heavy, long-term 
users there is a health hazard, it said. 

The commission noted that future policy planners might want to legalize 
the drug if scientists detect no long-term ill effects and if society's attitudes 
about marihuana change. 

A major reason for the current tough public attitude about marihuana, the 
report states, is the threat that use of the drug is thought to present to the 
dominant social order . 

. "Use of the drug is linked with idleness, lack of motivation, hedonism and 
sexual promiscuity," the commission said. "Many see the drug as fostering a 
counterculture which conflicts with basic ·moral precepts as well as with the 
operating functions of our society. . 

"The 'dropping out' or rejection of the established value system is viewed 
. with alarm. Marihuana becomes more than a drug; it becomes a symbol of 
the rejection of cherished values." . 

The commission then argued there is no rational basis for blaming marihuana 
for most of these fears. 

"Little likelihood exists that the introduction of a single element such as 
marihuana use would significantly change the basic personality and character 
structure of the individual to any degree," the commissioners declared. 

They said young people who can't cope with the pressures of adolescent 
development in ways which adults understand should. not be "rejected, stig
matized or labeled." 

Instead these youths should be given "support and understanding and the 
opportunity to participate in roles which have meaning for them and in ways 
which they feel comfortable." For some, marihuana eases the transition to 
adulthood "by helping them share their feelings, doubts, inadequacies and 
aspirations with peers with whom they feel safe and comfortable," t.he report 
said. 

n said no conclusive evidence has been found demonstrating that marihuana. 
by itself is responsible for academic or vocational failure, although it could 
be a contributing reason. 

WORK PERFORMANCE 

Although society has become increasingly disturbed by the stress of today's 
youth on "fun, pleasure and enjoyment," the commission found no evidence. to 
suggest that the majority of youths are unwilling or incapable of productive 
and disciplined work performance. 

"Where marihuana is concerned, society must try to miderstand its role in 
the lives of those who use it," the report said. 

"The key to such understanding lies in the changes which have taken piace 
in society within recent years and the effects these changes have had on succeed
ing generations of youth. The increased use of marihuana is only one of these 
effects ... 

"When the issue of marihuana use is placed in this con't'ext of society's 
larger concerns, marihuana does not emerge as a major issue or threat to the 
social order . .. • 

"It is. unlikely that marihuana will affect the future strength, stability or 
vitality of our socIal and political im;titutions. The fundamental principles 
and values npon which the society rests are far too enduring to go up in the 
smoke of a marihuana cigaret." 

LITTLE DANGER 

As for physiological and psychological harm, the commission said there is 
little proven danger from the experimental or intermittent use (one to 10 times 
a month) which is typical in the country. .. 

The commission declared there is no reliable evidence marihuima causes 
birth defects, chromosome damage, brain damage or aggressive behavior or 
that it can lead to death. 

The commission also put down arguments that the drug produces physical 
dependence or that its use leads to hard drugs. 

On the bllsis of a survey conducted last year the commission reported that 
about 24 million Americans have tried marijuana at least once and that about 
8.5 million are still using. . 
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The heavy user, and some moderate users, however, show stro~g pS3':chological 
dependence. Some organ injury, especially diminution of breathing, i~"po~ible 
in the heavy user. Heavy long-term use may also produce specific behavioral 
challges. 

Moderate use m\,!ans 11 times monthly to once daily and heavy use is several 
times daily. By long term the commission means two to 10 years. 

Clearcut behavioral changes and a higher incidence of biological damage 
occur in Asian and Middle East countries where users have been taking heavy 
doses for long periods. 

But the commission said it is unaware of any similar pattern in this country. 
Members of the commission, headed by Shafer, are Dr. Dana L. Farnsworth, 

former director of health services, Harvard University j Dr. Henry Brill, director 
of Pilgrim State Hospital, Brentwood, Long Island j Rep. Tim Lee Carter (R
Ky.), and Joan Cooney, president of Children's Television Workshop and 
producer of Sesame Street. 

Also Charles O. Galvin, dean of Southern l\fethndist University law school, 
Dallas; Dr. John A. Howard, president of Rockford College, Rockford, Ill., and 
president of the American Assn. of Independent College and University Presi
dl.'nts; Sen. Harold E. Hughes (D-Iowa); Sen. JacobK. Javits (R-N.Y.), and 
Rep. Paul G. Rogers (D-Fl:a.). ' .. 

Also Dr. Maurice H. Seevers, chairman of pharmacol0lrjr, University of :Michi
gan j Dr J. Thomas Ungerleider, UCLA Neuropsychiatl"ic Institute, and Mitchell 
Ware, Chicago attorney and former superinten<lE,1nt 'Of Illinois BUreau of 
Investigation. ' 

CRIMINAL LAW 

In taking its stand against total prohibition the commission said the applica
tion 'Of criminullaw to the private use 'Of marihuana possibly is unconstitutional. 
, It cited a number of legal precedents, including an overturned Connecticut law 
forbidding the use of contraceptives, 'as being evidence that individual privacy 
in certain circUmstances is beyond the law. 

It .also reported survey results showing that law enforcement officers and 
prosecutors make only minimal effort to investigate and prosecute first offenders 
and possession cases. 
. Finally, it said, possession Jaws engender a disrespect in the young "who cannot 
understand why society chooses to criminulize a behaVior with so little visible 
ill effect or adverse social impact, particularly when so many membeJ;s of the 
law enforcement community also question the same laws." . 

The commissioner said legalization could "invest an otherwise transient 
phl.'nomenon with the status of an accepted behavior. If marihuana were ~n al
ready ingrained part of our culture, this objection would be dispelled. However, 
we do not believe this is the case." 

HIGH RISK 

The greater use which might result from legalization-an increase that might 
not otherwise o'ccur-could produce a significant public health problem, the 
commission said. . 

The heavy users, who are the high-risk group, now number about 500,000 or 
about 2 percent .of those in this country who have ever used marihuana. Inev
itably this .numbl.'r-und the consequent physicial and psychological problems

. W'Ould increas!! with legalization, the commission said. 
Legalization would also maintain at a highly emotional level the, debate be· 

tween those on both sides of the issue "and perpetua.te the tendenCY to perceive 
marihuana use as u symbol of the struggle between tWO conflicting philosophies/' 

[From the Los Angeles Times, Mar. 23, 1972] 

BUSCH, DAVIS CRITICIZE LEGAL AMBIGUITY IN MARIHUANA REP'ORT 

(By William Farr) 

Dist. Atty .• Joseph P.Busch and Police Chief Edward M. Davis Wedne!day 
. criticized the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, saying that 
to enact its recommendations would cause a "schizophrenic legal situation." 

Both top-ranking law enforcemerit officials also expressed, the opinion /:.hat 
the commission had based its recommendations on inconclusive m!!dical research. 
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The President's commission advocated "decriminalization" of marihuana and 
thus ren;lOval of crimin!l.l penalties for its use. The stand stopped short of outright 
legaliza"tion, however. 

"Decriminalization will increase the market for illicit sales. It will establish 
a sChizophrenic legal situation in which the use is legal, but tp.e sale is illegal," 
Busch said. 

"The user will be socially acceptable and the seller will be labeled antisocial. 
Users will be drawn into an even deeper contact with the counterculture forces," 
he added. 

Davis echoed this criticism, saying: 

CALLS REPORT AMBlV ALENT 

I'The report appeared to be ambivalent in that it makes it a felony to grow 
and to sell marihuana while at the same, time the commission held that to have 
marihuana in your own home for your own use was not a violation." 

On the subject of marihuana research, Busch and Davis were again in con
cert although their statements were issued separately. 

The district attorney said he believes "medicul research into the habitual 
use of marihuana is highly inconclusive." Elallorating on this point, he said: 

"Indications of liver damage, vascular brain damag'e, and ill effects on the 
immunity system and healing process-resulting from long-term use-have not 
been fully explored. , 

"Many medical researchers are not satisfied with the research studies con
ducted for the national commission. Habitual use of marihuana is our major 
concern-just as it is with any drug including alcohol. 

"Criminal sanctions certainly discourage habitual use." 
Davis said he was "amazed that the commission reached any findings prior 

to the time that an indepth study showing the psychological, physiolOgical and ' 
pharmacological results were available." 

He said he was disappointed in the commission's report and added he was 
opposed to any changes in California laws covering marihuana until further 
research had been conducted. 

Busch did say that he favors modification of current laws so that there/'will 
be minimal misdemeanor penalties for possession of small amounts of marib'dlma." 

He alSo said that "minimal enforcement attention should be gi'!"en to such 
possession. !' 

CONSISTENT WITH ATTITUDES 

The district attorney said he believes these policies "are consistent with pres
ent public attitudes." 

Dealing further with the recommendation of decriminalization, Busch had 
this to say: 

"Yet (decriminalization) does not take into account the impact of stronger 
strains of marihuana, as have been observed in Vietnam, the powerful extracts 
of marihuana, and marihuana which is laced with powerful synthetic drugs 
such as DMT and TCP. 

"Finally, we must realize that decriminalization will not erase the failure of 
government to deal effectiV"elY with the marihuana problem. The fact that gov
ernment in the pa;;t has subscribed to myths concerning marihUana and promoted 
fruitless propaganda programs does not justify decriminalization. 

"The fact that research has been ineffective and federal funds have been 
spent in a wasteful shotgun manner does not justify decriminalization. I believe 
what we need is a realistic legal attitude and effective educational efforts based 
on conclusive research." 

State Atty. Gen. Evelle J. Younger and Sheriff Peter J. Pitch',iSs both delayed 
,comment on the commission recommendations, saying they had not had an 
opportunity to study the full text. 

[From McCall's magazine, Mar. 1972] 

WHAT CAUSES MORE HARM, DRUGS' OR THE LAWS AGAINST THEM? 

(By Dorothy V. Whipple, M.D.) 

To many, the title of this article will be shocking .. However an analysis of 
the existing situation in the U.S. leads to an unpleasant conclu'sion. 
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Since 1914, we have had laws against drugs, laws based on the philosophy 
that punishment Will deter people from using or selling drugs. These laws have 
failed to accomplish their goals. 

Drug use has grown enormously in spite of the laws. It has also spread to 
younger and younger members of society. The most recent estimates show that 
from 200,000 to 250,000 Americans are lleroin addicts, and that marihuana 
smokers in this country are numbered in the tens of millions. 

It is not only the failure of the laws, but the evils created by the laws them
selves that compound the present dilemma. 

The drug laws have helped create a black market in illegal drugs. Because 
the drugs in wide use are illegal, their potency and purity are not controlled. 
And their high price, especially heroin, has forced addicts to engage in crime 
to get money to pay for them. 

The severity of the punishment for those young people convicted of drug 
crimes has wrecked many of their lives. 

The impossibility of enforcing the drug laws has undermined respect for these 
laws and even for other laws. 

The idea that the drug problem can be solved within the existing legal frame
work cannot be accepted by anyone who looks critically at the present state of 
affairs. 

What are the reasons given for the present drug laws? 
Laws against drugs are in the class of laws whose main object is to protect 

people against themselves. These laws were based on three suppositions: 
1. That drug use causes damage bo the individual'S body and mind. 
2. That drug users can be cured by being punished .• 
3. 'I'hat nonusers can be, frightened by the threat of punishm&nt into never 

using drugs. 
4. That drug-injured people are a menace to SOCiety. 
Numbers 2 and 3 can be dismissed without further discussion. It is all to ob

vious that the current laws neither cure nor prevent drug use. 
How about the damage caused by the drugs themselves? 
Here we must balk about e(lch drug ~leparately. The least harmful, marihuana, 

does not cause pby~ical depei\de,nce (sometimes called addiction). Its moderate 
use, as far at:: we know at pre8lmt, causes relatively little harm to mature people. 

Marihuana users -are not fl, menace to ,so'Ciety. However, even moderate use may 
be harmful to young teerc,!l:Il',ei's,beci:J:use) they are provided with a means of cop
ping' out on their problems!-insteudpf fa~ing them and they fail to grow and 
mature emotionally. E~ceseh::e us:'f doubtlessly interferes wIth a productive life, 
regardless of age. '.., 

Despite ,the severity of the pres~i).\; laws, 'however, the use of marihuana is 
increasing rapidly. 

What can be done about this? 
There are a number of possibilfties fll'l"olving some form of regul1l.tion : 
1. No ,·e8triction.-SuPpo!'!e alllliws restricting marihuana were taken off the 

books. Enterprising Americans would go to work to entice as mauy people as 
possible to buy marihuana. Advertisin~~ campaigns would extol the virtues of 
pot smol,ing and imply that the full lifl~ must include drug experience. Surely 
this is not what we want. . 

2. A. Ucen8ing 8V8tem.-It has been suggested that marihuana be treated like 
alcohol. Manufacturers and seHers of alcohol are required to have a ·license. 
Restrictions are imposed 011 where and um.\er what conditions the product can 
be sold. Age limits are imposed. Advertising iB permitted, 

3. A. nl:lw agency, created 8pecifically to hail.l].le marihuana. 
This ugency would be entrusted with the enUre distribution of legalized mari

huana. It mi,ght be a government agency, compl\~tely divorced from the Bureau of 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, or it might be"a nonprofit foundation or public 

·corp?ration. It would import the crude product" process it, standar<1ize it, and 
s.el.l it. It would attempt to prevent the sale of the drug to juven,iles. Alladver-
tISlllg would be forbidden., 

Anyone over eighteen would be permitted to bhy limited quantities of pure 
standardized marihuana at a depot or a store. Buj:,~rs would be assured of the 
potency and purity of what they bought. They would not have to associate 
with black-market pushers whO have other drugs "~ith which to entice them. 
The black market in marihuana, with all its inherent evils, 'Would soon dis
appear. Growers could sell their product legally· to a legitimate outlet. 
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Would this kind of legal regulation increase the use of marilluana? 
It might, at l~ast for a time, but then again, it might not. The thrill of doing 

something illegal would be gone. How much this pushes ldds into trying pot is 
completely unlmown, though doubtless it is a factor. 'l'he evils associated with 
illegal marihuana would disappear, and these must be balanced against tlle 
use of the drug itself. Removing criminal pET.alties for use of marihuana and 
also permitting legal distribution of the drug does not constitute advocacy of 
its use. 

The real hope of the future is in education. The problem of marihuana must 
be faced honestly if education is to be meaningful. If the facts presented are 
true and free from prejudice, intelligent young ,people will believe them, and 
many will act upon them. 

If alcohol is legal, why not marihuana? 
There are plenty of reasons for changing the marihuana laws without even 

bringing up the comparative dangers of these two drugs. 
Alcohol is a dangerous drug in the hands of abusers. Society tried to make 

alcohol illegal. The experiment was a dismal failure. The evils of the law were 
great, but perhaps no greater than the evils of the marihuana law. Marihuana 
may be even less dangerous than alcohol. Botll drugs are harmful when abused, 
and neither drug is good for young teen-agers. 

Hasn't the President recently taken some action against drug use? . 
President Nixon is acutely aware of the problem. At his instigation, Congress 

passed the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, 
which reduces, but does not eliminate, the penalties for first-time posRession of 
marihuana. For subsequent offenses, the penalties are increased. While this 
law is a step in the right direction, it is nevertlleless a tiny step. The drug is 
still illegal, and users of the drug are classed as criminals. 

Section 601 of the law authorized the President to set up the National Com
mission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse. The first tasI, of this commission is to 
submit a comprehensive report on marihuana, which is to include recommenda
tions to the President on all' aspects of the drug, including new legislation. 
The report is due to come out tllis month. The second task is a report on drug 
abuse generally. It is due March of 1973. • 

III May, 1971, Whf;'ll the commission was holding its first hearings, Mr. Nixon 
said that, should the commission recommend the legalization of marihuana, he 
would feel free to ignore their recommendation. 

Three seri(>s of hearings were held, one in Wal;'lrington, D.C., one in San 
Francisco, and one in, CJ:J.icago. The first hearing was marked by a goOd deal of 
sarcasm from some members of the commission toward witnesses who stated 
that the dangerous qualities of the drug had been exaggerated. 

As time went on, there was a perceptible change in attitude on the part of 
SOme of the commission members. The commission was told by so many knowl
edgeable experts, and told so frequently, that the havoc createcl by the laws 
exceeded any harm inherent in tlle drng, that attitudes changed. .• 

What wlll the commission recommend? 
It seems highly probable that the least the commission can recommend is that 

all the states reduce to a misdemeanor the offense of possessing marihuana, 
thus bringing state laws into conformity with federal law. 

It may be this is as far as the commission will go since it is essentially a 
conservative group; however, it is possible that the commission will recommend 
eliminating all Jnil sentences for possession of marihuana. 

If the commission should issue a majority report recommending the decrimi
nalization of marihuana, this would be an enormous step forward. The'members 
of the commis~ion are intelligent people who, like many of the older generation 
of Americans, have reacted with horr:or to "dope." Many admit their attitude 
has been based more on emotion than knowledge. If the memhers of the com
mission can become convinced by facts and change their attitudes, perhaps the 
American electorate can also be convinced. 

But decriminalization of the possession of marihuana, while an important step 
in the right direction, is not the whole answer. As long a~ the drug remains 
illeg-al. the black marl,et with all its inherent evils will continue to flourish. 

What can we do about h(>roin? 
Unlike marihuana. hE'roin is ('apahle of rnining the life of almost everyone 

who USE'S it. Her:>in is sneaky. Almost immediately aftE'r the first injCC'tion, the 
nser feels a blissful state of peace envelop him. His worries and tensions dis-
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solve as if by magic. After a while he goes to sleep and dreams vivid, colorful, 
gorgeous dreams. . 

When he wakes up, the spell is gone; the world is as ugly and drab as ever. 
The old worries come back. Why not try it again? , 
If the. user stops with one or even a few doses, he will not get hooked. But 

the temptation is usually beyond bis will to resist. "Just one more time" be 
feels will be okay. Before long, his body becomes so adjusted to the drug that 
be cannot function normally without it. The new fix fails to giVe him any of 
the hoped-for bliss. All it does is relieve the bad feelings of withdrawal. 

As time goes on, the victim needs larger doses of his drug just to ward off 
withdrawal. He may get to the point where he needs three, four, or :live fixes 
each day just to feel halfway normal.. 

His whole life becomes absorbed in getting bis drug. He can seldom find a 
job that will pay enough, and he is unable to perform on the job, largely because 
of his preoccupation with getting his next fix. Ultimately most addicts are forced 
into crime. 

Where does all the heroin come from? 
Heroin is smuggled into this country in kilo lots (2.2 pounds). One kilo of 

pure heroin (1 million milligrams) yields 200,000 bags, each containing 5 milli
grams of heroin plus 90 milligrams of powdered milk, sugar, or quInine. This is 
the usual single dose of the drug .. 

The actual price of heroin varies enormously, depending on the supply, In 
1968 the usual price of a kilo of pure heroin was $8,000. (Recently a price of 
$40,000 was quoted.) The 5 mg. bags usually sell for $5 apiece, but the price 
can be doubled or trebled. 

The profits in dealing in heroin are astronomical. The top importers make 
from 200 percent to 300 percent on their investment; the street peddler in a 
good location and with good connections can net $500 a day. 

The Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, realizing that it is impossible 
to stop the'smuggling of heroin, is now trying to reduce the amount of opium 
poppies grown. An extensive program to persuade Turkish farmers to stop grow
ing poppies and grow other crops is now reduced, in importance by the aware.lless 
of the Bureau of the poppy fields in Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand . 

.A. federa:l agent said off the record, "I don't think we can ever stop anything 
as big as the heroin traffic. The Customs people seize more and more junk every 
year, the narcotic agents get more and more drug handlers, but no one who knows 
anything about this thinks we are making headway. The only solution is to stop 
the demand." 

Then what can be done? 
1. Oure all aad,iets.-The Narcotic Addicts Rehabilitation Act is based on 

this approach. Its successful accomplishment, however, is many years and many 
dollars in the future, if ever. The recent use of methadone for the treatment of 
heroin addiction is proving helpful, but even with methadone the elimination of 
all heroin addicts 'in the foreseeable future does not seem likely. 

2. Provide an het'oin addiots with a oheap legal supply 0/ the drug.-Such a 
plan would take the heroin addict off the street. How many addicts would pay 

, for a fix they 'COUld get for nothing? With stoel,s of heroin piling up on the 
pushers' hands, the importers' and middlemen Would soon find no market. UIti
matel~, the black market would wither away. This might even maIm the drug 
so unavailable that fewer and fewer new recruit/'! would be enticed into the ranks 
of heroin addicts. 

However, there would be enormous difficulties with such a scheme. 
Clinics would have to be set up in areas where addicts could get to them. 

GllrefUL ,\ieeordl'!:wouldhaye to be 1,ept so that an addict could not go to several 
dinic~ arid getirdditional'~mounts of drugs. 

Addicts would have to !lie carefully screened. First, to make sure they. really 
were addicts and, second, t'b find out how much drug they had been taIdng. ~egu· 
lar urine tests would help to determine the fact Of addiction and the amount of 
drug necessary to maintaiil the addict in reasonable comfort. 

Every dose of heroin wou!d have to be administered in the clinic to mal,e sure 
the addict did not try to sell it on the outside. 

3. Oombination of heroi1!,-madntenance and methaclone-maintenanoe' treat
ment.-It is possible to combine the clinicS. Heroin could be given to addicts at 
the same clinic where· methadone was being used for maintenance treatment. 
The presence of ex-beroin addicts IQaking a better go of life in a methadone-
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maintenance program might induce other heroin addicts to make '0. serious try 
at abandoning heroin. However, no heroin addict who preferred to stay on heroin 
would be denied the drug, as it is such addicts who constitute the demand that 
maintains the black market. 

Where would the clinics get their supply of heroin? 
The government or whatever agency operated the clinics, would import heroin 

legally or ~ven offer to buy all the heroin in the country up .to a certa.in. date. 
Dealers convinced that their marl,et was about to dry up nnght be WIlling to 
unload their supplies safely. .. . . 

If the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs IS correct m eshmatmg that 
2.000 l,ilos of heroin are smuggled into this country every year, it would cost 
the government a mere $16 million to buy it all (at an estimated rate of $8,Qf,l0 
per kilo). . ' 't 

IDtimately, when sales were made legal, agents from the organizatlOn Ul~ 
ran the American clinics could buy raw opium directly from farmers, process ]"t 
into morphine, and then into heroin. By such an arran~ement, not only would 
the American black market disappear but also the foreIgn market would come 
under legal control. 

There would 'be monumental problems and costs. But the costs would not be 
as great as those of the present army of narcotics agents, Customs officials, 
police, jailS, prisons, and courts who are so unsuccessfuly trying to cope with 
the situation. 

Has sup,plying drugs to addicts ever been tried? 
Yes, it has. 
Great Britain had a problem with morphine abuse back in the early years 

of this century just as the UnitEtd States had. In 1920 Britain passed'the Dan
gerous Drug Laws which permitted addicts to obtain drugs from their doctors. 
The British consiaered drug addicts sick people who should be under medical 
care. 

No black market developed in Britain because it was not needed to supply 
the addict with his drug. Nor did the British addict need to engage in crime 
to obtain money for his drug. 

But hasn't the British system had problems? 
Beginning in the ~arly 1960s, British youth also took up the drug cultlITe. 

British inv9lvement with heroin, however, has always been minuscule compared 
with . .America. In 1960 Britain had 94 registered addicts in the entire country. 
By 1965 this number had increased to 52!. 

A commission found that some physicians were grossly overprescribjng, and 
a few unscrupulous doctors were actually selling heroin prescriptions. Britain 
passed a new law. . 

The basic British philosophy that drug addicts were sick people in need of 
medical attention, not criminals in need of punishment, was not altered. Phy
sicians were forbidden to prescribe heroin without a special license. Very few 
licenses were grallted j special clinics were set up, instead, wHere heroin addicts 
could obtain their drug. It took a few years to get gOing, but in 1969 the Home 
Office indicated that for the first time the number of new heroin addicts had 
decreased. 

The Home Office reports as "addicts" those individuals addicted to morphine, 
heroin, cocaine, pithidene, and methadone. In 1969, the total number in Britaill 
was 2,881. Most of these were heroin addicts, but it is of significance to note that 
almost 500 were methadone addicts. 

There is still a drug problem in Great Britain. But the basic British idea that 
drug addiction is a disease has resulted in confining this disease to a very small 
number of .people. It has also prevented almost completely the development of a 
black marl,et in drugs. Crime in Britain is not related to drug use. 

Compared to the heroin situation in the Unit~d States, the British experience 
is remarl;:able. At its very worst, Britain had le;:s than 3,000 hard drug addicts. 
In the city of New York' alone, ther~ are a lninimum of 100,000 he.roin addicts, 
and there is every indication that the number is increasing. . 

Why doesn't the U.S. use a system like the British? 
Largely because the punitive approach to drug adrliction has been ingrained in 

the American attitude. Tlle Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs opposes 
the British system. They have proclaimed it a failure. The Bureau ignores the 
fact that the British system operated successfully for 40 ,years. They cite the 
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rapid percentage increase in heroin addiction which descended upon Britain 
along with the new youth culture. The Bureau fails to )llention the extremely 
SInaU number of people involved, even though the percentage increase was great 
and they have ignored the recent decrease in the total number of addicts. 

Whut alternallives are being suggested? 
President Nixon's concern over the heroin problem, which he now describes 

as -a "national emergency," has been caused by the sh{)cldng extent of heroin 
addiction among G.I.'s in Vietnam. The P.resident has created the ·Special Action 
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, which reports direetly to him. This agency 
will coordinate all federal activities concerning drugs. It will w{)rk in the present 
legal framework but with greatly increased appropriations. All indications a,re, 
however, that it will follow the punitive approach of the present fight on nar
cotics, a fight which we have been losing for many years. 
What does the future hold? 

Slowly, a body of public opinion is growing up in this country that looks be
yond the federal bureaucracy for its informati{)n. Thoughtful people, among them 
professors -of law, sociology, medicine, economics, some public .offiCials, a few 
members of Congress, and some judges, are urging basic changes in the drug laws. 

As the sons and daughters .of public {)fficials are being arrested on drug charges, 
as som'e {)f them -are being made very ill or even killed by overpotent or impure 
drugs, these men and women are taking a new loole at the problem. Many are 
coming to the conclusion that our present appr{)ach will never solve the problems. 

The time has come for this body of pUblic opini-on t-o find -adequate expression 
in public policy. It is tp be hoped that the final report of the Commission on 
IHarihuana and Drug Abuse will reflect this growing change in the public attitude 
toward the drug dilemma. 
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History of Tobacco Regulation/(. 

Since HilS, when .Tohn Rolfe introduced a sue· 
ccssful experiment in tobacco cultivntion in Vir· 
ginia (Morison, 1005: 52) the leaf has assnmed 
major socinl, industrial, economic lind medical im
plications. Consequently, persons concerned with 
~b_~~ n. commercial or personal basis hav'! 

-Tbls section Js bUatHt In ]Jart on n paper prepnred for 
tho Commlss"lon by Jnllr I.nm: h1cGre\v, nn nttorney from 
'Vnsbington, .D.O. 

been mibject to a variety of different regulations 
over the past 300 years. 

Tobacco has been attacked by social observers 
al\(l medicnl authorities for the damage it hns al
legedly doilO to the socinl and physical condition 
of man. Yet it hns alBa provided a substantial. 
source of revenue to the staw and Fedeml govern
ments of the United States. 

As is now the cnse with nlcohol, fOblroco hnslong. 
been subjed to regulatory controls over the quart!· 
tity and qUlllity of production. On the other lland, 
sumptuary 1n.";8 affecting tobacco have be<ln far 
fewer-and weaker-than those aimed at alcohol. 
In fact, there has lIeve,· been a time when tobacco 
was prohibited throughout the Uniwq States aI-· 
though consumption under c~"'idl1 ci~c\lptBtancc9 
has been forbidden lit various times in different 
jnrisd.ictions. 

Tobacco-assodnted today with smoking of 
cigarettes, and to a lesser extent, of pipes nnd 
cigars-hilS been populnr. nt times for both snuff
ing and chewing. Indeed, until about 1870 ciga, 
rettes wel'c relatively mra in the United States, 
and almost all tobacco consumed domestically was 
chewed during the mid-19th century (Gottscgen, 
1940: 0;-10). • 

Whatever the preferred mode of eonsumptio~ 
however, the commodity, has always been the sub
ject of debnte respecting the appropriate govern
mental nttitude. On the' one }1I~nd,.· proponenq,' 
of the lenf stress its social benefits nnd its economic 
and industrial significance. Some enthusiasts even,. ',,' 
endorse its alleged nwdicnl and psychological 
benefits. Opposed are those who cit'! the health 
hazards of smoking nnd others whonrJCpIl1'~ 
of/its immornlity. . " 

~'ha moth·tltion for regulation has co ..... ~, 
b6th sides of the controversy. Most sumptuary 1'8-' . 

,s'~I:Jctions were fostered by the latter gronp in an 
e1f<{rt t{) suppress the habit. Those who seek to 
institutioilnlize and foster uS<) of the drug focus 
on the regulation of the quantity and quality of 

. production. 
This section docs not attempt to weigh the meritli 

of the various rcgalatory schemes. Rather, it will 
trace from John Rolfe's day the three threads of 
regulation which hnve circumscribed both the pro
ducer and consumer 'Of tobacco in the United 
States. 

REGULATION OF PRODUCTION 

In the 'opinion of King JamM I of England; 
tobacco wns "Ionthsomn to the eye, hateful to the 
nose, hnrmfnl to the brain" nnd "dangerous to the 
lungs" (Middleton, 1953: 93). Whether the King 
wns prescient, or simply sensitive, wns irrel!,vant 
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ill the 17~hnnd 18thcenturioo, however, for tobacco 
I'apidly becamll the mllinstay of tho 1Ifnrylnnd and 
Virginia economies. Within sllven years of John 
Rolfe's first imnginativo experiment, Virginia ex· 
ported nothing but tobacco and It little snssnfrass 
to England (Middleton, 1953! 93-94). Almost as 
quickly, the leaf became the staple of the colony 
of Maryland and competition developed in Caro-
linn as well. <-

In Ma~3chuse!ts Bay, the product fllred less 
well. Thefirstgenernllettcl' (ApJ'i117, 1620) from 
an official of the New England Comp-any to tIn' 
MnssachuS(ltts Bay settlers prohibited the plaut
ing of tobacco except in small quantities for medic· 
inal pllrpostlS (Werner, 192-2: 100). Next door 
in Connecticut, however, the colonists nttempted 
to rival.the southel'll planters with a 1000nl leaf. 
Indeed; the. infant industry wns coddled by the 
protectionist Geneml Court at l~ew Haven, which 
promulgated II rnle in 16-11 that: • 

No pe~oils 'within this Jur1s(1lc~fon foiltnlt [smoke] any 
other 'l'obncco but Buch os Is or .'dmH he pinntl'C\ ,dthln 
these [dlstrlcts], (Oxcel)t'They hnn'license from Ih(' Courle 
(Tobacco Institute, Connecticut, uudlltl>d: 20). 

Not,,~thstanding the royal attitude amI the fenr 
of certain patent holders of the London Company 
that Virginia had become a "colony fonuded on 
smoke" (Tobacco Institute, Vil'llinin, 1071: 10 j 
Middleton, 1953: 94), Englund ellconrnl!ed th<l 
growth of the tobacco indust.ry. lIIonopolies to im
port tobacco from the colonies were grn nted by 
the Crown to court favorites who soon prospered 
as a result o.f this trade. 

.' In 1621, a bill was introduced whieh, nccording 
, to one contempornry commentator, wns "extremely 

remarkable": No tobacco was to be imported nfter 
the 1st of Oetober, l621, except from Virginia and 
Bermuda; and, after that day, nono. waS to be 
plnnted in England. Although the nct wns initinlly 
defeated by tho HOllse of Lords, James r in 1922 
himSelf granted the import monopoly to the Vir· 
ginia anq Bel'lnuda. compnnies and prohibited the 
domestic cnltivation of tobJlc~o (Brooks; 1052: S8). 

The system worked well for the British im
porters, but the methods of finnndng they em
ployed became onerous to the colonial planters. 
The tobacco was marketed by consignlllent to nil 
Englislt merehnnt who depositecl the proceerls of 
the sale to the planters' necounts. OHen, however, 
the high commissions chnrged nnd tlw cost of goods 
ordered by the Virginians in pa.yJllent fM thdr 
cro,!' contributed to tho growth of colonial indebt,· 

,\)dness. The extension of credit to COVel' the de- . 
fieiencies catised the debts to grow constantly, but 
the only alternative to the consignment system 
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was to sel! tile product in the colony at a lower 
price (llfiddleton, 19:;:!: 10!-107) .. 

Industrial competition in this market provided 
the impulse for certain regulatory relief. Ilnporta
tion of the Carolinian product into Virginia was 
forbidden by all act of 1679, amended in 1726 to .. 
prohibit importntion by land as woll as by 008. Nor." 
was North Carolina permitted to export its to- '. 
bncco irom Virginia ports. In Great Britain, the 
Privy COIillcillooked with disfavor upon such c0-

lonial legislntion which threatened the financial 
well-being of the merchants and so disallowed the 
Virginia Act in 1731 (Middleton, 1953: 114-115). 

Competition similarly induced both Virginia 
and Maryland to enact laws prescribing the di
mensions of the llOgshead in which tobacco was 
packaged in 1658. Vying for pUlchsserB, tho two 
colonies gradually enlarged the statutory size of 
the hogshead until, under edict from the PriVy 
Council in Britain, lIfaryland was ordered to pllSS 
" gauge act establishing the size of the hogshead 
in the same dimensions as those fixed in Virginia. 

Notwithstandiilg such legislation, however, the 
manufacture of hogsheads was still characterized 
by carelessllllSS and irregularity until the wnre· 
house inspection system went into effect in the 18th 
century (llfiddleton, 1953: 116-117). 

It was not long before the colonial planters were 
faced with a more serious problem-overproduc
tion-which was eausing a decline in prices as wen 
I'Is qua1it\)' of tho leaf. In 1619, the first tobacco 
inspccti<in law was passed by the Virginia Housil .... 
of Burgrsses, ordering the lowest grade of tobacco 
to be deJ;i;royed and prohibiting "seco1Id growth" 
tobacco !lnd the marketing of trash leaves. 

This lIet was followed in 1621 by a more direct 
nttempt to restrict production. Each cultivator 
was reqllired to limit his growth to 1000 plants of 
nille lcilves each. Although this order was soon 
rescind'l() as a potent failure, an act of 1629 per
mitted ,)lIch planter to tend only 3000 plants ,vith 
an addj,tional allowance of 1000 for non-laboring 
women and eneh child (Brooks, 1952: 96). 

Notwithstanding the statutory effort, the prob
Jem inl;cnsified. Virginin attempted to encourage 
the other tobncco colonitlS to reach agreements re
stricting plantings, but in Maryland, Lord BaUi
more resisted. If plantors were poor, he tlSSCrted: 

It is not from the 1o,,' I'n('C of Tobacco, hut fmm tllelr 
OWl1p sloth; Hl husbandry nnd Ilrofn.'H!ly SI)l'ndJug their 
croppc In BrnDdcwtne, nnd other Uquors (Robert, 104{): 
11). 

Qafolina, Maryland and. Virginia. actually 
reached a dedsjoll to prohibit the plllnting of the 
stnple from February 1667 to February 1668. This 
"stint" proved 11 less elfective mellns of. control 

.--, ..•. : 
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thl\n ths winlls of 1667, wldeh alJllO~t. dostrowd the 
crop l't',udy f(.l' harvest thnt ~'('al' (Tobacco Insti
tute, Vir{:inia. 1971: 19). 

Acts of God fniled to provide nn ultimnte solu
tion, howo\'er, and :;(IHJ,)'l~ e('onomic dislO<'ntioll in 
Mnryl end nud \ i,'~inia intensifiod. By WH1, the 
Virginia !(overnol'. Lord Culpepor, 00111111ained: 
.. . (T]hnt Wllidl Is morl' til llS thnn ttll other things 

put wj!'(ltber, nnc.1 '''Ill hf.\ the f;lll'('dy and (,(·rlilln ruin of the 
colony, Is thp lort lIri('C of tObarro. '£11(> t hing l~ !'o fntnl 
find desperate tllnt Ihl're Is no n'lu('d.\'; til(' mnl'kl't 1M onr· 
,.tocked JlJtd l"·l.'r.r l'rop o\'(m;torks It morC', It is cOtll1llonly 
Hnld thnt tlll'r(1 Is 101111('('0 eunugh now In London tn ln~t 
1111 England for Ih'(1 y{lllrs .... Our thrh'lllf: Is Ollr nnllolng, 
IIllti Qnr purrhnRo ot ll(lCro~. 11)' l11<'ft>R!;ing tile fatlllll)' 
ot tobacco, hAIi Rrently (!ontributell thrrrto (Brooks. 10il2: 
112-113). 

The fai!nrc of tim Vir;.tinia Assombly to pnss 
nnother nct requirin!( n "st int ,. It'd the so'cn lled 
"cutters and plucker'S" to tllke. the mllttcr into their 
own hands ill 1682 by burninp: both their own 
crops and Uu' plnnts of their nei;.thbol'S (Robcrts, 
1949: 11). The"iot;;til1lulntNlle;.tiHlnti 1'0 action in 
168>1 of I, less helpfnl SOl'\ ; the des\l'\l<,\ion of to
bacco wns made a criminal oll'enso. subject to the 
death penalty (Brooks, 1952: 12). 

Seventeenth centut'y qUlllity control Inws pro,'ed 
no more suc('cssful iu the ('I1'ol't to l'olie.ve the de
pression of the industry. Henowed effocts were 
made in carly yellrs of tll(' next contnry, howevcr. 
In 1713, the Virginil1 HOllse of I3nrgosses cstab
Iished a 1\'lIr(·house system to enfOlw tobncco in
spection. Forty public warehonses WOl'o. created. 

Stl'onp: opposition to the system led the Privy 
Council to disnllow the nct in 1717, but the ensuin;.t 
depression of tlIe 1720's WlIS conVincing evidence 
of the need for reTia!. Accordin;.tly. the system was 
I'einstllted with British np1'1'ol'Ol in 1 ;30, com
plettl with publie wnrehonso$ and ollirinl inspec
tors (Middl~ton, 1053: 120-121). 

Tho apparent success of th~ system appoaled 
to Mnryland, sufferil);.t also from IL snrfeit of to
bncco. "Tobncco, O\1~ nlOIlCY, is wOl,.th nothin~," 
wrote ono MII1'yllll1d('r in 17~H, "lIl1d Ithel'e is] not 
" Shirt to bo Iw\ for Tobacco this yenl' in nil our 
country" (Tohllcco Institl1t~, ]\[lIr.1lllnd, 1971: 21). 

Tobncco riots ensued when the Mnrylllnd Assem-· 
bly initially refuso(\ to follow Vir!(inia's exnmple. 
One individual was moved to inform Lord Balti
more thnt no improvement ill the economic stnte 
of the colony \l'IlS possible nntil insp~ction laws 
were passed thnt "will prcvont: the sonding to Mnr
ket Such trash ns is unfit, for nny other lise but 
Manure" (Tobncco Institute. ;\[nr.,:lnn", 1971: 23). 
Accordingly, Mllryland follow~tl Virgini" in the 
oreation of an inspcrtionsystl'lll in 17017. nnd Cara

'lina did Iikmvise in 1754 (Brool,s, 1952; 165). 
:robncco cnti1'<lly dominated the eronomic and 

socinl struetur,'. of Vh!(inin and Mnryland. "To-. 
blleco rcquil'es liS to nbhor communities or town
sh.ips," Wl'ot.(\ n. lith century governor of 
i\fnr.vlnnd. "since a plnnter cannot carry Oil his 
.affnirs without considcl'llble elbow room within his 
plllntation" (Brooks, 1952: 08)_ 

In Vil'ginin, tobllcco had gnined such nscendanoy 
thllt it \l'IlS uscd us mOlley. For example, when, 
ill 1621, a cllr;.t0 of tlV~lve yotmg wOl11en made its 
wny \0 tll(\ c(1lon~', eneh one was \'n!ued at 120 
pounds of tllU uest lenf (Brooks, 1952: 93). By 
law, Vir!(inia's ministers were paid in tobacco nt 
16,000 pouiuls annunlly in 1696. The law provided 
that: 

A compet~nt nml sufficient pro\'Jslon tor the der.:gy wln 
be thl' only mellJl~ to supply this dominion with able 
nmI falthfu1 Miniflt{)rs whereby the Slory ot God moy 
Ill' nd\'ollc(>ll. the ('hlll'('h lll'Ol1ngnt4.>d, nnd thepl!Ople edJfied 
(WNn('r. 1!l22! 102)# . 

Kot untH the Option Act wns pnssed by the Vir
p:inia ASB~mbly ill 1755 could the clel'gy's fecs be 
paid in eithor lIloney 01' tobncco (Brooks, 1952: 
167). 

The rc!(ulation of tobacco in the colonies was 
devised ill response to the industry with the intent 
to furthcl' the pI'osperity of the planwrs who 
dOl11inatN\~t11U economy. This theme continued to 
pervade nil relatcd regulntm-y efforts in the to
bacco-producin;.t stlltes thei~l\iter. us nQw practices 
developed in tIm marketing of the lenf_ 

The initilll ho~shend inspcction system grad
unlly !(a\'c wn~' to the sllle of 10ose,Ienf tobncco 
by Iluction. III 1819 the Virginin Code recognizml 
these methods in lieu of the saIl" of hogsheads of 
the leaf as provid",l in the 1730 Act. By 1865, the. 
tobacco nuction hild completely replnccd theendier 
marketing mchniques in Virginia (Tobncco 
Institute, Vir!(illin, 1971: 28-29\. 

?tfore than It half century lnwr 1\fary!and fol-
10\)'e(1 suit. Tn 10:lO, the looseleaf auction wnre
hattso system wns introduced to replllee the hogs
hend s~'Stel11, n11(1 the conYcrsion occurred almost 
overni!(ht. The prnetiees engn!(Cd ill are regUlnted 
by the Marylnnd State Tobncco Authority, estab
lished ill 1947 hy law. The Authority itself is 
supervised by ei;.tht reprosentath'es selected by the 
Go\'erllor fl'om the producing counties, the Uni
versity of lIfllr.l'lllnd, the buyers nnd tile scllers 
(Tobacco Institute, lIfnrylnnd, 1971: 9--\0). 

Tho Federal Gowl'llment cnme to recognize the 
si!(nilicnnco of tha tobacco industry in response 
to stnte pl'essures. A(col'din!(I.1, since 1930, several 
bills have beon enActed to aid the growers. 

Enacted in 11):1:', the Tobncco Inspection Act 
dil'ects the Secl't'tary of A!(ricuJt.11.\:e to. establish 
quality stnndnrds nnd. to dcsign~t9 auction mnr
kets (7 U.S.C. 511 (b) and (~»). The following 
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year, tho Tobacco Oontrol Act was pn.'lSNI, bestow
ing Congressional approml upon stnte ('OIl1pacts 
which regulatn the prodnction of tobtlcco, alld sub
sidizing, the expenses of thp state cOlllmissions 
invol ved (7 U.S.C. 515). Thus, the two l'Iements 
of initial colonial regulation were presct'ved: the 
encouragement of 'luality and tho disc0l1l'agement 
of quantity. .. 

The latter objecth'e was further implemented 
by tho Agricultural Adjustment Art of 1H38. Since 
that time, parity payments have been made. to 
tobacco producers: 

In amounts whll!h. together n.1th the proceeds thereof. 
will provide n return to .auch llrodul'prs l\'hl('h fs as nearly 
equal to parity price DS the funds !it) llHldo n"nllnlJle wlU 
pern,lt (1 U,S.C. 1303). 

In addition, the Secretary of Agl'icnlt.ure is 
authorized to set national marketing quotas re
sperting each kind of tobacco (7 U.S.G. 1312), to 
apportion the quotas I!mong the 1tates, nncl to allot 
the portions among the farms (7 U.S.C. 1314). 
Penalties are illl]l6lscd for o,'crpl'Oduction (7 
U.S.C.1314). . 

There is nothing subtle about theso meilsuras, of 
coursa. Their iutent is obvious: to fiSSure tl:e eco
nomic stability of an industry whkh, as of lOGO, 

- provided the United States popUlation with more 
than 150,000,000 pounds of manufactured tobacco 
for consumption annually (Heimann, lOGO: 93), 
and which provided more than $-1.8 billion ill taxes 
in 1971 (USDA, Tobacco Situation, 1071b:44) •. 

During tho same year, growers' gross receipts 
reachcd about $000 million (Tobacco Tax Council, 
1970: 2), while cigarette sales nlone gl'Ossed for 
the manufacturer and seller approximntely $5 bU
lion (Tobacco Tax Conncil, 1970: 53). The com
mercial motivntion is sound enough if considered 
abstractly. When combined Witll tho revenue in
centive, however, it hns largely obscured sumptu
ary controls. 

REGULATION FOR REVENUE 

Alexander Hamilton's tax package of 1704 pro
posed tho first federal excise taxCD upon iobacco 
products. To the distress of Philadelphin, snuff 
manufacturers (.Brooks, 1952: 146), however, the 
tax was restricted after serious Congressional de
bato to their product only. 

James MadiSon led the opposition to " general 
tobacco tax; his views wero sumnw.rized in the 
Annals of Congress on May 2, 1704: 

As to the subject before the House, It wns proper to 
choose taxes the least unequaL Tobacco excIse was a 
burden the most unequal. It teU upon the poor, upon the 
soUors, ,dn"y-lnborers, n.ud other people at these dnsnes, 
while tho ,rIch -.vlll often escape It (Robert, 10·19: 100). 

The legislative decision was probably tempered 
as well by considerations of the enforceability of 
the.measure: snuff had to be manufactured, while 
quid and pipe tobncco were often homegrown leaf 
nt tho time (Heimann, lOGO: 155). In any case, 
the snuff~,p;~l was ultimately enacted, modified, 
suspendeCi'l!'lld repealed, with. small, if any, effect 
upon federal revenues. 

The opportunity to distill tax money from 
tobacco was seized upon more vigorously at the 
time of the Civil \Var. On July 1, 1862, an ad 
valorem tax' was imposed upon cigars for the.first 
time. This tax was raised two years later when n 
separate tax upon cigarettes was also iml?OIl!ld 
(Werner, 1922: 358). (Even tho Confederacy 
sought to levy a tnx-in-kind upon tobacco crops, 
but was precluded from doing so by the inspection 
system whiell required the insilcctor to deliver the 
full amonnt of tobacco speeified ilt tho warehouse 
receipt (Robert, 1949: 117).} 

Thereafter, the taxes were raised in 1865, 1866 
nnd 1875. A tempornry reduction followed" ,until 
tho Spanish-American War necessitated further 
increases. Concurrently, taxes were levied upon 
smoking: and IllIulUfactured tobacco and snuff, lest 
tho burden ;fall unequally upon smokers (Werner, 
1922: 559). . • 

By 1880, the tobacco taxes had largely stabilized. 
At that time, they accounted for 31% of total 
federnl tax receipts, or ~8.9 million. Of this, 50% 
of the colle~tions wtl!luerived from smoking and 
chewing tobacco, 4.0% from cigars 'and cheroots, 
and less than 2% from eignrcttes (Heinumn, 1060: 
15G).' I. 

Since tlmt time,. federal tax collections on 
tobacco products have risen almost annually. Be
tween 1910 and 1020, thoy increased more than 
500%, tho greatest increase in any single decade. 
By 1970, they accounted for almost $2.1 billion, 
down slightly from the two preceding years (To
bacco Tax Council, 1970: 5). 

Indicative of changing patterns of consumption, 
the tuxes on cigarettes, as a percentage of tho.total 
federal tobacco revenUe jumped from 13.6% .in 
1910 to 51.1% in 1920. By 1070, the percentage at 
07.2% far outdistnnced those revenues derived 
from other forms of the product (Tobacco Tax: 
C?,nncil, 1970: 5). , . 

Excise. taxes have proved profitable and easy to 
collect. The revenue schemes are simple on both the 
federal (26 U.S.C. 5701 et seq.) ~nd stato levels. 1.n 
the past., no justificntion for them has been dnomed 
necessary since Madison's protest. No elaborate li
censing or state monopoly system, such as those 
designed to control conlluerce in alcohol, has over 
bnon imposed. 
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In 1921, Iowa became the first state to cash in 
on the crop directly by taxing cigarettes. By 1930, 
11 olher states had adopted the revenue mensure 
(Robert, 1949: 256). 
. In 1950, 40 states and the District of Columbia 

taxed cigarettes. TIll> rates ranged from one c.ent 
te five cents,for II pack of 20 except in Louisiana 
which levied an eight cent tax on cigarette!>;' In 

. 1058, Montana imposed an equivalent rate. 
Between 1950 and 1962, 43 of the 47 taxing states 

raised their rates at least once. The frequent in-
. crease in cigarette tnxe3 narrowed the gap between 
the rates in low tax 5t ates and higher tax stntes. 
In Ule 12-year period, the median tax rate rose 
from three cents to six cents per pack (Federal 
Trade Commission, 1970: 3); the maximum rnte 
remained at 'eight cents in Texas, Louisinna, Mon
tana nnd New Mexico, in contrnst to the two cent 
rate in the Di~trict of Columbia amI Kentucky. 

The four leading stutes in terms of both pro-
. '.duction and relative d~pendence on the crop hnv() 

,boon North ClLrolinn, S(ft!th Carolina, Kentucky 
')\nd Virginia, the lnttertwo being the only statl's in 
~11O history o~ 'cigarette taxation to decrellSC their 
Hxes; the reduction wes only.5 cent (from three 
I:~nts te two and a hiM cents) in 1960 and 1961, 
r..:~peetively. 

By 1066, Oregon became the 40th state.(o impose 
a tax on cigarettes; the rate waS four ~cnts per 
pack Finally,.in 1969 NOlih CarolilllL imposed a 
cignrettetax-two cents. 

The cigarette excise taxes continued to increaee 
during the sixties. By 1970, the taxes ranged from 
North Carolina's two cents to Pennsylvanit,'s 18 
cents for a weighted I've rage of 10.7 cents. Twenty
nine states levied talli'S of 10 cents or more pet 
pack (USDA, Tobacco t1ituation, 1071b: 40). Lo
cal governments superimposed fUliher excise taxes 
on the state taxes, ranging from one cent to 10 cents 
per package (Tobacco Tax Cou:ncil, 1970: iv). 

By mid-1971, tlte range had ,videned further
Connecticut at 21 cents and North Carolina nt two 
oont.q, the weighted average stRGe tax being oJ1.1 
~nts (USDA, Tobacco Situation, 1971a: 7). 

TOBACCO REVENUES 

A peculiar relationship exists between produc
tion and revenue. In 1970, cash receipts from to
bacco brought in $11 million for Pennsylvania; 
tobacco mrmera and cigarette taxes amassed $10·1.6 
million for the state. By comparison growers in 
NOrtJl Carolina collected $5,16 million while the. 
stnliu collee.ted only $13.4 mill ion in cigarette reve
nues (USDA, Tobacco SituaiJon, 1971b: 43). 

The federal excise tax on a paclroge of cigarettes 
is currently eight (ents Rnd has remained so since 

1951. The combille4 statt, and federal tax was hig~.
e.,t in Pennsylvaiia; 2G cents for 20 oigarett.e!l, 
which waS 58.2% of the ret nil price. Connecticut'll 
24 cents and Texn!l's 23.5 cents were close behind:; 
the average for tIlt'. United States was 46.8%. ' 

To the Fe<1eral nnd stllte gtivcrnments todlLYi 
tobacco is a financiltl asset. The total federal and 
stahl revenue collected from all tollo.cco pro<itl"ui·.' 
in 1P71 nmounted to over $4.7 billlon. Local gov-; 
emments excised the product further bringing the , .. 
sum total to $1.8 million (USDA, Tobacco SitulL-" • 
tion, 1971b: 44). , 

From the years 1800 to 1930 cigarette ta."" colIec
tions from tobacco soare.<1 from approximately $1 . 
million to over $:139 million. By 1050, they ex- , 
ceeded $1.2 billion. 

Totals for the years 1890 to 1970 are recorded 
in tho following chatt (Tobacco Tax Council, '" 
1970: 5): 

Clgaretto tnx 
Years collectiOns 
1890................ .......... ............... $1,100,000 
1900............ ........ ... .......... ......... 4,000,000 
1910 .......................... :,...... ...... 7,900,000 
1920 ................. , ........... , ...... ~.... 151,300,000 
1930....................... ........ ......... 359,800,000 
1940.................. ...................... 533,000,000 

mg::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: 'i:m:~gg:ggg 
1970 .... ,............................. 2,036,100,000 

.. REGULATION OF CONSUMPTION 

Even ns far back as the 16th century, smoking 
was considered to have medicinal value. JUIUl de 
Cardenas, a Spanish physichm who lived in Mex
ico in the late 1500's, wrote thut "Soldiers subject 
to privations, kept 01£ cold, hunger, thirst by smok
ing and all the inhabitants of the hot countries 
of the Indies alIeviate their discomforts by the 
smoke of this blessed and medicinal weed" (Wag
ne", 1971: 63-;64). 

During thG recurrent ~pidemics of plague in the 
17th century, it was widuly believed thut smokers 
wm'q spare'l; it has heen reported that men who ' 
attended the sick and accompanied the dead. kept 
their pipes lit (Wngner, 1971: 63-64). 

In 1614, one Scottish doctor praised the tobacco 
plant which: 

Prepareth the ,St6<.lach for mcnt~ it mnkcth a clear 
voice: it mnketh Il sweet breath ... in a tew words It 
Is the prillce,", ot physical plants (GottsegeD, 1040: 81). 

King James disngreed strenuously, and in 1694 
ordered a substantial increase in the import duty 
on the leaf. Smoking, he wrote in "A Counter'blaste 
to Tobacco", is: 

A custom loa thsome to the eye, hateful to the nose,l 
harmful to the bruin, dangerous to the lunga, end in thol 
black stinkIng fume thereat, nenrcs£ resembling the har./ 

~ .,': 
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dble Stygian stllQke ot the pIt thut is bottomless (Brooka, 
1052:00,71). 

Another more passionate mornlist ",rote: 
•• ',-imaglne thou beheldest llerc a fume-sucker's wlte 

mostt.eartuUy ilUning fortb very fountnills or blood, howl· 
ing tor anguIsh ot heart, weeping, wailing, and wringing 
her luuids together ••• while she pltlfully pleads wIth 
ber husband thUs: Ob husbanil, my husi.laml ••• ! Why 
doot thou So vainly prefer D. vanishing tlttltl' fume before
my l>Cl1llanent virtues? (Brooks, 1052: 72). 

Notwithstanding such alliterative literature, the 
hnbit of smoking increased i,t popularity, particll
lll;r!;v in the eolonies. A-French "isitor observed in 
161>6 'that: 

Large quanfltles of it [tobac(io] are usetl In tWa coun· 
try, be~ldC8 what tht·y ~ell, Everyone stuoke::; J"hll~ work· 
ing and Idlln~ I sometimes went to henr the sennon j 
their chuJ;"Ches nre til tbe woods. and when cn"ryone' has 
urrlved the mitlister and all the others smoke before going 
In, The prcnchlng' over, they do the snme thing before 
parting. They have /Scats for thnt purPQS('. It was here 
I Sllw that everybody smokes, men, women, girls nnd boys 
fro~ the age ot ii6ven yenrs (Robert, 1MD: Dn). . 

rt wassaill th:t even in New Englaucl, ,,"omeho! 
the 'colony "smoke in bed, smoke as theY,kncnd 
their'bread, smoke whilst they're cooking" (Gott
segen, 1940: 147). 

In thn tobacco colOhies, of COllrse, tllore was no 
attempt to restrict consumption of tob~rco. It WI1S, 
aftei- all, their economic mainstay., , 

Officials ju the northern colonies were 1005 en
thusiastic about the iUlbit, howe.er. In 163~, 'the 
General Court of Mas;.achusetts Bay took the 
initiativ~ nnd f9rbnde .moking in public under 
penalty of a fine (Tobacco Institll~1'l Massachu
setts, 1971: 17). In 1038, the proscriJltion waS ex
panded. to prohibit anyone from smoking in any 
inn or public house except in his own room "so as 
neither the muster of the house nor nny of the 
guests there shall take oll"ense therent which if 
they do, then sHch lJC1'Son is forthwith to forebear 
llpon paying 9f L\vO shillings sixpence fine for every 
olrense" ('Verner, 1022: 100). 

This law was followed by anotherin 1646 which 
prohibited smoking except Olt It jOIlL1ley of five 
miles or more from any town. Nor COlltd a citizen 
of the colony bring a pipe or tobacco into the 
precinetsof the court (Warner, 1922: 100), al
though he might'smoke at "the ordinary tyme of 
repast comonly culled dynner" (Heimann, 1960: 

,83). ,: 
Plymouth colony was similarly strict. In 1638', It 

law Was passed forbidding anyone from smoking 
on the stroots. The following year, it was decreed 
that jurymen might not smoke, on pl~ill of II five 
shilling penalty. 

In 1114,1, even the importatiol1- of tobacco was 
forbidden, although £he law was repealed !lyenr 

later. A law l'aS<!ed in 1(1-16 prohibited all from 
smoking, but exempted "soldiers in time of 'their 
training." And, finnlly, in '1669, it was ordered that 
anyone fouud smoking on the Sabbath within two 
miles of a meeting house would be fined 11\ pence 
(Werner, 1922: 101). 

'rhe colony at New Haven, ConneCltiout, essayed 
II like series of Rtatutes to regulat6 tobacCo con; 
sumption. In 1646, the General Court decreed. tbat: 

No persbn under tht' age ot twenty yeal'B nor any other . 
that )lBth noc already aecustouled himself to the une.. 
thereof, sbull take ally tobucko, nntu he hatll brough a 
certificate under the hnlUls ot (0. physicIan] UIat 1t Is 
nseluU tor hhil, and also, that be hath received a license 
from tb~ court for the sume. , •• None shall take I1Il1 
tobncko, pubIIckly In the strt..Ii!t or aDY o,Pct1 Places unleas 
OlL a journey ot. at lenst ten inUes' (Tobacco Institnte, 
ConnccUcnt! 2~21)j. ',' 

Within three' years those laws were rep.,uled. 
(Werner, 19211: 102.). However, it was further 
ordered in 1655 that: ' 

No tobRC{'Q shnll be taken in the streets, yards, 6rabonte 
the howse6 In nny plantation or tnrme II( Una jutisdldlon 
without dores,. neere ur ai.l{Jl1te the towne, or ~q the meeting 
howsp, or bodl" !)f the trnyne Souldlors, or nny other place 
wbere they may doc mlst'hlef thereby, under the penbtty 
ot 8-i penCe II pIpe for n time. weh 1s to goo to him' thnt 
luionnn nnd J1rosecnts (Heimnnn, 1000; 83.). 

As a result of the tegulntion, snooping became a' 
proHtnblo ulldet1aking. In the ond, however, the 
laws were of no .wnil in suppressing tobacco. 

By 1680, the gal'ernor of Connecticut recognized 
the sil-,'1lificllllCe of the leaf aml reported that; "We 
have no need of Virginia's trade, most people 
plnnting' so much TQbncco as th,pYI spend", (Hei
l11aull, 1060 : 8-1). Indeed, by the t'!ll"ly 18th centllry, 
New Engltmd·grown tobacco was being produced. 
in great enough qllantity for both domestic con
sumption "nd export (Tobacco Institute, ConnMti
cnt,: 22-23). 

Tobacco was not one of the major conoorns of 
tl1(,,18tl1 century cit,her before Or nfter the Revolu.
tion. Social reform W/lS generally secondary to 
political issues. By the end of tho ce'ntury, }.owever, 
Dr. Bp,njnmin Rush had publishiltl his "Obseryn.· 
tions upon the influence of the Habitunl use of 
Tobacco lIpon Health, i\forals, and Property" in 
his collection of /!.'88ay.~, Lite"a'7l, Moral and Phil
o8ophioa~. It appelu-ed in 1798, and stressed the 
Doctol"s thesis thnt slll~king lmd chewillg provoked 
drunkunness : C) 

One ot thp. usunl effects of amoklng nnd cbewJug 1JJ 
thirst. This thjrst cannot be allayed by WIltf:.r, tor DO 
SednUve or e\'en InsIpId Ufl110r wlll be relished utter the! 
mouth nntl thr~nt have been eX1Xlsed·to the at1mu!uu ot 
the smoke. or jUlc.e of 'l'obnC<,'O~A dl.'slro ot courSe Is excited 
tor ~troDg drinks, nt}d the~ 'When taken between meal,. 
Boon tend to intemllCrnn!!e. and drunkenness. One of the 
greatest so!:.'! 1 ever knew, acquIred a love ~or BrdentBPl~" 
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f:l1 S\\'nllowJnf: ~nd8' or ThiNl"C'H, whtl'h he dltl, to ('senile 
detooUiln III tbe uoe ot it ..• (Hobert, 1040: 1(6). 

:: There was little hnniediatemsponse to Hush's 
dim warnings, although in the yenr his tract was 
published, Bost91\ enacted n statute to prohibit the 
carrying of a lighted pipe or cigar in public. 
streets-apparently with the inwnt to reduce the 
hazard of fim (Brooks, 1952: 245). 

, An anti·tobacco crusade was launched in the" 
" 19th century, p.lthough with considerably less 
f~~or that itssistllr movetTIent against nlcohol. 
Among the lenders were Rev. George Trask who 
f~d tobncco and alcohol were Satan's twins; !md 
tho Rev. Ol'in Fowler,. who declared in 1833: 
"Rum·drinking will not ccnsc, till tobacco-chewing 
and tobatco smoking and snuir·taking shall cease" 
(Robert, 19·19: 107). Another, Dr. ,T oel Shew, 
attributed delirium tremens, perverted sexuality, 
impotllncy, insauity und cancer to the effects of 
smoking and chewing (Brooks, 1952: 210). 

The crusade waned as tho pipe continued to 
u.ttrnct adherents. 'From t·he 18th century on, the 
cigar too began ~ grow in" favor, particularly 
· efter 1840,lt is estimated that by 1850, the average 
nUmber of cigars smolted was npproximntely 19 

'. per enpita. Within 10 years, the number hnd in
crensed to about 26' (Gottll<lgen, 1940: 8-10). 

Women smoked and chewed as well as the men. 
· Indeed, Mrs. Andre\v' Jackson nnd lIIrs. Zachary 
Taylor both smoked their pipes in the White House 
(Heimann, 1960: 90j: And, of ~ourse, the ather 

. . residents of the Capital engaged hen-vily iIi the 
practices of both chewing and spitting, to the ex· 
tIlnt thnL Chal'les,Dickens, during his tour of the 
StrJtes, frlt cnlled'upon to report thnt: . 

Washlnglon may ~ cnlled the hendquarters ot' tobacco
tinctured snl1vn . •... '"' In aU.the pubUc places ot America, 
thta filthy ('tlb1om Is recognized. 1" the courts ot 10\\', the 

· judge bUB hla splttoont the crirr hlB, the wltne~s hl£.1, an.d 
the ,prison(lr his; while the Jurymen and spectators are 
ptovldctl lur . •.• Xhe strltngcr will find [the custom] 
in lIB full hlooln of glory, luxuriant In u11 its alarming 
recklcssness, at 'Vashlngton (Drooks, 1952: 215-216). 

Chewing Bnd snuffing remained populnr untir 
tha time of the Civil War. Thereafter, cigarette 
smoking was gradunlly adopted in North America, 
a habit indirectlyiacquircd through the British 
from their 'l'urkish. and French allies during the 
Crimenn War (W~rner, 1922: 105). . 

. BY.1870, approldmntely 13.9 million ci~,'arettes 

.:, weJ;C 6!11ok"d 1lIlI!t1ally in. the Unii;ed .states, 01' .36 
per capita. Over the next 60 years, the number was 
to reach 076.91 per capitn (Gottsegen, 1940: 28). 

As mllre' persons took to cigarettes, the zeal of 
reformers, Ivhich hnd ebbed during the Civil War, 
was renewed. Pnmphlets, like those of the Tem-

perance Movement, were published, urging ab
stinellce from smoking: 

"l'll neYer usa tObllCCO, no; 
It is n filthy we~tl; 

I'll never put It in my mouth." 
·Sald Little Robert Reed. 

ult hurts the health; It mnkes bad breatb : . 
'Til very 'bad IndCt:'d. 

rUllever, never use it, no !It 
80ld Lltl.le Robert Re",l 

(Brooks, 1052: 242-248). 

. During the period following the Civil War and 
prior to the forrnfLtion of the Ameriean Tobacco 

. Company in 1890, the anti·liquor forces contmued 
to snip" Ilt t<>bacco in all forms. A reformed 
drinker and temperance lecturer, John B. Gough, . 
would pull from his pocket 'I square of tobllOCO, 
smell it as if it were n rose, ('ry out "Ah yOll b\ack 
devil, I love you" and throw it away. . 

The anti·tobacconists were led by Lucy Gnston, 
the greatest warrior in the anti·cigarette campaign 
who was trained in the office of the Women's Chris· 
tian Temperance Union and then moved ove~ into 
the anli·tobaeco movement in tho 1890's. Miss Gas
ton encouraged children to we~r anti-tobacco pins 
or buttons and organized nrmies of children to 
sing Ilnd preaoh to alld against their smoking 
eldcm (Vlo,gner, 1971: 40). 

"All hostility to tobacco seems nowadays to 
be concenttate\i on cigarettes," noted Harper'8 
Weekly, obser\i'ing the scene in 1905 (Rabert, 1949: 
169). It wus scal'cely n startling revelation . 
'rwenty years earlier, the New York Ti·mes. edi- .1. 

torinlizp.d that: " .. ~ 
A gtown mlln hRa no pOssible excuse tor thus Imltatlng 

the Bmnn boy, ... The decadence ot: SpaIn began wben 
the Spaniards adopted cigarettes Qnd if' this perniclous 
habit obtains among adult Americans the ruin ot the 
Republic Is close at band ... (Drooke, 1052: 253). 

Miss Gast<>n witnessed some-legislation victories. 
Between 1895 an<11921, 14 stlltes bltnned the sale of 
cigarettes (Neuberger, 1963: 52). Even in the 
city of New York it WfiS declared unlawful for 
women to smoke in pnblic (Brooks, 1952: 271). 
Curiously, however, the city of'Boston repealed 
its lnw which prohibitccl smoking in 'public in 
1880 (Gottscgen, 1940: 153). . '. '. 

'l1he apparent success of the prohihitionistll're· 
vived the anti-tobacconists' enthusiasm, "Prqhi. 
bitic)n is won j now for tobacco I" pledged Dilly 
Su~9-ny. Miss Gas!.<Jn..arso ronm\'e~ !16~dl)di~ion. 
and actually announced her cnndldacy for' 'the 
presidency of the United States in 1920 on an anti.
tobacco platform. 

For mllny anti· tobacconists, when it bcenme ap. 
parent thnt the elder generlttion may be lost, the 
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\\'lIr n~ainst t<;bneeo WIlS focIISt'd on the YOllth of 
ti'l' country. The Nntional Educatioll' J\.ssoc,intion" 
pledged its membership (0 cool'ernte ill efforts 
mnde in the city, state and nation to safeguard 
the htmlth'nnd mornls of youth from cigarette 
smoking to lIhe end thnt high ideuls for Americnn 
manhood may bo preserved for the coming gen
emtion (Hamilton, 1927: 168). 

The National Congress of PTA. in Atlnnta, 
Georgia, in',1926 resolved "to lend its force to the 
cnuse of eliminnting throughout the United Stntes 
the use of cigareH.os by minors nntl make t,his a 
sp~ial work for till' ensuing yem' for the goQ!! ,of 
our yont,h" (Hamiltop, 1927: lHS). 

It, is for these rensons that the',YC'fF derlared 
an edllcntionnl war against tob;;('co, but declined 
to seek prohibitory legislation (Rohert, 10·19: 247). 

The disenchanting experience of Prohibition, 
the omnipresence of the tobaeeo indnstry,the need 
for new sonrces of state revcnuesnml the preve:
Iolleo and popularity of cigarelta smoking com
bined tofrust.mte the nllti-tobncco mmpail!1l. Gig"
mttes did'provide :\ncl'l sonn'c of reY0!llle. Federal 
income from tobocco taxes soaree! to now heights 
becnuS!) of in~rens~d cigarette ~onslUnl)tioll and 
advnllced rates. 

In.nny event, by 1927, each of I'll" 14 stntcs which 
IIndeIHlCted prohibitory luws nglIinst riglll1'ttes 
had i\'pcaled them (Neuberger, 196~: [,2). Imme
diately..thereafter those stntes impoSt'dtnxos Ilpon 
the once .forbidden product (Robert, 1940: 256; 
Fo.deral'l'~nde Commission •. 1970: 3). 

'STATE REGULATION 

Only those laws which forbade the salo of to
bncco products tn minors remain on tho b(Xlks, 
It u'end set by New .Tersey and Washington in 
1883 (Gottsegen, IV40: 155). 

All but a few statutes restricting tobnc,eo prod
ucts to minors weN enucted bot,veen 1916-1920, 
simultaneolls to the development and popularity 
of the domestic-blend cigarette. ' , 

All 50 states hnd laws b';lJning sales to minors , 
by 1950. Since then, Gilorgl!., ~ I)uisiana, and Wis
consin have repenled theirs Ie. ;,g 47 states plus 
the District of Columbill, wic. 'Vs prohibiting' 
salcHo minors. 

The most common age of restric:lOn for cign-' 
rettes nnd tobneeo, products today applies te per-' 
sons under tlle age of 18. In an effort to ensure 
strictel' enforcenient 11 states hal'e lowered the' 
age of restrictiQil from 21 to 15 (Tobacco Mer
chants Associnti)m, 1971: 1-2). In contrast to this 
tr('nd, howe"eri,the California, Legislnturo in 1971 
defeated" bilUo allow school smoking areas nnd 
lowering the st,t1e to lIIinor restrictions to 15 yeall! 
old (NIC Smf)king nnd Health, 1971: 1). ' ., 

According '/,0 a S[l~cial Hepar! released by the' 
Tobncro Merchants Association of the United' 
States, tha li:1bility for infrnclions in all stntes is 
,on tha vandor and donor of cigarettes. Tn n few 
states, manufncturor and persons advising or rom
pelling the minors tn smoke, or owning tho premise 
where surl! behador OC~llrs am u1so liable. How-' 
eYer. in some stnt"s the infraction does not extend 
to the pnront or guardian. SOllie stntes ponali?.'! 
the minor himself and others require thnt he cli. 
"ulge his SOl\r~,(l. ,: 

]o{os!; of the statutes that prohibit the furnish: ,i' 
ing of cigllrettcs to minors extend the ban nlso tO/l' 
one Or 1I10re other tobacco prodncts. Only 11 stuteri' 
restrict tho snle "only" to ci/,"1lrettes. Tho officniJ 
of sl,ch stntntes, in the day of the cigarette l?,n. 
chino" is snbject to subst:mtial skepticism.. :' 

A compl~te listing of existing state statutes (,\m
cerning possession by and sales to minors foli!)ws 
(Tobncco Marchnllts Association, 1971 : 3-4).i 

;/ 
______ ~--------------------,--------------------.---------------------~~I~ 

fare to minors 

Prohibited Age 
State 

Prohibited Age 

Use or possessIon 

Alabama ..... , .. ' ............ , ......... V.s ................. Minor ......... ,,· ... , No proYislon .. " ... . 
Alaska ........................... ,,, ... yes ................. Under18 ...... ",," Noprov'slon ...... .. 
Arlzona .••••••••• ~ •.••. ~.H ••• I ........ yes.; ..• : •.......... Minor ........... ; ..•. Yesl, .... ~ .. ,; ... , ... Mlnor~ 
Arkansas ................................ Yes ' •.. '0 ............ Under 18 ••.... 0\) •• , No prov!slon ••.••.•• 
Callforn'a" ..................... , .. ". yes' ................ Under18 ......... ~. yes .•. " .... " ...... (I). 

Colorado ... ;,. ......... ; .............. ~ ..•. Yes ............... t. Under 16:., .... , .,. No prOVision ....... .. 
Connecticut ........ 0 ••••••••• •• ~ •• ••••• yes, .............•.. Under 16 ........ _~ .. No provIsion,. t •••• , 

Delaware .............. , .................. yes ..• H •••••••••••• Under 17 .••..••• ~ •.• Noprovislo.o ..•.•••. 
"'strict of Columbia ........... , ...... Yes, .... "., ... ,,,,, !lnder 16 ..... ' •• , .. No provision ..... ". 
Florip~ ....... t· ••••••••••••••••••••••••. yes ............ ~ •••. Minor .............. Noprovislon ..••.•.. 
Geor.91a ••••. ,~ •. u~ ••••••••••• · ••• ;. No provlslon •••.• ~ •.••...••.•..••.• t. Noprovlsfon •.•••.•. 

S'te. toolno;t,cs at end ot table. 

\1 
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St.te 
Sale to minors ----

Prohibited Age 

Use or possession 

Prohibited Age 

Hawali ................ ~ ............... yes .................. Under 15 ........... No provision .•••.•.• 
Id.ho ................................. yes ................. Under 18 ........... Yes I ................ Under 18. 
Illinois ................................ Yes', .............. Under 18 ........... Yes "" ........... ,. Under lB. 
Indlana ... ;, ••.••.••••••.••• n •••••••••• yes •••.•• ,. •••••••••• Under' 16 •••..•••••• Yes I .•.••••••••••••• Under 21. 

low ................................... Yes ................. Under 1B ........... (II) ................. Under lB. 
Kansasn ... n ••••••• , 0 •••••••••••••• , •• yes ................. Under 18 ........... yes, •••••.••.•.••••• Under 18. 
K.ntucky ............................. yes ................. Under 1B .......... , yes ................. Under lB. 
louisiana ................ '--t-" •••••••• No provision ............... , •...••..•.••.. No provision ...••... 
Mahle ••••• , ••.•••.••••••••••••• ' .• f ••• yes ....••.•.• 0 •••••• Under 16 •••••• , .••• No provision •••••.•• 

Maryland ..... u •••••••••••••••••••••• Yes .s ................ Under 15 ........... No provision ....... . 
Massachusetts ..•••••••• , .. , •••.• , ••.• yes' .........••..•.• Under 18 ........... No provision •. , •••.• 
Michigan.; ................ ,.' _, ••••.. yes ................ , Under 21 ....... , ..• yes .•...•. , ..•.•.... Under 21. 
Minnesota ............................ Yes .••.. , ........... Under lB ........... Yes ..••..•••.•.••••• Under lB. 
Mississippi .................... , ..... yes' ................ Under1B ........... No provision ...... .. 

Missourl. ...................... , ...... yes ................. Under 1B ... , ....... Yes ................. Under lB. 
Montana .••• , .......................... yes .••..•. , ......... UnderlB .•••..•••.• No provision ....... . 
Nebr.sk .............................. yes ................. Under 1B ........... yes, .... , .......... Under lB. 
Nevada ................ .., ............. yes) •••..•.••••••••• Under18 •.•.•.• , •.. No provision ....... . 
NeVI Hampshire .......... , ............ yes .•.••••••••. H ••• Minor ............... No provision, ...... . 

NewJ.rsey .......................... yes ................. Under 16 ........... No provision ....... . 
New Mexico ........ _ ............. , •••• Yes ' .• _ ............. Under 18 s .......... No provision •••••.•• 
Newyork ............................. Yes, ................ Under lB ........... No provision ...... .. 
North CarollnaHo ........... ' ......... yes •.•..•..••••••• ,. Under 17 .•••••••••. No provision ... H ••• 

North Dakota ......................... yes ................. Under 21. .......... Yes., ............... Under lB.' 

Ohio .................... , •.••..•••••.. yes •• , •• , ........... Under 18 ........... No provision ....... . 
Okl.homa ................. , ........... yes, ..... ,' ......... Minor ............... (.) ................... Minor. 
Or.gon ................................ yes ................. Under 18 ........... Y.s ................. Under 18. 
Pennsylvania ......................... Yes ................. Minor ............... (.) ................... Minor. 
Rhode Isl.nd ......................... yes ................. Under 16 ........... Yes ................. Under 16. 

50ut~ C.rollna ........................ Yes ................. Under lB ........... (.) ................... Under lB. 
South Da~ota ... " .................... yes ................. Under 1B ........... yes ................. Under lB. 
Tel1nessee ......................... · ••• yes ................. Under lB ........... No provision ....... . 
Texas ..• · .............................. yes.5 ....... , ........ Under 16 ........... No provision ...... ;. 
Utah .................................. yes ................. Under 19 ........... Yes I ................ Under 19. 

Vermpnt .............................. yes.5 ................ Under 17 ........... No provision ....... . 
Virginia ............................... yes....... ... ... Under 18 ........... No provision ...... .. 
Washington ............... , ••••• , ..... yes ••..•..•••.. , .•• ~ Un-der21 .•• 1 ....... yes ............... ,. Between18and21.1 

W~st Virginia,. ....................... yes ................. Unde, 21 ........... yes .• , .............. Linder 21. 
'Wisconsin ............................ , No provision .............................. No provision ....... . 
Wyqmlng ............................. Yes, ....... , ........ Under 18 ........... No provision ...... .. 

I Includas a prohibition against tho purchoso of cigarettes by minors (In illinois without written order of parent or guardian). as well lIS 
Use or possession. 

: U~~~e~:.hrnnJltg:~~n~t~~:~~~~!~Won Institutions 16 or over, with consent of parent or guardian, may be furnished tobacco and 
tobacco woductS. . 

: ~rth':~tnc~~~o~VtO~i l;a~~~ltO~rcoH:~3tal~.not permitted by governing board. 
, tos are required to give source 01 cigarettes: ulle or possession nototherwls8 regulated. 
:~I'\d ,smokt 
'Or.moor 
It Purchase 
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THE l1~ipETUS FOR FEDERAL 
SUMPTUARY REGULATION 

/ The effect of smoking on health has been tll<' 
subject of discussion for hundreds 0 f YOIU·S. Early 
participants in tIm tobacco controversy, hrginnin!! 
in thell\w 16th century, did not associate tho nse of 
tobacco with the productioll of callcers although 
they credited it with causing 01' cm'ill!t nonrly 
every other known disrase. 

Dr .• Tohll Hill, of LOlldon, a physicinn, hotnnist. 
and prolific writrr, first suggosted the I'elation in 
1761. In Oaution.9 Agail1)Jt the Immoderate ['se of 

. Smlf!, ho reported six cases of "polYPusscs"'l'clated 
to l\xrcssiyo inclll1gt')l<'c in tobncl'o in tha form of 
snuff. Ono such "polypus" was describe(l as II swel
ling in ono nostril thnt \Va: harcI, black ~l\(1 nel
horent on a hrond base. Pamless at first, It Intel' 
developed "al1 tIm frightful symptoms of all OpCII 

cancOl·." Dr. Hill believed that this Irsinn could 
be fatal and placed the blame for its OI'igin Oil 

tobacco. Dr. Hill has been notd os thr fit'st to 
repor.l1ll association"of tobacco with raucer (Recl-
mond, 197o: 21). • 

In 1939, thu first scientific stud,\' linkin~ ll1n~ 
callcor with smoking wns publishrd. Betwern 1950 
and 1954, 14 stud irs associat.ing cigarettes and se
rious diseases were completed (Fritsch)cr, 10m): 
145). 

At· the present time, there is no go\'Crnment 
agency with clenr jurisdiction over the 1Ie"lth as· 
peets of cigarettes, The Fedc~lt~ 'fl'ndc. Coinlllissi.on 
can nct on matters of Itdvertts1l1g au(\ plle"'I!!e 111-
formation. The Food and Drug A<1ministl'3tion 
coneerns itself only with foods, drugs, ~olids, or 
liquids that are eatell or drunk. Tobacco ig neithcr 
II. food nor t1 drug under CUl'rent lp.glll dl'.finitions. 
Nor are cigarettes euten or drunk; they nre 
inhaled. 

The 1890 edition of the U.S. Pha1'T/wrol'oeill, 
nn ofiicia:llisting of drugs pUblished by the govern
ment included tobacco. In later editions, tobncco 
was dropped. Former Senator l\fnurine Neuhergcr 
hns claimed tbat th'o removal of tobacro from the 
Phm'macopoeia "'as the price p.lid to get sllpport 
of tobacco·stnte legislators for tl", Food and Drug 
Act of 1006. The leaf was thereby I'emol'rel from 
tho jurisdiction of the FDA (Wagnrr. lOll : 74). 

Tho first statement from Ute Puulic Health 
Service on the .snbject. was marl. hy its Rurgeon 
General Leroy F. Burney, M.D., in the ,10/{l'/Ial 
of the American jJ[edica~ AS8ociation in Nov~m
bel' 1959.' The heart of fhis stat~ment was that 

,,"th~ w.eight of evidence at ·present .implicates 
smoking as the principal etiological fltctol' in the 
incrt,ased incidenCe of lung call~er" (Diehl, 1969 : 
154). 

In June, 1961, the American Cancer Society, the 
American Heart :<\ssocinlion and the Nationlll Ttl, 
be1'culosis and Respirutory Diseaso Associution 
jointly requested tIm. a commission he appointe!!l 
"to consider the responsibilities of government, of 
business nnd of voluntnry IIb'Cneics roltltive. to the. 
henlth hnzards oJ;,7igarette smoking an(l to recom
mend It solution of this health problem that waul<! 
protect the public ~nd would interfere least w~th 
the freedom of industry and the }lI\ppiness of m
dividutlls" (Diehl, lOGO: 155). 

On Suno 7, 101i~, the then Surgron General, 
Dr. Lnthel'Terry, annOtlncl'!l, with theapprol'nlof 
tho Pl'l'sicIent, thut he was estnblishing ~n "cx~rt 
committee to nndcrhlko a comprehellslI'c I'cl'lew 
of all cIntll on smoking nnd health." 

TIl(' m!'mbers 0 f t his committee were rcspcc~ed 
scientists who hnd prel'ionsly expressed no opm
ion about the relationship of tobacco to hm'lth, 
All members were u['prow.d for appoiutm~n~ by 
the tohucro industry us well o.s by Ule American 
Medi!'u! Assm'itttion and severnl national health 
ugCll<'irs. Half of till.' committee members were 
rjO'nr('Hc smokel's. 

'On .Tanunry 11, lOGt, after sOlne 15 months of 
intrnsil'c stlldr, this Advisory Committee ~o tho 
SllI'gron OClIl't'nl issue~l its monume~tal ~nanllnons 
rrport "tating tltat "l'lgltretto smokmg IS IL h~\.lth 
hazllra of sufficient importllnce in tho ~Tl1l~ed 
Rtlltes to II'lu:l'Ilnt IIp[ll'opriate .remodialactt?,n: 

The conllllltt.1'e statrd uncgulI'octtlly that Ciga
rette smoking is causnlly related to Inng. caneer 
in mcn; the Jllngnitmlr. of the efl'ect of clgnrette 
smoking far outweighs other fnctors. The datn for 
1I'0mrn, though les.~ rxtensive,point in the sarno 
dirr~(·tion." Ail' pollution wns illUml to be 1\ very 
mit\ol' iuctor in tho cansc of tho disease, far out
weighed bv eigatettr slIloking. 

Th,' doath rotc from heart disease, the report 
noted, WaS 70 pOl'cent higllrr ill cigarette smokers 
thnn in nPllsmokers, ane! altllOugh there wns ~o. 
enough oddenre to "fly jlositivoly thut smokmg 
cn.n~cs hf'urt dist:'RSC, t lJl1l'c "ms enough to nssume. 
that it is It cllnse aud to take action against it. 

Another condnsion of grmlt importanro WRS 

that "Cigarette smoking is the most impQrtlln~ of 
the co.nses of chronic bronchitis ill the. Untied 
Statrs alld illcreuses the risk of dying from chronic 
bronchiti~ nnd emphysema." 

Tho report. analyzed t hr statistical,.pathol~gical, 
clinirlll, ana experimrnta I evidence III rellltlOu to 
smoking and other dis,~ases. A total of more than 
4,000 published reports \l'ere studied und .more 
than 150 inl'esfigntol's wem personally mter
violVed. "Tho result wus the most comprehensive 

j\ 
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and authoritativB report fln this subject ever made" 
(Diehl, 1969: 156), ' . 

THE HEALTH WARNING REQUIREMENT 

At the time the' Sm'geon' General's Report was 
published, no statute, !ldministrntive ruling or 
court decision required that cigarette pnclmging 

, "or advertising contnin any st.~tement about 'the 
dangers to' health attributable to cigarette 
smoking. 

After Trnde. Regulation Rule Poreeedings in 
March !lnd June 1964, the Federal Trnde Com· 
hlission concluded that cigarette ad rertising was 

: deceptive (misleading) and that ad,'ertisers had 
, ' a responsibility to warn the public of the health 

htlzards of cigarette smoking. 
TO,accomplish this, the Commission proposed 

,thntcigarette packages stnte,t!,e amOlmtoftar and 
, nicotine in bhe smoke of the cigarette which the 

package contains and that cigarette packages lind 
cigarette advertising .!al'lIY a statement such as: 
"Caution: Cigarette Smoking is Dungerons to 
Health. It May Cause Dooth f,'om Cancer and 

, Other Diseases." , ' 
. This warning was to be required on cigarette 
pnckages begiiming January 1, 1965, and in ciga-

, rette advertising beginning July 1, lU65. The to
,bacco industry first obtained 11 postponement of 
the effective dntes of this ruling and then pre
"ailed upon Congress to vitiate the ruling by paSs
ing the Cigaretto Labeling and /~d\'ertising Act, 

;:- requiring all packages of cigarettes sold in this 
, 'country to cnrry the label "Cigarette Smoking 
, Mny be Hazardous to Your Henlth," but prohibit-

ing the Federal Trade Commission and state and 
local governments from requiring any other label 
on cigr.rette paclmgcs and any warnings in ciga
rette ndvertising at Jenst unti11069, 

AN eif} York TimC8 editorial called the Cigarette 
Labeling and Advertising Act of 1965 "a shocking 
piece of special-interest legislation-a bill to pro
teoCt thn economic health of the tobacco industry 
by freeing it of proper regulation" (Cigarette 
Labeling Dnd A,dvertising, 1965). An article in 
the Atlantic !If tmthly' described the political 
maneuvering behind this legislation under the title 
"The Quiet Victory of the Cigarette Lobby: HolV 
It Found the Best Filter Ye~on;:,'I't'.ss" (Diehl, 
1069:162), ' 

Public concern 'attending pubJirotion of the 
Surgeon General's report, Smoking and Health, 

,an<!.the pending FTC regulations for wnrnings on" 
cignrette packages and in cigarette advertising 
apPDrently convinced the tobaoco industry that 
some action by Congress was inevitable. 

Repon:edly the industry decided to accept a 
weak label on cigarette pnckages provided that the 
legislation would prevent any regulation of ciga
retta advertising, This WDS accomplished by insert
ing into the proposed law the provision preclu~ing 
the FTC and all stnte or loeal governments nom: 
requiring any warning on cigarette packllges other 
than the one approyed by Congress IIond I\lso pre
venting allY warnings in cil(1lrette a,~vertising. 

At House n1)d Sennte committee hearings, CQm
mittee Illcmbc1's fricllllly to the industtf attempted 
to discredit both' the Surgeon Genll'ral's Report 
and the testimony given by the Surgeon General, 
the Chairman of the Federal Trad'tl Commission, ' 
tUld the representatives of various medical and 
health organizations, The tobacco industry then 
presented a number of physicians who. testifieq 
that they disagreed with the. conclusions of tha 
Surgeon GClwrnl's Advisory Committee and that 
in their opinion there was no real evidence that 
cigarette smoking is harmful (Diehl, 1969: 162). 

Although this nct temporarily prevented any 
requirement that tnr and nicotine content be indi
cated on cigarette packnges, the Federal Trade 
Commission did establish a laboratory to deter
mine the tar and nicotine content of the smoke 
of cignrettes on the American market, makinr, , 
the results of these tests available periodically til 
the public ' 
. The Cigarette Labeling Dnd Advertising Act 
also reqnired that about .July 1,1967, Dnd annually 
thereafter the Federal Trade Commission report 
to Congress concerning th" effeetive!,ess of. the 
warning label, and upon current practIces Of Clga-, 
retto advertising and promotion, with "recom
mendations for legislation that art) deemed' 
appropriate." , 

After on intensive study the Federal Trade 
Commission made n detailed report, to Congress J 
with the following summary and reconimenda- ' 
tions: "The{'C is vhtua\)y no evidence that the, 

, warning statement on cigarette packages has had 
'any siguificant effect." " 

Sales remDined constant and the industry cOn
tinued to invest hundreds of millions 0'£ dollars 
, in advertising i $200 milliof" a year was being,spent 
on radio and television alone in 1967 i cigarette 
advertisers had become the'single largest proWict " 
advertisers on television accounting for about eight 
per cent of television advertising.time (Waguer, 
1971: 166), 

THE FAIRNESS DOCTRINE, 

Another government ngeney had become con; 
corned with cigarette advertising. The Federal 
Communications Commission i~ mandated to ~~''-
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.'~ure tllat the nil'wnys, wilich bel~ng t(j'tlie public, .' trine to. roquire~rec thne for. anti:smoiilng.iiOm?1£ 
:.nre~ in the public interest. '.:.'. ' ... ~" . mercials. 41ThI'. dnngct cigarett<:s may~:"fu"";; 

.:, ..• ToJ.m.F. Banzhaf, III, who lias beeil called the" health is, n~ong others, a d"nget'.~lirei~)II~'~ 
... "IMpli'Nader' of the tphacco industry" wasre-' the Court srud . . ..,~ .. ' 
'. sl'oilsil>le for the FCC's involvenientiri: the'Ci/W.··"> As iJ,,>Coni~~lon,;mi;~.~~;I~i..;~~~;''J!f.}f,' 
.:. retoo;; n:dvertisingcontrol·cl'sy. After' -viewing In tbe normal use of the product, not one merely.:...ada. ,I, 

: ;:".SIlvera1 ·,.cigarette ". commercials. on' television,' 'with JIB' abuse or dependent on intervening fO~'};f 
'.:,. Bnruihafeoncluded that Hwlmthe was secingmight eveuta.lt threntelUi a!fUbsllintlal body of The l'OPoI&U.Dqlj 
· .' be considered l~gal1y 'contl'oversifil' ,r (Wngner, . not merely n I,c'Cullnrly soseoptlble trlnge grOuP, 'lloz:e:-')lj 

oyer, th. e danger, fltough'not. tiStDbUshed beYo. nd. nll'.d6ubt::,:,a 
1071.1l68). Ho then wrotcl{) WCB8-TVin New ·18 documenled by a 'ompelIlJlg.eumulotion 'of .UltJst!~;l' 
York.illl December I, 1066, requesting t11nt heor . "evhlen('e (Woguer:l!l71:100.:173) .. '. . ". ,:,~';;"i;~l, 
rom.tother 'responsible spokesman bo given nn' .. (The cigilrette·mnn~fnctth:,:tS·then;·.Mko1i;:;~h~\~ 

!. opportunity to present 'contrasting views on' the; Suprem!hCOitrt to reVIeW tOOIl' case, "ut th6j1!Jgh;~1 
.'. issue:;1'>f the ben~fits aud adl'isabilit.y of smoking. 'colirt tu"!~d do",t t~1C reqi1(ist,lenvingthe nl'J1enls J;i 

'":,, ::". Bnnzhiif's lett~r cited ·tlme. eonlmercinls t·hnt court deCIsIOn stnndmg.) :<:".. . ........ : .. ,.'.' ;',t,,! 
presented the view that smoking is '''socinlly ne· • ;/'Mostbhs<!rl'ers agree thnt the' drnmaticenti'ilnoo "1'" 
ceptable and desirable, mnnly, nnd n necessary' '. of the FCC into the smokingeontrovetsy: ".~. ,;-' 
part of a rich fuUlife." Ho nsked freo timo rOltghlYpl"!Jbnbly tho most imp0rW.llt single'llvent dllcinjf,!~' 
'approximate to thntspent on tho promotion of tlk three-year Jllorntorinrr; on requiring health:;:) 
the "virtues nndl'alucs of smokill/!." CBS ·warningsih.cignretto advertisements jmposedby'~;. 

' .. rontinely tUlne(1 down the rcquest. }Ie' Sent ·a· Congrcsaon the FTC" (Wagner, ~971: 171; 
.';seoond}etter ~{)..cBS.' .. nd submitt<>.d n form~l. . ...•. ..:,;: .• 

. :, comp~l\'intngnmst .WOBS-TV to tho FCC m 'l'fiE BAN ON ADVERTISING 
~:. Washmgton. .. . .. ,. c... .. 

, '. '" Thll.'FCC,'irhi letter to tho tel""isiOIi Stntion' Both the U.S. Public HeaJthSerti~h.iicl f'!.' 
· .• qated June 2,1067, said programs ithn(l brorrdeast 'eral, Trade Commissi?~ Jlave atulually:;~PR~, :,;t 
I;,; dCli1ing' witli. the <1lfcct of slUoking on hel1lth \rere. : findmgs to Congress smco passage oHh~ CIgat;ette ;.;i' 
!, . insufficient to' offset thc effects of jlai(lnih'ertise- InbeHn.g 1l1w. The FTC reeomme.nd;fi t1Udi. ~he'A. H: .. ?~ 

. :/.meitts broadcnst fol''' total of five to1.0 minutes should.be .amended to:: "Warhmg:"Clga~tte .~ 
.;; ·ench.b):Oltdcnst day. "Wo holq thnt .'the fairness Smoking"Is'Dnngerous to HCIIlth and May· ~us9.til 
" . doctrine is applicnble to such ndrertisemenls" the . Death From Cancer and Other Diseases.h .• :t,;).: :~:~{ 
:,'. Co~m,~6si0!l snid.Theyrcjeclc(l Banzhaf's .clnim .... Additionally; the FTC recommended legisf"tioi{1.1 
;. , for elF/altlme, however. ; . ". . ......... ~.: to require ~e same warning to "I!penr in a~ f.igs".!i&1 
~" The; FCC cnlled on the stntion to [il-Qvido free' retteadv<;rtl!:ements and to req':1X'\lstatem'\D~ot·.',f: 
.' eaCh' ~'cek "Il- ~i!(nificant amount of time 'for .the tar and mcotmo content. on altclgarette. paCkageS' I);:' 

other viewpoint," thereby implementinlr the sinok- and in all ndvl\rlising. . '.<. "',' ,: .''''' . ;,,' 
ing education campaigns launched by the gover~- Legisllltion to accomplishthese objectivo\S aiWeIl '3 
milllt Ilnder the ci!(arette Inbeling:lrtw. "This as the following were recommended by the FTC:,< 
requirement will not prer.}ll(}e or cllltail presenta- . Clgnrette nd<ertlslng on televlBlon 'and rndlo .sboold be • <,' 
lion'hy stntions ·ofcigarette ndl·crtising ,which. bn~enUrelr. Alteruntely. clgarette adverttalng on ;)'. 

.i ~hey' choose to cnrry." The FC{1.bnsically decided television nJlll rndlo should be limited us 10 honrs /n'wblcb . 
· th. n. t ~tw. as .. not in tli~ .. pllblic in!e,'!st Jot· tho nil'. _ . It mny oPM~r_;. the exlelit to which j~. moy aP!ieorJ'.and .: , 
· .. ....:\..,-' . db ,Y'".. d I .. d -. tbet)'pesot'vr"Jgmmsonwhlchftmny-appcnrj . ! .. ,:, ~:"~r 
,;, wnys ",,' 00 use Y UlV.L1O nn te OVISlOn to " I'er- '. IlIc .... """ aPIlrol,rlntl9tIK "bould be. mode I",the nejirt' ",',{' 
~): tise cigarettes wit.llOllt ~ome wrt'~ning of the Ilenltl. . mi",tiof Health, EduenUon. and'Welfare {or eduCtttlOh of '. , 
.,: hnznrds hll'I"\'cd with smoking (Wol,'1ler,1071: tho public (espeelnllyyoung peopI~).·sto the h~lth :~ 
:. 160).);,'. . :, '."'.' . hazards ot smoking;. '. .' : .. ' 'i: ,.', '. '::" :: .. ;.~r 

'it":' Th.e"":FCC wnS' deluged 'ivith. 'requests to recon- ApproprloUona .houl,1 be made tor """"~reb;unde~the· '.,' 
." '"d"w • Th I '<iii "1 . dIrection otlhe Nntlonnlln$tltiltes of Health On the;.d",,; '.\ 
.!i; 51 er I .. aC~loi1. 0 agency S PO I'm III I s'unnnl- v.lopm.nf of less hazarao."" ctgure. t.tes.. .. .. ' .......... .'; .... :.' ... '.~ •. ; 
:":mous·d~cislOn.As n result.of tho ruliug mnnv.of . ..' '.' ... '-, '." i:: thov'ohintnry' hilnlth ngcncie.s nud Iho P,iblic ('By 1969, .tlle sInge lind .~n~Uor a. s~ow.:;:; ' .. 

;·.r HCIIlth :'Service made uvailnblo to the telodsion" down over CIgarelte ndverttsmg .and prpmotlon'i .. 
" :. I and radio industries spot announccments nnd other: (Wagner, 1971: 190). The U$. Govemmoll~ Willi;". 
~:·.progr8minaterinlson tho serious conseq,lences to increasing its efforis to discourage tbesale 01 ciil&-:\ 

helil~~nused by c1gnrette smoking. . rettes. Post office.trucks carried ~rs'::1I1\JO,00(),,;' 
Th(l':'1"OO'8 decision was 11pheld by tho U.S. Doctors Have Quit Smoking.'!.:, :.::; i:~; ... :I:Ji{:;':: 

Cdurtll~.Appenls on·N ovember 21, 1968; the court . . ... The Surgeon General ~o,,:tinned. to'· rel~IIS'!!re.-}: 
sni~ ~lt~. agency could'indeed use its fairness doc- porLq about the adverse 'health effects o~~rit~"r!f~,;' 
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D,·. Daniel Horn, director of the National Clear
inghouse tor SUlOlring unil lTenlth, wns urging 
doctors to deliv~l' antismoking appc:,ls to pnt.ients 
in their offices. . 

Movie personnliti.es had become involved in the 
American Cancer Society's campaign called I.Q. 

, (ior "I Quit") thnt passed out Inpel buttons and 
dispatcp.ed public spenkers around the rountr.y to 
discourage the habit. Doris Day, Debbie Reynolds 
aud Lawrence Welk refused to allow tobacco CQm
panies to sponsor their TV shows. 

'1'wo ad agencies-Ogilivy lind Mather nnd 
Doyle Dane Bernbnch-and Ii few radio and tele
vision stations WQuld not accept cignrette business. 
Several magazines did not nccept cignrette adver
tising as a matter oE principle: Reader'. DiglJ8t, 
the New Yorker, and the Saturday Review. The 
OM'istian Science:U anitor Imd never cnrried cign
rette ads; the Bostoll Globe Illlnonnced in MIlY, 
1969 thllt it would no longer accept sudl adver
tising "because accumulated medical evidence has 
indicated that cigllrette smoking is hazardous to 
health'" (Wagner, 1971: 220). 

In'April1DG9, a few weeks before the House 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee was 
Sellcduled to open hearings on the FTC proposals, 

. a series of bills were introduced fn the House by 
representatives of tobace.o producing stutes. One 

. sllch bilI, H.R. '1177, co-sponsored by all eleven of 
North Carolina's House delegation, proposed l'to 
establish a comprehensive Federal program to deal 
with cigarette Inbeling and IIdvertising with re
spect . to any relationship between smoking and 
health." .. 

Identical meastlres wem introduced under the 
sponsorsbip of congressmen from Virginia, Mary
land, Kentucky, and Florida. Some account.~ of the 
activitY on Capitol Hill during tbis period attrib
ute these bills to 'the tobacco interests' intention· 
"to prevent strengthening of the warning label and 
l'Ialte permaneut the ban on staIn and Federal reg
ulation of eigllrette advertising, which was dlle to 
m<pire on June 30. Passage of this legislation was 
the best tobacco interests cOllld havo hoped for' 
under.tho circulllstances". (Wagner,1911: 205) . 
. Atter testimony' from· both sides, the House 

" Commit~en approved astilier health warning but 
prohibited regulatory nction On cigarette adver- . 

, tising tor six yeal'll and in other ways generally' 
upheld tho status quo. 
~he Senate Comme.tc0 Committee, On Dcccm-: 

bero,1970,votedouta bill banningcignrettecom
mercials. from the air as of January 1, 1971. The 
FTC waS prohibited from acting on cignrette ads 
hI newspllpers lind magazines Ilntil the middle of 
1972. The labeling provision in the Senate bill was 

weaker than that ostablished in the House-voted' 
measure, and the bill also precluded cigarette reg
ulatory action by the fifty stAtes and local 
governments. 

In a session on December 12,. a floor amendment 
was introduced whieh loosened the Committee's 
proposed restriction on the FTC by allowing the 
agency to require health warnings in advertising , 
as of Jitly 1, 1971. The'bill o.lso authorized the . 
FTC to move sooner if it :found that tobacco r.om
panies were switehing from broadcast to print 
advertising so massively that it could be considaJ;ed 
IJ. "gross abuse." This bill also approved a rillW 
required health warning for cignrette packages
"Warning: Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to 
Your Health." " , 

After Senate passng~, the measaa, stm had' to 
. pass II joint Senute-Hollse Conference Committee 
where important differences between tho tW() biils 
had to be reconciled. i 

The bilI that. emerged from conference differed 
only slightly irom the Senate measur". The.eaii_ 
tionary label to which the 
vides: "'Varnillg: The 
termined 1'llIIt Cigaret.te 
'Your Health." "Ir. a 
casters, the confet'ees 
the blackout of cigarette 
ber 31, 1970, to midnight 
would give them a last shower cash iro1ll the 
New Year's Dlly football bowl games" (Wagner, 
1971: 216). It was estimated thllt the loss to tele
vision and radio stations would amount to about 
$220 milIion a year, or about '1.5'16 of their 'total 
Itdvertising revenues. . "i. , . 

President Nixon signed the Act on April 1, 1970. 
Some observers marvel that the bill was passed 

"inspite of massive pressure that had been brought 
to benr agninst it and against the regulation/of 
.cignr~Ue advertising generally, by the t.obacCo in
<lnstry, the broadcasting industry, and the lobby
ists and their political allies. This wns a coml?inn
tion that for years had proved invincible against. 
acounteriorce of scientists lind public health and 
pUblic interest llll\'ocates who, armed with :formid- ., 
IIble statistics on the damage' to health and life: 
cltllsed by eigarette smoking, had sought to protect, 
c.OIisllmers by requiring all cigarette advertising 
to pl:ovide adequate warnings of these dangerS" 
(Whiteside,1970: 58) ..;:. . ," . 

'rhere. arc thoso observers; on .the: other han,d;';; 
who do not view the ban of cigarette 'advertising 
011 television alld radio ns such Ii. sucCess far the' 
constimer. Rather, they cite the stntistics Oil' con
smuption ill other countries to point np tlu; fact 
that bans 011 advertising do not reduce sale>!. , 
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In Czechoslovakia, fOl' ",,"llIp1., no dil'ect adver
tising' ,of tobnccl) is pel'mitted; yel consumption 
,incroused 14% between 10r.3 and lOii8.Advertising 
of foreign cigarettes was banned hi 1062 in Italy j 
the following yenr snles incrmlscd 30.4% and in 
1964, ll.'i'%. Sales increusod in England after tele· 
vision cigllrette advert,lsrmonts were banned in 
106S. Consumption figures for the fBllowing three 
ycnrs in Britain reveal incl'eases! 112 billion ciga· 
rettes in 1065, 118 billion in19HG; and 119.1 billion 
in 196'i' (Cigarette Advertising, 1970: 113-114). 

Rouert,Miller, an'agricllltul'lll e"OllOm;st ill the 
, Department of Agricultul'e's EconomIc Research 
Service, l'eports t.llRt ciga .. ette consumption isup hi 
every part ofthe world although advertising was 
banned in s(,vernl Enl'Oprnn cOllntfies·some years 
ago. He predicts an eventual decrease in snles dur
ingtlle next five yonrs lind perhups n 12-013% de. 
c~e!lS\l in tobacco conslllllption ('I'obaccl) Advertis· 
big Could End, 1970: 7).' 

,; O~her observerS can sOe a !l1'adllal reduction ill 
cigarette conS"umpton ns IL resuit of a prohibition 

, on' 'advertising; SOme feel a bnn on ndve1tising 
'merely mtlkes it difficult to Inuudul ue.w Ilrlu1.d, 
Others prediet that the bnn will eliminnte the 
social acceptability or tim habit although con· 
snmption will not go down. , " 

T)le "live dnngerously novelty" hns also been 
identified ns n possible cause for.gnins in consump
tion; "such a philosophy might well be prevalent 
among the young, the very ones that autismoking 
adv.;~ates nre most anxious to protect" (Cigal'ette 
Advertising, 1070,112-0113). / 

Another consequence. of the bun au cigarette 
commercials was the FCC ruling thnt the broad
casters' obligation to air antismoking nlcssages had 
ilnded~ The stations continue to run them as public 
IlerviC6 sPotsihowever, the volume wus decrcnsed 

, considerably from the jormer 1 [0 II ratio estub
Jished by the FCC. The nnti-sllloking forces aro 

; fearful that Il decrease in these spats is hnrmful to 
'their caUSB and may retard their efforts to roduco 
"dgarette consumption. . 

",J, On October 20, 1971, II U.S. District Conrt ruled 
"~hat'the Congressional ban on cignrctte ndvertis· 
, jng is constitutionnt 'I'he ruling stnted thnt stich 
':ndvortising dOes not 'lualify umier the First 

" ,4.mendmellt's gtInl'nntee of fl'eedom of speech j a 
;: ,sharp distinction 'was dmwn between l,'llarnlltces 
:::; of freedom <>f speech for individuals nnd the "lim
:,:;'it.e<i extent" to which bl'oallenst ndvllltisillg 'luali. 
",' Ii.es fol' such protection. 
(;;':,The court, also rule(l that Congress hnd more 
;'" timn one "rational hlls;s" for excluding eigal'ctto . 
<i'lids from television lind not the pl'illted media
-:: ;onebeing thnt brondclIsts nre the "most persun· 

sil'e" types of advertising' (Cigarette Ad Btin, 
10il). Ultimll\cly, the constitutional question will,', 
have to be decitled by the United States Supr'enie 's 
COllrt. ' "" 

CONSUMPTION TREND'S : \-:./~'~~ 
,:,' '" I',"' 

Cigarette smokiug is', widespread in, Amoriclil/, 
today; ol5.9~" of the male populat:::>n17 years of" 
IIge nnd Over nnd aO.5% of females 1'1 and overate" 
smokers. In 1970, about $10,6 billion pf individ •. : 
unls' expenditures was iol' cigarettes., ',' , ,'f": 

Datil on cig'lrette sales nnd ndvertising has been " 
obtained lly the FTC. from domeStic cigarette 
mnnufacturers; the table' below, provides eiga:tette,', 
sales fa)' the years 1963 to the present (Federaj.~ 
Trade Commission, 1970: 3) : " ' 

TOTAL CIGARETrES SOLO".., "::' 
. -: ." Billion .. ~,:" 

1963" ................ ""." ..... ,.> ...... " .. :.: •. , 516.5 :', 
1964 .............. ".""". "" ••• ", .......... ,' .• ". 505.Q,-: 

mL::::::::::::;::::;::;:::::;:::::::::::::::~:::~~H? 
1968 ..... ,,, ........ ,, ............ ;,, ... ,.,,.,,,, ••. ,, 540.3" 
1969 ..................... " ••.•••• , ... " .. " ••.• ' ..... 527.9" 
1970"" .••.. ,,, .......... ;',, ..... , ••. / .• ,, •••• ,'.;;,, ,534.2.,: 

The reduction in sales in 1D64'~~incid~~i~ thJ~; 
publie attention given the Rcpor~ of the:, Sllrgeoil ,j 
Geneml issued on Jm\unry 11, W6ol., Public aware·', 
ness of the dllngers cited in tne Report was high. It , 
wns SOOll forgotten, for in 1965 tho total nllm~r of ' 
cigarettes sold was nlml'St 5 billion Iligher than ". 
the yenr prior to the Surgeon Genernl's Report., ,: 

In 1960 there wns another significant decline I ' 
it. has beelt suggested thnt this decline is 'attl'lbut·:, 
able to severnl high-visibility events illld nlso by', 
sales tnx lncl'cnses. For example, the FCC .ruliilg 
WIIS upheld in November 196B giving impetes,W:' 
t.he anti-smoldng TV cnmpaign; the fedeml'got-; 
emment's nnti,slnoidilg campaign ,was 'in' £u1n 

Jswing eluriug 19G8-69 j tho public outcry. was be,iug~ 
folt by economic jntercsts-magllziil.es, news', 
pnpers, persollnlitiesimdnd~'ertising agencieS': 
which refuscd sponsorship fat business frOID,Uf-' 
bneeo compllnies.', ":" ;, ' ",";'.',: 

There were significant state til" inci'eq,Scs ini;,:: 
medintely' prior to 1969 which probably tQntHb'? 
lItcd to the reduction in 'saleS during:thatyear;':, 
During fiscal yenr 1967, 15stntes increnseath@':',; 
cigarette tnx rates; theaYeragCincrol1$iI waii'a;ls j 
cents. rho ratc increase 'rangedfrom Ne», 1,"ork's;:;, 
Ohio's, nnd Illinois' two ccntsto (Jalifornin's aUd',: 
Florida's seven ce:lts, The nest.ycar; seven IiioJ:'/l,; 
states increased their cignrotte tases., The, ral,lls\' 
ranged from Mnssnchusetts' rti~d V6rinont's,t'w~:; 
cents to MimlllSOtn's, Rhode 1~land's", a11d :ren< 
nessee's five c~nts, tho averag.iiincl'ense I\pprosi~,; 

, /' ,'1~ 
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. , ' ""~ 
,nI~h'ly fOlli' rolltS. (Council of Stuto Governments, 
,IVPB:, ltlO-107) •. :-. , 
, "'The h.lIl on Cignretta udvertising on tolevision 

< Mild mclio Ix·gall on Jultlmry 2, 1071, yct severnl 
" 'ctlir-ullttiOlIS reflect a rise in cigarette sales during' 

tit.· pust yell 1'. Buaine88 11' eel. projections of in
.lust,1'Y SUles and bmll<\ r'\.Ilkiugll show that tl 

'1'll<;or<\ !i20 billion cigarctfes were consumed in' 
.,', Wil, 1.5% more than ,1!J'W's' SIlles '(Where Ciga-
, rct'to'lIfukers Sptlnd, 1971, li6). Tobacco industry 

Bon1'ci's cstiinat<! that Consnmption has J"isen in 1971 
b¥ 1.5% to f>35 billion cill'"reltes (Cigarette Sules 
\.p, 1972: 3). , , :.' 

. : .Tohn C. Muxwell,:tobnceo analysL for Oppen
. heitner & Company, " brokerage firm, also reported 

R ri8e-2.3% in qomestic unit sales ill 1971. He 
relat~s pat't of tho'growth in cigarette consumption 
til ,tho popUlation mix-tlte increase in t.he 20-40-

':: yeal' tige gI'OUP,: where smoking is hCllviest. Tlie 
}fuxwell l'eport suggests that the rest of tllis 
growtlt must be Telated to "government overkill, 
wlte"ein many.voices in 1Vashington suggest tlmt 
nvei'ything we eat'or dtink is llllrmful" (Maxwell, 
1071: 1)., 

An industry specialist with Mnnufncturers Han
over Tru~t Company, on the other hand, nttributes 
both the]ng in sales in 106!! and the llb,v illcrea··.e 
to tb~ "v~ry ~ffceH,," antismoking ads Oll television. 
Since the ban, these C<I,,, •. H·rcinlsrnrely appear" 
(Cigarette StIles Up, 1972: 3);·, 
,Another industry exccutive not~, "Foryen,'S we 

have believed that the role of cignrette udvertising 
is to attt-nct smokerS from competitive- brands 
ruther thml il1<luce nonsmokers to stnrt J!moldng. 
We fniled to convince U,e Federal Communica
tions Commission ofthis, but it is bOI'ne ont by our 
industry's expedence since the TV bnn. 1Vithin II 
relatively stable market, soma compnnie.q hn.ve con-

.:, tinilild to gain while others lost.. Some brands have 
increased their share of murket while others hllve 
declillQd" (Where Cigarctto Mal<ers Spend, 1911: 
56). Slteptlcs continue to argue thnt tobacco com
panies have also been trying to recruit lIew young 
smokers. 
..... '.'" . 

'l'OBACCO: ECONOMICS AND POLITICS 

'Itia generally accepted that tobacco Ima bconnn 
, extremely llowerful force in Americnll politics. 
, A-llproximntely 50 million smokers smoked 535 

, ,.' biJIlon cigllretros intlle past. year. MorC than 
100,000 employees receive $500 million ill wages 
alUlulllly from tobneco manufacturing comp'anies; 
ove~ '4,500 wholesalers htlIidle the distribution of 
tobacco products and hundreds of thousands of 
merchants depend. on tI,o sale of cigarettes' as n . 

. sou tell of their incom.e. . , .' .. 

',.', 

Cigarette compnnies had beeD. spending' over 
$200 million pel' y~nr on l'Ildio und tillevision. ad. :., 
,"o,tising, nnd siMe the bnn, almost nil of this .. 
'mmley hus b~"n diverted to other media,l'-dv~rtis: 
ing providin$! JUIlIlY thousands of jobs hi itd' 
ngeucies and in the vnrious medin. Three ,million 
people from about 750,000 families receive $1.4 
billion annually for the cultimtioll of tob~cco used 
in cigarettes. ~ .. ' ..... I:·.J, .. "t-' .:' __ ,J 

Peripherally nffC<!ted tire those involved in p1'o- " . 
dueing the 40 million pounds of moisture-proof 
cellophane, the 70 million pounds of nhiminum 
foil, t·he 2; bHlion pl'int<o,d pucks, and the 2.7 billion 
curtons (Cigllrette Ad~ertising, 1970: 110-111; 
IVagner, 1971: 120; USDA, Tobacco Situation, ... 
1971,,: 20-31) _ , . ' 

One writer, reporting on the· present public 
policy trend, noros that "attampts to discournge .. 
smoldllgwould nfi'ect the lives of millions of people ': 
lllld would havo profound economic alldpoliticnl , 
consequences" (,Wagner, 1971: 121). . .~, . . 

Advocates of cignrette smoking todat. ,nre 01'- . 

gllllized into extremely powerful !,'Tonps, aRch hav- . 
ing its ,?wn specific function and plentiful 
resources. .' '- , 

The Tobacco Tax Council, established ill 1949",.: 
compiles data un the taxation of tobacco products 
'by the Fede''lll, stnte and loeal governments. Th,! 
Council's nlllltllll booklet, "Cigaret Taxes in tile 
United Stares" has bcensuperseded by" The ,Tax 
Burden on Tobttcco" since 1ge6. This pamphlet, 
"undertakes to' t.mee the h ist.ory of tobatco tax~ 
from the y!llu'S of the Civil War down' through 
.~~hc present yellrJ" (Tobacco Tnx Couneil, 1970: 
m). . ' '," , •. 

The trade association promoting the welfare of . 
the tobacco iudllsti-y is the Tobncco Merchants As
sociation of the U.S: It is composed of nianufac~ i;, 
turors, wholcs"lers, retailers, importertJj exporteJ:$"'~ 
l,,!\f dealers, suppliers, and firms interestad in the 
industry. Its Bulletim cover legislation,' trende, : 

. 'special reports; its numerollS other pUblieations 
and nctivities seck to improve industry operations ',' 
and expand outlets (e.g., intornational) for 'po~~:' 
tontinl sales (Tobncco, Merch"lIts • Association, . '. 
1071: 1-4). . , " , '",'-. '." ,"-

The tobncco industry's point of view is Ilji'rlured " \ 
"nd protectod by the Tobacco Institut6, a l1onprofit ,:" 
corporation founded in 1958. Its membel'llhip;,in-·,.,:'; 
eludes mr-jor U.S. manufacturers of, cigl\~ttes. ':1' 
smoking and cllelVillgtobacco,,'~lid·.snutf,: The <:." 
~lcich Brothers TobaCco O?mpanj-; :SrowA & Wil-. ;,;; 
hamson Tobacco CorporatIon, ConF,,?d<90rpora~;:,.:,'~ 
tion, G. A. Georgopulo & Com'pa:ny'::'H~lme,:r': 
Products, Lams & Brother Company, Ljgg~tt &':" 
Myers, Lorillard, Philip. Morris Incorporated; It\.{ 

. 1~~*'t.":~}1o;" -}~.: ','1':-- I: 
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J. ;Rey.nolds·IndustriCsiScotten-DilJion Company, 
and United StnWs Tobacco Company. 

. ',['he Institute is financed by contributions from 
tho' large corporations nccording to their shnre of 

, tho\market.The institute. reports on the pro
tobiij:coside of the medicnl story, nttempting to 
di8cred~t' antismokinjr Pil!'licity, nnd pubJisl~9~ i.n
rorP,l!ltlOn on the hlsto'rlcal role o~ tobncctl, Its 

'. pll1i;t"in tl16 national economy, tile -industry itself, 
lInd>t"'; public's use 9f tobacco products. 

The Council for Tobncco Research, created hI 
195a in response to medical bulletins tepOl'ling on 

';, the hazards of smoking, processes nnd administers 
millions of research grants. "Althol,gh researc1I' 

" money waS to be !lw(lrdcdwith no strings attached 
[The; Council] nicely. servers] tho purpose of 
identifying the inpustry with tIm welfare ofltu
mariifyandspronding good wm tht'ongh the sci
cntifiifcorilDtunity"(WQgn~r, 1071: 80). 

.. .Tho:scientifie datacontlnudo be nttacked frr)m 
:. bOtfi!riaes. SilICe 1954 II great quantity of reseal:ch 
'. hali' been' pnbli!lhed Rnd, in tUl'll~ dispnted. ~'or 

. ~#mplp, "UIO press played up the Hnmmond and 
Auerbach study nnd tho claim that I.weh'e beagles 
had developed lung cancer" froin cigarettes. "The· 

'. findings havo subsequently been, downgraded by 
': the"autbor to two microscopic j,urnol'S with.Ule 
'. fuJ;l;her revelntion .thllt two dogs itt the control ' 
, g~\\p 1\150 d"velop~.d tumors" (~tll .. well, 1971.: 1). ' 

.-'A.i1other nrea.,. of contention has developed 
: llofound the relntionship betweell cigarette smoke 
itself lind lung cnncer. A recent flnper by Dr. Geof

'.:. frey Myddeltollgiven nt the Second World Con
'-:.' terence on Smoking nnd Health in' London, ) 
., : S~ptemb~r,20-24, 1il71, compares the incidence of 
. " smokil!g and lung cancel' in. va.tions cOllntries. He 
':hldicates, "Japan smoltes 86%. ns mIlch asBritnin 
. " but.has only 21% of its lungclIncer. Cnnndll 
• smokes ,twice as many' cigarettes as the Nether

;';, lands but has only 69% lis much lnng cancer." He 
,';. g~:oldo correlate the n50 .o'f diesel fuel in Eng. 

llln<l,tolung cancer (Maxwell,. 1971 : 2). . . 
:,.-~ :, From' the other side, the United Stlltes Pnblic 
",l1oolt)l Service 1972 report The Health. Or>1l8.
i,::: 'qzieijcea of Smoking maintains that '-'nonsmokers 
I' . as well ns smokers may be hllrmed by clgllrett~.s, ... 
:" ·toba'qco smoke in closed cnrs nnd poorly ventilnted 
;::. -rOomsetincontaminlltethe nbriosphere foi' every
'.: ~I\Q.\(~,,"ThGcllief, danger igexposllre to low 
,,~.I(,v9\1iof.the.dendly gllS, carbon monoxide. Experi
::,"melltl!' with nnimnls have shown, thnt vllrions COll

';': w'tiraf.1~us of the colorless, odorless, 1\1Id tasteless 
/:,; ~;'a<l~erseJy affect' t·he sit'ncture lind ftinctionpf 
t:, tbii' heilrt nudlungs. The impli~atiollis thr.t this 
; .. ··In&j'iaiso be. true in, mnn" (Study Says Cigarette 
;·:.Sin6kt; Also May'Hnrm Nilllusel's, 1012:1) •. : . 
;'::".'.'.:\0.,:,:':.' 

. It is Mtimated tbat at the present time .ohe and 
a half to two million adults 'give up"smoking every ... 
yenr. Sensing the Ilnzards oitho future, som9cign-"~, 
ret!" compnnies S?Ug!,t fiscalseclldty in d~versiJi-:;'i 
cnttOn. and substItutIon; tobacco manufacturers' J~'~ 
are now marketing, for example, snfety'razors,"",~1 
fertilizers, dog food, ballpoint pens,pean\lt but:'-'~'~ 

. te;~ and other non-)Iicotino products. By 196'1, sales" Y; 
on non-/oollceo prodncts accounted for IIpproii- ..... 
mately olle·t.!tird of the totlll sales of clgarette,:~ ~ 
mnnufacturers. . .. ,. .,,' .[',.',' , '.' \ 
, It rlllullins til be se<ln w!,ether tob\lOO<> ~ower will' '< 
be whittled away nny further in the neXl' few ,::~, 
yenrs. Some feel thllt "the tobllcc(i'subsY$lm has' l'j 
succeedetl in keeping the health question"a low~' "::c:i 
pi-iodty item on the government's agendll byplay. )1:, 
ing one gOI'crnment ngency off against anothe~; .•• 7';' 
This snbsystem cnts across institutional lines!lnd,,~:;' 
inclndes the paid representatives of tObacco- ":':1' 
growers, marltethig organizations nnd mantlinc-;.'~ 
turol's, •... Congl'l'ssmen I'cprCllCnting 'tobacco,",·;.' 
growing stllteS [lire] lending members of four;', 'I: 
subcommittces, inchtding two npPT()pdntions sub- . :.;\ 
comm-ittees nnd tWb committees in ellch hOllse of ~:: 
Congress hnu<1lingtobncco legislntior. ,:~,:., To-::, 
baceo power (is] thus firmlyentl'enched niidwell /~ 
supported" ('Vnguel', 1911: 121}... ,i :,:,~ ;',' . ,;.\ 

On the other hand, a strongly worded conihlen.; i', 
. tary by an industry spokllsmlln cites JuTltice .fohn,;" 
Marshnll's statement to illustrate -inuust.y's Jll1i::;~',; 
cnrious position: "The power to tllX: involVes the <. 
power to destroy." He continues with n ilescrip':' : 
tiol1or the tobncco industry's prcSl,nt situation: .;:;,: 

. The onslniight of state nnd lo.cnl ta~e$ o~" tobD~O P!O~; 'n 
ucts .•• rt't)re-st'nts n most seriOUS thrent to ntl flegm('ni:.S ~.' 
ot onr lndnstry ..... ·We are now fncing n cntcull\ted ,t!t- i, . 
tempt to destroy. or at least drastlcul~y curtnll, .thO' Jlale<., 
of sID\)klng llrmlu{'ts. 'rhe paUUcc,l (lond econotnle climate <: 
Is most rnYOrRIJ1~ for this otbiCk. Snioktng Bnd bealth Js· ; 
n prime poUtlcn1 iSRue 1n !be same context ft'S olr .pollu-.. ;'~ 
Uo~~ crlml! 1n the streets, an~ c()n~mmer18m~ At tb~ anme' ',~; 
tlml'; local gO\'ermuents nre y'erglng on ba,nkruptcy. Reve-
nun of B.nr Imrt Js theretore .u mnnt. It Is ~ t()ugh. b~ttll!t ~:I 
nnd cigarette Industry' Is ~111'nmt1Y' bearIng the largest ,,.. 
Ilnrt ot the n!tnrk (Hogen.burg, 1971:140).' .- ,,",.. .' 

'fhe rel'enucs gainednoUl' tobacco ,t"X'"';oUee:':;' 
. tions nre siguili~aut, Ol'Or $2.1 bil1ionin 'Fedcral . 
ta~ce9 and GI'er ij;2.5 himon in statecigl)rette taxes:: 
were c!lUnctm! in Fiscnl Ynal' 1971 crob~cco !IIX\i 
Conncll, 1010: 4-0} 8; USDA, TobaccQ Sltllllb!,lI, ,: 
1071b:·44}. Total tobacco taxes. wero $4,8bilhono, 
in 1971 compared with $t7 billi01dn.19~0;.;-:·: ,.: 

In 1910 tobnc~o tllxes nccOl\nt~d '~or 1:1%,/0£ , 
total £edel'lll tax receipts lind represen~ 13.a ,.; 
percent of all exciSe tllXes (USDA, TohaccO:Situa:~\ 
tion, 10.71b: 40). 'l;his plllces the tobltCC(ft"xas,'.;~ 
the seventh Inrgust source of collectionliy' tl.!ei'~ 
Fedeml gonmlment behind the mnjorgiants, e.~:;'.,t; 
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, r,''':'~';>>f.... .~. , .' 
,1110010" aiM' profit f#.xei\ (hoth corpontte Ilnd indi- . Official policy has ne~er nc.;epted thiS ju~gffi~nt. '>' 
vldulIll. employment·ta""s, manufacttlrors excise In rccentyears, steps have been taken tddiijcMrage":i~ 
tlL~~S, Ble,ohol taxes, and estate and gift tnxes. In smoking, although there is little"conc1usive evi-,·: . 
ternl8 of individual commodities it ranks behind denee that consumption pa~n;; ~~ chariiPn~.It};~, 
orily alcohol. Thus, federal revenue would, be im- can be expected thnt officlll.l po}u!y'aoo alteratiOns .. " 
I><)rtantly alTe.cted iftebscci> consumption were to in individual behavior will both evolve' sloWly dur·'t 
d~line. . '. ." , ing the coming years .• The ?D.cio-~ic imp!J.Ct ::~': 

CONCLUSION of a sudden change In offiCIal prillily would be '7' 
.. 1,~, """ ' '. great, a circumstance reflecting the momentum of :;'": 
j" The big qucstionis how the Fooeral govern- several centuries of uitcnse commercial activity,!!·,: 
" ment plnns te proceed. Six tobacco bills are now '.' " ' 

lKludiug in Congress, One of these bills would gi"e References . '.'.' ...... .' ;":~"'" ';,',( '.' ..... , ',' 
tho Federal Trade Commission authority to set ' 

. tnaidmum permiSsible limits on tar and, nicoti!)e. Brooks. ;r. E. Pho JClghty Lea/: PObal!cO PAru 111.1(i".., ;,.:' 
Anothc.r would establish a graduated cigarette t.-I«, Bo.ton, Little. Brown & Co .• 1952.· 12. 27 • .116; f'~" 
tUl( bllSedon tll.rco'ntent. ",' 71-72.88, 93-08, 102, 112-113, 1411'-147. 165,.1,61. 2l1>-.:{~! 

, 210, 219, 242-248, 245, 258. 271, 214. ',. " . _ . . "''', ': ,.'. 
rhe FTC i~ precently carryfug on negotiations "Cigarette Ad Ban Ruled Con.Otut!on.1 by p.ne~"'W .. ,.Y" 

with the industry to come up with a "clear and inoton Po,t (Washington, D.C:), OCtober 21, 19n., , .' :.:': c; 
conspicuous" health warning for its print ndver- "Clgllrette Advertising ond the Public lIeelth," aolumbla :." 
tisin.g· ,IUs expected th-" the ind.ust..v, "\VItich has Journal 0/ Law: Social Problem" 6(1),1111'-114.1910,' , ' 

"' ~J > "Cigarette LnbeUng nnd Advertlslng Act ot 19M'" Net/)·\ ~,1: 
bcm1 . 'working closely with t·h" FTC, 'will' take , York Phoe, (New York, New York), .July 9. 1961!. . . '.': " 
l?Ouie,:'volunta,ryf labeling action" (Where Ciga- "Cigarette Soles Up Despite Ad Curb .... Wa.hlnul"" Po.I.: >, 
retteMakeriiS~nd.'19n: 57). . ' (Wasblngton,D;Q.).JonuBryl.,1072.3 .. ' , i,.' ::'i~: 

, Tlle,industry.ieels the 'pressure; oriemember ex- "C~~:~~t!,:,li::~~~~denta' SmO~lng:Hl!blta:" ra,ci:O, ,':: 
,-: plains: "We are resigned to it. Over-all;' •• , the Couneil of State Gdvonnenta, Phe 'Boo" 0/ Ihe':Stale •• ':;') 
, indu8trymood is much more relaxod-nowthnl. we, 1968, 196-197,200-208, 212-213, . " "., ":".' ,. ,".,;, 
" have this first big year behind us" (Where Ciga- mehtH .. Pobacco anti Your Healt". New York' r.t.araw-' :,:'Ii' 

cltd Milk S d 10~1, 57) '. Hill Book Co., 1000. 154-156, 161-162. " :-' .?; ': ':' 
'" I .'. ers pen, I: , " , .. ( , . ,," ,'''Doctors Could DI.unde Youtb. From SmOking," PediatriO' ,t 
;:,.' ,1Jie ).lubJic is cla1Jloringfor government action; " Nelo,. 4(~) :24,1070, . . . " ';.'\. ,,'" C.'i',; 
, "1\ 11>10 College poll.surveying youtlls 18 and older Federol Trod. Commission. "FTC Statl.tlcal Bopplement," 'i)... 
i' on mo!'(\ than 100 campuses reveals that 96% be- :' Deeember;1970.3. ;', :., .. ,.,,1,. ,:,:,;~.: 
" lieve that smoking is dangerous to. one's health Frltschl.r. A. T. Bmoklng. ana PoIUica;' NeW:"York: ,e" 

('0 1I ,- . P 11 1 7 ) .: ' Appleton-Cellturs..cross. IDe., 1909,145. <", :-:'.(; -<{~: 
: 0 ege 0, 9 1 . }".,' ,J-, " ;, " " '. Gottaegen, J. ;r. PobaCC<>-A BludU o/It. OOll •• mpllo~ I .. : ., 
, : ",' FUl:tlterj 0.1.961) IitudyoiJ,tcenage (13· to 1S·yeai-- ., the UnlteB StateB. New York-Chlengo: Pitman Publish.'; ;;.: 
>.: oIds) i.smoking Ilttitildcst motivatio. n' and habits ,Ing Corp,. 1940,,s-10. 28. 87: 147.153.1115. ':. ;':.: ,-; " 
','. indicates.C<deeJ.> teenage <tissatisfacl.ion:witIi cigll- 'Homllton. A. E, Phi. Smoking World. r<ew. York': '!:lIe"'" 

. t'- . k' "d' bl 1m j d f 'ts '11 '. CenfUry Co,. 1021. 188, 201!; . ',"" '; 
.'<rc .... amo mg,cpnsl era e owe ge () I 1 'Helmonn, R. K. Pobacco an.a Ameri"" ..... New ''Yrirk:'' . 
:::'iitre~:'but,n' verY exaggerated eStimate of the loA , .." . . . . d j' , McGraw·Hm Book Co .• 1960, .22:-23,83-84., .... os.;: 
. :.,nec.ep .... nce :"of. smoking by. the. 1\ ult 'world' 1115-156. . .' "'",' ,,'. "", /1 
.:" (LIeberman Research,' 1969 :'1-:-20)., Ami, a 1970 Lebm.nn lIrothers. AboUI Tob"""o, . (N.P;),i9115,:.,89,. '~:.',,',: 
.'·nationwide' s\\ryeY,of teenagers revealed: "72% Llebol-mnn Research. Ine. "Tbe TeeriagerLOOks I\t'Clp. :. 
, 'of n~n'8mokers' identified I'hysiciatis as. the one retto Smoking," Report 0/ a Studu aOftduoleci lor' lAB', 
, group that tould pc' • 'rsimde them not tri stert smok- "America .. aancer, Socletv; November, 1969, .1"20. ' .. :.' 

'd ~.. ., Maxwell. J. 0 .• Jr. "Prellminary Year bld EstlnU£te,'.~ TAe .'.~ 
, ing lin 42% . o£. those wno smoJ<<idsnid theit phy-' ". llozwell Reporl. November. 1971, ~-2: .. : ,,;. !:'l,{,;.f:: ,'.:: ...... ; 

; 'sicilin's 'advice would infIuilllco them to stoI'" A!lddleton,A. P. Pobacca aoa""Ch~rlo~~.nl!~' 'o:rilver-., 
;': (:DOctQrs, 1~70: 24). !>. • .;. .. :s1t;r of VIrginia Prees. 191!8, jl3'-9i. 1()("101. Ui'-l17, '. ';, 
;\\:,fCrltics of,the indiistrylllaim: :'Tbe controversy .l2()..12L :.'. . ,',;.:': .. " ,":: "I;"'~:;:,:::/'r 
, aliout,,' smOking and . health . continues largely: be"' Morison. S. E. Phe O.,/ora HI,'arv 0/ 'Ihe A_n .. " P .... 'l~', 

(' .cause Of t.he. e. n. e.r.gy,' tinle and .. money spc.nt by the :p/e. New .York:' Oxford University pr .... ·1005.J!3:-:!K: ... ·,' • 
• National Interagency Council. onSmokbtr'and lIe&1tb;' :: 

'. tobacOOhlll,ustry in IiOOI'ing this controversy alive'" "state 'ActlvlUe8;" Bulletl ... J'nli'-Septeuilier: 1971,;:1.. : '" .. : " 

, . (CoIIeg<{X>olI, 1971);;'.'.' :,", .. ". " ; ,,', ,;; NelVu~lfragrer ••• MEn·g·Ble'wBo.od,01wC1sl~re8''''''~'· Pn°tlb,!!..CC<>Ha'a'I""I •. ;',.I~ .. ,;.PtI.:,;~ .•. "".:. 
", In','$Jilein~r,1935.Fort!Ml8Jf{iiga:.ine Pu~'" u r~ -- ~,- ,r:-~ 
,.-iishe~,'i"di",!iissioll.of.f.M'J\1edicalimI'lica~iQns. ,of ,'. 52,62..., ",. " .' "':l,""~i""";·':;"" 
" .. ' 8mo,li. 1.i\ ..... '.I.t.concI,uded. that.·,,:. '.' •. . ,.". ,.,'. '.';:, " . Redmond.'p. E, •. Jr;; "Tobacco a.ndCan"r" Tlie~:~ .. t·",: 

, I> , ., ClInt",,1 Report, .1761," New Eorgland Jou,.,.tiI ,0' ,.O"\-, r' 
':;'~Thi~':'in';,I'h •• ~b,;.dit: TblifiJi" ;;o~,jbi.be;.~1tflo he' 0Ine, 282(1); 21, 1970,. , '. ,.:.4H"';': 
::~.rlved,lro/!\.toba<;<o. III .l"~ leas than the pOI"ala': Regensburr.A. "The Tax That, l>eatroys," NAP,l;) .• O ... ,;· 

bflrm,Ulobei;:1lMOt256)~.~·1,:· .. ~ft·., ';< -. "" . ,r, .;", ordl"a~or.X?,XI:146,Aprn.19-n.· . .. :,.\.~.·~i!.;··;.~·i~ 

i":~,"~~W#;,;:h·/\:·(!:'lri.;"';Z: . .. ... ',~; ...... : ,.j,.;"" ' 
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107, 117,169, 247, 256 . 
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BOOKS 

Reviewed 

Problems in the Cost-Benefit 
Analysis of Marijuana Legislation 

Theodore J. Schneyer· 

MAR1JUANA-Tm: NEW hoHIl;inoll'. By John Kaplan. New York: World 
Publishing Co. lenO. xii + 387 pages. $8.50. 

To receive and deserve attention, a book on an issue of popular concern 
should combine ease of comprehension with careful scholarship. Professor 
John Kaplan's recent book on the marijuana issue fits this prescription. 
Much of the book is a painstaking and cogent refutation of each major 
argument that marijuana consumption is dangerous. Armed with an un
usuaUy acute understanding of social science methodology, Kaplan attacks 
virtually all the pharmacological, psychological, psychiatric, and socio
logical data, collected over many decades, which are said to support the 
arguments that marijuana use (1) causes aggression and therefore violent 
crime;' (2) causes psychosis or lesser mental disturbance;" and (3) en
courages the use of patently dangerous drugs such as amphetamines, b~
biturates, and especially heroin.' The treatment of these issues is unassail
able and, on the basis of existing evidence, Kaplan's conclusion seems war
ranted-marijuana use can be comidered no more harmful to users and, 
other members of society than the use of alcohol.' 

The potential influence of the book is enhanced by the fact that it is 
not so much an evaluation of marijuana use as it is a cost-benefitanalysis 
of those criminal laws whose manifest purpose is to deter sale and con
sumption of the drug. This approach allows the author to recommend 
repeal of the current laws and the establishment of a licensing system for 
the sale of marijuana on the basis of arguments which possibly would at-

ellA 1965, Johns Hopkin. U.i .... ity; LL.B. 1958, Harvlrd Univenity; Dip.CL. 1969. Uni ..... 
• il)' of St<x:kholm; A"htont PloE'SI"r of Law, Uni.e"i!, of N.braska. '\ 

r. <:h. IV. 
~. Ch.V. 
J. <:hs. VI ok ViI. 
4. Pp. 304-<>6. How much scientific evide"", should be mjuired before I dntg i. amsidued 

h.rml"" is an open question. Populi< standard. seem to "'1 with the dru~ being considered. Some 
people, who on the balllS of scant evidence have .atisfied themHlves thal marijuana it rdatively harm .. 
1m, dem.nd th.t insc<!icida and other mund.ne chtll\icals be lubjecrcd 10 .trict and prolonacd exam. 
ination before they can be legally marUud. 
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tract the attention of a population disturbingly polarized on the issue of 
marijuana use itself. Kaplan is not a "pot" lover; he is the protector of a 
beleaguered legal system. 

This review will concern three issues which are raised by an examina
tion of the costs and benefits of the marijuana laws: (1) the effectiveness 
of the laws in deterring marijuana consumption; (2}the specific legal 
consequences· or by-products of the laws; .and (3) the gencra.1 sOdtll conse
quences or by-products of the laws. This emphasis does Professor Kaplan 
an injustice for two reasons. First, much of his book is devoted to the 
ciIects of marijuana use itself. Second, this emphasis makes· for a very 
theoretical review of an eminently practical book. However, KaP.lan's 
demonstration that mal'ijuana cannot be categorized as a particularly dan
gerous drug requires little comment. At the same time, his analysis of the 
deterrence provided by the marijuana laws and the indirect social and 
legal consequences of those laws, while provocative and rather novel, raises 
a number of theoretical and methodological problems. Further, Kaplan's 
arguments in these areas reach far beyond the marijuana issue: they ,are 
applicable, for example, to policymaking in th~ general area of "victim
less" crime. Consequently, a critical tour of the side streets of Marijuana 
Sl::cms justified. 

I. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MAroJUANA LAws 

Measuring the effectiveness of a law is extremely difficult. In gauging 
the extent to which the manifest purpose of the marijuana laws-to deter 
consumption-has been accomplished, the critical question is this: without 
the laws, how much more marijuana use would occUr?' The evidence 
which Kaplan marshalls to show that the laws are ineffective is not strongly 
probative. For example, he notes that in recent surveys, three-fourths of 
the nonusers of marijuana who were questioned' did not,list the laws as 
a reason for not having tried the drug.' As Kaplan admits, these reports 
are "subject to all the frailties of a p;:rson's evaluations of his own motives."· 
Quite possibly, persons who obey a legal norm simply because of its deter
rent strength may, when questioned, prefer to cite more "moral" reasons 
for their conduct. These surveys would be probative only ill conjunction 
with control data on the extent to which nonviolators of other laws cite 
the existence of laws as a reas,<)O for not engaging in the illegal conduct. 

Next, Kaplan :refers to a stud,y which found that 73 percent of the student 
body at a California law school had used marijuana.' Of course this in itself 

S' P.323, 
6. P.324. 
7, iii. 
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is not responsive to the critical question-without the marijuana laws how 
much more use W'Ould occur? But Kaplan argues that this data is probative 
because law students should be among the most deterrable members of 
society. At least in the case of the marijuana laws, this assumption is ques
tionable. It is true that arrest and prosecution have uniquely unpleasant 
consequences for law students. But, as Kaplan himself suggests elsewhere, 
university students and campuses seem to enjoy an informal im~unity 
from marijuana arrests.' Law students are particularly likely to recognize 
this fact and take advantage of it. 

:102 STANFORD LAW REVIEW 

Finally, Kaplan argues that whatever the present effectiveness of the 
marijuana laws, they have become less effective in recent years, as evi. 
denced by the fact that the incidence of marijuana Use has risen more 
rapidly than arrest rates.· This argument rests on the shaky assumption 
that deterrence is solely a function of arrests as a percentage of total viola
tions. Other factors such as the layman's ignorance or uncertainty about the 
probability of arrest and the absolute number of arrests, if well-publicized, 
may be relevant here. 

Since marijuana violations are "victimless" crimes, rarely discovered by 
the police because they do not generate complainants, the marijuana laws 
are probably ineffective compared with criminal laws proscribing conduct 
that harms persons or property. Beyond this common sense notion, how
ever, Kaplan has provided no convincing proof that the marijuana laws 
are ineffective and no explicit basis for comparing the effectiveness of dif
ferentlaws. 

II. LEGAL CosTS 

One set of consequences of the marijuana laws might be termed "legal 
costs." These are negative effects which are borne by the legal system. They 
include actual enforcement costs, selective enforcement costs, negative 
effects on the Police, and diminished respect for law. Kaplan's inclusion of 
these legal costs seems motivated by more thana desire for completeness 
or a strategic decision to attack the marijuana laws indirectly. A further 
motivation is his obvious sympathy with a growing attempt to publicize 
the systemi~ needs and limits of oUr legal machinery and the ,costliness of 
law.'" Presently, to paraphrase the legal-cost literature, legal costs are "ex-

8. P.40. 
9. P.323· 
10. Two scminal1:'pntributions 10 the "lc,pI"'C'ost" literature are H. PACKER, THE LIMIT. OP TH& 

C'I"'I~AL SANCTJON (1968); Goldstein, PoB« Dim'.,ion nol 10 In.cI~. IA. Crimi •• Proem: fA ... 
VisiNlily V.cisions i. IA. AtI,.,inisJr.Jion o//lUli«, 69 YA ... L,/. 543 (1960). For a provoatiy. dis
cussion of the legal costs involyed in govcrntnl'nt dec~sions to compensate parties for property taken by 
condemnation. sec MichcJman, J#roP~/y, Vtilily, ."d F.tttlt: COmmt",s on ,lie EJAietd FoundtlliofJl 
0/"/1411 Comp.malioau Luv, 80 H .. v. L. It"". 1165 (1967). According 10 Professor Mkhelman'. 
sehema, once: a deci.ion hu been mod. to rake pro""ny, .. hether to com""n .. !. mould be determined 
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ternalities" of legal policy-making: legislators rarely take them into con
sideration and are not held accountable for them. Legislators are rarely 
blamed, for example, for the enormous discretionary power held by the 
police, even though this power is generated primarily by quantities of 
penal legislation far exceeding the police's meagre enforcement capacity." 

The empirical orientation of his cost-benefit methodology provides 
Professor: Kaplan with an opportunity to make a contribution to the legal
cost literature by developing careful definitions and promising measure
ment techniques for heretofore elusive legal-cost variables like respect for 
law. Unfortunately, however, his treatment of legal costs is atypically skel
etal and lacks the data-demanding pragmatism so evident elsewhere in the 
book. 

A. Actual Et1torcimtnt Costs 

Given the rudimentary methods used in police budgeting, segregating 
enforcement expenditures for particular laws is difficult. However, Kaplan 
cites an estimate that governmc:nt agencies spent $72 million on marijuana 
enforcement in California in :[968." Assuming these figures are correct, 
they say very little about whether the expense of enforcing marijuana laws 
is undesirably high." The expense of marijuana en,fQrcement is incurred 
primarily by those who favor the marijuana laws. Dd~~te on those laws is 
primarily between taxpaying generations which support the laws and the 
younger, non-ta:"paying generation, which does not." In contrast to Pro-
by weighing the: Udcmoralization costs" of not compensating (social unrest) againSt the "settlement 
costsll of providing corqpclUation (the timet effort, and resources necessary to reach compensation 
settlements adequate to avoid dc:moraliution). Id. at I:U-4-I.5. 

Xl. S~~, ~'K., Goldstein, supra note 10. at ,86-87. 
1>. P. '9. 
13 .. In usipg the cost-benefit method of evaluating legUlation, one must perform .several opera .. 

tions. Known consequences of the legislation must be isolated and placed on the cost or benefit ,ide, 
prcsum.ably according to some ethical theory. Assuming this results in entries on both sides of the 
ledger, the an.alyst must weight e.ach according to its extent and significance. Theorctic.ally, it is not 
sufficient simply to note th:;t the marijuana laws have actual enforcement costs. There must be .some 
basis for assigning a degree of 'ignificance to those cosu. 

On. approach would be to consider .nforcement cost, in light of the manifest purpose of the 
marijuana laws and perhaps the degree !O which that pu'pose is etreetu.ted. The problem with this 
appro>ch· i. that it involves. kind of bootstupping. /U with the traditio",,1 "armchair" method of 
eva.luating legislation, the analyst's ultimate conclusion will tend to rencct only his assessment of the 
desirability of the purpose of the legislation rather than the aggregate desirability Qf its real conse
quences. Alternatively, thc analyst could weight e~ch cost or benefit according to its contribution to 
one or several independent positive or negative ends. For cx2mple, the actual enforcement cost! of the 
mariju:ana laws could be weighted by considering the extent to which they cause taxpayer dis~atisbc
lion, and/or by considering the opportunity "",ts of marijuana enforcement. With this approach il is 
JKc~ssary to select those independent ends that deserve consider~tion and to m:ake ethieal judgments 
about their rdat;vc signifiance-t".,.) to weight them. Since that ends might themselves constitute 
,~ns to further ends, the process becomes extremely difficult and encouraxes Ufudging," 

Kaplan does not grapple with these problem. and the reader gets little red for the relotive 
siJnifkance of the: various costs of the marijulnll laws which are noted. Since Kaplan finds very !inJe 
on the benefit ,ide of the marijuana law ledgerr, the weig!lting problem doe. not .eriou.ly.oodermine 
hi. analy.i •. But the>e ·weishling problem. will have to be solYed before the' cost·benefit method can 
be applied properly to thornier is.u ... 

14. 5 .. , _ ... , pp. 13-.6. 
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hibition; where debate was on religious and rural-urban lines, a very small 
percentage of those who call for repeal of the marijuana laws are taxpayers. 
Certainly it is no defense of a pen2llaw that those whose freedom it con
strains need not pay for its enforcement. But neither is it a strong criticism 
of a law that it is expensive to enforce-when the costs are knowingly 
borne by those who favor it. Knowingly may be a key word here. If the 
legal-cost literature correctly notes that legal costs are largely unrecognized, 
the expense of marijuana enforcement would not be an indicator of the 
laws' utility to taxpaying supporters." But whethe~ people actually recog
nize .or care about the enforcement expense of the marijuana laws is an 
empir-ical question which Kaplan does not consider. 

Next, Kaplan argues that enforcement of the marijuana laws involves 
large .opportunity costs.'" Without the marijuana laws, the considerable 
resources allocated to their enforcement would be available to our over
burdened police, judicial, and cqrrectional agencies' for more pressing tasks. 
This argument rests.on several assumptions which should be made explicit. 
It assumes-probably correctly-that enforcement agency budgets are in
sensitive to changes in substantive criminal law, so that repeal of the mari
juana laws would not generate a corresponding reduction in budgets. Next, 
the argument assumes that resources Ilsed in marijuana enforcement could 
be used as efficiently for other tasks. Judges, for example, could effectively 
try more assault cases if they had no marijuana cases. With the police, how
ever, the accuracy of this assumption is less certain. Insofar as police use spe
cialized personnel and equipment for marijuana enforcement, shifting these 
resources to unrelated tasks might involve significant transfer costs!' 
FinaH y, for the police at least, the opportunity costs of enforcing the mari
juana Jaws simply may be low. Insofar as police use unspecialized resources 
for marijuana enforcement, they may forgo very little deterrence and ap
prehension of non-marijuana criminals. As Kaplan himself notes in an
other context, a large number of marijuana arrests are mere by-products 
of investigations of other crimes." 

B. Selective Enforct:mr:nt Costs 

By Kaplan's accounting, another legal cost of the marijuana laws de
rives from their inevitably selective enforcement. 

Since there are far too many marijuana violators for the police to arrest or 
even investigate more than a small fraction, the police are forced to pick and 

IS. It may well be: truc that the tn incidence on individual taxpayers' of the enforcement Ctists 
of an)' one crimi":!1 law are so slight that the taxp;tycrs do not uke those costs into consideration in 
formina an opinion: about the 1000w • 

• 6. P.29. 
11. The resources could prolr.obly be ,hif'ed cheoply to the enforcement of other drug !, .... 

Whethrr .hey could be u,ed productively in th.t ClIp.city is another qu .. tion. 
18. P.164. 
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choose among possible violators. The existence on the books of laws turning .a 
large proportion of the citizenry into criminals allows, indeed invites, the police 
to arrest for marijuana violations those who [sic] they feel should be dealt-with 
for entirely different reasons." 

Contrary to Kaplan's analysis, 1,; may bl"- inappropriate to attribute the 
problems of selective enforceJriefttto any! ~wlar set of laws. Selective 
enforcement is best viewed as a consequence of the large gap between full 
enforcement of all penal laws and our actual enforcement level.2

• So long 
as there is a substantial gap, selective enforcement is possible and probable. 
But the marginal selective enforcement costs of any particular law may 
be slight.21 If Jerry Rubin had not been arrested three times for marijuana 
violations," he, like many of us, could probably have been arrested for 
something else. Since Kaplan finds the marijuana situation analogous to 
Prohibition, it seems worth noting that AI Capone was convicted of tax 
evasion because the government wanted to halt his Prohibition violations, 
among other things, not vice versa. . 

C. Negative Effects on the Police 

Kaplan argues that the marijuana laws pose a dilemma for enforcement 
agents. The police are told to enforce a victimless crime generally com
mitted in private" and, at the same time, are ordered to respect a series 
of constitutional guarantees which protect individual privacy and dignity: 
"Since the police cannot possibly do both, they tend to focus their resent
ment on the guarantees that interfere with the performance of their duties, 
rather than upon the duties themselves."" 

Why enforcing the marijuana laws is a policeman's duty but abiding 
by constitutional guarantees is not, is left unexplained. Nor is evidence 

, offered that police tend to opt for the enforcement horn of the dilemma. 
Kaplan simply concludes that the marijuana laws, to a "considerable ex
tent," have caused the erosion of police respect for constitutional prin
ciples,'". , . 

It is doubtful that American police had more than their present degree 
of respect for constitutional principles before marijuana violations became 
significant,'" In addition, search and,seizure limitations and other constitu-

'9· P.40 ' 
20. Stet e.g., Goldstein, supra note to, at 58~9. 
2/. See Remington 6< Rosenblum, Th, Criminal 1.IIft} 4.;/ tM UKitl4tiVt Pr"",u, 1960 ILL. LoP. 

48',4?4. 
22. S~e p. -40. 
23. p. ,p. uter, however, Kaplan argues th:lt we cannot expect the mariju:lna laws to t.ptoe 

quietly inro desuetude becau3e many marijuana violations are diKovucd in publk and the police 
CAnnot ignore these. Pp. 363..{)4. 

'4· P.4" 
15. ld. 

~ 26. One expert has Rtgucd that American law enforcement has o:tW3YS been characteiized by 
reniloD between the desire Cor police adherence to the rule of law or constitutional principle., on the 
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tional principles inimical to marijuana enforcement are of recent origin 
and could hardly have been internalized as values by the police before 
marijuana use became prevalent. Kaplan's argument, then, can be reduced 
to the unsupported assertion that without the marijuana laws these values 
might have been internalized to a greater degree than they have been. 

Interestingly, Kaplan suggests that police resentment of constitutional 
principles is undesirable even when confined to the realm of opinion.1T He 
is concerned, it appears, that police opinions might have negative legal or 
social consequences. In this context, consideration of the possible impact 
of marijuana repeal on police morale might have been appropriate. 

D. Dimjnjsh~d R~sp(ct for Law 

Kaplan takes the position that the marijuana laws have caused dimin
ished respect for law in our society . 

• In part because marijuana,users - unlike cheaters - do not rationalize their 
use of the drug as an aberrant event unrelated to their total personality [sic], it 
.becomes especially unhealthy for their society to declare them serious eriminals. 
It is obvious that when any society criminalizes such II large percentage of its 
young people, it raises very serious social problems .• We do not know whether 
thO$c who violate such serious criminal laws will thereby become more likely to 
violate others. It mayor may not be true that the ser.ond crime becomes easier
though it is perhaps no coincidence that the Prohibition era and the present are 
two of the most lawless periods of our history. It is hard to see, however, how a 
realization that one has comrnitted what is officially a very serious crime can fail 
to engender at If'~st II somewhat more generalized lack of respect for both the 
law and the society that has so defined his action.'· 

Since Professor Kaplan offers no explicit definition of respect for law 
and makes no inquiry into the extent and significance of the diminished 
respect engendered by the marijuana laws, it is impossible to verify his con
clusion that diminished respect for law should be counted as a serious cost 
of those laws. Because respect for law is an elusive concept, it would be 
unfair to expect a precise estimate of changes in the respect-for-Iaw variable 
caused by the marijuana laws. Nevertheless, in what purports to be a cost
benefit analysis, some attempt at defining respect for law and suggesting 
ways of measuring changes in it seems called for'" In order to generate 

one hand. and the dem:rnd Cor haw and ord!"r or police: efficiency, on the other. :aut, substantive ,norms 
such p. the marijuana Jaws seem to h3'YC madt: only a marginal contribution to police disregard for 
consritulional limits on their conduct. The major dc:u:rminants. of this dill"tlard are an Amc:riQ1.n work 
ethic which insists on discretionary power even for lowly buruucratic workers, a technical, dficicnq'
orienu:d T:ltbcr uuon valucoOricntcd sense of profcuionalism t and communit,. dcm2nds for ) •• ud 
order ot .ny cooi.l. SKoLNlcK,IcrncE WlTlioUT Tal ... (1966), esp. ch. II. 
~~~ ~. 
~~~. .. 
~9. The cosr·knCh! .nal),i. of kJid.!ion p .... um.bly ... Iu!e. that Ieai,brion in trrm, of its 

real corr-,;cqucnCei. Of coune the extent and .i,nincance of some consequences cln be estim:::.ted on I, 
ycry roushly. But this limitation should onl)' operate beca .... the emt of ,.thmn, particular dati is 
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means for evaluating Kaplan's conclusion 01\ this issue, some analysis of 
respect for law will be undertaken here. 

Presumably, respect for law is a factor-perhaps the major factor-in 
the effectiveness with which a legal system influences behavior. At present, 
however, we have litde understanding of the sources of effectiveness of 
legal systems. One cluster of theories suggests that effectiveness is a function 
of popular reaction to substantive norms and their enforcement. Among 
these are "behavioral theories" and certain "legitimacy theories" of law.'· 
We shall consider how a respect-far-law variable might be defined under 
both these set~ of theorb. 

I. The b,haflioral theory and non-enforccmcnt. 

A behavioral theory of law would suggest that the legal system controls 
conduct through reward, punishment, conditioning, and coercion.11 From 
this perspective, an argument that the marijuana la~s have diminished 
respect for law might be phrased as follows: Insofar as marijuana sellers 
and users find they can violate the laws with impunity, they become more 
likely to commit other crimes because they discount the threat of punish
ment for other violations. Accordingly, the e."(tent to which the marijuana 
laws cause a reduction in general respect for law might be measured by the 
extent to which marijuana violations go unpunished or the extent to which 
the marijuana laws are unenforced. 

Even if respect for law is properly understood in these behavioral terms, 
however, there is Httle reason to suppose that unpunished violanonsof one 
penal law lead inexorably to violations of others. Pr~fessor Packer, who 
admits that "respect for law is a somewhat vague concept at best," dis
cusses it in these terms." He finds it unlikely that perception of the law's 
inability to control gambling, for example, has much effect on the deterrent 
efficacy of laws prohibiting, say, robbery. Police inability or relucmnce to 
enforce a particular law would probably be the basis of a perception that 
another law will be unenforced only when there was a similar explanation 
for non-enforcement in both cases. Insofar as marijuana violations go uno, 

11>0 higb to rnalte it worthwhile, or !!<cause of \tChnological deficiencies in our dara·gathering apa· 
city, It is difficult to justify the inclusion in I coot·benefit walysi. of eliecu lik. diminished r .. peet lot 
l.aw, which are based on nriabltsdefined so • ."..Iy thlt «-Delusions about them could not be veri. 
lied under .ny circumsuntes. To be sure, there il a thin line betw""" <he, p(ai$eworlhy task of loati", 
previoudy misundentood or UMOtkcd consequences of lepl phenomena, even if they Cannot be 
undenlOOd clearly II' yet, ud drawin, infer.-. for 1.,.1 policy from csscntially mtl'pbys;cal eon; 
apU. 

30. For • di!cuuion of altttnati.e thtori .. of kalrimaey, tee I'ricdm .... o~ UpI lJff<l.,,..-. 
"" aUTax., L. Rav. I', ag-,3 ('969). Of _ity, Ibm tIMorles will ba diacuJsed luperfic;lal1yace! 
only insofar II they apply to Xaplan's handling of th~ TC1pect·for.!tw Issue. 

)1. 'This JPPtoacb s«ms mott useful "~,, applied to ~ more munda .. ar ... of huttlJn octI,ity. 
For Ibe clas.ic application of beha.ioral theories C<! leiil'l control of automobile tnJIic, S<l' Moon. II, 
Callahan, [.Qw oJ 1.<"';0, TMoty: A $,"y i. ulol Co."ol, 53 You L.J. 1(1943)' 

3" H. PACSP".".. _'0, lIuU-!9. 

," 
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P'- fished because the victimless nature of the crime makes enforcement 
t1ifficult, marijuana users might be encouraged to commit other victimless 
crimes. But this is a trivial problem: users and non-users alike can perceive 
011 independent grounds that victimless crimes are difficult to enforce. On 
tile other hand, if users consider marijuana non-enforcement a sign of gen
eral police incompetence or shorthandedness, diminished respect costs may 
be more seyere. Some of these costs may be short-term, however, disappear
ing as marijuana users learn "the hard way" that other laws are b!:t.ter 
enforced. 

2. The legitimacy theory-cnforcement, enactment, and repeal. 

A second understanding of respect for law arises from a "legitimacy 
theory" of the effectiveness of legal systems. According to one such theory, 
the effectiveness of legal controls is.a function of the "goodwill~' the system 
enjoys among mem~ers of society, and this goodwill, manifested by an 
attitude of obedience or respect for law, is built on the popular perception 
that the values embodied in substantive law are acceptable." Under this 
approach, when a legal norm conflicts with values held by many persons, 
generalized respect for law among them tends to decrease, and the effec
tiveness of the legal system is impaired'" 

That Professor Kaplan adopts this understanding of respect for law 
seems clear from his approving quotation of the following letter from a 
psych,ologist discussing student attitudes toward the marijuana laws: 

More seriously, their attitudes generalize into a general disrespect for law. 
Their "reasoning," although it is not quite as logical as the statement .implies, runs 
something along the line, "This law is stupid and unjust; probably a lot of other 
laws are stupid and unjust. I am not going to be too concerned about violating 
this law-or other laws that seem to interfere with my total freedom." [Thus] a 
general disrespect for law is engendered." 

There are serious problems with Kaplan's inclusion of diminished re
spect for law, under the legitimacy theory, as a major cost of the marijuana 
laws. First, conflict between marijuana laws and individual or group values 
may not. be the exclusive cause of the disrespect for law prevalent among 

------~---~-------------~. 
33. From this perspective. substantive due process may be viewed as g stratcaic consideration in 

the attrmpt to maintain Icaal d'f'ectivrntss. Usc of sUPstantive due process to invalidate widely' or 
intcn~cty unpopUlar legal norms may operate as a gu;:lrantor or leg;.1 effectiveness, For a recent CIU 
(or the ~pplicati('ln of subuantive due ptocess to those criminal law norms that (reate yktirnfen 
crimC'~,. sec P.cker. TAt lfirnl 01 tAt Crim;ntl[ Usw R~lJiliJtd: A Plt6/or" N~", Look til "S""Jtanl;"~ 
DII' I'roUII," H S. C" .. L.IlEv. 490 (i971). 

34. Those who ·.iol.te the· l.g.1 norm and ,.hose values conflict with it have been tormcd 
"enemy deviants," Enemy devianti, as contrasted with repentant deviants, lick deviants, Ind cynical 
dc.\,j~nts (prore~sion;11 criminals), arc said ro present a threat to the legitimacy of th~ normative order. 
CIJ,fldd, Moral PiJJJt1i(: Th~ Symbolic' Prot~u in Public Ikl;inlltions 0/ ~"janCl, 15 SOCIAL PAOlI. 
In (196,). . . 

35· P.34. 
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young people. Extralegal factors play be important as well. Rapid social 
change and alienation, the Vietnam war, and host;Iity to all constraints on 
individual freedom, for example, may be prime determinants of this dis
respect. Frem this perspective, disenchantment with the marijuana laws 
may be largely a manifestation of pre-existing disrespect and may con
tribute to that disrespect marginally or not at all.·' 

Second, because Kaplan is unclear on how an unpopular law might 
trigger diminished respect, itis difficult to estimate the diminished-l'espect
for-law costs' of particular laws. Itis possible that enforcement of lmpopular 
norms is the triggering mechanism.1T Persons who have values antithetical 
to those embodied in a legal norm may lose respect for law only insofar 
2S enforcement of the norm constrains them from acting according to 
their values. It is also pJausible, however, that the mere enactment of a law 
which contravenes the moral values of a subculture generates diminished 
respect for law among members of that group," Indeed, Professor Kaplan 
himself suggests that the mere enactment or existence of the marijuana 
laws causes diminished respect for law among users." 

Further, if the mere enactment or existence of a legal norm antithetical 
to the values of some group can cause diminished respect for law in that 
group, there is no a priori reason to suppose.that repeal of a legal norm 
which comports with the values of a substantial sc;gment of society would 
not have similar effects.'· This has obvious implications for the marijuana 
case. A large number of Americans clearly consider marijuana use im
proper and still support the marijuana laws. , Professor Kaplan does not 
consider the effect of the marijuana laws on respect for law among these 
people. But if respect for law is properly defined according to the legiti
macy theory, and if respect-far-law effects flow from enactment-and p0-

tentially, therefore, from repeal as well-this effect is a relevant considera
tion. Since Kaplan's ultimate conclusion is that the marijuana laws sl:{~ld 

. be repealed, his analysis of respect for law should have focused on the rela-
36. While Kaplan clearly recogniuos that ext ... lega! factors may be determin~nts of di,respect for 

law, he docs not consider the possihm,y that, given such extralegal factors. the nc:gatiy~ imp~t of 
the marijUana I.,., on respect for law might be .light. 

37. Using this approach, the diminishe~'tcopect·lor·low w.n of different law, wuld I:<: fill-
"mated by multiplying the enforcement "te of eoch (.rr~tt or tonviction,/.iol$tors), by the number 
of encmy..dcviant violators of it, and, perhaps, 'W u>me index of the inte~r.it)' with which thest vw.. 
lllors hold values antithetical to tho,e embodied in the law. A more lOphistic.ted estimate would 
include a measure of the average punishment borne by convicted violatQrs. 

38. Mere enactment of Prohibition rna, ""ve a<nerated such a, r.klion amonlr Catholic and/or 
u.rb:th liWctS." s~~ J. GUtFIELD, Sy.w.OI.IC C'-USADE 67-68 (J,6jj. Insofar .as enaefment is the 
triagoring mechanism for diminished r .. peet for law, One mi,ht .. timate the dimin;.hed.r .. pect 
(osu of an unpopUlar lega! norm ,imply by the number 01 enemy deviant. from Ihe rldrm and the 
intensity of their hostility to it . 

• .39. In dl!Gussln, the efl~tsof the marijuana laWS on marijuana u'en I"nerally, rath .. ~ • 
• imply on lhos~ Us<;rs who pave ~ •• rrested, Kaplan says, "Each member of this far lara<f !IfOUI' 
b .. I><en at lea.1 p3tlially .lienated from' our .ociety by the facl that even thoulh he ha. not been 
caught, he has nonethdt!rS been m;adc imo ~ criminal." ,p~ 3:Z~ , 

40. $«, t.", J. GUtFIELD, S14pr4 nOte 38, at 128. 

(] c 
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tive diminished-respect-for-law costs of retaining the laws and repealing 
them. Such an approach might have led Kaplan to recommend not speedy 
repeal. but legislative inaction until sufficiently strong norms of tolerance 
for marijuana use develop; so that subsequent repeal would involve small 
respect-for-law costs. 

Rather than addressing these empirical issues, Kaplan takes a normative 
tack, arguing that repeal should not be perceived as an official approval of 
marijuana use because the costliness of the laws constitutes grounds for 
repeal independent of the propriety of marijuana use." This "approach vio
lates the tenets of cost-benefit methodology. If a respect-for-law variable 
is to have a proper place in the cost-benefit analysis of legal phenomena, 
it must be: given empirical content. The question is how marijuana repeal 
would be received, not how it should be perceived. 

To be sure, there are pragmatic reasons to suppose that diminished
respect-for-law costs generated by speedy IJ:larijuana repeal would be slight. 
One might argue, for example, that those who approve of the marijuana 
laws tend to be our most law-abiding citizens, and that even if repeal 
diminished their respect for law, it would do so only to a subIiminal degree. 
Repeal, in other words, would not render problematic the law-abidingness 
of t.hose who disapprove of marijuana use. A counterargument, of course, 
is that even minor reductions in respect for law among a majority of 
Americans might be harmful. 

One might also argue that disapproval of marijuana use is a demon
strably indefensible moral.position, because, as Kaplan shows, marijuana 
usc is relatively harmless to users and other members of society. Further 
dissemination of information about the relative harmlessness of marijuana 
will cause a transformation of values so that, in a short time, few people 
will be "offended" by marijuana repeal." This position relies on the ques
tionable assumption that most people adopt moral values and attitudes on 
the basis of rational inquiry and utilitarian ethics. But religious training, 
peer group and community pressures, and the media may be strong factors 
in attitude formation. Long before national Prohibition came into being, 

. "reasonable men" understood that moderate consumption of alcohol was 
relath·ely harmless. This knowledge did not prevent adoption of the Eigh
teenth Amendment. 

3- Conclusions abotll respect for law. 

Respect for law is an enormously complex concept. Since we do .not 
adequately understand the sources of a legal system's effectiveness, we can 

41. Pp. 3'2-'3; c/. H. PACi<U, nil"" note 10, at 304. For criticism of Profeuor Pocker', handlina' 
of the repeal problem, see Griffith., Boo<t R ... ,,,,, 79 Y'L~ L.1"'3!8, '46. It 0.291 ('970) • 

.p. P •• !. 
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make no confident choice among conflicting definitions and measurement 
techniques for a respect-for-Iaw variable. If a behavioral theory of law 
correctly explains the effectiveness of legal systems, diminished res~ct for 
law would be primarily a function or non-enforcement. On the other 
hand, under the legitimacy theory, diminished respect for law is caused 
by the enforcement or perhaps the mere existence of unpopular norms. Of 
course both the behavioral and the legitimacy theory may have merit; an 
effective legal system may require substantial degrees of both coercive 
power and goodwill. If this is true, the marijuana laws may indeed cause 
significantly diminished respect for law, since many marijuana violations 
go unpunished, but the laws do exist and often :u-e enforced. If the legiti
macy theory has merit, however, it is plausible that repeal of the marijuana 
laws might cause disrespect for law among those who disapprove of mari
juana use. It is difficult to say, therefore, whether retention or repeal of the 
marijuana laws involves larger diminished-respect costs. 

The discomforting aspect of a respect-for-Iaw variable is its simultaneous 
vagueness and wide relevance to social issues. Surely there is no good reason 
to limit its applicability to criminal law policy'" Whether one favors a be
havioral or legitimacy theory of law, respect for law seems vitally rele
vant to such issues as gun control, desegregation, and civil rights-areas in 
which legal control is difficult and legal intervention likely to be simul
taneously hailed and despised. For the presep.t, inclusion of respect.for-Iaw 
considerations in debate on such issues is likely to spread more confusion 
than light. In many instances, the behavioral and legitimacy theories will 
have very different policy implications." 

III. SocIAL CosTS AND BENEFITS 

Professor Kaplan argues that the marijuana laws have certain social 
costs besides those incurred specifically by the legal system. For example, 
by discouraging research on the effects of marijuana," by forcing' drug 
educators to be dissimulating in their evaluations of ~arijuana,·· and by 

~3. Professor Michelman', analysis of "demoralizAtion costs" as a product of condemnatipp. of 
property without tompenwion is an mtercslin.i application 01 the respect-for·l.w contept to property 
law. See Miehc1man, IUpra note 10. at 1214-tS. 

44. There .r. I.ws, for example, which an be c/tec:tivcly ",nlorced but which embody "<If 
unpopular norms. Thus in the I.te 19th century, the Federal iOv<rnment W2jled • crus~de _,.but 
polygamous reiationshipo amoDg Mormons in Utah. Polyg.my I.w. could be enforced with same e/fee. 
tiveoe$s bcc01use the government controlled impolUnt incidents of marr;2ge-aivorce, legitimacy of 
children, and inheritance-and beeau", it w .. often difficult 10 k«1J polygamoul relationships .ecret 
0_ a period of ,.an. On the other hand, the la_ were e~trcmdy unpapull,. Ltr",ly because of 
the hierarchic.1 .trueture of the Mormon community, polYIamou. marriaacs wetC ""entually curtailed. 
The point is, however, that the behavioral and legitimacy !hear;", when applied W this .itu.tion, 
would ,enetate di/l'erenr predictions of the respect-!or·l.w """Is of the iOvetntucnt <ru .. d .. Su ,.,.. 
wilily Linford, Til; Mar",,,,,, IJwtllll. r...",: Tk PolYltuny C4J<, (pll. 1-2), 9 UTAH L. lIa.,., JOS, 
543 (I964~'>, . 'C' 

. 4'. Pp. S3"'4, xS6. 
46. Pp·3'1-38. 
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placing police, of whom young people are often suspicious, ;n the role of 
educators," the marijuana laws hamper our drug-education effort. Further, 
and quite ironically, the laws may encourage use o£genuinely dangerous 
drugs. Since our constrained drug-education effort results in too little 
explicit distinctiolJ. between marijuana and other drugs, young people re
main naive about the variable hazards of different drugs. Since users know 
that marijuana is illegal but believe it is harmless, they may tend to consider 
other sanctioned drugs harmless as well. Also, since the marijuana laws do 
limit somewhat th" supply of the drug, imprudent users may be "forced" 
br the Jaws to seek "hard'! drugs because marijuana is unavailable.!" 

Although Kaplan's arguments that the marijuana laws hamper drug 
education and indirectly encourage use of dangerous drugs seem sound, 
they are supported by little empirical evidence. Therefore, the extent of 
these social·costs is unclear. It may be that we now have upon us a genera
tion of drug cognoscenti, so that these social costs are not great. However, 
as long as drug exposure continues to trickle down to younger and more 
naive users, these costs will probably remain significant. 

A. Symbolic Functions 

Interestingly enough, Professor Kaplan detects certain social conse
quences of the marijuana laws which he does not include in his cost-bene
fit analysis. These are the so-called "symbolic functions"'· of the laws. 

To undmtand how issues other than the costs and benefits of the law intrude 
into the marijuana question, we must appreciate the symbolic function of the law. 
}:ot only d~s the criminal law exert direct controls on behavior through deter
rence and through removal of offenders from the community, but it often ha~ a 
far broader impact .••• Even where the law does not inhibit illegal I,lehavior. 
it stamps as .•. inferior those groups that tolerate the behavior." . 

On first impression, Kaplan's unexplained exclusion of the symbolic 
functions of the marijuana laws from his cost-benefit analysis seems in
consequential. Since these symbolic functions ostensibly involve only the 
arbitrary denomination of somt: social groups as inferior (which could 

'I'. P. 38. That the mariju.na I .... s h.mper our drug education effort may be • minor COlt of 
tho •• I.ws. Th. >criou.ne" of the co.t presum.bly depends on Ih. benefits of unh.mpered drug edu. 
<:Ilion. We have very lillie knOwlcidge of lhe extent to which drug education programs ",duc< drug 
.bu",. 

48. Pp.216-19 • 
.. 9- The tetms "symbolic lcgisb.rion" :and "symbolic functiom" of law are fraught with ambl. 

IIIIlty. Symbolic legisl.tion. for example ... oometimes used to re(er to l.ws tho.t may be directly instru
m~l\u.t jn dttcrrin.J certain eondu. ct, but the: conduct deterred is symbolic or expressive: in nature. 
Laws prohibiting fI2&' desecration, draft c:lrd burning, and pcrhlps consumption of alcohol or mari.~ 
juan."l- fit into this ateaory. Sometimes, howeyer, the term symbolic legislation is applied to laws 
whieh nstensibly .re inlended to curb inotrumenlal behavior. but which actually .. rYe only 10 symbol. 
ize dis~pproval of that behavior and render, ~ui~~t those members of society who disapprp,e of 
the beh.vior. S •• Edelman. SytNbo/11ItUi Po/II".! ()ummt< •• 54 A ... POL. Sa. P.zv. 6g5. 7o~ (1960). 

50. PP.]-4. 
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hardly be socially beneficial), and since Kaplan's ultimate conclusion is 
that the marijuana iaws result in a net social cost, the exclusion cannot 
have biased the results. 

However, a categorical denial that the symbolic functions of laws can be 
socially beneficial is unfounded. Kaplan's recognition of the symbolic 
functions of the marijuana laws derives from a study of Prohibition by 
Joseph Gusficld, a sociologist." According to Gusfield, Prohibition did not 
su~cessfully curb consumption of alcohol but served as a denigration of 
Catholics and other predominantly urban ethnic groups while affirming 
the life-styles of rural Protestants and "native" Americans. This is the 
kind of negative or neutral symbolic consequence that Kaplan finds with 
the marijuana laws-their existence is perceived as denigrating the life
styles of hedonists, radicals, those who question authority, and in large 
part the. younger generation'" But Gusfield also hints that some laws 
which have essentially symbolic rather than instrumental functions may be 
useful in a highly pluralistic society. 

The evasion of normative patterns occurs when a pattern of behavior regularly 
eXp!'cted in the society is performed and is unpunished although the written, 
publicly stated norms of the society call for punishment and proscribe the be
havior .••• 

Williams has interpreted i:lStitutionat evasion as functional in a society of 
great cultural inconsistencies. Those groups who adhere to the public norm see it 
upheld at the public level while those whose cultural norms are offended are able 
to pursue the behavior they find legitimate. Conflict between the two groups iJ 
thus minimized. The existence of. divergent and potentially conHicting cultures 
"does not necessarily constitute any particular problem for the society as II whole 
so long as the two groups are not in direct interaction and do not directly confront 
one another's dific:ring ·orientations ... •• 

Thus, certain laws, operating as symbols, may serve to reduce social 
conflict." It is at least arguable that such conflict reduction would constitute 
a social benefit. In light of Gusfie1d's discussion, it is puzzling mat Kaplan 
does not consider the possible cor4qict-redu~tion benefits of the marijuana 
laws. Of course, the older and younger genetations whose conflict is sym
bolized by the marijuana issue may be forced to confront one another', 
values and behavior so openly and frequently that the laws do not serve 
to reduce the level of c,?nflict between them.·' This caveat suggests that 

sr. J. GUSflELD,'II",4note3S ptJlli",. 
s~. pp.6-r6. . 
53. J.GU"'~LD,"'''''JlO~4, •• 1 U5.· 

. 54. The theory thaI "patterned .... 'ion olllOtlIIs" j, useful in • plu ... listie _iety mar be rob-
ti~ly inapplicable to industrialized, mobil. sod.tie> like OUR, in whidt «>ntrnding culm .... UlC'licabl, 
ha"" brood contaCt with OM another. The tM>ry miaht m(lil condition. ill oocktia wh .... c:o • .....s-
iDe wltur ...... territoriall,segrqatal. . 

55. Contrast th. aeneralioual c6n8ict .:rmbo1im1 by the marijUaAa 1. .... far oumpIe. '/rilh doe 
predominandy urban.fUl1l! ",lit Oft th. Prohibition ;,sue. . 
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the conJlict-reduction consequences of marijuana legislation are difficult to 
measure and weigh, and, perhaps, that they could justifiably be excluded 
on these practical grounds from the cost-benefit analysis. However, since 
Kaplan elects to include the diminished-respect-for-Iaw costs of the mari
juana laws in his analysis, and since those costs seem as difficult to evaluate 
as the laws' symbolic functions, we must conclude that the latter are 
omitted for theoretical rather than practical reasons. 

There are two plausible theoretical explanations for Kaplan's handling 
of the ~ymbolic functions of the marijuana laws. First, he may share with 
Professor Packer an a priori belief that the criminal process has certain 
essential purposes and should serve no other "covert" functions. According 
to Professor Packer: 

The function of the criminal sanction is to help prevent or reduce socl;\Iy un
desirable conduct through the deteCtion, apprehension, prosecution, and punish
ment of offenders. This is the only function that its rationale permits and this 
is the only function with which its proceSses are adequately equipped to deal. 
However, a number of covert functions have made an appearance, in some cases 
coming close to monopolizing the resources devoted to enforcing particular crim
inal proscriptions." 

11m.; Packer recognizes that invocation of the criminal process some
times must be understood as serving symbolic or otherwise covert functions. 
His reasons for considering these functic;ms invariably undesirable remain 
unclear, however. Certainly the categorical and a priori nature of this ap
proach seems antithetical to the cost-benefit methodology which Kaplan 
e~ploys, and anyone who happens to disagree with the approach might 
be justified in considering Kaplan's analysis incomplete.1f 

A second reason for Kaplan's not including symbolic functions of law 
in his cost-benefit analysis might be the difficulty of placing such symbolic 
functions of law as the reduction of conflict between generations or sub
cultures into a utilitarian, cost-benefit framework. Utilitarianism is some
thing more than the assertion that the social costs and benefits of actions 
can be determined scientifically; it is, in other words, more than a method. 
Utilitarianism is also the theory that the social good is nothing more than 

56. H. PACKER, IUprll note: 10, at 293. For a more direct I!ttack on the we of law to .serve sym
bolic functions, ICC L. FULLU.j THE MO"ALITY OF LAw (1964). '1f, as·sometimes seems to be: the case, 
IaWl prohibiting tbe oak of contraceptiv..- are kept on the books II • kind of .ymbolic act, ,..ith the 
knowl""'ge that they will not and cannot be enforced, lejf:ll morality i.-.• erioo.ly affect""'. nere is no 
W3Y to quarantine this contagion Igainst a sprc:ld (0 other parts of the ltgal system. It is unfortu .. 
nately a familiar polilical ttChnique to r.'acate one interest by, passin. a statute, O1nd to appease an 
opflO'>ing interat by lravin. tbe ,!atute ar .. ly unenforced." rd. It '53. Wbile it is cI .. r that tbe use 
of Jaw to serve symbolic Of otherwise covert functions involves legat "COsts such as IClectivc enforce .. 
ment, it hardly follows .thlt .uch use of law is never justified. Ultimltely tbe Packer·Fuller- position 
must rest on ,,,. '''~'ment that the end. served by Ju.h use of law are never worthwhile when 
weighed ag.i.6IflhO'IW'.lco ..... nerated. ' 

57. ct. Gtillith',)lipr. note 41, at 146. 6: n.291. 
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maximization of the aggregated welfare of the individual members of 
society,,8 A utilitarian will tend to consider as costs and benefits of penal 
laws oIlly those consequences which involve harm and the prevention of 
harm to specific individuals. Because he views society as atomistic, the 
utilitariarl has no theoretical wedge into the problems of cultural conflict 
and no tools for analyzing the conflict-reduction consequences of particular 
legal norms. . 

Some of the'recentcriticism of laws which create "victimless" crimes 
has been based on the practical difficulty .of enforcing those laws. Much of 
it, however, flows from a utilitarian ethic. The typicil argument is that 
laws proscribing certain sexual conduct, laws against marijuana use, and 
sumptuary laws in general have little or no utility because they proscribe 
conduct which results in harm to no specific individuals. But according 
to a long line of sociological literature, a utilitarian ethIc generates insuffi
cient social order; some ritual and symbolism is necessary to contain social 
conflict and reinfon:e social cohesion"· Even. if this "organic theory" of 
society is correct, of course, penal law may still be an impropa" repository 
for ritual and symbols. "But Kaplan neither argues against the organic 
theory nor defends an exemption for penal law from its application. Con
ceded, our current knowledge of. social control is insufficient for us to 
say with assurance that the organic theory is correct. But this argues for 
modesty and caution in formulating criminal law policy, not for ignoring 
the possible symbolic functions of penal laws. 

IV. a)NCLUSICJN' 

Professor Kaplan deserves unqualified praise for his rigorous analysis 
and critique of the prevailing theories that marijuana use is harmful. His 
book should be applauded as a pioneering effort, ~o evaluate legislation in 
a new and promising way. Rather than confining himself to a considera
tion of the desirability, in the abstract, of deterring marijuana use, Kaplan 
attempts a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of the actual legal and social 
consequences of the marijuana laws;'· As with early television IJr any other 
innovation, howe',er, the cost-benefit technology employed l).ae needs re-

58~ For criticism of the ~tomlstic aspect o!utilitarianism, "'" T. PAUO' .. , 1ins STI\llcnJalt "" 
Soc:I."ACTION 51-60 (3d ed. '968).. . . 

59. For a discussion of Emile .ou,khdm·, II'Pcoac.'> to these pfoblenu, ... T., i'A_Hs, lfIpr •. not/: 
,8, at 344-49, 402-<>3. Pcolmar 'Crilliths "as arll"ed that cer",in aims of '.he~"imin.1 la .... other titan 
me preyention of harm to individuals may be ncoociled with. utilitarian ethics. He considtrs "repre>
borioll"-the maiutenanc.c and reinforcement of the tnorality of • oociet)'--\uth an aim. At lean 'as a 
m~ttler of intellectual history this ~ition is q .... tion.ble. Ou,kheim's preoccupation, with sodal 

,<Ohesion and Ibe m~t dimension ofoociety ........ ntially a reaction It> utilitarianism. S •• ,Crifiths, 
"',...lIote "', at14'0' . 

60. AlthouJh nor Ilnpre«denttd, the cost-benefit approaeh has r.rely been used 10 ,entrlle 
lqpl poljcy r<COmmendations OIl llllior IOCiaI illu", For another tumpl., ate G. C ....... UI. T ... 
COonoP ACCro.NTI ('970). ''';) '. 

<., 
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finement. Our present understanding of the interrelationships of social 
institutions is so limited that many effects of the marijuana laws probably 
reverberate through society in currently trackless ways." Necessarily, there
fore. Kaplan's analysis is ~complete. It shollJd nonetheless be extremely 
e.ffective in generating more enlightened debate on. the marijuana issue 
than we have had heretofore. 

Even within the bounds of currently existing social theory, there are 
r;ertain problems with Kaplan's cost-benefit method which must be over;' 
!Come if it is to be generally accepted. In particular, Kaplan's handling of 
',the respect-for-Iaw concept and his unexplained segregation of the sym
bolic. functions of the marijuana laws from· his cost-benefit analysis need 
considerable clarification. For the present, Kaplan's vague assertions that 

, the marijuana laws cause diminished respect for law, rather than sensitiz
': ing the public to the costliness and limited capacities of law, leave him 
sounding rather like a lobbyist for the leg!!l system-one who equates his 
conception of a healthy legal system with the overall good of society. 

OJ...- Ooe: could, of course, conjure up a near infinite array of plawible pooitive and ncptive 
consequences of the marijuana laws which have not been given a place in Kaplan'. analysis. One 
might argue, for example, that one benefit of the marijuana laws is thn they bnve created consid
erable pressure for "donn of police practices, criminal coUrt practices, and the practices of' correction 
agencies. This mechanism em.lld be explained by the bet that marijuana violaton, 'in contr25t ,to vio
lators of moot criminal laws, -KIt: often from middllXlass families, and effective pressure for reform 
of the crimin21 process requires middle-d~s support. Kaplan can hardly be criticized for not consider
ing such speculatiVe! arguments, but their existence suggests that Kaplan's conclusions mwt be con .. 
aid.rod tentative. 
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THE TIME HAS COME, 

TO LEGALIZE MARIJUANA 

THE TJ~!E H. ... s come 10 elimin,"e 
('riminal l)Cnahies for the. use and 

distribution DC marijuana. 
In sa,-jng this f I do not mean to ad& 

\'O('art' <the use 0; marijuana or anr 
othl'f intoxicant. ~or do I denr that 
lnarijuana ma\' prO\'e to have $Orne 
detl'ilJumtal effect.'!' on phvsical or men· 
tal l)(>alth {though the .scanty c\'ideJ;1ce 
a\'ailable ,oda\' suggests that ma:ijuana 
i.~ prob3.btv leis harmful than altonoh. 
:\i\' position, Tather, is this: The Jaws 
against marijuana mu!t be repealed 
because they c.annot he enforced except 
at a cost which soc'id}' c?-nnot a.fford 
to pa,-, 

PlsCUSS\Ons of marijuana often bog 
dOl,'" in diiipute:J over ba.\ic facts. .~ 
recent la,\.' rc\,iC'\\' article has ~'itmnnar
i1.t'd much of wh.u is known about the 
drug!: 

~larijllana com~ from the flo\\-er-
• in.~ tOP$ or the 1(,3n's of the fcn:l3h, 

ht'lIIp plant •• ~. In the l.."mtrd 
Statl'::~ till' dried 1<,'31.'('$ arl' .~mnketl 
in (IJl' (orlll of a d~art'tte •• , .. or
C'nsiul'lalJ\' 1Ili:'({~d \rilh tobal·ro~ •. , 
'I'h.' I')'rrhic chan~'~ indtu:c.'d mry 
with tht· indiddua), hili l'xisting 
hlftnd, and "('n"\';ronmc.'nfa1 condi. 
tirm ... ·rhl" USt! .. J f'rr('('l~ arc hilarilY 
.lIul a !.wnt'ral hrcal;dot,\'n Q[ ('nu)
tinlHtI tl"ltainb, although ocrallion
.l~~\ ,111< individual \X'C'omt'5 quar .. 
lI':~HI'It', J *torlwm in pc.·rc('ption 
,'I ihlw .Hld ~):ll;'t .. h. (,ommon, and 
.lliditnn jlt'U"'I,tion", or a. rhrthmir 
!}.,tuw ;Ut' In;u\,,-dh' ;u:n,>nlu;I.lt-U\ 
'''.alinu ttl r;uheJ" f'stf'n!lh'c II!(,

.In\tU\!.! \\11\ .. ,\'1"00;; ••••• 
B,·\ltlJd Ilil"" r,~", ... it \\'(Jtlld b{' tlif .. 

1111th'tll "" .. HlP .\!.!I\,\'l1u'm noout ~ ... hnt 
Illariiq,lll.t j, III \\ h,ll it dpt':'. Howt'\'t'r. 
, III u:nt k1\lI\ .. lt'dl!i·\dt1('~ \,l'ftll\t ct'rtain 
I nndn .. !(lfl .... 111(1111 "hat 1I1l1riju;tna i!l 
1111/. ' ,. 

~brijuana i .. nut:l narcnlic. 

Tholl!.:h H1f~t .. r.ih· 1;1\\" t tt~~ih 'llilri~ 
luana ,\.'ith mlfl'(Ilk .. "III h ~l" Iwwill ,lIId 
~Ipillrn. In:tri;ClIln..I l;wL, 'tlfI~1 fI,~. tIll' 

~t) 

by ArthUrD. H.llman 

important characteristics of thr trut' 
narcQtics. It dDe$ not produce physical 
dependence or addiction. l)iscontim!
ance oC Use doe.s not rc,uJt in wilhdraw .. 
a1 $fmptoms, l.'r.crs do not require e\"~r 
larger doses in order to obl:.in a '~hip;h:"~ 
indeed, vcry'small doses may suffice for 
the experienced ust'r~ • 
There D '00 evidence- that usc of mari
juana leads to the we of heroin QT otha 
.trongerdrugs. 

It is true that many b"1oin addicts, 
perhaps a. majority, beo:.{in with rnari~ 
juana OIInd pr~ess te r the uharder" 
drugs, .But to conclude, (rom this that 
someone who uses marijuana w.i11 prob .. 
ably takt up the 11~ of heroin ~ con
trary to Jogic 'as well 35 .('xpCflen(l.' .. 
Lo¢calJy, the .argument Y("I$ on tnt' fal. 
lacy known itS thr undistributed mid· 
d!c. ~"nd the ('\'id('nte tod~r indic:llcS 
that million~ pr indidduals ha\'\' ~1l1o~l-d 
marijuann l"a!\unlh' or Tt·Jt\\larl\' whhou\ 
C'o'C'r rcwrting to ill!' tr'Ut' nurfoties, 

There i.O( no e\'idcncc that the tne of 
marijuana lead .. to crimC1; ~r \·iolencc. 

Hl'rc 3gain Jl1arijuao.\ differs (TOm 
.tht' hard .narcoli('.J,. Thl~ lwrnin atlclkt 
~(luin'5 '-'\'t.'r 13rgl'r dO$e~ of nn r~pt'11-
lIiw c01l1mooity. Ofte-n ht' ('an 5l1pp1r 
hi!\ n('t'(l on1r lhroll,o;h eriHU'. But mari· 
jll3na i!l nol addirlin' ;lnd it I~ rM h'!t!io 
l'XIX'n51\'i! dial! hl'foin, "'irltt:tl1y l'\'t'r~' 
. ,wdr. sl31'Iing with till' famnu!I LaGmu
dia ·i(;,CII1lIUittct·, Rt'porl- of H»f, hal' 
found tilt' c\-jdt'nct' in",d~lual(' to ~1Ih. 
~tanti.'He lh~ rl'IJUt:nion of marijnann 
(01 in('iting I~ptc to <inli~'illl ;!.C'!S, 

Othf.'r qlit'!O\\Om rt"l{'\'~\n\ 11'" \ht' l~!iul' 
of h'!:ali/ing marijllana ('annot 1,.. an-
1Wl-n:d .n ihi:4 '1m\'! ~l\\\\' m;;\" ')t' jut-
IKl:t~ihl{' (0 ah!\wr. . 

What .,;, Ih. Ic)nj:-'<ni' pli)>iolonicl1 
and p'~'chi~triC' drrC1 .. of marijuana? 

lk~i;I.I!"U J"'>i.'an.'h llil~ ,Ix,t-'n w Iimitrd, 
"t"" '··j·(HI~' "j" Imn,,"11 "('\'~'n ;\hnllt till' 
.. Iwi-r·it'nll "m'(,I~, '111t,' Pn'si,\t'nt'" {:UIII
llIiW'c.i '111 I.aw F.llfon'(·rnt'rtl~ .,rll't ~lItt~ 
!W~tjnlt Ill.II w;\rijU:lIIit I'HuM I'l'lih,lhh 

ARTHUR D. HELiMA..Y. ana
tit-, of ~~ru' l"orkj is n gradual.'
of Ifa,va,,1 Colft'R(' il"d }~al,' La.t· 
School. HI' .$l'~l't'd Jor J war 11.( 
d clf,,1: ta AS.fOdaft' lu.fti(,; Jo",('( 
C. Olis of thc' .. Uir",,·J(Jla Suprc'''''' 
Court br/(m' joIning till' {oculi", 
0/ William MiI(/"./1 Col/'·e'· of 

f:co~~tf/!%~n~~z.!;jc'L:b~~L~~~ 
and LOCQi' Gptrfnmr'nl. Hr' s(rr.'t'd· 
on tiff rJilpTuif'bpord bJ ,{II' Har~ 
\'am Crim;?~. U'OS cily ~ditor 0/ a 
jnltdl daily nl'u:spaprr 1;1 uJISIaCt 
S"u' fork a,M /Ja.r l('orkt-d Jor lilt 
~{!fiollcl Labor Rt'la.ti'Ht,( Board. 

be bc.sl classified M a "mild hallucino-
f:;en:' C'ol1tinut'd: 
'[Hjallucinations afl' only nnl' of 

man" dft'Ct5 the drug can (,1'txhJn>. 
It Cart impair ju~gnlt'n! nod J11t'II1~ 
OM'; it can (,a use an~l~t\'. conCtI~ 
~jon, or di$Or.it'lltation:. and it r"oln 
illdu('l' ll'mporarr p'>'('hotic- ~·fJi. 
~l'S in }i1"t'di~,){)!It'd pt'(l111t'+ .-" 

In .19611. hnWC\~~'r~ Drs, A"drt\\\~, Wdf 
ilod :-\or1l1ao 7.inhrn~ ('ondut'h-d \\'hO\\ 
\"C'H; IJrobahh' tl)(' fir,'a fI.'it'otitiC'" t'~pl·ri .. 
IIWnti< lO dl'1.rnl\inl~ tn\.' l'lft"rt~ {'If H\i.\1'i~ 
ju:,"a~ 1'1H'Y n,'porh-d: 

,,"tarijunn01 •• , • h",d no \'rr\·('~ on 
"upit !fi/t'. hlO(\cL SIl~.l'" ~II' I'l':'pira • 
tory rau'~ , ••• (rhl!>] u\nkt'$. it \In

likt'ly Ihal u\ariJu:ma ha'4. an}; .oC(tri· 
t\\ldr (ktl'imt'ntalllhy~lcat l'ftl'('l~ in 
l·itht'r "~lort~tt'r1U (II' lon~~I"nll II~ 
ng(' •• {',. All JIt nil, \\'c\,thiuk it i!l
r;,ir 1(1 ~\~' tll:11 in ll'n~l.s lif Utf',Ii. 
cl,l dam:wf!I nnlr. manJltan:, I'" i' 
1C'lnth'rhl hal'mlt~:i inloxirilnl. , 

,-\JC. In 1)1o,yd'101ot!il'al t,m'cl~. tlH' 1't.'~t.'~l'dl~ 
I'r..: ('ondlldt'd: 

l~fI;lI'ijllana ""'t'fII!' to afT"", liull- in 
lIlt, hrniu lwsidl'~ 1111' hid" .... 1 l't'JI~ 
h'r" u( tllUlI1!ht" 'JIll'lIItl!'" .,jIU)II'I • 
\'l'p!iun, 11 1Ia ... Ito l!l',wl',ll ~lhlJu
I;uill.t: lit- (h'llh'~~h t' ilC'linu lin till' 
lI .. fl"IlII .... \"II'III •• ,_.i1ninHm'lwl' 

H .. nl1'pin lawyer 



on lbwt'r c('nH'1'S like those control .. 
lim!: the mechankal a~peeh. of 
:ip~t'(:h and coordination (hence no 
slurred word!' 01" .staggering gait l, 
.-\5 a result it ~CHl" possible to ig:
nore the effects of marijuana o.n 
consciousness, 10 adapt to them. 
Jnd to control the1l1 10 a sil{l1ifi .. 
4o'anl d(>grt'C'. 

\\'dl and Zinberg readll)" admit that 
IIwir l'~pl'riments , .. 'ere exploratory, 
th ... ir rondusions tcmath"t". As to lon.'C" 
1.II1J{t! psychiatric tffcct~. the)' could 
Ilnl,' lIr.gt> furtlll'r n.·search. 

: !OW('\'Cl' fraJ{tnl'ntar), they may bt.'. 
tht, Weil .. Zinberg experiml'nts are thus 
f.,,· the onl\" ont's of th('ir kind. At tht' 
wry lea!lot. they cast .~ra\"e doubt on Ih,' 
po.~irion that marijuana is a dangerous 
druJ{ whose usC' 1I1\1st btl curtailed'what
I'\'t'[' the cost. 
Would legalizit:t8' m:riju&l1a lead ti) an 
i",~~a~ or a decrea.~ in iu we? 

The :m$\\er might set'm Sl'!f-l,,'idcnt 
hut in fact it is not, 1'rut.', maO\' non~ 
1I~'rs might at l('a5t Ir)' ~11arijuana ir 
II) u~ W(>fl' no 10ngcI' subjected to crim~ 
ht.ll sanction.'i~ On thl" otht')" hand, thert' 
lUoly'be man)' users today for whom the 
illl·gaUt}· is as much the- incenti\'e as 
Ilu~ prospect of a "high." It is rele\'ant, 
fhuugh not condusive. that per-capita 
nlO~tunption of liquor inerf'a.It·d during 
Prnhibilion. On~ pos!Ioiblt' (r!utt of le~ 
1!"llimtion would b(, a sharp incJ"('a5(" in 
1I~11 followl,'d b)' a ,:radllal decline- 3'\ 

illt' 110\'clt" wort· off ~i( it ha!i not dClOI' 
... , "lrt'ady: 
Would (or d~) the wide.pread u.~ of 
marijuana hum socit,~,? 

Quill' apart from Ih(' dt'ardt o( in
rnotl;ttinn, and tilt, fmtlH'J' problt'HI of 
,li"lin~ul .. ltin~ h("lm'('n t'.\U~'S and t.'(~ 
h·d ... tlli~ CIII("stiun ~'al1n(lt ht· an'iwt'!l·d 
.,ithum nUlkil1j.! all indh·idllaljlld~nl('nt 
"hUllt ~rial , ... \tn's. As Pro('5"(lr .Mit-h
,II'I RO'lt'nthal 11il'i poinlt'ct otlt, what i!: 
.1 \"C'n ~'riOU!\ rbk 10 !-Omt' oh~'r\'l'rs 
1111"· appt'ar to ntlll'r~ a!l a dt'!iirahll' 
l,tr"I'I, fnr L'~amplt': "dmpping out," 

On ,hl' halii! or wd'l\··'i knowlt·dg['. 
,I.\'fl. tht, dnn.I{('n; of IImrijuana an' 
:,t~~t'I~. hn~llhetical. The nlll:4!qllf.'nC't's 
·'1 nil1linalilirt\!' tht, USt' of tII;u·iju.tna. 
1111 till' ulhl'r hand. an' n'nl nnd d,',·jI(
I.Hill!!. 

t'udt'r prl"'f.'nt ~Iinrh'.!:nta 13W-' 

,IIIII'IIc1I'" !'~ rt'(,t'nt1r .~~ Wfi~ .. -th,(' ~I«' 
1'1' 11(1"'\(~'Ium or mi:tnJluma Hi Ol f,'lony 
',hit-II Inil" bt' fJtuli~lll'd In' Il tint· nf 
"I' In ,1\10:000 and a hlil tt:rm ror not 
:"'~ limn 5 nor IHOI't~ tlmn 20 "('ar", 
,\n~fllU' tonril'\('" of "t'IIi"~ nr (u;ni~h
m~ lIh1ri.hl:ln:t tn i\ minot j" to ht.' IIlIn
·':"'.1 h, a fint' flf "l' IU $20,000 ,inti a 
\.:1 h'lllI 11( "flt II'llolo th1l11 10 \"1'011''; Itl1l' 
'Iw·,inllllll h'l·ill j", ,W w,tl"'" • This .. Ult~ 
1'(11\ .1"/11'1111" j" intl,'f,'n .. ihla', 
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Penalties for the pos.scssion or distribu
tion of. marijuana are gr05.d), out or 
proportion to the nature of the. offense. 

The minimum penahr ror the pos:.es;
~ion of marijuana-5 }'e'ars-is ('qlli\'~~ 
lent to the maximum p~nalty for crilu~ 
inal negli~ence in the operation of a 
\'ellide resulting- in death, And since 
tht' legislature has not prf.':(cribed mini
lIlum penalties for murder or man~ 
!ilau,~htcr «('xcepr first-dc~n'e murder \. 
it is quite possible that penalties for 
marijuana violaliom will exceed the 
pcnaltie!. irnpo!i("d in murder t"ases. A 
qrand ~ury in Hou!iton, Texas, noting 
that thl$ has actually happened. com
l11l'ntffl: "Sl1relr t~i!i is not justiCl.' ac~ 
cording to ollr national ideals. ideal!' 
which proclaim human lift, al' of Iht' 
gr("nu,"'it value." 

Ikcau~ the penalties are so di'ipropor_ 
lionate, [C\It' indi,'iduals will be con
\-'icted of marijuana offen~, despite' 
Ihe wide~pread uSC' of the drug. The 
result is disrespect for (he law. 

II is impos5iblL' to estimate the num
ber of people in this ~tate (or dse .. 
where) wpo ha,'c e~pcrimt'nt('d with 
marijuana. We do know that the OIun
ber is lar/itc and' growin,g. Yet (ew an' 
arrested j and of tho~ arrt~tro ft'wt'r 
are prosecuted and (ew-('r $till arc eon
dC(t'CI. Th{' r('ao;Qn, of t'OllrSt', i:. that 
jud'gt's and law (·nforccnlt.'n, offirial:; 
an .. ' rchirtant to MiJl;utati7.c an indi\'id~ 
ual, t'speciallr a young middl('-r1n.s~ pt.'I'~ 
son, with a fl'Iom' t'ondction. As Ht'r~ 
ber! Packt'r pillS ii:, "Gin:n lht' dt','a~tal~ 
in).t ('On~'qu~'n('t·s o( a criminal l'on\'iC"-

don to a mi~dlc-class. person and the 
growing ambivalence among law en~ 
forcement officers about the severe 
marijuana laws, every a,'cnue of dis
cretion is used to minimize the impact 
of the law," Certainly I do not suggest 
that this humane policy be changed. 
But the fact that, with rare exceptions. 
the la,,'s against ma·iJjuana mar be \'io~ 
lated with impunity can hardly instill 
respect (or 101\\· generally; c5peciallr in 
the young, 
Under the prc.\Cnl. system, enforcement 
of the marijuana laws must be sporadic 
and to a large extent arbitrary. 

Marijuana smokin.~ today is wide .. 
spread: its use is difficult to det('ct~ the 
court'i are' reluctant to brand \'ounR 
uSt.:'rs as fdons, Arrests and dm\'ictions, 
therefort!". are rclativd>· rarC'. But ther 
do happl'n. And wht'n arrl..'Sts ale made, 
Ihey are as oftcn il$ not the result of 
happenstance or,. \':0[5('. arbitrarine~. 
A~ Profe-ssor John Kaplan has nott:~. 
"The typical marijuana arr~~t OC(,1I11> 
by chance. , .• For the .• , ". ItH,'mrn:r 
of the middle tlass, marijuana POS5(,5" 
sion arrests OCcur usually becal1s(' of 
rome freak occurrence:· . 

Professor Kaplan continues, "The ar~ 
bitrarinl'ss in the enforcement of the 
marijuana laws by no means: ends with 
the arrest. A,t each fprther "Iage of the 
proSt'Culion there is.a derision which 
ilia), be arbitrary," '(He rdl'rs to tht, 
dl'-eis;ion to prosc.'culc, the jud~e'5 rlll· 
in!ots ·at the trial, and the ~cj,t{'ncin~ 
"rocess~l Mon~1}\'('r. enforcement is not 
t"'t'n-handt'd, Though there h wide
:-prl'ad t'\'idence that tli!' middlt: da:l~ 

North Star was first to put two 
abstract plants under one roo I. 
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'and th~ pro(t"!-.cions hare begun to "turn 
(In." it is. tht'" black dti1J:n, the ~tlldcnt. 
or ~1U' ({'tIm.,; , .. ;th a bt'a.rd who is Hke .. 
ly to be alTC~(t:d. 
Laws 3gain~r marijuana make criminals. 
out o( a taq;c fof'ction or rhe population 
which is othcf'\...-iM: law·abidin~. 

Thr effcC'ts on rho!(' who an:- ('on" 
\'icu'd. or {,,'cn :1TI't'stcd \\·ithout uhi
mat(" ron\'irt1on. a.rE" ob\'iot1!O enoll!!h. 
Ali- Prnft"~cor.I~~t:nth31 puts it: "Prob. 
abh- n{,\'l'r b('fort' 111 ottr histof\' h~ Ih ... 
m~rC" pm~~inn nf a criminal rec(wti 
b;,"n a~ $('riou~ and dl·triT11t'nlal as it j~ 
100:\\':' nUt t~ f"rr('rt~ of rriminaIi1.a
tion . (>;<IC'nd rven to tho~e who nc,'cr 
COml" into rOntllct with the la .... ~ "~er('. 
h' lahdin~ U:«"I~ land !irlleu abo\ a~ 
JllC'mrn:rs of a criminal class rna\' make 
both tht"mS('I'if'$ and olhers 'hink of 
ritrnl as: rrjmin;:tf~ or 'ollhiders' and 
Ihm furthc'( ... lit·n3t~ them from so· 
dch':' Profl.':'~r' Kaplan ask.~. urWlho 
can' ('omp\lte' the- fficiid rost of a law 
whi('h tllm~ -apP!o:cimlltdy 30 percent 
of the population of the 51ate [Califor~ 
nin1 bt' ..... ccn ~he a~cs oE 16 and 25 
into n'riou~ CTiUlinal~?" , 

The law~ against marijuana can~t be 
enforced 'Without the use of undesirable 
police pract~es.. 

)'farijuana is lLf,('(,{ in prh,·-ate. Dis.
trihudon i$ accpmpli5hcd through trans .. 
acrions between willing parties. neither 
of whom has re3!On to complain. To 
enforce the law$ against marijuana. 
therefore, the ]l!>1icc ~m.t re!.Orl to lh~ 
least !3.1o'Orv m~thod! of detection. TIteR' 
include unlawful or borderline .searche-s 
and seirures! the UK" of informers and 
undercc)\'er agents; and practic~ ap-

FIRST 
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ptoarnin}!, cfltr.lpmt"nL ~uch tl'chniqul'1o 
not onh' im'adl' tht· priva(',' of citiz('o"! 
dtl'f'alio dl'~radt' thf." police. They ~rc 
diffi(,1I1t 10 jU!IIify lIndl'r th(" mon ('xi. 
.gent r!r('umct:mn's. and l'nforC'cml'nt of 
tilt' JJ\\" a,c:ainr;t marijuana. hotrdlr ~r('rn~ 
1(1 fall into thilt Chll'gOry.. 

Retaining our -p~nt laws against 
marijuana can only remit m ~·idr:· 
,o;pre-ad diue1ipcct rOl' law and ::alienation 
(rom M)Ciet)' of large numbers of young 
people. 

Certainly it would be an o"enimpli~ 
Iit'."ion to blame duo marijuana Jaws 
for the disaffection ''''ith the ",alues of 
"middle :\merita" SO prevalent among 
those under 3D, But the harsh injustice 
o( the maryjuana Jaws is so' egregious 
that roung people <an hardly be blamed 
for TCjKtin~ not nnty the. particular la .... ·!1 

hur also the entire Jr.gal structure which 
supports them. Professor Kaplan prt
dietS that "when the present generation 
or young use,s reaches the age at which 
they mar sit on juries It is ~ not unrea
sonable to expect the enforcement of 
the rr.arijuana laws to (Onapse as com~ 
pletelr ~s did 31('Ohol prohibition." D,· 
that time, however, it mav be 100 laic 
to rc,nore the f<lith in Jawor the gen· 
~ration no~ ('oming 10 maturity. 

"'ithin the.' la~t year or t ..... o there hao; 
de"C'loped a broad con$Cn5US (shared 
by man}' prosecutorS) that the laws 
against marijuana art inde~ too hanh. 
The consensus breaks down, howe,'cr. 
o\"("r the form that ch:mges should take. 
Three principal views have. been put 
forward: 

(I) Marijuana should be dealt with 
separately from tre tnle narcotics. 

CORPORATION 
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r'"thrr thim IlImped to.t!l·thl·r With rhf'11I 
il!i it is no\\'., The off{'n~s of J)()s~r.~sion 
ancl uow should br noduC'c'd to Ihl' -"tatm_ 
or nlisdC'na'anor.;: sp\'d:tl rare.' foliollid he" 
till",n to insure thitt NlO\·ktion n('('d nOl 
n'"ull in '1l prrmanent C'riminal record. 
Pt'n~hirs ror dhtribu1ion 1Ihouhl' be n'· 
filint:(). 

(2' Penalties (or liM' or J)nsS('s~i(ln 
~hQuld h(" dimtn."lted: penalti("~ for ,.;all· 
and di.'!otdbution should be rrfainrd or 
t',,'cn !>trt"rlgthcned. 

(3~ All criminal sanctions for uw 
and dhtribution should be eliminated. 
though ~:Ii~tributjon should bt- .("ontrollcd 
and advertising prohihited. 
~or :the feas()n" which {oHow, I 

belic\'(' that the lalit suggestion i$ thl' 
onlr viable one. .. 

If the legislature is nC't ''willing to do 

~:;a~h=n~~::1~11~it3i5~rlL~~i:~ ~n~i~rl~ 
juana. reducing penalties-as set'eral 
... tate5 have -already done--'m\~ht seem 
to be 11 desirable compromi5t'~ But rnak .. 
jn~ possession a misdemeanor ret,her 
than .a felony would not mitigate most 
of ,he' problem!; of the prt''iC'nt statuto~ 
scht"rne. and it mi~ht exac('rbatl' r.om~ 
o( tMm. Enforcement will contimu:- to 
b.r sporadic and atbi~tiu)T del~~\ion of 
offendcn; "ill still require the mr of 
un~"o[1' police ml'thods; and the law 
will continue to ('riminath'e a large ,5CC· 
tion· or th~population. Indeed. if pes
se~ibn is reduced to the statu5 of a mis. 
dt"mt"anorJ Jaw enforcement officials 
mill;ht be less re-luctant to arrest and 
proJecute and judges might be I~ss re .. 
luctant to convict.' As a r~sult, the most 
di!Jlstrou5 consequences DC the: present 
system-the criminaHzation and'aliella
tian of a large proportion of the pop
ubltion under 30-wiH only be aggm
,·ated. 

Nor will it solve the problem to legal .. 
izd U5e' and posseS$ion but continue or 
stl-engthl"n prohibitions ~in!t sale and 
di~tributioJ1, As the It andt'rbill Law 
Rfl,irw hiJS pointed OUt, ~'l~lization 
wtll ~n'e no purp?5e \mless it· ~ivcs. 
,,;th ~rtain Umita~ion!o .• tOOM! whu de:· 
r-irt' to ust' marijuana the. opportunit\· 
t·o obtain it." E"l'n Proressor, RosenthaL 
l)'ho ad\"oC'J!tt's ,j~ignifit"am (thou~h nol 
i"ordinat(' I ~n('liom." ror C'onnTIcl'dal 
trafficking, admit, th;Jt '~A!I long a~ !Coale" 
nrt" unlawrul. me of jnfnrmants and 
IIndt'r~m'~r il~nts \s n«('!oSa\')', and 
prilclirt'!Ij appro.1ching tll(' bord~r1in(" of 
fntral)l11t'nt nrt" Jikrlr to O('['llr:' ),{ort'
'orcr, I('~alh'ing the liSt' of marijuana 
while prohibit'jn~ ib ~:tl(' will int('n~f\' 
lihr t'fT('('t of wh3t Pr(l((,,~~M PolC"kl'(' ha~ 
C'alled th(' urrimc tariff:' l'ht" rr~\l1t 
..... iIl nat b1' to n,la\:"t' m;lTij1l3ni'\ ~ .ex. 

, pl~ll~iV(' that Ix'OpJt' will ~top hndnl! it: 
ratjlf'r. lill' law will "$("'Ilr(' a. idnu {\( 

'lUonopoly prClfit' III the ;-nlrt'prrnt'ur 
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uhu j" wiJJin~ to hrrak 111{' law:' 
pwldbiti("ln. Pr,,(rli~or Pa<:kt'r pointfo 

lIul. wa~ a t'la~sir 1'"aml>l" of thr op
t'I:ltinn of thl' ("rillItO tariff. Thr prohibi. 
lion la\\'$ w("rt.' at~ n~pumiblt' {or in
nUlllrrahlt' iOlttanrl's pf polirr misron. 
dun whkh w(' would today find repr('. 
hrl"ihh·: during rhr rra of Prohibition 
Iht' Fourth Amt'ndnlt'nt in particular 
ht'came allllou a dt'oul lettt'T. The' ~'ol. 
tl('ad Act. it ,;hOl.:!d be! rl.'mt·mht-rt.'d. 
l'X('mptC"Cl {rom it~ lX'naitie!li thl!' po~~s,.. 
~ion of liquor in a prh'atf' d ..... elling (or 
't'r~nal UlOI.". T() retain ('rirninal sane· 
iion$ [or fhe' $ale or distribution of mari
juana would l"xp'osc the nalion 10 man~' 
or tht' !lame (",',Is spa\\'ned by Prohibi
tion. 

Lcog1s13.tjon which would 3\'oid these 
f(,"sequences while rrtaining reasonabl" 
('on troIs over the sale of marijuana has 
~n o\ltlined by the J~andrrbill Law 
Rrt'irll'. The.> eJrmcntli of the statutory 
~rheme are these: 

(11 Criminal sandians (or acquisie 

tion, U!C, and simple pos.~!Sion of marie 
juana wo~dd be eliminated. 

(2} Sal{"s of marijuana would ~ JX'r
l!litU·d j but onll' br those holding a 
1,,·('1l~; high standards "muld be ~e 
Iluired (or the licenSC'e5. 

(31 Somt" restnrtions would bC' im· 
pM('d on sal{"S: mpst important. ~"lles to 
minors would he prohi~ited. 

(4") l..'nliccmed .sales o(qoarijuana 
would subjC'r't the seller to hea ... .,. penai. 
tit"~, 

(5) The production of mariju.na 
would be regulated as to quality. Ade 
\";:rtising would be forbidden, 

(6) Consumption of marijuana 
,",'mild be taxed much as: tobacco and 
;;Ilt'ohol are taxed today. 

These suggestion! Callow, for the mml 

I,af(, the treatment acrordcd today to 
iquor. It might be h«(tcr if mankind 

hnd ne\"C~r disco .... crt'd tht" plcasun!.'~in~ 
cluC'ing qualities of alcohol or mari· 
juana. nUl alcohol is here to stay, and 
~ is marijuana. TIu: way to dral with 
if is 1\6t through unj1J~t, llnenforceablc 
pl'mzltlesi but through Jt".gatization undeor 

~r~~~i::c:.~"' (C:~h:'·tr~.i~ii~~h:l~ec~ri~ 
il1:11 }lroer$.!. debar.(' fhr '11111Iit)· of jus-
Uri' and la,\' enforcM1lrnt. and alienate 
(rom WC'if.'t}· manr of it~ mC'lU \'aluahlt, 
t'fllI~litllrnts. 

Hibli<lf;raplty 
'I'ht· JitCrrtfllrf' on mariju:'tn;1 h vole 

1111Iinntl!i. hl'( tht" '"~t tI~·rul tr('"tmrot 
j, it bonk \"hieh dr\'(lt<" nn'" a (('w 
~nW!i In thr parlicular prohlt-nl: Ht'r. 
111'11 r~h'lwr's TIll' l.imilf of th .... tori", .. 
"'nl Sa"rtiQn (Stjln(ord 1%8'. Otlu'r 
\\nrk~ qnnt('d ar€.'; (:Oll1nWnl. 'rhr u'~ 
~1J":ntjt'" "f .\far;jllnlfa"· .4 R('(liiHic 
.I/,/,wnfh. Pari 1.21 "Jud.l •. ,'.t·,. :i1i 

Fobr.ory 1970 
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,1968'. RQ~nthaI. A Plra Inr A",I'I;o. 
ration (II th,. .\{arijllal1a Lnu'f, 4i TrX3." 
I.. R",.. 1359 ; 1969': Kapl,n. Forr
\\'(Ird to Prop cI--.\lorijuQIUl Lmt'J: All 
F.mpirira/ Stud), n/ Hl1fOlumrrd and 
Admjnjftratinn in Lnr Anl!dn C()unt)'~ 
15 t·.C.I..A. L. R,·\·. 1501 11968i: 
Blum. '\1;nd~Altaj"l! DfIll!f and Dane 
I!rrDUS Brl,at'jnr: Dal1l!rroUJ Dru/!f. in 
Ta.ck Four Rl'/lOrt: SOTroHo: alld Drug 
...fbu1t', 24 (196;' (papt'r submitted to 
Pr('sident's Commission on Law En~ 
(orc('ment': Zinbcrg &' "'cit. rht Ef· 
fr(ff nf .\larijualla on Human Ed,,!!s, 
:-;€.'w York Timt's ~ag"7int". Mar 11. 
1969. p. 28. 

The la"' rt!'\'icw articles cited contain 
references to many other rele\'ant rna· 
terials. For a polemic agaimt the left.ll. 
i7.alion of marijuana. see Tauro. A{ari~ 
jliana aud Rrl('{'ant PToblrms-l96rl, i 
Am. Crim. I..Q. 1;4 (19691. 
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POT; PRAYER,POIJTICS AND PRIVACY: THE BIGHT 
TO CUT YOUR OWN THROAT IN YOUR OWN WAY* 

Jonathan A. Weiss·· 
aDd 

Stephen B. Wizner*·· 

The constitutional freedoms of religion. and. expression have 
been persistently urged as ~fenses :to charges jor violation. of . 
the drug laws. These eiJorl$ to e;rpand the symbolic dimen
sion of first amendment protection have been tot' the mos~ part 
unmccellsfuI. The authors question the failure to recognize 
the defemeri forwarded in these casu. To attempt a resolution. 
of the issue, they considl!7' the principles of liberty and pro- • 
cedurat due process as they 'lpply to the police power and. 
individual rights under the C01,stitution.. Focusing principaUy 
on the freedmn of e3:pressiQ1l- and its underlying ra.tionale, they 
propose an analysis which logically includes drug me within 
the scope of the fitst amendment. 

Drugs, narcotics and adructive substances are common topics of 
discussion. Positions concerning their ;\!Se, hc.wever, are ~laJ;1zed. 
Devotees of psychedelic drugs, for exan~'ple, claim. to ~d in thei~ use 
everything from .self-knowledge to the essential roots of a new idealistic 
society. Opponents of drua use for pleasurable persoIllll experience 
claim that it a¢celerates addiction, iJnpels users into crime to maintain 
their habit and induces eventual self-destruction. This debate rages 
in .the face of inadequate infonnation about the personal effects of 
various drugs. -For one thing, it ls frequently difficult to establish 
whether a drug is in fact addictive or harmful; 'drug users claim that 
alcohol itself is harmful, dependence inducing and reality distorting. 
Secondly, the difference between addi.:tion and habit is ill-defined;' 
many people appear dependent on caffeine, nicotine and aspirin. 
Finilliy, the personal effects of 9J')lg use vary-different people report 
different experiences, nor are medical pronounc~- '<lnts much· of a 
~de. 

• This article was conceived and organized by Jonathan Weiss who also did 
the majoritY,of the writing and resear~h. The section on privacy and its relation 
to the police power is primarily Stephen Wi2ner's product. Both authors have 
discussed and criticized each oth!!r'. work and together developed the affirmative 
thesis we p);'esent hes:e . 

.. Mllnaging Ailorney, Mobilization for Youth', Inc., New York City; B,A., LL.B., 
Yale UniverSity. 

···Managing Attorney,. Mobilization for Youth, Inc., New York City; BA 
Dartmouth College; J.D., University of Chicaao.' 

1 M. OITow, Danes IN l'SVCHOA1ULYSflI ... >lD l'SlfCHorHERA!'Y (1962); $ee People v; 
Klmberly, 189 Cal. App. 2d 300, 11 Cal. Rptr. S19 (11l61). . 
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The law has nonetheless entered this thicket of emotional.discussion 
and personal commitment with proscriptions and pronouncements. 
Distinguishing precisely between "medical drugs" and "addictive 
drugs," it permits the sale of the former while imposing criminal 
penalties on sale of the latter.2 Further, in the ~ase of narcotic and 
psychedelic drugs, the law imposes additional penalties for mere 
possession, perhaps regardless of a doctor's prescription.- The logical 
and factual basis of such classification is not always apparent.' For 

. our purpose, however, this article need not inquire into the rationale 
of current drug legislation which is often factually very suspicious. It 
assumes arguendo that some drugs may be addictive, may cause ad. 
verse personality changes and may be factors in users' decisions to 
commit crimes. At the same time, we accept as honestly presented 
the claim of some that drugs provide progress to a new way of life. 
Where necessary, we iJldicate when disputed facts are relevant and to 
what degree they affecf the legal issues raised by current drug laws, 
but the primary focus is on the roots of the controversy and claims of 
the contestants. 

By drugs we mean any substance not normally considered food 
which, upon entering the blood stream, effects chemical change. We 
will not use the word as defined by druggists oj! lawyers, but instead 
in the broadest form possible. This article assesses major legal issues 
generated by drug laws and their enforcement. First, assuming that 
the current "narcotic" drug laws are constitutionally valid, can de
fenses to' prosecutions for possession and use, as opposed to sale, be 
framed around the first amendment guarantees of freedom of religion 
and expression? Second, do current laws punishing possession and 
use violate the constitutional rights to privacy and to be left alone? 
Third, to what degree can taking drugs be considered an act defined 
as criminal? 

These issues lead us to consider the relation of the self to society and, 
derivatively, the stake society has' in the self, abnormal behavior, 
mental illness and self-destruction. Through this approach we attempt 
tv locate neutral constitutional and legal principles which ".stablish a 
range' of rights to drug usc. To that task we now turn. I 

" See, e.g., CAL. HEALni & SAFETY CODE §§ 11501, 11531, 11532 (West 1964). 
3 S.~, •. g., CAL. REALni " SAFttr CODE §§ 11500, 11530 (West 19(4). 

• Marijuana, {or example, \0 probaL Iy no! addictive. See Drewy, Some P_l/chin
tric Aspect. of Marijutln4 Into;ricatio,., 10 PSYClHATRlST Q. 232~42 (1936); Mayor's 
Committee on Marijuana, Th. Marijuana Problem In New ·York (1944). However, 
the importation of marijuana is ttrictly control1ed by the federal govel'nment. Sec 
NARCOTIC DRUGS JMPOR~ &. EXPORT ACT, 21 U.S.C. § 176(8) (1961); 26 U.S.C. § 
4144(0) (2) (1967). See gellerally Stmpo.ium - Drug. lind the Law, 56 CAW'. 
L. REv. 1 (1968); S!lmponum - Marihuana and the Law, 3 SU'F. L. REv. 1 (1968). 

II 
U 
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I. FIIEEOO.M: OF RELIGION 

One defense to prosecution for drug use has. been that Certain drugs, 
particularly peyote and other psychedelics, are essential to the user's 
religious life and therefore protected by the first amendment guarantee 
of free exercise of religion. This defense depends in part pn the claim 
that psychedelic drugs foster mystical religious e~iences. 

The religious defense has fqiled in analogous areas. Thus, a, law 
prohibiting polygwny was upheld despite the claim that polygamy was 
a Morman religious duty.' States have particularly proscribed the 
use of snakes in religious activities." Fortune telling, defended' on 
religioUS grounds, .has nevertheless been prosecuted.1 People have 
been prohibited from beating drums in the streets even for religious 
purposes.s A praacher was prohibited from adverUslng the perform
ance of marriage ceremonies in order tp make money.' Finally, in 
1926, a religious defense to a prosecution for the use of peyote failed.~o 
These caSes ,seem to indicate that an act, otherwise unlawful, which 
endangers or inconveniences the public,u may not be exclusively 
defended against by invoking the label "religion." 

• ReynoldJo v. United States, B:i U.S. 145 (1878). More sanctions were imposed 
such as iIlsenfranchiseroent, Davis v. Beason, 133 U.S. 333 (1890), lUJd exclusion 
frolll office, MUrphy v. Ramsey, 114 U.s. 15 (1885). One could inquire whether 
such rules so clearly directed against Mor1tlOns are sUSpeCt under Yick Wo II. 

Hop1tins, 118 U.s. 3S6 (1886). . 
'See Lawson v. COll1rnohwealth, 291 Ky. 431, 164 S.W.2d 972 (1942); State 'v. 

Mnssey, 229 N.C. 734, 51 SE.2d 179 (1949). S.", also Morman Church v. United 
States, 136 U.S. 1, 50 (1890). For a ""I!a of snake bites and murder at a religious 
meeting, see Amburgey v. Commonwealth, 281 Ky. 421, 153 S.W.2d 918 (l941). 

'SO" State v. Neitzel, 69 Wash. 567, 125 P. 939 (1912). But Eel< Dolan v. Hurley, 
283 F. 695 (D. Mass. 1922), where the court"upheld a deienne to a fraud prosecution 
for selling "lucky" stones on the ground that 

there is· nothing immoral in a belief that gems or amulets affect the 
wearer's fortunes. :t is an old and respectable superstition. Indeed, it 
is bY' no mean~ sure thal the confidence inspired by a belief in such ob
lects may not be of real value. .Some room must be left for the play of 
hidividuul fancy." ld. at .693. 

• City of Wilke.-~arre v. Garabed, 11 Pli. Super. 355 (1899) . 
• Hopkins v. State, 193 Md. 489,.69 A.2d 456 (1949), following Stale v. Clay, 182 

16<1. &~9. 35 A.2d 821 (194~). One. could query the test: Such advertising was "not 
compl1.lible with the ministerial calling and nol practiced by any .11!5peclable 
minister," 193 Md. at m, 89 A.2d at 459. 

10 Slate v. 131i: Sheep, 75 Mont. 219, 243 P. 1067 (1926). One tustltl.catlon foj' 
the holding was that the stall, "may inhibit acls or practices which tend toward 
the subversion of the civll gover:nment." ld. al. 240, U3 P. 1073. ' 

11 Althouglu moral judgments and concern for moral co1TUPllol~ by polygamy 
and fortune-Ielllngru:e cqrtainly involved,. this <>spec! would seem constitutionally 
infirm. See wxt acco~panying notes 5-7 "'PTa. 

\~ ~ 

\~ 
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T~o other groups of related cases illuminate the borderlands of the 
religious defense: (1) those compelling parents to act against their 
religious beliefs for the presumed benefit of their children, and (2) 
those forcing medical treatment on adults contrary to their religious 
convictions. Typical of the first group are criminal prosecutions for 
child negiect against parents who refuse to provide medical services 
for their children.'! 

'l'he most difficult ccse in the first group is Prince v. Massachusetts;· 
which upheld a parent's conviction for violating the Massachusetts 
child labor laws by participating i~. her young niece's distribution of 
Watchtowe?' on the streets. The majority of the Supreme Court felt 
bound by the state's characterization of the act as a "sale" and there
fore unlawful under the state's child labor laws. Mrs. Prince defended 
on the ground that the Massachusetts law violated her child's right to 
freedom of religion, that IS, her right "to preach the gospel . . . by 
public distribution of 'Watchtower'· ..• in confc:rmity with the 
scripture: 'A little child shall lead them.' "14 The court, however, 
reasoned that the state's interest in protEcting its children from "the 
crippling effects of child employment" justified ihe impingement upon 
a claimed religious freedom." Justice Murphy dissented on the f"..tound 
that the first amendment guarantee of religious freedom compelled the 
Court to reject the state's characterization of the act as a sale.'" Ire 
argued that the Jehovah Witness designation of the act as essentially 
religious, and therefore protected, must prevail since there was no 
evidence of a legitimate state interest· in proscribing the act. More
over, since the Constitution commands that religious taaching never be 
considered hannful, the Jehovah Witness characterization must be 
accepted. Justice Jackson, also in dissent," l:eaffirmed hiS position 
that, although public activities may be regulated neutrally, acts 
occasioned by religious principles which do not harm others are 
protected and may not be prohibited. 

One crucial problem in Prince is characterizing the child's act. The 
state must decide whether to characterize it as a simple "sale" in vio-

10 Most of the ca5CS Involve a a1clcness and steadfast refUSPl to see a doctor. 
Courts have normally handled the question by treating it as a <!rime: The lead
ing case is People v. Pierson, 176 N.Y. 201, 88 N.E. 243 (l903). See abo Regina 
v. Wagstaff, 10 Cox Crim. CIll!, 530 (1868); Owen.< v. State, II Olda. Crim. 110, 116 
P. 3-45 (1911). ,On the other hand, while acknowledging that reli€ion is no defense 
to B crime of neglect, a court has reversed on a finding of no gros.s dereliction. 
Gralg v. Maryland, 220 Md. 590, 155 A.2d 684 (l.959). 

u 321 U.S. 158 (19"'). 
"ld. at 164. 
to Id. at 168. 
10 Id. at 171. 
11 Id. at 176. 

J 
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lation of the child labor laws, or to characterize it in light of the act's 
religious aspects. Murphy maintains that we must accept its religious 
nature to maximize freedom; Jackson argues that a public act which 
harms no one can be treated as symbolically protected, but not crim· 
inally prohibited. Notwithstanding the arguments of Justices Murphy 
and Jackson, the majority position seems sounder to the extent that 
the regulated conduct is public and has tangible public consequences." 
The state had a legitimate stake in preserving its children from harm 
and could prohibit child labor as a reasonable regulation toward that 
end. To consider activity involving money and materials as labor 
is possible; to characterize it as purely symbolic is mistaken. Of 
course, if the law were just a cloak for persecution, it would be 
unconstitutional in any event.'· But as a characterizationo£ concrete 
acts whose tangible aspects couli be considered harmful, it is pre
scribable. 

The Prince case is based on narrow grounds, If Rutledge and col
leagues had been convinced that children had the same rights as 
adults and/or that Massachusetts could not interpret a public act 
or was using such a definition as a cloak to attack religious principles 
and perspectives, the statute would have been ruled unconstitutional. 
At the same time, the Justices were not directly countenancing a 
religious defense. Rather, they were exploring what type of pro
scriptions a state may formulate without infringing constitutional free
doms. In short, the leading case and conceptually related decisions 
indicate a judicial reluctance to proscribe or prescribe the activities 
of children counter to the parents' religious principles, unless such 
intervention will prevent a child from being physically banned by 
parental acts or omissions. This formulation offers no definite guide
lines for a religious defense to prosecution £01" drug use since the 
reluctance recognizes on the one hand parental rights and the sanc
tity of the family, while the enac~ent of proscriptions and their 
application derives in part from the' special state concern for infants. 

The second class of cases involves the use of coercive 'action against 
adults, such as compulsory vac('~tion20 and mandatory chemical 

18 See People v. Ewer, 141 N.Y. 129, 36 N.E. • (1894), upholding /I. law p.event
lAg children from theatrical perfonnance$ even thoUih the parents' rlghts were 

• a!Tected. Somehow, when ae.thetiepre!eren"d rather than religious ones are at 
stake, th .. decision seems easier, although both are prot""ted by the lint amend-
ment. See ,,110 Busey v. District of Columbia, 129 F.2d 24 (D.C. Cir. J.9.4l). . 

l·Yick Wo y. Hopkins, 118 U.s. 356 (1886). See l/eneraUu Weiss, Prlvlleu. 
Posture, and Protect;on, "Relluion" !n the Law, 73 YAL): L.J. 593, 608-09 (1964). 
"Comp,,~e Jacobson v. MassachUSetts, 197 U.S. U (100s) wUh Kolbeck v. 

Y.ram<;r, 84 N.J. Super. 569, 202 A.2d 889 (1964). CJ. Allt!eyer v. Loulsian~, 165 
U,S. 518 (1897). See <llso I .. Te Vremlestor, 179 N.Y. 235, 72 N.E. ft1 (1904} 
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treatment of drinking water." Denying the 'religious defense in 
these cases is fairly justified on grounds of protecting the health of 
others. Hence, the state's right and interest in the isolated individual's 
integdty is not directly at stake. More perplexing, however, are 
those cases involving compulsory blood transfusions. The opinions 
in these cases differ both within and among jurisdictions and tend 
to avoid the question of whether the state can compel transfusions 
for a person's own good against his religious convfctions. Appar
ently, the state can compel a pregnant mother to accept a transfu
sion to save her child," and may assume that absence of consent 
is not refusal.23 Further, courts have ccmpelled transfusions where 
the doctor's conscience and the threat of criminal liability for failure 
to administer the transfusion were involved." On the other hand, 
courts have respected patients' refusals of blood transfusions where 
there is medical disagreement as to their necessity."" The spectacle 
of compulsion leads ~ome courts to accept the patient's refusal of 
blood and even to acknowledge religious "rights" to refuse"· These· 
cases, read .:together, unfortunately offer no clear guidelines for the 
use, context or extent of religious defenses in drug 'lSe cases. 

A. The Religious Defense in Prosecution for Drug Uae 
Recently the courts have considered the religious defense to prose

cutions for drug use. In People v. Woody" a group of Navajo Indians 

., See Kraus v. City of Cleveland, 76 Ohio Op. 36, 121 N.E.2d 311 (1954); Dowell 
v. City of Tulsa, 273 P.2d'8S9 (Okla. 1954); Kaut v. City of Chehalis, 45 Wash. 2d 
616, 277 P.2d 352 (19M) • 

• : Raleigh Fitldn-Paul ~m. HOI!P. v. Andersen, 42 N.J. 4:!1, 201 A.2d 537 (1964) • 
•• The leading cue Is Application of Prerident & Director. of Georgetown Col., 

Inc. 331 F.2d 1000 (D.C. Clr. 1964). SubstaoU.Uy in accord are Powell II. Colum
bian Presbllurian Medica! Center, 49 Misc. 2d 215, 267 N.Y.S.2d 450 (Sup. Ct. 
1965) and U,dted State, II. George, 239 F. Supp. 752 (D.D.C. 1965). See ge ..... ally 
Note, 33 FORD. L. REv. 513 (1965); Note, 44 TEXAS L. REv. 190 (1965) • 

.. See AppllcaUon of President Ie Directors of Georgetown Col, Inc., 331 F.2d 
1000, 1009 (D.C. Clr. 1964); Collins v. Davis, 44 Misc. 2d 622, 254 N.Y.S. 2d 666 
(Sup. Ct. 1964). But ue Erickson v. Dilgard, « Misc. 2d 27, 252 N.Y.S.2d 705 (Sup. 
Ct. 1962). See gen .. aUli Sharpe &: Harges!, Llfe,alling Treatment for Unwilling 
Patients, 36 Fo.". L. REv. 695 (1966) . 

•• See United State. v. George, 239 F. Supp. 752, 754 (DD.C. lS65). 
'G So. In re Brook., 32 ru. 2d 361, 205 N.E.2d435 (1965) . 
• t 61 Cal 2d 713, 394 P. 2d 813, '0 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1Sl64). CMnPll7'e id., with In r. 

Grady, 01 Cal. 2d 887, ~ P. 2d 728, 39 Cal Rptr. 912 (1964) (solitary peyote users) 1 

where the court said that the defendant bad "not proved • • • /Ill honest and bona 
fide" bellef and remanded for a lr!al on that Issue. InvestiCaUon IAto sincerity 
clearly is tmposs.lble under the ComtitutJ.on. See United States v. Ballard, 322 
U.s. 78, 92-95 (1944) (Jackson, J., dissentInal: Clancy" Welu, :the COlUcien
riou.. Objector E.umptio,,: Problmu in Concephl4! CllJrltli 4M CoRltitutlona! 
COlLsiderctiolt$, 17 MAINE L. Ra.v. 143, 153-54 (1965); Weiss, "'pro note 19 at 
:>99-601. 
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appealed a conviction for possession of peyote in violation of a Cali
fornia statut'e. The court neld that since the defendants used peyote 
in a bona fide pursuit of a religious faith, and since the practice does 
not frustrate a compelling interest of the state, application of the 
statute improperly defeated the immunity of the first amendment,2~ 
It rested its analysis on two Supreme Court decisions, Sherbert 'U. 

VerneT,n and In Te Jennison.'· Sherbert held· that a state unemp10y
ment compensation board must pay benefits to a Seventh-Day Adven
tist who refused to work on Saturday, her Sabbath, even though she 
was arguably not available for Saturday employment. (What the 
result would have been bad her religion designated evet;y day or 
we~k-days as a Sabbath is not clear.) The rationale will that the 
withholding of compensation benefits penalized petitioner for exer
cising her religion. The Court in Jennison reversed the Minnesota 
Supreme Court which had denied the invocation of the biblical in
junction "judge not lest ye be judged" to excuse petitioner from jury 
duty." In neither case did the Court find a compelling state interest 
to justify the substantial infringement on petitioners' first amend
men,t rights. 

Woody extracted the principle. from these cases that a religious 
practice or ritual must be firSt examined to detennlne whether it 
presents a danger to the society which the state has a compellJng 
interest in preventing. Utilizing this principle, the court performed 
a balancing test, weighing the importan~ of the religioUS freedom 
against the state's compelling interest, and concluded: 

Since the use of peyote incorporates the essence of the religious expres
sion, rib] weigh! is heavy. Yet the use of peyote presenla only slight 
danger to the state and to the enforcement of its laws; [this] welght.is 
relatively light. The scale tips in favor of the constitution.! protectlon.'· 

The opinion in Woody makes the Warren report appear in contrast 
as a model of coherence, reasonin,g and persuasiveness. If Sherbert 
and J enniion present the definite formulation of the law, which they 
do not, tliey still do not justify the approach taken in Woody. In 
Sherbert and Jennison there was no weighin,g of social harm against 
religious" importance. Firstly, both involved a refUial. based on a 
precept, '8 refusal that had no physical or public consequences, and 
both related to duties owed the, government. In Woody members 

.. 61 Cal. lid at 7'0, 31M P..2d at 821, 40 Cal Rptr; at 77. 
W 31" US. :wi! (1116!). . .',.. • 

"0265 MIn.n. 911,120 N.W.2d 515 (l963), ... ,,'ei pet' curiam «lid """,,,o3m!, 375 U.s. 
14 (1153). 

11M; "" Welss, .upm note 19 at 620-21 
.. People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 7~ m, :194 P.2d 813, lI21, 40 Cal. Rptr. fl8, T1 

(18M). 
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of a group insisted that e ritual involving many People in physi~ 
acl$ with concretely meQ6urabie consequences can be done by those 
who claim it is religioUs. Second, just as the analogy is not there, 
neither is the claimed prinCiple of harm versus religious importance. 
The Sherbert Court rests its decision on pen:.Wzation of the past 
exerciSe of a claimed religious freedom," and does not measure the 
Sabbath's religious impOrtance against labor market needs. Further, 
in Woody, members of a group insisted that they had a religious 
right to engage in a ritual involving many people in illegal physical· 
acts with concretely measurable consequences, a situation present in 
neither Sherbert nor Jenniaon. 

The balancing test formulated in Woody cannot be administered 
by the courts. To do so, a. court must independently evaluate both 
the merits of the religious act and the degree of its perceived danger. 
Now is not the time to engage in a dissertation about the separation 
of powers, but decisions about harm, degrees and competing values 
should be in the legislative realm. 7'he impracticality of a balancing 
test reflects its factual and social rather than legal nature. Perhaps 
most important in this context is the point that to examine a religion 
to determine the importance of a particular ritual is to engage in a 
dissection and investigation of religion which is forbidden under the 
Constitution." The dangers of such an inquiry are illustrated by 
People v. Mitchell's decided by a lower court in California two years 
after Woody. The court upheld Mitchell's conviction for possessing 
and using marijuana upon a finding that the courtroom discussion of 
the Bible and Hindu practices was an expr.ession of "personal phil
osophy" rather than religious practIce,'· At the minimum, Mitchell 
liniits the application of Woody to religious groups and rituals, a lim
itation seemingly contrary to the notion that the first amendment 
was incorporated not to safeguard institutions, but to protect and in
crease individual freedom, choice and action. 

In particular, assessing the amount of damage which may result 
to society from an unlawful act is not a proper judicial function . 

., 374 U.S, 398, 404 (1962). See Leary v. United States, 383 F.2d 851 (5th Cir. 
1967), where the court determined that reliance on Sherbert was misplaced since 
marijuana laws arc concerned with "protection of society" while the Sh'erbcTt 
Court was ccncemed with protecUng the individual. 

.. United State. v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78 (1944) was cited In Leary v. United 
Btates, 383 F.2d 851, 860 (SLit Clr. 1967), to prevent inquiry Into the "truth or ver~ 
Ity of ap;>ellant's religious beliefa." For an extended discussion of this point, sec 
Weiss, ,up,a note 19 .t 604-09. For the implicatioll5 of this position and the re
sulting argument that • religious exemption from m1lilNy eervIce Is unworkable, 
sec Clancy" Weiss, IUpr4 note 27 at 152-58 . 

.. 244 Cal. App. 2d 177, 52 Cal. Rptr. 884 (1866). 
u 2" Cal. App. 2d at 182, 52 Ca1. Rptr. at 888. 
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Courts are not free to say that acts the legislatw-e has determined 
to be dangerous are not in fact dangerous. The courts are not de
Signed, imd do not function, to ascertain and weigh facts of "Social" 
harm, particularly those of degree: Legislative .concepts of danger 
may differ and it is those concepts which predicate enactments." 
Extracting a nonexistent balancing test from such situations iiUringes 
religious freedom and legislative prerogatives." 

Woody and Mitchell do not provide much authority for a reli
gious defense of drug use. Rather, viewed together, they illustrate 
the difficulties of implementing a' balancing test which requires the' 
judiciary to inquire into the merits of religions to assess individual 
belief and its importance on a lIC8lebalanced against conjectural 
harm. Different courts have different ideas concerning what is "per
sonal philosophy" and what is "religious activity;" Onecindividual's 
religious practices and convictions may. be- completely private; an
other's public posturing may have no individual religious basis .. • 
Such formulations tend to favor religious glooups over individuals, 
orthodox beliefs over strange ones and present religions over past 
ones. Hence, they inhibit the growth of new, minority religions 
while favoring and. encouraging old, established ones. This leads 
to' protection of strongly structured groups rather than strong feel
ing individuals. Further, the distinction between "private" and "pub
lic" l'eligions is not legitimate under the Constitl,ltion. 

Moreover, if courts accept the religious defense, they must deter
mine both the domain of religion generally and the boundaries of 
particular .religions, Defining the domain of 11 religion may be in
tellectuallyimpossible because :religions often claim relevance and 
control in all dimensions of life.<o To define the boundaries of a 
particular reli'gion is to act as a theologian and to do what often 
a believer himself cannot." This point cannot be over-emphasized. 
Mitchell more clo,sely 'resembles Sherb,ert and Jennison in that it 
involved one person following what he believed to be religious prac
tice. Wooi1.y, on the other hand, exempts "members" of a sect 
thereby raising issues'</f equal p:rofection. Both Woody and Mitchell, 
however, define religiorl and its limits and implications in a confusing, 
qontext of "harm" .. 

----"r' ----------,--------
~ , 

., S<l~ ger>erally E. FREUND, STA~j\RDS,Or ~ICAN LIGISLATION (1965), IU1d its 
.xcellent. lntrqduction by F.A. Alle,.. 

"It also. rnlses questions' ,'>1 . equa,l pro(~tion. and due prJcess. See CI~y " 
W?iss, ~P"",\fot", 27 atl54-56. \ . 

. ," S~O "i. lit. 153-li4 . 
•• See ae,,';Jily We,iss, supra note 19 ~t 6OO-il5 • 
.. See Clancy t.,;W~l.'IS, mpra note 27 at 155-56; Weiss, wprll note 19 at 600-05. 

:;; 
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B. Inherent Problems of the Religious Dejeme 

Beyond the difficulties of thilSe cases lie the problelll!J inherent. 
in a generalized "religious defen.se.~)" First, virtually any action 
could be defended by utilizing the religious defense, and individllah 
could create privileges in the courts not uniformly available to the 
public. Second, ,even if the, Constitution and rational administra
tion of criminal justice could accommodate this defense, courts would 
have to develop contexts and criteria of application which do not 
presently. exist. In what areas would we countenance a religious 
defense and why? How would it be applied and by what government 
agency? As noted above, references to groups, fe~s about rituals 
and current religious practices cannot prQ\>ide such principles. Fi
nally, as the criticism of the Woody decision indicates, balancing tests 
involve the courts in prqhibited judgments about religious beliefs 
and'intrusion into legislative prerogatives. 

Given the weak case support for the religious defense, the con
stitutional and conceptual problems and the current lack of standards, 
development of a generalized religious defense seems impossible. 'l"he 
remainder of aus article attempts to define the areas of free expres
sion and private individual integrity which the state may not infringe 
in attempting to reguiate drug use. 

n. FREEDoM OF ExPni:sSION 

Proponents of drug use, p~cularly LSD, believe they have dis
covered a new social doctrine. Not only do they often reject normal 

'2 See Weiss, ... pru note 19 at 602-08 for a more complete exposition. But II DllY 
Individual can claim re1lgl0us motives as a defense, then an Indiserlmln.nt li
cense Issues and there is no "law." Leary v. United States, 383 F.2d 851 (5th Clr. 
1967). This rule would motivate the wrongful recoune'to groups and Is part of 
the proof that the religious defense Is unworkable, particularly when inqulry in
to sincerity Is precluded. See Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.s. 145, ,166 (1878) 
(human sacrifice); Delk v., Commonwealth, 166 Ky. 39, .178 S.W. 1129 (1915) 
(swearing by a minister in church). &!e the faUure of the reliaious defense to a 
prosecution for not carrying draft cards. United States v. Kime, 188 F.2d 677 
(7th Cir. 1951), cert. denied, 342 U.S. 823 (1t'51); ct. Hamilton v. Regents of Univ. 
of Calif., 293 U.S. 245 (19M) (refusal to join ROTC); United States v. Aarons, 
:110 F.2d 341 (2d Cir. 1962) (£ree expression defense to violation of Coast Guard 
1'I1guJation); Gara v. United States, 178 F.2d 38 (6th Cir. 1949) c.U'd per ClLriam 
34'0 U.S. 857 (1950): People v. Penn, 16 N.Y.2d 581, 208 N.E.2d 789, 260 N.Y,S.2d 847 
(1965). See notes 34-38 11Ipt'4. For particular reference to narcotics and grand 
juries, see People v. Woodruff, 26 App. Div. 2d 236, 272 N.Y.S.2d 786· (1966). .con
sider the difficulties, finally, in con.truh)g a reHgious exemption previo'llSIy defined 
by the legislature. S~e United States v. Seeger, 380 U.s. 163 (1965); Clancy" 
Weiss, .upra note 27. 
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IIOcial values and goals, but many also assert that they are m~bers 
of a "love" generation or that they are creating a new way of. life;" 
Many wea .. buttons and picket to legalize various drugs. Some even 
staged a "smoke-in" in Tompkins, Park in New York." The con
stitutional question whiCh arises is whether, given the social values 
implicitly exp~ by use of drugs, and given the fact that social 
groups embodying new ideals of !;OCialliving center around the drugs, 
drug UJe can be constitutionally defended as free expression 'UDder 
the first amendment. There are three areas of inqUiry: (1) What 
activities are included in the concept of "expr~on"? (2) Is drug 
use included in the concept of expression? (3) If drug use ~. ex. 
pression, is it tl:lerefore protected under the first amendment? 

A. The Concept of Protected E:r:preB4ion 

Communication by words alone is clearly expression. However, 
other means of communication have engendered litigation on the 
meaning of "expression": ''The First Amendment affords protection 
not merely to the voicing of abstract opinions upon public issues. 
It also protects implementing conduct which is in the natUJ;e of 
advocacy."'~ In 1940 the Court, per Justice Murphy, held in C4Tliml 
'1>. Clltiforni(l" that displaying signs rmd banners was a form of pr0.

tected speech. Earlier, the Court in $tTomberg 11. C4lifomi4" had 
assumed that displaying flags was protected IPQt!Ch, striking down 
a statute prohibiting such actions on grounds of vagueness. Peace
ful picketing has also been held a form of speech by a unanimous 
court." Arguably, sit-ins have been tl:eated as speech." Performance 
of a "topless" dance, for the 4llltertainment of an audience in a COOl-

,. See The Hlppl .. , seria1iUd in the New York P»sI, Sept. 11, lll67 at 42. 
"New York Post, Aug., 17, ~, at 3. 

. 's NLRB v. International Longshoremen'. Ass'n., !32 F.2d 992, 1199 (4th Cir. 
~) (emphasis added). 

"310 U.S. 106 (l940). In W~ Virginia State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 318 
U.S. 624 (1943). a compulsory flag ~ute was held unconstitutional, ~reby reeoc
nizing that geatures communicate. 

" 283 U.s. 359 (1931). >~;;' 
'.See Thornhill v.·A1abama;'310 U.s. 88, 102 (1lI4O). T!>e purity and lICOP".of 

this decision have been considerably weakened by auch c:uea u Ml1k Wagon 
Drivers Union V. Meadowmoor Dairies, 312 U.S. 2$'l (l!lU) in which the re1atioQ 
,of acts of violence to picketing justified upholding the injunction against It. ct. 
Beauharnais v. Dlinois, 343 U.S. 25() (1952) i Feiner v. New Ym:~ 340 U.s. 315 
(lDS1). Sce WeiSl, Book Review, 72 YAIJ< L.J. 11165, 1669-70 (l983). In anyeYell&. 
the plcketlr.g eases are another Ul\l.!ltratlon of non-verbal communication. -

•• Brown v. Louisiana. 333 U.s. 131 (1986); GatIler v. Louisiana, 3S8 U.s. 15f, 
201-02 (11l61j (Harlan, J., coueul"l"inll). See .1.0 Adderiy v. !'lorida, 385 U.s.- • 
(lQ66); Cox v. Loulsiana, 3'19 U.s. 530 (196S). . 

83-317 0 < 77 - 10 
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mNcial establishment, has also been considered protected expression 
within the first amendment. o. On the other hand, the Supreme Court, 
while talking of noise control, has imposed absolute bans on sound 
trucks."' Also,lowr- courts have rejected the claim that flag desecra
tion is protected ,speech~' and a local court has upheld a prohibition 
against hanging materials on clotheslines to protest tax~s." 

Recently the Supreme Court handed down a very narrow reading 
of protected "symbolic" speech. In United States 'V. O'Brien," re
viewing two conflicting circuit court opinions," it held that draft 
card burning was neither political speech nor symbolic expression. 
With great effort, reminiscent of Fleming 'V. Nestor,.· the Court found 
many practical r<.a.::ons why a prohibition of draft' card burning 
efficiently aid,<,d the Selective Service System. One could therefore 
argue that this case was merely a holding on the facts that a regu
lation justified by actual necessity will not be struck down merely 
because it affects methods of action by which people choose' to ex
press themselves. 07 Historically, it may also be viewed as a result 
of political pressure. The dangerous dicta, however, includes a thesis 
on how legislative intent to punish speech is irrelevant.'· Viewed 
in any light, the case is hard authority against the expansion of "sym
bolic expression" and must be distinguished by an advocate and con
sidered aberrational from the real rationale of other symbolic expres
sion cases. 

Although no defmitive guidelines emerge concerning the protec
tion of speech which is considered .symbolic, yet public activity, the 
decisions have involved several common elements: (1) a clear p0-

litical issue-statements on labor conditions, party loyalty, segrega
tion and war; (2) actions clearly related to the political issue either 

•• In re Giannini, 446 P 2d 535, 72 Cal. Rptr. 655 (1968). 
'J Kovacs v. Cooper; 336 U.S. 77 (1949). 
,. See People v. Street, 20 N.Y.2d 231, 229 N.E.2d 187, 282 N.Y.S.2d 491 (1967); 

New York L.J., Sept. 6, 1967, at 1. Halter v. NebrMka, 205 U.S. 34 (1907) upheld 
forbidding a use of flags In advertising recognizing its Ideological content. Ad
vertising is, of course, treated differently from political e:<pression. See note 
51 supra. 

0" See People v. Stover, 12 N.Y.2d 462, 191 N.E.2d 272, 240 N.Y.S.2d 734 (10531. 
"' 391 U.S. 367 (1968). 
"' See United States v. Miller, 367 F.2d 72 (2d Cir. 1966) i Smith v. Ullitcd St.,b<, 

368 F.2d 529 (8th Clr. 1966). 
r.r. 363 U,S. 603 (1960). 
r.~ Hurlan concu!'S with a strict statement of thill view. But 3ee NAACP v. 

Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958) and United States v, Carolene Prods Co., 301 U,S. 
144, 152 n.4 (1938), for examples of n different approach. Compare ill., with Princ" 
v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. l.58 (1944). 

'"But see Yiek Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.s. 358 (1886). 

• 'i 
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l:;y immediate content---5igns-or by dramatWng the specific griev
ance--draft card burning and sit-ins; and (3) individuals or groups 
acting in a specific locale or for a limited time. The inquiry, then, 
is whether these elements are present in the use of drugs, and, if 
not, whether they are essential to a defense based. on free speech. 

B. Drug Use as Political Expression. 

Not all drug use has del\! political overtones. A man dependent 
on morphine after hospital treatment may have been involuntarily 
addicted. On the other hand, cooperative living and the growth of 
conventions among users of psychedelic drugs manifest a social vision. 
Insofar IIll drug users utilize drugs as an explicit rejection of society 
or socip'al modes of living, they are engaging in political action. 
Recently n tru:ee-judge panel enjoined the enforcement of an 'over
vague statute proscribing nudity against a nudist colony.'· Although 
this ruling was based on vagueness, Judge Darr reached the merits 
to hold that the nudists' privacy should be protected and that the 
statute violated the freedom of association,'· and the rights to privacy 
and equal protection of the law." One might argue that the impulse 
beneath the vagueness ruling and the concern for the freedom of 

• association was a recognition that these people were living according 
to their .social ideals. Similarly, comm~ use of drug~, because 
it embodies particular social values, could be viewed as political 
expl:ession. 

•• Roberts v. Clement, 252 F. SUPP. 855 (ED. TeDD. 1lI66) . 
•• 252 F. SuPp. at 848-49 (concurring opinion). See altro Fenster v. Leary 

20 N.Y.2d 309, 229 N.E,2d 426, 282 N.Y.S.2d 739 (1967) discussed infi" at note 95. 
One might worry about an extension of the argument jn the text to\'the proposi
tion that anti-soclal behavior Is necessarUy protected poUtical speech. What 
about thieves? Comider the movie Thi2f of Parts (1967) for an example of 
thievery as expression. See altro Lynden, The WI Holdouts, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, 

-Aug. 1967, at 42 ... 3. This bstJe is considered implicitly in the text accompanying 
notes 101-107 infra. See Justice Jackson's discussion in We.1 Virginia State Bd, of 
Ed"c. v. Ba.rnette, 319 U.5. 624, 642 (1943) on the right to differ on things "that 
touch the heart of the. existing order" and make gestures in regard to them. In 
thievery, partiC'Ulnr acts are prohibited that may manifest the thief'. rejection of 
the social order. In nudity and drug sessions the· style of life is at stake. Of 
course, alleged thieves like all others may gather socially. See United States v. 
Buralino, 285 F.2d 408 (2d CIr, 1960). 

0' 252 F. SuPP. at 850. Darr tben added a humorous addendum attacking nudis~ 
leI. A!J!o, the declslon of a CaUfomia 10wer court that nudist catnP3 are ptoteeted 
by the fiNt amendment was reeently upheld on narrow erounds. People v. Lang, 
No. 8187 (Los AngeJ.es County Super.~, Dee. 4,1968). 
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In the case of noncommunal use of drugs," the political aspect is 
harder to per(.'eive and define. It can be argued, however, that be
cause use of illegal drugs so unequivocally sets one against public 
morality and defines a different way of life, 'a clear rejection of s0-

ciety and its values, it could very well be treated as political" ' 
Two fa~ous cases have. dealt with individual acts as relevant to 

the good moral character which aliens must maintain for the five 
years preceding naturalization. On Repouille v. United States,'" Judge 
Learned Hand held for the majority of two that an alien who com
mitted an act of euthanasia during this five-year period failed to meet 
the "good moral character" requirement since most people considered 
mercy killing to be immoral.·' In Schmidt v. United States,·· Judge 
Learned Hand, in dealing with a man who with "unnecessary frank
ness"·' admitted occasional acts of fornication, decided that he still 
possessed the requisite good moral character.' Both men, of course, 
had violated laws. If they had done so to protest or change the 
laws, their acts would have appeared to be political in nature;'· In 
absence of an express motive, however, can we conclude that their· 
actions were political? We 'can say at least that their acts had 
political-moral content, so much so that a single act was sufficient 
in one case, !Uld almost in the other, to lead to a conclusion of 'im
morality' by public standards-an act therefore of political content. 

People rarely use drugs in public; such use is a seeming end in 
itself. While pickets and draft card burners intend to convey an 
idea, drug users rarely intend their acts to convey ideas explicitly. 
Yet drug users, like members of nudist colonies, have a style of life 
at stake. Both the "digger" and the solitary junkie embody their 
concept of life in their acts. Their acW, therefore, if not specifically 
oriented to communicating, are nontheless expressive of their "iew 

.2 Even "solitary users" often use drugs In a social group. Jwilcies go to 
shooting galleries: P(lt Is often soclal; and many WIers belong to a little society 
composed of indivlduPls with common problems and a common language. 

OJ But Dote Justice Black's conclusion that "the F'U'St Amendm',,:n! does not pro
tect speech and assembly only to the exte!1t it can be characterized as political." 
United Mine Workers v. Illinois State Bar Ass'n, 389 U.S. 217, 223 (1967) • 

.. 165 F.2d 152 (2d Cir. 1947). ' 
•• Judge Frank dissented on the ground that public opinion and ethical leaders 

should be ~onsulted before maltln& a decision. Id. at 1M. 
'.177 F.2d 450 (2d Cir. 1949) • 
• ; 177 F.2d at 450. One could query whether a Judge should suggest that a 

mar. lle on a governmental form. See IB' U.S.C. §1001 (1966) • 
•• The range of crimirutl nctions normally committed by people in Protest or dcs

peration that may be morally justifiable and even legally acceptable Is discussed 
at length in Allen, CII/il Dilobedlence and the L.pal Order, 36 U. em. L. REv. 1 
(1967). 
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and function for them, perhaps due to ill similar psychological 
motivation, as would displaying banners and signs.·· We might say 
that style of life may be viewed as political expression, just as a mon· 
astic life may be viewed as religious devotion. . 

C. Drug Use Q.5 Protected .E:q)reaaUm 

If drug use can be treated as political'expression, is it there£o~ 
exempt from prosecution? The fact iliat speech is used in an act. 
does not protect the act: U(I]t has never been deemed an abridge.
ment of freedom of speech or press to make a course of conduct 
illegal merely because the conduct was in part initiated, evidenced, 
or carried out bY means of language, either spoken, written, or 
prlnted."" This po3ition is even stronger when the act in question 
is not so conspicuously purposeful, political expression." Clearly 
whispers of conspirators are not immune. Radio is regulated for 
content," and individuals may be prosecuted for fraudulent state
ments!" A proscribed act, once labeled political, does not become 
less criminal. 

But our inquiry does not end here. The above argument rests on 
the assumption that taking drugs, even if embodying a social: idea 
or politically purposefu.l., is a proscribable act or proscribed. aspect of 
an area of activity. It may be, howev!!!", that drug use is an entirely 
political and social act, lacking those tangible nonideological elements 
present in the ends and effects of conspiracy, libel, fraud or, IU'Buably, 
draft interference. Our inquiry, therefore, is whether taking drugs 
has proscribable aspects or belongs in a scheme of activity that pr0-

duces effects which are sanctionable. To do this, we must examine 
both the tict itself and the power of the state. 

m. THJ: RIGHTro us: SELJ'oDJ:STJIUCTIVI: 

The keystone to this section can be found in Justice Jackson's 
account of the activities of infant Jehovah Witnesses: '~The freed0Pl 

G.ld. See ,,110 P. WEISS" J. WEISS, RIGIl'J' AmI WRONG, A PHILOSOPHICAL DULOGUII 

BrrwJ:EN FATIIER .AND SOl\' (L."67). 
'QGlboney v. Ernpir<> Storage, 336 U.S. 490, 5()2 (1949), quoted with approval 

in Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 536, 555 (1965). 
"See note 63 $Up,a. Clearly, the clalm of political vision Is often more lit

erary than actual. 
.. Cox, The FCC, TM COlUtltutlon, And ReUglow Brocdcuti"ll, 34. GI:O. W AlII. 

L, REv. 196 (1965) Is an excellent attack on the efficacy and constitutionality of 
such reaulation. 

"'18 U.S.C. § 1341 (1958). See Weiss, rup'" note 19 a(5113-609 on the concep
tllal problems involved. 
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ao;s.erted by these appellees does not bring them into collision with 
rights asserted by any other individual ... Nor is there any question 
in this case that their behavior is peaceable and orderly."" In 
that case, much to the consternation of many locals and local offi
cials, Jehovah Witness students were upheld in their refusal to 
salute a flag while other classmates did so pursuant to a school 
regulation. Similarly, m1,1ch to the consternation of oth~rs, drug 
users commit acts which mayor may not have effects on their minds. 
The question is whether the analogy holds-Does taking physical 
substances because of their effects on personal attitudes and expe
riences have the same constitutional nature as 4lking or refusing to 
take a symbolic position because of its meaning to the individual? 
The resolution of this question requires an examination of 0UI' criminal 
system and other acts analogous to drug use. 

The f\.lIldamental document in American democracy is the Con
stitution. Explicitly based on an accord, it estabJishes governmental 
powers and individual rights. Many specific sections deal with crimes. 
The fifth amendment states that no one is to be denied "liberty" 
without due process of law. 'Ine implication of tris command is 
that all individuals, or at least all adult citizens, have liberty as an 
inherent characteristic of their citizenship. Their ability to consent 
implicitly or explicitly reject or affirm, and their part in the con
tinuing pronouncement, "We, the p6nple," rests on the recognition 
that all individuals have liberty. So we can say that the Constitution 
envisions a society composed of "free" individuals living together. 
Yet that freedom car. be taken away. The Constitution also en
visions arrests, trials and imprisonment, and a criminal process which 
must be conducted in a manner c,)nsistent with guaranteed procedural 
safeguards. 

Thus, there are two elements to be considered in analyzing the 
imposition of criminal sanctions-liberty and procedural safeguards. 
Although, in a constitutional context, these elements could be con
sidered separately, many reasons favor reading- them together. First, 
because the Constitution is an attempt to generate fundamental prin
ciples by which government and society can function, its provisions 
arc better viewed as related parts in a scheme. Second, the history 
of constitutional interpretation by the Supreme Court evidences a 
reading of the document as a unity, and the principles as related.'· 

,. West Virginia State Bel. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.s. 624, 630 (1943). See 
Weis.., oupra note 19 at 610. • 

,; S~" Mapp v. Ohio, 3S, U.S. 643, 661 (1961) (Black J., concurring); Adamson v. 
C;liCotnia, 332 U.S. 46, 68 (1947) (Black, J" dissenting). See gen<!raliy G"iswold 
v. ConecUcut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); .Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886). 

", 
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Third, liberty and due process are not only conceptually related, but 
also related in fact by specific procedural guarantees, such as rea
sonable bail," thereby indicating that due process reasonableness was 
intended to serve as a protection of liberty. Procedural protections 
therefore serve th.e dual functions of guaranteeing optimum continu
ation of liberty and of preserving liberty during .the criminal process. 

How can these .elements be combined? On any democratic prin
ciple one man's freedoms and rights are as valuable as another's. We 
all start as free individuals, but some may act in such a way as to 
affect other people's freedoms and rights. If we say that it is only 
justifia.ble to interfere with a person's freedom when he interferes 
with the freedom of others; the elements are neatly combined. What 
is needed then is a procedure for resolving these conflicts. The 
state serves this function by determining which acts so adversely 
affect other people's freedoms that limitations must be imposed on 
the freedom of the actor. 

As further proof of the rea~nableness oIthis constitutional ground 
of crimiD.al law, consider the implications of a system not based on 
a recognition of liberty. If the state could prosoribe any act and· the 
state countenance, as it must and does, prosecutorial discretion, sig
nificantequal protection problems could arise and the whole point 
of procedural due process would vanish. An ordinance against bre.ath
ing, selectively applied, could lead to oppression. If any act can be 
proscribed then we have little need for due process protections 
since all we need do is proscribe the acts or characteristics" of those 
we do not like. (There is more than one way to skin a cat). 

But most important is the fact that· the Constitution has created 
specific categories of exempt acts, those that o~y affect other people's 
beliefs not their freeQoms. The first amendment establishes freedom 
to promulgate ideas. Again, in Justice Jackson's words: 

If official power exists to coerce acceptanC<1 ot any patriotic-creed. what 
it .hall contain cannot be decided by cOurts, but must be largely discre
tionary with the ordaining authority whose power to prescribe would no 
doubt include the power to amend .• " If there Is any fixed star in our 
constitutional constelliJtion, it Is that no official, high or petty, can pre
scribe what shall be orthodox: in poUtics, nationalism, rellgion"or other 
matters of opinion or force· citizeJlll to confess by word or act their faith 
therein.. If there are any circumstances which permit an ex:ception they 
do not now occur to WI. • •• It would seem that involuntary affirmation 

'''U.S. CoNST. amend. vm. 
11 Of course, tl)~N are other COIUItitutional guarantees such as those IIlJa\nst bills 

of attainder which, if properly applied, would protect manY rights. U. S. Co!cIl'I'~ 
art. I, J $. See United States v. Brown, 381 U.s. 431 (1885); NoIe, 72 Y.u.s 
L.J. 330 (1962). Equal protection Is also a powerful tool. See Hernandez v. TCJaIlj, 
347 U.s. 415 (19"'>&); yielt Wo v. HopkW, 118 U.s. 358 (1886). 

':i 
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could be commanded (lnly on even more iJrun!l<l!a!e and urgent grouniIQ 
!lUlu sill:'ncc.T6 

In ~hort, compulsion to perform a symbolic act with specific ideologi
cal content is forbidden. Pel'sons i!amlOt be compelled to affirm a 
pledge which has manifestations COb'Dizable only by tho~e who believe 
or t1lOse who are concerned wi"th the belids of othel·s.'·· There exists 
not only the range of freedom of el',pression but also the specific area 
of sYlllbolic activity. In this connection, let us note a refusal to partici
pale ill a rituul when others do can be as symbolic a gesture as par
licivution itself-an upright person amidst Imeeling peoplej a person 
~illilJg down while olhers stand in tribute. 

'I'he lll'incipie we may extrat'! is that the Constitution has defined 
a runge of criminal acls. 'I'hat range encompasses acls whose physical 
l1oui<il!ologicul consequences affect the rights and freedoms of others. 
Hesll'aint is justified upon proof thut the acts of Olle have physical 
l!on);c<illencc to the dct!'illlent of !molher's freedom: 

\,l'Jh" I,ower of a .luto to rel,'Ulute and control the c(muuct of a private 
indiviuuul is cunfincu hy those cuses whel'e his conduct injuriously nlIecls 
olhors, With hIs fuulls or weaknesses which he keeps to himself and 
which UO lHlt operulo:lo tho detriment of IIthers, the stule as such has no 
l~tllH!l'l'n.etJ 

Such all inchoate principle has been evidenced in unnlogous situ
alions. One jud~7e has stated that the state cannot prescribe what 
II man shall eat und wear or drink or think."' On the same rationale, 
peyote ami LSD are eaten. Another court has stated that cigarette 
~muking cunnot be made illegal."" 

In a different context, courls have disputed utilizing the police 
pOWt!r to force motorcyclists to wear hehnets, 'l'he dialogue may be 
viewed as slarting when a New York judge, later reversed,"' stated 

,. Wcst Virginiu Slale Bd, of Educ. v.Barnette, 319 U.S, 624, 634, 642, 633 (1943). 
C/. '1'OI'C"SO v, Wutki"s, 367 U,S. 488 (1961) on compelling affirmatiun of belief. 

'u Se. Wels", '''I,ru 110te 19 .t 610-11. It is not entirely clear wh~thel' the black 
leller of the law is tilU! estubllshl.I1g the ritual Is forblddcn, Wh"UlCl' cornpelllng 
clliltlrcJl to tuke postures infringt!9 r<:1igiou9 lind/or free ~peech rights, or 
whoti'"~' it is the compulsion of aJlil'maUon wllich is the cI'uClal di.tusleful elelUent, 
Jd, 'l'ho oLiecll.v~ In that IIl'ticl" was to harmOIU:Le nil f"cow; l,efe to explore the 
\heoreticul underpinnings, 

"' Conllllonwcallh V. SmiU, 163 Ky. 227, 234, 173 SoW. 340, 343 (1915), 
bll!:iullb v. Be.sorne,', 164 Ala. 599, 51 So, 246 (1909) . 
• , Hersberg v. Barbourville, 142 Ky. 6U, 133 S.W. 985 (1011). 
"People v, CUI'michael, 53 Mlsc, 2d 584, 279 N.Y,S,2d 272 (GeneSL'<l County Ct. 

Spec, Suss. 19(j7), rev'd, 56 Misc, 2d 388. 288 N.Y,S.2d 931 (Genesee Counly Ct" 
19(;8). '1'he ,'.Uollal"8 Were tile presumption of COllsututionullty, legislative fael
Jlllllillli. harm 10 olher~ hy careelling motorcycles and tile need for " healthy 
eili,cnI'Y. '1'he decisioll Is no! pe,'suasive but, ns yel, thel'e I. 110 record. of un 
appcal. 
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that "the police powel' is unuerstood by this court. , . [to] justi£[y] 
the regulation of the conduct of one person because of the effect of 
that conduct upon other pe(s(ms,"" arguing that alcohol and narcotics 
are proscribal..ole b(lcause th"y produce lInti-social behavior, but that 
to force welll"lllg of helmuts is unconstitutional. 'I'his pronounce
ment was preccded by auother decision that held the prohibition 
UllC(lllslitulionul because it wus too indefinite to meet eriminal legis
lative :;taudards, tIH:!l:eby imticuting that the legislature really had 
no pIlle\! in vrescrHJing hCiW pcople dl·cssed.·' 

Then carne the answering" cllses. Rulhel' than directly deny the 
valiJity of sic 'utel'l~ tao abcnuJa 'ltot! loedas-that there can only be 
crimes when things lire done which are dangerous or destructive 
to othCl's-courts f(luud justification in the safety dangel".presented 
by helmetle.s motorcyclists,'d )!'or, they reasoned, if il motorcyclist 
was llUl't fur lack of a h"ll11.:t, he rnight careen about c)."ellting a 
danger to others." They thel'ehy avoideq the issue of the constitu. 
tionality of legislating to prolect indivictuals from themselves, al
thouglt anti court intimated tlll!,t beca.l,1Se injured ~eov1e were a 
burden On the :shlte, the state could exercise its police power broadly 
tu enact slIl:h legislatiun.'· 

1'0 this argument, the Mif.:higan Court of Appeals, aft.er quoting 
John Stuart Mill, posed the classic answer. The aim of preventing 
nl.olo~cyclislS ft'um going out;'of control could be lierved by narrower·. 
legislation which did not infringe individual choice.8U Reject,ing "pa~ 
ternalism," the court reasolled that 11!gislation concerning safety de~ 
vices, such as motorcycle wiIHisllields, would be bettel' adapted to ihe 
put'v()se of pl'eV(JUting injured mOloreyclists from endangering others.'. 

"53 Misc. 2d at 590,219 N.Y.S.2d lit :m . 
•• Peol'ie v. Smallwood, 52 Mille. 2d 1027, 217 N.Y.S,2<i 429 (Monroe Count)' 

Ct. S(,o". j3ess., IUG1). . 
"" COUlU10llW(:uhh v. Howie, 238 N,lll.2d 3'13 (M~ss. 1968); Peoplil y. Newhouse, 

55 Mbc. 2-1 10«4; 2111 N.Y,S.~d 113 (llhdca Cily Ct. lWB) (rej~ctl"n: of vaguen .. "" 
argument); People v. lllel",eyer, 54 Mi.c. 2d 466, 282 N.Y.S.2d 791 (Buffalo City Ct. 
100'/) (dioeu:;,!;o" l>f police powc")j 1'001'11> v. Schmidt, 54 Mise, 2d 102, 283 N.Y.S, 
2d 2UO (F .• rie County Ct, 1U61); Stalu ex "al. Colvi;': v •. Lombardi, 241 A,2d 625 (IU. 
1968). ' 

., l<1 • 

.. P""l,le v. NI>whou&e, 55 Mbc. 2d 1004, 1005-66, 287 N.Y.S.2d l1S, 714 (Iihacu 
Cily f~t, 1068) . 

• 0 ArllCricun Motorcycle AlIs'n v. Davids, 158 N.W.2d 72 (Mich. 1008), FOl" 
Cusca ill which !hl~ ratlonalu was WUld sell Covington I!. Rash, S80 U.S. 80 (1965); 
NAACP v. Aluha,na, 'il7'l U.S. 268, 3\\1 (1964); NAACP v, Butlon, Sll U.S. 415 
(lUU3); Sheltun v. 'rucL.~i·, 364 U.S. 419 (lUUO); CllllLWell V. COllllecUcu~, :110 U,S; 
~06, 3U1 (lU~U). 

~o 1<1. 

, ~., 
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(Query, however, the effect of aesthetic objections by owners to 
slfch designs.) If, on that narrow ground of. reasonable regulation' 
to effectuate the purpose of safety, the Michigan court appears the 
most persuasive, it is,clear that the principle of constitutional freedom 
irom ."paternalism" is not universally accepted and must be argued 
for, at least in that context. The dialogue though indicates a judicial 
and judicious 'hesi~tion with respect to laws which preclude people 
from taking personal risks. Such an approach reflects the constitu
tional considerations previously suggested and traditional ''liberal'' 
doctrines on the police power.9

' . 

Recently an alternate analysis, based upon complementary consti
tutional doctrines, was advanced by Professor Bork."' He suggested 
taking Justice Goldberg's concern in Griswold 11. Connecticut" with 
the ninth an1endment more serinusly, reasoning that the first eight 
amendments could be conceived of as specific examples of the gen
eral set of natural rights protected by those eight and the ninth, and 
one might argue, the tenth. Dealing mainly with the issue of legal 
activism; Bork suggested that the Supreme Court should extrapo
late on a case by case ba.sis froIn the first eigbt amendments to give 
cognitive content to the concept of rights in the ninth. Unfortunately, 
he offers no principles, so it is hard to see how such an approach 
wtuld not be an excuse for judicial legislation. On the other hand, 
one could argue that the ninth and tenth amendments reflect a doc
trine of natural rights, if not natural law, so to invade a person's 
identity-manifesting and identity-constituting activities, is a suspect 
invasion of this realm. Bork aptly suggests that the selected inva
sion must be the least destructive means available: "[A]ll human 
behavior should be entitled to the same lIve! of constitutional con
sideration ... that is currently afforded ~on-political speech .... 
The new concept of rights becomes, indeed, something roughly de
scribable as a 'presumption in favor of human autonomy."" One 

01 Recently, the United States Supreme Court dodged this issue and entered 
into a confused deb. te on public drunkelUless and criminal responsibility. Powell 

..... Texas, 392 U.S. 514 (1968). There is neither a majority opinion in' Powell nor 
much inspirational reasoning. Since a condition uf'i,ublic drunkenness, as in this 
case, could be Udangerous," it arguably falls out of the class of action or expres
sion without tangible harmful aspects. However, becaUSf, by definition public 
drunkclUless is a crime without an Act, there is an implied undermining of the 
rationale of restraining only dangerous acts. Until the issue is directly confronted, 
.!>owcll should be considered in tandem with Roblman. 11. Callfomia., 370 U.S. 660 
(1962) , and, although troublesome, not dispositive. 

"" Bork, The Supreme Court Need# a New PhilolOPhll. Foarom, Dec. 1968, at 138. 
'''' 381 U.S. 438 (1965) • 
• , Bork. ;supra note 92 at 174. 
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might say, that recOgni7jng the complexity of activity and motive, 
constitutional protec~ions are relevant not only to discreet activities 
but also to tho~ who engage in them. -

In this regard. it should be noted that courts have increa.c;ingly 
emphasized the right to be the wr.y you are regardless of how l'&> 

pu~t it may be to others. In striking down the New York vagran~ 
law. the New York Court of Appeals recently stated: 

[AJ statute whose effect Is 10 aurtail the liberty of Indlviduals to live 
their lives as they would and whOft jusillication Is claimed 10 lie in •.• 
poUce power ..• must bear a reasonable relationshlp to ..• the alleged 
public good. • •. It is also obvious that today the . • . only crime [of 
vagranu]. If any. Is against themselves, and whosa main offense usuolly 
consists in leaving the environs of skid row and disturbing bll thdr 
pre.ence the sensibilities of residents of nicer ~ of the community ..•• " 

Reminiscent of the language' in Barnette tI. West Virginia State Bel. 
of Educ •• •• the Court concluded that the uncqnstitutionality consisted 
of an "overreaching of the proper limitations of police power in that 
it unreasonab~y makes crimitiaJ. . . . conduct of an individual which 
in no way impinges on the rights or interests of others. . . ."" Also 
recalled is Justi,ce'Braildeis' dissent in Ol7ll8tead v. United States: 

The malters of cur constitution undertook to secure condltions favorable 
to the pursuit "f happiness ••• They conferred as agalnst the Govern
ment, the right to be let alone-the most comprehensive of rights and the 
right most valued by civilized mm." 

The "right to be let alone." a recognition of the inviolability of-a 
person's identity and purely personal evidencing of it, is often char-
acterized and recognized as "privacy" and harks back to the original 
attempt to create a society in which men were free to "pursue happi
ness," to conduct their lives as seen fit, and to experience pain. plea
sure and individual fulfillment. An underlying impulse and factor in 
the formulation of "liberty," its Illost recent expression by the Su
preme Court was in Griswold v. Connecticut,·' where the Court 
refused to let ~ state proscribe D).eans of contraception. and procrea
tion. This decision in turn echoed older pronouncements about lIthe 
right of the citizen to be free in the enjoyment of all his faculties."'" 

The "right to be let alone" logically entitles citizens to eng,age in 
beha~or which the majority might consider distasteful or even Com. 

"FenSter v, Leary, 20 N.Y.2d 309, 314, 229 N.E.2d 426. 429-30, 282 N.y.s2d 
739,743 .... (1967).' But c/. Powell v. Texas, 392 U.S. 514 (1968). See utao 1Uck.v 
v. UnI~ Stetee, 3M F 2d Il64 (D.C. Cir. liM) . 

•• 319 U.s. 624, 642 (1gp). . 
"20 N.Y.2d at 312. 229 :r.'J;:.2d at 428, 282 N.Y.S.2d .. t 142 • 
.. 2T1 U.S. 438, 478 (1928). 
·"'381 U.s. 479 (1965). 
100 Allgeyer v. Louisiana, 165 U.s. 578, 5B9 (18ll7). 
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plJ!tely immoral, such as nudism or vagrancy. In analogous areas, 
this conduct is often potentially harmful to the person himself; yet 
to interfere with this constituting of his identity is to "unreasonably 
interfe;e with the right of the citizen to determine lor himself such 
persoiJal matters."'·' 

Private personal indulgence in conscious-altering substances for rea
sons of personal pre(erence concerning the constitution of identity 
and consciousness is an act whose essential and overriding purpose 
and effect is not only that . .of inducing a personal private experi.ence, 
but also that of defining himself in part by the act. Whether the act 
is motivated by or described as related to a desire for religious ex
perience or metaphysical insight or merely a wish to "get high," 

. it is not and does not affect others or limit the freedom of others to 
live their lives as they see fit, except as Ii result of the way in which 
people's identities affect others. A man who swears constanUy 
may offend some, an addict othElrs. Both may bore even their 
friends, but they are not affecting another's freedom by acts or poli
cies, but only by the identical insistence on their own mode of life. 
Friends or enemies may ignore them. It would appear, therefore, 
that the use of such drugs falls within the class of constitutionally 
protected private identity-constituting and identity-reflecting conduct 
which is placed beyond the reach of the state's police power by the 
Constitution and its underlying principles. 

This argument must be placed at least congruently to the context 
of political expression. It pays nodding acknowledgement to the idea 
of unconscious intention and the relation and interpenetration of psy
chology and politics. It suggests freedom to create and affect identity 
and reactions may be a necessary cell.ditf.on for future political specu
lation, formulation and action. On 'l.he:bther hand, it recognizes that 
appearances and expressions reflect reactions and positions about 
society that may have political implications. In short, there exists 
a joinder of rationales-the hesitation to extend police power beyond 
acts harmful to others, engendered by the common-law fear of power; 
an interpretation of the Constituuon which suggests that there are no 
criminals, only crimes defined in terms of liberty-deprivation; and a 
constitutional command of free speech whose effect is to protect its 
origins and, wherever, pos~ible impure expressions. These rationales 
suggest a principle of law, oft.su not strictly followed; that the ra
tionale of state sanctioning under the Constitution prevents sanction- , 
ing for those self-directed acts which refl~t ideas and express, affect 
and constitute personal identity. 

----. .--------------------------------
,0' Hershberg v. City of Barbourville. 142 Ky. 60, 61,133 S.W. 986, 987 (i911). SCc 

cc.scs cited 1., note 106 infra; Cortland v. Larson, 273 ill. 602,113 N.E; 51 (1916). 
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Cases both ancient and recent suggest that courts do recognize and 
apply the rationale. developed above in analogous areas. There exist 
only three possible reasons for not applying such reasOning in the area 
of drug use: (1) use creates crime; (2) use leads to insanity, causing 
parents to not support their children, who then become burdens on 
the state; (3) use is tantamount to suicide. Noting that there is 
considerable factual dispute about the accuracy of these contentions, 
we will assume them true 10 discuss their relevance. 

An old distinction exists, often ignored, particularly in thll early 
1950's, between words used in· furtherance ,of a crime, perhaps in its 
commencement, and words or ideas which are considered dangerous 
to government and community. Those ideas which may lead to action 
(e.g., DCIJf K«pitat and Mein ·Kampf) are protected; those words in· 
volved in the action (e.g., "you get the rope to hang him") do not 
protect the actor.10' The rationale behind this distinction would seem 
to rest on a belief in individual responsibility and free will. tntimately 
a man's act is his choice and his responsibility. Those things which 
may encourage c.rime do not necessarily produce it. A man regardless 
of temp~ti"n is guilty if he breaks the laW.lOa Crimes are acts a,ud so 
punished. Even to maintain tImt alcohol and drugs encourage or 
motivate to crime does not argue for proscription-we maximize £ree
dom to reCeive all influences on the {eith that a man chooses and is 
responsible and we can punish accordingly. In particular, the re
quirement of me1U! rea suggests it is the decision to do the act that . 
predicates gullt, so that we look to an act 'of will, as it were. Since ,an 
act of will is necessary, temll,f;ation, influence and inclination are 
factors for the will, not direct canses. To punish factors is to change 
the concept of guilt. Having (\ law of crime, not Criminals, and ac
knowledging the tremendous range of factors 'that may lead to the 
commission of crimes, leads to the conclusion, that even if drug,use 

10: Cases like Denrus v. United. States, 341 U.S. 494 (1951) and American Com
munications Ass'n v. Douds, 339 U.S. 382 (1950) are <lliectauthority, if of dubious 
vitality, counter to the proposition. While. this distinction Is a theoretical one sup
ported by some authority, requiring full argUmentation perhaps 'beyond the scope 
of this article, it Is, according to the authors, the onW constltutionnily vnIld one 
and of sufficient force to employ here. Certainly teits such a. "clear and present 
danger" are not relevant. Since the suggested distinction I. not Ideologically .di
rected toward violence or incitement thereto, it.q authoritative base and clear rele
vance juatify lUling it as established law here. 

10' Only at the extreme limits of self-defense do we let duress or temptation 
exCUJe a crime. SuRegina v. Dudley" Stephens, 15 Cox Crlrn. Cu, 624 (1884): 
Clancy'" Weiss, "'PTa note 27 at 148-49: cf Wallace v. United States, 162 U.S. 466 
(1896). 

'0 

II 
II 
'I 
'I 
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is ilSSociated with substantially higher crime commission, it may not 
be proscribed on those grounds.>o, 

But saying this does not mean that some controls may not be 
exercised. Courts have repeatedly held that dispensation of drugs 
and liquors may be done only pursuant to a license and/or a pre
scription.'o, There is no reason why this principle could not be 
employed' to regulate sale of the drugs !n question. Our argument 
goes to use and possession. Distributing drugs to others c'ould be 
proscribed; it is not beyond the laws to issue rules about the circula
tion of dangerous instrumentalities.'o, The law can reasonably prohibit 
minors from using drugs, liquor and tobacco,oT by controlling distribu
tion, while refraining hom broad proscriptions against possession and 
use by the adult populace. That and that alone is protected as not 
being an act which directly and nonideologically affects the lives and' 
actions of others. 

While it is beyond the scope of this article to propose a regulatory 
scheme, it may not be entirely inappropriate to suggest the outlines 
of one. The unauthorized giving or selling of certain drugs could be 
made illegal. The state could dispense drugs or have authorized 
sellers; similar to state liquor store arrangements. In this way, price 
and quality could be regulated. Inflated prices in the illicit drug 
market would be decreased, making such activities less lucrative and 
diminishing the likelihood that potential buyers would be compelled 
to commit crimes to secure the purchase price. Negative propaganda 
campaigns akin to those prellantly being conducted against cigarette 
smoking, could also accompany drug legalization. Other crimes, such 

101 To deny thIs we would have to reverse all criminal law. 1£ junkies necessarily 
commit crimes, then they !>Ick a mens Tea. 1£ they act without Ii specIfic guilty 
choice they have no requlslfe guilty mind. A whole line of cases has grown up in 
this area. See Townsend v. Sain, 312 U.S. 293 (1963); Hansford v. United States, 
365 F 2d 92lJ (D.C. Cir. 1986); People v. O'Neil, 66 Wash. 2d 263, 401 P 2d 928 
(1965) ; Rnbinson v. California, 310 U.S. 680 (1962). See generally Goldstein & Katz, 
A!>olbh the "[",anity Defe",e"-Why Not?, 72 YALE L.J, 853 (1963). -

10' Findings es~ablish that marijuana does not cause crime. See HearIngs on
Taxation of Marijuana H.R. 6385 BefOTe the Ho,..e Committee on Ways and Means, 
75th Cong_, lst 5oss., (1937); Bromberg .& Rodgers, Marijuana and Aggressive 
Crime, 102 AM. J. OF PSYCHIATRY 825-26 (1946). See generally Murphy, The 
Canabl3 Habit, a Review of Recent P'lIchlatrlc LiteratuTe, 15 BULL. Or NARCOTICS, 

No.1 at 15, 19 (1963). On the other hand, the growth of riots following integra
lion and demonstrations nre grist for the mill of the racist right; 

,OG See Gray v. Conecticut, 159 U.S. 74 (1895); Rosenblatt v. California State Bd. 
of Pharmacy, 69 Cal; App. 2d 69, 158 P.2d 199 (1945); ef. American Civil Liberties 
Union v. Board of Educ. of City of Los Angeles, 59 Cal 2d 2lJ3, 379 P.2d 4, 28 Cal. 
Rptr. 700 (1963); American Civil Liberties Union v. Board of Educ. of San Diego 
Unified School Dis!., ~ CaL 2d 224, 379 P.2d 16, 28 Cal. Rptr. 712 (1963) • 

••• Cf. Prince v. Massachusel5, 321 U.S. 158 (1944). 
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as p~viding drugs to, a minor and aiding amihor in their use could 
be created. Once diiipensation is restricted to authorized .sources, 
regulation, except as to quantity which is an individual choice, may 
be engrafted as it is for alcohol and off-track betting. In such a 
sl-ostem, sanctions are applicable and only private indiVidual use or 
communal use by adults would be permitted, and only if the drugs 
were obtained from legal sources. i<.. 

Many also maintain that use of drugs, particulaay I4!;);,and DMT, 
has serious psychological consequences. But fue,prdjlem is very 
difficult. In many cases the. state-labeled "insanity" is labeled by 
others the ideal experience or style of life-unervous." Claims that 
drug use results in bizarre behavior and unproductive people are met 
by claims that such bE\havior is ideal and that productivity is a false 
value. Insanity itself raises many of the issues in the range of 
freedom of expression.lOB Whether drugs create or manifest psycho
logical patterns is in dispute;'09 many materials legally obtainable may 

. contribute to a breakdown in mental functioning or lead to temptations 
to obtain money illegally. Against this" range of considerations we 
may returil to our previous distinction between tendency-creating acts 
and expressions and the act itself. The use of materials which may 
create a state of being characterized by some as insanity· cannot be 
prohibited, although illegal acts committed by.the user, such as child 
neglect,1'° may be punished. The only difficult issue is the moral 
question of these persons becoming a burden on the state and aur 
right therefore to prevent those things that increase that possibility. 
But this issue appears to have been lcdd to rest by decisions in the 
welfare field. People are free to move and to be burdens on the 
state,11l an~. procreate and be burdens with their chlldren on the 

'08 The authors would lJke t~ thank H. Leroy Jackson, Jr., for this suggestion. 
, .. See text accompanying ~otes 52-68 mprB; note 99 supra. Note the dicta in 

Allgeyer t>. Louisiana that police powe, must respect and not infringe the right to 
p)lrsue happiness and use one's faculties in " lawful way, 165 U.S. 578, 589-90 
(1897). • 

110 What of the a,gllment, if sound, that use of LSD results .In chromosome dam
age! Even Thomas ,",equinas thought a child not a muroerable human'lmtU eight 
days after concept/'l\', so It is ha,d to believe " conjec\)lral statistical effect on a 
non existent c'!'Jl<j:'be ",ade the subject matter of a crime. We have come lOme 
way since HolrMs' th\ro-generation-of-idiocy rationale. Compare Buck v. Bell, 
274 U.s. 200 (1927) with Skinner v. Oklahoma eo: ret Williamson, 316 U.S. 535 
(1942) and Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). Chromosomes nre un
likely victims fo, crimes; eugenics is not yet jurisprudence. Let us notn in pass
Ing that cigarette smoking and hunger have been better denlOnstrated to Injwe the 
unborn. '·Yet prosecutions of the welfare mother for failure to p\1,chase.J,'lO<ls con
stituting II balanced diet would violate the established money-payment princi
ple which ru.lciws recipients to spend as wanted. 

III See Edw~ v. California,' 314 U.S. 160 (1941); Thompson v. Shapiro, 270 

\' 
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state.ll2 If the consequence of a protected aCt means dirett state 
support, that is the unpredictable price a free society has to pay.llS 

Many maintain, although many dispute, 'that drug use creates a 
propensity to commit crimes.l1f Assuming that were the case it 
would make no argument. Could one prosecute for poverty? Could 
one prosecute for belonging to a reading society whose traditions were 
violence? or for having a cook-out where members were "likely" to 
commit cr.imes?lU 
. Again, we must recur to the implicit model of man jn criminal law. 
We punish for acts made after decision. Many factors, rational and 
psychologcial, may enter a decision and culminate in an ar.t. We may 
not punish on the basis of factors, although there may be some statisti
cal correlation between factors and acts, since the function of punish
ment is directed toward the individual, and must attend to his 
individual acts, and the utilization, manifestation and control of the 
various factors ingredient in a decision. A sUm of factors is neither 
a decision ·or an act-it requires the man to do something. Moreover, 
factors interrelate and to prosecute for one factor without knowing 
what others may be necessary to trigger the result would violate even 
the rationale of prevention. Recognizing the complexity of decision 
evenwitnout the common~law assumption of free will leads to a 
rejection of decision-factor prohibition. And, let us note, that the acts 
worried about are crimes subject to prosecution (and to prosecute 
for drugs might lead to more· irrationality in plea-bargaining) so one 
could increase sanctions for crimes· committed while under the influ
ence of drugs as is done for liquor and gun use.1lI 

F. Supp. 331 (D. Conn. 1967). But .ee Harrell v. Board of Comm'rs, 269 F. Supp. 
921 (ED. Pa. 1967). 

110 Such would be the Impllcatlonof Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 
(1965), particularly In conjunction with Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S, 398 (1963). 
Sin'ce· travel and procreation are constitutionally protected rights, exclusion from 
benefits because of the exercise of those rights would be an unconstitutional c1assi
ficatiOli. 

113 We encourage the payment of direct and indirect support for those things 
enablins choice in the area of constitutional freedom. See Everson v. Board of 
EOuc., 330 U,S, 1 (1947); Weiss, auPT" note 19 at 612-17, 621-23. AJ;'Illies arc raised 
an:! supported so that people may live freely. Tho cOnsequent loss of Income and 
burden on the slate are the price of supporting freedoms of choice. 

"'Sec 'i'AYLOR, NAftCOT!CS, NATURE'S DANGEROUS GXf'l 19· (1949). Consider the 
reverse argument that crime and bappiness are inversely related to heroin use. 

ItO See United Slates V. Bufalino, 285 F.2d 408 (2d. Cir. 1960). 
110 Rathcr than violating the second amendment, proponents of gun control lcg

I!slntlon would be better-advised to follow the English method of hnposing more 
severe sanctions for crimes committed with guns. 
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One might argue for possible prosecution for attempted suicide, of 
those who employ drugs. The analogy fails. In Russian roulette we 
have, a clear individual probability, in drug use statistical. For some 
individuals, drugs might never decrease life expectancy for others 
certainly; it may depend on the body type. Until we know the precise 
mechanism for accurate prediction, we have no proof that a drug user 
is risking his life and arguably attempting suicide. To the degree that 
drugs are classified with those items which may tend to diminish life, 
the distinction between tendency-creating acts and direct acts of 
destruction still holds. 

To approve of proscriptions agair.st suicide is not inconsistent with 
our thesis. Suicide is a form of murder. Not only an avoidance rather 
than a solution of life's problems, it also can be considered immoral 
because it, like all human deaths, wreaks irrevocable havoc on others 
and destroys unduplicable potentialities. Unlike other acts which 
manifest or create a propensity toward acts which are destructive, 
suicide is irreversible and destroys the agency while creating harm. 
Taking the steps one at a time: (1) Suicide is an act after which there 
is no more. H a person does something which creates a tendency, 
the tendency may be resisted or even. the tendency-creating acts 
ceased. An act of sui\:ide is ultimate-nothing can reverse it or stop 
its consequences. (2) The argument against prohibition of tendency
creating acts rests on the idea that we punish on a model of free-will 
Sanctioning after mens Tea does not apply to suicide for, after its 
completion, there ean be no free-will. The agency is no more. Suicide 
prevents resisting thll'tendency. (3) Suicide has consequences on 
others. On all these grounds, our argument does not prevent sanction
ing mticide. H not, then the argumt!nt ean be extended without ruinillg 
the rationale on policy reasons. 

IV. CoNCLUSION 

There is no impediment to our conclusion. Use of drugs reveals 
certai!]. perspectives and psychological patterns. Whe~ observed, it . 
may communicate sentiments as .it arouses reactions. In a society 
formed of equally free men"fi:Tith no restrictions on the pure communi
cation of positions, with sanctions"predicated on acts creating tangible 
harm to others, drug use ~ outside the range of sanctions and pro
tected as private expression. Assuming we only punish for acts 
chosen by free men, those 'activities, including .drug use, which a man 
does to live with himself and articulate for himself his style of life 
may not be forbidden. 

83-317 0 - 77 - \l 
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LEGISLATION 
The Legalization of Marihuana: A Realistic 

Approach, Part I 

"Bhang and gania in the Old World, marihuana in the New, will 
never be put down by all the propaganda agai1l8f them, whether true 
or false. Exhilaration of spirit, the flights at pure imagination, the 
feeling of ascending as though one flooted above reality, the freedom 
from serious aftereffects, and most at all t1-.e lack at permanent damage 
-it Is these that make the extermination at hemp seem quite 1wpewss, 
even to those dedicated to that enterpr/se.NI 

I. INTRODUc:rION 

All present indications point to an increase in marihuana use 
throughout the United States.2 Twenty-five years ago, the drug was 
found almost exclusively among the working class and minOrity 
groups,S but the present trend has been toward increased use among 
people in the middle and upper income and social strata of society." 
As a result of this trend, the "marihuana problem" is gaining wide
spread prominence. More and more individuals, especially youth, 
are being subjected to the severe penalties associated with possession 
and use of marihuana. Not only are people becoming mo.re aware 

1. Taylor, The Pleasant A'SQssln; The SIudv of Marihuana, in THE MAlllHUANA 
PAPEIIG 15 (D. Solomon ed. 1966). 

2. A REPORT BY mE PRESmENT's CoMMISSION ON LAw ENI'OIICEMENT AND ADMINIS
TRATION OF JUSTICE, THE CHALLENCE OF CmME IN A FJID SOCIETY 213 (1967) 
(hereinafter cited as PRESmENT's REPORT), states: "To the limited edent that police 
activity is an accurate measure, use appears to be Increasing. Bulk seizures of marihuana 
by Federal enforcement authorities totaled 5,641 kilograms in 1965 as against 1,871 
kilograms in 1960. Bureau of Narcotics arrests for marihuana offenses about doubled 
over the same period of time." Dr. Stanley F. Yanes, director of the N"tional Institute 
of Mental Health, testified that the United Nations estimated that in 1950 there were 
200,000,000 users of marihuana in the world, mainly in India and in North Africa. 
Estimates in the United States have been as high as 20,000,000, but It is much more 
likely that of 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 persons have used It at least once. 11I.e National 
Observer Mar. 11, 1968, at 12, col. 3. See aha URdu"'"", Introduction 10 THE 
MAlUHUANA PAPERS, mpra note I, at xxiii; NEW YOIII: CouNTY MEDICAL SocIETI' 
REPoIIT, Th .. Dangerow Drug Problem, 22 N.Y. Med. 241, No.9, May 5, 1966 (here. 
Inafter clter;\ as N.Y. C'n' Mm. SOC'y RIEPOIIT}; Will Street Journal, Nov. lIO, 1987, 
at I, col. 1. 

3. LAGUAJU)IA REPORT, THE MAlUHUANA PRoaUM IN TIll: CITY OF N_ fONt 8-11 
(1944) (hereinafter cited as MAYOR', I\uoIIT); Solomon, Ed/t01"# ForflfDOlfl to nm 
MAlllHUANA PAUN, .uprll Dote I, at xiv-xv. 

4. Blum, Mind-Altering Drug. lind DlrngerolU Beh401or: Dlmgeroou Drug" in TAU: 
FO:ICE RU'OIlT: NAllC0TtC8 "NO D!\uc A.un, 24 (1967) (hereinafter cited .1 Blum, 
Dangerotl8 DI"IIII'); PltEsmENT's 1U!PoRT, mpro note 2, at 213; Solomon, "'pm note 3, 
at xx; Wan Street Journal, Nov. 20, 1967, at I, col. 1. 
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of'the legal punishments, but existing facts as to the effects of mari
huana are being brought to public attention with greater frequency. 
Nevertheless, there remains a great gap between the knoWll facts and 
risks and reputed facts and risks.S As is the case with other dangerous 
drugs, existing knowledge concerning such matters as the effects of 
marihuana on the individual, the types of persons who use it, and the 
relationship of use to crinie is confused and incomplete. There is, 
however, sufficient infonnation to warrant, if not require, a review of 
the existing system of control. 

Before making such _a review, it must be recognized that the pro
grams, Jaws and recommendations based on existing knowledge may 
be of little value unless they stem from an objective analysis based 
upon accepted medical knowledge rather than an emotional reaction 
stemming from misinfonnation. The purpose of this note is to present 
the realities of marihuana generally' with the hope of dispelling some 
unfounded myths Which·have been created and accepted by the ma
jority of the public; it will examine tl:e current method of prohibiting 
the use of marihuana and will then present what is belie,j'ed to be a 
more realistic approach to the problem. . 

II. MAJUHUANA 

A. Ge~ral Aspects 

Marihuana comes from the flowering tops of the leaves of th~ 
female hemp plant, Cannabis indica.6 The plant often is found 
growing wild, but it can be cultivated in any temperate or semi
tropical climate, including the United States.7 Producing bizarre psy
chic and physical effects in man when eaten, drunk, or smoked, 
cannabis or hashish! is used extensively in Middle Asiatic, Eastern 
and Southern Mediterranean, and North AfricaIf countries, especially 
Egypt.9 In the United States, the dried leaves are smoked in the 

S. Blum, Dallgcrnu., DrUgs, III",." note 4, at 26. 
6. Cunnabis sativa L., Canmibis iDdlc;t, and Cannobis americana are agreed to be 

th" sam" plant, ""rying somewhat in size ond appearance with climate aDd soil, but al· 
ways producing an -intoxicating principle. It is consumed in many ways and und"" mnny 
names in diHerent parts of the world. Murphy, The CanlllJb£, Habit: A Review of 
IIcc<>nt P'lIchia1ric LlIeratu,c, 15 U.N. BULL. O\, NAl\q;mCs No. I, 15 (Jan.-Mar. 
1963). Other lll\Jlles for canndbis or its productr, include hashish, cbaras, bhang, 
;::anj,1, dagga. and marihuana. L. GooDMAN & A. GlL~UN, TilE PH,uu.U.COUlCICAI. 
BASIS a.' T/lEIL\PE,mCS l!99 (3d ed. 1965). (111e terms marihuana and cannabis will 
bot used interchangeably throughout the note.) 

7. PRY.5lot:.'IT'. REI'ORT, IIIpra !lOla 2, at 213. 
8. A derivative of tbe hemp plant' which 15 more potent than marihuana. It 15 

rarely found in the United Stutes. Id. . 
9. In these arcus, tile common practice is to talee It orally as a liqUid or solid. 

PftOC~:IillINGS, WIIITE HOOSE CoNFERENCE ON N.uu:onc AND DIIuc ABUSE 286 (1962) 
(hereinafter ciled as PJ,oe:£EDlNcs). 
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fonn of a cigarette ("reefer"), occasionally mixed with tobacco. The 
user must employ a technique of slow and deep inhalation of the 
unpleasant, irritating smoke, fonowed by complete consumption of 
the cigarette, in order to achieve maximal vaporization and absorp
tion of the resins.10 The psychic changes induced vary with the 
individual, his existing mood, and environmental conditions. The 
usual effects are hilarity and a general breakdown of emotional re
straints, although occasionally the individual becomes quarrelsome. 
Distortion in perception of time and space is common, a,":d auditory 
perceptions of a rythmic nature are markedly accentua~ed, leading 
to rather extensive use among musicians.ll · 

Although there is some medical use for the drug in other pa!'ts of 
the world-especially in folk medicine-it is generally agreed that 
neither marihuana nor other cannabis preparations currently have any 
accepted medical use in the United States.12 Despite the fact that 
marihuana is no longer classified as an "official drug," there is'stilI 
some feeling that it might have medical value.13 The literature of 
the past decade frequently mentions possible effects other than intoxi
cation.14 In a recent trial involving possession and sale of marihuana, 
Dr. Joel Fort, a respected psychiatrist and drug consultant who has 
worked at the Federal Narcotics Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky, 
testified that marihuana might be useful for some agitated persons, 
'''in that the tensions they live under, the depression that they might 
.suffer from, would be relieved or alleviated by a certain pattern of 
marihuana use: "15 A pharmaceutical chemist also stated that mari
huana. might have therapeutic value in medicine.1e Although reports 
of these effects may not now be sufficiently convincing to justify 
the drug's use in modem medicine, it is clear that more research 
can and must be done, especially in light of the extremely low cost 
of marihuana and its potential value to the poor in many countries,17 
• 10. ld. 

U. For a description of the immediate physical and psychological effects of mari
huana use see Taylor, ropra note 1, at 14-15. For a' more detailed descriptio". of the 
biological nsPCCi5 of marihuana and the manner in which it Is used see PRESlDEl<1"'S 
REPORT, supra note 2, at 213; PROC£EDINCS, wpra note 9, at 286; Solomon, wpm nole 
3, at xiii; Taylor, S1Ipra note I, at 3. 

12. P11£S!DENT'S lIEPO~T, "'pra note 2, at 213; Blum; Dangerou.r Drvgz, IIIpra Dote 
4, at 26; GooDMAN & GILMAN, lIIpt'a note 6, at 300. 

13. The World Hcalth Org.,nlzation Expert Committee on Addlctloo-Producln, 
Drugs reels that although marihuana has no medicinal efect which outweighs its 
disadvantages or which ~nnot be substituted for, the drug $IDeS haVe med!clnal 
properties other than that of intoxicatiOn: Murphy, .up,a bOte 6, at 20. 

14.ld. 
IS. Wall Street Journal, Nov. 20, 1967, at 8, col. 3. It Is possible that marihuana 

might provide a safe Rnd necessary outlet (preferable to alcohol) for persons burdened 
with the ever-increasing tensions and problem. of today'. world. 

16.ld. 
17. Murphy, IUpra note 6, at 21. 
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B. Is Marihuaoo a Narcotic? 

Although marihuana is treated as a -narcutic _ \Inder many state laws 
and in the same manner ss "hard narcotics" by federal law, it is not 
a narcotic.ll In general, drugs liable to abuse are usually put into 
either of two classificatioilS-"narcotics" or "dangerous drugs," and the 
people who abuse them are usually called "addicts" or "users;"19 The 
terms have been used carelessly and without the precision necessary 
for objective analysis. The dictionary defines a narcotic as a substance 
which -"allays sensibility, relieves pain, and produces profound 
sleep."20 Its legal definition, however, does -not refer to one claSs of 
dmgs, each having similar chemical properties or pharmacological 
eHects.21 Rather, the term i:; applied to a number of different classes 
of drugs which have been grouped together for purpose of legal 
control.22 

The most accurate definition of. narcotic is limited to opium, its 
derivatives and synthesized analogs.22 "Narcotics" as described by 
.Jaw or in popular speech, however, may include a number of drugs 
which are not. opiates and which do not produce severe psychological 
effects upon withdrawal as do most, but not all, of the opiates.lIt So 
it is that "narcotics" statutes may also include marihuana,. cocaine, 
hallucinogens, and other drugs pharmacologically dissimilar to opi
ates.25 On the other hand, substances such as alcohol which are 
centrally active (central nervous system affecting) and do produce 
strong withdrawal effects -may not be classified as narcotics.:116 

The Subcommittee on Narcotics Addiction of the New York County 
Medical Society has called marihuana "a mild hallucinogen.'77- This 

18. See N.Y. C''tY MEO. SOC'y REPORT, .tUpra note 2, at lUI. di5cussed in PRESIDENT'S 
REPORT, .tUpra note 2, at 224; Blum. Dangerous Drugs, supra note 4, at 22; Murphy, . 
sU/"a note 6, at 21. 

19. PRESIDENT'S REPORT, ... pra note 2, at 211. 
20, WEBSTER'S TIIIRD NEW bIT'" DICTIONARY (1961). 
21. PJ\ES/DENT'S REPORT, ... pra note 2, at 212. 
22. ld. It should be noted that all classifications of drugs based on presume4 

behavior out~'Omcs or on Ieilal status are inadequate and confusing. Blum, Dangerous 
Dt'lJgs, /lUpra note 4 •. at 22. 

23. Blum, Mind-Altering Drug. and Dangeroo.t BelwolOf': Norcolic8, in TASK FOOCE 
REPORT: NAllCOTlCS AND DRve ABOSE -40 (1967) (hereinafter cited as Blum, 
Nfltcotics). There Is a Ia,ge class of drugS, often referred to O\S ps>,choaotivc or 
psychotropic, which Includes prepnratlons classified as opiates, stimulants, sedatives, 
intoxicants. tranqt·,lizers, antidepressants. and haUucinogens. Among the51' - the tenn 
"D4r<'Olic" is most oil",! ~pplied to opium, its derivatives and synthetic analogs. Among 
mtox/cants may be In.c1uo6d aJcolhol, the volatile intoxicants such a~ some glues, gasoline, 
p.,I"t thinners, ether, etc., and In Iinotller class, cannabis-derived prep;untlons such 8$ 

marJnuana. Blum, Dang"",", Drup, .tUp,... note 4, at 22. '. 
24. Blum, Narcotics, IlUpra note 23,at -40. 
~-5. Id. 
26. ld. 
!!:T. N.Y. C'n' MED. SOC'y REPORT, ... pra note 2, .t 241. See also The National 
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characterization may not be completely accurate, however,. in light 
of evidence that marihuana. "seems more likely to produce intoxicat
ing effects similar to alcohol" than hallucinations.J!l Although it is 
not this ... ote's intention to classify marihuana,. ~t is dear from the 
evidence presented that it does not fall within \hc medically accepted 
definition of narcotic. It is submitted that the drug should not be 
included within either the federal or state narcotic statutes. 

C. Extent of Use 
Although legalized supply of marihuana is allowed in only a few 

countries, its production and use is nearly worldwide.29 In the United 
States the largest percentage of the marihuana comes from Mexico.30 

The consensus seems to be that its use is increasing!! and ranges from 
the yOIDlg urban poor through disaffected "hippies," to artistic and 
university communities and young professional persons in metro
politen centers.32 Use appears to be concentrated in the 18 to 30 
age group, but reports M both downward (high school) and upward 
(over 30) diffusion are appearing.33 Dr. Richard H. Blum states that 
the "best estimate is' that experimentation is far more· common than 
reguhr use and that heavy· use (as occurs in Mrica and Asia) is 
quite rare."34 

There are reports of widespread use on campuses, but estimates 
that 20 to 50 percent or more of certain college populations have 
used the drug can neither be verified nor refuted.3l! Dr. Stanley F. 
Yolles, the director of the National Institute of Mental Health, testi
fied that approximately 20 percent of the college studeuts qup,stioned 

Observer, Mar. 11, 1968, at 12, col. 3. 
28. Blum, Dangerolls Drugs, supra note 4, at 22. "Both in the complCldty of its 

effects and in more specific characteristics, cannabis Is much closer to alcohol than to 
the opiates or to cocaine." Murphy, supra note 6, at 21. See auo Rosenthal, Danger
""" Drug Leglslalion I" the U"Ued States: Recommendations and Comments, 45 TEXAS 
L. REV. 1037, 1047-48 (1967) (hereinafter cited us Recommendatlom and Commentt). 

29. Blum, Dangerous DrlIgB, supra note 4, at 24; Bouquet, Cannabis (Part II), 3 
U.N. BULL. ON NAilCOTICS No. 1,38 (Jan. 1951). 

30. The plant is cut, dried, and pulverlzcd and then smuggled across the border, 
either loose or compressed in brick fonn. PREsIDENT's REPORT, "'pM note 2, at 213; 
PROCEEDINGS, supra note 9, at 28-29. 

31. See note 2 supra and accompanying text. 
32. See" note 4 supra and accompanying text. In contrast to marihuana lise, heroin 

addiction "on a large Icale Is an urban problem. Within the cities it is largely found 
in areas with low average Incomes, poor housing, and high delinquency. The addict 
himself Is likely to be male, between the ages of 21 and 30, poorly educated and 
unskilled, and a member of a disadvantaged ethnic minority aroup. l'IIl!slDl<N't's 
REPORT, "'pM note 2, at 212-13. 

33. Blum, Dangerous Drugs, $upra note 4, at 24. 
34. ld. See QUo N.Y. Cn MED. Socx REPORT, BIIpra note 2, at 241. 
35. N.Y. C'T\, MEn. SOC'y REPORT, supra note 2, at 241; PRESIDENT'S REPORT, supra 

note 2, at 213. 
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it/recent surveys reported some experience with marihuana .. It was 
estimated that about 2,000,000 lligh school and college students have 
had some experience with tIle drug, but of .those students who re
ported using marihuana, .~') percent had used it less than 10 times, 
with "once or twice" the commOiiest response.3G It would thus appear 
that the number of steady users of marihuana in our college popula
tion is smal1.37 

D. Marihuana Myths 

Although marihuana is becoming a problem of national concern, 
there still is a great deal of misunderstanding regarding the actual 
facts and risks of marihuana use. Sufficient knowledge, however, 
exists to dispell the myths' that exist. The major areas of confusion 
are summarized in the following questions: (1) Do marihuana users 
become physically addicted, as can users of heroin,morphine and 
alcollOl? (2) Do users develop a psychological dependence on mari
huana perhaps even harder ~o break than physical dependence? 
(3) Does it cause psychotic episodes or long-range personality 
changes? (4) Does marihuana cause violent crime and sexual excess? 
( 5) Is marihuana a stepping stone to the more potent, addictive 
drugs? 

III. EFFECTS OF MARIHUANA USE 

A. Addiction 

There appears to be no settled definition of 'addiction.36 Most 
frequently it connotes physical dependence, resulting from excessive 

36. Thc Nalional Observer, !lfar. 11, 1968, at 12, eel. 2. A careful California study 
of 121 stUO"lIts showed that 14 (119'0) reported marihuana experlcnces but .the 
majority of thes(' 11 percent bad IISed it on only one or two occnsions-and the study 
sdected thcse students for their avowed intcrest in the psychedelic experience. !of.Y. 
C'TY MEV; Sor;'y'RV,POIIT, '''pra note 2, at 241. . 

31. 11le importllnt. point in these facts is that "in mntemporary America th~ employ
m''TIt of mnrihuana has L"Cast~1 to be a subcultural affair limited to the ur.derprivilcged 
ant! the undercducoted. It has become a cuslom that is. rapidly expanding through the 
bywuys of the middle lind upper classes. Today it Is evident that the usc of marihuana 
is rupidly spreading among the privileged and the lilerate, college student and 
prof"ss')f alike, and Smling wann and broadening aecL'Pt~nce by creative people· of 
nil ages in. the arts, sciences, and prufr'ssions who no longer wish to limit themselves 
to the psychologically numbing effects of alcoholic bevcragc.,," Solomon, $Upra note 3, 
nt :ex. 

311. Pm;sIUENT'S REPOn'r, .111"0 npte 2, at 211.12. Sociologists speak of "assimilation 
into" speCial life style 9£ drug taking." Doctors ·speak of "physical dependence," and 
alh-ration ill the central nervoll' srstL,n thaI result in painful sickness when use of the 
t1nrg is abruptly tcrminnkod; of "psychological or psychic depeni;lenee," an emotional 
.desile, craving or eemp\llslon to obtain and experience the drill:. . They. spcnl~ of 
"tul"mnee," a physical adjustment to ·thc drug that r","1t.< in successive doses'":i?roducil1g 
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use of certain drugs.3lI However, one can become physically de
pendent on substances, notably alcohol, that are not considered part 
of the drug abuse problem.~o In addition, psychic or emotional de
pendence can develop to any substance, not only drugs, which affects 
consciousness and is used for escape, adjustment or simple pleasure.41 

Despite the existing discrepancies between the medical and the 
legal definition of addiction,U it is agreed that a general definition 
would include the following characteristics: (1) an overpowering 
desire or need to continue taking the drug and to obtain it by any 
means; (2) a tendency to increase the doses; (3) a psychic and gen
erally a. physical dependence on the effects of the drug; and (4) a 
detrimental effect both on the individual and on society.43 . Habitu
ation, 011 the other hand, may be distinguished by the absence of 
true compulsion and physical dependence, little tendency to increase 
the dose, and use of the drug only for tIle pleasurable sensations 
it induces, not for relief of feelings of lack.44 The obvious illustration 
of a habit-producing drug is alcohoI.45 

Most studies indicate that in terms of the above definitions, can
nabis is "habit-forming" rather than "addiction-producing."46 The 
LaGuardia Report on The Marihuana Problem in the City of New 

smaller e!fects and, therefore, n tendency to increase doses. Many statutes speak of 
habitual use; of loss of the power of self-control respecting the drug and of effects 
detrimental to the individual or potentially harmful to the public morols, safety, health 
or welfare. ld.· 

39. Id. at 212; Murphy, wpra note 6, at 16-17. See oko MAYOR'S REPORT, mpra 
note 3, at 144-46. 

40. PlIF.5lDENT'S REpORT, supra note 2, at 212; Rosenthal, Proposals for Dangerous 
Drog Legislation, Appendix B, TASK FORCg R>:FORT: NARCOTICS AND DRt:C ABUSE 127 
( 1967) (hereinafter cited as Proposals). 

41. PRESIDENT'S REPOI\T, supra note 2, at 212. 
42. Sec note 38 supra. 
43. Murphy, wpra note 6, at 16-17. (emphasis added). 
44. Id .• t 17. . 
45. Id. Sec also MAYOR'S REPORT, .upra note 3, at 144-48. 
46. Ml1rphy, .wpra note 6, at 17-22. All the information does not suggest that the 

drug itself induces dependency,and addiction in its subject. However, It does offer an 
escape from the world, IUId for Individuals whose personal inadequacy or social misery 
IU'C great enough, the desire for such escape may lend to .a rejection of life without the 
drug, which is indistinguishable from a(~diction. Id. dt 18. Sec 'a1"o AUentuck at 
Bowman, The PSI/chlatric Aspect. of Marihuana Intoxication, 99 Au. J. PSYCHIA'Ilty 
248-51 (1942); Ben.bud, P,!/chopatllO/og/caI A'1Jectt of tl,e ClUlnabU llit1!'!tion 'n 
Morocco: 'Statistical Data for 1958, 9 U.N. BULL. ON NARCOTICS No. 4, &.il~,· (Oct.
Dec. 1957); Bouquet, s!/pra note 29, at 35; C. S. Chopra at P. S. Chopra, Sfua.la 0fI 

300 Ind/on Drug Acldlcts wilh Special Reference to P8flchO&oc/okJglcaI A.pecq, i';'wlop,fl 
and Treatment, 17 U.N. BULL. ON N.'Rcones No.2, 2 (April-June 1965) (lic,':l1:.fter 
cited a.< Studies); I. C. Chopra at R. N. Chopra, The U,c of Cannabb Drug. In l..aIll, 
9 U,N. BULL. ON NARconcs No.1, 26 (Jan.-Mar. 1957) (hereinafter cited as Uae In 
1m/Ill; Llndesmlth, The Mar/hllana Problem: Myth or Realltu? in TilE MAIIIIIUANA 
PAPERS, .upra note 1, at 19 (hereinafter cited as The Mar/III/anti Problem). 
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:York concluded that true addiction to marihuana does not occur.47 
The evidence available at the time-the absence of any compelling 
urge to use the drug, the -absence or ·any distressing abstinence 
symptoms, the statements that 'no increase in dosage is required 
to repeat the desired effect in users-justified the. conclusion that 
neither true addiction nor tolerance is found in marihuana users." 
The continuation and frequency of marihuana use, as in the case of 
many other habit-forming substances, depends upon controllable de
sires for its pleasurable effects.49 'The Report by the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice states 
that although marihuana is equated in law with the opiates, the abuse 
characteristics of the two have almost nothing in common.1SO "The 
opiates produce physical dependence. Marihuana does not. A with
drawal sickness appears when use of the opiates is discontinued. No 
such symptoms are associated with marihuana. The desired dose of 
opiates tends to increase over time, but this is not true of marihuana.51 

Both can lead to psychic dependence, but so can almost any sub
stance that alters the state of consciousness:'112 Dr. H. B. M. Murphy 
found after a review of recent psychiatric literature that the consensus 
was that cannabis is much closer to alcohol than to the opiates or 
to cocaine.1I3 

B. Physical Dependence 

Even the strongest opponents of marihuana generally acknowledge 
that users do not become physically addicted.54 The President's Re
port states that although nausea and vomiting may be among the 
imnlediate physiological effects, there are no lasting physical effects, 
and fatalities have not been noted. If tolerance develops at all, it is 
very slight and physical dependence does not occur.M Intrinsically, 
marihuana is less dangerous and less harmful to the human body than 

47. !'\IAYOR'S REPOIIT, supra note 3, at 144. 
48. Id. at 146. 
49. ld. 
50. PRESIDENT'S REPORT, "'7',a note 2, at 224. 
51. A person experiencing pleaStire with two marihuana cigarettes dO<:.'! not achieve 

any greater pleas,,:') with six cirgarettes. An.ntuck & Bowman, '''pTa note 46, at 249. 
52. ld. Profc!'SOr Blum's findinp indicate that in the United States "neilher CDnnabl.s 

JnIIchom nor CQrttl<lbu depcmdCIICI/ has been described, although marihuana may be 
one of a variety of drugs used la the multihabituation pattern, where a person talces 
many oi<'I"erent dntgs and appears dependent, but not on aay one of them.n Blum, 
iJtJngef(;1I8 Drug., "',.,d ,note 4, at 2.4. (emphasis added). 

sa. Murp~y, m",a nol~ 6, at 21. AJlentuc!c 6; Bowman stalc that "[t]he psychic 
habituatiOn to marihuana II not as .trollg as tobacco or '1lco\>nl." AUentuck.,. Bowman. 
IfIlJlM note -to, at 249. 

54. ld.; Bouquet, "'JIM note 29, at 27; Chopra 6; Chopra, U.e in India, sppm noie 
46, at 19; GoOdman & Gilman, mJlTa note 6, at 301-

:;.s. PRESIDENT'S IIEP011T, lUI"" note 2, at 213. 
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is alcohol.56 While the alcoholic commonly llubstitutes alcohol for 
food, marihuana stimulates the appetite.a? Chronic alcoholism is 
associated with various iJsychotic conditions and diseases.- In com
parison, the smoking of marihuana produces relatively trivial physical 
eHects, although it does appear that immoderate use of the more 
concentrated products of the hemp plant may produce deleterious 
bodily eHects.1I9 Such eHects, however, are not conspicious among 
American reefer smokers because of the relatively small quantities of 
the essential drug which are ingested from the poor-quality mari
huana ordinarily consumed in this country.to 

C. Psychological Effects 

The psychiatric literature on cannabis smoking over the past 25 
years is somewhat confused as regards the eHects attributed to the 
drug. However, it is generally concluded that cannabis is habit-form
ing like alcohol and not addiction-producing like opium.el Dr. Blum 
recognized that marihuana could lead to psychological dependence, 
but stated that cannabis dependency has not been described in. the 
~.r nited States.1I! 

D. Marihuana Psychosis 

Most inv€Stigators warn that it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish 
a psychosis due to marihuana from other acute or chronic psychoses.a 

The fact that marihuana is frequently used by the mentally unstable," 
makes it difficult to ascertain whether marihuana was the primary 

58. Chopra & Chopra, Ure In India, IUprtZ note 46, at 19; Lindesmith, The MarihUDIID 
Problem, IUpra note 46, at 19. See aUo AlIentuck & Bowman, IUpra note 46, at 249. 

51. Undesmlth, The MOrihUDOO Problem, IUpra note 46; at 19; MAYOfI'. REI'OIIT, 
supNJ note 3, at 114. 

58. Alcoholism Is associated with Korsakoff's psychosis and cirrhosis 'of the liver. 
Lindesmlth. The MarihUDna Problem, IUpNJ note 46, at 19. . 

59. ld. Chopra & Chopra, U,e in India, "'pro note 46, at 19. See alw Bouquet,· 
IUpro note 29, at fl:t; MAYOR', REPO!fI', "'pNJ note 3, at 114. 

60. Lindesmlth, The MarihuallD Problem, supra note 46, at 19. See also N.Y. C'n 
MEil. Soo'y REPORT, IUpNJ note 2, at 241. The American marihuana smoker who in
advertantly use. too much when he switches to the mOl'e potent gaoja plant raised in 
Mexico and the West Indies is likely to experience nothinl 1lIOI'e alanninl than loing 
to sleep and wakinJ up hungry. Undesmlth, The M"""'- Problem, III,.,.. DOte 4fI, 
at 19·20. 

81. See note 46 and text accompanying notes 48-53 IIIprtZ. 
62: See notes 152-53 rtlprtZ and accompanyinl text. 
63. Murphy, IIIprll note 6, .t 18·19; Chopra I< Chopra, U.e in J.ruiid, IIIpra note 46, 

at 24. 
04. Murphy, rtlpNJ note 6, at 19. ~Uke alcohol, It (matihtlalll'.) Is alleged to CalyY no 

danler for the siable personality, but to attract the newotic and pcychopathic, who 
are also the people that tend to take .the heavy dOleS.~ Id. at Ill. 
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cause 'of insan~ty or whether indulgence in it was only secondary to 
the existing mental disorder.as . . 

Although studies in IndiaM and North MricalT show that cannabis 
psycho~es may occur in association with heavy use of potent forms 
of cannabis,G11 many writers suggest that cannabis is a relatively un
important precipitating agent.69 In a report by Dr. I. C. Chopra and 
Col. Sir R. N. Chopra on the use of cannabis in India, the authors 
concluded that: 

the. moderate use of these drugs does not lead to insan\tr in. the majority 
of the individuals unless some pr!ldisposing . factor is present. The will 
power and self-reliance of the addicts may be weakened, as is usually the 
case with drug habits, but the character and mental faculties of those 
taking small and moderate doses remain practically normaL The social dis
faoor and boycott of the addicts jn certain parts of the country where the 
use of cannabis is not'l~(lmrn(ln makes it difficult for them to lead a normal 
life. The latter may bring about unfavorable changes in their character 
and gradual mental and moral deterioration. and those who might have been 
otherwise lau:. {luid/og citizens may break the law. In this way they become 
outcasts ani! idlers.'!O 

Otlter writers generally agree that a characteristic marihuana psychosis 
does not exi:>t, and the drug will not produce a psychosis de nova in 
:i well integrated, stable person. Dr. Murphy concluded that "evi
dence of chronic mental deterioration is difficult to obtain. In 
general the studies show no evidence of ' mental or physical deteriora
tion."71 According to Dr. Blum cannabis psychosis has not been 
described in the United States,12 and in recent testimony, Dr. Joel Fort 
stated that he knew of no CIne who had been admitted to mental 
hospitals in this country .. 'solely because of problems associated wit4 
marihuana: "73 

--65:-ciiopra IX Chopra. Use in India, ,,;;,:;".; note 46, at 24. 
66. ld. at 21. 
6/, l.11mho. Medical a.nt! Socld! Problems of Drug Addiction ; ... West Africa, 17 U,N. 

Bl'I.L. ,." X,,~.r,O'i'!C', No.1. 9 (J~I\.-Mar. 1965). 
fI8. Blun!. Dangerous Druge. supra fI.,>le 4. at 24. 
69. Murphy, $1II,r,r "ole 6. /It 18-19. See also Benabud, supra note 46, at 4. 
70. Chopra & ChOtlra. US/f in. India, supra note 46, lit 18-19. (Emphasis added.). 

In commenting on the Chol'ra report, l'rofes.,or Murphy st~ted that "although it is well 
established that cannahis usc attracts the mentally unstable, tile prevalence of mnjor 
""",Ial disorders amollg cann'ubis users appt'urs til he little, if any. higher than that in 
tbe general population. Admittedly sud: data may conlain $01116 fallacies. but the 
tt'Clmiques used by tim CI,,'pras in studying their habituces differed very little from 
tho:;e used in morc modern lIlental hcalth surveys. Therefore. it would appear that 
·tJuc cannahis psychosis 1ll1"'! either be veri rtlrc indeed, Of·that it mu.<t be substilutin~ 
for othel forms of psych''''is. A.lso, the data r~ised the qu.estion whether the 'use of 
cannahis mlly. not be protecting SOllie Individuals from a psychosis:" Murphy, ,tUprr1 
note 6, at 19. 

71. Murphy • .wpra ""'e 6. at 19. 
72. Blum. Dangerous Drugs, .wpra note 4, Ilt 24. 
7.3. wan Street Journal; ""pra note 2. at 8. col. 3. 

() 
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IV. MARIHUANA AND CruME 

Marihuana has long held the reputation of inciting individuals to 
commit sexual offenses and other antisocial acts.74 The existing evi
dence, however, does not substantiate this claim.'lS Although pro
ponents of the view that marihuana does not cause crime cannot 
con:clusively prove their case,7S they point to the prevailing lack of 
evidence to the contrary. Insofar as the use of marihuana is itself 
illicit, there can be no use of the drug without criminality. If, how
ever, one consid,ers crimes against person or property as opposed 
simply to violation of the It·.w occurring because the drug is used, 
then the best evidence to date suggests that the marihuana-crime 
relationship depends upon "\:he kinds of persons who choose to use 
drugs, the kinds of persons one meets as a drug user, and on the 
life circumstances both before drug use and those developing after
ward by virtue of the individual's own response and society's response 
to him."TI In spite of popular beliefs to the contrary, one cannot 
assume that marihuana use leads inevitably to any particular type 
of social behavior, including criminality.'Ia 

One hypothesis explaining the lack of evidence that marihuana is 
related to crime and violence is that, given the accepted tendency 
of marihuana to release inhibitions, the specific eiect of thei!rug 
will depend on the individual and the circumstances.'IlI Marihuana 
use results in an accentuation of all personality traits, both Utl.lse 
harmful and those beneficial.1IO It does not impel its user to take, 
spontaneous action, but may make his response to stimuli ~ore em
phatic than it normally would be.l1 Thus marihuana does not alter 
the basic personality, but, by relaxing inhibitions may permit formerly 
suppressed antisocial tendencies to come to the fore.a It does not 
itself give rise to antisocial behavior,'" and the drug may, but certainly 
will not inevitably, lead to aggressive behavior or crime.1M 

74. PROCEEDINCS, "'p,a note 9, at 286. 
75. A1lcntuck & Bowman, "'pra note 46, at MO; Blum, DangerOUl Drug., "'pra note 

4, at 24-25; MAYOR'. RD,'QRT, IUpra note 3, at 214; Murphy, "'p,a note 6, at 16; 
N.Y. C'TY MED. Soc'Y REPORT, ",P,/I uote 2, at 241; Sagoe, N"rco&' control In 
Ghana, 18 U.N. BULL. ON NAlICOTICS No. 2, 11 (April-June 1986). 

76. rd. 
77. Blum, Dangerous DnJg', 'lipra note 4, at 23. See aUo Chopra & Chopra, UH In 

India, "'pro note 46, at 25. . 
78.Id. 
79. l'N:swENT'. REPORT, ftlpra note 2, at 225, 
SO. Allcntuck & Bowman, ftlpra note 46, at 25!J. S"e III ... YOII'S REPClIIT, .upra noIe 

3, Ilt 131-32. • 
81. Id. 
82. Allent\lck & Bowman, .up,.. note 46, at MO. See aUo PRl<SIDENT'. REI'OIIT, 6Uprrt 

note 2, at 225. 
83.Id. 
84. PRESII>EN'T'S RD'ORT, 'lI",a note 2, at 225. 

i 
I 
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. The person then, not the drug, is "responsible" for criminal acts.&! 
WIlen an already delinquent youth takes marihuana and coznInits yet 
another delinquent act, it may well be that the timing or expression 
of the delinquency is shaped by the drug-induced state of mind.eII 
Generally, although the scientific evidence is not adequate, one would 
expect that the well-integrated person under heavy marihuana doses 
will 'not do things contrary to his ordinary conduct.87 Less mature, 
more neurotic, or oth~rWise less well-integrated persons would seem 
to be more vulnera::,le to the acting-out of im.pulses, the temporary 
expressions of conflicts or the inducement by others to misbehave.88 

Thus, a review of crimes reportedly committed under the influence of 
marihuana must take note of the prior criminal and sOciopsychological 
hiStory of the offender. 

The writers, especially within the medical community, agree tI.at 
although aggressive behavior can occur, it is less common with can
nabis than with alcohol. The drug does not per se induce criminal 
behavior, juvenile delinquencycr sexual excitement.1l9 Even Mr. Harry 
Anslinger, the head of the B,ureau of Narcotics and the driving force 
behind ,the 1937marihuana laws, drastically changed his earlier views 
on the relationship of marihuana to crime in the congressional,hear
ings which led to the 1956 Narcotic Control Act. He played down 
the connection between marihuana use and crime, emphasizing in
stead that marihuana was dangerous primarily because it sometimes 
led to heroin addiction. He pointed out that marihuana is not an ad
dicting drug and noted that marihuana users were not being counted 
in the Bureau's national survey of addiction.90 . 

l)roponents of the view that marihuana is a major cause of crime 
and violence rely mainly on the heaiings on the 1937 Act.9! It found 
that 125 of 450 men convicted of major crimes in 1930 were regular 
marihuana users. Approximately one-half were murderers and one-

1!5. BlullI, Dangerous Drugs, supra note 4, at 28. 
fl6. Ser id. 
117. Iei. 
HIl. ld. Murphy, supra note 6, at 210. 
1!9. Goodin"n 11< Gilman, .tIl/Jra note 6, at 300-01; Murphy, ... pra note 6, at 15-16. 

Til<' report of the New York County Medical Sod"!), states that "tnere is no evidence 
that marihuana. usc is associated with crimes of violence in the United States." N.Y. 
C'TY MEl>. SOO'y REPORT, ... pra note 2, at 241. In the Chopra Report, a study of the 
"'L1lroS of criminal cases in various jails and mental hospitals revealed that "in only a 
very r"w Instances (1% to 2%) temporary or pcnnanent mental derangement induccd 
by cannabis drugs was directly responsible for a crime." Chopra lie Chopra, Usc in 
Indi<l, .rupra note 46, at 22. See a/.yo Bouquet, mpra note 29, at 28; Bromberg, 
Marihuana: A Pwchialrlc Studll, 113 J. AM, MED. IwiN 4-12 (1939). 

90. Lindesmith, Introduction .... pra note 2, at xxiv. 
91. Hearings on Taxation of Marihuana Before th" H0U3e Willis & Meum Comm., 

75th Cong., lst Ses •• 23-24 (1937), dlscw.sed In, TASIt FORCE REPORT:' .. NAlIOOTICS 
AND DRUG ABUSE 13 (1967). 
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fifth of those tried for larceny, robbery, and assault were regular 
users. Excerpts from files of law enforcement agencies were used to 
demonstrate a marihuana-crime casual relation. The validity of such a 
demonstration involves' three assumptions which are questioned by 
opponents of the present law: (1) The defendant was a marihuana 
user. Usually this can be determined only by the defendant's own 
statement or by his possession of tile drug at the time of arrest. (2) 
He was under the influence of marihuana when he committed .the 
criminal act. Again a statement is most often the source of the In
formation. Chemical tests of blood, urine, and the like will not detect 
marihuana. (3) The influence of the marihuana caused the crime in 
the sense that it would not have been committed otherwise.92 

. Other writers have concluded from literature surveys and personal 
contact that the association between the use of marihuana and the 
commission of various crimes is clearly demonstrable.93 Dr. James C. 
Munch bases such conclusiOns, in part, on a review of cases from 
law enforcement files where crimes of various types were apparently 
committed after use, and under influence of marihuana.IN Comment
ing on tllis study, Professor Michael P. Rosenthal states that it is 
unclear whether in these cases the person charged was under the 
influence of the drug (and, if so, to what extent) at ilie time of the 
criminal act, or whether he was merely a user.95 In either event it is 
extremely questionable whether such data throws light on the relation
ship between marihuana and crime, other than to show tllat: (a) some 
marihuana users, or (b) some marihuana users while under the in
fluence of the drug, have committed some crimes. It does not tell us 
why iliey did so (i.e., whether these persons would have been as likely 
to commit crime if tlley were not under the influence of the drug or 
were not users) or whether the estimated size of the group of mari
huana users under ilie influence of the drug who do commit crime 
( other than the acquisition, use, and simple possession or disposition 
of marillUana itself) is significant or insignificant compared to ~e 
estinlated size of the marihuana-using population.1II! 

\Vith regard to the relationship of marihuana use to traffic accidents, 
sufficient data is lacking. One study in the United States, using a 
cannabis-like compound, suggested that motor perfonmmce was not 

92. TAsJC FORCE REPORT: N.\Rconcg AND DRVC A.V$JC 13 (1961). For • JIlOI'e 

detailed description of the passage of the Marihuana Tax Act see Llndesmlth, Inl,oduc
fion, supra note 2, at ",,!ii-xxvi. 

93. Munch, Marihuana and Crime, 18 U.N. BULL. ON NAJlCOTICS No.2, 15-16 
(April-June 1966). 

94.1d. 
95. Rosenthal, Proposals, "'pra note 40, at 127 n.440. 
00. rd. 

( 1,1 
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impllired but that the ability to shift attention was reduced.1n Effects 
are no doubt related to dosage, but no driving studies based on 
varied aosages have been done.98 The New York County Medical 
Society. Report emphasized that marihuana users frequently have 
impaired judgment in certain areas, particularly in skilled activities 
SItch as driving.99 

V. MARIHUANA AS .A STEPPING STONE TO AnDICrION DRUGS 

It is a popular assumption that marihuana is a "stepping stone" to 
heroin in that it is a causal factor which predisposes a person to pro
gress to heavy drug use.lOO With reference to the belief that mari
lmana leads to he,roin use, three critical questions must be considered: 
( 1) What proportion of marihuana- users do not go on to heroin? 
( 2) Is marihuana use an inevitable and necessary precondition of 
heroin use, that is, can it be shown (a) that all heroin users first 
took marihuana, (b) that such marihuana usc is the only factor 
(.'ommon to heroin users, and. (c) that the presellce of this -common 
factor can be shown experimentally to be a determinant of heroin 
use?lot (3) Whetller a marihuana. user is more likely to go on to heroin 
than a non-marihuana user? 

There is evidence that a majority of the heroin users who come to 
the attention of public authorities have, in fact, had some prior experi
(,llce \vith marihuana.lol This, however, does not mean that one leads 
to the other in the sense that marihuana has an intrinsic quality which 
creates heroin susceptibility.l03 There are too many marihuana users 
who do not graduate to heroin, and too many heroin addicts with no 
. fJi."'Vcndt, Effects of Cerlaln Drugs Used in Self Medication jn Relation to Drilling 
Performance and Traffic llazard .. , PnOCEEDIXCS OF THE SECOND HICHWAY SAFETY 
n('.'~"''';l1 COnnHLATIo>r CoNI'ERENCE, April .5.fl, 1954, discussed in, Blum, Dangerou., 
[)ruf.!!i, ,,'''pTa not~ 4, at 2,.1). .. 

!}S. rd, 
99. X.Y, C'T)' ~1t:D. Soc'y R~POnT, supra note 2, at 241, See alsQ '1110 Nutionai 

Ol>so"'('r, ~far, 11, 1968, nt 12, cnl. 3. 
100. Dlum, Narcotic., ,'''pra nnte 23, at 52-53. 
101. It!. at 5.3. Thl' mmlts of sneh te.ts nre, of course, negative. 1d. 
102. N.Y. C'T)' ~b:D, Soc'Y Rf:l'onT, ... pra note 2, at 242; PRFoSlDENT'S REPOIIT, ... pra 

not!! 2, at 225. 
11).3. PIIK"Dt:",.·3 REPOIIT, .H'pra note 2, at 225 •. Blum -points out that although case 

.tudies "suggest thnt mnny identified hcrdin U5ers have bad earlier experience with 
marihllann," thl'Y nrc .1"" Iikdy to hnvc had even earlier iIlfcitcxpericncc with 
d~arettes and alcohol. Blum, l),,"gCT(JfI-' Drtlg., SI""a note 4, at 24. The' M.yor's 
nrport cnncludcd that marlhunim was ncither a significant addiction producer iuclf; 
"or " seriolls channel to other addictions. ~"WOrtS nJ!POIIT, .fUpm note 2, a~ 2.5. 
Fin:,J1y. the New York County ~rrdical Society recogllized in its report lIiat it"' was 
tm,. that 0\"" 50% of heroin nsers have had prior m~rihuan. c~pcrlcncc; Howevl'r, 
IUll0nl{ tho hundreds of thousands of persons who have had one or a few -marihnanll 
c,'PI'ricne,'s, "only" sman nUOlber subsequently become heroin addicts." N.Y. C'TY 
~ft:o. Soc'" REi-onT, '1'pra note 2, at 242. • 
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known prior marihuana use, to support such a theory,lM Moreover, 
there is no scientific basis for such a theory, Dr. Louis S. Goodman 
and Dr. Alfred Gilman state quite explicitly that marihuana habitua
tion does not lead to the use of heroin; the casual relationship between 
the two has never been substantiated.lOG 

Two reasonable hypotheses may explain the alleged relationship be
tween marihuana and heroin. First, people who are predisposed to 
marihuana are also predisposed to heroin use,lClS Second, it may be 
that through the use of marihuana a person fonns personal associations 
which later expose him to heroin.10'! 

VI. EXISTING LAW 

A, History 

In 1930-the year the Federal Bureau of Narcotics was established108 

-only sixteen states had laws prohibiting the use of marihuana, and 
those statutes were generally mild and rarely enforced.1oo By 1937, 
largely as a result of almost eight years of persistent efforts by the 
Bureau, every state legislature had adopted a standard bill making 
marihuana illegal.Ho With the passage of the Marihuana Tax Act in 
1937, the plant's legal fate was effectively sealed; the Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics had created a "villainous Mte ~I)iT out of whole cloth, 
which it then heroically proceeded to slay in a campaign that today 
seems more noteworthy for its. zeal than for its principles."lU 

104. Pl1ESIDENT'S REPORT, supra note 2, at 225. Blum states that "[m]ost persons 
who experiment with marihuana do not try heroin, some heroin users even in slum 
cultures have not first tried mnrihuana, nnd among heroin users first trying marihuana 
a number of other common factors are also likely 10 be present. Among these may be 
experimentation with other illicit drugs renecting a general pnttc'tn of drug interest and 
availability." Blum, Narcotic., supra note 23, ut 53. Sec also Lindcsmith, The 
Marihuana Problem, supra uote 46, at 27; MAYOR'S REPORT, supra note 3, at 13; N.Y. 
C'T)' MED. SOC'Y REPORT, supra note 2, at 242. 

105. Goodman & Gilman, ."I"a note 6, at 300. "There is no evidence to suggest that 
the continued usc of marihunna is a stepping stone to the use of opiates." Allentuele '" 
Bowman, supra note 46, at 250. "The truth of the matter . . • Is that very lew 
marihuana u.ers go onto heroin, and very few alcohol users graduate to the Ule of 
heroin." Lindesmfth, The Marihuana Problem, supra note 46, at '.z:T. 

106. PnESIUENT'S REPORT, supra note 2, at 225. 
107. See Blum, Narcotics, supra note 23, at 53. 
108. Under a recent reorganization plan the Bureau of Narcotics has .been shifted 

from tho Treasury Department to the Justice Department. N.Y. Times, Feb. 8, 1968, 
at I, col. 1. 

109. Solomon, supra note 3, at xv. 
110. ld. 
Hl. rd. at xv-xvi. For a detailed discussion of tlle history of the llate and le*ral 

marihuana laws see id at xlii-xvi; Lindesmlth, The Mari1lUana Problem, ftlpra note 46 
at 23-'.z:T. .' 
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B. Federal Laws 

1. The Marihuana Tax Act.-The Marihuana Tax Act was modeled 
after the Harrison ACt.l12 It was designed to curb the use of mari
huana by the use of federal police power, and, like the Harrison Act! 
imposed penalties upon both buyers and sellers. As stated, the ob
jectives of the act were: (1) making marihuana dealings visible to 
public scrutiny; (2) raising revenue; and (3) rendering difficult the 
acquisition of marihuana for nonmedical purposes and noncommercial 
use.1l3 The Act was the result of a publicity campaign staged by the' 
Federal Bureau of Narcotics under Mr. Harry Anslinger's direction 
and leadership.m The bill was passed with little discussion and after 
brief hearings, on the ground that marihuana was a highly dangerous 
drug inciting its users to commit crimes of violence and often leading 
to insanity. liS 

At the federal level marihuana is controlled in a manner similar 
to heroin and other ''hard narcotics.'" Federal control is maintained 
via the taxing power, and a transfer tax and an occupational tax are 
prescribed by the Marihuana Tax Act.lIS The Act permits the Secre
tary of the Treasury or his delegate, to require registrants to render 
infonnation returns, verified. by affidavit, setting forth the quantity of 
marihuana received or harvested during "such period immediately 
preceding the demand of th,e Secretary ... not exceeding 3 months.,,!l? 
If the registrant is not solely a producer, he must set forth the persons 
from whom he J;eceived it t!:"d the date and quantity of each receipt.lI8 
Most transfersll9 are taxab~e and must be made pursuant to official 
written order.12O The tax on transfers to registrants is one dollar an 
ounce;121 transfers to unregistered persons are taxed in the prohibitive 
amount of one hundred dollars an ounce.lD 

112. 26 U.S.C. §§ 4701-36 (1964). The Act was passed by Congress in 1914 to 
control opium and its derivatives, including heroin and morphine. 

113. PIIESIDE"'T'S RI:'; (JRi', .rupra note 2, at 224. 
Il4. Llndcsmith, The ~Iarl"uana Problem, .rupra note 46, at 23. 
115. ld. The public was told that marihuana was a "scourge" which undermined 

its victims and degraded them "mentally, morally and physically." It had a "corroding 
. "'fect on tbe body and on the mind, weakening the entire pbysical system and often 

lcuding to Insanity after prolonged use." H. ANSLINGER lrc W. TO~iPJaNS, THE TRAFnc 
Is NAllc:oncs 20·22 (1953). 

U6. 26 U.S.C. §§ 4741-62 (1964). The Act was originally passed in 1937. Act of 
Aug. 2, 1937, 50 Stat. 551. For a detailed description of the aistin, law, see 1'Iur.s,. 
Vt:l<T'S REPoRT, surra note 2, at 213-14; Rosentbal, P"'f'O«llt. mpra note 40, at 128·29; 
Rosenthal, Recommendatlolll _r C(l!1l!1\ellts, mpta note 28, at 1(114.·77. 

117. 26 U.S.C.I 47M(.) (1964). 
118. 'd. 
119. Exceptions are listed in 26 U.S.C. i 4742(b)(1).(5) (1964). 
120. 26 U.S.C. § 47.f2(a) (11164). 
121. 'd. § 4741(0)(1). 
122. ld. § .f741(a)(2). A transferee must obtain an official written order form in 

... 

83-317 0 - 77 - 12 
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The Marihuana Tax Act prohibits interstate shipment, transporta
tion, and delivery, but exempts from these prohibitions registrants 
who have paid the occupational tax and other enumerated classes of 
persons who are engaged in '1egitimate" dealings.l13 It also pro
hibits persons required to register and pay the occupational tax 
from importing, manufacturing, producing, dealing in, compounding, 
prescribing, administering, dispersing, selling, or giving away mari
huana without having registered and paid the tax.1H Where a written 
order is required, the Act forbids transferors to make transfers with
out one,us and prohibits transferees required to pay the transfer tax 
from acquiring or otherwise obtaining the drug without having paid 
it.l26 Proof of possession combined with failure to produce a written 
order after reasonable notice and demand from the 'Bureau of Nar
cotics is "presumptive evidence of guilt" of unlawful possession.12'I 

2. The Narcotic Drug Import and Export Act.-The Narcotic Drug 
Import and Export Act prohibits knOWing unlawful importation with 
intent to defraud the United States, and the receipt, conceahnent, 
purchase, or sale, or unlawful importation;U8 . Unexplained possession 
of marihuana is "sufficient evidence to authorize conviction" under 
this section, just as it is in the case of the Marihuana Tax Act.129 

3. Federal Penalties.-Penaltieil under the federal marihuana laws 
are the same as for violations involving narcotics, and they are 
harsh.l30 Particularly long sentences are prescribed for sales to juve
niles.131 In 1951, following the post:World War II upsurge in ~
ported addiction, mandatory minimum sentences were introduced for 
all narcotic and marihuana offenses.13Z In addition-as in the case of 

triplicate from Ihe Bureau of Narcotics. ld. § 4742(a). The original Is to be given by 
the transferee to his trunsieror, and the transferee and the Bureau each keep a copy. 
ld. § 4742(d). Both the original and the transfercc's copy are to be retained and 
mude available for inspection for two years. ld. The written order requirement is 
inap(llicable to transfers by registered practitioners to patients "in the course of . • • 
professional practice only," but the practitioner must maintain records of each transfer 
and keep them available for inspection for two years. ld. ~ 4742(b)(I). Similarly, 
transfers "made in good faith" pursuant fo written prescription must be retained for 
inspection for two years. ld, § 4742(b) (2). 

123. leI. § 4755(b). 
124. leI. § 4755( a). 
125. leI. § 4742(.). 
126. ItT. § 4744(a). 
127. lei. 
128, 21U.S.C. § 176(a) (1964). 
129 • .ld, § 174. 
130. 26 U.S.C. § 7237 (1964). Th" present federal narcotics and marihuana laws 

equate the two drugs. An offender whose crime Is sale of a marihuana reefer Is subject 
to the slime term of imprisonment as the peddler selling ·heroin. l'IIE8wENT's 1963 
An .... wlly CoMMlS5JON ON NARCOTIC AND DRUG ABUSE 42. 

131. 26 U.S.C. § 7237(b). 
132. B~ggs Act of 1951, 65 Stat. 767, United StatL'S drug control policies have 
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nar.cotics-probation, suspended sentence,133 and young adult treat
nient1:K were unavailable for violations of the illegal importation and 
writteu-order provisions. Under a law enacted in November, 1966, 
violators of the federal marihuana laws were made eligible for pa
role.135 Previously, violators of the illegal-importation and written 
order provisions were ineligible for parole,13II and violators of other 
provisions were not eligible for parole for any offense after the first 
offense.137 

C. State Laws 

Marihuana is included as a narcotic under the Uniform Narcotic 
Drug Act,ns which is, either in whole or in part. the basis of narcotics 
regulation in forty-eight states.139 Simple possession is prohibited in 
virtually every state, and some states also prohibit use. State penalties 
for marihuana violations are frequently severe,l~ as the statutes often 
make no distinction between penalties for marihuana and hard nar
cotics violations. 
traditionally been bullt uound two judgments: (l) that drug abuse was an evil to 
be suppressed; and (2) that thls could most effectively be done by the application of 
criminal enforcement and penal sanctions. Ju a result, the one traditional response to 
an increase in drug abuse has been to increase the pe!1a1ties for drug oiJenSes. The 
premise has been that the more certain and severe the punishment, the more it would 
serve as a deterrent. Typically this response has talcen the form of mandatory minimum 
terms of imprisonment, increasing in severity with repeated ol£enses, and provisions 
malcing the drug offender ineligible for suspension of sentence, probation, and parole. 
P"ESIDENT'S REPORT, &II",... note 2, at 222-23. The mandatpry minimum sentences were 
originally 2 years for the Ilrst offense, 5 years for the second, and 10 years for the 
third .nd subsequent offenses. In'1956 the mandatory minimum sentences were raised 
to 5 ye.rs for the first and 10 years for the second and !ubsequent offenr.llS of unlawful 
sale and importation. They remained at 2, 5 and 10 yem for the ol£ense of tmlawful 
possession. ld. at 223; 26 U.S.C. § 7237 (1964). ., 

133.26 U.S.C. § 7237(d)(1) (1964). 
134. Pub. L. No. 85-752, § 7, 72 Stat. 845 (1958). In the case of other violations, 

they are not availahle after the first offense. 26 U.S.C. § 7237(d)(2); Fub. L. No. 
1j.5-752, § 7. 72 Stat. 847 (1958). . 

13.,). Pub. L. No. 89-793, § 502, 80 Stat. 1449 (1966). The President's 1963 
.... d.-isory Commission on Narcotic l\lld Drug Abuse recommended that the sentencing 
of the petty marihuana ol£ender should be left entirely to the discre#on of the federal 
<,.,,,t •. ,Th"rt· should be no mandatory minimum penaltl"" for marihuana offenders alid 
no' prohihitirm of probation and parole. The Commission is opposed to mandatory 
minimum sentcne,'S even in the 'case of multiple ol£enders. hzsIDENT's ADvIsORY 
CU",.,,;SION ON NA"C:OTlC .urn 'Dauc ABuSE 42. (Emphasis added). 

/36.26 U.S.C. § 7237(<1)(1) (1964). 
13i. lei. § 7237(<1)(2) (1004). 
1:)11. Sec 9B UNIYOnM LAws ANNOTATZIl 415 (1966). . 
J3n. RUSt·nth.l. Pro/moats, a,,/'ra note 40, et 128·29. The exceptions are California 

and I'mnsylvllnln. LegM.tion in SOlO" states i. only in part based on the Act. Also, 
Ih,·,.· have been varying amendments in • number of olbe: 'states. Consequently the 
I"w in thnse stllt,·S h.winl': Iegisllltiou basrd on the Act Is not entirely uniform.' ld. 
at' J!?!I n.479. 

1411. F..g .• ALA. COIn: tit. 22. § 27;/1 (1051:1) (posse •• inn antI sale:, lint olfense. 5 to' 20 
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D. Evaluation 

Despite its objectives, the Marihuana Tax Act raises a small amount 
of revenue and exposes an insignificant number of marihuana transac
tions to public view, since only a handful of people are registered 
under the Act.l4l It has become, in eHect, solely a criminal law im
posing sanctions upon persons who sell, acquire, or possess marihua
na.l42 Even in this respect the law has not been very successful.l43 

In spite of legal controls, marihuana is said to be obtainable in most 
metropolitan centers in the United States.l44 The penalty has clearly 
not prevented the recent upsurge in use, and to what extent con
trols have reduced use cannot be said.14s 

The complex patt~m of oHenses under the federal marihuana laws 
aL~o has created a special sentencing probleml46 in that a single sale 
of marihuana may violate several statutory provisions. It may consti
tute concurrently a violation of the prohibition of the Narcotic Drugs 
Import and Export Act against trafficking in illegally imported nar
cotics,147 a failure to comply with the requirement of the Marihuana 
Tax Act that .a transfer of narcotic drugs be made pursuant to a 
written order on the prescribed Treasury form,t4ll and a failure to 
comply with the requirement of the Marihuana Tax Act that nar
cotic drugs shall be sold in or from the original package containing 
the requisite tax stamps.l49 If there is a verdict of guilt on several 
counts, separate sentences may be imposed upon each, the result 
being a cumulative sentence considerably more severe than the total 
marihuana transaction warrants. 

The eHect of the introduction of mandatory minimum penalities can 
be determined to a certain extent. First, in spite of the application of 
yenrs and not more than $20,000; subseque'?t offenses, 10 to 40 years and not more tI,nn 
~20,ooo); IND. ANN. STAT. § 10-3538 (Supp. 1966) (Sale: llrst offense, 5 to 20 years 
and not more than $2,000; subseql1ent offenses, 20 years to life and not more Ihan 
$5,000. Possession: llrst offense, 2 10 10 years and not more than $1,000; subsequent 
offenses, 5 to 20 years and not more than $2,000); PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 780-2O(c), 
(d) (1964) (Possession: llrst offense, 2 to 5 years and not more than $2,000; second 
offense, 5 10 10 years and not more Ihan ,5,000; subsequent offenses, 10 to 30 years 
and not more than $7,500. Sale: Srst offense, 5 to 20 years and not more than $5,000; 
second offense, 10 10 30 years and not more than $15,000; subsequent offenses, maximum 
of life imprisonment and not more than $30,000). For a complele summary of slate 
penalties for narcotics violations sec W. ELDRIDGE, NAI\COTICS AND THE LAW, 177-225 
(2d cd. 1967). 

141, l'REsIDENT'S REPORT, 8upra nole 2, at 224. 
142. ld. 
143. See nole 2 supra and accompanying lext. 
144. :ilIum, Danger0U3 Drog_, wpra note 4, at 25. 
145. ld. 
146. PRESIDENT'S 1963 ADmOJlY CoMMJSSJOl<.ON NARCOTICS AND DIIue ABUSE 42..f3. 
147. 21 U.S.C. § 176(s) (1964), 
148. 26 U.S.C. § 4742(.). 
149. ld. § 4771(b). 
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suclr sanctions to marihuana, the traffic in that drug appears to be 
inc"reasing.ll1O Second, there has been a substantial increase in the 
percentage of the federal prison population serving sent~nces for 
narcotic. and marihuana offenses. lSI Third,. these sentencing provisions 
have deprived the federal courts of almost .all discretion in sentenc
ing.152 Fourth, they have made rehabilitation of the convicted nar
cotic offender much more difficult.l53 The Bureau of Narcotics main
tains that the present severe penalties act as a powerful deterrent.lM 

This conclusion appears doubtful in light of the fact that the illicit 
traffic in marihuana seems to be continuing and even increasing. 

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS. 

A; Education 

There is convincing evidence that a critical need exists for an ex
tensive and enlightened educational. effort. on marihuana use and, 

150. PREsIDE""'. REPORT, supra note 2, at 223. See.dso note 2 &upra and accom
panying text. 

151. At the close of I!scal 196.5 there were 3,998 drug-law violators confined in all 
federal institu~ons. This number represented 17.9% of. all persons confined. The 
avcmge sentence being served by the drug-law violators was 87.6 months, and 75.5% 
of them were ineligible for parole. These figures compare with the 2,017 drug-law 
.iolators confined at the close of Ilseal 1950. comprising 11.2% of all persons <'DnRned 
lit thut time. The 1950 violators were all eligible fat parole, and while average 
"'"tence data is not avuilable for ·that year, it would be safe to estimate that sentences 
u\'eraged much less than one-half of 87.6 months. PREsIDENT's REPORT, .... pra note 2, 
at 22-'3. 

152. PRESIDE""'S 1963 AD\'J50RY CoMM.SSION ON NARCOTIC AND DRue ABUSE 40. 
The Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, in a joint project with the 
S"bcommittee on NutioDlll Penitentiaries, sent a questionnaire to federal district judges, 
federal c1ti"f pmbation officers, federal prison authorities, and United States Attorneys, 
In'luiring into tbe effecls of the mandatory minimum sentence provisions, and the 
e1imiuation of probation and parole .In the ·handllng of narcotie offenders. The answers 
to this ((uestionnaire, digested and broken down, are as follows: (1) Of federal 
prison wardens, 92~c were opposed to the mandatory minimum sentence provisions; 
1J'1% were opposed 10 the prohibition' of probation or p!"'ole. (2) Of the federal 
district judgt'S responding to the questionnaire, 73% opposed the mandatory minimum 

.sentenee provisions and 86% opposed the prohibition of probation or parole. (3) Of 
the probation oIIicers who responded, 83% opposed the mandatory minimum sentence 
provisions and 86% opposed the prohibition of probation or parole. ( 4) Of the 
United States District Attorneys who responded, 11 group which understandably is 
pn.-dispased toward more rillid punitive stalutes, 50% opposed the mandatory minimum 
"""tcnce provisions and S.~% ol'posed the prohibition of probation or parole. The 
overnll fij!t1res for the surwy sbowed that approximat,;ly 759'0 of all those ·",ho 
re1Ipooded, people who deal with the Nart'Otic. Control J\ct of 1956 from day to day. 
oppose lhe two basic provlaions 01 the act IlIId seek thel ... modiScatlon. 1'RocEEDlNIlI, 
... pro note 9, al 230. 

}' 11)3. PRi:sUlDlT'. 1963 ADv.8OI<\· CoMAlaslON o~ N,;"conc AND DRull ABt:SE 40. 
/Y Thi. situation may have Improved in regard to marihuau violators aftet· enactment of 

the federal law makin, W>lators of marihuana laws eIlt6b1e for parole. Sefl notes 134 
>Ie 137 .Uprd and accompanyin, text 

154. PRuIDEI\'T" 1963 ADlvIoay CoMMlSsroN ON NARCOTIC ANI> DRuc A8iJs~ 40. 

/) 
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more generally, drug abuse. The problem areas are still clouded by 
misconceptions and misinformation about the perils of marihuana and 
the viciousness of the pusher. 

Educational and legal eHorts should reflect a rational policy, and 
tMt program should be based on the facts in order to make the 
public aware of the eHects of marihuana. Since physicians, lawyers, 
social workers, and educators are frequently uninformed, an educa
tion program for professional personnel whose activities touch upon 
some aspect of this problem is likewise in urgent need. Finally, the 
program should also be directed toward the teenager, who should 
be made conscious of the full range of eHects-physical and psy
chological-which marihuana, narcotics and other dangerous drugs 
can produce. It is believed that the. best appro~ch on this level 
would be a candid analysis of the problem by competent individuals 
in our schools. . 

To educate successfully, a variety of materials is needed. They 
should extend from suitable publications in professional journals to 
those designed for the mass media, ranging from books and articles 
to tapes and films. The federal and state governments must play 
an important role in this educational process from the standpoint of 
supplying facilities and providing financial resources.l55 

B. Research 

Under the present system of prohibition it is difficult to obtain mari
huana for research purposes.l116 While federal funds are available to 
finance worthwhile research projects,157 there do not appear to be 
su$cient researchers or research organizations willing and able to 
carry them out. The broad policy of a general research program 
should be to increase research done on the private level and that 
done by organizations. In the former instance, the increase in the 
ease of atCl.!ess to drugs would provide added incentive to the indi
vidual scientist. In the latter case, an aflirmative approach must be 
taken to encourage programs directed at filling the gaps in our pres
ent knowledge. The traditional approach of those administering fed
eral research funds has been to wait for a researcher or research 

155. For an extensive discussion of this problem see lei. at 11-20. 
156. Blum, Narcollc8, .... p'a note 23, at 6!5. 
151. The National Institute of Mental Health granted more than $145,000 In the 

lisc4l year ended June 30, 1967 for S1rivate research programs to determine in detaU 
the chemical nature of the drug, its .physleal and psychololieal elects and the 
incidence of its use. In its 1968 budget. the ~artment of Health, Education and 
Welfare has asked Congress for $1 million to establish an infonnation and educatlon 
center on narcotics and dangerous drugs, including marihuana. n.e center was recom
mended by President Johnson in his report to Congress on the findings of the national 
L'I'ime L'Ommission in February. N.Y. Times, Aug. 13, 1967, § 1; at 48, col. 1. 
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organization to initiate a project proposal.ua This proce~ should ~ 
.reversed, with the federal government becoming more active in en
(:ouraging and .assisting researchers and research organizations to 
undertake desired. projects. It may also be valuable to assist in the 
enlargement of existing, and the establishment of new research ceilters 
dealing with drug abuse at universities and hospitals. Colleges and 
universities should bear a portion of the responsibility for further 
development of our knowledge of drug abuse sini.'e theil' resources 
encompass all techniques used .in research on drug abuse. The re
search efforts of the government should be meshed where possible 
with the formal educational program of 'the nation.1!!9 

C. Legal Control 

1. Legislative Approach.-A general revision of the criminal law 
pertaining to marihuana must be undertaken. Further lawmaking in 
this regard should consider two ~ey issues: (1) A law which is not 
based on facts and which bas an unknown effect as far as control is 
concerned is not likely to solve real problems associated with man
huana use. (2) The apparent satisfaction produced by passing a 
criminal law directed at marihuana users must have some social func
tion, It" must do more tpall merely alleviate public anxiety or s~gle 
out for punishment soineone who represents what the public th-inlcs 
is a social menace. Ito 

New legislation cannot be expected to satisfy everyone, nor should 
it attempt to do 50; but it must find its basis in the correction of 
current inconsistencies, in the anticipation of known effects, and in 
meeting standards of economy, humanity, and good sense. Similarly, 
any effort to modify present programs by developing new social policy 
must expect to follow the traditional American legislative process of: 
(a) generating pressure for change; (b) participating in the debR~e 
over those changes; and (c) compromising the interests ofimpbrtlinc 
existing groups affected by the policy,lel In this light, this note's pro
posal is not designed with the idea that it would be a political compro
mise which might be subject to immediate acceptance by the general 
public; rather, it is an approach which probably finds its support 
within a minority o~ the public at the present time. 

2. LegalizatioB of Marihuana.-It is £ubmitted that neither distribu
tion nor possession with intent to. distribute, nor simple possession,. 
lise or acquisition of marihuana should be treated crimillally. Although 

1511. SUI"II note 15~ at 2:1. 
159. For im extensive discussion of this problem see ttL at 21-30. 
160. Jllllm, OtIngcrOlI. Drugs, "'p,a notc 4, at 32. • . 
161. Blum, DNlgs, Dmtg~"11$ BehmJlor, and Social Policv, TASIt FOIlCE REI'OIIT: 

S"''';OTIC.' ANI> DII\lC A.USE 89 (1967). 
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specific statutory reco'mmendations will be suggested in Part II, it is 
appropriate to mention here a few general factors which must be 
considered. First, the legalization of marihuana will. not be an easy 
task The problems .and issues involved are very complex and must 
be examined with care under the guidance of experts from both the 
medical and legal professions if a viable statute is to be enacted. 
Second, legalization will serve no purpose unless it gives, with cer
tain limitations, those who desire to use marihuana the· opportunity 
to obtain it. Certainly, complete legalization without restrictions 
should not be permitted, but by placing a heavy tax on the drug or 
by severely limiting the age of the consumer and' the amount avail
able, the legislatures will only perpetuate, under the guise of legaliza
tion, the evils inherent in the present system of regulation. An ap
proach somewhat similar to that taken with alcohol is envisioned 
with a nUmber of additional restrictions.le2 

3. Other Recommendations.-Other writers have .already recom
mended partial legalization, i.e., that simple' possession, use and 
acquisition no longer be punishable, but that the prohibition on the 
distribution of marihuana or possession with intent to distribute be 
maintained. Profes-so;- RosenthaPIl3 has recommended that marihuana 
be regulated like any other dangerous drug, rather than like narcotics: 
At the federal level he would include it under the Drug Abuse Con
trol Amendments where "neither simple possession, use, nor acquisi
tion would be punishable."lM He feels that if the drug is not to be 
included under the Drug Abuse Control Amendments, ~federal law 
should prohihit possession of the drug with a purpose to sell or' other
wise dispose of it, and section 4744(a) ... should be repealed."lta 
Dr. James L. Goddan!, Food and Drug Administration Commissioner, 
appears to have taken a similar position. In a confidential memoran
dum recently circulated among top Health, Education and Welfare 
officials over the signature of Dr. Goddard, it was recommended that 
"legal penalties for possession of marihuana when it is intended for 
personal use only" should be removed.11e Finally, Dr. Alfred R. 
Lindesmith. commenting on the President's Advisory Commission's 
position that because of the relatively trivial nature of the marihuana 

162. LimitatioDs miiht include restricting the age ef the consumfJl', the ptOC<'SS amI 
quality of production and the method of dlr.lribution and advertisement. 'The scope 
of this note does not pennit a more detailed analysis of .peci6c p~ in this • ..,a. 
• 163. Author of Propotab for DanSCT0fJ8 Drug Lcg.daf;on, TAU FOl!.CIt REPORT: 
NARCOTICS AND DIIuc AEUSE 80 (l96'7Y. 

164. Rosenthal, RecommentU:tion.s and Comments, "'pro note 28, at 1088. 
1615. Id. at 1120. SectioR 47-44(a) of the U.S.C. prohibits obtaininG or otherwise 

acquiring the drull without paying the transfer tllX. Proof of pcssesslon coupled with 
tallurc afler reasonable demand to produce n written order is Npresumplive evidence 
of 1II11t.~ 

166. Wall Street Journal, Nov. 20, 196'7, at I, col. 1. 
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t'vil Qll mandatory sentences should be elinlinated for crimes in
volving marihuana, stated: 

These suggestions are eX'"essively timid and not entirely logical for there 
is no reason why a mere user of marihuana should be subjected to a jail 
sentence at all. The marihuana user probably ought to be dealt with by 
the law along the same lines that are used with persons who drink 
alcohol,lG7 

The recommendation that simple possession, use and acquisition 
not be punished has three objectives: (1) The recommendation would 
eliminate the unreasonably harsh treatment to which the user is 
presently subjected. (2) It would permit federal and state control 
over the use of the drug. (3) It would permit' the government to 
punish "the pusher who is probably anxious to encourage users to 
progress to truly addiction-producing drugs.1U l'artlal legalization 
would, however, tend to increase the.use of marihwma but not permit 
this increased USf' to be supplied by legit:mate distributors. As a re
sult, the user-pusher contacts will be increased, probably leading to 
increased crime and increased heroin use, as the pusher would not 
be content to limit ,his sales to .marihuana.l~ 

4. Reasons for Legali:rotion.-In light of our present knowledge re
garding marihuana and the objectives which the above approach is 
designed to achieve, there is no logical reason why only a half step 
should be taken by legalizing use and prohibiting distribution. It is 
no longer believed that the dangers of marmuana support the current 
narcotic-like system of prohibition. Marihuana is not only less danger
ous than the "hard narcotics" but is in many respects less dangerous Ij 

than those drugs regulated under the Drug Abuse Control Amend
mcnts.17Q If the dangers of marihuana do not support the criminal 
treatment of the user solely for his use, it is submitted that they do 
not support the punishment of the distributor. 

It is agreed that use does not lead to physical dependence, and 
that marihuana psychosis does n6t exist in the United States. The 
latter occurs, if at all; among those who have used large amounts 
of the highly potent derivatives of cannabis for a long period of 
time, and there are few suell users in the United States.m There is 

167. Lindesmith., Tile "'uri/.uaoo Problem. supra note 46, at 31. 
168. See note 1/l9 infra Ilnd llccompanyinll text. 
169. 'This is aoo becausc (1) marihullru) Is not adclidlon-producing and (2) toler

ance Is not a result of marihuana use, as the user can always achieve the •• me result 
with the same dosage. 

110. Rosentlll.I, Recommendalions aNI Comments, ... pra note 28, at 111S: 
171. 'The legislotures mi.st ad,lress themsdvL'S nol only to the. quality and quantity 

cl the dnjg which should be sold, but olso to the derivative 0{ the drug used fram the 
standpoint of potency. 
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also no reliable evidence that marihuana causes crime. The present 
evidence tending to support tPis view is not nearly sufficient to waf
rant the present prohibitions. Despite the number of heroin addicts 
who have had marihuana experience, apparently relatively few per
sons who have used marihuana become heroin addicts. In addition, 
making marihuana available would increase the amount of research 
done in this area and might produce beneficial results. . 

Finally, it is questionable whether th!l. current narcotic-like system 
of regulation is any more effective in controlling marihuana traffic 
than the system of regulation embodied in the recommendation that 
marihuana be legalized and controlled. Legalization would undoubt
edly increase use; but in light of existing knowledge and the regula
tion which could be maintained, it is likely that society would benefit 
in the long run from such an approach. Government-regulated distri
bution would probably eliminate a great deal of the user-pusher 
contact which at pregent appears to be a major factor in the mari
huana-crime, marihuana-heroin relations.172 It would also eliminate 
the severe social and legal treatment of the marihuana user which 
in many cases is a factor which causes persons who might otherwise 
have been law-abiding citizens to become hardened criminals,173 This 
factor becomes more significant when it is noted that young adults 
make up a major part of the marihuana using population today. 

5. Opposition to Complete Legalization.-Admittedly, there would 
be opposition to the permissive position of total legalization. The 

'more conservative reformer can call attention to the fact that, out
side of a few Asian and African countries, the, ,use of ~is substance 
is everywhere subject to legal restrictions. It is possible that legal 
sanctions exercise some deterrent effect and that without them the 
use of .his drug might spread even more rapidly and assume more 
virulent forms. Should the use of marihuana become as widespread 
as that of alcohol, it might be too late to talk of effective restrictions, 
slilCe the users would command too many votes. In addition a legal 
marihuana industry which advertised its product a~d sought to im
prove it through research and experimentation could be embarrass
ing to the nation as a whole, as well as a direct economic threat' to 
the alcoholic beverage industries and possibly to the tobacco industry. 
A final and decisive argument seems to be that public opinion is not 
likely in the foreseeable future to accept indulgence in marihuana 
as an equivalent of, or substitute for, indulgence in alcohoJ.l'H 

It appears that the legalization ofxnarihuana under regulation can 
meet all the above objections and achieve the desired goals of partial 

172. Sec notes 71, 100 6: lO~$upra and accompanying text. 
173. See note 70 su/W'a and nccomp.nying text. 
174. Lindcsmith, The Murihuana Problem, BUpttl note 46, at 32. 
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I('galizatioll. First, it is much more realistic to regulate the distribution 
of marihuana by federal and state control, rather than by prohibiting 
di.sttibution. Second, and probably most importantly, legalization 
\vould eliminate the pusher from the picture, since the user would 
he able to obtain marihuana from a government distributor or some 
other licensed seller. Assuming marihuana is not a predisposing prin~ 
ciple which causes the user to progress to heroin, the legalization of
marihuana would thus reduce the number of heroin users. The gov~ 
enlment could insure that the licensed distributors would not ruso be 
seIling addiction-producing drugs, and if marihuan? sale were legal, 
the distributor who was making a profit from his sales would not be 
tempted to sell other drugs, because such sales would place hirrl under 
the constant threat of loss of license. Third, the recommendation 
which advocates the elimination of penalties for simple possession, 
use, and acquisition has implicit in it the proposition that the use of 
marihuana is not harmful, in which case there is no valid reason for 
prohibiting the distribution of marihuana. 

As for the other objections to legalization, there appears to be no 
sufficient basis for rejecting such a move. The fact that almost all 
of the other countries have disapproved of and subjected marihuana 
to legal restrictions should not prevent the United States from taking 
this step. General disapproval of the use of marihuana does not mean 
tllat the preventive approach is the correct manner in which to treat 
the problem, or that the United States should follow the pattern set 
by other countries. The United States has recently signed a treaty 
requiring the prohibition of marihuana.175 • Although this action re-

175. 11,e Senate on May 8, 1961, consented to the multJlateral Single Convention 
on !"nrcotic Drugs, 19 Cosc. Q. WEElCLY REP. 182 (May 12, 19(1). The treaty was 
ratified by the President 0<\ :-'fay 15, 1967. LVI DEP'T SUTE BULL. 897 (June 12, 
1007). The treaty for {he first time brings marihuana under international control> 
Artick· 4. General obligations. 1. The Parties shall take such legislative and adntinis
trath'c, mensl"cs as may be necessary' (a) To give effect to ancl carry Oll! the provisions 
of ihis Convention within their own territories •••• (c) Subject to the provisions of 
this ConvcntiflD, to limit exclusively to medical and sclentilic purposes the production, 
manufacture, export, import, distribution of, trade in, usc and. I'ossession of drugs, 
Article 28. Control of CanMhi •.••• 3. The Parties shall adopt such measures as may 
be necessary to pwvcnt the misuse of, and illicit traffic in, the leaves of the cannabis 
]ll.nt. Article 33. Pos"ession of dross. The Parties thall not pennit the possession 
of drugs except under legnl authority. At-ticle 36. PCMl PrlWisiom. 1. Subject to its 
(.'Onstitutional limItations, each Party shall adopt such measures as will ensure that 
cultivation, production, manufacture, extraction, preparation, possession, offering, offer
ing £01' sale, distribution, purchase, sule, delivery on any terms whatsoever, brokerage, 
disp,akh, dispatch in transit, transport, importation, and exportation of drugs contrary 
to the provisions of Ihis Convention, and nny other action which in the opInIon of such 
Party may be contrary to the proVisions of this Convention, shall be punishable offenses 
when conlmftted Intentionally, and that serious offenses shall be liable to adequate 
pllnlsl,mcnl particularly by imprisonment or other penalties of deprivation of Uberty. 
Rost-'fIlhal, Recommendations & Comments, supra note 28, at 1121 n.424. Rosenthal 
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quires that any impetus for change emanate from the federal govern
ment, it should ndt be used as an excuse for failing to take an ap
propriate step toward solving the marihuana problem. It has been 
demonstrated that the present system has in fact failed to prevent 
the recent upsurge in the use of marihuana. As mentioned above, 
the legalization or marihuana might increase the extent of use in this 
country, but in the long run it probably would have a beneficial 
effect. The argument that legalization of marihuana might lead to ex
cessive use and distribution as a result of advertising and experimen
tation by the cigarette companies can easily be met by including 
restrictions on advertising in marihuana legislation. Since the pro
hibition of the use and possession of marihuana is not a violation of 
due process, the goverment would be free to regulate the distribution 
of the drug in any manner it might see fit. Finally, the existence of 
adverse public opinion is not a valid argument for failing to enact 
an appropriate statute. Admittedly, it is unlikely, in light of present 
public sentiment that such a proposal would be enacted in the near 
future. This factor, however, is not a valid reason for not examining 
the facts and proposing a proper solution to the problem. 

The one valid argument against the legalization of marihuana is 
that the extensive use of this drug wi!! cause social problems similar 
to those associated with alcohol. Dr. Blum recognized that if there 
is a parallel in kinds of outcomes between marihuana and alcohol, 
there is "clearly a risk of unknown proportion that increased mari
huana availability, as for example with its legalization, might lead to 
increaseu dependency and dangerous outcomes of the sort associated 
with alcohol itself, the latter unquestionably being a 'dangerous' drug 
in the social rather than legal sense."176 Ass\lming that marihuana is 
a socially undesirable drug, the question which must be answered is 
whether, in light of the pleasurable results derived from its use and 
the absence of any serious mental or physical consequences, the use 
of the drug can be prevented. There is no question that the use of 
the drug can be prohibited by law, but as with alcohol there is reason 
for serious doubt that the law actually prevents its use. 

The present marihuana laws al'e not only grossly unfair in light of 
the inherent risks of marihuana use, but also they have not proved 

stated that ti,e treaty probably would not prevent the adoption of the recommend.tion 
that simple possession, \lse and acquisition be no longer punishable. Id. The Com
mbioner of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics stated, however, that "it would be .. 
violation of United States international treaty obligntions to make possession of 
marijuann legal in this country • . . . 'TIle 'treaty requires imposition of criminal 
penalties for pos~cssion • • • . Failure to continuo to provide such penalties for 
possession would be a violation of our treaty obligation'," N.Y. Times, Nov. 16, 1967, 
at 38. col. 4. 

176. Blum, Dangerous Drug., supra nolo 4, at 26. 
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slU;cessful in preventing an increase in the use of the drug by all 
sectors of our society. It is Widely believed that the punishments as
sociated with marihuana possession and distribution must be miti
gated, but mitigation will only lead to increased use and thus in
creased contact between the user and the pusher of drugs. In this 
light, the only realistic and practical approach to the regulation of 
this drug is through its legalization under governmental control. Mari
huana use cannot be eliminated. lilly approach to the regulation of 
this drug which hopes to solve its associated problems must find its 
basis in this general ass~mption. . 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The present is an ideal time for the revision of our federal and 
state marihuana laws. The President has just created a Bureau of 
N"arcotics and Dangerous Drugs under the Justice Department; re
placing the. Bureau of Narcotics under the Treasury Department and 
the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control under the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare.177 Legalization of marihuana is the proposed 
solution, but if this step is not taken, it is mandatory that there be a 
revision of the presently existing laws with the objective being to 
bring the penalties for marihuana use and sale more in line with the 
known risks inherent in the use of the drug. Specific approaches to 
this problem will be examined in Part II of this note, but it is neces
sary at this time tc set forth some general guidelines which will be 
followed. Legislation legalizing use and llale of marihuana should be 
adopted along the following lines: 

1) Legalize acquisition, use and simple possession of marihuana. 
2) Legalize licensed sale of marihuana under restricted circum

stances, requiring high standards for the licensees. 
3) Provide stiff penalties for unlicensed sale of marihuana . 

.4) Require licensed production of marihuana with high standards 
of quality, and .prohibit private advertisement. 

5) Tax consumption similarly to alcohol and tobacco. 
In addition to discussing the legalization of marihuana use and sale, 

Part II of this note will examine alternative approaches to the prob
lem, such as mitigation of present penalties and the treatment of use 
and sale as misdemeanors. It will also discuss in detail the recent 
treaty signed by the United States regulating marihuana.178 If it is 
concluded at that time that the treaty precludes legalization, steps 
which can be taken to relieve the United States of its obligation will 
also be discussed. 

177. N.Y. Timer., Feb. 8, 1968, at I, eol. 1. 
178. See. note 1751Uprll. 
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VIRGIN!A LAW REVIEW 

(Volume 6, 1919) 

"LIFE, LIBERTY, AXD LIQ"COR": A NOTE ON THE 
POLICE POWER. 

"It may be said in a general way that the police power extends to 
all the great public needs. It may be put forth in aid of what is sanc
tioned by usage, or held by the prevailing morality or strong and pr.-. 
ponderant opinion to be greatly and immediately necessary to the 
public welfare • • • with regard to the police power, as elsewhere 
in the law, lines are pricked out by the gradual approach and contact 
of decisions on the opposing sides." ,1fr. Justice Holmes, in Xoble Sta/. 
Balik v. Haskell, 219 TJ. S. ~04. 

pERHAPS the most striking devel~pment' of American con-
stitutional jurisprudence' during the past quarter of a 

century has been the greatly increased-and as yet undefined 
and unlimited-scope wh'ich the courts have allowed the "police 
power." Successive and increasingly radical assaults on per
sonal liberty and property rights have been sustained; stare de
cisis has not been allowed to thwart the legislatiVe will, and 
while there are, of course, a few conspicuous instances in which 
the courts have refused to sanction police regulations,' it is 
nevertheless unquestionable that there has been a more and more 
liberal interpretation of "fundamental principles as they have 
been understood by the traditions of our people and our law." 
The judicial reluctance to pervert "the word Iiberty.in the Four
teenth .\mendment" by making it "prevent the natural outcome 
of a dominant opinion" 2 has been strikingly evident in the de
cisions on State liquor laws. National prohibition under the 
war powers of Congress and by constitutional amendment is 
revolutionary and spectacular; but it should not go unnoticed 
that coincident with these developments the conrts have been 
stlstaining, with scant ceremony, exceedingly stringent laws for
bidding the Jlossession and usc of intoxicants.s 'I\,'enty, even 
!i"e years ago, such enactments would have been declared uncon-

• 11. g., Lochner t·. New York, 198 U. S. 45 (190S); Hammer fl. Dagen
hart. 247 U. S. 251 (1918). 

, ~I r .. hlstice Holmes, dissenting opinion in Lochner t'. New York, 
198 U. S. 45. 70 (1905) • 

• Crane t·. Campbell, 245 U. S. 304 (IDli), and cases cited below. 
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stitutional; that they are permitted today is in consonance with 
the political metamorphosis that resulted in national prohibi
tion and with the extreme war-time restrictions which were 
placed'on Jiberty and property. The decisions of 'courts are evi
dence that constitutional law is sometimes practical politics} 

All prohibition laws have been designed, in the last analysis, 
to check the consumption of intoxicating liquors, and thus to 
reduce "the misery, pauperism, and crime, which," the Supreme 
Court of the United States has said, "have their origin in the 
use and abuse of ardent spirits." 5 'With the exception of a few 
early laws of a particUlarly stringent character, it may be said, 
I think, that the trend of prohibition enactments towards the 
accomplishment of their ultimate purpose-the non-use of in
toxicants-has been from indirect methods to direct control. 
Thus, after moral suasion had proved inadequate to cope with 
the evils of intemperance, the Xew England States attempted li
cense laws-notably those which came before the Supreme Court 
of the Cnited States h, 1847. The manufacture and sale of in
toxicants were put under a legislative ban in 1850, when the 
Maine law was adopted. "Gradually the battle for temperance 
shifted from the drinker to the drink seller and those behind 
him," and "the appeal for personal abstinence became danger
ously subordinated in the temperance campaigns," A nllmber 
of States followed the example of Maine, but f~w of them 
maintained the prohihition principle without temporary aban
donment; laws were either repealed o,r not enforced and three 

• GRAY, TilE NATURE AND SoURC~S OF 'J'H£ LAW, pp. 116, 213. The po
lice power, says Professor Brooks Adams, "could not be determined in 
advance by abstract reasoning. Hence, as each litigation arose. the 
judges could follow ,;0 rule but the rule of c9mmon sense, lind the po
lice power, translated into plain English, presenlly came to Jigni!y 
what.ver, at the momeut, the judges happened to think na50n;o.hle. 
Consequently, they began Iruessillil at the drift of public opil\ion, as it 
percolated to them through the medium of their educatioll and pcej-

• udices. Sometimes they guessed rlght and sometimes wrong, and when 
they guessed wrong they were ~a.t aside, as appeared dramatically 
enough in the temperance agitation," TilE Tnmwv ov SllCIAI. RF.sOI.u
TIONS. p. 04. See also 1'. 1\. Powell, "The Logic and RhetorIC of Con
slillllio!'\'} Law," 15 )OL'RN"'L Of' PllltOSOI'HY, PSI'cnOLO<"', ANI> SCIENTIFIC 
MP,TIIOD";:;fi45. . 

• :'lIugler\," Kansas, 123 U. S, 623. 
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• substitutes lI'ere attempted: high license, inaugurated by Ne
braska; the dispensary system tried first by South! Carolina, and 
then by other Southern States; and finally, "While local prohi
bition was applied both in Europe and the United States prior 
to the state-wide experiment of :Maine, the distinction of le
gally recognizing the principle that the local community has the 
right to license or veto the drink traffic belongs to this coun
try." 0 These substitutes, however, utterly failed to satisfy the 
agitators for a "saloonless nation," and soon, particularly after 
the rise of that group of professional reformers working through 
the' Anti-saloon League-the movement for state-wide prohibi
tion began to be successful until, in 1913, twenty-nine states had 
forbidden the manufacture and sale or intoxicating liquors. 

These enactments were characterized by far greater string
ency than the earlier ones. In order to make them completely 
effective the legislative authority in many cases provided that 
the possession of more than specified quantities of intoxicants 
should be prima facie evidence of intent to sell, but this proved 
inadequate and regulations were therefore passed limiting the 
amount that a man might import or possess, even for personal 
use. L"ntil recently the right to import existed under the com
merce clause of the Federal Constitution, and the States were 
powerless to interfere before the liquors reached the consignee. 
'fhe vVebb-Kenyon Act,T the Reed "i,one-dry" amendment to 
the Post Office Appropriation Bi11 of 1916,R and the decisions 
sustaining them gave the States well-nigh plenary authority. 
To the accomplishment of this end a number of very difficult 
questions were raised as to the respecti ve powers of the States 
ancl of Congress over intoxicating liquors in interstate com
merce: but while these were important and will doubtless be 
prccellents in the settlement of the conflicts of jurisdiction that 
will arise under the amendment,O they have now become aca
demic hy reason of national prohibition, 

• KOKf.S, AI.COHCH. ANI> Socllrrv, pp. 69, 70, 73. 
J Act of ~Iarch I, 1013, 37 Stat. L. 699. 

, !III Sta t. L. l05R, 1069. 
, Section 2 01 the amendment provides: "The Congress and the ,ev

eral States shall have concurrent power to enforce thi, article by ap
propriate legislation." 
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B.ut, as I have said, the amelidment to the Federal Constitu
tion was necessary only to have uniform regulations on the sub
ject and to force prohibition on those States which did not de
~ire it. Constitutional provisifns had protected life and liberty 
but not liquor, except in one class of cases: the traffic in intOXI
cants could bt dealt with at the will of the legislature, but until 
very recent decisions, laws so radical as to forbid possession 
for individual use, hal'e not been of absolutely indubitable con
stitutionality, and it may be worth while to consider the chief de
velopments (1) since 1852, when the Maine law was sustained, 
and 1856 when the Kew York Court of Appeals held unconsti
tutional a law which prohibited the sale of intoxicating liquors, 
and (2) the cases relating to possession. The summary will be 
a sort of obituary notice of the constitutional protection which 
the courts have given property and personal rights in intoxi
cants. 

1. 
The question of intoxicating liquors in interstate commerce 

.first came before the Supreme Court of the United States in 
1847, in three cases arising unller the laws of Massachusetts. 
Rhode Island and Kew Hampshire, which were passed at that 
period when the l\ew England States were without any very 
consistent policy towards the sale of liquors. The court was 
called upon to determine whether the three laws conflicted with 
the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution, but the cases 
are notable on accourit of the frequently quoted dicta of the 
judges as to the propriety with which the polic,. power of the 
State might be used to prevent the manufacture and sale of in
toxicating liquor;s. Thus Chief Justice Taney said: "And if 
any State deems the retail and internal traffic in ardent spirits 
injurious to its citizens and calculated to produce idleness, vice, 
or debauchery, I see nothing in the Constitution. of the United 
States to prevent it from regulating and restraining the traffic 
or from prohibiting it altogether, if it think'siproper." "Never
theless he addec): . "but broad and comprehensive as is this 
power [of police], it certainly cannot extend to the individual 
tastes and habits of the citizen which are confined entirely to 
.himself." 10 

.. The License Cases. 5 How. 504 (1847). 

83-317 0 - 77 -'13 

, \. 
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Rut the question of property rights as well as the individual 
hahit, of the citizen worried the State courts when they were 
called upon to decide the constitutionality of local regulations. 
1'111' :.\laine prohibitory law came before the Supreme Judicial 
Court in 1852. Looking to the design of the enactment-UThe 
suppression of drinking-houses and tippling-shops"-the court 
held that it was not the intention of the legislattire to provide
and none of the language could receive such a construction
that property should not be acquired in intoxicating liquors. 
ThIlS, when an officer of the State seized eight barrels of rum, 
which was not to be sold in violation of any law of the State, 
an action of replevin could be brought in spite of the provision 
of the statute that no action could be "maintained in any court 
in this State 'for the recovery or possession of intoxicating or 
spirituous liquors, or the value thereof." TlJe court said, how
ever, that the legislature could declare articles capable of injur
ing the public health or morals not to be property; it could come 
to the conclusion that spirituous liquors for harmful purposes
waste of time, disorder, injury to health, etc.-shot1ld not be 
subjects of property, and "there would be no o~casion for com
plaint that it had Yiolated any provision of the constitution." 
The Maine law expressly recognized that liquors were prop
erty for medicinal or ntechanical purposes and for transporta
tion-not for sale-through the State; nor was there any inhi
bition against personal possession and use. The court, there
fore, limited the general language of the prohibitory law and 
held it to forbid only "the maintenance of any action for the 
reco\'ery OT possession of such liquors or their value, that were 
liable to seizure and forfeiture, or intended for sale in violation 
of the provisions of the Act." This interpretation was neces
sary to make the statute .constitutional,u 

.. Preston 'Ii, Drew, ~3 ~Ie, 558 (1852). The court said: "It may be 
said that a court of iustico is not authorized to introduce by construc
tion such a limitation; th~t it savors more of legislation than of con
struction. It may b. so; and if the Court may not introduce any such 
limitation without encroaching upon the forbidden province of another 
department of the governmcnt, it CalH)ot omit its duty to dcclare that 
provision to be in violatioll of the provisions of the Constitution, and 
"oid," (P. 56:1,) Th. Constitution provided, "that e"cry persoll for 
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In nine other cases,'~ decided from 1852 to 1858, prohibitory 
laws were heh! constitutional, in some instantes with scant con
sideration of the argument as to vested b~erests or property 
rights, The Illinois Court said that "a 30vemment that did 
not possess the (lower to protect itself agait:~t such and similar 
evils [the traffic in liquors] would be scarcely worthpreserv
ing"; the :\Iassachusetts Court said ina four-line opinion' that 
no principle of the State constitution wa~, violated; the Iowa 
Conrt relied largely on the dicta of The "License Cases. In 
only two jurisdictions were laws declared unconstitutional.· 
This was very remarkable. In the words of the leading au
thority 011 the police power: 13 

"\\'e thus find only two cases in which prohibition is declared 
unconstitutional, mainly or exclusively in reliance upon 
the protection due to vested rights: there is no constitu
tional recognition of a, right of reasonable exercise of civil 
liberty, except perhaps in Indiana and in a dissenting opin
ion in :\Iichigan. The general judici!<l acquiescence in an 
unprecedented exercise of legislative power is all the more 
noteworthy, as the legislation in question was for the time 
almost unenforceable and in most states short-lived." 

The two cases in which the power of the legislature was de
nied were in Indiana and New York. The Indiana Court held 
that the legislature was powerless to pass a prohibitory law and 
to destroy property tights in liquors. The State Constitution pto
vided that the inalienable rights of the riti:;:i:ns of Indiana were 
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of hapj):ness;" to ascertain the 
meaning of these "natural rights." the cclurt looked to the com
mon law and found that the rights of individuals included "the 
right of personal security, the right of personal liberty, and 
the right to acquire and enjoy property." H It was therefore 

an injury done him in his persOIl. reputation, property .. or immunities, 
shall h~ve remedy by due course of law." 

" Jones t'. People, H 1\1. 196 (1852); Commonwealth 'V •. Kendall, 12 
Cush. (Mass.) ~H (IS;;:;); People t'. Hawley, 3 Mich. 330 (la54); Santo 
". State, 2 Iowa 16~ (1855); Lincoln t·. Smith, 27 Vt. 326 (1855); People 
t·. Gallagher, 4 ~lich. 243 (1856); State f'. Wheeler, 25 Conn. 280 (1856); 
State ". Paul, G R. T. 185 (1858); State 'V. Allmond, 2 HailS. (Del.) 612 
(1~5G). 

U F.kr,CND, STMIOARD$ Of A)I£NICAf; L~taSLATlO~, p. 109. 
It 2 Kl!ST'S CO)l. 11 
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,held that intoxicating liquors were property; that they could 
, not be taken for public use without compensation: that the leg
islature could not enlarge its power over certain kinds of prop
erty. by declaring that they were nuisances and forbidding their 
enjoyment, and that whether property was a nuisance was a 
question for judicial deterrnination. t5 . 

A somewhat narrower view was taken by the Kew York 
Court of Appeals which held that the act of 1855. to prevent 
intemperance, was void so far as, by forbidding sale, it de
stroyed property in intoxicating liquors possessed at the time 
the act took effect, although, if the provisions of the statute had 
been confined to liquors imported or manufactured subsequent 
to the act, the due process of law clause of the State constitu
tiOl\:\ would not have had the s:t~e application. to 

" ~'~ebe t', 5t~to, 6 Ind. 501, 63 Am. Dec. 391 (1855). Two judges 
dissent'1d and the ruling was not followed in later cases. The opinion 
contain .. :: some curious statements: lilt is easy to see that when the 
people are smarting under losses from depreciated bank paper. a feel
ing migl;:t be aroused that would, under our plurality system, return a 
majority to the legislature which would declare all banks 1\ nuisance, 
confisca\b their paper and the buildings from which it is issued. So 
with rait.oads, when repeated wholesal.e murders are perpetrated by 
some of them. And in Great Britain and France we have examples of 
the confiscation of the property of the churches even, which here the 
same constitution that protects the dealer in beer would render safe 
from invasion by the legislative power." (p. 408.) "Even in Great 
TIritain. esteemed to have the most liberal constitution on the eastern 
continent. !IIagna Charta is not of sufficient potency to restrain the 'ac
tion of parliament, as th~ir judiciary does not, as a settled rule, bring 
laws to the test of its provisl,'ns. Laws are there overthrown only oc
casionally by judicial construction. Such a thing, indeed, as deciding 
a law or royal decree uncollsthutional, in an absoiute government is 
unknown. Hence the oppression of the people." (P. 396.) President 
Lowell, in commenting on this statement, says: 'IBut ridiculous as 
thi~ scream of the American eagle certainly is, it may not be very long 
hclore we can say with truth: Hence the oppression of the minority." 
E"s,\I·s O~ CoI":Hr;MF.l<T, p. 83 (1889) . 

.. Wynehamer t'. The People, 13 ~. Y. :li8 (18~6). Of the case, Pro
res.;or nl'ooks Adams say~: "In that cause Mr. Justice Comstock, who 
wa~ olle of the ablest jurist~ ~ew York ever produced, gave an opin
iOIl which is a model of judicial reasoning. He showed conclusively 
the ahsurdity of constitutional restrictions, if due process of law J11.y 
Ill' held to mean the ell.ctment of the very statute drawlI to work con
lisr"tion • • • in 188;, after controversies of this category had 
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The traffic in intoxicating liquors, Justice Comstock said, 
could be prevented with benefit to the State; nevertheless, if 
arguments as to the harmfill charader of liquors "can be al
lowed to suhvert the fundamental idea of property, then there 
is ilO private right entirely safe, because there is no limitation 
uJlon the absolute discretion of the legislature, and the guaran
tees of the constitution are a mere waste of words." He de
clared that the views in The License Cases were "(Jbiter dicta 
merely, and even as such had no reference to the limitation of 
legislati~'e power contained in state constitutions." 17 But, as 
has been said, in most jurisdictions, the laws were., sustained, 
and due process clauses in State constitutions were held not to 
bar the enforcement of prohibitory legislation. 

Until the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Fed
eral Constitution could not be appealed to in order to protect 
the manufacture and sale of intoxicants; but, after 1868, cases 
were decided by the Supreme Court of the United States. In 
Bartemeyer v. Iowa,18 the Supreme Court was' called upon to say 
whether an act of the Iowa legislature was void by abridging 
the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United States, 
or depriving the liquor seller of his property without due pro
cess of law. As to the first question the Court said that the 
Iowa statute was in existence before the adoption of the amend
ment, and unless the amendment conferred privileges and im

. munities which Bartemeyer did not previously possess the argu-
ment failed. In the opinion, the Court said: 

"But the most liberal advocates of the rights conferred by' 

begun to come before the Supreme Court of the United St.tes under 
the Fourteenth Amendment, Mr. Justice Harlan swept ~Ir. Justice Com
stock aside by quietly ign'orinli' an argument which was unanswerable." 
[Mugler v. Kansas, infra.] ADAMS, TII~ THEORY OF SOCIAL RI,VO~UTIONS, 
pp.'95-96. 

1t At p. 405. Five concurring opinio!)s were filed and there was on" 
dissent. Judge T. A. Johnson held that the constitutional provision 
"has no' application whatever to a case where the market, value of 
property is incidentally diminished by the operation of n statute pas,.d 
for an entirely different object, and a purpqse in itself legitimate", al
though he accepted the qualification ,of ,not affecting "the title, (lCI

session, persoilal use ,or enjoyment of the owner." (pp. 486, .~7) • 
.. 18 Wall; 139 (1873). ' 
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that amendment have contended for nothing more than 
that the rights of the citizen previously existing, and de
pendent wholly on State law~ for their recognition, are 
now placed under the protection of the Federal govern
ment, and are secured by the Federal Constitution. . The 
weight of authority is overwhelming that no such immu
nity has heretofore existed as would prevent State legis
latures from regulating and even prohibititlg the traffic 
in intoxicating drinks, with a solitary exception. That ex
ception is the case of a law operating so rigidly on pro[>
erty in existence at the time of its passage, absolutely pro
hibiting its sale, as to amount to depriving the owner 
of his property. A single case, that of Wynehamer v. The 
People, has held that as to such property the statute would 
be void for that reason. But no case has held that such a 
law was void as violating the privileges or immunities of 
citizens of a State or of the United States. If, however, 
such a proposition is seriously urged, we think that the 
right to sell intoxicating liquors, so far as such a right ex
ists, is not or.e of the rights growing out of citizenship of 
the L"nited States * * *." 

If the liquor involved in the case had been owned at the time 
the sale was forbidden by the State Law, the Court said two 
gra"e questions would arise: "whether this would be a stat
ute de\-,Til'ing him of his property without due process of law; 
and, secondly, wh'.!ther if it were so, it would be so far a viola
tion of the fourteenth amendment in that regard as would call 
for judicial action by this conrt ?" 10 These questions "are not 
to he lightly treated, nor are we authorized to make any ad
\'ances to meet them until we are required to do so by the du
ties of our position." 

Later. in the case of Beer Company v. Massachusetts, the Su
preme Collrt of the l"nited States sustained a State prohihitory 
·law hut still adhered to the distinction which it had taken over 
from the Xc\\' York Court of _\ppeals. The Boston Beer Com-

" At p. 1::3. Two concurring opinions were filed in which )'Ir. Jus
tice rlrariley (for himself and )'fr. Justice Swayne) and Mr. Ju.tice 
Field re-argued the reasons for their dissents in the Slaughter HO'1S< 
Ca, ••• 10 Wall. ao, and distinguished the lowa .tatute from the one 
involved in th .. e cases. 'fhc~e concbrring opinions also suggested 
that the law might not have been upheld had the liquor been possessed 
prior to its passage. 
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pan)' had been incorporated for the purpose of manufacturing 
malt liquors. hut the legislature had reserved the right to aml'nd 
or repeal the charter. Vnder the prohibitory liquor law nf. 
1869, liquors belonging to the company were seized and ior~ 
feited. The appeal was made to the Supreme Court of the 
United States on the ground that the prohibitory law impaired 
the obligations of contracts. This appeal the Court denied. Mr. 
Justice Bradley said: 2" 

"If the public safety or the public morals require the discon~ 
tinuanceof any manufacture or traffic, the hand of the 
letri~!ature cannot be stayer! from providing for its discon
timlance, by any incidental inconvenience which individu
als or corporations may suffer. All rights are held subject 
to the police power of the State. 

"\\'e do not mean to say that property actually in e~istence, 
and in which the right of the owner has become vested, 
may be taken for the pUblic good without due compensa
tion. But we infer that the liquor in this case, as in the 
case of Bartemeyer v. Iowa (18 Wall. 129). was not in 
existence when the liquor law of n-Iassachusetts was 
passed." 

But this distinction could not be used when the Supreme 
Court of the Cnited States WaS called upon to consider the 
prohibttory legislation of Kansas. One Mugler had engaged in 
the manufacture of beer for several years prior to the adoption 
in 1880 of an amendment to the Kansas Constitution, declaring 
that the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors should be 
forbidden. He continued in his business in defiance of the en
forcing statute passed in 1881, and the single sale of which he 
was found guilty was of beer manufactured before the passage 
of the prohibitory law. It was shown that the buildings and 
machmery which MugJer used in manufacturing the liquor had 
little value for any other purpose, and the question was whether 

-by denying him the priVilege of engaging in his business and 
selling the liquors in his possession the Kansas statt)te deprived 
him of his property without due process .of law. 

The opinion of the cOlirt was given hy ~fr. Justice Harlan 
and was based largely on the evils attributable to the use of in-

" 97 U. S. 2,;. :1.2 (ISH). 
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toxicating liquors. The Fourteenth Amendment, he said, did 
not take from the States any powers of police that were re
served at the time that the original Constitution was adopted; 
he answered the argument as to compensation for property de
stroyed or made valueless by disregarding it, and' went so far as 
to hold that, in order to make effective its regulations against 
sale. the Stat.e might (orbid manufacture for personal use. He 
said: 21 

"There is no justification for holding that the State, under 
the guise merely of police regulations, is here aiming to de
prive the citizen of his constitutional rights; for we cannot 
shut out of view the fact, within the knowledge of all, that 
the public health, the public nlOrals, and the public safety, 
may be endangered by the general use of intoxicating 
drinks; nor the fact, est2.bIlshed by statistics accessible to . 
everyone, that the idleness, disorder, pauperism, and crime 
existing in the country are, in some degree at least, tracea
hie to this evil. If, therefore, a state deems the absolute 
prohihition of the manufacture and sale, within her limit~, 
of intoxicating liquors for other than medical, scientific, 
and manu facturing purposes, to be necessary to the peace 
and security of society. the courts cannot, without usurIr 
ing legislative functions, override the will of the people as 
thus expressed by their chosen representatives. They have 
nothing to do with the mere policy of legislation. .Indeed, 
it isa 2undamental principle in our institutions. inc1is()en~a
hIe to the preservation of public liberty, that one of the seIr 
arate departments of government shall not usurp powers 

2\ ~Iugler t', Kansas, 123 U. S. 623,662 (1887). In a separate ppinion, 
;lfr. Justice Field agreed that there is nothing in the Constitution or 
laws of the United States affecting the validity of any State statute 
prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors manufactured in' tbe State. 
But he expressed doubt as to whether the State could prohibit the 
manufadure of such liquors for exportation or forbid their sale if im
ported. As for the first questiQn, the Court answered it in 18S8, when 
it held that the Iowa law forbidding the manufacture of liquors even 
for transportation outside the State was constitutional. Kidd tI. Pear
SOli. 128 U. S. 1 (lS8S). The second question was answered by L.isy 
t'. Hardin, 1:15 U.S, 100 (1890), and gave rise to the Wilson Act. the 
Wehb-Kenyon' Act and numerous decisions. Sec my papers. "State 
Legislation under the "'ebh-Kenyon Act, 28 HARV. LAW REV. 225, and 
"Vnlawful Possession of Intoxicating Liquors and the \\'ebb-Kenyon 
Act," 16 COI.nlDl.\ LAW R£\·. 1. 
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committed hy the Constitution to another department. And 
so, if. in the judgment of the legislature, the manufacture 
of intoxicating liquors for the maker's own use, as a bev
erage, would tend to cripple, if it did not defeat, the effort 
to guard the community against the evils attending the ex
cessive use of such liquors, it is not for the courl~, upon 
their views as to what is best and safest for the community, 
tQ disregard the legislative determination of that question. 
So far from such a regulation' having no relation to the 
general end sought to be accomplished, the entire scheme 
of prohibition, as embodied in the constitution and laws 
of Kansas, might fail, if the right of each citizen to manu
facture intoxicating liquors for his own use as a beverage 
were recognized." 

After this case, the question was no longer open; the mamt
facttlrer or seller of intoxicating liquors had no constitutional 
rights whatever which could prevent the operation of the police 
power of the State, and the only Federal question involved was 
the extent of protection afforded by 'the commerce clause of 
the Federal Constitution to shipments from without a State:2 

II 
'I'he Supreme Court of the United States, as has been seen, 

went so far as to deny the right to manufacture for personal 
use, but until December, 1917, it was not called upon to decide 
the truth of Taney's diettlllt that the police pOwer could not ex
tend to the individual tastes and habits of the citizen. There 
were a number of decisions in the State courts-and some con
trary authority also--holding that possession for personal use 

. could not be prevented.23 The leading case was State v. GiI-

.. In Mr. Chief Justice White's ol'inion 011 the scope of the Webb
Kenyon Act, January, 1917, there is this dictum: "That government 
can, consistently with the dUe process clause, forbid the manufaclure 
and sale of liquor and regulate its traffic. is no'\ open, to controversy; 
and that Iher~ goes alol1!!, with this power full police authority to make 
it .,ffective, is also not oPen. ¥ihether the gellerat ~uthority includes 
the right to forbid individual use, we need not consider, since clearly 
there would be power, as an incident to the right 10 forbid manulacture 
and sale, to -restrkt the means by which intolCicantft for personal U5e 

could be obtained, even if .such u.~ was permitted." Clark Distilling, 
Co. t'. Western ~Id. R. Co •• 242 U. S. :l)l, 320 (1917). 

:iI The text writers were un.animous in ·maintaining that cOl1!aitutional 
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man."J but that decision was based ill large part.on the clause of 
the \\'est Virginia Constitution which authorized the legislature 
to pass laws "\-egulating or prohibiting the sale of intoxicating 
liquors within the limits of this state," 2" The court held that 
this was "an implied inhibition to the exercise of any au
thority in regard to that subject which is not embraced in the 
grant," and declared unconstitutional a law which made it a 
crime to "solicit or receive orders for. or keep in hhi possession 
for another"any intoxicating liquors. The authority of the 
case, by reason of this constitutional provision, did not extend 
outside of West Virginia but it was frequently quoted. 

A similar conclusion was reached by the Kentucky court. 
The State constitution empowered the legislature to provide a 
means whereby the sense of the people of any district might be 
takel1 on the question of regulating or prohibiting the "sale" of 
intoxicating liquors, and it was further provided that "the G~n
eral Assembly shall prescribe such laws as may be necessary 
for the restriction or prohibition of the sale or gift of spiritu
ous, vinous. or malt liquors on election days." Assuming that 
a to\\"I1 council had as much police power as the General As
sembly, the court held invalid a local ordinance making it un
lawful for any person to bring within the town, even for per
sonal ItSe, more than a quart of intoxicating liquor. While the 

provisions protected possession. Thus it is said in WOOI.I.F.lI & THORN

TOX, TilE LAw 0" INTOXICATING LIQUORS, § 00 (1010): "A legislature has 
no power to prevent an inhabitant of a ,tate keeping in store intoxkat
ing liquors for others; for such a law is an invasion of the constitu
tional provision guaranteeing every person the free use and exercise 
of his property." Another writer maintained that since "liquors may 
be a legitimate subject of property. the state can not prohihit one fron1 
having them in hi, possession." H. J. JOVCI" TII~ LAW Rr,t.ATtxl: TO IN
TO~IC,\TIXG LI\!t:OkS. § 85 (HIlO). To the sanle effect is BLAC~, IlIToxI
CATIXr: LI(.!l'ORS, § ~8 (1892). 

" aa W. Va. Hr., 10 S. E. 283. 6 L. R. A. 847 (1889). 
" Constitution of 'West Virginia. Art. 6. § 46. However. the CQurt 

said: "The keeping of Iiqllors in his possessio II by a person, whether 
for himself or for another. unless he dbes so for the illegal sale of it, 
or for some other improper purpose,"calt by no possibility injure or af
ft'ct the health. moral., or safety of the public; ann. therefore. the stat
lite prohihiting such keeping in possession is not a legitimate exertion 
of tlw police power. It is o,n abridgment of the privileges and immu
nities of tlte citizen without any legal justification. and therefore void." 

.,1 
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point decided was simply as to the validity of this municipal 
ordinance, 'the opinion rested on the ground that it was not com
petent for the legislature "to prohibit a citizen from having in 
his own possession spirituous liquors for his own use." 20 The 
court said: 

"The right to use liquor for one's O\~ncomfort. if the use is 
without direct injury to the public, is one of the citizen's 
natural and inalienable rights, guaranteed to him by the 
Constitution, and cannot be abridged as long as the abso
lute power of a majority is limited by onf present Consti. 
tution." 

The court quoted a page from Blackstone on the absolute and 
relative rights of mail and two pages from Mill's Essay on Lib
erty. This was in 1909! The decision, however, really rested 
on what the court deemed a restricted grant of authority to 
the legislature,21 and although the case was followed in subse
quent d,~cisions, 2R it had no force outside of Kentucky. 

" Commonwealth'll. Campbell, 133 Ky. 50; 117 S. W. 3Sa, 24 1,. R. 
A. (N. S.) 17~ (1909), "We are ~onfronted, therefore," said the. eourt, 
"with the proposition as to whether or not, in this state, it is compe
tent under the \>olice \>ower for any legislative body to \>rohibit the 
possession or use of liquor by one for' his own necessity or comfort. 
Broadly stated, the question before us is whether or not it is compe
tent for the legislature to prohibit a citizen from having in his own 
possession spirituous liquor for his own use. It will not Tt,quire any 
eludelation to show that, if the citizen may be prohibited from having 
liquor in his possession, he call be prohibited from drinking it, be
cause of necessity, no one can drink that which he has not in pos.es
sion. So that if it is competent for the legislative body of any giv~n 
city or distdct. or even the legislature of the state, to prohibit the citi
zen from having liquor in t>;s own possession, then a new and more 
complete way has been disco\'~red for the establishment df total pro
hibition. .. • ...tt . 

.. The whole of KentW'ky was tinder "local option" (consti;:iiion. 
§ 6]) and the local opti;)" statute operated uniformly throughout the 
whole territory in whioh it was put into effect by a vote of the peo
ple. A prosecution could ,be instituted .lther under the State law or a 
local ordinance. The gen'''ral la\\' provided penalties f~r violation and 
had many enforcement' prOVisions. Sec 1 Kentucky Statutes (Carroll, 
1915). eh. 8], § 2554ff,j Burdette t·. Board of Council, ]25 S. W. (Ky.) 
~j.i (1010), and Commonwealth t·, Barbour, 121 Ky, 46.1, SO S, W. ~70 
(1!l0:'). 

" In Commonwealth t·. Smith. 10:: Ky. 2~i. 113 S. W. :qO (1915) the 
court held invalid a statute (Acts ]014, ch; i, page 2:;) providing that 
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In State ~'. Williams,·B however, the Supreme Court of 
Xorth Carolina held that when "the legislature makes it an in
dictable oli'-:nse to carry more than a certain quantity· [of intoxi
cating liquors] into a specified county, within a specified time, 
prohibiting its sale and not prohibiting its use but authorizing 
its use for certain purposes, it is unconstitutional, for that is 
taking property without due process of law and not within the 
police power of a state." But, as the Mississippi Supreme 
Court later declared,so the North Carolina majority opinion 
Ivas accompanied ·by a strong dissent which propounded a ques
tion "hard to answer:" 

"* *- * if the manufacture, though exclusively for one's 
own use and out of one's own apples and peaches, in the 
county can be forbidden by' statute without breaking the 
Constitution, why cannot the importation of the same arti
cle across the county line, in a greater quantity than a half 
gallon per day, even for one's own use, be prohibited by the 
same power? The truth is that the Legislature having ju
risdiction of the subject, the limitations upon its exercise 

in any county or district where the sale of intoxicating liquor was pro
hibited, it should be unlawful "for any person to keep, store or po.
sess any such liquors in any room, building or structure other than the 
private residence of such person and which is not used as a public re
sort." Thi. differed from the stattlte making unlawful the possession 
of intoxicating liquor in prohibited territory for purposes of sale. 
When the purpose of the owner,was unlawful, the regulation was effect
ive. The court said: "Here it is sought to go one step further, and 
make the possession for an innocent purpose considered from the stand
point of the police power as much of an offense as if the posseseion 
wcre for an unlawful purpose. Manifestly, if the Legislature has the 
power to prohibit such possession at places other than one's private 
rC$idence, thl:n it has the like power to prohibit such possession even 
at a private residence, and this is exactly what was held in Common
wealth t'. Campbell, supra, could not be done. There must of neces
sity b. limits beyond which the Legislature <-lInnot rightfully go. We 
think that limit i. reached when it prohibits such possession for "Ie 
or other unlawful purpos .... • The cases cited for authority were Gil· 
man <'. State, slIpra, and Eidge tI. Bessemer, 16i Ala. 599, 51 South. 246. 

'" 146 K. C. 618, 61 S. E. 61 (1908). Chief Justice Clark, in a di.s~nt
ing opinion, said that the power of the court. to declare laws uncon
stitutional was judicial usurpation, and if the power was to be exer
ciser! there must be an explicit provision of the constitution which was 
clearly violated . 

... State <', Phillips, 109 Mass. 22, 67 South. 651 (1915). 
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rest in the wisdom and sound judgment of the Legislature, 
subject only to review hy the people, not by the courts." 

The Xorth Carolina .decisioll is the one of the few which did 
not rest upon some particular provision of the State constitu
tion regarding the powers of the legislature.31 But there were, 
a number of cases which held that municipal corporations. had 
not the right to forbid possession. Apart from dicta. these fur
nished little authority against the power of the legislature. 

Eidge v. Bessemer 32 was the leading case. The court was 
dealing with a municipal. ordinance and the liquors involved 
were lawfully acquired as property. In the later case of Wi!
I(ams r'. State 33 the same judge who wrote the opinion in Eidge 
'II. Bessemer carefuUy limited its scope: 

"Attention to the question there presented for review will 
disclose the fact that, as against a municipal ordinance 
which was construed as prohibiting tbe keeping of intoxi
cating liquors for the personal use of the keeper, or rather, 
perhaps, as based upon a principle which inv01ved that re
sult, we endeavored to state some reservations in favor of 
the property rights and personal liberty of the individual 
with which the Legislature of the state had made no at
tempt to interfere. There was no denial of the right.of • 

11 The Oklahoma prohibitory law of 1911 forbade the possession of 
mort than one quart of any alcoholic liquor. The opinion of tho. Ok
lahoma Criminal Court of Appeals quoted at great length from the' 
Kentucky ~ases and its own decision [Titsworth 'V. State, :< Okla. Cr. 
268. 101 Pac. 288 (1909)]; and declared that research had not "disclosed 
~ single case in con!lict with the doctr;"e of the authorities quoted and 
cited * • *. The only conclusion that we can legitimately arrive 
at is that the act in question is not within a reasonable exercise of the 
police powers of the state-is unconstitutional and void." Ex parle 
Wilson, II Okla. Cr. 451, 119 Pac. 596 (lSI1). The court said, howeyer, 
that the possession of an unusual quantity of intoxicating liquors might 
be "a circumstance which, togethet with other competent proof, i. ad
missible against the defendant in the trial of cases involvina violations 
of the prohibitory "tatute. But such possession alone is insufficient 
to sustain a conviction." (p. eo6.) See also Ex i'ar/( Brown, 38 Tex. 
Cr. i\.pp. 295, 42 S. W. 554 (1897). . 

... 164 Ala. 599, 51 South. 246 (11109). This cas. w~s definitely over
ruled 1>y the Alabama Supreme Court when it sustained the. pot-session 
section of tbe Anti.Shipping bill., Southern Express Co. t'. Whittle, 
194 Ala. 406, 69 Solith. 652 (1915) . 

• ,U 179 Ala. 50, 60 So.uth. 903. 
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municipal corporations to pass ordinances in accord with 
prohibition laws, and of course there Was no denial of the 
right of the Legislature to enact statutes, to prohibit the 
traffic in intoxicating liquors, and such ordinances and 
statutes to prevent evasions as have real and substantial 
relation to the purpose of prohibition without invading the 
rights secured by the fundamental law," He further ex
pressec\ the object of the decision by saying: 

"The object of the decision was to develop a statement of the 
right of persons in this state, under existing conditions, to 
kl.'ep liqllors for their own fISC and to affirm the invalidity 
of municipal ordinances so broadly phrased as to deny 
that right," 3. 

On the other hand, there were a number of cases which held 
that the right to possess intoxicating liquors was not absolute 
ancl was not protected by the Federal or State constitutions, 
The legislature could forbid toe possession of more than a 
specified amount or could apply the inhibition to certain terri
tory or buildings in the State, California courts decided both 
ways: 3" An ordinance forbidding possession was first de-

.. Sullivan <', City of Oneida, 61 Ill, 242 (1871), held that the city un
der its charter was not authorized to make it an offense for any person 
to have in his possession any intoxicating liquors, The court said that 
the charter only contemplated a search if the liquors were for sale 
within the city, while the ordinance authorized a search and seizure 
"if the liquors were kept in' the city, whether the intention was to sell 
them, or ship them and sell them elsewhere," Hence the ordinance 
Was tilil'a dr.s, But the court said: "To lessen and prevent the evils 
of intemperance and the innumerable ills flowing therefrom, it is 
within the power of the legislature to declare the possession of in
toxicating liquors, for the purpose of sale, as quasi' a nuisance,. and 
provide a well guarded system for the suppression of their u.e, and to 
enact that such possession shall be Prima facie evidence of the unlaw
fill intent," See also Heuderson t', Heyward, 109 Ga, 373, 3{ S, E. 590 
(1899). 

" Selma t'. Brewer, 9 Cal. App, 70, 98 Pac, 61 (1908), But the court 
decided differently in c.r parlt Luera, 28 Cal, App, 185, 152 Pac, 738 
(1915). An ordinance of the city of Azusa provided: "Every pel'son 
having in his possession, within the city of Azusa, any spirituous, 
vinous, malt or mixed liquors, or any alcoholic or intoxicating drinks, 
shall he dcomed guilty of a misdemeanor," The ordinance did not 
apply to the keeping of the intoxicating liquors for medical or scientific' 
purpo.es, Tile court said there was "ahundant authority holding (hat 
such attempted legislation i. void, as hdng in violation not only of 
constitutional righU, bllt of the inherent right of the individual." 
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elared constitutional and later, when ,another case arose, "the 
inherent right of the individual" to possess liquors was asserted. 
Laws were declared constitutional, however, in Georgia, Ala
bama, Xew Hampshire, South Carolina and Mississippi.sO 

In addition to these cases, which involved prohibitory laws, 
there were a number of instances in which the possession of 
certain kinds of property was made a crime: lotteries,87 opium,8e 

II Easley.'. PegII', 63 S. C. 98, 41, S. E. 18 (1901); Cohen v. State, 7 
Ga. App. 5, 65 S. E. 1096 (1909); State v. Clark, 28 N. H. 176 (1854); 
State 'V. Phi11ips, 109 Miss. 22, 67 South. 651 (1915). By the act of 
178!l, the City' Council of Charleston was vested with authority to 
make regulations "requisite and necessary for the security, welfare, 
and convenienc .. of said dty, or for preserving peace, order and good 
government within the same." An ordinance of the city m~de it un
lawful for shop-keepers, other than those licensed, to keep any intox
icating liquors in their shops or in any adjacent room. Theordinai\ce 
"is no doubt one of the ma!1y restraints imposed on the liberty of the 
citizen, to prevent, if possible, the vendin&, of spirituous liquors to 
slaves. Such regulations are sometimes apparently tyrannical: bU,t 
they must be submitted to as nec.ssarY police regulations. U they 
are tyr~nnical and unnecessary, the popular will can repeaf' ,,them 
through the city council, or if redress should fail there. by an :ippeal 
to the Legislatur.... Heissembrittle ". City Council, 2 McMu!' '(So C.) , 
233 (1842). ;(., :':: 

" Ford v. State, 85 Md. 465, 37 Atl. 172 (1891). In this case it was" 
no defense that the traverser did not know the nature of the tickets in 
his, possession . 

.. Ah Lim v. Territory, 1 Wash. 1M. 24 Pac. 688 (1890h Ex ~iJrl. 
Mon Lu~k, 29 Or. 421, 44 Pac. 693 (18D6). In the case of Chino Lee 
v. United States, 231 U. S. 735 (1915), the Supreme Court of the United 
States held constitutional (without opinion) .. 'statute of the Philippine 
Islands making it unlawful to possess opium for other than. medical 
purposes. 'I'lte question was presented to the court on a writ of error 
to the Supreme Court' of the Philippine rslands, brought on behalf 'of 
the defendant who had been convicted of having opium in his po"es
sion. The following passage from the government's brief in this case 
gives an idea of the theory on which the constitutionality waS argued: 
"Of course, no one can have a vested ri&'ht. as against the State, to 
destroy either his morals or his health even if they are his own. The 
moral well-being of the public (the aggregate of the individuals) i. a 
sufficient reason: but a plainly decisive one, though a sordid one, is 
that su.ch processes. fill the poorhouses. the asylums, and the jails. and 
so put expense on the state. If the .tate does not choose to subiect 
itself, to such damage, it surely can protect itself by stopping the' 
causes itt their source." 

\", 
I, 

I 

I 
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photographs of L'nited States Treasury notes,39 wild game,{O 
• seines 4t and shot guns and riAes.42 The last named case was 

the Illost important. It uphel4 the authority of the State of 
Pennsyll'ania to forbid the possession of a shot gun ·or rifle by 
an' un naturalized .foreign born resident. This prohibition was 
justified on the ground that the statute forbade the killing of 
wild game by any such person. "The possession of rifles and 
shotguns is not necessary for other purposes not within the 
statute," said ).1r. Justice Holmes, and the possession of intoxi
cating liquors would seem equally unnecessary. 

Xcvertheless, the weight of authority in the State courts was 
probably against the constitutionality of laws forbidding posses
sion when the question was reopened in Alabama by the passage 
of a statute which pre\'ented a citizen from having more than 
specified quantities of liquor. L"rgely on the authority' of Mug
ler Z'. Kansas, the Alabama Supreme Court held the provision 
constitutional. It was one of a number of instances "where 
ancillary prohibitions of acts -and conduct, innocent in them
selves, have been sustained and confirmed as an exercise of the 
police power of the state; and so upon the theory that some 
valid legislative purpose might be * * ,* prevented or 
hindered of accomplishment." ~3 

.. J1.r parle Holcomb, 2 Dill. 302, 12 Fed. Cas. 328 (1871) . 

.. Roth t·. State. 51 Ohio St. 209, 37 N. E. 250 (1894); Magner v. Peo
ple, 97 Itt. 320 (1881). Silz tJ. Hesterberg, 211 U. S. 31 (1908), sus
tained a State statule forbidding the possession of wild game, .ven 
though brought in from a foreign country. It should be noted, how
ever, that the doctrine of ferae nalm'oc played some part in the deci
sion of this case. 

n State t'. Lewis, 1:14 Ind. 250, 33 N. Ee 1024 (lS9~) • 
.. Palsone t'. Pennsylvania, 232 U. S. il!lI (1914). 
" Southern Express Co. t'. Whittle, 194 Ala. 406, 69 South. 652 (1915). 

Later the Alabama Court of Appeals Was called upon to decide whe.th.r 
it was constitutional to prohibit the' possession of intoxicants which 
had been acquired before lhe law w'ent into effect. The' court hdd 
that this distinction could not persuade them to depart from the rUl
ing made in the eatlier case. "It ct.uld make no difference and would 
b" iml11aterial when, where, or under what circumstances the prohib
iten liqnors were acquired, for the "ffense is, by the act held to ,be 
valid a\lft IIOt invasive of constitutiohal rights, declared to consist in 
having ill possesson 1110re than the specified amount, without regard to 
the time or lllanner or purpo:;c of ;,cquiring it." Q'Rear v. State, 15 
Ala. ApI'. Ii. 72 South. 50S (1916). See 4 VA. LAW R£v. 236. 
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This decision was speedily followed in many other Jurisdic
tions; Georgia, Idaho, Nebraska, Xevada, Xorth Carolina, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, L'tah and Washington all passed 
laws limiting possession even for personal use.H 

The L'tah case was the most important since it went~to the 
Supreme Court of the United States. The laws of 19i'5 p ro
vided that it should be unlawful to possess any intoxicating liq
uors in a prohibition district without a permit. The court re
viewed but declined to fol1ow the cases headed by State v. Gil
man and consid!!red above: 

"Probably the author of none of these oL>inion5 would hesi
tate in holding that the sale of intoxicating liquor may be 
prohibited as a legitimate exercise of the police power, and 
that such a 1.Lw would not abridge any of the privileges or 
immunities of the citizens in such a way as to violate any 
constitutional provision. Still it must, be admitted that, if 
the possession of such liquor 'can by no possibility injure 
or affect the health, morals, or sa'fety of the public,' b.':ie 
sale is equally harmless; for it only transfers the posses
sion from one person to another. The fact is that the 
harm consists neither in the possession nor sale, but in the 
consumption of it. That is the evil which the people of 
Idaho, acting through thp,"Legislature, are trying to eradi
cate, and since 'it will not require any elucidation to show 
that, if the citizen may be prohibited from having liquor 
in his possession. he can be. prohibited from drinking it, 
because, of necessity, no one 'can drink ,that which he has 
not in his possession'" and since great difficulty has been 
encountered in enforcing the prohibitory laws, the state
ment made by the learned jurist in the case of Mugler v. 
Kansas, supra, relative to the manufacture Of intoxicating 

.. Delaney ~'. Plunkett, 146 Ga. 547. 91 S. E. 561 (1917); Kracken v. 
State, 1-17 Ga. 19S. 0:1 S. E. 198 (1917); Jackson t·. State (G"'~' or. S. 
E. 1001 (lV!S); Saddler v. State' (Ga.), 97 S. E. 79 (1918); E.T part, 
Crane, 27 Idaho 671, 151 Pac. 1006, (1915): .Fitch' v. State' (Neb.), 167 
N. W. 417 (1918): Ex pal'lc Zwissig (Kev.). 178 Pac. 20 (IOlU): Stat. v. 
Carpenter, 17:; :\. C. 767. 02 S. E. a7;) (1917); nrennen ". Southern Exp. 
Co., lOG S. C. 102, 90 S. E. 402 (1016); Liquor 'rransportatiol1 Cases, 
140 Tenti. 582. 205 S. W. '.23 (1018); State t'. Certain Intoxicating Liq
uors (Utah), 172 Pac. 1050 (l918); Seattle 11. Brookins, 9'8 Wash. 290, 
167 pac. 940 (1011); State t'. Brown (S. D.). 167 N.W. 400 (1918). 
These cases are reviewed and, summarized in a note in 2 A. L. R. lOSS, 

83-317 0 - 77 - 14 
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liquors for the maker's own use, as a beverage, might well 
be said with respect to its possession, which would make it 
read: . 

':\nd so if, in the judgment of the Legislature, the manufac
. tllre 'of intoxicating liquors * * * would tend to 

cripple, if it did not defeat, the effort to guard the com
munity against the evils attending the excessive use of such 
liquors, it is not for the courts, upon their views as to 
what is best and safest for the community, to disregard the 
legislative determination. of that question.''' 45 

When the case came before the Supreme Court of the United 
States a brief opinion by lVIr. Justice McReynolds settled the 
question and declared the law constitutional.40 Mill's Essay on 
Liberty and Say's Political Economy, which had figured in the 
decisions in State courts, were not referred to; nor was any con
sideration given to the "right to liquor" which some of the State 

. judges said was protected by the due process clauses of the 
. State and Federal constitutions. Mr. Justice McReynolds' brief' 

opinion, however, did offer two theories on which the law might 
\)L sustained: (1) The State may forbid possession if this is 
necessary to make ·effective its regulations restricting manufac
ture and sale, and (2) To hold that there is a constitutional 
right to possess liquor would be inconsistent with the decisions 
sustaining laws against manufacture, sale or gift, the only ways 
of procuring intoxicants. In the words of the opinion: 

"It must now be regarded as settled that, on account of their 
well-known noxious qualities and the extraordinary evils 
shown by experience commonly to be consequent upon the:r 
lise, a State has power absolutely to prohibit manufacture, 
gift, purchase, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liq
lIors within its borders without violating the guarantees of 
the Fourteenth Amendment. 

"As the State has the power above indicated to prohibit, it 
may adopt such measures as are reasonably appropriate or 
needful to render exercise of that power effective. And, 

.. ax ~arlt Crane, supra. Commentinll Oil this decision that posses
sion could be prohibited, a recent writ., remarked t.h2t "Evidently the 
~itizens of Idaho have no rights which the Supreme Court of . that 
State is bound to respect." Lee J. Vance, "The Roa' to Confiscation," 
25 YA~f. LAW JOUA!iAL 285, 297 (1916) • 

.. Crane t·. Campbell. 245 U. S. 304 (1917). 
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considering the notorious difficulties always attendant upon 
efforts to suppress traffic in liquors, we are unable to say 
that the challenged inhibition of their possession was arbi
trary and unreasonable or without proper relation to the 
legitimate legislative purpO$e. 

"\Ve further think it clearly follo\\'s from our numerous de
cisions upholding prohibition legislation that the right to 
hold intoxicating liquors for personal use is not one of 
those fundamental privileges of a citizen of the United 
States which no State may abridge. A contrary view 
wouid be. incompatible with the undoubted power to pl'~
vent.manu facture, gift, sale. purchase or transportation of 
such articles-the only feasible ways of getting them. An 
assured right of possession would necessarily imply some 
adequate method to obtain not subject to destruction at the 
will of the State." 

The second ground on which the constitutionality of the stat
ute could be sustained left open the question whether possession 
cOllld be penalized even though the liquor was acquired before 
the regulation went into effect. But the Supreme Court has 
since held that this makes no differencf'.''( 

III. 
The constitutional position of property in the United States 

has been much stronger than in any European country and it 
has been ollr boast that Bi1ls of Rights' guarantee AmeriC!an citi
zens individual liberties greater and more secure than Ulose en
joyed by the nationals of states with flexible constitutions and 
legally omnipotent legislatures.48 The ~lImmary whioh I have 

" Barbour t'. State, 39 Sup. Ct. 316 (1919), affirming 146 "Ga. 667, 92 
S. E. 70 (1917). See O'Rear t'. State, Jupra. In AUiust, 19~8, however, 
the SI\pri;me Court of Florida held unconstitutional a laVi prohibiting 
the p~s.ession of intoxicating liquors in certain counties 'of the State. 
The opinion was based on the provisions of the Florid!! Constitution 
which reserved to the people the right, by' their direct veite. to prohibit 
the sale of intoxicating liquors. The Court said that "he Leii.lature 
in inhibiting private ownership exceeded it. authority., A concurring 
opinion· s<lid til .. ! the law was unconstitutional abo under the State con
stitution because it did not apply 'uniformly 'to the whcile Stille, The~ 
was, however, a stronidissentinl opinion. E,r /'5"c F'rands, 79 South. 
753 (Fla. 1918). ! 

.. HAnL~Y. UNDF.IICUaRJ:NTS IN AloIF.IIlCAN POLIT1CS, ,ip. 31. Professor 
Freund points out that the early· applications of toe i,de. of due procen 
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given of the decisions in which the courts have sanctioned sus-
• cessive legislative assaults on liquors as property and subjects 

of individual use and possession would seem to indicate 'an ex
ception to these two principles of the American constitutional 
system, and the astounding thing is that there has been little if 
any discussion of the question of' compensation for the value of 
the property destroyed. 

In England state purchase and control has been looked upon, 
not only as a possible preventive of the evils of intemperance, 
but also as a measure of justice to th0se who' are deprived of 
their hitherto legitimate businesses, and it is worthy of note 
that in a country where there is "oppression of the people," 49 

prohibition is being urged with some regard for property rights. GO 

/1 rnerican state legislation and congressional en forcement of the 
Eighteenth Amendment, on the other hand, have been ba~ed on 
the principle of confiscation and rights of property or of indi
vidl1al Iiherty will he regarded' even less in the future. The 

turned upon the protection of vested rights. "It was a very different 
matter," he says, lito insist in the name of the idea of due process upon 
an immunity of individual action from legislative control. Until the 
middle of the nineteenth century no such idea was suggested by law
yers, courts. or text-writers. The prohibition legislation of the fifties 
gave the first opportunity of asserting such a liberty, but the slight 
attempts made in that direction .found practically no judicial response." 
Later opportunities were given by the Granger and Workmen's Com
penoation legi~lation. Fkf.UND, STANDARDS of AMERICAN LEGlSLATION,p. 
209 • 

.. Beebe v. State. SlIpra . 

.. "The sale of alcoholic drinks is a lawful trade recognJzed by the 
Stnte itself. It affects many other interests than those of the manu
facturers who provide, and the pUblicans who dispense, the drinks. 
The confiscation of property in distilleries and breweries. in public
houses and beer-houses, would cause· widely-spread misery ampng in
nocent people. If the choice of reform lies between confiscation and 
compensation. it is then reasonahle that the State, which in 1833 "aid 
the sum of ;£20,000,000 to the slave-owners when it abolished slavery 
in the Briti~h Colonies. should pay a corresponding sum 1.0 the owners 
of sh.rcs in the Liquor Trade if it decides to abolish the Trade." J. 
It C. \"elldon, "State Purchase as Practical Politics," THE CONT£MPO
MIn' Th:I'II'II'. ),lIy, 19i8. Nor is this'a voice crying in the w,ilderness. 
Sce HOI\'''YKI,F, ANn SUr.k>VHI,I .. ST,WE PURCHASE OF THE LIQUOR TRME 
(I,ondol1. 1919) and CAKTf.R, TII£ CoNTK04 01' TH.: DRINK TRhoF. (London, 
l!lln). 

.1. 
I.) J 
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court in the Indiana case suggested that when the people 
smarted under losses from depreciated currency or accidents on 
railroads. 'they might feel inclined to take radical action against 
banks and common carriers. . It is . worthy of consideration 
whether. in the fight which is to come over the control of the 
railroads. the precedent of the prohibition legislation is not an 
ominous one. There are to be sure. a Dumber of different cir
cumstances: the liquor traffic had very harm ful effects and at
tempted to retain its position by an alliance with politicians and 
a coiltrol of the press which. hapllily, have not been duplicated 
in the case of railroads. Bu! that. under the State police power 
acting for the general welfare, and under the amendment to 
the F"ederal Constitution, businesses worth millions of dollars 
should have been made valueless is an indication of what a pow
erful, well-organized minority can do if it is arguing a moral 
issue. I am not here maintaining that liqu9r dealers should 
have heen compensated by the state, but. am simply suggesting 
that the precedent is not one which is in keeping with President 
Hadley's remarks ahout the protected position pf property un
der the American constitution and may bode ill for the owners 
of the railroads or the coal mines . 

. Litigation under the Eighteenth Amendment will probably 1.:e 
frequent hut, 1 take it, there will be few if any restrictions put 
upon legislative control. The language of the amendment is: 

"Section 1. A fter one year from the ratification of this arti
cle the manufacture. sale or transportation of intoxicating 
liquors within. the importation thereof into, or the expor
tation thereof from the United States and all territory sub
ject to the jurisdiction thereof, for heverage purpo:;es is 
hereby prohibited. 

"Section 2. The Congress and the: several States shall have 
concurrent power to enforce this article by appr9priate 
legislation. " 

The suggestion is made that possession and lise are still mat
ters of State regulation and that tlie jurisdiction of Congress is 
limited to the manufacture, sale and transportation. But, as 
has been seen above, the courts have sanctioned restrictions on 
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possession in order to make effective the laws as to sale, and 
there is no reason to believe that the Supreme Court of the 
t:nited States will he lIny less liberal when it comes to pass 
upon what is "appropriljte legislation" to enforce the amend
ment. So with the definition of what constitutes an "intoxi
cating" liquor. The Supreme Court of the United States has 
held that a State may prohibit the sale of malt liquors which 
are not intoxicant.~ if this is necessary to enforce the regulations 
against real intoxicants: 

"It is also well established that, when a State, exerting its 
recognized authority undertakes to suppress what it is free 
to regard as a public evil, it may adopt such measures hav
ing reasonabll: relation to that end as it may deem neces
sary in order 1'0 make its action effective. It does not fol
low that because a transaction separately considered is in
nocuous it may not be included in a prohibition the scope 
of which is regarded as essential in the legislative judg
ment to accomplish a purpose within the admitted power 
of the government. * * * With the wisdom of the 
exercise of that judgment the court has no concern: and 
unless it clearly appears that the enactment has no substan .. 
tial relation to a proper purpose, it cannot be said that the 
limit of legislative power has been transcended." ~1 

It i~ not likely that the Supreme Court will deny this right to 
Congress, and while a legislative fiat cannot make "2.75%" in
toxicating, and the Federal prerogative is confined to liquors 
which are "intoxicating," nevertheless the Court will probably 
say that a law forbidding the manufacture and sale of "2.75%" 

".Purity Extrac~ Co. t·. Lynch, 226 U.S: 192 (1912). In State <'. 
George (La.), 67 South. 953 (1915), a statute provided that "it shall be 
unlawful to sell or offer for sale any other beverage of allY nature, 
kind. or description. whether intox~catitlg or non·intoxicating, or :lny 
article of merchandise under the same roof where near beer is ~old as 
a he,·crage." The court brought the statute under the police power 
of the State by considering it primarily a regulation of the sale of 
near heer, not a regulation of the sale of other merchandise. Jackson 
T·. State (Ga.), UG S. E. 1001 (1918), sustained a State statute which 
prohibited the sale of malt which, when diluted, could be used as a 
"""crage. The Question is argued to some extent in th" reports made 
"y the Senate and House Committees 0'" the prohibition enforcement 
hill. See Goth Congress, 1st Session, House Report No. 91, Parts 1 and 
~. and G6th Co •• gress, 1st Session, Senate Report No. lSI. 
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is "appropriate" legislation for the enfor~emellt of national pro
hihition. Certainly an unbroken line of decisions by the Suo 
preme Court of the t:nited 'States indicates that this will be the 
case. 

Many such questions will come before the courts for deter
mination. The enforcement of the amendment by concurrent 
Federal and State legislation will raise a number of inte.;esting 
points. Federal administration of the enforcement)/ . will 
show more clearly than any other national activity th6"'inish
ing authority of the Stat!!s. and we will soon begin to ass~ss the 
results of the political metamorphosis caused by the success of 
a powerful, well-organized minority in forcing the adoption of 
national prohibition by constitutional amendment. This policy 
is immutable. A two-thirds majority in both branches of Con
gress and three-fourths of the State legislatures can in all prob
ability never be secured to take prohibition out of the constitu
tion. The citizen still has a right to Ii fe and a right to liberty, 
but he no longer has any constitutional right to Jiquor. 

LindsaJ' Rogers. 

;) 

1,1e 
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Part 5-Litigation Concerning Marihuana 

[From Playboy magazine, November 1976] 

THE OZARK CONNECTION 

For selling about a third of an ounce of marihuana to a state undercover agen' 
Jerry Mitchell, 19, was senten.;ed to 12 years in the :Missouri state penitentiar~ 
Had ):tis case 1 ·t come to the!1.ttention of a legal reform group, he would be i 
prison already, l~ stead of in college, while his case is appealed. He may end up i 
prison yet; contr.ary to the belief of many young people, pot offenses are not ye 
on a par with uilderage beer drinking, especially in the rural parts of the countr~ 

West Plains, Missouri, is a pleasant, friendly farming community of abou 
10,000 near the Ozark tourist area in the south central part of the state. It's tb 
seat of Howell County and the birthplace 'of country singer Porter Waggone: 
for whom the main street is named. Compared with most places, it doesn't hav 
much of a drug problem, but the townspeople are worried that this is changin! 
More anci more city people are settling in the area, and over the past two or thre 
years, the local youngsters have discovered long hair, rock music and marihuam 
which grows wild frOlll the days when it was cultivated for hemp' fiber, Rarel 
a month goes by without an arrest for either possessing Or growing pot. It wa 
Mitchell's extraordinary bad luck to be the first Howell County youth ever t 
be caught selling it. 

Mitchell has lived in West Plains since he was born. In 1975, he graduate. 
from the local high school with good grades and a good record, and last far 
he entered Southwest :Missouri .State Universi~y iuSpringfieJ:d to study potiticn 
science and philosophy. These interests aml his longish hair make;'liim about th 
closest thing West Plains hns to a "hippie." He was busted in the usual fashiow. 
A ncighorhood friend, who had become an i.nformant, introduced Mitchell t, 
one of the state's roving undercover agents. Mitchell first was charged witi 
supplying the agent with a pound of locally picked marihuana, but the charge wa 
dropped when he agreed to plead guilty to selling one thl!:(1 of an ounce for frv 
dollars. 

At the time, a gunty plea seemed like the sensible thing, Both of'"lfitcheU' 
parents are blind and living on a pension and SOcial Security; their home ant 
property were posted to meet his $15,000 bond; he had borrowed $3500 from hi 
grandmother to pay his initial legal fees but he could not raise the additional $50' 
his attorney demanded in advance to represent him at sentencing. He hoped tha 
his lack of a criminal record, the nonprofit nature of the sale and his otherw'is. 
good reputntion would earn him less than the maximum sentence, and it dio 
He got 12 years; under Missouri law, he could Ilave gotten life. 

If 12 years seems like something less thau leniency', it's because Circuit Judg. 
Winston Buford-and he probably represents the community's general attitude
considers drug 'Selling as serious as murder. The local paper quoted him as saying 

,"Most crime are on one, one person robbing, ldlling or assaulting another. . . 
A pusher has the means to lloison the whole community, particularly the younl 
people of the community ... , It is only by the hard work of undercover agent 
that people such as yourself are brought to our. attention." When Mitchell wept 
promised be would never get into trouble again and asked the court to conside' 
probation for the sake of his parents, who have no other children, the judge sail 
he should have thought of his parents before getting into drugs. 

Judge Buford is no ignorant Ozark hillbilly; he is intelligent, articulate 
thoughtful and quite aware that scientists have found no evident dangers iJ 
marihuana ~moking. But be does consider its use symptomatiC of a dangeroJ)i 

, national trend toward drug abuse, and he apparentiyoelieves that harsh crimina 
penalties deter young people from using drugs-a dubious proposition ill ligh 
of the rest of the country's experience: Yet this' attitude seems to prevail i1 
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Howell County and it's quite possible that a jury would have recommended an 
even longer sentence. 

When Mitchell told his story to the National Organization for the Reform of 
. Marihuana Laws, national director Keith Stroup volunteered his services utl an 
attorney and also rptained Michael Stepanian, a prominent San Francisco lawyer 
'with experience if. drug cases. Both flew to Missouri to represent Mitchell at a 
hearing for reduct:pn of sentence and to plan an appeal, in which they will be 
assisted by the PI! yboy Foundation. The hearing, which "Playboy" attended, 
followed lengthy negotiations in the judge's chambers and was more lik( Mitch
ell's public confesE.ion of guilt and contrition than like a legal pro( eeding. 
Judge Buford, deciding he could now see a "ray of hope" for the defendant, 
reduced his sentence accordingly-to 7 years. 

Until last year, the Missouri drug law provided five years to death for anyone 
convicted of even sharing a joint of marihuana wit~ 11 minor. In its penalties, 
it still makes no distinction between selling marihuana or heroin, providing five 
years to life in prison for the sale of any amount of either substance to anyone. 
The statute's shotgun quality permits NORML to challenge it on at least two 
constitutional grounds. By simple common sense, any Iaw that provides a mini
mum of five years and permits a life sentence for a joint of marihuana should 
be in violation of the Eighth Amendment's ban on cruel and unusual punish
ment. Unfortunately, common sense plays no great role in matters of Iaw, and 
courts have traditionally held that no penalty short of mutilation or burning 
at the stake is cruel if legislators vote it into law. The 14th Amendment provides 
a second amI better ground for argument. Its equal-protection clause has been 
interpreted to require some rational connection between the seriousness of a 
crime and the severity of its punishment, and the supreme courts of both Illinois 
and Michigan have held that it's legally improper to treat marihuana offenses 
the same as those involving heroin, barbiturates or other drugs known to be 
addictive OJ: dangerous. 

Herein lies the legal significance of the Mitchell case. By making no proper 
distinction among different drugs, many state laws permit the courts to treat 
a stash-sharing pot. smoker as though he were the French Connection. 

The difficulty Ntrt~ML's appeal f'aces is that courts, especially state courts, 
are reluctant to "usurp the authority of the legislature" in matters of statutory 
law. But where a legislature refuses to reform or repeal a law inspired by un
warranted fear and based on miSinformation, the courts are the only recourse. 

() 

J J 
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NAnONAL ORGANIZAnON RJI1 THf.IlEFOIlM OF MMUUANA LAWS 

November 9, 1976 

Ms. Mary Jolly 
Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee 
.U.S. Senate 
A-504 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mary: 

;, 

I am enclosing the documents we discussed over the phone on Friday. These 
documents are:. . 

1. Brief for Petitioner in /-lORML v. DEA, No. 75-2025. U.S. Court of 
Appeals for thi! D.C. Circuit. This case is the appeal from the DENs rejectionof 
NORML's petition to reschedule marijuana from Schedule r of the Controlled 
Substances Act. The brief contains the history of NORML's petition from the time 
it was first filed in 1972. ,and also contalns an extensive discussion of U.S. treaty 
obligations with respec;t to marijuana, and the potential medical uses for marijuana. 

2. Comments of NORML to the U.S. Parole Board on Proposed Rulemaking, 
41 Fed. Reg. 19326-40 (May 12, 1976). The Comments suggested that the Parole 
Board reclassify possession of marijuana and hashish into the least serious category 
of offenses, so that federal prison"rs who had been convicted of these offenses 
could be released on parole earlier. This change, and some others proposer.! by 
NORM L, were adopted by the Parole Board in their final guidelines published in 41 
Fed. Reg. 373\6 (Sept. 3, 1976). 

3. Petition for Writ of Certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court, La. NORML v. 
GusH, 44 U.S.L.W. 3205 (Oct. 6, 1975). This case involved a constitutional 
challenge to the marijuana laws, primarily based upon the Right of Privacy. The 
petition was jenied by the Sllpreme Court. 

,If I can be of any further assistance, please give me a call. 

PHM:pes 
Enclosures 

Sincerely. 

~~ 
Chief Counsel 'CJ 

Cl 
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

No. 75-2025 

The National Organization for the Reform 
of Harijuana Laws (NORML), Petitioner, 

v. 

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), 
U.S. Department of Justice, Respondent. 

On Petition for Review of an Order 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration 

February 1976 

BRIEF FOR PETITIONER 

Peter H. Meyers 
R. Keith Stroup 

2317 M .Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
(202) 223-3170 

Attorneys for Petitioner 
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
rOR THE DIS~CT OF COLOMBIA'CIRCUIT 

No.. 75-2025 

, The National' organization for the Reform 
of Marijuana Laws (NORML), Petitioner; 

v. 

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEAl, 
Depa~nt of Justice, Respondent. __ , 

Certificate Required by Rule 8(c) of the 
General Rules of the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 

, The undersisned, counsel,of ~ecord for petitioner, certifies 

that the following l~sted party has an intere~t in the outc9me of 

thifl case. These representationl5 are !!lade in order that jud~es 

of this C:ourt !!lay evaluate possible diaqualificati.on or recusal: 

The American Public Health Association,_ 1015 18th street, 

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, was a co-petitioner when this case 

was previously before this. Court, NORML v. Ingersoll, 162 U.s. 

-App. D.C. 67, 497 F.2d 654 (1974), and was a co-petitioner in 

the proceeding at· the Drug Enforcement Administration below on 

rem.and frOlll this Court. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF CO~UMBlA CIRCUIT 

No. 75-202S' 

'1'l113 National Organization for the Reform 
(If Marijuana Laws (NORML), Petitioner, 

• v. 

r'rug Enforcement A.;nninistration (DEA), 
'Department of Justioe, Respondent. 

On Petition for Review of an Order 
of the Drug Enforcement Administration 

BRIEF FOR PETITIONER 

Issues Presented 

1. Whether there is any latitude or discretion to resched

ule cannabis from SchedUle I of the Controlled SUbstances Act, 

consistent with treaty obligations. 

2. What amount ~f rescheduling. would be consistent with 

trG~ty obligations, with respect to: 

CAl Cannabis and cannabis resin" (as those ~erms'are 
defined by treaty), 

(B) Cannabis leaves (when unaccompanied by the tops), 

(C) Cannabis seeds (when unacc"llIpanied by the tO~;B)'· 
and 

(01 Synthetic cannabis or THe. 
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I I,. Sin.. ..... i. di.,reti.. to ' ....... ,. ' .... bi ... tar

ia~s from Schedule I, should theN~RML petition be ft>rmally re

feJil':ed to the Se'cretary of HEW, pursuant to Section :;:01 of the 

I Act, for scientific and medical findin~s and recommendations and 

I fox the other procedures. specified in Section. 20l(a)-(c). 
i' . 

4. Is 'the letter from Doctor C~oper, Acting Assistant Sec-

retary for Health, compar~le with, or an adequa·te substitute 

for, the full procedures spec~fied fn Section ZQ~(a)-(c).* 

References to Parties and Rulings 

. This case involves review of an·order of the Acting Admin

istrator of the Drug Enforcement Admi~istration, Mr. Henry S. 

Dogin, which was published in the Federal Register on September 

25, 1975, 40 Fed. Reg:' 44164-68.. This order. ~hich denies 

NORML',S petition to reschedule marijuana "in all respects," 40 

l1'ea~Reg. at 44168. is contained-in t!le Appendix To Brieflor 
..;:r 

. J?eti tioner • 

• This case was previously before this Court, NORML v • 
. Inlersoll, NQ. 72-1854, and the order now under re,vIew was 
. en ered pursuant t~ the rem~d of ~his Court, reported at 

162 U.S. App. D.C. 67, 497 1,'.2d· 654 (1974).. ' 
This case is also relat'lld to a case which is now pending 

betore a three-judge distr£ct Court in this Circuit, NORML 
et al. v. Wilson et al., Ci.viI Action No. 1897-73, U.s:-DI's
trIct Court for the Dlstril~t of Columbia. That case involves 
a Constitutional challenge to the marijuana prohibition con
tainedin the poiltrolled 'Il"Qstances Act ,and, the,' D.C. Uriiform 
Narcotic?,Drug Act, primarily as it rellltesto the private pos
session. ilnd use of marijuana.. The tlu:ee-judge Court ordered 

,that that. case be stayed pending the conclusion of the DEA 
, proceeding b~lo:w, and aft.ar.the Acting Adm:l.ni8~ator entered 
his final order in the'proceeding below, the' three-jUdge , 
Court vacated the stay (order 'filed Dec. 23. '1,975). 
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! ~he Acting ~dministrator received a Report containing 

pro;osed Findings and a Recommended Decision from the Admin

istrative Law Judge who presided over the hearing below; Mr. 

I Lewis F. Pa~ker, on May 21, 1975. This Report is contained 
I . 

in 'the Appendix To Brief For Petitioner. 

Review is sought pursuant to section 50.7 of the COJ;ltrolled 

Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 877. 

Statutes and Regulations 

. The Statute involved in this case ~s the Controllp.d Sub

stances Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 801 et seq: The principle area. 

of controyersy in this case involves the interpretati~n and 

application of section 201 of the Act, 21 U.S.O. 'Sec. 811, , 
which is set out in full in the Addendum to this brief. 

T~e treaty involved in this .case is the Single Convention 

on Narcotic Drugs, 18 U.S.T. 1407 (1967). The official text 

of the Single Convention was introduced in evidence at the 

hearing below as 'Administrative Law Judge Exhibit No. 29,' 

·and is contained in the Appendix To B~ief For Petitioner. 

, " The pertinent provisions' of the S.t!lgla Convention 

are'discussed in part F of the Statement of the Case. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

, This case involves a petition to reschedule'marijuana 

from Schedule I of the controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. 

Sec. 801 et !!!.!l" which was'originaJ,ly filed on May 18, 1972, 

with th'e Director of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 

. . Drugs (BNDD) by NORM!. and other partiAs. Se.e ALi] Ex. No. 1.1 

In response, the Director of·the BNDD published a notice 

in the. Federal Register on September 7, 1972, which stated that 

the petition was not "accepted for filing" on the'ground that 
, , 

. rescheduling marijuana to sc~edule V or decontrolling marijuana; 

as requested in the petition, would violate treaty obligations, 
, , 

particularly the Single Convention on Narcotic DrU~so The' 

Director Of th~ BNDD also stated that ,since. marijuana was.con

trolled by treaty obligations, Seatiop 20l(d) of the Controlled 

,Substances Act applied and gave'him sale authority over the· 
,~ ~, 

(' -:--~--:----~----'-----'---
,I. The following abbreviations are used herein: 

ALi] EX. -- Document received in evidence as an 
Administrative Law Judge Exhibit at 
the'hearing belo~, Jan. ~8-30, 1975. 

Tr. -- Transcript of he~ring; Jan. 28-30,' 1975 • 

. Cert. l:nd.-- Certified Index to the Record filed in 
~is Co~t by the respondent. 
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i 
sch~duling of marijuana, without regard to the procedures con-

ta~~e~ in Section 20l(a)-(c) of the Act. See ALJ Ex. No.2. 

I'A petiticn for review of this decision waa filed ~n the' 
r 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Distr~ct of Columbia Cir~uit, and 

on; January 15',1974, the Court issued its decision reversing 

a~~ remanding the case for further proceedings at the Drug En

forcement Administration. ~ v. Ingersoll, 162 U.S. App. 

D.C. 67, 497 F.2d 654 U974). 

A. The Court's Decision in NORML v. Ingersoll 

The Court's decision indicated that the Court was "uneasy" 

over the Director's procedu~e in rejecting the petition even for 

purpose of filing, 497 F.2d at S59: 

MOreover, we are Uneasy,tha~ respondent's own unorthodox 
procedural devices may' have contributed t~ ~ procedural 
impasse and a non-responsive discussion on'different planes 
of discourse. 

Respondent refused to accept the petition'for filing. 
The outright rejection of the filing of a petition is an 
executive o~ admini~trative action that has only a narrow 
role •••• But if this had been handled properly by respondent 
as 8, decision on the meri'.::s, peti,tioners could have refined 
their alternative position in the light of respondent's 
deci~ion. 

Instead they considered respondent's "zejection" of 
even a filing to signal short shrift for a serious presen
tation. It was not the kind of agency action that promo
ted the kind of interchange and refinement of views that 
i. the lifeblood of a sound administrati~e process. 

The Court stated that it could no~"make a final determination 

on treaty obligations and the resched~lin9" of marij'uana, 497 F.2d 

at 6611 

Obviously; thin, coUrt is in no position to decide this "case 
in it. prasent posture. Having in ~ind our doubts AS t? 
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I ' 
ithe propriety of 'che respondent's action in rejecting even 
,the filing,of the petition, we think the'optimum course, 
lin the interest of justice, 28 U.S.C. 'Sec. 2106, and a 
isound disposition, is to remand the cas'e to respond«;!nt for 
I further consideration, to be demoninated a consideration' 

'/ on the merits. ' 

I .In response tO,the BNDD Director's interpretation of Section , . 

i' 201 (d) of. the Controll~d Substances Act, the Court di~ not make 

.an~ final deter.mination, hut did atate that "we aoubt that" this 

was the intent of Congress,· 497 F .'2d at 660-61,: 

The decis~on und .... : review rightly refer.s to Sec. 201 (d) 
of the Act as establishing a basis for contrpl under the 
Act if required by treaty obligations. But the decision 
seems to go further and say that if some control is re
quired by treaty then the decision of which Schedule i3 

. appropriate is a matter for the exclusive decisi~4 of the 
respondent as the delegee of the Attorney General. This 
is a matter that gives· us pause. The respondent seems to 
be saying that even though the trea~y does not require more 
control than schedule V pro~ides, he can on his own say-so 

- and without any reason insist on Schedule I. We doubt that 
this was the intent of Congress. (footnoto omitted) 

, The Court suggested that the proceeding on',remand be divided 

into two phases; 497 F.2d at 661 fn. 17: 

A rule-making proceeding'may be established in phases. 
In the first phase, the Department of Justice could con
sider whether there,is any latitUde consistent with treaty 
obligations, and herein receive expert testimony limited 
to this treaty lasue. The second phase would arise only 
if some latittid(;::were found, and would consider how the 
pertinent executive discretion should be exercised • 

. 1~e Court's de~ision.als6 contained soIlle specific directions 

for'the remand, the 11IOSt· impQrtant I)f which were as fol;Lows, 497 

.F.2d at 660,661: 

This consideration' will embrac'3 'the subject of removal 
O~ transfer of control of the leaves o~ the plant. 

on the remand, respondent will also supply findings 
that will sharpen and clarify the issue tlhether 66ntrol 
under Schedules I ~;nd II i~ required .as to the 'flowers .• 

* * * r; 
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! The matter is. not one on which the expertise of re
ispondent is exclusive, and it would seem appropriate 
,.for the court to have the benefit of the views of sources 
, in the state Department and the international organiza-
, tions involved. 

I The Court's opinion concluded, 4·97 F.24 at 661: 

I : Our conclusion that such a remand is appropriate is 
fortified by the reorganization and redelegation of 
authority within the Department of Justice, under 
which the pertinent functions of the Attorney General 
now have been transferred to the [Administrator] of 
the Drug' Enforcement Administration, an official who 
can provide a new look and a hard look at the.ques
tions raised by the petition. 2 · . 

The Court's opinion also described the scheme of the Con

trolled Substances Act ("CSA") and the.proc~dures for resched

uling substances which are contained in the Act, see 497 F.2d 

at 656-58, and there is no need to set this out in detail here. 3 

It might be helpful, however, to set out a few.of the basic 

'features of· the CSA's procedure for rescheduling: 

The Controlled Substances Act contain~ five schedUles 

.of controlled substances, listed as Sched'lles I-V. A con

trolled substance listed in Schedule ± has the greatest number 

2. A reorganization occurred within the Department of 
. Justice while NORML v. Ingersoll was pending in the Court 
of·Appeals. See-4~7 F.2d at 657 fn. 1. ~he BNDD was abo
lis.hed, and the Drug Enforcement Administratio!1 was created. 
The DEA was given the authority to reschedule substance.s in 
the Controlled Substances Act which had previously been 
delegated by the Attorney Gene~al to the BNDD~ . 

3. cf. united . States v. Moore, . U.S. , 44 
U.S.L.W:-4023 (DeceIDber 9,. 19~whICllinvolvecrthe issue 
of whether a licensed physician registered under the Con
trolled Substances Act, could be prosecuted for violation . 

'of Section 841 of the Act. The Court's decision did not 
consider any of the sections of the CSA which are involved 
in this case. 
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( 
/Of ~estriCtionS and controls, and a controlled substance listed 

lin S~hedule V has the least. Cong~ess set out in the A~~ the 

sub~tances which would .initiallY be included in each schedule, 

land it placed marijuana in Schedule I. See 21 U.S.C. suc. 812 1 

" Schedule I (e) (10) • 
f 

Congress did not intend, however, that "its 1nitial.place-' 

J. " ment of marijuana in Schedule r should be immutable." Admin-

istrative Law'Judge's Report, Cert •. Ind. No. 19,·at p. 10. 

In Sections 201 (a) - eM of the Act, which are set out in 

full in the Addendum hereto, Congress created a procedure by 

which substances could be rescheduled •. Upon petition filed by 

,any "interested person," the Attorney General is authorized to 

reschedule 11 substance to' a different schedule or to "remove 

.!!&' drug or other substance from the schedules ·.if he finds that 

the drug or other substance does not meet the reqUirements for 

inclusion in any schedule." Section 201(a) (2), 21 U.S.C. Sec • 

. 811 (a) (2) (emphasis added). 

Section 201(b) of the Act, 21 U.S.c. SeC. Bll(b) provides 

that the Attorney. General shall request from the Secretary of 

Health, Education, and Welfare a s~ientific and medical evalu

ationo£ the substance, and recommendations on control. ~he 

factors Which the Secretary of HEW·considers are set out in 

Sections 201 (b)-(c), 21 U.S.C. Sec. 811(bl-(c); and include: 

"The state ~f current scientific knowleageregarding t~e drug 

'or other substance"; rI~at, if any, .ris.k there is to the public 

health", "Its psychic or physiological dependence liability." 

/1 
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I I ;After receiving the scientific and medical recommendations 

I from the Secretary of HEW, the Attorney General's final decision 

I mus't !:ie "made on the record after opportunity for a hearing •••• " 

I section 201(a), 21 U.S.C. Sec. 811(a). At this hearing, "The 

recommendations of the secretary [of HEI'JJ to the Attorney General 

s~ll be binding on the Attorney General as to sUch scientific 

and medical matters •••• " 'Section 201(b), 21 U.S.C. Sec. 811 (b). 

B. Proceedings at the'DEA on Remand 

On June 26, 1974, the DEA Administrator published a Notice 

of Proposed Hearing in the Federal Register, 3~ Fed. Reg. 23072 

et seq., ALJ Ex. No. 3/ which stated tilat the DEA had adopted 

the Court's suggestion for a two-phase proceeding, and would 

hold a hearing, limited to the 'treaty issue, if 7equested by 

'pet! tioners : 

Therefore, ehould the petitioners or any of them so re
quest, the Drug Enforcement' Anministration is prepared. 
to hold a hearing, limited to the petitioners or any of 
them, for the purpose of rece:,ving factual evidence and 
expert opinion on the issue and by the method described 
by the court as "whether there is. any latitude (on the 
scheduling of marihuana under the Cpntrolled Substances 
Actl consistent with treaty obligations, and herein re- .' 
ceive expert 'testimony limited to this treaty issue". 
39 Fed. Reg. at 23075. 

Thi~ Notice of Proposed Hearing also included Ii letter from 

the Assistant Legal Advisor, Department of Stllte, which had been 

requested by the DEA. The letter refeFs to two,Resolutions 

adopted by the U.N. Economic and soci~l Council. Copies of' 

, these two Re~olutions were subsequently made available to peti

tioner, and were introduced in' evidence as part of ALJ Ex. No.3. 
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, 
!By letter dated July 19, 1974, NORML and the Amerioan. 

Pub~ic'Health Association responded to this Notioe and r~

quested a hearing. ALJ Ex. No. 4. ~etitioners agreed ~hat 

the issue involved at the hearing would be treatyobliqations, 
r 

as! framed in the Notice of 'Proposed Hearing. Petitioners 

further indicated that in their view this issue contained a 

number of sub~parts, one of which was: "Whether there is 

any discretion.to remove the ~ and/or the ~ of the 

~arijuana plant from SChedule I." ld., p. 2 (emphasis added~. 

Pursuant to an order of ~dministrative Law Judge Lewis 

F. 'parker, counsel for pet! tioners and.' for the DEA staff held 

a.prehearingconference in the absence of Judge Parker on Sep

tember 18, 1974. prehear!ng oonferences, pres~d~d over by Judge 

~aiker; took place on September 23, 1974, and October 2~, 1974. 

See Cert. Ind. Nos. 2 and 3. 

On.January .16, 1975, a Notice of Hearing was published in 

1;he Federal RE;gister by the Aoting Deputy Administrator of DEA, 

which reiterated that the forthcoming hearing would be "limited 

. to this treaty issue," 40 Fed. Reg: 2841, ALJ Ex. No. 25. 

A three-day hearing was then held befone Judge Parker on 

JanuarY 28-30, 1975. The four-volume transcript of th~s hearing 

is listed at Cert. Ind. No.4. At the hearing, petitioners 

called t~o witnesses who were qualified as experts on the treaty 

issue and gave testimony concerning treaty obligations, Mr. 

'Lawrence Hoover and Dr. Joel Fort. The background of these 
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I 

IWitJesses is well summarized in the Administrative Law Judge's 

Rep?rt and Recommended Findings, Cert. Ind. No. 19, at pp. 5-6: 

I ' , 
i 
1 

Mr. Hoover is an attorney who is presently engaged,in 
the private practice of law (TR, p. 23). Xn 1963, he 
was employed by the Department of ~tate as a legal ad
v±sor in the negotiation and interpretation of treaties 
(TR, p. 25f. Between 1968-1971 he was ~ne u.s. liaison 
with international drug control bodies iocated in Geneva, 
Switzerland which had the responsibility for implmnenting 
the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs (TR, p. 27), and 
in 1972 was a consultant to the Bureau of Narcotic:s and 
Dangerous Drugs (TR, p, 31). He has co-authored an,ar
ticle dealing with the S1ngle Convention and'other inter
national drug treaties (TR, pp. 33-34). Dr. Joel Fort 
is a specialist in social problems involving drug ,abuse , 
and criminal law (TR, p. 140) and has made several trips 
to foreign countries in connectl,on with his work on nar
cotic drugs (TR, pp. 143, 146, 155). As,a' consultant to 
the World Health Organization, he,was assigned in 1963 
to utudy the use of drugs in 16 Asian countries (TR, p. 
143). He has authored or co-authored approximately 30 ' 
book~ and 50 articles, about half of which deal with can
nabis from a historical, scientific or international per
spective (TR, p. 150).' He testified in tW9 'prior BNDD-DEA 
proceedings involving the scheduling of drugs under the 
Controlled Substances Act (TR, pp. 1,52-153). 

The DEA staff called three 'witnesses; Mr. Philip B. Porto, 

Dr. Carlton Turner, and Mr. Donald E. Miller. Only the last 

witness called -- Mr. Miller -- was qualified as an expert on 

treaty obligation~ and,testified concerning treaty obligations. 

'The, backgr.:ound of these DEA witnesses .. is also set out in the 

Administrative Law Judge's Report, Cert. Ind. No. 19, at p. 6: 

Mr. Porto is a chemist and is Director of DEA's North
eastern Regional Laboratory in New York City (TR, p. 250). 
He is experienced in'the laboratory analysis and identi
fication of narcotics, cannabis and other drugs (TR, p. 
251l'. Dr. Carlton Turner is a chemist and is Associate 
Director of the Research Institute of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, School of Pharmacy, University of Mississippi 
and is Oirector of, the National Institute on Drug Abuse, 
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!Marihuana Project (TR, p. 296). He has published many 
f articles dealing with the cUltivation and harvesting of 

. cannabis, and techniques for its identification (TR, p. 
1297). Mr. Donald Miller is DEA's Chief counsel and was 

previously Chief Counsel of SNDn and the Bureau of .Nar
cotics (TR, pp. 407-408). He is a part-time adv~sor to 
the Department of state and has been a representative 

, of the United States in conferences on narcotic and psy
chotropic substances (TR, pp. 408-409) an,~ was involved 
in discussions at the Bureau of Narcotics on the proposed 
Single Convention on ~arcotic Drugs (TR, pp. 408-409). 

A n~~er ?f documents relating to the Single Convention 

on Narcotic Drugs ~lere also' introduced in evidenc"e at the hearing 

~s Administrative Law Judge exhibits. These documents are dis

cussed below, in part E of the Statement of the Case. Petitioner 

would mention here three particularly .important documents which 

were introduced at the hearing: 

1. ~morandum from the. Deputy Assistant At~orney General, 

'Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of justice, to the 

Director of the SNOO, dated August 21, 19:2, entitled "Petition 

to Decontrol Marihuana; Interpretation of Section 201 of the 

controlled Substances Act of 1970." This Memorandum was sup

plied to NORML in response to a general request for documents 

to the DEA staff; and was introduced in evidence at the hearing 

as ALJ Ex. No. 28. See Tr. 8-10. The Memorandum utates that 

it was p~epared in response to a request from the D~rector of 

BNDD ;for the Justice Dep'!l=tmen·t; I s legal opinion on what procedure 

should b~ 'followed with respect to the NORML petition, which had 

just been filed. The Memorandum, which was not available to the 
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L=~ when it firot h~rd thi, c.~. i. perhap. tho ai •• ,. 

lre"s~ important document on the procedure the DEll must follow 

,if there is discretion to reschedule,cannabis from Schedule I. 

2, Document entitled "Registrants for Marihuana as of 

Jan\.tary 3, 1975," which was prepared by the DEA, '.supplied to 

counsel for petitioner upo~ reguest; and introduced in evidence 

at the hearin~ as ALJ Ex. No. 50,. See Tr. 534-35. This docu

ment damonstrates that the DEA' (and through it, tne United 

states)'is not at the present time complying with treaty obli~ 

gations involving marijuana, as Mr. Donald E. Miller, the DEF's 

Chief Counsel, acknowledged under cross-examination at the hear

ing below. See Tr. 535-39. 4 

3. R.eport of the World Health Organization, E?'Pert Committee 

On Drug Dependence, No. 40,7, which was ~ntroduced in evidence 

at the hearing below by the DEA staff as ALJ Ex. No. 40,. See 

Tr. 19-21. This was the only document introduced in evidence 

at the hearing below by the DEA staff which related to the ' 

Sing'le Convention or international obligations. 

After the hearing had conclude~ on January 3D, 1975, Pro

poS~d Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and Reply Briefs, 

, were file,! by petitioners and the DEA staff wii.ll the Administra

tive Law Judge. See Cert. Ind. Nos. 10,-lJ. 

4. The Certified Index to the Recqrd filed by respondent 
did contain ALJ Ex. No. 1-49, but not this exhibit, ALJ 50,. 
,On January 21, 197.6, petitioner filed a Motion for Leave to 
Supplement Certified Index, etc., which included this exhibft. 
This Motion is pending before the Court. 
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I
-Upon petitioners' request, the Administrative Law Judge 

hel~ an oral argument on April 18, '1975. See Transcript of 

1 Oral Argument, Cert. Ind. No. 16. At this oral argument the 

:P~ staff introduced in evidence a letter from Dr. Theodore 

Cooper, Acting Assistant secretary for ~ealth,_, D~partment of 

Health, Education, and We~fare, ~o l~. Jerry N. Jenson, Acting 

Peputy Admini~trator of DEA, 'dated April 14, 1975. Cert. Ind. 

No. 16, pp. 1-3. Since this fetter-from Dr. Cooper is so brief, 

~d since the Acting Administrator relies so heavily on it in 

his final decision and order for his conclusion that CSA Sec

tion 201 (a).~ (cl procedures did not have to ,be complied with, the 

.letter is set out in full below. S 

-5. The letter, introduced as Gov. Ex. NO •. ..,!), stateS: 

Dear Mr. Jenson: 

At your request, we have prepared the following statement 
giving our. position on the medical uses of Cannabis sativa 

- L. (marihuana). 

There is currently no accep~ed medical use of marihuana in 
. the United States., There. is no approved New Drug Applica
tion for Can!labis sativa L. (marihuana) or tetrahydrocanna
binol, the active principle in marihuana. There are Inves
tigational New .Drug Applications·· on file to determine· pos
slble therapeutic uses and potential toxic effects of the 
s\ll:>stance. 

We have included for your information a copy of the most 
recent report o~ these studies.an~ a copy of the FDA policy 
regardi!lg cl:!-nicals'tudies with, marihuana. -

Since;reJ.y yours, 

lsi 
Theodore Cooper, M.D. 
Acting Assistant Secretary 
fOX1,Health 

" 
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:Accompanying this letter from Dr. Cooper as part of Gov. 

!EX':NO. 79 is a letter dated April '17, 1975, from Mr. ,Robert J. 

! Rosthal, DEA Deputy Chief Counsel and principal DEA attprney 

: in the proceeding below, to Mr. Peter H. Meyers, one of the 

coUnsel for petitioners. This letter from the D¥A Deputy Chief 

Counsel ascribes a much ~re modes~ significance to the Dr. 

Cooper letter,than the significance accorded it by the Acting 

Administrator in his final decision. The Deputy Chief Counsel's 

letter stated, Gov. Ex. No. 79, at pp. 1-2: 

Since this letter is simply corroborative of the testimony 
of Donald E. Miller on the fact that the Food and Drug 
Administration had issued no New D~ug Application for any 
part of the cannabis plant, it should occasion no delay 
in the oral argument scheduled for April lB. 

C. Report and Recommended Decision 
of the Administrative LaW Ju~ 

The Administrative Law Judge filed his Report :ontaining 

recommended findings of fact and conclusions of law, and a Re

commended Decision, on May 21, 1975. See Cert. Ind. No. 19. 

This Report is coptained in the Appendix To Brief For Petitioner. 

,In this Report, ,the,Administrative Law Ju~ge set out the 

issue il\.volved as follows (J:d., pp. 7-B):' 

, Thls is the first phase of the proceeding. The only 
issue which must be decidEld is whether there is ~ lati
tude with respect to the scheduling o~marihuana, consis
tent .with trllaty obligations. If there'is, the extent to 
which such latitude permits de scheduling or rescheduling 
is an issue which would more properly be decided in the 
second-phase proceeding after the views of the Secretary 
of Healtn, Education, and Welfare are considered by the 
Administrator of DEA. ' 
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.In a' footnote, :l:he Judge added (~.): 
I 

'I Even this single issue presents complex problems 
'because of the different definitions of cannabis in 
.the Single Convention and the Controlled Substances 
'~ct. Thus, the issue has several parts, namely, 
whether control is required as to 1) the flowering 
or £ruiting tops and cannabis resin,; 2) the leaves 

: when not accompanied by the tops; 31 the seeds whe~ 
1 not accompanied by t,he tops; or 4) synthetic cannabiS,. 
I, ~ 
; The Report proceeds to review ~e documents and testimony 

which had been introduced, and makes the following conclusions 

on treaty obligations: 

1. ~he United States is not required by treaty obligations 

to control either synthetic cannabis (Id., p. It) or cannabis 

soeds, when unaccompanied by the tops (Id' J pp. 11-12). 

2. The united States is required to control cannabis ,leaves, 

when unaccompanied by the·tops,. but this qbligation would be 

_atisfied if s~ch cannabis leaves were rescheduled to Schedule 

V of the eSA (~.t. pp. 28-29). 

3. Finally, with respect to··cannabis ri and "cannabis resin" 

(as those terms are defined by the Si~gle Convention), the Re

port concluded that rescheduling to Schedule II, but no lower, 

.would be consistent with treaty obligations (~., pp. 18-21). 

WIli'le acknowledging that there was a ·subs.tantial dispute" over 

whether cannabis and cannabis resin could be reschedule~ below 
J 

Schedule II (~., p. 21), the Administrative Law Judge concluded: 

[A)ny uncertainty. that. lesser con~rols lIjOUld be !ldeq. uate 
must be resolved by adhering to a contr~\l regime under'" 
which there is no question of adequacy. \\In this case, 
there is no question that placing cannabis in Schedule 
:I:I meets ,treaty obligations': Placement in a' lower sched
ule, or decontrol, raises too many questions about our .. 
ability to meet those obligations. 

83-317 0 - 77 - 16 

/ 
/' 





- ------.----.------- - ----.----------=--""'----.-~-----~.-+-~---------..--- -~'----.---.~.,---.--~-.---.-~.--~~---. 
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I ; The Administra'l::ive Law Judge then analyzed Section 201 

(

of ~he Controlled Substances Act (~., pp. ~1-34), 

the DEA staff's interpretation of Section 20l(d): 

rejecting 

Despite Congress' intent'as revealed in sections 20l(a) 
and (b)1 the Government insists that all of these pro
cedures can be ignored and that the Administrator, be
cause of Sec. 20lCd), can decree, without r~ferring the 
matter to the Secretary of HEW and without holding hear
ings, -Chat cannabis shall remain in Schedule I so long 
as some control over cannabis and cannabis leaves is 
requrred.by traaty, even though the treaty could be 
satisfied by placing these drugs in a less restrictive 
schedule. . 

Congressional history does not in my opinion support ' 
the Government's interpretation of Sec. 20lCd) •••• 

The hearing and referral provisions of Secs. 20l(a) 
and (b) clearly reveal Congress' desire to place the 
responsibility for the medical and scientific evaluation 
of drugs in the hands of the Secretary of HEW, not the 
Administrator of DEA. (Id., pp. 32-33) ---

'The Administrative Law Judge then set out:h!s Recommended 

Decision at pp. 34-35 of the Report. Thi~ Recommended Decision, 

with one exception,6 is identical to the order NORML seeks in 

this Court: 

The United States is not required by any treaty, con
vention or protocol to control cannabis seeds or artifi
cial cannabis (Findings 22, 25 and 26 bl (1), (2». 
Therefore, I recommend that the Administrator, pursuant 
to Sec. 20l(b) of the Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. 
Bll(b), request from the Secretary of Health, Education, 
and Welfare a scientific and medical evaluation and the , 
Secretary's recommendation as to the appropriate schedule 
in which cannabis seeds and artificial cannabis should be 
placed or whether these drugs should be removed from the 
schedules as cdntrolled substances. After receiving these 
recommendations, the A~inistrator should hold hearings 
pursuant to Sec. 20lCa). 

6. The ~ne difference concerns the amount of rescheduling 
for cannabis and cannabis resin that is consistent with treaty 
obligations. 
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: The United States is required by the Single 9onvention 
ito control cannabis, cannabis resin, and cannab1s leaves 
,(Findings 21,23,24 and 26 a) (1) and (2». However, 
its obligations thereunder can-be satisfied if cannabis 

; and cannabis resin are placed in schedule II of the Con
trolled Substances Act and if cannabis leaves are placed 
in Schedule V of the Act. Therefore, I recommend that 
the Administrator, pursuant to Sec.' 201 (b), 21 U.S.C. 
Sll(b), of the Controlled Substances Act, request from 
the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare a scien
tific and medical evaluation and the Secretary's recom
mendation as to the appropriate schedule (within the 
limits of the United States' treaty obligatione)* in 
which cannabis, cannabis resin and cannabis leaves should 
be placed~ After receiying these recommendations, the 
Administrator should hold 'hearings pursuant to Sec. 201(a). 

*This phrase is included to make it clear that the 
Secretary, while he might recommend it, could not bind 
the Attorney qeneral to place cannabis and cannabis 
resin in Schedules III-V or decontrol cannabis leaves 
since such action would violate the United States' 
treaty obligations. 

D. Final Decision of the Acting Administ~ 

After the Administrative Law Judge filed his aeport, pe-, 
titioners filed on June 13, 1975, a motion entitled "motion for 

Oral Argument and Appeal From Rulings of Administrative Law 

Judge. " Cert. Ind. No. 17. In reliPonll'e, the Acting Administra

tor write a letter to Peter H. Meyers, Counsel for petitioners I 

da~ed July 14, 1975, Which, generally, deferred until the final 

decision ~n the proceeding any ruling on the motion. (NORML 

has requested that this l~tter, which was not included in the 

Certifie~ Index, be added thereto. See p. 13, fn.4, above.) 

On September 25, 1975, the Acting Administrator published 

i.n the Federal Register his final decision and order in the 
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~roC~eding. 40 Fed. Reg. 44164-68, Cert. Ind. No. 21. The 
j 

lorder denies NORML's petition "in all respects," 40 Fed. Reg; 

at 44168 col. 3. 

In his decision, the Acting Administrator do~s acknowledge, 

however, that there is latitide to reschedule marijuana from 

Schedule I, c~nsistent with treaty obligations. In fact, in 

terms of specific categories of cannabis materiais, there is 

not that much difference between the Acting Administrator and. 

the Administrative Law Judge on what amount of reschedu~ing 

would be consistent with treaty obliga~ions. 

The Acting Administrator held that there was no interna

tional obiigation to control synthetic cannabis, o! THC, as had 

the Administrative Law Judge. See 40 Fed. Reg:· at 44166 col. 1 

and 44167 col. 1. The Acting Administrator also agreed that 

there was no obligation to control certain cannabis seeds 

(~., those incapable of germination), but that some control 

was required over other cannabis seeds (i.e., those capable of 

germinationl. See 40 Fed. Reg. at 44166 col. 1 and 44167 col'~ 1. 

(The Acting Administrator further held, wrongly we believe, that 

. cannabis seeds and synthetic cannabis were "not at issue in this 

proceeding" 40 Fed. Reg. o:-t 44l6B, col. 1, 44167, col. 1). 

Turni~g to the question of cannabis leaves, when unaccom

panied by the tops, the Acting Administrator concluded that 

'euch leaves cbuld be rescheduled to $chedules II-IV of the 
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Ie..! but not 'ohed", v.-.:'':. Admin""'"'' Low JDd •• had 

! co~cluded. 40 Fed. Reg. at 44167 col. 1, 44168 col. 1. Fi

, nally, the Acting Administ~ato~ also ag~eed with the Adminis-

1 t~ative Law Judge that cannabis and cannabis ~esin could be 
i 

~escheduled to Schedule II, bu~ no lower, consi~tent with treaty 

obligations. 40 Fed. Reg. at 44161 col. 1 and col. 3. 

Tu~ning to the question of what he should do with the NORML 

petition since the~e was discretion to ~eschedul~ marijuana, the 

Acting Administ~ato~.stated, 40 Fed. Reg. 'at 44165 col. 2: 

It is unnecessa~ to decide whethe~ Section 201(d) re
quires the Attorney GenGral to seek the views of HEW on 
a substance included,in an international treaty. In the 
instance of marihuana he has done so and he has received 
a reply. 

The reference here is to the letter from Dr., Theodore Cooper, 

'Acting Assistant Secretary for Health, which ~~s introduce~ at 

oral ll,rgument before the Administrative L,aw Judge as Gov. Ex. 

,Nt;!. 79, and is.quoted in full on p. 15, fn. 4, above. The 

Acting Administrato~'s ll~gume~t, insofa~ as petitioner can un

de~stand it, appears to be that this letter from Dr. Cooper is 

equivalent to the referral procedures contained in Section 

~Ol(al-(c) of the eSA. The Acting Administrato~ concludes that 

this letter makes the placement of ma~ijuana in Schedu!e I "man

datory· ~ather than "disc~etionary," 40 Fed. Re~. at 44168 col. 2: 

Placement of marihuana in Schedule I is the~efore leas 
diBcret~ona~ than mandatory. Conside~ing the Single 
Convention and the Act togethe~ there is in fact no dis
cretion unles~ the appraiaal of the Secreta~, HEW, can' 
be igno~ed. The Court of Appeals.indicates that 'it ,should 
not be igno~ed and we have not. done so here; ," 
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/ 

,Petitioner would point out here'one ad~itiona1 aspect of the 

Act,ing Administrator's final decisl.on. ThE;! Acting Administrator 

I refers repeatedly to the statement, in this Court's pr~or decision 

that "it would seem appropriate for,the Court to have the benefit 

of the views of ••• the international organizations involved." 

~ v. Ingerso1:~, 497 F. 2d at 661. The Actil1g Administrator 

states that the D'EA has complied with this direction by intro

ducing in evidence the two Resolutions from the Economic and 

Social Council (AL.)' Ex. No.' 3) and ,the Report from the World 

Health Organization (WHO) Expert Committee on Drug Dependence 

(ALJ Ex. No. 40). See 40 Fed. Reg. at 44164 col. 2, 44165 

col. '1, 44166 col. 2, 44l6B col. 2-3. 'The Acting Administrator 

states that these three documents "require the closest attention." 

40 Fed. Reg. at 44166 c:ol. 2. 

The two Resolutions from the Economic and ~ocial Council 

deal primarily with the medical and social aspects of marijuana 

use, and do not address at all the legal issue of what amount 

of rescheduling would be consisten~ with treaty obligations. 

The Report of the WHO Committee deals exclusively with scientifi~ 

and medical questions about marijuana. 

, ~. Donalq E. Miller, the DEA's Chief Counsel, testified 

under cross-examination at the hearing below that there were 

two other international organizations -- the bivision of Narcotic 

Drugs'and the International Narcotics Control B~ard -- which do 

have the responsibility for determining w~ether a coUntry's 

, laws satisfy,treaty ob~igatiQns, Tr. 469-70: 

A. You make it sound like that r have no concern. 
We'll, r do have concern. I just simply hadn't thought. 
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that: a c'ountry ~Iould be in derogation of' their treaty 
obligations. I do not make it my job to read laws of . 
all countries to make a determination as to whether they 

,are in derogation of their treaty obligations. That is 
the concern of an international agency, the Division of 

. Narcotic Drugs specificalJ.y. 

* to it 

A. Once again, you are going bac~ to putting me 
into the position of accusing me of mi,sfeasaJ)ce of .not 
being concerned about that is not m~ responsibilit~. 
And I.keep pointing out to you, and I hope I can clarify 
it this time, that the Division of Narcotic Drugs in 
Geneva is the rl'lsponsible agency to make a determination 
as to whether the laWs are adequate in a cert~in country 
to carry out their treaty obligations. 

The International Narcotics .Control Board also funo
tions in that area to make a determination as to whether 
or not they are satisfying their treaty obligations. 

There is no indication in the record of whether the DEA 

attempted to contact the Division of Narcotic Drugs or the Inter

national Narcotics Control Board for their views.on what resched

uling of cannabis would be consistent with tre~ty obligations. 

The contents of the three documents i~troduced by the DEA 

.staff are discussed in more detail below. Dr. Joel E'ort, one 

of petil:ioners' witnesses at the hearing, testified on the 

nature of the organizations which prepared these documents, 

. and responded to a number of the scientific and medical claims 

whi~h are'contained in the documents. 

The Acting Administrator published a Correction to his final 

decision (of a minor natv;rel. in the Federal Reg~ster on September 

30, 1975,. '40 Fed. Reg. 44856, Cert. Irid. No. 22.7 

7. The' Cqrrection substituted the phrase "leav~·.J which are 
entirely detached from ·the tops and seeds," for tjl,/ phrase "leaves 
which are capable of germination," at 40 Fed. Reg'; 44168 col. 1. 
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I 
I On October '22, 1975, NORML filed a Petition for Review of 

'the Acting Administrator's decision and order in this Court. 

/ ' 

E. Sources for Interpreting the Single Convention 

The only treaty Qr other international obligation which 

was cited ~n the Acting Administrator's final decision as im

posing an obligation on the united States to control marijuana 

was the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs ("Si!lc;rle Convention"). 

The Single Convention is the only treaty that has ever been at 

issue in this proceeding. The official text of 'the Single Con

vention is continued in the Appendix To Brief For Petitioner 

The Single Convention was adopted at the United Nations 

Conference for the Adoption of a Single Convention on Narcotic 

Drugs, which met at, United Nations Headquarter~, 'in New York 

City, from ,January 24 to March 25, 1961. The deliberations of 

the Conference are set out in the two-volUme Official Records, 

E!CONF. 34/24 and E!CONF. 34/24!Add.l. Volume I of the Official 

Records, which was introduced as ALJ Ex. No. 31, contains the 

summary records of the plenary meetings of the Conference. 

Volume II,of the Official 'Records contains the Final Act of the 

Conference (ALJ Ex. No. 29), the third'draft of the Single Con

vention (ALJ Ex. No. 30), and the summary records and reports by 

the committess of the COhference, preparatory documents, amend

ments and miscellaneous papers circulated at the Conference 

• (ALJ Ex.'No •. 32). The third draft of the Single Convention, 
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I 
W~iCh had been prepared by the Commission on Narcotic prugs ,.' 

was the principal working document of the Conference. ALJ 
I E.x. Nb. 29, p. 298, para. 12. 

Two documents relating to United states accession to the 

Single convention.i!l 1967 were introduced in evidence. See, 

Message from the President Transmitting the Single' Convention 

to the Senate, Exec. G, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967), ALJ Ex. 

·No. 351 Report on the Single Cpnvention by the Sena~e Committee 

on Foreign Relations, Exec. Rept. No. 11, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 

(1967t, ALJ Ex. No. 36. 

'.1\150. introduced into evidence was the Commentary on the 

§~ngle convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961 ("Commentary"), ALJ 

Ex. No. 39. 1'he Commentary was prepare:! by the secretary-General 

of the United Nations pursuant to a resolution oj; the Economic 

and Social Council, and publ~shed in 1973. It is a definitive 

and official u! 'ted Nations interpretation of the Single Conven

tion. Hoover Tr. 70. The' Commentary contain,s an Article-by

Article (and often word~by-wordt analysis of ~he Single Conven

tion, ralying upon.the Official Records of the Conference, earli~r 

negotiatiI!g. history, subsequent practice of the parties, and other 

sources. See generally, Hoover Tr. 69-71. The commenta~y was 

relied upon extensively by the Administrative Law Judge in his 

Report. 

For a' concise discussion of the background of the .. Single 

Convention, th~ early drafts, and. the Conference' for 'the Adop

tion of the Single Convention, see Lande, "The single ,convention 
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I , , 
tn Narcotic Drugs, 16 International organizntion n6-~~7 (1962), 

introduced as ALJ Ex. No. 37. For a more comprehensi~'e article 

Ion ~urrent international drug treat'ies, including a {letailed 

'analysis of the Single Convention, see Lande, "The International 

:Drug Control system, ALJ Ex. No. 38, Appendix! Vol.' III, pp. 

6-132, Second Report of the National Commission aT< Marihuana 

and Drug Abuse (March 1973~. 8 

F. Single Convention Con~rols Over Cannabis 

The Single Convention provides 'for dif~erent measures cf' 

control for different parts of the canx:abis plant. The defini

tions contained in Article '1 of the Single Conv.ent~.on provide: 

(b) "Cannabis" means the flowE'Jring or fruiting 
tops of the cannabis plant (exclv.ding the seeds and 
leaves when not accompanied by tne tops) from which 

,the resin has not been extracted, by whatever name 
they may be designated., . 

(cl- "Cannabis plant" mean,j any plant of the genus 
cannabis.. ' ./ ' 

(d) "Cannabis resin" meB.ns the separated resin, 
whether crude or purified, .obtained from the cannabis 
plant. ' 

B. Mr. Adolf Lande, the author of these two articles, was 
.Deputy Executive Secretary of the Conference for the Adoption 
,of the Single Convention, and actively participated in the 
cont1.erence deliberations C'in marijuana;' Sea, e.g., Official Re
corc;ls, Vol. I, ALJ Ex. No. 31 at p. 1861, Vol. II, ALJ Ex. No. 
32 at pp. 177-78, 272. ' 

, Mr. Hoover, petitif,me.r'a witness at the hearing' beiow, tes~ 
tified that he knew and had worked with Mr. Lande in Geneva, and 
that Mr. Lande was probably more than any other individual re
sponsible for the drafting of the preparato~J documents which 
became'the,Single Co~vention. Tr. 66. See generally, Hoover 
Tr. 66-70.' , 

In the forward to the Commentary, the Secretary-General 
'of the United Nations commends !·fr. Lande ":for his valuable assis
tance •••• " ALJ Ex. No.' 39, at ,p. v., . 
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, 
I . ( 
["Cannabis" and "cannabis resin," as thosE'! terms are:defined 
I 

oV,e, are listed'in Schedules I and IV o,f the Single convention, 

:and are subject to all of the controls applicable to substances 
I ' 
~isted in those.schedules. ,When the leaves and seeds of the 

canhabis plant accompany the tops, they are inclu?e(~ within the 

Single Convention's defini;ion of "dannabis," and.are subject to 

the sarne contrpls. 

Article 2 (1) of the Single convention-4±stf~ 'the Articles, 

and controls applicable to all substances listed in Schedule l 
" 

of the Single Convention. Important features of the Schedule I 

control regime include: 

parties must license and control persons engaged 
in the manufacture (Art. 29), trade and distribu
tion '(Art. 30), and international trade (Art. 31). 

. • .#. ' 

-parties must prepare est;imatee. of thei'r drug 
requirements (Art. ,19) and statistical returns of 
drugs consumed (Art. 20) for the International Nar-
cotics Control Board. ' 

The parties shall take such measures as may be ne
cossary to limit the produc·t:ion, distribution, pos
session,e·tc., to authorized medicalaml scientific 
purposes. Art. 4 (c). 

The part:i.'es shall not: permit the possession of drugs 
, except under legalaJltllority,· Art. 33. 

S~bject to their constitutional limitations, the 
parties Shall make certain activities "punishable 
offenses" and "serious" o,£fenses must be subject 
to imprisonment. penalties. Ar,t. 31i (1) • 

, 
Subs~ances lis~ed in Schedule IV of the Single ConVention, 

including cannabis a,nd cannabis resin, . are also subject to, 

'Article 2 (S) :' 
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The nr~gs in Schedule IV shall also be· included 
I in Schedule I and subject to all measures of ~~ntrol 
I applicabie to drugs. in the latter schedule, dnd in 

addition thereto: . 
(a) A Party shall adopt any special measures of 

control which in its opinion are. necessary having,. 
regard to the particularly dangerous properties of 
a drug so .included, and . 

(b) A Party shall, if in its opinion the prevail
ing condit'ions in its country render it the·.most ap
propriate means of protecting the public health and 
welfare, prohibit th~ production, manufacture, export 
and impor~ of, trade in, possession or use of any 
such drug except for amounts which may be necessary 
for medical and scientif~c research only, in9luding 
clinical trials therewith to be conducted under or 
subject to the direct supervision and control of the 
Party. (emphasis added) . 

The United States is also obligat~d t? apply to cannabis 

and cannabis resin the controls set out in Article-Z3 of the 

Single Convention, because the United States presently author

izes the cultivation of the cannabis plan~ for ,scientific re-
", 

·search. Miller Tr. 526-27; Adminictrative L~w Judge Report, 

Cert. +nd. No. 19, at p. t2. 

When the leaves· and seeds of the ca:mabis plant do not 

accompany the tops; they are not defined as cannabis by the 

Single Conven1iio!., and are, not subject to the. obligations which 

~the Single Convention imposes on "~annabis." As the Coimnentary 

sta~es, marijuana cigarettes "containing material derived only 

from the leaves are consequently not subject to the proiris.ions 

rof the Single Co~ventionl governing cannabis." ALJ Ex. No. 

39, at p •. 3. In India, th.e leaves of the cannabis plant are 

widely used, most commonly in a liquid'prep.aration called 

~bhang." Foit Tr. 196-97; Adm~nistrative Law Judge's Report, 

Cart. Ind. No. 19, at p. 9. 
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'The only provision of the Single convention which applies 

to cannabis ,leaves, when unaccompan:ed by the tops, is Article 

28, para. 3. Commentary, AL:T Ex. No. 39, at, p. 315. Art. 

28(31 provides: 

The Parties shall adopt such measures as may be necessary 
to prevent the misuse of, and illicit traffic in, the 
leaves of the cannabis plant. 

There is a dispute conce~nin9 whether any article in the 

Sin~le Convention requires control of cannabis seeds, when unac

companied by the tops. The Acting Administrator concluded that 

Article 2, para. 8 required control OVGr certain cannabis seeds 

which were unaccompanied by the tops (~., seeds capable of 

germination). 40 Fed. Reg. at 44165 col. 3. 9 The A~nistrative 

Law Judge concluded that Articie 2,p~&. 8 did not require the 

United States to control any cannabis seeds, when unaccompanied 

by the tops. cert. Ind. No., 19, at. pp. 11-12. 

Finally, there is no dispute that the Single Convention 

covers only the cannabis plant, and the various parts of the 

plant. The Si~gle convention does not apply to synthetic can

nabis or THC, ~., THe , produced from chemicals in the labora-

tory, rather than, naturally-occurring in the plant. The United 
" 

States has no international obligation to control synthetic 

cannabis. Acting Administrator's final decision, 40 Fed. Reg. 

at 44166 col, 17 Administrative Law Judge's Report, Cert. Ind. 

No" ,19, at !lP, i4-15. 

9. Article 2, para. 8, provides that: 

: -The ptu:-tiea' 'IImlU -ulle 'their bellt endeavorll to 
apply to lIubstances which do not fall under' this 
Convention, but which may be used in the illicit 
manUfacture of drugs, auch meaaurea of supervision .a may be practicable. ' 

(\ 

(J 
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( Summary of Argument 

The Acting Administrator acknowl,edged in his final !iecision 
i 
I that there is discretion to reschedule 'cannabis materials from 

Schedule I of the controlled Substances Act, con~istent with 

treaty obligations, and t~is is not' in dispute. There is a 

dispute on the amount' of reschedul,ing whic? would be consistent 

with treaty obligations. 

It 'is NORML's position in this appeal that the following. 

rescheduling would be consistent with treaty obligations: 

(1) decontrol of synthetic cannabis~ (~) decontrol of all can

nabis seed13, unaccompanied by the tops~ (3) rescheduling of 

cannabis leaves, unaccompanied by the tops, to ,Schedule V, 

'(4)' rescheduling of "cannabis" and "cannabis resln" to Schedule 

II, or .i,n the alternative, to Schedule V through the DEA's rule-, , 

~aking authority. 

A chart concained on the fotlowing page compares NORML's 

position with the Acting Administrator's final decision and 

. the Administr-:.ti VEl Law Judge' s rec~mmended decision, on the .'1 
inlount of resnheduling which would be consistent with treaty 

obligations. 
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!' 
Rescheduling of Cannabis Materials which Would 

'; 'Be Consistent With Treaty Obligations 

Acting Adminis- Administrative Law , . 
I istratvr's Final Judge's, Recommended NORML's position 

, Decision Dec~.sion . in This Appeal 

Synthetic . 
Cannabis Decontrol Decontrol Decontrol' 

Cannabis Decontrol 
Seeds* and Controll .Decontrol ,. ·Decontrol 

Cannabis 
Leaves'" Schedule 1.V Schedule V Schedule V 

"Cannabis" 
and "Canna- Schedule Ii or 
nabis Resin" Schedule II Schedule 1.1 Schedule V2 

- " 
*When unaccompanied by the tops. 

lThe Acting Administrator held that seeds capable of germination 
haa to be "<;:ontrolled," but never indicated1;he CSA schedule of 
control which would be sufficient •. Presumabiy this would be CSA 
Schedule V. The Acting Administrator also held that the Single 
Convention did not require control of seeds incapable of germina-

. tion. . 

2NORML concedes for the purpose of i:..~is appeal that "cannabis" 
'and "cannabis resin" ·could nat be rescheduled below eSA Schedule 
lI,. unless the DEA has the authority to reschedule these. mater
i'als to .1 lower zchedule (III-V) and require .additional controls 
through its rulemaking PQwers. . 
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I : As this char~ indicates, there is much more ~reement than 

disagreement on the amount of rescheduling which would be con

'sistent with treaty obligations. The only dispute between NORML 
I 

'and' the Acting Administrator involves these three narrow areas: 
I 

(1) Whether cannahis leaves could be rescheduled to Sched
ule IV or V, 

{21 Whether cannabis seeds capable of germination must be 
controlled, and 

(3,l. Whether the DEA has the authority to reschedule "can
nabis" and "cannabis resin" below Schedule II through 
the use of its rulemaking authority. ' 

There is, however, a very substantial dispute on the other 

issue involved in this case -- what procedures should the DEA 

follow in. the "second phase" of its 'proceeding, since there is 

discretion to reschedule cannabis materials frq!D'Schedule I; 

NORML believes t:hat the correct procedure for the second 

phase of the DEA proceeding is the procedure contained in the 

Administrative Law Judge's Recommended Decision, which included 

the formal referral of the NORML petition to the Secretary of 

HEW, pursuant to ~ections 20l(a)-(c) of the Act, for consider

'at~on of such rescheduling as w~uld be consistent with treaty 

obligations. After the Acting Administrator receives the 

Secreta,ry's scientific and medical recommendations, Sec. 201 (b) , 

he would hold hearings, on the record; .and then issue his final 

decision in this proceeding, Sec. 20l(~1. See Administrative 

.Law Judge Re~ort, Cert. Ind. No. 19, at pp. 34-35. 
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, The Aoting Administrator held that whiie it was "unnaoessar.y" 

Ito ~nterpret Seotion 201, the prooedures speoified in Seotions 

'201(a)-(0) did not have to be oomplied with beoause of the letter 
I 

from Dr. cooper, Assistant Sedretary for Health. 40 Fed. Reg. at 

, 44165 001. 2. NORML argues below that this letter from Dr. ,cooper 

is in no way oomparable with, or an adequate sUbstitute for, the 

full seotion 201(a)-(o) procedures. 

NORML has also requested below 'that a number of speoifio 

direotions be included in the Court's decision remanding this' case. 

Finally, petitioner would point o~t that while the courts 

must give due weight and consideration to the interpretation of 

a treaty ~ade by a member of the Executive branch, the Courts 

'are not required to give a strained constrllctionto the language 

of a treaty, ~r to place an unreasonable interpretation upon it. 

See, !.!S,.,Geofro¥ v. Riggs, 133 U.S. 258, 211 (1890); Oklahoma v. 

:~, 260 U.S. 606, 633 (1923) .10 

10. The well-established rule is that the Courts are the 
ultimate arbiters of what a treaty or statute provides, and 
have the final authority to interEret treaties as they affect 
,the domestio law of the United States. See, !.!S,., Factor v. 

, Laubenheimer, 290 U. s. 276 (1933); Arizona, v. califCirii'Iii'7 373 
.;,u.s. 546 (1963); united States v. Texas, 339 u.S. 707 (1950). 

This is based upon the scope of the:JUQicial powers, $O~ out 
in Article lII, Section 2 of the Constitution. See American 
Law Institute, Seoond Restatement ofl.:t:he Foreign Relations 
LaW of the United States {1965), at p •. 461 et seq. 

83-317 0 - 71 - L7 
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ARGUMENT 

I. Cannabis Substances Can Be Rescheduled 
from Schedule I of the CSA Consistent 
With Treaty Obligations 

·A. Rescheduling of "Cannabis" and 
"Cannabis Resin" to Schedule II, 
Or in the Alternative, to Schedule V • 

The Acting Administrator concluded that "cannabis" and 

"cannabis resin," as those terms are defined in the Single Con-

vention, could be rescheduled to Schedule II of the CSA, but no 

lower, consistent with treaty obligations. 40 Fed. Reg. at 44167 

col. 1, col. 3. The Acting Administratpr is clearly correct that 

"cannabis" and "cannabis resin" could be rescheduled to Schedule 

II. See, .Administrative Law Judge Report, Cert. Ind,. No. 19, at 

pp. 18-261 Miller Tr. 431, 4371 Hoover Tr. 51-5.'11 Fort Tr. 203. 

Mr. Miller, the DEA's Chief Counsel, testified belol~ that 

the only difference between substances in 'CSA Schedules I and II 

is that substances in Schedule I are deemed to have "no currently 

accepted medical use" and cannot be prescribed by phy.sicians, 

while substances in Schedule II are deemed to have "a currently 

accepted medical use" and can be prescribed by physicians. See 

Miller Tr. 473-74, 488. Compare CSA Sec. 20l(b) (1) (B) with 

(h) (2) (B). See also Sec. 303 (f).ll 

11. Mr. Miller testified that ther'e were substances listed 
in Schedule II of the CSA, including poppy straw, which did not 
have a "currently accepted medical use;" Tr. 473-74, and Mr. 
Miller acknowledged that "cannabis" could be rescheduled to 
'Schedule II under Section 201 (d) even without "a currently 
accepted medical use. " Tr. 4B1-88. (continued on following page) 
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TWo provisions of the Single convention relate to the 

question of whether "cannabis" can be prescribed for medical 

purposes. Article 4(c) expressly authorizes the medical use 

of all substances listed in Schedule I of the Single Convention, 

including "cannabis" and "cannabis resin." Hoover Tr. 511 ~-

mentary, ALJ Ex. No. 39, at p.' 111. 

"Cannabis" and "cannabios resin" are also placed in Schedule 

IV of the Singla Convention, and are therefore subject to Article 

2(5) {bl, which requires parties to limit the use of Schedul~'IV 

drugs to medical and scientific ~h, but only if in the 

party's opinion "the prevailing conditions in its country render 

it the most appropriate means ox protecting the public health 

and welfare •••• " 

The DEA staff did request a Proposed Conclusion of Law 

which stated that this article "obligates the pnited States to 

limit the use of cannabis and cannabis resin to medical and scien

tif.ic research" (emphasis addedl. Government's Proposed Findings 

of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Cert. Ind. No. 11, at p. 38. 

The Administrative Law Judge correctly rejected this pro-
10 

posed finding in his Report, Cert. Ind. No. 19, at pp. 20-21, 

stating that: 

While Article 2(5) of the Single convention reveals 
the concern of the parties as to theOmedical use of 

,~annabis, I find that it imposes no requirement on the 

(footnoteo continued from preceding pagel 
This point is important in connection with the discussion 

below on the significance whfch shouldobe accorded to the letter 
from Dr. Coope~. For purposes of this discussion, owe assume that 
Schedule II .drugs must have an acc;:epted medical use. 

(l 
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, parties to prohibit its use. It is left to the good 
faith discretion of each party to determine whether 
prohibition of use is the most appropriate means of 
protecting the public welfare. See commentary on the 
Sin le Convention on Narcotic Dru s (U.N. 1961) (ALJ 
3 , p. • T us Art1c e , 5 does not amount to an 
obligation within the mea~~ng of Sec. 20l(d) of t.he 
.Controlled Substances Act, alia does not prolJibit the 
United States from rescheauling cannabis to Schedule 
II, under which it cO,ulc1 be prescribed for legitimate 
medical purposes. 

See generally, Petitioner.s' Proposed Finding~ of Fact, 

Cert. Ind. No. 10, at pp. 17-,22. 

As indicated above, petitioner conceeds that CSA Schedule 

II controls are required for "cannabis," See Sec. 306 of the 

Act, which only applies to substances listed in Schedules I and 

II. peti,tioner's argument that "c~nnabis" could be rescheduled 

pelow Schedule 1;1:, to Schedules III-V, focuses :,exclusi vely on 

the question of whether the DEA could reschedule "cannabis" to 

,Schedules III-V, and in that same order indicate that "~annabis" 

would continue to be subject to Schedule II controls to fulfill 

treaty obligations, pursuant to the DEA's rulemaking powers. 

This would allow the secretary of HEW to consider whether 

"cannabis" should be rescheduled to Schedules +II-V, and if the 

'Sec'retary's recommendation indicated that "cannabis" should be 

reSCheduled to one of those s9hedules based upon the scientific 

and medical criteria, the' DEA could place "canm,bis" in that 

schedule 'and continue to require Schedule II controls to fulfill 

. treaty oblig~tions. 
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.'It WeU1d .. d •• ,,.b1. '0. <h. '.~'''"Y ., .... to .~.id .. 
he ~roadest possible rescheduling of ·cannabis,· especially 

~he~er it should be rescheduled to' schedules III-V., The cri-, 

:t~'::ia for Schedules III-V reflect, in petitionp.:js view{ a more 

'realistic assessment of the potential for <lhuse of "cannabiS" 

tha~ the criteria for schedule II. On a more pra'c'tical revel, 

rescheduling ·cannabis" below S:;hedule III would significantly 

\ reduce the potential penalties for persons who are convicted of 

the unauthorized manufacture, distribution, or poss~ssion with 

intent to'dlstribute, of "cannabis.,,12 

The Administrative Law Judge belieyed that "despite the 

DEA's broad rulemaking power and the coUrt's traditional defer

ence to the exercise of that power," there might be a successful 

ahallenge to the adoption of the rule sough~ by·NORML. See Cert. 

'Ind. No. 19 at p. 25. 

NORML submits that the rule, sought iS,clearly within the 

authority of the DEA t and the argument belOW is based in large 

part upon the testimony at the hearing of Mr. Donald Miller, the 

DEA's Chief Counsel. 

, . 12. The penart.i~;;' for these offerises are set out in Section 
401 ,of the Act. If "cannabis" is Ilcheduled in Schedules.I-IXI 
of the Act, the penalty for committing any of these offenses is 

'up to five (5) years imprisonment and/or a fine of up to $15,000. 
Sec. 40l(b) (1) (B). If "cannabis" were reschedUled to Schedule IV, 
the penalty for the above ,offenses would be tip to three (3) years' 
i'1lPrisonment and/or a fine of up to $10;000. Sec. 401(b) (2). If 
·cannabis~ were rescheduled'to Schedule V, the penalty for the 
above offenses would be up to one (1) years imprisonment and/or 
a fine of up to $5,000., 
'" Rescheduling "cannabis'" would not effect the penalty for 
Simple possession; however, whiqh is a maximum of one (1) years 
imprisonment and/or a fine ,of up to $5,000, for all controlled 
substances. Sec. 404(a). 
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I. ::. Mi"" ,.,ti'i" ., 1 • .,.. in hi' di,"c' .... in.tion 

abo~t the 'authority of the DEA to require by rulemaking the 
r' • 

lcontrols specified in the Single Convention. See Tr. 425-27. 

'Mr. }liller testified that, in his opinion, the DEA did have 

authority to imp'lement treaty obligations (specif!ically refer~ 

ring to Article 23) for cannabis by rulemaking, but only if 

cannabis were ·scheduled in Schedule I t'r II of the CSA. Tr. 

425~26. Mr. Miller testified that, in his opinion, the DEA 

would not have authority to implement treaty obligations for 

cannabis by rulemaking if cannabis were rescheduled to Schedules 

III-V of the Act. Tr. 526. 

The difference which Mr. Miller points to is that the Attor-

ney General is directed to consider treaty obl:i.gations in granting 

registrations to manufacture Schedule I and II substances, but is 

not explicitly directed to consider treaty obligations in granting 

'registrations to manufacture Schedule III-V substances. Tr. 526.27., 

This cannot be disputed. compare CSA Sec. 303(a) and 303(d). 

Mr. Miller did acknowledge,' however, that Congress was not 

.authorizing the DEA to register an applicant to manufacture Sched

ule.III, IV, or V drugs in Yiolation of treaty obligations, or 

, disregarding ,treaty obligations. Tr. 50S. 

In addition, the Controlled Substances Act does not explicitly 

provide that the Attorney General shall consider trei'or:y obligations 

in registering distributors of controlled substances in Schedules 

I and II [see CSA Sec. 303(b)] or distributors of controlled 
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ISub~tances in Schedules III-V Isee CSA Sec. 303(e)J. Whe I co~trolled Substances Act also does not explicitly provide that 

J the Attorney General shall consider .treaty obligations in reqis-

1 tering practitioners to dispense or conduct research in controlled 

substances. CSA Sec. 303(f). 

In light of the fact t~at one of the primary purposes of the 

Controlled Substances Act was to fulfill treaty obligations, par

ticularly the Single Convention, see Hoover Tr. "1"01-02; Miller 

Tr. 430-32, there should not be any question that the DEA. must 

consider treaty obligations in'granting registrations to manufac

~ Schedule III-V drugs, and registrations to distribute and 

. dispense drugs in all Schedules I even though this is not expli

citly set out in t.he Act; 

In addition, petitioner submits that the D~.has the authority 

to reschedule "cannabis" below Schedule II and to require all per

sons 'lI'ho manufacture, distribute, or dispense "cannabis" to con

tinue to apply Schedule II controls, if those controls at'e r.e·quired 

by tre.aty obligations. 

Ther~ are a ~umber of provisions in the CSA which give the 

DEli.. broad autho;;'l..i..~·over persons regi~tet:ed under. the Act, inclu

ding the authority to "promulgate rules and regulations" to carrY 

out' the Act, Section 301, and the authority to consider "such other 

factor~ ~s may be relevant to and consistent with the public.health 

and safety." Sections 303 (a) (6), (b) (5), Cd) (6), and (e) (5). See 

. also Sections 302(bl, 1008(e) and (fl. 
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I There are a number of recent cases in which agency rulemaking 

. similar to that proposed by NORML has been upheld,. These cases 

r re~lect what the Administrative La~ Judge termed the "court's, 

: traditional defense" to agency rulemaking. In Mourning' v. Family 

rublications service, Inc., 411 u.s. 356 (1973), the Supreme Court 

re'centlY reaffirmed that agency rulemaking will 'be sustained as 

long as it is "reasonably'related to the purposes of the enabling 

legislation.'" 411 u.s. at 369. 

In Mourning, the validity of Regulation Z, enacted by the 

Federal Reserve Board under the Truth~in-Lending Act was in 

question. Regulation Z implemented d~sclosure requirements on 

credit transactions where no finance charges ,were involved. The 

Regulatic;ln was attacked on the ground that 'it was inconsistent 

with some portions of the statute, in that the:, statute itself, 

authorized disclosure requirements with respect to transactions 

ac~lly involving a finance charge. The Court stated: 

Neither the sections of the Truth-in-Lending Act which 
refer specifically to transactions involving finance char-
ges nor any other sections of the Act indicate that Con-
gress attempting to list comprehensively all types of ' 
transactions to which the Board's regulations might apply. 
To the contrary, the broad grant of rule-making authority> 
reflects an intention to rely on ~hose attributes of agency 
administration recognized in American, Trucking. We cannot 
then infer that references ill the Act to transactions in
volving credit were intended to limit the deterrent mea-
sures which the Board might choose. 411 u.s. at 372··73. 

Similarly, in Public 'Service commission of New York v. ~., 

327 F.2d' 893 (D.C. Cir., i964), the p:titioner dh'::~lenged the 

authority of the Federal Power Commission to issue regulations 
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pe+ tti~19 tlie" issuance of temporary certificates on grounds 

oth~r than those explicitly set out in the National Gas Act. ' 

This Court stated: 

The question is whether the regulation is valid. 
We think it is. The power to issue tempor~ry certifi
cates is not limitea to emergencys "to assure mainten
ance of adequate service or to serve particular cus
~omers,n As the legislative history makes clear, this 
language has a special relationship to' pipelines. The 
courts should not construe this affirmative gr,ant of 
authority as excluding authority in other situations 
if its exercise finds justification in.the Act as a 
whole •••• [W]e are .unable 'to say now that the'action 
o~ the commission ••• was so clearly arbitrary and un~ 
reasonable as to justify us in setting it aside. 327 
F.2d at 897. 

The Seventh.Circuit faced an analogous situation in ~ 

Chainbelt, Inc., v. Volpe, 486 F.2d 757 (7th eir. 1973). The 

National ~raffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act requires every 

,manufacturel:' or distributor of a motor vehicle:,t6 furnish a 

certificate of conformity with federal motor vehicle safety 

standards. The statute also gives the Secretary.of Transporta

tion the authorit7 to "issue, amend, and revoke such rules as 

he deems necessary" to carry out the statute. The Secretary 

, enacted a rule prpviding that manufacturers and installers of 

'cement mixers on truck bodies must 'certify the entire vehicle, 

since such person is the "final-stage manufacturer" of the motor 

vehicle. Plaintiff, a cement mixer manufacturer and installer, 

argued tlJ,at the Act does not autho:dz~"the irnposi,tion of any 

kind of ciertifica'te requirement UP~:;l manufacturers not s,eUing 
, <, 

,through dist:z;ibutors or dealers •. ~he Court stated: 

I) 
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Regulations promulgated pursuant to this delegation 
'of power are to be upheld by a reviewing court if they 
conform to purposes and policies of the Ac.t. and if they 

· do not contravene any of its terms. Sec. 1403 does not 
· prohibit th~ imposit.ion of further certification require-
· rrent", by regl\lations of the Secretary but merely specified 

Who 11ust certify their vehicles. We therefore £ind that 
t;le Secretary has power under the }\ct to require manufac
turers not working t.hrough distributors and dealers to 

i certify their vehicle or equipment. 486 F.2d at 761. 

See also, National Petroleum Refiners Ass'n ~. F.T~C., 

482 F.2d 672 (D.C. Cir. ;I.973); National Broadcasting Co. v. 

, United States, 319 U.S. 190" 217 (1943); American. Airlines, Inc. 

v. ~., 359 F.2d 624 (D.C. Cir. 1966). 

D. Rescheduling of Cannabis Leaves (When 
',Unaccompanied by the Tops) to' Schedule V. 

The Acting Administrator held that cannabis leaves, when 

unaccompanied by the tops, could be rescheduled to Schedule IV 

of the CSA, consistent. with treaty obligations. 40 Fed. Reg. 

,at 44167 col. 1. This follows the testimony of Mr. Miller at 

the hearing below, see Tr. 448-50, and the Proposed Findings of 

Fact and Conclusions of Law filed, by the DEA staff. Cert. Ind • 

. 'No. 11 at p. 25.:(3 

The Administrative Law Judge concluded that cannabis leaves,. 

when unaccompanied by the tops, could be resch,eduled to Schedule 

V. Cert. Ind. No. 19, at pp. 28-29. It is cle;;\1; beyond a rea

sonable doubt that. the Admi~istrat.ive Law Judge is correct and 

the Acting Administrator is ~lrong. 

13. The' Acting Administratvr did acknowledge that. he "might 
agree", to Schedule V if the question was preseiited "in the frame
work of '!on academic discussion.-" 40 Fed. Reg. at 44167 col. 1., 
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I :The only provision of the Single Convention which applies 

ito cannabis leaves, when.unaccompanied by the tops is Article 

128,'para. 3. Conunentary, ALJ Ex. ~o. 3~, at p. 315; Hoover T~. 
41. Article 28, para. 3 provides in full:. 

The Parties shall adopt such measures as may be 
necessary to prevent the misuse of, and illicit' 
traffic in, the leaves·of the cannabis plant: 

·Mr. Miller testified that the o~ly material difference in 

control exercised over s,ubstances listed in .Sche(i~les !V and V 

of the CSA is that Schedule IV drugs require a medical pre

scrip~ion, w"'lile Schedule V drugs do not. Tr. 453-54. See 

CSA Sec. 309. 

The Single Convention contains a provision requiring "medical 

prescript.i.ons for the supply, or dispensa,tion of drugs to individ

uals~" Article 30(2) (b) (i) (emphasis added). !lowever,·there is no 

dispute tha.t cannabis leaves are not "drugs" as defined in the 

Single Convention [See Article l(J)], and'that this prescription 

requirement in Article 30 is not applicable to cannabis leaVeS. 

Miller Tr. 450-51, 454; Conunentary, ALJ Ex. No. 39, at pp. 9, 315. 

T~~ fact tha~ the Single Convention contains a medical pre-

'scription requirement, which it is 'agreed does nCit apply to' can

nabls leaves, is a strong indication, to say the least, that the 

United States is not required to distribute cannabis. leaves 

by medical prescription only. 

In addition, iti6 somewhat abs~r~ to argue that medical 

.prescriptioll~ are required when all authorities, including Mr. 
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agree that cannabis leaves need not even be limited to 

I
'medical uses. Article 28 (3) allows a party to authorize to non

medical, or r6creational, use of leaves. Miller Tr. 445,452; 

;Hoover Tr. 43, 48; Commentary, ALJ Ex. ~o. 39, at p. 316. 

In fact, a number of countries which are parties to the 

Single Convention presently permit the non-medical U$e of can

nabis leaves. The «ational Commission on Marihuana and Drug 

Abuse reported in 1972 that ,there was extensive u~e of cannabis' 

leaves in India for non-medical purposes, primariiy in a liquid 

prepar.ation referred to as "bhang." ALJ Ex. No. 47, p. 10. 

The National commission stated (Id.): 

High-caste Hindus are not permitted to use alcohol. 
But they are allowed "bhang" at religious ceremonials, 
and also employ it as an intoxicant at marriage cere
monies and family festivals. "Bhang" is used by la
borers in India in much the same way as beer is used 
in the United States. 

Dr. Fort testified that in II,ldia: 

[T]here is open and widespread use by millions of 
people of cannabis leaves, particularly in beverage 
form and in foods, or confections. Most commonly 
this is in a preparation called bhang, b-h-a-n-g, 
where people can walk into, in a sense, an equiva
lent of our bar and have this liquid concoction pre
pared for them, a mixture of leaves and spices and 
water, and drink it down and leave and go about what
ever they were going to do. 

They also, I would say even more commonly, prepare 
it themselves at home and have easy access to it •• ;. 
Tr. 196. 

The Administrative Law Judge found this evidence "convin

cing" on 'the question. of whe:ther leaves could be rescheduled to 

,Schedule V, qert., Ind. No. 19, at p. 28: 
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The experience of Indil in this respect is convincing. 
Dr. Fort's testimony reve~ls that if, indeed, it can be 

, said that India applies any ctmtrols over cannabis leav'es, 
such control is minimal (TR, pp. 196-97). Yet there is 
no doubt t,hat India believes, and the United Nations is . 
satisfied; thz:,t it is meeting its treaty obligations in
sofar as mi~use of. and illicit traffic in. leaves is 
concerned. 

The Controlled SubstanceS Act provides for the following 

measure of control for all' substances listed in all schedules, 

including Schedule y, of the Act: 

Every person whq '1uanufactures, distributes or 
dispenses any cc", .. .'~rolled substance must register 
annually. s~c.:<02 (a). 

All registrants must make comp'lete and accurate 
records of all stocks on hand and of each sub
stance manufactured, received; sold, ,delivered, 
or otherwise disposed of. Sec. 307(a} 

The Attorney General is authorized to make admin
istrative inspections of the records, 'and of the 
places of business, of all registrants~ Sec. 510(a). 

It is a criminal affense subject to imprisonment 
penalties, to manufacture, distribute, etc., any 
controlled substance except for authorized pur
poses. Sec. 401, 404. 

All of the above controls also apply to importers 
and exporters. Secs. 1002-03, 1008. 

It is virtually inconceivable that these controls ov~r 

CSA' Schedule V substances are insufficient. to s~,tisfy Art. 28 (3l 

of the Single convention. 

Article 28(3) is drafted in very general'terms, and does 

not require any ~pecifiaor particular 'controls: HOover Tr. 

127; Miller 1'r. 415. A party to the Single Convention need only 

'apply the controls it f,eels are necessary and ap~'l:opriate. Hoover 
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T~. 43; 48. The.determination of what measures are necessary 

( 

to prevent misuse and illicit traffic are ess'entially a matter 

f~r each party to decide for itself.' Hoover Tr. 43, 481 Hiller 

Tr. 445, 452. A party to the single Convention would not ~bject 

to the failure of another party to adopt 'any specific measures 

of control. Hoover Tr. 127. See also letter from.the Assistant 

Legal Advisor, Department of State, incorporated in ALJ Ex. No.3, 

39 Fed. ,Reg. at 23073: 

The provision regarding 'measures necessary 
to prevent the misuse of the leaves is not 
elaborated upon by any other provision of the 
convention. It appears to be dependent solely 
upon a judgment in good faith of the party con
cerned as to what constitutes misuse. With re
spect to illicit traffic in the leaves, the Con
vention doc~ ~ot specify any particular measures 
that are to be adopted in preventin~ such traffic. 

The discussion of control over the leaves at the Conference 
" for the Adoption of the Single Convention ~ set out in detail 

in Petitioners' Proposed Findings,of Fact, ~ert. Ind. No. 10 at 

pp. 14-21. This history, together with the other considerations 

set out above, demonstrate that the Administrative Law Judge 

was correct in concluding that, Cert. Ind. No. 19 at pp. 27-28: 

Although the SingleConventioll imposes an obligation 
'on the United States to adopt some'control !1leasures over 
,cannabis leaves when they are not accompanied by the 
flowering or fruiting tops of the cannabis plant (Finding 
26 al 2), supra), the Conven~ion does not require the 
United States to adopt any particular control scheme as 
to the leaves (Finding, 23, supra). . 

Thus, any measures which t,heunited States adopted 
when, viewed objectively, amounted to a good faith ef
fort to prevent the "misuse of, and illicit traffic in, 
the leaves of the cannabis plant" (Article 28(3) of the 
~ingle Convention) would satisfy our obligations under 
th~ convention. 
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C. Decontrol of cannabis Seeds 
(When Unaccompanied by the Tops) 

The Administrative Law Judge concluded that cannabis seeds, 

!when unaccompanied by the tops, could be decontrolled consistent 
\ 

wi~h treaty obligations. Cert. Xnd. No. 19, at ~p, 11-12. The 

Aoting Administrator made a distinotion between oannabis seeds 

which were incapable of germination (these did not have to be 

controlled), and oannabis seeds whioh were capable of germination 

~wllich'the Single donvention required to roe "controlled"). 40 

Fed. Reg. at 44166 col. 1, 44167 col. 1. As far as NORML can 

determine, the Acting Administrator ne~er indicates the schedule 

of control required for seeds capable of germination. Presum

ably this would be the lowest schedule cf cont~ol, Sohedule v. 
'The Aoting Administrator also stated that, in his view, cannabis 

seeds were "not at issueh in the proceeding. 40 Fed. Reg. at 

,44167 001. 1, 44168 col. 1. 

The Artiole in ~e Single Convention which the Acting Admin

istrator refers to as requiring control of cannabis seeds capable 

of germination is Article 2(8), See 40 Fed. Reg. at 44165 col. 3. 

Artiole 2 (8). provides: 

The Parties shall use their best endeavours to apply 
to substances which do not fall under this Convention, but 
which may be used in the illicit manufacture of drugs, such 
measures of supervision an may be practicable. 

Clearly Article 2(8) does not req~ire the United States to 

,control cann~bis seeds, or any other substance in particular. 

The comment~ry describes this provision as leaving it "practi-
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J I~al~y to the discretion of each Party to decide to what substanpes . 

itflhould apply the control provided in that paragraph', and what 

Imeasures it would be practicable to take." ALJ Ex. No. '39, at 

':p. ;71. See also, Administrative Law Judge Report, Cert. Ind. 

NO.1 19, at pp. 11-12. 

The Acting Administrator also stated that cannabis seeds 

were "not at issue" in this proceeding. 40 Fed. Reg. at 44167 

col. 1, 44168 col. 1. 

While this Court, in its prior decision, did not specifically 

direct that findings be made on cannabi.s seeds, petitioner be

leives that the Court's intent was·:t;or.the DEA to make a co~

plete record, and comprehensive findings, on all the different 

cannabis materials the Single Convention contro~s· and does not 

control. Mr. Miller testified at the hearing below that this 

was also his view, Tr. 487:' 

o. Do you think that is a valid point anymore, that we 
failed to ask for the right thing in our o~iginal petition? 

A. I thi~k the Circuit Court -- and it has been a while 
since I have read that case through -- sort of resolved 
it by saying·we will consider everything. 

Cannabis seeds were specifically "listed as a "sub-issue" 

in petitioners' original request for a hearing, ALJ. Ex~ No.4, 

at p. 2. At the hearing, witnesses Hoover and 11iller testified, 

without objection, on controls· applicable tq the' seeds. Hoover 

Tr. 40-41/ Miller Tr. 458-59. Dr. Turner, who was called by the 

'DEA staff, testified at length concerning the physical appearance, 
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and other aspects of cannabis seeds and other parts 

Tr. 308-35. Petitioners' Proposed Findings, sub-

l1Iit'ted at the conclusion of the hearing, included the seeds as 

an issue, Cert. Ind. No. 10, at pp. 14-15. The Administrative 

Law Judge's Report treats the seeds as an issUe, and recommends 

that cannabis seeds (when unaccompanied by the tops) be referred 

to the Secretary of HEW as a separate category. Cert. Ind. No. 

19, at pp. 34-35. The Acting .Administratorhimse~f·makes find

ings on the control required over seeds by the Single Convention. 

Cannabis seeds are "at issue" in this proceeding, and since 

there is no international obligation to control cannabis seeds, 

unaccompanied by the tops, there should be no question that the 

procedures for rescheduling contained in Sections 201{a)-(c) of 

the CSA must be followed. 

D. Decontrol of Synthetio Cannabis or ~HC 

The Acting Administrator and the Administrative Law Judge 

agreed that neither the Single Convention nor any other tre",ty 

pre,sently in force requires the United States to control syn

thetic cannabis or THC. 40 Fed. Reg. at 44168 cO.l. 1:; cert. 

Ind. No. 19, at pp. 14-15" The Acting Administrator also 

stated t~at since synthetic THC is not controlled by treaty, 

"therefore, U.S. control of synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol is 

not an issue'in this p17oceeding." 40 Fed; Reg. at 44167 col. 1. 

See also, 40 Fed. Reg. at 44166 col. 1 and 44168 col. 1 • 

. 1./ 
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/ I 

I 'Synthetic THC is THC which is produced'from chemicals in 
I ' 

the,laboratory, as distinct from the THC which is naturally-

,occurring in the plant. In his letter, Dr. Cooper described 

THC as "the active principle in marihua~a." Gov. Ex. No. 79" 

at p. 1. Synthetic THC was not inciuded in the Gontrolled Sub

stances Act as passed by Congress, but was added to Schedule I 

by rulemaking by the BNDD in 1971. See Notice of Rulemaking, 

36 Fed. Reg. 7803 (April 24, 1971).' This Notice of Rulemaking 

listed synthetic THC at Schedule I(c) (17) and defined it as 

follows, 36 Fed. Reg. at 7803: 

(171 Tetrahydrocannabinols -----------
Synthetic equivalents of the substances contained 

in the plant, or in the resinous extractives of 
Cannabis, sp. and/or synthetic substances, deri
vatives, and ,their isomers with similar chemical 
structure and pharmacological activity such as 
the following: 

A 1 cis or ,trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and 
their optical isomers. , 

Ao 6 cis or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and 
their optical isomers. 

A3,4 cis or trans tetrahydrocannabinol, and 
its optical isomers. ' 

(Since nomenclature of these substances is not 
internationally standardized, compounds of 
these structures, regardless of numerical 
designation of atomic p~sitions are covered.) 

In a recent update of the CSA schedules, the DBA redesig

nated synthetic THC as Schedule I(c) (20), without changing the 

language of the provision. 40 Fed. Reg. 23306 (!'Ia:r 29, i975). 

The definitions contained in A+ticle l'of th~ Single Con

vention include, and require control over, THe which is nation

ally-occurring in the plant or ,obtained 'from the plant, but do 
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Inot.:require cont.rol over synt.hetic THC .. Hoover'l'r. 49; MilleX' , . 

Tr.! 471. Synt.het.ic THC is cont.rol~ed by t.h-a Convent.ion o;~ Psy

chcit.rd'l?ic Subst.ances, but. this Conven.tion is not yet. in force. 

Hoover Tr. 49. ~he United Stat.es has ~t present no internat.ional 

obiigation t.o cont.rol synthetic THC. Hoover Tr. 49; Miller Tr. 

471. See Petit.ioner's Proposed Findings 01: ~'act~ Cert. Ind. No. 

10, at p. 14. 

The Acting Administrator.also states t.hat sipce synthetic 

THC is.not cont.rolled by t.reat.y obligations "therefore" synt.hetic 

THC "is not an issue" in this proceeding. 40 Fed. Reg. at 44167 

col. 1. This statement turns 'logic on'its head. The conclusion 

to be draWn from the premise that synthet.ic THC is not. controlled 

by treat.y obligations is t.hat the DEA must, wit.hout. question, 

.comply with t.he proced~es'set out in sections:,201(a)-(c) of the 

Act. for substances which ate not affected by treaty obligat.ions 

and section 20l(d). 

In his Report., t.he Administrative Law Judge expressed a 

different'concern on wheth~r synthetic THC was an issue in this 

proceeding. The .Administrat.ive Law Judge cqrrectly nlted that 

petitioners had not listed synt.heticTHC in their initial lett.er 

request.ing a hearing, ALJ Ex. No.4. Despite t.his, th~ Adminis

t.rative Law Judg~ held that synthetic THC was an issue in t.his 

proceeding. Cert Ind. No. 19 at p. l? Witnesses Hoover and 

Miller testified concerning synthet.ic ~HC at. the hearing, without 

. object.ion. ?oover Tr. 49; Miller Tr. 49. The Administrat.ive 
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ILaw' Judge added that the DE;;" staff did not '·point out what 

evi~ence it might have addu,cc~d at the hearing which it did not 

I because of lack of notice." Cert. Ind. NO. 19, at p. 1:5 

: (footnote). 

! Even the Acting Admin':!'strator made findings 'concerning syn

thetic THC, concluding th~t treaty obligations did not require 

control. In light of this Court's prior decision (See Miller Tr. 

4871, and in light of the fal~t that' there is no dispute on whether 

international, obligationl3 rel~uire control of synthetic THC, peti

tioner requests that the Adm;~nistrativ~ Law Judge's Recommended 

Decision be followed, all.d that the question of rescheduling synth~'

tic THC be -referred to l:he Secretary of HEW as a separate category 

of cannabis material. 

II. Since there is Discretion to Reschedule 
Cannabis Materials, the Procedures Contained 
in Sections 201 (a)- (c I, of the CSA Must 

, be Complied, With 

Since there is dielcretion, as th~_ Acting Administrator ack

nowledged, to reschedule cannabis materia is from Schedule I of 

the Controlled Substrulces Act, the other issue involved in this 

case concerns the proper:procedures for the DEA. to follow in 

the "second phase" of its proceeding. 

NORMLbelieves that the correct procedure for the second 

phase of the DEA proceeding is the procedure contained in the 
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AdIninistrative Lat" Judge's Recommended Dec:Lsicm, which included 

the formal referral of the NORML petition to the Secretary ,Of 

HEW, pursuant to Sections 20l(a)-(c) of the Act, for considera

tion of such rescheduling 'as would be consistent with treaty 

obligations. After the Acting Administrator has received the 

Secretary's scientific and medical recommendations, Sec. 20l(b), 

he would hold hearings, on the record, and then issue his final 

decision in this proceeding, Sec. 201(a). See AdIninistrative 

Law Judge Report, Cert. Ind. No. 19, at pp. 31-35. 

The AdIninistrative Law ~udge rejected the DEA staff's argu

ment that Section 201(d) of the CSA gave'the DEA sole authority 

over the rescheduling of marijuana, Cert. lnd. No. 19 at pp. 32-33, 

Despite Congress' intent as revealed in Sections 2Ql(a) 
and (b), the Government insists that all of these proce
dures can be ignored and that the Administrator, because 
of Sec. 201(d}, can decree, without referring the matter 
to the Secretary of HEW'and without holding hearings, that 
cannabis shall remain in Schedule I so long as some con
trol over cannabis and cannabis leaves isrequi~by 
treaty, even though the treaty could be satj.sfiE)d by pla
cing these drugs in a less restrictive schedur,~',,:> 

Congressional history does noj:: in my opinion S,',lpport 
the Government's interpretation of Sec. 201(d) •••• 

The hearing and referral provisions of Sees •. 201(a) and 
(b) clearly reveal Congress' desire to place the responsi
bility for the medical and scientific eva:).uation of drugs 
in the hands of the Secretary of HEW, not the Administrator 
of DEA.14 -

14. The DEA staff had proposed the following finding, GoV
ernment's Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, 
Cert; Ind. No. 11, at'p. 30, 

This provision [·section 201 (d)] is clear on its face, when 
an international obligation is present, the Attorney General 

(continued on following page) 

:~ \ . .J 

D 
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In his final decision, the Acting Administrator stated that 

it was "unnecessary" for him to interpret section 201(d), because 

the letter from Doctor cooper, Acting Assistant Secretary for 

Heal'~, Gov. Ex. No. 79, resolved the questions which would have 

been involved in the "second phase" of the proceeding. 40 Fed • 

. Reg. at 44165 col. 2. See also, 40 Fed. Reg. at 44167 col. 2. 

NORM!. argues below that Dr. cooper's letter. does not resolve 
.' 

the issues involved in the ·second phase" of this proceediri~, and 

is in no way comparable with, or an adequate substitute for, \~~'!. 

!ull Section 201(a)-(c) procedures. 

While the Acting Ad!trl:nistrator stated that it was ·unneces

sary" to interpret section 201(d), it should be pointed out that 

the Acting Administrator did decide in his final decision that 

the full Section 201(a)-(c) procedures did not have to be com

plied with, including formal referral of the petition to the 

Secretary. of HEW for finding~ and recomreendations, Sec. 201(b), 

and then hearings, on the record, at'DEA, Sec. 201(a). 

It should also be pointed out that the Acting .Administrator 

bases his authority to issue the final order upon Section 201(d). 

(continued from preced~ng page} 
need not utilize the scheduling procedures for drugs as 
delineated in CSA Sections 201(a) and (b) and202(b),' 
21 U.S.C. 811(a) and (b) and 812(b). Congress has given 
the Attorney General absolute discretion to 1) determine 
what obligations are required by treaty, and 2) place sub
stances in CSA schedules consistent with these treaty obli~ 
gatic)ns. . 1;_ 

This finding was based upon the testimony of Mr. Miller, the 
DEAlS Chielf Counsel. See Tr. 476-99. .Mr. 1-1111e'l: testified- that: 
"I have no problems with the DEA making the medical and scienti
fic determination. If control is required by treaty obligations, 
then that decision is made by DEA." Tr. 496. 
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final order- begins, 40 Fed. Reg. at 44l6B- coL 2: 

Order 

Under the authority vested in the Attorney General 
by Section 20l(d), of the C,mprehensive Drug Abuse Pre
vention and Control Act of 1970; 21 USC Bll(d), and re
delegated to the Acting Administrator of the Drug I:h
forcement Administration •••• 

For these reasons,- NORML believes. that section 20l(d) is 

at issue in this appeal. ~he interpretation of Section 2,01 (d) 

was an issue before this Court when this case was here on Peti

tion for Revie~ of the BNDD's order 'in.1972 initially rejectirig~ 

the petition. The Court, while not making a final inte;pretation 

of Section 201 (d), did state, 497 F. 2d at 660-61, that:, 

The decision under review rightly .reters to Sec'cion 201 (d) 
of the Act as establishing a basis for control under the 
Act if required by treaty obligations. But the decision 
seems to go further and say that.if some control isre
quired by treaty then the decision of which Schedule is 
appropriate is a matter for the exclusive -decision of the 
respondent as the delegee of the Attor.ney General. This 
is a matter that gives us pause. The respondent seems to 
be saying that even tho~gh .the treaty, does not require 
more control than schedule V provides, he can on his own 
say-so and without any reason insist on Schedule I. We 
doubt that this was the intent of Congre~s. 

There is no dispute that Section 20l(d) is applicable to 

"cannabis" and "cannabis resin" (as those terms are defined in 

the- Single Convention) and to cannabis leav~s (either accompanied 

by or unaccompanied by the tops). There 'should' also be.no dispute 

that Section 20l(d) is inappiicable to synth~tic THC and cannabis 

seeds (unaccompanied by the tops) because SE!ction 201(d), by its 

terms, is only applicable "if control is required by United States 

-obligations under international treaties, conventions, or proto

cols •••• " (emphasis added) 
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I 
: Perhaps the single most important document on the proper 

pro~ed~re the DEA must follow, in light of Section 201(d), is 

the/Memorandum from the Deputy Assistant Attorney General, 

,Office of Legal Counsel of the Departme~t of Justice, to the 

iDi~ector of the .BNDD, dated August 21, 1972, entitled "Petition 

to Decontrol Marihuana; Interpretation of section 201 of the 

Controlled Substances Act of 1970." This Memorandum was sup

plied to NORML in response to ~ general reque~t f?r documents 

to the PEA staff, and was.introduced in evidence at the hearing 

a's ALJ Ex. No. 28. See Tr. 8-10. The Memorandum states that 

it was prepared in response to a request from the Director of 

BNDD for the Justice Departm~ntls legai opinion on what procedure 

s.hould be, followed with respect to the NORML peti.tion, which had 

just been filed. The Memorandum was not availaple to the Court 

when it first heard this case. 

The Memorandum indicates that the views of the BNDD and of 

the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention ("SAO,?AP") 

were solicited on the interpretation of section 201. The BNDD's 
I 

,PositS,on on Secti9n 2~1 was that si,nce cannabis was control~d 

by ,the Single Convent~on, the BNDD could decide the issues in\ 

volved in the NORML petition without referring i~ to the Secre

tary of HEW. Id., p, 3. SAODAP's interpretation of Section 

201 (d) \qas "diametrically' opposite" (Miller Tr. '484) -- SAODAP 

construed that section only to apply t9 newly added drugs, and 

,not to the re;scheduling of drugs, such 'as cann:abis. ~., pp. 2-3. 
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ThS Memorandum evaluates the respective interpretations of 

Sec~ion 201 by BNDD and SAODAP, an~ the J~giSlative history ?e

hin,d the. Controlled' Substances Act" and 'then provides 'its own 

interpretation of section 201. Id.,' pp. 4-10. The Memorandum's 
I ' 
I conclusion, which represented a "compromise" between the BNDD 

i 
and SAODAP positions, stated that section 201 sheuld be con,strued 

to require the Atto~ney General to refer a petition for resched

uling of ~,substance controlled by the Single Co~v~ntionto the 

Secretaxy of'HEW for his medical ana scientific findings and, 

for consideration of such rescheduling, an.:r only such reschedul

ing, as would be consistent with treaty obligations: 

Gi~en the Wording!:l~' subsection 20l(d), in t'he context of 
the other provisions, it is our view that the subsection 
is intended to give the Attorney Genera'l final authoril~y 
to ensure compliance' with treaty obligations in all cfiSes 
in which the propriety of the scheduling of 'a, substance is 
at issue under subsection 201 (al'. Id., p;' 6. 

*, * * 
While the Attornei General'retains p~imary authority for 
scheduling procedures, certain important inputs in the 
decision-making process are deJ,egated to the Secretary of 
Health, Education, and Welfare. In particular, under sub
section 20l(b), the Attorney General is instructed to re
quest from the Secretary a scientific ,and medical eval,ua
tion of a substance and recommendations as'to its proper 
scheduling. Id., p'. 2. ' 

* * * 
Nonetheless, it is possibie that Congress has placed mari
huana on a schedule imposin~ stricter controls than inter
national obligations'require. If the Attorney General were 
to find that classification under 'Schedule V were sufficient 
to satisfy these obligations, the scheduling procedures out
lined in section 201, of the Act cOuld still be followed in 
determining whether a rescheduling from Schedule I to Sched
ule V is warrante~. Id., p. 10. 

* *, * 
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Should the petition be modified to seek a rescheduling 
consistent with our international obligations, the 
Attorney General would be obliged to follow the pre
scribed procedures in obtaining a medica~ and scienti
fic evaluation from the Secretary of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. Id., p. 14. 

The last statement, which suggests that the NORML petition 

"b~ modified to seek a rescheduling consistent with our inter-

national obligations," refers to the fact that the,original 

petition only requested tha~ m~rijuana be resched~led to Sched

ule V o~ decontrolled, actions which the Memorandum stated would 

violate treaty obligations. In light of the remand from this' 

Court, and the subsequent proc~edings at DEA, ~t is no long~ 

necessary for NO~~ to amend its petition to seek lesser resched

uling than sought in the original petition. See Miller Tr. 486-67. 

Evep the Acting,Administrator made findings on:~escheduling to 

all schedules, not just the rescheduling requested in the initial 

petition. 

The Memorandull also indicates that most of the substances 

which are listed j'n the schedules of the Controlled Substance~, 

A'ct are also controlled by the, Single Conventi.on. Id" p. ~. 

'The,interpretation of Section 201 therefore involves not j~st 
( 

cannabis, but most of the substances controlled in the CSA. 

Congress could not have intended that the DEA,have sole author

ity to reschedule all, of these substanqes. 

The Memorandum from the Office of,Legal Counsel discusses 

,and quotes f~om the legislative history of the Controlled,Sub

stances Act in support of its interpretation of Section 201. 
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I i 

I
see Id., pp. 5-9. The Memorandum relies primarily upon the House 

and:';;:nate repor~s on the Act. House Report No. 91-1444, 9lst 

~cong~1 2d Sess. (1970); senate Report No. 91-613, 91st Cong., 

'lst Sess. (1969). Additional portions of the House and Senate 

reports Which are not quoted in the Memorandum, }jut which support 

the Memorandum's conclusion that Section 201(d) gives the Attorney 

General authority to preven~ violations of treaty~ but not author

ity to make medical and scientific findings, are as follows: 

A). House Report, supra., Pt. 1, at pp. 22-23. 

Considerable controversy arose during the hearings over 
this provision of the bi.l). [Section 2011, with respect 
to the, proper role of the Attorney General and the Sec
reta:tl' of Health, Education, and Welfare in making de- ' 
~erminations concerning which drugs should be controlled. 
The reported bill strikes a balance between the extent 
to which control decisions shOUld be oased upon law en
forcement criteria and the extent to which such decis
ions should be based on medical and scientific deter
minations. The bill provides that the ultimate author
ity for decision as to ,whether or not drugs should be 
controlled, and the schedule in which they are to be 
placed, shall rest with the Attorney General, based 
upon all the evidemce, with"all scientific and medical 
determin~tions being made by the secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, and these determinations being 
made bin~ing upon the Attorney General. 

S). House Report, supra, Pt. 1, at p. 4: 

An exception [to the rescheduling procedures contained 
in Section 20l(a) and, {b}J is made in the case'of treaty 
obligations of the United States. If a drug is required 
to be controlled pursuant to an international treaty, 
convention', or protocol in effect, on the enactment of 
the bill, the drug will be controlled in conformity with' 
the treaty or other internati9nal agreement obligations. 
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C). Senate Report, supra, p. 5: 

This title [Title II] vests the authority for control 
of the substances enumerated under its provisions with 
the Attorney General. 

There has been a point of controversy evident among 
the professions involved in drug control and drug re
search on whether or not the Justice Department has the 
expertise to schedule or reschedule drugs since such 
decisions require special medical knowledge and training. 

This difficulty is resolved by the provision contained 
in this title which requires the Attorney General to seek 
advice from the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
fare and from the Scientific Advisory Committee on whether 
or not a substance should be added, deleted or rescheduled 
with r~spect to the proviSions of the bill. 15 

This legislative historJ supports the conclusion reached by 

the Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of Justice, and by 

the Administrative Law'~udge below, that Section 20l(a)-(c) pro

cedures must be complied with for consideration of such resched

uling as would be consistent with treaty obligations. 

15. See also, Hearings' on S.1895 et al. Before the Sub
Committee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency of the senate 
~udiciary committee, 9ist Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 279, 317 
(i969), statement of Dr. Henry Brill, Chrmn., Amer. Med. 
Assoc. Corom. on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (at 317), and 
testimony of Dr. Stanley Yolles, Dir., Nat'l. Inst. of Mental 
Health (at 279). 
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I 
III; The 1".etter from Doctor Cooper is 

Not comparable with, or an Adequate 
Substitute for, the Full Procedures 
Specified in Sections 201(a)-(c). 

The Letter for Doctor ~ooper, Acting Assistant Secretary 1 
i 
;for Health, Gov·. Ex, No. 79, is in no way comparable with, or 

an adequate substitute for, the full procedures ao~tained in 

Sections 20i(a)-(c) of the.CSA. The complete text of this 

letter is set out in the footnote below. 16 

This letter focuses exclusively on the question of whether 

marijuana has a currently accepted medical use in the United 

States, and indicates that it does not, and that no New Drug 

Ap)?lications (liNDA") have been filed for ma::,ijuana under the 

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 301 ~ ~. 

NORML recognizes that marijuana does not have a "currently 

accepted" use in medicine in the United states. This is obvious 

-- marijuana is still in CSA sch,.idule I. ..What NORML has been 

arguing since it first filed its petition for rescheduling in 

16. Thi'l letter I3tates, 40 Fed. Reg. at 44165 col. 2: 
Dear Mr. Jenson:. At your request, we have prepared . 

th.a following statement giving our position on the med
ical uses of Cannabis sativa L. (marihuana). 

There is currently no accepted medical use of mari
juana in the united States. There is no approved New 
Drug Application for Cannabis sativa L. (marihuana) or 
tetrahydrocannabinol, the active principle in marihuana. 
There are Investigational New Drug Applications on file 
to determine possible therapeutic uses and potential 
toxic effects of the substance. ' 

We have included for your information a copy of the 
most recent report on these studies and a copy of the 
FDA ~olicy regarding clinical studies with.msrihuana. 

S~ncerely yours, /sl 
Theodore Cooper, M.D., 
Acting Assistant Secreta~ 

for Health. 
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1'72 i. th •• the ... i.ion .ho •• d be re'erred '0 .... for finding. 

I~nd:a r.ecommendation on whether marijuana should be recognized as 

having "currently accepted" medical uses in the United'States. 

'It is clear that the consideration which HEW will give this ques
I 
ition, pursuant to Section 2~1 of the CSA, is far ~ than just , 
chec~ing the files to see whether any NDA's have~een granted. 

A recent article in Drug Enforcement, a magazine published 

by the DEA, contains a deta~led description of w~at happens in 

practice when a petition is referred by DEA to HEW under Section 

201 of the Act. Vodra, "The Controlled Substances Act," Drug· 

Enforcement, Spring 1975, at pp. 2 ~~. Mr. William Vodra, 

the author of this article, i,s in the Office of General Counsel, 

Departrnen!: of HEW, a",d was formerly Assistant Chief Counsel of 

the,DEA. The article states (Id., p. 34): 

Once DEA has collected the "necessary data," the Admin
istrator of DEA (by authority of the Attorney General) 
requests from HEW a "scientific and medical evaluation" 
and recommendations as to whether the drug or other sub
stance should be controlled or removed from control. 
This request is filed with the Commissioner of FDA, who 
has the responsibility for-coordination of·activities 
within HEW. The commissioner solicits evaluations and 
recommendations from the affected bureaus within FDA 
(e. g., Bureau of Drugs, B\~reau of Veterinary ~edicine) , 
from the National Institute of Drug Abuse, and from the 
Controlled Substances Advisory Committee. There is no 
statutory.requirement that HEW receive comments from, 
or provide a hearing to, interested parties in preparing 
its evaluation and recommendations. A reason for crea
ting this advisory committee, however, ~s to provide a ' 
forum whereby HEW cah hear from interested persons, the 
medical and scientific community, 'and the public. Once 
thes'e evaluations are received, the Commissioner SUbmits 
a report and recommendations to the Assistan~ Secretary 
for Health. The Assistant Secretary (by authority of the 
Secretary) then transmits back to DEA his medical and sci
entific evaluation regarding the substance and his recom
mendations as to whether the drug should be controlled. 
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( After reviewing HEW's evaluation and redommendations, DEA 

~hen would hold hearings; on the record, pursuant to section 

1201la) of the A(~t. At this hearing", the "recommendations of 

the Secretary to the Attor~ey General [DEA] shall be binding 

'on the Attornel{ General [DEAj as to, such scientific and medical 

matters. ,r Section 201 (b) .17 

It should also be pointed out again that the scientific and 

medical evaluation of HEW covers far more than just the question 

of medical use. The different' factors which HEW considers are 

set out in Sections 201(b)-(c) of the CSA, and include: "The 

state of current scientific knowledge regarding the drug or other 

'substance"; "What, if any, risk there is to the public health"; 

"Its psychic or physiological dependence liability." Dr. Cooper's 

letter does not consider any of these additional ,factors. 

Furthermore, Mr. Miller testified that there were substances 

listed in Schedule II of tne csh, includi~g poppy straw, which 

liid not have a "currently accepted medical use," Tr. 473-74, and 

Mr. Miller further testified tl)at "cannabis" could be rescheduled 

17. The article by Mr. Vodra in Drug Enforcement, sUpra., 
states on p. 34: , 

The medical and scientific evaluations are binding on 
DEA with respect to scientific and medical matters. The 
recommendation or.'scheduling is binding only to the extent 
that if HEW recommends that the substance not be controlled, 
DEA may not control the substance. While the issue has 
never been legally resolved, it is understood by DEA and 
'!lEW that DEA may not exceed the level of control recommended 
.. ' HEW but may taka final action for a lower level of con
,.1:01 than that recommended. For example, if a drug is re-

,commended by the ,assistant Secretary for Health for control 
in Schedule III, DEA may place the drug in Schedule III, IV 
or V, but may not place it in Schedule II. 

l,11 
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(0 Schedule II under Section 20l(d) even without a "currently 

lacc~Pted medical use." Tr. 487-88. If Mr.' Miller is correct, 

I the~ Dr. Cooper's letter would be totally irrelevant to the. 

,"second phase" of the proceeding, because Dr. Cooper's letter 

;dea,ls exclusively with the medical use question. 18 

The Acting Administrator's heavy reliance on the fact that 

there are no NDA's for marijuana is'also misplaced. First, as 

pointed out above, the consideration of medical uses by HEW pur

suant to s~ction 201 of the CSA is far greater than merely check

ing the files to see whether any NDA's have been granted. Second, 

the procedure for obtaining NDA's under the Federal Food, Drug, 

and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 301 et ~., is a procedure for 

persons who want to ship substances "in interstate commerce." 

Soe 21 U.S.C. Sec. 355(a). This is a procedure primarly designed 

for drug manufacturers. NORML itself does not seek to ship can

nabis "in interstate commer'ce." Congress '.,created t~o complimen

tary procedures -- the NDA procedure for shipment of substances 

in interstate commerce, and the CSA procedure for rescheduling 

substances controlled by the CSA. The NDA procedure does not 

,subsume or eliminate the procedure Congress created in the CSA. 

See.generally, American Pharmaceutical Ass"n v. Weinberger, 377 

. F.Supp. 824, 825-31 (D.D.C. 1974). 

18. In petitioner's ';'iew, it j.s unnecessary' for this Court 
to decide. whether cannabis could be rescheduled to Schedule II 
without a "currently accepted medical use" under Section 20l(d) 
of the Act. Petitioner only cites Mr. Miller's testimony to 
·show that, even in Mr. Miller's view, the letter from Doctor 
Coo)?er would be totally' irrelevant to the "second phase" of the 
proeeeding below. 
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: The'~cting Administrator attempts to read far too much signi-

,ficance into Dr. Cooper's letter. ~fuen the letter was introduced 
i 

(
at ?ral ar,gument before the Administrative Law uudge (See Tran-

,cript of Argument held April lS, 1975, cert •• Ind. No. 16 at pp. 

:1-3), it was accompanied by a letter from the DEA's Deputy Chief 

Counsel to counsel for NORML, dated April 17, 19~5, which con

tained a much more modest yiew'of the letter's significance, Gov. 

Ex. No. 79, at pp. 1-2: 

Actached is a letter dated April 14, 1975, ~ddressed to 
AC.ting Deputy Administrator Jerry N. Jenson, by Dr. Theo
dore Cooper, Acting Assistant Secretary for Health, De
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

Since this letter is simply eorroborative of the testimony 
of Oonald E. Miller on the fact t~at the Foo~ and Drug Ad
ministration had issued no New Drug Application for any 
part of the cannabis plant, it should occasion no delay 
in the oral argument,scheduled for April 18 •. 

In this letter, the DEA'~ Deputy Chief COUpsel also stated 

that the letter from HEW w~s requested by the DEA "pursuant to 

[the] direction" of this court. 19 This is a totally different 

rationale for the Dr. Cooper letter than that given by the Acting " 

Administrator in his final decision. In his final decision, the 

. Acting Administra,tor indicated that the letter from Dr. Cooper 

p. 1: 
19. The letter from the Deputy Chief Counsel states, ~., 

Xn NORML et a1. v.In1ersoll et a1., 497 F.2d. 654', the 
United States court a Appeals 'for the Oistrict of Columbia 
Circuit directed the, Administrator to provide :Ia new look 
and a hard look at the questions raised by 'the (NORML) pe
titi.on." 

Pursuant to that direction, the 'D~ug Enforcement'Administra
tion requested a statement. of the position.of.the Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare on whether there exists a 
currently accepted medical use of marihuana in the United 
States. 

8S-317 0 - 77 - 19 
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w s s~ught because Dr. Fort, one of petitioners' witnesses, was 

aflowed ~y the Administrative Law Judge to testify on matters out

side the "first phas~" of the procee~ling, including testimony on 

Jhe medical uses for cannabis. See 40 Fed. Reg. at 44165.col. 1. 

Petitioner submits that this is misleading and unfair, both as to 

petitioner, and as to the Administrative Law Judge. 

In petitioner's view it was the DEA staff whi~h first injected 

the medical issue into this proceeding by introducing into evidence, 

before Dr. Fort was called to testify! the Report from the WHO 

Expert Committee on Drug Dependence, ALJ Ex. No .• 40, Tr. 19-21, 

Which contained such statements as: 

As pointed out by previous WHO Expert Committees concerned 
with drug dependence, medical need .for cannabis as' s~lch .no 
longer exists. Id., p. 1. 

This Committee strongly reaffirms the opinions expressed in 
previous reports that cannabis is a drug of. dependence, pro
ducing public health and social l?roblems •• ".Id., p. 2. 

A portion of Dr. Fort's. testimony was directed at these 

statements, rrr. 159-60, 177-82, and to similar medical and sci

,entific statements made in the two Reports from the V.N. Economic 

and Social Council, introduced by the DEA staff prior to the~ear-. 

ing as part of ALJ·Ex. No.3. See Tr. 183-92. '1 
. However, putting aside the question of who first injected 

the medical issue into the "first phase," petitioner wou~d agree 

that the Administrative Law ,r;"dge gave both petitioners and the DEA 

staff leeway in presenting testimony at the hearing,. and that some 

of this te~timony went beyond the strict ~first pha~e" of the pro

ceeding. The most prominent example of this is that 'the Adminis-
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tive ~aw ~Udge permitted Mr. porto and Or. TUrner, two witnesses 

taIled by the'OEA staff, to test'ify :~t length onchernical, and 

botanical subjects. Neither of these'witnesses were qualified 
i ' 
as an expert on treaty obliga~ions, and neither testified on 

! .' 
treaty obligations. See Porto Tr. 250-941 Turner~r. 295-404. 

Tbe Acting Administrator doesn't criticize the Administrative 

,Law Judge for allowing this testimony, which the DEA staff be

leived ~as sorr.eh~G relevant. 

The important ,point, h:.wever, is that when the Administrative" 

Law Jud~,e prepared his Report, he stated, that insofar as the testi

mony or Proposed Findings of either petitioners or the OEA staff 

involved m~dical and scientific questions they "are not relevant 

to the issues whicb must 'now be decided." 

'at p: 18. '\ , 

Cert.' Ind. No. 19, 
" 

The Administrative Law Judge concluded that since there 

was discretion to reschedule cannabis, tbe NORML petition shol,1ld 

be r~ferred to the Secretary of HEW for medical and scientUio 

findings. This is what NORML sought when this petition was 

firs~ filed in 1972,'and it is what NO~ still seeks today. 

,Petitioner s~ts out below certain suggested directions 

wh:l.ch it requests tbe Court to inclu?-e in its ~ecision r~at)ding 

this case, if the Court so-decides • 

• 
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Suggested Directions For 'the 
Decision Remanding this Case 

I 
IIf the Court reverses 'and remands this case for further . . 

proceedings, NORML requests ~hat the following directions be 

·included in the Court's decision: 

1. The Acting Administrator should be directed to refer the 

UORML petition to the Secretary of HEW, pursuant to Sections 201 

(~,;l- (cl of the CSA, for inedical and scieJ?otific findings and for 

consideration of such rescheduling as this 'Court determines would 

be',consiste?t with treaty obHgations. See the Administrative 

~w J,udge's Recommended Decision, Cert. Ind. No •. ,19, a~ Pi? 34-35. 

2. NORML also requests that the. Acting Administrator be di

rected to "immediately" refer the,NO~~ petition to HEW, or refer 

the petition within thirty (301 days afte~ entry of this Court's 

'decision.' There is almost nothing left for the DEA to do prior 

to referring the petition to HEW. 

3. The Secretary of 'HEW should be directed to make separate 

evaluations for each of the follC;l~ing cannabis materials, and 

make a separate recommendation for rescheduling each of these 

l\Iaterials, within the Hmits authorized J;iy treatY,ob$igations: 

A. ,synt~e'tic Cannabis or THC (decontroll, 

B. Cannabis seeds (decontrol I 
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C,. Cannabis leaves {Schedule V), 

D. "Cannabis" and "cannabis 'resin" 
(Schedule II, or V through,rulemaking). 

4. The'secretary of HEW should be directed that he has 

unl~mitel:i discretior., unaffected by the Single convention, to 

'7;'acogniz~; therapeut,ic uS,es fortcannabis in the united states~20 
In cortsid!ering the rescheduling of cannabis materials, the Sec

retary of:' HErR also has unlim! ted disc;:retion ,to consider, for 

example,' '(iifferent d.osage or THC levels. It would be consistent 

with treal:y obligations if, for example, a synthetic substance 

having ,a low THe content were decontrolied, the same Synthetic 

substance having a higher THe content were rescheduled to Sched.-
, ' , 

ule V, and'the synthetic,sUbstance containi)1.g the highest THC 

content were resChe'duled to Schedule II. '. 

20. Sea Lande, "The :Inte;rnational Drug, Control system,· 
ALJEx. No. 38,'atp. 42: ' 

[D]ifferent interpretations'by gov~rnments of the term 
"medicnlpurposes" have .also continued under the regime of 
the Single Convention and no party has protested against 
,the use of the controlled drugs for the purpose of main
tenance programs such as in the united Kingdom. It must 
be concJ.uded that governments have a very wide discretion 
i.n interpreting thete;rm "medidalpurposes" in accordance 

. with their own conditions. • ' 

Moreover, the term "medical purposes" can not. have 
exactly the same meaning at all times and under all cir-

'dumstances. Its interpretation must also' depend on the 
stage of medical. science at the particular time in ques
tion. There ma~ also be a legitimate difference of view 
among medical experts ;lS.to what:is proper medical use in 
a particular case. It is ,suggested that the meaning of 
the Phrasenmedical purposes" m\lst in'all cases ):Ie de'';-, 
termined'by' medical, consid~rations.... (footnote's omi\:;ted) 

.. 

I, 
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I 
S. The DEl\, after receiving the secretarY, of HEW's evalua-

and recommendations; shall hold hearing!!, on the record, 

~ursuant'to Section, 201(a) of the CS~. At this hearing,the 

~cie~tific and Inedical findings and'the recommendations of 

HEW are.binding upon DEA. Section 201(b}. 

'; '6. NORML also requests that this Court' s ,deci~sion indicate' 

t'llat the sciend:fic and medical findings made by the Acting Admin

,istrator, in his final deci~ion21 were (1) outside the scope of the, 

hearing below and (21 for the Secret~ry of HEW, and not the Acting 

Administrator of DEA, to make. If the DEA seeks any medical or 

sd~ntific findin,<;Js, such as those set out in the footnote below, 

the DEA shoulc'l in~lude this in their fOl:i:nal referral to HEW. 

7. Finally, );Ietitionex: x:equests cex:l:ain'directions to the 

Acting Admirlis.tr'itor whiqhare not directly related to the issues 

'involved in thirj appeal. At the hearing below, 'Mr. Millex:, the 

DEA's Chief'counsel, testified that the DEA (and 'through it, the 

,United States) was violating three '~epax:a~~ provis~ons of Article 

23 of the Single conven~ion. Petitioner requests that the Acting 

Administrator be directed to look into these serious questions of 

United States noncompliance with treaty obligat~ons, perhaps in the 

fO:t:l!l' of 'a x:ulemaking proceeding. The background for this requested, 

direction is set out at pp. a3-aS of the Addendum hereto. 

21,. See, ~., 40 Fed. Reg: at 44166 col. 1:, 
The administrative hearing developed certain facts 

which were not included in Judge Parker's findings: 
1. The plant matex:ial of what is commonly called mari

huana in the United States consists of a mixture of crushed 
leaves, flowers, and twigs of the Indian, Hemp plant, an an
nual belonging to the single species of,Cannabis,sativa. 

2.' ,Resin is found in all parts of the cllnnabis plant in
cluding the leaves ,and the psychoactive el(\ment tetrahydro
cannabinol (THC) is found in all parts of t'he plant. :It.i.S 
possib~e to extract THC fx:om a' separated 'cannabis leaf •••• 

. . 
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Conclusion 

NORML requests that the final decision and order of ' the 
i . 
Acting Administrator be reversed, and that this case be remanded 

i '. ..' 
with directions to refer the NORML~etition to the Secretary of 

HEW. pursuant to Sections 20l(al-(cl of the Controlled Substances 

. Act" for consideration. of such rescheduling of cannabis materials 

as would be c(h~sistent with treaty ol:il;!.gations. NORML also re

quests that the Court include in its decision, the other suggested' 

directions contained above. 

Dated: February 1916. 

II 
If 

// 
!/ 

Respectfully submitted, 

~ , . t:erlC~r~yer0 
R. Keith Stroup 

2317 M,Street, N.W. 
Washington~ D.C. 20037 
(202) 223-3170 

. Attorneys for Petitioner 
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ADDENDUM 

s~ction 201 of the Controlled Substances 'Act, 21 U.S;C. Sec. 81~, 
, I 

provides: 

" sec. 201. (a) The Attorney General shall apply tho 
provisions of this title to the controlled substances 
listed in the ,schedules established by.section 202 of 
this title. and to any other drug or other subs~ance, . 
added to such schedules under this title. Except as 
provided in subsections (d) and (e), the Attorn~y Gen
eral may by rule --

ClL add to such a schedule or transfer between 
such schedules any drug or other substance if he --

, (Al finds that such drug or other substance 
has a potential for abuse, and 

CDl makes with respect to such drug or other 
substance the findings prescribed by sub::ec
tion (hI- of section 202 for the schedule in 
which such' drug is to be placed; or, . 

(21 remove any drug or other substance .. from the 
schedules if he finds that the drug or other sub
stance does not meet the requirements for inclu-

• sian in any schedule. 
Rules of the Attorney General under this subsection shall 
be made on the recor~ after' opportunity for a hearin~ pur
suantto the rulemaking procedures prescribed by subchapter 
II of chapter 5 of title 5 of the United States Code. Pro
ceedings for the issuance, amendment, or repeal of such 
rules may be initiated by the Attorney General (I) on his 
own motion, (2) at the request of the Secretary, or (3) on 
the petition of any interested party. . 

. (b)' The Attorney General shall, before initiating pro
ceedings under subsection (al to control a drug or other 
substance or to remove a drug· or ether substance en~irely 
from the schedules, and after gathering the necessary data, 
request from the Secretary a scientific and medical eval-

'uation, 'and his recommendations, as,to whether such ~rug or 
other ,substance shmlld be so controlled or removed as a con
trolled substance. In making such ~valuation and recommen
dations, the Secretary shall consider the factors 'listed in 
paragraphl(l (2), (3), (6), (7), and (8) of subsection (c) , 
and any scientific or medic!ll considerations j.nvolved in 
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paragraphs (1), (4), and (5) of such subsection. The rec
cormnendations of the Secretary shall inclUde recormnenda
tions with respect to the appropriate schedule, if'any, 
'under which such drug or other substance should be"listed. 
The evaluation and the recormnendations of the Sec'r~~tary 
shall be made in writing and submiti;:ed to the Attoj,mey Gen
eral within,a reasonable time. The recormnendations of the 

: Secretary to,the Attorney General shall be binding on the 
Attorney~en~ral as to such scientific and mepical matters, 
and if the Secretary recormnends that a drug or other sub
stance not be controlled, the Attorney General shall not 
control the drug or other substance. If the Attorney Gen
eral determines that these facts and all other relevant 
data constitute substant,ial evidence of potential for abuse 
such as to warrant control or substantial evidence that the 
drug or other substance should be removed entirely fuom the 
schedules, he ~hall initiate proceedings for con'1:roLor re
nloval, as the case may be, under subsecj:ion (a). 

(c) In making any finding under subsection (a) of this 
section or under subsection (b) of ,section 202, the Attorney 
General shall "consider 'the following factors with r:espect 
to each drug or other substance proposed to be controlled 
or removed from the schedules: 

Cll Its actual 'or relative potential for, abuse. 
(2). Scientific 'evidence of its pharmacologica)l effect, 

if known. ,," 
(3) The state of c\lrrent scientific knowledg!!! regarding 

the drug or other substance. . " 
(4) Its hiStory and current pattern of abuse. 
(5) The, scope, duration, and significa~ce of abuse. 
(6L What, if any, risk there is to the public health 
(7) It~ psychic or physiological dependence, liability. 
(8), Whether the substance is an irmnediate precursor 

,of'a' substance already controlled under this title. 

(dl. If control is required by United States obligations 
-under international treaties, conventions, or protocols in 
,effect on the effective date of this part, the Attorney Gen
eral shall issue an order controlling such drug under the 
schedule he deems ,most appropriate to carry out such obli-

, gations" without regard to the findings re'quired by subsec
tion (a) of this section or section 202(b) and without re

',gardto the procedures prescribed by sUbsections (a) and 
(bl, of thiS section. 

,1'1 

• )1 

,J 
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Summary of Present United States 
Non-compliance With Article 23 
Of The Single Convention 

Mr. Miller, the DBA I S Chief Couns'el, testified at the hearing 

below that the United States was violating three separate provisions . . 
of Article 23 of the Single Convention, See Tr. 526-39, and that: 

I would concede that orie thing that has been brought 
out by this hearing are certai~ inadequacies on our 
part, which will be straightened out. Tr. 53,9. 

Mr. Miller acknowledged that the DBA licenses persons to 

import and export cannabis, in violation of A~ticle 23(2) (e), 

, which requires a "national agency" to itself clo all of the im

porting and exporting of cannabis. Tr. 536-37. Mr. Miller 

also testi:f;ied that the DBA did not "purchase and take physical 

possession" of all cannabis CUltivated in this C?untry by persons 

licensed to cultivate, including Dr. Carlton Turner, as required 

by l.rticle 23(2) (d). Tr. 529-30. Finally,'Mr. Miller acknowledged 

that the United States was required by Article 23(3) to have "a 

single government agency" to discharge the obligations required 

by Article 23, but ~hat the United States, at the present time, 

has three such agencies (ll. the Department of Justice, (2) the 

Department of HEW, and (3) the Department of Agriculture. See 

Tr. 520-29, 538-39. 

The Proposed Findings 'of Fact and C91lclusions or Law filed 

by the DBA 'staff below did recognize th~t Article 23 is binding 

upon the United States, Cert. Ind. No. 11 at pp. 12-13, 'but in 
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a/lOng footnote the DEA staff attempt's to gloss over th'JIse in, 
The Final Decision of ~he Acting Ad-1deq~aCies. Id., p. 13. 

ministrator is silent on these questions, and petitioner.is :aware 

of no action taken by the DEAto "straighten out" these problems. 

I Petitioner requests tKis Court to direct the~cting Admin

istrator of DEA to look int9 these serious questions of noncom

pliance with treaty obligations, perhaps in the fo~ of a rule

making proceeding.· At the present time, the United States, can 

.be,accused of following the treaty obligationo it "likes" and . 

ignoring the ohligations it doesn't "like." 

*Cf., United states v. Castro, F. supp.' , 
16 Cr. L. Rep. 2511 (D.C.N.I~5);-wnere the Court, in up
holding the constitutionality of classifying cocaine as a "nar
cotic" ,drug in the Controlled Substances Act, in a crimi.nal 
prosecution, suggested that the Attorney General consider the 
r!lscbeduling of cocaine, 16 Cr. L. Rep. at 2512; 

While there is some question as to ~Ihether the Attorney 
General could reclassify cocaine as a non-narcotic, hipe
fully this route will be pursued to obtain considerat on 
of some of the unresolved ~uestions surrounding the Impact 
of cocaine as,h~gfi1ighted! the expert testimony before 
~. it is clearly preferab e t~at the drug laws be based 

. upon more f'~)j:>stantiaJ;<fac~ual evidence th~,!,··tbe slender 
threads of minimum rationality present' here. As has been 

'the experience with the marijuana laws, hopefully, a more 
enlightened factual foundation, grounded upon our eXpanding 
medical and scientific knowledge, will allow us to deal 
firrnlYt but also'more,fairly. with our drug problems, 
{emphasis addedl . , 
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N~TIO!.;Ai. OIlGANIZAIION FOIlIHE n;;:or,M C'f MARWAI':A tAWS 

July III, 1976 

United States Board of Parole" 
Federal Home Loen 3ank Board Building 
320 First Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20.537 

Attentionl Rulemaklng Committee 

Dear Sir or Madame: 

~: Propo~ed Parole Regulations 

........ _::J) 

Please find attached hereto the comments of NORML on the Parole Board's 

pro~osed reguiations governing the parole of prisoners in federal institutions, which 

wer~ publi~hed in the Federal Register on May 12, 1976, 41 Fed. Reg. 19326-40. 

PHM:pes 
Attachment 

Sincerely, 

Q{tt~ 
Chief Counsel V 

"", 

"" 
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BEFORE THE 
UNITED STATES BOARD OF PAROLE 

Parole, Release, Supervision .and Recommitment 

of Prisoners, Youth Offenders and Juvenile 

DelinqUents - Proposed Rulemaklng 

(28 C.F.R. Part 2) 

COMMENTS OF NORML 

The National Organization for the Refc1rm of Marijuana Laws (NORML) 

submits these comments on the proposed regulations published by the U.S. Parole 

Board In the Federal Register on May 12, 1976, iii Fed.Reg. 19326-40. 

These comments are direCted at Section 2.20 'of the proposed regulations, 

which contains guidelines for parole release based, in part, on the severity of the 

offense. J NORML proposes that when the Parole Board issues its final regulations, 

the following three changes be made in these guidelines: 

lSectlon .2.20 categorizes offenses into six levels of severity-Low, Low 
Moderate, Moderate, High, Very High, and Greatest. To det'ermlne the customary 
range of time to be ser'(ed before release, the l'arole Board wll1 consider the level 
of severity of the offense and the parole prognosis of the Individual offender. : 

Section. 2.20 establishes separate guidelines for adult offenders, youth 
offenders, and persons sentenced under 'the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act 
(NARA). See 41 Fed.Reg. 'at 19330-33. In each of these three guidelines, the 
se'(erlty le'(els for offenses are substantially Identical, as Is more fully discussed 
below. ' 
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(1) Simple poss~ion of marijuana should be reduced one level,in severity, 

from "Low Moderate" to "Low," and the other marijuana-related offenses should 

similarly be reduced one level In severity; 

(2) Hashish should not be defined as a '''soft drug," which have higher 

severity levels than comparable marijuana offenses; and, 

(3) There appear to be a number of internal inconsistencies in the severity 

levels for "soft" and "hard'" dr~g offenses, which require correction by the Parole 

Board, whatever view it has of their severity. 

I. INTERESTS OF NORML 

NORML is a non-profit orgaJ)ization working to decriminalize possession and 

use of marijuana. NORML maintains a National, Headquarters in Washington, D.C., 

and state affiliates in 38 states. NORML is supported by more than 20,000 

mt:;mbers, Including hundreds ~f persons who are presently incarcerated in federal 

and state prisons for marijuana offenses. NORML has initiated and participated in 

numerous federal administrative proceedings and court cases involving the 

marijuana laws, including a petition to reschedule marijuana in the Federal Con

trolled Substances !Lct, petition denied, 40 Fed.Reg. 44164-68 (Sept. 2.5,> 197.5), 

'appeal pending, ~ v. DEA, No. 75-2025, U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. 

Circuit; and lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of the marijuana laws, 

particularly as they relate to' private possession and use, ~ NORML v. Cullinane, 

Civ. Act. No. 1897-73, U.S. Dist. Court for the D.C. Circuit (three-jud&e court); 

~ v. Gain, 1;10. 697-44.5, Superior Court for the City and County of San 

Francisco. 

-2-

(( 
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n. ARGUMENTIN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED CHANGES 

A. Reducing Marijuana Offenses One Severity Level 

NORML has proposed that simple possesslo.n of marijuana be reduced one 
level in severity, from "Low Moderate" to '~Low," and that the other marijuana 

offenses similarly be reduced one,level in severity. The proposed guidelines for 

adult offenders, youth offenders, and persons sentenced under the NARA contain 
the identical three severity levels for marijuana oftenses:2 

"simple possession (Jess t~al\ $500)," in the "Low Moderate" category. 

"possession with Intent to distribute/sale (Jess than· $5,000)," in the 
"Moderate" category. 

"possession with intent to distrjbute/sale ($5,000 or more)," in the 
"High" category. 

1. Reducing Simple Possession of Marijuana· 

Simple possession o~ marijuana (Jess than $500) Is obviously.an offense of 

much less .severlty than many of the other offenses listed in the "Low Moderate" 

category, including: passing or possessing counterfeit currency (Jess than $1,000), 
forgery or fraud (Jess than $1,000), theft from thll mail (less than $1,000), and 

Income tax evasion (less than $10/000). There are also a number of offenses 

presently listed in the "Low" category which appear to be· on a muc', greater order 

of severity than simpl,~ possession of marijuana (Jess than $500), Including: larceny 
and simple possession 'of stolen property (Jess than $1,000). 

Even putting aside the dollar ceilings specified for these offenses, whi;;h 

range from double to 20 times the dollar ceiling for simple possession of marijuana, 

the Inherent nature of these offenses are much more serious, and pose ~uch more· 
of a danger to society, than'possesslon of marijuana. 

2"1 Fed. Reg. at.19~30, 19332, 19333. 
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'A number of recent government reports and scientific studies have 

confirmed ·that the effects of marijuana are relatively innocuous, particularly wh~n 

compared with the effects of other substances, such as narcotics, barbiturates, and 

alcOhoi.· These reports and studies also show that marijuana presents no substantial 

danger .to the public health, safety, or welfare. 

In 1972, the National Co~mission on MarihUana and Drug Abuse issued its 

First Report, entitled Marihuana: A Signal ~f Misunderstanding (March 1972).3 

Among the, significant fin~ng!; of the repOrt were the following, Id. at pp. 56-57: 

A large amount of research has beel', perform~ in man and 
animals regarding the Immediate effect 'of marihuana on bodily 
processes. No conclusive evidence exists of any physical damage, 
disturbances of bodiiy processes or proven human fatalities attribu
table solely to even very high doses of .marihuana. 

*** 
These fe~ consistently observed transient effects on bodily function 
seem to suggeot .that marihuana is a rather unexciting compound. af 
negligible immediate toxicity at the doses usually consumed in this 
country. The substance.is predominantly a psychoactive drug. The 
feelings and state of consciousness described by the intoxicated seem 
to be far more Interesting than the objective state noted by an 
observer. 

The Commission further found that use of marijuana generiilly does not 

cause any significant psychological disturbance or aberration. Id. at p. 59. When 

study subjects were given high doses of marijuana over several weeks, "no 'harmful 

effects were observed on general bodily functions, motor functions, mental 

functions, personal or social behavior or work performance." Id. at p. 60. Nor is 

there evidence that long-term us.e of marijuana directly causes alienation, 

"dropping out," or loss of'motivatlJll. Id. at p. 62. The studies failed to 

demonstrate any significant difference In mental or social functioning,' occurrence 

of psychosis, motivation, or behavioral changes between even very h~avy, very 

long-term users of cannabis preparations and the non-using population. Id. at pp. 

63"64. 

3The National Commission was created by Congress In the Comprehensive 
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1~'70, P.L. 91-513, and given a broad 
mandate to study marijuana and other drugs, and then issue two reports, the first 
on marijuana alone, and the second on all other drugs. 84 Stat. at 1280. . 
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The National Commission recommended that possession of marijuana for 

personal use no longer be a criminal offense. !!! at p~. 152-.54. A summary of t~s 
report is attached hereto as Appendix A.4 . 

The Canadian Commission of Inquiry into the NOl\-Medical Use of Drugs also 

published its report on marijuana, Cannabis, in 19;2. The Canadian Commission 

reached similar conclusions to those reached by the ~.S. National Commission. The 

Canadian Commission stated, Id. at p. 114: 

In summary, at typical doses of cannabis use, lew acute 
physiological effects nave been detected. Those which have been 
identified generally seem to have little clinical signipcance. Even at 
relatively high doses, few substantial physiological Changes occur. 

Both the Canadian Commission and th~ N~tional Commission found that 

marijuana does not cause criminal-or v~olent behavior, Canadian Commission 

Report at 110, National Commission Report at 73; does not lead to the use of other 

drugs, Canadian Commission Report at 130, National Commission Report at 88~89; 

is not a narcotic or addicting drug, Canadian Commission Report ati 23, National 

Commission Report at 87; and posed no danger of ' death from overdose, Canadian 

Commission 'Report at 113-114, National Commission Report at .56-.57. 

For the last five years, the U.s. Department of Health, Education and 

Welfare has issued annual reports on the health consequences of marijuana use, as 

required by Title Vof the Marijuana and Health Reporting Act, P.L. 91-296. These 

annual reports have confirmed the findings of the National ,!nd Canadian 

Commissions concerning the relative harmlessness of marijuana. Attached hereto 

as Appendix, B is a'recent HEW publication which contains the 8-page summary of 

the most recent Fifth Annual· Report, entitled Marihuana and Health (197.5), and the 

comments of Dr. Robert Dupont, Director of the National Institute on Dr,ug Abuse, 

at a press briefing releasing this report. Putting the health consequences of 

marijuana in perspective, Dr. Dupont stated, [d. at p. 11: 

"The' National Commission published its second and final report a year later. 
Drug Use in America: ,Problem In Perspective (March 1973). In this report, the 
Commls~ion concluded, Id. at p. 467: , 

1. The Commission reaffirms Its recommendations concerning marihuana 
as set out in its First Report. 

2. The unauthorized possession of any controlled substance except mari
hUana for personal use should remain a prohibited act •••• 

83-317 0 - 77 - 20 
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• I'would say that for all of the· drugs we have mentioned there are many 
people who use them without suffering negative health consequences. For 
each of the drugs, there is a spectrum of negative health risks that a user 
takes ••• I would say today, at our current use levels and our state of 
knowledge, that there is no question that alcohol and tobacco are causing us 
far more health problems than marihuana does. There is no question on that 
point. . 

. Focusing on the appropriate penalty for possession of 'marijuana, Dr. Dupont 

stated, Id. at pp. 7-8: 

A few years ago, ~here was a very polar extreme in this co.untry In 
thinking about penalties for marihuana possession ranging from legalization, 
that Is, making it as available as we make cola or cigarettes in this country, 
to locking possessors up and throwing away the key on the other extreme. 
We have progressed a.long way since then, and the current debate in the 
United States is very narrow in terms of what the right penalty ought to be 
for marihuana possession. Ifl can 5tate it this way, on the extreme of the 
hard-line view about this is the use .pf very short prison sentences. For 
example, 5.1., the new reform legislation in the Senate now includes, as I 
understand, up to 30-days Imprisonment for marihuana possession, which is a 
very light penalty. That now represents one extreme. The other extreme is 
the policy that has been adopted by a number of States to substitute flnes 
for imprisonment. Personally, my view on this is that we do not need' to 
threaten 'young people with imprisonment to discourage their use of 
marihuana, and that we should substitute in place of imprisonment a fine, a 
monetary fine that signals to the public that we as the Government and as a 
country are opposed to the use of marihuana, but that we do not consider the 
~ession of small quantities for personal use the kind of prOblem to be 
dealt with by putting people in prison. 

·In September, 197.5, the Domestic Council Drug Abuse Task Force submitted 

a report to the President, entitled White Paper on Drug Abuse. The Task Force, 

which conslster:l of the federal government's chief officials .involved with drugs and 

drug abuse, made a number of significant recommendationS. The report urged that . . 
marijuana possession offenses be "deemphasized" because .they posed the least risk 

of harm to the IndIvidual and to society of. the drugs commonly used in the United 

States. Id. at p. 33. The report called for a "better targeting of Ilmite~ 

resources ••• on the basis of priorities which reflect current conditions and current 

knowledge." Id. at p. 34. 

The report contalr:'s the following chart which compares the severity of 

consequences, both personal and social, from drug use, Id. at p. 33: 

-6-
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SUMMARY OF DRUG PRIORITIES 

DEPENDANCe EVERITV of CONSEQUENCE 

LIABILITY PERSONAl. SOC"L" 

HEROIN HI HI HI 

AMPHETAMINES ::.t.E --r~-r-M':c--tiD-

.BARBITURATES ~~e -M1-o- -~- -~D-
COCAII.fC: lDW lOW 11£0 

MARIHUANA lOW LOw lOW 

HALLUCINOGENS MEO MED MEO I-----' ~ 
INHALENTS MEo HI Ueo 

$IZE.OF) 
CORE 

PROBLEM ;'. 

HI 

"".'" 
HI 
.... DOl 

MEO 

:rro."'" 
lOW 

LOW 

lOW 

It is obvious that marijuana has the lowest severity of these drugs.5 

Selected portions of this report are attached hereto as Appendix C. 

In considering how serious an offense simple possession of marijuana should 

be treated,~the Parole Board should also consider recent legislative developments. 

In the past -few years tl)ere has -been a marked trend toward reduced penalties for 

marijuana possession. In the 1970 Federal Controlled Substan;es Act, 21 U.S.c. 

Sec. 801 !:! ~ Congress reduced the penalty for ~mple possession of marijuana 

and other drugs from felony to misdemeanor statuS, and provided .for probation and 

record expungement for first offenders. By today, simple possession of small 

amounts of marijuana is a misdemeanor in all states except Nevada and Arizona. In 

Nevada, while possession' is still a f~lony, conditional discharge Is authorize<i for 

first offenders. In Arizoo"" possession can be prosecuted as either a felohy or 

misdemeanor. 

'This chart also suggests that the Parole Board should consider redefining 
cocaine as a "soft *ug" rather than a "hard drug" in its guidelines. See footnote 6 
to adult, youth;and NARA guidelines, 4'1 Fed; Reg. at 19331, 19332, 19333. 
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.In addition, there are now eight states which no longer arrest or imprison 

persons fOI: possession of a small amount of marijuana. While the provisions of 

these eight ,states laws vary, they are all similar in that possession of a specified 

affioun~ of. marijuana Is subject to a citation-enforced fine, rather than arrest and 

possible imprisonment, and there is no permanent criminal reCord. The first state 

to adopt this approach was Oregon in 1973, which provided fo~ a $100 maximum 

civil finf~ for possession of up to 1 ounce of marijuana. Since 1973, similar laws 

have bef:ll adopted In Alaska, Maine, Colorado, California, Ohio, South Dakota, and 

Minnesota. The following chiirt summarizes the provisions of these laws: 

SUMMARY CHART - MARIJUANA CITATION LAIIS 

Max. Fine Max.. MOUlt CrIminal or 
State Im~ PouesSed elvU Vlol,ltlon Effective Date 

0<<8'" $100.00 J oz. CIvil Oct. " 1973 

Alaska $100.00 Any amount In pti~ CIvil Mar. 1, 1916 
vate for personal use 

or J oz. in public 

Malne $200.00 . Any amounta 
fOf' personal use 

• Civil Mar. I, ~976 

Coloradob $100.00 1 oz. CI ... 2 petty. 
offense - no 

July I, 197' 

crIm1n&1 record 

Callfornlab $100 .. tt:1 1 ... Misdemeanor - no "!Jan. 1, 1916 
permanent crIm-

Inal record 

Ohlob $100.00 100 srams (ap- Minor mlsdemean(lr Nov. 22, 197$ 
prox. 3M: oz.) - no crIm. rt.-cord 

South Dakota $ 20.00 loz. ,Civll April I, 19n 

MIMe$Otab $100.000 1M: oz • CIvil AprU 10, 1976 

• There ~ a rebuttable preswnpdon that possession of less than HS oz. is for 
personal use, and possession of more than 1M: oz. is wIth an Intent to cflstrlbute. 

b ., 
Distribution 01 marijuana by gltt, or for no remuneration, is treated the same 
as poss~lon 1" foUr st&tet~ Camerola (for up to 1 oz.), Colorado (up to I oz.), Ohio 
(t4' to 20 gr.', and M~ta (up to 1M: Oz.). 
o . 
Only Minnesota provIdes for Increased penalties for second offenses 0..'0 days In jaU 
and/or 0. $300 fine iot secon4 QUeose-wlthln a two year perIod. ' 

The provisions of these laws are set out in greater detall in' Appendix D 

hereto.6 

6. . 
For an excellent legal history of the marijuana laws, see Bonnie and 

Whitebread, "The Forbidden Fruit and the Tree of Knowledge: An Inquiry into the 
Legal History of American Marijuana Prohibition," 56 U.Va. L, Rev. 971, 1010-
10&1 (1970); Bonnie and Whitebread, The Marihuana Conviction - A History of 
Marihuana Prohibition In the United States (Unlv. Virginia Press 1974). . • 

" 
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In ,light of the abOve considerations, NORML requests that simple possesslOri 

of nii!/'ijuana (less than $500) be 'reduced one level In severity, from "Low 

Modercte" to "Low," in the Parole Board's final guidelines. If the Parole Board 

decides not to make this change, NORML requests, In the alternative, that simple 

poss,~ssion of a small~ amount of marijuana - perhaps $250 - be placed Inthe 

"l,t.lw" category. 

2. Reducing the Other Mariiuana Offimses' One Severity Level 

If the Parole ~rd reduces simple possession of marijuana (less th!lll $500) 

to the "Low" category, the Board should consider, similarly ,reduCing the other 

marijuana offenses contained In the guidelines One level In,severity. Specifically, 

, possession with intent to distribute/sale (lesS t~ $5,000) should be reduced from 

"Moderate" to "Low Moderate," and possession with intent to distribute/sale ($5,000 

or more) should be reduced .from "'High" to "Mi3derate.~' 

We will not repeat here what was stated above concerning the relative 

seriousness of marijuana offenses. We would note only the following two additional 

CQI'.lllderations: First, lowering these other marijuana offenses on~ severity level 

would be consistent with the intent of the originally proposed guidelines, which list 

marijuana offenses in 3 consecutive levels of severity. Second, these other'. 

marijuana offen~es appear to be of mu~h le~ severity than other offenses listed !n 

their categories. For example, in the "Moderate" category, the followlng'offenses 

are listed In addition to possession with intent to distribute/sale of marijuana (less 

than $5,000): Embezzlement (les~ than $20,000), bribery of public official~ (no 

amount specified), receiving stolen property with' an Intent to resell (less than 

$20,000), ;u:td transportation of explosives (no amount specified). In the "High" 

category, together with possession of marijuana with Intent to distribute/sale 

($5,000 or more), are the following offenses: Passing or possessing cOunterfeit 

currency ($20,000-$100,000), theft, forgery, fraud, embezzlement, and receiving 

stolen property (all $20,000-$100,000), unauthorized purchase, ~ sale of machine 

guns or sawed..off shotguns (no amount specified). 

-9-
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B. Hashish Should Not be Classified as a "Soft Drug." 

• The Parole Board's· pro·posed guidelines classify hashish as a '''soft drug," 

which . haVe higher severitY, levels than comparable marijuana offenses? ThIs 

distinction is not supported by the ·scheme of the Federal Controlled.Substances 

Actor CUl'rent knowledge about these substances. Simple possession of hashish 

(Jess than $500) is not a more serious offense than simple possession of mariJu~a 

(J~ss than $$00). The dollar ,ceilings for these offenses make any further distinction 

unnecessary. 

Marlju&na and hashish are both derived from the marijuana, or cannabis, 

plant. MarlJua.na generally consists of the flowering tops, leaves, stalks, and seeds 

of the plant. Only the floiverlng tops and leaves are used for smoking, the stalks 

and seeds being discarded because they contain ~egligible levels of tetrah~dro
cannabinol (THC). THC, which is found· in greatest percentages in the flowering 

tops and the leaves, Is generally presumed to· be. the chemiCal substance which 

produces the effects of the drug: According to cnrrent information, the amount of 

THC present determines the potency of the preparation. . Hashish is made by 

collecting and compacting'the THC-rich-resin contained In the flowering tops and 

leaves Into a powdery or brick-like substance. Hashish is more potent than the 

marijuana from which it was made, but potency of different marijuana and hashish 

samples varieS widely. Marijuana of "high quality" often has a greater percentage 

·of 'THC than "low quality" hashish. See, Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstanding 

(March 1972), at p. .'50; Cannabis, Report o~ the Cana~lan Commission of Inquiry 

Into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs (1972), at pp. 11-12; Edward Brecher and the 

Editors of Consumer Reports, Licit and Illicit Drugs ,(1972), at p. 396; PharmChem 

Newsletter, Vol. 3, No.8 (i974) at p. 1. 

7 See footnote 6 to the adult, youth, and NARA guidelines, 41 Fed.Reg. at 
19331,.19332, 19333, which states: . 

6. "Hard drugs" include heroin, cocaine, morphine, or· opiate derivatives, 
and synthetic opiate substitutes; "soft drugsn Include, but are' not 
limited to, barbiturates, amphetamines, LSD and hashish. 

-10 -
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There is no basis in the Federal Controlled Substances Act (CSA), 21 U.S.C. 

Sec. SOl ~ ~ for distinguishing between marijuana and hashish. The CSA treats 

them 1(1 an identical manner. The definition of "marihuana" contained in Sec. 102 

(15) o~ the CSA includes concentrated forms of the plant: 

(15) The term "marihuana" means all parts of the plant Cannabis 
sativa L., whether growing or notl the seeds thereof; the !"sin ex
tracted from any part of such plant; and every compou' '~anu
factun" salt, derivative, mixture or preparation of suc~. _:'t, its 
seeds or resin. • • • --

All of the substances defined as "marihuana" are placed, without distinction, 

in Schedule I of the CSA, and are treated identically for penalty purposes and all 

other purposes. See CSA Schedule I (c) (10). By contrast, there are a number of 

substances in the CSA which are distinguished by potency level, in~luding opium, 

codeine, and morphine. Schedule II (a) (I) of the CSA lists "Opium and opiate," but 

Schedule III (d)(?) lists substances containing "not more than 500 milligrams of 

opium per 100 millil.iters ••• ," and SchE>(iule V (.5) lists substances containing "not 

more than 100 milligrams of opium per 100 milliliters •••• " Similarly, codeine 

preparations containing "not more than I.S grams of codeine per 100 milliliters" are 

In Schedule III (d)(I), while codeine preparations containing "not more than 200 

milligrams of code./ne per 100 milliliters" are in Schedule VOl. Certain morphine 

compounds ate in Schedule I (b)(IIi)-(I6), while morphine compounds containing "not 

more than 50 milligrams of morphine per 100 milliliters" are in Schedule IV (b)(S). 

Also by way of contrast, there are a number of state drug laws which do 

distingUish between marijuana and hashish. The new Ohio law, House Bill No.300, 

amending Ohio R,ev. Code' Ann. Sec • .3719.01 !:! ~,effective Nov. 22, 1975, de

criminalizes possession of up to 100 grams of marijuana and up to 5 grams of 

hashish. See Appendix D hereto at p. 6. The' new California law, Senate Bill No. 

95, amending Sec. 11.357 !:! ~ of the Health and Safety Code, effective Jan. I, 

1976, decriminalizes possession of up to 1 ounce of marijuana,. and lowers the 

penalty, but does not decriminalize, possession ~f hashish ("concentrated canna-. 

bis"). See Appendix D at p. 5. Pennsylvania's statute provides for a maximum .30 

-11-
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days in jail and/or a $500 fine for possession or distribution of "a small amount of 

marihuana" which is defined as "thirty (30) grams of marihuana or eight (8) grams 

of hashish •••• " Pennsyl~ania Code, Title 35, Sec. 780-113 (a)(31).8 

It Is neither necessary nor desirable for the Parole Board to distinguish 

between marijuana and hashish in its guidellnes. First, as i.ndicated above, the 

guidelines have dollar ceilings which distinguish between the severity of the offense 

- ,Ie~ than $500, less than $5,000, and $5,000 or more. These dollar ceilings 

ac~ompllsh the same objective as the state statutes' discussed above which 

distinguish between marijuana and hashish by weight. Hashish is generally more 

potent and more expensive than the marijuana from which it was made, but a 

person would have to smoke less to become "high." As John Kaplan has stated, "the 

significance of using stronger forms of the drug would simply be that they would 

take less." Marijuana: The New Prohibition, (World Publishing Company 1970), at 

p. 166. See also, Brecher and the Editors ?f Consumer Reports, Licit and Illicit 

Drugs, (I 972) at p. 462. . . 
Both the U.S. National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse and the 

Canadian Commission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs have 

recommended against distinguishing between cannabis materials on the basis of 

potency. The Natlonai Commission stat.ed in Marihuana: A Signal of Misunder

standing, (March 1972), at p. 166: 

The predominant pattern of use in the United States is 
experimental or interm',tent use of less potent preparations of the 
drug. Even when ha.shi. h is used, the predominant pattern remains 
the same. In addition, whatever the potency of the drug use~ indiv
iduals tend to smoke only the amount necessary to achieve the 
desired !'rug effect. 

Given the prevailing patterns of use, the Commission does not 
believe it is essential to distinguish by statute between less potent 
and more potent forms of the natural plant. Reinforcing this 
judgment are the procedural and practical problems attending an 
effort to do so. 

80ther states which distinguish between marijuana and hashish for penalty 
purposes Include: Florida see Fla. Slat. Ann. Sec. 404.1.5; Indiana, see Burns Ind. 
Stat.Ann. Sec. 10-3.561 (eI; Missouri, see Mo.Stat.Ann. Sec., 19.5.200 (a); Montana,· 
see Mont.Rev.Code Sec.· .54-133 (b); South Carollna, see S.C.Code Laws Sec. 32-
1.510.49; New Jersey, N.J. Stat. Ann. Sec. 24:21-20(3). 

-1~ 
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If the criminal liability of an individual user" is dependent on the 
'f.HC .content of the substance, neither he nor the arresting officer 
will know whether he has committed a crime until an accurate 
scientific determination is made. Even if such accurate determina
tions were feasible on a large scale, which is not now the case, such 
after-the-fact Iia.bility is foreign to our criminal laws. 

Under present circumstances, then, a statutory line based on 
potency is neither necessary nOr feasible. . 

. 
The Canadian Commission stated In ~ (1972) at pp. 31, 48: 

It is clear that it !s not'possible to discriminate consistently 
between hashish and marijuana on a potency basis, since considerable 
overlap occurs between the respective THC distributions. THC In 
hashish ranged from a mere trace to an unusually high value of 1'1.3% 
and, in marijuana, from 0.02% to 3.46%. The potential for overlap is 

. made even more"explicit by reports of greater than LO%'THC in 
selected marijuana flowering tops and bracts grown in Mississippi, 
England and 3amaica. -

*** 
Although hashish may be many times more potent than mari

juana, the effects of these two forms of cannabis, as usually used in 
NorthA.merlca,are generally similar and often indistinguishable. It 
has been reported that most experienced individuals smoke to attain a 

. certaln efftct or level of "high" and adjust the dose according 'to the 
potency of the substance used. 

Current data about marijuana and hashish samples tested in the United 

States inoiicate·a very great var~nce in THC levels, and a significant range of 
overlap. The PharmChem Research Foundation In Palo Alto,. California, does 
anonymous street drug testing for marijuana. and othel:' 'I substances. The 

PharmChem Newslett~ Vol. 3, No.8 (1974) at p. 1, reported that: 

, 
(M) ost hashish co.1sumed in the U.S. is no more potent than "good 
quality" marijuana, yet ·commands thtee to five times the price. The 
average THe content for the (hashish) samples analyzed in this report' 
Is 2.3% THe •••• The average THC content of marijuana samples 
analyzed Is 3.696 THC, which Is considerably greater than the hashish 
samples examined. 
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The PharmChem Newsletters contain many examples of hashish with very 

low THC levels. See,.!::&o Vol. 2, No. 6 {1973) at p. 2, which lists pashish samples 

containing 2.11%, 0.1%, 1.9%, and 1.7% THC. The PharmChem Newsletters also 

contain many examples of marijuana with higher THC levels. See,.!!:&o, Vol. 3, No. 

2 (1974), at p. 3, which lists marijuima: samples containing 4.6%; 3.7%, 3.8%, '.7%, 

'.'%, '.6%, 4.2%, and 6.9% THC. In 197', the PharmChem Research Foundation 

tested marijuana samples wh,ich contained 9.3%, 10.'%, and 14.0% THe. Letter 

lrom Carmen Helisten, Director; PharmChem Research Foundation, to Peter H. 

Meyers, NORML, dated July 6, 1976. 

The Street Drug Analysis Program of the Los Angeles County-University ot 

Southern California Medical Center also do~ anonymous testfng of marijuana and 

other drugs. Recent marijuana samples have been found to contain 7.'%, 8.6%, 

9.7%, 13.0%, 13.2%, and 19.1% THC: Letter fr~m Sallie Montgomery, Street Drug 

Analysis Program, to Gordon Brownell, NOR.ML, dated June 9, 1976. 

The Drug Enforcement Administration has estimated. the average THC 

content of domestic marijuana at 0.2%-4.0%, the' average THC content of 

Jamaican marijuana at 4.0%-8.0%, and the average THC content of hashish at 

'.0%-12.0%; DEA Fact Sheets (1975), at p. 36. Even these percentages indicate 

significant overlap. 

These wide variances in THC levels, together with the other considerations 

set c,·t auove, indicate that the Parole Board should not put hashish offenses in a 

higher level of ~everity than comparable marijuana. offenses. NORML requests that 

hashish be deleted from the' list of "soft drugs" in footnote 6 to the adult, youth and 

NARA gUidelines, and that marijuana be defined to include hashish. 
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c. Apparent Inconsistencies in the Severity Levels for "Soft" and "Hard" Drugs 

There 'appear to be internal inconsistencies in the severity levels for "sot,t" 

and "hard" drug offenses, which require some correction by the Parole Board. 

1. The dollar ceilings for "soft drug" offenses in the adult guidelines are as 

follows: "Moderate" category - "possession with intent to distribute/sale (less than 

$.5.000)"; "High" category -' "possession with intent tl)' distribute/sale ($.500 to 

$.5.000)." 41 Fed. Reg. at 19330-31. If this inconSistency lI'ere resolved by 

changing 'the dollar ceiling in the "Moderate" category from "less than $.5,000" to 

"less than $.500," the adult guidelines on soft drugs would exactly Ilarallel the youth 

and NARA guidelines on soft drugs. See IfIFed. Reg. at 19332-33. 

2. Neither the adult, youth, nor NARA guidelines contain the offense of 

"simple possession" of soft drugs. The lowest category of soft drug offenses is 

"Moderate," which contains the offense 'of "possession with intent to distri

bute/sale." 41 Fed. Reg. at 19330, 19332, 19333. The Parole Board could either 

change the "Mode~ate" category from "possession with intent to distribute/sale" to 

"simple possession," or the Board could leave the "Moderate" c;ategory as Is, and put 

"simple possession" of soft drugs into the "Low Moderate" category. The latter 

alternative would be especially approprlate if simple possession of marijuana were 

reduced to the "Low" category. 

3. Neither the adult, youth, rlor NARA guIdelines contain the offense of 

"simple possession" of hard drugs. The first, listing of hard drugs Is In the "Very 

High'; category, which contains th1e offense of "possession with intent to 

distribute/sale," no dollar ceiling belrig specified. 41 Fed. Reg. at 19~31, 193.32, 

19333. "Simple possession" of hard dr~gs shotdd be added to the guidelines, perhaps 

in the "Moderate" category. 

-1.5-
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III. Conclusion 

For the reasons set. out above, NORMl requests that ihe' Parole Board 

modify Section 2.20 of its guidelines in the following respects: 

.' 
1. Simple possession of marijuana and the other marijuana offenses should 

be reduced one level in severity. 

2. Hashish should not be defined as a "soft drug." 

3. . Internal inconsistencies in the severity levels for "soft" and "hard" drugs 

should be corrected. 

JUdith l. Klein 
legal Intern 
Of Counsel 

Dated: July 14, 1976 

Respectfully submitteif, 
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Appendix A - ~ummary of 

Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstanding 

(March 1972), First Report of the 

National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse. 
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<tongrcs5ional Record 
PROCE·EDINGS AND DEBATES Ol'THE 92<1 CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION 

WASHINGTON, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 1972 No. 44 

MARmuANA AND THE LAW-NA
TIONAL COMMISSION REPORT 

Mr'. JAYnS. Mr. President, the Na
tional Commission on MarUtuann and 
Drug AbUsc-o! which the senator from 
Iowa. (Mr. HUOHES) Rnd I are members
toda)' made publIc its long .. awatted re
port and recommendations to the Prest .. 
dent o..nd Ule Congress on the subject of 
marthunnn. 

111e report denls In great det.1il not 
only with the medical lUld health ImpU" 
cations ot' mn.rlhuann use, but also with 
the legal, economic, nnd social issues, 

It covcr~ tho nature and scope of use, 
effects of tho drug, the relationship ot 
marihuana we to othor soeJal behavior, 
and the e1I!cacy or existing law. 

Tho Commwlon held {onnal and in
formal hearings developing extenslvo 
ovJd,ence from all points of view, includ .. 
Ina those of public umcials, community 
lenders, district attorneys throughout 
the COtUltry, young pcople, mcdlcal, and 
other profCS6ionnl experts and students. 

More than 50 projects were funded, 
ranging from a study of the etIeotll pf 
marihuana on man to a field survey of 
enforcement of the marihuana laws in 
aixmetl"opoUtan Jurisdictions. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
&ent that thero be included in the REC
ORD at the conclusion of my remarks 0. 
summary oC the major findIngs p;~esentcd 
in tho report and recommendations of 
the Corrmlsslon. 

Of 8111gular importance is the recom
mendaUon of the Commlsslon that crim
Inal pennltJcs be eliminated tOl" the pri
vate possCMlon and use of marihuana, 
The Commlaslon hQ.:l taken 0. forthright 

:~.~~~l~~~~e~o;~~~l:Sh~~r1t~~~ 
u.s l\ confusing nnd controversial public 
polIcy luue. It Ls n most anlutal)" and 
aJ£l11ficant steP. 

But, my dIstinguLshed colleaRue, Scn .. 
.tor, HUOUES, chnlnnan of the Special 
senate Subcommittee on Alcoholism Dlld 
Drug .Abuse, end I woUld carry the de
criminalization recommendation fur
ther, and have filed a Joint statement 
contalnJni our scparate Views so indicat
Ing. 

We durer t1'om the other commlS$lon
era in our view that certaln actIvlttes ln
VC!lvJng posse5!lon Rnd u~e of marlhuanll, 
wblch are deemed to be necessnr1ly in .. 
cJdent to private PQssestlo~ and use, 

Senate 
ousht also to be dccrlminalized. It. Is Cor St7l(WAaT O.PINDINOII AND RtcOMMI!NIIAT:lONII 
this reason that we have taken cxceptIon AND M!:KBWUlP O. TUX CO).fMlUIOH 
to those parts oC the recommendations WHO tl'aQ no: Dava 

dealing with the doctrJne oC contraband, At least:;l4 mJllIon Americana 12"j'C&ta..gld 
the casuol not-tar .. profit sale and the and. over have used. marihuana at Jeaat. once 

1~~dP~~~~;n¥~~S:~~no:n~6:u:~:~ an:I!~ l~:n e7Q;1U~~nc:~:our:~t =~a~~ 
sent that the fuU text oC our scpal'ate students have tried tbe drug. 
v~ews be printed 1n the RECORD follow... ot thos.e tft!r50DS ~ho hAve eyer uaed marl .. 
JOg thc5umma.y oCthe findings arid rec- huana, 41<;;. of the adult. (18 and older) and 
~p~mcndatlons ciC the CommissIon, and 46i!h:tg~:l!~~~rf:;~~~tJ:~~:~~e~'i!; 
t:!l:lt a list containing the names of the the drug leu than once a week, probably on 
members at th.!' Commi.s.slon also be wec~ends, or at .. party. 
printed. Two percent (600,000) or "ever.usen" can 

The report fs comprehensive and thor- bo classU1ed as beavy UM!rs and. uaa the drug 
OUlIh, nnd will nsslst materially In clear_ more than onca ~ dAy. 
ing the air of much mlslntormatlon and THE uncrs or JlAI1Jlt1AN~ 
emoUon whfch has heretotore prevented There II no evidence that experimental or 
the developmcnt of rational social policy Intermittent use of mArihUana. caUlita ph),sl .. 
regarding this drug. cal or psrcbologlcal harm. TtlII' rIsk UeJ In .. 

1 urge Members of Congress to give ~~~ ~:rJ:~a~:;?r' :en~~r:o~:t ~~t~~~ 
thclr closest attention to this import- r&tto~. 
ant report aud the recommendations of J.tarlhuaru. does not lead to physIcal de.
the CoromlssJon. Senator Buolla and pendency. No tortuous withdrawal aymptoma 
'I intend to introduce shortly appropriate tallow t.ho ISudden ceutLtlon at chronic. heavy 
leglslntlon ·to accomplish several ot the UII!. Soml evidence Indicates that belLvy. 
objectives Cound in the recommendations !fe~~~~c:::t:ax~:~cI0P" PSlchologlcal 
of the Conunlsslon. The Immedlat.e effects at marihuana. In .. 

We hope that otherS-in Congress, as toxlctt.tlon on the JndJvldual'.·orgalll or bocl .. 
well as parents, young people and others Uy tunctlons Bre transient and have lIt.tJe or 
throughout the Nation-wlll take a fresh no permanent erreet. However, there la a clen .. 
look at the problem of marIhuana In our ilite lou at acme psychomotor control and a 
society with the new perspective provIded lempornrylmpalrment ot time and .pace per-
by the Commiss{on's report. c:eptIoWi. . 

I commend the dIstinguIshed [olmer t,,~~gb:Oal~~i:u~ah!e~r:~'!tO:r'!:~::: t:; 
Governor of PcnnsylvanIa, Raymond wel1-est"bUshcd bratn damage O! chronic 
P. Shater, who, as Chairman of the Com .. alcohollam. 
mission, provided Important leadershIp 'A careful search ot uterature and te!oU .. 
in the development of the report. I com.. mony by health omeJala baa not revealed a 
mend nlso the .Vice Chairman, Dr. Dana .lngle human fatality in the United Statea 
L. Farnsworth, other' members ot the proven to have retulted eole1y tram we ot 
Commission and Its Executive DIrector, marihuana. , 
Michael Lowenrelch-Amerlcana ot ded.. Testa on monker' han demonst.rated that 
icaUon and insight-who devoted much !~~~~~s ~en~~:: ~o~~~~o;~~::~n~ 
time away from thelr personal and pro- achlev&ble by human. smoking marU1uana. 
te.sslonal1ntere.sts to participate 50 pro- No reliable evidence .x1ats Indlcatlul that 
duetlvely in this etrort. Lastly, I wish to marIhuana causes genetJc clefectl In man: 
congratulate the staff of the Conu:nlu1on hOlllevor. since fctal damage cannot be ruled 
WhIch worked particularly cltectlvel,. out, the uae of mar}buanA I. not advlsable 
under great pressure to complete tho llrst during: pregnancy. . 
year's work ot the Commission. The Incidence or p.ychoala from mati-

I lonk forward to the second-year study ::t~ril U::n~' :aXC::~~8~ r;:d~=-=:c~n:: 
of the CommJsslon which wlll deal wIth yldl1all. 
the t.t"itlcally Important subject of drUS' 
abuse In Ihe Untied State!. MAIlIHUAH4 4NP PUaUC aAJ'STT 

There·being no obJectlnn, the summary 
was ordered to be printed in the RzcoaD, 
as follow.: . 

The evidence Indlcat.el that marihuana 
dou net caUM violent or aggressin behavior 
O1'cr1me. 

84524 
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2 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - SENATE. 
Recent research hIlS not proven that marl

hUtUUL use slcnlflcllnUy Impl1lrs driving 
oblllty: bow!!ver, rellablo research has not 
yet been C\)nduetcd nnd tho Commlsalon 
strongly auspec:Ls tha.t ·the ocute cl1'cc:t.~ o( 
marlhuluHl USc (sueh as spatllliand time dis_ 
tortion nnd slowed renexes, truly Impllir driv
Ing. 'lbo Commission bonevcs that drivinG 
while under the .inOueDce ot Bny Intoxicant 
Is n serioUS rIsk to publlC saIety. 

MARUIVANA ANO PUDLtC W£U'ARf; 

From what I:; now known about the effects 
o( marihuana, Ita present level ot UltC 11\ 
American soclct.y does not constitute a mlljor 
threat to pUblic health; the high-risk group 
consUtutea tho 2~ ot Ametlcnn "ever-Uleta" 
who uso the drug henvlly and pose. a f;oncern 
for public health Officials. 

ThO Commission emphoslz(!s the need tor 
Increased research Into 10uG-term psychologi
cal flfJects, espeolally with regard to effects 
on mot.lvatlon. 

Although" some scgments of socldy fear 
that marlhuaun. use lends to Idleness and 
"dropping out," little likelihood exists tbat 
the IntrodUction ot a single ele;nent such [l.!oi 

mnrlhufUla we would significantly cllange 
the bllSle personality of any person, ratber, 
anjndlvldunll~ more llkely to drop out when 
circumstances .fain to ptod\!ce pressures 
whlcb he cannot handle efJectively. 

J.lARUIUAN,t. AN~ r.:ITKf;A I;'pulJ~ 

ncc;ognlztng thllt one at tile most. eon
trovcrslnJ luue.. In the st\idy of marihuana Is 
Its relationship to other drugs, the Commll
slon explorec1 in depth the hypothesis that 
marlhualUl. ulle leads to the use of other 

d.r~~ overwhelming majority ot mllrihltnna 
'Yacra do not progreM to othel"' drugs, 801 .. 
tbough statlstlcolly marihuana. 4l5ers nre 
more ll.kely to experiment with other drugs 
tba.n arc non-us.!t8. 

Marihuana usc docs not dlctato whether 
or wblch other drugs:!llm bo used. 

As Gtated by Governor Shafer, IOU anyone 
rt1LSOn can cbaracterize why people 1n tho 
United Sta.tes esculate their dnlg usc and 
become mUltidrug users, It'18 peer pleasure:' 

%KFOKCCMENT or 'tIlC U.tI;Ultrj\Nj\ LAws 

The Comn\laalon ~1I.S dlrectod by congh~aa 
to evaluate the exlstlug lederal and state 
laws relaUng to marihuana, Tho vaat ma
jority o[ arrests D1:cur at the stute level (at 
least 20D,Ooo) o.s opposed to tho federal level 
(approximately 4,1)00). In a study of enlorce· 
ment In nix metropolitan Jurisdictions In dl1· 
ferent states. the Commlsslonfound; 

93'i~ of Ute attests In the semple were tor 
posse3810n. 

(i9~'" 01 tbe arrests were preceded by DO In .. 
vesUg,tlon, occurring in. vehicles or OD the 
street. 

Arrests were eouct!ntratcd omong tho young 
(88% were 25 or under): typically the ar
restee was a white male, In a school or em .. 
ployed In a blue collar job, without a prior 
record. 

Two-thirds ot the arrestees were attested 
tor possenlon of nn ounce of marihuana or , .... 

Ottenders were (ieneral1r (6'l'i') p,rresteCi 
In groups 01 two or more persons. 

The Commission pointed out that the 
criminal justice .ystem often responded to 
this unusunl sroup of, "crlmlnallJ" In a lelil-

en!r'i~~st 40',i of the nd\1lt cues and 70 t ,;' 

of the Juvenile cases were dismissed by the 
'pollee, the prosecution or the jUdiCIary. 

One-third or the I'IrrcsteElII were conVicted 
and sentented, 

Of tholle convleted or po~ellslon, 24',; wc:te 
Incarcerated, uaual1~' for a. year or less. 

2:NFOIi.CEr.iENT or THC MAftUlVj\NA Ltt.W& 
Tbe Commission was directed by ConBrea." 

to evaluate tho exlstlllg federal and state 
laws relatlng to marlhuaha, Tho vast rna .. 

Jortty 01 arrests occur at the fltate-- level (at; • tects and v:'hlch m"y be of: trlli'lslent socIal 
leal;t 200.000) as: apposed to the tederllilevel Interest. 
(approximately 4,000). In a study oC enforce- 1nlfteod. the Commluhm ~ecommonded '" 
ment In six metropolitan NrlsdlctioilB In dl1· partiBI prohibition seheme Which .r;VJn~olLtea 
lerent. stntes. the Commission 10und: 1\ continuing societal dl,;lllproval ot use. yet 

!l3O;~ oC the arrests 1n the stunple werc lor remo~il3 1110 crlmlnl\l SUGnlll and tbre"t of 
possession. Ineare~ratlon for users, Dud also maXimizes 

69';j, of Ule orre!ts were preceded by no In- tho nexlblllty 01 luture pubUe resPQnsel as 
vestlgatlon, occurring tn vehlclu or on the .new' Information COme5 to light, 
street. The mAjor lea.tures 01 the recommended 

Atreats Were concentrat.ed among the sCheme are thaL: production and dlsLrlbution. 
young (88'%. were. 25 or un!;1er): typically t.ho. of the drug would remain criminal I1ct.ivlt.les 
G..tTestee was a white male, In school or em· u would poascsslon with Jlttfl'nt tQ d).atrlbnte 
plo}'ed In a blue collar job, withoUt. a. prior commercially: 
record. l'oflLrlhtlanlL would be conlr"bnlld .:i1tbJect 

Two-thirds of the ah'estees v,'cre arres~d to confiscat.ion In public places: 
lor posses.slon of an ounce of marlhUona or CrimInal eMctions would bl) wlthdrawn 
less. trom private use altd pQ.!aesslon Ineldent to 

Offenders were generally (G'7%) ottesWd In such usc, but, at. the state level. Ones would 
groUps of two or more persons. be Imposed {or usc In public: 

The Commission pointed out that tbe In order to keep uso private, po.uesalon 
crlmtlinl Jnstlce system oHen -responded to of more than one ounce \II pUblic would bt!' 
this unusual group ot "criminals" in n lent.. prohibited: 
cnt WRy: In addltl9n, cuual. not-for-proM trBusfers 

At lelUlt 48% of the adult CllSes and 10$, ot small amounts. pcrmltted III private, 
Clf the JuvenUe cw;ps wero dlsmlssed by the would be prohibited In public. 
pollee, the prosecution or the judIciary, (Speclnc .rec9mmcndatlons {or federal and 

One-third of the orrea,lees were convfcted state 111. .... • ore attached), 
and scntenced, r'lvo of thc 13 COlnml!lllloners dlrrered III 

Of' those convicted of p0$8cs&on, 2H~ minor respects retarding the recommenda
were Incarcerated, usually lor a year or lellS, tiona:. Commissioners Rogers, Carter alld 

The Commission coneluded thllot tho Ia.w Ware agroe. with the discouragement pollcy 
'fH'J''''n;':'~ll! ~~mutlltl~!i Ild"ptm11\ polley alid tbo decrlritlnal1Z1t/on aspects ot the 
of "containment." "Although etlort is &ome- reeommenda.t!ons but would reeommelld, In 
times expended to seek out private marl· addition, a civil' fine for 'pos~es~fpn ot auy 
hutLnl\ uso," the Report states, "tho trend Js amount o[ mnrlhualla. und 'Would lhnlt cusual 
undoubtedly to Invoke the marihuana posses· translcrs only to. those Instances: where there 
slon laws only when the behavIor (posses- 15 no' remuneration at aU. CommIssioners 
slon) comes out In the open." poverllor Hught"s &lnd Javlts belieVe that, marlhU/lna 
Shater added: ":rhe overrIding teature at the should not be contraband~ that all ~ot .. fur· 
preacnt mArihUAna I"ws Is the threat of profit .lales .shOuld be eXcluded tram the 
arrest for Indiscretion." criminal sanction. and that the "oUllce or 

AlLor considering the effects and 5Oclallm- less" .requirement tor possCSllon In public 
pact of 'tnD.rlhual1l1 use, the Commission can· should be removed. 
sldered tour alternative &oclal control poU.. "A most Important- queatio,lr staid Gov
cles tor the drUs: (1) Approval; (2) BUmlna.. ernor She fer In explaining the commLUlon's 
tlon: (3) Neutra1liy; nnd (4) Dl&cOUl'llge· pOSition, "and one which Is IItllt to(l early 
mont, , to IIo115Wer, Ls whether the Wie of .lUllrlhulLnIL 

The Commission emphos!zed tha.t society Is lad or fashIon. It la possible that tho, wide. 
should not approve or encourage. the rec- 5pread usc ot marlhllana could '\"/ell dllla:p-
reat.lonllol 'Use of eny drug. On the. other hand, pear at Its own accord"t ' 
the Commission concluded that elimination In the Commission's opinion. the proposed 
of marihuana and Its use Is unllchleVllble, partlnl problblUon scheme would permit the 
and the drug's: rela~lve potenttaJ. for harm laW enlorcement comm\mlty to cOllcentr~te 
to Indlvldual8 and &oclety does not Justl(y a on what It Is best able to do~ reduce traffick· 
social polley de5lgned to seek out and Ilrmly Ing tLnd supply 01 the arug, At the sam(t time, 
punish tboso who tlSe 1t ' tho Commission b~Uel'es that. responsibility 

Tho most dimcult "question, the Commts.· for d.LscouraGI~g consumption should rest 
sian explained, wal whether'soclety should v(lth nCln-legal htst!h1t!ons. Jll\elt as family. 
try to dlSaundo Its members from using marl· schOOls. chUr,eh, and Lbo medIcal 'profession. 
hUBD&' or should dc[er entirely to Indlvldulll In antlelpntlon at tho Commill.,lon's rOe 
Judgment, remaining neutral. After length1 spondbl1lty to present. 1\ report all aU drugs 
consideration of this Issue, tM Commission In Un3, Governor Shafer said: 
chose ~ 'recommend to the public &nd Ita "From the many suneys and roseareh 
pottey-mnkers a social contt91 policy seeking studies, and fronl (,Iur 10rml11 and, hlformol 
to dlGC;ourago marihuana; use, while coneen.. bearlnga and deUbentJona, nls evldellP that 
tratlng prlmarlly*on tho provenUon ot heavy the phenomenon ot drug abUliC In our colm .. 
and very heavy U6e. try poses a very serious t.hreat to our socIety 

The Commission's next stop 'was to COlt.. which will require flo mBSSh'e I\nd sustained 
sider three ltgnl responses al l\ DloallS of Im- . clfort in drug education and In the f'!!vlslon 

f~~~r~~~fbl~r:n ~~)tJ~fN;Af;r~~I~~nb~~ :1~~ ~~I:~ ~~::tl~~,~~~eh~~~~~~~~'e:'P!~ 
(3) ~~.!'I~~J~~·lfl\810n explained that the tOtBl rcsJ)onses are In elfect only medlcatlolls that 

prOhibition ac:heme now In etrect. prohlhlta will help to contain the coclot U1n~!~ of ,druR 
!l11 marllluana-related behaVior. Inc1lldlnl( abu~e. The cause!! at drUG abme must bl 
possession tot' personal use. Partllll p~hlbl- Iden;lfted more preciSely And mUIit. be, II.t .. 
lion would prohibit cultl\'atlon and dlStJ;'lbu.. teuded to by the cooperative efforts 01 aU in
tlan of the drug but wonld not prohibit prl.. stlhtUons ot aur society. We wlU not be abl~ 
\·"te con.1llmptlon or acts telQ,~ed to cOI\S\imp- 10 deal etTectively wlt.h the problem 'of dtll8 
Uon. Tl'!c dLstincl:; tenture of a reGulation al)usc until wo find 1l11swcr~ to the larger 
'"{'Ilome ,(fegalh:atlon) Is that dlatrlbutloll of problem of the dlmlnlShiflg CO:1Cl"rn tunol1g 
the drUg Is lecal. Sl'ma o{ OUr< ;:JH .. b:r.l'\s for s\lch mntters .. 

The CommLs!lloll, rejecting both the lo'ng~rnllge pe~~onal objectl\'e.. seU.dlscl .. 
llresent. I},atcm anel the'regulatory lelleme, Plloe and thl! aense of pUblic ohlilatlon." 
wns at the unanimous opinion that marl· 
h\lana use ta not B sumelCPtIy grave prob. 
lem to subject .tts: Ullers tQ crl_InlllaL proce-
dures, but thr.t legalization w.as Inad ... ~nble 
10r " drug 'which does nlter short-term per· 
ceptlon, which b.\s uncertain long-term ef-

\\ 
II 
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3 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-SENATE 
.I:CONMt:NDATIO:Nr., ... 

1. Federal 
A. Possc54ton 'or mnrlhunna tor personnl 

UIO would no longer bit an offense, but marl .. 
huaD" pOIISC'Mcd In public would remain con
trnband 8ubJed· to ill1mmnry I'Iclzutc nnd 
forfeitUre. 

b. CIUUal dlGulbution oC small amounts ot 
inarlhUIlDB tor no remuneration. or InsIgnia .. 
cant remuneration not Involving pro1'lt woUld 
no longer be an offense. 

e. A plea 01' mnnhuann tntoxlC1ltlon shall 
not be a defense t.o any criminal act com
mlt.ted under Its Innuonce, nor shan proof 
or such Intoxication const.Uute a negation 
oC l\p~U1c Intent. 

11. state 
B. Culttvation, sal00t distribution tor profit 

and posscs.e.ton with Intent. 1.0 sell would re. 
main telonlell' (although we do recommend 
uniform penalties). 

b. P05aesslon .In private oC mo.rihuana Jar 
'Personal use would no longer bo an offense. 

c. D!aLrlbUtion 1n prlvat.a ot small amounts 
or matlhun.na for no remuneration or Inslg_ 
nlncant remuneration not involving a pront 
would no loneer be an offense. • 

d. Possession In public or one ounee or 
under ot marlhunna would not be an ot-

'" 

fense, but tbe marihuana would be contra- MEDICAL Rt;COMMENDATIONS 
band sUbJt!-Ct to summary ceizurc and 1. Fuller coordlmUon ot the mnrlh\1ana 
forfelt.uro. research cOltducted by governmental and pd-

e. Possession In publlo oC mora than one vnte agencles Is needed to reduce tho dupUca
ounco or marihURna would be n. crlmlnnl or- tlon or effort, Assure a diversity 01 new ap .. 
tensc punishAble by a nne or $100. proaches and new ObJcclh'cs, Dnd to provide 

t. Distribution In pUbllc or small amounts emclent Integration or flndlngs Into the avail .. 
or mll.rlhuann tor no remuncratlon or Inslg- able body or knowledge. 
nlncant romune:raUon not. involving" prc,fit 2. Research elforl,\; to develop an Itle:tpen
.would be a crlmlnol offense, punishable by a slve, easy method for dotectlng and quantlty
fine ot $100. Ing the presence or mlU'lhuana. In the blood. 

g. Public use ot marihuana would be a breath or urine of a person suspected or being 
criminal offense ptlnlshable by a fine of IntoxIcated should be ac~elerated, 
$100. 3. An accelerated pt'Ogram 10r IlUldlng 10r .. 

h. Disorderly conduct MSOClated with pub· elgn research lhould be undertaken 1m
lIc uso of or Intoxication by marihUana would medh,telY. 
be a misdemeanor punishable by up to 00 4. Increased support or studies which eval-
dnys In Jail, a fine or $100, or both. unte tho emeaey DC matlhuana. In the treat .. 

1, Operating a .vehlclo or dangerous Instru- mont- ot ))1l1slc01 Impalrmenti and _disease Is 
mont while under the Inftuence or marlhuanll recommended. / 
would be a misdemeanor punlshl\bJe by up to 5. community-based treatmerit laclUtlea 
01\0 year in Jail, a fine ot up to 81,000. or /Should be promoted In caring for problem 
both, nnd suspension or a pennlt. to operate. drug users utilizing exlst.lng bealtb ce~terll 
such a vehicle or instrument tor up to 180 When possible and appropr~te. 
days. 6. PUbllc health courses on the &O:lal na .. 

J. A plea or marihuana Intoxication shall peets of drUg usc should. be Included In tbo 
not be 11 defenso to any c_rlmlnal act com_ curricula of the schools of the health pro
mltted under Its InOuenco nor shall pmol ressions. 
or such IntoxicatIon constitute a negation or OTItElt u:coJl~MENDATI0H& 
speclftc Int.en~ 1. The Commission recognizes that 6O\'eral 

k. A person would be absolutely liable In state leglslat.ures b'>1.\'e Improperly- classified 
-Tho 13 Commissioners. prc In ballic !lgree_ clvU court ror any damage to pol'8On or prop- marihuana as 1ft narcotic, and. reeommentla 

ment. with tho Report and Its rccommendl1- erty which he cau,sed while under the Infiu- that they now redefine marlbunna accordIng 
tlons. liowever, Jlevcral CommiS3loners dl- ence ot the drug. to tile standa.rcb'. 01 the recently adopted. UnI .. 
verge .. with specU\e recommendations nnd ANCILLAR.Y kt.COMWENDA'X'lONS torm Controlled SubstnnceslAw. 
t.helr opinions nro presented In a footnote on In addition to thesa legal recommendations 2. A single federal agency source !ihOUld 

~~f:sf~fz~;~~' A brlet summnry ot this root- ~~il!~::r~~~~~n &t::::e~c~~~iu~~ "r~~~~~~~ ~n~~I~~~~~~=:!~~=e~ ~~:~niii~e~!: 
Ir~~~,::oners Rogert an~ CBtkr agree datlons aholtld he presented tor action. ~~~i~n~;~g~;~g~:~:r~oerd,;wg1.t:J:;:I;::::J.: 

:lmlnJl%a~~~:~~~n orpt'~:~c~~~::een::: Leg"l and Law Enrorcement b1l
3
'.'YTh· • 8p"'8\ A,"on om,. 'or Dru' ., Abu •• 

tlons, but reel that the contraba.nd concept Recommendations ~, ~ 
Ia not- a sUmclently strong expression or 50- r. Federal Prevention In Lho White House shOUld be" 
clotsl dllmpproval or the \lS0 or mnrlhuann. a. Y.cderal la.w entorcemsnt agencies, espe. responslblo ror tho coordination. devclopmen1i 
They would recommend; In addition. a civil claIly tho DIJrcI\u or Narcotics and Danger- and. content review or all rederally-supported 
nne tor possession or any amount at mnrl· OUB >Drugs and tbe Bureau or CUstr.lms, drug educational materIals and ,shouJd JtlSue 
huans In private fir In plIbUc. This clvi1 fine should Improvo their· stat.lstical reporting a report as soon as pos.s1ble, eV:LtWl~.g eJdst
would not. be rel'ect·ed In a pol1c~ record. systems so that pollctes may be planned Ilnd lng drug edUcation' materials. . 

ComndsslonerWarengreesCompletelywlth resources allocated on the basis of aceurnt,} 4. The CommIssion notes the· slgruftcant 
the statemenLs or Congreu;men Rogers nnd and comprehensive Informatlon. role playcd ,by the voluntary lector of the 
Carter but wishes to reemphasize that the b. The Federal Dureau or Narcotics and Ame .. lcl'm commUnity In 1nnuenclng t.he 
social potley and legal scheme II.dopted is Dangerous Drugs should Increase Its training 5Oclnl, nllglous and moral at.tlt.utles oC our 
~PPllca~l.o 0d,lt,to m:lhuana and should not programs of state ond teenl police with "pc.. ~;lt~~~::r:I~~t,i: ~~d e:C~~,!~~% t~~e t:: 
d:U:~~~~dVoc:~s r:~:t.;:~::C::~::I~~ {:~~ -::i:!':::~~I~~ !!::e;.ralnlng in the detec- active role In .upport of our recommended 

:~I~~~I~;:a t~; :::~I~~c~r~~ ae~~vd!taf.: c. Increased border survclllance, a tlghten- policy of discouraging the ulJe 01 mllrihllana. 
Purtherj he Is opposed to the use ot ar." Ing of border procedurea, a.nd IL renllsUc SEPARATe Vn:w,s "J' SI:NA'rOBS JAVlTII 

~:'o~nb!~!ii~~~~~l~!:d:hO express pur:';'. ~~a~~~a;!o~O:I~gg"\r::t!° J!~m~~:~t~~~c~~~f~X CommlMloner ~~g!:~::ator rrom Iowa) 

ag~Oe~':;f~e~e Hci~~IS~:~~l';~~:~in:~~'/ ~~:~:e '::~~e:ll~~;~~!:it~~~~o~l:t~{~~!~~~ ~~k10~~~::I~~:[ ;ha:~n\~~~g~ ~r:amta~:: 
dation tbat the private use ot marihuanA. or mll.rlblUma, are required. .. major. highly laudable s~ep In recommend .. 
be taken out or tho crhnlnl11 Justice syster".l.. II. state Ing that the private we of marihuana be 
dlansrco with threo speolfic recommendntlor.~ R. All states should adopt tho Unlrorm talten out or the criminal Justice uyatem, 
relating to tho Implementation oC the dis.. Controlled Substances Act to achieve unl- They CO~".Icur In Its t.hreshold Judgment that 
courage-ment polley. • formlty with regard to inarlhuo.na and other overAll socIal paltcy regarding 'tbLs drug 

F1rat, they would eUmrnate tho contraband drug laws. with the exception that the legal 8houtd .seek. to discourage use, while concen .. 
provtslon trom tbo partial prohibitIon scheme rcsponse to possession lor onels own Use be trating prtmarllyon the pr~ventlon ot Irre .. 
adopted by ·the CommiSSion. Second, bellev- uniformly adopted. In Ilccordance with our sponslble use. They disagree. however,,'WJth 
tng tbe Commlll.'Jlon haa not set. rorth a elcar recommendation 1n Cbapter Vat this report. three specific reoommendntlons relating to 
standard lUI to wbat conatttutes the Ca.!illal b. Each sinh sbould eAtnbUsh a centrnllzed the Implementation ot tllLs dlscourngemcnt 
not-lor.pront aale, tboy recommend that all compulsory t:cportlng and ,record-keeping policy. 
not-ror-profihalcs he excluded trom criminal authority so thl\t. adequate and accurate sta.- Firat, they would eliminate entirely .. tbe 
sanction, Third, thoy teol there Is no need tlatles of arrests. sentences and convictions contraband provision from the partlnl ;£i:: .. 
to retain crJmhlal sancUon on public posses- on a atatewlde buts are available. hlbltary model adopted by the Commission. 
flIO: or r:ro than 0bo ounl!(! or marihuana c. Those states requiring physicians to re- ~:r ;:;I~C!~I;II~~~~te:on~~8~n~ec::e t~~ 
~M~~~le ~:t~f.'Ufol;Cp~::~~~I~e~t "some ~~~~,:r~g~::"!u~~k;~:uI~ee:~~~ ~~I~~~~~: subject at disagreement even nmong lawyers. 

the conndentiaUty of the drug \ue,'s Identity! ~~~~; C~~:I~~I~~=~;:S~1l0~t ':n:~:;I~II:C~: 
;:elt~~ f!r::e~ l~eedlng medical help will !~~l~t~~n,'::w/~~~t;:~:n:!i.~~~'::'n:h::sl:~~te:d 

Ill. International as cont.raband would be sllbJect to govern-
It the UnUed States shQuld become a slg- ment. searcn and. seiZUre, even though the 

na.t.oJrr or the prop08od P:'yehotroplc COlwen.. underlylnu possession Is no lonser criminal. 
tlon, we recommended that cnnnabis bo re. The provlston-:;whlch does not ftpply to 
mol',ed. (rom the exlst.lng Single Convention marihuana held tor persopal use within the 
and. consideration bo given to Hating It In the home-Is considered by botb Commissioners 
proposed Psychotroplo Conventlou among to b~ Iln unnecessllry' .Isymbol" of tbe dis· 
drugs which havo slmllar eJIec:ta, CO\lragernent pollcY.lt·wlll Dot'toster eUml .. 
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CONGIU;SSIONAL RECORD-·SENATE 
natton "...: the ~18under.,tandlng and mls- from the crIminal 5ll.nctlon. It 18 funda- and Ware, ChIcago, toriner Superintendent 
~r:::;h~~:hpo~JC;. hallmark ot our curl :nt ~~~~l ;'~~t ~e~~u~~ a c~~::~:r~tl~~o~~: ~h1~hg~. llUnols Bureau of Investigation, 

CommlS5lonera Hughes and In.vlta seek to maklng-&eller, or "pusher" as he Is "known, 
eliminate 1t also because as Il practical mat-- and the Individual who mer~ly spllta tnc . 
ter It servea no 'useful Jaw enforcement pur~ cost oc'a reasonable supply of th.o,.drug with 
pose within the overall p:lttfll.l prohibItory ,his friends or f\cqunlntnnccs. 
model. It marihuana. held tor personal ullet Thirdly; excoptlon Is taken to tho reteh
within the home Is not contrnblL"ld, . why tleh DC the trlmlna) aanetlcn on public pos
shoUld marIhuAna held lor personal use .ecsslon ot more tban one ounce. 
'\'tUhln one'. nutomoblle 'be contraband? As The Individual who buys an ounce Rnd 
a malter DC fact, tbe area or operation of lbe a halt would be a criminal when he bUys 
contraband provision Is "xtremely n'arro"" on the cornel'l when he pUts It In his pocket, 
U one possesses more than one ounce oC when hI! geta In his car and drh'es home. 
mnrlhuaua. In public, It may b6 seIzed with· when he Is on his doorstep, but not when 
out regard to the contraband doctrine slnco he CI'O£"st!3 the threshold of hil!J home. AffJlln 
such po~lon Is a criminal vlolatlon. Commisalon policy should direct lho att.en· 

Since the contraband provisIon docs not tlon oC the law enforcement community to 
tpply to mnrlhuon& possesslol~ and Ulie In the person who lIells the drug for profit, 
JIt1VBle, the only etrectlve area covered by and not to the person who uses .the drug 
the contrnband provision Is the :uel\ of pos. prlvaroly. . 
session In pUbllu of leu than one ounce. The J! an IndlvlduiOl haa more thon a lew 
Oommlsslon has chosen to remOve the stlg· oupces in hlo po&Sooslcin', a,nd there La prob
rna of the criminal anncUon In thin kind at a.ble causo to bolleve t~t he hiicncis to &ell 
case. To Imposo Instead a contrabnnd provi- it tor pront, that acttvity Is already covered 
.Ion, whleh It Is argued Is In the.nnture ot a under the Commis&lon's TCcommendation 
~lyU "in rem" seizure Which does not op· thllt pOSS(l&Ston with Intent to sell l:J Ulegal. 
erato against tho peroon. 1a to cloud the Therefore, there La no DCf!d to further pro
Il15ue and to weaken the forct! ot the basic de· scribe simple publlo pos.seSSion. 
crlmlnallZAotlon stop. A perauulye JustIftca- All the component part3 at the recom-
tlon. simply has not been made. mended polley of the Commlsalon ehould 

Both Co~I55loner8 seek to ellrhlnat.e It be consistent with Us obJectlve ot non .. lnter· 
also because thoy believe that the voIce ot terence with (.I\./I\1al trnnsfel'lJ, Bnd possession 
tbe Comml68lon shoUld be loud and clenr and \ISO Which Is essentially and lundamen
that the preservation 01 the rIght of pri- ta.lIy pt1vllte and personal. 
vaay 14 ot param.oun~ Importance Bnd coh- The contraband deVice, the not-for_pront 
not b~ casUally Jeop:an11zcd In tho pursuit snle, and publiC' possession ot some reason
or BOlDe vague public or law enforcement In.. able amouni which eboUld be presumed to 
terrst which has not been deflned. and Just!.. be necessarily incident to prtvn.te uso ,hoUld 
fled With clarity and precision. aU bo 'removed from the ambIt of tegal ~nc_ 

The second area of ~1sngreement with the tion. To do so would ba to strite down "sym. 
Oommlsslon's recommendatlolls concern the boIs" of a. pubUc potloy wh1ch had navel' been 
casullJ distribution of marlhu&na and the adequately JustWed. .In the ftrst 1nat~nce. 
not-tor-prollt- sale. AS they Understand: Such ateps would 10 no way Jeopardl2o the 

(1) The totally donatlve transfer Is not firm' detennlnn.tlon ot the Comm1£slon that 
SUbject to I')rlmlna! penslty, regardless of tbf) we of marlbuana ought to be dlll-
",here It tDkea place. couraged. 

(::1:) "Illo traneflll' oC. lima" amounts tor 
truignfjrc(1nt remuneration not 'nvolving a 
proftt 1& not sublect to criminal penalty. By laW, the National CommJaslon on Marl. 

~o:~~te!~ lit isis ":~1J!~~15~~de:::nfn~~I~~n~~ :~~~ :e~~~r: ::r~s::o~l~~e~e"n;~h":'~~~ 
tIO(~J"';;::' transfer ot "large amounta" for ~~~:::~ al:;:=~~~~~~i:a:,~:n:a~i~~ 
""gnfjrcant" remuneratIon not Involvlng" cal party). .-
pront 18 aUbJect to criminal pens.lty. or the four congreulClho.l mtmW.l, two 

III " footnote on page 63 or ";he Report, wero named. by tll0 Presl«ent oC the &!t111te 
the Commlss:on refers to Il Report of tho and two by tho Speaker ot the ROUBe (two 
Senate Judiciary Committee on the Com.. 1rom eaeh politIcal party). .... 
prohonslve Drug Abuse I'rlIyentlon and Coli- Raymond P. shafer. Ohalnnan, lonnet 
trot Act 01' 1970. In s~bstanc.:.1t Implles that Governor ot PennsylVania., ChaJnnan of the 
within tho. meaning of the Act tran81erll 01 Board and Executive Director, Teleprompter 
more than one or two marihuana clgQrettes corporation, New York. • 
to return for liO cents or one dollar to cover DQn& L. Farmworth, M.D., Vice-Ohairman, 
coat are not In~ended to be,co\'ered as casual lormer Director of Health services, Harvard 
tramlers, but rather n.re to be trcated as Unlverslty, CambrIdge. 'Mas.sachusett8. 
unlawful sales. Henry Brm, M.D., DI~ctol' of P1Jgrlm State 
Commtsslo~er8 Hughes and Jalllt.a :leel that- Ho1;pltnJ. Woot Brentwood, Long Island. 

"~he~r':t::J::~o:h~Cb :~'~~e~ua~~~/~i~r:' tu~~;~ontatlvo T1tn Ule Cartel' (R-Ken. 
the publlo 01 tbe~l' obligations under ·the "Mrs. Joan Coonoy. Prealdent ,01 ,tho Chll
law. 'lb. recommendation and Ita dlscusalon dren's Television Workshop and Producer 
In the Report 801'0 confusing and faU to pro- or "se/ome Street," New York, New York. 
vide the Individual with Itumclent guLdtlnce Charles O. GalvIn, Dean or SOUthern Meth .. 
to allow him to aot without havlng to dodge ocltst Unlverslty, Law School, Dallas, 'l'a.tIL!J. 
In and out of illegality. It also undermines John A. Howard. Ph.D., P~e3lden~ of Rock
" bantc, stated objective of the Commls81on ford College, Rockford, m. "hd Pre&ldent of 
I.e .• to concontrate the w(lJght ot tho crImi- tho American Assoclntlou or Independent. 
hal SIlllctJon upon sIgnificant supply and collego and University Presidents. 
dl~trlbutlon activities rother than upon Senator HarG!d E. HughCl5 (D.IO\\'a). 
cuua) consu~p.tlon. ". Senator Jacob K. Javlta (R-New York). 
no~~~~;:~n~rc:::~~~~~ ~~:~~~1~o:,~~~u~~ Id!fpresentatlVI! POllI O. Roge~ to-Flor. 
public Is. in their opinion, "Incorrect. Such lIrollr.!ce H, See\'crn, M.D .. Protessor aUd 
~=:!:f~!1a!ri:~:~S-ri,I~o:~~~:~ih~y~~S::J: tormer Ol1nlnnan of the Depi\rtmel1t or 
be subject to Crlmlj'lRl sanction ls 10glen11y Pharmacology. Unlve~1ty of Michigan: Ann 
Incolislst.ent with the Commlsslon's roUonnle Arbor. 
and recommendation on decdmll1o.lUutlon :1. Thomas uncerle!der. M.D., Assistant 

, of slIch prl\'ate"act.lvttles. Professor of Ps~·chillt.ryj U.C.L.A, Neurop!!),-
Instead, both Comnllsaionera recommend chlntrtc IIt3UtUtC, Los "Angeles. 

LIIAt all not.tor·profit sal~s be excluded MUchell Ware. AUorne)', MaUR, .Mazzlo 

83-317 0 - 77 - 21 
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FIFTH CIRCUIT 

The petitioners respectfully pray that a writ of 
certiorari issue to review the judgment of the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit entered 
in this proceeding on April 17, 1975. 
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2 I 

OPINIONS BELOW 

The per curia'm judgment of the Court of Appeals is not 
officially reported, and is reprinted at p. I I)~ the Appen
dix hereto. The opinion of the District Court denying the 
application for a three-judge court is reported at 380 F. 
Supp. 404, and is reprinted at pp. 2-12 of the Appendix. 
The judgment and minute entry of the District Court sub
sequently dismissing the Complaint is not reported, and is 
reprinted at pp. 12-14 of the Appendix. 

JURISDICTION 

The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Cir
cuit was entered on April 17, 1975. The jurisdiction of 
this Court is invoked under 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1254(1). 

QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

Petitioners filed a Complaint in U.S. District Court alleg
ing that the Right, of Privacy, and other Constitutional 
guarantees, were violated by statutes which make it a crimi
nal",offense for adults to possess and use marijuana in priv
ate. The District Court denied petitioners' application for 
a three-judge court, and subsequently dismissed the Com
plaint, on the ground that the Constitutional issues raised 
were "obviously wi"Chout merit." The Court of Appeals 
affirmed per curiam. The questions presented are: 

1. Should a three-judge court be empanelled to hear " 
this case, because the Right of Privacy, and the other Con
stitutional issues raised ill the Complaint, are not obviously 
without merit or clearly precluded by this Court's previous 
decisions. 
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2. What standard should be used in evaluating the Con
stitutionality of these criminal prohibitions: the "compelling 
state interest H test, the "rational basis" test, or an "inter
mediate" test similar to that recently adopted by the Supreme 
Court of Alaska. 

3. Was the lower court correct in concluding that Fergu
son v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726, forecloses any judicial scrutiny 
of the legislative interests supporting the marijuana prohibi
tion. 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY 
PROVISIONS INVOLVED 

The Constitutional provisions involved in this case are the 
Right of Privacy embodied in the Fourteenth Amendment, 
the Equal Protection Provisions of the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments, and the Cruel and Unusual Punishment provi
sion of the Eighth Amendment. 

The statutes involved in this case are the Federal Control
led Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 801, et seq., and the 
Louisiana Controlled Dangerous Substances Law, LSA-R;S. 
40:961, et seq., the pertinent provisions of which are re
printed at pp. 14-17 of the Appendix hereto. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On January 2 i, 1974, petitioners filed a Complaint in the 
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana chal
lenging, on Constitutional grounds, the Federal and Louisiana 
statutes which make it a criminal offense for adults to possess 
and use marijuana in private. The Complaint sought a declara
tory judgment that the Federal ContrQl1ed Substances Act, 
21 U.S.C. Sec. 801, et seq., and the Lou'isiana Controlled Dan-
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gerous Substances Law, LSA-R.S. 40:961, et seq., were uncon
stitutional insofar as they make such private possession and 
use a criminal offense in the State of Louisiana. Injunctive re
lief was also sought against the enforcement of these statutes.1 

Petitioners co-filed with their Complaivt an application 
requesting that a three-judge Court be empanelled pursuant 
to 28 U.S.C. Sees. 2281-84, because the Constitutional issues 
raised in the Complaint were not "obviously without merit" 
or "wholly insubstantial." Goosby v. Osser, 409 U.S. 512, 
518-19 (1973). 

The Complaint alleged that imposing criminal sanctions 
upon the private possession and use of marijuana by adults 
violated three Constitutional guarantees - the Right of Pri
vacy and liberty embodied in the Fourteenth Amendment, 
the Equal Protection provisions of the Fifth and fourteenth 
Amendments, and ·the Cruel and Unusual PuIl:ishment provi
sion of the Eighth Amendment. 

In connection with the Right of Privacy, which was the 
principal cause of action contained in the Complaint, it was 
alleged that the marijuana prohibitions invade a number of 
"fundamental" interests or zones of privacy, including (1) 
the privacy of the home, in and of itself, and (2) the right 

1 Plaintiffs below, and Petitioners in this Court, are the Louisiana 
Affiliate of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana 
laws (NORML), and a person employing the pseUdonym "John Doe." 
The Complaint contained class action allegations, but this was never 
reached by the District Court. 

Defendants below, a.nd Respondents in this Court, are the Governor 
and Attorney General of Louisiana (hereinafter "Louisiana Respond
ents"), the Attorney General of the United States <>.ndthe Adminis· 
trator of the Drug Enforcement Administration, U.S. Department of 
Justice (hereinafter "Federal Respondents"). 
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to be let alone by government to develop one's personality 
as one sees fit. Since these fundamental interests were in-

· volved, the Complaint alleged that the criminal prohibitions 
were s~bject to "particularly careful scrutiny" by the Court, 
they must be "necessary" to the fulfl1lmfnt of "overriding 
and compelling governmental interests," and must be "nar~ 
rowly drawn so as not to invade protected freedoms." In 
the alternative, it was alleged that even if t~e case did not 
involve fundamental interests; it was necessary to scrutinize 
the statutory prohibitions to detennine whether they satisfy 
the less stringent "rational relationship" test. A.n interme
diate test was also proposed in the Complaint.2 

The Complaint alleged that the cri..'"l1inalprohibitions 
· against the private possession and use of marijuana were un
constitutional under any of these tests.3 The Complaint 
sought a factual inquiry into the state interests supporting 
these prohibitions, and in support it was alleged that: 

2 The Complaint alleged: 

The police power of the states and the federal govern
ment is inherentl), limited to the protection of the public 
welfare. Before the private possession and use of mari
juana can be criminalized, it must be shown (a) that pri
vate use of marijuana adversely affects the public welfare, 
and (b) that the adverse effect upon the public welfare 
outweighs the intrusion iftto prima facie private conduct. 

3 Sim~le p~ssession of ma~ijuana is a misdemeanor under Federal 
and loUisiana law. TIle penalty for simple possession, first offense, 
under Federal law is up to one year's inlprisonment and/or a fine of 

· up to $5,000. 21 U.S.C. Sec. 844(a). The penalty under Louisiana 
law is up to 6 months imprisonment and/or a fine of up to $500. 
LSA-R.s.40:966(D). These provisions are set out in Appendix D. 
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Each of the successive rationales put forward to 
justify the marijuana prohibition has been demon
strated to be unsupported and unsupportable by 
modern scientific evidence. Specifically, mari
juana is not a llarcotic, and its use does not lead 
to physical addiction or dependence; marijuana 
use does not cause crime or aggressive behavior; 
marijuana does not lead to the use of dangerous 
or so-called hard drugs such as heroin; marijuana 
does not cause insanity; and, marijuana does not 
cause users to "drop out" of society. 

The Federal and Louisiana defendants filed motions op
posing the application for a three-judge Court, and seeking 
dismissal of the Complaint. 

On May 29, 1974, the District Court handed down its de
cision denying the application for a three-judge court. See 
p. 2, et seq. of the Appendix hereto. The opinion of -the 
District Court indicates that the application was denied for 
the single reason that the constitutional issues raised in the 
Complaint were not sUbstantial. The District Court recog
nized that "insubstantiality" for the:;mrpose of empanelling 
a three-judge court meant that the issaes must be "obviously 
without merit" or so clearly foreclosed as to "leave no room 
for the inference that the question sought to be raised can 
be the subject of controversy." Seep. 4 of the Appendix, 
quoting from Ex parte Poresky, 290 U.S. 30,32 q933).4 

4 The District Court specifically found that jurisdiction existed with 
respect to the Federal Defendants through 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1331, and. 
that jurisdiction existed with respect to the Louisiana defendants 
through 42 U.S.C. Sec. 19p,3.' See p. 5 of the Appendix. Neither the 
District Court decision, nor the Court of Appeals per curiam affirm
ance, discusses any other issue. 
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The District Court's opinion addresses each of the three. 
constitutional issues raised in the Complaint. With respect 
to the Right of Privacy, the Court held that, the private pos
session and use of marijuana in one's own home "is not and 
cannot be classified as a fundamental right," and that the 
"compelling state interest" test was therefore not applicabie. 
See p. 7 of the Appendix. The District Court then stated 
that even if it were to apply the "compelling state interest" 
test, there was a compelling interest supporti~lg the marijuana 
prohibitions, which was protection of the public health and 
welfare. The Court reasoned that since these prohibitions 
were based upon the autliority to legislate for the public 
health and welfare, the Court could not "substitute its judg
ment" for that of the legislatures (App., p.: 10): 

Congress and the state legislature have both. found 
it necessary for gelleral health and welfare to tegu~ 
late the use and possession of dangerous drugs. 
This Court is in no position to substitute its judg
ment for that of the legislature. 

In support of this conclusion, the Court cited Ferguson 
v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726 (1963). 

<~\ 

'The District Court th~n addressed the Cruel 'and Unusual 
Punishment allegations, and concluded that they are also 
without merit, stating that "the court finds that the conduct 
is legztimately proscribed by the legislattlres," Seep. lO,ofthe 
Appendix. Finally, the Court held that the Equal Pr9tection 
allegations were also without merit, citing Ferguscn,. a1~~jn,' 

, "/ 
and stating that the Court could ·not question the legislative 
prohibitions because they were based upon "the authority to 
legislate for the publkhealth andwelfare." See p. 11 of the 
Appendix. The Distri,ct Court's opinion concluded (App., p. 
11): 

~-. . " 

/' 

\1, \ 

(I 

\:;,'j 
" 
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The Plaintiffs' request for the convening oia 
three-judge court is hereby and the same denied 
for lack of a substantial federal question since 
the allegations are plainly without 'merit. 

Subsequently, the District Comt granted motions to dis
miss the Complaint, adopting as its reasons the opinion it 
had issued denying the application for a three-judge court. 
See App., pp. 12-14. 

An appeal was taken to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit, seeking an order reversing the District Court 
and directing that a three-judge court be empanelled. On 
April 17, 1975, the Fifth Circuit handed down a pe! curiam 
decision affirming the District Court, which stated in full 
(App., p. 1): 

AFFIRMED, on the basis of the well-reasoned 
opinion of District Judge Comiskey, 380 F .. 
Supp. 404 (1974). 

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE WRIT 

1. This case involves important questions concerning the 
Right of Privacy which have not been, but should be, 

decided by this Court 

In previous cases involving the Right of Privacy, this 
Court has follqwed a two-tiered test: If the rights involved 
were deemed t6 be "fundamental," the statute infringing 
those rights had to be shown to be "nect~'ssary" to further
ing a "compelling state interest';; if the rights were not 
deemed to be fundamental, any "rational basis" that might 
be conceived to justify the legislation was held to be suffi
cient. Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 113, 155 (1973); Stanley v. 
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Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 564 (1969); Griswold v. Connecti
. cut, 381 U.S. 479, 497 (1965). 

The principal questions concerning the Right of Privacy 
which are raised in this case are: First, do statutes which 
make the private possession and use of marijuana by adults 
a criminal offense infringe upon "fundamentQ'~{ interests? 

~" 

Second, should this Court consider a new "intermediate" 
test similar to that formulated by the Supreme Court of 
Alaska in a recent case involving marijuana and .the Right of 
Privacy provision contained in the Alaska 'Constitutidn? 
Ravin v. State, Op. No. 1156, File No. 2135 (May 27, 1975). 

, Third, whatever test should be applied, is it "obviously with
out merit" that the private possession and use of marijuana 
by adults could be protected by the Right of Privacy? 

(A) Is the privacy of the home, in and of itself, a "fun
damental" zone or interest? In Stanley p. Georgia, 394 U.S, 
557 (1969), this Court held that the possession of obscene 
materials in a person's home involved fundamental interests. 
The Court's opinion focused upon two distincUnterests
the right to receive information and ideas and the privacy 
of the home: 

It is now well established that the COnstitution pro
tects the right to receiv~ information andjdeas .... 
This right to receive information and ideas, regard
less of their social worth ... is fundamental to our 
free society. Moreover, in the context of this case 
- a prosecution fo~, mere posssession of printed or . 
filmed matter in the privacy of a p.erson's own 
home- that right takes on an added dimen~ion. 
For also fundamental is the right to be free, ex- . 
. cept in very limited circumstances, froI11,unwant,; 
ed governmental intrusions into one's privacy. 

((394 U'~.' ~; 564. 
'\> ' '-' 

63-3l1 0 - 77 '\ 22 
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In cases subsequent to Stanley involving transportation, 
distribution, and "commercial" presentation of obscene ma
terials, this Court has emphasized that Stanely did not in
volve the right to receive information and ideas so much as 
it did the privacy of the home. See, e.g., United States v. 
12 200-Ft. Reels of Super 8 MM. Film, 413 U.S. 123, 126 
(1973). In Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 66 
(1973), Mr. Chief Jus-tice Burger, writing for the Court, in
dicated that the "privacy right encompasses and protects 
the personal intimacies of the home," and described Stanley 
as "hardly more than' a reaffirmation that 'a man's home is 
his castle.'" 

It would now be appropriate for this Court to rule direct
lyon this important question of whether the privacy of the 
home or other residence is, in and of itself, a "fundamental" 
interest in terms of the Right of Privacy. 

The privacy of the home, contrary to the District Court 
below (see App., p. 7), is related to, and emanates from, 
a number of specific guarantees in the Bill of Rights, includ
ing the Third Amendment ("No Soldier shall, in time of 
peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the 
Owner ... ") and the Fourth Amendment ("The right of the 
people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and ef
fects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be 
violated ... "). 

The privacy of the home is also an area about which Ameri
ct.ns entertah legitimate expectations of privacy. See, e.g., 

'Mr. Justice Powell's con.;urring opinion in United States v. 
Robinson, 414 U.S. 218,236 (1973). 

In a number of different contexts, this Court has indicated 
that the privacy of the home is "fundamental," "basic to a 
free society" and "implicit in the concept of ordered libert:y." 
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See, Wolf v. 9olorado, 338 U.S. 25, 27-28 (1949); Mapp v. 
Ohio, 367 U.S. 643,656 (1961); Weeks v. United States, 
232 U.S. 383,390-91 (1914); Boyd v. United States, 116 
U.S. 616 (1886). In Boyd, the Court stated in 1886: 

The principles laid down in this opinion affect the 
very essence of constitutional Hberty and security. 
They reach farther than the concrete form of the 

'case then before the court, with its adventitious 
circumstances; they apply to all invasions on the 
part of the government and its employees of the 
sflnctity of a man's home and the privacies of 
life. It is not the breaking of his doprs, and the 
rummaging of his drawers, that constitutes the 
essence of the offense; but it is the invasion of 
his indefeasible right of personal security, personal 
liberty and private property ... (116 U.S. at 6~0). 

(B) Is the right to be let alone by government to develop 
one's personality as one sees fit a "fundamental" interest in 
terms of the Right of Privacy? This Court has indicated in 
a number of different contexts that the right to be let alone 
- the right of personal autonomy -.is. a fundamentaL value 
in this country. In Union Pacific Railway Co. v. Botsford, 
141 U.S. 250, 251 (1891), the Court stated: 

No right is held more sacred, or is more carefully 
guarded by the common law, than the right of 
every i~dividual~'.to the -possession and . control " of 
his own person, free from all restraint or inter
ference of others, unless by clear and unquestion
able authority of law. As well said by Judge Coo
ley, "the right to one's person maybe said to be 
a right of complete immunity: to be let alone." 

o 

"0' 
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Similarly, in Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 392 (1923), 
it was stated: 

[W] e should not overlook the fact that the sP.irit 
of America is liberty and toleration - the disposi
tion to allow each person to live his own life in 
his own way, unhampered by unreasonable and 
arbitrary restrictions. 

See also, Allgeyer v. Louisiana, 165 U.S. 578, 589 (1897); 
Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438, 453-54 (1972); Stanley 
v. Georgia, 392 U.S. 557, 564 (1969), quoting from Olm
stead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 478 (1928) (Brandeis, 
J., dissenting); Roe v. Wade, supra, 410 U.S. at 154. 

John Stuart Mill eloquently stated this principle in Prin
ciples of Political Economics, Vol. II, pp. 560-61 (1848): 

There is a circle around every in~ividual human 
being, which no government, be it that of one, 
of a few, or of the many, ought to be permitted 
to overstep; there is a part of the life of every 
person who has come to years of discretion, 
within which the individuality of that person 
ought to reign uncontrolled either by any other 
individual or by the public collectively. That 
there is, or ought to be, some space in human 
existence thus entrenched around and sacred 
from authoritative intrusion, no one who pro
fesses the smallest regard to human freedom 
or dignity will call in question. 

This Court should now rule on whether the right of per
sonal autonomy, either standing alone or in conjunction 
with the privacy of the home, represents fundamental in
terests in terms of the two-tiered Right of Privacy test. 
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(C) Petitioners resp'8Ctfully suggest that this Court con
sider the adoption of a new "inteIfuediate" test for judging 
the constitutionality of statutes which are alleged to violate 
the Right of Privacy, as this Court has done in analyzing 
Equal Protection claims. See, e.g., Weber v. Aetna Cas. & 
Sur. Co., 406 U.S. 164 (1972); Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 
438 (1972). 

The Supreme Court of Alaska recently formulated a new 
test by which it judged the constitutionality of the State's 
marijuana prohibition in terms of the Right of Privacy pro
vision contained in the Alaskan Constitution. Ravin v. State, 
Op. No. 1156, File No. 2135, May 27, 1975. The Court's 
opinion, recognizing that there was "considerable dissatis
faction" with the two~tiered privacy test, Slip Op. at 5, for
mulated the following test: 

It is approRriate in this case to resolve Ravin's 
privacy claims by determining whether then~ is a 
proper governmental interest in imposing restric
tions on marijuana use and whether the means 
chosen bear a substantial relationship to the legis
lative purpose. If governmental restrictions inter
fere with the right of privacy, we will require that 
the relationship between means and ends be not 
merely reasona~le but close and substantial. 

* * * 
The privacy of the individual's home cannot 

be breached absent a persuasive showing of a 
close and substantial relationship of the intru
sion to a legitimate governmental interest. Here, 
mere scientific doubts will not suffice. The state 
must demonstrate a need hased upon proof that 
the public health or welfare will,in fact suffer 

I ,{\"v 
:-. \1,::\ 
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if the controls are not applied. (Slip .op. at 6-7, 
40) (emphasis added). 

Employing these principles, the Alaskan Supreme Court 
unanimously held that the private possession of marijuana 
for personal use by adults was protected by the Right of 
Privacy contained in the Alaskan Constitution.s The opin
ion of the Court, issued subsequent to the Fifth Circuit's 
per curiam affirmance below, was written by Chief Justice 
Rabinowitz. Justices Boocher and Conner filed concurring 
opinions. 

All of the Justices on the Alaskan Supreme Court agreed 
that possession of marijuana by adults for personal use in 
the home was constitutionally protected. See Slip Op. at 
40-41, 51-52, 53. All of the Justices also agreed that the 
.prohibition against the possession or use of marijuana wh!.le 
operating a motor vehicle was valid and constitutional, stat
ing, in the words of the Court: "The one significant risk in 
use of marijuana which we do find established to a ~'eaS'on
able degree of certainty is the effect of marijuana intoxica
tion on driving." Slip Op. at 33; see also, Slip Op. at 39-
40. 

The Court's opinion indicates that it would decide in fu
ture cases whether the possession and/or use of marijuana 
in other contexts outside thehorrie would be constitutional
ly protected. Slip Op. at 39-40. The concurring opinions 

5 Art: I, Sec. 22 of the Alaskan Constitution provides: "The right 
of the people to privacy is recognized and shall not be infringed. The 
legislature shall implement this section." As the Alaskan Supreme 
Court not(ld, however, the mere fact that the Constitution contains 
an express provision recognizing the right of privacy does not "yield 
answers'; concerning the test to be applied when statutes allegedly 
infringe on that right, or determine what scope should be accorded 
the right. Slip Op. at 13. 
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filed by Justices Boochever and Conner indicated that in 
their view the Right ,of Privacy protects some activities out
side the home, but they agreed with the Court's opinion 
that th~s should be reserved for future cases depending on 
the specific facts of the ca~e. Slip Op. at 52 and 54. 

The Court's opinion also mdicates that there is no con
stitutional protection to buy or sell marijuana, and no pro
tection for possession at home of amounts of marijuana in
dicative of an intent to sell, rather than for personal use. 
See Slip Op. at 4041. The Court also implied that the 
right to possess in the home might be limited to adults, and 
might not be extended in future cases to include juveniles, 
noting that "distinct government interests with reference to 
children may justify legislation that could not properly be 
applied to adults." See Slip Op. at 40 and fn. 69. 

Petitioners have lodged copies of the Ravin Slip Opinion 
with the Clerk's Office, and would commend it to the atten
tion of the Court. Petitioners believe it would be desirable' 
for this Court to consider adopting a new test for the Federal 
Right of Privacy) similar to the test adopted by the, Supreme 
Court of Alaska in RavilJ. 

(D) Wh\!tever test or principles should be applied, a three
judge court should be empanelled because the Right of Priv
acy a.llegations contained in the Complaint are not "obvious
ly without merit." 

There has never been any dispute in this case that the 
standard for empanelling a three-judge court is whether the 
Constituticm~l claims are "obviously without merit," "wholly 

, ifdubstanthii?'or so clearly foreclosed ,as to "leave no room 
f,)f the inference that the question sought to be raised can 

'ite the subject of controversy." See, e.g., McLucas v. De 
. --, eJ,amplain, _U.S._,43 U:S:L.W. 4453, 4456 (April 15, 
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1975); Goosby v. Osser, 409 U.S. 512, 518-19. (1973); Ex 
parte" Poresky, 290 U.S. 30, 32 (1933). 

The District Court below, in holding that the Right of 
Privacy and the other claims were "obviously without merit," 
relied primarily on Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726 (1963). 
Whether this reliance upon Ferguson is "well-reasoned" (as 
the Fifth Circuit believed, App. p. 1) or constitutes an un
warranted and inappropriate expansion of Ferguson (as pe
titioners believe), is discussed in Part II of this petition, be
low.~ 

The District Court also relied upon a footnote in Stanley 
v. Georgia, supra, where the Court, taking care to limit i~s 
holding to possession of obscene materials by an individual 
in his home, indicated that its ruling did not affect the 
power of the states or federal government to prohibit the 
possession of "narcotics," firearms, stolen goods, and other 
articles, noting that no First Amendment interests are ordi
narily involved. 394 U.S. at 568 fn. 11. Petitioners would 
point out that they do not challenge the power of the States 
or Federal Government to prohibit in the home the posses
sion of truly dangerous substances or items. However, there 
is another side to this issue which must be faced: what if the 
substance is not truly dangerous, and its private possession 
and use does not pose any substantial danger or harm to th1! 
public health and welfare? Petitioners must have an opportu
nity to show that, whatever standard is appropriate, there is 
no sufficient government interest to justify the criminal sanc
tions against private possession and use of marijuana. Whether 

6 Petitioners have focused on the privacy issue herein, but the Com
plaint also contained aIJegations involving Cruel and Unusual Punish
ment and Equal Protection, and the District Court applied Ferguson 
to each of these allegations. See p. 7, supra. 
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this footnote in Stanley used the tenn "narcbtic" in its 
literal sense,.i.e., opiates and opiate-derivatives, or in the, 
broader sense of "dangerous" drugs, it does not foreclose 
the issues raised here.7 in addition, as pointed out above, 
this Court has indicated in cases subsequent to Stanley that 
even in the absence of First Amendment interests, the priv
acy of the home, in and of itself, may be a "fundamental" 

,\ 

interest. See, e.g., Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, supra, 
413 U.S. at 66. 

Another case which is relevant in this appeal, but was not 
cited by the District Court, is Crane v. Campbell, 245 U.S. 
304 (1917)~ where this Court held that the states could pro
hibit the private possession of alcoholic beverages without 
violating the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment. i;, 

Crane does not "clearly foreclose" the constitutional issues 
raised in this case involving marijuana. First, the Court in. 
qane based its decision, in part, upon the "well known noxi
ous qualities and extraordinary evils," attendant to the use 
of alcoholic beverages. 245 U.S. at 307. As pointed out 
above, Petitioners are arguing that the private use of mari
juana does not have such consequences, :and that a three
judge court should be empanelled to hear this issue. 

\ 
Second, the Court in Crane reasoned that the right to 

\ . 

possess alCohol would "necessarily imply" th(f right to pro
cure it, and the Court noted that i~ had, previously rejected 

/ 

7 We do not think that, Respondents, would claim that mar~iuana js 

a "narcoti~" drug under any accepted criteda for, or definition Qf~, 
that term. Two state supreme courts have recently declared uncon
stitutional state statutes whiGh classified mariju~l1a as a "narcotic" 
drug and penaliied marijuana-related offenses the same as,,"narcotic"
related, offenses. People v. McCabe,49 m.2d 338, 275 N.E.2d 407, 
413 (l.971);Peopie v.§inclair. 387 Mich. 91,194 N.W.2d·878,8~7 
(1972), 
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Constitutional arguments dealing with the right to procure 
and transport alcohol. 245 U.S at 308. However, this rea
soning was explicitly rejected in Stan!.ey v. Georgia, when. 
the Court enunciated a right to privah~ possession of obscene 
materials, see 394 U.S. at 567-68, and in Paris Adult Theatre 
1 v. Slaton, supra, 413 U.S. 49, 66 (1973), where the Court, 
while not questioning Stanley, refused to extend this right 
to the transportation or procurement of obscene materials. 

In connection with whether the issues involved in this 
case are "insubstantial," petitioners would also bring to the 
attention of the Court a suit now pending in the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the District of Columbia Circuit, The National 
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML), 
et al. v. Wilson, et al., Civil Action No. 1897-73. The Com
plaint in that suit is sim.ilar to the Complaint in the instant 
suit. The' District Court Judge who initially received the 
Complaint denied motions to dismiss based upon a number 
of gro];lnds, including lack of a substantial federal question, 
and granted the application for a three-judge court. The . 
thre(~-judge court was empan.elled on March 14, 1974. The 

" three-judge court then received motions to dismiss on a num
ber of grounds, including lack of a substantial federal ques
tion. The three-judge court denied these motions in an order 
without opinion dated November 11, 1974, but in that same 
order the Court stayed the case until theconc1usion of an 
administrative proceeding in the U.S. Department of Justice 
(Drug Enforcement Administration). Whether or not the 
doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies will still 
be releyant wI': ,:,n this case is remarided < for a three~judge 
cotirt is an issue we believe should be addressed to the three-

,:judge court, if one is to be empa~elled, and noUo this Court. 
. 'The District- Gourt belqw did not mention or discuss the ex

, '''I J, 'haustion doctrine,.and this Court has long held that the ap-
, , 'plication of the exhaustion doctrine is within the "sound 

~ ( j 

J \. . , I . t ) 

~ J \ , 
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discretion" of the trial court. See, e.g., McKart v. United 
States, 395 U.S. 185, 193 (1969); N.L.R.B., v. Industrial 
Union 01 Marine and Shipbuilding Workers, 391 U.S .. 418. 
426 (1968); United States v. Abilene & So. J;?.R. Co., 265 
U.S. 274, 282 (1924). See also, United States v. Killer, 
477 F.2d 349 (2d Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 831 
(1973). 

2. The Court Below Erroneously Applied Ferguson v. 
Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726, As Have Other Courts. 

The District Court held that even if the private possession 
and use !Jf marijuana involved "fundamental rights," the 
Constitutional claims contained in the Complaint were still 

" "obviously without merit." The Distric1i! Court reasoned 
that even if it were to apply the compelling state interest 
test, there was a compelling state interest supporting .the . 
marijuana prohibitions, i.e., protection of the public health 
and welfare. Since th.es~ ,prohibitions were based upon the 
authori~y to legislate for the public health and welfare, the 
Court concluded that it could not "substitute its judgment" 
for that of the legislatures (App., p. 10): 

l' .• " 

Congress and the state legis~ature have both found 
it necessarY for general health and welfare to regu
late the use and pos~ession of dangerous drugs. 
TWs Court is. in no position to substitute its judg;
ment for that of the legislature. 

For this conclusion, which was the heart of the District 
Court's der-lsion, the Court relied exclusively .on Ferguson v. 
Skrupa, supra, 372 U.S. 726 (1963). 

The Fifth Circuit found this to be "well reasoned" (App., 
p. 1), but Petitioners submit that the opposite is trl1;e: This 

o 

I 
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decision elevates the phrase "protection of the public health 
and welfare" into a magic incantation that merely must be 
invoked to foreclose absolutely any constitutional challenge. 
The Court's re<}.soning, and its use of Ferguson, in denying 
petitioners even a three-judge court eliminates entirely the 
historic role of the Courts in protecting individual rights 
and liberties. 

This Court has indicated over and over again that the 
courts have the power, and the duty. to inquire into the facts 
behind a statute. In Mugier v. Kansas, 123 U.s. 623, 661 
(1887), the Court stated: . 

The Courts are not bound by mere forms, nor are 
they to be misled by mere pretenses. They are at 
liberty - indeed, under a solemn duty - to look 
at the substance of things, whenever they enter 
upon the inquiry whether the legislature has tran
scended the limits· of its authority. If, therefore, 
a statute prop orting to have been enacted to pro
tect the public health, the public morals, or the 
public safety, has no real or substantial relation 
to those objects, or is a palpable invasion of the 
rights secured by the fundamental law, it is the 
duty of the Courts to so adjudge, and thereby 
give effect to the Constitution. 

See also, United States v. Caroiene Pi-oducts Co.~ 314 U.S. 
144, 153-54 (1938): 

[W] e recognize that the constitutionality of a stat
ute, valid on its face, may be assailed by proof of 
facts tending to show that the statute as applied 
to a particular article is without support in reason 
because the article, although within the prohibited· 
class, is so different from others of the class as to 
be without the f-:!asop for the prohibition. 
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More recently, this Court reversed the Fifth Circuit in a 
case involving a presumption in the previous federal marijuana 
law. Leary v. U!'zited States, 395 U.S. 6 0'969). One of 
the issues decided in Leary was whether the presumption in 
21 U.S.C. Sec. 176a, which provided that a possessor of 
marijuana was deemed to know of its unlawful importation 
into the United States, denied petitioner Due Process of Law. 
The Court, in declaring the presumption unconstitutional, 
stated, 395 U.S. at 38: 

[W] e have. not 'confined ourselves to data available 
at the time the presumption was enacted in 1956, 
but have also considered more recent information, 
in order both to obtain a broader general back
ground and to ascertain whether the intervening 
years have witnessed significant changes which might 
bear upon the presumption's validity. 

In a footnote, the Court added (ld., fn. 68): 

A statute based upon a legislative declaration of 
facts is subject to constitutional attack on the 
ground that the facts no longer exist; in ruling 
upon such a challenge a court must, of coursy, 
be free to re-examine the factual declaration. 
SeeBlockv. Hirsh; 256 U.S. 135, 154-155 (1921); 
Communist Party v. SACB, 367 U.S. 1, 110-114 
(1961 ). 

In this Court's previous decisions involving the Right of 
Privacy, Griswold v. Connecticut, Stanley v. Georgia, and 
Roe.cv. Wade, supra, it was argued by the State that the pro
hibitions involved were supported byponsiderations of the 
public health and welfare.- In each "if these, cases the Court ,I 

/1 
II 
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scrutinized the legislative purposes supporting the challenged 
statutes. Such scrutiny is also appropriate here.s 

Moreover, the Complai~t in this case does not ask the 
Court to substitute its judgment on the wisdom of the law 
for that of the legislature, but to fulfill the historic judicial 
role of defining the constitutional rights of individuals and 
the . limitations on government powers.9 

F~'rguson v. Skrupa involved a state statute which prohibi
ted the practice of debt adjusting except as incident to the 
practice of law. In reyersing the lower court's use of the 
Due Process Clause to strike down this statute, the Court 
stated, 372 U.S. at 731: 

We emphastically refuse to go back to the time 
when courts used the Due Process Clause to strike 

8 In Roe v. Wade, Mr. Olief Justice Burger, concurring, indicated 
that he was "somewhat troubled that the Court has taken judicial no
tice of various scientific and medical data in reaching its conclusion." 
410 U.S. at 208'. In this case, petitioners seek a full factual inquiry 
before the three-judge court. 

9 In Ravin, the Supreme Court of Alaska recognized that the wis
dom of legislative enactments was for the legislatures, not the Courts, 
Slip Op. at 44: 

In opposition, the State argues that under Alaska's 
Constitutional system of separate but equal branches of 
government the issue is a "political controversy over the 
State's fundamental policy toward the drug marijuana." 
Thus, the "issue should be properly determined by the 
peoples' elected representatives." We agree that deter
mination of the wisdom of a particular legislative enact
ment is more properly the subject of investigation and 
resolution by the legislature rather than the judiciary. 
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down State laws regulatory of business and indus
trial conditions because they may be unwise, im
provident, or out of harmony with a particular. 
school of thought. 

Each of the state laws which were referred to in Ferguson 
as being mistakenly stricken involved the regulation of com
mercial or economic practices. See, e.g., Adkins v. Childrens. 
Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923) (minimum wage for women); 
Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905) (maximu~ work
ing hours for bakeries): Coppage v. Kansas, 236-U.S. 1 (1915) 
("yellow dog" contracts). 

This Court has consistently applied Ferguson when eco
nomic regulations have been challenged as unwise or unde
sirableunder the Due Process Clause. See, e.g., Seagram & 
Sons v. Hostetter, 384 U.S. 35, 47 (1966) (regulation of 
distillers and wholesakrs by state liquor control board); 
Fireman v. Chicago: R.l & P.R. Co., 393 U.S. 129,143 
(1968) (,'full crews" on railroads). 

However, there is confusion among the lower federal 
courts as to the reach of Ferguson, and particularly whether 
the principle of judicial nonintervention applies when statutes 
aire alleged to violate the Right of Privacy or other individual 

" 

I'ights'and liberties. In cases involving hairlength regulations, 
,l number of courts have applied Ferguson, improperly we 
believe, in sustaining the regulations. The Tenth Circuit, in 
I 

JFreeman v. Flake, 448 F.2d 258 (10th Cir.1971); sustained 
;~ school hairlength regulation using language substantially 
ilnde:qtical to that used by the District Court below: 

We doubt the applicability of the test of reason
ableness in the determinatibn of the nebulous 
constitutional rights here asserted. The issue should 
not turn on views of a fedyral judge relating to 

" 

, 
_1 
'r 
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the wisdom or necessity of a school regulatIon con
trolling the length of hair worn by a male student 
in a state public ~chooI. In Ferguson v. Skrupa, 
372 U.S. 726, 730, 83 S. Ct. 1028,1031, 10 L. 
Ed.2d 93, the Court said that the courts will not 
'''substitute their social and ecoriomic beliefs for 

, the judgment Of legislative bodies." The same 
\ 

• I principle is pertinent to dress codes of school 
boards. We do not read Griswold v. Connecticut 
as over-ruling Ferguson v. Skrupa. The Griswold 

. decision turned on the specific issues there pre-
sented. 448 F.2d at 261. 

See also, Karr v. Schmidt, 460 F .2d 609, 614-15 (5 th Cir. 
1972); Ashley v. City of Macon, Ga., 377 F. Supp. 540, 543 
(D.C. Ga. 1974); Farmer v. Catmull. 339 F. Supp. 70, 72-
73 (D.C. Utah 1972). 

In other cases involving hairlength regulations, the Cot'lrts 
have inquired into the interests supporting these regulations, 
and have declared them unconstitutio.nal when not support
ed by legitimate state interests. See, e.g., Bishop v. Colaw, 
450 F.2d 1069 (8th Cir.1971);Richards v. Thurston, 424 
F.2d 1281 (ist Cir. 1970); Breen V. Kahl, 419 F.2d 1()34 
(7th Cir. 1969); Barry v. Dwen, _F.2d __ (2d Cir. 1~),75), 
cert. granted, 43 U.S.L.W. 3621 (May 27, 1975) (No: ~4-
1269). 

Barty v. Dwen involves a regulation issued by the!,Suffolk 
County Police Department specifying the acceptable: length 
of hair, mustaches, etc., for individual police officeles. Pe
titioners believe it is significant that the Commissioner of the 
Suffolk County Police Department, in his Petition for a Writ 
of Certiorari filed in this Court, does not argue the extreme 
position of total judicial nonintervention based u,pon Fergu
SOli. Instead l it is argued t~lat the regulation is jilstified by 

'I , \ 
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a number of legitimate state interests, including the safety of 
the officer and the "morale factor." See Pet. at pp. 2, 6-7. 
Whatever the merit of these' asserted state interests, this is a 
fundamentally different position from that adopted in Free
man v. Flake, supra, and by the Court below, which was 
that the Courts could not even inquire into the state interests 
supporting the challenged statute or regulation. 

r: 
A distinction must be carefully drawn between legislation 

involving .commercial and economic matters and legislati~n 
which infringes upon personal rights and liberties. In Levy 
v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68 (1968), the Court discussed Fergu
son and related cases in the context of a constitutional chal
lenge based upon the Equal Protection Clause, and made the 
following distinction which we believe is also appropriate in 
connection with the privacy claims involved in the case, 391 
U.S. at 71: 

In applying the Equal Protection Cause to social 
and economic legislation, we .. give great latitude to 
the legislature in making classifications ... : . How
ever that might be, was have been 'extremely sensi
tive when it comes to basic civil rights (Skinnerv. 
Oklahoma, supra, at 541 ; Harper v. Virginia. Board 
of Elections, 383 U.S~ 663, 669-670) and have not 
hestitated to strike down an invidious classification 
even though it had history and tradition on its side. 
(Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483; Har
per v. Virginia Board of Elections, supra, at 669). 

As Justice Levinson of the Supreme Court of Hawaii re
cently stated, State v. Kantner, 53 Haw. 327,493 P.ld 306, 
317-] 8, cerro den~ed,409 U.S. 948 (1972): 

Any criticism which attempts to deter courts from 
inquiring into the constitutionality of laws mllst 

S3-Slr 0 - 77 "23 
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distinguish between legislation which seeks to reo; 
gulate economic and social relationshhips and that 
which intrudes into the purely private sphere of 
human life. In the former instance courts right
fully grant the legislature wide latitude for ex
perimentation in the promotion of the general 
good. But, where the State endeavors to intrude 
into the individual's private life and regulate con
duct having no public significance, it is the duty 
of the courts to offer a haven of refuge where 
the ind~vinl-,al may secure vindication of his right 
to be let alone. 

See also, Hamilton, Federalist Paper No. 78, The Federalist 
Papers at p. 469 (Rossiter Ed. 1961): 

This independence of the judges is equally re
quisite to guard the Constitution and the rights 
of individuals from the effects of those ill humors 
which the acts of designing men, or the influence 
of particular conjunctures, sometimes disseminate 
among the people themselves, ~and'which, though 
they speedily give place to better information, ' 
and more deliberate reflection, have a tendency, 
in the meantime to occasion dangerous innova
tions iri the government, and s(;;!ious oppressions 
of the minor party in the community. 
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CONCLUSION 
. . . 

For the foregoing reasons, this petition for a writ of cer-
tiorari should be granted. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Peter H. Meyers 
R. Keith Stroup 

2317 M Street, N.W . 
. Washington, D.C. 20037 

William E. Rittenberg 
Dale C. Wilks 

234 Loyola Avenue 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112 

Attorneys for Petitioners 

Dated: July, 1975 . 
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APPENDIX A - Judgment of the Court of Appeals 

IN THE UNITED STATES C()URT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE FIFTH CIRCUIT 

No. 74-2528 

LOUISIANA AFFILIATE OF THE NATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION FOR THE REFORM OF MARI
JUANA LAWS, et al., 

Plaintiffs-Appellants, 
v. 

HON. WILLIAM J. GUSTE, JR., Attorney General 
·of the State of Louisiana, et al., 

Defendants-Appellees. 

Appeal from the United States District Court 
for the F.astEl:n District of Louisiana 

(April 17, 1975) 

. * Before GIBSON , THORNBERRY and AINSWORTH, Cir-
cuit Judges. 

PER CURIAM: . 

AFFIRMED, on the basis of the well-reasoned opinion 
of District Judge Comiskey, 380 F. Supp. 404 (1974). 

* Of the Eighth Circuit, sitting by designation. 
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APPENDIX B - Memorandum <?f the District Court 
Denying The Application for a Three-Judge Court 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
Eastern District of Louisiana 

Civil Action No. 74-163 

The Louisiana Affiliate of the National Organiza,-
. tion For the Refonn of Marjjuana taws (NORML), 
et al., 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

Hon. William J. Guste, Jr., Attorney General of 
the State. of Louisiana, et at, 

Defendants. 

March 19, 1974 

COMISKEY, District Judge 

MEMORANDUM OF REASONS. 

The pl~intiffs herein have filed suit seeking declar~tory 
and injunctive relief against the Federal Controlled Sur- . 
stances Act and the Louisiana Controlled Dangerous Sub .. 
stance Law insofar as they make the private use and pos
session of marijuana by adults a ~rime in LOlHsiana. The 
federal statutes which prohibit the possession of marijuana 
are contained in 21 U.S.C. § 801-904. 1be Louisiana pro
vision is encompassed in LSA-R.S. 40:·966. 

I 
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Plaintiffs allege that these statutes violate their rights of 
privacy and personal Hberty guaranteed by the Due Process 
Clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments and by the 
Ninth Amendment as well as constituting cruel and unusual 
punishment under the Eighth Amendment. They contend 
that these laws encroach on constitutionally protected zones" 
of privacy since social, medical and historical facts show that 
there can be neither an overwhelming compelling state in
terest nor any possible relationship to a legitimate state in
terest which can justify the exercise of the police powers of 
the state. In addition they allege that the criminalization of 
the mere possession of marijuana is a violation of the equal 
protection clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments 
which constitutes invidious and arbitrary discrimination since 
other more potentially harmful substances such as alcohol 
and cigarettes are not subject to the same control. 

The anonymous representative John Doe seeks to main
tain a class . action. Doe's identity is to be revealed to the 
Court in a sealed affidavit. 

Presently before the Court for consideration is the pro
priety of the plaintiff's request for convening a three-judge 
court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 2284. 

The scope of a district court's considerations when a 
three-judge court has been requested is set out in Idlewild 
Bon Voyage Liquors Corp.v. Epstein, 370 U.S. 713, 82 S. 
Ct. 1294, 1296, 8 L.Ed. 794 (1962): 

"When an application for a statutory three
judge court is addressed to a district court, the 
court's inquiry is appropriately limited to de
termining whether the constitutional question 
raised is sUbstantial; whether the complaint at 
least formally al~egesa basis for equitable re
lief, and whether the case presented otherwise 
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comes within the requiremen~s of the 'three
judge statute." 

The present question at issue is the substantiality of the 
question presented. Several general prmcipals emerge from 
the cases. . . ", - . 

CfThe existence of a substantial qUestion,of 
constitutionality must be determined by the al~ 
legations of the bill of complaint." 

Mosher v. l?hoenix, 287 U.S, 29, 53 S. Ct. 67, 7 L.Ed~ 
148, 1922; Leverin$-Garriques & Co. v. Morrin. 289 U.S. 
103,53. S. Ct. 549, 77 L.Ed. 1062 (1933); Local U. No. 
300 A mal: Meat Cu,tters & B. Work v. McCulloch, 428 F. 
2d 396 (5th Cir. 1970). The Supreme Court in Ex Parte. 
Poresky, 290 U.S. 30, 54 S. Ct. 3, 4, 78 L.Ed.2d 152 (1933) 
set forth the dual standards under which substantiality must 
be determined. 

"The question maybe plainly insubstantial, 
either because it is "obviously' without merit" 
or because "its unsoundness so clearly results 

. from the' prevJous 'decisions of'!ihis court as to 
foreclose the subject and leave no room for the 
inferertee thatthe qu~stion sought to be raised 
can be the subject of contrOversy :" 

These two criteria h~ve~ been somewhat r~fined 'by the 
appellate cO"!~ts, 

"Insubstantiality in the claw may 'appear bebause 
of absence of fed~rafJUrisdi,9tio'n, lack of substan
tive merit in the> eonstitutiof.\Alclaim, or because in>·' 

. junctive relief is otherwise unavai1able.:\·~ Suchin~ 
substantiality may be evident from'~T.l,1~ frivolous 
nature of the c;l;:Jim or from previous decisions of 

.::;,' c' 
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the Supreme Court which require an adverse an
swer. Maryland Citizens for a Rep. Gen. A. v. 
Governor of Md., 529 F.2d 606 (4th Cir. 1970) 

In the present case the issues of jurisdiction against the 
federal and ·stab defendants as well as the question of pre
clusion of sublltantiality through prior decisions is not pres
ent.The sta.t~ defendants come within the provisions of 
42 U.S.C. 1983 since state action is attacked which alleged
ly results in the deprivation of constitutional rights. The 
federal defendants are covered by the issue of a federal ques
tion as alleged in the complaint under 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 
Although attacks on thecon"stitutionality of these statutes 
have been made in criminal proceedings, research reveals no 
civil action for declaratory or injunctive relief in which a de
cision has been rendered, 

The Eighth Circuit in The Herald Company v. Harper, 
410 F.2d 125 (8th Cir. 1969) commented on the problem 
of substantiality which we 'ourselves face in resolving this 
issue: 

"At the outset we realize; as Judge Friendly has 
stated, "these tests cannot be of mathematical 
precision. Previous decisions do not always fore
close new c~msiderations even though they are 

" . 
directly on rloint, as thecsingle district judges 
correctly th6ught in convoking three-judge 
courts in the.second flag salute case.: . and 
in the desegrelgation cases. The other basis for 
finding lack o'f substantiality, obvious lack of 
merit, is. stmr:ySS precise; judges have not been 
fitted with identical lenses for detecting just 
when lack of merit is obviously:such." Id. p. 
128. 

... 

" " ~ \1_, 

\'.,' ~: 
(r!~ 
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Plaintiff's causes of actions may be categorized into three 
general categories: 1) violation of right of pr3vacy; 2) cruel 
and unusual punishment and 3) violation of equal protection 
of the laws. 

The plaintiffs' allegation regarding privacy springs from 
Roev. Wade, _U.S._, 93 S. Ct. 705 (1973) and Stan-

'! ley v.Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 89 S. Ct. 1243,22 L.Ed.2d 
542 (1969). Plaintiff alleges that the conc'ept of the con- ' 

. stitutional right of privacy has now evolved to the point' 
that its mere invocation raises a constitutional issue. In the 
recent case of Roe v. Wade, supra, the court said, 

, , 

"The Constitution does not explicitly mention 
any right of privacy. In a line of decisions ... 
the Court has recognized that a right of personal 
privacy, ' or a guarantee of, certain zOnes of privacy, 
does exist under the Constitution .... These de
cisions make it dear that only personal rights that 
can be deemed "fundamental" or. implicit in the 
concept of ordered liberty are included in this' 
guarantee of personal liberty." IcL, p. 726. 

"The 'Court's'decisions recognizing a right of pri
vacy also acknowledge that some state regulatiqfl 
in areas protected by that right is appropriate. 
As notud abpve, a state may properly assert im
.p~rt:~nt jnte~ests: in s,afeguardi~g he~lth? !nmain-.'. 
tam1J~g medIcal standards anq III protectulg poten-
tial life." C 

Plaintiffintb'e,. prest'llt cas~baseshis claim to privacy on a 
far too expansive interprelation' of this phrase .. The pre~ent 
case does notre.st its roots in the First Amendment, Stanley 
v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 8? S. Ct. 1243, 22 L,Ed.2d542 
(1969), in the Fourth and Fifth Amendment, Terry v. Ohio,' 
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392 U.S. 1,88 S. Ct. 1868,20 L.Ed.2d 889 (1968); Katz 
v. u.s., 389 U.S. 347, 88 S. Ct. 507, 19 L.Ed.2d 576 (1967), 
in penumbras of the Bill of Rights, Griswold v. Connecticut, 
381 U.S. -479, 85 S. Ct. 14 L.Ed.2d 510 (1965) or in the 
concept of liberty guaranteed by the first section of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. All of the above cases have involv
ed concepts of basic and fundamental rights such as the 
right to marry, to bear children, to think and read .what one 
wishes, to worship God according to the dictates of his con
science, to acquire useful knowledge. Even :'Roe and Doe 
came within these basic provisions and to a large extent are' 
no more than a logical extension of the Griswold philosophy 
of marital privacy as applied to women. Plaintiffs'c1aim in 

. ! 

the present case rests on bare allegations of a general right 
to privacy to do what one wishes in his own home and with 
his own body. Although plaintiff does claim enforcement 
of this right of privacy through the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendment and through the Ninth Amendment he does not 
ground it or even attempt to ground it on anyone of the 
amendments which protect certain guaranteed r~ghts and 
which in doing so create constitutionally guarded zones of . 
privacy. The right of plaintiff to possess marijuana in his 
own home can under no factual or legal interpretation be 
classified as fundamental or implicit in the concept of order
ed liberty. 

The Supreme Court in Stanley v. Georgia, the very case 
relied on so strongly by plaintiff, qualified its approval of 
private possession of obscene material with the~fl)l1owing: 

': .I 

',; . 

"What we have said in no way infringes upon 
the power of the State or Federal Government 
to make possession of other items such asnar
cotics, firearms, or stolen goods, a crime. Our 
holding in the present case turns upon the' 1 

I 

j 
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Georgia statute's infringement of fundamentalli
herty protected by the First and Fourteenth 
Amendments. No First Amendment rights are 
involved in most statutes making mere possession 
criminal. Stanley, footnote 11 a.t 394 U.S., at 
568,89 S. Ct. at 1249,22 L.Ed.2d 551. 

The Fifth Orcuit in u.s. Drotar, 416 F.2d 9i4 (5th Cir. 
1969) uSE)l this very e~pression of the Supreme Court in 
Stanley, to uphold an attack on the constitutionality of "a 
guilty plea under the now rep'ealed provision of 26 U:.S.C. 
§ 4741(a) in violation of 26 U.S.C. 4744(a)(1) for possession 
of marijllana Without payment of the tax imposed by law. 
The court's reasonulg in Drotar reflects the part "fundamen
tal liberties" plays in definIng tJ1e concept of privacy. 

However, even conceding that plhlfltiffs right to possess 
.. \'. 

is fundamental even Roe &.Doe recognized that they may 
be curtailed by "compelling stateinteresf,', Roe v. Wade, 
_U.S._,93 S. Ct.705, 728 (1973.). 21 U.S.C. § 801 
and LSA-R:S. 40:962 expresses. the state interest behind the 
federal and state prohibitions. 

"The Congress makes the following declarations: 

(1) Many of the drugs included within this sub
chapter have a useful and. legitimate niediCaI·pur
pose ~d are necessary to maintain the· health· 
and general welfare of the American people • 

• ;. .-/-J 

. (2) . The illegal importation, m~nufacture, dis-
tributionand possession and improper use of 
controlled. substances have a substantial and de
trimentaleffect on the health ~nd gene~alwel:l 
fare dffif~ American people." it'u.s.c. § sol 

,Y (1) &. (2). 
\ " 

i"" ______ _ 
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The legislatlveintent of the state in controlling dangerous 
drugs is found in the'criteria set out in LSA-R.S. 40:962(A) 
(1·:8) and in LSA-R.S. 40:963(A). The fact that they are ad
gressed to the State .Board of Health reflects the considera
tions which moved the Louisiana legislature to control dan
gerous drugs: 

"In making such a determination the State Board 
of Health shall consider the following: 

(1) Its actual or relative potential for abuse; 
(2) Scientific' evidence df its pharmacological 

effect, if known; 
(3) State of current scientific knOWledge regard-

ing the substance; 
(4) Its history and current pattern of abuse; 
(5) The scope, duratioh a~d significance of abuse; 
(6) What, if any, risk there is to public health; 
,(7) Its psychic or physiological dependence lia-

bility; and 
(8) Whether the substance is an immediat~ pre

cursor of a substance already controlled by 
this section. 

"In determining that a substance is to be added to 
these schedules, the State Board of Health shall 
find the following: 

A. As to Schedule I: 

. (1 ) The drug or other substance has a high poten
tial for abuse; 

(2) The drug or other substance has no currently . 
. accepted medical use in treatment in the 
United States; . 

(3) There is a lack of accepted safety for use of 
the drug or other substance under' medical 
supervision. 

" 

J 
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Plaintiff alleges that this reasoning is incorrect by. virtue of 
recent ,scientific findings and investigations and urges this 
court to upset this. specific finding of the legisl'ature, In 
order for the court to do this 'it would be necessary for 
this cour,t to substitute its judgment based on social, eco~ 
nomic, histori(;.~j .and scientific evidence for that of the re
spective legi~latiites. The Supreme Court hasspecifiif,hly 

. turned.~way ftom such an approach in Ferguson v; Skrupa, 
372 U.S. 726,83 S. Ct; 1028, 10 L.Ed.2d 93 (l963). Con
gress and the state legislature have .both found it necessary 
fOl; general health and welfare to regulate the use ana pos
session of dangerous drugs. This court is in. no position to 
substit.ute its judgment for that of the legislature. 

Plaintiffs also contend'that the '~riminal sanctions, imposed 
for the possession and use of marijuana constitute cruel and 
unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment. Plain
tiff's allegation under this cause of aCtion has validity only 
if the conduct proscribed is disproportionate to the offense, 
Kasper v; Brittian, 245 F.2d 92, cert. den. (6th :Cir. 1957), 
355U.8'. 834, 78 S. Ct. 542.L.Ed.2d' 46 (1957), reh. den., 
355 U.S~ 886, 78 S.Ct.147,2L.E<l.1l5(1957). Thepun-

. ishment becomes disportionate only if the condnctshould 
not be. proscribed or only if the .punishmentis clearly arbi
trrury and without ratiOnal relationship to the crime~ Since 
the',court finds. that the conduct is legitimately proscribed 
by the legislatures'and thatH encompasses no fundamental 
right\the Eighth Amendm~nt argument has/no valid,ity.(. 

- ~'. ,~ 

\\ "":. 

Plail1iiff rests fimiliy on the prohibitions of equal protec-. 
tion. RJaintiff alleges that invidious discrimination i~,pqrsent 

I since nd\rational basis existsfortreatingma~ij:uana dIfferent i'c;\~. 
" - \', . " . ~ . ::'.- . 

from cigarettes or alcohol. Classification becomes unreason-
'\ . .,' -2··, \" 

;';.ab}e onlyc;'1Yhenthey are arbitrary and rest upon nOTational 
basis, Lindsley 'I'. Nadollal Carho~lic Gas Company, 22'0 U.S . 

.... , 

\., ..... 
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61,31 S. Ct. 337, 55 L.Ed. 369 (1911); Morey v. ])oud, 
354 U.S. 457, 77 S. Ct. 1344, 1 L.Ed.2d 1484 (1957). The 
legislatures, both federal and state, rest their distinction in 
treatment on their obligation and authority to legislate for 
the public health and welfare. It is only by substituting a 
judi/.;ial judgment that :this is incorrect that these statutes 
can be overturned, see Ferguson, supra . 

. The Fifth Circuit's admonition in Jackson v. Choate, 404 
F.2d 910 (5th Cir. 1968): 

"Except for cases on which there ('.an be no doubt 
at all, the alternatives to certification and constitu
ting of a three-judge court as unsatisfactory and 
administratively disadvantageous with no cOmpen
sating redeeming virtue of a substantive kind." 
[d., p. 912. 

"In this day and time of dynamic expansion of 
constitutional principles and their application to 
new and sometimes unheard of situations it takes 
judicial prescience of a delphic order to say with 
certainty that the attack is insubstantial. It is 
the better course - certainly from an ~dminis
trative standpoint - .to forego the doubts, con
stitute a three-judge court, and allow that court 
to determine initially this and other issues." 
[d., p. 913. 

is not applicable under the circumstances of the present case. 

The plaintiff's request for the covening of a three-:judge 
court is hereby and the same denied for lack of a substantial 
federal question since the allegations are plainly without 
merit. The right to possess and use marijuana in one's own 
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,home is not and cannot be classified as a fundamental right 
protected by a constitutional zone of privacy. 

lsI Judge Comiskey 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

March 19, 1974 

APPENDIX C- Judgment and Minute Entry of 
the District Court Dismissing the Complaint 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
Eastern 0 istrict of Lou isiana 

Civil Action No. 74·163 

[Title omitted in printing] 

May 31,1974 

JUDGMENT 
~: -:. ';, 

, , ,~' 

I Th~ Court having on May 29, 1974,for the reasons dic-
" b~t.ed into the record and the memo of reasons filed herein 
I~~) . • 

dhhhe 19th day of March, 1974, granted the motions of 
d~tend~nts, ,Hon. William J. Guste, Jr., Hon. Edwill,Edwards, 
Wil1ia~'1 B. ,Saxbe and Hon. JohnR. Barte~£, to dismiss: 

,/ It " \.it ' ~ 

ITJ~, ORDERED, ADJUDGED 'AND DECREED that 
there b~\j(tdgInent in. favor of defendants,Ho)1. WH)iam J. 

! \~ - .' .' -. - ~ , . • : '; , • 

Gus'te, W, Attorney General of the State of Louisiana; Hon. 
i Ed\vin i,Edwards, 'GovettJor of the State of Lotlisiana\ William 

~ .~~: 
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B. Saxbe, Attorney General of the United States and Hon. 
John R. Bartels, as Administrator of the Drug Enforcement 
Administration of the Federal Government, and against plain
tiffs, The Louisiana Affiliate of the National Organization 
for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) and John Doe, 
on behalf of himself and all others similarly situated, dismiss
ing said plaintiffs' suit at their costs. 

New Orleans, Louisiana, this 31st day of May, 1974. 

BENJAMIN W. REISCH, Clerk 
By: /s/ Nelson B. Jones 

Chief Deputy Clerk 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

/s/ Judge Comiskey 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 

* * * 

[Title omitted in prin:ting] 

Minute Entry 

July 1, 1974 

.r' On May 29, 1974, there came on for hearing motions to 
dismiss by each of the three defendants. At that time the 
Court rul~p from the bench granting the motions and orally 
adopt~d \r~ previous .Memorandum of Reasons denying the 
plaintiffs' request to convene a three-judge court. The Court 

• (I . 

now formally, adopts as its ·reasOns for jtldgmentgranting 

. (\ 



·, 

},.'" 

II '.>1 

)J 
l 
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defendants' motions' t()'dismiss its March 19, 1974 Memo
randum of Reasons denying plaintiffs' request for a three
judge court. In consideration of these reasons, a copy of 
which is attached, the d.efendants' motions are hereby grant
ed and the case dismissed . 

lsI JudgeComisky 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JU])GE 

II 
iI . 

, APPENDIX D - Statutory Provisions Involved 
;) , 

(1) The Federal Controlled Substances Act, 21 U.S.C. 
Sec. 801, et seq. 

Sec. 404(a). 21 U.S.C. Sec. 844(a). Penalty For Simple Pos-
session. 

It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly or inten
tionally to possess a controlled substance unless such sub
stance was obtained directly, or pursuant to a valid pre
scription or order, from a practi~ioner, while acting in the 
course of his professional practice, or except as otherwise 
authorized by this title or title III. Any person who violates 
this subsection shall. be sentenced toa term of imprisonment 
of not more than oneY,ear,a fine of not more than $5,000, 
or both; except that if lie commits such offense after 'apL'ior 
conviction or convictions under this SUbsection have.become 
final, he shall be sentenced to a term of imprisonment of not 
more than 2 years; a fine of not more than $lO,OOO,orbotlJ . 

. ~c. 202, 21 U.S.C. Sec. 812," Schedules of Controlled Sub
stances, 

(c) Schedules I, 11, III, IV, anq V shall, unless and until .. n 

limcndcdpurs~tant to section 811 of this title; consist of tI~,e 

83-317 0 - 77 ~'24 
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following drugs or other substances, by whatever official name, 
common or usual name, chemical name, or brand name de
signated: 

Schedule I 

* * * 
(c) Unless specifically excepted or unless listed in another 

schedule, ,any material, compound, mixture, or preparation, 
which contains any quantity of the following hallucinogenic 
sl}bstances, or which contains any of their salts, isomers, an~ 
I."lalts of isomers whenever .the existence of such salts, isomers, 
and salts of isomers is possible within the specific chemical 
designation: 

* * * 
(10) Marihuana 

* ** 
(2) The Louisiana Controlled Dangerous Substances Law, 
iSA-R.S. 40:961, et seq. 

Sec. 966, LSA-R.S. 40:966. Prohibited acts - Sch~dule I; 
penalties. 

C. Possession. It is unlawful for any person knowingly 
or intentionally to possess a controlled dangerous substance 
classified'in Schedule I unless such substance was obtair~ed 
directly', or pursuant to a· valid· prescription or order from a 
practitioner or as 'provided in KS. 40.:978, while acting'in 
the' course of hist>fofession.al practice, or except a's other
wise authorized by this part. Any person who violates this 

, subsection with respect to: 

(1) A substance classified in Schedule I which is a narco
tic drug (all substances in Schedule Ip'recededby'an' asterisk 
"*"), shall be imprisoned at hard labor for not less. than four 
years nor more than ten years without benefit of probation 
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or suspension of sentence and may, in addition, be required 
to pay a fine of not more than five thousand dollars. 

(2) Any other controlled dangerous substance classified 
in- Schedule I, shall be imprisoned at hard labor for not more 
than ten years, and may in addition, be required to pay a 
fine of not more than five thousand dollars. 

D. Possession of marijuana. (1) On a first conviction for 
violation of Subsection C of this section with regard to mari
juana, the offended shall be fined not more than five hun
dred dollars and/or imprisoned in the parishjail for not more 
than six months. 

(2) On a second conviction for violation of Subsection C 
of this section with regard to marijuana, the offender shall 
be fined not more than two thousand dollars and/or impri
soned with or without hard labor for not more than five 
years .. 

(3) On a third or subsequent conviction for violation of 
Subsection C of this section with regard to marijuana the 
offender shall be sentenced to imprisonment with or without 
hard labor for not more than twenty years. 

. ~ . 
Sec. 964, LSA-R.S. 40:964. Compositi()n of schedules. 

Schedules I, II, III, IV and V shall, unless and until added 
to pursuant to R.S. 40:962, consist of the following drugs or 
other substances, by whatever official name, common or un~ 
usual name, chemical name, or brand name designated: 

. SCHEDULE I 

* * * 
C. IJallucinogens. Unless specifically excepted or unless 

listed in another Schedule, any material, compound', mixture, 
or preparation, which contains any quantity of the foJJowing 

. . 
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hallucinogenic substances, or which contains any of their 
salts, isomers and salts of isomers whenever the existence 
of such salts, isomers, and salts of isomers is possible with
in the specific chemical designation:, 

* * * 

(10) Marijuana 

* * * 

---_ .. _--- -----' 
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NAnONAl OIlGANIZAnON fOIl THE IltFO!lM qF MAIlUUANA LAWS 

•• ~c."~' .. o D, " 

.? "", ~ 

2317 M~ET, N,W, WASHINGTON, O.C 20037 202,223.11]0 

JI~Y 27, 1976 

John Rector 'Iff! 
Staff Director and Chief Counsel 
Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear John: 

Pursuant to our conversation today, I've enclosed the amicus 
curiae brief recently filed by NORML in the California supreme 
Court. The question involved here is one of "moral turpitude~"and the 
dismissal of a teacher, but the issue of marijuana decriminahzation is 
discussed at some length and may provide tor you a worthwhile 
current legal index. . 

I've also enclosed a bibliography of books of merit on the 
subjer.t. 

LAS:pes 
Enclosures 
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QUESTION PRESENTED 

2 

3 The Petition for Hearing filed in this court contains' 

4 a number of issues r~latin9 to petitione~'s dismissal by the 

5 Governing Board of the'Rialto Unified school District. This 
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UEUHAFT. WAlKEIt, 
N/lWI & HENDON 

AnORNITI"T LAW 
i ...... OAOWAY 
~LANV.CAUI' 

"a.II ........... uO, 

~ curi~e brief will focus 'on the following issue: 

Whe~her a conviction for possession of a 
small amount of marijuana is cause for dismissal 
of a pUblic school teacher under Section .13403 (h) 
of the California Education Code, as a conviction 
of "a felony or of any crime involving moral 
turpitude." 
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BRIEF OF lINICUS CURIAE 

3 INTI\O~UCTOI\): STATEHENT, INTERESTS OF ~ ~ 

4 The National organizat~on for the Reform of Mariujuana 

5 Laws (NORML) is a non-profit corpo7atlon, inqorporated ih the 

6 District of Columbia. NORML maintains a National HeadqUarters 

7 in Washington. D.C., and activ~ affiliates in more than 40 

states, including C.lifornia. NORML maintains a We·st Coast 

9 regional office in San Francisco~ 

10 NORML was orsanized, and its me~bers joined and continue 

11 to BUppo~t NOltML, for toe purpose oi NORML j 5 representing ano 

12 advocating. before legisla'ti\9 and judicial forums the pexsonal 

13 and collective interests of its members in securing the decrim-

14 inalization of private possession and use of marijuana and the 

15 relegation of such matters to personal choice r.ather than 

16 er iminal sanction. NORML is. s,upported by approximately 20 I 000 

17 dues-paying members, including.more than 300 persohs who are 

18 presently serving sentences in prison for \dolation of sta~e and 

19 federal marijuana laws. 

20 NOm'lL, i's presently a plaintiff in two California 

21 lawsuits seeking declaxatory judgments that various 'pro'visions of 

22 the California Uniform controlled Substances Law, Health and 

23 Safety code sections 11000 et .!.!9..e, are unconstitutional insofat 

24 as they cxi.minally punish private possession and use of marijuana 

25 by adults. Such lawsuits are NORML v Gain, No. 697-445 (superi6r 

26 court, Ci~ty and County of San .'Francisco), and NORML v navis, 

'REUflAFT. WALXER, 
NAWI & HENilON 

"'"OIlNI"I'I AT LAW 
",O ... OADWA,., 

OA,ICUHI7, CAI.If' 

"." •• /110,"1",,:.1100 
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NO. C140940 (Superior court, County of Los Ange1es)-. 

2 In various other cases in the courts of this state and 

3 other states and in federal courts, NORML has petitioned for 

4 and been granted leave to file briefs amicus ~ for the 

5 purpose of advancing and represen~ing the interests of its 

6 members on the se,\:eral issues represented therein. For example 

7 NORML has recently been granted leave to file 'briefs ~ 
, 

8, ~ in the!.:fbllowipg cases on the issue of, the constitutionality 

9 of the record ~estruction provisions of Health & Safety Code 

10 Section 11361.5: In re Goldberg, No. CR 231566 (superior cqurt, 

11 LOB Angeles County), In re Mack, NO". 40072 (Superior C"urt 

12 sac:ramen to county) ." 
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STA'I'ENENT OF FACTS 

011 the eveninc:, of January 31, 1969, Thomas R. Mann was 

atre~ted in his home for possession of a small amount of 

marijuana (enough fOl: appx:oximate~y threei,cigarettes). At 

that time he was employed as a tenured t,eacbex by the Rial to 

7 unified School District. He was chairman or the social stUdies 

8 ospax:tment of Eisenhower High school, whe:te he had taught since 

9 1964. Police officers found the marijuana among Mannis personal 

10 papers in a filing cabinet in his bedroom. 

11 A criminal complaint was filed against Mann, and on 

12 February 5, 1969, the Governing Board ot the school district 

13 took action to place him on compulsory leave of absence, pursUant 

14 to section 13409 of the Education Code. In the criminal pro~ 

15 ceedin9, Mann Bought to supJ;?ress the marijuana seized from hi~ 

16 home, under section 1538,.5 of. the Penal Code. but,was unsuccessful 

17 Mann v superior court, 3 C.3d l (1970). On January 4, 1971, he 

18- pleaded guilty to violation of then section 11530 of the Health 

19 and Safety Code, possession of marijuana, a felony~ On Feb%uary 

20 8, 1971, the court placed-~lann on probation and noted in the 

21 minutes that it would uconsider the reduction to a m.l.sderoeanor 

22 if and when pr~bation is successfully completed. II 

23 That same day, February 8, 1~71, the superintendent of 

24 the Rialto School District formally alleged in a letter to the 

25 oist~ict's Gove~nin9 Board that cause existed to dismiss Mann, 

26 
TREUHAFT, WAlKER, 
HAW! & HENDON 

Anoalolna"'1"u,w 

aa-317 0 - 77 - 25 
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as provided for in section 13403 (h) of the Education COde.V On 

2 februar.y 17, 1971, the Go\'erning Board gave notice of its intent 

3 ,to dismhls Mann. The Governing Board then filed a complaint in 

4 Super 10r court on March 26, 1971. 

Before a hearing '-las held on the complaint, Mann Sllccess-

6 fully completed p~obation, and on July 14; 1972, the ~uperior 

7 court, upon the request of the probation officer and pursuant to 

the provisions of sections 17 2/ and 1203.43/ of the penal Code, 

1/ Education Code section 13403 (h) provides, in pertinent 

10 
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26 
TREUHAfT. WALKER, 
NAWI &. HENDON 

.. "O.Hn.",uw 

O".u.ttD,CALI' 
''' •• M.III' .... IUO 

- part: 
S13403. Grounqs for dismissal of permanent employee 
No permanent employee shall be dismissed except for one 

or more of the following causes:· 
• * • 
(h) Conviction of a felony or of any crime involving moral 

turpitude .. 

2/ Penal Code section 17 provides in pertinent part: 
-- §l7. Felony defined: Misdemeanor de£ined:Commitment to 

Youth lIuthority: Effect of gr:mting probaUon. 

(a) II felony is a crime which is punishable with death 
or by imprisonment in the state prison. Every other 
crime of public offense 'is a misdemeanor except those 
offenses that are classified as infractions. 

(b) When a crime is punishable I.' in the discretion of 
the court, by imprisonment in the state prison or by fine 
or imprisonment in the county jail, it is a misdemeanor 
for all purposes under the following circumstances: 

(1) lifter a jud9ment impo;ing a punishment other 
than imprisonment in the state prison. 

• * • 
(3) When the court grants probation to a defendant 

without imposition 9£ sentence and at the time of 
granting probation, or on application of the 
defendant o~ probation officer thereafter, the 
court declares the offense to be a misdemeanor. 

3/ Penal Code section 1203.4 provides in pertinent patt: 
-- §1203.4. Right of discharged probationer to change 

plea: vacation of verdict: Dismissal: Release from dis
abilities: Subsegueht offense. 

-5-
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ordered that the offense be declared a misdemeanor, that probation~ 

b~ terminated, that the plea of uguilty!! be set aside, a plea of 

3 Iln'ct guilty" ente.red, ,and the case dismissed. 

A hearing on the Governing Board's. complaint was 'held in 

5 June, 1973. The four-day hearing dealt primarily with the IImoral 

6 turpitude" issue. Evidence about marijuana .. including scientific 

7 reports and expert' testimony I was introduced ... The supeior 
" 

court held that the Governing Board had cause to dismiss Mann, and 

9 the court of Appeal for the Fourth District affirmed. Governin? 

·,10 

11 

~2 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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19 

20 

21 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

TREUHAFT, WALkER, 
NAWI & HENDON 
"nOJl~ty.ArL"W 

Board of Rialto Unifie"d school District v·Mann, 54 C.~.3d 368 

(1976) [hereinafter, ~J ' 

(a) In any case in which a defendant haa fulfilled.the 
conditions of probation :for the entire period of pro
bation, or has beEt)di.Bcharged prim: to the termination 
of the period .of probation, or in any other case in 
which a court, in its discretion and the interests 
of justice l determines that a ~efendant should be 
granted the relief available under this aeetion. the 
defendant shall, at any time after th~ ter~ination of 
the perioQ of probation, if he is not the:n '~erving a 
s.entence for any offense, on probation for any offense I 
or charged with the commission of any offense, be p~~
mitted by the court to withdraw his plea of guilty or 
plea of nolo contendere and enter a plea of not guilty; 
or, if he bas been convicted after a plea of'not guilty, 
the court shall set aside the verdict of guilty; and, 
in either case, the court shall the~eupop qismiss the 
accusations or information against th~ defendant and he 
shall thereafter be released from all cenalties and dis
abili ties reBul ting from the offense of which he bas 
been convicted. The probationel; shall be informed of . 
this right and privilege in his probation papers. The 
probationer may make such application and change of plea 
in person or by attorney I or by the probation office:t 
authorized in writi~g; provided; that, in any subseqbent 
prosecution of the defendant for any other offense t the 
prior conviction may be pleaded and proved and shall 
have the same effect as if probation had not been grnnted 
or· the accusation or information dismissed. 

-6-
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ARGUMENT 

3 I. DISMISSAL OF THOMAS MANN FROM HIS TEACHING POSITION WAS ONLY 
PROPER IF HE WAS CONVICTED OF A CRIME INVOLVING "MORAL 
TURPITUDE ... 

5 ' A. 'THE J'UDGE CASE HOLDS THAT TEACHERS CANNOT BE DISMISSED 
FOR CONVICTION OF A FELONY UNDER EDUCATION CODE SECTION 

6 13403(h) UNLESS THE FELONY INVOLVES MORAL TURPITUDE. 

7 Board of Trustees v Judge, 50 C.A.3d 920 (197S), involved 

the attempted dismissul of a teacher by his school board, under 

9 EdUcation code section 13403 (h) (. ·on the grounds of his conviction 

10 of violation of Health and Safety Code Section 11530.1 (now 

11 section 11358), cultivation of a sinyle marijuana plant, a felony. 

12, The Court of Appeal ~\r the Second District held that Education 

13 Code section 13403 (h) ,il·applies only to conviction of felonies 

14 invol:.ving moral turpituo!'!I~' 50 C.A.3d at 926, that the offense of 
Ii 

15 cult,;tvation of marijuana,; does not involve moral turpitude as a 

16 matter of law, id. at 92~,:"25, 'and that IIconviction at" a felony, 

17 standing by itself, is ri~t enough to warrant discipline under 

18 Education Code section 13403, subdivision (h) I II id. at 928. 

19 The Couxt of Appeal based its conclusion that teachers 

20 cannot be dismissed under section l3403(h) unless the felony in-

21 valves moral turpitude on an analysis of prior cases involving 

22 teacher dismissal under the EClucation Colle ~ .and other california 

23 sta.tutes I:egulating various trades and professions and containing 

24 similar grounds for discipline as those contained in section 

25 13403 (hj of the Education Code. ,!2.. at 926~27 and nn. 3 & 4. 

26 Agreeing with the trial court that the factu~l circumstances" did 
TREUHAFT, WALKER, 

NAWI & HENDON' 
"nO"""'''TLAW I,UO."",,,ow,,, -7-
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not warrant a finding of mo~al turpitude, the court of Appeal 

af!irmed the judgment of the trial court that Judge CQuld not be 

3 dismissed £ro~ his teaching position~ 

4 The court of Appeal for the Fourth District, in its 

5 decision below, exprcssly'disagreeQ with Judge on the issue of 

6 statutory construction I holding. that conviction .for any felony 

7 was s,lfficient cause for dismissal. ~i supr.a, 54 C.A.3d at 

B 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

375. ~e ~ courtls, decision on this point is not based upon 

any new analysis of the 1i:rJsue I but is merely a IIrespectful" 

difference of opinion with the conclusion drawn in Judge. ~. 

Amicus submits 'that the Judge haloing is 'better-reasoned and is 

based llpon an extensive analysis of the disciplinary pro\.lsions 

for a wide, ~ar.iety o£ trades and professions in California, '"and 

accordingly should be "d~pted by thh Court, 

B, EVEN IF 'THIS CO~T INTERPRETS EDUCATION CODE SECTION 
l3403(h) AS STATING TWO INDEPENDENT GROUNDS FOR DISI1ISSAL, 
THO~Il\S MANN WAS NOT CONVICTED OF A FELONY AT TIlE TII1P 
OF HIS DISMISSAL BY THE TRIAL CO~T AND C;9NSEQUENTLY 
HIS DISMISSAL WAS ONLY PROPER IF TIlE CRIME OF WHICH HE 
WAS CONVICTED INVOLVED "MORAL T~PITUDE." 

;~:: As indicated above, on January 4, 1971, Thomas Mann pleaded 

guil'ty \.o_,.:iolat:lon of then Section 11530 of the Health qnd 

21 Safety code; po'saession of marijuana, a felony. O!l. Feb'rua:r:y 0, 

22 1971, the court placed Mann on probation and stated that it would 

23 consider reauction of the cba~ge to a misdemeanpr upon the com-

24 pletion of probation. On cruly 14, 1.972" ,Mann completed probation 

25 and the couxt 'ordered that the charge. be reduced to a, misdemeanor 

26 that the plea of guilty be set aside and a plea of not guilty 
TREUHAFT. WALKER, 
NAWt & HENDON 
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1:1 entered I and the caSe dismissed. 

2 ¥\ . The he~ring on the Govex:ning Board I 5 complaint in the 

3 'instant mattel: was not held until eleven months later, on June 

12, 1973. Realizing that the Superior court had reduced the 

5 charge against Mann t'a a rnisdemean~J: and dismissed the case, and 

6 that trJe charging ;allegation in paragraph VII of the Board's 

7 complaint made reference only to "conviction of a felony" as cause 

8 for dismissal, the county counsel .• over Mann I 5 objection, success-

9 fully moved.to amend the complaint t"o add a "secondl! cause for 

10 dismissal under section 13403(h), ~, conviction of a crime 

11 involving moral turpitude. ~, supra, 54 C.A.3d at 374. 

12 

13 

14 
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16 
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19 

20 
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22 

23 

24 

25, 

26 

nEUHArt, WALKER. 
NAWI & HENDON 
Anc.JOIC'rI,.,uw 

OAcLMIO.CAUI' ".a.a.-..... 110. 

As the county counsel evidently,understood, and contrary 

to the rulings of the superior court and the court of Appeal 

below, the cot:rt order reducing the charge against Nann to a 

misdemeanor and dismissing the case operated to remove from Mann 

·the legal stigma of a felony ~onvi~tion. 

The leading case of People v. Banks, 53 C.2d 370 (1959), 

is determinative on this point.!/ This court discussed the e·!fects 

of the provisions of Penal Code Section 1203.4 at length, noting 

that when a defendant charged with aR ~ffense punishable either as 

a misdeme&nor or a felony ente:cs a plea of guilty to the felony 

Appellant Banks had pleaded guilty to violation of then 
Section 503 of the Vehicle Code, an of;ense p~nisbable 
either as a felony o~ a misdemeanor. Imposition of sen
tence ~as ~us?enoeu, and Banks successfully completed his 
ter~ ,of.probation. He diQ not move to have the charge 
J:cJu"d"ed to a misdemeanor anCf"'3":i.sm).ssed, as.he was entitled 
to do under Penal code Section 1203.4. Banks was subse
quently convicted of. violation of penal Code section 12021, 
possession of a firearm by a convicted felon; and the issue 
on appeal was wehther the Vehicle Code conviction was charge.
able against Banks as a prior felony. 53 C.2d at 375. 

-9-
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charge and the co~rt does not impose a pris.on sept~nce, but instead 

2 9Fants" probation and ... ..,spends the proceedings wlthout '~nt:ry of 

3 judgment, the court retains jurisdict~on over the defendant and 

4 the ~ of the action. 10. at 383-87. At that time. and unless 

5 and until the defendant avails himself of the benefits of penal 

6 Code section 1203~4, the defendant stands convicted of a felony. 

7 :ld. at 387. His status as a" convicted felon, howeve.r, is "not 

8 then final, and conditionally f,iubjeqt to expungement •.• " Id ~ 

9 such status is ..... on1y p:covis.ional j it could L. ill due course, [be) 

10 changed to that of a misdemeanant by pronouncement of a sentence 

11 to the county jailor for a fine. And even the record of a mis_ 

12 deme~uor conv,iction eQuId [be] changed to not guilty and the 

13 accusation dismissed by compliance with section 1203.4" M. 
14 Thus 1 a defendant who obtains an order upder Penal code section 

15 1203.4 for entry of a misdemeanor judgment and dismissai of the 
--1 

16 charge no longer has the statu,s of a convicted felon. Id. at 380~ 

17 383. He is, in the plain words of the' statute, "released from 

18 all penal ties and disabilities resulting from the offense of which 

19 he has been convicted." To be sure, he must obtain an appropriate 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

TREUHAFT, WALKER. 
NA WI & HENDON 

... TTOlIl<IlY .... TUW 

order under section 1203.4. .!5!.. at '3S8. Once he obtalns the ol:der, 
. :1 

however, he is entitled to the full benefits af the SUlrtute. Id. 

Indeed. t~ hald to the contrary woulq ~:~ to ignore the'~~lear re

habilitat1ve and remedial legjslative p~~poses of secti~n 1203.4. 
- ~\ 

In the instant case, the Cou,;:t ,.9f- Appeal below ~1?arently 
"-- . 

misinterpreted the, applicable law by ~ss.tim,i..ng that a plea t6~, a 

felony once entered constitutes an imm~ltabla jUd9men~ of conviction 

-10-
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of a felonye ~,sup.ta, 54 C.A.3d at.879-80. As ~ makes 

cl,ear, upc;m appropriate or'der under Se.ction 1203.4, the status of 

3 convicted felon is lifted and the de£eUdant stands. at most, 

4 convicted of a misdemeanor. Such was the status of Thomas Mann 

5 at the time of the hearing on the Governing Beatd' s complaint. 

'6 consequentl~, he did not a't that time stand convicted of lIa felony" 

7 within the meaning of Education Code section 13403 (h) , and he 

8 could only be dismissed if the crime of which he was convicted 

9 involved IImoral turpitude. II 

10 

11 

12 
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II. CR!MES INVOLVING "MORl\L TURPITUDE" l\RE THOSE WHICH ARE "BASE, 
VILE, OR DEPRAVED," OR WHICH DEMONSTRATE UNFITNESS TO 
PRACTICE ONE'S PROFESSION 

In a recent case involving an attorney disciplinary 

proceeding, In r8 Higbie 1 6 C.3d 562 (1972), this court described 

5 the concept of "moral turpitude!! as follows: 

6 UMvral turpitude II is an elusi"e concept incapable 
of precise general nefinition. One dramatic expo-

7 sition of the term '''as rendered by this court in 
1938; and has since been consistently followed: 

8 Han act of baseness, vileness or depravity in the 
private or social duties which a man owes to his 
fellowmen, or to society in general~ contrary to 
the accepted and customary rUle of right and duty 

10 between man and men." (In re Craig (1938) 12 Ca1.2d 
93, 97 .•. ; see also YflKOV v Board of Medical Examiners 

11 (1968) 68 ca1.2d 67, 73 ... ; In re Boyd (1957) 49 
ca1.2d 69, 70 ••• 

12 

13 6 C.3d at 569. The Court particularly emphasized the issue of 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

whether the conduct demonstrated unfitness to practice one's 

profession: 

"In evaluatihg conduct that mayor may not involve 
moral turpitudej we ·must recognize the purpose for 
which we ba"e established the "moral turpi tude ll 

standard: to enSUre that the public, the co.urts. 
and the ·profession are protected against unsuitable 
legal practitioners. (See Hallinan v committee of 
Bar Examiners (1966) 65 Cal.2d 447, 471-472 ••• ; In 
re Rothrock, supra, 16 Cal;.2d at p. 454; cf. yakov 
v Boa~d of Medical Examiners, s)p)a. 68 Cal.2cr-at"""' 
~. 7~ and fn. 6 (med~cal doctor. The objective 
is not to impose punishment upon members of the 
profession. To hold that an act of a practitioner 
constitutes moral turpitude is to characterize him 
as unsuitable to practice law. ' 

24 6 C.3d at 570. Accord, Cartwright v.'Board of Chiropractic 

25 Examiners, 16 C.3d 762, 767 (1976). Thus, in terms particularly 

26 appropriate to the instant case, this Court emphasized in 

nEUHAfT, WALKER. 
NAWI & H!NDON 

"'TTOllff"' AT UW 
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Morrison v state Board of Education, 1 C.3d 214 (1969), that 

2 ~rivate' conduct of a teacher ~ay not be the basis for dismissal 

3 unless it significantly impairs his ability to teach: 

4 Terms such as ... Umot:al turpitude" stretch over so wide 
a range that they embrace an unlimited area of 

5 conduct. In us ina them the Legislature surely did 
not mean to endow the employing agency with the 

6 power to dismiss any employee whose personal. private 
conduct ~ncurred 1ts d1sapproval. Hence the courts 

7 ha\"e consistently related the tel:ms to the issue of 
whether, when applied to the performance of the 

8 employee on ,the job, the employee has disqualified 
himself. 

9 

10 Id. at 224-25 (emphasis added). 

11 
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In. PRIVATE POSSESSION OF A SHALL MIOUNT OF MAIIIJUANA IS NOT 
A CRIME INVOLVING "HORAL TURPI~'UDE." 

A. THE HIGBIE CASE HOLDS THAT POSSESSION OR USE OF 
MARIJiiJiNilIS NOT A CRIME INVOLVING "MORAL TURPITUDE." 

f' 

5 In In Ie Higbie, supra, \ this court clearly indicated 

6 that simple possession or use of marijuana, in and of itself I 

7 is not a crime involvin~ motal tur.pitude: 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

possession at use of marijuana is, of course, 
unlawful (see Health & safety code, §ll530 et aeq.), 
but measured by the morals of the day (In re 
Hatch~ sMpra, 10 cal.o2d at p. 151) its pos'Seesion 
"Or"\"iSes oes not con!:Jtitute nan act of baseness, 
vileness, or depravity •• ~contrary to tne accepted 
and customax:y rule 01:.. right and duty between man 
and mann (In re Cra~q; supra, 12 Cal.2d at p. 97), 
or indicate that a~ attorney is unable to ~eet 
the professional and tiduoiary duties of his 
·practice .. 

6 C.3t1 at 572.21 See abo EooId of Trustees" Judge, supra, 50 

15 C.A.3d at 923. 

16 There have been'a number of important developmenta--in 

17 the legislatul:es, cou!:ts, scientific community I and in public 

18 opinion __ since the ~ decision in 1972 which confirm this 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
T~EUHAFT, WALKER, 
>lAWI & HENDON 

A'rlOIlH' .... "TUW 
I.'OS.IIOADWAY· 

'the difference:s between the factual circumstances of II 
H~gbie and those of th~ instant 'case underline the s19nifi
~of this court's statements.. In Higbie, this court 
held that respondent. Higbie's conduct 1nvo ved moral tur
pitude because he was intimately involved in a scheme ,to 
~mu99'le marijuana into the Un.;'ted states from Mexico, )~on
dllcl:; for wbich be ul tirnately pleadea guilty to Violations of 
federal law. ·6 C.3d at 567-68, 573. l'he distinction be
tween such a cours~ of condu·ct and Thomas Mann's possession 
of less than an ounce of. marijuana in his bedroom is evident. 
Even considerin9 the nat.u~e of Higbie's Offense. however, 
this court did not disbal: Higbie, but instead imposed only 
a two-year ~uspension of the practice of law, with the second 
year beiog a probationary period dUring which Higbie was 
actually allowed to ~~~age in the-practice of law. ~. at 
574. 'I.i' 

-14-
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~ourt's judgment that possession or use of marijuana is not a 

ct',ime involving moral ~turpitude. These developments are dis-

3 cussed in the succeeding sections of this brief. 

4 

5 

6 

B. RECENT LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN ClILIFORNIA AND 
OTHER JURISDICTIONS DEMONSTRATE A CLEAR TREND 
TOWARD GREATLY REDUCED PENALTIES FOR POSSESSION 
OF MARIJUANA. 

7 In In re Higbie, supra, this Court noted the trend, evideJ?t 

8 even at that time, toward sharply reduced penalties for marijuana 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

, 23 

24 

possession offenses: 

••. [Tjhe possession and use of mar1Juana at the pres¢nt 
time raises controversial que'stions, to which automatic 
answers cannot be given. Lawmakers, legal scholars, 
physicians, and sociologists are divided in opinion 
as to the wisdom of prohibiting or punishing these 
acts. In response to demands from sources of the high
est integrity that marijuana be treated differently 
from othel: drugs, and that punishments for its use 
be eliminated or significantly ameliol:ated, the congress 
in 1970 reduced the crime of unlat<lful possession or 
unremunerated distribution of marijuana from felony to 
misdemeanor status, providing for the probation and 

,eventual expunging of records of those who are first 
offendexs. (See 21 U.S.C. §§B41 (b) (4). B'i4.) The 
California Legislature had in 1968 similarly responded, 
reducing the crime of first offense marijuana posses
sion fr.om a felony to a fel~ny-misdemeanor, and pro
viding for incarceration in county jails rather than 
the state pxisons. (Heal,th & Saf. Code, §1l530.) 

6 C.Sd at 571 (footnotes omitted). 

This trend toward' reduced penalties for marijuana p~ssession 

has continued and accelerated sirlce the Higbie decision in 1972 .. 

In 1972, possession of marijuana was still punishaple as a felony 

in a number of states: as of today, possession of a small amount of 

25 mar ij ua~a is a ",!isdemeanor in all states except Nevada and Arizona. In 

Nevada, whlle possession is stUi a felony, conditional discharge is authorized for 

r~EUHAFT. \ first offenders. In Arlzoria, possession' can be proSecuted as either a felony or 
"NAwt & HE misdemeanor. 

_"OIlNI'I'& ATUW I -!!:.::.: , . 
T.UHl ........ la .. · 
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In addition, there are now eight states, including 

2 C~lifoJ:nia, \-,hieh no longer arrest or imprison persons 'at all for 

3 possession of a small amount of marijuana. While the provisions 

of these eight state laws vary, they are all similar in that posses 

5 sion of a specified amount of marijuana is subject to a c~tation-

6 enforced fine, rather than arrest and possible imprisonment, and 

7 there is no permanent criminal record. The £irst state to adopt 

8 this approach was Oregon in 1973, which provided for a $100 maximum 

9 civil fine for pdssession of up to 1 oz. of marijuana. Since 1973; 

10 similar laws have been adopted in Alaska, Maine, Colorado, eali-

11 farnia, Ohio, South Dakota, and Minnesota~ The following chart 

12 summarizes the provisions of these laws: 
MAX. FINE MAX. AMT. 

13 ~ IMPOSED POSSESSED 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

TREUHAfT, WALKER. 
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Oregon 

Alaska 

Maine 

coloradob 

b 
Calif • 

b 
Ohio 

South 
Dakota 

$100.00 

$200.00 

$200.00 

$100.00' 

$100.00 

$100.00 

$ 20.00 

1 oz. 

Any e.mount in 
private for per-
sonal use ot 1 oz 
in p~Llic 

" a 
J.riy amount for 

//personal use 

1 oz. 

1 oz. 

100 grams (appx. 
3-1/2 oz.) 

1 oz. 

-16-

CRIMINAL OR EFFECTIVE 
OIVIL VIOLA- DATE 
TION 
CJ.v1l Oct. 5, 1913 

civil Mar .. 1, 1976 

Civil Mar. 1, ),976 

Class .J~~y 1, 1975 
petty offense 
--no cr iminal 
record 

Misdemeanor - Jan. ~t 1976 
no 'permancn. t 
criminal 
~ecord 

Minor misde- Nov. 22, 1975 
meanor - no 
crim. record 

civil Apr. 1, 1977 
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MAX. FINE MAX. 1\MT. 

2 
IMPOSED POSSESSED 

CRIMINAL OR EFFECTIVE 
CIVIL VIOLA- DATE 
TION 

c 
$100.00 1-1/2 oz. 3 Minn. Civil Apr. 10, 1976 

5 

6 

7 

9 

10 

aThere is a rebuttable presumption that possession of less than 
1-~/2 oz. is for personal use, and possession of more than 1-112 
oz. is with an intent to distribute. 

bnistribution of marijuana by gift, or for no remuneration, is 
treated the same as possession in four states: California (for 
up to 1 oz), colorado (up to 1 oz.), Ohio (up tp 20 gr.), and 
Minnesota (up to 1-1/2 oz.). 

Conly Minnesota provides for increased penalties for second offenses: 
0-90 days in jail and/or a $300 fine for second offense within a 
two year per iod • 

11 The provisions of these laws are set out in more detail in Appendix 

12 A of this arief, attached hereto. 

13 Most si~nificant for the instant case, of course, is the 

14 substantial change in California law brought about by the enactment 

15 law year of senate Bill No .. 95, which became effecti~e January 1, 

16 1976. Passage of S .. B .. 95 followed an extensive investigation by 

17 a Select committee of the state Senate of the medical and scien-

18 tific evidence, constitutional and law enforcement considerations,. 

19 and social policy priorities related to the possession and use of 

20 marijuana. The major conclusions of "the Select Committee demon-

21 strate a l¢gislative ~etermination to minimize penal tie's for posses-

22 sian and use of marijuana: 

23 

24 

25 

26 

TREUHAFT. WALKER, 
NAW, & HENDON 
I\nO""'''IJ,tIru.w 

1.. The Committee finds, even assuming marijuana has 
some undesirable or harmful properties, attempts 
at prohibi ticn through utilization of the crim
inal law is not a proper approach in controlling 
these properties and effects. 

2. The Committee fUrther finds private use of.marijuana 
is a private act. 

-17-



3 

4 

5 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
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3. ,.,1arijuana use is to be regardet? as involving primarily 
a risk to the individual ~ser .. 

4. The State does not have sufficient compelling intex:est 
to prevent the in,dj"vidual ~ser. 

5. Marijuana use is not a·threat to public health, safety 
or morals so as 1 to warrant state intrusion. 

6.. The use of marijuana' is not su-=h a tl'lreat to society 
to warrant the jailing of ~eople as a way to deal witl~ 
the attenaant issue~. 

7. The State does not have the rasp.0nsibility to protect 
an individual against the pol:entially ba"rmful effe~t:s 
of a drug when these are still unknown andi)whe:n all 
the evidence suggests they are no greater lin seve.ti ty f 
and possibly not so muell different in kind:, than those 
from other socially ac~eptable dru9s~ 

8. If the individual needs to have some deterrent to 
over-Use of a drug t brinqing the individual into the 
cri,minal justice system does not constitute a 
desiraple way of accomplishing this enda 

9. The benefits, compared to the dollars sl'ent by the 
State and the,social costs suffered by the individual; 
are not worth the use of the criminal process. 

10. One cannot justify a law which in actual practice can 
only be selectively enforced a 

17 California Legislature, Senate Select committee' on ContJ;'ol of 

18 Marijuana, Final .Report, Marij~ana: Beyond Misunderstanding 3-4 

19 (May. 1974). /j 

20 The ena'"l:ment of'S .• B. 95, amending Health arid Safety Code 

21 Sec~ions lJ.357 and 11360';' alid adding Section 1136;1..'5 to the • Health 

22 and safety Code I means that possession of up to one 9unce of 

23 J(la~ij~ana in ca~ifornia, whil.e stil.l techni,?ally, a. misdemeanor, 

24 i~ subject to a maximum £ine of $lOOaOO enforced by citation, and 

25 there is no permanent criminal ):ecord of the offense .. 

26 Moreover. the new HeaLth and Safety Code Section 11361,5 

TR£UHAFT. WALKER, 
NAWl & HENDON 
"nOIlHn.".,uw 

H, .. !I."Ol<DW ..... 
O ...... I.A"O.C.LI' 

TnU.,.,U.U·UOtl 
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now provides a mechanism for the d:struction, by the Superior Courts 

2 of arrest and conviction records for marijuana offenses. The 

3 re~ord destruction provision applies to arrests under the new mari-

4 juana law and its statutory predecessors. Section 11361.5 further 

5 provides that after the records have been ordered destroyed, no 

6 public agency wit~in the State shal~ deny o~ limit any license or 

7 privilege on account of conviction for marijuana-related offenses. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

The language of this latter provision is extremely broad, indicating 

a clear legislative intent to end the imposition of any type of 

collateral penalties for arrests or convictions of marijuana posses-

sion offenses: 

(d) No public agency shall alter, amend, assess, 
condition, deny, limit, . postpone , qualify, revoke, 
surcharge, or suspend any certificate, franchise, 
incident, interest, license; opportunity, perm1t, 
privilege, right, or title of any person because of 
an arrest or conviction for a violation of Section 
11357 or 11360, or because of the facts or events 
leading to such an arrest or conviction, on or after 
the date the records of such arrest or conviction 
are required to be destroyed by subdivision (a) 
or pursuant to an order of the court authorized by 
subdivision (b). As used in this subdivision, 
"public agency" includes, but is not limited to, 
any state, county, city and county, city, public 
or constitutional corporation or entity, district, 
local or regional. political subdivision, or any 
department, dlvision, burea~, office, board, com
mission or other agency thereof .. 

22 T~us, California law now makes record destruction available, and 

23 specifically precludes a school board, or any other public agency, 

24 from dismissing an employe2 on the grounds of a conviction for 

25 possession of marijuana.after such record destruction has been 

26 ordered. 

TlEUHAfT. WALKER, 
HAW! & HENDON 
-.nolt ... n.", ... " 

, ..... "OAOW"" 
o""'-""o.CAt. • . u._" ..... U" 
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C. STATE AND FEDEML COURTS llAVE RECOGNIZED 
TIlE IRRlITIONIILI'rY liND UNCONSTITUTIONALITY 
OF MARIJUANA PROHIBITIONS. 

1. Ravin v State: The Right of Privacy 

4 There have been a· number of important judicial decisions 

5 involving the marijuana laws since, .!!.L.!:~ Higbie, ~, the most 

6 important of which is undoubtedly Ravin ~, 537 P.2d 494 (1975) 

7 in which the Supreme Court of Alas~a held that the right of privacy 

protects the personal possession and ~se,of marijuana in the home. 

9 After 'revlewing the testimony of expert witnesses present at the 

10 hearing at the trial court and numerous studies and scientific 

11 reports on the effects 6f ~arijuana/· the court concluded: 

12 It appears that the use of marijuana, as it is 
presently used in the United States today, does 

13 not constitute a public health problem of any 
s'ignificant dimensions~ It is, for instance, 

14 far more innocuous in terms of physiological 
and social damage than alcohol or tobacco. 

IS 

16 Id. at 506. Upon analyzing federal and state decisions on the 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

fREUHAfT. WAL<ER, 
NAWI & HENDON 
.".011101"' ... , "A .... 

IU •• "OAIIW", 
ClA"UICDo CAUl" 

,"" •• _ ...... 1:100 

right of privacy the court declared: 

It appears I:.hat. effects of marijuana on the 
individual arc not serious enough to justify 
widespread concern, at least as compared with 
the far more dangerous effects of alcoho~, barbi
turates and amphetamines. Moreover, the current 
patterns of use in tha United States are not such 
as would warrant concer,n tha t in the future consump
tion patterns are likely to change. 
• • • Thus we conclude that no adequate justification 
for the state's intrusion into the citizen's right 
to privacy by its prphibition of possession of 
marijuana by an aqult for' personal consumption in the 
home has been shown. The privacy of the individual1s 
home canno~ be br~ached absent a persuasive showing 
of a close and substantial) relationship of the 
intrustion to a legitimate governmental interest:. 
Here, scientific doubts will not suffice. The state 

83-317 0" 77 - 26 
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must demonstrate a need based on proof that the 
public health or welfare will in fact suffer if 

2 the controls are not applied~ 

3 Id', at 509-511 • (footnote omitted). 

4 The right of privacy has long been recognized by this 

5 Court and by the United States Supreme Court. Mr. Justice Brandeis 

6 termed it lithe right to be let alone -- the most comprehensive of 

7 rights and the right most valu'ed by civilized men. II Qimstead v 

8 United States, 277 u.s. 438, 478 (Bra~deis, J., dissenting). See 

9 Griswold v Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); stanley v Georgia, 

10 394 V.S. 557 (1969); Eisenstadt v Baird, 405 V.S. 438, 453 (1972); 

11 Roe v Wade, 410 V.S. 113 (1973), Doe· v Bolton, 410 V~S. 179 (1973); 

12 Feop1e v Be1ous, 71 C2d 954 (1969). 

13 Except for the specific nature of the items se~zed by 

14 police, the factul circumstances of the instant case are virtually 

15 identical to those in Stanley v Georgia, supra. In Stanley, the 

16 defendant had been arrested when police found pornographic films 

17 in a desk drawer in his bedroom. 394 U.S v at 558. In the instant 

18 case, Thomas Mann was convicted for keeping a small amount of 

19 marijuana in a file drawer in his bedroom. In Stanley, the United 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

TREUHAfT, WALKER, 
NAWI & HENDON 
anO"N",. ,.:r LAW 

' .. 0 '"OolllW ... ,. 

States Supreme COllrt said: 

[Wre thi'nk that>'mere categorization of these fi.lms 
as I'.obscene" is insufficient justification for such 
a drastic inva:sion of personal·liberties guaranteed 
by the First and Fourteenth Amendments. Whatever 
may be the justifications for other statutes regulating 
obscenity, we do not think they reach into the 
privacy or one-Is own home. If the First Al!\endment 
means anything, it means that a State has no business 
telling a man, sitting alone in his ,own house, 
what books he may read or what;, films he may watch. 

Id. at 565. 

-21-
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Although the Court spoke in terms of First Amendment 

~ i~terests, it is clear that the keystone of the Court's opinion was 

3 not the First Amendment's protection of speech and expression, but, 

4 rather, the declaration that gov~rnmental intrusion into personal 

5 conduct in the privacy of one f s own home is only justified in exl:.ra-

6 ordinary and compelling circumstances. This is evident because the 

·7 court assumed that the films ~ obscene, thereby p.lacing them 

~ the scope of First Amendment protection. See, also, ~ 

'J ~. 64 C.2d 816. 820-821 (1966). 

10 Moreover, the Alaska Supreme Court IS rUling in Ravin v 

11 State is particularly relevant to the instant case in view of the 

12 Fpecific constitutional basis of the decision. The court held th~t 

13 the possession and use of marijuana in the home was protected by 

14 the right ~f privacy provision recently adopted as an amendment to 

15 the Alaska Constitution, Article I, Section 22: liThe right of 

16 the people to privacy is recognized and shall not be infringed .. " 

17 537 P .2d at 500, 51l. 

18 Like Alaska, california has recently added a right of 

19 privacy provision to its constitution.. Article It $ection I of 

20 

.:)1 

22 

, 23. 

24 

25 

the California Constitutio~, as amended, reads: 
\ ' 

All people are" by natu're free and independent, and 
have certain inalienable rights. Among these are 
enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring., 
possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing 
and obtaining safety., happiness, and prhr8CY .. 

In the only cas~ construing ·the right of p:r:ivacy amendment to 

the California Constitution, "Ehis Court indicated that the amendment. 

26 'is to be read as having a broad reach. In Wh:iJ:.L'LJ!.~, 13 C.3d 757 

TREUHAFT. WAlKER. 
NAWI & HENDON 

"nOllHU1IA.,UW 
'.40 ."OAOWA" 
04KUHO. CA,U, 

""LI~HON' •••• UOIi 
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(1975), this Court concluded that the right of privacy prohibited 

2 surveillance and data gathering activities by undercover police on 

3 co'11ege campuses. The Court considered as· part of the ,legislative' 

4 history of the amendment the following statement in a brochure 

5 ~dvocating adoption of the amendment: 

6 The rigl]t of privacy is the right to be left alone. 
It is a fundamental and compelling interest. It 

7 protects our hpmes, our families, our thoughts, our 
emotions,; our expressions; our personalities, our 
freedom of communion and our freedom to associate 
with the people wQ'chcose. 

9 

10' 13 C.3d at 774. 

11 This court has been partic'ularly scrupulous in protecting 

12 lIthe sanctity of a privat-e home" against unwarranted and unjusti-

13 tiable intrusion. See People v Ram~y, 16 C.3d 263, 272 (1976), 

14 quoting People v Privett, 55 C.2d 698, 703 (1961). This Court has 

15 not ruled on the exact issue whether personal possession and use 

16 of marijuana in the privacy o~ one's own home is constitutionally 

17 protected. NORML is presently raising this issue in civil lawsuits~ 

18 f3,led in San Francisco, l~ORML v Gain, No. 697-445 (Superior Court, 

19 Cj~ty ,and county of San Francisco) I and Los Angeles, NORML v Davis, 

20 NOI. C140940 (Superior Court, ~ounty Gf Los Angeles). 

21 Wi1:h respect tEl the instant case, it is clear that in 

22 Alaska, under the Ravin decisio):1, Thomas Mann could neither' be 

23 prosecuted nor dismissed from a teaching position for possessing or 

24 using marijuana in his home. See 'co~ent, "Ravin v State: A Case 

25 -for Pl~ivacy and Possession of Pot," 5 U.C.L.A.-Alaska L. Rev. 178 

26 (1975) • 

• TREUHAFT. WALKER. 
NAW! & HENDON 

ATfllltHn."Tl.Aw 
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Amicus curiae NORML submits 'that the considerations 

2 t~oroughly discussed by the court in ~ are equally applicable 

3 in the instant case, that Thomas Mann's possession 'of a small amount 

of marijuana in his home wa"s consti'tutionally protected, and that
1
, 

5 his subsequent dismissal from ~is .~eaching position for such posses-

6 sion violated his right of privacy guaranteed by A:r:t:icle" I, section 

7 I of the California Const:itution .. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

~~t~TH~~~~~ 
anORNItY.,.ru.w 

< !~~~N"O~":'-W~ 
n~t,,"D.t.,Il.UOO 

2.. Other Significant Judicial Decisions 

Several other courts have declared marijuana laws unconsti 
:u 

t!utional on d. variety of grounds. A number of the most significan 

decisions have focused particularly on the effects of marijuana and 

t,he relative harmlessness of the drug when its effects are compared 
e./ 

w'.ith those of other controlled substances. Thus in State v Zornes, 

1:1" See, e.g., Leary v United States, 395 U.S. 6 (1969). 

~ Although not rUling on const,itutional grounds, the New Jersey 
S~preme Court, in State v Ward, 57 N.M. 75, 270 A.2d 1 (1970), ~rant , 
cl~rtification "prima.r;ily to establish guidelines for the sentenc.ing 
Q;E first offenders who were found guilty of possessing marijuana' for 
t1~eir own use .. U 270 A .. 2d at:. 5. Defendant was sentenced to serve ,'a 
sj;ate prison term of two to three years for illegal possesion "of mar' 
j,~ana, although a first offender. The Court stated, 270 A.2d at 5: 

, , 

[Xl t remains the policy of the law to reform the 
youthful offender~ Sentencing judges should direct the 
punishments they impose to the goal of reform~tion. 
Too severe a punishment will db littl-q towards advancing 
this goal. "Incarceration is a trauma tic expel:ience for 
anyone. The effect must be particularly devastating upon 
young persons such as the defendant here. A sentence of 
two "to three years in State" Prisbn in a case like this 
will probably be more detrimental "to both' the offender 
and society than some other discipline .. Even a s"entence 
to a reformatory as suggested by the Appellate Division 
may be more 'punitive than is required. We think th&.t 
qener~J!.. suspended sentence with an a ro riate term a 
probation is sufficient penalty for a person who is coh
vl.cted £or'th~SE""'t'3;me-orpOssess~marr:ruanarornis 
~. (emP'fi"6sl.s added).. ._- --

'-24-
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7B Wash.2d 9, 469 P.2d 552 (1970), the defendants had been convicted 

for possession of marijuana under a statute which classified mari-

3 juana as a narcotic. The Supreme Court of Washington compared 

4 empirical evidence on the effects of marijuana with evidence of the 

5 effects of narcotics and concluded ... thilt the effects of the drugs· 

6 were so di1:ferent 'that the statut.ory classification was arbitrary 

7 and irrational. Noting, lilt is doubtful whether a legislative 

8 declaration contrary to all the evidence can be sustained as 

9 constitutional.," 78 Wash.29 at 20, the court held that the convic-

10 tiona could not stand .. 

11 In People v. McCa.be, 49 Ill.2d 338, 275 N.E.2d 407 (1971), 

12 the SUPfeme Court of Illinois held that classification of marijuana 

13 with narcotic drugs under the state Narcotic Drug Act was arbitrary 

14 and deprived the defendant of the constitutional guarantee of equal 

15 protection of the laws. After comparing the effects of marijuana 

16 with those of narcotics and other qangerous drugs, the court con-

17 eluded: 

18 Observations to be drawn on marijuana are that it 
is not a narcotic and it is not truly addictive. 

19 Its use does not. involve tolerance, physical depen
dence o.r the withdra''1al syndrome. Physical ill 

20 effects from its 'use are, so far as is known, 
relatively moderate. Its abuse does not have. the 

21 profound an~. ill consequences observed in the use 
of some of the other drugs considered. Its use does 

22 not singularly or extraordinarily lead to opiate 
addiction or to aggressive behavior or criminal 

t 23 activity • . • We do not find a rational basis for 
the cla ssification 

24 

'25 275 N.E.2d at 413. 

26 III l!eople v. Lorentzen, 387 Mich. 167, 194 N.W.2d 827 

TREUHAFT, WALKER, 
NAWI & HENDON. 
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(1972), the Sup,eme Court of Michigan held that the penalty of 20 

2 years imprisonment prescribed by statute for selling a narcotic 

3 drug, as it included sale'o~ marijuana, violated constitutional pro

hibitions against cruel and unusual punishment. After comparing 

the statute with penalties for the ,sale of val'iollS substances, offen. 

6 ses against persons or property, and provisions of the state Con-

7 trolled Sub~tances Act of .1971, the court concluded that the term of 

imprisionment was "in excess of any that would be suitable to fit 

9 ~the crime," 194 N.W .. 2d at 831, offended "the evolving standards of 

10. decency that mark the progress of a maturing society," id .. at 832-

11 33, and woul<l not serve the goal of :rehabilitation." 

12 At the same time the Sup:reme Cou:rt of Michigan announced 

13 the Lo:rentzen decision/it reversed the defendant's conviction for 

14 possession of marijuana in pe~ple v Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91, 194 

15 N.W.2d 878 (1972). TWo judges were of the opinion that the statu-

16 tory categorization of marijuana along with "hal:d d:rug". narcotics 

17 for purposes of imposition of penal~ies denied defendant equal pr9-

18 tection of the laws, one judge was of the opinion that the statute 

19 denied defendant the right to lit-erty and the pursuit of happi~ess, 

20 two judges were of the opin'ion that incl:iminating evidence should 

21 have been excluded as evfdence obtained as a result of illegal 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
TREUHAFT, WALKER, 
NA WI & HENDON 

"'lfOllNI"",fLAw 

entrapment, and two judges were of the opinion that the minimum 

sentence of 9-1/2 yea~s constituted cruel and unusual punishment. 

The opinion of the court, written by SWainson, .J., declared: 

Comparisor, of the effects of marijuana use on both the 
individual and society with the effects of other drug 
use demonstrates not only that there is no rational 

-26-
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basis for classifyin9 marijuana with the 'hard 
narcotics' but, also, that there· is not 'even a 
rational basis for treatin marl uana as a more 
dangerous drug t.an a cohol. 

194 N.W. 2.d at 881 (emphasis added). 

The court concluded, "We. agree with the Illinois Supreme 

court in People V 'McCabe, supra, that marijuana is improperly class

ified as a narcotic and hold that (th~ Michigan sta~ute prohibiting 

p05se.ssion of marijuana) in its classification of marijuana vio-

,9 lates the equal protection clasue ... 'j ~. at 887. Subsequent" 

io Michigan decisions indicate that the Mccabe holding; i.e., that 

11 marijuana cannot rationally be classified as a narcotic, has 

12 been adopted as a matter of law. See People v Waxman, 41 Mich .App. 

13 277, 199 N.W.2.d 884 (1972), rev'd on authority ,of People v Sinc1ai~ 

14 388 l1ich. 774, 200 N.W. 2.d 322 (1972). See also People v. Griffin, 

15 39 l1ich.App. 464, 198 N.W.2.d 21 (1972). 

16 III State v carus, 18 N.J. Super. 159, 286 A. 2d 740 

17 (1972), Carus was convicted of violation of a motor vehicle statute 

18 which provided: "No person shall operate a motor vehicle on any 

19 highway while knowingly having in his possession or in the motor 

20 vehicle any narc6tic drug within the"meaning'of section 24:18-2 

21 of the ,Revised statutes --: . • II section 24 :18-2 defined narcotic 

22 dtugs as including "coca leaves, opium, marijuana and every sub ... 

. 23 stance not chemically distinsuishaLle :=~om them. II, Citing empirical 

24 studies on the effects of marijuana and recent changes in state 

25 drug statutes, the court held that marijuana could not ~e classi-

26 fied as a narcotic drug within the meQning of the motor vehicle 
TREUHAfT. WALKER, 
NAWI & HENDON 
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statute. 

2 In Sam v State, 500 P.2d 291 (Okla.Ct. Crim.App. 1972) 

'3 the defendant had been charged with possession of marijua,na. At 

4 the close of the evidence the trial judge instructed the jury as 

5 follows: . 
6 

7 

9 

You are instructe~ that if you believe from 
the evidence in this case beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the defendant did • • • possessed (sic) 
a narcotic drug, to wit: marihuana, you shall find 
the defendant guiLty as charged in the info~mation. 
If you fail to so find, your verdict shall be not 
guilty. 

10 500 P.2d at 296. 

11 Sam arg\l~d on appeal.: that thc. trial court erred in in-

12 structing the jury that mar_·."J~rla was a narcotic, and the Court of 

13 Criminal Appeals agreed... Citing State v~Carus and People v Mccabe, 

14 supra, th,e court concluded that IlMarihuana is not a narcotic drug 

15 • and the trial· court's ihstructions to that effect ar~ error,.ll 

16 Id. at' 297. 

17 More recently, last year the California. Court of Appeal, 

18 in People v Ru;-z, 49 C.A.3d 730 (1975), held that a provis.ion of the 

19 Health and Safety Code, pret:"luding parole consideration f~ five 

·20 years for a person convicted of possesSion of marijuana, who had 

21 previously been convicted· twice of narcotics violations; violated 

22 the constitutional ban a~ainst cruel and unusual punishments. 

2~ Finally, in Sta te v Anonymous, 32 Conn. Sup. 32~ (1976 J. 

24 the Connecticut court held that the classification of marijuana 

2S with barbiturates and amphetamines for penalty purposes in the state 

26 statute prohibiting' possession of marijuana with intent to sell 
TlfUHAfT, WAU:U. 
HAW! & HENDON 
"fT ...... "TLAW , ..... IMItW",. _ ...... 
't-..- •• ~., ••• 
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was irrational and unreasonable, und therefore in violation of the 

2 eq~al protection clauses of the state and federal constitutions. 

3 Reviewing the testimony of expert witnesses and scientific studies 

4 

5 

6 

7 

and reports on tbe effects bf marijuana 4 barbiturates and ampheta

mines, submitted by the defendant therein, the court concluded that 
, . . 

II the overwhelming ,evidence presented to this court indica tea tba t 

'experimental, intermittent and moderate use of marijuana 'carries 

minimal risk to the public health' and 'neither the marijuana user 

9 nor the drug itself can be said to constitute a danger to public 

10 safety.' II ,!S. at 337 (footnotes omitted). The court went on to 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

state that there was .!l2 state of facts which could reasonably be 

conceived to justify the statutory classificatio.n. _ Id. at 346. 

The cases discussed above indicate that statutory mari

juana prohibitions may suffer a number of constitutional infirmi-

. 2.1 '. tl.es. . See generally, Soler, "0f Cannabl.s and' the Courts: A 

Critical Examina·tion of Consti,tuti~nal Challenges to Statuto.ry 

17 Mar.ijuana Prohibitions, II 6 Connecticut L. Rev. 601 (197'4). With 

18 respect to the instant case, People v Ruiz, supra, and other recent 

19 Californ"ia cases on the constitutional ban on cruel and unusua;t. 

20 punishments, sugg'est that the constitutional prohibition may be' 

21 applicable to the imposition of severe punishment for possession of 

22 a small amount of ~~rijuc...na. See People v Anderson, 6 c'.3d 628 

23 

24 

25 

26 
TREU~AFT, WALKER, 
NAWI & HENDON 

.. nOIl .. CY ... TU, .... 

(1972); In re LynCh, 8 C.3d 410 (197'2), In xe Foss, 10 C.3d 910 

v~, also, State V Kantnex, 53 Hawaii 327, 493 P.20 306 (1972), 
cert. denied 409 U.S. 948 (1972), Downey v Perini, 518 F.2d 1288 
"'f6Eii .Crr:-·1975) I judgment vaca·ted. case remanded to Sixth Circuit 
for reconsider::;ltion in light o~ amendment to Ohio Revised C2~~ Sec
tion 2925.03, effective November 21, 1975, 44 U.S.L.W. 3330 [Dec. 1, 
1975r:--
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(1974), In re Rodriguez, 14 C.3d 639 (1975), In re Grant, 470.A.3d 

2 927 (1975) • Of. Weems v United States, 217 U.S. 349 (1910), Trop 

~, 356y.S. 86 (1958), Robinson v California, 370 U.S. 660 

4 (1962); People v Lorentzen, supra. See generally, Comment, 

5 "Marijuana Possession and the California co~stitutional Prohibition 

6 of Cruel or Unusual Punishment." 21 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 1136 (1974). 

7 These cases indicate that in determin'ing whether the 

constitutional prohibition haG been breached, the court must weigh 

9 the harmfulness of the conduct prohibited against the severity 

10 of the pubishment imposed. This analysis is particulary si9nifi-

11 cant in circumstances sllch as 'those 'of the instant case in which the 

12 constitutional right of privacy is applicable, see Ravin v State, 

13 supra, Stanley v Georgia, supra, and where the burden on the govern-' 

14 ment to justify in~rusions on personal privacy in the home is, 

15 consequently, great~ Thus, if the constitutional ban on cruel and 

16 .unusual punishments is proper~y applicable in "civil" contexts, 

17 see, e.g., Meola v Fitzpatrick, 322 F.S~pp. 878 (D. Mass. 1971), 

18 then the Governing Board 1 s dismissal of Thomas lolann from his 

19 teaching posit~?n for his possessing a small amount of ~arijuana --

20 in effect f t.t~~ banishment of Mann from his profession for conduct 

21 which may be constitutionally protected -:.. may wel~ amount to a 

22 violation of Mann I s rights under the Eighth- "Anlendment to the United 

23 States Constitution and Article I, Section 17 of the California 

24 Constitution. 

25 

26 

TREUHAFT, WALKER, 
NAWI & HENDON 
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D. OTHER RECENT CASES lNDICATE THAT POSSESSION 01' 
MARIJUANA IS NOT CONSIDERED A CRIME INVOLVING 
II MORAL 'l'URPITUDE." 

The~e are a number of ~ecent cases from California and 

other jurisdictions which involve the question of whether marijuana 

offenses involve "moral turpitude r:' or similar language.. In 

6 vielehr v. State Personnel Board, 32 C.A.3d 187 (1973), wher.e a 

7 tax representative trainee was convicted of the possession of 

8 marijuana outside of office hours, in violation of the Health and 

Safety Code, the court held that this conduct did not constitute 

10 such a failure of good behavior as to cause discredit to his em

U player, and that the employee should" be reinstated. The court 

12 found' no J:elationship between the tax representative' 5 duties on 

13 the job and his ,possession of marijuana off the job. The court 

14 stated that private possession on marijuana, "without more, does 

15 not j,pso facto cause discredit to the agency for which appellant 

16 .workn or to his employment." 3.2 C.A.3d at 194. 

17 Two recent decisions from federal agencies are also 

18 applicable. The U.S. Energy Research and Development Administra-

19 tion'" Personnel Security Board, has recently recommended un ani-

20 mously that security clearance be granted to an individual who 

21 admi'tted the use of marijuana and other drugs, the sale' of small 

22 guarltities of these SUbstances to friends for no profit, and the 

23 cultivation of less than ten marijuana plants. In the Matter of 

24 Richard J.D. ***, Findings and Recommendations issued November 

25 13, 1975. At pp. 11-12 of the Board's Findings and Recommendation 

26 

TRWHAFT, WAl~ER. 
NAWI & HENDON 
"dOlttll:'" "T L ... .... 
I~'O .IIOAOW ... " 
o ... u.no, CALI' 

"U~"II'''' " ... 1111'0 

the Board stated: 
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[TJhe use of thlZ aforementioned dr.ugs, the use and 
sale of marijuana and hashish and the growing of 
marijuana plants are express violations of the crim
inal laws of the state of New Mexico. The Board does 
not approve of or condone the violation of those laws, 
however, the expert testimony presented to the Board 
establishes in the Boardls opinion that neither the 
violation of those laws nor the use of marijuana and 
hashish cause the respondent to be unreliable or 
untrustworthy, not that he would therefor~ be a likely 
subject of coercion, influence or pressure which may 
caUse him to act contrary to the best interests of 
the national security. 

The U.S. Civil Service Commission's Federal Employee 

9, Appeals Authority, Philadelphia Office, has held 'that a civilian 

la' employee (tank cieaner) at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard who 

11 admitt~d using marijuana ''''as not disqualified under the Civil 

12 service regulations. Appeal of Mr, * * *, PH %7315%%16, 'issued 

13 D~cember 3, 1974. The Appeals 1\uthority 1 s decision stated at 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

TREUHAFT, WALKER, 
HAWI • HENDON 
A"DIINn •• r LAW 

pp. 3-4.: 

It is the responsibility of the Commission to deter
mine whether app).icants and appcin tees are of good 
conduct and character, and it attempts ~o evaluate 
the qualifications and fitness of candidates and 
apPOintees in such a manner as to promote good govern
ment and yet Elssure fair, impartial and equitable 
treatment of individuals. Further, an employee must 
be evaluated '<lith respect to the effect the particular 
offense will have on the service, _i.e. a rational 
connection between the employee1s conduct and the 
efficiency of the service. 

* * * The evidence of record alsb illustrates th-at -there 
presen~ly exists no rational connection between the 
appellant's conduct, i.e. continued use of marijuana 
while off duty, and his ability to more than satis
factorily perform the duties and responsibilities of 
the position in which he is presently employed, Tank 
Cleane~. We also find that the appellant's admitted 
conduct while off duty, and in light of the position 
he now occupies and performs satisfactor:ily; neithe:r 
adversely reflects on the government as his employer 
for the present position, poses a threat to any other 
employee, nor threatens the employer-employee relation
ship. 

-32-
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S~e, also, In re Dileo, 307 S.2d 362 (La. 1975) holding that . 

convIction for a failure to pay marijuana transfer tax did not 

3 consititute moral turpitude such th~t the petitioner should be 

banned ft:om practicing law in the state of LOllsia,nat and ~ 

5 Minister of Manpower and Immiaration, NO. A-79-74 (Canadian Federal 

6 court of Appeal, Feb. 24, 1975), holding that possession of mari-

7 juana is not a IIcrime involving moral tUrpitude,U which 18 one 

8 

j 
11 

basis for deportation under the canadian Immigration Act. 

E. SCIENTIFIC STUDIES AND GOVERN~mNT REPORTS 
ESTADLISH THAT MARIJUANA IS A RELATIVELY 
lIDRMLESS SUBSTANCE, 

A number of major scientific studies and government 

12 reports on marijuana and other drugs have been published since 

13 this Cour t's ruling in In 1:e Higbie, supra ~ that simple possession 

14 and use of marijuana, in and of itself, is not a c:t:irne involving 

15 moral turpitude. These studies and teports establish that the 

16 effects of marijuana are xela t.ively innocuous, l?articularly when 

17 compared with the effects of other controlled SUbstances such as 

18 narcotics and barbiturates~ These studies and reports also con-

19 firm that marijua~a presents no SUbstantial danger to public 

20 safety, health, ~r welfare:10! The ~ajor findings of these studies 

21 and x:eports will be sum~arized below ~ 

22 

23 

1. Repo%ts of the National comruission on 
Marijuana and D1:U9 Abuse 

24 One month aftex Higbie was decided, the National comrnis-

25 sian on Maxihuana and Drug Abuse published 'its report 1 entitled 

26 

TREUHAFT, WALKER, 
NAWI & HENDON 
"nollNr .... AT Uw 

IUOIIIC"UW"y 
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See, also, the testimony of Dr~ Richard Lance Christie, intro
duced by 'thomas Mann in the Superior Court below. 
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Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstanding (1972). A copy of this 

2 r~port, w.;i.th appendices, was introduced by Thomas Mann in the 

3 Superior court below. 

4 The National Commission was created by congress in the 

5 Comprehensive Drug Abuse preventio~ and contr,91 Act of 1970 t 21 

U.S.c. §801 ~ ~., and given a broad mand~te to study marijuana 

7 and other dtugs, and then issue two reports to Congress and the 

President, the first on marijuana alone, and the seco~~·on all 

9 other drugs. See 21 U.S.C. §801 note. 

10 The National Commission investigated many aspects of 

11 marijuana use, held hearings, both formal and informal, reviewed 

12 the research which had b~~n done on maJ:ijlJana in this country and 

13 in other countries, "and if~elf commissioned more than 50 research 

14 projects in al:eas where additional. in.fo~Jl1aticn ~m.$. !:l~cded. 'The 

15 Commission issued its report on marijuana in March, 1972. Among 

16 the significant findings of th~ report were the following: 

.17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

TREUHAfT. WALKER. 
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A large amount of research has been performed in 
man and animals regarding the immediate effect of 
marihuana on bodily processes. No conclusive 
evidence exists of any phy~ical damage, disturbances 
of bodily processes or proven human fatalities 
attributable .solely to even" very high doses of 
marihuana. . 

.. * * 
These few consistently observed transient effec~on 
bodily function seem to suggest that marihuana is 
a rather unexcitin-g compound of negligible immediate 
toxicity at the d~ses usually consumed in this country_ 
The substance is predominantly a psychoactive drug. 
The feelings and state of consciousness described 
by the intoxicated seem to be far more interesting 
than the objective state noted by an observex. 
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[In a study of very heavy marijuana use in 
Jamaica, no] significant physicGl or mental abnor
malities could 1..e ~ttributed to marijuana use, 
according to an evaluation of medical history, 
compn:ce physical examination, chest x-ray, elec
trocardiogram, blood cell and chemistry tests, 
lung, liver or kidney function tests, selected 
hormone evaluation, and psychological testing. 
There was no evidence to indicate that the drug 
as commonly used was res~onsiLle for producing 
~irth defects in offspring of Users 

7 Marihuana: A signul of Misunderstanding, supra, at 56-57, 63. 

The commission fUrther conclUded that use of marijuana 

9 generally does not cause "any significant psychological disturbance 

10 or aberration. ld. at 59. ","hen study subjects'Were given high 

11 doses of marijuana over several weeks,. "no harmful effects were 

12 observed on general bodily functions, motor functions, mental 

13 functions, personal or social behav~or OJ:. work performance. II Id. 

14 at 60. Nor is there evidence that long-term use of merijuana dir-

15 ect:~y causes alienation; IIdz:opping out, II or loss of motivation. 

16 .ld. at 62. The studieD faile~ to demonstrate any significant 

17 d~fference in mental or social functioning, occurence of psychosis, 

18 motivation, or Lehaviora1 changes between even very heavy, vez:y 

19 long-term users of cannabis preparations and the non-using popula-

20 Hen. rd. at 63-'64. 

21 The National commission recommended that the possession 

22 of marijuana for personal use no longer be a criminal offense. 

23 :rd. at 152-154. After studying/\other drugs, the Commission then 

24 published its second and final report, entitled Drug Use in 

25 America: problem in perspective (1973). In this report, the 

26 commission conclUded: 

lREUHAfT. WALKER. 
NAWI & HENDON 
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1. The commission reaffirms its recommendations 
concerning marijuana as set out in its First 
Repott. 

2. The unauthorized po~session of any controlled 
substance" except marijuana for personal use 
should remain a prohibited act ••• 

l£. at 467. 

2: Report of the Canadian commission of 
Xnquiry Into the Non-Medical Use of 
Drugs 

The canadian commission of Inquiry into the Non-Medical 

Use of Drugs also published its report on marijuana, cannabis, in 

10 1972. The canadian ':ommission reached similax: conclusions to thdse 

11 reached bY,the U.S. National Commissaon. The Canadian Commission 

12 stated:" 

13 In summary, at typical doses of cannabis'pse, 
£ew acute physiological effects have been detected. 

14 Those which have been identified generally seem to 
have little clinical significance. Even at Lela-

15 tively high doses, few SUbstantial physiological 
changes occur. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

"R~UHAfT. WALKER. 
NA WI & HENDON 
a"O"Nn.aruw 

Id. at 114. 

Both the Canadian Commission and the National Commission 

found that marijuana does not cause criminal or violent behavior, 

canadian Commissi'on Report 'at 110, National Commission ,Report; at 

73; does not lead to the~use of other drugs, canadian commission 

Report at 130, National commission Report at a8~89; is not a 

pa~cotic o~ addicting drug, Canadian Commission Re~o~t at 123, 

National Commission Report a1: 87; and 'posed no danger'" of 'death , . 
from overdose, Canadian commission Report at 11.3-114, If,?ltional 

commission Repot.t at 56-57'. 

f 
i( 
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3. Reports of the u.S. Department of Health,
;Education t and \'Jelfare:. 

For the last five Y,ars, the u.s. Depax.tment of Health 

4 Education and Welfare has issued annual reports on the health con-

sequences of marijuana use, as requ~red by Title V of the Marijuan~ 

and Health Reporting Act, P.L. 91-296. These annual reports have 

7 confirmed the findings of the National and canadian-Commissions 

concerning the Lclative harmlessness of marijuana. Attached to this 

9 brief, as Appendix B, ~s a recent HEW puLlication which contains 

10 the a-page- summary of the most recent Fifth Annual Report f entitled 

11 Marihuana and Health (,1975)., and-the comments of Dr. Robert Dupont; 

12 Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, at a press 

13 briefing releasing this report. Putting the health consequence of 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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marijuana in perspectiVe, ox. Dupont stated: 

I would say that for all of the drugs we have 
mentioned thexe are many people who use them 
without suffering negative health consequences. 
For each of the drugs, there is a spectrum of 
negative health risks that a user takes.~.I would 
say today, at our current Use levels and our state of 
knowledge, that there is no question that alcohol and 
tobacco are causing us far more health problems than 
marihuana does. There is no question on that point. 

ll. at 9.
111 

(( 

4. RepOl:·t of the Domestic council Drug 
AbUse Task Force 

The D~mestic Council Drug Abuse Task Force submitted a 

See, also, Marihuana and Health, Second Annual Report to 
Congress from the Secretary of --Health, Educat10n-and Welfare, 
111-132 (19t'1~)t; Marihuana and Health r Thixd Annual Repor'I,:, to 
Congress from 't~l!.1 Secretary of Hea~th, Education and welfare, 
129-153 (1973); r.!arihuana and Health, Fourth Annual Report to 
~j~12iS(1~74) the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 
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report to the President entitled u\'1hitc Paper on Drug Abuse ll in 

·September, 1975. The Task Force, ~ich consisted of the federal 

governrnent 1 s chief officials involved with drugs and drug abus~ 

made a number of significant recommendations. The report urged 

that marijuana pos~ession offenses-be IIdeemphasizedll because they 

posed the least ~isk of harm to the individual and to society 

of the drugs commonly used in the united States. Id. at 33. The 

report called for a "better targeting of ~imited ;resources ... on 

the b~sis of priorities which reflect current conditions and 

current knowledge." Id. at 34. 

11 The Task Force summarized the the consequences of 

12 drug usage and risks as follows: 

13 SUMMARY OF DRUG PRIORITIES 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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HEROIN' 

AMPHETAMINES 
Needle 
O~al 

BARBITURATES 
Mixed 
Alone 

COCAINE 

MARIJUANA 

IIALLUCINOGENS 

INIIALENTS 

DEPENDENCE 
LIABILJ<TY 

HI 

HI 
LOW 

III 
MED 

LOW 

LOW 

MED , 
MED 

SEVERITY OF CONSEQUENCE 
PERSONAL SOCIAL 

HI III 

III III 
MED MED 

HI HI 
HI MED 

LOW MED 

LOW LOW 

MED MED 

HI MED 
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'MED 
300,00 
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LOW 
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~. at 33. EXce%pts from the Task Forcels Report are also attached 

hereto as l\ppendix c.12/ 

1lI In the past' few months, additional studies have been PUbliShedl 
. which indicate that even very heavy use of cannibis over long 

. periods of time does not have deleterious physiological at: 
psychological effects. See, e.g., Mendelson, Behavioral and 
Biola ieal Concomitants of Chronic Marihuana Use (U.S. Arm 
Med1cal Research and Development Command 974 re ease to 
public in November, 1975], finding.no significant adverse 
effects on physiological, cognitive or neurological function
ing following chronic marijuana smoking, including no changes 
in testoste%one level following chronic marijuana smoking. 

Particuarly significant is .a, very carefully controlled 
study conducted in Jamaica for the National Institutes of 
Mental Health, united states Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, in which the study subjects were thirty males who 
had smoked an average of seven marijuana cigarett~s of rela
tively high potency each day for an average of seventeen years, 
and thirty controls. The results of the study support the £~na
ings of the National and Canadian Commissions: no significant 
physiological or psychological differences were found between 
long-term smokers and non-smokers, there was. no evidence of 
phy'sical dependency (addiction), severe overdose reactions, 
insanity, cerebral atrophy, brain damage, personality deterio
ration, or Uamotivational syndrome." V. Rubin and L. Comitas, 
Ganja in Jamaica, 83-84, 150-151, 165-166 (1975). 
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CONCLUSION 

From the foregoing it is evident that considerations of 

law and public ~olicy dict~te that simple posse~sion and use of 

4 marijuana cannot be consipered a crime involving IImoral turpitude _ II 

5 This Court has explicitly so held,~ In re Higbie, supra, and the 

6 trend in the legislatures toward drastic reductions in penalties 

for possession and use of marijuana is ccllfirmation of the sound

S ness of this Court I 5 conclusion. Upon reviewing the s~ientific 

9 

10 

11 

and medical eviL'ence on the effects of marijQana, several courts 

have s.tzuck down s~atutory marijuan~ prohibitations as violative 

of constitutio.nal, gu,'lrantees. And the recent scientific studies, 

12 C!'nd gOf:ernment reports on marijuana and other drugs demonstrate 

13 that marijuana is a relat:'vely innocuous substance, the private 

14 possession and use of which pos~s no substantial danger either to 

15 the user or to the public heill ~h and safety. 

16 Indeed, "measu.fed by t1.e morals of the day, II In 'J:e Higbie, 

17 .supra, '6 C.3d at 572, the suggesti"n that possession or use of 

18 marijuana is lIan act of baseness, vn.:eness, or depravity," id., is 

19 ludricxous.~ Attached to this Brief as Appendix D is a copy of 

2.0 a xepo:rt of axe cent surve~ on marijuana use in California conduct-

21 ed for the Drug Abuse Council. The survey indicates that almost 

22 three out of every ten California adults have tried marijuana, 

,23 with nine percent of California adults currently using marijuana. 

24 wJ',h rt\gard to current attitudes towaX:d the marijuana laws, the , 
25 sui\fey"'Lndicates that 46% of Califox:niaadults favox: some form of 

26 elimination of penalties for sale and/ox: ~ossession of small 
lREUHAFT. WAlkE~ .. 
NAWI & HENDON 
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amounts of marijuana, while 19% favor the law as it now is regarding 

2 possession of small amounts of marijuana, and 29% favor stiffer 

3 penalties. 

4 Thus, it is ev~de'nt that' an enormous number of people in 

5 California are "guilty II of exactly. the same conduct for which 

6 Thomas Mann was pr.osecuted and later dismissed from his teaching 

7 position. Obviously, no other course of conduct carrying criminal 

8 penalties occurs so often, performed by so many people, as 

9 possession and use of marijuana. No other Ilcrime" is prosecuted 

10 so rarely in relation to the number of times it is committed, and 

11 no ethel: behaviol: is so obviously J:ejected as "criminal" by so 

12 inany Californians. 

13 ~oreover, there was no credible evidence introduc~d at . 

14 the trial as to Thomas Mann's "unfitness" to teach~ Clearly, 

'15 the fact of hi~ cOI':l~iction for possession of marijuana does not 

16 .E£!..!!. indicate unfitness to t.each~ In re Higbie, supra._ The 

17 "experts" called as witnesses by the- Governing Board were woefully 

18 deficient in their knowledge of mari)uana and other drugs. They 

1~ were subject to the kind of ignorance and misinformation regarding 

20 drugs and drug aouse which 'ha!i stifled reasonabl.e and informed 

21 discussion on the subject. See Bonnie & Whitebread, "The Forbidden 

22 Fruit and the Tree of lQ1owledge. An Inquiry Into the Legal History 

23 of American Marijuan~ Prohibition," 56 Virginia L. Rev. 971 (1970). 

24 Mann introduced evidence at the trial showing tbat his arrest and 

25 conviction has not impaired his ability to teach, and there is no 

26 indicaticn that: the events Which took place in 1969 "have become 

TREUHAFT, WAlKER, 
NAWI & HENDON 
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so notorious a.s to impair petitioncx: I 5 ~bility to command the 

2. x.~spec:t and conf idence of stude.n ts and fellow teachel: s ..... II ~ 

3 v State BO~t:d of Education, supl:a, 1 C.3d at 237.. I.ndeed, it would 

4 appea< that Mann would ~ be able to teach about drug abuse 

5 after this incident-=- he is kHow'led~eable as to the .relevant 

6 scientiiic and medical data j his teaching would not suffer from 

,7 the hypocris:..' which plagues so much drug abuse education. and he 

8 can describe the consequences of cu:rest and conviction from his 

9 fiz:st-band experience .. 

10 1\ccordil1:91y, amicus cur iae NORM!. urges this Court to 

11 <everse the juclgment of the court of Appeal and rule that Thomas 

12 MannJs dismissal under Education ~ode Section 13403 (h) was 

13 e.r:coneous and -improper. 

14 DATED: July 1, 1976 
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May,I'il7{j 

A CO\IPIL"TIONOF STATE CITATION LAwS 

FOR MII\IOR !-.1"\RIJUA~A OFFENSES 

Itt Octob~t 197], Oregon bec;afT'e the first slate 10 eliminate crimInal atreU and jail 
penaltles for ~~sl!nio:\ ;)f small amouflls of mollfiJuana, $llb5tltuting ol cltadon.tnlorced 

civil fine. ,..,e results o( thh inno'lalive approach have beeq o ... eot .... helmingly favotobhr: 

there has been no o:'emonstrable jncreasl!' In matlJuana st11Dj(ing; Il\ousands of yOUng people 

have been sp.u!!d ''Ie .!cbiluatlng aspects o{ allie-long lrlmlnal recor.d: ""d t.'1e police 
have be~ Uc!!d of .::a c:~sdr and time-consumlng burder) 10 conccmlriUe on serious crime. 

As i\ resOlt, kV~ other Hates Mve recentl,. enacl.ed similar lawSI Aluka, :\laIne, 

Colorado, Cah!or:-:a. 01110, Soulh P.11(olat bnd MiMe,ota. The p!'D'tblons of these bws are

summarized be!o""", and CO;Jles are available hom '101\\1L. Ir\ eacn uale. regardlul of 

whetht'l' marijuanA mal' no .... 1Khr!lally ~ saiti to be "decrimjnall:ed" or not. the pe(~on 

who smoke, m.riJl2na Of' pouenu a ,,-nail amount h 00 longer subject 10 atreu Qr jail. 
nor lelt whh zny p~:manenr criminal rec':'rd. 
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SUMMARY CHART - MARIJUANA CITATION LAWS 

Max. Fine Max. Amount Criminal or 
State Imeosed Possessed Civil Violation Effective Date 

Oregon $100.00 I oz. Civil Oct. 5, 1973 

Alaska $100.00 Any amount in pri- Civil Mar. 1, 1976 
vate for personal use 

or 1 oz. in public 

Maine $200.00 . Any amounta Civil Mar. 1, 1976 
for p.ersonal use 

Coloradob $100.00 I oz. Class 2 petty July 1, 1975 
offense - no 

c.riminal record 

Californiab $100.00 I oz. Misdemeanor - no Jal .. 1, 1976 
permanE;nt crim-

inal"'record 

Ohiob $100.00 100 grams (ap- Minor misdemeanor Nov. 22, 1975 
prox. 3Y" oz.) - no crim. record 

South Dakota $ 20.00 oz. Civil April I, 1977 

Minnesotab SIOO.OOc IY" oz. Civil April 10, 1976 

a 
There is a rebuttable presumption that possession of less than IY" oz. is for 
personal use, and possession of more than IY" oz. is with an intent to distribute. 

b 
Distribution of marijuana by 'gift, or for no remuneration, is treated the same 

as possession in four states: California (for up to 1 oz.), Colorado (up to 1 oz.), Ohio 
(up to 20 gr.), ,and Minnesota (up to IY" oz.). 

c 
Only Minnesota provides for increased penalties for second offense: 0-90 days in jail 
and/or a $300 line for second'offense within a two year period. 

-2-
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PROVISIONS OF STATE LAWS 

First Offense Subsequent Offense 

1. OREGON 

House Bill No. 2936, amending O.R.S. 167.207, effective Octob~r 5,1973. 

Possession 
(Up tn I oz.) $100 fine only Same 

Note: Possession of up to oz. oC marijuana is considered a non-<:riminal "viola
tion" with a maximum fine of $100, enforced by a citation system. 
Possession of more than I oz., cultivation, and sale of any amount, rem'lin 
criminal offenses, subjl'ct to 0-10 years and/or $2500. . ' 

2. ALASKA 

Senate B,ill No. 350, amending A.S. 17.10.010 £!~., approved May 16, 197.5, effec
tive Septernber 1, 197.5. 

Possession 
(any amount in private 
for personal use, or up to 
1 oz. in public) 

Possession (while driving 
a motor vehicle) 

Public use 

$100 fine only 

$1000 fine only 

$1000 fine only 

Same 

Same 

Same 

Note: The Alaska law is similar to the Oregon law in that it provides for civil fines 
enforced by citations. The Alaskan Supreme Court has generally held that 
possession of amountS up to 8 oz.-Lib. are presumed to be for personal use. 
The Supreme Court of Alaska's recent decision holding that possession of 
marijuana by adults in the home is constitutionally protected by the Right of 
Privacy, appears to invalidate certain of the civil fines involved in the new 
law. Ravin Y. State, 537 P.2d 494 (1975). Possession of more than I oz. in 
public remains a criminal offense, subject to 0-1 yr. and/or $1000. S;1le 
remains punishable by 0-25 yrs. and/or $20,000. 

-3-
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First Offense SubsequCfl t Offense 

3. MAINE 

Maine Criminal Code revISIon, Title 17-A of Maine Revised Statutes Annotated, 
Chapter 45 !:!~., approved June 18, 1975, effective'March I, 1976. 

Possession 
(any amount for personal 
use-see note) 

Possession 
'(with intent to 
dis tribu tel 

'Sale or distribution 

Sale or distribution 
I(to persons undef' 16) 

$200 fine only Same 

0-1 yr. and/or $500 Same 

0-1 yr. and/or $500 Same 

0-.5 yrs. and/or $IOOOSame 

Note: Possession of any amount of marijuana for personal use is a civil violation, 
subject to a maximum $200 fine, enforced by citation. There is a rebuttable 
presumption that possession of more than I Yzoz. is with an intent to 
distribute. A "'usable" amount is required, and residue found in a. pipe, or a 
few seeds, would not be sufficient. The new law also provides that as an 
alternative to the fines indicated above for sale, a fine of up to twice the 
"pecuniary gain" involved in the sale may be imposed. 

4. ~:OLORADO 

!-louse Bill No. 1027, amending Sec. 12-22-401 !:! ~., of the Colorado Dangerous 
Drug Act, effective July I, 197.5. 

P~)ssession 

(u~~ to I oz.) 

Public display or consumption 
(ull to I oz.) 

PO!isession 
(mtlre than 1 oz.) 

Transfer "for no consid
eraltion" (up to I oz.) 

Transfer of more than 
I oz. Or of any amount 
to a minor 

$100 fine only Same 

$100 fine mandatory 
and up to 1.5 days Same 

0-12 months 
and/or $.500 

$100 fine only 

3-1'1 years and up 
to $10,000 

0-2 years and 
$.500-$1,000 

Same 

Same (exc~pt prison 
term mandatory) 

Note: Possession of up to I oz. of marijuana is a non-criminal "yiolation" 
punishable by a maximum $100 fine. Transferring not more than I oz. "for 
no consideration" is defined as simple possession, and is subject to the same 
$100 maximum fine. Transferring more than one ounce,.or any afTlaunt to a 
minor, is subject to imprisonment for 3-14 years and up to $10,000. Culti
vation is subject to imprisonment for 1-14 years and a fine of up to $1,000. 

-4-
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First Offense Subsequent Offense 

5. CALIFORNIA 

Senate Bill No. ~5, amending Sec. 11357 £!~. of the Health and Salety Code and 
SeC. 853.6 01 (he Penal Code, effective January 1, 1976. 

Possession 
(up to I oz.) 

Possession 
(more than 1 oz.) 

Possession 
(hashish) 

furnishing "without 
consideration" (up to I oz.). 

Furnishinll "w/c" (more 
than I oz.) or sale 01 
any amount 

$100 fine only 

0-6 months 
and/or $500 

Same (see note) 

Same 

0-5 yrs. and/or $500 Same 

$100 fine only Same (see note) 

5 years-life (must Same (must serve 
servo. 3 years) 5 years) 

Note: Posse~sion, furnishing "without consideration", and transporting up to I oz. 
is technically still a misdemeanor, subject to a maximum $100 fine and 
enforced by citation, although there is no permanent criminal record. If the 
person charged was previously convicted three or more times for these 
offenses within a twO-year period, he shall be diverted to an educational or' 
treatment program in lieu of the fine, and if no prllgram can be found, the 
fille is imposed. 

Cultivation of any amount remains a felony punishable by a jail term from 
one to ten years. 

The new Jaw abolj-hes the previous offenses consisting of (1) use of 
marijuana, (2) possession 01 marijuana paraphernalia, and (3) being in a place 
where marijuana is beirtg used. The new law also requires that all records 
pcrtilinlng to the arrest or conviction for possession of marijuana be 
destroyed wi-thin two ycars, and. that no public agency within the State shall 
deny or limit any license or privilege on account of a conviction lor 
marijuana-relat .. d offenses. 

.. 
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First Offense Subseouent Offense 

6. OHIO 

House Bill No. 300, amending Ohio Rev. Code Ann. Sec. 3719.01 !:! ~., approved 
August 22, 1975, effective November 22, 1975. 

Possession 
(up to 100 grams) 
(up to 5 gr. hashish 

$100 fhie only or 1 gr. hash oil) Same 

(100-200 gr.) 
0-30 days and/or (5-1.0 gr. hashish 

or 1-2 gr. hash oil) $250 Same 

(200-600 gr.) 
(10-30 gr. hashish 6 mos.-5 yrs. 1-10 yrs. 
or 2-6 gr. hash oil) and/or $2,500 and/or $5,000 

(over 600 gr.) 
1-10 yrs. and/or (over 30 gr. hashish 

or 6 gr. hash oil) $5,000 
2-15 yrs. and/or 
$7,500 

Gift (20 gr. or less) $100 fi'lC only 0-60 dar 
(criminal record and/or 500 
maintained) 

Sale 
(up to 200 gr.) 
(up to 10 gr. hashish 
or 2 gr. hash oil) 

6 mos.-5 yrs. 
and/or $2,.500 

1-10 yrs. 
and/or $5,000 

(200-600 gr.) 
(10-30 gr. hashish 
or 2-6 gr. hash oil) 

1-10 yrs. 
ai.d/or $5,000 

2-15 yrs. 
and/or $7,500 

.. 
(over 600 gr.) 2-15 yrs. (6 mos. 2-15 yrs. (I yr. 
(ovet' 30 gr. hashish mandatory) and/or .mandatory) and/or 
or 6 gr. hash oil) $7,500 . $7,500 

Furnishing to a Minor 
1-10 y"rs. (who is at least 4 yrs. 6 mos.-5 yrs. 

younger than the (3 mos. mandatory) (3 mos. mandatory') 
transferor) and/or $2,500 and/or $5,000 

Cultivation (any 6 mos.-'· yrs. 1-10 yrs; 
amount) and/or $2,500 and/or $:>.000 

Note; P~ssession of up to ll)o grams of marijuana (approic.3~z.) is classified as a 
"minor misdemeanor", as are possession of up to , grams of hashish or 1 
gram of hash oil. The'-I! is no aiminal record fo.- these offenses. 

Criminal penalties are maintai'led, though drastically reduced, for all sale 
offenses and for <:ultivation, as '·,..ell as for possession of over 100 grams. 

-6-
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.'( Subsequent Offense 

7. SOUTH DAKOTA 

Senate Bill NO. 29, criminal code revision, Chapter 22, approved February 29, 1976, 
eilect;ve April I, 1977. 

Possession 
(up to 1 oz.) max. $20 civil fine Same 

(1 'oz.-l lb.) a-I yrs. and/or $1,000 Same 

(l .1 b. or m!'re) 0-2 yrs. and/or $2,000 Same 

Dis tribution 
(up to lSoz. without 
consideration) 0-30 days and/or $100 Same 

Sale 

. " '~, 

(up to I oz.) a-I yrs. and/or $1,000 Same 

(l 0;0.-1 lb.) 0-2 yrs. and/or $2,000 Same 

(l lb. or more) 0-5 yrs. and/or $5,000 Same 

Note: Possession of lip to oz. is classified as a "petty offense", violations of 
which are enforce,d by "civil proceedings" in which the state may be "granted 
an award not to exceed twenty dollars." 

H.F. No. 7lf9, amending Sec;. 152.15 of Minn. Stat. 1974, approved March II, 1976, 
efip·ctive Apdl la, 1976. 

Possession 
(up to IlS oz.) 

(over IlSoz.) 

(over .05 oz. While 
driving a motor vehicle) 

max. $100 fine only 0-90 days and/or $300 

0-1 yrs. and/or $1,000 0-2 yrs. and/or $2,000 

0-90 days and/or $300 Same 

Note: Possession of up to 11> oz. is classified as a non-crimin~1 "petty misde
meanor" subject to a fine of up to $100 and participation in a 5-hour' general 
drug education program if appropriate. A second violation within a two year 
period is classified as a "misdemeanor" subject to 0-90 days in jail, a fine of 
up to $300, and p,\rticipation in a diagnostic examination for chemlcal 
dependency. 

, (continued on following page) 
' . 

-7-
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Minnesota, continued 

The owner of a motor vehicle, or the driver if the owner is not present, who 
"knowingly keep .. or allows to be kept" more than .05 oz" inside the motor 
vehicle (including the glove compartment, but excluding toe trunk) is guilty 
of a misdemeanor, subject to 0-90 days in jail and/or a fine of up to $300. 

Distribution of up to I~ oz. by gift, or for no remuneratil1f\, is treated the 
same as simple possession (as in California, Colorado, and elhio). • 

Penalties for sale are not affected, and remain 0-5 years and/or $15,000 for 
first offense, and 1-10 years and/or $30,000 for s~ond offense. 

twlONALOIIGNIIlAlJON f<lR!HE R£fOIlMOf MARWANAIA"NS 
2317 M SITm. NN. WMYiiGf::N. X:m37 

\. 
'1 
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Appendix B: Marihuana and Health: In pers'pect~ve 

Summary and Comments on the Fifth Annual 

Report to the U.S. Congress from the 

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare 
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Foreword 

. M~rihuana use, an issue once marked by emotionalism, is increasingly 
being examined thoughtfully: Much has been learned about marihuana use 
and its personal and social consequences. Yet, much remains to be under-

:stood. It is clear that marihuana is not a subject for simplistic analysis . 
. :;.' The current edition of Marihuana and Health represents the fifth in a 

:. series of annual reports from the Secretary of Health, l:ducation, and Welfare 
:~ to the Congress'as required by Title V of Public La'" 91-296. Last year, the 

fourth report in this series raised fundamental questions about the role of 
. ;cannabis in altering the body's immune response, endocrine fUnctioning, 
.{and basic cell metabolism. Although more data are novi available, the direct 
::health implications of these earlier laboratory findings are stili not certain .. 

~. The Marihuana and Health Report does not give marihuana a'clean bill 
.,. :'qf health as some would hope. Nor does it support the fear and irrationality 
: '. that still characterize some of the public debate about marihuana. Instead, 
.: . it is a progress report on our effort to understand a challenging h.ealth prob
".:-' lem with immense social, political, and economic implication~. • . 
.:: '.: The Report is limited to a discussion of health issues and does not focus 
V 'on the related social policy issues of decriminalization and :aw enforcement. 
'{: Nevertheless, a discussion of any aspect of marihuana prompts concernS and 
l questions about these broader public policy issues. Therefo're, we have 
:.:: ,inclUded a question and answer section from the Marihuana and Health 
~. Report press briefing to bring this added dimension to our dialogue. While 
i .. lt is important to understand the relationship between health and public 
., policy' concerns, it is essential to keep the health issue separate from 
!" decriminalization a~tivities. Decriminalization at the State and local levels 
~ .. should not be interpreted as a signal that marihuana' is safe. 
:>', So far, the public debate on, the health aspects of marihuana has itself 
" been misleading because too much of that discussion focuses only on 
. biological changes resulting from marihuana 'use and not on the immediate. 
:. hazards of marihuana intoxication, Although areas of serious concern'· 
~,: remain, no. convindng evidence has been uncovered to Indicate permanent· 
("biological harm. On the other hand, the evidence on. marihuana intoxication· 
':'. sho~s that it dearly presents a danger. Even with small dosage levels of, 
"::' maTihuana, psychomotor performance is impaired..· ...' . 
~ Such'intoxication can have dangerous COl1sequences' iI) such areas as 
t4. traffic safety and job. performance; Even intellectual. performance, and: in .. 
t.~ particular, immediate memory.,arealso·impaired while under the Influence'''' 
~,~;~f marihuana. . ,L : ,::' f :.:. "'~:;: _ : " 5.;: ~.~;. ," . . '" '.. .'. ~' .. ~ '; ·.'t:::9;~ ;~~ ... ; 
~.;: , ,. Currently 33,6 million Americans have u'sed marihuana and 13.3 mlllf6n ,
;( continue to use it ona regular basis, This should cause all of us ~o rethink .,: 
'5' the .consequences of increased marihuana use. We hope this summarY: of' 
:.:- the Marihuana -and'Health Report will be useful to that end.~· :" .: ....... ;;~ 

.". ", .... ,'.:~ . : \~ ,'t··· /' . "".: .. ::;' ',~ ":',:' • A.,,: .•. ~ •• :;.,:.;.~:,~~:,'.' 
. • • ':" : I;,. :{, . 

,',;,. . .... . . ... ,;. ~ 
.~.~';:.;; \ ' 

:" 

I.:. 

.If 

3 

Robert L. DuPont, ~I.D, 
Director . 
National Institute on Drug Abuse 

.' . '. t:·· t' •. ~ ~, ~. 

... 
• '.~ , # 
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Press Briefing: General· ObservC1~ions 
.. " 1··' :' .. ,'. .. . . 

.<: Ir. terms of tHe public's concern about marihuana and the health con-
i ;;: sequences, the priinary concern appears to be: What does marihu~na use 
'"".~ do .to .the bpdy? ·What are the long-term consequences? There are a number 
;.';;":., of ways that· question. gets formulate.d. One of the most major concerns 
Ij'\;:,has been the concept of progression from one dr,!g to another-the idea 
·':,:;t!j';i'.that somehow if a. person uses marihuana. he will go on to use other, pre
~~·:~;!.'sl.mablY'l)1oredangerous, .drugs. We've had some research reported in the 
\£.-:.:~ last year. that is very interesting. on this point. And jljst to make a very brief 
:X;~;:sumrr.a~of that:; There. a!ecle'l.r stag~s In dr.ug~using be.havior, but t.his 
·'.~:¥·progresslon .. does not appear to' start wIth marihuana. Marihuana Is a hnk .' 
;:~?F~·in a chain, or a step. in·a stairs if you will, and not'tinique iti· itself. It appears 
.f,/;:: that young people, as .they are going through adolescence, begin their drug 
!~',~V consumption with ceer and wine. Following that step, there's a next step 
).t,:Un two directions;, one is to: cigarettes and the o'ther iSlo.hard liquor: The 
··:U'. next step for both' groups; if the young person goes on,is. almost inevitably 
; .... ~ . to marihtilma' use .. Many people, of course, stop at anyone of these steps, 
:t'j:~ but. for ·those .who·. continue, the I!ext step is to, other illicit drugs-most 
r~: often tranquilizers, amphetamiries, and barbiturates. TlJen-for those who 
~::y. go on-the next step' is. to' LSD" and other hallucin~gens, followed by the 
t~;···: final step in' thi~ progression' to the use of .what are generally known as 
1?~;~ .. the hardest drugs, heroin'and·cocaine. Similarly, it's' interesting that as young' 
~'.>I( people or any people· are giving "up drug use at each of these steps, they 
}~ffi1ttend !O g? ,back down ~he same series of steps in the' niverse order. A person 
l!li{i'! .who IS giVing up herOin tends to do that and coines bacl~ down the steps 
~:;'{~j:!O .the use of ot~e'::,illic!t: drugs;. including 'marihuana, hard liquor, and 
~l·i.tobacco, tobeer·and.win? So our eadier assumptions that there were no 
;t.~,}~(stages or.progression have not been. confirmed. It doe.s'indeed look like 
r.il.'f:~here is a prediCtab!e,. ~rogr:ssion: '.' ... ,' '" . '. . '.' 
fl.;1. .. : The second. pOInt..1n th,s area has to do WIth the heavy con,.umptlon 
\'t~:f problem. Here I Hiinkwe have some new data that are of concern. It appears 
:}:~;.; .. that people who are using marihuana have somewhat more difficulty limit: 
;1\-:;£. ing their consumption than many of llS would have thought. [The ·statistics 
'.t· .. ; .. show .that. in contrasting Tfliquent marihuana use with alcohol use,] •. ;' 

ryly, .. 9:.percent .of. t~e people 'V1J0 had used 'alcohol at all had used it as 
,any:·'as·:20 times,;.whereas· among the marihuana . users,. this figure was .. 
,i~:;~",rc~nt. T~i~:1'1ean{that!almost: pne~fql!rth. of. the f;eoplewho'~had . 

. , ~e~;.~a~l~uan~' :'It/aIr ha~: u~ed)(· about :2~,P~. !nq~e. ti"1e~.That~s . clearly .. 
• 'dlffl'!r~nt,from'the p'attern With alcohol. It Is!mOch"1nore hke the.patterri 
Z:", Wl!f"t~Jgar.ette~i~~~.re:·abol!f: ~oC!hjrds of' .t.h6s~:WI)'6': had., used. that. drug .' 
~~:i:,at.a!r;:('ep?t1ed .uslng:it ,?n.a:.dally basiS; or the 9rug heroi,! ~here 33 percent 
( ....... who-.H,!ld.usedlt.at al/.repo~ed use on a daily basis .. : .'. sO.that the issue of a 
.;. prOi:~~~ion/.to ,!e'X heavY~use is one that we .are,collcemed about. ' 
~,.~ .. , "" .. Finally;:1 ;"yih;';ust'say"a word about. the marihuana intoxication. area: 
1; In oui, preoccup,iltion. with' 'Iooking for long-term 'permanent health conse
:; •. quences, .. w~ 'have: overlooked. the. fact that the, 'mari~uana user, while using 
·tA the drug.and in .the'lmmediate hours after USing· it; does have a periprmance 
':, deficit associated,.with the intoxication that'is not too different in terms of 
.. i.t~ .effe"ton· p.erlorm.irice "from that produced by alcohol. Oftentimes, the 

:,.···:~f·I~:·;~~~t;Jf};/~{/~)~···· .. :;\ ' ... ," .,.. '. ,::: ; .. ' 
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accounts that are carried in the press emphasize the abs'ence of negative 
health consequences. I am concerned thq.t by this process we reinforce the 
concept that the marihuana user doesn't have to worry about the intoxica
tion effect. There is clearly a problem here that must be of concern to the 
individual. Of course, most users understand this: in the area of driving, the 
performance in industrial settings, or any other settings which ~equire atten
tion, adequate motor performance, and intellectual performance. These are 
temporary changes, but nonetheless they are very important. I reviewed 
the very high levels of marihuana use, particularly in the youth population, 
and am very gravely concerned about motor vehicle accidents in that popu-

.' lation;. " " , ' . ' 
'" Well, with that as a very brief summary, 1''"!1 .open to questions. 
~" .... I •• : .• ~',,, .-."~:. ~;.:"'.' \ ." .".~.. .' 

'" :. .. " ....... ': .. ~ ~ . . , 

, '~ " i~' ~. • . '.' ...... : 

6 
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Press. Briefing: Some 

Questions end Answers 
"j' . t •• ~,. 

~. " . 
'.:Dr. DuPo;it; (wo~/d /iI<e:i~ frame this question~eiy precisely so that we 
,.; wi!I' both be' talking about the same thing. Yesterday, in New rork, the 
,~ 'AmeriCan Cancer Society released a survey of the smoking habits of teen
! .... qged women, 15-18, and i::omparedi! with 1969, They found that not only 
',::''are more women and more girls smoking but they are also smoking more. 
":~':~Now; taking into account the way that these two drugs, tobacco and mari
;:·:.~·~ana,are normally used, which is the greater putJlic health menace? 

:':~br; DuPont:" . , 
~;'At the clirrent ~'se I~~els, obviously cigarette smoking is c~using more health 
;: problems than marihuana. r think, though, th.at you point out something 
:. that I meant to cover in my presentation. These behaviors are linked so 
.,- that, in fact, this rise in marihuana use among youth, which I described, 
;':;has also nccurred for cigarettes and alcohol and other drugs. The use leve!s 
i!;: of these drugs have all advanced as a front, an.d when they go down, they 
.j. go down as a front also. We. once thought that they behaved like a teeter
: .. totter. For example, if a person were using alcohol, he would nf)t also be 
(using marihuana, and the other way around. This is not the case. r eople 
.: :who use alcohol tend' to use more marihuana; people who use cigarettes 
i; .tend to use more marihuana; people who use more marihuana are more 
.' likely to smoke cigarettes and use alcohol. That is, aU drug-using behaviors 
.. are linked. ..~ ' .. ; .... ..', ":':'. 

~ , •• • l ., _. ::. ': ~ .':.. : ..... J, ~ 
'Q t. . ..... ' .. ··, ..... : .. t. "" ues Ion: .... ...... . '.:i;.· . . . . . ' .. ," 

:.' Dr. DuPont, what is your position on decriminalizing the use of marihuana? 
. Do you fully agree with'that? . .... . ..•• ~;:;'::. .. 

:... ',' • • , , ~.' • • ',I>! ::, . 

'. Dr:,!?uPont:' ...•. . '. ." ..... 
. ~I find the' word "decriniinalizing'~ one. that c~nfuses communication rather 
ii: Ihan·promotes.it.· SoT am' going to do my best to avoid using ·that"woid, . 
~~;and :il)stead .. of: using. (he word,. I'll describe the. concept. With respect !o 
;~'.whatCpenartiesare. talked about when we talk about lessening, there is-room 
:;:·fur;.;sonie.: difference .0f.:opinioJl.;;.:.some range of ideas. Let me describe 
'Ji:briefly'w~~t i~'is l.ani~tl\lkin& a~ou~. Afew yea~'ago, then; waS a v~rY polar 
.,.'extreme.!nthls.country In thmkmg'aboutpenaltles for manhuana possession 
·~.ranglng ,from. legalization, that. Is, making It'aS' availabre as.we· make cola or 
'. ,cigarettes In: this,country, to locking possessors up and throwing away the 
~. key on' the other extremE. We have. progressed a lortg way since th'en, and 
:' the current debate In the UnitIJd States is very· narrow In tennsof what the 

right·penalty 'ought to be for' marihuana posseSSion. If I can state It this 
. way,. on the. extreme of the liard-line view about this is the use of .very 
.short. prison sentences. For examllle, S. 1., .the nE!w refonn legislation In 
the Senate now includes,'as I understand, up to 30-days imprisonment for 

, ;f~n1S:{r~i~~~::~1~. . 7 . ,.' 
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marIhuana po;scs;ion, which is a very lig!,t penalty. That now represents 
one extreme. The other extreme is the policy that has been adopted by a 
number of States to substitute fines for imprisonment. Personally, my view 
on this is that we d'o not need :0 threaten youn:;: people with irnprisor.ment 
to discourage their use of marihuana, anj that we should substitute in 
place of imprisonment a fine, a monetary fine that signals to the public that 
we as the Government and as a country are opposed to the use of mari
huana, but that we do not consider the possession of small quantities for 
personal use the kind of problem to be dealt' with by putting people in 
prison. For some people that me?ns deci'iminalization and for others it 
doesn't. I know I have been too long on this, but one last point. We talk 

· about'six States in the United States that have "decriminalized" marihuana. 
J call your attention to the fact that two 'Of those States, Ohio and California, 
continue to usC' the criminal law but have 'subsiituted a fine within the 
criminal law. This is a very complex distinction for some very high-powered • 
lawyers to start making. The pOint I want to make that does not require the 
understanding of a high-powered lawyer is that \ve ""ant to get away from 
using prison or the threat of prison for the simple possession of marihuana. 

·.Q~est~~~;'· .'. .. . ,:. ." ,:::./.;- '. ", 
~an we go over'again ,your views on-I WO))'! call it f'decriminafization"
what should be done. to someone who is arrested .for' possession of a small 

: ~mount of marihua?a? And what should nqt be done? . '.' 
.. 

Dr. DuPont: . . . ...;. 

Yes. There is now a very broad consensus in th~ United States that mari
huana use should be discouraged and that the Government's role is to dis
courage marihuana use. But there's a question about how the Government 
does that. Basically, I think most people agree that it does not make sense 
to put people in prison for the possession .of small amounts of marihuana. 
To· some people, that means "decriminalization." I, myself, support the 
concept of the use of a civil fine, a noncriminal fine of a modest kind, some
thing in the range of $25.00, to convey. the message tliat marihuana Use is 
prohibited behavior, but also not to threaten the young people with 'a 
criminal record or Incarceration. There is'some variation from State to State 
on that, but I think-.it;l5'li position that has very broad support throughout 

. th~, c.ou~try:. )~/.' '\::'::::';"~"':~;~i;"',.,,:::;.,: . r .. . 

Qt..i~stion: . :. ' ''.. " '> .. ::. 
:;; ,?o.xou t~ink: th;t ~e' ~r~ getting 'Closer !~.;~ei;g 'this? • ".)'~::. : .. , .~ . 

,;\:?;.~~ ~·~P~~*:;·.·~f~N~;;~2::~i? :~':;' ,~.~ ~/:' .. :~: : '~~: i~:':~'::::;;:;;""':;' ;::t:~~:;';ji ~;~:::":,:, :: : ~~ 
: Oh'yes, it's happening across the !=ountry righfb6w: There are si)( States . 
·~.;that·~avesubstitutednonJinprisonment·penalties, and'l. think there wiJI be . 
:. more •. The problem is' that the'word "decriminalization" has gotten to be 
... kind' of a buzz word-a scare word-that poJitlcir;is 'people and induces 
. 'a kind of fighting, contentious attitude. That's p'robai'ily the biggest problem 

· we have right now.' We should ,step aside from, thai. and ask, What do we 
really want to do to the person; young or old, whd' is caught .with small 

.' amounts of marihuana? What should happen to him? When. we get to this 
.. question,there is very little feeling that that'person ought to go to jail. 

~~~~~i~!1.~::, ·>·;·~·:,':i.~;L·:?t. :"'!~ '.,:.. : '~;'.;'.:',:.: .' ,":. ,'. " 
• (Ao .question about the: consequences of marihuana and alcohol use.) 

: "." .:' ... . " -:. ~ . . . : 
--::,' :8 



Dr. DuPont: 
This is the thrust of the question about cigarettes. I would say that for all 
of the drugs we have mentioned ,there <Ire many people who use them 
without suffering negative health consequences. For each of the drugs, 
there is a spectrum of negative health risks that a user takes. Marihuana 
has som" of the negative characteristics of both alcohol and· tobacco. That 
is, it i~ taken in the lungs, so it has the respiratory irritating effects, including 
the bronchitis ano, potentially, the lung 'cancer problems associated with 

; cigarettes, plus it has the negative intoxicating effects of alcohol. I'll tell you 
· .. one difference that is very. striking: the overdose potential of alcohol. 
. Alcohol really does ·kill people from overdoses through respiratory sup-
pression. ·The public does not understand \his, but many pepple are dying 

·from overdo~es' of alcohol.·.Marihuana is nbt that .kind of a drug-in fact, 
; the single most striking .characteristic 'abbi.!t marihuana is' the low toxicity 

,·'.in·· terms of death. It".is virtually impossible to. die from an overClose .of 
;;,imirihuana.So:I·Would.try to·avoid comparing the drugs because I don't 
'~thlnk we knowenough,about·marihuana. I'm as concerned about the poten
~ tial danger of marihuana as I ain about cigarettes .and alcohol. I would say 

':.:today, at our current use levels and our state of knowledge, that .there is. no 
'.; question that alcohol. and tobaccQ a,re causing us' far more health problems 
,than marihuana does;- Tliere is no question'on that point. The. question of 
: the potential,!nd the:questiolJ oi new knowledge,leaves open the door to 
.:the' possibility that consequences of marihuana 'use will ·be much more 
yserious than we know now. But on the .baslsof our present facts, irs clear 
· .. that those traditional drugs cause more. health problems than marihuana 
, does. . .. ' ''''. ":" ... ;. ~ .:,' ':' ._, . :,'.: 
.. Questio;. '. '.:' ":;~ '. ; .•. ". ... ... : .. , 

Dr: DuPont, you have an interesting chapter in this book' on therapeutic 
aspects,'and you do point out that it is likely that if cannabinoids become 
standard medicine, they would be synthetics rather 'than derivatives of.the 

· . natural thing.' But, at any rate, do you see any likelihood in the near future· 
'::. of rescheduling cannabis from schedule 1, which states .that there is no 
· . .therapeutic use, to perhaps schedule 21 . ,..' .. 

'~r Dti~g~~'j::·· . '::: ,::,,;:C :': :.... ..... ,... :.~::. 
;:, .i 'c:n i~agiri~; 'r~sch~d'~'Ii;:g 'c~·~~:abiS.· Yes, that's ~ot' incoriceiv~'~ie at' ail: 
l' In fact, one of the things VIe want to do is to apply the routil)e.standards 
,:::to cannabis. Tke Government, in the. last' few years, has gone through a 
'; very great, wrenching crisis around the' issue of drug use. One of the things 
:;,;we have done through the Controlled Substances Act is to establish' some 
~~~"riteria for handling drUgs in a ratio!lal fashion; I'~hinkit is time 'to apply the 
t~< same rational. decisionm.aking to cannabis an~ to othe.r drugs that we apply,. 
lit, :to ·the. more conventional. 'pharmaceuticaL products. That's 'a. process. that 
;W I:;yery mU,ch. support;:l'l0w let' !TIe. desc(ibe the therapeutic status of marj-., 
~'7; huana .. It 1.5 .in. a~ Inv~;t!ga!ionill status.,While It .rel.nains In an. investigatio~al 
::.~ .. status; ther!!. IS. no. r~~~n for rescheduling it. I can imagine, in the. not too 
<i,~, .. dlstant future, :ther~ .):i,eing appr~lVed u.ses. for' products derived from or' 
'.,'., similar to .the produ9S ,~hat are In manhu3I1a .. When that happens,- and I 
,", think it prubably will, tlj«lt will be the time, it seems ~o me, to a!=l in terms 
. ';',of rescheduling. We shuuld .treat this not in a scary, politicalized, emoti!)n
.. : laden way but treat it just .as we would ~ny other pharmaceutical product. 
' .. ' After· all, opium is .the substance"that ~cares the 'heck 'outot, mo'stp'eople;:' 
',; al1d yet we use cOdeine routinely in the Uniied·States.Codeihe 'is 'a 'product:-' . 
. :' that is'derived from'opium; heroin is ,also derived· from opium. ·We don't 

'. '. -'~ -' ".:' ..... -: :~;'., . 
• ,0,' .~-.<;.~::.~. . '. .;~.::~ .9 
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want to 'use heroin,but codeine we do use; And' I think the san;tc klr:d 01 
evolution will go on with marihuana. 

Questh;lO: . 
Dr. DuPont, could you sucdnctly. restate what you were saying about the 
lethal effects of alcohof and tobacco compared to marihuana? 

i -
Dr. DuPont: 
We have· clear evidence of the lethal effects of aTcohol and' tobacco

".alcohol through the overdose effects as well'as .obvlously through intoxl· 
··cation. Try!) o.verdose effect I'm talking .about occurs. when people take so 
. much alcohol that their respiratory center is suppress~d and they die of . 

'. 'the overdose. We do not have any similar evidence for marihuana. In fact, 
. we know t~at marihuana is not. a drug that is susceptible to causing death 

'. -'even in exfreme,situa!lons. One of the most striking characteristics of mafi~ 
· '. huana i5 its freedom from this kind of lethill toxicity • 

• '. :"Q:.'. Je.~.·t~o.·n:· ". ", . ;::. 
Jit.';::'· 

· " Dr; DliPont, the' United States Cove;nment and society are perfectly happy 
:. to'allow people to make the decision for themselves with regard to alcohol 
· • and tobacco. We know that it is bad for u~we are told that It Is bad for 
:'. us. Why this terrible resistance to something that you've just said we know 

is not as lethal as tobacco and alcohol1 . 
"." : .. 

Dr:' DuPon.t: 

·Well, it is a great wOllder to me how we approach the Issue of safety In 
this recreational drug field. The argument generally goes something like this: 
If everyone who uses 1t doesn't keel over, then we must let people ma~e 

.. individual decisions. Let me show you another area. ~hat is related to"th3t 
· but to which we apply a totally dil:ferent scale. That's in the pharmaceutical 
· area. We are talkIng about drugs that are used by the American public. If 

we find a negative health consequence to a pharmaceutical substance such 
;as the antibiotic, chloramphenicol,' a 'useful antibiotic whfth prqduces nega-

· tive consequences in 1 per .10,000 cases, the ·drug is. removed from .. the 
· '/, "!ar~et;· For example; there is. an argument right now about removing birth 
· . control pills from .the market because they produce thromboembolism .in 
"'1 or'2 or 3 In 10,000 cases. We're not talking ilbout giving people the right 

,: ·toAec:!de Individually whether they use these drugs, we're t~lking literally 
:' ·about:!aking the ~rugs off the market.· And,. yet, here In. thIS other area, 
,:;.w~'yeg~ta wl)ole cllfferent ,,:Iew.of th!! Is!iUe of safety. Now'l::~on't know 
',. how,' to' put those two things together, but: there's Obviously something to 
':bldald'for thinking 'about risl:s. Just because we 'allow people'to take risks 
: '. With .one'5ubstance, or several substances".ls not a ve~ good argument .to 
' ..... liave more of t~at go ·on. On ·.the other har~d, it 15 II good argument fot not 
: putting' people In jail. I think we can deal wlth-cl!loramphenicol or w1th 
~ birth. cOntrol pills without· putting the users' In pri$bnt And I think that 
.; Similar kinds of regulatcry approaches make a lot of 5e1nsot! for cannabis 
, 'andf~r .alCohol 3~~ tobacco. , >-..... ,. .' .... . .: : . 
:.Questlori:· .. '. . . '. . . 
·Dr.·DuPont, what kind of ammunition does' this reportgive;ro a pare"t of 
a teenaged child to discourage him from consuming marihuana for purely 

"health .reasons if the use is recreational, Infrequent, not taken before an' : 

10 
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examination, or while driving. What ammunition do~s this still give to the 
parent of that teenager to discourage the use, and if you were the parent 01 
the teenager and your child came home and said, "I'm going to take one 01 
the three-booze, cigarettes, or marihuana,"'whlch one would you choose 
(or your child? 

. Dr •. DuPont: .. 
. :. Well,'1 think that a ~arent in relating to a child really has to appr!,ach the 
:. 'drug problem as a whole and not pick out any particular drug. One should 
i'~ recognize the fact t/lat the child Is going to be exposed to a wide variety 
;: of substances,: both., legal and . .megal, and that many children will use a 
'., variety of thesl! substances. I think it's important for the parent not to get 
.; 50 terribly. uptight abou(whether the child does 01' does not use any par-
.. ticular drug once. or twice,. or even a number of'times, recreationally. This 
i.: i~ 'certainly the approach I have to my,children, although they are .a little 
:' young for,tha~; ~he oldest being, 10. The parent should talk with the young 
., person abbut,the consequences of the decisions that he or .she is making. 
:<and.wiJI.haye to make;'in'the context of his adolescence. And personally, 
.',~my advice with: respect 'to any of these S\Jbstances-Wyou are not .using 
~'.dhem-I· \yould' recommend that you not begin. Drug use i.s expensive, it's. 
,:t,messy, It's. of. very limited value in terms of the person's lifestyle, and there 
.; .:' are seriou.s health risks associa~ed with all the. drugs, On the 'other hand, I 
i:I,·thlnk.4hat·,jfa person, does decide to use ,them, and thi.applies to my 
~{,chlldren or, myselfor anyone in my family, I would say to use as little as 
.;. possible"and'as respon~ibly as possible. Now with respect to my family and 
'. all of us" unfortunately everybody does not have the ability to control their 
:' consumption of these drugs the way they would like, This is the point·1 was 
< •• making abou.t marihuana earlier, about the likelihood of going on to heavy 'I. use, The same thing is true of alcohol, as many of you know. Not all people. 
'::.can contra!. their consumption of alcohol. Before they start using alcohol, 
;.,.there is no way for them to know that it can have a very disastrouseffect~ 
Fthey may be one of those who cannot control their consumption. 50 I would n say that this is one of the things that I'm concerned about. If a y~:lUng person 
,::,!does use any ilf these. drugs, then I want to help him in a nonhysterical, 
,:tnonscary way, to use thelJl responsibly. I would, encourage him to use less 
;:,·of.!hem.But that, I think, is an individual matter. I think we have. got to get. 
~:;,iiJto' ~hat f;ame ~f mind and out of the hysterical-scare lIpproach, Rat~er Iha.n 
:~"~seelng .thlOgs,as extreme, I've heard people say, "Well, if my child used 
~f/~ne marihuana cigarette, I'd~ throw him out of the house!' I think that's 
·;~::ridlcul0!ls. If a'. parent thinks a little about that, he would .appreciate how 
1';-. r.i~h;!Jlo,::,s:~hat,approach 1s. Parents of teenaged~children are not unfamiliar' 
;~~,w!th.these .. ~r'1ds ~f probl~!,"s, 'not thal'they like them, but.'they ~n't avoid . 
J$t1iem.'J.,her,sa,rn.e klOd~p~l.ssues co~e up about:work,: about sexuaho/, ab,?ut 
~r.J.!~rends~i:r.~eY:'.~.~e,;all:lI.eryc~mpl~x I~sues for alyoung p'e~or;a. ~~o !~ .. ,!Iecl~(l . 
~~~n~, y.:~o ,he'. IS .and how-. he .15. OlOg, to cond~~: I.,is itf';!.;. ::;. , ",' '·",;:Jo"ji~.:;qf;;~l'::> 

~p:&~;~~, "',' .. ,,', , .. ~~;A.~S;i~f~f~r~~f:~g~:;:~ "J~!~!~;~~t; 
~~:f.i(QuestJo . . people"s ,attitudes; toward, drug.pena ties.) , .. ,':. " .. ;.,., .. 

it;:'?b~:~ rj~~t~ff~0;i.l:~~{\(~?·J~\·'::: ~:~;' ... ::'~:;;i~:\L,::··.:·t<~~i:~:\~<· <}.'.:_:':~:~::,:-:. 
:,:) Well,"I;'~i~~'i ~~J;';~~\;u~y'~ith' me a~o~t:i~i~: but Ido'~;t. O~~ ~f the! . 
1:' thlngs'thilfyou find, even in young people, is the remarkable polarization on·' 
;;;~ these su~jects ~ith .amazing percentages favoring relatively harsh penalties. 
-·.for users ·~fthese drugs. I've never quite understood that, but the polariza
'-::. ~Io~. tha,~ g~e~ on.ll,! American society is not ju~~ 1.lmit!!cl to older people but 

·~~:~;.\::g{t1~{~;.~!i.,;j[;·:~!~F·::.~<:!'·;'~~.'·: .::: ::y} .~. . ". . .. " 
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goes on in youth as w!!11. Obviously, the users tend to have a much more 
lenient attitude than nonusers on the question of penalties for use. I can 
get you some statistics; I don't have the.m with mI!. We have very good 
data on precisely what the .public attitudes are in various age segments 
toward the issues of legality and drug-using behavior. I think, though, one 
point that may need emphasizing is that there is it tendency to get very dis
Couraged about the new, of the continual rises in drug use; for e)(ample, 
the recent news of women SOlO king more cigarettes, and the marihuana use 
data for youth. There is another side to that. A lot of young people are 
coming to a more sophistiFated view 9f wj1at drugs are and what their lives 

. are all about than ever before. In the long run, this is going to be a very 
positive evolution for our society. It will be good for. all of u~ to think,a lot 
more' soberly ·about. all of our drug consumption. We .mlJst not compart-

.. mec:'tal\z'ii it:'i,n~o "our" drugs an?, '.'tl1~ir': dr,ugs. • >, .' '. 

, .. "." .;.. ;', ~'I!': : _;' . .",1 '. ," ': .: :,.", ........ ~.~.:.~ .. <:~, . .. . :". '"':." .. '7 
:"I:.~ ",: ':': ~ ..•• , . :. " . 
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MARIHUANA AND HEALTH, 19n, 
SUM.\IAIlY .'.ND OVERVIEW 

. EXTENT AND NATURE OF USE 

Present pvidence Indicates that camabis use 
has slgnifican tly incre ... ed among' Americans 
during the last·two years.' , 

. Throughout most of its" history American 
marihuana use has consistently involved a minor
Ity of. any national age group; however, the most 

· recent national survey' data Indicate that in the 
Ill-V ,age group a majodty (~396) have now tried 
the drug, up from 4896' in 1972., Among those 
surveyed. under 18, nearly one in lour (2396) has 
ever tried marihuana - an iocrease from the one 
In ~ven (1496) who reported irf,the '1972 survey 

· ever. haVing done so. ~. ··~\:~.<-.. /f· ........ :,,' " : .. 
': 'f I., ,: Current use -- defined as USe within the past . 
,month: preceding the, surv~y -" has also signifi
'cantly. lricreased' amolig, those' under' 18. Seven 

'. percent reported such use In '1972, 1296 did so In 
the nlost recent survey. There does not appear to 
,have: been a similar increase In such use among 
those- over'. 18 -' among whom 'cu~rent, use has 
rem'ained : the' same or, has slightly diminished 
depel)ding' on age, since 1972.. : .',. 

,' .. 't.; When. questioned regarding th,";r plans for 
future, ,use, 'one third, of those 'Who h've. used 

"marlhuana indicate they definitely intend to do So 
'again. Another third of thiS group' indicate they 
might do' so. Slightly smaller numbers of adults 
than of youths indicated their intentlon to con-
tinue use (1-1). ' 

, .. While there has been an increase In use by 
,high school and junior high school age groups 

· (attested:: to by both local and national survey 
results)" future trends of ml'rihuana use In, 

· America.'continue to. be uncertain. 'Despite the 
, other increases noted, use amon3 adults has not 

:" Incr)!ased." In part,' this may" be explained by 
,'resea'rch\reported in the '10urth, Marihuana and 
'; Healthr~Port:"cha'nges such as marriage, parent-

hood and the' assumption of other adult roles are' 
, Inl~lC:al·tocontinuedmarihuanau5e •. ':.-.:':' " 
;' .'i;·J'i~upport for 'the aboVe Interpretations' Is also 

I • ~ound In"data' garnered from research conducted 
,~ ona:'~tlonalsample of 20-30 year old men. ' This :' 
~.' llatIoiiWide '''survey . found" that even'; within' this ' . 
f,\,estriaed\'age,' group;. larger "proportlons" of 'the ':' 
:~ ·mer'lti,the.Younger subr;roups used marihuana than" , 
~:," dId) th~e., .who ~"re:()lder. ,.: Men pursuing more', 
'i conventional life stylfl$ In that ,they were married· 
,::and' ~mployed full.tirJle;were cori5iderably less 
• ',likely. t,o be using madhuana than were either the ' 
·:unmarrh:dortheun~ployed(~~23).,' ''''::' ': .. ,' :. 
:' - '-.: .... "', ..... ,';-" .\:-.::: .. '.: ..... , :'?;~".~.: ~:::: . '. 
, *Nllmbers ,In parentiT,eses'refer' to the' several . 

technlcal chapter. arid their Usts 01 references. 
Thus, 1-1' refers to r:eference, one In Chapter 1 •.. 
This Is the specific s1:udyfrom which the data are 

ah'!~8~:i~;:{:!)i~~J~i~~~.~:}i:j;:it:i~: 13 

Although there is good evidence of " con
tinuing increase in marihuana use among younger 
people, there Is little indication that such use has 
come to Involve a significant proportion of the 
older population. For example, if We examine tbe 
behavior of those ages 26-34, In contrast to the 
18-25 ag~ group less than one third (2996) ha'le 
ever used lJIarihuana compared to over half (5396) 

'.Ii!! the younger group. One In four of the 13-25 
group had, In fact,. used in the month preceding 

. the survey but less than one In twelve (8%) of 
those 26-34 had done so. In stlU older age groups 
use: is eVen less common. Only 796 of those 
between 3~-49 have ever used and only 2% of 
those over '0 have ever aone so. LeSs than one in 
one hundred of the over 35 group had used during 
the month prior to the interview 0-1). , 

Despite the indications, that marihuana has 
not become popular with older groups and the 
evidence that Its use may be diminished as adul t 
roles are adopted, any prediction regarding the 
future of cl'Mabis in American society must be 
hedged with caution. A Gallup poll conducted in 
1967 among college students Indicated that only 
one In twenty ha~ ever used the substance, but by 
1974 over half (5'%) reported use in,~e Gallup 
survey' (1-9), In seven years, what was once 
clearly .tatlstically deviant behavior has become 
the ,norm for this age group. While in previous 
years use was correlated "'ith level of. education, 
the percentage now reporting marihuana use Is 
virtually identical for high ~chool drop-outs, high 
schoo! graduates and college graduates in similar 
age ranges. ,,' 

National trends arid use patternS mask .dis
tihctly different' patterns In particular 
communities or geographical areas.. In one 
Northern California county In whl,:h a survey of 
junior and, senior high school. students has been 
conducted 'each year since 1968, even the earliest 
fIndings Indicated over onl!. qua'rter of the ninth 
grade males .(2796) had had some experience with 
marihuana during the previous year. Aniohg male 
seniors' nearly half (4'%) repercte<! use In the year 
'precedlng. Current (J97~) c:tlmparable figures are 
no ... · ~996, for ninth graders and. ~496 101' senior' 
boys. ' However, the perce'~tage reporting !Jse on 
50 or more o~'Casions in t/l,e prevIous year has not 
markedly Increased for lhe. past five consecutive 
'years (1971-197')(r~4)", .' . 

'. " DurIng the past ~ive years', since the first 
, Marihuana and Health, report, cannabis uSe In the 

United States has changed in character. Origi
nally' marihuana's popularity. was concentr~ted 
among yoUng peoplit· associate'<! with· a' "counter 
cultUre.". It was r,'egarded as symbOlic pf their' 
opposition to traditional Jfalues and toth ... prevail
ing political climate (Cf. the first Report, 1971) • 

. ;J' .' '. .,,' 
• ·l ~ " 

',! 
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As use has spread to Involv~ larger nurnbers and to account for possible adverse health consec;uences 
more' conservative segmeQIS - it has now been or contribute to the possible therapeutic us"Iul· 
experienced by a majority In many groups - it has ness ot the drug. 
lost some of its nontradi tional; antiestablisli'incnt " The detection and analysis of marihuana in 

· symbolism. Early use oIten invol ved opposi tion to body contents such as blood, saliva, urine anc!. 
more traditional alcohol use. Now those who use breath is a problem Important both to basic 
marihuana are also very likely to use alcohol -- research and to, forensic medical applications. 
fr"quently simultaneously. Marihuana use seemS· For research, It IS important to develop methods 
unlikely to displace more traditional alcohol use. that accurately determine .how much smoked or 

, even' among the young. Continuing research on otherwise Ingested marihuana actually becomes 
patterns. of' multiple drug use and drug USing physiologically available. ·These amounts may be 
contingenci'es' :may better enable us to predIct substantially 'different than. the amoUnt ingested 
both individual and group drug.use. . . because of losses that ·occur In consuming mari-

.. ,:' ." pse patterns. iii <!ther countrIes, even' those. huana, delayed bodily absorption, and individual' 
'.' in .which cannabis use has been endemiC for many . differences In ability to metabollze'the drug • 

..•. y.ears; provide·few clues to future use In the. . . In·the c1inlcal setting,appropriate treat· 

.,:: United States. ·In other eOllntries use is typically',. ment,of the unconscious patient brought tp the, 
'.';;class related With the lower c1asse •• the traditional' Emergency Room following '.n a<:c1dent may be 
'.,; .users;·; . While' in some of ·these countries of dependent on knowing whether 'ne' or she is. 

;:?;tradi·;'unaJ. use" there are 'now middle or upper marihuana Intoxicated.' In other medical situa-
"::, dasS'users,:'such: userS seem to have adopted tions being able to determine with certainty the 
,I \·:marihuana'.'a. part of an .. :iritemational youth level or fact of ~lng Intoxicated may make the 
i'~':;culture rather than by diifusion.from native userS. ·.dlagnosls of the patient· much· easier.. . . 
,(,~ .Ex~ctation5 ·with· respect to. drug effeCts also' . . The general Increase In 'marihuana use ha.s 
,: .. ~·differ in.'that·traditional users do neit share the . Widoubtedly brought wi~I\.it an increase in the 
)'.'l~·.'recreational"·'··ol'ientation. ttiat~. characterizes : numbers who drive wILe caMabls Intoxicated. 

:';'!:~J~~~~!~.~~~';~~'.:::. ';:': /:~:,:,~!}{!:,;. . ':: ,', ·;'.::~~~r.'~sev~~i~c~:,,~~~~ r;l:~:)::fv~~~ 
..... ;:":,: CHEMISTRY. AND CHARACTERISTICS : Thus, there is a real need for the'd!'velopment of' 

~j'g:'·;!j::~>~1::{:t:~t.~~;~;~A~r,;t"..· ' :,ej,J':y!'d0~ ~o:~i~e"!=~~~ c~rr~~f~:~' 
';' .. :.' ... Although'. a" detailed discussion of develop- for a1cohollntoxlcatlon. . " 
".-- ments !n cahnabinoid" chemistry Is ul primary . Although simple, rapid detection method. 

interest to the specialist,' there is a range of .are badly needed, detecting mar)huanause is 
. . developments of more general Interest. The inherently much more diIficui t than detecting 
:. plantJ ',~ sativa, far from being a simple alcohol use. The .Cj\lantitles of drug 'Involved are 

substance is, in' fact, chemically qui.teo complex. much smaller and th,ey ~re very rapidlY transform-
.The last. several years of 'research have resulted In ed Into me.tabolites'which differ ch~mically from 
· an in~ ... easlngly.sophisticated knowledge about this 'the originallY consumed material. f\s' with a1co-., 
· complex ~ubstance •. There is a growing awareness h~I, it Is important to quantify the leVel of use for 

.. of the' need to much more adequately describe all of the purposes outlined. Dtrlng the past ye ... 
!-" .(several major cannabis consti!.~ents if we are to considerable progress has !:>een made In Improving, 
::":adeqUateIY· specify .. the nature of the material. detection techniCj\les.. . 
J 3The United Nations' has now recommended that all In .. addition to newer, thin l"yer chr~ato-

" " !research reports on cannabis describe not only the . ·graphy. and high pressure . liquid' chromatography 
".~ ".amount. ot: ,:delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (the' methods, two other technlques have shown unusual 
~ .. major psyc::hoa~tiv,; ingredient) but. tl\at of canna- promise. Radioimmunoassay (RIA) Is a technique 
~. bldiol and cannabinol as well •.... : .".... : ·.·In whicn an. antibody specific to a . drug' or its 
~~t:.: ';i. :,Thi: abili~;.:to. synth7'ize various chemical. '. metabolites i~ developed and then ~tagged" by 
"',c,~omponents.:oLmanhuana ,as. well .as. the drug's·', means.of.a rac1ioacllve'molecule In Its.structure. 
f1illllletabolites'i (I;e .. l·compounds:: resulting. from the. '. When &.solution of'the tagged antibodJes and of 
~',?,biological ' transfomiation : of: the' originaUy.In-.:·:.: "the body' fluld In which the drug to be detected is 
1':).~ .gested· material): is a's.igniflCaryt advance." AvaJF.' ::" ,made. the radioactive', ,markers . are displaced 
;,~.:,,'ab~ity."'of..::such·:·pure. substanc':"':provideJ ro-.:.: ,;':'. proportionat.elY t~.the drug qual)tlty Pres~t.,T~e 
h'''"searchers., .wltli ·necessary.. m;ltenals. for.' careful,. ., acclraey I)! RIA !s now belng compared With diat 
l'::Vstudy,of die.: physiolOgical. rOle of marihuana'S:.:' . of more cumbersome procedures ... ,'; .... , '. 
<:;',;'various components.:.. .; '.r.:;' , .' :". ..' .. ::~:" ". 'A second techniCj\le 'lI'Ider , (feve1opment 'Is . <"'., 
,~.;;~, .. :., . While primary interest· lias tended to' center. 'called the enzyme multlpllec;l .Immunoli$say test, 
";;. on ~elta-9-TH.C beCause of Its .role as;the prll\c1- ·.or EMIT. Th.e antibody reaction which Is its basis .. 
. \ ' pat psychoactl~ ~ngred!ent I~ cannabis,. th.e part is similar tl> that used In the radiOllM\unosas~y 
f. ,playedby severaJ..other .mgr~dlents may, be Impor"techniCj\le; . EMIT h~. ~e added· advantages· ~! 
.:' tant !nprod~c1ng other cannabis ef~ect~ These. Invcl~lng leu work, less sophisticated eCj\lipment. 

· other. lligredlents .alone .or. In Co.llblllation, may· and Is more rapid 'thus making it inOi'e sultable for 

· .: . .':: '.:' :::iitY!~~~~ii.~:!./':~·i~:~·:;::':; ;::, .".:: /.:: .~::;>t·; ;:~: ~'. :':;': ~"/:" ::. :.~i~A /.'-.: :;;",', ;,::;;,.,.: .. ;: .;. 
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rapid scre"ning. . Field trials on E1.IIT. are on-
going. . 

,A.' third method which also shows promise of 
shortly becoming available is likely to be "!ost 
useful for traffic saf.ty purposes. It utilizes 
breath sar •• ples in a manner roughly analogous to 
present roadside alcohol intoxication detection. 

As. has been repeatedly emphasized, mari
hUana and hashish vary widely in Tl'fC can tent and 

: thus in their ability to intoxicate, This variability 
'results from differences In plont genetic origin, 
'conditionS ofcultivaHon and preparation of the 
material including the degree.of cencentration of 

'. leaves and Jlowering taps. A relatively recent 
:'addition to the'lIIicit market is hashish aU, a 
:··.subsiance having. aTHC concentration of 40·'096 

as. ·compared. to the 1-~96. THC 'content of most 
:::marihuana ordinarily:. 'available. in the . United 
'~,States.. Increasing 'availability of such more 
'::potent cannabis'. preparations maY.'llave quite 
" different Implications from t;,e more commonly 
.! used, weaker preparations that have been avall· 
. ' able tn the past •. · Use of stronger material, 
,;partlcularly by relatively· .l\live users unnccus-. 
", tamed to lu elfects, is consIderably more Ilkely 
"to, result in acute panic and other adverse re
.~actlons, Stronger'caMhbis and caMabis derIva
"tives:.used under' conditions In which the dose Is 
\more; difficult· to . control, may also resul t in 
~'inarked impairment 'in driving or other complex 
.;' psychomotor. skills. Such unexpected effects 

In an experiment which s\udl.d n,onkeys in 
three to six member social groups several changes 
of int .. est were found. Given oral doses equiva
lent to very heavy human cannabis use, the 
mcnk=ys resr<>nded much like humans, They slept 
and rested more frequently; active social Inter
action such as grocmlng of others "'-as recuced. 
Over more extended periods of administration, the 
monkeys gradually showed less and less of these 
effects. While aggression was initially reduced, 

· after ,receiving THC for ··weeks or months durin!; 
the year-long study me monkeys became irritable 

· and aggressive (hitting, biting, chasing beba\ior 
.Incr<:ased). There was no evidence of the. reduc-' 

... tion In. testosterone levels. that has been reported 
· in humans nor were menstrual cycles of females 
· apparently disturbed (4-67).' .. 
;, More detailed discussion of the extensive 

. -··research that has been done with animals is to be 
found in the technical'chapters of this report • 

. • , . .,.: "H~~;N E~F'kcTSAN~ 
" HEAL 'rHo IM~L1CA nONS . 

• Effect. of ·.~~i~J~~~ ~an ~onvenienti~· be· 
'. divided into; I) . the acute effects of cannabIs 

intoxication and 2) the longer range consequences 
of regular or chronic use.· It Is considerably easier 
to study acute effects' and so after eight years of 
j.ntensive investigations many, if not most, of 
mes. effects have been elucidated. 

co~ld ha~e serious Impllcatioll:!. , • 
, .. ' . Human Acute Physiolcgicai Effects 

•... ',:.,: ..•.• '.:: :.: :: : .. ' . · •.. ·,'~~.N. IM .. A~ RESE.~RCH. •... . 
_ :. . A~ Increase in heart rate and a reddening of 

· '.:. ,,' A wide r.ange of research on the effects of me eyes have been the moSt consistently reported 
· . inarihuana has' been conducted with animals be- physiological effects of marihuana. H!!art rate 
···cause their genetic and learning histories, unlike inaeases are cl05ely cose related. Early aware-
.' those of humans, can be accurately specified. ness of' this" marihuana-induced tachycardia 
· Animal models also petmlt the use of high doses . created <:oncern over possible adverse cardlovas-
"arlelother procedures no,t possible in human re-' cular e!fect~ of the drug especially in those with 
;. search.' Apart fran1 studies of varIous physiologi- coronary disease.. Several 'reports issued in the 
'~caleffects of the drug which have been discussed • past year have confirmed a. preliminary finding 
· '. prirnarily In relation to human findings, there are .from last year. Marihuana u~e decreases exercise 
'('some behavioral observations in animals that are tolerance prior to the onset of chest pain (angIna) 
:;. of ·interest. :: .. ,.' ... ...... ' ... ' '.. :. In mose wim heart disease (7-137, 3, 4) •. Use by 
~~kz<:;!;. Be.cause th'ere has been some 'question about. tI10se wim already existing cardiovasclllar defl-
~me;. rol~ ·.of ma~ih~ana ~ a. possibl<; releaser. of .•. ;. ciencies, therefore, appears .• to .be un",ise. The. 
;'/aggresSlon; studies~of ,,"!mal ,!ggresslon foUowlng·. i .• contrasting finding that ·.marlhuana produces:; 
.• ~;marlhuana or TH~·.admlrustratlon have been done. ': : minimal change.· in heart fun'ction (as~de from a.; .. 
~1);C;enerally ... these':'drugs' have. b.een co,:,"lste,ntly. ': 'rate Increase) In young, healthy men illustrates 
{~foufl!l to suppr~:aggressio~ :..hen \he arumals are .' ", that .me drug's effects may Significantly differ in . 
. :;:l1Ot under .tress:.' ,Whim arumals i're stressed by a '. .. persons wim pre-existlng'medlcal problems from ". 
(~;iyariety; of· mea"'!: (e.g.; foOd deprivation, sleep' "'" thoselnnormal .. · .' ';'.:' 'C'" .,.:: .:,; :"'; .. ~ 
.i'ii,deprIvation, morphl.ne wlm!lrawal, .. etcJ THC or·.·. : ... , : .... A n.mber.of reports have confirmed and'" 
.. ~ marihuana tends ·to IRaease aggression. . ·"txt.:nded lilitial evidence mat smoked marihuana 
/f:' ',. :rhe resuli~,.of : behavioral st~dles In animals '. when acutely administered, results in Improved 
.. I.uggest that the effect. of ClN,lablson aggress!on pulmonary function as. measured 'by broncho-
.:, .may b; complexly' related to the degree to which'. : dilation (7-"6, 1'7, 1'3) •. Optlmism created by 
:. me. aruma! Is subject to 511:es. and the length of tilisfindlng has since been te!npered by evld"'lce 
. ,time 'over which It has rec~ved the drug.. The !h!,t UIlder. cooditiol)s of more chi'oniC.USf; pulmo~ 
:. degree to which !;h,ese observations are relevant·to nary function Is Impaired, rather man enhanced 
. human behavior IS ·unknown although they do' (7-62) '. 

provide a basis for devisin~. related human studies. • 

',. ~ .~.\ •. "":;;,~':~~:;~~,~~{.~".~".'~ * •. ~. 15 
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Evidence that marihu;:ma and esp~cii!f1y its 
principal psychoactive ingredient, delt.3-9-TH<:=, 
arc efIective in reducing intr:locu13r pressure In 
both normals and in glaucoma p:ltients h.:lS been 
further coniirmed. While seme ~estion exists 
whether this effect is due to a nonspecific drl!g
induced relaxation shared with other' s~~tlti,,'! 
druo :, or to a 'f:rore specific marihuana rC3cticn, 
mo~e recent evidence suggests it is THC .. s~cific 
(CI. Therapeutic Aspects). 

Understanding of the m,'"boiism and the 
n ... ~chanisms of. action' responsible [or various 
i.ilafihuana effects has increased a1thougt} \f\any 
questions remain open: 

More ,,<ophisticated attempts to measure 
various aspects of psychological and psychomotor 

, performance have been generaJly consonant with 
subjectiVe reports. Imp,ked memory, altered 

. - time s.:!nse and performance decrements on oa 
:: variety of tasks, have been experimentally con

finned. Generally, the more complex the task, 
the greater the degree of disruption produCed by 

''; acute intoxication. Tasks which are relatively 
, simple and with which the person is familiar arc 

'minimally affected. As the task becom eo mor" 
,demanding and novel and/or the dose of drug 
. increases, performance decrements be.c-:lme 
larger. A t lower doses, evidence confirms users' 
assertions that they are' ofte,n able to "suppress 
the marihuana high" when the situations so de-
rnand. ' , 

Although users have reported enhanced 
Cil1ditory, visual and tactual a\1,'areness and sensiti
vity, experimental research has not comirmed 
these reports. ' 

Dri ver Perfor.:nance and Traffic Safety 

,," a.,.;ause ~r 'the prominent role the automo
'bile plays lr, our society, the possible implkations 
of marihuana intoxication for traffic safety have 
'be~n ~mphasized.' Early reports were "~ore 

, ·optimistic about 'driver performanc;e than re~ent 
evidence. Those consuming alcohol 'to the level of 

., legal intoxication Were originally found to make 
, significantly .. more driving errors in a driving 
, simulator situation than those who had cOl'\Sumed 

': :a "social dosell of marihuana. While the mari-
" huana-lhtoxicated. subjects ,indicated that their 

,::: driving p.,rformance, was af~ecte~, they felt they 
:;;::,cou1~ ,co~P.",~a~.~.,~~.Y!"dr,ivJng ',"ore slo,wly a,nd, ~"! 
.. ,:caut.lously •. :.~.:~\.::.~, ~1'.:::!1"'.· .. '~: •. ,:-.: ~ .... ~ 
'(~'" .~, Pre~ent.;; evidence," 'whether derived from·' 
:,1' driver , te$t~· coUrse performance, from actual, 
": traffic 'conditions or'from the experimental study 
~. of, components, of, the' driving task; all indicates 
;" that 'driving; under' the 'Influence of marihuana'is 
y: \lazardous (7-90). 'The Jncreaslng simultaneous use 
" of both alcoho1.and marihuana by drivers poses a 
:, threat that ,'may,.: well - exceed. that' of either 
· ... ub$1ance a1ane.,: While 'the parameters oC risk 
,connected with, the' use of, marihuana ,alone or In 
, co,!,bination ~ith ,afcohol prior, to driving are not 

~ '.~".. . :~~ ~~i:· ~~:~;i: '.. .'. . '" 
;:'-: ." ," '.' , .. " 16 

... < :-!.; Ci~~~~':~ ;: J" ~: 

yet known, discouragement of such Use uPP,,!E..s, 
justilit:d. A more .:lCCl:rate dett!rrn~n<l ticli of th'f: 
extent or risk involved in the various leveJs o~ 
intoxiC3t1on would be dC!struble. Such stucies are 
complicatod by inaividual differences but ar" by 
nil m~.~:lr.s impo$sible to exeCute. . 

AJthoc"h there nas b~en littl.e systetih!.:h: 
study oC the ~elatiQnshi9 of marihuan.l smoking to 
possible pilot error, evi'dertce related to <!dving is 
at least partiaUy germane. 5uch skills as detec
tion of peripher",l stil11uli and complex psycho
motor coordinatiol) involved in driving are prob
ably equally impC'~7~nt in !lying. In tact, the 
inherently greater complexity of flying slJggests 
that performance is even more' likely to be 
impaired under conditions of marihUana intoxi
cation than' is dl lYing. Only one preliminary 
repol·t of pilot p~:.I,,(mance has appeared in the 
re.earch lilerature. This report indicates that 
und" flight simulator test conditions eXperienced 
pilots show marked deterioration In their perfor
mance while marihuana intoxicated (7-10&). More 
detailed SlLlefles at" planned to better understand 
the nature of the performance deficits' produced 
and their duration; A danger Common to both 
driving and flying is In;"! some perceptual or other 
deficits may persist for $ome time beyond the 

, period of subjective intoxication. Under such 
circumstances an individual may attempt to fly o' 
drive without realizing that hIs functioning i~ .tJll 
impaired although he no longer feels "high." 

Chronic Use-Special Problem A,~~ 

Last year's rep.ort singled out several special 
problem areas involving potentially serious 
adverse consequences of chronic cannabls use. 
Subsequent research has'not delinitivcly resolved 
the questions raised but has expanded our 
knowlodge base. ',' . 

Some apparent Inconsistencies in <esearch 
findings regarding reduced plasma levels of 'the 
male hormone, testosterone, ma), be explained by 
the differing .length of time users had been 
smoking before such levels Were assessed. For 
example, the findings of one 'study ,that ,did nat 
show a decrease during a several week period 
were matched by those in another study In which 
there Were early negative findings. However, 
after four weeks elapsed a definite drop occurred', 
(7-100). The decreases that have been found have 

',still been within What are generally 'conceded to 
be OQnnal .Jlmits. ,Their biological significance 
remains in cgnsiderable, d09bt. A preliminary. 

,finding that a marked reduction of sperm count 
(58%) occurred in five cannabis smokers foUoWing' 
controlled cOIl<fitions of sTl)o~ing, has been re
po<ted (7-171). While thIs pases the possibility of 
dimlnlshed fertility in. chronlc 'usen, the . small 
size of the sample and the' study'", preliminary 
nature make the work inconclusi ~e. " 

With regard to hormonal aspects, two other 
adverse eUects remain ,possi~il\tles: I) Inter-
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ference with normal growth and s~xual develop
ment of adolescent hea,'Y users and, 2) Abnc,mal 
sexu~! differentiation of the male fetus develop
ing in a mother who heavily uses Inarihuana during 
early pregnancy, No actual evidence for either of 
these sp-:culative possibilities has yet appeared in 

. the scientific literature, 
'The question of a cannabis induced impair

ment . of -the body's immune response remains 
important because of its potentially far reaching 

· dlnical ,implications, W~ile a number of investi
. gators have' published findings that suggest that· 

than non .. users. 
The faiiure to detect' gross clinical tindir,gs 

that might be expected does not, of course, mean 
that these issues have been resolved. To catn 
systematic studies of matched samples have been 
modest in size.. Detection of rarer cotlSt!quences 
of use is less likely In studies of limited size and 
extent. As the number of chrcnicaliy USing 
Americans increases, larger scale epidemiological 
studies are becoming feasible. Plans for such 
studies are underway. 

OTHER CHRONI~ HUMAN EFFECTS · marihuana inay' interfere .. with .;ell-mediated 
.. immunity, .other Investigators have not found such 
;; eviden·ce .. Some of these differences m3Y reflect . ToIer~nce and Dependence 
';'proeedural . va'riations;',neverthelcss, the clinical . . 
,:~ sigl)ificance. :of th~ .posi live' findin~s rr:mains ~n . . Tolerance to cannabis - 'dimlnished response 
•• considerable. doubt •. At least one study of experI- . ~to '''a given repeated drug dose - has been 
,;'enced':marihIJana' .sm·okers under. well-controlled, . substantiated. by research evidence, Development 
:.':dose,;(experimental ward conditions found initial of tolerance to marihuana's effects was originally 
:'evidence of'impaired immunity llpon,their admis- :suspected br.cause of the obvious ability of 
' .. rsion·.to· .the 'study;~ However, by the 63rd day of cannabis users overseas to ingest larger quantities 
',controlled'cannabls acministratlon, their immune of the drug without disruptive effects than was 
;i~response.had' apparently returned. to normal (8-39). possible for' less experienced American users. 
:"thls, 'finding:' suggests. ·that.' 'the, impairment of.. . Systematic, controlled studies in which known 
il'1rii'inUnity initially "detected" in . these and other doses of marihuana or THC were administered 
~".larlhuana s~';~ke,rs" may "'7 ·rel.ated .t';' .tact~r.s over extended periods have. now confirmed thls.(!\-
~ othe~ than marIhuana use.' ',' ,. .', ·.'3,,8O,109,11n:·:, ',: ,. 
lif~i:i:, The il1)plications. of.' laboratory findings, of ... The meaning of cannabis dependence is 
!'zlilhibition of DNA, RNA and protein synthesis, all often somewhat v~gue. If we define it as a 
;:;b~sic;iIly related to' cellular reproduction and physical .dependency manifested by. physical 
Vinetabolism, are at" present UnknOlloTl. These . symptoms following drug withdrawal, there is now 

l
';"findings based on in vitro (outside the body)' study evidence that it can· occur. The symptoms that 
',~:of'animal and'human'tissue cultUres are also being have been reported ~ollowing discontinuance of 
·.~followed up and extended. .', '. . ..•. , high dose chronic administration of delta-9-THC 
l~:::iki., Similarl>,; no conclusive evidence exists re- include: Irritability, restlessness, decreased 
~·:gar.aing damage to human genetic functioning appetlte, sleep disturbance, sweating, tremor, 
J;iU;!!:l" chr.omo~ol]la! damage produced by marl- .'.nausea, vomiting and diarrhea (8-80). It slYould be 
,~,'liuana).·,: While~ the most carefully controlled - noted, however, that the after effects reported 
i,.rrsitidieS: have failed to demonstrate' such damage, . followed unusually high doses of orally admini-
· f~thel'research' to· date must be' regarded as insuf- '. , siered THC under research ward conditions. Such 
t¥:''ilCient to permit defini tive conclwions'..·.', . . .,.:,.'~~,: changes have. not commonly been observed ,in 
~~i.'¥l;i"-:_ Presently,"prelimlnary 'evIdence of a range ,other.,studies nor has a "withdrav/al syndrome" 
~~~r~pOten tiaUy\ Serious consequenc~s of marihuana . typically been found among users here or abroad •• 
~~~se':.exi5ts •. f:.s indicated,. these include:. Disrup- .' " . . .. 
:b,tion of basic. cell metabolism th!ough i~terf.~rence .' . PSYChopathological and Neurological Aspects • 
,Iil,with DNA and; RNA. synthesIs,' poSSIble Inter- '; -." ... "...... .. .. " •. ". . -., 
i~J~relic .. ,Wl,tftpi'tui,tary .f,~ctro~, i~ ~,urn' affecting .. ,",. :)/;.:: :.' The' 'questio~ '. of, 'possjble "i>rolonge~ . behav
l:,\~~tost.!:.~ol)e, ~~oductl~n·,.and· po.ss!bly. h,\vlng other. ;,,:': 1;"",a1 effects. of chroruc cannabis' usage lias been 
~l~~.a!=,!n" ~f,,<;t~ !\n~lft!,l1e~ence .1II,!t)1 the body's .~ ,~.:al). area of, fundamental C'.oncem ·thro.ughout .the 
l':f:.~jsei"e, .'.~efe(lS.~~~!>Y.: .. :Uf)!Ctlng":,t/le,,lmmune. re:: '.';, /Amerlcan c:annabis,. research; pr~grUTI. As 
USP<1I1Se, <I: Desplte~·lt:!Isr.laboratori;: >.evidence, the .,' .. ' ... ~ indicated ·In . earlier : reports, foreign observers 
r:,'i1~1fUcaJ"lmp.I.\r.~~i~ijs ,r'e~,,!,n;in~doubt:·.Whlle no.·~: ·'~:·.:have argued. that a range of.such effects occurs, 
~";J;~v!denc,e h~.appear!'<flndicatlng that. marihuana :' ::.: .including a specific cannabis psychosis, diminished 
~i(usl'rs 'here ~r"abroad .uffe~ ,fran"unusually high .. ,. intellectual performance and an "amativatlonal 
H(!'rates' <>f Infectious' !Usease 'ar cancer which might . ,. syndrane'l (characterized by a loss of interest in 
~~~:~.u/t;·, fr0"1':;c';fects" in ,the': immune response, .:. 'work and other conventional activity). Interpreta-
,i;;c,!refully. ~ontrolled.large ·scale· cllnical .• ~tudies ,tlon of such report. has unfortunately been com-· 
;~t.;.ha!e.~otyet:'~~t;!' conducted. ,SlmUarly, there Is plicated by the lack of adequate control groups, 
\'.~!l0,~evldenc!,: ''7.(.b.ut:, nelther,· have. there. been poor research· design, ll5e of opium and other 
-r,,;adequate ,systematIc' t studies ;:~;, ~"to, ,establish drugs,' poor diagnostic. criteria, nutritional 
~:;' ; .... h .. ther 'user; ,have' Significantly': lowe< fertility .. deficiencies .and bther differing factors of life 

+:,~~;;~~2J~$~~f~~~~{~!l~iJ/;R~7~:;:,.i.~S~~~: t·./,':,:,~:/}" ; ';';':'.'~:'~:'" '. ': .... ·::1·· 
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\ E.ven when a 'particuInr consequcnGc is cor.... marihuana had symbolic value as a mea:-...o; of 
r,o:lated with marihU.:lnil usc, it is olterl'errorieously inok;ating thei.r disda1n foC' the pre~Uin3 v~lu,;! 
al tributed to th.'" drug use. A recent study of J3 system. This disdain was freque'ltly a~comp,,"ied 
liqt admissioro to a psychiatric hospital illus- by a rejection or the traditional werk ethic with 
~ra~es the pt'oblem of .interpre~ation in\.'olv~d: its emphasis on competitive achievement. Tht! 
WhUe there Was a corretation between marihuana group dynamics of marihu."n .. u") may, how"ver, 
and "ubseq'Jent psychiatric illness, it was less than reinIon:e these counterculture views of mar" 
with ~uch cnus311y unrel:ated variables ~ ha. .... ing· cOl1veiitional motivatic.n' rather than result from 
danced lind having drunk beer (7-~1. any pharmacological action of the drug itself. . 
• rhe acute panic anxiety reaction, previously Similarly,.attempts to create experimental 
mentio,)ed in the discussion o[ acute dicc:" is models for testing the existence of such an 
probabl;/ the most common adverse reaction. "amotlvatlonal syndrome" have had serious Iimit,,-
Howevel'" a more prolonged cannabis psychosiS has tions, tasks chosen as tests may significantly 
been rep!?rtcd in E.astern literature. It app"3rs to depart from more realistic work tasks; the ;"tifi-
·occur un~\~r conditions of unusually heavy use ot cia! environment o( the research setting mo.y not 
as a re".~t of ingesting a larg~r amount than provide more typical /Tlotlvational conditions. 
usual. Drscriptipns do not always distinguish . Two studies involving marihuan';f ai:lministratiol\ 
between ·a" acute brain syndrome or toxic deHri~ coupled with monetary reward for work perl or-

.. urn marked,by clouded mental processes, disorien- mance did find a decline In productivity With 
. tation, conl!lJsion and marked memory impairment heavier marihuana consumption. In One the task 
and a more\\prolonged psychotic reaction precipi- was simple aod relatively undemanding, Involving 
tated by ca;nnabis use. ' Often it is diUicult to repetitive button pUshing tilat cUlJld be carried on 
isolate the causative role of marlhuana from that ~imultanecu3ly with other actiVity (7-11 I). In the 
of' pre-existIng psychopathology or other drug use 9ther, a mare typical work lask -- the making 01 
(7-6 /1, 112). .. .' wooden stools - was carded on (7~13). The 
"., Three ,!<llDA-supported research studies of ·distinction between a direct. ·effect on perlor-
heavy chroni<~ users conducted In Jamaica, Greece manee as a result of rililrihuana.and on perior-
and Costa Riba have failed to detect evidence for mance as a resul t of a decline in motivation is not 

. a cannabis psl/chosis. HoWever, given the compar- easUy made, however. In a third, qIJite limited 
·':,:ative rarity of this syndrom'e and the small sample ,study of agric\lltural perionnance undertaken in 
," sizes used,' it is sSossible ~ha.t such a consequence conn~ction with the Jamaican. study of chronic 

was missed. . , , . used/ res'earehers foun~ sam" decline in worl< 
. .. Studies 9f college .student pcrformance have performance although the decline was not dramat· 
generally Jailed to prove evidence of impaired Ie (7-141). •. , 

• intellectual '£oeriormance related to 'marihuana When one turns to the neurological evidence 
use ,thiire is little qu~·,tion that there are acute 

• Whil~ t1\ere was no e~id~nce of differences etrects of marihuana intoxication although these 
tn grace poin1 average or in educational achie"e,- arli not easUy distingUished from~hose of other 
ment, marih\i~ni1 users in one, maJor· study had psychoactive drugs as measured by conventional 
greater djffj~'u1ties than non-u,,!r. in deciding electroencephalograms. The fEG Changes tos.Jlt-
career goals and were mare likely to halle dropped i"g from eleCtrodes implarlted deeply in the brain, 
oUt of coUege,~o reassess their goals (7-11). Some are dissimilar to other .psychQactive drugs (7-67) •. 
of these studHi$ suffer frol11 several shortcomings, .The behaVioral significance ot the EEG changes 
hOWever; thei; '","ples studied may not have that have been found In chronically using monkeys 
adequately. einphasized college drop-outs t.ltus and in very limited human studies Is not presently 
eXclUding. theiivery group that might have been known. ' 
most adversellr a!fe~ted py heavy use. A second Work in Greece has not supported previously 
consideration jjis that students typically have cited evidence suggesting that praln damage 

, higher levels 11f ability than the general popula- marked by enlarged ventrldes. may result from 
: .. tion, Particul~rlY,in more COlt;petitive academic marihuana use.· :rhe Grecian study,· using non-
:i: environnienrs, they may ha'leab:,>ve :werage moti- ,,' invasive eclio-encephalographlc techniques for 
"vatian.aUowi@~ them to'bettel\ comp.;""at" for 'measurement of ventricle enlargement, found no 

.~; caMabis, eff~fs, , Finally, even 10derateJY heavy, • • ev.idence of such br.ain. damage in heavily hashish 
l;, American student users. USe ,-th~. drug less fre- .' ~mg ~.~~ ~at~hed wl~~ non-:~Ing con~rols (7-4?~ 
I'; quently, in 1<;s~lpotent lorms and In lesser quantity ,. . ~ . " .,', ' > than more hea,Uy using overseas \)opulations. : .•. ' 'FieldS~dles of Chro;;;c' Us",;..,. .': .• ( {;::.::-:. 
~,Y·'1 :. Assesslngl the psychasoclalliIlects of marl-, " . ... .', .. ' ,. y i .. " .,~.:.' .• , 
: . huana use In, cllroniCallY USing· potlulatJons can be '" ',Although other po'rtfans of tills and previous 
, complicated.,: I Changes hj values· and behavior' reports tOUch an one or another of ,the three 
,;, attributed to fJparihuana use may

i
) in fa~t, have'· Federally sponsored studies oC chronic marihuana 

~.·preceded ,Use ',ather, than the us'~ a(fecting, the ' ilse in Jamal.;a, Greece and Costa Rica, It may be 
C' change In ,values •• ' Especla'lly in- earlier years, useful" fo summarize th~ir finding~, strengths and 
.... users ,were' m~~. morc likely ·to·. hotd . r.ounter~ weaknesses here. The Jamalcill1 $tudY has been 
; culture, antlest llshment Views-For these users e~ensively reported in previous, Marihuana ilnd 
,,; ,. :,;. !(,':'-,11'.; .. "',. "18 "C' • 

II 

II 

! 
II 

".,,, 0 j" ... 
II 
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He<>1 th reports, a recently published book and in 
. 'iile7esearch lilerature (7-141) .... report on the 

Gre!"l<study was delayed in order to make the 
data base as complete as possible. The third study 
in Cost" Rica was just completed; its detailed 

.' findings will be relo'ced by Spring, 1976. In each 
oC these research elIorts, an attempt was made to 
match drug-using subjects with appropriate non
using counterparts. In the Jamaican and Costa 

. Rican projects rather car1'ful matching was done; 
. in the Greek study· such matching was less 
possible. All subjects were males because male 
use·· predominat~s in the cultures studied. 
Numbers of subjects were necessarily limited by 

" the detailed procedures followed (Jamaica: 30 
exparimental, 30 control; Greece: ,.47 exper1l1len

!/. tal, 40 controll' . Costa Rica: .. 40 experimental, 40 
'. ;,control, although 80· and .140 users and non-users 
'; respectively Were actually examined).. . 

limjted studies of cigarette smoking, for e:<amFtc, 
which is known to have' serious .nc';erse' health 
consequences. would not have been likely to detect 
those consequences. Psychological testing techni
ques -are less apt to be satisfactory wJien .used 
with subjects mar~:edly different from the original 
standardization samples. To the e.xtent that theX 
are not culture free, performance for both expen
mental and control groups 10 cuI tures unlike those 
on which they were standardized may both show a 
cui turally derived deIicit. This deficit may mask 
a drug-related delici t in performance. Thus, the 
tests used may not be sufficiently sensitive to 
detect a difference that may in fact exist. 
Finally, it may be argued that the demands of a 
less'technologically oriented society are les! 

• complex than those of the industrialized United 
States. Thus,. the failure to find a drug-related 
decrement in social. or .work performance may 
reflect an unimpaired ability to meet the demands 
of a simpler sitcation that would not be true under 
IT'!ore demandIng circumstances . 

',: .. :,; .. ;; ,:; The. Jamaican' study found few physiological 
;';:.Oi-' psychological differences between the matched 
: •. ~:smoker' nO(lSmoker·. poPlJlations. A rather exten
.... sive'battery of tests of physical and psychological 
\;'-,~.fu~ctioning found (10 differences' that could be " . . THERAPE.UTIC ASPE.CTS t. \ directly attributed. to· .marihuana use as'. such. . .. ,. . , 
'~'.~ While an attempt was also made to assess chromo- ., .. 'Aith~ugh' c'annabls has been -used for over 
.".:·.somal abnormalities, that portion' ,of the .. study '3,000 years as a medicinal .herb in native and 
. :F~ '.iTlUst: be regarded, as .:inconclusive because of scientific medicine, its use in Western medicine 
~ '~'tecl)nIcai deficiencies in the.methodology for that sharply declined in modern times. By the 1930.5, 
'.j?p)mse of the project •.. ," . '.. .. ... :.. . American medicine had largely supplanted canna-
.'J.~.\::.". The Greek study arose from a· clinical . bis with more convenient and more stable pharma-
,,1:iinpression by Greek observers that Greek hashish ceutical preparations. Our relatively recent 
\ users, because of their heavl" use patterns and concern with marihuana as a drug of abuse has led 

... ·~~already establi'hcd researcher-subject rapport, to scientific Investigation into its properties by 
···::woi.dd make a good study popUlation for examining . means of modern pharmacological techniques • 
. ; i'the effects of unusually heavy cannabis use. Synthesized 'constituents of the natural material 

"i'';:1',,::,' A variety·of neurological, psychological and have been produced enabling researchers to study 
·:i. physical'measures found few changes attributable ' the properti.es and effects of each of the. compo-
: ·:,'to~cannabis use.' Heavi emphasis .war placed on nents of this complex material. This reCent study 
; ... ·posslble brain damage as measured by electro en- has reawakened scientific interest in possible 

.• \:c.ephatographlc, echo-encephalographic (Cf. pre- therapeutic uses for the natural material or its 
,~:;cedi'ng section) and psychological test procedures. synthesized ingredients. . . '. 
'.," cirie-·of these measures .showed evidence of brain ..' ". Although some of marihuana's properties ~-
. . ..... age (1-49)""'·' ': .... , ....... : ... , . .·.·:··:~notably its psychoactivity and its·tendency to 
: ':The' mo~t"r~~ent :.Costa' iUc,;n ';tudy also ' :'.' accelerate heart rate -- are undesirable for most 
f" 'examined matched samples of Users and nOll-users' medicinal purposes, cannabis has one highly desir-
" 'a1ly carefully. matched on such variables as able property. Compared to most pharmaceuti-

!lIarltal' stat)JS,., education, tobaCC!; ',;Tioking ", cals it is very low in biological toxicity. Indeed, it 
~''''\' ",~co~I.·,!,e."~·E.!"p~asi~·~as plac~.on,.I"''1~il-. ;",~ ... is questio,"!;ble whether' any deaths. can be 
(fj •. iill:-:~~!lIedic"'- e~aminations With S.peClal '< .~en!l0n ··Je.' directly. attributed to an ovec,dose of marihuana or 
~j~ft,.~: piitmopary~ ~ncJ: n~uropsy~hologlC?J i"unct~orung. . ! t;;I,. h~hish.. .... - :.:., .~:;:; :.:.':~~"'.~i'!~{'''''if~-·.f i~<:. . .... ~~ .. :\: :.: 
'!';J~.thougli! detail~d:·.;r.esults. """~,' no!: ~e~·. been . .. b:~·~" .. ; "Whether' ,?r' not: can~abl~' or . perhaps some il"k puhlbhed, ~o',evldenc~ ror a greater inCIdence of . :\~.: modified' constituent"agaln becomes· useful in 
l£ii~Qisease,or of'p.ychOlcigicaideterioration has been ·':':::-.medical practice Will'depend on'whether some of 
:t!:found In the cannabiS-USing group (7-23)~' .' .. }.\':, the·drug's promising theraPeutic properties prove· 
i.lV'\,".~· None. of. the' three studies found evIdence of :. ';' .. ::'to be sufficiently persIstent and its side effects 
;~~¥.inc:reased psychopathology or of an amotlv:,tional ..... " controllable. ~ari~uana's usefulness as a me.dica-
\:):, .sYl)dcome stemming {rorn the use of cannabis. ' tlon for chroruc disorders may also prove to be 

. While. results '. of. these' studies muSt be : .lImited by the development of tolerance to its 
garded;as·somewhat.reasstJring of the, lack of " .therapeutlc effects. ..... .. 

!.',,7 gri>MIy, adverse consequences of marihuana use, -'~' The most promising therapeutic appllcations 
:~l'.th:.l' ca,n not, O!.·coursc;. be regarded as. con~uslve . : of the drug ar.e in the tJ:eatment of glaucol)1a, as 
,)· .. .f9'"iNSeverill .. reasons. I.AU· three studies involve- .' an. anti-emetic for cancer patients receiving 
2 .rela~ve.I)'"smaU.,numbers: of subjects.,.· Equally .' ~ chemotherapy and possibly in the treatment of 
'~." ... 1i'1··'·.'.;-.l,!"~"jtl·t~.r~··...J .. ~~.~ ·: .... '~.,,~~~~··.::;\i.!·.·: ;>~?}.~~}, .... : .. ;.: ,.'., ' 
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ast!lrnatics. Oth~r applications -DO; OJ. st!dative
hypnoticfan anticonyuIsant, an ClntideprCS5ant, an 
am\lges1c and in connection with the treatment of 
alcuholics have been attempted, but the results 
have either been inconsistent or highly preiim
jnary_ 

'The use of caimabis and THC in treating the 
eleV81.cd intraocular pres!loures in glaucoma 
patients arose from the observation in -'normals 
that internal eye pressures were re9uced by the 
drug. . Subsequent research with patients has 
confirmed that, the eHect is also pro;luced in the 
diseased ,eye and is as great as that produced by 

. more traditional medications. Topical prepara
. '·tions applied to the eyes of rabbfts have success-

ful£Y'reduced pressure raising the possibility of 
. usinK such a preparation 'with humans. Hum,," 

; 'experimentation is not, however, expected in the 
.· ... immediate future because of the formidable prob
:.;lems in making certain'that such a preparation is 
': .safe·and can meet. regulatory requirements (9-IZ, 
\:~!25,26) •. , ,: .. :'.; ".!y..,i.~: ... J~'~~- . 

:,:,' ... ' ,The ·use.'of:'.:THC.:as.an anti-emetic with 
,'!,.cancer' patients' receiVing' chemotherapy shows 
.: unusual promise.' One, of the undesirable side 
, . effects of chemotherapeutic. agents administered 
,',to cancer patients' is, that ·they produce marked .. 

... ' nausea and vomiting.', This side effect is very 
_. difficult' [or "patients ,to tolerate and is al~o 
':'. debilitating. Standard ariti-emetic drugs have not. 

;:;: .unfortunately, been notably successful in reducing' 
:.< this side eHect·;·, THC, by contrast, was found in 
.,: a recent double~~lind study (neither patient. r,or " 

;'. ,::~ .. ·:·:.:·:·if/~{~if·,~~~. . . .... : . 

physician knew whether the drug rcc~ived \V,j,S 

active or inert) to be eifectil'e in vrrtually all of 
the patients receiving it. ,While lJ of the J 6 
pn-::ients receiving the ~rug became "high" Clnd one: 
third developed drowsines.'i, these eifec-;s were 
vic'.1o'ed as minor compared to the' theraoeutic 
benelit achieved (9.53). ' . 

, Use of THC in the treatment of asthmatics 
is predicated on the observation that it dilates 
pulmonary air passai~5 and d~creases airway 
re,istance (9-64). Based on observations In 
normals, research with asthmatics has demtJn .. 
str~ted that marihUana relieves b~onchospasm and 
has a more persistent action than traditional 
medication (9-65). Since smoked marihuana has 
\obt{ious lung irritant· p~opertie~, more, recent 
research has employed aerosolized THC, also with· 
promising resul ts (9-46). " ' 

. There has been a growing awareness that 
constituents other than' del (a-9-THC may have 
valuable, therapeutic properties if fre~d' of some 
o! the undesirable side effects noted with THC. It 
is also possible, for the organic ch.mist to produce 
a very wide range of chemical, compounds which 
are broadly based on the chemical structure of the 
cannabinoids, but with changes i(l that structure 
which can markedly alter their action. Such 

. chemically more remote compounds may ulti
mately proye .more useful thenpeutically than 
either. the natural material itself or its synthe-' 
sized ingredients. Because 'they are not .. the 
parent compounds they must, of course, be care
fully tested for toxicity and therapeutic proper-
ties like any other new compound. .. 

. ".. . 
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Dear Mr. President: 
, 

THE VICE PRESIDENT 

WASHINGTON 

September 2.9, 1975 

I am pleased to submit for your consideration the Nhite Paper 
on Drug Abuse prepared at your request by the 'Domestic Council 
Drug Abuse 'I'ask Porce. The I~hite Paper documents the principal 
findings of the Task Porce, assesses the current extent of drug 
abuse in America and presents a number of recon~endations for 
improving the Federal govern'ment' s overall program to reduce 
drug abuse. 

D.rug abuse is one of the ~ost seriolls and most tragic problems 
this country faces. Its cost to the nation is staggering: count
ing narcotics-related crime, health cD,re, drug program costs and 
addicts' lost productivity, estimates range upwards of ~17 billion 
a year. In addition to these measurable costs, the nation bears 
an incalculable burden in terms of ruined lives, broken homes and 
divided communities. 

The Task Force believes that the optimism about "winning the \~ar 
on drugs" expressed so eloquently and confidently only a few years 
ago \~as premature. It urgently recommends that the federal govern
ment reaffirm its commitment to combatting drug abuse and that 
public officials and'citizens alike accept the fact that a national 
commitment to this effort will be required if we are to ultimately .. 
succeed. 

The 'rask ~'orce SUbmits this White Paper in the knowledge that it 
does not. provide all of the answers to solving the drug abllse 
problem. 'fhe issues are complex and changing and the Federal 
effort represents only part of t.he nation's total response. 
HO\~ever, I believe tha t the recommend a tions contained in the 
White Paper provide a solid base upon which are-invigorated 
national LIfort can be built. 

The Hembers of· the Task Force, the contributors to the White Paper 
and I appreciate the opportunity to have participated in this 
vital 'undertaking. 

The I'resident 
The \~hite House 
WashJngton, D. C. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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DOMESTIC COUNCIL DRUG ,ABUSE TASK FORCE . . , 

RWHAltD D. P:\.RSOXS, Chairman, Associll.te Director and Counsel, 
Domestic Council. 

Special Assistant for Coordination of Foreign Narcotics Information, 
Central Intelligence Agency. 

WILLIAM A. CARl.SON (to .Tuly al), Director, Office of Planning Ilnd 
Evaluation, Department of Agriculture. 

JOHN FEDKIW (Dr.) (from August 1), Assistant Director, Ecol1omic 
. Analysis and Progntm Evnluittion, Office of Management Ilnd 

Finance, Department of Agriculture. 

JAMES R. COWA:-; (Dr.), Assistant Secretary, Health\\and Environ-
. ment, Department of Defense. \. 

THEODOHE COOPER (Dr.), A.c;;;i;;tant Secretary for Health, Department 
of Hettlth, Ecluco.tion, and lYel.ful'e . 

. ROBER'l' L. DtiPo:-;'T (Dr.), Director, Nnt10nat Institute on Drug 
Abuse, Df'p!l.rtment of Health, Education and Welfare. 

JONATHAN C. ROSE, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Anti-Trust 
Division, Depa~trrient of .Tustice. 

JOHN R. BAETELS; JR. (to :May 30), Administrntor, Dnlg Enforcement 
Administration. 

HENRY S. DOGl); (from June 1), Acting Administmtor, Dnlg Enforce
ment Administration . 

. ABRAHA~t WEISS (to August 12), Assistant Secretary for Policy, 
Evaluatio~ and Research DepartmeI).t of Labor. 

WII.LIAM I(OLBERG (from August 13), Assistant Secretary for Man
power Department of Lltbor. 
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SHl~(,I)O" B. Y;\:\c)': (Amhassac!o!'), Senior Advi~er to th~ S('[:("C'tut"y 

Ill·' Coordinator foJ." InternutioIlu\ 1\flt"(;otics i\'lntter:-;, Depnrt-
/\lent of State. . 

DAVID 1{. i\lAcno:-1ALu, Assistant Secreblry, Enforcement Operations, 
and Tnriff Atfnirs, Department of the Treusury. 

VERXO:-1 D. ACREE, Commissioner of Customs Department of the 
. Treasury. 

JOHN D. CHASE (Dr.),. Cb.:t'f ;"[edicltl Director Depudment of Medi
cine and SurgeFY Vele~ Jons Administrtttion. 

~IARO[.D HORAN} Senior 15tuff Member, N utional Security Council. 

EDWARD E. .TOHNSO", AS'3istant to the Deputy Director, for Federal 
Drug i\lnnugel~lent, Office of 1Iunugement and Budget:. 

Ex-Officio 

RAYMOXD P. SH.U'ER, ()cmnseHor to the Vice President. 
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MARIHUANA 10 

Marihuana is the most ,~dely used illicit drug, with an cstimflted 
20 percelltof Americans above the Il>ge of 11~25 to 30 million people"':"'" 

9 The phra~e "(I~ currently u5f'd" is important. The elfecbl of cocaine if llsed 
intt'nsively-particularly,if injectE:'d-·are not WE:'11 known, but recent laboratory 
RtudieS' with primatE:'s, us WE:'1l n~ rio-ports of the effects of chronic cocaine inject.ion 
during the early 1£100'5 sugge~t that violent mid erratic behavior mny result. 
For this renson, the npparently low current social cost must he viewed with 
caution; the social cost could be considerably higher if chronic use begnn to 
develop. 

10 A grent denl of controversy exists nbout marihutma policy. On the one hanel; 
recent research indicates that mlldhuana is far from hnrmle~s, and thnt chronic 
use cnn produce ad~:er~e psychological and physiologicnl effects. Therefore, its 
use should be strongly discouraged as a mntter of nationnl policy. 

However, in light of the widespread recreationnl use-nnd the rclatively low 
socinl cost as~ociated with this type of use-the Federal Government h1lR been 
deemphusizing ~imple possession and use of marihuano. in its law ('nforccment 
efforts for several yeari'. FDr exnmple, very few persons are arrE'sted by Federal 
agent!' for simple pos~e~siDn and use; those who are charged with thi~ offense 
normally ure alsojn.;ng charged with ~ome ~ther, more serious offense us well. 
However, vigorOll'i law enforcement nimed at mnjor traffickers has been and 
should continue to be underta!>.en ut the Federullevel: 

The tusk forceendorse~ this moderate view nnd expects the lowerprioritj 
that has been established for mn~ih\lnnll will also be reflected in our deml\nd 
reduction efforts by the elimination of many !lon-compulsive marihuana u~ers 
now in Ollr treatment system. 

25 
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h:~ving \:.~ed it t~t least. once. In short, marihuana hus joined alcohol 
lI~ld tobacc!) !M one of the IUO;;!, widely used drug3 in th~ United States . 

. Historical Trends 

National ut.tention first focu,;ed on murihmm!t follo\'0ng reports of 
widespread llse during the mid-1930's. Discussion culminated in 
legislation which impo;;ed Federal criminal sanctions nguinst both the 
distribution and use of marihuana. Although proscribed by Federal 
law, the use of marihuana continued during the ensuing years, but 
at relatively low levels. Marihuana use was most common among 
urban minority groups and Mexican-American workers in the South
west. during this period. ' 

A significant increase in the use of marihuana began to occur during 
the mid-1960's when its use became associated with artistic and anti
establishment lifl?-styles; use then rapidly spread across geographic; 
demographic,. aDd social boundaries. 

The pources of supply have traditionally been Mexico, 'the Caribbean 
and South America. They remain so today.ll 

.Current Situatic". '" 

Rates of marihuana. use have been rising steadily over recent years 
as shown in churt 10. . 

Chart 10 

TRENDS IN THE USE OF MARIHUANA 

EVER IISED 
1969 1969 1910 1971 1972 1913 1974 

National Sampl~ of Adults 1~:; 16% 19% 
~Qtionol Sornplo: of '(outh. 14<; 14% 23% 

s::lh=116~:l.I:I:: High 32,. 40~ .d3'r.o 50'. 51!1 55% 
National Sample of High 

2011 35"4 62% School G'~oUOI~s. 

CURRENTLY USED 
1968 1969 1910 1911 1972 1913 1974 

Nolional ~omplf' of Adults 55 8~ 7<: 
Na,lonol Sample of Youlhs 6<; m 12r. 
R~e~h~:I a~~!~:t:~ Hi~h lB~ 25% 25~ 335 35% 36% 39" 
NSf;h~~t ~~~S~~t~~1h . 6<; 9% • 21% 

II In addition, there is an u,~{known but presumed small amount of domestic 
growth. 
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Curn'llt l',~tjmlLle" f;uggest tlllLt., up to 20 pen'ellt of the gCnf'r:tI 
pnpu!l\t.ioll on'[ the age of 11 hn$ ll~pd nmrlh'\ilna al, lellst nnee, 1111(1 
tlutt ll:';fl i" ellrountel'ed in Tlf'Ilr\y ILl! pnplIltltioll gmllp:i. Over 10 PP.I'

cellt of tho"p who Ii:we ever u:ied TllILl'iitllnlUl III'A ('ul'l'entU:if'[s, IlIHIlll, 
'leu,,! half of lhp ('ut'rcnt usprs use it. ilt let\:it once IL w8r;k. 

Rates of u~e llIILy bH con~idel'ILbly highHr 01' comiiciemh!y lower, 
depending on the !iegment of the popubtion under study. The highest 
mtes of use have been reported ,among so-clLlled "hippies" and rugh 
school dropouts. There n.PPfllt"$ to he a slight preponderll.nce ofrnales 
among marihuana users, n.lthough this distribution vades considerably 
from !itudy fo study. Other findings wllich occur consistently iMlude 
the following:' 

• Urban residents use. at higher rates than rural residents; 
• Use is greater among those wit,h higher levels of education 'and 

mcome' , , 

• Use is more frequent in the northeastern and western. United n, 
State~ than in other regions. 

A recent developmeilt which is cause for grea.t. concern i~the' in
creasing availability of the much more pot.ent marihuana derivations...:.... 
hashish, and other preparations of high THO (tetrahydrocannabinol) 
content, Unlike common forms of marihuana, these potent drugs itl';~ 

known t.o have serious phys~cal and social effects on the user. . J 
DAWN provides some interesting data on various drug crises 

attributed to marihuana. During the nine months between July 1973 
and ::"Iarch 1974, marihuana comprised only one percent of all emer
gency room dnlg mentions, but 51 percent of all crisis center drug 
mentions. Thisdistribut.ion of mentions by facility type reflects the 
kind of acute psychological problems likely to occur1n- association 
with the use of maTihuana, with panic reactions Oll' "bad trips" 
preclominltting over the more life-threatening reaction!; w~ich would 
lead to appearance in an emergency room. 

From. a treatment point of view, data show thaI; ftpproximately 
17 percent of pati~nts admitted to Federally funded drug treatment 
programs from January to April 1975, reported maril,ltlaI'l!l. as. their 
primary drug of nbuse.12 T,Ilere is considerable controv!ersy regarding 
the interpretation of these data for a number of reasons;'The frequency 
of use reported by these IIpdmary marihuana abuse~s" is less than 
once n. week for nearly: 45 percent of the patients. It lie ems clear that 

. these people do not have a serious drug problem and )ihould not be in 
treatment. Most likely, they,were referred to treatment by the criminal 
justice sys?em, by s~hoolst or by parents who were .concerned about 

12. This ,includes NIDA, VA, and DOD. W~en NIDA ~!viewed alone, the 
marihuana figUre is 21 percent. 
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thE' IHfll'ilnwIw. \1:<P. Bll't whE'n trE'!ttment facilities arc full, thi:; i" n. 
pOOl' utilir.!Llinn or rC'"Olll·('P'; aIllI Ihes(~ occa,.;iOllul Il1ul'ihllllllll us!'!"s 
Rhould !lot IH: ucenpying trcuLrnellt ~lot.s. (Ohaplet· 4 will develop 
thi:-; concrpl furt.hE'l·.) 

OTHER" DRUGS 

In addition to these fou.!' major categories of drug:;, Americans 
ubuse a variety of other sllbstiluces. 
Hallucinogens 13 

Except for the use of 'peyote in the religious ceremonie:3:of some 
Americun Indian tribe;;, the use of hnllllcinogensis 'u recent develop
ment in the UUlte(1 States. 

Limited, nonmedical use of hSD began in Oalifornia in the 1950's, 
but was greatly llccelemt.ed in the elldy H160':; us publicit.y associated 
with its use grew. In the early 1960's this drug was diverted from 
legitimate re;;('ILrcll sources, but by 1964 illegal manufacture of I.BD 
was established. Tud!LY, virtually all LSD in the Unitecl Sta.tes is 
produced illicitly and, because only very small amounts are needed 
to produce an effect, it is easily concealed. 

Hallucinogen use is very different, from most other drugs: Addiction, 
or even extended reguhLr nse is very unusual. These drugs are rarely 
used more than twice 11 week. Since 11 major reason people use these 
drugs is to experience unusmtl mental eaects, most users stop taking 
these drugs entirely after the "trips" lose their noyelty .. 

Surveys of hallueinogell use show that most who use do so less them 
once 11 month, and thnt weekly use is very rare. None of the ~un-eys 
support cor:,dusively the widespreltd belief tJl[~t these dru~ are not IlS 

popular as they once were, but there has been 11 definite decline in the 
number of hallllcinogell-relu.ted medical problems. 

lhllucinogens can C!LUSe a number of side effects, including panic 
rettcLion::; ILnd long. psychot.ic or depres;;ive episodes. :i'vlost reactions 
I1re unpredictable and the negative side eaects can occnr after'seveml 
"sltfe trips." The possibility of mediCl~1 side effects such as chromo
somal 01' genetic chlmge has neither been thoroughly documented nor 

, ent.irely eliminated. . 

,Solvents and Inhalants 

The:le are chemicals thlLt are used for aVllriety of medical, industrial, 
. and household. purposes, and' can also be inhaled to produce intoxica
tion. The. ingredients of these products are often unknown to the 
purchaser, abuser or doctor treating an ad~erse reaction. . 

13 LSD, (Lysergic Acid Diethylamide Tartrate), mescaline, psilocybin, peyote, 
etc. 
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,"PI'Y Ii I t If' j.; knnwn aj,r'IIL t h,\ ph!II'mll(:oioK" of !{olvf.'nb, J'lIl'ti:.i 
to'lenlllf'l' InllY dl'n .. lop, Hncl lhl\ nfrecL~ of the,;e ~lIb,.tal\(:('~ Ill'e inU'n"i
fic,d WIH'll 11:;pd with otiWl' th'!Jl'(':-';tlllb, (':iper:iILlly 111('0111>1. 

tDllt:1 on !;ol \·ent. u:;(\ 111'(' ~pal':i~, '1'he fcw H\'ILill\.blp ::;\It'veys indiCtttp 
that. Ithou!. 7 ppl'Cl'nt of junior and ,.;eniol' high school students 111!IY 

hltve inhalpd :,oIYE'nts once 01: twice und th:l.t about one percflnt of 
t.hE's!' ("xp~'I'iUlenters continue to illimle periodimLlly. 

Volatile ,.;uh,;tance llbw;(' O<;(!UI'S almost excluo.ively nmong t.he 
young, perhup,; be<:ll.u~e· :iol vents are o£t.!'n the mu:;t readily nvailable 
intoxi('Hllts to children,' Accordingl,r, IllIl.tl.1ring out. of the inhalant 
Imbit i:) the geneml rule, Even helLVY users will persi;;t for only 1\ 

few yell!'s, ILnd then 11.1)undon HoIVl:'n:t sniffing by their teens, ()'lany 
of these individuuls, however, then begin the excessive lise of alcohol,:) 
bal'bittll'lttt:';; at'other substances.) 

'The fact th,tt ~()lvent inhalation lasts for such a short tirae for 
most users leads to the conclusion that it is primarily 0. reflection of 
t.he immaturity of those young people who become involved with it. 
Noneth",le:;s, n.buse must be monitored and nction taken as appropriLLtE', 
One simple uction might b~ to use. unpleasa.nt additives in the mlLllll
facturing process, Further, the t!lHk force believes that the intervention 
efforts lIsing peel' groups di$cus;;;ed in chi~pter 4 will help some :young 
people i'esist the preSSllre to experiment \y"th these subst!mces if and 
when the inhaling of solvents becomes temporarily pop-ular among 
their friends, 

B -DRUG PRIORITIES 

One of l,he major themE'S of the Federal ~tmt.egy discussed in chapt;er 
1 wus the importil.nce of differentinting in terms of the particular 
drug of ab\lse, !lnd the frequency Imd quuntity of use, Implicit in that 
depision to differentiate is the assumption that public polie.y shouJd be 
most concerned with those drugs which have the highest costs to both 
society and the user, and with those individuuls who have chronic, 
highly intensive patterns of drug lise, 

In.order to deteJ;mine. the socinl cost of a particular drug,we should 
consider the following factors:' 

• The likelihood that. a 'l/ser will become a c01(Lp1llsive 'User, either 
phys'ically or psychologically dependent on the drttg: closely 
linked to this concept is the. ability of the drug to. produce 
tolerance, requiring successively higher intake to achieve the 
same result, '. . 

.• 8e'veritll oj mlverse conseq1lences oj1lse, both to the individ1tal and 
to sot:i't:tV: in terms of criminal behavi9f, health consequences, 
econorric dependence and the like,. (This i.s discussed in greater 
detail below.) 
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• Size oJ tlip Gore. yJrllb/e.m: tlH' Iltllnber of compuisiye uscrs who 
HI'C ClIl'J'Plltly suff,'ring (or eltuo;iog others' lo tmfipJ') lIeI \"(~rsp. 
.:on,,€'( [11f'iH'/?:l. 

ADVJmSE CONSEQUENCES TO THE INDIVIDUAL 

The ad verse (,011";(:,([ uenee.~ of c1mg' u:;p. ttre oU.wo type,;: conseq lienee,; 
which fire lhp. direct result. of drug u~e, and indirect ('on;;eqllences 
which ltrH fis:>ociltteci with drug use. Direct eOllsequence,; include: 

• Illness or death: IIlm·,;s or deu,th can 'occllr from overr!o:5e, a 
severe Loxie or allergic rClwtion to a dfug, or from rnpid with
dmwal. In New Y'()rk City, drug-related deaths fire It major 
cuuse of c1Nd.h for males aged 15 to 25. Death due to drug abuse 
is often the result of ignor'ance-ignorancfl of possible eontttm
inll.nts in drugs, ignorance of the danger of using combinations 
of drugs, ignomnce of the strength of the drng purchased and 
of techniques to determine nonlethal doses. If drug use affects 
reproductive organs, or when certain drugs fife taken during 
pregnancy, a second generation may suffer caS-ualt.ies.· 

• ..:1c1lte behal'ioral effects: The pamnoia produced by intmvenolls 
inject.ioll of amphetamines can c:tUse violent behu.vior and 
consequ~nt criminal aets sneh as rape and homicide. Acute 
paranoia and e;ctreme anxiety from the effects of hallucinogenics, 
ancl depI'ession (in the wlthdra,wlll state) from stimulants such 
as umphetaminfls, are other example;: of behavior effects. 

• Chronic behal'ioral im.pairment: Adverse behlnioral effects may 
also be chronic as with the inertitl, apathy and depression 
assor.iated with long-term heroin use. Also, imp!lirmp.nt CIUl 

be mCllsurecl in things such as loss of productivity, health 
('osts, welfare assistance) and criminal costs. 

• Intelleclual Impal:rmnll: Some cvidem'c of intellectual impair
ment has been reported by c1iniciuns on the West Coast. Spe
cifically, menml statu;; evaluations of chronictlseJ:s of hallu
cinogens who st()pped after two or more yeal'S revealed a 
clinical impression not unlike that of mild chronic brain disease. 

Indirect consequences include: 
• Inj-llry or death associatecl with impa,irecl jl/dgment: Potent, 

mind-altering drugs such as LSD cun affect judgment, which 
may for example, result in accidental death by succtlmbing to 
bizarre hallucinations, such as believing one can fly. Even a 
"mild" drug ,such as marihuallR may distort preception and 
t.hus increase the risk of death in automobile acc~dents of 
either. It dri vel' or pedestrian. 

• Inj-llry or death a8sociate<iw'ifh conditi'ons of 1l8e:' Poor nutrition 
and neglected hygiene stemming fmm the total focus of energy 
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till 01J! :tinil!~ II I'll~,.;cnll t'IlU';l! tlu lIItli!:P 10 vi tnl org;l 11., , TrHTL~
mi,;,:irl11 of \'imllwpnlili,; from :<hal'l'd Bee!llp,; i,; IlBolhf'!'medil'ill 
pror,l"111 of drug' Hbusp,n;, Young people in the tlt'tll!: ('ultlln~ lire' 
pnl'ti"ltial'l,'- ,;11:'l"'ptiblp, :' PIH'llIllonia, Inft'diollS n,;:;oeillletl 
with illjl'l'! iOIl,; u,;illg' lin"" ;[tl Ilt'edle,; mny be fatuI. 

~ Dt'/'I'I"pmn'/n{ di}iicllliil'8: ['Ill' Il(Itpnlial fu[' pl!r,;onalit.y im
pailTllt'llt elitE' to dl'll~ u"p i,; :Ill importrmt t'OIl::ll'qllPnt'E', but 
011fl clifl1l'lllt tu n,;,;p.,;,;, There urI! C'ri"i,; pE'I'iocl,; in the (!otlr:5e of 
C\-cq- indidclual's clcvE'lopmpnt, 'but. tl!lole,;cence i::; n. par
tiellindy ntlneruble Pp.riotl bet'llU,;l\ the individual spems inun
dr~ted with "I'i,;e,;, These cr\ses provide an opportunity for 
gro\'nh, formati~n of new idea:;, nnd the emergence of a llealth
ier and more mature personality. The use of.drugs a,; a 
mean~ to deal with the,;e crise;; may diminish,.delaYr or prevent 
this maturation process . 

• Barriers to social acc('.lJtance: The public image oftl1e dntg user 
is extremely negati ..... e i thu:;, the user is often stigmatized, 
making: it extremely difficult for a current or former dl;'Ug user 
to find acceptance in society. Moreover, arrest and conviction 
for ..-iolation of drug laws results in the creation of t1. cnminal 
record. which may follow a user for the rest of his life, 

ADVERSE CONSEQUF;NCES TO SOCIETY 

Obvi(lu~ly the above adverse effects to individual drug users fife 
societ.y'H loss, too. But there are. also more directly measumble co.>ts 
to societ.y. A rec-ent study estimated that the total measurable cost of 
drug abuse-direct program ('osts, henlthcare costs, property losses 
attributable to drug-related theft, and lost pl'Oclu:cLivity-was $10 
.billion to $17 .billion per year. H ' . 

Still another way to look at the social. cost of drug abuse-one which 
is of particular interest in this discussion of dntg priorit.ies because 
it can be broken dO'wn by drug-is to look at drug users' appearances 
in the various institutions we have estab1ished to deal with people in 
trouble. . 

Among the lnrgest and most important of these in;;titut.ions afe the 
welfare system, the crimiriiLI justice. syste~, and thehenlth care 
delivery system. Drug users often appenr in t.hese institutions, and 

. may be identified a:; users., If we as.,-;ume that at least part, of the 
reason for their appearance is drug u,;e, the frequency of appearn.nce 
provides one rough indicator of the magnitude of· the social cost of 
drug abuse.. . 

II Social Co~t of Drug Abu~e, Specinl Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, 
1974: This excellent survey is summarized in. the Federal Strategy, 1975. 
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Out' capnhility to IIlClUltOl' t.lw;.;e npPp:lI'unrcs is il'rC'gltltll' t\lItllintiiPd 
in ~t'(lp"" btl!. ~(lIllP datil ~xi.,t. C\tart It illllstrnte;; the fraet iOIl Ul drug 
Ui;cr" who huel u,;ecl YtlL'ioH,; dt'll~"; priot' to their llPPf':tt'IUI('(\ in thr'C'H 
ditrerC'nt I>llll:c,,; wlwl'c people in twuble ,.;how liP: the crimin:tl ju:;lic(> 
system (;;er10U;; l'l'ime;; ollly) j I;; emergency ruom:; and llledicul OXlllll
iner;;' offieE\:;, 

INCIDENCE OF QRUG MENTIONS IN VARIOUS INSTITUTIONS 

Other 

Serious Crim'!'s 
by Drug Users 

Methadone ~"""",,:-:-:,",,,,,..,...,-i 

OCln9UrOU5 

Drugs 

Marihuana 

Cocoine 

Emergency Rooms Deaths 

-- -,\------1 

Chat! 11 

lOO~ 

Morihudno h~ 

Cocaine t,~ 

L Source:, DEA 

.--------------------~ 

SUMMARY: DRUG PRIORITIES 

Chart 12 ranks the various drugs according to the following eriteria: 
(1) likelihood that a user will become physically or psycholQgicttlly 
dependent; severity of adverse consequem:es, both (2) to the individual 
and (3) to society; and (4) size of the core problem, 

1$ The large proportion of marilwnna mentioned is probably n reflection of its 
widesprend use in society, . . 
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I Ch=,t It 
SlJo\IMAf~Y OF DRUC PRIORITIES 

I 
DEPENDANCE SEVERITY 0; CONSEQUENCE, SIZE 0;0 

LIABiLiTY CQ~= 
Fr:!lSONAL SOCIAL FROBLE,'A 

HEROIN HI 
HI 

HI Hi 
400,000 

NEEDLE HI Hi Hi HI 
AMPHETAMiNES OR,\L ------------ 500,000 LOW MED ~ MED 

MIXED HI HI -~--'-- MEO 
BARBITURATES -_.- ---- ----ALONE MED HI 'AED 300,0Q0 

COCAINE LOW LOW MED LOW 
~ 

MARIHUANA LOW LOW LOW LON 

HALL:UCINOGENS MED MED MED LOW 

INHAL~NTS MEO HI MED LOW 

Though the data are flawed and the rallkings therefore iml?recise, 
a dear pattprn emerges. . 

• Heroin ranks high in all four categories; 
• Amphetamines, particularly those injected intravenously, also 

rank high in all four categories; 
• Mixed barbitliratE's rank high three out of four catE'goriesj 
• Cocaine,I6 hallucinogens; and inhalants rank somewhat lower; 

and 
• Marihuana is the least serious. 

On the basis of this analysis, the task force recommends thtLt. 
priority ill Federal efforts in both supply aud demand rcductiml lw 
diiected toward those drugs which inherently pose a greater risk to 
the individual and to society-heroin, amphetamines (particularly 
when used intravenously), and mixed barbiturates-and toward 
compulsive userS of dlUgS of any kind. 

This ranking does not mean that all efforts should be clevoted to the 
high priority drugs, and none to the others. Drug use is much too 
complicated and our knowledge too imprecise for that. Some attention 
m.ust con'Hnue to be given toaH drugs both to keep them from explod
ing into major problems and because there are individuals suffering 
severe medical problems from even a low, priority drUg, such as 
marihuana. 

Ie This ranking is on the bnsis of current use patterns. As mentioned earlier, 
if intensive use pnttenls develop, cocaine could become n considerably more 
serious problem. 
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However, whell Te;;ource constraints force u choice, the choice should 
be mucIe in flLV(lI' of the higher priority drug::;, For eXlllItple: 

• In choo;ling whom to treat, we should eIlCOlll'lIge judges and 
other community official::; noL to overburden existing healt.h 
facilit,ie::; with casual u::;ers of marihuaua who do not exhibit 
serious health consequences, (But, a person who is suffering 
adverse consequences because of intensive marihuana lise 
should have t,reatment available,) 

• In assigning an addHional law enforcement agent, preference 
might be given to Mexico, which is an important source of both 
heroin and "dangerolls drugs", rathel' than to Miami, where an 
agent is more likely to "make" a cocaine or marihuana case. 

This drug priority strategy is essential to better targeting of limited 
resources and it. will be further addressed in relation to supply and 
demand reduction activities in chapters 3 and 4. Further, the process 
of assessing the current social costs of drug abu:le should be a con
tinuing one, to ensure that resource::; are allocated on the basis of . 
priorities which reflect current conditions and current knowledge. 
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Appendiy. D: Drug Abuse Council Survey 

Marijuana Use in California 
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MARIJUANA. 5UJWSY - S'tlYre OF' CALIFORNIA 

l'l'ashington, D~C~ ...... Mar.'ch a .. "" The result::;. of a statewide 
marijuana use and attitude survey .releasccl today by the indep~ndent 
national Drug Abuse Council show that al.mr.:!st: three out:. of every ten 
california adUlts have tried marijUana. Of those adults who currently 
do no."I: use marijuana, only 12 percent cltE~ the p;lssibility of legal 
prosecution or the lack of availilbility as their primary reasons for 
~ot.using .. Forty-six percent:: of those su:r;veye:1 favor the elimination' 
of cr.u,linal penalties £01: the possession of sm'all amounts of marijuana 
and use in private. 

The sltrVey, commissioned with field ReseaJ:ch. Corporuti~m, San Franr.:isco, 
is part of an on-going serics of activities sponsored by the Orug ,Abuse 
council to provide public information on current drug issues. The 
sUrvey consisted of 1.004 personal in-hom" interviows, representing 
a. balanced sample of the California population. InterviewS we:.:"f'J 
conducted between Feb:r:uary 5-11, 1975. 

Twp.Jlty-elght percent o£ California adults .report hllVing at ~eJ:Jst tried 
marijuana, with nine I?ercent cur.rcntly using it. In 'Washingt-:an, Dr. 
Thomas Bryant, President of I:he Orug Abuse Council, stated :t1,Hlt this 
level. of current use is the sarne a:3 was recenely determined, in a 
national survey as the national average level of current: use. The 
percentage of the CaU.fornia population "Nho have tried marijuana is 
higher than the national aveFage. 

A sharp dtffC!,rence in marijuana usage is observed betwee'!l younger 
aclu:.ts and old~r adults and between men and women. :Sonm differences 
.in usage can also be seen among regions of the state. 
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Total ndults 

Dyage 
10-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60 & over 

By sex 
Male 
Female 

Dy area 
Southern Cal.i£ornia 

T..o5 Angeles-ornnge 
other Southern 

Northern Ccllifornia 
Day Area 
other Northern 
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HARXJUrl'NA- USAGE 

. 

Have used --,--
~. 

54 
35 
10 

6 
6 

34 
21 

27 
25 
32 
29 
35 
21 

Current.ly use 
~ 

~ 

Z4 
5 
1 

1 

13 
6 

8 
8 

10 
11 
15 

6 

The possibility of leg,'11 prosecution and t:he lack of marijuana avail
ability rank lcw,as r~,aSOnS given for not:: using marijuana by those who 
have either nevel:' used it or those who have stopped uaing it. uLlck of 
interest is citnd by 50 percent of non-users as the reason for not 
currently using marijuana and possible health dangers is named by 38 
percent. ' 

REASON FOR ~OT CURRENl'LY USING "MARIJUANA. 

Possibility of legal prosecution 
Not available/Not exposed 
No!:: interested/Don't need it: 
Nay be dangerous to my health 
lIabit forming/Addictive/Loss of control 
Don I t mnok~/Don I t smoke anything 
Tried/Didn't like it 
Religious/Moral reasons 

Current" Non-users , 
8 
4 

50 
38 

7 
4 
3 
2 

"'Adds to over 100 pet::ccnt since some respondents gave more than one -reason. 

() 
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3 

Of.the five choices of optional legcll .1pproaches rC9'4rd:tng sale and/or 
possession of small amounts of marijuana and u.oe in pri'Yilte, 46' percent:: 
of adult~ favor !lome form of climin~t::ion of criJ~inal penalties: 15 per
cent favol: making the sale and ,possession of sm.:ll amov,nt:s. legal; 20 
percent 1:avor making the possession only of Ginall amounts legal; and 11. 
percent !;.lvol;' making the possession of small amounts st1bject:: to a fine, 
like getting a traffic ticitet:a Nineteen percent:: favor, the California 
law as it now it; regarding possession of ~all arnount~ t)f marijuana and 
29 percent favor stiffer penalties. 

The division on ~egal choices is part:icu~arly sharp between those who 
either have or currently use marijuana and those who have never used it. 
young adults - ages 18 through 29 - take a more leni(lnt view than do 
older adults, pnrticularly those 50 ;lIld over. 

1\TrITUDE TOWARO MARIJUANA IJ\W , 
Possession Possession Poss/!ssion La.w l"e- Stiffer 
and sale of of small of &l1a11 main as penalties 
small amounts amounts amounts is 
l.cgal l~al sub;'/ect to 

fi",~ 

% --,---.--
Tol:a1 adu1ts ~ ~ ;g ~ ~ 

By age 
18-29 2S 29 13 15 17 
30-39 17 24 ll. 22 22 
40-49 7 13 14 25 ,30 
50-59 II II II 12 44 
so, and over 5 10 8 24 46 

~~ 
southern california 14 18 9 21 33 
-Los Ailgeles-orange 14 13 10 21 36 
other southern 13 31 9 21 23 

Northern cal.ifornia 17 22 14 15 25 
Day Area 19 25 15 14 21 
other Northern 15 19 14 17 31 

By usage 
Have used, not now 32 37 14 11 5 
NoW Use 42 47 8 3 1 
Never used 12 11 23 39 

The Drug Abuse Council, located in Washington, D.C., was established in 
1972 by a consortium of private foundat.ions to :lerve as an independent 
soUrce of infot"mation, policy cvalulltion and research funding in the. fIeld 
of druq use and misuse. similar marijuana su=veys have recently heen 

-COmpleted on tho national lc'."el and in the state of Or~gon, which in 1973 
adopted a system. of civil fines a::: the sanctions for possession and use of 
small amounts o'f marijuana. 
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[From Jur1s Doctor, May 1975] 

THE BUDDING MAmHUANA BAR 

(By Darry Simonberg) 

Not since Prohibition has there been so enormous a group of affluent criminals 
as ,the one created 'by current marihuana la WI> in most of the United States. And 
it is it group that, despite an apparent lessening of police efforts in some large 
cities, continues to grow. The number of marihuana arrests nationwide sky
rocketed from a mere 18,815 in 1965 to mQre than 420,000 in 1973. 

Not surprisingly, a new class of lawyers has emerged to defend these new" 
crimin'als. Statutory variations from state to state and inconsistent enforcement 
make the field a tricky oIle, but dozens oL";sympathetic practitioners specialize in 
the law-of pot. They are for the most part' young, street-wise, hip to the plea bar-, 
gain 'and the constitutional challenge,. and almost uniformly committed to de
criminalization-no matter what the effect ontl~eir pocke~books. "These are guys 
wh!\l are making money from marihuana," says l!'rank Flol:umonti, New York leg
islative counsel for the Washington-based National Organization fOl: the Reform 
of Marihuana Laws (NORML), "and yet·,they still want to see the laws changed." 

In Octobel: 1973 Oregon became the fil:st state to aCtually decl:iminalize pos
session of marihuana, making it a civil viola.tion subject to a maximum fine of 
$100. In evel:Y other state, those in possession of even the smallest quantity still 
risk expenses fOl: bail and legal fe(!s, a damagip.g criminal l:ecord, and ]lossible 
imprisonment. So far, generational conflict, hypocrisy, and scientific controversy 
have frustrated efforts to l:epeat the Oregon brealrthl:ough . .Although Dmconian 
laws have been eased ill many stUJtes, the threat of an arrest-called in the drug 
subculture a bust~rooms large and is' still a traumatic affair, especially in rural 
areas. . 

"In Georgia,'1 says Tim Skidmore, "rmal people regar!1 marihuana in the same 
light as they regard rape and hel:oin." A 29-yeal:-old native of Elmira, New York, 
the moustachioed Skidmore attende'd I'll: w school at Emory University in Atlanta, 
and decided to settle there. One of three.or four pot specialists/most heavily in 
demand in his area, Skidmore has handled 250 cases in only two"Years. Why does 
he spend so much time defending these clients? "Partly for compassionatel:ea
sons," he says~ "A $1,000 fine for an ounce is a ridiculous sitU!l.tion,~' While proba- .. 
tion is still the usUal penalty for simple possession in Atlanta, fines Itre far more 
common elsewhere. "It's a great revenue medium for small cities," Skidmore ex
plains. "My definitive apPl:oach in a marihuana case {)UJtside Atlanta is finding 
every possible technical means of throwing' out the case." 

Skidmore claims that the "emotional" l,eactions of rUl:al judges ten.d to lead 
them into reversible el:l:or in pot cases. Since he thinks that federal judges are 
less susceptible to political pressul:e than locally elected officials, he tells all 
clients that if the case gets. to the federal level, "we'te probably gOing to win on 
appeal, if at all." 

Although' he does make v,. point of trimnting his hair and moustache for small
town appearances, Skidmore still finds his cases listed on the doclret after those 
of local attorneYi;1, "Judges," he comments, "think of me first as an Atlanta 
lawrer." He has been. told, he says, by more than one district attorney that 
those judges "enjoy being able to send Atlanta attorneys home with their tails 
between their legs." 

Skidmore is concerned about the possible grim after effects of al:rests. "Rather 
than' face the' criminal process,'l, he· explains, "clients commit suicide. Twice 
that's happened." He is also aware of pOlice attempts .. to apprehend dealers by 
tUrning usel:S iIito informers. "There's a· tremendoui3 . need· to expose issues of 
entrapment," he says, recalling a client aJ;;rested at a l:ock festival after undel:-
cover agents persuaded hinito sell them marihuana. . 

Personal '8:iqJei'ience has also led him to worry that pot arrests bl:eed .bewil
derment and contempt for the law among. young people. Some years ago, Skid
more took custody of a 16-year-oldboy from .the juvenile court. His ward, now 
in college, has been arrested several times :£or ]lossession, which "made me more 
committed to defending marihllaila cases." . 

As NORML's GeorA'ia coordinator, Skidmore spends "probably {lO percent of 
myprofessioIial working hours" on pOt m/ltters, d(>fending ~lients,speaking at 
high schools, working for law l:eform, and helping otherattofueys. He frequently 
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takes cases involving the children of his colleagues' business clients. But even 
though it would mean a loss in fees (he charges betweeII$l~iJ and $500 as a 
pJ:etrial retainer), Slddmore would prefer to see civil attorneys take up the 
cudgelS. "I'd .mUlJh rather they learn," he says. Once you take on a potellse, 
he explains, you become committed to reforming the laws that have made an 
estimllted 26 million people actual or potential criminals. "I get more 'and mDre 
fed up with each case that produces an inhuman result." 

Bill Risner of Tucson, Arizona is another pot practitioner who is dismayed 
by the state of the law. "It's just manifestly unfair," he says. "You have people 
who drinlr alcohol passing laws against a drug they just don't understand." In 
Arizona, Simple possession can be either a misdemeanor or, at the. judge's dis
cretion, a felony carrying a sentence of one to ten years. 

"I'm in Pima County, and that's the liberal part .()f the state," Risner points 
. out. "For any small quantity at aU, the result is probation. There's so much pot 
around here they just can't put people in jail. It's quite an industry in Tucson. 
In Maricopa County [PhoenixJ-that's the conservative Republican area-they 
can really do some strange things." 

Tucson's location neal' the MElxican border often leads to seizures of huge 
amounts of marihuana. Risner recalls clients who were arrested for possession 
of two tons of it. Foul' defendants got off without jail terms, but two--oneof 
whom was already. on probation-were given stiff sentences-six to eight years, 
with parole eligibility after two. "It's just terribly sad," laments Risner. 

A graduate of the University of Arizona Law School, Risner, 31, says that his 
long hair and moustache have been no problem in court. "In a way, Tucson is a 
small town," he saYI3. "The judges know me and I know them. The first several 
cases I had, I sort of won a reputation, and they started coming in." His four
lawyer firm, Risner, Wolf 1& Raven, gets more than half its bgsiness from mari
huana cases; Risner himself has handle.d about 150 in five yearS. His fees are 
similar to those of others in 11is field, ranging from $300 to $500. In complicated 
cases, however, he has charged as much as $20,000. But there is satisfaction even 
in cases that don't bring in big money. "If I keep somebody out of jail," Risner 
concludes simply, "I feel"good." 

Alan Ellis of State College, Pennsylvania agrees. Ellis attended Villanova Law 
School, clerked for several judges, and taught at Golden Gate College School of 
Law in San Francisco before deciding two years ago to enter private practice. 
State College, home·of Pennsylvania State University, has its share of people 
who seU drugs, says Ellis, "because this is the way to become a big man on 
campus." The beurded 31-year-old .attorney says that the prevalence of mari
huana in the community produces a strong reaction. '.'The police use binoculars," 
he says. "They sit up on a roof and scan student apartments for marihuana 
plants." Fortunately, he reports, "the smaIl cases in Pennsylvania are. generally 
dealt with under a probation-without-verdict section of the new law,".a two-year
old ;reform statute. For simple possession, a defendant can start out again with 
a clean record after a month's probatiQn. 

Despite this compara:tivel~' ~enient 'Punishment, Ellis says his stUdent clients 
are anything kut blase; "'Wiltmy parents find out?' That's their first concern," 
he says. "Jail isn't tIle problem. It's the stigma of the arrest." And, of course, 
they ha veEllis's $500 fee to consider. . 

Ellis says he has no trouble with small-toWn authorities because "we're deal
ing with them on a professional, human level," and hopes to parly his reputation 
into a county judgeship in tlle 1976 electioml. "I find that whenever a client 
comes in with un out-of-town lawyer, they know they're gOing to get a fight," 
Ellis says. "My clients ask, 'Should I shave?' I tell them I'm not going to; once 
they heal' lawyer or doctor" they don't see the beard or long hair." , 

According to Bill Rittenberg of New Orleans, such enlightenment has not pen
(!trated rural T,ouisiana. In the cities, juries are increasingly reluctant to con-, 
vict, and stlspendecl sentences have beco:r;ne the rule. But possession .is still a 
tough l'ap to beat elsewhere. "It's a substitute for the speed trapin the country," 
he exphtins. "We have a conditional discharge on thEil books, but it's very dif
ficult to get. The judges like that $100 fine." ~ilte many of his colleagues,2~
year-old Rittl:'nberg, a graduate of '.rulane Law School, doesn't bother to cut hIS 
hail' for court appearances in rural areos; he doesn't think it's neces'sary,"When 
I go out into the country, I'm not looking for a deal," .he says. "They know that 
wbenever somebody from New Orleans takes a case, they've got a fight." 

Rittenberg's marihuana cases make up about a quarter of his business. He 
. says he gl:'ts so many bl:'cause rural lawyers have an unpopular habit of collecting 
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$2 000 retainers and then. pleading the client guilty. "It's a real riiPoff," he f.;ays. 
"The worst lawyers charge. the most and do the least. I'd say a couple of times a 
month I got a call from a friend of a friend, or from .the client him,self, whO's 
paid another lawyer and pl€aded guilty and wants to to know what to do." 

Rittenberg has had success in discrediting inexpert witnesses on identifica
tion of .the drug. And he finds that feigning inexperience can be an effective ploy, 
lulling the prosecution into careless errors. And "if you're willing to take a low 
hourly fee and make half a dozen court appearances," Rittenberg advises, "your 
chances for 'acquittal are improved. There are so many variables." 

Energetic tactics like Rittenberg's often tempt the prosecution to let a case 
fade away after arraignment. He points to the case of a young woman who was 
caught with two marihuana plants and charged with intent to distribute. After 
several months' delay, she was indicted for simple possession. After several 
months more, following Rittenberg's motion to suppress evidence (no search 
warrant could be found), the case was dro,pped. 

"I think .that's the key thing," J;Uttenberg explains. "It's all a bluff. If you call 
their bluff, many times they're going to fold." Rittenburg is clearly willing to 
hustle for his $250 or $500. 

"You do a lot more work and you make mistakes," he says, but "you learn hoW' 
to practice by doing it. I tried my first jury case without ever having seen a 
jury." . 

Although he's a former staff counsel for the AOLU, Rittenberg is "trained in 
the gut-alleys of private practice. 1 think you have a lnuch more realistic view 
than you do as a movement·lawyer. Do-good movement lawyers have a tendency 
to be very self-righteous and won't talk to the other side." 

But not all the attorneys concerned with marihuana law are specialized 
"hustlers" like Rittenberg. Dave Weiner of Oleveland, for example, spends a 
good deli! of time working with reform efforts lil,e NORi.\iL, althougll he does 
not practice in the field. An unabashedly straight corporate lawyer, Weiner sees 
no confiict whatever between his pracHce and his reformist activities. "We have 
a, Teferral system throughout the state with lawyers who will take the cases," he 
says, "We get a lot of cans, and we make a.Jot of referrals." 

On a nationwide scale, NORML headquarters in Washington is probably the 
readiest and most comprehensive source of referrals and information. Staff 
_counsel Peter Meyers says that lists of individual attorneys and state coordi
nators are available, and that NOl'UHL can also. supply briefs, transcripts, law 
review articles, scientific reports, bi-bliographies, and summaries of "commonly 
reoccurring issues and defenses." 

Last November, at NORML's third ,annual national conference, pot practition
ers traded ideas on strategy mid evaluated the progress of legal reform. Their 
chief concern was still to determine and increase the chances for the continued 
spread of decriminalization sentiment among legislators and police officials. 
"This past year was not a very goodyear," admitted Frank: Fioramonti, "be
cause it was an election year." The 1975 campaign will be directed primarily 
toward getting Oongress to pass the Hughes-Koch-Javits bill, which would 
decriminalize marihuana oil the federal level. 

NORML is also ahxious to remove marihuana from its current classification RfJ 
a narcotic. Although most attorneYs who handle drug cases see hashish and 
marihuana in the same light, cases involving hard drug's are, as Bill Risner 
puts it, "a whole different thing." It's a matter of "moral judgment," adds T..trp. . 
Skidmo~e. "It ,:"ould be very hard fur me ·to accept a heroin sales case.",. ' .... ;) , 

NORML coutlllues to lobby for reform in state legislatures, eager;Aodevelop 
a nationwide consensus thllt the use of pot should pe no more .criminal than 
the use of alcohol or tobacco. NORML has been supported in its hope that 1?ublic 
opinion will sWing)\toward decrimiUalization by support from such prestigiouS 
organizations as tlle Am:erican Bar Association, the American Medical Associ
ation;and the National Oouncil of Ohurches, and such prominent public figures 
as William F. Buckley, Jr. and Ann Landers. 

Recent research studies alleging serious effects of marihuana on the mnle 
sex hormon~ and on human immunity have threatened to slow the liberalizing 
trends; . but' NORML's distinguished medical supporters have dismissed them 
as biased and unscientific. Like any drug, they argue,marihuana has potenttal 
side effects, hut that is surely no reason to make outlaws out of the millions of 
otherwise law-abiding people who use it. ' . 

According to Pat Horton, district attorney in Eugene, Oregon, decriminaliza-
tion of marihuana has been accepted quite well. by the public, and has actually' @ 
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helped to clear court calendars and allow police and prosecutors to concentrate 
on more pressing problems. There has been no measurable influx of users from 
other state~, says Horton, and no significant increase in the use of marihUana 
among Oregonians since the new law took effect. "I think it is inevitable in the 
next few years," he predicts, ",that the legislatures ilL the vast majority of 
states are gOing to decriminalize marihuana." . 

Anyone who has ever worried about a bust will be delighted by that prospect. 
And that includes,' oddly enough, the pot practitioners themselves. 

[From Juris Doctor, May 1975] 

THE CASE FOR MARIHUANA 

(By Graham Hughes) 

Few issues have more vexed public opinion in the United States in recent 
years than the spread of drug abuse. There may be parts of the country that 
have scarcely been touched by the prolJlem, but in large urban centers the 
;prohibited use of drugs has become a great breeder of misery and crime and a 
constant preoccupation of law.enforcement authorities. 

The one feature that virtually all of the abused drugs have in common is 
that they are mood altering. If they were not, there would be little reason 
to take them. People in Western society, and probably in most human societies, 
have always indulged in taking such psychoactive drugs. The report of the 
Task Force on Narcotics and Drug Abuse, published in 1967, contains the pro
vocative but surely accurate comment that the really abnormal behavior in 
our society would be to take no mooel-altering drugs at all. 

Side by side with restrictions on the use of some drugs, however, we manage 
to be V!lry permissive about the use of others,. including that very powerful 
mood-altering. drug, alcohol. This, ambivalence in our approach surely stems 
from an uneasy connection between drugs and our notion ot what it means 
to be happy. Happiness is an inner state, but we traditionally connect it with 
certain valued social arrangements. We think it includes having good and 
loving relationships with other people, in one's family and outside the famiJy: , 
And the notion of the good life, the haPpy life, has encompassed, particularly in 
the Western world, the idea of dOing good work, which takes many different 
forms. This may be artistic or intellectual work, but most people are not gifted 
with that kind of talent. They may still uo good work in the sense that what 
they do is useful, that it helps others either in an immediate individual way 
or by making a contribution to the well-being of society in some coUective sense. 
A lack of any feeling of accomplishing such good work no doubt contributes ' 
significantly to personal feelings of unhappiness. 

Historically there has been an important link between the pursuit of happiness 
and the ingestion of mind- or mood-altering drugs. The explanation is not hard 
to find. The stress that ordinary life imposes on most of us often makes the 
components of happiness frustratingly elusive. Certain drugs have remarkable 
capacities for liberating us so that we can achieve joy and peace, at least 
fleetingly. 

Traditionally in Western society the great mOOd-altering drug of fashion has 
gailied such social acceptance that it plays a central part in the most solemn 
sacrament of the Christian religion. The established place of alcohol in our social 
life is a recognition that the sensible and moderate use of a drug can, by reliev
ing us of tension and anxiety, liberate us better to pursue happiness. But there 
is a conflict here, for we have also known, as fill' back as history goes, that mood
altering drugs may at times worle in a quite contrary way. When we take them 
excessively on one occasion or consistently over a long period, we may become 
besotted or enslaved to them so that tl1ey cripple llS in our attempt to lead a 
good and happy life. 

Our dilemma is sharpened by the grip that fashion and tradition have on us. 
Alcohol is still our primary drug of addiction. The number of alcoholics enor
mously exceeds the number of heorin ·addicts, and the total damage done by 
alcohol in SOCiety is incalculably greater than that done by heroin. In the sim
plest terms of lives cut short, lives that are crippled, work hours lost, the inflic
tion of accidental death and injury on others, and the unhappiness caused to 
family members, alcohol wins the race by a vast distance. But while we mainhiin 

.. \ 
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a polite level of lip service to the dangers of alcohol, we are not frenziedly pre
occupied with it in the way that many of our public spokesmen have been w.iJth 
heroin, or for that matter, marihuana. The prima faoio strangeness Of this con
trast in attitudes makes it important for us to heed some preliminary cautions. 

In the first place, it makes no sense to thinl. in terms of one appropriate solu
tion to the drug problem. The properties and effects of marihuana, barbiturates, 
cocaine, and heroin are so different that widely differing schemes of regulation 
may be appropriate for each of these drugs. , 

Second, the alternatives are not as Simple as a start choice between crim
inalization and decriminalization. There are many habitable way stations be
tween these terminals. One would be to make the use of marihuana and heroin, 
and possession of small quantities for use, no crimes at all, While. retaining 
criminal penalties for dealing in the drugs. A slightl:r more generous step would 
lift the criminal ban from "casual tr,ansfers" of sma~l amounts of marihuana for 
personal use that do not indicate a pattern of dealing 101' profit. ' 

Here the contrast between heroin and marihuana becomes crucial. ]'01' while 
heroin remains for most Americans (and with some good reasons) a drug that 
inspires fear and revulsion, cannabis has become as familiar to millions as alco
holic drinl.s are to others. The chasm between pfficial legal condemnation and 
popular attitudes may not yet yawn as wide as in the day;s of Prohibition, for 
there is a generation gap, with middle-aged and older people, who grew up on 
a diet of whisky and martiI1is, remaining suspicious of the newfangled psycho
active substitute used by their children. In many rural areas this popular sus-
picion and, indeed, distaste may still be very strong. But unless fashion veers 00 .0 

off in another direction, each year is likely to see more widespread commuIll~}re'"""'" 
contempt and disdain for the marihuana laws. . _."""-,,.7--

Cannabis has come under the most intensive scrutiny by PUQ!iJv~oihmiasions 
of inquiry in Britain (1968), Canada (1970), and the U1]itffif States (1972). 
The commissions examined with considerable thoroughness every contention of 
harmfulness that had been made about using the.drug and every argument that 
could be advanced for deCriminalization. They all Came to the conclusion that, 
while cannabis use should not be encouraged, there was no good case for making 
its use and PC:JBession of small quantities or casual transfers off~nses of any 
gravity. The Btiti!;h and Canadian commissions recommended that use and 
possession of small quantities be a very minor offense, while the United States 
commission advocated the {!omplete removal of penalties for private use. 4.11 
three studies, however, were in favor of continuing severe penalties for private 
trafficking or posseSSion of large quantities wUh intent to sell. 

No professional authority would assert that there is a finally proven case 
of marihuana'S total harmlessness. Majority scientific opinion holqsthat there 
is no convincing evidence of any harm to the. user from regular moderate. use; 
but there remains a substantial element of doubt about the possibility of .de-; 
leterious effects from continued" heavy usage. In United States v. ;Kifjel' '(1973), 
the ~econd Oircuit Court of A.ppeals, on the question of the p,onstitutionality of 
the marihuana laws, considered evidence. on the harmfulness of use. The princi-:. 
pal defense witness had been Dr. Lester Grinspoon, a 'clinical professor of psy
chiatry at Harval'd Medical School and the Ituthol' of a leading text. on 
marihuana. The court said: "In addition it was stipUlated that five other experts 
WOUld. have supported Dr. Gl'inspoon's conclusions ..• that marihuana is 
neither physically nor psychologically harmful to most users and not panicularly 
susceptible of abuse, and that those few who might suffer ill effects through 
overindulgence probably have personality disorders that would lead them to 
abusive use of whateVer drugs they might succeed in obtaining." 

In rebuttal a government witness, also a psychiatry profei'sor,· testified that 
use of high-grade marihuana by volunteers in a study in whi,ch he was engaged 
often induced psychotic episodes. Dr. Grinspoon himself conceded that an article 
in a British medical journal asserted that long-term use of marihuana led to 
brain damage. While Dr. Grinspoon did not believe tliat article to be credible, he 
agreed that "the effect of mlu'ihuana regarding brain damage is not known." 

J. W. Fairbairn has pOinted out that"what we know about marihuana would 
give us considerable pause if it were a new SUbstance that a drug house was 
wanting to release for medical use: "Suppose a' phlll'maceuUcal firm proposed 
to releasse a drug with the possible side effects reported at Stockholm [a sym
posium on cannabis in 1971) or in the World Health Organization Technlc.al 
Report No. 478, 1971-9.ccumulation in body fat, interference ,Vitli micr9somal 
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enzymes, tachycardia, teratogenecity,. serious effects on driving skill, amotiva
tion which may be related to actual brain damage, and sometimes unpleasant 
psychotic effects. Although some of this evidence is based on animal work, some 
on humans, there would be quite enough warning signals to resist approval." 

These comments are obviously important, but the analogy is misleading. We 
may agree that we should scrUtinize witb a supercritical eye any new substance 
that a commercial bouse wishes to launch into the world solely for claimed 
therapeutic purposes. But marihuana occupies a quite different social setting. 
Hardly anyone claims that we ought to discount the possible harmful effects 
of its long-term use because we need it for medical reasons. Marihuana is al
ready in use as a drug of choice for reasons of pleasure by a substantial minor
ity of the population, who seem strongly disinclined to give it up in spite of the 
existence of criminal penalties. For this reason the only realistic comparison is 
with licit and licensed pleasure-giving drugs. . 

All experts agree that whatever may be said about the possible harmful 
effects of marihllana can be topped by mucb more borrifying pictUres of the 
damage done by cigarette smoking, the use of alcohol, and perhaps even caf
feine. Cigarettes, alcohol, and coffee are legal, so how, some ask, can we without 
hypocrisy and injustice ban marihuana and punish its users? . 

But this, in its turn, is also too simple a response. Cigarettes, alcohol,and 
coffee are deeply ingrained in our culture and are used by millions of people. 
Though we now know enough about at least cigarettes !lnd alcohol to realize 
that. it would be much better for. most people if they did not use them at 
all, it may be too late to go back and attempt by peTIltl legislation to wipe out 
such familiar and cherished aceou/::erments of our way of life. But marihUana 
use bas hardly yet reached such an entrenched status. Even ifi'ts use is less 
d·angerous than that of cigUirettes and alcohol, the argument might run, there is 
no warrant for reversing an existing situation of illegality when there is still con
sIderable doubt about how baTIDful it may be. The doctrine of equal protection, 
after all, does not demand that government continue to make equal mistakes. 

Another hallowed argument holds that marihuana smoking. has a tendency 
to lead to the use of more dangerous drugs, notably heroin. It may well be true 
that most beroin users smoked marihuana before they first used beroin, but, 
as someone has pointed out, most of them alSo drank millr before they used 
heroin. A sequence of events in itself tells us· notbing about cause and effect. 
Most searchers bave not been impressed by the claim that the use of marihuana 
leads people to heroin. The trutb is more likely that certain people have a 
disposition to experiment with drugs and to become imprisoned by tbem. It 
is natural for such people to work their way up the ladder of available sub
stances. But it would be rash to assume that if marijuana were unavailable, 
the move onward and upward could be frustrated. To put this more strongly, one' 
might assert tbat the sort of person who is U,kely to experiment witb heroin 
is very unlikely to be diverted in biS progress by knowledge tbat the uSe of 
marihuana is prohibited by a criminal penalty. 

The arguments in fav:or of legalizing at least the private use of marihuana 
are impressive. Advocates point to the fact that tbe drug is widely used and 
accepted and is, at the least, probably less harmful than legal drugs such as 
alcohol and tobacco. Its use is certainly a victimless crime, and tbe only pos
sible justification for')':,ontinuing criminal liability is the fragile one of protecting 
the user from hiJP/ / Young people, it is said, are led into contempt for the 
law when they di~ I,{r the apparent harmlessness of a substance tbey have been 
told must be Pl'~: l,ited because it is so dangerous. This cynicism about tearh
ing on the subY ,Ii'may positively encourage young people to use drugs (such 
as barbiturates "and amphetamines) tbat are extremely dangerous. simply be
(laUSe officially diSsemi'nated information abOut these drugs will bave lost 
(Iredibility. . , 
,r The present state of tbe law also' opens an extra market for organized ·crime 
ilnd induces -young people to malte contact with criminals in order to obtain 
Jibe drug. Law enforcement 'in this a~ea is . expensive, resource depleting, . and 
extremely ineffectual. A few: unlucky users· and dealers suffer disgrace and 
punishment, wbile the vast majority remain untouched. 

The most modest proposal. tbat of the United States Commission~ 'Would 
legalize only private use, while retaining penalties for dealing and 1JOSSeRSion 
of large qllantities. The most radical advocates would allow legal sale. So 
sweeping a change would ilivolve a bost of subsidiary questions, illcluding.who " 
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should control the commercial distribution (free enterprise or a government 
lllonopoly), what the quality of the substance should be, and what regulations 
should surrouml the commerce ill the nature of licensing. 

1'l1e problem here is in one important sense very different from those of 
heroin law reform. 'With heroin we are dealing with addicted persons, and 
lIluch of the discussion has to do with affording them some lega·l access to the 
drug or a satiBfrictory substitute. 'Vith marihuana, the claim is not that it is 
cruet or useless to deny acidicts access to what they crave, but rather that 
peoplE:: have a legitimate claim to pursue a pleasure that is not vicious 01' 
self-de.'itrnctive. . 

In this way, the case for decriminalization of' marihuana is at once both 
simpler and more Gomplex than with heroin. It is Simpler in that marihuana 
lacks the powerful chemistry with which heroin may impose addiction and 
enslave the user. And so we have natnrally regardecl marihuana as much less 
dangerous and have been inclined toward legalization. But this very lacl. of 
a powerful addictive property also speaks against legalization-we cannot view 
the marihuana user as being a sicJ, person, driven by an irresistible impluse to 
Imrsue the drug. This makes it seem mQre defensible to punish him. In the end, 
the only way we can resolve this problein is by returning to a consideration of 
the ')roper boundaries of licensed pleasure . 

.Jere are ~nany substances-including alcohol, tobacco (nicotine), and 
marihuana (cannabis)-that many people have come to find supportive, tran
quilizing, relaxing, anci thus a prop and a shield when confronted with the 
discomforts and tensions of ordinary life. Alcohol and marihuana have the 
capacity to induce euphoria and alteration of mood, the extent of which cle
pencls on the amount ingested. Regular users are able, through experience, to 
control the extent of this mood alteration to a point where it is usually 
pleasurable. None of these drugs appears to be significantly harmful if used 
in small quantities occasionally. But the regular use of them ill substantial 
quantities pOSes clifferent degrees of danger. With tobacco such use markedly 
increases the risk of heart disease, lung cancer, or 'other pulmonary affiictions. 
Alcohol, used in such a way, may cause a variety of illnesses and, lead to 
debility and death in extreme cases. Less is lmown about the long-term heavy 
use of marihuana, but, as we have oeen, some re8earchers suggest there is a 
llossibility of brain damage. Other studies point to the fact that substances 
contained in marihuana are built up over a long period of time in the body and 
lllay cause damage to offspring, if not disease in the user. 

To this we must add that of the three drugs, the most powerfully addicting is 
tobacco. Alcohol is not necessarily phySiologically aocli~tive"t'llOugh psychological 
dependence on it may habituate a minority of users to Sue)) regular intake of 
large quantities that they become in fact addicted and can suffer severe with
drawal symptoms. Marihuana has no addictive properties, though a small 
minority of users may become so dependent that their lives become largely 
doev1)ted to the .drug. 

If mankInd were clamoring for a tl'llnquilizing, mildly euphoric substance and 
only one of these drugs could be legalized, which would we choose? Imagine that 
a national commission, set up to respond to the public demand, studies all that is 
known about tobacco, alcohol, ·and marihuana, with a view to selecting one for 
legal production and distribution. It is difficult. to see how the choke could 
rationaUy not be marihuana. 

Tobacco has little to commend it. It has no euphoric effect and little capacity 
to induce mild and pleasant alterations of mood or eonsciousness. Its tranquiliz
ing effect has to be learned, and for many users, eventually wears off as use 
becomes a mere satisfaction of a physical need, as with heroin. It is extremely 
audicting and very dangerous to health. Surely toba{!co wouW not behhe winner 
of'the contest. C", , 

A.,icohol appears ritQre attractive. It it) transquiliziIig and euphoric and may 
be pleasantly effecv,r,e in altering consciousness. Its use is surrounded with 
agreeable ·and elaifo!! ~e social rituals that have to do with food, cOllvel'sation, 
and 'erotic encounter~'fC;For the majority of people who. are able to maintain a 
controlled relationshiIi '(villi the drug, alcohol has a soothing, humanizing, and 
enriching impact on t'f!..eir lives. But against this must be' set .the fact that the 
powers of alcohol are IllS great for evil as for gooet. Occasional excessive use 
may lead to the disease of alcoholism. which works huge amonnts of social and 
.physiololtical damage. An authoritative decision °maJrer would probably strike 
it from the list. 

o 
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'Marihuana we admittedlY know much less about, precisely because it has no 
history of legal use, But what we do know tends to show that it has c!lnsiderable 
powers for tranquilizing and producing pleasurable ,states of CO~sClOusn~ss. A 
minority of users may become heavily dependent on It, but there IS no eVIdence 
that marihuana destroys their bodies or that occasional excessive use has the 
potential, as does alcohol use, to lead to violence. On the existing evidence, the 
Commission of Choice ought to pick marihuana. 

The use of marihuana may have a longer Western history than many suppose, 
but it has been a submerged, working-class one, never breaking through into cir
cles of fashion until recent years. The seventeenth-century Dutch peasants who 
are depicted in the paintings of Adriaen Brouwer as being "drunl{ on tobacco" 
had probably added a little of the hemp plant to the contents of their pipes. Much 
more important is the fact that it is now the drug of choice of a great many 
people. 

We suggested earlier that we ought not to legalize marilmana only because it 
is less harmful or no more harmful than tobacco and alcohol-, which are already 
legal. But. we should now add that, given the fact of actual use by many people, 
the comparative harmlessness of marihuana does become an argument that 
should count for something. The claim to use a drug of pleasure no more harm
ful than others that are legal may not be ripe for constitutional recognition as 
a claim to equal protection, but it is a social argument of some cogency for a 
legislature to ponder. The drug of choice of the young and many minority groups 
is banned, while the drugs of the white, middle-aged, middle class are legal. 
This exaggeration contains an uncomfortable grain of truth. 

So, on the one hand, we hear the clamor of those who claim a right to have 
their pleasure in a way that is not demonstrably more harmful than other 
people's way of getting their pleasure. From the other side comes the reasonable
sounding caution that the licit presence of dangerous drugs on the social scene 
is not a very good reason for liberating another substance of some unknown 
degree of danger. But it is not impossible to accommodate both sides of the 
argument in a compromise. 

The argument that it is unfair to punish the use of marihuana while we permit 
the use of alcohol and tobacco is persuasive, and we ought, therefore, to abolish 
penalties for the use of marihuana and possession of small quantities for the 
purpose of personal use or casual transfer. But the warnings about the unknown 
dangers and the unknown number of people who might be turned on if there 
were full legalization have good utilitarian roots and deserve some accommoda
tion. This can be done by retaining the penalties for sale of marihuana or posses
sion of substantial quantities for sale. 

Oertainly this would leave .the situation in a somewhat perverse .posture. It 
would be legal to use a drug for which there is no legal source of supply. In prac
tice this would mean that the user would have to go to some trouble to obtain 
the drug and have to pay a somewhat infla:ted price. This may have precisely the 
desired effect in inhibiting an increase in use and a growth ill the number of 
userS. The formal paradox of the solution may be a price worth paying for the 
practical sense of the outcome-at least in the short run. But such a position 
should only be retained for a stipulated number of years, while marihuana re
search is vigorously pressed. In a reasonably shor,t time, we should lmow enough 
to make a final decision on· legalizing sale and distribution. 

Growing recognition of the comparative harmlessness of marihuana will no 
doubt in time dilute our IJerception of its dangers. But drug Use in general is not 
likely to diminisll, only· to change its forms. If life in America leans many young 
people to experiment foolishly· and dangeronsly with drugs of destructive poten
tial, certainly Gome organized public response is called for. This can be best 
shaped by dropping the obsession with marihuana, and heroin as well, and con
centrating instead on the provision of services to neprived and disturbed people. 
We should'remember that there are ways in which drugs for a time do. help 
people to cope with or escape from their problems. In the long run the remedy 
IS usually worse than the disease, but while we offer no alternatives, it is natural 
enough that this foolish self-medication will be tried. While penal law enforce
ment has a place of some importance ill the overall attack on the danger from 
drugs, it should be much less central than the provision of services to help the 
unhappy and bewilnered members Of our society. 
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MAH.IJUA~A POSSESSIOX AND THE CALIFORNIA 
CPi'iSl'UUTIONAL PROHlBI'rION OF CRUEL 

OR UNVSUAL PUNISHNlE1\"T* 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of marijuana in the United States has increased at an 
extraordinary rate in recent years, It has been estimated that 
:L:4,ODO,OOO Americans over eleven years of age have used mari
juana, including about one-balf of those individuals 'in the eighteen 
to twenty-five age group,l TI1e increased use of ~arijuana, and 

* Re~earch for this Comment \\'a~ m;id~ po>~ible, in part, by lJ grdnt from 
the California Council on Criminal Just;.::e, acinlinistered by the UCLA Correc
tions r..aw Program, The opinions and conclusions cAp~c~sed herein are solely 
those of the author and do not ne~cs,arily reflect those of the California Council 
on Criminal Ju~tit:e, the Califurnia Department of Correctio!15, or the UCLA Cor
rections Law Program, The authur wishes \0 cxpress his l1ppreciativn for Pro
fessor Henry R.:*,b(i.chcr's au\ ice and assh,tance in the preparation of this Com-
ment,·· ' . 

. 1 NATlO:-:AL COMM'I\ 01\ MARIHl',~NA AND DRUG AbUSE, FIRST Rl'.PORT: 
MARIHUANA: A SIGI\AL OF MISUl'DLK:>TASDINO 32 (1972) [hereim.fter cited a5 
FIRST COMM'I' REPORT); l"ATIOSAL COMM'N ON MARIHVJ.NA AND DRUG ABUSE, 
SECO:-1D REPORT: DRUG ABL'sr II\' AMERICA: PROBLEM I!'- PLRSPECTI\"E, 65 (Joint 
Comm. Print 1973) [htreina'ftef cited as SlCOSD COMM'I' REPORT), 

The National Commj,~ion on Marihuana and DruS At-me 1'0 a!> e~;;,blished b:r 
,the Comprche!1~:\'e Drug Atll'~ Prc~ention and Control Act of 19iu, 84 Stat, 
1236, 1::80-8i. The Comrnb,ion con~i~ted (If t\\" membcr~ of the United States 
Senate, t"o n,cmbcrs of the H"usc of RcpreseotatJves, anJ nir.e ·per>om appointed 
by PresiJent Richard M. Nixon. 

The literat<lre on marijllhna is ,'ast and ~omelimes contradictory, The con
tWlcrsiaJ TId.lUre of the "marijuana question" often cast< doubt upon otherwise 
"obj~ctivc" con~lt!sions reached in marijuana ~tudies and (X.mmcr.:,.ries, Proh
lems of bias induced b~ the pi"edominant ~lection of fa.i.;able research source 
male rial appear to he pal'licularl~' trou~lc!>ome' in articles con~iderin£ the use anJ 
effect!> of marijuana, Furthermore, ~cienliiic studies are often subject to Criticism 
for their use of inappropliale research tnc:l.ojoiogies, To minimize the use vl 
bidscd source material, and to avoi,d the .prol:ilcms inherent in the selection of 
"accurate" sciemific ,tudic5, this Commenl .reiie~ principally on the conclusi.ons 

'drawn by ·the J-,'ational Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse for the fol· 
lowing reasons: 

. (a) The Commission's Reports CClOstirUle Gle mas: compreht:nsivc and 
reccnt study of the m!1rijuana problem in the Cnited S:.ates, 'The First Commb
sion Report wa~ acc(lmpanied by a two-volume App.!ndi~ of Technical Paper>, 
consisting of nwrc than 1,2OQ pages of the results of tbe various studies con
ducled for the Commission, a~ well as' an anal),si5 of the studies conducted pre
vious to the Commi!o!>ion's in\'estigation, In ~ddition. a budget of $1 million 
w,,~ authorilcJ ill' Congrc~~ fur the Con;mj<;~ion's aclivilie~, Scr C~.'i1,prc!.ensive 
Drug Abuse Pn:\cntion and C(>ntrol ACI of 1!I70, S 6Oi(f), 84 Stat, 1236, 1281. 

(b) The l'ational Commission on Marihuuna and Drug Abuse has the ,offi-
, cial status of a United States Government commission, ' • 

1136 -)111 

83-31'/ 0 - 77 - 31 
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the attendant increase in arrests for its possession,2 have in
tensified the controversy surrounding the propriety of statutes 
subjecting marijuana users to criminal punishment. In response 
to these piOblems, Congress established the National Commission 
on Marihuana [sic] and Drug Abuse to study, among other 
things, the extent of marijuana use and the efficacy of existing 
marijuana la\\'s.3 After intensive study, the Commission con
cluded that private possession of marijuana for personal use should 
no longer be a criminal offense.4 TIle Commission deten'ilined 
that "c;iminalilation of pos~ession of marihuana for personal use 
is socially self-defeating as a means of [discouraging its use]."D 

The Commjssjo~ further observed that "several recent Oudi
da1] opinions have confirmed C\ur judgment that the possession 
penalty for marihuana is constitutionally su~pect."6 Indeed, many 
legal commentators have condemned the constitutionality of pos
session statutes on a variety of grounds,' concluding that such 

(c) The Commi,sion's Reports are the most credible, o~jecti\'e, an.d non
partisan' of all such si udies avr,iJable. The Commi~sioD recognized the impor
tance of "an inucpcn(lenl, nonpartisan appraisal of the nature of marihuana and 
the con>equences of its use ..•. " FIRST COMM'!' RE.PORT, 5upra at 3. It is also 
interesting to note in this connection iliat most of the Commission me-mbers had 
been preyiously opposed 10 the decriminalization of personal use and possession of 
marijnana, and that President Nixon had SI~ted before the issuance of the Reports 
that should the Commission recommend decriminalization, he would decline to 
follow that recommendation. See U.S. NEWS'&: WORLD REpORT, Feb, 21, 1972, at 
75. 

2 Sec note 107 infra. 
a See CLlmprehcn~i\'e Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970, 

§§ 601(d)(l)(A), (d)(I)(B),84 Slat. 1236, 1281. 
4 FI]{ST COMM'!' REPORT, supra not~ 1, at 154. 
5 FIRST COMM'N REPORT, su.pra note I, al 167. The Co:r:mission's rea

soning was quite similar to that of John Stuart Mill, who a~gued over a 
century earlier: 

Nor is there anything which tend~ more to discredit and frustrate the 
hetter means of innuendng condu'ct, than a resort to the worse. If 
there be flmong those whom 'it ,is attempted to coerce into prudence or 
temperance, any of the material of which vigorous and independent 
characters are made, they will infallibly rebel against the yoke. No 
such person will ever feel that oiher~ have a right to control him in 
hi~ concerns, such as they have to prevent him from injuring them in' 
theirs; and it easily comes to be considered a mark of spirit and 
courage to ny in the face. of such usurped 'authority, imd do with 
ostentation the exact opposite of what, it enjoins .•.. 

J .S. MILL, ON LIBERTY (1859), <Juoted ill R. WASSERSTROM, MORALITI' AND THE 
I,AW 17-18 (1971). , 

r. SECOND COMM'!' REPORT, supra note 1, at 248, citine State v. Kantner, 
53 Hawaii 327, 493 P.2d 306, cert. de/lied, 409 U.S. 948 (1972), and People v. 
Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91, 194 N.W.2d 878 (1972). 

7 Sec ,Bonnie & \Vhitebread, Tile Forhldd"n Fruit and tile Trqe of Knowl
edge: An Inquiry illto the Legal History of American Marijualla Prohibitioil, 56 

,VA. L. REV. 971 (1970) [hereinafter cited as Bonnie & Whitebreadl; Boyko & 
Rolberg,' COllstllutiollal Objectiolls To Cali/orilla's Martjualla Pr>.I's(·ssion Slatuie, 
14 UCLA-L. REV. 773 (1967) [hereinafter cited as Boyko & ROlbergJ; Comment, 
The California Marijualla Possession Slalute: An Ill/ringemenl on the RighI of 
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statutes infringe upon constitutional guarantees of due process,8 

equal protection, U and the right of privacy.10 In addition,. there is 
recent jUdicial authority for the proposition that statutes imposing 
criminal liability for the possession of marijuana violate the "funda
mental constitutional right" to the "enjoyment of life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness."ll Although some commentators have 
suggested also that marijuana possession statutes constitute a viola-·· 
tion of the cruel and unusual punishment clause of the eighth 
an1endment to the United States Constitution,12 tne,'aIidi1:)' of 
Califomia~s marijuana possession statute1~. under the cruel or un
usual punishment clause of the Califomi" constitution14 has escaped 

Prime)' or Other PeripheralConstitutiollal Rights?, 19 HAST. L.J. 758 (1968) 
[hereinafter cited a.s Possession & privacyJ; Greenstein & DiBiailco, Marijuana 
Lall's-A Crime Against HUillallit)', 4~ NOTRE DAME LAW. 314 (1972); see also ;"/ 
FIRST COMM'N Rr.PORT, supra nOle I, at 140-42, and FIRST COMM'N REPORT, 
supra note I, App., voL II, at 1123; SECOND CoMM'K REPORT, SUpra note I, at .0 
247~9c , 

. 8 See Bonnie & VI'hitebread, supra nole 7, at 1128-33; Boyko & F(),b~rg, ,. 
supra note 7, at 791-94. 

9 Sec SECOND COMM'K REPORT, srJpra note I, at 249; Bonnie & WhItebread, 
supra nole 7, at 1128-33; Boyko & Rntberg, supra note 7, at 785-89. 

]'0 Sce SECOND COMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, at 248-49; Bonnie & White
bread, supra note 7, at 114-5-47; Possrssio/l & Privacy, supra note 7; Packer, 
The Aims o/the Criminal Law Re·visited: ,A Plea for a Nell' Look at "Suhstamil'c 
DueProc:ess", 44 S. CAL. L. REI'. 490,496 n.40 (1971). 

1] See concurring opinions of Abe, 'J., in State v. Kantner, 53 Hawaii 327,' 
334,493 P.2d 306, 312, ccrt. denied, 409 U.S. 948 (1972); and TO. Ka\'anagh, 
J., in People v. Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91, 131, 194 N.W.2d 878, 895 (1972). 

12 Sec' Bonnie & Whitebread. supra note 7, at 1133-40; Boyko & Rotberg, 
supra note 7, at 791; Oteri & Norris, The Use oj Expert and Documentary Evi
dence in a COllstitutional Altack on a State Criminal Statute: The Marijuana Test 
Case, 56 CALIF. L. REV. 29, 30 (1968); Possession &. Prirac)" supra note.7, at 
762: 

lil CAL. HEALTH & SAFETI' CoDE § 11357 (West. Supp. 1973) provides, in 
relevant part, as follows: 

Evcry person who possesses any marijuana, except as otherwise provided 
by Jaw, shall be punished br imprisonment in the county jail. for a period 
of not more than one year or the state prison for a period of not Jess 
than one year or more than 10 years. 
The provisions of Health and Safety Code section 11530, the former mari

juana possession statute, were substantially the same as those of section 11357. 
Section. I I 357. wa~ added by [1972J CAL. STAT., ch. 1407, § 3. 

14 . Article I, section 6 of the' California constitution provides, in relevant 
part, as follows: "Excessive bail Mall not be required, nor excessive fines im
posed; nor shall cruel or unusual punishments be inflicted." The significance of 
dctermining the validity of Health and Safety Code section 11357 under article 
I, !-Cction 6 of the California con~titution Jies in the.fact that the ~tale constitution 
provides a basis independent of lhe eighth amendment to the United States 
Constitution for invalidation of the statute. Should the California Supr~me Court 
in\'alidate section J J ~57 on the basis of article I, section 6 of the California con
stitution, such decision could not be reviewed by !;he United States Supreme 
Court; the "adequate stale grouni:l" rule prescribes that "there can be no [United 
States Supreme CourtJ review if the state court has de~ided the ca!te exclusIvely 
on soine ground of state Jaw, and has never reached a federal question pres~Qt in 
fhe case." C. WRIGHT, :FEDERAL COURTS § 107, at 488 (2d ed. 1970). For a 
discussion of Jhe significance of challenging cruel or unusual punishment on slate 
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their attention. Moreover, despite' the constitutional objections 
expressed by tJ1e cCtJDmc.:ntntors, the California Supreme Court has 
never passed upon the constitutionality of California's marijuana 
possession statute. lG There are recent indications, however, 'that 
the cruel or unusual punishment clause of the California constitution 
is violated by the California marijuana possession statute. lG 

Accordi"ngly, ..Qlis~CoJ1'!luent will examine the effect of article 
I, section 6 of the California constitution with respect to the 
existing p:-ohibition ngainstthe possession of marijuana, as em-

---_._----._-_._-. __ ._----_._------_._----
constitutional ground~, and an analys:~ of ~he "adequate state ground" rule in this 
context, sec Bice, Anderson alld ihc Adequate Statc Ground. 45 S. CAL .. L. REV. 
750 (1972); P"cker. The Aim5 of The Criminal Law RCl'isiTl'r.: A Pica for a 
New 'Look at "SlIbsfUntil'C Due Process", 44 S. CAL. L. REV. 490 (1971). 

. 15 In 1967. two commentato~ noled that "there has never been a definitiw. 
constitutional review of the California marijuana possession statute. . .. [J]udi· 
cial finger·tapping v.·h~rc marijuana is con{'erned has all the ~igns of continuing: 
indefinitely." Bo)'ko II: Rotb.erg, supra note 7, at 774. Unfortunately. the justices 
of the California Supreme Court are still "tapping." 

A number of California Court of Appeal 'ca.<es have rcjectep challenges of 
the marijuana posses-ion statute brought on the hasis of the cru'el or unusual 
puni~hment clause. See, c.g .. , People v. Tharp, 272 Cal. App. 2d 268, 78 Cal. 
Rptr. 412 (2d Dist. 1969); People v. Sheridan, 271 Cal. App. 2d 429. 76 Cal. 
Rptr. 655 (4th Dis!. 1969), and cases ciwd therei'n. It should be noted, however. 
that. these c~es rejected the cruel Of unusual punishment challenge in rather 
;;'.,;nmary fa!ohion; most cases decided the issue with, only a fe\' sentences of 
di5cu~~ion. In addition, these c;:a5es were all decided priur to People \'. Anderson. 
6 Cal. 3d 62S, 493 P.2d 880, JOO Cal. Rptr: 152, cerE. dellied. 406 U.S. 958 
(1972), and In re Lynch, 8 Cal. 3'd 410, 503 P.2d 921, 105 Cal. Rptr. 217 
(1972). dbcussed in S".:tjons Il(A) & lICB) infra . 

. 1 U The California Supreme Court .hasacknowledged changing wcial attitudes 
\i·ith respect to thc jl'os,ession and use of marijuana.. See, e.g., 111 re Higbie, 6 
Cal. 3d 562, 493 P.2d 97. 99 Cal. Rptr. 865 (1972), in which the court held 
th.at an attprnc)"s con\'iction for failure to pay the federal marijuar.a transfer ta); 
did not demonstrate. per ~C. moral turpitude. The court noled: 

[T)llE' po~session and use of marijuana lit the present time raises contro· 
~crsial questions. to which automatic answers cannot be given. Law
maker~. lC'gal scholars, physicians, and gociologist. arc'di\'ided in opinion 
as to the wisdom of prohibiting or punishing these acts ... '.' 

... Pos5ession or use. of marijuana is, of· courhe. uniav.Tul, but 
measured by the mor(lls of the day it, possession or use does not con· 
stitute. "an act of basene~, Vileness or depravity .. '. contrary to the 

. accepted and' customary rule of right and dUlY between man and· man", 
or indicate thaI an attornc) is unable to meet the professional and fidu-

. ciar)' duties of his practice. . 
6 Cal. 3d at 571·72, 493 P.2d at 102·03, 99 Cal. Rptr. at 870·71 (citations and 
footnot~ omitted). . . 

In addition, in 111 re Jones; 35 Cal. App. 3d 531. 110 Cal. Rptr. 765 (lst 
Dis!. 1973), Brown, J. (dissenting), became the first California judge to express 
the \'icw that. a defendant'S sentence Upon conviction for sale of marijuana under 
Health and Safety Code !.Cction 11531 (currently renumbered section 11360 (West 
Supp. 1973)) constitUted cruel or unusual punishment under article 1, section 6 
of the California constitution. Although the majority of two judges rejected 
petitioner's challenge to hissen'tence, the dissenting judge would have held that 
petitioner's sentence was in\'alid under the tests announced in In re Lynch,. dis· 
cussed in Section lI(B) ill/ra. 35 Cal. App. 3d at 542·54. 110 Cal.. Rptr. at 
772-80 (dissenting opinion). See notes 56·57 & accompanying text illfra. . 
. . " 
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bodied in section 11357 of tbe Califomia Healtl1 and Safet\' Code.n~ 
First, the indicia of cruel or unusual punishment, as dis~los,ed by 
major judicial decisions, will be reviewed. This consideration will 
focus on two re.cen~ opil1ions of the California Supr~me Court: 
People v. Anderson18 and In re Lynch.10 In addition, recent deci
sions by other state supreme courts determining the constitutionality 
of their states' marijuana possession and sale statutes will be dis
cussed. These principles will then be applied in an analysis of the 
constitutional status of California's lTIGl.rijuana possession statute. 
Finally, it 'will be suggested that the punishment prescribed by 
section ] 1357 is cruel or unusua:! in 'the constitutional sense and, 
indeed, that any 'sentence of imprisonment for the private possession 
of marijuana for personal use is invalid under the California con
stitution. 

II. THE IKDJCIA'OF A CRUEL OR UNUSUAL PU!']SHMENT 

The prohibition against cruel or' unusual punishment may 
appear, to those unfamiliar with the subtleties of constitutional 
jurisprudence, to constitute a formidable limitation upon the 
imposition of punishment Its place among the "fundamental 
rights" protected by the Bill. of Rights in the United States Con
stitution,and the Declaration of Rights in, the· California con-

. stitution,,' suggests the importance which ·tl~e respective framers 
attached to the proscription of cruel or unusual puni~hll1ents. 
TraditionaUy, however, the most notable Charac.leristic of the 
limitation has been hs disuse. 2o It has been suggested that the 
reluctance of the judiciary to invi)J.:e the prohibition against cruel or 

, unusual punishment results from the failure of the courts and com
mentators to develop constitutional standards for deterIT)ining 
whether a punishment is unconstitutionally cruel or unusual. 21 

17 Alfuougb many of the 'constitutional objectionHo section 11357 discussed 
in tbis C-Omment may be equally applicable to CaliforrU Healtb and Safety Code 
sections '11358 (culth'ation of marijuana), 11359 (posses,ion of marijuana for 
sale), and 11360 (transportation, sale, and importation of marijuana), a con
sideration of the con~titu1jonalit)' of those statutes is beyond the scope of tbis 
Comment. In addition, although tiJis Comment deals primarily "'ith the con
MilutionaJit)' of the present sanctions for first o/lellsc marijuana posscssion,the 

'constitutional objections discussed in this Comme,nl' 'should be equally applicable 
to the sentence which can be imposed for second and subsequent offenderS under 
~ectjon. 1 1357. S,'e nOles 123 & 132 ill/ra,, ' . 

1« 6 Cal: 3d 628,493 P.2d 880, 100 Cal Rptr. 152; cert, del/ied, 496' U.S. 
958 (1972). 

1P !fCal. 3d 410,503 P.2d 921,)05 CaL Rptr. 217 (197i), 
. 20 \ISee Note, Rel'h'al of the Eighth Amendment: Development of Cnu/-

Punishm£'nt DQctrinc by the Supreme Court, J6 STAN. L. REV:,996,'at 996 (1964).
~l :rd. at 996; Bonnie & 'Whitebread, sUpra note 7, at 033-34. See Note" 

The Cruel and 'Ullusual PUllishmelll Clause al/d the Substalltil'e Criminal Law, 
79 HARV,. L. REV, 635 (1966). ' 
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These "constitutional standards," however,' have been re
fined and expanded in a remarkable ·series of recent developments. 
Justice Mosk of the California Supreme> Court accurately predicted 
these developments when he observed that. "there are straws in the 
wind to suggest the next section upon which legal fashjons focus 
will be the eighth amendment."22 The increase in judicial in
vocation of the cruel and/or unusual punishment clauses withm thE' 
past three years bears witness to the accuracy of his augury.23 
The cruel or unusual punishment clause of the Callfomia con
stitutionl)as been significantly clarified and developed Oy the 
supreme court in the recent cases of People v. Anderson24 and 
In re Lynch.2a Discussion of these cases follows, as' well as an 
ru:alysis of the standards for determining whether a given punish
ment violates California's prohibition against cruel or unusual pun
ishment. 

A. Anderson: Contemporary Standards o!'Decency 
. and Infrequency of Enforcemen.t 

In Anderson, the Califomia Supreme Court held that capital 
puni5hment. constituted both cruel and unusual punblUllent pro
hibited by article I, section 6 of the California const.itution. The' 
ca?e presented a unique opportunity for the court to Gomider and 
::,tpply the cruel or unusual punishment clause. 2o In a lengthy and 
carefully reasoned opinion, Chief Justice Wright dbcussed the 
several factors which must be considered when deci'ding v,.;hether 
a puni~hment is cruel or unllsual. 

----------, 
2~ M05k, The Etghth .Amel/dmCIIf Redi~co~wed, 1 LOYOLA (L.A.) L. REV. 

4, at 4 (1968) [hereinafter cited as MoskJ. 
23 See, e.g., Furman Y. Georgia; ·408 U.S. 238 (1972); In re Foss, 

Crim. No. 16690 (Cal .. filed J\iar. ·14, 1~74); People v. Sdmeren, 10 Cal. 
'3d 553, 516 P.2d 833, 111 Cal. Rptr. 129 (1973); In rc Lynch, 8 Cal. 3d 
410, 503 P.2d 921, 105' Cal. Rptr. 21.7 (1972): People v. Anderson, 6 Cal. 3d. 
628, 493 P.2d.880, 100 Cal. Rptr. 152. cerl. denied, 406 U.S. 958 (1972); 

.In re Jones, 35 Cal. App. 3d 531, 110 Cal. Rptr. 765 (1st Dist. 1973); Peoplev. 
Lorentzen, 387 Mich. 167, 194 N.W.2a 827 (1972): People Y. Sinc)ai·r, 387 Mich. 
91,194 N.W,2d 878 (1972); State v. Ward, 57 N.J. 75, 270 A.2d 1 (1970). 

24 6 Cal: 3d 628, 493.P.2d 880, 100 Cal. Rptr. 1'52, cert. denied, 406 U.S. 
958 (1972). .. . 

2ft 8 Cal. 3d 410,503 P.2d 921,105 Cal. Rptr. 217 (1972). ' . 
20 For an interesting account (written hy one of the participating attorneys) ... 

of the litigation culminating in the AI/dersol/ case, see M. MELTSNER" CRUEL,: 
AND UNUSUAL: Tm: SUPREME COURT AND CAPITAL PUI'ISHMENT 141-42, 266-8!i' 
(1973) [hereinafter ciled as MELTSI'ERJ. Not only was the California Supreml/ 
Court squarely presented with the i~suenf whether capital punishment con~dtute/l 
croel or unusual punishment under the California c(>.nstiLUlion; hut the court also. 
wa.~ apparently hurrying to decide the AI/dersoll case before the United States 
Supreme Court decided Furma'n V. Georgia, 408 U,S. 238 '(1972). MEJ.,TSNER, 
supra at 267. The California Supreme Court's haste apparently resulted from 
the belief that "[t]he Justices of the Uniled States Supreme Court could not fail. 
to be influenced by tbe California pecision." Id. at 285, See also Barrett,.An
derson alldlh~ .Jlldicial Flillclion, 45 S. CAL. L. REv. 739, 740 (1972)'... . 
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. Initially, the court indicated that the use of the disjunctive' 
in the state constitution (i.e., cruel or unusual punishment) Was 
a significant and. deliberate· departure from. th&language of the 

. eighth amendment to the United States Constitution, which pro
~cribes cruel and unusual punishment.~i The court noted that the 
drafters of the California constitution of 1849 were concerned not 
only that cruel punishments be prohibited but also that dispropor
tiol1ate and l{/ll/slIal punishments also be independently pro
scribed.2s Thus, the court held that a punishment can be pro
bibited jf either cruel or tinusuaP9 

Chief Justice Wright next turned to a consideration of the 
Tole of the judiciary in giving ~ffect to the clause. In response to 
the argument thatprolJibiting the imposition of the death penalty 

. on the basis of the cruel or unusual punishment clause would 
intrude upon the authority of the Legislature, the court stated 
ll1at "the cruel or 'unuliual punishment clause of .the California 
Consritution ... operates to restrain legislative and executive 
action and to protect fundamental iridiyiduaJ and minority rights 
against encroachment by the majority."·?(' The imp.cirtan.t con
stituticlJ1a] . question, the court held, could not '~be avoided by 
defelTing to any other court or to any· otber branch of govern
ment."3] The court firmly indicated that wliile the enactment of 
penal statutes and the specificati()n 'o[punishment for crime con
stitute a . legislative function, the final judgment as to whether 
the punishment decreed by the Legislature exceeds constitutional 
limits is a judicia] function. 82 

Having as!'erted its authority to construe and apply the cruel 
or unusual punishment clause, the court proceeded to consjder the 
standards which ~hould be applied in such case~. Relying princi
pally on Trop v; Dulless3 and Weems 1'. United States,34 the court 
stated that the proper test, for determining whether a punishment 
is "cruel.or unusual" can 1,Je discerned from the "e,vo]ving.standards 
of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society. "35 Be
cause the constitution is a "progressjve document." it must be "ap
plied consistently with the standards of the age in which the 

---- .-_._--
'2i 6 Cal. 3d at 634-37, 493 P.2d at 883.86, ]00 Cal. Rptr. at 155-58. 
2$ ld'-at 636, 493 P.2d at 885, ]00 Cal. Rptr. at 157. 
~n In arriving at (his conclusion, the court acJ;nowledgedits indebtedness 

to Justice Mask, who had argued earlier that the 1I~ of the dIsjm\cth'e in article.' 
I, section 6 was -of mllch potential significance. See Mask, .supra note 22, at 
17-18. . ' 

30 6 Cal. 3d at 640, 49'3 F.2d at 888. ]00 Cal. Rptr. at 160. 
3] ld. at 640, 49:) P.ld at 887, 100 Cal. Rptr. a~ 159. 
82' Jd . . at 640. 493 P.2dat 88S, 100 Cal. Rptr.'at 1'60. 
ag 356 U,S. 86 (1.958), . 
S.J 211 JLS~ 349 (1910)" 
au 6 Cal. 3d a( 648, 493 P.2\l at 893, 100 Cal. Rptr. at 165. 
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questioned punishment [is] sought to pe infI1cted."36 
Of course, the principal problem \\<ith this "decency inquiry" 

lies in determining precisely what the contemporary standards of 
decency are. In its attempt to &pecify these standards, the court 
held that public acceptance of capital punishment was a "relevant, 

,but not controlling factor."37 Chief Justice Wright concluded 
that an essential indicator. of contemporary standards of decency 
is the frequency with, which the questioned punishment is actually 
applied. . The infrequency .of application of a legislatively' pre
scribed punishment "suggests that a,mong' those persons called 
upon to actually impose or carry out the [punishment] it is being 
repudiated with ever increasing frequency."38 Thus, an important 
element of any "decency in.quirY" is the reluctance (if any) of 
those responsible (e.g., judges and juries) for imposing the'. 
questioned punishment actually to inflict such measures.3D The 
court stated that the death penalty was suspect because it was 
rarely imposed, and rarely carried out. 40 The Anderson courtwas 
impressed in this regard by the Report of the Presidenfs National 
Crime Commission, which conchJued that "[t]he 1110$t salient 
characteristic of capital puni5hment is that it is infrequently ap
plied."41 On the ba'sis of jts investigation of statistics showing 
that the death penalty w&, rarely enforced, the court concluded that 
capita] punishment was offensive to contemporary standards of 
decency, and therefore excessively cruel under article I, se.ction 6 
of the California constitution. 

In arriving at this conclusion, the court further observed that 
a "cruel" pun1shmcnt is n9t limited to the infliction of bodily pain 
or mutilation. TIle "dehumanizing effects" of capital punishment 
were. held to be "often so degrading and brutalizing to the human 
spirit as to constitute psychological tl)rture."{~ Tpe court noted 
that tbe psychological' .impact of' the punishment had been dis
posith;e in Trop \'. Dulles. 43 It therefore coricluded that "[t]he 

ao [d. 
37 [d. 
as Jd. at 64S, 493 P.2d at 894, 100 Cal. Rptr. at 166. 
30 . Ct. MELTSNER, supra note 26, at 275: "Juries are indeed ihe conscienCe 

of the community, but what tiley have done is to impose death rarely." See notes 
172-756: accompanying text ill/ra. 

40 6 Cal. 3d at 653, 493' P.ld at 897,100 Cal, Rptr. at 169. 
4] 'd. at 649, 49} P.2d at 894, 100 Cal. Rptr. at 166. 
4~ !d. 
43 356 U.S. 86 (1958). Trop had been convic.ted of a violation of ~ection 

401 (g) of the Nationality Act of 1940, v,'hich provided that a citizen "shall 
'Iose his natio!1.ii,lit:)'~' by "[dle,erling the military or naval forces of the United 
Stale~ in timi of "'Hr, provided he is convicted thereof by courtmanial arid as 
a result of such cdI]viction is dismissed or di,honorably discharged from the 
service .... " Chie{.,Josticc Warren, "riling for a plurality of four· members 
of the coun, held \ba(>5cprivation of citizenship as a punishment for wartime 
de5'~rtion was invalid up.de.\" the cluel and unusual punishment clause of th'e 

) 
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dignity of man, the individual and the society as a w'hole, is today 
demeaned by our continued practice of capital pun~shment."44 

Finally,. Chief Justice \'\'rigbt turned to a consideration of 
the "unusual" nature of capital punishment. He rejected the state's 
argument that a punishment is not unusual in the constitutional 
sense unless unusual in the form or method by which it is imposed.4

(j 

He held that an excessive or disproportionate punislm1ent is "un
usual" in the constitutional sense. 40 The dramatic decrease in 
executions in the United States and California, as well as the world
wide abolition movement,also indicated the "unusual'" nature of 
capital punishment. The death penalty had become unusual be
cause it was rarely imposed or carried out, and hence was pro-
scribed by the cruel or unusual punbhment c]au~e. . 

Thus, Anderson laid the foundation for challenging infre
quently enforced punishments. Less than a year after the Anderson 
decision, the court in In re LYIlCh47 held a punishment invalid 
under the cruel or, unusual punishment clause because it was dis
proportionate to the offense committed. In the course of that 
opinion, the court provided a series of principles for determining 
whether such dbproportionality exists; 

B. In re Lynch: The Proportionality Requirement 

In the Lynch case, .the California Supreme Court again 
seized a propitious opportunity to interpret and apply the state 
c.onstitutional prohibition against cruel or unusual punishment. 
John Lynch had written a letter to the supreme court explaining 
the cirqumstances of his imprisonment. He was serving an 
indeterminate sentence for his second conviction for indecent 
exposure. For three and one-half of the five years he had spent 
in pl;ison for the offense, he had been confil'led in the maXImum 
security unit at Fplsom State Prison. 45' On the' basis of this letter, 
the court decidelto hear his case on writs of habeas cOrpUS. 49 

. On iliese facts,' for the first time in ib history the court struck 
down the length of a sentence when measured against the cruel 
or unusual punishment clause of the state constitution. Justice 
MO$k, writing for the court, voided the recidivist provision of 
Califon;tia Pt:nal Code section 314 which made a second conviction 

eighth amendment. The ·Court stated thaI denationalization in these circum~ 
stances \'iolated ~'the dignity of man" and the "evolving standards of ·decellcy 
that 'mark the progres5 of a maturing society." 356 U.S. at 10J. 

44 6 Cal. 3d at 650,493 P.2d at 895, 100 Cal. JT:,. at 167. 
4ti Id. at 653,493 P.2d at 89.7 t 100 Cal. Rptr, at :\69. 

'=~6 ld. at 654, 493 P.2d at 897, 100 Cal. Rptr. at 169. 
47 8 Cal. 3d 410. 503 P.2d 921,105 Cal. Rptr. 217 (1972). 
48 Jd. at 438, 503 P.2d at 940, 105 Cal. Rptr" at 236. . . 
4~ Remarks of lustice Mosk to student discussion gtouP. at UCLA School 

of Law, April 1973. . • 
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for indecent exposure punishable by one year to life il~prisonment 
in the state prison. 50 

Justice M9Sk first detenl1ined that the constitutional validity 
of an indcten'hinate sentence must be judged by the maximum 
l-entence which can be imposed for the offense. G1 Because the in
determinate sentence was, in legal effect, a sentence for the maxi
mum .term prescribed by the statute, the cqurt held that the "maxi
mum must in the first instance be constitutionally valid."5!! The 
coul1thus deei-ned petitioner to be serving a life sentence. 

The cowt next responded. to the petitioner's argument that his 
life sentence for indecent exposure was constitutionally invalId be
cause grossly dbpropor'tionate to the offense. Justice Mosk noted 
that the court had already held in Anderson that" 'punishment of 
excessive severity for ordinary offenses' may be both cruel and un
usual within the meaning of .article I, section 6, of the California 
Constitution.',o3 . After reviewing a number of United States 
Supreme Court cases,64 the COUlt stated that" 'it is a precept of 
justice that puni·shment for cdme should be graduateq and pro..: 
por:tioried to[the] offense.' 'fOG 

In support of· that observation, the court also considered 
decisions of other state supreme courts which had invoked the 
"rule of proportionality." It was in this dbc.ussion that the court 
first implied that the present California penalties tor the possession 
of marijuana might be unconstitutic~nally di~proportionate to the 
offense. As an .example of sentencC5 which had been held im
permissibly exce5sive, Justice Mosk cited People v. Lorentzen,5~ 
a caf,e in which the Michigan Supreme Court held that a mandatory 
minimum sentence of twenty years was di~proporti()nate to the 
crim~ of selling marijuana and- thus vi.olative of the Nichigan cruel 
or unusual punishment clause. Then, in a footnote, he emphasized 
his point: 

fiO 8 Cal. 3d at 439, 503 P.2d at 940, 105 Cal. RptI. at 236. 
51 The court stated: 
[WJhen a defendant under an indeterminate sentence challenges that 
~el1tence as cruel or unusual punishment in violation of the California 
Constimtion, the test is whether the ma,imum term of imprisonment 
peimittcd 1;1y the statute punishing his offense exceeds the constitutional 
limit, regardless of whether a les~er term may be fb;ed i.n his particular 
case by the. Adult Authority. . 

Id. at 419, ·503 P.2d at 926, 105 Cal, Rptr. a(222 (footnote omitted). 
52 Jd. at 418, 503.P.2d at 926, lOS Cal. Rptr. a1222. 
u:l Jd. at 420, 503 P.2d at 927, 10:, Cal. Rjltr. at 223 (emphasis added: Cita-

tion omitted). . 
r,., Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972): Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86 

(1958); Weems v. United States, 217 U.S. 349 (1910): O'Neil·v. Vermont, 144 
U.S. 323 (1892). 

pr. 8 Cal. 3d i1t' 421, 503 P.2d at 928, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 224, quoting Weems 
v. United States, 217 U.S. 349, 366·67 (1910). 

u6 387 Mich. 167, 194 N.W.2d 827 (1972). 
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Nor is dbproportionality confined to long prison sentences: 
in State v. Ward (1970) 57 N.J. 75 [270 A.2d.l], ? punish
'ment of two to three. years' imprisonment for possession of 
marijuana was held excessive when inflicted on youthful first 
offenders . . . .57 

The court thus suggested that a "long" prison sentence for the 
possession of marijuana could be held to be disproportionate to 
that offense. As a result' of the court's review of these cases, it 
announced the "proportionality rule": 

[AJ punishment may violate articie I, section 6 . . . if, al
though not, cruel or unusual in its method, it is so dispropor
tionate to the crime for which it is inflicted that it shocks 
the conscience 'and offends fundamental notions of 'human 
dignity.58 

Conceding that the determination of whether a particular 
'punishment violates the "proportionality rule" constitutes a "ques~ 
tion of degree," Justice Mosk presented what he described as three 
"teclmiques" to be utilized as an aid in administering the rule. 
First, the court must look to "the nature of .the offense and/or tbe 
offender, with particular regard to the degree of danger both 
present to society."59 In his discussion of tills first technique, 

. Justice Mosk added to the implications of his previous footnote. 00 

H? specifically announced the first technique in the context of 'a 
discussion of cases which had held that sentences imposed for the 
possession and sale of marijuana constituted cruel or unusual 
punishment. G1 And he again emphasized, with reference to the 
Ward case, that "if the offense is deemed of minimal daJlger to 
society the penalty may be disproportionate even though the de
fendant i~ neither young nor a first offender .... "6~ It was 
further suggested that punis~ment for the so-called "victimless 
crimes"63 may be subject ~o invalidation by this first technique, 

Oi 8 Cal. 3d at 423 n.13, 503P.2d at 929 n.13, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 225 n.l3 
(cmph.asis ,added). The courl held in Ward that, as a matter of ·Iaw, sentences 
must be suspended upon first conviction for possession of l:lIarijuana for personal 
use. 57 N.J. at 83, 270 A.2d at 5. The court in Ward also stated that a two
to three-year scntcncefor first offense marijuana possession for personal use was 
"far too severe!' ld. at 82, 270 A.2d at 5.' . 

fi6 8 Cal. 3d at 424, 503 P.2dat 930, 105 Cal, Rptr. at 226. 
r.~ Id. a1425, 503 P.2d at 930; 105 Cal. Rptr. at 226. 
60. See tcxt accompanying notes 56·57 supra. 
61 People ·v. Lorentzen, 387 Mich. 167; 194 N.W.2d827 (1972); State v. 

Ward, 57 N.J. 75. 270 A.2d 1 (1970). . 
02 8 Cal. 3d at 425, 503 P.2d ai 931, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 227 (emphasis 

addcd). 
63 II has been sUggested that "victimless crime~'" might more appropriately 

be termed "crimes for which no wHnesses exist, II or "cornplilintJess ,crimes," but 
both of these !cl'ms have their own definitional difficulties. Junket, Crimillaliza-
1;011 alld Cr;mlllogeJlesls. 19 UCLA L. RE\'. 697, 698·99 (1'972); KapJan, Fore
woid to Marljualla Laws ... All Empll'icai Study ,iJf Ell/orc<mel!('alld Admlnisrra
lion In Los Angeles Counly, 15 UCLA L. REv. 1501, 1504 (1968) [hereinafter 
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because "an offender may 'gain nothing' from this crime and 'injure, 
nobody.' "64 Justice Mosk noted that the minor nature of the of
fense in question may be dispositive of the proportionality issue. 
Also relevant to the question ,of proportionality is the llo}~violent 
nature of the· offense in question. 65 , 

In its application of the first technique to the crime in ques
tion, the court noted that at common law indecent exposure was 
punished as a misdemeanor, and. that a similar punishment pre!
vailed in California until 1952.6G It was also observed that the 
crime was nonviolent in nature and that although indecent exposure 
is not a "victimless cri~e," any hann that it may cause is minimal 
at most. 67 

TIle second technique propGunded by the court consists of a 
comparison of the c11alIenged penalty "with the punishments pre-' 
scribed in the same jurisdiction for differellt offenses'which, by the 
same test, must be' deemed more serious."6s Borrowing from 
O~Neil v. Vermont;~O' Weems, 'and Lorentzen,70 -Justice Mosk 
noted that these cuses had given gr~at weight to disparities in sen
tences. He reasoned that the Legislature may be depended upon 
to act with due and deliberate regard for constitutional restraints 
in the vast majority of punishments prescribed in the penal statutes 
it enacts. But, if among this "vast' .qlajority" of statutes, some 
are found \?>'hich were enacted through "honest zeal generated in 
re!.ponse to transitory public emotion, which provide for more se
rious penalties than the penalties prescribed for "more serious 
crimes," then the challenged penalty becomes suspect. 71 In ap-' 
plying the second technique, the court conducted an extensive 

----.-."--~-

cited as L.A. Empirical.SludyJ.. Sec gel/erally Sk~lnick, Criminalization a(zd 
Cri'mil/ogenasis: A R'epl); to Professor Junker, 19 UCLA L. REv. 715 (1972); 
Kadish. More on Ol'ercrimillalization: A Reply io Professor Junker, 19 UCLA 
L. REV. 719 (972): Skolnick. Coercion to Virtue: The En/oreemem of Morals, 
41 S. CAL, L. REV. 588 (l~68); E. ScHUR, CR!MES WITHOUT VICTIMS: DEVIANT 
BEHAVIOR AND PUBLIC POLICY (1965); Oli"ieri & Finkelstein, Report Oil "Victim
.less Cdmc" iI/ Nell' York,Slatc, IS,l:".Y.L.F. 77 (1972); SAl' FR.'-NCISCO COM
MrITEE ON CRIME, A REPORT OJ-: NON-ViCTIM CRIMES IN SAN FRANCISCO (1971). 

64 8 Cal. 3d at 425, 503 P.2d at 931, l05 Ca!. Rptr. at 227 (empbas!s 
added; citation omitted). 

6" In view of (be relevance -of these suggestions to the nature of the offense 
of marijuana pos!>'e~~ion, it &cem~ difficult to imagine a more express statement 
of the potential, in\'alidity' of Health and Safety Code section 11357 uDder' the 
cruel or unu~mal punishment prohibition. Sec sectfon m(A) inf,-a. 

60 8 Cal. 3d at 429, 503 P.2d at 933-34, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 229-30. 
67 Id. at 431, 503 P.2d at 9~4-35, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 230-31. 
65 Id. at 426, 503 P.ld at 931, lOS Cal. Rptr. at 227 (eronbasis in original) .. 
6P 144 U.S. 323 (1892). 
70 Weems v. United Stah~s, 217 U.S. 349 (1910); People v. Lqrentz.en, 387 

Mich. 167, 194 N.W.2d 827 (1972). 
71 8 Cal. 3d at 426, 503 P.2d at 931-32, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 227-28. See 

note 160 infra., 
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analysis of the punishments provided for "more serious crimes," 
and col}cluded that "the increased punishment provided' by sec
tion 3 f4 is far more severe than those of other recidivist statutes, 
penalizing conducfthafis indisputably more serious."72 

The third technique for detennining proportionality presented 
by the LYllch court is ,a "comparison of the challenged penalty with 

'the punishments prescribed for the, same offense in other jurisdic
lions having an icjentical or similar constitutional provision.'.''i3' The 
,rationale for this technique is that the majority of such other' juris-
dictions presumably will have prescribed punishments for the 
ql)estioned offense which ,are within the constitutional limit of 
severity. If the challenged punishment is found to' exceed the 
penalties decreed for the offense in a significant number of other' 
jurisdictions, the disparity is a further measure of the excessiveness 
of tbe punishment. In applying this third technique, the cou'rt noted 
the unusual severity of California's punishment for second offense 
exhibitionism when compared with the punishment which could 
be imposed for the same offense in other states. 

In balding the recidivist provisions of the indecent exposure 
statute void under the cruel or unusual punishment clause of the 
California constitution, tbe Lynch court laid down three distinct 
principles which could be utilized in subsequent cases chalJen.ging 
punishments ontbe basis of their 'disproportionaIity to the' offense 
committed. In so doing, the court implied [hat the present penalties 
for manjuana possession are suspec:t. In th,e ensuing discussion, 
it will be demonstrated that the principles articulated in the A Ilder~ 
son and Lynch cases, when applied to the" current &entencing pro
visions of California's mariJuana possession statute, render those 
provisions. void under article I, section 6 of the California con
stitution~ 

III. THE CONST1T'l'T10NAL REQUfREMENTS AND 
}'1ARlJUA:t-;A POSSESSION. . 

In applying tbe principles enunciated in Anderson and Lynch 
to sectioI). 11357 of the California Health and Safety Code, a con
siderable array of medical, sociological,and 'cri'nlinologicaJ data 

72 Id. at 431-36, 503 P.2d at 935-38, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 231-34.. Crimes 
which thel court ronsidercd "far more &erious" inclUded, intl!r alia, manslaughter 
(Penal Code section 193), assault with intent to commit mu.rder (Penal Code seC
tion 217), assault on a peace officer or fireman engaged in the pelformance of 
his duties CPenal Code ~ection~ 241, 243), shooting at an inhabited dwelli,ng 
(Penal Code section 246), poisoning food or drink with the interlt to injUre a 
human being (Penal Code section 347), and drunl: driving causing bodily injury 
(Penal Code section 367e and Vehicle Code section 23101). . 

'i3 8 Cal.. 3d at 427,. 503 P.2d at 932, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 228 (emphasis in 
original). . 
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c0Dcerning the questioned offense should be considered. Ac
cordingly, in order that the Anderson and Ly/lch principles may 
be properly appliC'.d, the following di~cussion vim present and ana
lyze suc,h data regarding ,the use and posses~ion of marijuana. 

A. The Degree of Danger Presented by Marijuana Use 

The first technique set forth in Lynch for determining whether 
a punishment is dbproportionate to the crime for which it is 
,imposed consists of an examinatioD of "the nature of the offemp. 
and/or the offender, with particular regard to the degree of danger 
both present to society."74 In order to ascertain whether qr not 
such dangers exist, an analysis of the medical and socral effects 
which accompany the use of marijuana is necessary. 

1.' Medical Effects 

One of the principal reasons for' the initial criminalizalion of 
'the possession a,nd use of marijuana was the belief that its use 
. resulted in physiological and psychological impainnent. It was 
once thought tbat marijuana use produced insanity, addiction, and 
death.'5 Indeed, the first marijuana legislation in California was 
included in the State Poison Act, wbich referred to marijuana as 
"loco weed."7G 

These beliefs are in distinct contrast to the conclusions drawn 
from the medical evidence by the National Commission on Mari
huana and Drug Abuse. 77 The Commission observed'that al
though a large 3m01:mt of m.edical research had been conducted 
on the subject, ' , 

[n]o conclusive evidence exists of any physical damage, dis
turbance of bodily processes or proyen human fatalities at
tributable solely to even high doses, of marihuana. . . . 

. [T]here is little proven d'anger of physical or psycho
logical hann trom the experimental or intermittent use of the 
natural preparations of I?annabis . . . .76, . 

74 In re Lynch, 8 Cal. 3d 410, ~25, 503 P.2d 921, 930, 105 Cal. Rptr. 217, 
226 (1972). Sec notes 59-67 & accompanying lext supra, 

7r. Su geNerally Bonnie & V,'hitcbread, supra note 7, See also L .. GRJN.SPOON" 
~f~RIJUANA RECONSIDERED 363-84 (Bantam ed, 1971) [hereinafter cited as GRIN-
srooN];.FmsT COMM'r-: REPORT, supra nole I, at 8,83. .. 

70 (1915] CAL. STAT., ch. 604, at 1068. See Boyko & Rotberg, .I'upra note 
7, at 781-82. . 

77 Regarding, tlus Comment's cl)1phasis upon the findings and conclusions 
drawn b}' the NatIonal Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, see note J 
supra. ' 

78 FrRST COMM'r-: REPORT, supra note 1, at 56-57, 65. See 01,1'0 GRINSPOON, 
supra note 75, al 363-84. A re!.earch study conducted for the Commission con-
cluded as follows: . . 
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Furthermore, the Commission concluded that thc're is no reliable' 
evidence that marijuana use produces ~enetic defects,79 injury to 
brain tissue or other organs,80 or significant physical, biochemical 
or mental abnormalities (even from long tenn use).BI These 
findings are consistent with a number of previous studies conducted 
by various governmen~al commissions, which concluded that "the 
long-t~rm consumption of cannabis in moderate doses has no h~rm
ful effects. "82 

The Commission contrasted these findings with the known 
effects of alcohol use, which 'can result in death by overdose, specific 
pathology of brain tissue, and withdrawal sYll1ptoms,R3 Further
more, iI~ dramatic contrast to the American e:>.perience with 
alcohol,84 there is no reliable' scientific evidence demonstrating 
that chronic psychosis can be caused by marijuana use. 1n short, 
the Commi5,sion concluded tbat "als:oholdependence is without 
question the most ,serious drug problem in this country today."B5 

The National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse also 
rejected the ,assump.tion that marijuana use is addictive, The' 

-------------
[NJQ harmful effects were o1;l:.erved on general bodily fUnctions: motor 
functions, mental functions, p"rsonal or social behavior or work per
formance .... 

No evidence of pbysical dependence or signs of, willid.awal were 
noted. " .. 

. . . Maribuana intoxication did not significantly inhibit the ability 
of the subjects to improve with ,practice through time or (bese psy,cbo-
logical. motor tasks. " 

Neither immediate nor short-term (2I-<1a)') high-dose marihuana in
toxication decrea;,ed motivation to engage ina variety of social and 
goaJ-o;rect~ behaviors. 

FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supra note J, at 60. 
71, Id. at 84. 
80 /d: at 66, 85. 
81 Id. at 61. 
82 See People v. Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91, 1]2, 194 N.W.2d 878, 886 (1972), 

citing studies by tbe Indian Bemp Drug> Commission (appointed by tbe govern
ment of India) in 1893-94, The New Yod: Mayor's Committee on Marijuana 
("Tbe LiGuardia Report") in. 1944, the British ,government in 1968. and the 
Canadian government in 1970. See also Editor's Page, 2 CONTE¥P. DRUG PROB. 
223 (1973), and Marijuana: A Panel Discussion,.id. at 267. 

83 FIRST COMM't-; REPORT, SUpra note'l, at 64-65, 85, 87; SECOI'1lJ CoMM'z.< 
REPORT,supra note I, at 143-44, .157-58, 183-84, 192-93. See also PowelI v. 
Texas, 392 U.S. 514, 562 (]9GB) (Fonas, I ... dissenting): "It is welI established 
that alcohol may be ·habitualive. and can be. physically addicting." In addition, 
it has . been ob~erved tbat there is "no evidence to suggest rn"rijuana is Cancer 
producing as is the case with cigarette,s." See In re ]ories, 35 Cal. App. 3d 531, 
547, 110 Cal. Rptr. 765, 775 (lst Disi. 1973) (Brown, 1., dis.senting), citing 
SECRETARY, U.S. DEP'T OF HEAL:rn, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, MA:RljUANA 
AND HEAL'rH 8, (1971). . ' 

84 See PC9ple v. Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91" ill, 194 N.W.2d 878, 885 (1972), 
citing PRESIOENT'S CoMM'N ON LAW ENFORCEMENT AND ADMIJ'ISTRAnON OF 
JUSTICE, TASK FORCE REPORT: DRlll"KENNESS 35 (1967.) [hereinafter dted as 
PRl:SmENT's'COMM'N]. .,' . . ' . , 

80 SECONDCOMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, .lit 1-43. 
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Commission categorically concluded' that marijuana "does not 
induce physical dependence and no significant degree of tolerance 
is developed."b6 NO'withdrawal symptom follows even the sudden 
c~ssation of chronic,. heavy use of marijuana. 87 Indeed, the argu
ment that marijuana use can resultin addiction has been officially 
rej~cted in·California.ss These effects of even heavy marijuana use 
are clearly distinguishable in type and degree from the effects of 
alcohol abuse, whicb can result in 'severe withdrawal symptoms.S9 

The Commission also discredited t!le so-called "stepping-stone 
theory," which holds that tbe use of marijuana leads to tbe use of 
other ·"harder" drugs. The Com'mission. observed that the "stepping
stone" tbeory avoids the real issue ~nd has no basis in fact. 90 The 
Report emphasized that the overwhelming majority of marijuana 
users do not progress to the use of other drugs, and that if any drug 
(including marijuana) is associated with the use of other drugs, it 
is,tobacco, followed closely by alcohol. 01 The Commission con
cluded that "marijuana use per se does not dictate whether other 
drugs \\~11 be used; nor docs it Cletermine the nite of progression, if 
and when' it occurs, or which drugs might be used."92 . 

In summary, marijuana use presents ,minimal risks to users in 
terms of its physiological and psychological effects. The "addic
tion" and "stepping-st0!le" arguments have been discredited. Pres
ent research indicates that the abuse of alcohol .and the use of 

----------------,----
86 Id. at 147; FIRST COMM'K REPORT, supra note 1, at 62, 87. See GRIN

SPOOK, supra note 75, at 256-80; People ,'. Sih cl air, 387· Mich. 91, 1]]-12, 194 
N.W.2d 1\7.8, 883-86 '(1972). .In addition, experimental and interl'{litlcnt users 
develop little or no psycbological dependence on the drug. FIRST COMM'N RE
PORT, supra oote 1, at 66. 

87 FIRST COMM'K REPORT, SUpra note 1. at 87. 
88 Boyko & Rothers, supra note 7, at 777. 
89 Sec People v. Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91, 108, 194 N.W.2d 878, 883 (1972), 

citing PRESIDENT'S COMM'N, supra note 84. The court noted: 
Acute alwhol abuse can lead to death from overdosage. In addition, 
,chronic alcohol abuse leads to alcoholism where a clear withdrawal 
syndrome is obse.JYable (an easily di,cernible physical shaking and later 
delirium tremellS) , and death of brain cells, meotal deterioration, and 
cirrhosis of the Jiver may occur. ' 
9(, FIRST COMM'K REPORT, supra note 1, at 87-88. The Commission ob-

served: 
This so-called stepping-stone theol), first received widespread acceptance 
in 1951 as a result of te,timony at Congre,sional hearings. At that time" 
studies of \'\lriou~ ~ddic( populations repeatedly described most heroin 
users as marihuana users .also. The implication of these de~criptions 
was that a cau~al relationship' exisied between marihuana and subse
quent heroin use. When the. volum-inous testimooy giveo at these hear-

, ings is seriouslY examined, no verification is found or a causal relation
ship between marihuana and subsequent heroin use. 

ld. at 88. 
91 Id"at 87. 
92 [d. at 88;89. The court in PeOple v. Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91, 111-12; 

194 N.\V.2d 878, 885 (1972), ardl'ed at much the same conclusion. See /lIsa 
GRINSPOON, supra not~ 75, at 256-8~. .' 
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tobacco result in significantly more serious physiological conse-, 
quences than does the use of marijuana. In short, it appears that 
the use' of marijuana in this country constitutes a minimal risk 
to public health. U3 Yet, marijua,na possession remains subject 
to severe criminal penalties, while possession of alcohQl and to
bacco is "legal." It will be shown that such disparities in treat
ment cannot withstand the proportionality test. 

2. SocialBffects 
(I • 

An examination of the marijuana possession offense, with par-
ticular regard. to the degr~ of danger it presents to society, is 
essential to the application of the first Lynch technique .. In terms of 
this first technique, perhaps the most conspicuous aspect of the 
marijuana.pm5essjon offense is its status as a "victimless crime."p4 
Clear]y, the mere 'private possessiop. or use of ,marijuana does p.ot 
directly affect the legally protectible interests ofot1ler individuals, 
whereas theft, physical assaults, and a myriad of other crimes 
against persons and properly clearly affect these interests. A 
marijuana possessor "gains nothing" and "injures nobody" by his 
crime.~5 As one judge has observed, marijuana possession con
stitutes an offense malum prohibitum; the possession or ingestion 
of a natural growing plant can hardly be malum ill se. U6 It has 
been delnonslrated in the 'preceding section that' marijuana use 
does not' result in significant physical or mental detriments to 
users; the malum prohibitum status of the possession offense must 

. therefore be justi'fied by some other rationale. It might be sug
'gested tbat the aggregate social effects produced by tbe total use 
and possession of marijuana warrant its criminaJization. 

The principal social effects .rationale advanced for criminaliz
ing' marijuana possession bas been the ilieory that marijuana use 
leads to the commission of other crimes.u7 The theory was based 

93 Sce FIRST COM!I!'N REPORT, supr(i note I, at 91.. De$pite (he considerable 
c\,id'ence that marijuana use does not po~ a sub5lantial ·risk to the health of the 
user, it has bt>.en suggested that the current harSh penalties which can be imposed 
for marijuana posses,ion are justified because future research may 'expose presently 
unknown health <langers. In his dissenting opinion in In re Jones, Judge' Brown 
responded to that argument as follows: 

If this court, therefore, is to justify (he sentence of five years to life 
imprisonment in the. present case, it must do so. fu my opinion, on the 
ground that marijuana is a danger to society. <J.nd not on the basis that 
future studies may disclose' the po,sibility of physical damage to the, 

. user in the far di~tant future from continued lISe. /) 
35 Cal. App. 3d 531, 550, 110 Cal. Rptr.765, 777 (1st DisL 1973). 

94 Sel' notes 63-64& accompanying tcxt supra. 
95 See note 64 & accompanying text supra. 
uo See Pcople,y;Sinclalr, 387 Mich. 91, 152, 194 N .. W.2d 878,905 (1972) 

(Brennan, J., concurring).. , ~ , 
97 See, e.g., In ,re'jones, 35 Cal. App. 3d 531, 548 n.4, 110 Cal. R:ptr. 765, 

63-317 0 - 77 - 32 
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on ,the belief that marijuana intoxication induced acts of y.iolence 
and aggression. A,gain, the Commission' debunked these un-
founded allegations: ' \ 

, In&ed, if any relationship [between the use of marijuana. 
and the commission of violent or aggressive acts] was indicated 
[by research conducted for the Commission], it was not a 
positive and direct causaJ connection but im .inverse or nega~ 
tive statistical correlation. 

Rather than inducing violent or aggressive behavior 
through its purported e~fects of lowering inhibitions, weaken
ing impulse control and heightening aggressive iendencies, 
marihuana was usually found to inhibit the expression of 
aggressive impulses by pacifying the user- .... 98 

Alcohol use presents a substantially greater potential for violent 
criminal activity than does marijuana: . "data show' that maribuana 
users were much 'Jess likely to commit aggressiye or violent acts 
than were those who preferred amphetamines or aIcobol."99 Fur
thermore, statistics indicate that only a small number of ,marijuana 
users have been previously arrested or convicted of violent'crime.10o 

. 

"Indeed, the only crimes which c~ be directly attributed to mari
huana-using behavior are those resulting from the use, possession or 
transfer of an illegal substance."l.o1 

The Commission summarized its findings on the' social effects 
of marijuana use by concluding that "nei\b~r the marihuana user 

----------- ._-----______ 0_-
776 n.4 (lsI Dist. 1973);' FIRST.COMM'I' REPORT, supra note 1, at 68-69, 71; 
Bonnie & Whitebread, SUpra note 7. at 1024-26, lOSS-58. 

ns FIRST COMM'I' REPORT, supra note 1, at 71-72. 
00 ld~ at 73. The Commission fuJiher concluded: 
Various empirica1 sludies on the re)ationshlp be!:.>o'eel) tbe' use of alcohol 
and the Com.mi~sion of violent crimes have shown that, in tbe ca~ of 
homicide and other assaultive offenses, alcohol was used by at least 
half the offenders directly prior to the crime. . 

SE.cOI'D COMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, at 157. 
Moreover, a study conducted for the United States Bureau of Narc:otics and 

Dangerou~ Drugs indicated that, in Los Angeles, arrestee~ cbarged with violent 
crimes were proportionately more likely to be non-drug· users than marijuana 
users. For ehample, whereas 18.6 percent of all nan-drug-usiog arrestees were 
arrested for aggravated assault, only 6.2 percent of the arres,tees wbo currently 
used marijuana were arresled for the same offense. Similar patterns were 
observed for criminal homicide, forcible rape, larceny-theft, nOD-aggravated 
assault, weapons offenses, SCli crimes,. and other offenses. RESE.ARCH TRl.ANGLE 
INSTITUTE, FINAL REPORT (23U·570), DRUG USAGE AND ARREST CHARGES: A 
STUDY OF DRUG USAGE A.ND ARREST CHARGES AMONG ARRESTEES IN SIX METRO' 
POtlTAN AREAS 01: 11iE UNITED STATES 228-31 (preparcd for Bureau of. Narcotics 
and Pttngcrou$ DrlJg~, U.S. Dcp'l of.1u~liCc,Contracl No. 1-70-35, 1971). , 

100 FIRST COMM'N REI'ORT, supra note. 1, at 72. Only 5.6 percent. of all 
California defcJldant5 c.onvicted of pos~ssion of matiju;ma in 1972 had been pre· 
viouslY 'incarcerated in sta,te prison. CALIFORNIA DEP'T OF Jl.'S11CE, BUREAU OP 
CtUMIN.~L STA11sncs: DRUG ARRESTS AND DISPOSITIONS (1972), at 1'7 (1973) 
[hereinafter cited as DRUG ARRF.STS AND DISPOSITIONS]. See .also Note, 'Rosscssion 
of Marijuolla ill S(m Mateo COUIIfY: Somf! SOc;iiIl Costs of Criminalizatlon, 22 . 
STAN. L. RE\,. 101, 107 (1969) [he.reinafler cited.as San Mateo Study]. ' ., .. 

10] SeCOND COMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, at 159. 
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nor. tbe drug itself can be said to constitute a danger to public 
safety."lO~ Be.eause the use and possession of marijuana do not 
present a threat to public safety or constitute any other threat of 
danger to society substantial enough .to justify criminalization,1°3 
application of the "danger .to society" element of the first "Lynch 
technique to Hie marijuana issue suggests that the proper "danger" 

... in-quiry be directed not towar4. the dangerous' social effects of 
marijuana use and possession, but toward the threat posed to 
society by the fa~t that use and possession is a' criminal offet!q~~ 
The more appropriate question in tlllS context is "What danger 
(or detriments) does the prohibition of marijuana use and posses-
sion tender society?" . 

The inquiry into the detriments which sOFiety incurs from 
marijuana criminaiization has most frequently been conducted in 
the context of a "cost analysis." Professor John Kaplan, one of 
the Je.ading expositors of the marijuana "cost analysis" technique, 
concludes that socia]. cd3ts incurred by 'marijuana criminalization 
far outweigh any conceivable benefits received by society. 104 

For example .. he observed that one of the principaJ costs incurred 
qy society is simply that involved in any criminal statute that is 
enforced:: It has been estimated that CaJiforn.ia spends about 
$100 inillion per year to enforce lt5 marijuana laws. lOG One state 
assemblyman llils lamented that the enforcement of California 
marijuana laws takes up "aboudwenty percent of the time as well as 

]02 FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, at 78. 
lOR Following an extensive analysis .of the social effects of marijuana use, 

the Commi~sion ·conc.luded: 
[Ik is unlikely that marihuana will affect the future strength, stability 
or vitality of our social and political institutions. The fundamental 
principles and values upon "'hieh the society rests' .are far too enduring 
to go up in the smoke of a marihuana cigarette. . 

Id. at 102. 
104 J. KAPLAN, MARIJUANA-THE NEW PRoHrnmoN (Pocket Book ed. 

1971) [he.reinaiter cited as KAPLAN). Note in particular l=hapter II, at 22·53. 
See also l\aplan, Fore'word to L.A, Empirical St-ud>.·, SUWfl note 63, at 1501-06 • 
. Profcs~or Kaplan'~ analysis hru.proven persuasiVe to some judges, see,e.g., People 
Y. Sinclair, aS7 Mich. 91, 194 N.W.2d 878 (1972), espedalJy concurring opinion 
of Williams. J., id. at 123, 194 N.W.2d at 895; State·v. Kantner, 53 Hawaii 327, 
493 P.2d 306, cerl. donied, 409 U.S. 948 ('1972), especially dissenting opinion of 
Kobayashi, J., id. at 371, 493 P.2d at 320; to the National Commission on 
Marihuan<\ and DIU!; Ahuse, see FIRST COMM',,; Rf.PORT, supra note I, at 143-46; 
and to the State Committee On The Revgionof .the Penal Code, sec STATE OF 

,CALIFORNIA, JOINt LEGISLATIVE COMMlnJ:.E FOR' TIlE REVISION OF TIlE PENAL 
CODE, PROPOSED Tf.N!ATIVE DRAFT, DRUGS-P;"RT I: MARIJUANA 1-19 (Mimeo' 
1968),teprinted in S .. KADISH & M. PAULSEN, CRIMINAL LAW AND ITS PROCESSES-
CASES .... ND MA1"F.JUALS 24-28 (2d ed. 1969). The Committee was very critical 
of ~he California marijuanapo5session statute, it recommended de·criminalization, 
For a discu.ssion .of the Committee's work, and' the subse.quent "diJ;missal" or.'the • 
Committee, see Bartels, Book Review, 17 WAYNE L. REv. 256 (1971); Letters, 
22 STAN. L. REV. 160 (1969). 

100 Wq~1 Street Joilmal, Aug. 25. 1971. at 1, col • .1. 
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the money of our overworked law enforcement people and OUr 
backlogged courts. "106 For .example, in 1972, marijuana arrests 
accounted for 22 percent of, all state-wide adult felony arrests107 

and 41 percent of all felony arrests in Los Angeles County.lOS 
, Furthermore, serious and, unique enforcement problems are 

presented by the continued criminajization of, the pOssession of 
marijuana .. Selective 'enforcement of ,marijuana, statutes con
stitutes a serious social co'st inherent in marijuana prohibition.loo' 

The Commission noted: 
Possession of ma6huana is ge,nerally a private behavior; in 
order to find it, the police many times must operate on the 
edge of constitutional limitations. Arrests wi.thout probable 
cause, illegal searches and scleetive enforcement occ;ur often 
enough to arouse 'concern about the integrity of the criminal 
process,110 

100' 85 L.A. Daily Journal, Nov. 17, 1972, at ·1,col. 6 (remarks of State 
As~mblyman John 'Burton). 

107 A lotal of 52,027 of the 240,231 1972 California felon), arrests were {or 
marijuana offenses. Set' DRUG ARRJ:STS AND DISPOSITIONS, sliNa note 100,· at 4; 
CALIFORNIA DEP'T OF JL"STICE., BL!REW OF CxIMINAL STATIS11CS: CRIMES AND 
ARRr.STS (]972), al 5 (1,9'73). Note thill (he term "marijuana offenses" presum
ably included offcn~~ other than a violation of CAI- HUL TIl &: SAFETY CODF. 
S ] 1530 (now § 11357 (West Supp. 1973)). However, it bas been estimated 
t1ia.t more than 95 percent of marijuana-related arrest' at the state and JOC;lI 
levels ar~ for personal po~scs~ion' ane( castial ~aJes of marijuana. F!~T COMM'N 
REPORT, supra note 1, at 144. In addition to the '52,027 marijuana felony arrests 
in 1972, there wa~ an "unkn'own number of mi~~meanor arrests'." CALIFORNIA 

'DEP'T OF JUSTICE, BUREW OF' CRIMINAL STATIS'nCS, THE, DRUG DIVERSION PRo
GRAM: AN rNJ1l.AL REPORT 5 (1973) [hereinafter cited as DIVERSlON PROGRAM]'-

Statistics indicate that h,mh criminal pena1tic> have failed to deter use and 
pos~~sion of marijuana. There were more than fifteen time.< as many felony 
marijuana arrests in California in i9n as there were in 1962, DRUG ARRESTS AND 
DISPOSITIONS, supra note.1CiO,at 4. Furthermore, the United States Senate In
lerna1 Securil), Suhcommittee estim,ated thaI enough marijuana entered the United 
States in 1973 to produce 5,000,000,000 marijuana ci&arettes, ,a quantity sufficient 
to provide over twenty "joints" for every person in the nation. The J7,bOO,000 
pounds or marijuana consumed nationally ill 1973 repre~n~ roughly ten times' 
the lotal amount of marijuana seized by law enforcement authorities. The Sub
committee report stated that "consumption [of marijuana] far .exceeds any pre
vious e~timates" (presumabl}l including estimates made b}~ the Nationa:l Commis
sion on Marihuana and Drug Abuse), L.A., Times, Jan. 6, 1974, § I-A; at 4, 
<Xll. 1. ' ' 

• lQ~ DRUG AAAESTS ANn DISPCJsmONS, supra note 100, at 7. . 
I~O See, e.g., FIRST COMM'N RF.PORT, suWa note' 1" at 143-46; KAPLAN, 

supra notc 104, at 40-45; L.A. Empirical Stud)', supra note 63, ,at 15'36, 1539-42. , 
110 FIRST COMM'I'I REPORT, supra !Jote 1, at 145. The ql,lestionable police 

practices cncnuraged by marijuana pos~ssion statutes were exemplified by the 
Giglolto-Askcw ~'aids of April 1973. The mistaken raids, which, received a great 
deal of allention in the national news media, were conducted by' dIllg agents' 
dressed a~ "hippies" with long hair. The agents, in search of drugs, first raided 
the Giglollo hOllle hy breaking. down the front door, rushing upstairs, halldc,uffing' 
Giglotto and hi's wife, and, at gUnpoint, threatening to· kill Giglotto if be didn,'t 
lell the a4!cnts where to "find the. drugs," The agents ransacked the home for 
len to fifteen minutes, then Jeft, At no time did the agents identify themselves;' 
About an hour later, the same agents raided (again "mistakenly")' the Askew 
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In addition, the widespread use of marijuana in itself creates 
monum~ntal enforcement problems.lll Other social costs, enu
m.erated and extensively ru1alyzed by Professor, Kaplan and otll
ers,n2 include the fact that criminaliz.ation combined with wide
spread use makes felons of an unusually large portion onhe popula
tion (especially young people). This, in turn, engenders un
necessary disrespect for the law, and alienation among citiz~ns 
'who believe that madjuana use and possession do not constitute 
activities which are serious enoogh to warrant imprisonment as' a 
penalty. Marijuana crirninalization hampers effort:. directed toward 
educating young people about the serious dangers r~suJting from 
the use of "hard" drugs.m Furthermore, the prohibition of mari
juana use and poss:!ssionencourages the proliferation of organized 
crime (compare alcohol prohibition in the 1920s). In summary, 
"the possession offense is of little functional benefit to the dis
couragemf-nt policy and carries heavy social costS."lH 

The negligible danger' that marijuana use and possession 
pose to sociely,"when compared' with the costs attributable'to the 
enforcement of the marijuana prohibition, amply satisfies theflrst 
Lynch proportionality requirement. The marijuana :p;ossession 
offense neatly falls within the principles announced for appJication 
of that'technique: Mru"ijuana .possession. constitutes a victimless, 
minor: nonviolent crime which "gains nothing" for the offender 

,(other than persomil pleasure) and "injures nobody."llL The 
. present punishment is. clearly disproportionate to the degree of 

danger to society presented by the marijuana possession offense and 
the typical offender. 

B. DisproportionatePunis!zment 

. The sec.ond technique announced in Lynch to aid in determin
ing whether a punishment is disproportionate to a given offense is. 
acornparison of the challenged penalty w'ith the punish~nents pre-

borne, Mr. Askew noticed some "hippi<; looking" men. otltside his house. He 
'tried to hold the kitcbeli door shut as:the men.outside attempted to ltick irdown, 
whiie his wife tried to. call the police, However, he was restrained by agenl~ 
pointing guns through the window. Since disclosing tbese events, the Giglottos 
a.nd the ASkew5. have been frtquently exposed to "rpysterious harassment." . L.A. 
Times, Oct. 30, 1973, § 1, at 1, col. 1. 

111 'S~'e note 107 SUpra. 
112 &e note 104 supra. 
113 For an excellent dh.eussien of 1his effect, sce ~PLAN, supra 

note 104, at 3.8·39. 
114 FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supra note kat 146. For a full analysis of 

the foregoing (and other) social costs inherent in marijuana criminaliz~tion, see 
authorities cited in note 104 supra. 

11~ See notes 62·65 & accompanying text supra. 
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scribed in the same jurisdiction for other "more serioll;s" offenses.116 

A maximum sentence~1.7 of ten years in state prison can be imposed 
under Health and Safety Code section 11357 for possession of 
marijuana. (California criminal offenses for which a maximum 
seritence of ten years or less in state prison can be imposed are 
summarized in Table I of theAppend~.) 

A comparison of the ten-year maximum sentence which can 
~ imposed for marijuana possession under seCfion 11357 with the 
maximum sentences which can be imposed fOf other more serious 
crimes makes a convincing case for a finding of disproportionality . 

. For example, it is inconceivable that marijuana possession can be 
considered a more serious crime than the unlawful killing of a 
human being. Yet, felony drunk driving resulting in deathllB and 
vehicular manslaughter1l9"are each punishable by a maximum im
prisonment of five years in state prison. The maximum sentences 
whioh can be imposed for violent crimes against the person, such 
as assault,12O battery,121 and wi]Jful infliction of unjustifiable 
physical pain upon a child under circumstances 'likely to produce 
death 122 are less than or equal to that \/ihich can be imposed for 
marijuana possession. And a most peculiar example of sentencing 
priorities is disclosed by a comparison of the ten-year maximum 
for marijuana possession with the two-year maximum for assault 
on a fireman or police officer engaged in the performance' of his 
duties. 123 ' 

Crimes constituting a substantial threat to human life, such as 
incitement to kill a poUceofficer, resulting in death of same,lZ4 

• 
110 Set' Dote 68 8: accompanying text supra. 
117 The validity of an indeterminate sentence under article I, ~ection 6 is 

determined by the maximum sentence ~:hich can be imposed. Sec notes 51-5:! 
& accompanying text supra. 

110S CAL. VEH1CLE CODE § 2~101 (West 1970). 
llO CAL. PEI'AL CoDE §§ 192, 193 (West 19'70). 
120 Id. § 241 (West Supp. 1973). 
121 Id. § 243 (West Supp. 1973). 
122 'ld. § 273a (West 1970). 
123 ld. § 241 (West Supp. 1973).' 
The disparity between thl;. maximum imprisonment which can be imposed 

for violenl crimes against the person and. the maximum scnte,nce which can be 
imposed for ~econd and ~ubseqllcnt offenses under section· 11357 is also apparent. 
Tpe TI)aximum penalty which can be imro~ed under section 11357 for a second 

, ccmviction for marijuana possession is twenty years in slate prison; for third and 
IiUbscquent pos5es~ion offenses, a maximum of life impri'onment can be im
pos,ed. C/. California Penal Code ~ections 190 (second degree murder; fIlaximum 
life imprisonment), ,193 (rnanslaughter: maximum 15 years impJisonment), 264 
(rape; maximum life imprisonment), 208 (kidnapping; maximum 25 years im
prisonment), 217 (as~uJt with intent to commit murder; maximum 14 years' 
imprisonment), 220 (a~saull with intent to commit rape, robbery, etc.; ma:o.imum 
20 years imptisonment). 

124 CAL. PENAL CODE § 151 (West 1970). 
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possession of a loaded firearm in the 'State Capitol or Governor's' 
office,125 . shootin.g at an inhabited dwelling or at aircraft,1~G 
drawing a firearm in a threatening manner,1~7 and possession of 
machine guns, bombs, grenades, and tear gas weapons12& all' warrant 
potential' punispment which is significantly less severe than that 
incident to marijuana. ',7session. Incredibly, poisoning .food, 
drink, or water supplies'Wlth the intent that the poisoned substance 
shall be taken by a person to his injury carries the same maximum 
penalty as possession of marijuana.120 . 

. Comparison of section 11357 with statutes regul ating the 
use and possession of other illicit drugs also makes a convincing 
case for disproportionality.lRo For example, de~pite ·the fact that 
heroin use is much more dangerous in terins of its physiological and 
social consequences. than marijuana' use,J31 the maximum im
pri?onment which can be imposed fOI: first offense heroin posses
sion is the same as that which can be imposed for ·first offense 
marijuana possession.132 Likewise, the maximum punJshment 
which can be imposed for the possession of "harder drugs" such 
as opium, morphine, co,-jeine, LSD, mescaline, peyote, psilocybin, 
and amphetamine is equal to that which can be imposed for mari
juana possession.133 Moreover,. the. possession and use of tobacco 
and alcohol, activities which most nearly resemble use and posses-
sion of marijuana, are not criminal offenses at all. . 

Finally, the most bizarre instance of sentencing disparity 
stems from the fact that driving under the influence of a drug 
(including marijuana),. when it results in bodily injury, is punish
able by a maximum of five years in state prison,134 whereas mere 
possession of marijuana is punishabJe by a maxin1um of ten years' 
imprisonment. Surely the use of a drug, when such use results 
-------------'-------~--------

12r. Id. § 171c (West 1970). 
126 .Id. H 2M;, 247 (West ~1~70). 
1~7 Id. § 417 (West 1970). 
12~ Id. §§ 12220; 12303, 12420 (West 1970). 
120 Id. § 347 (West 1970). . 
130 'In its application of the "second technique," the Lynch court compared 

the indecent exposure statute a\ issue in that case with other statutes regulating 
&exual activity, as well as other statutes designed to protect the same interests 
which .the . challenged statute sought to proiect. 8 Ca:l. 3d at 432, 503 P.2d 
at 935, 105 Cal. Rptr. at 231. 

lS] SI:COr-;D COMM'r-; RepORT. supra note 1. at 175,193. . 
1:l2 CA.L. HEALTII & SAFeTY CODE §§ 11054, 11350 (We,st Supp. 1973)r 

Also note that the maxinium imprisonment which di.n be imposed for secontr 
and subsequent marijuana possession col)victions under section 11357, is identical 

. with the maximum Which can be imposed for foecond and subsequent convictions 
for pmse·ssion of other "harder" controlled substances under Health and Safety 
Code section 11350. 

133 CAL. HEALTII & SAFJ::TY CODE §§ /1054, 11055, 11350 (West S\lPP. 
f973). 

134 C,u,. VE.HICLE CODE § 23106 (WestSupp. 1973). 
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in bodily injury to another, is a far more serious offense than mere 
possession of the drug. On the basis of a comparison of the of
fenses discussed above (as well as those listed in Tab~e I) with 
the offense of marijl,lana possession, it is clear that in a substantial 
number of instances, crimes which are far more damaging to so
ciety than marijuana possession are punished less severely. Ac
cordingly, a judicial determination is warranted that the imprison
ment which can be imposed under Health and Safety Code secti.on 
11357 is disproportionate to the offense. 

C. Punishment ill Other Jurisdictions: The 
Natio.naJ Dec;rimillalization Trend 

The third technique to be used in the proportionality inquiry 
consists of an examination of the penalties prescribed for the same 
offense in other "jurisdictions. l

:IG A comparison of the maximum 
penalty which can be impos'ed for possession of marijuana in 
California with the maximum penalties in other states and foreign , 
nations discloses significant disparities in punishment. 

As a result of the increased use of marijuana and more ex
t(!nsive knowledge about the effects of the drug, a substantia.! nation
'wide trend toward a reduction in penalties, and indeed toward 
decriminalization, has occulTed in recent years. laG California has 
participated' negligibly in this trend: in 1968, the state amended 
its marijuana possession statute to provide for alternative felony 
or misdemeanor penalties.l~7 Elrthermore, the State Legislature 
in 1972 passed a bill which would have provided for a maximum 
imprisonment of six months in county jail upon conviction of 
pos~ession of marijuana, but the me.asure was vetoed by the 
Governor.m Thus, de~pite attempts by the Legislature to enact 
more rational marijuana possession legislation, the maximum 
penalty which can be imposed for marijuana possession is as se~ere 
today as at any other time in California's history.139 

The preservation of the ten-year maximum penalty for mari" 
juana possession in California .compares unfavorably with the 
nationwide trend towards a reduction in penalties. Only one state, 

Hr, Sec nNe 73 & acc'ol11panying lext supra. 
130 See' FIRST COMM'N REPORT, SUpra note I, Appendix, vol. I, at 548-50; 

SECOND COMM'N REPORT, supra note I, at 245-46. 
13, Former CAL. HeALTIl & SAFETY CODE §11530, which provided for 

mandatory feJony puni~bment prior to 1968, was amended by [1968J CAL. STAT., 
ch. 1465, at 2930. 

19~ A.B. 1778 (Cal. Reg. Sess. 1972), sponsored by A~semblY!l)an Alan 
Sicrot)', wa~ passed by the Legislature on December I, 1972, but vetoed by Gov. 
Ronald Rea!;an on December 29, J972. FINAL CALENDAR OF LE.GISLATIVE BUSI-
I"F-SS 660 (Cal. Reg. Scss. 1972). " 

189 Sec Boyko & Rotberg, supra note 7, at 783-85. 
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Rhode Island, '~aintains a more severe maximum penalty for 
possession of marijuana (for personal use) than does California, 
and Arizona is the orily other state wh.ich· provides for the s.ame 

. maximum that California does.140 With. the exception of just 
six states,Hl every state in the nation provides for a maximum 
imprisonment of one year or less for, the possession of marijuana 
for personal use. Even Tex.as, Wllich until 1973 prescribed a 
ma'(imum punishment of life, imprisonment Jor possession of 
Dl arijuan a, reduced its ~aximuin penalty to 180 days for posses- ' 
sion of two ounces or less.14!! 

Moreover, a number of states have eliminated (or nearly 
eliminated) imprisonment as a punishment for madj.uana posses
sion. Possession of up to one ounce of marijuana is punishable 
by a maximum fine of $100 in Oregon; incarceration bas been 
eIiDl.i~ated as a sanction.us .In Massachusetts, probation .is 
manda~ory upon first conviction for possession.,lH West Virginia 
law' provides tbat any first possession or dislribution offense' 
(less than fifteen grams) must be conditionally discharged. l4G 

Likewise, a conviction as a' "disorderly person," a quasi-criminal 
non-indictable offense, is the maximum which can be imposed for 
possession of twenty-five grams or less. in New J ersey.14 6, ' Nebraska 
imposes a maximum penalJY of seven days' imprisonment for con
viction 0f possession of up to one pound of marijuana.H

' . Other 
states provide for minimal imprisonment.148 In addition, at least 

140 FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, Appendix, vol, 1, at 552-57. 
These pages list tbe penalties lor marijuana ofienses in the fifty states and the 
United States possessions. Since publication of the Appendix, certain penalties 
have been reDUced in some states: Sec Note, Is Hawaii Goint: to POI?, 41 
U.M.K.C.L. REV. 133, at 133 (1972) (Hawaii); 13 GRIM. L, RpTR. 2545-46 
(Sept 19,1973) (Oregon); T~ RE\,. qv. STAT., aI''.. 4476-15, §§ 4.05(b)(3), 
4.01(a)(2)(B) (Supp. 1974) .. 

'41 Ariz.ona, California, Delaware, Ne\'ada, Pe'nnsv!vania, and Rhode Island.' 
See FIRST COMM'/\ REPORT, supra note I, Appendix, tol. I, at 552-57, 

142 Texas Controlled Substances' Act of 1973, § 4.05(b)(3); T);X);S REv. 
Ovn. STAT. ANN., art. 447&-15 (Supp, 1974). 

143 13 GRIM. L, 'R,PTR. 2545-46 (Sept. 19, 1973). 
144 MASS. LAWS Aim., ch. 94C, § 34 (Supp. 1972). 
H~ FIRST COMM'", RlZPORT, supra note I, Appendix, yol, 1, .at .550. 
146 N. 1. STAT. ANN. § 24:21-20.(a)(3) (Supp. 1973-74), How~ver, the 

National Commis,ion on Marihuana and 'Drug Abuse ·ob5crved that.U(ilt is un- . 
likely that thi~ penalty is often imp.9~9, [since the Kew Jersey Supreme Court 
beld in State v. Ward, 57 N.J. 75, ~')!,.7,q A.2d 1 (1970), that sentences must be 
suspended for first .offenders]." See"'FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, 
A.ppcndiX, yolo 1" at 563; note 57 supra.' • 

141 FIRST COMM'N REPORT, SUpra nole I, Appendix, vol. I, 'at 554. 
148 Examples, are Illinois (ninety-day' ma~imum for (\VO and one·half grams 

or less), Hawaii (maximum of thirty days), ·Nc,v.' Mexico (I;\1aximum of fifteen 
days for 'one ounce or less), Michigan (ma"imum of ninet)· days), South 
Carolina (three months maximum for (wenty-eight. grams or less), and 'Wash
ington (ninety-day maximum for forty grams or Jess). Sec FIRS·t COMM'N 
REPORT, SUpra note 1, Appendix, vol. I, at 552-57. 
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tJlirty-two states nowbave statutes resembling the conditional dis
charge provisions of the Uniform Controlled Substances Act. 14 0 

These statutes provide for dismissal ,>vithout an adjudication of 
guilt upon completion by the arrestee of conditions set by the court. 
Although California has purportedly enacted the Uniform Con
trolled Substances Act,}GO the substantially Jess severe penalties for 
marijuana pqssession recommended in the Uniform Act were ex
cluded in the California Act. m 

A compariwn of California penalties with those imposed in 
foreign nations indicates that the great majority of other countries 
impose substantially less severe maximum penalties 1han does 
California,H2 In five nations--Chile, Denmark, the Netherlands, 
Sweden, and Nepal-marijuana pos~cssion for personal use'is either 
legal, or puni~hable by only a 5mall fine.1r.:1 In at least twenty-five 
other countries, possession for personal use is punjshable by a 
maxinlUm of one year's imprisonment.1r.,l 

California retains tbe seco~ld highest maximum punishment for 
possession of marijuana i'n ilienation. Amidst a clear trend towards 
decriminajiz,ation, California balks at providing a rational maximum 
punishment for a relatively trivifl.1 offense. Under these circum
stances, tbere is a compe.Iling nec.essity for a judicial finding that the 

-------------------------------------------------
14P FIRST CoMM'N REPORT, supra note 1, Appendix, vol. I, at 548-50; 

SI,cOND COMM'N REI-ORT, supra note J, at 246. Section 407 of the Uniform 
Act provideS: 

Whenever any person who has not previously been convicted of 
any offense under this Act or under any statute of the United States 
or of any stale Telating to narcotic drug" marihuana, or stimulant" de
pressant, or hallucinogenic drugs, plead~ guilty to or is found !=Ililty oi 
po!>S!'~sjon of a controlled substance under Section 401 (c), ~ne court, 
without entering a judgment of guilt and with the consent of the ac
cU!>ed, rna)" defer furtber proceeding and place him on probation upon' 
terms and con'ditjons, . ,. Upon fulfillment of the terms and condi
tions, the cou rt shall di!>charge the person and, dbmiss the proceeding 
against him. [',j!>charge and dbmissal under this Se<,:tion shall be 
with put adjudication of guilt and is not a conviction for purposes of 
dbqualific3tions or disabilities imposed by law upon con"iction of a 
crime, including (he actditional penalties imposed for second crr sub
sequent convicti(lm under section 40S, (There may be only one dis
charge and di~mi~sal under this Section with lespect to any person.) 

FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supra note J, Appendix, vol. I, at 549-50. ct, the 
California Drug Diversion Progrdm, discussed at note 179 & accompanying text 
infra. 

100 CAL. HEALTH &'SAFETI' CODE §§ 11000 et seq. (West Supp. 1973). 
101 Prior to the preliminary recommendation for decriminalization made 

by (he National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. discussed 
at note 169 & accompanying text in! ra, the maximum· penalty recommended in 
the Uniform Act for po~~ession of marijuana for personal usc wa~ mi,demeanor 
punishmcnt (which presumably would permit a maximum imprisonment of one 
year in county jail). See FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supt:a,note 1: Appcndix, vol. I, 
at 548-49, ' ' , 

Jr.2 See Fu\ST COMM'N REPORT, supra 'note I, Appendix, vol. I, at 536-42. 
153 ld. ' 
U4 14. 
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possible imprisonment for possession of marijuana is disproportion
a te to' the offense. 

D, Infrequency of Enforcement 

In People v. And,erson,155 the California Supreme Court held 
that a punishment can be proscribed as cruel or unusual if offensive 
to contemporary standards of decency,156 The principal method 
used to determine whether contemporary standards of decency were 
violated in Anderson was to investigate the frequency with which 
the q.i.lestioned punishmentwas imposed, Infrequency of actual ap
plication of a statutorily pres,cribed penalty' suggests th~t tbe punish
ment is offensive to contemporary standards of decency, The in
frequency with W11ich imprisonment is currently impo!>ed for con
viction of marijuana .possession under section 11357157 strongly 
suggests that the statute will not withstand a "contemporary 
standards of d~c;enc:y" inquiry. 

The "evolving stan<;lards of decency that mark the. progress of a 
maturing society" test adopted in TrOplG8 and Anderson 15V is 
particuJarly appropriate with respect to marijuana criminaJization', 
Early marijuana legislation resulted primarily from misinformation 
and racism. 16U Today, however, the relative harmJe~sness of mari
juana us('ha~ been authoritatively estahli~hed,Jnl and marijuana use 
}5 prevalent among all racial groups. ](:~ Indeed, the \\~dcspread 

lfifi <' Cal. }d 628, 493 P.2d 880, 100 Cal. Rptr. 152, cui. d,'nied, 406 
)..J.S, 958 (1972). 

Jr.G See. Section Il(A) supra. 
157 See notes 172-79 & accompanying text illfra. 
laS Trap v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 10] (1958); see note 43 supra. 
HP People v. Anderson, 6 Cal. 3d 628, 493 P,2d 880, 100 Cal. Rptr. 152, 

ct!rl. denied, 406 U.S. 958 (197:!). See no Ie 35 & accompanying text supra. 
160 FI.RST COMM'I" REPORT, supra note I, at 91-92; id., Appendix, vol. I, 

at 481-94; GRlNSPOON, supra note 75, at 324-84. Bonnie and Whitebread sum
marized an extensive historical ar1aly~js as follows: 

The early laws against the cannabis drugs were passed with little 
put-lie attention .. Con~ern aboui marijuana was related primarily to 
the fear that maiijuana use would spread, even among Whites, as a 
substitute for the opiates and alcohol made more difficult to obtain 
by federal ledslatiori, EspedalIy in the western states, this concern 
was identifiable with the growth of the Mexican-Amelican minority. 
It is clear that no stale undertook any empirical or scientific study of 
the cffccLsof the dnlg. lnslead they relied on luri.d and often un
fOllndcc\ accollnts of marijuana's dallg'crs a~ presented in whal little 
nc".;paper covc'rage the drugr~ccivcd. It wa!. ~imply .l!s\umcd lhat 
cannabIs wa~ addictive and would have engendered Ihe Slime evil effects 
as, opium and cocaine. Apparently, legislators in the:;e Slates found it 
easy and uncontroversial to prohibit use of a drug- they bad ne,er seen 
or u~ed 'and which was' associated with ethnic minorities and the lower 
cJass~ 

BCIDnie & Whitebread, supra note 7;a\ 1021-21.. 
lfll Set! section III(A) supra, 

,HZ FIRST COMM'N REPORT, slIpra. note 1, at·32. 

\} 
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COJltemporary use of marijuana1fo3 in itself suggests that imprison
ment for marijuana use and possession is contrary to contemrx>rary 
standards of decency. Furthennore, public opinion surveys con
ducted for the National Commission on Marihuana and Dru~ Abuse 
disclosed tbat 53 percent of the public are unwilling to giv~ young 
users a criminal record, and 87 percent object to the incarceration 
of users. 104 It is apparent that there has been a substantial "evolu
tion" of public attitudes coqceming the use and possession of mari-
juana. . 

A further indication that the imprisonment penalty is offensive 
to contemporary standards. of decency is contained in the policy 
statements issued by various public ~rganizations. For exan"iple, 
the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse recom
mended that all criminal penalties be abolished for private use and 
11ossession, and for di,stribution in small amounts for no (or in
significant) remuneration, m The American Bar Association's 

loa See notes 1,107 & accompanying lext supra. 
104 FIRST COMM'K REPORT, supra note I, at 144. Note that the. California 

Supreme Court has held that public opinion is a "rele\'ant, but not controlling" 
factor in the "d~c.encr inquiry." See n6te 37 & accompanying te>;t supra. Ac
cordingly, public opinion polls are of only limited value in determining whether 
contemporary standard5 of decency are violated by a given punbhmenl. Note. 
however, that recent public opinion poll~ ronducted in California indicate tha:t 
51 percent of all Californians favor reduction in pres-?nt penalties for marijuana 
offen~e5, and (hat about one-third of the public favors the legalizution of mari
juana, Recent polls show a· "liberalizing trend in public opinion toward mari
juana legality" when compared with similar poll~ taken in 1969. Field. Tolerance 
OIW Marijuana Grows, L.A.'Times, Feb. 8, 1974. § I, at 3, col. 4. In addition, 
the court has stated that the cruel or unusual punishment clause operates t(), 
protect minority rights against encroachment by the majority. See nOle 30 6: 
accompanying text supra. 

The re~ults of the Proposition 19 r.eferendum, the so-called marijuana de
criminalization initiative in' the 1972 California general election, seem am
bilo.'U()US, and certain I)· not decisive with respect to the'inquiry into contemporary 
standard5 of decency. Proposition 19 would have aholished all criminal penalties 
for the usc, possession, cultivation, and tr'dnsport,alion of marijuana, However, 
the measure wa5 defeated, with about two-thirds of the electorate voting against 
it. NEWSWEEK, Nov. 13, 1972, at 40. Although it mif.hl be suggested that 
the results of Proposition 19 show that public standards of decency are not of
fended by lhe present yenalties for marijuana possession. it is equalJ) plausibJe 
10 suggest· that the opposite is the case. The rejection' of Proposition 19 may 
have 'resulted from a belief that cultivation and 'transportation should remain 
criminal, de~pite a voler preference for decriminalization of mere pos,e5sion of 
marijuana. Furthermo're, the fact that as many as 'one'-third of California voters 
would decriminalize p05session, tramportation, and cultivation suggests that con
temporary ~tandards of decency are offended by continued criminal pellalties for 
mere possession. In' any eo,;ent, Anderson has established that the cru.el or un
usual punishment clause serves to' protect minority right~ against encroachment 
by the majority, a constitutional safeguard which should also apply. to marijuana 
pos5<:ssors. For tlle text of Proposition 19, and related dbcussion, see Marijllana:
A Pallel Discussion, 2 COKl'EMP. DRUG PROB. 267, 287, 301 (1973). 

, lO~ FIRST COMM'N REPORT, supra note I, at 154. Public use of marijuana 
would be subject to a maximum fine of $199. 
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HOUSf of Delegates recolnJnended decriminalization of marijuana' 
possession. 1GG The California Slate Bar Association and the San 
Francisco ~Bar Association voted to support the "marijuana de
criminaJilation" initiative in the November 1972 general ejection in 
California,1.G7 The' Los Angeles County Grand Jury recommended 
that "private possession of marijuana for personal use [$hould] no 
longer be a criminal offense,"lGS Tile National Conference of 
Commissioners on Unllonn State Laws has given preliminary ap
proval to an .amendment to the Uniform Controlled Substances 
Act, which provides for' decriminalization of personal use and 
possession, and of distribution of smaIl amounts for no or insignifi
cant remuneration,l6D In addition, the Board of T.r:ustees of the 
Amerjca~l Medical Association approved a recornmenqg1ior; of its 
Council on Mental Health, submitted by the Committee on Alco
holism and Drug Dependence, that "possession of insignificant 
arnounts of marijuana for perscinal use should not be a criminal 
act."17(1 Finally, the California Medical Association recommended 
a reduction of all penalties for posse~sion of marijua11a for persomil 

. use. 11l These requests for decriminaJizatiqn by prestigious organi
zations directly concerned with the marijuana issue indicate that 
contemporary standards of decency are oJfended by the current 
criminalization of ~arijuana use and possession. 

But perhaps the principal indication that impIi500nment for 
possession of m'arijuana violates contemporary standard!> of decency 
can be found in the reluctance of those responsible for imposing the 
sanction to do so in the O'venvhelming number of cases, In Surveys 
conducted by the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse show that the major participants in the criminal jus.rice 
prc,Jess reject imprisonm~nt as ~ sanction. The Commission noted 
that the natiop's judges expressed an over\vheJming disinclination 
to imprison marijuana possessors; only 13 percent thought it ap
propriate to incarcerate an adult for possession, and only 4 percent 
would rail a juvenile for marijuana possession.m It further found 

166 13 CRIM. L. RpTR. 2436·38 ·(Aug. 15, 1973). 
107 u. S, NEWS.&: WQRLD RepORT, Sepl. 4, 1972, at 50. 
lOS COUNTI' QF') Los ANG)::LES, 1972 GRAND JURY POSlTlON PAPER ON 

MARIJUANA Rr,COMMEND"T10N, A copy of the recommendation statement is on 
file in the UCLA La\\' Review diCice,' 

lOll 86 L.A. Daily Jownal; July 3.1, 1973, at 1, col, 4, These recommenda
tions were made in re5ponse to the Natkinal Com~issjon on Marihuana and 

. Drug Abuse decriminalization recommendation .. 
170 222 J.A.M.A. '84 (1972). 
171 L.A. Times, March 14, 1973, § I, at 23, col. l. 
172 See notes 37-41 & accompanying le.xt supra, and noles 176·79 & ac· 

companying text illfra. '.',' 
na FIRST' CO¥M'1'l REPORT, SUpra note I, at 144. Empirical studies in 

California have· also found that judges are reluctant to impose imprisonment in . ' 
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that "even among the nation's prosecutors, a substantial majority 
favor the present trend toward avoiding incarceration for first 
offenders."174. The Commission concluded: 

Our empirical study &hows that 48 % of the adult cas"es, and 
70% of the juvenile cases, w~re dropped from the system 
at some point between arrest and convi.ction. The picture 
displayed is one of a large expenditure of poUce rnunpov/er 
to enforce a law most participants further along the line 
are not ~nxious to apply.175 
This nation-wide treJ)d is similar to the infreqt: ency of en

forcement of the i'nlprisonment sanction prescribed by ·California 
Health and Safety Code section 11357. In 1972, only 1.5 percent 

. of all California dcfrmdants convicted of violation of the marijuana 
possession statute received a felony sentence and 'Were committed 
to state prison. m In the same year, about 63 percent of all defend
ants convicted under the statute received no sentence of imprison
ment whatsoeverY' Furthermore, about two-ihires of all felony 
complaints issued for marij\:1ana offenses in 1972 were dismissed 
prior to Sl1perior Court filing without being refiled.17S FinalIy, un
der'the terms of the two-year experimental state Drug Diversion 
Program, an estimated 18,000 persons charged with a violation 
of section] 1357 are annually diverted from prosecution and trial 
at an annual cost of $4.5 I:nillion.17D 

malijuana posses,ion c~s. See, L.A. Empirical Study, supra note 63, at 1562; 
San Marc·o Stllety, supra note 100, at 111-12. 

174 FIRST COMM'l' REPORT, slIpra note 1, at 145. 
17~ ld. 
17r. DRUG ARRLSTS AND DISPOSITIONS, supra note 100, at 19. 
177 Jd. • 
17h Jd. at n. Note that thi> figure includes convic'tions for tbe more 

serious marijuana offenses such a~ cultivation. transportation, and sale. 
17[1 DII':lRSJOK PROGRAM, supra note 107; at 5. The estimate of 18,000 

marijuana possession diversions is based On the fact that 75.3 percent of al,l 
persons diverted under the program were charged witb a violation of CAL. 
HEALm & S.'J'ETI· CODE § 11357 (West Supp. 1973); approximately 24,000 
perwns bave been "diveried" annually. Jd •. 

The requirements for entry into the Drug Diversion Program are codified 
in CAL .. PENAL CODE §§ 1000-1000.4 (West Supp. '1973), ·SignificiUltly, tbe 
Califomia Department of -Justice states that the Drug Diversion Progr.am was 
instttuted "to unclog court dockets," and . 

to lower the cost of trials and the administration of justice. However, 
the chief reason for founding the Diversion Program was to de-crim
i/la/iZC' "simple pmsession of controlled substances" for first offenders, 
who arc othel'\\ise good citizens, so that their r.ecords· will not be 
permanently marred by one act of indiscretion. 

DI\'r.RSJOK .PROGRAM, supra note 107, at 23 (emphasis added). In addition, tbe 
report DOtes the increasing reluctance on tbe part of pilrticipants in tbe criminal 
justice system to subject those accused of marijuana pos~ssion to imprisonment: 
"In 1972 only 29 percent of th.ose convicted of a drug law violation were placed 
under probation department supervision for a marijuana offense, compared to 
the 75.3 percent of those diverted which were charged with pO!,ses~ion of mar i
juana." ld, at 9. Furthermore, certain Los Angeles County' deputy distric.t 
aU,)rneys bave disclosed tbat they believe "all 'or nearly all" of the defendants 
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The pattem which emerges from these statistics unquestionably, 
&hOW5 that presen,t imprisonment penalties for marijuana possession 
are rarely imposed in Califomia. Under the principles announced 
in Anderson, the infrequency of imposition of imprisonment for 
violation of section 1] 357 warrants the conclusion that the present 
imprisonment penalties violate contemporary standards of decency. 
This conclusion is supported by a :]arge and growing demand by 
responsible public groups for the elimination of criminal penalties, 
and by the widespread use of the drug. Because the imprisonment 
sanction is rarely invoked, a judicial determination' that present 
penalties pre:.cribed by section 11357 violate the cruel or unusual 
punishment clause is mandated. ' ' 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The California Supreme Court never has considered the va
lidity of California's marijuana possession statute, with respect to 
the cruel or unusual puni~hment clause of the CaJifomia constitu
tion. The previous discussion of the Anderson and Lynch cases 
demonstrates that the principles announced therein provide ample 
authority for invalidating the sentencing provisions of !fe-alth and 
Safety Code section 11357. IT.deed, all of the fOUT major principles 
dbcussed in those cases, when applied to section 11357, militate 
in favor of invalidation of the imprisonment provisions of the 
statute. 

Assuming that the court were persuaded that the present pun
ishment provisions of section ] 1357 are disproportionate to the 
offense of private use and possession of marijnana, the court might 
next be expect&:! to consider the degree of puni&hment which could 
validly be imposed for the offense. The unresolved issue of the 
extent to which imprisonment would be proportional to the posses
sion offense might be addressed in various ways. Of course, the 
court might choose merely to declare the pre~ent punishment pro
visiom invalid and leave it to the Legislature to prescribe new 
punishment provisions. This approach, however, seems excessive
ly cumbersome. If ,no guidance were gIven the Legislature in its 

. attempt to enact a cC?nstitutionally v~id 'punishment, a drawn-out 
process of legislative prescription and judicial rejection might well 

arresfed for marijuana pos'>ession for tbe first time are diverted from imprison
ment under CAL. PEN. CODE § 1000 (West SUpp, 1973), Future' Tcport& on 
the Drug Diversion program, which' .will be prepared by (be State Department 
of Justice. will likely provide, more accurate statistics on the percentage of 

. section j 1357 arrestces wbo arc diverted from prosecution and imprisonment. 
It seems patently absurd to expen,d S4.5 million each y~ar in an attempt to 

"decriminalize" first offense marijuana possession When the same result can be 
obtained much more fairly and cheaply by eliminating tbe present penalties for 
marijuana possession. 
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ensue. How much imprisonment would be proportional to the 
offense? A week? Six months? Six years? There simply would 
be no judicial suggestion as to the validity of any septence which 
subsequently might be prescribed by the Legislature. If the court 
were to determine that the pre"ent punishment provisions of section 
11357 are invalid, it would seem only reasonable that tne court 
shou.ld suggest a permissible degree of punishment. 

The court might instead focus upon the felony-misdemeanor 
diStinction contained within the statute. The case against the 
felony sentencing provisions of section 11357 is particularly strong. 
'Vhile marijuana use and possession present little danger to the 
individual user, or to society atjarge, Caiifornia nevertheless main
tai.ns the second highest maximum sentence in the hation, a 
sentence which in tum is imposed on only 1.5 percent of all those 
convicted under section 11357. Furthermore, there is no evidence 
to indicate that the present trend toward leniency will abate. The 
fact is that those individuals who are responsible for the imposition 
of felony penalties (and, indeed, the impositi.on of all), imprison
ment} almost uniformly refuse to mete out such penalties. The 
Supreme 90urt, therefore, should be compelled, on the basis of 
A Ildersoll and LYllch, to declare atleast the felony sentencing pro-
visions of sections 11357 void under article I, section 6 of the 
California constitution.· . 

Although the use of the felony-misdemeaI1.or distinction in 
section 11357 might provide a superficially attractive answer to the 
punisJunent dilemma, and a convenient demarcation line for de
termining a constitutionally valid punishment for' marijuana use 
.and possession, the adoption of that distinction would serve to 
exalt the foim of the statute over the substance of the curr~nr status 
of marijuana criminalization. The mere fact that the pr~sent 
felony penalties appear clearly invalid should not serve as a basis 
for avoiding the question of whether an)' imprisonment is invalid. 
T~ere is an equally compelling justification for a judicial determina- ' 
tiOD that the imposition of an)' imprisonment for the private use and 
possession of marijuana is disproportionate to the oifense.l8O Su'ch 
a qetemlination is walTanted by the minimal danger resulting from 
the. USe and pOssession of marijuana, the national trend toward 
de,criminalization, and the disuse of imprisonment as a sanction in 

l80 This is ·not to suggest that all)' criminal punishment (e.g., a 'fine) is 
pr.oscribed by the cruel or unusual puni~hment clause. The' extent to which 
criminal puni~hment can be tOlal/), pro~cribed on the basis of the cruel and/of 
unusual punishment prohibition seems unclear in light of Powell Y. Texas, 392 
U.S. 514 (1968). ·Cf, Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962); Packer, 
Makillg The PUllishment Fil The Crime, 77 BAR\,. L. REV. 1071, 1071 (1964); 
Comment, The Crud alld Unusl,/QI PUllishment Clause and the Subs(alltive Crim-
inal Law, 79 BARV. L. RE\,. 635, 645-46, 655 (1966). . , 
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the great major-ity of California possession cases. Such a d;:cision 
would hardly be nov~l; the New Jersey Sqpreme Court b'State v" 
Ward has already held that. imprisonment is an excessive punish
ment for first offense marijuana possession. m In addition, a de- I 

ternlination by the court that imprisonment for personal use and 
possession of marijuana is dispropOrtionate to the offense would 
obviate any necessity for the court to "draw the line" between terms 
o( imprisorunent which would be constitl!l'Onr;Lf~' valid and those 

. which would be excessive. ( 
.' /,' 

Moreover, the disparate treatment accot!d~d use and possession 
of alcohol and marijuana suggests that imprisonment for marijuana 
possession is disproportionate to tile offense. For p,urposes of a 
proportionality inquiry, possession of alcohol is most closely analo
gous to possession. of marijuana. Both substances are possessed 
and used for substantially the same reasons, and the use of ooth 
substances is widespread. Yet, despite the fact that alcohol use 

. ,poses a greater threat.of physiological harm and anti-facial activity 
than does marijllana, alcohol possession is "legaL"· The disparitY 
in trcatment of alcohol and marijuana possession may v.'ell be de
terminative with respect to the extent to which imprisonment can be 
constitutionally tolerated. It should, in fact, result in a determina
tion that any sentence of imprisonment is constitutionally impermis-
sible. ' 

The purpose of this Comment has been to demonstrate th~t 
there presently exist ample legal authority and compelling justifica
tion for the California Supreme Couit to invalidate present im
prisOilmept penalties for the private use and possession ,of mari
juana, The "unusl!al" nature of current criminal penalties, in both 
the literal and legal sense of the word "unusual." has been demon
strated, Certainly, a criminal law which authorizes the incarcera
tiop of enormous numbers· of otherwise lmv-abidingcitizens lR2 for 
the commission of a relativelyhaTmless, nonviolent, and "victim
less" act is unusual in any c'onceiyable sense of the word. It is 
di{ficult to imagine a'rriore appropriate case for the protection of 
"minority rights against encroachme,n1jzlj' the majority." In the 
words of the National Commission on'Marihuana and Drug Abuse, 
"[wJe must be willing. to change when change is indicated.mB3 

ROBERT J, ALBRECHT 

1~1 S/;e n6te 57 & actompanying,text supra. 
l82 The subjection cif large. numbers of oCherwise law-abiding citizens to 

arrest, Imprisonment, and other aspects of the' criminal process for the pos<;ession 
bf marijUana may be so dehumanizing as to be demeaning to the dignity bf man 

. Within the .proocription of the Trap and Anderson tests. See n'o(es 41-44, 100 & 
accompanying (ext s~pra. 

18~ SECOND COM~i'J:l REP.oRT, supra note 1, at S • 

. 83-317 0 - 77 - 33 
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APPENDIX 

TA13LE 1* 

FELONY OfFENSES 

Offense 

Driving under influence of alcohol, 
resulting in death or bodily injury 
Dril'ing under influence of drug, 
resulting in bodily injury 

Maximum 
Jmpr~ll1ment 

5 years in slate prison 

5 years in state prison 

Safety Code Maximum 
~~~_on ____ . __ ._ Offense ___ lrnpri$O~~~~ _____ _ 

11368 

California 
Fenal Code 
Section 

38 
85 

92 
132 
148.3 

148.4 

151 

171c 

192(3) , 193 

214 
222' 

237 

241*-

243** 

246 

247 
2730., 273d 

, Forging or altering pre~criplion for 6 yea~ in stal.;: p;ison; 
a narcotic drug iO yea~ for &econd and 

sub~equenl convictions 

Offense 
~---~- .. -
Misprision of treason 
Offering bribe 10 member 
of the Legislature 
Bribing judge& or jurors, etc, 
Offering forged or altered evidence 
Fal;e report of an emergency resulting 
in great bodil) injury or death 

. Tampering with fire alulms resulting 
in great bodil) injury or death 
Incitemcnt 10 kill or injure police 
officer re~ulting in death of same 
Pos,es~ion of loaded firearm in State 
Capitol or Governor's' office 
Vehicular manslaughter with 
gross negligence 
Train robbery 
Adminhtering stu;:>efying drugs to 
assist in the commission of a felony 
False impris(lnmenl effected by 
violence, fraud, or deceit 
Assault against policeman or fireman 
engaged in the performance of his 
duties 
Batlel)' against B policeman or fire
man engaged in the performance of 
his duties 
Shooting at an inhabited dwelling 
or occupied building 
Shooting at aircrafl 
Willful infliction of unju~tifiable 
phy,ical rain on a child under circum
~lanccs or conditions li ke II' to produce 
great bodily harm or death; or . 
willful infliction on a child or by a 

. hu~band on his wife of any cruel 
or inhuman corporal puni~hment or 
injury resulling in a traumatic 
condition 

Maximum 
Imprj,onment ----
5 years in state prison 

10 years in state prison 

10 years in state prison 
5 years in slale prison 
5 years in state prison 

5 years L'1 stale prison 

5 years in state prison 

5 years in state prison 

5 years in state prison 

5 years in state prison 
5 years in stale prison 

10 years in state prison 

2 yearS in state prison 

1 0 ye~ in slate prison 

5 years in state prison 

5 years in state prison 
I Oyea~ in Sl;ile prbon 
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Maximum 
Jmpri~onment -------

347 Poi~oning.fOod, drink, medicine, or 
water supply with intent to injure 
human being' 

401 Aiding or advising suicide 
424 Embezzlement by public'officer 
489 Grand theft 
5J4 'Embezzlement 
520 Extortion 
63J Wiretapping 

12020 Pos!>ession, manufacture, and sale of 
certain deadly weapons 

12220 Unaut.horized sale, tran,portation, or 
pow;,ssion of machine gun 

12303"" Pos"Cssion of destructive device 
(bc.mbs. grenades, rockets. 
"inolotov cocktails") 

12420 Sale,. tran~portation, OF possession 
of lear bas weapons 

10 years in state prison 

5 years in state prison 
10 years in state prison 
10 years in state prison 
10 years in state prison 
J 0 years in stale prison 

. 3 years in .slate prison; 
5 years for &cond and 

subsequent convictions 
5 years' in state prison 

5 years in state prison '" 

5 year; in state prison 

2 years in sl ale prison 

MISDEMEANOR OFFENSES 

California 
Vehicle Code 
Section· 

23105 

C.a.lifornia 
Penal Code 
Section 

70 

73 
74 

94 

'135 ' 
146a 
148 
.148,5 
24iu 

243*" 
314 

3740 
403 

404,6 
·408 

Offense 
Maximum 
Impriwnment -----------------

DriVing \'~hicle while under 
. influence of a drug 

Offense 

Solicitation or receipl of gratuities by 
executive officers or public employees 
Buying appoint.ments to office . 
Accepting awards for-appointment 
to public office 
Solicitation or acceptance of gratuities 
by Judicial officers 

. Dttstru.ction of evidence 
J mjXrsonating pubJic officer 
Resisting or obstructing officer. 
False' report of criminal offense 
Assault . 
Battery 
Indec.cnt, exposure 

Sb.ootrng on public highways 
Disturhance of public as..<,embly or 
meeting 
Incitement to riot 
Unlawful assembly 

6 months in county jail 
for first conviction 

M,,;dmum 
Jmpriwoment 

6 months in county jail 

6 monthsm county jail 
$.5,000 fine a~d forfeiture. 
of office 

6 months in county jail 

6 month, in county jail 
1 year in counlY jail 
J year in county jail 
6 mClnths in county jail 
6 months in county jail 
6 months in county jail 
6 months in county jail; 
I year for ~econd and 

sub>equent offenses 
6 months in CoUnty jail 
6 monlbs in county' jail 

6 rnonth~ in county jail 
6 months in county ja,il 

, 

I 

I 
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C"lifornia 
Penal· Code 
Section 

415.5 

417 
418 
466.3·" 

490 
602.10" 

12025' 

Ofiez= 

DL,turb"nce of the peace of community 
college, state college, or university 
Drn"'ing firearm in threatening manner 
Forcible. entry and detainer 
Possession of tools for brca king into 
coin-<>perated machines with intent 
to commit theft 
Petty theft 
Obstl1lcting community college, state 

. college, or university ~tudents or 
teachers by physical force 
Carrying conCC<>.led weapon 

Carrying loaded firearm 
Sale of firearm to minor 

Maximum 
Imprisonment -----
90 days in rount)' jail 
for first conviction 

6 months in county jail 
6 months in county jail 
1 year in. county jail 

6 months in county jail 
1 year in county jail 

6 month~ in county jail 
for first conviction 

6 months in county jail 
6 montru in coamy jail 

.. Table. I is divided into two sections. The first scction prescnts selected 
Caliiornia felony offenses and tht. maximum impn!.Onment which can be 
imposed for each offense.. The second secLion presents miwemeanor offenses 
Hnd the maximllm imprisonment which can be imposed. TIlis division permits 
individual comparison of !be mis..:lcm~anor and felony proYisions of California 
Heal!b and Safety Code scoLion 11357 Witil other California felony. and rniS" 
demeanor offcnS!!s. 

U Tndicates citation to.West Supp. t973. 
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]09 Ariz. 59 
Tho STATE of Arizona, Appell .. , 

v. 
Lee Anthony WADSWORTH, Appellaut. 

No. 2399. 

Hllpremc COllrt of Arizonn, 
In Bnne . 

• 11111. 10, 1Il73. 
Rehearing Dented Feb. 27, 11l7a. 

Defelldant was cOllvicted in the Su
perior Court, Coconino County, Cause No. 
5B+t, J. Thomas Brooks, J., of furnishing 
marijuana, and he appealed. The Supreme 
Court, Cameron, V. C. J., held, inter alia, 
that retention of marijuana under l'<arcotic 
Drug Act; with its resulting severer penal
ties, rather than classifying it with drugs 
listed ·in Dangerous Drug Act with its 
lesser Pcnlllties, is justifiable and is not 
violative of equal protection. 

Affirmed. 
Lockwood, J., did not participa,te. 

I. Drugl and Nareotlc. e=43 
Fact that a drug in list of narcotic 

drugs may be less harmful than those listed 
in dangerous drug statute does not make 
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classificati~n unroasonabl<>. I\.R.S. §§ 32- volVl'd, where defendant entered into a plea 
1901, subsec. 9, 32-1991, 32-1992, subsec. A, agreement through his attorney to plead 
32-19')6, sul,,;ec. C, 36-1001, suhsecs. 13, 1~, guilty to crime of "possession," which 
.l6-tO02.0i. would have allowed court to sentence him 

2. Drug_ and Narcotics e=>43 
There i~ a reasonable hasis for classi

fication of marijuana with narcotic drugs 
rather than dangcrous drugs inasmuch a.' 
leg-islative intent was to proscribe usc of 
marijuana, uot to scientifically categorize 
it according to its composition and effect. 
A.R's. §§ 32-1901, subsec. 9, 32-1991, 32-
1992, suhscc. A, 32-1996, suhsec. C, 36-1001, 
subsecs. 13, 1~, 36-1002.07. 

3. Criminal L.aw e=>304(1) 

Supreme CQurt would take judicial no
tice of fact that marijuana was one of the 
most widely used drugs among ,the young 
and would also note that Arizona:, geo
graphical 'proximity to ~[exico, a primary 
source of marijuana, contributed to .... agni
tude of problem in State. 

4. ConstltuUonal L.aw <3=>250.1(2) 
Drugs and NareGUes ¢:=>43 

Retention of marijuana under Xarcotic 
Drug Ad, with its resulting severer penal
ties. rather than c1assi fying it with drugs 
li!>ted in Dangerous Drug Act with its les
ser p('lIalties, is justifiable and is not viola
tive of equal protection. A.R.S. §§'32-1901, 
sub"ec. 9, 32-1991, 32-1992, subsec. 1\, 32-
19%,suiJscc. C, .,6-1001. subse~s, 13, 14,36-
1002.0i; C,s.C,A.Const. Amend. 14. 

5. Drugs an~ Narcotics C=>133 

Accepting proposition that legislature 
may, under police power, prohibit use of 
marijuana, it follows that stronger penal
ties designed to prc,'ent widcsprea(1 usc of 
marijuana arl' r~asonablc, A.R.S. §§ 32-
1901, suuscc. 9, 32-1991,32-1992, suhsec. A, 
.12-1906, suhsec. C, 36-1001, subsecs. 13, 14, 
.I6-1002.0i. 

6. Drugs and NareGUel <3=> 133 

Sentencing defl,'ndant to a term of not 
I('s~ th:\l1 five nOr more than five years 
:"1(1 one day on conviction of furnishing 
mariJ-:'n:l was not an abuse of discrdion, 
t1ot\\'ithsh,~ding defendant's agc and al
il·gedl{ "'';m"H amount" of marijuana ill-

to a year in county jail rather than five
Yl~ar minimum sentence for "furnishing," 
but, after original charge was withdrawn 
and "posscssion" chargc filed, defendant 
refused to plead guilty and "possession" 
charge was then dropped and "furnishing" 
charge was refiled. A.R.S. §§ 36-1002.05, 
suhsec. A, 36-1002.07. 

Garv K. Kelson, Atty. Gen. by William 
P. Di~on: :\'sst. Atty. Gen., Phoenix, and 
A1 Vr.rmeirc,,'l.aw Student, Vniversity of 
Arizona, fu'cson, for appellee. 

Lewis & Roca by Paul G. Ulrich, David 
L. GrfJu.n(,!s. Richard L. Parrish and Wil
liam C. Lewis, J r" Phoenix, for appellant. 

CA.:viEROX, Vice Chief Justice. 

This is an appeal from a jury verdict 
and judgment of guilty to the crime of fur
nishing marij uana in violation of § 36-
1002.0; A.R.S. with a sentence of not less 
than five yea rs nor more than five years 
and one day in the Arizcna State Prison. 

The defendant raises only one question 
on appeal which he states in his brief as 
follows: 

"Docs the continued ciassification ;f 
marijuana with the 'narcotic drugs' 
Tather than with the 'dangerous drugs' 
and the attendant draconian penalties 
for a first conviction for furnishing a 
small amount of marijuana violate the 
equal protection clauses of the Arizona 
and Cnitcd States Constitutions?" 

The facts necessary for a dctcrminatiSll1 
of the mUller un appeal 1, re as follows: On 
16 Xovel1\l>er 19;O,the defendant, in the 
company of others, including Agent Wil
liam Greenlee of the Arizona Department 
of Public Safet)" "pulled out a baggie of
marijuana: • • • and rolled a cigarette, . 
• • • and passed it around to the people 
ill the room." After the second lime, the 
cigarette was passed around, Agent Green-

/' I 
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k" I'illchod uut the fire alld I'laceu the uutt 
III h I!J ~u,H (Hll.!kct. 

Thel'(';"flcr, a cultvcnmtioll ensueO lH!w 
lwet'll Agcllt Grccl1h~f! aud Lhe defendant 
l'e!:.lIdlllg' the pu>siiJle pUl'cha~e uf a hUlI
un'ol i<llugnulIs of lIlarijtlUlIa. The defellu
dill pruvided i\gclll (jn:t..'lllcc with a scc
Ulld ItHlrijuitllfl ci~al'l.'ttc bcful't lCHVillg. 
lJlltJII tllese fncb the UCft!UUilllt was COl~

\,1.:t .. <1 .111(1 thb "l'lJeal fulluwod. Vcfelld
.lIIL dlJl'::' Hul lIt'lI}' that he viulated the stat
ute 111 '111l·,tltlll, § .~(}o-1()1J2.U7 A.le:;., hut llt

I itd\s the slatute it!Jd f. 
:\rj~olla lid::' two Im~i~ tlrtlg statutes. The 

tor.t. lI11der Titl(· .l~, Chapter 18 (Phar
lIli'U')') I ICl J\. R.S" ClJl1l~.t!rns regulatioll of 
,ht.., sU'l'allcd "dallg-crulls' dnlg"s." })aJlgcr

Uti::. drugs ale! defillcd i,u § :i~-:--I~OI, subs!!!!. 
~ A ItS. which lists such' ~ompul1nd~ :tS 

l1uqlhdilllliJlcs, bilrbiturates, Jl1e;;~ttlillc, amI 
l'CUlI',lI IlCl"yol!S by:ilt'lli ucpn.·sl.illllts ami iJl~ 

~llIdt.·s Iht! substallcc:i l~ullllll~lIly cilllcu 
"I..S.I)," allli "'I'ccll." § :l2-IWL, suhscc. 
r\ .. \.I{.S. pruvilk'~; 

"NUlhillg' ill lids chapter shull ue con
~lllIl'd to rclievt! aJiY pCl'tion from allY 
f('qllill'lIh!lIt prc!:)cribcu by ur' Hilder au

tloorilY uf law with re>pect 10 drugs IIUW 

11h.:lltdcd or whi<:h ma)' hCl'caftct lit! ill~ 

dlllil-d w;thin the cJa!:)siflcCi.li(if)S of Ilat~ 

~dtk drllg~ ul" Illarihuilwl us defilled in 
Ihe Hl'I'lkaloll! {edend "lid ,t"te I"ws re-. 
1,Itilig tu lIilfl!ulit: U1"lllfS and luarihllaUit," 

§ .12-/IJ')J ,\.ltS. pruvides thal the State 
B'''lrd uf I'hilflHm:y, the "tlivh,if,lII uf lIur
tUIU':, clI[un:cllll'ut awl criminal iutcllig-cllcc 

will"fI the departll1ent uf 1Jlliolic saiety, all 
offll'l'I'!r cxcl'cbiug' pulil!c po\Vc:rs, Lnd CUlIll~ 
ty all(II'lIeys shall enfolce til" I J'uvisiulls 
u(" l'hiIJ11I..·r lH COIICCI Jliug dHlIgcroLis dl'llgS. 

l'ersclII. ClJlIl'ictcd 01 seLJillg ur dc)lver
illg' 01' ulll(:l'wiSl! di~l'tJsillg' of t.1,mg~·rulls 

til'llgs aro lU Ioe 1J1h1ihhcli by all iIllJlri~ulI

lIIellt uf ulle yellr to lift, § 3~-1096, sub,ec. 
C A.i{.S. 

'l'he .OCUII<.I of the Arizona drug stuttttcs 
b iU1I1Il1 ill Title 36, Chapt~r 0 (Hogulalioll 
()f Nal'cutics, Alkalies, Acids Ulld I'U;'UIIS), 

I I A.R.S. Arlicle I is titled "Ulliform Nue-

"utic Drug ACl" allll § .lll-IUOI, 5ulJsec, 'J.! 
A.ILS. states: 

·'I·t, 'Narcotic t.h·ugs' means coca leaves, 
opiuIH, cillinauis, l:lollijJt!ciliJ1e, l1rui4onej 

hiOillllidUlll', ktLQ!JcmidUlleJ allY othcl' drug 
of HaHlral ClI" ti}'l'llhcti~ origin that may 
he l·la~:;jfll·t.l HS it llitl'4.!otic i,y tht: fctlcral 
11i1rculics cUll1mi.ssioller, V,ltd lilly su11-
slanCl! IIdthcr chelllically nur I'hysic:dly 
disting-llishabic frum tht'IlI," 

CUllllaiJis is defined ill Section 13 of § 36-
Will J\.R.S. as iueilulillg marijualla. 

The iurnbhing of a narcotic drug' is 
I'lI11ished ulllier § :J6··I002'c)J A.R.S. which 
pruvicJcs ill relevant part-: 

"1\. Ex~el't as uthenvise provided in thi. 
article "Vl'ry persull who possesses illr 
~mlc ttny 1lf.u'colic dl'ug otht:r than nmri
juuna sh;tll Ioe Jlllni~he<l by im1lrisOlllncllt 
ill the .tate Jlrl5UII for lIut less thall ii ve 
j'l'ars nur morc thUd fifteen ycar~, ,lUll 
shall ,II0t lIe digIi,le for rclc:,~c u)lun 
completiun (jf Sl'lltCW.!l', or on parolcJ ut 
UII any uth"r I",.is IIl1t iJ he ha, sel'ved 
Hul less than five ycar~ in prisun." 

The ftlrnishing' uf lIlal'ijuunu is pllnished 
as fulluws ill ~ j{J-J01I2.1I7 A.ltS.: 

"i\, J~Vl:I'Y Pl'I'MH\ wlto tran~PQrtsJ im~ 
purts illtu thi. "tatc .ells, furnishes, ad
millistcrs (...1· g'llocs away, -+ ~ any 
lII:trijtulllu sh,dl he 1'1Il1i.hed loy imprison

.nell! ill the "tatc pl'isoUJrulll five )'cilrs 
til life alld shall not i.e dig'ilole fur I'C

l:'!:tbc 1I1Jl.IIJ cOlIll'lctiun of seutellce, or Oil 
r aroJe, or (HI .an)' (Jthcr hasis until he hus 
scrvl'd nul less tlHl1) three ycars,U 

Our stalutes, theil, pl"llvide that the sale 
or furnblung uf lIlarijllHlliI, tilOllg1l illc)uucu 
ill the IW(l'otic drug"s ~t!ctiUll, b 1'11l1ishl·tI 
SOIllcwhiH 1t!!:IS severely than the ~:dt! of IhU'· 

cutic drugs Huther than IlMdjmUla", hut 
mure. sevcrely thau the ~alt 01' f£h'jJlg ilWLlY 

'lof dUlIg"l'uUS drugs including "L.S.D," ;11101 
"tipccd." 

'/11 evaluHlillg defemL:tIIt's claim of dCliial 
of equal prulcctiun in the classificlItlUll of 
nlarijuillli.l with lIurcutic drugs, WI.! Olll~l 
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('He ,UI W~ }'.2d ;;!:!O 

Iuok lu Ihe lillit. ,I Statl'" Supl'eme COUI·t 
fur gllld.III':C:. Thal 1:1I11rt hitS ~afJ: 

"'I'hl: I "I,·" by whidl Ihi" eUlllell\lUII must 
IH.~ lc:,l,'d. a:-; i~ hhu\\ 11 hy I'l'lll':illct! Ul!~ 

...:biul1~ l,f llii:, ,-"uurl, HI L the::.t:: 

"1. 'l'lJl~' '11ll11-lll'uttl'tIUIl cliluse uf lilt' 

11th ,\IIIl:IUllllt'lit duc~ nut takl: frullt the 
Stille the ("I\\Il'l" ltl rl;l~sJ fy II) the adup
liull uf l'ulk,' Iilw~. bill adillil~ uf the 
na'll'i~c ul h \'vide hl'ulll' of tli~crctiull 

III thill h.'g.nd, tOld it\'uiti:, what b tiLIne 

only wllclI It i·j without HI1Y l"l'u::.ol1aMc 

Imtib, ant! thel't'fUlc I::. I'llrely ar!Jllrary. 

112. A da~;,ifll':iltjull itavillg hOllle rca

::iuB.tllle Ilit::.l!:! dut'!J lIut uJ [cud ag"ainSl 
tlllll clall:-lt· IlIt:l'cly bl'l.'illl::'C It I:' nut made 

1,\ ill! watlll'lIlat't'id lliL:Cl)" ur hl'cause in 
pnh .. til'C Il Jl.'~\lIt~ ill !JUlllc illl"quality, 

".\. Whell lite d"",iI"'aliull III tilleh a 
l"w I:' ;:.dlcd III qUl'~lilJlI, if dJly 5tilH~ of 
fillo'l:, r"II!\ulh!1lly t:all be l'ollcl'ivl!d lhaI 

would ~\I:,lilill IL, the C~I~tclll:'c uf that 
:;llIh"' ui titl'b .Il thl' tillll' thc Ittw \\'il~ 

CIIJ.t..'L\,J 11I11~1 he .1!:t~IIIIIt.:tI. 

".1. (lilt..' wilu ,1!:t:'iUJ:, till: c1jl~:,i lil'i.ltiull in 
MIL'I! a lil\\' 1I1\1!JL t.:,UTY tit,· IltIult!l1 of 
.!l.11t1\\'llIg thai it doc:, HUl rC:it upun any 
1'1.l':tUlhd.ll' b,l:,bl IJIlI I!:I ~':'!lclltlillly arlli .. 
Ifa!'y,' I.llIlbh")" \" N:i1l1l'ill l"arl!oJlk 
I;;" ell., 22lJ u.~. III, iri·7i1,.11 S.Ct. .137, 
.11(1, 5S I .. hl. .IW, .177 (lilll). 

,\)\11 : 

"Althollgh IlU IHct'lM' fm'lIlul,l has lJt:cn 
!I'I'e1"I"'!I, lit,' ['otln It"" held (itul tlte 
FOllrll;l.'lIlh Ann'Jltllll1 III pl.'rnllls the 
SliHll1 .t Wldl' :-'flllH: III lll~rrl"lillll III t!1l. 

'Il"llllg" lit\\!l \dlll'il itffl"l,~t !JUIlll' gruups of 

l,lti'Ulh tlll,~ n'lIdy tl"lI\ ulher:;, The 
':OIl:,lllulllJII,d !:tdh.:gllilrd j:, olfl.'lllh:d oilly 
if lhe dil!l~ljtl'flti(J1I n:!:ttb Ull gruullds 

wlaull) InL"lC\'lIll lu the achil!\'l'Ulclit of 
till! Slah"'~ l 11jn'lIV\~" Slale It-gltilalHI t:~ 
urc \In,:!"lllllll-d ltJ laave acted WilllJll llH'ir 
COII!tlllIlIIUI~:d power dl':,IJlll' the factlhal. 
ill 1'11\l'ltl't.:, IlIcu' la ... v~ I"t'~1I1l III ~OIHC Ill· 

el(\laltl)'. A~ "1;,llllut'Y llj,cl'illtlliatilJll Will 

Ilut lie blot i1!:tldc If HIIY ~lal'~ of L"ll'ls rca· 

!)ulIilhly nmy I.e l!IJIIl'ci\'cd to jllstlfy It. 
tl'ltHtIUII~ 1.0111111l'U))/ I\ld.iuwHn v. l\rlilry· 

!JU!J P 2<J ..... l~ .. '" 

lund, 3&6 U.s. 420, 425-426, 81 S.Ct. J 101, 
I JtJ5, 6 L.Ed.2d 393, 399 t 1961). 

'I'h~ lldetldant CO\ltellds that scientists 
arc IIOW iu virtually unanimous ul{rc:.=mellt 
that lUllrijuilllil has flW/1a.lluenlally uiffcl:ClIt 
Li'yl.'l!:i than heruin, opium; murphine and 
olher ~u·ctdlcd "hard uJ'l1g"s." and that III 

I'CtiPUllbC to this "ovcrwhclmiul:{" SciClitifit! 

cvidence the continlled classification uf 
"Iarijuulla with narcutic drug'S rather than 
with uHIlg'crUl1S drugs awl the resulting' sc.· 
vcrt! pe1lalty is a violation of ut:fcutianes 
rights Utlder the eqnal IJrotectioll clattse of 
the Fourl"clllh AllIendlllent of the Unitcd 
Stille" CUlIstitntil)t1. The d~f.clldilnl quutes 
the United States Supreme :Court 4S fol
luw~: 

.. • Whell the law lay" an 1111-

cllual hallll on thuse who have committed 
intrillsically Ihe sallie qllality of offen"e 
alld stcnlizes Ollt! and nut the other, it 
has m~lue as un iuvidious u discrimina
lion ;oS If it had selected a particular 
ra~t! OJ' lIationality for opprc~sivt!" ll'j'at

IIleUl". .. , It-" Skinner v. Ukluhuma, 
.lltJ U.S. 535, 5 11,62 S.Ct. J J 10, 1113,86 
1..1,,1. 1655, 16bO (1!.I42). 

lJdl!lId;ollt hus filed wilh lhis court all 
c.x.tl'lIsivc if nut cxhau~Ltve appendix 011 the 
sHiJjCt.:t, cUlltainillg' llumerous article$ by 
rcco~ltizcd authorities who disclI:is the al-

.Icgcd a~!Jjlnll',Y c1a:,sifkatioll of marijuulla 
...~"iLh lIal'l'OliC rather than with dang'crons 
:Irugs. Thc:ic ;tnldcs in the Illain arc COIl

cerued w,lit the ch,lractcrbtic" of the 
various d"ugs discusoed alld llteir effects 
1)11 the hUlllan lJOdy and r~sultillg iJehavial' 

or Ii:" u"er, .Fur tlte l'urvo.e of this "pin
il,lu, W~ will adlflil thul !langcrous drugs 
::ouch Hb ':L,S.D," atilt II!,pCCt\" arc more 

harmful to the U:;l!f lhan nuu'ijllillla, anu 
that"scil!lItifkally HHtrijuulla may Hot nccc~
sarily he included with the dl'ug~ defined 
ill' lhe Ila\'~tltic drug' stalute, § .l6-JUUl 
A.R.S. 

[1:1 This is 1I0t, however, persuasive. 
The iact that a drug in the li~t of narcotic 
drugs may ue less Imrmful thall those listed 
in the dang'eroll. urug statute docs 110t mal,c 

lhe clatisi fieulion unrcaslJlla]JIt!. 
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Tht das~i fication, we belie"e, is rca
sronrtiJlt' anrl not arhitrary de5pit~ the fact 
th'll 'urn" of the drug-s listed could be c1ass
,ile,l rlrifl·,·,·ntl~'. \\'c,ag-rce with the dis
~l'nt cd.l.:hicf In,tice Cndl'rwood of the 
JIIil,,)i, :,nprel1l;' Court who said: 

"The m;tjority's lel1!(thy discussion of the 
l'haractcristics and eff,'cts of marijuana 
:IS cfJmpared to other prohibitcc! drugs 
clearly illustrates that no two drugs arc 
identical and that marijuana is also quite 
diifaent from the stimulant or de
prr!ss'lI1t drugs with which defendant 
,,~eks to classify it. The fact that a sub
stantial borly of scienti fie and medical 
opinion 'now considl'rs marijuana to be 
more nearly like the drugs included in 
thc Dru(." Ahuse Control Act ,than those 
prohihited by the Xarcotic Drug Act 
docs not, in my opinion, necessitate the 
conclusion that there was no ratioQilI 
hasis for the classification in question. 
:\[l'dical and scientific opinion is even 
nOw by no means unanimous in COII

denmation of 'classifications of mari
juana with 'hard drugs' and, as the ma
jority notes, 'knowledge in this whole 
arca is not nearly com plett.' In the ab
sence of more nearly conclusiye evidence 
that the Ic!(islaliYe jud!(ment was devoid 
of any rational basis, a finrling of un
~onstitutionalitv is unwarranted, for few 
ruks of law a;c more soundly bottomed 
than that which proscribes judicial inter
tncncc with Icgislath'c discretion." 
Peoplc Y. :llcCahe, -19 1I1.2d 338, 352, 
.t,.l, 2i~ X.E,2d ·!Oi, -I].j (I9il). 

(2) The leg-islath'c intent in this State 
was to proscrihe the usc of marijuana, not 
to scit'ntificall), categorize it according to 
its comp(,sition and effcct, and we believe 
there was 11 rcasonable basis for the class
ification of m:lrijuanu with the 'narcotic 
druJ,:s rllther than the dangcrous drugs. 

(3,4 J \ \'c ht'iic\'c thl'fl' is, howel'cr, an-
vther Tel/SOn why thl' classi fkation and 
l'spedally the penalties imposed can I,e sus
tained. The iaCI that au ol~jectionable 
pral~ci\·l· is widespread may mandate a 
",ift"r p"nalty ill order to discourage its 

continued usc than a more harmful, less 
often used practice;' \\Fe take judicial no
tice of the fact, that..marijuana is one-of 
the most widely used drugs among our 
younl;'. Also; we lIote that Arizona's geo
graphical proximity to :lIexico, a primary 
source of marijuana. contriimtes to the 
magnitude of the problem in this State. 
These art· facts which our State legislature 

'may haw considered as justification for 
rl'laining marijuana under the 1\areotic 
Drug Act, with its resulting more se,'cre 
pe • .'alties, rather than classifying it with 
the drug.; listed in the Dangerous Drug' Act 
with its lesser penalties. 

\Ve haw stated: 

"This court is not concerned with the 
wisdom of the [legislation] nor may we 
substitute our jlld~ment for that of the 
It·gislature in its choice of method of 
enforcement '" *. Dur inquiry is 
limited to the question of whether the 
Act contravenes the state and federal 
constitutions. 'Nisdom, necessity, pro
priety or experience of the Act are mat
ters cxclusively within the prO\'ince of 
the legislatun' * * " Ii the facts 
underlying the • • * [Act] * • • 
are fairly debatab:e ':ta thv numher of 
decisions of appellate courts attests, the 
judgment of the legislature prevails. 
* * *" Skaggs Drug Center, Inc. v. 
Cnited States Time Corporation, 101 
Ariz. 392, 39i, 398, -120 P.2d l7i, 182, 183 
(1966). i\ccord, "[cKinley v, Reilly, 96 
Ariz. 176, 393 P.2d 268 (1964), appeal 
dismiss~d, 381 1..:.5. 2i6, 85 S.Ct. H57, 1-1 
L.Ed2d .;" I (1965). See also Patsonc ,'. 
Pcnns),lva)lla, 2.>2 U.S. 138, 3~ S.Ct. 281, 
58 L.Ed. 539 (1914); Tigner v. Texas, 
310 G.S. 141,60 S.Ct. 8i9, 8.j. L.Ed. 112-1 
(19-10); McGowan ,,, ~Iaryland, supra, 
Commonwcalth ,'. Lcis, 355 lIIass. 189, 
2-1., :-:.E.2d 89R (B)6t»; State v. Kantner, 
Haw., 493 1'.2d 306 (1972). 

[5] It should he lloted that the defend
ant dOL'S not contend that the legislature 
lacks the power· to prohilJit the sale, lise 
or possession of marijuana, hltt qucstions 
the legisl:,ti\'(' classifkatioll with' the "at~ 
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t.ndant draconian penalties." Accepting 
the proposition. as defendant docs. that the 
legislatllfc may. under the pulice pOWl·r. 
prohihit tIl<' usc of marijuana, it follo\\F 
that stronger penaltil" dl·s;J.,'lwd to prc"cnt 
the present ,,,,<It'spread nse of marijuana arc 
reasonable. We may douht \vhethcr the 
Icgoislation is wise and docs in fact accom
plish the ends desired. hut we cannot con
stitutionally qnestion the reasonableness of 
the legal classification and the resulting 
penalty. 

[6) We believe that a comment on the 
sentence in this case is indicated. The 
statute (§ 36-1002.07 ,\.R.S.) prO\'ides for 
a statutory minimum of five years, three. 
years of which must he sen'ed he fore the 
defendant is eligible for parole. The trial 
conrt, therefore, W<lS faced with goi"ing 
defendant either fi"e years or prohation. 
Because of the defend.,nt's age and because 
of the amonnt of marijuana in"olved in 
the offense, we searched the record care
fnlly to satisfy oursel"es that the sentence 
did not constitnte an almse of the trial 
court's discretion. The re,ord indicates 
that the defendant, after having heen ar
rested on the charge of furnishing mari
juana, entered into a plea agreement 
through his attorney to plead guilty to the 
crime of "possession" (s 36-1002.05, subsec. 
A A.R.S.) which would have allowed the 
~ollrt to sentence him to a year in the 
County Jail rather than the fi"e year min
imum sentence in the Arizona State Prison. 
. \ fter the original charge was withdrawn 
and the "possession" charge filed, the de
fendant refused to plead guilty and the 
"possession" charge was then dropped and 
the "furnishing" charge rcfiled. At the 
time of sentencing, the following trans
pired: 

"THE COURT: Mr. Wadsworth, your 
at~orney has mentioned that you were 
convicted of furnishing only two mari
juan .. cigarettes, and this is correct; 
but, there was evidence presented at 
the time of trial, nnd there are indica
tions i.. the Presentence Report, that at 
the time that this incident took place, 

YOll were attempting to purchase ap
proximately 100 kilos of marijuana. 
D'l you dt'n), that this was the reason 
for your "isit with the narcotics of
ficer and the other pl'ople? 

":lIR. WAIlS\\'ORTH: Xo. 5ir, I don't 
deny it. 

"THE COl:RT: :\pproximately 100 kilos 
of marijuana would weigh approxi
mately 220 pounds, would it not? 

·'",IR. \\',\DSWORTH: I gouess so; 
something like that. 

"THE COURT: And I would assuml' 
that this wouldn't have heen for your 
own use? 

"MR. \VADSWORTH: Xo. it wonldn't 
have heen. 

"THE COURT: Did you ha"e an)' idl'a 
as to the penalty for pushing mari-

1/ j uana when you were arrested? 

""m. WADSWORTH: 1\'0, sir. 
"THE COURT: \\'eren't you aware 

from newspaper pUhlicity and other 
matters that it was a serious felony? 

"MR. WADSWORTH: Yes,l knew it 
was against the law." 

And before passing sentence, the conrt 
discussed the defendant's past record: 

"THE COURT: "[r. Wadsworth, there 
ha vc heen numerous attempts over the 
past ),ears, in your situation, to turn 
)'llU into a good citi;cn to reha!Jilitate 
),ou-; and you ha ve !Jeen placcd on pro
hation. You werc confined for some 
period of time at the Arizona Industrial 
School. You were scnt from the I n-

'dustrial School to 1\'orthern Arizona 
University, at a time when the Institute 
for Human Development at the Uni
versity was accepting people from Fort 
Grant for rehabilitation purposes; and 
apparently, you were there and receiv
ing their counseling for about a year. 

Subsequent to this, you had thc !Jcnefit 
of psychiatric counseling in Phoenix; 
ha "ing seen a doctor there approxi
mately nine times in 191H, fifteen times 
in 1965, and six times in 1966. In 
other word~, when you first had your 
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;.,rol.iclll' \\ ith th~ law. :\Ir. \\'adsworth, 
.' .. :: jtt,! \\ ~r~n't locked up in a ~cll. 

ytJll \\"t'fl' Kiv('n many opportunities 
". h ... h I1lilllY people do not have." 

.... ,. jin,1 110 abu,e of the trial court's dis
l·re.t,·." III lInposing the sentence the defend
il!:t ft COl i vcu in the ill:-;tant case. 

J "01<: n .... 11 1 affirmrd. 

If.\ Y='. l'. J., :-;TRl:CK;\IEYER an_d 
!fIJLOll.\X. JJ .. and EIXO i\[. JACOB
:-;, IX, Collrt (Ji Appeal~ Judge, concur. 

J/ ICK\\'OOD. ]., did not participate in 
thl '[ctcrmillatiol1 of this matter, 
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Thomas Anderson BOSWELL 

v. 

STATE of Alabama. 

SC 272. 

Hl1)U'PlUC COllrt of ... "-lnlmmu. 

)llIroll 20, 10;3. 

UI'JH'nrillg Ilellic'<i )lny.10, 1073. 

Defendant was convicted in the Cir
cuit' Court of Mobile County, Joseph M. 
Hocklander, ].. of selling marijuana, and 
he appealed. The Supreme Court, Faulk
ner, J., held, inter alia, that the tJniform 
Controlled Substances Act is not unconsU; 
tUlional, either on theory that it fails to 
contain but one subject clearly e)<pressed 
in its title or on theory that it arbitrarily 
classifies marijuana with "hard" narcotic 
drugs. 

Affirmrd. 

Hrflin, C. J., filed concurring- opinion. 

I. Statut •• ~107(3) 

l:niforlll Controlled Substances Act 
satisfies constitutional requirement .:;f hav
ing a single suhject clearly expressed in its 
title. Code of Ala., Tit. 22, § 258(25) et 
St'(I.; Const.19[)l, § 45. 

2. Statutes lFI07(1) , 

Purposes of constitutional provIsIon 
that each law shall contain but one subject, 
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which shaH be clearly expressed in its title, the place or date of the alleged offense. 
are notification to the public of nature of Code of Ala., Tit. IS, §§ 237, 238. 
pending legislation. avoidance of fraud on 
the legislature, and prevention of hodge- 8. Criminal Law <S=>627(7) 
podge, conglomerate, or "logrolling" legis
lation. Const.l90I. § ~5. 

3. Statutes =109.1 

Title of bill may he ver~ general and 
need not speci fy every clause in the stat
ute; it is sufficient if all clauses are ref
erable and cognate to the subject ex
pressed, and when subject is expressed in 
gcneral terms, c\'erything which is neces
sary to make it a complete enactment or 
which results as a. complement of the 
thought contained in the general expres
sion is included in, and authorized by it. 
Const.l90l, § -15. 

4. Statutes <$=>107(1) 

"Subject" of .bill, within constitutional 
provision that no bill shall contain more 

• than one subject, may inclUde innumerahle 
minor subjects, provided all these minor 
subjects are capable of being combined as 
to form only one grand and comprehensh'e 
subject, Const.I901, § 45. 

See publication Word. and Phr •• eR 

lor other juclit'io) COIINt ructions nnd 
definitionH. 

5. Drugs and Narcotics <&:=>43 

Legislature "oroperly. could punish sale 
of marijulll1ll. 'equally with the sale' of other 
contr<illed' substances, and l: nHorm Con
trolled Substances Act was not subject to 
attack on grotmds of arbitrary classifica
tion in classifying marijullna with "hard" 
narcotic drugs. Code of Ala., Tit, 22, § 
258(·17). 

6. Crlmlnp.I Law C!?1114(1) 

Claims were not properly presented 
for review where there was nothing in the 
record with respect to such claims. 

7. Illdletment anllinformatlon C=>li6(1), 87(1) 

Indictment charging sale of marijuana 
was not fatally defective in failing to give 

2.16. SO.2d-38 

By pleading not guilty, defendant 
waived any argument that he had not been 
furnished with It copy of the indictment. 
Const.I90I, § 6. 

9. Criminal Law <S=>173 

"Jeopardy" begins when the jury has 
been impaneled and sworn, and the rndict
ment read, and thus defendant was not 
placed in double jeopardy by the dropping 
of charges at a preliminary hearing and 
subsequent indictment by the grand jury. 

Sec llUblicntion Words nnd H,rsH.s 
'for other judiciol constructions Bud, 
definitioDs. 

10. CrimInal Law (?633(1), 637 

No error was shown in (,-at defendant 
on one occasion prior to trialJ was brought 
into court handcuffed, chained, barefoot, 
dirty, unshaven and disheveled; it could 
not be assumed that such was other tharl 
the way defendant had dressed and 
groomed himself. . 

II. Criminal Law <&:=>590(2) 

Denial of continuance which was re
quested on ground that counsel had been 
u~~ble to prepare was within trial court's 
di%c1'ction where any problems defendanl 
had in preparntion were caused by his re
fusallo cooperate with his counsel. 

12. Crimina' Law <$=>1144.10 

Any attorney who has been admitted . 
to practice in state is presumed capable of 
providing effective and successful repre
sentation. 

13. Criminal Law <$=>64f.13(1) 

Relief is available for failllre of coun
sel to provide effective rcpres·entatiol\ only 
where his conduct redtrces the trial to a 
farce. sham, or 1Il0ckery of justice. 
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14. Criminal Law C=>641.13(1) 

! ,.,,! Ihat client is ultimatdy cOlwicted 
to. P!l q' fltetinll fm pfrforman("(O of counse1. 

15. Criminal Law C=>3~(8) 

I":II,t tilat ,'ours~ of conduct leading- to 
IJfft,.~;,t· (Jf's~c1c of marijuana began wjth 
n.qtlt··~t fly ClIstoms ag(ont to lluy marijuana 
,11,\ '.'11 pn'dlllk finding- by th~ jury that 
tlH:1"1 \\ ;l~ no l'ntrapment. 

16, Criminal Law C=>991 

f)I'f~nclllut's trau,fer back to federal 
ell'lt,.!y following' state trial did not sen'e 
to ,""hI his state sent~nce. 

17. Criminal Law C=>1182 

\\'hcrc record was scarched for possi
hk ,'rror ,lind nol.~ , .'pcared, jud~ment and 
sent"m'C would he affirmed. Code of Ala., 
Tit, 15, ~ 389. 

I)a "ill I .. Barnett. :\Iohile, for appellant. 

\';illiam J. Haxley, Atty. Gen., aud 
Thoma' \\'. Sorrdls, Asst. AU)', Gen., for 
the State. 

F,\l'J.K:\EI<, Justice. 

Tho111," .\. ]\osl\'ell appeals from a judg
rlll'nt of cOIn'iction (or selling marijuana, 
in .-julalion of Title D, § 25S(4i), Code of 
.\I;\),ama II.HO, Hecompiled 1955, and sen
I('n~e of six years 'in the penitentiary im-
11'''l'd tl,,·rcon. 

The testimony at trial tended to shol\' 
Ih"t J"rry OWI'nshy, an \1Oc!erco"er crimi
nal illv"stigalor with the C. S. CuSIOr"'
lJepartment, hall hCl'1l \,'orkin!:' 10 comhat 
the -;de "f unlawful drugs in the area of 
~r(Jhilt-.. \Iahamil, lie testified to ha"in!:, 
info)'lne,! the defendant that he wished to 
hu) II fJfill11l1 of marijuana, The defendant, 
an a<,quaintance, told Owensby to meet him 
in l\\cnty minutes. \Vhell the)' met, a COll
\· .. ·n.;:alion (,Ilsucd: 

"(2. What was 'the essence of that con
,'ersation? 

·'A. The essence of it was that Tommy 
asked me how much I expected to 
pay for the pound [of marijuana] 
and r replied $80.00. lIe thcn stat
ed if J would like to huy more than 
one pound. I stated what would 
the difference in price he. Tommy 
then stated that one pound would 
he $80, five pounds would be $75 
per pound, and ten pounds would 
he $70 per pound. 

* * 
'·A. [ told Tommy that I could pur

ch:,se three pounds and Tommy 
stated to me that he would sell it to 
me for $75 a pound. for a total of 
$225.00 for the three pounds. 
Tommy then asked me why was an 
old man like myself purchasing 
marijuana. He stated usually when 
old people buy marijuana, they're 
trying to put· people in jail and I 
just stated that I had some friends 
in the northern part of Alabama 
that wanted some marijuana." 

Later, the parties met a~ain in the Flam
ing Hearth Lounge to consummate the 
d~al: 

"Q. When he came into the Flaming 
Hearth, wh.it did you observe him 
do? 

";\. He entered through the rear door 
and as he walked by me he elbowed 
me in the hack Lecause I hadn't ac
tually seen him and recognized him. 
I turned to my left as he walked by 
and 1 recognized Tommy and 1 fol
lowed him into the men's room 
which is located to the south of the 
front entrance. 

"Q. Did you have a conversation with 
him at that time? 

"A Tommy stated to me that he had 
already' placed the marijuana in the 
truck "Ina had locked the door. 1 
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then gave him the $225.00. He 
counted it, \'erified it * * *." 

Witness Whatley, hiding in nearby 
weeds, testified to having ollsen'ed the de
fendant placing the marijuana in the hack 
of Owensby's camper. 

The defendant himself admitted on the 
stand to having sold the' marijuana to 
Owensby, hut claimed to have turned all of 
the money over to his supplier, except for 
$35.00 which he kept as a "commission." 
Defendant stated in open' court: 

"I never denied that the transaction 
was made." 

Despite the allsence of factual dispute as 
to the unlawful sale, d.dendant appealed to 
the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals, 
urging that procedural errors below enti
tled him to a revel'sal. On February 28, 
1973, the cause was transfel'red to this 
court by authority of Title 13, § 111 (Ua) 
of our Code. 

the judge was advised that the grand jury 
was indicting defendant for the same of
fense; (10) that the jury panel composi
tion was improper, lacking young adults; 
(11) that he was prejudiced by being taken 
in front of the jury panel handcuffed, 
chained, barefoot, dirty, ).1I1sha\'en, and .di
sheveled; (12) th~t the court failed to rule 
on a motion for his mental examination; 
(13) that he was given insufficient time to 
prepare his case; (14)' that the perform
ance of his first counsel, Mr. Haas, was so 
incompetent as to entitle him to reversal; 
(15) that the pe"formance of his trial 
counsel, Mr. Alonzo, was so incompetent as 
to entitle him to Tllversal i (16) that his 
appellate counsel, Mr. Barnett, did not 
communicate with him, and was so incom
petent as to deny hinl due process of law 
and entitle him to a re versal; (17) that his 
prasec'ution was due to a vendetta against 
him by the district attorney; (18) that cer
tain' Negro jurors were Black Muslims, 
and were railroading him to jail just to 
punish a "blue-eyed deyil" in accordance 
with the tenets of their faith; (19) that 
reversible error was made to appear in 
that two jurors slept sour)dly throughout 
the trial; (20) that the whole jury was 
prejupiced against him: (21) that he was 
entrapped into comnlitting the offense; 
(22) that he was denied a transcript to 
prepare an appeal; and (23) that his 
transler back into the Federrd penetentiary 
in Texas after his Alabama'! trial served to 
void his state scntence as f";'i mailer of law •. I ' . 

/, 
The pro se brief sums up \:., 

"I\ppcll:lnt has. shown thc"ii':'rdid stOry 
of this case in grim relief. 1(1"UCkiesS 
Tom Boswell, _lIe_ country boy, J 1st back 
fronl Alask.a, :c~ ~lpon ~nd "icti~\!zeQ ']'y 
t~e lawlcs~ er~mmal stnke force Pirosecu
tton team paId hy tax money c:,tortcd 
from Alabama's citizens-from w:~ows 

Appellant's counsel, in his brief, assigns 
two grounds of error: (1) that the statute 
defendant was convicted of violating is un
con'~titutional because it contains more 
than one subject; and (2) that the statute 
arbitrarily and unconstitutionally classifies 
marijuana with "hard" narcotic drugs. 
Appellant himself, in a 57-page pro sc 
brief, assigns, insofar as we can interpret 
his turgid and lachrymose prose, at least 21 
additional grounds: (3) that he was im
properly extradited lrom Federal prison in 
Texas to stand trial in Alabama; (4) that 
he lacked counsel to fight his extradition; 
(5) that the indittmel1t wa, vague, atid 
failed to advise him of the l1nture and 
cause of the accusation against him; (6) 
that th~ indictm~l1t was fatally defective in 
that it lacked the date on which the alleged 
offense took place: (7) that the indictment 
was fatally defective in that it omitted the 
place at which the alleged offellse. took 
place; (8) that he n.,'er recei"cd a copy 
of the indictment: (9) that he was placed 
in aouble jeopardy, because charges at a 
preliminary hearing were dropped when 

and the working man alike!" ,~--. 
;-~\, 

[l] Appellant's initial arglll;ncnt is .that ~\ 
the Alabama l"niform Controlled Sub- .~\ 

\I 

"",., 

- 1 

... j. .. 

stances Act, Title 22,§ 258(25) et seq. of 
our Code, under which he was convicted, is 

1 ( 
. ~= 

o 
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Uf1('on<ntutional. The Act is divided into 
ii,'c P:tTtS! lJcfinitions; Standards and 
!'l'huJl1le,: Regulation of :\Ianufactllre, 
IJistriJ.u.ti<m and Dispensing of Controlled 
:-;1I1.-tanccs; Ofienses and Penalties; 'and 
En forconent and Administrati\'e Provi
,illn,;., !"ec "The Gniform Alabama Con
tmllcd :'lIhstanccs Act: An Appraisal," 24 
.. \In,L.Re\', 491 (1972j. Appellant contends 
that covering so many sllbjects in one stat
ute i~ "iolati"e of the "single subject" 
clallse of our Alabama Constitution, Arti· 
cle 4, § 45: 

., * .. Each law shall contain but 
one subject, which shall be clearly ex
pressed in its title .. .. "." 

He ill\'okcs the case of State v. Wclkner, 
259 La, 815, 253 So.2d 192 (1971), in 
which the Louisiana Supreme Court 
quashed a prosecution for possession of 
pills under a l\arcotics Drug Law provision 
regulating hard drugs and marijuana. In 
that case the Louisiana Legislature had 
~mctlded the body of a law without chang
ing thc title to reflect the new contents. 
Tbis precedent is clearly inapplicable to the 
i\lahama law, which regulates "controlled 
substance!;," a term broadly inclusive of all 
drll~5 listed therein, 

[2~ The purposes of this constitutional 
preJ\'ision that every la,,' contain but one 
,"I,jcct, dearly expressed in its title, have 
hcen milch commented upon in our case 
lall'. They arc g-enerally stated to be noti
fic;ltioll to the public of the natllre of 
p,'mling I~g-islation, avoidance of fraud on 
the lq.dslaturc by inadvertent passage of 
pr(}\'i,iulb 1I0t related to the title thereof, 
and prc\'\'lllion of hodgepodge, conglomer
ate, or "Ing-.(,Il'ng-" legiSlation. State ex 
rl'!. BOZl'matl\'. Ilt-ster, 260 1\la, 566, i2 
~IJ • .!,I 61 (1954); State ~x reI. Hassett \', 
Xc""n, 2\1) ,\Ia, 66J, % So. 715 (1923). 

(3,4J :'IIan), years ago, in Uallentyne v, 
Wickersham, i5 ,\Ia. 5.u (1883), we stated 
the I,'st for determining whether 11 law vio
lates thi, constitutional provision: . 

"[T] he title of' a bill may be very gen
eral, and nees!' not specify every clause 
in the statute. SlIfficient if they are all 
referable, and cognate to the subject ex
pressed. And when this subject is ex
pressed in general terms, every thing 
which is necessary to make a complete 
enactment in regard to it, or which re
sults as a complement of the thought 
contained 'in the general expression, is 
included in, and authorized by it." 75 
Ala, at 536. 

Quoting the Kansas Supreme Court with 
aj;proval, we continued: 

.. 'The "subject" to be contained in a 
bill under section 16, article 2 of the 
Constitl:tion, which provides that "no bill 
shall contain more than one subject, 
which shall be clearly expressed in its ti
tle," may be as broad and comprehensive 
as the legislature may choose to make it. 
lt may include innumerable minor suh
jects, provided all these minor subjects 
arc capable Gf being so combined as to 
form only one .~rand and comprehensive 
subject; and if the title of the bill, con
taining this grand and comprehensive 
subject, is also comprehensive enough til 
include all these minor subjects as one 
subject; the bill and all parts thereof will 
be valid:" rd, 

It is clear that the component subjects, 
marijuana possession, heroin possession, 
marijuana sale, heroin sale, etc., do com
hine into the "grand and comprehensive" 
subject of regulation of controlled suh
stances, and that the title of the Act docs 
inclnde all the component parts, 

All the limbs of this tree belong to the 
tree. Xo alien branch is hidden in the 
foliage. We hold that the Alabama Uni
form Controlled Substances Act satisfies 
the constitutional requirement of having a 
single subject clearly expressed in its title, 

[5] Appellant next contends that the 
claSSIfication of marijuana with so-called 
"hard" drugs is unconstitutional. He cites 
People v, Lorentzen, 387 '11ich, 16i, 19~ 
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K.W.2d 827 (1972), where a 20-year prison pm, and WadSt('orlil, supra, which involved. 
term for selling marijuana was held ..,xccs- different >cales of penalties, OUf statute 
sive. \\'e arc unahle to ascertain the rele- imposes a single range of punishment for 
vance of that case to the 6-year sentence octting different controlled substances. 
impo£ed here, or in what manner it sup: (Code, § 258(47). We hold that the Leg
ports the argument hased upon c1assifica- islatur(; properly could punish sale of mari
tion of differing drug offenses. Appellant juana equally with sale of other controlled 
also cites People v. 1JcCauc, -l9·lIL2d 338, substances, and that the Lniform COI1-
2i5 ~.E.2d -lOi (1971), where c!a,.sification trolled Substances Act is not subject to 
of marijuana with hard drugs, rather than attack on the grounds of arbitrary classifi
with stimulants and depressants, was held cation, 
llnconstitllt;onal. The reason in!: of Mc
Cabe was rejected in State v. Wadsworth, 
109 Ariz. 59, 505 P.2d 230 (1973). 

Four principles have beer, laid down by 
tb,e United States Supreme Court in Linds
ley v, Gas Co., 220 U.S. 61, 78, 31 S.Ct. 
337, 340, 55 L.Ed. 369, 377' (1911), to de
termine whether a statutory classification 
is proper: 

1. The equal protection clause of tlle 
14th Amendment docs not take from the 
state the power to classify in the adop
tion of police laws, hut admits of the ex
ercise of a wide scope of discretion in 
that regard, and avoids what js done 
only when it is without ,my reasonable 
hasis, and therefore is purely art);trary, 

2. A classification having some rea
sonable hasis does not 'offend against 
that clause merely because it is not made 
with mathematical nicety or because in 

. practice it results in some inequality. 

3. When the classificatiun In such 11 

law is called in question, if any state of 
facts reasonably can be conceived that 
would sustain it, the existence of that 
state of facts at the time the law. was 
enacted must he assumed. 

4. One who assails the classification 
in such a law must carry thc burden of 
$howing that it does not" rest upoli any 
reasonable. hasis, lJUt is essen Ii ally arhi
trary. 

;\ppeUal1t has fallen far short 0 £ cat'ry
ing the hllfdcn of showing that lhe cla_sifi
cations made uy § 258(25) et set{- arc in
valid. Unlike the statutes in .If ,Cabe, sLt-

B3-317 0 - 77 - 34 

[6) Next, appellant contends that ,he 
was denied counsel to fight !tis extradition 
ftom Federal prison in Texas to ~Iobilc;' 
Alabama, and that the extTadition itself 
was unlawful. There is nothing in the 
recor<! that would allow lIS to pass on ei
ther of these claims, hence they are not 
properly presented for review. Edwards v. 
State, 287 Ala. 588, 253 So.2d 513 (1971) ~ 
'vValkcr v. State, 223 Ala. 29-l, 135 So. -l3g 
(1931). 

[i] Appellant argues that the indict
ment Nas vague, :In<! was fatally defective 
in that it omitted the place at which the al
leged offense waS committed. Unfortu
nately {or this contcntion, Title 15, § 238 
of our Code provides: 

"It' is 110t necessary [for an indict- I. 
ment) to allege where the offense was / 
committed • * *." I 
Appellant further argues that the~ indict- / 

ment was fatally defective in failing t(! 
gl\'e the date of the alleged offense. 0,;r 
Code, Title 15, § 23i, states: / 

".I t is not necessary to state the pr/cise,. 
time at which the offense wM c~i;lmi~r 
ted; but it ma), he alleged il * l' 
gcn\\rally hefof!~ the finding of; .the iil-
dicttbcnt * * *.H :'/ /\ 

, II 
Haswell's, indictment statcd: // .'; 

.,.. .. * before the iin/llg df tf,is 

il1dictJllclll * • . '" [B?Slill) diel IlIn-,·' "': 
lawfully sel1 marijuana *' /?I *}I 

Thll~. lht~ Mntlltorr rcqlliy~:mcnt. "dIS sat~ 
isfied, and appcllttnt'scontf,ltion is without 
mcrit. . 1/ 

i\ 

;, 

t'./ 
ii 
'; 

/I 
11/ 

" 'i 

/1 
1/ 

/1 
Ii 

Ii! 

('.' 
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[81 ,\ppellant urges that he did not re
ceive a copy of the indictment and thus 
ha(l no notice of the charges again5t him, 
in violation of Article I, § 6, Alabama 
Constittltion. Again, there is nothing in 
the record on this question. We do note, 
however. that he waived the reading of the 
indictment during his arraignment on Sep
tember 25, '1972. By pleading not guilty, 
he waived any argument that he had not 
heen furnished with a copy of the indict
ment. See Howard v. State, 146 Ala. 149, 
41 50_ 301 (1906). 

[9] Appellant contends that he was 
placed in double jeopardy by the dropping 
of charges at a preliminary hearing and 
subsequent indictment by the grand jury. 
Tn this state, jeopardy begins when the 
jury has been impaneled and sworn, and 
the indictment read. Scott v. State, 110 
Ala. 48. 20 So. 468 (18%). Thus the de
fendant was not placed in double jeopardy. 

Appellant argues that the jury panel 
composition was improper. because its 
members were on the whole much older 
than thl! average citizen of Mobile County. 
There is not one word in the record as to 
this iss\le; hence we cannot review it. 
Edwards v. State, supra; \Valker v. State, 
supra. 

(10J Appellant complains of having 
been hraught to court on one occasion 
prior to trial handcuffed, chained. bare
foot, dirty, unsha\'en and disheveled. The 
record is incomplete on this l.sue; how
ever, we cannot aSSlm1" othe" than that 
was the way the defendant had dressed 
and groomed himself, ,and that h~ was 
hrought to court liar. is," ~o error appears 
on this point. 

;\pp,·ltant complains that the trial judgc 
failed to rule on a motion that he he given 
a mental examination. Both the record 

--- -~~nd- 'appellant's own brief state that the 
motion was ruled 011 alld denied. 

[111 .\ppellant next complains that he 
was given insufficient time to prepare his 

case. His second counsel was appointed on 
September 15. On"September 26, this coun
sel complained to the court that he had been 
~nab1e to prepare: 

"[FJor the entire week in visiting with 
Mr. Boswell in the Mobile City Jail, I 
was unable to communicate with him. 
* * * :.raybe you call it lack of coop
eration 1 got from the Defendant, r just 
call it lack of communication because of 
his obsession with other points." 

The judge then set the trial for the next 
!lay, and'denied a motion for a longer con
tinuance. The two main grounds for the 
motion were the unavailability of a witness 
and a request to examine the alleged con
traband. The record shows that by the be
ginning of proceedings next morning the 

. witness was available and the alleged con
traband had been examined by a defense 
expert. We hold that the trial judge's rul
ing was within the limits of his discretion. 
Any problems defendant had in preparation 
were caused by his refusal to cooperate 
with his counsel. 

Appellant contends that -each of the 
three attorneys he had at various stages of 
the case was so incompetent that his con
stitutional right to the assistance of coun
sel was effectively denied. 

[12,13J Every litigant is not necessari
ly entitled to counsel with the skill and sil
ver-tongued eloquence of Daniel Webster. 
Clarence Darrow. or Rufus Choate. Any 
attorney Who has been admitted to practice 
in this .tate is presumed capable of provid
ing effective and successful representation. 
If. through carelessness or indolence he 
does not do so, relief is available, but only 
where his conduct reduces the trial to a 
farce, sham or mockery of justice. Gore 
v. State. 45 Ala.App. 146, 227 So.2d 432 
(1%9), c/~rt. denied 284 Ala. 729, 227 So.2d 
435 (1%9). cert. denied 397 U.s. %6, 90 
S.C!. 1002,25 L.Ed.2d 258 (1970). 

[14] It would be 'superfluous to feview 
ill detail the actions of the three attorneys 
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whose competence is challenged here. 
Suffice it to say there is no showing 
whatever that they did not do their jobs 
well. Everr evidence is that their client 
was a difficult man to deal with, resulting 
in frequent breakdowns in alto.mey-dient 
communication. The fact that the client 
was ultimately convicted is no reflection on 
their performance. Aldridge v. State, 278 
Ala. 470, 179 So.2d 51 (1965). 

Appellant asserts that his prosecution 
was due to a. vendetta against him by the 
District Attorney. There is nothing in the 
record regarding this allegation, hence 
nothing is presented for our review. Ed
wards v. State, supra; \Valker v. State, 
supra. 

Appellant contends that certain Xcgro 
jurors were Black :'Iuslims, and were prej
udiced against him as a "blue-eyed devil" 
in accordance with the tenets of their faith. 
Xothing appears of record to indicate the 
religious affiliation of the jurors, hence 
nothing is presented for our review. Ed
wards v. State, supra: Walker y. State, 
supra. 

Appellant complains of sleeping jurors. 
There was no objection made to this at the 
time, if the jurors were in fact sleeping, 
and the record is silent. ~othing is 
presented for review on this point. The 
same is true of the contention that the ju
rors in general were hiased against him. 

Appellant complains that he was en· 
trapped into committing the crime. 

In Johnson v. State, 36 Ala.App. 63~, 
636,61 So.2d 867, 869 (1952), OUT Court of 
Appeals stated: 

"[E]ntrapment is not availahle as a 
defense to a person who has the intent 
and design to commit a criminal offense 
and who in fact does commit the essen
tial acts constituting it, 111erely hectlUse 
an officer of the law, in his eHort to sc
cure evidence against slIch pe~son, af
fords him an opportunity to commit the 
criminal act ... • •. J! 

[15] There is no doubt that the course 
of conduct leading to the criminal activity 
began with the request by Owensby, the 
customs agent, to buy marijuana. The de
fendant sold the marijuana in response to. 
this request. However, the agent's con
duct, merely affording defendant the op
portun ity to commit a criminal act, falls 
short of what is necessary to constitute en
trapment. Johnson v. State, supra. See 
also Brewer v. State, 23 Ala.App. 100, 123 
So. 86 (1929), in which officers induced 
defendant to sell them liquor, then prose
cuted him for violating prohibition laws. 

. X 0 entrapment was found. 

111 this case the entrapment issue was 
submitted to the jury with unusually full 
and fair instructions from the trial judge. 
The jury found no entrapment. We hold 
they could properly so find. 

Appellant complains of failing to receive 
a transcript to usc in preparing his appeal. 
The prohlem appears to have arisen be
tween appellant, jailed in Texas, and his 
counsel in Mobile, Alabama as to who 
would use the single transcript available. 
Appellant ultimately did receive the tran
script in Texas, and used it to prepare his 
57-page pro se brief. No error appears on 
this point. 

[16] Finally, appellant contends that 
his transfer back to Federal custody fol
lowing his Alabama trial served to void his 
state sentence as'a matter of law. \Ve are 
unaware of any authority in support of 
this position. 

[17] As mandated by Title 15, S 389 of 
our Code, we have searched the record for 
possible error. None appearing, the judg~ 
ment and sentence must be and ar"e af-
firmed. ,,» 

Affirml'd. 

HEFLIN, C. j., and MERRILL, HAR
WOOD and ~IAj)DOX, jJ., concur. 
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rrl~J'I.I:\, Chief Justice (concurring): 

If ","i(icient douht" of the mental ca
pacIty "f the defendant to stand trial had 
I,cen o;ho\\'n thcn I would have heen of the 
'ilini"" that a hearing should have been 

held ,eparatc irom the trial to determine 
the ,Icf('ndant's mental capacity to stand 
trial. Sce Pate \'. Ro!Jinson, 38.~ U.S. 375. 
1'l(, S.C!. 836. 15 L.Ed.2d 815: S~c also my 
,Ii"cnling opinion in Sei!Jold \'. State, 287 
,\Ia. 3~'1. 2~.l :-io.2d 302. 

\\"hil!- the "cf~ndant did interpose a plea 
()f nQt guilty hy rcason of insanity, he 
withrlrew such pica before it went to the 
jury. :\ review of the record in this case 
indicate5 that lhere was not manifested 
<luring the trial "gU Hicient douht" pertain
in!;' to the mental competency of the de
fendant to stand trial so as to justify a 
hearing 'on that issue. 

r, therefore, concur in the opinion. 
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387 ~Iich. !Jl 
PEOPLE of the state of Michigan, 

Plaintiff-Appellee, 

v. 
John A. SINCLAIR, Defendant-Appellant. 

Nil. 19. 

Supreme Court of Michigan. 

1I1m'eh 9, lD72. 

Defendant was convicted before the 
Recorder's Court of Detroit, Wayne Coun
ty, Robert J. Colombo, J., of illegal posses
sion of marijuana and he appealed. The 
Court of Appeals, 30 Mich.App. 473, 186 N. 
W.2d 767, affirmed. After granting leave 
to appeal," the Supreme Court held that 
conviction would be reversed and defend
ant discharged; two judges being of opin- • 
ion that statutory categorization of mari
juana along with "hard- drug" narcotics for 
purposes of imposition of penalties denied 
equal protection, one judge being of opin
ion that statute denied right to liberty and 
pursuit of happiness, two judges being of 
opinion. that marijuana cigarettes should 
have been excluded as evid~nce obtained as 
result of illegal entrapment, and two 
judges being of opinion that minimum sen
tence of 91/2 years constituted cruel and in
human punishment. 

Judgment reversed. 

Criminal Law <$=>1186(1) 

Conviction of unlawful possession of 
two marijuana cigarettes would be re
versed and defendant discharged; two 
judges being of opinion that statutory cate
gorization of marijuana along with "hard 
drug" narcotics for purposes of imposition 
of penalties denied equal protection, one 
judge being of opinion that statute denied 
right to libcrty and pursuit of happiness, 
two judges being of opinion that cigarettes 
should have been elCcluded as evidence ob
tained as result of illegal entrapment, and 
two judges being of opinion that minimum 
sentence of 9% ')'ears constituted cruel and 

inhuman punishment. .M.C.L.A. §§ 335.1 et 
seq., 335.106, 33S.El, 335.151 ct seq., 
335.153, 335.301 et seq., 769.1; U.S.C.A. 
Const. Amends, 4-6, 8, 9, 14; M.C.L.A. 
Const.1963, art. 1, §§ 2, 16, 17; art. 6, § 5. 

William L. Cahalan, W~.yne County Pros. 
Atty., Dominick R. Carnovale, Chief,. Ap
pellate Dept., Angelo A. Pentolino, Asst. 
Pros. Atty., Detroit, for plaintiff-appellee. 

Justin C. Ravitz, Detroit, for defendant
appellant. 

David Hood, Vvayne State University, 
Detroit, of cOI.tnsel for Subcommittee on 
Drug Treatment, New Detroit, Inc., amicus 
curiae. 

R. Keith Strollp, Washington, D. c.,. Na
tional Organization for the· Reform of 
Marijuana Laws, amicus curiae. 

Sol Plafkin, Detroit, for Representatives 
Jackie Vaughn III, William Brodhead, 
James Bradley, Edward Suski, Mrs. Daisy 
Elliott, Scnators Coleman Young, Basil 
Brown and Jack Faxon, amici curiae. 

:Michael SchumanIl,' Highland Park, 
Gary Roth, Southfield, for YPC-Center 
House of Ferndale, amicus curiae. 

Bernard D. Fischman, New York City, 
for The American Orthopsychiatric Assn., 
IIlC., amicus curiae. 

Philip J. Hirschkop, Alexandria, Va., Ex
ecutive Director, Penal Reform Institute, 
amicus curi~e in support of appeal. 

Joel M. Shere and Sheridan Holzman, 
Co-Chairmen, Legal Committee, by Wal
lace H. Glendening, Detroit, American_ 
Civil Liberties Union of Mich., amicus 
curiae. 

Ernest Winsor, Boston, l\Iass., for the 
Committee for a Sane Drug Policy, amicus 
<;}triae. 

Goodman, Eden, Robb,' Millender, Good
man' & Bedrosian by'William H. Goodman, 
Detroit, for Medical Committee fol' Htlm~f 
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Rights, amicus curiae, in support of the ap- Prior to the trial, a special three-judge 
pellant, John Sinclair. panel of Recorder's Court was convened to 

Thoma~ Meyer, M. Gerald Schwartz
bach, Glotta, Adelman & Dingus by RC'nald 
D. Glotta, Gage, Burgess & Knox by Laur
ence C. Burgess, Neal Bush, Lafferty, 
Reosti, Jabara, Papakhian, James & Stick
gold by Marc Stickgold, Mark 'Weiss, Colis
tal Moore & Baum by Warfield Moore, 
Jr., Detroit, for Detroit Chapter, National 
Lawyers Guild, amicus curiae. 

consider the constitutionality of the Michi
gan statutes prohibiting sale or possession 
of marijuana. On April 17, 1968, the pan
el upheld the statutes against the con ten
tion~ that they violated the equal protection 
of the laws; 3 denied defendant due proc
ess of law i 4 violated rights of privacy re
tained by the people; 5 and that the penal
ty provisions imposed cruel and unusual 
punishment.6 Judge Robert J. Colombo a 

Before the 
BLACK, J. 

Entire Bench, except member of the three-judge panel, in a con-

PER CURIAM. 

For the reasons set forth in our several 
opinions, the judgment of conviction of de
fendant Sinclair is reversed and set aside 
and the defendant discharged. 

SWAINSON, Justice. 

Defendant, John A. Sinclair, was arrest
ed on January 24, 1967, and charged with 
the unlawful sale 1 and unlawful posses
sion 2 of two marijuana cigarettes. De
fendant was convicted by a jury in the 
Recorder's Court for the city of Detroit of 
unlawful possession of the two marijuana 
cigarettes, on July 25, 1969, and on July 28, 
1969, he was sentenced to nine and onc
half to ten years imprisonment. During 
the two .and one-half years between his 
arrest and tria), defendant was free on 
bond in the amoun~ of $1,000, and never 
failed to appear wilen required to do so. 

I. 1Ir.C.L.A. § 335.152 ; M.S.A. §' 18.1122. 

2. M.C.L.A. § 335.153; IvI.S.A. § 18.1123. 

a. U.S.Const.Am. XIV; Const.19BS. nrt. 1. 
§ 2. 

4. U.S.Const.Am. XIV; Const.10nS. art. 1, 
P7. 

5. U.S.Const.Am. IX. 

6. U.S.Const.Am. VIII; Const.1963. art. 1. 
§ 16. 

7. "My concurrence in thc decision of the 
Court on tlte issues rniHed here are lim
Ited solely to the issues raised here. 'as 
there appp.ars to this writer to be another 

curring opinion stated that he personally 
believed that there was a question of 
whether defendant had been entrapped.7 

The trial judge (Hon. Robert J. Colombo), 
on June 23, upon motion of defense coun
sel, dismissed the count for unlawful sale 

. on the ground that the sale was entrapped 
by the police officers.s Defendant was 
thereafter convicted of the unlawful pos
session of marijuana based on the two cig
arettes introduced into evidence. The 
Court of Appea.1s affirmed the conviction. 
30 Mich.App. 473, 186 N.W.2d 767. We 
granted leave to appeal. 385 Mich. 786. 

The Detroit Police Department Narc.:Jt
ics Bureau had .instructed Patrolm(ln Va
han Kapagian and Policewoman Jane 
Mumford'Lovelace to assist in an investi
gation of illegal activ'ities involving narcot
ic violations in an area surrounding Wayne 
State University and, in particular, an es-

importnnt legal issue not raised in this 
opinion which may well npply to count 
one in the People's Information, nnmely. 
Snle antI Possession. of Xllrcotics and 
that is the issue of unlawful nnd ilIegnl 
Entrapment, an issue which suggests it
self to this writer anll which suggeste,l it
self to the learned 'Assistant Prosecuting 
Attorney who presente,1 this, cnse on be· 
helf of the People at the preliminary ex
amination of tbe Defendant Sinclair in 
this matter." 

8. "'Ye've talked a lot ubout it. It's UI' to 
me to come to grips with the problem. I 
hold that connt one. Sale antI/or Dis· 
pensing of marijuana sliould be dismisse.1 
on the grounds of entrapment." 
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tablishment known as the Artists' Work
shop which was located at 4863 John 
Lodge, in the city of Detroit. Defendant 
Sinclair made his residence above the Art
ists' Workshop, at 4867 John Lodge. 

In pursuance of this assignment, Patrol
man Kapagian grew a beard and began to 

.let his hair grow long, in late August 1966. 
On October 18, 1966, using the aliases of 
Louis Cory and Pat Green, the officers 
commenced their assignment. They con
tinued working until January 24, 1967"on 
this particular assignment. The officers 
assisted in doing' typing and other odd 
chores at the Artists' Workshop, including 
sweeping floors and collating literatur~. 

They sat in at communal dinners and pro
vided the food for one of these dinners. 
They joined a group called LEMAR, 
which advocated that marijuana lle legal
ized. They listened to poetry and helped 
in the preparation of certain literature. 
Patrolman Kapagian visited the shop and 
saw defendant approximately two or three 
times a week until the defendant's arrest. 
As part of the assignment. Patrol Kapagi
an took a job at the Canc\le Shop. Patrol
man Kapagian was equipped with a Porta
talk radio transmitter which allowed him 
to .keep in contact with other police offi· 
cers stationed outside and nearby. 

Patrolman Kapagian testified at the pre
liminary examination that on two occasions 
prior to December 22, 1966, dllring the in
vestigation, the police officers asked de
fendant for marijuana. He denied this at 
the trial, despite the fact that his test:imoT,lY 

,to that effect at the pI'eliminar,Y examina
tion was read tu him ftom the transcript. 
Policewoman Lovel~ce stated that she had 
asked defendant on previous occasions to 
obtain marijuana for them. 

Officer Kapagian testified that on De
cember 22nd, at about 7:00 P.M., defendant 
appeared at the Work~hop and, £qllowing 
ari exchf\nge of 'greetings, defendant asked 
whethe'l, :-they had received any marijuana 

9, Defendant ~lid not tAke the stund bpCIIl\Se 

the trinl l'Ourt ruled on July 22ml thut if 

the previous night. The officers respond
ed affirmatively and stated that they were 
looking f(",_ ,'ome more. At approximately 
8 :55 that evening, Kapagian told the de
fendant that they had to leave and defend
ant asked them to accompany him upstairs 
to his residcnce. Once inside the' resi. 
dence, the officers were seated at the 
kitchen table. Defendant went to a shelf 
and removed a brown porcelai;> bowl which 
he set down on the table before him. De
fendant took some cigarette paper and 
from the contents of the bowl rolled a cig
arette, which he gave to Kapagian. Ka
pagian handed this cigarette to L~velace, 
who inserted it into a partially filled Kool' 
pack. Defendant then rolled a second cig
arette, lit it, and handed it to Kapagian. 
The officer said he did not want to smoke 
it then because he had to drive and the 
cigarette would make him dizzy. Kapagi. 
an gave the cigarette to Lovelace after de
fendant Sinclair had butted it. She placed 
the cigarette in the same Kool pack. At 
that time they said they had to leave, and 
departed. Sinclair was not arrested for 
committing a felony in the officer,s' pres
ence hecause, as Kapagian stated. he did 
not want to tip his hand since numerous 
arrests were to be made as the resl1lt of 
this investigation. 

At the trial, the only witnesses were the 
two PQlice officers.9 No corroborating 
evidence was introduced. Although officer 
Kapagian was equipped in a manner to en
able the transmiss'ion of his conversation to 
other officers, no arrangements were made 
to tape the conversations, which allegedly 
occurred between' defendaIlt and the police 
officer~. In addition, officer Kapagian 
testified that he did not preserve his log 
book for the year 1966 because he decided 
that it was not worth saving. He did ad· 
mit that if the log book had been pre
served. the presence or absence of entries 
relating to the transactions of December 
22nd alld,all previous trallsactions during 

,he dhl teHtify lIe ('ou1<1 be cro~s-cxmninll'l 
011 ),is "riOI' ('oll\'ictions. 
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the investigation, would either confirm OT Const.1963, art. 6, § 1, provides: 

disprove his testimony. "The judicial power of the state is 

Prior to trial, the defendant made sever
al motions to quash the information and to 
excl~de the marijuana cigarettes from evi
dence. . These were denied by the trial 
court. 

Defendant raises ten issues on appeal, 
and the prosecutor lists five. 'We will deal 
with two of these: 

1) Whether the classification of mari
juana as a narcotic under M.C.L.A. § 
335,151 violates the equal protection of the 
laws unc!er the U.S.Const. Am. XIV, and 

2) Whether the two marijuana ciga
rettes should have been excluded from evi-
dence on the ground that they constituted 
evidence obtained as the result of an illegal 
police entrapment? 

I. 

It is not denied that the State of Michi
gan has the power to pass laws against the 
sale and use of marijuana. Rather, the is
sue is whether marijuana may be constitu
tionally classified as a narcotic drug if, in 
fact, it is not a narcotic. A threshold 
question is raised-and that is whether this 
Court has the power to determine the ac
tual state of facts concerning marijuana 
and other drugs. It canne,t ue doubted that 
the judiciary has the power to determine 
the true state of facts upon which a law is 
based. Brown v. BO<l,rd of Education, 347 
U.s. 483, 7-1 S.Ct. 686,98 L.Ed. 873 (1954). 

A trial court may take judicial notice of 
any records of the court where it sits. 
Knowlton v. Port Huron, 355 Mich. 448, 
452, 9-1 N.W.2d 824 (1959). Moreover, it 
is clear that "an appellate court can prop
erly take judicial notice of any matter 
which the court of original jurisdiction 
may take notice." Pennington v. Gibson, 
57 U.S. (16 How.) 65, 14 L.Ed. 847 (1853). 

10. People v. McCube, 49 III.2ti 338.' 275 
N.E.2<l 407, 400 (1071). 

II. Interim Report of tile Cannaian Gf,V
crnment Commission of Inquiry, The Non-

194 N.W.2d-S6 

vested exclusively in one cOllrt of justice 
which shall he divided into one supreme 
court, one court of appeals, one trial 
court of general jurisdiction known as 
the circuit cOllrt, one probate court, and 
courts of limited jurisdiction that the 
legislature may establish by a two-thirds 
vote of the members elected to and serv
ing in each hOllse." 

As such, the records of all courts of this 
State may be examined by the Supreme 
Court since they are all part of the record 
of the "one court of justice" of the State 
of Michigan. Hence, in addition to the 
record made by the court below, we may 
properly look at the evidence introduced 
and the findings of fact made by the trial 
court in People v. Lorentzen, Mich., 194 
N.W.2d 827 (1972). 

We now turn to a coml,larison of the 
properties of marijuana and the other 
drugs classified as narcotics under M.C. 
L.A. § 335.151, et seq.; M.S.A. § 18.1121, 
et seq. 

II. 

Comparison of the effects of marijuana 
use on both the individual and society with 
the effects of other drug use demonstrates 
not only that there is no rational basis for 
classifying marijuana with the "hard nar
cotics," but, also, that there is not even a 
rational basis for treating marii;?ana as a 
more dangerous drug than alcoh91. This is 
not to say that our scientific knowledge 
concerning any of the mind-altering drugs 
is at a\1 ·complete. It is not,io Even our 
society's vast experience with the mind-al
tering effects of alcohol has not led to 
complete scientific knowledge of that drug, 
as the Canadian Government Commission 
of Inquiry pointed out: 11 

"Little is known as to the specific 
mechanism by which alcohol produces its 

Medicnl Use of Drugs (Penguin ed. 1970), 
Pll. 65-66 [hereinafter referred to ,as 
"Canndian Commission Report~~]. 
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psycho-pharmacological action. As with 
most drugs, alcohol effects, especially 
those resulting from -low or moderate 
amounts, depend to a large extent on the 
individual and the situation in which the 
drinking occurs. A drink or two may 
produce drowsiness and lethargy in some 
instances, while the same quantity might 
lead to" increased activity and psychologi
cal stimulation in another individual, or 
in the same person in different circum
stances. Furthermore, a dose which is 
initially stimulating may later produce 
sedation." 

Despite our lack of complete knowledge 
though, we do have sufficient scientific 
knowledge to categorize drugs according to 
their relative level of danger to both the 
individual and society. Proceeding to a 
comparison of marijuana with other mind
altering drugs, we find marijuana is a e,;
phoria producing, mind-altering drug, 
whose effects are generaJly obtained by 
smoking, but· can also be obtained by oral 
ingestion of the drug, usually mixed with 
other food or drinks.12 Coming from the 
hemp plant, cannabis sativa, the psychoac
tive strength of the drug varies greatly 
with the part of the plant used, quality of 
the seed stock, and the growing 
conditions.13 

12. The lUirio.i~ Supreme Court in People 
v. McCabe, st/pra p. 410, J)oint out that 
knowled!:6 concerning marijuana has been 
develoJ)ing rapidly in the-last decade. 
For an example of a case -where the 
United States Supreme Court relied on 
the current writing of authorities in n 
then rapidly developing field, see Brown 
V,. Board of E!luctition, 347 U.S. 483, 494, 
fn. 11, 74 S.Ct. 686,98 L.Ed. 873 (1954). 

L. Grinspoon, M.D., Marijuana Recon
sidered (Rantnm ed., 1911), p: 40. 

13. L. Grinspoon, M.D., Marijuana Recon- (~, 
side red (Bnntam ed., 1971), pp. 39-40. 

14. Stipulated ;Findings of Fact (No. 19) 
in People v. Lorentzen, .8t1pra, reads : 
"There is no pro\'~ri relationship between 
the usc of marijuana and the use of 
heroin. As marijuann use has increused 
greatly in American society, heroin addie-· 
tion in proportion to tlii~ population has 

The psychoactive ingredient of cannabis 
sativa has been isolated as two' isomers of 
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC althou6h addi
tional active ingredients of caupallis sativa 
may be discovered and iso)lited in the 
future).14 Tlws the strengtp;'of any given 
amount of m~rijuana depencis primarily on 
the amount of THC it contains. The ordi
nary street form of marijuana, commonly 
available and used in the United States, is ' 
composp.d of the leaves and flower clusters 
of the female plant, which are dried and 
crushed to make up the variable strength 
mixture.. The resin from the flowering 
tops of the mature female plants is known 
as hashish (charas in India) and is appar
ently the strongest form of the naturally 
occurring drug 'because it contains the 
highest concentration of THC. Hashish is 
as much as eight times as strong as ordi
nary marijuana.III 

Consideration of the scientifically ob
served physical and psycho-motor effects 
of marijuana' indicates. that it is overall, 
the least dangerous mind-altering, drug. 
Cbserved physical effects of marijuana use 
inc:ludedryness of mouth and throat, slight 
increase in pulse rate, and slight conjuncti
val reddening of the eyeball.1G No known 
toleranc.e de-,-elops to marijuana-in fact 
negative tolerance has been observed, that 

renlnined . essentinlly the Snme, or only 
sl\Il')ltly increased." . ": 

. See, n180, L. Grinslloon, M.D., Mnri
juana Reconsidered (Bantum ed., 1971), 
pp.47-61. 

15. President's Commission on Law :Sn
forcement .and Administr-ation of Justice, 
Task'.ForcoRellot:t: Narcotics and Drug 
Abuse (1967), p. 3: "Other derivatives 

"of the hemp plant, such as hashish, which 
/ nre more potent than marijuana, are rare-

ly found in the United States!' 
, See, also, L. GrinsllooD, ilI.D., Mari· 

'~l1nuo. Reconsidered (Bnntam' 6(1., ,,1971), 
pp.41-48. " 

16. Peoille V. Lorel1tzell, mlpl'a, Stipulated 
Findings of Fact (No.8): "The major 
Ilhy&;cal elfect of THC' that can be pe
tected is a Dlarked inerenile in pulse rate." 

See, nlso, Canadian Commissiol1 Be· 
Inrt, 1', 122. 
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is, a decreaserl amount of the drug taken evidence of cellular damage to any or-
on subsequent occasions produces the same gan." 
level of physical and euphoric ef£ect.17 
No physical dependency is produced by use' 
of the drug and, hence, there are no with
drawal symptoms or "abstinence syndrome" 
when the drug is unavailable to the user.I8 

No lethal dose for marijuana has been 
established.I9 The lack of harmful physi
cal effects from marijuana use has been 
well summarized by Dr. Grinspoon in Mar
ijuana Reconsidered (Bantam ed., 1971), p. 
60: 

"What is so striking 'about the phar
macology of cannabis is that it has such 
limited and mild effects on human 
non psychic function. This is consistent 
with the equaUy striking observation that 
there has never in its long history been 
rePOl·ted an adequately documented case 
of lethal overdosage. Nor is there any 

17. People v. McCabe. 811pra, 275 N,E.2d 
p. 411; People v. Lorentzen, Stipulated 
Findings of Fnct (No.4): "There is no 
cUTrently known tolerance to mnrijuann 
but the question is still unilcr investign· 
tion." Cnnndinn Commission neport, p. 
122. 

18. People v. Lorentzen, ~ti!lulnteil Finll· 
ings of Fnct (Xo. 5): "lIIariju!ln!l does 
not produce physicnl dependency." 

Cnnadian Commission neport, p. 123. 

19. People v. McCabe, ."'pro p. 411; People 
v. Lorentzen, Stipulated Findings of Fact 
(No.7): "Marijunnn does not produce 
cleath, even with a single lurge overdose, 
which is characteristic of clepressnnt 
clrugs incJu(1ing alcohol." 

20. "These (lrugs are obtained fro!ll the juice 
of the uuripened seed pod of the opium 
1101'PY 1I1!l'., '; [pnllilVer somniferum1 soon 
after the f!OW1~ petals begin tolan-no 
other part of the plant produceR psycho· 
nctive substances." Cl\nadinn Commis· 
aiOi. Report, p. :1117. Heroiu, codeine an<1 
morphine are all Ilrocessed derivatives of 
opium. honipecnine and nnileritline are 
• ynthetic j'ollintes" whose physic! dfcct~ 
nnd nddictive liability aroequivalent to 
morphine. Stedman's Medical Diction· 
ary (:/066), p. 05. 

21. Cnnl\dian Commission Report, p. 43; 
Report h;' the Advisory Committee on 

Both thi! opiates and alcohol provide a 
dramatic contrast to the lack of physical 
harmfulness of marijuana. vv ith the 
opiates 20 high levels of tolerance de
velop,21 severe physical addiction results 
from repeated use,22 and deaths resulting 
from overdosage also occur.23 Occasional 
social use of alcohol in moderate dosage as 
a mind-altering drug has few deleterious 
physical consequences. However, tolerance 
rIoes develop in alcohol use and the drug is 
subject to a great, acute and chronic 
abuse.24 Acute alcohol abuse can lead to 
death from overdosageril In addition, 
chronic alcohol abuse Icads to alcoholism 
where a clear withdrawal 'syndrome is ob· 
servable (an easily disr:ernible physical 
shaking and later delirium tremens), and 
death of brain celJs, mental "deterioration, 
and cirrhosis of the liver may occur.26 

Drug Dependence, Cannabis, (Her Mnjes
ty's Stationery Office, London, 10(8), p. 
14. (hereinafter referred to as "British 
Report"). 

22. Canadian Commission Report, PII. 15H-
154; British Report, II. 15. 

23. Canfillian Commission Report, p. 151;" 
British Report, p. 14; President's Com· 
mission on Law Enforcement and A(1· 
ministration of justice, Task ForceRe· 
110rt: X arcoties nncl Drug Al,lnse, p. 54: 
"One of the sllechl1.fentures of the olliates 
(and certnin other" mind·altering drugs 
such ns barbiturates and some tranquil
izers) is that denth may also be produced 
by not gi\'ing the (I rug. That is the 
classicnl withdrnwnl or nbstinonce 8yn· 
llrome nssociated with opinte deprivation 
in nn organism which has been receiving 
heavy doses of the opiate." 

21j, Canadian Commissiou Report, pp. 43, 
70-72. 

25. President's Commission on Law En· 
forccment nnd ,\dmillistrntion of .Tustice. 
Tnsk Force Report: Drunkenness 
(1007), II. 35 . 

26, I'resiuent's COlIIDlission on r,aw En
forcelll'lnt nnd Allministrntion of Justice, 
,Task Force nellort: Drunkenness, p. 35; 
J. Kaplnn, ,lIIurijunnn: .The New Prohi· 
bition (Pocket Book ed., 1!l71), P1I. 275-
320, specifically 1'. 3is. 
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Damaging effects of alcohol on psycho
motor coordination are so well known as to 
need no documentation.' The President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad
ministration of Justice, Task Force Re
port: Drunkenness, commenting. on alco
hol, observed that (p. 39) : 

"There is probably no other area in 
the field of drug research and related 
dangerous behavior \vhere the role of a 
drug as a precipitating factor in danger
ous behavior is so clear." 

On the other hand, the evidence availa
ble concerning marijuana's effect on psy
chomotor functions seems to show very lit
tle impairment, at least in experienced 
users.27 

Ps:yc/Zological Effects: 

Marijuana is a mild hallucinogen, which 
in view of its lack of any other harmful 
effects, leads us to conclude that there is 
no ·rational basis for penalizing it more se
verely than the other hallucinogens (M. 
C.L.A. § 335.106; M.S.A. § 18.1106). 11,
deed, mild hallucinogenic effects are re
ported almost exclusively from use of more 
potent hashish type preparations and rare
ly, if ever, from the use of ordinary street 
variety marijuana. The Canadian Com
mission Report states (pp. 116-117): 

"Cannabis is one of the least potent of 
the psychedelic drugs; anq some might 
object to its 'being c1assiiie~'. with LSD 
and simit<ir substances. II.,)s·o!ten sug
ge$ted that marijuana is a m'iid intoxi
cant,. mOre like' alcohol. ~; T' T It 
would be incorrect to say that cannabis 
in moderate dose actually produces a 
mild LSD experience; the effects of 
these two drugs are physiologic~lIy, be-

27. People v. Lorentzen, supra, Stipulatell 
Findings .of Wact (No. 30): "!t"iH I.l.:. 
debatable and equivocal question as to 
whether or not one unde":> the influence 
of Initrijuana and driving on ·the highway 
iM a better or worse drIver. The experi
enced mnrijilmHI slnoker per£orms.nsWell 
under the influence of the drug as he \loes 

II 

haviourally and subjectively quite dis
tinct. Furth~rmore, since no cross-toler
ance OCCllrs between LSD and THe the 
mechanism of action o~ these two drugs 
is thought to ~e different." 

The Canadian Commission Report com
prehensively summarized the various possi
ble psychological effects of marijuana use 
as follows (pp. 117-118) : 

"A cannabis 'high' typically involves 
several phases. The initial effects are 
often somewhat stimulating and, in some 
individuals, may. elicit mild tension or. 
anxiety which usually is replaced by a 
pleasant feeling of weB-being. The later 
effects usually tend to make the user in
trospective and tranquil. Rapid mood 
changes often occur. A period of enor
mous hilarity may be followed by a con
templative silence. 

"Psychological effects which are typi
cally reported by tlsers include: happi-

- ness, increased conviviality, a feeling of 
enhanced interpersonal rapport and com
munication, heightened sensitivity to hu
mour, free play of the imaginatioll, un
usual cognitive and ideational associa
tions, a sense of extra-ordinary reality, a 
tendency to notice aspects of the envi
ronment of which one is normaJly un
aware, enhanced visual imagery, an al
tered sense of time in which minutes 
may seem like hours, changes in visl!ally 
perceived spatial relations, enrichment of 
sensory experiences (subjective aspects 
of sound and taste perception are often 
particularly enhanced), increased person
alililtletstaildirtg and religiotis 'insight; 
mild excitement and energy (or just the .. 
opposite), increased or decreased behav
ioural activity, increased or decreased 
verbal fluency and talkativeness, lessen-

wllen he i$ .not using it. The itiexperi
'. llnee\l user llerforms less well." 

See, also, n. TIOImie and C. Whitebread; 
II, The Forbidden Fruit and: the Tree of 
Knowledge: An Inquiry info the. Legal 
History of American !I[arijunlla Prohibi
tion, 50 Va.L.Rev. 971; 1107 (1970). 
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ing of inhibitions, and at higher doses, a narcotics" has no scientific b<i.is. The 
tendency to lose or digress from one's President's Commission on Law Enforce
train of thought. Feelings of enhanced ment and Administration of Justice, Task 
spontaneity and creativity are often de- Force Report: Narcotics and Drug Abuse, 
scribed, although ·an actual increase in found at pp. 13-14: 
creativity is difficult to establish scien
tifically. While most experts agree that 
cannabis has little speci#c aphrodisiac 
(sex stimulatir,g) effect, many users re
port increased enjoyment of sex and oth
er intimate human contact while under 
the influence of the drug. 

"Les~ pleasant experiences may occur 
in different individuals, or possibly in 
the same individuals at different times. 
Some of these reactions may include: 
fear and anxiety, depression, irritability, 
nausea, headache, backache, dizziness, a 
dulling of attention, confusion, lethargy, 
and a sensation of heaviness, weakness 
and drowsiness. Disorientation, delu
sions, suspiciousness and paranoia, and 
in some cases, panic, loss of control, and 
acute psychotic states have been report
ed." 

There is no reliable scientific evidence 
demonstrating that chronic pS)lchosis can 
be caused by marijuana use 28 in dramatic 
contrast to the American experience with 
alcoho]}!9 The argument that marijuana 
use causes or contributes to assaultive 
crime is now largely discredited.3D Again 
by contrast, considerable evidence points to 
a substantial connection between alcohol 
Ilse and commission of violent crimes.31 

Finally, the ":;teppJing stol1e argument" 
that marijuana use leads to use of "hard 

28. British Report, p. 16. 

29. Canadinn Commission Report, p. 69: 
President's Commission on Law Enforr.e· 
ment antI Arlministration of Justice, Task 
Force Report: Drunkenness (1967), p. 
35. 

30. President's Commission on Law Enforce· 
ment and Administrlltion of Justice, Tnsk 
Force {{eport: Narcotics an.l Drug Abuse 
(1967). II. 25: British Report, p. 16; 
Report of the Indian Hemp Drugs Com· 
mission (1893-94), p. 264: J. Kaplan, 
Marijuana: The New Prohibition, pp. 
139-141; Bonnie nOll Whitebren,l, The 

"The charge that marihuana 'leads' to 
the use of addicting drugs needs to be 
critically examined. There is evidence 
that a majority of the heroin users who 
come to the attention of public authori
ties have, in Jact, had some prior experi
ence with marihuana. But this does not 
mean that one leads to the other in the 
seflse that marihuana has an intrinsic 
quality that creates a heroin liability. 
There are too many marihuana users . 
who do not graduate to heroin, and too 
many heroin addicts with' no known 
prior marihuana use, to support such a 
theory. Moreover there is no scielltific 
basis for such a theory. The basic text 
on pharmacology, Goodman and Gilman, 
The Pharma,cological Basis of Therapeu
tics (Macmillan 1960) states quite explic
itly that marihuana habituation does not 
lead to the use of heroin." (Emphasis 
added) 32 

An of the preceding factual findings 
with respect to the effects of'marijuana 
use, are substantiated by the trial court's 
findings of fact made after five days of 
expert testimony in People v. Lorentz~n, 
sllpra. 

Virtually every major commission which 
has studied the effects of marijuana usc: 
agrees that it is improperly classified with 

ForbiUilen Fruit OYld The Tree of Knowl
edge, p. 1105. 

31. President's Co~miBsiou on Lnw En
forcement amI Administration of Jus· 
tice, Tusk Force Rellort: ',Drunkennes~ 
(1967), P. 41: "On th~' ,lmsis of the pres
ent dlltnone CIln say thut there is a strong 
link between IIlcohol and homicide and that 
the IJrCsumption is thnt nlcollQ) plnys a 
tausal role as one of the necessory on,l 
precipitnting elemen,ts for violence." 

32. People v. McCabe, 8111Jra, 275 N.E.2d 
IlP. 412, 413. See, also, British .. Rellol't. 
II!). 12-13. 
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the "hard narcotiCs." The British Report 
found (pp. 6-7) : 

"Having reviewed all of the material 
1\vailable to us we find ourselves in 

,agreement with the conclusion reac:hed 
by the Indian Hemp Drugs Commission 
:.lppointed by the Go,ernment of' India 
(1893-1894) and the New York Mayor's 
Committee on Ma.ihuana (1944), that 
the long-term consumption of cannabis 
in 'moderate doses has no harmful 
effects." 33 

Further, counsel for the People admitted 
in oral argument that the differences be
tween marijuana and the opiates call for 
different c1assi £ications: 

"ADAMS, J.: If we have two ex
tremes here, and not a gray area in the 
middle, doesn't that call for different 
classifications? 

"ASSISTANT PROSECUTOR: I 
think it does, I think it does, and 1 think 
every State in the courrtry is graduating 
to that particular state where they are 
now recognizing and they are classifying 
marijuana in a separate statute. The 
goverument has done so in its control 
and abuse act." 

Finally, Governur William Milliken, in 
his Special Message to the Legislature on 
Alcohol and Drug Abuse (Mar. 4, 1971), 
.recognized that the present classification 
of marijuana with the opiates is irrational 
and provided art illuminating comment on 
the 'relative danger of ajrj:lOl : 

"As public officials, we must face 
squarely the need for a major revISIon 
of our Iaws dealing with mariju;J.na. 

33. People v. McCahl), .~lIpra, p. 411. Also, 
the Dl'itish Report (,onl·JUlletl on 'thc' dnssi
fiention question (pp. 20-21): ""'e ho· 
Jirve that the ""sopintion bf I'Ilnnnbis in 
legislation with heroin nnll the other 
ol)iat~" is "Illirciy illQPJlI'O)lriate fillIl that 
new anr! !luite s~pnrntc Icgiklatioll to Genl 
~llecinlJy lind Bellarately with ('annnbis an,l 
its synthetic derivnti\'ca should be intro· 
"l\1('c.1 /lS soon os llossible. We QI'C nlso 
"OIl\'inpc(] t'hat the lll'c"ent llenlllti~s for 
IIO"So,"ion /lllli "u!,pIX orenltogf·the.r tOil 
htgh." (I~mhn"is a<1ded) 

The hypocrisy of our present law, which 
falsely classifies marijuana as a narcotic 

~ affects the credibility of our entire dru~ 
abuse progqlm. Recent federal legisla
tion and the passage of local marijuana 
or4inances give new urgency to the need 
for state action in this controversial 
area. * * * 

"Alcohol continues to be a larger prob
lem than drugs. It accounts for more 
broken homes, wasted lives,accidental 
deaths, and greater expense for society 
than any drug. It is an established fact 
that alcohol can destroy brain tisslIes and' 

• cause cirrhosis of the liver which ulti. 
mately produces death. A significant 
portion of crime is committed by peopk 
under the influence of alcohol and alco
hol-related problems are estimated to ac
count for 15% to 25% of our welfare 
costs." (Emphasis added) 

The murky atmosphere of ignorance 
and mi,sinformation which, casts its ':pall 
over the State and Federal legislatures' 
original classification of marijuana with 
the hard narcoti'cs has been well document
ed in the 250-page article by R. Bonnie and 
C, Whitebread, II, The Forbidden Fruit 
and the Tree of Knowledge: An Inquiry 
into the Legal History of American IVIari
juana Prohibition, 56 Va.L.Rev. 971 
(1970).34 

Vle can no longer allow the residuals of 
that early misinformation to continue chok
ing off a rational evaluation of marijuana 
dangers. That a large and increasing 
number, of Americans recognize the truth. 
about marijuana's relative harmlessness 
can scarcely be doubted.35 

34. ~'h" IInn\'IIi1nbility ot tll!~ Indinn Hem]! 
Drug Con. mission Rellort aUlI the genernl 
lack of hlformntioll IIpon which most lcg· 
islntllrcs crirninali"ed' mnrijunnn is 1I0int. 
out by .r. KnPlnn's illtrOllu~tion to the 
1000 reprint of the Rellort of tile 1n(1illll 
Hemi; l)rugs Commission 11393-1H04, "ii
xiii (.leff~rson ed., J!J09). 

35. Peol.le \'. J.l)rent",,", .... "ra. Stilllil;ltull 
Firidingil of Fnct Xo •• , 3i-42:' "Frolll the 
gellerll! llUbli.! stnn,lpoint, the g~nerRI 
marijURlIR IIser \\'01\111 require lIO t,·cnt· 
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The truth compels us to conclude at the marijuana is improperly classified as a 
minimum that marijuana has been errolle- narcotic and hold that M.C.L.A. § 335.151; 
ously classified with the opiates, and thus M.S.A. § 18.1121, in its classification of 
it is clear that based on ctlTrent scientific marijuana violates the equal protection 
knowledge, marijuana is not a narcotic clauses of the U.S.Const., Am. XIV ~nd 
drug. Const.1963, art. I, § 2.30 . 

Indeed, the Michigan legislature has rec
ognized the· erroneous classification. of 
m:trijuana as a narcotic by its passage of 
the "Controlled Substances Act of 1971/1 
(1971 P.A. 196; Ivr.C.L.A. "§"33S.301 to § 
335.367; MSA to 
-----), effective April I, 1972, 
which classifies marijuana as a distinct 
type of substance and provides drastically 
reduced penalties for its sale and posses-
sion. 

We agree with the Illinois Supreme 
Court in People v. McCabe, Sllpra, that 

ment nt nil. :\Iost mnrijunna uaers do not 
have problems thnt would require nny 
treatment from n mellieni (lr p~ychintric 
r,oint of view. Those thnt seek tlClp be· 
cnuse they hn ve !tOll nn nlh'erse renqtion 
to mnrijunuu or be ell use they think ·tbey 
nre usitig too· much of the drug ordinnrily 
need some guiclllnre nnd some slIpport nnd 
not nl1",h else. The mnjority of Cllrrent 
mnrijunnn nsers lire using bllt not nbusing 
the drug iu the sense thnt one would nor
mnlly think of dnngeNus drug nbuse. ~'o 
sny thnt mnrijunnn is nn nbsolutely hnrm
less drllg is untrue, on the other ham1 to 
suy it is a horrendous drug is equnlly 
untrue. lIfnrijunnn is n drug with poten
tinl danger3 for some people when taken 
in conventional doses. lIInrijunnll is sofe 
for most people in conventional dosc~. 

Occnsional, recrentional use of marijunnn 
for most individuals will be a pl~asurablc 
experience, involving no adverse .. renctions. 
The vase majority of rccrentional mnri
junna users will emerge from their drug 
experience without nny npparent hnrm, ei
ther to themselves or to society." 

J. Knplan, in "Marijunna: The New 
Prohibition:' p. 338, stated: "Another nt
tempt to mensure the deterrent effect of 
the marijuana laws was n careful stuely 
by two ··:ow students, Ellen Green and 
Bruce Blumberg, who sampli>l] the student 
body at the University of California Lnw 
School nt Berkeley.' They foum1 that 
seventy-three percent of tbis student body 
had used marijuana, a figure that iq quite 

, striking wIlen one conside,'S that law stu
(]ents would be expectel1 to be nmong the 
m~st deterrable members of our society. 

III. 

Defendant contends that that the two 
marijuana cigarettes should not have been 
admitted into evidence because they were 
the result of an illegal police entrapment. 
The prosecution asserts that the two ciga
rettes were admissible because the defend
ant possessed them independently of the 
undercover officers' tequest for them. 

The trial court ruled that the sale count 
should be dismissed because the defendant 
had been entrapped into committing this 

Being invoh'eil in tbe Inw, they are more 
likely to know of its consequences; study
ing for n profession that regards moral 
character as one of its· prerequisites, tbey 
they would be risking more thnn arrest 
or imprisonment if detectCl1 using mari
junna; and. finnlly, nt least most ob
servers II ave considere!] lawyers nnd law 
students to he among the l!'Ore conserva
tive nnll cautious ~roups of our student 
population." 

36. ~'he decision today docs not menn that 
persons arrestecl for snle or I.ossession of 
marijullnn ~annot be prosecutml und~r the 
lnws of the Stl!te of Michigan. Until 
April I, 1972, the eff.ective dute of 1971 
P.A. 106, prosecutions Il1U~t be commenced 
undel'lILC.L.A. § 335.]06; ::'I.S.A. § 18.-
1100, which renc]s: 

"Any person who violates any of the pro
\'isioM. of this act is guilty of a mislle
mennor, and upon conviction sltall be sub
ject to u fine of not more tbnn $500.00, 
or imprisonment in the county jnil not 
more than 1 year, or both such fine and 
imprisonment in the discretion of the 
court. Any person, firm, partnership. ns· 
sociation or corporntion who sells, offers 
for sale, barters or otherwise disposes of 
or is in possession of II-lysergic acid 
tliethylmni(le, peyote, mescaline anel its 
salts, <Iimethyltryptmnine, silocyn, or psilo' 
l·ybin or any.salt or derivnth'e of nny of 
the aforementioned substnnces or any oth
er drug possessing similnr l18l1ucinogenic 
properties is guilty of n felony unless ill 
accortlance Witll the federnl food, drug 
anll cosmetics nct." 
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offense. Our Court has long recogni;zed 
the defense of entrapment and the public 
policy behind this rule. In Saunders v. 
People, 38 Mich. 218 (1878), the Court re
versed Saunders' conviction for breaking 
and entering by night a. court room not 
connected with a dwelling and "taking 
therefrom certain recognizances described 
as contracts in force and public records." 
The Court held: 

"Decoying, or conniving with persons 
suspected of criminal designs, for the 
purpose of arresting them in the com
mission of the offense, is d~notl)1ced by 
the Supreme Court." (syl. I) 

Justice Cooley, writing for the Court, re
versed on the grounds that the testimony 
of a witness named Dunnebacke, should 
not have been excluded. Two of the Jus
tices held that the conviction should be re
versed because of impermissible police con
duct. Justice Marston stated (pp. 221-
222) : 

"I cannot, however, silently permit the 
extraordinary course adopted by the po
lice officers in this case .to pass unno
ticed and uncondemned. '" *. *. 

"The course pursued by the officers in 
this case was utterly indefensible. 
\Vhere a person contemplating the com
mission of an offense approaches an of
ficer of the law, and asJ.;s his assistance, 
it would seem to be the duty of the lat
ter, according to the plainest principles 
of duty and justice, to decline to render 
such assistance, and to take such steps as 
would be likely to prevent the commis
sjon of the offense, and tend to the ele
vation and improvement of the would-be 
criminal, rather than to his farther de
basement. Sq,me courts have gone a 
great way in~!giving encouragement to 
detectives, in some· very questionable 
methods adopted by them to discover the 
guilt of criminals; but they have not yet 
gone so far, and I trust never will, as to 
lend aid or encouragement to officers 
who may, under a mistaken sense of 
duty, encourage and assist parties to 

commit crime, in order that they may ar
rest and have them punished for so 
doing. The mere fact that the person 
contemplating the commission of a crime 
is supposed to be ,.<11 old offender can be 
no excuse, much less a justification for 
the course adopted and pursued in this 
case. If such were the fact, then the 
greater reason would seem to exist why 
he should not be actively assisted and en
couraged in the commission of a new of
fense which could in no way tend to 
throw light upon his past iniquities, or 
aid in p'unishing him therefor, as the law 
does 110t contemplate or allow the COll

viction and punishment of parties on ::Ie
count of their general bad or criminal 
conduct, irrespective of their guilt or in
nocence of the particular offense 
charged and for which they arc being 
tried. Human nature is frail enough at 
best, and requires no encouragement in 
wrong-doing. If we cannot assist anoth
er and prevent him from violating the 

• laws of the land, we at least should ab
stain from any active efforts in the way 
of leading him into temptation. Desire 
to commit crime and opportunities for 
the commission thereof would seem suf
ficiently general and numerOllS, and no 
special efforts would seem necessary in 
the way of encouragement or assistance 
in that direction." 

Chief Justice Campbell stated (p. 223): 

"[T]he encouragement of criminals to 
induce them to commit crimes ill order'\ 
to get up a prosecution against them, is 
scandalous and reprehensibleY 

Two· theories have been advanced con
cerning the issue of entrapment. The first 
view was articLtlated by Chief Justice 
HUj)"hes in Sorrells v. United States, 287 
U.S. 435, 451, 53 5.Ct. 210, 216, 77 L.Ed. 
413 (1932), when he staled: 

"[T]he defense of entrapment is not 
simply that the partiCular act was com
mittedtlt the instance of government of
ficials •. That is often the c·asll where the 
proper action of these bfficials leads to 

.1,' 
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the revelation of criminal enterprises. law these will not justify the instigation 
'" '" '" The predisposition and criminal and creation of a new crime, as a means 
design of the defendant are relevant. to reach him and punish him for his pa3t 
But the issues raised and the evidence misdemeanors. He has committed the 
adduced must be pertinent to the control- crime in question, but, by supposition, 

-.- ling question whether the defenda,nt is a only because of instigation and induce-
person otherwise innocent whom the ment by a government officer. To say 
Government is seeking to punish for an that such conduct by an official of gov-
alleged offe~se which is the product of ernment is condoned and rendered innoc-
the creative activity of its own officials. uous by the fact that the defendant had 
If that is the fact, common justice .re- a bad reputation or had previously trans-
quires that the accused be permitted to gressed is wholly to disregard the reason 
prove· it. The Government in such a for refusing the processes of the court to 
case is in no position to object to evi- consummate an abhorrent transaction. 
denceof the activities of its representa- It is to discard the basis of the doctrine 
tives in relation to the accused, and if and in effect to weigh the equities as be-
the defendant seeks acquittal by reason tween the government and the defendant 
of entrapment he cannot complain of an when there are in truth no equities be-
appropriate and searching inquiry into longing to the latter, and when the rule 
his own condt}ct and predisposition as of action cannot rest on any estimate of 
bearing upon that issue." the good which may come of the convic

tion of the offender by foul means .. The 
accepted procedure, in effect, pivots con
viction in such cases, not on the commis
sion of the crime charged, but on the 
prior reputation or some former act or 
acts of the defendant not mentioned in 

In Sherman v. United States, 356 U.S. 
369, 78 S.Ct. 819, 2 L.Ed.2d 848 (1958), the 
majority of the Court adopted the position 
of Chief Justice Hughes,in Sorrells, supra: 
Thus, according to the majority view, 
whenever the defense of entrapment is 
raised, the court must look at 1) the con
duct of the police, and 2) the predisposi
tion of the defendant. The second view 
was stated by Justice Roberts in Sorrells 
(287 U.S. pp. 458-459, 53 S.Ct. p. 219): 

"It has been generally held, where the· 
defendant has proved an entrapment, it 
is permissible for the government to 
show in rebuttal that the officer guilty 
of incitement of the crime had reason
able cause to .believe the defendant was a 
person disposed to commit the offense. 
This procedure is approved by the opin
ion of the court. The proof received in 
rebuttal usualIy amounts to no more than 
that the defendant had a bad reputation, 
or that he had been previously convicted. 
Is the statute upon which the indictm~llt 
is based to be further construed af' re
moving the defense of entrapment. from 
such a defendant? 

"Whatever may be the demerits of the 
defendant or his previous infractions of 

194 N.W.2d-S6'I. 

the indictment." 

In Shermall, supra, Justice Frankfurter, 
writing for four justices of the court, 
adopted the views advanced by Justice 
Roberts in SorreUs, supra. 

The factual situation confronting us here' 
demonstrates the p.ractical problems that 
arise when the majority test is employed. 
The basis of the entrapment defense is that 
the methods used by the pt.lice are repug
nant, ,to fair play and justice. As the court 
stated in United States v. Chist!m, 312 F. 
Supp. 1307, 1312 (C.D.Cal., 1970) : 

"Entrapment is indistinguishable from 
other law enforcement practices which 
the courts have held to violate due proc~ 
ess. Entrapment is an affront to 'the ba
sic concepts' of justice. Where it. exists, 
law enforcement techniques become con
trary to the established law of the land 
as an impairment to due process." 
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In an attempt to discourage these prac
tices and uphold "public confidence in the 
fair and honorable administration of jus
tice" (Sherman v. United States, supra, 
356 U.S. p. 380, 78 S.Ct. p. 825 [Frankfurt-

.. er, J.]), courts refuse to allow convictions 
based on entrapment .. Thus, when the trial 
court ruled as a matter of law that the de
fendant was entrapped into giving the two 
cigarettes to the police officers, COU7;lt one, 
sale, was dismissed and the police were 
prevented from obtaining a conviction 
based on their reprehensible I11ethods. 

However, the defendant was still prose
cuted for possession. The two marjuana 
cigarettes obtained purely as a result of il
legal police conduct were the sole basis of 
defendant's conviction. To allow the con
viction to stand, based. on this evidence, is 

. to subvert the public policy rule' behind the 
entrapment defense. If the conviction 
stands, the police can ignore with impu{lity 
the doctrine of entrapment in narcotic cas
es. Citizens could be enticed· and en
trapped to give marijuana to police under
cover agents, using methods condemned by 
the courts of this State and our sister 
states.37 While a court might dismiss the 
information based on sale, it would still al
low the evidence obtained by repu~:nant 
methods to be used as the basis of a;icon
viction for possession. 

. In other. areas .of the law, the C,91.rts 
have fashioned exclusionary rules against 
the use of evidence obtained by means of 
.iI1egal police conduct. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 
U,S. 643, 81 S.Ct. 1684, 6 L.Ed.2d l08l, 84 
A.L.R.2d 933 (1961); Miranda v. Arizona, 
384 U.S. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d 694, 
10 A.L.R.3d 974 (1966). 

The People contend that tne exclusion
iny rules set out in Mapp and Miranda are 

37. F'or examples ot cases where the courts "f I 
"ave condemnell the use of entrapment, 

, sce People v. McCo):'tl, 76 Mich. 200, 205- 1; 
206, 42 N.W. 1106 (1889); People v. 
Piukerton, 7/l' Mich. 110, 44 N.W. 18() 
(1889); United States· v. Adnms, 51) F. 
(174 (D.Or.1894);' Woo Wni 'v. United 
States, 223 11', 412, 415(CA. .9, 1915); 
Butts v. Uniterl Stntes, 273 F .. 35, 37-38 
(QA. 8. 1921); State v. Neely, 00 Mont. 
199, 300'1'. 561 (1931); nlld lilvnnston v. 
Meyers, 70 11\;A.pp. 205, 201 (1897). 

38. Mapil involved the Fourth Ameu(lment 
right t() he {tee frolll Ullrensonable searell 

83-317 0 - 77 - 35 

not applicable to this case because they in
volve specific constitutional rights.38 How
ever, there are examples of both State 
and Federal cases where exclusionary rules 
have been fashioned under- the general su
pervisory powers of the court. 

To illustrate, in McNabb v. United 
States, 318 U.S. 332, 63 S.Ct. 608, 87 L.Rd. 
819 (1943), the United States Supreme 
Court excluded from evidence a confession 
obtained from defendant. Although the 
court held that the confession was not in
voluntary in the sense that it was factually 
incorrect, nevertheless the court felt that 
it should not be allowed into evidence be
cause to do so would be to cQuntenance 
reprehensible methods of interrogation. 
The court based this on its specific super
visory powers over procedure in Federal 
courts. 

Likewise in a .situation analogous to 
McNabb, our Court applied the same rule 
depending on its supervisory powers over . 
the courts in People v. Hamilton, 3§9 
Mich. 410, 411,102 N.W.2d738, 739 (1960). 
In Hamilton, Justice Black, speaking for 
a unanimous Court, relied on United States 
Supreme Court cases which stated: 

,i 'The aim of the requirement of due 
process is not to exclude presumptively 
false evidence, but to prevent fundamen
tal unfairness in the use of evidence 
whether true Of faise.' Lisenba v. Peo
ple of State of Califon',ia, 314 U.S. 219, 
236, 62 S.Ct. 280; 290, 86 L.Ed. 166, 
quoted in Blackburn y. State of Ala
bama, 361 U.S. 199, 80 S.Ct. 274, 280, 4 
L.Ed.2d 242, 248." .... , 

Const.1963, art. 6, § 5, grants to this 
Court genera! supervisory powers ovef. the 
pra<;tic~ and procedure in this case.3D The 

nnd seizure. Atil'Q/lda involved the Fitth 
Amendment riglit of f'ee!lonr CrOm self
incrhninntion aUll tile 'rigllt to counsel in 
crimillal proceedings guaranteed by the 
Sixth Amendrnellt. 

39. "The supreme court. shall by general 
rules establish, modify, amen<] I1ml shu
plify the practice tlml procc(lur<!l in /1.\1 
courtn of this state. The distinctions be-. 
tween low ond equity )Iroceedings shRlI, 
us tor os practicable, be I1bolishi!d. .Th~ 
office of innster in cll!lIicery is l'~o-. 
hihited." 
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excesses of P<h\Ce conduct which the Court 
in Hamilton, supra, held justified exclusion 
of evidence, were also present in this case. 
"The trial court found as a matter of law 
that defendant was entrapped into the sale. 
This case is distinguishable from other en
trapment cases where the courts did not 
exclude the evidence.4o We are dealing 
with a limited factual situation. This oc
curs when a trial court has ruled as a mat
ter of law that a defendant was entrapped 
'into the sale of marijuana or narcotics. 
In such circumstances, we hold that the 
evidence thus obtained through the illegal 
entrapment cannot be used to prosecute a 
defendant. for possession of marijuana or 
narcotics. 

In the case at bar, tpe trial court deter
mined that defendant was entrapped into 
the sale of marijuana. The same police 
misconduct (ante pp. 880-881) that occurred 
in the sale of the marijuana was also in
volved in the possession. . Defendant did 
not volunteer the two cigarettesj;o the un
dercover agents; he only gave the ciga
rettes to them after repeated requests by 
the officers, who had deceived him over a 
lengthy period of tim.e. 

We hold that on the facts of this case 
the two marijuana cigarettes should not 
have been admitted into evidence. The 
judgment is reversed and the defendant is 
discharged. 

WILLlAMS, Justice (for reversal). 

. This is an opinion concerning a problem 
whose time has' come. The name in the 
entitl ing is happenstance as the defendant 
could have been any mother's son or 
daughter. 

The specific' issue this opinion will con
sider is whether the categorization of mar-

4,0. In none of the !'ases citell by the I'cople 
dill the police cnguge ill their efforts of 
cntrapment over a Ilroloaged period of 
tillle. See People y. McIntyre, 218 Mich. 
540, 188 N.W. 407 (11)22); People v. 
lIIurn, 220 Mich. 555, 190 N.W. 600 
(11l!!2); Peoille v. Christiansen, 220 
Mich. 506, 1110 N.W. 236 (1922); People 
v. Englnlul, 221 Mich. 607, 192 N.W. 
6i2 (1923), and Peoille v. Smith, 296 
Mich. 176, 295 N.W. 605 (1941). 

ihuana in Public Act No. 310 (1929) 1 

along with the "hard drug" narcotics such 
as heroin, cocaine, and opium with the 
same penalty is denial of equal protection 
of the law bp.cause of unreasonable classi-
fication. 

The defendant raised other issues such 
as entrapment and cruel and unusual pun·· 
ishment but inasmuch as the issue of equal 
protection is dispositive of the case neither 
those issues, nor the factual details support
ing them will be here considered. My 
Brother Brennan's opinion concerning the 
issue of cruel and unusual punishment is 
well-reasoned, and I am in agreement with 
it as far as it goes, but it goes only to the 
length of defendant's sentence, not to his 
conviction. 

For the purposes of this OptnlOn the 
facts of the case are that the defendant 

. prepared two marihuana cigarettes from a 
jar in his private quarters and h!lnded 
them to two underccver police personnel. 
The defendant was subsequently charged 
on separate counts with sale and with pos
session of marihuana, the charge of sale 
being dismissed by the trial cov.rt because 
of entrapment. Defr.ldant was tried, con
victed, and sentenced to 9;6-10 years ill 
prison. 

The Cr. ... rt of Appeals affirm~d the de
fendap.~'s conviction in People v. Sinclair, 
30 Mich.App. 473, 186 N.W.2d 767 (1971). 
This Court granted the defendant's a\?pli
cation £01' leave to appeal on September I, 
1971. 

The Michigan statute penalizing the 
possession of marihuana is M.C.L.A. § 
335.153; M.S.A. § 18.1123. It was one of 
a number of state acts of similar type pass-

I. Public Act No. 92 (1923), ns nmendetl by 
Public Act No.9 (1925) was the forerun
ner of thiil net, but did not inchule mari
hunnn ns n nnrcotic drug. Mnrihuana was 
first grouped with tlte' "hnrtl drugs" in 
1929. The Act of 1929 hns st\bsequently 
been amentle,1 in 1931 (Public Act No. 
172), in 1937 (Public Aet !'Io: 343), in 
1952 (Public Act No. 266), in 1057 (Pub· 
lie Act No. (3), and in 1001 (Public Act 
No. 206). 

• 
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ed around the time of the passage Qf the 
Marihuana Tax Act in 1937.2 

At the time of passage of the Marihuana 
Tax Act of 1937, marihuana was linked 
with heroin and other so-called "hard 
drugs" based on testimony indicating that 
marihuana was similarly dangerous. For 
example, in his testimony before the House 
Ways and Means Committee Narcotics 
Commissioner Harry J. Anslinger relied on 
a number of authorities including a paper 
by Dr. Frank R. Gomila, at that time Com
missioner of Public Safety of the City of 
New Orleans, and Miss Madeleine GomiIa, 
Assistant City Chemist. That paper among 
other things said "we find that in com- . 
parisonwith other important habit-form
ing drugs, heroin, morphine, opium, and 
cocaine, marihuana has an established 
place." Taxation Of Marihuana-Hear
ings Before The Committee On Ways And 
Means, House of Representatives, 7St:1 
Congo 1st Session on H.R. 6385, 1937, p. 
35. 

The Commissioner made further points 
which are summarized by the Congress ion
a! R,esearch Service (LRS, 13) as follows: 

2. The passage of the )lfnl·jhuana Tax Act 
of 1937 and numerota' ,liuillar state stat
utn~ took plnce in a climnte of ignorance 

. ani! miRconception. Se'e The Forbidden . 
l!'ruit And The Tree of Knowledge: An 
Inquiry Into The Legal History of Ameri
can i'Iarljuana Prohibition', 56 Va;L.Rev. 
971(1970). 

3. \Ve are well aware of the grent wealth of 
"'rit.ten mnteriul which exists concerning 
marihuana. The vast majority of these 
works nre in agreement that marihuana is 
not n narcotic drug. :We have relied upon 
the National Institute of l.1ental Health 
as'tlie most autlioritative spokesman for 
estnhlislling this fn~t. 
We have quoted t,he 19G9 statement' t)( 
Dr. Yolles, Directiir, National Institute 
of Mvntlll Health,hbecuuse it is the most 
pertinent comllnri~on of nlllrihuana wUh 
the hard drugs. 'lIow,wet, sinte the orig
inal filing of, tliis opinJOlh new, authority 
bas become available.,' 'l'he' NIlIIH pro-

"duced Secoml Aunual Report to Congress 
from HEW (relensc<l F¢bruary 11, 1972) 
continues. to classify marihuana separate' 
from lIard druga and. states ". • ,. 
there seems to be agreement 'that physical 
depcndence comparnble to' that produced 
b)' tile opiates, .nlconol lind barbiturates 

"1. A person under the influence of 
marihuana is dangerous behind' the 
wheel of an automobile or while 
performing other functions which 
require coordination arid judgment. 

2, A habitual marihuana user is liable 
to commit a violent crime while un
der the influence of the drug. . 

3. Prolonged use of ma,ihuana may C 

produce 'mental deterioration'. or 
even lead to insanity, 

4. The drug may 'operate to destroy 
the wiII' and 'gradually weaken 
physical powers.''' 

Based on such data it may not have been 
unreasonable for the Congress and the state 
legislatures at that time to have' passed 
legislation coupling marihuana withopi
tim and similar "hard drugs" in penalQf
fenses. However, the situation today is 
quite the opposite. While experts dted"in 
the briefs and appendices for plaintiff, de
fendant and amici cilrWe are not incom
plete agreement as to the exact properties 
of marihuana, it is quite clear that today 
few, if any, responsib1e experts would clas- ' 
sify marihuana in the same category with 
opium and similar "hard drugs." 3 

tloes not exist with Cannabis" (P. 190),' 
This report incidentally notes the recent 
British report of ,cerebral atrophy in ten, 
young cannabis smokers as serious but re
quiring further research as eight out of 
the ten youths were multiple ','!rUg users 
(Illl. 22, 23). 
\Yo note also the findi.ngs of the ~ational : 
Commission on Marihuana and Drug; 
Abuse. In its first report released on " 
March 22, 1972, tI,e Commission re~'Om- " 
mentled as follows: 

"I. Reclassification of Cannabis 
'!:Recommenda'tion : The' ,Commission 

Recognizes ,tgat :0g"ve'fhJ, State Legisla
tur~g ,have Improperly Classified Mari
hunna as a Narcotic, and Recomm~nd8 
tluit TbeY Now Reqefine Marihuana Ac
cording to, the Standards of the :Recently 
Adopted Uniform ControlledSuhstnnces '.I 

, Law. 
"Scientific evidenCe, has clearly demon

strated thatmarihua;.i is not n nli,reatic 
drug; and the ltlw should properly reflect, 
this' fact. Congress so recognized ill the 
Comprehensive Drug Aliuse Prevention' 
and Control Act of 1970, as did The Cort. 
ference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws, in the Uniform dontrollcd 
,Substances Law; 
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The United States Congress, particularly of. the Secretary of Health, Education, 
the House of Representatives, has been es- and Welfare, and of the Attorney Gen-
pecially concerned with the properties and erat's own scientific Committee. 
effects of marihuana, apparently in con
nection with H.R. 14012, a bill to pro
vide for the establishment of a commission 
on marihuana. Stanley F. Yolles, :M.D., 
Director of the National Institute of Men
tal Health appeared before the Sub-Com
mittee. on Publi~ Health and Welfare of 
the Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
Committee on September 17, 1969, more 
than two years ago to testify on this gen
eral subject. His testimony establishes 
quite clearly that "in the past, datlgerous 
drugs were grouped arbitrarily sometimes 
by historical accident rather than with re
gard for their differing characteristics and 
their specific and distinct effects." He 
then went on to outline as well the present 
significant knowledge concerning the char
acteristics of marihuana. This Court can 
certainly take judicial notice that the char
acteristics of marihuana are quite different 
from narcotic drugs like heroin. 

Dr. Yolles discusses this in his statement 
in brief form. The pertinent part of Dr. 
Yolles' statement is as follows: 

"In the past, dangerous drugs were 
grollped arbitrarily, sometimes by histori
cal accident rather than with regard for 
their differing t;'/laracteristics and their 
specific and disliinct effects. The bill 
hefore you todar..: Mr. Chairman, if read 
in conjunction with H.R. 13742, now be
fore the House \i'(ays and Means Com
mittee, would provide for the first time a 
more logical grouping of substances ac
cording to the degree· .Q£ danger in the 
abuse of each. It also \visely requires 
all decisions to add, delete, or rec1assi fy 
'a substance to be made by the Attorney 
General ollly after obtaining the advice 

"In those st(!tes where the Uniform 
Controlletl Sub~tl\nr'es Lllw hns not yet 
been n(\ollteri, twelve of whi<'h continue 
to cllls~ify murilllHlOn ns n 'I1nrcotlc', 
the Colillni~sloll recommenrlN thnt tbe !eg. 
IHluture tlistinguish mnrihulllln from tlte 
opintcs nl1d list it in II B~llllrate r'n;cgory; 
The cOllsr'luenre ot ina(lllrO(lrintc rlerini· 
tion is thnt the (Illbli~ contillll~.9 tr) ns· 
socinte mnrihlllll1l1 with the I1nr('otic'li, 
such ns heroil1,,· 'l'hu c~ufusion resulting 

"There is one comment which T must 
make with regard to the content of the 
schedules. One SUbstance which I know 
is being considered by anotber House 
Committee-because through historical 
accident it has heen traditionally regulat
ed as a narcotic~is marihuana. 

"There is total agreement among com
petent scientists and ph)'sicians tJurt mar
ihuana is tlOt a narcotic drug like heroill 
or morphine bllt rather (l mild ltallllcino
gen. To eql/ate its risks-either to the 
individual or to society-v.'ith the risks 
inheretl! in the lise of hard narcotics is 
neither medically nor legally defensible. 
I am certainly not advocating the remov
al of all restrictions on marihuana. It 
can be a dangerous drug. We need to 
know much more about the long-tenn ef
fects of marihuana and other forms of 
Cannabis, particularly the more potent 
hashish. Based on what we already do 
know about the substance, however, it 
should not be dealt witl> <"'"il1y or medi
cally, as a narcotic.' ,;mphasis sup
plied.) 

* * * * * * 
"Mr. Chairman, the patterns of ma~i

huana use, as well as the properties of 
the drug, are very di fferent from the 
other substances under consideration 
here. No one really knows how many 
people smoke· marihuana in the United 
States today. From collegiate· studies 
and other sources, it can be estimated 
that the number of people who have 
smoked marihuana at least once is some
thing between 8 and 12 million; and it 
may be closer to 20 million.4 

from this illlprop~r ('lnssifi~lltion help" 
to perpetullte llrejUllic'os nnd misinforma. 
tion about mnrihunnn." l\Iilrihunna, A 
Signnl of IIIhumrlprstnnrling, P. 177. 

4. A recent nntiol\\\'i<lc SUrI'OY rOl'enl~'1 that 
61.7% of the ('oI11ltry's college. Ntu<l~lItS 
hm'c used mnrihunnn nt lea~t once. O"er 
olle·third of the stwlents, 38.6%, stnh"l 
they ho.1 u~e(l mnrihuann 10 or more 
till1f'~ .. I·Plnyboy's Shulent Sur\'cy; 1971." 
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"The marihuana debate continues hut 
the differences between'the facts about 
marihuana and the fables surrounding its 
use are now much more widely recog
nized than was the case even six months 
ago." 

* * * * * * 
The above data indicates that factually. 

the categorization of marihuana with' nar
cotics and other "hard drugs" is not a rea
sonable classification. 

The United States Constitutio:i /; and the 
Michigan Constitution 6 each, guarantee ev
ery citizen of th'e State or Michigan the 
equal protection of . the. law. ,Both the 
United States Supreme Court and this 
Court have held tha,t a classification which 
does not rest upon a reasonable basis 
and which is essentially arbitrary in nature 
constitutes a violation of the Equal Protec
tion Clause. Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic 

. Gas Co., 220 U.S.,61, 31 S.Ct. 337, 55 L. 
Ed, 369 (19H); Naudzius v. Lahr, 253 
Mich. 216, 234 N.W. 581 (1931). 

Recent cases have outlined a stricter test 
ill certain cases involving an interpretation 
of the Equal Protection Clause. These 
cases have held that when a fundamental 
constitutional right is in question, any clas
sification which penalizes the exercise of 
that right is unconstitutional unless it is 
necessary "to promote a compelling gov
ernmental interest." Shapiro \'. Thompson, 
394 U.S. 618, 634, 89 S,Ct. 1322, 1331; 22 
L.Ed.2d 600 (1969); Traverse City School 

'District v. Attorney General, 384 Mich. 
390, 185 N.W.2d 9 (1971). 

Under either of the above standards 
the classification of marihuana as a "hard 
drug" in M.C.L.A. § 335,151;' M,S,A. § 
18.1121, constitutes, a violation of the 
Equal Protection Clause of the United 
States Constitution. Such a classification 

,js irratiO'nal in view of the present evi~ 
dence which exists concerning marihuana. 
This is particularly true since other hallu
cinogenic drugs such as d-lysergic ,acid, 
diethylamide, peyote" and mescaline are 

5. Unite<l Stntes Constitution, Atnemlmcnt 
XIV. . 

6, Constitution of The Stnte of :r.i:lchignn, 
1963, Art. 1, § 2, 

grouped together. (M.C.L.A. § 335.105; 
M.S.A. § 18.1106) The penalties for the 
use of these drugs are less severe than' 
those for the possession of the narcotic ' 
drugs with which marihuana is included; 
This classification promotes no "compelling 
governmental interest." Therefore sU.ch 
classification of marihuana deprived the 
defendant of his constitutional right to 
equal protec,tion of the law. 

The Supreme Court of the State of Illi
nois recently considered this same is~ue in/ 
its review of a case involving an lIIi'nois 
statute classifying marihuana with narcotic 
drugs .. In People v; McCabe, 49 III.2d 338, 
275 N.E,2d 407 (1971), that Court stated, 
"Marljuana, in terms of abuse characteris
tics, shares,much more in. common with the 
barbiturates, an~phetamines and, parti(!ular
Iy, the hallucinogens than it does with the 
'hard drugs', classified in the Narcotic 
Drug Act!' 49 lII.2d 347, 2i'5 N.E.2d 412 • 
The Court concluded that the. grouping of 
marihuana with mircofic drugs was irra
tional and violated the Equal Protectiqn 
Clause. 

It is of interest to note that the Michi
gan Legislature itself h~s decided that the 
classification of marihuana with narcotics 
and other so-called "hard drugs" is not ra
tional in t~e light of present scientific 
knowiedge. The legislature has removed 
marihuana from the category containing 
"hard drugs," and has lowered the peni/!
ties for the marihuana crimes.? 

The legislature also has recognized'tfe 
problem arising from the fact that the 
Controlled Substances Act of 191.1 mity 
only be' applied prospectively. Aware of 
its inability to pass a retrospective law, the 
legislattlre has wisely called for a commit
tee· to review the sentences of those indi
viduals presently incarc.erated for dru'g f!.f~ 
fenses; Such a commi~tee <;~f mak", I~ec. 
ommenrlations eoncermitg the commutation 
of sente~cl:s to the Governor. Unlike the 
legislature, lhowever, this Court does have 
the authority to apply its decisions re~fl,t' 

7, See the Controlletl Substances Act of 
19'71, effective AlIril1, 1972. 

J; 
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spectively. Justice demands that we so ap- provisions of M.C.L.A. § 335.153, M.S.A.§ 
ply this decision. 18.1123, and was sentenced to serve 9!1-10 

The legislature's action is in line with years in prison therefor. 
the following conclusion reitched by the 

"Vnited States HOllse of Representatives 
, 5elect Committee On Crime which in their 
April 6, 1970 report (91st Congress, 2nd 
SessionH.R. 91-978), concluded as fol
lows: 

"Certainly, savagely repres~ive and pu
nitive laws cannot be defended as a solu
tion to the marihuana problem. It de
stroys our criminal justice system to 
have penal statutes that are not uniform
ly enforced-and perhaps in some in
stances are unenforceable. Our commit
tee heard many general statements of, 
harsh and oppressive prison' sentences 
that had been meted out to, young mari
huana users or possessors. Many lament 
that we are 'making criminals of our 
young people.' The facts, however, do 
not support these statements. We have 
observed that the penalties for marihua
na possession or even for selling are 
generally not imposed and that jail sen. 
~ences are the rare exception rather than 
the rule. 

"This situation, is not desirable. Our 
criminal statutes must be uniformly en
forced or they make a mockery of the 
effective administration of criminal jus
tice. Nothing brings a,bout a disrespect 
for the law more effectively than penal 
statutes which are selectively enforced. 
Those who receive the penalty which the 
law provides rightfully feel discriminated 
against if most violators go free. A ma-

'" jor and perhaps the most serious need in 
relation to marihuana is to make the 
penalties relating to violations rational 

. and then to bring about uniform and 
even enforcement of the laws. No soci
ety c'an exist if disrespect for its laws is 
widespread." . 

Reversed, defendant discharged. 

T. M. KAVANAGH, C. J., concurs. 

T. G. KAVANAGH,Justi"e. 

John Sinclair was conviCted of the crime 
of possession of marijuana contrary to the 

I agree with my brother Brennan that a 
minimum sentence:" of 9!1 years for the 
possession of marijuana is cruel and/or 
unusual punishment prohibited by the U.S. 

, Const., Ann. VIII and the Const.1963, art. 
1, § 16, for the reasons he states. 

I also agree for the reasons he states, 
that in the discharge of our duty we have 
the power to review sentences. 

I do not agree that the other issues 
urged on appeal here were adequately 
treated by the Court of Appeals or that on 
the basis of their reasoning-or any otlier 
-that the conviction can stand. 

• My brother Swainson has written that 
the police procedure followed in this case 
was tantamount to entrapment and does 
not meet a standard of practice which we' 
can countenance. I agree with him in this 
for his stated reasons. His quotations 
from Justice Marston and Campbell in 
Saunders v. People, 38 Mich. 218 (1878), 
and Justice Roberts in Sorrells v. United 
States, 287 U.S. 435, 53 S,Ct. 210, 77 L.Ed. 
413 (1932) strike me as most apt. 

Here because of the way it was obtained, 
the evidence should have been suppressed 
for all purposes, so defendant's conviction 
based upon it was improper. 

My brothers Williams and Swainson, 
however, both write to the effect that our 
statute denied the defendant equal protecr 
tion and due process of the law on account 
of its classification of marijuana with her
oin and other "hard narcotics", prescribing 
the same penalty for their posse5sio~ and 
lise. They demonst~ate that the over
whelming weight of scientific opinion to
day is that marijuana is not' a narcotic at 
all, but rather a mild hallu,;inogen which 
should, with propriety, be tr~ated with o~h
er hal1l1cinogens. They \lold that classifi
cation of, marijuana with the "hard" drugs 
is wholly lni.reasonable and l1nc!lnstitu
tiona!. 
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Although 3., <1m persuaded that our stat
ute is unconstitutional, I cannot agree that 
my brothers have ascribed the correct Of 
even permissible reasons for this conclu
sion. 

The testimony and data upon which this 
legislation was based may indeed be out of 
date and of exceedingly doubtful- validity 
today, but I do not perceive it the preroga
tive of a court to substitute its assessment 
of such testimony and data for that of a 
legislature. Rather I believe our duty is to 
determine whether what the legislature did 
eon formed to constitutional limits. 

. I find that our statute violates the Fed~ 
eral and State constitutions in that it is an 
impermissible intrusion on the fundamental 
rights to Uberty and the pursuit of happi
ness, and is an unwarranted interferenc:e 
with the right to possess and use private 
property. 

As I understand Ollr c()nstitutional con
cept of government, an individual is free 
to do whatever he pleases, so long as he 
does not interfere with the rights of his 
neighbor or of society, and no government 
""':'State or Federal-has been ceded the aU
thority to interfere with that freedom. As 
has been said: 

the sole end for which 
mankind are warranted, individually or 
collectively, in interfering with the liber
ty of a.c~iou of any of these number, is 
self-pro'tectiol1. That the only purpose 
{or whieh power can be rightfully exer
cised over any 'member of a civilized 
community, against his will, is to prevent 
harm to')lthers. His own good, either 
physical olf moral is not a sufficient war-

. rant." J: S.l\1:iII, On Liberty, Chapter 1. 

Whatever the validity of the concept 
that traffic in marijuana is freighted with 
a. proper public interest, it .is extending the 
concept entirely too far tosnndion pro" 

. \'Icriptionof possession and pl:~vate use of 
it. Although it is conceivaule that some le
gitimatepublic interest might warrant state 
interference, with what an' individua( con-

sumes, "Big Brother" can110t, in the nam~ 
of Public health, dictate to anyone what he 
can eat or dri1}k or smoke in the prh'acy:' 
of his own home. 

In my ;view when the legislature pr~ 
scribed the possession and private use oJ 
marijuana as a P11blic health measure iJ;o 
did so unconstitutionally. 

John Sinclair's conviction should be set 
aside and the prosecution dismissed. 

BRENNAN, Justice. 

Defendant was convicted of possessio" 
of two marijuana cigarettes in violation ofj 
M.C.L,A. § 335.153. 

The offens'e occurred in the ,defendant'S! . 
home, and in the presence of two police of
ficers whose identity as such waS unknown 
to the defendant. 

Defendant did not testify at his trial. 

On July 28, 1969, defendant, in the com
pany of his attorney, appeared before the 
trial judge for sentencing. 

The following is a transcript of that 
hearing: 

"THE CLERK: File No. A-I 34588, 
Peeple vs. John A. Sinclait~ You' were 
found guilty by a jury July 25th of Posses
sion of Marijuana. You are here today 
for sentence, Do you have anything to say 
to the Court? 

"THE DEFENDANT: 1 do. 

liTHE CLERK: Speak up. 

"THE COURT: You want the 
phone, Mr. Sinclair? 

. i( . 
mi>l:ro-i 

II " . il 
. "THE DEFENDANT: Not partic~la1f: 
~ 1 . . 

''TH~ COURT: All right.. . .': 1\ "." 

"THE"DEFENDANT: I ]taven't ha~!L. 
chance ta say anything and so far l'd tikj:l 
to say a few things. for the record. Th~; 
Court is a ware these;; charges' have blren 
falJricated against me by ''the D~tliflit. Ni~r. 

• .'" (. (\/':, \fJ':," f ii, 

" 
II, 

il 
III 
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cotic Squad. He came to me one day and life. He has three prior convictions, two 
said a month and three days ago, YOIl did arc for marijuana. In each instance, ile 
this, you gave so and so this, you did that. pled guilty. In the second instam:c, he 
I had no opportunity, I didn't do that and I never, ever should have pled guilty. It· 
had no opportunity to construct a defense. was the subject of illegal entrapment by 
But I know what was going on all along Vahan Kapagian. He was induced, he was 
and it was a conspiracy by these people, seduced, he was led by Kapagian to be an 
Warner Stringfellow, Vahan Kapagian and intermediary. To bean intermediary-to a 
Joseph Brown and the rest of them, to transaction which he never would: have 
frame me on this case and to briryg me been a party to. To be an intermediary to 
right here and to manufacture twb mari- a transaction wh;";h the major person on 
juana cigarettes lmd say I 'gave them to both sides of the transaction were, of 
them and then let the rest. of you who are course, not charged with an offense. 
in it with them manufacture this cold case 
and bring me here. The ,punishment I 
have received already in the, two and a 
half years since this case started is cruel 
and unusual, if I had committed the crime 
of possessing two marijuana cigarettes. 
And everyone who is taking a part of this 
is gUilty of violating the United States 
Constitution and violating my, rights and 
everyone else's that's concerned. And to 
take me and put me in a pigsty like the 
'.vayne County Jail' for the weekend is a 
critel and unusual punishment, to sleep on 
the floor, to have no sheets, no blankets, 
pig swill to eat. You see, but you can get 
away with this and you can continue-I 
don't know what sentence you are going to 
give me, it's going to' be ridiculous, what
ever it is. And I am going' to continue to 
fight it. The people are going to continue 
to fight it because this isn't justice. There 
is nothing just about their, there is nothing 
just about these courts, nothing just about 
the~e vultures over here. 

"THE COURT: One more word out of 
the crowd and 1 will clear the courtroom. 

"THE DEFENDANT: Rig~t. And 
that will continue in the tradition that's 
been established here. 1 am not done, but 
laO sense talking any more. 

"MR. RAVITZ: If your Honor please, 
Mr~ Sinclair is ,twenty-seven years of age, 
he is married, he has one child in the audi
ence today, two ye~rs of age. A beautiful 
child, sh~ is there" His wife is pregnant. 
a~'s »nd Wi ,the StateQ£ Michjg~n all his 

, Wj!!I~7" 

) 

>', 

"John Sincla.ir stands convicted in Oak
land County of assaulting a police officer 
who wasn't even a police officer. Of as
saulting a person who assaulted him'; He's 
been' given a sentence of thirty days in 
that case, which is on appeal. The Court 
knows something about the history of cases 
involving alleged assaults upon police offi
cers where the alleged assailants were per
sons of the nature of John Sinclair. 

"If there are two crimes in this country 
which are political prosecutions, they are 
in 'one instance, those of claimed assaults 
against police officers and in another in
stance, those cases which can be proved 
easily by fabricated stories and 'not easily 
disproved by citizens. Namely, offenses 
such as the one before this Court. 

"John Sinclair has anothe:t;',pending case. 
That pending case is an odd;>;hin the an
nals of jurisprudence intl{~;i~ountry or /, 
anywhere, else, That, case is for violation 
of the Federal law, which is on its face, 
palpably unconstitutional. It stated as 
many as twelve years ago in the case of 
Lamberg versus California,' by thf Su
preme Court, I wonder who it waS who 
came up with the clever notion-or!saying 

'that John Sinclair is a criminal bec~use he 
kept a business engagement in another 
state, in Canada, and went across the line 
not registering as a person convicted of a 
~arcotic offense? Who el!le has been 
charged with that case and when and who 
is behind that case? I wonder? But 
one need not wonder, 'one need only look. 
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The community's attitude and the establis.\1- "MR. 'RA VITZ: IIfy opirti'on and based' 
ment's attitude and the narcotics officer's on studies . 

. attitude and the unmitigated power which 
they have to exercise. The only way that 
power can be checked is by' having 'an in-,. 
dependent judiciary. The only way that' 
power can be checked is by having jurors 
who .. ren't going to be servants to police 
state power that are going to stand as a 
bullwark against the improper exercise of 
that power. And we don't have that in 
America today. We didn't have that in 
this court this past week and that's regret
table. 

"In America, which has never known 
anything but the history of racism, and in 
America which practices those imperialistic 
and those brutalistic and inhumane wars in 

, Asia and elsewhere around the 'globe, and' 
in America which sends a man to the moon 
while millions of its citizens starve, John 
Sinclair is brought before this Court and 
he is said to be a criminal. He isn't a 
criminal. He isn't· a criminal at all. The 
criminals with respect to this law, are the 
doctors, the legislators, the attorneys who 
know, who know, because they have knowl
edge that these laws are unconstitutional. 
That these laws defy all knowledge of sci
ence. 'That this sumptuary legislation; like 

'its predecessors and like other forms of 
sumptuary I~gislation, are on the books to 
go after and to impress politically unpopu
la, people and groups and minorities. 

,That's the only reason they. are on the 
·'books. 

"This very day, 25% of the future doc
;tors of America who are stUdying medicine 
:at Wayne State University Medical School, 
"have possessea marijuana. Twenty-five, 
,;percent of the future lawyers, indeed fu
:turc judges who will be sitting on that 
,[bench some day, have possessed and have 
'i,smoked marijuana. 
" 

"THE COURT: That's your, opinion. 

"MR. RAVITZ : That's my opinion. 

"THE DEFENDANT: That's a fact. 

"Persons brought before the bar of the 
Court . aren't the middle-class, aren't the 
popular, they are the oppressed.' They are 
the unpopular. It's a terrible law, it's a 
criminal law. I know that the Court might 
not agree with my evaluation of it. I 
know and ask and hope for only this, your 
Honor. I think the Court has been in
volved in enough of these cases to know 
that the law itself, whether it's unconstitu
tional per se, is a cruel law and isn't a law 
that is properly and fairly ·dispensed. I 
know that the COiirt, and I hope that the 
Court recognizes that the two cigarettes iJ;1 
this case were really-the officers in this 
case really had utter disregard for John 
Sinclair. They never treated him as a hu
man being to whom the Constitutjon ex
tended itself. What I really hope 'the 
Court recognizes is that other judges and 
other persons of this society charged with 
responsibilities, come to. recognize is that 
America cannot single out 't1l1popular lead
ers and go into their arsenal of over-kill, 
be it through stone or rifles or highly pu
nitive sentences and think that the prob
lems in this country can ever be solved in 
that iashion. Yet all around this country, 
we see political prosecutions. We see the 
Tom Haydens, we see the Huey Newtons, 
the John Sinclairs singled out. And some
where in the. warped minds of those so
called leaders, they think that they are 
going to cure the generation gap. They 
think that they are going to stem the tide 
of revolution by picking out leabers. Well, 
they arc simply not going to do so because 
leaders are no longer indispensable in this 
country. Because there. are a great many 
people who are awake to the crimes and 
the atrocities committed by governments 
and because it simply cannot work. The 
only way to 'deal with it isto deal with it 
rationally, to· dea.1 with. it· constltutiollally 
and to follow those laws written by those 
legislators. And I will· ask that!' the Court 
do just that. And· I ,\~ould a+ tlfat the 

" 
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Court insulate itself from public pressures 
which I recognize to be very weighty. But 
to be equally irrational. Those are the 
same public pressures that lead to all those 
acts that called for the conclusions brought 
forward in the Kerner Commission Report. 
And yet those conclusions haven't been act
ed on in any way by government. I hope 
that this Court in particular begins to act 
upon them by exercisi~g some degree of 
rational thought process and by recogniz
ing the realities of the situation. . 

"Thank you. 

"THE COURT: Well, in this matter 
here, Mr. Sinclair was arrested in January 
of 1967 in connection with an offense that 
took place on December 22nd, 1966. It's 
interesting to me that he, and you, assert ' 
that he has be,en violated of his constitu
tional rights because all of the rights that 
he's entitled to as any citizen is under the 
Constitutiop., have been asserted in his de
fense. In addition to 'that, there have been 
appeals to the Court of' Appeals, to the 
Michigan Supreme Court on his behalf, 
which have held up the trial of this case 
for a long and lengthy period of time. 

"Now, Mr. Sinclair ili not on trial and 
never was on trial in this courtroom be
cause of his. beliefs. He represents a per
son who has deliberately ffaunted and 
scoffed at the law. He may think that 
there is nothing wrong with the use of 
narcotics, as many people think that there 

,is nothing wrong with the use of narcotics. 
Although enlightened and intelligent people 
think to the contrary and otherwise. And 
medical studies back them up far more 
completely than they do the people on his 
side of the particular question. 

"The public has recognized that the use 
of narcotics is dangerous to the people that 
use it. The public, through its legislature 
has set penalties for those who violate and 
traffic in narcotics. 

"Now, this man started in 1964, in which 
he first came to the attention of this Court· 
and, upon the offense of Possession of 

Narcotics, on a. plea of guilty, was placed 
upon probation. vVe have tried to under
stand John Sinclair, we have tried to re-' 
for~ and rehabilitate John Sinc.lair. 

"In 1966, while still on probation for 
that offense, he committed another offense 
for which he pleaded guilty. And this 
Court again showed supreme leniency to 
John Sinclair, placing him on probation 
again while ordering him to serve the first 
six months thereof in the Detroit House of 
Correction. 

"This placed him in violation of hi's oth
er probation, which resulted in that Judge 
extending that probation on again, so that 
for you or for John Sinclair to assert that 
the law has been out to get him, is sheer 
nonsense. John Sinclair has been out to 
show that the law means nothing to him 
and to his ilk. And that they can violate 
th.e law with impunity and the law can't do 
anything about it. 

"Well, the time has come. The day has 
come. And you may laugh, Mr. Sinclair, 
but you will have a long time to laugh 
about it. B'ecause it is the judgment of 
this Court that you, John Sinclair, stand 
committed to the State Prison at Southern 
Michigan at Jackson or such other institu
tion as the Michigan Corrections Commis
sion may designate' for. a minimum term. of 
not less than nine and a half nor more 
than ten years. The Court makes no rec
ommendation upon the sentence other than 
the fact that you will be c,redited for the 
two days you spent in the County Jail. 

"Now; as to bond, in view of the fact 
that Mr. Sinclair shows a propensity and a 
willingness to further commit the s:\me 
type of offenses while on bond, and I am 
citing you to the cas/': of People versus 
Vita Giacalone just cited by the Michigan 
Court of Appeals, this is one instance 
where there is a likelihood of that type of 
danger and which the Court of Appeals 
said that refusal to set bond is a good 
grounds. And based on that, and my belief 
that he will continue to violate the law and 
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flaunt the law in relation to narcotics, I 
. deny bond pending appeal. 

"THE DEFENDANT: You just ex
posed yourself even more. And people 
know that. YOll give somebody nine and a 
half to ten years-(noise in the court
room)." 

Statistics of the Michigan Department of 
Corrections show that since 1964, 1,663 
persons have been convicted in Michigan 
for violation of M.C.L.A. § 335.153.* Of 
these, 214 were given short jail terms, 
fined or given suspended sentences. 982 
were placed on probation. 467 were com
mitted to prison. 

Of the 467 sent to prison, only 46 re
ceived minimum terms exceeding five 
years. Only five persons have been com
mitted to prison for minimum terms of 
nine and one-half years, or more, for pos
session of any amount or species of narcot-
ics since 1964. . 

Defendant appeals his conviction' and 
sentence on many grOlinds. All of these 
have been dealt with adequately by. the 
Court of Appe::ls, with Qne exception. 

That issue is this: Whether under the 
circumstances of this case, the impositi.r1n 
of a minimum term of imprisonment :Iof 
nine and one-half years is prohibited by 
the U.S. Canst., Am. VIII, or Corist.1963, 
art. 1, § 16. 0 

The U.S. Canst., Am. VIII, provides: 

"Excessive bail shall not be required, 
nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel 
and unusual punishments inflicted." 

Const.1963, art; I, § 16, provides: 

"Excessive bail shan not be required; 
excessive . fines shan not be imposed; 
cruel or unusual punishment shaH not be . 
inflicted i nor shan witnesses' be unrea
~:lnably detained." 

Cummins v. People (1879),42 Mich. 142, 
3 N.W. 305 was submitted to the Supreme 

Court on October 29, 1879, and decided the 
next day. It involved: 

"BURGLARY. Criminal information 
charging George Linden, Michael Moore, 
William Cummins and John Seipher with 
breaking into the dwelling .house of 
Anne McFadin, in the township· of 
Hamtramck, and feloniously taking 
therefrom a bottle of sherry and a lot of 
cigars. Cummins was convicted and sen
tenced to imprisonment in the State 
Prison for seven years." 

The Court, held, without citation of 
precedents: 

"It is also alleged as error that the 
sentence was urtusuaHy severe, and that, 
in th.e light of all the facts, it was i'n vi
olation of the constitutional provision 
'which declares that 'cruel or unusual 
punishment shall not be inflicted." The 

. sentence was not in excess of that per
mitted by statute, and when. within the 

. statute this court has no s~pervisory 'con
trol over the punishment .that shall be in
flicted. The statute gh'es a wide discre
tionary power to the trial court up.on the 
supposition that it will be judicially exer
cised in view of all the facts and circum
stances appearing on the trial. Unless 
the case presented differed materially 
from what it would appear to have been., 
as shown by the bill of exceptions, we 
think the punishment inflicted was un
usually severe, and have n.o doubt but 

I) that on a full presentation. of the facts to 
the chief Executive, relief would be 
pr\lmptly and cheerfully granted," 

. In:20bi50n v. Millei' and Haug (1888), 
68 Mich. 549, 37 N.W. 2t a provision of 
the liquor law of 1887 calling for forfei
ture of busin.ess in addition to £ineand im
prisonment was struck down as cruel and" 
'Unusual punishment. ' 

People v. Murray (1888), 72 Mich. 10, 40 
N.W. 29, was a case in which: 

"The re~pon.dent in this case was con
victed in the Kalamazoo Circuit on the 

• State of Michigan, Department of Corrections, Crhillnal Statistics (19fW-1970). 
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28th day of February, 1888, of the crime mentary upon the judiciary when it. be-
of carnally knowing and abusing a comes necessary for the executive to 
young girl under the age of 14 years, regulate the humanity'of the bench. 
and was sentenced to imprisonment at 
Jackson fOI'the term of 50years." 

The r"ported decision contains a detailed 
description ,of the events which led to the 
arrest and conviction of the defendant 
Murray, concluding with these words (p. 
13,40 N.w. p. 31): 

"The case does not show the aggravat
ing circumstances which so frequently 
accompany criminal conduct of the char
acter charged, and especially is this true 
when we consid~r the. intoxicated condi
tion of the respondent. While this can
not furnish any legal excuse for what he 
did, it has an important bearing upon the 
turpitude of the' respondent, and the 
quality of his crime, and should have 
h;;d an important influence in determin
ing the extent of the punishment to be 
inflicted after conviction had. Such 
considerations, however, seem to have 
been entirely without weight with the 
court below, Z3 is very clearly manifest 
from the extent of the punishment meted 
out to the respondent." 

In Mllrray, the Court found errors in 
the trial, and directed remand for new 
trial. 

But the Court also directed its attention 
to the punishment issue, in these words 
(pp. 16-17,40 N.W. p. 32) : 

"There is another feature of this case 
to which we wish to caU special atten
tion, and that relates to the sentence im
posed. It is for SO years, and will very 
likely reach beyond the natural life of 
the respondent, unrestrained of. his liber
ty, and overreach by 10 or 15 years .his 
natural life if so restrained. We see 
nothing in this record warranting any 
such sentence" and it must be regarded 
as excessive. It will not do to say the 
executive may apply the remedy in such 
a'case. 'Ve do not know what the exec
utive may do, and it is but a poor com-

"But the Constitution has not left the 
liberty of the citizen of any state entire
ly to the indiscretion or caprice of its ju
diciary, but enjoins upon aU that unusual 
punishments shaU not be inflicted. 
Where the punishment for an offense is 
for a term of years, to be fixed by the 
judge, it should never be made to extend 
beyond the average period of persons· in 
prison life, which seldom exceeds 25 
years. 

"Weare all of opinion that the 
present case shows an abuse of the dis
cretion vested by the statute in the cir
cuit judge in this respect." 

The Mlwray decision makes no rderence 
to Cummins, although it is clear that the 
Court took a very different view of the 
strictures of the cruel and unusual punish
ment prohibition in the two cases. 

In People v. Morris (1890), 80 Mich. 
634, 45 N.W. 591, there is a rather exten
sive discussion of cruel or unusual punish
ment. There, two defendants pled guilty 
to larceny of a horse, and were sentencf;d 
to seven years and six years nine months, 
respectively. The statute on horse theft 
carried a minimum sentence of three and a 
maximum sentence of 15 years. 

It was alleged in Morris that the statute 
was unconstitutional. No claim seems to 
have been made, as in M1trray, that' the 
sentence itself constituted the inflictiCln of 
cruel or unusual punishment. 

The historical. discussion in Morris dis
closes that the precursor of our constitu
tional Qa.n on cruel or unusual punishment 
was originally -aimt:<i at the infliction of 
punishments by.j1Jdges, and was not a limi
tation lipan Hie legislative branch of gov
crnmentih ilefining crimes and declaring 
puni.shmertts.' 

"'We first fi~d the injunction against 
cruel and unusual punishment in the 
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Dec\\ration of Rights, presented by the 
cofi~(\ntion to William and Mary before 
settlirig the crown upon them in 1688. 
That declaration recites the cri1l)es and 
errors which had made the revolution 
necessary. These recita1s consist?! the 
acts only of the former king aM the 
judges appointed by him, and one of 
them was that "megal and cruel punish
ment had be(!n inflicted." * * * The 
punishments complained of were the pil
lories, slittings, and mutilations which 
the' corrupt judges of King James had 
inflicted without warrant of law, and the 
declaration was aimed at the acts of the 
executive; for the judges appointed by 
him, and removable at pleasure, were 
practically part of the executive. It 
clearly did not then refer to the degree 
of punishment, for the criminal law of 
England was at that time disgraced by 

. the infliction of the ve~'y gravest punish
ment for slight offenses, even petit lar
ceny then being punishable with death. 
But the declaration was intended to for
bid the imposition of punishment of a 
kind not known to the law or not war
ranted by the law.''' (p. 638, 45 N.W. p. 
592) 

While the Court in Morris was only 
asked to consider the constitutiol)aiity of 
the statute, nonetheless, the Court repeated 
the Clllnmins rule that any sentence within 
the statutory limits was beyond appellate 
consideration. 

"But for the disposition of this case 
we may adopt the rule contended for, 
and then we must find (in order to de
clare the law unconstitutional) that the 
minimum punishment provided by the 
law is so disproportionate to. the offense 
as to shock the moral sense of the peo
ple. I1nprisonment for larceny is, and 
always has been, in this country and in 
all civilized countries, one of the meth
ods of punishment. There inay be cir
cumstances surrounding the commission 
of larceny where fifteen years would not 
be considereci too severe. a punishment. 

When punishment is commensurate with 
the depravity of the criminal,as shown 
in the commission of the act, justice is 
done. Under most of our criminal laws 
cases may arise where the punishmen; 
inflicted might be considered cruel, but 
that does not condemn the law. The 
judge in such case has acted within the 
jurisdiction of constitutional law, and 
other means must be resorted to to right 
the wrong. Appellate COUl1:S cannot in
terfere if the proceedings have been reg
ular. The law itself must therefore be 
cruel or unusual to warrant the interpo.
sition of the courts." (p. 639, 45 N:W. 
p.592) 

The Morris Court also pointed out that 
the act of stealing a horse was malum in 
se. Details of the horse theft were not re
counted. 

The CUlIlmins rule was followed again in 
People v. Cook (1907), 147 Mich. 127, 110 
N.vV. 514 .. There a statute calling for in
determinate sentences was upheld. The 
Court said (p. 133, 110 N.W. p. 517): 

"The law does not provide for any un
usual punishment. The legislature may 
fix one definite punishment for' any 
crime, Of ·it may fix a minimum and a . , 
maximum. When a constitutional law' 
has fixed the punishment for an offense, 
a sentence under that law is not oruel or 

. unusual within the meaning of the Con
stitution. One judge might sentence a 
man convicted of larceny for one year, '.:' 
and' another might sentenc;e the same .. , 
man for the same offense for five years.' 
When the judge imposes a' sentence ',; 
within the law, his sentence isn(!b,.a. 
cruel or unus\lal punishment. It is laws 
providing for cruel and ullusuat' punish- :. 
ments that the Constitution refers to and 
prohibits, and nof sentences by courts' 
under constifutional laws." 

People v. Mire (1~12), 173 Mich. 357, ' 
138 N.W. 1066, dealt with a conviction of 
burglary with explosives. The defendant. 
there argued that thll statute. provided a 
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cruel and unusual punishment. Affirming said "upon the legislature al()ne is con
the sentence, the Court said (p. 361, 138 ferred the power to fix the minimum and 
N.W. p. 1067) : maximum of the punishment for all 

"The punishment prescribed in the. act 
in question is imprisonment, a most com
mon and usual method of punishment 
the world over. 'The claim that it is 
cruel and unusual must of necessity be 
directed, not to its nature, but to its lim
its of time, 'not less than 15 years nor 
more than 30.' That class of cruel and 
now unusual punishments at one time 
sanctioned and prevalent under the com
mon law' of England, such as burning 
at the stake, drawing and quartering, 
mutilation, starvation, and lesser forms 
of physical tortllfe, to which the consti
tutional prohibitio-,~ 'Vere primarily di
I'ected, is not involved here. Approach
ing the dividing line, the inquiry as to 
what does in any particular case consti
tute cruel,. and unusual.punishment upder 
the constitutiof,al provisions turns, -.not 
only upon the facts, circumstances, and 
kind of punishment itself, but upon the 
nature of the act which is to be pun-
ished." 

crimes." 

In Pe,,·(.'le v. Baum (1930),251 Mich.l87, 
23 N.W. 95, defendant was convicted of v;· 
olation of the liquor laws, sentenced to pay 
a fine of $500 and· $500 costs. In addition, 
defendant was placed on probation for five 
years, during which time it was ordered 
that he "must leave the State of Michigan 
within 30 days and not return for period 
of probation." It was held that such a 
method of punishment was impliedly pro
hibited by public policy. The case was re
manded with instructions to enter a legal· 
sentence. 

In People v. Jagosz (1931), 253 :Mich. 
290, 235 N.W. 160, defendant was convict
ed of rape. There was no discussion of 
the basis for the claim that the sentence 
imposed was cruel or unusual. The Court 
said (p. 292, 235 N.W. p. 161) : 

"It is claimed that the sentences to im
prisonment from twelve to thirty years 
constitute cruel and unusual punishment. 
There is no merit in this. The statute 

As in Morris, the Court agreed that the (3 Comp.Laws 1915, § 15211 [3 Compo 
minimum term was the measure of the' I,.aws 1929, § 16727]) provides imprison-
constitutionality of a punishment statute. : ~ ment' for . life or any such period as the 

""Ve are not prepared to hold that the 
punishm~nt prescribed in this all": does 
not fit the crime, or that the minimum 
punishment, which is the test, should be 
regarded as so unusual and cruel, and 
so disproportionate to the offense as to 
shock the moral sense of the public." 
(p. 362, 138 N.W. p. 1068) 

Also following the lead of Morris, the 
Court in Mire discussed the legislative ra
tionale; pointing out the peculiar dangers 

. inherent ill the use of explosh:e~. 

People V. Smith (1893), 94 Mich. 644, 54 
N.W. 487, and People v. Whitney (1895), 
105 Mich. 622, 63 N.W. 765, are both cases 
in which the constitutionality of legi~la
tively determined punishments were consid
ered and upheld. In both cases, the Court 

court in its discretion shaH direct." --In People v. Harwood (1938), 286 Mich. 
96, 281 N.W. 551, 552, defendant was sen
t~ced five to 15 years for placing a foul 
and offensive substance in a taxicab, ren
dering it unuseahle for two weeks. 

The Court cited United States Supreme 
Court cases to support its finding that the 
Eighth Amendment did not apply to the 
states, then, without discussing the similar 
provision of the Michigan Constitution, af
firmed the cOllviction on the ground that 
the "length of imprisonment for felony is 
for legislative determination and not sub
ject to judicial supervision." Citing M or
ris, Smith and Whitney. 

Defendant appealed his conviction of 
rape in People v. Commack (1947), 317 
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Mich. 410,26 N.W.2d 924. Thi$ was a de
layed appeal in which there appeared to 
have been some possibility of doubt as to 
the defendant's guilt, based upon certain 
after discovered evidence. Defendant's ap
pellate counsel asked to withdraw because 
he did 110t wish to be a party to a fraud' on 
the Court. Thereafter, the Court made 
short shrift of the appeal, and· disposed of 
the cruel and unusual argument, with the 
simple statement that the sentence was 
within the statutory limits, and was not 
"'cruel, inhuman ana unjust punishment" 
in view of the nature of the crime 
charged." 

In re DeMeerleer (1948), 323 Mich. 287, 
35 N.\V,2d 255, imposed a sentence of six 
months to 15 years for :nans1aughter. The 
Court reiterated the holding of Harwood 
without discussion. 

Defendant was sentenced to a minimum 
term of eight years in People v. Connor 
(1957),,348 Mich. 456, 83 N.W.2d 315. He 
challenged th<; sentence as an abuse of dis
cretion. The Court there held: 

"The sentence imposed is within the 
penalty imposed by statute. * * * In 
such cases the Supreme Court is without 
power to alter or change a sentence." , 

In People v. Krum (1965), 374 Mich. 
356, 132 N.W.2d 69, defendant was con
victed of obstructing an officer. He 
claimed that his sentence of 30, days ~n j'aU, 
$1,000 fine and $346.20 in costs, was gross
ly excessive under· all the circumstances 
and taking account of his past exemplary 
record. That claim Was clisposed or with 
one sentence: 

" 

"As to the claim that the sentence waS 
excessive, if: is found to be within the 
limits set by the sfatute, and that pre
cludes our altering it." 

It is apparent that our cases on the sub
ject of cruel or unusual punishments have 
not considered the parameters of the con
stitutional prohibition ill. a)1y great depth. 

It is clear from Mtirray, Mj~er and 
Bamn that the Court does have, and will 

occasionally exercise authority to vacate 
sentences which are illegal. But it is also 
clear that our Court has consistently de
clined to consider punishments challenged 
as being cruel and unusual where the sen
tence is within the range permitted by stat-

'·ute. 

The conclusion that the prohibitions of 
the Eighth Amendment and of Const.1963, 
art. I, § 16, are directed only t()Aegislative 
acts and -not judicial actions, does not seem 
warranted. 

As pointed out in Morris, the history of 
the "cruel and unusual" pUnishment bar 
was otherwise. Moreover, the punishments 
prohibited by the Constitution are those 
"inflicted" and not those permitted or au, 
thorized by law. The prohibition against 
"excessive bail" would seem obdously di
~ected against courts and judges who set 
bail, and not against legislatures which or
dinarily leave the amount of bail to judi
cial discretion. 

Further, the action of State courts has: 
been held to constitute State action within 
the meaning of the Fourteenth Amend
ment .. Shelley,:. Kraemer (1948), 334 u. 
S. I, 68 S.q. ,836, 92 L.Ed. 1161. 

. Since th~ Eighth Amendment has IlbW 

been held applicab~ the States, via the 
Fourteenth Amendment (Robison v. Cali
fornia, [1966J 370 U.S. 660, 82 S.Ct. 1417, 
8 L.Ed.2d 758), it would follow that the 
sentence-imposed by a State court, could be, 
made the basis for a Federal claim, even 
though State legislative action is not cha1-
lenged. 

Where the legislature provides an,inde
terminate sentence, which contains no min- . 
imum term, "Ihe constitutionality of the leg
islat,ion wou'ld have to be determined on 
thebilsis of the maximum penalty., e.stab
Iished. In such· a case, a showing ,""ould 
have to be made that no set of facts could 
be posited under which the commission of 
tbe crime defined 'in the law ';vau1d war
rant the impositi~n of-the ~axim\1m penal'" 
tt· 

\(" 
'! /, 
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In such a case, the legislature leaves the 
setting of the minimum sentence to the 
court for the very purpose of creating lati
tude so as to relieve from th'e maximum 
penalty those defendants whose conduct 
contained some circumstances of mitiga
tion, or at least no circumstances of aggra
vation. 

But it does not follow that because the 
legislature has left the setting of the mini
mum term to the courts, no minimum term 
can ever be excessive. 

We reject the proposition that punish
ments can be "cruel and unusual" in the 
popular sense, but not in the constitutional 
sense. The Co'nstitution is a popular docu
ment. It m.ust be construed by the courts 
to have that meaning which the people in
tended it to have. 

It is ludicrous to suppose that the people 
who prohibited excessive fines and bail and 
cruel or ,unusual punishment intended 
thereby to vest unbridled power in judges 
to requir~ - bail, impose fines and inflict 
punishmerits. 

sentence has no basis in law or logic. M. 
C.L.A. § 769.1 provides that Justices of the 
Supreme Court have sentencing power, as 
fully as circuit judges. There is no reason. 
to suppose that such authority is idly given 
or has no relation to the appellate function. 

The authority, indeed the duty, of this 
Court to vacate sentences which exceed the 
permissible limits of statutory provisions is 
clear. Such sentences are illegal. They 
violate the law. As such, they are null and 
void. 

The Constitution is the fundamental law. 
It is as explicit and as binding on courts as 
the pronouncements of the legislature. A 
sentence of a court which violates the Con
stitution is illegal. This Court is not with
out the powe~ to support and observe the 
Constitution and to apply it to the actions 
of judges, even when such actions are lit
erally within the discretion vested. by stat
ute. 

The legislature has no power to invest a 
court with discretion to violate the Consti
tution. 

This case of Sinclair has been given" 
It is equally unrealistic to conclude that much notoriety. Defendant and his sup

the people intended to permit the legisla- po~ters have used his conviction and sen
ture to give -such unbridled power t<1 the tence as a vehicle to attack tile wisdom and 
trial courts in the n')me 0.£ indeterminate efficacy of the marijuana laws. 
sentencing. /'" We have declined to enter into that con-

Many examples could. be given in which 
maximum statutory punishments are at 
variance with the realities of the adminis
tration of justice. 

_ Traffic violations, for instance, are pun
ishable under the motor vehicle code as 
misdemea~ors, carrying a maximum of 90 

~ days in jail and $100.fine. 

\¥hile certain aggravated circumstances 
might he supposed j~stifying such penalties 
in some cases, it would be shocking indeed 
if the maximum penalty should be meted 
out for a commonplace left turn violation I 

" Surely this Court would not consider it
self powerless to interpose in such a case. 

. Our constant reiter;(i\ion that an appel
I~te court is withifiif ~t?9rity>' to review a 

194 N.W.2d-571/. ',. ,\ / '. I' 

./ 
'\ .. \ 

'r 

I ' 

troversy. The judicial fact-finding process 
is not adaptable to finding mixed questions 
of' fact and policy. 

But we do note that the possession of 
narcotic drugs is a crime malu11I prollibi-
111m. only. This' is particularly apparent in 
the case of marijuana. The statute prohib
its possession of any part of the cannibus 
sativa plant. Possession of a natural 
growing plant can hardly be II:alulII in se. 

As officers sworn to uphold the Consti
tution we recognize with understanding, 
the action of the learned trial judge. 

The attitude of hostility and remorseless
ness displayed by the defendant and the 
disruptiono£ orderly proceedings by his 
supporters surely combined to tax the pa
tience of the court. And certainly 'if reha-
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bilitation were the sole Ilurpose of sentenc
ing, the measure of the imprisonment 
would be more the posture of the defend
ant than the gravity of the offense. 

But rehabilitation is not the only func
tion of punishment. It is not even always 
possible. Where the defendant is recalci
trant, whether from principle or out of 
sheer meanness, the law cannot, in a free 
society, disregard the nature of the offense 
and address itself only to the character of 
the offender. 

Where a .mi';;imum ~etltence is imposed 
which 'is demonstrably and grossly exces
sive, in the light of the depravity of the 
criminal as shown in the .:::ommission of the 
act and in Jight of the usual and customary 
disposition, of those convicted of like con
duct, such minimum sentenCe violates the 
constitutional -prohibition against, the in
flicting of cruel or unusual punishmen~, 
and is illegal and void. 

The sentence is vacated, and the cause is 
remanded for re-sentencing. In the 'mean
time defendartt will be admitted to bait 
with bond in the amount of $1,000.00. 

ADAMS, J" concurs. 

37 il,Iich.AJlP. 442 

PEOPLE of the state of Michigan, 
, Plallltlff-Appelle8, 

v. 

Joseph PAYNE; Defendant-Appella!1t: 

Docket No. 9392. , 

C!mrt of.Appen!s of Michigan, 
DiY.l. 

Dec. 22, 1971. 

Relea~l'<l for Publication March 0, 1972.' 

By a judgm~nt of the Recorder's 
Court of Detroit, Wayne County, George 
W. Cr.ockett, Jr., J .. the defendant was 

83-317 0 - 77 - 36 

convicted of taking indecent liberties and 
he appealed. The Court of Appeals held 

"~hat admission of the concededly hearsay 
testimony of policewoman as to what vic- " 
tim, with whom deff'.ndant allegedly took 
indecent liberties, told ,policewoman regard
ing incident two days earlier was harmless 
error, if any, in view of fact that police
woman's testimony 'Yas largely cumulative 
of that given by the victim. 

Affirmed. 

I. Criminal Law (1;:::>366(6) 

In sex offenses, hearsay statements 
made by victim of tender year:; to witness ! 

who subsequently testifies as to contents of 
these declarations are admissible as part of 
res gestae if delay from time of incident to 
time of conversation is adequately ex-
plained. ' 

2. Crimi,nal Law <S=>1169(2) 

Admission of the concededly hearsay 
testimony of policewoman, as to what vic
tim, with whom defendant allegedly took 
indecent liberties, told policewoman regard
ing incident two days earlier, was harmless 
error, if any, in 'view of fact that police
woman's testimony was largely cumulative 
of. that given by the victim. M.C.L,A. § 
750.336. ' 

3. Crlmlnal~<S=>260(11) 

Where inadmissible hearsay is present
ed to trial :court sitting alone~ Court of Ap
peals can 'kssume that it rendered its, ;ver
dict upon\:evidence property offered and 
not upon inadmissible testimony. 

4. Assault and Battery <S:::>59' 

Peuetratiortis not an element to be 
proven in an indecent liberties prosecution. 
M.C.LA §'7S0.336. ' 

5. Assault and 'Battery <S:::>59 

In view of amendment of indecent lib
erties statute to include conduct of females 
as well as male, amended 'statute under 
which defendant was prosecttted could not 
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timony of the policewoman was largely cu
mulative of that of the victim.2 Where in
admissible hearsay of this nature is 
presented to a trial court sitting alone, we 
can assume that its verdict rested upon evi
dence properly offered and not upon the 
inadmissible testimony. People v. Davison, 
supra, at 433, 163 N.W.2d 10. 

[5-7] Further, defendant attacks the 
constitutionality of the indecent liberties 
statute as unduly vague.3 We cannot ac
cept this contention. The legislation penal
izes conduct that is of such character that 
the common sense of society regards it as 
indecent and improper. People v. Hicks 
(1893), 98 Mich. 86, 56 N.W. 1102; Peo
ple v. Szymanski (1948), 321 Mich. 248, 
32 N.W.Zd 451; People v. Healy (1933), 

, 265 Mich. 317, 251 N.W. 393; People v. 
Visel (1936), 275 Mich. 77, 265 N.W. 781; 
People v. Lakin (1938),286 Mich. 282, 282 
N.W. 149; People v. Brandt n969). 18 
Mich.App. 267, 171 N.W.2d 59; People v. 
Dexter (1967), 6 Mich.App. 247, 118 N.W. 
2d 915; Armstrong v. Bannan;, (C.A.6, 
1959), 272 F.2d 577. A penal statute, pro
scribing sexually offensive, anti-social con
duct, is not unconstitutionaJly ambiguous 
because.it fails "'" '" '" to graphically 
outline the acts encompassed by· the crime 

2. That tpe policewoman 'indicated that de
fendant entered the victim is not, in nnd' 
of itself, significant since this fnct need 
not be proven' In an indecent liberties 

'prosecution. The testimony as to pene
tration cimnot be said to have influenced 
the outcome. 

3. Defendunt also challenges the statute as 
nnconstitutionally di~riminatory i we 
find this toWlly without merit. While 
the legislation originally punished the mis
conduct of 111ales only, the legislation was 
amenrled in 1954 to include femnles. P.A. 

V 
1\ 

'" '" "'." People v. Green (1968), l-l 
Mich.App. 250, 251, 165 N.W.2d 270, 271.. 

[8J Finally, defendant took the stand to 
deny the :allegations of the complainant. 
The prosecutor on cross-examination and 
for the purpose,s of testing defendant's 
credibility brought defendant's past convic
tions to light. It remains the law of Mich
igan that, whenever defendant chooses to 
testify, his past convictions may be used by 
the prosecution to impeach his credibility. 
M.C.L.A. § 600.2158 (Sta~.Ann.1962 ,Rev. § 
27A.2158); People v. DiPaolo (1962), 366 
Mich, 394, 115 N.W.2d 78; People v. Cy
bulski (1968), 11 Mich.App. 244, 160 N.W. 
2d 764; People v. Roney (1967), 7 Mich. 
App.678, 153 N.W.Zd 175. 

• [9] The final allegation of error is that 
the trial court failed to make specific find. 
ings of fact at the conclusion of the case. 
While GCR 1963, 517.1, requires the court 
in 11 nonjury case or in a case tried with 
an advisory jury to make findings of fact 
and state separately its conclusions of law 
thereon, this court rule does not apply to 
criminal cases. 

Affirmed. 

1954, No. 51, § 1 •• Defendant's prosecu
tion is under this Inter, amended version. 

/" 
4. See also" People v. 1.1cl\1urcby (1930)" 

249 Mich. 147, 178, 179, 228 N.W. 723, 
in which it la noted that some crimes by 
their vcrynnture' must necessarily be 
couched in brond, language so that the 
legislntioll can a'ccomplislt its cnd of pm
SCribing sociallyun(\esirable conduct. No 
legislation of this genus could e"er pos
sibly recite Ii litany of wrongdoing for 
wl1ich one' remained criminnlly respon
~iblo. 
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J ... le EGAN •• ~ 11 •• 11. Elan, APPIII •• to, 
Y. 

SHERIFF, CLARK COUNTY, Nevld., 
,R'lp.""d."t. 

No. 0870. 

MIIIU'NllI' ('uilrl ut )\(1")11,11, 

:-;fI\' .. li~ 1fli:! • 

• \ppe.1 from all order of the Eighth 
Judicial Uislrict ("Ol1rti C):lrk Connty, 
lIownrd \r. Hallcock, .I., dcnyillJ!' it pretrial 
petition fur writ of hah{'a-:; corpus. The 
);uprcmc Court. 7.enoH. C. J .. held thal al· 
thouJ.!h Mille' ollt:lincd tl contintHU\l'C at a 
~ch\!dulcd vreliOlitt:trr hearing in jus.tice 
conrt lH;'COltlse of nh~e1tc.c of their 'expert 

(Itt It .111' hill}4'ry iK 11111 t'it1111111m .. J 
w,u .. t1 11"llllb' \l·t'I\I~III. :11111 ~j'rl\llll'l 
Ilhy,.iI,:,1 Jnjllr," f'l tIll' \ 11'1 1m dlh'~ tt', 
ttillt. (itr II J:rHoI~ .lil."')"III1':IIlIlr. 

("1 H till' h:'~h'r)' 'i!Ol 1,'u\IIlitlt·,! with 
rh,· UIII' IIf'lI ,1":lIUy W":llM'II, br illl' 
l,riJlllIIHIII'1I1 in 1111' '/lifUh' l,r(,.:nn fur nut 
Irlt" tluul :! )"Nlr" qflr tllurt· Ihnn lH 
)'f':,rr'. 
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witncS~t a chemist, and although expert 
testimony was not essential to esta.blish· 
ment of probable cause in respect to sale 
of marijuana, there was no ua~is for con
cluding that affidavit in support of motion 
to continue was false nor that state iJecame 
obligated to produce expert testimony !]e
fore grand jury to estahlish probable cause 
once it used ahsenc~e of expert to gain con
tinuance in justice court, and probable 
caUse for bringing of indictment was e!
tablished, where testimony of underco\Oer 
agent before grand jury was sufficient to 
establish th.t petitioner had either directly. 
or hy neccssar:" implication, represented 
that substance he was selling was marijl1R
ua: howe\'cr, mere physical presence of 
other petitioner during time undercO\'r.r 
agent made arrangements to purchase mar· 
ijuana and statement of other petitioner as 
to price a "baggic" of marijuanil would he 
roil>' welt ha,'c subjected her to criminal 
..:haTJ,!es but was insufficient to estnblish 
prohahlc cause. that she had made a u salc" 
of marijuana and ;ndictment hrou{o':ht 
al!ain~t her chargjn~ sale. should ha,"c been 
rli~misse~, 

;\ffirmcd as to one petitio~er and rC'· 
\'cr~ed as to other petitioner. 

I. In~lclm.nt and In'ormatlon <:=>IO.~(I) 
"Xon.expert" testimony may he suffi· 

.:i(nt to c~tahlish prohnlJlc cause for return 
III an indh:·tment in grand jury proceed. 
ltlJ:s. 

2. Indl.lmenllnd In'ormilion <:=>10.2(8) 
~tandard oC prohahle causC' is satisfied 

Ij pcr:-on against whom an imJictment 
l'h .. r~inJ.!' !4ate. of milrijuana is sought either 
,hrtt..:tly, or by nCCl'SSaTY implication, repre· 
"l,:·t~ thilt snllstance he is se11ing is mari· 
_"a"a, X.R's. 4;:.1.0:1\1. 4;:3.210, mbd. 2. 

J. Criminal Law e=-234 
In.leiment and'.formatl,n c=>IO.2(2) 

.\lthou}.{h state. may usc an expert to 
c .. t.n"bh prolmLlc. tausc at a preliminary 
!-'\:,lnn).:' or heCore ),:'fRnd jury. it is not 
~:':'I1tllltory [~:lt it do 50 if other tC5thnony 
':h!t"r" fI.!'luiretl ~tnndard. 

$;1 "l~-l 

4. Indlelm •• la.' In'ormallo. <:=>10.2(8) 
.. \!though state ohtained a continuance 

at a scheduled preliminary hearing in jus .. 
tice court.btcau!lie of absence oi their ex· 
pert wjtness, a chemist, and although e..",~ 

pert testimony was not e~sential. to estab
lishment of probp,hh: cause in re$~ct to 
sale of mariJuana. there was no hasis for 
concludiu}:" that affid~l\"it in ~lIpport of mo· 
tion to continue was false 11 or that stilte 
became ohli/-!,a.tted to produce expert testi .. 
mony before grand jury to .e:;tah1i~h proba. 
hie cause once it USot'tl ahsence of expert to 
gain continuance in justi\f'; court, and 
probable cause for bringing of indictment 
\\'a~ estahlished, where .fcstimon)~ of under· 
CO\'l'r agent he fore gr,and jury was suffj· 
cient to fstahli5h that .. :pctitioner had either 
directly, or by nelo!cssary implkatioll l r.cpre· 
sented that substance he was se11ing was 
marijuan.. :';.R.S. ~53,O3O. 453.210. subd, 
2. 

'S. Ongl ... No .. olI •• <:=>102 
:\Iere ph)'sicat prC~~n(l" of petitioner"s 

wife during ititnl' unJercO\'cr agent maue 
arrangementfl with defendant to ,purch0l5c 
marijuaml and her statement as to price Ol 
Ubabrgiefl of marijuana would lIe: rna» well 
ha\'c subjected her to criminal charges but 
was insuffident to estal,lish prnha1t1~ cause 
that $he had made a· "sale" of marijuana 
and indictmcut tlTought ilJrainst her charg~ 
ing sale should h"\'1; he en dismissed, X.R • 
S. 4,.1,030. ~;.1.21O. suhd, 2, 

.. Cen.llt.II,.al Law ¢'olIO 
The legislature ha5 fug' ami exc1usi\"c 

,ltlthority in all matters of le,::islation so 
tong a5 it docs 110t tr.IIl:<j;n'ss the hounds 
'of some ~onstitlltional limitation, 

7. Crh"I •• l Law <:=>5 
. The power to define C'rimes and pCI1:,l· 

tits lies exdush'c1r in thc lcgislature. 

.. Cen,tIt.lloul Low <:=>250.1(2) 
OruS .... N .... II •• <:=>43 

PrO\'jsion of former ;:;tl\lutl' da!\si i.)'illlt' 
marijuana as a nar~otic w,,~ neither arh;· 
tr.try nor \'iolath'e of l'lJUitl l'rotet:tionF 
:\.R.::'::. -':;3.011 et 5C(l" ~~.,.o.?ll, subd. 2. 
4:;.1,,12,; L·.s.C .. -\.Const .• \melld, 14. 

('i 
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9. Cr',,'ul Low ¢=>15 
;\Ithough statutes under which p~ti

tioncr was 'charged with sale of marijuana 
were only effectil'e until Jnnuary I. 1972, 
(:rnnd jury indictment "'3$ not im'alid by 
rCC\$on •• oi fact that it was not returned un
til Fehruary Ii. 19i2. wht're' statute -enact
ed '0 replace former statutes spel"ificalfy 
provided that prosecution for any \'iolation 
of J .. w· occurring' prior to eficcth·el,r.ate. of 
newty enacted statute was -not af.fected or 
abaled. X.R.S. 45.1.0.1(1. 45.I.2IQ, suW. Z. 

[let .. 'r L. FlanE!afi. UIS \·egas, for appeb 
lam$~ , 

Rohert Lisl. Auy. Gen" Carson City. 
Roy A. \\'oofter, Dist. ,\Ity., and Charles 
L, Garner. Deput)' Dist, Atty .• La. Vegas, 
for respondent. 

OPIXIOX 

7.EXOFF. Chief Justice: 
;\n indictment Was returned by the Clz·rk 

County. Grand Jury charginJ: appellants 
with selling marijuana in vio1ation of X. 
R.S. 453.030 and 453.210(2), In Ihis ap, 
peal from the denial of a pre-trial writ of 
hahea. corpus the)' challenge (l) the suffi
ciency of the e\'icJence to csta'h1i~h prohalile 
cause. (2) the constitutionality of the stat
ute and (3) contend Ihe statute under 
which they are charged was repealed by 
Stats. oi Xev.19il. ch. 667, PI.R.S. 453.
Ot! et seq.) 

The grand jury heard the te~tiTl1ony of 
only one witness, John :\damo, an tutder
co\'er agent for the Clark County ~heriff's 
office. lie testi fied that on September 22. 
19iJ, he met with .appetiants and arrange· 
menL'i were made with Jamie Egan to pur· 
dl:t.~C marijuan;,. \Vhilt .\damu and Jamj~ 
g):al1 \\"~rc haJ.:J!1ill/o: over the price llonna 
Egan $t::Hcd the price would he ~O.flO. A 
rI.'udel:\-ous WllS scheduled in the p.1rklng 
Urea ()i it ~hoPl)itlg (enter~ After a hrid 
period the I~~ans arrh'cd at the parkinJ{ 
InJ. [{oJlita went jnto the a:rocery stqrl' 

and Jamie entered the Adamo car whue 
he c"changed what he retn'sell/cd to be a 
haggle of marijuan.", for $20.00. 

tl,2) I. W.e ha\'c prevIously held simi
lar 4Inon.e:-.;'per.t'· testimony sufficient to' es
tahlish probhblc causc in grand 'iury pro
ceedings. d"the standard of probable cause _ 
is ~atisfied if the person against whom an 
indictment' .is ~ought either directlYf or by 
necessary implication. t'C'JtrC'sc1Its that the 
substance he }s scHing is marijuana/'- Glo. 
sen ". Sheriff; 85 Xel', 145, 148, 451 P 2d 
/til. &12 (1969), [Emphasis added], W. 
ha\'I' restated this rule in DuFrane \'. 
:-heriff, Ill; Xc,,, 52, 495 P.2d 611 (1972) 
pnd ZampantL,', Sheriff, 86 ;';c\·,.651. 473 
P.2d 386 (19;0), 

[3,4) Appellants coneede GlomI is the 
law in this state but contend .that it should 
not apply to them .beeause of the follOWing 
circumstances. Prior to the. indictment ap· 
pellants had been charged with the- .ame 
offen~e in the juslice court.' At a sehed
uled preliminary hearing the state oblained 
a continuance ~causc qf the absence of 
th(:i~ expert witness, a chemist.. Appc'Uants 
suggest that since expert testimony was not 
essential that the affid.vit in support of 
the motion to continue. was fal~ and, since 
the state used the ahsence of the expert to 
gain the continuance in j~stice court they 
l>ccame ohli~.ted to produce e"pert· lesti
mOllybcforc the grand jury, to establish 
prohahle cause. This is simpl>: •. not the 
10\\'. Although the state may use an' expert 
to csu,hlish proLaNe. cause at a preliminary 
hearing' or he fore the grand jury. it is· not 
"l~lHlatory that it',docs so if other lI~$timo· 
ny ml'et.~ tlw stantlard we'rtquired in Glo .. 
S,I!, .\t!;\mo·!'I, testimony met that test as to 
Jamie J~J.:'an. 

[5] The flIere ph)'sic~1 presence of 
HOilita E~an durillJ.: the IltJ,:"oti;'ttidns and 
het;' st~tel11cnt o( the P!1ce oC U baggie may 
weB suhjt.1C't her to crimiljnl ~hO\rges ~ hol.". 
t\'cr. :;uch l'"rticipation h; insitCficient to 
estahlish prnhnhlc cause: that. she made :to 

"$all!"~ 4rhe l'hat~c against her. s~ould 
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ha\'e been d;smissed in the writ proceed. 
ing~·hclo\\' .. Cf. Tigner \" ~tate. R,q ~C\·. 
100.4% P.2d 159 (19;2). 

[6-8) 2.Thc l'niform Xar«)tic Drllg: 
Act. Stat •. 9f ~c\·.IQ3;. ch. 2.1. I X.R$. 
4;3.020(2)) classified marijuana as 0 

nar.;otic.! .\ppellants ar,:t1e that reccnt 
~cienti{jc knowledge pro\·t:s thnt marihtana 
i~ nOL a narcotic amI cOU1pl;tin thilt snch 
da~~i Bcation, with it~ attcnd:t~lt punish
ment nnd sentencing pro\'isions is arbitrary 
und dcprh'es them of equn\ protection in 
\'iolatiol1 of their Fourteenth,. \mcndmcnt 
right~. "'e reject this cOlltcution.3 The 
lCJ,.r1;;lutUfc has fult :Il1U c~C'lt1sh'c authority 
III all matter$; of legislation so 10111-: as it 
doc:> not' tral1sgrCSl'; thl.! hounds. of same 
~'ollstitl1tiona1 JimitMion. )IcCormick \', 
Oistricl Court, 6.i XC\', 31$', 118 P.2d 939 
tl!)5m. "The power to define crimes and 
lIcnnlties lies ('xc1ush'ely in the legIl'lature." 
r.apinski \'. State. 84 Xev. 611, 613, 446 
1'.2rl 645. Ii¥, (lQ6S). "Thc inch"ioli 01 
marijuana in the l'tatutor)' definition of 
'narcotic' in a cI,lSS with heroin and other 
)lhs~ically addicting' oru!-!'s is not nn unrea
.;un:,t.1c nnd arhitran~ c1i\s!'iiication dol a
livl! of due pr~cc~!; a~!.l ,,:qunl protection oi 
the law;" Rc!,na \'. State. 434 S.\\'2d .162 . 
. 1(" (Tc".Cr.:\.PI'.I%S) '1lIot('(1 with appro,'
al in Hunter ,'. State. 4RI S.\\".2d ~ 
, Tc.,.Cr .. \pp.IQ72l. 

19J .~. :\ppdlal1ts' finnl contention i!' . 
that ~in.:e the gr,tnu jury indictment \\'m; 
'lilt returned j.mtil FcIJruary 1". lC)i2, and 
X.H,~. -I;;.tO.l() nud -I~,t21(1t.:!} were onh' 
l·ii..-cti\'l' until j:llluary 1, 11.72, that th·c 
"1iI1Uh..' W:IS rt.!jH!alcti tll1~1 thcoY e;Ul!1ot he 
l·h.lr~t\d under Jhc old 1uw. The ar).:"umcllt 
'" ,~ithollt 'merit. ~t:tt~. of X"'\'.IUil, eh. 

'I'll" 1'1Ii(uriu !'!lutrulT,'.1 :-:UII."lllIIt'I'I'l .\c·r. 
:-\1111:' ,.( Xt,·\,lHil ..... , Hlii. 11, 1(1fI1I "r 
l"I"I .. 1'1111111111111"'1 Ilul t'niflmn XUI'I· •• ,i,· 
Ilt'l;:- .\I·t, (·ra',"·lh"" .IiIIltI:lr.\ 1. Wi:!, 
I"lilll'r II,,· tII.w l1"r (i'n:;. ~;-,,::.ul1 ,·t)!'''I;' 
II ariJ'I:l1Il1"j:- 1111 JI!Iil.:'·r ,·Iu" .. jii,·,l n:- II IIflr" 

,·ullc· "UI IIlllri.iIl~liHI (.(I·,'U""'" "ohtillw' I', 
1'1' ,"·I.,nil·..:. :,\H:-: ·t;'t!I':::.!l • 

• 1 \\'" :Irt' ll\\m"t· ,'f, r • .,·,'III 1~'"1Plr,\' ,Ie .. ·f· 
"i"II": til 1'.· .. I.h1 \', :-thll'lnlr. :; .... j llt.'h. til. 

667. § 66 specifically prodded that 
"(p]rosccutiol1 for any. \·jolatiol1 of law Ot· 
cnrring prior to the dfecth'c date of this 
o<t is nol affected or ahated by thi. chap
ter." X.R.S. 45.'.030 and 453211l(2) were 
fully \'iable and applicable to the offense 
charged. 

~\ffirmcd a!' to Jamie Egan. 
Rc\'rrsed a~ to Bonita Egan, 

BAT)ER. )[OWBR,\\'. THmIPSOX. 
,mel GC\()F.RSOX, JJ., concur. 
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MARIJUANA AND THE LAW: 
A JUDICIAL OPINION t 

COMMONWEALTH V. JOSEPH D. LEIS 
AND TV AN WEISS* 

Defendants were convicted in the East Boston District 
Court for the violations of the Massachusetts Laws on the 
illegal possession of a narcotic drug (marijuana),lconspir
acy to violate the narcotic drug-laws of IVIassachusetts2 and 
illegal possession of a narcotic with the intent to sell it.3 
Defendants appealed to the Superior Court and claimed 
that the :tvIassachusetts laws relating to the possession, use 
and . sale of marijuana are uncon.stitutional because i.t is 
arbitrary, . irrational and unsuited to the accomplishment of 
any valid legislative purpose. They further contend that 
such laws violate the defendant's rights secured under the 
Ninth Amendment of the United States Constitution and 
the Due Process and Eq wilProtection Clauses of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. They finally argue that these 
statutes imqose cruel and unusual punishments upon users, 
possessors 'and sellers of marijuana in violatioI]." of the 

tReprinted by permission of the copyright holder from 3 Suffolk 
University Law Review 23 (1968). . 

* Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Suffolk Superior Court Nos. 
28841-2, 28844-5, 28864·5 (1968). Permission was granled by Chief 
Justice G. Joseph 'rauro to publish excerpts [rom his opinion. 

IMASS. GEN. LAWS eh. 94, § 205 as amended by the Acts of 
• 1958, eh·. 95,s 1. 
, . 2 MASS. GEN. LAWS eh. 94, ~ 213a as am,:nded by chI: Acts of 

1960, ch. 204, § 2., 

3MASS. GEN. L,aWS ch. 94, § 217b as amended by the Acts df 
1,960, eh. 204, § 3. 

( 
~ 
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Eighth Amendment as applied to the states by the Four
teenth. 
TAURO, C.J.: 

FUNDAMENTAL R.IGHTS 

The defendants maintain that among the hierarchy of 
individual tights guaranteed by the ConstitutiQn of the 
United States, there are certain fundamental rights which 
may be abridged by the states only upon the showing of a 
compelling .state interest. Those rights encompass those 
"privileges long recognized at common law as essential to 
the orderly pursuit of happiness by free men.,,4 In addition 
to those specifically enumerated in the Constitution, they 
also include the right to travel freely,to. contract, to 
acquire useful kriowledge, to marry, establish a home, raise 
a family, and educate children to earn a livelihood, to 
exercise the franchise, to read, to inquire, to teach,to 
assoCiate and to privacy in one's associations. 5 Although no 
decision appears to have attempted to propound an all 
inclusive list of fundamental rights, an examination of those 
cases cited by the defendants indicates that only those 
rights are to be considered as fundamental whose continua~ 
tion is essential to ordered liberty. In other words, fund a

. mental rights are those without which democratic society 
would cease to exist. Furthermore, those rights which are 
recognized as fundamental are also, in many instances, 
closely related to some commonly acknowledged moral or 
legal duty and not m~rely to. a hedonistic seeking after 
pleasure. No claiI}l of any such duty which would demand 
the possession, use or sale of marijuana has been advanced 
in thiscase.6 

I conclude that the alleged rights of the defendants to 

4Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399'(1923). 
~Id.: Aptheker v. ·Sec. of Statc, 378 U.S. 500 (1964); Spevak v. 

IGem, 85 L.W. 4140 (1967); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 
(1965) cases cited at 482-83; Harper v. Va. Bd. of Elections, 383 
D.S. 663 (1966). . 

6See Peoplc v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 889, 394 P.2d813, 40 Cal.· 
Rptr. 69 (1964). 
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possess, use or sell marijuana, which I find to be a harmful 
am:l danger<;ms substance, is neither essential to the preser
vation of ordered liberty, nor to the orderly pursuit of 
happiness by free men, nor required by any ~ommonly 
recognized legal or moral duty. I rule that thesG alleged 
rights do not rise to the level of fundamental rights nor fall 
within the periphery or penumbra emanating from such 
rights. Therefore, it is not necessary that"a compelling state 
interest be shown in order to subject them to regulation 
under the exercise of 'the state's police power. 

EXTENT OF POLICE POWER: BURDEN OF PROOF: 
PRESUMPTION OF VALIDITY: TEST OF VALIDITY 

'''7-

The non-fundamental right to possess, use or sell mtoxi
cating substances such a$ marijuana or alcohol can be 
regulated or even absolutely prohibited by the state in the 
exercise of its police power, provided such statutory restric
tions are reasonably suited to achieve a valid legislative 
purpose.7 _ 

A properly enacted statute is presumed to be constitu~ 
tionally v8J.id and the burden is upon its assailants to 
demonstrate its unconstitutionality. "Unless the act of the 
Legislature cannot be $upported upon any basis of fact that 

I' can reasonably be conceived to sustain it, the court has no 
power to strike it down as violative of the Constitution."s 
Thus, when, enacting legislation in the exercise of the state's 
police power, the legislature is presumably, supported by 
facts known to it "unless facts judicially known 'or proved 
preclude that pos~;ibility.,,9 

7Clark Distilling Co~ v,, West'n Md. Rwy. Co. & State of West Va., 
242 U.S. 311 (1917); Crane v. Campbell, 245 U.S. 304 (1~n.7); 
Hornsby v. Allc,n, 3~6 F.2d 605, 609 (5th Cir. 1964). , ,', ' 

8Sperry & Hutchinson Co. v. Dir. of Div. of Necessities"of Life,' 
307 Mass. 40f3, 418; 30 N.E.2d269, 274 (1940). ' ' " 

9South Carolina Hwy. Dept.v. Barnwell Bros., 303 U.S; 177, 19i 
(1938); Borden's Farm ,Prod., lnc. v. Baldwin, 293 U.S. 194,209 
(1934); United States v., QaroleneProd. Qo., 304 U.S. 144,' 153 
(1938); Spen-y& Hutchinson, Co. v.Dit. of Div. 01 Nece~sities of. 
Life, 307 Mass. 408, 413, 30 N.K2d 269, .274. (1940); Merit Oil'Co. 
V. Dir. of Div. of N?cessities of Lif~, 319 ,Mass. 301, 305; 65/~':E.id 

0, ' 

r 
! 
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During the courSe of these proceedings, there was some 
reference to the legislative history of our narcot~c drug laws 
or rather, more properly, to the lack of any such complete 
history. While the e:?Cistence of such a legislative h~story 
may,be helpful in ascertaining the intent of the legislature 
when construing a statute, it is not, however, essential to a 
determination of the points .in issue in this case. The 
court's function in a case such as this is not to conduct an 
historical survey to determine the facts known or reason
ably conceived to 'exist by the legislature at the time of the 
statute's enactment. Rather, it is to determine whether 
facts now exist or could now be reasonably conceived to :. 
exist by the legislat\lre which would sustain the statute. To 
rule otherwise would involve the courts in the absurd 
position. of upholding clearly erroneous statutes on the 
grounds that they were reasonable in the light of the state 
of knowledge existing at the time of their enactment, and 
of striking down presently justifiable statutes on the. 
grounds that the legislature could not have known the facts 
necessary to sustain them at the time of their enactment. 

Since legislative regulations are of continuing e-ffect until 
they expire by their own terms, are repealed or are 
invalidated by the courts, I rule that they should be tested 
according to· the facts known or reasonably received to 
exist at the time of their challenge. This is especially so in 
view of the fact that amendments were made to MASS. 
GEN. LAWS.c. 94, §197, as late as 1966.10 

INCLUSION OF MARIJUANA As A NARCO):,IC 

The defendants argued that MASS. GEN. LAWS c. 94, 
§197 is irrational and arbit~a:ry insofar as it defines mari
juana as a narcotic drug in . the same category with such 
'~hard" narcotics as morphine, cocaine and heroin . 

. The testimony elicited at the hearing from expert wit
nesses indicated that the term "narcotic", as currently used" 

-----
529, 532 (1946); Coffee-Rich Inc. v. Comm'r of Pub. Health, 348 
Mass. 414, 422, 204 N.E.2d 281, 287 (196'5.).. .. 

10As amended by the Acts of 1966, ch. 71, § § 1,2. 
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is a legal term with no precise, technical meaning, and is 
employed to describe a varied assoi.-tment of harmful and 
dangerous drugs. Section 197 makes no effort to provide a 
generic definition of "narcotic", but resorts to definition 
by specific inclusion. The fundamental question with regard 
to such a definition then, is whether those drugs included 
,in it are 'so distinguishable from one another as 'to render 
marijuana's classification as a narcotic so arbitrary and 
unreasona.ble as to be unconstitutional. 

Despite some pharmacological differences between other 
drugs, such as heroin, and marijuana and despite the 
physiological differences in their effects, most notably with 
regard to physical dependence,' I do not find that the 
inclusion of marijuana in the statutolY definition of a 
narcotic drug is constitutionally offensive,u 

As with the other drugs included in § 197, the use of 
marijuana does, cause psychic disorientation. It is a halluci
nogenic, mind altering drug whose common usage and usual 
effect is to cause a state of euphoria or intoxication and 
which can lead to the user's habitual, psychologic_a! depen
dence on the drug. 

The term "narcotic" is broad enough to include mari
juana as well as the other drugs prescribed by § 197. The 
failure to include other knoWn drugs, such as alcohol, or 
yet undis(;overed, synthetics in this category either by 
generiC definition or specific inclusion does not make 
marijuana any less of a narcotic .. 

REASONABLENESS OF THE LEGISLATION: 
DANGERS OF MARIJUANA . 

This Commonwealth's statutory scheme of regulating the 
possessi'on and sale of nat co tic drugs, admittedly a virtual 
prohibition as applied to marijuana, is predicated upon the 
premises that its use is harmful or dangerous and that its 
strict regulation and virtual prohibition is a rational means 

llPeopie v, Stark, 157 Colo. 59, 66, 400 P.2d '923, 9.27 (1965) 
and cases cited therein. 
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of preventing 'the harm and damage attendant upon its use. 
The next and central issue would logically seem to be a 
determination of whether there are facts in existence or 
which niasonably could be conceived to exist that would 
sustain a legislative conclusion that the use of marijuana is 
harmful or da.ngerous. 

It is niy opinion, based on the evidence presented at this 
hearing, that marijuana, is a harmful and'dangerous dmg. 

The effects of marijuana are not readily predictable and, 
to a great extent, depend upon and accentuate the psycho
logical predisposition of the user. The drug, as it is 
commonly used, has as its primary and, as far as I can 
ascertain, its only purpose the induction of a state of 
-intoxication or euphoria. While under the influence of 
marijuana, a person's mental processes are disoriented, his 
perception of time and space is distorted, his coordination 
is impaired, but his strength remains undiminished. Mari
juana tends to cause the user to lose perspective and to 
focus his attention on one object to the exclusion of all 
others. 

The drug has a great attraction for young men and 
women of college age or less during the formative years 
when they should be gaining the education and experiences 
upon which to build their future lives. FUlthermore, there 
is widespread emotional, instability anlOng the users of 
marijuana. The use of the drug allows them to avoid' the 
resolution of their underlying problems rather than to 
confront them realistically. In addition, users naturally 
associate with other users, who are also likely to have 
emotionru problems and compound one another'sdifficul
ties. In such persons, the use of marijua.:o.a may cause 
temporary psychotic episodes. They develop a drug-oriented 
culture which is marked by a peculiar proselytism, whereby 
users strive to introduce non-users to the drug. Marijuana 
users customarily use the drug with the specific int.ent of 
becoming intoxicated. No evidence was introduced to show 
any significant· number of persons who use marijuana to 
achieve a state of relaxation short of intoxication. Even the 
so-called regulatory process of "self-titration" is employed 
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to attain a desired state of intoxication, not to stop short 
of intoxication. 

A great deal of testimony was devoted to the addictive 
qualities of marijuana .. While marijuana is not physically 
addictive in the sense that heroin is, it can Gause psycholog
ical dependence -in the user. The user can come to depend 
upon marijuana as a crutch and its usage becomes habitual. 
It is this forni of addiction which modern medical experts 
assert is the proper definition of the term. 

Given the effects of marijuana and the character ,of its 
users, the possible dangers associated with its use are clearly 
discernible. Its tendency to release inhibitions, both verbal
ly and actively, and the dependence of its. unpredictable 
effects on' the disposition of the user, marijuana can be 
especially volatile when used by a despondent, hostile or 
unstable person. Its impairment of motor coordination, 
coupled with the retention of muscular strength and the 
distortion of time and space relationships, makes its use 
extremely hazardous among those operatin~ machinery, 
especially automobiles, and among those individuals respon
sible for the care and custody of other persons, such as the 
parents of young children. 

The propensity of marijuana users to concentrate on one 
object, while ignoring all others, leads to a loss of aware
ness and frustrates the formation of rational judgments by 
them. This narrow, subjective pre-occupation of users, 
especially the young, with dmgs and their effects can cause 
irreparable distruptions of education, family ties or careers 
whose adverse personal and social effects can last long 
beyond the period of actual marijuana lise: Further, by 
centering their attention on the attainment of a stat.e of 
euphoria through dmg consumption, marijuana users are 
apt to neglect their health ~nd that of others in their care, 
and to submit to.a life of'fndolcnce. The effects of these 
patterns of liVing are not limited to the users themselves. 
Ultimately, society must assume the burden created by 
their use of marijuana. . . 

Much of the testimony concerned the relationship be
tween the use of marijuana and the .progression to «hard" 
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narcotics, between its use and crimes other than violations 
of laws pertaining to marijuana and between its use and 
sexual promiscuity. There is no allegation by the Common
wealth that physicaladdi~tion to "hard" narcotiCs, crime 
and promiscuity' wou1d disappear if marijuana use were to 
disappear. Nor is there any claim put forth that marijuana Ii 

us~ necessarily and inevitably leads to addiction to "hard" 
narcotics, crime and promiscuity in each and every case .. 
Nevertheless, there is abundant evidence that marijuana use 
is closeJyassociated with these other social evils in a great 
many instances. Although no definitive link of efficient 
casuality can be demonstrated with scientific exactness at 
pre~ent, the coincidence betv;een addiction to "hard" '.:~ar
cotics, crime and promiscuity is too great to be passed off 
as merely accidental. The defendants answer that the fa~lt 
lies not with th€l nature of the drug but' rather with the 
user and his environment. Admittedly, in such complex and 
intertwined social problems, no one factor can be singled. 
out as the sole efficient cause. Yet, it is reasonable in the 
light of facts now known to conclude that the use of 
marijuana contributes to "hard" narcotic addiction, crimes 
other than those related to the violation of the marijuifna 
laws and sexual promiscuity. Furthermore, if the fault ¢foes 

·lie with the instability of the persons prone to use mari
juana; it would seem that this fact would lend added 
support to .the laws prohibiting its use. 

REGULATION V. PROHT/ ,;J.'ION 
; / 
• I 

( ; I 

The defendants also contend t1:."l the prohibition of 
marijuana ,exceeds the power of the legislature, that mario' 
juana should be regulated, as is alcohol, not prohibited. 
This argument merges with the contention that our narcotic 
drug laws, as applied to marijuana, constitute a denial of 
the equal protection of the laws and will also be dealt with 
further in conjti:pction witp that latter contention.How
ever, the state may, in the exercise of its police power, 
absolutely prohibit tqe possession and use, of alcohol by 
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individuals.12 The fact that the legislature has chosen to 
regulate the use of alcohol and prohibit the use of mari
juana does not deny its power to prohibit the use of 
marijuana. The difference in the legislative tte;atment of the 
two s'ubstances is rea'3onable in view of factual differences 
between them. 

The customary use of alcohol, by th~ glass or bottle: is 
conspicuous and, thereby, susceptible" of regulation and 
limitations regarding time, place and age. The customary 
use of marijuana, by smoking, is not conspicuous and is' not 
susceptible of regulation and limitations regarding time, 
place a.l1d age. It can be used in public places, at work, on 
the streets and in vehicles without detection until its effects 
are manifested, whereas comparable uses of alcohol can be 
detected much more readily. 

The social harm cal;lsed by the abuse of alcohol cannot 
be denied. Th.e n'.1mber of alcoholics and of' highway 
f~talities and crimes which occur under the influence of 
alcohol speak for themselves, but the fact remains that. 
alcohol has uses other thru;:t as a means of becoming 
intoxicated. The vast majority .of alcohol users do not 
consume it with the intention of becoming" intoxicated. It 
has a social value as an relaxant and, in some instances, as a 
therapeutic. Marijuana, on the other hand, has no generally 
recognized medical use and is used solely as a means of 
iritoxication. 
. The history and cultural acceptance of alcohol and 

marijuana in this country cannot be ignored. Alcohol has 
been in widespread use among the general pG:;pulation since 
colonial times. It is customarily consumed with meals and 
on social occasions which do not center on the avowed 
purpose of drinking~ to the p01nt ofint,oxication. So 
ingrained is its use in our culture that all pl}or statutory 

'. ,"01 

and constitutional prohibitions of its use hav2:, ~fliled,. Mari-
juana also first appeared in our country during l.~4;e colonial 
period. but its use was never widespread amongilJhe general 
population. As has been noted previously, it!'!, 'use is not 

12Crane v. Campbeil,245 U.S. 304 (1917). 
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associated with any purpose other than to become intoxi
cated. Nor has its use become so ingrained in our culture as 
to make laws strictly prohibiting its. use impractical. 

In view of the undesirable effects attendant upon the use 
of marijuana, the state has not exceeded its authority or 
acted arbitrarily and unreasonably by prohibiting the use, 
sale and possession of marijuana, a harmful and dangerous 
drug, while merely regulating the use, ,sale and possession of 
alcohol, which is also capable of serious abuse. 

The defendants maintain that the narcotic drug laws, as 
applied to marijuana, are not wholesome and reasonable, as 
required by the Constitution of Massachusetts,13 in that 
triey are criminogenic.· Such an assertion by itself begs the 
question. Any statute which prohibits certain acts is crimi
nogenic insofar as the commission of the prohibited act 
constitutes a crime. However, the defendants do raise a 
worthwhile point. They claim that the link between crime 
and marijuana use occurs because the marijuana user must 
resort to criminals for his supply and this contact leads to 
involvement with other criminal activity. There is undoubt
edly some truth in this . statement. However, much of the 
criminal and anti-social activity of marijuana users undoubt
edly arises from the instability of the user and the effect of 
the drug itself as well. 

The legislature is faced with a dilemma. It knows from 
past experience with alcohol that the prohibition of 'mari
juana will create problems. It also knows that the toleration 
of the use of marijuana, even with regulation, will also 
create problems. The legislature'must balance and weigh the 
evils attendant upon prohibition against those attendant 
upon the toleration of its regulated use. I cannot say that 
the provisions of MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 94, § §197 to 
217E inclusive, as applied to marijuana, are not "reasonable 
and wholesome". 

UNREASONABLE BROADNESS OF DEFINITION 
The defendants also maintain that the 'statutory. defini-

13MASS. CONST. pt. 2, ch. 1 § 1, art. 4. 

o 
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tion of marijuana is too broad, and~ therefore, arbitrary and 
irrational in that it proscribes the possession or sale of parts 
of the female cannabis plant wh~ch do not contain the 
hallucinogenic ingredient of marijuana, tetrahydrocan
nabinol, as well. as the harmless male plant and. other 
harmless species -of the cannabis plant. However, there was 
undisputed testimony that it would' take an expert to 
distinguish marijuana from othel: processed parts of the 
female, marijuana-producing plant or of the male plant,~or 

. of other harmless varieti~s of the cannabis p1ant. This broad 
definition is necessary to provide for effective enforcement. 
The extension of the definition of nlarijuana in MASS. 
GEN; LAWS ch. 94, §197 tQ include, all Of the female 
plant" the male plant and harmless vqrieties of cannabis is . 
not arbitra.."Y and unreasonable. If the definition were 
contTacted to cover only those specific portions containing 
the hallucinogenic substance, the enforcement of th~ stat
ute with regard to marijuana ~ould be a practical impos
sibility. 

111 their' argument, the defendants set up th~ hypothetical 
situation of an- individual being prosecuted for a violation 
of § 213A because, unknown to him, harmless varieties of 
cannabis sativa grew wild on his property. I have never 
heard of such a case. Nor is any justiciable question in this 
regard raised in the case at bar. Therefore, I decline to rule 
on the constitutionality of § § 213Aand 197 as applicable 
to such crrcumstances.14 

:. EQUAL PROTECTION 

The defendahts also argue that the diverse statutory 
treatment of alcohol and marijuana constitutes a denial of 
the equal protection of the laws in contravention of the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. However, the'] evidence produced at the hearing 
established that, while both substances are dangerous, there 

14Bowes v. Secretary of the Ccmmonwealth,320 Mass. 230, 245, 
69 N.E.2d 115, 126 (1946). ·'f; . 

'S3-317 0 - 77 - 37 
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is a factual difference between alcohol and marijuana which 
would sustain the different treatment accorded each by the 
legislature. 

Attempts to compare the dangers and evils associated 
with these two substances are both medically irrelevant and 
illogical. The ordinary user of marijuana is quite likely to 
be a marginally adjusted person who turns to the drug to 
avoid confrontation with and the resolution of his pro b
lems. The majority of alcohol users are well adjusted, 
productively employed individuals who use alcohol for 
relaxation and as an incident of other social activities. 

The defendants' equal protection argument would fall 
even if marijuana's nature and effects could not be dis
tinguished from those of alco!1ol. They rely on Skinner v. 
Oklahoma15 in which the Supreme Court invalidated a state 
.statute providing for the sterilization of "habitual crim
inals", a definition including the defendant chicken thief 
but excluding other criminals, such as embezzlers. There, 
the Court stated that "when the law lays an unequal hand 
on those who have committed intrinsically the same quality 
of offense: .. it has made as invidious a discrimination as if 
it had selected a particular race or nationality for oppres
sive treatment.,,16 The defendants also cite McLaughlin v. 
Florida17 in which the. Supreme Court invalidated a statu
tory prohibition of cohabitation between members of dif-
ferent races. . 

Neither Skinner nor l\t!cLaughlin, in which the denial of 
equal protection was an intrinsic element of the statUtes in 
question, and which concerned basic rights, can be inter
preted as exceptions to the general rule "that a state may 
direct its law against what it deems the evil as it actUally 
exists without covering the whole field of possible abuses, 
an~~ it may do so none the less that the forbidden apt does 
not differ in kind from those that are allowed.,,18 The state 
may reach out and treat certain evils without dealing with 

15316 U.S. 535 (1942). 
16ld. at 5<11. 
17379 U.S. 184 (1964). 
18Central Lumber Co. v. So. Dakota, 226 U.S. 157, 160 (1912). 
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every related evil.19 A court cannot condemn the legis
lature's failure to act in one area by invalidating prohi,bi
tions it has enacted in other similar or related areas. It 
would seem apparent that, if the legislature is free to 
prohibit one' activity and ignore. another similar or: related 
activity, then a fortiori, it may prohibit one and regulate 

,tl;1e o·cher. 
. . The defendants attempt to rationalize this line of; cases 
by arguing that they focus on kinds of behavior among 
which the legislature is free to choose, while the essence of 
the marijuana~cohol dichotomy is that the legislature has 
proscribed the behavior of one class, those who use mari
juana as their intoxicant, and tolerates the behavior of 
another class, those who use alcohol as their intoxicant. 
There are several defects in this argument. First of all, the 
law does not permit voluntary ~toxication by means of 
alcoh.ol. 20 Secondly, as has been stated previously, there are 
substantial differences betWeen the usual users of alcohol 
and of marijuana. In light Qf the prevailing patterns of use 
of the two drugs, it is fair to characterize marijuana as an 
intoxicant and alcohol merely as a potential intoxicant. The 
legislature might properly conclude. that the consequences 
of the' use of the two drugs are distinguishable and that 
aicohol is susceptible of regulation and marijuana is not. 

In a certain sense, all penal statutes are discriminatory. 
They differentiate between those· who' engage in the pro
scribed forms of behavior and those who do not, but such 
discrimination is not vulnerable to attack under the E.qual 
Protection Clause if any state' of facts can reasonably be 
conceived to justify it.21 On the other hand, a statutory 
discrimination must be found to be arbitrary unless it is 
based on some distinction bearing a substantial' relationship 

. 19See N.L.R.B. v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 46 
:(1947); New York ex reI. Bryant V" Zimmerman, 278 U.S. 63 (1928); 
Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357 (1926). 

20MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 272, § § 44-48 as amended by the Acts 
of 1959, ch. 313, § § 10, 11.' '. I~ 

21See Commonwealth v. Chamberlin, 343 Mass. 49, .175 N.E.2d 
486 (1961); Connors v. Met. Dist. Water Supply Comm'r, 314 Mass. 
33, 49 N.E.2d 593 (1943). 
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to. the purpose of the legislation.22 I rule that the legis
lature wus warranted in treating alcohol and marijuana 
differ en tly . 

CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT 

The defendants have raised· the contention that the 
penruties attached to violations of MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 
94, § § 205, !\213A and 217B constitute cruel and unusual, 
punishments \:in violation of the Eighth Amendment to the 
Constitution ,of the United States and, presumably', in 
violation of the Declaration of Rights of the Constitution 
of Massachuset~~.23 

In a some~hat analogous case, People v. Stark 24 con-
sidered the same contention. 

With reference to the argument that the several of
fenses defined in the statute are punishable by "cruel 
and unusual punishments" we hold that until sO,me 
person has been c,onvkt,ed of _ a crime and a sentence 
has been imposed which is then asserted to be "cruel 
and unusual" there is no justiciable issue pre
sented .... 'Where there is a wide spread between the 
minimum and maximum punishment, whether any 
punishment is "cruel and unusual" is a matter to be 
determined under all the' facts and circumstances sur
rounding each offense.25 

Prior to sentencing, unless the minimum prescribed sen
tences are, in themselves, cruel and unusual, the defendants 
cannot be heard to say that they risk the imposition of a 
cruel· or unusual punishment. 

There is little authority to support the defendants' view 
that they can raise the issue of cruel and unusual punish
ment at this preliminary stage of the proceedings. In Weems-

22Russell v. Treas. & Rec'r Gen'l, 331 Mass. 501, 120 N.E.2d 388 
(1954); Comm'rs of Corp. & Taxation v. Cooperative League of 
America, 246 Mass. 235, 140 N.E. 811 (1923);' Lindsey v. Nat'l 
Carbonic Gas Co., 220 U.S. 61 (1910). 

23MASS. CONST. pt. 1, art 26. 
24157 Colo. 59, 400 P.2d 923 (1965). 
25Id. at 68, 400 P.2d at 928. 
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v. United States26 the Supreme Court did confine its 
consideration to the minimum sentence for falsifying a 

,'public record in the Philippine Islands. There, however, the 
statute demanded a sentence of twelve years and one day. 
in confinement at carden a temporal,' a holdover from the' 
Spanish penal system, under which the defendant was not 
only imprisoned' but also forced to work at hard and 
painful labor in chains and without any assistance' whatso
ever, and subjeCted to . absolute, perpetual civil disqualifica.
tion, civil interdiction and surveillance for life upon release. 
Clearly, even this minimum sentence was cruel and unusual, 
and, Weems had, in fact, been sentenced to 15 years at 
'cardena temporal. 

The defendants raise another argument, based on Robin
son v. California27 which should also be consideted. In that 
case, the Supreme Court held that the punishment of the 
mere status or condition of being a narcotics addict, a 
sickness and not a crim.e in the Cou...rt's view, was cruel and 
unusual. Robinson would only be abplicable if the'legisla
tion in question and as applied prohibited and penalized 
the status or condition of being a 'narcotics addict. 28 

Robinson, however" is restricted to a condemnation of 
'statutes punishing status, conditions or disease as contrasted 
to acts, such as use, sale or possession. Even if Robinson 
were to be. extended to cover those acts constituting or 
compelled' by the status, condition or disease, the expert 
witnesses have testified, without exception, that there is no 
status, condition or disease involyed in the use of 'mari- '0 
juana, that ,is; it does not· cause physical addiction. More
over; the violations with whiph the defendants have been 
charged inc1udepossession with intent to sell marijuana 29 

and conspiracy to violate the narcotic drug laws of the 
Commonwealth3o which involve no' question of status; 

26217 U.S. 3,49 (1909). 
27 370 U.S. 660 (1962): . . 
28See also United States ex rei. Swanson V~ Reincke, 344 F.2d 

260 (2d Cir. 1965), cert. den., 382 U.S. 869 (19Q5). 
29MASS. GEN. LAWSch: 91, § 217bas amet.\ded byth~ Aets Qf 

1960, eh. 204, § 3. 
~oMASS. GEN. LAWS, eh. 94, ~ 213a as arnenqed by t~e Aets of 
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_condition or disease, even though possession might if it 
could be shown that marijuana is physically addictive. 

Defendants further contend that the penalties are exces
sive in relation to the seriousness of the offenses with 
which they ~e charged and also in relation to similar 
offenses regarding "hard" 'narcotics and alcohol. These 
contentions ar.e closely related to the. issues of equal 
protection and arbitrary classification previously discussed. 
The defendants attempt to read into the Eighth Amend
ment the proposition that punishments must not only be 
graduated and proportionate with regard to the particular 
offense charged but also in relation to penalties for other 
offenses. There is scant authority for such a proposition. 
Weems v. United States31 appears to be the only decision 
of the ,United States Supreme Court that even approaches 
sach a result. However, cardena temporal for the falsifica- 'I 
tion of a public record, unlike mere h;nprisonment for a 
term of years, was there viewed as so barbaric, indecent· 
and conscience-shocking as to be classified as a cruel and 
unusual punishment in the abstract. 

In Gallego v. United States32 the court upheid.a statute 
imposing a minimum five year prison sentence without 
suspension or probation for the first offense of illegal 
importation of marijuana. The statute was held not to·· 
"exhibit an inclination to visit upon offenders such as 
appellant a penalty so out of proportion to 'the crime 
committed that it shocks a balanced sense of justice.:,33 

The right of the legislature to impose apparently dispro
portionate penalties so long as they are not wholly arbi" 
trary or unreasonable was upheld in Williams u. Oldahoma~4 
in which the defendant claimed that the imposition of a 
death penalty for kidnapping was disproportionate in rela
tion to a previously imposed life sentence for the murder 

1960 ch. 204, § 2. 
31 217 U.S. 349 (1910). 
;)2276 F.2d 914 (9,th Cit. 1960). 
33Id. at 918; See also United States ex rei. Swan!)on v. Reincke, 

341l F.2d 260 (2d Cir. 1965) which clearly distinguishe:; both Weems 
and Robinson. ,. ' 

34358 U.S. 576 0.958). 
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of his Victim. "But the Due ProcesS Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment does not, nor does anything in the 
Constitution, ,require ,a state t'O fix or impose any particular 
penalty for any crime it may define or to impose the same 
or 'proportionate' sentences for separate and independent 
crim es .' ,35 

In short, as is succinctly stated in the twin cases' of 
Schultz v. Zerbst,36 and Sansone v. Zerbst: 37 "The fixing of 
penaities for crime is a legislative function. What constitutes 
an adequate penalty is a matter of legislative jUdgment and 
discretion, and the courts will not interfere therewith unless 
the penalty prescribed is clearly and manifestly cruel and 
unusual.,j3S 

The minimum· penalty for unlawful possession of mari
juana is a fine of not more than $1,000.00 (one thousand 
dollars) or a' term of imp'risonment of not more than 3Vz 
(three and one-half) year~ in the state prison or hot more 
than 2Vz (two and one-half) years in a jail or house of 
correction.39 The minimum penalty for conspiracy to vio
late the narcotic drug laws is a fine from $500.00 (five 
hundred dollars) to $5,000.00 (five thousand dollars) or 
hnprisonment for hot more than 5 (five) years in the state 
prison or not more than 2 (two) years in a jail or house of 
correction.4D The minirnum penalty for'the first offense of 
illegal possession of marijuana with the intent to sell ,it is a 
term of i.mprisonment in the state p:rl~ of no less than 5 
(fiye) nor more than 10 (ten) years.41 ~}'hbl~'liJ.Psequent 
QftEmses, the term of imprisonment is from 10 (ten) to 25 
(twenty-five) years. In all of these instances, except for the 
second and subsequent offense of possession with intent to 

35jd, at 586. . 
36 7,3 F.2d 66,8' (10th'Cir. 1934). 
3773 F.2d 670 (10th. Cir: 1934).- . 
381d. at 670, 672; See also Peoplev. Stark, 157 Colo .. 59, 66,400' 

P.2d 923, 927 (1965). " .' i 

. 39MASS. GEN .. LA WS eh. 94, § 205 as amended by the Acts of 
1958, eh. 95 , § 1. . . . 

4oMASS. GEN. LAWS eh. 94, § 213a as amended by the Acts of 
1960, ell. 204, § 2.. , 

41MASS; GEN., LAWS eh. 94, §217b as arnendeq; by the Acts ·of 
1960, eh. 204, §3. 

"'""'-'---~ 
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sell, the execution of the sentence may be suspen~ed and 
parole and probation may be granted. The penalties pro
vided for in MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 94, § §205, 213A and 
217B, as applied to the stipulated facts of this caSe not 
unconstitutional as being cruel and unusual. 

PROTECTION OF. PRIVACY 

According to the defendants, the enforcement of the 
virtual prohibition of the possession, use or sale of mari
juana must necessarily en tail unreasonable invasions of 
privacy by the police. Although this problem was discuss.ed in 
Griswold v. Connecticut,42 the holding of that case is not 
predicated on any invasion of privacy by police searches for 
evidence of the crime but rather on the absence of the 
state's authority to interfere w'th marital relations without 
a compelling reason. . . 

That mariJuana may customarily be llsed in the privacy 
of the home does not preclude the prohibition by the state 
of its use. "Crime, even in the privacy of one's quarters, is, 
of course, of grave concern to society., and the law allows 
such crime to be reached on proper showing. ,,43 Thus, the 
citizen's right to privacy is not to be prot~cted by exclud
ing otherw.ise criminal conduct from regUlation as long as it 
is confined to the home, but rather by a strict adherence to 
the statutory and coristitutional provisions relating to the 
power of the police to arrest and search and of the courts 
to .issue warrants. Furthermore, there is nothirig in the' 
allegations or stipulated facts of this case which raise any 
justiciable issue on this point. 

CONCLUSION 

To my knowledge, this has been the most extensive 
judicial inquiry into the legal and factual aspects concerning 
the use of marijuana. At this hearing, many eminently well 
qualified experts on the subject from here and abroad have 

4~381 U.S. 479 (1965). . . 
4iiJohnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10,14,(191('1). 
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had their opinions subjected to searching cross-examination 
and careful analysis by leart:led and thoroughly prepared 
counsel. One of the principle factual issues presented for 
determination is whether marijuana is a harmful and dan
gerous, qrug. Several legal' issues are raised by defendants' 
motiqn to dismiss, but basically this isp\h.e question which 
requires an answer. 

I found the testimony o'f the experts in the various 
branches of science very Hluminating and helpful-although 
often controvershil. On the other hand, there were areas of 
agreement among them, which are delineated ,elsewhere in 
this decision. 

Of grave and immediately apparent importance is the 
growing appeal marijuana has for young people of high 
school and college age and for those having underlying 
instabilities or personality disorders of varying degrees. In 
many instances, the ones lea')t capable of coping with the 
mind altering effects of the drug are the ones most likely 
to be adversely affected by its use. 

The serious effects of marijuana superimposed upon 
mental and personality disorders have been described at 
length and in great detail by competent experts. I find 'this 
testimony persuasive. Actually ; there is little, if any dis
pute, in thIs area between the defendants' experts and the 
Commonwealth's experts. Furthermore, all 6f them testified 
that thcydo not advocate .the use of marijuana. 

In its application to youngsters of high school and 
college age, the problems presented by the use of this, drug 
assume tremendous proportions. There is no persuasive 
evidence that its use .produces any beneficial results. The 
defense asserts that the drug causes no direct physical 
harm. But neither; do heroin and other ~'hard", drugs, 
nevertheless few ym:mgsters dare to experiment with these. 
Unfortunately, many marijuana users do not have the same 
apprehension .or fear concerning its use as they do Qf the 
physically addictive· drugs. This,' I feel, is one of the real 
dangers which ·permeates the, problem. Marijuana is likely to, 

'be used, at least.initially, as a lark, as an ,adventure without 
.. 'fear of serious consequences. Thus, the first and apparently 

II • • 

\1 
Ii 
!i 
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innocuous step may be taken in a succession of others 
possibly leading to drastic results. . 

This phase of the problem is further complicated by 
those who unwittingly and perhCJ.ps unintentionally create 
the impression that marijuana is harmless, because it is not 
physically addictive. The young seize upon such utterances 
to rationalize their conduct. 

While it is generally agreed that marijuana does not cause 
physical addiction as do heroin and the other "hard"" 
nal.'cotics, there was ample 'and compelling testimony that 
its use causes psychological dependence. Its users may not 
be driven to its repeated use by a physical craving, but they 
may come to resort to it habitually in order to compensate 
for real or imagined inadequacies" or to avoid real or 
imagined problems. This pernicious and insidious form of 
addiction is sometimes the first step in the direction of the 
more potent or physically addictive drugs. 

It is a universally accepted fact that marijuana is a 
mind-altering drug a:nd is used for that specific purpose. It 
is also a generally" accepted fact that the drug has no 
medically recognized therapeutic value. In addition to its· 
adverse effect on ill-adjusted persons, at best, it provides an 
insubstantial crutch to its user, giving him a feeling of 
intoxication in varying degreeS". It provides a false sense of 
capabilities, strength and courage. This is of great impor-· 
tance when the drug user is faced with a problem which 
demands exercise of judgment and where the drug substi
tutes a euphoric and unreal feeling of exhiliration for the 
calm and logical thinking required by the circumstances. 

In place of positive thinking and" positive action, the 
user's mind is altered and distorted causing serious inter
ference with his powers of perception and coordination and 
his ability to judge the passage of time and space. 

The defendan4'; assert that marijuana provides a certain 
amount of happiness or relaxation without harmful results. 
I am not persuaded by the evidence that the resulting 
euphoria is, in fact, a pleasurable a:nd rewarding experi~nce. 
1 remain unconvil)ced by the evidence that the average user 
is made happy or contented-even for a short period of 
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time. The normal brain function is altered or suspended, 
making the user more s~sceptible to ,th~ influence of 

, others. The use of the drug also tends to accentuate any 
tendency toward improper conduct. In addition, it induces 
an abnormally subjective concentration on trivia. In short, 
marijuana produces a state which is analogous to a tem
porary mental aberration. Its prolonged and excessive use 
may induce a psychotic state, especially in those individuals 
with pre-existing psychological problems. 

In my opinion a proper inference, may be drawn from 
the evidence that there is a relationship between the use of 
marijuana and the incitlence of crime and anti-social be
havior. Within' the limitations, of our present statistical 
information, we can only speculate as to the precise n,ature 
.and scppe of the relationship. This is, to a certain degree, 
the hidden aspect of the problem. We cannot, at present, 
ascertain to what extent marijuana is a contributing factor 
in motor vehicle and other accidents, school dropouts, 
criminal activity, cases of "hard" narcotic addiction, broken 
homes and ruined careers, irrational and deviate acts, or 
losses of ambition mid of the desire to become' productive 
members of society. Altl~p;llgh the extent of such results 
may be speculative, it is my opinion that a strong inferen.ce 
may be drawn from the evidence presented at this hearing 
that a casua~ relationship does exist between the use of 
Ularijua.'1a and these assorted social evils. III order to 
establish more firmly the nature and scope of this relation~ 
ship, exhaustive and incisive studi~s must be undertaken. , 

In any eVel1t,. there is no in9ication from the evidence 
that the user of marijuana becomes, through its lise, a 
better student,a better worker, more dedicated to the 
public interest, or more efficient or productive in > any,. 
undertaking. On the 'contrary, there is convincing evid~nce ' 
that the converse is true, . '," 

Many succumb to the drug as a handy means of with~ 
draw~ng from the inevitable stresses and legitim.ate dema.nds 
of society i The evasion of problems and escape from "reality 
seem to be among the desired effects of thetise of 
mar;ijuana. Its use "is not so ,much a symbol of dissent in 
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order to effectuate changes in our social system, but rather 
a manifestation of a selfish withdrawal from society. 

The lessons of history and the experiences of other 
nations teach us that such artificial alteration of the normal 
brain fu.nctionby th~ use of drugs has been harmf\fl both 
to the individual and to the society in which he lives. The 
evidence clearly indicates that where a subculture has 
develO·ped which tolerates the general use of marijuana or 
its derivatives, the .harmful results have become clearly 
manifest. It is of great significance that the vast majority of 
nations have outlawed its lise .. 

Although its relevancy is doubtful, there was the un
avoidable comparison of marijuana. with alcohol. Alcohol 
has some therapeutic value and its use is not limited solely 
to the achievement of a state of intoxication or the 
alteration of the ment~ processes. Furthermore, the use of 
alcohol is supported here and elsewhere by many centuries 
of cultural experience. Admittedly, its misuse has posed 
serious problems and continues to do so. But these prob
lems, as they no'w exist,could be greatly expanded and 
compounded by the legalization of the use of rnarijl:fana. It 
is difficult to justify any law which would permit an 
expansion in the use of marijuana to the point where 
conceivably it would fall i,l1.to the same category as alcohol 
and become a part of our national culture. That the use of 
marijuana may have results similar to those associated with . 
the abuse of alcohol is hardly a persuasive argument for its 
1 egalization. 

Marijuana users must, of necessity, consort with oppor
tunistic pushers and other hardened members of the crim
inal element. In the case of youngsters, this is· especially 
dangerous. It introduces them to and esta:blishes a rapport 
with persons whose total influence is apt to be corruptive. 
As serious, if not morose, as the· young user's association 
with pushers· and the criminal element is the frequency, 
duration and intimacy of his contacts with other basically 
unstable users who do not :only involve him in their . 
problems but compound his own. . 

The defendants argue that' the statutes are also crnnino-
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genic in nature, as well as cruei. arid unusual, in that ·they 
prescribe serious criminal penalties for what may be rela
tively minor offenses. These arguments certainly do not 
apply to pushers. The legislation might profitably be re
viewed with regard to the penalties provided for possessors 
as opposed to pushers or where th~ evidence indicates a 
first offense with the improbability of repetition. In such 
cases, the judge should be given wide discretionary powerS 
so that the imposition' of a criminal record may be avoided. 
whenever warranted by the facts.· 

Because of the harmful and dange~ous nature and effects 
of marijuana; the statutory prohibition of its possession, 
sale and, th~r\~by, its use does not constitute a legislative 
interference w}th any fundamental rigbt of a citizen. Nor 
do the specifie\provisions.involved, MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 
94, § § 205, 2i3A and. 217B as applied to these cases, 
involve any denial of due process o'r of the equal protection 
of the laws. Neither do they present any issue of cruel and 
unusual punishment. Nor does their proper enforcement 
necessarily en taiL any 'unreasonable in vasio n of privacy. 
Sections 205, 213A and 217B of chapter 94 of the General 
Laws bear a real and substantial relation to public health, 
safety, morals and the' general welfare and are a valid 
exercise of the poll,ce power of the Commonwealth.44 

On the basis of the findings and conclusions above, I 
further conc1udeand. rule that the'defendants, Joseph D. 
Leis and Ivan WeiSs, are not entitled to have any of the 
indictments or complaints against them in these cases , .. 
dismissed on. any of the grounds aHeged in support of their 

. amended motions to dismiss,which are hereby denied. 

44Sperry & Hutchinson Co. v. Dir. ,of Div. of Necessities of Life, 
307 Mass. 408, 418, 30 N.E.2d 269, 274 (1940); Coffee-Rich, Inc. v. 
Comm'r of Pub. Health, 348 Mass, 414, 422, 204 N.E.2d 281,287 
(1965).· . 

, ~ <\ 
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COMMONWEALTH V. LEIS & WEISS1 : 

THE CASE AGAINST MARIJUANA t 
JAMES D. ST. CLAIR* 

One of the most perplexing problems facing law enforce
ment agencies today is the relatively sudden and widespread 
increase in the use of psycho-active drugs, particularly 
marijuana, by young people in open defiance of federal and 
state law. Entire communities have sprung up in several of 
our major cities consisting of large numbers of young 
people living a completely dmg-oriEmted existence, in spite 
of stringent laws prohibiting the transfer, possession and 
use of such drugs. 

Generally speaking, these young people are not, as one 
might suppose,' uneducated persons from the lower econom
ic or otherwise disadvantaged groups. Rather they are often 
reasonably well educated individuals from middle to upper 
income groups and are quite able to articulate their views. 
They have been supported in their use of marijuana by a· 
relati'/ely small but very vocal group of medical doctors, 
psychologists and sociologists who c~ntend that marijuana 
is a relatively harmless and innocuous·drug.2 On the other 

t Reprinted by permission of the copyright holder from 3 Suffolk 
University Law Review 42 (1968). . ' 

* Member of the Bar of Massachusetts; Special Assistant District 
Attorney on behalf of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 
Commonwealth u. Leis & Weiss. . 

INos. 28841-2, 28844-5 and 28864-5, (Massachusetts Superior 
Court, June 4, 1968). This case has been reported to 'th~ Massachu
setts Supreme Judicial Court. See No. 14113 (Massachusetts Supreme 
JUdicial Court, filed June 5, 1968) .. Referenceshereafter to transcipt 
pages refer to the transcript of evidence in the Superior Qourt. . 

2Transcript, Vol. 11 at 8-157, the closing argument by Joseph 
Oteri, Esq., Attorney for the Defendants. 

487 
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hand, it is apparent that the great weight of medical 
opinion supports the view. that marijuana is a harmful and 

. dangerous drug.3 

The reason for such. widely divergent'views among the 
professional disciplines involved is attribJltable to the fact 
that there has been ,a surprising lack of medical research 
and scientific investigation in this country into the causes 
and effects of chronic use of marijuana. There has been an 
abundance of literature pUblished ,on the subject but until 
very recently little original research has been done. The 
most significant work that has been done was performed 
urvler the auspices and direction of a committee appointed' 
by Mayor LaGuardia. of New York in 1938. Their findings 
,were published in 1944.4 The study made .by this com
mittee 'was conducted by professionally qualified people 
but it had several serious shortcomings. The number of 
subjects. used for testing and experimentation was limited 
(77 in the main group) and many of the tests conducted 
involved the use of orally ingested samples' whereas the 
almost univorsal~ method of using marijuana in this country 
is by inhalation of smoke from a cigarette containing the 
drug. The latter method has recently been determined to be 
approximately three times more potent than oral ingestion; 5 • 

The relative paucity of medical research is probably due 
to public apathy to the problem following the end of 
World War II until the early 1960's. During this time, due 
to overly' strict governmental limitations, samples of mar?-

3Transcript, Vol. Hat 3-79, clpsing argument by Ja'mes St. Clair, 
Special Assistant District Attorney appearing on behalf of the Com-
monwealth. . 

4MAY,OR'S COMMITTEE ON MARIHUANA, THE MARIHUANA 
PROBLEM IN THE CITY OF NEW YOR:K:, (1944) (hereinafter called 
the "LaGuatdia Report"). See Transcript; Vol, 1 at 145. 

5Transcript, Vol. 7 at 50, 51, testimony of Dr. Barris Isbell, 
Professor of medicine in pharmacology at the University of Kentucky 
Medical Center~Director of the Addiction Research Center at the 
United Statcs.Public Health SerVice Hospital (Lexington, Ity.) from 
1944-63. Dr. Isbell bases his conclusion. on the results of an 
expedment in which he employed a synthetic substan,ce, tetrahydro
cannabinol, which produced the. same qualitative resultR as those "of 
the marijuana plant when ingested by' srilOklng or by 01'8.1 ingestion in 
liquid form. Vol. 7 at 46. . ,.. 
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juana, even for research purposes, were not readily avail
able. The materials that were available were samples, of the 
natural substance which were of varying strengths, thus 
making it difficult to reach authoritative conclusions. Re
cently, these conditions have changed. An alarmed public is 
clamoring for definitive information and governmental 
authorities, in response,' have relaxed controls on drug 
supplies for research purposes.6 A synthetic tetrahydrocan
nabinol, thought to be the active ingredierit in marijmma, . 
has been developed recently enabling investigators to use 
uniform test samples with a greater integrity of result.7 

The limited authoritative information that has been 
available has permitted the young people using marijuana to 
formulate their own conclusions regarding the effects of the 
chronic use of marijuana. These conclusions have been 
based on their interpretation of their own experiences and 
those reported by others. These interpretations, as we have 
seen, have been relatively free from contradiction because 
of the lack of medical research and other scientific investi-

Since, for the most part, the older generations have 
lacked personal experience with marijuana, they are ill
equipped to cope with the contentions made by the young 
people supporting the drug. Not having the benefit of 
personal experience, or the backing of authoritative scien
tific research to support them, the older generations have 
'resorted to asserting exaggerated or unsupported grounds to 
justify the laws prohibiting marijuana. Since these views are 
not in accord with the experience of the young people, 
they have lost confidenge in the judgment and wisdom of 
their elders on the subject of drug use and the laws for 
which the older generations are responsible. 

This conflict between the young people and the laws 
written and administered by their elders has led to recent 
challenges to the constitutionality of the laws pertaining to 
marijuana. The most determined challenge was ,made recent-

6S~e 21 U.S.C.A. § 355(i) (1938); §.188(i) (1943); 26 :u.s.C.A. 
§ §4721, 4751 and 4772 (1954). . 

7 Tranl;lcript, Vol. 7 at 15, testimony' of Dr. Harris Isbel, supra note 5. . " 
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ly in a. case brought before Chief Justice Tauro of the 
Massachusetts Superior Court. 8 The challel'ige was grounded 
011 the argument that marijuana was not a deleterious drug 
and that the imposition of criminal sanctions was an 
unwarranted exercise of the police power. Other' cases have 
sought to challenge similar laws, but no case involved a 
judicial inquiry of the depth and scope of the Leis case.9 

In all, eighteen experts were called; eight by the prosecu
tion and ten by the defendants. They consisted of medical 
doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists, pharmacol
ogists, a botanist, a theologian and philosopher and two 
foreign experts, one from Greece and one from India. 

The ca:se against marijuana outlined by the prosecution 
dealt principally wlth the physiological, psychological and 
sociological effects of chronic marijuana use. The testimony 
relating tq the physiological effects was, not remarkable as 
these effects are probably least significant. Smoking mari
juana results in increased pulse rate and blood pressure and 
other alterations in the function of body organs, however, 
no effect has been identified on the organs themselves. 10 
Dr. Choprall of India, called by the prosecution, based on 
his studies and observations in' his country, attributes 
bronchitis, along with diarrhea and dysentery to the use of 
the equivalent drug in his country.12, 

The arguments adva~ced by the defendants reiied in part " 
on the limited' evidence available of adverse physiological 
effects of marijuana. They pointed out that, in this regard 
marijuana, at least, is ~ot as deleterious as alcohol. The 
relevance of any comparison of marijuana with other drugs, 
particltlatly alcohol, is questionable; how.ever, it should be 
noted that the knowledge of possible sellons adverse physi
ological effects from the chronic use of a drug acts as' a 

8S1qira note 1. 
9S11pra note 1. 
10See "LaGuardia Report"; sllpranote 4 at 64. 
UDr. Isawar C. Chopra is' Assl. Director General, Scientiflc 

Industrial Research! Ministry of :Educa:tion, Goverrnnent of India, and 
Director of the Indi~n Institute. of Experimental Medicine at Calcutta.' 

12Transcript, Vot 9 at 57, 58. • 

83-317 0 - 77 - 38 
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restraint against abuse of such d~gs. The unpleasant after
effects of excessive use of alcohol can hardly encourage 
contirrued and repeatec;i abuse. Furthermore, if comparison 
with other drugs is thought ~ be relevant, it should be 
realized that no significant physiological dan1age or injury 
has been found to result from the chronic use of heroin, 
and yet. there can be little doubt that heroin is an 
extremely harmful and dangerous dr]lgY 

The most significant effects from the chronic use of 
marijuana. developed in the evidence were psychological in 
nature. It is not possible to consider tho~e psychological 
effects without' some consideration being given to the 
psychological make-up of the typical chronic drug user. 
Scrutiny of the literature on the subject and the testimony 
of experts in the field is virtually unanimous in th~ view 
that the chronic drug user is a person with an unstable 
personality; he is a marginally adjusted indiyidmil with at 
least a character disorder.14 It is especially sjgnificant that 
these same unstable persons who are most prone to the 
chron~c use of marijuana are most SGriously affected by its 
mind-altering effects.15 

13Transcript, Vol. 3 at 40, testimony of Dr. Nicholas B. Mallesbn 
of London, England, Member of Her Majesty's Government Standing 
A.dvisory Committee on DlUgs. In response to a question l'egar"ciing 
known physical deterioration that is associated with tneuse of 
heroin, Dr. Malleson replied, "J think in particular the resistance to 
infection, the resistance to the diminished respiratory efficiency and 
diminished appetite n.nd diminished neurophysiological conduction." 

14Transcript, Vol. 7 at 115, testimony of Dr. Isbell, supra note Jl; 
Transcript, Vol. 9 at 47, testimony of Dr. Chopra, supra note 11;' 
Transcript, Vol. 3 at 138, testimony of Dr. John H. P .. Hooker, 
Senior Psychiatrist, Medfield State Hospital, Member of the Law and 
Medicine Council for the Northern New· England Branch of the 
American Psychiatric 'Association. Dr. Hooker stated that a user of 
cannabis (marijuana)'isj " ... someone who is in need of. probable 
psychiatric treatment, . .- . ." When asked if they might be neurotic, he 
replied, "Neurotic, depressed, anxious, psychosomatic, psychotic. YOll 
name it." . 

Transcript, Vol. 6 at 130, testimony of Dr. Henry Brill,. Vice 
Chairman of the New York State Narcotic Addiction Control Com
mission al?-d a Member of the Committee on Drug Dependen<;e of the 
American Medical Association. Dr. Brill testified that, '0 ••• taking the 
drug, certainly. taking the drug in excess, is a manifestation of 
psychiatric instability or psychiatric problems; ... ." .• 

15Transcript, Vol. 10 at 21, testimon,y iilif Dr. Dana L. Farnsworth, 
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To properly appraise the psychoiogical effects of mari
juana, consideration must also· be given to the motives of 
the typical chronic user. It is generally concedeq that the 
motivation of the chronic user is to achieve in each 
instance a mental state of intoxication sometimes referred 
to as "euphoria". This state is achieved relatively quickly 
by -inhaling smoke. No other motive is suggested fcrr the 
regular user. Euphoria is a state of altered mental ptbcesses 
in which th~ judgment and perceptive abilities of the 
individual are distorted. It has been described as an "over
shooting of self-satisfactioh" that leads to over-optimism. 16. 

Compare this motivation with the motivation of the 
regular user of alcohol. One who takes a drink of alcbhol in 
the evening before dinner may do so to achieve a modest 
measure of relaxation, or perh~ps only to b~ sociable, but 
in most cases certainly not to become intoxicated. Further
more, alcohol is often ingested with food which de1ays 01' • 
"spreads out" its effects on the central nervous system and 
the brain. Conversely, marijuana, which is usually smoked, 
almost immediately begins to affect the mental processeg 
producing a state of intoxication within a relatively short 
time. Of course the ingestion of food would not ordinarily 
affect this method of intake.17 

Dil;ector of the University Health Services of HarvardUniversitv. Of 
marijuana Users Dr. Farn~worth states, " ... one 'might say that many 

. of them are immature, insecure, have sirong feelings of inadequacy, 
they fear and resent the authority of adults, they have a .fear of 
gro\ving up and finding a place in the social system, they are often 
dependent upon others, are likely to. be passive:and don't,understand . 
their o'wn psychofogical motivation very welL: 

Anq. the drugs, while they do not ·{)ause . the d'isorders from which 
they SUffer, amplify and complicate them and thus prevent them 
from attempting sound solutions. They postpone \solutions so the)r 
problems, as a res1,l.lt of this device or practice, rerti~in." See also Dr. 
Farnsworth, marihuana and the Law: A Medical\ Approach, this 
edition page 97; Transcript, Vol. 2 at 10, testimony oJ Dr. Donald K 
Louria, President, New York State Council on Drug Addiction, 
Chairman, Public Health Committee for the County of New York; 
Transcript, Vol. 6. at 130, testimon~ of Dr. Brill, supra note 14. 

16Transcript, Vol. 6. at 158, testimony of Dr. Brill, supra note 14. 
17Transcript, Vol. 2 at 16.7, testimony of Dr. Joel Fort, Resident 

Psychiatrist, United States Public Health Sl'!l'Vice Federal' Narcotics 
Hospital (Lexington, Ky.) 1956-57. Consultant to the World Health 
Organizatiol..l on Marijuana. 
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One of the most serious psychological effects identified 
with marijuana is the disinhibition of the user .18 If tJ::1e 
chronic user were a reasonably well adjusted, person in full 
control of his inhibitions, this I).1ight n,ot be so significant, 
but, as we have seen, that is usually not the type of 
person we are dealing with. Consequently, if we have a 
person who is marginally adjusted and not in good control 
of his inhibitions, we can expect hini to lose some signifi
cant measure of control, perhaps with disastrous results. 

This tendency to disinhibit is further affected by the 
tendency of the drug to also expand the mood of the user 
at the time of becoming intoxicated. Thus, if the user is in 
pleasant' surroundings and in a peaceful and pleasurable 
mood, his pleasure is expanded, he becomes even ha.ppier, 
and his surroundings become more pleasant. As long as no 
serious interruptions occur in these arrangements, all is 
serene and the individual has ~ "good trip". The tendency 
toward disinl)ibition under these circumstances is generally 
no,~ thought to be dangerous. It is these circumstances that 
are often cited to support the allegation that marijuana is 
harmless and relatively innocuous.19 

This s,ame tendency to expand the existing mood of the 
user has an obverse side. If the mood of the individual is 
'anti-social or combative and he is cir believes himself to be 
in a stressful situation at the time of becoming intoxicated, 
we can expect that he will become more prone to anti
social or combative conduct without control of any inhibi-
tions he otherwise wouldhave. 20 ' 

Even the drug intoxicant in the midst of a '''good trip" 
may react violently if ther~ is any such antagonistic distur-

18See "LaGuardia Report", slipra note 4 at 218. 
19Transcript, Vol. 2 at 21, testimony of Dr. Louria, supra note 

15. Dr. LouL'ia stat:es of the user, "If he is feeling happy and 
contented, marijuana is likely to make him euphoric.", 

2old. at 22. ' . 
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Bance to the peace and tranquility of his immediate 
circumst'ances. Police experience in m.aking arrests of per
sons using marijuana, thus interrupting an otherwise calm, 
and peaceful scene, are often met with forcible resistance. 21 

It is no answer to suggest that the chronic marijuana user 
will exercise. judgment and dis~retion in choosing tpe times 
of his use, for, almost by definition, we . are" dealing 
typically with unstable, marginally adjusted individuals 
whose judgment is impaired by the 'use of the drug.22 

This inconsistency of result from the use of marijuana 
has rendered it relatively useless as a therapeutic agent of 
any value by the medical professio,p in this country today. 
Contrast this with opium and' its derivat~ves which have 
recognized and significant medical value even· though the 
danger of their continued use is' also well recognized. 23 

There is eVldence that persons under the. ll}fluence of 
marijuana have a distorted ability to judge time and space 
relationships.24 In addition, the use of this drug produces a 
psycho-motor disturbance' that, in combination with dis
torted time-space relationships, renders the individual unfit 
to operate a motor vehicle or any other machinery with 
safety to himse"If and others.25 It should be fUlther noted 
that a person under the influence of this drug does not lose 
muscular strength as a result of his intoxication. crhus he 

21Transcript, Vol. 7 at 144, testimony of Matthew O'Connor, 
Supervising Agent of the Bureau 9f Narcotic Enforcement,Justice 
Department, State of California. Mr. O'Connor testified that, "(t]hey 
have a tendency to resis~ severely. It is necessary in most occasions 
involving. marihuana to handcuff the individuals., Quite often it is 
necessary to oVercome their resistance."; Transcript, Vol. 2 a't 12, 
testimony of Dr. Lourill., .supra note 15. . ;. 

22Transcript, Vol. 9, at 175-78, testimony of Howard S. Becker, 
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (in Sociology from the University of Chicago), 
PrQfessor of Sociology, Northwestern University. 

23Transcript, Vol. 2at 16, testimony of Dr, Louria, supra note 
15, who stated that, " ... there is not one accepted medical Use for 
this (marijuana] ... ," , . 

24Transcript, VoL 2 at 29, testimony of Dr. Louria, supra note 
15; Transcript, Vol. 7 at 37, t.e~timony of Dr. Harris Isbell, sltpra 
note 5, ' 

25Transcript, Vol. 3 at 29, 85, testimony of Dr. Malleson, supra 
note 13; Transcript, Vol. 5 at 1,44, 162, testimony ofDr.Cbnstanc 
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has the 'strength to perform acts, even though his judgment 
and perception may prevent him from performing them 
safely, This feature, is also significant with regard to an 
individual whose inhibitions controlling a tendency to vio
lence are released by In81'ijuana intoxication; he retains the 
physical strength to, commit acts of violence,26 
.. Another psychological effect of the drlJ.g shown by the 
evidence is the psychological dependence created bychron
ic use.27 Chronic marijuana· use normally is not considered 
to result in addiction in the sense that it does not create a 
physical demand for the drug. This fact is often seized 
upon to support the view that marijuana is a relatively 
harmless drug. The opiate type drugs, particularly heroin, 
do produce ,such a physical demand and for that reason are 
thought to be more dangerous,28 The fact of the matter is 

tinos J. Miras of Athens, Greece; Transcript, Vol. 2 at 78, 79, 
testimony of Dr. Louria, supm note 15; Transcript Vol. 7 at 37, 
testimony of Dr, Isbell, supra note 5, All of the above witnesses agree 
on this proposition which was found' to be true as early as the 
~'LaGuardia Report" which states that, "[h]and steadiness and com
plex reaction time may be affected adversely to a considerable degree 
by the administration of both large and small doses of marihuana," 
Supra note 4 at 81. 

26Transcript, VOl. 7 at 133, 144, testimony of Matthew O'Connor, 
sup/'a hote 20. ' , 

27Transcript, Vol. 7 at 8, Dr. Harris Isbell, in answering the 
question of whether or not patients at the United States Public 
Health Service Hospital at 'Lexington, Ky. have had any dependence 
on marijuana as distinguished from any other drug, said, "[y] es, sir. 
The majority of the patients th,ere, of course,' are people who have 
been dependent on opiate type drugs. Most of these have had, in 
addition to that, dependence on marijuana at one time il1 their 
career., Moreover, there were, especially in the ~940's, a: ntJmber of 
people who gave histories of being dependent only on marijuana." 
Transcript, Vol. 10 at 17, Dr. Dana L. Farnsworth, in answering the 
question of whether' or not marijuana is a harmful and dangerous 
drug, replied that, "[t] hose who stop, using marijuana early suffer no 
demonstrable harm. Those who continue to lise it and become 
dependent upon it all too often lose their, ability to use their 
}ntellectual capacities constructively anci become 'loi)t to society ..... " 

28Transcript, Vol. '7 'at 11, Dr, Hanis Isbell, in replying to the 
question as to the derivation of the word drug dependence, stated 
that, "., . it is attaching a new'meaning to an old term ..... We have 
spoken of people being dependent on opiates for probably the last 
seventy-five years. However, when we spoke of them being dependent 
on opiates, we mean.t they were physically dependent on opiates: ... " 

, . 
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that if all we were concerned with was the physical demand 
.for the .drug, the problem would be far less serious than it 
is. This, is evidenced by the fact that' modern medical 
techniques have been developed that can f/'~L do cure 
heroin addicts of their physical demand in a r~la:dvely short 
time. 29 However, a high percentage of heroin addicts return 
to the use of heroin after they have been cured of their 
physical demand because of a psychological dependence 
they have developed for the drug. This psychological depen
dence is not susceptible to cure in most cases and repre
sents the'real danger of. addiction. 30 , 

. Chronic marijuana use, while it does not produce physi
cal addiction, does result in a well recognized psychological 
dependepce· on the drug just as in the case of heroin and 
the other opiate type drugs. The existence of such psycho
logical dependence in connection with chronic use of 
marijuana has been recognized by all responsible medical 
authorities and has been defined by the World Health 
Organization as "psychological dependence of the marijuana 
type".31 Even, though some have suggested that it is 
improper ~nd perhaps unconstitutional to classify marijuana 
and heroin under the salIne classification, as is done under 
the Massachusetts statutes,32 it, would seem clear that each 
drug has substantially similar psychological dependency 
consequences and are therefore properl:)T included under. the 
same classification. Indeed, they are so classified together '11 

by the World Health Organization in the Single Convention' I) ,', 

, 29Transcript, Vol. 6 at 134, t~stimony of Dr. Henry Brill, supra 
'note 14; Transcript, Vol. 7 at 11, testimony of Dr .. Harris Isbell, 

supra note 5. . 
30Transcript, Vol. 6 at 134, tes~imony of Dr. Henry Brill: "The 

psychological dependence is troublesome because it tends to promote 
relapse periodically, even throughout the entire life of the individual. 
Once the habit is, established, the tendency to relapse is always in the 
background.'" , . ' 

3 lId. at 135, Brill, supra note 14. 
32MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 94, § 197 (1958): "The followin~words 

and phrases as used in this section ... shall have the following 
meanings unless the context otherwise r~quires: . ' , 

"Narcotic drug": shall include ... opium ... heroin; and ca~na" 
bis (sorrietime$ called marihuana or marijuana) ... :" 
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promulgated by it and subscribed to by sixty nations, 
including all of the major nations of the world.33 

Marijuana intoxication also produces mind-altering ef
fects, including hallucinations. This hallucinogenic effect is 
the principal one sought aft~r by the regular user. As has 
been noted, it may have its seemingly pleasurable side, 
Often the user, in the 'state of euphoria, will fix his 
attention on a single object, sound, color or odor to the 
exclusion of all else. The danger to the user and others is 
apparent if he is operating, a motor vehicle or otherwise 
engaged in mobile activity.34 

The mind-altering effect of marijuana is further manife'st
ed ina marked increase in the susceptibility to suggestion 
of the person under its influence. Unpleasant experiences of 
the user may be suggested to be pleasurable while he is 
under the drug's influence. He will tend to agree, thus 
deprive himself of the protection of a warning at the outset 
of illness or danger. 35 Musicians have long been recognized 
as being susceptible to the suggestion that they play better 
while using marijuana, although a realistic appraisal of their 
performance after they have recovered from their in,toxica" 
"tion confirms for them that their performance was not .at 
all improved.36 

The increased receptiveness of the marijuana user to 
suggestion further ~nlarges the scope of the dangers to 
himself and others. While under the influence of marijuana 

33Sillgle Convention on Narcotic Drugs, World He~lth Organization 
(1961). . 

34Transcript, '\. 1. 2 at 29, Dr. Donald B. Louria indicated that 
the person who 1;hKes marijuana has distortions of time and space 
perception. To amplify, he stated, "[i]t is our opinion in the Medical 
Society of New York that the marihuana driver behind the wheel of 
a car is inordinately, dangerous because he hw> a feeling of omni
potence and yet at the same time he has distortion of time and space 
perception as well as some incapacities relating to skilled move-
ments .... '" . 

35Transcript, VoL 9 at l'n., testimony of Dr. Howard S. Becker, 
supra note 22. 

36Transcript, Vol. 9 at 168, testimony of Dr. Howard S. Becker, 
supra note 22; Transcript, Vol. 2 at 164, testimony of D.r.Joel Fort, 
supra note 17. . 
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the typical chronic user being a marginally adjusted individ
ual to begin with, susceptible to suggestion, disinhibited 
and lacking time-space perception but .having physical 
strength to perform acts can only result in tragedy under 
the right set of circumstances. 

In addition to the foregoing psychological effects, other 
effects of a serious nature have ruso .. been identified. These 
include temponry psychotic breaks, panic reactions, spells 
of paranoia anev/i.other mental disturbances.37 As stated in 
the LaGuardia Report: "The conplusion seems warranted 
that given the potential personality make-up and the right 
time and environment, marijuana may bring on a true 
psychotic state". 38 

The evidence of the psychological effects of chronic 
marijuana use thus supports the continued imposition of 
criminal sanctions against marijuana. . 

The evidence with regard to the sociological effects of 
chronic marijuana use support the conclusion that mari
juana is d~leteriot.1s. The tyt5i\~al chronic user· app~l;,ently 
seeks refuge .. :from his problems in the euphOlia of mari
juana. This way he imagines he will shed his problems and 
responsibilities' l:lnd enjoy a trouble freE3l period of time. 
When the effect wears off, of course, the problems are not 
solved and the responsibilities have. not disappeared: Tl).ey 
may, in fact, be enlarged without solution only to be . 

-solved by repeated refuge in drug induced euphoria. Mari
jUana does not cure the problem but .. probably prevents 
effective treatment.39 The student drug user typically-de
creases his performance and interesL in hiS. studies and 
.eventually drops out ofschool.40 

37Transcript, VoL 2 at 8,/:'9, 46, 49, 70, testimony ofDr~ Donald 
B. Lauria, supra note 1,5; Trlhl3cript, Vol. 3 at 52, testimony of Dr. 
Nicholas B. Malleson, suprallote 13; 'fninscript, Vol. {'). at 202, 
testimony of Dr.~. Constantfnos J. Miras, supra. note 25; Transcript, 
Vol. 6 at 126,'lq1, testimony of Dr. Henry 'Brill, ~upra note 14; 
'franscript,. Vol. 7 at 19, 20, testimony of Dr. Harris Isbell, supl'a' ,~ 
note 5; Transcript, Vol, 9 at 6~<71, testimony of Dr. Isawar C. 
Chopra, supra note 4 at 11.' . 

38S()e "LaGuardia .Report", supra note 4 at 51: .. 
39Transcript; Vol. 10-at 10, 17, 21, t.estimony of Dr .. Dana L; 

Farnsworth1 supra .note 15. '. . 
40Transcript, Vol. 10 at 21> 23,27, tesliIt10ny of pr. Dan:~ L. 
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Continued use of marijuana without doubt has and will 
tend towatd stronger and stronger dosages. This would be 
especially true if criminal sanctions were removed from 
marijuana. Just as the legal use of alcob,ol in this country 
graduated from beer to distilled spirits, so we can expect 
marijuana use to extend to hashish, which is the pure resin 
from the flowering top of the female India hemp plant and 
the most potent form of the drug. Noone seriously 
contends that hashish is not a· dangerous drug, producing 
psychotic bre8;ks and oth~r serious mentaJ disturbances.41 

Evidence produced by both sides indicated clearly that 
marijuana is closely associated with the use of other drugs 
of the hallucinogenic or mind-altering type as well as with 
heroin and other opiate drugs. 42 Opponents to the continu
ation of criminal sanctions on marijuana almost uniformly 
contend that the use of marijuana does not "cause" the use 

. of more dangerous drugs such as heroin. Here they Use 
"cause" in a lin.:iited technical sense. Since larger numbers 
of chronic marijuana users do not become heroin addict,s, it 
cannot be said it "causes" heroin use. 43 On the other hand, 
nearly 90% of all heroin addicts either started on or used 
marijuana at some time before becoming addicted to 
heroin, therefore, it is clear that there is at least an 
association between the two.44 

Farnsworth, supra note 15'. 
41Transcript, Vol: 9 at 61, hashish is known as ganja in India. In 

describing ganja uses, Dr. IsawarC. Chopra stated that, " ... mental 
injury Q more likely to occur in the case of those individuals who 
take large doses for prolonged periods,.' especially by smoking." In 
dctailing the incidence of psychosis among ganja smokers, he stated 
that, " ... emotion. and character and judgment are affected more in 
the case of smokers of ganja .... " . . , 

42Transcript, Vol. 3 at 101, testimo'ny of Dr. Nicholas B. Malle
son l supra note] 3; Transcript, Vol. 2 at 28, Dr. Donald B. Louria 

,stated that,. " ... the use of marihuana unequivocally leads SOlne 
people onto the use of more dangerous drugs such as heroin or 
LSD ..... In our .own figures at Bellevue Hospital among heroin users 
approximately. 80 p~r cent have had experience with marihuana 
beforc." Further, he added that, " ... the majority of people who use 
LSD have had experience with marihuana .... " 

.' 43Transcript, Vol. 10 at 121, testimony of Dr. John C. Ball, 
Research Associate at the·Addictiol). Research Center, Lexington, Ky. 

44Transcript, Vol. 10 at 97, Dr. John C. Brill discussed a two year 
study of the association!Jetween marljuana 'smol<ing- .ann t.he~ubRl" 
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There can be little doubt that there is' also a close 
association between marijuana use and the use of other 
halluc,inogenic or mind-altering drugs such as LSD. S9cio
logical studies show that the same groups use both drugs, as 
well as others, interchangeably, thus establishing a'sociolog- . 
ical connection, at least among this class of drugs.45 . 

The evidence produced as to thephysiolomcal, pSYGho
logical and sociological effects of chronic use of marijuana 
satisfied· the trial judge that marijuana was indeed a harmful 
and dangerous drug and thCltthe statutes under which the 
defendants were being prosecuted were constitutional. 46 

It is ,generally recognized that legal controls, although by 
no means perfect, are onE;! of the most effective aspects for 
preventing the spread of d~g use. If the public policy 
supporting legislation imposil;g legal controls is confirmed 
by incre-ased auth9ritative research, the public acceptance 
of such controls will o.bviously· be increased immeasurably 
land thus make the controls even more effective. The 
probable cause for widespread defiance of laws pertaining 
to marijuana is the belief that they represent a public 
policy of the pas.t, based not on knowledge derivedfroI!1 
scientific r:l'!search, but more from public hysteria. 

quent Use of opiates. He stated, " ... our view is that marih.uana 
smoking leads to heroin addiction, in particularj in the same way you 
might say delinquency often leads to adult criminality." To further 
clarify, he stated, "So I am not saying that eVE1ryone who uses 
marihuana goes on to heroin addiction but I am saying that mo,~t of. 
the .people who become heroin addicts have come throug:h the 
process which includes marihuana \lse." 

Dr. Ball testified that, ". ~ .the smoking of marihuana cigarettes 1s 
a predisposing influenc.e on subsequent addiction, particUlarly to 
illicit drugs, which would· mean especially' to heroin addiction .... " 
Vol. 10 at 103. . 

Finally, he stated that of those, " •.. who go on to heroin, 
approximately 80 to '90 phcent bave used marihuana first.'~ Vol. 10 
at 109." 

45Transcript, VoL 3 at 101, testimony of Dr. NicholasB. Malle
son, supra note 13; Transcript, Vol. 2 at 142, 143. lit describing the 
association between marijuana and LSD, Dr. ;]oel Fort said, " ... the 
two drugs. hilVebeen artificially thrown together by our social and 
legal policies and the sources of SUpply have come to overlap, and 
their being defined' as a deviant thing has tended to make both of 
them a'ttractive ill similar ways to some people;" 0' ' 

46Commonwealth v. Leis and Weiss. partially reportedtp. 23, thl.:; 
edition. '(oJ 

;.I< .. , 
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Medical research to develop authoritative conclusions, 
confirmed by laws consistent therewith, is the best and 
perhaps the only way to deal effectively with this problem. 

This is not to say, however, that consideration should 
not now be given to reappraisal of the existing laws and 
espeCially the penalties called for. It is difficult, for ex
ample, to justify thn, five-year mandatory offense under 
federal law 'for transferring marijuana.47 While this statute 
was undoubtedly aimed at the persons engaged in large
scale commercial traffic in marijuana, its breadth covers the 
student who hands a marijuana cigarette to another' ()r 
divides his small supply with a friend. The imposition under, 
Massachusetts law of a larger penalty for l;>eing present 
where marijuana is illegally kept than for actually possess
ing it is also hard to justify. 48 

Adjustments can and should be made to correct _~uch 
excesses and inconsistencies. If they are corrected, much of 
the disrespect for the drug lav .. 's now existing among many 
of the youth of the country may disappear. If at the same 
time the other interested professions concentrate on re
search programs to evalunte the' effects of the use of 
marijuana and the other psycho-active drugs and the law is 
then made consiste11t. with those results, a solid basis will 
be established to recommend such laws to the youth who 
predictably will be inclined to accord such laws far more 
respect. 

47 26 U.S.C. §4742 (1954). ~ 
48MASS. GEN. LAWS. ch. 94, § 213A (as amended through St. 

1960, ch. 204, § 2) reads as follows: 
Whoever is present whel;e a narcotic drug is illegally kept or 
deposited, or whoever is in the company ,of a person,. knowing 
that said person is illegally in possession of a narcotic drug. , . ' 
may be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for not 
more than five years, or by 'imprisonment in a ... house of ' 
correction for not, more than two years or by a fine of not less 
than five hundred do'lIars nor more than five thousand dollars. 

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has recently resolved 
doubts as to the constitutionality of this statute as applied. to'one 
not shown to have knowledge of the existence of the illegally kept 
marjj~anaby deciding that the statute properly int.erpreted requires a 
showmg"of such knowledge. Common\,j,'ialth v. Buckley, 1968 Mass. 
Adv. Sh. at 981. '.' " ' " 
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THE PURSUIT OF PLEASURE: 
CONSTITUTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF THE 

:MARIHUANA PROBLEM. t 
JOSEPH S. OTERI* and 

HARVEY A. SILVERGLATE** 

AN UNORTHODOX PREFACE 

It may be contended with some degree of persuasion 
that in certain areas of the 'law, the judicial and judicious 
reaction of judges and lawyers is finally coming close to the 
"guts reaction" of many untutored laymen astQ what 
governments can and cannot do. Laymen, of course, resort 
to something calied common sense, while jurists find their 
guIdelines in such concepts as "due process of law". 

(I 

Thus, let us suppose that the General Court of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts were to pass a law pro
hibiting citizens from listening to the music of Beethoven 
in the privacy of their living rooms. 1 Most laymen would 
probably react with the exclamation-"They can't do that." 
Yet until relatively recently most judges and lawyers might 

t Reprinted by permission of the copyright holder froni 3 Suffolk 
University Law Review 55(1968). 

* Lt..B., Boston College Law· School, 1957; Member, Boston, 
Massachusetts and American Bar Associations; Attorney for the 
defense in Commonwealth v. Leis and Weiss. 

** LL.B., Harvard Law School, 1967; Member, Boston, Massachu
setts and American Bar Associations. 

The authors express their appreciation to Lawrence H. Norris, 
Esq., .suffolk University Law School, 1964, and Richard L. Zisson, 
Esq., Suffolk University Law School, 19G7, for their assistance and 
scholarly advice: 

lThe authors are indebted to Stan Freeburg Who planted the germ 
to this analogy. 

50? 

" 
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wen have reacted' by pointing out that while perhaps the 
wisdom of such legislation was questionable, nevertheless 
"they" certainly could pass such a law. Since such a set of 

'facts or circumstan;::es could be conceived which would, in 
the eyes of a legislature, justify such legislation; and, since 
listening to Beethoven can hardly be considered one of 
thos,e "fundamental liberties" upon which Western Civiliza
tion is based, the individual citizen does not have any 
"fundamental right" which would require the state to show 
a "compelling state interest" before putting the ban on' 
Beethoven. 

Beethoven, it may be argued to a legislature or by a 
legislature, poses sOme danger to society. His music con
tains passages which are so powerful that they terid to 
produce in, some people (admittedly not all or even most 
people) a wild fluctuation of emotion running alternately 
from the very calm to the extremely violent. In exception
ally unstable individuals such music might conceivably 
produce psyhotic-l~ke reactions. In other cases, excessive 
listening to Beethoven has been known to, produce a 
psychological dependence of sorts, such that an avid listen-. 
er might get somewhat depressed if his stereo set broke for 
a week, or if the Philharmonic decided for an entire season 
to leav~ Beethoven out of its program. He might become' a 
bit ilTitable, even fidgety, and be driven to his FM radio in 
a frenzied attempt to satisfy his craving for the great 
composer. 

Even if Beethoven's music in itself cO,uld not be proven 
, or shown to be dangerous, nevertheless is there not always 
the possibility that one of the composer's avid fans might 
become so excited by the more resonant. and powerful 
sections of the Fifth 9r Ninth Symphonies and then turn to 
even louder music, such as our modem "electronic rock", 
which sorne ear specialists say produces decibel ratings. so 
high as to threaten permanent damage to ,the ears of the 
hip generation? Is it not possible also that a flirtation with 
Beethoven might, lead listeners to seek oui still ,o,ther 
German composers, with the affect of turning attention 
away from what the legislature might consider thE;' "genius" 
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of home-growri Amelican music, thus damaging a significant 
,domestic entertainment industry and a segment of the 
American economy? 

Are we to ignore completely the fact that a legislature 
might be told and believe that some Beethoven listeners are 
so lulled by the master's music that they desist from 
working while under its nefarious influence, and thus 
become a potential cause of widespread lethargy, and a 
threat to our activitY-Oliented culture. And what about 
those other listeners who might be inspired to go 'out and 
introduce Beethoven to a neighbor's yoUngster, or perhaps 
~ttempt to write a symphony of his own, thus propagating 
the curse by proselytyzing and imitating? 

The example need not be drawn out too far. T,he reader 
need merely substitute the word "marihuana" for Bee
thoven's music, and the subject matter of this article comes 
into focus. Precisely how far can legislature go, ina legal 
sense, in protecting .the public ,and Western Civilif-!ltion 
from a supposed menace, and upon what kinds of evid,ence 
is the factual existence of such a menace to be determii\ed? 
More specifically, where does the concept of due proct:Ss 
stop the lawmaker and the police from treading any 
further'? 

FACTUAL UNDERPINNINGS OF DUEPROCESS 

Constitutional attacks on st.ate marihuana legislation are 
several faceteciPThey include claims that the classification 
of marihuana with narcotics and danger<?lls hallucinogens is 
arbitrary and without basis in pharmacology,psychiatry, 

2While the same arguments used against state marihuana laws may 
and have been used in attacking federal legislation in this area, it is 
generally recognized that at the present time the Fifth Amendment 
provides t better method of attacking the Marihuana Tax Act, 26 
U.S.C. § 4701 (1954); and the Marihuana Import and Export Act, 21, 
U.S.C. § 176(a) . (1930). Such an attack, which involves a relatively 
heat question of law and eliminates the necessity of getting involved f' 

in a medical dispute -on the effects of marihuana on the mind and ' 
'body, is baSed upon the doctrine enunciated by the Supreme Court 
in Marchetti v. United States, 390 U.S.S5 (1968); Grosso v. United 
States, 390 U.S. 39 (1968); and Haynes v. pnited States, 3'90 U.S. 62 
(1968). Such an argument is pending before the Supreme Court in 
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sociology, or even botany; th,at treating marihuana use as' a 
criminal offense invades the individual's privacy without 
serving any legitimate state interest; that the imposition of 
harsh penalties on marihuana use constitutes cruel and 
unusual' pUhishment; that the entire marihuana law struc
ture is criminogenic in effec~ and hence hamlful to society; 
that the scope of present marihuana legislation is overly
broad and unnecessarily interfers with protected rights 
while, trying to get at a much narrower abuse; and that 
there is an inequality of treatment of marihuana users as 

, opposed to alcohol or tobacco use~s" With the exception of 
the last .argument; all of these lines of attack are rooted in 
the concept of substantive due process; the latter argument 
is, of course, based upon the Equal Protection clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. 

In Massachusetts, defense lawyers are extraordinarily 
endowed with constitutional ammunition to supplement the, 
Fourteenth Amendment. Particularly, the Massachusetts 
Constitution provides, in part, that "further, full power and 
authority are hereby given and granted to the said general 
court, from time to time, to make" ordain, and establish, all 
mamier of wholesorne and reasonable orders, laws, statutes, 
and ordinances, directions and instructions, either with 
penalties or without ... " (emphasis supplied).3 

Perhaps even more to the point, the Massachusetts 
Constitution provides that the "Government is fustittited 
for the common good; for the proti?ction, safety, pro'sperity 
and happiness of the people .. ." {emphasis supplied).4 

Finally, approaching the nub of the matter frontally, 
that same revered arid time-honored document provides 
that "All men are born free and equal, and have ce'rtain 
natural, essential, and unalienable rights; among which may 
be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending their ,lives 
and liberties; that of acquiring, possessing, and protecting 

Leary v. United States, 36 V,S.L.W. 3466 (1968), but was rejected
recently by the Court· of Appeals for the Second Circuit in V nited' 
States v~ Minor, (2d Cir. 1968). ' 

3MASS. CONST. pt. 2, ch. 1, § 1, art. IV. 
4MASS. CONS'l'. pt. 1, art; VII. 
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property; in fine, that of seeking and obtaining their 'safety 
and happiness" (emphasis supplied).5 

Yet the combination of these provisions and the Four
teenth Amendment have not yet enabled a marihuana 
defendant to elicit from a court of record so much as a 
hint that state rnarihuana legislation is unconstitutional. It 
is submitted tha:~ the major reason for the lack of success 
to date is attribt}table not to the willingness of courts to 
accept. the propqsition that the citizen has a right to 
happiness, but rather to the inability of attorneys to. 
convince . the C011l.rts . that there is not a sufficient state 
interest to justifyl legislative intrusion into any "right" that 
the individual milght arguably have to use marihuana. 

This article w~~l not re-argue the admittedly troublesome 
question of whe~her or not there is a "fundamental right" 
to use marihuali)a or any other similar hallucinogen or 
intoxica!lt. The i.lentire legal controversy has the air of a 
semantic dispute: This was particularly evident in perhaps 
the most comprehensive opinion yet rendered on this 
question, the opinion of the Massachusetts Superior Court' 
(Tauro, C.J.J in' ~,he case of Commonwealth v. Joseph Leis 
and Iva,n Weiss.6 ;~n that opinion, the court, while admitting 
that" ... no decision appears to have attempted to pro
pound an ail inc~~sive list of fundamental rights ... " never- . 
theless it went ipn to limit the list to " ... those rights 
which are recogn~zed as fundamental ... [and] are also, in 
many instances, II closely related to some commonly ac.: 
knowledged morl~l or legal duty and not merely to a 
hedonistic seekin~~ ,after pleasure."7 Once the court dismiss- . 
ed anY,claim thaiG a fundamental right was involved, it did 
not have to exallhne the question of t4e state's interest in 
prohibiting mari~l~ana. 8 

. 

. ' ~I. • 

. 5MASS. CONST'~Pt. 1; art.!.' !i 

6Nos. 28841-2,1128844-5 and 28864-5 (Massachusetts Superior 
Court, June 4, 196i. ); l?artially reported herein p. 23 of this edition. 

71d. p.24 this ellition.' . . 
8 "T.herefore, it 1~ not necessary that a compelling state interest 
h.e shown in or1cIer to slIhject them to regulation under the 
exercise of the /state's poli~~h,'power." P. 24 this edition. It 

I 
83-317 0 - 77 - 39. Ii 

If 
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Other courts have attempted to deal with the legal is~u~s . 
regarding marihuana without a stlfficient appreciation of or 
inquiry into the. factual issues. Some of these courts have 
not even felt that it mattered very much what the true 
state of facts turned out to be. Thus, in what is generally a 
clear and well-writhm exposition of certain legal principles, 
a California intermediate appellate court which did not 
have the benefit of expert testimony9 stated that in dealing 
with marihuana " ... if reasonable men may entertain the 
belief that the use of these drugs, once begun, almost 
inevitably leads to excess, such' belief affords a sufficient 
justification for applying restrictions to these drugs."lO The 
California Court went even further in expressing the doc
trine that the actual truth or falsity of the facts, upon 
which a state interest is based is irrelevant: "The validity of 
legislation which would be necessary or proper 'under a 
given state of facts does not depend up'on the actual 
existence of the supposed facts. It is enough if 'the law
.making body may rationally believe such facts to be 
established. ,,11 

This, of course, is an extreme position and would hardly 
find sanction with the Supreme Court of the United States, 

should be noted nevertheless despite the fact that Chief Justice 
Tauro felt that the court did not have to go further, he did go. 
on to consider the question of marihuana on the basis of 
evidence taken by the court in a unique two and oile half week 
hearing with expert testimony on every phase of the so-called 
"marihuana problem." While Chief Justice Tauro cuncluded 
from the evidence that "marihuana is a harmful and dangerous 
drug," his finding in this regard will presumably be reviewed by 
the Supreme Judicial Court, which will have the benefit of the 
full transcript of evidence before it when the matter reaches the 
full court: By thus receiving and preserving the evidence given 
by the experts, Chief Justice ·Tauro has given the reviewing 
courts the widest latitude pos.sible. 
9People v. Aguiar, 257 A.C.A. 691, 65 Cal. Rptr. 171, 172 

(1968), opinion written by Molinari, P.J. The court noted that the 
bulk of the defendant's argument "consists of a l(l,w review arlick." 
See, Boyko and Rotberg, Constitutional Objections to California's 
Marijuana Possession Sta/ute, 14 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 773 (1967). 

lOld, at 695, 65 Cal. Rptr. at 173, citing People v. Mistriel, 110 
Cal. App. 2d 110, 241 P.2d ·1050 (1952). . . 

11Id. at 695, 65 Cal. Rptr. at 173, citing Ex Patte Yun Q'uong, 
159 Ca~. 508, 114 P. 835 (1911), the latter case dealing with opium. 

If 
I( 
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which has stated time and tiine again that a statute must 
'have sufficient factual underpinnings. As Justice Holmes 
wrote, even the judge, being bound to declare the law 
" ... must know or discover the facts that establish the 
lR\V.,,12 And as to the proposition that the mere statement 
of a proposition is sufficient to establish that proposition as 
a factual justification for a statute, Justice Holmes warned: 
"Obviously the facts should be accurately ascertained and 
carefully weighed; and this can be done more conveniently 
in the Supreme Court of the District than here. The 
evidence 9hould be preserved so that if necessary it can be 
considered by this Court."IS . 

Unless our trial courts take more seriously their duty ~o 
inquire into the facts now k.Ylown which justify or fail to 
justify marihuana legislation,14 all of the' effort presently 
being put into the attempt to bring the use of marihuana 
within a classification of "protected" or "fundamental 
rights" will be wasted. For without such inquiry, courts 
will feel free to give credence to the many myths al?d 
misrepresentations which have been promulgated since at 
least the mid-1930's which have cast marihuana as a villain 
and' an assassin.15 Unless these myths are discredited in the 
courts, it is a simple matter for any court, looking to the 
state of the "evidence", to uphold even the most restrictive 
marihuana legislation, regardless of whether or not an 

I2Chastleton Corp. v. Sinclair, 264 U.S. 543,548 (1924) . 
. I SId. at 549. . 
HIt might be pointed out here that common sense would 'dictate 

that the court look into the factual situation in the light of present 
day knowledge, and not at the situation as it might have appeared t9 
the .legislature when the law was passed or last re-enacted, amended-, 
or revised. This is part of the court's on-going duty to examine 
legislation in the light of m'odern developments. One may cite various 
cases, for e:xample, where legislation which was previously upheld in 
the face of factual attack was later thrown out because of the 
discovery of new facts. See, e:g., 264 U.S. 543; Brown v. Board of 
Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954). See also, In re Jenison, 267 Minn. 136, 
125 N.W. 2d 588 (1963); where the court hel<;l that persons whose 
religious cOllvictions prohibit compulsory jury duty must be exempt 
"until and unless further experie):1ce indicates ... a serious threat to 
the effective functioning of our jury system ..... " ld. at 589. 

15See SOLOMON, THE MARIHUANA 'PAPERS (1966). 
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abstract inquiry' into the question of fundamental rights 
ieads that court to the conclusion that there is a right to 
happiness and that marihuana may foster happine1ls, or that 
there is a right to privacy· and that marihuana is used in 
private and that such use falls within the zone of privacy. 
For it is axiomatic that where behavior leads to adverse and 
deleterious social consequences, even a fundamental right 
embodying such behavior may be limited or proscribed 
el~tirely.16 

It is enlightening to note the nature of some of the 
evidence which the Massachusetts legislature has relied upon 
in passing the many versions of the marihuana statute 
which has been on the books in the Commonwealth 
continuously for many decades.17 It appears from the 
limited legislative history of this statute that it was passed 
and has been maintained (indeed, made yet more stringent) 
on the statute books without any investigation by the 
legislature into tIle medical and scientific evidence. In view 
of the sub,stantial amount of. evidence available, it would 
appear that such a procedure violates certain minimal 
standards of rationality which must be part of "the legisla
tive process. It is part of the concept of due process of law 
that the' legislature pass statutes, and periodically revise 
statutes, in such a way that the laws remain at least 
roughly consonant with the state of knowledge of mankind. 

Marihuana has been illegal within the Commonweaith of 
Massachusetts at least as early as 1911.18 There were several 
narcotic drug commissions appointed subsequent to the 
passage of the statute. The most extensive and the only one 
in ,which cannabis was even considereli was Senate Report 
No. 100 (1930). Hearings were held, interviews and ques-

16The classic expressions of this proposition are those of Mr. 
Justice Holmes in his famous illustration explaining that despite 
freedom of speech, one may' not shout "Fire!" in a crowded theatre. 
Schenk v. United States, 249 U.S. 47 (1919). See also, Reynolds v. 
United States, 98 U.S. 145 (1878). 

171!'or the purposes of this article emphasis will be given to the 
Massachusetts statute on marihuana which is typical of many state 
statutes. 

18LAWS AND RESOLVES OF MASS., eh. 372 (1911). 
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tionnaires taken. Cannabis was not cited as a problem, 
except that in the entire study two so-called "cannabis 
indica addicts" were reported. But the Commission was 
careful to point out that: 

Iil considering the answers received to the first part of 
the question,-Whether the drugs listed presented prob
lems of addiction,-it should be remembered' that 
"addiction" has many interpretationc. It may be· de
fined by some as meaning simply "habitual use". This 
undoubtedly explains the rather significant number of 
times that aspirin. was inserted in the space left for 
drugs of addiction other than those specified. "Ad
diction" in the narrower sense, means a condition in 
which the body becomes dependent upon the taking 
of the drug, and reacts with serious symptoms, often 
with collapse, upon withdrawal of it.19 

There is no mention of, nor evidence concerning mari
huana, in subsequent House Reports. 20 

It would be quite reasonable for a legislature t~ outlaw 
murder without hearings on the subject, since 'that is a 
crime malum in se and no evidence is needed of the' harm 
cav~d\ by the act of killing. But in a case such as the 
m~ifuana question, it would seem that some investigation 
into the facts must be made, and that the findings be 
considered. True, the Court may not substitute its conclu
sions for the conclusions of a legislature when exanlining a 
state of facts which· was before the legislature. But in a case 
such as this, where 'the legislature, despite numerous investi
gations into drugs, which often led to alterations in the 
narcotic drugs law, never ihforrned itself aboutrnarihuana, 
it becomes the duty of the Court to perform that function. 
As stated by Karst: 

The urgency of the need for particularization arises 
out of the rapidity of contemporary social,technologi
cal, political and econdmic changes which require the 
courts to uncover and delineate in a short period of 

19MASS. LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENTS, B.R. No.IOO at 25 
(1931).. . . 

2oMASS. LEGISLATIVE DOCUMENTS H.R. No. 2390 (1954); 
H.R. No: 2780 (1960); H.R. No. 3075 (1966). 
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time many new interests worthy of constitutional 
protection. It is not an exaggeration to say that 
the ... government depends upon the continued suc
cess of the judiciary in performing this legislative 
function. 21 

It is also pointed out that a principal justification for 
granting a court the power of judicial review over Iegisla
tioD. ".lies in the ability of a coUrt to weigh constitutiol).al 
claims' on the basis of experience which was not available 
when the legislature acted.:'22 G1Although some of the 
justices have been reluctant, they now appear to be unani
mous in h,ccepting the il('ccssity of weighing the factual 
justification of state regula,tion. ,,23 As Mr. Justice Brandeis 
'wrote in O'Gorman & Young u. Hartford Fire Ins. CO.,24 

" ... [if the] evils did not exist ... for which this statutory 
provision was an appropriate remedy .... " this circum
stance,. if supported by" ... some factual foundation of 
record for overthrowing the statute .... ,,25 would enable a 
court to overturn the statute on the basis of the evidence 
presented. 

It is important to note that the kind of case here 
envisioned is, not one where the constitutional. attack is 
directed toward showing that the statutory classification is 
invalid merely as applied to a particular defendant or 
merely in a specific single instance.26 The determin(3.tion of 
constitutionality in such a case may turn on the actIvities 
or characteristics of the challenging party, and of the effect 
of the statute upon him. Such, facts ?ye adjudicative in 
nature. The findings thereon can have no effect upon 
future cases. They are therefore made by the trier of 
fact--and will be reviewed, as in the ordinary case, only to 

21 Ka.rst, Legislative F,acts in Constitutional Litigation, 1960 THE 
SUPREME CT. REV., 75, 76. , _ 

22Id. at 76·77; l>ee also, HART & WECHSd~R, TH}!:F'EDERAL 
COURTS AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM 77·79 ;l1953L' 

23Karst, supra note 21, at 78. ' 
24282 U.S. 251 (1931). 
25Id .. at 257, 258. 
2.6See e.g.; Fisk~ v. Kansas, 274 U.S. 380 (1927). 
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discover whether they are warranted by the evidence pre
sented at the trial.27 

But where, as here, extrinsic factual matter is offered for 
the purpose of showing the factual basis-or want of 
one-for a statutory classification or treatmept, and where 
the facts are beyond the sphere of judicial notice in the 
traditional sense,' the matter is properly the subject of 'a 
judicial inquiry .28 And because the inquiry is judicial in 
character it must be conducted by a judge, and not by a 
jury or trier of {act. 29 So also, the facts as determined at 
the trial are open to a much broadened; form of appellate 
review.3o For example, the' appellate court may draw its· 
own conclusions as to a state of facts from information 
obtained at the trial,31 and/or from additional information 
received for the first time on appea1.32 

The reasons for all this are obvious; the Court is deciding 
a question of general application of which the ultimate 
determination will and must be stare decisis,33 at least until 
future experience or discovery demonstrate that the basis 
for the .decision n~_longer exists. 34 

The sine qua non of this entire process is an expan$ion 
of the means and. methods by which the Court receives and 
records relevant information and evidence. The entire 
process itself is denied by such decisions as R. C. Tway Co. 
v. Glenn,35 \vhich holds Lhat legislative findings cannot be 

. , 
27See Taylor v. Mississippi, 319 U.S. 583, 585-8.6. (1943); Feiner 

v. New York, 340 U.S. 315, 316 (1951). 
28United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S, 144, 158 

(1937). 
299 WIGMORE ON EVIDENCE § 2555(d) (3d ed. 195Q~; See 

Laurel Hill Cemetery v. San Francisco, 216 U.S. 358, 364065 (1910). 
30Cf. WIGMORE, supra note 29, at n.6. 
3ISee 264 U.S. at 549. ' 
g.2Muller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412, 420-21 (1908); see 347 U.S. at 

494 n.11; Commonwealth v. D'Avella, 339 Mass. 642, 162 N.E.2d 19 
(1959). . . 

33See, e,g., Commonwealth v. Chamberlain, 343 Mass. '49, 53, 175 
'N.E.2d 486, 488.(1961)\ . ' 

34Bee Karst" supra nl'lte 21; see also JlJ-.stice Brandeis' dissent in 
Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 U.S. 393, 4;06-08 (1932). 

3512 F. Supp. 570, 582 (W.D. Ky. 1935). 

o 
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impeached, for the supposed rea'5on that the same statute 
might be found constitutional in one case and unconstitu
tional in another, depending upon the testimony. Of 
course, it would be irrational to permit such an issue to be 
varyingly decided, case by case, on the basis of what 
different triers of fact might reasonably conclude from 
testimony (which itself will vary from case to case depend
ing upon the availability of witnesses) offered to them by 
counsel under the rules of evidence applicable in ordinary 
ad hoc private and criminal litigation. Considerations of 
equality in the treatment of litigants, at least, demand that 
the question of a statute's inherent constitutiqnality not be 
decided one way in one case and another way in another 
case.36 Conversely, it would be no more rational to permit 
the lottery of such traditional fact finding in one case to 
become stare decisis to ailOther.37 The .only way to avoid 
either such result is readily apparent. The CoUrt must be 
informed of all relevant data, and by whatever appropriate 
means. 

In Chastleton Corp. u. Sinclair,38 there was a question 
whether the facts upon which certain legislation was postu
lated had ceased to exist, and if so should the statute be 
rendered unconstitutional. Justice Holmes, speaking for the 
Court, stated: 

We need not inquire how far this ,Court might go in 
deciding the question for itself, on the principl~s 
explained in Prentis u. Atlantic Coast Line Co., 211 

36Bickle, Judicial Determination of Questions of Fact Affecting 
The ConsJitutional Validity of Legislative Action, ,"'8 HARV. L. REV. 
6,11 (1924-25). 

37Consider the' following: in Commonwealth v. Wright, 137 Mass. 
250 (1884), a jury was "warranted in finding" a certain definitely 
described and popularly known game to be a lottery. T.he game came 
befme the court again in Commonwealth v. Sullivan, 146 Mass. 142, 
15 N.E. 491 (1888), where it was said: '<'This having been determined 
to be a lottery in Commonwealth v. Wright, it is not necessary to go 
on forever taking the opinion of the jury in each new case that 
comes up." Id. at 145, 15 N .E. at 494. With all due respect; it is ' 
submitted that to make the accident of it first jury-type fInding 
decisive of a question of law is patently absurd. . , 
, 38264 U.S. 543. ' 

'\. 
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U.S. 210, 227 [where Holmes, J., had said: "·As the 
judge is bound to declare the law he mUst know or 
discover the facts that establish ,t.hc;,law," .(empbasis 
added)] ... These cases show "'chat the Court may 
ascertain as it sees fit any fact that IS merely a ground 
for laying down a rule of law .... Obviously the facts 
should be accurately ascertained and -carefully 
weighed, and this can be done more conveniently. in 
the Supreme Court of the District than here. The 
evidence should be preserved so that if necessary .jt 
can be considered by this Court. (Emphasis' supplied) 39 

The proponents of the statute in Chastlcton had prevailed 
in -both the trial and intermediate appellate courts. Even 
though the Supreme Court has been reluctant to remand in 
cases of this soit because of the fear that "the trial of-_ 
legislative facts will be hedged in by restrictive rules of 
evidence and procedure which would' not hamper its own 
investigation.,,40 Nevertheless, here the Supreme Court re
manded.41 

In Brown v. Board of Education42 the Supreme Court 
relied upon a lower court "finding" that segregation leads 
to the development of a sense of inferiority among Negro 
children affecting their motivation to learn. It stated chat 
"this finding is amply supported by modern authority." 43 

The decision in Brown is obviously stare decisis; it could 
not have been founded on the kind of fact finding which 
one sees in an ordinary ad hoc contest (where only the 
rights of the immediate contending litigants are at stake) 
and thus the restrictions imposed by technical rules of 
evidence were inappropriate. 

It is thus apparent that the kind of fact finding hearing 
required to resolve the '~marihuana' question" is in reality a 
kind of legislative hearing held in ,a cOUltroom by a judge 
acting as the finder of fact. Of course, it is often argued 

39Id. at 549. 
40Karst, supra note 21, at 9~. 
41 264 U.S, at 549. 
4~347 U.S. 483, 1\ 
43Id. at 494 n.ll, where the Court cited a welter of pulJlished I 

social psychological materials. 
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that since this is a matter which lies within the province of 
the legislature, and since a legislature is better suited to 
make such fact findings, the courts should decline juris
diction even to hear such evidence.44 But where the 
legislature has clearly avoided a reasonable fact finding 
process, and where, for reasons political or otherwise, the 
legislature refuses to investigate the "marihuana problem" 
with any degree of objectivity or thoroughness, it behooves 
the judiciary to ensure that the law is changed, even in a 
rough way, in accordance with the increasing knowledge of 
mankind. 

Indeed, there is a good argument that the courtroom is a 
better fomm for airing the facts in an area such as we deal 
with here. The profusion of pseudo-experts and "medical 
politicians" who profess expert knowledge of marihuana 
and its. uses and effects is such that the enormous amount 
of misinformation spewed forth by such men might be 
most readily pierced by the skillful and diligent cross
examination of an advocate, rather than by the often timid 
and acquiescent questioning of a member of a legislative 
committee aware of the public eye. It is all too common 
and all too easy for any man with a medical degree or title 
to make a flat statement 011 a subject in which he has little 
or no' more knowledge or experience than an ordinary· 
layman; and it is unfortunate when such statements become 
the "rational" basis for legislation. However, :while a legisla
Lor may cross-examine and need not believe such "evi
dence," an advocate would be more likely to pro be deeply 
and expose all sham and falsity. It is therefore quite 
possible that the "legislative question" of marihuana may 
be resolved by the judiciary more quickly and more 
rationally than by the legislative branch. Indeed·, the prolif
eration of recent constitutional attacks on state marihuana 
legislation indicates perhaps a frustration of attempts to 
obtain legislative relief and a necessary resort to the 
courts.45 

44Karst, supra note 21, and cases ciied therein. 
45Within recent months such attacks have been prosecuted in 
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LIMITA TrONS ON HAPPINESS AND THE 
LEAST RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVE 

As has been noted above, a controversy rages over the 
question of whether or not there is a "right" to smoke or 
possess marihuana, or whether, if such a right 'exists, it is a 
"fundamental" tight. The superior court in its opinion in 
Commonwealth v. Joseph Leis' and Ivan We iss 46 appeared to 
'feel that the distinction between "fundruuental rights" and 
other rights or privileges47 was crucial Rince that determina
tion defines the burden that the state has to meet in order " I ,. 

to prohibit or restrict conduct involving that right. Thus, 
the court said: 

... those rights which are recognized as fundamental 
are also, in many instances, closely related to some 
commonly acknowledged moral or legal duty and not' 
merely to a hedonistic seeking after pleasure. No claim 
of any such duty which would demand the possession, 
use or sale of marijuana has been advanced in this 
case .... 

I conclude that the alleged rights ... do not rise to 
the level of fundamental rights nor fall within the 
periphery or penumbra emanating from such rights. 
Therefore, it is not necessary that a compelling state 
interest be shown in order to subject them to regula
tion under the exercise of the state's police power. 48 

some states, State' v. Raines & Borras, Cir. Ct. of 2d Jud. Cir., Leon 
County (now before the Florida Supreme Court); State (California) v. 
Knesevich, last year mooted and decided em a search and seizure 
issue; People (Michigan) v. Sinclair, RecortIer's Court for Detroit; In 
the Matter of the Exemptions of Marihuana (Oregon) ftom the 
Application of O.R.S. Chapter 474, before the Oregon State Board of 
Pharmacy, 

460n Report to Massachuseits Supreme Judicial Court. Partially 
reported p, 23 of this Law Review. 

, 470ne might well ask whether a non-fundamental right does not in 
fact differ from what is commonly known as a mere privilege. If, 
after all, the state can restrict a non-f'undamentalright without a 
strong showing of a compelling stat\:' interest, then it would seem that 
the right becomes in effect a priviiege revocable at the will and whim 
of the state. 

48Commonwealth v. Leis and Weiss, p. 24 this edition; see People 
v. Woody, 40 Car. Rptr. 69, 394 P.2d 813 (1964),: 
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The California Court in People v. Aguiar,49 begged the 
question where it pointed out" ... that there is no consti
tutionally protected right to indulge in the use of euphoric 
drugs.,,5o At another point in the seemingly well-reasoned 
opinion the court makes what appears to be an untenable 
distinction: 

An act may not be held to be unconstitutional merely 
because it may contain provisions which seem to be 
unjust or oppressive, or because it may be deemed to 
violate the natuml, social or political rights of citizens, 
unless it appears that those· f.eatures of the fact 
contravene rights which are guaranteed by the Consti
tution.51 

The inutility of the "fundamental" rights' concept is thus 
demonstrated. The concept of "fundam·ental" rights loses 
much of its importance as an analytical to~l in an era when 
the interpretation of due process has gone well beyond a 
literal reading of the rights specifically enumerated in the 
first Ten Amendments, and has now encompassed "penum
bras" which "emanate" from the enumerated rights.52 

It is here suggested that Courts must begin to analyze 
and balance the rights of the individual versus the regula
tory or prohihitory powers of the state by resort to the 
balancing concept of "the least restrictive alternative.;' 53 

Indeed, court decisions in. seveml areas have already b~gun 
to adopt this concept, although it was not. discussed by the . 
trial courts which rendered either the Massachusetts or 
California marihuana opinions discussed herein. 54 The doc-

49 257 A.C.A. 691, 65 Cal. Rptr. 171. 
.50Id. at 698, 65 Cal. Rptr. at 175. 
51Id. at 696,65 Cal. Rptr. at 174. 
52Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). 
53Struv~, The Less-Restrictive-Alternative Principle and Economic 

Due Process, 80 HARV. L. REV. 1463 (1967), and Warmuth and 
Mitkin, The Doctrine of the Reasonable Alternative, 9 UTAH L. 
REV: 254 (1964). 

54It should be noted, however, that defense' counsel in Co;nmon
wealth v. Leis and Weiss relied heavily on this theory, and presum
ably this concept will he discussed when the case comes before the 
Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts. 
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trine is simply a very flexible version of the' conventional 
theory of rights, although it embod,ies more functional 
analaysis and less "analysis by label." The basic principle 
involved is that the state should not and may not restrict 
the breadth of individual liberties (defined in the broadest 
sense) without a countervailing justification for doing so. 

This question 'Yas faced by the California Supreme 
Court, which saw the conflict between state "police Power" 
and the demands of the Fourteenth Amendment when the 
right bf an ex-convict to vote was ,concerned. In Otsuka u. 
Hite,55 he court held that a California constitutional pro
vision which disfranchises all persons convicted of "in
famous crimes" must be narrowly construed to encompass 
only those crimes which bear a "reasonable relation" to the 
protection of the integrity of the elective process, such as 
corruption, bribery, forgery, and malfeasance in office. The 
court said to include other' crimes within this category 
would violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment. The state could not establish voting 
qualifications ~nconsistent with the Equal Protection Clause. 
Because of the importance of the right to vote, a rigid 
standard of equal protection has to be applied. 56 The 
classifications that are created must be repsonable in light 
of some "compelling state .interest. ,,57 ' 

In a critical analysis of the Otsulw case, it was sta.ted 
that "every inquiry into the reasonableness of a classifica
tion should begin with a postulation of all possible pur
poses; there must be a reasonable relation between anyone 
of these purposes and the characteristiCs used to define the 
statutory classification. ,,58 In McLaughlin u. Flori.da 59 the 
Supreme Court struck down a Florida statute. makjng 

5564 Cal. 2d 596, 414 P.2d 412, 51 Cal. Rptr. 284 (1966). 
. ~6See Harper v.n Virg~nia Bd. of Elections, $83 U.S. 663 (1966), 
where the Court held tHat it was a violation of the Equal Protection 
Clause for the state to condition the franchise on the payment of a 
poll tax. 

5751 CaL Rptr. ~t ·289, ·414 P".£.d -at 417: 
58Note, 60 COLUM. L. REV. 1357 (1966) citing McLaughlin v. 

Florida 379 U.S. 184, 191 (1964). . , 
59379 U.S. 184 (1964). 
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inter-racial cohabitation a crime.' Mr. Justice White, in 
deiivering the' opinion of the Court, pointed out that 
"[n] onnally the widest discretion is allowed' the legislative 
judgment in determining whether to attack some, rather 
than all, of the manifestations of the evil aimed at; and 
normally that judgment is given the beneiit of every 
conceivable circumstance which might suffice to character
ize the classification as reasonable rather than arbitrary and 
invidious." Nevertheless, " ... we deal here with a racial 
classification embodied in a criminal statute. In this con
text, where the power of the State weighs most heavily 
upon the individual or the group, we must be ~specially 
sensitive to the policies of the Equal Protection clause .... "so 

While ther~ is admittedly a multiplicity of possible 
legislative purposes of the California disfranchisement stat
ute in Otsuka there can be little doubt that the Massachu
setts Narcotic Drugs Law can serve but orie purpose
protection of the public health, safety or morals. Unless 
marihuana comes under a classjfication ,:)f substances which 
threaten the public health, safety or morals, it would 
appear clear that the statute including it as a dangerous 
drug, and virtually banning its use and sale completely, is 
unreasonable. Even Mr. Justice Clark, in his dissent in 
Robinson v. California )SI assumed, and expl:.lined that' the 
majority' also assumed that a state may punish persons. who 
purchase, possess or use narcotic drugs "because of the 
grave threat of future harmful conduct which they pose.,,62 
He specified lying, stealing and violent crime as a frequent 
resu.lt of 'narcotic use. Unfortunately, cannabis has for so. 
long been erroneously legally classified with the narcotics 
that we indulge the assumption that it too is dangerous. 
The logical conclusion from Mr, Justice Clark's statements 
is that if the drug is found not to be a threat to a vital 
state interef1t, the police power may not be turned against 
the substance or its use. . 

SOld. at 192. 
, 61370 U,S. 660 (1962). 

62Id. at 683. 
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In view of the medical, psychological, sociological and 
pharmacological properties of marihuana, qnd in light of 
the evidence compiled in the testimony given' by the 
experts in Commonwealth v. Leis and Weiss, Massachusetts 
would be hard pressed to show any compelling state 
interest which may be protected by. this sta'tutory scheme. 
In People u. Woody 63 the California Supreme Court noted 
that the state provided no evidence that the practice of 
smoking peyote an10ng the. Indians was harmful to the 
public health. And as Mr. ,Justice Goldberg noted in 
Griswold v., C,onnecticut,64 "Although the Connecticut 
birth-control law obviously encroaches upon a fundamental 
personal liberty, the State does not show that the law 
serves any 'subordmating state interest which is compelling' 
or that is 'necessary ... to the accomplishment ofl a permis
sible state policy' ."65 Mr. Justice Goldberg went on to 
discuss the state's contention that the law discourages 
extra-marital 'relations, and he dismissed the contention as 
being of dubious rational, for the law cannot, in fact, deter 
extra-marital relations, nor is it tailored to foster marital 
fidelity. In view of Mr. Justice White's contention that "a 
statute with these effects bears a substantial burden of 
justification when attacked under the Fourteenth Amend
ment, ... " the statute could not stand.66 

It is interesting to note that in the case of alcoholic 
beT/erages, Massachusetts has resorted to licensing proced
ures in an effort to control use and distribution of alcohol, 
and has invoked criminal penalties only for the abuse of 
alcohol, I.e., for drunkenness. 67 In a dissenting opinion in 
Robinson v. California68 Mr. Justice Clark said: "IStatus'· 
offenses have been long known and recognized in the 
criminal la'w .... A ready exan~ple is drunkenness, which 
plainlY is as involuntary as, is the taking. of drugs." 69 

6361 Ca1.2d 716, 394 P.2d 813., 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964). 
64381 U.S. 479 (1965). 
6,5Id. at 497-98.' 
66ld. at 503.' , 
67MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 272, § 48 (1956). 
68370 U.s. 660 (1962), holding that it is cruel ancirunusual 

punishri}ent to convict a man of being a narcotics addict. . ;' 

((~ -' 

! 
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Perhaps lVIr; Justice Clark answered unwittingly his own 
puzzlement at how the SupreJ.?le Court majority could 
strike down a state statute which made the status of being 
a drug addict a c.rime, while upholding state statutes which 
made drunkenness (a normal condition of a1eohol addicts) a 
criminal offense. For as Mr. Justice Clark noted earlier in 
this same dissent: "Although none of these acts [i.e. 
purchase, possession or use of narcotics] are harmful to 
society in themselves, the State constitutionally may at
tempt to deter and prevent them through punishment 
because of the. grave threat of future harmful conduct 
which they pose. ,,70 Perhaps one explanation of the Robin
son decision lies in the very fact that the status of being a 
narcotics addict }vas considered less harmful to society than 
the status of ,being an alcoholic. And perhaps Mr. Justice 
Clark's assumption that the use, possession or purchase of 
all "narcotics" is dangerous would not have been so easily 
made if this factual question was before the Court. Indeed, 
if the status of being a true, hard narcotics addict may not 
constitutionally be made a crime, what justification is there 
for making it a crime to possess the non-narcotic cannabis, 
or for that matter to possess it with intent to sell? The 
implication here is that only the abusive use of cannabis, as 

( it results in conduct harmful to society, ought to be the 
target of the police powers. 

Licensing schemes for regulatory purposes are often 
struck down in state courts. In Abodoo v. The City and 
County of Denver71 the Colorado Supreme Court struck 
down a. municipal ordinance that required licensing of 
pOl1;rait photographers, finding that the business of photog
raphy is a lawful activity which is harmless a!1.d useful, and 
that the police power cannot be .invoked to regulate its 
practice, specifying technicai or moral qualifications for 
people wishing to enter that field of endeavor. The statute 
was held to be an unwarranted invasion of the constitu
tional freedonls of the individual. Thus, a hannless activity 

691d. at 684. 
7old. at 683 (emphasis supplied). 

~~~~71156 Colo.' 127, 397 P.2d 222 (1964). 
1 . . 
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was held to be immune even to mere regulation. Certainly a· 
total prohibition of the occupation of photography would 
not have survived scrutiny at all. 

Other . regulatory schemes, involving occupations or activ
ities which are potentially dangerous or subject to abuse, 
have often been upheld in state courts.· In the case of 
Norman v. City of Las Vegas 72 the Nevada Supreme Court 
held that the busiriess of gambling and of selling iD:toxicat
ing liquors had a qdeleterious tendency" and that the 
police powers of the state and city could be invoked to 
regulate these activities. Other cases used only when the 
b:usiness or activity regulated has a tendency to be danger
ous to the public health, safety or morals.73 Adherents to 
the so-called. "incorporation theory,,74 would hold that the 
specific guaranties of the Bill of Rights are incorporated 
into the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process clause, and it 
would appear that the Ninth Amendment would be taking 
its place now beside the first eight. Adherents to the 
so-called '''ordered liberty,,75 theory would hold that the 
rights involved in this case are part of the Fourteenth 
Amendment Substantive Due Process. But lurking' beneath 
these "categories of rights" seems to be a basic balancing 
process between the interests and rights (fundamental or 
otherwise) of the individual and the interests of the state. 

Perhaps the most imps>rtant of all is the observation that 
where the state has no interest at all, the individual interest 
does not have to be very strong to prevail. Thus, in the 
recent case of Fenster v. Leary 76 the court struck dowi1 a 
vagrancy 'law on two grounds, one of which was that the 
vagrant did not harm society; and thus there was no state 
'interest in outlawing his being a vagrant. 

From another point of :view, the broadness of the swe~p 
() v , ,., .j 

of the California disfranchisement statute in Otsuha·· v;: 

7264 Nev. 38, 177 P.2d 442 (1947).' 
73See, e.g., Friedman v. Valentine, 177 Misc. 437, 30 N.Y.S.2d 

891 (1941) (regulation of carbarets); Simone v. Kennedy, 26 ).\tlisc.2d 
748, 212 N.Y.S.2d 83.8 (1961) (cm'baret employees). 

7.4Adamson v. (\California, .932 U.S. 46 (1947), (Black dissenting). 
75Palko v. Conl-iecticut, 30'2 U.S. 319 (1937~';' " 
76 53 Misc.2d 774, 279 N.Y.S.2d 7.fl3 (1967). ' 

L~' 

83-317 0 - 77 - 40 
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Rite,77 would have been unconstitutional had the court not 
chosen to save its constitutionality by a narrowing interpre
tation. As Mr. Justice Douglas wrote in the Cou.rt's opinion 
in O'riswold, "[s]uch. a law cannot stand in light of the 
familiar principal, so often applied by this Court, that a 
governmental purpose to control or prevent activities con
stitutionally subject to state regulation may not be achieved 
by means which sweep unnecessarily broadly and thereby 
invade the area of protected freedoms. ,,78 l'rIr. Justice 
Brennan and Chi.ef Justice Warren agreed, with thi~ and 
concurred with Mr. Justice Goldberg in his concurring 
opinion, where he said, "[i] n any event, it is clear that the 
state interest in safeguarding marital fidelity can be served 
by a more discriminately tailored statute, which does not, 
like the present one, sweep unnecessarily broadly, reaching 
far:. oeyond the evil sought to be dealt with and intruding 
upon the p11vacy of all married couples. ,,79 

As has been noted, Massachusetts statutory scheme deal
~. ing with alcoholic beverages purports to deal with only the 

abuses and dangerous effects of the substance. Despite the 
evidence that alcohol is harmful and potentially dangerous 

'even if taken in relatively moderate doses, Massachusetts 
has narrowed the scope of itf, alcohol regulatory scheme 
drastically.80 . 

Yet the marihuana statute, dealing with a substance 
which, according to the present state of medical knowledge, 
is relatively harmless, unless, perhaps, taken in massive 
doses or high concentrations; throws a blanket prohibition 
over use of the substance in any manner and in any 
quantities; this is so even though there is a lack of evidence 
on the part of Massachusetts, that ordinary use is deleter
ious. It might be found by a court that, in the balancing 
process, marihuana might indeed be susceptible to some 
kind of regulatory scheme, but it is submitted that in order 
to be reasonable, thesche.me would have to regulate at 

7764 Ca1.2d 596, 414 P.2d 412 (1966). 
78381 U.S. at 485. 
79Id. a't 498 .. 
ROSee note 98.in{l'G. 

.\ 
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least as leniently as the scheme which regulates alcoholic 
beverages, rather than prohibit entirely. This is not to' ask 
that a state necessarily leave itself without any controls at 
all over marihuana. A state should, however, limit itself to 
a statute which regulates rather than prohibits, and which 
regulates to an extent that is reasonable and rational in the 
light of modern scientific and" medical evidence. 'If it is 
found that such evidence is as yet inconclusive, then a state 
must await further experimentation and not discourage 
such experimentation. In justifying any regulatory scheme 
controlling marihuana, a state has some, burden, and it 
would s.eem that this burden could be met in a scientific 
age only by allowing proven facts to enter into the 
legislative decision, and by relegating myths to the realm of 
gossip rather than law. The courts may not tell the 
legislature upon which facts they must rely, but the courts 
must furnish guidelines outside of which a legislature may 
not go before it must find a rational basis for curtailing the 
freedom of its citizens. If marihuana is to be proven 
dangerous, it will have to be with experimentation by 
scientists with the substance cannabis, rather than by court 
experimentation with the liberty of the citizen. This is in 
accord with Mr. Justice Goldberg's comment when he' 
stated, "I quite agree with Mr. Justice Brandeis that ... a 
... State may ... serve as a laboratory, and try novel 
social and economic experiments .... [yet] I do not believe 
that this includes the power to experiment with the 
fundamental liberties of citizens ... .',81 

The instant case is very much like the problem that 
faced the New York Court of Appeals 82 when a constitu
tional ch,:).llenge was levelled against a section of the Federal 
Agriculture and Markets, Law,83 which section prohibited 
canned condensed .skimmed milk from bein'g sold in' small 
quantities, which in effect barred the prodlict from hou~e-

81 381 U.S. at 496. 
82Defiance MHk Products Co. v. DuMond, 309' ,1I).Y. 537, 132 

N.E.2d 829 (1956). 
s3N.Y. AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS LAW §64 (l\~cKinney 

1954). 
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hold consumption. The court observed that the answer to 
this challenge revolved around the Supreme Court's opin
ions in the two Carolene Products cases84 which decisions 
upheld .a federal statute balTing "filled milk" from in~er

state commerce. The New Yor.k Court observed that when 
the Congress passed the filled milk statute in 192385 it put 
forth as the reasons for the statute that filled milk was 
harmful, and that it was often confused with whole milk. 
The New York Court went on to note that the Supreme 
Court upheld the federal statute only on the latter ground 
-the confusion between products in the marketplace. 

We must keep in mind that the Carolene statute was 
passed in 1923 and that the two' Carolene cases were 
decided in 1938 and 1944, respectively. Congress had 

--- characterized "filled milk" as being "injurious to 
health" and "a fraud upon the public" [citing 304 
U.S. 152]. Time has certainly disproved completely 
the first of those indictments. Ultimately, the court's 
basis for the ban was "deception" and fraudulent 
substitution .... 86 

The New York Court noted in the Defiance case there 
was neither harm from the product, nor confusion, and 
therefore the court could not uphold the statute on the 
"confusion of products" ground that the Supreme Cou,rt 
found still existing in Carolene. The claim of harm could 
no longer be accepted since "even though a police power 
enactment may have been or may have seemed to be valid 
when made, later events or later-discovered facts may show 
it to· be arbitrary and confiscatory .,,87 The court then 

84United States v. Carolene, 304 U.S. 144 (1938); United States v. 
Carolene, 323 U.S. 18 (1944). 

85Filled Milk Statute, 21 U.S.C.A. § 61·64 (1964). 
86 309 N.Y. 537, 543, J 32 N.E.2d 829, 831 (1956). 

87Id. at 541, 132 N.E.2d at 830, citing Abie State Bank v. Bryan, 
282 U.s. 765, 772 (1931). The New York court, while noting its 
feeling that it was highly unlikely, in view qf labeling procedures,. 
that the Consumer would confuse canned evaporated skimmed milk 
with Whole milk, deferred to the legislative finding to some extent by 
stating in dictum that if more distinctive marking was thought 
necessary, the Legislature could have demanded other kinds of laJ;>els 
or special sizes, shapes or colors of containers. Instead, it issued its 
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stated that the heart of its decisio~ was that "tIle property 
of a citizen including his right to sell nondeleterious 
substances may hot be taken from him without rhyme or 
reason." 88 

In a similar vein the Supreme COUlt of Kentucky in 
Com,nol1wealth v. CampbeU 89 held that possession of alco
hol could not be banned, while sale of the substance could 
be proli.ibited. The court stated: 

It is not within the competency of a free government 
to invade the sanctity of the aQsolute rights of the 
citizen any further than the" direct protection of 
society requires. Therefore, the question of what a 
man will drink, or eat or own; provided that the rights 
of others are not invaded, is one which addresses itself 
alone to the will of the citizen. It is .not within the 
competency of the government to invade the privacy 
of a citizen's life or to regulate his conduct in a 
matter in which he alone is concerned, or prohibit him 
any liberty the exercise of which will not directly 
injure society.90 . 

It has been recently argued that the "less-restrictive 
alternative" principle should be adopted by the Supreme 
Court of the United States as a substitution to a balancing 
test in the area of economic' due process. 91 

In an Opinion of the Justices, the Supreme Judicial 
Court of l\lassachusetts92 dealt with a statute purporting to 
prohibit all agencies owning, maintaining or operating ceme
teries and their officers, agents and employees from selling 
or engaging in the business of selling monuments for 
cemetery lots. The court said ". that such a statute was 

fiat that these household size quantities could not be sold at all'; Such 
a prohibition was ... not a re.asonable ,'vay of dealing with such 
confusion .. ; as the legislators might have found to exist." Jd.at 541, 
132 N .E.2d at 831. 

88Id. at 541, 132 N.E.2d at 831. 
89133 Ky. 50,117 S.W. 383 (1909). 
90ld. at 58, 117 S.W. at 385. 
91Struve, supra note 53. Furthermore, this principlp. is not a new 

one in judicial thinking. Id. at 1464 n.'7, citing the Opinion of the. 
Justices, 322 Mass. 755, 79 N.E.2d 883 (1948) as an example of the 
use of the principle in state juris9idi9ns. 

923Q2 Mass. 755, 79 N.E.2d 883 (19M~). 
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unconstitutional under Articles 1, 10 and 12 of the Decla
ration of Rights since "[ w] e have been unable to perceive 
in the proposed act any rational tendency to promote the 
safety, health, morals or general welfare of the public. ,,93 

The court first proceeded to discuss any possible justifi
cations for the statute, justificat.iol1R which may have been 
suggested by the legislature, or which may have come to 
the minds of the Justices independently of other sources. 
The court found few reasons to justify it.9

-! 

Yet in this opinion, the court noted that while the selling 
of monuments "presents no occasion for special or peculiar 
regulation," nevertheless cemeteries "are subject to a substan
tial degree of special and peculiar regulation .... ,,95 To solve 
this problem of a mixture within the same statute of subjects 
some of which were suitable for regulation and others which 
were not, the court resorted to the less-restrictive-alternative 
principle: 

If any evils Jurk in the association of a cemetery with 
the selling of monuments we would suppose that they 

931d. at 760, 79 N.E.2d at 887. 
94Certainly it is not, a health regulation. vVe do not see what 
evH arises if any in.~jvidual or a religious society owning or 
operating a cemetery ialso sells monuments; perhaps even merely 
as a convenience to the public and not for profit, since the 
proposed act makes no distinction in this refOpect. It is common 
for an individual or group of individuals to engage in· more than 
one lawful occupation. And we see no incompatibility between 
the two occupations here involved which might be thought to 
operate to the public detriment. If it is suggested that a 
bereaved family seelting a place to bury their dead might 
possibly be exposed to undesirable importunity in the matter of 
purchase of a monument or might be discriminated against for 
reJfusal to buy, it mii.lht equally well be argued that for similar 
re;;tSons an undertaker should be forbidden to sell caskets or a 
lawyer to act as an i~dministrator. Equal grounds exist for the 
separation of many fonns of activity which are commonly 
carried on togeth.er without objection and to the general 
convenience of tJ1e j)ublic. The reason just suggested for the 
proposed act seems f.~nciful rather than real, but we have been 
unable to think of any othel' object to be promoted, and 
neither the order ofthc Senate nor the proposed. act discloses 
any. . 

[d. at; 760·61,79 N.E.2cl at 887. 
951d. at 760,79 N.E .. 2d at 887. 
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could be met by direct attack without the sweeping 
prohibitions contained in the proposed act. The pro
posed act is especially drastic in its effect upon 
officers, agents, and employees. In this respect it 
seems a regulation more of sellers of monuments than 
of cemeteries. Under this part of the actho seller of 
monuments could become a member of a standing 
committee or a vestryman or warden or even sing for 
pay in the choir of a church that owned a cemetery, 
even though he had nothing whatever to do with the 
cemetery. Such restrictions upon persons carrying on a 
lawful occupati.on seem to us umelated to .any public 
·good and unreasonable. For the foregoing causes we 
are of the opinion that the proposed act would not 
constitute a valid exercise of the police power.96 

This principle has been commonly used, and it is in 
frequent use today, both legislatively and judicially, within 
'Massachusetts and in other jurisdictions. Whete restrictions 
are unreasonable, and not narrowly drawn, they unconstitu
tionally "burn down the house to roast the pig. ,,~7 Within 

. Massachusetts, many things are regulated narrowly. 98' . 

961d; at 761, 79 N.E.2d at 887-88. 
97Butler v. Michigan, 352 U.S. 380 (1957). 
98There is a basic statute regulating alcoholic beverages in which 

commercial. sale and manufacturing is included. See MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 138, § 2 (1943). But it is important to note that private 
manufacture or use of alcoholic beverages for personal consumption 
is not prohibited or regulated, MASS. GEN. LAWS eh. 138, § 3 
(1935). There is a penalty for adulteration, MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 
138, § 16 (1936)_ There are restrictions on the sale of alcoholic 
beverages near churches and schools, MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 138, 
§ 16C (196'5). Peddling is prohibited, MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 138, 
§ 32 (Hi34). Sale on Sundays and Legal Holidays are regu1ated, 
MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 138, § 33 (1967), and sales to minors are 
restricted, MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 138, § 34A (1962). Tobacco Is 
similarly, although less elaborately, rcgu·\ated. Sales to minors are 
prohibited, MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 270, §6 (1909). Smoking in a 
stable is outlawed, MASS. GEN, LAWS ch. 272, §86C (1924), as 
well as smoking on a public conveyance, MASS. GEN . LAWS ch. 
272, § 43A (1947). Other examples of narrow restrictions include: 
MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 270 (Crimes Against Public Health), MASS. 
GEN. LAWS ch. 94, § § 186-94 (1966) (Adulteration and Misbranding 
of Food and Drugs) and MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 269, § 12A (1959) 
(sale of air rifles to a minor under sixteen). For other examples of 
judicial rules involving the less-restrictive-altexnative principle S(fe 

Commgmnealth v. Smith: 163 _Ky. 227, 173 S.W. 340 (1915) 
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In Schneider v. New Jersey,99 the Supreme CO\ltt of the 
United States struck down ordinances of Los Angeles, 
Milwaukee, and Worcester (Massachusetts), forbidding the 
distribution of handbills in public places as' applied to 
persons passing out handbills on matters of public interest 
or in labor disputes. It was argued that these orqinances 
were intended to prevent the littering of the streets; and 
the Milwaukee ordinance could be enforced only if the 
recipients of the handbill actually threw it in the street. 
Justice Roberts, speaking for the Court .stated that, "[a] ny 
burden imposed upon the city authorities in cleaning and 
caring for the streets as an indirect consequence of such 
distribution results' from the constitutional protection of 
the freedom of speech and press.... The.\le are obvious 
methods of preventing littering. Among these is the punish
ment of tho,se who actually throw papers on the streets. ,,100 

MARIHUANA INTOXICATION AND 
EQUAL PROTECTION 

Much has been written on the medical, pharmacological, 
psychological and sociological aspects of 'marihuana use, 
and the evidence need not 'be elaborated upon here.101 But 
the available evidence would 'seem to indicate that in' terms 
of physical and psychological effect, marihuana is basically 
an intoxicant or a mild hallucinogen. There are' many 
similarities between marihuana and alcohol, although it is 
widely believed that marihuana is less dangerous, certainly 
in liability and physical damage. 

Given such a factual basis, the question must be asked 
whether the users of one of these drugs (marihuana). may 

(possession of alcohol may not. be outlawed); Ex parte Francis, 76 
Fla, 304, 79 So. 753 (1918) (could not outlaw possession of alcohol, 
but could prohibit possession with intent to sell); State v. Gilman, ,33 
W. Va. 146, 10 S.E.. 283 (1889) (cannot outlaw possession of 
alcohol); Roberts v.'Clement, 252 F. SllPp.'835 (E.D. Tenn. 1966) 
(cannot outlaw nudists). 

99308 U.S. 147 (1939). 
10oId. at 162. , 
101$ec SOLOMON, THE MARIHUANA PAPERS (1966). 
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be subject to heavy penalties for indulging in their ,chpsen 
intoxicant, while the users of the other drug (alcohol) are 
free to indulge themselves so long as their use does not 
edge over into abuse; , , 

Put another way, w,e must ask wh.ether the present ~;:l.ws, 
by treating unequals (marihuana ahd the opiates or LSD:) as 
equals, and by treating substantial equals (alcohol" and 
marihuana, although alcohol is generally acknowledged to 
be the more harmf.'11)102 as lll1equals, thereby run afoul of 
the requirements of equal protection. 

if two substances have essentially the same effects and 
pose essentially 'the same dai1gers, and if they wou14 both: 
be regulated (or prohibited) for the very same reason Qr 
reasons, and if an examinatidn of the evidence reveals no 
substantial difference between the two, there is therefore 
no basis for the statutory distinction. Thus, in the classic 
case of Skinn,er v: Ohlahoma 103 the Supreme Court of the 
United States struck down as a violation of equal protec
tion, a statute which would apply sterilization to "habitual 
criminals," and which' included qertain claspes of criminals, 
such as a chicken th.ief, but which excluded others, such as 
embezzlers. The Court said that: 

When the la\v lays an unequal hand on those who have 
committed intrinsically the ,same quality of offense 
and sterilized one and not the other, it has made as 
invidious a discrimination as if it had selected ?> 
particular race or nationa~ity for oppressive treatment. 
Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356; Gaines v. Canada, 
305 U.S. 337. Sterilization of those who have thrice 

'{!ommitted grand larceny, with immunity for t.hose 
who are embezzlers, isa clear, pointed, unmistakable 
discrimination (emphasis supplied).104 

Similarly, 'the Supreme Court invalidated a Florida stat
ute which 6utlaw'~ cohabitation by members Qf differ0nt 

102FORT, THE USE AND ABUSE OF ALcoHOL AND NAR
COTICS AROUND THE WORLD, Proceeding of the 'Third World 
Congress of Psychiatry (University of Toronto Press 1964). 

103316 U.S. 535 (1924)-. ' 
1041d. at 541-42, 

\ ' 
\ 
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races only.105 A lack of equal protection was found, not 
because the state could not outlaw cohabitation, but rather 
because if it outlawed it for some, it had to do so for all. 
The Court noted that there appeared to be " ... nothing in 
[the] suggested legislative purpose [to deal with illicit' 
extramarital and premarital promiscuity] ... which makes 
it essential to punish promiscuity of one racial group' and 
not that of another.,,106 

How then is the Court justified in attaching heavy 
penalties to those "vho choose to become intoxicated or 
relax by using marihuana, while allowing others to indulge 
in' another intoxicant which the marihuana users 'will not 
resort to because of its physically debilitating properties? 

A state might argue that the legislature may outlaw what 
appears to it to be an evil without "covering the whole 
field of possible abuses .... If a class is deemed to present 
a conspicuous example of what the legislature seeks to 
prevent, the Fourteenth Amendment allows it to be dealt 
with although otherwise and merely, logically. not dis
tinguishable from others not embraced in the law.,,107 Yet 
all this says is 'that a legislature may pick and choose the 
kinds of behavior that it wishes to proscribe. It: does not 
mean that a legislature may actually presclibe behavior of 
one class of people (e.g., those who choose to obtain a 
mild state of intoxication with marihuana) and allo'w 
another class of people to freely indulge in behavior of an' 
exactly similar nature (e.g., those who choose to obtain a 
mild state of intoxication with alcohol). The only justifica
tion for making any such distinction would have to be 
more than a mere technical one. It would have to be 
grounded in fact. . 

In an Opinion of th~ Just/. I,es of Ma;sachusetts,108 the 
court said that equal protection requires that all in the, 
same category and the same ciJ .. cumstances be treated alike. 

105McLaughIin v, Florida, 379 U.S. 184 (1964), 
lOG/d. at 193. ' 
l07Central Lumber Co, v. South Dakota 226 U.S. 157, 160 

(1912). . ,. , ' 
108332 Mass. 769, 126 N.E. 2d 795 (1955). 

I 

/ 

I 

~ 
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It is true that a statutory discrimination will not be set 
aside as a denial of Equal Protection if any state of facts 
reasonably may be conceived to justify it.109 Yet a statu
tory classification is arbitrary if it does not rest upon some 
ground of difference having a fair and substantial relation 
to t~e. object of the legislationYo 

It has been recently stated that: 

The equal protection principle of Skinner and Mc
Laughlin may be stated as follows: the statute must 
cover all persons who are logically, scientifically or by 
dint of' common sense inCludable in order to effectu
ate the legitimate goals of the statute [citations omit
ted]. In applying this principle, the reviewing court 
must inevitably pass judgment on the soundness (i.e:, 
legitimacy) of the statutory policy [citations omit
ted]. Since this role is one of independent fact
finding, courts are often reluctant to expressly chal
lenge the legislature's decision to enact statutes, even 
those predicated on such questionable bases as super
stition or: racism. Fortunately, in recent years, the 
Supreme 90urt as well as the California appellate 
courts have been willing to undertake the necessary 
task of reviewing the completeness of the statutory 
class in view of the prosc1.'ib.ed conduct.lll 

CONCLUSION 
':-,; 

Several I~venues have been suggested by which a court, 
without u~ipearing to be tukinga totally unprecedented or 
legally-unsq)und step, might declare part or all of the drug 
laws of sE~veral states, as they apply to posses'sion anc~ 
perhaps s~lle of marihuana, unconstitutionaL Other ap
proaches aire, of course, available. But it is suggested that 
none of d1ese legal theories have a chance of success unless 
accompaniE~d by a sufficient amount of factual information 

·~----~"i~I---- , 
l09Connors v. Metropqlitan District Water Supply. Comm~, 314 

Mass. 33,49 N.E.2d 593'(1:943). . , 
110Russell v. Treasurer and Receiver General;' 331· Mass. 501, 120 

~.E.2d 388 (1954); Lang v. Co-operative League of Amedca, 246 
Mass. 235, 1,40 N.E. 811 (1923). 

111Boyko and Rotberg, supra note 9-,at 787-88. 
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given to the court in a manner acceptable to a judicial 
fact-finding forum. 

Perhaps the state of scientific knowledge on the mari
huana question is still. too embryonic Jor a court to feel 
easy about overturning a statute which is so controversial 
and which has such staunch supporters -among many seg
ments of the population. However, it is suggested that there 
is a duty of the courts to intervene where the legislatures 
have left their task undone. Unless this is done quickly, a 
whole generation. of our youth will be decimated by 
criminal records and deep-seated hostility to a system 
which has produced and enforced, often with a vengeance, 
a law' which to many laymen appears irrational, unjust and 
unwise, and to many lawyers and jurists appears to violate 
the basic tenets of Due Process and Equal Protection of 
Law. 

( 
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PEOPLE v. McCABE m. 407 
Cite as 2i5 N.E.2d Wi 

49 III.2d 338 

The PEOPLE ot the Stat. of illinoIs, 
Appellee, 

v. 
Thomas McCABE, Appellant. 

No. 42674. 

flllprl'OIe Conrt of Il11noi •. 

, Oct. 15, ]97]. 

Hphenring /)(>nIp<i NtH'. 24, lOTI. 

Defendant was convicted in the Cir
cuit Court of Kane County, John A. 
Krause, J., of unlawful saie of marijuana, 
and he appealed. The Supreme Court held 
that classification of marijuana under Nar
cotic Drng Act, which provides for manda
tory ten-year minimum sentence upon first 
conviction, rathcr than under Drug Abuse 
Control Act, which provides for maximum 
jail term of but one year upon first convic
tion and does not prohibit probation, WilS 

arbitrary and deprived defendant of equal 
protection. 

Reversed. 

Underwood, C. J., and Ryan, J., dis
sented and filed opinions. 

Schaefer, J., did not participate. 

I. ConstItutional Law €:=>48 

Determining whether statutory classi
fication violates equal protection clause, 
court must hegin with presumption that the 
c1assi fication is valid and must impooe bur-

den of showing invalidity on party chal
lenging classification. 

2. Constitutlooal Law G=>211 

Equal prote~tion clause does not deny 
states the power to classify in the e..'<erdse 
of their police power, and it recognizes the 
existence of a broad la,itude and discretion 
in classifying. 

'" Constitutional Law ~ 

If any state of facts may reasonably 
he conceived which would justify statutory /- . 
classification, it must be upheld. 

4. Constitutional Law ~208(I) 

There must be reasonable basis for 
distinguishing class to ;,'hich a Jaw is ap
plicable from the dass to which it is not. 

5. ConstItutional Law cS=>208(1) 

Although appropriate respect should be 
given to act of a legislative classification, 
there is a judicial obligation to insure that 
the power to classi fy has not been exer
cised arbitrarily and, if it has been, the 
legislation cannot be justi fied upder the la
bel of classification. 

6. Crlml~~1 Law cS=>913(1) 

Corltention of defendant that classifi
cation of marijuana under Narcotic Drug 
Act rather than under Drug Abuse Control 
Act was unconstitutional was not the char
acter of claimed error to be raised on a 
motion for a new trial. S.H.A. ch. 38, § 
22-1 et seq.; ch. 111l-2, § 801 et seq. 

7. CrIminal Law cS=>1~'-I064(I) 
,J, 

Defendant, who raised constitutional 
questioflo'in his pretrial motion to quash in
dictment, who argued it and secured the 
trial <;purt's ruling on the question, and 
who referred to the constitutional point 
orally C':t his posttrial motion for arrest of 
judgment, preserved the constitutional 
question for review even though it was not _ 
.. ,"'" I. hi' w<1<I,. m,<I,. '''' .ow ,,1M. ( 
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D. Con.tltutlon.' Law ¢::>256 

Poisons e=>2 

Classification of marijuana under 
':-':arcotic Drug Act, which provides for 
mandatory ten-year mll1lmUm sentence 
llpon fi rst conviction, rather than under 
Drllg Ahuse Control Act, which provides 
for maximum jail term of but one year 
upon first conviction and does not prohibit 
probation, was arbitrary and deprived de
fendant charged with unlawful sa~e of 
marijuana of equal protection. S.H.A. 
Const.1970, art. 4, § 13; S.H.A. ch. 38, § 
22-1 et ~eq.; ch. 111~, § SOl et seq. 

Thomas P. Sullivan and Douglas C. 
Nohlgren, Chicago (Jenner & ~Iock, Chi
cago, of counsel), for appellant. 

William 1. Scott, Atty. Gen .• Springfield, 
and William P. Ketcham, State's Atty., El
gin (Joel M. Flaum, James B. Zagel, and 
\Varren K. Smoot, Asst. Attys. Gen., of 
counsel), for the People. 

PER CURIAM. 

Following a jury trial in the circuit 
court of Kane County the defendant, 
Thomas McCabe, was found gUilty of the 
unlawful sale of marijuana it· violation of 
the Criminal Code of Illinois. (TII.Rev. 
!>tat.19f19, ch. 38, par. 22-3). pursuant to 
th" provisions for mandatory minimum 
penaltil'~ for the unlawful sale of a narcot
ic drug (i!I,Re\'.Stat.1969, ch. 38, par. 22-
:10) Inc defendant, who had no prior convic
{lO;,\Si 'was sentenced to the penitefltiary for 
;i' jl~riod of ten years to ten years and a 
(I;;),. On this appeal he. raises these 

.:·:,grounds for reversal: (1) the classi fica-
""tion of marijuana in the Narcotic Drug 

Act (111.Re\·.Stat.I%9, ch .• 18, par. 22-1 .:t 
~eq.), with mandatory minimum sliltutory 
~nalties for a first conviction, depri~es 
the def~ndant of due process and equal 
protection of the law '" violation of the 
constitution of 1ilinois and the constitution, 
of the l.'"ited States; (2) the Narcotic 

Drug Act'$' mandatory minimum ten-year 
sentenc~ and its prohibition of probation or 
the sus'pension of sentence upon a first 
conviction for the sale of even a trifling 
amount of marijuana to an adult .consti
tutes crncJ and unusnal punishment in vio
lation of the constitution of Illinois (S.H. 
A. Const. of 1870, art. IT. sec. 11) and the 
constitution of the United States (U.S. 
Const., amend. VIII); (3) the defendant 
was deprived of equal protection of the 
law in that no meaningful post-trial hear
ing in m'itigation was held; (4) the trial 
court erred in numerous evidt.,tiary rul
ings; (5) the· closing .lrgument of the 
prosecutor was ;n,properly prejudicial to 
the de·fendaTit; (6) the trial cour~ erred in 
instructing the jury; and (7) the mandato
ry minimum penalty provision of the Nar
cotic Drug Act unconstitutionaily inter
feres with the prerogative and the duty of 
the judiciary to impose sent~nce as the ex
ercise of sonnd discretion may direct. 

To begin it will be helpful to ~xc1ude 

some of the potential questions the defend
ant does not raise regarding the classifica
tion of marijuana. It is not denied, for 
example, that the State has autpority under 
its general poEce power to prohibit the 
sale, use, or possession of marijuana. Nor 
does the defendant contend tliat the State 
must limit its exercise of that power to the 
regulation, as opposed to the prohibition, 
of the drug. Finally, tile defendant does 
not claim that the State, having chosen to 
proscribe the use, possession, and sale of 
marijuana, must similarly act in the cases 
of substances such as alcohol, tobacco and 
caffeine, whose use may be harmful. 

The equal-protection argument which is 
raised is narrow and limited. It simply is 
that the present placing or classifying of 
marijuana under the Narcotic Drug Act 
rather than classifying it. under the Drug 
Abuse Control Act (III.Rev.Stat.l969, ch. 
lll~, par. SOl et seq.) with the "stimulant 
or depressant" drugs is constitutionally in
valid as an improper classification, consid
ering the present state of knowledge con
cerning the comparative natures· and ef-
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fects of the dnlgs named in the two stat- to bring them within the range of judicial 
utes: Unlike the Narcotic Drug Act, cogniz'nce;" But it is required that there 
wh\~h pro,·ides for a mandatory ten-year I", a reasonable basis for distitlguishlng the 
minimum sentence upon a first convktion class to which the law is applicable from 
for tlJe sale of marijuana, the Drug Abuse the class to. which it is not. (People ex 
Control Act provides, upon a first com·ic- reI. County 01 Du Page v. Smith, 21 1l1.2d 
tion for the sal~ oi drugs named in it, a 572, 57R, 173 N.E.2d.485.) Appr!lpriate re
maximum jail term of but one year and spec! should be given to the fact of a legis
pr"tJatlOn is not prohibited. The defendant lativ.e classification, but there is a judicial 
says thatthcre is no rational basis for dis- obligation to insure that the powtr to clas
tinguishing a first sale ()f marijuana from sify has not been 1!xercised arbitrarily and, 
the first sale of a stimulant or depressant if it has been, the legislation cannot be jus
drug under the Drug Abuse Control Act tified under the label of "classification." 
and that the gross disparity between the (Begich v. Industrial Com., 42 111.2d 32, 36, 
penalties violates his rights under the 245 N.E.2d 457). It was observed rccent
equal-protection clause. Iy: "[AJ $tate may not, tinder the guise 

of classification, arbitrarily discriminate 
against one and in favor of anothe;' simi
larily situated." Lake Shore Auto Parts 
Co. v. Korzen, 49 IIl.2d 137, 148, .7,73 N.E. 
2d 592. 

[1-5] In determining whether a statu
tory classification violates the equal-protec
tion clause, we must begin with the pre
sumption that the classification is valid and 
must impose the burd~ of showing inva
lidity on the party challenging the classi fi
cation. (City of Rockford v. Grayned, 46 
Jll.2d 492, 263 KE.2d 866; Thillens, Inc. 
,'. Morey, 11 lIl.2d 579, 591, 144 N.E.2d 
i.~5; People ex reI. Vermilion County 
Conservation Di$trict v. Lenover, 43 Ill.2d 
209, 219, 251 N.E.2d 175). The equal-pro
tection clause does not deny the States the 
power to classify itt the exercise of their 
police power and it recognizes the exist
ence of a broad latitude and discretion in 
classifying. (Begich v. Industrial Com., .12 
1I1.2d 32, .,6, 245 N,E.2d 457). If any state 
of facts may reasonably be conceived 
which would justify the classification, it 
must be upheld Isee Begich v. Industrial 
Com., 42 IlI.2d 32, 245 N.E.2d 457). The 
right of judicial questioning of a classifi
cation under the equal protection clause is 
thus limited. As ·this court put it in Thil
lens, Inc. v. Morey. 11 I11.2d 579, 593, 144 
X.E.2d 735, i-l3, "\Vhether the enactment is 
wise at ui1wi~e; whether it is based on 
sound economic theory; whether it is the 
liefit means to achie,·. the desired results, 
and whether the legislat.ive discretion with
in its prescribed .lim(ts should be exercised 
in a particular mann~r are matters for· the 
judgment of thelegislat\lre, and the honest 
conflict of serious opinion does not suffice 

Measuring by these criteria we mllst de
termine w!v:ther any rational basis exists 
to justify the substantially greater penal
ties imposed for a first conviction for the 
sale of marijuana than for a first convic
tion for the sale of a drug named in th~ 
Drug Abuse Control Act. This considera
tion will require an assessment of the rele
vant scientific, medical and sodal data 
found, including the volurilinous materials 
assembled hy the parties here, which are 
pertinent to support and to defeat the clas
sification. We are aware that any compi
lation and examination of materials cannot 
comprehend all studies that have been 
made .. We know, too, that knowledge in 
this whole area is not nearly complete. 
We proceed not to determine scientific 
questions, but to judge whether the data 
presently available provides a reasonable 
has is for the descrihed classification of 
marijuana. (C/. Precision Connecting Rot! 
Service Y. lndustrial Com., 40 1I1.2d 277, 
2&1, 239 N.E.2d 823.) The consideration 
of this data, of course, will not extend to 
the wisdom or unwisdom of the legislative 
classification. We confine ollr examina
tion to the question whether the challenged 
classification can he supported 'on any ra
tional basis. 

I) 

~'I 
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Knowledge of the characteristics 'and ef
fecr~ of the drug commonly called marijua
na:, which is obtained from the leaves of 
the female hemp plant. cannabis sativa, has 
cleveloped rapidly :11 the last d~cade. Stud
ies • hy Presidential commissions, whose 
memherships l;aye included psychiatrists, 
phannacologists, sociologists and law en
forcement officials as well as intensified 
research in the medical and scientific com
munities hal'e contributed to this advance
ment. The consensus is that although 
marijuana has been commonly associated 
with the opiates, such as morphine and 
heroin, there are important differences be
tween the so-called abuse characteristics of 
the two. Heroin and morphine are true 
narcotic analgesics in the sense that -their 
use produces a marked indifference to' 
pain. In addition, when injected intrave
Musly a warm flushi;lg of the skin and jn~ 
tense pleasurable sensations in the lower 
ahdomen will result. Repeated usage of 
these drugs in a comparatively short time 
will result in the development of a toler
ance, that is, a state which requires a grad
ually increasing dosage to permit the dru~ 
to attain the effect desired. Both a psy
chological and compelling physical depend
ence result from the use of "hard narcot
ics." The physical dependence develops in 
intensity with continued use and requires 
the continued administration of the drug to 
avoid withdrawal symptoms. It appears 
that the subjective action of the mor
phine-type drugs also involve changes in 
mood, an inability to concentrate and the 
development of apathy. Physical degener
ation occurs, arising from drug preoccupa-. 
tion, personal neglect, malnutrition and 
susceptibility to infections. Overdosage. 
can cause death through excessive respira
tory depression. 

Early withdrawal symptoms include lac
rimation, nasal discharge, yawning and" 
perspiration. Later, dilated pupils, loss or' 
appetite., gooseflesh, (thus, the expression 
"cold tl1rl<ey") restlessness and increased 
irritanility and !remor will appear. At its 
peak intensity, the syndrome includes high 

irritability, iJlsqmnia, violent yawning, se
vere sneezing'> and lacrimation. Nausea 
and vomiting- are common, as are intestinal 
spasms and diarrhea. Increased heart heat 
and elevated blood pressure, as well as 
muscular spasms,abdominal cramps and 
pains in the bones and muscles of the back 
are common. Death due to cardiovascular 
collapse can result from withdrawal. The 
symptoms are caused by the drug-induced 
alterations at the cellular level, most prom
inently in the central nervous system. 
Most authorities consider that the drug ad
dict's frequent involvement in criminal ac
tivity results from his acute need for the 
drug rather than because of the action of 
the drug itself. The term addiction refers 
to the physical, rather than a psychological 
dependence on the drug. 

Cocaine, which is placed with marijuana 
and the opiates in the Narcotic Drug Act, 
is a powerful stimulant, whereas t:,C mor
phine-type drugs have a depressing action. 
Too, cocaihe is further unlike the opiates 
in that it does not have effects of toler
ance or physical dependence' and ab,stention 
does not cause acute withdrawal ;yrnptoms. 
However, because of its potent nature, it 
induces intense physical and mental'txcita
tion and a marked reduction in normal in
hibitions which often results in aggressive 
and even violent behavior. Intense halluci
nations and paranoid delusions are common 
and, because of this, cocaine users fre
quently attempt to dilute the experience 
with a depressant such as heroin or mor
phine. 

The properties and consequences of the 
use of marijuana differ from those attend .. 
ing the use of 'opiates or cocaine. The 
acute physical symptoms of marijuana usr 
typically induced are an increase in pulse 
rate, a slight elevation 111 blood r\ressure. 
conjunctival vascular congestion, a rise in 
blood sugar, urinary frequency, dryness oJ 
the mouth and throat. Nausea, vomitin!!, 
and occasional diarrhea have been 011 
served, as has the inability to coordinate 
voluntary muscular movements. There i" 
usually a marked increase in appetite. 
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Deaths due to overdose 
not been reported. 

apparently have amines (stimulants), and the hallucinogens. 

The mental or subjective effects of the 
administration of this drug arc variable 
and t\l:pend on the interaction of several 
fa.ctors including the physical and pharma
cological properties of the pa'r!icular mari
juana used, the amount of dosage, and 
more importantly, what has been called the 
character structure of the User, (inc!'Jding 
his experience with the drug, 1;:. IIt!itude 
and expectations) and the social setting or 
en"ironment in wh!ch the drug is used. 
The most common reaction is the develop
ment of a euphork state of altered con
scio:lsness in which idea. seem disconnect
ed, uncontrollable and freely flowing. 
Time perception is distorted with minutes 
seeming like hours. Spatia! conception 
may also be disturbed. Vivid hallucina
tions, usually, bllt not always, pleasant, can 
occur with increased dosage. There may 
be marked alterations of mood, usually 
manifested by an extreme feeling of WI':I1 

being which is often accompanied by un
controllable laughter. Later a more som
ber or depressed mood will appear. The 
drug's influence can cause anxiety, confu
sion or disorientatio.~, and with larger dos
es temporary psychritic episodes have been 
observed in predis:\osed individuals. Inhi
bitions are reduced.' but violent or other
wise aggressive behavior seem to be rare. 

Almost all authorities agree that mari
juana is not a narcotic or addictive in the 
sense that the terms are precisely used. 
Unlike the opiate drugs. it d'oes not pro
duce a physical dependence, and upon a.b
stention there are no withdrawal symp
toms. A tolerance to the drug does not de
\'~Iop. Marijuana. use does, however, lead 
to " mild psychological dependence. The 
-hart-hand descriptive phrase most often 
applied to the drug is "mild hallucinogen," 
although this rtfefs to :only one of its 
many effects. 

The depressant and stimulant drugs 
within the Drug Abuse Control Act include 
the harhiturates (depressallts,), the amphet-

83-317 o,~ 77 - 41 
"\' 

The drugs psilocybin, peyote, mescalir,r 
and what is comrnonly'~aiien -LSlD--are ·ex
amples of the hallucinogens. Frequent use 
of the barbiturates at high dosage levels 
leads invariably to the development of 
physical dependence, tolerance and severe 
withdr"wal symptoms, similar to those as
socIated with heroin use. The eHects of 
barbiturate intoxication resemble those of 
alcoholic intoxication. There is a general 
sluggishness, di fficulty in concentrating 
and thinking, speech impairment, memory 
lapse. faulty judgment and exaggeration 'of 
basic personality traits. Irritability and 
quarrelsomeness are common. Hostile and 
paranoid ideas as well as suicidal tenden
cies can occur. Barbiturates are said to be 
the most frequently used chemical in sui
cides in the United States. Accidental 
death from an overdose also can occur. 
There is a clear association between barbi
turic intoxication and accidents. and traffic 
fatalities. The drug can depress a wide 
range of functions, including the nerves, 
skeletal muscles and the cardiac muscle. 
Barbiturates are frequently used by heroin 
addicts to boost the effect of weak heroin. 

The consensus of the amphetimines 
(stimularlts) is that, unlike the barbitu
rates, their abuse does not lead to 'a physi
cal dependence, but the development of a 
high tolerance and a strong psychological 
dependence arc common. Occasional dos
age under medical supervision causes only 
:tn elevation in mood and a state of weIi
being. Long term dependence, however, 
leads to serious mental and physical prob
lems. Malnutrition and debilitation due to 
self-neglect will ~ppear. A well known 
complication of amphetamine abuse i~ par~ 

anoid schizophrenia. The user may react 
violently to his persecutive delu~ipns. Vis
ual and ,1luditory hallucinations occur and 
can persist long after \lse is discoritinued. 
Although true withdrawal s)".nptomsdo not 
occur, the latter stages 01 .I, ~citelllent and 
mental disarrangement are difficult to en
dure: To take the edge off this tense euc' 
phoria, the uscr will sometim,,! turn to 
barbiturates or the opiates. 

ir 
I-
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;o;pcda.l mention should he made of one 
IJ1Ir·ticnl?r :1I11phetamine, methamphetamine, 
l'oll",,'mly callrd "speed." Its effects are 
J,."el1craOy the same as other amphetamines, 
{Jnly markedly intensified. There is evi
d"nre that large doses result in permanent 
lorain damage. The drug's lethal qualitier 
arc Ivell documented. The potential 'or vi
olence, paranoia and physicnl depletion are 
suhstantially more sp.~·ere. 

:\150 p!dced under the Drug Abuse Con-
, "i Act arc the hallucinogens or the "psy
chedehcs." LSD is the best known and 
one oi the highly potent forms of these 
('rags. Less potent hallucinogens include 
p';riocybin, peyote, and mescaline and hash
ish (another derivative of the plant from 
which marijuana comes). As with mari
juana usage, a true physical addiction does' 
nOI occur with LSD, in that withdrawal 
df ects do not follow abstinence. Frequent 
lise of LSD will fead rapidly, however, to 
lh' development oi a high tolerance. Psy
ch',log;cal dependence develops as it does 
with exp'JSlITe to almost any substance 
which a~ter5 the state of consciousness. 
Durin:;, LSD-intoxication severe panic and 
paranoid rractions arc encountered. At
tempt,; at suicide as well as uncontrolled 
aggre,siol1 are among the dangers to the 
into:dcant. Hallucinations are common, 
accompanied !J.\' feelings of grandiosity and 
omnipotence. Recurrences of the LSD ex
perience weeks or months after the last 
drug intake are well known. Various emo
tic'll,,1 disorders have !leen observed follow
ing exposure to LSD. A chronic anxiety 
~tatr is the most common. Prolonged psy
chotic reactions also have been identified 
with LSD. Too, there is also growing evi
tI~l1ce that LSD can cause chromosomal 
damage. 

t\gainst this background of comparison 
one would conclude that neither the chemi
cal prnpertics of the drugs nor their ef
fcct~ on the beha"ior of the users provides 
any ju~ti fiahle or reasonable basis for the 
~harply disparate penalties which are im
posed for a first sale of marijuana and for 

. a fir,t ~:lIc of a drug under the Drug 

Abuse Control Act:' Too, the consequences 
of abusive use of marijuana c~rtdinly ap
pear not to be' compara!-o'~ to the demon
strated and profound ill-effects of opiate 
or cocaine addiction. Marijuana, in terms 
of au usc characteristics, shares much more 
in common with the barbiturates, ampheta
mines and, particularly, the hallucinogens 
than it does with the "hard drugs" classi
fied in the Narcotic Drug Act. Marijuana 
docs differ from the barbiturates and am
phetamines in that it has no established 
medical use, but neither do LSD, peyote, 
or mescaline. Thus, one cannot reasonably 
distinguish marijuana from the substances 
under the Drug Abuse Control Act on this 
basis. 

Nor is there any reasonable hasis for 
placing marijuana under the Narcotic 
Drug Act and not under the Drug Abuse 
Control Act because of any compUlsion to 

. abuse. The compUlsion associated with 
marijuana has been described as moderate 
or mild. The same is true of the ampheta
mines. The opiates and cocaine, on the 

.other hand, have a maximal compulsive 
quality in this regard. Barbiturates, too, 
have this quality. Thus, in this respect, 
marijuana is dissimilar from the other 
drugs in the Narcotic Drug Act. Indeed, 
from this limited standard of comparison it 
is the barbiturates under the Drug Abuse 
Control Act, and not marijuana, which ap
proximate the characteristics of the true 
narcotics. 

Another factor which has been frequent
ly advanced' to provide a justifiable basis 
for classifying marijuana under the Nar
cotic Drl1g Act rather than under the Drug 
Ahuse Control Act is that the use of mari
juana progresscs to heroin use and addIC
tion. This thesis, once broadly entertained, 
has recently encountered serious challengc. 
Today it is reported that the vast majority 
of marijuana users do not graduate to the 
use of heroin. In .1969, Dr, Stanley F. 
Yolles, then Director of the National Insti
tute of Mental Health, testified before the 
Congress that there is nothing in the prop
erties of marijuana which predisposes thc 
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use of heroin; He also estimated that only iates and co.;aine, lead~ to cri~in~1 a:ti~lty 
a small percentage of chronic users of cannot provIde a basIs for dlstlnguls~lng 

marijuana go on to use heroin, This is marijuana from the d~pressant and sttmu
not to deny any assOciation between mari- lant drugs or the hallucinogens. 

juana and heroin. The most commonly ac- Observations to be drawn on marijuana 
cepted thesis toda>' is that a drug sequellce arc that it is not a narcotic and it is not 
or movement from one drug to another· re- truly addictive: lts use does not involve 
suIts from the cumulative effect of several tolerance, physical dependence or the with
factors. including: the pharmacological drawal syndrome. Physical ill effects 
properties and ~ffects of the drugs,· the from its use are, so. far as .is known, fela
personality strucwre of the user, and the tively moderate. Its abuse does 'lot have 
pressures of the so-called host environ- the profound arid ill conseq:lences ob~rved 
ment. Thus, the chronic use of any drug in the use of some n! the other drugs con
presents a danger of graduation to other side red. Its l1SC does not singularly or ex
and more dangerous drugs. Observed, for traordinarily lead to opiate addiction or to 
example, has been a clear association be- aggressive behavior or. crimir.al activity. 
tween barbiturate abuse and heroin addic-
tion. The barbiturate-heroin connection is 
also true with respect to the criminal traf~ 
ficking in these drugs. Whatever can. be 
said of marijuana ~lse leading to the use of 
other and so-called harder drugs can be ap
pJied, and to a probably greater extent, to 
barbiturates, methamphetamine and LSD. 

The extensive criminal involVement of 
persoU$ addicted to heroin is well known. 
The intense craving for the drug, and the 
dread of symptoms following its withdraw
al lead addicts to engage in criminal activi
ties to finance th~ir habit. It has been 
said that marijuana use also causes vio
lence, crime and antisocial' acts. However, 
since tolerance, physical dependence, or 
withdrawal symptoms do not attend its use, 
this thesis has been criticized. Some say 
that ·since the effect of marijuana is to in
duce a passivity in the user, the drug has a 
negative relation to criminality and aggres
sive behavior. But as marijuana is gener
ally a' disinhibitor, it must be recognized 
that antisocial con<luct can occur in a pre
disposed. individual. But this is, of course, 
equally tnle regarding ,the stimulan~ or de
llressent drugs and.· the hallUCinogens; 
And, violent and aggressil'c conduct is a 
mo~e common reaction to these lattcr 
drugs because of the parandac psychosis 
which they can pr0l1uce in the user. 'Thus, 
it can he conclUded that the thesis that 
marijuana use, as does the use of the op-

Against the entire background. of the 
drugs considered we judge that the class;
~ication of marijuana under the Narcotics 
Drug Act rather than under the Drug 
Abuse Control Act has been arbitrarY_ A 

. comparison of the drugs leads to a conclu
sion that marijuana mo,'c closely resembles 
drugs placed in the Drug Abuse Control 
Act. It is, comparath'ely sp~aking, dis
similar from drugs under the Narcotic 
Drugs Act. We do not find a rational ba
sis for tlic classification, .3 consequence of 
which is that onc first convicted of the 
sale of marijuana must without qualif,ca
tion receive a sentence tcn times greater 
than one permitted to be imposed on one 
convicted for the first time of a sale of 
drugs under the Drug Abuse Act. The ab
senCe of a rational basis for distinguishing 
first convictions for sales of marijminll 
from first convictions for sales of drugs 
placed in the Drug Ab~e Control Act 
compels the conclusion that the. prescnt 
classification of marijuana' offends the 
equal"protcction . clause of the United 
States constitution. and our new constitu
tion of Illinois and WltS in violation of sec
tion 22 of article IV of the former constl
tIlt ion of this State. 

We would observe that the legislature 
has recently removed marijuana from the 
N arcatic Drug Act and reclassified it un~ 
der the Cannabis Control Act, H.B. 788, 
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f>.A. ii-iS8, approved August 16, 1971-
Henceforth, a first sale of a small quantil:)' 
"'[ marijuana to an adult, as was th,! caHe 
!tere, will result in only minor cnmin:!l1 
penalties. This reclassification is Mt in
consistent with what we have said her~. 

11 is appropriate to note that we al'e not 
tmmindful of the prior Federal and State 
decisions which had rejected constitutional 
attacks on Federal and State statutes clM
sifying marijuana with the "hard dlrugs." 
(See United States v. Eramdjian (S.D. 
Ca1.1957), ISS F.Supp. 914; State v. 
'Vhite, 153 Mont. 193, 456 P.2d 54; Borra,s 
v. State (Fla.), 229 So.2d 244; Raines v. 
Statc (Fla.), 225 So.2d 330; People 1f. 

Stark, 157 Colo. 59, 400 P.2d 923; Spence 
v. Sachs, 173 Ohio St. 419, 183 N.E.2d 
363; People \'. Walton, 116 IlI.App.2d 29:1, 
253 N.E.2d 537; Gonzales v. Statp (Tex. 
Crim.App.) 373 S.W.2d 249; Commorl
wealth v. Leis, 355 Mass. 189, 243 N.E.2d 
898.) We would point out that the cl)nsti:
ttltional ground raised by the defendant 

. here was not presented in any of the ,cited 
cases. 

[6.7] The State contends that the. COt'A

stitutional argument which the defeildant 
lIas presented here was waived anel not 
preserved for review beeause it wan not 
raised in his written motion for a new 
trial. The record shows that the defendant 
plainly raised the constitutional question in 
his pretrial motion to quash the indictment, 
argued it, and secured the court's ruling on 
the question. I t was not the eharact.~r of 
claimed error to be raised on a motion for 
a new trial. (People v. Irwin. 32 III.2c1441, 
444, 207 N.E.2d 76) He referred til the 
ecmstitutional point orally in· his post·trial 
motion and we regard that as an ora] mo
tion for arrest of judgment. We consider. 
that the defendant preserved the con:~titti

tional question for review. People v. Ir
win. 32 111.2d 441, 444, 207 N.E.2d 76. 

[8] We hold that the present class/,fica
lion of marijuana is 2.rhitrary and dep-rives 
the defendant of equal protection 0;1 the 
1,IW. The remainder of the ij,arcotic. Drug 

Act is not affected by this holding, as we 
judge it is severable (see People ex rei. 
Adamowski v. Wilson, 20 III.2d 568, liD 
::\.E.2d 605) from that portion of the stat
ute which concerns marijuana. 

It will not he necessary to consider the 
other contentions advanced by the defend
.ant. For the reasons given, the judgment 
of the circuit court of Kane County is re
versed. 

Judgment reversed. 

SCHAEFER, J., took no par~ III the con
sideration or decision of this case. 

UNDERWOOD, Chief Justice (dissent
ing), 

Subsequent to defendant'" conviction un
der the Narcotic Drug Act and while this 
appeal was pending, the General Assembly 
enacted the Cannabis Control Act, H.B. 
788, P.A. i7-7S8, which provides for sub
stantially reduced criminal penalties for 
possession and sale of marijuana. Section 
18 of that Act provides: "Prosecution for 
any violation of law occurring prior to the 
effective date of this Act is not affected 
or abated by this Act. If the offense 
being prosecuted would be a violation of 
this Act, and has not reached the sentenc
ing stage or a final adjudication, then for 
purposes of pe'nalty the penalties under this 
Act apply if 1 hey are less than under the 
prior law upon which the prosecution was 
commenced." ~Emphasis supplied.) 

In my opiniol1, this provision regarding 
sentencing may :easonably be inter.pretcd 
to include all case:> still in the appellate 
process (People v. Bailey, Ill.App., 273 N. 
E.2d 74; People v. Carlet"n, 116 IlI.App.2d 
450. 252 N.E.2d 702) and would therefore 
apply to this case. Accordingly, I would 
not . reach the constitutional question 
presented and would remand for resentenc
ing in compliance with the sentencing pro
vision of the Cannabis Control Act. 

However, since the majority concludes 
that the inclusion of marijuana in the 'Nar-
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cotics Drug Act is an unconstitutional e1as- achieve the desired results, and whether 
sjfication. it is necessary to state my fur- the le~islath'e discretion within its pre
ther disagreement with that conclusion. "crilJed limits should be exercised il) a par
Defendant concedes that when the first 11- ticular manner 'are matters fot' the judg
Iinois drug act was passed in 1931, the· ment of the legislature and the honest con
combining of marijuana with "hard drugs" flict of serious opinion does not suffice to 
seemed to be lej(itimate, and that if only bring them within the range of judicial cog
"hard drugs" were prohibited in Illinois, it nizance." Tn the context of current drug 
stitt millht not be irrational to put marijua- knowledge I would uphold the former stat
na in that category. Defendant contends, utory classification of marijuana within 
howe"er, that after the legislature created the Narcotics Drug Act as a constitutional 
a second and lesser category of prohibited exercise of legislative discretion. 
drugs by enacting the Drug Abuse Control 
Act in 1%7, it was no longer rational to 
continue "to assign marijuana to the cate
gory with which it, has much less in com
mon, rather than to the category with which 
it has mnch more in common." 

The majority's lengthy discussion of the 
characteristics and effects of marijuana as 
compared to other prohibited drugs clearly 
illustrates that no two drugs are ident.ical 
and that marijuana is also quite different 
from the stimulant or depressant drugs 
with which defendant seeks to classify it. 
The fact that a substantial body of scien
ti fic and medical opinion now considers 
marijuana to he more nearly like the drugs 
included in the Drug Abuse Control Act 
than those I'Tohihited by the Narcotic Drug 
Act doeS not, in my opinion. necessitate the 
conclusion that there was no rational basis 
for the classification in question. Medical 

"\l1d scientific upin,ion is even now hy no 
means unanimous in condcmnation of elas
~iiications of marijuana with "hard drugs" 
lind, as the t1)aj~rity notes, "knowledge in 
this whole area is not nearly complete." 
In the absence of more nearly conclusive 
evidence that the legislative Judgment was 
devoid of any rational basis, a finding of 
unconstitutionality is unwarranted, for few' 
rules of law are more soundly bottomed 
than that whichproscrihes iudicial inter fer
cnc,:-; with legislative discretion. A, this 
COtir! said in Thillens, Inc. v. Morey, II 
Illl.2d 579, 593, 144 N.E.2d 7.15, 7·U: 
"\Vhethe~ the enactment Is wise or unwise; 
whether ilis based 011 sound economic 
thc(jr~': whether it is thel)cstmeans to 

Accordingly, 1 would affirm the convic
tion and remand for resentencing under 
the sentencing provision of the Cannabis 
Control Act. 

RYAN, Justice (dissenting). 

I join in the dissent of Chief Justice Un
derwood and add thereto the following: 

The majority opinion does not focus on 
what r con~ider to be the critical asoect of 
the question of classification. The ~ajo,ri
ty is concerned with the characteristics of 
the various drugs discussed and their d
feels on the hUman body and behavior 
pointing out similarities and differences. I 
do not consider these comparisons impor
tant. Instead we must be concerned with 
the purpose of the classification' and the 
probkms the legislature was attempting to 
alleviate thereby. In Billings v. Illinois, 
188 U.S. 97, at \02, 23 S.Ct. 272, at 273, 47 
L.Ed. 400, the court stated: . "Things may 
have very diverse qualities, and yet be unit
edin a class. They may have very similar 
qualities, and yet be cast in different class
es. " • • All c1assi fication 1l}\lst pri
marily depend upon purpose-the problem 
presented". 

In 1931 marijuana, opium and cocoa 
leaves were classified together in the Nar
cotic Drug Control Law (I11.Rev.Stat.l931, 
Ch. 38, par. 192(a) et seq.) and penalties 
were provided for t.he, i1~egal sale and pos
session thereof. In 1957 lIlinois adopted 
the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act. (III. 
Rev.St~t.1957, Ch. 38, par. 192.28-2.17). 

(,: 

\;' 
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Th" Jist of drugs brought within the Act 
h;t<! incr~ased to eleven in number and by 
[')67 the number of drugs included in the 
da!.sificaticn had grown to fifteen. A 
reading of these various Acts makes it 
dear that the legislature was not attempt
in~ to classify drugs of similar characteris
ti.:s and effects hut was attempting to clas
si iy these d.rugs for the purpose of combat
ing the social e\·il found in the illegal sale, 
poss(cssion and use 0 f the same. 

In 196i the legislature enacted the DrUb 
Ahuse Control Act, (II1.Rev.Stat.1?67, Ch. 
111%, par. 801 et seq.) In this A.ct, as 'the 
Cniform ~arcotic Drug Act, drugs of di
verse characteristics and effects are 
grouped together for the purpose of con
tro;iing the illegal traffic in the various 
members of the class. The majorit) opin
ion concludes that marijuana more closely 
resembles the new list of dnlgs classified 
under the Drug Abuse Act, thus rendering 
the present classification of marijuana vio
lath'c of the equal-protection clause. 

The conclusion of the majority ignores 
the fact that traffic in marijuana had been 
a social problem of sufficient magnitude to 
warrant legislative action for many years. 
;'Iaterial submitted with the briefs indi
cates that although a relatively small per
centage of marijuana users become addict
ed to the so-called "hard drugs" a high 
percentage of "hard drug" addicts first be
came acquainted with the use of drugs 
through the u~e of marijuana. Also, cer
tain studies indicate that marijuana is the 
most widely used drug among the young 
drug user~. These are facts which the'le'g
islature may well have considered as justi
fication for retaining marijuana tinder the 
l-niform :'o:arcotic Drug Act and for not, 
c1a5sifying it with the drugs listed in the 
Drug Abuse Control Act. The presump
tion of the reasonableness of the classifica
tion is with the State and the same will not 
beset asidc as a denial of equal protection 
ii nnr facts reasonably may be conceived 
to justify it. Salsburg v. Maryland, 3-16 
l".S- 5.\5, i.\ s,Ct. 280, 98 L.Ed. 281; Met
ropo)litan Casualty' Ins. Co. of !\ew York v. 

Brownell, 294 U.S. 580, 584, 55 S_Ct_ 538, 
79 L.Ed. 1070, 1073. 

The defendant's brief has also focused 
on the characteristics and effects of the 
various drugs and has ignored the proh
lem-ta-be-solved approach. The burden is 
on the defendant to present evit!ence which 
shows that the apparently reasonable basis 
for this classification' does not exist. 
(William"',', v. Lee Optical of Oklahoma, 
34R U.S. 483, 75 S,Ct. 461, 99 L.Ed. 563; 
McGowan v. Maryland, 366 U.S. 420, 81 
S.Ct. 1101, 6 L.Ed.2d 393.) The defendant 
has failed to produce any evidence con
cerning the nature of the traffic in the 
various drugs or the need to control the 
same. The presumption of the \'alidity of 
the classification must therefore prevail. 

. A further reason for my dissent con
cerns the failure, of the defendant to 
present any el'idence on the subject of the 
invalidity of the classification. A motion 
to quash the indictment raised the question 
hut no evidence was offered by the defend
ant at the hearing thereon. The evidence 
offered at the trial concerned the question 
of guilt or innocence and not characteris
tics and effects of the drugs. The majori
ty opinion acknowledges that "we must be
gin with the presumption that the classifi
cation is valid and must impose the burden 
of showing invalidity on the party chal
lenging the classification." Thi': burden is 
not satisfied by argument or briefs but by 
coming forward with proof, by· presenting 
evidence. This the defendant has not done 
so there is no basis in the record for the 
findings and comparisons set forth in the 
majority opinion concerning the prop
erties of the various drugs. Both the 
defendant and the People filed lengthy 
briefs containing citations tei and quotations 
from many, many articles, reports, and 
studies. The briefs represent a very ,de
tailed and well pr~pared pr~s"ntati()n of 
the entire subject but arc not e~·idc"cc. 
The burden was on the defendant to 
present facts and circumstances in ed· 
dence from which the determination could 
he made that the c1assi fication in qu~stion 
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violates tIe equal-protection clause. (Gad
lin " Auditor of Public Accounts, 414 III. 
89,95, 110 !'\.E.2d 2.34; Thillens v. Hodge, 
2 lII.2d 45, 56, 116 N.E.2d 886; Thillens v. 
Morey, 11 Ilh2d 579, 591., 144 N.E.2d 735.) 
Tn Union Cemetery Ass'n of City of Lin
coln v. Cooper, 414 Ill. 23, 110 N.E.2d 239 
this court held that a distinction in legisla
tion is not arbitrary if any state of facts 
can he reasonably conceived that would 
sustain it, and the existence of that state 
of facts at the time the law was enacted 
must be assumed in th~ absence of proof 
or judicial knowledge to the contrary. 

There is a great diversity of opinion as 
to the effects of marijuana. As the ma
jority opinion states, knowledge in this 
area is not nearly .:omplete. This court 
cannot, therefore, take judicial notice 
thereof. (People v. Price, 257 III. 587, 594, 
101 N.E. 1%.) The defendant having of
fered no evidence thereon, this court can
not make findings and comparisons of 
marijuana with the other drugs. With the 
record in this state, the defendant has not 
sustained the Ilttrden of proving the classi
fication invalid. 

417 

:.:', 
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Syllabus . 

. STAXLEY v. GEOHGIA. 

APPEAL FROM THE Sl"PRE:'.[E COrRT OF GEORGIA. 

No. 20a. Argurd .January 14-15, Hlf)fl.-Df'cic!(>ci April i, I06!). 

l"ncipr authority of a warrant to srarch apprllant's homr for 
edllenrr of hi" aIlfged hookmaking activities, ofli.rer:: found dOmE' 
films in his brdroom. The film:: wprE' projrrtrd anrl dE'rmed to 
be ohscenE'. Appdlant was arrr$tl'{\ for their possE'$:;ion. He WlIS 

t.hereafter indicted, tried. :md convicted for "knowingly htlv[ing I 
po:-session of ... obscene mat.ter" III violation of a Grorgia law. 
The Geor~ia SUIlf{'me Court affirmed, holding it "not es::;ential to 
an illdirtmfnt rharging one with pos~e"sion of obscene matter that 
it 1)(' alleged that such po,,:;:ession was 'with intent to sell, expose 
or circulate the sam{'.''' Appellant rontends that the Georgia 
ob:;:cenity statute is uncon"tit.utional insofar as it puni::;hrs mere 
private po,;srssion of obscrne matter. Georgia, relying on Roth v. 
('nited States, :{54 r. S. 4i6, argues the statute's \·alidit~· on the 
gronnd that '·ohscenit~· is not within the area uf constitutionally 
protected sl'{'ech or press." !rI., at 485. Held: The First Amend
ment as madt· applicable to thr States by the Fourteenth prohibits 
making mere prh'ate possession of obsrene material a crime. 
Pp. 560-568. 

(a) Xeither Roth, supra, nor subsequent decisions of the Court 
were made in the context of a statute punishing mere private 
pos8e8sion of obscene material, but involved governmental power 
to prohibit or regulate certain public actions respecting obscene 
matter. Pp. 560-564. 

(b) The Constitution protects the right to receive information 
and ideas, regardless of their social worth, and to be generally free 
from governmental intnlsions into one's privacy and control of 
one's thoughts. Pp. 564-566. ' 

(c) The State may not prohibit mere possession of obscene 
matt.er on the ground that it may lead to antiSocial conduct, Roth, 
supra, distinguished, or proscribe such possession on the ground 
that it is a necessary incident to a statutory scheme prohibiting 
distribution, see Smith Y. California, 361 U. S. -147. Pp. 566-568. 

2'24 Ga. 259, 161 S. E. 2d 309, reversed and remanded. 
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U·(1.~l('11 R. Asino! argued the cause and filed a brief for 
appellallt. 

.T. Robert Sparks arguf'd the cause for appellee. \Vith 
him 011 the hrief was Lewis R. Slaton. 

:'vIR . .JrSTICE MARSHALL delivered.the opinion of the 
('ourt. 

An invf'stigation of appellant's alleged bookmaking 
activities led to the issuance of a search warrant for 
appellant's home. Under authority of. this warrant, 
federal and state agents secured entrance. They found 
very little e\.'idenceof bookmaking activity, but while 
looking through a desk drawer in an upstairs bed
room, one of the federal agents,. accompanied by a 
state officer, found three reels of eight-millimeter film. 
Usi/jlg a projector and screen found in an upstairs 
living room. they viewed the films. The state officer 
concluded that they were obscene and seized them. 
Rince a. further examination of the bedroom indicated 
that appellant occupied it, he was charged with possession 
of obscene matter and placed under arrest. He was 
later indicted for "knowingly hav[ing] possession of ... 
obscene matter" in violation of Georgia law. 1 Appel-

1 "Any person who shall knowingly bring or cause to he brought 
into this St.'\te for snle or exhibition, or who shall knowingly sell Qr 
oiTer to sell, or who shall knowingly lend or give away or offer to 
lend or give away, or who shall knowingly have possession of, or who 
shall knowingly exhibit or transmit to another, any obscene matter, 
or who :::hnll knowingly advertise for 'salc by nny form of notice, 
printed, written, or verbal, any obscene matter, or who shall know
inl!:l~' mnnufacture, draw, duplicate or print anyt obscene matter with 
int(>nt to sell, l'Xpose or circulate the same, shall, if such person has 
knowll'dge or reasonably should know of the obscene rlatute of such 
llIattl'r, ht' I/:l1ilty of It: {('Iony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall bc 
Jitllli:.:hrd by confinement in the penitentjary for not less than onc 
year nor more than five years: Provided, howcver, in the event the 
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lant, was tri('r1 bC'for~ a jury and C'OIwictE'd. The' ~upr('me 
Court of Georgia. aff.rmC'd. Sl(wlf'Y v. State. 2:::4: Ga .. 
2.19, 161 S. E. 2d 300 IID6R). We' noted probablC' juris
diction of an appC'1.i~ brought undC'r 28 e. S. c. ~ 12,!)7 (2). 
303 r. S. 8Hl (1068), 

;\ppellant raises se'wral challE'ngE's to the validity of 
his conviction.~ We find it n('cessary to consider only 
O)1e. Appellant argues here. and argued bf'low, that 
the Gporgia obscpnity statut{'. insofar as it punishes mere 
private posspssion of obscene matter. violates the First 
A mcndment. as made applicable to the States by the 
Fo.urteenth Amendment. For reasons set forth b('low, 
we agrcp that thE' mere pri\'ate possession of obscene 
matter cal'J1ot constitutionally be made a crime, 

The' court below saw no valid constitutional objection 
to the Georgia statute. even though it extends further 
than the typical statu tc forbidding commercial sales of 
obscene material. It held that "[ilt is not essential to 
an indictment charging one with possession of obscene 
matter that it be alleged that such possession was ',,'ith 
intent to sell, expose or circulate the same.' ,. Stanley 

. v. State, supra, at 261. 161 S. E. 2d. at 311. The 
State and appellant both agree that the question here 
before us is whether "a statute imposing criminal sanc
tions upon the mere [k:1owing] possession of obscene 
matter" is constitutional. In this cont.ext. Georgi,aeon
cedes that the present case appears to be one of -'first 

jury so recommends, such person may be punished as for a misde
meanor. As used herein, a matter is obscene if, considered as a 
whole, applying contemporary ('ommnnity standards, its predomi- -
nant appeal is to prurient interest, i. e., a shameful or morbid intereHt 
in nudity, ~ex or excretion." Ga. Code Ann. § 26-6301 (Supp.1968).· 

~ Appellant, does not argue that the film:> are not obscene. For 
the purpose of this opinion, we assume that. they are obscene under 
any of the tests advanced by members of this Court. See Redrup v. 
l",ew York, 386 U. S. i67 (1967). 
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im'pf(~ssion ... on this exact point," 3 but contends that 
'sirc(' Ilobscenity is not within the area of constitutionally 
protected~peE'ch or press," Roth v. United States, 354 
F. S. 476. 485 (1957), the States are free. subject to the 
limits of other provisions of the Constitution, see, e. g., 
Oinflberg v. New York, 390 U. S. 629, 637-645 (1968), to 
deal with it any way deemed necessary, just as they may 
deal with possession of other things thought to be 
detrimental to the welfare of their citizens. If the State 
can protect the body of a citizen, may it not, argues 
Georgia, protect his mind? 

It is true that Roth does declare, seemingly without 
qualification, that obscenity is not protected by the 
First Amendment. That statemen~ has been repeated in 
various forms in subsequent cases. See, e. g., Smith Y. 

California, 361 U. S. 147, 152 (1959); lacobellis v. Ohio, 
378 U. S. 184,186-187 (1964) (opinion of BRENNAN, J.); 
Ginsberg v. New York, SUp1'a, at 635. However, neither 
Roth nor any subsequent decision of this Court dealt 
with the precise problem involved in the present case. 
Roth was convicted of mailing obscene circular~ and 
advertising, and an obscene book, in violation of a 
federal obscenity statute.' The defendant in a com
panion case, Alberts v. California, 354 U. S. 476 (1957), 
was convicted of Illewdly keeping for sale obscen~, and in
dE'cent books, and [of] writing, composing and pub
lishing an obscene advertisement of them ... ." 'ld., 
at 481. None of the statements cited by the Court in 

~':J 

:' The issue was before the Court in Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U. S. 643 
( l!I61) , but that case was decided on other grounds. :MR. JUSTICE 

STEWART, althf,\ughdisagreeing with the majority opinion in Mapp, 
would have re.:ersed the judgment in that case on the ground that 
th(l Ohio stat·ute proscribing mere possession of obscene material was 
"1I0t, '('onsist(>nt with Jlthe rights of free thought and expression 
a~lIr('d against state a'ction by the Fourteenth Amendment.''' Id., 
at. (li2. . 

4 18 F. S:C. § 1461. 

OJ 
""11, 
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Roth for the proposition that "this Court has always 
assumed that ohsrrnity is not protrrtrd by the freedoms 
of spf'rrh and prrss" werr madf' in th(' ('on t.('xt of a 
statute punishing m('re privatf' possf'ssion of obscene 
material; the cases cited o('al for the most part wiiih 
use of the. mails to distribute objrctionabl(' material or 
with some form of public distribution or dissemination.~ 
}forf'over. none of this Court's decisions subsequent to 
Roth involV{id prosecution for private possession of 
obscene materials. Thosf' cases dealt with the power of 
the State and Federal Governments to prohibit or regu
late' ('('rtain public actions taken or intended to be taken 
with respect to obscene m'atter." Indeed, with one 

5 Ex parte Jackson, 96 11. S. 727, 736-737 (1878) (use of the 
mails); United States v. Chase, 135 r. S. 255, 261 (1800). (use of 
themail~);Robertsonv:BaldU.in. 165 U. S. 275, 281 (1897) (pub
lication); Public Clearing HOl/se Y. Coyne, 194 r. S . .t97, 508 (1004) 
{use of the mails); Hokev.Cnited Slatt's, 2'27 r. S. 308, 322 (1913) 
(use of interstate facilities); Near v. Millnesota, 283 F. S. 697, 716 
(In31) ([-ublication); Chaplinsl.:l1 v. }:elc Hampshire, 315 U. S. 568, 
5;1-572 (1942) (utterances); Hannegat! v. Esquire, Illc., 327 e. S. 
140, 15S (1\146) (lise of the mails); Willters v. Nell' York,333 U. S. 
5Oi, 510 (1!.14S) (pos..'"Cssion with intent to <'ell): Beauharnais \'. 
llliTlOis,343 U. S. 250, 2613 (1952) (libel). 
"~Iany of the cases involved prosecutions for sale or distribution 

of obscene materials or possession with mtent to sell or distribute. 
See Redrup v. New York, 386 F. S. i6; (1967); Mishkin v. NeU' 
l·ork,383 G. S. 502 (1966); Ginzburg v. C.:llited States, 383 1.:. S. 
463 (1966); Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U. S. 184 (1964); Smith y. 
California, 361 U. S. 147 (1959). Our most· recent decision in
volved a prosecution for sale of obscene material to children, Gins
berg v. New York, 390 U. S. 629 (1968); cf. Interstate Circ-ait, Inc. 
\'. City of Dallas, 390 U. S. 6;6 (1968). Other cases involved 
federal or state statutory procedures for preventing the distribu
tion or mailing of obscene material, or procedures for predistribution 
approval. See Freedman v, Maryland, 380 U. S. 51 (1965); 
Bantam Book~, Inc. v. Sullivan, 3i2 U. S." 58 (1963); Manual 
Enterprises, Ilic. v. Day, 370 U. S. 4i8 (1002). Still another case 
dealt with an attempt to seize obscene material "kept for the purpose 

l ~.~. 
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('xcf'ption. we havE' beE'n unable to discover, any case in
which the issue in the present case has been fully 
considered.7 

flf ";'ini :·:nlrl, Jlllblished, exhibited ... or othf'rwist' rli"triblltecl or 
('jrl'lllrttNi .... " j11arcu.~ v. Sea.rrh Warrant, 367 U. S. iI7. 711l 
(l !lftl) ; f'f'f'! ali'o A Quantity of Books v. Kansa.~. 378 n. S. 205 (11l64). 
.1lemair,~ v. ;\fa,~.~nch.uBetts. 3R3 U. S. 413 (966), was a proceeding 
'in (·qnity against a book. However, possession of a book detennineti 
to h{' obscene ill such a proceeding was made criminal only when 
"rOf the jlllrpo;:E' of "nle, lonn or distribution." [d., at 422. 

r Th~ Snpreme Court pf Ohio considered the issue in State ", 
Jlapp, 170 Ohio St. 427, 1no N. E. 2d 387 (1960). Four of the 
~('\'E'n ju(l~es of that cOllrt felt thtlt crimiIlal pr()spcution for mere 
pri\·atf· pos"E'ssion of ohscem· mntf'rials WlIS prohibitt'u by· the Con
st.itntion. Hem'ever, Ohio law required the concurrence of "all but 
one of the judges" tndeclare a st.atelaw unconstitutional. The vie\v 
of t.he "dissenting" !judges was expressed by Judge H<'rbert: 

"I ('ltnnot agree th\lt mere private possession of ... [obscene] lit
crnt.ure by an adult should constitute a critne. The right. of the 
individ\lal to read, to believe or' disbelieve, and to think without' 
governmental supervision is one of our basic libertiE's, but to dictate 
t.o the mature adult. what books he may ha"e in his own privnte 
lihrary spems to the writer to be a clear infringement of his con
:-;titlltional ri~htR I1S an individual." 1iO Ohio St., at 4:37, 1flf,\~. E. 
:?cI, I~t. 393. 

Shortly t he rca ftpr, the Supreme Court of Ohio interpreted the 
Ohio I-ltlltute to rf'quire proof of "p0$Session :md control for the 
pttrp01'<' of circulation Or exhibition." State v. Jacobellis. 173 Ohio 
St. 22,27-28, 179 N. E. 2d 777, 781 (1962), rey'd on other grounds, 
;m~ U. S. 184 (1964). The interpretation was designed to avoid 
thr com:titutiolll\l problt'm posed by the "dissenters" in lIfapp. See 
Statev. Ross. 12 Ohio St. 2d 37, 231 N. E. 2d 200 (196i). ... 

Otbep C:l:;:C" dealing with nonpublic di:stribution of obscent' material 
nr with ll'gitimute U$es of obsc(>ne material have expressed similar re
luetanre to mak~ such activity criminal, albeit largely on statutory 
/tI'<lImds. In l.:llited Slates r. Chase, 135 U. S .. 255 (1890), the Court 
held that federal law did not make criminal the mailing of a private 
1lt'lIled obscene letter on the ground that the law's purpose was to 
purge the mails of obscene matter "as far as was consistent with 
tlw rights reserved to the people, and with a. due regard to the 
l:IC.'curity of private correspondence .... n 13.5 U. S., at 261. The 
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Tn this contE'xt. w(' do not h('1i('v(' that this CasE' can 
b" r1ecid('d simply by citing Roth. Roth and its progE'ny 
c('rtailll~r do rn('all that the First anci Fourteenth Amend· 
1lH'llts' r('cogniz(' a valid gowrnll1('ntal illteref:t in dealing 
with tIl(' probl(,1l1 of obsccnity. But the assf'rtion of 
that inter('sL cannot. in ('\'C'ry cont('xt. b(' illsulated from 
all constitutional protf'ctions. Xeither Roth nor any 
oth('r df'rision of this Court. reaches that far. As the' 
Court said in Rolh itS<'lf. "[c]raseless vigilance is the 
watchword to prevent .. '. erosioll r of First Amendment 
rights] by ('ongrrss or by the States. The door barring 
frd('ral and state intrusion into this area cannot be left 
ajar: it must be kept tightly closed and op('ned only the 
slightest crack necessary to pre\'ent encroachment upon 
more important in!1:!rests." 354 r. S., at 488. Roth 
and the cases following it discerned such an "important 
interest" in the regulation of commercial distribution of 

law was bt£'r amended to inclllde l('tterl; and was ~Il;;t::tin('d in that 
form. Andreu's r. United States. '162 F. S. 420 (If;96). In United 
States Y • .31 Photographs. 156 F. Supp. 350 (D. C. S. D. X. Y. 1957), 
the court denied an attempt by the Government to confifl,cate certain 
materials sought to be import('d into the United States by the Insti
t.ute for Sex Hesearch, Inc., at Indiana UniY('r~ity. The court. found, 
applying the Roth formulation, that the materials would net appeal 
to t.he "prurient interest" of those seeking to import and utilize 
the materials. Thus, the. statute permitting seizure of "obscene" 
materials was not applicable. The court found it unnecessary to 
reach the constitutional q\le~tions presented by the claimant, but 
did note its belief that "th£' statement . . . rin Roth] concern
ing the rejection of obscenity must be interpreted in the light of 
th(' widespread distribution of tht' mlltC'rial in Roth." 156 F. Supp., 
at 300, n. 40. See also Redmond v. United Statea, 384 U. S. 264 
(HJoO), where this Court granted the Solicitor General's motion to 
'"acate and remand with instruction!; to dismiss an information 
charging a. violation of a· federal obscenity statute in a ease where a 
husband and wife mailed undeveloped films of each other posing in 
the nude to an out-of-state firm for deVeloping. But see Ackerman 
v. United States, 293 F. 2d 449 (C. A. 9th Cir. 19fH). 
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obscene material. That holding cannot foreclose an 
examInation of the constitutional implications of a 
::;l,uLuLc forbidding mere private possession of such 
mat.erial. 

I t. is now well established that the Constitution pro
tects the right to receive information and ideas. "This 
frt~edoBl r of speech and press] .. I. necessarily protects 
the l'ight to receive .... " Martin v. City of Struthers, 
au> u. s. 141, 143 (1943) i see Griswold v. Gonllect-icut, 
381 U. 8. 47~, ~82 (1965); Lamont v. Postmaster Gen~ 
eral, D81 U. I:l. 301, 307-308 (1965) (BnENNAN, J., con
clll'ril1g); cf. Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U. S. 510 
(l 1)25). This right to receive information and ideas, 
l'(!g;ard less of their social worth" see Winters v. N e'W Y orlc, 
aa:) U. B. 507, 510 (H)48), js fundamental to our free 
::;ociet.y. Moreover, in the context of this case-a prose
cutio)} fO!' mere possession of printed or filmed matter in 
the }Jl'ivacy of a person's own home-that right takes on 
all added dimellsioll. For also fundamental is the right 
to be hee, except in very limited circumstances, from 
ul\wnnLed governmental hitrusions into oue's privacy. 

"The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure 
conditions favorable to the pursuit of happiness. 
They recognized the significance of man's spiI'itual 
nature, of his feelings and of his intellect. The(. 
kllew thatouly a part of the pain, pleasure and satis"/ 
f~Lct;ions of life al:e to be fohnd in material thinlis. 
They sought to protect Am~~cans in their beliels, 
their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. 
r1'1l(iy confetl'ed, as agaillst the Government l theright 
to be let ulone--the most comprehensive of rights 
unci the right most valued by civilized man." Olm
stead v. United States, 277 U. S. 438, '478 (1928) 
(BJ'nndeis, J., dissenting). 

See Griswold v. Connecticut, supra; cf. NAACP v. Ala
bama, 357 U. S. 449, 462 (1958). 
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These are the rights that appellant is asserting in 
the ease before us. lIe is asserting the right to read 01' 

obsel've what he pleases-the right to satisfy his intel
lectual and emotional needs in the privacy of his own 
hOille. .lIe is asserting the right to be free from state 
inquiry into the contents of his library. Georgia con
tenilil thLLt appellant does not have .these rights, that 
there are certain types of materials that the individual 
IIIay not read or even possess. Georgia justifies this 
assertion by arguing that the films in the present case 
lue obseene. But we think that mere categorization ,of 
these films as "obscene" is insufficient justification for \ 
such a drastic invasion of personal liberties guaranteed 
by the }i'h'st alHl lJ"ourteenth Amendments. Whatever 
may be Ole justifications for other statutes regulating ob~~ 
sccllity, we do not thillk they reach into the privacy of 
one's OWll home. If the !l'irst Amendment means any
thing, it meallS that a State has no business telling a 
man, sitting alone in his own house, what books he may 
reaL! 01' what films he may watch. Our whole constitu
tional heritage rehels at the thought of giving government 
the power to c(mLI'OI mell's minds. 

And yet, in the face of these traditional notions of 
individual liberty, Georgia asserts the right to protect 
the iudividuaFs mind from the effects of obscenity. We 
are not certain that this argument amounts to anything 
more than the assertion that the State has the right to 
control the moral content of a person's thoughts.s To 

H "Commllnitie::l believe, anti act on the belief, that obscenity is 
immoral, ill wrong for the iiltIiviuual, and hilS no place in Ii decent 
1iocicty. They believe, too, that adults as well as children are cor
ruptible ill moml::! and character, and that obscenity is a source 
of COl'I'lIptioll that should be eliminated. Obscenity is not suppressed 
pl'ilUurily for the pl'Otection of othertl. Much of it is suppressed 
for the purity of the cornmunity and for the salvation and welflire 
of the Icon~umel'.' Obscenity, at bottom, itl not crime. Obscenity 
ia ::lill," Henkin, MorahllllHl the Constitution: The Sill of Obscenity. 
63 CoL L. !tev. 391, 395 (1963). 
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soine, this may be a noble purpose, but it is wholly incon
Ristf'nt with the philosophy of the First Amendment. 
As thf' Court said in Kingsley International Pictures 
Corp. v. Regent,,;, 3?O r. S. 684, 688-689 (1959), "[t]his 
argllment misconceives what it is that the Constitution 
protects. Its guarantee is not confined to the expression 
of ideas that are conventional or shared by a majority ... , 
And in the realm of ideas it protects expression which is 
f'loquent no less than that ""hich is unconvincing." Cf. 
Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. W1:!,son, 343 U. S. 495 (1952). 
~or is it relevant that obscene materials in general, or the 
particular films before the Court, are arguably devoid of 
any ideological content. The line between the trans
mission of ideas and mere entertainment is much too 
elusive for this Court to draw, if indeed such a line can 
be drawn at all. See Winters v. New York, supra, at 
510. Whatever the power of the state to control 
public dissemination of ideas inimical to the public 
morality,. it cannot constitutionally premise legislation 
on the desirability of controlling a person's private 
thoughts. 

Perhaps recognizing this, Georgia asserts that exposure 
to obscene materials may lead to deviant sexual behavior 
or crime~ of sexual violence. There appears to be little 

~ empirical basis for that assertion.1I But more impor
t'll.nt, if t.he State is only .concerned about printed or 
filmed materials inducing antisocial conduct, we 'believe 
that in the context of private consumption of ideas 
and information we should adhere to the view that 
"[ a] mong free men, the d.eterrents ordinarily to' be 

!' See, e. g., Cairns, Paul, & Wishner, 'Sex Censorship: The Assump
tions of Anti-Obscenity Laws and the Empirical Evidence,.46 Minn. 
I~. He\,. lOO!) (191)2): sec also M. Jahoda, The Impactof Literature: 
A Psychological Discussion of Some Assumptions in the Censorship 
J)ebate (1954), summarized in the concurring opinion of Judge 
Jo'rank in United Statesv. Roth, 237 F. 2d 796, 814-816 (C.A. 2d 
Cir.1956). 

83-3l7 0 - 77 - 42 
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applird to prrH'l1t· crime arr rducation and puni!'h
Ilwnt for violations of thE' law .... " Whitney v. 
Calijorllia. 274 r. ~. ':l.") 7. ~78 (lH27) (Brandeis. J., 
concurring). Sr(' Enwrson. Toward a GE'ncral Theory 
of tlw First "\lllrndnH'nt. 72 Yal(' L .. J. 877. 938 (H)63). 
Giwll the present state of knowledge. the State may 
110 mor(' prohibit llH"lr~e possession of obscene matter 
on the ground that it may lead to antisocial conduGt 
than it may prohibit possrssion of chemistry books on 
thE' ground that th('y may lead to the manufacture of 
homemade spirits. . . 

It is true that in Roth this Court rejected the neces
sity of proving that exposure to obscene material would 
create a clear and pres:ent danger of antisocial conduct 
or would probably induce its recipients to such conduct. 
354 F. S., at 48&-487. But that case deah' with public 
distribution of obscene materials and such distribution is 
subject to different objections. For example, there is 
always the danger that: obscene material might fall into 
the hands of children. !~ee Ginsberg v. l''lew York, supra, 
or that it might intrude upon the sensibilities or privacy 
of the general publk.l~ See Redrup v. Kew York, 386 
17. S. 767. 769 (196i). Ko such dangers are present in 
'this case. 

Finally, we are faced with the argument that prohibi
tion of possession of obscene materials is a necessary inci
dent to statutory schemes prohibiting distribution. That 
argument is based on alleged difficulties of proving an 
inteut to distribute or in producing evidence of actual dis
tribution. We are J1101& convinced that such difficulties 

10 The II.lorlel Penal Code provisions dealing with obscene materials 
lire limited to C:lses of I.'ol:nmercial dissemination. ~Iodel Penal Code 
§ 251.4 (Prop. Official Draft· 19(2); see also Model Penal Code 
§ 20i.1O and comment ~l (Tent. Draft No.6, 195i); H. Packer, 
The Limits of the Criminal Sanction 316-328 (1968); Schwartz, 
:\Iorals Offenses and thE~ Model Penal Code, 63 Col. L. Rev, 669 
(1963). It 
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f'xi:;;t. but evell if they did we do not think that they 
would justify infringement of th~ individual's right to 
ff'ad or obs(>rve what he pleasr.s. Because that right is so 
fundamental to our scheme of individual liberty, its 
rCRtrirtioll may not be justified by the need to ease the 
adrninistratioll of otherwise valid criminal laws. See 
Bmith v. California, 361 U. S. 147 (1959). 

We hold that the First,and Fourteenth Amendments 
prohibit making mere private possession of obscene 
material a crime.11 Roth and the cases following that 
decision are not impaired by today's holding. As we 
have said, the States retain broa<,l power to regulate 
obscenity; that power simply does not extend to mere 
possession by the individual in the privacy of his own 
home. Accordingly, the judgment of the court below 
is reversed and the case is remanded for proceedings not 
inconsistent with this opinion. 

It is so ordered. 

MR. JUSTICE BLACK, concurring. 

I agree ",:ith the Court that the mere possession of 
reading matter or movie films, whether labeled obscene 
or not, cannot be made .a crime by a State without vio-

11 What we have said in no way infringes upon the power of the 
Jt.'1tc or Federal Government to make possession of other items, 
sHch ns narcotics, firearms, or stolen goods, a crime. Our holding 
in thr prt'srnt case turns upon the Georgia statute's infringement of 
fundamrntnl liberties protected by the First and Fourteenth Amend
ments. No First Amendment rights are involved in most statutes 
making mere possession criminal. 

)j()r do we mean to express any opinion on statutes making crimi
lIal possession of other types of printed, filmed, or recorded materials. 
&or, e. g., 18 U. S. C. § 793 (d), which ma.kes criminal the otherwise 
I:\wfll\ pos:;cssion of materials which ~'the possessor has renson to 
bdk\'l\ could be used to the injury of the United States or to the 
mh"nnt.age of any foreign nation .... " In such cases, compelling 
r{':t:;oIlS may f'xi$t for.overriding· the rjght of the individual to' 
pussel'S those materials. 
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latin~ tlw Fir!'t. .\IlWndmPllt. maci(' apl)1icahl(' to the 
~ ta t('s by t 11(' FOil rtpclI t h. :\Iy rC'n~(lns for this b(' li('f 
han' h(,(,11 1'N out ill many of my prior opillions. at: for 
C'xaJllpk. S.mith \'. Califorllia. :~li1 L f-'. 147. Vii) (con~ 

('urrillg Opillioll I. alld Gil1zbur!l ,'. ("/liter! States. ~8;j 

C. ~. 40:{. 4ili (di!'::('nting Opillioll J. 

~IH, .Jnm(,E STEWART, \\)th whom ~IR. .It·STICE 

BHE:>;i-;AX ami }IR. Jl::-iTICE WHITE join. COllcurnng 111 

t·h(' result. 

Bdore tlH' COll1lJ1rllC'<'lIl('nt of tlw trial in this casc, thr 
apJlrliullt filed a llIotion to supprrss the films as ('\'i<if'llcf' 
upon thr ground that th('y had heC'11 seizf'd in violation 
of thE' Fourth and FOllrt('('nth Amendments. The mo~ 
tioll was drllird. and tlH' films Wf're admitted in ('vidence 
at the trial. 111 affirming the ~ppellant's conviction, the 
G€'orgia ~uprf'llj(> Court sp€'cifically determined that the 
films had bpen lawfully seized. The appellant correctly 
contends that. this d€'terll1inatioll "'as cl€'arly wrong under 
established principles of constitutional law. But the 
Court today di~n'gards this pre-liminary issue in its hurry 
to mow on to newer constitutional frontiers. r cannot so 
readily owrlook the serious inroads upon Fourth Amend
ment guarantees countenanced in this cas(' by the Georgia 
courts. 

The }~ourth Amendment provides that "'no \Varrants 
shall issue. but upon probable cause. supported by Oath 
or affirmation. and particularly describing the place to 
be searched. and the persons or things to be seized." The 
purpose of these clear and precise words was to guarantee 
to the p€'opl(' of this ~ation that they should forever 
be secure from the general searches and unrestrained 
seizures that had been a hated hallmark of colonial rule 
under the notorious writs of assistance of the British 
Crown. See Stal/ford Y. Texas, 379 C. S. 476. 481. This 
most basic. of Fourth Amendment guarantees was frus-
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tratf!d in thp present case, I think. in a manner made the 
!llor!' Iwrniciolls hy its very subtlety. For what happenpd 
Iwre was that a search that began as perfectly lawful 
hecame the occasion for an unwarranted and U1~consti-

. tutional seizure of the films. 
TllP state and federal officers gained admission to the 

apprJ1ant's house under the authority of a search warrant 
iSl'lUrd by a United States Commissioner. The warrant 
described "the place to be searched" with particularity.l 
'Vith like particularity. it described the "things to be 
seized"-equipment.records, and other matel'ial used in 
or derived from an illegal wagering. business.2 Andthe 
warrant was issued only after the Commissioner had' 
been apprised of more than adequate probable cause to 
issue it.3 

Th(>re can be no doubt, therefore, that the agents were 
lawfully present in the appellant's house, lawfully author
izpd to search for any and all of the items specified in 
the warrant, and lawfully empowered to seize any such 

1 "[T]h(' premises known as 280 Springside Drive, S. E., two 
st.ory r('sidrncr with an annex on the main floor constnlct('d of brick 
and fmme, in Atlanta, Fulton Count.y, Georgia, in' th(' Xorthern 
Di:;t.rirt. of Georgia .... " 

2 "rB]ookmaking records, wagering paraphernalia consisting of b('t 
fllip>:, !tl'('ount' sherts, recap sheets, co\le('tion >:heets, adding machines, 
mon!'y ui<ed in or derived from the wagering busincss, records of 
pur('has('s, records of r('a\ estate and bank tra.nsactions, th(' money 
for which was derived from the wagering business, and any other 
prop('rty us('d in the wagering business, which are bt>ing used and/or 
haw lxo£'n Ilsed in the operation of a bookma.king business or repre
:<f'nt. t.he fmits of a bookmaking business bt>ing operated in violation 
of Sect.ions4411, 4412~nd 7203 IRC of 1954." ___ 

3 Beforl' thl' Commj~sioner were 110"less than foJf \('ngthy and 
l!t·t:til('d affidavits, ~{'ttinlt out the grounds for theatIiants' reasonable 
b!'lirf tha.t th(', anpellant.was engaged in an ill!'gal gambling E'nter
Jlri~J and thaI. tilt' JllLraphE'rnaliu. of his t,mde were ('ol1ceal('d in his 
hnmlC. 
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item~ th('y might finn: It follows. then'fore. that thf' 
a~ents w('rf' acting within the authority of thf' warrant 
wh(,11 thf'Y proce('dpd to the app('llant's. upsta.irs bed
room and pulled open the drawers of his desk. But 
when they found in one of those drawers not gambling 
material but moving picture films, the warrant gave. 
them llO authorIty to seize the films. . 

The controlling eonstitutional prin~iple was stated in 
t\VO sentences by this Court more than 40 years ago: 

"The requirement that warrants shall particularly 
describe the things to be seized makes general 
searches under them impossible and prevents the 
seizure of one thing under a warrant describing 
another. As to what is to be taken, nothing is left 
to the discretion of the officer executing the warrant." 
Marron v. Cnited States, 275 'C. S. 192. 196. 

This is not a case where agents in the course of a law
ful search came upon contraband, criminal activity, or 
criminal evidence 5 in plain view. For the record makes 
clear that the contents of the films could not be deter
mined by mere inspection. And this is not a case that 
presents any questions as to the permissible scope of a 
search made incident to a lawful arrest. For the ap
pellant had not been arrested when the agents found the 
films. After finding them, the agents spent some 50 
minutes exhibiting them by means of the appellant's 
9~'Ojector in another upstairs room. Only then did the 
agents return downstairs and arrest the appellant . 
. ,Even in the much-criticized case of United States ". 
Rabinowitz, 339 U. S. 56, the Court emphasized that "ex-

4. The fact that almost no gambling material was aetua'lly. found 
has no bearing, of course, upon the validity of the search. The 
constitutionality of a search depends in no measure upon what it 
brings to light. Byars v. United States, 273 U. S. 28, 29. 

5 See Warden v. Hayden, 387 U. S. 294. 

I 

I 
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ploratory searches . . . cannot be undertaken by officerR 
with or ·without. a warrant." Id., at 62. This record pre
sents a bald violation of that basic COllstitutional rule. To 
condone what happened here is to invite a government 
official to use a seemingly precise and legal warrant only 
as a ticket to get into a man's home, and, once inside. 
to launch forth upon unconfined searches and indiscrim
inate seizures as if armed with all the unbridled and 
illegal power of a general warrant. 

Because the films were seized in violation of the Fourth 
and Fourteenth Amendments. they were inadmissible in 
evidence at the appellant's trial. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 
r. S. 643. Accordingly, the judgment of conviction must 
be reversed. 
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(Re~:i.nt~d from the Hastings Law Journal, Vol. 19, No.3, March 1968) 

" THE CAJ,IFORNIA MARIJUANA POSSESSION STATUTE: 

AN INFRINGEMENT ON THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY OR 

OTHER PERIPHERAL CONi:lTITUTIONAL RIGHTS? 

By 

~ttchael A. Town 

105 

The question of the constitutional validity of the California marijuana posses-

dOll statute in light of recent decisions will be examined in this comment. Before 

,dertaking the constitutional analysis, a review of the sta'oute itself is in order. 

Under California law, a person who IIpl ants, cUltivates, harvests, dries ... 

·'!Ocesses ... or possesses~1 marijuanal is committing a felony,2 and, if convicted, 

Ices a mandatory sentence of 1 to 10 years in the state prison for a first offense, 

,ito 20 years for a second offense, and 5 years to life imprisonment for a third 

"fense. 3 In contrast to the harsh penalties for offenses involving the possesSo;:o"," 

~marijuana, using marijuana or being under its influence are misdemeanors,-punishable 

',' county jail sentences ranging from 90 days to 1 year. 4 The severity of punishment 

':r possession of marijuana may also be contrasted with the misdemeanor penalty 

',essed for possession of LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide);5 

1 The statutory definition of marijuana is: "all parts of the plant Canrl',!ll:ft. 
',:tiva L. (commonly known as marijuana), whether growing or not; the seeds thel"e'6I¥'.. ' 

,:e resin extracted from any part of such plant;' and every compound, manufactur,"'" lf6.1~1 
,"rivative, mixture, or preparation of such plant, its seed or resin." CaL 'iieii:l'th '\'",$a1'ety 
IJe Section 11003.1. 

\ 2 Under C'al. Pen. Code Section 17 a felony, is defined as "a crime which is 
, ,\'>ishable with death 01' by imprisonment in the state prison." 

I 
. ~ 3 ~al. Health & Safety Code Section 11530 . 
~I 
" 4 Cal. Health & Safety Code Section 11721. In practice the part of the statute 
~~hibit~ng use of marijuana has little importance because if the accused possesses 
r,<ijuana he will be prosecuted under the felony provisions of section 11530; if he 
li~B not possess marijuana but is under its influence then section 11721 will be 
:Ttplied. Boyko & Rotberg, Constitutional Ob ections to California's Mari uana Possession 
~~, 14 U.C.L.A.L. Rev. 7"13, 785 n. 3 19 7 • 

5 Cal. Health & Safety Code Section 11910 treats a first conviction for the 
, :'IBession of LSD (classified as a restricted dangerous drug in Cal. Health & Safety 

~.e Section 11901 (c)) as a misdemeanor subject to a maximum punishment of a $1000 je and 1 year imprisonment in the county jail. 
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Ii' the narcotic' possessed is one of the "hard II narcotics such as heroin, 

morphine, or cocaine, which are addictive whereas marijuana is. not, 6 the punisblnent 

is quite similar to the penalties for marijuana possession. The statute ass~sSes 

penalties of 2 to 10 years for a first conviction, 5 to 2(1 years for a second conviction 

and 15 years to life imprisonment for a third conviction. 7 

~s a further contrast, it is noted that there is no law against the mere possession 

of alcoholic beverages in spite of the well-known. dangers of this intdxicant. 8 

Criminal penaltie~ are imposed only when alcohol is used in SOme abusive manner, such 

as when a person is intoxicated in pUblic9 or operates a' motor vehicle while under 
10 

the influence of alcohol. 

6 Cal. WeH. &, Inst'ns Code Section 3009 states: "A 'narcotic addict,' as used 
in this suodi'fision refers to any person, adult Or minor, who is addicted to the 
unlawful use of any narcotic as defined in Division 10 of the Health and Safety 
Code, except mairjuana." (emphasis added). • 

7 Cal.' Health & Safety Code Section 11500. 

8 Even where' possession by certain groups likely to misuse alcohol is oJ.i6-
couraged, the mej:.hod of control is to restrict th~ sale of alcoholic beverages 
to them. For example, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code Section 25658 (a) makes sale of al
coholic beverages to a minor a misdemeanor, and Cal. Pen. Coile Section 391' makes 
the sale of alcoholic beverages to any habitual drunk a misdemeanor. See In 1'e Luera, 
28 Cal. App. '185, 152 P. 738 (1915), holding a municipal ordinance making the 
possession of alcohol illegal to be an unconstitutional abridgment of the privileges 
and immunities guaranteed a ci ti zen by U. S. Const. art. IV, Section 2, and amend. 
XIV, Section 1. But see In re Yun Quong, 159 Cal. 508, 114 P. 835 (1911), where the 
privileges and immunities argument failed ';then used to attack a conviction for 
possession of opium. For an interesting view why different societal attitudes 
concerning marijuana and alcohol prevail, sE!e not 178 iE.t!:!!:.. 

9 Cal. Pen. Code Section 647(f) puni'shes as a misdemeanant one "(w)ho is 
flaund in any public place under the influence of intoxicating liquor •... " 

10 Cal. 'lehicle Code Sections 23101-02. 
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The legislative history of marijuana regulation shows a trend of increasingly 

severe penalties for its possession. ~ In 1907 marijuana was first regulated by 

the California Legislature When it was included wi thin the class of sUbstances 

which had to be labeled as "poison. ,,11 Possession of marijuana was lawful until 

1915 when possession unless prescribed by a physician was prohibited.12 In 1929 

the legislature passed the State Narcotic Act13 which regulated the possession of 

marijuana by tncluding it among ha.bi t forming, narcotic and other dangerous drugs 

and substances. Thus marijuana was at this time first included among the "hard" 

t · h h i h' and coca1ne. 14 narco 1CS sue as era n, morp ~.ne, 

In 1939 the Narcotics Act was incorporated into the California Health and 

Safety Corle15 along with the same illicit na~'cotics gathered together in 1929.16 

Marijuana possession and the planting provisions were placed in section 11530, 

a separate section, in 1959.17 The present mandatory felony sentences were part 
1,1 I 11 of a scheme by which longer sentences for possession of all narcotics Were imposed 

. I in 1961. 18 Prior to 1961 the punishment for marijuana possession was in the alterna-
t 

tive so that the trial judge in his discretion could make the offense either a 

misdemeanor or a felony depending on the sentence im~osed.19 

11 Cal. Stats. 1907, ch. 102, Sections 1-10, at 124-26 (Indian hemp, 'another 
name for marijuana, is used in the statute). 

12 Cal. Stats. 1915, ch. 604, Section 2, at 1067-71 (Loco weed, another name for 
marijuana, is used in the statute). 

13 Cal. S-ats. 1929, ch. 216, Section 1., at 380-83. 

:1~& 

15 Cal. Stats. 1939, ch. 60, Sections 11000-797, at 755-76. 

16 Cal. Stats. 1939, ch. 60, Section 11712, at 771. 

17 Cal. Stats. 1959, ch. 1112, Section 7, at 3194-95. 

18 Cal. Stats. 1961, ch. 274, Section 7, at 1305. 

19 Cal. Stats. 1959, oh. 11'1'. RRoHnn .+ ..,'nIWl~'h=----
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It is clear that the most recent development in a long history of regulntion 

of marijuana possession is by far the" most severe. 20 But even in the face of felony 

punishment it appears that more and more arrests are made and convictions obtained 

in California for the rossession of mariJuana. 21 Reliable sources clnim that use 

of me.riJuann and its nvailability are on the upswing. 22 These facts tend to indicate 

'. that the statute is punishing offenders without any significant deterrent effect. 

~eldness of Consti'tutional Attack 

The question of Jte constitutionality fa the marijuana possession statute is 

of more than purely academic interest because of the increasing number of arrests,23 

the severity of the punishment, 24 the inconclusive evidence available on the nature 

of the drug nnd its effects, 25 and the growing public controversy over the entire 

subject of marijuana regulation. 

20 See Boyko" Rotborg, supra note 4, nt 7Bl-B5 for a thorough legislative 
history of the marijuana possession laws in Californin. 

21 Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Drug Arrests and Dispositions in California 
19611, at 51, shows that arrests for possession of marijuana ha'le tripled since i960. 
The report also indicates that Juvenile arrests for marijuana possesaion h.we increase 
over 500% since 1960. ld. B.t 8B. J 

22 ~at 10. Testimony of Dr. Joel Fort before a hearing of the As~embly 
Committee on Public Health, San Francisco, September 28, 1967. Dr. Fort has served 
on the medical staff of the U. S. Public Health Service Rospi tal in Lexington, 
Kentucky, and with the United Nations Division of Narcotic. Drugs. He has been 
the director of both the Center for Treatment and Education on Alcoholism in Oakland, 
California, and the Health Department Center for Special Problems in San Francisco, 
California. lie is a consultant on drug addiction to the World Health OrganiZation., 

23 ~ note 21 supra. 

~4 ~ text accompanying notes 2-3 supra. 

25 For a discussion of the e'lidence on the nature of mariJ!lana see Boyko I< Ratberg, 
supra note 4, at 777. 
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Recently there has been increasing debate across the nation over the harshness 
) ~ Ii of the marijuana possession laws as =mpared to the alleged effects of the drug. The 

i,~ }'l Commissioner of the United States Food and Drug Administration has said that the 

;~ "severity of the penalties is inconsistent with the nature of the drug itself. ,,27 

'~l :e J~::::: :::t::l:::s~::n:i::e::::::::n o;n t::wm:::;::::e::w:~:8 A::::s::a:::n light 

: 7, of increasing arrests and growing public controversy there is litt:!:e likelihood 

I ,;'~ of immediate repeal of the California Inarijuana possession statute although there 
i i. .., 
':~ is a possibility that legislation may be introduced making possession of marijuana 

';:j subject to alternative felony-misdemeanor sentencing or reducing the punishment 
" 

, ;' to a misdemeanor. 29 
• I~~ 

",! Up to the present time there have been no cases raising well-argued constitu-

~~ 
111 tlonal objections to the California marijuana possession statute. 30 Whatever the 

\:; 
~~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'.[:1 26 See generally ,The Marijuana Papers (Solomon ed. 1966); The Utopiates (Blum ed. 
" 19611). For some historical background on marijuana, see R. DeRopp, Drugs and thl' 
li Mind. 61-114 (1957). 

1.\ 27 San Francisco Chronicle, Oct. 15, 1967 (This ,;orld), at 19, col. 3. 
'1i 

'I" 28 
,: President's Conun'n on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice., The 

,\', Challenge of Crime in a Free Society 224-25 (1967), 
.~1 

;1\ 29 Interview with Mr. Thomas Carroll, consultant to the Assembly Committee on 
'i Criminal Procedure, in San Francisco, California ,. September 28, 1967 • 
. ~ 

I ~ 30 Cases where constitutional objections have been raised include People v. 
,.'.·Mltchell, 244 Cal. App. 2d 176, 52 Cal. Rptr. 884 (1966), which involved a challenge '!t to Cal. Health & Safety Code Section 11530 based on t>.e free exercise of religion 
~: clause of the first amendment. The appeal failed as the defendant did not show he 
~JsinceoelY believed marijuana was essential to the practice of his religion and that 
U»no antisocial consequences were involved, People v. Glaser, 238 Cal. App. 2d 819, 
,.~~\8 Cal. Rptr. 427 (1965), and People v. Mistriel, 110 Cal. App. 2d 110, 241 P.2d 

1'\;~1050 (195?), both involved challenges to marijUana possession statutes on the ground t\ that due process of law was denied the appellants since the state had no basis for 
·,r.f""king marijUana, an allegedly beneficial herb according to appellants, illegal to 
.:l"poBsess. The court in each case decided that since possession of marijuana was a. 
;~PUbliC offense, the legislative showing of a rational relationship between the statute 
~!II!d the recognized purpose of the state to legislate for the healt,h! safety and general 
;i~elfare of the people was sufficient. J • 
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reason for the scarcity of constitutional attack, it seems that without legislatIve 

action modifying the statute, oonstitutional objections will be raised with greahr 

frequency. 31 

Constitutional Objections to the Marijuana Possession 
statute - A General View 

Two possible constitutional defenses to the California marijUana possession 

statute are raised in this comment. The first defense would bring the }lossession 

of marijuana within the right of privacy. This doctrine of privacy as a substantl·,. 

bar to a crimiYta1 statute was t'it'at recognized in ~ Yo. Connecticut32 and thl(l. 

case will be used as a starting point for analysis. 

Tne second defense is based on the reasoning of Griswold, not the holding. 

This defense would bring }lossession and use of mat'ijuana within bther unnamed but 

fundamental guarantees included in the amendments to the Constitution. 33 

31 Apparently the vast majority of those }lersons }lroeecuted under the statute 
have defended on theories of illegal sear~n and seizure, e.g., People v. Reeves, 
61 Cal. 2d 269, 391 P.2d 393, 38 Cal. Rptr. 1 (1964), or lack of knowledge of the 
actual possession of marijuana, e.g., Peo}lle v. Redrick, 55 Cal. 2d 282, 359 P.2d 
255, 10 Cal. Rptr. 823 (1961) (opium); People v. Perez, 213 Cal. App. 2d 436, 28 
Cal. Rptr. 751 (1963). In People v. RodrigueZ, 151 Cal. App. 2d 598, 601, 312 
P.2d 272, 274 (1957), the court said that it is "essential to the crime ... that the 
defendant have physical or constructive possession, coupled with knol<ledge of the 
p~esent and narcotic nature of the substatlce." 

When evidence of }lossession is dubious Or sketchy, Cal. Health & Safety Code 
Section 11556 is often employed. This section makes ita misdemeanor to visit 
or be in a place where marijuana is being used. The provision can be resorted to 
for }lractical reasons in charging the defendant who might willin·gly }llead guilty 
to this offense but would contest felony }lrosecution under the possession statute. 

32 381 u.s. ~79 (1965). 

33 For the diBcussion of fundamental peripheral rights see text accompanying 
notes 64-110 ~. 
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These defenses constitute a two-pronged attack which have the same origins in 

the Constitution.
34 

The re<;soning of Griswold is basic to both the right of privacy 

" and the other peripheral yet fundamental rights. The potential success of these 

constitutional defenses will be best understood by a consideration of how the Califor':' 

:~ ., 

nia courts have applied Griswold and other cases involving personal rights. 

Before discussing the two-pronged attack mentioned above it should be amphasized 

that these are not the only possible constitutional objections to the marijuana 

possession statute. In a proper case the right to free exercise of religion as ex

pressed in the first amendment could be used to carve out an exception to the statute 

as was done in People y. Hoody35 where a California statute prohibiting the possession 

of peyote36 was under consideration. The right to the free exercise of religion 

'would be applicable to the mari,luana possession statute if a user could show that the 

use of marijuana was essential to his religion as well as showing his sincerity in 

his religious belief. 37 

34 See Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 484, where the Court spells out its 
penumbratheory in which the peripheral rights, of which privacy is one, are expanded. 

35 61 Cal. 2d 716, 394 P.2d 813, 40 Cat. Rptr. 69 (1964). 

36 Cal. Health & Safety Code Section 11500. -

\: 37 This was a maj or point in People v" HODd-, 61 Cal. 2d 716, 720-22, 394 P. 2d 
, 813,817-18,40 Cal. Rptr. 69,73-74 (19611). See In ~Grady, 61 Cal. 2d 887, 
J 394 P.2d 728, 39 Cal. Rptr. 912 (1964), where the California Supreme Court granted 
J. habeas corpus to a defendant in a peyote possession case and remanded the case to 
1 the trial court on the question of whether defendant's belief that the use of peyote 

for religious purposes was honest and bona fide. But see Leary v, United states, J 36 U.S.L.H. 2218 (5th Cfr. Sept. 29,1967), where appellant, Dr. Timothy Leary, 
j failed to show to the court's satisfaction that the use of marijuana was essential 

r. to his practice of Hinduism; see Finer, 19 Hastings L.J. 667 (1968); State v'. Bullard, 
'1267 N.C. 599, 148 S.E.2d 565 Ti966), noted in 28 Ohio St. L.J. 369 (1967), where the 
i court refused to follow the l?oody case on the grounds that even if defendant were • "~ 
1 sincere, the first amendment would not protect him in his use of marijuana and peyote. 

/ 
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Also it might be argued that the California marijuana possession statute 

violates the constitutional guarantee against cr.uel and unusual punishm2nt found in 

the eighth amendment. The statute might be invalidated by the guarantee" against 

cruel and unusual punislunent if the possession of marijuana is conduct which the 

court would consider not within the legislative poyer to punish as a felony. It 

is the discrepancy between the conduct and the punishment which makes the punish

ment cl.'uel and unusual under the ruling of ~~. California. 38 By making 

possEssion of marij,uana a felony, thus equating such conduct with the whole spectrum 

of common law felonies such as rape, arson, larce!!y and murder, the statute would 

seem to be imposing cruel and unusual punishment. 39 

There is also an argument that the classification of marijuana as a narcotic 

in section 11001 and the prohibition of possession in section 11530 of the California 

Health and Safety Code violate the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment. 

In order to satisfy the ~'1ual protection guarantee the statute must "cov~r all persons 

who are logically, scientifically or by dint of common sense includable in order to 

38 370 u. s. 660 (1962). The case struck down' as unconsti tut ional a California 
statute making criminal the status of being "addicted to the use of narcotics." 
Justice Douglas in a concurring opinion, id. at 676, said: "A punishment all out 
of proportion to the offense may bring it 1tithin the ban against 'cruel and unusual 
punishments.'" See Drivel' v. Hinnat, 356 F.2d 761 (4th Cil'. 1966), and Easter v. 
District of Columbia, 36J, F.2d 50 (D.C. Cir. 19(6), whp.re the cruel and unusual 
punishment argument was successfully applied to drunkenness prosecUtions of alcoholic' 
under local statutes. 

39 For discussion' of the cruel and unusual punishment argument, see Boyko & 
Rotberg, supra note 4, at 791. 
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effectuate the legitimate goals of the statute.,,40 Mnl;ing possession of marijuana 

illegal; while e"eluding other euphorics such as alcohol, might be considered a 

violation of the guarantee of equal protection, by this test. 

In considering the constitutional defense of equal protection the court would 

have to pass on the legislative policy behind the classification, a step which the 

courts have been reluctant to undertake in cases where the question of marijuana 

has arisen. h In the two caseB where the statutory classification of marijuana has 

42 
been considered, ¥he court assumed that the classification was rational. In 

light of recent cases where courts have reviewed legislative policy, it would seem 

that a court might now take more initiative in reviewing the statutory policy in 

applying the equal protection test. 43 

110 Id. at 787-88. 

41 People v. Glaser, 238 Cal. App. 2d 819, 48 Cal. Rptr. 427 (1965)'; People 
v. Mistriel, 110 Cal. App. 2d 110, 241 P.2d 1050 (1952). Both cases are discussed 
in note 30 supra. 

42 g. 

43 E.g., People v. O'Neil, 62 Cal. ?d 748, 461 P.2d 928, 44 Cal. Rptr. 320 
(1965), where the court thoroughly reviewed the legislative policy behind the 
statute in determining the legal test for addiction wi thin the meaning of Cal. 
Vehicle Code Section 23105, Which prohibits the operation of a motor vehicle by 
a narcotic addict; Wollam v. City of Palm Springs, 50 Cal. 2d 276, 379 P.2d 481, 
29 Cal. Rptr. 1 (1963), where pursuant to an examination of municipal policy the 
court found that there were alternative methods of controlling traffic congestion 
other than by the broad regUlation of loudspeaker trucks by the unconstitutional 
municipal ordinance in issue. See ~enerallY McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 
191 (1964); Skinner v. Oklahoma, 31 U.S. 535, 541, 543 (1942). 
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Alth~ugh the foregoing discussion demonstrates there are a number of potential 

constitutional objections ·to the Oalifornia marijuana possession statutes ,44 this 
;~'I 

comment will discuss in detail only the two constitutional attacks raised by the 

Griswold decision, i.e. the right of privacy and the other peripheral rights found 

within the Bnl of Rights. These possible constitutional attacks are more thoroughly 

examined in the next section. 

Griswold v. Connecticut 

Support from ~United States Surpeme Court cases is necessary. in order to raise 

the dual attack of the pe:dpheral fundamental rights and the right of privacy since 

these rights are not found specifically ill the Constitution. As noted, the leading 

case supporting the existence cf the right of privacy and the proposition that there 

exist other peripheral but fundamental constitutional rights which are not expressly 

" enumerated in the Constitution is ~ y. Connecticut. 45 Consequently, a thorough 

understanding of the Griswold decision is necessary, before examining boW tbe Califor

nia courts have applied it. 

The Court in ~ overturned tbe Connecticut "anti-birth ~ontrol" statute. 46 

This "uncommonly silly law" as it was called by JUstice Stewart, 47 was an antiquated, 

rarely invoked stlltute milking it a criminal offense to use birth control devices for 

.44 For 11 general discussion of the constitutional arguments against tbe marl.juana 
possession statute" see Boyko & Rotberg, supra note 4, Ilt 7~5-95. 

,45 381 U.S. 479 (1965). 

46 g. at 485. 

47 ril. at 527 (dissent). 

B3-317 0 - 77 - 43 
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the purpose of preventing conception. ~8 It was no surprise that the law was in-

I: validated. The importance of the case~lies in the way in which the statute was held 

unconsti tutional. 

I 

Privacy was the basis for the 

privacy \las r'aised as a defense to 

Court's decision,~9 and as a substantive right 

~O 
any application of the Connecticut statute. 

The right of privacy relied' on in ,Griswold is not the procedural right of privacy 

which protects an individual from unreasonable searches and seizures employed in 

enforcing constitution(llly valid statutes. 5~ The right of privacy recognized in 

~ is also to be distinguished from the right of privacy found in the law of 

torts which allows one to recovery monetary compensation for an invasion of his pri

vacy.5
2 

The right of privacy applied'in Griswold is a' direct sUbstantive bar to 

any statute in question. 53 

In Griswold the Court held that the statute infringed on the zone of privacy 

which a married couple possessed.
54 

Within this zone the couple was free to decide 

whethe.r or not they would use contraceptive devices. 55 Support for this right of 

48 Conn. Gen. Stat. Rev. Section 53-32 (1958). "Any person who uses any drug, 
medicinal article or instrument for the purpose of preventing conception shall be 
fined not less than fifty dollars or imprisoned not less than sixty days nor more 

. than one year or be both fined and imprisoned." 

119 381 U.S. at 485. 

50 Id. 

f 51 E.g., Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 655 (1961); People v. Cahan, 4~ Cal. 2d 
434, 438, 282 P.2d 905, 907 (1955), where the court said that "important as efficient 
law enforcement may be, it is more important that the right of privacy... be respected." 

52' 
. ~ generally W. Prosser, Torts Section 112, at 829-51 (3d ed. 1964); Warren & 

Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, ~ Harv. L. Rev. 193 (1890). 

53 381 U.S. at ~85. 

511 rd. 

55 Ii. 
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privacy was found by looking to the "specific guarantees in the Eill of Rights 

having penumbras; formed by emanations .,from those guarantees that help give them 

life and substance."56 The Court found that the right of privacy protected in 

~ was created by "several fundamental constitutiona]. guarantees,,57 and 

based its decision on five of these guarantees contained in the Bill of Rights, 

Various guarantees crect::: .""~,, ~,f privacy. The right of associa
tion' contained in the penumbra o1",'1;.1\e Urs t Amendment is one •• ,. The 
Third Amendment in its prohibition .fgainst the quartering of soldiers 
"in any house" in time of peace without the consent of the owner is 
another facet of that privacy. The Fourth Amendment explicitly affirms 
the "right of the ,eople to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, 
and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures." The Fifth 
Amendment in its Self-Incrimination Clause 'enables the citizen to 
create a zone of privacy which gQvernment may not force him to surrender 
to his detriment. The Ninth Amendment provides: "The enumeration in 
the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or 
disparage others retained by the people." 58 

The Court reinforced its argumen'c that penumbral zones of privacy existed 

by, showing that past decisions had found fundamental constitutional rights not speci

fically mentioned in the Constitution. 59 Rights such as freedom of inquiry. freedom 

of thought. and freedom to teach were designated as peripheral rights. 60 These 

rights were considered essential because "(w)1thout those peripheral rights the 

specific rights "ould be less s'!!cure. 1,61 

56 ll.. at 484. 

57 ll.. at ' 485. 

58 Id. at 484. 

59 Id. at 482-83. 

, 6b, Id., at 482, citi)g Frankfurter's concurring opinion in lVieman v. Updegraff, 
,344 U.S:J.83, 195 (1952 . 

61 381 U.S. at 482-83. 
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!' case :i::g:::i::::

u

:

e 

t::t G:~:w:::::e b:::~ :::t::::i;:u::S:I:i::t n::r::~va:e 
IIi thin the Constitution. 62 Of greater importance than the holding of Grisllold 

is the reasoning of the Court that the peripheral rights 'do exist and are essential 

to the specific rights. 63 A close examination of' the California cases is necessary 

in considering the scope of privacy and the other peripheral rights. 

California I s Treatment of Grbwold 

The rule of ~ is clear with regard to the right oflrivacy in its ' 

effect <;m a statute prohibiting the uSe of birth control devic~~\. The question 

presented here is whether or not possession of marijuana can be 'ot-ought either 
'Ii 

within the right of privacy, or within any of the peripheral but 'f.Undamental 

62 Although six justices f~und privacy, they did not all find"it in the same 
place in the Constitution. Justices Goldberg, Brennan and Chief Justice jlarren 
joined with Justice Douglas in finding privacy supported by fundamental personal 

, rights found in the penumbra of the Bill of Rights. Such personal rights are not 
. confined to the specific terms of the Bill of Rights. ld, at 486. 

Justices Goldberg, Brennan and Chief Justice Warren went on to use the ninth 
amendment as authority for the right of privacy as, "there are additional fundamenta:), 
rights, protected from governmental infringement which ex'ist alongside those funde,
mental rights specifically mentioned in the first dght constitutional amendments." 
Id. at 488. 

Justice Harlan found support for privacy in the due process clause of the 
fourteenth amendment, "The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment stands.;. 
on its own bottom." ld. at 500. 

Justice White also relied on thl). fourteenth amendment as the Connecticut 
statute deprived married couples of "liberty" without due process of law. M
at 502 • 

• 63 M. ,at 483. 
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constitutional guarantees. Thi~ is the question which will plague the lawyer who 

'has but one significant United states Supreme Court decision en the sUbstantive right 

of privacy from which to work. 

Periphers! but Fundaments! Constitutional Rights 

, In looking to the California cases the right of privacy as a substantive 
,;) 

right has not been applied by the courts. Instead two California cases have cited 

~ for the proposition that broad unnamed peripheral rights exist within the 

Bil,l of Bights. 64 • This reliance on the reasoning of the court in Griswold appears 

, to be the signVicance of that case to the California courts although it' may be 
, ' 

that the proper fact situation ha,s not come before the courts where the right of 

privacy ~ght be applicable'. An examination of the' actual California cases will 

better indicate if these two attacks are applicable, to the marijuana possession 

statut.: •. : 

A kei' Caiifornia case USing Griswold as authority is lu. ~~. 651 The case 

involved 'construction of section 311.2 of tne California Penal Code dealing with 

, preparation and distribution of obscene material. 66 The trial court interpreted 

64 In re Klor, 64 Cal. 2d,816, 820, 415 P.2d 791,794, 51 Cal. IIptr. 903, 906 
(l966);Finot v. Pas6.dena City Bd. of Educ., 250 Cal. App.2d 226, 235, 58 Cal. IIptt". 
520, 527 (1967). 

65 64 Cal. 2d 816, 415 P.2d 791, 51 Cal. IIptr. 903 (1966). 

66 ca~. Pen. Code Section 311.2 reads: "Every person who knowingly: •• '. 
prepar,es. publishes> prints" exh1bi ts j distributes, or offers to distribute, or ' 
has in his possession with intent to distribute or to exhibit or offer to distribut~, 
~ny "bscene matter is guilty of a misdemeanor." 
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the statute ~o mean that the accused was guilty if he prepared the obsce~e photo-

graphs found in his possession .2!. i'ntended to distribute the photographs. The all<>ged 

errol' in the trial court I s instruction was allowing the jury to find error in the. 

trial court 1 s ·instruction was allowing the jury to find the accused guilty for mere 

preparation and possession of the obscene material without the essential intent to 

distribute it. 67 

The California Supreme .Court in Klor held that this construction given by the 

judge in his instru"ctions to the jury was nat whet the legislature intended and 

. would attribute to the statute an unwarranted unc~nstHutional extension. 68 The 

court said that lI(n)o con~titutionally punishable conduct appears in the case of 

an individual· who prepared material for his own use or for such personal satisfaction 
. 6 

as its creation affords him." 9 ~ was cited in support of the court 1 s st(>te-

ment that the judge 1 s instruction would be clearly uncollstHutional. 70 

I 
The court 1 s theory seems to be that the purpose of the obscenity statute is to 

" prohibit possession of obscene material with the intent tG distribute it. 71 . This 

. is conduct· which is clearly within the legislative power to sanction criminally. 72 

67 64 Cal. 2d at 818-19, 415 P.2d at 792-93, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 904-5. 

6& ld. at 818, 415 P.2d at 792, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 904. 

69 M. a.t 821, 415 P.2d at 794, 51 Cal. .Eptr. at 906. 

70 M . at 820, 415 P.2d at 794, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 906. 

71 For discussion see id. at 820-21, 415 P.2d at 794-95, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 906-07 . 

• 72 ld. at 819-20, 415 P.2d at 793-94, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 905-06. 
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On the other h;;:nct possession without the necessary intent to distribute the obscene 

photograp?s must be distinguished.~ Mere possession of the photographic material, 

obscene or not, is conduct so essential to the first e.mendment' s i'reectom of expres-

sion that it lies within a constitlttionally protected 'area and therei'pre is not 

subject to criminal sanction. 73 

A square decision on the constitutionality of the statute Was avoided by the' 

court in!9:2!:.. Instead, the statute was construed in such a way as to avoid finding 

it unconstitutiona,l-.74 Nevertheless material i'or one's own use or satisfaction 

would be canst! tUtionally protected is as much a part of the holding oi' the C<lae 

as the construction of the statute. 75 

.E.!!l.2i 1.' ~ ~ ~ of' Education 76 is a well considered case which' 

finds protected personal rights in the periphery of the constitutional e.mendments 

73 g. at 821, 415 P.2d at 794, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 906. 

74 ld. at 821,415 p.2a, at 795, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 907, where'the court 'said,' , , 
"A tunaiim'ental canon of statutory interpretation requires that a statute be construed' 
to avoid unconstitutionality if it can reasonably be so interpreted." 

75 The court said, g. at 818, 415 P.2d at 79d, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 904: "We , 
hi:llct that the construction placea on the statute by the trial court does violance 
to the legislative intent ana, moreover, woula attribute to the statute a gratuitous 
unconstitutional reach." For a similar ce,s~ using Klor as authority, see People 
v. Samuels, 250 A.C.A. 571, 58 Cal. Rptr. 439 (1967r:-See ~ State v. Wehel, 

. 173 Ohio St. 16; 179 N.E,2a 773 (1962), which held that the Ohio obscenity statute " 

.. aoes not prohibit the mere,possession of oilscene material for plivate gratification. 
The requisite intent-to aistribute the material is necessary. 

76 250 A.C.A. 226, 58 Cal. Rptr. 520 (i967). 

, . ..5-1' 
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using ~ as authority.77 In ~ the California Court of Appeal held that 

a high school teacher could wear a be'at'd without losing his Job. 78 This right to 

wear a be'~rd came within the periphery of tho first amendment right of free speech.
79 

The wearing Of a beard, while not speech, is expression through nonverbal conduct 

which is brought within the "cope of the right of free speech. 80 The court in Finot 

emphasized this point: 

It seems to UD that. the wearing of a beard is a form 6f expression of 
an individual's personality and that such a right of expression, al
though probably not within the literal scope of the First Amendment 
itself, is as m~h entitled to its peripheral protection· as the personal 
rights established ... with 1iespect-to the right of parents to educate 
their children as t,hey fit. 1 

The wearing of a beard was alRo held to be a liberty protected by the due 

• process provisions of the state and federal constitutions. 82 The court considered 

this right to be one of the "constitutionally unnamed but constitutionally protected 

personal liberties. ,,83 

.,------------~------------------------------------------------------------------
77 g. at ,235, 58 Cal. Rptr. at 527. 

78 Id. 

79 g. 

80 g. 

81 Id. (emphasis added). The cases cited by the court and omitted from the 
quotation recognize a fourteenth amendment "liberty" to educate one's children as 
one desires. Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925); Meyer v. Nebraska, 
262 U.S'. 390 (1923). 

82250 A.C.A. 226,234, 58 Cal'. Rptr. 520, 526 (1967), relying on U.S. Canst. 
amend. XIV, Sectiori 1; Cal. Const. art. 1, Section 13. 

113 Id. at 235, 5'8 Cal. Rptl'. 526-27. 
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li~- a ce.ref~~ng of the Klor84 and Finot85 cases it is apparent that the" 

California courts are Using Gr1swo1'd as authority for the proposition that tund,amentai 

\" 
peripheral rights exist within the specific amendnlents of the Bill of Rights. This 

\ 
approach used by the California courts may be the significance of the ~ ~~cislcn 

in th'e near future~~ Instead of' finding a :right of privacy and re]..ying on the holding ~(~ 

~,86 the reViewing court can rely on the 'reasoning of ~ that there are 

broader constitutional rights than those embodied in the amendments themselves. 81, 

For this approach G.riswold ",-. 
, ?' 

Connecticut is authority, and indeed very good authoritr. 

Notwi thstanding the persuasiveness of the Griswold decision that peripheral 

fundamental rights are necessary and present, 89 the real problem is to ~emonstrate 

that possession of marijuana factually comes within these periphe.-al rights. By 

considering the nature of marijuana, the reasons for its use and the conduct punished 

by the'stat\lte (Le. mere possession), it would seem that possession' of marijuana 

could be brought wi thin a constitutional right. 

84 64 Cal. 2d 816, 820, 415 P. 2d 791, 194, 51 Cal. Rptr. 903, 906 (1966), citing 
Griswold v. Connecticut" 381 U. S. 479, 482 (1965).; 

85 250 A.C.A. 226, 235, 58 Cal. Rptr. 520, 521 (1961), citing Griswold v. 
Connecticut, 381, U.S. 419, 482-83 ,(1965). 

86 The Griswold decision has been criticized as ill-founded and vague. See for 
example i th~t of Justice Black in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U. s. 479, 
507 (1965); Kauper, Penumbras, Peripherie'!.,Einanations, Thin~4 FUndamental ~ 
Things Forgotten: ~~~, 64 Mich. L. Rev. 235,2 ,252 (1965). 

81.381 U.S. at 482-83. 

88 It 'is' quite easy to come to the unwarranted conclusion that the citation of a 
cov.rt to Griswold is a recognition of the right of privacy. See Boyko & Rotberg, 

, supra not~ 4, at 794, where, the authors did just that. 

89 For ,a discussion, see 381 U.S. at ,482-83. 

'" 
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Possession of marijuana is conduct essential to its use. This type of possession 

is conduct wholly personal to the tiSer or the possessor since no one else is involved . 

• '. Xf possession of obscene literature is protected by the first amendment under the 

freedom of expression as it was in Klor,90 it is difficult to distinguish the possession 

. (~; of marijuana factually. Expression through the taking of photographs as was the case 

.~ in Klor and expression through the use of marijuana ar" both forms of sensory percep

tion. It would seem that possession as conduct absolutely necessary to such personal 

B' 'I' expression should come yithin the first amendment whether it is obscene material or 

marijuana which is possessed. 

'.'" Possession of marijuana might be protected as a fmidamentai liberty within the 

.}' due process clause of the fifth or fourteenth amendment. The' court in Finot :Yo. 

Pasadflna ~ Board of Edllcation91 held that the wearing of a beard was a liberty' 

:1 lIi thin the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment as '.ell as conduct which 
.. ·.;1 
. ";', came wi thin freedom of expression guaranteed by the first amendment. 92 Reliance 

\ 
: '~: was placed on the United states Supreme Court decision of Kent y_ Dulles93 where 

'. ~~ the Court said: "(Travel) may be as close to the heart of the individual as the 

.;: choiae 'ot'Jwhat he eats, or wears, or reads .1194 Just as the court in ~ :found that 

90 64 Cal. 2d at. 820, 415 P. 2d at 794, 51 Cal. Rptr. at 906. 

91 250 A.C.A. 226, 58 Cal. Rptr. 520 (1967). 

92 ld. at 235, 58 Cal. Rptr. at 527. 

93 357 u.s. 116 (1958). 

94 ld. at 126 (emphasis added). 
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appellant had a right to wear a beard which cou).d not be denied him in the absen"e . '5' 
,t.I, 

of a compelling interest on the part or the state,95 the User of marijuana "ho .mo;'~;i;, 

or ingests it might bring himself 1Ii thin the scope of the personal 

due process elause of the fifth or fourteenth amendment by similar 

The Uight of !'rive,,}, 

The right of privacy as a SUbstantive bar to a criminal sta,tute has not been 

specifically adopted by the California courts in any particular case. 

, .11 
.~ .. 

In caseS vherei't 

opri vacy might have bee~ applied, other more historically protected constitutional' 
,¥ 

rights have been relied UPO!!. For example, as has been noted, ~ and, Finot reue;i,;'\ 
'.'" 

on the freedom of expreSSion in safeguarding the possession of Obscene material and ,,' 

the 'Wearing of a beard. In People y. WOOdy97 the free exercise of religion VaS ;:.;. 

another lon~ protected constitutional right which the court applied to protect the' 

use of peyote by' the members of the Natl ve American Church. 
, " 
In the absence of California cases the right of privacy as a substantive 

guat'sntee h9.S only ~y. Connecticut to support it. Earlier United States 

Supre .. e Court cases have indicated that within the "spirit" of the Constitution 1'1'1v81')', 

ha3 long been' recognized. 98 Justice llrandeis emphasiz'ed this in his dissent ill'Olmsttlo\, 

y. 'United ~:99 

95 250 .\.C.A. at 238, 58 Cal. Rptt'. at 529. 

'96 ~ III ~ Luera, 28 Cal. App. 185, 152 P. 738 (1915), discussed iii note 8 m!l'!!" 

,9.7 61 Cal, 2d 716, 394 P.2d 813, 40 Cal. Rptr. 68 (1964). 

9a Ul.mstead v. United states, 277 U.S. 438, 478 (1928) (llrande1s, J., dissenting);:': 
Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616 (1886). 

99 277 U.s. at 478 .• 
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The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions 
favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the signifi
cance of man's spiritual na~e, of his feelings and of his intellect. 
They knew that only a part of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions of 
life are to be found in material things. They sought to protect 
'Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their 
sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right to 
be let alone - the most comprehensive of rights and the right most 
valued by civilized men. lOO 

The problem raised with respect to the marijuana possession statute and the 

125 

~ decision is the extension of the zone of privacy from the "sacred precincts 

of marital bedro~mslllOl to an individual who purposefully induces a mild hallucinatory' 

mental condition through the use of marijuana. 

Just as there is no" a zone of marital privacy, there are individual zones 

of privacy which the Court in Gris"old went to great lengths to describe. 102 Just 

as the individual may express'himself graphically,103 Verbally,l04 and physicallyl05 

in certain constitutionally protected ways, it can be argued that the individual has 
) 

a zone of privacy in which he can express himself mentally through the use of marijuana. 

It may be for spiritual purposes, as was the case in People ::!.. Woody ,106 of for the 

100.ld. (emphasis added). 

101 381 U.S. at 485. 

102 ld. at 484. 

103 M., In ~ Klor, 611 Cal. 2d 816, 415 P.2d 791, 51 Cal. Rptr. 903 (1966); 
People v. Samuels, 250 A.C.A. 571, 58 Cal. Rptr. 439 (1967). 

104 y., Saia v. New York, 334 U.S. 558 (1948); Wollam v. City of Palm Springs, 
59 Cal. 2d 276, 379 P.2d 481, 29 CaL Rptr. 1 (1963). , 

105 M., DeJonge v. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353 (1937) (freedom of assembly). 

106 61 Cal. 2d 716, 394 P. 2d 813, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964). 
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mere enjoyment of the experience. Griswo!! certainly indicates that a zone of priv"O'1 

exists" wi th respect to conduct essential to free expression.107 For the reason that 

expression dealing solely with the mind is the most private form of expression possible, 

it is submitted that possession of marijuana as a necessary incident to its use is 

conduct which could be brought within the zone of privacy which exists within the 

first amendment. With more ded:sions defining the contours of the right of privacy, 

the step to possession of mariJ uana equId be made. 

Certainly the recent cases which have been decided in California such as l!!. U 

Klor and f!.!!2i 1.. ~ City ~ of Education might have applied the right of 

privacy as a constitutional defense. Instead, a0 noted earHe,., 108 the cases were 

decided on the basis of rights found in the periphery ai' the first amendment. .It 

is not surprising that a court would apply a long protec1"ed and more specific 
\ 

right such as the freedom of expression rathe~ than the re,entlY enunciated right 

of privacy. This was clearly the choice of the court in ~ when it said tilth 

respect to the right of privacy: 

(T)he unnamed rights retained by the people under the Ninth Amend
ment generally have received little, if any, llpecification as such 
by the United States Supreme Court ... (W)e deem it unnecessary to 
e .. !!cide whethel' appellant I s right to wear a beard while engaged in 
q;Lassroom teaching •.• is protected by the Fourth

10
!jlfth and Ninth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution •.•• 

107 ~ 381 U.S. at '484. 

108 Text accompanying notes 84-88 supra. 

109 250 A.C.A. at 233, 58 "Cal. Rptr. at 525. 
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It is evident :from Finot and Klor that the California courts are reluctant 

to apply the right of p"ivacy as the'Sole constitutional basis for a decision.
110 

It seems that the right of privacy has been and will be treated only as an additional 

I!: basis for a court I s decision until the United St,ates Supreme Court further defines 

" the right of privacy or a case is raised where the Cali:fornia courts have no alterna-

tive but to apply or reject it. The California marijuana possession statute may 

present such a case . 

• :' Personal Rights in Co.nflict with the Police Pmfer of the State 

If a court were to find that possession of marijuana for personal use, was 

within one of the constitutional rights raised above, the marijuana possession statute 

1I0uld not be automatically invalidated. In order <to hold the statute unconstitutional 

'the court must also find that the' state has no valid reason for prohibiting such 

conduct. lll Consequently, it is important to examine the general approach of the 

, courts in handling constitutional questions in which personal liberties arglimited 

". 

by state law. 

There seems to be a very similar analysis of questions involving state infringe

ments upon personal liberties by both the United States ,ftipreme Court and the California 
(/ 

courts. In this section the approach of the Californi':\courts to such constitutional 

'!'. :!t questions is examined generally with the specific consider.~tion of the marijuana 

',~:' possession statute raised in a later section ,112 
'1 

I:, ., 
." 110 84-88 supra, 
I!j 

See text accompanying notes 
't 

111 ';': See text accompanying notes 119-25 infra. ·10 
1; 

112 See .1 text accompanying notes 148-78 infra. 1 
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The Bagley v. Washington Township Tests 

The California Supreme Court expressly provided a three-step analysis 

for questions involving st ... e infringment of personal liberties in Bagley y. 

Washington TClWIlShip.113 This analysis emphasizes that the state must ,lPstify 

its infringement of the individual's rights by showing a compeHing interest 

and that the infringement, even i.f justified, must be as narrowly worded as 

J possib1e.
114 

In Bagley Justice Tobriner speaking for the court laid down the 

tests: 

(W)e hold that a governmental agency which would require a waiver 
of constitutional rights as a condition of public employment 
must demonstrate: (1) that the political restraints rationally 
relate to·the enhancement of the public servlce, (2) that the 
benefits which the pUblic gains by the restraints outweigh the 
resulting impairment of constitutional rights, and (3) t.hat no 
alternatives less subversive of constitutional rights are 
ava11able. 115 

This test has been followed expressly in ~ y. Pasadena City .!!2!!:r~ 

of Education
1l6 

and in other cases involving the right of go\'ernment employees 

to keep their Jobs irrespective of their pOlitical activitiesl17 as well as 

118 in a case involving recipients of social welfare benef}ts. 

113 65 Cal. 2d 499,501-02, 42l'P.2d 409,411,55 Cal. Rptr. 1.01, 402 (1966). 
The case involved the permissible limtts of pUl:1lic restrictions on political 
activities of puhlicemployees under the first amendment. 

I 114 Id. . 

115 IV' , 
116 250 A.C.A. 226, 236, 58 Cal. Rptr. 520, 527 (1967). 

11'1' !hs:., Rosenfield v. Malcolm., 65 Cal. 2d 559, 561, 421 P.2d 697, 698, 55 
Cal. Rptr. 505, 506 (1967). 

118 Parrish v. Civil Serv, Comm'n, 66 A.C. 253, 425 P.2d 223, 57 Cal; Rptr. 
623 (1967); 18 He.sings L,J. 228 (1966); see Emerson, NineJustices in Search of 
a Doctrine, 64 Mich. L. Rev. 219, 233 (1965) •. Professor Emerson wS:;COUnS'eC 
'foriiPPellant in the ~ case. 
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While the tests of the Baglet decision have not been expressly set out in a 

decision protecting the persortal liberties of an individual citizen whb is not a 

government employee or one receiving government benef:f:ts, such tests would seem to 

apply to criminal legislation. The language of the California Supreme Court in 

People !:. Woodyl19 shows that the Bagley type of reasoning is present with special 

emphasis on the state's compelling interest in a case where no state benefit is 

in issue. The Woody case is an excellent example of the court's refusal to· go off 

on the mere rational relation of the statute to the state's avowed purpose. 120 11~· 

Instead the court applied the teclUlique of balancing the infringement on the personal 

liberty against the interest of the state in regulating the individual's conduct.
121 

The defendant in Woody was convicted for possession of peyote,122 but contended 

that the law conflicted with his use of it as a form of religious expression' as a 

member of the Native American Church. The court, considering the record indepenUt. 

ly,l23 examined the conflicting interests of the state and the individual and re

versed the conviction. 124 For the court Justice Tobriner stated: 

119 61 Cal. 2d 716, 394 P.2d 813, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964). 

120 !!. at 722-23, 394.P.2d at 818-19, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 74-75. 

121 Id. 

122 Cal. Health & Safety Code Section 11500 makes possession of any narcotic 
other than marijuana a felony. For the planting provisions, see Cal. Health 8: 
Safety Code Section 115110. Peyote grows in small buds on the top ·of a small, spine
less cactus, Lophorphora williams if , in Texas and northern Mexico.. When taken in
ternally, it causeH vivid ha).lucinations and beyond this its users experience greater 
comprehension and even a sense of friendliness towards others. People v. Woody, 61 
Cal. 2d 716. 720, 394 P. 2d 813, 816, 110 Cal. Rptr. 69, 72 (1964). 

123 61 Cal. 2d at 722, 394 P.2d at 818, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 74. 

124 Id. at 727, 394 P.2d at 821, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 77. 
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We have weighed the competing values represented in this case 
on the symbolic scde of consti tutionali ty. On the one side we have 
placed the weight of freedom of reJ.igion as protected by the First 
Amendment; on the other, the weight of the state' s "compellin!> in
terest." Since the use of peyote incorporates the essence of the' 
religious expression, the first weight i. heavy. Yet the use of 
peyote presents only slight danger to the state and to the enforce
JIlent of its laws; the second weight is relatively light. The scale .~ 
tips in favor of the constitutional protectlon.125 

The burden on the state to show a compelling interest why personal lillertie; 

should be impaired is found in many United States Surpreme Court decillions as well.126 

For example in ~.~. Connecticut the Court rejected the JIlinimum rationality 

standard and reviewed the Judgment of the state legilllature. 127 Justice Goldberg 

gave the reason for .this in a concurring opinion: 

125 g. 

126 !:A., NcLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 196 (1964); Sherbert v. Verner, 
374 U.S. 398, 406 (1963); Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigative Corom., 372 
U.S. >539, 546 (1963); NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 438-39 (1963); Bates v. City 

: of: Little Rock., 361 U.S. 516, 524 (1960). 

12, 381 U.S. at 482. In cases where economic interests are involved, the 
Supreme Court has invoked the minimum rationality st;mdard holding that as lollg 
as the' state law in question is rationally related to some permissible purpose 
within the police paver of the state, the exercise of power is constitutional. 
lhs.:.,. Williamson v. Lee Optical, Inc., 348 U.S. 483, 487-88 (1955); Lochner v. 
New York, 198 U.S. 45, 64 (1905). The California courts have applied this standard 

: to two of its drug statutes. In re Yun Quang, 159 Cal. 508,114 P. 835 (1911) 
(possession,of opium); People v: Glaser, 238 Cal. App. 2d 819, 48 Cal.. Rptr. 427 
(1965); People v. Mistriel, 110 Cal. App. 2d 110,241 P.2d 1050 (lQ52) (possession> 
of marijuana). 

The reasoning behind this standard lies in the reluctance of the dourts to 
substitute their Judgment for that of the state legislature thereby usurping the 

I 
primary function of the legislature. In Purity EKtract & Toxic Co. y. Lynch, 226 
U.S. 192, 201-02 (1912) the Court said: "(lI)nless it clearly appears that the 
enactment has no substantial relation to a proper purpose, it cannot be said that 
the limit of legislative power has been transcended. To hold otherwise would be to 
substitute Judicial opinion of el£pediency for the will of the legislature, - a 
notion foreign to our constitutional system." See also Muglel' v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 
205 (188,). < ---

83-317 0 - 77 - 44 
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In a long series of cases this Court has held that where funda
mental personal liberties are involved, they may ·not be abridged 
'by the States Simply on a showi"ng that a regulatory statute bas some 
rational relationship to the effectuation of a proper state purpose, 
"Where there is a significant encroachment upon personal liberty, the 
State may prevail

8
0nly upon showing a subordinating interest which 

is compelling,"12 

131 

In ~ the alleged purpose of the Connecticut legislature was to dis

courage extramarital relations and the statute rationaily related to this purpose .129 

In spite of the rational relationship, the state did not carry the burden of 

demonstrating that t,j1e purpose of the statute was compelling enough to warrant the 

infringement of the individual right of privacy. 130 

Even when a compelling interest is shown by the state, a further test must be 

satisfied. This is the test enumerated in ~~ that there must be no alternative 

less subversive of consti tutionai rights available. 131 Under tbis test even when 

the state has a "compelling interest" strong enough to outweigh the intrusion into· 
I 

the citizen's rights, outright prohibition is not permitted if there is a suitable 

128 381 U,S. at 497, quoting from Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 524 
(1960). 

129 381 U. S. at 498, 505-06. 

130 Xd. at 497-98, where Justice Goldberg said in a concurring opinion: "Al
though the Connecticut birth control law obviously encroaches upon a fundamental 
personal liberty, the State does not sbow that the law serVes any 'subordinating 
(state) interest which is compelling' or that is 'necessary .•. to the accomplishment 
of a permissible state policy, "' 

131 65 Cal. 2d at 501-02, 421 P.2d at 411, 55 Cal. Rptr. at 402. 
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alternat"ve.132 11l ~ California recognized this rule in ~:,:. City of ~ Spl'ing •• 

In ~ a city ordinance banning th~e use of sound trucks was held unconstitutional 

as it was too broad a criminal sanction.
l34 

The court stated: 

An ordinance nanowly drawn may properly reach to th", eVils which 
it seeks to avoid. Instead, here, the ordinance sweeps within it. 
broad ambit the constitutional right to tell a whole story by, means 
of this method of communication.135 

The broad ;w~ep of the Connecticut statute was also a major point in Oris,,01d136 

and Justice Douglas emphasized it in the majority opinion when he said: 

(A) "governmental purpose to control or prevent activities constitu
tionally subject -to state regUlation may not be achieved by mea-s 
which sweep unnecessi:iily broadly and thereby invade the area of 
protected :freedoms ~ tt "r 

The Connecticut legislature sought to attain its avowed purpose throug!> means 

which had a "maximum destructive impact" on the rights of an individual. 138 In 

such a situation narrower means are appropriate to achieve the same ends .139 

.132 Id. ~ ~ note 150 infra. 

133 59 Cal. 2d 276, 379 P.2d 481, 29 Cal. Rptr. 1 (1963); ~ Saia v.New York, 
334 u.s. 558 (1948). 

134 59 Cal. 2d at 288, 379 P.2d at 488, 29 Cal. Rptr. at 8. 

135 Id. 

136 381 U.S. 485. 

137 li., quoting from NAACP v. Alabama, 377 U.S. 288,307 (1964); ~ She1tpn v. 
'Tucker, 364 U.S. 479-;-qB8 (1960), where tl1e Court said: "(E)ven though the goverll
mental purpose be legitimate and substantial, that purpose cannot be pursued by means 

'that broadly stifle fundamental personal liberties whon the end can be more narrowly 
achieved. " ' 

. 138.,381 U.S. at 485. 

. 139 E.; see,cl.!4S." NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 41;,433 (1963); Shelton v. Tucker, 
364 U.S. 479-;4"88,(1960); Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60,63 (1960); Fort v. Civil 
Servo Comm'n, 61 Cal. 2d 331,339,392 P.2d 385, 389, 38 CaL Rptr. 625,629 (1964). 
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Independent Review of the Record 

When constitutional questions have been presented involving personal liberties, 

the California Supreme Court has relied on its own evaluation of scientific facts 

and expert testimony by independently reviewing the whole record. 140 This has also 

been the approach taken in some United States Supreme Court cases .141 The courts 

review the entire record because a.constitutional question involving the "compelling 

interest" of a state is a mixed question of law and fact .142 Therefore 'the question 

llefore the cO,urjj is subject to a constitutional judgment in which the lower court's 

143 
findings are not binding upon the appellate court. 

140 See, ~., Pe6p1:e'·v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 716, 720-23, 394 P. 2d 813, 816-19, 
40 Cal. Rptr. 69, 73-75 (1964); People v. 0'Neil,62 Cal. 2d 748, 401 P.2d 928, 44 
C<ll.. Rptr. 320 (1965), where the court looked to outside sources to determine the 
definition of a narcotic addict within the meaning of Cal. Vehicle Code Section 
23105. 

141 Robinson v. 
curring) • 

California, 370 U.S. 660, 668-69 (1962) (Douglas,' J., con-

142 
In revie1'ing the state's "compelling interest" the court must luok to the 

facts the state has relied on to see if such facts are sufficient to permit an 
impairment of the individual's constitutional rights. For discussions, see 
Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 406 (1963); P'eople v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 716, 
722, 394 P.2d 813, 818, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69, 74 (1964). 

143 People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 716, 722, 394 P.2d 813, 818, 40 Cal. Rptr. 
69, 74 (1964·). See also the dissent of H<lrlan, J. ·in Roth v. United States, 354 
U.S. 476, 497-98(1951');" where he said of the Court's determination of an 
obscenity issue: "I do not understand how the Court can resolve the' constitutional 
problems now before it without making its own independent judgment upon the charac
ter of the material upon which these convictions were based." 
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A Calii'ornia. example of this procedure is People !.. Woody wh2re the court 

looked at the whole record and drew its oW inferences from the facts and expert' 

testimony in holding that peyote could not work a permanent deleterious injury on 

the user .llj4 This was contrary to the decision of the trial court. The court in 

Woody. said: 

The state asserts that the compelling reason for the prohibition 
of Peyotism lies in its deleterious effects ••.• We set forth the rea
sons why ~ ~ the contentions to be unfounded. 

The record~ •• does not suppor\ the state's chronicle of harmful 
consequences of the use of peyote. l 5 

Were the marijuana possession statute to be attacked as depriving an individUal 

of his right of privacy or of one of the other peripheral but fundamental rights, it 

would appear that the reViewing court would take under consideration the entfre 

record for independent judgment on the constitutional question .146 
The court would 

then apply the test laid down in Bagley!.. Washington TownShip147 in analyzing the 

consti tutionality of the statute. 

144 61 Cal. 20. at 722, 394 P.2d at 818, 40 Cal. llptr. at 74. 

145 g. (emphasis added).- The court, g.at 720, 3911 P.2d at 816, 40 Cal. 
Rptr. at 72. also said: "An examination of the ~ as to the nature of 
peyote and its role in the religion practiced by defendants ••• compels the conclusior. 
that the statutory prohibition most seriously infringes upon the observance of the 
religion." (emphasis added). For the view of the California Attorney General's 
Office to the contrary, s~e 39 ops. Cal. Att'y Gen. 276 (1962). 

~46 ~ cases cited notes 140-4~ supra. 

147 65 Cal. 2d at 501-02, 421 P.2d at 411, 55 Cal. Rptr. at 402. See text 
acc~mpanying note ~15 supra. ' 
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The State's Compelling Interest: What Dangers Does 
Marijuana Hold for the User and Society? 

135 

"As this discussion has indicated, even if a COUl't were to find that possession 

of marijuana come.s within the right of privacy or could be included. as one of the . 
unnamed but cOnstitutionally protected rights. there would be no ass.urance that the 

marijuana possession statute would be declared unconstitutional. 148 
If the state 

can successfully show a "compelling interest,,149 why it can abridge a personal right 

by methods "hich are not unnecessarily broad
150 

the statute 'fill stand. For this 

reason it i~ important to examine the facts and information available which might 

be introduced into the record as evidence concerning marijuana and its effects on 

the user and society. By the presence of such evidence in the record on appellate 

court could independently examine the record in making its decision151 as was the 

case in People y. WOody.152 

It is not within the scope of this comment to delve in detail, into the factuaJ. 

bases of the arguments for and against marijuana. This has been done elsewhere.153 

148 See cases cited notes 140-41 supra .. --- ~ 

149 Cases cited note 126 supra. 

150 Cases cited note 130 supra. It would seem that the presence of alternatives 
less subversive of the individual liber!'y is really part of the compelling interest 
argument. The state cannot have a "compelling interest" strong enough to outweigh 
the infringement on one's ·personal liberties if there are other alternatives less 
subversive to constitutional rights aVl'ilable. See text accompanying notes 131-32 
SUpI'D.. 

:.5:. 
151 See text accompanying notes 131-32 ~upra. 

152 61 Cal. 2d at 722, 394 P. 2d at 818, 40 Cal. Rptr. at 74. 

153 Boyko & Rotberg, supra note 4, at 775-81. See id. at 783 n.44 for citations 
to authorities supporting the present method of regulating marijuana. 
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This section will briefly .outline and analyze some of the leading arguments which 

law enfcrcement egencies, 154 legis~ative committees, 155 and others156 have advanced 

as reasons why the' uSe and pcssession of mar:'Juana should remain illegal. It must 

be emphasized that the body of available research concerning marijuana is not exten

sive and. the results are quite inconclusive.
157 

This is pa~·ticu1a"ly evident "hen 

the info:t'mation' ccncerning marijuana is ccmpared wi1;h what is kncwn about ather sub-

stances such as alcohol, tobacco and the hard narcotics such as morphine, heroin and 

158 
cocaine. 

" The three most frequently advanced and widely publicized arguments against the 

use of marijuana and therefore its possession, are' (1) that the use of marijuana 

leads to criminal acts, (2) that the use of marijuana is a steppingstone ta addiction 

ta more serious drugs, and (3) that marijuana's use is per se harmful tathe user.159 

154 ~.,' Bureau .of Narcotic Enfarcement, The Narcotic Prablem: A Brief $tudy 12 
(4th ed. 1965). • 

, 155 Hearings 2!l. Narcatics and Dangercus Drugs ~ ~ Califarnia Assembly 
Interim Ccmm. an Criminal Procedure 24 (1963); California state Assembly Interim 
COiiiiii7"On PubU'C"Health. lleport .of Subcomm. on Narcotics and Dangerous' Drugs 11-15 
(1959). '; 

156 Boyka & Rotberg. supra nate 4. at 783 n. 44. 

157 President's Camm'n an Law Enforcement and Administration .of Justice. The 
Challeng.e of Crime in a Free Society 22~-25 (1967). 

158 The only autharitative study an marijuana in the United States is the repcrt 
by the Mayer's Committee on Marihuana. the Marihuana Prablem in the City of New 
York (19441'. Better krlawo as the LaGuardia Report. it is based an a cantrolled 
study of regular marijuana users in New Yark City in 1944. The Significant parts 
of the LaGuardia Report are reprinted in The Marijuana Papers 233-360 (Soloman ed. 
1966) • Reference will be made ta that saurce. 
~ 

159 Boyko & Ratberg, supra note 4, at 775-81. 
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Criminal Acti vi ty 

.. 
The charge that the use of mru-ijuana leads to criminal acts must be divided 

:; into tW'o parts. The first argument is that a person under the influence of mari-

juana is likely to commit serious crimes. This vieW' is roundly criticized in the 

LaGuardia Report .160 Although published in 1944 the LaGuardia Report is the only 

extensive, authoritative study on marijuana and its consequences. 

The statistics that the m,,:jority of marijuana users arrested are first offenders161 

do not support the. charge that it leads to an increase in criminal acts. Such sta

tistics simply shoW' that the use of marijuana msy lead to being arrested for the 

criminal offenee of possession of marijuana. 

The second part of the charge is that the use of mariju~na introduces the user 

into a criminal underworld. If this is so, it is because the use162 and possession163 

of marijuana are ·.illegal. The user is naturally going to be involved W'ith those W'ho 

. \. supply and sell marijuana. Also marijuana is not addictive as recognized by statute 

160 Conclusions 10 and 11 by the Mayor's Committee on Marihuana, in The Marijuana 
Papers, supra note 158, at 260 read: "Mariliuana is not a determining factor in the 
conunission of major crimes.... Juvenile delinquency is not associated with the 

.'\'. practice of smoking marihuana .... " For views to the contrary, see H. Anslinger & 
., W. Tompkins, The Traffic in Narcotics 18-26 (1953); The Marijuana Papers 439 (Solomon 

ed. 1966). 

161 Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Drug Arrests and Dispositions in California 1966 
• i at 63. This report indicates that 65.3% of those adults arrested for possession of 

.•.. marijuana had no prior record, and 22.1% had only a record for minor offenses. 

162 Cal. H~alth & Safety Code Section 11721. 

163 Cal. Hea.:..h & Safety Code 11530. 
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in Californi':-6~ and by the legal tests of addiction laid down in recent cases .
16

5 

Therefore the user will not be drivetl"to illegal means to acquire it. 

Mad.luana as a Steppingstone to Addictive Narcotics 

The argument that the use' of marijuana leads to heroin addiction and addiction 

to other disabling drugs ".as been made by California law enforcement agencies and 

legislative committees.166 Recent official state sources discredit this argument.167 

In addition one of the leading texts on pharmacology states that ..:'t'ljuana habituation 

, does not lead to the. USe of heroin .168 

Harm to 'the User 

The harmful effects which marijuana might have on the user is one of the most 

important yet least researched, problems. Before considering the physiological 

effects, if any, which marijuana may have, it is pertinent to examine the il1l!llediate 

psychological effects a person experiences after use. It is for these mental reaction. 

164 Cal. WeH. & lnst 'ns Code Section 3009. The statute is set out in note 6 
supra. 

165 People v. O'Neil, 62 Cal. 2d 748, 755, 401 P .. 2d 928, 932, 44 Cal. Rptr., 320, 
324 (1965) (distinguishing habituation from addicti6n); People v. Victor, 62 Cal. 
2d 280, 302-04, 398 P.2d 391, 405-06, 42 Cal. Rptr. 199, 2B-llf (1965). Both cases 
hold ~hat an addict must be one vho is physically and emotionally depena~nt on a 
narcotic as well as hving developed a t!)lerance for the drug. 

166 Bur~au of Narcotic Enforcement, The Narcotic Problem: 
ed. 1965); California State Assembly Interim Comm. on Public 
on Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 11-15 (1959). 

A Brief Study 12 (4th 
Health, Report,of Subcpmm. 

16, Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Drug Arrests and Drug Dispositions in CalUornia 
196~ at 10. It has been suggested that addiction to narcotics is based on the user's 
own psychological structure and his environment rather than the fact that he once used 
mar~juana. §~ Clausen, Social and Psychological Factors in Narcotics Addiction, 22 
Law & Contemp. Prob. 3~, 43 (1957). 

168 L. Goodman & A. Gilman, The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics 300 (3d ed. 
1965) . 

I 

,.J.' 

'-
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or effects tbat marijuana is' taken. Dr. Joel Fort, a leading autbority in the 

field of drUgS,169 bas descrieed tbese reactions: 

Marijuana is taken for eupboria, reduction of fatigue, and relief of 
tension. .. Small. to moderate doses also increase appetite, distort 
the time sense, increase self-confidence and, like alcohol, can relax 
some inhibitions .170 

139 

This description is remarkably similar to tbe reasons why' tbe average indivi

dual lias a cocktail before dinner. 

According to tbe La1luardia Reporl tbe psycbological ef"fects of marijuana are 

only temporary and: 

(N)either the ingestion of marihuana nor the smoking of marihuana 
cigarettes affects the basic outlook of the individual _except in a 
very few instances and 1:0 a very slight degree... In otber words, 
reactions which are natively alien to the individual cannot be indllced 
by the ingestion or smoking of the drug .171 

Concerning the more serious question of the permanent effects which marijuana 

may' have on the user, there is very little information available .172 The LaGuardia , 
Report did not find any direct effect on the organs of tll" body aside from the psycho

logical experiences temporarily induced by marijuana. 1'(3 Dr. Fort is in accord with 

this ,view: 

169 See note 22 supra "for a description of Dr. Fort,' s qualifications. 

170 Fort, Social and Legal Response to Pleasure-giving Drugs, in The Utop1ates 
213-14 (Blum ed. 1964). 

171- The Marijuana Papers, supra note 158, at 334, 

172 President's Comm'n on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, The 
Challenge of Crime in a F'ree Society 224-25 (1967). 

173 The Marijuana Papers, supra note 158, at 284. 
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(U )nlike alcohol marijuana does not produce, even with prolonged 
or excessive use, addiction or irreversible physical damage to the 
boyd, although dependency or'habituation and toxic effects can 
occur.17~ 

It is also significant, in considering possible harm to the user to remember 

that California by statute and caSe lair in 1965 recognized that marijuana itself 

Iras not an addictive drug.,175 

Clearly the evidence of the effects of marijuana on the user and society is 

insufficient and inconclusive. While lawyers and judges ma:y speculate on the medi-

cal and sociologi~al effects of marijuana I there does remain the fact that possession 

of marijuana is a felony in California.176 While it Irould be preferable to have 

more evidence on the subject, the statute should be considered in the light ilf tbo$e 

facts presently available. As one of the felr legal articles on marijuana has. said: 

Serious questions as to the soundness of legislative judgment ariSe 
Irhen the abusive drinker faces felr and minor penalties and a ciga
rette smoker is prompted and cajoled to incur the risk of fatal or 
incapacitating disease, while, in contrast, onerous reprisals await 
the marijuana smoker merely for privately using or having possession 
or control of the drug .177 

174 Fort, supra note 170, at 213. 

175 ~ notes 164-65 supra. 

176 Cal. Health & Safety Code Section 11530. 

177 Boyko & Rotbcrg, supra note 4, at 781. 
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Inconclusive :facts, ignorance and :fear o:f the e:ffects of marijuana are not 

proper bases :for making possess'ion o:f marijuana criminal and certainly not :for 

making posses~ion o:f marijuana a :fel0ny.178 

Conclusion 

141 

A constitutional attack on the marijuana possession statute would be extremely 

timely. Considering the legislative inertia in thia area,170 the harsh penalty 

assessed :for marijuana possession ,180 the recent development of California case law 

. 181 182 
with respect to. personal rights as evidenced in People y. Woody, In ~~, 

178 At least one ","i tel' feel. that the "tti tude taken towards marijuana in the 
United States stems :from the puitan work ethic and its intolerance of inaction. 
Murphy, The Cannabis Habit: !l Review of Recent Psychiatric Literature, 15 U.N. 
Bull. on Narcotics 20 (1963). See also W. Eldridge, Narcotics and The Law 13-3~ 
('1962), for the same view with respect to all drugs. These views would suggest 
the various reasons given for the illegality of marijuana are nothing more than 
convenient rationalizations when compared with the permissive treatment which 
alcohol and toabcco receive under the law. 

179 See text accompanying note 29 supra. 

180 Cal. Health & Safety Code Section 1~530. 

181 61 Cal. 2d 716, 39~ P.2d 813, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (196~). , 
182 6~ Cal. 2d 816, 1115 P.2d 791, 51 Cal. Rptr. 903 (1966). 
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~nd ~~. ~ City ~ ~ Education,l83 a constitutional objection raised 

to the marijuana possession statut.. should receive prompt lind perhaps sympathetic 

judicial consideration.184 

It is submitted that the advocate would have to emphasize the following points 

in presenting his case: 

(1) Possession of marijuana for mere personal use comes within one of the 

peripher8.l but fundamental constitutional rights. Finot~. ~ Q!EL ~ ~ 

Education and !!! ~ Klor are authority for inclusion of possession as conduct essential .. 
to a means of expression within the first amendment's periphery. ~ might also 

be used as authority for calling the right to possess marijuana a constituti?nal 

"liberty" within the fourteenth amendment.185 In order to bring marijuana within a 

zone of privacy also implicit 1.n the first and other, amendments, ~~ •. ~-

cut186 is the proper authority., 

183 250 A.C.A. 226, 58 Cal. Rptr. 520 (1967). 

184 It would seem significant 'that most of 'bhe California Supreme Court opi'nions 
involving personal liberties are presently being written by Justice Tobriner. In 
these opinions Justice Tobriner has reflected a dbep concern for the individu8.l and 
his creative spirit in the same vein that Justice Douglas has in his United States 
Supreme Court opinions. ~,~., People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 716, 727-28, :194 
P.2C! 813, 821-22, 40 Cal.- Rptr. 69, 77-78 (1964), where Justice Tobriner sa:!.d: "In 
a mass society which presses at every point toward conformity, the protection of self
expression, however unique, of the individual and the group becomes ever more impor
tant. The varying currents of the subcultures that flow into the lIlainstream of our 
national life give it depth and beauty. We preserve a greater" value than an ancient -:' 
tradition when we protect the rights of the Indio.ns who honejltly practiced all old 
religion in using peyote one night at a meeting in a desert hogan •.•• " See also 
Z .. l.tlin v. Arnel1crgil, 59 Cal. (!.l 901, 922-23, 383 P.2d 152, 166, 31 Cal. Rptr. 800, 
811, (1963), where, in an obsllenity case, he said: "The qUicksil'Ver of creativity 
"ill not be solidified by legal pronouncement; it-will sometimes flow into new and 
sometimes frig\:ltening fields .. If, indeed, courts try to forbid new and exotic ex
pression, they will surely and fortunately rail." It would seem that such libertarian 
views could eaSily encompass the possession and uoe of marijuana as a means of "self
expression" or. "creativity" within the periphery of the first amendment. 

185 See 250 A.C.A. 226, 235, 58 Cal .. Rptr. 520, 527 (1967), whe're the wearing of a 
beard i;Considered ~uch a liberty; ~ text accompanying notes 91-96 supra. 

186 See text accompal1ying notes 97-110 sUpra. 
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(2) Opce the possession of marijuana is considered to be a fundamental consti

~: tutional right, then the balancing of the state's interest egainst the infringement 

of the individual's rights is in issue. The test of Bagley y:. Washington Tovnship 

is in point. The state must show a "compelling interest" why it should limit.the 

personal rights according to People y:. woody.187 The appellate court under the Woody 

decision may make an independent examination of the record in ascertaining whether 

a compelling interest is shown. 188 

If. it is thol1ght that the statute is so broad as to be unnecessarily restrictive 

of constitutional rights, both ~ y:. Connecticut and Wollam y:. City of Palm 

Springs are good authority that a 'narrower statute is in order, i.e .. one criminally 

sanctioning abuses of marijuana and not its mere use and possession .
18

9 

(3) Although the state has the burden of showing a "compelling inte~est," 

the advocate would have to assemble the facts on marijuana and introduce them into 
) 

the record in order to show a lack of harm to the user and society. It is not neces-

sary to show marijuana is absolutely harmless. A showing of slight harm would be 

sufficient as then the state's "compelling interest" requirement would not be satis_ 

fied when bal.anced with the individual' s fundame~tal rights .190 

187 See text accompanying notes 113-39 supra. 

188 ~ text accompanying notes 140-47 supra. 

189 ~ text accompanying notes 131-39 supra. 

190 See People v. Woody, 61 Cal. 2d 716, 727, 394, P. 2d 813, 821, 40 Cal. Rptr. 
69, 77 1I964), where the court said that since "( t )he use of peyote presents only 
"light sIanger to the state 'and to the enforcement of its laws... (t )he scale tips 
in favor of the constitutional protection." (emphasis ailded). 
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Whether or not an argument such as that set forth in this comment is feasible 

in light of practical circumstances i:!" left up to the advocate to decide. Consider.' 

lng the injustice the statute creates through felony ar:rests and convictioltS and 

the abridgment of the individual's freedom to experience and to express himself 

wi thout harm to others, the California marijuana possession statute ought to be 

declared unconstitutional in its present form. 

Addendum 

The case of Peop~e v. Aguiar
191 

vas decided by the California Court of Appeal 

as this issue .... ent to pre!;!;. Thi!; ea!;e held. that the equa}- pr<>tection cla'tse, of t,he 

:fourteenth amendment to the United states Constitution did not invalidate the Ca,lifor-

nia marijuana possession statute. In answering appellant's argument that marijuat,a 

should be classified in the same way as alcohol and other euphorics, the court first' 

examined the pol;'er of the state to legislate against drugs in general. This due pro-

cess analysis of the court depended upon finding some rational relationship 'between 

the statute and the state's promotiori o-r- the public- health, sal~ety, comfort, and 

we1fare.
192 

Although it was judicially noticed that respected medical opinion con~ 

sidered that marijuana was neither haM t-forming nor 'harmful, 193 the court concluded 

that as long, as there was 

the court must uphold the 

191 
257 A.C.A. 691, 65 

192 ~. at 697,. G5 Cal. 

1~3 Id. at 697, 65 Cal. 

194 Id. at 697, 65 Cal. 

"some" evide~ce upon which the statute could be based then 

s~atute. 194 This conclusion was qualified with the provision 

Cal. Rptr. 71 (1968). 

Rptr. at 174. 

Rptr. at 174. 

Rptr. at 175. 
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that such a rUle so obtains unless the statute invid'iously discriminates against 

any group (the equal :>rotection argument) and ~ it does not intrude on specially 

protected areas enumerated in the Bill of Rights. 195 

'The discussion of constitutionally protected areas is relevant since if pos-

session of marijuana were wi thin such an area, then more than just "some ll evidence 

upon which the legislature could act would be necessary in order for the statute to 

be upheld. Ihq,eed under the analysis which has been advanced in this comment, the 

state would have to show a compelling interest why ,it should infringe upon the 
~ 196 

constitutional rights. • Th,e court found that it was not up to it to weigh fact-

finding stUdies against each other since only some evi.dence of marijuana's harm 

was sufficient to uphold the statute .197 This statement is not borne out by the 

California cases where the sta'te' s compelling interest has been in issue. Where the 

state must demonstrate a compelling interest to justify the statute then just such 

a judicial resolution of the factual issues is required in order to dete;mine the in

terest of the state. 19B This was clearly the situation in People y. Woody199 dis

cussed in this comment. 

The court pointed out that there is no consti'tutionally protected right to in-

dulge in the use of euphoric drugs. For this proposition a number of United states 

195 Id. at 697, 65 Cal. Rptr. at 175. 

196 See text accompanying notes at 119-30 supra. 

197 257 A.C.A. at 697. 65 Cal. Rptr. at 175. 

,19B See text accompanying notes 140-47 supra. 

199 61 Cal. 2d 716. 394 P. 2d B13, 40 Cal. Rptr. 69 (1964). 
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Supreme Court cases ,:ere cited -which upheld the state's power to legislate aeainst 

the possession, use and manufactur~ of alcoholic beverages. 200 These cases dealt 

with the right of a citizen to use. alcohol within the privileges and immunities 

clause and the due process clause of the f'ourteenth amendment. In light of tne 

broad interpretation of personal liberties in the intervening years since the 

decisipns of ,the cases cited and in llght of the subsequent incorporation of much 

of the Bill of Rights into the fourteenth amendment, it is submItted that these 

cases are very much in doubt today. It can also be noted that since the a1cohoi 

possession clises also deal with infringements on the privileges and immunities of 

ci tizens rather than the consti tut~onally protected areas of the Bill of Rights 

discussed in this comment, the cases can be distinguished. 

The opinion also discussed ~ y. Connecticut20l and In !.!l.. Klor
202 

In 

noting that the principles of ~~ did not apply to the possession of mariJuana, 

the court restricted itself' to the holding of Griswold that only marital· privacy IIliS· 

protected.203 In fact the court ey;pressly mentioned that nppells.nt invoked---no -consti-

tutional principle analogous to marital privacy to protect the right to use euphQric 

204 d . drugs. Thus the door was left open for such a\> argument as that advance in thlS 

comment that a right o·f privacy exists with respect to expression dealing solely with 

1;he mind. 205 

200 257 A.C.A. at 696, 65 Cal, Rpt". at 175. 

201 38lU.S.,,479 (1965). 
202 '~: .. 

64 Cal. 2d 816, 415, P.t~p: 791, 51 Cal. Rptr. 903 (1966). 

203 . l\ . 257 A •. C.A. at 700, 65. Ca:.\. Rptr. at 176. 

204 Id. 

205 See text accompanying notes 97-109 supra. 
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The court f s discussion of ~ was limited to deciding that tht> case did not 

hold that the United States Conslli tution protects all private conduct. 206 This is 

indeed true. As has been suggested in this comment, only conduct essential to' free

dom ot' expression is to be protected by the first amendment as construed by Klor. 207 

The similarity between possession of obscene material for personal gratification and 

possession of marijuana 1'01' personal use has already been discussed in this comment 

and was not mentioned by the court in its opinion. 

Basically t~e decision of People y. Aguiar
208 

holds that the state has a right 

to legislate against use and possession of marijuana as long as ther.,e is some evidence 

available that it is harmful, provided that no area of constitutional protection is 

invaded and providerl that the equal protection test is met. The purpose of this 

comment has been to advance the proposition that areas of constitutional protection 

do exist with respect to possession and use of marijuana thus requiring the state to 

come forward and show a compelling interest "hy it can infringe upon tilese rights. 

This proposition is still unanswered in California. 

206 257 A.C.A. a+, 700, 65 Cal. Rptr. at 176. 

207 See text accompanying notes 89-90 supra. 

208 257 A.C.A. 691, 65 Cal. Ilptr. l7i (1968). 

11 Member, Third Year Class. 

Michael A. rown* 
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Syllabus. 

GRISWOLD ET AL. v. CONNECTICUT. 

APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF ERRORS 
OF CONNEcrICUT. 

Xo. 496. Argued March 29-30, 1965.-Deeided June 7, 1965. 

Appellants, the Executive Director of the Planned Parenthood League 
of Connecticut, and its medical directot, a licensed physician, were 
convicted as accessories for giving married persons infonnation and 
me.dieal advice on how to prevent conception and, following exam
ination, prescribing a contraceptive device or material for the wife's 
use. A Connecticut statute makes ita crime for any person to 
use any drug or article to prevent conception. AppeUants claimed 
that the accessory statute as 'applied violated the Fourteenth 
Amendment. An intermediate appellate court. alld the State's 
highest court affirmed the judgment. Held: 

1. Appellants have standing to assert the constitutional rights 
of the married people. TileatOTi v. Ullman, 318 U. S. 44, distin
gUished. P. 481. 

2. The Connecticut statute forbidding use of contraceptives vio
lates the right oC marital privacy which is within the penumbra of 
specific guarantees of the Bill of Rights. pp. 481-486. . 

151 Conn. 544, 200 A. 2d 479, reversed. 

Thomas 1. Emerson. argued the cause for appellants. 
With him on the briefs was Catherine G. Roraback. 

Joseph B. Clark argued the cause for appellee. With 
him on the ~rief was Julim Maretz. 

Briefs of amici curUre, urging reversal, were filed by 
Whitney North Seymour and Eleanor M. Fox for Dr. 
John M .. Adams etal. j by Morris L. Ermt, Harriet F. 
Pi/pel and Nancy F. Wechsler fQrth~Planned Parent
hoo~ Federation of America, Inc.; by Alfred L. Scanlon 
for the Catholic Council on Civil Libertiee, and by Rhoda 
H. Karpatkin,1!leZvin L. Wulf and Jerome E. Caplan for 
the American Civil Libertiee Union et 1101. 
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Opinion of the Court. 381 U.S. 

~fR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS delivered the opinion of "the 
Court. 

Appellant Griswold"· is Executive Director of the 
Planned Parenthood League of Connecticut. Appellant 
Buxton is a licensed physician and a professor at the Yale 
Medical School who served as Medical Director for the 
League at its Center in New Haven-a center open and 
operating from November 1 to November 10,1961, when 
appellants were arrested . 

. They gave information, instruction, and medical advice 
to married pers01Ul as to the means of preventing concep
tion. They examined the wife and presCribed the best 

. contraceptive device or material f~r her use. Feel! were 
usually charged, although some couples were serviced 
free. • 

The statutes whose constitutionality is involved in 
this appeal are §§ 53-32 and 54-196 of the General Stat
utes of Connecticut (1958 rev.). The former provides: 

"Any person who uses any drug, medicinal article 
or iJ)strument for the purpose of preventing concep
tion shall be fined not less than fifty 'dollars or im
prisoned not less than sixty days nor more than one 
year or be both fined and imprisoned." 

Section 54-196 provides: 
"Any person who assists, abets, counsels, causes, 

hires or commands another to commit any offense 
may be prosecuted and punished as if he were the 
princi:-..al offender." " 

The appellants were found gtiiIty as &cceI!8Ories and 
fined $100 each, against the claim that the &ece8IIOry 
8tatute as so applied violated the Fourteenth Amendment. 
The Appellate Division of the Circuit Court affirmed. 
The Supreme Court of Errors affirmed that judgment. 
151 Conn. 544, rollA: 2d 4.79. We noted probable juris
diction. 379 U. S.926. 
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We think that appellants have standing to raise the 
constitutionsl rights of the married people with whom 
they had a professional relationship. Tile;ston v. Ullman, 
318 U. S; 44. is different. for there the plaintiff seeking 
to represent others asked for a declaratory judgment; 
In that situation we thought that the requirements of 
standing should be strict, lest the sta~dards of "case or 
controversy" in Article III of the Constitution becvme 
blurred. Here those doubts are removed by reason of a. 
criminal conviction for serving married couples in .viola
tion of an aiding-and-abetting statute. Certainly the 
accessory shoul~ have st.anding to assert that the offense 
which he is charged with assisting is not. or cannot con- \ 
stitutionally be, a crime. . 

This case is more Akin to Truax v. Raich, 239 U. S. 
33, where an employee was permitted to assert the rightA 
of his employer; to Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268., 
U. S. 510. where the owners of private schools wElre 
entitled to assert the rights of potential pupils and their 
parent~; and to Barrows v, Jackson, 346 U. S. 249, 
where a white defendant. party to a racially restric
tive covenant. who was being sued for damages by tlie 
covenantors beCause she had conveyed her property to 
Negroes, was allowed to raise the issue that enforcement 
of the .covenant violated the rights of prospective Negro 
purchasers to equal pfotection41li.lough no Negro was a 
party to the suit. And see ~"!e.r_'t. Nebr4lSka; 262 U. S. 

-~,{ 

~90; Ad~r v. Board of Education, 342 U. S. 485; 
NAACP v. Alabama,357 U. S. 4:49; NAACP v. Button, 
371 U. S. 415 .. The rights of husband .and. wife, pressed 
here, are likely to be dihlted or adversely affected unle!18 
those rights areoonsidered in a suit involving those who 
have this kind.C!f confidential relation to them. 

Coming to the merits, we,lI.re met with 8 wide range of 
qU€$tions that implic:nte the. Due :Process Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment.· Overtones of some arguments 

'I 

o 
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suggest that Lochner v. New YorJc, 198 U. S. 45, should 
ne our guide. But we decline that invitation as we did in 
West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U. S. 379; Ol8en v. 
Nebra..~k·a, 313 U. S. 236; Lincoln Union v. Northwestern 
('0., 335 U. S. 525; Williamson v. Lee Optical Co., 348 
C. S. 483; Gibpney v. Empire Storage Co., 336 U. S. 490. 
We do not sit as a super-legislature to determine the wis
dom. need, and proprie'ty of laws that touch economic 
prohlems. business affairs. or social conditions. This 
law. however, operates directly 01\ an intimate relation 
of husband and wife and their physician's role in one 
aspect of that relation. 

"I:he ,association of people is not mentionE'd in the Con
stitution nor in the Bill of Rights. Th( right to educate /I, 
child in a school of the parents' choice-' .lhether public or 
private or parochial-is also not mentioned. Nor is the 
right to study any particular subject or any foreign 
language. Yet the First Amendment hal; been construed 
to include certain of those rights. 

By Pierce v. Society a/Sisters, B'Upra, the right to edu
cate one's children as one chooses is made applicable to 
the States by the force of the First and ,Fourteenth 
Amendments. By .Meyer v. Nebraska, sUpra, the same 
dignity is given the right to study the German language 
in a private school. In other words, the State may not, 
consistently with the spirit of the First Amendment, con
tract the spectrum of available knowledge. The right of 
freedom of speech and press includes not only the right 
to utter or to print, but the right to distribute, the right to 
receive, the right to read (Martin v. Struthers, 319 U. S. 
141, 143) and freedom of inquh'Y, freedom of thought, 
and freedom to teach (see Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 U. S. 
183, 195},-indeed the freedom of the entire university' 
community. Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354 U. S. 234, 
249-250,261-263; Batel1blatt v. United States, 360 U. S. 
109.112; Ba(J(Jett v. Bullitt, 377 U. S. 360, 369; Without 

\'} 
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those peripheral rights the speeific .rights would be less 
secure. And so we reaffirm the principle of the fierce 
and the Meyer cases. . 

In NAACP v. Alabama,357 'C. S. 449, 462. we protected 
the "freedom to associate and privacy in one's associa
tions," noting that freedom of llllSQciation was a periph
eral First Amendment right. Disclosure of member
ship lists of a constitutionally valid association, we held, 
was invalid "as entailing the likelihood Qfa substan
tial restraint upon the exercise by,., petitioner's m;lJn.
bers of their right to freedom of ,association." Ibid. 
In other wordS, the First Amendment has a penumbra 
where privacy is protected from governmental intrusion. 
In like context, we have protected forms ot"association" 
that,are not political in the customary sense but pertain 
to the social, legal, and economic benefit of the members. 
NAAOP .'1. Button, 371 U. S, 415,430--431. In Schware 
v, Board of Bar Examiner8, 353 U. S. 232, we held it not 
permissible to bar a lawyer from praqtice, because he had 
once been a member of the Communist Party. 'theman'8 
"association with that Party" was not shown to be I<any_ 
thing more than a political faith jn a political party"'. (id., 
at 244) and was not act.ion of a kind proving bad moral 
character. ld., at 245-246. 

Those cases involved more than the "right of Assem':" 
bly"-a right that extends to all irrespective of their~race 
or ideology; De longe v. Oregon, 299 U. S. 353 .. Th~ right 
of "association,>' like the right of belief (Board of Educa
tion v. IJa'fnette, 319 U. S. 624), is more than the right to 
attend a. meeting; it includes the right to express one's 
attitudes or philosophies by membel'8hip in a group or by 
affiliation with it or by other lawful means. Association 
in that context is a 'form of expression of opinion; and 
while it is not expresSly included in· the Jrirst AmenQrnent 
its existence is necessary in making thl1 express guarantees 
fully me!1ningfui. 

\ 
(/' 

, 

, I' 
,j 
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Tl4e foregoing cases suggest that specific guaranteea in 
thE' Bill of Rights have penumbras. formed by emanations 
from those guarantees that help give them life and sub
/It·ance .. Ree Poe v. r'll1nan, 367 l'. R. 497. 516-522 (dis
senting opinion). Various guarantees create zones of 
privacy. The right of association contained in the 
pellumbra of'the First Amendment is one, as we have 
seen. The Third Amendment in its prohibition against 
the quartering of soldiers "in any house" in time of peace 
wit.hout the consent of the owner is another facet of that 
privacy; The Fourth Amendment explicitly affirms the 
"right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses. 
papers. and effects. against unreasonable searches and 
seizures." The Fifth Amendment in its Self-Incrimina
tion Clause enables the citizen to create a zone of privacy 
which government may not force him to surrender to his 
detriment. The Ninth Amendment provides: "The enu
meration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not 
be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the 
people." 

The Fourth and Fifth Amendments were described in 
Boyd v. United States, 116 U. S. 616, 630, as protection 
against all governmental invasions "of the sanctity of a 

/,;';tie,n's home and the privacies of life."· We recently re-

"The Court said in full about this right of privacy: 
"The principles laid down in this opinion [by Lord Camden in 

Entick v. Carrington, 19 F{ow. St. Tr. 1029] affect the very essence 
of ronstitlltionnl liberty and B('curity. The}' reach farther than 
th .. r.onrrete form of the case then before the court, with its ad
VPIltitil)lls circumstances; they apply to all invasions on the part of 
th" government and its employes of the sanctity of a man's home and 
thp privarips of life. It is not the breaking oC hir, doors, and the tum
JII/1ging of his drawers, that constit.utes the eSSCIII:e of the offence; but 
it i~ fhp invasion of his indefensihle right of personal security, per
"'lIlllr lih .. rty and private property, where that right has never bern 
fllrfeirl'd hy his cOllviction of somr public offenee,.-it is the invasioll. 
(If thi. ~Ilrrcd right whirh underlies and constitutes the el'i!ence of 

il. ________________________ ~ __ ~ ________ __ 

\ . 
" 
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ferred in Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U. S. 643, 656, to the Fourth 
Amendment as creating a "right to privacy, no less im
portant than any other right carefully and particularly 
reserved to the people." See Beaney, The Constitutional 
Right to Privacy, 1962 Sup. Ct. Rev. 212; Griswold, The 
Right to be Let Alone,55 Nw. U. L. Rev; 216 (1900)., 

We have had many controversies over these penumbral 
rights of. "privacy and repose." See, e. g., Rreard v. Alex
andria, 341 U. S. 622, 626; 644; Public Utilities Oomm'n 
v. Pollak, 343 U. S. 451; Monroe v. Pape, 365 U. S. 167; 
Lanza v. New York, 37Q U. S. 139; Frank v. Maryland, 
359 U. S. 360; Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U. S: 535, 541. 
These cases bear witness that the right of privacy which 
presses for recognition here is a legitimate one. 

The present casej then, concerns B relationship lying 
within .the zone of privacy created by several fundamental 
constitutional guarantees. And it concerns a law which, 
in forbidding the use of contraceptives .. ather 'than regu
lating their manufacture or sale, seeks to achieve im goals 
by means having B maximum destructive impact upon 
that relationship. Such a law cannot stand in light of 
the familiar principle, 60 often applied by this Court, that 
B "governmental purpose to control or prevent activities 
constitutionally subject to state, regulation may not be 
achieved by means which sweep unnecessarily broadly 
and thereby invade the area of protected freedoms." 
NAACP v. Alabama, 377 U. S. 288, 307. Would we allow 
the police to search the sacred precincts of marital bed
rooms for telltale signs of the use of contraceptives? The 

Lord Camden's judgment. Breaking into a. house lIlid openinl boxes 
and drawers are rirclUn8tnnc~s of aggravation: but any forcible and 
compulsory extortion of n man's own testimony or of his private 
pBP,1!rB to 00 used as evidence to convict him of crime 0" to forfeit 
hig goods, is within the cond!'l1lnation of thot ju~ent. In this 
regard the Fourth and Firth Am~ndm~nts run almost into each 
other." '116 U.;8" at 630.' 

\\ 
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vl'ry idea is repulsive to the notions of privacy surround
'jng the marriage relationship. 

We deal with a right of priv!l-cy older than the Bill of 
Rights-older than our political parties, older than our 
school system. Marriage is a coming together for better 
or for worse. hopefully enduring, and intimate to the de
gree of being sacred. It is an association that promotes a 
way of life, not causes; a harmony in living, not political 
faiths; a bilateral loyalty. not commercial or social proj
ects. Yet it is an association for as noble a purpose as 
any involved in our prior decisions. 

Reversed. 

:\1R. JUSTICE GOLDBBRG, whom THE.CHIEF JUSTICE and 
:vIR. JUSTICE BRENNAN join. concurring. 

I agree with the Court that Connecticut's birth-control 
Jaw ul1cons~itutionally intrudes upon the right of marital 
privacy, and I join in its opinion and judgment. Although 
I have not accepted the view that "due process" as used 
in the Fourteenth "Amendment incorporates all of the 
first eight Amendments (see my concurring opinion 
in Pointer v. Texas, 380 U. S. 400, 410, and the dis
senting opinion of MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN in Cohen v. 
Hu.rley, 366 U. S. 117, 154), I do agree that the concept 
of liberty protects those personal rights that are funda
mental. and is not confined to the specific terms of the 
Bill of Rights. My conclusion that the concept of liberty 
is not so restricted and that it embraces the rigJit of 
marital privacy though that right is not mentioned ex
plicitly in the Constitution 1 is supported both by numer-

'~ry Brother STEWART diss~nts on the ground thllt he "can find 
no •.. Jl:rnrral right of privary in the Bill of Rights, in any other part 
of thp Constitution, Of in nny C:l1;e ever before decidl'd by this Court." 
Post. (\t 530. He would require a more explicit ~arantce than the 
flur which the Court deri\'cs from several constitutional amendment~. 
ThiR Court, however, has never held thllt the Bill or Rights or thr 
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ous decisions of this Court, referred to in the Court's opin
ion. and by the language and history of the Ninth 
Amendment.. In reaching the conclusion that the right 
of marital privacy is protected, as being within the pro
tected penumbra of specific guarantees of the Bill of 
Rights. the Court refers to the Ninth Amendment, ante, 
at 484. I add these words to emphasize the relevance of 
that Amendment to the Court's holding. 

The Court stated many years ago that the Due Process 
Clause protects those liberties that are "so rooted in the 
~raditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked 
as fundamental." Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291 U. 5. 
97. 105 . . In Gitlow v. II-ew York; 268 U. S. 652, 666, the 
Court said: 

"For present purposes we may and do assume that 
freedom of speech and of the press-which are pro
tected by the First Amendment from abridgment by 
Congress-are among the fundamental personal 
rights and 'liberties' protected by the due process 
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment from impair
ment by the States." (Emphasis added.) 

Fourteenjh Amendment protects only those rights that the Consti
tution specifically mentions by name. See, c. fl., BoUing v. Siwrpe, 
347 U. S. 497; Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 U. S. 500; Kent 
'-. DulleJI, 357 U. S. 1I6; Carrington v. RlUh, 380 U. S. 89, 96; 
Schware v. Boarel of Bar Ezamltlers; 353 U. S. 232: NAACP v, Aln
barna, 360 U. S. 240j Pierce v. Society of Siatera, 268 U. S. 510j Meyer 
v. NebrlUka, 262 U, S. 390. To the contrary, this Court. for example, 
in BoUing v. Sharpe, ,upra, while ~ognizing that the' Fifth Amend
ment does not contain the "explicit. safeguard" of an equal protection 
clause, id., at 499, nevertbele!S derived an equal protection principle 
from tbat Anlendment's Due Pl'OOOSB ClauBIl, And in Schware ". 
Board 0/ Bar Ezamincr.9, ,upra, the Court h~ld that the Fourtf1entb 
Amendment protects from arbit rary state acti(}n the right to pursue 
an occupation, 5Uch as the practice of law, 

Q' 
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And, in Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U. S. 390, 399, the Court, 
refen:ing to the Fourteenth Amendment, stated: 

"While this Court has not attempted to define with 
cX8.(ltness the liberty thus guaranteed, the term has 
received much consideration and some of the in
cluded things have been definitely stated. Without 
doubt, it denotes not merely freedom from bodily 
restraint but also [for example,] the right ... to 
marry, establish a home and bring up children .... " 

This Court. in a seriee of decisions, has held that the 
Fourteenth Amendment absorbs and applies to the States 
those specifics of the first eight amendments which express 
fundamental personal rights! The language and history 
of the Ninth Amendment reveal that the Framers of the 
Constitution believed that there are additional funda
mental rights, protected from governmental infringement, 
which exist alongside those fundamental rights specifically 
mentioned in the first eight constitutional amilndments. 

The Ninth Amendment reads, liThe enumeration in 
the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed 
to deny or disparage others retained by the people." The 
Amendment is almost entirely the work of James Madi
son. It was introduced in Congress by him and passed 
the House and Senate with little or no debate and vir
tually no change in language. It was proffered to quiet 
expressed fears that a bill of specifically enumerated 
rights ~ could not be sufficiently' broad to cover all es-

• See, c. g., Chicago, B. &: Q. R. Co. Y. Chicago, 166 U. S. 226: 
Gitlow v. New York, ItUpraj CantweU v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296: 
Wlllf v. Colorado,338 U. S. 26: Robinlon v. California, 370 U. S. 660: 
Gideon v. Wainwright,372 U. S. 336; Malloll v. Hogan, 378 U. S. 1: 
Pointer v. TeZ4I, auproj GrifJin v. California, 380 U. S. 009. 

• Madison himself had previously pointed out the dAngelB of inac
curacy resulting from the fact that "no language is I!O copious &8 to 
supply words and phrases for every complex idea." The Federalist, 
No. 37 (Cooke ed. 1961), at 236. 
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.sentil1.1 rights. ahd that the specific mention of certain 
rights would be interpreted as a denial that others were 
protected.' 

In presenting the proposed Amendment, Madison said: 

"It has been objected also AgaiIlst a bill of rights, 
that, by enumerating particular exceptions to the 
grant of power, it would disparage those rights which 
were not placed in that enumeration i and it might 
follow by implication, that those rights which were 
not singled out, were intended to be aesigned into 
the hands of the General Government, and were con
sequently insecure. This is one of the moat plausible 
arguments I have ever heard urged against the ad': 
misaionof a bill of rights into this system; but, I 
conceive, that it may be guarded against. I have 
attempted it, as gentlemen may see by turning to the 

• Alexander Hamilton was opposed to a bill of rights on the ground 
that it was unn~ry becllU8e the Federal Government was a gov
ernment oC delegated powers and. jt was not gl'flnted the power to 
intrude upon fundamental personal rights. The Federalist, No. 84 
(Cooke ed. 1961), at 578-579. He also argued, 

"t go further, and affirm that bills of rights, in the Benae and 
in the extent in which they are contended {or, are not only unneces
sary in the proposed constitution, but would even be dangerous, 
They would contain various· exceptious to powers which are not 
granted; and on this very account, wouid afford a.colourable pretelrt 
to claim more than were granted. For whpdeclare that things shall 
not be done which there is no power to do? Why for inBtance, should 
it be said, that the Uberty of tl\e press shall not be restrained, when· 
no power is givp.nby which restrictions may be imposed? I will not 
.contend that such a provision would confer a regulating .power; but 
it is evident that' it ,would furnish, to men disposed to usurp, a 
plausible pretence (or claiming that pow~r." Id., at 579. 
The. Ninth Amencintent and lhe Tenth Amendment, which provides, 
"The powers not delegated' to the United States by the Constitution, 
nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States reepee
tively, or to the people,"were apparently also designed in part to meet 
tho abov~uoted aflUlllent of lJamiltol).· , 
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. Ilist clause of the fourth resolution [the Ninth 
Amendment]." I Annals of Congress 439 (Gales 
and Seaton edt 1834). 

~Ir. Justice Story wrote of this argument against a bill 
of rights and the meaning of the Ninth Amendment: 

"In regard to ... raJ suggestion, that the affirm
ance of certain rights might disparage others, or 
might lead to argumentative implications in favor of 
other powers, it might be sufficient to say that such 
a course of reasoning could never be sustained upon 
any solid basis . . .. But a conclusive answer is, 
that such an attempt may be interdicted (as it :19.ll 

been) by a positive declaration in such a bill of rights 
that the enumeration of certain rights shall not be 
construed to deny or .disparage others retained by the 
people." II Story, Commentaries on the Constitu
tion of the United States 626-627 (5th ed.·1891). 

He further stated, referring to the Ninth Amendment: 
"This clause was manifestly introduced to prevent 
any perverse or ingenious misapplication of the 
well-known maxim, that an affirmation in particular 
cases implies a negation in all others; and, e converso, 
that a negation in particular cases implies an affirma
tion in all others." Id., at 651. 

These statements of Madison and Story 'make clear that 
the Framers did not intend that the first eight amend
ments he construed to exhaust the basic and fundamental 
rights which the Constitution guaranteed to the people." 

While this Court has had little occasion to interpret the 
Xiuth Amendment,· U[ilt cannot be presumed that any 

> The Trnth Amendmrnt similarly made clpar that the StatC!; and 
the proplc retained all thore powers not expressly dele«ated to the 
Federal Government. 

• This Amendment has ~n rprcrJ'f'd to Illl liThe Forgotten Ninth 
Anll'nclmcnt," in a book with that title by BenneUB. Patterson (1955). ' 
Olhf'r romml'ntary 011 the Ninth Amendment incltldC:~ Redlich, Arc' 
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clause in the constitution is intended to be without 
effect," Marbury v. i\t[adison, lCranch 137, 174. In 
interpreting the Constitution, "real effect should be given 
to all the words it uses." Myers v. United States, 272 
U. S. 52, 151. The Xinth Amendment to the Constitu
tion may be regarded. by,slllTIe as a recent discovery and 
may be forgotten by othefs, but since 1791 it has, been 
a basic part of the Constitution which we are sworn 
to uphola: 'To- hoiO thai a righ"t csobasic'andiurida
mental and so deep-rooted in our society as the right of 
privacy in marriage may be infringed because that right 
is not guaranteed in so many words by the first eight 
amendments to the Constitution is to ignore the Ninth 
Amendment and to givE: it no effect whatsoever, More
over, a judicial construction ihat this fundamental right 
is not protected by the Constitution because it is not 
mentioned in explicit terms by one of the first eight 
amendments or elsewhere in the Constitution would vio
late the Ninth Amendment, which specifically states that 

There "Certain· Rights .. (-Retained by the People"? 37 N. Y. U. L. 
Rev. 787 (1962), and Kelsey, The Ninth Amendment of the Federal 
Constitution, 11 Ind. L. J. 309 (1936). As far as 1 am aware, until 
today thi~ Court has referred to ihe Ninth Amendment only in 
United PubliQ Workers v, Mitchell, 330 U. S. 75, 94,.,95; Tennessee 
Electric Power Ca. v. TVA, 306 U. S. 118, 143-144: and Ashwollder 
v. PVA, 297 U. S. 288, 330-331. See also Calder Y. Bull, 3 Dall. 
386; 388: Lolln Assn. v. Topeka, 20 Wall, 655, 662-6u3. 

In United Public Workers \', Mitchell, supra, at 94'-95, the Court 
stilted: "We accept nll'lIeUants' contention that the nature of political 
rights reserved to the peo)lle by the Ninth and Tenth Amendments 
[is] involved. The right claimed as inviolate may be stated ~B the 
rigIit of a citizen toae! as a party offiCial or worker t()'f~rthcr' hiR 

" ownpoHtical views. Thus 've have l\ rneaslire of'interfcrencebiihe 
. Hatch Act lind ,the Rules with "'hat otherwise would be the fteedom 
on~c: ;civil servuntunder the First; Ninth and Tenth ~endltlcnts. 

,And, if we look llpon'due prQc.ess as a guarantee of freedom, in theme 
,;,fields, there is n corresponding impnirm'(;llt of thnt right under the 

Fifth Amendment." 

f! 
'I 

i/ 

''/ 
, II 
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"rtlfll~ ('numeration in the Constitution, of certain rights. 
~hall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained 
by the people." (Emphasis added.) 

A dissr.nting opinion suggests that my interpretation 
of the Xinth Amendment somehow "broaden[s] the 
powers of this Court." Post, at 520, With all.due re
spect, I believe that it misses the import of what I am 
saying. I do not take the position of my Brother BLACK 
in his dissent in Adamson v. Californin, 332 U. S. 46, 68, 
that the entire Bill of RightS is incorporated in the Four
teenth Amendment, and I do not mean to imply that the 
Xinth Amendment is applied against the States by the 
Fourteenth. Nor. do I mean to state that the Ninth 
Amendment constitutes an independ~nt source of rights 
protected from infringement by either the States or the 
Federal Government. Rather, the Ninth Amendment 
shows a belief of the Constitution's authors that funda
mental rights exist tha.t are not expressly enumerated in 
the first eight amendments /lnd an intent that the list of 
rights included there not be deemed exhaustive. As any 
st.udent of this Court's opinions knows, this Court has 
held. often unanimously, that the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments protect certain fundamental personalliber
ties from abridgment by the Federal Government or the 
States. See, e. g., Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U. S. 497; 
Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 U. S. 500; Kent v. 
Dulles, 357 U. S. 116; Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 
296; NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U. S. 449; Gideon v. Wain" 
wright, 372'U. S. 335; New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 
376 U. S. 254. The Ninth Amendment simply shows the 
intent of the Constitution's authors that other funda
mental personal rights should not be denied such protec
tion or disparaged in any other way simply b4lC8use they 
are not specifically listed in the first eight cX.'Dstitutional 
amendments. I do not see how this broadens 'the author-
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ity of the Court.; rather it serves to support what this 
Court has been doing in protecting fundamental rights; 

Nor am I turning somersaults with history in arguing 
that the Ninth Amendment is relevant in a case dealing 
with a State's infringement of a fundamental right. 
While the Ninth Atnendment-andindeed the entire Bill 
of Rights-originally concerned restrictions upon federaZ 
power, the subsequently' enacted Fourteenth Amendment 
prohibits the States as well from abridging fundamental 
personal liberties .• : And, the Ninth Amendment, in indi
cating that not all such liberties are specifically men
tioned in the first eight amendments, is surely relevant in 
showing the existence of other fundamental personal 
rights, now protected from state, as well as federal, 
infringement. In sum, the Ninth Amendment simply 
lends strong support to the view tI;At the"Ilberty" pro
tected by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments from 
infringement by thl;l Federal Government or the StB,tes is 
not restricted to rights specifically mentioned in the first 
eight amendments. Cr. United Public Workefs v. Mit
chell, 330 U. S. 75;94--95.· 

In determining which rights ate fundamental, judges 
are not left at large to decide cases in light of their per
sonal and private notions. Rather, they must look to 
the "traditions and [collectiveJ cons~ience of our people" 
to determine whether a principle is "so rooted [there] ... 
as to be ranked as fUlldamental." Snyder v. Massachu
setts, ~l U .. S. 97, 105. The inquiry is whether a right 
involved "jsof such a character that,it cannot be denied 
without violating those 'fundamental principles of liberty 
and justice which lie at the base of all our civil and politi. 
cal institutiona' .... " Powell v. Alabama, 287 U. S. 45, 
67. "Liberty" alSo "gains content from the emanations 
of ... specific [constitutional] guarantees" and '(f~om 
experience with the requirements of a free society." Poe' 
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\·.pllman, 367 U. S. 497. 517 (dissenting opinion of MR . 
. JnrflcE DO{TGLAS).~ 

J agree fully with the Court that. applying these tests. 
the right of privflcy is a fundamental personal right, 
(·manating "from the totality of the constitutional scheme 
Ilnder which we live." Id., at 52i. Mr. Justice Brandeis. 
r1i&."Cflting in Olmstead v. United States, 277 U. S. 438, 
478. comprehensively summarized the principles under
lying the Constitution's guarantees of privacy: 

"The protection guaranteed by the [Fourth and 
Fifth] Amendments is much broader in scope. The 
makers of our Constitution undertook to secure con
ditions favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They 
recognized the significance of mlln's spiritual nature. 
of his feelings and of his intellect. They knew that 
only a part of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions of 
life are to be found in material things. They BOught 
to protect. Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, 
their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, 
as against the Government, the right to be let alone-
the most comprehensive of rights and the right most 
valued by civilized ·men." 

; In light of the t.ests enunciated in these cases it cannot be snid 
t hat a judg·'s responsibility to detennine whether n right is basir 
and fundamental in this sense vests him with unrestricted personal 
dil'crPlion. In fact, n he_~itancy to allow too, broad a discretion wn~ 
a i'llbstnntial reason leading me to conclude in 'Pointer' v. Texll.\. 8upra. 
:11 ·113-114, thnt those rights absorbed by the Fourteenth Amendmcnt 
and applied to the States because they lire fundamental appl)' With 
pqual foree and to the same extent against both federal and state go,"
munents. In Pointer I said that the contrary view would requir(' 
"thiR Court to make the extr~mel)' subiective and excelWi"vely discre
liu""ry detf'nninnlion os to whether Ii practice, forbidden the Federnl 
C:owrnmpnt by a fundamental constitutional guarantee, is, as viewcd 
in Ihl' f:trllilll circum~tances surrounding each individual case, suffi
rit'ntly repugnant to the notion of dhc proceBS as w be forbidden thp 
iit:ltp~." Id .. at 413. 

1 
I 

~ 
I 

r 
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The Connecticut statutes here involved deal with a par
ticularly important and sensitive area of privacy-that 
of the marital relation and the marital home. This Court 
recognized in Meyer v. Xebraska, supra, that the right 
"to marry, establish a home and bring up children" 
was an essential part of the liberty guaranteed by the 
Fourteenth Amendment. 262 U. S.; at 399. In Pierce v, 
Society of Sister8, 268 U. S. 510, the Court held unconsti
tutional an Oregon Act which forbade parents from send
ing the~r children to private schools because such an act 
"unreasonably interferes with the liberty of parents and 
guardians to direct the upbringing and education of chil
dren under their control." 268 U. S., at 534--535. As this 
Court said in Prinr;e v. Massachusetts, 321 U. S. 158, at 
166, the Meyer and Pierce decisions "have respected the 
private realm of family life which the state cannot enter." 

I agree with MR. JUSTICE HARLAN'S statement in his 
dissenting opinion in Poe v. Ullman, 367 ti. S. 497, 551-
552: "Certainly the safeguarding· of the home does not 
follow merely from the sanctity of property rights. The 
home derives its pre-eminence as the seat of family life. 
And the integrity of that life is something so fundamental 
that it has been found to draw to its protection the prin
ciples of more than one explicitly granted Constitutional 
right. . .. Of this whole 'private realm of family life' 
it is difficult to imagine what is more private or more 
intimate than a husband and wife's marital relations." 

The entire fabric of the Constitution and the purposes 
that clearly underlie its specific guarantees demonstrate 
that the rights to ma.rital privacy and to ma.rry and raise 
8. family are of similar order and magnitude as the funda
mental rights specifically protected. 

Although the Constitution does not speak in so many 
worda of the right f!l privacy in marriage, I cannot be
lieve that it offers these fundamental rights no protec
tion. The fact that no particular provision of the Con-
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stif,~tjon explicitly forbids the State from disrupting the 
traditional relation of the family-a relation as old and 
as fundamental as our entire civilization---,surely does 
not sho'w that the Government was meant to have the 
power to do so. Rather. a!' the Ninth Amendment ex
pressly recognizes. there are fundamental personal rights 
sud! as this one. which are protected from abridgment 
by the Government though not specifically mentioned in 
the Constitution. 

:\Jy Brother STEWART. while characterizing the Con
necticut birth control law 8S "an uncommonly silly law," 
7)Ost, at 527, would nevertheless let. it stand on the ground 
that it is not for the courts to " 'substitute their social and 
economic beliefs for the judgment of legislative bodies, 
who are elected to pass laws.'" Post, at 528. Elsewhere. 
I have stated that I/[w]hile I quite agree with Mr. Justice 
Brandeis that . . . 'Il. • • • State may . . . serve as a 
laboratory; and try novel social and economic experi
ments,' New State lee Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U. S. 262, 280, 
311 (dissenting opinion). I do not believe that this in
cludes the power to experiment with the fundamental lib
p.rties of citizens . , .• ". The vice of the dissenters; 
views is that it would permit such experimentation by the 
States in the area of the fundamental personal rights 
of its citizens. I cannot agree that the Constitution 
grants such power either to the States or to the Federal 
Government. 

The logic of the dissents would sanction federal or state 
l~gislation that seems to me even more plainly unconsti
tutional than the statute before us. Surely the Govern
ment, absent a showing of a compelling subordinating 
stat.e interest, could not decree that all husbands and 
wives must be su:rilized after two children have been born 

• Pointer v. Texas, wpra, ot 413. See also the discussion of my 
Brnfh~r Dot:GI,AR. Poe \'. Ullmn./I. sl/pro. lit 517-518 (dissl'nting 
flpillion), 
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to them. Yet by their reasoning such an invasion of 
marital privacy would not be subject to constitutional 

, challenge because, while it might be "silly," no provision 
of the Constitution specifically prevents the Governmeht 
from curtailing the marital right to bear children and raise 
a family. '\\'hile it may shock some of my Brethren that 
the Court today holds that the Constitution protects the 
right of marital privacy, in my view it is far more shocking 
to believe that the personal liberty guaranteed by the 
Constitution does not include protection against such. 
totalitarian limitation of family size, which is at complete 
variance with our constitutional concepts. Yet,if upon a 
showing of It slender basis of rationality, a law outlawing 
voluntary birth control by married, ,jJersons is valid, then. 
by the same reflsoning,' a law requiring compulsory birth 
control also would seem to be valid. In my view, how
ever, both types \')f law would unjustifiably intrude upon 
rights of marital privacy which are constitutionally 
protected. 

In a long series of cases this Court has held that where 
.c. fundamental personal liberties are involved, they may not 

be abridged by the States simply on a showing that a 
regulatory statute has some rational relationship to the 
effectuation of a proper state purpose. "Where there is 
a significant encroachment upon personal liberty, the 
State may prevail only upon showing a subordinating 
interest which is compelling," Bates v. Little Rock, 361 
U. S. '516, 524. The law must be shown "necessary, and 
not merely rationally related, to the accomplishment of a 
permissible state policy." McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 
'J. S. 184, 196. See Schneider v. Irvington, 308 U. S. 
147, 161. . , 

Although the Connecticut birth-control law obviously 
encroaches upon a fundamental personal liberty, the State 
does not show that the law serves any "subordinating 
[state] interest which is compelling" or that it is "neces-
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sary. ... to the accomplishment of a permissible state 
policy." The State, at most, argues that there is some 
rational relation between this statute and what is ad-
11I.ittcdly a legitimate subject of state concern-the 
di~couraging of extra-marital relations. It says that pre
venting the use of birth-control devices by married per
sons helps prevent the indulgence by some in such extra
ma.rital relations. The rationality of this justification is 
dubious, particularly in light of the admitted widespread 
availability to all persons in the State of Connecticut. 
unmarried as well as married, of birth-control devices for 
the prevention of disease, as distinguished from the pre
vention of conception, see Tileston v. Ullman, 129 Conn. 
84. 26 A. 2d 582. But. in any event, it is clear that the 
state interest in safeguarding l,Tlar-ital fidelity can be 
served by a more discriminately tailored statute, which 
does not, like the present one, sw:eep unnecessarily 
broadly, reaching far beyond the evil sought to be dealt 
"rjth and intruding upon the privacy of all married 
couples. See Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 U. S. 
500, 514; NAACP v. Alabama, 377 U. S. 288, 307-308; 
]1,fcLaughlin v. Florida, supra, at 196. Here, as else
where, "[p]recision 0'. regulation must be the touchstone 
in an area so close~y to~ching our mo~t precious free
doms." NAACP v. Button, 371 U. S. 415, 438. The 
State of Co.1ner'iicut does have statutes, the constitu
tionality of which is beyond doubt, which prohibit adul
tery and fornic.\tion. See Conn. Gen. Stat. §§ 53-218. 
53-219 et seq. '.l'hese statutes demonstrate that. means 
for achieving the same basic purpose of protecting marital 
fidelity are available to Connecticut without the need to 
"invade the area of protected freedoms." NAACP v. 
Alabam{!, supra, at 307. See McLaughlin v. Florida, 
.!upra, at 196. 

Finally, it should be said of the Court's holding today 
that it in no way interferes with a State's proper regula-

t 
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tion of sexual promiscuity or misconduct. As my Brother 
HARLAN so well stated in his dissenting opinion in Poe v. 
Ullman, supra, at 553. 

"Adultery, homosexuality and the like are sexual 
intimacies which the State forbids ... but the 
intimacy of husband and wife is necessarily an essen
tial and 'accepted feature of the institution of mar
riage, an institution which the State not only must 
aHow, but which always and in every age it has 
fostered and protected. It is one thing when the 
State exerts its power either to' f~brbid extra-marital 
sexuality . . . or to say who may marry, but it is 
quite another when, having acknowledged a marriage 
and the intimacies inherent in it, i!~ undertakes to 
regulate by means of the criminal l~,w the details of 
that intimacy." 

In sum, I believe that the right of privacy in the marital 
relation is fundamental and basic-a personal right 
"retained by the people" within the meaning of the 
Ninth Amendment. Connecticut cannot constitutionally 
abridge this fundamental right, which is protected by the 
Fourteenth Amendment from infringement by the States. 
I agree with the Court that petitioners' convictions must 
therefore be reversed. 

MR. JUSTICE HARLA.N, concurring in the judgment, 

I fully agree with the. judgment of reversal, but find 
myself unable· to join ,the Court's opinion. The reason 
is that it seems to me to evince an approach to this case 
very much' like that taken by my Brothers BLACK and 
STEWART in dissent, namely: the Due Process Clause of 
the Fourteenth Amendment does not touch· this Con
necticut statute unless the enactment is found to vio
late some right assured by the letter or penumbra of the 
Bill of Rights. 

1\ 
\\ 
\, 
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In other words. what I find implicit in the Court's 
opinion is that the "incorporation" doctrine may be used 
t(~ restrict the reach of Fourteenth Amendment Due 
Pro('es~i For me this is just at< unacceptable constitu
tionnl doctrine as is the use of the "incorporation" ap
proach to impose upon the States all the requirements 
of thf' Bill of Rights as found in the provisions of the first 
eight amendments and in the decisions of this Court in
terpreting them. See, e. (/., my concurring opinions in 
Pi1inirT v. Texas, 380 U. S. 400, 408. and Griffin. v. Cali
fornia, 380 C. S. 609, 615. and my dissenting opinion in 
Poe v. Ullman, 367 U. S. '497, 522, at pp. 539-545. 

III my view, the proper constitutional inquiry in this 
case is whether this Connecticut statute infringes the Due 
Prol~ess Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because 
the enact.ment violates basic values "implicit in the con~ 
cept of ordered liberty," Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U. S. 
319. 325. For reasons stated at length in my dissenting 
opinion in Poe v. Ullman, supra, I believe that it does. 
While the relevant inquiry may be aided by resort to one 
01' more of the provisions of the Bill of Rights, it is not 
dependent on them or any of their radiations. The Due 
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment stands; in 
my opinion, on its own bottom. 

A further observation seems in order respecting the jus
tification of my Brothers BLACK and STEWART for their 
"incorporation" approach to this case, Their approach 
does not rest on historical reasons, which are of' course 
wholly lacking (see Fairman, Does the Fourteenth 
Amendment Incorporate the Bill of Rights? The Orig
inal enderstanding, 2 Stan. L. Rev. 5 (1949», but on the 
thesis that by limiting the content of the Due Process 
ClaU5f' of. the Fourteenth Amendment to the protection 
I)f rights which can be found elsewhere in the Constitu

Jtion, in this instance in the Bill of Rights, judges will thus 
hI:' cotlfined to "interpretation" of specific constitutional 
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provisions, and will thereby be restrained from introduc
ing their own notions of constitutional right and wrong 
into the "vague contours of .the Due Process Clause:" 
Rochin v. California, 342 U. 8. 165, 170. 

While I could not more heartily agree that judicial 
"self restraint" is an indispensable ingredient of sound 
constitutional adjudication, I do submit th£'t the formula 
suggested for achieving it is more hollow thanreaI. , "Spe
cific" provisions of the Constitution, no less than "due 
process," lend themselves as readily to "personal",'inter
pretations by judges whose constitutional outlook is 
simply to keep the Constitution in supposed "tune with 
the times" (post, p. 522). Need one go further than tI) 

recall last Term's reapportionment 'cases, Wesb'erry Y. 

Sander8~ 376 U. S. 1, and Reynolds v. Sims, 3771].,8. 533, 
where Ii majority of the Court "interpreted" ''by the 
People" (Art. I, § 2) and "equal protection" (Amdt. 14) 
to' command "one person, one vote," an interpretation 
that was made in the face of irrefutable and still un
answered history to the contrary? See my dissenting 
opInions in those cases, 376lJ. S., at 20; 377 U. S., at);89. 

Judicial self-restruint will not, I suggest, be brought 
about in the "due process", are~ by the historically un
founded incorporation formula. long advanced by my 
Brother BLACK, and now in part espoused by my Brother 
STEWAR'l'. It will be achieved ill this area, as in other 
constitutional areas, only by continual insistence upon 
respect for the teachings of history, solid recognition of 
the basic values tha.t underli~'our society, and wise appre
ciation of the great roles that the doctrines of federalism 
and separation of powers have played in establishing and 
preserving American freedoms. See Adamson v. Cali
fornia, 332 U. S. 46, 59 (¥r. Justice Frankfurter, con
curring). Adherence to these. principles will not, of 
course, obviate all constitutional differences" of opinion 
among judges, nor should it. Their'continued recogni-

I 

I 
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tioD ..... ill. however, go farther toward keeping most judges. 
from roaming at large in the constitutional field than will 
the interpolation into the Constitution of an artificial and 
largely illusory restriction on the content of the Due 
Process Clause.· 

MR. JUSTICE WHITE, concurring in the judgment. 
In my view this Connecticut law as applied to m'arried 

couples deprives them of "liberty" without due process of 
law, as that concept is use9 in the Fourteenth Amend
ment. I ·therefore concur in the judgment of the Court 
reversing these convictions under Connecticut's aiding 
and abetting statute. 

It wbuld be unduly repetitious, ,and belaboring the 
obvious, to expound on the impact of this statute on 
the liberty guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment 
against arbitrary or capricious denials or on the nature 
of this liberty. Suffice it to say that this is not the first 
time this Court has had occasion to articulate that the 
liberty entitled to protection under the Fourteenth 
Amendment includes the right "to marry, establish a 
horn~ and bring up children;" Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 
U. S. 390, 399, and "the· liberty ... to . direct the 
upbringing and education of children," Pierr.e v. Society 
of Sisters, 268 U. S. 510, 534-535,and· that these are 
among "the basic civil rights of man." Skinner v. Okla
homa, 316 U. S. 535, 541. These decisions affirm that 
there is a "realm of family life which the state cannot 
enter'.' without substantial justification. Prince v.Mas
sachusetts, 321 U. S. 158, 166. Surely the right invoked 
in this. case, to be free of regulation of the intimacies of 

-Indeed, my Brother BLACK, in arguing his thesis, is .forced to lny 
n~ide n. host of cases in which the Court has recognized fundnmenl.al 
rights ill the FOllrtccllthArncndment without specifie reliance upon 
the Bill of Rights. Poat, p. 512, n. 4. . . 

.. 
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the marriage relationship, CJcome[s] to this Court with a 
momentum for respect lacking when appleal is made to 
liberties which derive merely from shifting economic 
arrangements." Kovacs v. (looper, 336 U. S. 77, 95 
(opinion of Frankfurter, J.). 

The Connecticut anti-contraceptive statute deals rather 
sUbstantiaUy with this relationship. For it forbids all 
married persons the right to use birth-control devices, re
gardless of whether their use is dictated by considerations 
of family planning, Trubek v. Ullman, 147 Conn. 633, 
165 A. 2d 158, health. or indeed even of life itself. Bux
ton v. Ullman, 147 Conn. 48, 156 A. 2d 508. The o.nti
use statute, together with the general aiding and abetting 
statute, prohibits doctors from affording advice to mar
ried persons on proper and effective methods of birth con
trol. Tileston v. Ullman, 129 Conn. 84, 26 A. 2d 582~ 
An~ the clear effect of these statutes, as enforced, is to 
deny disadvantaged citizens of Connecticut, those with
out either adequate knowledge or resources to obtain pri
vate counseling, access to medical assistance and up-to
date information in respect to proper methods of birth 
control State, v. Nelson, 126 Conn. 412, 11 A. 2d 856; 
State v. Grisw~\/., 151 Conn. 544, 200 A. 2d 479. In my 
view, a statute w;t!! these effects bears a substantial bur
den of justification when attacked under the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Yick Wo v. Hopkins,' 118 U. S. 356; 
Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U. S. 535; Benware v. Board of 
Bar Examiners, 353 U. S. 232; ¥cLaughlin v. Florida, 
379 U. S. 184, 192. 

An examination of the justification offered, however, 
cannot be avoided by saying that the Connecticut anti
use statute invades a protected area of privacy and asso
ciation or that it demeans the marriage, relationship, 
The nature of the right invaded js pertinent. to be sure, 
for statutes regulating sensitive areas of liberty do, under 

\\ 

:.1 
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thC' eas{'s of this Court. require "strict scrutiny." Skinner 
v. Oklaho7lw. 316 U. S. 535. 541. and "must be viewed 
in the light of less drastic means for achieving the same 
basic purpose." Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U. S. 479. 488. 
"Where there is a significant encroachment upon personal 
liberty, the State may prevail only upon showing a 
subordinating interest which is compelling." Bates v. 
LiUle Rock, 361 U. S. 516, 524. See also McLaughlin v. 
Florida, 379 U. S. 184. But such statutes, if reasonably 
necessary for the effectuation of a legitimate and substan
tial state interest, and not arbitrary or capricious in appli
cation, are not invalid under the Due Process Clause. 
Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U. S. 1.* 

* Di~srnting opinions assert that the liberty guaranteed by the 
Due ProrrRS Clause is limited to a guarantee agaim;t unduly vague 
stntute. and against procedural unfairness at trial. Under this view 
the Court is without authority to ascrrtain whether a challenged stat
utc, or its application, has a pennissible purpose and whether the 
man~lr.r of regula(,ion bears a rational or justifying relationship to 
this purpose. A long line of cases makes very clear that, thifi has 
not been the view of this Court. Dent v. Trest Virginia, 129 U. S. 
114; Jacobson Y. Massachmetts, 197 U. S. 11; Douglas v. Noble, 261 
U. S. 165; Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U. S. 390; Pierce v. Society 0/ 
Sisters, 268 U. S. 510; Schware v. Board '0/ Bar Examiners, 353 U. S. 
232: Aplheker v. Secretary o/"State, 378 U. S. 500; Zemel v. Rmk, 
31;1U. S. 1. 

Thr f rnditionnl due proceRS test was well articulated, and applied, 
in Scltware v. Bonrd of Bar Examiners, supra, 11 case which placed 
no relianrr on the ~pecific guarnnte.es of the Bill of Rights. 

"A State cnnnot exclude a person from the practice of law or from 
(lny other occup"ticm in 11 manner or for reasons that contravene the 
Duf' Prorri;.~ or EquaY Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend
ment. Dellt v. West Virginia, 129 U. S. 114. Cr. Slochower v. Board 
0/ Eelucatioll, 350 U. S. 50S!; Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 U. S. 183. 
And Sl'e Ex parte Secombc, 19 How. 9, 13. A State can requiT(> high 
Rtundards of qualification, such as good mornl character or proficiency 
ill it.- lnw, before it admits an applicant to the bar, but any qualifica
tinn mll"t have It rntionnlc:.mncdion with the applicaz{!'s fitness or 
rapacity to practice law. Douglas v. Noble, 261 U. S. 165; Cum-
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As I read the opinions of. the Connecticut courts and 
the argument of Connecticut in this Courk the State 
claims but one justification for its anti-use statute. Cf. 
Allied Stores of Ohio v. Bowers, 358 U. S. 522, 530; Mar
Nn v. Walton, 368 "G. S. 25, 28 (DoUGLAS, J., dissenting). 
There is no serious contention that Connecticut thinks the 
use of artificial or external methods of contraception im
moral or unwise in itself. or that the anti-use statute is 
foun'ded upon any policy of promoting population expan
sion. Rather, the statute is said to serve the State's 
policy against all forms of promiscuous or illicit sexual 
relat.ionships, be they premarital or extramarital, con
cededly a permissible and legitimate legislative goal. 

Without taking issue with the premise that the fear of 
conception operates as a deterrent to such relationships 
in addition to the criminal proscriptions Connecticut has 
against such conduct, I wholly fail to see how the ban on 
the use of contraceptives by married couples hi any way 
reinforces the State's ban on illicit sexual relationships. 
See Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners, 353 U. S. 232, 239. 
Connecticut does not bar the importation or possession 
of contraceptive devices; they are not considered contra
band material under state law, Stare v. Certain Con
traceptive Materials, 126 Conn. 428,:1.1 A. 2d 863, and 
their availability in that State is not' seriously disputed. 
The only way Connecticut seeks to I~imit or control the 
availability of such devices is throulitt its general aiding 
and abetting statute whose operati01~ in this context has 

, 
mings v. Mi88ouri, 4 Wall. 277, 319-320. Cr..'Nebbia v. New York, 
291 U. S. 502. Obviously an appIicimt couhf not be excluded merely 
because he w.as a Republican or a Negro or a member of a particljlar 
church. Even in applying permissible standards, officers of n, State 
cannot exclude an applicant when there is no basis for their finding 
that he fails to meet these standards, or when their action is invidi
ously discriminatory." 353 U. S., at 238-239. Cf, Marlin v. Wal
ton, 36~ru. S. 25, 26 (DOUGLAS, J., dissenting). 

If 
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be~1l quite obviously ineffective and whose most serious 
use has been against birth-controi clinics rer!dering advice 
to married, rather than unmarried, perso[)s. Cf. Yick 
Wa v. Hopkim, 118 U. S. 356. Indeed, ,after over 80 
years of the State's proscription of use, the legality of 
the sale of such devices to prevent disease bas never been 
expressly passed upon, although it appears lhat sales have 
long occurred and have only infrequently been challenged. 
This "undeviating policy ... throughou'i all the long 
years ... bespeaks more than prosecutol'ial paralysis." 
Poe Y. Ullman, 367 U. S. 497, 502. Moreover, it would 
appear that the sa]e of contraceptives to prevent disease 
is plainly legal tinder Connecticut law. 

In these .circumstances 'one is rather !.lard pressed to 
expJain how the ban on use by marriea persons in any way 
prevents use of ,Such devices by persons engaging in illicit 
sexual relations and thereby contribu~~ to the State's 
policy against such relationships. Neither the state 
courts nor the State before the bar of this Court has 
tendered such an explanation. It is pur.ely fanciful to 
believe that the broad proscription on use facilitates dis
covery of use by persons engaging in a prohibited rela
tionship or for some other reason makes such use more 
unlikely and thus can be supported by any sort of admin
istrative consideration. Perhaps the theory is that th~ 
fiat ban on use prevents married people '1rom possessing 
contraceptives and without the ready availability of such 
devices for use in the marital relationship, there will be 
no or less temptation to use them in extramarital ones. 
This reasoning rests on the premise that married people 
will comply with the ban in regard to their marital rela
tionship. notwithstanding total nonenforcement in this 
context and apparent norienforcibility, but will not 
comply with criminal statutes prohibiting extramarital 
affairs and the anti-use statute in respect to illicit sexual 
relationships, a premise whose validity has not been 

--------~~-
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demonstrated and whose intrinsic validity is not very evi
dent. . At most the broad ban is of marginal utility to th!3 
declared objective. A statute limiting its prohibition on. 
use to persons engaging in the prohibited relationship 
would serve the end posited by Connecticut in the same 
way, and with the same effectiveness, or ineffectiveness, as 
the broad anti-use statute under attack in this caS6.- I 
find nothing in this record justifying the sweeping scope of 
this statute, with its telling effect on the freedoms of mar
ried persons, and therefore conclude that it deprives such 
pe!,sons of liberty withou'~ due process of law, 

MR. JUSTICE BLACK, with whom MR. JUSTICE 8n:WART 
joins, dissenting. 

I agree with my Brother STEWART'S dissenting opinion . 
. And like him I do not to any extent whatever base my 

view that this Connecticut law is' c.onstitl1tional on a 
belief that the law is wise or that its policy is a good one. 
In order that there may be no room at all to doubt why 
I vote as I do, I feel constrained to add that the law is 
every bit as offensive to me as it is to my Brethren of the 
majority and my Brothers HARLAN, WHITE and GOLD

BERG who, reciting reasons why it is offensive to them, 
hold it unconstitutional. 'There is no aingle one of the 
graphic and eloquent strictures a.~d criticisms fired at the 
policy of this Connecticut law eit)ler by the Court's opin
ion or by those of my concurring Brethren to which I 

. cannot subscribe-except their~ionclusion that the evil 
qualities they see in the 'law makl~ it unconstitutional. 

Had the doctor defendant her~~ or even the non doctor 
defendant, been convicted for dqing nothing more than 
expressing opinions to persons cclming to the clinic that 
cert",in contraceptive devices, medicines or practices would 
do them good and would be desirl\ple, or for telling people 
how devices could be l1sed, I cal1;: think of no rea80ns at 
this time why their expressions.»f views would not be 

ii ... 

III 
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pr6t~cted by the First and Fourteenth Amendments, 
which guarantee freedom of speech. Cf. Brotherhood of 
Railroad Trainmen v. Virginia ex reI. Virginia State Bar, 
377 r. S. 1; l\'AACP v. Button, 371 U. S. 415. But speech 
is one thing; conduct and physical activities are quite an
othl!r. See, e. [i, Cox v. Loui8iana, 379 U. S. 536, 554-555; 
Cox v. Loui8iana, 379 U. S. 559,563-564; id., 575-584 
(collcurring opinion); Giboney v. Empire Storage &: Ice 
Co., 336 U. S. 490; cf. Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S. 
145, 163-164. The two defendants here were active par
ticipants in an organization which gave physical exami
nations to women, advised them what kind of contracep
tive devices or medicines would most likely be satisfactory 
for them, and then Bupplied the deyices themselves, all 
for a graduated scale of fees, based on the family income. 
Thus these defendants admittedly engaged with others in 
a planned «ourse of conduct to help people violate the 
Connecticut law. Merely because some speech was used 
in carrying 011 that conduct-just as in ordinary life some 
speech accompanies most kinds of conduct-we are 
not in my view justified in holding that the First 
Amendment forbids the State to punish their conduct. 
Strongly as I desire to protect all First Amendment free
doms. I am unable to stretcn the Amendment so as to 
afford protection to the conduct of these defendants in 
violating the Connecticut law. What would be the con
stitutional fate of the law if hereafter applied to punish 
nothing but speech is, as I have said, quite another matter. 

The Court talks about a constitutional "right of pri
vacy" as though there is some constitutional provision or 
provisions forbidding any law ever to be passed which 
might abridge the "privacy" of individuals. But there is 
not. There are, of courGe, guarantees in certain l1pecific 
constitutional provisions which are designed in part to 
protect privacy at certain times and places with respect 
to certain activities. Such, for example, is the Fourth 
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Amendment's guarantee against "unreasonable searches 
and seizures." But I think it belittles that Amendment . 
to talk about'it as though it protects nothing but "pri
vacy." To treat it that way is to give it a niggardly inter
pretation, not the kind of liberal reading I think any Bill 
of Rights prn:vision should be given. The average man 
would very likely not have his feelings soothed any more 
by having his property seized openly than by having it 
seized privately and by stealth. He simply wants his 
property left alone. And a person can be just as much, 
if not more, irritated, annoyed and injured by an uncere
monious public arrest by a policeman as he is by a seizure 
in the privacy of his office or home. 

One of the most effective wa.ys of diluting or expanding 
a constitutionally guaranteed ,right is to substitute for 
the crucial word or words of So constitutiona.l guarantee 
another word or words, more or less flexible and more or 
less restricted in meaning, This fact is well illustrated by 
the use of the term "right of privacy" as a comprehensive 
substitute for the Fourth Amendment's guarantee against 
"unreasonable searches and seizures." "Privacy" is a 
broad, abstract and ambiguous concept which can easily 
be shrunken in meaning but which can also, on the other 
hand. easily be interpreted as a constitutional ban against 
many things other than searches and seizures. I have ex
pressed the view many times that First Amendment free
doms, for example, have suffered from a failure of the 
courts to stick to the simple language of the First Amend
ment in construing it, inste~d of invoking multitudes of 
words substituted for those the Framers used. See, e. g" 
New York Times Co. V:. Sullivan, 376 U. S. 254, 293 (con
curring opinion); cases collected ih City of El PatJo v~ 
Simmons, 379 U. S. 497, 517, n. 1 (dissenting opinion); 
Black, The Bill of Rights, 35 N. Y. U. L. Rev, 865. For 
these reasons I get nowhere in this ca,se by talk e.bout a 
constitution,,! "right of privacy" alS an emanation from 

71)-)0) 0-65-37 
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olle' or more constitutional provisions.' I like my privacy 
as well as the next one, but I am nevertheless compelled 
to admit that government has a right to invade it unless 
prohibited by some specific constitutional provision. For 
these reasons I cannot agree with the Court's judgment 
and the reasons it gives for holding this Connecticut law 
unconstitutional. 

This brings me to the arguments made by my Brothers 
HARLAN, WHITE and GOLDBERG for invalidating the Con
necticut law. Brothers HARLAN' and WHITE would in
validate it by reliance on the Due Process Qlause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, but Brother GOLDBERG, while 
agreeing with Brother HARLAN, relies also on the Ninth 
Amendment. I have no doubt that. the Connecticut law 
could be applied in such·a way as to abridge freedom of 

• The phrase "right to privacy" appears first to have gained cur
r~ncy from an article written by Mes~rs. Warren and (later Mr. Jus
tile) Brandeis in 1890 which urged that States should give some form 
of tort relief to persons whose private affairs were exploited by others. 
The Right to Privacy, 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193. Largely as a result of 
this article, some States have pa.ssed statutes creating such a cause 
of action, and in othprs state courts have done the same thing by 
E'xercising their powers M courts of common law. See generally 41 
Am •• Jur. 921)..927. Thus the Supreme Court of Georgia, in granting 
II cause of action for damages to a man whose picture had been used 
in a newspaper advertisement without his consent, said that" A right 
of privacy in matters purely private is ... derived from natural law" 
nnd that "The conclusion reached by us seems to be ... thoroughly 
in accord with natural justice, with the principles of the law of every 
civilized nation, and especially with the elastic principles of the 
~ommon law .... " Pave~ch v. New England Life 1m. Go., 122 
Ga. 190, 194, 218, 50 B. E. 68, 70, SO. Observing that "the right of 
privllcy .. , pl'e!8es for recognition here,'~ today this Court, which I 
did not understand. to have power to sit as a court of common law, 
new apPI'ars to be exalting a phrase which Warren and Brandeis 
used in discu.ssing grounds for tort relief, to the level of a constit\!
lion3! rule which prevents state legislatures frolll passing any law 
dcemai by this Court t{) interfere with "privacy." 

• Bro~her HARLAN'e views are spelled out at greater length in his 
di"'1I'nting opinion· in Poe Y. UUman, 367 U. S. 497, 539-555. 
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speech and, press and therefore violate the First and 
Fourteenth Amendments. My disagreement with ~he 
Court's opinion holding that there is such /I, violation here 
is a. narrow one, relating to the application of the First 
Amendment to the facts and circumstances of this 
particular case. But my disagreement with 'Brothers 
HARLAN, W;HlTE and GOLDBERG is more basic. I think 
that if properly construed neitl?er the Due Process Clause 
nor the Ninth Amendment, ,nor both together, could 
under any circumstances be a proper basis for invalidat
ing the Connecticut law. I discuss the due process 
and Ninth Amendment arguments together because on 
analysis they turn out to be the ~3mething-mel'e]y using 
difierent words to claim for this' Court and the federal 
judiciary power to invalidate any leglslative act which 
the judges find irrational, unreasonable or offensive. 

The due process argument which my Brothers HARLAN 

and WHITE adopt here is based, as their opinions indicate, 
on the premise that this Court is vested with power to 
invalidate aU state laws that it conBiders to be arbi
trary, capricious, unreasonable, or oppressive, or on this 
Court's belief that a particular state law under scrutiny 
has no "rational or justifying" purpose, or is offensive to 
a "sense of fairness ,and justice.'" If these formulas 
b,ased on "natural justice," or others which mean the same 
thing,' are to prevail,'\):ley require judges to determine 
---- \ 

• Indeed, Brother WHrTE ~PpeaT8 to hll'r"e ~ne beyond PllSt ])ro
nouncements of the natural law due procesS theory, which at lellSt 
said that the CoUlt should exerci8e this unlimited power to declare 
state acts unconstitutional with "restraint." He now says that, in
stead ot being presumed constitutional (!lee Munn v.llliooU, 94 U. 8. ' 
113,123 i campa're Adkim v. Children'a Hotpital, 261 U. 8. 5211, ~), ' 
the statute here "bearI • sublrtantial burden of justification when 
attacked under the Fourteenth Amendment." 

4 A collection of the catehwords and cs.teh phrases invoiced by 
judges who would strike down under the Fourteenth Amendment 
laWs which o1fend their notions of natural justice would fill many 
pales. Thus it bas been said that tl1i8 Court can forbid state action 
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whit is or is not constitutional on the basis of their own 
appraisal of what laws are unwise or unnecessary. The 
powf'r to make such decisions is of course that of a legis
lativ~ body. Surely it has to be admitted that no pro
vision of the Constitution specifically gives such blanket 
power to courts to exercise such a supervisory veto over 
the wisdom and value of legislative policies and to hold 
unconstitutional those Jaws which they believe unwise or 
dangerous. I readily admit that no legislative body, state 
or national, should pass laws tha,t can justly be given any 

whkh "sho~ks the conscience," Rochin v. California, 342 U. S. 165, 
liZ, sufficienfl~' to "~hO!'kitself into the protective ann., of the Con
stitution," ITt'iIW \'. California, 347 U. S. 128, 138 (concurring opin
ion). It has been urged tliat States may.not run counter to the 
"decenries of civilized conduct," Rochin, 8upra, at 173, or "somp. prill
dpl" of justice so roott'd in the traiitions and conscience of our 
people as to br ranked as ,fundamental," Snyder v. Ma88ach~ett8, 
::!!ll 1t. S. 9i, 105, or to "thosr canons of decency and fairness which 
ey.prci'S thp notion~ oC iustice oC English-speaking peoples," Malinski 
v. New Yor-k, 32-1 U. S, 401, 417 (concurring opinion), or to "the 
('ommllnity'H sense of fair play and decency," Rochilt, supra, at 173. 
It hm' been "aid that we mus! decide whethrr a state law is "fair, 
n'n~()lInbl~ ancl nppropriatp," or"is rathrr "an nnrrn~onnble,' unnecc 
c~~nrr and arbitrary interference with the right of the ·individual 
to hi~ personl11 liberty or to enter into •. , contracts," Lochner y, 

New York, 1911 U, S. 45, 56, States, under this phjlosophy, cannot 
art in conflict 'with "deeply rooted feelings of the community," 
Hal/'II \'. Ohio. 332 U. S. 596, 604 (separate opinion), or'with "fnnda
m('nlal notion~ oC Cairne&~ and justice," id., 607. See also, e. g., Wolf 
v. Colorado. 338 U. S.,25, 27 ("rights ••• basic to our free society"); 
If~bert \', I,Olli~iUlIU, 2i2 F. S. 312, 316 ("Cundamental principles 
of Iii)<>rty and justice") j AdkitlB v, Children's Hospital, 261 U. S. 
525, 561 ("arbitrary rl'lliraint oC , , • liberties"): Betts v, Brady, 
3W F. So' 455, 462 ("deninl oC fundamental Cairness, shocking to 
'ht~ IIl1iwrSIII "pu~ of jllstiCI"'); Poe v. Ullman, 367 U. 'so 497, 539 
(dj,;l'{'Jlting opinion) ("intoll'rnble and unjUstifiable"). Perha),>s the 
rlc':lrl'St, Crankest ancl briefest pxplnnntion of how this due procesS 
apllmarh \\'ork~ i, the Rtatrment in another case handed down ttXtny 
Ihllt thiH CHurt i~ to invokl' the Dnp Procrss Clnuse to strike down 
~tl\tr, proct'clurl'" or laws which it can "not tolerate!' 'Linkletter v, 
IVI/II:I", p,,~t. 11, 61~, at 631. 

. . 
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of the invidious labekinvoked:as constitutional excuses 
to strike down state laws. But perhaps it is not ,too much 
to say that no legislative body ever does pass lliws with
out believin~ that they will accomplish a sane, rational, 
wise and justifiable purpose. While I completely sub
scribe to the holding of Marbury v. Madison, 1,!Cranch 
137, and subsequent cases, that our Court has co.nstltu
tional power to strike down statutes, state or feder41, that 
violate commands Of the Federal Constitution,l do not 
b~Jieve that we are granted pOWer by the Dlle :Process 
Clause or any other constitutional provision or prov~,sionK 
to measure constitutionality by our belief that legisl~tion 
is arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable, or accompli,shes 
no justifiable purpose, or Is offensive!;b our own notlons 
of IIcivilized.standards oltondllct."··' Such an appr,usal 
of the wisdom of legislation is an a.ttribute of the power 
to make laws, not of the power to interpret them. 'l'he 
use by federal courts of such a .formula or doctrine 'or 
whatnot to veto federal or state laws simply takes awtw 
from Congress and States the power to make laws based c 

on their own judgment of fairness and wisdom and tran~~ 
fera that power to this Court for ultimate determina" 
tion-a power which was spec~!ically denied to federal 
courts by the convention that framed the Constitution.·' 

"See' Hand, The Bill of nigh~& (1958) 70: 
"(J]udges are seldom eon,!ent merely to annul the particular solu
tion before them; they do, not, indeed they may not, say that taking 
ttll things into consideration, the legislators' solution j~ too strong for 
the judicial stomach. On the contral)' they wrapup' their veto in a 
pro!~iitiv'e :Yeil of adjectives such as 'arbitrarY/'artificial,' 'normal,' 
'reasonable,' 'inherent: 'fuDdtuilental,' or 'essentlal/ whose office 'usu
ally, ·though' quite innocently, iS'to disguise what they are doing and 
impute. to it a Mriyntion far more lmpressive than their perSonal 
prefetences, which are aU that in fact lie behind the decision." &<
nl~o Rochill v. Cnli/arm'a, 342 U. S: 165, 1~~4 (eonctirnnll opinion). 
But see Linkletter v. 'Walker, suprq, n. '4, at 6.31. 

"This' Courthf'ld in -Marbury \'- }./adi6oll, lCruncl:l137, that tllis 
Court has' power to invalidate iaws on the ground that tbey eXceed 

Q 

I 

I 
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Of the cases on which my Brothers WHITE and GOL!>
BERG rely so heavily, undoubtedly the reasoning of twa of 
them supports their result here-as would that of a num
ber of others which they do not bother to. name, e. g., 

t h(' constitutional power of Congress or I'iolate some specific prohi
hition of the Constitution. See also Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Crnnch 87. 
But the Constitutional Convention did on at ,least two occasions 
reject proposals which would have given the federal judiciary a part 
in recomll\ending .laws or ill vetoing as bad or unwise the legislation 
pn~ed by the Congress. Edmund J!Jlndolph of Virginia proposed • 
t hat the President 

", •• and a ~convenient number of the National Judiciary; ought 
to compose a.council of revision, with nuth.ol1ty t<l examine every 
act of the National Legislature before it shall operate, & eyery act 
of a particular Legislature before a Negative there~n shaii be final; 
and that the dissent of the ssid Council shall amount to a rejection, 
IInless the Act of the National Legislature be a$ain passed, or that 
of 'a particular Legislature bellllain negatiVEd by [original 
wording illegible] of the members of each brar;bh." 1 The Records' 
of the Federal Convention of 1787 (Farrand ed. 19n) 21. 

In support of a plan of this kind James Wilson of Pennsylvania 
arglled that; 

" ... It had been said that the Judges, as expositors of the Lnws 
would have ari opportunity of defending their ~im8titutional rights. 
Therll was weight in this ohservation; but this power of the Judges 
did not go far enough. Law8 'may be unjust, may be unwise, may be 
dangerous, may be destructive; and yet not be 80 unconstitutional ail 

to justify the Judges in refusing to give thp.m effect, Let them have 
a share in the Revisionary power, and they will ha.ve an opportunity 
of taking notice of these characters of a law, and of ('ounteracting, 
hy the weight of their opinions the improper views of ihe Legisla-
ture!' .2 id., at 73. . " 

Nat.hnniel Gorham of Massachusetts "did not see the advantage of. 
employing the Judges in this way. As "Judges they.are not to be 
presumed to possess any peculiar knowledge 'of the mere policy of 
puhlic measures." Ibid. 
Elbridge Gerry of MllSlllIchusetts likewise opposed the proposal for 
" council of revision; . 

", . . He relied for his part an the Representatives of the people as 
the guardians of their Rights &. interests. It [the proposal] was 
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Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45, Coppage v. KansCl8, 
236U. S •. l,Jay Burns Baking Co. v. Bryan,264 U. S. 
504, and Adkins v. Children's H03pital, 261 U; S. 525. 
The two they do cite and quotefrom,Meyerv. Nebraska, 
262 U. S. 390, and Pierce v. Society 0/ Si8ters, 268 U. S. 
510, were both decided in opinions by¥r.Justice 
McReynolds which elaborated the same natural law due,. 
process philosopy found in Lochner v. New York, supra, 
one of the caSes on which he relied in Meyer, along with 
such other long-discredited decisions as, e. g., Adams v~ 
Tanner, 244 U. S. 590,andAdkins v. Children'.s Hospital; 
supra. Meyer held unconstitutional, as an "arbitrary" 
and unreasonable interference with the right of a. teacher 
to carryon his 'occupation and ofparen~ to hire him, a 

making the E1CPOI!itors ofthe Laws, the Legislators which ought never 
, to hIl done." li1.., at 75. 

And at another point: "'. ' , 
"Mr. Gerry doubts whether the JUdiciary .ought to form a part 

of it [the proposed council of revision], as they will have II stif!i: 
. cientcheck ag!!t. encroachnientS on their own department by their 
exposition of the h~ws, which involved II power of decitiing on their 

• Constitutionality ..•• Jtwas quite' rdreign, from the' nature· of yeo 
office to make tryem judges of. the policy of public measures," lId., 
at 97-98, 

Madison SUl~Portcd the propQsal on the gmund that "a Cheek [on 
the legislature] is necessary." id., Ilt 108. John Dickinson or Dela
ware opposed it on the ground that "the Judges musUnterpret the 
Laws they ought not to hIl!egislators/' .Ibid. The proposnl fOT a" 
council of revision was def~ated. 
Thc,followiJIg proposal was alsondvanccd: 0, " 

"To assist the President ill conducting the Public affnirs there i;hlll.;': 
be II Council,?,! State composed of the. following officerb'-l. • The Chief' ~ 
,rustiee of the Supreme Court, who shall from tim~. to tim.\! recom,m£nd ~} 
SU,cblllterations of and additions to the laws of :the U. S. as mn)' ill 
his tlpinion hIl necessary 'to the due admiiJistra~lon of Ju.Sllc~, and 
such .il!l may promote U!leru! lea!1llJ1g'and inculcnte sound IIlor,nlity 
throughout the Union, •• ," 2'id., ,at 342. 'TlliS' .propo~ too wne 
rejecte& ' 

I') 
c.::,· 

" 
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state law forbidding the teaching of modern foreign lan
gu~ges to young children in the schools,t And in Pierce, 
relying principally on Meyer, Mr, Justice McReynolds 
said that a state law requiring that all children attend 
public schools interfered unconstitutionally with the prop
erty"righ ts of private school corporations because it was an 
"arbitrary, unreasonable and unlawful interference" which 
threatened "destruction of their business and property!' 
268 U, S" at 536, Without expressing an opin;')n as to 
whether either of those cases reached a correct result in 
light of olfr later derisions applying the First Amendment 
to the States through the Fourteenth: I merely point out 
that the reasoning stated in Meyer and Pierce was the 
same natural law due process philosophy which many 
later opinions repudiated,' and which I cannot accept, 
Brothers WHITE and GOLDBERG also cite other cases, such 
as JYAAG'P v, Button, 371 U, S, 415, Shelton v, Tilcker, 
364 U, S, 479, and Schneider v, Staie,308 U. S. 147, which 
he~d that States in regulating conduct could not, consist
entlY,with the First Amendment as applied to, them by 
the Fourteenth, pass unnecessarily broad laws which 
might indirectly i~fringe on First Amendment freedoms.' 
See Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen v. Virginia, ex' reI. 

\l 

1 In MeIJer,in (t;e very same sentence quoted in • part bY"my 
Brethr~n in, whk!J he asscrted that the Due Process Clause gave an 
abstract and,inviolahle right "to marry, establish a home and bring 
up children," Mr. Justice McReynolds also asserted the heretofore 
discredited doctrine that the Due Process Clause prevented States 
from interfering with lithe right of the individual to contract." 262 
U. S., at 399. 
,f" Compar~ Poe ,'. UUman,367 U. S., at 543-544 (H~RLAN, J., 

di~i\ting). 
"'AI-\ Court has !Ilso Mid that in "iew of the Fourteenth Amend

'1l1':'l~~Hnaiprllurpose of elill\inating 8t8te~nfotced racial discrlminn
tion:'lhis Court will scrutiniz~ car~rt\IIy any law embodying a racial 
cIaMificlltion to make !Ure that it does not deny equal protection 
of the laws. ~ McLaughlin \'. Fw'rida, 379 U. S. 184, 
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Virginia State: Bar, 377 U. S.l, 7~8.'O Brothers WHITE 
and GOJ.DBERG now apparently would start from this re
quirement that laws be narrowly drafted so as not to cur
tail free speech and assembly, and extend it limitlessly to 
require States to justify any law restricting "liberty" as 
my Brethren define "liberty." This would mean at the 

,0 None of the other MSl'S decided in the imst 25 yea1's' which 
Brotbcl'3 WHITE and GOLOBERO rite call juWy be read as bolding 
that judges have power to Use a natutal law due process formula 
to strike down all'state laws whirh they think nre unwise; dangerous, 
or irrati/mal. Prince v. MlUlsac!lusetts, 321 U.S. 158,. upheld a stat~ 
law forbidding minors f~om selli~g publications on the stlW!ll .• Kent v. 
Dulles, 357 U. S. 116,recpgnized the power of Congress to restrict 
travel outside the country so long a.~itaccorded persons the proeedliral 
safeguards of due' process and did not violate' /lny. other specific .con
stitutional prOvision. &hware v. BO(1rd.of par Ezamt'llers, 353 tr. S. 
2.'32, held simply that a State could not, cQnslstently with liue ProCWI, 
refuse a. lawyer a license. to prl\ctice law on,the ba~isof a,linding that' 
he was moralb~ unfit when ther9 wa~ no cvideli.ce in the lrecord, 3li3 
U. S., at 246.-,247,10 support such iI finding. Cqmpllre Tflomp801/ v., 
City o/Louisville, 362 U. S. 199, in which the Court relied in part 
on Schwure .. See also Koni(!sberrJ v .. State Bar; 353 U, S'. 252. And 
BoUing v. ,~harpe, 347 U, S. 497,merely recognized what had bren 
theundersta~ding from the beginning.of the country, an undeflrtand
ing shared by lriany of the draftsmen of the Fourteenth.Amendment, 
tbat tnewholc'l3illof Rights, includilig the Due Process Cla\\l!llof 
the Fifth.Amendrl)ent, wa.~ a guarantee that aU pel'3onswQuld receive 
equal,treatment 'urider' the lalv: ComPAre Chambers v. J'lorida, 309 
U. S. 227., 240-241. "With one exception, the other mod~m cases relied 

" on by my Brethren wef~ de~ided eithefsolely under the Equlll Prot~c
tion.ClaUse of the Foutlt'Cnth Atnendment or under the First Amend
ment; made applicable ,f9 tlle States.!;>y the Fourteenth, ~me of the 
latter group involvinltli~ right of &!!SoeilltioJl ""hieh this' Court hail 
held to be a.part of the riahts of speech,press ilnd ~l:ilygllaran. 
teed by the Tint Ainlllidment.. J.B for. Apthe~" v. ~eTtto", of 
Stote, 378.11',s.5<lOil am iompeUed to say that it/tl1at deeisi(lQ 1f1!! 

"ritten. or .intended to brink about the' abrupt and. drastic reverui 
in the eOUret\, qt constit\1tiollW adjudication ,j:ich is no,..attn~uted 
to it, the chan«e was certainly made ill II veiY qUiet and unprovoca-
tive manner, witbl)ut anya.tteJ.npt to justify jt. . 

.. 1 
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very least, I suppose, that every state criminal statute
since it must inevitably curtail "liberty" to some extent
would be suspect, and would have to be justified'to this 
Court.no 

:My Brother GOLDBERG has adopted the recent dis
covery 12 that the Ninth .,Amendment 83 well as the Due 
Process Clause cnnbeused by this Court as authority 
to strike down all state legislation which this Court thinks 

"'Compare Adkins v. Children'! Ho!'jlital, 261 U. S. 525, 5611 
(Holmes, J., diS!:enting): 

"The earlier decisions upon the same words [the Due Process 
Clause] in the Fourteenth Amendment ~gan within our memory and 
went·no farther than an unpretentious a~rtion of the liberty to fol
low the ordinary callings. Later that innocuous generality was ex
panded into the dogma, Liberty of Contract. Contract is not specially 
.mentioned in the'text that we have to construe.. It is merely an ex
'ample of doing what yoU want to do, embodied in the word liberty. 
:But pretty much. all lliw consists in forbidding men to do Borne things 
that they want to do, and contract is no more exemptJrom law than 
other acts." . . 

to See Patterson, The Forgotten NinthAmendment (19.55). Mr. 
'Patterson urges that the Ninth Amendment be used to protect un
specified "natural and inalienable rights." P .. 4. The Introduction 
by Roscoe Pound states that "there is a marked revival of naturm 
Jaw ideas throughout the world. Interest in the Ninth Amendment 
is B symptom of that revival." ·P. iii. . 

In Redlich, Are There "Certain Rights •.. Retained by the Peo
ple"!,37 N. Y. U. L. Rev. 787, Professor Redlich, in advocllting 
relian~e on the Ninth and Tenth Amendments to invalidate the 
Connecticut laW' before us, frankly stale8: 

"But fOf. one who leel8 that the marriage relatjon8hip should be 
beyond the reach of a 8tate law lorbidding the UBe of contraceptives, 
the birth control case poaeS :droublesomeand challenging problem" 
oC eon8titut~()nal interpretation. He may find hilll8elf saying, 'The 
IlIw is unconstitutional~but why?' There ore two possible paths to 
tranl in findin,; the al18Wer. One is tl> revert to .. frankly lIexible 
due process concept even on matters that do not inv.olve apecific con
stitlltio'laJ prohibitions. The other is to attempt to evolve a new 
constitlltional framework 1Vithin which to meet this and eimilar 
problems which are likely to arille." [d., at 798. 
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violates "func;lamentnl principles of liberty and justice," or 
is contrary tQ. the "traditions and [collectiveJ conscience 
of our people.'" He also states, without proof satisfll-ctorY 
to me, that in making decisions on this baeis judges will 
not consideri'their personal and p):ivate notions." One I';> 
may ask how they can avoid corlsidering them. Our 
COurt certainly has no machinery .witl).which to take a 
Gallup PolV" And the scientific miracles of thil! age 
have not yet produced ,a. gadget. which the Court can 
use to determine what traditions are rooted in the U[col_ 
lectivel conscience of our people." Moreover, one would 
certainly have to look far beyond the language i}fthe 
Ninth Amendment" to find that the Framers vested in 
this Court ai~y such' awesome veto powers over law
making, either by the States or by the Congress. ,Nor 
does anything in the history of the Amendment offer any 
support for BUj!ha shocking doctrine. The whole history 
of the adoption of the Constitution and Bill of R.ights. 
points th,e other way, and the very material quoted by my • 
Brother GOLDBERG shows that the Ninth Amendment was 
,intended'~ protect against the idea that "by enumerat.-
ing parti~ular exceptions to the grant of power" to the 
Federal Government) "those righ ts which were not singl~d 
out, were intended to be assigned into the hands anhe 
General Gov'ernm~ilt [the United States), and were con-

I! Of course one cannot be oblivious to the fact that Mr. Gallup 
has already published the results o( II poll which he says show tliat 
46% of the people in this cou:ntry believe schools should teach about 
l1irth control: Washington r:i>st, May :;11, 1965, p. 2, col. 1. I cl(n 
hardly believe, however, that Broth~r GOLDII!:RO,ould view,46% of 
the persons<'pOlled as 110 overwheiuung a proporfion that thIS Court .. 
may now rely on it to di!clare that the Connecticut t.,w infringes 
IIfundamental'; rights, and overrule the lont-standing view of tile 
people of Conneeticutp,xpreB!!ed through their elected representatiVe!! . 

. If U. S. ConaL, Amend .. IX, pro\'ide8!. , 
"The' enumeration in the Constitution, of certain righU!;.,ahallnot 

be construed to deny or disparage others retairu1li'by ·the people." , 

I 
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l'Of'fjlJE'lltly insecure."" That Amendment wag passed. 
not to broaden the powers of this Court or any 'other 
departmE'nt of "the General Government," but, as every 
student of history knows. to assure the peoplE\ that the 
('onstit'ution in all its provisions was intended to limit the 
Federal Government to the,powers granted expressly or 
hy necessary implication. If any broad, unlimited power 
to hold laws un,constitutional because they offend what 
th is Court conceives ,to be the i. [ collective 1 conscience of 
our people" is vested)n this Court by the J.\l}nth Amend
ment, the Fourteenth Amendment) or anY()~;'r~r provision 
of the Constitution; it was not {;'fven by theF¥amers, but 
rather has been bestow~cI",(jrt the Co~rtby the Court. 
This fact is perhaps responsible for the;,peculiar phenom
enon that for a period ora century and a half no serious 
s}lggestion wag

O 

ever made that the Ninth Amendment. 
enacted to protect staie' powers against federal invasion. 
'could be used as a weapon of federal power to prevent 

• state legislatures from passing laws they consider appro
priate to govern local affairs. Use of any such broad, 
unbounded judicial auth~rity would make of this Court's 
members a day-to~day constitutional convention'. 

I repeat so as not to be misunderstood that this Court 
ffOes have power. which it should exercise, to hold laws 
uncoilstitutional where they are forbidden by the Federal 
Constitution. My point is that there is no provision 

15 1 Annals of Congr~ss 439. See also II Story, Commentaries on 
the Constitution oJ the United States (5th ed. 1891): "This clause' 
was manifestly introduced to prevent any perverse or,in,geniouil mis
application or the well-known maxim, that an affirmation in particu
lar cases implies a 'legation in all othersjond, e conl!~"'o, that a 
n~ation in. Jiarticular cases implies an affirmation in all others, The 
maxim, rightly understood, is perfectly sound and Arej but it has 
of tell been strangely forced from its natural meaning into the sup
port of the most dangerous political heresies." Id., at 651 (footnote 
omitted). 

\~' 

Ii, 
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of the COllstit,utioll whicheith(>t' €'1~presslY or impliedly 
,vests pow(>r in this Court to sit as ;~ !lupervi!l0ry ageUllJ-'" , ' 
over acts of dilly constituted legisllltivebQdl€S/e,.nd~f~X 
asjde their laws becausl.' of the Cqiurt's belief that the 
Jegislativep~licies adopted are unreu:konable, unwise, arbi
trary, ca:p:icious or ir~ationa1. T~le adoption of. such 
a loose. flexible. uncontrolled stand,ard for holding laws 
unconstitutional. if ever it is finally achieved. wiIt~nlount 
to a great lmcollstitut,ional, shift of',: pow~r to the c~~----="==o.", 
which I believe and all) constrained to say will be bad for 
the courts and worse for the countrr,;;Subjectingfederal 
and state laws to suchan unre$trairied andunrestrainable, 
.iudicial control as tothe wisdom of legislative e\\:+ctmellts 
would. J fear, jeopardize the sepaj.a~ion df.. goyernmental 
powers that the Framers set up and at theSi!.me time 
thre~tel\ to ,take away much, oL}h~ power of States 
to govern themselves whichth~,:,~linstitution plainly 
intended them to have.'" . 

'" .Justice Holrl1r$ in one of his last di:<s~nW, wiritten In reply to Mr . 
. Tustic!! i.!cReynoJds' opinion fOT th!' COllrt!jn. Baldwin '". M~&ouri. 
281 tr. S. 5S6,' solemnly wunie!! a~llin~t n IIllepToceos ionnu!a ap
parentb' RPpr9ved by my concurrit;g Br(ith~~n toda~·.He said: 

"I hilve not yet adequately expressed the mote than' amnl'ty ihat 
I feel at the ever incrC8Ring scOlle. given tol,the Fourteenth Amend
ment in cutting down what I beIi~ve to Il!' :the constitutional rights 
of the States. .~ the decisions now stand, I:isee hardly any limit but 
the sky to the in\'alidatingof those rights ifihey happen to strike 
a majority of tHl.~ Court as tor auy relisOli', undesira,ble, 1 cannot 
believe that the Alileridm~ht was intended to' give us carte b.lancht 
to embodr ourecci"nomic Of moral beliefs ir its prohibitions. lfet 
J ,Call think of no nl\rroweT rcn~on thnt !:'l'!'ins to me to justify} he 

"present Rnd the earlier decisions to whirh 1 h.rve ~rcrr~. 01 comlre 
ihll words 'llue process'of la",,, if ta,kcn in th1ir Jit~rtii meaning, have 
no application to this ca,se;' and while it is top late .to deny that the~: 

,have. been given a .1iIuch .'l)1ore extendl'd .. J\u\i artificial signification, 
.~tiIl we ought to remcmbe",'the great cauo01\ shown by theJ:::onsti-
,,' ~ 

Ii ,J 

~; . 

o 
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l.realize that many good and able men have eloquently 
spo\ten and written, sometimes in rhapsodical strains, 
ahout the duty of this Court to keep the Constitution in 
tune \~'ith the times. The idea is that the Constitution 
must be ~hanged from time t!.l time and that this Court 
i!> charged with a duty to mliki those changes. For my
self. I must with all deference reject thl!~ philosophy. 
The Constitution makers knew the need for change and 
provided for it. Amendments suggested by the people's 
elected representatives can be submitted to the people Or 
their sel~cted agents for ratification. That method of 
chalige was good for our Fathers, and being somewhat 
old-fashioned I must add it is good enough for me. And 
so, I cannot rely on the Due Process'Clause or the Ninth 
Amendment or any mysterious and uncertain natural law 
concept as a reason for striking down this state law. The 
Due ·Process Clause with an "arbitrary and capricious" 
or "shocking to the conscience" formula was Ji~erally 
\tsed by this Court to strike down economic legislation in 
the early decades of this century, threatening, many peo
ple thought, the tranquility ana stability of the Nation. 
See,. e. g., Lochner v, New York, 198 U. S. 45. That 
formUla, bOf.ed on Bubjective considerations of "natural 
justice," is no less dangerous when used to enforce this 
Court.'s views about personal rights than those about 
economic rights. I had thought that we had laid that 
formula, as a means for striking down state legislation, to 
rest once and for all in cases like West Coa.t Hotel Co. v. 
Parrish, 300 U. S. 379; Ol&en. v. NebrtJ8ka ex rel. Western 
Reference If: Bond AS8n., 313 U. S. 236, a,nd many- other 

tution in limiting the power of the States, nnd ehoidd be Blow to con
Htnrc the clause in the Fourteenth Amendment All committinc to the 
Court, wit.h no guide but the Court's own discmion, the vlllidity 
or whatever law8 the States may p&I!8." 281 U. S., at 595. ~ 2 
HolmCll-Pollock Letters (Howe ed. 1941) 2t17-268. 
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opinions,11 See. also Lochner v. New York,lg8 U. S. 
45, 74 (Holmes; J., disaenting). 

In Fer'g1t8on v. Skrupa, 372 U. S. 726; 730, this Court 
two years ago said in an opinion joined by all the Justices 
but one 11 that 

:IIThe doctrine that prevailed in Lochner, Coppage, 
Adki'M,Bu1'1UI, and like cases-that due process 
authorizes courts to holdJaw8 unconstitutional when 
they believe the legislature has acted unwisely-has 
long since been discarded. We have rettlrnedto the 
original constitutional proposition that courts do not 
substitute their social and economic beliefs for the 
judgment· of legislative bodies/who are elected to 
pass laws." 

And only silt weeks ago,without even bothering to hear 
argument, this Court oyerruledTY8on &: Brother v:. Ban
ton, 273U. S. 418, which had held state laws regUlating 
ticket brokers to be a denial of due process of law;· Gold 

IT E. g.,:in Dall-BriteLighti~, Inc. v. Mi..aun, ~~ U. S. 421, 423, 
'this Court held that "Our recent decisions make plaiti that we do not 
"sit lUl a suj>erlegisillture to Weigh the wisdom of legiliiation nor to de
eide whether the' policy which it expressesol/'ends the public welfare." 

Compare Gard7l6r v. MIJMachlUettl, 305U. S, 559, which the 
Court today apparently overrides, which held that a challenge under 
the Federal Constitution toe. state law forbidding the !/ale or furnish
ing of contraceptives did not raise a 9Ub~tial federal question. 

10 Brother HARLAN, who has consistently stilted his belief in' the 
power of courts to strike down laws .. whichthey consider arbitrary or 
unreasonable, see, e. fl., PM.V. UUm(JtI, .367 U. 8. 497) 53~55 (dis
senting opinion), did not join the Court's opinion in FerglUon v. 
Slempa. 

10 Justice aolnies, dissentin« in T!/IOtIJ lAid: 
"I think t~e pro~rcourse is to recocnise that a state IecisJature can 
do 'lfhate~~r it sees fit to do unl_ it i8 restrained by l!OIIle expna 
prohibition .in the Constitution of the United Stat,.ei or of ~ State, 
and that Court8 should be carerul not to extend INch. prohibitioll8 
beyond their obvious mel\llin« by reading into th~ ooneeptiolll of 

"l?ubIic policy that the particular Court may happen. to entertain." 
2'13, U. 8,. at *. . 
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v. Di(:a,r/o, 380 U. S. 520. I find April's holding hard to 
s'!IlfH:e with what my concurring Brethren' urge today. 
Th~y would reinstate the Lochner,· Coppage; Adkins, 
BUTfls·line of cases, cases from which this Court recoiled 
after the 1930's, and which had been I thought totally dis
credited until now. Apparently my Brethren have less 
qua.Frel with state econo~ic regulations than former Jus
ticesof their persuasion had. But any limitation upon 
their using the natural law due process philosophy to 
strike dOWJ! any state lav.', dealing with any activity what
ever, will obviously be only self-impOlsed;o 

In 1798, when this Court was asked whold another 
CR1;tJ.ljcticut law unconstitutional, Justic.e Iredell said: 

;:,~"tI]t has been the policy of all the American 
states, ·which have, individually; framed their state 
constitutions since the revolution, and of the people 
of the United States, when they framed the Federal 
Constitution, to define with precision the objects of 
the legislative power, and to restrain its exercise 
within marked and settled boundaries. If .\I:.~y act 
of Congress, or of the Legislature ofa state, i'~olates 
those constitutional provisions, it is unquestionably 
void; though. I admit, that as the authority to de
clare it void is of a delicate and awful .nature, the 
Court will never resort to thai authority, but·in a 
dear and urgent case. If, on the other hand, the 
Legislature of the,Union, or the Legislature of any 
member of the Union, shall pass a law, within the 

!" Compare Nicelli" Y. New York, 254 U. S. 22~, 2.31,ullholdillg a 
X('w York dog-licensing statute on the ground that it did not "deprive 
clog O\l'llcrs Qf liberty without due process of law." And as I said eon
rIming in Roehin v. Oalifornia, 342 ·U. S. 165, 175, "I belieV!l thnt 
fajl h ful adher<m~c to the sp!'ciflc gunrantees in the· Bill of Rights in
"ures 1\ mOT<- permanent protection of individual liberty thl\~' that 
wh.ir.h CElli be affordrd. by the nebulous standards" urged b)~ m~' COIl

rtJrring Brethren today. 
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general scope of their constitutional power, the Court 
cary~ot pronounce it to be void, merely because it is, 
in )I.heir judgment, contrary to the principl~9f nat
upal justice. The ideas of natural justice are regu
ll\ted by no fixed standard: the ablest and the purest 
ni~n,,!lave .differed upon the subject; a.nd~.lI that. the 
Cou&oou1d properly say, in such an event, w.ould be, 
tha~ the Legislature (possessed of an equal right of 
opinion) had passed an act which, in the opinion of 
the judges, was ihconsistent with the abstract prin
ciples ·of natural justice.". Calder v. Bull, 3 DaU. 
386, 399 (emphasis in original). 

I would adhere to that constitutional philosophy in P88S
ing on this Connecticut law today. I am not .persuaded 
to deviaw from th!l view which I stated in 1947 in 

. Adamson v. California, 332 U. S. 46, 90-92 (dissenting 
opinion) : .,,1 

"Since Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cra,nch 137, was . 
decided, the practice has been firmly established; for 
better or worse,. that courts can strike down legisla
tive' enactments whir.h violate the Constitution . 

. This process, .ofcourse;· involves interpretation, and 
since words can have many meaning!3, interpreta
tion obviously may result in contrac.tiOll or extension 
of tlie odginal purpose cf a constitutional provision, 
therep'y affecting policy. But to pass. upon the con
stitutionality of statutes byloQking to the particular 
standards enumerated in the;Bill of Rights and other 
p~rt5 of the Constit1,ltion is ohe thing; to invalidate 
statutes because of application of Inatural law' 
deemed to be'above a.nd undefined by the Constitu
tion is another. lIn the one instance, cOl1rts proceed
ing within clearly marked:conlltitutional boundaries 
seek to e~ecute policies:,iwritten into the Constitu-' 
tion: in the ~ther. the# roam at will in the .limit~ 

173-3.0' 0-6)-38 ,. 

83-3L'1 0 -·7.7- 48 

.' ~, 
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h!ss area of their own beliefs /l8 to reasonableness and 
actually select policies, a responsibility which the 
Constitution entrusts to the legislative representa
tives of the people.' Federal Power Commis8ion v. 
Pipeline Co., 315 U. S. 575, 599, 601, n. 4." 21 . (Foot
notes omitted.) . 

The late Judge Learned Hand, after'emphasizing "~s view 
that judges should Ilotuse the due process formtila.8ug
gested in the concurring opinions today· or any:"other 
formu)alike it to invalidate legislation offensive to ~h§ir 
"personal preferences," 2' made the statement, with which 
I fully agree,that: . 

"For myself it would be most irksome to be 
fl\led by a bevy of Platonic Guardians, even if I 

21 GideOli v. Wainwright, 372 U. S. 335,and similar cases applying 
specific Bill of Rights provisions to the States do 'not in my vie .... • 
~tand for th~ proposition that this COllrt can rely on its own concept 
of ':orderpd Iihl-rty" or "shocking the conscience" or· 'natural law to 
decide what laws it will pennit :state legislatures to enact. Gideon 
in applying to state prosecutions the Sixth Amendment's guarantee of 
right tocollnsel followed Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U. S. 319, which 
had held that specificprovisiona of the Bill of Rights, rather' than 
the Bi11 of Rights as a whole, would hi- selectively applied to the· 
Stat.t'S. While expressing my own belief (not shared by MR. JUSTICE 

SlEW ART). that all the provisions of the Bill of Rights were made 
applicable 10 the States by the Fourteenth Amendment, in my dis
sent in Adamson v. California, 332 U. S.46,89,1 also said: 
"If the choice mUst be betw~n the selective process"of the Palko 
decision applying some of the lIill of Rights to the States, or the 
Twining rule applying none of th~m. I would choose the Palko st'lec
tive process/' 

Gideon and similar cases mefely followed the Palko rule, which ill 
Adam.orl I agl't'!'d to follow if nece!!Sary to make Bill of Rightij safe
guards applicable to the Stnles. ~ also Pointer Y. Tezas, 380 U. S. 
400; ."alloy v, Hogan, 378 U. S. 1. 

0' Hand, The Bill of nights (IJlI!81 iO. See note 5, 8u.pra. See 
r;cllerullr hi .• at 35-45.. '\, , 

\ \ 

I 
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knew' how to choose them, which I assuredly do 
not." ., 

So far as I am concerned, Connecticut's law as applied 
here is not forbidden by any' provision of the Federal 
Constitution as that Constitution was written, and I 
would therefore affirm. 

MR. JUSTICE S').'EWART, whom MR. JUSTICE BLACK joins, 
dissenting. 

Sinc~ 1879 Connecticut has had on its books a law 
whichforbid& the use of contraceptives by anyone. I 
think this.is an uncommonly ailly law. As a prac~ical 
matter, the law is obviously unenforceable, except in the 

. oblique context of the present case. As a philosophical 
matter, I believe the, use of contraceptives in the relation
ship of marriage should be left to personal and private 
choice, based upon each individual's moral,ethical, and 
religious. beliefs. As II matter· of social policy, I think pro
fessional counsel about· methods of birth control should 
be available to all, so that each individual'slJhoice can be 
meaningfully made. But we are not asked in this case to 
say whether we think this law is unwIQe, or even asinine; 
We are asked to hold that it violates the United States. 
Con/jtitution. And that I cannot do. 

In the course of its opinion the Court refers to no less 
than.six Amendments to the Constitution: the First, the 
Thiro., the Fourth, the Fifth, the Ninth, and the Four- . 

"ld., lit 73. While Judge J:tand condemn~ as unjustified the in
validatioJl of state laws und~r the natural. law due process fonnilla, 
see id'l at :15-45, he also exp~ the view that t!lis Collrtin anum, 
ber of casE;5 had gone toe far in holdill8 legislation to be in violation 
of specific'gllarlllltees o( the Bill of Riahts. Although I 1I;1!Ii with 
his criticism of uee of the due procesS. formula, I do notalree with all 
the vi/lwS he !lxpressed about construin, the specific auaranteel!. of 
thil'Bil1 of Rights. '. . 

.'.~ 
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teerith. But the Court does not say which of these 
Amendments. if any. it thinks is infringed by this 
Connecti~ut law. 

We ore told that the Pue Process Clause of the Four
teenth Amendment is not,. as such, the "guide" in this 
case. With that much I a~ree. There is no claim that 
this law, duly enacted by the Connecticut Legislature, is 
untonstitutionally vague. There is no claim that the 
appellants were denied any of the elements of procedural 

'due process at th~ir trial, s:> as to make their convictiQlls 
constitutionally invl\1id. And, as the Court says, the day 
has long passed since the Pue Process Clause was. regarded 
as a proper instrument for determining "the wisdom, need, 
and :propriety" of state laws. Compare Locnnerv. New 
York, 198 U. S. 45, wit~ Fergu80n v. Skrupa, 372 U. S. 
726. My Brothers H~LAN and WHITE to the contrary, 
ff[wJe have returned to the original constitutionai propo
sition that courts do not substitute their social and eco
nomic beliefs for the judgment of 'legislative bodies, who 
are elected to pass laws." Fe~gU8on v. Skrupa, supra, 
,at 730. 

As to the First, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments. 
I can find nothing in any of them to invalidate this 
Connecticut law, even assuming that all.those Amend
ments are' fully applicable against the States.' It has 

1 The AmendmentB in question were, as everyone knows, oril!inally 
adopted as limitations upon the j)!)wer. of the newly created' Federal 
Government,. not·. as limitations (.iPon the powers of the . individual 
States. But the COIlrt has heldthllt many' of the prOvisiohs cif th~ 
first eight am~lidment8 are fully embraced by the Fourteenth Amend
ment as Iimitation~ Upon state IIction, and some m~mbelS ol the Court 
ha\'e held 'the vie,,' that thl' ad6ptionof the Fourteenth Amend
ment made every provision of the first. eight amendments fully appli
cable against the States. See Adam301l v. California, 3.12 U. S~ -16, 
68 (dis!ienting opinion of MR. JUSTICE BLACX). 

f: 
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not even been argued that this is a law "respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the ftee exerclae 
thereof." 2 And surely, unless the solemn process of con
stitutional adjudication jato .descend to'tne level .of a 
play on words, there is not involved here. any abridgment 
of "the freedom of speech, or of thepressi or the right of 
the people peaceably to assemblej and to petition the 
Government for a redress of grievances." 'No soldier 
has been quartered in any ~ouae.· There has been no 
aearch, and no seizure." Nobody has. been compelled to 
be a witness agai~st himself." . ' 

The Court also quotes the Ninth ADlendment, and O1Y 
Brother GOLDBERG'S concurring opinion relies heavily 'upon· 
it, But to say -that the Ninth Amei"ld01ent has anything 
to do with this case is to turn somersaults with history. 
The Ninth Amendment, like its companion the Tenth, 
which this Court held "states but a truism that all is re
,tained which has not been surrendered," United State8 v; 
Darby; 312 U. S, 100, 124, was framed by James Madison 
and adopted by the\States simply ~ make clear that the 
adoption of th,e ~m~~f Rights did n~talter the plan that 

i 
• U ... S. Constitl1tion, . endment 1. To be ,sure, the injunction 

contained in the ,connec~ .t statute coincides witll the doctrine. of 
certain religiou$ faith~. But If that were enough to invalidate il lnw 
under' the provisions of the First Amendment relating t.oreligion, 
then most eriminal laws would be invalidated. See, e, g" the Ten 
Commandments .. The Bible, ExoduS' 2O:2~17 (King James). 

3 U. S. Constitution,Amendment I. If all the appellants had done 
was to advise people that they thought the use' of eontrllceptives 
was desirable;. or eVen to counsel their use, the appellants would, of 
course, liave Ii. substantial 'First Amendment e1aim. But their activ
ities went (aT beyond t;jIenl advocacy. They Pfe!lcribed ~peCific 
eontl'&Cleptive <levices an<l furnished patients with the P!'e8Ilribed 
contraeeptive materials. . 

• U. S. Constitution, Amendment' III. 
s U. S .. Constitution, Amendment IV. 
• U. S. Constitution, Amendment V; 

,VI 
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the Federal Government was to be a, government of ex
press and limited powers, and that all Tights, and powers 
not delegated to it were retained by the people and the 
individual S~ates. 'Until today no member of this Court 
has 'ever suggested· that the Ninth Amclldment meant 
anything else, and, the idea that Ii federal court. could 
ever use the Ninth Ainendment to annul a law passed by 
the elected representatives of the people of the State of 
Connecticut would have caused James Madison no little 
wonder. 

What provision of the Constitution; then, does mak~ 
this state law inva1id?The Court says it is the right of 
privacy' "created by several fundam~ntal, constitutional 
guarantees." With all deference, I cen find no such gen
era] right of privacy in the Bill of Rights, in any other part 
of the Constitution, or in any case ever before decided by 
this Court.r . 

At the oral argument in this case we were told that the 
Connecti\lut law does not llconform to current community 
standards." But it is not the fUnction of this Court to 
deeidecases on the basis of community standards... We 
are here to decide c(lscs "agreeably to .the Constitutilln and 
la~8 of the United States.", It is the essence of judicial 

r Cases like Shelton 'v. ,TIICk" 364U. S .• 79 and Bates, v. Little 
Rock, ,361 U. ,So S16, relied uPQn in the con,curring opinio!lB today, 
dealt" with true First Amendment rights of association and are wholly 
inapposite here. 8t?e also, e~II., NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U. ~. ~9; 
~dtca,d, ". SOuth Carolina, 372 U. S. ~. Qur decision in M cLatlljth
lin v. FiorUta, 379 U. S. 184, is equally far afield. Tliat case held 

. invalid under tjle Equal Pro~tion Clalise, a sts~) criminal law which 
discriminated .llCainst Negroell. 

The .Court does not say how Car the new constitutional right of 
priVacy announced today extends. See. e. g., Mueller; Legal Regula" 
tion of Sexual'Conduct, at 127; Ploscowe, .Sex and the Law, at 189.,; 
I SUPJlOOO. however, tilat even after today a State cu/i constitutionally 
still punish at 1~:I5t some otrenses which are nQt co~lIllitted in public. 

Ii " 
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duty to subordinate our own personal views, ourOWll ideas 
of what legislation is wise and what is not; . If ,as I should 
surely hope, the law before us does not reflect the stand
ards of the people of Connecticut, the peop1e of Connec
ticut can freely £::xercise their true Ninth and Tenth 
Amendment rights to persuade their elected representa
tivee't;'<l',repea.l it. That is the constitutional way to take 
this ia;""off the books." 

II 
tiSee ]lel/nolds v. Sims, 377 U; 8.li33, ~2, The Connecticut House 

ot Representatives reoontly passet!'a bill (House Bill No. 2462) re,
pealing the birth control law. The State Senate has apparently not 

'/ 'n yet acted on the measure, ant!, today is relieved of that respOnsibility 
by the Court. New Haven Journal-Courier, W,E)d.j May 19, 1965, 
p. 1, col.4, and p.13, col. 7. 
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Part 6--Medical . and Scientific Consideration 

[From the Washington Star, Mar. 21, 1976] 

MARIHUANA EASES CANOER SUFFERING 
,) 

(By Chrisine Russell) 

JJ 

BOSTo.N-The Sidney Farber Cancer Center scientists had info.rmallY.heard 
descdptio.ns o.f the medi<;inal magic o.f marihuan!l fr?m vatients undergoing. 
chemo.therapy fo.r cancer. When conventio.nal anhvomlting drugs had praven 

·unsuccessful, smoking marihuana.helped contro.l the vio.I!'lnt nausea and sto.macb 
upset which ;frequently were side-effects o.f their anti~calicer treatments. . . 

To. find out whether these anecdo.tes .about marihuana'S tIierapeuticeffects 
were folklore or fact. Drs. Stephen Sallan, Norman Zinberg,/lnd Emil Frei III 
decided to . conduct 11 controlled study o.f the prinCipal chemical ingredient in 
marihuana-delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol, o.r THC. . . 

They to.o.k' a group o.f 22 ho!?pitaHzed cancer patients for who.m .J;lOthing else 
Wo.rked and, in a co.ntrolled experiment, provided them with oral do.se& of either 
THC or placebo. (sugar pHIs) when they were undergqing the cancer-co.untering 
but nausea~pro.ducingchemotherapy. . . . 

Each person was to. serve as his o.wn control, assessing nausea",vomiting and 
fo.od intake on the day after treatment thro.ugh the use o.f II self-administered 
questionnaire. . ' 

The Testllts were dramatic. No. person vomited while experiencing a subjective 
"high," 9vera11, Significant reductio.n in nausea and vomiting was observed at 
least 70 Percent of the time with THC, but occurred in none of the placebo. tests. 

The ~lo~t~P.. researchers presented these findings last fllllin the prestigiouS 
New England:·JQurnal Qf Medicine. 

Since th.e study"was published, Sallan has heard fro.m dozens o.f:\ physicians 
anxious to. find a better w.ay of treating their'own cancer patients. H<) hlls.heard 
fro.m the families of cancer patients. And he has heard fro.m tEe patients 
themselves. .. ';'. 
. In ea.clt case SaUan has necessarily' given the same unsatisfactQry reply. 
Since the drug is illegal, he canno.t provide it to those who. want.to try its 
medicillal prQperties.. . . . . . . 

Writes Sallan.: "I regret to, info.rm you that l}ecaus&ctetrahydrocannabinol. is 
a Sch,,mule I drug, it is nQt Ilvaillible by prescription ... I npPl:eciate your 
dilemma and am aware of one's suffering~ and helplessness in the face of the 
severe naUSea and vomiting associated with chemotherapy. I wish I eQuId be 
of more help to. 'you lit this time, but! am only licensed to usethe··drugwithin 
our institution under very tightly contrOlled circumstances. El:opefrilly, in the 
near future, this situation will change." • .' '. . . 

But. SaUan is pessimistic about tll.e prospect of extending THO to, cancer 
patients on a widespread basis. 0 

ne's worried that·the Po.UtlCR of policing marihuana will continue to. interfere 
with legitimate attempts to put the drug iilto prescribed med~cal use. 

For his own. dealings with the federal agencies o.Verseeingmarihuana research 
have been discouraging,' filled with distressing 9.e1ays and obstructioils.. . 

Othe:rscientists intere&ted in investigating the drug have had similllt:experi
ences with the endless red tape, discouraging eno.ugh to lead Dr. WilUam 
RegeIson of tbe Medical College of Virginia to' conclUde "that the hassle just 

. i8.Jl't worth it." . .' '. ..... . .' . 
Because of wlIat. he called "o.verregulatio.n,!' Regelsondoesn't want to .work 

with the drug any mo.re,despitetheen~uraging results of his preliminarYstn,dy. 
o.n an advanced cancer. PQPulation which indiCated tbatTHC Seemen to L.ive 
.beneficial elfect;s on depJ.:e.I!Sio.n, pain, nausea,and~ppetlt~. 
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. A.t Southern Illin.ois Univ~rsity, Dr. Charles Whitfield eonducted a pilot study 
slnnla: to Sallan's and at a December scientific meeting reported similar suc
ceSS-It "",:orked.as an an~i-vomitingagent in 75 percent of.<\lis cases. 

In an InterVIew, Whitfield seemed inclined to give up further work in this 
. controversial area. "I have a gut feeling that the government does not want to 
. see anything positive come out on marihuana because politically it is unpopular." 

But .at-'the Mayo Clinic in RoChester, Minn., and .Mt. Sinai Hospital and 
~emorIal St,(an-Kettering Cancer Center in New York, other researchers are 
mtrigued enDugh to plan follDWUP studie:;; in. the near future. And in BostDn, 
Sallan and his cDlleagues are undeterred. In January they embarked on a secDnd 
study, comparing THC with the conventional drugs that have been used with 
limiteil success in treating nausea. 

The regulatory process begins with the FODd and Drug Administration, which 
.oversees the development of any new drug. Their procedures are elaborately de-
tailed in order t.o protect the public from prematurely marketed. drugs. . 

But for the marihuana researCher, much mDre is involved, including hospital 
inspections by the Justice Department's Drug Enforcement Administration and 
careful accounting t.o ·,tb~ National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), the,agency 
whiCh supplies the "legal" THC for research purposes. (The THC,. placed in 
gelatin capsules, is specially prepared by a .Bost.on research firm 01' imported from 
an Is),'aelicompany.) 

"It should be easierf.ord9ctors t.o obtainTHC for researCh. We are trying to 
get it eased up, but. the bureaucracy has millions. of tentacles. It is because of 
the past history of our legal entanglement with this drug," admitted one NJJ)f.?= 
official. He asked not to be named, and like numerous others contacte1"1i£ the 
pOlitically sensitive agency he at :first avoided commenting on the det~fls of the 
drug researCh. . .. .. If 

"It is a very fascinating drug which has pDtential which ~s untp,pped as yet, 
bUt it is a Catch 22," the NIDA scientist continued: "It has to be lested t.o show 
that it is medically 1!seful. But because of the illegality of marl~iuana, investi
gators are just plain discouraged with the mOUiltains of red trope involved to 
get a little study going." , ~ 

Despite the rDadblocks, in the last decade marihuana "has been found t6have 
some therapeutic pDtential in a number .of diverse areas," cDnd uded a recent 
NIDA report to CDngress. In additiDn to the PDtential use as ai~ anti-vomiting 
aid to cance. l' patients, promiSing ilPPli.·C. ations niay eventually l~j[le in.the tr. eat
ment of glaucoma (it reduces eye pressure) as well as asthma (it dilates air 
passageways). More preliminary work in the use .of cannabiS a a sedative, an 
anticonvulsant, an antidepressant, and a pain killer has also hi" n undertaken. 
Arid in animal experiments, THC has even been sh.own to slow· down caI}cer 
growth. . 

It takes abDut five years-and in the· case of caunabis Chemicals probably 
lllo;ce-for a' drug to travel the regulatory route, sufficiently demonstrating bDth 
safety and efficaey to the federal regulators. . 

We're very cDnservative about what we call effective. There's a real danger 
in letting out an inl!ffective drug which peDple think is working," commellted 
]IDA's Dr. Edward C.Tocus, chief of the drug abuse staff in the'BurEJau of 

~- . Sitting in his Boston office, the young doctor lamented the federal agencies' 
"bureaucJ;atic Dl!structiDnist views." But he dDesn't blame the middle men~the 
<leslt scientists "whose jobs depend.on nDt making mistakes." . . .. 

He feels that "within the limits of their hUn:lanity, they probably fully agree 
with the study. They really don't want t.o make anybody suffer or .obstruct 
prDgress. But tDsay yes to a highly controversial drug isa position thatvirtltally 
nD one other tMn the top man would be willing toniake." 

His memories .of working with tliemarihuana drug-stray back and forth be
tween the pDignant stories .of :the patients he has helped feel better and the 
frustrating days in which the promised urug shipment had been delayed once 
again. ". '. , . , ... 

Bis face lights up just thinking about one young boy of 18 suffering from a 
tumor of the shoulder muscle,whD really "got ~,\1to the soap operas when he was 
high on THC." One day Sallan entered his hDspital rDom and the boy wa's 11OId
ing a(;basin in bis hand. "I was. quite distressed because I ",as sui'l:! he was. 
vomiting. Ittul'ned out he was just eating pretzels;'" '..". . 

Iii addition to the nausea, many patients ·on chemotherapy lose their appetites 
~ompletely. But this bDY, as well as some .others in the study, fDund interest in 
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food rene~ed soon ·after undergoing tlie· monthly: or biweekly trea6n~nts. The 
questionnaires he fllled out while on the study ~:~'vealed slightly unappetizing 
combinations of hotdogs, chocolate eclairs and ~~jlkshakes on more tban one 
occasion. ' 'I ' 

Iii the first study, the patients rangeliin age fr01I1 18 to 76 years, an!l the older 
, ones got the same "high" responses as the youndr despite their greater social 

reservations about the illicit drug. A you;p.g woman in:jJ,cr 20s def:!.cribed her re
sponse as a "good buzz," while a grandm.?ther sa~a she felt a "fliittery, floating 
feeling" come overber; 1 

A rabbi with stomach cancer who suffered front;, severe nausea while on chem
otherapy found tbat the Tille relieved his misery, Ipuf he forgot to say bis morn
ing prayers one day while\'lllder the influence. H wasn't so upset about it, but 
his wife was. The rabbi fin'aiJJy discontinued tald ft,he!irtlg, recalled SaUan. 

But a baptist preacher who didn't smoke or, . ';dl'oppeQ out of the study 
for another reason-the THO was so effective tii ,'dit.'t want to rislt getting 
the' placebo. The chemicals being used to treat hiis, leukemia "made him about 
as sick as I've ever spen anybody. He was willing to try an!thing to get rid .0:1; 
the vomiting," said Sallan. 'II.. ' 

On the first day he participated in the stU(ll bElj felt much !.letter. But on the 
second day he apparently received the plaCebo and! was aer sick as, ever. The next 
day he admitted to SaBan that he had, broken thei rules of the study and gotten 
hold of some marihuana (from another preacher). j . . .. 

Of the 16 patients receiving THe, 13 experience/] a "high" consistin~ of 'Various 
mood changes. The next niost common side effectju was sleepiness. Two Patients 
experienced THO toxicity; including visual distorbon and hallUcination. "., 

. ~h~one with the mostjsevere reaction was a un~versity classics professor. "He· 
got too high and was dtiJng the soft shoe on the nUlrse's station," saidSallan~The 
patient later said he had no regrets, but he woull}n't want to try it again, 

"It's not a wonder drug. Tobave to ,get some'o~le high to. stop their vomiting' 
leaves Ii. lotto 'be desired. But for a lot of pe'()ple jlist being high and feeling, good 
is sompthingto which they look . forward to," 'coul~luded the Boston doctor; .' 
H~ will continue his experiments with a groupl of patients lucky· enough to 

receive THO legally. \\ 
When .asked for )lis opinion, Sallan admits he w~'uld tell them to smoke. "The 

study came from people who smoked marihuana. lIiUllionsof Americans seem to, 
be able to find it when they want it. I haye no qtiialms abou.t teIling cancer pa. 
tients to smoke because it works. There's not :ni'lch· I can recommend to this 
population that worl;:s.", _' ___ II " " 

[From the Washingto)l St~r, Fe!>. il~,l,1976] 
'LATEST U,S.MA~IHtr~A STUDY D~~om OF . DIRE l~J~TH WARNINGS TO USERS 

, (By Michael Satchel!)i ' . 

The government's 5th annual Marihuana an,d aJiaIth Report to Congress may 
he the best news for pot smokers since Oregon Mcame . the first state. to de
criminalize marijuana possesSion two years ago, . II 

For the. first time the survey Qf;new medicalfindJlngs related to the marihuana 
and. he.a.lth .Issue .c.onta1n. s .n. i> dire war. m, .·ngs.that U~I.e.rs of t.he drug face .. P, O.ssth.le. severe heal~h consequences., .' ,;: , " . ,. '\, . 

In fact; It reports that. research conducted durllg ;1.975 had failed to.support 
pr'ilviousst~dies ):iuggesting thll:t smokingmarihullIla could lead to genetic dam- .. 
age, lower fertility rate!! or pOSsible, impotence. ·jl . .. . ".", 

The survey, which :Wli!!released today, alsorepbrfs on some promising' new 
medncal USes of:the drug fotcanCE)r, allthmil. Ilndglat(~rilapatients. .', 

D~. ROllert :{..,DuPont, director of the Nati,onal Institute on Drug Abuse which 
prepare!! the anii.ual survey stresses hi' the repO~l~tha:twhi1e the new survey 
"doe. s. ll. 0 giVe .ma.1'.iIlUana. a .. clean biil .. of hea.Ith .... as ... o ... m. e ... w .. ould ho~, .. it dO. es.n.".o .. '.t support the fear and irrationality that still cllaract ze some of the public debate 
about marih'qana."· '." ,t ':,: , " 

The GQvernme!lt's.top ~rug e~ye1't says cont~ntl~~g,.studies~a~e it clear tM.t 
marihuana intO:iClCahon, hkegettmg drunk on alcollol, poses~~nL'ica.nt hazards. 
Jm,t lik.e drunks, peQPle who are .. stoned on marlh:uana· shoul~n;t fiy aIrplanes, 
drive or ope.r~te.indus~rialri1achine~y, the report w~rns., < . . 
,'. fI . • :1 
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DuPont is known to privately favor scrapping criminal penalties foJ;' possession 
of small amounts of marihuana, .and in the past he has ventured close to saying 
outright that he supports decriminalization. 

What is holding him back is a fear that an endorsement of decriminalization 
by the government's chief drug spokesman will be ~isinterp.reted as a message 
that smoking marihuana is medically safe. . 

DuPont has consistently stressed that the long-term effects of marihuana 
smoking still are not known despite recent major studies of long-term smokers 
that show no damage to the users. 

These federally funded studies of heavily long-time smokers in Costa Rica, 
Jamaica and Greece fOund no reductions in -the ability of smokers to work, 
nor any permanent or irreversible brain damage. ~ey also cast serious doubt, 
according to U.S. researchers, on the theoJ:'Y that smoking lowers fertility. The 
NIDA report suggests that. the numbers of persons studied in these recent sur-
veys were not big enough to be conclusive. " 

The new report indicates that heavy smokerS" of marihuana can develop' a 
physical dependencY' on the drug and a tolerance to its effects. New studies also 
confirmed the continually increasing use Qf the drUg, mostly among young people. 
For the first time, a majority of the nation's 18- to 25-year-olds-some 53 per
cent--have now smoked marihuana, the report flays. 

"Unusual therapeutic promise" in the use of THC, the active ingredient in 
marihuana, was discovered in studies last year, the report continues. 

A side effect of chemotherapy being given to cancer patients is extreme nausea 
and vomoting and standard anti-emetic drugs have been unsuccessful in prevent
ing it. THC has been found to be an effective anti-emetic for virtually' all of the 
cancer patients receiving it in tests, the reports shows, adding that most of the 
patients also got "high" from the drug. 

THC preparations have also been valuable in reducing internal eye pressure 
in glaucoma patients. And use of the drug was found to be effective in dilating 
pulmonary air passages and decreasing airway resistance in asthma patients. 
Because sruoldng is obviously a lung irritant, THC is being developed in aerosol 
form for ,bronchial patients. 

[From the :Austin (Tex.) Amerlcan·Statesman, Feb. 1, ~976] 

.MAJOR MARII(UANA STUDY REVERSES TI(EORIES 

(By Brian Sullivan) 

NEW YORK-The pendulum seems to be swinging the other way on the safety 
of ~!f.HJ~uana. 

Foi;:~years, tl\ere have .been numerous reports of the potential dangers of 
mar.l.'~ti:iana to the brain, the personality, the chromosomes-reports stemming 
largely from laboratory studies. 

Now, at what may have been a landmark meeting on the subject of marihuana, 
researchers made public last week major studies of heavy, long-term users of the 
drug;' studiestliat turned up no significant adverse effects on body or brain 
functions. . 

The key study, completed only last month, was conducted' by University of 
Florida researchers in San Jose, Costa Rica, where marihuilna has been readily 
available for decades, although its use is illegal. The study said: "Marihuana use 
as found among working class men in San .Jose functions largelY as' a devi~e 
whic1i. they feel aids them to cope' with their daily routines and problems . • . 
There Is no .... clear evidence of marihuana-caused interference in the normal 
functioning of an aduIt,worIdng class male, living in Costa Rica's capital city." 

TJast week's meeting-sponsored by the New York Academy.of Science, tlie 
Department of Psychiatry of :New York Medical College, and . .the National In
stitute on Drug Abuse-is the latest chapter in the. long controversy over the 
dangers of mal'ihuana. . . . . 

In the United States, marihuana first became a. public isSne in the post
prohibition era. It was considered a "killer drug" then, widely assor-jated with 
dangerous, even murderous, behavior, To smoke :~ ;'reefer" was to, court brain 
damage .. In .recElnt years, there have been a bewlldering array of reports .suggest
ingadverse effects from pot, and other studies contradictingsl1ch.findings. 

In 1969, the National Institute of Mental Health deci,ded, that adi1ferent ap
proach was needed. Many of the studies being reported lacked controls and 
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many were in laboratory settings that could not reveal what might happen in 
real situations. Studiet;! of long-term users in Jamaica, Greece and Costa Rica 
followed. 

In all three cases, scientists found no significant, damage from long USe' of 
marihuana. The .results of the Greek and Costa lUcan studIes were reported at 
the meeting last week. The Costa Rican study is considered by many scientists 
the most tporough done so far~ 

':The evidence is fairly clear that chronic cannabis use is not accompanied 
by the things written in the ;r;:tedicalliterature of the 1930sand 1940s," said Dr. 
Max Fink, from the state University of New York at Stony Brook, and a co
chairman of last week's meeting, caHed the Conference on Chronic Cannabis Use. 
Cannabis is the part of the marihuana plant used as the drug. 

The researchers cautioned, however, that the newest 'fuldings do not settle 
the marihuana controversy. Stillmore largescale studies are ,needed, they said. 
There is, for example, one unresolved problem in the current research-contra· 
dictory findings as to' whether the use of marihuana lowers blood levelS of the 
male Sex hormone testosterone. Limited studies with young people in this coun
try indicate a lowering, but the Costa Rican study did not detect any change. 

The central findings in the major studies to date are that clearly there is no 
brain damage, according to Dr. Fink and the other cochairmen of the conference, 
Dr. Rhea L. Dornbush of New YorIiMedical College and Dr. Alfred l\:L Free<k 
man, head of the Psychiatry Department at the college and a former president 
of the American Psyehiatric Association. 

In the Costa Rican study, the men participating the research smoked a mean 
of 9,6 cigaretteS a day, but the range was from 2.5 to 40 a day. A few of the 
effects of marihuana seemed to be comIDon'to each of the 41 users itl. the study. 

"Generally, users said that marihuana smoking helps them get to sleep. Most 
also said that marihuan.a increases their appetite for fOod and enjoyment of 
seX:. Approximately three-fourths reported that marihuana always helps them 
work better," the study said. 

The researchers found that the heaviest users had sfable job records and they 
failed to find a lack of motivati~n.. -

,"From these facts one cannot conclude that marihuana, as sUch, seriously 
interferes with an individual's functioning as a normal, productive member. of 

. society. Much niore important determinants would seem to be his over-all life 
style, as established in. childhood and adolesctmce, and carried into adulthood," 
the researchers concluded. 

Tbe Costa Rican study failed to confirm any movement from marihuana to 
such other drugs as amphetamines, barbiturates, heroin, LSD and cocaine. "These 
substances are available, but users showed little interest in them," the report 
said. . 

There were suggestions that users built up a tolerance for the drug. "Tbe 
hea'Viest user averages:'.lO marihuana Q.i~arettes a day and yet manages a. very 
successful bUSiness with eight employes.' / ' .. 

In the.physicalilndings, the chronic marihilana users showed more Rymptoms 
of gastrointestinal discomfort than the .41 nonsmokers incluqed in the study, 
and,thelr body Weights were lower, although none was markedly. underyi'eight. 
Thefe was no evidence of .an increased incidence of infection that would s!lggest 
any impairment of the body's natural defense mechanisms. '. 

"Daily ma~ihualll{ use for 10 to 28 years in this sample ofmfiln Under the age 
of 50 years ,did not apPear to impair their a:bility to function normally," the 
team concluded, 

[From the New York T1mes; Jan. 28,1976] 

NEW MAlUUUANA STUDIES SHOW 'No ADVERSE EFFECT 

(ByB:tyard Webster) 

Several recent studIes, of chronic marihuana users, conducted independently . 
in half a dozen countrills, indicate" that the, drug has no apparentsignillcant 
adverse effece on the hmh,an body or brain or on their functions. .' ' 

The research essentialiy cOl'roborates and expands on the results of an eadle.r 
~tudy of marihuana use it:\: Jamaica that found DC? significtmt correlation betweeJJ, 
heavy use of the drug and impaired physical, mtellectual, social andc:ultural 
arltivitles, ,\. ' 



The findings were T.tlported here yesterday in research papers delivered at a 
New York Academy of SciencesConferen!)e on Chronic Cannabis Use that at-' 
tracted more than 100 researchers from 10 countr~,es. 

, A panel of experts, sUll).Illing, up the three-day conference at the Roosevelt 
Hotel, which was at its'7,"midpoint yesterday, pOinted .out that the findings should' 
not be'used as a black-or-white reason for legalizing the use of marihuana, but 
should be noted in the context of social pressures that lead t.o laws making it 
either legal or criminal t.o smoke or possess marihuana. " 

NEED F.oR FURTHE;RSTUDY 

The panel also noted that the recent studies, reported in more than. 30 scien
tific papers, should n.ot.be regarded as the definitive w.ord .on the effects of can
aubis (that part of the marihuana plant used as the drug) but should be the 
spur that would lead t.o more comprehensive studies. 

One panel member, Dr. Jared Tinklen Stanf.ord University, said that the 
studies, disclosed evidence of dangers from chronic marihllana use had been 
conducted primarily among relatively young-15 to 30 years .old-ImPulations 
that had used marihuana before,. ' 

"The need now," he said in an interview; "is form.ore research that will in
vestigate the possible harmful effects .of longer-term use-30 t.o 40 years among 
older populations.. ' 

"It's hard to find the effects .of cigarette sm.oking on people in their 30's or 
40's," he said. "But you begin t.o find the harmful effects when, they're in their 
50's and 60's." . ., 

Other members of the seven~pers.on panel agreed that t~e recent studies, 
usingi,more sophisticated techniques than previous research, showed that the 
effects of cannabis were ~uch less harmful than had been thought a decade .or 
tW.o ago when marihuana was .often referred t.o as the "killer drug" and was 
sometimes thought t.o le~d t.o insanity. . . . 

Dr. Mai Fink .of the Health Sciences Center, Department .of Psychiatry 
at the state University of New Y'ork at Stony Brook. cQ-chairma.n.of the con
ference, related that when he started his· research On cannabis in 1968 he was 
certain the drug had tbe sallie toxicity as opium or her.oin. , 

"But I became c.onvinced over the years that cannabis was .very different 
from the opium-derived drugs," he> said. "Y.oU lo.ok at the reports today which 
sh.oW no evidence of brain damage or cause for lack .of m.otivati.on or l.o,wering 
of testosterone levels and you reaiize that, so far, the findings .on cannabis are 
ti:ivial." 

During yesterday morning's conference session, Dr. Glen D~ Mellinger .of t~e 
Institute for Research in Social Behavior,. Berkeley, Calif., reported .oil a study '.of 
lack .of motivation among college students who were chonic marihuana users. 

The t.opic, kn.own t.o psycholQgists as the, am.otivational syndr.ome, refers~t.o 
general apathy, mental confusioh..,.and lack of goals among college students that 
often led -t.o the student's dropping .out. It had long been th.ought by s.ome 
observers that marihuana was. a major factor in many .of these dr.oP~olitS. , 

But in a survey .of 834 college students at the University of California at 
Berkeley wh.o' were examined and questioned in their freshman year and" 
again tW.o and a half years later, Dr. Mellinger found little significant differen~e . 
in dropout rates am.ong chronic marihuana users and non-drug users. 

INFLUENOES .oN DR.oP-OUTS 

He also found little' dJsparity in clarity .of occupati.onal g.oals .or grade point 
average in the tW.o groups. But he f.oundother fact.orsthat seemed t.o correlate 
m.ore closely with the drop-out rate. These included individual pers.onality dif
ferences, men with low academic motivation before they startedt.o use .mari-
huana, and other family history problems. . 

In another study c.omparing measurement. of marihuana with alc.ohol involve
ment in criminal or assaultive behavior am.ong y.oung men, Dr. Tinklenberg took 
a survey of 248 inmates .of a Calif.ornia prison facility. Approximately half of 
them had· been hen,vy drinkers before incarceration and the. other ,half had bEl/en 
heavy marihuana users. .: . " 

He 'found that alcohol-involved· assaults .or violence .occurred approximately 15 
times· more fr.equently than .cannabis-involved incidents. Hiss1:!ldies also sh.owed 
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that, in comparison with alcohol; cannabis was 'tar less frequently involved in 
fights, difficulties with the police, family or social trouble, and automobile 
accidents. 

Other research findings presented at the conference included studies Qf 
Egyptian, Costa Rican, Greek, .Jamaican, Mexican and United States marihuana 
userS. Almost all the repos said there llad been no demonstrated significant 
statistical evidence of,impaired health, physical and mental function, and social 
and cultural activity. . 

One study conducted by the Drug Abuse Council Inc., of WashingtOll, the 
njltion's largest private drug research organization, determined that when Oregon 
eased its marihuana laws to permit possession of one ounce (11' less of marihuana, 
the number .of users did not increase significantly. -'. 

The conference, which concludes tOday, .is being ]leldunder the sponsorship 
of the New York Academy of Sciences, the Department of Psychiatry of New 
York Medical College, the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and the ,Drug 
Abuse Council. '"'-, 

[From the Washington Post, ;ran. 28, 1976] 

STUDIES SEE No HEALTH EFFECT. OF PoT S:r.lOlilNG; RESEARCHEB;S SAY 

, . (By stuart -Auerbach) 

NEW YORB:, Jan. 27-Federally funded studies of IOIigrterm users of high
potency marihuana in three foreign countries showed no difference between the 
health, ability to wor}t, and brain functions. of users and nonusers, a number of 
researchers said here today. - . _ .' _ " 

"There are really-no differences," asserted Dr; lthca L.Doclbush of the de
partment of psychiatry of New York Medical College, aco-;ehairman of acon-' 
ference on long-term marihuana use sponsored by the medical school, the .Na
tional Institute on Drug Abuse and the New York ACademy of Science. 

"As far ,as wecl'n see," she continued in an interview, "with aU the methods 
we used-with different· populations, different investigators, different tech-
niques--it's all. coming out the same." -

Another conference CO-Chairman, Dr. Max Fink of the department of psychi
atry of the. State University of New York at Stony Brook, called "evidence from 
the meeting fairly clear that chrOnic cannabis (marihuana) use is not accom
panied by so many of the consequences whichhave been written in the llterature 
in the 1930s and the 1940s." .-

The thrust of the 32 scientific studies being presented at the three-day meet
ing, which started llere ~ronday, contradicts earlier findings of possible damage 
to the. brain, to Ule ·body's immunOlogical defense mechanism, to the ability to 
be motivated to work hard and of chromosome damage. , 

Fin)!: and the third cochairman, Dr. Alfred M. Freedman,. insisted,. all the 
resulls elbarlyshowed that there is no brain damage from long-term marihuana 
smoking. Freedman, head of the department of psychiatry at New Yorlt )l,fedical 
College, is former l1resident of the American Psychiatric Association. 

Dr. Sidney Cohen of the University of California at Los Angeles, former head 
of drug research at the National Institute of Mental Health, added that stUdies 
of marihuana users at UCLA and the University of California at BerkeleY'dis
puted the notion thu.tsmoking pot killed a student's motivation to work. 

Early studies had pointed to an "anti~motivational factor" that led to dropping, 
out of college ·and work as a leading bad effect of marihuana s1no)l:ing. 1'-

But Dr, Glen D. Mellinger, in his studies of Berkeley students, concluded that 
thQ,dropouts were poorly motivated even before theY,began using marihuana...:. 
and'tpe poor mott,¥-'IltiOn may hll:ve led to drug use msteadof the other Vif.ay 
arou}}.\ . . ,:,' ." ..@ . . ' • 

TJ1:'9tudles falled, ho~ver, to settle a recent controversy over whether man
huahli, 'Imoking reduces the. amount of the male sex h6rmone testosterone, as 
originli\ll5t

j 
reported' by Dr. Robert· C. Kolodny of the Reproductive Biology Re

search WI undationin st. Louis. . ..' 
A COhl{)arison of 84 Costa Rican marihuana users with 156 nonusers by a team 

of doctol'S headed by W. J. Coggins of the University of Florida turned up no 
diffp~nces in testosterone levels. But Cohen's studies at UCLA baeked Kolodny1s 
findings. ' 

., 
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Studi~s of long~term users concentrated on Costa Rica, Greece and Jamaica 
because there are no groups in the United states who have used marihuana-and 
n(l other drug-as consistently (lver long periods of time. Marihuana use in 
this country is widespread and growing; Dr. Thomas Bryant of the Drug Abuse 
Council estimated the number of users at 29 million and 12 million smoke it 
regularly. 

In many foreign countrie~specially Jamaica-the marihuana used is as 
much as 10 times more powerful than that available here. Many of the foreign 
users smoke as many as 25 marihuana cigarettes;a day-far more than regular 
users in America conSUIIle., 

Nonetheless, studies showed little if any harm from the marihuana smoking. 
Fink caUed the poisonous effects of marihuana, as shown in the studies, "trivi~l. 
at best." 

The. results of the cotiferen<.e studies. accepted were not university accepted. 
Dr .. Gabriel G. Nahas of (JQlumbia' University's College ot PhysiCians and 
Surgeons, a strong opponent of marihuana use, challenged many (If the findings 
as inconclusive . 
. In Costa Rica, the University of Florida team headed by Coggins concluded 

after complete physical examinations of 84 users and 156 nonusers that there 
was no difference iii the health of the two groups. Another team-Drs. Paul 
Satz and Jack ~. Fletcher of the University of Florltla and Louis W. Sutker. 
of the University of Victoria-found after giving 17 psychological and brain 
function tests to 41 users that "chronic marihuana 'use is not associated with 
permanent or irreversible impairment in higher brain functions or inteliigence." 

Despite the exteremely high potency of the marihuana and hashish, Porn
bush found that Greek users suffered some .impairment when asked to perform 
complex tasks while smolting. But they ·could do simple jobs. without trouble. 

/>. team of Greek doctors, giving physicals to tlO marihuana users compared 
with 64 nonusers,. also found no difference in the health of the two groups. 

In studying the health of American users, Cohen k~pt 28 men who used 
marihuana in the UCLA hospital and studied their reactions. He found the 
lowered testosterone levels and Dr. Donald P. Tashkin, an· associate, reported 
"n mild but significant" narrOwing of the passages to. the lung probably due 
to irritation from smoking marihuana. . . 

I' 

't 
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INTRODUCTION" 

Marihuana, an issue once marked by emotionalism, is iner:easingly being examined thoughtfully. 
Much has been learned about marihuana use and its personal and social consequences. Yet, much 
remains to be understood. It is clear that marIhuana is not a subject for simplistic analysis. 

This present edition, of MarIhuana and Health represents the fifth In ,a series of annual reports 
from the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to the Congress as required by Title V of Publ!c 
Law 91-296. Last year, the fourth report In this series raised fundamental questions about the role Of. 
cannabis in. altering the body's imliJune response, endocrine functioning and basiC cell metabolism. 
Although more data are now available, the direct health implications of these earlier laboratory finding" 
are still not certain. 

There is little question that inarihuana intpxication, like alcohol intoxication, poses .significant 
haZards. For example, psychomotor performance is impaired by cannabis intoxication. Thls can ha~c 
dangerous consequences In such areas as traffic safety and industrial performance. Intellectual 
performance and in particular, immediate memory, are also impaired w/Jile under ihe Influence of the 
drug. Since marihuana is the third most widely used recreational drug '-~ exceeded only by alcohol and 
tobacco - any adYerse implications of its use are likely to be far-reaching. 

It has become increasingly Clear that, marIhuana USe is .Inextricably bound up with the use of mllny 
other drUgs. ' Those who use other licit and iUicit drugs are far mOre likely to use marihuana: than tiles .. 
who do not. Conversely, heavy marihuana users iilte more likely than those who are ,not, to use other 
drugs as well. While it was once, thought, for example, t1jat marihuana users were less likely to use 
alcoh<>1 than non-users, It is now evident that tIley are, in fact, more likely to dose. Frequently the two 
drugs are used simultaneously - a combination that may be more hazardous tIlan either used alone. -

The increasing a~ailability of Illgher potency materials makes it more likely that adverse 
consequences will ensue if the use of these stronger cannabis preparations becomes widespread. ' 

Tills reJlQrt does not give (narihuana a "clean bill of health," as some would hope. Nor does it 
support the fear and irrationality that stu! characterJze some of 'the public debate about'marihuana. 
Instead, it is a progress report on our effort to understand <,\ challelging health problem wit!llmmense 
social, political, and economic implicatiOns. ' 

This year, in order- to provide a somewhat broader perspective, the report is being, issued';as a 
general overview accompanied by a series of technical chiilpters which discuss the research flnC/ng. in 
greater detail. In this manner we hope to better serle the needs of both the general reader and the 
research specialists. 

vii 

Robert L. DuPont, M.D. 
Director 
National Institute on Drug Abuse 
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MARDiUANA AND HEALTH, 1975: 
SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW 

EXTENT AND NATURE OF USE 

Present evidence Indicates that cannabis use 
has significantly increased among Americans 
during the last two year •• 

Throughout most ot its history American 
marihuana use has consistently involved a minor
ity of any national age group; however, the most 
recent natir.nal survey data Indicate that In the 
18-25 age group a majority (53%) have now tried 
the drug, up from 48% in 1972. Among those 
surveyed I.Ilder 18, nearly one In four (2396) has 
ever tried marihuana -, an increase from the one 
In seven (14%) who reported in the 1972 survey 
ever having done ,so. 

Current use - defined as use within the past 
month preceding the survey - has also signifi
cantly Increased among those under 18. Seven 
percent reported such use in 1972, 12% did so in 
the most recent Survey. There does not appear to 
have been a simllar increa~e in such use among 
those over '18 "'-" among, whom current use has 
remained the same or has slightly diminished 
depending on age, since 1972. 

When questioned rega(ding their plans for 
future me, one third of those who have used 
marihuana Indicate they definitely Intend to do so 
again. Another third of this group Indicate they 
might do so. Slightly smaller nwnbers of adults 
than ot youths indicated their Intention to con
tinUe use (1-1). 

While there has been an increase In use by 
high school ana junior high school age groups 
(attested to by both local and national survey 
results), future trends of marihuana use in 
America continue to be uncertain. Despite the 
other increases noted, use among adults has not 
increased. in part, this may be explalned by 
research reported In ,the fourth Marihuana and 
Health report: ' changes such as marriage, parent
hood and the asswnption of other adult roles are 
inimical to continued marihuana use. 

Support for the above Interpretations is also 
found In data garnered from research conducted 
on a national sample ot 20-30 year old men. This 
nationwide survey found that even within this 
restricted age group, larger proportions, of ti'ie 
men In the younger subgroups used marihuana than 
did those who were older. Men pursulng more 
conventional life styles in that ti)ey were married 
and employed full tlme, Were considerably less 
likely to be using marihuana than were elther the 
unmarried or the unemployed (1-23). 

·Numbers In parentheses refer to the several 
technical chapters and thelr lists of references. 
ThUs, I-I refers to reference one In Chapter I; 
This is the specific study from which the data are 
ab$tracted. 
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Although there is good evidence of a con
tinUIng increase in marihuana use among younger 
people, there is little indication that such use has 
come to involve a significant proportion of the 
older population. For example, if we examine the 
behavior of those ages 26-34, In contrast to the 
18-25 age group less than one third (29%) have 
ever used marihuana compared to over half (53%) 
ot the younger group. One in four of the 18-25 
group had, in fact, used in the month preceding 
the survey but less than one in twelve (8%) of 
those 26-34 had done so. In still older age groups 
use is even less common. • Oniy 796 of those 
between 35-49 have ever used and oniy 2% of 
those over 50 have ever done so. Less than one in 
one hundred of the over 35 group had used during 
the month prior to the int.erview (I-I).-
, Despite the indications that marihuana has 

not become popular with oId~r groups and the 
evidence that its use may be diminished as adult 
roles are adopted, any prediction regarding the 
future of cannabis in American society must be 
hedged with caution. A Gallup poll conducted in 
1967 among college students indicated that oniy 
one in twenty had ever used the substance, but by 
1974 over half (55%) reported use in the Gallup 
survey" (1-9). In seven years, what was once 
clearly statistically deviant behavior has become 
the norm for this age group. Whlle in previous 
years use was correlated with level ot education, 
the percentage now reporting marihuana use is 
virtually Identical for high school drop-outs, high 
school graduates and college graduates In similar 
age ranges. 

National trends and use patterns mask dis
tinctly different patterns in particular 
communities or geographical areas.' In one 
Northern California county In which a survey of 
junior and senior hi2h school students has been 
conducted each year'Since 1968, even the earliest 
findings Indicated over one quar.ter of the ninth 
grade males (27%) had had some experience with 
marihuana during the previous year. Among male" 
seniors nearly half (45%) reported use In the year 
preceding. Current (1975) comparable figures ,are 
now 4996 for ninth graders and 64% for seniOl:, 
boys. However, the percentage reporting use on' 
50 or more occasions in the previous year has not 
markedly increased for the past five consecutive 
years (1971-1975) (I-4). 

During the past five years since the first 
Marihuana and Health report, cannabis use in the 
United States. has changed In character. Origi
nally marihuana's popularity,· was concentrl!ted 
amq young people associated with a "counter 
cul ture." It '!Ia5 regarded as, ~ymbolic of . their 
opposition to tradltlo/1al values and to the prevail
ins. political climate (Cf. the first Report, 1971). 
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A~ use has spread to Involve larger nUfl'lbers and to 
more !"onservative segments - it has now been 
experienced .by a m·ajorlty in many groups - it has 
lost some ~ ita nontraditional, antiestablishment 
symbolism. Early use often involved opposition to 
more traditional alcohol use. Now those who use 
marihuana are also very likely to use alcohol -
frequently simultaneously, Marihuana use seems· 
unlikely to displace more traditional alcohol use 
ever among. the young. Continulnll research on 
patterns of mUltiple drug use and drug USing 
contingencies may better enable us to predict 
·both individual and group drug use. 

Use. patterns in other countries, even those 
in which cannabis use :has been endemic for many 
years, provide ,few clues to future use In the _ 0 

United States. In other countries use is typically 
class related with the lower classes. the traditional 
users. While in some of these countries of 
traditional use there. are now middie ·or upper 
class users, such . userS seem to have adopted 
m'lrihuana as part of an International youth 
culture rather than. by diffusion from native users. 
Expectations with respect to drug effects also 
differ in that ttaditional users do not share the 
recreational orientation that characterizes 
Am,edcan users. 

CHEMISTRY AND CHARAC(ERISTICS 
OFcANNABlS . 

Although a detail~ discusslon of deveioJ>
ments in cannabinoicf chemistry is !Of primary 
Interest to the .specialist, there is a range of 
developments .of more general interest. The 
plant, cannabis sativa, far from being a simple 
substance is, in fact, chemically quite·· complex; 
The last seve(al years of research have resulted in 
an increasingly sophisticated knowledge.abcn)t ihis 
complex substance. There is a growing awareness 
of the need to much more· adequately describe 
several major cannabis constituents if we are ·to 
adequately specify the nature of. the material. 
The Unlted Nati~"" has now recOll1mended that all 
research reports on cannatisdescrlbe not only the 
amount of delta~9-tetrahydroeannabinol (the 
major PSyc!loactive ingredient) but that of canna
bidiol and Cah/lablnol as well. 

The ability to synthesize various Chemical 
cOlliponents of marihuana as well as the. drug's 
metabolites .(i."., compounds resulting frOllr the 
biological transformatJon of the originally in
gested material) is asignlficant advance. Avall
ability of such pure substances provides re
searchers with necessary materials fer careful 
study of the. physiological "role of . marihuana's 
various components.·.. . 

While primary interest J>as tended 10 center 
on deita-ll-THC because of its role· as tlje princi
pal psychoactive Ingredient in camabls, the part 
played by several other ingreClJents may be impor
tant in prildUciligother cannabis effects. These 
either ingredients alane. or-in comblnatJon, may 
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account for -possible adverse h"alth consequences 
or contribute to the possible theral"'utic useful. 
ness of the drug. 

The detection and analysis ot marihuana in 
body contents such as blood, saliva. urine and 
breath is a problem important both to basic 
research. and to· forensic medical applications. 
For research, it is important to develop methods 
that accurately determine, how much .snoked pr 
otherwise Ingested mnrl.huana actually becomes 
physiologically available. These amounts may be 
substantially different than the amount ingested 
because of losses that. occur in consuming mari
hUana, delayed bodily absorption, and individual. 
differences in ability to metabolize the drug. 

In the clinical setting, appropriate treat
ment of the mconscious patient brought,t!' the • 
Emergency Room following lIf'i acciden~ may be 
dependent on knowing whether he or' she is 
marihuana intoxicated. In ottier medical si ttJa-

. tions being able to .determine Mth certalnty the 
level or fact <If being intoxicated may make the 
diagnosis pf the patient much easier. 

The general Increase in i~arlhuana use has 
IIndOubierly brought with it ali increase in the 
numbers who drive while cant.lab!s intoxicated. 
Recent evidence (Cf. Driving !\E.ffects) further 
confirms cannabis ;<dversely. -affects driving. 
Thus, there is. a real need for the d~velopment of 
one or more roadside methods that can be. rapidly 
employed in much the same way as current tests 
for alcohol intoxication .. 

" Although simple, rapid detection methods 
are badly needed; detecting marihuana use Is 
inherently much more difficult than, detecting 
alcohol use. The quun.tities of,.,drug In~olved are 
much .maller and they ·are very ·rapldly transfonn
ed Into metabolites which differ chemically from 
the origillaily co.nsumed material. As with alcO,
hol, It Is important to quantify the level of use for 
all of.the. purposes outlined. During the past year· 
considerable progress Ilas been made in Improving 
detectiOn techniques. 

In. addition .. :!\> newer, thin layer chromat":: 
graphy and· high pressure liquid chromatography 
methods, two other techniques have shown unusual 
promise. Radioimmunoassay !RIA) is a technique 
in which an antibody specific to a drug ·<lr its 
metabolites is developed and then. "tagged' . by 
means of a radioactive molecule In it. structure. 
Wpen a solution of the tagged antibodies and of 
t!le body fluid in which the drug to be detected Is 
made, the radioactive markers are displaced· 
proportionately to· tIi.e drug quantity-,present. The 
ilcctracy of RIA i. now being compared with that" 
Of more cwnbersome procedures. , 

A second technique under developl~entls a 
.called·,the enzyme multiplledlmmunoassay'test, 
er EMIT. The antibody 'reaction which I., its basis 
is similar to that uSed 1ft the radioimmlll'iOSa5SaY 
technlqu". . .EMIT has the added advantages of 
inVolving:less work, less 'sophisticated equipment 
and is mor.e rapid thus making it more suitablHot 
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rapid screening. Field trials on EMIT are on-
going. , 

A third method which also shows promise of 
shOrtly becoming available is likely to be most 
useful for traffic safety purposes. It utilizes 
breath samples in a manner roughly analogous to 
present roadside alcohol intoxication-detection; 

As has been repeatedly emphasized, mari
huana and hashish vary widely in THC content and 
thus in their ability to intoxicate. This variability 
results from differences in plant genetic origin, 
conditions of cultivation and preparation of the 
material including the degree of concentration of 
leaves and flowering tops. A relatively recent 
addi tion to the Illicit market is hashish oil, a 
su~stance having a THC concentration of 40-'0% 
as compared to the 1-2% THC content of most 
marihuana ordinarily ,available in the United 
States. Increasing availability of such more 
potent cannabis preparations may hav~ '!I"lte 
different implications from t;,e more commonly 
used, weaker p(eparations that have been avail
able In the past. Use of stronger material, 
particularly by relatively naive users unaccus
tomed to its effects, is considerably more likelY' 
to resul t In acute panic and other adverse re
actions. Stronger cannabis and camabis deriva
tives used under conditions in which the dose Is 
more difficult to control, may also result in 
marked impairment in driving or other complex 
psychomotor skilis. Such unexpected effects' 
could have serious implications. 

ANIMAL RESEARCH 

,A wide range of research on the' effects of 
marihuana has been conducted with animals be
cause their genetic and learning histories, unlike 
those of, humans, can be accurately specified. 
Animal models also pennit the use. of 'high doses 
and other procedures not possible in human re
search. Apart from studies of various physiolo;;i
cal effects of the drug Ivhlch have been discussed 
primarily In relation to human findings, there are 
some behavioral observations in animals that are 
of interest. ' 

Because there has been some -question about 
the role of marihuana as a possible releaser of 
aggreSsion, studies of animal aggression following 
marihuana or THC administration have been done. 
Generally, these drugs have been consistently 
found to suppress aggression NIIen the animals are 
not. under stress. When animals are stressed by a 
variety' of :neans (e.g., food deprivation, sleep 
deprivation, morphine withdrawal, ·etc.) THC or 
marihUana tends to Increase aggression. 

The results Of behavioral studies in animals 
suggest that the effects of cannabis on aggression 
may be complexly related to the degree to which 
the animal is subject to stress and the length of 
time over which It ha.~ recolved the drug. The 
degree to which these observations are relevant to 
human behavior Is unknown although they do 
provide a basis for devising <alated human studies. 

"~,I 
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In an experiment "'hlch studied monkeys in 
three to six membe,r social groups several changes 
of interest were foood. Given oral doses equiva
lent to very heavy human cannabis use, the 
monkeys responded much like. humans. They slept 
and rested more frequently; active social inter
action such as grooming of others was reduced. 
Over more extended periods \l{ administration, the 
monkeys gradually showed ltss and less of these 
effects. While aggression was initially reduced, 
after receiving THC for -wee$; or months during 
the year-long study the monkeys became irritable 
and aggressive (hitting, biting, chasing behavior 
increased). There was no evidence of the reduc
tion in testosterone levels that has been reported 
in humans nor were menstrual cycles of females 
apparently disturbed (4-67). 

More detailed discussion of the extensive 
research that has been done with animals is to be 
found in the technical chapters of this report. 

HUMAN EFFECTS J\ND 
HEALTH IMPLlCA nONS 

Effects of marihuana can conveniently be 
divided into; I) the acUte effects of cannabis 
intoxication and 2) the longer range consequences 
of regular or chronic use. It is considerably easier 
to study acute effects and so after eigl\t years of 
jntensive investigations many, if not most, of 
these effects have been elucldated. 

Human Acute Physiologicai Eff'ects 

An increase in heart rate and a reddening of, 
the eyes have been the most consistently reported 
physiological effects of marihuana. Heart rate 
increases are closely dose related. Early aware
ness of this marihuana-Induced tachycardia 
created concern over possible adverse cardiovas
cular effects of the drug especiaUy hi those with 
coronary disease. Several reports issued in the 
past year have confirmed a preliminary finding 
from last year. Marihuana use decreases exercise 
tolerance prior to the onset of chest pain (angina) 
In those with heart disease (7-137, 3, 4). Use by 
those with already existing cardiovascular defi
ciencies, therefore, appears. to be ,unwise. The 
contrasting finding that marihuana produces 
minimal changes in heart function ( .... ide .from a 
rate increase) in yomg, healthy men illustrates 
that the drug's effects may significantly differ in 
persons with pre-existing medical problems from 
those in nonnals. 

A number of reports have confirmed and 
extended Initial evidence that smoked marihuana 
when acutely administered, results in improved 
pulmonary function as measured by broncho
dilation (7-156, 1S7, 1'8). Optimism created by 
this finding "... since been tempered by evide!Jce 
that under conditions of more chronic use pulmo
nary function Is impaired, rather than enhanced 
(7-62). ' 

I 
J 

j 
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·E.vidence that marihuana and especially its 
principal psychoactive ingredient, delta-9-THC, 
are effective in reducing Intraocular pressure in 
both normals an!,! in glaucoma patients has been 
further confirmed •. While some '1'estlon exists 
whether this effect is due tp a nonspecific drug
induced relaxation shared with other sedative 
drugs or to a more specific 'marihuana reaction, 
more recent evidence su!:ge~ts It is THC-specific 
(Cf. Therap«utic Aspects). 

Understanding of the metabolism and the 
q,echanisms of action responsible for various 
'marihuana effects has increased .a1though many 
questions remain open. .'. 

More sophisticated attempts to measure 
various aspects of psychological and psychomotor 
perf ormance have been generally consonant with 
subjective reports. Impaired memory, altered 
time sense atld performance decr!'(Ilents on a 
variety of tasks have been experimerjtally con
firrned. Generally, the more' complex the taSk, 
·thegreater the degree of disruption produced by 
acute intoxication.' Tasks which are relatively 
simple and with which the person is familiar are 
minimally affected. As the taSk becomes more 
demanding and .novel and! or the dose of drug 
increases; performance decrements become 
larger. At lower doses, evidence confirms users' 
'assertions that they are. often abie to "suppress 
the marihuana high" when the situations so de
mand. 

Although Usees have reported enhanced 
auditory, visual and tactual awareness and sensiti
vity, experimental research has not confirmed 
these reports. . 

Dri lIer Performance and Traffic Safety 

Because of the prominent role the automo
bUe plays in our society, the possibie implications 
of marihUana intoxication lor traffic safety have 
been emphasized. E.arly. reports were more 
optimistic about driver performance tl!an recent 
evidence. Those consuming alcohol to the level ot 
legal intoxication Were .originally fO\llld to make 
significantiy more driving errors in a driving 
simulator situation than those who had consumed 
a "saclal dose" o{ marihuana. W\1ile the .mari
huana-intoxicated subjects indicated that their 
driving performance was affected, they feI.t they 
CQuld compensate by driving more. slowly and 
cauti~ly. . .' , 

Present evidence, whelher derived from 
driver test course performance, from actual 
traffic conditions or from ihe experimental stUdy'''. 
of components of lhe driving task, all indicates ;. 
that. 'driVing unde~ the influence of. marihuana is 
hazardous (7-90). '!"he Increasing simultane!,us use 
of both alcohol and marlhuBna bY.drivers poses a . 
threat that may well exceed that of ellher. 
substance alone. While' the parameters of risk 
connected -with the 'US;, oi'marihuana alone or in 
combination with alcohol prior to driving are nob 
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yP.t i<nown, discouragement of such use appears 
justified. I\. more accurate determination of the. 
extent of risk involved in the various levels' of 
intoidcation would be desirable. Such studies are 
complicated by Individual differences but are by 
no means impossible ~o execute. . . 

Although there has been little!,),stematic 
study of the relationship of marihuana '$making t.o 
possible pilot error, evidence related to driving IS 
at least partially germane. Such skills as detec
tion of peripheral stimuli and complex psyCho
motor coordination involved In driving areprob
ably equally important in flying. In fact, ·the 
iilherently greater c~mplelCity of flying suggests 
that performance is even' more likely· to be 
impaired under conditions of marihuana intoxi
cation than Is drlviitg.· Only one preliminary 
report of pilot performance has appeared in the 
research 1l.terature. This report indicates that 
under flight simulator test conditions experienced 
pilots show marked deterioration in their perfor
mance while. marihuana IntolCicated (7-108). MOre 
detalled studies are planned to better understand 
the nature of the perfotmance deficits 'produced 
and their duration. A danger. common to both 
driving and flying is that some perceptual or other 
deficits mal' persist for some ti me beyond the 
period of subjective intoxication. Under such 

. circumstances an individual may attempt 'to fly or 
drive without reall:ting that his .functioning is still 
impaired although he no' longer feels "high." 

Chronic 'Use-Special Problem Areas 

Last year's report singled out several special 
problem areas Involving potentially serious 
adverse consequences of chronic cannabis llSe .• 
Subsequent research has not definitively resolved· 
the questions raised but has expanded our 
ki)owle'dge b<lse.· 

Some apparent .inconsistencies In research 
findings regarding reduced· plasma lev,eis . of the 
male hormone, testosterone, may be 'explalned by 
the differing length of time USers had been 
smoking before such levels were asses~r<I' For 
el(llfl\ple, the flncfmgs. of one 'study that· did· not 
show.a decrease dUring a several wee/< period 
were ·matched by those in another .tudy inwhlch 
there were early negative findings. Ho;>wever, 
after four weeks elapsed a definite drop occurred 
(7-100). The decreases that have been ~oundhave 
still been within what are generally conceded to 
be ,normal limits. Their. 'biological significance 
remains In considerable doubt. I\.prellminary 
findiNg that a marked reduction of sperm count 
(58%) occllrro:od in five cannabis smokers' following 
controlled conditions of smoking has' been re
parted (7-171). While this poses the pos!ibillty of 
diminished Je!1illty il] chronlc users,' the. small 
size of the sample and the studys preliminary 
nature: make the work lncoocluslve. 

With regard to hormonal. aspects, two otl!er 
adverse .effects .r'<mIaln possibilities: I) .Int~r-
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ference with normal growth and sexual develop
ment of adoles<;ent heavy users and, 2) Abnormal 
sexual differentiation of the male fetus deveJop
ing in a mother who heavily uses marihuana during 
early pregnancy. No actual evidence for either of 
these speculative possibilities has yet appeared in 
the scientific literature. 

The question of a cannabis induced impair
ment of the body's immune response remains 
important because of its potentially far reaching 
clinical implications. While a number of investi
gators haVe' publlshed frndings that suggest that 
marihuana may interfere 'with cell-mediated 
immunity, other investigators have not found such 
evidence. Some of these differences may reflect 
procedural variations; nevertheless, the clinical 
significance of the positive findings remains in 
considerabie doubt. At least one study of experi
enced marihuana smokers under weil-controUed, 
closed experimental ward conditions found initial 
evidence of impaired immunity upon their admis
sion to the study. However, by the 63rd day of 
c'JOtrolled cannabis. administratiol'J, their immune 
re',ponse had apparently returned to normal (8-39). 
T~ is finding suggests that the impairment of 
In',munity Initially detected in these and other 
m'lrihuana smokers may be related to factors 
other than marihuana use. 

The implications of laboratory findings of 
lnhibi tion at DNA, RNA and protein synthesis, all 
basically related to cellular reproduction and 
metabolism, are at present unknown. These 
findings based on l!!!1!r.2 (outside the body) study 
of animal and human tissue cultures are also being 
followed up and extended. 

Simllariy, no conclusive evidence exists re
garding damage to human genetic fooctioning 
\i.e., chromosomal damage produced by mari
huana). While the most carefully controlled 
stUdies have failed to demonstrate such damage, 
the research to date must be regarded as insuf
ficient to permit definitive conclusions. 

Presently, preliminary evidence of a: range 
of potentially serious consequences of marihuana 
use exi.~s. As indicated, these include: Disrup
tion of basic cell metabolism through interference 
with DNA and RNA synthesis, possible inter
ference with pituitary function, in tum, affecting 
testosterone production and pOssibly having other 
endocrine effects and Interference with the body's 
disease def enses by affecting the immune re
sponse. Despite tins laboratory evidence, the 
clinical implications remain in doubt. While no 
evidence has appeared Indicating that marihuana 
users here or abroad suffer fran oousuaily high 
rates of infectious disease or cancer which might
resul t from defects in the immooe response, 
carefully cootrolled large scale clinical ~tudie:; 
have not yet been conducted. Similarly, there is 
no evidence - but neither have there been 
adequate systematic studies -- to establish 
whether users have significantly lower fertility 
rates or more serious problems with impotence 
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than non-users. 
The failure to detect gross clinical findings 

that might be expected does not, of course, mean 
that these issues have been resolved. To date 
systematic studies of matched samples have been 
modest in size. Detection of rarer consequences 
of use is leSs likely in studies of limited size and 
extent. As the number of chronically using 
Americans increases, larger scale epidemiological 
studies are becoming feasible. Plans for such 
studies are underway. 

OTHER CHRONIC HUMAN EFFECTS 

Toleranee and Dependence 

Toleranee to cannabis -; diminished response 
to a given repeated drug dose - has been 
substantiated by reSearch evidence. Development 
of tolerance to marihuana's effects was originally 
suspected because of the obvious ability of 
cannabis users overseas to ingest larger quantities 
of the drug without disrupti ve effects than was 
possible for less, experienced American users. 
Systematic, controlled studies In which ,known 
doses of marihuana or THC were administered 
over extended periods have now confirmed this (8-
53, 80, 109, 111). 

The meaning of cannabis dependence is 
often somewhat vague. If we define it as a 
physical dependency manifested by physical' 
symptoms following drug withdrawal, there is noY! 
evidence that it can occur. The symptoms that 
have been reported following discontinuance of 
high dose chronic administration of delta-9-THC 
include: Irritability, restiessness, decreased 
appetite, sleep disturbance, sweating, tremol', 
nausea, vomiting and diarrhea (8-80). It should be 
noted, however, that the after effects reported 
foUowed unusually high doses of orally admini
stered THC ooder research ward conditions. Such 
changes have riot commorly been observed in 
other"' studies nor has a IIwithdrawal syndrome" 
typicallY been found among users here or abroad. 

PSYchopathologic~ and Neurological Aspects 

The question of possJble pI'oIonged behav
ioral effects of chronic cannabis usage has been 
an area of fundamental coneern throughout the 
American cannabis research program. As 
indicated in earlier reports, foreign observers 
have argt!ed that a range of such effects OCcurs, 
Including }, specific cannabis psychosis, diminished 
intellectual performance and an "amotlvational 
syndrome" (characterized by a loss of. interest In 
work and other cooventional activity). Interpreta
tion of such reports has Lnfortl.llately been Com
plicated by the lack of adequate cootrol groups, 
poor research design, use of opium and other 
drugs, poor diagnostic criteria, nutrltl'onal 
deficiencies and other. dlff..,rlng factors of life 

. style. 
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Even when a particular consequence Is cor
related with marihuana use, it Is often erroneously 
attributed to the drug use. A recent study 01 3S 
first admissions to a psychiatric hospital illus
trates the problem of interpretation involved: 
While there was a correlation between marihuana 
and subseqUent psychiatric i1Jness, it was less than 
with such causally unrelated variables as haVing 
danced and having drunk beer (7-21. 

The acute panic anxiety reaction, previously 
mentioned in the discussion of acute effects, is 
probably the mOst Common adverse reaction. 
However, a more prolonged cannabis ,psychosis has 
been reported in Eastern literature. It appears to 
occUr under conditions of unusually heavy use or 
as a result of ingesting a larger amount than 
usual. Descriptions do not always distinguish 
between an acute brain syndrome or toxic deliri
um marked by clouded mental processes,f diSorien
tation,confUsion and marked memory impairment" 
and a more prolonged psychotic reaction, precipi
tated by camabis use. Often it Is difficult to 
isolate the causative role of marihuana from that 
of pre-existing psychopathology or other drug use 
(1-64, 112). 

Three NIOA-supported resl'arch studies of 
heavy chronlc users conducted in Jamaica, Greece 
and Costa Rica have failed to detect evidence for 
a cannabis psychosis. However, given the compar
ative rarity of this syndrome and the small sample 
sizes used, it is poSsible that such a consequence 
was missed. • 

Studies of college student perforr.lance have 
generally failed, to prove evidencl' of impaired 
intellectual performance' related to marihuana 
use. 

While there was no evidence of differences 
in grade point average or in !l<iucationaI'achleve
ment, marihuana user~ In one major stUdy had 
greater difficulties than non-users in deciding 
career goals and were more I~ely to have dropped 
oUt of college to reassess their goals (7-111. Some 
of :!hese studies suffer from several shortcomings, 
however; the samples ,-;Jltudied may not have 
adequateJy emphasized college drop-outs. thus 
excluding the very group that might have been 
most adversely affected by heavy use. A second 
consider.atioo Is that students typically have 
higher levels of ability than the general IlOpul'a
tion. Particularly in more competitive academic 
environments, they may have above average moti
vation allowing them to' better compensate for 
cannabIs effects. Finally, even moderately heavy 
American.student . users use the drug less fre
quently, in less pot!!nt forms and in Il'Sser quantity 
than more heavily using overseas ,populations. 

Asses.inl! the psychosocial .. effects IIf mari
!'Alana Use in chronicaily using populations can be 
complicated. Changes in values and. behavior 
at.tributed to marihuana use may, in fa .. !, ~alle 
preceded use rather than the use affecting the 
cha.nge tn values. ' Especially in earJier yeat'S, 
USers were much more likely to hold counter
cu1tur/l, antiestablishment views. For these users 
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marihuana had symbolic value as a means of 
indicating their disdain for the prevailing value 
system. This disdain waS !requel\tly IIccompanied 
by a rejection of the traditional work ethic with 
its /;mphasl~ on competitive achievement. The 
group dynamics of marihuana use may, however, 
reInforce these countercul ture vIews of more 
conventional motivation rather than resultf.rom 
any pharmacological action of the drug itself. 

Similarly, attempts to .create experimes:tal 
models for testing the eXlstence of such' an 
"amotlvational syndrome"'have ~ad serious limita
tions. Tasks chosen as tests may signlflcantly 
d.,part from more realistic work tasks, the artifi" 
cia! envir.onment of the research setting may not 
provIde mor.e typical motivational conditions. 
Tw!> studies involving marihuana'adrriinistrlltion 
coupled with monetary reward fi)r work perfor
mance did find a ,decline In productlvlt)l with 
heavier marihuana consumption. In one the. task 
wa:; simple and relatively undemanding" involving 
repetitive buttc>nl'ushing that cuuld be parried on 
simultaneously witllother activity (7-111). in the 
other, a more typical work task -- the making of 
wooden stools -, was carried. on (7:"13). The 
di~tinct!on between a direct effect on perfor
mance as a result of marihuana and on perfor
mance a,s a result of a decline in motivation is not 
easily made, however. In a third, qulte limited 
study of agrlcultural performance undertaken in 
connection with th" Jamaican study of chronic 
users, researchers found some decline in work 
performance although the decline was not dramat-
ic (7-1~!). .. ' 

, When one turns to the neurological evidence 
, there Is. little . question tl)at there are acute 

,effects of ,marihuana intoxication aI though these 
are not easay distinguished from those of other 
psychoactive drugs as measured by conventional 
electroencephalpgrams. The J::EG changes result
Ing from electrodes implanted deepiy in the brain 
are dlssimUar to other psychoactive drugs (7 .. 61). 
The behavioral. signific;1nce of ihe ,J::EG changes 
that have been found in chronl~all)' using monkeys 
and In very limited human studies is not presently 
known. 

Work in Greece I)as not supported previOUsly 
clted evidence suggesting that brain Qamage 
marked by enlarged ventricles may resul t from 
marihuana use. The Grecian' study> 'using non
invasive echo-encephalographlc techniqU~s for 
Ineasurement of ventricle enlargement, found no 
evldeo.ce of such brain dainag~ In heavily hashish 
us,ing men match~, With non-u..ing <;ontrals (7-49). 

Field Studi~ of Chronic Users 

_ AltJ19ughothet pO~tiOns of this and prevIous 
reports touc;h on on" or another of the three 
Federally ~ponsQred ~tudJesof .chronlq m~rll)Oana 
use In Jamaica, Gr~e atld Costa!Uca, It. m;j.)'be 
useful. to summariZe th!!Ir findings, strengths and 
weaknesses here. The Jamaican .$tudy, has been 
extenslvelyrepQrted i{l previous Marihuana and 
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Heal th reports, a recEntly published book and in 
"ii1e"TeSearch literature (7-141). A report on the 
Greek study was delayed in oreler t<>, make the 
data base a:: complete as possible. The third study 
In Costa Rica was just completed; its detailed 
findings wlll be released by Spring, 1976. ,In each 
of these research efforts, an attempt. was made to 
match drug-U!lng subjects with appropriate non
using counterparts. In the Jamaican and Costa 
Rican projects rather careful matching was done; 
In the Greek study such matching was less 
possible. All SUbjects were inales because male 
U!e predominates in, the culttres studied. 
Numbers of subjects were necessarily limited by 
the detailed procedures followed (Jam,alca: 30 
experimental, 30 control; Greece: 47 eXperimen
tal, 40 control; CoSta Rica: 40 experimental, 40 
control, although 80 and 140 U!ersi'"d non-user,s 
respectively were actually examined). 

The Jamaican study found few physiological 
or psychological differences between the matched 
smoker nonsmoker populatiOns. A rather exten
sive battery of ,~ests of physical a:ld psychclogical 
functioning found ho differences that could be 
directly attributed to marihuana use as such. 
While an attempt was also made to assess chromo
somal abnormaliti~, that portion of the study 
must be regarded as inconclusive because of 
technical deficiencies in the methodclogy for that 
phase of the project. 

The Greek study arose from a dlnical 
impression by Greek observers that Greek hashish 
users, because o~ their heavy' 'use p;t.tems and 
already established researcher-subject rapport, 
would make a good study population f(ll' examining 
the effects of unusually heavy cannabis use. 

A variety of neurological, psychological and 
physical measures found few changes attributable 
to e"mabls use. HeaVy emphasis was "laced On 
possiQle brain damage as measured by e1ectroon
cephalographic, echo-encephalographlc (Cf. pre
ceding section) and psychclogical test procedures.' 
None of these measures showed evidence of brain 
damage (7-49). 

The most recent Costa Rican study also 
fJxamined matched samples of users and non-users 
especially carefully matched on such variables as 
age, marital status, education, tobacco smoking 
and alcohol use. Emphasis was placed on exten
sive medical examinations with special attention 
to pulmonary and neuropsychological fmctionlng. 
Although detailed results have not yet been 
published, no evidence for a greater lncldence of 
disease or of psychological deterioration has been 
found in the cannabi ... uslng group (7-23). 

None of the three studies fOl8'ld'''vldence of 
increased psychopathclogy or of an amotivational 
syndrome stemming from the use of cannabis. 

While results of these studies must be 
regarded as somewhat reassuring of the lack of 
grossly adverse conseqUences of marihuana U!e, 
they can not, of course, be regarded ,as conclusive!' 
for several reasons. AU three studies Involve 
relatively smaU numbers of subjects. Equally 
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limited studies of cigarette smoking, for example, 
which is known to have serious ad,erse health 
consequences. would not have been likely to detect 
those consequences. Psychological testing techni
ques are leiS apt to be satisfactory when used 
with subjects markedly different from the original 
standardization samples. To the extent that they 
are not culture free, performance for both experi
mental and contrOl groUps in cultures unlike those 
on which they were standardized may both show a 
culturally derived deficit. This deficit may mask , 
a drug-related deficit In performance. Thus, the 
tests used may not be sufficientiy sensitive to 
detect a difference that may irifact exist. 
Finally, It may be argued that the demands of a 
less technclogically oriented society are less 
compl~ than those of the industrialized United 
States. Thus, the failure to find a drug-related 
decrement in social or work performance may 
reflect an unimpaired ability to meet the demands 
of a simpler situation that would not be true under 
more demMdlng circumstances. ' 

THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS 

Although cannabis has been used for over 
3,000 years as a,rnedlcinal herb in native and 
scientific medlclri~. its use in Western medicine 
sharply declined in modem times. By the 1930s, 
American medicine had largely supplanted Cama-

, bls with more convenient and more stable pharma
ceutical preparations." Our relatively recent 
concern with marihuana as a drng of abuse has led 
to, scientific Investigation into its properties by 
means of modem pharmacological techniques. 
Synthesized consti tuents of the natural material 
have been prodtJced ern:bUng researchers to study 
the properties and effects of each of the compo
nents of this complex material. This recent study 
has reawakened scientific interest in possible 
therapeutic uses for the natural material or its 
synthesized Ingredients. 

Although some of marihuana's properties -
notably Its psychoactivity and its tendency to 
accelerate heart rate -- are undesirable for most 
medicinal purposes, cannabis has one highiy desir
able propertY~ Compared to most pharmaceuti
cals it is very low in biological toxicity. Indeed, it 
Is questionable whether any deaths can be 
directly attributed to an overdose of marihuana or 
hashish. 

'Whether or not CBMabi~ or perhaps, some 
modified constituent agaln becomes useful in 
medical practice will depend on whether some of 
the drug's promising therapeutic proper.ties prove 
to be sufficiently persistent and its side effects 
controllable. Marlhuana's usefulness as a rnedlca
tionfor chronic disorders may also prove to be 
limited by the development of tolerance to Its 
therapeutic effects. 

The most promising therapeutic applications 
of the drug are In the tt;eatment of glaucoma, as 
an anti-emetic for cancer patients receiving 
chemotherapy, and possibly in the treatment of 

'I 
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asthmatics. Other appllcatiom as a sedatl..-e
hypnotic, an anticonvulsant, an antidepressant, an 
analgesic and in connection with tile treatment of 
alcoholics have been attempted, but the results 
have either been inconsistent or highly prelim
inary. 

The use of caMabis aflll THe ,in treatinc: t,!e 
elevatr.<I intraocular I'res.tres in glaucoma 
patients arose from the observation In normals 
that internal eye pressures were reduced by the 
drug. Subsequenrresearch with patients has 
confirmed that the effect is also prQlluced In the 
diseased eye and is as great as that produced by 
more traditional medications, ropicaJ prepara
tions applied to the eyes of rabbits have success
fully reduced pressure raising the possibility of 
using such a prepa-ation with humans. Human 
experimentation is not, how,,~er, expected In the 
Immediate future because of the fonnidable prob
lems in making certain that such a preparation is" 
safe and can meet regulatory requirements (9--12," 
25,26). 

The use -of THe as an anti-emetic with 
cancer patients receiving chemotherapy shows 
unusual premise. One of the und!!Sirable side 
effects of chemotherapeutic agents administered 
to cancer patients is that they produce marked 
nausea and vomiting. This side effect Is very 
difficult for patieflts t,o tolerate and Is also 
debilitating. Standar-:l anti-emetic drugs have not, 
unfortunately, been notably successful in reducing 
this side effect. THe, by contrast, was found in 
a iecent doubte-blind study (neither padent nor 
Physician knew whether the drug received was 
active or Inert) to be effective In virtually all of 
the patients receiving It. While 13 ot the 16 
patients recelvJng the drug became "high" an<! one 
third developed drowsiness, these effects were 
viewed as minor <:ompared to the therapeutic 
benefit achieved (9-'8). ' , 

Use of THe in the treatment of asthmatics 
Is predicated on the observation that it dUates 
pulmonary air passages and decreases airway 
resistance (9-6~). £lased on observations 1n 
nonnals, research with asthmatics has demon
strated that marihuana relieves brcnchospasm and 
has a more pe'rslstent action than traditional 

.. medication (9-6'). Since smoked marihuana has 
obvious lung Irritant propertiei, more recent 
research has employed aerosolized THe, also with 
promising resul ts (9..1+6). 

There has been a growing awareness that 
constituents other than delta-9-THC may have 
'valuable. therapeutic prl)perties if fr~d of some 
of the undesirable side effects noted with THe. It 
is also possible for the organic chemist to produce 
a very wide range of chemical compounds which 
are broadly based on me chemical strtlc:tlreof the 
cannablnoids, but with changes in that structure 
which can markedly alter their aA;t!0n. Such 
chemi.::aIlymore remote compounds may ulti
mately prOye more useful ther3peutically than 
either the nat16a1 material Itself or its syoth.,;. 
sized ingre<nents. Because they are not the 
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parent compomds they must, of course, be c,ve
fully tested f9r toxicity and therapeutic proper
ti,es like allY other new compound. 
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€HAPTER 1 

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MARIHUANA USE 

Present Patterns And Changes In Use 

National Household Surveys (Adult) 

The National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse sjlonsored national 
household surveys "of marihuana and other drug use in 1971 and 1972 (2, 3). A third 
national survey conducted in late 1974, - early 1975 provides a comparison with the 
earlier periods (1). (See Table A-I) 

Another national survey conducted for the Drug Abuse Council in 1974 found 
very similar results. The percentages of adults (18 and over) reporting ever having 
used and currently using were 1& and 8% respectively (24). As can b2 seen in Table 
A-I, the number of adults currently using marihuana has not changed appreciably in 
the past two years. Usage continues to be concentrated in the 18-25 age bracket 
and is about twice as frequent for males as females •. 

Current usage is about equal for white and non-white £fOUpS. It is positively 
associated with education, and is highest for those now in college (33%). Current 
usage continues to be highest in the West (11%) and lowest in the South (4%), and 
higher in . large metropolitan areas (9%) than In non-metropolitan regions (3%). 
However, all of these differences have become less pronounced in the past three 
years. 

Because of the relatively small numbers involved, national general popula
tion surveys do not provide very accurate esti.mates of changes in heavy marihuana 
use; nevertheless, some information is available. The 1971 Marihuana Commission 
survey reported daily or more frequent use among adults at 0.5%, while the 
comparable value for 1972 was 1.4%. The follow-on survey in 1974 did not report 
the rate of daily use, but noted that adult usage of nine or more days in the past 
month was 2.7%. The 1974 Drug Abuse Council national survey reported 1.5% of 
the adult sample USed marihuana daily or .more frequently. These limited data do 
not appear to indicate a change in adult daily usage in the past two years. 

National Household Surveys (Youth) 

The results of the Marihuana Commission surveys of youth ages 12-17 and 
the results of the 1974 follow-on study are found in Table-A-2. 

10 
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r<ible A-I 

MARIHUANA USE AMONG ADULTS, 1971-1974 (1,2,3) 

96 Ever Used 96 Current Use* 

1971 !.ill. !ill 1971 1.lli !ill 

All adults 15 16 19 5 8 1 
Age: 

18",25 39 48 53 17 28 25 

26-30 19 20 29 5 
35-49 9 6 7 1 1 
50+ 6 2 2 

Sex: 
Male 21 22 24 1 11 9 

Female 10 10 14 3 5 5 

*Used during last month. 

Table A-2 

MARIHUANA USE AMONG YOUTH, 1971-1974 (1, 2, 3) 

96 Ever Used 96 Current-Use* 

1971 1972 .!ill 1971 !.ill.. 1914 

All youth 14 14 23 . 6 1 12 

Age: 
12-13 6 4 6 2 1 2 

14-15 10 10 22 7 6' 12 

16-17 27 29 39 10 16 20 

Sex: ---. Male. 14 15 24 1· 9 12 

Female 14 13 21 5 6 11 

*Used during last month 
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Another set of national household data collected in a Columbia University study 
reported quite similar results (8, 16): 

Age: 
12-17 

16-17 

1971 

15 

28 

% Ever Used 

1972 

15 

31 

• 1973 

17 

32 

1974-75 

22 

40 

However, the 19.74 national survey conducted for the Drug Abuse Council 
reported considerablY lower marihuana usage for 12-17 age group, 14% in the "ever 
used" .;:ategory and 5% as "currently using"(24). This discrepancy may have been 
related to the relatively small sample size of 505. This survey also utilized "rider 
questions" attached, to a larger unrelated survey. 

The Marihuana Commission surveys in 1971 and 1972 reported daily 
marihuana usage for the 12-17 age group at 0.6% and 1.3% respectively. The 
follow-on 1974 survey found 4.4% indicated usage of 'nine or more times in the past 
month. The 1974-75 national survey for the Columbia University study found 2% of 
youth :ages 12-17 and 4% of those either 16 or 17 years of age reported using 
marihuana 60 or more timeS within the two-month period. While the percentage of 
daily use was not reported for the earlier years, the 1974 Drug Abuse Council 
survey reported daily or more frequent usage by 1% of 12-17 age group and 3% of 
those 16-17. ' 

Student Surveys 

A longitudinal study of high school males foliowed from their senior year to, 
five years after graduation provides an indication of changes in marihuana usage 
over time in the same group (14, 15). The sample of over 2,000 was selected from 
87 public high schools so as to be representative of American males entering high 
school in 1966., (Data arrayed in Table A-3.) 

Another study surveyed drug usage In 22 selected high schools throughout 
the United States in 1971 and 1973 (16). These data are not necessarily 
representative of the student population, but do provide an indication of changes in 
marihuana use over the two-year period. (Table A-4) , 

A survey of 16,000 male and female high school seniors in 130 schools, 
selected to be representative of public and private high schools throughout the 
country, was conducted in 1975 (15) and is to be repeated on an annual basis. The 
percentage of high school seniors reporting marihuana usage in the 1975 survey 
were: 
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Table A~3 

PERCENTAGE OF MARIHUANA USE 
AMONG A NATIONAL SAMPLE OF HIGH SCHOOL MALES (14,15) 

One Year After Five Years After 
Senior Year Graduation Graduation 

1969 1970 !ill. 
Ever Used 20 35 62 

Any use in 
prior year 20 33 52 

Daily or weekly 
sometim<!,in 
prior yefii·! 6 9 21 

Daily use som~ 
time in prior 
year 2 9 

Table A-4 

PERCENTAGE OF MARIHUANA USE REPORTED IN 22 HIGH SHOOLS (16) 

Junior H.S. Senior H.S. 

1971 1973 1971 1973 

Ever used 

Ever used 60 or more times' 

Used in past two months 

Used 60 or more times in 
past two months 

83-3l7 0 - 77- 50 

15 

2 

11 

13 

-,-
19 " 38 48 

4 11 17 

13 27 36 

2 4 
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Ever used 
Used in last twelve months 
Used in last month 
Used 20 or more time in 

last month 

% 
4'J 
41 
29 

6 

The only regularly conducted national· survey of marihuana use among 
college students is that prepared by Gallup (9). The percentages reporting having 
ever used this substance in sur~eys conducted between 1967 and 1974 were: 

1967 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1974 

~ 

5 
22 
42 
51 
55 

One other national student survey conducted in 1974-75 for the Drug. Abuse 
Council found 48% of high school and 64% of r.ollege students reported having used 
marihuana (33, 34). The corresponding percentages for daily use were 6% and 8%. 

One local survey of particular interest is that annually conducted among 
high school students in San Mateo County, California since 1968 (4). Table A-5 
shows the percentage of ninth lind twelfth grade male students reporting one or 
more, ten or more, and 50 or more uses of marihuana during the preceding year. 

San Mateo County is adjacent to San Francisco, and thus had an earlier and 
more pronounced exposure to the counterculture movement and associated drug use 
than did most other areas. This is particularly evident in the figures for the late 
1960'5. For instance, one year after Gallup found only 5% of nationwide college 
students had used marihuana (1967), the comparable percentage for senior males in 
San Mateo county high schools was 4596. The percentage of San Mateo students 
using marihuana in 1975 is still substantially above the national level; however, the 
difference is not nearly so large. It is interesting to speculate on the meaning of 
this narrowing gap. One possibility is that the apparent plateau may be a ceiling 
and that the growth of mar~huana use in San Mateo may. have reached its limit. It 
may also be that other drugs (viz cocaine), not of great interest when the study 
began in '67, are now luring users away from marihuana. Many alternative 
explanations for the San Mateo phenomenon are possible; whether the phenomenon 
or its alternate interpretations have any meaning for the national level is unkliown. 

In summary, at the national level marihuana use appears to have signifi~ 
cantly increased among youth during the past two years. This is indicated by the 
trend in national household surveys as well as surveys of various high school student 
populations. This conclusion is contrary to that suggested in the 1974 Marihuana 
and Health report, when data available at that time seemed to indicate a plateau 
had been reached (20). It also appears that daily marihuana use has increased 
iI!lI0ng youth, although the available data on changes in daily use ar'e fairly limited. 
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Table A-5 

PERCENTAGE OF MARIHUANA USE AMONG MALE SAN MATEd 
COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (1+) 

One or more uses Ten or more Uses Fifty or more uses 
in ~st :lear in E!!!st :lear in ~ast:lear 

9th Grade 12th Grade 9th Grade 12th Grade 9th Grade lZth'~Grade 

1968 27 45 14 26 NA NA 

1969 35 50 20 34 NA NA 

1970 31+ 51 20 34 11 22 

1971 44 59 26 1+3 17 32 

1972 44 61 27 45 16 32 

1973 51 61 32 45 20 32 

1974 49 62 30 1+7 20 311 

1975 49 64 30 115 20 31 
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Marihuana Use Among Males. Age 20-30 

One of the most significan't recent stupies involved the intervieWing of 2,500 
selected to be representative of the 19,OQ!l.000 U.S. males in the 20-30 age group 
(23). This group evidences the highest rate of drug use, and the in-depth 
interviewing of a relatively large representative sample provided more reliable 
information on marihuana and other drug-using behavior than had previously been 
available. ' 

The data were collected from October, 1974 to May, 1975 and showed that 
55% of those interviewed had at some time used marihuana. Defining as current 
use any use in the year 1974-1975, the study reported 38% current users, Fifteen 
percent reported having used marihuana daily or almost daily at some time. Eleven 
percent reported using marihuana 1,0bO or more times, and 11% also reported use 
within 24 hours of the interview. Hashish use at some time was reported by ,79%, 
and the use of hashish oil by 11%. Surprisingly, 11% of the total sample and 41% of 
those described as.heavy users reported growing marihuana for their own Use. 

When particular age categories within this group are examined, the data 
show that 37% of the men who were 29-30 at the time of the interview had used 
marihuana in comparison to 63% of the 20-24 age group. When those described as 
light or expe~imental r:.narihuana users are excluded, the differencer, are even more 
striking; 12% of those 29-30 reported use in comparison to 37'16 of those 20-24. 
These results indicate that males now in their late twenties are less likely to have 
tried marihuana than men five to ten years younger, and are considerably less likely 
to adopt marihuana use as a frequent behavior. Similar or more pronounced 
differences probably exist for those over 30. For instance, the 1974 follow-on to 
the Marihuana Commission Survey found 7% of males and females aged 34-49 
reported having used marihuana, but only 1% had done so within the past month. 

The peak year of first marihuana use for the sample of males between 20 
and 30 was 1969; however, the peak year for any use during the calendar year was 
1974 when the rate for this group reached 37%. The authors concluded that the 
data were clearly consistent with an upward trend in marihuana use. 

This study also revealed that tI'i'a differences in marihuana use as a function 
of various demographic characteristics w"re not as pronounced in the group 
sampled as those reported in the general population. In the male 20-30 age group, 

• 70% of those living in cities of over I ,000,000 population had used marihuana in 
comparison to 43% of those in communities of less than 2,500. In terms of 
education, the percentage reporting some use of marihuana was almost identical 
for those with less than high school education, high school graduates and college 
graduates. Those who had attended college without graduating showed a higher 
rate. For those aged 20-23 at the time of the interview, the percent having used 
marihuana was virtually the same for those still in school and those not. A higher 
percentage of blacks (65%) than whites (54%) reported some use, but the inverse 
relation of. marihuana use to age was not as apparent in the black group. Blacks 
and other ethnic minorities showed a higher prevalence of marihuana use prior to 
the late 1960s, but minority youth were less influenced by the recent epidemic (5). 
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A Synthesis 

The overall survey results irydicate that marihuana use has not significantly 
penetrated the portion of the adult popUlation over ;30 years of age. Where use has 
occurred in this group, the frequency has been mostly of an experimental nature. 
However, the plateau in current marihuana use among adUlts found in national 
survey results may be deceptive in predicting future usage; As the more frequently 
using younger groups enter the adUlt age range, the overall rates are likely to 
increase. 

Results from both household surveys and student stu~es indicate that 
marihuana use is still increasing among youth at the nationalleveJ, aDhough usage 
appears to have stabilized in certain areas which reached a relatively high level in 
the early 1970's. Most of the data on yout!) also indicate that daily or near-daily 
usage has increased in the past two to #our years. 

If recent marihu3r.«'Jsage in the United States is compared with that prior 
to the epidemic which began in the late 1960's or expecially with patterns of use in 
countries where cannabis use has been indigenous for many years, some useful 
perspectives emerge. 'It is clear that much of the recent American usage is .quite 
minimal, both in terms of frequency of use and amount consumed (21, 27). The 
patterns of use often seem to be based more on·the adoption of a fad or style than 
an attraction to. the pharmacological properties of the drug. This is not to say that, 
once it is introduced as a fad, ·marihuar\a use will .not be sustained because of its 
pharmacological effects. " 

Based on currently available sur1(iey data, it appears that around 2% of 
youth, aged 12-17 or about 8% of those, who have tried it, are currently using 
marihuana daily. For those 17 years-of-age, around If or 5% are probably daily 
users and for 17-year-old males the percentage is of the order of 6 or 7%,or about 
13% of those having tried it. 

For adults, the overall daily use is probably only 1 or 2%, but a more 
meaningful percentage is that for the age groups primarily involved. ,As des.cribed 
earlier, the percentage of daily use among males 20-30 yea~s of age Is around 8 or 
9% or 15% of those who have tried marihuana. For males 20-24 years of age, 
current daily uS.e is around 10 or 11%, or about 17% of those having ever used the 
drug. 

Social and Psychological Correlates 

Research on the social and psychological correlates of marihuana use may be 
organized under three headings: 1) pre-use characteristics; 2). factors influencing, 
transition from non-use to use, InclUding the temporal order of drug-USing behavior; 
and 3) correlates of marihuana. use following ·itsadoption. In most instances only 
statistical associations, as opposed to causal relationships, can b¢ established. 
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Pre-Use Characteristics 

This aspect has been thoroughly covered in earlier research and recent work 
has largely served to confirm prior findings. Aside from the association of 
marihuana with routine demographic variables' such as those mentioned in the 
previous sectil)n, the majority of variableS which predict marihuana use,ranging 
from a break with traditional values (7, 10, 19) to more severe .behavioral and 
adjustment problems Ol) are related to lack or conformity. Smith has found self 
and peer ratings of rebelliousness to be among the best predictors of high school 
students who subsequently become marihuana users (29). 

Factors Influencing Transition from Non-Use to Use 

In a longitudinal study of high school students, Jessor has shown that those 
individuals who will initiate marihuana' use can be identified with considerable 
accuracy from various personality, belief '!nd attitude measures (l3). Furthermore, 
these measures, such as attitude towards deviance,' value of achievement and 
friends' approval o:f drug use, show significant changes in the direction of the user 
group during the period of marihuana initiation. Jessor \las found similar resUlts 
with regard to the initiation of alcohol drinking and sexual behavior. 

Several studies have investigated the role of child-rearing practices and 
parents' drug-using behavior in the initiation of adolescent drug use. One recent 
study found that perceived laissez-faire parent-child relationships led to high 
marihuana usage among the offspring; an autocratic relationship led to medium 
usage; and quasi-democratic or democratic relationships led to low usage (12). 
Another study found higher rates of marihuana use when the parents showed less 
disapproval of use, and also when the father used prescription drugs (2.5). Kandel 
also. found a positive relationship between parents' drug-using behavior and the 
child's marihuana use, although her work demonstrated rather conclusively that this 
effect was minor in comparison to peer group influence (l7). This emphasis on peer 
influence is in accord with the thesis of Suchman and others that student marihuana 
and other drug use is largely determined by the integration into a social subculture 
in which drug use is a part (31, 32). 

One social enyironment, the military, has apparently proYed to have less 
influence on marihuana and other drug use than. was initially believed. O'Donnell, 
et. al., in their study of 20-30 year old males found' that neither domestic nor 
overseas service had any effect on marih\la'na use (23). Rpbins has also found that 
Vietnam veterans' marihuana use after return was not sigl)ificantly increased over 
that for a comparison group who did not enter the military (26). 

Since marihuana use is known to generally precede other illicit drug usage, 
the question is often raised as to the role of marihuana in faCilitating the transition 
or progression to more dangerous drugs. While not spec~fically answering this 
question, Kandel and associates have tietermined that the temporal sequence along 
the legal-illegal drtlg contin'mm is consistent (18, 28). By conducting longitudinal 
studies of two large samples of high school students~ they were able to 'determine 
the order in which the various drugs were used. Only 1% of the sample began using 
illicit drugs without first using a legal drug. Beer and wine .ccillectively constituted .. 
by far the most common "entry drug" (28%) with cigarettes a'ccounting for 6% and 
hard liquor 3%. In addition to the fact that legal oruguse virtually always 
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preceded illicit use, heavy use of both liquor (weekly) and cigarettes (over a pack a 
day) resulted in a high percentage (40%) moving from non-use to usc of illicit drugs 
in a five. month period. Only 2 to 3% of adolescent legal drug users progressed to 
other illicit drugs without first trying marihuana. If the individual progressed 
beyond marihuana, the next step was generally pills. Subsequent steps were 
psychedelics, cocaine and heroin, in that order; but, of course, only a small 
percentage progressed to the higher levels In the sequence. Heavy use of 
marihuana or other 'drugs along the sequence was more oiten followed by 
progression to the next step, and also by a higher probability of moving two or more 
steps/ "~ing a single time period. 

( , 
Corrt:,at~s of Marihuana Use 

Although marihuana use has become increasingly common over the past 
several years, it is not surprising that those who are less conventiorial in other 
respects are more likely to use the drug than are the more traQjtionally oriented. 
In their national study of males, ages 20-30, O'Donnell et. al., foUnd that "those men 
living in consensual unions (i.e., with a woman to whom they a,re not married) were 
more likely to be using marihuana than those living independently, or living in their 
parental home. Those who were married and living with their wives were least 
likely to be using the drug (the percentages of current use in ascending order were: 
mar~i.ed, 25%; living with parents, 38%; living independently, 56%; consensual 
union, 68%). A similar trend was found in the use ofothcr drugs including alcohol 
and tobacco (i.e., current drug use of all types was' gr~ater by males in consensual 
unions than among those who were married). Those unemployed, at the time of 
interview were more likely to have used marihuana in some time in their lives than 
those who were employed (72% of the unemployed had ever used compared to 52% 
of the employed) (23). 

In this same study both self-reported criminal acts and contacts with the 
criminal justice system (some drug use related) were -substantially higher for 
marihuana users than for the non-users. The authors caution, however, that "the 
fact that drug use sometimes occurs first and at other times' criminal behavior 
precedes use indicated that if. there is a causal connections between drug use and 
criminal behavior, it is not a simple one" (23). Similar results have been reported in 
terms of arrests by Brill and Christie (l % for non-users compared to 10% for 
regularmarihu'!na users), (6). 

An Air Force study of some 4500 men reporting marihuana use indicated 
somewhat poorer perf~rmance when compared with a control' group of non-users 
(22). Finally, a longitudinal study of college freshmen found a strong relationship 
between mar~huana and other drug use and the choice of unconventional careers 
(30). .There was also a disproportionate tendency for marihuaria users to change in 
the diredIon of unconv,entional careers during the two-and-one-half year follow-up 
period and the authors concluded, after multivariate analysis, that the results 
suggest a causal relationship. However, it should be stressed that, in general, 

~ studies relating marihuana use to other variables have not established more than a 
statistical association. It is clear that marihuana usage is frequently part of a 
larger pattern of nonconformity, but the existence of causal relationShips between 
marihuana use and other behavior have generally not been determined. 

:,., 
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CHAPTER 2 

CHEMISTRY AND METABOLISM 

Because the drug abuse problem involves marihuana, the study of the 
pharmacological and toxicological properties of the drug must be pursued; cannabis, 
however, is a complex mixture of variable amounts of numerous, potentially active 
substances. The chemistry of marihuana is, therefore, of paramount importance to 
the in vestigator, and the recently reported development of relatively simple 
analytical procedures for the separation and quantitation of the major cannabinoids 

lin marihuana is a significant advance. The effects'of marihuana can, now begin to 
be more meaningfully compaled in different laboratories, and many of the past 
problems of conflicting data will be avoided simply by knowing the chemical 
composition of the sample at hand. Indeed, the United ~Nations has recommended 
that all research reports on the properties of marihuana include a quantitative 
c.'Ccount of the major cannabinoid content of the preparation involved. 

Another notable contribution in the field of cannabinoid chemistry was the 
introd~¢tion of a refinement, in the synthesis of delta-9-THC, the major 
psychoactive drug in cannabis. In recent years, the synthesis 01. delta-9-THC, as 
well as of other cannabinoids, has been subjected to extensive investigation" ",.Wch 
has reslll ted in a continuous simplification of the synthetic procedures. Such 
c:fevelopments have reduced the cost of synthesis and thereby 1ncreased the 
availability of these important drugs for, scientific investigation. The long-term 
sigriificance of the recent refinement must be' viewed in the perspective of a long 
list of many contributions to our understanding of the chemistry of cannabis and its 
constituents. In the past few years ihe chemical study of cannabis has resulted in 
the isolation, characterization and synthesis of numerouS constituents of mari
huana, thus providing'biologists with the opportunity to study the pure drugs. In a 
classical sense, the chemical ,advances represent the basis for the rational 
investigation of the pharmacology and toxicology of marihuana • . 

New reports of the isolation and identification of some of the metabolites of 
marihuana continue to represent the most importaht aspect of research in the area 
of metabolism. In the human, for example, cannabinol has now been reported as a 
metabolite, and several new ones have been isolated from urine, It is essential to' 
pursue the identification of marihuana metabolites because the question of what 
accounts for the pharmacological and toxicological activity of marihuana can only 
be answered by a study of the cpnstituents of cannabis and their re~pective 
metabolites. The importance of metabolism was first demonstrated a few years 
ago when ll-hydroxy-delta-9-THC, a major metabolite of delta-9-THC, was found 
to be as active as, or more actIve than, the parent compound. 10 the"current 
Marihuana and Health report, the study of the anticonvulsant activity of the 
cannabinoids has revealed that another metabolite, 8-alpha, II-dihydroxy-delta-9-
THC, is also avery acfive substance. It is hot unreasonable to assume, that still 
other marihuana metaboHtes' will be found to produce significant pharmacological 
and toxicological effects. 

~11:, 
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Drug Sources 

The detailed chemical analysis of cannabis has been extended to yield more 
components (4; 43, 44), and investigators have recently identified a new spermidine 
alkaloid called cannabisativinein an alcoholic extract of the root of Cannabis 
~ L. (24). ---

The importance of the influence of smoking marihuana on the nature of its 
chemical constituents continues to be recognized (14, 18, 19, 20, 37). A detailed 
analysis of the pyrolytic products of cannabidiol (CBD) has demonstrated that one 
of the principal volatile products formed is olivetol, a pharmacologically active 
chemical 'precursor of the cannabinoids (19). , 

The cannabinoids are potentially unstable qimpounds and their stability in 
chloroform, a commonly used solvent for extraction and storage of cannabinoids, 
has been re-examined (51): The results of a three'~month storage study support a 
previous assessment that either synthetic or mlturally occurring cannabinoid 
mixtures are reasonably stable. Other investigaton; have determined the influence 
of pH on stability by describing the kinetics of the degradation of delta-9- and 
delta-8-tetrahydrocannabinol (delta-9-THC, delta-8-THC) at different pH values 
(12). 

More new cannabinoids have been synthesized and examined for pharma
cological activity (8, 22, 52), and the synthesis of delta-9-THC has continued to be 
refined with the introduction of a one-step reaction using either chrysanthenol (35) 
or p-mentha-2, 8-dien-l-ol and olivetol (34). 

Analytical Techniques: Detection 

A t the present time four principal methods are used for the analysis of 
cannabinoids: gas-liquid chromatographY (GLC), thin-layer chromatography (TLC), 
mass spectroscopy (MS) and radioimmunoassay (RIA). The chromatographic 
procedures remain the most useful because they offer either simplicity, as in the 
case of TLC, or the best combination of sensitivity and selectivity, as in the case 
of GLC. The GLC methods have been especiaUy useful in the separation and 
quantitation of cannabis constituents (31). Oneo~ these methods, which involves 
the formation of silyl derivatives and 2 % OV-17 chromatography columns (49}, has 
been extremely valUable for the elucidation of the major components of cannabis. 
This method, referred to in the 1974 Marihuana and Health report (25)/" 
demonstrated that previous GLC analyses of cannabis failed to separate CBD from 
cannabichromene (CBC); hence, some CBO samples used in pharmacological studies 
were probably significantly contaminated with CBC. The recognition of the 
prevalence of CBC in some cannabis samples should prompt a re-evaluation of the 
pharmacological effects of pure CSD and an evaluation of the pharmacological 
properties of CBC, alone and in combination with CBD. 

The variability in cannabis composition has led the United Nations to 
recommend that all scholarly reports on the effects of cannabip inclUde a 
quantitative analysis for CBD, cannabinol (CBN) and delta-9-THC content; the GLC 
method described above was recommended for this purpose. Subsequently, the 
same research group published another GLC method which does not require 
derivatization, but still provides satisfactory separation of CBD and CBC (50). The 
relative simplicity of this procedure suggests that it is the current method of 
choice for the analysis of cannabis for its principal cannabinoid constituents. 
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New TLC methods for the cannabinoids continue to be developed (9, 16, 17, 
29, 48). A two-dimensional TLC system has been described as capable of 
separating 27 constituents of hashish resin, including CBD, CBN, delta-9-THC and 
CBC (29). This technique uses silica-gel plates and the solvents rt-pentane-diethyl 
ether-ethyl acetate (90:8:2) and n-pentane-acetone (90:10). In another report a ntl;w 
procedure for extracting urine enables the cannabinoid metabolites to be separated 
into neutral, weak and strong acid fractions, which can be easily fracti<>nated 
further by TLC (17). In addition, the use of methanol to extract delta-9-THC and 
its metabolites from tissues was found to yield higher recoveries .than other 
common extraction methods (38). Finally, the factors that influence the stability 
and color intensity of the chromogen-cannabinoid products have been identified as 
chromogen basicity, residual solvent and chromogen dyestuff (9). 

High pressure liquid chromatography (riPLC) represents a new and potential-
. ly useful technique for cannabinoid analyses. The great separatory capability 

inherent in HPLC shOUld lend itself well to the general problem of resolving 
complex cannabinoid mixtures. A recent report has described the use of dansyl 
derivatives for thefJuorometric detection of cannabinoids separated by HPLC (1). 
The results obtained from the anaiysis of cannabinoidstandards illustrate that the 
combination of dansyl derivatives and HPLC provides a method with the sensitivity 
and selectivity of GLC and mass fragmentography. This method has recently been 
used effectively in an examination of cannabinoid metabolites in dog feces (23). 
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that HPLC has been used to separate 
quantitatively delta-9-THC from other plasma heptane extractable substances 
(e.g., lipids) that can interfere with the GLC analysis of such extracts (11). 

. Since the pioneer mass spectroscopy work with cannabinoids by Agurell, .!:t 
ai. (56), which was summarized in the fourth Marihuana and Heal th report (25), the 
technique hilS played an important role in the identification of individual 
cannabinoids. The inherent sensitjvIty of the technique ,lends itself well to the 
potential measurement of cannabinoids in biological samples; and workers at the 
Research Triangle Institute have developed a method for the quantitative analysis 
of human plasma for concentrations of delta~9-THC as low as 0.5 nglml (58). Mass 
fragmentographic methods have also been used in a, humber of other studies (16, 23, 
29, 43, 44, 57). 

Several reports have also appeared describing the use of RIA for the 
detection of cannabinoids, particularly in body fluids (13, 26, 46, 47). In addition, 
two new immunoassay techniques are under consideration: homogeneous enzyme 
immunoassay (36) and free radical immunoassay (6). The most appealing feature of 
immunoassay is its great sensitivity, but limited seleCtivity continues to restrict its 
applicability. . 

Metabolism 

The continuing study of the biological disposition of the cannabinoids has 
yielded a greater understanding. of factors affecting their metabolism, the nature 
of their metabolites, their distribution in the body and, finally" the routes of their 
excretion. Research into hepatic microsomal metabolism was designed to define 
the optimal in vitro conditions for the metabolism of delta-9-THC (40). The 
influence of several cannabinoid vehicles on de1ta~9-THt metabolism was eval
uated, and apparent Km and Vmax values were determined. The pattern of 
metabolite production was followed as a function of dUration of incubation. 
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Twenty~four hours after oral administration, 'crude cannabis resin was found to 
increase both pulmonary and hepatic aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase activity in male 
rats (1f2). The stimulus for this effect may have been the trace quantities of benzo
(alpha)-pyrene found in cannabis resin. In another experiment, the rate of d,elta-9-
THC metabolism both in vivo and in vitro was inl=reased by the daily pretreatment 
of rats with phenobarbital (39). Despite an increased rate of metabolism, neither 
the apparent Km nor Vmax was altered. The phenobarbital effect was compared 
with the response in tolerant animals: In vitro, the rate and pattern of metabolism 
was unchanged" and, in vivo, the amounts of cannabinoid 1n tissue and its 
disappearance from blood was also unaffected. The data suggest a, functional, 
rather than a dispositional, basis for tolerance. r." '," 

Various drugs have been examined in terms of their' effects Ol~ 'the in vitro 
and in vivo metabolism of delta-9-THC (If I): Pentobarbital, phenobarbital, 
SKF 5,25-A, amphetamine and meprobama~e all inhibited delta-9-THC metabolism 
in vitro; under similar conciitions morphine and mescaline had no effect. In 
contrast to these general 'find!ngs, only SKF 525-A affected delta-9-THC 
metabolism in vivo. It appears, therefore~ that the in vivo interactions between 
delta-9-THC and other centrally acting drugs cannot be explained by an alteration 
in delta-9-THC metabolism. 

Recent examinations of the delta-9-THC biotransformation products of 
rabbit and dog liver microsomes have revealed the presence of I, 2- epoxyhexa
hydrocannabinol (3, 55); and a comparison of metabolites from the perfused dog 
lung and from dog hepatic microsomes has led' to the discovery of side-chain 
hydroxylated derivatives (55). Moreover, there is now evidence that CBN and its 
oxidized derivatives are normal metabolites of delta-9-THC. CBN has been 
identified In human plasma following marihuana smoking (27), in rat bile (51f) and in 
rat, blood (28) after intravenous injection of delta-9-THC. Oxidized metabolites of 
CBN have also been identified (2, 5); and a new metabolite containing two carboxyl 
groups has been isolated from rabbit urine '(30). Both rat and rabbit liver 
microsomes were found to convert CBN into a number of side-chain hydroxylated 
compounds (53). In addition, marihuana metabolites in human urine have been 
extracted by a new method which separates them into neutral, weak and strong 
acid fractions (17). . 

Various aspects of the distribution of the cannabinoids in the body have been 
investigated: Thus, one research group has found that the properties of delta-9-
THC in plasma are a function of the method of administering the drug (10). In this 
study, delta-9,-THC was administered either intravenously in polyethylene glycol or 
in rat. serum, or in the form of cannabis smoke. Plasma disappeatancecurves 
varied, ,depending upon the method of administration, and, compared with the other 
two means of administration, injection in serum resulted in a sloWer elimination 
from plasma, a lower proportion of metabolites relative to delta-9-THC and a 
different distribution of binding to plasma proteins. 

Other investigators found that the plasma-protein distribution of delta-9-
THC after intravenous administration differs in female and male rats (7); and at all 
doses tested, the response in females was more pronounced. The latter finding 
correlated with that' of higher tissue concentrations of delta-9-THC and its 
metabolites in the female; therefore, the enhanced activity of delta-9-THC in the 
female rat may be due to the higher tissue cannapinoid concentration~ in the brain. 
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The relationship between ti5sue~drug concentration and pharmacological activity 
was extended in a comparativ.e :stlldy of the effects of delta-9-THC and 
dimethylheptopyran (DMHP) on mouse immobility (21). Like delta-9-THC, the 
brain concentrations of DMHP and its hydroxylated metabolite correlated with the 
behavioral effect (21). Despite DMHP's greater potency, the fraction of the dose in 
the brain was smaller than that of delta-9-THC; thus, the potency difference 
between delta-9-THC and DMHP <lppears to be a consequence of the latter1s 
greater activity at the site of action. 

Plasma concentrations of delta-9-THC, ll-hyd~oxy-delta-9-THC, CBN and 
CBD were measured by radioimmunoassay as a fUnction of time after their 
intravenous administration in the rabbit (4.5). Delta-9-THC was unlike the other 
drugs, because plasma values for reacting substances rose for several minutes after 
injection, presumably dUe to the rapid formation and re-entry of the Il-hydroxy 
metabolite into the plasma. In humans, this metabolite leaves the plasma more 
rapidly than does delta-9-THC (33); an observation that has been confirmed in mice 
(32). 

In a study of lactating ewes, both delta-9-THC and its metabolites were 
recovered from the milk for as long as 96 hOlJfs after administration of a Single, 
intravenous low dose,Jl.5). Other investigations have shown that biliary excretion in 
rats accounts for the elimination of 60% of an intravenous dose, of delta-9-THC 
(3mglkg) (40), that blliary excretion remains unchanged when tolerance to THC 
develops (39), and, finally, that most of the metabolites in the bile are highly polar 
substances. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TOXICOLOGICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL EFFECTS 

The toxicological research reviewed 1n tf'e present Marihuana and Health 
report 15 the result of the continuing need to idp,ntify and evaluate the toxicological 
properties of marihuana. To fill this need, a series of inhalation toxicity studies. 
have made two major contributions. First, in the absence ot detailed pathological: 
studies in humans, marihuana has been administet'ed to numerous species in a wid:e 
range of dosages by a variety of routes-including inhalation. The report that 
chronic administration of low doses by smoke inhalation results in a toxic:;ity 
comparable to that elicited by other routes of administration serves to validate ,~~e 
conventiona! animal toxicity studies which are based on either the ora/ "or 
parenteral route. Accordingly, the mass of animal data c:;ollected in the past; few 
years leads to the conclusion that, to date, regardless of the rOlj'ce of 
administration, the observed toxicity of marihuana is not associated with any 
serious pathological changes; 

.Secondly, until the inhalation studies, most cannabinoid toxicity research 
was restricted to the principal psychoactive constituent of cannabiS, delta-9-THC; 
now, however, cannabidiol and cannabichromene-both formerly considel'ed pharm-
acologically inactive--are known to contribute significantly to the toxicity and ,c 
lethality of marihuana. Clearly, future toxicological evaluations '0£ cannabis 
constituents must bOe .extended to all the major, naturally occurring cannabinoids, 
both alone and in various combinations. 

Another important aspect of toxicological research arises from the reported 
effects Of marihuana on slJch cellular components and products as 'lipids, proteins, 
nucleic; a<:,lds, hormones and neurochemical transmitters. An association between 
some of th>lSe effects and animal behavior has now been made; most, but not all, 
of the char,'ges appear to be readily reversible. These cellula!' effects and their 
implicatio!):1 are not easily understood, b\.lt they may reflect ~ubtle alterations In 
fUnctiun Independent of' any gross pathological changes. Wit~1 chronic drug 
exposure, however, these subtle changes may evolve into significant toxicological 
factors. 

The study of the pharmacological properties of tnadhuana is important for 
at 'least three reasons: 1) to define its effects, particularly its possible toxic 
effects; 2) to determine. the potential interaction of 'its effects with various 
pathologic:;al states (e.g., coronary artery disease, liver disease, epilepsy): and 3) to 
evaluate the potential therapeutic uses of the cannabinoids. During the past year 
there have been significant contl.'ibutions to the attainment 9f all these objectives. 
Several studies have recognized the ability of the cannabir,oids to interact/not only 
with one another, but more importantly, with other drugs; the cinteraction in some 
instances results in the enhancement of a drug effect, in othersIn an antagonism. 
Such a complex set of effects has be~n described in the case of the barbiturates, 
the amphetamines and alcohol. The significance of this interaction potential is 
obviously not limited to drugs used only for illicit purposes: From the reported 
interaction effects, the concurrent use of marihuana with licit drugs could 
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conceivably result in an increased toxicity, a diminished therapeutic effectiveness 
or, even, an enhanced therapeutic effectiveness. 

Another report of a potentially significant drug interaction centers on the 
delta-9-THC blcckade of the morphine-abstinence syndrome. If this effect is 
confirmed, then the characteristics and consequences of the interaction should be 
defined. further, particularly with reference to other drugs known to block the 
opiate-abstinence syndrome. 

The pharmacological studies included in the present Marihuana and Health 
report reveal the toxic influence of marihuana on pre-existing pathological states 
(62): Thus, the clinical description of the adverse effect of smoking marihuana on 
cardiac function in patients w1'th coronary artery disease is a significant 
contribution toward a more comprehensive picture of the toxicity of cnnnijbis. 
There are also reports of animal data indicating that the use of marihuana may 
adversely affect the control of seizures. This interpretation is based on several 
observations of marihuana's central-nervous-system excitatory properties and on 
the hyperexcitability following withdrawal from repeated delta-9-THC treatment. 
These potentially unfavorable interactions with epilepsy may be independent of the 
anticonvulsant properties of marihuana, as is the case with some antiepileptic 
drugs, such as phenobarbital. 

The Report (62) contains descriptions of two pharmacological effects that 
have definite clinical potentiah The decrease in intraocular pressure and the 
anticC\nvulsant activity, both of which are described in sufficient detail to warrant 
serious consideration of their therapeutic applicatiol). Furthermore, the quantita
tive evaluation of the relativ." anticonvulsant and neurotoxic'activity of several 
cannabinoids has demonstrated that a potentially useful therapeutic effect of 
cannabidid is at least partially separable from tne motor toxicity of mar~huana, a 
finding which is further supported by the report of cannabidiol's complete lack of 
psychotoxicity in humans. A comparable pharmacological selectivity for other 
cannabinoid effects deemed potentially valuable clinically is thus a distinct 
possibility. Finally, the introduction of numeroUS synthetic cannabinoids presents 
an opportunity to search for the most appropriate agent for any given desired 
effect. ' 

Toxicological Effects 

Investigatorshave continued to evaluate the toxicity associated with chronic 
exposure to the cannabinoids using various routes of administration and several 
different species. Experiments have been of two basic types: those designed to 
study lethal effects produced by the chronic administration of massive doses, and 
others designed to study sublethal toxicity produced by relatively low dosesjsuch as 
those commonly us~d by humans. The chronic low-dose work now includes, rat 
studies of toxicity following smoke inhalation (71): The daily doses given to l~, 5-
and 23-day exposed animalli were analogous to those taken by humans, and the 
results indicnte that inhalation of delta-9-tetrahydrocanmibinol (delta-9-THC) can 
produce the characteristic marihuana central-nervous-system (CNS) toxic effects 
(depression and excitation) elicited by other routes of administration. These 
effects, like those associated with other routes of administration, appeared in the 
absence of any pathological changes, and tolerance ultimately developed to most of 
them. In a study of the inhalation toxicity of Turkish marihuana (high ill 
cannabidiol and cannabichromene and low in delta-9-THC content) rats were daily 
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exposed to smoke 5 days per week for 25-days (72) •. This treatment resulted in 
various manifestations of CNS depression and in a dose-related lethal effect
respiratory arrest; such results demonstrate that cannabidiol (CaD) and canna
blchromene (CSC) can contribute to the toxicity of marihuana. 

Massive oral doses of de1ta-9-THC or crude marihuana extract administered 
to rats daily.for 28 to 91 days have been used to determine toxic neurochemiclil 
effects (59): After 28 days of treatment, significant decreases were observed in 
total brain protein, ribonucleic acid (RNA) and acetylcholinesterase activity. 
These neurochemical changes in rats coincided with the appearance of the CNS 
stimulation (fighting behavior and convulsions) characteristic of chronic marihuana 
treatment, and, like neurotoxicity, were partially reversed by 91 days of continued 
ad:ninistration. 

In a study similar to that described immediately above, neurochemicat 
changes were evaluated in rats treated for -as long as 180 days; in this instance, 
however, the doses were relatively low-2, 10 or 50 mg/kg/day orally (60). The two: 
lower doses of de1ta-9-THC were ilgain analogous to the crug content of the 
marihuana and hashish consumed by humans. (This work is tile counterpart of a 
low-dose, chronic-toxicity study (74) referred to in the 1974 Marihuana and Health 
report (62). Neurochemical analyses of four areas_ of the brain (frontal cortex, 
parietal cortex, subcortical regions and cerebellum) were made at various times 
after the initiation of chronic treatment and generally showed neurochemical 

"changes comparabl(;· to those produced in the massive-dose study described above. 
': in the lower-dose study, however, changes requirecllong~r periods of treatment to 

appear and varied in the difi(!rent areas of the brain. Some of the behavioral and 
neurochemical changes were sex-linked, and several occurred after the dEtvelop
ment of tolerance to the behavioral effects. Furthermore, a few of the 
neurochemical alterations were reversible, even after a 30-day recovery period. 

Neurotoxicity and EEG effects of chronic oral treatment of rats and rhesus 
monkeys have also been described (79, 80). In rats acute treatment with 10 mg/kg 
de1ta-9-THC increased the frequency of 'surgically induced polyspike activity, 

,.while chronic treatment'resUlted 1n subcortical spike bursts with concomitallt 
I:' ·seizures. In the rhesus monkey chronically treated with crude marihuana extract 

equivalent to 12.5 mg/kg delta'-9-THC or more, the neurotoxic manifestations 
, always preceded and outlasted the effects on the EEG, and tolerance developed 

more rapidly to the EEG effects than to the neurotoxicity. The resUlts suggest that 
the neurotoxic effects become manifest at lower doses than the characteristic ·EE.G 
effects, findings similar to those previously reported in humans. 

. Monkeys treated intravenously (i.v.) with de1ta-9-THC exhibited, at the 
injection site, such toXic reactions asegema, necrosis, ulceration and fibrosis (83). 
In order to elaborate the local toxicity findings, ·the -drug was chronically 
administered· subcutaneously (s.c.) to rabbits in doses ranging from 15.9 to· 153.4 • 
mg/kg/day. The dermal responses, which were generally dose-related, included 
erythema, edema, ulceration and nodulefotmation. These results illustrate that 
the use of marihuana l.v. may b.e acccmpanied by'local toxic reactions. The 
chronically treated animals displayed dose-related decreases in body and liver 
weights, in glycogen content of the liver, and In blood sugar and alkaline 
phosphatase activitYl serum potassium concentration was elevated. As in other 
chronic toxicity studies from ,this group, no pathological tissue effects-other than 
those at the injection site--were discernible •. ~, . 
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A study of the influence of different routes of administration and vehicles 
on the lethal dose 50 (LD50) values of delta-9-THC has also been made (73). The 
oral LD50 for delta-9-THC in an aqueous emulsion of sesame oil and polysorbate 80 
was similar to that obtained with a pure sesame-oil vehicle, indicating that the 
composition of the emulsion did not affect the LD50. Furthermore, the i.v. LD50 
for the same aqueous formulation was essentially identical to the inhalation LD50. 
In general, the results established the validity of the i.v. !'oute of administration in 
the investigation of the pharmacology and toxicology of marihuana-like substances. 

The continuing interest in the carcinogenic potential of marihuana smoke 
has brought forth a report that marihuana tar painted on mouse skin produced a 
variety of effects on squamous cells, including metaplasia of sebaceous glands (20). 
This good correlation with the established ,carcinogenicity of tobacco smoke led the 
investigators to conclude that cannabis smoke will also be carcinogenic, a 
conclusion which is supported by bicassays of marihuana tar on mouse skin. Both 
tumorgenicity and tumor-promoting activity were revealed although at levels 
significantly lower than those resulting from tobacco smoke (41). This contrasts 
with in vitro observations on human lung explants which sugge&t that cannabis 
smoke may be more carcinogenic than tobacco smoke (91). 

In another investigation, marihuana smoke produced a dose-depend~nt 
depression of the bactericidal activity of pulmonary alveolar macrophages; the 
effect was related to a water-soluble constituent in the smoke rather than to delta-
9-THC (23). It is possible that the toxicity of marihuana smoke to the alveolar 
macrophage may impair the ability of this cell to function in the host-defense 
mechanism of the lung. ' 

Numerous reports have appeared describing the effects of delta-9-THC on 
the endocrines. The main thrust of research in this area has aimed at pituitary and 
gonadal hormones. (See Appendix G "Human Elfects" for a detailed review of the 
latter.) One of the previously reported effects of heavy 'marihuana use in humans 
was gynecomastia (37). This effect has now been produced in rats given 1 mg/kg 
delta-9-THC s.c. for two to three weeks (38). In a related study, delta-9-THC in 
male rats increased pituitary weight, total pituitary prolactin and the concentra
tion of prolactin in serum (24), but in a similar study, delta-9-THC decreased, 
rather than increased, serum prolactin concentrations (57). The discrepancy in 
these results m.;' be due in part to differences in dosage: The effect in the former 
study was obtai.led at 16 mg/kg, whereas in the latter study the highest dosage 
employed was 10 mg /kg. In humans, marihuana 'use has had no apparent effect on 
serum prolactin. The gynecomastia described above was associated with normal 
serum hormone valUes, while another group of chronic marihuana users was also 
normal (56). . "j 

Research into the effect of delta-9-THC on other pituitary hormones has 
indica(ed that in rats delta-9-THC in doses of 5 to 20 mg/kg inhibited growth 
hormone and stimulated adrenocorticotropic hormone secretion; daily administra
tion of 20 mg/kg for 20 days did not produce tolerance to these effects (55). The 
findings suggest that delta-9-THC acts as a stress stimulus of the hypothalamic
pituitary axis. A similar response to delta-9-THC in the mouse was evidenced by 
an increase in corticosterone concentration in plasma (69), although tolerance to 
the effect on steroid secretion rapidly developed in this species. The work of one 
group of investigators has shown an inverse relationship between plasma corti
costerone and the amoullt of 5-hydroxytryptamine in whole brain. A positive 
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correlation between the steroid value and aggrel;~ive behavior in ovariectomized 
rats following. chronic cannabis treatment was, found (66). Aggressiveness was 
abolished by estrogen treatment, suggesting that previously desc(~bed sex differ
ences in response to cannabis may, in partl have been due to female variabiHty 
during different phases of the estrus cycle. 

The inhibitory effect -Of delta-9-THC on the secretion of growth hormone 
-~!S6 manifested it~1f in prepuberal male rats (17), bllt in adult female r,a'!;s high 
doses of the drug (5(1 mg/kg) elevated serum growth hormone values (28}. In a study 
of male mice chronicallY treated with delta-9-TIlC, growth was depressed in a way 
similar to that seen in estradiol treated animals, suggesting that delta-9-THC can 
exert an estrogen-like effect (78). , 

Pharmacological Effects 

The similarities 10 psychological actions between the liqueur absinthe and 
cannabis have led to a molecular structural comparison- of their active principles, 
thujone and tetrahydr<><iannabinol (26). Because the substances have a similar 
molecular geometry and similar functional groups, they may exert their psychic 
effects by interacting with a common receptor in the CNS. The receptor should -
have a binding site for oxygen, a planar region for the 'allyl group and pockets, or 
cavities, for fitting with, alkyl and hydrogen groups that are common to lxith drugs. 
the importance of the phenolic hydroxyl group in tetrahydrocannabinols in 'eliciting 
delta-9-THC-like activity in animals has also been established (86). 

St\ldies of the -effects of delta-9-THC on sleep-wakefulness patterns 
referred to in the 1974 Marihuana and Health report (62) have been expanded to 
include the male squirrel monkey whose patterns are similar to those of the human 
(1). Chronic treatment reduced slow-wave sleep time, which failed to return to 
normal, even after a 3~-day recovery period. In addition to this change in sleep 
pattern, the time spent in Stage 1, or drowsy sleep was increased in treated animals 
and this change also persisted throughout the recovery period. 

The analgesic activity of de1ta-9-THC has tow been described in th'~ dog, as 
well as in the rat, mouse and rabbit (54). Toleranr.e, which has been found to 
develop to such other. effects in the dog as ataxia and sedation, also developed to 
the analgesic effect. Two cannabinoid-free extracts (an aqueous extract and a 
volatile oil) of marihuana also were found to elicit analgesia in mice. The analgesic 
potency of the extracts was much lower than that of delta-9-THC, but the nature 
o~ the analgesic material and its interaction with de1ta-9-THC are still unknown. 

Many cannabinoids, in addition to delta-9- and de1ta-8-THC, are known to be 
anticonvulsants: These include cannabinol (CBN), \:limethylheptylpyran (DMHP) and 
some of its isomers; U-hydroxy-delta"9-THC (46); 8-alpha, ll-dihydroxY-delta-9-
THC'(45); and some new b,enzopyraris (70). Moreover, the activiW of CBO has been 
confirmed 'and the compound subjected to a variety of seizure tests which have 
demonstrated that in its anticonvulsant properties the drug more closely resembles 
diphenylhydantoin (DPH) than does delta-9-THC (44, 49, 85). The intel'actionof 
CBO with other anticonvulsant drugs has also been described in studies that 
generally show that, in a maximal electroshock test in mice, CBO clearly enhances 
the potency of delta-9-THC, DPH and phenobarbital (PB). The determination of the 
protective indices (toxic d~/anticonvulsant dose)' of several cannabinoidsin mice 
indicates that motor toxicity is a separable effect from anticonvulsant activity 
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(46); for example, compared with delta-9-THC, DMHP is relatively more toxic and 
CBD significantly less toxic. Furthermore, the separation of toxicity from 
anticonvulsant activity is dramatically illUstrated by the report that massive i.v. 
doses of. CBD in humans do not produce either the marihuana-like psycho.toxicity or 
tachycardia (68). 

In rats and mice subjected to a maximal electroshock test, tolerance to the 
protective effect of delta-9-THC and CBD rapidly developed (1+6, 47), but a similar 
response to repeated treatment, was associated with DPH and PB (47); in addition, 
tolerance to delta-9-THC or CBD involved cross-tolerance to DPH and PB (47). 
Tolerance has also been described for the anti seizure activity of delta-9-THC in 
the gerbil, but in this case it did not' develop to the neurotoxic effects (82). It 
should be noted, however, that a study of the influence of repeated daily drug 
treatment on the results of several anticonvulsant test~ indicates that tolerance 
does not develop to all the anticonvulsant properties of the cannabinoids (48). In 
fact, in some tests anticonvulsant activity increased, rather than decreased, with 
repeated treatment. Similar results were obtained with DPH but not with PB. The 
evidence suggests that the tolerance observed is not a dispositional but a functional 
adaptation. For example, in one study tolerance to protectiol~ against a maximal 
electroshock developed concurrent with an accumulation of cannab'.noids in the 
CNS and increased sensitivity to cannabinoids in certain anticonvulsant tests, while 
no change occurred in plasma delta-9-THC concentration or in barbiturate sleep 
time (lf8). . 

Previous reports mentioned descriptions of some excitatory properties of 
delta-9-THC, especially in conjunction with toxicity produced by chronic, high-dose 
treatment. Withdrawal from repeated treatment with anticonvulsant doses of 
delta-9-THC also resulted in CNS hyperexcitability, as measured by a decrease in 
the 6-Hz-electroshock threshold test for minimal seizures ,(49, 50); no such 
withdrawal increase manifested itself in the case of CBD or DPH. On the other 
hand, withdrawal hyperexcitability to delta-9-THC could not be demonstrated when 
pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) was. used to elicit minimal seizures (10. Following low
dose, i.v. administration, convulsant effects of delta-9-THC have been observed in 
a special strain of rabbits (19). Furthermore, delta-9-THC administered i.v. to the 
photosensitive baboon Papio p(pij resulted in an epileptiform EEG response, 3/sec 
rhythmic spikes and waves 63; no doses were anticonvulsant against the 
photically elicited myoclonic activity, but high doses (1-5 mg/kg) enhanced seizure 
responses in some cases. 

In the area of cannabinoid hypothermic activity, one recent study compared 
several cannabinoid preparations with chlorpromazine in mice (58) and ranked them 
In order of decreasing potency as follows: chlorpromazine, marihuana extract, 
distillate, DMHP, delta-8- and delta-9-THC. Tolerance to the effects of both 
delta-9-THC and chlorpromazine rapidly developed, although more rapidly to the 
former drug. Antipyretic activity for d('lta-9-THC, suggested by previous reports, 
has now been confirmed in mice (16). Additionally, with respect to the mechanism 
which lowers body temperature, the results from direct and indirect calorimetry 
measurements suggest that delta-9-THC-induced hypothermia is associated with 
both a decrease in heat production and an increase in heat loss (If, 88). In brain, 
some inves11gators have found a decreased tissue metabolic rate following l!l..Y.!Y2 
drug administration and a subsequent tolerance (64). Such an effect on metabolic 
rate could be mediated by either a direct or indirect action of the cannabinoids: A 
direct effect of several cannabinoids on tissue oxygen consumption in vitro has 
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been described by another research group (111) who reported that thecannablnoids 
depress the oxygen consumption of homogenates of liver, heart, brain and skeletal 
muscle. Moreover, mitochondrial preparations from the latter two tissues were 
studied further and their metabolic rates were also depressed. The dose-response 
data from the oxygen consumption research indicate that hypothermic doses of 
delta-9-THC yield tissue-drug concentrations sufficient to depress metabolic rate 
directly. 

. Recent research into the cardiovascUlar effects of marihuana has yielded a 
number of studies on various facets Of this subject (ct. 15}, For example, it has 
been found that jn rats tolerance does not develop to the bradycardia cqmmonly 
associated with chronic marihui\na treatment (53). In addition, the effect of delta-
9-THC on cardiac function has been described ill pentobarbital-anesthetized dogs 
with an electrically maintained constant heart rate (9). In this study, the drug 
decreased aortic blood pressure, cardiac output, left ventricular peak pressure and 
left ventricular end-diastolic pressure, but the contractility index was not affected • 

. The decrease in cardiac output eculd be restored to normal by elevating left 
"entricular end-diastoLc pressure with an expansion of plasma volume. In dogs 
with a maintained constant cardiac output, delta-9-THC decreased blood pressure 
and total peripheral resistance, but increased intravascular blood volume. These 
results indicate that. the delta-9-THC-induced decrease in cardiac output in the 
presence of constant cardij\c rate is due to a decreased venous return, rather than 
to a decrease in myocardial"function. 

In a study using spina! preparations, delta-9-THC exerted no cardiovascular 
effects; hence, the role of the CNS in mediating delta-9-THC's effects on heart 
rate and blood pressure was investigated in cats anesthetized with chloralose (87). 
Spinal transection (CI-C2) abolished the drug-induced bradycardia and hypotension. 
The delta-9-THC-caused bradycardia was also blocked by the surgical removal of 
tone to the heart, but neither heart-rate nor blood-pressure effects were modified 
by bilateral vagotomy. Sympathetic outflow in the "inferior cardiac nerve 
decreased after delta-9-THC administration although peripheral sympathetic 
functiol'iS were unaffected; thus, the cardiovascular effects of delta-9-THC appear 
to be due to a CNS action whlch results in a decreas~ In sympathetic tone. 

Other Investigators have examined the r~lationship between the sympathetic 
nervous system and delta-9-THC's cardiac effects in t!!rms of changes in the uptake 
of noradrenaline by the heart and have found that d~I(a-9-THC, lik.e cocaine, can 
decrease in a dose-related manner the uptake of noradrenaline by the isolated, 
perfused rat heart, although cocaine appears 'to be about ten times more potent 
than delta-9-THC (32). The significance of 'such effects is not yet clear, but of 
great interest is the report that smoking marihuana can adversely affect cardiac 
function in patient:; with angina pectoris (3). In these patients, smoking one 
marihuana cigarette containing 19.8 mg delta-9-THC ded·e.ased exercise perform-
ance significantly more than smoking one placebo cigarette. .' '," .~ 

The cannabinoids' ahility to decrease intraocular pressure is still inciting 
investigation and sever~ congeners of delta-9-THC, administered either systemi
cally or topically, have' now been tested. These are listed in order'~ decreasing 
efficacy: ll-hydroxy-delta-9-THC; delta-9-THC; 8 alpha, II-dihydroxy-delta-9-
THC;. SPUIA; other derivatives (33). Delta-9-THC can decrease the press\.!re in 
the rabbit eye by 2.5% and increase outflow capacity by 70% and the role of the 
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sympathetic nervous system in mediating these effects has been established (34, 35, 
36). The alpha-response is an enhanced total outflow facility and the beta-response 
is a vasodilatation of the efferent vessels from the anterior uvea, thereby causing a 
decrease in the formation of aqueous humor. Part of delta-9-THC's effect on 
intraocular pressure appears to be mediated through these actions on sympathetic 
receptors; but most arises from a central effect. 

The influence of cannabinoids on biogenic amines continues to be a focal 
point for studies of their mechanism of action. In a rat study of re~ated delta-9-
THC treatment on brain metabolism of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HI) and norepine
phrine (NE), the products of metabolism were isolated from whole brain following 
the intracisternal administration of radiolabelled 5-HT or NE (40). Chronic 
treatment yielded a decrease in the metabolism of 5-HT but an increase in that of 
NE. In ~nother study in the rat, the effect of hypothellTlic doses of deIta-9-THC on 
the metabolism of 5-HT and NE in the hypothalamus and brainstem was reported 
(89), and these results show that there are no changes in either the amount or the 
turnover of these amines in the,·two parts of the brain investigated. Several. 
cannabinoids have been examined for their effect on the uptake of NE, 5-HT, 
dopamine (bA) and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) by synaptosomes .derived 
from various regions of the rat brain (6). The findings indicate that cannabinoids 
can inhibit,the uptake of NE, 5-HT and GABA by hypothalamic synaptosomes; in 
addition, a discussion of the structural requirement for these effects is included. 
Delta-9-THC can also augment the release of NE from the isolated rat vas deferens 
(32), an observation which has led to the suggestion that the release of transmitter 
from peripheral stores may" in part, account for the hypotensive activity of delta-
9-THC. Delta-9-THC can decrease the uptake of DA by crude striatal 
synaptosomaJ preparations (42); however, amphetamine is more potent in ,this 
regard. Delta-9-THC also appears to alter the intraneuronal disposition of DA 
without any effect on its metabolism (65). It is possible that these effects are 
related to delta-9-THC's known interaction with amphetamine. 

Studies of the mechanism of action of deIta-9-THC have been expanded to 
include its effect on cyclic adenosine, 3', 5' -monophosphate (cyclic AMP), and 
investigators have found fJ)at low doses of deIta-9-THC (0.1-1.0 mg/kg intraperi
toneally) cause a 50-160\\\ Increase in brain cyclic AMP, whereas higher doses (2.0-
10 ·mg/kg) depress cyclic AMP 30-60% (27). This biphasic response. apparently 
correlates with other previously reported biphasic responses in biogenic amines, 
temperature regulation and behavior. 

Toe influeI1ce of tetrahydrocannabinols on brain acetylcholine content has 
also been investigated (5). The intravenous administration of 5 mg/kg delta-9- or 
delta-8-THC was found to decrease brain acetylcholine content, while ll-hydroxy
delta-9-THC, a metabolite, was ineffective. Delta-8-THC did not appreciably alter 
either acetylcholinesterase or choline acetyl transferase. The decrease in acetyl
choline was not 6bserved in rats treated with 6 mg/kg intraperitoneally (90). In 
contrast to the results described above for acute experiments, chronic oral 
cannabinoid treatment produced a decrease in brain acetylcholinesterase activity, 
as well as a decrease in total protein and RNA (59); however, no changes were 
observed in brain lipid, glycolipid or cholesterol concentration. In the chronic 
study, ,the neurochemical changes coincided with the onset of neurotoxicity; 
furthermore, both were partially reversed during cOnpnued drug treatment. The 
mechanism of some of the al'\ticholinergic effects of the cannabinoids remains to be 
elucidated. 
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The relationships between C"annabis and prostaglandins have been studied 
further and it has been confirmed that cannabinoids inhibit the formation of 
prostaglandins PGEI and PGE2 but they also stimulate PGF production (22). In 
another study, eugenol, a minor volatile constituent of cannabis, was found to be c.i 
more active inhibitor of PGEI synthesis than was delta-9-THC. This observation, 
combined with a demonstration of pharmacological activity in the essential oil 
fraction (76), indicates a need to consider the role of these substances in the 
pharmacology of cannabis. The release of PG-like substances by delta-9-THC from 
both rabbit kidney and guinea-pig lung has been reported (52): TheSe substances 
pi'oduced renal vasodilation and pulmonary vasoconstriction, responses which were 
blocked by aspirin. Tl:e former effect may account for the diuretic property 
ascribed to delta-9-THC, while the delta-9-THC-causeU release of PG-like material 
may be related to the increase in PG synthesis referr,ed to above (22). 

\.J "" 
An examination of the influence of acute and chronic delta-9-THO 

treatment on the lipids of rat brain subcellular fractions has revealed the following 
eifects: ACutely, the lipid content of the mitochondrial, synaptosomal and myelin 
fractions decreased, but in. the microsomal fraction all major lipid components 
increased; chronically, these changes tended to return to normal (75). Other 
reports have noted a lysis of rat liver Iysosomes in vitro by high coricentrations of 
delta-9-THC (8), and the uptake of delta-9-THC ~ by the Iysosomes (43). 

Numerous interaction studies of marihuana constituents have been under
taken since the last report and the interaction between cannabinoids, particularly 
between delta-?-THC and CBO, has received a great deal of attention. CaD's 
ability to antagonize some of the behavioral effects of delta-9-THC has been 
established and studies have been extended to the investigation of other effects. In 
one such study, prior treatment with CBO blocked the delta-9-THC induced 
catatonia, corneal areflexia and aggresiveness in REM sleep-deprived rats (5!l. In 
addition, CaD potentiated the delta-9-THC analgesic effect and impairI'Qentof 
rope climbing. In another study, pretreatment with apparently inactive doses of 
CBO reduced the depressant effects of delta-9-THC on body temperature, on heart 
rate and on respiration (7). CaD also reduced the depressant effects of delta':9- '. 
THC on variable-interval and fixed-interval schedules of food reinforced operant 
behavior (25). In these tests, high doses of CaD did affect these behavioral 
parameters, suggesting that CBO can function as a partial agonist.. A comparison 
of the interaction of CBO and CaN with delta-9-THC showed that CBO intensified 
delta-9-THC's 'effects on animal motility, on food and water Intake, on body 
temperature, on catalepsy, and on hexobarbital sleep time {3D). CBN, in general, 
did not.alter the activity of delta-9-THC, except in the barbiturate sleep-time test. 
In this, case, CBN, in contrast to CBO, blocked the delta~9-THC proiongationof 
hexobarbital sl~p time, thus corroborating an earlier report of CBN antagonism. 
The evidence presented suggests that CBn heightens the effects of delta-9~THC by 
a metabolic interaction at the level of the hepatic drug-metabolizing enzymes; on 
the other hand, the observed antagonism between CaN and delta-9-THC on sleep 
time appears to be a central interaction (29). The Clbility of CaD to potentiate the 
anticonvulsant activity of delta-9-THC was described above (85). An in vitro 
potentiation has also been reported (2). Both delta-9-THC and CaD were founaj;to 
depress intestinal motility, but delta-9-THf.: was more potent. lnactive. dosesiiof 
CBO increased the depressant eff~ct of delta-9-THC, demonstrating that potentia
tion was not necessarily mediated by a.CBD blockade of delta-9-THC's metabolism. 
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The interaction of CBN with depressant, excitatory and peripheral effects of delta-
9-THC has also been described (81): Inactive doses of CBN appeared to enhance 
the depressant effects and slightly inhibit excitatory effects, while having no 
effect on a peripheral response to delta-9-THC: 

A'dditional studies have focused primarily on the interaction 01 cannabinoids 
with other drugs. Acutely, delta-8-THC, in a dose-related manner, prolonged 
alcohol sleep time, bllt tolerance developed to this interaction with repeated 
cannabinoid exposure (1). The enhanced sleep time produced acutely cannot be 
attributed to an altered rate of alcohol metabolism (31). The jlOssibility that some 
of the effects of delta-9-THC are mediated by an action on chemical transmitters 
has been pursued by measuring the cannabinoid's influence on the L050s of certain 
drugs. It was found to intensify the toxicity of some cholinergic drugs but to 
attenuate the toxicity of others; the toxicity of adrenergic drugs was significantly 
reduced by the pretreatment with delta-9-THC and, finally, delta-9-THC increased 
the toxicity of a 5-HT -blocking drug (77). 

The interaction studies of cannabinoids and barbiturates .have been expanded 
to include ether anesthesia (13, 61). Cannabis extract prolonged the duration of 
bO.th barbiturate and ether anesthesia. However, after repeated treatment, 
tolerance developed to the interaction with ether but not to that with pentobar
bital. CBN also prolonged the duration of ether anesthesia, but CBO tendecl to 
antagonize ether. The investigators suggested that the failure of others to observe 
any such effect on ",ther anesthesia may have been the consequence of the variable 
cannabinoid composition of cannabis extracts. 

A study of the interaction of delta-9-THC pretreatment with d-ampheta
mine in aggregated mice, indicated that cannabinoid pretreatment can' potentiate 
motor activity and lethality without affecting hyperthermia \21); these effects 
were associated with a decrease in the amount of amphetamine in the brain. The 
influence of a combined treatment of delta-9-THC and methamphetamine on the 
EEG and on behavior has been described by other investigators who reported 
methamphetamine reversed the delta-9-THC effects on the EEG, but the 
combination of drugs produced some striking behavioral disturbances, which 
appeared to be a potentiation of methamphetamine toxicity (I8). An interaction 
between delta-9-THC and a naloxone-precipitated abstinence in morphine-depen
dent rats appears to exist for a single delta-9-THC pretreatment can block in a 
dose-related manner the naloxone-induced abstinence signs. Pretreatmel1t with 10 
mg/kg CBO failed to produce any such effect (39). 

It should be noted that two comprehensive reviews (67, 84) on the general 
subject of the pharmacology of marihuana have appeared since the 1974 Marihuana 
and Health report (62). 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRECLINICAL EFFECTS: UNLEARNED BEHAVIOR 

As the studies reviewed in the four previous Marihuana and Health reports 
(44, 45, 46, 47) have shown, the cannabinoids Produce a variety of effects on 
unlearned behavior in different animal species. The literature pertaining to 
cannabis and unlearned behavior is now quite volti.ninous. Consequently, this 
appendix focuses primarily on the relevant literature which has appeared since the 
last report, although some attempt is made to consider this literature in light of 
previous findings. Furthermore, for the sake of exposition the appendix is 
organized around four categories of unlearned behavior: gross behavior; activity 
and exploration; consummatory behavior; and aggressive behavior. 

Gross Behavior 

Much of the early preclinical research with cannabinoids investigated the 
effects of these drugs on the gross behavior of a wide range of animal species. As 
has been discussed in previous Marihuana and Health reports and recent reviews of 
the animal literature (e.g., 53) a variety of gross behavioral changes are induced in 
animals by the cannabinoids. Included among these effects are: catalepsy, ataxia, 
abnormal body postures, hypersensitivity, and hyperclctivity. Subsequent to this 
earlier work on gross behavioral changes, much of the preclinical work with 
cannabinoids pertained to learned rather than unlearned behavior. Most recently, 
however, there has been a renewal of interest in 1he gross behavioral changes 
induced In animals by cannabinoids. The primary reason for this has been the 
recognition that complex pharmacological interactions may occur among the 
cannabinoids. 

, The majority of cannabinoid research on unlearned behavior has used delta-
9-THC or delta-8-THC since these particular cannabinoids have been established as 
the major active components of cannabis samples (49). However, several 
researchers reported that the pharmacological activity of cannabis samples was not 
always entirely explained by the tetrahydrocannabinol content of the samples (7, 
36, 55). This led to the suggestion that interactions between THC and other 
cannabinoid constituents of cannabis, namely cannabidiol (CBD) and cannabinol 
(CBN), may be important. This suggestion was supported by findings that CBD 
inhibits the metabolism of delta-9-THC (25, 35, 42). 

Experiments dealing with interactions of cannabinoids on gross unlearned 
behavior are still few in number. However, those interactions which have been 
observed appear, at this time, to be complex and are not,always consistent among 
experiments. For example, in testing the effects of cannabinoids on catalepsy in 
rodents, investigators have found CBD and CBN administered alone to be either 
active (37, 61) or inactive (24). 'Moreover, when administered in combination with 
delta-9-THC, CBN has been reported either to have no effect on catalepsy (24) or 
to potentiate delta-9-THC induced catalepsy (61). Finally, CBD in combination 
with delta-9-THC has been reported to prolong (21t) or to enhance (37) catalepsy 
induced by delta-9-THC. . 
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The interactions between the cannabinoids on drug-induced 10;:' of the 
righting reflex (anesthesia, sleeping-time) seem to be particularly complex :14, 15, 
25, 37, 41, 43, 61). For example, CBN antagonizes delta-9-THC effects on 
pentobarbitone- (41) and hexobarbitone- (25) induced loss of the righting reflex but 
potentiates delta-9-THC-ether effects on the same unlearned response system in 
the same animal species (43). The co:nplexity of these and other interactions (11+) 
will most likely be better understood with additional research--especially research 
which can distinguish between drug interactions involving CNS activity and those 
involving cannabinoid-induced changes in tetrahydrocannabinol metabolism. 

As would be expected, THC interacts with drugs other than the cannabinoids 
to affect unlearned gross behavior. Recent experiments have shown that delta~8-
THC potentiates the loss of righting reflex induced in rats by alcohol (27) while 
delta-9-THC potentiates some, and antagonizes other, amphetamine-induced 
postural and activity behaviors in rats (30) and rabbits (J 6). 

Activity and Exploration 

Based on the research available at the time, the 1974 Marihuana and Health 
report (47) concluded that "cannabinoids generally suppress the spontaneous motor 
ac.tivity and exploration of animals, although findings regarding these effects are 
limited, as always, by drug route, time-effect, and drug-response considerations" 
(20, 26). The suppression effect of de1ta-9-THC on spontaneous motor activity has 
been confirmed by two recent studies (6, 56). In one of these (6), oral doses of 
delta-9-THC ranging from 1.25 mg/kg to 40.0 mg/kg were administered acutely to 
mice. The lowest drug dose produced a significant increase in activity while the 
remaining drug doses produced a dose-dep.mdent suppression of activity. Other 
mice were used to investigate tolerance to the suppressive effects of 40.0 mg/kg of 
delta-9-THC (p.o.) on spontaneous activity. Complete tolerance developed after 
one dose and had a duration of less than four days. 

Another aspect of this latter study (6) deserves mention. Specifically, the 
activity of mice that had been previously habituated to the experimental apparatus 
was not suppressed by a 40.0 mg/kg dose of delta-9-THC. This finding is in accord 
with other research (17, 19) which shows that prior habituation to an experimental 
situation can alter the effects of THC on motor activity in animals. 

Delta-9-THC doses of 30.0, 60.0 and 120.0 mg/kg were administered 
subcutaneously to pregnant rats on the fourth day of gestation (66). It was found 
that delta-9-THC produced an increase in abnormal pregnancies but that it had no 
significant effect on the locomotor activity of the offspring. This latter finding is 
at odds with a previous experiment (7) in which effects were ·observed on the 
unlearned behavior of offspring from pregnant rats that had been administered 
delta-9-THC subcutaneously during the tenth to twelfth days of gestation. 
Additional research is needed to determine whether delta-9-THC has a direct 
action on the developing fetus which becomes manifest in the unlearned behavior of 
offspring. 

The spontaneous activity of rat~ was additionally used to study the drug 
interaction between de1ta-9-THC and phencyclidine (56). It was found that an 
increase in activity produced by 5.0 mg/kg intraperitoneal injections of phencycJi
dine was antagonized by oral doses of delta-9-THC, ranging from 2.5 to 10.0 mg/kg, 
in a dose-related manner. 
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Exploratory behavior and performance on simple unlearned motor tasks have 
also been used recently to study the interactions of delta-9-THC with oiher 
cannabinoids. First of all, it has now been reported that CBO and cannabichromene 
(CBC), in inhaled doses from 1.0 to 2.0 mg/kg decreases exploratory behavior of 
rats in a dose-related manner (57) while CBN (10.0 mg/kg; i.p. injection) 
significantly increasr.d f"xp!oration-ambWation in rats (61). However, CBO did not 
affect the motor coordination of mice over a wide range of i.p. doses (62). In 
combination with delta-9-THC, both CBO (37) and CBN (61) produce a pharma
cological interaction on exploratory behavior in rats, although delta-9-THC and 
CBO do not seem to interact to affect motor coordination in mice (62). 

Consummatory Behavior 

Prior to 1973 delta-8-THC, delta-9-THC, hashish resin, and pyrahexyl were 
all shown to produce reductions in food and water intake, with a consequent weight 
loss, in animals. Research appearing since that time, much of which was reviewed 
in the fourth Marihuana and Health (47) report, has generally confirmed and 
extepded these findings for delta-8-THC and delta-9-THC (3, 28, 32, 33, 39, 59, 
60). In addition, inhaled doses of CBO and CBC have been recently shown to reduce 
the rate of growth in rats and to decrease their food and water consumption in a 
dose-related manner (57). On the other hand, neither CBN nor CBO were found to 
affect food and water consumption over a range of i.p. doses up to 80.0 mg/kg (24). 
However, in this latter study, CBD, but not CBN, was found to enhance the 
suppressive effects on consummatory behavior produced by delta-9-TAC. 

The general finding of cannabinoid-induced suppression of consummatory 
behavior stands in stark contrast to the findings that marihuana or hashish will 
increase the human appetite for food (1, 31). Several possible explanations hav.e 
been offered to account for this discrepancy. Sofia and Barry (60) have suggested 
that since pure delta-9-THC has not been used with humans, the appetite-stimulant 
effect of marihuana might be due to a constituent other than THC. The recent 
findings regarding CBN, CBO and CBC reported above (24, 57) seem to make this 
suggestion lessi '~ely. It has also been suggested that, since most animal studies 
have not taker continuous measurements of consummatory behavior, increases in 
consumption may have been overlooked. However, in recent experiments with rats 
where such continuous measures have been taken (32, 60), dose-related delta-9-
THC decreases in food and water intake have been confirmed. There is some 
evidence (28) to support the contention (22) that the discrepancy between animal 
and human consummatory behavior is due to the higher cannabinoid doses, relative 
to body weight, used in animals than in humans. Furthermore, the possibility that 
the discrepancy is related to humans' adaptation to a long-term deprivation 
regimen whereas most animals used are either nondepdved or acutely deprived has 
also teceived empirical support (29). Nevertheless, the discrepancy between animal 
and human experiments is inadequately explained. There is, of course, the 
possibility that the differences are due solely to between-species differences. If 
so, consummatory behavior will stand as a rare instance in which animal research 
with cannabinoids has not served reliably as a predictor of cannabinoid effects in 
humans. 
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Aggressive Behavior 

If aggression is taken as a uniform behavior of threatening or attacking 
another animal, then conflicting findings regarding the effects of cannabinoids on' 
aggressive behavior exist in the literature. However, a variety of procedures has 
been used to study the aggressive interactions between animals under the influence 
of cannabinoids,' each of which tends to invo! ve a different kind of aggressive 
behavior. In fact, when separated by aggression paradigms, the literature regarding 
cannabinoid effects on aggressive behavior is quite consistent. In general, the 
conclusion from both the last Marihuana. and Health report (47) and a recent 
extensive review of the cannabis and aggression literature in animals (2) is that 
cannabinoids suppress aggressiveness in nons tressed animals but increase stress
induced aggression. While one recent study (51) has demonstrated an increase in 
aggression following long-term administration of THC to rats which were not 
apparently stressed, the above conclusion applies to the acute cannabinoid 
experiments on animal aggressiveness whJch have appeared since the last report. 
For the sake of discussion, the new experiments will be divided into categories of 
stress-induced and nons tress-induced aggression, with the latter category being 
subdivided into isolation-induced aggression, competitive aggression and predatory 
aggression. 

Stress-induced Aggression 

As indicated, when stressed, animals are put under the influence of 
cannabinoids the usual outcome is an increase in aggressiveness. This outcome 
seems to be independent of the nature of the stressor used. Increased aggression 
under cannabinoids has been reported for such stressors as: st<lrvation (13), low 
temperature (12), REM sleep deprivation (5, 11), withdrawal from morphine (10), 
septal lesions (21), electric shock (9) and most recently, ovariectomy (54). 

Takahashi and Karniol (61) have investigated the interaction between CBN 
and delta-9-THC with respect to stress-induced aggression. Generally, this 
experiment produced results comparable to a similar previous investigation of the 
interactive effects of CBD and delta-9-THC on aggression induced by REM sleep 
deprivation (37). Intraperitoneal injections of 20.0 mg/kg delta-9-THC and 80.0 
mg/kg CBN .induced aggressiveness in the stressed rats. Interestingly, however, 
when the same doses of CBN and delta-9-THC were administered together, the 
amount of aggressiveness was less than that produced by delta-9-THC alone (61). 

Isolation-Induced Aggression 

Several experiments have shown that delta-9-THC and cannabis extract will 
suppress isolation-induced aggression in rats which have not also been subjected to 
stress (e.g., 21, 58). Other studies have shown that this cannabinoid-induced 
suppression of aggression is not a result of motor impairment (38) nor does it 
exhibit tolerance (63). 

The interaction between delta-9-THC and CBD on isolation-induced aggres
sion was investigated this year in mice (62). Intraperitoneal doses of 2.5 mg/kg 
deJta-9-THC and 40.0 mg/kg CBD individually suppressed aggressiveness although 
the interaction between these two cannabinoids was not significant. 
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Competitive Aggression 

Recent findings are in accord with previous results (31f, 52, 64, 65) showing 
that delta-9-THC reduced dominance and social competition in animals. For 
exa;nplf:, Cutler et. al. (IS) administered cannabis resin to mice in i.p. doses 
ranging from 4.0 to 100.0 mg/kg, then placed ihe mice with unfamiliar partners. 
These researchers found that the drug did not affect nonsocial behavior, sodal 
investigation or sexual behavior. However, dose-related increases in immobility 
and flight relative to aggression we re obtained. 

Ely ~ (23) demonstrated the importance of the existing social structure 
in their examinations of cannabinoid effects on animal aggression. Doses of 0.5, 
2.0 and 20.0 mg/kg of delta-9--THC were intravenously injected into mice whose 
dominant or subordinate status in their colonies was either relatively stable or 
whose dominClnce was threatened either by a rival or an intruder. In the stable 
colonies the only behavioral change noted was a limited period of reduced activity 
by the dominant males. Dominant mice confronted with a rival exhibited a 
reduction of activ;ty and a consequent loss of their dominant status. Dominant 
mice confronted with an intruder made fewer attacks on the intruder than non
drugged dominant mice, but t~eir aggressiveness returned to the pre-drug baseline 
level after 24 hours. 

Dose effects of delta-9-THC on aggressive behaviors of resident and 
intruder rats were examined by Miczek (50). This investigator varied i.p. dose level 
from 0.125 to 4.0 mg/kg and found that as the dose was increased, attack and 
threat behaviors of the dominant resident rat decreased. Only at the highest dose 
level of 4.0 mg/kg did delta-9-THC interfere with the defensive and submissive 
behaviors of the intruder. 

Predatory Aggressio!! 

Research appearing before the last report (47) supported the conclusion that 
cannabinoids reduce iJredatory aggression in nonstressed animals (2, 21, 4S). 
Although one study (4) indicated that THe could produce muricidal behavior in rats 
which did not previously display such behavior, it was not possible to conclusively 
determine whether stress induced by food deprivation or the administration of the 
cannabinoid over a 40-day period was responsible for this result. However, a recent 
study by Miczek (51) indicates that the long-term administration period may have 
been the crucial factor. This investigator found that during an administration 
period of 60 days, previously nonmuricidal rats given sufficient food and water so 
as not to lose weight and an intraperitoneal delta-9-THC dose of 10 or 20 
mg/kg/day developed mouse-killing behavior. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PRECLINICAL EFFECTS: LEARNED BEHAVIOR 

A review of the previous four Marihuana and Health reports (40, 41, 42, 43) 
reveals that an extensive array of procedures and contexts have been used 
experimentally to study the effects of cannabinoids on the performance of learned 
behavior in animals. These preclinical behavioral experiments have provided a 
framework for, and guided the design of, subsequent human experimentation. 
Compared to previous years, only a few experiments pertaining to cannabinoids and 
learned behavior have appeared this year. By and large these more recent 

. experiments confirm previous findings; no particularly novel procedures have been 
employed nor have there been dramatically unpredictable results. In part, the 
decrease in activity in cannabinoid preclinical animal research on learned behavior 
is one sign of an increase in human cannabinoid-Iearning investigations. 

Several detailed taxonomies of learned behavior are possible. However, lor 
the purposes of the present report, learned behaviors will be categorized into those 
involving: avoidance learning and aversive control; reinforcement schedules and 
maze learning; and discrimination learning. 

Avoidance Learning and Aversive Control 

Whether or not cannabinoids enhance, depress or fail to affect the 
acquisition of avoidance behavior depends importantly on the cannabinoid time
course of action (45) and dose (22), as well as on the particular cannabinoid (28) and 
type of avoidance task used (52). However, when the behavior investigated is 
performance, rather than acquisition, cf a learned avoidance task, cannabinoids 
have been reliably found to have disruptive effects (e.g., 9, 27, 28, 47) • 

. Additional reports of cannabinoid-induced impairment of established avoid
ance behavior have come from Tayal ~ (53) and Pryor and Braude (51). In the 
latter study (.51), it was further reported that delta-9-THC had a more than 
additive interaction with phencyclidine, over a wide range of doses for both drugs, 
in impairing conditioned avoidance behavior. The Tayal et. al. (53) experiment also 
found that tolerance develops to the disruption in avoidance performance induced 
by an alcoholic extract of cannabis. This finding of tolerance. confirms and extends 
previous reports of cannabinoid tolerance development unde· learned avoidance 
tasks (e.g., 27, 39). However, no new research has appeared to add to the finding 
(47) that delta-9-THC is cross tolerant with ethyl alcohol b·~t not with morphine or 
chlorpromazine in a shuttle box avoida.nce task. 

With respect to aversive c~mtrol situations other than avoidance learning, 
there have been several reports that cannablnoids reduce the conditioned emotional' 
response of animals to a stimulus previously associated with an unavoidable electric 
shock, regardless of whether an appeti rive or aversive situation is used to maintain 
baseline responding (e.g., 23, 27). The usual interpretation given to this finding is 
that cannabinoids act' to reduce fear or anxiety. However, a fear-reduction 
interpretation does not always gain support from research with humans (50). 
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Moreover, Ferraro and Bruce (16) have argued that previous conditional emotional 
response experiments have been, in part, confounded by drug-state changes which 
occurred between the training and testing phases of these experiments. Indeed, 
when they compared the conditioned emotional responses of rats who had received 
all of their training and testing under 2.0 mg/kg delta-9-THC (intraperitoneal 
injection) with nondrug control rats, delta-9-THC was found to increase the 
conditioned emotional response (14). 

Another factor which may be considered to temper the interpretation that 
cannabinoids reduce fear in aversive control situations is that delta-9-THC has 
been found to have an analgesic effect in animals (35) and humans (48, 49). This 
was demonstrated by Dykstra and McMillan (12) who used a titration procedure to 
determine the intensity at which monkeys would maintain a continuously applied 
electric shock. It was found that an injection of 15.0 mg/kg delta-8-THC caused 
the monkeys to adjust the shock to a higher intensity than they had in the absence 
of the drug. 

In still another aversive control context, Corcoran et. aI. (8) have extend 
previous findings that delta-9-THC (14) and hashish extractmproduce "bait shy
ness" in rats when paired with novel tastes. In the Corcoran et. aI. (8) study, delta-
8-THC, CBD, and cannabigerol (CBG) all produced bait shyness. However, 
cannabichromene (CBC) did not produce a conditioned taste aversion in this 
aversiv~ control situation. 

Reinforcement Schedules and Maze Learning 

Both operant and instrumental conditioning paradigms have been used to 
study the effects of cannabinoids on appetitively reinforced learned behavior in 
animals. In the operant conditioning context, scheaules of reinforcement have 
received the most study. In the instrumental conditioning context, maze or alley 
learning has been the usual baseline for determining cannabinoid effects. 

Following the outlin~ established in the fourth Marihuana and Health report 
(43), experiments dealing with cannabinoid-reinforcement schedule interactions will 
be categorized into two major types: Type I experiments which focus on changes 
in schedule controlled responses, and Type II experiments in which such responses 
merely provide a baseline for the study of drug-related parameters. 

The bulk of the earlier cannabinoid research with reinforcement schedules 
was of the first type (ct., 40, 41, 42, 43). What little research of this type there 
has been in the past two years (e.g., 9, 20, 55) has mainly tended to replicate and 
confirm the findings from the earlier research even where more complicated 
reinforcement schedules have been used (2). Taken all together, the research 
demonstrates that behavior under reinforcement schedule control is reactive to 
deIta-9-THC and delta-8-THC as well as to other constituents of cannabis (l0, 21). 
In general, such behavior is depressed in a dose-related manner by cannabinoids, 
aI though under schedules which tend to generate low response rates, a bi-phasic 
dose-response function or an alternation between periods of no responding and 
increased rates of responding are sometimes observed. 
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Although only limited attention has been given to the effects of canna
binoids on the acquisition and extinction of operant behaviors (18), the now very 
extensive literature on the relationship between cannabinoids and performance of 
schedule controlled responses has stimulated the use of such responses as baselines 
in Type 11 studies of drug-related parameters. 

Among other things, reinforcement schedule baselines have been used in the 
past two years to study: between-r.annabinoid comparisons (36); cross-tolerance 
between cannabinoids and other drugs (1i7); and differences between drug vehicles 
and routes of cannabinoid administration (1, 15, 17). An operant paradigm has also 
been used to investigate the interaction between de1ta-?-THC and cannabidiol. Dav
is and Borgen (10) found that intraperitoneal injections of .3.0 mg/kg delta-?-THC 
suppressed schedule controlled responding in rats while 25.0 mg/kg CBD did not. 
Similarly, intramuscular injections of 1.0 mg/kg delta-9-THC suppressed responding 
in pigeons while 50.0 mg/kg CBD did not. However, when animals were pretreated 
with their respective CBD doseS, the THC induced suppression of responding was 
reduced. . 

An instance of the Type II reinforcement schedule experiment was recently 
performed by Dykstra ~ (13). These researchers injected pigeons responding 
under variable interval, fixed ratio, and fixed interval schedules with a range of 
delta-?-THC and SP-Ill doses ( • .3 to 18.0 mg/kg intramuscular injection adminis
tered either one or two hours before the start of the experimental session). SP-llI 
is a water solUble ester of delta-9-THC which bears a basic amino function (56). 
Both drugs produced a dose-related suppression of reinforcement schedule 
responding although delta-9-THC was three to six times more potent than SP-lll 
and had a faster time of onset. 

A large number of both types of reinforcement schedule experiments have 
investigated the development of tolerance under the cannabinoids (e.g., 1,2,20, .36, 
38, 1i7). These experiments have uniformly shown that tolerance readily develops In 
animals to cannabinoid-induced suppressant effects on operant responding. How
ever, two studies have shown that, in this situation, tolerance development to 
delta-9-THC is d'Je to the animals responding under the influence of the drug rather 
than to the mere exposure of the animals to delta-9-THC (5, .38). Moreover, 
Frankenheim (20) observed that repeated i.p. injections of delta-8-THC (10.0 and 
17.8 mg/kg) tended to increase the sensitivity of rats to 'a response rate-increasing 
eff"ct of the drug under a differential reinforcement of low rate -$cnedule of 
reinforcement. This increased sensitivity was likened by Frankenheim (:20) to the 
reverse tolerance sometimes reported for marihuana efi oects in humans. 

Compared to operant reinforcement schedule reseal'ch, the effects of canna
binoids on the acquisition and performance of instrumelltal maze or alley-way 
responding have not received extensive study. A Canadian s,tudy, not yet published, 
has found that permanent impairment of maze learning ability in rc.ts occurred 
following six months of treatment with oral doses of either ethanol or cannabis 
extract. While the doses of THC and alcohol were both relatiVely high (20 mg 
THC/kgl the authors point out the animals were visibly intoxicated for "only about 
four hours after each dose, gained weight normally and were in good general health 
throughout the experiment." Based on the degree of intoxication, they argue that 
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the research may be relevant to possible learning impairment under conditions of 
unusually heavy human use (57). Based on previously published literature; it may be 
concluded that the cannabinoids impair reinforced and latent learning in a variety 
of instrumental conditioning situations including the Y maze, T maze, Lashley III 
maze and straight alley (11, 29, 44, 46, 54). 

Discrimination Learning 

The effects of cannabinoids on discrimination learning were reviewed for the 
first time in the previous Marihuana and Health report (43) under two subtopics: 1) 
the effects pf cannabinoids on the performance of discriminations based on 
exteroceptive, stimuli, and 2) the acquisition of stimulus control of behavior based 
on the presence or absence of cannabinoids. 

As there have been few experiments published since the last report which 
describe the effects of cannabinoids on discrimination learning with exteroceptive 
stimuli, only a brief summarization of the existing literature will be made herein. 

In general, the effects of cannabinoids on established stimulus discrimina
tions are influenced by the same variables as determine the effects of other 
psychotropic drugs on discrimination performance (d., 43). More specifically, 
disruption of discrimination performance by cannabinoids is more likely if the 
discrimination is complex'rather than simple and if the discrimination is' successive 
rather than simultaneous. The typical cannabinoid-induced disruption of discrimi
nation performance is the result of dose-related decreases in responses to the 
stimulus associated with reinforcement and corresponding increases in responses to 
the stimulus associated with nonreinforcement. Finally, and in accord with the 
effects of most other psychotropic drugs, during generalization testing delta-9-
THC reduces total response output but does not typically alter the slope of the 
generalization gradient. 

It is now well established that animals can learn to discriminate between the 
presence of cannabinoids and a vehicle-control solution (3, 4, 19, 25, 31, 32, 33, 
37). Jarbe et. al. (33) used an experimental procedure which is prototypic of 
research on this topic. Gerbils trained in a T maze were required to make 
discriminative choices based on whether delta-9-THC or drug vehicle alone had 
been injected prior to the training session. As is the usual outcome in cannabinoid 
stimulus studies of this sort, Jarbe et. al. (33) found that the delta-9-THC 
discrimination was acquired in a dose-related manner (from 0.5 to 16,.0 mg/kg, i.p.) • 

. Furthermore, decreasing the dose or increasing the injection-test interval from 
that used in training Jed to a decrease in delta-9-THC associated choices. One 
final aspect of this study which is unique is that pentobarbital (20.0 mg/kg) 
interacted in a mote than additive fashion with delta-9-THC to determine drug 
versus control solution choice responses. 

The delta-9-THC discrimination paradigm has also been used recently to 
compare the potency of different routes of drug administration (3, 32). As 
compared to intraperitoneal administration, delta-9-THC administered orally or by 
inhalation had stronger stimulus properties while lesser stimulus properties were 
manifest after intravenous administration of delta-9-THC. 
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Although some quantitative differences exist, it now appears that the 
stimulus properties of delta-9-THC are interchangeable with delta-8-THC, ll-OH
deita-8.:THC, cannabis extract, and hashish smoke (3, 32). However, neither CBO 
or CBN seemingly produce THC-like stimulus properties (32). Furthermore, a wide 
range of drugs from several pharmacological classes have been shown not to be 
interchangeable, in terms of stimulus properties, with delta-9-THC. Thus, there is 
support for a hypothesis that the active cannabinoids may have a unique mode of 
pharmacological action. 

One final aspect of the cannabinoid-stlmulus discrimination paradigm merits 
further study. Of concern is whether or not tolerance develops to the drug
stimulus properties of delta-9-THC. There have been three studies which address 
this concern. One study supports the development of tolerance (26), one provides 
indirect evidence supporting tolerance development (30), and finally, one provides 
data indirectly supporting a lack of tolerance development (6). Until additional 
experiments are performed it seems appropriate to conclude tentatively that a 
slow, and perhaps partial, tolerance develops to the stimulus properties of delta-9-
THe. 

State-dependent learning refers to the phenomenon that animals perform 
better if trained and tested under the influence of a drug than if a drug-state 
change occurs between the training and testing phases of an experiment. State
dependent learning has been shown for delta-&-THC and delta-9-THC (d., 45). 
However, it is not clear from the THC literature whether or not symmetric 
<:!hruptive effects are obtained between a change from a drugged to a nondrugged 
state (O-NO) and a change from a nondrugged to a drugged state (NO-D). Both 
symmetric and asymmetric state-dependent effects have been reported for THC 
(24). In the case of asymmetric effects, a change from the 0 to NO state produces 
greater impairment of responding than does a change from the NO to 0 state (22). 
Johansson et. al. (34) have-shown that delta-8-THC will reliably induce asymmetric 
state dependency of this latter type if animais are first made tolerant to the acute 
disrupti ve effects of the drug. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PRECLINICAL CHRONIC EFFECTS: UNLEARNED AND LEARNED BEHAVIOR 

There is no unequivocal answer to the question of whether or not tolerance 
develops to cannabinoid-induced effects on unlearned and learned behavior. In 
certain response systems, tolerance clearly develops and is characterized by its 
rapid development and large magnitude. Indeed, in the past two years tolerance 
has been demonstrated for both unlearned arId learned responses in a range of 
animal species under a variety of drug conditions in studies examining: unlearned 
motor responses in rats {4}; spontaneous activity in mice (3); conditioned avoidance 
performance in rodents and monkeys (30, 39, 46); analgesia in dogs (31)' and 
reinforcement schedule performance in pigeons, monkeys and rats (2, 5,21,32). 

In addition to demonstrations that tolerance to the cannabinoids can develop 
in unlearned and'learned behavioral situations, there have been several experimcnts 
which serve to elucidate some of the de~erminants, both pharmacological and 
extrapharmacological, of tolerance development to the cannabinoids. These latter 
experiments encompass a wide variety of situations and parameters and, in some 
instances, suggest constraints on the generality or pervasiveness of tolerance to the 
cannabinoids. The stUdies described below are representative of these experiments. 

Abel et. al. (l) have shown that tolerance to the effects of delta-9-THC on 
reinforcemeiltScFiedule responding develops in pigeons at about th¢ same rate after 
intramuscular, intravenous, or peroral administration. Tolerance also follows a 
similar course for delta-9-THC and its metabolite 1l-OH-delta-9-THC'- (32). 
However, Fernandes ~ (l3) have suggested that CBD interacts with THC to 
enhance the tolerance development to THC. 

Barnes and Fril~d (4) have shown that the age of the subject at the time of 
first exposure to delta-9-THC interacts with later tolerance development. Rats 
who first received de1t~'-9-THC when immature developed tolerance more rapidly 
as adults than did rats wlio were adults when first drugged. 

Rate of tolerance appears to depend as well om the amount of prior training 
on a learning task (40); and the type (39), parameter values (19, 24, 30), and 
complexity of the learned task (16, 43). In general, as the amount of prior training 
is decreased and the difficulty of the learned task is increased, tolerance develops 
more slowly or does not develop at all. Another behavioral variable that seems to 
determine· the rate of tolerance development is the behavioral consequences 
produced by delta-9-THC (14, 36). For example, in one experiment (36) tolerance 
developed to delta-9-THC much more rapidly if delta-9-THC acted to increase the 
number of shocks received by rats working under a conditioned avoidance task. In 
this same learning context, it appears that the development of delta-9-THC 
tolerance in appetitive reinforcement situ3tions is facilitiated if animals are given 
the opportunity to respond under the influence of the drug rather than being given 
mere exposure to the drug. This latter finding has been reported for ra~s (7), 
pigeons (5), monkeys (35), and chimpanzees (1&). 
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: On the basis of findings such as th,~ above, Ferraro (15) has followed the lead 
of others (12, 25) in proposing a behavklral model of marihuana tolerance. The 
essence of this position is that learning or drug-behavior interactions account, in 
part, for some of the characteristics of tolerance development to delta-9-Tl-iC. 
The pharmacological mechanism underlying tolerance development to the canna
binoids is not definitively known (cf., 37). However, there is evidence which 
suggests that the development of tolerance to delta-9-THC may proceed by more 
than one pharmacodynamic mechanism of action. For example, Anderson et. al. (3) 
found that both the time of onset and the duration of tolerance to delta-9-THC 
differed In mice with respect to drug effects on intestinal motility, temperature, 
and locomotor activity. As thes,e researchers concluded, it seems unlikely that any 
one mechanism, such as metabolic tolerance, could account for the obtained 
differences in tolerance development over so wide a range of response systems. 
Other experimenters have provid,ed data which suggest that delta-9-THC tolerance 
is not solely metabolic or drug distributional (10, 38). Obviously, additional 
research will be necessary in order to specify just what pharmacodynamic and 
learning factors are important In determining the development of tolerance to 
marihuana. 

Admittedly, it is )'O! possible' to make direct comparisons between different 
cannabinoid tderance experiments since they often differ in nonsystematic ways 
with respec" to such variables as number, level and distribution of drug doses, 
behavior~ task and species of subject. Nevertheless, it must be noted that the 
literature contains a fair number of experiments where a lack of tolerance 
development to the cannabinoids has been reported. This result has been found for 
rodents in such situations as: open-fie,ld behavior (112); isolation-indu(:ed aggression 
(I I); food and water intake (23, 114); and· discrimination learning based on 
exteroceptive (20) or drug-produced stimuli (6). By contrast, Frankenheim (22) has 
recently reported that repeated inject.ions of deJta-8-THC produce an increased 
sensitivity to some of the effects produced by this drug on reinforcement 
schedule-controlled responding in rats. This increased sensitivity was likened by 
Frankenheim (22) to a reverse tolerance effect. 

With respect to other chronic effects of the cannabinoids, two experiments 
have failed to find any residual effects on learned behavior follc1wing discontinu
ance of delta-9-THC pt'eviously administered for 150 consecutive days (18) or 
aperiodicE!lly for seven months (17). And, with the exception of cine experiment 
(II!), animals have not been observed to self-administer cannabinoids. More 
specifically, monkeys do not self-administer delta-9-THC after receiving the drug 
for a month or when offered it as a substitute for cocaine (26). Rats forced to 
drink cannabis extract or hashish suspensions for long period~ of time (up to 126 
days) reject the drug in favor of a control solution (9, 33). Finally, mice are 
reluctant to consume food pellets containing delta-9-THC even after sub~isting on 
the pellets for over two months. (311). . 

It is noteworthy that no behavioral symptoms of abstinence or withdrawal 
were reported in the above experiments at the termination of the forced drug 
regimens used (cf., 26, ,33). One further experiment by Chesher and Jackson (8) 
reported the absence of an abstinence syndrome after withdrawal of cannabis' 
extract administered in oral doses equivalent to up to 80.0 mg/kg delta-9-THC for 
11, 13, and 28 days. In this study, mice were tested for their convulsive thresholds 
to pentylenetetrazol between six hours and six days following termination of the 
cannabis drug regimen. No differences were obtained between drug and control 
animals. 
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Despite the above evidence to the contrary, there were two reports last year 
that were suggestive with respect to delta-9~THC-produced dependence and 
abstinence symptoms (29, 1t5). In the better controlled of these experiments (1t5), 
rats were administered naloxone hydrochloride after a :fiv~week pretreatment 
period with delta-9-THC (g.O to 32.0 mg/kg, intraperitoneal injection). The rats 
exhibited narcotic-like withdrawal' symptoms including diar.rhea, teeth chattering 
and "wet dog" shakes. Two additional experiments published this year (27, 28) 
demonstrated that delta-8-THC and delta-9-THC, but not CBD, reduce the 
abstinence symptoms precipitated by naloxone hydrochloride in morphin~depen
dent rats. In the first of these (27), delta-9-THC doses of 5.0 and 10.0 mg/kg 
administered by the intraperitoneal route one hour before naloxone administration 
significantly reduced iYie frequency of wet shakes and diarrhea in the morphine 
treated rats. On the basis of their data, Hine et. al. (27, 28) concluded that the 
tetrahydrocannabinols may have some therapeutic utility in clinical narcotic 
detoxification programs. 
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CHAPTER 7 

HUMAN EFFECTS 

Acute Effects 

A person ingesting or smoking cannabis experiences a fairly predictable 
sequence of physiologic and psychologic changes which last a few hours and then 
gradually disappear. Although dose. administered and individual differences in 
personality, expectations, setting and past drug experience all contribute to varied 
consequences from a given dose of cannabis, the variability in acute effects from 
cannabis seems no greater than with any other psychoactive drug. A number of 
reviews and collections of papers have appeared during the past year which attempt 
to cover the vast amount of information accumulating about the acute and chronic 
effects of cannabis (7, 27, 43, 70, 82, 114). Some .authors have attempted to 
consider the research findings in the context of political-social decision~ (43, lJ5) 
and point out the lacunae in the data as well as the well established facts (43). The 
continuing research efforts this past year have attempted to fill some of the gaps. 
EmphaSis has been placed on the chemistry of cannabis constituents, less obvious 
effects such as hormonal changes and the initial studies of acute drug effects in 
populations other than those made up of self-selected marihuana users. 

Activity of Natural and Synthetic Cannabinoid~ 

Detailed pharmacokinetic studies of delta-8-THC in man using mass 
fragmentographic techniques indicate a similar time course and clearance pattern 
to that seen with delta-9-THC (103). A very rapid alpha phase was followed by a 
slower phase. While blood levels did not always predict physiological and 
psychological effects, they paralleled heart rate changes well. 

DMHP, a synthetic cannabinoid, differs from delta-9-THC by having a 
double bond in the 6a, lOa positions. Intravenous; administration in man produced 
profound cardiovascular effects but only minimal psychological effects (l02). As is 
the case with natural cannabinoids, hydroxylation seemed' to be the major 
metabolic pathway. 

Metabolism of Cannabinoids and Biochemistry 

Metabolites. Although studies of a major metabolite of delta-9-THC, 11-
hydroxy-THC, indicate it is pharmacologically active, some question remains 
whether it is the only metabolite or whether delta-9-THC needs to be hydroxylated 
to ll-hydroxy-THC before the THC is active (72). In an attempt to clarify these 
issues, Hollister sorted people into fast and slow hydroxylators on the basis of 
antipyrine and phenylbutazone plasma disappearance rates. THC and these drugs 
are metabolized by the same liver micrQsomai enzyme system (169). There was no 
difference in speed of onset, intensity 'Jr duration of effects after intravenous 
injection of delta-9-THC when the two groups were compared (72). Such results 
suggest ll-hydroxy-THC may not be the sole source of delta-9-THC effects. 
Another group of investigators found ll-hydroxy-THC to leave the plasma more 
rapidly than THC, suggesting THC may, in fact, be more potent (133). 
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A number of additional marihuana metabolites have been reported in a 
series of studies (83, 84, 85) and for the first time, unchanged delta-9-THC was 
identified in the urine using conventional thin layer chromotographic techniques in 
amounts estimated at .01-.00596 of the dose (74). New extraction procedures 
revealed a previously ignored fraction containing abundant metabolites (83) 
including many polar metabolites (84). The exact identity and activity has yet to 
be determined. In a review of structure activity relationships of cannabinolds in 
man, HoJlister concluded that the potency of the THC molecule is altered by 
changing length of side chains, or by metabolic hydroxylatlons. No material has yet 
been formed in nature in cannabis Itself or in THC metabolites which differ 
qualitat.ively from THC (71). There is now evidence indicating the human small 
intestinal mucosa, as well as the liver, can hydroxylate THC (59). 

Cannabinoid Interactions. Studies of the possible interaction between delta-
9-THC and the other two major cannabinoids of marihuana -- cannabinol (CBN) and 
cannabidiol (CBD) -- are not completely consistent in their conclusions. Hollister 
found only slight interaction between THC and CBD. After CBD, there was a 
delayed onset and prolonged effects of THC that were slightly more intense (73). 
The magnitude of the interactions was so small as to be clinically insignificant. 
However, other experiments in man with different samples of marihuana plant 
material containing varied amounts of CBN and CBD found differences in effects, 
possibly due to differing proportions of CBN,C~D and THe (18). A subsequent 
study by the same group found large doses of eBb to block many of the effects of 
THe (86). A possible complicating factor in cannabinoid interaction studies is the 
issue of instability of various synthetic and naturally occurring cannabinoids ([65). 

Interactions with Other Drugs. Besides CBD and CBN, other drug 
interactions with THC have been investigated in man. Secobarbital and smoked 
marihuana had additive effects on subjective responses and psychomotor impair
ment (32). Subjects had difficulty distinguishing 150 mg of secobarbital from 25 
micrograms of THC/kg. When amphetamine and smoked marihuana were combined, 
additive effects of heart rate and blood .pressure and subjective symptoms were 
observed, but no interaction effect 00 psychomotor performance was found (47). 
Based on the assumption that THe interferes with cholinergic brain mechanisms, 
physostigmine decreased the tachycardia and conjunctival injection, but had little 
effect on psychological changes (511). Little potentiation of narcotic drug effects 
was noted in a study evaluating THe as a pre-anesthetic agellt (77). Animal studies 
indicate that whatever the drug combination the depressant effects of THe tend to 
predominate (138). 

Assay Techniques. A great deal of effort has gone into the development of 
practical assays of cannabinoid levels in man. Such measures are needed not only 
for research purposes, but would be useful clinically and in law enforcement, 
(particularly in cases where intoxication while driving an automobile is an issue). A 
number of techniques using saliva and TLC with mass spectrometry (81), 
radioimmunoassay of blood and urine (105, 160), and gas chromatography of blood 
(106) have been reported but still are not sufficiently sensitive, specific and 
reliable for widespread practical application. The tight binding of THe to plasma 
protein (170) is only one of the many problems In the development of sensitive 
reliable tissue level assays (d. Analytical Techniques, Detection). 
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Cardiovascular Effects 

Cannabis has long been known to have marked cardiovascular effects (21, 
143). Last year's report reviewed some preliminary data which resulted in some 
expressed concern about electrocardiographic changes during acute intoxication. 
The subsequent publication of a number of studies where cardiovascular dynamics 
were studied sOl)1e time after administration of large doses of THC indicates that 
cannabis produces only minimal EKG changes in young healthy subjects (77, 8, 22, 
104). Nonspecific P or T wave changes are most commonly noted. Occasional 
premature beats also occur. Tachycardia continues to be the most common and 
prominent physiological response to acute doses (145). In a study of prolonged 
administration of oral doses of 30 mg delta-9-THC given every four hours, heart 
rate slowing and blood pressure drops developed (8). Blunting of peripheral vascular 
reflexes developed along with plasma volume expansion. Although tolerance 
developed to the orthostatic hypotension, the supine hypotensive effects persisted 
throughout the period of drug administration. These changes commonly seen in 
laboratory animals but not previously noted in man suggest a biphasic action of 
THC in humans with an increase in sympathetic activity involving the heart and 
peripheral blood vessels at low doses and a centrally mediated sympathetic 
inhibition at higher doses (65). The slightly increased supine blood pressure would 
be consistent with this mechanism (22, 77, 104). Forearm blood flow increases and 
total peripheral resistance decreases slightly with acute doses (104, 77) consistent 
with beta-adrenergic stimulation. The great individual variability in response to 
large intravenous doses has, however, led one group to suggest an indirect episodic 
activation of the sympathetic system secondary to psychological arousal in addition 
to the beta-adrenergic stimulation (104). Cardiovascular and psychological 
mechanisms of action may' be independent as is suggested by the observation that 
DMHP, a synthetic cannabinoid, produces profound cardiovascular but few 
psychological effects. (J 02). 

A series of reports on the cardiovascular effects of cannabis sinoking in 
persons with coronary disease are consistent with the preliminary report cited last 
year (137, 4, 3). Smoking either marihuana or high. nicotine cigarettes decreased 
exercise performance prior to the onset of angina by increasing l)1yocardial oxygen 
demand and decreasing myocardial oxygen delivery (4). Cardiovascular hemody
namics were evaluated by echocardiography (137). After marihuana, stroke index 
decreased and ejection fraction was greater. Carboxyhemoglobin made for some 
changes after both marihuana and placebo. These studies demonstrate that 
marihuana effects may differ in individuals with pre-existing disease than in 
normals. Most res.earch studies thus far have, of course, been done on youthful 
selected, normal volunteers. 

Pulmonary Effects 

Because smoking is the most common means of cannabis consumption in this 
country, the effects of cannabinoids and marihuana smoke on pulmonary function 
has been of continuing interest. The fourth Marihuana and Health report described 
bronchodilating effects with possible therapeutic implications after marihuana 
smoking. Previous reports have described mainly adverse findings in frequent 
chronic cannabis smokers including bronchitis, obstructive pulmonary defects, and 
chronic cough (62). 
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Two groups publishing the promising reports described last year have 
continued and extended their studies (149, 156, 157, 168). Acute administration of 
either smoked marihuana or oral doses of THC produced statistically significant 
increases in bronchodilation and reversed experimentally induced bronchospasm in 
young adults with bronchial asthma (156, 157, 168). Indications are that the 
mechanism is independent of beta adrenergic or antimuscarinic effects (149). In 
contrast to these promising reports, a British group (34, 58) found that measures of 
forced vital capacity, peak expiratory flow rate and other clinically \lSeful 
measures of pulmonary function did not improve in a group of patients with 
reversible airway obstruction given 10 mg doses of oral THC. One possible reason 
for these discrepant findings may be that the groups (149, 156) reporting cannabis
induced bronchodilation are using whole body plethysmography, an exceedingly 
sensitive measure that will detect very small changes in pulmonary function, 
whereas the less optimistic reports come from a group using less sensitive, although 
clinically relevant measurement techniques. 

Chronic smoking may produce different and less useful effects than acute 
administration as indicated by pulmonary function changes during periods of 
chronic administration (109). Mendelson found significant impairments in pul
monary function tests (vital capacity, or FEV 1.0) in a group of chronic marihuana 
smokers (109). Further reduction in pulmonary function test performance 
developed during this study in which the volunteers smoked three to ten marihuana 
cigarettes daily for 21 days. An outpatient stUdy of young adults with varying 
tobacco cigarette habits found more improvement in pulmonary function during an 
eight week period of no smoking in the cannabis smoker subgroup (5). An ~ 
study suggests that the water soluble components of marihuana smoke may contain 
substances toxic to the defense network of the lung other than delta-9-THC or 
other cannabinoids (31). Studies using high doses of THC given intravenously noted 
only modest changes in minute ventilation and the ventilatory response to C02 
equivalent to that produced by 5 mg doses of morphine (77, 1011). 

A study of the respiratory effects of smoked marihuana and orally ingested 
delta-9-THC has examined the effects of the drugs on the r'~plratory r,esponse 
curve. Both the synthetic and natural material produced a respiratory depression in 
a group of previously chronic users. Although the effect was found to be slight, the 
authors recommend further study because of the possible relevance of this effect 
to patients with chronic lung disease or central nervous system impairment of 
respiratory regulation (172). 

Endocrine and Metabolic Effects 

The report of depressed plasma testosterone levels in chronic marihuana 
smokers (98) and the report of a failure to find such a change in marihuana smokers 
receiving the drug daily over a 21-day period (110) have led to further studies and 
discussion (55, 93, 96, 97, 9~, 100, 101). Kolodny has reviewed the numeroUs 
problems confounding the study of the hypothalamic-pituitary-testicular axis in 
man (96) and discusses possible biologic implications of lowered testosterone levels. 
He presents data (97, 100) showing significant drops in plasma testosterone levels 
and luteinizing hormone levels two and three hours after smolting a single 
marihuana cigarette. In a chronic administration study, subjects showed no 
significant drop in levels after four weeks of daily marihuana,smoking; but, then, 
with continued smoking they had significant drops in luteinizing hormone, followed 
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by falling testosterone levels alld follicle stimulating hormone levels. Thus, the 
data from research finding no marihuana-related hormone changes (93, 110, 144) 
are quite consistent with studies that do (97, 98, 100) if the different time periods 
of marihuana use are taken into account. The biological significance of these 
changes is unclear and Kolodny is appropriately cautious in his interpretation of 
their importance (%). In most cases the plasma hormone levels remain Within the 
usually accepted normal limits. Such alterations might be expected to be more 
important for prepubertal or pubertal males or males with already impaired sexual 
functioning. There might also be adverse effects on sexual differentiation of the 
fetus of mothers using cannabis. In the absence of clinical e~idence for these 
consequences, such concern is at present speculative. 

One surgeon has attl!mpted to link such hormonal changes to the develop
ment of gynecomastia in mille marihuana users (66, 69). He was able to stimulate 
the development of rat breast tissue by delta-9-THC administration (66). Other 
investigators (101) have not found changes in serum prolactin levels in men given 
THC experimentally" The absence of prolactin changes is surprising since many 
centrally acting drugs alter prolactin levels. The reported gynecomastia was 
postulated to result fl"om a prolactin dependent mechanism; 

In last year's report a study described glucose intolerance in a small group of 
subjects given intravenous doses of delta-9-THC (75). A lower dose of THC given 
as smoked hashish had no effect on blood glucose though blood lactic acid 
decreased (129). Glucose efflux from human erythrocytes was inhibited by THC and 
cannabidiol, suggesting some drug effects on glucose transport mechanisms (146). 
It would, however, be quite speculative to try to relate these changes to the 
craving for sweets often reported by cannabis users. 

Sexual Functioning 

Reports discussed in the section on "Endocrine Effects" describe seX 
hormone changes related to cannabis use. Although anecdotal accounts describe 
cases of sexual dysfundion possibly associated with such changes, properly 
controlled studies are needed to confirm them (96, 100). A number of accounts -
report enhanced sexual actiyity associated with cannabis use (11, 20, 51, 63, 93). 
However, the psychological, social and pharmacologic factors associated with 
sexual activity probably interact in complicated ways as is true with most other 
drug effects on sexual behavior (20, 93). For example, with cannabis, as with 
alcohol, dose is important. Small to moderate doses appear to be most effective 
as releasers of inhibitions (93). Larger doses and/or chronic use of marihuana may 
actually diminish sexual interest and potency in males. Adequate data elucidating 
the effect of marihuana use on sexual functioning are n'Jt yet available. 

Neurological Effects 

Perceptual, cognitive and mood changes are presumably reflected in changes 
in nervous ,system activity. As with any psychoactive drug, however, simp'le one
to-one correlations between behavioral changes and brain activity are rare (78). 
The most important questions have to do with how long the effects persist: for 
hours, days, weeks or are they permanent? 
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Most of the new studies are extensions of or attempts to replicate findings 
reported last year. Smoked .Cannabis produces acute, reversible, dose-related 
changes in brain waves as measured by computer-analyzed EEG (49, 91). Following 
ordinarily used doses, the changes are modest, consisting mostly of alpha wave 
slowing and are not indicative of any particular pathology. Cannabis does not 
appear to have unique qualities among CNS active drugs as measured by scalp 
EEGs. Changes in EEG recorded from deep brain structures, consisting of slow 
wave and spiking activity, have not, however, been seen with any other drug (67). 
These changes have been well-described in monkeys. Similar changes have been 
reported in a small number of humans (67). The behavioral significance of these 
neurological changes is yet to be determined (78). A recent review of possible 
neural mechanisms of cannabis suggests the hippocampus and other deep' structures 
may be important sites of action (41), at least in animals. 

Scalp EEG and evoked potentials showed marked changes in subjects given 
very large smoked do= of THC or marihuana (158, 159). Alpha abundance 
increased with posterior slow wave activity becoming prominent. Ataxia, 
hypersomnia, increased. dt:ep tendon reflexes, tremor, tonic muscle contractions 
and myoclonus followed these I mg/kg doses of THC. 

Loss of REM sll~p ap~ars to be a predictable effect of cannabis (1.58, 159). 
Total sleep time increases. Stage 4 or slow waVe sleep is relatively Ilnaffected. In 
this respect cannabis is unlike any sedative-hypnotic drug studied thus far (48). 
When the drug is stopped after a period of prolonged t.dministration, REM sleep 
stage and eye movements show a marked rebound above baseline levels. In contrast 
to the relatively sma.ll changes in waking EEGs after the drug is given, sleep EEG 
changes are very dr.matic and large--both when the drug is acutely and chronically 
administered (48). 

Chang<as in the slow cortical potentials recorded from the scalp (contingent 
negative variation or CNV) after cannabis are of particular interest since this 
measure is said to be sensitive to changes in motivation and attention deployment, 
among' other factors. A recent study of .the CNV obtained somewhat diUerent 
results from those reported last year (1Q), Like many neurophysiologic measures, 
it appears the CNV is far more complicated than was originally assump.d. It 
appears the CNV may get larger or smaller after cannabis, depending on the level 
of intoxication, the task demands, the motivation of the subject and changes in 
attention, To view the cannabis-induced CNV changes as any' direct measure of 
attention deployment or motivation is probably an OVersimplification (lQ). 

Effects 'on Cell-Mediated Immune RespOnse 

Conflicting opinions as to the possible effects of cannabis on the cell
mediated immune response continue to appeal' (148). In· the fourth report, the 
obsen/ation that chronic marihuana users had decreased in vitro lymphocyte 
response to allogeneic cells and to a mitogen was described~Thi.s origi.nal 
observation has led to extensive in vitro and animal studies described elsewhere in 
this report. Related studies in 1iliiTiiii1s published this past year provlde partial 
support for the notion of an immune system or thymus-derived cell alteration in ,. 
people who smoke marihuana (30, liS, 134). However, other investigators using an 
in vivo skin testing procedure found no. evidence of impairment of cell-mediated 
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immunity in chronic marihuana users (l51). Marihuana smokers had less T cell 
response to phytohemagglutin stimulation and decreased PMN phagocytic capacity 
(l34). The authors of the latter study caution that the clinical significance of these 
findings is uncertain. In possibly related in vivo studies, the whi te blood cells from 
both cannabis users and non-users showed similar dose-related inhibition of 
migration when'exposed to THe and extracts of cannabis (l47). Substances other 
than THe in the crude extract may have effects on this test system. 

Administration of THe or cannabis to controlled populations, with before 
and after testing, is underway and may provide useful information in clarifying the 
etiology of the cell-mediated immune effects (l25). 

Other PhYSiologic Effects 

Previous reports associated cannabis intoxication with decreases in 
intraocular pressure. The possible therapeutic implication of this unexpected 
effect is discussed in the section on therapeutic applications. More extensive 
studies in normal volunteer subjects indicate a non-dose-related pressure drop 
lasting from four to five hours (68). The magnitude of the eye pressure decrease 
(about 30%) was the same whether the person smoked one or 22 marihuana 
cigarettes. Effects on other aspects of eye physiology (;icuity, refractive error, 
biomicroscopy, fundus changes, visual fields, oplithalmodynamometry, electroretin
ography and orthoptic evalUation) were minimal or absent. ,Other investigators 
concluded that the observed eye pressure decreases were more likely a consequence 
of drug-induced relaxation and sedation rather than specific cannabis effects on the 
eye, since other sedative drugs produced similar changes in eye pressure (52). 
Results of studies of the effects of smoked marihuana on galvanic skin response are 
consistent with drug-induced reduction in level of autonomic nervous system 
arousal (25).However, recent findings seem to contradict this interpretation (cf. 
Therapeutic Aspects). • 

Intravenous administration of a water infusion of cannabis resulted in 
gastroenteritis, hypoalbuminemia, hepatitis, and many cardiovascular changes 
secondary in part to hypovolemia (131). It is not entirely clear what symptoms 
were cannabinoid effects or, more likely, the non-specific effects of injected 
foreign plant material. 

Acute Effects on Mental and Psychomotor Performance 

As in previous years a host of studies have reported impaired functioning on 
a variety of cognitive and performance tasks while marihuana intoxicated. For the 
most part, impairments were dose-related. The investigators who gave the 
smallest doses generally. reported the fewest effects. Impaired memory (9, 33, 38, 
39, 167), altered time sense (9, 167) and decrements on performance on a number of 
task~such as those involving reaction time, concept formation, learning, percep
tual motor coordination, attention and signal detection--are commonly described 
(9,24,25,32,35,37,115,116,119,120,121,150,162). A number of discussions of 
the locus of the memory impairment have appeared (33, 39, 164). There is a 
growing consensus th&t the memory defect is due to a storage problem rather th&n 
acquisition or retrieval. There has been c:"ncern that cannabis may increase the 
suggestibility of those using 1t. However, in laboratory studies marihuana smoking 
had no effect on hypnotic susceptibility (6). 
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Effects on Seru:ory Function 

One of the more commonly reported effects of cannabis is a subjective 
change in sensation. A number of g.oups investigated drug effects on various 
aspects of sensory functioning. Although subjectivl'! impressions of changes in skin 
sensitivity are commonly associated with cannabis intoxication, no objective or 
measurable change in cutaneous sensitivity using a nuinber of measures was noted 
(115). The decrease in auditory signal detection while intoxicated appeared to be 
due to a decrease in sensitivity rather than a change in criteria (120). This finding 
contrasts with the usual subjeCtive reports of enhanced auditory sensitivIty. THC 
given to patients suffering from pain demonstrated mild analgesic effects but 20 
mg doses orally produced many unpleasant sid.e effects -somnolence, dizziness, 
ataxia, blurred vision, etc. (1'26, 1'27). The experience of experimentally induced 
pain in normal subjects was also diminished by smoked marihuana (130). Pain 
secondary to spinal cord injury was decreased by cannabis USE' (~'2). The 
characteristics of preferred tone frequency were st>jfted while intoxicated (35). 

Automobile Driving Performance 

More evidence has accumulated indicating that driving ability and related 
skills. are impaired by cannabis at doses likely to be commonly used in the United 
States (90, 89, 119, ~~). Despite their commonly expressed belief that their driving 
ability is impaired when intoxicated (90, 163, 32), more cannabis users. appear to 
drive today while intoxicated than was the case a few years ago. In limited surveys 
60% to 80% of the users questioned reported driving soon after marihuana use (90, 
15~). The use of alcohol in combination with marihuana before driving was 
reported by 6~% of one sample and during driving by 20% of the sample (90). As 
the risks of arrest for possession decrease, one might expect more users will talce 
the chance of being caught while intoxicated and driving (l5~). 

A more detailed report of a Canadian driving stu'dy discussed last year (89) 
has appeared (90). The data clearly demonstrate that marihuana in relatively low 
doses (cigarettes containing approximately 5 and 8 mg of THC) typically had a 
detrimental effect on driving skills and performance '1ot only on a test course but 
also under more usual city ddving conditions. However, as is true with alcohol, 
effects were not uniform with all drivers. Some, particularly at the lower dose, 
actually improved their performance. Thus, the problem of individual differences 
that has complicated developing and enforcing "drunk driving" laws will probably 
recur when discussions of the minimal allowable dose or blood level of cannabinoids 
come up. 

Compared to most of the behavioral tasks studied in the laboratory, 
automobile driving is more complex. The relative importance of the various 
perceptual, cognitive and psychomotor functions in determining driving ability 1s 
not completely understood. For example, in some situations the cognitive 
impairment produced by'cannabis may have only limited impact on actual driving 
performance due to concomitant drug-induced changes in risk acceptance or 
feelings of aggression. In a laboratory simulation of driving, cannabis-intoxicated 
subjects took longer. to decide whether to pass another car seemed less likely to 
accept the riSks of passing and seemed less aggressive than alcohol-intoxicated 
subjects (40, 4.5). Other laboratory simulator studies have found that, while some 
driving skills are relatively unaffected by marihuana, there is a dose-related 
impairment in the ability to attend to peripheral stimuli while driving (119); Such 
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an impairment might interfere with a driver's response to a car suddenly emerging 
from a side street •. 

Because of the many inherent inadequacies of laboratory driving simulator 
studies (90), cannabis-related driving risks will ultimately have to be assessed on 
the basis of studies of actual accident rates for users compared to non-users. This 
has been difficult in the study of alcohol. It promises to be still more difficult with 
cannabis because of the difficulties of measuring tissue levels of the cannabinoids, 
the longer excretion times, the more complicated metabolism and the often 
combined use of cannabis and alcohol while driving, making the relative 
contribution of either drug uncertain (90, 154). 

Flying an airplane demands still more complex skills than does driving. 
There is little information concerning possible pilot error or impairment in 
performance as a result of having used marihuana. A preliminary study has shown 
that under flight simulator test conditions experienced pilots showed marked 
deterioration in performance following smoking marihuana containing 6 mg. of THe 
(l08). More detailed studies are planned to follow up these initial observations. 

Nonpharmacologic Determinants of Subjective Response 

Sociocultural factors < (128) appear to interact with such < pharmacologic 
aspects as dose and route of administration so as to modify marihuana's subjective 
effects. Some of these factors were e~~lored in studies published this past year. 
Laboratory studies are often -::ritlcized because a sterile, scientific laboratory 
setting may al ter the respon~e to the drug so that findings have little relevance to 
more typical conditions of use. A group of subjects were randomly assigned to 
smoke marihuana (16 mg THC) and were tested either in a typical medical research 
laboratory or a private Hving room designed to facilitate a pleasurable dr-ug 
experience (76). AltholJgh there were great differences between subjects in their 
<subjective responses to: the smoked -marihual1a, the effect of the very, different 
settings was negligible. A similar study using only a subjective level of intoxication 
as an index of drug effects found a psychedelic environment was associated with 
greater intoxication al; intermediate dose levels; but not at the highest (16 mg 
THC) dose employed (14). Ailother attribute of the setting in which cannabis.is 
oft!':n used is the possIble effect of other intoxicated friends on a person's "high." 
However, in a study tl:sting the effects of modeling, subjects smoking marihuana 
for the first time Werl) relatively unaffected by the presence of an actor modeling 
a marihUana high (j 7)1 The results of this study suggest that previous experience 
with cannabis is a conlplicated socialization process in which individuals learn from 
friends and others to discriminate and label various aspects of the drug state (17). 
The mood one is in before smoking is sometimes thought to interact with the drug 
effects to produce varied outcomes. A laboratory study found no difference in 
subjective response to low doses of smoked marihuana and no difference in level of 
anxiety in groups of subjects made anxious by exposure to laboratory stresses (136). 
Finally, in a study mentioned in last year's report, but which had not yet been 
pul>lished, it was found that the dose of cannabis consumed in an experimental 
laboratory setting was determined by many factors (size of cigarettes, past drug 
experience) other than pharmacologic potency of the drug (15). A similar study by 
the same group (14) found that controlling the amount of drug consumed in accord 
with its varying strength was difficult for subjects, again suggesting that 
nonpharmacologic considerations are important in affecting the amounts consumed. 
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Cannabis and Psychopathology 

Th~ association of cannabis use with psychiatric illness raises complex 
questions for which no completely satisfactory answers are yet available. Two 
reviews of past research point out the many methodological and theoretical 
shortcomings of existing work (64', 112). A varlety 0'[ psychiatric disorders are 
dearly'associated with the use of cannabis-however, YI~hether thapsychopathology 
is an antecedent to use, a consequence or a mere coli\cidence is still very much 
open to question. A best guess is that cannabis use like that of many other 
psychoactive drugs will sometimes be an antecedent, a c.'msequence or coincidental 
to psychopathology, depending on thE.! person and many oil-er variables (112). 

As is often true in medicine, the amtiguity in dli'gnostic classification and 
definitions adds to the confusion concerning adverse psyr-:hological reactions 
associated with cannabis use. The following dassifk.1tio!l nas been adopted in 
imposing some order on the literature (64, 112) • 

. Acute Panic Anxiety Reactions 

The acute panic anxiety reaction has been noted by many reviewers to be 
the most common adverse reaction to cannabis use (64, 112). The symptoms and 
signs are usually exaggerations of normal cannabis effects more generally described 
by users. Anxiety is often focused on fears of "going crazy." This reaction appears 
most likely to occur in novices and after consuming more, potent materials. 
Personality variables that make for poorer coping skills playa role. The symptoms 
diminish with authoritative reassurance or in a few hours when the immediate drug 
effects have worn off. A number of reports in the past year illustrate these 
considerations (I, 87, 117, 124, 127,164,.166). 

Patients with chronic pain (l27) and depression (l, 139) given low doses of 
THC in therapeutic trials had far more dysphoric and acute panic episodes than 
would be expected if the same doses were given to typ1callyyouthful cannabis 
Users. These older people presumably found it difficult to accept the drug-induced 
mental changes as desirable. Young~r but equally inexperienced "cannabis 
experimenters" often react similarly (164, 117). 

Cannabis-induced mild paranoid feelings in student and "counter culture" 
users of marihuana are common and usually not a sourCe of undue concern to them 
(87). About two-thirds of a student group and 95% of a counter culture group 
studied described suspicion of being subjected to a ,police raid or having friends 
tricking them while intoxicated. Inability to reality test concerning these 
suspicions was reported by over half of the subjects. Another field survey found 
that individuals with a tt:l\dency to use paranoid defense mechanisms experienced 
fewer acute anxiety reactions after cannabis (124). The authors thought that the 
more sophisticated defenses represented in paranoid functioning may be effective 
in preventing acute adverse reactions. The same study found that persons with high 
scores on the schizophrenia subscale of the MMPI tended to have more problems 
with adverse psychological reactions indicating (as have a host of previous studies) 
that pre-existing psychopathology is an important factor in such reactions. 
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Cannabis Induced Acute-Brain Syndrome or Toxic Delirium 

The clinical features of the acute brain syndrome associated with cannabis 
intoxication-such as clouding of mental processes, disorientation, confusion and 
marked memory impairment--are similar to those produced by other exogenous 
toxins (64, 112). The syndrome is most likely to occur at high doses and to be dose
related, whereas the panic reactions may occur at any dose unfamiliar to the user 
(64, 112, 79). The toxic delirium is likely to follow the time course of other drug 
effects. This syndrome appears to be relatively rare in the United States. 

Prolonged Reactions 

Possible prolonged psychological effects of cannabis use are an area of 
serious concern and controversy. These include not only psychotic reactions but 
also personality change, change in life style, a possible "amotivational syndrome," 
"flashbacks" and a possible causal relationship between marihuana use and use of 
other drugs. Here it is even more difficult to establish precise cause and E:ffect 
because the close relationship between ingestion of the drug and acute effects is 
lacking. 

Descriptions of a specific long lasting cannabis psychosis appear largely in 
the Eastern literature, and thus are largely drawn from a culture where use is 
generally more frequent, and at higher dose levels, than normally is typical for the 
United States. This acute "cannabis psychosis" is generally associated with very 
frequent use and reportedly lasts one to six weeks or longer (64, 112). Rerent 
studies abroad in Jamaica (l4I), Greece (1.5.5) or Costa Rica (23) where frequent 
users of high potency cannabis were examined failed to document the existence of 
a specific cannabis psychosis. However, small sample sizes were involved and such 
a relatively rare occurrence could well have been missed. 

A few years ago a clinical report by Kolansky and Moore (9.5) described eight 
psychotic reactions in a group of 39 marihuana smokers in this country and 
attempted to demonstrate a cause-and-effect relationship to their marihuana use. 
A more recent clinical study demonstrates how correlations between various 
behaviors and subsequent psychiatric disorders can be misleading (2). Consecutive 
first admissions to a psychiatric hopital were evaluated. Thirty-eight patient~ who 
had used marihuana prior to the onset of psychiatric problems were studied. 
Indeed, apathy, poor judgment, confusion and depression followed marihuana 
smoking, but the correlations between marihuana use and subsequent illness was 
less than with such causally unrelated variables as having masturbated, having 
experienced sex education, and having drunk beer. In this clinical study marihuana 
use could not be singled out as a prime factor leading to psychiatric illness. 

Mariiiuana flashbacks-spontaneous recurrences of fei'Iings and perceptions 
similar to those produced by the drug-continue to be reported (I2). The etiology 
of such flashbacks remains obscure, but those who experience them seem to require 
minimal treatment, if any. 

Nonpsychotic Prolonged Adverse Reactions 

Surveys of user and non-user populations provide some information· as to 
neuropsychological changes, changes in life style and the so-called amotivational 
syndrome associated by some with cannabis use. In an all too rare prospective 
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study, Culver and King (28) compared groups of LSD-mescaline users with 
marihuana, hashish users and non-drug using controls. The investigators used a 
sophisticated psychological test battery including the Halsted-Reitan tt;!Sts, the 
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale and tests of spatial perceptual abilities. When 
tested a year later the LSD-mescaline group scored least well on the trail making 
test but the performance of all three groups fell within normal limits. No evidence 
could be found for the existence of a neuropsychological deficit with either light or 
frequent cannabis use. Another study of heavy drug users using a similar test 
battery arrived at similar conclusions (13). However, the authors of the study 
remind their readers that one should not conclude that no organic changes occurred 
since psychological test data is inferential and definitive statements as to organic 
changes can only be based on radiological or pathological evidence. One study of 
multiple drug users in the Navy found a large nw:nber of psychiatric symptoms 
reported by them on the Cornell Medical Index but because of the variety of drugs 
habitually ~ed it was impossible to single out marihuana use as an important factor 
(61). • 

The possible effects of cannabis on student performance has been a major 
concern because of the extensive use by that group. A longitudinal study .of a 
sample of 1,970 col1ege students examined the relationship between cannabis use 
and psychosocial adaptation and academic performance (11). Users and non-users 
did not differ in grade point average or in educational ;:lchievement, but the 
marihuana users seemed to have more difficulty In d.eciding on career goals and 
dropped out of college more often to reassess goals. A smaller percentage of 
regular users planned to seek advanced or professional degrees. There was,· in the 
opinion 01 the users themselves, a poorer academic adjustment among the most 
frequent userstharr among infrequent or non-users. Only 6% of non-users reported 
a worsening of their emotional state since beginning col1ege but 20% of the long 
duration users reported negative changes in emotional state. A problem with the 
study was that a significant percentage of the initial sample was lost over the three 
year period. If the loss was from the group who failed out or dropped out, those 
most likely to show loss of motivation or intellectual functions may have been 
automatically excluded from the study. Also, ° the study merely reported the 
students' own assessment of their adaptation since no interviews were attempted. 
Other questionnaire surveys reported differences between users and non-users but 
the question of causation remains and the mental health significance of some of the 
findings are unclear. Non-users scored higher on needs for achievement and order 
and not surprisingly had higher grades (1.52). Other surveys found marihuana users 
to be more dissatisfied, disillusioned and alienated (29), more oriented towards the 
past (88), but to be more creative and adventuresome (60). They also had lower 
levels of achlevement (16). 

The ability of cannabis users to work in other contexts has been examined in 
attempts to see if a

O 

measurable "amotivational syndrome" exists (113, 111). In a 
5tu~y of frequent and infrequent u~ers"smoking cannabis while living on a research 
war"', work output decreased as marihuana consumption increased (111). However, 
the investigators noted that "motivation" is a function of situational variables as 
well as drug factors. To term the decrement in work output "amotivationaP' would 
imply that the users in the experiment had lost interest in working for money. 
However, if the work decrement resulted from a drug-induced impairment of 
performance, it would not be proper to term it a motivation effect. In a similar 
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Canadian study (113) a fall in productivity (making stools) followed the smoking of 
cannabis. The decreased productivity appeared to be due to less time spent 
working rather than to decrea~ed efficiency. The authors interpret this as indica
tive of an "amotivational syndrome." To the extent that these types of studies 
involve artificial work conditions and tasks dissimilar to more usual employment, it 
is hazardous to draw more general conclusions regarding the role of cannabis in a 
more gerteraiizc;d amotivational picture. Moreover, these studies involved intensive 
daily use. Their relationship to episodic or less frequent use in altering motivation 
is unknown. 

An assumed relationship between cannabis use and the use of other drugs 
(mainly opiates) has been a source of concern" The progression hypothesis is a good 
example of a theoretical construct repeated so many times that it has become 
verified by repetition rather than by facts (161). The patterns of the shifts from 
one drug to another seem to be changing with more of a "progression" to 
"polydrugs" other than heroin (57). In a military population the pattern of drug use 
and selection of drugs was determined more by availability, peer pressure and drug 
use fads than by pharmacologic or personality variables (123). Cannabis users are,. 
huwever, very likely to use other licit and illicit drugs with a positive correlation 
between level of cannabis use and the variety of drugs used (122). 

Criminal and Aggressive Behavior 

The often discussed possible link between cannabis use and crime or 
aggressive behavior was the topic of reviews (56, 92) and experimental studies (26, 
107, 142). Both reviews (56, 92) concluded that evidence showing marihuana to 
cause crime is Virtually nonexistent. Young prisoners who varied in their degree of 
marihuana use were compared using a number of personality measures (e.g., MMPI, 
CpO (107). Non-users and occasional users had typical criminal profiles; Regular 
users of only marihuana were better socialized and adjusted, though more deviant, 
than collegiate marihuana users. Prisoners who used marihuana plus other drugs 
were the most deviant. 

In addition to concern about marihuana use and criminality, the association 
between marihuana intoxication and hostile human behavior has been a topic of 
great interest and discussion. The results of observations and self-reports of 
hostile, aggressive feelings from research subjects intoxicated acutely or chroni
cally with cannabis suggest the usual effects are to decrease expressed and 
experienced hostility (80, 109, 142). 

Chronic Effects 

Tolerance 

Marked tolerance to the effects of cannabis doses commonly consumed. in 
this country is not usually evident, presumably because of relatively infrequent use 
and the generally low doses of active material. However, as data accumulate from 
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countries where more frequent use of high doses is common (23, 119, 141, 155), it is 
apparent that tolerance must develop to many of the psychological and physio
logical effects. In controlled experimental situations where prolonged administra
tion of THC or marihuana to volunteer subjects has been undertaken, what appears 
to be dose-related tolerance develops rapidly (8, 53, 80, 109, Ill) as judged by 
behavioral, psychologic and physiologic measures. 

In outpatient studies where frequent and infrequent users or other 
populations with differing drug histories are compared in their response to a given 
dose of cannabis, the results are less consist~t. Marked tolerance to I!leasured 
effects is rarely obvious, if evident at all (911, 132, 140, 155). However, when 
sensitive and reliable measures are used, even infrequent use may produce evidence 
of some degree of tolerance on outpatient laboratory tests (9, 24). Tolerance in 
man is apparently a dose-related effect as it is in animals (36). 

Dependence 

When volunteers were given 30 mg doses of THC orally for 10-20 days, 
sudden cessation of the drug was associated with the appearance of irritability, 
restlessness, decreased appetite, marked sleep disturbance uncluding sleep EEG 
altel"ations), sweating, salivation, tremor, weignt loss, nausea and vomiting, 
diarrhea and, in general, a clinical picture similar to that following chronic 
administration at moderate doses of many sedative-hypnotic drugs (8, 48, 80). Such 
psychologic and physiologic changes have not been commonly observed in other 
chronic administration studies in this country. Restlessness and weight loss was 
reported by Mendelson in an inpatient volunteer study at the end of a 21-day 
smoking period (1(19). Drug-seeking behavior has not been associated with the 
withdrawal syndrome, but the presence or absence of such behavior is difficult to 
assess in the laboratory. A withdrawal syndrome has not been described in recent 
Investigations of chronic users abroad (23, 49,141). 

Field Studies of Chronic Users 

Several field studies of populations of frequent long-term users have 
searched for possible adverse or other effects associated with chronic use (23, 49, 
94, 141). These all were concerned with users in countries where high potency 
cannabis is more readily available than in the United States. 

The results of a chronic user study discussed in two previous reports were 
recently published in book form (141). The 30 experimental subjects had been 
smoking high potency cannabis almost daily for ten years or more. Few 
psychological or physiological ,differences between the cannabis smokers and 
nonsmokers were evident. There was no evidence for liver, kidney or cardiovas
cular malfunction. While no differences In chromosomal abnormalities were found, 
the results must be regarded as inconclusive because of various technical 
dificiencies of the study. Modest decreases in pulmonary function and. altered 
hemoglobin levels were the only phYSiologic differences evident. The impact on 
these findings of tobacco use by the subjects is uncertain. After smoking cannabis, . 
a small group of workers produced less work (weeding, hoeing,' digging) with more 
movements, but otherwise showed no evidence of "amotivation." The importance 
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of cultural differences in the interpretation of drug effects is evident in that 
people in Jamaica did not find their appetite increased by cannabis, nor their 
hearing enhanced nor their time sense altered, and in fact said they used cannabis 
so as to work better. Although reassuring, the findings should also be judged in 
perspective. They were derived from a small group of selected users, so that rare 
consequences (if they did occur) such as brain atrophy or psychosis might not have 
been detected. The subjects were laborers and farmers in a very different culture, 
so that intellectual impairment may have been relatively difficult to detect. 

A similar although larger and more complex study is underway in Costa 
Rica. Coggins presented a preliminary report (23). Eighty daily marihuana users 
and matched noncannabis-using controls were evaluated with extensive medical 
examinations, laboratory studies, X-rays, EEG, EKG and neuropsychological 
testing. Although the study is still in progress, no evidence for a greater incidence 
of disease or deterioration has yet to be found. 

In studies of Greek and chronic hashish users approximately 47 chronic users 
were compared with 40 control nonusers on a variety of EEG, echoencephalo
graphic, neuropsychologic and experimental laboratory tests (49, 94, 155). Conven
tional clinical measures of brain damage (EEG, echo-EEG) showed no evidence of 
abnormality in the chronic users. Tolerance to administered doses rapidly 
developed on the EEG indices. No evidence of withdrawal symptoms after three 
days of chronic administration was evident. When given high doses of THC, some 
of these very experienced subjects developed unpleasant psychological symptoms 
when their tolerance level was exceeded. These were all outpatients so no precise 
control over drug use outside of the laboratory was possible. A slightly higher 
incidence of personality disorders In the hashish-using group was better explained 
by psychosocial variables than by marihuana use. 

Thus, these three field studies of users abroad do not report brain damage, 
psychosis or an "amotivational syndrome." However, the cultures are different, and 
the sample populations are relatively small so such drug effects can not be ruled 
out. They may be simply uncommon or difficult to measure. 

Chronic Effects - Laboratory Studies 

A number of groups have studied the effects of daily cannabis use in paid 
volunteer subjects consuming cannabis for up to 72-day periods while hospitalized 
(8,48, 53, 80, 109, 111, 113). Although even 72 days is not really chronic use, such 
studies complement the more commonly performed acute outpatient studies. In 
general, in all these chronic or subchronic studies, subjects have tolerated the drug 
treatment phase well and very few dropouts, psychoses, or other blatant 
manifestations of distress were revealed. Except for the pulmonary function 
changes noted in one study (109), drug effects on mental, behavioral and physiologic 
functions appear to disappear rapidly on cessation of drug administration and have 
been, in general, similar to those seen in acute studies. Tolerance is evident at 
lower doses (53, 109) and obvious at high doses (80). 
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Adverse Physiologic Effects Associated with Chronic Use 

Mention has already been made of the endocrine and immunologic changes 
reported in some populations of users. Mutagenesis and teratogenesis is discussed 
elsewhere in this report. A discussion of the report of brain ventricle changes was 
presented in a previous report. A paper describing the same group of subjects 
appeared this past year (46), but no similar reports' have yet appeared. The 
difficulty of performing pneumoencephalograms in neurologically normal volunteers 
makes survey studies impossible. A number of groups are testing cannabis users 
with noninvasive techniqUes for measuring brain ventricle size (computerized 
tomography) and preliminary results should be available soon. An investigator who 
reported the electrical changes in the deep brain structures of a human smoking 
marihuana has now completed chronic studies in monkeys, finding similar electrical 
changes. The slow wave activity persists for months after the cessation of a 
chronic period of smoking. The behavioral and biological significance of the 
changes in man is uncertain. 
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CHAPTER 8 

EFFECTS OF MARIHUANA ON THE GENETIC AND IMMUNE SYSTEMS 

The effects of marihuana and other cannabis preparations on the genetic and 
immune systems have recently been areas of intensive research. Since the fourth 
Marihuana and Health report, a wealth of new information has become available. 

Animal Studies 

In the area of preclinical investigations, chromosome studies in rats and 
hamsters have been negative (23, 35). However, cytological and cytochemical 
studies of hamster lung cultures (18) exposed to smoke from marihuana and tobacco 
cigarettes found an inhibition of DNA synthesis and cell division, abnormalities in 
mitosis, and variable DNA content in chromosomes. Recently, THC was found to 
reduce the number of lymphocytes and leukocytes and inhibit the hemolytic plaque 
forming cell response (a measure of antibody producing cells) in mouse spleens (16). 
In another study (13), an increase in lymphocytes in rat bone marrow accompanied 
inhibition of myelopoiesis following administration of delta-9-THC. There is also 
the report by Harris et. aJ. (11) that delta-9-THC administered orally to mice 
retarded tumor growth and illcreased slJrvival 36%. Harris and associates also 
observed in another set of experiments that the. acute administration of delta-9-
THC inhibited 3H-thymidine uptake into the DNA of tumor cells but not Into the 
DNA of bone marrow, spleen, testes, and brain. If the acute administration of 
delta-9-TFlC preferentially inhibits DNA synthesis in tumor cells in humans as 
well, then the potential usefulness of· marihuana as an antineoplastic agent will 
have to be evaluated. Marihuana may also have potential therapeutic use as an 
immunosuppressant in transplantation surgery if the findings that it depresses cell
mediated immunity in rodents (20, 32) are substantiated in human studies. 

Studies of Teratogenicity 

Early studies of marihuana indicated teratogenic activity in rats, rabbits, 
mice and hamsters (7, 8, 36, 37). Recently, Fournier ~ (6) have confirmed .the 
findings in rabbits. Mantilla-Plata and Harbison (2l) obServed that the teratogeni
city of delta-9-THC in mice could be modified by pretreatment with phenobarbital 
and SKF525A. Phenobarbital partially antagonized THC-induced reduction of fetal 
body weight, while SKF525A either antagonized or potentiated reduction of fetal 
body weight depending on the gestational age at which it was administered. In 
addition, SKF525A significantly.increased the incidence of THe induced fetal 
resorptions. By contrast, the studies conducted on rats and rabbits by the National 
Institute of Drug Abuse (22) did not show deleterious effects of marihuana on either 
the pregnant mother or the fetus. This is reinforced by the negative finding by 
Banerjee et. al. 0), that delta-9-THC administered to rats produced no malforma
tions among the fetuses, except for a dose related increase in the incidence of 
spongy spinal cords. Finally, there is the negative report by Legator et.i!h (17); a 
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battery of tests (including the host-mediated assay, microsomal activation, blood 
and urine studies, dominant lethal and cytogenetic-micronucleus-examination) 
failed to detect any effect of delta-9-THC administered orally in the one mouse 
strain used in all of these studies. Uyeno (44) reported increasing complications 
associated with delta-9-THC administration to pregnant rats. Results of a later 
study (45) unfortunately are not interpretable for lack of controls. 

The conflicting reports on teratogenic effects may be due to a number of 
variables including the specific strain used, route and time of administration and 
dosage. Well designed research projects utilizing animals are needed to determine 
under what circumstances marihuana acts as a teratogen in animals and how these 
findings may be applied to humans. To date, aside from occasional case reports, no 
systematic human studies on the teratogenic effects of marihuana have been 
carried out. 

Human Studies 

Chromosome Analyses 

The assessment of genetic effects in man has been exclusively based on 
cytogenetic analysis; specifically, the examination of human chromosomes. In vitro 
cytogenetic studies did not show an increase in the frequency of chromosome 
breaks following the addition of delta-8-THC (33), delta-9-THC (41) and cannabis 
resin (24) to lymphocyte cultures, but did show dose dependent mitotic inhibition. 
Cytogenetic analyses of lymphocyte cultures from chronic marihuana smokers have 
been contradictory. The majority of these studies have been retrospective with 
comparisons made between marihuana smokers and controls. Seven studies of this 
type have been published. Negative findings were reported by Martin et. al. (24) on 
a Jamaican population and by Dorrance et. al. (5) on light marihuana users. 
Gilmour et. al. (9) also reported that light marihuana users did not show an 
increased frequency of cells with aberrations but that polydrug users, all of whom 
used marihuana heavily, did show a significant increase in abnormal cells. 
However, the use of other drugs makes it impossible to interpret this increase as 
due specifically to marihuana. Nahas et. al. (3I) mentioned increased chrol1')osome 
damage in chronic marihuana smokers but did not provide further information. 
According to Morishima (27), this increase was not statistically significant. 

The three positive studies of marihuana effects on chromosomes should be 
interpreted with caution. Stenchever et. al. (42) reported a significant increase in 
the number of cells with breaks in marihuana users as compared to controls (3.4% 
vs. 1.2%). However, as stated in the fourth Marihuana and Health report, "the 
biological significance of the findings remained unclear because of sevlaral 
methodological and sampling questions raised by the authors themselves" (22). 
Herha and Obe (I2) reported increased exchange-type aberrations (dicentrics and 
translocations) in chronic cannabis users. Close inspection of their data shows that 
five of the nine aberrations they observed occurred in only one of the eleven 
subjects: Further, chromatid and chromosome breal(s, the most commonly reported 
type of aberrations, were not included in their analysis; when this is done, there is 
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no longer any difference between users and controls. In the third study (14)--the 
only one to examine chromosomes from direct bone marrow preparations"':the 
authors· reported a statistically significant increase in the frequency of breaks. 
Again, the increase was accounted for by two of the seven heavy cannabis users; 
the others showed no breaks. In addition, the total number of cells examined was 
small, 157 cells for all of the seven subjects. (In drug studies, 50-100 cells per 
subject are customarily considered minimal.) Since information on the number of 
cells analyzed for each subject was not provided, it cannot be determined whether 
the number was evenly distributed among all subjects. 

Retrospective studies such as those cited above, with their many uncontrol
led variables, make definitive interpretations and conclusions difficult, if not 
impossible. To resolve the controversy, prospective studies are needed. 

So far, the results of only two prospective studies (with subjects serving as 
their own controls) have become available and both have been negative. Nichols ~ 
al. (34) did not detect an increase in the percent of cells with breaks following the. 
oral administration of hashish extract (containing THC, CBN and CBD), marihuana 
extract (delta-9-THC alone) and synthetic delta-9-THC to 30 subjects following a 
variety of schedules. The second study (a 94-day study with 72 days of unlimited 
smoking of marihuana cigarettes containing approximately 2.2% delta-9-THC) 
found no increase in the break frequency when baseline and post-exposure values 
were compared (25). However, subjects in both studies were all marihuana users 
and their baseline values may already have been elevated above those of non-drug 
using controls. Thus, even these prospective findings are not definitive. 

Effects on chromosome complements have also been published. Leuchten
berger et. al. (18, 19), using an in vitro exposure of human lung cells, reported a 
relative increase in aneuploid cells. Even more strikingly, Morishima (26) reported 
that in marihuana smokers, a high proportion of cells (30.6%) contained from 5-30 
chromosomes instead of the normal 46. In a subsequent study (28), the !!:!....Y!!!:2 
addition of delta-9-THC to leukocyte cultures was found to increase the frequency 
of cells with abnormally low chromosome numbers. The possibility that these types 
of cells have been overlooked by other investigators as technical artifacts, or that 
these cells may indeed be technical artifacts, is not settled. Since it markedly 
reduces the potential for technical artifacts, use of the flow microfluorometry 
technique to measure DNA content in intact lymphocytes from marihuana smokers 
and to compare it with DNA content of nonusers may res?lve this question. 

At this time, there is no conclusive evidence that the consumption of 
marihuana causes chromosome damage. Indeed, the two prospective stUdies carried 
out as part of large biobehavioral investigations on the effects of marihuana did not 
show increased break frequencies when baseline and post-e}:pt;lsure values were 
compared. There are no data available, however, on the long-term consequences of 
marihuana use. 

Immune Responses 

The immune system of man is compartmentalized into two parts: cell
mediated immunity and. humoral- or antibody-mediated immunity. Each is 
dependent upon a major subpopulation of lymphocytes, the T- or thymus dependent 
cells and the B- or thymus independent cells, respectively. The Initial publication 
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was that of Nahas and associates (31) reporting that in vitro cell-mediated 
immunity, as assessed by mitogeniC (phytohemagglutininyancr-allogeneic cell 
stimulation, was significantly depressed in 51 chronic marihuana users compared to 
81 controls. Indeed, it was depressed to a level similar to that seen in patients with 
known T-cell immunity impairment (uremia, cancer and transplant patients). 

Investigations attempting to replicate this finding have led to contradictory 
reports. Gupta et. al. (10) compared by rosette formation the circulating 
populations of T - and B-cells in 23 healthy chronic marihuana smokers and 23 _ 
normal controls. They found that the mean percentage of T -cells forming rosettes 
was significantly lower in the marihuana smokers while the percentage of B-cell 

. forming rosettes was similar in both populations. One might conqude, therefore, 
that smoking impaired T-cell function. Intradermal testing, however, on a limited 
subsample of marihuana smokers (including those with low or normal percentages of 
rosette forming T -cells) revealed no correlation with the presence or absence of a 
positive reaction to one or more antigens tested. Therefore, the results of this 
study concerning T-cell function are equivocal: When measured by rosette

'formation, T-cell function was impaired; when measured by intradermal challenge, 
it was not. Petersen et. al. (38) also reported significantly lower percentages of 
rosette-forming T -cells in marihuana smokers, while B-cells remained normal. 
Although the responsiveness to phytohemagglutinin was not significantly different 
from that of controls, in that same study the cells from smokers did tend to be less 
responsive suggesting possible impairment of T-cell function. Serum levels of 
immunoglobulins G, A and M (a measure of B-cell function) were similar in 
marihuana smokers and non-smokers. Further, the capability of polymorphonuclear 
leukocytes to phagocytize killed yeast cells was reduced in smokers (phagocytic 
activity of polymorphonuclear leukocytes is a necessary prerequisite for the 
transformation of lymphocytes into macrophages which process antigens in the 
immune system). 

The _ effects of macromolecular synthesis (j.e., DNA, RNA and protein 
synthesis) in lymphocyte cultures from normal controls exposed in vitro to many of 
the natural cannabinoids have been investigated. Cushman and Khurana (3) 
reported that in vitro incubation of control lymphocytes with delta-9-THC, 
cannabinol, and cannabidiol for one hour gave a dose-related reduction in rosettes. 
DeSoize et. al. (4) reported that in vitro addition of the natural cannabinoids (delta-
9-THC, delta-8-THC, cannabinol, cannabidiol, cannabichromene, and cannabicycloI) 
to human lymphocyte cultures all affected DNA, RNA and protein synthesis as 
measured by uptake of 3H-thymidine, 3H-uridine, and 3H-leucine, respectively. 
These two laboratories also reported positive findings on cell-mediated immunity. 
Results obtained by Blevins and Regan (2) confirmed inhibition of DNA, RNA and 
protein synthesis following the in vitro addition of deIta-9-l'HC to human diploid 
fibroblast, neuroblastoma cells and mouse neuroblastoma cells in culture. Further 
analysis detected no effect on either DNA repair synthesis or uptake of 
radioactively labelled precursors into- the cell, but did demonstrate that the 
intracellular pool sizes of these precursors were depressed 50%. This last finding 
could account for the reduced synthesis reported by others. 

All of the studies discussed so far point to impairment of cell-mediated 
immunity in marihuana users. There are others, however, which failed to confirm 
such impairment. Silverstein and Lessin (40) in an in vivo study evaluated the 
immunocompetence of 22 chronic marihuana smokers compared to 60 centrols by 
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the gross criterion of ability to be sensitized to DNCB (2, 4-dinitrochlorobenzene) 
and found no differences. White et. al. (43) using both PHA and pokeweed mitogens 
in an in vitro study, also reported no impairment of mitogen-induced blastogenic 
response in twelve chronic marihuana users as compared to twelve matched 
controls. Lau et. al. (15) in a prospective study could detect no differences in 
either peak level of response to PHA or concentration of PHA at which the 
maximal blastogenic response occurred. However, they did find that in cultures 
without PHA, the level of 3H-thymidine incorporation was higher in marihuana 
smokers than controls. These investigators carried out assessments before and 
after fourteen days of oral doses of 210 mg/day delta-9-THC and !It a one-week 
follow-up. Rachelefsky et. al. (39) in a prospective study evaluated the immune 
system of twelve chronic marihuana smokers before and after 64 consecutive days 
of smoking unlimited quanti'ties of marihuana cigarettes containing approximately 
2.2% delta-9-THC. They found that baseline total T-cells and B-cells were 
significantly lower than controls but increased to normal by the 63rd day, 
suggesting that factors other than marihuana smoking may have caused the 
depression seen at baseline. Response to PHA and allogeneic cells was normal and 
did not change over time; serum levels of immunoglobulins G, A and M were also 
within normal limits in their study. 

Some progress toward reconciling these contradictory findings will be 
possible when the impact of certain subtle procedural variations becomes known. 
For example, Nahaset. al. (30), found that the cytotoxic effect of delta-9-THC 
added to 72-hour lymphocyte cultures for the initial 24 hours could be reversed by 
prolonged washing of the cells with the nutrient medium RPM!. That is, the level 
of incorporation of tritiated thymidine at 72 hours was the same in treated and 
non-treated cultures. They surmised that the negative findings by White et. al. (43) 
may have been the result of the washing procedure used in the isolation of 
lymphocytes; the cell-bound THC may have been washed aWdY. Nahas et. al. also 
found that THC induced inhibition of thymidine incorporation increased as the 
'serum concentration of the culture medium decreased. This, they suggested, could 
help resolve an apparent inconsistency between two earlier findings: the Nahas et. 
al. results summarized above (31), which showed marked inhibition of DNA 
synthesis in a medium with a serum concentration of 10%, and a later study (29) 
which examined the effect of THC on healthy blood ~ and, found the 
inhibition to be considerably less with a serum concentl a~.,n of 20%. However, 
even this may not be an adequate explanation since in the first study fetal calf 
serum was used and in the second, pooled human serum. 

There is general agreement among investigators that marihuana smokers 
taken off the street and tested have a reduced number of T -cells as measured by 
rosette formation. In light of the report by Rachelefsky et. al. (39) that the 
initially low level of T-cells returned to normal while subjects were confined on 'a 
ward smoking quality controlled marihuana cigarettes, it may be concluded that 
some as yet unidentified variable, and not marihuana, may be the cause of the 
reduced number of T -cells seen in chronic drug users. The relationship between 
reduced T-cell rosette formation and immunologic function, as assessed by mitogen 
and/or allogeneic cell stimulation, is not clear since Petersen et. al. (38) reported a 
significantly lower mean percentage of T -cells in marihuana smokers than controls, 
but no statistically significant differences in PHA responsiveness. There is as yet 
no evidence that marihuana smokers are more susceptible to diseases known to be 
associated with lower percentages of T -cells (e.g., cancer, viral infections) and/or 
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reduced responsivity to mitogens. Also, skin testing of chronic marihuana smokers 
indicates intact and normal T-cell functions. B-cell function, too, appears to be 
normal regardless of how assessed. 

Summary and Conclusion 

The retrospective design and other methodological imperfections of most 
human studies, whether chromosomal or immune, leave much to be desired and 
preclude definitive conclusions. For example, information on nutrition, health 
care, recent radiation exposure and drug use pattern-all of which are variables 
known to affect both the genetic and immune systems-is generally obtained 
retrospectively from the participating subjects and is, therefore, of dubious 
validity. The potential inaccuracy of such information may doom any attempt to 
identify a deleterious effect of a specific drug, like marihuana, even were the 
composition of illicitly obtained marihuana known. Many of the other methodo
logical questions now plaguing researchers could be settled by the collaboration of 
several laboratories, particularly those reporting contradictory findings, in a single 
prospective double-blind research design with appropriate control groups. 

There is no information on the teratogenic effects in humans and It may 
take several generations to detect them. The reports on teratogenic effects in 
animals are contradictory and further rigidly designed experimental' studies are 
needed to supplement the few done so far. 

Bearing in mind the limitations of the studies discussed in this report, there 
is at this time no conclusive evidence that the consumption of marihuana causes 
chromosome damage. The studies which have been most carefully controlled have 
failed to show such damage, but insufficient research has been conducted to allow 
any definitive conclusions. 

A number of investigators have reported results indicating that marihuana 
may interfere with cell-mediated immunity, but until the inconsistencies between 
t.hese findings and the negative results which have also been reported are resolved, 
and until the implications of particular procedural variations are more clearly 
understood, the question of whether or not THC impairs cell-mediated immunity in 
humans remains a moot one. There is preliminary evidence, however, that in 
certain rodents delta-9-THC depresses cell-mediated immunity and preferentially 
inhibits DNA synthesis in tumor cells as compared to cells of normal tissue. It is 
important, therefore, to verify the anti-immune and anti-tumor activity of delta-9-
THC in animals since, if these findings are confirmed and found to hold true for 
humans, delta-9-THC may have potential as an immUnosuppressing and antineo
plastic agent. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS 

Cannabis is one of the most ancient of healing drugs. It was and is an 
important folk medicine in many cultures. This fact alone is no reason to expect 
that it will qualify in today's stringent tests of medical efficacy and pharmacologic 
toxicity. One should not, however, summarily dismiss the possibility of therapeutic 
usefulness simply because the plant is the subject of current sociopolitical 
controversy. The controversy makes its impartial evaluation more difficult, but 
just because a substance has a potential for harm does not meah that it may not 
also have potential benefits. Furthermore, unaltered marihuana will not be the 
ideal preparation if some significant area of usefulness is found. Even its active 
cannabinoids can be improved upon by synthetic chemists. The benzopyran 
structure is a unique one which can be modified at many positions on the molecule. 
If the psychological changes of cannabis are not desired, they can be eliminated. If 
water solubility is preferred, it can be achieved. Although a good deal of further 
testing will be needed, there is a promise that certain of the pharmacologic effects 
of cannabis can be helpful. 

When one surveys the specific therapeutic indications, some 'seem more 
promising than others. It is possible that cannabinoids may have a contribution to 
make in the treatment of glaucoma and asthma. Despite the recent finding that in 
certain animals, delta-9-THC is a convulsant in addition to being an anticonvulsant, 
same of the synthetic cornpql,lnds may, one day, be helpful in managing certain 
forms of epilepsy. Inasmuch as only a single preclinical study (24) has examined the 
usefulness of cannabinoids in the treatment of tumors, it is much too early to say 
whether cannabis might have an anti-tumor action in man. 

Some role may be found for a cannabinoid as a tranquilizer or a sedative
hypnotic. However, it will have to compete with a number of quite effective drugs 
already marketed for this purpose. Because of recent contradictory findings, a 
definite statement concerning the value of cannabis as an analgesic or antidepres
sant cannot be made at this time, but its antiemetic and euphoriant activity could 
provide needed relief for cancer patients undergoing Chemotherapy. There is no 
evidence at present that the usefulness of cannabis exceeds that of currel)tly 
available preanesthetic agents or those now in use for detoxification of patients in 
various drug and alcohol dependency states. 

In a<\dition to the possibility that specific benefits may same day, accrue, 
another reason for therapeutic interest in the cannabinoids is the possibility that 
their mechanisms of action may be different from the standard preparations. The 
elucidation of these mechanisms would be even rnore important than the finding of 
another therapeutic agent. 

The Ancient Lore 

The therapeutic use of cannabis predates recorded history. The earliest 
written reference is to be found in the fifteenth century B.C., Chinese 
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Pharmacopeia, the Rh-Ya (16). From the Chinese plateau its use as a folk 
mediclne, ritual potion, fabric and intoxicating agent spread to India, the Middle 
East and far beyond. 

An examination of the diverse claims made for cannabis as a medicament 
during past epochs reveals that many cannot be justified by the current knowledge 
of its pharmacologic activity. For instance, it had wide use as a lotion and poultice 
for a variety of skin afflictions. It had purported effectiveness in cases of leprosy, 
gonorrhea and arsenic poisoning. The smoke was tried in enema form for 
strangulated hernia and an application of the juice of the leaves was recommended 
for dandruff and vermin infestation. 

On the other hand, a rationale can be found for certain of the early 
mediclnal practices. Cannabis was widely used in painful conditions like neuralgia, 
c!ysmenorrhea and toothache and its relaxant and euphoriant properties may well 
have been utilized in the treatment of melancholia and hysteria. Because of its 
purported analgesic effect, supported by some recent findings, cannabis also found 
service in minor operations like clrcumclsion and boil lanclng. 

Cannabis was one of the most important drugs in the Indian Materia Medica 
at the turn of this century (54). It was, and is, widely used in rural areas of the 
Indian subcontinent for asthma and bronchitis. A bronchodilator action has 
recently been quite well established, but cannabis is more likely to be a cause of, 
rather than a cure for, bronchitis. It was known to be an appetite stimulator; and 
this usage is confirmed in numerous subjective reports, although no preclse 
mechanism for assessing the appetite-enhanclng effect is available. 

One interesting effect of bhang and ganja as reported by the Indian Hemp 
Drugs Commission, and more recently from Jamaican (57) and Costa Rican studies 
is the assertion that it is a "creator of energy"--that it increases staying power, 
relieves fatigue and :s a stimulant. The Jamaican report told of its use as an 
energizer and motiv~ tor to work .. Ganja breaks in back country Jamaica seem to be 
the equivalent of the North American coffee breaks. Employers have been known 
to supply their workers with ganja to "get more work out of them." This reason for 
use among laborers and farmers stands in sharp contrast with our concerns about a 
marihuana-induced "amotivational syndrome." 

The scattered but persisting reports about an aphrodisiac property are not 
easy to evaluate. Much seems to depend upon the mental set of the consumer. If it 
is taken for that purpose, sexual interest, activity and enjoyment are likely to be 
enhanced. On the other hand sexually abstinent Indian monks used cannabis to 
diminish sexucl drives and as an aid to meditation. While it may enhance sensory 
perception, prolong the subjective experience of time and reduce inhibitions, and 
thus intensify sexual experience, cannabis appears to have no direct effect upon 
sexual drive states (7). In fact, in view of the reports of lowered· plasma 
testosterone levels. after heavy usage, potency may, in some instances, be reduced 
(35). 

Many therapeutic references can be found regarding the seeds of Cannabis 
sativa (23). For example, the seventh century Sythians inhaled and bathed in the 
vapors of hemp seeds thrown onto a fire, and "they howled with joy." The seeds 
contain essentially no active tetrahydrocannabinols, so that whatever joy there was 
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must have been due to the effects of the sauna. A persistent theme that runs from 
ancient times up to the present is the healing effect of external applications of 
cannabis. The potential efficacy of cannabis as a topical anubiotic has been most 
extensively researched in Czechoslovakia (30). 

The Middle Period 

During the latter half of the nineteenth century a resurgent interest in the 
medical usefulness of the hemp plant developed. Well ever a hundred papers 
appeared in the medical journals of the day. Some of thes'e reports are worth 
citing, ho'!"ever briefly. In Calcutta, Q'Shaugnessey (47) tried cannabis on patients 
with a variety of ailments, including tetanus, rabies, epilepsy and rheumatism. He 
reported favorably on its anticonvulsant, analgesic and muscle-relaxing properties,. 
This sparked a flurry of clinical investigations including those of M'Meens (42) who 
considered it a sedative-hypnotic, useful in such diverse disorders as neuralgia, 
dysmenorrhea, asthma and sciatica. Many favorable reports appeared, including 
those of Birch (3) and of Mattison (37) who recommended cannabis enthusiastically 
for the treatment of morphine, alcohol and other addictions. In lS90 Reynolds (55) 
wrote of its value in senile insomnia and tic douloureux Itrigeminal neuralgia). 

During this period Moreau de Tours (43) successfully treated obsessive 
compulsives, melancholics and patients with many other chronic psychiatric 
syndromes. His positive findings were confirmed by some, but not by other studies. 

Despite the encouraging testimonials about cannabiS, the drug began to fall 
into disuse at the beginning of the twentieth century. In retrospect, it would 
appear that the following reasons combined to account for its neglect: 

1) Different batches of the plant had widely varying potencies, with some 
essentially ineffective and others stronger than the prescriber expected; 

2) The drug had a poor shelf life. Many of the extracts of cannabis were 
practically inert by the time they were dispensed. Delta~9~tetrahydrocannabinol 
gradually breaks down into cannabinol at room temperature or when exposed to 
daylight and air. Cannabis sativa was, therefore, unreliable, and some of the 
contradictory clinical opinions might be explained on this basis. 

3) DeJta~9-THC is extremely insoluble in water and crosses the gastroi~ 
testinal wall with difficulty. It is for this reason that the oral route is two or three 
times less effective by weight than the pulmonary. 

4) Synthetic, water soluble analgesics and hypnotics which had a much more 
predictable, stable pharmacological action were beginning to appear • 

.5) The final blow was the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 which classified the 
drug as a narcotic. By that year; however, it was hardly employed in medical 
practice in the United States. 

Even when the first synthetic tetrahydrocannabinol, pyrahexyl (SynheJtyl), 
became available for clinlcal trials, it was not widely employed. Some work was 
done by Thompson and Parker (67), who treated various drug withdrawal syndromes 
with some success. In what may have been the first double blind study with a 
cannabinoid, Parker and Wrigley (48) administered it to .57 depressed patients. 
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They were unable to demonstrate a significant difference between pyrahexyl and 
the placebo. This study has been criticized by Grinspoon (23) for having used an 
inadequate dosage level. At any rate, both favorable and unfavorable reports with 
pyrahexyl can be found in the literature. It was tried in depressions, epilepsy and in 
addictive states. The value of many of the earlier reports is indeterminate. They 
were uncontrolled, poorly designed and impressionistic. Still, they did provide 
certain clues which have been exploited in present day pharmacologic investiga-
~ns. . 

The Current Period 

The systematic study of the clinical pharmacology of cannabis is'less than 
ten years old. It required a number of scientific advances and administrative 
decisions before it could begin. These included: 

1) The total synthesis of delta-9-THC by Mechoulam (38) permitting the 
manufacture of sufficient material for investigators. 

2) The clarification of the reiationship between delta-9-THC and the plant 
material (39). 

3) The development of a source of uniform, assayed marihuana by the 
University of Mississippi group (52) under a NIDA contract. 

4) The availability of a reliable assay procedure for delta-9-THC in 
marihuana. 

5) The funding of animal and human studies designed to clarify the 
physiologic, pharmacologic and psychologic effects of cannabis. 

6) The availability" of various cannabinoids for research purposes from the 
National Institute on Drug Abuse. 

7) The recent development of assay methods which can qualitatively 
identify cannabinoids in biological fluids (l). 

. Cannabis has been found to have some therapeutic potential in a nUJ11ber of 
diverse areas. They can be divided into two general groups, those that utilize the 
psychologic changes that the drug induces and those that do not. In the latter 
instance, the subjective symptoms often become undesired side effects of the drug. 

The non-psychologic research directions include: intraocular pressure 
reduction, bronchodilator, anticonvulsant and tumor growth retardation. 

The therapeutic efforts which rely on changes in the psychic stat" are: 
sedative-hypnotic, analgesic, antidepressant and tranquilizer, preanesthetic, anti
nauseant and antiemetic, and drug and alcohol dependence therapy. 

Intraocular Pressure (loP) Reduction 

Hepler and associates (25, 26) undertook a study of the various ocular 
alterations produced by smoking cannabis in 1970. Among their early findings were 
a consistent, dose-related, clinically significant fall in lOP in subjects with normal 
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ocular tension. The lOP was also reduced with oral delta-9-THC and, to a lesser 
degree, with cannabinol and cannabidiol. Seven of eleven patients with ocular 
hypertension demonstrated a drop in lOP averaging 30% which lasted four to five 
hours. Topically instilled delta-9-THC in sesame oil produced a 40% reduction in 
lOP when compared to a treatment of sesame oil eYe drops administered to a group 
of twelve rabbits. 

Green et. al. (20, 21) demonstrated a fall in the lOP of rabbits given 
intravenous delta-9-THC. They postulated that delta-9-THC interacted with the 
adrenergic innervation system of the eye, namely that alpha-adrenergic blocking 
agents partly inhibited the THC effect. Apparently, beta-adrenergic blockade also 
dampens the delta-9-THC, effect~ The result of these adrenergic activities is a 
dilation of the efferent blood vessels. These effects were found to be modulated 
via an inhibition of prostaglandin synthetase. 

Cooler and Gregg (12) compared intravenous (i.v.) doses of 1.5 and 3 mg of 
delta-9-THC, 10 mg diazepam (Valium) and a placebo in ten volunteers. lOP was 
diminished 29% with the, low and 3796 with the high delta-9-THC dosages. 
Diazepam lowered the pressUres 1096 and placebo 296. These investigators also 
measured analgesia and noted no cutaneous or periosteal analgesic effects. Their 
subjects manifested an increased anxiety level on both doses of delta-9-THC. This 
study and others indicate that the lOP reduction is not due to any relaxing or 
euphoriant effects of cannabis as suggested by Flom'~ (18). 

Bronchodilation 

During 1973 two articles referring to a bronchodilator effect appeared. 
Vachon ~ (68) studied the effects of a single administration of smoked 
marihuana on normal subjects and asthmatic patients. Airway resistance decreased 
significantly permitting an increase in specific airway conductance and mean 
expiratory flow rates. The bronchoconstriction of the asthmatic patients was 
reversed for hours. 

Tashkin et. al. (64) did a double blind study of 32 non-naive, male subjects 
randomly assigned to a placebo group, a 1% delta-9-THC and a,296-delta-9-THC 
group. The investigators found that both dosages decreased airway resistance with 
a peak at fifteen minutes and with activity still present after an hour. 
Subsequently, they examined dose response curves with a placebo and la, 15 and 20 
mg of oral delta-9-THC and found that peak effects for the THC dosages were 
obtained at three hours. Persistent effects were evident for six hours. 

Tashkin and associates also induced bronchospasm in asthmatics with 
methacholine or exercise (65). In a single blind fashion 10 mg of smoked delta-9-
THC was compared to 1.25 mg of inhaled isoproterenol (lsuprel), both placebo 
controlled. Bronchospasm was relieved promptly by both drugs, not by their 
placebos. The isoproterenol had a higher peak effect, but the marihuana had a 
longer lasting activity. 

The irritant quality' of smoked cannabis, with its terpenes and coal 'tars, 
makes it a poor delivery vehicle for ast~atics. At present, an aerosolized delta-
9-THC is being tried (46). The results of a pilot study are encouraging, showing 
that the aerosol produced a mean peak increase above baseline of 89%-m~ch 
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greater than the increase observed when the same amount (10 mg) of delta-9-THC 
was smoked. Also, systemic effects such as the tachycardia and the "high" were 
not as pronounced with the aerosolized preparation. 

This group also attempted to clarify the mechanism of bronchodilator action 
(59). In one set of experiments, six young males either smoked a cigarette 
containing 10 mg delta-9-THC or were injected with atropine before being 
challenged with methacholine. In contrast to atropine the cannabis-induced 
increase in specific airway conductance was not blocked by a methacholine 
challenge. In succeeding sets of experiments, the effects of combinations of 
propranolol and marihuana and isoproterenol and marihuana on young males were 
examined. Unlike isoproterenol, propranolol did not, block the cannabis-induced 
increase in specific airway conductance. Apparently, cannabis is a bronchodilator 
independent of beta-adrenergic or antimuscarinic effects. 

Anticonvulsant 

Much of the work investigating the anticonvulsant properties of cannabis has 
been preclinical. The effects of cannabinoids on animal seizures resembling 
epileptic attacks, whether induced by pentylentetrazol (MetrazoJ) or by audiogenic 
or electrical means, have been recently examined. Consroe et. al. (8, 9, 10) found 
that delta-8-and delta-9-THC blocked all three types of. seizures in a dose-related 
manner, and that these cannabinoids were qualitively comparable to diphenylhydan
toin (Dilantin). Boggan (4) confirmed the effect of delta-9-THC in audiogenic 
seizure susceptible mice. 

Rat hippocampal seizures precipitated by afferent electrical stimulation 
were used in another study of anticonvulsant activity (l7). Cannabinbids were 
effective--more effective than diphenylhydantoin--in diminishing these seizure 
discharges. Cannabidiol was most potent, followed by cannabinol, delta-9-THC and 
delta-8-THC in order of effectiveness. Interestingly, the psychologically non
active cannabinoids outperformed the active ones. 

Kader et. al. (31, 32, 33) showed that tolerance developed to the anti
seizure activity in the maximal electroshock test in rats treated with delta-9-THC 
and in mice treated with delta-9-THC, cannabidiol, diphenylhydantoin and 
phenobarbital. In other electrical seizure models tolerance was variable and 
specific for each model. It is possible that cannabidiol, which has no jlsychotoxicity 
or cardiotoxicy, has the further advantage of being a better anticonvulsant than 
delta-9-THC. Mechoulam (40) reported that 6-oxo-cannabidiol diacetate is a 
promising anticonvulsant. 

The Davis and Ramsey pilot study in 1949 (13) examined the effect of 
tetrahydrocannabinols on five epileptic hospitalized children who had been 
receiving diphenylhydantoin or mephenytoin (Mesantoin) as medication. Two cases 
showed improvement after receiving one cannabinoid, while transfer to a second 
cannabinoid produced mixed results. Very little human investigation of the anti
epileptic properties of the cannabinoids has been done since. 

Convulsant as well as anticonvulsant action has been demonstrated for 
cannabis. This is usually manifest when toxic or high chronic doses are used. 
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However, Consroe et. al. (11) have bred a strain of New Zealand rabbit which is 
quite suscep';ible to delta-9-THC seizures. Doses of 0.1-0.8 mg/kg i.v. produced 
behavioral seizures regularly. Spontaneously epileptic beagles were given delta-9-
THC, cannabidiol or a placebo for twenty consecutive days. Myoclonic jerks and 
generalized seizures were observed only in those dogs receiving 3-5 mg/kg orally. 
A single case report suggests that cannanbidiol may activate spikin~ in epileptic 
patients (69). 

In view of the problems involved with delta-9-THC (insolubility, variable 
oral absorption, psycho toxicity, tachycardia, convulsant potential), three new 
benzopyrans have been synthesized (51). These are dimethylheptylpyran (DMHP) 
analogues which are more active than diphenylhydantoin in rats ~)ven the 
supramaximal electroshock test. These new compounds have varied anticonvulsant 
profiles, do not produce tolerance and have minimal toxicity. 

Retardation of Tumor Growth 

Harris et. al. (24) have reported that mice inoculated with Lewis lung 
adenocarcinom""iliii"irterials showed reductions of tumor size from 25 to 82%, 
depending upon the dose and duration of treatment, with subsequent administra
tions of oral delta-9-THC, delta-8-THC and cannabinol, but these investigators did 
not find such an effect with cannabidiol. Cannabinoids increased survival time by a 
quarter to a third compared to an increase of about .5096 for cyclophosphamide. 
Friend leukemia virus growth was also inhibited by delta-9-THC, but L1210 murine 
leukemia was not. ~ experiments confirmed the animal inhibition of growth, 
leading the authors to conclude that certain cannabinoids possess antineoplastic 
properties by virtue of their interference with RNA and DNA synthesis. 

The therapeutic studies which rely upon the psychologic effects of 
marihuana follow. 

Sedative Hypnotic 

Freemon et. al. (19) confirmed the observation of others that delta-9-THC, 
like most hypnotics, reduces REM time during sleep. However, in contrast to 
findings WIth other hypnotics like the barbiturates, the abrupt withdrawal of THC 
after six consecutive nights of usage failed to produce a REM rebound, although 
mild insomnia was observed. Sofia and others (61) have demonstrated that 
pretreatment of laboratory animals with delta-9-THC reduces the dose of 
barbiturates needed for hypnosis and increases sleep time. 

Studies attempting to exploit the well-known relaxing, sedating properties of 
cannabis have been performed. Two studies conducted by Neu and his colleagues 
(44) exploring the use of delta-9-THC as a bedtime sedative are difficult to 
reconcile with one another. In the first study nine subjects with sleep difficulties 
were given 10,20 or 30 mg of delta-9-THC or a placebo at weekly intervals, double 
blind. The drug, as compared to the placebo, significantly reduced the tlme needed 
to reach a state of deep. Furthermore, sleep was less interrupted during 'the drug 
nights., Side effects were mild, but they grew in number with increasing dosage. 
The main complaint was of feeling hungover or "stoned" the next day. 

In the second study the delta-9-THC doses were reduced to .5, 10 and,U mg 
to reduce hangover. These were compared to a placebo and to .500 mg of (~hloral 
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hydrate, a well-established hypnotic. Surprisingly, neither the chloral nor the 
delta-9-THC facilitated sleep induction or extended the duration of sleep as 
compared to the placebo. At the 15 mg dose level, some complaints of hangover 
were recorded. The authors suggested that difficulties in controlling the room 
temperature during the winter may have interfered with sleep sufficiently to 
negate any possible hypnotic effects of the active substances. 

Tassinari et. al. (66) reported increases in total sleep time in eight 
volunteers. Stage II sleep was increased and REM sleep was reduced. The doses 
used were rather large (D.7 to 1 mg/kg of delta-9-THC). 

Analgesic and Pre-anesthetic 

One of the earliest folk uses for cannabis was its pain-relieving quality. A 
series of preclinical investigations by Kaymakalan et. al. (34) tended to confirm the 
analgesic effect. After having received intravenoUs administration of 1 mg/kg 
r.I~lta-9-THC, dogs received electric stimulation through an implanted dental 
electrode. The cannabinoid produced a definite analgesic effect, as shown by a 
fourfold increase in pain thresholds. Tolerance to analgesia, sedation and ataxia 
occurred in eight days. In another study delta-9-THC produced pain reduction in 
mice and rats as measured by the tail flick and writhing tests, and 1n rabbits 
receiving sciatic nerve stimulation. The analgesia produced with the doses used 
was equivalent to morphine analgesia-in fact, in rats a cross tolerance between 
delta-9-THC and morphine was found. An earlier study (49) measured the effect of 
delta-9-THC on rats with electrodes implanted in aversive brain sites. A non-dose 
related elevation of the pain threshold and an attenuation of the escape response 
were recorded. 

A double blind Canadian study by Milstein (41) revealed a significant 
increase in pain tolerance among those who had smoked marihuana. Using a 
pressure algometer, the experimenter found that experienced subjects obtained 
greater analgesia than non-experienced subjects, although the increased pain 
tolerance was found only in the preferred hand. No effects on sensitivity to pain 
sensation were noted. 

In another human study Hill et. al. (27) recorded opposite results. Here, 26 
subjects received blind either marihuana smoke containing 12 mg of delta-9-THC 
from a spirometer or a marihuana placebo, then were given electrical skin 
stimulation. The THC was found to decrease tolerance and heighten sensitivity to 
pain. 

In an impressionistic report Dunn and Davis (15) questioned ten paraplegics 
hospitalized in a V.A. Hospital, all of whom had admitted using marihuana in the 
past. Four reported that it produced a decrease in phantom pain sensations, five 
mentioned a decrease in spasticity, and five noted a decrease in headache pain and 
an increase in pleasant sensations. 

Cancer patients in pain were studied by Noyes et. al. (45). Patients were 
given either delta-9-THC in 5, ID, 15 or 2D mg doses or a placebo. Pain reduction 
was greater at all delta-9-THC levels than in the placebo condition and 
significantly so at the 15 and 2D mg THC levels. These researchers felt that the 
pain relief was not due to the sedati ve or euphoriant effects. . 
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Antidepressant 

Since marihuana tends to elevate mood, it follows that an evaluation of its 
antidepressant potential would be sought. Kotin ~ (36) administered 0.3 mg/kg 
of delta-9-THC or a matching placebo twice daily to eight patients who requlred 
hospitalization for their affective disorder: The patients were all considered 
moderately or severely depressed. . Treatment lasted a week, with placebos 
substituted for the active drug thereafter. No evidence of a significant affectual 
change could be demonstrated. In chronic depressive states a longer duration of 
drug administration is sometimes needed. 

A group at the Medical College of Virginia (53) performed a double blind 
study with cancer patients receiving chemotherapy. An initial starting dose of 0.1 
mg/kg t.i.d. was used which was raised if previous doses were well tolerated. On a 
battery of personality tests and mood scales the· delta-9-THC acted as a mood 
elevator and tranquilizer producing significant improvement on two of three Zung 
depresSion scales. Cognitive functioning wa.s \lnimpaired and appetite enhancement 
and retardation of weight loss were noted from the clinical records. The need for 
narcotics was decreased, and patients had the impression that some pain relief 
resulted. Relief of nausea and vomiting was problematic. 

Pre-anesthetic 

A number of studies have examined the role that delta-9-THC can playas a 
preanesthetic agent. with mixed results. When it was given prior to inhalation 
anesthesia, the requirement for cyclopropane and halothane was decreased (SO, 62). 
Smith (60) found that normal volunteers given 200 mcg/kg THC intravenously 
experienced marked sedation with minimal respiratory depression. Also, salivation 
was diminished, bronchodilation occurred, and cardiac output increased on the basis 
of the expected tachycardia. Although the author cautioned that· some of the 
observed effects may have been due to the alcohol In which the delta-9-THC was 
dissolved, that arnlount of the drug given intravenously could easily have provided 
the manifestations recorded. Whet!\er delta-9-THC has a potential usefulness in 
anesthesiology will depend on findings from . additional studies. 

Gregg and Small (22) found two dosage levels of intravenous delta-9-THC 
ineffective in controlling anxiety in oral surgery patients. In fact, in low doses It 
elevated anxiety, sometimes to a marked degree. Intravenous diazepam (Valium) 
outperformed the drug under investigation. 

Smith (60), having searched for suitable pre-anesthetic combinations, 
reported that 5 mg of delta-9-THC intravenously produced fear in a number of 
patients. In combination with an opiold it providfl(! useful sedation but with a 
marked decrease in.carbon dioxide sensitivity. When combined with a barbiturate, 
the CNS depression was unpleasant and associated with some restlessness, but the 
response to carbon dioxide was unchanged. With diazepam definite drowsiness and 
other depressive effects were notable, and the ventilatory fespo(lSe to carbon 
dioxide was decreased. The investigator suggested that the combination of 
marihuana with pre-anesthetic or anesthetic medications could lead to undesirable 
potentiation. 

Johnstone ct. ai. (29) also examined delta-9-THC in combination with other 
drugs. THC was administered intravenously after subjects had been pretreated 
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withoxymorphone (OXM) or pentobarbital (PBL). The sedative effects of OXM 
were increased by THC, but the cannabinoid also increased respiratory depression. 
T~.e combination of PBL and THC did not cause respiratory depression but produced 
such intense anxiety and psychotomimetic reactions that four of the seven subjects 
receiving this combination were not given the full course of five THC doses. The 
investigators concluded that neittier combination was a desirable anesthetic 
premedication and also expressed reservations about the value of THC alone for 
such a purpose. 

Antinauseant and Antiemetic 

Sallan (58) gave two oral courses of delta-9-THC or a placebo to a small 
number of cancer patients in chemotherapy who were not responding well to the 
conventional antiemetics. Nausea and vomiting were brought under control with 
the drug significantly more often than with the placebo. Sedation, which could be 
considered desirable in this group of patients, was a frequent side effect. 

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse 

Rosenberg (56) has studied the response of a group of alcoholics and normal 
volunteers to marihuana cigarettes (0.4 gm/501b body weight) and to alcohol (2 ml 
vodka/kg). . This investigator found that alcoholics tended to be less responsive to 
stress (mental arithmetic and talking to a videocamera) and were more likely to 
withdraw from a stress situation than the norrriaIs. Alcoholics became more angry 
and depressed after alcohol ingestion as measured by mood scales. Marihuana 
produced a more positive mood state and did not interfere with the arousal 
reaction, although it greatly i)1creased heart rate and produced an acute paranoid 
or confusional state in 3 of the 27 subjects. This investigator also found that 
disulfiram (Antabuse) and marihuana could be given safely together in the 
treatmen ~ of alcoholism. The study is continuing, but the early findings indicate 
that marihuana may be a suitable therapeutic adjunct for some alcoholics. 

Hint and colleagues (28) have implanted morphine pellets in rats. Delta-9-
THC in 1, 2, 5 and 10 mg/kg doses was injected 71 hours later. After one additional 
hour, 4 mg/kg of naloxone (Narcan) was delivered. The two higher doses blocked 
the appearance of wet shakes, escapes, diarrhea and increased defecations, 
although neither delta-9-THC nor cannabidiol precipitated abstinence in these rats. 
The results indicate that delta-9-THC may be worth studying in narcotic 
detoxification situations. 

Mechanism of Action 

The precise mechanism by which cannabis exerts its various pharmacologic 
effects is not known. Burstein (5, 6) found that delta-9-THC reduced prostaglandin 
formation by inhibiting prostaglandin synthetase. Other cannabinoids also have this 
effect, as does olivetol, from which delta-9-THC is synthesized. Many prostaglan
dins exist, and it will be necessary to determine what effect the cannabinoids have 
on the various fractions. Prostaglandin inhibition would explain a number of the 
physiologic actions attributed to cannabis such as the intraocular pressure reducing 
and bronchodilating effects. 
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The influence of cannabinoids on neurotransmitters has been examined, but 
the results are inconsistent. Banerjee ~ (2) have shown that the psychologicaUy 
active cannabinoids and cannabidiol are potent inhibitors of norepinephrine, 
dopamine, serotonin and GABA in vitro, while the cannabinoid-biogenic amines 
relationship is undoubtedly much more complex. Drew and Miller (14) believe that 
cholinergic dominance best explains the mental effects. Monoamine oxidase 
inhibition of the various cannabinoids is also beginning to be 'studied. 

Summary 

The further study of the cannabinoids for various therapeutic applications 
seems worthwhile. Numerous synthetic cannabinoids have begun to appear; these 
do not have the disadvantages (insolubility, undesired psychic effects, instability) 
intrinsic in the naturally-occurring ones. Therapeutic effica,cy may also be 
enhanced by molecular manipulations. Thus, it is likely that if any cannabinoid 
achieves cUnicai acceptance, it wiU be a synthetic. 

Find1ngs of importance are: 1) the wide safety margin between effective 
and lethal doses,' of ,cannabinoids; and 2) that in many instances the mechanism of 
action appears to differ from the med1cation commonly employed. The hemp plant. 
and its derivative chemicals turn out to be neither the best nor the worst of 
substances. Like everything else it should be used for its beneficial effects and 
avoided for its noxious aspects. 
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SUMMARY * 

Extent and Nature of Cannabis Use in the United States 

The best current data indicate that approximately one in 
seven Americans twelve years of age or older has made some use 
of marihuana. Although more definitive data on a nationwide sam
ple of the general population will not be available until Spring, 1975, 
present indications are that use has not changed appreciably in the 
general population since it was last reported in the third Marihuana 
and Health Report. 

Overall estimates of national use mask the widely varying 
trends and levels of use by various subgroups and by regions of the 
United States. For example, there is some evidence that use among 
Il!gh school and junior high school students continues to increase 
though perhaps at a slower rate than in previous years. There are 
also wide geographical differences in the number who have tried the 
drug. Almost one in four living on the West Coast has used mari
huana while in the South less than one in fourteen has done 80. 

, Studies of use in the various states also reflect wide regional varia
tions. 

A recent follow-up study of a nationwide sample of high 
school senior boys whose drug use was first explored in 1969 reveals 
a marked increased in the nonusers who have used since then. In 
1969 only 20 percent had experimented with the drug; by 1974, over 
60 percent had done so. 

Adolescent drug use, like that of adults, differs markedl; 
by geographical area. Over three times as many teenagers havl.' 
used marihuana in the West as have used in the South (23.5 perce.1t 
vs. 7.0 percent). 

One West Coast county high school population has been of par
ticular interest because it is an area of extensive drug use for which 
unusually complete trend data are available for the past six years 
(1968-1974). Use has continued to increase over the six year period. 
While only a little over a quarter of the male high school freshmen 
in the 1968 survey had used marihuana during the previous year, al
most half had done so by the time of the Spring, 1974 survey. 
Although this represents nearly a two.-fold increase of users in this 
relatively young group, it is also noteworthy that this was the first 

*"MARlHUANA AND HEALTH" Fourth Report to the U.S.Congress 
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year since the survey was begun in which a slight (2. 6 percent) 
decline was noted in the freshman age group. A t the time of the 
first survey (1968) use by senior girls lagged significantly behind 
that of boys (32 percent vs. 45 percent) but by 1974 the two sexes 
reported having used almost equally (62 percent for boys vs. 58 
percent for girls). Generally, the rate of increase in use appears 
to have slowed since 1971 although total use continues to increase 
in this high use county. 

Three state surveys of general population use illustrate the 
marked regional differences in use patterns. In Pennsylvania 22 
per.cent of those fifteen or over had ever tried marihuana while in 
Minnesota and South Carolina the proportions of a Siniilarly aged 
sample were 12.5 percent and 7.8 percent respectively. As in 
other nationwide surveys, regular users made up half of those 
reporting having ever used. 

Cannabis use by college and university students continues to 
be extensive although there are marked regional variations in this 
age group similar to those found among high school students. 

Serious doubt has been cast on the general belief that college 
stUdents use marihuana to a greater extent than their noncollege 
attending peers. One major follow-up study of young men first 
;. ~Mied while high school students has found that use, at least during 
the first year following high school graduation, was virtually identi
cal in both groups. 

In the general population about half of those who have ever 
tried the drug are not currently using it. However, among those 
who have continued to use marihuana, over half do so once a week 
or oftener and about one in five does so on a daily basis. 

New light has been shed on some of the influences involved 
in continuing or discontinuing marihuana use. Attitudes approving 
social deviance. social.support for drug use. fri.ends'· approval of 
such use and lack of church attendance are some of the factors pre
dictive to some degree of marihuana use among high school students. 
"Openness to experience" was an important predictor of use in those 
not yet users. In one study. most heavy marihuana users on the 
college level have reported that they do not. use in situations where 
control of behavior or concentration is required, 
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The most significant factors related to the cessation of 
marihuana use by former college users have been found to be the 
development of commitment to nonstudent roles, family and job 
constraints and increasing social isolation from other users. Age 
per ~ was' not a significant fac tor. 

Previous editions have discussed in detail marihuana and 
its relationship to the use of other drugs. Prior use of alcohol and 
tobacco in youthful groups is closely associated with later cannabis 
use. Contrary to popular opinion, there is little evidence to sup
port the contention that marihuana use displaces the use of alcohol 
and other drugs, Those who use marihuana are also likely to use 
alcohol -- often simultaneously. Moreover, marihuana userkl as 
compared to nonusers are more likely to use or have used other, 
both licit and illicit, psychoactive drugs. The more heavily a 
user smokes marihuana, the greater the probability he has used or 
will. use other drugs. It has been suggested that such use is related 
to "drug use proneness" and involvement in drug using subcultures 
rather than to the characteristics of cannabis, per se. 

Preclinical Research 

The preclinical findings of greatest interest and potential sig
nificance during the past two years have been a series of studies 
indicating that deHa-9-THC (and possibly other marihuana constitu
ents) have an effect upon certain basic cellular-mechanisms which 
involve the uptake of amino acids and the nucleotides into primary 
nuclear components such as DNA. Since this may interfere with 
basic biological processes, the PL eliminary data raise the possibil
ity that the effects of marihuana. under some circumstances, may be 
more widespread in the organism than has been previously thought. 
While many other substances from aspirin to antitumor agents show 
some of these effects, few are as fat soluble and, therefore, are re
tained as long in the body. 

rniti:>.! studies, which will require consider2ble replication 
and follow-up before their significance is clear, have described pos
sible adverse immunologic and genetic implications as well as 
potential therapeutic applications. While such possibilities exist, 
there is as yet no direct clinical evidence confirming them. No 
human research has been reported which demonstrates that disease 
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resistance is significantly impaired by marihuana use; studies of 
possible genetic damage have thus far shown contradictory results. 

Understanding of the chemistry of marihuana and of its 
constituents has continued to advance. WhilE: much of this knowl
edge is primarily of interest to the specialist, it is worth noting 
that many other ingredients, in addition to the principal psycho
active ingredient, delta-9-THC, may playa role in the drug's 
effects and its duration of action. Constituents, such as the other 
primary cannabinoids and metabolites, may serve to modify various 
aspects of the drug's action and may also have other biological roles. 
By better understanding the complex chemistry of marihuana's 
constituents we can better understand the implications of its use and 
the mechanisms' of its effects. 

Forms of liquid hashish called hashish oil have come into 
illicit use since the last report. Their potency, reportedly ranging 
from 22 to 70 percent delta-9-THC, is significantly greater than 
that of the usual hashish vreviously available (usually not greater 
than 10 percent delta-9-THC). Since hashish oil has not yet come 
into widespread use, the implications of its use have not yet been 
investigated. However, availability of a much stronger cannabis 
preparaUon might be expected to make adverse effects more likely. 

New and improved methods for detection and quantification 
of marihuana and its constituents in body tissue and fluids have been 
an important aspect of recellt developments. While many of these 
are quite sensitive, unfortunately they are not yet simple enough for 
routine medical use or inexpensive wide scale screening. Develop
ment of simpler procedures remains an important goal which has 
Significant research, clinical and forensic implications. 

Animal experimentation with marihuana and synthetic delta-
9-THC continues to be a valuable tool in understanding possible 
toxic and other effects in man, the drug's interactions with other 
drugs and the mechanisms of action of cannabis. 

New data on the effects of mar.ihuana on human lung explants 
(lung tissue grown in artificial tissue culture) continue to indicate 
a varLety of changes in DNA synthesis, cell division and growth. 
Whether such changes have implications for hums.ns similar to those 
produced by tobacco smoke remains in some que:~l'tion. Animal 
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studies of chronic marihuana smoke inhalation are in progress and 
should yield better answers to this important question. 

Two aspects of delta-9-THC which have recently been inves
tigated may prove to be of importance in future therapeutic applica
tion of the drug. There is a preliminary evlidence that delta-9-THC 
delays rejection of skin grafts in rats suggesting a possible useful
ness in organ transplant surgery. A second aspect. the inhibition 
of solid tumor growth in mice, may also eventually prove thera
peutically useful in the treatment of human tumors. It should be 
reemphasized that this preclinical work is highly preliminary and 
the treatment possibilities are only speculative at this time. 

Previously reported anticonvulsant effects of marihuana in 
animals have now been corroborated by several investigators. How
ever, this antiepile'ptic property of cannabinoids is nonpersistent 
because of tolerance development. This. coupled with the psycho
active properties of the drug, casts into doubt the potential thera
peutic use of cannabis or its synthesized constituents as effective 
human anticonvulsant agents. 

Preclinical Behavioral Effects 

One interesting finding in animal behavioral studies is that 
marihuana (at least in short term administration). in a variety of 
-animal species has been found to reduce expressions of aggression. 
This observation is consistent with the widespread clinical impres
sion that marihuana in humans. unlike alcohol, tends to reduce 
aggressive behavior rather than to potentiate it. 

Animal studies to date also suggest that in order to develop 
behavio:ral tolerance to the effects of marihuana (i. e •• the ability to 
compensate for the disruptive effects of intoxication). it is necessary 
for the behavior to be practiced while the animal is intoxicated. Thus. 
contradictory experimental findings reported in man maybe partially 
attributable to behavioral meehanisms ":-'learned compensatory re
sponses while under the drug's influence -- rather than pharmacolog
icalones. 

Although tolerance to many of the effects of marihuana has 
been convincingly demonstrated in animals and there is evidence of it 
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in humans, dependence has not typically been found in animal ex
perimentation. Most research has found animals reluctant to self 
administer natural or synthetic material or to consume it in food 
or water when alternatives are available. Two groups of investi
gators did, however, find some evidence of physical dependence 
following prolonged drug administration. Since there is now some· 
preliminary evidence of possible withdrawal symptoms following 
heavy use, the possibility of physical dependence will continue to 
be carefully investigated in further animal research. 

Human Research 

Acute Effects 

Studies on the acute effects of marihuana and its major in
gredients have continued. Such research is useful in learning the 
role various marihuana constituents play in producing psychological 
and biological effects or in modifying the effects of marihuana's 
more active components. 'Two of the most abundant canmi;:;,noids 
are cannabidiol and cannabinol. Neither was found to have effects 
in itself although a possible interactional role with delta-9-THC, the 
major psychoactive ingredient in natural marihuana, has not been 
ruled out. DeUa-8-THC, another constituent of cannabis. has been 
found in huma.n trials to have effects qualitatively si.milar to, though 
q\lanti~atively less than. delta-9-THC. ll-hydroxy-delta-9-THC, 
believed to be the major metabolite of delta;-9-THC, has been found 
to be active by three groups of investigators. The question of 
whether delta-9-THC acts primarily through its conversion to this 
metabolite has not yet been resolved. Research on the metabolic 
aspects of marihuana and its various constituents has helped eluci.
date some of the possible mechanisms of action of the drug. These 
data will also be useful in anticipating and explicating possible inter
active effects cif cannabis with other commonly ingested drugs. 

One report on the effect of marihuana ingestion on the electro
cardiograms of a small sample of young men exprel3sed concern about 
possible effects on hea.rt action. both acutely and on a cumulative 
basis. However •. the observed effects were'not replicated in a second 
study and may represent a benign, temporary stimulating effect of 
the drug rather than any seriously adverse effect on cardiac function; 
further clarification is required. Previous Marihuana and Health 
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Reports have expressed concern that the effects of mnrihuana - - thus 
iar explored principally in relatively young adults -- might be of 
greater consequence in older, less healthy groups. At least one 
study of patients with clearly established coronary artery disease 
has found that chest pain (angina pectoris) was experienced sooner 
after exercise and after less work while smoking marihuana than 
while smoking an inactive placebo. Thus use of~marihuana by those 
with coronary difficulties may be especiaIly unwise. 

Another study testing whether marihuana can alter physio
logical response to stress found that with moderately high doses 
response to experimentally induced stress was not reduced. 

Several investigations of the acute effects of marihuana on 
brain electrical activity have been conducted. These electroencepha
lographic studies tend to provide objective support to users' assertions 
that, when intoxicated, they tend to selectively attend to particular 
aspects of the outside world. Alcohol, by contrast, was interpreted 
as having a generalized suppresS'ive effect on brain arousal. . 

A variety of studies further confirms the fact that marihuana 
impairs short-term memory processes while the user is intoxicated. 
This impairment appears to involve the transfer of information from 
short-term memory to longer term memory storage. 

Because of domestic restrictions on research involving the 
experimental administration of cannabis to women, there has, not 
been systematic comparison of effects on males and females in the 
United States. However, Canadian investigators -- employing a wide 
range of intellectual and psychomotor tasks -- have found few dif
ferences between the sexes in their performance under conditions 
of acute intoxication. 

Cannabis and Driving 

Evidence that marihuana has a detrimental effect on driving 
performance, especially as the dose increases, continues to mount. 
It has been found to increase both braking and starting times, to 
adversely affect attention and concentration abilities and to detract 
from performance on a divided attention task, all of which are pre
sumably involved in driving. A recent Canadian study of driving 
ability while marihuana intoxicated examined drivers' performance 
under both driving course and actual traffic conditions .. A Significant 
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decline in performance as measured by several criteria was found 
in most drivers tested. Based on the accumulated evidence. it 
seems clear that driving while under the influence of marihuana 
is ill-advised. 

Genetic and Reproductive Aspee.ts 

The third report on Marihuana (lnd Health indicated that 
"there continues to be little evidence from human case reports and 
research studies that cann~bis preparations have either a signifi-
comt teratogenic effect or have any significant effect on chromosome 
breakage. n In one more recent study of marihuana users an. in
crease in chromosomal abnormalities was found while in another 
study utilizing known dosal<f'3 of pure cannabis preparations no drug
related increase was found. These contradictory data may reflect 
methodological and sampling differences and considerable uncertain
ty exists regarding the possible significance of these chromosome 
breaks. Hopefully. the present uncertainty will be clarified by on
going or newly designed studies such as those looking at chromosomal 
number and DNA metabolism. 

Chronic Effects 

While tolerance to the effects of marihuana has not been gen
erally observed among American users. there is increasingly con
vincing evidence that tolerance (i. e., larger dosages required to 
produce the same effects originally found with lower dosages) does 
develop under conditions of heavy. regular use. Given the relatively 
low doses and infrequent use typical of present patterns of use in the 
United States it is not surprising that tolerance has not usually been 
observed. One report based on a study of subjects ill a hospital 
setting (receiving relatively large amounts of THC) describes a.n 
abstinence syndrome occurring following abrupt withdrawal of the 
drug. This withdrawal syndrome is reportedly characterized by sleep 
loss and disturbance. irritability. restlessness. hyperactivity. de
creased appetite. sweating. sudden weight loss. increased salivation 
and increased intraocular pressure. While the amounts involved 

. were usually large and quite atypical of current use patterns, the 
possibility of a withdrawal syndrome in at least some American 
heavy use: ::. must be considered. 

Preliminary evidence in one study of chronic American mari
huana smokers indicates that levels of the male hormone testosterone 
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may be lowered in chronic users. This study reported that six of 
the twenty young men studied had reduced evidence of fertility 
(lowered sperm counts) and two were inlpotent. Testostl3rone 
levels in this group were significantly lowered though they remained 
within what are generally regarded as normal limits, and promptly 
increased upon discontinuing marihuana use. Preliminary findings 
from two other studies of young male subjects were inconsistent; 
one found a depression in serum testoster'one levels, another did 
not. The significance and implications of these findings will require 
further study. It has been speculated that depressed testosterone 
levels in yoimg boys may affect adolescent development. or that 
marihuana consumed .>:egularly during early pregnancy -- while sex
ual differentiation is occurring in the male fetus -- may adversely 
affect its development. There is, however, no empirical evidence 
to this effect at present. 

The possibility that regular. heavy doses of marihuana may 
result in a diabetic-like response has been suggested by preliminary 
research, but is quite tentative and requires further investigation. 
There is no clinical evidence as yet of marihuana-precipitated 
diabetes. 

While chronic users in the United States have used for appre
ciably shorter periods of time than users overseas, studies of 
American chronic users are potentially of great importance in assess
ing possible implications of marihuana use for the American population. 
In one large scale study of undergraduate student use comparisons 
were made between nonusers (including those who had done a limited 
amount of experimentation), occasional users and chronic users 
(those who had used three or more times a week for three years or 
more or for two years if use was almost daily). No statistical dif
ferences in academic performance were found nor was there any 
evidence of reduced motivation. It should, of course, be noted that 
some chronic users who dropped out may have been excluded. As 
yet, however, there is no evidence that in a college population use 
is typically accompanied by impaired performance or motivation. 
Anoth:ilr study of moderately using medical students who had used 
regularly for three or more years and who were matched with non
using med~cal students for intelligence, found no difference on an 
extensive battery of neuropsychological tests. 

It should be kept firmly in mind that most research on Amer
ican users involves samples of motivated groups using only modest 
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amounts of cannabis (by overseas standards) for limited periods 
of time. Overseas studies of longer term, heavier using groups 
have been limited to small samples. Rarer consequences of use 
or more subtle impairment which u:ay be significant in a highly 
urbanized, industrial society may have escaped detection in these 
agrarian cultures. 

Cannabis and Psychopathology 

To date. well controlled studies demonstrate few differences 
in psychopathology in carefully matched samples of users and non
users. However, a series of clinical and case reports associating 
marihuana use with a wide range of psychiatric .symptomatology 
has appeared. The question of a causal role of cannabis still re
mains largely unresolved. Most such studies have reported on 
small self-selected samples many of whom were consuming other 
drugs in addition to marihuana. Previously reported (Cf. earlier 
editions of Marihuana and Health),larger scale studies in countries 

I where cannabis use is endemic which have described intellectual 
deficit or psychopathology associated with cannabis use have been 
poorly controlled, confounded by multiple drug use and used dubious 
diagnostic methods. Observations made in the last Report continue 
to app-ear sound. Serious psychiatric complications of use seem to 
be most common in those with a previous history of psychopathology 
who consume large doses of cannabis or inadvertently overdose. 
More recent findings tend to confirm the observation that American 
marihuana users who use heavily are somewhat more likely to come 
from populations with a higher pre-existing risk for psychiatric 
problems than has the general population. 

Thera:eeutic Aspects 

Cannabis has had a long history of use in native medicine to 
the present day, and in Western scientifically based medicine until 
supplanted by other more uniform and/or convenient drugs. More 
recently. with its investigation as a drug of abuse. has come a re
newed interest in it and its synthesized constituents for use in 
modern medicine. It is too early to know which of the several ap
plications that are being made of the drug will prove to be ultimately 
useful. While cannabis is a drug of very low toxicity it has. at the 
same time, limitations due to the psychological effects and possible 
tolerance to its effects developing over time. 
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A preliminary study of the possible therapeutic use of 
marihuana has explored several possible facets of the action of 
THC with a group of cancer patients. This preliminary work sug
gests that THC may be valuable in reducing the need for other 
pain l'educing drugs in acting as an anti-emetic, in retarding 
weight loss and for its tranquilizing and mild mood elevating 
properties. Whether these initially observed effects will prove 
useful over more extended periods of use with larger numbers 
of patients is not known at this time. It is, however, reported 
that the side effect of intoxication sought by street users was not 
troublesome -- it was not experienced by the patient sample 
studied. The researchers interpret this as an indication of the 
importance of personal expectation (the "set" of the user) in 
determining one's subjective response. It is noteworthy that 
Ja:maicans who use the drug primarily as a work adjunct and 
to relieve the discomfort of arduous conditions also do not char
acteristically report the "high" sought by American recreational 
users. 

Other investigations have studied the use of cannabis or its 
constituents for such diverse purposes as the treatment of glau
coma and asthm"" as a sedative, as a possible analgesic, as an 
anticonvulsant and as an antidepressant. While preliminary findings 
in the treatment of glaucoma and asthma have been encouraging, 
further clinical trials are needed and the drug's usefulness may be 
limited by several factors including the development of tolerance 
to its effects. Some investigators report that breathing efficiency 
assessed by measures other than bronchodilation is actually im
paired. This finding also casts doubt on the clinical usefulness of 
marihuana in treating asthmatics. The drug's sedative potential 
is questionable because of its interference with normal sleep pat
terns, some "hangover" effects and mild insomnia following its 
discontinuance. Recent animal research, while confirming the anti
epileptic property of the drug in short term use, suggests that 
the effect is nonpersistent unless the dosage is increased over 
time. Results to date have shown no indication of effectiveness in 
the treatment of more seriously depressed patients. Finally, 
recent animal research discussed elsewhere (Cf. Preclinical Re
search) raises the possibility ttiilt marihuana may have some use
fulness in facilitating organ transplants and in the treatment of . 
some types of tumors. 
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[From the Hospital Physician, December 1975) 

DEBUNKING THE MARIJUANA RESEAROHEBS 

(By Edward M. Brecher ' ) 

Many housestaff physicians no doubt assume that making a significant con
tribution to the medical sciences is a long and arduous process, requiring years 
of preparation. This !pay be true of other fields; but m.arijuana research is differ
ent. You don't e'ven have to follow the simple rules of evidence you learned as a 
first-year medical student to turn out a paper publishable in The Lancet or the 
New EnglaniL JO'lwnal of MeiLicine-if the paper purpOrts to show that marijuana 
is a dangerous drug. Here, in four easy lessons, is a guide to instant success. 

LESSON NO. ONE-POST TOKE ERGO PROPTER TOKE 

Pick almost any pathological condition or syndrome and ask patients who ex
hi:bit the condition whether they smoke marijuana. If you can find 10 marijuana 
smokers in your sample, you have a publishable contribution to the world's 
scientific literature. 

One pioneer example of this approach appeared in The Lancet baclt in.1971. 
It was a study by Dr. A. M. G. Campbell, an eminent English neurologist, on 10 
cases of cerebral atrophy among marijuana smokers. 

The evidence that aU 10 in fact suffered from cerebral atrophy was unchallenge
·able; indeed, The Lancet reproduced air encephalograms establishing the diag
nosis beyond doubt. But the etiological role of marijuana in the atrophy was less 
rigorously established. 

Four of the 10 patients, for example, had suffered significant head injuries. 
On.e had had convulsions oef01'c he smoked hiS.first joint. A1ll0 had taken )JSD, 
and varying numbers had taken other drugs, barbiturates, amphetamines, mor
phine, heroin-as well as marijuana. Alcohol j,s Im-owu to produce cerebral 
atrophy; the alcoholic intake of the ten patients was not stated. Just why the 
cerebral atrophy should be attributed to marijuana rather than to these or other 
possible antecedents was nowhere made clear. 

In other research fields, of course, the Campbell paper would be cited as a 
superb example of the post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy-the fallacy of assum
ing that because B follows A, A must 'be the cause <Yf B. But in marijuana re
search, P08t toke ergo P1'OptC1' toke is not a fallacy; it is a standard operating 
procedure. 

Finding 10 cases of cerebral atrophy among Librimn or Valium takers, or 
among margarine eaters or cider drinkers, will not eam you an instant reputation 
as a promising young scientist. Only marijuana and a faw other illicit drugs 
offers this opportunity. Don't expect SCientifiC kudos or publicity in the lar press, 
moreover, if your study concludes that marijuana does not produce damage. 
Surely T1Le Lancet would have rejected the Campbell paper out of hand if it had 
been based on ten air encephalograms showing long-term heavy-dose hard-core 
potheads with undamageiL brains. 

l Edward M. Brecher is a well·known author and lecturer whose major l).rcas of expertise 
include licit and illicit drugs, sex research, and health care delivery systems. 

Together with his late wife, Ruth. Brecher has authored more than 250 articles, in 
both lay and professional journals. He is a regular lecturer at several medical schOOls. 

Brecher has been the recipient of the Albert Laslrer Memorial Award for meillcal 
writing, the "Ellie" award of the American SOCiety of Magazine Editors, and the 'George 
Pollt Award for Outstanding Magazine Writing. He is tIle sllnior author of Licit and 
Illicit Drugs: The 'Consumers Union Report on NarcotIcs, StImulants, Depressants. Hallu. 
cinogens. Inhalants, and Marijuana-including Caffeine. Nicotine, and Alcohol. Other 
books to his credit are An Analysis of Human Sexual Response (with Ruth Brecher). 
The Sex Researchers, and Methadone Treatment Manual. His most recent efforts, dUll to 
be published shortly by the U.S. Government Printing Office, is Health 'Care in Correc
tional Institutions. 
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LESSON NO. TWO-ESCALATE THE DOSAGE 

UndeI'graduate medical students learn early in their studies the importance of 
the dos€-1'ooponse ew·ve. You can kill even a healthy patient, after all, with suf
ficiently massive doses of H 20, sodium chloride, or other common substances. 
Sound procedure requires that you administer a drug at several different dosage 
levels and report how the response varies with the dose. In marijuana research 
however, no do.se-response curves are demanded. You need only select a dose of 
marijuana enormous enough to produce damage, and then report that damage 
has indeed occurred. 

Exhibit ll.. for this lesson in dosage escalation is a study by Dr. Rouert C. Heath 
at the Tulane University School of Medicine in which electrodes were implanted 
deep in the brains of six rhesus monkeys so that their electroeucephalograms 
could be recorded before, during, and after exposure to marijuana smoke. EEG 
changes were in fact noted, following both acute and chronic exposure. 

Impressive evidence? Perhaps. But the dose Dr. Heath' used to demonstrate 
acute effects was roughly equivalent to, the smoking of 100 marijuana cigerettes 
at a single session. To demonstrate chronic effects, Dr. Heath gave his monkeys 
the equivalent of 30 joints per session, three sessions a day, five days a week, 
for six months. 

Don't be afraid, moreover, to use this dose escalation approach with hmnan 
subjects. Here is an advertisement which appeared in an underground San Fran
cisco newspaper, the Bay Guardian, in ll..pril1974: 

Subjects Needed 
To participate in a government-sponsored research project to study 

the effects of marijuana. To participate you must be male, between tJJ.e 
ages of 21-35 years, and have used marijuana on a l'egular basis. The 
study involves living on a closed psychiatric ward and receiving dosages 
under close supervision. 

This study was under the supervisibn of Dr. Reese T. Jones of the Langley
Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute in Berkeley. The J!esearch was financed by a 
$350,000 federal grant. Volunteers accepted for the experiment were paid $25 per 
day and were ,given oral doses of delta-9-THC, believecl to be one of the major 
active ingredients in marijuana, in capsule form six times a day for three weeks. 
Dosage totalled 210 milligrams of THC per day .. 

How much marijuana would a pothead have to smoke to get the equivalent of 
. -~. 210 mg. of oral THC daily? Opinions differ. It is commonly thought that a typical 

'''street' joint weighs about half a gram and contains about one percent THC; 
such a Jomtcontains 5 milligrams of TH~not all of which, of course, reaches 
the blood Sltre'itIlli--D.r. Sanford Feinglass estimates that the dosage used in the 
LangleY-Porter experlli:rt'ftt.equalled the smoking of 168 joints per day. Dr .• Tones 
himself hfisbeen quoted as sa"Ying,it was equal to "only" eight to ten "good San 
Francisco joints" per day. ll..notherll:1:rthro:ity believes that a head would have to 
"smoke one joint every seven minutes throtigh-e.u,t a 24-hour period to equal the 
210-mg. THC dose." All hands agree that 210 mg. is'itot the usual daily dose even 
fOl" inveterate pot smokers who stay stoned all day long. 

The report on the Langley-Porter experiment has not yet been released. When 
it is, expect another rash of "marijuana is dangerous" headlines. 

LESSON NO. THREE--DON"l' WORRY ABOUT SA:l.IPLE SIZE 

In May 1974, Dr. Akira Morishima of Columbia Universi1ty's College of Physi
cians and Surgeons reported to the Internal Security Subcommittee of the United 
States Senate that the chromosomes of marijuana smokers differ markedly from 
the chromosomes of controls. "It seems logical to anticipate," he added, "potential 
danger in (the) immune defense system, development of cancer ... genetic 
mutation and birth defects" as a result of chromosome defects among lllUlijuana 
smokers. 

Dr. Morishima's May 1974 report was based on a comparison of the chromo
somes of three marijuana smokers with those of three controls. This lesson that 
sample size is irrelevant in marijuana research is one that should save future 
researchers many arduous hours of travail. 

LESSON NO. FOUR-STUDY TESTOSTERONE 

There are few llUman parameters which show great(>r lability than, the serum 
testosterone level. Enormous variations occur f-rom ,month to month, from day 
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to day, and even from hour to hour-with no known c=:tuse and no yisible effect. 
In 'one classic cJ..1)eriment undertalcen as part of hIS :M.D. thesIS, Dr. O. A. 

Fox -checked testosterone le .... els of one subject (perhaps himself) each morning 
at 10 a.m. over a 43-day period. One fine morning, the level was above 450 ng. per 
100 mI' the next morning it was barely 200 ng.; two mornings later it was 
down tb 120 ng.-and the next morning it was bu'Ck to 450 ng. again, with no 
apparent explanation and 110 effects noted for either the fall or the rise. On 
anothe,' occasion, the serum testosterone level inexplicably soareel from less 
than 200 ng. one morning to more than 500 ng. the next morning. With such 
inherent lability, the odds are good that you can prove ahnoot anything about 
serum testosterone levels. 

Nor does averafJing the levels eliminate the apparently causeless and effectless 
variations. During the initial Fox study, the 10 a.m. serum testosterone levels 
va:ried from 145 to 565 ng. with 'a mean of 321.5 ng. over a 43-day perio(1. When 
the stucly was repeated on the same subject over another 43-day period six 
months later, the range was from 269 to 717, ng. with a mean of 440 ng. No ex
planation was available for the 37 percent rise in mean testosterone levels. 

Hour-to-hour levels m'e Similarly capricious. Thus in a study which checked 
levels at 15-minute intervals, one subject sitting quietly in a room suffered a 
fall in serum tesoosterone from 628 to 410 ng. per 100 m!. in three hours for no 
apparent reason; another showed a 'similarly inexplicable rise from 286 to 
438 ng. in two hours while similarly sitting quietly in the same room. 

The above fluctuations occurred in individual subjects. When dlfferent sub
jects are compared, even more startling variations al:e found. ~'hus in one 
study of 16 apparently 110rmal, healthy, young males, levels varied from 246 
to 785 ng.; in another study of 23 normal, healthy, young males, levels varied 
from 260 to 770 ng. Why? Nobody really Knows. Such lability maIms it possible to 
prove-or disprove-almost any hypothesis with a little Iucl. and very little effort. 

In 1971, for example, Dr. Robert O. Kolodny and his associates nt the Repro
ductive Biology Research JJ'oundation in St. Louis (the Masters-Johnson re
search center) reported that 20 homosexual males had significantly lower serum 
testosterone levels than 20 heterosexual controls. A subsequent research team 
reported no difference in serum testosterone levels between homosexual and 
heterosexual males. A third team reported that homosexual males have higher 
serum testosterone levels than heterosexual controls. The next step. inevitably, 
was to study the testosterone levels of marijuana smokers. 

Dr. Koloclny and his St. Louis associates were also first in the field with a 
rePOli; on 40 heterosexual males, for each of whom they made two serum testos
terone determinations. Twenty had never smoked marijuana; they showed a 
mean serum testosterone level of 742 ng. per 100 ml. Th0 20 marijuana smOkers 
in the study showed a mean of 416 ng. Those who report.ed smoking five to nine 
joints per weel. showed a mean of 503 ng. compared with 309 ng. fOr those 
who smoked 10 or more joints per week. The Kolodny report was published in 
the New EnfJland, Jct!wnal ot llfcrlivine. 

As might be expected, the Kolodny il.lldings were soon challenged. Dr. Jack 
H. Mendelson of Harvard and hil'.; a~sociates recruited 27 healtby males-12 
"casual" marijuana smokers anfl 15 "heavy" smokers. ,The average serum 
testosterone levels, based on six successive daily determinations, were 988 
ng. pel' 100 ml. for the 'casual smokers and 1115 ng. for the heavy SillokeJ."s. 
"These valuElS are in the uppe~' range of nOl'lllul adult levels and are not sig
nificantly different from each other," the M"udelSOll group noted. 

The 27 volunteers in this Mendelson study were then locked up in a hospital 
Ward, !j.nd for three weeks were given all the marijuana they wanted. The casual 
smokers averaged from one to four or five joints pel' day; the heavy smokers 
averaged from one to seven or eight joints per day. TestosterOne levels did not 
fall. "Under c;!ontrolled conditions," the Mendelson group announced, "high-dOsage 
marijuana intake was not associated with suppression of testosterone levels when 
multiple plasma samples were obtained . before~ during, and after the 21-day 
smoking period." The Mendelson findings, like th- Kolodny findings, were reported 
in the New EngZand Journal. of Medicine. 

Thereafter, Dr. Kolodny and his St. Louis associates returned to the problem, 
recruiting an additional 20 marijuana smokers for further testosterone stUdies. 
Did these fresh recruits, like the first group of 20, show low testosterone levels? 
Here was Dr. Kolodny's chance to buttress his earlier findings. Since his second 
study has not yet beeen published, I wrote to ask him about it. ". 

During the first two weeks following recruitment, Dr. Kolodny replied, the. 
volunteers in his second study were instructed to refrain from smok,ing marl-
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juana; and during the next 10 days, they were locked up in a hospital ward 
without access to marijuana. Then marijuana was supplied them. Serum testos
terone testing was not begun until these first 24 days had e1apsed. 'I'hus no one 
will ever know whether this second group of marijuana smokers resembled Dr. 
Kolodny's first group with low testosterone levels or Dr. Mendelson's group with 
remarkably high testosterone levels. What a pity! 

In the second Kolodny study, the 20 volunteers< were locked up for three 
months in a hospital ward, and given five marijuana cigarettes of known potency 
daily after the first ten days. Serum testosterone levels began to fall after the 
fourth week, and continued to fall thereafter. 

Here let me digress for a moment. While k'erum testosterone levels fluctuate 
capriciously from month to month, from day to day, and even from hour to hour 
in the ;Iame subject, and while they vary widely from one' young, apparently 
healthy subject to another, a few factors are known to influence the levels. For 
example, sexual stimUlation-such as viewing pornographic films-produces a 
significant rise in serum testosterone. So does sexual intercourse. In animal 
experiments, locking males up on close confinement together lowers testosterone 
levels, and the same may be true of human males. But the effects of sexual stimu
lation and sexual intercourse in humans have been documented only over peripds 
measured in hours; nobody knows the effects of locking up heterosexual males 
together in a hospital ward, without sexual access to females, for periods as long 
as three months. Thus the Kolodny group had a golden opportunity to kill two 
birds with one stone. They could simultaneously have determined the effects of 
incarceration and the effects of marijuana on healthy young males. 

To accomplish this, they need only have followed the elementary rule taught 
in high school science courses: don't forget to inoluae oontrols in a researoh 
protocol. If they had divided their 20 volunteers into two groups of 10, and had 
provided only one of. the two groups with marijuana, two outcomes would have 
been possible. Perhaps the serum testosterone levels of the marijuana smokers 
would have fallen while the levels in the controls remained stable. In that event, 
the fall could have been traced to marijuana with reasonable assurance. But the 
seoona Koloany study laokea oontrols; hence there is no way of knowing whether 
the fall was due to incarceration or to marijuana. 

If there had been controls, and if the serum testosterone levels in both the 
marijuana smokers and the controls had fallen, marijuana would. of course 
have been exonerated. With only a slight further refinement, moreover, the study 
would have established the effect of incarceration on' testosterone levels. The 
refinement would have been the taking of baseline levels when the volunteers 
were first recruited, so that each volunteer could serve as his own control in a 
comparison between levels before, during, and after incarceration. In the absence 
of both baseline levels and controls, the experiment proves nothing about either 
marijuana or incarceration. Even so, it made front-page headlines in the Net/) 
York Timcs in September, under a headline reading "Male Sex Debility Traced 
to Marijuana." It was also featured in the Medicine Section of Time. 

I could go on and on, but these four lessons are more than enough to prove 
my point. Research indicating that marijuana is a dangerous drug is the shortest 
route to scientific and lay recognition. Federal funding is available; and you 
don't have to worry about bothersome obstacles to research on other topics 
such as avoiding the post 1£00 ergo propter hoc fallacy, or preparing dose
response curves, or securing an adequate sample, or even dividing :your research 
population into subjects and controls,-

[From tho Jl)urnnl of the Addiction Research Foundation, Toronto, Nov. 1,_1975J 

YEAR-OLD U.S. AR~{Y POT STUDY SURFACES 

(By Milan Korcok) 

A major study of the (!hronic use of marihuUlm, funded by the U.S. Army and 
conducted by Dr. Juck H. Mendelson of Harvard University, has been extracted 
from the military Imreaucracy by the National Organizati.on for Reform of 
Marihuana Laws (NORML). 

The report, which cost the army $382,000, finds marihuana virtually benign 
in respect to any behavioral or biological risks of long-term use. 

The abstract of the report lists the~e conclusions: 
No impairment in motivlltion to work for money even when users smoked 

a large number of marihuana cigarettes, 
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Some decrease in work performance the day following heavy smolting, 
though "not biologically significant." 

Some impairment of lung functions "closely related to the smoking process 
pel' se ruther than to any pharmacological action of marihuana." 
~o change in testosterone level. (Suppression of testosterone might impair 

sexual or procreative function.) 
Significant weight gain related to smoldng marihuana. 
No evidence that chronic marihuana use impaired cognitive or neurological 

function. 
'Some change in social and p!>ychological fectors associated with inter

personal responses, but not to the polntof interfering with group behavior. 
The report, which clearlY substantiates many of the conclusions drawn in the 

.TaJllaica-Ganja study was discovered almost by accident when NOR:\IL filed 
requests with nine federal agencies for reports on any research being done on 
marihuana. 

The request was filed uuder the Freedom of Information Act, designed to allow 
greater public access to data compiled with the aid of public funds. 

The fact this report had been completed more than a year ago (September 
1974) and had not been publicly released, or even referrpd to durin~ that period 
of time, prompted NOR~¥IL's executive director Keith Stroup to charge the 
army with a "cover up" because it "didn't like what was found." 

"This is very important information and should haw lleen disseminated. The 
work was paid for with tax dollars and the public should be told these findings 
immediately," saiel, StrQup. 

In fact, some of the results have been emerging' via the scientific journal 
process. Dr. Mendelson's work on testosterone, funded by the .army, has been 
reported. So has information involving comparative pharmacology of alcohol 
and' marihuana, and relationships between marihuana use and motivation." 

In response to NORML's charges. Col France F. Jordan, executive officer of 
the Army Medical Research and Development Center which cOll1lllissiol1ed the 
study, said these studies do get into the medical journals but "everl/'body's too 
damned lazy to pick them up". 

Stroup contends release of this data under one cover, in comprehensive form, 
might have made considerable public impact at a time when the marihuana 
debate was quite fervent. ' 

stroup, . however, admits the army was "fairly responsive" to the NORML 
request, mnch more so than any other federal agencies, one of -which reportedly 
requested a $300 fee to make a computer search of what was available. 

In response to NORML's request, the army first sent summary sheets clescrib
ing foul' different research projects being done. 

"All we got back were one-page summaries," Stroup tolcl The Journal. "But 
when we saw this one, a bell rang." 

NORML subsequently filed a request to get the full report, but Stroup, who 
admits he was impatient with what he felt was a "runaround", released copies 
of the summary to The New York Times ancl the Washington Star 

"We needed help so let 11 couple of journalists have the summary." 
Within one week after news of the summaries appeared in the press (Oct. 

4 and 5, full copies of the report were given to NORML. 
The Journal's request for the report was filled immediately. 

WHY WAIT? 

The Army marihuana study (page 16) is an important cont,ribution to . our 
knowledge of cannabis., ' 

Lilre the Ganja in Jamaica study it addresses a critical set of questions. But 
why was its release delayed? , , 

NORML has charged the study was delilr:'I~t~1Y suippressed because the data 
did not support the position of the hawks. '., 

Others might indulge in a bit of cynicism ,lhr)ut the fact that as the anti
marihuana forces gatherIng about the EastIa\AcoIhmittee in the SUll1lller and 
fall of 1974 were being given full media exposure, a report of this magnitude 
was sitting, gathering dust: Well, maybe. 

The army is to be commended for sponsorin~ this resellch, nnn a1so for being ;'::> 
the first government agency off the mark in responding to NORML's request for 
information. ;:; 

But it does itself a di,sservice by failing to follow through so' as to make 
information as widely acr/essible as possible. . 
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[From the Journal of the Addiction Research Foundation, Toront(" Nov. 1, 19751 

U.S. AnMY STUDY UNVEILED-SUPl'ORTS "GANJA STUDY" FINDINGS 

(By Milan Korcok) 

The report on long-term ganja smoking in Jamaica has hardly had time to 
gather dust and now another massive study on chronic marihuana use has 
emerged. 

Sponsored by the US .Army at a cost of $382,000, and conducted by Dr, Jack 
H. MendelsQn at the McLean Hospital.Alcohol and Drug .Abuse Research Center 
in Massachusetts, the repQrt on behavioral and biological concomitants of chronic 
marihuana use strengthens many of the conclusions made in the Ganja report. 
(The Journal, September) and sheds light on areas not covered in the Jamaican 
studies. 

In effect, chronic marihuana use among heavy and casu'U'l smokers monitored 
in a research setting shQwed none of the "amotivational syndrQme" sO' long 
claimed to' be 'an effect of smoking pot. 

Furthermore, no significant changes were observed in physical and labQratQry 
assessments fQllowing smoking, there was no evidence of any significant adverse 
effects 011 cognitive or neurological function, and there were no adverse changes 
in testosterone lvels as a result Qf chrQnic marihuana use. 

'1'he researchers noted SQme decreased capacity in WQrk performance the day 
following smoking, but not to the point of being bjologically significant. There 
aiso appeared to be some psychological changes that affected the way individuals 
interacted with each other, but not to the detriment of group behavior. 

The researchers noted some impairment to' lung functiQn that prompted them 
to argue against use of this drug to persons with underlying pulmonary disease, 
though the changes CQuid have been attributed to the smoking process pel' se. 
They also found significant weight gain among the smokers. 

Several findings drawn from this body of research have already been reported. 

THE DESIGN 

'£he experimental design involved constant monitoring, in a research ward 
of McLean HQspital, of 27, tightly-screened heavy and casual users, who were 
given free access to marihuana in return for work performed. 

The heavy users had been snioking marihuana for an average of 5.6 years, 
had started smoking while in their 17th year, and repQrted using the drug an 
average of 42 times a month. 

The casual users had been smoking 5.3 years, hacl begun at 18 years of age, 
and had averaged almost 12 smoking occasiQns a month. 

The subjects, fOUl' at a time, were put through a 3I-day period-an in,itial 
five-day bioc!;: during which they had no marihuana a 2I-day block during whIch 
they coulcl buy and smoke all the marihuana they wished, and a subsequent 
five-day non-marihuana periQd. They sel'ved as their own cQntrols, with baseline 
tests being run on them during the non-marihuana periQds. 

The research warel was fitted out with individual bedrooms for the subjects, 
a common activity room, and examinp.tion fa.cilities. 

Work program involved a simple button pressing device. To earn points, 
subjects would press the device-each res<pQnse spaced one second or more apart. 
Each press would signal a PQint, 'and every 1,800 points could be exchanged for 
liD cents at tIle end of the study, or for a marihuana cigarette during the free
smoldng Deriod. Purchase of Qne cigarette required 9ne half hour of sustained 
worl;:. 

Each marihuana Cigarette, .09 grams, contained 2% THC . .All smoking was 
done under supervision. 

M"ulIHUANA USE, WORK, AND MOTIVATION 

Though the marihuana literature is stocked with claims about the drug's 
depressant effects and its "amotivational" infiuence on behavior, such claims 
were not substantiated by the army stUdies. -

:i\1arihllana, in fact, interfered very little with work output. Both casual and 
heavy users often worked at very high rates both during and immediately after 
smoking. The peak smoking periQd (from 8 p.m. to midnight) was also the 
pel:iQd of greatest work output. 

'Casual users uyeraged 21h nl'arihualla cigarettes pel' day, heavy smokers close 
to six. . 
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The amount of smoking increased as the experiment went on, to the point that 
on the last smoking day, the heavy sm.pkers actually consumed an average of 
14 "joints" each: The subjects ~ll knew ahead of Lime, it was to be their last 
smoking day. " 

Work outputs of both groups decrea,sed the day following marihuana use. 
Heavy users showed less inclination to work the day after heavy marihuana use, 
and among casual smokers, the more they smoked the less they worked the 
following day. 

The researchers, however, caution agBlinst too free a generalization of these 
findings, largely because of the potential influence on motivation exerted by the 
research setting itself. 

As the experiment went on, sleep time increased, time devoted to work de
creased,and there were some suggestions about boredom setting in. 

"Under natural but uncontrolled settings, work output may not be Significantly 
influenced," says the report. This clearly supports the major finding of the 
Jamaican study which showed that not only does marihnana NOT produce 
indolence, but also it is used with success to fuel the work ethic, and to encourage 
hard, tedious, repetitive work tasks. 

TOLERANCE 

Development of tolerance to the various effects of marihuana use,has been a 
contentions area among researchers. IIfalllY studies have noted a tendency for 
consumption to increase after continued long-term use. This tendency has often 
been attributed to development of toleranGe. , 

Tolerance to the subjective effect of sIlloking-the "high"-would induce the 
smoker to consume more and more to gel; a set level of intoxication. This rate 
of progression becomes importa~t if it is ever conclusively proven that chronic 
marihuana use can be related to such physical damage as respiratory dysfunc
Hon, or. to psychological dependence. 

Using measurements of pulse rate as well as the subjects' own ratings of 
their "high", the researchers found the ca,sual users (consuming between 15 and 
30 mg of marihuana per day) Showed no ~Iigns of tolerance develo.ping. In effect, 
the "high" they were getting at the end of the smoking series was of the i>ame 
intensity and duration as with their first smoke. 

Amor.g heavy users (consuming between: 30"and 60 mg daily) the situation was 
different. 

Pulse readings, and ratings of intoxication showed that as they progressed 
further into the smoking period, the inten!lity of high remained conRtant but the 
effect of each cigarette did llot last as long. Tbis was indicated by the fact that 
pulse readings immediately after a smokillg period remained constant through~ 
out the series, but 25 minutes after smoking readings tended to diminish as 
tho studies' went on. 

What this essentially means, according tl) the researchers, is that "tolerance 
does not develop ... to marihuana intoxication ... unless rather heavY doses 
of delta 9 THO are administered repeat~ldly." 

Taking it {me step further, the researcllers suggest the tendency of users to 
increase consumption over time, appeared l~ot necessarily to be "due to the devel
opment of any tolerance, but possibly to other psychosocial and environmental 
factors that would influence them to smoke.:: 

'Why did the subjects smolre more andJj~ore as the studies went on? 
In their own words, becaui>o they were l:l1!Jl'ed; because the drug was available, 

and because "being Stoned helped me bette1- tolerate the ward routine". II 
rn:ysIOLoGICAr!1 EFFECTS 

'I 

Perhaps the most dramatic finding in'recl];>ect to physiological consequences of 
smoking was that subjects gained an aVel~~ge of six pounds during the 21-day 
free-smoking period. (In the Jamaican stttdy, smokers were an average seven 
pounds lighter than the non~smoll:ers) . :1 ' 

Of obviOUS concern to the researchers I!was the effect of smoking on lung 
function. Measurements of peak air flow 'showed significant increases in flow 
rafe in 12 of 15 subjects-suggesting an ~~cute, bronchodialtor effect of mari-
huana. ": 

Another concern was that in presmoking ::baseline 'studies, six subjects showed 
decreased vital capacity. Since they had alll!been smoking marijuana for at least 

I: 
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five years, tJ:tjs finding suggested "perhaps there may be chronic, irritative, inflam
matory or other pulmonary disruptiye process related to long-standing smoking 
of marihuana." 

TESTOSTERONE 

'I'he research study's findings that high dose marihuana did not suppress 
testosterone levels in either casual or heavy users is bound to add to an already 
exuberant debate between Mendelson and se1reral other researchers, primarily 
Dr. Robert Kolodny of the Reproductive Biology Research Foundation in 
St. Louis. , 

Dr. Kolodny has reportea marked reductions in plasma testosterone levels 
among marihuana users. 

Other report!' linking reduced testosterone and marihuana have suggested 
chronic marihuana use can lead to enlarged breasts in males, as well as loss of or 
impairment of sexual and procreative function. 

But the Mendelson studies refute many of these conclusions, largely on the 
basis of methodological peculiarities. 

The Army report says in the Kolodny studies samples were obtained on only 
two different days, usually a month apart. Yet, testosterone levels vary widely 
in males, says the report. .consequently, time and frequency of sampling are of 
major importance. 

The Mendelson samples were done daily, throughout the course of the studies. 
Mendelson is also critical of Kolodny's reliance on the subject's verbal recollec

tion of drug use, and the failure to carry out urine screening to detect the 
possible presence of any other drugs. 

"It is at least possible that suppression of plasma testosterone levels Observed 
by Kolodny et al may be related to ingestion of substances other than 
marihuana." 

COGNITIVE AND MOTOR TASKS 

Use of marihuana among the casual and heavy users in the army studies has 
been shown to cause little impairment of cognitive and psychomotor activities. 

Results of various assessments showed no cumulative marihuana-related 
chang-es and no acute ma:rihuana effects on simple reaction time, perceptual 
fiexibility, or psychomotor performance. 

In respect to effects of use on short term memory and Yigiliance, results were 
not so clear cut. 

Although smoking did not have any residual effects on short term memory, the 
acute effects of marihuana did interfere with the casual users' performance. It 
did not affect heavy users in respect to short term memory. 

According to the researchers, the findings suggest the effect of marihuana on 
the acquisition' and storage phases of short term memory (which require atten
tion), may be the crucial factor in its effects on short term memory performance. 

THE GROUP 

The only significant changes marihuana use exerted on thl.' -group process was 
that it induced the casual users to talk less and to retrbat into their own 
thoughts more. . 

When intoxicated, the casual user showed he was more interested in his own 
thoul!;hts than in those of others, but not to the point of abandoning the group. 

Says the army report: "Although the absolute amount of interaction was re
duced, intoxicated subjects generally did 'take part in the discussion, and their 
participation did not indicate they were incapable of communicating coherently 
and intelligently, Few anomalies in speech or expression were observed that could 
be related to marihuana intoxication." 

Heavy users, on the other hand, showed no changes in respect to group 
behavior, except they seemed to laugh more. 

It was said a little differently, certainly more lyrically, in the Jamaica-Ganja 
report 'which noted that those who prefer to smoke in a group usually go to the 
bush where they can enjoy "good and 10Ying thoughts." 

"I feel more merry, not lonesome." 

',I 
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Another big study finds 
no harm in 'grass' 

Cannabis consumption investigated in Jamaica 

Beginning with the Indian Hemp 
Drugs Commission Report in 

1894, studies of the effects of mari
juana smoking have produced contro.
versy after controversy. Yet no lnrge. 
scale study has ever actually found 
any serious harm in the practice. 

Tbe latest, an investigation com
missioned by the National Institute 
of Mental Health, is no exception. 
The fe.ults of this study, done for the 
NIMH's Center for Studies of Nar· 
cotic Addiction and Drug Abuse and 
directed by Drs. Vera Rubin and 
l.ambros Comitas of New York's Rc
search Institute for the Study of Man, 
are o~ly just now available in the U.s. ~ 

Conducted from 1970 to 1972 in Ja· 
maica, West lndies, where marijuana 
smokers consume ten to 20 times 
more grass, called ganja in thnt coun
try I than their Amerien.n counter
parts, the study was a coJlectivc ef
fort involving researchers in fields as 
diverse as anthropology, pathology, 
sociology, medicinel psychiatry, and 
psychology. A preliminary report en· 
titled "Effects of Chronic Smoking of 
Cannabis in Jamaica,'1 was presented 
to the NIMH in March 1972, .nd a 
book on the findings, Ganja in Ja~ 
maica, was prepared by Prs. Rubin 
and Comiw. Because the text was 
publi'hed by" Dutch company, cOpies 
of" Ganja in Jamaica havr only 
recently arrived in this country. 

The pattern of cannabis consl'mp-
tion in Jamaica is different from that 
of the U.S. Compared with typical 
American users who smoke only one 
.or two "jeints" B. week, Jamaicans 
smoke a prodigious quantity of mari" 
juana. One part of the report claims 
that the average Jamaican user 
smokes seven or eight marijuana 
cigarettes a .day, and the potency of 
Jamaican ganja averages at least ten 
times more THC (~9-tetrahydro
cannabinol, tne drug's thieC·active in
gredient) than the typical Mexielln 
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marijuana smoked in the U.S. The 
widespread use .and socially accept
able status of ganja creates another 
major difference between Jamaican 
and American use. Smokers are not 
considered de\-iant in Jamaica~ 
Among the rural population, to smoke 
is to conlorm, Whereas those who rc-
irain from smoking are considered 
eccentric. 

The. clinical stUdlCS on the {!lff.'(·L<t nr 
chronic smoking wert.' made b,\' th(' 
faculty of the UniveTf;ity or tlw W,·,';t 
Indies and by the slaff of the unh'er .. 
,ity }Iospital. Sixty .dult wnrkinJ.:" 
cb!.ss men-30 ganjn smukern an,l :\U 
nonsmokers-were sclccl(·d anti :111-
mitted to the hospital for :.;ix (,'lm}\Ct'lI~ 
tiv~ days. Detailed medital hi~l()rk':i 
were taken, and the examination in· 
eluded heart and lung radiology, 
ECGs, hematologic studies, trcpt)
nemnl serology, respiratory function 
tests, and chromosome studies. Urine 
and blood samples were forwarded to 
the U.S. for analy,is of peripheral 
thyroid hormone levels and steroid 
excretion. Samples of gnnja sub-
mitted by smokers were also sent to 
U.S.laboratoriesforTHC .n.lysis. 

No significant phYAical abnormal· 
iUes were found except in two 
smokers. One of these had a long his
tory of bronchial asthma, and in the 
other the findings indicated a form of 
neuropathy. There \vas no evidence, 
however, to suggest that, these dis
abilities were eaueed by ganja. In 
both groups blood pressures were nor
mal. and x-rays sbowed normal hearts 
and lungs • 

Minor ECa abnormalities were 
found in both Smokers and controla. 
No slgnificant variations were found 
in cortisol secretion or in peripheral 
thyroid hormone levels between 
smokers and controls, nnd the inci
dence of mild chromosome hr~akage 
Was no blgher than that found in 
other random chromosome studies at 

till" Unlvt!rsit,\'oC the West. lndic:-;, 
'l'h(! mujur slaUsltt-a{' dilr(!rcnc~ 

ht'tw('('n tht' twn gr'Iul's w(.'rl' in he
mng"luhin 111111 nwncll'ylc.' ('0Iln1 \·alul'~ 
:1011 in (l11:;l-t·'wrt·iJolI' IIjt'ar),unUlt' Il'\'

t'I~. C'hrtlnil' Ilt';t\.\· Slllukl'f":{ He hllth to
hm't'u llntt g:mjn Wl'rt' t\\ ~rt'alt'r risk 
(Jr rlllll'liullal hn"lxi:t, hut it is sn:o\· 
Plot'Lt'd lhitt this mH,\' I·,'liuh Crlltll tht.· 
lnluu.'l'(\ thal i~ ('Ui-lull1lwny lui"'t,,, 
with J,.tAJlju II.\" ,'ilmuh·lIn:>. 

Tht· .1ull1ah·:ln study hilS tll'lln 
hailt'tl hr R:l)"ll\lUhl l'hilil' Shllr(·I'. 
whn hl..·:uk .. J Pn':;i,h'nt Ni.\III1'l'I ~n

tiunal Cummissiun "" Marijuuna uHfI 
Drug AIJtI!it,. a.~ thl' "lina intt'l1lih'I', 
multidisciplinary ~tudy "f m:1rijuuna 
us. to be published." Dr. Sidne), Co
hen, former director of the Di\'ision 
of Narcotic Addie!ion and Drug Air 
use at NmH, feels that tae Jamaican 
study is a valid one, but~Ioegn'l.·lhink 
that it has proved tbat ~l1ronic mnri ... 
juann use is harmless. -«Just as we 
didn't realize the rela.tionship. be-
tween tobacco smoking and lung can .. 
cer 100 years ago, we may someday 
fil!d a correlation between marijuatfa ~ 
and eo.ncer~ However, 1 find the study 
provocative-the medical profession 
snould pay attention to it," he said. 

Dr. Lester Grinspoon, nssQciate 
pro{-essor of psychiatry at Harvard 
Medical School and author or· Mari· 
huana Reconsidered, regards lhe 
Jamaican study IlS significant because 
of its field nature. j'But there are 
some cultural diffel'el'lce5, anq whal is 
shown for rural Jumaicang isn't nec
essarily true Car people in this l'Oun
try," he stressed. II 
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[From Rational Drug Therapy, Vol. 9 (7), July 1975] 

WKAT A PKYSICIAN SKOULD KNOW ABOUT MABIKUANNA 

(By Jared R. Tinklenberg*) 

Marihuana is a crude preparation of various parts of the Indian hemp plant, 
Oannabis sativa, which grows in most parts of the world. In the last two deca~es 
there have been marked increase in the non-medical use of this psychoactive 
plant and also greater understanding of its effects in man .. This discussion ~~
marizes our current knowledge of marihuana and emphaSIzes what a phySICIan 
should'know about its pharmocology. 

Tetrahydrocannabinols (THO) and their metabolites are the principal acti>:e 
illgredients in marihuana and are responsible for most of the potency of cannabIS 
preparations. Plant concentrations of THO vary widely depending on the geo
gra,phical area where the plant was grown and methods of cultivation, harvest
ing, and curing. Plants grown in the United States have a low THO content and 
therefore produce relatively weak cannabis preparations. 

Hashish is a potent cannabis preparation derived primarily from the thick 
resinous materials of the flowering tops and upper leaves that yield high con
centrations of THO. Although THO can be synthesized, the cost of the procedure 
limits its production by this method. In different countries and even within a 
given cour:.try, the colloquial expressions for various cannabis preparations differ. 
In this article the generic term cannabis will be used to refer to all natural and 
synthetic preparations which contain THO and other cannabinoids. However the 
reader should remember that there is a great deal of difference in potency among 
pre.parations and thus in their clinical effec.ts. 

CLASSIFICATION 

One of' the di.fl1culties in understanding cannabis is that it does not precisely 
fit into any of the usual pharmacological categories; its action varies consider
ably depending on the dose and time course of drug effects. In small doses, can
nabis initially causes exhilaration, euphoria, heightened perceptions, and other 
effects similar to those induced by stimulants of the central nervous system, 
whereas later in the time action course, sedation usually becomes predominant. 
With larger doses, such as might be obtai-ned with pot-ent hashish, the effects of 
cannabis more closely resemble those of psychedelic drugs rather than of drugs of 
any other category. Alth.ough cannabis preparations are often legally and pop
ularly classified as narcotics, their effects differ from those of heroin, opium, 
morphine, and other narcotic analgesics. 

METABOLISM . 
In the United States cannabis preparations are most commonly smoked, but 

they 'are also ingested in the form of confections. With inhalation, about 50 per
cent 01' less of the smoked THO is absorbed and enters the ;pulmonary circula
tion; the rest is lost by inappropriate inhalation technique or is accumulated in 
pulmonary tissue. The onset of action of cannabis when inhaled is usually within 
minutes, peaks in 20 to 30 minutes, 'and ceases within an hour or two after ces
sation of smoking. After ingestion up to 95 per cent of THO is absorbed and the 
onset of effects occurs in about one hour, reaching a maximum in two or three 
hours and largely dissipating after four to five hours. 

The THO molecules are rapidly metabolized into a variety of products that 
are quickly distributed to almost all parts of the body. The extremely low water 
solubility of the cannabiiloids suggests that cannabis solubility in plasma 'may 
be easily exceeded so that there is accumulation in certain body tissues, such as 
fat, that are compatible with the extremely lipophilic cannabis molecules. Be
cause ~hese lipophilic characteristics. are much stronger than with most other 
drugs In common use, even a single dose of cannabis is sequestered and eliminated 
slowly over the course of a week or more. During this prolonged retention itis 
.unclear whether the cannabinoids continue to exert biological effects. AS' with 

·Dr. Tlnklenberg Is assistant professor of Psychiatry. Stanford University School of 
Medicine and the Palo Alto Veteran's Administration Hospita1. During 1975 he was a 
fellow with the Drug Abuse Council, Washington, D.C.' , 
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many othe;o drugs, the repetitive use of cannabis tends to accelerate metabolism 
and excretIOn. 

In addition to its major psychoactive component delta-9..,TRO.nni:llT'Jll",,,,-, 
nabis contains dozens of other cannabinoids which may have effect~-;;f-th~i.~ 
own or may modify the effects of delta-9-THC. Although these constituents are 
only beginning to be investigated,.it appears that most of the clinically· im
portant effects of cannabis are the results of THC. 

CELLULAR ... \ND BIOOHEMICAL EFFECTS 

A large dose of cannabis has a deleterious effect on certain basic cellular 
mechanisms that involve the uptake of amino acids and nucleotides into pri
mary nuclear components such as DNA. This results in a variety of changes in 
DNA synthesis, cell division, and cell growth. Although other substances exert 
~hese efIects, ~a~abis is virtually unique in being highly fat soluble and thus 
~s retamed Wlthm the body for long periods of time. However as mentioned 
previously, it is unclear how long cannabis is biologically active: it may persist 
in the body primarily in an inert form. In addition, the clinical significance of 
these effer:ts on basic cellular processes is unknown. 

At dosages comparable to what is commonly used in the United states, no 
consistent effects of cannabis at a genetic or cytogenetic level have been demon
strated. The use of cannabis does not exert significant changes in. the hemogram, 
electrolytes, blood glucose, free fatty acids, or other commonly obtained meas
ures of body chemistry. Although glucose tolerance may be lowered by cannabis, 
clinical consequences are rare. Under certain experimental conditions, canmlbis 
impairs the functioning of our component of the immune system, the T-lymph'O
cytes, that are responsible for cell-mediated immunity. Oonsequences of this im
pairment in terms of altered susceptibility to disease h!t:ve yet to be established. 
Since, according to skin patch testing, chronic smoking of cannabis does not 
cause gross immune deficit and since the few available studies do not indicate 
an increased incidence of disease (including infections or tumors) in chronic 
users of ~annabis, the clinical significance of cannabis-impaired, cell-mediated 
immunity remains an important but unresolved issue. 

PhySiological effects. One consistent effect of cannabis is an increase in heart 
rate that is dose-related. This tachycardia, which seems to be mediated both by 
increased and sympathetiC nervous system activity and by inhibition of the para-· 
sympathetic system, varies from 80 beats per minute to 150 or more. Any altera
tions in the electrocardiogram are usually minor nonspecific ST and T segment 
change,! that may merely l'eflect the sympathomimetic action of cannabis and 
the increased heart rate. Cannabis usually has no significant effect on blood 
pressul'e, although orthostatic hYI;lotension may occur. 

Dilatation of the conjunctival vessels, which occurs regardless of the route of 
administration and creates the cllaracteristic bloOd-shot ~yes. is another in
variable effect of cannabis. Other ocular changes include slight pupillary can, 
.striction, reduction in teal' secretion, and increase in glare recovery time. A 
redent finding is that .in some individuals cannabis decreases intraocular pres
sW:~,.j,\resumably by affecting both the inflow and outIiow of aqu~ous humor. T~e 

. cUnku:1utility of this effect for the treatment for glaucoma IS unclear, as IS 

",l'lilicaterl beloW. . . " 
.. ;. Bronchodilation in the absence of changes in respiratory rate IS another acute 

. effect of.cannabis. Increased conductance with the use of cannabis, .w~ich stems 
from an increase in airway caliber,O::s diametric to the bronchoconstrlCtmg effects 
of tobaccO smoke .. However, as is often the case in clinical pharrua~ology, the 
effects of chronicsmoldng of cannabis are often not so salutary; rhmophary:t;
gitis, sinusitis, asthma, and bronchitis have been reported in heavy cannabIS 
smokers. ' ..' . t t Moet of the other physiological effects of cannab~s are rulllor or lllconSIS en . 
Muscular weakness, increased deep t.endon reflexes, fine t~eruors, and decremen~ 
in hand steadiness and body eqUilIbrium are notable III some users. Certa~n 
users experience a marked increase in appetite, especially for .sweets. Cannabls 
induces only minor changes in thresholds for pain .but, as. 'YIth many :r;>sychO
active drugs that alter attention, 'ruay under certam condItIons d,ecrease sub
jective complaints of pain. The effects of cannabis as reflected m electroen-
cephalograms are inconsistent. 
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EFFECTS ON HORMONES 

The short-term administration of cannabis has been reported to lower ~~~an 
plasma testosterone leve!s, but does not consistently .affect plasma lute!llzmg 
hormone follicle stimulating hormone, cortisol, or prolactin. Decreaes in growth 
hormone' response to insulin challenges and decreased estradiol levels suggest 
that the lower testosterone concentration reflects altered central regulatory 
processes rather than impaired testicular capacity, altl].ough the precise mech
anisnls are undefined. Also unknown is the clinical significance of these findings. 
In most studies the total reduction in testosterone is not large, and thus the 
effects on potency, sterility, adolescent sexual development, sexual differentiation 
during early gestation, and other androgen-sensitive processes may not be ap·
preciable. Further investigation is needed before conclusions can be drawn. 

Possibly r~!lated to the cannabis-induced decrease in circulating androg~n~ 
is the recent finding of gynecomastia in some adolescent users. Again, the Im
portance of these findings is unclear since gynecomastia in adolescents may stem 
from various etiologies and direct links with cannabis consumption have not 
been firmly eSltablished. . -

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS 

As with most psychoactive drugs, there is wide individual varial'iility in the 
psychological effects of cannabis and marked differences among individuals in 
awareness aIld interpretation of these alterations. The user's expectations of 
how cannabi" will affect himaod his prior experiences with the drug, if any, 
are important influences on drug effects. Initial effects of cannabis at low doses 
usually include eupho:r:ia, heightening of subjective sensory experiences, altera
tion in the pE!rception of time, and induc~ion of a relaxed laissez-faire passivity. 
With moderate-doseS, these effects are intensified by impaired immediate memory 
function, dist:urbed thought patterns, lapses of attention, and a subjective feel
ing of unfamiliarity. With higher doses of cannabis (as with most psychoactive 
drugs), beha:vioral effects arEj determined largely by the drug properties them
selves and less by the psychosocial factors of setting. Very high doses induce 
changes in body image, depersonalization, and marked sensory distortion. Some 
individuals, especially those with limited experience in the use of cannabis, inter
pret tlHse alterations as incipient psychosis all(~ fear that they will become 
permanently "cr.azy." The user's mood may change from the usual pleasant 
lassitude to 'various degrees of anxiety, including rate incidents of panic and 
aggressiveness. These adverse reactions are similar in. many respects to "bad 
trips" that may accompany use of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) and other 
potent psychedetic drugs. Bad trips occur much less fr!:'quently, are less severe, 
and are usually less prolonged with the use of cannabis than with the use of 
LSD. The treatment of these reactions is discussed below. 

The effects of cannabis on behavior are usually related to dose and task 
complexity. The effects of low dosE'S of cannabis on simple tasks such as uncom
plicated reaction time are often. minimal; however, performance of more complex 
tasks that require fine discrimination and difficult decisions is usually impaired. 
Contrary to prevailing myths, cannabis does impair the ability to operate a 
motor vehicle, especially in conditions of heavy traffic where the individual is 
bombarded by many stimuli simultanpously and decisions have to be made 
rapidly. Recent studies have also shown that cannabis disrupts the ability to 
pilot an airplane that necessarily involves sonhisticated integration of percep-
tions of time and space. -

SLEEP 

. Initial ~se of cannabis is characterized by pronounced soporific effects, espe
cllllly dUl'mg the latter par.t of the time course of action. However with the 
repeated use of cannabis, tolerance to these sedating effects develops rapidly. 
Most other effects of cannabis on sleep are comparable to those with depressants 
of the central nervous system such as 1I1<:!oholiiWi barbiturates; rapid eye move
ment (REM) sleep is suppressecl by tllese drugs and there is a rebound of REM 
when use is discontinued. Consistent with the slow metabolism of certain C:l11-
nabis metabolites, most effects of cannabis on sleep are sustained; even single 
doses of cannabis can alter the REM deprivation compensation response for five 
days or more. SOllle heavy users of cannabis report disturb:mces in sleep with 
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frequent awakenings a~d nightmares that continuue as long as four /;0 six 
~onths after the cessatIOn of use of cannabis. The effect of cannabis on sleep 
~llffers fr?m that of alcohol in that cannabis induces either no change or a slight 
mcrease 111 slow wave sleep, whereas alcohol decreases this component of sleep 
The /Significance of this difference is not clear. . 

CHRONIC EFFECTS 

There have. been .no adequate, large scal~, e»idemiological studies of the con
sequences of llltenslve, long-term consumption of cannabis and therefore knowl
edge of the chronic effects of the drug is incomplete and l:!cks reliability. Clinteal 
reports. indicate. that ~moking ca~ll~abis is associated with a variety of respira
tory .dIsorders lllcludlllg bronclntIs, asthma, and plt/l.ryngitis. Cannabis may 
impaIr the T-cell medhted component of the human immune response, but it is 
unclear what significance this alteration has in the total immune response and 
hence for the susceptibility to disease. There is no definite evidence that the use 
of cannabis causes serious mental illness or induces persistent generalized 
decrements i~ motivation in the form of a motivational syndrome. Similarly, in 
the few studIes done well there has been no evidence of cannabis-induced brain 
damage. While as yet there is no definite evidence that cannabis represents a 
danger to human genetic and repro{luctive processes, the fact that cannabis mIlS 
alter DNA syntheSis suggests the possilJility of changes along these lines With 
chronic use. 

As further investigations of chronic users of cannabis ar.e completeo~ oUier 
adverse cOllsequences of the drug may be identified, One should be aw.e:ie of the 
inevitable time lag between the widespre3d use of a drug and the >:eCognition of 
long-term adverse effects. Tobacco, with its long history of extensive use as a 
"harmless" drug, is only ('De of many examples. 

TOLBRANCE AND DEPENDENCE 

Although ma:i:ked tolerance to cannabis seldom develops with current patterns 
of consumption in the United States that entail the use of low potency prepara
tions, experimental and cross cultural studies clearJy indicate that tolerance can 
rapidly develop when potent preparations of cannabis are used. With the sudden 
cessltion of heavy consumption, a withdrawal syndrome occurs characterized by 
sleep disturbance, irritability, restlessness, decreased appetite, sweating, and 
sudden weight loss because of the elimination of retained body fiuids. These 
discomforts are usually mild in comparison with the extreme distress eXI;leri
enced during opiate, barbiturate, or alcohol withdrawal. ShQrtly after withd'l'aw
al from cannabis all tolerance to the drug is rapidly lost. Cannabis users, unlike 
opiate users, do not usually manifest a psychological compulsion to return to the 
use of cannabis. 
- Drug dependence is determined not only by tolerance and withdrawal reac
tions, but also by positive psychosocial effects. As with virtuaUy all drugs exert
ing positive effects, a certain percentage of chroniC users will increasingly center 
their liveS around cannabis, gradually excluding other daily activities. In addi
tion, one should not assume that the chronic user will confine his drug intake to 
cannabis. Drug dependencies are interrelated; people who extensively use one 
type of psychoJctiye agent are prone to '"Ci'll othe:>: drugs excessively as well, Con
trary to what is believed, there is little evidence that the usf! of cannabis dis
places the use of alcohol or other drugs. Chronic users of cannabis are at greater 
risk for heavy consumption of cigarettes, alcohol, and other nonmedical drugs 
than those who use cannabis inllloderation or not at all. 

CONi'RAINDICATIOrrS 

As one would expect with the cannabis-induced tachycnrdia, the use of 'the 
drug by patients who have heart disease is definitely contraindicated, In patients 
who have coronary artery insufficiency, angina pectoris and exercise intolerai'J,ce 
often occur more rapidly when cannabis is used. Knowledge of drug interactiqps 
is limited, but some evidence indicates that cannabis interacts adversely with 
the centrally active acetylcholinesterase inhibitor, physostigmine, ·to prOdll.l'I'l 
profound depression, The use of cannabis with any potent drug is probably un
wise. Since cannabis rapidly crosses the placental barrier, m~e during pregnancy, 
especially during the first trimester, should be avoided. Adverse reactions and 
toxic psychosis are more common in older users; people ove!' thirty are at greater 
riRk for unpleasant effects. 
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ADVERSE REACTIONS AND OVERDOSE 

In managing an adverse reaction to or an overdose of cannabis, one should 
remember that cannabis has an extremely high lethal dosage range and that 
the untreated course of toxicity from cannabis is invariably benign. The main 
treatment in such situations is supportive and symptomatil!, although it must 
be established that other drugs were not used simultaneously. The use of emetics, 
gastric lavage, and stimulants to the vital or respiratory centers is not indicated 
when cannabis alone has been taken. High doses of cannabis may induce transiep.t 
bradycardia and decrease the blood pressure, but these conditions usually im
prove by placing the patient in a supine position with legg elevated. 

'l'ran~ient panic reactions and toxic psychosis are infrequent reactions to 
cannabis. These conditions are best treated with verbal support, reassuring the 
patient that although he is suffering from the adverse effects of a drug, the 
distress will gradually subside. The patient's surroundings should be arranged 
to reduce unnecessary stimulation and yet avoid sensory deprivation and reduc
tion of orienting cues. Thus patients should be treated in quiet rooms with 
moderate lighting; talking should be subdued but understandable; and rapid or 
sudden movement should be avoided. 

In many cases, supportive treatment is all that is required; however, if the 
patient remains distressed or becomes increasingly agitated, a sedating drug 
should be administered, preferably by the oral route. My preference is diazepam 
(Valium), in an initial dose of 20 to 30 mg. orally. However, the physician is 
well advised to use moderate doses Qf the short-acting sedative with which he 
is most familiar. -

POSSIBLE TlIEBAPEUTIC USES 

Recent clinical trials suggests that cannabis may have Rome tnerapeutic ef
fects. As described previously, cannabis is a potent bronchodilator. Airway re
fJistance is significantly decreased; specific airway conductance and expiratory 
flow rates are increased. Although the mechanisms involved have not been 
clearly identified, the fact that cannabis jncreases the diameter of bronchi in 
a matter unlike that of standard antiasthmatic agents is of interest. 

Investigations are underway to determine the clinical utility of cannabis in 
treating glaucoma, especially in those patients who do not respond to conven
tional treatment. However, the rerluction of intraocular pressure is quite vari
able and many patients complain of cannabis-inducted dizziness, somnolence, 
perceptual changes, and cognitive impairment. 

Preliminary investigations using cannabis in patients wUh carcinoma ,in ad
vanced stages suggest that the drug is an appetite stimulant which helps retard 
weight loss and reduce cachexia. In addition, cannabis exerts some tranquilizing, 
mood elevating, 'analgesic, and antiemetic effects. Some cannabinoids also retard 
the growth of (ertain tumors. Although the tumors are not curbed to the extellt 
that would be raquired for therapeutk purposes, cannabis is of theoretical inter
est because it does not appear to act in the same manner as conventioI1al anti
cancer drugs. 

Initial clinical trials using cannabis for treating anxiety, insomnia, endogenous 
depression, epilepsy, and other conditions have not been especially promising. 
Further investigations for therapeutic efficacy is clearly warranted because the 
drug has unique pharmacological properties that are just beginning to be 
understood. . 
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRIC$ 

Committee on Drugs 

Effects of Marihuana on Man 

The Committee on Dntgs has reviewed the 
pharmacology of marihuana with special er .pha
sis on effects in man hecause of the enormons im
pact of this drug on society. Much of modem day 
society's reaction to and altitudes about this psy
choactive agent does not reAect its phannacol
ogy, and it is only recently that pertinent bio
logic facts about marihuana have become known. 
The Committee reports these facts here, in part, 
to inform the Academy memhership of these 
facts and, in part, to provide a perspc('tive with 
which to consider the various societal controls 

, (i,e., laws) on the use of marih,;,ana. 

COMPOSITION 
Marihuana is a mixture of le,wes and Aowering 

tops of the plant Cannabis sa/iva L, It contains 
approximately 1% ~-9-tctrahydrocannabinol 
(THC), the· principal psychoactive substance in 
marihuana. Street preparations tend to vary in A-
9-THC coatent; the range is 0% to 5%. An aver-. 
age marihuana cigarette contains 500 mg of 
marihuana and, therefore, about 5 mg of ;l-~
THC. Hashish, usually used in Eastern (Asiatic) 
countries and in North Africa, is the resinous sub
stance of the Aowers and ICllves of Cannabis sa
fica [; in which A-9-TIIC is found. H,"shish con
tains 5% to 15% A-9-THC und is usually smoked 
as a mixture of the resin and tobacco. Generallv, 
marihuana cigarettes do not contain tohacco, 'al
though some street preparations do. 

USERS 
In considering adverse effects of marihuana, it 

. is important to appreciate some pertinent epide
miologic facts. It- is estimated that 2-1,000,000 
Americans have tried nHu'ihuana at least once 
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and that there are 8,300,000 cnrrcnt users in this 
country.' Appruximately 70% of adults and youth 
(12' through 17 years) who were found .by the 
National Commission on Marihuana and Dntg 
Abuse' to use marihuana used it so infrequently 
as to be considered experimental use IS. Individ
uals in this category have used marihuana at least 
once (most 'of them) but no marc than once a 
month. Ahilost 20% of adult and youthful users 
take manhuana more than once per month~ but 
no more than tcn times a month (intermittent 
users). About 7% of the adult~ ·and youths sur
veyed indicated that they use marihuana more 
than ten times per month but less often than once 
daily (moderate users). Finally, about 4% of 
adults and youths who ever used marihuana use it 
mOre than once per day and are considered 
hea\y users, A smull fraction of these are ex
tremely h~avy users, and are almost continually 
intoxicated from smoking marihuana with a rela
tively high A-9-THC content many times a day. 

BASIC PHARMACOLOGICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The main psychoactive ingredient of mari
huana is :'-9-THC. The isolation and recognition 
of this substance, thc ability to assay [or it quanti
tutively in natural materials, and its synthesis 
have allowed more precise psychopharmacologic 
studies of marihuana, Delta-9-THC is rarely 
available for use outside of a research setting. 
Delta-8-THC is another psychoactive substance 
.in cannabis but usually OCCurS in negligible con
centrations. Other neutral und acidic cannabi
noids arc found in cannabis, but they probably 
exert little biologic effect. However, they may 
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modify the effel'ts of ~-9-THC and thus cOllfound 
the comparison of the actions of purified prepara· 
tions of this compound with those of cannahis. 

Smoking marihuana is a most effective route of 
administration. although the amount of A-9-THC 
absorbed into the bloodstream from the lungs 
varie!; considerably among smokers. Psychoactive 
and physiologic effects appear in two to three 
minutes. sometimes less. after smoking. The peak 
effect occurs in 10 to 20 minlltes. and the dura
tion is about 90 to 120 minlltes after smoking a 
single cigarette (approxim'ltely 5 mg of A-9-
THC). The pharmacologic effects of /l-9-THC 
are delayed when administration is oral. Onset is 
uSllally 30 to 60 minutes after ingestion; peak ef': 
fects occur in two to three hOllrs. and the effects 
last for three to five honr~. It reqllires approxi
mately three times morc marihuana or A-9-THC 
when' administration is oral to obtain effects 
equivalent to those from smoking. 

Studies with A-9-THC tagged with carbon 14 
have provided information on its pharmacokinet
ics and metabolism in man. For instancc t it has 
been founclthat THC is almost completely me· 
tabolized'; less than 1% is recovered unchanged 
in urine or feces. regardless of th,e route of ad
ministrution. Animal and in citro studies indicate 
that nonspecific hepatic microsomal oxidase.s 
rapidly transform A-9-THC into ll-hydroxy
nrc (ll-OH·THC).' This metabolite is psy· 
choactive. being as potent as A-!J·THC. lI·OH
nrc is further rapidly metabolized to the inac
tive 8. ll-dihydroxy-THC. A good correlation ex
bts between the time course of pharmacologic 
effects and plasma levels of u·f)·THC and its im· 
mediate metabolites. Peal; effects and blood lev
els were noted 10 t,) 30 minutes after smoking 
and about three hours after oral administration. 
It is not ';Iear whether the parent compound or 
psychoactive metaholities were most psychoacti
vel}' effective because the blond levels were de
termined by measuring radioactivity (reflecting 
unchanged u·!)·THC and metabolities), adminis
tered initially as carbon 14 tagged A-9-THC. 

Once /l-9-THC is absorbed. there is un initial 
rapid decline of plasma !l-9.THC' concentration 
in about two hours;' Delta·!)·THC is transported 
in the lipoprotein fraction of plasma while the' 
more polar Il-OII-THC is bOllnd to albumin. Af
tel' the initial two hours. A-9-THC disappears 
from the plasma lit a slower rate for several days. 
The difFerent rates of disappcnl'ance of !l-9-THC 
from the plasma suggest rapid uptake and slow 
release by certain tissues. In the rat. A-i)-THC is 
accumulated in fat much more than in any other 
tissue and persists for two weeks. 

The initial distribntion of /l-9-THG is probably 
a function of vascularity and lipid content of the 
various organs. Thus, in rats, lung. salivary 
glands. jejunum, kidney. adrenals. muscle, liver. 
and testis (in decreasing order of concentrations 
of t:.-9-THC and metabolites) are the most promi
nent tissues for the early distribution.' Brain lev
els of A-9-THC (and metabolites) persist for as 
long as seven days. and at that time concentra
tions are as high or higher than for other organs. 
Studies on the distribution in monkey brain indi
cate that there is an early concentration of radio
activity in gray matter. especially of the visual 
and frontal cortex." This radioactivity may re
flect the more polar metabolites of THC. A later 
phase of organ distribution probably reflects ex· 
cretion of the cannabinoids: some 60 minutes af
ter administratiOl! of t:.-9-THC. relatively high 
concentrations (of radioactivity) are found in 
liver. bile. the gastrointestinal tract. kidneys. and 
bladder.' Of interest is the fact that there is en
terohepatic cycling of the metabolic products of 
/l-9-THC. Delta-9-THC crosses the placental 
barrier in pregnant animals. and sizeahle concen
trations are iOlmd in the fetus.' Effects on via
bility of the fetus are under investigation. 

Delta-9-THC metabolites are principally ex
creted in the urine and feces. Radioactive me
tabolites persist in urine and feces for days after 
administration of a single large dose. The use of 
cannabis appears to be detectable for a longer 
period than that of alcohol. 

The physiologic responses to the administration 
of /l-9-THC or marihuana include a dose·depen
dent increase in heart r<lte:' Pretreatment with 
propranolol (a .a-adrenergic blocking agent) has 
bcerrreported to inhibit the effect ot t.\-9-THC on 
heart rate.' Another response to ~-9-THC is con· 
junctival reddening. irrespective of route of ad
ministration (smoking or ingestion). It has been 
noted that 1l-9-THC may effect a decrease in in
traocular pressure. There are no evident changes 
in body temperature. respiratory rate. or deep 
tcndon reflexes after administration of marihuana 
or /l-9-THC. Pupillary size is affected almost im· 
perceptibly; a decrease can be recorded by care· 
fulmeasuremcnt. '" Delta-9-THC does not usually 
affe~t fasting blood sugar levels or plasma levels 
of free fatty acids. 

Physiological and biochemical measurements 
are being used to document the neurolOgiC ef
fects of cannabis in man and animals. Electroen
cephalographic changes. detected by computer 
rather t1lan visual analysis. have been reported in 
volunteers who smoked marihuana in high or low 
doses anrl placebo cigarettes., The principal 
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changes noted were an increase in the percent 
of alpha time with decreased theta and beta 
bands." Young chronic users of marihuana, when 
acutely intoxicated, showed a decreased audi
tory-evoked EEC response." S\,udies on biogenic 
amines and neurotransmitter sullstanc;es in the 
brain of experimental animals administered 4\-9-
THC seem most promising in understanding the 
mechanism of action of cannabis. Effects on sero
tonin and catecholamine concentration in local
ized brain areas are being studied. The technique 
of autoradiograpllY has been used to detect accu
mulations of radioactive ~-9-THC or metabolites 
in specific brain areas at the time of maximal be
havioral activity in the m"nkey.' The lateral gen· 
iculate nuclei, the amygdala, the hippocampus, 
and the inferior and superior colliculi accumu
lated the labeled compounds at the peak of he
havioral activity. Relatively large concentrations 
were also found in the cerehellum. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
The subjective effects of marihuana have been 

reported by many sources. Common and charac
teristic subjective effects in nonlaboratory set
tings have repeatedly indicated that the percep
tion of the external environment is changed in all 
sensory modalities. Visual imagery is moTU vivid 
than usual; the subject sees forms and meaningful 
patterns in ambiguous visual material. There is 
an awareness of sllbtle qllalitil~~ of sound 
rhythms, pllrity, and djstill(·hl~". To,,~b, ta~te, 
and smell are SlIbjectively enhanced. Time per
ception ~eems changed; ;1lbjects rcport slOWing 
down or stopping of time. ~ [arihuana seCms to 
potentiate socia I in teraction: llOwevcr, high doses 
tend to remove the user from the ),'1'0111', perhaps 
became of the enhanced psychoactive cffects. 
Other typical components of the maribuana high 
are a feeling of Iighbles.~ of the limbs, UnCon
trollable laughter without provocation, and dif
ficulties in remembering from moment to moment 
the thread of what i~ being said in a conversation. 

Almost invariably users report a pleasant, posi
tive, emotional state. The temporarily over
whelming negative emotional state, known as 
"freakout," occurs infrequently in about 20% of 
experienced maribuana mer.s." Almost always 
this state can be handled by reassurance and sup
port. "Freakouts" may occur mOre frequently in 
new users, especially with potent preparations. 

The attitude and expectations of the subject 
determine the subjective response of using mari
huana. Even with experienced USers, H a plncebo 
effect is common, especially in double-blind 
studies. Apparently, this renects a learncd set of 
expectations in the user. The interpersonal situ-
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ation also is a determinant of the subjective re
sponse to marihuana. There is a greater variety of 
suhjective symptoms when marihuana is smoked 
in a grotlp setting. Sedative effects seem to pre
dominate when the same subject smokes alone. 

Marihuana and ~-9-THC affect motor and 
mental performance in a dose-dependent man
ner, espccially when dosage is carefully con
trolled. Motor performance (011 various standard: 
ized tests) deteriorates with the dose of 
maribuana administered by smoking. Testing of 
mental performance has shown dose-related im
painnent of verbal output, counting, and color 
discrimination." Short-term memory seems to be 
the mental faculty most significantly affected by 
marihuana. Moderate amounts of marihuana 
seem not to interfere with the information re
trieval component of this mental faculty but 
more likely with initial learning, thus affecting 
the acquisition process involved in the storage of 
infonnation.l(i 

Comparative studies of the effects of' mari
huana, alcohol, and other drugs on mental and 
motor performance are especially interesting. 
Dclta-9-THC in doses of 2.5 to 5 mg (the content 
of one half to one marihuana cigarette) prOVided 
the same performance decrements as three bot
tles of beer or 3 oz of lOO-proof whiskey taken 
one half hOllr before testing (equivalent to a 
blood ulcohol level of 0.05%). When alcohol 
(first) and marihuana (second) \Yere consumed ta
gether. an additive decrement on mental and 
Illotor performance was noted." 

There is a .,iJ,'Ilificant effect of smoking experi
ence on mental and motor test performance. In 
geneInl, individuals with more experience seem 
to score bctter than those with little or no smok
ing experience after administration of standard
ized doses of marihuana." 

Of particular importanec is the effect of mari
huana on driver performance. A significant dose
reluted ine.ease in brake time hus been fonnd af
ter ingestion . of lI1urihuanu,19 An increased 
amount of time is required for recovery from 
glal'e when driving at night.'" This effect lasted 
for several hours after smoking marihuana. It was 
not related to pupillary size. Sedation and effects 
of marihuana which inNease complex visual re
action time and variability in performance be
cause of occasional lapses of attention would be 
"~pected to impair driving performance. 

TOLERANCE 
It .is now generally agreed that physical depen

dence ou cannabis comparable to that for the 
opiates, alcohol, and lllwbiturates does not exist 
(i.e., withdrawal from the'drug is not followed by 
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a characteristic abstinence syndrome). On the 
other hand, tolerance to cannabis has been con
chisively demonstrated in several species of 
animals and probably develops in man with pro
longed use of potent preparations. When increas
ing drug doses are required to obtain the same 
degree of effect in an individual, tolerance has 
developed. The concept of tolerance should be 
rc;tricted to a specific action of a dnlg rather 
than to all the effects of the drug. Dispositional 
tolerance refers to changes in absorption, distri
bution, metabolism, and excretion which result 
in a decreased intenSity and duration of contact 
between the drug and its target tissue. Any 
change in the target ti<;.me which makes it less 
sensitive to the sam<; dose of the drug rc.~ult. in 
functionJI tolerance. 

Tolerance, probably dispositional tolerance, to' 
various pharmacologic and bebavioral actions of 
marihuana and .l-9-THC Occurs in a number of 
animal species (pigeons, rats, dogs, mice, mon
keys, and chimpanzees)." This tolerance devel
ops rapidly and is long-lasting;. Hundredfold in
creases over the initilllly effec:tive dose produce 
litlle effect in tolerant animals of some species. 
Cross tolerance for various effects has been dem
onstrated between CI·9-THC and ~·R·nIC, but 
not LSD, mO!'phine, and mescaline. Tolerance to 
the behavioral actions of THe may result from 
the animal learning to adapl to effects of the 
dnlg (u type of functional tolerance). However. 
tht!re is clear evidence for metabolic tolerance as 
shown by an increase in the lethal dose during 
the Course of tolerance development. SKF-525-A. 
an inhihitor of hepatic mil'rosomal enzymes 
which interferes with THe metulmlism, has been 
shown to possess a blockini( action on lolerance 
in laboratory animals." Animals develop toler
ance to some effects of THe but nol others. 
Thus, differential tolerance is an important con
lT ier'ation for intcrpreUng the results of various 
sludies dealing with the development of toler
l'Ice. 

A number of reports from Asian aud ~liddle 
Eastern populations describe the daily usc of 
enormous amounts of cannabis by chronic ltscrs,·~:!. 

That tolerance has developed for psychoactive 
effects is suggested by the fact that the quantities 
consullled produce dysphoria in less experienced 
users but do not interfere with the usual dailv ac
tivities of some chronic, heaVY users. Smok~rs in 
these I£nstern ,,'TOUpS have increased the initial 
daily consumption some five to six times over a 
20- to 30-ycar period to achieve the sallie degree 
of psychologic effect. 

The development of tolerance has been stud
ied and compared in long-term. intermittent, and 

moderate marihuana users given free access to 
the drug over a 21-day period." The investigators 
concluded that tolerance developed for the de
p' essant and SOme physiological (pulse rate) and 
psychologic'al effects (impaired recerit memory, 
time estimation, anCl psychomotor coordination) 
of cannabis and that the duration of the desired 
high ~hortened with continuing exposure to the 
dntg. Other more recent studies Ill\ve tended to 
confirm one or more of these observations. 

Of special interest have been reports suggest
ing "reverse tolerance" for marihuana. The basic 
observation has been that of a novice smoker re
quiring more marihuana initially to achieve psy
chological effects than after his first few trials 
with the drug. It is as jf an individual has to ac
quire the ability to perceive tbe desired effects of 
the intoxicated state. Supporting this phenom
enon are observations of experienced users be
coming high after receiving the same amount of 
a-9-THC or marihuana which was psychologi
cally ineffective for naive subjects. Behavioral 
factors seem to account for such increased sensi
tivity. 

ADVERSE PHYSICAL EFFECTS 

Interest in and dehate over the adverse effecl, 
of marihuana have stemmed from legal prohibi
tions and have raised qlieslions concerning the 
appropriate slant'c of society and, in turn, the 
law wilh regard to this drug. Any consideration 
of the pharmacology of cannabis should include 
informntion ~'uncerning acnte and chronic physi
cal toxicity and psychiatric illness. In general, 
manifestations of acute physical toxicity are min
imal, even with administration of large doses. 
Death from overdose has rarely been reported, 
and ~ritical analysis of reports of fatality make it 
possible to coud!l(lc that definite incrimination 
of lIlarihuana is lacking ill most instances. For in
stancc, ill though a caunahis metabolite was found 
in the urine of one victim recently reported to 
havc sm:cumhcd from an overdose of marihuana, 
no canllabis was found in liody tissues." Large 
iunollnt5 of (:unnuhis were found in the room of 
lhe Victim. and 110 other cause of death was an
parent. Acute toxicity studies in 'animals and h~l
man, case reports all indicate a high ratio of le
IhHI to effective dose for marihuana; this ratio is 
morc f.lvorabl" than for alcohol and barbiturates. 

Uneventftll recovery from coma follOWing 
overdose with hashi~h (nine to ten large pipefuls 
were smoked) has been reported." The most 
commonly reported physical reactions to mari
hUal1f1 arc nausea, vomiting, and clizziness. These 
manifestations tend to occur most often in 
iuexperienced smokers or witb oral adminis
tration. 
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The intravenous administration of street prep
arations of marihuana has resultcci in severe tox
icity" Hypotension, chills, fevcr, leukocytosis, 
hepatosplenomegaly, and anuria have heen re
ported following intravenous administration, 
which results in injection of insoluble" particles 
and perhaps bacteria into the hloodstream. 

Reports of chronic, phy'ical e/frcts of mari
huana must he judgec\ from the perspective of 
the populatioll group under scrutiny. Heavy, 
long-term patterns of mai ihmtna use in Eastern 
(Asiatic) populations have not yet he en matched 
in \Vestern groups where only small numhers of 
chronic users have heen ob~crverl. Populations 
a5Soc;',tcd with he"vy, <:""-\llic IISC of cannabis 
differ from Western group; in such important 
v,wiahles as Illltriti(\mll status. patterns of disease, 
and perhaps in the potency of the cannabi~ prep
aration (e.g., hashish in the East, marihullna in 
the West). 

In view of the \\slIal rOllte of n<1mini$tration of 
cannabis preparations. it is not surprising to ell
counter" relatively large Il\lInhcr nf reports deal
ing with the respiratory trat'ls of chronic lIsers. 
High frequencies of chronic bronchitis Ilave l)een 
encountered in heavy, lanEl-term users from East
ern pnpulations.'- Bec.mse m;-<lurc, of cannabis 
and tobacco arc smoked in these populations, dis
cntangling the respiratnry elf"'ls of cac·h of ll",se 
agellts-poses a difficult prohlon. :\ group of 22 
American soldiers in \\'.;,t German',' whn slllok~d 
huge quantities of hashish (IOO 'gm or more 
monthly) for 6 10 15 mouths cxhibil("l" high fre
quency of upper and 10\\"'" respirator)' com
ph,ints: bronchitis, sillnsi!is, "sthllla. and naso
pharyngitis. Twenty-one of the 22 soldiers also 
smoked tohace"." Five of lline patient> with 
bronchitis were shICli"c] for jlu!lllul\nry funetion 
and showedlllild obslruf'\;"l' changes which im
proved 011 diminished hashhh exposure, irrespec
tive of tohat'en smokill);_ It is difficull to re
late these findings to the \1s\1al chronic user of 
marihuana in the United Shllt$ be{'nuse enor
mous amounts of u preparation containing ahout 
five times as mlld, THe I\S in marihuuml were 
smoked by soldiers. The dinical observations 
l;ee01ed to implicate hashish: hut. it is not clear 
what level, if 'Illy, of marihnana exposufC can af
fect pulmonary physiology. An attempt to define 
a pathologiC effect on the lungs I)f marihuana 
smokers \Val; 11lidertaken by Malin et al." who 
studied stnwture and fUllctioll of alv('olar macro
phages obtained hy puhnonary hwage frum heavy 
uSers (3 to 20 cigarettes pcr day for at least one 
year). These investigators delllonstrtltecil)o differ
ences in phago""ti" cap""ity (for Candida a/bi-
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cans) of macrophag~~ from marihuana or tobacco 
smokers and nonsmokers. Twenty-five percent 
fewer macrophages were recovered from the 
lungs of marihuana smokers as compared to re
covery from nonsUlokers (other studies have 
shown recovery of increased numbC\rs of puhno
nary macrophages from tobacco smokers than 
from nonsmokers). The investigators concluded 
that macr{)phuge~, u primary pulmonary defense 
against inh.llcd organisms and particles, were ap
parently repJ;wcd by other cell types. ThtL~, this 
finding lOa)' be rcA<!cted in the clinical respira
tory pichlre described here [01' chronic and 
heavy exposure to cunOflbis preparations. Al
though there is little information on the respira
torv sl"tlls of intermittpnt and moderate \lsers, 
the respir<ltory tract may he a potential target 
for ucl;-ersc effects of long-term cannabis usc, 
The information on pulmonary elfects mlLst he 
weigbed. and tar from marihuana cigarette 
smoke hlLS a carcinogenic elfeet on mouse skin 
similar to cig,u'ettc tobacco tar." 

A high frequency of ohliterative arteritis in
volving the lower extremities has been reported 
for ymlllg ~!orrocan mules who are heavy ClIl)
nahis uscr~. Unfortunately, this is a clinical re
port lind Ihere aTe n(J control data_" There is Ito 
defiuitl- eviclencl' that long-term use of cannabis 
cau~cs liwr dysfnndion. 

or nute is the c1uim by British physicians that 
reb'ular lise of call"uhis produces cerebral at
ropl.}' in young aclnlts.'" These physicians re
ported evid"ncc of ventricular dilatation by air 
enccphalr.graphy in ten young adult males who 
used marihuana con;istc!ltly for 3 to 11 years; 
othe~ drugs (amphetamin"s, LSD) were also used, 
bllt r"portedl}' less fr<:'l\uently. Normal I/allles for 
ventriclllnr nlC'ISUr~llIents were obtained from 
age-matched patic!lts with !lorlllal air encepha
lographic examinations and follow-up conflrma
tion of a nCllrologie,dly normal state. There was 
no at tempt to control for expos-nre to marihuana 
und otller psychoa(·tive agents. This clinic,tl ob
servation is not enough to prove that long-term 
use of marlhuana predi$poses to or results in 
eerehral atrophy. There ure variables other than 
marihuana whidt also musl he conlrolled (c._g., 
till' role of the other ps)'dlOactive dnlgs). The re
liahility o[ the historie~ o[ drug abuse given by 
the subjects of this study is C]uestionable. Care
fullv controlled sludies nre needed to substan
tiate this clinical report. 

The elfects of long-term \lse have been studied 
in n small sample of cannabis IIsers in Jamaica.~' 
Thirty lon~-term smokers of ganja (3% THC, at) 

average, IIsuully smoked with tobacco) and 30 
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matched nonusers were selected for intensive 
hospital investigation. The ganja smokers in this 
study had used the drug for a mean duration of 
J 7 .. 5 years. No sIgnificant differences were found 
between users and controls for neurologic and 
EEG abnormalities, liver function tests, ahnor
mal chest x-rays, and chromosomal allerrntions. 
Gunja smokers, 90% of whom also smoked to· 
bacco, -showed ,ignificantly higher hemoglobin 
concentrations and hematocrit, than did non
n,ers (19 of 30 nonusers smoked tobacco). TIlese 
differences may reflect the effects of chronic 
ganja and/or tobacco smoking on the lungs of 
users; rhe hematological changes may he related 
to I1mctional hypoxia. However, the results of 
pulmonary function tests did not differ hetween 
ganja smokers and nonusers. 

New findings concerning the possible adverse 
effects of chronic intensive marihuana use (at 
least four days a week for a minimum of six 
months) on the endocrine system have rec<,ntly 
heen reported:" Plusm.l testosterone levels were 
found to he significantly depressed in 20 mari
hnana smokers. 1\Iore significantly, a suggestion 
of a dose-related response was noted in that there 
was an inverse relationship between amount of 
marihuana Ul.iCU and plasma testosterone cont'en~ 
tnltion. The depresseel phwna hormone levels 
were rabecl to normal conccntrations on cessa
tion of marihuana smoking or hy administration 
of human chorionic gonadotropin; these ohserva
tions suggest central suppre',ion of testicular sc
eretion of androgen. Oligospermia was noted in 
approximately one third of the marihuana users. 
The anthors concluded that their findings raise an 
area of SCriOll' ('Oll(,ern, but still do not an,wer 
spedficaJly the Cjuestion of safety in the use of 
marihuuna. 

MUTAGENESIS AND TERATOGENESIS 
Results of studies seeking ,'vidence of chromo

somal ahnormalities in peripheral hlood lympho
cytes of marihuana slllokt"rs inc inconclusive. 
·I'wo stuuie, hOt"" suggestNI that ahnormalities do 
not occur, ilt least for "light" marihuana users 
(one to two cigarettes per month or less)-"· and a 
small group o( smokers including both light and 
hCllvy users:'" Neither study would deted a low 
frefJuency of chromosomal abnormalities in 
heay)' marihtmnu users. A more recent studv has 
shuwn increased chromosome hrcakage in ~lUri .. 
hmlnn users;" 

Another aspe(·t of this recent study, dealing 
with the effeel of chronic marihuana smoking on 
cell-medilltpd immunity, exemplifies the appli
('lItion of newer knowledg(' and techniqucs to 

learning about the effects of this drug in man." 
Mixed lymphocyte culture (MLC) and phytohe
magglutinin (PHM responsiveness of the lympho
cytes of 51 individuah who smoked marihuana at 
least once a week for at least one year was inves
tigated; no other dmgs were used by these sub
jects. MLC and FHA responsiveness reflects the 
status of cell-mediated immunity in'man, Eighty
one healthv voluntl>er_~ were uSt'd .:s controls, and 

• the reslIlts of these lL'sts were also compared to 
data from groups of patients with impaired cellu
lar immuuity (e.g., patients with uremia or ma
lignancy and those receiving immunosuppressive 
therapy). The r~sults of this study indicated that 
the mean response of the lymphocytes of mari
llUana smokers to allogenic cells (MLC) or PHA 
was Significantly less than that of the control 
group and about the same as for the patients ex
hibiting impaired cellular immunity. 

The basis for the depressed MLC and PHA re
sponses of the marihuana smokers' lymphocytes 
is unknown. The investigators suggest that DNA 
synthesis is impaired, but their own summa
rized evidence for this hypothesis-chromosome 
breaks, micronuclei, and a decreased number of 
cells synthesizing DNA in studies on four mari
huana ~lI",kers-was not presented in '! form per
mitting analvsis. The data on chromosome breaks 
are controversial Ill>"ause, as indicated here, 
other groups have failed to find an increased fre
quency of chromosome damage among marihuana 
users. Unless this finding is consistent among dif
ferent laboratories, extrapolation to mutagenesis 
and temtogenesis is extremely tenuous. 

The desi),'!l of this investigation suffers from 
flaws common to many other studies on adverse 
effeci, of marihuana. The assumption that mari
Illlana is the only variable differentiating the con
trol and study groups cannot be accepted. Vari
ahles. _ correlated with marihuana smoking are 
unex:unilwd in this (and other) studies, even 
though one or more of these may be depressing 
the )'lLC and PHA responses. Evidence of a 
"dos,>-responsc" relationship which demonstrates 
increasing frequcm'y of chromosonml aberrations 
and incre'lsing impaired MLC and PHA re
sponses with increasing marihuana exposure 
should he sought. Although this type of evidence 
would nol completely rule out the etiologic sig
nificance of othel' correlated variables, it would 
tend to suggest a causal role of marihuana. 

The evidence is minimal for incriminating 
marihuana as_ a temtogen in man. The three clin
ical case reports of children horn with birth de
fects Lo mothers who lIsed marihuana3f1~~CI can 
harclly be used as such evidence; multiple dnlgs 
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were IIscd hv llll' motlwr, f\lIdtllC.'rc is rl'latively 
high freqllerl('Y of birth d"f"ds ill the gl'neral 
population. 1f marihuana were a hUIJ1an t('ratn~ 
gl'n. we might e.'peet more than three dinical 
case reports of association he"allsc of the large 
nllmher of nSl'r, in this c:cmntn', 1I0\'~Yl'r. it is 
extremelv difficult to demon.st;ate cause-and-cf· 
feet relaiionships for nllltagem and teratol.(cns in 
man so animal studies can l'rtl\'hle nseful infor
mation. Inclcell. reports of ('o~enilal malforma' 
tions in offspring and clcc'I't;lU"il'cl1ittcr si~e in vari .. 
ous experimental anil11&{'; exposed to (usually 
extremely large d(lses 01) ,·,umahls. '.·('rtainly illtli
calC that avoiduo('" of ,'xl"lSun' to marihuana 
during pregnaney \votllc1 h.· Wi"il'. 

ADVERSE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
Perhaps one- of S( ('il'(\'\ ~rl'at('~t l'OJwcrns with 

marihuana has heen its p~"sihle relationship to 
mental i1Ine~s. Clinit·al ohservation, provide 
most of the information fln this r~lalionship; 
unfortunatelv, criticallv d('\'iSl'd and analytic 
epidemiologic stnrJjt·s ·utili/.in.\( ('onlrol !-(rtiul's 
and well-founded fretlucn,'Y clata an' 1,leking. In 
addition to the tlham1<lt'ologie properties and 
dose received of a psydlOactive tlrul.(. the psycho. 
logic stat,~ of the illllivi,lu.11 .lIlel the "'ttin~ in 
which the dntg is taken are two importaut vari
ahles which determine elfert. Adver,,' l"ydlO
logic effects n);'." he dC[1('ndcnl on these two vari
ahl", and make it dilli('lIlt to hnlatc the wi .. of 
the psyehoacth'e a((I'nl. ~Iul''' Df Ih~ information 
Oil eannahis-rel.lteel IlIl'lltal illnp;, originates itl 
cll'veloping nations whcrt' tl1l' rl·];,tivel)' low -tan
danls of medicnl earl' h,,,'c l'<'sl1lt",l.in low prior. 
itit·; for dealing with I11I'nlal illness. fl'\v- well .. 
trailled p.syehintri,ls, ,,,,,I poor fadliti", fol' 
cll'aling with ",y"hiatri(' tlisonk·rs. Canoflll dial.(
no.,is an,1 evaluation or the ",cllti111~' ill patient is 
prohahly lacking. Chronic- i1hll's; in tl,,'se 1·"lm
trips. csp('daHy iUri l'1jott~ d;"('i.l"ies ami Ill"lilll~ 
trition. may "ffe,·t mcntal flllll'l ion. D.lta (rom 
tlw;e countries 011 till' fro(ll1cm'\' of mental illness 
among users and nonusers of mil rihllililil are 11l\~ 
availahle. Thus, there are l"l'HSOnS for using c:all~ 
tion in relating much 'If the ""~lIllngl)' relC\',ult 
information to \Vestern pIlJllllatil>ns. 

If lack of critical information hampl'rs delin· 
eation of a callse-alld-eITect r"'atiollship between 
marihllana and n,,'ntal illl1c". the nonspeqiBcily 
of tht' advCl'se Ihvchologit· n>attion(,) attrihuted 
to ('Ililnahis dlll's not illlprove the cham'es for 
critical nrmlysi'i. For in~tnnl.'C'. there arc no spe
cific manifestatinns \Vhidl distin~lIish hC[lI'eel1 
cannahis psychosiS, tin "cutL' toxie S\lIt~ whil'h oc
curs aftcl' heavy use, and nthel' Iypes of ,l!)xiv [lsy-
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choses. TI1f;re is an acute onset of confUSion, vi
sual and!"r lluditory hullucinations, parnnuid 

. idras Hnd t~x('Hatilln or aggressive hehavior; tllis 
state is self·limited (days to a few weeks). The 
dia!,'Ilosis has given important weighting to a his
torv of heavv cannabis intake. a situation which' 
COl'lld lead t~ II biased inflation of the frequency 
of cannabis·inducl'd psychosis. The similarity 
amout.: ea5cS reJlorted from Eastern populations 
as ('annabis p,yehosis may suggest tluit this is a 
diagnostic entity; however, this says nothing 
ahollt till' role of the psychoactive agent. 

i\rlndnislmtion of relatively large doses of .l·9-
THe isolated from cannabis ('an produce aCllte 
toxic psychosis lind hallucinations ill a controlled 
sclling." Thus. it is not surprising to find various 
report' of to.xi(' psychologic rcal'lions following 
\lse of nIHrihuh,/il in Western populations. Smith 
and Mehl of the J laight-Ashbury Clinic (San Fran
cisco)" believe that the ingestion of large 
amounts of drugs, inexperience of the IIser, and 
personality factors pl'cdispose to such reactions 
which are manifested hy pank, fear, depersonali
zatioll, confusion. disorielltatiOll, depression, and 
paranoid ideas." Among case reports associating 
panic rt>'ll'tions and psychotic states with use of 
marihlllln.l. other faclors (po~sibly) pre(lisposil1g 
to the mentnl disturhanee Call often he fOllnd-a 
severe de!(rce 1)1' s\re';s, schizoplm"nia in the pn· 
tient or his family, and Jlreexistill~ pyehopa
tholo!,'y." Al.(ain. the host and the setting in 
whir'h eannahis is taken arc signiRcant in under
stamltnl.( the ctiolo!,'!, of these a:lverse reactions. 
The u,,' of marihuana. especially heavy use, ap
parently ('all preeipitale adverse psychologic er
fct·ts., fl'lllH mild reactions to psyt'hotic episodes. 
Host lI\Ill situational f~l'tors appe,lr to contribute 
to m'1Il1' of Ihese ,,:lv,'rse I·lfee(s. Fortunately, the 
Jl~vdll)tic episodes teud lo he self-limited and of 
short dllration if marihuana lise is terminated. 

.\ t'ollsit!,'rali()J1 of th" rreqll~nt'y of toxic 1'5>.'
clmln.l(i(· f('adions associated with marihr:ana use 
soon indicates !lw poor quality of the data up 
whil'll.snch estimate, ,Ire hused. even in 'Vestern 
poplliations. The reports of widesprej/d cannabis 
usc in American soldiers in Viet Nal11 suggested 
that a lIscfl\l souree of data was availnble," This 
SOllrce jl"ovid,>d ,In estimate or' five eases per 
-15.000 tmops per month of (acnte onset) psycho
sis 'l""ol'iall,d with a history of nMrihuanu use. 
iTIll' authors reporting this estimate iudicated 
the prl'sen",- of predbposinJ.: personality factors,) 
Of ('omse, \lIell an estimate provides no indica
tion of the risk to n marlhu,ma user of developing 
a pSyl'hosis became the ,\('tllll\ mUllher of such 
usel':-i among Amcrit'un troops in Viet Nam was 
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not reported; the estimate was based on tIle total 
American military population. Other similar esti
mates, from the student health service at Yale (ll 
e",es per 8,500 students for the 1!)(JS-1969 aca
demic year)" and from Los Angeles County Hos

,pital (nine ath-lissions resulting from the usc of 
marihuana out of 700,()()() admissions during the 
period frolll 19(;J to 1969-most of these patients 
were admitted after intravenous injection of 
marihunna),;!; are again uninformative. 

The recurrence of psychoactive elfects when 
not under the influence of lllarihuana has heen 
deseribed by the term "flashhack."'" Euphon:., 
.lIlxiety, or hallucinations may he features of the 
flashhack, often depeIl(lil'~ on the psyl'llOlogic 
manifestatiuus of previous (especially rccent) in
loxications. ThC!-iC ret'urrCIl(:es urc intf'nnittent, 
umallv occur within days to a few weeks after 
using -marihuana, and tend to disappear with 
time. Although (!'lshhacks have lwen reported in 
individuals who have used onlv marihuana, these 
phenomena seem to Occur mo~e frequently in in
clividuuls who havc uscd hallucinogenic drugs 
previously. The repetition during marihuana in
toxication of hallucinations previously exp~ri
el\(,"<1 with our psychoactivt' clrug~ is another 
phenolllenon, perhaps related ps)'clrophnrmaco
logically to flashbacks, which has been reported, 
The has is for these types of rN'urrent phenomena 
are poorly I",clerstood, 

The allloti\·.ltiooal symlrolllc refers to the loss 
of conventionalmotivalion ancl to preoccupation 
with drng-Iaking and its ,ullC'ultllTe. The regular 
long-term uw of marihuana may prodlll'c this 
syndrome (the marihuana h:poth~sis)." Individ
uals who are constantly and chrouical1y intoxi
cated cannot be expccicd to show conventional 
Icvels of motivation, although their desire to re
main in the intoxicated state will motivate them 
10 ohlilin suffident amounts of the drng, Such in
dividuals have been the sll],jet'is of reports fmm 
('oontries wllt're the most potent preparati'om of 
<'anna his arc osed. A less severc form of this sm
drome rna)' he manifest in this conn try in ym;ths 
who are dropping out of ,chool and refusiil~ to 
prep"re thel!1selves for traditional adult roles ilnd 
in youn~ adults who, "fter a numher of years of 
re).,'!Ilar marihuana use, sho\\' subtle pel'sonality 
changes as indicated by dilllin.ished driv,,, less
ened ambition, loss of clfectivellC'~~, apathy, and 
introversion," An important issue appellrs to he 
the role of rparihuana in the etiolo!,,), of the 
mnotiYationul wndrorne. 

There is no objective evidencc for nr against 
the h)'pothesis that the Hmotivational syndromc 
resul ts from organic brain chan~es brought about 

by chl'Onic use of large amounts, of cannabis. Pre
existing personality traits of heavy marihuana 
users which attnlt't them to the drug must be 
considered in the etiology and pathogenesis of 
the behavior complex known as the amotivation
al syndrome. The emphasis in our present day so
cietl' on reexamining traditional values and roles, 
which correlates with youthful rebHllion and in
terest in "dl'Opping-O\;t." indicates that inter
action of the drug and social variables must also 
be considered ill anv examination of the amoti
vational syndrome. in the absence of data whieh 
pl'Ovide inSight into this possible adverse effect, 
an hypothesis equally suitable to the marihuan'u 
hypothesis is that psychosocial variables hring in
dividuals into the l'nuntercllltnre, one of whose 
(:har~\cleri!'!tics is l1~{" of eunnubis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Varicllls adverse elfec'ts have been attributed to 
marihuana and nther cannabis pr~pamtions. 
Most of these claims cannot be well substantiated 
because they are hased on uncontrolled observa
tions. improperly controlled studies, studies with 
small sample sizes, and retrospective analyses, 
COlll paratil'c stndi~s of llsers and nonusers pur
portin~ to demonstrate physiologit, or psycholog-' 
it'al "dv~rse real'tions usuall)' fail to differentiate 
llt'twN'n a lllarihuana ,,(fect and dfects of other 
vuriahlt,s ('orrelated with the usc of this dmg, 
Demoustration of a spedflc adverse elfect of 
marihuaua (hy studying users hefore and after ab
staining from till' urug) and of a dose-response re
lationship may tent! to oy<:rcome this flaw in 
companllive studit·s. 

Rqpeated Clinical observations, properly exe
cuted inv('stigations, and controlled animal stud
ies aTC' now do{'urnenting (.'~rtain "adverse effects 
of marihuana. P"csent knowledge indicates thut, 
eXlcpt for tht' dfed' of long-terlll smuking of po
tent cannah;; prcparations on the upper and 
lower respiratory trac't, al'llte and chronic physi
cal toxicity is ratlwI' low in man. Thc clinical sig
nificant'" ai altered ~'l LC and PHA responses nnd 
depressed plasma tt'stosterone levels of mari·-
11"'"1<1 users remains to be demonstrated. Animal 
studies inclic'ating a teratogenic potential for can
nal,is ure sufficient to recommend avoidance of 
exp(}sl1n~ lo marihuana by women who are or 
may hc('ome prcg:nant. 

Ohserv!ttious on psyehologic and physiologic 
elfeds of marihuana indicated that, as with alco
hol and other psychoactive drngs, individuals 
who an' "ILigh" ,hould not drive, Use of mari
huana, especially beavy use, can precipitate ad
verse psychologic reactions. Host and situational 
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factors appear to contribute to many of these ad
verse effects. 

Tolerance to cannahis develops with pro
longed use of potent preparations. A relationship 
between marihuana tolerance and adverse effects 
is not evident. 

The hiomedical aspects of the use of mari
huana are being monitored, and we ('an expect 
more information on its adverse <:ffecls. As more 
information becomes availahle, the Committee 
on Dmgs will bring it to the attention of the 
Academy membership .. 

The Comll]ittee on Dmgs continues to a(Ulere 
to its conclmion stated in 1971.'" Namely. that 
there should he no criminal penalties for simple 
posseSSion and ll~e of marihuana. 'Vhen adequate 
metho[h for detecting conc('lltrations of call1Hlbis 
in the body (hlood. urine. et(·.) be.come available. 
the COlllmittee would favor appropriate legal pe
nalties for driving while intoxicated by Innri
huana. 
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Commentary JA~ftL~ 
THE JOUnNAL of the 

American Medical AssocIation 
,Innn~ 1975 Vo1Z32.No9 

Marihuana. 
Can It Hurt You? 

"~lARIHUANA! Can it hurt you?" was a question asked 
with some urgency by a boy in a group of ninth-grade stu
d~~t" v;"iti~e the TIl' nap;tol Buildin". The youngsters. 
tul'JlJUti aL.:.ul a H'r.:;tiji nf men \·.:nl!:ing- by, wC!"(l t~ld that 
they were scientists who just completed a day of testi
monyon the toxicity of marihuana to a subcommittee of 
the Committee on the Judiciary in the US Senate. 
. Thi~ boy's.c?mpelling question highlights an important 
Issue In med,cllle today. We possess accumulated scientific 
knowlcdge of marihuana'S toxic effects on humans, yet we 
are without adequate and effective mf!ans to deliver this 
information to the pUblic. The consequence is that the 
klloWll toxic elfects from marihuana use are not ade
qualely 111·0v""ted. 
. Wynder "nd Peacock' said recently that modern medi
cina hns heen highly su<cessful in the prevention of devas
tating iufa,·tiou. diseases, through the coordinated efforts 
of rCilcarc)lcl'S and c1inil·inns. '!'hcy indiratc tllat in certain 
cliniC'al ('anditions, such as curdiovnscular dilicases, cere
brovascular ilccic1c'nts, anu malignant neoplasms, similar. 
preventive resnlts have not occurred, allhou!:h much time 
has chlJ>RC!d siIH.'c disco\'ering certain faelot's known to rc~ 
duce death riBks. The ·author< said the reason these dis
coveries have heen inad~quatcly m;ud prevenLively is that 

apathy ~xil'l" nmong most human titling'S when it rOlllcs to nm'~ 
thing' for whidl the results IIr~ ImlR delayed •••• 'I'hig puhlil' aLiI. 
tulle is mall'hed hy 1l similar disintcrc!iL nmong most phYKil'inlls 
for prcvcnti\"c mcmmrr.:>. 

OIF;~~~,~rn~.O;~i~~~~;~':.' Psychinlry, University 01 Pennsylvania School 

Roprlnt rocfu~sls 10 Elkins Parl< Houso, 7900 Old York fld, Elkins Park, 
PA 19117 (Dr. Kolnnsky). • 

JAMA. Juno 2, 1975 • Vol 232. No 9 

.Extenslve Clinical arid 
Laboratory EvidenCe of Toxlclly 

A cOiilparaLk. situation prcYailn rCg'ardiug' thc !::.rgc ac
cumulatIon of clinical and laborat.ory work lilUL U~IJ1UII
strates .cannabis toxicity. If adequately publicized, this 
work might have far-reaching preventive effects. 

In ~he past decade, we have seen hundreds of patients 
suffermg from psychiatric and neurological symptoms 
that resulted from cannabis use, and have described our 
findings in sC\'Cl'ul publicatiolls.:%·:'IPPI:'~'lIl!II 

In our reports, we detailed the toxic psychological ef
fects of cannabis use in 51 of oUl· patients, all of whom 
demon~trated syml.,toms that simultaneously begun with 
cannal11s usc and disappeared within 3 to ~ montils after 
cessation of drug ,usc. Moreover, a correlutioll o/the ,fjymp
t~i1lS to th" dUJ'atwn umljrtJljuctwy ofsutol:.illg v'a!; ('8/011· 
11.11"11. When these observations were coupled with the 
stereotyped nattll'c of the symptoms secn, regardless of 
psychological pl·edisposition, we pl·cRumed that with in- . 
tcnsivc cannahis 'USC, lJiochemical and structural changes 
occurred in the central nervous ~ysL(!m. .. ' 
. All subjects cleurly demonstrated an early dimi,,"li01' 
~n Iwlf-u.wcl.rl!llcss flnd jlltlf/mrl1t. (t/ong 1,IJifh NIIIII'('tllldll/~
lIlg u.ml.<;lwrlt'r SplL1lR in com'c'Il/NINon anll nll('IlIifJ1I. 'Vc 
alHo reported. a gradual dC\'clopmcnt of u!l(J(lll(!,'jRucn~;" 
Mlln/fui: 1.~lIwlwlI'~t (l l,'01tt1lC'l:ft'il impres.'n'o/l. 'If" calm ttild 
1,t'('I~Mlmlll!l' Ilmlll,ln·(!!·ailill.Q ilIuniot/ ,~r rcr"ullll (/I"'e/opl'd 
1 JlIHyht amI {·l1w/umalnwlllril/l. Many dcmonsll'alc~d di(
Jirulill in ,1,l/1/h Iwr"('pticm (1m/ tJll allcl'ttlltJII ill III,' .-:('n~c 
,y'timiu!l. huth nf which arc lllll't.h·u!tu'ly haz:ll'dollX (luring 
automohile drh·illj{. 'rhc}lc l'iinil'al findinw" :tlOIl~{ with 
nthllr mOl'C fiC\'lll'(' nll'ntal fiYl1lptnllls, hu\'" Ill'l'n fiimilnrly 
repurted hy other invcstigatul'H. '1111'1~·J".TII'~I.~t.,,':.'\'I." 

Marihuarm-Kolansky & Moore 923 
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Consequences of Legallxed Slalus 

Some may ask, "l.Iul (Lren'l these Kytlll'toms found /lilly 
in peuple who mm- f(l11ril\\U\nu. hea\'ily" Whul about oc('u· 
siann1 or mmicratu usc'!" In an clHtol'ial IIMurituttl1uc 
Buyer Beware." T1tio~ ,lOURN:\L warned that 
Spokc~unl!n who espouse tolerance lnwilrd t1oc(,:l.sional" or umo<lcr
ate" Ill'll! of m:lrihuanll l:Ihuuld Ill! minutul (If the J}()sKibility tllilt, 
Cor whatever rcasnn!J, Ot:cHsiollUl may lJl'l'omc '~rl'(!(IUcnt.tt Ulul 
mOOl!ratc may become "iIlLcnsivc,tI with rorhidtling conSl'tlu~nccs. 

The. cdiloriul conlinued i "If marihua.na ever were given 
the slime leglll slatus ~s alcoholic bcvel'nges, nolhing coult! 
be said m:.ccpt, 'buyer bc.wurc'/'l 

Despite this and similar warnings, marihuana use has 
continued to escalala, as have lhe loxie elfects. This has 
led to i\ large incr~ase in communications by laboratory .. 
and clinical investigator.; who report toxic elfeclS on many. 
hody systems and physiological mechanisms. 

Campbell" showed enlarged lateral ventriclcs' indicative 
of cerebral atrophy in young, steady cannabis users, while 
Heath' eliminated many human yariablcs in his labora·· 
tory work wilh rhesus monkeys. In his work, electrodes 
were deeply planted in the brain, and the results con· 
sistently demonstrated abnormal electroencephalograms. 
Anatomical structural alterations found during some 
postmortems suggested irreversible brain changes. 

Relenllon In Tissues 

Lemberger et aI' have shown the retention of cannabiS 
6,'·tetrnhydl'ocannabinol in tissues for as long as eight 
days. This retention is particularly noteworthy in fatty 
ti~suc~ Much as brain and testicles. 

K<>1odny et ai'" recently reported lowered sperm counts. 
and testoslerone levels to the point of temporary infer· 
tility in the marihuana smoker,likely related to the reten· 
tion of the drug in the testes. 

Still other investigators indicale that marihuana has ef· 
fects on body cellular processes that include reduction in 
number of 'l'.lymphocytes and resul\.l\nl interference in 
the immune proccss,~\IIJ>"':'II"\1 reduct.ion of DNA and 
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RNA synU\~~is/ft'l>:n'~I.~~."'''.I''II<1U,I:tIt'II:!I anti nn i!tcrctl,."cll 
number of celts with hrokon chromo~()mcs.'M'~u:.'lm'lIn . 
Emphysema, pharyngitis, and bronchitis have been 
rl!Jlortcd,:'<1PI'Hf.'·.I.O:l<o .... Uh nnd pl'cmaUgnnnt 1~ion5 in 
lung ti$SUcs')ll>pl': .... m.'!)\I\.~h; have alHo been noted. 

To date, most of lhe public romllins uninformed about 
medical findings that dearly indicate sullstantial health 
ha?urrls us a result of Inl'lrihmuUl smoking. A systematic. 
campaign to disseminale medkal infornlation is long 
ovel'due, Val'licularly by governmental agencies and the 
news media. . 

The phYllician should not he apathetic about the current 
marihuam·. epidemic. l.Iy familiarizing himself with the re
sult. and potontinls of marihuana toxicity, he is in a 
ltnitlucly clrcctive position to act as the spearhead in 11 co
oruinated conllnltnity offort to prevent the cannabis epi· 
cemic from be<pming endemic. 

HAROLD KOlANSKY. MO 
WILLIAM T. MOORE. >.,10 
Phlladetp!lta 
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When Friends or Patients Ask About 
William H. Crosby, MD, Coordinator 

"MAlUnUA!>IA is no more dan
gerous than alcohol or cigarettes and 
should be legalized for anyolle O\'er 
the a!{e of sixteen!' So declared Mar
garet ~1cad ir, 1968. Ever since, sim
ilar stalemenw have been made wiLh 
increasing regulariLy by oLhers who 
wish to see the usc of marihuana le
galized, or at the very least "de
criminaHzcd." 

And yet, in that ~ame year, 1968, a 
joint Btatement was issued by the 
Commillee on Drug Dependence of 
the National Research Council, Na
tional Academy of Sciences, and 
the American' Medical AssociaLion, 
stressing the [ollowing point..: 

1. CanTlabis is a dangerous drug 
and a public health concern. In vir
tually all societies where it has been 
cxlellsivcly used, sanctions against 
both users and distributors have been 
necessary. 

2. Legalization of marihuana would 
crQate a serious abuse problem in the 
United Stales. . 

3. Penalties for violations of mari
huana laws are too harsh. They should 
therefore be modified to penalize dis
tributors and 10 deal wilh users in a 
flexible manner. 

4. AddiLional research on mari
huana should be encouragod. All pres
cntly available knowledge warranls 
an effol'l 10 reduce the usc of this 
dn'g. 

~'his joint slalement was in keep. 
ing wilh lhose issued hy all the inter· 
nntional con\'entions of scientific and 
legal experts nssemhled since 1924 
under tho pegis firsl of the League of 
Nntions unu. tllon of Lhe United Na
tions. All of these conventions have 
recommended that cannahis deriva
tives, as wcl~~~ opium :111<1 coca-Ionf 

II you Wish to SU99Qst R topic or wtitc tm :10' 
awor lor Ihls lonluro, wri\tl to Wilhnm H. Crosby, 
MD. Scripps Clilllc and Resollfch FoundaUon, 
La Jolla, CA 02037. 

Roprlnt rcqulls\s 10 630 W 1661h St. Now 
YOlk, NY 10032 (Or. Nahas). 
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derivatives, be classified as Ustupefy~ 
iog drugs." 

Such drugs were considered to be 
profoundly destructive to man and so
ciety, and t.heir use was to be limited 
to medical purposes only. These con
ventions also recommended that pri
vate possession for nonmedical use be 
considered an offense to be penalized. 
As marihuana has no therapeutic 
value, the Single Convention of lhe 
United Nations on Stupefying Drugs 
(1961), of which the Uniled States is a 
party, recommended that cultivation 
of the drug-lype plant be eliminated 
over lhe next 25 years. These recom
mendations were taken at the initia
tive of the representatives from Asia 
and Africa, who claimed that the 
widespread usage of marihuana was 
associated with physical and mental 
morbidity of a large number of their 
people as well as with social stagna
tion. And yet, at the same til1le that 
President Johnson signed the Single 
Convention in 1967, millions of young 
Americans were beginning to smoke 
and enjoy marihuana. . 

As lhe usc of marihuana spread 
throughout America nnd Canada, a 
growing number of psychologists, 
sociologists, lawyers, and physi~ 
cians have urged that marihuana he 
treated as a' soft, recreational drug 
that should be made freely availahle. 
discounting lhe empirical hisLorical 
reports about cannabis from Asia and 
Africa. These intellectuals, despile 
the absence of any hard scientific cvi~ 
denee} lul\'c claimeCJ Lhal cannabis usc 
produ,es IitLle· physical damnge, is 
less harmful than alcohol or Lobacco, 
and may have rcrieeming social value. 

Marihuana Not Harmless 

In contrast, recent. scientific eviA 
dcnt'c has shown Lhat marihuana is 
notal ull harmlmm.lL contains unique 
substances, the u C,J\I1nnhinoids," 
which arc soluble only in fat and nrc 

stored in body tissues, including the 
brain, for weeks and months, in the 
same manner no DDT. Anyone using 
marihuana mdre than onc::e a week 
(the time required for its elimination) 
cannot be drug-free, in conLrast to 
the use of tobacco and alcohol. Two 
review articles published in ScicnCfl 
(185:683-685,775-776,1974) have sum
marized this scientific evidence: 

1. Chronic marihuana smoking imA 
pairs cellular-mediated immunity as 
measured by the tests of lymphocyte 
transformation or a T-Iylnphocytc 
rosette formation. T-Iymphocytes 
sampled from heavy marihuana 
smokers show a decreased ability to 
undergo proper cell division due to 
a general antimitotic properly of 
the cannabinoids. Our own studies in
ciicat. lhat ""siues Il'-lcl""hyuro
cannabinol ('fHO, the psychoactive 
substance), all other natural cannabi
noids and their metabolites contained 
in marihuana inhibit in lymphocyle 
cuitm'cs the synthesis of DNA, RNA, 
and protein by impairing the pre
cursor uplake of these molecules so 
essential for proper cell division. This 
antimitotic effect of marihuana prod
ucts, which is due to olivetol,lhe small 
molecule which they all have in com
mon, has been observed by others. 
Zimmerman from Toron Lo luts ob
served the effect in telrahyinena. m.
vin and Regan from Oak Ridge, using 
normal and malignant human cell cul-

The Author:. Gabriel G. Nahas. MO. PhD. 
Is a physiologist and a pharmacologlsl. 
He 1s rcsotlrch professor 01 anesthesi· 
ology at thQ College 01 PhYSicians and 
Surgeons of Columbia Un1verslty. Now 
York. In tho past flva years, he has stud· 
led the phamlacology of marihuana 
products and nas made surveys In the 
countries where JTIarihuana has beon 
used and abusod over centurios. He 4S 
tho author of morO than 400 scientific 
pllperH nod tho controversial book. Marl· 
huano, Dor;optill8 Woad. 
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lurw~, hu\'c olmurvcd a 40% lo 50% de
crcw~(! or DNA, RNA, I ~J(: protein 
synth"~is hy 'rIlC 10 ,. M. Harris and 
collC!C.1J.{uc~ from Uit'hmonrl, V It, have 
used tho cell impairment "hility of 
Tile to inhihit. malignant tumor 
growth in mictJ. 'rhey have uh:-ll'l'\'cd 
immune (lcprl1Rsion ill rodcnls in re
lat.er! c~Il(lJ'imcnts. No imp:tirmcnt of 
human l'1inica' immunity I however, 
113S been ropOl'led in chronic mnri-
11\l0n" smokers (who, like 98". or the 
population, present u positive. dini
trochloroucU7,ene test). Nevertheless, 
one may woll ask whut will happen to 
them in n decade or two, when Ute ag
ing proce," has further decreased 
t.heir hnmun~ mechanisms. 

2. Cannabis may cause chromO
some abnormalities that could lead to 
genetic damage. FUl·ther studies at 
Columbia by A. lvIorishima show that 
many of the cultured lymphocytes 
sample<16om marihuana smolters nro 
also stl'»1!turally abnormal: 30% of 
these ce~ in metaphase contained 
only:) to ao. chromosomes, whereas in 
nonsmol<al'~ the percentage is only 
7%. Very..:limitar findings were re
ported bycOecile and Rudolf Leuch
tenherger~lnne."nlt,l1reR ~XpORPrl tn 
mur!hunnn.~olw. 

These stlillies lead to the specula
tion that mSililhuana products that ac
cumulate in ovaries and testes might 
also interfere with DNA lIIetabolism 
of the germ cells. Such alterations of 
the gona~s raises the possibility that 
marihunna mIght have mutagenic ef
fects. Both THe and crude mari
huana extl'uct cross tho pla,,""tal bar
rier. (In this rega~d, it must be 
remembered that in countries where 
long·lcl'm cannabis usc has pt'c1~d'ed~ 
only the male population has in
dulged.) 

3. Cannabis may act on hormone 
regulators and produce impotence 
and temporary sterilil,y. Confirming 
animal stUdies, Robert Kolodny and 
associntes from St. Louis have ob
served in hoavy marihuana smokers a 
lowered sperm cOlmt and impotence 
(impotence has also been reported hy 
John nail of Jamaica, ns well as by 
Indian and Moroccan physicians). 
Hormones such as lutoinidng hor· 
'mone, antidiuretic hormone, growth 
hormone, and prolactin arc. also af
fected by marihuana. 
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.1. Heavy ust! of cnnnahis is He .. 
vcrdy clt!hilitllting to the hronchi,,1 
trnct and lungR. Reports from al'(mS 
where potent cannahis proparalions 
arc URlJd, :mch :l!i I ndia, Egypt, and 
Mol'occo, indicate that excessive 
finloking fltociuct's brunchial it'rita
tinn, l'ltronic cnlart'h, luryngilis, nnd 
"asthma," Studies in Boston in 1971 
for tho Nalional Commission OIl Mari
huana showed impairment of lung 
function. Similar upper respiratory. 
and hronchial tract 'symptoms have 
been obserl'cd ill stUdies on young 
American ~oldiurs. Lung biopsy sped. 
mells showed that squamous cell 
metaplasia and atypical cells occurrell 
in all, with basal cdl hyperplasia and 
suhepithelial gland changes in mosl, 
lesions Unit are statistically and ana
tomically related to carcinoma of the 
lung. Tar yield from marihuana 
smoke conden.Me has been shown to 
be as carcinogenic to the skin of :l 

mouse, as is smoke from the tohacco 
of commercial cigarettes. . 

5. Marihuana causes sharp person
ality changes that lead to marked de
terioration in what is nm'mally con
sidored good mental health. Cannabis 
prndllct,~ are p!;.Jp.hnnrtive nod inOl1('p 
tomporal'S cffcct3, such as imp&:r
ment of short-term memory storage 
and alterations in electroencephalo
graphic patterns, especially when 
measured with deep electrodes. The 
storage of THC and of the otber nat
ural cannnbinoids and their metabo
lites in the brain has not been related 
to permanenl brain danlage; how
ever, this Is difficult to show histologi
cally fcr any psychotropic drug. Rob
ert Heath of Tulane has conduded 
experiments with rhesus monkeys 
that have shown alteraUons of brain 
wave patterns that persisted when 
smoking WllS discontinued. 

Impairment of psychomotor per
formance, symptoc1,. of physical and • 
mental d.eterioratioll, and lack of mo
tivation have been associated with 
long .. term usc of marihuana ever 
since Moreau made such observations 
M hashish users in Egypt 150 yeats 
IIgo. When such symptoms were re
purLed in the United Stoles, sooiolo· 
gists and - psychologists coined lhe 
term "amolivalional syndrome" alld 
argued whether it was due to impair
ment' oC the brain or only reOeclc'd 

Lho Hauhcullurc" wilh which ".'~nuri
hllnna UHurs Il}lHudate! 

It is 111)\\' wcll estahlished thut in all 
animal ~pcch.'::I, incluui!lg' m:\1~J :\ con
Hidcrahlo c1ct{l'cc of 'lC)lt:rHiH:c Lo .thc 
physiolugical und l'~ycboJ"giclIl "t
fects of mal'ihuuml develops rapidly. 
American \·uiulltccl'S in Ho.'.;ton or Los 
AI1g'f'lcl', after :1 ruw w(wl(s urC! able 
to increase IIllo 20 times the number 
of joinl>l Uwy smoke daily! Such ob
servnt1ons, which arc in ke.eping with 
ohler ')nus, jlutto rest the so-called re
verse: loler'L1Ico ,Iiscovee"II by some 
stUdcl1tR at narvard, wi)() claimed 
that lnllrihuana was the ollly psy
choactive drug that re"uired " 
f.)naller dose to oblain lhe inilial ef
fect! 

Ne~d lor Studies 

Becnusb of these scientific findings, 
even those who claimed that mari
hualln was harmless are noll' heeding 
tho lianger signnls. They am ~alling 
for longitudinal, cpidellli.llogical 
studies aC marihuana similar lo those 
that took 40 yeaI'!! lo ascertain th~ 
damaging effed. of lobacco. Such 
longitudinal studie&. which ~hould 
~l)necnlr:l1Q on in\'cs#gatinb c~llulnr 
uUlhUgC, \Via take ut lca::;t a ducade to 
complete in America. As a result, 
some are now being undertaken 
abroad In al'eas of chroni~ mal'ihuana 
consumption. In the Ililw,ntimc, pre
ventive medicine would dictate that a 
momlorium be called on lmy further 
attempts to make marihuana socially 
acceptable and lnorc readily available 
to the YOllth of America. This attitude 
would he welcomed bl' all tha national 
end international 01·gani7.l1tions that 
are tryillg to mrtintain a measure of 
control over the growing use or dan
gerous dnlgs in the Westilrn world. 

And the time for unlimited experi
mentation is rapidly running out. 
Throughout history, socialucceptnnce 
of marihuana in tl society sels c!tizell~ 
on a ona.way downward cobrse; in the' 
Pll~t, thel'e hus been no way to turn 
back. 1n allY event, tho. idea that 
marihuana is harmless must llc rOw 
viewed. For too iong, with a ncar-to
tal Jack of scientific ovidencc, this no
tion hus enjoyed uhigh dCllrco of 
ncccptnnc:c, wiLh a complotl! UiSr(lgard 
for hoth history ~lId prevcillivc medl
cino. 
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UANA: 
THE HEALTH 
QUESnONS 

marijuanQ as damaging as 
recent reports make it appear? 

By Edword M. Brecher ond Ihe Ed,lors of Consumer Reports 

Over 'he paS't yc::r ~he news media have carried many sforics 
warning that smoking mllrijuana produce, severely "damag .. 
ing effects on Ihe human body, CU has followed these news 
ac~ounl$ wilh great interest. In our 5pecial pUblication, "Licit 
and Illkit Drugs," published in 1972, we presented an ex .. 
hau5liv~ study Q( the scientific, social, and legal evidence 
through Ihe end of J97J~ Based on the evidence then RvaiJ. 
able. we recommended that marijuana should be regulated 
falher Ihan prohibited. that all persons currently imprisoned 
(br marijuana possession or (or sharing marijunna with 
friends should be released, and that past offenses of these 
kinds shoilid be erased from the legal records. The time has 
come to take a fresh look nt the alleged dangers of marijuana. 

THE SCIENTIFIC CASE AGAINST MARIJUANA 
Many of the recent allegations concerning the effects of 

marijuana on health have appeared in reputable scientific 
journals. Here, In summary, is the case against marijuana. 
recently presented to the public. 

Edward M. Bncher, an .ward.wlnning science writer and in· 
\'estigstive reporttr, has been a frequent contributor to cotf. 
SUM"ER kEPORTS dnee 1938". He W8$ a principal collaborator on 
"The Consumers Union Report on 5mokinll' and the Public 
Interest" (1963), which foreshadowed the U.S, Surlteon Oen· 
eral's report of 1~641 and he was the stnior author of "Licit and 
mide Drugs," tile CU rcparl dted by the American Library A,. 
sochllion as one or 43 books "of oUUlandlna mer"" In 1972. 

CONSUMER REPORTS 

f. Smoklng mart1nana damages the brwn Irrenrslbly and 
aRes II pfeltJ.1,turely\ 

In December 1971, the late Dr. A. M. G. Campbell and 
his associates reported in a leading British medical journal, 
The Lancet, on X-ray studies of the brains of J 0 chronic 
marijuana smokers. Compnred to a group of nonsmokers 
of the same age, the marijuana sroup reportedly s.howed 
"evidence of cerebral atrophy"-thar is, a wasting away of 
brain tissue. 

Such X~ray studiet, catled air encephalograms, can be 
painful and hazardous. and no other research group has yet 
ventured to repeat the Campbell study. Several studies in
voJvJng o.her rechnJques l however, arc often cited in lriUpport 
of Dr. Campbell's findings. At the Tulane Univershy School 
or Medicine, for eumple, Dr. Robert O. Heath implanted 
electrodes deep in the brajns Df six rhesus monkeys and re
corded the: monkeys· brain waves before, during, and after 
heavy exposure to marijuana smoke. In monkeys, as in hu· 
Inans, temporary changes in brain-wave patterns 3rc normal 
with almost any change in the body or its environment. But 
persistent changes are cause for cont:ern. Dr. Heath reported 
that after his monkeys were subjected to marijuana smoke in 
large doses dally for months, the changes became persistenlj 
they could be observed as long as five days after marijuana 
ex.posure Was discontinued. Further, an autops)' report on 
two of Dr. Heath's monkeys indicated "structural alteration 
of cells In the septal region of the brain." The alteration! 
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were said lo be "minimal," visible only under a microscope. 
"Our previous experience with similar conditions," Dr~ Heath 
stated, "would lead us to assume that this chronic smoking 
of marijuana has probably produced irreversible changes in 
brain function,'" .. 

Dr. Campbell's 10 paticnls and Dr. Heath's two monkeys 
provide the only direct evidence of possible brain damage 
to date. Indirect evidence, however, 'Comes rrom Drs. Har~o'd 
Kolansky and William Moore, psychialri~ts at the Unh'ersity 
of PennsYlvania School of Medicine and the Institute of the 
Philadelphia A$s.oc.tattoR for Psychoana1ysis. Drs. KohmskY 
and Moore are convinced. on the basis of their observations 
of marijuana·smoking patients, that chrpnic smoking pro. 
duces "a spectfic and separate cUnical syndrome," or pattern 
of behavior. which has been called "the amotivationsl syo· 
drome.~· The hallmarks of tbis syndrome are said to be "'dis
turbed awareness of the self, apathy, confusion, and poor 
reality testing." Other signs are sleep disturbances. memory 
defects. an~ impairment of the time sense. 

"Many or those We e;{amined." Dr. Kolansky snid, "were 
physic31ly Ihin and often appeared so tired that they simu~ 
1ated the weariness and resignation of some oC the nged. AU 
appeared older than their chronological age ••. ," These ob
serYOIlions, Ihe Philadelphia psychiatrists concluded, "seemed 
to imply some form of organic change" in the brains of 
chronic marijuana smokers. 

2. Smoking marijuana lowers the bod)"s reslsfance to Jnre~ .. 
1ioU5 dhtenst!l nnd cancer. 

The human body has several derenses against infeclious 
diseases. foreign protein substanceS. and possibly eveo 
ilgainst some types of ct'lnccf. One of these immuno1ogical 
defenses is provided by fhe "T·lymphocytes"-certain white 
blood cells derived (rom the thymus gland. When viruses or 
some other (ortign subst6.lleeS {nvade the tlady, the T .. 
lymphocytes mulliply very r.apidly and auack the invaders. 
This is: an ilnporlaOl aspect of the "immune reSponse." 

Or. Gabriel G. Nahas. and his. associates at Co1umbia Unt~ 
vcrsily"1i College o( Phy,~ici:Jns and Surgeons reported irt 
Science in Fehruary J 974 that the immune response of mari .. 
juana smokers is impaired. The Nahas group based its con
clu"ion on· a comple;( scrics o( laboratory procedures. They 
ren ;:wcd some T -lymphocytes from i:he blood of 34 mari
jutll1n smokers, allowed the cells 10 mufliply In laboratory 
culilires (or 72 hours, and then exposed (hem to pooled 
Ilm~*'r lymphocytes or to a specific chemical-either of which 
n(lrm~:Jj· ",'(o;"cs the immune rcsponse in (hose cells. 

Under Ihese circumstanccs, the T-Iymphocytc$ of the 
mnrijuana smokers assimilated less thymidine {an important 
cell hllih.ling block) (rom the cuhure solution Ihnn did Iho~e 
elf the non!lmokers. This result suggested Ihnt the cells from 
the smokers. were nat nmttiplylng normally. 

Dr. Naho'i interprets this finding to mean Ihallhc immune 
response of the T-Iymphocytcs of marijuana smolcers is lm
paired. (n Ihis respect, he staleSt they resemble the T.lympho
eytes o( some patlcnts with cancer or kidney disease. He 
cC1nclm1es thnt marijuana smokers lack nn essential means 
of de(ense against In(eetious diseases a'nd cancer. 

In October 1974. Dr. Su~hJr Gllpla and his associates at 
ROO;iI::Velt and St. LItKe's Hospit:tts in New York City rc:-

ported related findings in The New England Journal of 
Medicine. Using a procedure that tests the respon!iiC" of 
T·lymphocytes tcr sheep red blood cells, they observed that 
the rcactlon oC T .. tymphocytes Crom marijuana smokers was 
weaker than the rent."1.ion or T ~l)'mphocy\es from non .. 
smokers. They concluded that marijuana might induce arc .. 
ductioD of T~lymphocyle function in man. 

3. Smoking marijuana Increases tbe likelihood of birth ae. 
feets and of hereditary diseases. 

Most normal human cells have 46 chromosomes. gach 
chromosome carries numerous genes, nr units of DNA 
(deox.yribonucleic acid), which govern the manufaeture oC 
proteins wilhin the cell and regUlate many of the cell's other 
(unctions. Sperm celts and ova each cantain on1y 23 chromo~ 
somes; these ;Ire of particular importance, for thcy carry Ihe 
DNA "cenetic code" from parents to offspring. 

Back in (967) reports began to appear Ilileging that the 
drug LSD damagcs chromosomes. Subsequcnt careful 
sludies railed to confirm this allegation. and the earlier re
ports arc now generally discredited. 

Among those who reported that LSD does not damage 
chromosomes was Dr. Morlon Stenchever of lht: University 
of Utah College oC Medicine. In January 1914, however. Dr, 
Stenchever nnd his assoclntes reported in the American 
Journal of Obstetrics and Oynecology 1hnl they had found 
a somewhat elevated proportion of damaged chromosomes 
in the lymphocytes of 49 marijuana smokers, including some 
who smoked marijuana only twice a wctk or less. 

Another chromosome study. not published at Ihis writing, 
was described at hearings of Ihe U.s. Senat!!: SubeornmiHee 
an Internat Securhy la$t May. Dr~ Aklra Morishlmll. nn as· 
sociate of Dr. Nahas, told the subcommillce that he. hnd 
compared 956 lymphocytes from rnarijuanfl, smolcers: ",.hll 
954 (rom nonsmrJkcrs. More than 30 pcr Ccnl o(.the Iympho. 
cytcs from smokers contained (ewer Ihan 3J chromosomes 
instead of the usual 46, Among lymphocytes from non· 
smokers, only about 10 -per cent contained 50 few chromo· 
somes. 

"Since lymphocytes cons1itutc an essential component of 

"If the [marijuana) epi

demic continues, , .we 

may find ourselves 

saddled with a large 

population of 

semi-zombies," 
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cellular immunity and chromosomes are basic units of in
heritance at the cellular level," Dr. Morisbima told the Sen
atc subcommittee, "it seems logical to anticipate potential 
danger in [the] immune defense system, development of 
cancer ••• I genetic mutation and birth defects." 

ln the Nahas experiment, it will be r~callcd, T-Iympho
cytcs failed to multiply rapidly when chaUenged with foreign 
substances. The reason they failed to multiply, Dr. Nahas 
declares, was that they could not manufacture enough DNA. 
Dr. Morishima similarly attribules his finding of too few 
chromosomes to a. defect in DNA manufacture. 

4. Smoking manjuuruJ causes precancerous changes In the 
lung cells and other lung dam2ge. 

Damage to lung ceUs from marijuana smoke has been re
ported by Drs. Cecile and Rudolph Leuchtenberger of 
Switzerland and also by Dr. Forest S. Tennant, whose studies 
were performec.l while he was a medical officer stationed 
with the U.S. Armed Forces in Europe. In addItion, some 
clinical studies suggest that thos:: who smoke larze amounts 
of marijuana for long periods may be more likely to develop 
chronic bronchitis or other conditions indicating lung.cell 
damage than those who do not. 

Dr. Cecile Leuchtenberger's work, however, goes far be
yond lung-cell damage. She grew lung cells of human origin 
in her laboratory and subjected them to repeated whiffs of 
marijuana smoke. Under these conditions, she found damage 
to chromosomes, changes in the number of chromosomes, 
and changes in DNA manufacture-which she interpreted as 
suggesting precancerous changes. She also reported abnor
mal sperm cells in mice exposed 10 marijuana. Thus, Dr. 
Leuchtenberger alleges five different kinds of marijuana 
damage-more than any other scientist to date. 
5. Smoking mOlIJuana may 1eed Co sterility, impofenee, or 
both, among men. 

Testosterone is the most potent male sex hormone. The 
conccntrallon of testosterone in the blood of a human male 
can he readily measured. In April 1974, Dr. Robert C. 
Kolodny and his associates at the Reproductive Biology Re
search Foundation in St. Louis (the Masters·Johnson sex re
,earch center) reported in The New England Journal of 
Medicine Ihat they had studied testosterone blood levels of 
20 frequent marijuana smokers and 20 nonsmokers. The 
levels in the marijuana smokers. though within normal limits. 
were lower than the levels in the nonsmokers. And the levels 
in subjects who smoked 10 or more marijuana cigarettes 
per week were lower than the levels of those who smoked 
only five 10 nine per week. 

Six marijuana smokers had relatively low sperm counts 
and two complained of impotence; such effects might (or 
might not) be related to low testosterone levels. When one of 
the men who complained of impotence stopped smoking 
marijuana. he reported his potency had been restored. 

SENATOR EASTLAND'S CONCLUSIONS 
Many of the findings reviewed above were nationally 

publlciI~d last spring at hearings of the Senate Internal Se. 
curity SubcommiHee, chnlr;d by Senator James O. Eastland 
of Mississippi. Senator Eastland drew these personal con
clusions rrom the testimony: 

CONSUMER REPORTS 

"( 1) If the cannabis [marijuana] epidemic continues to 
spread ••• we may find ourselves saddled with a large 
population of seml·zombics-of young people acutely af .. 
flicted by the arnotivational syndrome •••• 

"(2) We may also find ourselves saddled with a partial 
generation of young people-people in their teens and early 
twenlies-suffering from irreversible brain damage •••• 

"(3) The millions of junior high school and grade school 
children who are today using marijuana may produce an
other partial generation of teen·agers who have never ma
tured, either intellectually or physically. because of hor
monal deficiency and a deficiency in cell-production during 
the critical period of puberty, ••• We may witness the 
phenomenon of a generation of young people who have 
begun to grow old before they have even matured. 

11(4) ••• There is the possibility ••• that we may de
velop a large population of youthful respiratory cripples. 
And there is the possibility-which can only be confirmed 
by epidemiological studies-that marijuana smokers are 
producing far more than their quota. of malformed and 
genetically damaged childrl;;;ll ••• ,II 

If the scientific reports oC adverse marijuana effec~ are 
well·founded, there can of course be no possible objection 
to their then being widely publicized through Congressional 
hearings, news accountst or other means. The truth about 
marijuana should be known. But if the reports are poorly 
founded, that fact needs to be reported, too. For such misin
formation serves only to frighten the public unnecessarilY, 
especially the millions of marijuana smokers, former smok
ers, and their families-mnny of whom may now be waiting 
in dread for brain damage, cancer, and other predicted dis
asters to strike themselves or their loved oncs. Accordingly, 
it may prove useful for eu to review recent medical evi
dence overlooked-or ignored-by the Eastland subcommit
tee and by Ihe press thai covered the hearings. 

THE JAMAICA STUDY 
Back in 1970, when CU's "Licit and lIIicit Drugs!! was 

still in the research stage, a different but almost eq~all, 
horrifying collection of marijuana hazards was being pub. 
!icized. Yet many marijuana smokers appeared to remain 
in good health and in good spirits, just as they do today. 
Perhaps. we reasoned, "it is too early to gauge the trw: ef .. 
rects of marijuana smoking in the United States or Cl!l1acla. 

But what of other countries where marijuana has bc:er:. 
a daily custom for generatitms? If dire adverse effects 
existed, they would surely be readily visible there, observ .. 
able without air encephalograms, ;mplanted electrodes. or 
other sophisticated laboratory procedures. Scientists dis
patched to such countries would not have to predict the 
long-term consequences of marijuana usc; they could readily 
see and measure those effects. 

The same idea, of course, occurred to others, including 
administrators at the National lnstitute 'of Mental Health. 
They commissioned the Research Institute ,for the Study 
of Man to study marijuana effects on the island of Jamaica. 
For decades, Jamaicans have smoked marijuana much 
stronger than that s!'noked in the United States. 

,\lthough the Jamnica report ~as completed nearly three 
years ago, it has still not been pUblished in the. United 
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States. Indeed, CU was unable to obtain a copy from the 
Government agencies concerned. An edition in English was 
finally scheduled 10 be published last month (February) by 
Mouton, n Dutch firm in The Hague. The report, titled 
"Oanja in Jamaica," is by Drs. Vera Rubin and Lambros 
Comitas, director and associate director, respectively) of the. 
Research Institute for the Study of Man. 

In Jamaica. the report explains, marijnana is called 
"ganja" and is used jn many ways. It js smoked. brewed 
as a tea, chewed, and used in cooking. In rural areas es
peciaUy, it is nn important clement of folk medicine and 
superstition. "Children arc introduced to ganja quite ear1y," 
the Jamaica report notes, "first as a medicament ir, 'bush 
tea' or in a crude mel hod of Vaporizing, where adults blow 
smoke at an infant wHh respiratory congestion." Increas
ing doses of marijuana tea throughout infancy arc recom
mended as a prophylaxis against disease. Schoolboys arc 
urged to smoke marijuana to "help them study," to Ujm .. 

prev!! m~mory," and to "help pass examinations," This 
widespread use of marijuana is found both among farmers 
and villagers and among rcsidcnt$ of Ih:! slums of Kingston, 
Jamalca's capital, 

The Jamaica study was launched in June 1970, when 
six anthropologists were sent into the ficld-five into rUlal 
districts tmd the sixth into an urban slum neighborhood. 
They found heavy ganja smoking common among the poor, 
despite sevcre legal penalties. (not l"css than 18 months' im· 
prisonment with hard Jabor (or a lirst offense). 

One of the. anlhropologists, Dr, Joseph H. Schaeffer, stud
. jed the effects of marijuana on ability and willingness to 
work. He recorded in detail how much work both smokers 
nnd nonsmokers did In a sample week and how much 
metabolic energy thl!Y expended while at work. In general, 
Dr. Schaeffer found that field laborers actually performed 
more motions nnd expended more energy after smoking 
marijuana thai' before. But they appeared to accomplish 
le'is when on murljuana-weeding a smaller patca of crops 
in 3n hour, for example. Dr. Schaeffer also reported, how
ever, that marijuana usc in group labor situations tended to 
increase the social cohesiveness ot the workers. While it 
may have decreased overall emciency~ it nppeared to make 
the prospect of Jong hours in the field more palatable and 
increase the laborers' willingness to wOlk. 

The Jamaica report calls this the "motivational syn .. 
drome"-as di~tjngtlished (rom the tlamotivatlonal syn
drome" des.cribed by other psychiMrists. 

Following this and other field stUdies, the Jamnica re
search teanl brought 30 m31e marijuana smokers and 30 
nonsmokers to University Hospital at the University of the 
West fOllies for six days of intensive medical examinations. 
The 60 subjects ranged in age from 23 to S3j the average 
age was 34. All bllt one of the marijuana smokers had first 
smoked bc.rore the age of 20; they had been sln1;lking mari
juana for 17.S years, on the average (the range was from 
7 to 37 years). They did not smoke marijuam} white in 
the hospital. 

But it was the frequency with which they smoked that 
will starUe American readers. To qualiry as- a "l1eavy'" 
=moker in the Jamaica study, one had to smoke nt least 
eigM "spHffs" (ganja cigarettes) n. day. In the U.S., D. 
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"heavy" smoker js often defined os one who smokes more 
than seven marijuana cigarettes a week. And the typical 
Jamaican spliff is more potent than the typical North 
American marijuana Hjoint." Thus, Jamaicans smoke con~ 
siderably heavier doses than their American counterparts, 
even though the latter tend to inhale marc deeply than 
J3maicans. 

The 30 control subjects were matched with the ganJa 
smokers for age and socip.cconomic status. It Was, however, 
impossible to enlist enough working class males in che right 
age bracket who had never once used marijuana. Accord
ingly, the control gtoUp was composed of 12 men who had 
never smoked ganja plus 1& confirmed nonsmoKers who had 
smoked onty occasionally in the past. All htlt three pf the 
ganja smoker:i and all but t 1 of the controls also smoked 
robacco cigarettes. (Tobacco is also sometimes mixed with 
ganja in spliffs to make a ~'betler smoke.") 

Summarizing the examination findings, the lamaica re
port notes uno significant physicaJ abnormality" in any of 
the controls or in 28 of the 30 ganja smokers~ One ganja. 
smoker had a long history of asthmaj another had a litHer 
understood nervous condition known as "Jamaican neuro .. 
pathy." suspected of being an atypical form of neuro .. 
syphilis. "There is nothing to suggest that these disabilities 
were in any way reb,ted to the use of ~annabisJ" the report 
states. 

The marijuana smokcn nnd controls were well matched 
in height as well as nge, but the smokers. weighed seVen 
pounds less on the averllge-n difference, the report noted, 
that Umight indicate that the chronic use of cannabis causes 
some suppression of appetite." 

X-rays of the lungs were normal in both groups 'except 
for some scarring of the lungs in one of the subjects who 
did not smoke mnrijullna~ Since smoking tobacco cigarettes 
impairs lung funclion, it was also necessary to discount that 
effect when gauging the effects of marijuana. At worst. the 
Jamaica findings suggest, impaired lung. function is pro
dUced by inhaling smoke, whether tobacco or marijuana. 

Sinee the marijuana smokers in the Jamaica study were 
also in many cases the children aod grtmdch.ildren of per .. 
sons who smoked marijuana, and since many of them. Were 
,probably exposed to marijuana ,before birth as well as dur~ 
ing infancy, childhOOd, adolescence, and adult !iCc, the 
study of their chromosomes by Dr. Marigold J. Thorburn 
of the University of the West Indies is of no small interest. 
BrieRy r the chromosomes of the marijuani\ smokers were in 
good condition. In fOlct, thf!Y showed slightly [ewer abnor .. 
mali tics than were found in the control grou~1 though the 
difference was not statistically significant. 

In addition to these and other studies of physica'i health. 
both ganja smokers and controls Were given thorough psy· 
chiatric examinations by Drs. Michael H. Beaubrun and 
Frank Knight, both psychintrists. Only one gilnjn smoker 
and one control reported n history of past mental iIlnes:I. 
Four ganja smokers and three controls had had alcohol 
problems sufficiently acute to inh:rfere with WMk or social 
functioning. Two ganja smokers, however, "reported that 
thcy had been able to reduce their alconol intake, and 
seemed to relate this to gonja usc," 

On ~he Eysenck pcersof\lllity test, the "ex.troversion 
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scores" were identical for ganja smokers and controls. The 
only man sUffering from depression, as gauged by thr! Ham· 
iUon Ratings Scale for Depression, was not a marijuana 
smoker. Not a single smoker or control appeared to be 
schizophrenic on either of two rating scales. 

"-lle brain·wave recordings o( both ganja smokers and 
cou.. JS were also compared. Significant differences were 
not found. 

A battery of 19 psychological tests. designed to com· 
pare ga,nja smokers and nonsmokers on 47 measures, in· 
eluding 11 measures of intelligence. was administered in 
the 1Jmaica study. Smokers had not smoked marijuana 
for two days before the tests and did not smoke on the tcst 
day. The: murijuana smokers scored better on 29 of the 47 
measures-a statistically insignificant linding. 

Drs, Oeaubrun and Knight summed up as follows: "The 
tiala clearly indicate that thl! long·term marijuana usc by 
these men did not produce demonstrable intellectual or 
ahility deficits when they were without the drug for three 
days. There is no evidence in Ihe resulls to suggest brain 
damnge." 

The psychiatrists also asked about regularity and con~ 
tinuily of employment and frequency and nature of job 
changes. No significant differences were found bel ween 
marijuana smokers and controls. Thus, careful psychiatric 
examination showed no evidence that these Jamaicans were 
"semi-zombies" after having smoked very large quantities 
oC very strong marijuana for an average of U.5 years. 

CONFLICT OF EViDENCE 

ny far the greatest can met of e\'idencc on marijuana 
exists between the Jamaica study and the studies cited 
earlier. Out there arc also nOlable conflicts among the latter 
studies themselves. Here are some examples. 

1. Brain damage. The Campbell report, it will be recalled, 
found evidence of brain damage in n group of marijuana 
smokers. But was the damage present before the patients 
started to smoke marijuana? If not. was it caused by mari. 
juana, by sume ather d,fug, or by some nondrug factor, such 
tiS a blow on the head? Here is what Dr. Kolodny-the scien~ 
tist who believes marijuana smoking lowers testosterone 
fcvels-ha!. to say about the Campbell report: 

Research In cannabis efTects on humans has not always been 
performed or presented whh objectlvlty~ Many studies have 
been severely limited by indiscriminately including mUltiple 
drug Users, thu. frequently Jaising more queslions than pro
vilhng usdul Information. As an example or such research, 
( would like to comment brleHy on the [Campbell] study en· 
titled "Cerebral Atrophy In Youns Cannabis Smokers ..... " 
In the 10 cru,cs reported, all 10 men had used LSD-many of 
them over 20 times-as well as cannabis, and 8 of the 10 had 
u~C'd amphetamines. One subject hOO a previous history of con. 
vulsions, rour had significant head injuries. and a number had 
uscd sedatives, barbllurates. heroin, or mnrrhine. On the basis 
or these facts, speculative connection bJtween cannabis usc and 
brain damage is highly suspect. Unrortunately, this type of 
report is typical o( much of the research done In tbis field. 

Next, consider this comment on the work of Or. Heath, 
who reported braln·wave changes in rhesus monkeys ex~ 
posed to marijuana smoke, by Dr.1ulius Axelrod, who won a 
1970 Nobel Prize for two studies, one of them concerned 

CONSUMER REPORTS 

with the effects of drugs on the brain, Or. Axelrod appeared 
ns a witness before the Eastland subcommittee to warn 
agaln~t marijuana, Asked at the subcommittee hearings 
about Or. Heath's experiments, Dr. Axelrod replied: 

• , • One of the fundamental principles in pharmacology is 
the amount or a compound or drug that enlers the body. 
You eould take the most poi:>onous compound, and ir you 
take too little, there is no effect. One may take a very sup· 
posedly safe compound, and ir you give enough of it, it will 
cause toxic efTects. This, I think. all pharmacologists recognize. 
[ respect Dr. Heath; he is a fine neurologist; but the dose!i 
hc has given for the acute efTect, for example, wC'uld be equi~ 
valent to smoking 100 marijuana ch:arettes, a very heavy dose 
or marijuana. And the amount he has given for the chronic 
effect reprcsents smoking 30 marijuana. cigarettes three times 
a day for a period or six months. (Even the heavy ganja smok· 
ers in the Jamaica study smoktd only a fraclion of this.] The 
results indicate that marijuana causes an irreversible damage 
to the brain. But the amounts used are so large that one 
wonders whether it's due to the large toxic amounts Dr. Heath 
has given. I think. It would be a bener experiment ir he had 
done what Is done in pharmacology, a dose.response [curve1: 
smaller amounts equivalent 10 that used by an occasional mari
juana smoker and larger amounts used by a chronic smoker 
[would be givcn110 see what level"i would produce these irre
versible effects, I hope thallhis "ill be done. 

'long-term marijuana use 

,,' did not produce 

demonstrable 

intellectual or 

ability deficits," 
The Jamaica Study 

Dr. Lesler Orinspoon of the Harvard Medical School 
.similarly points out Ihat the monkeys in the Heath study did 
not smoke marijuana voluntarily but had the heavy doses 
forced into their lungs. Since the monkey lung is about 
111 5th the size o( a human lung, the concentrntion of mari· 
juana In the monkey tung may have been 15 times as high 
as that of a comparable dose in the human lung. Allowing 
for this and other dosage disparities, Dr. Grinspoon notes, 
It is possible that Dr. Heath's monkeys were exposed to 
marijuana concentrations vastly greater than those experi. 
enced by the usual hUman smoker. 

Nor have the brain·damage allegations of Drs. Kolansky 
and Moore gone unchallenged, At the University or Pennsyl. 
vania (with which Drs. Kolansky and Moore are associ. 
ated), another team oC rescarchers he:sded by Dr. Igor Grant 
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.. , tests could 

demonstrate 

essentially no 

moderate users 

and nonusers ... ,11 

Dr. Igo, GH~r.t 

utlmini!.lt'fcd a ncumlat~· '"".Ilntinalion 10 29 marijuana 
!!omolets and 29 nOllsmdl -/llrois. all of Ihem medical 
!tltuJcnl~, tn addition to tnt ,lcurologicaJ functions usually 
tC~lcd • .!Iix mca!lurc~ specifically designed 10 reveal brain 
damage were usccJ. The c:taminers did not know which 
examinees wtre marijiHma smokers and which were non~ 
~mokcr!t.. No difference was found between the two groups. 

In ;:uJdilion. the Gronl 'cam admini\lcrcd a battery of 
m:urop!lychologicnl tests dC!l.ip:ncd to reveal brain damage. 
"We found no difference between marijuana smokers and 
nllO!lomokcrs on seven OUI of eighf mcaSllrc$ .... Dr. Grant and 
hi\ U)'1I0ciUlcS rcptlftcd. "Marijmma smokers- did not perform 
qUill! a~ well as nonsmokers. , • on One of the three ~uhte!'.ts 
ll( the Tactual Performance Test." The team added. how· 
ever, thAI "the ahsence of confirll1atory findint:s in Ihe other 
IC!l1s hr.s Icd LIS 10 conclude thai this one findin£ did not indi
c;He a ncuropsychological deficH among marijuana smok
er!!." They Slimmed up their findings in these terms: 

A ballery of the rna';t $en~jlive neurops}'cholo!!ical tests now 
1\\':lililble could demon'Mate e ...... entiatly no difference between 
modcr;tle uo;ers Dnd nonusenr or marijuana. 'these re-sulls Dgree: 
\\ ilh tho\/! of Ment.lel..on and Meyer who employed similar 
leSl$ with 10 casual and 10 'nellY)' U!Octll. 

Finally. the allegations of an "amolivnlionnl syndrome" 
and of brain damage arc chaUcnccd hy the findin~s of Dr. 
Norrn:m Q. nrm and his associates al Ihe Unh!~rsity of Cali· 
rornia at Los Angeles S-:hool of Medicine. This group 
t:hcckcd the collcge {;,fadcs of I ;180 UCLA undergraduates in 
19701 then followed up on the sume sample in 1971 (1133 
~lUdcnts' and 1972 (901 Mudents), Many of those who Icft 
college.as well as those who stayed art were followed up. 

Six grollps of students could be diseriminated during 1his 
~hHjr~ Ihose who had n~"'cr sf"cked marijuana; lhose who 
began smoking during the sltuJy:, those who increased usc 
tluring the stully; those whose usage remained Slable 
thfollghmlt Ihe studYi those who dccrea'icd llSej and those 
..... ho quit marijtlaMa allogether. 

83-31.7 0 - 77 - 5l 

AU ~ix. groups s.howed a sleady inlpro .... cmertt in college 
grades from yeur to year, The nonsmN:e~ had the highest 
grades as freshmcn but the lowest !p .. J!!S ll,!,. seniors and 
graduate studenf.s; the difTcr~m;l'~ A~'rc rmt ~tatistically sig· 
nificant. Neither college grade-; no," ,,;t.;r J;lctOrs Checked 
by the UCLA scientists suppJied any c~ Id('nce of bntin dam· 
age or of nn 3motiYational syndrome, "So far as we have 
been able to determine by this longitudinal study:' the Brill 
group conclUded, "the- dire consequencc$ \hal were pre~ 
dieted have nOi'materiaHt.ed." 
1. Lnwcnd resistance to diseasl!O- Or, Nahas, it wlU he te~ 
.caned, grew T .. lymphlJcytes from marijuana smokers in 
laboratory cultures and then ch~Uenged them with foreign 
sub~tances. He inlerprcled his results as indicating an impair~ 
ment of the immune response. among marijuana smokers
an impnirment simila.r 10 that found in some cancer patients. 

Amcmg those warmed by the Nahas finding$ were Dr. 
Melvin l~ Silverstein and his associate. Ms, Phyllis J. Lcssitt. 
at the University of California at LOf; Angeles, Patients With 
this ldnd of defect ii\.lmmunity, they notcd in a recent Issue. 
~f Sdence~ ~'deveIop canc~r .. , rates at least 80 tirt1l.~s that 
DC !hegel'leral po~ulation'" Ruf wa:'l; Dr. Nahas right in jCller~ 
prl.'ting his resuJls to mean a 10M; of immune response' 

To check on the Nahas claim. Dr. Silversrein and Ms. 
Lessin took an approach that determines the immune :re~ 
$ponsc in lhe hUman body itself instead of in 'il test tube. 
They challenged chronic marijuana smokers. with a foreign 
substance called DNCn (2A-dinitrochlorohenzene). A small 
amount of DNCB was first rubbed On the skin to sensWze it: 
two weeks Inter, small doses of ONCe were injected int ... tho! 
skin. Under these circumstances, 96 per cent or all aduhs 
develop nn immune reaction-a reddcnin8 of the skin Bround 
the test area and sometimes more seVere $kirt changes. These 
changes can be graded from 1~plu1 (n minimum reaction) 
to 4·plus (a Very severe reaclion, Jncludin~ hli~lerin8). 

When this test was rUIl on 22 marijuana smokers. the re· 
suUs clearly indicated thnt their immune responses were 
intact and Vigorous. All 22 showed a respon3e to even n 
smalllS{)-mierogr~m) dose of DNeS. and in 21 of the 22 
'he response was severe (3.plus or4-plusl. EYen with only t\ 
2S-microgram dose~ Zl oC the. 22 showed nn immlJne reac· 
lion. and 14 of Ihe reactions were 3·plus or 4·plus. No re~ 
stmblance was found to the immune reaclion!i o( a control 
group of cancer palienls_ Te!.IS with other foreign subslances 
confirmed this finding of a normal imnlllllC response in 
marijuana smokers. 

'f ••• There is flO clinical or ~pidemiclogic e,llldence to sug· 
gest that chronic marijuana uscrs might be more prone 10 
the development of neoplastic (cancerollsl or fnfectious 
procesScs," Dr. Silverstein nnd Ms, Les5in noted. "Since 
responses were norm::J1 in the chronic marijua(la users we 
tested. it would appear that chronic m::Jrijuana sm01dng does 
not produce Jl, gross cellular immunt! defce, 'hat tan be de-
tectt!d by fokin testing." ' 
3. Birth defects Bnd heredltary disease .. 1'he Stenchcvc:r rc· 
port that marijuana damages chromosomes. like earlier 
claims Ihnt LSD dampges chromosomes. is being heavily 
chnllengcd by contradictory eVidence • 

At the InslilUte for Medienl Research In Camden. N.1., 
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(or example, Dr. Warren W. Nichols and his associates per
formed a well-controlled study of marijuana effects on 
chromosomes. They first checked the chromosomes of 24 
occasional marijuana smokers and found them to be in 
good condition. They then gave their 24 subjects measured 
doses of marijuan.' ,-1:,.ity for five or 12 days and checked 
their chromosomes again. No damage Was detected. 

Other investigators who have failed to find marijuana 
damage to chromosomes inclUde Dr. Thorburn of thi! Uni
versity of the West Indies (in the Jamaica study). Dr. Henry 
B. Pace and his associates at the University of MiSSissippi, 
and Dr. Richard L. Neu of the Upstate Medical Center, State 
University of New York. Animal studies have also failed to 
provide evil1ence o( chromosome damage. 

As for the Morishima report thnt the lymphocytes of mari
juana smokers have fewer than the normal number of chro· 
mosomes, two difficulties should be noted. 

First. all of the lymphocytes studied by Dr. Morishima 
and reported by him to the Eastland subcommittee came 
from just three marijuana smokers and three nonsmokers; 
this is an ext.remely modest base from which to anticipate, 
in Dr. Morishima's words, "potential danger in [thel im& 
mune defense system, development of cancer ••• genetic 
mutation and birth defects." 

The second difficulty: if more than 30 per cent of the 
lymphocytes of chronic marijuana smokers contain fewer 
than 31 chromosomes instead of the normal 46, how could 
this gross lack of chromosomes have escaped the attention 
of Drs. Nichols, Stenchever, Thorburn. Pace, Neu. and 
others who have been intensively examining lymphocytes for 
chromosome breaks and other minor abnormalities? 

4. Lung damage. Though the evidence to date is far from 
decisive, there is no reason 10 doubt that marijuana smoke, 
like tobacco smoke and other kinds of smoke, may damage 
human lung cells. How mud. damage remains an unan
swered question. But the extent of damage is probably more 
closely related to the amount of smoke inhaled than to the 
Iype of smoke. ,,(hus, it is hardly plausible at this stage of· 
scientific knowledge to worry that someone who is smok
ing a pack of tobacco cigarelles a day-140 a week-may 
experience further lung damage by adding two or three 
marijuana cigarettes a week. ~ 

For very heavy users who smoke many marijuana ciga
relics a week, of course, the risk of lung damilge may be 
serious. Dr. David E. Smith of the University of California 
Ilt San Francisco Medical School, who is also medical di
rector of the Haight-Ashhury Free Clinic. has accordingly 
suggested Ihat such users switch from marijuana smoking to 
01 her form-; or marijuana consumption-such as drinking 
nmrijuana ten-to protect their lungs rrom smoke. 

5. Sterility and impotence. Back in 1971, Dr. Kolodny and 
his associates at tho Masters-Johnson sex research center in 
St. Louis reported Ihat male homosexuals have lower testos
terone levels Ihan male heterosexuals. That report, like the 
Kolodny report on low testosterone levels in marijuana 
smokers. was widely circulated by the mass media. Within 
two or three yenrs, however, three efforts to replicate the 
Kolodny finding railed, nnl1 it is now generally agreed that 
fill significant difference exists between homosexual and 
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heterosexual testosterone levels. The Kolodny report on 
testosterone levels and marijuana is now experiencing a simi· 
lar challenge. 

In November 1974, Dr. Jack H. Mendelson and his as
sociates at the Alco\lOI and Drug Abuse Research Center. 
Harvard Medical School-McLean Hospital, reported a care· 
lully controlled study of marijuana effects on testosterone. 
Like the Kolodny study, the Mendelson study was published 
in The New England Journal of Medicine. 

The Mendelson group selected for its study 27 young male 
marijuana smokers, some of them casual smokers and others 
heavy smokers who had consumed more than one marijullna 
cigarette a day for the past year and who had been smoking 
marijuana for an average of 5.6 years (range, three to nine 
years). All subjects were requested to refrain from mari· 
juana smoking for two weeks and were then admitted lor a 
31-da~stay in a locked hospital ward, where access to mari· 
juana and other drugs was rigorously conrtoUed, 

During the first six days of the experiment, no marijuana 
was permitted. Testosterone levels were measured each 
morning. The average levels were in -'the upper range of 
normal adult male levels." The heavy smokers had some
what higher levels than the casual smokers, but the difference 
was not statistically significant. 

During the next 21 days, the subjects were allowed to 
"earn" marijuana by performing a simple manual task. They 
were required to sm,:,ke this marijuana under observation to 
mak.e sure it was really consumed. As the days rolled by, 
both the casual and Ihe heavy marijuana smokers gradually 
increased their consumption, some of them to very high 
levels. Their testosterone levels did not fall. Under these 
carefully controlled conditions, the Mendelson group con
cluded, IIhigh-dosage marijuana intake was not associated 
with suppression of testosterone levels •••• " 

THE PATTERN OF EVIDENCE 
Out of all of these many studies (and others not reviewed 

here), a general pallern is beginning to emerge. When are· 
search finding can be readily checked-either by repeating 
the experiment ur by devising a better one-an allegation oC 
adverse marijuana effects is relatively short-lived. No dam· 
age is found-and alter a time the allegation is dropped (of· 
rem to be replaced by allegalions of some other kind of dam· 
age due to marijuana). 

If the test procedure is difficult-like the air encephalo
grams that Dr. CampbeU employed, or like Dr. Heath's work 
with electrodes implanted deep in the brain-independent 
repeat studies arc not run in other laboratories. So these al
legafions or damage continue to be cited in the scientific 
literature and in the lay press. Then they, too. arc eventu
ally replaced by fresh allegations of marijuana damage. 

After reviewing the voluminous evil1ence available up to 
January 1972, CU did not conclude in "Licit and Illicit 
Drugs" that marijuana was "harmless." On the contrary. we 
then pointed out, "no drug is sare or h:umless to all people 
at all dosage leVels or unl1er all conditions of usc." We see 
no need to withdraw or modify (flat conclusion. 

We do, however, see a need to comment on the adverse 
le~al and socinl consequences of misinformation about the 
health effects of marijuana. We shall do :00 next month. 
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Marijuana and Heroin: 
A Study of Initiation of Drug Use by 
Heroin Addicts 

David F. Duncan 
Schaol of Public Health, 
University of Texas Health Sciences Center, Houston, Texas 

Abstract 
Many studies have explored the questiDn of whelher or nol mariJuana use leads to heroin use. An unsilJled assump. 
tion in mosl of lhese studies seems to be the presupposition that mariJuana use was the drug user's initiation into 
use of drugs. In two samples of ex·heroin addicts il was found that a majorilY of the subjects had nol begun their 
drug use with marijriana. 

The relationship between marijuana use and heroin use has been an issue for over 
thirty years. As Glatt (1969) points out, "many 'opponents' base their main objec
tions to cannabis on the 'escalation' argument, i.e. the risk of progressing from 
cannabis to the 'hard' drugs, heroin and cocaine." A classic statement of the "esca
lation" or "stepping-stone" hypothesis may be found in an article entitled "Mari
juana-A Calling Card to Drug Addiction" by former U.S. Narcotics Bureau 
Commissioner Henry L. Giordano (1968)*. Mr. Giordano supports his statement of 
the hypothesis with the assertion that most heroin addicts have experienced use of 
marijuana prior to their first use of heroin. 

This assertion is, in fact, supported by a number of studies. Chein, et at., (1964) 
reported that of ninety-six addicts in their study, eighty-three had used marijuana 
prior to their first use of heroin. Chapple (1966) reported that eighty of a sample of 
one-hundred British heroin addicts had used marijuana before their first use of 
heroin. In his study of 119 Puerto Rican addicts discharged from the U.S. Public 
Health Service Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky between 1935 and 1962, Ball (1967) 
found that opiate use was usually preceded by smoking marijuana with neighborhood 
friends. In yet another study, Ball, Chambers and Ball (1968) studied all the addict 
patients released from the U.S. Public Health Service Hospitals at Lexington, 
Kentucky and Fort 'North, Texas; they found that for patients from the . .sixteen 
states with highest rates of heroin addiction, seventy per cent of the· heroin addicts 
had used marijuana prior to use of heroin. . 

The obvious flaw in such studies is that it gives no idea how many marijuana 
users did not become heroin addicts. If in a given sample there are 1,000 heroin 
addicts and ninety-five per cent were previously marijuana users, but there are 10,000 
marijuana smokers in the same sample population, then less than ten per cent of the 
marijuana smokers became heroin users . 

• See also: Hanns, 1972; Bindelg1as, 1973; and Nahas & Greenwood, 1974-. 
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A second set of studies have approached the problem from the other end, con
ducting prospective studies with identified marijuana users to determine what per 
cent would subsequently become heroin users. The Institute for the Study of Crime 
and Delinquency (1967) found that fifteen per cent of the juveniles arrested in Los 
Angeles for possession of marijuana were subsequently identified as heroin users. In 
a follow-up study of adults arrested for marijuana possession, the California Bureau 
of Criminal Statistics (1968) found that fifteen per cent of the males and five per cent 
of the females were subsequently arrested for possession of heroin. In contrast to 
these two studies conducted in California, Glazer, et al., (1969) conducted follow-up 
studies of adolescent offenders in New York City, arrested in 1957, and in 1962, 
determining how many were listed on the New York City Health Department's 
Narcotics Register as heroin users between 1963 and 1968. They found that 39·8 per 
cent of the marijuana users in the 1957 sample and 41'3 per cent of those in the 1962 
sample were so listed. This compared to non:drug users at 12 per cent of the 1957 
sample and 15·1 per cent of the 1962 sample; 49·0 per cent of the heroin users in the 
1957 sample and 52'5 per cent ofthosc in the 1962 sample were listed on the Nar
cotics Register from 1963 to 1968. 

These studies also raise some obvious questions. For one thing, are arrest statis
tics or listings on .,l. Narcotics Register an accurate reflection or use? The answer 
probably is no. F(.r another, are arrested drug users typical of drug users in general? 
It does not seem likely that arrested drug users, especially among juveniles, are 
representative of the total drug-using population, and furthermore the sociocul
tural and personal variables which effect the probability of a person being arrested 
(C. F.: Piliavin and Briar, 1964) may be closely related to the casual factors in 
heroin addiction. And finally, the fact of being arrested and labelled a delinquent 
may raise the probability of engagi, •. g in further and more diverse deviant behaviour; 
being labelled as a drug abuser may particularly increase the probability of further 
and more diverse drug abuse. (Duncan, 1969). 

Eliminating these objections, a survey of a national population sample conducted 
for the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse found that four per 
cent of their sample of former marijuana users had used heroin. The same study 
showed that less than one-half of one per cent of the non-marijuana users had used 
heroin. In an additional study of 105 selected, middle class, young, working adult 
marijuana smokers from California, only two per cent of the marijuana .1sers were 
also heroin users. The Commission did find, however, that there was a definite 
association between marijuana usage and the use of other drugs in general, but 
reported that in the majority of cases the use of other drugs was experimental only 
and did not become a regular pattern of use (National Commission, 1972). 

Glatt (1974) has po .. ilted out that since marijuana is an illegal drug, its user is 
necessarily exposed to groups of fellow law-breakers and may come to be influenced 
by them and by society's judgement~ of them and him to accept the definition of 
himself as an "asocial character." In purchasing marijuana he must enter into a 
black- market situation in which he is likely to come into contact with users and 
sellers of heroin. "In this way cannabis users run a much greater risk than the 
average pel" •. Jn of being introduced to heroin." Furthermore, having already vio
lated the societal rule against drug usc, and experienced no apparent ill-effects from 
its use, he may find it a small step to using other drugs. "It would seem therefore," 
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Glatt (1974) concludes, "that going on to heroin is certainly a greater hazard for 
the smoker than for non-smokers, but it is by no means inevitable and it happens 
only in a (probably relatively small) minority." 

An unstated assumption in all of the preceding studies seems to be the presup
position that use of marijuana not only preceded use of heroin, but was the drug 
user's initiation into the use of illicit drugs. The only report in the literature dealing 
directly with this issue seems to be Harms (1972) study in which he reports that 
from 75 to 85 per cent of heroin users began their drug use with marijuana. No 
detail of the study or of the sample(s) is given. 

This paper will report two surveys examining the initial drug used by persons 
who subsequently became heroin addicts. The same criticisms with l'egard to 
unrcpresentativeness of samples which have becn made of the studies reviewed 
above may certainly be made of'these two samples. Nevertheless, they should serve 
as a starting point in bringing this issue under systematic examination. 

Inmate Sample 
Sixty inmates of a Southerm United States prison, who had been identified as 
serving sentences for drug or drug-related offenses and who were admitted heroin 
addicts, were interviewed concerning their history of drug abuse. The median age 
of the sample subjects was twenty-two. Their mean educational achievement was 
ninth grade. The two most common offenses for which they were currently impri
soned were possession of narcotics and burglary (in support of their drug habit). 

Each subject was asked six questions, as follows: (1) What was the first illegal 
drug you used? (2) What was the second? (3) Had you used alcohol prior to using 
narcotics? (4) Were you a heavy drinker prior to using narcotics? (5) Did you first 
use drugs while in jailor in a juvenile or adult correctional institution? (6) Did you 
nrst use narcotics while in jail or in a juvenile or adult correctional institution? 

Marijuana was namcd as the first illicit drug used by only two (3·3 per cent) of 
the subjects and as the second drug by ten of the subjects (16·6 per cent). The most 
frequently named initial drug was "speed" (amphetamines), which was reported 
as the first illicit drug used by thirty-seven (61·6 per cent) of the SUbjects. Complete 
results for questions one and two are reported in Table 1. 

Table 1. Inmate Sample 

Drug Type First Drug Used Second Drug Used 
~ % # % 

Barbiturates 5 8·3 23 38·0 
Halluc~nogens 0 0·0 2 3·3 
Marijuan~ 2 3·3 10 16·6 
Narcotics 4 6·6 17 28·3 
Solvents 6 10·0 0 0·0 
Speed (amphetamines) 37 61-6 6 10-0 
Syrup (cough syrup} 6 10·0 2 3·3 
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Forty-four (73'3 per cent) of the subjects reported use of alcohol prior to use of 
narcotics, but only sixteen (26'6 per cent) reported that they had been a "heavy 
drinker" prior to use of narcotics. Twenty-two subjects (36'6 per cent) reported 
that their first use of illicit drugs occurred in a jail or correctional institution. First 
use of narcotics while incarcerated was reported by twenty-eight (46'6 per cent) of 
the subjects. 

Methadone Patient Sam.pIe 
A second sample of nineteen subjects were drawn as volunteers from the patient 
population of a methadone rehabilitation program located in a major Southern 
U.S. city, one and one-half years after the initial sample. The subjects were sixteen 
male and three female patients. Their median age was twenty-three. 

Subjects were asked to report the order in which they first used each of the 
seven major categories of abusable drugs. They were also questioned about their 
history of arrests and incarcerations. 

Two subjects (10'5 per cent) reported that marijuana was the first drug they 
had used for intoxication. Six subjects (13·5 per cent) reported that marijuana was 
the second drug they had experienced. Alcohol was mcst frequently reported as 
the first drug used, being reported by fourteen of the nineteen subjects (73'6 per 
cent). See Table 2. for complete results on this question. 

Table 2. Methadone Patient Sample 

Drug Type First Drug Used 

Alcohol 
Barbiturates 
Hallucinogens 
Marijuana 
Narcotics 
Solvents 
Speed (amphetamines) 

# % 
14 73·6 
o 0·0 
o 0·0 
2 10·3 
1 5·2 
2 10·3 
o 0·0 

Second Drug Used 
# % 
o 0·0 
3 15·2 
o 0·0 
6 31·5 
4 21·0 
4 21·0 
2 10·5 

All nineteen subjects reported that they had been incarcerated at least once in 
a jail or detention home. Ten (52·5 per cent) reported that they had been in prison 
or a juvenile correctional institution. Fourteen subjects (73·6 per cent) reported 
that they had been arrested prior to their first use of drugs other than alcohol. 
Fifteen subjects (78·9 per cent) reported that they had been arrested before their 
first use of narcotics. Four reported their first use of drugs while in a correctional 
facility. The same number reported their first use of narcotics in a correctional 
facility. 

Out of this sample six respondents (31'5 per cent) reported that they had us'.!d 
narcotics prior to their first use of marijuana. Five of these were young users (aged 
18-22 years) and the sixth was the oldest in the sample group. 

Summary and Discussion 
This study has found that in two samples of heroin addicts, marijuana was not the 
starting point for drug use in a majority of the cases. There are a multiplicity of 
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starting points for drug dependence, marijuana use is one of them, but it is only 
one of the many possibilities. 

Alcohol is the predominant drug in Western culture (along with tobacco and 
caffeine, which were not considered in this study), hence it is predictable that most 
heroin addicts will have had experience with alcohol prior to use of narcotics. If 
heroin addicts tend to come from populations in which marijuana use is widespread 
(as it is among young people in many parts of the world today), then we can expect 
many heroin addicts to have experienced marijuana smoking. By the same lig\lt, if 
heroin addicts come from populations in which milk is commonly consumed, most 
heroin addicts will have drank milk prior to their first use of heroin. 

That is not to say that marijuana use is an unrealted to heroin use as is milk 
drinking. Rather, it is meant only to point out that associatior. does not necessarily 
denote causality and that the logic of post /zoe, ergo procter /zoe is a logical fallacy and 
not a research tool. 

Some users of marijuana are seeking escape. Some of those users will go to other 
drugs seeking a better pharmacological means of escape. And some of those will 
find that means in heroin. But the crucial deciding factors lie in the persons and his 
environment, not in the pharmacology of a drug. 

Narcotics (opium) date to the stone age, marijuana nearly as far back into 
history, but the epidemic of drug dependence we face today is a product'i)f.our 
times. The sooner we stop putting the full blame on inanimate drugs or on pitiful 
drug addicts and start looking for the social and interpersonal factors which produce 
escape behaviour on an epidenic scale, the sooner we will begin to learn how to 
stop that epidemic. 
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[From the San'Francisco Examiner, Sept. 18, 19741 

MAllIRUANA-CoN'rnADICTlNG Scll:NTISTS' FINDINGS 

(By Gordon S. Brownell) 

Recently, The Examiner published a misleading article headlined "Scientists 
Shift on Marihuana" by writer Karen Peterson, which portrayed a distorted pic
ture of the present climate of medical and scientific thinking regarding 
marihuana . 
. The article dealt with research which emphasized alleged dangers from mari

huana use, without reference to the preponderance of contrary evidence and 
studies conducted by private and governmental researchers which have shown 
marihuana not as dangereous as once believed. 

There was no mention of the exhaustive, two-year study by the National 
Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse which was appointed by President 
Nixon. The commission concluded that while further marihuana reSearch is 
necessary, there is no reason to continue to criminalize and jail the individual 
user. 

On ·the federal level, the research being conducted by the Department of 
Health, Education a}!d Welfare compdses the most objective and thorough evalu
ation of the effects of marihuana available in the United States. Its findings are 
at variance with the conclusions reached by the scientists described in the Aug. 29 
article. 

As the first case in point, there is the "brain-damage" monkey which is one 
of the subjects of Dr. Robert G. Heath·s research at Tulane University. Accord
ing to the article, the monkey's "brain waves are not normal. He is a steady 
marihuana smoker, that's why." 

What the article did not 'Point out is that the dosage levels used in Dr. 
Health's experiments with rhesus monkeys were extraordin~rily high, up to 
300 grams or 120 marihuana cigarettes daily. Researchers hav.? long known the 
effects of marihuana are dose related" but there are few, ienny, marihuana 
users capable of consumihg such huge amounts of cannabis regllJlarly, If ever. 
l.'he National Commission on Marihuana anU Drug Abuse pOInted 'out tnat while 
heavy users smoke sevt;lral (3 to 7) cigarettes daily, the overwhelnnng majority 
of users consume much less. Thus, it seems hardly appropriate, if not absurd, to 
base our social policy towards the use of marihuana on data which assumes 
users smoke 120 cigarettes a day. 

The Peterson article also cited research of Dr. Gabriel Nahas of Columbia 
University. His well-publicized study that marihUana use leads to a breakdown 
of the immunization procesfl and renders the user more suscepti:l)le to infectious 
diseases remains unsubstantiated by other research. In fact, Nahas' findings are 
contrary to the most respected and significant double-bUnd clinical study of 
chronic use conducted to date, which was commissioned by the federal govern
ment. 

As the third annual H.E.W. Report to Congress, "Marihuana and Health 
(19,~)" stntes: 

. "The Jamaican study of long-term chronic ganja smokers found no deleterious 
effects that could be attributed to cannabis. The potency of ganja (marihuana) 
normally smOked in .Tnruait'a is mu('h higher th:m that of 'pot' and the frequenc~' 
and duration of ganja smoking is greater than in the U.S. There was no differ
ence in the incidence of disease and no 'adverse effects' were reported in the 
offspring of the smokers." 

.Among other researchers mentioned in the article were Dr. Morton Stenchever 
of the University of Utah and ProfeSSor Hardin Jones of the University of Cali
fornia. Both have reported alleged ('hromosome damage from mavihuana use. Pro
fessor Jones has made the startling observation that "the chromosome damage 
found by Professor Stenchever, even in those who use cannabis 'moderately', 
is roughly the same type and degree of damage in persons surviving;jl)tom 
bombing with a heavy level of radiation exposure (approximately 150 Hoent
gens). The implications are the same." 

In contrast, the third annual H,E.W, Report to Congress cited above states: 
"The possibility that cannabis preparations might cause genetic or birth 

defects ha~ been a Rource of concern althou/!'h there has been little evidence t{) 
support it. The bulk of the present evidence, particularly that of wen controlled 
studies, suggests that the likelihood of genetic or neonatal abnormalities arising 
from CAnnabis URe at present levelR of Ufle is low. TheJ'e is'Ilo convincing evi" 
dence that chromosome abnormalities arise from marihuana use." 
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It is sad however, that the extensive research of the National Commission and 
the Dept. of H.E.W. does not attract the prominent headlines and media cover
age that the more sensational and fear-arow>ing studies do. The present state 
of marihl1ana criminalization has resul~ed largp.ly from the general tendency of 
the media to attach an unwarranted amount of credibility to the "scare" tech
niques often employed by the more evangelic anti-marihuana propagandists. 

In the thirties and fourties, for instance, the mainstay of the marihuana's pro
hibitionists was marihuana's alleged casual relationship to crimes of violence 
and insanity. In the fifties and up until the mid-sixties, the fear of heroin and 
marihuana's "stepping-stone" addictive qualities received wide-spread attention 

In recent years, the focus has shiflcd to marihuana's effects on the brain, 
chromosomes and possible birth defects. In each phase of marihuana prohibition, 
Ii different fear-arousing rationale for maintaining criminal penalties against 
the user has been put forth, to the unfortunate subjugation of saner, less strident, 
voices. 

In any event, it is questionable of the wisdom of whether medical effects alone 
can provide the basis for formulating the most effective permanent public policy 
on marihuana. Decriminalization is not based upon the premise marihuana use 
is harmless, but rather that such use should fall within the ambit of individual 
choice permitted in a free society. It is a social policy aimed at reducing the 
harm caused by defining marihuana Uilers as criminallJ. 

This point was made strongly by Dr. Robert Kolodny, research director of the 
Reproductiye Biology Research lJ'oundation in St. Louis, whose findings that 
heayy nlltrihuana use may interfere with male sexual response were cited by 
writer Peterson. In hIs appearance before the Senate Internal Security Sub
committee hearings on marihuana last May, Kolodny spoke for the anthors of 
this study: 

"However, we wish to draw the distinction between our role as scientists and 
as concerned citizens ... (As scientists) our position is simply that of wanting 
the legislators and the public to be well-informed on all sides of this issue ... 
(As concerned citizens) we would now like to state our personal hope for a 
move toward the decriminalization of marihuana possession." 

"We must continue to investigate the possible harmful consequences from 
marihuana use," Dr. Thomas E. Bryant, president of the independent and highly 
respected Drug Abuse Council in Washington, D.C., has ·stated. "But we cannot 
allow science to become a political tool, perverted in order to achieve a desired 
result." 

[From JAMA, Vol. 2'35, No. 12, Mar. 22, 1976] 

MARIHUANA INGREDIENT HAS VARIOUS MEDICAL USES 

(Medical News) 

Marihnana, grass, mary jane, or pot. The names are different, the connotation 
the same-a euphoric experience, a "high." But the fact is that marihuana COIl
tain a pharmacologically active agent~O-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-that' 
may be therapeutic as far as patients with glaucoma, iJronchospastic diseases, 
and tf>rminal cancer are concerned. 

Sydney Cohen, MD, hopes that the social reputati'on of the drug Will not pre
clude its potential benefits. He is clinical professor of psychiatry at the Uni
versity of California Los Angeles School of Medicine and he has studied the 
effects of THC in patients with glaucoma and asthma. In an interview with 
Medical News he explained that the intraocular pressure-lowering effects of 
THC have heen.known since 1971. In normal persons, the reaction is dose-related 
and clinically Significant while in patients with glaucoma, THC lowers intra
ocular pressure "as well as any good antiglaucoma agent currently available." 

Intraocular pressure dropped 30% (for four to five hours) in seven of 11 
patients with wide-angle glaucoma. Unfortunately, Dr. Cohen said, the compound 
also caused a "hig-h"-and this may be interpreted as unpleMant in some older 
patients. Robert S. Hepler, MD, at UCTJA is now trying to develop a form of 
the drug that will reduce intraocular pressure without the "high." According 
to Dr. Cohen, the answer probably lies in THC eye drops that would have a 
direct effect on the eyeball, or possibly a syntbetic agent. 

At a New York Academy of Sciences Conference on Chronic Cannabis Use, 
Dr. Cohen reported that "in rabbits, topically instilled THC in sesame oil pro, 
duced a 40% reduction in intraocular pressure when compared to a group given 
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only sesame oil. So far, tolerance to the intraocular pressure reduction has not 
been established." 

The bronchial effects of aerosolized THC are also being studied and "may be 
surprising," he added. Despite the initial, significant narrowing of the smaller 
and larger airways after inhalation of cannabis, the airways dilatc with THC. 

In a single-blind study by Donald P. ~'ashkin, MD, at UCLA, bronchospasm 
was induced in asthmatic volunteers by exercise and methacholine. The investi
gators then compared the effects of 10 mg of smoked THC to aerosolized isopro
terenol, and placebo. Both drugs (but not the placebo) promptly relieved bron
chospasm. Although isoproterenol achieved a higher and earlier peak effect, the 
effect of the ~'HC lasted longer. With aCl'08oUzed THO, the mean peak increase 
in specific airway conductance was 90% above baseline-"much greater than' 
when equivalent amounts (10 mg) of THC are smoked," the investigator re
ported. Also, such systemic effects as tachycardia and the "high" were not as 
pronounced with aerosol THC. 

The mechanism of action is not clear, Dr. Cohen said, but apparp.ntIy is not 
.B-adrenergic blocl;:ade. The effects of ~l.'HC in some ways resemble those of iso
proterenol and atropine, but the mechanisms involved are different. Propranolol 
does not block THO-induced increases in specifiC airway conductance (it does 
block this effect of isoprotereuol). Also metacholine blocks atropin-induced in
creases in bronchial diameter, but does not seem to interfere with similar effects 
of THC. . 
. 'When Dr. Tashkin reported his results at the (Jonference on The Therapeutic 
Aspects of Marihuana at Asilomar, Pacific Grove, Calif., he said that "it is of 
interest that the smallest dose of aerosolized THC (5 mg) results in a peak 
bronchodilator effect approximating 80% of that following 20 mg of t;°-THC 
and comparable to that following 1,250~g of isoproterenol." . 

In addition, he said, "the bronchodilator effect of 5 mg of t;°-THC was longer
lasting than that following isoproterenol (five hours vs 30 minutes)." Broncho
dilation resulting from 5 mg of aerosolized THC was accompanied by only a 
modest (11%) short-lived (15-minute) increase in heart rate and no significant 
"high." In contrast, 10 to 20 mg of aerosolized THC produced significant pulse 
and psychological changes lasting up to two hours. 

In Dr. Tashldn's view there may be therapeutic advantages to smaller doses 
of aerosolized THO over smoked and oral THO with respect to the magnitude, 
speed of onset, and duration of bronchodilation. ~rhis method of administration 
may also h!l.ve fewer cardiac and central nervous system effects. 

Another speaker at tlie Asilomar conference, Joel R. Butler, PhD, of North 
Texas State University, Denton, described the effects of THO on 54 patients 
with advanced cancer. OJ'!.! purpose of the study was to gather data on THC's 
acute and chronic psychological and physiological effects in patients with limited 
life expectancy. 'I.'!le investigators also' wanted to determine the compound's 
toxicity and proper dose size. One area of psychological interest was THO's 
possible beneficial effect on terminal patients, such as reversal of depressive 
trends and anxious behavior, analgesia and antiemesis, and appetite stimula
tion-aU problems associated with advanced cancer. 

The result: THC did in fact act as both a tranquilizer and a euphoriaI)t when 
administered as a "general tonic" in 5-mg capsules (suspended in sesame oil) 
supplif'd by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. There was no indication of 
cognitive impnirmpnt and the cancer patients showed a definite tendency to 
maintain weight. Dr. Butler said these positive results may have been due to 
drug-induced psychological improvement, diminished p:lin and neusea, .nnd
possibly-even some specific effect on the "elusive machanisms" that produce 
cachexia in cancer patients. He added a word of caution: his data are too pre
liminary to serve as guidelines for any clinicians. 

[Newhouse News Service Article] 

NEW FEDERAL REPORT OUTLINES MEDICAL ApPLIOATIQNS OF POT 

(By Susan Fogg) 

Almost lost amid reports on the ill effects of marihuana on human health 
were findings that the drug shows some promise as a medical application to a 
variety of physical and emotional ailments. 
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The bulk of the official federal report on "Marihuana and Health" (the govern
ment continues to favor the "h" spelling released last week was devo1A;d to 
detailing the latest research on the dangers of pot smoking. 

But the report also outlined some of the therapeutic applications of marihuana 
that researchers have been testing. These findings are tentative, and have little 
or no application to recreational use of the drug. 

Perhaps the most striking study was conducted with 34 cancer patients at 
the Medical College of Virginia, where patients receiving marihuana showed a 
number of benefits. 

Marihuana apparently served as an appetite stimulant which helped check 
weight loss. The drug also helped suppress nausea, and worked as a pain killer. 

Marihuana also served as a mood elevator and tranquilizer, but without giving 
the cancer patients the "high" experience by street users. 

The researchers attributed this lack of a high both to the hospital setting 
and to the fact that the patients did not know what drug they were taking. 

Other tests on lab animals indicated that marihuana may have some potential 
as an adjunct to anesthesia during surgical procedures. Initial studies show, 
according to the federal report, that use of marihuana as a sedative may reduce 
the amount of anesthesia needed. 

Other resear<:h into the usefulness of marihuana as a sedative in treating 
disorders like insomnia and emotional depression has shown mixed results, but 
the federal report said further investigation was warranted. 

In one study five retarded children with grand mal epilepsy were treated with 
a synthetic drug based on the active ingredient in marihuana, with results as 
good or better than conventional medications. 

However, animal studies indicate that the anti-convulsive properties of mari
huana may be limited by an apparent increase in tolerance for the drug, so that 
doses must be increased for it to continue to work. 

Traditionally, marihuana was used in Western medicine as a'treatment for 
convulsions, chronic pain, opiate and alcohol addiction, and asthma. 

Over the past two years, researchers have again been looking at marihuana 
in the treatment {If asthma, on the basis that in normal users, smoking marihuana 
dilates the major airways into the lungs. 

However, scientists are concerned with other findings that smoking can cause 
respiratory damage. Nonetheless, the report concluded that "further investiga
tion is desirable." 

Other stullies reported in "Marihuana and Health" indicate that the drug can 
impair driving ubility, temporarily lower male sex hormone level and possibly 
bring about changes in cell structure that could lead to lowered body resistance 
to infection or genetic damage. 

These hormonal and cellular effects of marihuana-still uncomlrmed-could 
have esr!~cially serious effects on either the young adolescent or on the old, the 
federal report said. 
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Attention: 
smoki~ gn;ass maybe 
good foryoUrhealth 

By Richard Lance Christie 
In /he last fe ..... months. a rash of 

go~'(rnmf?nl reporls, medical studies and 
newspaper slOries have begun - once agailt-
10 trumpet the dangers 0/ marijuana. Not 
since the do}'l a/Reefer Madness. the- h)'s
terical movie made in the 'JOs abOift a 
mllrtferin& marijuana peak.. has there been 
such sound and!"TY over grass. Marijuana 
Cauus Male Impo/ency! Marijuana Inter. 
fen's with Body Immunity Mechanism! 
Mar(juana A !Jeets ru"damenla} Chemislf:'v 
of Li\'ing Cells! After releasing the [Olesl 

H ~ W report an marijuana tl couple of 
k'etks ago, the lOp Whlle House e.rperl on 
dnlXs. Dr. R()bert J. DuPont. warned thai 
"tile health cOIuequences ate unknown Otld 
pOlcnlial{)' quite sCI'ere.'· ~IJ. James Easl. 
land fD·Mis$.'. whpse Internal Secllril}' 
,tuhe-ummitlee releast!d 1I~ 0\1111 repo't Of! rlie 
1I:~'ljll(ma'hashlrh "epidemic." el'en lI'ellt 
,fa fllr as 10 suggcst thdt it stem.f .from a 
Communi,fl p/aJ. 

Ont't" aguin h'e urt! bdnK e:(posed III 
IJ,,· lme,tl opinions of IJ relalh'e{I' smull 
gmup vI itJ'It'lri):flWrS atJd authorities ..... /w 
b"lie\'t! Ihe prdducls of the. hemp plutU are 
either insidious{I' dangerous or mt'/tuC'{ng(.' 
unkntJwn. BUI the fUC'1 is that mari/uUlw II 
(Jnt: (!fll", older' unci moslll'ide{1' uutl dftlXJ 
li}r llJlo:riral;nn tlnti mmiC'/,,,, kl1lm'lf It I 
mUit. /1 ,}d 1)l1r It'st'tJrl'h knOh'leu}w UhOUl Il1tl 

dlemie-at ci('lian alld publit: /lC(lllh implim
IlnnJ of C'lInna/Ji.f is til/ellS! (IS J!,P{I(/ (IS Ollt 
t:qlfil'tlMu knnwll!dXf!lIholll aspirin. 

T(ld(l)~ rOll}!"!" 14 PL'r('1!1tI '?f till 
Antc'rimlls lIider '],tllI }2-or ,f(lItll! ::;t mil
linn pL'nplt'-hn\'LI "it'll .m/akin/: marijumw 
df le'I.~1 min.'. Las{ yL'ut' 4211,OUO of t"em 
U'L'r(' lIrf('.WI!t/ for (los.rC':i,fi~IR or del1ling 
lI/ttr{jlltllIU-lWire 1/'" nu",h(!r ill IlilO. II IItI. 
tie.fpllc· the' Jiu'! til{/( DuPmJl tJlul II", nlull 
wlw fI"'l'l'cMl "'''' tit 111(' Wllllt' NOlin', Dr. 
Je'rmlll! Jul/i'\' htH'L' hnth .raid (/U:l' nppo.U' 
prl,'ifllI (crms jilr marijuana ~ISfd','i, IWn hifls 
/() t/l!crimitwU:.t! .wa.r..r t..rl! {anf,ui.rhing in 

lhe HOlJse and Senale. 
To clear the air around wh(ll is 

tmerging as Q mojor issue on the uatfonal 
agenda-the legalizatIon or 01 least dt~ 
criminalizotion of marijuana-we have 
askt!d a leading marijuana rnearcher ((J Jay 
(Jut whal is known abllUf the weed'.f medical 
properties. sorting alit the liard ,"edical/act 
from the soft moralistic opinion. Richard 
lAnce Christi/! was Ihe research coordina" 
tor and then prtlject director oJthe UCLA 
Lcngitudinal Marijuana StudY,funded by 

Used in moderation, 
grass will not make 
you impotent, 
damage your 
memory or kill you. 
But it could help 
cure your asthma, 
relieve your 
migraine, inhibit 
cancer and give you 
a new lease on life 

lllt~ National/aslflute a/Mental Hea/ch.for 
3H )'e(Jrs. Now completing his Ph,D at 
l!eLA on I",,, rtlolianslrip belwet!n marl .. 
jllal/o tist! lind C1IllIIral stance. Christie Is 
IIlso workin/: as chief if rerearc:h am} eva/
lIalion for Jh~ New Me:dco Department if 
Hospica/,f, ulld instilullolls. which is in 
('hurge of tlrJI,~ Ohlt.ff!. II1L'II,ol hea/fh and 
retardation. 

As. fte e.'(p/uills heloll'. "the killer 
weed" has malt" pO.filil'e mediC'll} properth'$ 
tHu/. if. lurtlirr test'l"rit i~ enr(lIIraged. 
mixhl pmve to he. an urje.,<ploUed wander 
drug oft/wIlllurc. 

Information about the effl!cts ofthe: 
cannabis- plant on man ate: impressll,'e in 
both amount and antiquity because the 
drl!g has been Ilsed for sO long. Archue
ologists have found Ihat cannabis. was 
used in Europe by the Bylony Culture 
1.000 years .ago. and nn urn fined with 
marijuana 1eaves dating from 500 B.C. 
was recently unearthed neal: Berlin, Ger
many, The mythjcal emperorS hen Nuns's 
herbal. wriuen about 1000 B.C •• mentiolls 
several uses oftannabis. arid the drug was 
being used as an anestbetic in China 
around 2000 B.C. Cann,bis is highly 
praised in the Aryan Vedas. dating fram 
2000 B.C. through several centuries antr 
Chris!. In Hindu mythology. the gods are 
depicted as giving the drug for1he welfare 
of mankind. bringingjoy to and relieving 
tmxiety in the user. A papyrus of Ph:,lrnoh 
Rllmst:s lldvlses wash.i~g sore -eyes with 
caqnabis extract. Most native cultures ill 
Asia and Africa knew Clr <Jnd used Ciln~ 
nabis as n medIcine and intoxicant. and do 
so lodayr 

Cannabis was formullv introduced 
to Western medit:ine in \839 by W, B. 
O·Shaughnessy. M.D .. a brilHanI30·yeur. 
old Dritish doclor serving in Indi!!. HI! 
reviewed 900 years (If mediclll us~s t~I' 
cannabis there, and Ihen e~pt!riment:llly 
investigall'tl the drUg~5 toxicity .lOd effects 
,')U anim:\ls antl m~n. He f\.)und. nl' h.we 
invesligalorssincc.that the eanna.bisl.lrugs. 
nrc relntively nonlaxic as drugs g.a .md 
that Iheyenn he effective tiS a puin reiil!vl!r. 
antironvulslInl ilnd muscle relaxant. Sir J. 
Russell Reynolds. M.D .• QUI!~n Vict()ri;I~~ 
personal physlchm. cl)nducted re~e:m:h on 
cannabts for 30 yeart.{whl!ther \he qUl:~n 
served ns guinea pig is unknownl~ He' 
conlirmed cunnahis's hick lif lo:dcily. nod 
found it purlieularty effective liS u pain 
reliever in cases he saw ilS involvIng a 
psychMomutic. emotional component. liS 

ill ahQrting migruine hCl1d:u::hc.s and rC~ 
lieving menstrual crllmps. 



As a result of the favorable reports. 
cannabiF came into widespread use medi
cally for an expanding number of com
plaints in the West. The 1851 U.S. 
Pharmacopeia listed "neuralgia. gout, 
rheumatism, tetanus. hydrophobia, epi
demic cholera. convulsions. chorea. hys. 
tena. mental depression. delirium tre
mens, insanity and uterine hemorrhage" 
as the complaints for which cannabis "has 
been specially recommended.n Popularity 
of cannabis as a medicine waned. how. 
ever. because of two problems. First. can .. 
nabis could not be injected into the blood
stream because of poor water solubility. 
and onsel of effect by mouth is very slow. 
the peak taking two to four hours to attain. 
Second. effects were hard to predict with a 
given dose. We know now that a large parI 
of this laller problem was due to lack of 
control OVer the potency of preparations 
sold to and by pharmacists. The concen
tration of the 30·odd cannabinoids in can
nabis varies as a funclion of temp~rature. 
water. soil conditions and the genetic 
stmin of the plant. and some oft~e medi
cally active cannabinoids degenerate with 
exposure to heat and air over time after 
hllrvesting. In addition. in common with 
all drugs In a gn:nterorlesserdegrce. there 
is considerably indi~idu;ll variation in 
peoplc''! responses to a given do~c of can
nabis. 

The effects of w;e of cannabis on 
mun huve heen thoroughly studied, but 
the informatioll thuS obtained has yet to 
be rationally ccmsidercd in forming social 
policy. The lndiun Hemp Drugs Commis· 
Si\lO. for example. issued their seven.vol· 
Urn!! rcport in 1894 ufler two years of 
inw'itigiltions. The British commissioned 
Ihe ltludy in hopes it would document ill 
clfccts frum using cann'lhis so that the 
drug could be banned nnd Scotch Whiskey 
sold instead at II sizable profit in laxes to 
the Crown. The nine·man oommission in· 
terviewed every doctor practicing in what 
is nnw India lind Pakistan. revicwed the 
recnrds 01' every criminul case and mental 
hospital case in which use of cannabis was 
alleged tll he involved. and viewed the 
effecl~ of cannahls generally on a culture 
thut hud been using It fM 2.600 years. They 
I..'oncluded that "moderate" use of the 
hemp drug!\. is not injurious mentally. 
physicilily or morillly. while "e;l[eessi't'e" 
u!;e produces ill effects on body and mind 
and "hath indicates and intensifies morul 
wCllkncs,,,:' ComOlis.'iions in 1931. 1944. 
1968. and the contemporary LeOain Com
mi~sinn in Canada and the U.S.A. Na· 
Iional Commi!.sion on Marihuana and 
Drug Ahu,~e (which conclUded that only 
the heaviest 2 percent of pot users in the 
U.S. Were a population "at risk" from a 
public health point of view) all replicated 
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the general finding of the Indian Hemp 
Drugs Commission. 

Marijuana is an emotion·laden 
SUbject about which hundreds of mythS 
and popular beliefs have evolved. Most of 
these are poorly supported in fact, and 
instead appear to serve needs related to 
issues larger than the merits of marijuana. 
On one hand, such countercultural gurus 
as Timothy Leary and Jerry Rubin advo
cated marijuana and haltudnogen use as 
instrumental to produein.~ revolutionary 
(as opposed to "conditioned") conscious· 
ness. On the other hand. certain investi
gators have engaged in what Harvard Uni
versity'S Dr. Lester Gonspoon calls 
"psycho-pharmacological McCarthyism," 
conducting JX>or research or interpreting 
results out of perspective in order to dem
onstrate that marijuana has catastrophic 
ill effects. What this illustrates is what the 

All drugs are 
damaging and lethal 
in sufficient 
amounts; aspirin, for 
example, causes 
massive bleeding 
from the intestines, 
irreversible kidney 
damage and toxic 
psychosis 
National Commission on Marihuana WaS 

referring to by labeling its rt:port. "Mari
huana: Signal of Misunderstanding:' 
Marijuana. in this culture. has come to be 
associated with an anti-technological, 
anti-authoritarian. anti-conventional and 
pro-hedonistic val.ue system (this is not 
true in some other cultures). Some people 
seek to pre.<:ent marijuana as good because 
they like these associated vnlues and 
lifestyles, and others seck to demonstrate 
marijuana is evil because they oppose 
them. A person committed to scientific 
values cannot help hut see these positions 
as a modern equivlllent of Tweedledum 
nnd Twccdledee. since the legitimate ob
ject of science ista lind those things which 
will prove themselves. 

Since misconceptions about mari
juana seem to be the loudest school of 
thoughtlln the SUhjL'Ct today. let's examine 
them first. 

Smoking grass lowers your reslsl
once 10 disease: A group of investigators at 
Columbia University headed by Gabriel 
Nahas reported in Science that they found 

the T-cell immune responses ora group of 
young'cannabis users to be depressed rela
live to those llfa much older control group 
of cancer patients. and superior by only a 
small margin to n group of organ trans
plant patients whose T-cell immunity was 
deliberately disabled to prevent rejection 
of the transplant. These results imply that 
marijuana users could not resist cancer, 
among other speculative consequences. 

At UCLA. 'however. Nahas's re· 
suits could 110t be confirmed using a 
chronic marijuana-using population and 
using a different test of T·cell immune 
response which is beter validated to pre
dict prognosis in cancer patients than that 
usod by Nahas. 

The UCLA research makes 
Nahas's finding suspect. and suspicion is 
increased by checking the available liter
ature concerning disease and mortality 
rates among cannabis-users vs, their 
non using peers. If there is a difference, it 
has not been observed. It is true that in 
many cultures cannabis users belong to 
the lowest and most wretched classes. with 
cannabis being ysed to ease the burden of 
their existence. which tends to be disease
ridden and brief. When users are com
pared to nonusers in the same social class, 
however. no difference in disease and 
mortality rates is noted. 

Jt is even less surprising that Nahas. 
et al .. have not enjoyed much support in 
their findings when one observes Nahas's 
previous concern for scientific values, In u 
review of Nahas's 1972 book. Marihuana: 
Deceptive Weed. by Barry Liskow. M.D., 
in the conservative Journal of the Ameri· 
can MMlcal AssQclallofl (Apri130, 1973, p, 
631). it is noted that: "To support his 
[Nahas"s1 essentially moralistic viewpoint 
(that marihuana is evil). examples of 
biased selection and interpretation of 
studies and omissions of fucts abound in 
every chapter ••• so much of the volume 
is distorted that one must know the mari
huana literature in order to judge the 
accuracy of each statement." 

Marijuana caU.ft!s ~hromosome 

damage: The media wide1y reported the 
recent findings of Dr. Stenchcver, an ob· 
stetrician at the University of Utah. who 
reported a higher rate of chromosome 
breakage in the blood cells of marijuana 
users than nonusers. Regrettably. the 
media does not bother to do literature 
reviews. 1 did. and found the "box score" 
on studies of chromosome damage from 
cannabis is noW 1:5:1: that is. one s~udy 
(Dr. Stenchever's) "for" marijuana use 
being related to chromosome breakage, 
five studies ·'neutrn'" in finding no rela· 
tionship in humans, and one study among 
Jamaicans using the equivalent of 27 
joints of American-grade marijuana a day 



for an average of 17 y~ daily,finding D. 

lower rate ofcbrdmosomedamage in users 
than in a matched group of nonusers. 

MarijlJana u~e by pregnant women 
wl/l cause birth deftct5 in the unborn: Re
search on this issue is far from satisfactory, 
and an attitude bordering on paranoia is 
appropriate when considering use' of 
chemicals by pregnant women. The ad
Yerse effect 'Of tobacco, smoking on the 
unborn child'$ development, for exampTCI 
is wen documented. However, research 
with animals. although there is consider
able difference between species, indicates 
that it takes huge amounts of cannabis to 
influence fetal deve1opment.lfone makes 
the dubious assumption that dosage in a 
female rat can be extrapolated to a female 
human, the dosage: of marijuana which 
begin,s to cause stunting in size of the 
off:;pring figures out to about 1,300 joints 
of American-grade marijuana perdllY. for 
a I t5·pound woman. 

Marijuana makes men impotent: 
Recently~ Kolodny. Masters. Kolodner 
and Toro of the Reproductive Biology 
Research Foundation' reported eo preUmi,. 
nary study of 20 young males who had 
used marijuana at least four days a week 
during the preceding six months. They 
found in the experimental group that 
blood levels or the male sex' hormone. 
te!;lO!itCrone. was 44 percent lower than in 
u control group and thaI one-third had 
depressed sperm COunts. This "study is 
presently being replicated under con
trolled conditiops at UCLA. So far the St. 
Louis group's results are being confirmed. 
THe (lhe "high".prodUcing chemical 
among the 60·odd cannabinoids in mari
juana) i!l similar structurally to the female 
sex. normane estradiol. and ~annabis has 
central nervous. system effects t.hat could 
influence thc repr{lductive system thrQugh 
11 vilfiety (}f pltthways. What these results 
rneun l!i uncieur. hlWIl!vcr. Kolodny. cl 1\1 .. 
speculate that heavy usc ormurijuana by a 
pfiNtdo}c.'it."Cnl bl-'y cl-.uld inhibit puberty, 

• und by a pregnant woman carrying a male 
fetus might inhibit !iexuUI dc.vel(lpmcnt of 
thl! infunl, Public health records on cui
tuml gruups using cannahis h~avily are 
nul tJctaih:d enough 10 adequntely c~eck 
these spc:culations. hul no uovious effects 
:m; noted in thC$c groups. Th~ concerns l~f 
must pcoplc, Iuwo'e\"er, cl.!n,tcr lln wnat 
Ihese Jmrmonnl Unuin,G-'i Olean fll the sex 
life nf udurt OlOllcs. As to effects on sex 
drive. the main medhnor or sexual dC!iire 
in hoth mule lind lenllile is tlmlrugen. with 
some cvidcnl'C uVllilahle that testosterone 
hm;l11ure til do with uggresshm lImn with 
!tocK.la llurdata on buth l:lllfc~c Ilulrljulutu. 
u.sept and lung-term h~lIvy users of D1<1ri
jUlina (.lutsidl! college. we lind a s.Yl'lemali~ 
poxiril'{' :1»Socilltion hetween frequepc:y or 
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marijuana use and (requetlci of sexual 
activity among roalest and this association 
cannot all be removed by manipulating 
other variables. Those heavy marijuana 
users with poor sexual adjustment typi
cally have long hislori" of poor psycho. 
logical adjustment as weU, often yerifiable 
as pr-ednting drug involv-emcnt.. 

Since we are unable todemonstrate 
any gross negative impact of marijuana 
use on male sex drive and behavior in our 
ijeld data, what we may be observing in 
these laboratory hormone studies is the 
discovery that marijuana is a some\yhat 
active male contraceptive and aggression
reducing agent. 

SmokIng marijuQna will give you 
lung cancer: Preliminary evidence india 

Queen Victoria's 
physician found 
marijuana partic
ularly effective as a 
pain reliever, 
aborting migraine 
headaches and 
relieving menstrual 
cramps -cates that marijuana smoke is at least as 
damaging to lung tissue as tobacco smoke. 
However. the changes in lung tissue which 
presage cancc:roccur. on the average. after 
20 "pacKayears·t of exposure: in tobacco 
smokcr$~ l.c.\ 20 years of one pack per day 
(20 cigarettes). or 10yearsoftwo packs per 
dn)" etc. Since theuverageoonsumption or 
marijuana cigarettes by daily users in the 
U.S. is only 2.S cigarettes n day. pre, 
cancerous changes would be expected to 
occur li(\er 160 yeurs of a typicnl dnily 
murljuana usc regimen, It docs not seem 
likely thp,t mnrijuunn smOking win caU!jC n 
notable increase in the Intide-nce of lung 
cancer, 

Marljualla CQ;l5eS mules Jo. I!TOW 
hretLf/s! 1hirteen cases, Qf yaupg ~ale~ 
growing breasts (gYr:tecomtlstia) nner 
heavy marijunnu use huve heen reported. I 
suspcct this reprcsenlli an idiosyncl"Jlic rCa 
tlction' involving the youth's metabolisms 
mistaking THe for the, remnle hormo,m::: 
cstrndiol. which h:!1i U !iiOlilur chemical 
~tfucture. Given tlte (lite of breust 'dcvc{ .. 
()pmcnt ohserved among the half mimon 
young. men using. mllrijunna as: heavily in 
the U.S.A. (and millions mure using more 
hca\'Hy ovcro:a.,,) tlS thc.~e lJ men affiich::d 
with unforeseen developments, most 

males' merabolisms apparently dontt do 
this. 

Grass damages one's memory; Anya 
one who has toked up with friends knews 
how easy it is 1o forget what the conversa .. 
lion was about or where a certain train or 
thoughl began. Only afier much back
tracking along a distinctly nonJ,tnear con" 
venation can the original idea be recap .. 
lured. This e~perience has led some USCTS 
to suspcct these temporary memory lapses 
might be taking a more permanent toll. 

Until recently. when ~ome cIinkar 
studies, chiefly by Kolansley and Moore, 
presented case histories of people who 
allegedly degenerated mentally as a result 
of usipg marijuana in ordinary social 
doses. evidence to this point was largely 
anecdotal. The probJem with selected 
populations of people rererred for treat .. 
menl tops),chiatrists is tnat one cannot tell 
which came first, orwhal c:uuses what. For 
example .. one might observe that a num
ber of people ~ho killed their families 
with axes. had a great devotion to Kung Fu 
and kal1lte movies. An authority who con
tluded that wl1tching Kung Fu causes 
homicidal mania would be laughable. 
since it is common knowledge that mn~ 
lions watch the same show without such 
consequences. However. aUthorities have 
attributed degeneration of memory and 
p..'rsonality to social levels of marijuana 
use despite the fact Ihal severnl Iilrge. 
representative Sfudics like ours nt UCLA 
have not found such degeneration to occur 
with marijuana usc except rarely. In mOSt 
cases where marijuanll usc and memory 
deterioration occur together. other fadars 
a.ppear to be re5ponsjble~ with Ihe mari
juana use more understnnddble liS a symp~ 
tom of the:: problem rather than ,us. its 
cause. 

One encounters a number (.)r cases, 
however, in which marijuana us~ itself 
appears to hnve been the cause ofuistur~ 
ing mental ill effects. The mosl sensible 
pthSibility 11) account fot th~e Tulhernue 
cases is that some people ·rellct adversely 
10 marijuana ns some do to every food ond 
drug .. Ju.'it as penicillin and hee stjng.~:lre 
lethal 10 a few people hUI nol, 10 IlUlsl. 
marijuana mny cause severe memory lind 
personality problems in a few people who 
are in effect "allergic" 10 it. 

lt is also p(ls.'iihle fdr the individuul 
who,uses marijuana quilC hClIvily to suffer 
Uhangover effects" from IIIrSt: accumull! .. 
tions or L'annahinoids in Ihe I!-\ldy whjch 
may interfere with menlCtry. Our Own c!x
pc.:ricnces and those or invC1iiJJg,ator." 
abroad indkale this condition will cJe:lr 
up after abstinence from the drug for 7 III 
14 days. There is no gootJ evidence'that 
there is 0.' permuuent, en-eel ('In memory 
and n good amount ofevitfence that there 
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Bew)ore' Young and Old-.. ~~~I:l~e in 
_.- • All Walks of Life! f"A 

This • may be handed you ~. ._ 

by the friendly stranger,! It contains the Killer Drug 
"Marihuana"-- a powerful narcotic in which lurks 

M"rde,.,~ Insanity! Death! 

WARNI7'fG! 
Dope peddlelrs are shrewd! They may 

put some of this drug in the -0 or 

in the ",';.:- or in the tobacco cigarette. 
"1m FOI IETAllEi I.FO~.BTlOI, [lClOIIIC JI cEln II POSTASf -' ._llIt~ C'ST 

Add res s: THE I I T E R -S TAT E IA ReO i I CAS SOC I A TI 0 N 
S3 W. Jackson B;vd. Chicago. Illinois, U. S. A. 

Reeler madness propaganda distributed by the Feds In the 19305. 

is 110l. 

M(/r~/lImW t'UIU/!S hru;" damage: 
This contentiun. inherited front Ihe Retier 
Mdilllt'sJ l.l:!yS when mltrijunntl was the 
drug lit" ill!~.U1ily lind death. hus received 
new puhliclty Il.ttely with widely bully. 
huned rc~carch rrom England and Tulane: 
Univcr~ily. The English study reported 
Ilnuing ccrchnll :urophy (shrinking of the 
hmln due III cell t..IC~\th, nurmally found in 
\cnilily) in IJ young "C.'lInnuhis users." 
The ml!dia r.liled It) mention Ihat Ihese 
suhjel:t .. were eulll!d from thousands. of 
pallenl .. in metropolitan london precisely 
heeau~e they hud symptoms or senility. 
• \Ill! thill juvenile~unset l'Cfehrnt utrophy 
ha .. UIWil)'S utfeeted a cCrluin number of 
young. pellple who lire not drug-involved. 
The) 1I1 .. n failed 10 poinlout Lhul jill the·13 
were eilher he,lvy muillpic-drug user~ or 
were known lu have hi!-iturics of hmin 
l!itnHlgC. nr bOlh, 

III ~ht1rL. we IHlve It silUatil)O 
eljUlvlllclI1 In ~clL'Cling only KIIII).: Fuvicw¥ 
I!N \\ hn h'lv\! l'llmmitled (Ixe murders. ami 
thell lli'playing them u~ lypie:11 K""~ ).il 
\'ICWl:r~: iUUJ M.:comlly. ailihe 13 .\ubjects' 
h;lll till": ur JUlin: IIWI"(' pro/luM,,' caUSL'!<o fur 
cercbml iilr'llphy ill their histories th,IO 

t:annabis use. The ract that the British 
investigators fixated on cannabis usc as 
their choice for the c;lUse of brain shrink¥ 
age says more ahout their hiases than 
about marijuana's effects. 

The ~uhme University study hus 
received wide exposure this year. At the 
uniVersity. Dr. Heath has had 10 monkeys 
smoking or being injected with marijuana, 
and has observed death and brain damage 
to result in some, Further. he alleged the 
dosages he u!.ed are equivalent 10 those 
used by high schoolers in the United 
States. Examination of his data, however. 
indicates he has n slrange idea of what 
hiSh schoofers use. Calculating his dos· 
ages in terms ofihe weighl and potency or 
samples of marijuana actually lUken from 
users ovcr the PIiSl few yt:ars, they add up 
to he the equivalent of I'rom 20 (0 240 
joints per day per monkey. EVen for u 
human thal's a lot of dope. Only tbose 
monkeys in the highest dose conditions 
died or show!!.J 5cvere palhultlgy. 

All drugs arc damaging and letltul 
in sufflcient umounts: aspirin. filr ex· 
ample, causcs massive hlcct1ing frum the 
mtc.o;lines, irrcve~ible kidney damagc nnd 
toxic psychnsls; Further. mllny drugs like 

alcohol have a leth,,1 d\lSe to il1lo~icating 
dose Tillio of 10: I. Thus. wh.1I HC<lth's 
data actually shows is thai ml1rUUallil is :;0 

nontoxic that it takes extentlt:d exposure 
10 a ratio of240: I to produce lelhal em.:cts. 
If Heuth had been stUdying Ihe effects or 
alcohol on man by using equivalent over· 
doses. all his monkeys would have died 
the first day of the study.nnll with :Ispirin 
they probuhly would ha\l\! llicd or ~howcd 
damage sooner. Further. cannabis under· 
goes signilicllnt chemical chllngcs when 
pyrolized (burned). The apf'llicubiJity of 
findings using injected cann;.lbis extmcts 10 
determine Ihe cITCCl~ orsociul usc is lh..:re· 
fore very questionahle • 

Moreover. aside ,from thl! dl!reets 
of Ihese studies. no bmin ll:unage WllS 
found in such wcll-cnntmllcd ~auJics ~lf 
chronic users lIS th.1I in Jumilit:.:iI. funlled 
by the Nationul Institute llf Menl,,1 
Health. Subjccts in thh. study h.ld .!tl11okcd 
the equivalent of rrom 7 to 24 AmcricilO 
joints II day of"'ganj"" for lIl111vcr:tge dJ' 17 
years. When Cl1mp,Ired to n m.uched 
gfllup or nonusers frnm Ihl! Slime snciul 
straW. Illl t1iITcrCIIl:Cs wcrc fountl in lmy 
asp":l:t llr mental or physical function. 
Field studie.'i invnlving ohmll 2,000.o;ub. 
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jects' sochil behaviorl life histories, work 
output, etl:., also showed no differences 
between those using ganja., however long 
or heavily, and those not using it. In Ja
maica, 60 percent of lb. adult lI)ale popu
lation USC!I ganja. but no social stereotypes 
exist aboTJt ganja users heing different 
from nonusers. Possibly al. a result, there 
are no differences, even in. !ifestyle :and 
attitude!_ 

It is worth noting that some of the 
studies alleging brain damage from can
nabis \loSe come from tbe Middle East or 
from Mudies of Middle Eastern hashish 
users in Europe. Middle Eastern hashish 
has L:..;en found to conta:!n high concentra
tions ,of a quite toxic g.roup of cannabi
noi<i!J known as cannabivarins, The pres-
cnce of these substances, plus the curious 
habht of using camel dung as a binder in 
hasbish manufacture, may account for the 
rtlnuvely high incidence of observed ill 
effects from heavy hashish usc. 

Grars is an aphrodisiac: Some 03-

~ve cultures believe; cannabis is an aphrO
disiac, while others scOff at the idea. In 
fact, several cultures use cannabis as .a 
means of reinforcing sexual abstention. In 
summary, it seems correct to say that 
smoking cannabis can malee one more 
relaxed and attuned to a sensual state of 
consciousness, and this, plus a seeming 
intensification of the' senses., may be bene
ficial to some people'ssexual behavior and 

. In others, intrusive 11SSOci-
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ations, physical reactions, etc., may inter
fere with teXual performanC;CJ although 
this is Jess .common. Since sexuality is an 
area uncommonly susceptible ,to the ef
fects of suggestion, the expectations of the 
user about the effects of marijuana 00 sex, 
whatever they nre, are highly likely to 
fulfill themselves. 

"Pol" keeps Insects away: This view 
isnotio vogue in the United States, but in 
folk medicinc r cannabis plants are grown 
around cabbages to repel caterpillars, and 
twigs of cannabis are hung in bedrooms to 
repel gnats and.flies. Whether or not this is 
effective remains to be tested under con .. 
trolled cond!Lions, although we know of 
only onc species of insect that will attack 
cannabis. 

so much for the rumors and half.. 
truths~ They abound largely because com
petent .research in recent years has been 
stunted by the legal constraints on the 
plant and on those who study it-nol to 
mention the political and social stigmas 
associated with it Nevertheless, a su bstan
tinl amount of unbiased research is cur
rently being done on marijuana~ and far 
from demonstrating the hazards orits use, 
the evidence points to many positive med
ical effects. This work has been conducted 
under sound methodologicaJ standards, 
and is consistent with what we know his
tqrically-but has received Scant auention 
outside the research community. 

Intraocular pressure: At UCLA in 
1972, Hepler and Petrus of the Jules Stein 
Eye InstitUle found thal, within minutes of 
s.moking.ordinary marijuana, the pressure
orOuid in the eyeball drops, and remains 
-depressed (or about four to five hou~ 
returning to Us original level in about 
eight hours. Recent findings indicate it is 
Ibe "high"-producing della-9 tetrahydro
cannabin"l (fHC) in marijuana that is 
responsible. This could be of great impor
tance because a major cause of blindness 
in the United States is glaucoma, a disease 
in which excessive fiuid pressure in the eye 
can destroy the retina unless controlJed..In 
preliminary studics,.Heplerand his associ
ates .have found that glaucoma patients 
who were given marijuana to smoke show 
fluid pressure drops to the nonna! range. 
Existing medication for glaucoma is far 
rrom satisfactory in tenns of reliability 
and side effects, so these tlndings. are 
viewed with great interest. 

Bronchial dilation: For centuries, 
one of marijuana's Uses in folk medicine 
was as an ·asthma remedy and antitussive. 
In the U.S., pre-rolled marijuana ciga
ret.les were manufactured by. Grimault 
and Sons at the tum of the century and 

. marketed in drugstores as an asthma rem
edy.At UCLA's pulmonary functionlabo
ratory, Tashkin and his associates found in 
1972 that smoked marijuana is more effec
tive "than isoproterenol (the medicafion 
usuaUy used) in opening up constricted 

Atter opposing criminal penalties for marijuana users before the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, 
White House drug expert Robert DuPonl hedg,ed his position by so~nding Ihe alarm on Iho weed's heallh hazards, 
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bronchial airways in asthmatics, and these 
results have been confinned by others. 

Primary suggestibility: Before the 
tum of the century, marijuana was used by 
some psychiatrists to produce a state of 
heightened suggestibility so that otherwise 
nonresponsive patients aluld be hypne. 
tized. Recent experimental studies have 
not supported these reports that marl· 
juana can assist in hypnotizing people. In 
1965 a\ Stanford University, Sjoberg dem
onstrti:~:d that the major hallucinogens 
LSD and mescaline enhance primary sug
gestibility (receptivity to hypnotic-type 
suggestions) during a waking state to a 
magnitude comparable with deep hy?" 

People who are 
bored, jaded and 
generally disinte
rested in life could 
become activated by 
marijuana's stimu
lating effect on 
imagination and the 
intensity of 
perceived sensation 

nosis. This study stimulated great interest 
in whether or not marijuana hus similar 
effects. Helen Joan Crawford demon
:ilrated in our laboratory this year that 
both low and high "social" doses of mari
juana PO the average enhanced primary 
suggestibility to a mugnimde comparable 
with the ~tate produced by hypnosis in the 
same subjects. Several subjects who were 
not responsive (0 hypnosis when 
"straight" !lhnwed significant suggcstibil
ity enhancements when "stoned,'~ a find
ing which could have implications for 
psychotherapy. This heightened suggesti
hility while under tht: influence of mari
juana provide." an explanation for the sub.. 
jective rcporlo; of heightened "sensitivity" 
to people lind environments while "high." 
It also casts new light on users' cammon 
oh\crvalion!'! that smoking marijuana 
makc .. group cxpericncc\ mOl" ca':iI, 
shared and ~eems (0 "lower inhihilions," 
hut in .\ very diffcn!nl way than docs Ihe 
tlcprc .. !'!ant alcohul. 

,hU'.ftllt's;u; Harri~ and his a~~mci· 
aIel'. at the U nivcNly tlr Nurlh Carolina 
Medi..:.ll Schuul. ilnd Smith. <It the Univl!r~ 
~it\" ur Pennwh'aniil. h'I\'c bcen in\'C~II
J.!Jiing the prupc(IIe ... llf CilOllilhi" ali an 
'll\l',IIIl:tlt..' •• 1 u .. 1: that d.lle, h'II:k tu :2000 
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B.C. in folk medicine. Early reports indi
catc that administering massive quantities 
(in humans, the equivalent of 1,000 joints 
or so) of a cannabinoid preparation pro
duces anesthesia in the animal SUbject. 
Although unconscious, the animal shows 
no depression of respiration and heart 
action, retains life-maintaining ·reflexes 
such as gagging, and. in addition, shows a 
marked lowering of body temperature 
(hypothermia). Most anesthetics do de· 
press vital signs and refler.esj thus" can· 
nabis may provide an improved way to 
relieve pain in circumstanct;S where lim
ited medical aUention is available, such as 
among accident victims and battlefield 
casualties. Since hypothermia extends the 
time tissues can survive without oxygen, 
this effect of cannabis anesthesia is addi
tionally attractive. However, Smith's re
sults with human clinical research are not 
released, and there may be undesirdble 
effects or difficulties in usc of cannabis 
with man that counteract these advan
tageous features of the drug as an anes
thetic. 

A ntibiotlc: Czechoslovakian re
searchers have found that the classic useof 
cannabis in many cultures as a poultice for 
uSe on wounds, piles, corns, bums. sore 
feet and ao; a wash for sore eyes is ba.c;ed 
on sound medical properties. The fresh 
cannabis plant contains a cannabinoid 
called Cannabidiolic acid. which is a po
tent gram-positive antibiotic. The Czech 
research shows that it is effective against 
staphylococcus, streptococcus, entero
coccus, the germs causing pneumonia. 
diphtheria, typhoid. tt'oerculosis and nu
merous other bacterid. causing human and 
animal diseases. Cannabidiolic neid is ef
fective against strains of hlcteria entirely 
resistant to penicillin and ather antibiotics 
currently used, and has the same potency 
as penicillin. Unfortunately, Cannabi
dioHc acid is deactivnted rapidly in the 
blood, and degenerates swinty in the pres
ence of oxygen and hl!at. It can be stabi
lized in a medical base. but until the in
compatibility with human blood can bl! 
worked out, it is usable for external infec
tions only. The Czechs got excellent clini
cal results using Cannabidiolic acid as a 
salve or poultice for the conditions listed 
above. nnd in irri:;ntions ofhody pas.o;age~ 
ways such as the urinary trUt't and car 
I..UlU!. The rc.o;earcher$ also found that 
their cannabis preparations exerted n 101.:81 

anesthetic action on the treated tissues, 
yielding particularly good clinical result$ 
when upplied 10 burns. the nipplt!,'i of 
nursing women. hed ,orcs. exposed pulp 
in dtmlal CU'iCS and "Skin infcctions in lmi
mill h:lIld Icr... 

In udtlition lodl'llrly dl'mllnstratl:d 

phannncological properties, marijuana 
has a number of promising properties sug
gested either by as yet unconfirmed new 
research or by observation of folk medi
cine uses of the drug which seem to be 
effective across cultures. 

A nliconvu/sanl: In folk medicine, 
cannabis is commonly used for cough. 
headache, menstrual cramps, as a relaxant 
and the like. Western doctors working 
with cannabis in the 1800s substantiated 
the effectiveness of cannabis for these pur
poses. Several decades Jgo, Davis and 
Ramsey conducted a study with brain
damaged epileptic children whose seiz
ures were nat being controlled by the 
traditional combination of Phenobarbital 
and Dilantin. Using synthetic THC 
(sY!lhexyl).they obtained as good or better 
results in all cases than with previous med
ication. Consistent with the findings of 
British doctors, including Queen Vic
toria's personal physician, our research at 
UCLA shows that female marijuana USers 
repon significantly less time lost from 
work and school because of menstrual 
difficulties, and less cramping and pain. 
British researchers also found that can
nabis stops spatting between menses. Our 
subjects commonly report that they usc 
cannabis to good effect in aborting mi
graine headaches and similar tension-re
lated problems. an effect substantiated in 
the last century by the British. Currently in 
the U.S., there is work now being done on 
the anticonvulsant properties of cannabis. 

Anorexia nervosa: This cqndition 
consists of a pathological loss of appetite. 
leading to wasting orthe body from mal· 
nutrilio~. Asian physicians. including 
modern practitioners tnfined in the West. 
report effective use of liannabis to restore 
appetite in such cases. Any marijuana user 
experiencing the "blind munchies" can 
testify to the drug's eifect on appetite. 

Addictive drug wltlJdra""a/ and 
maintenance: ClInnAbis has been used 
c1inically,lfrom time to time to aiJ in the 
"ahstinence syndromc" (withdrawal) 
from "addicting" drugs such as heroin. 
barbitumtes and alcohol. with mixed re
sultS. What investigators have not dealt 
with systematically is what Brecher. IIU

thor of Llril and Illicit Drugs. identifies ~IS 
the "POSHlbstinence syndrome": periodic 
attack.; of "anxil::ty. l.lelHcssion :lOd Cr<lV. 
ing." for the drug persisting up h) J;eveml 
years after the physical dependt!ncc has 
ceased. ' 

Brecher marshals evidence that 
suffering the PllSHlh!'linence syndrumc 
mutiv.ltes detoxified addicts to retUrn tn 
tht! usc of II depenrlencc-prl1ducing. drug. 
ulthuugh they mily ch()l1sCU dil1'erenl drug. 
thun the)' previously used. FI)rcxumple. in 
Ne'o1t' Mcxico some 60 pen:cnt ur heroin 
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addicts become alcoholics wilhin two thal cannabii does not relie.ve the k.ind of 
years aflerwithdrawal from heroin. Miku· cyclic depressive condition l unrelated to 
ciya nnd other investigators have reported circumstances in life, that hat' become in~ 
cases in which alcoholics ha~e successfully crensingly common jn recent }ears and is 
substituted marijuana for alcohol. and in commonly treated with tricyclic antide .. 
our research We have observed It number prcssants like Eq\lanll. Instead, careful 
of such cases, We have also encountered reading of the literature and oooervation 
C.1Scs in which former heroin addicts self, of the effects of marijuana today lea~ me 
meditate with marijuana when they feel to suspect, that these early folk healers 
distress, and have remained heroin·free were treating ennui, not clinical depres .. 
for many yeats following this nractice. sion. People who are bored, jaded and 
Whatever the depressant involved, what is generally disinterested in life could be· 
immediately obvious in these cases is that come activated by marijuana's stimulating 
the individual is highly functional whUe effect on the imaginatiol1 and the intensity 
mainlaining on marijuana by comparison of perceived sensation. or simply by the 
10 his sony state when drinking or main~ mild change in perspective produced by 
lining. Several married subjects among getting stoned. 
the ex-addicts I have studied have middle· During the 1950s, according to one 
aged. "straight" wivcs, all of whom J air unverified story told llmong drug re· 
served tQ be quite an»ious that their hus.. searchers, a research team administered 
bands not run outofmal'ijuana. When the' marijuana to patients on'a hospila.1 geriat. 
husbands use pot. the wives report them 10 tics ward with marked positive results! a 

In folk medicine, 
cannabis plants are 
grown around 
cabbages to repel 
caterpillars, and 
twigs of cannabis 
are hung in 
bedrooms to repel 
gnats 

be affable. interested in staying home and 
playing with the kids. ma~ing love, ealing 
hungrily and listening to music: able and 
willing 10 work steadily llnd slny out of 
trouble. 

When on alcohol, these men were 
typically abusive. beU1gercnt. in jan or 
otherwise not working rrequently. aod 
when working or in possession of money 
mo!)t nrit went for alcohoL Whatever the 
merit .. of murijuana usc in the average 
person. it is certainly Ihe opinion of thelie 
women thai chrcmic marijuana intoxica
tion is greatly prclerable to chronic alco
hol intoxicnlion. Research to determine 
what role. if any. ~~a{Uulln:1 might play 
gcnemlly in cx-ad!~ •. ,-*' mainll!n!lnt'C lind 
recidivhtn is und..:rwuy. 

A /{Jllil'jiJr I},,· blahs: Cannabis hilS 

heen u!.cd rur centurics in folk medicine (0 

reSlore! the !.piriL ... II l!l re[luted to have a 
Illnic~Jikc .Icliun. incren .. ing ent:rgy. inter
e!ol iulifc and tlppctilc. VlJriuu .... carly rt!~ 
~l!:IH:h projects in this t'Cntury uhtnincd 
ctlnllicting re·mlt!. wilh true cliniciil de
prcs. ... klO. ~md it l'occO)s filir to 'Summari7,\! 

renewed interest in food,social interaction 
and trips off the ward. 

In a related vein. research on termi· 
nally ill ca.ncer patients is currently in 
progress at UCLA to determine the effects 
on appetite. sleep. mood and need for 
pain·killing drugs produced by taking 
marijuana. 

Cancer CUre: In August of 1974 • .;\ 
group of pharmacologists: at Ihe Medical 
Col1egc of Virginia reported that the '''ac· 
tive ingredient" in marijuana which 
callses the high-THC-inhibits the 
growth of a number of different kinds of 
cancer, including viral leukemia, in mice. 
Although a powerful drug recently intro
duee~ for cancer trealmc.ntin hUmans Was 
somewhat more effective in inhibiting 
cancer growth Ihiln was THe, its side 
effects are seemingl,. far more serious. 
This research directly conlradicts (he find· 
ings of Nahas. el a1.. who Claim marijuana 
reduces the T·eell immune respons~., 

whieh allegedly combats cancer and vi .. 
ruses,in addition. nn <lltempt b)'Ol UCLA 
research team to replicate the Columbia 
findings mel with faHure. These contlict· 
ing results a.nd the. immense lnlereM in 
finding cancer curcs should stimuljlle in· 
tense future research in this area. 

Given the large numher ofllJlerna· 
tive possibilities for medical tlse of' can~ 
nabis. it is probable thllt liliellst a few wHl 
prove nul well enough in clinical practice 
to be adopted .inlo Western medicine's 
phtltmactlpcia.Onc nopc.~ thai ralionality 
will !iomchow come III prevail irllhc poW
it-al ari!ntl $0 that re.o;eurch to determine 
whul the bl~nelits lind ha:l<mls of muri~ 
juuna us\.! truly UrI!, in ohjccli\,1! compari
s<'n 10 (lIner drugs, can he conducted llOd 
dl!ci!oions mude on the bilsili of liourtd in· 
r,nmation.. . 

Reprinted with the permission of NeH Times 
Hagazine, December 13, 1974, vol .• """"T;'" ~2 
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